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A RUMOR comes across the water that the
Viceroy of India, "Lord" Ripon, has made
arrangements to hav a bill introduced in Par•
liament for the disestablishment of the church
THE Sal;;ation Army is said to be. encourof England in India. This of itself would not
aged. . At th!! last Canadian town they visited,
seriously affect that church, but along with
only ten of their number. were arrested for
any stir in Parliament over disestablishment in
·vagrancy.
India would be sure to come a motion for dis·
· A LABGlll hunting party, composed wholly of
establishment also in England. With the feeling.
::Methodist preachers, is operating lilong the
abroad ~at Bradlaugh's illegal and tyrannical
:mizwfs river, and chxomE!-legged chickens are,
exclusion from the House of Commbns has
.:acc,ordingly, roO!lting high,
created, the clergy' fear discussion, a.il.d will
undoubtedly exert themselvs to smother
CHBtsTIANlTY in Dakota has received a new
"Lord" Ripon's bill. But they will hav great
.:impetus. Sitting Bull, becoming'religiouslyindifficulty in advancing any valid argument for
;pressed, is lending himself around to be exthe saddling of a state church upon a people,
~hibited at church fairs as a curiosity.
·
no~ ~ne fn a thous~nd of whom believes in the
A coUNTRY paper, describing a funeral, says,
·religion taught by 1ts preachers.
't• The words of the officiating minister were, as
THE Bartholdi statue i! made of copper,
iit were, wafted heavenward, the wind being
strengthened by an inner skeletotl of iron.
'Very strong at the time;" It wowd be interestTHE Minneapolis Sunday Morning CaU asks,
For each piece a center or mold was made of
ing to kriow which way that same wind was " Is it breaking the Sabbath to own stock in a
blowing.
railroad that r~ns Sunday trains?" and the wood, on which the copper could be Worked
luminous Mr. Peck answers: "By George, we and fitt~d. The sheet copper epidermis of the
PRoF. HUXLEY said recently at the London
don't know. If the railroad pays a big divi- figure 1s made of two hundred pieces, and
Hospital Medical .College that, in granting de- dend on the stock, it does not seem as though weighs 178,000 pounds, while the iron frame
weighs 1274,000 pounds. When :finally erected
crees, the tripartite qualification of medicin,
it is breaking the Sabbath to own the stoc~, but the molded sheets o£ copper will be riveted tosurgery, and midwifery should be insisted if it
one of those railroads that don't pay, gather by copper boHs, and the iron skeleton
upon, and that to allow anyone to practice the sooner a Christian gets rid of the stock, the
will be secured to the masonry by twelve great
·without it. at the present age of the world was
·b~;tter it will be for his conscience."
foundation bolts. · The 'Variations due to the
'"perfectly monatrous."
Puck remarks that the man who givs a barrel temperature are'l'rovided for by elasticity in
A LoNG !sLANt> Sunday-school teacher was
of flour to a starving family never puts his every part, and corroding will be checked by
:recently called upon to resign her position in
name down for a thousand dollars for the ren<the school or giv up teaching dancing. She ovation of a popular church, in order that it painting with red lead whenever iron and cop•
•thought the matter over carefully, and it is may appear in the public prints. And it may per are in contact. It is reckoned that the
:hoped prayerfully, as to which position brought also be said that. the man who makes it his pressure of w~d upon the sta~ue, which will
190•000
1her 'bread and butter, and, strange to say, she business to donatesums of money to churches be 150 feet h~gh, may go as high as
pound~.
.
.
..><>fill !onohpq ,].".;"5- -----ana cyclorie-sUfferers~ and-puts likname down
THE Salvatwn Army prayed £or a PhiladelA PROMINENT Chinaman in San Francisco was for publication, and not merely as a guarantee phis reporter thus: "We hav a reporter here
W:~ed by a reporter how the children of Con- of goo'd faith, never sends a barrel of flour to
-a miserable reporter-·a sinful s.ervant of the
mius generally celebrated their Christmas a starving family. And the moral of this little unholy newspapers-a good young man gone
day. " Samee like Melican man," was the re- fact should teach us that there is a great deal wrong. Satan has made him obstinate, and he
joind&; "eat,,drink, and git dlunk." These of difference between genuin and autograph will not yield to persuasion and be saved. Oh,
Chinamen need to undergo but a slight change charity.
help the wicked reporter. The devil holds the
to beoome giDod Christians.
"A LEOTU:RER is announced with a lecture fort in this reporter's brain. He's going to
THAT the wildlln.Grse is not of exclusivly Asi- entitled 'American Hell.' Why a man should h-. ' Hallelujah I Oh, may he join the Salva·
atic origin is dispnJLted not only by Dr. A. Meh- spend his time talking on a subject of this tion Army, ohl Giv him repentanc. He is a
ring; but by Professor Morse, the latter show- kind is a thing no one can account for, unless type of all reporters, and they are all a wicked
ing conclusi>'ly that ,the natural counl;ry of the it is for the half a dollar a head his audience lot." The lieutenant stopped, to giv the renorse was America; but there is reason for the pays to hear him !talk. The 'American Hell porter a chance to kneel. The men and
belief that the animal existed nearly in its is found in a boW.e, and every man who inves- women soldiers shouted: "Save the reporter!"
present form as far back as the tertiary age.
tigates the contents of that bottle is sure to hav "Help the poor reporter!" "Down with the
more or less hellish experience. There is no devil!" "I was wicked once, but now I am
Tmn other day n popular clergyman, in a ser.- need of a lecture u11 this subject. If the man pure!'' The lieutenant then began again: "Oh,
: mon, 'called the theater the "Devil's Play- who is going about has.Jaad the 'jim-jams' he kill this reporter; kill him.. Take him away,
: h~use,". and declared in the same discourse is entitled to pity, but wot entitled to make a that he may do evil no more. He is too obsti·.. that the "wicked should not prosper." PeeTe's man pay to hear him tell ;a;bout it." The fore- nate to yield. He knows he ought to, but he
, Sun wants him to explain why Mary Anderson going remarks are from P-eck's Sun. It seems is proud-all reporters are. Oh, strike this
:is raking in $3,000 a week while a man who that the fame of the celebrllted Prof. Vaughan, reporter down; he is the devil in disguise!'
:peddle!! . Bibles don't average two dollars a of Virginia, who is the autb:or of the "American
THE beauty of a state church is well shown
·day.
Hell," has reached the wild West. .
in the following commercial transactions over
THE. missionaries in the Sandwich Islands
"Tn attendance at the Barlholdi Pedestal an English living: The living of Camberwell
:are now turning their attention to the Chinese, Fund Exhibition, last Sund:a(y," says the 7imes, was purchased in 1846 for $60,000 by the Rev.
· who hav settled th!lre in large numbers. They "was.. so large, a11d was compo~d of elements Mr. Williams, The gross income was $10,900,
~:lind· the Celestials willing scholars, although, so unmistakably drawn from th!l working peo- and he had no difficulty in borrowing the
· like many of their cousins who hav made their ple that it cannot be 'Said that there is any money needed for the purchase. No sooner
'homes· in this city, they are willing to be longer any doubt as to the success of this ex- had he taken possession than, owing to some
~taught religion principally that they may learn periment. The people who went to the Acad- dispute with the persons who lent him the
tthe English language.
·
emy of Design on Sunday wer13 not wholly money, the living was sequestrated for the
moved by idle. curiosity. They were workers payment of the $60,000, in addition to which
.THE University of Mississippi, at Oxford,
who might possibly hav gone to ohurch if the there were debts owing' which brought up the
:gives the girls a chance at high graduation.
exhibition had been closed, but who certainly total to $100,000, among the vicar's liabilities
'l'Jiiere are two hundred and forty students, of
wh:oni twenty-three are women. At a late ex- were no worse for having spent a few hours in being a premium on a sum of $12,500.advanced
examining articles in which they had a special by the Commissioners of Queen Anne's Bounty
amination, the fair students showed themselvs
interest. The visitors did not wear blouses and for the erection of a vicarage. Mr. Williams
equal to the males.. There is a dash of real
paper caps, and therefore simple-minded and was not in residence for any length of time
, chivalry about this which would make St. Paul
ignorant persons may hav suspected that these from 1846 till 1870, and the state of affairs in
very angry, but which delights the modern obwere idlers disguised as reputable artificers and the parish was so scandalous that a petition
server.
their families, arrayed in their 'Sunday best,' from the parishioners was presented by Lord
· CHRIBTMA.S was two much for a couple of like decent people as they are. The prejudice St. Leonarda to the House of Lords, in 1858,
preachers in Georgia. In Cochran, in that that exists, to some extent, in the community and a debate took place on the subject, withstate, the Rev. Mr. Gdff, a white clergyman, against all semblance of Sunday recreation, out, however, any practical result. When
became insane, and imagined himself to be however remote, is entitled to respect. It is Bishop Wilberforce was appointed to· the See
, ·John the Baptist. His hallucination furnished not fair to stigmatize as cant opinions that are of Winchester, he endeavored to arrange this
:him with a diet o:f wild locusts and honey. in the outgrowth of years of habit and education. unpleasant businees, and proposed with the
Macon, the Rev. George Goodwin, a negro But in this city there is certainly room for help of local subscriptions to appoint a curate
:preacher, grew insane after reading in the places of Sunday resort which shall do for men in charge with a salary of $1,000 a year and
'Bcrip'tures the Christmas legend, divested him- and women something that is not done for the vicarage ali a residence. Mr. Williams,
, :self of his clothes, and went about declaring them in the free church or in the free rum- however, did not allow the bishop to carry out
:himself to be John the Baptist and a fore· shop. The success of the Sunday opening of his original intention, for as soon as the scheme
::runner. That was too much for the risibles of the loan exhibition settles that." This must was settled he presented himself, insisted on
·,the white folks-John the Baptist black! The must be something rather bitterer than worm- his right to the residence, defeated the bishop,
:most original ideas of the year 1883, it seems, wood and gall for the m~mberf? of f.he Sunday and became his own curate in charge, r!ltaining
''ffere left to be evolved in its closing dars.
Closing League,
tl:le po•ition down to thi time of bia death.
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MooDY and Sankey,.having failed to convert
Chicago and tried Limerick with a similar result, are now doing Engl11nd. They are rather
more gorgeous than formerly, ·but not quite
enough sri to capture the nickel-plated circle.
Te:ros Sifting's ~tdvises them to imitate Mgr.
·Capel, who was recently discovered writing a
sermon on the poverty of Jesns·itl a ten-dollar·
a-day hotel.
GO"\l':El'INOtt-ELEdT Roat>L:n, of Ohio,. having
been asked .ther he still insists upon omitting the usual inauguration display, replied:
"I am opposed to 1·t on pn"nm"ple. To me 1·t
appears utterly undemocratic. There is no
tenable reason why the civil governor of a
state should be inducted into office with military pomp. It may be admissible in the case
of the president of the United States, but that
is open to debate."
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Jlltws of tht 1/ttlt.
HAPPY Nmw Yli:An.
J..i.m:s-roWN, Dakota, had a illlOO,OQO fire on
the ~Oth ult.
.
EL MARDt1 the False Prophet of the Soudan,
is marching on.
Two thousand stokers and Milors are on
strike at Marseilles, France.
A OLt1R of Irish Crusaders has been orgatlized
.
tion m
. th e uM OL~
in New York to diffuse 1ilstruc
dynamite.
GEN. GnA'II'r s1ipped on the sidewalk one day
last week, injuring his leg so that he has not
since been able to waJk.
SA.RAit BERNHARD'r is td pubii~h a book ehti•
tied "Marie Colombier," which is the ha.ine of
the womal1 whom Sarah recent1y horsewhipped.
P. T. BAli:r:ro:M:, the showman, has made hi~
will. It covers seven hundred pages of legal
db
ths $10 000 000 to twenty~seveti
~~~p, ~nh . equea
'
'
uec eua.
.
..
IN the Phcebe Paullin murder case m Orangs,
N. J. the verdict has been reached that the
girl c~me to her death at the hands of persons
unknown to the jury,
TEN prominent clergymen atld :Phyaioio.na of
Lancaster, Pa., hav been criminally prbse•
outed for fniling to mlltke the quarterly reports
required of them by lnw.
SERGI!lANT MABoN', the man who attempted td
shoot Guiteau, has leased himself to a Phila.
delphia museum to be exhibited as a curiosity.
He is to receive $200 per week.
THE lord lieutenant of Irelend has prohibited
a projected meeting of Irish N ationalista,
Twenty thousand Orangemen had made ar•
rangements to break up the meeting.
MANY saloon-keepers of this city were ar•
rested last Sunday for violating the Excise law.
Ten times their number, however, kept their
saloons open and were not molested.
A PRooLA:M:!TrON has been issued by the Ni·
hilists of Russia urging war to the knife against
the present rulers. A lieutenant of the police
was murdered on the 24th ult., and the 'deed is
attributed to the Nihilists.
PRoFESSOR Loo111rs, of New 1taven1 Conn, 1
advances a theory in explatlation of the l'ecenb
brilliant sunset, to the effect that :lnetebrs fall•
ing into our atmosphere caused the phenom•
enal illumination observed.
THE Rev. Robert Barr, of Brooklyn, last Sun•
day defined the "fashionable creed of 1883" to
be that there is no hell, no personal God, no
need to unite with the church, and that God
ia too merciful to punish sin.
THE Rev. Dr. Bush, of the Church of tha
Ascension, Staten Island, has resigned his
rectorship because games of chance were in•
dulged in by members at a fair held to obtain
funds for repairs on the church.
THE manager of the savings bank and relig•
ious institute for the support of deserving
Christians at Elberfeld, in Rhenish Prussia,
has absconded with 18,000 marks of the bank's
money. The depositors were principally com•
posed of factory operative.
CHARLES BRADLAUGH, member of Parliament
for Northampton, announces that it is his in•
tention to go to the House of Commons on the
day of the opening of Parliament, on Feb. 5th 1
alone, and do his beat tc take his seat. He re•
jects the idea of holding public meetings and
obtaining petitions, because, he says, such a
course would be useless. ,.
THE managers of the loan exhibition for the
Bartholdi statue pedestal fund went to the
Academy of Design in this city last Sunday
morning, expecting to be arrested for keeping
the exhibition open on Sunday, as it had been
threatened that they would be. They were not
interfered with, however, and the Academy
was thronged all day. The attendance exceeded in number that of any day sinco thQ
~Uildiua Wafi OJ?01led1 niJJ.9teen ;rears aao,
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THE TRUTH SE-EKER. JANUARY 5. 1884.
Putnam will never let us off from doing so. They readers by accompanying his articles with a revised
are the last questions that we should ever sponta- dictionarv.
neously arrive at. It is he that is philosoph aid, genBauvier's Law Dictionary contains this passage:
Universology, and a Criticism of the Criticisms eralizing, and deductiv while talking ahout science; "SuMPTUARY LAws. Laws relating to the expenses of the:
of Mr. Pntnam.-Continned.
but while havipg really, as I believe, no appetite fer people, and made to restrain excess in apparel, food, furni"
M H b t S
f h
M J h F k . scientific particulars; and it is we, of all people in the ture, etc. . .
.
.
.
. .
.·
r. er er pencer, o w om r. o n is e IS world who ar .
th
hl .
d .
·t·
"They ongmated m the VIew that luxury Is, m some of Its
a: disciple and expounder, has himself .contributed to
'
· e ~ore oro~g Y Immerse m par .10- degrees, 0pposed to public policy, and that the state is bound
the· co:ilfill:iion of thought which· makes all knowledge ulars! most strictly :analytwal; most thoroughly m- ·to interfere against it (Montesquieu). ·
.
·. .:. · ·
to consist in classification. I quote from. memory, ductiv. Universology is nothing but the pusl;ling out . "I? mo.dern times, legis~atio? is not resort~d to in r:espect
but I am sure that he has said, 'virtrtally~tl:i.at we o:Dly of modern scientific induction to its own logical ulti- to . th;IsobJ_ect; but the subJ. ect IB freque_ntly discus~ed m con'
mates. All this has· been said insist d
t d !lect10n with the l~ws .for ·the. prevention o.r pumshment of .
know things by being able to class them, or to place 'll t · t a· . ·a· ·a· : .. t... t"a' ·... the .P.p., repel). ,e 'f' mtemperance, which IB so direct and frmtful a source of
them in connection with something else similar, which I us ra e • an
emons rae
m
e 1Iterature o crime."
we know. Ho!V, then, can we ever begin to know any- Universology, and is simply and rigorously true; and
How different the words and. teachingof thoughtthing? Mr. Putnam is quite right in insisting, con- Mr. Putnam is, as .I hav said, unconsciously, no ful, discriminating writer from our E. C. Walker, -with
trary to this sweeping assertion, that there is a fun- doubt, elaborately slander_ing and helping to obstruct his luny notions about liberty! The law book teaches·..
dam ental and priniitiv kind of knowledge, which we the greatest triumph of the very method in science us that laws aimed at luxury are sumptuary laws, and ·
obtain through the senses, and which is the condition of which he thinks he is a champion. All· this he that those aimed at crime .are :prohibitory laws. Mr.
sine qua non of our ever attaining to the kind of does simply and truly because he lacks the "sixth Walker, in his steam-shovel style, tosses them all in a.
knowledge which constitutes classification. IH were se?se," the sharp-edged appetite and appreciation for heap together and covers them over with his great
writing for the learned, merely, I should say that we mmute particulars, failing to discover in t:hem the ·label, "Sumptuary laws; beware of the dog!"
:first hav gnition (knowing, pure and simple), and source of a new order of generalizations.
It is difficult, I will admit, to write with a clear,
then co-gnition (knowing with, knowing by associaOur place of· beginning is with one and two, the unruffled spirit on a subject of so great ;importance,.
tion, by putting in class with other things ,known). lowest elements of number; with point and line, the when you discover your opponent has a system of'
What Mr. Putnam is seeing, and trying to say is lowest elements of form; with thing and process, the sophism, which is made to. appear subtle and suffiboth ·true and important, and is what SpEmcer, and lowe.st elements of conm:ete being; and with the per- cient because it persists in comparisons with that:.
Fiske, and Wakeman, and the common usage of the ceptwn that there is a common element of likeness wl}:ich you hold in· common with your advers.ary, and
English language, which has failed to supply the in ~he~e t~re~ fundamental discriminations. Our pe- which comparisons you suspect he knows to belong
word gnition, while it has adapted the compound word cuhanty IS SI~ply that ~e look more closely .into the to the illegitimate order, and necessarily leading to·
cognition, hav all overlooked or denied. I am glad, C?~mon subJects of smence· than the scientific spe- false conclusions. Yet this is Mr. Walker's method
therefore, of the opportunity to stap.d by him as, mahsts hav as yet been trained to do, and that all of of dealing with this matter of prohibition. He per-·
against that powerful combination; if he again would. our generalizations are derived .from these minutest sists in the claim that prohibition of the sale and · ·
sufficiently study exactitude of expression, so as not particulars of science; and the difficulty with Mr. manufacture of alcoholic beverages is an unwarrantto involve me, while defending him, in another class Putnam and others is that they lack the "Rew birth," able interference with personal liberty; because such:
of absurdities. If he would simply see, and admit, t~e "sixth sense," the awakened keenness of percep- laws make it difficult for one who uses intoxicants as:
and affirm with me that this :first form of knowledge, twn which should enable them to gain insight· of. the a beverage to get a drink of rull). just when he thinks·
pure and simple, is not scientific, but nati.ual or com- ~mmense scie~ti:fic si&'n.i:ficance which· is wrapped up he would like it. He. misuses the words, "personal..
mon knowledge; that only classified kRowledge is m these seemmgly trivial particulars; but I think he liberty~· just as he does the words, "sumptuary
science; that classificatory knowledge-knowledge,of. might perceive that theyareparticulars,.and that they laws." When his attention is called to these things:
relations, science-is also knowledge, as: truly so, a&· belong primarily to the scientific, and only secondarily, he talks back like a great, peevish, wilful, overgrown
the other kind; and even of a higher or a more ad- and ~y a long range of analogy, to the philosophic boy. He imagi'ns, or makes believe he does, that he:
vanced order (while not so primitiv or fundamental), domam.
is abused. Yet the language he applies to others:
and that knowledge is knowledge of whatsoever kind . Ne~erthele13s, Mr. Putnam is quite right in his .in- would indicate that he was far from possessing a fee-··
it is, he and I would get on famously together. His timatwn tha~; thinkers-and this is alike true of both ble stomach on this score.
thought here is really eo good and important that I ?lasses of.them-are in constant danger of generalizI don't know anything about it, still I strongly sus;...
feel sorry that it should be marred in the presenta- mg upon a too narrow basis of ascertained facts. pect that Mr. Walker is the direct, or indirect, author
tion .by anything slovenly and contradictory in state- He is quite wrong, on the other hand, in assuming of the disgraceful seventh resolution passed at the:
ment. I think he will perceive that the main differ- that ali the .facts of any domain of thought must be Congress of the National Liberal Leag1;e, PerhapS\
ence here between us goes to the matter of correct~ known inductivly before a science can be established. we are to look upon this as one of the specimen
nes.s and exactness in the use of terms, rather than to ·It is not a millionth part of such particulars that are bricks from that temple of liberty and equality the
the fundamental idea. Why should he not abandon ever so· known in any science. Enough must be believers in the inalienable right to get drunk are
the untenable ground of endeavoring to confine the known to induce a virtually irresistible conviction endeavoring to erect, wit_h_ __tb~-death-dealigg cri!!Ml:'-"---- _
use of the term knowledge to one kind of knowledge that the laws of the ·subject are such as they are shop for the corner-stone.
·
·
when the exigencies of literature and his own de:fini- claimed to be, in the science, new or old; but this is , Who knew that such a resolution as that was
tion of science, compel him, at once to use the term only a mere sample of the whole. If it were other- to be offered at the meeting of the National Liberal
knowledge with another and more inclusiv signi:fica- wise, what woul-d be the use, where would be the League? Who supposed these people could not be·
tion.
place for deduction?
.
trusted to act with moderation and with respect for·
But by far the best and least exceptionable portion .True, . no man's individual life would be long the opinions expressed over and over ·again in the
of Mr. Putnam's present labor is what he has said so enough to gather and test all the facts required to columns of every Liberal paper by hundreds of ear-·
brilliantly and so truly about the relations of Indue- constitute the science of Universology, if that had to nest and faithful Liberals? What right had these
tion-the reasoning from facts to principles; and of be done; but; in addition to what has been said, the stickle1's for the right te debase, degrade, and de.,.
Deduction-the reasoning from principles to. facts; difficulty is overcome in this case by two facts: :first, stroy oneself, one's family, and one's community, to·
and about science as allied with Induction and par- that the particulars here ·peeded hav been being ac- push, in an unguarded moment, their wicked, shameticulars, and philosophy with Deduction and general- cumulated, during the ages paEt, by the philosophers ful, and immoral proposition before the world as the·
ities. True, most of these aphoristic statements and scientists on all hands, leaving, in a great sense, opinion-almost the religious dogma-of t:housands:
could be culled from "The Basic Outline of Universal- the mere. work on hand of arranging them and see- who hav vehemently denounced it? Are we to be·
ogy " itself, where, perhaps, they hav not been less ing their meanin,gs. In the next place, the new par- patient and ·calm when introduced to the world, to•
carefully or correctly stated; but they are not for that ticulars, being .elementary, are virtually in a nut- all the immeasurable future, as a society founded.
reason any the less true or important. He should, how- shell.
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREws.
upon the right to get drunk? If the deepest and
ever, to hav given any real thoroughness to his pre sendarkest of vices must be defended-must be reared.
tation of the subject, also hav introduced and adhered
upon the pedestal of principle 'and right-before p.b~
to my discrimination in" The Basic Outline," between
.Abuse of Liberty.
erty can flourish, then away with. liberty. If we. are,
two kinds of Deduction, one prior to Induction (fanciLet a man look, upon his own son in the agony of indeed, such miserable creatures that we cannot b~
ful, diffuse, unreliable), and the other subsequent to delirium tremens, and then giv his opinion as to moral and decent unless controled by some authority,
and derived from Induction, which is the ulterior logi- whether or not society has a natural inherent right let us, in justice to ourselvs, hunt up a master and
cal result Of Induction itself, and is part and parcel of to protect itself against the r.um-traffic by .the enact- submit ourselvs unto him.
science, as much so as Induction. For want of not- ment and enforceii1ent of prohibitory laws. What
I do not believe the case to be so bad. I believe·
ing this all-important and crucial distinction, Mr. will be his opinion under such circumstances? In that, had due notice been given, that seventh resoluPutnam becomes, unwittingly, , merely a slanderer t:he face of this horrid reality, Mr. E. C. Walker's tion could not hav been passed. I hav that faith im ,
and total misrepresenter of me and of Universology, sophism about the inalienable right to get drunk the moral principle of the National Liberal League,
by classifying it as purely deductiv, which is false; vanishes. into thin air. The mind which cannot dis- to believe that another year will see it stricken out.
and then wherein it is deductiv, with the pseudo or tinguish between the right to express one's honest, This is not a society the members of which accept·
imperfect kind of deduction, which makes it doubly sincere opinion upon any subject, and to make that matters of opinion on authority, not even of a major- .
and trebly a false representation, calculated, though expression known by means of the public press and ity of its own numbers. In matters of action' th~
doubtless not intended to put me in a false light be- the public mails, and the right to destroy by tLis ac- majority must control. When opinions are to be·
fore the world; to inbensify naturally existing preju- cursed traffic the brightest youth of this and every regulated by vote, it is time it adopted the name of
dices; and to hinder the progress of the knowledge of other country under the sun, is certainly an unsafe "church," and got itself some sacred symbols.
my discoveries. The truth is exactly the opposit of guide. No wonder the possessor of it feels abused
LIBERTA.
•
this whole statement on the part of Mr; Putnam. every time reference is made to his inconsiderate and
Universology is distinctivly and characteristically In- illogical roving on the subject of prohibitory liquor "Straws Show Which Way the Wind Blows."
ductiv; rigorously and defiantly Baconian; challeng- laws.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: While,.
ing the attention of all competent minds to the
In his last :fiasco we find the words "sumptuary visiting friends in Virginia last summer, I heard the
investigation of that assumption. It is simply, that laws.". A man who used that phrase in reference to 'following story: A Mr. G. had been preaching to
Mr. Putnam does not know Universology; that he the cnme-traffic is simply an ignoramus or a dis- small congregations in his neighborhood for some
knows merely something about it, as he has caught honest defender of the "crime of crimes." I know time and concluded he would like to introduce his
it on the wing, without either the "new birth " or this will be re.ferred to as personal abuse. I know pecu'liar religious notions in a strange community.
the "sixth sense," which, as I hav characterized Mr. Walker w1ll turn livid with rage and :fill a page So he sent an appointment to an adjoining county..
them, are indispensable to the understanding .of or two of THE TRUTH SEEKER wit:h kind words in- The appointment was announced by an Episcopalian
anything scientific. Of all branches of study ever tended to show up the :fiendish and malignant char- minister as follows: "Mr. G., a Dunkard preacher of
submitted to t:he human consideration, univers- acter of a,U those who would saye ~heir fellows from Augusta county, will preach in this house on next
ology derives its entire existence f~·om the most the debasmg ;esults. of dram-drmkmg. Sumptuary Sunday morning, at half past ten, and I would advise
minute and exhaustiv examination of particulars. laws were entirely different from. t~at which, is now you all to stay away, and not go to hear him, as he
If we, as Universologists, are ever dragged aside suggested by .the the wor~s prohibitory laws.
is an Infidel." On the day appointed Mr. G. was on
to discuss the :finite and the in:finit, God and the
.Perhaps a httle authority as to the use of words hand, and to his utter astonishment, not only the
world, Which is :first, matter or mind? and other ~Ight be resp.ected by Mr. Walker, notwithstanding house, but the woods were full of people, who had
such broad generalizations of the vague philosophiz- his general dis7e.gard of ~ll authority. If he is to come from all quarters to hear. the Infidel preacherf
ing mind1 it is because ~SUch random t:hinkel·s as Mr. hav anew de:fimtwn f9r h1s words he will oblige his
Gilman, Ill., Dec. 1011883,
W.
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attention to the final words which were spoken on that occa- You shall be free to use anything in nattlre as the symbol to
sicn. His final sentences, and the final sentences of Miflin, expre~s the higher domain and thought and feeling of the
the president of the Congress~Thomas Miflin, of Penntiyl· human heai·t. Unless this is done there can be no art in this
vania-a man not so well known as he should be, but one of country.
the stalwart men of that day, who sustained, as few men
I strike atthe principle, as Mr. Bennett did, and say this
The Bennett Meeting.
could hav done, what remained of the authority of the coun- whole thing is out of 'place in this democratic country, and
We append a brief synopsis of the speeches at the try. The concluding words of the great general were, "Hav· we should never let a chance go by without decisiv protest
meeting held in honor of Mr. Bennett on the 23d ult. ing now finished the work assigned me, I retire from the against the principle involved.
great theater of action, and bidding an affectionate farewell
In calling the assemblage to order, Mr. Putnam, to this august body, under whose orders I hav so long acted,
Jlrfr. Chamberlain spoke with much fervor and ear•
President of the Bennett Liberal League, said:
I here offer my commission and take my leave of all the em- neatness, substantially as follows:
Death is full of pathos-but it is not a terror. It is the in- ployments of public life."
·
We heflr wflils coming up from all sources that Protestant•
evitable mystery of human life. There :is no ~scape from its
How simple I And the last words of Mr. Millin were even ism is a failure, that Christianity is not doing the work it
all-embracmg darkness. We must accept this destiny with more important. He said: •· Having defended the standard should be doing, etc. The people hav lost faith in the doc•
manly courage. We must conquer death, and not let it con- of liberty in this new world, having taught a lesson useful to trins of tile chnrch because they hav found that the church
quer us. We must make it the crown of our lives, and not a those who inflict, and to those who feel oppression, you retire is not honest. No net or thing eve1' accomplished in our
defeat.
,'
from the great theater of action with the blessings of your country hns done nwre to make the profession of the Chris•
In the old religions mEm hav looked upon death with dis- fellow-citizens. But the glory of.:your virtues will not termi- tian religion contemptible thrm the outrage upon D. M. Benmay. They hav trembled before the infinit gloom and sought nate with your military command. It will continue to ani- nett. The book, the nudling of which was the pretext upon
refuge from their fears in the promis of a supernatural heaven. mate remotest ages." Mark the words, "Having defended which he was got into prison, started a· discussion which is
We bav no such promis, and we need no such refuge. In the standard of hberty"-to secure the blessings of liberty to now very genemL It waa in no sense obscime. It was writthe light of science there is no terror in this common lot of ourselvs and to our posterity-were the words of the pream- ten with an honest, earnest purpose. Just before the trial
all. Sorrow there is, for life is ever precious and beautiful ble to the Constitution, which summed up the labor of Wash- the word went fort b. from the Young Men's Chl'istian Associ·
not our own life only, but tho life of those we love; and t~ ington and the results ef the great Revolution itself. Liberty ation thnt "a certain class of l"reethought publications is
sunder the links that bind us together in this visible world in their view meant political liberty. And that was the great about to he stamp~d out." The speaker then reviewed the
is an unspeakable tragedy. No philosophy and no religion object of the struggle in which they had been engaged. For trial and pointecl out many pai'ticnlars in which it was unfair
can make that tragedy .other than it is, anct the promis of sci· one hundred years the idea of political liberty had been the and unjust. He then said that after the trial a leading rep'..
ence, although it stands with dumb lips over the graves of great object to be worked out in this country. .
resentatht of ecclesiastical fanaticism in this country got up
the departed, is as !<Uthentic as the voice of the most potent
Men hke Jefferson and Paine had demonstrated the capac- in the Young Men's Christian Association Hall and chuckled
priesthood.
ity of the human mind to think and to know without any re- and exulted over the fact that they had succeeded in getting
We need no promis of heaven to prepare us for the dream· straint whatever. This object was one to them as dear as Mr. Bennett into prison. If such trickery and rascality as
less slumber of the dead. We need only the honest con- that of political liberty or liberty in activ life. But liberty of this is the outcome of Christian teaching the speaker wanted
science. We need only that we be true to ourselvs. If one thought and action is not of itself a clear victory unlese to it none of it. ''By their fruits ye shall know them." He en·
is unfaithful to his highest conceptions of right, he might be is added liberty of feeling, of emotion, of art. To gain lib- larged Ul)OD the dlln~er to liberty from the first encroach·
afraid of the dark shadow from whence no human word has erty in the activ world; to gain liberty in thought, or the ment, and congratulated himself and the Liberals that Mr •
.ever come; but if one has lived his life manfully, clearly he mental world; to gain liberty in the emotional or artistic Bennett's cnse was understood by the people, and that there
can hav no dread of any hereafter; death cannot be to him world, are the great liberties which must be co-ordinated to- was honesty enough in the people of this counti'Y to resent
an enemy; whatever it may bear, it can bear only serenity gether in order fully to maintain the standard of liberty set the outrage.
and triumph.
.
up by our forefathers.
M H
St
While we were gaining the political liberty, intellectual and
r.
enry
one Sal :
We come together to celebrate the memory of a noble
I would not hav you think, owing to the lateness of the hour.
friend, of one who fought bravely for human rights, and moral liberty was left to take care of itself. And it did; and
death therefore hath not destroyed, but made more living, our country passed through a long period of intellectual lib· that I shall occupy yom attention for much length of time,
his memorable service. We come together, not as without erty unexampled in previous history of nations. But the I hav only a tew wordB to say. Were the time more reasonhope, but with a noble faith m the progress of nll that is best, times changed. The great contest which broke down the able, perhltps I might speak more nt length. But when I
and that in this great onward tendency of the human race slavocracy in this country called out elements which largely came here I had no thoughts of saying one word. I knew
our friend is one with us; his life is still throbbing with our centralized the federal government, and among thoae ele- Mr. Bennett for forty yeai·s, and knew him to be an honest,
own life; his influence is still fl<?wing on. In this meeting menta came one called into power for the express purpose of pure, and noble man. His value, his labor, his honesty, his
to-night we bind the past with the glowing future. Both correcting vices which existed at that time. Until one hun- devotion to pl'inciple, hav been dwelt upon more ably than
memory and hope we make effulgent. We would gather in· dred years from the time this resignation of Washington oc- it were possible for me to do. It is to the pl'Oud distinction of
spiration from those who hav gone befoz.e, and like them curred there had never been any attempt on the part of any which onr friend Mr. Wakeman hltS spoken that I would refer
theological society of this country to control the mails, and principally. We all know this story and the experience of
look ever onward.
'l'he supreme purpose of this meeting is not simply to hon· there never had been any amateur or theological societies our martyred patriot. We a_ll know that story, and i_t is we!!,
or the heroic dead, but through our thoughts of him to be outside of the r_egular authorities to dictate to a man as to ·perhaps, for ua to hav om rumds brought back once m awhlie
better fitted for the great task which still lies before us. The words he might speak or publish, or what pictures he might to it, that we may realize the duty thnt devolves upon us;
battle is going on. More and more are we thrust to decisiv paint or exhibit. Until one hundred years this republic en- that we may realize th11t we hav a work to do. Mr. Bennett
issues. We cannot escape the ever deepening conflict, and joyed the liberty of thought and the liberty of feeling, and commenced this work, nnd may we c•trry it on boldly to the
we look back to the past in order to be more ready for the of artistic expression; and the question arose finally whether end. 1'he one point tl111t. he insisted upon was the mainte·
that power which had thus been left to the people should ba nance of our inalienable rightH, 11Dtl th11t is the only point of
future.
This is pre-eminently the coming religion; it is the binding taken from the people-should be placed in the hands of a necessity. Now the Catholic church numbers its children in
togather of our universal humanity, the past, the present, committee who should pass upon what should be sent through our public schools at between oight nnd nine millions. 1'his
and the future. In one word, it is consecration-the conse- the mails, or whether we should leave the thing as it had church is establishing its parochial schools for the education
cration of the individual to the -world-wide interests of the been, in the hands of the secular authorities of the govern- of the Catholic children, and the Catholic people, in this
race. This is the only religion worthy of our regard; that ment, responsible to the people. 'fhis question arose about country, are not going much longer to pay taxes to ~UjJport
which brin~s us out of our narrow self into our broadei· and the time Mr. Bennett became prominently known as the ed- the public schools. Are we aware that this censorship IS go·
_higher__sel£,.-W'hioh loa.U.t5 U.I!S·.tU--1-a.-borr.n..o-t £or--o-ur--e--w...l.-.p.o1'BOn~l -i!.or-oi-'l'nE 'l?:rtu=-8loE=; atrd·the·rea13on -why I am ready to ing to prepare the people for war? Unless we can get r1d of
welfare, but for others-for the millions that toil upon this honor him, why I stand here to giv my testimony to the great the censorship of the church we nre slaves, and there is no
value of his life, is because he was among the first ot our help for us. 'fhe one cmuse for us to take, if we would
planet.
I hav faith in the triumph of this noble religion. I believe public men who saw distinctly the issue, who predicted what maintain onr liberty anfl our independence, ia to fight this
that in the future the altruisti<l spirit so nobly portrayed by would be the danger, and who himself suffered and showed power, yes, to the !.Lst ditch and behind the last bulwark; to
Spencer will prevail, although I can plainly see that the path- what the remedy to be called forth was. His death may be hold back !lnd in check that power which would wrest from
way of man is by n'l means one of roses. With the keen in- the means of calling that remedy forth and making it effectiv. us and destroy our libei·ties. Let us, like our friend, Mr.
sight of the scientific observer, Dr. Maudsley, in his last When he was first anested at Watkins he ,said to me, when Bennett, stand well to the cause, and never fall hack.
book, said: "The universe makes no sign of feeling under walking down to his hotel from the place where the convenMr. Andrews said that he wished to call attention
the least obligation to make man realize his ideal. Alongside tion had been held, that he for the first time realized what to a feature in the character of Mr. Bennett which
a process of e'folution thete has always been a process of de- this thing meant. That little pamphlet he cared nothing
generacy, and the simple question is, whether the latter about--had never read-for which he was ostensibly arrested; had not been adverted to by those who had preceded
process will not eventually gain the upper hand." This may but as soon as he got back to New York he would put in the him; and which peculiarly characterizes, as the
be so, and we should not be so optimistic as to think the ideal paper a notice that he would sell that pamphlet. He would speaker thinks, the higher order of minds. '].'his is
for which we seek can be won without the most untiring ef- do it and see who was the master in this country; whether
h
"d
·
fort on our part. There will evei· be a struggle, and it de- the people were to be the masters, or whether the church rmd his capacity for entertaining more t an one I ea, m
pends at last on man whether he wins the goal or not. The Anthony Comstock were to govern. And he came to New the fact that while he was the pre-eminent secularist,
universe givs us a fair chance; it is for us to improve it.
Yo1·k, and he did it. If there was to be an irresponsiLle .the· he was also a SpiritualiBt. 'l'o ordinary minds, this
Against this purely scie!ltific outlook I would put the insight ological censorship in this country, it iwas time the people position of mental doubleness involves a con_ trad_ioof the poet as voiced in the wonderful Christmas story of ~~
tion, which, however, the more comprehens1v mm d
Bret Harte, published in to-day's Sun, wherein amidst the
The American people hav never fully perceived this issue.
lights and shadows of the poet's soul, this great moral conflict They hav most unwisely allowed their consciences and their finds the means of reconciling. It is not my present
is pictured. Here we see the rude, hard selfishness of man thoughts to be overwhelmed by the clerical cry of obscemty, purpose, continued l\lr. Andre~~· t? endeav?r to giv
for the moment triumphant, to be melted finally in the un- that spirit of puritanical prudery which puts calico dmwei·~ the ideal method of that reconmhatwn, but simply to
dercurrent of generosity and manhood that touches even the on the legs of a piano. Until they realize this there will be call attention to the fact that this special assailant of
lowest. I think it will be so in the history of man. There is no safety for liberty. Our fathers who raised that standard
h
an immense amount <lf selfishness and rudeness and hard· of liberty will never hav the cause they had at heurt thor- supero~tition could lend ~t the s~me time t .e most
ness-yea, injustice-to be overcome; and many a time it oughly carried out until we are able to hav that issue under· hospitable and sympathetic attentiOn to the shghtest
will seem as if the world was given over to absolute chaos of stood by the people at large. There never can be any liberty whisper of any reasonable and positiv evidence of an
evil. But the subtil, tender, deep forces of good are flowing under the church censorship. Mr. Bennett fought it, he died after life. I knew him somewhat intimately, and I
in the heart of humanity; they will not be extinguished; they in it. Whatever else he may hav done good and noble I shall
h
h
tt t'
d
d
t
will not be destroyed; they will not y. . eld. I believe in the leave others to speak of; I merely want to follow up the knew t at e gave more a .en lOll ~n ere ence o
future of man that truth and justice will triumph; that gen- point I hav made by saying many who ought to hav se0n the spiritual phenomena than might be mferred from h1s
·., erosity will be enthroned; that the individual will liv in the issue of secular government ought to hav seen t~at they were more public utterances, alUwugh they were unequiv~J universal, and thus achieve immortality.
the. very one.s who went back upon and ~ractwally became ocal 'He had that loving and gentle character which
.,)
D. M. Bennett labored in the inspiration and joy of this tra1tors to hberty. 'l'he church raised this cry, and lt has
•
.
l
·t
b f''['
d"
t" f' t .
mighty hope; he still speaks to us with the boundless energy frightened some of our friends hom co-operating with us. wou1d patient Y wa1 on a ' mg v,n unsa IS .ac OIJ
·-~ of his life. He has passed into the darkness, not to be for- But throughout the geneml community they hav raised a mediumistic manipulations, to endeavor to Rift out
o:.; gotten, but to be a star in the undying past.
general impression an_d suspicion that there is danger unle~s the modicum of truth which might lie at the bottom
'" ~:
Mr. Wakeman;· who needed no introduction to an we l~t some .responsible p~rty ~~·v this treruen~ouo power. 0 f theRe wierd phenomena. It was not his method to
But hberty w1ll take care of Itself If you once gtv It a chance.
.
.
.
bl
~) audience of New York Liberals, then ascended the
In regard to the liberty of thought, does what I think hurt pre-Judge and deCicle unfavora Y up_on matters
\~<) platform. He spoke as follows:
you? Shall Comstock or anybody dictate what I shall ttinkr which appeared unaccountable or mysteriOus.
But my present object, said Mr. Andrews, in in·
My friends, we may congratulate ourselvs that we hav N~. I don't burt yo~ by ~y thoughts. Let every one of yo:n
'\ 'lived so long-long enough to meet with one another this thmk. We can reahze u~Iversal mental hb~rty, and can It traducing this subject is a practical one. It resulted
h'
h
t · t"
f "I B
tt th t h h d
• "}' -evening upon a very great occasion. It is the occa~ion hurt anybody? Let us thmk all we can and m every way we
''-'(. :Of the last of the more important war centennials of the can, and learn all we can, and we shall be larger and nobler from t IS c arac .ens -~c. o H r. enne . B: . e a
<> American Revolution. One hundred years ago to·dlly George men. It seems to me that we may say of art as we do of two distinct classes of Jnends-the Matenahst1c and
Both of
~::) Washington met the Congress of the United States assembled mnsic-.that it sanct~fies everyth_ing it touches. ~here can Positivistic class, and the Spiritualists.
:!'- for the purpose of enabling him to properly return to them be not.~III:g obscene I_f _the alembic of art touche~ It.. It re- those sorts of people are here to-night. And also
. h
t · · fM B
tt f
d th f
the commission which he had received some eight years be· moves 1t mto the spiritual world, where everythmg IB pure,
av?re
e or~afore, as the commander-in-chief of the American army. because everything becomes lifted up. :tf we are to hav any th1s c arac eristic o r !· enn_e
art
at
all,
the
one
thing
that
taken
from
it
would
be
like
taktion
of
that
remarkaole
umon
whiCh
now exists
;t That was, indeed, an eventful occasion. It was one that had
__ been looked forward to by the whole world as a thing that ing the sun. fr?m the landscape, is to tak,e the beauty, the among the reformers of this coun~ry under the name
might not possibly occur-that the great general who for glory,_ the digmt_Y of the human form _from art. I_n those of Liberalism of two parties workmg together as one,
.
.
't
t 'th · d t · . b t
•
'Sight years hJ>.d been practically the constitution of his coun- beauttful words m Hamlet: "What a piece of work IS man I .
1try, the only power that had held it to~ether as a unit, should How noble in reason! how infinit in faculties ! in form and drffenng Ill ex .remes as o. eir o~ nn, u agre~
~ :resign that poW>e~, return to private life as a simple citizen, moving how express and admirable! in action, how like an ing and endeavoring to umte on thiS common basiS
and leaveJlis <Jountry adiabanded lot of colonies, without any angel! in apprehension, h?w li~~ ~ god!. the beauty ?f the of individual freedom of opinion, resistance of spiri~
There ts no such thmg as ual arrgression and love of progress. He opened his
eenter of unity whatever, was a thing that the great states- world! the paragon ?f anrmal~.
0
't . '
·t· ll t tb, ·
f th
t
•
men of Europe thought wQuld be impossible. Not only his reverence for humanity; there 1s no such ttnng as real ware VIews ~
~se wo par
friends here, but b.is patriotic friends of the old country, ship unless man learns to respect himself, and to know that paper qm e ~mpar. Ia Y o
-even, said that if he relingu,isbed his influence and his author· he is the temple of the Holy Ghost. If you wish ever to hav ties so combmed Ill one party, and Ill hiS own per·
Jity, ·the colonies would become a wreck like shattered frag· womanhood and nature lifted up, we hav got to hav this sonality he exhibited the possibility of a certain reclD!l&nts of a political chaes. When that man trusted his done by using the symbols of womanhood, for they are the onciliation and harmony between two opp<mits.
I th'
nd from other causes, there has
'CGU~.tcymen he trusted te the spirit of liberty which on!~ symbols ~hat can _express the greatness, t~e beauty, the
n
IS manne.r, a
.
.
eanied Jlim through ·th'8 war. rt is proper in connection with purity by which the Ideal world can be realized. Let us,
then,
hav
confidence
in
human
nature.
Let
us
say
to
art,
sprung
up
a
Umon
Reform movement Ill thiS COUll~
,ae sub~ect which we hii'Y ;met .tQ -discuss this evening to call
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It was but a natural consequence of the ?~ale,ctic character of

ry, m which it may almost be said that the basis of St. Louis to fulfil a promis made to his aged mother his mind that his whole road from superstitwn s close em~race
of our unity is our differences, rather than our agree- to spend Christmas with her:
to the free pure air of reason's realm, s~wuld be :polenncally
ments. But this unique movement involves the
CLEVELAND, 0., D,;c. 23, 1883.
marked and attested. It was not suffiment for him_ that he
necessity of a new code of social ethics-of the study
S. P. PuTNAM, Dear Sir: As evidence that D. M. Bennett himself could sift the' false froiD: the tr.ue, al?-dfi castmg error
of mutual courtesy, and in some sense of a reform has lived, I will inform you I hav made Sunday reading of a from his path, walk free from Its nmuous m uences. He
paper called THE TRuTH SEEXEll as an evidence that, though must teach other men what he had learned. He ~ust even
among reformers. It will ,take us some little time to dead, he still livs. I contemplate with pride your memo- go further than this; he must wa!Se relentless war agamst those
get the hang of it, and to learn to accommodate our rial meeting to-night.
_ Dn. K B. FooTE.
who continued to uphold the clarms of falsehood. Har~~ had
language and our manners to the new conditions.
B f
a·
·
·
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a·
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he traveled beyond the first stage of this mental and spmtual
e ore 1Sm1ssmg e au Ience,, e c airman gave journey before he was engaged in a dis?ussion with two. clergyFor instance, it is no longer appropriate for a speaker, notice that on the 29th of January the League would men which I believe was his introductwn, as an actor, mto the
addressing one of these mixed assemblages, to assume meet again to celebrate the birthday of Thomas lite~ry world.
that all of those present agree with him and his par- Paine. Until then the meeting stood adjourned.
'·Now then," he says, "if yon hav the blessed assnranc,e
ticular group of ca-doctrinaire.~, and so to say, We be- Thus closed the first of a series of Liberal gatherings that your words will be heard, why not .accept Prof. Trnd~ll s
·
t bl
challenge, and, if yon win, then away With ,Dr. Walke: s Vmelieve so an d so, w h en th e b el"1ef men t•wne d IS
no a y which it is hoped may be held on each recurring gar Bitters, Helmbold's Buchu, John Bulls Sarsapanlla, Old
dissented from by many. Our chairman of this even- anniversary of the birthday of D. M. Bennett. Mother Winslow's Soothing Syrup, an~ last, bu~ not least1 J?r.
ing sinned a little in his opening speech in that way. The meeting in impressivness and dignity was Green's All-Sticking Balsam! Away WI~h M.D. s and t~err 11~
It is an ungracious thing for me to criticise him, for worthy of the man in whose honor it was held. Too stitutes of learning. Giv room to the man of prayer, fot' It
h
· ll
·
k" d
is he who hath the balm of Gilead and can hea~ our wounds.
e was espema Y generous m his m allusions to glowing mention cannot be made of the beautiful But if yon do not succeed in relieving the suffe:mg by prayer,
me in the same speech which I complain of. But, appearance of the medallion, as ornamented by the what then? Vice versa. But hold, reverend sus; before you
as SOIDebody says, "What is the use of having friends ladies of the committee, Mrs. Macdonald and Mrs. proceed, would it not be well to let ~he voice of ~eason whisper
if you can't abuse them?" And Mr. Putnam is al- Britton, chosen for that purpose. Crowned with his to you a moment, asking you to cracK the followmg theologwal
ways provoking me, I fear, by his extreme good na- own work, THE TRUTH SEEKER, wreathed in laurel, n':~:Does not the being who made the world govern it by laws
ture, to be a little ugly to him. To make clear what and draped with the Stars and Stripes, whose honor that are inflexible, because they are the best?
I mean: If a Spiritualist ·had happened to preside as the emblem of liberty D. M. Bennett did so much
"If this being did change ~is es~ablished Ia:ws to please an
here to-night, and there was nothing to prevent it, to uphold, nothing could hav been more appropriate individual, a community, the mhabitants of this world, or the
and if he had said, in the course of his remarks, ascountless millions of worlds, would he not be a changeable beor impressiv. Mr. Pu.tri.am, as the moving spirit of ing? And if he governs the world by special and local ~xersuming to speak for the whole meeting: We believe the occasion and chairman of the meeting, performed cise of his almightiness, and has the power to effect all thmgs,
in the Rochester knockings; we believe in the sum- his duty with thoroughness and ability, and all those other than through the course of na~ural.la":, why does he ~ot
mer-land; we believe that ghosts exist, and that they who contributed to the success of the gathering de- displace sin with good, slavery ~Ith J~~tw!l, poverty With
·
b k · htl
d
t "al
plenty? Why does the deity permit famm, disease, and woe?
are commg ac mg Y among us an re-ma en - serve the thanks of the Liberal world, which we are
"But on the other hand, if God does not govern the world
izing, etc., everybody would hav felt shocked at the sure they will receive. vVhile laboring for the by specfal and local exercise of his almightiness, but .bY laws
incongruity.
present and the future, it is a graceful thing to turn which are eternal and unchangeable, what good will your
That might be all right in a conclave of Spiritual- our thoughts backward once in a while to honor our pr~Y,~;s11d1 c0l~t not be far better if you would learn what God's
0 are by studying physiology, philosophy, science,
ists, but it would be out of place in a Union Reform h eroes d ea d , wh ose 1·IV es w ill b e f orever, as Mr. fixed" laws
or mixed Liberal meeting. The Agnostics hav a per- Putnam has said, " a star in the undying past."
etc.; and then teach your intelligent audience~ what those laws
feet right to determin whether they will enter into a
THE BOSTON CELEBRATION.
are admonishing them to obey those laws If they would be
mixed movement along with Spiritualists; but if they
ha1;py, either here or ' over the shin~ng d_ver?' ".
.
.
do l'lO, under the joint banner of Liberalism, as they Was deferred on account of the intense cold (15°
These questions, as may be well IID,a€,rtnec1, his clencal disare doing, they should endeavor to remember that below zero) of the 23d, which prevented an audience putants found it difficult to answer. Our valiant champion
assembling. The regular meeting of the Thomas had had but little expedence in making attacks upon the pet
they are not in a separate meeting of their own. The Paine Fraternity on the aOth, .therefore, was made notions of sectarian religion. He supposed that his Christian
fault is a mere slip of the tongue, from old habit; but
opponents would deal blow for blow in fairness given, aLtd
one which should be corrected. Simply to say, I be- the occasion of the service commemorativ of the when beaten acknowledge their defeat. He was surprised
birth of Mr. Bennett. The audience was fair in size when he found that·he was unfairly treated. He was itritated
lieve; or, I and those here who agree with me be- and appreciativ in demeanor. The Fraternity makes at the discovery that, by having the sympathy of the press prolieve, would make it all right. It is not that anyone
t• al . .
l a·
f t
d th ·~ proprietors, his antagonists had over him an advantage which
should suppress his opinions, or not be as outspoken congr~ga IOn
smgmg a, ea mg ea ure, an
e they did not scruple to use dishonestly when upright, even~
in one class of meeting as in the other; but that selectiOns from Kneeland s Hymn Book were sung handed methods failed.
speakers should cultivate a chivalric and courteous with spirit last Sunday. The Fraternity also mainHow glad we feel that such effect was produced upon his
tains a Sunday-school which precedes the regular mind, for to this is owing his determination to hav a paper of
manner toward allies, and not, in a seemingly super- lecture. Before the ~ociety John Storer Cobb is his own, to t,his we are to-day indebted for the weekly visits of
cilious manner, ignore them.
d r
.
. f d"
th "M t
our TRUTH SEEKER.
True Liberalism is very broad, and is a great· at- e Ivermg a senes o Iscourses on
e
ar yrs to
The spirit which persecuted him even unto death, that glotainment. N egati v affirmation is no more Liberalism Free Speech." His tribute to Mr. Bennett was the ried in the fact of having been his murderer, is alive to-day
first of these. Next Sunday, Jan. 6th, he will take and as ready to pursue its vil~ainous course wherever can. be
than affirmation pure and simple. There are four Socrates as his example.
found a man or woman who thinks and dares express the t~mg
great governing forms of opinion or castes of philoso,
that's thought. Nay, more; the very saD1e agent that marupu· fi t
"''"" t•
th
t•
Mr. Cobbs address last Sunday was as :follows=
l~>ted tho outr~>gco iu hio wso is stll1 Tii1ionor among thQ higoti> --·
P h Y· Th ere 18 rs an allll·ma wn;
en a nega IOn,
Last Sunday was the sixty-fifth anniversary of the birth of of the church, and still the despicable tool of their detestable
or denial, which is a negativ affirmation; then eclec- D. M. Bennett, the founder of the New York TRUTH SEEKER, schemes. But worse than all, because from these is derived
ticism, which keeps the middle way, taking a little one of the most earnest and arduous workers in behalf of the power and all the resemblance of right, under which these
from the•right and a little' from the left hand side, mental liberty, and the latest martyr which the malignance practices are possible, the laws under which all these modern
1
"di
t
•t
tt b ·
·
d" of the Christian hierarchy has furnished us.
persecutions hav been organized and carried out are still upon
.
cau t lOUS Y avm ng ex remes, 1 s mo 0 emg ~n me W
I hav no respect whatever for the old aphorism, which says our statute books. Until these are repealed, safety is beyond
ibis tutissimus (in the midd1e thou wilt go safest). In de mortuis nil nisi bonum. I rather think that greater good realization. It is folly to simply objurgate the agent of the
fine, then, it is Integralism, which boldly goes to the will be dona if, in speaking of the dead, we say, nil nisi wrong. It is imbecility to content onrselvs with bemoaning
extremes,. right and left, compasses them both, goes verum. There hav been people upon this earth of whom it the fact that the spirit of intolerance still livs. If we destroy
beyond every other, both ways, bringing all back to would be almost impossible to say any good, and yet whose its power to act it may liv as long as it pleases, and employ
thoughts and actions hav exerted so powerful an influence what agents it may choose. Our business is to agitate for a
the middle, and finding the method of reconciling upon the lives and destinies of their fellows that it would be repeal of the laws from which all the power for harm is cleopposits, in concrete spheres, and so of being the an iniquity to releg~>.te them to obscurity. In these cases the rived, and not to fold our arms. and cry peace, until not one
whole truth. This last will be found in the end to good would not be the true, and therefore would be wrong. remains even as the dead letter of a law. We shall gain nothbe the highest achievement of Liberalism.
In all instances, even in speakii;g of the dead, the elucida- ing by crying out upon the ferocity of the wolf. Its teeth

tion of the truth should be the object of our endeavor.
Fortunately for us, in the case of the brother of whom I
am now speaking, the good and the true are one. We hav no
difficulty whatever in complying with the original injunction,
because of this dead it would not be possible to say anything
but good. I do not wish, for one moment, to be understood
as signifying that he had no faults, or that every action of his
life was above criticism or reproach. To attain to such conclition would imply possibilities higher than the human, at
any rate under any existing environments and structure.
When a life on earth is ended, it is as a unit that it must be
considered. We hav it no longer in mere detail. No one
act is nearer to us than another. All must be taken together,
the balance cast, and whether that balance be in favor of the
good or tbe evil wrought must be made known. Thus applying with impartiality the scales of justice (not blind but
open-eyed, far-seeing, ~los.e-discriminating justi?e), we' find
the good of our brothers hfe so far down-balancmg the bad,
that the latter becomes practically an infinitesimal quantity. As soon as he had worked himself free from the influence of the superstitious teachings of his youth, and saw
that man was the proper object of man's endeavor, he dismissed the tyrannic God before whom he had been taught to
kneel and tremble, and set himself nobly to the lask of universa! man's redemption.
He was not one of nature's pampered sons, or possibly he
might hav been as useless as such beings, with the physical
forms of men, usually are, and we should not be here to-day to
commemorate a life heroically devgted to other lives' aclvantage. Born of humble parents, nevertheless of stock possessing innate qualities of heart and mind and body which were
transmitted to him, his youth was not one of ease and luxury.
NEw YoRK, Dec. 23, 1883.
His mother was a ~Iethoclist, and by means of the SundayMY DEAil Mn. PUTNAM: I had fully expected until this mo- sc?ool attached to the church of _whic~ she was .a member, the
ment to be present with yon to-night at the meeting in mmcl of th~ son was well s~1pphed With mate.nal for the onhonor of Mr. Bennett's memory. I find now that it will bel ~l~ughts whiCh he was dest~necl to m_ake. upon the Christian
impossible to go. Nevertheless I am with yon all in spirit, l fmth and t!w book upon whiCh that faith IS founded.
and want to be conn ted with those who join on the anniverThe perwd spent among the Shakers had a very important
sary of his birth to keep alive the memory of his work.
effect upon th.e whole of ~Ir. Bennett's after life. The useful
He served in the beginning. It may be the good fortune kn?wleclge gamed, .aclc~ecl to the st~r!ls of memo~ before acof some of us to serve even to the end; but none can serve ~mrecl, ~ormed a magazme of am~umti.on of quantity and qualbetter than he did; none can ever sacrifice more. Hml I It:y prem~~ly adapted ~o~ the wa; m whiCh he afterward entered
been with you I could not hav said more than that the life of "?t~ rehgions snperst~twn; w?Ile th~ mental and physical clisD. M. Bennett is a mile-post on the pathway of liberty and mp_lm ?f the commnlll:ty qnahfied hrm. for the COJ?-cluct of the
his name and fame worthy of pe]:petuation while time shall stnfe m the. w~y which pr~vecl so highly effectiv. To this
be. And that I say now. I am, very truly yours,
Shaker e:s:~rmtatwn was also..' m gr_e~t measnr~, to be attributed
LoUis F. PosT.
that tenac~ty of purpose and elastimty of bodily strength which
enabled him, although his literary career was not commenced
At the close of his remarks, and before the unveil- until a comparativly late period in life, to complete so extensiv
ing of the medallion, Mr. Putnam read this telegram an encyclopedia of debate and information as has been left to
B F
S
h
l
·
mark his untiring clevotio~ to the cause whose service he
f.xom Dr, E. . ~ 9ote, .r., w . 0 was ob iged to Vlsit espo1.1sed,
·
·

What Mr. Bennett inaugurated in the way of
opening THE TRU~H SEEKER, on equal terms, to the
two opposing schools of Liberals, has been carried
out, even mm·e extensivly and successfully, by the
present editor, Mr. EJ ugene M · M acd onald. He
seems quite competent to drive four or six in hand,
pulling a little occasionally on this rein and a little
on that, and holding all well in check over the rough
. . t"
road of controversy an d mut u al recnmma IOn. It is
not, I presume, that he has not definit opinions of
his own, and perhaps very decided ones; but that an
editor, in such a chair, holds a sort of judicial posi. l
tion, his business being to see f an· Pay between others, more than to make specially prominent his own
views on the points under discussion.
A call was made for the sculptor, Mr. Wilson Macdonald, who said that, though he was not wont to
decline invitations to address Liberals, he would ask
to be excused on this occasion. The chairman, Mr.
Putnam, said that inasmuch'as Mr. JIIIacdonald had
f
"bl th
h l
spoken to us so orm Y roug e oquence of his
art, perhaps we could aft"ord to excuse him.
The chairman read the following letter from Louis
F. Post, who had promised to be present and speak,
·a bl
t d
but who was unavm a Y preven e :

must be drawn, and then its disposition to bite may remain. It
will be harmless, and we need not care at all how hard would
be its bite if its power were not destroyed. Not until these
enactments are all annulled; not until it is impossible for a
man or woman in this land to be injured for the plain expression of an honest opinion, shall we hav shown a full ap]Jreciation of the life and labors of him who was the last, under the
iron heel of this despotic power, to lay down his life in the
service of humanity.
With these remarks, which of necessity compdse but the
hasty throwing together of a few unconnected thoughts upon
a subject which it would take a volnmeto exhaust, I now leave
the matter to be handled in a moro able and efficient manner
by those who hav so kincliy come forward to aiel in making this
occasion worthy cf the purposes to which it has been devoted.

Jay Chaapel one of the editors of the Golden .Age
'

followed Mr. Cobb.

.

He Said :

'

It givs me great pleasure to appear before you to-day, in this
hall dedicated to one of the bravest and noblest men that ever
helped to turn back the army of superstition, to say a word in
commemoration of D. M. Bennett, and in commemoration of
his sixty-fifth birthday.
When he first saw the light of this planet, the churches had
a firm grip upon the people of these United States, and forced
upon us a long list of silly, superstitious, and degrading rites.
The Boston Investigator, born in the same year with myself,
with those brave men Menclnm and Seaver at the helm, fought
for many years almost alone the bigotry and sophistry of the
priesthood. All honor to them and their handful of supporters.
In 1873 D. JIII. Benn6tt came before the public with his
TRUTH SEEKER. It was a monthly, quite unartistic in its makeup, and came sailing across the Alleghanies from an obscure
town jn Illinois. 'l'he clergy, and many of the Liberals, looked
upon it with contempt, and thought it of no consequence
whatever. It soon dealt such heavy and telling blows on the
tender and vulnerable places of those proud and over-confident fellows that they began to reel and cry out for help from
their supporters. Immediately an army of bigots were at their
backs to support them and rearty for any cruel work. This
brave man Bennett kept steadily on in his course, nev~ once
falterin~, but at each issue of his sheet he sent his hot shot
into then· vei-y midst in utter defiance o£ their haughty bearing
and overwhelming numbers.
\Vhat a disgrace it was to this nation to send such a man ae
he to the Albany Penitentiary for a year. Yet through .all that
agony of suffering, how bravely ancl calmly he bore up under,
not only the persecutions of the church, but the derisiv scoffs
of those he had reason to expect to befriend him.
'l'hlil i1;11men~\l !lm?unt of .wo:r#; he di~ und\)r adver!le cil:()Uill•
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stances was very remarkable, and if I believed in miracles I houses are erected for specified purposes; any extra To be confronted by one, was as if Niagara had
should .certainly think he performed ma~;J.y; but back of every
suddenly plunged upon him. He stood, like Teneriffe,
effect hes a natural cause, and this truth is one that the Chris- use of them during school hours, or at any time withtian world need to learn, as well as quite a laroe number of our o~t t?e ~onse~t of a majori~y of, the people in the immovable for a space; b;ut, unlike Teneriffe, he had
Liberals. It seems, at times, as strange as sad that these bold distnct, IS an illegal usurpatwn. We are in favor of no heart of stone, and so could not resist the crying
and fearless men like Mr. Benne~t, who 'struggle so hard to get activ proceedings to enforce the Nine Demands of Wa>'es that beat upon his ~reast. He himself became
down to the bottom of human misery, and who tear into shreds
like a "wave of the sea1" running to and fro, yet
Liberalism in all their length and breadth.-En.
t~e cruel wrongs that so hinder our growth, should be so often
hardly accomplishing muoh. Mrs. Cupples looked
smgl~d out to undergo such bitter persecutions from many
on with dignity and curio~ity. To stop that "everwho m a~ter years wouJ,d be glad to be called their friendR.
Our friend Bennett was one of the army of martyrs. The
lasting yell," as Cupples expressed it, was his first
cold.and ruthless h!lnd of orthodoxy grasped him, and though
endeavor; but, like a pan~c-stricken general, he could
he did great and ~gbty work and broke their pious gi-iJ.J, his
not arrange his forces, or determine what point to
steps were much Impeded, and as a brilliant success was
Waifs and Wanderings.
attack as the enemy came. thundering upon him from
cr~wning him he gave way and sank into the sleep called death.
It IS a great pleasure to all his friends, and of much gall to his
ambuscades of infantile ingenuity. Mrs. Cupples
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
enemies, that the last years of his eventful life were so full of
cried, "Give it the bottle." He did not understand
CHAPTER I.
usefulness and triumph over the bigotry and shallow conservathis, for he saw no bottle, and he could not imagine
tism that swaggers wit~ such an air of superiority over every
Cupples " .A.woke one night from a deep dream of how to "give it," unless he used it to crush the
man m woman. He did a great work, and his name will shine
peace."
bljghter and brighter as truth and justice are better understood.
"little giant's" head; and this he thought was quite
His work, as you all know, was not of that polished kind like A slight noise attracted his attention. He could not too cruel. .A.t least it should be a last rl3sort, and he
James Anthony Fronde's, Ralph Waldo Emerson's and James account for it. It might be burglars. With great
would try milder remedies to begin with. He might
Parton's, but was it not quite as effectiv? The l~tter gentle- presence of mind he awoke Mrs. Cupples.
They perhaps smother it with a pillow. Meanwhile Mrs.
man was his warm friend, and-gave him his earnest sympathy
in his desperate conflicts with the church. He reached a b?th listened intently, and Mrs. Cupples became con- Cupples had fished out the bottle, with its snake-like
larger number of persons than any of the above named; and VInced that some one was trying to break into the coil, which Cupples had never before seen, and he
showed them the falsities and absurdities of the Christian hous~. She wanted Cupples to get up, but he argued
teachings in a way that few others could. He spoke from the that 1t was the:ca~ and there was need of getting up. was quite amazed at the contrivance, and at the way
Mrs. Cupples thrust it into the child's mouth, as if
depths of his soul and with a fearlessness that challenaed
competition_. ~e has sent the c!lr of progress a long w~ys Mrs. Cupples ms1sted, and her eloquence became so she meant to choke it. He was still more astounded
ahead, and It mil never fall back mto the old ruts, but we all overpowering that Cupples at last emerged from the at the marvelous change that followed; the sweet
must help to keep it going. Let us do as Mr. Bennett did restless billow of her talk, not much like Venus ftom
accept any truth in,whatever forn:l, and reject any en-or though !he sea:, and st<?od like. an apostrophe, in a question- placidity that swept over the tempest; the baby-face
shone "like a lily in bloom." When Cupples underdre~sed in priestly robes or Liberal garments.
-.Liberals are sometim!ls engul phed in as deep an abyss of mg att1tude, With ~ons1derable trembling ; for it was stood it, he burst out, "well there I'll be - - "
bigotry as our church fnends, and can see nothing Liberal un- cold, and there m1ght be burglars. In hunting for
If Cupples's word was to be taken, he was - less the word religion is connected with it.
his clothes, he overturned several chairs with quite a
Mr. Bennett was a Spiritualist. I think it was in the year racket ; so that if anyone were about they might about forty times a day; nevertheless, he, thrived
upon it like a --- mill-pond.
1877 that he became thoroughly convinced of tile philosophy
through Mrs. Lord and Dr. Henry Slade. He recognize·d tile realize their danger, and escape before the valorous
"The milk's most gone, Mariar; is there aE.y more
Cupples
was
upon
them.
The
latter
did
not
want
to
phenomena, and as opportunity offered investigated all its
in
the house ? "
phases. On his return from around the world in 1882, I spent hurt anybody unless he was obliged to. It was his
"Not
a bit; perhaps she'll go to sleep if she don't
several clays with him in Rochester, N.Y., and attended during rule to give a man a chance to run awa-he had
have the colic."
that time a seance with him, and we had much conversation so admirably succeeded that he had ne
.
shown
upon that subject. ,
.
This earthquaking possibility almost persuaded
In a p1ivate letter to Mrs. Colby and Smith, written from his fighting capacity. No doubt in the present in- Cupples to dress and go to the shop and stay the
the Albany prison in 1880, he says, "I believe that spirits do stance he would have frightened off any who, with misexist, and that they are organized forms of highly developed chievous spirit might have been hovering about the rest of the night. But before he reached any conand subtilized matter." In 1878 he wrote me similar words. I premises, for those chairs did "volley and thunder.' clusion Mrs. Cupples w:as in bed and asleep, and the
say these things because many hav thought him a pure 1\!Iainfant was in balmy slumbers, watched over, it seemed,
While he was dressing, Mrs. ·Cupples, with her by faries. Cupples felt th!l.t for the time being he
'terialist.
Let us honor the name of our departed friend, and endeavor usual volubility, offered innumerable suggestions as might trust to fortune, though he earnestly wished
.to cherish his noble qualities of heart and mind.
to the occasion of the noise, none of which tended to

Mr. Horace Seaver said,. in substance:
Every one whose life has been devoted to tile development
and promotion of mental liberty a:gd equal rights deserves to
be respected while living, and held in grateful remembrance
after he has passed away, Mr. Bennett was a tireless and effectiv wo:ker in this good cause for many years, and hence he
has contributed to the progress of the Liberal movement of todaY:· ~II such men are ben~factors of the' race, because they
mamtam and defend tile light of free thought, free speech, a
-- --~~-P~~,-aud-personal--1-:tberty,-oo---fo..r-a.~-i"'b--i~ roCboona;-bllj --nn-d
- j~~t. It is self-evident that to men of this charf!cter and clispo-

sitwn we are indebted for the measure of civil political and
intellectual freedom that we now possess, be~ause we iearn
from history that before their time in past ages there were but
very few Freethinkers or Liberals in existence, and even those
were tortured or murdered on account of their opinions.
Five hundred years ago; or even two hundred and fifty here
in New England, there was no mental freedom worthy ~f the
name. It was ~he age of faith rather than the age of reason,
and the authonty of the church was supreme-the riahts of
c'?nscience bein~ _entirely set .aside by the iron rule of r;ligious
b1gotry, superstltwn, and priestcraft. This was the state of
. things bef'?re Liberalism appeared and obtained a foothold;
and th~n, ~ke an angel_of mercy anc1 deliverance rising on the
world, It srud to Cathohcs, "Stop your persecution !" and the
dungeons of the Inquisition were closed, and the fires of Smithfield where heretics were burnt at the stake were quenched. It
also said to Prot~s tants, " There mu~t be no more tyranny
over tile human mmd, for all hav the nght to think and speak
their tho~g~ts," an_d now a b~ight~r era is dawning upon our
race, for It IS destmed to enJoy m the future the blessinas
twhich Liberalism imparts, but which were unknown durii~g
the ages of ecclesiastical rule.
In tilese ~ays the cause of Freeth~ught is gaining, and as our
departed frrend Bennett labored clihgently in its behalf let us
all imitate ?is _good example in that respect, and n~ver be
found wanting In our endeavors to sustain and promote the
great cause of universal mental liberty. ·
_

.A.t the conclusion of Mr. Seaver's remarks a stranger from the region of the Rocky Mountains who
said that he was visiting friends in the citv wh;m he
had not seen for years, was invited to address the
meeting. He said that he was not personally known
to Mr. Bennett, but had for several years been a
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and it pleased him to
hear Mr. Bennett and his work spoken of as thev had
been at that meeting, the remembrance of which
would giv him pleasure in his Western home.

.

To Enforce Secularism.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Si1·: I
hav been thinking that it would be a wis; plan on
the part of t~e ~eague to se"'?-d ~ome pe1·son into
ev~ry school ~Ist.riCt, and hav h1m hv long enough in
sa1d school d1str1ct to become a citizen of the district
and then hav each appointed man or individual serv~
an injunction on each school board, restraining them
from reading the Bible and praying in school during
school hours. Cannot you print your views in the
next TRUTH SEEKER?
Yours,
R. M. J. VAIL.
Our opinion is that every legal, peaceable, honorable means should be used to compel the maintenance
of secular public schools, in which there shall be no
official refere_nce, pro or con, to religion of any sort,
nor any readmg from any religious book whatever.
There are few school districts in which can not be
found some Liberal who, if morally and financially
b~c~ed up by his friendly neighbors, would not be
wilhng to test the question iu the courts. School

soothe the perturbed Cupples. She sat up in bed, her
night-cap somewhat awry, and giving a weird look to
the eager curiosity expressed in her face; i.n fact her
night-cap looked like a line of breakers on a dark
and stormy coast, and her eyes danced like lanterns
on some heaving ship. Mr. Cupples sat in a chair,
holding tightly to the candle, and trying to catch
som~o~n<i_ii~ng_t_!J.e pauses of tl:t_e other's impetuous monologue. -During a somewhat longer interval
than usual, owing to the fact that Mrs. Cupples' curiosity was getting the better of her tongqe-the only
thing that ever did-a 'flail was heard that not only
made Cupples's each particular hair stand on end, but
almost turn a somerset. He valiantly recovered himself and gasped out, "It's the cat, Mariar!"
But "Mariar" said, "No cat ever screeched like
that. It is a burglar. Go right down cellar, Cupples, and catch him."
Women think that the cellar is the first point of
attack. They have an idea that every burglar is engaged in a" gunpowder plot."
"But a burglar wouldn't make such a noise as that,
Mariar."
"Yes, he would," cried the female logician;" they
are up to all manner of tricks nowadays. Go down
cellar."
This is the substance of a woman's argument, "Do
as I tell you."
Between fear of the known-Mrs. Cupples-and
fear of the unknown-the burglars-Cupples hardly
knew what to do.
" I'll get the poker," said he, and started for the
kitchen.
, Another sound, tremulous, long-drawn, and exceedingly piercing.
.
Cupples was at once convinced that it " wasn't
cats," and Mrs. Cupples was convinced that it " wasn't
burglars."
Both cried together, "It's a baby."
!t is seldom that the Cuppleses were so unanimous.
Cupples almost wished that it was a burglar ; for a
burglar could be scared away, but a baby, never.
Every baby is a CaJsar-" I came, I sobbed, I conquered."
Cupples opened the door and brought in a large
basket, in the midst of which was quite a commotion,
and, to use his own language, " an infernal noise."
Mrs. Cupples was by his sid~, peering into the unfolding 'I sound and fury."
_
.A. baby, fresh as a rosebud, dewy with tears, and
most beautiful, though it was making such a hideous
outcry. The light of heaven was upon its velv6t
face. Cupples couldn't help admiring the precious
monster.
·
But he was puzzled. Babies were to him an unknown genus. He had hardly kissed a dozen in his
life, and as for holding one, he shuddered at the bare
suggestion. He was afraid he might murder it unwittingly, it seemed so like a "bubble in the air,"
ready at any moment to burst and vanish in a cloud
of drapery. He had persistently kept clear of babies,
and now,
·
"In the dead waste and middle

J

the night,"

for rooming that he might be released ftom further
responsibility.
He tossed and tumbled and could not sleep, for he
felt that something would happen, and something
did happen. The baby began to cry. Cupples
dived under the clothes, stopped his ears, and held
his breath. But he could not keep up the battle in
this way. He sprang from bed and gave the bottle
to the baby. There was silence. But the bottle
was empty, and Cupples did not know that he had
armed the enemy with the materials of war, not what
the next moment would bring,
"With its stored thunder laboring up."

The storm came like an " elemental strife."
Cupples was completely unmanned, and the domineering baby took the helm, a liliputian Glendower
that could " call spirits from the vasty deep." He
might almost gulph the little thing like an oyster, a
la Thackeray, and he was tempted to do so. He
tried to think of what mothers did in similar circumstances. He flung the baby to the ceiling; he laid
it across his knee; he patted its back; danced it in
the air; sang to it; shook his fist at it; murmured
soft words to it; put it down and swore he wouldn't
take it again; but did take it, up as a louder blast
than usual laid seige to his ears. Then the baby
became silent and blessed slumber sealed its eyelids.
With wondrous care and tenderness he put it down
and darted off to bed. But scarcely was he in when
a new peal took him captive and ordered him to the
front. Again there were intervals of rest,
"When silence became music,"

.A.nd then outbursts. The stars looked down with
an Emersonian smile, as much as to say, "Why all
this trouble, my little man ? " But they gave not
a twinkle to help the "little man,'' and of course
he must "trouble." I· guess if the stars had to take
care of babies, they would not find the universe quite
so serene a place aft.er all. It's doubtful if they'd
"make haste slowly." When at last the baby
dropped into a profound sleep, Cupples looked like
a wreck stranded upon the shores of morning. The
baby was like a tiny Hebe, while he was like a wildeyed Sesyphus, who, having got the stone at rest,
expected every moment to see it start off again.
-Mrs. Cupples dressed. They ate breakfast in silence;
a marvelous experience in their united career. A
great burden was on their minds. What should they
do with that baby? There it was, "fresh as the
morn and brilliant as it'.l star," but Cupples knew it
would shed" disastrous twilight." It must be provided for before the sun set.
In times of trouble Cupples had been taught to go
to his minister, and in such an extremity as this, to
whom else could he go? Only a " miracle of grace "
could save him, and that was the parson's businesswho talked of it as a pedler would of his tin-ware,
as something that could be eaRily furnished ." all
bright and shining."
As Cupples hurried off he gave a last look at the
sleeping little one, and his heart beat quick, for
it was one of the handsomest babies ever born into
this WOrld.
[TO B.E CONTINUED.]
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This motiv is invariably the strongest motiv, be it
what it may.
.
What would to me, under any g1ven circumstances,
appear the strongest motiv, and therefore necessarily
decide my course of action would-on account of
our diverse brain-structure~-in no wise constitute
the strongest motiv with each of a thousand other
men, selected at random, and their course of action
would therefore inevitably be different. from mine.
It therefore is made clear that the acts of each individual depend solely upon what, in his particular
brain-structure, constitutes the strongest motiv.
Even the violently insane form no exception to
this universal law, for in their ·maddest vagaries they
but follow what, in their incoherent reasoning, constitutes the strongest motiv.
Thus, examined by the searching analysis of pure
reason, vanishes the crude chimera of what is known
as "man's free will!,
Before dismissing this subject, which has been for
centuries a "bone of contention" between philosophers and among divines, let me giv a practical example of the fact that man is not free to act as he
pleases, or rather, that he is not free to please.
It shall be a conclusiv argument between us, and
if you perform the feat I propose to you, then I will
acknowledge my grievous error.
·
Well, then, I herewith place in your hand a loaded
pistol, saying to you, "My friend, you cannot possibly
point this weapon at your heart and then pull the
trigger."
This will, in truth, be the case, but you will "beg
the question" by replying, "I could, if I wanted to."
That is exactly it-you cannot want to. And why?
Because you necessarily always follow the strongest
motiv; and, in t.his instance, the many and powerful
motivs which impel you to liv constitute in the aggregate a vastly more powerful motiv than the trivial
one which would impel you to die, viz., the desire to
convince me that you could please to pull the trigger.
But,.on the other hand, should it chance that you
cared so little for life that this single motiv of proving
to me that you could please to pull the trigger overbalanced the motivs which impelled you to liv, then
your death would prove that my judgment as to
which was your strongest motiv (under such circumstances a very pardonable error) was at fault, but
would prove, none the less conclusivly, that you followed your strongest motiv.
vVe will now consider a case in the other extreme
-a most trivial matter-and we shall see that the
same immutable principle holds good.

DESTINY; or, THE FREE AGENCY OF MAN.
In all ages, from the earliest in which man (as man)
lived and thought, to this hour, he has been harassed,
haunted, and terrified by that specter, the offspring
. 1magma
· · · t'wn, caII ed consCience,
·
of h IS
an d wh'ICh h as
ce
·
the
a
·
f
1. •
·
n o ev'ste
AI n save m
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· a part 0 f one
eve r Y Othe
· r par t l'cle• b ecause each IS
stupendous whole. Hence, no particle is independen t of "th e great nat ura I 1aws " (so ca II ed) • nor can
it, by any possibility, rise above or beyond them.
to do so• we may fe eI certa1'n I't
If I· t eve r amnears
n~ges th e con t roI 01~ a se t or or d er 0 f I aws,
b u t excha.....
with whose action we hav become familiarized, for
another set or order beyond our present comp~ehension.
When this occurs the. vulgar cry, "A miracle!" but
the Intellectua1ist knows that the majesti" chain of
cause and effect is never broken; for in that instant
the universe would crumble to chaos, the myriad
suns forsake their mighty orbits, and life in its multitudinous forms become a name.
Man, body and mind, is but a link in this vast
chain. Priests and metaphysicians speak of spirit as
distinct from matter. No error is more easily disproved.
That which exists without either weight or dimension (as spirit is claimed to do) can, by no possibility,
influence matter (which has both), as no points of
contact exist through whose influence (the one upon
the other) they could become mutually conscious of
each other's existence.
I trust I make this clear.
Myriad ages before you and I appeared in our present form upon this planet, the adamantin laws of
cause and effect had mapped out (intelligently or
non-intelligently, we know not which) every breath,
every thought, every word, every act, between our
cradle and our grave.
·
Step by step, through ages well-nigh too remote
for realization, has each individual brain-structure
been eliminated, through types and races, from the
primeval life germ, far, far back amid the shadowy
aisles of tii:ne.
The theologian unhesitatingly assures us that man
is "a free moral agent," responsible to heaven for his
every act. One brief glance will serve to dispel this
illusion in those who cherish it, if indeed they will
but reason, and not co'nsider the exercise of their naYou stand upon your door-step-you hesitate as to
tiv intelligence to be a crime.
whether you shall proceed up or down town.
The brain is the organ and the measure of the mind.
As you hesitate, your 1pind is revolving the pros
Can this vaunted freedom of the will measure the and cons of either course of procedure.
thoughts of a Shakspere, a Byron, or a Shelley, into .on the one hand, by proceeding up the street, you
your brain or mine? Emphatically, N 0 !
Will be enabled to call upon a lady of. ~hom you, ~re
And why not? Because only the brain of a Shak- 'm:nch enam?red, and av01d the.pro~abihty of m~e!LID~
spere, a Byron, or a Shelley, can think a thought of wit~ a creditor whose haunt hes m the opposit diso great a size and so fine a quality.
rectwn.
So far we are agreed. Let us proceed further.
But then you reflect. that you hav. on your old
We hav clearly seen that the size and quality of a clothe.s, and that by cB;Ilmg thus sh~bbily clad u~on
man's brain determin the size and quality of his your mamora~a you ~Ill ru~ the nsk of destroymg
thoughts Many thousand dissections prove this fact the favorable ImpressiOn whiCh you flatter yourself
physically.
you hav already made upon her susceptible bosom.
A great mind was never found to be coupled with
Upon the other hand, you reflect that, by proceedan inferior brain-never!
ing down the street, you will be enabled to transact
The brains of Ouvier, Byron, Webster, and a host business of importance, which (with a pang at your
of others, attest to the validity of the above fact.
rapidly fading prospects of being able to call upon
I am aware that a certain deficiency in brain-size your dulciana residing up street), in the face of this
may be counterbalanced by unusual fineness of ma- unfortunate fact, you feel that you cannot afford to
terial, and that not all equally great minds are found neglect, owing to the present embarrassed state of
coupled with brains of precisely the same size and your finances.
weight. This does not, however, militate against the
You also reflect (and with a faint flush of returning
general appliC!ttion of the principle I hav herein laid hope) that the sky presents almost certain indications
down. The brain of the first Napoleon (one of the of rain, and that should you proceed up-street and
finest and heaviest ever weighed) forms a striking call upon the houri of the hour, you could (should it
proof of the truth of my assertions.
really commence to rain) borrow an umbrella of the
Every human being comes into this world with a .above mentioned divine creation, and thereby forge
brain-structure, resultant of a vast chain of ancestral avery tolerable excuse for making a second call upon
causes, which find their expression (or effect) in his the following evening to return the article in quesor her physical organization, including the brain.
tion to its fair owner; but, just here, a vision of your
No two brains ever p1·ecisely resemble one another declining bank account strikes upon your exultant
in every particular; hence, their products (thoughts) spirit like a falling barometer, and, the strongest roocan never be precisely similar, under similar circum- tiv prevailipg, you sullenly pocket your disappointstances.
ment, and proceed down town.
· This is clear.
So much for the boasted "Free Agency of Man."
. For instance, a man with that portion of his brain
It has been frequently claimed that to convince
largely developed, through a long line of ancestral man of. the truth of fatalism would destroy in him
poets, which evolves, or sec~etes, ideality, must and all m?tiv for action, and th~t he would rest supinely,
can think thoughts of an Ideal character. These allowmg events to take their course, assured that no
thoughts could not possibly exist in, or be compre- effort of his could influence destiny.
_
hended by the brain of another man, lacking, also
This would, indeed, be true, could man ever bethrough ancestral causes, this particular physical come convinced that supineness were his destiny, but
brain development. This, too, is clear.
this cannot occur.
Each man, then, thinks such thoughts, and only
I, myself, for instance, believe it my destiny to
cuch, as "fit" his brain.
complete this essay.
Why? Because it appears to me as well-nigh cerHow, then, can he possibly be free to think what
he chooses?
tain that such is the course marked out for me by
The character of brain inherited, coupled with im- fate (i. e., the necessary effects of causes anterior to
pulses received from persons and things without (i.e., this writing).
outside of) ourselvs, are the two, and the only two,
Again why? Because I can with reasonable cercauses which determin our thoughts, and thereby our tainty count upon length of life sufficient to comacts; in other w.ords, "heredity" and" environm~nt." p~ete it and upon the continuance of my present deBut one motlv can ever govern a man at one time. srre to do so.

Belief in fatalism, then, will neve.r paralyze the ~nergies 0f anY: intelligent man. If any sm~ supme
beneath the 1ron wheels of the car ?f des~my•. ~hen,
indeed, w~s th~ir doom, together w~th their pitiable
'weakness, mscnl1ed upon the mystenous pages of the
dark and inscrutable book of fate!
SHALL WE PUNISH OFFENDERS, SEEING THEY ARE GUILTLESS
(BECAUSE IRRESPONSJBJ,E)?
I"

I answer, "Yes'. Necessity compels it.
The good of the one must ever be held secondary
to the good of the many!
Law and order must reign, that person and property may be s.ecure.
.·
. .
For three reasons must' the gmltless cnmmal
(guiltless because irresponsible) be pu!lished:
F;~st.
For the good of the commumty at large.
..._
Second. As an example and a warning to others.
Third. For his own good.
MIND AND MATTER.
It will be recollected by my indulgent readers that
I hav elsewhere demonstrated in these essays that
mind and matter are both necessarily possessed vf
weight and dimension, and hence are .material, but
existing in different degrees of attenuatiOn.
That we can neither see,. hear, touch, nor taste
mind is no proof that it lacks dimension, and hence
1
weight.
We cannot even see the particles which compose
common atmospheric air, which, set in rapid motion,
produces the mighty cyclone, dealing death and devastation upon all that lies within its path.
Much less can we hope to see that subtile fluid to
which we apply the name of electricity. Yet witness
its terrific effects!
Projected through space by that majestic force men
hav called God, and imbued with human attributes,
it cleaves the solid granit mass of "the everlasting
hills," with the same ease with which it pierces a film
of fleecy vapor.
It is a common error of the ignorant to deem
those substances the most powerful which present
the greatest resistance to the touch; this is but so in
the lower department of physics.
Rising higher and higher in the scale of matter,
we find ourselvs at length compelled to vause in the
presence of this same august force, which, to our
crude sense, appears as weightless, yet which with
tireless, tremendous energy, speeds the ever onward,
rushing planets about their mightier suns.
ELLIOTT PRESTON,

The Land Question.
H. COOK TO J. HACKER.
MY VETERAN BROTHER: As you wish, I respond with
all my mind and heart to your last article in THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I hav been a land reformer since
1840.
Like you, I hav an intense hatred of aU
monopoly and slavery under every form and name.
I hated chattel slavery with Garrison forty-eight
years 11go, and ever since I hav, in poverty, persecution, mobs, and perils, fought all kinds of oppression and tyranny, till now I am, like yourself,
struggling to liv, suffering with infirmities, in want,
etc.
That tlie land is a free gift of Mother Earth to all
her children is a self-evident proposition to all who
hav heads to think or hearts to feel for homeless,
landless humanity. Still, it will be, it must be discussed, must come to the front. Free land to all in
usufruct, with no monopoly or title-deeds, is the
paramount factor of human justice and salvation. It
is that basic truth, the keystone of a true humanitary society, and a scientific sociology. It goes
without saying, that the landless are slaves to the
land-owners.
·
If this be true, then, nine-tenths of the people in
Europe and one-half in the Uuited States are, directly
or indirectly, more or less, slaves. A million of
people in New York, and a few thousand own, legally,
all the land upon which is based rent and usury.
There are two hundred millions owned by railroads,
twenty millions owned by Europeans, in large tracts,
and many millions ;held by individuals and companies, with which to oppress and rob the poor.
Can this boasted "land of the free" (?) continue
under such a policy, under such laws? No, a government under which one can accumulate a hundred
millions and make a hundred thousand paupers and
tramps is self-destructiv. "A government that will
make paupers and then punish them for being
paupers ought to be destroyed." " The people be
damned," said Vanderbilt, and on Evacuation Day no
flag waved from his closed palatial residence.
British landlordism, and Irish tyranny, oppression,
and starvation, will soon be repeated here if the
laboring, landless people do not use their moral and
civil power to stop the land-robbers in their inhuman
greed. You do well, my noble brother, in your last
ssue to call the attention of all classes and kinds of
Liberals to "come up to the help .of the ' - of toiling and starving humanity' against the mighty."
But is not this land question made prominent, and
debated in our public meetings and conventions?
Why is it not a plank in our free platforms? Is it
because a large majority cif Liber.als are themselva
J.
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religion, namely, the birth of Jesus Christ of the Vir- fatal to all its claims. Singular how respectable a
gin Mary. Luke sets out by telling us of a certain little age makes the most absurd pretensions! And
angel, of the name of Gabriel, who, in the days of yet, when real antiquity is . considered, how modern
Herod, the king of Judea, began to fly aro~md among is Christianity. He who has lived sixty years knows
certain innoc~nt, simple folk of that country, first ap- how. short is a century. ' What are eighteen ;~entu
pe~ing to· one Zacharias, striking the old man dumb, ries? Our nAw,ly-born nation has not yet lived a
·and telling him he was soon to be a father of one who century. In 1887 will be our national ·centenni'al.
would. be a great personage. in the sight of the Lord, Ten years are passing like yesterday. Ten such brief
drinking neither wine nor strong drink, hut be :filled yesterdays will be, and lo! another centennial, ·.W]:ly,
with holy spirit, and prepare the way of the Lord. a thousand years are· as nothing to him who can reSix months after· that he. appeared to a virgin es- member back half a century. How very old must
poused to an old gentleman of .the name of ~ oseph, earth be in comparhon! Trees, the Boabab, are
and told her a wonderful story also of what this Holy standing and waving their aged boughs covered with
Ghost wits going to do for her, and also that the same greenery that shook in the blasts of antediluvian tamkind of affair had already happened to ·her cousin, pests. Excavating below them, we find buried, far
Elizabeth. Then Mary arose. and went to the hill beneath the mold that wraps their roots, the stumps
The Root It.
country, where her cousin was hiding, and wonderful of ancestral trees to those now living, whose concanTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Being a things happened, and Elizabeth and Mary are quoted tric rings inform us they, too, had measured thouco~stant !ead?r of your in~al~able TRUTH SEEKER, ver- as making eloquent speeches (after the manner of old sands of years ere they sank beneath the weight of
battm et bler~tmt, from begmnmg to end, .every num- historians who put speeches in the mouths ?f their time. And beneath these are still more venerable
ber that arrives. safe t.o hand (some havmg latterly heroes). Then· John is born, and whether it 1S he or remains, giving us assurance that at least fifteen
gone astray, perhaps h1~d a:vay to the cust<?ms office), his father begins to talk on the eighth day_ thereafter thousand years ago earth was adorned with foliage
o~ ~o~rse ~.see all that IS sa1d for ~nd agamst prohi- is. not quite clear. The people were astorushed, any- much the same as now. And so if we delve beneath
. bltwn, whwh I ;pronounc~ useless, senseless, wo;th. how, Then his father, .a priest, prophesies that this· the site of the'ruins of most ancient cities, each stratless, and .occu~ymg space m your columns that might ~hild "shall be a prophet of the Most High, to pre.- urn tells its tale of prehistoric occupancy by busy,
be occ~p1ed W1th other matter that would. be rilo~e pare his way." Now, it is clear .that this John was activ human beings. "All that tread the globe are
benefiCl~l t? ~our nu~erous rea~ era. It 1s tr~e 1t the real messiah, and that things got mixed aft~r- but a handful to the tribes that slumber in its bosom.
may be Jud1c1bus to g1v most subJects, and the v1ews ward. The managers confounded this· occurrence, Go where the Oregon rolls and hears no sound save
~ndopinions of the various writers upon them, ven- brought down the date, and tried to make a literal its own dasbings-yet the dead are there.''
~ilation to the public, as. by ~o doing we ?btain ~nowl- fulfilment of the words, "Prepare his way." They "Thou canst find no :place whereon no city stood."
edge therefrom both SCientific and phil?soph1cal to fixed; up their fable and tacked it to an older one, and All the mountain topR hav once been isles of the
tho~e wh? hav minds to c~mprehend Jt. But _the hav blundered· grievously; · Matthew has told_ :us ocean; all the plains of earth hav once been be~s f~r
subJects d1scussed should be m some degree sensible Christ was born in the days of Herod the kmg. seas. Ten thousand years are but one wink of Times
and rational, which :I contend is not the case with Luke tells us that "it came to pass," etc. (read it), eye,· one beat of his pulse. Consider the immensity
.the p:ohi_bition q:u~stioiJ...
.
"long after Herod's death." ·
of space, if you can, with its infinit.sy~te,ms of 'Yorlds
. ~em_g m a pos1~10n wbwh. no~ one In t~n th?us~nd
If the "taxing" mentioned by Luke was first made Qontemplate the grandeur and ilhm1t.aol.e var1ety of
1~ m, VlZ.:' not having drunk on~ g:Iass _of mtoxl?atmg when Cyrenius was governor, then this journe;r was. nature as she is disclo~ed even on this httle th~a~er
hquors s~nce old enough t.o ~Istmgmsh tb(:lm, f~om made some time after Cyrenius had be.en appomte_d, of ~arth.. See what. glrmpses you get of Truth.s .mother .art1cles, I am ~ot preJUdiCed pro or ~on m the and' so ·christ was born after that. How could Cbnst :fimtude m every smence.. Reflect as you can on t~e
mat~er, a:nd therefore would presume to d1scuss the .be born.. while Herod was king, and yet after Cyrenius mif?hty, yet ever hatmomous, processes of that pow~r
subJect, 1f at all, _from real facts.. As I und~r~t~nd wa!! g 9vernor? Josephus carefully tells us that Herod whwh stands so. near and yet so far .. Thus catch, If
~h~ numerou~ 'Yr.1ters on the sub~ect o_f p:oh1\;ntwn, died a night or two after the eclipse of the moon. you can, the pamted gl~am of that hght that blazes
lt lS the p~o~bitlOD of the sal,e of mtox1Ca~m.g hquors .This eclipse has been calculated back hundreds of upon the :~row of qmn1potency. . Kr~ow; the creator
. they .are a1mmg at. . Tbs.t bemg the c~se, 1t 1s :useless times, and found to hav happened in March. 4 n..~. through h1~ works. If you ca~ Jmow h1m 1n any sense.
to d~scuss the s~bJect fr?~ _that pomt of VIew, as Herod was succeeded by his son Archelaus (Matt. 11, But .seek him n?t m t}le fetwb~s. of beastly,sa':.ages,
nothmg s~ort of t~e l?robibltiOn of th~ ~.anufacture 22), who reigned just ten years. Then Judea was at- tb~ 1dols of semt-savag~s, ~he Unm and T~':lmim ?f
of the !l'rticle (whiCh 1s the only prohibltwn I a~v<?- tached to Syria; Cyrenius was made govern?r, and pnestcraft, or the bl}nghng fables and c.b!eams of
~ate) w1ll be of any consequence whatever; fo~, 1f 1t after that Christ was born. Josephus, who 1s ve;y books. · · ·
HoL'!'.
IS manufactured at all, those w!J.o hav an appet1~e for careful tells us this as do others.. We know the bls~t will B\ll'ely ~eek and, find some way for obtam11!g tory ol that time b~tter than any period of antiquity~
From Over the Wabash. •
1t; therefore 1t m~y as we~l b~ l_eft alone to take 1~s ,and as well as that of Washington's day. "Here,
About four miles east of Strasburg stand two
ow~ course, notw1thstandmg 1t 1s the greatest curse then, Luke, is a terrible discrepancy bet-:veen you and churches, "monuments of love and charity." Within
- -------~hlch h":!;l~~r b_~fallen_ill,{l_hJl!ll!l..D__rac_~._ .. . .. - - .... Matthew, tha...only..t.wo . .pretended Witnesses.
0. a mile of them livs a small family-a father and three
-:BUt some wTI_Isay;"We mus~ llav alco~orin some friends, go out of court quietly while you ~ai-"
h h k t
fo_rm for chem1Cal. purposes 1f for ·n. othmg else, . I Here· y· ouhav come to us Wl."th.the most ext.raotdmary children, t}).e oldest.a. girl of fourteen, w o as ep
d 1sp~ t e th ao~ asser tWD 1 fo: our. ch em1s t ~ of t'-'
ue pres- tale ever imagined. You 'appeal to our reason and house for her father for the last four
k years. d Five
b hor
ent t1me. are aware of artiCles, 1f not qmte as conven~ add "Bell"eve or be damned." Yet all your evidence six weeks ago she was taken· sic , suppose . Y er
·
· h
uld t k b 1
f 1 b 1f
h
'
father to be a bad cold; but as she grew worse for
. ~el;l~, whlc . wo
a e t e pace o a co o or c em- depends on a dream and a hearsay report that flatly twoweeks he called in a doctor, who, with other in. 1cal purpos~s.
.
.
. contradicts the relater of the dream. Matthew puts structions, ordered a change of clothing. About this
·. Then: agam othe:s _will say that 1t would_ be qmte it in King Herod's day in order "that it might be time. a widow that livs in the neighborhood came in,
~mp~ssible to pro~Ib1t the m~nufacture of mtoxiCa~" fulfilled which was spoken" by various prophet~. and she was requested to superintend the change of
· mg_hquors. I qmte agree w~th them, but that don t Luke puts it twelv~ or fifteen years after Herod s clothing, when it was found the poor girl had no
obhtera~e the bor:a .fi~e f~cts m. the matter, ~hat (to death, thus contr,adicting Matthew, and confounding clean clothes to put on. The widow, who has a la~·ge
repe~~;t) 1f the artwle 1~ 1t? .varwus prepara:twn:s for the prophecies. Worse and worse I And we do not family and supports them as best she can by sewmg
catermg to the appet1te 1s manufactured, 1t will be know that· Matthew or St. John ever put pen to for neighbors, said rriaybe her girl that works out by
so:ught fo~ and obtained, and in th_e use of it produc1;1 paper, and they are the only two pret.ended eye~'Yit- the week had some clothes that she could wear, a-ud
m1se~y, wJ_cke~ness, and d?gradat~on ?eyond all bu- neeses claiming to hav ever seen Chr1st. Ac?ordmg did find enough for a change. How many of the
man lmagi~atwn-.all poss~ble legislatwn to the con- to Matthew, the only 15 ayings of Jesus Chnst that neighbors knew before this that the girl was sick, and
trary notwlt_hst,andm.g.
As ever,
.
amount.to anything, his Sermon on theM.oun.t, were
··
f th l"ttl f ·1 ? Th
·a
St. Oathenne s, Ont., Can.
C. B. THoMPSON.
delivered before he even knew such a bemg hved.
the true condltwn o
e 1 e aml y
.e Wt ow
beard it that morning, and hastened to .see if they
This sermon is the be-ali and end-all of Christian~ needed anything, leaving a little babe of two years at
Some Biblical Criticisms.
ity. It is given by Matthew alon~. Yet, some time home with the other children.
.
This Bible is the work of God, or else has no after that, in' another country, as Jesus saw a ma:n
Now, dear readers, you may want to know someauthority. w·e see the work of God in sun, moon, named Matthew' sitting at the receipt of cur.toms, he thing about this sick girl's mother. She is in the
stars, and in all nature. In no instance has the Al- said: "Follow me." What sh?rtha~d reporte~ ha~ asylum, hopelesslyinsane, while the father has worked
mighty attempted ~o compete with. man in his per- taken down that sermon and grven lt to Matt ew . and kept his little family together in hopes that.!!Q:!ll6
formances except in the authorship of this book.. Every one of these _gospels, as every. commentator day that fond mother might return. Im~g-~n,';f,_,YP.P.
Books, like houses, machines, roads, etc., are works de.clares, was firs~ wrrtten out and pu~hshed between can, the father returning from the P?~tiq~?~ :W}t,~ ia
of art. The book itself ought, with such an· author, th1rt;r-:five a~d n;nety years aft~r Chnst. Wh~t sor~ letter, and sitting down by the fire rn tlie htt1e 1og
to speak for itself. And if there is any portion o£ the of ev1dence 1s this? What credit wo_uld you giv to. cabin, when a feeble voice asks wheref1t i'Edtom> 1He
book more especially God's eiclusiv work than any young man who ?ame to you profe.~smg to ~e a 8 ~~ replies, " From the asylum," a;ndrcthrrp!tefwes, to rre~d.
other, it is the part known as the four gospels, that of an old acquamtance deceased,_ a son w _om Y Presently he comes to wher~,·1~r~Ys i',Ll!Pp.elessly.mtestify of the birth and life of its author's son and had never seen, and who came askmg the loan of ten sane," the sick girl moans, "She won't come,',', ani!
heir. But saving perhaps the Acts of the Apostles dollars on the strength of a letter of recommend a- turns away, while th~.~ath~r ,f91C!.s t~~ J~yf~rap.~,lays
these gosp~ls are the most imperfect obscure con~ tion from some other person who declared he was it away. Now, if th'e 'pE{op1e oi th4t ~e1ghborbood
tradictory of all the parts of the s;riptures.' We satisfi.ed from his dreams this youth. was your old could all bav wo'l'sbipear arid;'proctire!I':tickets for
come no~ to speak of the other and only witness, friend's son. Still less would J: 0 U bebev~ the relator heaven at the .l:itiek•,oliurch, and"'}'ad 'just! taken the
Luke seeing that Matthew has testified himself out of the dreams at second hand. And yet 1! the theory interest on the ;¢6n~y ·e:x:pended r-in the :new iehuroh,
of co~rt by his foolish reliance on a dream told by of Christi!l'n~ty as to G_od's plan of salvatwn be ~rue, how many ~ang~i{of, ~;~~¢hing:thi!y:GQul<l.havbought
hearsay. Luke's testimony is suspicious, and puts you. are r1skmg your Immortal souls on such fhmsy for poo:r.:.ch,iJ,~rEl;n :w.h()J ~re, .~.w;~!f;rq:l;f ~tiNm,opphans,
him out of the case at the start as an eye-witness. pretexts as these.
·
and how inany,htt1~-E!~Ox~ 9-1!-~ stO}(~r'?-~f?(~an~~ q~~s
He says "As many hav given accounts of these matGranted there ever could be such a plan of salva- couldhitv'gNen i6"t'fie ..6rpba:'J;fs,~r,·tn:e ,JlfliA~b?r}loo\};
ters believed among us even as they who from the tion as Christianity offers a~d dec~ares, I say t?e and' t11ei1 how: niticli' 'fiett_er they ·cbu.Ia: 1bnJbY he ayen
beginning were eye-witnesses and ministers of the probability is altogether agamst this Jesus Chr~st (if they get there):wlie'n. ~l:iey meet'·t!li~ ffii:iiling' faces
word delivered them unto u~ it seems good to me being the true Agnus Dei, appearing ~ 0 late as he did, 0 ,£ those :they:maderfhappy.'while on· :e~hr.i ·But ~s i,~
also ~s I hav had perfect und~rstanding of all things on. the strength of a dream of a bhn~y credulo~s, is, ;w,hen, they m~et, .. o:qe w:illrs~yA' I ;PuJlt: ru church~
fro~ the first to write to thee 0 most excellent The- confiding, uxorious old man.. The Chrlstna of Indi~1 another "I almost ~02;e because. we ·w,er,e poo.r- and
ophilus." A~ to St. John's' gospel, it were more who appeared ages before hlm ~eralded b~p:ophets; sick.".....:.'Windsor (Ill.) 4dvocat.e.
properly called John the Baptist's gospel, so far as in- priests, and seers for ~ong prwr ages, VIr~l;n-bo.:~• • . ,
, . .. :. · ,.· . . . ., ,, .: .... , . : . , , . ., . ..
1
ternal evidence is conc'ern:ed (Joh;n i, 19). What ~f god-descended, convertm~ hundreds of ~ahon~n:~ :;:LbNE o(t)l:e)~~ti~Y~.t~ h,~l,E"Nqfg}~~ ~au,[je ()~
som:e of the events mentioned d1d occur after h1s ages and among populatwn~ far more e ift~
Freethbugb,t is td Circulate Tn Ta.uTH _S.~~Ji:F;~·
death ? We are treating absurdi~ies, ~nd there are than those ~f 1800 years ago m Judea and all tli~JlJ~ 'Triliif·~ui>scri:ptioris'O:f~lfreil'Il1oii£H~. ~or '?,'tl. :can'~~·: ~ ·
.. .:
... , _ , , . .: , , 1., •. , ••• "" .... , •• ,r,, ,,,, . , , .
no degrees among them. In vam will one search and who to day has three followers to one of
· h Ch · t 18
· f
lik I t 0 b 6 th t e one ·
' "" ~ ·
• .,
18
among these books for evidences as to their authorns •
ar ~ore
e Y.
.. e r~ .• .. ·, ·.
1, THE'. Truth' Se~k~r ''Al:ri:ni'!i.l"'!ind' Fr~eihin'k~rs'
ship. We are now left to but one gospel beside
Well.may the pn~sts of thl~ religw~ ~eelare ~hat Al....:anac "is on: the'preils: ;~25:centa. ~ .ic s '.
Matthew's that treats of the ve1·y gist of the Christian reason 1s of the devil; a -very httle of 1t 1s devtl-,;shly nuu
land-owners and m?nopolists, or because they hav
1;1ot yet ?pened the1r eyes to this important subject.
So~e thmk _that when they hav rejected orthodoxy
.t~eir w_ork. 1s don.e. What are Freethought and
L1berahsm :wo~th If they do ·not free and supply
human bod1es ? My head and heart are full but I
m~s~. stop. Sixteen years ago, I reported you~ soul~
shrnng speech at · our great. convention at An cora
N. Y. Wright, Townsend, Haskell, and other vet~
erans. who· were there .are gone, and. you and I will
.. go soon. Let us go, saying "The land .for the
people" has been our living and is our dying sentiment. Brother,·" Lo! I ani .with you to the end."
. Columbus, Kan.
'·
J. H. COOK;
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.. ·
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purely religious, and the state is to be. asked to sup·
.
port th em,
The people of the United States ought to feel
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and Father Ducey, for telling them what to
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expect.
And
knowing what to expect they should
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know how to meet the emergency. It :emains to be
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THE TRUTH SEEKER wishes .its patrons a Happy
New Year. We do not see how those who are not
its patrons can expect to be happy.

Making their Purpose Plain.
That Mgr. Capel was well-informed and spoke authoritativly when he uttered his defiant boast that the
Catholics would soon establish parochial schools in
this 'country and demand for their maintenance a
share of the school fund, is shown by a dispatch from
Rome where the bishops are in conclave. The correspondent givs among the resolutions adopted by the
council one ordering the establishment of Catholic
seminaries in every diocese, to be conducted "according to the principles established by the Council
of Trent," and another ordering the beginning of a
system of parochial schools, to "be governed by the
principles of the first period of the Middle Ages."
Talking upon this latter point, the Rev. T. J. Ducey,
pastor of St. Leo's church in East 29th street, this
city, explained to a Herald reporter what was meant
by the "principles of the first period of the Middle
Ages." He quoted a French historian as to the time
called the first period. It was, he said, "that part of
the world's history which began with the third period
of the church's history. The Middle Ages take in
the period between the settlement of the barbarians
in the Western provinces of the Roman empire in
the fifth century and the literary Renaissance in the
fifteenth century, which givs it a duration of ten centuries-from 476 A.D. to 1494. The face of the
world was changed. Historical events appear upon
a new field when the action of Christianity takes a
special form."
The public schools of these Middle Ages, continued
the Rev. Mr. Ducey, "were directed by learne(l clergy,
recognized from that time to the present as me~ of
genius and scholarship, and were conducted purely
and strictly in a religious spirit. The question has
been agitated by many of the bishops and priests
whether it would not be a wise move to hav at the
head of our parochial schools a priest of recognized
scholarship and large judgment-qualities so necessary for the proper training of Catholic youth. This
plan was followed at St. Michael's school, on Ninth
avenue, in this city, when Bishop Spaulding, now
bishop of Peoria, presided over and directed the
studies at that institution. This was the course followed in the first period of the Middle Ages, and I
take it that this was principally what was meant in
the dispatch by the statement that the 'principles of
the first period of the Middle Ages are to be borne in
mind.'"
Further along Mr. Ducey warmed to his subject,
and divulged the course the church would take to
support these schools. It is exactly the course we
pointed out in connection with Mgr. Capel's lurid
threat. "As a Catholic priest," he said, "I see the
conscientious obligation of educating our children in
Catholic principles. The constitution of our government, national and state, permits us to exercise liberty of conscience. I think it is unwise and not the
spirit or i.ntention of the church to attack any institution of the government. It would be very desirable
-for us if the city or state saw fit to malce us an allowance
from the school fund for the education o/ our children.
If we cannot obtain this, we are, nevertheless, bound

in conscience, no matter what the sacrifice may be,
to educate our children to become loyal citizens of
the state and loyal servants of God and the church.''
This is the matter in a nutshell. The reference to
the Middle Ages i!! e;x:plaiued. The schools are to be

That Art Exhibition.
As was expected, the Sabbatarians are in full cry
after the managers of the Bartholdi Art Exhibition,
which was opened to the public on the 23d ult. at a
reduced price of admission. The secretary of the
''Sunday Closing League," Mr. S. H. Provost, backed
by the clergy, has addressed a letter to the police
commissioners asking that the directors be arrested,
and coupling the exhibition with the low saloons that
make the streets perilous and the nights hideous with
noise and rioting. As a specimen of mean fanaticism,
his letter· cannot easily be excelled. Taking the
police to task for their past derelictions, he exhorts
them to preserve the "sanctity of the Sabbath " in
these dictatorial terms:
"GENTLEMEN: We wish to call your attention to the gross
violation of the Sunday law by the managers of and the employes in variety shows in Chatham street, in the Bowery,
and a'G the hall of the Academy of Design,. Fourth avenue and
Twenty-third street. Sections 263, 265, and 2B7 of the Penal
Code were violated last Sunday in these places, and no doubt
will be violated again next Sunday if not prevented. Officers
on the force in these districts cannot hav the face to profess
ignorance of these violations, as the;r were a·nd are a matter
of public notoriety. As each member of the force is by police
regulations furnished with a manual, the excuse cannot be
offered that they are ignorant of the rules which require the
enforcement of the penal laws of the state. One year ago
the captains of police were each supplied with a copy of the
Penal Code. It would be well that they unearth them, brush
off the accumulated dust, and read the,sections referred to to
their subordinates, and also the police rules which relate to
them.
"Your printed regulations are good. They require of the
force prevention of crime and the detection and arrest of
offenders. So far as the Sunday law is concerned these rules
are a failure. There is a profusion of machinery in the
force, and it is expenaiv enough, every taxpayer can attest;
but the power behind it is what scientists would call latent.
The power is too reactionary-too many cut-offs in the steam
box. One officer on £he force remarked, 'We are damned if
we won't do our duty, and damned if we do, and we are
shoved if we do.' A grave fault lies at somebody's door. We
ask that no obatacle be put in the way of the enforcement of
the law, that the force be reminded of this dereliction of duty,
and that you in your requirements of subordinates use stones
if tufts of grass fail.
Respectfully,
S. H. PnovosT."

Mr. Provost's society intimated on Saturday evening to Mr. F. Hopkinson Smith, the art director of
the exhibition, that he would be arrested for violation of the Sunday law if he opened the exhibition
Sunday morning and caused tickets to be sold. Mr.
Smith said that he believed it was lawful to open the
exhibition on Sunday, and that he should do so. It
was arranged that in case of his a1Test the secretary
should take his place, and if the arrests should con:
tinue, others of the committee should follow. But
when Sunday came the League either repented or
became convinced of the uselessness of further effort
in the face of the decided public opinion, for no arrests were made, nor was there any interference in
any way.
The galleries of the American Art Association, at
6 East Twenty-third street, were also opened last
Sunday from 2 to 6 o'clock P.M., having on exhibition
the private collection of American paintings owned
by Mr. Thomas B. Clarke, and lent in aid of a fund
for a permanent prize to be given annually hereafter
for the best figure composition shown at the National
Academy of Design. The managers, in giving their
reasons for this course, said that they considered it
desirable to giv the largest number of people an opportunity to see this remarkable collection of works
by American artists, as well as to make the fund as
large as possible. They also wished to lend their aid
in driving home the entering wedge started by the
Bartholdi Exhibition, which they hoped would result
in opening all our public galleries, museums, and
libraries on Sundays.
The successful opening of the Bartholdi exhibition
qas called attention to the art galleries of other
cities, many of which welcome visitors on every day
of the year. The Boston Museum of Fine Arts is an
instance of the good done in this way. Six years ago
the managers of the museum decided to open its
doors on Sunday, believing that many persons who
had no leisure for study, recreation, or sight-seeing
during the week would avail themselvs of its advan.

tages on their single day of freedom from ·the &hop,
the· factory and the store. The 1:esults,. says the
· '
• t"fi d th' b li f.
Boston Herald, hav abundantly JUS I e
l$
e .e
The Sunday attendance is always greater than thato~
any .other day. C~sting an eye over the c~lu:m~ ~t
the book in which the record of attendance IS . ep • I
is found that five, ten, and sometimes twelve times as
many visitors appear Sundays as on any other day.
On one Sunday 4,000 people were counted, and the
attendance val'ies from that large number to 1,200
and 1,000-rarely falling far below the l~tter figure.
The board of officers has always acted with a purely
educational purpose, and has nev~r allo:wed the m~t
ter of religious prejudices a,nd behefs to mterfere With
the effort to reach the greatest number of people a.t
all times.
The Sunday visitors, who are admitted free of
charge, are largely representativs of the ~oorer class.es
-persons who could not afford the pr10e of admission. They are artisans, p1echanics, and laborers,
who come with their families to enjoy the rare collections, and are often poorly and roughly .clad. But
they are always orderly and quiet, infringing none of
the rules, unless it be the command to " touch not,
handle not," which is not always remembered by the
more cultured visito;rs. The managers say that they
hav never known of any opposition to keeping the.
museum open Sunday,· but, if there should be ~ny
complaint, it might be easily answered by referrmg
to the record of attendance, the good conduct of the
visitors, and the fact that the opportunity of entering
the museum undoubtedly keeps many persons from
hunting unwholesome places.
_
It seems strange, when one thinks of the loud professions Christians make to doing good, that any
churchman can object to these intellectual treats.
Close the places up, and the people will find other
and deleterious amusements. Recreation they must
and will hav of one kind or another. Public opinion is in favor of it, and all the laws church bigots can
enact are powerless to prevent it. If they be guided
by enlightened leaders to the higher plains of living
and thinking, the country will be benefited. On the
other hand, if nothing but saloons and low concerts
be open on the one day ~:!ll.~la~!~~~he ~l>Orer.__~ll_~----will apond his time in them, furm1ng

VlOlOUO

ha.b1tla,

.and sinking lower and lower in besotted ignorance.
For the preservation of society it seems to us not ~nly
necessary that all the intellectual amusements possible
be offered the ignorant, but that they should by every
means be induced to frequent them. An art gallery
or reading-room will save more men from becoming
drunkards than ever Murphy or Dow rescued by all
their preaching. Wemust, then, conclude from t~e
actions of the pious people of New York that their
professions of aiding the laborers are but""selfish en-.
deavors to drag them into the fold of the church.
Failing in this, every poor person in ·the country
might go plumb to hell for all the ministers care.
And if there ever could be a hell it would be just
such a place as the five and six-story tenements of
New York, with their reeking rum-shops on the
ground floor filled with drunkenness, cursing, and,
rioting, which must be the only resort of the laborer .
and mechanic if the church locks the doors of all reputable places of amusement. In the following from
Sunday's Truth the animus of the Sunda~ Closing
League is, we think, truthfully shown. It IS a matter for rejoicing that the secular press is nearly all in
favor of freedom in these matters. Truth says:
"The Sunday question, as it is presented by the . protest of
the Sunday League in opposition to the opening of the Bartholdi Loan Exhibition to-day, is nothing more nor less than
the purpose of its promoters to revive the old time Puritan
Sabbath.
"
"In this precious document the Puritans do not arguethey demand.
"With the revived Blue laws behind them, they boldly insist that the power of the state shall be used to enforce t~e
intolerance which was born of bigotry. They ask that their
view of the Sabbath shall be the pattern of every man's conduct on Sunday, and talk of ' dereliction of duty' on the part
of the police force because it is not used to enforce the exploded notions of a narrow religion.
"Shall the bigots hav their way, and the great body of people be compelled to walk in it?
"With them it is simply a question of religion.
"With the rest of the community it is a question of right.
"Every man is entitled to enjoy his religion, whatever it
may be, but no man should be allowed to., force his creed or
its observances upon.others.>4l.It is tme the penal laws of the
state recognize this wrong, but the better sense of the people
rejects it.
"Even the Leaguers acknowledge that in practice the Sunday law is a fuilure.
"They fail, however, to llnderst~:~nd the philosophy o! this
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failure. If they must be told they must-it is because ProtEditorial Notes.
estan~ C~ri~tianity is a failure, eJCoept in the narrow grooves good Freethought serial story will attract new readTHE
Christian
directors
of Girard College hav reformed to
THE
TRUTH
SEKKER
and
add
variety
and
spies
ers
to
to whxoh It 19 now confined, When religion was made to ap.
the extent of declining to hereafter lease any property to be
,peal to t}le reason it lost its hold upon the heart. Faith and to its columns.
llnperst~tion go h11nd in hand-when the one is extirpated the
With a " Corner " for the youngsters, a story for used for barroom purposes. There is as yet no indication of
other dies. And what makes the failure of Protestantism as the older youths and maidens, and philosophical es- their possessing honesty sufficient to carry out the instructions of the founder of the college by e:x:cluding ministers
a religion absolute is the faot that it is not warred against-it
is too lifeless a thing for passion, and is strangled by the in. says for the old folks, certainly THE TRUTH SEEKER from the grounds and buildings. The receipts of the college
difference of men to its feebla teachings 11nd absurd observ. ought to be a welcome visitor in every Freethinker's for eleven months of this ye'ar reached $423,168.50. The inances,
·
hollSe. But in the midst of our diversions let us not stitution is educating 1,098 orphan boys.
"Catholicism prospers while Protestantism decays, because forget that we hav a grand work to do in breaking
FATHER LINEHAN received a Protestant minister and two
it is the religion of glamour, of pomp, of sublime music, and of mental shackles and winning for every Infidel equal- other followers of Luther into the church. The minister is
widely and favorably known throughout Iowa as Parson
a grand ceremonial-the religion which appeals to the emotional nature of man through what he sees and hears rather ity before the law and jllStice in the administration Adams. For many years he had charge of a church in Bosof our government. Our institutions must be secu- ton and other eastern cities. Until two months ago he was
than what he believes.
pastor of St. Mark's Episcopal chUl'ch at Fort Dodge. This
"But in the Roman Catholic church there is no Sabbatari- larized; that end mllSt ever be kept in view.
makes twelve converts the same priest has received into the
anism-Sunday 'is a day for recreation and merriment-a day
church during the last month.- Western Watchman.
for amusement as well as worship.
We predict there will be a good many more of these "conThe Salamanca Convention.
"Protestantism, on the contrary, when it threw off the yoke
There are two forces working in the Protestant
of Rome, took on that of Jerusalem.
Our special report of the Salamanca Convention versions."
" It is the Hebrew Sabbath in manner and dogma, for the does not reach us in time for this issue, but we see church; one is conservativ and retrograding, the other progressiv and advancing. Protestants ,occupy an illogical
enforcement of which the penal laws of the state provide. In
by the Associated Press dispatches that the gather- position midway between Rome and Reason, and must
getting away from Romanism the reformers got back to Judaism. They were narrow men, and the narrowness of the He- ing was an influential one in numbers and ability of :finally abandon it. Then w~ll come the tug or war. of this
braic law suited them. They were stern men, and it gave the speakers. On Saturday evening the following country.
them pleasure to see others groan under their revival of the resolutions were adopted:
THE committee on the Freedman's bank made a :final rerequirements of a disused dispensation. A religion of love
The Freethinkers of western New York, in convention ,as- pm·t, memorializing Congress to rei~burse d_epositors al!d !'J.eand merriment was not to their taste, and so !)alvin and sembled at Salamanca, respectfully announce to their fellow- nouncing a former act of Congress m creatiDg a commissiOn
KnoJt had reinstituted what Jesus had abrogated, and placed citizens the objects they hav in view, and the means by which of $5 000 a year each to settle the affairs of the institution.
In support of the adoption of the report Mr. Murrill said that
Moses abo.ve Christ.
they would obtain them. We seek:
"the Freedman's bank was the most disgraceful and sinful
, '«This is the law which the little Calvina of to-day are seek;
First-By free discussion to place before our countrymen, swindle that ever stained earth or shocked high heaven. The
ing to impose upon free men,
and on an immovable basis, the natural, sacred, and inalien- commission appointed at $5,000 a yea~ each was.lik~ a hyena
devouring a carcass, and then like a hon smashmg Its bones
"They cannot do it.
able right of all men, as men, to exercise entire fr6ledom of
"What they can and will do, however, if they persist in thought and freedom of speech on all subjects of human in- and sucking the marrow therefrom; and furthermore, aRe.
publican Congres~ made ~he com.mission the pall-bearer of
their childish endeavor~>, will be to teach the masses of man- terest, without dictation either from the state or from the or- this same carcass.'- Waslnngton Dtspatch.
1
kind to ;hate them for their stern and narrow bigotry."
ganization known as the church. We would defend by arms,
The high and mighty mover of the Freedman's bank was
The Sunday Mercury supplements the foregoing if necessary, the rights of all religionists, from the pope General Oliver 0. Howard, a notoriously fervent Christian
down to the Salvation Army, to believe 11nd worship as they statesman. The World is authority for the statement that it
with these .sensible words:
please; and this right, which, in the spirit and letter of the is his opinion that these disturbers ought to be branded with
''The constitutional fanatics who compose the Sunday national constitution, we so cheerfully accord to them, we
red indelible ink. '
Closing League hav recommenced their efforts to make the claim for ourselvs, and will 6lxercise to the fullest extent in
:first day of the week as dreary as John Calvin could desire. our war upon the superstitions of the church, and her claims
TilE Morpeth Ifemld, says Mrs. Besant, is very angry with
';rhat body of meddlers hav addressed a communication to the to prescribe to all men what they shall believe and do. The us for welcoming Mr. Ramsay on his release from prison. It
Police Board in relation to the keeping open of certain side only weapon we use or wish to use is that of free and fair says that as only three hundred persons welcomed him out
shows on the Bowery and Chatham street and the Loan Ex- discussion.
of a population of three millions, the minority sympathizing
hibition at the Academy of Design. Instead of tabling the
Second-The government of the United States being purely with him is so small that it "cannot expect freedom to run
protest, it was referred to Superintendent Walling. Nobody, secular, and the United States constitution ignoring all relig- amuck agninst the political, social, moral, and religious in·perhaps, cares what becomes of the side shows, but the entire ions and all religious oaths, we aim to b1·ing the constitutions stitutions held in reverence by the vast majority of the
public is mterested in the success of the Loan Exhibition, and governments of the states in the Union, respectivly, up people." In the :first place, no effort was made to obtain a
. which is to add to the fund for the completion of the great to the same high level. In some of these states, if the lives, num~ically large demonstrat~on; the Freethought London
pedestal on which is to be mounted Barthold.i's colossal statue liberty, property, or reputation of a score of American citi- societies sent delegates, and d1d not go en masse. Secondly,
of Liberty Enlightening the World. The Academy of Design zens depended upon the president or any other member of does the Morpeth Ilerald think that minorities ought to be perwas~ crowded last Sunday with an eager and delighted multi- this convention, that testimony would be rejected in the secuted as long as they are small? If so, the Jews were justude of working people, whose only opportunity to see the courts of justice, and thes_e interest_s woilld al1 be sacrificed, .tified in persecuting the miserable minority who called themsplendid works o£~_o_nlo»n la__tha_da.Y-?"-whioh__thsy-are becausll-he-(lia-nofbeHeive in a set of absurd and exploded selvs followers of Jesus, and who outraged the holiest confree from toil. The admission was ":reduced to half price, that religious dogmas. 'This discrimination against a worthy citi- victions of the Jewish nation, and "ran amuck at their pothe Sunday e:x:hibition might b_e successful. The LeS:gue pre- zen of one state by the laws of another, is an outrage upon, litical, social, moral, and· religious institutions," to a greater
'tend that the penal laws prohibit any such exhibition. .It the national constitution, as well as upon the citizen himself, extent than do Freethinkers against Chl'istian.
must be a strained construction indeed which can include
IN a discourse delivered before the Society of Spiritualists,
the opening to the people of s-gch institutions as the Academy and the guilt and meanness of it both lie at the door of the
of l 0 rovidence, R. I., Henry Kiddie, of this city, said:
of Design, the Museum ot Arts, and the Museum of Natural church.
Third- We desire to enlighten the consciences of om
History. Rigid as the law is, it was not intended to prohibit
·1
h · · t'
f
t
"It is true, and I think sad as true, .that .there !'re persons
church
friends so that ,they wxl see t e InJUS IOe 0 exemp - preaching Ath6lism as the offsho~t, OI' 1de~t~cal ~~~h, modern
the people from the enjoyment of art and science on Sunday.
ing ecclesiastical property from taxation, which exemption, Sphitualism. Hocently a pronunent SpmtualistiC lecturer
Such are not places of personal ownership or lesseeship, but amounting to scores of millions of dollars, increases the tax: enunciated the Atheistic principle that the 'universe is n
"" belong to the whole metropolis. They do more than amuse ation to that e:x:tent of the great majority of citizens who take self-existing automatic entity,' which is very far from, t1B I
-they instruct, refine, and elevate. Perhaps in a lifetime no stock in religious corporations, but are compelled to sup- hav found, the doctrin taught through the best.~ediums and
another such chance of seeing so many grand, beautiful, and
t
· t th
inspirational speakers. On the contrary, the sp1nt utteranceH
e ex- through these reco~nized G?d fLS a s~lf-consctous person, bavcostly works of art will not again be afforded the people who port them. For the same reason we protes agams
penditure of public money in paying the salaries of chaplains ing a personal relatwn to his mtell!gent, self-conscwus crealab,or during the six days of the week as are now to be found in the army, the navy, and the two houses of Congress, offi- tnres-that is, a parental relation. The attributes assigned
at the junction of Fourth avenue and Twenty-third street. It cers which are entirely unknown to the constitution of the to him are infinit love and wisdom, as well as ubiquity and
is .their right to see and enjoy them, and if to-day there is United States, and whose employment and pay are therefore omnipotence."
any tampering with it by the police, the courts are open, and
We think there are several thousand Spiritualists in this
an injunction is the remedy. In any city of continental illegal.
Fourth-We aim by criticism and argument to weaken the country who will disagree with Mr. Kiddie's views as exEurope no such a pestiferous body as the Sunday League
confidence of our fellow-citizens in the Bible as a purely in- pressed in the above paragraph. They will, however, concould exist. Public opinion would sweep it into oblivion.
spired revelation from heaven, containing an infallible rule cede the truth of the following utterance on the same occaAnd in New York the same battery should be opened upon it. of faith and practice, believing that the book itself sets forth sion:
That which at this moment makes the League doubly odious
" Human slavery always found its strongest apologist!l
is its protest against the right of the working people to see no such claims. Our position on this subject is all the more
important because the practice of polygamy in the territory among the Christian clergy, who had an armory of scriptural
an unusual collection of art works on the only day they can of Utah is an anomalous fact in American civilization; and weapons to defend it; while a Christian bishop was so zealous
spare, &nd the unpatriotic attempt to cut short the fund to we confess onr apprehension that the idolatry of a book that he defended it with carnal weapons."
:finish a pedestal when Bartholdi's statue is. lying in Paris
'fHE creedal hair-splittings of the various sects hav afforded
glorifies polygamists and holds them up as model
ready for shipment to this port when Bedloe's Island is in a which
saints is the greatest hindrance in the way of settling the
several whose nppreciation of a joke was greater than their
condition to receive it."
question which is raised by it without resorting to a civil war. reverence for the picayune verbalists who concocted the difThese are plain and hard words for the clergy and The Mormon, planting himself behind the ramparts of the ferences between the brethren an opportunity to display
. WI't. 8 amp1es of some of th ese h'ts
their followers to read, but there is a vast deal of Bible and the example of our foreign missionaries, who, with th e1r
I hav been gatherecl
approbation of the churches at home, hav admitted polyg- b y th e 11wepe
, __7 nden,t w h'IC h enJO
· ys a J'oke even 1·f I't be at the
truth in them. Protestantism is going down; Cathol- the
amists into their mission churches, conquers in debate any
expense of its religion.
The difference between " High
lClSm is going up. Instead of :fightiEg irrational
religionist who attacks him. The politicians try to curry fa- church" and "Low church" was once explained by the pasbattles with the rationalistic spirit and tendenc;x: of vor with the religionists who vote, and propose the old and t
or of a fl oat'mg b eth e1, who , w he n liS ked whether hi's wafl
the age, the Protestants should join in resisting~he favorit church remedy of persecution. This naturally and High
or Low, responded that that depended entirely upon
encroachments upon our institutions of the Romish inevitably increases the zeal of the Mormons, and makes the tide. An English caterer distinguished them otherwise.
church. There would be an in:finit deal more of them grow in numbers; and this complication of circum- When desired to prepare an entertainment, he required to
stances threatens to precipitate another civil war, which, if k now wh eth er th ey were n·1gh ch urch or Lo w church., "b
· ecommon sense in the latter course.
undertaken by the government, will never cease till every
Mormon is exterminated in his own blood, and will giv ad- cause," said he, "if they are Low church we eats 'em; if they
are High church we drinks 'em." The difference between
.Another New Featnre.
ditional proof that the multiform body which calls itself the old school and new school Presbyterians was described by
In this the first issue of the new year we begin a· Church of God has been the cause and the occasion of shed- some one who said he believed it consisted in this: that the
ding more human blood than any other organization of men old school stood up when it prayed, and the new school stood
Freeth ought romance entitled " Waifs and Wander- upon
the face of the whole earth. While Mormon polygamy
ings," by Mr. Putnam. The success of his " Golden is a Bible institution, we, as Freethinkers, repudiate and con- up when it sang. The difference between a Universalist and
Throne," "Gottlieb," and other stories is a guarantee dem~ it as a violation of the law of natural morality, and we a Unitarian was wittily expressed by Starr King while still
belonging to the former body: "The Universalists believe
of the interest this will excite. We hav not read fur- wash our hands of the guilt of persecuting by :lire and sword, that
God is too good to damn them, while the Unitarians beand
would
meet
it,
as
we
do
all
the
superstitions
of
the
ther than the first chapter, being sure that anything
lieve that they are too good to be damned." The difference
he writes will be full of fine imagery, broad human- ;::::!c~e:do~~~=· ~:d:~:nc~:~~:t%~:tbyb~r!!e a:~~~;,a::~ between a Methodist and a Baptist was set forth by the concluding remarks of a spirited discussion between two meru:itarianism, 1reen wit, and common sense.
bers of those denominations, when the Baptist remarked, "I
The publication of this novel is in response to by railroads.
don't like you Methodists anyhow, for you haY too much
many letters requestingcthat such a feature be added
ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of machinery
about you;" to which the Methodist brother
to the paper; and the many encomiums showered Freethought is to circulate THE TnuTH SEEKER. promptly retorted, "I don't care if we hav; we don't,run it
by water."
upon the Children's Corner encourage us to believe a Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents.
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Spiritualism.
elderly gentleman of plain education and quite un- rags, hunger, drunkenness, prostitution, theft, pauI am surprised at Prof. LaRoy Sunderland's last pretentio.us, soon arriving, the party was complete. perism, and criminal court and prison expenses to
article on the above subject-surprised he so confi- The medmm and one of the gentlemen placed their land-robbery as their cause.
What means the great number of tramps? Land-·
dently writes on a subject which from his own con- hands upon the table, the rest of the company sitting
fessions h~ can hav seen 80 little.
He says he has in quietude near. We, ~s fl: rule, allow th~ spirit i_n- robbery. What mean all the strikes we hear of
been "plymg these wires for sixty years, and had not tel~1gence to ,cc;>m~ence 1_n 1ts own way, w_1th_out dw- amoilg the working classes in all parts of our land?
yet been able to find out who was' at the other end- tatwn
soli?:tatwn _of_ l!,s name. In th1s mstance They mean land-robbers-aye, and a great deal more.
either gods or ghosts!"
the spmt (or What-1s-1t, the professor would prob~ They mean that if this great wrong is not righted,
Spiritualists sincerely commiserate his bewilder- ab};y conclude) ha~ evi?~ntly overh_eard our ~onver the time is not far distant when the dwellings of rich
ment; but we would bid him not despair, for there BaLIOD and felt a d1spos1twn to put m a word; 1t com- land-holders and monopolists, their factories and
are many (I regret to say) in much the same fix; and ~en_ced abruptly:. "~ou want to know what an aero- mills, their railroad stations and banks, will be blown
when I think on Tom Winter Elmina and Bob In- hte IS. The aerohte 1s a fragment of a planet that up with dynamite and their owners with them when
gersoll, my eyes begin to moi~ten. B~t then the im- once rolled about the_ sun coi~cident. with the other asleep. Remember, I am not encouraging this venmortal Paine says, "Incredulity is no crime;" hence, planets. The sun Will somet~mes h1mself explode. geance-only warning the nation of wpat is as sure
ib makes but little difference in regard to beliefs.
I mean only that B?rt of exploBI_?n known as volcanic. to come as the sun is to shine, unless this great wrong
The professor, with the rest of skeptics, will know You know w)lat th1s earth 1s sa1d to be composed of; is righted. The American people are not of. that
when his time comes. One of the beauties of Spirit- ~he same el~m.en~s compose the suD: and other bodies class that will forever consent to be slaves, and to
ualism is the impossibility of good, moral, benevo- m the great ill1~1table space, Ommpotenc~ no doubt stand idle while thieves and robbers rivet chains and
lent people signing away their day of grace-a de- controls the mighty maze. Every convulsiOn of n!l'- fetters on the necks and limbs of their children.· As
cided improvement on Christianity.
ture only :proves the go_odness of God.. You w1ll soon as they learn what their rights are in regard to
Sixty years J Well, that is a long time. Of one yearly s_ee simultaneous d1splays of me~eor~c phenom- land-as soon as they know they hav as good a right
thing I a.m certain: he evidently has not seen what I ena until the source of planetary supphe~ 1s exhaust- to land enough to raise food on as they hav to life
hav in the way of spiritual phenomena and intelli- ed. I learn that the sun sends out of 1ts stores of itself, they will demand the right of their rulers, and
gence, or he would not talk so mournfully. It would planetary ~atter it~ co~~·ibutions to the universal if their demands are not granted ·they will take the
law into their own hands, and woe! woe! to tho:Se
occupy too much of your valuable space to ask a rep- s;ystem of meated thmgs..
. · . .
etition of what you hav already published of mine in . On~e I chanced to be m company w1th J?Y mt1mate that are in their path!
I hav said a sure remedy for this greatest of all
the way of spiritual phenomena. And again, it would acquamtance, Professor Vale, at a ral?pmg seance.
do little good. Spirit phenomena and spirit intelli- The professor was a hard-headed skeptw. We were evils with which our country is cursed is in the hands
gence must be seen and comprehended to be of obtaining a messa~e purporting to come from our of the working classes, and will point it out in my
THE WORKERs' FRIEND, J. HACKER.
much i~p.ortance. I could say with truth: that I hav mutual dep~;ted fr1end, G~orge H. Evans, bro~h~rt?, next.
Berlin, N. J., Dec. 1, 1883.
seen spmts, heard them, reasoned Iogwall:y with ~?e elder.
Bruce; :Vh~ will you call them spmts?
them, _au~icu~arly; shaken hands with th_em; listened 'W!;Y• pro~essor, ,~~1s IS what they _call themselvs;
to the1r smgmg; had the benefit of the1r prescribed but, I contmued, If you are so partiCular, no doubt
The Clergy.
remedies in my own dwelling; had forewarnings of ~hey would ,acco~modate y~u. s~ould you call the~
From the Winsted Pre...
dangers, and prudential cautions against untrust- Ba:barrosa ~r Mr. E~ectnmt;y :-w?uld you _not?
Now and then a goody-good sort of well-meaning
worthy associates. I could also describe manifesta- I .said~ addressn:~g th~ still remammg_ mfluence m the person (generally a woman, for men are usually bettions of the most horrifying, di.abolical orgies to drrectwn of the medl_um_. _We"ha~, m response ?ne ter informed than women in the ways of the world)
which I hav been witness and listened and the most unusually loud rap, Blgmfymg no.
I must admit I expresses sqrprise that the .press has no more revermalignant, reckless, barbarous, ind~cent, vulgar was m~ch. surprised.· "Oh, think it over once more ence for clergymen than for rum sellers, for example.
blasphemy that ever struck the ear-apparently from -t~at 1.8 • JUSt to pleas~ the professor; a~ professor of A notion is still quite prevalent among fairly sensimiscreants fresh from the gallows.
~avigatwn, you kno~.
A Blg~al was _given for call- ble people who hav not yet gotten their eyes open to
All these events I could narrate· but their recital mg the alphabet, whwh on bemg registered spelled the impressiv facts, that pulpiteers and that sort of
would read like a romance. To be believed these out, "Bruce, stop your trifling nonsense." .
tricksters and sanctimonious vampires are of some
things must be witnessed; and in the face of so much
I don t know that ~he professor ever. ~eca~e a con- little good use to society still; in other words, that
fraudulent mediumship skepticism is quite excusable. vert, but he always hked to talk on Spmtuahsm. He, they are not ab?olute nuisances and in a moral way
And here intervenes another difficulty: no one can however, d~clared P;rof~ssor Faraday had destroyed worse than nothmg; and so they are generally voted
command the proper conditions necessary for their the r~~utatwn of a lifetime.
DAVID BRUCE.
by the ill-informed as at least necessary evils which
reproduction, and hence the evidences of this mystic
W~lhamsburgh, L. L
somehow or other a mysterious providence has proi!omain must of necessity be fragmental and cuniulajected upon society.
Fruits of Land-robbery.
Perhaps it is no wonder that a considerable pertiv. as it were, piecemeal.
The eloquence of the rostrum is of great imporIn my last, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 1st, I gave centage! sa:y, ten or fifteen per cent, of the present
tance to draw public attention to the mysteries and some account of the e:l'f:'ects that land-robbery in Ire- generatiOn m New Englarui.regardJ;he_p.r_eacher with
Ilberalizing tendencies and claims of Spiritualism; land had had, not only on that country, buLthe_e:vil !l.I:espect tin·ged with a shade o£ reverence; £;,r ih'-ii; ___ _
but with me four lines through the tippings of a com- result of it there on this country in times of famin within the memory of o~r grandfathers that great
man toilet or kitchen table, with a good medium, are caused there by land-grabbers. I now propose to outward respect was mamfested to the minister and
of more importance and more convincing to a skeptic. speak of the fruits of it here.
priest whenever they appeared in public. People
than hours of inspirational talk. 'Tis a court of inThousands-aye, millions, of young men who would now under seventy years of age tell us, as they laugh
quiry.
hav been willing to go into the wilderness and make over their juvenile superstitions, in their childhood
I hav great respect for science; but her votaries themselvs farms,. if they had not been robbed by our it was the· custom for school children anQ. nearly.
A.re too much inclined to affect aristocracy, and de- government of their right to land, hav been driven everybody else to take off their hats when meeting
light to stalk around, as it were, on stilts-an unwise· by that robbery into all other branches of labor, un- the minister and bow or" curtsy" to him as being
elevation, indeed, in prospecting for superior knowl- til the labor market is so overstocked with hands that nothing less than sacred; for the children were taught
edge, and the modest jewels of truth lying but half they hav no voice in setting a price on labor, but hav and did seriously believe (verily, we hav no doubt,
hidden ben~ath her insensible pedals. Alas! it too to underbid one another to get employment, and work absurd as the statement now seems) that the minisoften occurs that the greatest discoveries and sug- for just what the capitalists choose to offer.
ter had been " set apart from the world by God fer
gestions originate from obscure but sensible· matIf a 'man goes to buy land of a land-robber, the divine offices" and was really quite above his feliowronly ladies and unpretentious thinkers; buttheyare robber can set his own price on the land, and the mortals in moral worth.
·
seldom received into public favor until some peJantic customer must giv that price or remain landless.
But now save among a few simple people, no imcollegiate institution givs them a theologic or classic
If a poor man wants to hire money, he can hav no portance attaches to the " sacred office." The intelliindorsement.
voice in the rate he is to giv for. interest, but must gent and well educated of society everywhere either
The professor's chapter on faith is good, but is pay whatever per cent the Shylock pleases to fix on; sneer at the ministerial pretenses, or laugh in their
hardly applicable to the case of one who in early life and so in all other dealings between the capitalist sleeves at the self~elected " saints."
·
was employed in reading proof, in the year 1815, of and laborer, until the latter wants to sell his labor,
But nevertheless it has not, we presume, occured
the first _Bible, then being stereotyped by Messrl'l. D. and then, instead of fixing his own price, as the cap- to all the intelligent members of society that the
& G. Bruce, for the American Bible Society, New italists do on what they hav to sell, he is forced to preachers' profession will not bear investigation as to
York. This occu'pation not only familiarized me with stand back and let the purchaser of labor fix the the immoral effect of the calling upon the preachers,
the contents of this obscene, immoral, and enigmati- price, and if he is not willing to work for that price si_nce a majorit;r of the most intelligent persons of any
cal volume, but brought me into intimacy with the some other man who ~as been robbed of land, and g1ven commumty would, we suppose, be inclined, on
sanctified parasites and "wire-pullers" of this aristo- whose family is nearer starvation, is ready to step in first view of the matter, to consider that the. preachcratic and now powerful institution, and the whole before him.
ers' trade would have no serious ill-effect upon the
Christian brotherhood. The result was, from that
Thus land-robbery has crowded the market with ~ulpiteers themsel¥?· . But people are not really enperiod until the (so-called) Rochester knockings be- labor, and placed nearly all laborers under the grind- titled to hold an opmwn upon a pretext which they
gan to excite public attention, I was a hopeless ing heel of capital.
hav not studied; and the activ business men of. a
Atheist-a total disbeliever in a continued existence.
Thirty years ago, when conversing with the pres- community seldom hav time to study current matt.ers
From the above, can it be supposed that he who ident of a car factory, I asked him how many men of the day which are a little out of their life line, and
had for years withstood the orthodox bombardment they employed. "One hundred and fifty," he 1·eplied, ~-r be asto~ished to be informed that investigation
of blind faith, could adopt the truths of Spiritualism, "but we are not fairly under way yet. When we get mto the " cnmes of preachers " for the last ten years
with all its oddities and apparent absurdities, with- all our maflhinery in we shall hav over two hundred disclose through comparison of statistics that the clerout critical examination?
men. It is easier to get men than machines, for we ical profession furnishes a far greater percentage of
There is truth in the remark of Mr. Paine. that "a hav to wait for machines to be made, while men are criminals than any other.
·
· ..
lie oft repeated and never contradicted will after a plenty everywhere."
At first this seems almost impossible, but figures
while pass for truth." How true is this as applied to
Think of that, ye landless men, who hav been a~e reliable, an? reflection comes to their support,
Spiritualism. Its opponents love to belittle every- robbed by your own servants in Congress! Men w1th the suggestiOn that to a great extent "priestcraft
thing intellectually emanating through its mediums more plenty, cheaper, and easier to be obtained than is beggary. Priests are the most insolent mendicants.
as the veriest twaddle, platitudes, asinine, wanting machines of iron and wood. And all because you No beggar is so despicable as he who is clothed i:n
in originality, correctness of diction, and grammati- hav been robbed of your right to land, and driven shining vestments, the fruit of his trade" (to borrow
cal construction, etc.
thereby into the market to underbid one another in the effectiv language of another). The corollaries of
I thought it would be pleasing to many of your selling the strength of your sinews! Human beings the above suggestion will occur to most readers-,readers-lovers of truth-to get a specimen of what more plenty and cheaper than machines, and thrown the temptations to do wrong which such a despicable
came through the agency of a toilet table a few years into the pauper house to die among thieves and bar- calling begets are multifold and the minister or
since at my house.
lots when worn out or broken down, while the rna- a priest easily becomes a criminal.
The company, consisting of four gentlemen, had chine is carefully repaired!
And this leads us to speak of a remarkable little book,
m:sembled with the exception of the medium, and the
I could write over quires of paper on the evil fruits entitled "Crimes of Preachers in the United States
~n biect of meteors had been und~r discussi<m-one of land-r_obbery, but desire to be as brief as possible and Canada, from May, 1876, to May, 1883," by M. E.
havmg recently passed over the mty. remarkably lu- and not mtrude too much on space in the papGr. In Billings, which work ought to be in the hands of everyminous and of peculiar formation. The medium, an. brief, I can trace full two-thirds of all the poverty, body, and might easily be, since it cost!> but 25 cents,
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It is an unan:.s'Yerab1e work, and contains a fearful
array o:f the d1vme rascals who in the period of seven
years bav been, in this country and Canada detected
in t?e. commissio~ of crimes of every shade ~f hoiTor.
As 1t 1~ a deductwn from statistical facts that only
one crime of the clergy in sixteen ·comes to light it
is claimed with great plausible force that over
000 of the 71,000 ministers and priests in the United
States belong to the criminal classes.
Ther~ seem.s to .be something in the clergyman's
profess10n wh10h e1ther negativly weakens him as a
moral man, and so permits him to commit crimes of
which he would not be guilty were be a farmer, for
example, or prompts him affirmativly to deeds which
hE1 would not be ~old enough to attempt except under the mask ofh1s "holy religion!" The little book
we refer to is a stunning argument against the moral
pret~nses of the. oler!5y, and ought to hav a place by
the ~1de of th~ B1ble m every well-regulated Christian
family; and m order that our readers may possess
tbemse1vs of it, we will undertake, without remuneratioJ:t .of profit, the ordering from the publishers and
ma1hng of a copy of the same to everybody who will
send us 25 cents, the price of the work. Thouo-h so
cheap, it would make a very valuable and appropriate
Christmas present.
In conclusion let us ask, Does Christianism, per se,
conduce to good or bad morals?

is -

MuRRAY, 0., Dec. 16, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: As my time as a trial subscriber has
·expired,' and as my opinion of the paper is too high
for me to think of rearling' it even for a week' on
credit, ~ inclose :$4-$150 to be applied a~ subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for ·one year, the balance
for the inclosed list of books. I received "Trial of
D. 1\L Bennett" some time ago and hav just finished
reading it. I consider it the most partial, unfair,
and dishoB.est trial I ever heard or read. It is a disgrace to the history of this-a free-country. In my
estimation, if D. M. Bennett was guilty of violating
the law, every publishing bouse in the country that
deposits in the mails the Bible, with all its obscenIty, is just as guilty of a like offense, 'and should be
punished accordingly.
I received "The Bible Inquirer," by A. Jacobson.
I consider it excellent, and heartily recommend it
to all Liberals and thosA who desire to be free. I
· Lt y tcr·dio.seminate-Fre-etn-c')l.'fglnatrtnlS""coumry; but
the soil is poor. I trust, however, it will yet take
root and eventually bear fruit. A great many in thiE'
place shun Freethought as if it were poison; but
there is a poison by the name ·of alcohol they approach with parasitical affection.
Hoping that Liberalism will eventually hav predominance, I remain
Fraternally yours,
,
D. E. LEWIS.

W AUSHIP, UTAH, Dec. 1, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: The "S.aints" are very energetic here
just now, trying to kill what influence my Liberal
literature may hav created, and are making some
very fanatical youngsters; but I am very proud to
say I hav got seven or eight young fellows to subscrib~ for H. L. Green's Directory, enrolling their
names, and they hav very nice certificates stating
they are members of the Freethinkers' Association
of New York; and I do not think they will ever return to the "evil ways of church people."
I find there is quite a Liberal element in the air,
and in fact when I go to church I find them preaching evolution and .ridiculing the Bible fish stories.
But they are quite certain the big chief Jehovah
makes our leaders an occasional visit, and givs instruction as to the manner of conducting the business, and I must say the Mormons are an extrawell organized society, and must hav some very able
leaders to pilot them through their congressional
troubles, and to extract the tenth part of the peo.
ple's· earnings-both of which they hav been very
successful in doing.
.
I wish the Liberals were a quarter as energetic in
propagating the truth, and it surely would not be
as hard to make converts to reason as to superstition; but I suppose we inherit Christianity as hogs
do a propensity for rooting.
Thanking you for your trouble In regard to the
books, I remain
Yours t,ruly,
WM. REYNOLDs.
BLOOMINGTON, ILL., Dec. 13, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: The ohject of these few lines is to inform you that Rev, To DeWitt Talmage gave a lecture here last night (Dec, 12th), entitled "Reply to
Ingersollism." I, a truth seeker, attended the lecture,
from which I was able to glean a few of what I call
his absurd and false statements in regard to Infidelity, A few of his assertions are as follows:
"Ingersoll says the Bible Is a pack of lies from beginning to end."
"Voltaire shrieked with horror when his last hour
was approaching, and requested the officiating services of a minister."
"The audience that cheer Ingersoll on Infidelity in
a. congregation are a set of idiots."
Talmage !urtb.ermore offers $1,000 reward to anyone

who will show and prove to him where the Bible has
made even one cruel person. I am a reader of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and I advocate its cause. What I
want to 8ee is truth and justice. I ask you to make
a reply to these few retnarks of Talmage. Everyone
who heard the lecture will corroborate the above.
Hoping that I may read his reply in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I close.
Yours with great respect,
F. D. LowE.
[Mr. Talmage's wild shr1eks are hardly worth noticing, but we may say: 1. Ingersoll nev.er said the
Bible was a pack of lies; 2. Voltaire's death was
peaceful. For a true a.ccount of his last days see
Parton's "Life of Voltaire;" 3. None but a fool, or
one who thought he was talking to a set of fools,
would say that Ingersoll's audiences l:j.re idiotic; 4.
Talmage would not pay the $1,000 if be bad proof
piled higher than Pelion on 03sa that the Bible has
made millions of murderers. Time is wasted in paying attention to the Brooklyn mountebank. He can
lie faster than the earth can travel.-ED, T. S.]
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the work In such a way merely eke out a scanty ex·
io.tence. The society of the Knights of L'l.bor teaches
that we should start and work in such a way for our
own benefit. If any In this state or Missouri would
like to hav me giv my lecture, "Cure for L:tbor
Strikes," and hav an assembly organized, please drop
me a line to Halsted, Harvey co., Mo., from whence
it will be forwarded to me. Yours for Liberalism in
all ways.
J. H. WRITE,
Organizer of Knights of Labor.

. TwrN MouND, KAN., Dec. 8, 283.
MR. EDITOR: With your permission I would like to
offer a few words In reply to A. W. Shuck, in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 1st. He says: "WA will Proclaim it from the housetops, that If the Walkerites,
'or anv other man,' are bound to render aid and
comfort to the more than infernal liquor oligarchy,
they must step down below Liberalism to find a
name behind which to hide, and let every Liberal in
the ·land who Is sufficiently pure-hearted to believe
that man has no moral right to do wrong, join us."
Which means that the Walkerites nor anyone else
BATTLE CREEK, Dec. 17, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: The communication from S.D. Moore has any moral right fo think and act different from
in last week's TRUTH SEEKER brings to my mind the A. W. Shuck, for has he not already decided? He
earlv effort of the Presbyterian church to seize and may perhaps be as (lomnetP>nt to determin what are
convert the state university then in course of erec- the moral rights of E. C. Walker, myself, and thoution at Ann Arbor. This w:ts in August, 1838, M. W. sands of others, as anyone else, but until be or some
Baldwin, of PhilA.delphia. Pa.., was sick at the Na- one else defines precisely what our moral rights are,
tional, now the Russell House, whE~re he lay manY and what is required to make us "sufficiently pureweeks, I was his only attendant. He was a strong hearted," he will perhaps excuse us for choosing
Presbyterian in his reli!!ion; and one of the best each for ourselvs what our moral actions shall he.
hearted, charitable mAn· I ever kMw. Durin~ his "They must step down below Liberalism to find a
long sickness, E. P. Hastings, of Detroit, being a name behind which to hide." Now, I leave it to A.
deacon in the Presbyterian church, often came to W. Shuck, who is the most entitled to the name
nray to. or with, or for, Mr. Baldwin. At one of those Liberal-E. C. Walker, who believes that everv man
visits Hastings made a long prayer in which he gave and woman of Intelligence has a natural, as well as
praise to the Lord for the erection· of a college that moral, right to think and snJ;lak their own thou~bt~.
would inculcate religion' of the church and so imbue however much they may i!iffer from him, or A. W.
the young and tender mind with the true faith of Shuck, who charges the Walkerites with being "misthe Presbyterian church. At another time, be said, erable, selfish fanatics," and who Is seeklug the air!
"Brother Baldwin, our prospects are bright; we hav a of legislation in order to force others to accept his
majority of our society in the regency, and we hope stftndard of moral rights, demanding that Mr.
to keep control of the university and thus sAcure it Walker shall step down and hide himself behind the
Pnr the worship of our Lord and savior Jesus Christ." lower shelf of Liberalism, while he clalmfl the right
Those were his identical words. I hav, scores of to perch upon the top shelf and thank thA Lord for
times, spoken of that early effort to bind the people a much larger share of holiness than thA Walker!tP~?
of Michigan to a church creed that, in my opinion, Say, friend Shu(lk, which Is the most Liberal? Mv
would, if they had the power, adopt the hlood-t.hirsty good friend A. W. Shnck's over-zealous article seems
tyranny of that fiend and murderer, John Ca.lvin, to contain a degree of tbe same spirit that burnt the
who ordered Michael Servetus burnt at the stake heretics a few hundred years ago.
Now, If the policy of the prohibitionists contains
over a slow fire, just because ServRtus differed in
opinion from that infernal demon, Yet, with those all the truth, unmixed wit 11 error, then 11ll the argu-.
damnable -a;c"ts-or-cruerty-staring Them -iii the face, m.ents of the Walkerites neerl giv no offense. I do
millions of human beings worship at the shrine of hope that lu the future when Liberals hav argument~
that incarnate fiend and seek to hoodwink the ten- to offer on this very Important question tbev will
der mind of the student in our state university, In present them in !i!UCh a kind and friendly spirit a~
order to bind our peonle to a creed which our state will unmistakably prove their right to the name of
constitution forbids. I, for the last forty-five years, Liheral.
Yo11rs for th'\ moral right to think and act differhav watched the wily serpent as he crawls, seeking
whom he may charm and beguile with his infamous ent from A. W. Shuck or anybody elE~e.
HENRY HIATT.
hypocrisy, and calling on God to aid him in his eftorts to save souls through the church. A more perfect violatinu of a will was never made than that of
NEw ALEXANDRIA, 0., Dec. 3,1883.
Girard's. It proves that Christianity will resort to MR. EDITOR; Failing to mail mv letter till the preFJany infamous act to support their church IJ.nd gain Pnt, I in the mean time resolved to subscribe for
power over the people.
H. WILLIS.
THE TnuTH SEEKER, as I am to-day entering upon life
with my own bark, being 21 years of age,
RussELL, RAN., Dec. 17, 1883.
My intention Is to remain a subscriber till the
MR. EDITOR: Knowing that your paPer favors the disputeil grounds are fully placed aright In my own
producing classes, I send you a fAw lines in regard mind. Nor shall I through life discontinue mv subto the work we are engaged in. We hav bcwn nine scription so long as It remains as good, to my fancy,
months in this state, for the two months previous to as it now is, and my circumstances continue to warth'at in Illinois and Missouri, a.nd before that in rant it. Strftnge to me is the fact that pArsons. atChicago, in all of which we worked organizing t.he ter having time and again been driven from their
Knights of L':tbor. We hav done this in sixty~five most trusted strongholds of belief, will not awaken
cities and towns.
to a spirit of Investigation, but will instead fall back
The Knights of Labor is an organiz1.tion that em- into the same ,old fortification, knowing that he
braces within its folds every department of produc- knows not how to ilefend such an awkwardlv-bullt
tiv industry, making knowledge a standpoint for ac- f·Jrt, but trusts to his genius to escape attank. On
tion. All thinkers can see that something mu~t be finding the defensf'l of a f'tat.ion Impossible, I'm ont~
done, or the wealth of tbe country will soon be in of the first to "git out of that,"
the hands of the few. L'tnd and mach! nAry will
And again: They cannot possibly be i1morant of
soon be in their hands, and the more machinery the the fact tsat they are defeatc>d, for they invarinbly
greater the curse to the producing class under the· show marks of irritation, thouFrh every mark of represent competitiv system, as It throws labor out of spect be shown to them and their arguments, and
<>mployment.; while uni!er the system that the the highest air or sincerity worn that can be comKnights of L'tbor are working f,)r (co-opemtion), the manded. And all know that the triumphant are not
more this system has bP-en introduced the greater the wrathy, for they hav no cause to be.
has been the blessing. The hours of labor are to
In a paper oe this wMk I saw a letter from a
be lessened each day, so that more will hav employ- missionary to India. It was from an old fellow-stument.
dent whom I very highlY respect.Pd, and of <'OUrse
There are millions of acres of land that sl1ould it excited a feeling of interest, and I read it. Firstly
come back to the people tbat the railroad!!! unjustly came in glowing strains a. description of his recaphold. Such land, a.nd other land that is controled by tion; next, of the city of Calcutta. the inhabitants,
the govPrnment, should be 11sed for co-operativ col- their customs, and then, in wailing, plaintiv worrls,
onies. The poor peoPle could be put on such land, he describes his sorrow to find that in their belief
the government putting the best of superintendents there is no rlause prohibiting social intercourse with
over them, and lending them money to start with, others of different rPligions, and calls it a ''most
which could be paid back to the government without odious institution, quenching the spirit and virtue
interest. Railroads, telegraph lines, and other great or"patriotism."
industries like those of the mines, foundries, and
Poor fellow I He's forgotten his Bible has pro bibfactories should be controled In the same wav. ited "casting pearls bPfore swim•," as they call
Then those t:hat worked would get the results of those at home, in the Christian Advocate, which hA
their labor. For ope day's labor at a certain thing no doubt failed to receive, and which number should
would get the results of some one else's labor. bP forwarded at once.
Thus no one would accumulate at the expense of oth- At a glance they can see the pitiable state Into
ers. By co-operation we can obtain such results. whi<'h the followers of the Koran and others hav
All great works are carried on by co-operation. fallen, but, in spite of all argnments, c&.nnot see
Large farming is thus carried on, yet those that do even a possibility of a similar !ate of their own.
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send $3.00 for 284, and 50 cents to make up a Liberty was the :first requisit. It should be made
the means, and not the end.
like amount for the present year.
Mr. Wakeman, following, said that it had been
Liberals cannot afford to allow that fearless champion of Freethought to languish for want of pecu- suggested that the lecture was not broad enough nor
niary support. Three dollars per annum is extremely high enough. He would say that it was not long
cheap for such a journal, :filled to overflowing as it is enough. As for himself, he was given to long speeche~,
and so he had to compliment the speaker for h1s
SALEM, 0., Dec. 24, 1883,
with practical common sense thought.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5-$2,50 for renewal of
See inclosed postal order with list of new sub- brevity. Mt-. Post had omitte~ to mention one pomy subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $2.50 for scribers.
litical force and that was the Liberal League. That
BYRON BoARDMAN.
a new subscriber to your excellent paper. I hav enshould not' hav been left out. In considering the
No-Avich, Conn., Dec. 23, 283.
tered n.y 82d year; hav never believed In the Chrissolidarity of the race, Mr. Wakeman continued, we
tian theology; hav outlived nearly all the friends of
should not forget the continuity .of n;tan w~ich makes
The
Liberal
Club.
my youth; spend the greater part of my time in solus the heirs of the past. Evolutw~ ~s ~olhng on; we
Mr. Louis F. Post, formerly an editorial writer on must go with it, whether we are wlllmg or not. The
itude, and hav but small means on ·which to subthe
New
York
Truth,
lectured
before
the
Manhattan
sist. I can not work very much, and am almost
race may be compared to an iceberg in the current
~-tlone in the world.
But I cannot do without THE Liberal Club at its meeting on Friday evening the of time; it must go with the stream or be melted
TRUTH SEEKER. I think it is the best paper that is 28th. His subject was "Political Forces Afloat,"
..
.
published. Good as it has always been, it is now Before introducing Mr. Post the chairman took occa- away.
JHr. Post spoke briefly m conclusiOn, ma~nly touchbetter than ever. This is the honest opinion of
sion to invite those who are in the habit of attending ing the question of sel:fishnes!3. The feeh.ng of selfYours in true respect,
ANN CLARK.
the club to join it. Their pecuniary, moral, and elo- ishness he nontended, was the result of environments,
cutionary support was desirable.
and wduld not survive the conditions which produced
LACRossE, Wis., Dec. 20, 1883,
The political forces which Mr. Post defined as
MR. EDITOR: With your permission, I would like to floating were the Knights of Labor, W oman-suffrag- it. Let them be changed, and selfishness would vanask the people, one and all, who. believe in gods, ists, negroes, Communists, and Socialists. The ish because there would be no necessity for it to exunnatural causes, ghosts, spirits, specters, universal Knights of Labor did not promis to become a great ist.' As things are now, a man must be selfish. He
powers-in fact, I want to hear what they know political power. The Woman-suffragists, who once had known an unselfish man who was once worth
:fifty thousand dollars. He was now a tramp, the :eabout metaphysics. For to my view all that apeak
and write upon these ideas that think they exist do sought the ballot for the sake of the ballot, now de- sult of his unselfishness., Let people do away with
not know what they are talking about. But if there manded .it in the vame of human equality. The ne- the cause of selfishness, and there was an end of it.
are any who think they know something, I am one groes had been taken from a slavery peculiar to their
The next lecture at the club is to be by Mr. Anthat would be glad to l8arn. I do not want to know race, and bound in another, common to all races. drews, on "Anarchy, Individualism, and Pantarchy."
what they believe or assert, but what they can The words Socialism and Communism had lost their It is expected that the speakers for the last month
prove. For, to me, all who· talk and write upon this power to frighten. Between these various forces will receive a general reviewing.
subject present the veriest twaddle that ever be- there is little prospect of any effectiv union. A new
numbed the human intellect. They remind me of order of things is liable to come thro'ugh ,some kind
Book Notes.
two puppies-when they get together each one ad- of revolution. The working classes are not now premits what neither can prove or understand. But, pared to :fight for their rights; if they had enthusi- SUNsHINE. H11~way and Home. By Mrs. Louisa T. Craigin.
D. Lothrop & Co., publishers, Boston. Price, $1.25.
nevertheless, I would like to hear through THE asm enough to do that, they would vote for them,
TRUTH SEEKER what anyone can prove upon this sub- and that would settle the matter. Yet the people . A milk-and-water novel, rather pretty in parts
ject. If this aged rock don't get positiv proof soon are ready for a change; the magazine is loaded, and but full of sentiment of the usual sort found in the
it will be too late, for he is very near 70 years old needs but a spark to fire it. Mr. Post's lecture was mixture of- sewing-circle gossip and Sunday-school
and don't expect to liv long. Mr. Editor, I am your about thirty minutes long, but in that time he took nonsense used by writers who depend on the pub1
J. PEtTY.
well-wisher.
the gloss off many of the popular political superstitions. lishers, instead of its merit, to sell their book. It
The critics were rather slow about getting , after belongs to Lothrop ,& Co.'s," Sweet H~me Serie~,''
FRESNo, CAL., Dec. 10, 283.
MR EDITOR: May I ask A. W. Shuck a few ques- Mr. Post. This was because the most of them coin- and by the class of people for whom It was writtions on prohibition? If A imports liquor and pays cided with the views he baa expressed. It is believed ten will be called "delightful." This is the notice
the government import tax, has A a right to sell to that this sort of lecture carries less satisfaction into the publishers send with it:
B? If so, can the sale of liquor be prevented? If the Liberal Club with it than one that is not so good,
"From the time of the old English song of 'Dulce Domum'
not, then prohibition is a national evil, by allowing for the reason that the discussion which is bound to to that of the song of our own Payne, 'Sweet Home' has had
the export of gold for liquor. If there is one drunk• follow lacks the verve which characterizes it when no lack of homage in prose and verse. Nor can it hav too
much, if all is of the quality afforded in the rare series of .
ard to one hundred people-let us say ten persons to there is more to differ about.
choice stories published under the title of the 'Sweet Home
Mr. Cohen entered into an argument designed to Series,'
one hundred-is it right to· punish all because ten
by D. Lothrop & Co. ' Sunshine,' the latest of these,
drink to excess? If ten doctors use malpractice, is it annihilate the sophism that overproduction is an evil. is a most delightful h(lme..story_:far_family~eading._ . ..ltis___ __
right to prevent all doctors from practice to cure He did not believe that, because Lhere was pleuty, dedic<>tod 'To ·tho dear :mother whose gentle spirit .w,.g -ovo>'
of our old hqme at the Cedars,' and is full of
diseases and save life? If ten per cent of medicin is therefore people should be starving. AEf to· Com:· the-sunshine
sentiment of the best sort. It is by one of the
dangerous to health and life, ought there to be a law munism, Christ himself taught that doctrin. Mr. inspiring
many charming writers introd.u~ed to the ~ublic by D. Lothto prohibit all medicin? If ten persons eat too much Cohen, admit~ed, however, that the te~chings of the rop & Co., Mrs. Louise T. Cllmgm, the Ellrs Gray of 'Long
cooked flesh, flsb, or fowl, ought all be forced to eat Nazarene were capable of a more "rati'bnal construc- Ago' and 'The Cedars,' and is perhaps her best effort."
fi'lsb, fi~h, or fowl raw? If ten women dress to en- tion " than he had given them. There was some
danger their health and life, must all woman dress doubt here about the drift of Mr. Cohen's remarks, NATURE's HARMONY. By Francis D. Lacy. 16mo. cloth, pp.
165. New York: THE TRuTH SEEKER Publishing House,
be prohibited, and they forced to wear goat and which was increased when he added that, "as the
21 Clinton Place.
sbeflp skins, and wrap a blanket around them?
scriptures
say,
it
depends
on
which
side
of
the
shield
Will you prove beyond a doubt that prohibition
The
author has been led to write and publish this
will not deprive anyone of their natural rights? If you look." It is painfully apparent that Mr. Cohen
book from a desire on his part to supply substantial
you cannot prove the above, forever hold your peace. needs to brush up.a little in mattRrs of scripture.
I am not li. drunkard, as I hav not drank any alFollowing Mr. Cohen came the Socrates of the club, facts to occupy the ground hitherto held by dogmatic
coholic liquor for more th ill fifty years. I pity the.
speculation. He realizes that the higher man ascends
poor deluded drunkard. He drowns his reason, dis- Mr. Andrews. The spirit of the lecture, he said, was in the scale of wisdom the more readily he sees that
graces his character, and will fill a drunkard's grave. high and broad; yet, if he had any criticism to make,
GEORGE PADDINGTON.
he should say it was not high enough nor broad the depths of the ocean of knowledge are unfathomenough. It related merely to the people of this able. For ma.ny years Mr. Lacy disbelieved in a suLERoY, ILL., Dec. 17, 1883.
country. It was altogether local. Politics, however, preme intelligence and in a future state, but having
MR. EDITOR: I received the four volumes of "A was planetary. All peoples, whether in America or had his attention drawn to Psychometry, and other
Truth Seeker Around the World," and read them. Russia, or in the heart of China, were involved when mental phenomena associated with Spiritualism, he
I say D. M. Bennett Is one of the best men of this age
gave them an honest investigation, and became conof this world, and he was trained in his young days political forces were considered. Mr. Andrews usu- vinced of their reality, and that those things which
ally
has
some
novel
idea
for
people
to
take
home
with
in the Christian order. I was kept in the same way.
he had considered to be myths and falsities were
If I picked berries Sunday they would whip me them and discuss. This time it was, that the center great and mighty truths.
Immediately the world,
of
the
intellectual
world
is
in
the
United
States.
A
Monday morning. I hav got to be a Freethinker.
and
all
in
and
beyond
it,
changed
from an _illusion to
I am most eighty years old, In 1857 my mind wan- belt of country bounded on the south by a line drawn
d,ered, and a power took possession of me. I wanted from Washington city westward to St. Louis, and on a :fixed reality; and, urged by some power greater
to know how this world was made. It came to my the north by Canada, contained the., great body of than his own, he felt compelled to place his new
mind it had been thrQWn off from the fountain-head,
views before the public, and has done so in this voland took its placfl and rolled for millions of years. reformers. The focus was New York, and in New ume, which may be read with pleasure and profit by
York
it
probably
narrowed
down
to
the
Liberal
Club.
I wanted to see GJd; all I could see were men and
women. There are now gods, devils, and hell-as Cut off the heads of about thirty peL.ple in this in- alL-Banner qf Light.
mankind makes them. The Bible is a record of tellectual belt, and progress would practically be demankind, of good and evil works. I don't think it
A COPY of the third edition of " Crimes of
is be!it for us to quarrel over their quarrels. Priest- capitated. This happy conceit of the Great Universal Preacher was very gratifying to the members of Preachers," by M. E. Billings, of Waverly, Iowa, is on
craft is the ruin of mankind.
THE TRUTH SEEKER givs me a chance to hear a the club.
our table. Without exception it is the greatest and
great many different minds. I never read but one
Mr. Courtlandt Palmer was called upon unani- hardest blow Christianity ever got. Mr. Billings has
man that spoke my mind. He said magnetism and
electricity were the soul and life of everything in mously for a speech. Mr. Palmer said that if the accumulated these facts from seven papers published
the universe. I giv my papers a.wR.y when I hav audience desired some stupid re~arks from a man in the states of New York, Ohio, Massachusetts, Inread them and try to stir up orthodoxy a little. I who felt particularly stupid, he would try and accom- diana, Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri, only; and it is
tell them i: don't fear all the devils in bell if they modate· them. He then went ahead and made a generally conceded that but about one-half the crimes
will keep their, hands of! me.
D. NETTLETON.
good speech. Government, he held, was practically committed by these rascals hav been collected. Mr.
bottom side up. It had always come down from the Billings is doing a great work, and should be enSustain The Truth Seeker.
gods instead of coming up from the people. This couraged in it. The Thinlcer published a list of
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: I am should be reversed. Our allegiance to humanity crimes of preachers gathered by Mr. Billings which
glad the subscription price of THE TRUTH SEEKER is came before our allegiance to God, and our hope occupied forty columns and took :five months to comto be restored to its former paying basis. It is cheap centered in the future of the race. Co-operation also plete the list, and now the list is increased several
enough at that. It appears that the reduced sub- must take the place of the selfishness of competition. hundred and still they come. It can be easily seen
scription rates of the present year hav fallen short of
A short period of silence succeeded Mr. Palmer's where the most crime is committed. Can any one
meeting current expenses by about the amount remarks, which was relieved by Mr. Putnam, who read this lengthy list of crimes committed by
of reduction.
said tluere appeared to be a vacuum, and as the Lib- preachers in a few of the states here in America,
I/hardly think it just under the circumstances to eral club, like nature, abhorred a vacuum, he would without arriving at the conclusion that this is where
take advantage of your generous offer, to all who pay try and :fill it. He spoke of the solidarity of man, the bulk of crime. is perpetrated ? Can a similar list
in advance, to continue it another year, at the same and of the planetary nature of politics. No man be found among Infidels? No, indeed. Can any
ruinous rate, and thereby allow the paper to suffer in was a true reformer whose heart did not beat in one read this little pamphlet, and· say at the concluusefulness for the sake of getting it at :figures less sympathy with the downtrodden people of Ire- sion, that we are not " priestridden ?" Send ::to THE
than cost. I feel indebted to the grand old TRUTH land. In reference to liberty, he argued that a TRUTH SEEKER office, 33 Clinton Place, ~ew York
SEEUR1 at least, to the abount of reductionj hence I people wel·e ;uot :fit for liberty until they were free. city, for it.~Thinlcer.
My friends "pity" me and feel "sorry" for me, as
the'¥! hav expressed It, By returning this I close.
I not only send you my heartiest wishes, but if I
can do you a favor I shall, and with pleasure.
Very truly yours,
M. H. RALSTON,

TB~
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"Why, no, Job; only a few sea-weed plants door-which there was no means of closing"That'll do," said the newly released prisno one to protect her, little Tommy to care
oner. "I don't like your voice very well. in the water."
"But how did you get into your shape?" for, and no means of escape, But under that
I'd rather hear a corn-stalk fiddle. Maybe
homespun pinafore beat a brave heart, and
asked Job.
'
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, FhU River, you'd like me to tell my story, Job."
"I grew into it, Job, by force of what was Nannie was equal to the occasion.
"Oh, that I would," said Job. "Do, Mr.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
Oorner should be sent.
Directing Tommy to put his arms around
Trilobite, please do."
in me. How does a drop of dew grow round?
"Ever so long ago-maybe a million years, By inherent power, Job. So, little by little, her neck, "hold tight and keep quiet," she
climbed to the rude joists above, and· sitting
for it is so long I can't remember-! had a lit· I grew to be a trilobite."
"Hie lite !a long whose work 1e well,
And be h1e station low or high,
"Why are you called trilobite?" queried astride of one held her little brother between
tle home down here in some shallow water;
.He who the most good works can 'tell,
her and the wall, while he slept until near
for where you now stand, Job, was once all Joo.
Live longest though he soonest die."
"Because I am in three parts-see: head, morning.
water. There were none of your kind of an·
.A.s the first faint rays of light streaked the
imals on the face of the earth then, for the throat, and my lower body; I could double
east
the howling. demons left the cabin and
up,
you
know.
My
folks
tried
to
be
someland
waR
not
at
all
fitted
at
that
time
for
in.A Tale of Two Buckets.
body else, but they couldn't; they are all tril- retreated to their dismal dens in the forest;
Two buckets In an ancient well got ta.Jking once to· habitants of any ldn,d; and what living beings
there were had homes in the water. There obites. Job, don't ever try to be what you then brave little Nannie, almost fainting from
gether,
And after sundry wil'le remarks-no doubt about the were some oysters, however, and snails, and cannot carry out-it is foolish. Be yourself, e1haustion, came down, deposited her preweathersuch as had their skeletons outside of them, always, and don't ,try to be anybody else. cious burden on the ground, and fell asleep.
Look here," quoth one, "thil'l Ufe we lead I don't you know."
When she awoke the sun had climbed high
After a while the earth kept growing and
exactly Uke;
above the tree-tops and chased the gloomy
growing,
until
things
were
so
changed
that
"Outside?"
said
Job,
with
mouth
wide
Upon my word I'm half inclined to venture on a
open .
we found we could not adapt onrselvs to new night away. It was still three hours before
.strike;
·
For-do you mind ?-however full we both come up
"Yes, their bones were outside of them, circumstances, and we just' died out,' as the her eyes were gladdenad by the sight of "the
man approaching from the town."
the well,
and the flesh iDHir1e--shells outside-can't saying is."
We go down empty-always shall, for aught that I you understand, Job?.,
"Are none of your folks now living?" Job
can tell."
Mrs. Nancy Bell is the oldest inhabitant of
"Yes, Mr. Trilobite. But I don't see why asked.
•
That's true,'' the other said; "but then, the way other things couldn't Ji-r as well as they do
"No, not one," sighed Mr. Trilobite. "All Meigs township, Muskingum county, Ohio.
it looks to me,
She is the mother of twelve children, has
dead and gone-buried in the rocks of the
now."
However empty we go down, .we come up full, you
"Why, Job, the earth wasn't fitted for them earth; but we put them in tombs, so that such sixty-three grandchildren, eighty great-grandsee.''
'Wise little bUcket I It we each would look at llfe then;" said Mr. Trilobite in a squeaking voice. fellows as you might unlock the doors, and children, and fourteen great-great-grandchilthat Way,
"You must know that once this world was a every time youlet one of us out we will tell dren.
Wonld dwarf its ills and magnify ite blessings day ball of fire, racing round and round in the air yon a story, in our own dumb way-underShe resides with Dr. Charles Hurd, her sonby day,
in-law, in Lytlesburg, and at the ripe old age
like all possessed, and there was heat, and stand, Job?" ·
The world would be a happier place, since we should
"Yes, sir; I read once that, 'the crust of of ninety-five, her eye will kindle, and her
steam, and metallic vapors; and, after whirla.ll.dec!de,
·
Only the buckets full to count, and let the empty- ing about a million years or so like a. big our earth is a great cemetery, where the rocks voice grow animated and strong, as she re·
slide.
-Selected.
whirligig-maybe longer-naturally the earth are tombstones en which the buried dead calls with vividness the scenes of eighty-five
years ago.
began to cool, you know, and then a little thin hav written their own epitaphs.'"
One scene is indelibly stamped upon the
"Who
said
that?"
film,
not
near
so
thi~k as pie-crust, began to
Mr. Trilobite's Story.
"A man named Agassiz, He is dead now.'" tablets of her memory. It is a little girl
form over the ball of fire; but the gases kept
"Job, my hoy, I wish you could hav a little
"Oh, yes; he knew lots of our tribe. He used perched upon a pole, holding a sleeping child,
jumping up as the old earth :fiew around, and
oommon sense, and not be forever hammering
would split open the crust, and wild fire to find us all cuddled up in our stone man- and watching through the darkness the glar
and pounding the rocks and stones."· Job's
would run down the sides like molasses. Of sions, and many a talk we've had with him- ing eyeballs of the howling wolves that, just
father looked perplexed, as he watched his
course there was steam going up, and coming that is, our family has. If you keep on, you beneath her, gnashed their teeth and thirsted
son split stones with his heavy steel hammer.
down in the form of rain, and for thousands will some time be as great a scholar as he for her blood.
"Why, father, maybe I've some uncommon
To-day her hundred and sixty-five descendand thousands of years there- was a high old was."
ants can ponder on "what might hav been,"
sense. You'll think so when I find a gold
"l must go now," said Job; "and I will had " little N annie Green" been less brave.
time, Job, with the fire hissing and cracking,
mine l" laughed Job.
the steam puffing and blowing, and the rain take you along with me, and show you to my
HAnnY HoovEn.
"So I shall; but you'll find it sooner on
falling in torrents, fighting with the fire, and father and mother."
--------~--------·these shores by diggi~g in a clam bed 'than by
Charade.
"All right," said Mr. Trilobite.
trying to put it out, which it did at last. And
tugging away at those rocks. You'd better
Job's parents were delighted at the prize There's a mournful sound In the summer nir
then there was 'water, water everywhere, •
learn to build stone walls-it would be more
which gradually settled away, Job, and some· Job had found, and at the wonderful story it 'Tis my First; hear its message of dull de
profitable."
spair.
spots of dry land appeared. I s'pose you told. They said it was all true, and Job's
Job was not 'far from the Portsmouth coal
Second's a portal, an entrance, a bur
think the earth is now so cooled that it is father added much more information about My
"l'wixt green, waving fields and cattle from
_mines, and he had become highly interested
far.
in' the working.of the mine, and in looking solid 'way thr~ugh. You're mistak_en, Job. the book of Earth. He said that, after all, ·
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gan to sliver and fall in :fiakes at Job's feet. Mr. Tnlob1te laughed long. and heartily.
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"But you can see, he sa1d, "that the state in his dumb, still way, people to seek after Will be his; but with short conversation
All at on?e Job was sta_rtled by a s~othered of the earth which I hav very imperfectly truth and light; and Job takes solid comfort, On men and the weather, t.he crops and the
nation,
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feet and beautiful as can be. Talk about amused themselvs as best they could, and as ou~
plainly treated by that plainest of books, PLAIN
"Yes, Bl~, 1f you pleas_e, replie.d Job. ,
yourself being 'fearfully and wonderfully the sun began to sink behind 'the western hills HOME 'rALK, E~U3RAC!NG MEDICAL COMMON
1,000 pages, 200 llluetratione, by Dr.
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E. B. FOO'rE, or 120 Lextngtou ave., New York, to
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In ita Issue tor Jan, 19, 1878. Mr. Bennett's TRU'fli
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"I do not see how you could liv under wa- ing; ancl as the shadows deepened into twi- SEEKER
thus speaks or Dr. FOOTE and hls mod leal
and I tell you I'~ )U~t a little gla~ to get out ter," said Job.
light in the solemn woods, and her plaintiv publ!catlons: "We know h!m (Dr. Foote) peronally
and intimately, and we say with all the assurance
and get some air. I m much obliged to you
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The Church Fair.
B~ ;r, M, THAYER.
Th·e devil sat in his red-hot chair
Watching the saints at a churchly fair·
For he knew that his interests, then a~d there
Were being served with especial care·
'
And a chief conspirator always needs'
To keep an eye on the net proceeds.

AJ?-cie~t d~mes, of ~aintly mie~,

Guls m pmk and guls in ~een
And matrons fair with smiles s~rene
With maids whose ages were betwee~
T~e limits of ?Onnubial hope,
Displayed theu charms with ample scope;
The "nice young ~an," whose pious face
And mincing, ministerial pace
Proclaimed his/roneness to embrace
Each cheap an proper "means of grace "
(Unmindful, doubtless of the graces
'
· That smiled in beauteo~s forms and faces).
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IIeadquarters for Holiday Goods.

LARGEST,

CHEAPEST, BE ST.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3·00 PER YEAR; ,$1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS.

It was proposed and settled there
To hold at once another fair,
With extraorilinary care
To shun all fraud and evet·y snare
And all appearances of evilWi~ llOlll W.t~!l;l~ to " 1>11~~ the devil."

IS ALWAYS

seconG Horse-Tirtl.Sr, and ".l!.,ly-Back," in. Heaviest

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
33 CLINTON PL.l.CE,

Agnostic Annual.

And, as he vanished through the floor,
A wrathful deacon(" boiling o'er")
Just seized his tail and tugged ancl swore
He'd hav that much, if nothing more;
And held, as chief result of sale,
About two yards of cl!evil's tail.

ROCHELLE, ILL.,
Over 100 Gold. Watches, ranging-In value rrom $10
. to $400, In stock continually.. Sliver Watches, Chains,
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pins, Earrings,
etc.; also Sliver Ware, Gold Ping, Optical and :Fancy
Goods In proportionate large quantltl~s. . A-fine 3ounce case, Sliver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels_,
Quick Train, dust-proor :Movement, $16.50 (retails
everywhere for $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator,
$25. ALadles' Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder1
.$25. The same, heavier and H karat, $35. All 2o
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1·4

THE LEADING FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL_ OF THE WORLD.

Among •the reforms THE TRUTH SEEKEB aims
to effect are: · •
·
Total separatio~ of church and state, including the equitable taxation of church
Staid deacons, with tlle solemn air .
property; secularization of the public schools,
That well-bred deacons always wear
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chapPastor and people, all were there '
laincies, prohibition of public appropriations
With holy zeal and zealous carefor religious purposes, and all other measures
Church veterans and new beginners•
necessary to the same general end.
To spare the saints and fleece tlle sinners.
tts sixteen large ·pages are filled every week
Grab-bags and guess-cakes, games of chance- with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
Whatever promised to advance
articles and communications by the ablest
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
The cause of C-ash and church finance
(Except, of course, the "wicked dance")
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
Were sanctified by consecration
'
current secular and theological events. It is
the armory from which hundreds dra.w their
To holy uses and-" salvation;".
weapons in contests with priesthood. All
" Hot coffee," which was neither hot
the Liberal papers are good, but THE TRUTH
Nor coffee, but a doubtful pot
SEEKER is
Of vile decoction, cheaply got,
THE BEST AND LARGEST.
With milk which, whether milked or not
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal
Revealed "miraculous conversion "
'
spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all
With strong suggestions of "inim~rsion;"
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu'Ice cream," in which some shrewd device
man race.
Of inspiration, over-nice
Had utilized the cream of ice,
OPINIONS REGARDING IT.
With rank extortion in the price
A paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER Is something
For. samples o~ the cheap invention,
more and better than an advocate or truth. Through
Which symbolized congealed pretension;
It lte eubscrlbers touch elbows with each other.
Each reader knows that he Is one or a goodly comAnd " oyster stews "-a mongrel mess
pany who find comrort and Inspiration In Its pages.
H they should meet each other they would reel like
Of concentrated "cussedness"brothers~tnd
sisters. They hav lived under one InWith rancid butter and excess
tellectual roor, !elt the glow or the same fireside, and
Of condiments, which, ne'ertheless,
broken together the bread o! lire. Such a_paper Is
Betrayed the absence of the fish
to thousands a substitute ror the church.'-GEOBGE
CirAINEY, in This World.
Whose nanie was libeled by the ilish;
THE TRUTH SEEKER, rounded by D. M. Bennett, Is
"Sweetmeats," and other kinds of meat
to-day perhaps the strongest !oe with which superstltlon has to contend, and a long !uture or great
Not quite particularly sweet,
userulness Is, we trust and believe, berore it.- WinAnd eggs boiled hard and hard to beat,
ted, Conn., Press.
With those who relish the rare treat
Thet:e ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE
1fJmbodied in the unctions " sell "
TRUTH BEEKER In this county, just to rebuke the InOf still-born chickens in the shell.
ramona church bigots who are using rorce and rraud
to suppress Llberall~m.- Worthington, Minn., Advance.
What carnal soul could not with ease
His pampered appetite appease
By murder-passing all degrees~
THE
On super-animated cheese?Whose wriggling substance made it plain
That cheese is sometimes "born again."
The contributorR to the "Symposium, inKisses for climes were freely sold,
. elude Professor Huxley, P~ A. Taylor, M.P ..
So sweet that sinners well might hold
Professor F. W. Newman, James Beal, ProThem cheap at larger coins in goldfessor Ernst Haeckel, G. M. ·McC., Charles
Giv'n on the sly, outside the fold;
Watts, W. B. McTagga-rt, Ignctus, and W.
"Ah," quoth the devil, "That is good I
Sadler (Baldr).
Such rare devotions warm the blood I
CONTENTS:
"And, on the average, you may take
"Introductory,"
Charles Watts. "Agnosti
Ten girls who cheaply kiss a rake
cism, a Symposium," See above. "AgnostiOstensibly 'for Christ's dear sake,'
cism arid Hylo-Iclealism," W. B. McTagga-rt.
With all that it implies at stake"Agnosticism and Immortality,'' ;Eugene MacAnd I will stake my throne that nine
donald.
"Agnosticism and Education," F.
Will do as much, or more, for mine."
Gould. "Agnosticism and Positivism," J.
Kaines, D,Sc. "The Trial of Freethinkers by
But time and space would fail to write
Jury," Saladin. "A Shadow of the Black
The petty frauds, the "lies in white"
Robe," George Elliot. "Truth and Thought,"
By pions maidens told that night
Walter Lewin. " Did Man Come from a MonIn forcing sales, or, to recite
key?" Charles C. Cattell. "Hope Onward,
The items in tlle ample bill
Not Upward,''Samuel P. Putnam. "The Idea
Of trash and consecrated swill.
of Humanity," George Chainey. "The GosAt length the pious farce was playedpel of Love-a Fragment," An Agnostic.
The proceeds on the altar laid
Calendar for 1884, Selections from Liberal
And careful inventory made;
Authors, etc., etc.
The parson most devoutly prayed
For ~ale at this office. Price 25 cents.
That many more such fairs might come
To speed them on life's journey HOME.

'Yes, hasten' HOME I' •· he hissed and gleamed
Expectantly on those who seemed
The very cream of the redeemed,
And who, perhaps, had never dreamed
They did his work, and trembled when
He seized the cash with loud "AMEN I"
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'Tbe Hoiidays are

The Truth Seeker

His doting sire, of high renown
In church and Sunday-school and town
With. scanty ~ocks all plastered down, '
To hide the baldness of his crown
And clothe with garb of thin propriety
That emblem of his "early piety;"

The devil shook his shaggy sides
As one who wa,ntonly derides,
Or, sees some salient point besides
The one intended, or, divides
The meaning of some obvious pun,
In dev'lish malice, or in :fun.

HAPPY NEW YEAR t

RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR
OF THE

18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph ror timing two horses, or double record, a firth ~econd, b_est
In the world, $200. Also. "Repeaters," striking
NEW YORK CITY.
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broadway prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented with
Diamonds. Diamond Flowers, Baskets o! Diamond
Flowers. Peacock. In Rubles and Diamonds, Varle•
gated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers,
This sterling and widely-circulated Freethought Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc,
· ···
journal has won Its way d_eep Into the he11-rts ot Its No finer goods at Tiffany's, N.Y.
Send me a cbeck ror amount you desire to pay ror
readers. THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a great paper, and
deserves the most generous support or _the Liberal a Watch or other goods, describe as near as· possible,
publiC. The recent numbers received are splendid. and I will send prepaid to any part or .the United
States, aJ1d refund ca.,h nn demand lr not entlr(;JIY sat-lsIn every respect.-San Francisco fl!ivers<.
ractory. I plt>ase all, and hundreds or my customers
THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered Its. resources, cheerfully
testify to the ract. Rarer to. Rochelle
and will be a, stronger, better, and brighter paper NatlonR.! Bank,
A.nd Brothers Remsburg and Follett.
· · The latter says In his" Catalog or the Lire Members
than ever.-LiberaZ LeagU< Man.
THE TRUTH SEEKER-has become a necessity to the of the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
Otto Wettstein, the stanch Liberal or Rochelle. I
Liberal cause.-Kamas Bladt. _
found him up to his ears In business, selling and
sending orr goods. His large jewelry store Is truly
marvelous ror a town the size or Rochelle. I would
TERMS FOR 1884:
11,dv!se all or our Liberal friends who are .In want of
$3 00 anything In the jewelry line to send to him, and they
Single subscription,
5 00 w.lll make a great saving by so doing." Correspond•
One subscription two years, . 5 00 •ence sollclterl.
Two new subscribers,
One subscription with one new subOTTO WETTSTEIN.
scriber, in one remittance,
5 00
One subscription with two new sub, 00
scribers, in one remittance,
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance,
s 50
One subscription with four new subscribers, in- one remittance,
10 00
Any number over five at the same
rate, invariabl·y with one remitIN THE
tance.
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
will take the trouble to get a. new subscriber
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will
get his own paper for $1; by getting three
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
new subscribers be will not only get his own
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of
moi1ey o;rqe;r; by getijng.four new: subscribers.. . _
he W~ll ha.V n1s.ow:_n free and gain $2 .. --.
This makes THE TRUTl'CSEEKE:a,-with its
sixtee> large pages, c)leaper th11n any other TRANSLATED OUT. OF THE ORIGINAL
Libera! paptrr. If arfyone chooses, or if by
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the pa.per, he can share witli them the
DILiGENTLY
THANSLA TIONS
advantages of the club rates.
COMPARED AND REVISED.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Olinton Pla.ce. New York Oitv
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Christ Oonmdered as a Ge:ntleman.
A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print
Price, Twenty-five Cents.

HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
"HOLY CROSS,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.

FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
With a steel plate enllfl'VIng of the anthor In Vol.
and each vo!nme Illustrated with forty.seven cnts.

I.

BY D. D. BENl\lETT,
Late'edltor of THI TIIUTH I!JIIIK:Ill, anthor of" A Truta
Seeker In Enrope," "Gods "nd Religions of Ancient
and Modern Time•," "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers," "ChQmpions of
the ChUrch.'' ete.~ etc.

Handsomely bound in red cloth,- $6.50;
fn leather, red edges, $9.50; in
morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

Readers of TBE TRuTH SBRKER know the clrcnmstances
nder which this work .was written. The last words
penned by the great anthor were for the fonrth volnme
which was nearly completed at his death, and which will
now contain an account or his world-lamented death and
.burial. MJ. Bennett was a very pat•ent and faithful
chronicler of the habits and customs of tl<e dllierent peopies or the many places he ylslted, The every-day
life of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has
visited them and beheld them with lils own eyes. Partlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Freethonght In
the various countries he visited, and the morality of socalled pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of
Christian countries, much tl/l the detriment of the latter.
The work Is a

World as Now Constituted~. Freethinker's History of the world.
By' Geo. T. Bondlel!l.

AUTHOR OF

"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

BOOKS FOR CBILDREN!

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book-ror the young rolks. By Miss SUSU
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work ror young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1.25, rree of
postage. This new edition has a photograph or the
author which adds very much to the value or the
volume.
•.
__
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This work and " A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE,
Price, 0 cente.
should be In every Liberal's library Besides Its Intrinsic mrru YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers .LLLD
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire
By Pror. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.ll-1. Price, $1.00,
nd Paine In the force and clearness or his writings.
This volume alms at the education or youth In the
of Freethought, at the same time that It
principles
Address 1H]j} 1RU1H S]j}Jj)K]j}R,
Inculcates
moral duties and human rights rrom a.
33 Clfnton Place,
standpoint
or pure reason and common sense.
New York city
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

GOLDEN THRONE

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;

A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY
JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE.
Anthor of "Promethens," u Gottlieb,~' and ... Ingernoll
Price 10 cents.
For sale at this office.
and Jeans."
Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans- A Radical romance of pioneer life, delineating .the vir·
lated from the German of Zschokke by tnes of natural hnmanlty as opposed to the hypocrisy of a THE SUNDAY LAWS,
· InA G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philo- npernatnral r~\lglon; crowded with Incident· and fnll of
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting. ,Jrogreulv Ideas and the poetry of the tutnre.
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
fti,ce1, olothJ 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
l'lUOE $1.00.
ADD~ESS TIDS OFFICE
:Pice, 10 cents,
For sale at this otlic~.
6m9
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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.MAGNETIC CLOTHING
CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.
THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.

a.
a.

-BY-

JOHN E. REMSBURG..
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THE EUREKA

.Agents for- The Trnth Seeker.
JAJ.n:s Ai!EMAN,Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. F. B~, 449 Main street, Hartford~ c;Jt.
, W. B., Coox:m,l70 1-2 ~onge st., Toronto, Clan.
D. F; .KEELER, Pa,rk C1ty, Utah.
· Flm:i>mAND PFisTER, Nashville, Tenn.
W.- F. REYlloULD, Salt Lake City, ·utah.
Dr. J. H. RHo~Es, 5051-2 No.Sth st., :f>hila., Pa,
· A. M. ST!l:VE:Ns, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
City,'.Pa.
:Mrs. ELMIN.A. D. SLENX:EB, Snowville, Va.
D. WoOI.F, ·620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
J. S. MANSFIELD; Tucson, Arizona.
A. BEBENz, 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco, Cal.
JosEPR MARsH, Northampton, Mass.
<JRAB. S. ,CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence,
Mass.
·M. V. TnoMA.S, 344 La.rimer st., Denver, Col.
B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
THo's FoBEMA.N, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
D .. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465. _
Dn.,J. L. YoRx, San'Jose, Cal.
<J. S •. Ro~Y, Jackson, Mich.
Jos:mP'ir L. ANDREWs, Corning, Iowa.
E. KEITH, Animas Oity, Col.
<Jn~s WATTS & Co., London, England.
A. ATWOOD, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
·The American and New York News Compe,nies will furnish the paper to news dealers up9n application.

FA.LSE CLAIMS.

I'·.·

Sent to any address
GUARANTEED.
letter or In
tor

upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY ~AiR
Pamphlets and all Information by
person tree or charge. Send
Illustrated Pamphlet.

. Address a.ll communications to

DR. L. TENNEY;
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,

Cineibnata Ohio
M.Al.t~K!'!U

dAUKET.

Pr1ce, $18.
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·or some passages in the "History of the Decline and

.TESTIMONIALS:

,

Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in everT particular
and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid or MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE
THE ACME OF PERFECTION':
.

Remarkable· Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia. of the Heart of Six Years
One Week.
StamUng Cured in Three Weeks.

ClNOINNA.TI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULL!IBUBG, Wls., Dec. 11, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel -greatly InDB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one or
debted to you ~or the benefit I haV received from your MAGNETIC VESTS for about thPee weeke, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
Re'Vised and Enlal'ged.
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those a!- Side, which had been a source of misery to me for
filcted as 1 hav been that the efrect was simply mar- the last stx yeare. I had tried numerous remedies
Priee,;10 CTI:I. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ. velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benetlt, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly, With unafter wearing &suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
AS
for one week, e&n use It quite as well ae ever. I hav
Youre respectfully,
been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
MISSIONARY D.OOU-MENT also
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav sufLadles, read the tollowlng testimony trom e. lady
fered intensely, and, a.lthough doctoring a.ll the
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment !or eight years
;,IT IS UNEXCELLED.
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness :
Among the subjects considered by
benefit, and if I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
Itemsburg are:
rore, recommend to those sufrerlnl!: as I hav your the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perrectly.
. Ch_urch and Morality,· Criminal Statis- Magnetic appliances as the only means of etrectlng FELT BETTER FROM .THl!l FIRST HOUB I HAD TIIEM
Th
Yours respectfully,
a spre cure.
ON. Am not joking, and It I Improve as rapidly as
I hav elnce T·.leeclay, will soon be well. ,Will report
' tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
WM. H. CLEMMER,
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again eoori.
Reepecttully yours,
' E. J. K.
the penitentiaries; the Church and ,C1vilizaRemember that the same appliances which will
rn t
1n cas of p r lysis will at the same
This lady reports hersel! entirely cured In less
tion; .the Church and Seiencc; · the. Church ~~n':~ e~~~fc~te ~ATA1mH ~r&DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after pUtting on the garments, and,
and Learning·. the Church and Liberty· the patient.· we do not, like the Old School Physician, although In b ed, unablbe to get dout, when ap plled,
· •
'
•
change medicine every day until, after dosing the ehe neverthe 1eBB ;was & le to r 1 e twenty m 1les In
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
· · .
something (it lle Is very skilful) that br!1!i[s relief _<:,an be had U_!JOIJ. application at this oJ!lc.E!, b:Lal!Y·
~~~!B~tsJ~Iove~eJltsr~,_,_ ~~m.elle!ng;
-- ·- ~-~--~ -~-~ on<Pllls!l'lllg tO commun1cate wlthner.
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
Lad tell, read the following testlm'ony from a lady who had been sutrerlng for two years with an Ovar·
·
.
tan Tumor, and who had been told that nothing but the knl!e would save her lite, and the chances
The_se pamphlets should be crrculated by were as'9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a d<>se oi
the thousand Let every reader send for a medlcln since pmtlng on the appliances. Consult us when your phvslclan tells y()u he can do nothlnog
·
for you; It will pay you.
dozen at· least. Address
SHULLSBURG, wrs., November 19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, Dea.r Sir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervoue, lost all de·
THE TRUTH SEEKER
sire for food, and, In fact, began to !all rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
·
•
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all ot whom declared that I had an Ovat·ia" •1 umoo·,
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK. and that the only thing that would eave my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that see)lled lett to me, and submit to an
$72 .Ont.flt
A W.Wl!a(, 'l>iZ au~ ut. ..iu,m:::t:Ht-iUY maae. Costly operation, when my attention was called to the J<.Jureko. Mo.~~;n .. t.ic Apt>l•ances. As a drowning man
fr~P.. ArldrAsf:l. 'PRr:nr. & Co ... A,umsta, Me.
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchaeed azsult, or
your appllancee. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
HAV YOU READ·IT?
decrease, my pains became less !rom day to day, until now I am
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
uheertully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL.
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J, STEWA.BX.

A;.

·Mr.

Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON,Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
an" English Churchman," and othet scholars.
1 vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings, $2 oo
This hook shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and what were the

sentiments, manners, numbers, and condition of the

primitive Christians.
"I know of no book that c01itains more real and valuable infotmation upon the origin of

Christianity."~

R, G, INGF.RSO!,L,

One oft he

mo~t

learned and inte1·esting books ever
written and pub1ishcd."-Bos/on Investigator.
11

~"lR S,~LE AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
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HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN

THE DANISH CURE EXPLAINED
BY WILHELMINE

D.

SCHOTT,

Practiti<m<r of the Danish Oure.

WITH

PORTRAIT

OF

AUX~OR,

Heavy, toned paper, good margins; large type,
widely spaced; e:dra cloth, black and gold side
back stamps; 12mo., 319 pp.; $1.50.

ana

A VERY AI!PROPRIATE GIF'I BOOK.
It tells you what physicians should tell their patients, but do not: How to avoid contracting "doctors' bills;" .how to hav good health without taking
medicine. Hlnte on every subject pertaining to the
health of women and children.
PURPOSE OF THE WORK.
The author's design Is to glv a generat outline ot
the laws and· conditions of health, with directions
for the prevention of sickness and care or the sick.
She considers Animal Electricity, used as directed In
this book, a very important cutatlv agent,
. Although written primarily tor women, this book
will be round almost equally useful to all. Most
persons cannot be too frequently reminded ot the
trutll or the old provellb, "An ourice or prevention
1s worth· more than a· pound of cure." The first step
1n the cure 'of disease Is to remove the cause; then,
in nearly all cases, Nature wlll remove the d!f!lculty
'Without other ald.
Send to THE TRUTH SEEKER for circular and contents.
.

$5_ to $20 per
day at home. Samples worth $I) free.
Address STINSoN & co., Portland, Me.

PLAIN HOME TALK_,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
.

BY

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no Shocks and leaves no sores.

E. B. FOOTE, M,D.

RUPTURES CUR EDby

m}'Medlcal Compound and Improved
Elastic SU\lPOrter Truss inJrom 30 to
90 dav•. Reliable references given. Send
' stamp tor circular1 and Iilii in what pap.,.
1/0U taw m11 adoerl,.em•nt. Addreso Q&pt,

P R I C E L I S-T.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5, 00
Leg Belts, each,
.4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping_ Caps,
4.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's tests,
15.00
Suverflne Insoles,
1.00
Chlldren's garments upon application.

W, A. QolliiiD,SmUhTlllt,Zill'lriOll Oo. ![;!,

PRICE ONLY $1.
BY

women llO each otber, society, love, marrlage,J)arentsa'e
etc. Embelllsbed with two hundred IDuotratlons. PrfOe
THE TRUTH SEJ!.KER o11lce.
fl.IIO. Sold at
sa Clinton Place. N k. city.
a week In your own town. Terms and $5 ontflt
$66 free.
Address H. liAr Y:T & Co .. Portland. Mao

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt ot price, and we will return the moneY
It they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your clUe
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are otrered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appl11mce ever otrered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight stx months after being magnetized, while not a. single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better· than hoop-iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism !or a
moment. All of our garments are made !rom the very best material tor the purpose, and w111 outlast any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged 1n the garments upon •citntijlc
principlu, and not haphazard as In all the others. We otrer you therefore

The Only Scientiftc Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

THE ·RADICAL PULPIT.
tbon1bt bJ
·, CompriB!ng 41Jcolll8811 Of acl:vance4

9o B. P.OTHIN&H.&M: and FELIX A.DLBB
)Wei Of Amer1oa'l Olllllelt tliJDkon,

the same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otter them
about,

At

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE ClllRGED,
Bo that we

can say With truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but &trltle higher

than ordinary clothing.
Rem<'tnber that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and beet magnetic appliances In the market, and It
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we r.lll
refund .your money,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a :fit guaranteed.
AGDTS WANTED Il!l EVDY TOWl!l ll!l TBB t1l!IITBD S'rA'rES, LIBBBAL OOl'rUtiiSSIONS ALLOWBD

ld4rei!B fllr tartlior JQtorlutJoD,

POST-PAID

KNOW

'l'h'lll book 1s a plain talk about the hum..n ll'lltem, tbe And cha.llenge comparison With any of the so·C&lled magnetic garments now ofrered under that head.
1

t.~~e~ o~e•~x'::'a'f ~'le.U:I'on,;,N~.:d~~T!r n':.~~r~~~vftnf:~e~~
~T\;>::~gn~~:'e:~~~:d :t':r~Te~e~!6:'~f·~~~ c~

~

DB. L. 1'JllN:N:E:Y,

~ ~~r ~l, w~:. 9~ Bt:~~t,

cwcum,.tl, p,

'A Great Me~ical Wor~ on Manhood
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Deb'lllty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youtb, and the
untold miseries resulting from Indiscretions or ex·
cesees. A book tor every man, young, mlddle·aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all acute
and cbronlc diseases, eacll one ot which Is lnvalua·
ble. Bo round by the author, whose experience for
23 years Is such as probably never before fell to the
lot of any physician. 800 pages, bound In beautltu'l
French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
teed to be a nner work in every eense-mechanlcal,
l!terary, and proCessional-than any other work sold
In this country tor $2.50, or the money wUI be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 eta. Send now,
Gold medal awarded tile author by the National MedIcal Asaoclil.tlon, to the omcers of wh lch he refers.
This book should be read by the young for Instruction, and by the aflllcted for rel!ef. It will benefit
ali.-L<lndon Lancet.
There Is no member of society to whom this book
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian,
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W,
H. Parker, No' Bultlnchst., Boston, Mass., who may
be consUlted on all diseases requiring sk111 and experience, Ohronlc and obstinate dlsea.ses hav ba.tfled the sklll of all other physc!ans
a
specialty, suoh treated su~tllllJ

HEAL

r;;:3~~~ lUI !J:Istauoo ot taUu:o,

1HYSELF
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9/dd#. and find~.·
"Yo~. !(!.the! lB worth at least hal!:ll.'mfllien,"
said the choir•leader ta a j eaJ.ous soprano. " That
is truEl." she murmure~. "And yet you doubt my
lo\'e," he replied, In an injured tone,
"GONE To Bury My Wife; Will Be Back In Thirty
Minutes," was a notice found on a door in Michigan.
He probably wanted to see her decently put away
befor,ll he forgot it.
TALMAGE says that the church-members embrace
three times as ·many women, ae men. That is probably"correct. Ther~ lB not more than twenty-five
per cent as much tun 1n embracing men as women.
JUST·because· Anna Dickinson remarked that she
thought she was "born tor a warm climate," the
wlck9d New York Commercia! jumps up and asks:
":a:as Amla been converted to the doctrln of predestination ?"
"AUNT JANE," said an exasperated wife, "I wish
it was a custo~ for women to trade husbands, as It
is tor men to trade horses," "Why; my dear?"
·"Because, it it was, I'd cheat some woman dread·
tully before. sundown."
i'

'THE one torm of sentiment inadmissible· to the

mind Is that which clinge to a belief as,
true because we desire 9r enjoy it, or feel traditlo!f;
ally bound to·belleve it; _and thlB sentimental·ism'is
no l)lement or religious freedom, &ny more than or
so!entific mind. And, on the· other part, will' you
call any worship " tree " WhiCh does not reeogn!ze
law as supreme, universal, divine? 1t ·religion can
properly introduce miracles, then· there be no
science. The very possibility of science lies in the
postulate that jaw is universal, a harmony tlmt can
not anywhere adml1i the sl1ghtest break. Freedom,
then, CfLn no more permit religion to be separated
from science as sentiment, than from philosophy as
taiLh.-Rev. Dr. Sam. Johnson.
scie~tiflc

''WHEN a soldier," said I, "and it please y 0 ur
reverence, has been standing tor twelve hours together in the trenches, up to his knees In cold water,
or engaged," said I, "for months together, 1n long
and dangerou~ marches, harassed, perhaps, In his
rear to•day; harassing others to• morrow; detached
here, countermanded there; resting this night upon
his arms, beat up In his shirt the next; benumbed
In hls joints, perhaps without straw in his tent to
kneel on; he must say hls prayers, how and where
he can, I believe," said l, "!or I was piqued," quoth
the corporal, ·• for the reputation ot the army, I believe, an' it please your reverence," said I, ''that
when a soldier gets him to pray, he prays as heartily
as a parson, though not with all his !uss and hypocrisy." "Thou shouldst not hav said that, T.rim,"
said my uncle Toby, "tor "od only "knows who is a
bypocrit and who is not." -Sterne' • Tristram Shandy.
THE Stoles assert that all otrenses are equal; but
Ant!ochus energetically resists this doctrin. At
least let me consider before 1 decide which opinion
I will embrace. out the matter short, says he, do
at least decide on something. What? The reasons
which are given appear to me to be both shrewd and
nearly equal; may I not, then, be on my guard
against committing a crime? !or you called it' a
crime, Lucullns, to violate a principle; I therefore
restrain myself, lest I should assent to what I d:o not
understand; and this principle I hav In common
with you,- Cicero's Academic Questions.

"SAVE the Sweetest Kiss tor Mother," is the title
ot a recent new song. ,The author evidently over·
looks the fact that the young man's precious tlmo lB
so completely occupied 1n paying his respects to the
daUghter that the •old lady stands a mighty slim
chiLl!ce 'of getting any kiss at all.
EARLY next month a "Negro Minstrel Fesi!val,"
of one week's duration, is to be held In O!nc!nnati,
and already aged and decrepid jokes-gz:ay·haired,
toothleBB, and tottering-are ·hobbling on crutches
towards the Paris or AmeP,ca, so that they may ar·
rive in season tor the opening night,
AN English psychological society lB racking its
brains over the conundz>um, " Are angele ever
sleepy?" Not very often, but when you hear a boot·
jack roll!ng down.the front stairs you can make up
your mind that the angel's father is sleepy, which
practically amounts to the same. thing ..
IT was a rural music·master who said very affably: "Now you see, my dear pupils, Jn a march
we always hav tour beats to a measure, to accommo·
date the step; tor I don't know anything that has
three teet, except a milking-stool." "'Or a yard·
stick I" cried a pert girl on the back row.·
EVERY night before retiring the head or a St. Louis
household taps at his oldest daUghter's door and
says: "Are you there, my dear?" "Yes," ts 'the re·
ply which generally comes back. "All right,"
cheerily sounds the old man as he starts tor hls
room, "I thought you might be missing."

TEN OENTS AND A MORAL•. ,
Here is a silver dime, my son;
Looks like lead it lB blackened so;
Not a bit like the shining one
I dropped in my poc;ket a .wee-k ~go.
Dingy? Yes. Don't you think it strange
It shoUld Jose its sheen In so short a time?
would you like to know how came this change
For the worse to a brand-new silver dime?
The cause is simple and easily told,
But Jay it'to hear't, 0 son of mine l
see it It does not a moral hold
· For a bright brave boy with a wish to shine.
I draw from my pocket a copper centSee, there is the secret; the silver dime,
Dropped in this pocket by accident,
Has rubbed _against copper all this time.

And the cent is never ·a whit more white
Nor improved at all by its company,
TI!E canon was apt, on a good many points, though
While the silver dime comes out less bright,
py no means a com bat!v and disputatious man, to
And Its value is questioned, as you see.
differ copslderably from the opinions -.that passed
·Now the moral tor boys is very clear
current in the world around him. Christianity, he
You see it, my son? Well, lay it to heart;
held, would never be a supreme power in the world
And see, I d·rop the silver here,
until man'S dUty was taUght as distinctly and
And the copper there; .let them be apart,
urgently as its founder himself had taught it, Not
['rBE BOY'S SOLILOQUY.] ,
ove to the invisible God alone, but love to the visible
neighbor, too, must be the rule of life; and every
Oh, yes, the moral is clear as day,
nest or foul, dilapidated houses, in which the help·
But I thought I was going to get that dime;
less poor were lodged, every pauper orphan, shut
He glvs me the moral'-that's dad's wayout from the charities of a home, every sixpence
And pockets the money every time.
al!:en tor drink served out to a drunken wretch,
HURRAH FOB THE NOSE.
suould be as the groan ot the man lying by the way·
side, stripped and robbed and wounded. And ll the There's the ncse that turns up and the nose that
hooks down,
priest and Levlte passed him by, woe be to them I tor
The Roman, the Grecian, the pug;
at their hands his l;llood should be required. -A Sy!·
There's the nose or Adonis, the nose of a clown,
van Queen.
And the nose like the ball of a jug.
IT often happens that an Important principle is The jolly red nose, and the thin, taper nose,
The nose that's been knocked out of place,
vaguely apprehended and incidentally expressed
, long beto~e it is reduced to a definit form or fixed But the runniest nose, as every one knows,
Is the nose tlmt spreads over the face.
by regular proof; but, while It floats in this state,
on the surface of men's understanding, it is only of
Hurrah for the nose, the fta~-footed nose,
casual and limited ablllty; it is sometimes tor got·
The nose tlrat is broad at the base I
ten, and sometimes abandoned; seldom pursued to
The sugar•bowl nose, the summer squash nose,
its consequences, and frequently denied in ita mod· The nose that spreads over the face l
ifications. It is ouly after it has been clearly estab·
lished by an Indispensable process of reasoning, There's a girl whom I know that has just such a
nose,
explored in all its bearings, and exhibited In all its
A broad•Bhoulder nose, to be sure;
force, that it becomes or uniform and essential ser·
vice; it is only then that it can J:le dec!sivly appealed Bhe. carries it with her wherever she goell,
This nose that is neve~ obscure;
to, both in controverey and in practice, and ·that it
exert& the whole extent of its influence on private Her nose when she blows it sounds like a bass drum,
It is freckled from ridge· pole to base;
manners and public instltutions.-Bailey.
It makes her down-hearted, and serious, and glum,
'
IT is only when digested in a clear and natural
This nose that spreads over her f""!e.
1
order that truths make their proper impression on
Hurrah tor the nose, the web-tooted nose,
the mind, and that erroneous opinions can be com·
The nose that is easy to trace I
bated with succesa.-Dugal<Z'Stewart.
The plum•puddlng nose, the fiattened·out nose,
The nose that spreads over the face I
PATIENT study and pertect impartiality must pre.
cede rational conviction, whether ending In faith or There's a nose that is piquant, audacious, and bold,
in doubt. Need it be asked how many are capable
There's a nose that but seldom obtrudes;
of such an examination?~Sharp's Letters and Essays. There's the nose of the vixenish, red· headed scold,
And that queer, pulpy nose or the dude's.
OH, wad eome power the g!ttie gle us
But the nose of all .noses, that captures the cake,
To see oursels as others see us I
The nose that's ahead In the race~
It wad trae many a blUnder !rae us,
The nose that first money forever will take,
And foolish notion 1
Is the nose that spreads over the face.
What airs in dress an' galt wad lea\'e us,
·
And e'en devotion,
-Burm.
Hurrah for the ncse, the .rumbo•llke hose,
The nose that no en ubs can etrace;
1ltr1' past, Who can recall, or done, undo?
Colossal old nose, stupendous old nose,
~Qt God Omnipotent, nor Fate.
-Hi/tllfl,
The nose that spreads over the te,g& I
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MAN Is every in~h a man, and dares to say and do
whatever becomes a man.
~o. 1. D.i~ht Scie11ce for I.eisnre Hours.
MA)'f is a man among men, hail fellow. honest,
A J~erfes ''' famill·•.r 6iflays on a~tronomicaJ
above board, aild encourages other men to the same ,
and other mtural phenomena. By Richard A.
high standard.
,
.
Proctor, F.~,A.S:
MAN is a live man; works to raise up more live
·9· 2. The Fo••ms of Water In Clonds and
men, promotes the Interests of live men, and has no
~iver;, lee and Glacier.. 19'lllustratlons. By
John Tyndall, F.R.S.
mi•sion nor message tor the dead.
. MAN Is a !rlend of the poor man-" A man's a man No. 3. Physics· and 'Politic!!l. An appllcat!oa
"' the principles of Natural Science to Politi·
tor a' that" and takes the side of 1he Man of mllls
agatnat the man of millions.
~"Me'~~~~isb~iitt~~~IQ~~fehot, Authof of
MAN is an honest man; carries in his pocket of
principles the "Phllosopher•s·· Stone "-~Y As -You ~.0~ ~- lt~~i]i;,ult! ::.-~
ao! and dGmaD:dl!~'<!l'l'i':irCli'es; minlste,.s, and mil· ~o. o. .Educat.ion, lntelleotual, Mol-R.1. and 'Ph;vdoliona.irets shall pay thei-r-ta;&Qf3....48~st-in&n-do.
at. By Herbert Spencer.
·
MAN is a tree man, and demands equal rights in
the public schools and equal privileges on the first, ~ o.
'I ~n'J~o~T'lf.::,~{ Bf~~~g~:~~~ .-£~~::.
seventh, or any day or the week,
·
So. 7; 'I taa Conservation of EnergJ~:,' With
·MAN is a temperate man, bUt proposes to be so on
numerous .111ustrat!ons. By Balfour Stewart.
LL.D. ·
.
.
his own motion, not on compulsion- because he
knows enough to be so himself, not because the
No. s. ·r~a~k ~}f:~~~"'t~~!ct~:S~'\';-lf;~~ar~ryngh\
church is Inspired from on high to force hlml
MAN lB a man of the world-thlB world-and one Mo. 9. Tile .Cata of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer.
world at a time. The Whole planet is hlB interest, No.10. 'I' he 'l'heo, y or Sound in its Belahis const! tuency, and his care.
.
tion to Music. Numerous lllustratlons,
MAN is a fearless, determined man.
By Prof. ~letro Blaserna.
"Whether on the gallows high, or in the battle's van, No.I1.f'l'he Natnrnllst on the River Am•
The fittest place ror man to die is .where he dies ·
azons·. A ramrd of 11 years of travel. By
forman.
No. 12.
Henry Wo,l· er B 1tes, F. L.S.
But.this MAN-our MAN-though" a man of sorrows No. 13. Jlind and· ·nody. The theories of their
relation•. By A' ex.13aln, LL;v.
and acquainted with grief," was not born to die. He
tried rfcently, and couldn't. He was slightly slain /No.14. The >\'Hn<lea·s of the Henvens/Thlr·
ty·.two lllu .tl'.. ttous. By ..:amllla }'lammarton.
"in the battle's van," but he came to Ute again; and
now, dear ~;eader, he. asks you tor a dollar tor your No.1r.. I.ongel•i 1 y. The me•tus of prolonging life
u.ft.CJ Ulh.lllle age. Jjy Job.n Uardner, M.ll,
instruction and his RUpport.
.
Ot•lgha of Sttecies. By Thomas H.
MAN is the special organ of organization. He No.J6. Th<•
Huxl~l, l'·.tt.O.
teaches organiZation, preaches organization, and
No.17.
P•·og•c'-1!1·:
H,. IJ.nw and Cause. With
works tor organization as the chief ark of safety tor
other dtsqut .·tttous. By Herbert Spencer.
laborers and Liberals, and the strongest force with No. IS. Lessons ha l:Iectricity. Sixty lllnstrawhich to meet the old organizations tor the promo'ious. JSv JJ'Iin Tyndall, .LH.S.
tion or theology, tyranny, and the dlBsemlnation of No. 19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Sob.•
useless knowledge.
jects. By R'cLard A. Proctor.
MAN includes woman; is the best friend of woman,
No. 20. Th~> Romance or Astronmny. By R.
and works tor her development, her just position.
.
·
Kalley M!ller, M.A.
In short, among the ·'New Political Forces" MAN
Physical Basis of Life, -wltlt
is one of the Forces, and is armed tor the organlza. No. 21. The
other
ess~ys,• ByTnom~sH. Huxley, F.R.S;
tlon of a new party and the coming struggle with
No. 22. Seeing and 'l'hinking. By Wllllam
the old parties.
·
Ktnsdon Clifford, ~.R,S.
·
Every reader with the least reform and progress No. 23. Scientific l!!iopblsms. A review of onr.
in him should send at once for MAN. Every reader
rent tneories concerning Atoms, Apes, and
with noue at all, ehould send and get some In him,
Men. By Samuel Wainright, D.D.
iLnd start-right' on the road to progress.
, No. 2·1. Popular Scientific Lectures: 11luio
trated.
By Prof. H, Helmholtz,
.
·
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Numerous
illustrations. By Wllllam Henry
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Numerous lllustratlons. By Andrew W!,son,
,
l'h, D.
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31.5
Chenevlx Trench.
·
or, Twenty-seven No. 32. Hereditary
Trnits ltlld other Ell~
Divine Revelations,:containing a descrips••ys. By R1chard A.Prcctor.
tion of twenty-seven bibles a.nd an expo- No. 33. Vignettes t"rom Nature. By Grant AI·
len
sition of two thousand biblical errors in
The-Philosophy of Style. By Herbei'Oscience, history, morals, religion, and No. 34.
. Spencer.
(
..
general events. Also a delineation of the No. 3u. Orient-al Religions. Bv John C~trd.
~ Pres. Unlv. Glasgow, and others.
characters' of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination }io. 36. Lectures on- Evolntioll, lllustrabed.
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Bible of Bibles ;

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Dj·
mains. Price, 35 cents.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelation!
in religious history, which disclose ·the
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does ·not prove that polygamy is a blessing,
lmt it suggests to those eastern clergyin.en
who hav been preaching a gospel of extermination ,that it would be better' to throw their
batteries againllt vice and crime at their own
d~ors.
AT a "Christian Orphan Home" in ·Chicago, ·"no ,milk, or meat, .or butter pampered
the children's appetites, but limited mush was
doled out to them for 'breakfast and supper,
and ·baked corn meal.without salt for dinner.
On highly festiv occasions the children were
regaled with a potato."

,

tians, and that thpir dislike of cremation
arises from a belief in the doctrin of resurrection.
IN his ~ddress as president of the Royal So- • HERR LASKER, the' great Liberal leader of .
T;s:E people of Georgia ha-v: a standil:ig
ciety, Prof. Huxley, speaking of Sir W. Sie- Germany, died in this city on the 5th, of softcommittee on reception for,Mormon missionmens, said that "hardly any living man so ening of the brain.
aries. Iti~ composed of aged and weary hen
thoroughly combined an extensiv-.Jmowledge
fruit.
Two hundred and fifty-four 'divorces were
of scientific principles with the power of ap- granted in this city last year. There were•
LAST Saturday's fire in Cleveland imparplying "them ~n 'a commercially successful three hundred in 1882.
·
tially. burnt a theater and a church. . The inmanner, and that the value.of his numerous
cident, therefore, furnishes no moral against
GRANT
is
recovering
from
the
~~:ccident
by
inventions must be measured, not· merely by
the church.
the extent to which they hav increased the which he injured his leg recently, and was
. THE deaths-in the tenement houses of this
wealth and convenience of mankind, but by able to sit. up last Sunday.
· .. city las~ year aggregated. 18,041. There are
thefavorable reaction on the progress of pure
TilE church of St. Charles Borromoe, in
A
LAW
has
recently
been
passed
in
Brazil,
25 946 of such 'houses, containing 201,733
which imposes an annual ta:x: of one hundred science which they, like all such inventions, Philadelphia, was injured to the extent of
fa::Uilies,- estimated
to
number
907,000
per.
\
$10,000by fire last Saturday.
dollars upon the master for every slt:ive he hav exerted, and~ continually exert."
sons.
ENGLAND has decided to defend Egypt from
owns. This is virtually a law for the abolition
Tms is the theory of Adam's birth as proWH;EN uncle came to dinner he .always said
foreign powers, but declines to assist in fightof slavery in Brazil, since, in most inst11nces, pounded by Drake's Traveler's Magazine:
grace before meat, lind the litt~\l truth seeker the masters will prefer to emancipate their
ing El Mlihdi, the False Prop,het.
'Twas in the periods remote,
of five years asked,- "Papa, why don't ·you slaves rather than hold them and pay the tax.
Before
we
had
Bacteria;
THE American Art Gallery in this c~ty was
.· go' to sleep and talk before you eat, same as
Ere Sappho· sang or Shakspere wrote
opened to visitors last Sunday evening. The
THE strict Baptist churches are dying out
.
' uncle does?".
· Or doctors found malaria,
Sunday Closing League was not there to obThe At.om saw he had no chance,
:MME; CARLA SEBENA, the explorer and writer, in-England, so one of Spurgeon's pupils tells
ject.
the
New
·York
Baptist
Ministers'
Meeting.
And so approached the M;olecule,
~hi> has been made an honorary correspondSuggesting that they might enhance
HENRY GEORGE, the labor apostle, arrived in
church
is
now
abeu~
the
only
one
Spurgeon's
ing member of the Geographical Society of
Their interests if they should pool,
London on the 6th. He was met by a comMarseilles, France, is the first woman ever which requires its members to be immersed,
mittee of Land Reformers and three thousand
and even that lets anybody come to the comThe drifting Molecule, a form
thus distiiJ.guished~
Of disembodied life, afloat,
ll1ilnion'table. Evolution is doing its perfect
workingmen.
MRs. LIVERMORE has deqlined to act as vice- work. --..·
Beheld a chance of keeping warm
THE production of beer in the German emBy
putting
on
an
overcoat.
president 9f an organizati9n to secure a propire last year amounted to 1,041,278,000 gal.PLANS hav been prepared for the construcImpressed
by
this
advantage,
h·e
hibitory amendment to _the Constitution belons, and 134.40 quarts were consumed to
tion of a large hall, to be called the Salle du
Jumped in _the Atom, like a knife,
cause a recent meeting in Boston refused to
And in the two combined we see
each inhabitant.
Travail, in Paris, close to the Hotel ge Vflle,
indors.e woman suffrage.
The. first form of Organic Life.
where men can meet employers and arrange
THE Convent of the Immaculate Conception,
-IJMrecting·a statue to Harriet Martineau the their terms. There will be, besides the cenEncou~aged by this marked success,
at Belleville, lll., was destroyed by fire on the
They fattened on their happy find,
Boston, people ha'l. honored a sp!endid wo- tral hall, eighty rooms for the syndicates of
night of the 5th. Twenty-two pupils and five
And to their very recklessness
man, a noble Freethinker, and a .stanch ad! different trades. 'The cost oi construction is
sisters are known to hav perished.
Are we indebted for mankind.
vocate of equality of the sexes. She was ~he borne by the city.
Thus sprang man from this precious pair,
THE anniversary of the funeral of Gambetta
Anni!J Besant of her day.
' And not some scientific sham, ,
ANTHONY CoMSTOCK has been hear-d from
was
observed on the 6th by a large number of
For from the fact they didn't care
THE .Rev. A. J. ·Bray, pastor of Zion Con- again. This time he is after the Piper Heid~
persons visiting the chamber where he died,
A
tinker's,
was
evolved
A-dam
.
. gregat.ional church, Montreal, W(IS charged sieck people, .who hav issued a very Frenchy
many bringing and depositing wreaths of
with heterodoxy by his congregation. He sent plaque With a society lady dressed tres decollete.
IT is a public misfortune that so many flowers.
his resignation to the. trustees, and will de· He has warn,.ed saloon-keepers that if they movements looking _toward the lessening of
BISHOP SHARPE, at the last monthly meeting
vote his
.time hereafter
to journalism.
expose it to public view he will seize the the wickedness and immorality with which
r
.
.
of the Mormon priesthood, said that while in
the
world
is
surfeited
hav
the
misfortune
to
pictures
and
arrest
the
men
in
charge.
The
BARn'ARA FREITcHIE's clock is said to be in
Washington he had seen enough to convince
e:;istence yet, with its hands fixed at 10 World is of the opinion that Oomstock drinks fall into the hands of cranks or bigots; or, him that no power but· God Almighty could
what is even worse, of persons whose motivs
o'clock, the hour at which its pend.ulum waR some other brand of wine.
are founded on personal gain. Unquestion- save the Mqrmon people.
shot. away l;ly a 'soldier's bullet. Its final
WHEN the crown prince of Russia went
ably, the endeavor to suppress the publicaTHE Widow Van Cott maintained, in a ser, destination will be the Smithsonian Institusailing through the Gulf of Lyons on his way tion and sale of obscene pictures and litera- mon delivered last Sunday, that no Christian,
·tio'n.
to Spain, a French ironclad gazed at him in ture js a.most laudable one, per se, and worthy whether he had a Reverend attached to his
PROF:il;SSOR HuXLEY is reported in the Lon- mute silence. The commander, with a deep of· all encouragement at the hands of right- name or not, ever went to the theater. This
don Times as saying in a late address that sense of the humiliation of Sedan, did not thinking people. - Unfortunately, however, she was ready to swear to.
;, the wo~ld is not constructed upon any plan fling open tlJ.e port-holes of his vessel and fire its chief apostle and agent in this country has
MARY V. YouNG, the seventeenth relict of
which, upon attentiv consideration, produces a merry salute. Bismarck demanded an been a man whose methods hav lost him the
amiable feelings in the breast of the philan- apology, and the French government has just respect and confidence of that portion of the the late lamented Brigham Young, died at
thropist."
·
sent an explanatory note to Berlin with the community in which he would naturally ex- Salt Lake City on the 5th. Sixteen mourning
announcement
the offending captain of pect his chief support. There is a deep-seated widows stlll survive the prophet, fourteen of
·DR. JoaN HALL affirms, on the authority of the ironclad hasthat
whom are in Salt Lake City.
been dismissed from the sersuspicion abroad that Anthony Comstock is
a prominent publisher, that ministers purEDWARD HARRINGTON, the Irish editor, of
chase' the largest part of the scientific books vice. Thus the etiquet of nations is pre- not a fit or proper person to represent sucli a
Kerry,
Ireland, who was imprisoned last June
served.
movem~nt;
that
he
wars
on
obscenity
simply
_written by sp~culativ writers. ·If this be so
THE anthracite coal companies of Pennsyl- because he finds his bread and butter in so for advertising a meeting of the Invincibles,
_ it partly explains the recent deluge of heretiva.nia are resorting to their usual tactics for doing, actuated by no higher motivs than the has been released. Bands paraded the town,
cal preachers.
keeping down the wages of miners and keep- vulgar police detectiv; and that, finally, he is and speeches were made in honor of his re··A CHAPLAIN. in the army has been found ing up the price of ·coal. Orders hav been neither possessed of the natural gifts nor the lease.
guilty of 'duplicating his pay accounts and issued for half-time work during the first requisit culture and training to fit him for the
THE Rev. H. A. Powell, in resigning the
sentenced· to be dismissed. Is this practice three months of this year. This is calculated position of public censor in matters of litera- pastorate of t~e Lee Avenue church, in Brookcommon among the men of God, and is it be- to giv the miners the impression that the ture and art: His latest exploit in the censor- lyn, last Sunday, said there were so many men
camie,sme has been caught that the rest are market is overstocked, which is not "true, and ship line has been to secure the conviction of in the church with repulsiv characteristics
asking for an increase of salary ?
that the companies cannot afford to consider an art-dealer's clerk for selling photographs that it staggered his faith and forced him to.
IN Miles City, Mont., the Methodists place any question of an advance in wages, and also of pictures exhibited in the last Paris salon- cry out, "Why is it so ?"
contribution boxes in the drinking saloons, to shorten the supply so as to hold up prices. the jury in the case being, of course, amiANNIE H:rGBtE, the girl who married a young
and the Christian patrons of those establish- It is said by. those who are familiar with the nently well qualified, as most juries are, to man in fun at a church sociable in Flatbush,
ments drop a coin or two in whenever they conditions of the business that coal might be pass judgment on such matters. In the Long Isl~nd, and then demanded support
take a drink. · The ·boxes become as full of profitably retailed in this city at three dollars course of the trial this connoisseur of vice from her alleged husband, has lost her suit,
· money as the church supporters do of drink. a ton if mining were conducted under the incidentally remarked that he had also pur- the judge deciding that;the sole:tp.n marriage
operation of legitimate business influences chased an obscene book at the same shop en- contract had not been entered into.
SPEAXmG of a letter of an Eastern Prohibiinstead of being controled by a monopolizing titled, "Droll Stories by Balzac." "Is that
tionist, the Kailij8S City (Mo.,) Journa.l, aReTHE weather in this locality has been unthe same Balzac that Paris is now erecting a
publican paper, says: "We don't know how it combination.-7imes.
usually wintry for the past week, and the
is iirMaine and Vermont, but if he wants to· THE president 'of the United Stat.,s Crema- monument to?'; inquired the counsel. "It prospects are said to be that more of it is to
see hundreds of bars wide open and liquor tion Society says that there are 5,000 persons may be 'I!O. I do not know," replied the wit- come. In other localities, particularly in the
selling in full· blast let him visit a few towns in this country pledged to hav their bodies ness. The confession of ignorance so gross West the most extreme weather known for
burnt. There is as yet only one crematory by the great American literary and art censor
in.. Kansas and Iowa."·
man; years has been experienced. It is an
-that at Washington, Pa.; but the plans are ,would appear to be little less indecent than
APosTLE TAYLOB, head of the Mormon hier- drawn for another, and the society is raising the books and pictures which he says are so unfavorable time to hold up the climate of
.' archy, has made. a strong reply to the pulpit the money to build it. Fifteen thousand dol- offensiv. Meanwhile, though the works of hades as a warning to sinners.
PRINCE BtsMARCX, of Germany, has started
a.ttacks of the preachers at the East. He. lars hav beep. subscribed. The building will, reputable artists and of geniuses like Balzac
. maintains that Mormon morals are, as a whole, besides the furnace, contain a room for the are thus judicially condemned, the pure- a movement intended to completely suppress
purer than those of gentile communities, and resuscitation of persons who would otherwise minded Comstock maintains a monumental the circulation of Socialistic publications in
that vice as it exists in Utah is an imported be burnt or buried 1\live; another for the keep- inactivity toward the publishers of the Day's the German empire. It has been made a
article. The saloons, bagnios, and gambling ing of bodies by refrigeration until the arrival Doings, the Polic• Gazette, and other pictorials crimint\1 offense for any person in the em. dens are not products of Mormon faith or of distant mourners, who might wish to take of like ilk, who weekly flood the market with pire to read or distribute any of the prohib~
practice, he says, and there are no female part in funeral ceremonies; and a third in their prurient and salacious sheets. It would ited journals, and a special censorship has
ontcasts such as are found in all large Ohris- which any desired rites may be held. He also be singularly interesting to learn why thi11 is been created to determin the list of papers
$ian communities. This, aays· ~he Merr:urv, 1ays th!\.t the principal opposition is by Chri1- thus.-St. Paul ( Jlb1n.) Pionur Pru1, '
which ahall be adjudged unlawful,
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~ittle, indeed, wots man of the mighty mysteries sion reached, perhaps even without this fact being
whiCh ~ncompass him, as the great sea-plain engulfs j known to the reasoner.
'
some tmy islet amid its watery waste!
·
Nevertheless, he must and does reason and decide
Philosophy on the Half-Shep; or, Ethics of '83. A.nd yet impudent and ignorant priests assure us before he can, by any possibility, act. Surely no one
THE HOLY GHOST.
that they know, not only the entire plans of the uni- would be so foolish as to claim that the lightning did
T?is intensely interesting and highly important verse and its purpose, but likewise are familiar with not flash, because, almost at the very instant, the
subJect I confess to approach with much fear and the most interior thoughts and intentions of deity! thunder stunned him with its terrific roar.
trembling, which pusillanimity I attribute mainly to A.nd, still worse, we pay these arrant humbugs to
No act can possibly be performed without volition,
two causes.
tell us this from their pulpit ev~ry Sunday.
.and no volition can take place without previous
Firstly, from my boyhood up I always hav had
I tell you, my friends, were the body politic but thought, followed by decision upon some particular
~ vague dread of ghosts of every description, hav- one-tenth part as well organized an institution as is course of action, as being that apparently conserving
mg been told many uncanny tales of their habits and th_e average bee-hive, its working members would to the individual's greatest happiness. ·
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
peculiar!-ties by my good old nurse while yet glorying stmg these pompous drones to death inside of twentym my bib and tucker.
four hours!
Liberal Labor.
Secondly, because a ghost is such an unsatisfactory
I say, with emphasis, that. if we had more lugerTo
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRUTH SEEKER,-Sir : It is
style of thing to deal with, from the simple fact that soils among us to-day it would be the better for this
interesting to read in your paper the travels of our
there is nothing tangible about him which you can priestrid land !
lay hold of.
What a ridiculous puppet-show does a Catholic Liberal missionaries, to learn of their reception, who
He can abuse you just as much as he pleases, but ceremonial present to the mind of the intellectualist! arranged for their lectures,- what ih$) local papers
you can never retaliate, which is not, I take it ·anyIts dodging, and bowing, and scraping on the part said, etc. This is all very il).teresting to . the people.
thing like a "square deal."
'
of the laity before poorly executed and gaudy images I am glad, also, to see the column announcing meet. But to particularize. The most marked peculiar- of Christ, possessing a heart of more than twice the ings in different towns and cities. I would suggest
Ity about the Holy Ghost is, I judge, his triple iden- normal size, situated (in reckless disregard of the that ea_ch society sending its notice should name its
tity, he being (if the Biblical account is to be be- la":s ?f anatomy) in the very center of his chest, and officers, or president and secretary, so that speakers
lieved) not only himself, but likewise both God and emittmg aurae in all ~irections, like a lucifer match can communicate.
During October we were with the Northern League
Jesus Christ.
rubbed in the dark!
·
But, as if this peculiarity· (which would of itself, to
Then, on the part d the clergy, the apparently pur- of Iowa, and gave thirteen lectures for that associamy mind, amply serve to distinguish him from all poselessJ;>lowing out and re-lighting of wax tapers, tion. In Waverly, the headquarters of the League,
other and less pretentious ghosts) were insufficient the donnmg and doffing of various styles and designs we spoke in a very pleasant Universalist church,
to establish his identity, he was likewise made indi- of wh_at (to the uninitiated), would appear to be fancy which, as it is not used by that body, can easily· be
vidually historical from this fact, viz., that to "sin smokmg-caps, the opening and shutting of cunningly obtained for Liberal meetings. Our lectures were
against him" (that is, to permit yourself to. honestly contrived little doors in the altar (accompanied by very largely attended, and much interest was manidoubt whether he really could be three different per- many profound salaams), and the putting in and taking fested. At Greene, Butler county, some twenty miles
son ages at one and the same time) was to certainly out of tiny "cubby-holes" revealed behind these doors diRtant, we gave the first Freethought lectures ever
damn your soul for all eternity. This is an addi- mysterious-looking rolls of what might easily pass for given in the town ; yet the hall was crowded to excess. ~fr. J. D. Steves, a very energetic Liberal of
tiona] and weighty reason why I hav heretofore aiven authors' MSS.
the consideration of this subject a wide berth. b
The "head" priest during the progress of this the :Materialistic wing, arranged for the meetings.
During November we WAre at Vinton, Benton
. Perhaps ev:en at this ve~J' ~~ment I may be pe:h- farce tries on various suits of clothes, each one more
mng that whwh, beneath his vigilant eye, will forever bediz~ened with bullion and "nobbier" (if I may be county, Iowa. Here but little could be done, owing
consign my rash soul to the flames of hell.
permitted the use of so unscriptural a word in this mainly to the indifference of the Infidels themselvs.
A few are interested, but the majority seem lukeBut to continue. His cardinal virtue (and one in connection) than the last!
which I may safely say he has never been excelled,
At length, when he has really got into what the late warm. Were they disposed to act, good meetings
or even equaled,) is his "filling" quality. It is an l!tmented Artemus Ward would hav called "store might be kept up there, because the people would'
historical ("r) fact that a very considerable concourse clothes," he is satisfied, and so is his audience!
- come out if some one would ·arouse them and susof people has not infrequently been, in a sinale inThe show is enlivened by and ends up with a tain the work. Let me say to Infidels that constant
stant, "filled" with him; precisely how, it fs not m~lange of unintelligible gibberish chanted in a zeal and enthusiasm are necessary to keep new
known-nor does it indeed matter; the fact (?) re- monotonous, sing-song rhythm, to which the tom-tom thought before the people. Do not weary in well
mains the same.
would form a fitting accompaniment, and whose doing, but, stimulated by the hope of a better conThe only other act worthy of historical mention musical excellence would pale before that of "Pina- dition, press bravely forward.
In this town of Ottumwa, containing some ten or
which he wa~ ever accre~ited ·~ith up_on the truthful(?) fore," "Patience," or the "Pirates of Penzance," as
twelve thousand inhabitants, the Liberals hav rented
pa~e· of sc~Ipture (beside his ":filhng" exploits, in Hesperus before the dawn !
a nice haH; adorned it with mottoes, own an organ,
whi~h to this day h~ stand~ without a peer), is his
HAPPINESS.
havmg upon a certam occasiOn turned him!lelf into a
Happiness is (either directly or indirectly) the aim and hav a fine choir. We came here to speak for the
white pigeon and fluttered down upon Christ's head. and desire of every sentient beirig, man or brute. ·No society during the month of December, but hav reengaged for January. We giv two lectures each
(Vide exploits of Heller, Hermann, Cazeneuve, Sig. creature prefers, knowingly, pain to pl~asure.
Sunday,
hav fine singing, and last Sunday Mr. Peck
Blitz, etc.).
Even the violently insane invariably strive to attain
organized a children's lyceum.
W~at form_he possesse_d as he came sailing down, that which to them appears happiness.
This very prosperous and activ association is due
previOus t~ his entrance I_nto the atmospheric envelop
The victim of dementia, who thrusts his hand beencompassmg our earth, IS not stated m the text, and tween the bars of a red-hot grate, believes the act to the efforts of Mrs. Nettie Pease Fox, who came
he:J.Ce we are left to helplessly speculate upon this conduciv to his happiness, no less than does the mar- here about three years ago, and began speaking upon
J?omt for omselvs. Certamly above _that alt~tude his .tyr who sings .at the stakA whilst beirig consumed by Spiritualism in a small and unpretentious hall. The
audiences increased, and by and by the most activ
form could not hav been that of a pigeon, smce that the flames whiCh envelop him. ·
individuals
engaged the present hall, and started out
creatt;tre's wings must hav pr~ved entirely useless in . It seems almost a certainty that the cerebral exas a permanent institution. Great credit is due Mrs.
the hi~hly attenuated ether of upper space.
mtem~nt ma:y, in either of. the above instances, proIn yiew of the. somewhat unev~ntft;tl ~haracter of duce Immumty from physical agony, even while the Fox for the work done. The Spiritual Offering
edited by Colonel and Mrs. Fox, also began her;,
the ~Istory of this per~onage, I thmk It simple justice :flesh crisps and shrivels amid the crackling flames.
to h_Im to ~all _attentiOn to the fact that the major
I affirm positivly that in no act of. his life is man and has done a good work. I understand it has a
portiOn of his existence appears to hav been passed in impelled otherwise than toward the attainment of his large circulation, and it is really one of the best
th_e ha~·mless and :pleasing purs'!it of "filling': people own happiness, even in those instances which appear, Spiritualist papers published.
The society is now busy arranging for a hazar and
Wit? himself.. It Is b~rely possible that he mvaded at :first sight, to be self-sacrifice.
their persons m the form of smoke, as did the powI will support this view by supposina the following Christmas dinner. I wish other societies would be
stimulated by the success .of this to go to work in
~rfol geni ~he a~r, in,'' The Fisherman's Story" of extreme case.
•
b
The Arabian Nights.
A man possessed of noble and generous impulses earnest to become a fixed institution.
I must commend THE TRUTH SEEKER for adding a
Perhaps, after all. ("u~,der the,;ose" I say it); this observes a young child fall into deep and icy water,
children's
column to the paper. It will increase its
Holy ~~ost marvel IS all smoke, and only a 'fish upon a dark and tempestuous night, under circumstory, hke the other.
stances which make it ten to one he must, lose his circulation, and do much good. Many copies are
ICOI\CE.
own life by an attempted rescue. Does he hesitate? t~k~n here. I would like to say to societies and inDivorced from that mysterious energy men term
No! With~ut ~pparently pausing for reflection, diVI_duals, who desire our services for week evenings
force, all matter must become absolutely inert,
he braves the Immme:nt peril, and makes the attempt. durmg January, to remember that we are in southern
"As idle as a painted ship
Does the above instance militate against, and form Iowa now, and we want to hear from all in the vicinity
Upon a painted ocean."
an exception to the great law I hav laid down for one of Ottumwa, say, within a radius of one hundred and
fif_ty mi_les. We are ready ~or work, and hope you
Force is, perhaps, the only God of whom man will and all? By no means.
ever know.
To the mind of this noble and generous man self- will write promptly. There IS a great difficulty which
Force, in its multiform manifestations, embodies sacrifice became a pleasure, or, if not actually a sp~akers encounter, and that is the immense territory
the ideal " perpetual motion " ever sought, but never pleasure, at least a lesser pain than the violation of :Vh1eh w: must travel over to fill appointments. But
yet found, by science, in the domain of mechanics.
the unselfish dictates of his nature would hav been· If the fnends would. observe the engagements of the
Should force cease to act for a single instant, the hence his act.
' several speakers, this could sometimes be obviated
He could not, in fact, constituted as he was, do dif- by making arr~~gements at various places adjacent. '
universe would fall into chaos. What, then, is force?
Pers?ns desumg to arrange for lectures during
We know absolutely nothing of its ego, but can sim- ferently. He but followed, as all are compelled to
t~e spnng months can write me ltere, and I hope
ply o?serve its attributes and its effect~ upon matter. do, his strongest motiv.
. ~mence proves to us that every yart1ele o~ matter
Often, indeed, following our strongest motiv leads will do so as early as possible. Permanent address
l\bs. H. S. LAKE.- '
IS m a stat~ of pe1·petu,al change (t. e., of motwn).
to pain, and not pleasure, for frequently we find our- till farther notice,
Ottumwa, Iowa, December 22, 1883.
The sun Is the earth s g.reat natural feeder.
·
; selvs compelled to a choice between the two horns of
Nature abhors rest, as she does a vacuum; hence 1 a dilemma, one of which is only less painful than the
IT now turns out that Sojourner Touth, recently deceased
there is absolutely no rest in all her vast domain.
other.
female negro revivalist, whose chief claim to a hear~
a
noted
Often, too, we choose the more painful course
. The particles composing t~e diamond are as truly
m motiOn as are those whiCh compose a blade of throu_gh lack of discriminating and weighing power, ing was her alleged great age, was a humbug. It is asserted
on official Methodist authority that she was not one hundred
grass.
.
.
.
.
.
deemmg that to be the more pleasurable which is, in and eight years old, nor a hundred, not. even ninety. ConAll veloc1ty (hke all Size) IS relativ only, and not reality, the more painful course.
.
vincing e>idence was years ago collected to refute her claim
absolute.
.
.
~o be sure, in the case cited above of a dro'l'{ning of centenarianism, and which also proved that she was a con. There may exist forms of mot_wn (at present en- ~hild the man of noble impulses did not stop to de- scious and scheming humbug. Many clergymen say they
tir~ly t~nknown to us) so s~~ggish t_hat the almost hberately think out which course of action would the knew the facts, and witheld their sanction from her revivalunii~agmable sl?wnees of ~hsmtegratwn among the better conserve his pleasure.
istic work~ but why they did not expose her is not made plain.
partwles composm~ the diamond ~C?uld be, to their _In ~ases ?f emergency such as this the mind works Probably 1t was because she "was doing the master's work "
speed, as the velo.mty of a ray of hgnt compared to ~Ith lightnmg-like rapidity, and almost in the same in the auccessfu~ conduct of which it appears false claims
that of a door-snail!
·
1nstant the rep.soning is performed Jmd the conclu- a great aid,
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I§~Pethinhe~s tn Qionvtufion.
The Salamanca Meeting.

by the history or the 1·eligions of the world. Christianity
can lay no special claim to special experiences, 'for what
it claims all others equally claim, with a different· God. Bible,
and Christ, the same e;x:periences. Old Hindoos, thousands
of years ago, indulged in the same hopes and fears, and
hav told, and do tell, the Aame story as our Christian friends.
And thus it is with all religions. And hence the philosophy
of the religious emotions is to be found, and only found, in
the possible changes rung upon the emotional naturE>.
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frtll. Freethought.moves man to liv better, to improve the con•
dition of humanity, overcome evil and develop good. To destroy is not its mission. The iconoclast is not a Freethinker,
but Freethought allows it. ~piritualism is my theme especially. I liv related to the futm'e. Spiritualists hav evidence
that character remains; we carry all om individuality to the
eternal world before us. Freethought includes, as one of its
features, the beautiful theory of Spiritualism. It is the genius
of Freethought to prove all things and hold fast to that which
is good. Accept, then, whatever bears the stamp of truth, and
if there is aught false reject it; for all truth is divine. Freethought helps us to be true, loyal men and women, to all good,
and expose, reject, and banish falsehood in the Bible or any
other book. ~he Christian sa~·s, "My faith is God's will; if
you step outside you are an enemy to God. You must keep
within the prescribed bounds."
Freethought knows no
bounds.
·

·. :::.$:tENING SESSION.-THURSDAY EVENING, DEC.. 27, 1883.-,~.i::
SlllVERE STORM BUT LARGE ATTENDANCE.-SALAMANCA
QUARTET.- THE INIMITABLE PROF. H. H. HALL. "THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE RELIGIOUS EMOTIONS," BY
SECOND DAY'S SESSION.
EX-REV. J. H. BURNHAM,
Friday morning.-The storm continues; but as
'- ;: SAL.UI:ANCA, :N. Y.~ Dec. 27, 1883-It snows, and it delegations of Freethinkers continue to come also,
t •..·:))lows; old Boreas, the bitter, blustering blower, with every one is jovial and jubilant at the prospects of a
_!.::;j~cicles hanging upon his chin, and a nose cold as a most successful convention.
·
The Dudley House (wretchedly constructed, and
. :\)iobster's liver, sweeps bellowing through this valley.
··\·~':~During the afternoon he occasionally tried to 'light run by inexperience, but with earnest desire to do the
After a song by Prof. H. H. Hall, the president in:· iup a smile on his saturine features, and at times sue- best they can) was not alone crowded, but cots in troduced Mr. John Remsburg, who spoke on "The
· ·. ,;,. ·'<ceeded in shedding a few h~lf-frozen tears of peni- every available spot in parlor, hall, or passage~way Christian Sabbath."*
· ::.;~;tence, only increasing the slush with each fitful gush. were at a premium.
THIRD DAY's SESSION.
- :. As evening shades gathered, instead of becoming
At the morning session the attendance was mainly
Among
the
notable
short addresses was that of
.) ..:reticent and keeping shady, he roared and raged like delegates to the Convention. The ten-minute speeches
f;':\an old-style hell-fire Methodist revival parson, and at the conference were very interesting, lasting till Mrs. Stearns, of Buffalo, who spoke substantially as
.
,'•'_! •hurled the frozen snow in fierce defiant gusts in noon, and crowded out the genial, jolly president's follows:
every direction, as if in search of some person or address. But it is only postponed until to ·morrow I am ~ejoiced t~ stand on a free pl~tfom~, '~Yhere all can giv
expressiOn to thmr own thoughts. L1ght disSipates darkness.
, , rthing on whom to vent his fury.
morning.
I go hand in hand with every unfoldment of science. The
· '• ··
But Liberals, who hav so dauntlessly braved the
THE AFTERNOON SESSION,
study of astronomy destroyed the dogma that the world is only
.
.
fires of hell, were not to be scared by the cold; so, At 2 o'clock, P.M., was\weH attended. Mr. A. B. 6,000 years <;>ld. Why hav not the people of to-day the same
1
,~ , despite the fierce storm, there was a very large Bradford, of Pennsylvania, delivered a very able, need of close and personal contact with God that they had a
1
attendance; and although every endeavor to warm eloquent, and interesting lecture on, "What the thousand years ago? Why hav they not in their necessity in
their dunbts, yet hopes, the same need to get near to God ~nd
·. _... up the building was but a half success, the audience World and Freethinkers Hold in Regard to Martin receive
direct communication from him? If God is.the same
gave close attention and were deeply interested in Luther." [We refrain from giving a synopsis, as Mr. ye.sterday, to-clay, an_d forever, wh~ do all the parsons, priests,
the eloquent and earnest utterances of the ex-Rev. J. Bradford expressed his intP.ntion of sending the copy fml. We need to brmg about a umon between our highest,.scientific scholars and the teachings of the Sunday-schools. Let
H. Burnham, the songs of the Salamanca Quartet, of his lecture to THE TRUTH S:EEKER.-REP.l
the children learn of Nature and Nature's laws, and there will
and the humorous melodies of Prof. Hall.
Mr. Geo. W. Taylor next addressed the Convention be no discrepancies between the lessons of Sunday and week. In the absence of the genial Dr. Brown, the on "Facts." This gentleman gave evidence of deep, days. 'l'he leBsons of the primary school a11d the college would
honored and able president, Secretary Green nomi- earnest sincerity, and devout faith in Spiritualism . not then 'be at direct variance with Sunday-school and church
. nated ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds as chairman, who, in C9rtainly the facts he related were maryelous; one of instruction ..
accepting the position, called attention to the fact many incidents he recited precluded all possibility of
Prof. H. H. Hall made an able appeal in beh~tlf of
that it was a Freethinkers' Convention. The prince mistake or deception. He stated that on one occa- the education of our children, not letting them drift
of caterers, H. L'. Green, had provided an intellectual sion, in his own house, with no professional medium into the church and hav to work out from the darkbanquet, though some things on the bill of fare present, he improvised a cabinet out of a wardrobe ness oft creed and superstition. The keenness of
might not suit the tastes of all. But each had a filled with hats, shawls, clothes, etc. He placed two priestcraft says, "Giv me the first seven J'enrs of a
right to examin or reject. Freethinkers award. to shawls before the door; soon the shawls parted and child's life, and who will may hav him for all the rest
all credit for the same sincerity and honesty of a face appeared, and its voice cried, "Praise God." of hi~ day_s.:· Nothing comes slower than changes of
·opinion that they claim for themselvs.
p~ bhc ?PIDl~n. Inste11d of a ~leluge of verbosity in
Other forms appeared and were recognized.
'-'. ,,
After a very able poem by Prof. Hall, and some
The audience gave close attention to the speaker discussmg With each other, usmg our time and enmost exquisit melody from the quartet, the chair- and evinced deep interest in the recital-and al- ergy in idle argument, let us help the children to
man introduced the ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, of though many doubted the facts, none doubted the think for themselvs and study the laws of nature.
~' '·.
Michigan, who spoke on the subject of "The Phi- sincerity and honesty of the speaker. He carried Opportunities to set them thinking, to educate them
losophy d the Religious Emotions:"
conviction to all that what he related were facts to to think for themselvs, ahound. Af:!k a child what
·In the order of sequence through the wonderful mechan- him.
makes it rain. 'fhe orlhodox answer is, "God makes
ism of sensation, we become self-conscious, also in which we
it rain." Take a child to the window, wipe off a pane
FRIDAY EVENING SESSION,
bec:Jme subject anc1 object to ourself. There is nothing more.
complex in any line of thought than the objects of thought
Large as was the attendance at the Rochester Con- of gl11ss; ask what is on the Will(low-pune. Nothing.
\\'hat is that on the
:which pass under the eye of consciousness. We do not only vention, the interest and attendance, in proportion, Then breathe on the pane.
discover thought, reason, intelligence, will-power, but a wild
glass~ Breath-condensed vapor.
Well, then rain
Beyond
question
this
will
prove
very
far
exceeds
it.
continent of conflicting emotions, when religions claim reis a cold wind or condensed vapor. If God ~ade
the
best,
most
instructiv
and
useful
convention
of
lation to an assumed unknown something .called God. But
the philosophy of these emotions remains hid until we see how any yet held. The announcement that our popular, rain, then God is a cold wind. We hear a great deal
they arise, and find the law which controls them. Emotions talented, and eloquent young friend, John Remsburg, in regard to prohibition. A stream cannot rise above
arise only in the presence of their object, real of imaginary. of Kansas, would speak this evening, cre11ted a furore its source. Temperance reform lies with the worrien
They always, in their normal condition, respond to their several
and children. ln order to hav temperance, educate
objects, hence do not predicate either virtue or vice. Emo- of enthusiasm, and long before time to commence the
the children from a hygienic standpoint. Girls and
tions burning in the glow of passions are sinless. They are as exercises, the house began to fill.
pure as a iiake of snow. They, in the order of environment,
A waiting the arrival of the time announced for the women bold now the power in their own hands to
are necessttry. They are without character until acted upon speakers of the evening, a conference meeting was crush out the fiend Intemperllnce. Let them refuse
and aJ?preciated by the sharply individualized ego. Their exto accept attendance hom, or to bestow their compressiOn depends upon physiological functions under certain started, during which Miss Neil, of Ohio, in a voice like
stimuli. The stimuli coming in contact with nerve feelers, a young volcano on a hurrah, said she wanted to tn.lk it pany upo~, ?r recog~ize those men. who indulge in
which are connected with nerve centers, call forth a discharge she could get a chance. Instantly the gallant Dr. Brown bad and VICIOUS habits; and men Will at once inaugof nerve energy, and thus changes are produced in our mental invited the lady to take a few minutes, but called urate a reform.
and physical states.
Miss Neil leaped to the front, and in the dulcet
Thus changes come, and the character is determined by the forth her virgin indignation when he announced her
method of distribution. That is the method in the distribution as Mrs. Neil.
She declined to talk now; there was tones and ge_nt.le grace of a trip-hammer, went for
of nerve energy from nerve center through nerve fiber or nerve not time; she wanted to talk about prohibition if she the gentle child of song and jollity something like
fealers. Religion, when as a nerve excited it is conveyed through could get a chance; she would make a speech that this:
nerve fiber to nerve center, constitutes the religious emotions.
Hall says the best plan is to hav women do this work of reShe
As a result of this analysis, take the religious emotion express- would not be pretty, but it should be strong.
ing itself in prayer. This is fundamental in the religion of wanted to know if this Convention of Liberals would form in temperance. I'd be ashamed to ask women to do anythe world. These devotees are sanguin as to this faith in do better than the two political parties; and if thi~ thing when I knew they were without weapons. He would
hav the women educate the children while the man went to
their divinities in proportion to their ignorance. The more
ignorant they are, the stronger is their faith in the effect of Convention would do justice to the myriads of the dram-shop. He says, Lot women hav nothing to do with
She any man that has bad hflbits. Where is the mnn that doos not
their prayers. But perchance some will ask, Will you with cruel shackled, chained, heart-crushed women.
chew, or drink rum? I hav been lookina for a man
hand, turn over the cup of regenerativ joy, which is held by so wanted to make a speech and she promised it should smoke,
without bad habits for thirty years. If girls or ~vomon took
many millions in the deepest sorrows of life? Will you take be a wringer.
The ~lady who could not talk having
from the mother the benediction she givs her boy as he leaves used up twenty minutes, the gentle Dr. Br9wn was only men without bad habits, like me they would never hav
one. Giv wo.men tho bflllot, nnd they can take care of tho inthe old home? Must she not. with her prayers follow him
fernal traffic m rum. I hope tho Democrats will got into full
over continents and oceans? Would not this be cruel in the obliged to call time.
extreme? Truth is always cruel when it comes in contact with
After singing by the choir, Mr. Lyman C. Howe, power and everywhere defeat tho miserable Hepublicans. I
our folly and superstition. The beautiful fancy which comes of Fredonia, N. Y., was introduced to the Conven- know no better usc God Almighty can make of the old Demoto us at times in dreamlimd is broken to pieces in our awaking. tion. He said he had just received a telegram with cratic party than to mulw n mop of it to clea11 out the dirty Hepublican party. Women are nobotlies until they get married.
So must vanish the wild drapery of superstition and religion
When married they and their husbands aro one. And he is
when we awake to the truth of things. But as investigators news of very depressing nature. He was a Spirit- always
the one.
we do not consult our wishes, our hopes, or our fears, but ualist, and himself a medium-not in a professional
The Hepublicans ~or twe11t.y-fivo years hav run the governsimply try to find and know what is true.
sense of the term, but mediumistic. When out of ment b;y and for the m~erests of the whisky shops, while the
It is held, by the Christian people at least, that the religious tune it was not possible to do justice to the audience.
old defunct Democratic party has long been dead but still
emotions and experiences are all-important, and are a strong
proof as to the divinity of the Christian religion. I am of the He had been asked by the president what was his cra·wls round just to save funeral expenses. 'l'he R~pnblican
their ~ead ch!ef to the grave, and had to spend a
opinion that here is the main line of defense, and reason is ~ubject. He could not tell-perhaps he would not party to~k
m guzzlmg wh1sky on the trip. Why, a lot of old
very justly ignored, and the religious element is the final de- hav any. He would wait for something to come. fortune
women could do better than that'!
pendence. This, then, we must examin. Nerve centem After a pause, and passing his hands several times
receive, from rest and the nourishment we take, they supply.
After music by the choir, the genial Dr. Brown
This is used in action, physical, mental, or both. Its use is in across his brow, he closed his eyes, and did not once gave his promised address, replete with valuable
proportion to the activity, either mental or physical. If the open them duing his address, which was upon the
excitant taps a nerve center in great force, death ensues some- "Genius of Freethought, and the Issues It Involves." health hints, witticisms, and poetry. His subject he
announced as" Salvation by Education." He spoke
times; for in this case, the nerve centers are separated from He said:
the nerve feelers. A person in profound meditation may drop
as follows:

'·>

upon the iioor, or in the road, as the case may be; so, often,
under strong religious emotions, the devotee is prostrated as
has the power. Others weep, and again others cry or laugh.
In bereavement, we see sometimes the deepest sorrow often
changed by any device which changes the method in the dis.tribution of nerve energy. Prayer will do it often, not because
anyone has heard or answered it, but because it changes the
('
method or the line of its distribution. A cup of coffee, an
accident, and many things would produce a like diversion, and
secure the same result as that produced by prayer. It becomes,
to the thoughtful- observer, evident that the history of the
religious emotions depends not upon bibles, gods, or Chrbts, but
are all within the domain of physiological changes, produced
in var,}jng the methods in the distribution of nerve energy.
.'
~·· _../ ..., ~his conclu11ion ill support~o~d bllyond all riasonablll de1<b'
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Freethought inYolves legitimate freedom; not license, but
tm"\ freedom; ancl there can be no such thing as freedom unless it is responsible freedom. Education develops character,
not reputation. Let us liv indifferent to popularity or what
the world holds of us. Not what we are thought to be, but
what we are, moral, mental, and physical, is the matter of vital
import. In an absolute sense, there is no nuch thing as freedom or free thought; it is dependent on flline of causes lying
back of centuries. Not a man livs or thinks but does so under
restrictions of all his environments. Legitimate governments ancl restrictions foster and develop freedom. After
passing the meridi1m of age we may modify, but to make radical changes is well-nigh impossible. Very few of the most devoted lovers of Freethought and liberty are free enough to
stand by 1tnd lit truth prtilvail and ihiir pii h4Jbby! thiir iilm1

We hav had eighteen hundred years of superstition faith
and hope, words never understood. 'l'bere are three h;mdred
religions; each has had a guess _about _sal~ation. I propose to
speak abc:nt ~~nd seck for salvatiOn th1s Hille of death, and wait
for salvatiOn m death when I get there. '' He1wen iH a home
of an orthodox ring." W o are fangh t to look to God for knowledge, and so neglect to study lhc laws of hygiene, how to prolong life and secure health to our posteritv. We would all Jiv
longer and _happier if we would take as good ca:re of onrselvs
and our children as we do of our horses, use the same reason*l\fr. Remsburg's address was identical with that published
in pamphlet form under this title. It may ba procurid at thr~
'l':av:r:~~ Su:u;a •ifiell. Prittil i einb,
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xv, 24). He positivly forbade his disciples to preach the gos- dead, he yet speaketh, ~nd to,-day is doing. wdn~rous work for
pel to any but Jews. "Go not into the way of the gentiles, liberty, for humanity; mducmg honest,, mtelhgent men and
and into any city of the Samaritans enter ye not" (Matt. x, 5). women to abandon superstition and pnestcraft,, and learn to
And Jesus himself declared he spake to the multitude in do justice, love mercy, and endeavor to make therr fellow-creaparables expressly to prevent the possibility of those without tures happy.
Infidelity gave us the Declaration of. In~epen.dence, a gov~that is, any except Jews-being converted, lest they should
ernment without a church and a constitutiOn Without a God.
be saved.
'
Christians raise a great 'outcry that Infidels tear down and
Suppose I discovered there was a conspiracy to wreck the
night express; that on a very steep embankment the rails had destroy. Yes, they hav torn down monarchl and enthroned
been unspiked, so that when the train reached there it must liberty; while Chi1stianity has strewn the fau fields of. ~arth
inevitably be precipitated down the embankment; nothing can with the wrecks of armies and the bones of murdered millions,
save the passengers from mutilation and horrible death. I making our beautiful earth one vast charnel house, drenche~
enter the cars as the train stands in the depot about to start with blood and tears. Infidelity has bee~ the advocate of sCIon its fated journey. I pass through and notify every Mason ence, the preserver of art, and the guardian of the ark of freeby secret signals to leave the train; they come out; I tell them dom.
We would not detract from the good that has been or is being
of the danger, but forbid and prevent their warning any of the
passengers not Masons. Men, women, children, are going done by Christians. We know there are thousands of noble,
unconsciously to their horrible. doom. But lest any of them benevolent men and pure, generous, gentle-he~rte~ women
should understand, take warning, and so be saved, I am care- who are sincere in their belief, and are really msp1red to a
of sacrifice by their faith.
.
.
On motion, Hon. A. B. Bradford, of Pennsylvania, ful to use only such signs and words as I am sure they cannot spirit
There is an earnest desire in the human mmd to attam to a
understand.
T. B. Wakeman and Geo. W. Taylor, of New York; J.
You say I should be the--Stop! are we not instructed to higher, better, nobler life. Men and \vomen hav aspirations
for good, and the church seems to them the most available
H. Burnham, of Michigan; and John C. Remsburg, take Christ for our example?
"And he said unto them, Unto you it is given to know the means of attaining their desires.
of Kansas, were appointed a Committee on ResoluWe are asked, Why has Christianity continued to exist and
mystery of the kingdom of God; but unto them that are withtions.
out, all these things are done in parables: that seeing they increase, if not of divine origin? The reason is evident. BeAFTERNOON SESSION.
may see and not perceive; and hearing they may hear and not cause of the elasticity of Christianity. It stretches to meet the
The committee reported the resolutions which understand; lest at any time they should be converted, and advanced education and scientific discoveries of the day.
Is there any comparison between the .Ch::istian rules of faith
their sins be forgiven them" (Mark iv, 11, 12).
were printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER last week.
The son of God, the savior of mankind, says himself he took and practice to-day and those of the Pilgmn fathers? Would
Judge McCormick then addressed the Convention
especial pains to prevent men, women, and children from Henry Ward Beecher hav been recognized as a pastor by the
on Spiritualism, with his usual e:ffectiv grace and being
converted, lest their sins 1/e forgiven them, and so they old Puritans, the founders of his church? Would he or any
poetry of motion. Excellent and appropriate music he saved from eternal death and hell.
other orthodox minister hav dared to indorse evolution twentywas fault1essly rendered by the Salamanca Quartet Christ declares that he and his father are one, and that he five years ago, or to declare the creation was not accomplished
six literal days, or that hell-fire was a fable?
-Mrs. H. 0. Wait, Mrs. V. G. Fitts, Mrs. J.P. Col- came to exemplify the character of his father. He enjoins us, in Christianity
has stretched and widened till most of its dog"Be ye therefore merciful, as your father is merciful " (Luke
grove, and Mrs. Mina Seymour, pianist, assisted by vi,
mas
are so thin they are one after another bursting and vanish36). And it is claimed there i~ perfect harmony between
Prof. M. M. Lane, who sang many beautiful solos the character of God and Christ as revealed in the Old and ing away. The church· has done its very utmost to beat back
the resistless waves of truth, science, and common sense. To
during the Convention.
New Testaments.
"Therefore will I always deal in fury; mine eye shalt not save its existence it has Rlowly, reluctantly expanded.
Of course it is unnecessary to more than mention
The Chi·istiunity of to-day retains but one idea, to which weak
neither will I hav pity; and though they cry in mine
the fact of H. H. Hall's being present, for that im- spare,
ears with a loud voice, yet will I not hear them" (Ezk. viii, 18). human nature olings~a scapegoat on whom to lay the blame
plies poetry, music, humor, satire, fun, and side- "Go ye after him through the city and smite; let not your eye of all wrdng-doing, and a savior to pay _the penalty.
spare, neither hav ye pity. Slay utterly old and young, - How hav the best of Christians died? We are told, "Ah,
splitting laughter.
both maids, and little children, and women" (Ezk. ix, 5, 6). you may rail and scoff at Christianity now, but how will it be
BANQUET TO THE SPEAKERS.
Says Christ, "Be ye therefore merciful, as your father is m the dread hour of death? How can you die? Oh, the horMrs. Mina Seymour gave evidence of the genuin- merciful" (Luke vi, 36). He also revels in the thought of ror of despair, the agony of tenor of those who die without a
ness and practicability of her Liberalism by inviting mercy, just like his father. "But those mine enemies, which faith in Christ! Oh, turn to Jesus, learn of him, that you may
the speakers to her beautiful home, and providing would not that I should reign over them, bring hither, and die calmly, peacefully, sustained in the dread hour by trust
them before me" (Luke xix, 27). "When the Lord Jesus and faith in the blessed savior ! "
them a most elegant and sumptuous banquet.. It was slay
We admit Christ had ten-thousand-fold more reason for
shall be revealed from heaven with his mighty angels, in flamone of the most happy and pleasant little gatherings, ing fire taking vengeance on them that obey not the gospel" faith and tmst in God than all others that ever lived or died.
and will ever bring to kind remembrance the fair (2 Thes. i, 7, tl). What tender, pitying mercy ! ·what loving We turn to Matthew xxvi and read of Christ at the time when
and talented little hostess, in connection with the precepts! What blessed examples! Compare this with the his death dre"" nigh: "Then saith he unto them, My soul is
of that terrible apostle of Infidelity, Thomas Paine: exceeding sorrowful, even unto death: tarry ye here, and
most happy, harmonious, and successful Freethinkers' teaching
"Do justice, love mercy, and endeavor to make your fellow- watch with me. And he went a little further and fell on his
convention ever held.
face and prayed, 0 my father, if it be possible, let this cup
creatures happy."
For over eighteen hundred years Christianity has been puss from me" (Matt. xxvi, 38, 39). Luke infOl'ms us: "And
EVENING SESSION.
in great agony he prayed more earnestly, and his sweat
It having been announced that ex-Rev. Charles B. promulgated under the especial guardianship and fostering being
care of its great God. Its doctrins and priests hav had full was as it were great drops of blood fulling down to the ground''
Reynolds would address the Convention, there was sway among the most intelligent races of the earth; and what (Luke xxii, 4.4).
an immense gathering. He is well known in this is the result? Hav peace, love, liberty, happiness, innocence,
Yet Christ himself declared: "And as Moses lifted up the
serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of Man be
vicinity, having preached in a mammoth tent. for and virtue prevailed?
Russia is a truly Christian country, Vvith its horrible dungeons, lifted up: that whosoever believeth in him should not perish,
three summers in Chautauqua county.
its barbarous knout, its Siberian horrors, and its imperial des- but hav eternal life" (John iii, 14, 15). "And I, if I be lifted
Mr. J. H. Burnham was to hav spoken :first, but potism; with its most holy czar, by the grace of God emperor, up from the earth, will draw all men unto me. This he said,
severe sickness prevented, and consequenll.y Mr. crowned and anointed by the most reverend priests of signifying what death he should die" (John xii, 32, 33).
Reynolds was requested to :fill the time. His subject Christ; its tyranny sanctioned and sustained, and the servil About to die, to save not a few dear loved ones, not alone his
race, but millions yet unborn. By dying he would rewas " Teaching of Infidelity and Christianity." It is subjection of the people enjoined by the New Testament: whole
"Submit yourselvs to every ordinance of man for the Lord's deem myriads from the eternal tortures of hell, and insure
given below in full:
sake; whether it be to the king as supreme, or unto governors, them life, life, eternal life, in joy, peace, and happiness su· While it is generally conceded, even by Christians, that the Old as unto them that are sent by him. Fear God. Honor the preme. About to die, and by his death reconcile his father
Testament contains much that is undesirable, it is insisted king. Servants, be subject to yom masters with all fear; not God to a sin-cursed wol'ld~about to die, and by his death
that the New Testament is the revelation of a new and better only to the good and gentle, but also to the froward" (1 Peter found a religion that should giv conrage, hope, and comfort to
code of morality. We are told the morality Christ inculcated ii, 13, 18). Ireland, Spain, Italy, Mexico, are Christian coun- the poor, the sorrowing, the afiiicted, for all time to come.
is far in advance of that of the Old Tesbtment, and infinitly tries with Christian goverments, the masses groaning under And, with such great, glorious consequences assured to follow, .
superior to any or all of the best and greatest sages, philoso- tyrannous injustice and oppression, steeped in misery, igno- this perfect Christ, this gentle, pitying savior, prays with all the
phers, and scientists that hav ever lived. It is an exploded rance, superstition, and crime, while Germany, which to-day impassioned joy of his soul to speed the glorious consummafall11cy that books of the New 'festament hav been handed is Infidel, presents the highest standard of morals in all Europe. tion? No !~but prays he may be spared, that the cup may
Had ·washington, Paine, Jefferson, Franklin, and all the pass from him~knowing that if it did all mankind would be
clown to us in the very words of the inspired writers, and that
they hav been miraculously preserved from loss, error, or other noble heroes of the Revolution really believed and heeded forever lost.
Not once, or twice, but thrice: " 0 father, if it be possible,
interpolation. 'I'here is no evidence that even the four gos- the teachings of Christ and the New Testament, they must
pels, so nmch relied on, containing the only record of the life hav yielded slavish obedience to King George, and submitted let this cup pass from me." He knew that his death would be
ancl teachings of Christ, were even written by those whose without a murmur to all the tyrannous behests of the governors but a form, a farce, a mockery, a sham-for in three days (accm·ding to the gospels within thirty-six hours) he would be renames are attached to them. In a series of articles recently the king sent to rule the colonies.
But for their Infidelity, their disbelief and ignoring of the stored to life and immortality; that his death by crucifixion
:pu blishecl in THE TRUTH SEEKER, entitled "Facts and Fallacies
m Hegarcl to the New Testament," it has been most positivly teachings of Christ and the New Testamsnt, this glorious would be quick~ attended with less suffering than any similar
proved by. the admissions and declarations of Christian author- republic could never hav had existence. Would it not he well death before that. Yet the New Testament declares we ai·e
ities of the very highest standing: (1) That history affords no for Christians of America to stop and think ere railing against asked to believe that this God prayed in such agony of tenor
trace of the pure apostolic originals; (2) that no originals hav and calmimiating Infidels, and ask themselvs the .question, and abject fear that he sweat drops of blood, entreating that
existed since the second century; (3) that if they ever existed To whom are we indebted for a government'based upon equal the cup might pass from him, his life he spared, and untold
at all they were nevei' considered of value or importance political and religious rights~ a government in which all millions be fOl'ever lost. This is in harmony with our histories
enough to call for any especial cure in their preservation; (4) religions are tolerated, and which makes no distinction on of gods. We hav too high opinion of humanity to believe morthat the Now Testament was translated, not from original account of creed; and but for the subtil wiles of priestcraft tal man could ever so hav acted.
manuseripts m· even reliable copies, but from what ·at best would be equally tolerant of Liberals who oppose all creeds ?
B1lt, according to the New Testament, did Christ himself die
were only claimed to be copies of copies, which, if copies at all, For it is inscribed on the records of our country's history by calmly, peacefully, sustained by faith and hope in the promabounded in errors, heresies, and perversions; (.5) that the the iron pen of truth that during the administration of Mr. and ised glorious immortality? Come to Golgotha! Come to the
early fathers, under whose direction and supervision all copies Mrs. Hayes an arrogant and persecuting church, in order to much~vaunted cross of Calvai·y, and see a true Christian dip;
were made, were men who regarded it as an act of virtue to gratify its hatred of Freethought, under a constitution which see hrm. stretched upon the cross; hark to his song of joy.
deeeive and lie for the good of their religion; the very best, ignores all religions, was permitted to drag a citizen from his Does he die sustained by faith in God? Does he calmly and
those who surpassed all others in piety, looked upon it as home, and incarcerate him in a felon's cell for no other offense sweetly fall asleep I'ejoicmg in the great hope of heaven and
laudable to advance the cause of Christ by artifice and fraud; than publishing his religious convictions.
the resurrection? Christian friends tell ns of the horror and
The miserables who caused this humiliating disgrace to terror of dying without hope in Christ, without faith in the
(G) that our present version is founded on translations by
Romish priests thnt by one another, as well as by all scholars, American jurisprudence by their infamous persecution of that Bible and God. Here is the first, the chief, the best of all
were denounced ns faulty, heretical, and designedly perver- innocent and honorable man, D. lVI. Bennett, would hav us let Christians about to die. Talk of the ~gony of despair, of writhRions: (7) that Luke, the best and most scholarly of the fom the matter rest; they desire it should sink into oblivion~but ing in anguish, of shrieking in abject terror! No words congospels-according to its own testimony~was not written by it will not dmvn.
ceiva~le can more express it than the dying wail of terror and
divine aid m· inspiration, nor by or through the influence or
The ~rrest and imp~isonment ?f that bra¥e, self-sacrificing despmr that came fi·om the lips of Christ upon the cross:
champiOn
of
reason,
nght,
and
hberty,
D.
M.
Bennett,
editor
dictation of any of the apostles or disciples.
"Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?"-'•My God, my God, why hast
No intelligent pei·son would accept as authoritativ any book and publisher of THE TRUTH SEEKER, W!IS a blow at the rights of thou fors11ken me?" (Matt. xxvii, 46).
'
or history so utterly destitute of evirlence of gen uinness and every citizen who dares express his honest convictions, or who
WHY PEOPJ"E ARE CHARITABLE.
reliability. The Jews are not the only people that ha> sacred has the manhood to refuse to favor, cringe, and bow to the
We are glad the majority of Christians are better than their
writings claimed to be the inspired word of God. Nearly all power of the priesthood.
creeds. We honor them for their noble efforts in the cause of
nations had their gods, their sacred writings, prophets, priests,
Let. it ever be remembered, the attorney-general, over his ch~rity. We. heartily al?preciate and rejoice at every effort to
and divine commands. How can we kno'v they are all wrong? own signature, declared the pamphlet sent through the mail reheve suffenng humamty. IV e are glad that there are Chris~that the ,Jews alone were God's own chosen people?
by Mr. Bennett was not obscene~that Mr. Bennett was not tian hospitals, orphan asylums, homes for the indigent. But
Are the children of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob better people its author or its publisher. Search the columns of THE TRUTH Christians must admit it is neither just nor honest to claim
than all others, more virtuous, brave, and generous, that we SEEKER; read every line he ever published, and not one word t~ese institutions as the outgrowth of, or that they originated
should without question accept their sacred writing as the em- of obscenity can be found. No! That true man, that noble ~Ith, an~ more than that they: are sustained alone by, Chrisbodiment of all that is divine, and reject all others as foolish martyr to religious liberty, D. M. Bennett, was imprisoned, tmns. 'lo the pagans of Greece and Rome, the Buddhists of
fables? It must be ac1mit.ted, Jewish theology ia no more the hounded to his death, and even in his grave is vilified and India, the heathen Chinese, belongs the honor of originating
oldest in the worlrl tban it is the best, the purest, or the most maligned by Christians, not because he sent obscene liter!1tme such institutions. Not to Christians, but to Mohammedans
consistent.
through the mails~thev well know he never did--but because are we indebted for asylums for the insane.
'
The Je,vs, who are indorsed by all Christians and the New he pu9lished a successf:Ul Freeth ought newspaper, denouncing . lVIen and women are not charitable because they are ChrisTestament as God's own chosen people ("to whom per- the evils of superstition and priestcraft, and doing justice to tians, but because they hav large benevolence and humanity.
taineth the adoration, and the glory, and the covenants, and the noble Infidel patriots who founded the republic.
Among the desperate miners of the mountains, the reckless
the ~ving of the law, and the service of God, and the
'fa whom are we indebted for this model republic of the cowboys of the plai17s, in the gambling hell, the gin-mill, the
promises "~Rom. ix, 4.), absolutely repudiate and spurn Christ wo;ld and its Liberal insti~utions? To the lnfidel patriots, dan?e-house, the miserable brothel, in the very lowest haunts
and Christianity, and deny the inspiration, truth, or authOl'ity Pame, Jefferson, and Franklm.
·
of viCe, the cry of real distress will meet more prompt free
of the New Testament.
It was the pen of Thomas Paine that first wrote " The free generous relief than in the most fashionable 'of churches:
'
Christ designed that only Jews should be saved. "I am not and independent states of America." The writer of "The Age
Sickness, sorrow, suffering, appeal to our humanity· our
Jjent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (Matt. of ;Reason" was the "1'\Uthor-pero" of the R.evolution. Being hearts respond, and ;not our creeds. Liberals do good from
able common sense. You feed your horses four to six quarts
of oats three times a day when yon work them hard; but when
left idle in th~ stable you do not feed so heavy. You may hav
no use for your horses, yet yon take them out because it Is not
good for them to be without exercise .. Yet you will eat heartily,
gorg~ your stomachs, and avoid exerCise, and then wonder you
are siCk. You acknowledge the need, if you would keep your
horses in good condition, you must not alone use common
sense in feeding, but keep them, clean. Wash oftener, abandon
your saltpeter-poisoned meat, your vinegar and cider, your
coffee and tea, and you will hav no heavy doctor bills. Oxy-gin
is the only intoxicant we ought to ever indulge in. Tea-drinking, mixed with grease, insures cancer of the stomach. Salted
meat produces catarrh. Hav you a headache? Are you bilious ?~instead of wasting money on patent nostrums take an
emetic; drink all the warm water you can get down then go
after it with a goose-quill, feather-end down. Preser~e health,
ancl you will hav clear, clean, bright, wholesome thoughts, and
insure salvation here and now.
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love of their fellow-creatures, not froin fear of hell or hope of
heaven.
If Christianity is all of excellence and virtue, is it not singuar that it has produced more intolerance, persecution, bloodshed, and death than all other religions the world has ever
'known?
CHRIST NEVER GAVE fu.'IT NEW PIUNGIPLES OF MORALITY.

Is it just to claim for Jesus originality for precepts that were
taught centuries before he came into the world'? Should he
be credited with divine wisdom because he repeated, echoed
the sayings of Zoroaster, Buddha, Christna, Confucius, Pythagc oras, Socrates, and Plato ?
Asked which is the first commandment, Christrepeats words
of Deut. vi, 4, 5, and Lev. xix, 18. He declares no jot or tittle
· · · of the law shall be altered till heaven and earth pass away
(Matt. v, 17, 18). When asked by the learned lawyer: "What
shall I do to inherit eternal life?" he announced no new law
or precept, but asked: "What is written in the law? How
readest thou?" And when the lawyer repeats the very words
Christ had used on a former occasion (J\IIark xii, 29, 31), quoting from Deuteronomy and Leviticus, Christ replied: "Thou
hast answered right; this do, and thou shalt liv" (Luke x, 25,
28). The much-vaunted Golden Rule Christ does not claim as
originating with himself, but, on the contrary, refers to its previous· existence: "Therefore all things whatsoever ye would
that men should do to you, do ye even so to them; for this is
the law and the prophets" (lYiatt. vii, 12).
JOINING ISSUE-INFIDEL ETHICS.

Christians and Infidels agree we all should love one another;
· now comes the issue. Which is the best, the most consistent,
rational, and practical me.thotl of living out this law. Christ
teaches:
"Love your enemies, do good to them which hate you, bless
them that curse you, and pray for them which despitefully use
you. And unto him that smiteth thee on the one cheek, offer
also the other; and him that taketh away thy cloak forbid not
to take thy coat also. Giv to every, man that asketh of thee;
and of him that taketh away thy goods ask them not again"
(Luke vi, 27-30).
But if we do this we shall not be either Gocllike or Christlike.
Nahum tells us:
"God is jealous, and the Lord revengeth; the Lord revengeth and is furious; the Lord will take vengeance, and hereserveth wrath for his enemies" (Nahum i, 2).
Christ admits he will fail to liv up to his own teaching:
"But those mine enemies, which would not that I should
reign over them, bring. hither and slay them before me" (Luke
xix, 27).
"When the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven with
his mighty arrgels, in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them
that obey not the gospel" (2 Thes. i, 7, 8).
Suppose the New 'l'estament were now for the first time offered to the world: and declared to be the inspired word of God.
Judging from the teachings of Christ, could any' sane person
believe for one moment he was divinely inspired'/ Would not
every intelligent person treat with deserved contempt the assertion that the New Testament is the transcript of the divine
mind? Compare Luke vi, 27-30, with the precepts of that true
humanitarian, Thomas Paine: "Do justice, love mercy, and
endeavor to make your fellow-creatures happy."

n business. Why not? Railing against him to every friend
and customer only disgusts them, degrades yourself, and destroys your influence. Giv your rival credit for all the good he
has, and pass in silence his shortcomings.
You may by opposition destroy his business-and your own
-if your purse or credit is the greater; you may work unde1
price and so undersell him as to utterly nun him. But when
you ha.v clone this, when his wife and children are reduced to
suffering and want, will your sleep be more sweet, your spirit~
lighter, your heart gayer and happier, because you hav imitated
the Christians' God and proved yourself jealous, visiting the
sins of the father u;pon the innocent children? This may do
for Christianity-it IS not Liberalism. · Remember you hav no
Jesus to pay it all-all the debt you owe; no Christ to wipe out
all your mean, cruel acts, no savior to pay the penalty for you
-you must answer for your own conduct to the tribunal of
your own sense of right, truth, and honesty.
If your rival does you wrong, if he claims it was unintentional, or. 1mder wrong impressions, freely forgiv. But if he
persists in his wrong, do not follow the advice of Christ: "Thon
came Peter to him, and· said, Lord, how oft shall my brother
sin against me, and I· forgiv him? till seven times? Jesus saith
unto him, I say not unto thee, Until seven times: but until
seventy times seven" (Matt. xviii, 21, 22).
That is about 487 times too much of a good thing, and would.
be to encourage evil. Take the better, more consistent course.
Do justly, but let justice be tempered with mercy.
In the language of the revered and lamented founder of THE
'!.'RUTH SEEKER, D. M. Bennett: "Let justiee and right be the
standard by which we govern our actions, and neverforget that
the grandest thing a man can perform is to do what is right
under all circumstances."
Deal gently with the erring. Do justice, love mercy, and
endeavor to make your fellow.creatures happy, even though
they injure you by their crimes.
.
Do not, as Christ advises, if one- steals your cloak, giv him
your coat also, or, if some rascal strike you on one cheek, offer
him the other. To encourage thieves and bullies is neither
just, merciful, nor likely to promote the happiness of our fellow -creatures.
·
Liberalism is not license; it neither encourages nor palliates
wrong. To do evil is to violate the first principle of Liberalism, which teaches, "Do justly." But let justice be tempered
with mercy. We cannot but be grieved at wrong-doing; our
duty to self and to society demands that criminals shall be
punished. But in that punishment
LIDERAI,ISM SEEKS REFORMATION, NOT VENGE.o\.NCE.

Mr. Reynolds spoke for nearly two hours, yet the
interest and attention of the audience never :flagged.
He was constantly applauded, and at times provoked
shouts of laughter by his comical descriptions, and
again moved to tears by his pathos. As he concluded
long continued applause testified the appreciation of
the audience.
Mr. Reynolds proposes to continue in the lecture
field, and those desiring to secure his services should
address him, at Rochester. He is the authorized
agent of THE TRuTH SEEKER, to receive subscriptions,
advertisments, etc., and will always, at every place he
may lecture, hav a good supply of the best and latest
Liberal books and pamphlets.
LAST DAY'S SESSIONS.

Sunday, Dec. 30, 1883.-Yesterday the weather was
clear, cold, and bright; this morning it pours of rain;
the slush is ankle deep. Yet the jolly, happy Freethinkers' example of making the best of things is
followed by the people at large, and there is a very
large attendance. The first speaker was Mrs. H. T.
Stearns, of Buffalo. This lady has an easy, graceful
delivery, and held the strict attention of her audience.
After music by the choir, the president introduced
the Ron. A. B. Bradford, of Pennsylvania, who delivered his great lecture on, "The Model Saints of
the Old Testament" (as recerded in the eleventh
chapter of Hebrews). At the conclusion of the lecture Mr. Bradford announced that his lecture was already in type; that five hundred copies were for
general circulation, free to all who would hand him
their address.
AF'rERNOON SESSION.

J. H. Burnham, although suffering from severe indisposition, delivered a most able and eloquent discourse, after which the very deservedly popular
orator, John E. Remsburg, of Texas, delivered an
improved version of his great lecture, "False Claims,"
which has called forth such glowing encomiums from
all Liberals, from Texas to New York. Many of the
friends who were present at the Rochester Convention, and others who had read his lecture on "False
Claims" as published, supposed he had attained the
highest point of excellence and could neither add nor
subtract from that masterpiece without weaking its
force and marring its perfection. But all were delightedly disappointed, for Mr. Remsburg proved
himself in verity a progressiv Liberal. He added,
without omitting any of the telling and important
facts, much new matter of equal pungency and truth.
He was most enthusiastically applauded throughout.

If by stooping we can lift them up to something like moral
dignity, if we can inspire them with hope, and desire for reformation, and do not do so, we are false to every principle of
Liberalism, false to humanity, false to ourselvs.
We may look with scorn upon the fallen, but ah ! we know
not how strong the temptation that beset them, know not how
bravely and long they struggled and resisted, how fierce the
battle ere they fell. We know not how temptation threw dust
in the eyes of their judgment and palmed upon them a few
gbld-washed tlinkets of pleasure for the genuin jewels of happiness; how, in an unguarded moment, temptation got the under hold, and they fell. We don't know how bruisecl and sore
anclmiserable they feel, how keenly they suffer from the pangs
APPLICATION OF INFIDEL ETHICS TO THE POOR.
of self-reproach; we may well spare them ours. Stained witl1
You are poor; you see those around you rich. They revel in crime though they may be, yet, if only washed with the team
abundance, while you are desperately fighting the fierce wolf, of repentance, wiped with the towel of reformation, and
starvation, from your door, and oft are worsted· in the strug- brightened \vith the polish of kinclly sympathy, they may begle. Christ teaches you to make no effort to hPlp or provide. come clean, useful members of society, and faithful sympaEVENING.-CLOSING SESSION.
'"fake no thought of to-morrow, what you shall eat or drink, thetic workers forfallenhumanity. They havbut fallen where
or wherewithal yon shall be clothed" (Matt. vi, 31). But rail we perhaps oft hav stumbled.
Despite the continued dowB-pouring of the rain,
against the rich as he does: "But woe unto you that are rich,
HOW TO REPROVE.
the people poured into the Opera House to attend
for ye hav received your consolation" (Luke vi, 24).
Reprove, if obliged to do so, but fail not to remember mercy.
Christ positivly declares the rich are shut out from heaven. Reprove with remembrance of our own weakness and liability the closing session of this most instructiv and harAlthough from youth to old age they hav kept every precept to err; not denounce just for the sake of ventilating our pious monious of conventions.
of the moral law, unless they sell ttl! they hav and giv to the indign1ttion, nor upbraid to show our own immaculate virtue
The genial president, in his most dignified and
poor, they cannot be his disciples or hope for heaven (l\!Iatt. and sanctity. Ever remember, as is so beautifully expressed solemn mien, introduced the distinguished scholar,
xix, 16-24).
by that true-hearted poet and genuin Liberal, J. M. Thayer, of
lawyer, orator, and model Liberal, T. B. Wakeman,
Christ more fully impresses this in the story of the rich man Rochester,
of New York, who announced as the subject of his
and Lazarus (Luke xvi, 19-24). There is no wrong or evil
" The rock 'gainst which the driving storm
charged against the rich man, only that he was rich, and so
address, "The Age of Readjustment." The storm
And with'ring siroc' vent their hate,
was sent to hell. 'fhere is no good or virtue credited to LazaThough rugged in its outward form,
raging without would hElp to appreciate the quesrus, only he was a beggar "full of sores." This was his sole
And moss-grown in its rude estate,
tion. He said:
claim and title to heaven. But th!lt this was all-sufficient is
:?.fay still contain a gushing tide
Did you ever stand by the Lnnks of a river, just after a long
confirmed by'Christ: "Blessed be ye poor, for yoms is the
Within its bosom deep concealed,
rain storm, and see the tremendous freshet rushing past at your
kingdom of heaven" (L]lke vi, 20). This discourages all thrift,
Whose limpid beauties softly glide,
feet? Such a picture is a simile that will help you to realize
energy, industry, and'enterprise, and devotes to hell's eternal
Exhaustless, pure, and uncongealed.
where you now stand in the world's progress. 'fhe river of
flames, not alone wealthy Infidels like Girard, Lick, Brigham,
The
flower
o'er
which
the
fitful
blast
time is swelling like the rivers on the continent, groat bodies of
Redmon, Mac!ure, Owen, Peter Cooper, and others who hav
Hath swept too rudely on its way,
ice broken up and swept away by the mighty, resistless force of
given their hundreds of thousands of dollars for charitable purMay
fold
its
leaves
and
droop
at
last,
the impetuous current. 8o the groat interests in tlw worlc1 of
poses, but Peabody and all the noble Christian philanthropists
And all-forgotten pass a~ay.
religion, government, politics, and industries arc by tho rushwho failed to sell all they had and giv to the poor. No matter
And yet that fallen, fading flower,
ing river of scientific discovery being swept onwanl. · And the
how virtuous their lives, Infidel and Christian alike, if they
Whose beauties feast the eager worm,
great advance movements of the world remind us wo arc undied rich they died damned.
That victim of an adverse hour,
eonscio·usly drawn into its vortex, becoming part of its moWhile Christ thus denounces all enterplise, and offers
May still embrace a deathless germ."
mentum, and it requires foresight and appreciation of future
premiums to sloth, mendacity, and tramps, Thomas Paine givs
us the bettPr counsel, "Do justly, love mercy, and endeavor
events to know what part to play, ere the end eomcs.
ADJUSTING DIFFERENCES OF OPINION.
All literature teems ·with the mighty impending ehangos, and
to ma.ke your fellmv-creatures happy." Which is the more
Do jnstly, love mercy, and endeavor to make your followconsistent, the more likely to advance the best interests and creatures happy, although they differ with you in beli~ef, of all urges the necessity of wisclom in tho readjustment. In the
welfare of mankind? What benefit is the teaching of Christ things perhaps the hardest to do. But if persons differ with ,January number of the North American Review, we find an artito the poor man? Will railing against your rich neighbor, vou, clubbing thorn will not help the matter; for no person was cle from the Hev. J. H. Hylance, of New York, pastor of 8t.
rejoicing that he is doomed to hell, make you any happier or ever yet clubbed out of one opinion into lmother that was Mark's church on the snhjoct of "Thoologic1tl Adjnst.ment,"
better off?
worth ten per cent on the first cost of the club. The genuin which suggest~d the title I hav chosen, "Ago oflteacljustmont."
Liberalism teaches yon, Do justice, recognize the good, Liberal, when opportunity presents itself, will lay asicle the When readjustment is called for in theology, because the great
respect his ability, emulate his energy. In justice to those pet hobby or ism, and write and work earnestly for the greatest river of time nmhos onward so fiercely, the champions of the
deyendent on you, seek out the cause of your poverty, and good to the greatest number. '\\'by should not Liberals of all church ask in trembling, "What shall I do to be S>lved ?1' Lot
strive to remedy it. If from fault or lack of early education, shades of opinion unite in the great and noble work of disen- mo rertcl a few passaaes which this watchman on Zion's tower
or bodily defect, the cause of your failure to make success in thralment of honest hearts from the meshes of superstition g:ivs us: "The churZh itself mnst save itself by a flank movelife is beyond repair, never m1cl to your troubles by filling your and the power of priestcraft, and unite in edncating the chil- ment; no man now believes the Bihle account of creation; the
heart with envy, spite, and jealousy. Rather rejoice that they clren in the ennobling truths of science, in cultivating love of myths and fallacies of the churCJh of old are passed away.
are not as unfortunate as yourself; and in mercy, in justice to nature and the study of her laws? Oh, the j'Jy on earth that never to be imposed again." "JYI odern science must be left
your children, studiously endeavor to save them from the de- would resnlt if tho precepts of Liberalism were substituted for free to formulate results." [The lecturer read at some length
feats and bad habits that hav ma1Ted your fortunes. In mercy those of Christianity, and by all practiced! Oh, think of each from the article referred to.]
The church accepts in submission such admissions, and asks
to yourself, make the best of your condition. There must human being, realizing human frailty and human weakness,
always be differences in the circumstances of men. It is not yet ever cloing justice, loving mercy, and honestly striving to with fear and anxiety the question, Who is to be the future
always the diamond-studded shirt-front that covers the happi- make all around them happy. It would make a heaven of master?
\Ve can no longer run religion, politics, or education on the
est heart; not every form inclosed in a sealskin sacqne is free earth, an Eden paradise of every home.
old Christian chnrch dogmas. The chango of base is inevitWHAT LIBERALIS~I OFFERS IN LIEU OF CHRISTIAXITY.
from sorrow, misery, and pain.
THE RICH.
We are often defiantly asked by Christians, What can Lib- able; prudent men will readjust themselv;; and existing instituRich man! look not clown in scorn upon the poor; man. is eralism offer in exchange for faith in the Bible, and hope in tions and the education of the young to tbe new state of the
not less a man because he lacks wealth. If you hav will, abil- Christ? \Y e answer, a life of love, instead of mere profession worlrl which the rushing stream of time is throwing on us.
ity, industry; if you hav trained yourself to habits of thri~t, of faith; the stucly of science, instead of creeds and catechisms; Read 'the admissions in this article of a distinguished clergyshrewdness, and economy, and so secured a competency, Ill knowledge of nature's laws, in lieu of church disciplins; doing man and learn what we are coming to, if this is a clergyman's
justice and mercy toward those who hav struggled, perhaps good from love of humanity, not fear of a vindictiv deity; the opinion of his own creed, and you will rc;tlizo tho need of a reharder than yourself, but failed, try to make their lot easier practice of benevolence and virtue from l.ove of purity and adjustment.
Twenty-five years ago I had a case in the district court before
and happier. In rejoicing at your success, be merciful, truth, not from fear of hell's eternal burmngs; and at lust a
and aid and help the less fortunate. You spend immense sums peaceful death, cheered by the best and truest comfort, the an aged julist of Teutonic extraction c;m the bench. At tho trial
in search of pleasure, oft only to meet satiety, disappointment, conviction we hav not lived in vain. In the language of th& the evidence turned out to be very chfferont to what was supposed, o: t~at the pleadings we;e rrcpared ~0 COV?r. My adand ennui. But the pleasure and delight of helping the poet Smales:
versary ms1sted the case be drsmissecl, while I msisted the
" We are weary of fa!t and prayer,
needy, of relieving the sufferings of the unfortunate, of bringpleadings be amended. Judge was J?-Uch confused; he desired
ing hope to the despairing, exceeds all other J?leusures wealth
Weary of priest and creed,
to do justice according to law, so ud]ot~rned the. ease for concan purchase. Do not do as Christ teaches, giV to all that aAk.
Weary of fagot, rack, and prayer,
sideration. On returning to court the Judge deculed onr pleadThis would only encourage idleness and mendacity. But find
And terrors the churches breed.
ings were merely notions we had got in our heads. '\V e could
Let us rise to a nobler faith,
employment, help to better educate, and try to inspire a spirit
not alter facts. The pleadings must be readjusted to meet tho
A faith in humanity's claims;
of im1ependence, industry, and economy.
IITVALS IN BUSIXESS.
facts.
Rise from the depths of a selfish fear,
(Continued on page 28.)
Liv up to the precepts of Liberali~m-even with yom rival
To wider and purer aims."
0
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Waifs and Wanderings.
BY SAMUEL ·P. PUTNAM.
CHAP:rER

II.

THE REV. GEORGE ADOLPHUS HAPGOOD,

The He~. _George Adolphus Hapgood wns a young
man of bnlhant prospects. He wa'! guided in life by
tp.ree grand principles: First, to wear unspotted
lu~en; secon?, to have his boots well polished;
th1~d, to do Just as pPople expected him to do. By
stnct adherence .to thPRe principles be was assured
of eminent st1ccess. His hrthits were. unexceptionable, especittlly his broaddoth cortt, cut in the latest
style, and fitted by the best of tnilors. Not a spot of
dust ever appPared on his unruffietl bosom; his feet
were well ~hotl and p-lit.tPring. He did not live on
:faith, but beefstE>ak. His complPxion was fresh, and
his te6ltb white, and alwa_vs on exhibition. His hair
was comberl into unvarying picturf\sque confusion.
Its disorder ntvPr tranRI.?rPF<Bed R fixed arrangement.
It!'! most. eccentric sweep wns iluly calculated upon
before the mirror. His presPncA was continuously
dignifiecl Jt. WRiil perfpcfly flrtiRtic; there were nO
breaks of nature, not evpn wlwn he was asleep. He
did not. ewn snore. He was self-conscious in his
p~'Ofoundest ~h~mrers.
He might be caught nappm~. but never off g-u'l.rd.
His smile was permanent, and only nnw &'Jd then rippled into laughter;
and the lau~hter never went beyond cert.ain bounds.
Its wilclest outburRt!'l wpre :foreordained. He was, in
f(iot, a miniRteri&l signboard, gorgeously pR-inted, und
~Jwaya pointing in the right direction, from sheer
in"bility to point oth11rwise~ after having been set up.
He was no hypocrite; but simply a commodity
of goodishnesus, rig-ht sirle up with care, and ready
to ba sold to the highest bidder. , His sermons were
culled from the choicest treasures of pulpit oratory;
I.Uld he could go from borrowed excellence to his
Jiative dullness with 1mch graceful declension, and
up agaiD: with s~ch wary flights, that the beginning
a.nd endmg of his stolen sweets, were lost in his
Qlo~dy rhetoric. There was a sense of quotation,
~bile at the same time he managed to give the
:unpression of origin~tlity. His discourses were in?eed a. marvel of patchwork; a mosaic of plagiar~sm, that dazzled one into thinking that it might be
his own after all. He kept · himself posted as to the
spiritual wants of his congregation, and selected
from the most adequate, if not orthodox, sources.
He was quite splendid in society; knew bow to draw
people out concerning- their petty affairs; kept his
own shallowness to himself; seldom ventured an
original· remark even about the weather; and so his
career open&d with magnificent promise. There was
no position to which he might not aspire. He kept
the pews full and the taxes low.' Some had a dim
idea that be was a saint; but it was universally declared that he was the pink of pG.rfection.
Oupples made his call early; but th!i! Rev. Adolphus
fronted him in perfect array. The haggard appeara.uoe of his parishioner betokened a funeral, and
.A.dolphU,Q was on the point of selecting a text, "All
fteih is grass." He amiled a little when Cupples told
his nigbt'll experience, and put the text aside for
fu.tuxe use. It was a handy text and he knew just
how to develop it, especially to the hymn,
"Hark from the tomb a doleful sound."

At the same time he did not. believe that his own
tl.esb was grass, or hay, wood, or stubble, but
fine gold, and entirely unfit for worms In fact, he
would like to go to heavE'n like the prophet, in a
chariot of :lire, provided he had time to dress for
the oooa11ion. But death was something that he
thought of only for rhetorical flourish. He was quite
•• happy" at funerals, and the mourners always
looked back to the ceremony with delight. To hear
such a. sermon over their own body, how willingly
they ·would die-for an hour or two. Next to being
:flattered ourselves, we like to have our dead friends
:flattered; though the probability is that if they were
alive, we should be equally pleased to have some
eloquent tongue show forth their bad qualities.
Death somehow seems to make 0ur friends a personal
posseMion. We have ownership in them, and of
course want them crowned and glorified. It's a com·
pliment to ourselves.
"I don't know what to do,'' said Cupples, with a
mournful scrat'ch of his head;
"Heavy and solemn."

just putting a foot into the unknown ocean of surmise.
"Haven't any doubt of it," said Cupples. "It's a
perfect devil."
.
" 'Sh,'' said the reverend adventurer, shuddering
back again to firm land, "I didn't mean that exactly.
But no matter." After an inward prayer to God, that
is, to himself, he continued, "Have you any plans in
reference to the child ?"
"No."
"Can you not find an asylum for it?"
"I hope so, but I don't know how."
Here was a pause. The Rev. Hapgood was perplexed. He looked at his boots, wherein was the
only reflection of which he was capable; adjusted his
collar, and swept his hair into a favorite curve, and
appeared to be thinking. Of CQUl'Se he was not,
thinking, for this did not come within the scope of
his principles. A minister, according to Hapgood's
code, was not expected to think: only to make belie' e
think, and in this he was quite skillful. Fortunately
a new idea occurred to Cupples, and he hastened to
impart it to the clerical vacuity.
" I wonder if Mrs. Binney wouldn't take it,'' he
hurst out. "She is rich; got a big house almost
empty; hasn't a chick or child in the wide world.
'Twould do her good. The baby is as handsome as
a pidur. Mr. Hapgood."
Mr. Hapgood meditated as if he were liolving the
problE>m of the universe. Abstractly considered, it
seemed a capital plan. But Hapgood did not care
for abstract truth. He merely wanted to know about
that which concerued his own welfare. He was interested in gravitation only so far as it dropped the
apple into his own pocket. He had not the slightest
Wish to find out that the moon obeyed the same law,
much less that the Pleiades and Orion did so. He
only recognized Arcturus as it gave an additional
glimmer to his boots, and for that the gaslight was
preferable. It was not Mrs. Binney's good that he
sought, but what she might expect him to do. So
be was prepared neither to second nor to oppose
·cupples's suggestion.
"Perhaps so," he confusedly murmured. "We
cannot always tell. Had not you better see her?"
"Will you give me a note to help the matter
along?" asked Cupples.
Here was another rock for the reverend mariner to
avoid. What would Mrs. Binney think? He determined to be upon the safe side.
~'You had better see Mrs. Binney and talk the
matter over with her. We will trust to her generosity. I am sure she will help you if it lies within her
power. Speak to her in your own way; I will call
upon her this afternoon."
The Rev. Hapgood didn't promise to do anything
more than call, and he didn't mean to do anything
more. Cupples thought he did, however, and was
grateful. Was it Hapgood's fault if CupPles misunderstood him ?
~
Cupples took hi!j! hat and started for the door.
Now that Hapgood was sure his parishioner was going, and would lay no more snares for his shining
feet, he grasped him heartily by the hand and poured
forth a flood of fine sentiments which quite impressed Cupples and made him feel that Hapgood
was one of the noblest of men.
,"I am glad the baby has fallen into such good
hands, Mr. Cupples; I am sure you will care for it
most tenderly and fihd a home for the poor orphan.
Your heart beats for the right and true, and providence has sent the child that you might exhibit your
benevolence. Good-bye; and success to your philanthropic enterprise. May its children's children rise
up and call you blessed."
It is evident that Hapgood · didn't steal that
speech.
He came off with flying colors. He had done
what Cupples had expected him to do; and yet he
had done nothing; and there was no danger of offending any body. So far as he was concerned, the
baby might starve to death. His linen was clean, his
boots bright, and no more was expected, and no more
would he do. With this comfortable. conviction, or
rather conclusion-for he was hardly capable of conviction, even of sin-he sat down to cull some fine
passages for his next Sunday's sermon. Its subject
was "Everlasting Punishment;" and he took the
safe position of damning everybody except himself and those who helped to giv him his comfortable
position in life.
[TO BE CONTINUED.l

but the result of the one consuming the other. And
though mind is something bes]des smoke, it can no
more exist independent of matter than can smoke
aside from the consumption of fuel, and when the
fuel is consumed the fire goes out and the smoke
ceases. So when the electrical chemical forces are exhausted in a human system (fuel) the fire of magnetism expires, and the mind ceases to rise, or ha:s no
longer any activities, because there is no el?ctncal,
magnetic, chemical organization to generate It. But
all those activities of mind in their results remain in
the universe as past effects and present and future
causes for continuous developments of good or evil.
. ELLA E. GIBSON.

Panl at Rome.
Our apostle is now on his way from Pontioli, or
Diccarchia, to Rome, a distance of about one hundred
and fifty miles by land.
"And the brethren there hearing of our ap_Proach, came
out. to meet us as far as the village called Appil Forum, and
as far as the Three Taverns" (xxviii, 15).

Appii 'Forum was forty-three miles from Rome~
arrd the Three Taverns thirty-three miles.
"And when Paul saw them he gflve thank>~ to God and was
encouraged. And he went on to Rome. And the centurion
allowAd Paul to reside where he pleased with a soldier who
guarded him" (16).

King James's version reads: "The centurion delivrm•d the pri,Qoners to the captain of the guard; but Paul
was suffered to dwell" etc. But these italiC~ized words
are not found in the oldest codices, and are omitted
in the Revision.
"And after three days Paul sent and called for the principal Jews. And when they were assembled he said to them:
MeR, my brethren, although I had in nothing risen up against
the people or the law of my fathers, I was, at Jerusalem, delivered over in bonds to the Romans. And they, when
they had examined me, were disposed to release me, because
they found in me no offense deserving dea.th, And as the
Jews withstood me, I was compelled to utter an appeal to
Coosar; but not because I had anything of which to accuse the
people of my nation. For this reason .I sent for you to come,
that I might see ·you, and might state these things to you; for
it is on account of the hope of Israel that I am bound with
this chain. Th<'y said to him: We hav received no epistle
from Judea against thee; and none of the brethren who hav
come from Jerusalem hav told us any evil thing of thee.
But we are desinms to hear from thee what thou tbinkest;
for this doctrin, we know, is not received by any one" (17-22).

Mark the words w.e hav italicized and then the corresponding words of the Greek codices, translated
thus: "For as concerning this sect, we know that
everywhere 1:t is spnlcen against." The Greek scribe
thought it was too humiliating a confession to say,
"This doctrin is not received by any one" in the city
of Rome; it would be a bar to the claim set up as
early as the time of Irenrnus (A.D. 190) that Simon
Kepha, alias St. Peter, was bishop of Rome from the
early part of the reign of Claudius to the close of_
the reign of Nero-i.e., from A.D. 42 or 44 to 66 or
68.
0

"And they appointed a day; and many assembled and
came to him at his lodgings."

Where, oh where, was the church of Rome A.D. 63,
when the great apostle to the gentiles found no
house of wor~hip open for him, but had to proclaim.
the gospel at his own lodgings?
The Roman Catholics feel the force of the Protestant argument that Peter was never'at Rome, asappears from the following annotations to the English
Vulgate New Testament, 1582.
"Greater evidence cartes there is thereof, and more
weighty testimony than of Romulus, Numa, Coosar, or Cicero
being there. Yet were he a brutish man that would deny
this, .to the discredit of so many writers and the whole
world."

Then after citing several of the fathers to prove
that Peter was the first bishop of Rome, how long he
lived there, how he died, and where he was buried,
the annotator makes a ludicrous attempt to answer
what he calls the best argument the 'Protestants can
make, to wit: "If Peter had been at Rome, Paul
would hav saluted him, as he <lid others in the end
of his letter to the Romans."
"Is not this a high point to disprove all antiquity by? Any
man of discretion may straight see that Peter might be
known unto Paul to be out of the city, either for persecution
or business, when this epistle was written."
"Or, if Peter happened to be at home, 'The apostle might,
for respect of his dignity and other of the church's affairs,
write unto him special letters, and so had no cause to salute
him in this common epistle.'
"Or how know they that this epistle was not sent inclosed
to Peter to be delivered by his means to the whole church of
the Romans in some of their assemblies? It is very like it
was recommended to some one principal man or other, that
is not here named. And twenty causes there may be unknown to us why he saluted him not; but no cause why our
adversaries upon ~uch frivolous reasons should reprove an
approved truth. For even as well might they say that John
was never at Ephesus, because Paul, in his [spurious] epistle
to the Ephesians, doth not salute him [nor any one else].
Ancl plain it is that it is the Roman seat and faith of Peter
which they, as all Heretics before them, do fear and hate, 1
and which will be their bane; and they know that there is no
argument which convinceth in their conscience that Peter
was never at Rome.''

" Have you no idea where the baby came from?"
asked the Rav. Mr. Hapgood, carefully weighing
Mind and Matter Again.
every word for fear that he might commit himself.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The pos" Not the least," rPplied Cupples.
sibility of the manifestation of what is called mind
"Was there nothing with it?'' asked Hapgood, always existed in all forms of matter, else there could
after a profound considt-ration as to whether such a never hav been those manifestations; it only required
question would compromise him.
time for those possibilities to develop themselvs.
"Only some clothes, a bottle of milk, and a basket." The germs of thought were co-existent with matter,
"Don't you think it may belong to some friend of but, being so much more refined than matter, must
yours?" said Hapgovd, gropingly, not to find out the throw from themselvs the crude properties of matter
The above is taken from the notes to Romans xvi.
truth: but what was best for himself to say or do in before mind, ae a resultant, could so perfect itself as
tu;-, CI~cu~~tn.n<'~R.
,
.
t.o become _what is call~d mind, and manifest itself as At the end of Acts the writer appends a chronological
Isuch. It IS as the smoke that rises from the con- table to show when Peter was at Rome. In this table
I cant uuagme who, said Cupples.
" Do you think it a child of sin?" said Hapgood, sumption of fuel, it is neither the fuel nor the fire the apostle leaveth Jewr--, A.:p. M, to avoid the fury of

'
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Herod. He then appointeth Euodius bishop of Antioch, and passing by Corinth he cometh to Rome to
confound Simon Magus. Having founded the church
of Rome, he afterward leaveth Jt for a time to visit
other churches, Linus and Cletus being •his coadjutors both in his absence and presence. Coming to
Jerusalem A.D. 51, he holdeth the first council. Then
he returneth to Rome, the Catholic faith by his diligence now made famous through the world. Thence
he writeth his first epistle (from Babylon), and finally
he is crucified in the fourteenth year of Nero, on the
same day that Paul is beheaded. This would be A.D.
67 or 68, but the tabUlator puts it A.D. 70, two years
after Nero's death!
By this lucid table "the studious reader may discover " says the oracular Catholic scribe, " the folly of the
P;otestants that can :find no time when Peter might
possibly come to Rome, be- bishop, and die there!"
But to return to PauL
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them from infancy; they are good. examples of hon- and in health. Ing-ersoll calls this "intemperate
esty and sobriety.
JoHN RAY.
temperance." So be it. But of this I am fully satisfied-that we will never, never hav "liberty for man,
woman, and child " until the principle he condemns
Liberty and Prohibition.
is practiced by the human race. He might talk a
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Brother thousand vears about liberty, and let rum run free,
E. C. Walker has seen fit, in an article lately pub- which freedom he favors, and victims of the slavish
lished in your paper, to apply these expressions to vice will make millions mourn.
me personally: "illogical remark;" " ungenerous
I am aware that the opponents of prohibition honflings;" "reckless and cruel charges;" and, to cap the estly believe that to prohibit rum-selling is a;n invaclimax of my iniquity, he says I am unjust to my sion of personal liberty, human rights. On this I am
"fellow Liberals."
ready to make a square issue in both oral and written
Of what awful thing am I guilty, which has so
debate.
wrought up our friend and excited his indignation?
Mr. Walker says, "W. F. Jamieson is equally illogThis: I took exception to the seventh plank of the ical with Abbot, Underwood, Bundy, Comstock & Co."
League congress, which, I hold, misrepresents thou- Can he not see the difference between freedom of
sands of Liberals by saying "Temperance (prohibi- opinion and unrestrained action? Does it logically
tion) laws" are insulting restrictions of personal lib- follow because I am heartily in favor of the right of
erty. I deny it.
the p~ople to promulgate even wrong opinions, tb.at I
I regretted that the League is made " directly or
"And he- explained to them respecting the kingdom of
am
equally in favor of w,rong. conduc~?. Is this .a
God, testifying and. persuading them concerning Jesus, out indirectly" the tool of the rumselling power.
specimen of friend Walkers logiC? This IS the logic
This
is
the
sum
and
substance
of
my
offending.
of the law of Moses, and out of the prophets, from morning
of the pUlpit. It is the subtil sophism of wJ:Iich the
till evening" (23).
For saying this I am pelted with epithets, which go Spanish inquisitors were guilty-confonndmg fa~se
Yes, indeed, out of the Pentateuch and the proph- further with some people than arguments.
opinions with wicked cond~lCt. I am perfec~ly willIn the meekness of a lamb may I be permitted to
ets PaUl found all the facts concerning Jesus; for even
ing
that pagan, Jew. Cathohc ~~ould ente~tam .w~at
in his epistles he tells us little enough of the actual gently remark, in the presence of my furious assail- ever opinions he selects, but If any of his opmwns
ant,
that
I
had
not
the
most
distant
thought
of
doing
earthly life of his anointed savior.
carried into ar.tion would rob me of my farm (If I had
I did think, when
"And some of them assented to his discourses, and others injustice to my fellow Liberals.
one), there is n~ Liberal who wo~d ~ot object, and
did not assent. And they went out from him, disagreeing reading t.hat seventh plank, that the injustice was
among themselvs. And Paul addressed to them this speech: done by the Liberal League Congress to every "tem- woUld compel him by law to drop It.
There are no anti-prohibitionists, I believe, that
Well did the Holy Spirit, by the mouth of Isaiah, the prophet,
speak concerning your fathers, Go unto this people and say perance (prohibition)" Liberal man and woman in dare intimate that thfl business of rum-selling is not
the
land.
And
I
still
think
so.
I
hav
nothing
to
to them, Hearing, ye will hear, and will not understand; and
a nefarious traffic. BecausB I sfj.y that " Liberty is
ye will see, and will not comprehend. For the heart of this take back. Its passage was a burning shame and an
people is made fat, and their hearing they hav made heavy, open disgrace to the cause of Liberalism in this Virtue's mother," I was not aware that ~ stood committed, logically, to the notion that Rum IS the daughand their eyes hav they closed; lest they should see with
their eyes, and hear with their ears·, and nncle.rstand with country. It may be "cruel" and "wicked" and "un- ter of Liberty !
.
their hearts and be converted, and I should forgiv them. generous " and "reckless'' in me to dissent from that
In this discussion, if my opponents will adhere to
Therefore be this known to you, that to the gentiles is this seventh plank; but it was sevenfold all these for that
the strict canons of lop:ic, it will be shown that in opredemption of God sent, and they will hear 1t" (24-28).
congress to pass that seventh disgrace.
poping "prohibitor,¥ (temperan?e) laws," they logThat is to say, the gentiles of Rome and Italy· hav
It may be, too, that the men and women who ically oppose the smence of law Itself, upset all govnot yet'received the new doctrin, but they will now passed it are as strictly temperate as I "dare be." ernment, and introduce universal anarchy.
hear it. And yet the Catholie church claims that If they are, they hav a queer way of showing it.
Pipe Stone City, liiinn.
W. F. JAliiiESON.
Peter had been preaching at Rome about twenty
The Christian church, which passed resolutions
years, and that by his diligence the Roman faith was forty years ago against the abolitionists, just as the
The Sabbath-Brealdn~ Cat.
now made famous through the world!
League has against the prohibitionists, has been busy
To
'l'HE
EDrroR
OF THE Tuu·rH SEEKER, Si:r: About
The next verse, though unimportant, is an acknowl- ever since in trying to show that it was always the
century
ago
in this state the pious people wanthalf
a
'
edged interpolation: ·
friend
of
the
slave,
and
only
condemned
the
aboli1
"And when he had thus said, the Jews retired; and there tionists because of their " cruel charges," and who, ed, as they now do, a special act passed that would
were great disputations among them" (2\J).
in a "reckless" manner, made the " illogical and make it a crime to travel on Sunday, except to oue
It is omitted in the revised New Testament, not wicked charges" ,that the churches, which sang songs of their churches. Accordingly a so-called pious line
in favor of Pmitan liberty, at the self-same time made of stages was projected and, I think, started. I am
being found in any of the early MSS.
"And Paul hired a house, at his own cost, and res1decl in themselvs tools, "directly and indirectly," of the unable to say positivly, but presume the seats-and
it two years; and there he received all that c~tme to him. slave power. What did it matter that the church probably the whole vehicle-were to hav been conseAnd he preached concerning the kingdom of God, and taught north declared, over and over, that it was as much crated and blest. What they would hav done, given
boldly concerning the Lord Jesus Messiah without hindrance"
the power, was demonstrated in Connecticut a short
the friend of freedom as abolitionists dare be?
(30, 31).
.
If the Christian church committed a grievous mis- time ago.
This abrupt termination of the book has grieved
To show up the hypocrisy and sham piet;y of the
take,
or,
rather,
crime,
on
the
slavery
question,
the
many a devout Christian, who would hav given his
scheme the following satirical lines were wntten. If
life to know how Paul ended his days. But the .Liberal League Congress has committed a mistake you thi~k them deserving a repi·int, we will see them
no
less
serious.
Whatever
blunders
the
Liberal
"Man of Sin " has a wicked suspicion that St. Luke,
in THE TrmTH SEEKER. I regret that the author was
or whoever was the inspired writer of Acts, added League may hav made in the past, this is the greatest too modest to {l'iV his name or initials.
of
all.
In
my
judgment
it
has
set
Liberalism
back
something which, for cogent reasons, the early CathSyracuse, N. Y.
J. VAN DENllURGH.
many years. It is a terrible scourge which the
olic fathers cut off. For those crafty ecclesiastics
THill SABllATll-llREARING CAT.
League
has
put
into
the
hands
of
the
church.
knew that a canonical disclosure of the fact that Paul
All the articles which I hav ever read against pro- There was a Presbyterian cat-a cat of high renown-went to Rorrie in the reign of Augustus Cmsar would
hibition,
and I hav read all I could obtain, seem Who took a route one Sabbath day and wandered through the
play the mischief with historical Christianity.
town;
_
stuffed with sophisms in the name of "personal lib- When lo! within her reach she sp1e~ 11 rat upon the w>tll. _
erty." Prohibition is no more a contradiction of She caught it nt a single bound, whiCh made the poor thmg
l'llr. Walker's Command of' Language.
personal liberty than was abolition. If I am illogical,
squall;
d ·
·th h
She hugged it in a wanton mood, and squeeze 1t Wl
er
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your let us hav the proof, and not mere assertion.
.
.
paws;
.
issue of Dec. 22d was an article over the name of E.
Here is a statement that I did not expect friend At length she shed its precious blood WJth her 1ong pwrcmg
C. Walker, a gentleman whose contributions to THE Walker to make against me, namely, that my charge
k ·t- h
th
TRuTH SEEKER I hav often read with interest. Mr. that the League made itself a tool of the rum-selling Then, claws.
sporting with her favorit prey, she ~oo 1 1? e1· mou ,
And
hled
her
home
without
delay,
to
eat
~t,
nothwg
loth.
Walker appears to possess the faculty of putting power is wholly without foundation, and that I "well
words together in a manner to express his meaning know it." Has it come to this, that the only way to "Ye graceless wretch!" auld mammy cnes; "What hae ye
.
been about?,,
more clearly than myself and some others of your meet an opponent is to accuse him of knavery? He To violate
our Sabbath day by your unseem1Y rout.
contributors are able to do. As for myself, I should asserts that a " large proportion of the men and "Lord! mammy, see," says Margery; :'she's been at work, I
not like to undertake to discuss with him the point women who voted for that resolution hav no more
trow!
,
t I
'"
that white was not black, for he having so much bet- connection with the 'rum-power' than has W. F. Upon our holy Sabbath clay-see! there.s a r,~ , vow.
"Ye graceless wretch!'' auld mammy cr1es; ye shall be well
ter command of language than myself I should be Jamieson." Who said they had? The same thing
chastised,
t' 1 "
likely to come out only second best in argument, was true of the ministers aJ.ld bishops of the church As soon
as Monday morn appears, for what ye 11ae prac 1sec.
On
Monday
morning
11ll
aro~e, poor puss amongst_ :he, rest;
though in point of fact I was right.
north when they voted against the abolitionists in
In the article refeiTed to lVIr. Walker undertakes relatwn to slavery. Considering the stress Brother The auld man fell upon h1s knees, and thus h1s Got! addressed:
.
h
· d ·
to criticise an article in THE Trwnr SEEKER on the Walker lays upon " logic," I should think he woUld "0 Lord,
ye know this graceless cat, wh1eh we av rmse In
temperance question, by Ellwood Chantler, and be- see, without having it pointed out to him, that perawe .
littles that writer in a way that partakes too much of sons may be made tools without being conspirators. Upon thy Sabbath caught a rat, contrary to ~hy law.
Forgiv
ns Lord our numerous sins accordmg t? thy sense,
the character of Christian charity, which would hav Every day honest people are made tools of treacherDo not im'pute t~ our souls this wretched eat's offense ..
all to conform to its creed. Had M:r. Walker known ous sharpers. I hav nowhere accused the men and She has been raised with pious care, and often eatech1.sed-;-;
the writer of that article, with his honest, upright women who voted for that black spot on the Liberal So soon as I bav done my praye_r she sh~ll be well chast1sed.
principles and conscientious convictions to pursue a League of any criminal intent. Doubtless, as he says, Poor puss no longer could con tam, bu~ nsmg from her knee~ •.
course to do what he can for the welfare of human- "a large proportion of them are as strict temperance She thus broke forth, in rustic stra1~: "Loru, hear me, 1f
you please:
.
ity, I am sure Mr. Walker, like myself, could not help men and women, both in theory and practice, as he The laws
of nature I obey, witho~t the l~ast restrmnt,
.
but admire his spirit of humanity and allow him the dare be." Who said they were not? Friend Walker For which alone my master clear 1s lodgwg such com~lamt.
right to think for himself, although their views upon always appears to be unduly sensitiv on this point, If nature's laws were not designed to regnlat~ onr ways,
Why were they impressed on every mind, w1thout respect to
the temperance question might differ.
and frequently resents an accusation against his temdays?
We professing Liberals ought to extend a more perance principles which his opponent has not made. If Sabbath
days were set apart, reserved as d~yH of:est,
Liberal charity towards Liberals-and others, too- He appears to imagin that because he, a strict tem- Im ress this truth on every heart, and make 1t mamfest.
M/
master
dear, with all his prayer, on Sabbaths doth you
than is often the case. With regard to anti-prohibi- perance man, flies to the aid of free drinking, on the
tion Mr. Walker can find arguments that appear rea- slightest prov0cation, people will suspect that he
seek,
1
f th
But, rest assured, you're his least care the ba ance o
e
sonable. The Prohibitionists can also find argu- is a free drinker himself. I think that is not the
week.
.
dt · k
ments that appear reasonable and very weighty. A point. I did not raise it. Why shoUld he ? I un- He is a Sabbath devotee, with wily ans an r1c ·s,
.
few years ago I was on :M:r. ·walker's side of the ques- derstand the se11se in which so many persons claim Who serves the Lord each seventh da;v to pa;y the score of s1~.
tion, and now, though not a red-hot Prohibitionist, I to be "strictly temperate." Every moderate drinker Remove, 0 Lord, that filthy vail wh1ch blmds my masters
am on that side, and hav had good reasoiJ:o for chang- of alcoholic beverages can claim to be a temperance Teach ~:\o know--and, knowing, feel--wherein true virtue
ing; the move is, in my opinion, in the right direc- man or woman. Now, I look upon such temperance
lies.
h' h h
t . l
tion. Hoping my friend, Mr. Walker, will read this people as already on the road to the drunkard's 'Tis acts alone, and not the day on w lC t ~ ac 18 ~.one,
Thnt
constitute
the
misery
we
find
beneath
toe
sun.
in the spirit in which it was Wl'itten, I am sure grave. There is no safety for mankind in general Not waiting to be bid adieu, she bound eel thr,ough ~1e door
there will be no offense taken.
from the enslaving power of stro:ng drink except in To seek for game-her favorit.sport-uud ne er was heard of
The Chantler brothers are farmers. I hav known luial abdmence frQm, all intoxicatin.;g drink, in sickness
more.
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service, and the puritan Sunday law is powerless pit of hell would be found deep enough for a railer
before their wealth. They, however, giv their men at the successor of St. Peter?
a week-day to rest, and this is just the same. Human
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Ministerial Salary-Grabbers.
played-out bosh. Of what use is a day of rest, if the
One of New York;s senators has distinguished only place open to spend it in is a rumshop or a
.Another Dogma Given Up.
himself by introducing into the Senate of the United church? No one wants to forcibly close the churches,
In his last Sunday's sermon Mr. Beecher took ocand it seems that no one can close the saloons. The
States the following bill:
casion
to remark that:
great body of the people will not spend all their Sun"A bill to increase the salaries and pay of the chaplains in
"The
arithmetical formula of three in one and one in three
days in listening to sermons, and they will go somethe army:
is preposterous."
where.
The
common
sense
method,
then,
is
to
sub"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative
This is another milestone in Mr. Beecher's evoluof the United States of America in Congress assembled, That stitute decent places for the low ones to which the
the salaries of chaplains in the armies of the United States idle are now forced_ to resort. Put a well stocked tion. About the only orthodox belief to which the
shall, .from and after the first day o/ July, eighteen hundred and
library, a cheerful reading-room, a beautiful art gal- great Brooklyn preacher still clings is the idea of
dghty-three, be at the rate of one thousand eight hundred dolGod, and in his conception of this God he differs
lars per annum, instead of one thousand five hundred dol- lery, a legitimate moral drama, in competition with
very
widely from his co-pulpiteers. lHr. Beecher has,
a
groggery
or
a
low-down
dive
or
concert
saloon,
lars, as now provided by section twelve hundred and sixtyone of the Revised Statutes, together with forage for one and who can_ think so ill of human nature-even at various times, abjured the following Christian
horse."
when corrupted by Catholicism-as to doubt that the dogmas:
1. Hell.
Mr. Elbridge G. Lapham is the person ostensibly result will be for almost immeasurable good? Pes2.
The fall of man.
fathering this measure, but that he is primarily re- simism on this subject can only come from the
3.
The s.tonement.
opinion
that
centuries
of
Christianity
hav
utterly
desponsible for it there is no reason to believe. Un4. The trinity.
doubtedly some chaplain affected by it is the real based mankind, an opinion we are sure the religious
Now if a man can repudiate all these and still be
mover, and Mr. Lapham consents to introduce it for people generally would not share. Heretofore the
a
Christian,
it must be evident that in its evolution
the glory of God-and votes for Mr. Lapham when Independent has affected to desire progress in civiliChristianity
has already arrived at that point of dezation. ~It will serve that cause much better by helphe again runs for office.
velopment
where
all traces of its ancestry are lost.
The modesty of these chaplains becomes apparent ing along these Sunday openings than by applauding
Its
variation
of
species
has proceeded as fast as the
the
Middle
Age
sentiments
of
a
few
supercilious
foson observing the retroactiv clause that the increase
most hopeful evolutionist could expect. But it seems
shall date from last July. One would think that the sils.
almost certain that most churchmen will contend that
experience of the congressmen who took back pay
Trouble .Among the Faithful.
Mr. Beecher is an Infidel and not a Christian at all.
would hav deterred the chaplains from asking any
The Rome correspondent of the London Post is auThe torture which religion brings to earnest souls
more than an increase for future services, but discrethority for the statement that the pope is to be ex- early made Mr. Beecher unhappy.
tion, it seems, is not a characteristic of the militant
perimented upon with dynamite by some of his Ameri"When I was a boy," he said, "if anybody ever hungered
shepherds who pray to the God of battles. They
can Fenian followers if he does not restrain himself and thirsted after religion I did. I tried to get it and tried
might as well hav asked for back pay for the last six
from interfering in the affairs of Ireland. The pope to get it. I was like one who heard the sound of music in a
years as for six months, so far as the principle of honis warned that there are priests; whom he is bound house to which he was invited and could not find a coat and
esty is concerned, and it would be just as legitimate
to receive, who will obtain access to his presence, and could not make one. I read Jonathan Edwards' horrible
and constitutional for Deacon Lapham to ask Conabout hell. They were made for hell, and ought to
who will sustain the cause of the Irish against op- sermons
be sent to hell. I thought I was a depraved little sinne1·,
gress to build them each a hundred-thousand-dollar
pression.
without a particle of good in me. I was burdened with a
church as it is to vote money to pay their salaries.
This betokens an unpleasant state of affairs, and historic sense of being sinful; I was taught that I was born
Congress has no power to establish religion, but if
should the Fenians put their threat into execution totally depraved, and I concluded I was a bundle of fuel for
voting eighteen hundred dollars a year apiece to sevthe dogma of papal infallibility would receive a hell fire. I hav seen the time that I wished I was the cow I
eral hundred preachers, besides keeping_ a horse for
was driving into the field-it would all be over with her when
severe blow. Every Catholic is bound on pain of ex- she
died."
them to ride while better men go afoot, is not estabcommunication from the holy apostolic church here
lishing religion in the army, then the English lan- and eternal flames hereafter to believe that the pope's
This is the experience of hundreds, yes, thousands,
guage needs revising as badly as did the New Tes- order to the Irish priests to refrain from interfering of Freethinkers. But now that they are free they
tament. We quite agree with the Sun that this with the English government is right. Should he do not, like Mr. Beecher, stand up and pretend to
measure of legislation is defectiv in political morality. be killed because of it, his successor would not prob- teach the religion that made them such cowardly
The support of chaplains in any form is a piece of ably care to follow his example, and might, through slaves. They are not content with negativing a few
unconstitutional rascality.
The stealing of six the persuasiv power of dynamite, be induced to re- of the grossest impositions in the scheme.
To be consistent, and to win the highest respect of ·
months' back pay is a small thing compared to the scind the order. In such an event the difficulty
persistent violation of the fundamental principles of of deciding whi9h was tpe infallible dictum might be mankind, Mr. Beecher should publicly ascend the
platform upon which he really stands. His true
our government.
too great for the brain of the average Catholic and
place in the intellectual struggle now going on is by
might lead to an untold amount of heretical thought.
The " Independent " and the Sunday Question. "What makes the papal opinion so valuable to the the side of Col. Ingersoll.
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Mr. Bowen's paper opposes the opening of art
galleries, libraries, museums, and other placelil of
amusement and instruction on Sundays, for the
reason that after this "then comes the delugefactories open, shops open, laborers and clerks
enslaved by seven days' work, and the sanitary and
social and moral blessings of the seventh day
rest, whether you call it Jewish, Christian or Mohammedan, lost." This is unadulterated nonsense. Is
the Independent so ignorant as not to know that the
day of rest is a custom older than any western religion; that before Christ, and while Moses is said
to hav been :floundering ·around in the wilderness,
eastern people made one day in seven a holiday?
There is no law to prevent employers demanding the
services of their workmen on our secular holidays,
but they do not, neither would the workmen submit.
It is perfectly legitimate for the state to recognize
and make legal the weekly rest; what the state
should not do is to attempt to interfere with the
manner in which the rest-day may be spent. Already
the railroad corporations and others demand Sunday

Irish?" says the Times, "is the fact that it is infallible. There is a great deal, no doubt, in having an
assarance from the highest possible authority that
you are all right. But this very fact makes it impossible to change the infallible mind. The pope's
private advices, dating from before all worlds, upon
the political duties of Irishmen, cannot possibly be
modified by ephemeral postal cards on the situation
written by an anonymous Irishman who does not pretend to b!'l infallible, but only declares his ability to
smash the head of the church with a shi.llalah or blow
it out of the chair of Saint Peter with dynamite. If
the infallible mind could be changed by temporary
accidents to the precarious person of its incumbent,
it would be no longer infallible, and hence unworthy
of notice. Threats to blow up the cardinals might
be equally efficacious without being so transparently
irrational."
We are afraid the Times is poking fun at the pope,
which a Protestant ought not to do; for what if the
Lutheran schism should, after all, turn out to be the
work of antichrist, as the very faithful hold? What

THE judiciary, court of pardons, and governor of New J ersey hav committed a murder-judicial, it is true, but nevertheless a murder. On Thursday, the 3d inst., the gallows in
Newark had two victims. One of them was James Graves, a
man who had up to his 66th year never .been before a court.
He was known as an eccentric but harmless old man, who
lived alone, and fancied that he was an inventor. He was
intolerably plagued by street boys, and one day he fired a
pistol at one of his worst tormentors, killing him. Graves
was tried and condemned, but it was not expected he would
be hung, as his mental condition was well known. Seven
physicians testified to his insanity, among them being the
best experts on lunacy in this part of the country. The autopsy performed after his death proved beyond doubt that
he was not a responsible person. While in jail he has been
feeble-minded and wandering in his speech, and his childishness touched the hearts of his jailers. About 9 o'clock on the
morning of his death his lawyer tried to make him understand that the Court of Pardons had declined to extend
clemency to him, a-nd that t-he governor bad refused to even
grant a respite. "Graves," he said, "You are going to be
hanged to-day. You will die very soon." "Well i'" replied
the C!ld man in a questioning way. "Don't you understand
me?" asked the lawyer. "I didn't rest last night," he answered, '' and I don't know when I'll get better reat. Perhaps to-night. I must finish this thiag, and next week I'll
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THE Liberals of Texas are l!etting an exceedingly good ex- to a good many hereafter. If the Westmoreland dominie
ample for us of other states to follow. They hav nearly com- could argue us into the belief that we were a saint in good
pleted a four-thousand-dollar hall in Waco, the opening of standing, it might be worth while.
which is thus noticed by the Waco Day of December 22d:
FoLLoWING the good· example of THE TRUTH SEEKER, but
"Our Liberal friends could not hav asked for a happier oc- afar off, the Investigator has issued a card calendar for 1884.
casion than the opening of their new hall last night -the first It is printed on heavy cardboard, 11x14 inches, in red and
event of the kind, by the way, in the state. The building,
which is situated on Washington street, between Sixth and blue with purple border, and is designed for a desk calendar,
Seventh, is of wood, but constructed very substantially. It or to post up for frequent reference. It is exceedingly neat
is seventy-five feet in length by fifty in width. The c.eiling, and pretty, an ornament to any office, and Mr. Mendum
with a view to acoustic qualities, is arched and is very lofty. se~ ds it out for five c_ents' worth of stamps, Every FreeThe edifice is yet to be painted and papered, but shows how thinking business man ought to post one over his desk, and
comfortable and capacious it is. Three chandeliers, with
several jets of gas, light the room. When completed it will hang up a TRUTH SEElrEB ANNUAL beside it for his visitors to /
cost $4,000 and will be highly creditable to those who de- consult.
signed and built it. The night was quite inclement, but as
THE Nashville, Tenn., Liberal approvingly quotes our reply
early as eight o'clock visitors commenced to arrive and they
THE Liberals of San Jose, Cal., hav a Young People's Pro- came in groups until midnight. There were no formal open- to Mr. Kirby and <;redits it to the Investigator. It is only
gressiv Lyceum, which has been in existence about a year ing ceremonies, no speechmaking or anything of the kind- another error of the intelligent compositor, probably, but
and numbers some seventy scholars. Its objects, as stated simply sociability and good cheer. On entering, the first supposing Brother Seaver shouldn't agree with all we said?
by Dr. J. L. York in. a lecture before it on the 23d nit., are thing that. struck the reporter's eye were the tables for raflles
and the sale of fancy articles. These were in charge of
the giving to all lovers of perfect liberty, conscience, and ladies and did a lively business during the evening, disposing
MB. REMSBURG lectured in Cleveland December 27th; gave
mental development, an organization where old and young of many useful and beautiful articles. The supper tables three discourses at Nunda, this state, the first of this month;
will be instructed. in all that pertains to their moral, mental, were a sight long to be remembere,d. We hav heard of tables was at Petersburg, Pa., on the 4th and 5th; at Pittsburgh the
and physical welfare. Its motto is universal mental liberty. .'groaning' under a weight of good things, and certainly the 6th, Irwin Station the 7th, and Columbus the 8th; visited
Meetings are held every Sunday. As its motto states: it tables last night illustrated the force of the expression. 'I he Hamburg, N. Y., three days, ending the 11th; is at Brockport
repast was a complete one-substantials, delicacies, and
urges no particular belief, but leaves everyone at liberty to dainties-everything good to eat that· the market could fur- to-day and to-morrow (12th and 13th); will be at Yorkshire
believe as he may from his own standpoint. Confining itself nish. Each and every guest was seated and allowed ample on the 14th and 15th; at Randolph the 16th, 17th, and 18th;
to the realm of absolute knowledge, there can be no ground time to enjoy the bill of fare, served by lady waiters who at Philadelphia the 19th; Lonsdale, Pa., the 20th, 21st, and
for quarrel. In his lecture on the occasion referred to, Dr. were unremitting in their attentions. 'rhe dancing com- 22d; this city before the Liberal Club on the 25th, and at
York defined Secularism in a very clear and impartial man- menced at nine o'clock, led by the superb Walhall orchestra, Boston at the New England Freethinkers' Convention on the
who discoursed their best music, which was kept up until after
ner. The doctor, says the San Jose Jtiercury, is a rapid talker, midnight. As to the personnel of the assembly it was noticed 27th, 28th, and 29th. None of our lecturers work harder than
and possesses a wonderful.power of magnetism over an audi- that several of the orthodox Christian and Hebrew denomi- Mr. Remsburg, and no one better deserves the great success
ence. "But a short time. ago," he said, "Christianity held nations were represented, evincing a spirit of friendliness he has won. Keep him busy.
supreme control of tongue and pen, and but few could be that was truly gratifying. We may also state, in behalf of
Mrss HELEN M. GARDNER is a new-comer on the Liberal lecfound to raise their voices against it. Fear nnd indifference the ladies of the Religious and· Benevolent association (the
Liberal organization) that they received substantial ~vidences
rested ~ike~a cloud upon the civilized world. _To-day all re- of a friendly spirit from quite a number of ladies of other ture platform. She entertained a fair-sized audience at
ligious dogmas, pretended divine revelations, and Aystems of churches, who assisted in decorating the room, loaned linen, Chickering Hall, this city, last Sunday night. She was introcivilization are summoned to the bar of critical im·estigation. glass, and china for the tables, and sent turkeys, cak<>s, and duced by Colonel Ingersoll, who said:
"The1·e is always so much bitterness when we are discussUnder one flag are found Catholics, Episcopalians, Presby- other good things. It was truly a bountifu.l 11nd enjoyrtble
terians, Methodists, and various smaller sects, all claiming· occasion. Chief credit must of course be aw~tl·ded to the ing questions which nobody understands, and the less we
Liberal ladies, who worked so hard to make the event 11 sucto be the exponents of the Christian religion; while under the cess. Among these ladies· may be mentioned Mesdames W. know of the subject the. more bitter we are. I hav always
flag of human progress, science, and humanity ate classed E. Dupree, Sanford, Johnson, Sedberry, Gerald, Caruthers, endeavored to cul£ivate a kin illy form of expression, and to
Materialists, Spiritualists, Atheists, Infidels, Secularists, and Taft, Misses Neva Stiff, Kate Gerald, and others whose n~tmes influence as much as I could the women of the land; but I
the like, differing, perhaps, upon minor principles, but agree- we cannot now recall. The receipts hav not yet been footed hav found that even women are sometimes bitter and uning upon general principles. Secularism is the opposit to up, but must hav been considerable. .All concerned bav rea- reasonable on subjects about which they know nothing.
son to feel gratified at the outcome. .A.notl.ter feature we had
what some people call sacred or divine. The National Lib almost forgotten was the large number of children in attend- There is this difference between wisdom and prejudice.
eral League is based on Secularism, which is.to free the state ance. These little ones seemed to en.joy themselvs fully as They both come eventually to the same line, b€cause there
is a shore beyond which no intellect bas ever gone, a spot on
and s.chool from all religious observance and control. Secu- much as the grown folk."
the wall of our prison above which neither wisdom nor prejularism is the true science of life, and is in opposition to every
The Religious Benevolent Association was chartered Dec·
system of reiigion on earth. Secularism means more than 12, 1882, and immediately commenced work, using the dis- dice has ever risen. Wisdom, when she gets to this line, is
Infidelity, Materialism, Atheism. Freethought. Religion is trict court room as their place of meeting. Ninety-eight lec- modest and says: 'Beyond this I cannot go;' prejudice gets
brought to the bar of Secalarism to prove its many false tures hav been delivered before the .A.ssocilttion, which bas t.o the point, and just there is where her certainty begins.
claims upon the intellect of the world. Secularism teaches, met twice each Sunday during the year. Besides the M,OOO She knows all about it beyond that point. Now, we bav been
first, supreme attention to the duties of this life, to ourselvs, raised for this hall, the current expenses, including lights, taught that nothing so becomes a wom11n as to believe in
everything, and that a woman without faith would hardly
and then to our fellow-man; second, that civilization, true fuel, sexton's fees, organ music, and lecturer's sal~try, hav
believe in her own husband. I think that we all ought to be.
progress, and the improvement of society can best be ob- been $1,107,70; $78,55 hav been raised for the poor. J.D.
honest with each other. Th<:> heart of the question is right
tained by human means and a disbelief in a God to worship Shaw is the head and front of the organization, and in addithE'r!l, and I admit that I know as little af\ any h1tman being
or a devil to fear; third, that reason is a safer and bet.ter tion to the ninety-eight home lectures he bas found time to about the o1·igin or the destiny of lmmanity. Nobody can
guide than the Bible o:c divine revelation; that science and giv forty-eight more elsewhere. In congratulating the Asso- lm.)w less, aud, so far RS I've got, nobody can know more.
knowledge are better providers for all human needs than a ciation ~tnd the board of directors on the showing of the first It is something into which the blind can see as well as any.
faith in supernatural means-that one school-master is bet- year, Mr. Shaw 11dils that there hrrs been a moral rrnd intel- bocly else. I cannot say whether ileath is a wall or a door;
ter than a thousand priests. The force of ha1)it and fasLion lectual quickening among the people that cannot be put in the b<'ginning or the end of a day: the spreading of pinions
to soar, or the folding forever of wings; the dawn of a life
is what supports the churches to-day. · Socially, Secularism figures, but neve1·theless is visibly seen and felt in the grow- wbich brings rapture 1md ioy to everyone, or the RAtting of a
places man and woman side by side, equal in every way. No ing tolerance of opinion and the increase of human sympathy. sun never to rise again. Now, I insist thnt on a subject ahont
religion on earth has done this. God and the Bible hav not We say, with M1·. Shaw, may the good work never cease until which nobody knows anything, ev<'rybody, even women, has
a right to express themRelvs. When any religion pnts n
grown, but a sense of morality, justice, and goodness in the the brotherhood of men is the song of the race.
chain on woman it is her right and ilnty to break it; when it
minds of the people has greatly improved science. SecularA WRI'l'E:R .in the 'l?·ibune has found in one of John Milton's makes her the slave of a man or a Goil, it is her right ancl
ism denies the 1·ight of any falsehood to liv, no matter if it
duty to reRist and brenk her honds. Romfl women hav exerhas been handed down as coming from saint or Lord. Secu- Rrticles t" The Special Government of 11an ") this opinion of cised this right and are now free, and I b~tv the plensnre now
polygamy.
Milton
recognizes
and
admits
that
it
is
a
Bible
larism offers no premium for hypocrisy, and holds out no
to introduce you to n lady who will tell you th"' ohjectionR
motivs for deception, no heaven of bliss, no hell of woe, buL institution, and s~;ems at a loss how to reconcile his belief in which she has to the orthodox religion of the Bible, to the
tends to make men and women honest for honesty's S<ll>e. the divinity of the book with his ideas of morality. He Rltys: inspired insipidities of the patriarchs."
Being the true science, it is the safest belief at death. 'Ihe "I hav not said the marriage of one man with one woman,
Miss G~trdner's lecture occupied nearly two hours. The
chief object of Secularism is an honest endeavor to rid the lest I should by implication cha1·ge the holy patriawhs and points she made were closely copied after the colonel's, find
world of error, shame, and priestcraft, and to teach that true pillars of our faith, .Abraham and the others who had more consequently were sharp and well taken. Among other
salvation is self-salvation, by doing good for good's own than one wife at the same time, with habitual sin; and lest I things she said:
sake. The necessity for Secularism is found in the failure of should be forced to exclude from the sanctuary of God as
A religion which says that we should be miserable in this
theological systems to regenerate the world, the impossibility spurious the whole offspri~g which sprang from them, yea, world that we may be happy hereafter, has a false philosoof uniform religious belief, and the requirement by modern the whole of the sons of Israel, for whom the sonctuary it- phy. A religion that says that believing vice is holier
thrm unbelieving virtue is wrong. I do not believe in a
thought of a higher and more intellectual faith than ortho- self was made. For it is said in Deuteronomy (xxii, 2) 'a religion which sends Emerson and Channing to hell because
doxy presents. Secularism is the grand study of life, based bastard shall not enter into the congregation of Jehovnh, Eve ate the forhiclclen fruit, or sends Chastine Cox to heaven
upon the deductions of science, and the moral life of the even to the tenth generation.' 'Either, therefore,' proceeds beonuse a mob murdered Jesus Christ.
Woman has a :cigbt to talk about religion, provicled sbe
world depends upon a knowledge of nature's law, and obedi- Milton, 'polygamy is a true marriage, or all children born in
ence to that law. Secularism is a gospel of hope, and points that state are spurious, which would include the whole race talks for it. She probably bas a Ronl, which is comparativly
a recent concession. I am not going to say thnt I hav a soul,
to a republic of universal mental liberty. It tells of a time of Jacob, the twelve tribes chosen by God. But as such an for, if I dicl, I might be called upon somP day to produ'le it,
when reli"gion will consist of doing good, not depending upon assertion would be absurd in the extreme, not to say impious, anii if I did not hav one about me I would not know what to
rites and creeds; when a conflict of opinion will not cause and as it is the hight of injustice as well as an example of cay.
Most of the chnrch-goers are women, which will make
hatred; when war and bloodshed shall cease, and this planet the most dangerous tendency in religion, to account as sin
produce a brotherhood of men; when the grinding wheels of what is not such in reality, it appears to me that so far from heaYen n. queer kindergart.Pu, in whose classes will be few
male voices. 11ncl thoRe chiefly tenor.
monopoly shall cease, and woman shall find no restriction the question respecting the lawfulness of polygamy being
Grant. that our Bible is more jnst than any other Bible, and
t1·ival,
it
is
of
the
highest
importance
that
it
should
be
delaid upon her natural right to equal liberty. It tells of a
what does it prove? That murder is a greater crime than
cided.
Not
a
trace
appears
of
th.,
interdiction
of
time when excess and intemperance will not mar the beauty
al'son. does not. that provf\ !.hat tbe man who sets fire to our
of manhood, and when each man will be a law to himself, polygamy throughout the whole law, not even in any of the house is a gentleman. That Allah is more cruel t.hfln .Jehovah does not palliate any of the cruelites of the Old Testaand the law of love, not force, shall rule the world. It tells prophets.''
nwnt.
of a time when the school-master sh11ll supersede the priest,
To the author of notes and comments in THE TRUTH SEEKER
Wherever womstn is mentioned in the Bible it is an insult
and when all the signs and symbols of superstition shall pass let me say that we hav a minister-not a youth nor a broken- to her purity stnd a rivet in her chnin. What does woman
down
old
man,
put
one
in
the
full
intellectual
strength
of
away; when the college of learning shall lift its proud head
owe to tbe Bible? A father may sell his daughter to shame,
middle life-who not only can milk a cow, but can go into may sacrifice her purity to the violence of a mob, he mfly
above the clouds of bigotry and fanaticism, shedding peace the
forests and chop his own fire-wood. He can prench a· murder her, yet he is a good father, a holy mstn. .A. man may
and light and mental freedom over all lands." .After the lec- sermon which in truth and pointedness would, at one hearbav any number of wives, mny giv them away, swap tbPm
ture, from which we hav quoted but a few points, a collection ing, convince the author of notes and comments that he is a arounri, or kill them, ancl bent tbe same time one of God's
was taken to purchase Christmas presents for the youngsters sinner.- JVestmoreland, N. Il., Correspondence qf the New Eng- most intirnnte friends. The Bible classes women as property,
of the Lyceum. If every town in the country had a lyceum land Observer.
juRt like a sheep.
There can be no doubt as to the enterprise o:tthe reverend
It seems to me time to retire Moses. Coax him to resi~n
and a Dr. York, our cause would progress a good deal faster.
A happy New Year to the Liberals of the Pacific slope. May gentleman to whom this refers, as we learn from another part on account of his health. Get him to go back to his consti·
of the paper from which the foregoing is cut that be induced tuents.
'85 find their numbers legion.
.A. woman should spnrn the Bible.anrl endeavor to destroy
the good people of his parish to allow a sixty-five-dollar do- its influence, and I mean to do all I cstn in such a direction.
LARoY SUNDERLAND, our well-known contributor on Ideol- nation party to be sprung upon him very soon after his call Jehovah stands condemned before· the bar of every noble
ogy and kindred subjects, has been made e. Fellow of the So- to the Westmoreland pulpit. For the sake of avoiding argu- soul.
God might hav hinted to Solomon in one of their numerous
ciety of Science, Letters, and Art in London, in considera- ment, we hav to admit as true the statement containe<l in the
tion of his discoveries in psychology and hygiene. Dr. Sun- last sentence of the above clipping. We can't afforr1 to travel conversations that he hstd a few more wives than necessary.
The Bible might be kept in one's library as a curious olil
derland drives a viril quill, and one that makes him warm two or three hundred miles in cold weather to be convinced literary. work; but it should be kept on the top shelf. Don·t
that we are in a condition common to all mankind here and let the children get at it.
friends and strong intellectual enemies.

take it to the navy yard and sell it there.'' He pointed to a
little box which he said contained an invention on perpetual
motion. "Jersey justice" has passed into a by-word If it
is to be perverted by hanging men in such mental condition,
it will soon become a hissing and a shame. The Sun reports
that in the. days befere his mental.aflliction Graves was an .A.theist,and that he·showed a gleam of reason in refusing the services
of a priest, saying he did not believe in church cant. But
his attention could not be fixed upon any topic long enough
to get a rational thought. His companion upon the gallows
was a young Catholie, who murdered his wife because she
scolded him for cowing home drunk. He was attended by a
priest, who heard his confession and absolved him, by which
means he will go as straight to heaven as anyone.
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The War of the Philosophers.
so the result of this philosophical reasoning amounts called, or when you cut yourself off from the earth
you fee. I
T o THE EDITOR O]' THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: Will to this: Matter and mind are modes. In nature, contact,· and become a part of the battery,
matter produces no intelligence by her laws or no effects from it and may be charged , or th
· e a t omic
d
Y. our rea ers pardon me for dilating unon the sub·
·
th e
L
f t
"
modes. In man matter produces intelligence, hence state of your b o d y put in umson,
an d h avmg
.Jec,, o a oms, Rncl the all-important sub]'ect of mind
t'
b tt
N
law
and
mind
do
not
agree,
and
are
not
alike.
It
same
vibrations,
with
the
genera
mg
a
ery.
ow
an d matter? I am induced to do this by reading the
th h . .
:articles of Mr. Wettstein and Mr. Putnam, and also follows that if law is a mode without intelligence, by touching a person stan mg upa.n ear , e IS mto gratify some of your readers who want to know then mind, being intelligent, cannot be a mode only. tensely shocked, because his body is not in the .same
It must be something- more than a mode.
state of atomic vibxation. Material force, then, !S not
w h a t more I hav to say about it.
~
t h 1
t f
The philosophers above referred to hav been
Mr. Putnam has stated this in spite of himself, and a substance, and differs according o t e e emen s o
stating and restating their positions, and the sub- in spite of several other statements to the contrary. matter as to quantity and quality, as usually exstance of their conclusions is: That matter is the If mind is a mode and law is a mode, both a result pressed.
only substance, while mind is a mere result of what of matter, then mind and law are modes; and if
To illustrate this still further: Centrifugal fo:fl.rce is
matter accomplishes. Matter cannot produce mind, law in n~ure, outside of man's body, 'cannot produce nothing more nor less than thet lawl ~f alit J:inhgt
except by an organization into certain forms, and intelligence, and can produce it in his body, it would bodies, which is a tE:Ddency to rave m a s raig
these forms can then produce mind. Elm ina illus- argue that man's body was a higher form of intelli- line. Now, when a railway car in rapid motioff ;ouche~
trates the same ideas by her statement that the gence-producing matter, or of a dual body, or else the curve, our bodies are disposed to :fly o angen
mind is to a human body "what the noise is to -a that law does produce intelligence in nature-is 01'- to this curve, or to keep on in the line of their first
wagon;" and I suppose the more rickety the wagon, derly and intelligent in all its modes. That this is direction, and the momentum shocks the body and
the more noise it will make, and so of humanity. If so is evident. No man Iivs or ever did liv who did makes us sensible of force.
±hese theories are true, they completely destroy the not get all his intelligence from nature, and this is a
There ai'e forces, however, in nature that act
:seeming object of growth and development, and :flat contradiction of Mr. Putnam's statement. I wish through space, or by means of what may be called
upon this question hinges the whole value of exist- to inquire, Whence did Mr. Putnam get his intelli- a magnetic sphere. A magnet will lift iron filings
-ence. and to meet and overthrow it is the business gence? Was it not in some way fl'Om nature? Has quite a distance, and cause them to :fly against its
-of those of us who reason from the opposit stand- any man, or hav all men, produced a thing or rea- surface when a considerable distance from actual
point. These reasoners think it very absurd for the so~ed. out a great truth or tr~ths that did not first 1contact. This s~ows that a force may be p7ojected
Christian to claim that a God cou"ld create out of exist m nature, and was perceived by them because or thrown to a distance away from the matenal body
nothing such a system of nature as we perceive; and it had such existence? And yet this philosophy as- giving it off. The philosophy of this is plain enough
so it no doubt is. Yet they commit a worse blunder serts the non-intelligence of law and nature. Mr. when we study the real nature of atoms. Every
when they argue and assume that nature can and Putnam asserts that, "while matter is discovered atom, especially those composed of iron and steel,
does organize innumerable minds out of nothing, or everywhere, there is no evidence of intelligence." If has an enveloping sphere of a substance much more
out of dead, soulless, and mindless matter. Otto science or man does not discover intelligence, in the ethereal than the _atom itself, which is of that nature
Wettstein says it is done by "soulless spontaneous name of common sense what does he discover? Mr. that if there are particles they coalesce or become a
generation." How he knows that mind or anything Putnam ~;tdmits that the substance of matt~r ~e can :fluid, elastic mass, and surround the at~m just as the
else is brought into existence spontaneously, and what not understand; ?e does not know what It IS, and atmosphere surrounds our earth. This sphere en" spontaneous" means where universal law governs 1what he can find Is the forms of n:;atter, and they are velop prevents any t.wo atoms of matter from absoit is hard to say.
' constantly changing.
lute contact, h.ence the most solid mat~rials are not
The Christian's assumption and the Materialist's
If he can find only the forms of matter, and ad- absolutely solid, but these spheres umte and hold
assumption are an offset to each other. If I ask how mits that "the substan~e canno~ ~e defined," what the mass t~gether.. In consequence of this fore~, mind can come f1·om nothing, the 1·eply is. It comes reason has he for assertmg that I~ IS substance, and called c~heswn, acb~g through. the mass,. and for this
froin matter. Then it must be matter else matter the only substance? The only thmg be knows any- reason, 1s all matenal susceptible of bemg worked
would be producing something outside ~f itself; and thing abou~ is forms of matter, and yet he is so .sure land molded into all mal!'ner of forms .. It will be reif mind is nothing, then is matter producing a very that these forms hav substance also, that.he ~~nsidersl mem~~red, also, that this sp~ere contam~ all ~he soul
important no-thing. And I appeal to any logician to the man .a fool who does not. agre~ With him: ~ncl and h1e of matter. Let me Illustra~e this pomt, and
say whether it is not as absurd to say that matter say.s he will not argue the questw:r;t with such an ~dwt, 1 p.~·.ove my state~ents; a~ the same time show t~e _J~w
can produce so important a nothing out of some- whiCh amounts to a tall assumptwn and that IS all. 1 of the conservatiOn of forces, and the convertibility
thing, as to assume that a God created matter out of He says, "Matter does exist, and we know it." How j from one state to another.
nothing!
do we know it? Again he says, "We cannot conceive/ Heat, light, and electricity shown in an instant of
From the Materialistic view of the case, it would of existence except.in m~terial forms." ~'his~ de~y., time. Take a piano-string, and weaken a point by
seem to follow that, if man-the real man-is mind A man may conc~Ive of forms by the Imagmat~on! filing it slightly; hitch the loop fast at one end, and
and matter, so that the mind and body act each upon alone, an?- t~ey will hav the appearance to the mmd: place the thumb and finger of each himd on either
the other, they must be counterparts of each other. of :znatenal forms, and yet ~hese forms ~re not ma-l side of the weakened spot; then let some person turn
'This is the sticking-point of the question, and tenal. So he may dream of fo~ms. and exist amongst: the tuning-pin until the string breaks. When it
the effort of the Materialist to annihiliate mind and t~em; and. these are not mate:;Ial forms, nor substan-! doP.s, you will see a stream. of light, or fire, :fly from
utterly destroy it is quite amusing. He will admit tial ones either. Mr. Putnam s met~od of argument! the ends of wire about one-half inch long. The ends
that it is the most important factor of existence; by it s~ems to b~ to m~ke a strong assertw~ and affirm~-; of tlie wire will be warm, and you will feel an electric
we lmow, without it we cannot know; it is everything twn and stwk to 1t where he finds himself weak ml shock tingle through your body at the instant. This
grand, stupendous, penetrating, but, alas! it is noth- facts or proo~s.
.
.
, shows that all the force used in winding the string
ing-a mere mode, process, action, motion. WherAfter makmg .the affirm~tion about subs~ance, of 1was instantly changed into heat, light, and electriciever there. is matter there is ~ife.' mode, ac.tio_ n, etc. t.he nature of ~vh10h he a~;rnts he knows nothmg, a nell ty. It proves, .also, .that the solid wire was susceptiMatter exists everywhere and IS mdestructible, but, ~ann?t de~ne ~t, h~, asks, Can we ma~~ the sa~e a!- ble of elongatmg Itself, by means of the atomic
by some oversight of logic, mind is subject to abso- fimabon of mm~?
And then says, No; mmd .Is spheres, and the electric shock was occasioned by
lute deRt:uction, say these reaso~ers.
not a substance.
I Lhould say, yes? you can, logiC-! the co~tracti.li~y of the string when ~twas free to asThe mmd acts, and causes actwn of the body. It ally, as one unsupported affirmatiOn Is always as good . sume Its ongmal length, from whiCh it had been
usually acts before the body. It can reasen and act as >l;,nother.
.
. ·
_ .
drawn. This magnetic quality is a property of all
by a process of imagination, while not a muscle, bone,
Ir I am unabl~ to ~efine matter, whwh I claiJ?IS a 1matter to some extent, hence all matter-the deadest
nerve, or fiber of the body moves, or it can cause the snbs~ance onlY. fro~ Its forms, by w~at author~ty do of it-has some life, and is' susceptible
change.
body to act at will. Yet that which is so potent is I cl~Im that mmd 1 ~ not a substance, ~hen, Without The lowest matter contains least of this atomic subnothing, say they, 1\'Iind and matter ~re co-existent a mmd, I must admit I could not perceive the forms stance, and the highest and finest matter contains
and eternal, the one cannot be separated from the of mat~er ?. It would. seem, to a rea.sona~le man, most; and the animal kingdom, especially man, has
other, and by their own premises this is clear.
tha~ mmd IS the more Impo!t~nt actor.m this drama a preponderance of this, whioh, for want of a better
Let us apply a little lo15ic to t?eir statements and ?f forms; so that, whether It IS the sohd stuff or not, ~erm! I may call ether~al or spirit:ual substance. It
see how they look. "Thmgs whiCh are equal to the It seems to hav the advantage.
Is this real substance m an orgamc form which rises
same thi~g a:re equal to each other<' ~r .. Putnam
Both. of these Mat~rialistic philosophers demand to ~he dignity of a self~conscious human being, and
says: "Mn~d IS not a ~ubstance, theref<;»re It IS a mode tha:t this comp~ex subJect must . be brought down to whiCh enables man to will and to project his force
only. It IS not umversal but partial. Wherever umty. There can be no duality, says Mr. Putnam. and manhood by means of his organism. And this
there is existence, there is matter; but only in cer- "Science is repugnant to dualism. Every philosophy duality of life and matter cannot be destroyed. Anytain cho.ice. forn;s of existence is mind. exhibited:" that ha~ ever existed has been ~n ~tte~pt to explain bod;y-'s J?hilosophJ: whic~ attem~ts it is stumbling
Bear th1s 111 mmd, and let us see agam what this the umverse by some one prmmple, says he; but, agamst facts. This duality in umty of matter is the·
philosopher says at another place. He asserts: contrary to this statement expressed, the science of great wall against which all Materialistic theories
"Matte! ex~s~s throughout all ~pace and time. It c?emi~try. d~mands a recognition of sixty-five or' dash themselvs to pieces. If they could but perceive
:flashes 111 milhons of stars.. 1\-fotwns come to the e_ye sn';ty-.slx ~1stmct ~lementary sub~tan~es, a~d the one the fact that matter is not absolutely solid, they might
to-day; they started on their course before humamty prmmple IS the hfe of them, whiCh IS as mdestruct- be able, by ear and eye, to penetrate the mass and
had a being. As science sweeps the endless heavens. Ible as the substances or elements it permeates, but perchance, get a glimpse or a sound from the othe;
with its telescopic glance, it continually discovers at the same time as variable also as are these ele- side.
matter, but not mind. There is no evidence of what ments. The duality and complexity cannot be deOne wmd about protoplasm that wonderful subwe call intelligence. There is simply orderly force; strayed or reasoned away. The very soul of chemis- stance we hear so much about: which is said to be
but orderly force is no~ m~nd, it i.s law. Th~ exist- try depen~s on this diversity and conditions of ele- the cause of mind-a more puffed-up discovery than
ence of law does not mdiCate mmd. Law IS not a mentary hfe. The elements of matter always hav ex- ever hoodwinked mankind -before. The discoverer
thing; it .is a ~.o.de, and this mode always has been- isted and alwa:ys will. Homogeneity in. matter must cJaim~d. that ~t last he bad found the origin of life,
·
,
be the stun;tblm?-block .of. n;oder:r;t philosophy, and an ongmal life-substance, whence all organic life
always w~ll be. *
Now kmd reader, let us sun; up Mr. P.ut~am ~state- all the varmsh. of MatenaliStic pohshe~s and dec~ra- came; and forthwith the scientific Materialistic phiments and see how :fl.~tly ~e IS contradiCtmg himself. tors cannot wipe ou~ or cover up. this everlastmg losophers began to experiment with a view to dem~~ has told us t~at mmd Is not a s~bstance, ?ut t.hat truth.. Iron w~ll be non. Gold Will be gold. .Car- onstrate the assumption, when lo ! to their utter disIt IS a m~de. ~Is statement, then! IS tha;~ mm?- IS a bon Will remam ca~·bon;. and so on t? the end of the appointment, they found that protemi as a separate
mod.e. ~h~n his next state:nent Is that law IS not ~hapter. The mot~ons m the partiCles or at?ms of body bas no existence, and is a compound of suba thmg; It I.s a mode, and this mode always has been Iron hav alw~ys a diff?rent :ate fl:om those of a less stances forming the most essential articles of food.
-alwa~'S will be." It follows from th~se statem~nts dense m~terml. The motions of every el?ment of The eeils it nourishe~ are animal and vegetable germs,
that mmd and law ai:e synonymous. 'I hey are ahke, matte_r diff~r. one fron;t the. oth~r, and constitute the but without the germ-cells to start on, it can origione and the same thmg; ~h~y .ar~ a mode_, He has chemi.c~l ~rfterence of their hfe. What we term nate no life other than that dual quality before alstated also that m~tter IS Illimitable, e;x:I~ts every- electnmtJ:' IS n?t ~ subst~nce, not a current, but the Iuded to. Protoplasm, then, is simply a kind of
where, and t.hat law IS an orderly force existmg w h~r- force ~f VI bratwn m the kmd of matt~r in m?tion,. a:nd food for ce~tain ki.nds of animals and vegetables,
ever matter IS. In !act, lawless matter could not exist, ~he eftect o~ a bat~ery ~n our nerves IS the disposition composed of albummates, sulphur,· and phosphorus.
m nature of any ~Ibrating ~ody to equalize itself with So says chemistry Whether an oro·asm ever origi*The "Problem of the Universe." By Samuel P. Putnam. any ot~er body It comes m conta~t with; hence we nated in protoplasm, cannot be dem~nstrated on ac'T'o be had in pamphlet form by addressing THE TnuTH feel this force, bu~ the moment you msula:te 1ou,r own count .of the extreme difficulty in excluding the surJ:iJ£EKEl( office. Ptice, 20 cents.
body, so as to prevent any escape, as It IS falsely· roundmg elements, as the air and water are filled
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wi~h. vegetab~e and animal germs.

If protoplasm
or1gmates ammals, what determins their sex? It
would seem to require a bioplasm and several other
plasma to account for life as 'we find it.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
J. R. PERRY.
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we feel the want of such meetings; and, as has visit. I expected to call on our return. but when we
been suggested by some previous writers, I hope a dirl so in September, we had not the opportunity, on
"Freethought Lecture Bureau "might be established account of having a lot of emigrants under our charge,
to meet this long·felt need. Where there are but and had to get them to their destination as soon as
few Freethinkers the expense of a course or two of possible. So we stayed but a few hours, and hurried
lecture!! J.y able speakers is far too great to be borne on home.
I hav tried hard the last month to get up a c\ub
by the very limited number that can be depended
on to help sustain them, but after the ice is once for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hav at last succeeded. I
hroken and the "Madam Grundy" ofinfidelitycon- hav had pretty hard work to do it. Last winter I
quered, the difficulty would, in a great measure, went to work and got as many as fifteen subscribers
for the Liberal Age, started in Milwaukee. They got
be obviated.
·
.
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 26, E.S, 283,
The amount inclosed, I think, will f'atisfy all de- two, three, and some four numbers, and then th€1 Age
. 1\h. EDITOR: Incloeed please find $2 50 l ubscription
f· E. BECKLEY. went up the spout; hav heard nothing more of it.
to THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1884, for a new subscriber. mands made on a previous page.
Whether it died a natural death or otherwise we know
Toe above is my New Years gift to THE TRuTH
not. I presume you can explain it. However, it has
MoNTRosE, IowA, Dsc. 25, 283.
SEEKER; prqbably I shall send you another before
MR. EDITOR: Inclos.ed vou will find $2.50 for THE made it all the harder to get subscribet·s now. But
long. I sincerely hope yourself and friend Somerby
hav enjoyed a merry Christmas; and I wish you both TRUTH SEEKER for 284. We are having a gatherin~ nf by a great deal of talking and persuasion, and at such
a Happy New Year, and may you l.iv to enjoy many sanctified holiness people who cannot sin. There is low rates as two dollars, I hav had the satisfaction
a cow-pen full of them. There are two ewe lambs of getting new subscribers. To do the work for nothsuch is the sincere' wish of your
in the flock, who help dish out sanctification to us. ing and pay the expenses and postage I shall gladly
·
Humble friend,
W. F. PoRTER.
They hav succeeded in capturing two or three sugar- do any time, for inv reward is the satisfaction I hav
loaf heads, which is all right, for it is the only place in seeing that my efforts hav at least some good effect,
ABILENE, TEXAS, Dec. 23, 1883,
1\:b. EDITOR: There is one thing that happened they can be ornamental. They use many slang Several others hav promised to subscribe as soon as
here in our county court the other day that I will phrases, tell many ghost and wttch stories, claim to they could spare the money. Besides renewing my
relate for the. benefit of the readers of. THE TRUTH hav the power to heal the sick by laying on of hands, own subscription I send nine new n~tmes. Inclosed
Yours,
N. S. JoHNSON.
SEEKER. There was a man here on trial .for a trifling and so on through the whole catalog of nonsense find $20 for the same.
offense, and he, being a Jew, the .county attorney, that would shame a Snake Indian. They are a by[We hav a pleasant remembrance of'friend Johnfearing he could not get him convicted, related to word for children, and a disgrace to humanity.
son, and should hav been pleased to hav a handthe jury, which was mixed with Christians, that it
Freethought is gaining strength, and becoming Rhake on his return. His account of his wofk for
was his race of people that were responsible for the more popular here. But yet there are but few who Liberalism among his neighbors was highly interestcrucifying of Christ.
da.re come to the front-either throw away their ing. That it has borne good fruit Is amply attested
Liberalism is gaining ground here very fast, and manhood, fall to the rear, and indorse the principles by the list of new subscribers he sends us, for which
I will endeavor to send you a list of subscribers for of those whom they may· come in contact with; in he has our thank~, and likewise those of our assoyour most valuable paper.
M. H. VAN DusEN.
other words, they are slaves for popularity's sake.
ciate, Mr. Somerby, There need be no fear of THE
.A.. CRANDALL.
TRUTH BEEKEU suspending, as did the Liberal Age. at
least not while it has friends like Mr. Johnson. The
GLENS FALLS, Dec. 26, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: May your paper continue to bloom
SouTH SHAFTSBURY, VT., Dec. 26. 1883.
immediate cause of the suspension of the Age is not
and blossom in perennial youth until the theologies · MR. EDITOR: Incloserl please find a list of names known to us.-En. •r. S.]
of ZorOftster, Buddha, Confucius, Moses, and the of ,persons, residents of tl::IJs and neighboring towns.
stolen theologies of Christianity, shall hav faded to wbom you can forward sample copies of 'IRE
GLODE, .A.mzoNA, Dec. 15, 1883.
away into the dim twilight of unwritten fable; un- TRUTH BEEKER for trial. Not one of those parties is
MR. EDITOR: Being an occasional reader of your
til man shall be judged by his merit and God by hiE' a church-member that I know of, and yet but three valuable paper, I will drop you a few scattering
love, and hell shall be deemfld the happy hunting- or four of them a:e pronounc~d .A.<mostics.
thoughts that may be of interest to some of your
ground of fools who would inflict infinit puniEihment
I hav been loamng THE TRUTH BEEKER to a great many readers. I happened to be in attendance at
for a finite transgression? Heaven, God, good-if many persons throughout Shaft.sbury for th~ past one of the churches here a few Sundays ago, and
there are such things-are conditions by which all im· two years, and hav not, or rather could not, mduce was VPry much interested in the minister's endeavor
mortality may attain the eternal round of ages-be- a person to subscribe for it. There is a considerable to harmoni.ZB Genesis with modern thought.
yond the stars.
IsAAc LEwis,
number of Spiritualistic papers here, and also quite
He said he did not think six literal days were
a number of industrial reform papers. I might state, meant in saying that the world was created in six
in connection with this subject, that the indmtrial days. His opinion was that a "day" was calculated
LoNG LAKE, MINN., Dec. 23, 1883.
reform movement at present seems t.o be growing to represent a period of perhaps many thousands of
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 to renew the
rapidly; the bulk of the poor Infidels throughout years. I was so impressed with this that a few days
excellent TRUTH SEEKER for the year of Bruno 284.
here
are more interested in the land and labor ques· after I called his attention to that particular porI hav been from borne for two months and hav fallen
tion than they are in God's and paradises of the tion of his able discourse.
behind in reading my papers. but first of all I look
p:1st, present, or to come. What they want is real
Said I: "How can you read the first chapter of
up my back numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hope
practicable reform, something that will remove the Genesis and make 'days' read 'periods?'" I th<'ln
your subscribers will come to time and pay the old
clutch of thfl Shylock, the factory lord, and the land- quoted Genesis i, 5: ".A.nd God called the light day,
r>rice; it is worth far more than three dollars a year.
JrJrcl from them. I hope one or more nf those names and the darkl!esg he called night. And the evening
Our dear Bennett, earnestly desiring to get THE
will subsribe for the good old TRUTH SEEKER. I like and the morning was the first day." Now, how any
TRUTH SEEKER before the people, reduced the price to
$2.50. Now, if I know anything about that business, THE 'TRUTH SEEKER, and SO does my wife, but we reasonably intelligent person can make that reading
would like it much better if it devoted morA of its mean a period, is to me a great mystery. The sepyuur subscription Jist would require to be doubled
space to the industrial reform movement which, by arating the light from the darkness, and calling the
to meet that reduction.
the way, i>~ the question of the hour.
light day and the darkness night, ought to convince
When Mr. Bennett went to Albany (curse the
Fraternally yours,
JoHN MuRRAY.
any person uot wedded to bigotry and creed that a
fiends who sent him there; there is a retributiv jusperiod is not meant, but that it is simply a mythitice await.ing them somewhere!) I got six subscribers
SALEM, IND., Dec. 23, 1883.
cal humbug, handed down, as were the majority of
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, three of whom failed to renew
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for my sub- the old biblical stories, as something awful and very
at the end of the year. Liberals, too, they called scription for 1883·4.
mysterious. And for further evidence follow on
themselvs, but lukewarm. Oh, pshaw! I hav more
I do not claim to be a convert to Freethought or
patience with a bigot than with thosE\ tepid Liberals. Infidelity. My earliest recollection dates back to my through the six days of the alleged creation; at the
end of each day's work it reads: "And the evening
W.' .A.RCHIBALD.
b.•yhood days, when I read "·R·)binson Crusoe,'' and the morning was the second day," and so on
"Baron MunP-hausen," "Mother Goose," and the old through the six days.
HARWICH, Dec. 28, 1883.
family Bible. I thought at that time that they all
It slrikes me that the mind of the great Jehovah
MR. EDITOR: Find within 50 cents for three months belonged to the same class of literature, and mature
for trial subscriber. Small sum, but I guess he will years hav not changed my opinion. I was a reader was very soon and ensily changed, for in the last
continue to take it, as be is entirely aloof from the of the Boston Investil}ator over twenty years ago, and verse of the tirst chapter of G,mesis it says: ".A.nd
God saw all he had made, and behold it was very
church and Christianity, and is a Freethinker.
still recollect a sentiment composed in verse by NaThat article by "Roundhead" is ar masterpiece. than Graves Jr., who P,ad once been a Methodist good." .A.nd in the fifth chapter, twenty-third verse,
How glad I am that there are men capable of set- preacher, but had come to see the light of the a~e he curses toe ground. Indeed I hav very great symting forth the true state of things; it givs me relief in which we lived, and renounced the follies and pathy for people who worship such a deity.
Now, if periods were meant in the first chapter of
and joy to think the truth has such able advocates. superstitions of the past, and when sinking under
I speak of the article not as detracting at all from the fell destroyer, consumption, penned the inclosed- Genesis, we will turn to the seventh chapter and
the many others in THE TRUTH SEEKER-they are all sentiment in verse. .A.s I write entirely from memory, see how periods would answer for days-for if periexcellent. I see Father Hacker is ventilating the I may hav made some errors. I think it was pub- ods were meant in one case they certainly were in
the other. Gen. vii, 10: ".A.nd it came to pass after
I;!Ubject of land monopoly. Good! Its just what is lished in 1859 or 1860:
seven days that the waters of the flood were upon
needed. It's high time that this matter were pressed
"That power that brought me into life
tbe earth." Now, does that mean seven periods?
home to the minds and consciences of the people.
Without my knowledge or consent,
Eleventh verse: "And in the six hundreath year of
Controled my acts by nature's power,
Then there is the matter of church monopoly.
Through every change I underwent,
N uab.'s life, in the second month, the seventeenth
Who does not know that the papal church of R)me
day of the month," etc. Was that the seventeAnth
·is after power? .A.nd when she gets it, if ever she
"Now calls for that which first it gave.
period of the month? .A.nd again-12th verse: ".A.nd
I cannot sta'y its sovereign power;
does, and that is .what she is trying for, we may
Nature exhausted sinks away,
the rain was upon the earth forty days and forty
expect first-class tyranny-diabolism doubly distilled.
And calmly waits the closing hour.
nights." Now, was that forty periods, of perhaps
B. F. ROBBINS.
hundreds of toousands of years each? If so, it was
"Whether I sink to calm repose,
without doubt the most protracted spell of wet
· NuNDA., Deo. 23, 1883.
Or wake to conscious life again,
I hav no means this side the grave
weather known to ancient or modern times. And ,
MR. EDITOR: As the time has nearly expired for
With certainty to ascertain.
yet a little further, in the 81h chapter and 6th verse:
which I hav paid for THE TRUTH SEEKER, I hasten
"And it came to pass at the end of forty days," etc.
to renew my subscription, as I cannot well get along
"I'll trust the power that gave me life;
Same chapter, lOth verse: "And he stayed yet anI'll fear no evil at its hand;
without it, as it just fills the place (to my notion) of
And should I liv beyond the tomb,
other seven days, and again he sent forth the dove
a good and wholesome religions paper; and since
I trust to find a happy land."
out of the ark." 12th verse: ".A.nd he stayed yet anthe "Children's Corner" has been added, the paper
has been bettered. For surely is the "agitation of
I think the above deserves a place in THE TRUTH other seven da.ys, and sent forth the dove, woich rethought the beginning of wisdom," and in no paper BEEKER, and would be appreciated by its many read- turned not again to him any more." 13th: "And it
came to pass in the six hundredth and first year, in
are all so perfectly free to add their ipse dixit as in ers,
S. D. SAYLES.
the first month, and the first day of the month,"
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I, in common with many others,
Sroux FALLS, D. T., Dec. 15, 1884.
etc. 14th: ".A.nd in the sec~md month, on the seven
was fearful that the paper would decline and finally
MR. EDITOR: .A.lthough I am an old friPnd of THE and twentieth day of the month, was the earth
die after the death of its great founder, D. M. Bennett, but am happy to IJlark a gradual improvement TRUTH SEEKER, our personal acquaintance is but driPd."
Now, after so many references to tl).e days and
in each of its issues. Living, as I do, in the agri- slight. Yet you doubtless remember me from last
cultura11 district of Northern Illinois, where but com- spring, myself and wife having called on you, then months, can any reasonably intelligent man or
parativly few Freethought lectures are in reach of on our way to Norway, our old nativ home, for a woman believe for a moment that a day meant .•
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period? I am hold to say that I do not believe it,
'and am proud that we liv in an age in which the
mind is not shackled, and that we are free to think
and free to discuss these differences. If I do not
choose to believe in a certain book, I hav a perfect
right to say so; and if I choose to say that I believe
Jesus <?hrist was an illegitimate child, and that
Mary hie mother was not a virgin, I hav a perfect
right to say so, and science be trR me out in the assertion, and there are no fiery fagots awaiting me
for blasphemy.
And right here I would say, All thanks to Thomas
Paine for the great fundamental principles embodied in our beloved constitution, forever separating
~hurch and state. The words, "We, the people," hav
secured to us for all time rights and privileges of
which no church or priesthood can ever rob us. The
rack, the dungeon, and the flames of Smithfield are
things of the long ago. And to whom should we be
thankful that those fearful days are past? Not the
ehurch-no; for that was the work of the church.
But it is to such men as Thomas Paine, Spinoza,
aud others. Noble men they were, too-men who
sought their knowledge in many languages and many
climes. To them we owe a debt we can never pay.
So let us keep ,the ball of Freethought rolling; write
it, speak it, organize societies, publish papers, and
send out lecturers to herald the glad tidings from
one end of this fair land to the other. Get out of
the old ruts of ignorance a,nd superstition, and shake
thA stale dust of orthodoxy from your feet forever.
C:Jlonel Ingersoll has done noble work in the lecture field and with the Pflll. THE TRUTH SEEKER is
doing nobly, too, and I think the day is looming up
in the near future when there will be fewer churches
built, _and more school-houses, and more play-houses;
and that the army of lazy loafers who fill the pulpits throughout our country will be obliged to go to
work to earn their bread, instead of peddling their
superstitions for a livelihood.
I hav much more that I could and would like to
say, but presume that I hav already taken up too
much of your valuable space, and will say in conclusion that thAre is a club being gotten up here
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, as the single copy that is
taken here is read and reread until worn out. If
this does· n0t find its wny to the waste basket, you
may hear rnas en lotro l'iernpo.
Ad'ios,
J. C. BuRGE.
ANOKA, MINN., Dec. 20, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: I send postal order for $3-$2 50 for
THE TRUTH SEEKER to May, 1885. and the balance for
"Clergyman's Victims" and "Crimes of Preachers."
I wish all of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER could
see one thing that comes with the paper, and occasionally reminds them of an important duty. It is
the tag on their paper, which informa· them when
the subscription price is due, and which should be
promptly attended to. Mine has always been so
plain that I hav never allowed the date to pass
by without responding t0 the tacit call, and I don't
believe I ever shall. I ha.v great respect for a man
who promptly pays his debts when due.
Yours truly,
W. S. RING.
OswEGO CENTER, N.Y., Dec. 20,283.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3. Fifty cents
is a. present to you-to buy your baby something for
Christmas-and the balance to pay my fare a while
longer on your (our) noble ship, THE TRUTH SEEKER
-"long may it wave." I am the only one, as far as
I know, who subscribes for it in our town, and as
long as it is puhlishe<i I defy "all hell" to etop my
reading of it. Oll! I feel it my duty to tell you of
some of the "mischief" it is doing here. We hav a
good-natured, and doubtless well-meaning, minister,
who has been preaching the everlasting gospel of
Methodism to us for more than twenty years. I
used tO keAp him Supplied with TRUTH SEEKERS, and
I noticed that he would often "speak right out in
meetin'" some of its most radica1 sayings. doubtless
without thinking where he got them. Now to cut
my story short. Things got worse and worse, and,
by Jove! he's quit preaching. The doctor said his
throat was bad. I say THE TRUTH SEEKER made him
ashamed of bis creed. Selah!
I send a few names of those who ought to hav
sample copiAs. Most of them probably never heard
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Perhaps some will subscribe.
At all events, it will advertise the paper, and I'll
warrant it to raise the devil in this orthodox camp.
A. H. WALKER.

:Mr. Preston Again Taken to Task.
for that purpose. I am now in my seventy-third
year, and hav been only freed from superstition and
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am not
slavery a few years. Yours for universal mental easily wrought up to tbe)abor of writing when it is
liberty,
J. B. EvERETT.
so much more of a luxury to recline and read
.on
a Saturday night; but the afi:icle on vivisection,
THE SALAMANCA MEETING.
c<mtributed to THE TRUTH SEEKER by Elliott Preston,
(Continued from page 21.)
Are we ready to readjust; what avails all our elaborate spe- stirs me to a few lines in opposition. It is not a subject upon which I would wish at present to enter
cial pleadings~judgment must be given on the facts.
All the world's a stage; to a lawyer all he world's a court; as into a lengthy discussion, and so I will merely
suitors, as workers, the great point to remember is that by the present the uppermost thought in mind, which is, in
eternal laws of nature are given facts, and the pleadings must
form of interrogation, why will people "strain at
be readjusted to meet the facts.
Creeds are but notions we hav got in our heads and must be a gnat and swallow a camel," by working tbemselvs
readjusted. How little this reverend gentleman realizes the into a fury on so sma].l an evil-if evil it be-as viviextent of the readjustment required. '\\'hen yon hav settled section, when in the matter of cruelty to animals,
your ideas about God and the formation of the world, you will
there are evils so much more monstrous in the
hav settled what you should do about readjustment.
The corner stone of our theological system must be read- line of sport and butchery? It is as though one
justed to harmonize our views of the world with the facts of should turn from the horrors of a battle-field to shed
science.
tears with a child that had stubbed its toe, or.listen
Herbert Spencer, in the January number of Science :Monthly,
in an article entitled." Principles of Sociology," says, "The old heedlessly to the report of great loss of life at a fire
conception of deity is untenable." Such passages are verdicts in a factory and wax wroth over the spilling of bot
for human reason. Readjustment must be fundamental. The water on a eat's back. If one will set about to
reverend clergyman can never stay the tide until he changes reform abuses in a certain direction, let him proclaim
his conception of God to what the facts wanant,
·
The world,, as he knows it, infinit ancl.insoluble as it appears against the most prevalent.
Mr. Preston says, "Some approximate idea of the
to be to us, is the only conception of God we hav. Earth is
all the face God has. His attempt to attribute to God human prevalence of the practice of vivisection may be had
pain, is to put forward claims which are frauds. All pretended when we reflect that entire factories have been
revelation is without foundation of science, and all who get
money by it hav no longer any excuse to perpetratl" the fram1. devoted to the production of vivisecting implements,
Upon the acceptation of science rests all real advancement. and special laboratories hav been and are being
\Ve shall never hav just government until the Bible conception added to many prominent colleges for the furtherof God is eradicated fi·om the popular mind.
ance of the study of this department of physiology."
Pope and priest alike claim to derive their powers from the
The first statement reads like a great exaggeration,
will of God-by the grace of God, powers that, he loves to
reiterate, are by the grace of God-man is a creature of but however much of truth there be in it, it is
God-and to be ruled by the holy servants of God; but this equally true that for every instrument made for purview is passing away; reverence for all such claims is diminish- noses of vivisection, there are at least one thousand
ing. True und pure republicanism, like the mighty, rising,
pistols, shot-guns, and rifles turned out for the sportrushing river, is S\>;eeping them away.
God is the world, order is luw thut science reveals. Society ing world, and for every animal that suffers at the
depends on consent of the governed; the only purpose of surgeon's bands, probably ten thousand die for
government should be to promote happiness and the best good "sport." It is also true that for every special
of J?lankincl. }~hen.reaclju~ted to this, its legitimate functions,
u different pohtwul, mdnstrial, and -mom! world will inevitably laboratory for vivisection, there are a thousand
slaughter-houses where butchery of the most rovoltresult.
The people must be awakened to the great question of ing description goes on with the regularity with
change from the present' theological to moral scientific and which all these soft-hearted anti-vivisectors eat their
pure republicun busis. We huv got to readjust' even the' constitution itself, ere long. Surely ull can see the neeessity of steak and mutton.
Furthermore, it is susceptible of proof that vivi,adjustment when we hav our entire government wholly controlcrl by a few politicians; a plun of government that has a section is just. as usiful and necessary as is sporting and
senate of cupitalists who stund in the way of and deny the
butchery_: and if all are necessary evils, it will be difficluims of lubor and clefeut the popular will.
'\Ve must huv readjustment, one legislativ body, one congress, cult-in Jact, impossible-for the anti-vivisectors to
who shall select the chief executiv; do uway with the one man prove that of the three, vivisection is not carried on
powe1: and p~tronage, and !educe th~ whole system of govern- with the most effort at mitigation of pain and
ment mto a smgle congressiOnal distnct.
In regard to our industrial interests in wur, the solclier is of suffering.
From this point my thoughts run on easily to the
first consideration, is top of the heap; so laborers are entitled
to first consideration, to be top of the heup in times of com- vast domain of necessary evils, and to that " one
merc.e, peace, und industry. All people under international general law leading to the advancem~nt of all
luw should be regarded as.members of one social familv each
of the generation of men to be considered as fathers of "the fu- organic bodies-multiply, vary, let the strongest liv
ture. We need new adjustments to meet our new sociul and the weakest die," of which I hav just read in the
needs.
items of the first page of THE TRU'l'H SEEKER-DarOld creeds are dying ulmost too fast; new equities are thrown win's remark upon " Instinct." But this is a subject
upon us before our people are ready for the them; the people
large enough to let alone at a late hour in the eveneed to be eclucuted to meet the emergency.
In the clays of Cromwell, liberty uncl self-government en- ning, and I will~ not pursue it further than to say
tire reforms from the grace ·of God, kings, and holy und ~ost that if it is right for man, with his reasoning and
reverend prelate's dictation, w&re offered to the people, but they humane faculties, to rise above the order of the brute
were not educated to the necessary condition to be aclvantaaecl
by the opportunity offered; it took another century to teuch the creation, the first step in th.'is direction should be to
lesson, which should hav made their parliament permanent in relinquish his instinct for preying, (which he now
the clays of Cromwell.
follows out in sporting, and butchering for food);
~he French ~eederl education to. meet the opportunity of re- whereas the pursuit of knowledge which shall inadJustment. 'I hero was n~ nece,ssity of _Napoleon's despotism.
Ilut the people,lmew nothmg of education to the great issues crease his power to mitigate pain in both men and
presented them, uncl fell victims to the Corsican freebooter. animals, by understanding their anatomy, physiology,
}¥hut will e~lighten the world is education;_know what liberty and pathology, is for the advancement of progress,
IS, and thut_It can only be preserved byplacmg it on the funclu- science, and humanity.
E. B. FooTE, Jn.
mental eqmtyof the uge. Yon ask what can do it? The NorthNew York, Dec. 27.
ern states must become the schoolmasters, as Athens was to

Greece.
We must not be 901~tent to tear down the old; we must put
the new ~ncl better m Its place. Let us not despise the duy of
sma:II thmgs. '\Ve ha_v a few newspapers devoted to higher
eqmty and the r_epublic of man. We hav one society, the nu?leus of great_t~mgs. I mean o:ur N at~onal Liberul League, with
Its many au::uhary Leugues, with their perhaps now little edu·
cuting powers, yet ~estine~ to do great work, for they are the
seat of great eqmty whwh wtll eventually dominute and
thrOUf?h their influen9e I:oa~l to 11 higher morality than chu~ches,
to a higher ruler, an mdividual sense of rinht
'\Ve are beginning a greut movement, und e~ch und all should
mu'ke earn~st effort t_o help for~ard the car of progress. There
should be m every village u somety. We want to circulate Liberal liter~ture, inuugnrate Liberal clubs. Do not attempt too
much at first; form clubs to circulate Liberal literature then
hold occasionul discussions, hav little theatricul and' other
umusements.
Do not be frightenecl by the advance ideas; do not be afraid
of the future, _but study, .so you may be ready to take part and
do good work m the readJustment when the time comes. Meet
often together; hold your conventions and consult together;
ge~ out of the_ ol~ darkness, but ever remember new light
bnngs new obhgat10ns. Our future will be what we muke it·
the duty ~f the present generation is to put a better generatio~
ATLANTA, TEXAS, Dec. 18, 1883.
to follow It: Do not be daunted by opposition, abuse, or misMR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3-$2.50 for THE TRUTH representatwn;
press onward, and think of your Liberalism as
SEEKER, 25 cents for your new alman:w, and the same a new order of nobility.

for the Agnostic Annual. T would send some names
for sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER but for two
reasons, one being that our post-master is an ignorant
bigot, and, I believe, destr0ys a.ll such mail matter,
and the other reason is, I find in the community
where I liv not more than one Infidel in fifty-or
I might say one hundred-persons who is a Liberal,
or who has back-bone enough to be seen with a Liberal paper, although they will borrow and read secretly all they can get, I hav circulated books and
pamphlets all around me, and the effects are showing themselvs. I am denying myself every luxury,
and many of the necessities, to do this, and expect
Lo keep at it so long as I liv and can spare a dollar

Jews and .Agnostics.
From the Universe.

Why some of the Jewish journals should manifest
a spirit of bitterness toward the .Agnostic press is to
us unaccountable. -In recent numbers of the American Israelite (Cincinnati) brief editorials sneeringly
alluded to .Agnostics. We greatly regret that our esteemed friend, Rev. Dr. Wise, should pen such uncharitable articles. He is himself a Rationalist, and
he may remember that orthodox Jewish journals and
writers hav boldly denounced him as a "Meshumed"
(Infidel). The New York Hebrew Leader seems to
glory in "the decadence of the .Agnostic press," and
the New York TRUTH SEEKER, an .Agnostic journal of
very extensiv circulation, replies in scorching terms
to its Hebrew contemporary, charging it with "polt:oonery," ~nd adds that .Alderman Morris, a responSible ~an m the Lep.der, may be pandering to his
Catholic and Protestant colleagues in the Board. We
~av to say that the .Agnostic press has ever shown
Itself to be the stanch and true friend of the Jews,
and for proof of this we proudly refer to the columns
o.f t?e Un~verse, THE TRUTH. SEEKER, and other .AgnostiC JOUrnals. Do not Rabbi Wise and .Alderman Morris know that the Jews hav already enough of enemies. What mental blindness induces them to try
to make more ?

There was deep interest evinced in the address,
and the earnest eloquence of the speaker sent home
his f~cts to the mind, and made permanent impres3wn on his audience, retiring amidst enthusiastic
applause: . .After singing by the choir, and the great
Thanksg1vmg song b.Y ~· H. Hall, the president prono~E.ced the benediCtiOn, and so closed this most
WE :would inform the Saratoga Eagle that the Christian AdenJoyable, profitable, and memorable convention.
vocate IS a blackguard sheet-as full of bigotry as a riut il!l of
meat. But perhaps our able contemporary knows this fact
already.-Banner qf Light.

ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
Is it possible that our Boston friends can mean the same
Freetbougbt is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Christian Advocate that Dr. Buckley editE<-the official organ of
Trial subscriptions of .three months for 50 cents:
the Methodist church?
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"The cooking?"
less by pining over them. As you went from ro greet with smile!! the pleasant glance, and
think all friends are true,
Why, yes; men can cook-didn't you know Pueblo to the' Queen City of the West,' ann
it? And although I hav never tasted any of then floated to this quiet spot, you were all ,\..nd never trouble trouble till trouble troubles
you.
' Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River, Jim's masterpieces in the culinary art, yet I the while out of harmony with nature, with
"This life is·short enough, dear friend, so try
Mass., to whom all Communications for this feel quite sure I would never go hungry if human beings, with yourself."
and make it sweet,
·
Corner should be sent.
Jim were around.
Jim sat down on the edge of the table, and
Be this your aim, and fragrant flowers shall
Jim is a great, tall, broad-shouldered, six- stared at the little body who seemed to know
grow about your feet;
footer, with lin eye like an eagle's, and the so much of his wanderings.
" His life is long whose work Is well,
And mirth shall take the place of grief, and
And be his station low or hlgtl,
joy the place of :rue,
"Now, Jeems," said she, "there's no use
beard of a brigand. John and Pete go off
He wno the most good works can tell,
hunting nearly every day, and sometimes in crying over spilt milk, as the saying is. [f you'll never trouble trouble till trouble
Livs longest though he sctanest die."
troubles you.'"
bring in a large quantity of game. One day What is gone, is gone; you cannot hav it back
They all clapped their hands, and Jim said
they brought in six rabbits, besides grouse again. It does not mend matters by dwellin~
The Wolf and the Ewe.
and ducks. Sometimes they kill a deer, and on them. They can be mended, however, ano "l'iiiss Brightside, won't you please to stay to
Once upon a time great friendship
then they feast on venison, and once in a made to be almost as good as new. Tht dinner?"
'Twixt a wolf and ewe there reigned;
"That I will," she answered, "for I am so
great while they bring in a bear.
world is ever new, and there are ever new
What saint's lnlluence wrought such marvel
As John and Pete sa.t, not long ago, string- faces to see, new homes to be made, ;md a lm lnmgry, I could almost eat a meeting-house,
Has not rightly been explained.
ing some beads that they had cut from a pair of fine gold to be. gotten out of the earth. ct'seems to mel" And she threw off hsr hat
She forgot the guardian shepherd,
of old moccasins to make a necklaee for the There are new thoughts to be coined, an6 ,md shawl, and commenced to arrange the
Fold, !lock, dog, she all forsook,
cat, who lay purring at their feet, and their new destinies to be carved, much work to bt rough table for dinner, upsetting Peter's mug
And her way with her new comrade
father was reading about <Jircassia and the done, and some of which nobody can do sc uf cold coffee the first thing.
Through the tangled thicket took.
"Never mind!" said Peter, "it isn't broken.'
beautiful Cir.cassian girls, while Jim prepared well as you yourself. Do you suppose,
V(h!lst she with her, fellows pastured,
a duck for dinner, there came all at once a Jeems, you are the only one who has eveJ ·• Why, Pete!" she exclaimed, you're a regular
Gentle she as turtle dove;
gentle tap on the outer door.
But her new friend quickly taught her
suffered? the only one who ever had th~ Brightsider. That's the way we always say,
Cruel as himself to prove.
"Who in the world can that be?" said John, heartache? the only one who ever was treated waen we make mistakes and blunders.
hastily surveying himself in the little mirror unkindly by friend or fate? the only one wht · Never mind, it isn't so bad as it might be."'
And when the ferocious tutor
Saw the poor perverted fool
"Oh, Miss Brightside, I wish you'd be our
tacked against the wall. Papa Hunter ran his has felt that he would like to lie down an6
Make so marvelous a progress
neighbor, always," said Papa Hunter.
fingers through his han, Pete let the string of die if he only could?"
In his brutalizing school,
"So I intend to be, and our folks are right
beads fall, and most of them slipped off on
"I guess she means me when I had th~
Vanity with pleasure mingled,
jolly neighbors, I can tell you."
the floor, and broadcshouldered Jim paused colic that time," whispered Pete.
Till his heart within him danced;
And then they sat down to dinner laughing
from his work and sighed wearily.
"More like she refers to me," said John,
And his fondness for his pup!l
and
chatting, and all agreed that they had not
"Go
to
the
door,
Pete,"
said
John.
"when
I
stubbed
my
toe,
and
the
nail
turneo
Every murderous scheme enhanced.
"You go, John," said Pete.
all black a ad came off-don't you remember?' lleen so happy before for a long time. The
But one day that, almmst famished,
cabin glowed like a beautiful palace, for
"You're the nearest,." drawled John, meas- and he nudged Pete.
Master Wolf, pursued the chase,
uring the distance with his eye.
or the victims he was seeking
"Sca-t l Scat there ! " exclaimed Papa ~verywhere that Neighbor B1·ightside went
He discovered not a trace.
· "I never saw such boys in all ni.y life," ex~ Hunter. "What's that cat got there, Peter?' ,be canied &unshine. "Why not?" she asked,
claimed Papa Hunter. "What ails ye?"
Mountain, valley, Plain, and forest,
"It's only the duck's gizzard, father; and ·'since all the world is flooded with it, and the
Up and down, ~nd through and throu·gh,
"Nothin' ails me," said John, "but Pete, she's making believe it's a mouse. See he1 Brightside family was ordained to scatter the
.
Vainly he exPlored; then empty
:;am e."
there, is lazy."
play--look ! "
To his den led back his ewe.
"No more lazy than you are," and Pete beThey all looked and laughed, and the little
There, his weary limbs outstretching,
Correspondence.
gan to lodk pouting, as he picked up the body said, "Happy creature that it is, to
On the ground awhile he lies;
bright-colored beads.
gather crumbs of comfort from such a littl<: A CUNNING LITTLE LETTER FROM A. CONNING
Then upon his weak companion
While this talk was going on, the door thing as a gizzard! Take a lesson from the
LITTLE OffiL.
Ravenously turns his eyes.
opened, and in stepped the loveliest little cat, and pick up the grains of happiness that
A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to
Thus the traitor inly muses:
body you ever saw. Her face was all smiles, lie at your hand."
you Miss Wixon, and many thanks for the
"Ne~er was known such agony f
and when she laughed the cabin glowed like
"And make believe they're mine," said ·• Children's Corner" in 'raE TRUTH SEEKER.
And must I endure these tortures ?
[am a child of seven yea1·s, and I take quite
a sunrise, and seemed filled with the sweetest Jim, half smiling.
Must I out of friendship die?
,m interet>t in the "Corner." I hav read
and most delicious music.
"Why yes, if so the fancy pleases you," uve1·y ''Corner" as yet, and um mnoh pleased,
" Shall I not obey the mandate,
They all looked at each other, but nobody said the little body. " At any rate, don't .mel long ID>IY yon liv mul hav plenty of stories.
Nature speaks within my breast?
And is not self-preservation
· spoke a word for a whole minute, and then dwell among the shadows. I've seen a bab~ [ liko to see those that are right justly reNature's holiest behest?
Papa Hunter said, "It isn't an angel, is it?"
lying on the floor and catching at the sun- warded. My grandpap11 has taken 'rilE
"Well, if I am an angel I havn't any wings, beams as they danced in at the window. We ['uunr SEEKER ever sinee I was born, and has
" Virtue, thou belong'st to reasonhav I?" and the little body turn.,ed herself older babies can catch sunbeams if we will." 11eld me on his knee and read from its pages
Let proud man confess thy sway!
many good things-too good and big for my
I'm by instinct merely governed,
around, but no one saw any sign of a wing.
"What'll we bait our hooks with'/" inq nired little brain to take in. I suppose there hav
And its dictates must obey."
"Maybe she is a fairy," suggested Pete.
many auswered your puzzle, but the riddle I
Peter.
"Indeed she looks as if she might be,"
Thus decided, swift as lightning,
"Peace, good will, and good sense, dear il>tv uot made out yet. But the puzzle is
Springs he on the hapless ewe;
thought Papa Hunter.
boy," she answered. "You do well," she lVIississi ppi.
Yours with love for Trm TRUTH SEEKER,
Fangs and claws, deep in her bosom
Bu~ whatever or whoever she was, she was continued, turning to Jim, "to cuddle down
JENNIE E. HANDALL.
Plunging, stains a crimson hue.
just full and brimming over with merriment on the bosom of Mother Nature when t.he
East Diwficld, Jl{aine.
With a trembling voice, the victim
..........
and good nature. She skipped up to John world uses you ill. But now you've had ymu
Questions her disloyal friend:
and tickled his ear with a straw, at the same cry on t, let the birds, the buds, and the blosAcrostic.
"Why, ingrate, should'st thou destroy me?
time pointing at Peter with the other hand, as soms, the sunlight and the stars overhe11d,
When, or how, could I offend ?
[The following did not arrive in time for
if she knew how ticklish he was, and that he coax you out of the depths, and into tho gay, last week's issuA, and so we publish it this
" By what law, art thou so cruel,
would laugh if you only pointed at him. This glad, joyous life once more. 'Experienee is week.-En. C. C.]
Since I never gave thee cause?"
time he rolled on the floor in paroxysms of the best school,' and we learn in it as in no
Greedily, he cried, "I'm hungry;
Answer to letter p1nzle in TaE TRUTH
Hunger is the first of Jaws."
laughter, while the cat stood up and stretched other. Experience brings us close to others,
SEEKER of Dec. 22<1:
till her frame assumed the appearance of a the experience of childhood brings UB Htruight
Mortals, learn from an example
right-angled triangle. The laughing, gleeful to the heart of every child in the universe, Moving in maj~sty toward the south,
With such horrid sufferings fraught,
IncreaHing in power and size as it flows;
What dire evils an alliance
little body then whisked past Papa Hunter, and so do the joys and sorrows of HllJ.ture life Summer 1md winter, with wide open mouth,
With the false and cruel brought.
and dancing up to Jim, peered into his face, bring us .into fellowship with our human- 1-lwellcd by the rains and the far mountain
I! the wicked are our comrades,
kind. In the morning the darkness goes
and inquired, "Is this you, J eems ?''
snows;
I engage you'll imitate
away and the shadows flee before the light of rmposing and grand, in springtime and flood,
"Yes,
it
is
I,"
he
answered·,
with
a
doleful
Half their crimes, and will encounter
Seething :tnd roaring its way to the sea,
sigh. "And what's the matter with you ? day. In this little cauin home you may find Smiling so tfuietly, gentle, nnd good,
Wolves like ours, or soon or late.
the
purest
springs
of
happiness
and
joy."'
-Bocage.
What makes you so-so-so-glum?" and she
In the summer sun falling on riVer and lea.
--------~~-------"'Who are you?" demanded Jim.
caught at a stray lock of hair hanging over
l'lease note the description that meets with
Neighbor Brightside.
"Why, J eems, don't you know me?"
your eye,
his broad forehead.
Pen-pietures a river, whose name you descry
"No, I don't."
Not a great distance from the town of Buf"I don't know who you are, lady, but perNor you, Papa Hunter, nor Peter, nor John Is Mi-ss-i-ss-i-pp-i.
falo, in Wyoming, away in the far West, there haps, if you had been bereft of all your heart
is a place called Red :Bank. In a little irreg- held dear, had seen your home that you bad -don't either of you know my name?"
Answer to riddle in same number.
"Naw !"said Peter and John together, while Take away one letter and I kill.
ular valley, tucked snugly in the.bank, stands established, the ties you had formed and the
a cunning little cabin, all alone by itself. A faces tha.t had grown familiar, and as price- Papa Hunter shook his head.
'l'uke away auother and I'm ill,
"I'll tell you, then; I am your Neighbor And will die unless I'm saved by skill.
clear mountain stream winds its way toward less as familial', the accumulations of years of
UNCLE WILL.
the rising sun, whose noonday rays light up labor and waiting, all swept away at one fell Brightside, and I liv close by your little cabin
and warm the cabin front, while westward swoop, and found yourself heartsore, home- home. If it were not for me you'd die, you,
the snow-capped peaks of the Big Horn less, and penniless, drifting out in the wide and all your folks, you'cl die of the mopes,
mountains shut out the last flickering rays of world all alone, maybe you would not feel you would. I liv on the right side of your
cabin, and my relativs a! ways settle on the
the setting sun. North and south the foot- quite so cheery."
bills come sloping down from the base of the
"Maybe not; but is life then so wrong-side- right of the human habitations. We believe
--BY-in having plenty to eat and to drink, that is,
mountains, and shut out a view of hills and out to you?"
of wholesome food and drink, and in having
plains. The furniture of the cabin consists
"Yes, it is," he almost sobbed.
a happy time of it generally while journeying
of rough bedsteads, several stools and boxes,
"And is all the sunshine blotted 011t?"
through the world, for we are the jolliest set
which do duty as chairs, a table with a blanket
"Every bit."
Revised aud Enlar;,rcd.
of people you ever fell in with; all the Brightfor a cover, a lamp, and a chest of tools. A
"Courage all gone ? "
cupboard constructed out of a shoe-box con"I havn't a thing to build a hope upon," he side folks are, and nobody was ever sorry for Price, 10 CTI:!. SINGLY; 75 C'rS. PER DOZ.
entertaining us. We do not borrow trouble-tains some dishes, besides pots, kettles, and murmured sadly.
AS A
frying-pans. The walls are ornamented with
"Now, Jeems, that isn't so. You're mis- never did-and we get along better than if we
MISSIONARY
DOCUMENT
did. And now I'll recite for you a piece, and
pictures cut from newspapers and magazines, taken, that's all."
IT
IS
UNEXCELLED.
and a well-filled bookcase hangs in a conspic·"Where can you find a thread strong I want you all to corr.mit it to memory. It
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
uous place ·near a gun-rack. The cellar, as enough to hold a hope as small as yonder belongs· to the Brightside· family, and goes
Remsburg are:
well as the rear }JOrtion of the cabin, extends smallest bead?" said James, pointing to the thus:
The Church and Moralit.y; Criminal Statisback into the bank, ond is well stocked with beads that Pete began to pick up.
"Of all the maxims, old and new, the one I'd tics. showing the creeds of the prisoners in
potatoes, onions, cabbages, etc.
"Why, here," said the little body, patting
choose to giv
the. penitentiaries; the Church and CivilizaThe inhabitants of this cabin are John and Jim's head, "and here," brushing his arms, To those I wish with all my heart in happi- tion; the Church and Science; the Church
ness
to
livand Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Pete, Papa Hunter, and Jim.
and snapping at his fingers. "In the first
"What !" you ask, "are there no 'women place, here you are in splendid health, phys- To those whose motley path through life with Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
roses I would strew,
Woman's Hights Movements; the Temperance·
folks ' there at all ?"
ically, and health is the first requisit to hap- Is-Never trouble trouble till trouble troubles Reform; the Church and the Republic.
No, none at all. Papa Hunter is the father piness, and with two such hands and such a
you.
These pamphlets should be circulated by·
of John and Pete, and Jim is a rambler who, head, why need you fear? Why, it should be
the thousand. Let every reader send for a·
"Take my advice--enjoy the hours, and work dozen at least. Address
for the present, makes his home with them, fun to battle with such elements and obstaand play with zest;
and, besides doing a deal of reading, writing, cles as confront you. I admit you hav had Don't run to meet dull care, my friend; you'll
THE TRUTH SEEYER.
33 Clinton Place, NEW YOBK,
1\nd thinking; also does the cooking.
And it will be best
serious drawbacks, but it does not make them
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PROSPECTUS OF

When not at church; there pass the day
In pious thought, or reading through
The tracts we every week renew."
And Bigotry, alas to tell,
The Puritan Sunday.
Has strength to still exert her spell;
The following from London Truth is exceed- Can still the path of Progress bar,
And lives of toiling millions mar.
ingly applicable to the situation in this city at
SUNDAY A.S IT SOON MUST BE.
present. We commencl it to the rampant sabOnce let the fiat of the law .
.
batarian bigots.
The stubborn bolts and bars mthclraw
THE PHARISEE'S SABBA.'rH.
That shut the masses from the sight
Of \Vhat is beautiful and bright;
"No," says the Rich Man, "there is no neecl
And great, indeed, tho change will be
To grant the boon for which you plead;
'Ihat we in toiling homes shall see!
The present Rtate of things is best;
Once let these earnest men prevail,
And Sabbath days are meant for rest;
\Vhose fervid efforts never fail,
The masses should their church attend,
\Vhich now so squalid is, and mean;
And not their Sundays wish to spend
And many a dwelling, dark and sad,
In gazing at fine works of artShall be with moral sunshine glad.
Six days for that are sot apart.
I and my family go then,
Think what a Sabbath then will mean
Anrl why should not these workingmen?
For those whose week-long :fight is keen!
No, no, I can't and won't consent
Think \\ith what feelings new ani! stmnge
To humor them to this extent !"
'l'he hil-worn man will hail the change!
How he with bolder henrt will rise
So cries our wealthy PhariseeAnd help his wife, as she so tries '
J~ut is he fit a judge to be ?
To make their ehilclren nice and neat,
Let's seek his home, and see the way
"To go with father for a treat!"
He spends his valued Sabbath day.
Think how their prattle will delight
Kept by the Obswve1· late in bed,
As they anticipate the sight,
He dallies o'er a dainty spread,
And as with laughing eyes and heart
Until his cozy brougham bears
The
cheerful party off will start!
Him swiftly off to morning prayers.
'This duty over, 'tis not stmnge
No longer does the father yearn
:He cares not galleries to range,
Into the public-house to turn;
10r that he has so often posed
Its brazen welcome heeds he not,
.As one who'd keep i\hwenms closed.
He need not now become a sot,
An hour of comfort to secure;
For in his mansion you \vill find
Its
glittering charms no longer lure,
Thnt wealth and taste hav both combined
But
steadfastly he passes by
To please his fancy. Flmmrs diffuse
His former haunts without a sigh.
Rweet odors ancl display bright hues;
His children trotting at his side,
His grrzo on ''things of beauty" falls,
Their hopes and fears in him confide;
}'o1· '' mrrsterpieces" deck his walls,
Whilst he wtllks on with head erect,
And st~tues in ertch nook are placed,
Proud in his new-born self-respect.
£ookr; withomt number tempt his taste;
Nor rlo the charms of music fail
And them, the gallery gone through,
His jaded senses to regale,
At home its treasures they review,
When, after clinner'B long delight,
Talk of the charming things they've seen,
l{epletion: follows appetite.
And wonder what it all can mean,
Till, senses pleased and thoughts refined,
Ana should he weary, as in fact
They half forget that Fate's unkind,
He often does, to be exact,
And with fresh hope and courage new
Should he feel bored and change require,
Another week's hard toil pursue.
His club supplies his heart's desire;
Who, then, dares say that perils lurk
There he can go, smoke his cigar,
In this gl·eat end for which we work?
And mnso how nice our,Sundays are!
Who claros contend that woes untold
Ana as l1is pint of port he drinks,
Prom London those closed doors withhold?
State bol11ly what it is be. thinks
Too long has Bigotry, we say,
Of those who hav so often tried
Of public,tn mmle protege,
·Mnsenm doors to open wi1le,
And trie<l his Sunday trade to save
And let the people find within,
By hov;ling down as' scnnclnl grave
Rome cure for drunkenness and sin!
Each well-meant effort to secure
"'l.'he mnssos hav their homes!" cries he;
Sunday amusement for the poor!
"\Vhat else they want I fail to see."
B1it now, 'twoulil seem, the end is near,
On which, still ~eoking chrrnge of view,
'fho donds ;>cgin to disappear;
Ho takes his daughters to the Zoo,
An'l thnnp;h the-) l)hariseos rave on,
And thoro deplores to some dear frien1l
Thuy Lnnw thc·ir power is well nigh gone;
How things t'warcl Sabbath-breaking tend;
Ay0, lGJow th:tt Common Sense inust win
\Vhon inconsiderate people try
This 1\;ht ·gainst Ignorance and Sin!
'l'o Christianity defy,
By giving chances, if they can,
THE
'l.'o every London artisan
' To look at works of art on Sunday,
In spite of even Mrs. Grundy!
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THE POOR MAN'S SUNDAY.

]j,t those who say there is no need
that for whi<;h we strongly pleail,
•Cttono with us where yon workman dwells,
And hear the talc he grimly tells.
·'Tis~Sunc1ny tnorning; on the air
'Thol'e floats t..ho call to praiRe and prayer.
But'in this roNn, down unclergroullll,
'They ~carce ca'lll. hear the bells'' glad sound,
·Or see the sun "bich brightly beams.
·No, all is dark, and squali1l seems,
l''or gloom is there, .nnrt Faith is dead,
Ailll Hope herself has long since flecl.
:Fn,r

About the room pale c]lilclren run
An<l cry for light, and air, and Sllli;
A weary mother Yainly tries
To eheck her sadnnrl heavy sighs;
Hmoke clogs the close and clammy rrir;
Till, rising roughly from his chair,
Tlw father thro\\·s his l!clf>JOld's clown,
And hurries off with oatli and frown,
'1'<> lounge al>out the streets until
The publican may work his will,
Am1 \vith his poisonous liquor stay
Tl•e deadly dullness of the clay.
Oo, ask this man, and you will find,
Should he to answer be inclinedThere was a time his home was not
What now it is; thnt once his lot
Was brighter, aucl had well been made
A bnppy one with kindly aid.
Hix <lny> of labor mncle him yearn ·
F'or chango of scene; he longed to turn
'fo higher aims; to leave the'strife
A'Jc1 >:qnalid leYel of his life,
Ancl g>ein fresh strength, inspired by Art
Anew on Life's hard ·way to start.
'
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THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered Its resources,
and wlll be a stronger, better, and brighter paper
than ever .-Liberal League Man.
THE TRUTH SEEKER hftB become a necessity to the
Liberal cause.-Ka.nsa• Blade.

TERMS FOR 1884:

to suppre.'3S Liberalism.- Worthington, Minn., .Advance.

$3 00
Single subscription,
i) 00
One subscription two years,
0 00
Two new subscribers,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance,
o 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance,
1 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance,
S iiO
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance,
10 00
Any number over five at the same
rate, invariably with one remittance.
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
will.take the trouble to get a new subscriber
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will
get his own paper for $1; by getting. three
new subscribers be will not only get h1s own
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of
money order; by getting four new subscribers
he will hav nis own free and gain $2.
This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its
sixtee• large pages, cheaper th~n any other
Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by
so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share with them the
advantages of the club rates.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place. New York Oity
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OPINIONS REGARDING IT.
A paper like 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER Is something
more and bener than an advocate of truth. Through
It Its subscribers touch elbows with each otlier.
Each re~c!Ar knows that he Is one or a goodly company who fine! comtort and Inspiration In Its pages.
If they s!¥lald meet each other they would feel like
brothers and sisters. 'l'hey hav lived under one Intellectual root, telt the glow or the same fireside, and
broken together the bread ot life. Sacha paper Is
to thousands " substitute tor the church.-GEOROE
CHAINEY,

in This World.

'l'CIE TRUTH SEEKER, !onndecl by D. M. Bennett, I~
to· day perhaps the strongest roe wl tll whillll super-

stition has to contend, and a long futUre of great.

usefulness Is, we trast and believe, betore it.- Wint~:.d,

Solution;

CRITICIS:\'IS OF UNIVERSOLOGY.
llh

in every respect.-Sa.n Francisco Universe.

It is conducted in a b1•oad and truly liberal
spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu~
man race.

WI'rH SOi\IE

Conn., P1·ess.

TllP.re oaght to be five hundred subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER In this COUnty, just to rebuk" the lnfamouscharcll bigots who 1n·e using force and !rand

OF THE

w0rI0 as N0w c0nsti tutea.

"UIEL P. PU I'NAlll

Pi-ice 20 cents.

This sterling and widely-circulated Freethough
journal has won its way deep Into the hearts or Its
re<tclers. '!.'HE TRUTH SEEKER Is a great paper, and
deserves the most generous support or the Liberal
public. The recent numbers received are splendid

Among the reforms THm TRUTH SEEKEll aims
to effect are:
Total separation cif church and state, including the equitable taxation of church
property; secularization of the p~bhc schools,
abolition of Sunday laws, aboht10n of chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriations
for religious purposes, and all other measures
necessary to the same general e~d.
Its sixteen large pages are filled every week
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
articles and communications by the ablest
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
current secular and theological events. It is
the armory from which hundreds draw their
weapons in contests with priesthood. All
the Liberal papers are good, but THE TRUTH
SEEKER is
·
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NE"\V YORK CITY.

CLINTON PLt\.CE,

PRORLI:fd OF TffE UNIVERSE,

"'The masses hav theh homes!" 'tis trueHut if these homes we only knew,
Nay, could we only at them glance,
~Ve should not wonder then, perchance,
'lfhat earnest men-good Christians, too];ntend their efforts to renew,
Till, spite the cant of Pharisees,
Tho Law their long-asked boon decrees;
And London's toiling millions gain
'J'he right, so long besought in vain,
'.i.'o enter the Museum's door,
And Art's domains at length explore.
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Readers of TEE TRUTH SleEKER know the circumstances
This is au lmprovetnent on all former numbers.
nclcr which this work was written. The last words
There an~ now some three thou~and names of outpenned by the great author were for the fourth volume
npoken Freetlllnkers and tl1eir post-office addreRees
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A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SusAN
H. WIXON. Second ecllllon. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work for young musters and

mtssl~s.

has

passer! through a very large edition, and a second
hus been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. '!.'Ills new eclltlon has a photograph of the
aurhor which adds very much to the value or the
volume.
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Foander of Nihilism and Apostle ot Anarchy,
WITH A PREFACE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUCKER,
(Editor of Liberty.)
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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Price, 20 cents.
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THE YOU'l'H'S LIBERAL GUIDE.

Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?"
CONTENTS:

By PI'ol. H.

l\I. lioTTINOER, A.lii.
Price, $1.00.
Tbls \"olume aims at the education of youth in thfl
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ineuleates n1oral dutiPs and human rights from a
standpoint of pure reason anci common sem~e.
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Atltlress
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Bennett was a very pat'ent and falthfal

chronicler of the habits and customs of t!1:e di:trerent peo-

ples of the many places he vls!te.d. The every-day
natlonslslald before the reader by one who has
visited them ann beheld them With his bwn eyes. Parr,lcular attention Is paid to the progress of Freethought In
the various countries he visited. and tbe morality or soco.lled pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of
Christian countries, mach to the detriment of the latter
The work Is a
life of all

I!'reethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE"
should be In every Liberal's library Besides its Intrinsic
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers
the world has known-or one who ranks with Voltaire
and Pa!ne 1n the force and clearness of hJa wrJ, ings
Address 1HI!I 1RU1H SEEKI!IR,
33 Clinton Place,
New York city
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But Bigotry stepped in, ani! cried,
"Such pagan hopes must be denied!
A workingman, in any case,
Should learn that home's his proper place
"if()n Sunday; there hQ OUjlht to ~tay

Rational Deductions from Established Principles.
and Jesus."
\ A R tfi 1
Preveutlon Dettei· than Cure.
·
a ca romance of Pioneer life. delineating tbe y!~.
A. STORY OF THE RIOHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
APPENDIX: The Doctrine and Dloclpllne of Dl- . tues of natural humanity as oppo•ed to tlle hYpocrisy or a
upernatur•I religion; crowded with Incident and full of
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE. vorce, by John Milton.
l'rlce, 50 cents. Neatl;y bound ln cloth. For sale .llrogreaslv lde~~a and the poetry of the ruture,
l'rlce 10 cents.
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Address all communications to

DR. L. TENNEY,

ThL' Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History of£hristianity

324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cincinnata Ohio
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Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging In value from $10
to$400, in stock contlnua.Uy. Sliver Watches, Chains,
- Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, lUngs, Pins, Earrings,
etc.; also Silver Ware, Gold Pins, Optical and Fancy
Goods In proportionate large quantities. A fine 3ounce case, Silver Elgin Watch, S9. A fine 4-ounce
Stem•Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels,
Quick Train, dnst-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails
everywhere for S22 to $25). Best 4·ounce Case, Stem
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator,
$25. A Ladles' Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder,
$25. '£he same, heavier and 14 karat, S35. All 25
per cent below regular prices. A Cllronograph, 1-4.
seconG Horse·Timer, and "ElY-Back," in Heaviest
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph for timIng two horses, or double record, a fifth second, best
In the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," Atriking
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broad.
way prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented with
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets of Diamond
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Varle·
gated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers,
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Back8, etc., etc,
No finer goods at Tl1I!l.ny's, N.Y.
Send me a check for amount you desire to pay for
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible,
and I will send prepaid to any part of the United
States, and rifund ca•lt on demand if not entirely satls·
factory. I please all, and httndre<lsof my customers
cheerfully testify to the fact. Refer to Hocbelle
NationA.l Bank, and Brothers Remsbllrg and Follett.
The latter says In his" Catalog of the Life Members
of the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
Otto Wettstein, the stanch Liberal of Rocltelle. I
round him up to Ills ears in business, selling and
sending off goods. His large jewelry store Is truly
marvelous for a town the size of Rochelle. I would
advise all of our Liberal friends who are In want of
anything In the jewelry line to send to him, and they
will make a great saving by so doing." Correspond.
ence sollclte<l,

,.·

OTTO WETTSTEIN.
-$-(f6 trP.P..
a week in ;\""our own town. Terms an~t$5-00int·
H. II..v
.t--. Cn •• Portland .. Me.
Arlrln~sH

T,F.'r

PLAH~ ~OM~

TALJ(,

EMBHACING

Medical Common Sense .
BY E. B.

FOOTE, M D.
Thta book 1a a p1aln talk about the human system, t.h€
habits of men and women. the causea and prevention of
disease. our sexual relations and social natures. It is medical common sense applied to causes, prevention, a.nd cure
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men a.nr.
women to each other, society. love. marringe, pa.rentage
etc. Embe!llslled wltb two hnndred lllustratlons. Pr!<:>
'1.50. Sold a.t
THE TRUTH BEH.KEH office.
33 C!1ntnn Place. N ,'. cit.y

FARADAY PAMPHLETS.
No. J,-T)Je It.-lat.i\ln ot· liRe SU•ir:ltnal to
th<' Material tiniverse: tile J.aw of <VOu•

t.roJ.
,
Two papers given in the Interest of Spiritual Science, by Spirit FARADAY, of England. Price, 15 cts.
. l

N:J;, 2

0

w'h-:,~i~~~ J~,;~:-..F~om. The Evolution of
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processes;
or, How the Spirit Bo<ly Grows. By Spirit l<'ARADAY.
Price 10 cents.
Noif.:.;. ~;.~...:!f~~~~~pment ot· the Spirit
The Origin of Rollglons. By Spirit FARADAY.
Price, 10 cents.
No. 4--TI>e Proees" ot· JU.<mtai ll>etJon;
Or, How We Think. BySplrit FARADAY. 15 cents.
No. li.-Jesu" (Jhrhl·,. Fiction.
Founde<l on the Life of Apollonl us of Tyana. How
the Pagan Priests of Rome or!ginaterJ Chrlstlanlty.
Translated by the late l\1. FAUADAY. 2081mgeA. Price,

:W cent-s.

passag'cs in the ((History of the Decline and
F<ill of the Roman Empire 11 by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
\,\'ith a Life

n( l.ihhnn, preface ancl notes by the editor,
critical 11ott..'s lly Gntzol, l\1iltuan) Wenck,
an "English Churclnnnn, n and other ~chob.rs.
I voL !3 mo, SG.1 pp. Cloth. 'Vith 65 engraving-s. $2 oo
This honk shows when, where, and how Christianity
nri.,inau·d· who \\"('rt' it:~ fotmders, and what were the
~:..:Ji.iiml't;t;, mantH;r~;-, llli!llbcrs, and condition of th~
J·rimitin.! Christians.
n I know nfno i)onk thntcontains more real and Yal\"'\hk information npon the origin of Christianity."-

i11clndln~

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in Th1·ee Weeks.
One Week.
CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear. Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you for the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIC VES'l'S for about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, I can say wltllout hesitation to those· af- Side, which had been a source of misery to me for
filcted as I hav been that the el!ect WllB simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous reme.dles
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with pat·aly- before without b.enefit, but as soon as I put on the
sls in my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un.
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint tor a number of years, from which I hav sufLadles, read the following testimony from a liLdy
fered "intensely, and, although <loctorlng all the
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put. who had been under drug treatment for eight years
tlng on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav ·1n the
OSDORN, 0., Dec. 15, 188'2.
past two weeks, will soon be well. I woul<l, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your !otter just received; also
fore, recommend to those suffering as I bav your the <Jlothlng on Tuesday last.
Fitted porfr:c\ly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of el!ectlng l<'ELT BETTER FHOll[ TIIE FIHST HoUit I HAD 'l'HEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and if limprovo a::~ ravtdly u.~
WM. H. CLEMM;ER,
I llav since •.r:~esday, wm soon be well. Wlll report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
llespecttully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appliances which will
This lady reports herself entirely cured In lese
efrect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same
time eradicate CATARHH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the gn.rmontH, and,
11atlent. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although in bed, unable to get out, when appl1e(]
change medlcins every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless wa.s able to ride twenty miles in
vatlent almost to death, he may posRibly strike two days after the application. '1 he lady's name
something (If lle Is very skilful) that brings relief ea!l be had upon application at this ofdce, bY any.
one desiring to communicate with her.
for the t.lme being.
L•uHes, read the'followlng testimony from a lady wllo h>"Ld been suffering for two years with an Ovarian Tumor, aml who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a d<>BO ol
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog
for you; It will pay you.
SHULI,SBURG, WIS., Noventber19, 1882.
Dl\. L. TENNEY, Dear Si1·: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de·
sire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of St. Lo.uis, at which place I wtw then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ov<Hia" 'j umur,
and tbat the only thing that would save my life woulcl be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operation, when my attention was called to the _..,,.,.ek•~ lllagn.,t.ic A.J>pl1ances. As drowning man
will catch atasu·aw, so did I catoh at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a·:sult,.of
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone surrerlng as I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEW ART.
1
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.. On·~ or the nw~~t lc:1rnccl :-tnd interesting hooks ever
\\": iacn an<lpublisl1cd. "-Roston Iw;_,estig;ator.
·---,~ SALC A7 TRUTH SE:EIU:R OFFICE.
6m15
·

C H RONRC DISEASES,
Emlwnclng thoee of the blood and Nerves, the Dls.
OH!'WH of Men, t.lw DiRenses of \Vomen. nn<l the various eltllRP.'H, fllly~icaland Rncln1, lending to tbe mare
plainly t.rMtt:e<l by that plaln<>HI; of book", PLAIN
l!Oi\IE '£ALK, E:VlllRACING l\IED!CAJ, COMMON
H.E;:-.JSE-nen.rJy 1,000 .Pll.g"('f:\ 1 200 Jllnst.l'tLUons. hy Dr.
E. B. FOO'rll!, of 1~0 LHxlngtou ave., Now York, t.o
whom all IHtters from tlw Rlek Alwuld hn n.cllirossed.
In ltH Issue for Jan. 1\l, 1H7H, :M1·. Bonnett's 'l'UUTII
SJo:EKgrt rhus SJ)eaks of Dr. :FOO'CE nnd his modtc!tl
pulllleat.tons: "\Ve know hlm (Dr. Foote) perona.lly
Hnd "ltlmnwly, unrl wn ~ay with all the assurance
that l\nowle<lgo 1mpartA tl1at JJH Is a man of the·
lllglte-';;t 1necnttvs lLnd Inotivs. whoRe life llaB been
1n1nHtrnct.ingan<l1mpt'ovlng hlsfel\9w-belngsby giving such inrormntion n.'3 is well calculated to·
enrtblH them to bo morA lH~!Llthy, more lHt]JJIY, and
to lw. hAtter and morA usefnl men and women. Ills
mod leal wnr·kA llOl'IRCBB tho hlglwst vn1uo, '•nnd hav
bA<'ll Jnt.roducrlll 111Hl tlwrongtlly ren.~l in huudreda
or tl!qnsands of famlllcR. who to-day At.anll reruJy to
llen.r wi!IIJJg tnAtimony 1o tho grmJ.t henctH they hav
derived from tllo physiolng!eu.l, hygionlc, and moral
lef'som~ whielJ 110 ha_ ..., so n.bly imparteti."
1
Pnn:lHL~m·~ of l'LAfN HOME 'l ALK are at Jiborty
lo CO:'oi~UL'l' I'fS AUTHOH, In porRon or by mall,
FP..EE. IJriee nf the JWW Popular ErJiUon, by mutl,
JH)Qtau-o propn.l!l, only Sl.fiO.
Contents table free.
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AGEN'£S WANTED.
MUUllY HILL PUBLTSIJING COMPANY,
12\J EaHt 2Rt.lt H\roeL. Now York.

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike ail other appliances In tile
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.

PRICE LIST.
~

BY MAIL POST-PAID

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
6.00
Ladies' Abdominai Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4.00
}{nee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping_ Caps,
4.00
18.00
Ladies Jacket
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles,
l. 00
Children's garments upon application.

fOJ.OW THYSElF

AGreat Me olea! Wor~ on Man~oad
or

.;;>

Any of tile above garments sent to any address upon receipt
price, and we will return the moncv
if Liley are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
~end us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you.
While our

appliances are orrered at less than one· third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever ol!ered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Ev:ery magnet Is put through a particular proeess, and
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 qents. Postage, 5 conts. hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In tile market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority o! such worthless appliance!l having
Rome. Not Bethlehe•n, the Birthi>Iaee of so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for a
JesnH.
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any
Extract from Faraday No.5. Price 10 cents.
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon zt:imtific
'Vho Wrot,. the New T«•stameDt·?
prinetples, and not haphazard as In all the others. We ol!er you therefore
Extract from l<'araday No. 5. Price 10 cents,

BOWLES PAlUPIILE'I'S.
No. J,-Experien(lC!'I of Sa1nnei Bowles,
Late editor of tile Springfield, l\1ass., Republican, In
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a SpirItual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp
ot CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 20 cents.
No. 2.-(Jontrasts in §J>irit J,ife:
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late
editor of the Springfield, !11ass., Republican, In the
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account of the
late President Garfield's reception in the spirit
world. Written through the hand of CAUlliE E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 50 cents.
.&elisa w. Sprague's and l!Jary ()lark's
.Experiences in the First Ten Spheres
of Spirit .Life.
Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price,

~omc

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now ol!ered under that head. At
the BSme time the application of labor-BBving machinery In our manufacture enables us to oiier tllem
about
·

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,
So that we can say with truth, None are sc poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trl!le higher
than ordinary clothing.
n. .. m .. mber that we are ol!erlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and If
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will
refund your money.
·

Exhauste<l Vltnllty, NP.rvouA nn<l Physical Deblllty,
Premature DeeJine in Man, Erro:rs of Youth, and tho
untol(l mh,erles rmmltlng from lndiHP-retions or excosAcH. A hook for nvery man, young. middle-aged,
nnd old. H. eontalns 12:> JH'OHerlptlow~ for all ncute
and chronk d1sBnses, caeh one of. which 1A 1nvulnahlo. So found by the an thor, whose experience for
28 yr>ars is such ns probably never bef()ro fell to the
lot of nny physJcla.n. 300 pa~eR, bound in beautiful
French muBJin, emhmsserl eoverR, fttll gUt, guara.n
t.ced 1o lJe a flnor work in every senso-mechauical,
liternry, and profoRslnnnl-than any other work sold
In this country for S2.o0, or the money wlll be refundo•l ln every lnstttnce. Price only $1.00, by ma!i
pnBtpctld. IlluHtrat.ed Rample, G ets. Send now.
Gold merlnl awarded thealHhor bY the National Medical ABRociatlon, to tho omcors of wliich Jw refers.
This book should be read by tile young for Instruction, and by the affilcted for relief. It will benefit
all.-Lnndnn Lancet.
'l'horo ls no momlwr of society to whom this book
will nr>t bo UBefu1, whether youth, parent, guardian,
1n:-.trnetor, or clergyntan.-Argonaut.
Address the Peabody l\Iedleal Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Pa.rl{er', No 4 Dulftnch st., Boston, :Mass., who may·
be curumlted on all diseases requiring skU! and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases hav bMIled the sl<lll of all other physclans u it:
a
specialty. Such treated snccess!ully 1"11\.
r;;!kout an Instance of failure.

Al

THYSElF

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to Alamontada the Gaiiey-Slave. Truns-order, and a fit guaranteed.
lated from the German of Zschokke by
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMISSIONB AU.OWED
for further lnfofJillltloQ,
DR. L. TENNEY,
· '
Race Btr et, cor. 9th Street, Cincinnati, 0,

~ddr!ISI!

IRA G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philo··
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting, .
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 60 oeJlta,

THE TRUTH SEEKER. J"ANUARY 12. 1884.
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A TRA.li!P who was presented with a clime In Bn~ton
last week was found dead the following mornin.g.
"Killed by cultured' gratitude," was the verdict ot
th,e eoroner's·jury.

WE are not all called to perform great deeds and
to accomplish proud achievements, but none of us
are eo humhle but what we can do acts of k!n<lnese
to those around us, and contribute, though in "
~mall way, to the happiness of others.
It is not our
duty, however, to make ourselvs miserable that the
happiness or others may be Increased, nor to take
the food from our own mouths to feed t.llose who
tnake no exertions for themselvs; but a.s a rule we
wll! finrl that the more we contribute to tho happiness of others the more we add to our own.-D. 111.
Bennett.

·wHAT a command of words some men hav! lt tovk
nineteen newspaper lines, or one hundred and
fifty-two words, to 11ol<l a single sentence of Evarts
to the eJreet that the wires must not come down.

THE

Truth Seeker Annual

WE see, in the Intellectual movements of our
times, the tendency to expansion, to universality;
and tbls must continue. It Is not an accident, or an
!nexpllcable result, or a violence on n~ture; Is Is
founded on eternal truth. Every mind was made
for growth, for knowledge; and nature I~ sinned
against when It is doomed to ignorance. 'l'he divine
gift of intelligence was bestowed for higher uses than
bodl!y labor, than to make hewers of woorl, drawers
of water, plowmen or servants. Every being so
gifted is Intended to acq11a!nt himself whll God and
his works, and to perform wisely and dlslutere8tedly
the duties of life. Accordingly, when we see the
multitude of men beginning to thirst for knowledge,
tor Intellectual action, for something more than animal !He, we see the great design ot nature about to
be accomplished; and society, having received thla
. ' Impulse, w!ll never rest til\ It shall hav taken such
a form as will place within every man's reach the
means or Intellectual cultu re.-Dr. Channinu' s Present
Age.

-AND,-

Jlfre~thinkt~~, ~lmaq,at.
1884.

"NO," said Mr. Grinnell, "I can't understand it.
Snaggs' wife !s dead but he doesn't seem to show
the least signs of grief; and yet he'll hav to get up
and build his own fire, and spll.t his own wood now.
I can't understand hls heartlessness.

<E. M. 284.>

®yv'itl\ fiigRteen ®Juff ~o.ge (jffu~tro.tiof2~•
CO:N':t'::El:N"':t'S.
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This VV:o~ld. By George C~ainey. Page 6g
The Old Free Enquirers'
Association of
AgnosUctsm and Immortahty. By E. M.
NewYork andtheDutyofSupporting
Ma_cdonald.
63
the Libera'! Press. · By Peter Eckler. xs r883 m England: Its Struggles and Its
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E.~- 18 _Work.
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New York State Freethinkers' Assoc1l Ltberal Char1~1es.
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t"1 n By H L Green
•
2 2 Noted Freethmkers_and Re ormers.
. 67
T~e ~ ,;_tiona] Lib~ral Le~gue. By T. C.
The ~opulation of our States and TernLeland.
25
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6g
The Progress of Liberal Thought in
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Canada. By Charles Stevens.
4g That Old Serpent whtch lS Satan and the
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S01>rE ot the most stirring men o! the world, persons In the thick of bust ness of all kinds, anrl indeed
with the business of the wor-ld Itself on their han dB
-Lorenzo de l'Yledlcl for Instance, wlw was at once
the great merchant aud the polltlcal arbiter of his
t!me-hav combined With their other energies the
greatest love of books, aud found no rccnmt!on at
Otlce so wholesome and so useful. We houe many a
man of business will refresh blmselt with the short
pieces in these volumes, and reLurn to hh~ work the
litter to bafft.e craft, and yet retain a revereuce !ol"
slmpllclty.-Leiyh JW.nl.
'l'HE true Jaw Is everywhere spread abroad; it Is
constant and eternal. H calls ua to duty by Its commandments; it turns us away from wroug-r\oing by
Its probab!Utles. We can take nothing from it,
change nothing, derogate nothing. Neither the senate nor the people hav the right to free us from it.

NEW YORK:

It ls not one thing at 1to1ne, u.uother at Athens; one
tbing to~day, and another to-morrow; but eternally

und lmmutubly the same law, embracing o.ll llmes
and all nationM.~ Oict!ro.

IT must be nice to be a farmer with nothing to do
all winter but lle back in the chimney corner and
drink elder and telllles about the tough storms of
his boyhood, when he used to walk seven miles to
school.
AT a New Jersey wedding the broad aisle of the
church was covered with autumn leaves. Somebody
let them fall out of a Bible, prob!>bly. You can't be
too careful how you search the scriptures during
the leaf-pres"ing season.
"ZAlUPILACROTATIONIST" Is the name Which some
one says Is the correct one to apply to a rollerskater. This will make the exercise more dangerous than ever, for If one falls .on that name It wm
break every bone in his body.

"WHY was Washington the father of his country?"
asked a Philadelphia teacher of a small pupil.
"Because," was the patriotic reply, "he disdained
to llv in New Jersey; and in em!gr~ting to Pennsyl·
vania he crossed the :Pelaware on the ice,
Two colored women were baptized in the James
river. One submitted quietly, while the other came
np out of the water all excitement, shouting, "I
saw Gabr'li I saw Gabr'l, right in the bottom ob de
ribber I Bress m;y: heart for dat vlshon ob glory."
"Hush your mouf, Dllsey," said the less excitable
one:" dat was nullin but a big tarrapin. I done see
dat myself.''
A BOARDING-HOUSE keeper was surprised to see
one of her boarders, one morning, take the butter
from the plate and knock it around the table with
his fork. "What are you doing that for?" she
asked. "Madam," replied the boarder, "this butter
is so very strong that I find it necessary to weary it
a little before eating, or it would knock out my
scomach in the first round. "
A SOOTiJH»IAN who arrived in Little Rock, while
the ladies were going around with the petitions with
a view to th<" enforcement of the temperance Jaw,
was approached by an enthusiastic woman who
requested his signature. He did not understand
aad she'explalned that an enforcement of the law
probibited a saloon within three miles of a church.
"I dona mucll a boot It, but I dlnna ken but 'twould
be cheaper to move the kirks than the whisky.
shops," and with this idea of pubUc expenditure he
refused to sign the petition.

33 CLINTON ·PLACE.

A VERY great number of people llrmly beJJevo that
there never were in tlds world such fJCople as them86lva, and that 1wbotly ever dld what they hav doneJ

or co1ne through what they hav come through.
'11 here 1ti in ulmost every humau beliJg, ai.Hl in nuue
more decidedly than the Inost cummuHiJlacn, a llu·kiug belief that tl.tere uever wa~ such a t.Jeing R./:'o ldrut;;eJf. You will flud this especially In Ll..tt~ uat ruwer

" WHOSE grave is this 1" said a gentleman while
strolling through a cemetery. "That," said his
and le"ecultlvatecl minds. In them it ortenaJ>Pe>u-"
companion, "is the grave o! Mr. Taggleworth.''
lu forms that are irritating anc! ridiculous. You
"Is that so? Why, hang it, he owed me ten dollars,
w111 find folk who really believe that they, and all
r am the most unfortunate man in the world. I
their belongings, are much better than other folk,
needed that money. Hello! Who hav we here?"
and their belongings; that there never were such
"Mr. Zulkln, who died the other day.'' "Well,
children as theirs; thut there never were sueh flowtl::.at's encouraging. I owed him twenty dollars.
ers and vegetables as theirs; and even-for there is
WHAT A VALUABLE JOURNAL IS "MAN, .. Made ten dollars by the two transactions. Arkan
no reckoning the odd ways In which human vanity
·rHE EXPONENT OF :rHE PRINCIPLES OF THE NATIONAL saw's a pretty good country after all.''
will gratify llself-that there never were ouch headLJREUAL LEAGUE.
ORTHOGRAPHICAL.
aches and such worries as theirs. All this comes of
A young lady said to her beau.
It
is
Published
Weekly
at one dollar per Annum.
a morbid self-conceit, It Is just t11e person who is
" I'm glad. tbe sneau's coming down seau,
below the average of the race who will !at.cy that he
Because now, I kneau,
stands above all his fellow-creatures.- Counsel and
%) '
~
Courtlandt Palmer, s. P. Putnam, Osborne Ward, H.
We'll a slelgh-r!rling geau,
Comfort by a Country Par&on.
B. Brown, Dr. T. S. Lambert, Mrs. H. S. Lake, Dr.
So hall to the beautiful sneau 1"
ll'rom
May
1876
to
May
1883.
•
Juliet H. Severance, and other well-knowh writers,
IN contrast to all tbe grosser interests that ab,orb
'
'
' contributors.
Tlie youth shook his head and he sighed,
I MAN Is every ln~h a man, and dares to say and do
us, Matthew Arnold pleads for a mental and S],lrlt"I'm sorry," he sadly replighed;
,
whatever becomes a man.
ual perfection, which has two sides or prominent
" I can't hire a sleigh,
• ~" D
I MAN is a man among men, hall fellow. honest,
notes, beauty and Intelligence; or, borrowing worlls
T ,._
"" o ·•~»
E D I T I0 N•
i above board, and encoureges oth~r men to the same
For I'm dead-broke to-delgh,
which Dean Swift first used, and which since Jl>Ir.
, high standard.
And the pleasure to ua is de nighed."
TRANSLATED
OUT
OF
THE
ORIGINAL
MAN
Is
a
Uve
man;
works
to
raise
up
more
live
Arnold reproduced them hav be~ome proverbial,
men, }lromotes the Interests of live men, and hos no
"sweetness and light," an inward and sptritURl ac"WELL, my child," said a fond father to his Uttle
I, ml-slon nor message for the dead.
:t-.'EWSPAPERS, AND WITH PR,EVIOUS
tivity ln Increased llle, Increased sympailly.-Prin· MAN Is a friend of the poor man-" A man's a man daughter, after she had been to church, "what do
cipal Shairpe.'s Cultw·e and Religion,
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
· for a' that" and takes the side of the Man of milLq you remember of -all the preacher said?" "Noth· agatnst 'he .man of millions.
ing," was the timid reply. "Nothing!" he exCOMPARED AND REVISED.
: MAN Is an honest man; carries in hls pocket of
THAT original intelligence, say the Magians [the
principles the" Phlloeopher's Stone "-PAY AS YOU claimed in a severe tone. "Now, remember, the
priests of l'erslu], who is tile first principle of all
,,
and demands that cnurches, ministers, and roll- next time you must tell me something of what he
1 ' , GO!
•
""'
lionalres shall pay tl1eir taxes as honest men do.
says, or you will hav to be punished." Next Sunthings, discovers himself immediately to the mind
MAN Js a free man, and demands equal rights in day the child came home with her eyes all wlld with
anu understanding alone; but has placed the sun as
AUTHOR OF
the public schools and equal prlvlleges on the first,
excitement. "I remember something to-day, papa,"
his Imago In the visible universe; when that bright
,
"
~ seventh, or auy day or the week.
1urulnary d!!Inses its beams over the earth and the "PREVENTION OF CRIME,
ETC.,
UN- t MAN is a temperate man, but proposes to be so on she erled eagerly, •· I am very glad of it," said her
, " ·
his own motion, not on compulsion- because he father. "What did he say?" He said: "'A collecfirmament, it Is a faint copy of the glory which reHOLY BIBLE,
HOLY MEN AND
knows enough to be so himself, not because the tion will now be made ! ' "
sides iu the higher he»vens. l! you would escape
OMEN
OF
THE
BIBLE,"
church
Is Inspired from on high to fo,cehlm.
the displeasure of this dlvlue being you must be
W
MAN Is a man of the world-this world-and one
"GOoD morning, Brother Bony. Has you any
careful never to set your bare foot upon the ground,
world
at
a time. The whole planet is his interest,
"HOJ"Y CROSS,"
gilt to glb de Lawd dis mawnin'?'' "Yes, parson,
11or spit into a fire, nor throw any wat-er upon it,
his constituency, and his care.
sartln I l1as, heah's a dollah." And he pulled out
even though It were consuming a whole city. Who
MAN Is a fearless, determined man.
AND ]I{ANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
"Whether on the gallows high, or in the battle's van, an old greasy pocketbook from Which he fished out
can expnss the perfections of the almighty? say the
The fl ttest place for man to die is where he dies a greasier greenback and reached it toward the
Mahometaus. Ev~n the noblest or his works, If
forman.
"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
expectant parson. Drawing it back again he said:
compared to him, are but dirt and rubbish. How
But
this MAN-our MAN-though "a man or sorrows "Does you expect to see de Lawd, yourself, parson?"
mE'n
gather
grapes
of
thorns,
or
figs
of
much more must !Iuman conception fall short of his
and acquainted with grief," was not born to ·die. He
tried ncently, and couldn't. He was slightly slain "Course I does," said the preacher. " When will
lnflnlt perfections I His smile and favor render thistles?"
"in the battle's van," but he came to life again; and yer run acrost him, d'ye tink?" "Oh I some time in
men forever happy; and to obtain It for your chilT. C. LELAND, Serretary of the National now, dear reader, he asks you for a dollar for your rle sweet bimeby," responded his reverence. "Well,
dren the best method Is to cut o!I from them a 1\tt\e
Instruction
and his ~upport.
den," said Bony," I jes keep dis greenback tlll de
bit of skin about hal! the breadth of a farthlug. Libexal Len.gue, says of this book: "This is a
MAN is the special organ or organization. He
Take two bits ol cloth, say the Roman Oatllollcs, severel~·, nwfnll, infernally cruel work on the teaches organization, preaches organization, and sweet bimeby, an' han' it to he myself," and he
stowed
it away,
about as much as an Inch and a half square, join priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav works for organization as the chief ark of safety for
them by the corners with two strings or pieces of made themselvs, and they must lie in it. laborers and Liberals, and the strongest force with
which to meet the old organizations for the promo"BRUDDEJl Mo~es as you is pastor ob our church,
tape about sixteen Inches long; throw thlsoveryour Send for the hook and. see what devourers tlon or theology, tyranny, and the dissemination of I tlnks you might use your 'lluence to glt me a.
head and make one of the bils of cloth lie upon your of sh_eep the shepards can be."
useless knowledge.
dlworce from dat wicked man ob mine," and the
breast and the other upon your back, keeping them
MAN Includes woman; Is the b~st friend of woman, good sister of the colored church wiped something
and works for her development, her just pos!t'on.
next your skin; there is not a better secret for recIn short, among the .• New Political Forces .. J\fAN from her eyes With her apron. "Cant't do It; can't
P.RICE, 2a CENTS.
ommending yourself to that inllnit being wllo exists
is one of the Forces, and Is armed for the organlza- do it, sister. 'What God has jlned togedder let no
!rom eternity to eternlty.-Jiume's Essays.
tlon of a new party and the coming struggle with man put asunder.' Doan yer forglt dat." "But
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. the old parties.
God didn't jine us togedder, Brudder Moses. We
To pagan learning the Christians generally had - - - - - Every reader With the least reform and progress was married by de 'squire." "And what did yer pay
'\:U
d
in him slwuld send at once for MAN. Every reader
the strongest aversion. Among the monks, when
With none at all, Ehouid send and get some In him, de 'squire to marry yer?" Two dollars; and Alex•
C0J'l'(1Sp0Il d eUCC n fi.JltC ,
they were under the vow or silence, It was customary
A Liberal gentleman, of good standing and ap- and start right on the road to progress.
ander put In a hundred bushels ob coal for de
with them, in asking for any pagan work, to make o.' pmn·anc<', und~r 35 . deslr<>s to correspond with a I.IBERA.L NA.MES WANTED TO SEND COPIES TO. 'squire to pay lt." "Well, den; gin me two dollars
particular sign, which consisted lu scratching the! Libera\ lady, wltll a view to a life-companionship,
A ~ cent·BooK PREliiiUl\I will be sent for ten or ca~h ,In adwanc,e, What It cost yer to git married,
ears like a dog, to which animal it. was thought the , otherwise called matrimony. Dltrerence In age or more names and addresses. Trial subscribt'rs-~ an I 11 use my fluence to glt ye unmarried agln,
a&a.n
~hould
be
compared.
In
this
manner
they
lack
of
education
wlll
not
debar
if
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Is
Intelligent
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THE wealth of the United States is given by
Bradstreet's as $43,642,000,000.
KEsnun CHUNDER SEN, the IJhilo.nthropist,
and the prompter of the Brahmo-Somo.j sect in
India, is dead.
A PROHIBITORY amendment has been introduced at 'Albany, and very appropriately referred to the Committee on Internal Affairs.
PILGRIMAGES to the tomb of King Victor
Emanuel of Italy took place last week. More
than sixty thousand people were in the procession·.
MR. BEECHER,. remarks the World, is a happy
sort of preacher. No Bible can tell him to
'regulate his theology or his public lectures.
He is his own bishop.
A BRoox'LYN jury has found the Rev. Mr
McCarthy, Rpman Catholic priest, guilty of
criminal assault on Miss Bridget E. Cronin,
Roman Catholic dupe, and awarded her six
cents damages. What a valuable character a
Roman Catholic must hav!
THE judge in the Higbie-Vo.ughan case decides that there is nothing binding about a
mock marriage, but he doesn't mean that sort
of mock marriage where they swear to protect
and cherish, and love, honor, and obey, and
t~en do just the opposit.
· IN a lecture the other evening Dr. Howard
Crosby definitivly announced that the garden
of Eden was located at the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates. Mr: Crosby should ho.v a
medal for his scholarship, and be rewarded
with a Sunday-school book for his credulity.
INGERSOLL's lectures are among the literature
the government furnishes the keeper of the
Presque Isle lighthouse in Lake Erie, who is
isolated from.his fellows nearly eleven months
out of the twelve. They are read more than
the set of hymn-books with which the impartial selecter accompanied them.
THE religious question is now to the fore in
Japan. The Buddhist faith hus been formu, lated so as to present an opposing front to the
whole series of Christian doctrin. A trainingschool for the indoctrination of young Japanese in Buddhism 'has been established. A
Buddhist journal ndvertises Paine's "Age of
Reason" as an annihilating answer to Christianity.

'•,
·/

:llltered a& \he Poaf..OJioe a$ ll"ew York,

"THE exemption of churches, church property, and religious institutions from taxation,
thereby forcing indirectly into their support
persons who do not believe in their utility, is
an outrage on the rights of all such persons,
and a remnant of that religious despotism
which .once , treated mankind as slaves, and
robbed its victims, in the name of God, to build
costly cathedrals and enable ecclesiastics to liv
in luxury and ease." For the Inde:t:, that is a
pretty vigorous expression.
THE Rey. Josephus Cook, whose lectures hav
made Monday such a lugubriously blue day in
Boston, took occasion the other night, in the
course of reri:to.rks· which reviewed mankind
from Hull to Hindusto.n, to giv his views about
American newspapers. He thinks that the
editorials are generally bad, and that Sunday
papers are bad, too. In the ample pages of
the newspaper directory he can't find more
than five journ11ls-" over five," he says" that a self-respecting American woq!.d recommend a foreign visitor to read." Is it'possible,
asks the Sun, that there are five American
newspapers which admire the Rev. Josephus
Cook even as he admires himself?
THE faithful are warned against the Rev.
Marc Emory, alias the Rev. Dr. Vunclove. He
is a fine-looking, well-dressed young man, and
bears himself with traditional ministerial dignity. The Congregational church of Sugar
Grove, Pa., lately employed him with great
satisfaction to themselvs, and, it is presumed,
to him, as he disappeared suddenly leaving
large debts. Investigation shows him to hav
been cosmopolitan in his theology, for he filled
the pulpit of the Methodist church at Clifton,
TIL, whence· he departed, leaving a wife and
two children. He made most elegant prayers,
and on the subjeQt of temperance he was eloquence personified. His conduct grieves the
truly good.
LETTERS from Idaho prophesy trouble at
the Cceur d'Alene gold mines next spring. The
old mining law of Idaho guarantees to every
miner twenty acres for his claim; but it is expected that 25,000 persons will go up to the
mines in the spring, and unless new auriferous
lands are discovered there will not be enough
to go around, and the military force at Fort
Cceur d'Alene will be insufficient to cope with
the wrangling miners. A wealthy company is
making extensiv preparations for a season of
great activity, having already shipped to Lake
Cceur d'Alene parts of a steamboat th~t is to be
put together and made ready to run from the
mines to Eagle City as soon as the lake is
cleared of ice. Since the discoveries that were
made last fall all has been conjecture as to the
richness of the mines, for snow has accumulated there until it is from eight to ten feet
deep.

THE Nineteenth Century contains an article by
Mr. Barclay, M.P., taking an entirely new view
of the Mormons. He highly eulogizes their
socialistic system, and strongly condemns any
attempt at interference with their propaganda.
Two Mormonite elders are said to hav offered
Victor Hugo two young'damsels, after the manA CHURCH paper tells this story: Uriah Wales
ner of King David when "he gat no heat," an
offe~ which the venerable French poet de- has been in good and regular standing as a
zealous member of a Coalton (Po..) church for
clined.
some thirty years. His wife used to amuse
THE number of insane in the various instituherself by satirizing her husband's religious
tions of New York on Sept. 30, 1883, was 11,notions and professions. One day he declared
270. Of this number 5,015 were males and
that if she "kept on" he would not speak to
6,255 females. The total given above is 827 in
her again until she was converted. Mrs. Wales
excess of the insane reported for the year end"kept on," and for ten years the consistent
ing Sept. 20, 1882. The number of state pauUriah has taken no counsel with her whatsopers under care on Oct. 1, 1882, was 163.
ever. Matters he had to say to her he said
There remained on Oct. 1, 1883, under care,
through his son or some third person. Last
189. Of these 158 were in the state almshouses,
week Mrs. Wales was converted, and thereupon
28 in state insane asylums, and 3 in orphan
Mr. Wales rose up in meeting and told the
asylums.
story to any present who did not already know
BY means of a false key the patent padlock it; and then he turned and greeted his wife
on the door of Santo Domingo church, in Pan- ·affectionately. Mrs. Wales, however, sprung
ama, was picked recently, and the burglars back, and, rising in her seat, denounced her
carried off a silver crown, a gold ring set with husband as extremely unregenerate because
five diamdnds, a pair of earrings, a jeweled he had persevered in his resolution. "Walk
cross and other gewgaws used in female out of that door," she said to him, "and pray
decoration, a silver chalice and cup, and to be a better man!" Uriah walked out meekfive plated silver candelabra, each being about ly, and has not been seen since. It will doubteighteen inches in hight. What business had less not escape notice that the conversi~n of
gold rings and earrings in a church ? If it had Mrs. Wales was not conduciv to that lady's imbeen a Methodist building, now, the wicked provement, for while for ten years, as a scoffer,
would ho.v hinted something about the woman she had meekly borne her husband's ungenerin the case having to make a hasty exit; but ous and cruel treatment, as a Christian she
the Catholic priests are· vowed to chastity, and could not contain herself for ten minutes, but
good Catholioii hav ailiurid u t.hat thif keep prooeeded 1traiihtway to ftght and browbeat
~~~ir TQWii
him. In hdini Jeaus .be lost a husband, but

1{,

T .. u Socoadoclaa JIM&tr,

considering the latter's worthless character,
the exchange is probably about even.

I

THE population of Russia amounts to over a
hundred millions, for which there are eightyfive bishops, over a hundred thousand other
clergymen, and twenty-seven thousand monks
and nuns. Of churches there are 41,058. In
Russia, monks constitute the "black clergy,"
and the priests, whose marriage is obligatory,
are called the "white clergy." To this day,
convents not only predominate over but oppress parish churches. The bishop, a monk,
is an absolute master of all the priests of his
diocese. The synod, a monkish body, issues
the rules for hundreds of thousands of married
clergymen. The clerical schools, theological
seminaries, and theological academies are superintended chiefly by monks. Though it is a
special vow of Russian monks to observe poverty, chastity, and obedience, yet in fact they
know no poverty, and their lot is not to obey
but to command. It is the monks who reap
the golden crop in Russia, while the priests,
who do not take the vow of poverty and obedience, are condemned to perpetual poverty and
to unconditional obeilience.

J/Jtws off tht fllttlt.
Gov. HoADLY1 of Ohio, began his term on
Monday, the 14th.
THE trustees of a church in this city ho.v just
been fined $1 each for firing their pastor bodily
out of the sanctuary.
THE Irish Nationalists were to hav held a
meeting at Fermanagh, Iteland, last Sunday,
but were prohibited by the government.
Two thousand men are left without employment by the shutting down of seveml large
manufactories and foundries in Buffalo, N. Y.
FRANK JAMEs, the brother of the bandit Jesse
James, is dying with consumption. After having robbed his fellow-men, he now proceeds to
cheat the gallows.
JAMES NuTT, of Uniontown, Pa., who shot
the acquitted slayer of his father, will endeavor
to escape the penalty of his act by pleading
emotional insanity.

THE remains of Herr Lasker, the German
statesman who died in this city last week, are
THE congregation of a Methodist church of on the way to Germany, where they will be
Brooklyn are excited and indignant over buried with ceremony.
PREPARATIONS for war with France continue
another disgraceful scandal, involving Mr. W.
K. Trippler, formerly secretary of the Sabbath- to be made in China. The viceroy of Canton
school connected with the church, and a young has issued a 1noclamation summoning the peolady teacher in the school. It is said that on ple to prepare to rebel the French invaders.
last Christmas Day one of the principal young
IT is intimated that the tour of Henry George
lady teachers in the school took leave of her and Michael Davitt through Ireland and Scotscholars after the Christmas festival, telling land has been abandoned owing to the hostility
them that she was going to Boston and would of one section of the Irish party to Mr. George.
probably remain away for a long time. On the
KHARTOUM, it is reported, is to be surrendered
same day she exhibited to her parents, who
are prominent members of the church, a tele- into the hands of the False Prophet and his
gram which purported to come from an aunt followers. A massncre is expected to follow
in Connecticut. This telegram stated that the the entrance of El Mahdi allll his troops into
aunt was very sick, and the latter requested the city.
her niece to come to her bedside at once. SevANTHONY CoMsTOCK recently brought suit for
eral days having passed, and the parents not false imprisonment ngainst a poolseller whose
r.eceiving any word from their daughter, they place he had raided, and who had him arrested
began to grow uneasy, and the mother deter- for violence. Comstock fixed the damages at
mined to follow her. Upon arriving at her $50,000. He recovered $100.
sister's home in Connecticut she found her
DEI,MONICO, the New York restaurant man,
daughter there, but the revelation was made who has been missing for some time, was
to the anxious parent that her daughter would found dead beside the road in Orange, N. J.
become a mother in a few weeks. Trippler, He was evidently insane, and, wandering aimwhom she asserts to be her seducer, is about lessly about, perished with the cold.
forty-five years old, and wears a long white
THE Board of Directors of the Zoological Sobeard, which givs him a patriarchal air. He
was teacher of a Bible class, and evidently took ciety of Philadelphia ho.v decided not to accept
some of the lessons much to heart. He has the gift of $50,000 offered by Mr. Joseph E.
left the city. Should he ever return he will be Temple on condition that the garden should be
open free to the public one day in each week.
arrested.
TnE savings banks of New York report that
THE Congregationalist laments that the Rev.
R. Heber Newton is "still pegging away at the working men and women of this city are becomPentateuch. He works hard," says that organ, ing more provident than formerly. Deposits
"to make out that Moses did not write the from these sources are growing heavier every
books, but cannot tell who did; perhaps 'dif- year. The rate of interest is 3 1-2 and 4 per
ferent hands, in different ages, and summed up cent.
in the work of three great editors, each of difAT the labor conference in Philadelphia on
ferent ideas, views, and style, whose names Saturday last, a letter was reacl from Denis
hav gone into utter oblivion.' Pretty much Kearney in which it was proposed that "big
everything of the historical kind in the books pay and short business hours hit the nail on the
he makes out to be a myth, an allegory, or a head'' and would settle the labor question,
fragment from the lost annals of some neigh- protection and all.
boring Syrian people. The first chapter of
THE Rev. Mr. Conway, of Brooklyn, sued the
Genesis is 'a simple but sublime poem of the Rev. Mr. Fulton, also of Brooklyn, for $400,
dawn.' The lives of the patriarchs were made for alleged services rendered as assistant
up from traditional and legendary accounts pastor. The jury disagreed. Conway now
written long after the age in which they lived, brings suit against Fulton for $30,000. This
and, at that, were probably not the lives of in- time the complaint charges libel.
dividuals, but of the tribes or clans. And so
THE Senate Judiciary Committee is to conon, reproducing many of the views of Colenso
and his tribe, tearing down the present faith sider the expediency of expunging from the
of the great body of the most learned and public records the old Know-nothing resoluand godly Christian scholars, and giving little tions of 1855, which provide for the disfranbut vague guesses, legends, and unsupported chisment of aliens, and ask that the govern·
dicta of his own instead. How a Christian ment be placed in the hands of no.tiv-born citminister can feel that he can best serve this izens.
THE Massachusetts Boarcl of Health in its
worldly, sensual, unbelieving age by so undermining what honest faith in the Bible there is annual report says that the attacks of Gov.
left, surpasses ordinary comprehension." It Butler on the institution at Tewksbury was unis no matter for surprise that Mr. Newton's warranted; and feels that the management was
habit of telling the truth, so far as he sees vindicated by the people failing to re-elect the
it, places him beyond the comprehension of general. The "management" is supposed to
the ordinary religious editor, who, if he ever to cover ~ tanning of paupers' skins, which
detectll a lying imposition, carefully conceals was discovered by Gov. Butler to be a Tewksit1 ihai ihe ilory of God ma.y atill abound.
bt1I7 illdu11tq.
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Waifs and Wanderings•.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
CHAPTER

III.

MRS. HIRUM BINNEY.

Mrs. Hirum Binney lived in a large house, the
most splendid in town. .Cupples approached it with
faltering step, but was sustained by the consciousness that he was on a philanthropic enterprise. He
had seen Mrs. Binney a few times, but had never
spoken with her. She was a vague, imposing object
to his imagination. Summoning all his courage, he
rang the bell. After what seemed an age a servant
opened the door, and, upon his asking for Mrs.
Binney, showed him with icy stolidity into the ponderously furnished sitting-room. Unfortunately he
took his hat with him and did not know what to do
with it. It bothered him exceedingly. He put it on
the floor, and that not seeming right, he took it up
and placed it upon a chair. But the well-worn
Kossuth looked too shabby for such :fine surroundings, so he held it for a while. Finally a happy
thought struck him; he rolled it up and thrust it into
his pocket, and just as he had won this crushing
victory, Mrs. Binney appeared. A little stooping
woman, with a pale rigid face, was Mrs. Binney.
Had she stood still she might easily have been mistaken for a wax-:figure, for all the soul she had went
into her quiet and dignified motion. When she
ceased moving, she was like a statue. So Cupples
thought as she stiffly sat in a luxuriant arm-chair.
"I have called-Mrs. Binney-to see you-on
business--" Here Cupples wanted to swear in
order to get a fresh impulse, as he did when talking
with his boon companions. But everything was so
gravelike that it was as much as he could do to
utter a respectable word. Speech seemed abnormal
·in that shadowy realm where Mrs. Binney sat enthroned. Cupples felt like starting at once for home;
but the thought of another night with that baby
nerved him to further effort. He burst out like
a rocket:
" Mrs. Binney, I've got a baby--"
He stopped, and Mrs. Binney stared.
"I mean a baby came into my house last night.
No! it was left on the door-step, and I heard it cry
and brought it" in, and took care of it, and hardly
slept a wink, and it's on my hands and I hardly know
what to do. It's a pretty little thing, a real angel,
quiet-that is, at times. I thought you'd like to take
it, you've so much room. It would be a sunbeam to
you, I know. I'll be--" Cupples became so much
excited that he was on the point of swearing, when
he thought of where he was and paused. Mrs.
Binney broke in like the trickling of an icicle. Each
word seemed to weigh a pound, not because there was
anything in it, but because there was not. Mrs.
Binney knew how to say nothing with awful ponderosity.
"I should like to do something Mr.-Mr.-'~
"Cupples," said the martyr meekly.
" Cupples," rusumed the icicle, " but cannot afford
it." (She was worth half a millicn.) "Our expenses
are great" (about a thousand dollars per year),
"more than usual this season." (She had bought
a new carpet, price twenty-:five dollars.) " I am getting old, and I dare not trouble Mr. Binney."
Mr. Hirum Binney was considered by some a myth,
though Mrs. Binney frequently spoke of him. He
was seldom seen, and many thought that he was
really dead and buried, and that Mrs. Binney simply
kept him alive in her mind's eye, and the ear of the
public, that she might have some one to share with
her the responsibility of refusing any and every call
upon her purse. When she was particularly hard
pressed, and almost compelled to yield, she would
fall back upon Mr. Binney, and declare that he
would certainly decline doing anything. As Mr.
Binney was an unseen enemy and could not be
attacked, his spouse came off victorious. Whether
Mr. Binney was in the land of the living or not could
scarcely be determined. Some declared they had
seen him going to th.e post-office occasionally; some
tP,at they had glimpsed him on the gravel-walk and
piazza in front of the house. The evidence on the
whole was rather vague. If he were alive he might
die and no one would know it. Mrs. Binney might
murder him without a chance of discovery. But
phantom or man, he played second :fiddle to Mrs.
Binney; he was the invisible echo of all her wishes.
When Mrs. Binney could not say no, he could say it
from his sepulchral abode, n:om whence the most
melting appeal could not drive him or her.
Oupples felt the withering power of the unknowable Binney. Even if he could :find a bit of womanhood in Mrs. Binney, that apparition would defeat
him. No chance for a baby in that unsubstantial
bosom. He determined, however, to try again, for if
Mrs. Binney didn't take the baby, what should he Jo
with it?
. "I'm sure the baby 'll be a comfort to you and Mr.
Binney" (Cupples spoke this last name with a shudder,
tor it seemed like imoking a ghost). "It's 11- cherub,

and if it only had a home it would make that home
so happy. I know it would. It would make this
house so pleasant. What a handsome thing it would
be for you to do, Mrs. Binney; you hav no children;
you could do so much good; what will become of the
poor thing ?"
It is possible that Mrs. Binney was being moved a
bit, but the invisible Hirum came to the rescue.
"It would trouble us great deal. Mr. Binney is
not well. He is suffering from nervous prostration,
and can't endure noise. You can :find a place for it.
There's a law about such things. Of course it won't
starve."
"No," thought Cupples, "it won't starve. Bad as
the world is, there's some mercy in it yet. No thanks,
however, to such as Mr. and Mrs. Hirum Binney. With
only such respectable sel:fishness there wouldn't even
be a 'law about such things.' Every new comer
would be turned out to die."
Cupples could hardly bid Mrs. Binney a decent
good-bye with the hot indignation in his heart.
"Worth half a million," said he, looking back at
the stately dwelling. "Nobody in the world to care
for. Almost at death's door. No use for their money.
What mightn't they do for this baby; what angels of
God they might be; what light it would bring into
their house; and they refuse it. Oh, what damned
fools!" was Cupples emphatic peroration, as· he shook
his :fist at the grim house and its worm-like occupants
creeping slowly to the grave, trembling in view of it,
yet scorning the gift of heaven. What were their
chances of " eternal life?" Had it not just come to
their door, and had they not turned it away, the
baby Immanuel.
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[TO BE CONTlNUED.l

The Liberal Congress at. Liberal, Mo.
The Liberal Congress, which was extensivly advertised to take place at Liberal, Mo., commencing Dec.
21st, and ending on the night of the 24th with a grand
ball, was throughout a grand success. It was one of
the largest and best attended business conventions of
Liberals ever held in the United States. The large
and new Op~ra Ho-qse, kindly lent for the occasion,
was crowded each session with intelligent, enthusiastic people. The congress opened by electing Capt.
Frank Greene to the chair, and Mrs. A. L. Andrews,
secretary. On taking the chair, Capt. Greene said:
" The time has arrived when onr work should become almost entirely constructiv, instead of destructiv, that, as citizens of Liberal, surrounded as we are by millions less fortun!tte, we should abandon whatever ideas of selfishnesa that
we may still possess, and adopt some methocl by which dist:essed humanity could be relieved of suffering, and conditiOns bettered. That we should not feel satisfied with our
own safety while all around us were so many yet to save.
Knowing our past, and contrasting it with our present, we are
enabled by reference to our experiences to ascertain just what
is necessary to say and do, in order to bring mankind up to
our satisfactory standard. How best to exercise the means
now at our disposal is the real object of this convention. For
my part, I favor the founding of an organization based upon
the true principles of Liberalism-an organization with a
platform broad enough to take in and extend the hand of fellowship to every human being regardless of race, nationality
color, sex, or creed; an organization that will forget the past'
except to the extent that its history can be utilized for th~
purpose of pointing out the shoals and reefs in the ocean of
life, that future generations may avoid the evil consequence
of being wrecked. Such in brief is the purpose of this meeting. Thanking you for the high compliment you hav paid
me in conferring this honor upon me, we will now proceed
with the exercises according to program."

On motion, the chair appointed A. J. Fishback, F.
L. Yale, Mrs. H. M. Allen, M.D., John McRae, and G,
H. Walser as a Committee on Organization. Samuel
Weyler made an able address on" Society and Government." This concluded the first evening's session.
The Opera House was beautifully decorated with
pictures, mottos, paintings, and scenery. The most
conspicuous was a steel engraving of our greatly honored and deeply lamented leader, D. M. Bennett.
Across the hall was suspended in large and beautiful
letters the memorable words of Washington, "This
government is in no sense founded on the Christian
religion.'' In a beautiful semicircle . was suspended
from the ceiling, "The New Era," under which in
large letters, "U. M. L." At every evening meeting
the Liberal Brass Band discoursed sweet music for
the occasion. The singing was under Prof. J. W.
Youmans, who, having charge of the juvenils, gave
great satisfaction to the audience with songs and
other exercises.
Saturday morning was a conference meeting. On
Saturday evening A. J. Fishback made an able address on the " Coming in of the :New Era.'' His re~arks were logical and impressiv. On Sunday mornmg G. H. Walser spoke. At the afternoon session
Mrs. H. M. Allen, M.D., in behalf of the Committee
on Organization, submitted a set of principles and
by-laws of the Brptherhood of Humanitarians.
A discussion followed on the utility of such an organization and the efficacy o~ its principles.
~· L. An?rew gave an address showing the imperativ necessity of prompt and earnest action. That
the religions of the past, with their crude ideas and
imperfect moral principles, were insufficient to meet
the demands of this age of reform and progress.
The speaker showed the necessity of reform in education, so that mankind could be made nobler, purer,
and stronger.

After the exercises on- Sunday evening, the. Committee on Resolutions submitted the following, which
was unanimously received:
WHEBEAB, the return of the 23d day of Dec., 1883, which is
indeed a happy and will become a memorable day in theyears to come, in consequence of the birthday of the Brotherhood of Humanitarians, and that it is also the birthday of
the late D. M. Bennett, one of the brightest stars in the constellation of Freethought of the ninete~nth century.
Resolved, That in the efforts of D. M. Bennett to free the
human mind from the chains of slavery, the Freethinkers of
the world had a champion whom they will and should honor
for all time to come.
·
·
Res&'lved, That, as the world was blessed by the birth of D.
M. Bennett, man lost a great friend and benefactor by his
death, which we still mourn and regret."

As the inauguration of such a movement as the
Brotherhood of Humanitarians will cause much discussion among Liberals everywhere, it may be proper
to gi-v some reasons why the Liberals here hav taken
such action.
Any person who is acquainted with the Liberal
League movement is aware that the greater number
of our Leagues are virtually dead and inoperativ.
There are hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of
persons in the United States who hav no faith in nor
respect for the Christian religion. The Liberal
League has not secm·ed, and cannot secure, the
combined energy of even the majority of •Liberals.
Policy, public sentiment, and.the fear of social ostra- ·
cism prevent the progress of the Liberal League.
This is deeply to be regretted. And yet what can
be done to bring Liberals of all shades of belief into
one grand army, so that the objects of Liberalism
may be attained and its purposes accomplished?
Although many Liberals are zealous in diffusing literature and in disabusing people's minds of the errors of Christianity, yet it is a lamentable fact that
the actual force of individual Liberals is wasted
through want of effectiv organization. One reason
of the non-success of the Liberal League movement
is that its objects and demands are too exclusivly political. The separation of church and state, the taxation of church property, the removal of chaplaincies
from legislativ halls and prisons-although such reforms are greatly needed, they seem to hav no effect
on the action of the majority of Liberals.
It is a fact which it requires no logical argument
to sustain that no great moral and social reform can
be effected by political action alone. The success of
all religious and social movements has never been
due to political agitation alone. Liberalism will never
succeed so long as its main pur.Pose is political reform.
The reason is because, being so destitute of social
means, women and children :find no attraction in our
Leagues. That this should be overlooked by the
National League Congress is strange. Leagues are
formed in almost every state and territory, and the
majority of them are ineffectiv in making Liberalism
" a power in the land.''
I feel warranted in saying that the principal cause
of the loss of activity and strength in many of the
Liberal Leagues is due to the fact that but few
women and children are identi:fied with them. One
of the oldest Liberal Leagues, in a city of forty thousand inhabitants, with at least two thousand Liberals, is totally inoperativ and dead; and the principal
cause is that men alone were activ members. It is
admitted on all sides that the sociability of the church
is the principal cause of its success. Cannot Liberalism offer as many inducements to woman and child
as the church does?
To meet the long-felt want of Liberalism, the
Brotherhood of Humanitarians aims primarily at the
social, intellectual, and moral improvement of mankind by means adapted to such ends. It purposes
to bind and elevate society by moral and social means,
not relying on the principle of intellectual freedom
alone. It has no creed. It recognizes no god, nor
any obligation to any god. This will not exclude any
one who believes in a god, if he subscribe to the purposes of the Brotherhood. Since humanity is what
we purpose to serve, we leave the gods to the fate of
the myths of bygone ages, and by the diffusion of
light, liberty, and love, pJedge ourselvs to serve the
supreme of nature-mankind.
·
On Sunday 134 persons joined the Brotherhood.
Many from a distance were present, giving heart and
hand to promote the grand and new movement.
Persons from a distance can become members by
declaring their intention and informing the secretary,.
Capt. Frank Greene, Liberal, Mo.
If we may rely on present indications, we are safe'
in 'predicting for this movement, whose want has been
long and universally felt, unparalleled success. It;
will not interfere with the Liberal League, but will
work as far as possible in harmony with it.
Liberal, jJfo.
J. L. ANDREW.

.A Correction.
To THE EmTOR oF TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
your report of the Boston meeting in honor of Mr.
Bennett's birthday appears this, "Jay Chaapel, one
of the editors of the Golden Age, followed Mr. Cobb."
This is in part a mistake. I was never one of the
editors of that valuable paper, the Golden Age. I
was, however, cl,osely connected with it, having been
Mr. Tilton's private secretary, and took a deep inter-
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est in each number during the year 1874, when the joining his, was a Rocky mountain range of snow,
great Brooklyn sorrow convulsed the whole country. surmounted by stones and other rubbish and sweepVery truly yours,
JAY CHAAPEL.
ings of dirt from that adjoining roof. I called up
several persons to inspect the roof before I removed
The Elasticity of Christianity.
, the snow, well knowing that if I first removed it and
Read the following extract from the Examiner, then complained, I should be met with denials just
clipped from the Rochester Democrat, Wednesday, as surely as if Ananias had been in charge. I furthermore made inquires from residents of continuous
Jan. 2, 1884:
·
" It is a fact observed by the Examiner that the recitals of houses and found that the parson and his son had
Christian experie~c.e on·the part of converts.a;re rare in these been observed in the commission of the act. I did
days. 'We· hear, It says, 'far less of agomzmg conflict of not pi~ch it back again, as I might hav done if I had
darkness an'Cl despair, through which the convert passed 'be- been a steadfast church-goer and communicant, and
fore the light. of G?d'~ truth and love burst upon him and he
Fortufound peace m behevmg. But we cannot think that this is believed that two wrongs made one right.
But I hav Ilow
to be deplored. There is no virtue in this soul-agony. It is nately I had a new and strong rttof.
in no way indispensable to a genuin experience. \Ve do not had .enough of him, and if he don't, in future, more
read of such inward conflicts in the New Testament records closely observe worldly usages, he will be involved
of conversion-except, po~sibly, in the case of Ssul of TarT. W.
sus, and in his case the agony must be inferred. Certainly in a most ungodly row.
South Brooklyn, Jan. 7, 1884.
the eunuch to whom Philip preached the gospel Lydia and
her household, the PhilipJ?ian jailer and his 'ho~nsehold
passed through no suoh period of spiritual storm and sti'ess'
but received th.e gospel' gladly and were at once baptized:
Repentance of sm and acceptance of Christ as savior and lord
are the New Testament standard of a Christian experience
not the suffering of a given amount of agony and a great
struggle before submitting the will to him.' The fact here
recorded is explained by the .E.eaminer. It says that there
are not so many old converts as formerly. They had a hai·d
time in r.esolving to abandon the sinful ways that they had
followed all their lives and surrenderingthemselvs wholly to
God. Peopl~ 'Yho are ?Onverted when ~hey are young hav
no suoh agomzmg experience termed Christian experience to
relate."

'·i· '-·,"
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or only, and thus limiting the amount of the qualification to the amount mentioned, we must in all such
cases supply the phrase at least, and thus extend the
qualification ad libitum. Thus, in order to be qualified to vote, a man must be twenty-one years old (at
least). In order to be eligible to the presidential
office of the United States a man must be thirty-five
years old (at least). In order to ·be a father, a man
must hav born to him one child (at least). And so
on for a thousand other qualifications. In not one
of them can the particle but or only be used. These
particles can be used only in specifying disqualifications, and these Paul specifies a little farth~>r on.
Paul then means that the bishop must hav one wife
at least, and may hav as many more as he pleases.
Turlock, Cal., Dec. 25, 283.
JoHN R. KELso.

The Liberal Club.

The weather was pretty cold when the Manhattan
The .Anniversary of the Birth of Thomas Paine. Liberal Club held its 320th meeting on the evening
Among the names which shine with imperishable of Friday, the 4th. Inside the hall, however, the
luster in past time by virtue of their own effulgent temperature was congenial, and an audience of two
light, few, if any, eclipse in splendor that of Thomas hundred or so came together. After t.he secretary
Paine, who ascended from a most humble rung of had read the minutes, Mr. Wakeman called attention
the social ladder to a station equal, if not superior, to to the literature for sale in the hall. Man was there,
that of the great spirits with whose fame is blended and had come to stay; also THE TRUTH SEEKER [whose
staying powers are never questioned], which was
forever his own.
. .
So long as the innate love of liberty dwells in the growing better and brighter than ever. The chairhuman heart, so long will the name of the citizen- man also mentioned the Salamanca Convention that
As the eloquent, able, and progressiv Liberal, Mr. prtriot, Paine, be recognized as the synonym of free- he had j~st attended. Such gatherings were calculated to inspire the Liberal heart with hopefulness.
T. B. Wakeman, said at the Salamanca Freethought dom and of equal rights.
·
The next turn of business was to introduce the lecConventi?J?-: "Old creeds are dying almost too fast;
How very few Americans to-day know that without
new eqmties are thrown upon us; we need to re- the pen of Thomas Paine the sword of Washington turer of the evening, who of all men in the world
double our diligence in circulating scientific and would hav been as powerJess as a willow wanil in least needed an introduction to the club-Mr. Stephen
Liberal literature, that the people may be educated establishing t,his, the representativ republic of the Pearl Andrews. The subject of the Great Universal
Preacher's discourse was "Individuality, Anarchism,
to the emergency. For while it is true the old dark- globe! Yet such is in reality the case.
ness is passing away, we must remember new light
To-day, in our sister-republic, France, a strongly- and Pantarchism." These words the speaker probrings new obligations."
. organized movement is in progress to sever the un- ceeded to dissect and to deal out to the audience in
fragments. The individual was the unit of society,
Organize I organize ! Work in unity and love. righteous bond uniting church and state.
Let our pet hobby rest, and unite in the great work
Thanks to the glorious Infidels concerned in the and the family the molecule; the individual occupyof spreading the light of truth, seeking the greatest framing of the United States Constitution, the bloody ing, therefore, the same relation to society that the
good to the greatest number. CHAS. B. REYNOLDS.
hand of the church, ever seeking to throttle the atom does to matter. Anarchy signified no governapostles of liberty, has been kept from the throat of ment, and was a good rallying-cry where it was need1
the American people; let us to-day see that no un- ed. It repudiates the sovereignty of the individual
The Dominie's Encroachments.
pardonable negligence on our part permits this same as much as the divine right of kings. In this counLiving next door to me is a "parson "-I wish he church to undo the glorious work of J e:fferson and of try it has come to mean more than it does in Russia,
and is badly chosen. The people here hav the govlived somewhere else. If it were not very wrong of Paine.
Charles Dickens to speak of a certain royal English
The church party, aware of their swift decadence ernment in their own hands, and anarchy would be
personage as "a king with a big jaw," it is not very of power, are preparing for a last desperate attempt out of place. Pantarchism was defined at considerawrong of me to say of this particular person that he to establith, before it is forever too late, their ancient ble length to mean a voluntary-government, or govis "a parson with a big mouth, and other corrflspond- tyranny, by uniting, in thrs free republic, the two ernment by charm, or the discovery and promulgaing facial characteristics," which, if there is anything radically antagonistic powers of religion and govern- tion of natural law in place of arbitrary law. There
would be a division of labor, and those best qualified
in physiology, more betoken a tiller of the soil than a ment.
theologian. He' lifts up his voice publicly in prayer,
Let not one of us Liberals be caught napping at for government would drift into office. Mr. Andrews
praise, and exhortation during a small portion of each this important juncture, nor let us be lulled to a false lass great stress on the rights of women, especially
week. The remainder of the time he is wandering sense of security by the. conclusion that all change is in their relations with men. Some of his utterances
about unrestrainedly to the peril of society. In his past. A people who would permit the outrage of the on this subject would cause the worthy Mr. E. H.
·leisure hours he seems to be somewhat under the im- imprisonment of D. M. Bennett, the apostle of liberty, Heywood's hair to stand on end, and might well
pression that he, like Robinson Crusoe, is monarch might be beguiled, by specious reasoning, into the make th1.3 good Angela believe that she is her~elf
rather conservat.iv than otherwise on the social quesof all he surveys. He had been in possession but a surrender of their-and our-inalienable rights.
few days when he came to the conclusion that my
All honor be to Thomas Paine! Priesthood and tion.
Mr. Edward King was the first to accept the chairfence was not good enough for me, so he brought in hypocrisy hav exhausted their venom in striving to
some of his Christian band to raze it to the ground, tarnish, in the eyes of posterity, his unsullied fame. man's invitation to discuss the able and vt3ry remarkwhich, with pious energy, they speedily did, without In this they hav most signally failed, and .already able lecture to which the audience had listened. Mr.
any other permission than that accorded by their own hav their outrageous falsehoods and slanders re- King is one of the peculiarities of the club. He held
sweet will. If I had not known who they were, I verted upon their own heads, serving only to make that Mr. Andrews was dishonest, and that he told
might hav fired a charge of buckshot amongst them, themselvs appear, if such were possible, more abom- people one thing and meant another. This he characterized as a "species of demagogry in philosophy."
as provided by law; but knowing their spiritual call- inable than ever.
ing and remembering the usual unintelligent and irAll honor be to Thomas Paine! Let us, one and The carrying out of Mr. Andrews's teacLingA, Mr.
responsible habits, according to ordinary standards, all, upon the great patriot's birthday, Jan. 29th, turn King believed, would involve the continuity of man
of the clerical fraternity, I concluded that it was use- our thoughts to this grand apostle of justice and of in undesirable complications. He does not believe
in solidarity first and continuity afterward, but in
less to get angry, so looked grimly on, as I would at right.
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
that sentiment dear to every properly organized
the operations of so many Aztecs or Zuni Indians.
heart, of Solidarity and Continuity, now and forever,
Nor did I even lift up my voice when the same. apos.A Suggestion for Paine Celebrations.
one and inseparable.
tolic body, with true Christian fervor, dug holes in
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: There
Mr. Palmer did not believe that Mr. King had unmy turf and imposed on my territory .the evangelical
posts supporting the substituted fence destined, there- will probably be more Paine celebrations this year derstood the lecture. If Mr. King had understood
after, to divide the ministerial domain from my own. than at any previous year. And all of these celebra- it, then he (Mr. Palmer) had not. As for himself, it
The next act of true piety and Christian forbear- tions should be advertised through the Associate was the most able lecture he had ever heard. If the
ance, which I experienced at the hands oJ' the same Press. And now allow me to .make a suggestion. philosophy which Mr. Andrews had described was
most apostolic and reverend pastor, was the maiming And that is, that on the evening of Jan. 29th, about Universology, then the speaker was a Universologist.
of my peach-tree. Methinks I now see the godly 7 or 8 o'clock, the secretary of each celebration send It seemed to him also that that which it had been
gentleman, with a saintly snicker on his hallowed a telegram directed "Associate Press, 195 Broadway, Mr. Andrews's aim to explain in the whole lecture
countenance, crawling out of his wigwam, saw in New York City," stating that a celebration is being might be expressed in the one word "republicanhand, and lopping off the heretical branches which, held, about the number in attendance, the speakers ism."
Dr. Newberry, the well-known apostle of Human
obeying the behest of the sun, stretched out their engaged, etc. The earlier it is sent in the evening
Perfectibility, having been detected h the hall by
arms toward it and him. Not one solitary tree did the better are the chances of its being published.
H. L. GREEN.
the chairman, was called upon to weary the audience.
Boanerges possess, and he evidently had determined
The doctor confessed that he had thought on these
that half a op.e wae enough for me. So he arose
Must Hav One Wife at Least.
subjects from his infancy. He exhorted his hearers
bright and early, and lo l when I lifted up mine eyes,
my branches had been reft from me and had crackled
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRU'rH SEEKER, Sir : In his to be perfect, even as the father in heaven is perfect.
under his pot. Still I philosophized, complaining not. remarkably able article on " The Bible and Polyga· If they had faith, all things should be added unto
Remembering which, the holy man continued his my," which appeared in your issue of Nov. 3d, John them. It is not believed that the members of the
saintly course.
E. Remsburg says, "Paul ordained that a bishop Liberal Club will ever experience any appreciable
The heavy snow came, and then the freezing wind; should hav but one wife, plainly implying the right additions on account of that quality.
Mr. Putnam, in respect to the lectur:e, said that he
after which, a partial thaw. My roof was covered, of others to hav more than one."
pipes and gutters were frozen up, and fearing an overIn this statement Mr. Remsburg follows a very indorsed it. Mr. Andrews seemed to hav struck the
flow, I ascended to the overburdened roof to clear it. common error. Paul does not limit a bishop to one only way possible to solve the problems involved.
I discovered that the parson's roof had been swept wife at all. He simply requires the bishop to be a Mr. Putnam, while repudiating all authority, still
clean, but alack! he had bestowed upon me his snow, married man. He says of the bishop, "He shall be acknowledges the necessity of leaders. He knew of
that is to say, in the language of an unregenerated the husband of one w'ife." No limiting particle, such no man who had thrown such a flood of light upon
person who accompanied me, "the old blackguard as but or only is used, and no such particle can be the subject of human liberty as the speaker of the
has been chucking all his snow onto your roof. I'd. supplied. This language is used in specifying quali- evening. Any one who judges that there is dan:giv him Hail Columbia. Chuck it all back again. fications, and in qualifications the minimum only is ger of Mr. Andrews and Mr. Putnam coming to
He's a nice old daisy any way. Another of them 'ere ever mentioned. No maximum limit is ever men- a personal collision can hardly be aware of the
parson's tricks." All along the side of my·roof, ad- tioned. Instead, then, of supplying the particle but amount of mutual admiration existing between them.
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Then he is a big exception to the rule, is he not?

Dr. Lambert was willing to wager a fabulous sum would and should be lengthened. This he supported Oh, yes.
that Mr. Andrews had been reading Maudsley's last with the rather startling proposition that a laborer How many other exceptions are there in the city?
work, and drawing ideas . from it.- .A.n auditor sug- could not exhaust himself so much in twelve hours as About 850,000.
gested that Maudsley got his ideas from Andrews, as he could in six. The government could not interfere Myl-but are there so many who do not go to church?
the latter had promulgated them before the former with the acquisition of wealth, but might direct how Yes.
And how many would go to the libraries, museuros, thea:
was born. Dr. Lambert accepted the amendment, it should be used when acquired.
ters, and art galleries if they were opened?
though maintaining that Maudsley was born some
Mr. Langerfelt made an appropriate speech; that About 1,000,000.
why does not the majority rule?
time ago. He then went on to ~ate that he had Dr. is to say, the speech which he is addicted to the habit Then
we get snell wise and good gentlemen as Mr. Field
Maudsley's book for sale. Those who would like to of delivering was appropriate to the subje~t and came to Because
frame our laws, and send chuckleheads to Albany to inprocure it might leave an order with him. The chair- in very neatly. The remarks of Mr; Eccles, he held, dorse them.
man called "Time !" and the audience called for the were the most addle-headed business he bad ever But the poor people who work hard all the week?
•
chairman to speak.
heard in his life. Under the reign of Socialism dis- W~?
They do not want to go to ·church all Sunday?
1\:Ir. Wakeman said that if he had anything to offer honesty would be done away with, because, all the Scarcely.
it would be substantially what he had said at the last wants of the people being provided for, there would What can they do?
meeting. As for Mr. King, that gentleman was be .no incentiv t? steal. He did not c~e how ~api Get drunk.
bound to misunderstand Mr. Andrews, and was un- talists spent thell' money. Let them dispose of It as But for recreation?
The law forbids recreation to the poor.
· der bonds to misunderstand him (Mr. Wakeman). they choose, but first let them get it honestly.
Why?
Mr. King was a papal Positivist, and altogether unMr. Palmer confessed that he was not so well qual- Ask Mr. Field and the Sunday Closing League.
called for, out of place, and unnecessary.
i:fied as some others to deal with the question, be- But is this not a free country?'
Mrs. Leonard arose to move that a vote of the cause he was not a workingman. However, he be- Oh, no.
I thought it was?
meeting be taken for the purpose of deciding whether lieved that as it had been demonstrated that the gov- But
You were wrong.
Mr. King's intuitiv perception was proportionate to ernment could manage the post-office successfully, it What is it, then?
his forensic ability. The chair argued ably, in oppo- should also take the network of telegraph wire and. An absolute monarchy. ·
sition, that the meeting was incompetent to decide railroads under its controL The speaker was in sym- By whom governed?.
On week-days by Jay Gould and Mr. John Kelly.
so grave a question. The motion was not seconded, pathy with Mr. Ward for the reason that they were And
on Sundays?
·
an~ did not come to a vote.
brother 'editors of the same paper. The audience By the saloon-keepers and parsons.
Mr. Andrews closed by vivisecting Mr. King with might manifest:their smypathy by giving the paper a But is there no supreme authority over all these?
Oh, yes.
•
a general disregard for the latter's finer feelings. boost.
.
What Mr. King had said was hardly worthy of seriMr. Smith, who was formerly a member of the club, Who?
The devil.
ous attention in his opinion, but others might think and who had been to the uttermost parts of the earth,
it was; therefore he would proceed to correct him. had a scheme to propose. It was the redistribution
Editorial Notes•.
It is not congenial work for the Great Universal of wealth. He would inquire, Now, what is the
Preacher to deal harshly with any man. It is his prov- remedy? He had in mind a constitution adopted at IN a lecture in Parepa Hall this city, on the lOth, Joe Cook
ince to set people right and to convince them that Kaskaskia, ruinois, which imposed a two per cent tax said that Materialism is fast becoming the philosophy of tha
truth is all-sided. He would do this peacably if he on all assets. Two per 41ent was the death-rate, and savants of Europe.
can, forcibly if he must. Therefore it was appar- the same per cent woul~ effect a proper distribution A TuBKisH newspaper writer has recently published a book
ently more in sorrow than in anger, and obedient to of wealth. This was eVIdently the remedy.
in which he asserts that "ChriStianity is a school-master to
an imperativ necessity, that he administered heroic
Mr. Wakeman said that although not workingmen, lead men into Atheism." Verily religious squabbles take entreatment to the young philosopher. Mr. King bore he and Mr. Palmer occupied the position toward the rious forms.
his affiiction like a martyr, and his only attempt laborer that Phillips and Garrison, not slaves them- THE Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club held its fourth
at retaliation consisted in buttonholing some of the selys, did toward the oppressed African. It was their annual festival at its club rooms on Wednesday evening, the·
Pantarch's supporters as they were leaving the hall, obJect to do away with some of the worst atrocities of 16th. The proceedings consisted of speeches, music, daneand compelling them, with the thermometer at zero, wage sliJ.very. Mr. Wakeman looks at the labor ing, and refreshments.
to hear wherein, in his opinion, Mr. Andrews was question from a historical ·point of view. His l'e- THE Christian religion is stretching like a giant cable.
wrong and he was right. His auditors derided him, marks on government by the grace of God called When it snaps, look out for the recoil, which will come in the
and a cold breeze scattered them off homeward. Madam Delescluze to her feet to inquire why the shape of persecution where it has the power. The God-inMr. King's persistency in making himself the Ishmael conditi~n ?f the l!l'~orer was better under the rule of ~he-Constitution party is a parted strand coiling back.
among the philosophers of the Liberal Club would ~he .Chnstian religiOn than under any other. By a
win him great credit if applied in some other dirac- JUdicious application of his theory of integration and A. S. DE PELLEG:RINr's contribution to the Monument Fund
tion.
disintegration, with various interruptions by the was acknowledged last week as $1. It should hav been $5.
The program of the club for January is attractiv. ma?am, 1\!r. Wakeman explained the matter quite Mr. Hill's was 25 cents instead of 20 cents as printed. The
footing l'emains the same, as the errors were typographical,
It is as follows: On the 11th, "Hours of Labor" by satuuactonly.
C. Osborne Ward; 18th, "Late Aspects of Dress
Mr. Ward's closing remarks resolved themselvs for not clerical.
Reform," by Celia B. Whitehead; 25th, "False a time into a triangular dialog between himself, Mrs. THE Liberals of Pittsburgh, Pa., will celebrate the 147th
Leonard, and a protuberant G:ennan individual with anniversary of Thomas Paine's birthday at Lafayette Hall on
Claims of the Church," by John E. Remsburg.
___
exalted ideas of his own smartness, and whom the the evening of the 29th, beginning at 7:30. A banquet will
THE SA.ME SUBJEOT OON'.riNUED.
c~airman had great difficulty in inducing to suppress follow the musical program, which is large and varied. Tickhimself. When Mr. Ward finally secured uninter- ets to concert, 50 cents; oh~dren half price; banquet tickets,
Agreeable to the foregoing program, Mr. Osborne
t d
f
fl
h
Ward spoke .on the evening of the 11th, "The Hours rup e possession o the oor, e paid his respects to 75 cents.
the arguments of Mr. Eccles and others, and further
THE editor of the Christian Advocate tells this story:
of Labor" being his subject. Previous to the lee- outlined his views on the hours of labor. His barbed
"The night before Christmas, not far from the office, the
ture of the evening, Mr. Wilson Macdonald read a rhetoric, as well as the vigorous wording of his speech,
editor met a matronly-looking woman in middle life. She
letter in regard to a Thomas Paine National Historical are calculated to provoke excitement, and he was was
very drunk. On passing her he said, 'How drunk!'
Society, which he purposed publishing in the Liberal rewarded with a fair amount of applause.
She turned, and with a maudlin smile said, 'Christmas!'"
papers. This society was to be formed on the 147th
N t Fr'd
'd d th
anniversary of the birth ot Paine. Its ob3'ects were
~x
I. ay, pro.vi e
ere is no disappointment, If Dr. Buckley contracts the habit of staying out nights he
the mterestmg subJect of dress reform will be dis- will be likely to meet a good many of his fellow·Christians in
to defend the good name of the author-hero against cussed. The last time this question came before the the same condition.
·
the . aspersions of the enemies of Freethought; to club, it called forth from the members a large amount
MR. AND MBs. M. E. BILLINGs, of Waverly, Ibwa, are mournprovide for keeping the monument at )l"ew Rochelle of latent information.
ing the loss of their only child, Claude R., a beautiful goldenin good repair, and to collect and preserve such relics
curled boy of four years and a half. The death occurred
of the great writer as were still in existence. Paine's
The Sabbatarian.
Dec. 20th. The funeral address was read by Matthew Farbirthday will be celebrated by a meeting under the
From Life.
rington, the Agnostic friend of the family. To the notice in
auspices of the Bennett Liberal League at the rooms What is this ?
the local paper is appended these cheering words of Col. Inof the Liberal Club.
This, dear, is a gentleman who has been trying to observe gersoll, "In the night of death hope sees a star, and listening
Mr. Ward was then introduced. He is a typical the Sabbath.
love can hear the rustle of a wing."
He seems to be very tired?
Socialist, both in doctrin and in personal appearance. Very.
His bony frame, cast-iron features, erect hair, and And his breath-whew!
THE United States is now to hav a full-lledged "canonical '•
keen glance imply the man of detennination whom That is the odor of sanctity, my precious.
organization as a reward for being the refuge of several hunno ordinary terrors would deter. His Socialism, how- But it smells like very bad whisky.
dred thousand Catholics. The pope thinks he has subjects
ever, is pervaded with philosophy and controled by So it does.
enough to warrant the expense, and since he has forced BisHe has been drinking, then ?
reason~ and there is nothing incendiary in the method
marck to 'modify the Falk laws, grant concessions to the
So it seems.
of procedure which he advocates. He would make But I thought you said he hadrbeen trying to observe the Catl;wlic clergy, and reinstate over a hundred priests' whom
the May laws had deprived of their parishes, and brought the
the hours of labor less which now constitute a day's Sabbath?
crown prince to Rome, he feels enoo·uraged to do something
work. Eight hours per diem was too much, but it I did.
how?
besides missionary work in this country. During the present
was better than ten. If labor were equally divided But
According to law.
year a plenary council will be held here to giv effect to this
there would not be more than three hours' work a But how according to law?
day for any one. Workingman were the shortest Why, ~y the .la'!s of the sta~e of New York, framed by that purpose.
lived of all classes. Ministers and lawyers, and even broad-mmded JUnst, Mr. David Dudley Field there are only FoB some time there has been on e:iliibition in Chicago a
ways of spending the Sabbath.
'
very large painting by some celebrated artist, a picture of the
thieves and gamblers, could enjoy the beauties of this two
What are they?
.
battle of Gettysburg, which is highly praised. This picture
existence from fifteen to twenty years longer than Going to church or getting drunk.
has been exhibited week days and evenings, and on Sunday
the working man. The workers in the quicksilver Or both?
afternoons and evenings, and on Sundays has attracted large
mines died at 26; printers, at 32; while professional Yes. ·
But why does not the gentleman go to a library and im. numbers of people to the exhibition. This of course excites
men averaged between fifty and sixty years of life. prove
his mind?
the wrath of the churches, but no one has seen fit, before last
On the part of employers who forced their men to It is against the law.
Monday, to rush into print with objections, when Rev. H. H.
work twelve or fifteen hours per day, it was homicide; Go to the museum?
Ryder, one of the old·school Universalists,and one of the very
on the part of the employees, suicide; and crime on Against the law.
To the art gallery?
few Universalists[now left to materialize. and to parade their
the part of both. This question of the hours of la- A!:;ainst
the I a w.
fallacies before us, declared war on the Sunday exhibition of
bor pressed upon us with intense energy, and de- To the theater?·
the picture. It nearly took the breath out of his materialized
manded our attention and our efforts at solution. Against the law.
and
saintly body to think that the awful example would go
Stay
home?
Mr. Ward is an admirable combination of the phi~is home ~s one cheerless, ill·ventilated room, and he is far to justify theatrical exhibitions on that holy day. A corlosopher and enthusiast, and while the former tem- driven
from It by loneliness.
next day replied that the theaters in that city had
pers the latter, it is equally true that his enthusiasm Bnt are not the salooni! closed on Sunday by the same wise respondent
already
been
openly running on Sundays for a year before
law?
has a marked influence over philosophy.
the picture was exhibited in Chicago. One would hardly exMr. Eccles was called upon for an expression of Oh, yes,
pect to heal' such nonsense from s. member of s. church
Then how did the gentleman get in?
opinion. He could not in ten minutes thoroughly By
the back door.
which, only fifty years ago, was as bitterly denounced for its
define his position; but he did not believe the hours But why .does he n<?t go to hear the good, pious preacher? Liberal views as Ingersoll now is. Since then even MethoBecause
It
makes
him
tired,
·
pf labor would be 13horteJJ.ed. On the cont.rary, they
The old.faalrloneQ.
ai»ts hav advanoed fastet th~m they.

THE TRUTH
Universalist, once an advanced and useful man, lias been
dead these· forty years ,and hasn't found it out yet. They
died when they refused to "testify" against slavery-" died
· · in their sins."
WE can best accomplfsh the object of the following painful
note by printing it:
"NEW YoRK, Jan. 12, 1884.
"FBIEND MACDONALD: I am performing a duty perhaps
tardilv in informing you that one of the old-time and stanchest o{Liberals, William H. Peck, is very ill at his home, 231
:
·
West
42d street. He is suffering from a complication of disl.
.
eases,
brought on mainly by heart disease, and he thinks the
''
. ·end is not far off. Please draw attention to the facts in THE
·.TRUTH SEEKER, as he has many friends, and warm ones, some
·of whom I know would like to call on him. He is well-known
call through the Liberal ranks; in fact, so well known that he
. : was one of the first, if not the very first, Mr. Bennett went to
;:"'for acquaintance and advice when he came here to found
:;".·.THE TRUTH SEEKER. His life has been a very interesting one,
i ~and rich with experience in the early days of Liberalism and
:.-;amongst its great men. Some exposure he underwent through
·::,c,.the death of Mr. Bennett gave him a turn that told severely
· <on him, and from ·which I thmk he took his downward step
·::\.:physically.
Very truly yours,
D. E. RYAN.''
;:,~{<·

,,.,

TRE Freethinkers of northwestern Pennsylvania and north-

<,,;,~_ eastern Ohio will celebrate the 147th anniversary of the

,;_/ birth of Thomas Paine, in Linesville, Pa., on the 26th,
27th, 2Bth, and 29th days of January, 1884. The speakers
will be J. H. Burn;ham, o~ Michigan; Dr. T. L. Brown, of
'Binghamton, N. Y.; Ex.-Rev. C. B. Reynolds, of Rochester,
N.Y.; 0. P. Kellogg, of New Lynne, Ohio; J.D. Mallonee,
of Cleveland, and several others. Prof. H. H. Hall, who
sang at the Rochester Convention, with assistants, will fur~-<
nish music. This jubilee will be held under the auspices of
Auxiliary League, No. 36, C. B. Brooks, president, and G. W.
·:J Baldwin, secretary, of Linesville, Pa._ This League offers a
reward of $75 for any representativ Christian, of good moral
character, who will attend this meeting and affirm the cardi. nal points of the orthodox (so-called) faith. Gentlemen
about starting for India, or Patagonia, to find som·e one to
convert, take notice.
THAT D. R Burt is dead will be sad news for many of our
readers who hav had the pleasure of his acquaintance. But
he had lived long and accomplished milch good work and
this will soften the stroke. It is not often a man attains his
age, and less often is it given to men to labor so long for his
. , fellows' good. He was one of Mr. Bennett's and THE TRUTH
· • SEEKER's warmest friends. His funeral took place from the
city.hall of East Dubuque, Iowa, his home for many years.
The Herald of that place says:
"Long before the hour set for the funeral a large number
of the former friends of the esteemed old gentleman filled
the hall, and at 2 o'clock the room was crowded with people
wh'o came many of them from distant points. Gen. M. }f.
Trumbull, of Chicago, a warm personal fnend of J\'Ir. Burt's, delivered an address which was eloquent and pathetic. In the
course of his remarks he paid a glowing tribute to the life
- and cbaracter of Mr. Burt. Mr. C.- H. Beck, of Chicago, sonin-law of the deceased, was present at the funeraL The remains were followed to their final resting-place by a large
concourse of relativs and friends."
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The device mentioned in the statute is not cards, dice, or
other 'like ' device, but simply • other' device. And if" it
were a 'like ' device, the question would arise, Like in what
respect ?-like which of them? Cards and dice are in most
respects very unlike--indeed; they hav no resemblance, except that they may both be used for gaming. But then, anything which may be used for that purpose is so far a like device. The (lOin of the realm, when used to play the game of
'match,' 'heads or tails,' • odd or even,' for money or anything of value; a long and short straw, when used to play the
game of 'draw straws,' for the same purpose; a • wheel of
fortune,' or a grab-bag, when used at church fairs or festivals,
or elsewhere, to dispose of articles of value upon the chance
of getting something for comparativly nothing, are, each and
all of them, so far, just as much gambling devices as cards or
dice can be. In short, anything which is used as a means
for playing for money or other things of value, so that the
result depends more largely on chance than skill, is so far a
gambling device."
THE softening influences of civilization upon Presbyterianism are constantly being felt. St. Cloud is a suburban hamlet of Orange, N. J. Its church facilities consist of a
rickety Episcopalian building and a substantial Presbyterian structure. The attendance is cosmopolitan, the different
sectaries meeting in apparent harmony and much gorgeous
apparel. A gentleman about taking a house in the little
cluster was assured by the vacating lady tenant, as a matter
calculated to excite surprise, that a Presbyterian, a Baptist,
and an Episcopalian, had met at a tea-table in the neighborhood, and conversed for nearly thr. hours without quarreling. Recently the wife of a Freethinker living there was
prostrated by disease, and although she had never attended the
church, the members vied with each other in showering kindness upon her. From an Episcopalian came one delicacy, from
a Baptist others, and the ·Presbyterian minister forwarded
beautiful flowers to cheer the sick room. .This is the bright
side of Christianity; would that it had no dark one. But
if there were no clouds the sunshine perhaps would not
be' appreciated. It is the gospel of love supplanting the
gospel of hate, the true religion of humanity. Sometime,
indeed, we may look to see the brotherhood of man the song
of the race.
.

DR. M:oCosH, of Princeton College, 11. Presbyterian of the
coldest and most merciless kind, has avowed for evolution.
He is reported in a Boston paper:
"}fy first position is the certainty of evolution. Evolution
is but 't:he coming .of one thing out of another. No sciel!-tific
man under thirty years of age, in any country, denies _It, to
my knowledge. To oppose it is to injure young men. I am
at the head of a college where to declare against it would
perplex my best students. They would ask me which to giv
up, sCience or the Bible. There is a general progreBsio~ in
nature. The theory that the world was once a vapor, from
which the earth evolved, is not inconsistent with the scriptures; for they speak of its being 'void without form.' The
natural struggles for existence lead to the survival of the
fittest-a most benevolent law and also in accordance with
the scriptures. Evolution but shows the agencies by which
God's plans are carried out."
This is almost the taking of the enemy's last citadel.. Dr.
McCosh's references !to God will be less certain when he
comes to fully compr;hend that men's Gods are just as much
subject to the grand law of evolution as animals and plants.
THE Paris correspondent of the London (}u.ardian, writing Men manufacture Gods, which last for a Bel~son and then
of' French affairs, says religious questions are daily becoming pass into mythology. A God, fit to survive, must be differmore important and critical. While there is much confusion ent from any hitherto mentioned.
and not a little divisjon in Parliament on secular matters,
THE recent operations of Oomstock afford the FrenGh a fine
•, there is great unity of speech and action on religions quesopportunity to laugh at the people of this country, and the
tions. "Whenever religious or ecclesiastical matters come
American Register, of Paris, does not neglect to add adipose
up,'' he says, "it is astonishing how harmoniously, on the
tissue to its ribs. It says: "Mr. Antbony Comstock, the mowhole, a majority is found to deal with them. As M. Paul
tiv power of the Society for the Suppression of Vice in the
Bert expressed it, almost facetiously, on a late occasion, the
city of New York, has just been doing his best to make his
only difference of opmion in that respect between himself
society the laughing-stock of every educated person in the
and the government, and his good friends of the Extreme
United States. Mr. Anthony Comstock is so full of ardor for
Left, was one not of principle, but of degree; not as to the
the suppre.>sion of vice that he sees vice everywhere, even in
end to be kept steadily in view, but as to how much more or
photographs of pictures by the most celebrated German and
less speedily it was to be attained. However opinions may
French artists of the day. Fired by holy zealand armed with
float or be divided on politics, when religion, under the name
a'warrant from a New York magistrate, Mr. Anthony Comof the church or clericalism, is to be attacked, it is wonderful
stock lately cauaed a well-known picture dealer of New York
how many 'groups' can be always marshaled against it to the
to be arrested on the charge of selling indecent photographs.
assault.'' With the government and people of France in this
The picture dealer was admitten to bail, and will in due
frame of mind, the separation of church and state cannot long
course of time appear before the Court of General Sessions
be delayed. ·
to answer for his supposed misdeeds. Among the photoIT has long been the- opinion of those unfortnnate males graphs stamped by Mr. Anthony Comstock with the foul stain
who hav been decoyed. to a church fair by plump young fe- of indecency are copies of pictures by Makart, Cabanel, etc.,
male Christians, and then robbed by means of the grab-bag, among the moderns, !}nd Rubens among the ancients. If it
that the latter institution is as illegal as the game of faro. is thus that the pious Anthony deals with classical pictures,
· At faro men are occasionally seen who hav won, but what what would he do with 'the human form divine' sculptured
living mortal ever came out ahead of a church fair grab-bag? in marble or bronze? Surely he would put a petticoat and
The United States District Court, sitting in Oregon, has now shawl on the Medicean Venus, and a great-coat and trousers
decided that these grab-bags, when used at church fairs, are on Michael Angelo's David. The name of Anthony has a
gambling devices. The decision is obiter-that is, given in wonderful resemblance to Antony, and Antony was a saint,
deciding another point-but it will hardly be questioned. in which nharacter he has been represented by mariy painters
of celebrity resisting temptation. Whether the saint really
The Court said:
"It is a simple game of ohauoe, something like • odd or did so or not, is a subjeot on which both painters and theoeven.' The devic'3 by which it is played are little brass disks, logians hav agreed to differ, but it is evident that if this poor
called 'cheen,' about the size of a 20 ct. piece, with a square unfortunate saint were alive and in New York, Anthony Comhole in the center, in which the conductor of the game insert'S stock would hav him arrested for encouraging vice. It may
•
a pointed stick, for the purpose of conveniently and publicly
. moving them on the table as .he draws them from the pile. be questioned whether there is not a considerable amount of
He has probably two or three hundred of these near him. vice and indecency in discovering vice everywhere, even in
On the table when the game is played a small square is de- pictures and statues of the great masters, and whether a
scribed, with its sides marked 1, 2, 3, 4. The player takes good cause is not seriously prejudiced by the raids of ignonp, at random, 0: handful of the brasses, and puts them on rant prudery."
the table before him, and as he does so covers them more or
less with a hollow vessel, so that no one can tell what numTHE New England Freethinkers' Convention, to be held in
ber is in the pile, or whether it is an odd or even one. The Paine Hall, Boston, Jan. 27, 28, and 29, 1884, promises to be
players then put down their money on the sides of the square,
as they may fancy. When this is done the conductor un as large and influential as the Salamanca Convention just
covers the brasses and picks them out of the pile, four at a closed. The main object of the conventiOn will be to aid
time, until only four or a less number are left. If the num- somewhat in educating the public mind upon the great quesber left is an even one--either two or four-the player who tions of liberty, truth, and justice, and the rights of man
put his money on this figure wins a like amount from the generally as against despotism, monopoly, and wrongs and
table, less a rebate of seven per centum to the conductor,
a.nd the table wins what_ is laid on the other even number, outrages of all descriptions; and so effect sucb organization
while those who put-their money on the odd numbers with- as will make an effort to interpret t,hese grand principles
draw it.· If the number of braases left is an odd one, either practically. It will not be sectarian or partisan, but will
one or three, that number wins, and the process is reverije<l, !D!lintain a free platform, upon which all sides of the great
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questions now coming up for adjustment rna~ be ~eely d~s
cussed so far as the limited time of the conventiOn Will permit.
The names of the speakers, and the subjects they discuss,
are a sufficient guarantee of the dignity and importance of
the work which will come before this body of reformers, as
well as the splendid entertainment they will hav. The names
of the speakers and their subjects, so far as known, are in part
as follows: James Parton, "Heathen Benevolence;" R. B.
Westbrook, D.D. LL.D, "The Divine Origin of Humanity;"
Horace Seaver, "'fhe' Freethought Movement;" Elizur
Wright, "Paine and Franklin, Co-workers for Liberty;" T.
B. Wakeman, reply to Rev. Dr. Westbrook's "Divine Origin
of Humanity;" J. P. Men dum, subject not given; Parker
Pillsbury, subject not given; John E. Remsburg, "Paine, the
Apostle of Liberty;" Susan H. Wixon, "Inftuence of Freethought on the Family;" S. P. Putnam, "Paine and the
French Revolution;" W. S. Bell, "Prohibition a Failure;'
H. A, Lamb, M.D., "Turning of the Tide;" Henry Appleton,
"The Anarchistic Position;" A Schell,· "Girard's WilL"
Courtlandt Palmer, E. B. Hazzen, John S. Verity, T. C.
Leland, and H. L. Green hav not handed in the questions
they will discuss. The sessions will be 10 A.M. and 2.30 and
7.30 P.!r. Hotel accommodations can be had at the Metropolitan Hotel, 1162 Washington street, at $1.50 per day, and
at Hotel Creighton,'245 Tremont street, at $2.00 per day. W.
S. Bell, 18 East Springfield Street, Boston, Mass., is the ·
proper person to write to for information.
GENERAL GoRDON, a member of Parliament, having asserted
in a public speech that Bradlaugh's religious opinions were
not the cause of his exclusion from Parliament, but that the
members objected to sitting and making laws "with a man
who had published a book of so obscene and disgusting a
character that the sale of it was p:rohibited by the law courts
of the country "-a man whose "moral and social ideas" are
"revolting to human nature,'' Mr. Bradlaugh retorts: "Presumably Sir A. Gordon never read the report of the trial of
the Queen vs. Bradlaugh and Besant. If he had read the
summing up of the late Lord Chief Justice Cockburn, to
which I referred in my last speech at the bar, Sir A. Gordon
would hav known that, at any rate, that was not the
language in which that great judge described the pamphlet of
which he had carefully read every line. If Sir A. Gordon
had known anything of the history of the case, he would hav
known that after that trial I compelled the police to redeliver
to me several hundred copies of the pamphlet which they
had illegally seized, and that in 1878 I sold the whole of
theHe. Mrs. Besant and I sold the book until the en<l of
1879 to vindicate the right, and then Mrs. Besant having, in
the mean time, written her able pamphlet on the 'Law of
Population, • we voluntarily stopped the sale of the Knowlton pamphlet, anrl since the beginning of 1880 not a copy
has been sold by us or by our authority; but the cessation
waR purely voluntary on our part. But it is astounding to
pretend that this, an<l not the religious question, is the real
objection to me. Why was it not raised to John Stuart Mill?
who most cei'tainly went quite as far as myself in the matter
of circulating such knowledge of checks to over-population.
Sir A. Gordon talks of the revolting nature of my moral and
social ideas. I defy Sir. A. Gordon to put into words the
ideas which he objects to. I say that he has, in most unfair
and cowardly fashion, and without inquiry, believed the circulars which scoundrels like Henry Varley sent behind my
back to the various members of the House of Commons, and
I say that, having either actually heard or certainly read my
last speech at the bar, Sir A. Gordon is absolutely dishonorable to havrepeated this exceeding grave charge, while totally
ignoring the uncontradicted reply I there made."
TnE mammoth state of Texas woulrl seem to be the last
place for Socialism to take root, yet Dallas has given birth to
a Socialistic paper called the 1oc.~in. The first number is
sharp an<l warlike. A clew to the principles to be promulgated is found in these utterances:
"Labor produces all ~ealth; labor must el!-joy all '!'ealt~.
This can only be accomplished. by a co-operativ o~ SocialistiC
form of government, under wh10h all land, all busmess enterprises and all natural advantages would be the property of
the p:ople. All individuals would receive from the public
fnnri according to the labor p~rformed by t~em, and all profit,
interest and rent would go mto the public treasury, to be
returned to the people in public improvements, schools,
libraries, etc."
This change in society is to be wrought out
"By a thorough organization of _the laboring men, an~ a
revolutionary convention :epresentmg from_ two to five million workers. If the workmgmen are permitted to proceed
quietly and peacably in this way! the c~ange cal!- ?e accomplished and the object fully attamed Without spilling a drop
of blood or exploding an ounce of powder."
But the editor is not sanguin that the revolution c.a~ be e_ffected quietly. He indicates the means the opposition will
use:
"Wheneve1· the capitalists, land monopolists, etc., see that
labor organizations are becoming fon;nidable, and that their
vested rights are threatene~, they Wil~ demand and secure
legislation against the alarmists and agttators. Labor papers
will be suppressed, labor advocates im:priso~ed, labor organizations forbidden, and an armed co!lftict WI~l t.hus be forced
upon the half-organized and unprepared tOilers, who, from
thdr I ack of arms, ammunition, supplies, etc., would seem
comparativly helpless."
Fifty years ago this would h&v been sufficient to " crush a
half-ripe and premature revolt,'' but
•• Now it is different. Chemistry has oome to the aid of the
poor, and to-day ten dollars will arm a hundr!l?- men with an
explosiv more terrible than the most expensiv cannon ever
made. If the oppressors of the poor precipitate a conflict,
their blood will be on their own heads. The laborer demands
nothing but hiR rights, and he will hav them, forcibly it he
must."
Mr. George N. Beech is the editor of the 1ocsin, whioh is
his "organ or mouthpiece only." The prospectus says the
paper will be published every Thursday at $1 per year. Its
aims, objects, and cause of being can be Rnmmed up in two
words---Revolutionary l Socialism.
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600 B. c.
13. Atys, of Ph1'Ygia, 1170 B c. 14. of the " Sixteen Crucified Saviors" described by
Crite, of Chaldea, 200 B c. 15. Bali, of Orissa, 725 B.c. the late Mr. Graves are undou~edlymyths. But
ELLIOTT PRESTON TO "D. W. T."
he might hav added the Jesus who was stoned and
. Sir, or Madam : I make it a ru~e never to print 16. Mithra, of Persia, 600 B.c.
Of course, it is the easiest. thing in the world to hanged about 75 years before Christ who was not a
statements I cannot fully substantiate by facts, and
myth. ,
ANTICHRIST.
hence reply as follows to your friendly criticism of say that all these were not crucified, since perhaps a
my essay entitled "Christianity," which essay was dozen different histories might be found of each, difMrs. 0. K. Smith to Mrs. Juliet Severance.
published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 24, 1883, fering widely from one another. For illustration:
DEAR MRs. SEvERANCE: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
your criticism thereon appearing in THE TRUTH Christna is said to hav died peacefully at the ripe old
age of 80 years. According to another tradition (sup- December 22d you struck the key-note regarding the
SEEKER of Dec. 29, 1883.
Relativ to your question as to the correntness of ported by ancient writings in stone, representing treatment of women (especially those occupying the
roy statement that Christianity was derived from India, Christna upon the cross, and even the spear-hole in public rostrum) by that great body of Freethinkers
I will quote (to go no further back) the following his side), he was crucified. So of Prometheus, that known as the Materialistic element of this country.
I do heartily indorse your idea of allowing that
passages from Col. Robert G. Ing"ersoll's well-known he was chained upon a rock, etc.
The whole gist of the matter is this: the entire masculin power to enjoy, to the fullest extent,
lecture entitled, "The Liberty of Man, Woman, and
Child," the correctness of statement of which, I be- business is most probably mythology, and about as masculin convention, under the direct control of
lieve, has never been questioned, except by Christian likely to be true as that Christ was himself crucified, masculin officials, and let this continue until they
which fact was disputed by Polycarp (who claimed have learned to respect ,woman in deed as well as .
bigots.
The great orator says: "I read in another book that he peacefully died at the age of 50), and also by word. Is this neglect from force of habit, borrowed
what appeared to be an account of the same transac- many others.
from priest and pope, that these wise men ign~re
The point that I wish to make is this: the idea of woman's abilities to lead, or even stand side by side
tion. It was written about four thousand years bea crucified savior far antedated the alleged birth of with them upon the public rostrums? Or upon
fore the other.
"All commentators agree that the one that was Christ, and there is no reasonable room for doubt mature reflection have they decided that man onlY. is
capable of managing all public meetings for the
written last was the original, and that the one that that it (Christianity) is "all borrowed thunder."
Doubtless much of Christianity did, as you claim, dissemination of intellectual, moral, and Liberal
was written first was copi0d from the one that was
written last. But I would advise you all not to allow emanate from the Babylonians, but very much more thought, and the mission of woman, as in the past,
your creed to be disturbed by a little matter of four as doubtlessly emanated from India.
must be to collect the pennies and dress for the occaI will now bid my u.rltnown critic adieu, advising sion. "I suffer not a woman to speak in the
or five thousand years. In this story Brahma made
up his mind to make the world and a man and him (or her), when he (or she) next attempts to pick churches," was said many hundred years ago by a
woman. He made the world, and he made the man, up an authorial porcupine, to be certain beforehand man (he may hav been an official), but to-day the
and then the woman, and put them on the island of that his quills are all drawn, and to likewise bear in sayings of Paul are ignored, in words, by the leading
Ceylon. Such birds, such songs, such flowers, and mind that it is not always "just as easy to call it lights of Freethinkers' conventions,'but in example
such verdure! And the branches of the trees were right as it is wrong."
they are. sustained to a lamentable extent. Paul in
I hav the honor of remaining, sir (or madam), yours his day was a Freethinker, but he wanted the whole
so arranged that when the wind swept through them
for exactness,
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
every tree was a thousand .LEolian harps.
say to himself, and I regret to say that many of the
"Brahma, when he put them there, said: 'Let them
Freethinking men of this country are like poor old
Brahminism and Buddhism vs. Christianity. Paul-they want to say it all themselvs. Hence,why
hav a period of courtship, for it is my desire and will
The "friendly criticisms" of "D. W. -T." are mostly should Mrs. Severance expect woman's voice to be. '
that true love should forever precede marriage.'
"When I read that, it was so much more beautiful answered in Jacolliot's "Bible in India." On page heard among that august body of men soon to asand lofty than the other, that I said to myself, 'If 108 the author says:
semble in convention at Salamanca, N.Y. Some years
either one of these stories ever turns out to be true,
"The officiating Brahmins in temples and pagoda's now ago, while Mrs. Colby and myself were sojourning at
acc0rd the title of J eseus, or pure essence, or divine emana- Houston, Texas, where the Liberal societies were at
I hope it will be this one.'
"Then they had their courtship, with the nightin- tion, only to Christna, who is alone recognized as the Word, that time composed entirely of male membership, we
the true incarnation, by the Vishnouites and Freethinkers of
gales singing and the stars shining, and the flowers Brahminism."
inquired the reason and werf'l informed that no
blooming, and they fell in love." (He:t:e I will skip
women
were ever solicited to join, whereupon we
Madame Blavatsky, author of "Isis Unveiled," vina little to save spane). "They were married by the
dicates the author of the " Bible in India" against the conspired with them to form a "woman's radical
supreme Brahma, and he said to them: 'Remain here;
assaults of pretentious critics. In 1877 the editor of club.'' They were delighted with the idea, and when.
you must never leave this island.' Well, after a little
the New York Sun asserted that there never was a Mrs. Calby gave notice, at the close of her lecture,
while the man-and his name was Adami, and the
Hindoo reformer named J ezeus Christ.na. Madame that a meeting would be held in that hall the followwoman's name was Heva-said to Heva, 'I believe Blavatsky answered him thus:
ing Wednesday, for the express purpose above menI'll look about a little.' He went to the northern extioned, one of that august body of men arose, and,
tremity of the island where there was a little narrow
"I hav been at the festivals of Janmotsar in commemora- with a dignified air, inquired "if he understood
tion of the birth of Christna (which is their Christmas), and
neck of land connecting it with the main1an d • and hav heard thousands of voices shouting, 'Jas-i-Christna! aright, that it was exclusivly for women," to which
the devil, who is always playing pranks with us, pro- Jasas-wi-Christna!' Translated, they are: Jas-i-renowned, she replied: "Yes, sir; you understood exactly what
duced a mirage, and when he looked over to the famous; and Jasas-wi-celebrated, or divinely renowned, I meant. Tell your wife and daughter to be here.''
mainland, such hills and vales, such dells and dales, powerful; and Chris-tna, sacred."
The meeting was held, an organization was effected,
such mountains crowned with snow, such cataracts
Ch1istna, she maintains, is the correct spelling, and officers chosen, and it flourished like a green bayclad in bows of glory did he see there, that he' went not Krishna. J acolliot's .most bitter opponent, Man- tree. They held festivals and sociables, had lectures,
back and told Heva, 'The country over there is a sieur Taxtor de Ravisi, a Catholic, spells the name and the men actually attended, and within a year
thousand times better than this; let us migrate.' Krishna, because it means black and because the real they were urgently solicited to join, in a body, the
She, like every woman that ever lived, said, 'Let well name of Christna was Kaneya or Caneya. But Mad- Liberal League, to which a woman replied, " Ah!
enough alone; we hav all we want; let us stay here.' arne Blavatsky says that Krisn is black, and that Can- ah ! this means that we hav a few dollars in our
But he said, 'No, let us go;' so she followed him, and eya means born of a virgin-Oanya. Even in modern treasury that you'd like to handle." · A word to the
when they came to this narrow neck of land he took Hindustanee the zodiacal sign of Virgo is called wise is sufficient. I'm not a public speaker, hence
her on his back like a gentleman and carried her Kanaia. ·
hav no ax to grind.
OLIVE K. SMITH.
over. But the moment they got over they heard a
J acolliot is therefore right, not only as regards
Buffalo, N. Y.
crash, and looking back discovered that this narrow Christna, but substantially so as regards Jezeus.
--------~~------neck of land had fallen into the sea. The mirage There is no more reason for spelling the first with a
"Do as I Tell You, Not as I Do."
had disappeared, and there were naught but rocks K than for spelling Christ with a K. The Greek letIn THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 1st appeared an arand sand; and then the supreme Brahma cursed them ter Oh differs from K by being more guttural and
tiCle
with quotations from the Advocate concerning a
both to the lowest hell."
aspirated, and is almost equivalent to H in English,
Relativ,to my spelling of "Christna," let me say so that Ohristos might more correctly be rendered by Methodist brother who lost confidence in his minister
because he thought him (the minister) not an honest
that you appear to be ignorant of the fact that this H'ristos.
name is spelled in numerous works in about as many
J acolliot is no fraud. Ten years' residence and man, and therefore could not believe in his piety.
different ways as there are popularly supposed to be studies in India were surely enough to fit him to giv He asked advice' from another minister, or at least,
ways of killing a cat-including Christna, Chrishna, an opinion; and even his Catholic opponent admits a defender of fraudulent ministers, who, of course,
Crishna, Krishna, Chrishnoo, Chreshnou, Chreeshna, that his" Bible in India" is written "with good faith, advises him thus:
Kreeshna, etc.
My spelling (Christna) is that of of absorbing interest, a learned work on known facts,
"Our Lord Jesus Christ--has settled this question so that
"
no follower of his need hav any trouble in coming to conclu"th
R enan.
an d WI familiar arguments.
sions that it is his duty to continue to hear him so long as he
Lastly, relativ to your stricture regarding my stateThe Hindoo legend of Adami an~ Heva, as trans- occupies the position of pastor in the legal manner. Great
ment that "history boasts upwards of a dozen cruci- lated by J acolliot from the old Hindoo records, is far is the self-denial requisit to do so. The duty is plain. Turn
superior t0 the Biblical story of Adam and Eve. Col. to the twenty-third chapterof Matthew, and beginning with
fied saviors."
I drew it too mild, friend "D. W. T." It boasts of Ingersoll made one of his happiest hits when he in- the first verse, read the following: 'Then spake Jesus to the
·
multitude, and to his deciples, saying, The scribes and the
sixteen. For a full account of their "goings on," terwove the Hindoo legend into one of his lectures, Pharisees sit in Moses's seat; all therefore whatsoever they
permit me to refer you to that somewhat celebrated and said: "I like· the Hindoo story the best."
bid you observe, that observe and do, but do not ye after
book, entitled "The World's Sixteen Crucified ,SaJacolliot has published twenty more volumes. In their works; for they say and do not.' Here, then, our
viors; or, Christianity Before CB.rist," by Mr. Kersey Volume II., Les Fils de Dieu ("The Sons of God"), he savior plainly commands that we are to listen to them.'l
Graves. I shall refer to this book later on in this ar- demolishes thE~ critics who attempted to decry his
From this Bible quotation we can· likewise infer
ticle.
first work, and proves by astronomical movements that we are to listen to ministers and obey them,
I, in that essay, set the number at only" a baker's the great antiquity of Indian history. Brahminism whether they preach morality or immorality, Chrisdozen," fearing my readers might think I "drew a was established as early as 13,300 B.C.; and about tianity or Infidelity. We are to do this even though
long bow," and that my statement saviored (pardon a 10,000 B.c. there was a revolt of the chiefs against we know that they, themselvs, do not believe a word
bad joke) of romance; but here you hav the entire Brahminical authority, the capital of the Brahmins of what they preach.
"platoon"-take your choice of the lot. ·
was taken, and Viswamitra became the .first king of
This text abbreviated into "Do as I tell you, not as
You ask if my language is intended to be merely India. Christna was born 4,800 B.C' and died 4,760 I do," is often made use of by theological quaCKS to
figurativ. By no means. We hav had too much of B.c. Buddhism arose several centuries later. It ob- blindfold their innocent dupes. But how absurd
the .figurativ business in Christianity already. I tained little foothold in India, but spread widely when rightly considered. The only honesty therein
mean what I say-pure and simple English.
elsewhere. The Mohammedans overran northern is their admitting that they are not altogether honest.
india, and destroyed the temples and books of the
These pious frauds, it seems, do not know or do
Below I giv the sixteen saviors:
1. Chrishna, of India, 1200 B.C. 2. The Hindoo Brahmins. But southern India remained undis- not want to know, that man, and especially little
Sakia, 600 B.c. 3. Thammuz, of Syria, 1160 B.c. 4. turbed. The northern Brahmins had to reproduce children, hav a faculty of imitation; which. is at
Wittoba, of the Telengonese, 552 B.c. 5. lao, of Ne- their books from copies in the south, and in doing so least equally as strong and activ as is that other of
paul, 622 B.c. 6. Hesus, of the Celtic Druids, 834 made variations. It is these variations that hav obedience. When mankind are taught to reverence
B.C. 7. Quexalcote, of Mexico, 587 B.c. 8. Quirin us, misled the critics.
J acolliot had access to the and obey an instructor, either of religious or other
of Rome, 506 B.c. 9. (.LEschylus), Prometheus, 547 oldest records in southern India, where he re- matters, it is most natural for them to imitate him;
B.c. 10. Thulis, of E¥ypt, 1700 B.c. 11. Indra, of sided ten years. Tlie pseudo-'' scholars" who de- and more so in our children. All ml'm, involuntarily,
Thibet, 725 B.c. 12. Alcestos (or Alcestis), of Eurip- ; nounce him are blind leaders of the b. in d. Some I to a great extent, pattern after each other. We must,
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in this case, either obey the faculty of imitation and sweating toil-to wit, humbuggery. I say toil, for sound morals, even though in their zeal they outrage
neglect and crucify reason; or obey the latter' and all these costs are finally paid by the workers with the feelings of the respectable people of their time, as
neglect the former. If we follow the first, we will be hands.· The landlord takes it off his domestics and much as do our friend~, the Heywoods, Comstock,.and
made dupes of; if the second, we can pay no respects head farmers; the head farmers take it off the sub- his misguided followers to-day, but the particular into those who "preach one thing and do another." It lessees, the sub-lessees off the poor wretched shan- interest which I felt in reading "The Bay Path" was
is the imitating these pious impostors that causes the tier and dug-outer, and the wretched poor put less in contrasting the Dr. Holland of that book with the
many dissemblers and hypocrits who now surround salt in their bread and less bread into their stomachs. Dr. Holland who wrote the "Apotheosis of Dirt," and
us, and blockade the progress of our welfare and And there it ends in premature graves, save when it prophesied that the women who went up to New
flames up in wild, mad havoc. And this thing has York to attend the reception given to Mr. Bennett
happiness.
.
Not long since, a.young man of this Vicinity took grown to be so powerful, so proud-stomached, that would liv to be ashamed.of it. Alas, that some of
to market a load of corn valued at about five dollars. no one dare criticise or question it. Scorn and con- those same women should hav lived to bury the dear,
All day long his load stood on the street without his tempt are heaped on him as " an enemy to educa- goocl man, as much a martyr as any other of the dead
being able to effect a sale. At last, however, he sold tion," "foe to progress," "friend of ignorance and who hav died for opinion's expressed not held at the
·
time to be orthodox. If I could believe that Mr.
to a poor widow for something less than market price. darkness."
Not intending to write a volume, I must break off Bennett, as Mr. Bennett, still exists in organic form,
When the bargain was closed, the poor woman began
to think that, perhaps, she had not money enough, here, merely a~king, Are we not in danger of making so that he can take cognizance of the things he once
and said to him that she bad only nine dollars, and the means whereby education is obtained the sole loved, I should think he would rejoice at the continif his load came to mo:t:e than that he had better try grand object of the whole system? Are there not ued improvement of his precious paper. I am sure
and sell elsewhere. To this, be replied, that he also too many parents instilling into the minds of it must delight all his friends. Miss Wixon is makthought his load would come to more, but since it children, and too many professors into the minds of ing her page a pleasant one for everyone to read. It
was so late he would let her· hav the load for the the pupils, the idea that the object of education is is a great talent that can delight the young with real
. nine dollars, and he did; and then returned to his chiefly to allow scholars to liv without manual labor? sense.
I must not make my letter too long, butl like somecompanions boasting of the "smart trick" he played. A great English duke· had three fine sons whom he
This fellow you can .find in his . pew every Sunday, had educated to perfection, as we now think is per- times to shake hands through THE TRUTH SEEKER with
striking his breast, his lips going at a "two-forty " feet education. One prepared for the cabinet, one old friends. How fast they are disappea•ing from us!
rate, and his eyes rolled up like a "dying calf;" pays for the bar, another for the church, as he informed Mr. Denton has gone ! Alas! alas! I mourn him
his priest very liberally, who in turn forgivs him the his American visitor. A few years later the visitor as a brother. Would that I could comfort his becrime of cheating the poor widow. Of course this returned and found the three sons farming. They reaved wife, but death is just death. This separation
secures him a pew in heaven, while the widow, too explained that the professions were overcrowded, from loved ones is dreadful. Only time can giv us
poor to buy one, or to support the church, cannot while there was plenty of room on the farm. They comfort. But this is nature's law, and we can only
get there; and in truth she deserves a better place were all content and happy, and were real, working, submit.
With great interest in THE TRUTH SEEKER and all
and better companions than, as we are told, are up practical farmers. If we go upon the continent of
Very truly,
there. Such are thousands and thousands of the Europe we shall see that most great families, even its readers, I am,
Syracuse, Dec. 30, 1883.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
members of which the church now even boasts. But royalty, educate their children to do manual labor.
is it to be wondered at when their pious instructors 'Tis only the sovereigns of our United States can af'l'he lllorning Star.
go before them with so many like, and even worse, ford to educate their heirs to evade labor of the
\Ve luw the morning star,
examples? Truly, modern religion is but an asylum hands, and despise it. " Go to school, my son, ancl
0 fooliHh people, 0 ldngs!
learn, that you may never hav to work like your poor
for criminals.
'
·
~
With UR the daysprings are,
I will answer their absurd "Do as I tell you, not as father," says the paren.t. "Study, be diligent," says
Evon all the froRh daysprings;
I do," by a far nobler and better: Teach us truth, the professor to his pupils, " in order that you may For us, and with us, all the multitudes of things.
science, and morality, and we will obey you. Go be- not hav. to dig like those workers out there."
0 son·owing henrts of slav0s,
fore us with good examples and we will imitate you. Whereas it should be said, "Learn, be diligent, in
vV e hen.rd yon bet1.t from fn.r!
order
that
the
enlightened
brain
shall
direct
the
skilFrench Creelc, Ia.
JoHN H. HmT.
We b1·ing the light that saves,
ful hand, and because, before and above all.
We bring the morning stnr.

Priest and Other Craft.
It is sure to be the case that abuses will creep in
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Freedom's good things we bring you, whence all good things arc.

" It is not all of life to liv,
Nor all of death to die."

Hovr.

Tho strife of things tl.nd beauty,
The fire amllight adm·e1l,
Truth antllife-light'ning duty,
Love without crown or sworll,
'l'ltat by his might and godhead nmkos mtm god and lorll.

where those who do the paying are not close and
Mr. Fletcher Corrects Mr. Hull.
exacting supervisors. Witness the enormities that
priestcraft has heaped up in the name of a pure, simTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In a
'l'hoso hnv we, these aro OltrH,
ple, humble Jesus Christ. Witness the wrongs and recent copy of your interesting paper I see a letter
'l'hnt no priests giv, nor kings;
oppressions that legislators create in the name of from Moses Hull, in which he criticises the action of
Tho honey of 11.Il these flowers,
government for the people. Self-defense is neces- Ed. L. Wheeler in regard to Mrs. Kendrick's not beThe hen.rt of all these springs;
sary,' and abuse creeps in to raise vast standing ar- ing allowed to giv a lecture at Neshaminy Falls while Ours, for where freedom livs not, there liv no good things.
mies. In this way the means, the tools for doing Mr. Wheeler was acting as secretary for the associaRise, ere the dawn be risen;
anything in time, become the grand object. Thus, at tion. As Mr. Wheeler and Mrs. Kendrick were both
Come, and be all souls fed;
From field, and street, and prison,
a time when all learning was in Greek or Latin intimate friends of mine, and I was consulted by
Come, for tho feast is sprend;
books, it became necessary to learn G:reek and Latin both in regard to the affair, I feel that I can speak Liv, for tho truth
is living; wake, for tho night is dead.
in order to study law, medicin, theology, etc.; there- with authority of this matter. Mr. Wheeler was the
,
-A. C. Swinburne.
fore colleges were founded to instruct in Latin, secretary of the First Association of Spiritualists, but
G.reek, Hebrew, etc. Now, to-day, when all the he was not the association. He received from that
sciences may be learned from English books, tbese body instructions whom to engage, and if any change
Ought :Freeman to be Imprisoned for Life~
sleepy old colleges go on teaching nothing but the was to be made it devolved upon him to make it.
I see a little article in the last number of THE
dead languages or abstract mathematics. It is ut- Mrs. Kendrick was not known to the committee, ex- TRU'l'H SEEKER taken from the Christian Advocate, in
erly absurd, but, having become an institution with cept as Mrs. Kendrick, and when it was known who which is taken the affirmativ of this question.
thousands interested to keep it up, absurdity is a she was they decided not to hav her speak, and it "Though he may appear ever so sane, as well," he says,
God to be worshiped, and' half the worl'd never dare became Mr. Wheeler's duty to inform her of that fact. "turn a tame lion loose in the streets." To which
stop to ask about it.
Personally he had a warm regard for Mrs. Kendrick, you added a few words of very proper comment. I
The greatest men, the best races of men, hav re- and often spoke with regret of the part he was think myself that it is much the better way to dispose
ceived their educations in very humble schools. Ed- obliged to take in that affair. When it is known that of these religiomlly insane creatures, rather than to
ucation, like religion, is not promoted by the splen- the same association canceled Mr. Wheeler's engage- hang them, as the nation did with that other religdor and pretension of surroundings. It is not possi- ment after the Lake Pleasant trouble it is not diffi- iously insane creature but a few months since.
ble that any people will ever surpass the Scotch of cult to understand their position in this matter. A
But then, Mr. Editor, as an intelligent humanithe eighteenth century, who were educated in hum~ more cowardly proceeding was never seen in the days tarian, don't you think that by putting even a Bible
ble parish schools. It is a matter of common knowl- of the antislavery movement, when the advocates of Christian lunatic under proper treatment for a suffiedge that applicants from our schools and academies reform were hounded from town to town, than dis- cient length of time, there might be a possibility
for positions requiring common education are far in- graced Lake Pleasant last year, and I know that Mr. of their being restored mentally, so that society would
Hull, .who has personally endured so much at the not be endangered by their having their liberty? My
ferior to applicants fifty years ago.
It is also known that taxes are much higher now hands of those canting hypocrits, would be the last own opinion is that when the religion of humanity,
than they were forty or fifty years ago, although we to throw a shadow over the fair name of a man who based on common sense, comes in to take the place of
hav five times more people-even ten times more in gave his all in the cause of human liberty.
this Bible religion, based on gods, angels, and ghosts,
many counties-and fifty times more wealth. CounBoston, Mass.
J. WILLIAM FLETCHER.
this will be a matter that will be taken into conties that forty years ago had five or ten thousand insideration, and eventually carried out, not only with
habitants, good schools, good roads and bridges, and
this class of murderers, but with all others.
ample public buildings, and that levied a tax of five
A Letter From a Veteran.
"As well turn a tame lion loose in the streets," our
mills on the dollar, and where wealthiest citizens
I hav just been reading Parton's "Biography of Christian editor says. Now, Mr. Editor, if we had
paid not over twenty-five dollars in taxes, now, Jefferson," and it pleases me so much that I feel like this animal caged up long enough, and had pulled all
with from thirty to fifty thousand inhabitants, poor asking all your readers to giv themselvs the pleasure its carnivorous teeth and claws out, then we might
roads and bridges, and perhaps using the same old of reading it, and not only that one biography, but afford to let him out on his good behavior. Just so
public buildings, levy from fifteen to twenty-five every one which he (Mr. Parton) has written. He with one of these Bible-religion lunatics-keep them
mills, and some of their wealthiest citizens pay a thou- seems to me to be the prince of biographers; you are shut up until they make it manifest to their keepers
sand, dollars taxes per year! Is not this wonderful? made acquainted with so much that when you hav that they would do no harm if they had their liberty;
Let us study the past, and contrast it with the pres- read the life of the one man you iind that you hav then remove from their reach this old Bible and their
ent. It is wise to do so. "I hav but one lamp," learn.ed a great deal of many men and women, and of religion built upon it, that had _been the cause ~f
said Patrick Henry, "to guide my feet, and that is the times as well,; and t.he~ the ~anguage that dr~ps their crime against society, and m the place of this
the lamp of experience." There is something wrong ~·om Mr! Parton~ pen IS hke a picture, not only ncb. old superstition let them hav t~e advan~age of good,
somewhere. It is universal, wide-extending, deep- m beaubful colormg, but the shades, or, rather, shad- sound reading matter pertaimng to this world and
plumbing, and high-ascending. Could we see results, ing, is perfect; and, more than all, you feel and know this life and thus develop and bring into activity their
fruits for this expenditure, we ought not to complain. that the writer is giving you the truth, as far as he intellectual and moral powers in the stead of their
Much as the rising generation thinks of its accom- has been able t.o obtain it.
emotional nature, and with this kind of treatment we
Not long since I read" The Bay Path," written by would hav reason to hope that with their liberty they
plishments, the elders will laugh to scorn any pretensions of their superiority. Did it exist it would be Dr. Holland-a story of the times of witchcraft in the might fill the place of good citizens. Then let them
proudly acknowledged. More costly school-buildings "old Bay state," full of truth, and interesting to any out on trial, and if they should begin to manifest reare erected, and education has its priesthood. We one who likes to follow reform and reformers through ligious symptoms again by ruminating over the pages
know what that means-abuse, imposition-in a the history of our own country. Dr. Holland in that of that old book, then shut them up again.
Adrian, Mich.
'
S. D. MooRE;
word, all the ways by which cunning idleness taxes. story makes the reformers of both" sexes, persons of
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which he was informed that Mr. B. could. not be of it i; as true as the epistles of Pant and of Peter and as
truly a :revelation from on high? There is no lin., to be found
permitted to hav it.
even in revelation from on high? There is no line to be
'This was as impertinent a case of censorship as found even in revelation by which we can circumscribe the
'FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
ever took place. Both of these men are profound manifestation of the divine: If this be the true philosophy
'
scholars,
and hav written many of the article11 that of the divine incarnation, Infidelity is not on the part of those
E. M. MAonoNALD,
Editor.
are
considered
authoritativ in our standard cyclope- vho see and face and square themselvs to and follow the
0. P. SoMEBBY,
Business Manager.
dias. Yet the choice of reading for the sick man was light, but Infidelity is on the part of those who see t?e
PUBLISHED BY
light, can't disprove it, and, knowing they dare not face ~t,
limited by the pious clerks, who probably hadn't
from studying it, and deny it when they see It,
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY. brains enough to write a penny ballad! Although refrain
and would :remand us to the darkness of the past. The
33 ()lfotoo Place. New York.
the sick man paid the price asked for his material Inftdelitv is on the part of those men, whosoever they be,
comforts and medical attendance, he was not allowed howsoev"e:r they be named, who, feeling not the glimmering
light beaming in on man, shut their windows and remand us
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
to judge for himself as to what he would read I
to darkness. I hold that the one danger to religion to-day is
Again. Appeals are constantly made to the public not in any new light which is coming, for if it be light, then
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COMof this city for reading matter for the hospitals. is it of God and if it be not trne, then will it pass away with
p .ANY. Make «ll Drafts, Oheclcs, and Postal Orders payqble to
Having a large number of TnuTH SEEKERs and other the epheme~al fancies of men. You should follow the light
CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
Liberal reading on hand that he had no further use wherever it shows itself, whatever the difficulty, so long as
for, a Liberal gentleman tool!: them to the people you keep peace with your brother.. The old an~ the ne.w
- JANUARY 19, 1884. who appealed for literature for the sick and offered will be reconciled. The poles of smence and scripture Will.
SATURDAY,yet be one. Will we see it in our day? We hope so. Bnt it
them. He was politely informed that such reading will not be seen by those who bury themselvs in darkness.
"Incorporated Benevolent Institutions."
matter would not be handed to the patients. "But," They hinder God by clogging the channel."
When this is simmered down and divested of suIt is probable that in nothing more than charities, said he, "many of your patients may be glad of these
except it be the' loss by exemption from taxation, is papers and books." "That maybe true," replied the perfluous words, Mr. Newton would seem to mean
that, in his opinion, the Infidels (he uses the term in
the state swindled by the various churches. " Charity official, "but they cannot hav them."
After a little investigation, and running across a an opprobrious sense) are those who will not advance
covereth a multitude of sins," and also throws its
mantle over a vast amount of indirect peculation, for few cases of this kind,. no one can doubt that the with him. In short, the orthodox are the traitors to
by no other word can the work of many "benevo- "incorporated .benevolent institutions" upon which Christianity, and not he.
If Mr. Newton had said that religion did not begin
lent" societies be designated. It is the boast of the the people bestow millions of dollars annually are run
churches that they support organized charities, and in the interests of the churches, and are vast proselyt- with Christ, his words would be more intelligible.
It is true that Christianity began with Paul and
that without them the poor and sick would be badly ing concerns.
Part of the money which THE TRUTH SEEKER pays not with Christ, but {t is upon the latter's shouloff indeed.
But this pretense is cruelly overthrown by the array for rent goes for taxes on the building. It is not jus- ders that the superstructure popularly rests. While
of cold figures furnished by the State Board of Chari- tice that that money should be used to -support in· claiming to be still a Christian, Mr. Newton, by
ties and Commissioners of Lunacy in their last re- stitutions into which THE TRUTH SEEKER will not be his utterances upon the divine incarnation, would
port. From these it appears that the value of the admitted by the puffed-up pietists who guard their appear to be a religious evolutionist, and to .believe
that the coming of Christ was but a link in the chain
property held by the Tarious charitable institutions doors.
of not much more vital importance than the advent
on the first day of October, 1883, was $42,935,360.04,
Silencing a Heretic.
of Lut.her. His next apostolic link will probably be
of which $35,415,555.45 was in real estate, and
The Episcopal church has come to the rescue of Auguste Comte and Herbert Spencer.
$7,519,804.59 in personal property.
Mr. Newton is a Christian who has grown beyond
The receipts of all these institutions for the year Moses against Newton, and the latter has had to sucsumb. He is silenced, but not convinced, and the his creed. He sees the untenableness of the church's
ending Sept. 30th, 1883, were as follows:
probability is that his silence will speak more elo- position, but not being willing to let go all at once,
State institutions,
$909,221
County and city institutions,
2.363.720 quently against the ancient character than anything he is building fanciful improvements upon ChrisIncorpozated benevolent institutions,
7,157,002 he could say.
tinity, utterly forgetting the scriptural injunction
For several Sundays past Mr. Newton has devoted not to put new wine into old bottles.
Total,
$10,429,944
his afternoons to explaining the Pentateuch from the
He and Mr. Beecher ought to study John Stuart
Of this sum $719,753.98 was derived from the state, standpoint of advanced Biblical scholarship. This
'
$4,876,519.37 from cities and counties,and $1,520,571.- involved the rejection of the inspiration theory, and Mill's work on logic.
15 from legacies and donations.
a relegation ~of Genesis to its true place among child_
The expenditures during the year were as follows: ish religious legends. While nothing was advanced
Catholics and the School Funds.
$1,435,242
:By state institutions,
We
do
not claim any prophetic creilit for pointing
:By county and city institutions,
2.363,720 by Mr. Newton that has not been known and said by
out
the
me9oning
of MQT. Capel's warJilre speech on
:By incorporated benevolent institutions,
6,492,431 other biblical investigators, his presentation of the
the school question. There was but that one initiasubject
has
angered
his
fellow
Episcopal
ministers,
$10,291,393
Total,
and for days they hav been saying all manner of evil tory step which could be taken without a revolution.
Of course the state supports its own institutions, things of him-among other things, accusing him of But the 1Honsignor's utterance becomes more sie-ni6.the cities and counties theirs; but, do the "incorpo- being insane.
cant every day. Father Ducey's explan~ttion of tbe
rated benevolent institutions " do the same? It apmeaning
of the papal order to found parochial schools
Assistant Bishop Potter, his ecclesiastical superior,
pears not. The state institutions received less than has now asked him to desist from further pulpit pro- patterued after those of the Middle Ages, and his
one million dollars, those of cities and counties but a mulgation of his heresy, and Mr. Newton "for the cautious insinuation that a request might be made of
little over two and a quarter millions, while the pri- sake of peace" submits to be muzzled. In announc- the state to appropriate a share of the schools funds
vate church associations absorbed over seven mill- ing his compliance with the bishop's order, he used for their support, baR been very naturally followed by
ions.
the occasion to say several heretical things. . The ob- an actual demand. Fortunatelv the school bnaril to
Where did they get the money? From the ject of his lectures, he said, was to enable his congre- whom the priest made his petition was prevented by
churches? No. From the public treasury. Less than gation to disentangle the overgrowth of legend and law from complying, and it is well that the law exa sixth wae from legacies and donations. The cities myth existing in the Old Testament, that they might i«ted, as the board was altogether too complacent in
and counties of the state paid more than twice the read Genesis without affronting their ·consciences its treatment of the prayer.
amount expended on their own institutions. The trying to make science of its myths, or history out of
The case occurred in Doyleston, Pa. Henry Stomchurch properties (hospitals, asylums) spent six and its legends. The pulpit on this had kept culpable mel is pastor of the St. Mary's Catholic church at that
a half million:~, of which the outside public furnished silence, and the intelligence of the age is increasingly place. Connected with the church is a pB.rochial
three-fourths, raised by payments from patients, and drifting awayfrom the church because of that silence, school, with an average attendance of ninety scholars.
by taxation.
or of what is worse, the continued utterance of out- A few weeks ago Mr. Stomme1 conceived the idea of
Now no one objects to a body of churchmen build- worn conceptions. "In every birth-age of a new obtaining financial aid from the borough school
ing a hospital and caring for patients who might thought of.religion harm has been done by those who board for this parochial school. He addressed a peotherwise be neglected. Such work is to be com- squared to the new light. Christianity did such tition to the school board reciting that the expense
, mended. But when the church starts an " asylum '' harm in its dawn, and its apostles were Infidels and of the public school!'! of Doylestown bad been reor "protectory" in which the efforts of the conduc- Atheists. The Reformation did such harm; and the duced by the" establishment of the parochial school
tors are expended in proselyting, and compels the men whom we are now honoring were charged by and that many of St. Mary's congregat,ion were paystate, by means of its lobbyists in the legislature, to the priests of their day with destroying faith and ing school tax and receiving no benefit from it. The
largely maintain it, then the taxpayer (and everybody opening the floodgates of moral disorder."
petition closed by alleging that much good work
is a taxpayer) should protest. A case occurred not
With this parting shot, Mr. Newton passed to the ha.d been accomplished by the school, and asserted
many months ago in which a. literary man of this preaching of a sermon scar.cely less heretical than his the claims of the petitioner "to the sympathy of the
city, whom we will call Mr. B., was taken to an "in- lectures. He said:
good people of Doylestown." Father Stommel then
corporated benevolent institution." He was able to "Christianity did not begin with Jesus Christ. It is as old submitted his paper to the leading citizenR of Doylesand did pay for his medical treatment. When con- as true religion, as old as the instinct of divine light in man. town and obtained over fifty si ln)atures. None of the
valescing he sent word to a friend, who may be called And since the round, full-orbed incarnation of Christ the in- signers were Catholics. Subjoined to the petition
Mr. R., that he wanted to see him, and asked that carnation is still going on. The Romish church laid hold of and preceding the names of the signers waR a statethis truth and put it in gross form in the doctrin of the real
some books be brought him to read. On his visit presence,
which enshrines a truth that Protestantism may ment to the effect that those whoRe names appeared
Mr. R. took one of the volumes of Mr. Bennett's correct. The word is ever bodying itself in the flesh. It below fully understood the petition and also aptravels, as the sick man was not only a Freethinker abides with saints and sages. No cou~cil of priesta or proved it.
but a.n acquaintance a.nd friend of Mr. Bennett. He bishops ever bad the power to say: • Thus endeth the inspi- The school board, being debarred by law, coulcl
w~s stopped at the door of the hospital, and informed ration of the Almighty.' The truth is that the ever-incarnat- not grant the prayer of the petitioners, but the mnting God is manifesting himself. What did the Reformation
that the book must be taken to the office for inspec- mean if not that Christ. came again in the monk Martin? ter has raised a. ruction in the town, and the newstion. Mr. R. explained what the book was, upon What does the Reformation mean to us if not that the soul pa.perA hav been full of it. A Liberal opened the
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_warfare through the columns of the Doylestown to sectarian jealousy, and they were not the decrees doubt, all true. But we see no other way only for
Democrat. He was replied to by the priest, who de- of Freethinkers. If our Christian forefathers who the author to issue another and an enlarged edition, : 'm.anded his name, and concluded by hurling God's knew all about each other were so afraid to trust a Facts of this kind are accumulating rapidly. The
wrath upon all Infidels. The Protestant ministers clergyman with legislativ power, what would they not showing is a painful one, when we take into account
that every; one whose name appears in this pamphlet
then took up the cudgels, and a li\!:ely scrimmage en- hav done with the God-in-the-Constitutionists of to- claims to hav been called b:v God to administer his
. .$ued between them and"'the priest. The Liberal, day?
word to a fallAn world. Price 25 cents. Address
. il.fter showing that school funds could not legally nor
The Sun intimates that however bad the clergymen THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 33 Clinton Place, New
'lightly be used in the manner proposed, stepped out, used to be, their admission could not now make our York."
iand the Christians and politicians are ·having an old- legislatures any worse. Which is equivalent to say· What is Going to be the Result~
.fashi9ned religious fight.
ing the pot cannot call the kettle black.
From the Ntw York Srm.
.. The features of this affair that should not escape
Another clergyman of the Episcopal church has
Chainey's
Sunday
Evenin~
Lecture
Course.
; 'serious attention are: 1. The petition of the Cathobeen propounding views regarding the Bible and its
Over one hundred tickets per month hav been sub- inspiration which are decidedly unorthodox. It is
/ ' (lies for the money; 2. The fact that the signers were
~:>Protestants; 3. The friendly ;manner in which the scribed for this course, and its success is now assured. probable, hewever, that thAy are not unlikA those of
: :: .'jlchool board received the. petition-it being by no The lectures will begin next Sunday evening, Jan. many of his brethren of the ministry, who differ from
~~means certain that it would hav been refused had 20th, at the German Masonic Hall. The subject of him only in being more discreet al:>out committing
themselvs on a subject so perilous.
, .'':there bee·n no law in the way of granting it; 4. That the opening lecture will be "The Present Condition
Indeed, the clergyman in question, the Rev. Dr.
' ·~<the Protestant objections to the Catholic demands and Prospects of Freethought in America." It is Bush, of Staten Island, says that his opinions touch· ;';,;consist of the inconsequential charge that the latter hoped that all the Liberals of this city will take an ing inspiration and revelation, which are substan; ;·: would remove the Bible from the public schools, and earnest interest in this course of lectures, and increase, tially the same as those of the Rev. Heber Newton,
: : · teach Catholicism in the parochial institutions, when, if possible, the list of monthly subscribers, and also hav been " indorsed and commended· by some of the
. ,;'<: in Protestant opinion, the state should not only cause to fill the hall on Sunday evenings. The well-known leading men in the Episcopal church." There is
. ·,·;'.,•. · the Bible to be daily read, but Protestantism should abilitj of Mr. Chainey must be seconded by the ef- nothing surprising in the statement, for Mr. Newton
continues to be rector of a very prosperous parish,
be inculcated. They hav no word of censure for the forts of the Liberal public. One way to overthrow and it does not now seem probable that he will be
violation of justice in such partisan distribution of the tyranny of the church is to put in its place, for subjected to ecclesiastical disciplin because he ap.. funds rised by impartial taxation; they raise no voice the time being at least, something of a similar nature, plies to the Bible methods of crit.icism which ignore
·~.· in favor of free secular schools. The burden of their unwedded to the ancient superstitions, and this is or ilirectly anta~ronize the teachings of his church as
; ; complaint is that their religious enemies are getting the Sunday evening lecture platform, where the best to divine revelation. Of course he would not remain
undisturbed if faith in the Bible was as strong, as
·privileges they do not, because unwilling to burden thought of the age can be spoken. . Something of the entire, and as universal as it once was among Episcothemselvs with parochial schools. They desire the sort must be maintained in this great metropolis, and rmlians. A quarter of a century ago he would hav
state to do all the supporting (taxing Freethinkers now that an opportunity is presented every one inter- been promptly unfrocked.
The Rev. Dr. Bush, however, has not had so good
for the purpose), and then leave the Bible in the ested in the progress of truth and humanity should
schools to warp the minds of the children in favor of endeavor to make it a permanent success: Price c.f fortune. He has not been called to account by his
single tickets, 25 cents; season tickets, $1.50; to be ecclesiastical superiors, but he has been obliged to
.. Christianity.
had
at THE TRUTH SEEKER office; ofT. B. Wakeman, resign his rectorship, while Dr. Newton apparently
It may do for the present to leave this question to
is more popular t,han ever in All Souls' parish.
be fou~ht over by the two great religious bodies, but president of the Liberal Club, or Samuel P. Putnam,
It is true that Dr. Bush gave offense to the Staten
.the example of the withdrawing Freethinker cannot 219 West 25th st. Let there be a large sale of tick- Island church. or memhers of it, in other ways, as 'by
always be safely followed. Neither 'the Catholic nor ets and a full attendance and support of these valua- onposing a church raffle: but the efficient cause of
his resignation was the difference of opinion his ser·
Protestant church has the slightest idea of true ble lectures.
mons on the Bible excited. Yet even he seems to
. freedom.
.All contests between them are simply
hav had the majority of his parishioners on his side.
Book
Notices.
struggles for supremacy. The principle of free secMr. Putnam has had his "Problem of the Uni- "It is not true," he writes, "that the rector had the
ular government should ever be kept in view in disverse
" printed in neat pamphlet form, and we hav condemnation of one-half of the congregat.ion."
cussing this question, and who is to do it but the
Is it not strange that the Episcopal church permits
it for sale; price, 20 cents.
It is a Materialist's
t.he
utterance in its pulpits of views regarding the BiFreethinker?
statement of his ideas of force and matter, and things
.\:, ~·
in general, and nowhere hav we seen a more beauti- ble which undermine the very foundations of its theClergymen as Legislators.
ful exposition. The success of Mr. Andrews in ology? Take away faith in the scriptures as the inspired, all-sufficient word of God, and there remains
The distrust of clergymen entertained by the peo- pulling the structure to pieces will depend upon nothing for that theology to rest upon. Reason has
ple of many states is evidenced by the incorporation whether mind is co-eval, co-eternal, and co-equal (if replaced faith, and criticism has supplanted devout
intotheir constitutions of provisions making minis- not exterior to) with matter, or whether it is but a belief in the Written Word.
function of the latter. The difference between Mr.
ters ineligible to law-making positions. The attention Putnam and Mr. Andrews can be finally simmered
of the public has been directed to this by the election down to the difference between a scientific Spiritualist
Wbat Iniersoll is to an Irishman.
Frnm th~ Bn&ton Trat,eller.
of a local preacher to the Maryland Senate. As he and a scientific Materialist. Mr. Putnam asserts
·I. had never been ordained, however, he was allowed that mind is the result of organized matter; that with- A g-entleman of Milesian descent was overheard
out the matter mind is nothing, any more than is the veRterday ilescribing Col. Ingerwll as an "amethyst."
to sit.
The provision of the Maryland constitution upon motion of the piston when steam is shut out of the This reminds one of the man who wrote to his
cylinder. Mr. Andrews, on the contrary, holds that frienil: "Dear John he is not a Swedenborgian. He
which the question arose is this:
mind is all mixed up with matter, has existed just as is a Norwegian."
"No minister or preacher of the gospel, of any religions long and will continue to exist just as long. Mr.
--------~~-----creed or denomination, shall be eligible as senator or Andrews stands with his philosophy midway between
Lectures and Meetings.
delegate."
the extreme Materialist and the extreme Theist, and Mn. REMSBURG will deliver his famous lecture of "False
Substantially the same prohibition was contained endeavors to be the peacemaker. He gets a good ClaimR" before the Friendship Liberal League, at Hancock
in the Constitution of 1776. This Maryland case has many blows in the face in consequence of his pacific Hall, 815 Girarcl Ave., Philadelphia, Snnclay, January 20th,
led the Sun to look for like provisions in tpe funda- attitudo, not the least forcible of which our genial at 10:30 A.M. All the town should hear him.
friend Putnam has inflicted by his criticism of the
mental law of other states. It finds similar articles Pantarch's method of deducing analogies.
C. B. REYNOLDS, who drew the largest bouse at the Ralain ihe constitutions of Delaware, Kentucky, and
We feel sure that every Materialist will want Mr. manca Convention, is now permanently in the lecture field,
. , Tennessee. In Delaware the language of the consti- Putnam's pamphlet to fortify his position, and every and would like engagements. His tPrmR are very reasonable.
Spiritualist will want it to learn how and where his His recent papers in THE TRUTH SEEKER hav been highly
tution is as follows:
commended, and his speech printed last week is a scholarly
"No ordained clergyman or ordained preacher of the strongest enemy is entrenched; and this opinion, we and eloqnent effort. From e. personal acquaintance with
see,
is
shared
by
the
Investigator,
whose
editor
says:
gospel of any denomination shall be capable of holding any
Mr. Reynolds we are snre he will make warm friends whercivil office in the state, or of being a member of either branch "In this pamphlet of thirty-nine. pages may be found a ever he goes. He willatt~<nd the Linesville, Pa. celebration
,'a£ the Legislature, while he continues in the exercise of the great deal of ability, thought, and reflection in favor of the on the 29th, and would like engagements in towns between
philosophy according to nature, or Materialism and Atheism.
· ;, pastorial or clerical functions."
The ~uth?r! who is a superior writer, earnest, forcible. and that place and Rochester. Mr. Reynolils is also the author·
.. ' Here the prohibition extends even further than in clear
m his Ideas, and remarkably strong and vigorous in his ized agent of THE TnuTH SEEKER, and will carry a supply of
says that' this essay is the result of years of men- books along with him, and take orders for any that he may
Maryland. It extends not only to membership in language,
tal conflict;' he has 'tried both theology and metaphysics, not hav on hanrl, to be promptly fillPd from this office. Adthe legislature, but to the holding of any civil office· and they hav turned to dust and ashes. They hav given me
no solution of the universe, and hence no joy and no com- dresfl him until the 21st at Box 104 North Parma. New York.
The constitution of Kentucky proscribes thus:
After the 21st ani! till the 25th telegraph him at 93 Broadway,
fort.'
"No person while he continues to exercise the functions
"As a substitutA for them he adopts science as found in Rochester, New York.
of a' clergyman, priest, or teacher of any religious persuasion, the teachings of nature, and it demonstrates to him that
society, or sect . . . shall be eligible to the'(general there is nothing supernatural; that this world is the only one JAY CJJAAPEL an earnest worker in the broad field of reform,
known; that human intelligence is all there is; that matter will answer calls to lecture anywhere in New England. The
assembly."
is eternal, and that mind is an effect rather than a cause-in following are the names of 11ome of his subjects. "A Trio
In Tennessee the framers of the constitution of a wo~d, that Materialism solves the problem of the universe, of Reforms; or, the Evil11 and Errors of the Priests, Doctors,
IS the only reasonable, logical, and scientific view that
1870 go so far as to giv a reason for the exclusion of and
and Lawyers;" "Is Siritualism True?" "Christianity and
can be taken on this great subject.
"We recommend Mr. Putnam's pamphlet to all thinkers Sviritualism Contrasted." Of his speech at the Rochester
clergymen from the law-making body of the state:
reasoners, and arguers. They will find it to be one of th~ Convention the papers of that city said:
"Whereas, ministers of the gospel are by their profession ablest,
~learest, and most conclusiv essays they ever read on
"The speakl'r pOR!li'BS!'s a J:(OOd voice and pl~>asing perdedicated to God and the care of souls, and. ought not to be the subJect of mental and moral philosophy, and it furnishes
diverted from the great duties of their functions; therefore a great theme for contemplation, thought, and study. Every sonal Appearance and he was closely listened to throughout."
- Post-:&presR.
no minister of the gospel or priest of any denomination Materialist, especially, should hav a copy."
"The speaker illustrated his poilltS with many instan<'PR
whatever shall be eligible to a seat in either house of the
in :Lis own experienMs. and the address was greeted with
legislature."
Of "Paise Claims" the Olive Branch says: Mr. applause."-Mornmg
Heralil.
. a.l
. .
h
Remsburg "ha.s, in this address, an array of faets
In New_ ~ampshire ~ constitutwn_ provisiOn as that must awaken the slumbering faculties of all who "The &ddrees, 'A Trio of Reforme,' W!l!, earnestly deli"'- ·
ered .and listened to with the cloFeFt attention, and was
long prohibited Cathohcs from holdmg a state office. are willing to look facts in the face." Of the "Crimes freqently
applauded by the large audience. "-.Dfmocrat and
·A few years ago an effort was made to repeal the of Preachers" the same paper observes: "This pam- Chronicle,
.~ paragraph, but, we believe, was unsuccessful. The phlet of one hundred pages has been gathered from Mr. Chaapel's addre£s during the mon tb of J11nuaryfjs
adoption of these provisions was due in most cases 1the records of the public press, and are, without No. 3 Concord Square Boston, Mas~.
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Iring
not possibly descend twice, since it is always scatterand collecting itself again, or rather it, at the

Understanding (platform Platform, pedestal, :basement.
of thought).
~·
"
u
.,a
same time, flows to us and from us'" (Schwegler's Conation (mental effort). Cone, as wedge, driving
and splitting instru·
Iogy, an d a Cri•t·ICISm
·
of Phil., p. 32).
Umverso
ment.
of.· th e C;rl•t•ICI·sm s Hist.
But while it is thus true that motism, motion, flow,
Forming in.
of Mr. Putnam.""7Contmued.
flux, is an aspect (a way in which we think and must Information.
Building in.
Let us giv a little attention, now, to the prevalent think) of the universe (alike matter and mind), it is true Instruction.
Drawing forth (as an
scientific position, iterated by Mr. Putnam, that mat- on the other hand,. that this is only one of two oppo- Education.
army out of its quarters).
ter is a real, permanent, thinglike affair, but that. sit and equally necessary aspects. All things, both
Build.
mind is a mere process, a flow, an on-going, like that mind and.matter, must be, and habitually are, thought Structure.
Organ (a material instruof a stream. This is an idea that has grown up into of, on the contrary, and at the same time, as stationary Organ (of mind).
ment).
special prominence within a few years, out of the fact realities; or as embodying statism, station, stability,
Function (a doing).
that matter is a denser, grosser, more obvious and permanency, rest, and, therefore, as entities (thingi- Function (a doing).
obtrusiv something than mind is; and that dense mies). It is not at all true, in any special sense, t~at Re-member (to :reunite Re-member (the same).
minds can best appreciate dense things; and that mind as we think it (and this is all we hav to do with
separated parts).
natura-scientists, as a class, are the dense-minded it) is exclusivly, or even habitually, conceived of as a Vacuity (mental).
Vacuity (emptiness).
order of mankind, as compared with metaphysicians flux or flow. On the contrary, it is, and always has Contents (of mind)
Contents (material).
and Spiritualists, who are the thin, attenuated, or been, and always will be, as really conceived of ItS Realize.
Thingify.·
tenuous order of thinkers, who can, by the adapta- entical (thingy) as the material world is; as really, but Process.
Go, proceeding, process.
tion and analogy, best appreciate thin, fine, delicate not so distinctly, because, as I hav said, it is a less Research.
Back-looking. ·
matters or affairs. This is not said to depreciate obtrusiv entity; and it is now my business, in part, to Intro-spection; Intuition. In-looking.
either party, but simply to state a fact; it is as possible bring out, or develop (as we develop the obscure Restraint.
Back-holding.
to be too :fine as to be too coarse; or too coarse as image on a daguerreotype plate), that -all-prevalent, Con-ception (of an idea). Conception (of a child).
too fi:r;te; and the truth of these matters being known, but never heretofore clearly perceived, image of mind, Perception.
Taking in through (an
each party will become anxious to learn of the ot~er which we all carry about with us, and to which we
opening).
that which their different orders of faculty qualify constantly refer, in all our spontaneous thinking about Elevation (of mind).
Elevation of a bird (in the
each to learn, to appreciate, and to teach. Our so- mind, whatever our theoretical crotchets may be.
air).
called scientists, engaged perpetually-and led to be
The way, then, in' which the whole world, in all
Etc.
Etc.
so by organization and habit--in the study of matter, ages and among all nations, as shown in the unconThese four dozen words can readily, when space is
appreciate the reality of matter only, and are often scions testimony of their languages, when compared, given, be made into four hundred, or four thousandas unfit to study or to hav an intelligent opinion· upon has conceived of mind, is as itself a world of a kind of or, if we go to other languages, f?rt;r thousand-all
mental or spiritual affairs as a horse is to play the piano, its own, but a world still, precisely copying, repeat- illustrating the same wonderful commdence between
or, rather, as a blacksmith is to repair a chronometer; ing, or analogou,s with, the outer or material world we. our natural ideas of the outer world and of the world
while mere metaphysicians and Spiritualists are liv in. We are in the outer, objectiv, material world, within. This discovery, for it is really such, opens
equally unqualified to decide a chemical or a me- and the inner, subjectiv, mental world is within us, up an immense new field of scientific investigat_ion,
chanica! question. Hence the need of a new order the two answering to each other, as the image-world making the inquiring into ideas, and the comparison
of thinkers who can cross the boundaries, see from within a mirror answers to the image-causing world between the outer and the inner world, the most inopposit ends, compare, adjust, enlarge, and complete outside. There is quite as much of the static or sta- tensely interesting study ever offered to the human
the knowledge of the other two styles of men. A tionary character in the image (while the two are in mind-opening the way to the intellectual unificawedge will illustrate. The Materialists are the butt- presence) as there is in the outer; and just as much tion of all the parts of the universe; founding a unienders of the wedge in respect to knowledge or per- of movement. The one is an exact copy of the other versal language, to be to the two or three thousand
ception; and matter the butt-end in respect to being; (inverted). Now what and how much an image is, languages on the earth what the railroad is to the
and they two are analogical, or belong together; and in itself, or what or how much the things are in them- common road; expounding all sects, parties, and docthe Mentalists are the thin-enders (of the wedge) in selvs outside (Mr. Putnam says they are "substance, trins to each other; reconciling differences, harmo.:.
respect to knowledge; and mind the thin end of be- whatever that may be;" a metaphysical what-is-it), I nizing mankind; giving everybody just what everying; so that they two again are analogical or belong am not concerned to inquire. (I am not so intensely body is seeking for, in every departmel),t of life; and,
together. Each tends to deny or belittle the other, and perversely metaphysical.) What I am concerned in a word, ina11gurating the intellectual, scientific,
and to expound the whole universe from its ~wn about is that we naturally, and necessarily, think of and social millennium. Universologists and Alwatosingle point of view. Integralists or Universologists an image as a something which exactly counterparts ists are engaged in exploiting this immense new field
are those who attempt at least to compass the whole in generals and particulars, in stationary features and of investigation, and realifying its consequences.
wedge; the butt-end, with its solid, massiv character, in moving features, that of which it is the image; and What do we care for the old ([(fete metaphysical quesand the mere thin,· edge vanishing into nothing, and that we naturally, habitually, and necessarily conceive tions about what matter is, what mind is; which is
at the very nothing-point being the most efficient, of mind in the same way as an internal image-world, first, which· is second, etc.? .We are investigating the
and, in a sense, by far the most important part of the exactly answering to an external matter-world, filled phenomena of each (true scientific work), and the
whole wedge. Let anybody think closely of what an with the same variety of image-things, in the same echo ·of relationship of the phenomena of the one to
edge really is, and try to define it, and he will meet relations to each other as the matter-things which fill the phenomena of the other (still higher scientific
with all the difficulty which there is in conceiving the exterior matter-world and so of their relations, work), in the most e~haustiv particularity and detail
the reality of the most tenuous metaphysical or static and mobile, to each other. This, as I me:tn it, is -exact scientific work, inductiv, Baconian, positivspiritual substances. But it is not the forte of Ma- a new discovery in science, with the most far-reaching istic to the last degree. Will Mr. Putnam and that
terialists to think closely and sharply upon any· sub- consequences; with nothing more than a mere poet- ilk not hav the kindness to take the pains to begin
ject. They crush by the weight of the_ir general~za- ical trace of any comprehension of it in either the to understand us as we really are, instead of suppostions, and evade the keen blows of their antagomsts science or the literature of the past. Out of it grows ing that. they know a priori what we must be, and
by a mental thick-skinnedness which fails to know the possibility of a universal language, all of the words classifying us with the musty schoolmen of the past,
when it is bit.
of which shall apply equally well to the matter-world to whom they are themselvs far more closely related?
But we hav drifted away a bit from our point, and the mind-world, item for item (as some of our They still hav the shell of the old egg sticking to
which is the assumption that matter is a real some- words now do), and other immense consequences in them, which so confuses their vision that in locking
thing (an "entity"), but that mind is a mere process. science too numerous to be even hinted at here.
at us they think we are back inside the shell; whereas,•
Nothing of the kind is true, except in appearance.
The words of ~xisting languages testify, as I hav in fact, we pecked our way coirjpletely out of the
Mind being (as we think it) thinner (more tenuous) said, to the unconscious, instinctiv, all-pervasiv pres- shell some time ago, and are already chickens several
than matter it is easier to analyze it into successiv ence to the mind of man, of the possibility of render- days older than Mr. Putnam is, or they are.
instants of ~ovement, mere change or flux, than it is ing a material phenomena into the terms of mind, or
I beg the opportunity for one more article in conto do the same with matter so that the Materialists, inversely, those of mind into the terms of matter; tinuation of this reply, for the purpose of giving a
who are feeble as metaphysicians, or in this mental but nobody has, apparently, ever suspected this sample of real Universological work as a curiosity
exercise of analysis, are still strong enough that way underlying law of metaphor to be universal, and as for the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and just to giv
t.o effect this feat and to proclaim that mind is a mere important, to say the least, as the law of gravitation. Mr. Putnam a small dose of that particularity which
flux; but the metaphysician, who is accustomed to That law (gravitation) unifies the matter-world w~th he calls for; and when he shall know that we are
carry this sort of analysis out to rigorous ultimates,. itself; this law (that of metaphor) unifies the matter- prepared to pour out volume after volume of similar
knows that, with a little more force put to the mental world and the mind-world with each other. Take for matter, he will perhaps giv up his idea that we are
analyzing machinery, matter is resolved in precisely example the word inclination. It applies equally dealing in general deduction not resting on adequate
the same way into mere flux, and that all we ~now well to matter; my body inclines on a couch; or to detailed investigation.
about it (from that point of view) is that it, preCisely mind as I incline to visit a friend. This congruity of
I say real Universological work, for all that Mr.
as in the case of mind, is a mere succession of chang- everything, everything, EVERYTHING of mind, to every- Putnam has said, and all that I hav said, has been
ing states. It is exactly as in the case of microscopes thing of matter, is the new idea. It is this which, in talking about Universology, and not talking Universof lower and higher power; or of telescopes, one of a great measure, founds Alwato.
ology itself (except incidentally). I know that what
which will leave a nebula (the little cloud of stars so
Let me, in conclusion of this matter, demonstrate I shall present next is not exactly ordinary newsclose that they are not seen apart) as a mass (matter- the fact that, on the testimony of extant words, we al- paper matter, even for so advanced and scientific a
like), and another of. W:hich will resol-ye it or sho.w the ways conceive (however unconscim:sly) of mind as of sheet as THE TRUTH SEEKER; nor is its milk for babes
stars separate. Or It IS the same as m the meltmg of a world, with all sorts of things contained, and all for scientific men themselvs; but I hope for once I
substances-some must hav a higher temperature than sorts of transactions going on in it, precisely as we shall be forgiven. So much has been said about U niothers. To a high mental power of analysis, matter conceive of this outer or material world. I say, for versology that it will be well to hav a specimen brick
is resolved into a flux, the same as mind; but the Ma- enmple, that "I hav such a thing in my mind," that out of this new edifice, by which some advanced minds
terialist, having a mental magnifier of a low power such another thing "has gone out of my mind," etc. may be able to judge of it correctly.. My subject
merely, sees mind resolved into a mere proces~; The mind forms always a grand receptacle, theater, l will be "The Five Senses." As Mr. Putnam thinks
while he holds to matter as unresolvable, and calls It or world where these things happen. Compare the 1we neglect the senses, that will be appropriate.
entity.
followi:r>g list of words:
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS.
Heraclitus, two thousand years ago, knew better;
Matter.
he had the mental microscope of the higher power;
Mind.
Brother Masquerier's Message of Despair.
he knew that matter, as well as mind, is a constant Inclination (leaning).
Inclination (leaning).
flux. He said, ''All things flow" (everything is a pro- Uprightness (downright- Uprightness (downrightTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Our
ness).
cess). "The ancients unite in ascribing to him the
ness).
aged brother, Lewis Masquerier, is a very discouragprinciple that the totality of things should be con- Right (straight).
Right (line, angle) ing reformer. He says that S. P. Andrews, with all
ceived of as in an eternal flow in an uninterrupted
straight .
his learning, "c&nnot explain his u niversology of
movement and transformation, and that all continu- Wrong
Wrung (" crooked whis- unism, duism, and trinism." And at the end of the
ance of things is only an appearance. 'Into the
ky").
same paragraph he adds that none of the leading
same stream,' so runs a saying of his, 'we descend, Integrity (wholeness).
Integers( whole numbers). phoneticians, naming five of them, with the Pantarch
and at the same time we do not descend; we are, and Fractious (breaky, balky). Fractions (broken num- at the head and Prof. March at the foot, " has ever
also we are not. For into the same stream we can
bers).
discovered the distinction between sonants and co:n-

.
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so.nants, whi?,h can be .seen by looking in the mouth
w1th-- a glass.. . For thtrty-two years Mr. Masquerier
bas been stnvm~ to . teach Jhis thing which any one
·can see by openmg his mouth and looking in a glass·
but nobody has yet seen it except the teacher. .And
~he venerable Pant~ch, Mr: Masquerier says, is trymg to teach somethmg wbwh be himself can't explain.
.
"0 squint-eyed science! hast thou wandered there
To waft us back the message of despair?"

Washington, D.

a.

W. H. B.

SYRACUSE, Dee. 13, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: In- reply to your postal received to·
day, reminding me of the expiration of my trial
su!llscription, will say that I am much pleased with
the paper and here inclose $2.50, the amount for one
year.
Hoping you success and prosperity in the good
cause and that THE TRUTH SEEKER will always find
a place among mv many other papers,
I am most truly yours,
DE WITT C. JENKINS.
READING, MICH., Dec. 20, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: I thought I would try to get along a
short time without THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I take so
many others, though none none excel your paper, if
they equal it. So I made my intent known to my
wife, and it would hav done you good to see the
blood in her eye. Her Yankee was up at once. So
here goes $2.50 for the paper an6ther year, and I
· presume it will be the means of making me a life
subscriber, as wife says we cannot keep house without it.
'
H. N. PROUTY.

'

....
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NoRTH LAWRENCE, 0., Dec. 28, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: .A Liberal wedding took place, at our
friend Cardwell's yesterday, .the 27th inst., the contracting parties being Mr. William West, of Carbon,
Wyoming, and Maggie, tloird ·daughter of Mr. Henry
Carrlwell, of this place. The marriageceremony was
performed by I. M, Taggart, justice of the peace.
A form was used from" The Truth Seeker Collection,"
it being the bride's ilesire to be married from them,
believing more in the efficacy of love in joining to·
gether than in the old "Whom God hath joined togethei," etc. Their friends wish them a happy and
prosperous voyage through life. A number of ve.ry
beautiful and useful presents were presented to the
newly married pair, some of which were from Car·
bon, Wyoming territory.
Yours truly.
Gxo. MusGROVE.

,·.r·

.. ,

HEMPSTEAD, ARK., Dec. 12, E. M:. 283.
MR. EDITOR: I hope this may reach you before
the first day of January next, as my subscription
expires then. I hope, however, I may be in time.
Inclosed you will find $5.
. We want to send something to the Bennett Monument Fund; we want to send something to old
Brother Hacker; we want to contribute something
to every Freethought movement, but we are not able;
we are both as poor as a church mouse. But we are
like a bad dollar, always on hand about the time for
renewing our .subscription. Were it not for THE
TRUTH SEEKER we should starve to death on dry
prayers, for· we hav plenty of them. Nothing more,
but,
Remaining yours truly, I D. G. MELEAR,
( .A. E. CHAMBLESS.

I am just now disappointed in one upon .wham I
confidently relied to subscribe, but who refuses for
some. reason or other; but I am not without hopes
that I shall succeed yet. I spoke of him in my last.
Please find within $3, for which continue THE
TRUTH BEEKER; and send me the ".Age of Reason."
I had the book, but somebody has taken lt away
and, I presuine, destroyed it. · They havn't entirely
forgotten the fashion of burning books, and would
be glad to burn bodies. bnt the power to do it has
slipped from their fingers and so now a resort must
be had to alleged obscenity in order to secure victims. A little more leavening ·by science and good
sense, and that miserable subterfuge will also cease
to avail them.
B. F. RoBBINS.
MT. FoREST, CAN .. Dec. 28, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50, being the
amount of subscription required to pay my f~re to
depot, May, 1885.
As the Hibernian said, "I think I am taking an
unfair advantage of you," but, if I do not mistake
your notice to subscribers that those who pay before
the 1st of Jan., 1884, in advance, may hav those
terms, you will see that my passage is paid up to
1\iay next, so this will extend It to one year after
that time-that 1is, if this letter reaches you before
the first, which I think it will-though I hav de·
layed past the eleventh hour, and near to the fiftyninth minute past twenty-three o'clock, railroad time.
Now, it this arrives ln time, accept the compliments of the season, with my best wishes tor the
good old TRUTH SEEKER, wb.ich I would not like to
be witb.out, as you will see by the few lines inclosed.
Yours truly,
WM. LEwrs.
.ALTOONA, PA., Dec. 27, 283.
MR. EDITOR: I send you $4, for two steel lithographs
of Ben·nett and Paine, for our Liberal L-aague room,
'the balance to be sent in tracts, for gratuitous distribution, the majority cheap leaflets.
We hav opened a League room, the furnishing of
which has cost us. $aoo, a pretty heavy expense on
the few of the faithful. We prop~se to open our
room as a public reading and lecture room as soon
as we are able to do so. We .first want to start a library of standard Freethought and scientific boo[{S,
also allowing Cb.ristians, Jews, and Mohammedans to
put theirs on file, and having also all the Liberal
press. But as yet we must beglu small. Our room
is sixteen by sixty feet, right in the center of the
city, and over the R. R Men's Cb.ristian Association.
Mr. Lewis Plack is our president. Our League or·
ganized last June.
I hav the papers and tracts you sent, and am distributing them.
Wishing you success, 'I am, very respect.fully,
JoHN R. KEMP.

ST. JoHNSBURY, Dec. 24, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $13 75, for which please
send THE TRUTH SEEKER to the inclosed names. .And
for the balance of money send me "Crimes of
Preachers;" and also a few of "False Claims," and
".Fall and Redemption," by Charles Watts. I beUeve this completes tbe list for this time. I shall
try and get more subscribers for THE TllUTH SEEKER
by and by. This is a hard town for Infidels, but I
find, once in a while, one sticking out of the mud;
I giv him a yank on to solid ground and he soon
stands alone. Then he begins to wonder how he
happened to stick there so long. THE TRUTH SEEKER
will do 1t every time if I can get them to read it. We
hav thirteen ohurches in this town; nine in the village; one to three hundred and twenty-five people.
So you can see that it is up hill here.
Truly yours,
JoHN BELKNAP.
HARWICH, Dec. 24, 283. •
MR. EDITOR: Our TRUTH SEEKER still holds its own
and still meets the demand of the age; indeed, it is
indispensable. How a'ny Freethinker can do without
such a valuable paper, I am at a loss to know. I
know of many rich Freethinkers in Harwich who
cannot be prevailed on to aubscribe, and yet will
spend money for luxuries with a free hand. I know,
too, of Christians here who are self-sacrificing for
their religion, and spare no pains to sustain it as
though their eternal all depended upon their every
exertion in the maintenance. I hav often thought
that if Freethinkers were as earnest as are the
Ohrlstians, or were as liberal with their money as
they are in their ideas, we might soon rid the country
of the great scourge called Christianity and turn the
chufcb.es into halls of useful knowledge,

PEKIN, ILL., Jan. 3, 1884
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $7.75 to renew
my subscription, and for a year's subscription for
a new subscriber. Also in payment of "History
of Christianity," by Ed ward Gibbon; one dozen
"False Claims," by John E. Remsburg, for distribution, as I make it a point to send every copy of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to some one whom I think would
read it. It only costs a cent to do that. Liberal
lectures are too expensiv for two or three to pay for.
So we must try and do the next best thing, buy and
distribute papers, tracts, and books.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has bedome a necessity to me.
I bav read articles on the philosophy of Spiritualism
ever since the days of Judge Edn.ondson, as published in the New York Tribune, and read much of
other's experience, but hav no knowledge or experience of my own in support of its truth, and would
now rather receive some demonstration than more
theory and experience.
Hoping a prosperous and happy New Year to THE
TRUTH SEEKER,
w. H. PEARCE.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Dec. 25, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: Once more I send you an order for $5
to renew mv subscription for my favorit paper, THE
TRUTH i:iEEKER, and to pay for other reading u1atter
to enlighten my own and others' minds In this bigoted place of ours, although, in my humble opinion,
there has been a great change for the better within
the past twenty years; and there is still plenty of
room for improvement.
I am much pleased that THE TRUTH SEEKER has
fallen into such good hands as yours, and hope you
will, as you hav in the past, treat all alike, whatever they call themselvs. Giv everyone a show to
prove what he thinks is right. As for myself, my
humble opinion is that right is only a matter of 0pinion, after considering everything concerning the
same.
I am sorry my present circumstances wm not allow me to giv more toward the monument to our !amented friend, D. M. Bennett, but such is fate, you
know. I would like very much to see a hall built,
and think it would be much more appropriate, lasting, and beneficial to the cause of truth and mental
liberty.
Yours, for more of that universal knowledge best
adapted to the present age and time, and the suecess of THE TRUTH SEEKER alld all connected therewith,
J. J.
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CALMER, IowA, Dec. 14, 1883.
MR. EDrroR: Inclosed please find post-office order
for $3 50-$2 50 for mY next year's subscription to
'IHE TRUTH SEEKER, and ·$1 for the Mon.ument Fund.
I was in hopes ·some able writer would reply to
Thomas Winter's article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
l>ecember 1st. How does Mr. Winter know that all
other religionists and Spiritualists are a deluded set?
I will venture to assert that there ate just as intelligent people outside of Materialistic belief as anywhere to be found-even Thomas Winter himself.
Believing a thing don't make it so. H it did the
Bible would surely be an inspired book, as there are
thousands who believe it to be so.
He says good, sound sense must convince everybody. I say not. I claim that In order to hav men
believe a thing, there must be some evidence beside
mere assertion. I hav read Mr. Winter's articles for
a long time, and this last one is the mo3t uncharitable in the list. I claim the right to think for mYself in politics and In religion, and I accord the same
right to others; and I desire better evidence than
mere assertion to convince me that Materialism is
any better or safer than the old orthodox religion.
Mr. Thomas Winter, Materialist, the next time
you write another article accusing all that differ with
you of being "deluded and deceived," please tell us
how you know.
Very respectfully,
M. HINES.
.ALMOND, Dec. 24, 283.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $3.75-$2.50 to pay for THE
TRUTH SEEKER for the year 284 for myself, $1 to pay
f •r two trial subscriptions, and 25 cents for a copy
of "Crimes of Preachers." I want it to show to my
clerical friendeo, that they may see what a purifying
influence Christianity has on the clergy.
I hope to put in some work to aid THE TRUTH
SEEKER the coming year, I wish I could send fifty
subscribers instead of two from this town. They
are goh:g to come, however; take my word for it.
Tbe fields are ripe for the harvest, and if every
friend of Freethought will do his best to circulate
papers, books, and tra!lts among the people, his efforts, in conjunction with the labors of our brilliant
corps of lecturers in the field, will giv the cause
of Freethought such an impetus in 284 that we ourselva will be surprised at the result.
The record of the last year has been a grand one
for Liberalism in this country, and such as to encourage every Liberal who has any heart in the
cause. Friends, let us put in a good amount of work
the coming year. Success awaits us-nothing more
sure.
I want, through THE TRUTH SEEKER, to wish all my
Liberal friends, and especially those connected with
the publication of the paper, a happy New Year. I
wlll not say anything about Christmas, as that is a
fraud, you know. But still I want everybody happy,
anrl hope they will get their stockings full, and sing
the good old song-which the angels didn't sing-of
peace and good will.
Fraternally yours,
0. D. WALLACE.
CEDAR SPRINGs, MICH., Dec. 15, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to be heard once more on
the subjE<ct of prohibition. I think I hav a right to
speak on this great and important subject, as I am
one of six sons, none of which has formed the habit
of smoking, chewing, or drinking. I hav never dealt
in the so-called luxuries. This will surely giv me a
passport to honesty of purpose.
I see in your issue of Dec. 1st an article from A.
W. Shuck, M. D., which strikes me as being very
much out of place. I will not attempt to criticise his
letter. It would take too much time and space. I
would like to ask these Prohibitionists how they propose to prohibit the use Of sale of liquor. Will they
cuggle them to the bar, as some of our pioneer farmers used to do their cattle from the straw stack?
It is well known fact to farmers that if their stock
don't seem to relish the poor feed, they may, by cutting a gad and using it freely on the cattle in driving them away two or three times, cause them to return with renewed appetites. Man is animal in his
nature. I say, giv us your ideas of how you propose
to prohibit the evil of intemperar..ce, or to prohibit
it entirely if you please. If you hav any plan, please
state it.
The people hav been fooled too often with highsounding names. We had an act to strengthen the
public credit. This act was passed in 1866. In 1873
the people had no credit throughout the land. But
the act was meant to enhance the value of money
and depreciate the value of property. We saw the
result, bankruptcy, all over the lanrl. To these fanatical Prohibitionists I would say, Giv more heed to
the land question, the money monopoly, and let the
good Christians purify the blood cf the savior,
Usury is the thief that steals the poor man's earnings. I would be heartily glad if all Liberals would
cease to see man's inhumanity to man in regard to
usury. I am furnishing a Methodist minister with
the Irish World and TRDTH SEEKER. H'l is inclined
to be Liberal. He givs more lectures than sermons.
It is only a matter of time. His nine children must
be fed, and he has nothing left but the pulpit to support them.
No less than three beggars called one day to get
money to pay what they owed 'their ministers. My
wife told the ladies that the Lord would feed hi;:;
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lambs if they would only trus'.; in the Lord. With
kind regards to all the noble patrons of our paper"
and especially the noble crew that stand at her helm'
I remain in the faith,
A. s. CROXTON. ·

of the horrM and diabolical superstition of the past medium on the ground that the medium is unable ''
and present. The right and proper way to crush out to deliver the messages of the departed except in.
Christian intolerance and superstition from the en- their own simple style. Messages are received from
lightened mind is to furnish facts and figures dem- Christ and his apostles, notwithstanding Antichrist
onstrating that the priesthood and theology are the and hundreds of his disciples place Jesus of Nazareth
real foes of humanity, and the greatest danger this In the same category wi~h William Tell. As for myGRESHAM, ILL., Dec. 12, 1883.
MR. EDrroR: I hav read a few numbers of THE republic has to fear is from them, for this class of self, I regard Christ as an allegorical character. I
TRUTH SEEKER which a friend furnished me and I knaves is behind every giant swindle and monopoly d0n't think he ever had an actual existence. Thomas
like it. I believe I am an Infidel, but did n~t know that is causing humanity to mourn all over the Paine, Thomas Jeft'erson, Humboldt, Voltaire, and
it till since reading your paper. It does me good to earth. Ringcraft, priestcraft, and thiefcraft is, and hundreds of other great. minds whom Spiritualists
tell men that I am reading THE TRUTH BEEKER, and always has been, the trinity of theology. Down with claim hav communicated through their mediums don't
that I am an Infidel, as people all know mE>, and the monster of the past, the vampire of the present I seem to be as progressiv as when on earth. Can it
know that I hav been a Methodist for a long time. Will not some of the wealthy Liberals of the states be possible that these great men hav ceased to exI am a justice of the peace and a school teacher, and furni!sh me with a few TRUTH SEEKER leaflets to sow plore the regions of science, and are leisurely baskhav been for about seven years. Will write more at the truth In this beautiful territory, although the lng in the balmy breezes and the soft rays of the s1,1n
most priest-ridden spot on the earth? If any man of the summer-land, content to let truth seekers
some future time.
R. E. MANSELL.
Aver deserved a monument on this earth, it was D. such as Wakeman, Putnam, Seaver, Andrews, Mrs.
M. Bennett. The small thing you are soon going to Blenker, Susan Wixon, Mr. Tucker, and thousands
LowELL, NEB., Jan. 6, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I sent you a remittance of $5 a few plant above the noble dead is but the mustard-seed of others grope their way in the dark. Why, our old
days ago, to renew the subscription of J. F. Blood- which in the future will grow to a gigantic, beautiful hero, D. M. Bennett, if there be another and higher•
good and myself. I intended to inform the readers tree. None can find fault for your noble eft'orts to- lfe, bas been in the summer-land long enough to
of vour paper that there is a good opening in this ward the grand, good, truthful, fearless Bennett. lcommunlcate to his thousands of warm friends
place for a good family doctor. I shall be pleased to There are none who can object, save some misera· through THE TRUTH SEEKER. He was never known to
giv any informath:m to anyone that you may know ble, miserly, metaphysical crank. A happy New neglect us so long before; even behind the prison
or recommend. No saint, no bigot, no drunkard, no Year .to THE TRUTH SEEKER and all its friends. In- bars his brain and pen were never idle. From the
close! find one dolJar-flfty cents for the two annu- remotest corner of the globe be wafted us long and
tea-totaller wanted.
CHICHESTER SPIRE.
ala, and fifty cents toward Mr. Bennett's monument. interesting letters and kindly greeting. Why don't
I wish my mite was fifty dollars.
he enlighten us now on the many vexed questions
PATCH GRovE, Wis., Dec. 13, 1883,
Yours truly,
EDWARD F. MuNN, SR.
the pros and cons of which hav been discussed in
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find postal order for
his beloved TRUTH BEEKER for years. Why are Spiritrenewal of the subscriptions of James Hicklin and
Henry F. Young.
ualists so touchy when- we propound such questions
BUFFALo, WYo., Dec.15, 1883.
as tbe foregoing. Why,· it is nine chances to one
Tile brave paper bas become a household necessary
MR. EDrroR: Here we come, forty-four strong! Send that they will call us a fool :for propounding them.
in both our families, and we do not like to hav a
number delayed. Miss Wixon's corner for the chil- along your tracts of your own selection. I presume I do not go so far as some Materialists and say that
dren fs just the thing. We Liberals are slow to see I hav traveled over the ground covered by the mis- I hav no desire to liv forever. If Mother Nature so
the neP.d of Freethought literature for our children, sionary documents a dozen times, but I hav some arranges prolonged existence, "Barkis is willin' " to
so I welcome any provision for the mental ~rowth of friPnds with whom I liv who hav never heard the tackle it. I am not going to picture an eternal exdifferent phases of the Infidel doctrin preached Istence as monotonous, and hav no fear of stagnation
our future Liberals.
MRs. DELIA W. YouNG,
straight from the shoulder. They are non-believers, from ennui. No, if there is such a life, it will be
however, else I could not bide with them In the peace perfectly natural, and doubtless varied enough.
CLEVELAND, Jan. 8, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: L"i.st Sunday the Cleveland Liberal and harmony that characterizes our home. The list Brother Eugene and Sister Elmina are a little preLo,ague elected officers for the ensuing year. Mr. C. of names inclosed are of skeptics in the main, and I cipitate when they draw on thPir imagination for
C. Gibson was re-elected president, Mr. J. D. Ma.!- trust you will gain some new subscribers through the kind. of life a life eternal would be. We'll climb
loney was elected vice-president, Mr. Joseph Gillson them. Will send other names from time to time. I that mountain when we get to it. In fact, we hav
was re-elected treasurer, and W. I. Irvin~ re-elected went above the designated number, for in numbers got as many obstacles to surmount in the present
secretary. The League has been organized only about there is strength. I will read the tracts, when they life as we can well attend to. Free lands, free
three montbs, but has made fair progress. We now arrive, to members of my household, and then dis- money, free thought, a free press, and a thousand
propos.e to hol i a banquet in memory of tl1e 147tb tribute them where I think they may bring forth other things are to be done, and the laborers are
anniversary of the birth of Thomas Pa.lne, of which fruit. I think your plan of sending out sample copies few.
. I think we hav every assurance of success. We hav a good one, and the tracts mav prove an entering This last hit at two of my favorit believers in Nirbad some of the bright stars of Liberalism address wedge in some instances. I hav never been inti- vana ought to prove a sufficient offoet againt what
us, and hav made arrangements for others. I should mately associated for any length of time with a man I hav ventureod to say about our Spiritualistic friends,
very much like to bav the L9ague Congress meet in since I've been an Infidel that I did not succeerl in but I'll wager my chances of a future state of everCleveland. It is centrally located, and its hotels, conVlerting him, or leading him out of the dark into lasting bllsg that the latter get riled up aJ;ld say
halls, and opera houses are commodious and convew the light; but it is hard work sometimes, and not something naughty about me, while Eugene and
ient. It is easily accessible from all parts of th!:' so good a way as to slip into their hands the silent Elmina will only 1:1mile and set their brains to work
country by rail and water. Everything being con- pleader on paper.
to extricate themselvs from the awkward situation in
Buffalo is a new and flourishing town, building up which they place themselvs in their zeal for the one
sidered, I think no more pref!:'rable place coul<i be
very rapidly. The newspaper (the Echo) urges the and only one world theory.
suggested.
Yours fr11.ternally,
W. I. IRVING.
J. ALLEN EvANs.
observance of the Sabbath and attendance at church
and Sunday•school, and preparations are going for
LoNGMONT, CoL., Dec. 11, 1883.
SPRING FoRGE, PA., Dec. 22, 1883.
MR. EDITOR: Please find Inclosed $5 for THE TRUTH ward to establish a gospel-shop at an early date.
MR. Enrron: Inclosed find $2 for books and tracts.
BEEKER for 1883-4. I wish to express my gratitude for Already one of the black-coated gentlemen is on hand
your kindness in sending me the paper for the past for the winter, quartered on the good citizens who These tracts are to be a poor Infidel's Christmas
year. Of course had you stopped It when my sub- g-ot on very well before he came, and built up a gifts to some. of his wealthier Lutheran and Reformed
scription expired I should hav done without somP flourishing town without bis assistance, conquered acquaintances. Here where I liv seems to be the
actual necessity rather than do without your valu- the rough element that infest all new frontier towns, focus of Ligotry and sectarianism. Though there
able paper. I could not estimate the amount of and now the shepherd comes In to organize and are but two churches in the town itself, which are
pleasure and profit it has been to my family. I com- fleece his fbck. He will doubtless look closely after well frPquented every Sunday-one Lutheran, the
menced taking it four years ago for my aged father the ewe lambs of the fold, as is the custom of the other Reformed- there exists quite a number of
(who is still with me). He was eighty-five years old parson. I hope in time to locate in the town to do " meeting-houses" of the different sects of Protestlast June. His eyesight remains good, and he can businesE', and then I'll do 'What I can to counteract antlsm in this neighborhood, where revivals and
read for hours at a time. He reads and re-reads his teachings-perhaps organize a· Liberal League prayer-meetings are held, where the gospel is
your paper a doz'ln times over, quarrels with the I've been in the harness now ten years, E!,nd though preached, where the poor, miserable sinners make a
writers, and thinks such gifted minds as write for I'm not so enthusiastic In the cause as during the noise unto the Lord. It Is indeed oftentimes most
THE TRUTH SEEKER should exerci.!le more charity for first year of my mental emancipation, I never lose a undoubtedly a noise, or, rather, a nuisance, to obthose that differ from them in opinion as regards the good opportunity to strike a blow where I think it tain forgivness for their transgressions, where man,
futurE>, the unknowable. The letter of friend Isaac will count. I am a sort of naturnl communist and women, and children lie for hours on their knees in
Paden gave him much pleasure. Arter reading It he hav invariably found those with whom I shared the thoughtlessness, sobbing and listening to the outremarked, "How I wish I could write. But my hand fruits of my labor ready to rob me when the slight- bursts of some farmer-theologian, or some converted
shakes so that they could never read it." But if he est opportunity offered. Such a disposition on the member, who tells them in one breath that he knows
could, it wmdd only be another added to the list to part of others has rather dampened my ardor on that that he is saved and redeemed, and still is a miserapick to pieces your many able writers. We liv in subject. I am a Greenbacker in principle, but am ble sinner, not worthy of all that mercy and goodwhat can be termed an orthodox community; not rather disheartened as to its chances to win. The ness that heaven bestowed upon him. Then again
that there are no Liberals here, but policy keeps God idea is easier removed than the gold idea. Peo- they make a noise unto the L?rd singing, or, rather,
them from expressing their honest opinions. When ple bang tenaciously to the golden idol. 'rhey seem shouting, some of those horrible Moody and Sankey
I solicit my friends to subscribe for your paper they utterly unable to divest their minds of the idea that hymns, which resemble more the drinking songs and
reply, "Oh, I think the writers go too rough for the gold does not possess in itself all the attributes of a battltl-cries of soldiers than chorale and psalms of an
emotional assembly! Sunday-school, church, prayerBible." At the same time they hav not a particle of veritable money.
reverence for the book. Notwithstanding my abili- Mr. Wettstein defines my position much better on meeting, eat, drink, work, sleep-this is the life, the
ties are limited, I shall always do all in my power the mind and matter question than I could do it my- entir~ import of the concept me as led by these
for the cause of Liberalism. I mean to be a life self. He is a trump, and I follow suit, not because Cb.ristian country folks. I hav often sat, together with
subscriber to THE TBUTH BEEKER. I inclose 25 cents he or anybody else says so, but because I can't do some of the older people, who are all of German
otherwise by the lights BAt .before me. I can't do descent, and yet speak a corrupt German, and tried
for the "Truth Seeker Anl\lual."
otherwise than regard Spiritism as a worse form of to glv them some more Liberal views, and there I
MBS. GEOBGEANNA RICE.
superstition than that of orthodox Christians. I hav found such an ignorance and stupidity combined
read all their fine-spun theories, and listened respect- with such horrid superstition that immediately I
HooPER, UTAH, Dec. 18, 283.
fully to those who claim to be in daily communica- ceased to throw pearls before the swine, and waste
MR. EDITOR: Will you please forward methe "Truth tion with spirits, yet all they offer appears very ab- words and time, The majority of the older people
Seeker Annual," also the "Agnostic Annual," Lon- surd to me, when jugglers and sleight-of-band per- do not know enough of either language to read anydon, Cattell & Co.?
,
formers do all and more than the Spiritualists do, thing besides Bible, prayer-book, and, pel haps, newsIn my opinion, these two 25-cent works should be and make no claim upon the supernatural. I am papers; all other things they shun as diabolic and
in the hands of every Freethinker In the land who loth to believe in what appears to be so unnatural. anti christian Invention. Where is our civilization?
loves humanity, equality, truth,, justicE>, and universal Scarcely any two Spiritualists entertain the same This government sends out missionaries to convert
liberty to all. These annuals of course will contain theory of the manifestations which hav led them to the heathen, while there are millions worse than
reliable statistics of the party known as the scien- believe in a future state of existence. One by one heathen in our midst! Alas! and the Christian rabtific progreflsionists, or, as we love to be called, In. their great mediums hav proven to be humbugl!l and ble ventures to condemn antiquity and paganism,
fidels, or Freethinkers. With these two annuals, ev- frauds. We are told by one that an unlettered boy, but the poor ones are misled, stupefied, hav sacriery lover of liberty will be able to stop the mighty or servant, woman, or girl, receives and deliTers mea- flced their reason to obtain a policy for an imagintorrent of falsehood that is being manufactured and sRges in a tongue or language to which they are utter ary life beyond the grave, where tbey are to be relaunched all over the earth by the priestly servants strangers. Another excuses the bad grammar or a warded by an Imaginary being,
F. W. O:pp,
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golden crown, you know, all stuck full of
. jewels. My! but wouldn't it be gay?
Mary.-! guess your head would aohesome.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, 1ihll River I hav read somewhere that "uneasy lies the
Mass., to whom aU Communication.¥ for th~ head that wears a crown."
OorMr should be sent.
Emma.-! don't believe a word of it. It
wouldn't be any more uneasy to wear a crown
than it is to hav. your hair all braided, and
"HIS lite IS long whose work IS well,
And be hlS station low or hjgh,
twisted up with hair crimpers, so now ! I'd
He who the most good works ca.n tell,
hav such a good; time traveling, and seeing
Livs longest though he soonest die."
the sights of the world, and when at home I'd
sit by my oasUe window, and bow to my lords
. Our friends· are invited to assist in our and ladies as they passed. (Aside.) Oh,
occasional puzzle department by the contri- wouldn't I queen it over that haughty,
bution of original charades, rebuses, enigmas, naughty, saucy Addie Jernegan, the spiteful,
hateful, good.for-nothing creature ! (tossing
etc. All matter of the above named character
her head).
will be grately appreciated.-ED. CHILDREN's
[Enter Albert.]
CoRNER.
.Albert.-What's that you said? You'd like

=================

to be a queen? Well, I wouid like tip-top to

A Short Sermon.
Ohildren Who read my Jay,
This much I hav to say:
Each day and every day
Do what 18 right;
Right things in great and small;
Then, though the sky should tall.,
Sun, moon, and stars, and all
You shali hav li&ht.
'
f

This turther I would say:
Be you tempted though you may,
Each day and every day,
Speak what is true-'
True things in great a.nd small;
Then, though the sky should !all,
Sun, moon, and stars, and all,
Heaven would show through.
Figs, as you see and know,
Do not from thistles grow;
And though the blossoms blow
White on the tree,
Grapes never, never yet
On the limbs of thorns were set,
So, 1t ·you good would get,
Good you must be.
Lite's journey through and .through,
Speak what is just a.nd true,
Doing what's right to do
Unto one and all,
When you work and when you play,
Each day lind evecy da.y;
Then peace shall gild your way,
Though the sky should ra.u.
-&lecltd.

Earth's · True Kings and Queens.
A DIALOG FOR THREE C!IARACTERS.
Emma.-Mary, dear, we re.ad a good deal
about
Victoria, and she seems to be
quite a celebrated character: Who is she,
anyway?
Mary.-Victoria? Why, she is the queen
of Great Brit!t.in, Canada, and all the British
possessions, and it is all a very large country,
too, oyer which she rules, I can ~ell you.
There's Scotland and Ireland, and lots o!
islands· in the British seas, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Wight; then the rook of
Gibraltar, of which I hav a little fragment
that my father brought from there, one time.
'.fhen, there's some parts of Asia she has rule
over too, and even Africa. And in America,
besides Canada, there ar~ islands that belong
to the throne, and beside's, her sway extends
away to Australia, all those places you study
about in your geography.
She reigns o:ver a country upon which the
sun never sets, they say.
Emma,-Why, she. ':must be ever and ever so
rich!
Mary.-Well, she is.
Emma.-Say, oan queens hav everything
they want, and go and oome just when they
please?
Mary.-Why, yes; I suppose they can hav
everything that gold oan purchase, but, there
are some things that gold cannot buy, nor
jewels bright can bring. Ordinarily, I suppose they oan go and come as they choose;
but then, there is Parliament, and courtparties, and one thing and another that has
to be attended to.
Emma.--You said there were some things
that gold and jewels could not buy, and, to be
frank, I don't believe that.
Mu.ry.-Well, it is true, however.
Emma.-I wish you'd name something that
gold can't buy, if you can.
Mary.-! can. There is a pure, unsullied
conscience; gold cannot buy that. It can't
buy a pure, unselfish devotion, nor a heart
of true love and tenderness.
Emma.-Oh pooh! that is preaching. I
·wish I was a queen. Oh, wouldn't I prance
around like a spread eagle! (She walks proudly
round the room.) Wouldn't I dress in royal
purple velvet-silk velvet, mind you; none of
your cheap velveteen-and oh, such silks and
satins as I'd wear, every day too! And suoh
diamonds I 0 Lordy I Lordyl It just makes
my head dizzy to think of it! I'd hav niy
gowns made with long trains, a.nd all trimmed
with gold bands, and on my head rd Willr A

Queen

be a king I I'd hav a pony then-a dozen if
I chose-and a pocket full of money all the
time! I'd hav balls, tops, and kites, and
marbles without number, and.(all made of
solid gold! I'd hav a sword and gun, and a
candy store at my right hand-yes, I would,
Billy Jones oa1led me a liar to-day, and I
made his nose bleed for it, but had I been a
king, I would hav waved my hand (waving his
hand) thus, and to my warriors said, "Off with
his head!"
Emma.-A. pretty king you'd be, with your
turned up nose, squinting eyes, and lollopy
ears!
.Albert.-I'd be as pretty a king as you would
be a queen, I guess-such a fr6okled face as
you hav! ~es, I should be as good a king as
you would be a queen, any day.
Emma.-You wouldn't.
.Albert.-! would.
Emma.-You just hold your tongue!
.Albert.-Hold your own tongue!
Emma.-You're a horrid thing-a saucy, impudent, good-for-nothing little monkeythere!
.
.A!bert.-You're another!
Emma.-You'll never be a king!
.Albert.-You'U never be a queen!
Mary (approaching and laying a hand on the
shoulder of each).-" He that ruleth his spirit
is better than he who taketh a oity." You,
Albert, may be a king, and you, dear Emma,
may be a most lovely and powerful queen,
.Albert and Emma both together spwlcing." How?" "How?"
Mary.-In men and women, in boys and
girls, there is always a right and wrong side, a
good a.nd an evil disposition, holy and unholy
desires, wishes, and tendencies. Those who
bury deep their evil natures, who ever hearken
to and heed the voice of the inward monitor,who strive to let the right oome uppermost,
who do not quarrel and slander their neigh.
bors, who are not covetous, who try to conquer
their bad passions, who oan say, "I am by my
self obeyed," all such, whether dwelling in
marble halls, or in some poor and lowly cottage, whether walking in lofty courts or dig.
ging with pick and spade, are earth's true kings
a?,d queens I And thus may you-may each
and all-be kings and queens, and reign supreme over the empire of their own being,
Stl'ive, then, to be ever just, generous, and
trtte, and you, Albert, may thus be a most
rvyal king, and you, Emma, a very noble and
attraotiv queen. But I do not like the title
king and queen, very well.
Albert.-"Why, what would you substitute
for it that would better?"
Mary.-Well, I think man and woman, in the
best sense of those words, much better than
the silly title, king and queen. ·A good and
useful man, a good and useful woman, I like
far better, and if, as a boy, Albert, you are
useful and good, of course it follows that you
will be the same as a man, doesn't it?
Albert.-Of course.
Mary.-Then you'd better make that your
aim in life, hadn't you? And you. Emma, do
not get silly notions in your head about queens
and fine dresses, but try to be a smart, intel
ligent, and industrious girl, and you will then
grow into a woman far superior to that which
you picture as a queen. Don't you believe it?
.Eimma.-"Yes; I suppose what you say is
true."
Mary.-Then etrive always to
" Be a woman-brighest model
Of that high and perfect beauty,
When the mind, and soul, and body,
Blend to work out life's great dutyBe a woman-naught is higher
On the gilded list of fame;
On the catalog of virtue
There's no higher, holier name.
" Be a woman-on to duty I
Raise the world from all that's low,
I'laoa high in the social heaven
Virtue's fair and radiant bowl
Lend your influence to effort
That shall raise our natural human;
Be not fe.ahion's gllded body,

Be a brav•, whol~rlioule4, tne woman.
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l!ottru.
A Pu::ilistic Theologian.
If a home or foreign duffer wants to find a

fisticuffer
·who will make his sinews suffer, and his
backers bring to book,
He should never trea~ too lightly any challenge from the slightly
Reverend person known to theosophic circles
as Joe Cook.
Boston's own John Lawrence Sullivan can't
earn his title fully
As the champion Yankee bully, quite beyond
n shade of don bt,
•
Till he tries his pugilistic art upon the Calvinistic
Teacher who aspires to· be the greatest living
knocker out.
Once he crossed the broad Atlantic to destroy
the hierophantic
Olcott and the psychomantic priesteRs of the
mystic ritl's,
And he tells us that he plugged them, tapped
them, hammered them, and slugged them,
Coming off unquestioned victor from n dozen
desperate fights.

And all that came across the sea
Is only its identity.
1 came, n Scotchman, unde1·stand,
By choice, to liv, in this free land,
Wherein I~ve dwelt from day to day,
'fill sixteen years hnv passed nwnv.
If physiology be true,
•
My body has been changing too;
And though at first it did seem strange,
Yet Science doth confirm the change;
And sine& I hav the truth been taught,
I wonder if I'm now n Scot,
Since all that came across the sea
Is only my identity.-Scient(tlc American.

If "I will help you" were the rule,

How changed beyond all measure
Life would become. Each heavy load
Would be a golden treasure;
Pain and vexation be forgot;
Hope would prevail in every lot,
And life be only pleasure.

-11-easure 'l rove.

Am I a Scot, or am I Not1
If I should bring a wng~n o'er

From Scotland to Columbia's shore,
And by Ruccessiv wear and tear
The wagon soon should need repair:
Thus, when the tires are worn through,
Columbia's iron doth renew;
Likewise the fellies, hubs, and spokes
Should be replaced by Western oaks;
In course of time down ~oes the bed,
But hert~'s one like it in 1ts stead.
So, bit by bit, in seven years,
All things are changed in bed and gears,
And still it seems ns though it ought
To be the one from Scotland brought;
But when I think the matter o'er,
Xt ne'()r Wllfl Qu 11 forei~n shpr\)1
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The True Preparation.

LARGEST,

Thou must be true to thyself,
If thou the truth wouldst teach;
Thy soul must overflow,
If thou another soul wouldst reach;
It needs the overflow of heart
To giv the lips full speech.
Think truly, and thy thoughts
Shall the world's .famin feed;
Speak truly, and each word of thine
Shall be a fruitful seed;
Liv truly, and thy life shall be
A great and noble creed.

- J!Jxchange.

Now he wants the world to know his own opinion of his prowess,
Don't Stop My Paper.
And delights to tell us how his muscles can be
made to net.
With
a
thousand subscribers like the writer
He can touzle any drummer, any stalwart
of the following simple but earnest verses, how
tramp or bummerYes, can easily knock out n half n dozen such, happy would be the life of the wearied, toilsome, and impecunious p1inter! How cheerin fact.
fully would he write, and how much more inHe should favor us with starring exhibitions of teresting, instructiv, and entertaining would
he make his paper! But out of n thousand
his sparring,
And should teach the art of marring human· how few net in accordance with the sentiments
expressed in tile last stanza !
features in a show;
For, if cheek can giv assurance of unlimited
Don't stop my paper, printer,
endurance,
Don't strike my name off yet;
Not n fighting man can stand against the
You know the times are stringent,
slightly Reverend Joe.
And money hard to get;
-New York Bun.
But tug a little harder
Is what I mean to do,
And scrape the dimes together,
The Schoolmarm's Story.
Enough for me and you.
A frosty chill was in the airHow plainly I rememberI can't afford to drop it;
The bright autumnal fires had paled,
I find it doesn't pay
Save' here and there an ember;
To do without a newspaper,
The sky looked hard, the hills were bare,
However others may.
And there were tokens everywhere
I hate to ask my neighbors
That it had come-November.
To giv me. theirs on loan,
They don't just say, but mean itI locked the time-worn sehoolhouse door,
Why don't you hav your own?
The village sent of learning,
Across the smooth, well-trodden path
You can't tell how we'd miss it,
My homeward footsteps turning;
If it by any fate
My heart n troubled question bore,
Should happen not to reach us,
And in my mind, as oft before,
Or come n little late;
A vexing thought was burning.
Then all is in n hubbub,
And things go all awry,
" Why is it up-hill all the way?"
And, printer, if you're married,
Thus ran my meditations;
You know the reason why.
The lessons had gone wrong that day,
And I had lost my patience.
I cannot do without it,
"Is there no way to soften care,
It is no use to try,
And make is easier to bear
For other people take it,
Life's sorrows and vexations?"
And, printer, so must I.
Across my pathway, through the wood,
I, too, must keep me posted,
A fallen tree was lying;
And know what's going on,
On this there sat two little ~Prls,
Or feel and be accounted
And one of them was crymg.
A fogy simpleton.
I heard her sob: "And if I could,
Then
take it kindly, printer,
I'd get my lessons awful good,
If pay be somewhat slow,
But what's the use of trying?"
For cash is not so plenty,
And wants not few, you know.
And then the little hooded head
But I must hav my paper,
Sank on the other's shoulder,
Cost what it may to me,
The little weeper sought the arms
I'd rather dock my sugar
That opened to enfold her.
Than do without my tea.
Against the young heart, kind and true,
She nestled close, o.nd neither knew
So,
printer, don't yon stop• it,
That I was a beholder.
Unless you want my frown,
And then I heitrd-nh, ne'er was known
For here's the year's subscription,
Such judgment without malice,
And credit it right down;·
·
Nor queenlier council ever heard
And send the paper promptly
In senate house or palace !
And regularly on,
"I should hnv failed there, I am sure.
And let it bring us weekly
Don't be discouraged; try once more,
Its welcomed benison.
And I will help you, Alice."
-Anonymous Exchange.
" And I will help you." This is how
To soften care and g1ieving;
Life is made easier to bear
By helping and by giving.
Here was the answer I had sought,
And I, the teacher, being taught
The secret of true living.
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Among the reforms THE TRUTH SEEKEB aims
to effect are:
Total separation of church and state, including the equitable taxation of church
property; secularization of the public schools,
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriations
for religious purposes, and all other measures
necessary to the same general end.
Its sixteen large pages are filled every week
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
articles and communications by the ablest
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
current secular and theological events. It is
the armory from which hundreds draw their
weapons in contests with priesthood. All
the Liberal papers are good, but THE TRUTH
SEEKER is
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There ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER in this county, just to rebuke the Infamous church bigots who are using force and rraud
o suppress Liberalism.- Worthington, Minn., Advance.
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D. M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

THE BEST AND LARGEST.
It is conducted in a broad. and truly liberal
spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the human race.
OPINIONS REGARDING IT.
A paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER Is something
more and better than an advocate or truth. Through
It Its subscribers touch elbows with each other.
Each reader knows that he Is one or a goodly company who find comrort and Inspiration In Its pages.
If they should meet each other they would reel II ke
brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one In·
tellectual roor, relt the glow or the same fireside, and
broken together the bread or lire. Such a paper Is
to thousands a substitute ror the church.-GEOBGE
CHAINEY, in This World.
TilE TaUTH BEEKER. founded by D. M. Bennett, Is
to-<hty perhaps the strongest roe with which superStition has to contend, and a long ruture or great
ueefulness Is, we trust and believe, berore !t.- Win
ted. Conn., Press.
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No. I.-The Relation of" the Splritnal to
thE' ~lat.erlal Universe; the Law of"Coot;rol.
Two papers given In the Interest or Spiritual Science, by Spirit FARADAY, or England. Price, 16 cts.
1
2
Nor,
'M:n °J~!'!!·eF~om. The Evol utlon of
he Spirit rrom Matter through ·Organic Processes;
rr, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY.
Price 10 cents.
No&.f.;ru.T.;.':a~f.~:il:.pment or the Spirit
The Origin or Religions. By Spirit FARADAY.
Price, 10 cents.
No.4 -Tne Process or 111ental &cUon~
Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 16 cents.
No 1).-Je,.ns Chrt.t a Fiction.
Founded on the Lite or Apollonlus or Tyana. How
the Pagan Priests or Rome originated Christianity.
Translated by the late M. FARADAY. -208 pages. Price,
bound, 76 cents. Paper, 60 cents. Postage, 6 cents.
Rome. Not Bethlehmn, the Bl~thplace o
Jesu,..
Extract rrom Faraday No.5. Price 10 ~!Lts.
\Vho \Vrot" f.he New Testameot1
Extract from l>'araday No. 6. Price 10 cents.
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BOWLES PAMPfiLE'I'S.
No. 1.-EX)>erie•u•es of Sa•nnel Bowles,
Late eElltor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In
Spirit Lite; or, Lite As He Now Sees It from a SpirItual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp
or CARRIER S. TWING, or Westfield, N.Y. 20 cents.
Giving county seat, principal towns, •eparate out- :No. 2.-Contrasts in Spirit. I.ife:
line or each county, etc., ror
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late
editor or the Springfield. Mass., Republican, In the
ONLY 25 CENTS.
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account or the
With each map will be given my Incomparable late President Garfield's reception In the spirit
world. Written through the hand or CABBIE E. S.
"TRUTH ABOUT THE TEETH," Etc.,
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 60 cents.
8
The Best Pain and Tooth Saving Knowledge Out.
Ac~~ pe':ie!lf:saFn::i'e ~~:sf'.;!~ s~:::-~:
No matter how perrect the teeth may be naturally,
of Npirlt Life.
this lnlormatlon Is necessary to carry the teeth and
Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y. Price,
!(Urns pure and healthy to ripe old age and death. ~0 cent41.
Every man, woman, and youth should own a copy .A SnppJ .. ment to the Experienc•s of"
and keep It by them their ll!etlme. One copy, ten s .. muel Bowlf's I o Spirit LUe; or, Life ns
cents; three, 25 cents, or five copies and the map ror He Nuw Stoes It. Prlce,lO cento.
60 cents. Send stamps or postal-not ...
My ermtract Is with the lithographer; thererore,
those desiring the map will please order It wlt)lout
THE
unnecessary delay. I will also fill orders ror any
other goods, rurnlsh lnrormatlon, etc.
References: Otto Wettstein,* Dr. J. L. York, Pror.
W. F. Jamieson, Dr. J. M. Peebles.
-*Has known and known or me since 1860, when
I was a dental student.
AND
DB. GEO. HARDCASTLE,
Address:
1235 Market st., San Francisco, Cal..
[Sta. B, Dr. 230Q.
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CALIFORNIA,

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
Its Scientific S()lution;
WITH SOME

Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans- CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY.
lated from the German of Zschokke by
Frioe, cloth. 75 oonts, paper, 50 oeDtl!.

This sterling and widely-circulated Freethought
journal has won Its way deep Into the hearts or Its
ret<ders. THE TRUTH SEEKER IS a great paper, and
deserves the most generous supp_ort or the Liberal
public. The recent numbers received are Bl)lendld
In every respect.-San Francisco Universe.
,
THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered Its resources,
and will be a stronger, better, and brighter paper
than ever.-Libera! League Alan.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has become a necessity to the
Liberal ca\Lse.-Kanaag Blade.

$3 00
Single subscription,
:i 00
One subscription two years,
6 00
Two new subscribers,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance,
:i 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance,
- ·
7 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance,
S 60
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance,
10 00
Any number over five at the same
rate, invariably with one remittance.
It is thus seen that, any of our ·friends who
will take the trouble to get a new subscriber
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
$2; by getting two new sub3cribers he will
get his own paper for $1; by getting three
new subscribers be will not only get his own(?·ee, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of
money order; by getting four new subscribers
he will hav nis own free and gain $2.
This makes THE TnuTJI SEEKER. with its
si:x:tee• large pages, cheaper than any other
Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by
so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share with them the
advantages of the club rates.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place. New York City.

A COUNTY MAP, IN COLORS,
OF THE STATE OF

Iru. G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philosophical n!U"rativ, intensely interesting.

NEW YORK <JITY.

33 <JLINTON PLA.<JE,

By SA..ii UEL P. PUTNAM.

r1ce

20 cents. For sale at thx~:~ office.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Aroun~

fts Worl~.

FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
With a steel plate ellKl"BTing or the author In VoL
and each volume Illustrated With torty.seven cute.

I.

BY D. 1!1. BENNETT,
Late editor or THa TanTH l!nKn, author or ".A TrntJI
JSeeker In Europe," "Gods and Religions or .Ancient'
and :Modern Times," "The World's Sages, Tlllnk·
era, and Reformers," 11 Cha.mp1ons of
the Church," etc., etc.

Handsomely bound In red cloth, $6.~0;
In leather, red ed~~;es, $9.GO; in
morocco, gilt edges, $10.~0.
Readers O! TBE TRUTH SEEKER knOW the Circumstances
nder which thts work was written. The last words
penned by the great author were for the rourt.h volume
which was neat·Jy completed at Ills death, and Which will
now contain an account or his world-lamented death and
burial. MJ. Bennett was a very pat 1ent and !althful
chronicler or the habits and customs or tke dlll'erent peo·
pies or the many places he visited. The every-day
life ot all nations Is lalo be!ore the reader by one who has
visited them ana beheld them with his own eyes. Particular attention Is paid to the progress o! Freeth ought In
the various countries he visited. and the morality or so.
calJed pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality or
Christian countries, much to the detriment or the latter.
The work to a

.Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and" A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUEOPE '
should be In every Liberal's library Beslc es Its lnta,nslc
worth It Is a memento or one or the greatest Freethinkers
the world has known-or one who ranks with Voltaire
and Paine In the torce and clearness or hla writings.
Address 1.Hl!J 7RU1H SEEKER.
33 CliotoJJ Place,
_ _ _ _ _ _ __:__ _ _ _ _ _N_e_:w'---York city.

GOLDEN THRONE.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Author ot .. Prometheus," "Gottlieb,'' and •• Ingersoll·
and Jel!luB.''

Radical romance or pioneer lite. delineating the v!Po
tues or natural humanity as oppoeed to the hypocrisy or&·
upernatur.l religion; crowded with Incident 10nd run or
"rogTesalv Ideas and the poetry or the tuture.
PlUOE $1,00.
ADDRESS TillS OFFI>Q~
A

THE TRUTH SEEKER JANUARY 19. 1884.
Agents for. The Tro.th Seeker.

THE

EUREKA

.TAMES AsJIMAN,Salt_L~ke City, Utah.
J. F. Bunn, 449 Mam street, Hartford, Ct.
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto, Can
D. F. KEELEB, Park City, Utah.
'
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nflshville, Tenn.
·
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr. J. H. R:s:oDES, 5051-2 No.Sthst., Phila., Pa,
A. M." STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
City, Pa.
CURES EVERY },ORM OF DISEASE
Mrs. ELMINA. D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
D. WooliJ!', 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.
J. S. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.
A. BEBENZ, -140 Montgomery st., San Francisco, Cal.
THE
JosEPH: MA.Bs:s:, Northampton, Mass.
CB:A.S. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence,
EUREI(A MACNETIC INSOLE
Mass.
M. V. T:s:ollus, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
S. B. WmGB:T, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
Sent to any address upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR
T:s:o's FonEJIUN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465.
letter or !n person rree or charge. Bend
DB. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal.
ror lllustrated Pamphlet.
<J. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich.
Address all communications to
JosEPH: L. AND,.aEws, Corning, Iowa.
E. KEITH:, Animas City, Col.
•CB:A.BLES WATTS & Co., London, England.
A. ATwooD, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
•C:s:ms. BROWN, Burlington, Kan.
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth,
A. ERWIN, Lebanon, Oregon.
The American and New York News ComCincinnata Ohio
:panies will furnish the paper'to news deal- LADIES' MAGNETIO JAOKET. Pr1ce, $18.
·ers upon application.
TESTIMONIALS:

MAGNETIC

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

Read the following testlmon!alS, and be convinced that our claims are correct in every part!cu lar
and that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid or MEDICIN. THEBE APPLIANCES AUE
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:

JEWELRY STORE,

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
One Week.

IS ALWAYS

:,Jeadquarters for Holiday Goods.
Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging !n value !rom $10
Sliver Watches, Chains,
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, P!ns, Earrings,
-etc.; also Sllver Ware, Gold Pins, Optical and Fancy
Goods !n proportionate large quantities. A fine 3ounce case, Sliver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels,
Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails
everywhere ror $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator,
$25. A Ladles' Good,Boild Gold Elgin Stem-Winder,.
$25. The same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 25
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, lc4
secon<!. Horse-Timer, and "Fly-Back," !n Heaviest
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph !or timing two horses, or double record, a firth second, best
!n the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broadway prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented with
Diamonds Diamond Flowers, Baskets or Diamond
Flowers, Peacock !n ·Rubles and Diamonds, Var!e~ated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers,
lEnamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc,
:No finer goods at Tlliany's, N.Y.
Send me a check for amount you desire to pay for
__ .._ wa.oob_or.other.~to.oJis, describe as nearaS_lw.ss.!ble,
and I wlll send prepaid· to -aiiy ..part or the Unhed
States, and rifund cash on demand U not entirely satisfactory. I please all, and hundreds of my customers
cheerfully testify to the !act. Refer to Rochelle
National Bank, a11d Brothers Remsburg and Follett.
The latter says !n his "Catalog or the L!!e Members
of the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
Otto Wettstein, the stanch Liberal of Rochelle. I
found him up to his ears !n business, sell!ng and
sending of[ goods. His large jewelry store !s truly
marvelous ror a town the size of Rochelle. I would
advise all or our Liberal friends who are ln want or
anything ln the jewelry line to send to him, and they
w!ll make a great saving by so doing." Correspondence solicited.
to $400, !n stock continually.

OTTO WE'I'TSTEIN.

--$· 1:!6a week in vour own town. Terms nnd $5 outfit
\l' free. AUdi·e~s H. HA'
& Co .. Portland. M&
l....ET

PLAIN HOME TALK,

GL~THING I

DR. L. TENNEY,

ROCHELLE, ILL.,

4'i

CINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I !eel greatly inDB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you for the benefit I hav. received !rom your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia or the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Side, which had been a source or misery to me !or
flicted as I hav been that the eJiect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedleB
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis !n my right arm and could not use !t at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relle! instantly. With unafter wear!ng a suit or your MAGNETIC CJ-OTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use !t quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint ror a number or years, !rom which I hav suffered intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony !rom a lady
time, never round but temporary relief.. Since put- who had been under drug treatment ror eight year"
ting on YO'lr appl!ances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and 1r I improve as rapidly as I hav ln the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, wlll soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those sulier!ng as I hav your the Clothing. on Tuesday last.
Fitted por!'cctly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means or eJiecting FELT BETTER FROM 'l'HE l!'Il\ST Houn I HAD '£REnt
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
GN. Am not joking, and 1! I improve as mpld!y ae
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I liav since •r·~esday, wlll soon be well. W!ll report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Uespect!ully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appllances which wlll
eliect a cure !n a case or Paralysis wlll at the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured !n less
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA !n the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
although !n bed, unable to get out, wlien appl!ed,
Patient. We do not, llke the Old School dPhysician,
th
she nevertheless was able to ride twenty mlles !n
change med!clns every day untll, after os!ng
e two days after the appllcat!on. '£he lady's name
vatlent almost to death, he may possibly strike can be had upon application at this office, by anysomething (lf he 1s very skllful) that brings rel!ef
e desiring to communicate with her.
ror the time being.
,
on
Ladles read the following testimony rrom a lady who had been suJier!ng ror two years with an Ovar·
ian Tu:U:.or and who had been told that nothing but the kn!re would save her llfe, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 ;.ga!nst recovery. In rour months' time she ls JJ er!ectly well, and has not taken a dose ol
medlc!n since putting on the appllances. Consult us when your phvs!c!an tells you he can do uothlnog
ror you; !t wm pay you.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY, IJea•· Sir: About two years ago iny health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all desire for rood and !n fact began to fall rapidly so that I became alarmed and consulted several phys!c!ans
or St. Louis; at ..,;hlch pl~ce I was then stoppl~g. all of whom declared that I had an Ova ritLn 'D umo• ·
and that the only thing that would save my Ufe would be the kn!re. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed lert to me, and suhmlt to an
operation when my S:ttent!on was called to the i<;nreka lllagn .. Hc Ap 1>1' ances. As a drowning man
will catch' at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a:su!t.ol
your appllances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tumor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less !rom day to day, untll now I am
as well as I ever was !n my ll!e. Since putting on the appl!ances I hav not taken a single dose or med!c!n. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
uheerrully recommend them to anyone suJier!ng as I hav, bellev!ng
that they w!ll do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Grate!u!ly yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.

.

EMBRACING

Med1~al ~?¥6m~~MSD~nse.

This book 18 a plain talk about the human eyatem, the
bQb!ta of meu and womeu, tbe causes and prevention of
dtsea.se, our sexual tela.t!ons and social natures. It. 1! medi cal common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
lf chronic diseases, the natural relationa of. men &l!d

:;;."!'e;l~ge1fi~Re~t~~~h~;~'irit:.O,fr'iidlf~~:t'ol{.~:e~
a1.50. Sold at
TllE TRUTll SEEKER olllee.
ss Cllnton Place.}(. k.elt.v.

DR. FELLOWS
!sa regulariy educated and legally quailfled physician, and
the most successful,
as his practice w!ll
pr<Dve. · He has tor
twenty years treated
excluslvlyall diseases
or the Sexual Organs,
!n which he stands
pre-eminent. SEXUAL WEAKNESS
and IMPOTENCY
as the result or seltabnse !n youth and
eexual excesses in ma.a
turer years, causing
n 1 g h t emissions by
dreams, 1oss or sexual
power,render!ng marriage improper and unhappy, ~tc., are cured permanently by an outside appl!catlon In sixty days.
NO STOMA.CH liiEDICIN USED. It !s one ot Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which !s entirely unknown to the rnediC"al proression. Send two 'l~cent
~tamps for biB u Private Counselor,'" giving tun in~
formation. A<l<lrees Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N,
J .• and say where you saw this advertlsment.
From th~ Ironclad .Age.
"Dr. Fellows ls au outspoken In!lrlel, therefore no
ehottt or Uumhug. The Freethinkers or the land
•lwuld glv tlle doctor their patronage."
1y3
day nt home. Samples worth $5tree.
$ 5 fO $20 perAddress
STINSON & Co .• Portland. Me.

CHRONIC DDSEASES,
Embracing those or the blood and Nerves, the D!Reat\es of l\1en, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes, physical and social, leading to the mare
pln.lnly treated by tlmt plaln<W, ot books, PLAIN
HOME TALK, EMBH,\CTNG l\IEDICAL COII1JIION
SEl!SE-11~11rly 1,000 pR~es, 200 !llustmtlons, hy Dr.
E. n. J?oorrE, of 120 Lexlngtou u.ve., NBW York, to
whuru all letters frorn tho AJelr slwuld L>e addreHHed.
ln its issue rot· Jrtu .. 1\l. 1878. 1\Ir. Bonnett's 'l'l\UTII
SEEKER tllus speaks or Dr. FOOTE and his medical
uulJlicnrJon8: "WH lrnow ldin (Dr. l''uote} poronally
aud intimately, aTHl Wfl sny wltll all tile aSBnru.nce
Lhttt lrnowlodge ltnpn.rtB tlln.t ho iB a IDH.U or the
llfghosL fltefmt.lvs n.ud rnoLtvR. Wliose lJfe has been
H{JelU In luHtruct.ing and improving his f~llow~l>Bings
by giving such tnrotmn.tlon n.s I~:~ wnll cu.lcnln.twl to
l'nn.bln tiH1m to bH morH hou.lthy, nwro hn.ppy, and

to be bettor u.ntl moro useful men u.ull. worn en. His
J>o~Ress Uw highest value, n.nd hu.v
lloen introduced ntHl thotonghly ren.d Jn hundreds
or thousands or fn.miltos. wllo to~clu.y stn.nd ron.dy to
hear willing r.e,tlmony to the gre11t benefit they hav
derived !rom 1 he physlotoglclll, hygienic, 11nd moral
IOSROllH Which lte ha."i AO !LlJiy lmparWd.""
l'urclHLk~rH of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty
to CONSUL'l' I'l'i-l AU'l'HOH. !u person or by ma!l,
FREE. Prtco or t.he necw Povnln.r E(lttlon, hy mall,
po..r.age prepaid. only $1.50. Contents table rree.
AGEN'£S WAN'rED.
111UI\IW HILL PUDLTAHING COMPANY,
12!1 East 28th Htr<~ot, Now York.
rnolllcu.l works

.1 UPTU RES CUR EDby

·my!Uedical Compound nod Irnpro'l'ed
I~lnstic SnPJ•orter Truss inj_rom 30 to
90 dav•· Reliable references g!ven. Send
stl\mp tor circular, and •au tn what papw
vou oaw mv advorluement. Address 0&~1.

W. A. Ooll!D%J,SmUhvUlt,lt!rt!IOI 0o. II. I,

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
BY MAIL POS'l'-PAID

Remember that these appllances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unllke all other appl!ances !n the
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

KNOW THYSELF.

PRICE LIST.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts,
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, •
6. 00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
·
4:.00
Knee Caps, each,
3. 00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
•
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles,
•
•
•
1. 00
Children's ga1wents upon application.
The Trinity, from Gibf,on' Hh-;tory ofChristiauity.

.History of£hristianity
A VINDICATION
, of some passages in the u Hist~ry C?f t~e Dcdinc ,and
Fall of the Roman Empire by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.

A.ny or the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the monev
tt they are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit yo~r case
send us word stating symptoms, and we w!ll arlvlse you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appl!ances are otrered at Jess than one-third or what others are selllng worthless appl!ancos ror, yet we wJIJ
guarantee that the magnetlcqual!ty !sa hundred !old superior to any other appl!ance ever oJiered the
publ!c and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet !s put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, whlle not a single appllance
!n the market wlll attract the smallest particle or !ron, the majority or such worthless aJJpl!ances having
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism !or a
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material ror the purpose, anrl w!ll outlasta?Y
and all other garments now before the publ!c. Every magnet !s arranged !n the ga.Ifllents upon •cv;ntifk
principlu, and not haphazard as !n all the others. We otrer you therefore

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by th\~~~t~k'
including critical notes br Gwzot, Milman,
'
A.nd challenge comparison with any or the so-called magnetic garments now otrered un1er that head. At
· ~ an "Eng!ish Churchman,,, and other sch?lars.
00 the same time the application or labor-saving machinery !n our manufacture enables ua to otrer them
I vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravmg~. _$z _
about
This book shows when, where, and how Chn~ttanti~~
roriginated who were its founders,dand \~~<t;t \\err the
sentiment~, man!1ers, numbers, an con ttwn o
So that we can say with truth, None are sc poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trllle higher
than ordinary clothing.
:Primitive Christians.
.
_
Rem<'mber that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appl!ances !n the market, and 1!
u 1 know of no book that con tams more r.ea! a~d '\~1~
upon receiving the garmenta they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we w!lJ
uable information upon the origin of Chnst1amty. refund
your money.
0
R-.,~,::~fo~e ~';;st learned and interesting books ever
·written and published."-Boston Jnvesttgator.

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

~="OR SALE AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
'61m5

A WEEK, $12 a daN at he, me eacily made. Cof!9!
$72 01ltfit
tree. Addreos Tam: 4< Co., Au~~"Uat:&......,.

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are mad3 to
order, and a fit guaranteed.

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES.
lddfii!B for turtbm: lnfonll.llttou.

LIBERAL OOMMIRRIONB ALLOWED
DR. L. TENNEY,
:a&ee 8troet, oor, 9th lltreat, D!RalllRatt,O.

AGraet Meoical Work on Manhooo!
Exhausted V!tallty, Nervous and Physical Deblllty,
Premature Decline !n Man, Errors or Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting !rom ln<llscretlons or excesses. A book: for every man, young, mfddle~aged,
an<! old. It contains 12G prescriptions !or all acute
and chronic dlsortHflH, each one or which is lnva.lua~
ble. So round by tho aut.lwr, whose ex]wr!ence !or
2:J years Ia such as probtlbly never betore !ell to the
lot or any phyo!c!an. 300 pages, bound !n beau t!tul
French muslin, embosaM covers, run gllt, guaran
teed to be a finer work in every senao-mechantcal,
l!temry, and professlonal-th"n any other work sold
in tills country for $2.GO, cr the money will be re-,
runderl !n evory Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postJJald. JJJuBLraterl sample, 6 cts. Send now.
Gold medal awarded thoaut.lwr by the National Medical Association, to t,bo ofl!cers or which he refers.
This book should be read by the yaung !or lnstruc- ·
tlon, ami IJy the affi!cted tor rellet. It wUl benefit
all.-London Lancet.
There !s no member or society to whom this book
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian,
instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
Address tho Peabody Modica! Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No 4 BU!finchst., Boston, Mass., who may
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases hav batfled the sk!ll or all other phy~cl&ns
e.
Hpec!alty. Such treated auccessrully
r;;~out an instance of rauure.

HEAL

THYSELF

Marriage and Divorce.
By R. D Westbrook, D D. LL.B~
Author or "The Bible-Whence and What?"
CONTENTS:

The True Ideal or Marriage.
Free Love.
The Ilistory ot Marriage.
'f1he Old 'l'estament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce aHa Question of Law and Religion.
Rational Ded uctlons !rom ji:stabl!shed Pr!nclplea
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better tnan Cu' e.
Price, 50 cents. Noatly blllUlil. In oloth, Fo,- ..u~
at thlu ofllpe,
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9Jem# oJ g[hought.

•

. l'BIESTS haVbeen leading men astray tor thousand'!
or yeara; they hav set up their own Inventions in
place or reality; they represent the universe as a
thing made a little while ago !rom nothing; theY
teach that the gods mane it in a rew days, and tor
pastime; they cry Nature down and speak llghtly ot
her, as though she were something to be despised
and hated; tb.ey set their gods above her as being
wiser, truer, better; but at the same time they claim
that their gods cannot be understood and comprehended only as they tbemselvs go between and vouchsate to make known the same. Truly this cJas~ or
men are enemies to the world, because they teach
falsehood instead or truth, darkn•ss iostead o! light,
supernaturalism instead of naturalism.-D. M. Bennett.

THE soul lmmortall Why then doth the mind
O•Jmplaln or death? Why not rejoice to tlnd
Hersel! let loose, and leave this clay behind,
As snakes, whene'er the clrcllng year returns,
Rejoice to cast their skins, or deer their horns?
- .LucretiuB.

LET anyone but look back upon his past careerlook inward on his dally lite-and then say what
ef!ect would be produced upon him, were the conviction once fixedly imbedded in his soul that everything done is done Irrevocably-that even the omnipotence o! God cannot uncommit a deed-cannot
make that undone which has been done; tbat every
act must bear its allOLted rruit according to the everlasting laws-must remain forever inef!aceably inscribed on the tablets or universal nature, .And then
let him consider what would hav been the result
upon the moral condition o! our race, had all men
ever held this conviction.- Greg's Creed of Christendom.
THERE Is a want too much lost sight o! In our estimate o! the privations or the humblerclaases, thong b.
It is one or the most Incessantly craving or all our
wants, and is actually the impelling power which,
In the vast majority ot cases, urges men Into vices
"'nd crime. It is the want of arousem3nt. It Is In
vain to declaim against it. Equally with any other
principle" o! our nature, It calls !or Its natural indulgence, and cannot be permanently debarred from it,
withon t souring the temper and apolling the character. Like the indulgence or all other appetites, It
only requires to be kept within due bounds, and
turned upon innocent and ·beneficial objects, to become a spring or happiness; but qualilled to a certain extent it must be, in the case_ of every man, it
we desire him to be either a useful, activ, or contented member or soclety.-Sir John Herschel.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAij
-AND-

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884
CE. M. 284.)
WITH EIGHTEEN

FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE Japanese hav taken to using patent medlclna •
The Japanese must go.
·
STANLEY bas discovered a river in Oentral .Africa
called Klssmelonga. It cannot be very tar !rom
Lake Nyum-nyum.
'
WHY Isn't a turkey like a girl? Because a dressed
girl w111 walk about and a dressed turkey won't,
.And vice versa the other way.
WI!l!N the types are m!!.de to say that an honest
man is the nob blest work or God it is time to throw
.glass bombs into the composing-room.

IT IS sometimes charged that newspaper men indulge too tpucb In strong drink. Tills Is wrong. I
Is an excess o! reading. Bacon says, "Readlng_mak·
CONTENTS:
elh a full man."
THE director or a matrimonial agency in Paris
'Ihis World. By George Chainey.
says the young girls ask only, "Wb.o Ia he?" the
Introductory. By the Editor.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Mac- young widows,·" What Is his position?" the· old
ARtronomical CalculatioilB for 1884.
widows, "Where is he?"
donald.
Calendar for 1884.
HE blew into his gun to see·
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
It loading up It needed;
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib- Liberal Charities.
The jury to a man agree
The
gun blew after he did.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
TI!EBE
Is
a
dif!erence
between Christmas and the
Date of Birth and Death.)
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
Fourth o! July. Obrlstmas comes but once a year,
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By The Population of Our States and Territories. and when It comes It brings good cheer. The Fourth
ot July brings three cheers and a tiger.
The Jewish Jehovah. (illustration.)
H. L. Green.

The National Liberal League.

By T." C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the

THE New York Christian Witness publlshe d the Ten
Commandments the other week, 'and now Texas
papera are reprinting them under the headline or
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada: Some of the Ancient and Modem Schools of "A New Heresy," and crediting them to the Witntss.
Philosophy.
By Charles Stevens.
A MEDICAL journal says, "Much ot the distress
Paine 1\!Iemorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
The Sacred Books of History.
and sickness attributed to dyspepsia is occasioned
by humor in the stomach." Tills is believed to be
,Tefferson's Religion.
Foreign Freethought Societies.
an awtul grind on the paragraphers who hav said
The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Pntnam.
Useful Measures.
runny things about the doctors.
What is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
As to Time.
"WHY Is It," asks the Independent, "that when a
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
a church is burnt nothing Is so difficult to save as
the organ J" The same authority on religious matSword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
Selections, etc., etc.
ters then answers the conundrum: "Because the
fire engln cru;tnot play upon it."
land.

Devil.

(lllustration.)

Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled

"BIG JACK SMALL."

ToWARD the close or summer in New York state
the minister passed one or his people cleaning corn.
u Ah, Mr. Jobnson," said he, "a fine dry day tor
corn." ., Yes, parson; but death on the wheat."
Next day it was raining, and the minister drove by.
"Splendid day tor wheat, Mr. Johnson." ".Ah,
yes," with a groan, "but damned rough on the
corn."

RASI!NESS would be very remarkable when anything unknown or !alae was approved ot; and nothing rculd be more discreditable than tor a man's asThis ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United
.A GOOD Methodist asked John Wesley what be
sent and approbation to precede his knowledge and States. It contains
thought as to the marrying a certain woman, well
percepLion or a tact.- Cicero's .&cadmtic Qutstions.
liiS Octavo Page!il,
known to both. Wesley advised him not t'o think o!
THE war against amusements that Is carried on by with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is ''not ,it. "Why," said the other, "she is a member o!
your church, isn't she?" "Yes," was the reply.
narrow-minded and Ignorant persons Is a hopPless fm: a day, but for
time."
·• And you think ehe is truly a Ohristlan woman?"
war. Man Is so constituted that he w1Il hav them.
Now ready. Price,_ post-paid, 2S cents.
11
'Yes," said WeSIEly, 11 1 believe she iS/' uwen, then,
The rel!glon that wars ag,.lnst tills natural craving
why not marry ber?" "Because," replied WealE~y,
must go to the wall, Why should not men learn to
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,
" because, my friend, the Lord can' liv with a great
discriminate between the uses and abuses or things?
33 Clinton Place, New York, N. Y.
many people you and I can't,"
.A little common sense in this matter would, as It
seems to us, lead to a harmonious Verdict in regard
HERE
eJ;ltombed lies a church. choir, chancel, and
to amusements.-Dramatic Chronicle.
steePle;
M. A. .ANTONINUS compares the wise and humane
Congregation and pastor here walt !or the dawn.
soul to a spring or pure and sweet water, which,
.Ah, sad was the !ate o! these miserable people.
though the passer-by may curse It, continues to ofEnguHed in a worshiper's cavernous yawn.
fer him a draught to assuage his thirst; and, even It
Before any sou! In the church could emerge, he
he cast into it mire an<l filth, hastens to reject it
Had swallowed ;hem all-English, Irish, and Ger·
and fiows on pure and undisturbed. This recalls
man.
the equally beautl!ul image in the oriental scripHe could swallow the church, congregation, and
ture or the sandal•tree, which In the moment when
clergy,
it fal!s before the woodman's stroke, glvs its fraBut, alas, he was choked by the minister's sermon.
grance to the axe Which smites !t.-Samuel Longfellow.

an

Grimes~ Preachers FAtsE_B9LAIMs.

umm mTESANo CANADA, I::~~;~;~;~;;:~

TilE parts and signs or goodness are many. I! a
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
A
man be gracious and courteous to strangers, It shows
he is a citizen or the world, and that his heart is no
island cut oli !rom other lands, but a continent that
THIRD EDITION.
joins te> them; If he be compassionate toward the
atnlctlons ot others, it shows that hiS heart Is l!k.e
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
the noble tree that is wounded itselt when It glvs tbe
Remsburg are:
bal•n; i! he easily pardons and remits otrenses, it
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
· The Church and Morality; Criminal Statisshows that his mind is pl•mted above InJuries, so
1 tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
that he cannot bo shot; it he be thaukfnl tor small
:the penitentiaries; the Church and C1Vlliza. l.Jenefits, it shows that he weighs men's minds and
COMPARED AND REVISED.
! tion; the Church and Science-; the Church
not their trash; but, above all, 1! he hav St. Paul's
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
perrection, that he could wish to be an anathema
•
· ~ Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
!rom Ohrist for the salvation o! his brethren, it
AUTHOR OF
1 Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
shows much or a divine nature and a kind or conReform; the Church and the Republic.
formity with Ohrist himse!t.-Bac016s Essays.
"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UNThese pamphlets should be cuculated by
IT is the mind that makes the body rlch;
HOLY BffiLE " "HOLY MEN AND
', the thousand. Let every reader send for a
And as the sun breaks through the darkest clouds,
'
dozen at least. Address
So honor 'peareth in the meanest habit.
WOMEN OF THE BmLE,"
THE TRUTH SEE"KER..
What I is the Jay more precious than the lark
"HOLY CROSS,"
33 Clinton Plaoe, NEW YORK.
Because his feathers are more beautitul?
Or Is the a<lder better than the eel
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
Because his painted skin contents the eye?
BOOKS FOR OBILDREN!
vh, no, good Kate; neither art thou the worse
"By their fruits shall ye know them l Do
,,
"or this poor turniture and mean array.
-Shakspere's Taming of the Rhrew.
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs ofl"
· .A story-book tor the young folks. By. Miss SUSAN
• '.I:HE judgment o[ heaven was upon them, sir," thistles? "
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
dald a Tory bishop, speaking o! the RegiCides to
T.
C.
LELAND,
Secretary
of
the
National
excellent
work for young roasters and misses, has
Quln, the ramona actor. ·• The judgment or heaven
.b
1L
f th'1 b k• "Tb' ·
' passed through a very large· edition, and a second
eague, s~ys 0
S oo ·
lS lS a has been Issued at a red need price o! $1.25. tree or
was upon them-almost all or them came to violent L 1 era
ends!" "So, my lord," replied Quin, "did almost severely, "'wfully, mfernally cruel work on the postage. This new edition has a photograph ot the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav author which adds very much to the value of the
all the apostles."-Dr. Goldwin Smith.
made themselvs, and they must lie in it. volume.
NOTHING is more characteristic or our age than
Send
for the book and see what devourers
the vast range or inquiry which is opening more of sheep
the shepherds can be."
and more to the multitude or men. Thought frees
Price, 20 cents.
the old bounds to which men used to confine themPRICE, 2li (}ENTS.
selv~. It holds nothing too slfl)red tor investigation.
THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
It calls the past to account, and treats hoary opinions as It they were or yesterday's growth. No revBy Pro!. H. M. KOTTINGER, .A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at tbe education or youth In tha
el'ence drives it. back. No great name terrifies tt. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
principles
or Freethought, at the same time that it
'rhe roundatlons o! what seems most settled must
inculcates moral dutlPa and human rights from a
TO TRI&L SVBS(}RIBERS
be explored. Undoubtedly this Is a perllous tenstandpoint or pure reason an<1 common sem<e .
dency. Men forget the limits ot their powers. They
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
.Address
question the inflnlt, the unsearchable with an audacious selt·rel!ance. They shock pious and rever- With sixteen Iarce paces, wiD be aeaa
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
ing minds, and rush into an 13Xtravagance or doubt,
ror THREE JIIONTHS, poata~re paid',.
more unphllosophlcal and fool!sh than the weakest
A STORY OF THElUGRTW.lY ALMS!lOUBE .
.FOB FIFTY CENTS.
credulity. Still, 1n this dangerous wildness, we see
BY JENNIE :21JTLER BROWNE.
what I am statill~r, the tendency to expe.naion in the
&d4reaa
THE TBUTH S&BJDlJt,.
JDOYementa ot UlOUih,,-.Dr. Channing'' l'rumt ~.
1for »ale at tllts omee.
88 CllataD PI-e, Ne-w W"O, ...- , ;rrice 10 cents.
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APPLES OF COLD."

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Rr"ddles.

The Truth Seeker,

-HenY!J Emerson in Life.
A FABLE.

One day an oyster set-out to cross a. neck or land to
save hlmselt a lon~t swim around it, and·as he journeyed along the dusty highway, content With the
weather, the climate, and his surroundings, he sud·
denly heard a harsh voice crying out to him to halt.
As he rolled into the .shade of a pigweed, a peacock
advanced with lordly strut and demanded:
" How now, slrrah? Where are you going, and
what Is your errand?"
'\.
"I'm simply crossing from water to water, and
tired enough 1 am. I believe I hav been three good
hours making halt a miie."
"Three hours I Wby, I could strut "over the distance in three minutes I .Ah, me, but you don't
amount to much tor size,"
"No: a child could swallow me at a gulp."
".And y~u aren't the least bit pretty."
"That's true. My shell Is coarse and tun o!
ridges."
u And you can't sing?'!.
"Not a note."
"Nor fly?"
"Nota fly."
"Well, well, I really pity you. Now, then, I! you
want to see something gaudy, just gaze on me."
The bird strutted up and down, head up and tail
spread out, and the oyster was compelled to say that
It was a sight to do sore eyes good.
"While you creep I walk, strut, and fiy."
"Yes."
"Wh 1Je you whisper I sing."
"Yes."
"While you tumble around In the mud and sand
I reflect all the colors ot the !lainbow on the lawn.''
"I must admit it," eaid the oyster.
•· And while a pl~weed shelters you, it takes a
whole apple-tree to glv me shade, You see--"
.And the oyster saw. An eagle had been looking !ol'
a breakfast. The humble oyster hidden away under
the weed escaped his pierciDg glances, but the gorgeous peacock was Instantly seen and spotted. There
was a whirr, a scream, and the eagle had ascended
With the vainglorious bird fast In his claws,
"Come to think It all over," said the oyster, as he
squinted his larboard eye aloft, "It ls about as well
to be an oyster under a pigweed as a peacock in the
claws o! an eagle. I guess I'll move on.''
Mora~-Tho1e who were Porn to 1trut 11hould llQ(
e;s;ult.over tholiU wllo were liol'.ll to llreep.
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SoME of our neighbors are inclined to lament believe." The extension of time was granted
J!tws off tltt lftth.
over the prospect of a more complete separa- him, and again he made the same reply. At

;V:2;.

· TJIE Boston Post says that "pitching pen.· .I).ies during the sermon is no longer considered
: ·"aujait in the best churches in Chicago."
. . •.:!'RESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE BLAINE is evidently
··making a high bid for the support of the Bap..f tis.t church. He now declares that he is thor.oughly immersed in literary work.
..,.. ,: Tml traveling shows are exhibiting three
' skeletons of Guiteau-his skeleton when he
was a boy, his skeleton before he shot Garfield,
·· and_ his skeleton after he had been hanged.
IT costs sometimes as much as $100,000 to
buy up the members of a city counc,iL in the
.northern states.
They come high, but the
:·~railroads and other monopolies must hav 'em.
. : HENRY BERGJI is now vigorously striving to
· hav the sale of Shakspere's works suppressed,
because one of the eminent dramatist's characters 'casually remarked: "Let the _galled jade
··wince."
, Tl!E trustees of a Methodist church at Greenwich, N. Y., hav closed the cioor of the house
-·?f ")\'Orship against all comers, pastor included.
They offer as an excuse the factthatthechurch
. was run by worldly people.
MR: MATTHEW ARNOLD is now telling the
people of the West that they are more intellig'ent, more civilized, and more prosperous than
:their brethren in the East. Mr. Arnold is very
' popular out there and is making money.
, THE pope of Rome can afford to keep his
- cook and not curtail his household expenses for
-~""';;,:,!!.while, .at least. A rich lady, recently de' ceased in London, has given by her will to
- -Pop~ Leo the rather comfortable sum of $2,. ,500,000. With this nice little filling up of his
:Cash box, the "holy father" could also afford
to let up on the collection of "Petf:lr's pence"
-from his devoted but starving subjects in Ireland,
TJIE reading-boys employed in a large printing firm in the city, reports the London Free. thinker, hav to attend a morning school held
for an hour before beginning work. On one
' morning in each week the boys are instructed
in the bad old book by the chaplain. "Jenkins," said the chaplain, one morning, lately,
",~s there any man in this wide world whom
Christ would be powerless to save?" "Oh, yes,
sir-Mr. Bmdlaugh."
PREACHING ·to a congregation of English
workingmen recently, a bishop declared that
"he did not believe that any man was ever directed by God to do a wicked thing." Upon
which Dr. Aveling asks: "Now does he believe that God commanded Abmham to sacrifice his son, Moses to slaughter the JYiidianites,
·Joshua to butcher his adversaries, Samuel to
hew in pieces Agag, and Hosea to take a wife
of whoredoms ?-or were these things not
; : ;'
wicked because commanded by the Jew-god
. Jahveh?"
·

r

CALIFORNIA newspapers, summing up the
statistics of the Golden State's progress in the
thirty-six years since Sutter electrified the
World with his discovery, say that the state's
_agricultural product has risen until it has
'thrown the auriferous metal into the shade, being now about $100,000,000 a year. The fruit
product alone almost equals that of the mines,
-, and now that a court has decided against hy'draulic mining, it may be prophesied that wine
1!laking and silk culture will ere long be more
·_important industries than gold seeking.

)

PRoFEssoR HUXLEY has declared that in his
voyage around the world, and in all his studi('s
. of savage life, he found no people so miserable, wretched, and degraded as those who exist
in the poorer quarters of London. The bar, be.rians, who liv in a constant state of violence
and depredation, and who are exposed to the
Worst rigors of climate and weather, hav more
enjoyable and independent lives than these
miserable workers and artisans, and he says
that jf he had to make his choice, he should
unhesitatingly prefer the existence of the
former.

tion of church and state. They should rejoice, the end of a year a special committee was aprather. If ecclesiastical history records any pointed to inquire into his case. When one of
WM. H. GuroN, of the Guion line of transclearly demonstrated experience, it is that re- the committeemen asked him to state what he
ligion is never more directly in the path to did believe and what he did not, the Jew's re- atlantic steamships, retires from business incorruption than when it enters into alliance ply was as follows: "I do believe Christ fed solvent.
with political powers. There is not a single 5,000 with two loaves and a few fishes, but that
A BRAKEMAN on the Erie railroad has recovnotable exception. Wherever the sword and the 5,000 were satisfied I do not believe. I be- ered $5,250 for a crushed hand sustained while
purse of civil politics hav been called in to lieve Christ walked on the water, but that the coupling cars.
support ecclesiastical sanctions there true re- water was not frozen I do not believe." It is
IT is reported that there has been a massa·
ligion has begun to ~acate her throne, and to unnecessary to add that the committee adere of Christians at Khartoum, Egypt, by the
giv place to venality, formalism, hypocrisy, journed immediately.
followers of El Mahdi, the False Prophet.
and their countless retinue.-Home Journal.
SLAVERY on the Hawaiian Islands has been
IF the colored Baptist ministers of Louisville investigated by a correspondent of the San
THE Rev. Emanuel Burik was struck and in·
did not err in some of their averments the Francisco (]hronicle. He says that the laborers stantly killed on the 20th by a Pennsylvania
other day, there is a queer state of things in on the sugar plantations usually contract with Railroad train, near Adams, N.J.
that city. "Veracity Among Ministers" being the planter for three years, and that after the
EIGHTEEN persons hav been arrested in St.
under discussion, G. W. Ward said that some contract is signed the laborer is virtually a
Petersburg in connection with a Nihilist printof the Baptist ministers had become so corrupt slave. He must work eleven hours a clay, and
ing-office that has been discovered there .
that it was easier for them to lie than to tell his overseer is the sole .judge of his ability to
the truth. They played lottery and wouldn't work. The pay is $8 n month. The writer
QuEEN VICTORIA's health is not good. She is
even pay their subscriptions for newspapers. goes on to say: "As there is often but one able to take short wallts, but cannot stand upon
Jcie Preston thought that if the lay members planter to .two or three hundred laborers, it is her royal feet longer than It few minutes at a
gave to the church the money they spent for going to be an impossibility to build up a coun- time.
whisky and gambling their pastors would hav try bearing the most remote resemblance to
IT is said that Professor Felix Adler has ofno cause for lying. Jackson Riley observed America on any such lines· as these. The presthat the Baptist ministers in this city, as a class, ent government in Hawaii is more autocratic fered to arrange with Theodore Thomas and
were the biggest liars the devil ever produced. than in any country in Europe, with perhaps the Philharmonic Society for a series of conQ. B. Jones expressed· his feelings in the sen- the exception of Russia. The ministry hold certs for the benefit of the trades unions of this
tence: "Untruthfulness among our Baptist their. positions solely at the pleasure of the city.
preachers has broken my heart."
king, and consequently are bound to do his
A GARFIELD MEMORIAL church W!IR dedic!tted
THE effects of too much religion are shown will. He is a partially educated savage, cov- in Washington last Sunday. Garfield belonged
in the case of Henry Stephens, a well-to-do ered with a veneering of civilization. The to the Disciples church, which fact, in the
farmer of Bridgeville, 0. He attended several country is largely falling under the control of opinion of many, was small honor to either
revival meetings, with most disastrous results the Chinese, and eventually the Portuguese church or man.
to himself and family. One night after reach- will share it with them. The latter are an exTl!E steamship City of Columbus was wrecked
ing home he compelled a man who was board- ceedingly frugal and prolific race; so frugal in a snowstorm off New Bedford last week.
that
a
large
portion
of
their
clothing
is
made
ing with him, and who had a lame leg, to get
Many lives were lost, sixty passengers being
clown on his knees and pray. The man got from the sacks in which their flour, potatoes, swept away by a single wave. The whole numdown on one knee, but could not bend the and meal come. The nativs are decreasing ber who perished is put at 101.
other, when Stephens became enraged and alarmingly."
forced the poor fellow to bend his lame knee.
I;NSPECToR FELL has discovered that 12,000
A FITTING .finale to the career of the Rev. Mr.
The excited man then grabbed an old Bible and 'McCarthy, a verdict against whom for assault children are employed in 7,000 factories in
his fourteen-year-old child, and, mounting one was recently rendered in favor of his servant New Jersey. He found everywhere that the
of his :fleetest horses, rode at breakneck speed girl, is his flight, after this escapade, as related child labor system left indelible traces of menfor 'five miles through a terrible storm. When by the Sun of the 17th inst.: A portly, reel- tal and physical degeneration in the children,
he returned he chased his wife around the faced man, wearing a clergyman's coat and a
A NE11Ro was ordained as a preacher in this
house with a knife, and she was so greatly silk hat with a high. top and fiat brim, paced
frightened that she became ill and died in a few the prisoners' box in Yorkville police court yes- city on the 20th. The brother who swore him
hours. Stephens is calm at times and rational, terday, and awaited the appearance of the in warnetl him to a void discussion on philosobut every hour or two he becomes a raving court attendant. It was the Rev. Florence phy and science, and to preach. 'l'he elder
brother has doubtless experienced the dangers
maniac.
McCarthy, pastor of St. Cecilia's Catholic to which his young colleague will be exposed.
ANoTliER cherished delusion is gone, says the church at Greenpoint, and recently defendant
Pall Mall Gazette. Every one has hitherto im- in the suit for assault brought by Miss Bridget
A DISPATCJI from Rome says that tho pope
agined that the Eskimo were climinutiv men, Cronin, in which a verdict of six cents dam- has received assurances that the projected visit
with enormous appetites, and most travelers ages was returned. When he had been ar- of the Emperor 'Francis Joseph, of Austria, to
hav brought back reports that they were not raigned before Justice O'Reilly the policeman the king of Italy will be so conducted as not to
particularly truthful or hospitable. But all said that the prisoner had been taken into the wound the pope's susceptibilities. It has not
these notions hav been completely upset by One-hunclred-anu-twenty-sixth street police sta- been hinted before that the pope had any susDr. John Rae's lecture at the London Institu- tion on Thursday afternoon intoxicated. Mr. ceptibilities.
tion. He distinctly denied that the bodies of McCarthy said that he had been drugged. JusTHE Irving Hall Democracy last Saturday
the Eskimo were any smaller or their appetites tice O'Reilly fined him $10. Mr. McCarthy
any larger than those of other people; and as had no money, and waited four hours in a cell. night passed resolutions of sympathy with the
for their moral character, they really seem to Finally a woman with disheveled hair rushed persecuted liquor dealers of this city. There
possess many excellent and even episcopal vir- into court and paid the fine, and he was free. is no doubt that a great deal of fanaticism is
tues. Dr. Rae asserts, from the experience Michael Gerth, a cabman, who has a stand at exercised in dealing with the liquor sellers,
both of himself and others, that the Eskimo One-hundred-and-forty-ninth street and Ninth though the calling of these men is not such as
are much "given to hospitality." Then, too, avenue, told the court that Mr. McCarthy to excite the sympathies of all.
with very rare exceptions, they are the "hus- stepped up to him on 'l'hursday afternoon at 2
THE Rev. J. J. White, a Methodist preacher
bands of one wife," and, what is more remark- o'clook and hired him to drive him and a gaily of New York, acknowledged last Sunday that
able, the men never beat the women and the dressed woman through the annexed district, "each issue of tho newspapers contains acwomen never beat the children.' And, lastly, and upon their return to take them to the home counts of vices in various forms found in the
Dr. Rae clecle.res them to be "most truthful of the woman, who he said was Lillie White, churches of all denominations." He believed,
relaters" as well as "accurate observers."
at 158 Thompson street. The vehicle chosen however, that the Lord will gather the wheat
THE London Freethinker tells this story: was a sleigh. Gerth said that he drove the and cast the tares into the fire.
Some time ago a Polish Jew in poor circum- couple up to Fordham, stopping at the road
DANIEL MoRRis, of Salt Lake City, a Mormon
stances happened to be standing near the houses. Finally, near High Bridge, a dispute
with three wives, committed suicide on the
arose
between
a
barkeeper
and
McCarthy,
and
"Home for the Conversion of Jews," when he
16th inst. by hanging. This suggests a practiwas accosted by a gentleman in the following it was evident that he had no money. Fearing
cal way for the disciples of Brigham Young to
words: "Do you wish to become converted to that he would not get his fare, Gerth whipped
settle the Mormon problem themselvs, and rethe Christian religion ?" " Well," said the Jew, up and drove to the One-hundred-and-twentylieve the agony of the Rev. Mr. Talmage and'
" if that is anything to eat, I will gladly be- sixth street police station. On the way, he
other Eastern agitators who are exercised over
come converted to it." The gentleman then says, the woman jumped from the sleigh. Mcthe question of polygamy.
said, "We keep you in our home, feed you and Carthy held on to the back of his seat until he
THE Rev. Mr. Stoddard, of Jersey City, N.J.,
clothe you for three months on condition you reached the station, when he jumped out and
study the Bible." To this the Jew assented, set off for Lexington avenue. A policeman whose wife died last summer from the disand entered the home. At the end of the ap- overtook him. At the Rev. Mr. McCarthy's charge of a pistol held in his hand, found it
pointed time he was asked if he believed in it, house in Brooklyn a servant said last night to necessary last Sunday to preach a sermon exand made the following reply: "There are some Mr. McCarthy's lawyer, who had como over to cusing his conduct since that melancholy
things which I do believe, and there are some see if he could be of service, t.hat Mr. McCar- event, He is charged with giving dinner parthings which I do not believe; but if you will thy had been at the house for ten minutes af- ties and going to the theaters. He acknowlgiv me three months more, perhaps I shall ter his release, and had packed a small valise edges he committed both of these offenses, but
did so to divert hia mind from his grief.
then believe those things which I do not now and taken it away with him.
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Jfngtrsoll J/nftrvitwtd.
.An Analysis of Orthodox Belief.·

•

BY ROBERT G. ll'(GERSOLL.
During the last month several clergymen hav select.ed Col.onel Robert G. Ingersoll as the subject for
- varwus discourses. Mr. Talmage, upon his last lecture tour in theW est, directed much of his t8Jk to
criticism of the great Agnostic. Yesterday evening
I called upon. C:o!onel Ingersoll and had a long talk
about the criticisms made. The colonel was in one
of his happ~est of moods. What was said was equal
to any of h1s later lectures, and as he has withdrawn
for a time from the lecture field, the interview has
therefore, a special interest.
'
I.

Q. Do you intend lecturing any this winter?
A. I am not certain. .A.t present I hav too much
business to attend to, and cannot, in justice to my
clients, leave the city.
Q. I see that the clergy are still making all kinds
charges against you and your doctrine?
A. Yes, sir. Some of the charges are true, and
some. a;e. not. I BUJ?pose that they intend to get in
the vimmty of veramty, and are probably stating my
belie_£ as it is' honest!y misunderstood by them. I
adm1t that I hav sa1d, and that I still think that
Christianity is a blunder. But the question a,;·ises
What is Christianity? I do not mean, when I say
that Christiani~y. is ~ blu~der, that the morality
t~u&'ht .by Chr1~ti~ns IS a mistake.
Morality is not
d1stmct1vly Christian, any more than it is Mohammedan. Morality is human, it belongs to no ism
and does not depend for a foundation upon the super:
na~ur~l, ?r upon any bo.ok, or upon any creed. Mor~ht.y 1s. Itself a foundation. When I say that Chris~Iamty 1~ a. blunder, I mean all those things distinctIvly Chr~st1a~ ar~ blu~ders: . It is a blunder to say
that an mfimt j)emg hved m Palestine learned the
carpenter's trade, raised the dead, cur~d the blind
and cast out devils, and that this God was finally as:
sassinated by the Jews. This is absurd. All these
statements are blunders, if not worse. I do not believe that ~~rist ever claimed that he was of supernatural or11pn, or that he wrought miracles, or that
he would rise from the dead. If he did, he was mistaken-honestly mistaken, perhaps, but still, mistaken.
The morality inculcated by Mohammed is good.
The immorality inculcated by Mohammed is bad. If
Mohammed was a prophet of God, it does not make
the morality he taught any better, neither does it
make the immorality any better nor any worse. By
this time the whole world ought to know that morality does not need to go in partnership with miracles. Morality is based upon the experience of mankind. It does . n.ot hav to learn of inspired writers,
or of gods or d1vme persons. It is a lesson that the
whole hum.an race has been learning, and leB.rning
from experience. He who upholds, or believes in or
teaches the miraculous, commits a blunder.
'
!I.-WHAT IS MORALITY?
Now what is morality? Morality is the best thing
to do under the circumstances. Anything that tends
to the happiness of mankind is moral. Anything that
tends to unhappiness is immoral. We apply to the
moral world rules and regulations as we do to the
physical world. The man who does justice, or tries
to; who is honest and kind, and givs to others what
he claims for himself, is a moral man. All actions
must be judged by their consequences. Where the
consequences are good, the actions are good. Where
the consequences are bad, the action is bad; and all
consequences are learned from experience. After we
hav had a certain amount of experience, we then rea. son from analogy. We apply our logic, and say that
a certain course will bring destruction, another
co~rse will bring h~ppiness.. There is nothing inspired about morality, nothmg supernatural. It is
simply good, common sense, going hand-in-band
with kindness.
Morality is capable of being demonstrated. Yon
do not bav to take the word of anybody; you can observe and examin for yourself. Larceny is the enemy
of industry, and industry is a good; therefore larceny
is immoral. The family is the unit of good govern~ent; anything that. tends to destroy the family is
Immoral. Honesty IS the mother of confidence; it
~nit?s! combi~es, a~d solidifies society. Dishonesty
IS d1smtegratwn; 1t destroys confidence; it brings
social chaos; it is therefore immoral.
III.-THE MOSAIC ACCOUNT ABSURD.
I also admit that I regard the Mosaic account of
the creation as an absurdity, as a series of blunders.
Probably Moses did the best he could. He bad never
talked with Humboldt nor Laplace. He knew nothing of geology or astronomy. He bad not the slightest suspicion of Keppler's three laws. He never saw
a .copy. of Newt?n's ". Pri:pcip~a." Taking all these
things mto cons1deratwn, I thmk Moses did the best
be could.
The religious people say now that "days " did not
mean days. Of these "six days" they make a kind
of telescope which you can push in or draw out at
;pleas:nre. If the geologists :lind that more time was

nMesi:lary they will stretch them out. Should it turn than Robert Burns. His opm10n did Burns· no
out that the world is not quite as old as some think, harm, and his father no good. Since reading his
they will push them up. The "six days" can now "Reminiscences" I bav no great opinion of his opinbe made to suit any period of time. Nothing can be ion. In some respects he was undoubtedly a great
more childish, frivolous, or contradictory.
man, in others a small one.
.
No man should giv the opinion of another as
Only a few years ago the Mosaic account was considered true, and Moses was regarded as a scientific authority and in place of fact and reason, unless he
authority. Geology and astronomy were measured is willing to take all ·the opinions of that man. An
by the Mosaic standard. The opposit is now true. opinion is worth the warp ~d woof of fact and logic
The church h~s changed; and instead of trying to in it and no more. A man cannot add to the truthprove that modern astronomy and geology are false, fulness of truth. In the ordinary business oflife, we
because they do not agree with Moses, it is now en- giv certain weight to the opinion of specialists-to
deavoring to prove that the account by Moses is true, the opinion of doctors, lawyers, scientists, and hisbecause it agrees with modern astronomy and geol- torians. Within the domain of the natural, we take'
ogy. In other words, the standard has changed; the the opinions of our fellow-men; but we do not feel
ancient is measured by the modern, and· where the that we are absolutely bound by these opinions.
literal statement in the Bible does not agree with We hav the right to re-examin them, and if we find
modern discoveries they do not change the discov- they are wrong we feel at liberty to say so. A doctor
eries, but giv new meanings to the old account. is supposed to hav studied medicin-to hav examined
We are not now endeavoring to reconcile science and ·explored the questions entering into his profesw~th the Bible, but to reconcile the Bible with sian; but we know that doctors are often mistaken.
smence.
We also know that there are many schools of medicin
Nothing shows the extent of modern doubt more -that these schoc.ls disagree with each other, and
than the eagerness with which Christians search for that the doctors of each school disagree with each
some new testimony. Luther answered Copernicus other. We also know that many patients die, and so
with a passage of scripture, and he answered him to far as we know, these patients hav not come back to
the satisfaction of orthodox ignorance.
tell us whether the doctors killed them or not. The
The truth is that the Jews adopted the stories of grave generally prevents a demonstration. It is
the creation, the Garden of Eden, forbidden fruit, exactly the same with the clergy.- They hav many
and the fall of.man. They were told by older barba- schools of theology, all despising each other. Probrians than they, and the Jews gave them to us.
ably no two members of the same church exactly
I never said that the Bible is all bad. I hav always agree. They cannot demonstrate their propositions,
admitted that there are many good and splendid because between the premi:s and the logical concluthings in the Jewish scriptures, and many bad sian or demonstration, stands the tomb. A gravethings. What I insist is that we should hav the stone marks the end of theology. In some cases the
courage and the common sense to accept the good, physicians can, by a post-mortem examination, 'find
and throw away the bad. Evil is not good because what killed the patient, but there is no theological
found in good company, and truth is still truth, even post-mortem. It- is impossible, by cutting a body
when surrounded by falsehcod.
open, to find where the soul has gone; or whether
IV.-OUR MISTAKES.
baptism, or the lack of it, had the slightest effect upon
Q. I see that you are frequently charged with dis- final destiny. The church, knowing that there are no
respect toward your parents-with lack of reverence facts beyond the coffin, relies upon opinions, asserfor the opinions of your father.
~ions, and theo.ri~s. !or this reason it is always askA. I think my father and mother, upon several re- mg alms of d1stmgmshed people. Some president
ligious questions, were mistaken-in fact, I hav no wishe~ to be re-elected, and thereupon speaks about
doubt that they were; but I never felt under the· the B1ble as "the corner-stone of American liberty."
slightest obligation to defend my father's mistakes. This sentence is a mouth large enough to swallow
No one can defend what he thinks is a mistake with- any church, and from that time forward the religious.
out being dishonest. That is a poor way to show re- people will be citing that remark of the politician to
spect for parents. Every Protestal).t clergyman asks substantiate the inspiration of the scriptures.
,
men and woman who had Catholic parents to desert
The man ~ho acce:pt~ opi;nions because they bav
the church in which they were raised. They hav no been entertamed by d1sbngmshed people is a mental
hesitation in saying to these people that their fathers snob. When we blindly follow authority we areand mothers were mistaken, and that they were de- serfs. When our reason is convinced we are freeceived by priests and popes.
men. It is rare to find a fully rounded and complete
The probability is that we are all mistaken about man. A man may be a great doctor and a poor
most everything; but it is impossible for a man to be mechanic, a successful politician, and a poor metarespectable enough to make a mistake respectable. physician, a poor painter and a good poet. The
There is nothing remarkably holy in a blunder, nor rarest thing in the world is a logician-that is to say,
praiseworthy in stubbing the toe of the mind against the man who knows the value of a fact. It is hard to
a mistake. Is it possible that logic stands paralyzed find mental proportion. Theories may be established
in the presence of parental absurdity? Suppose a by names, but facts cannot be demonstrated in that
man has a bad father; is be bound by the bad father's way. Very small people are sometimes right, and
opinion, when he is satisfied that the opinion is wrong? very great people are sometimes wrong. Ministers
How good does a father hav to be in order to put his are sometimes right.
son under obligation to defend his blunders? SupIn all the philosophies of the world, there are unpose the father thinks one way and the mother the doubtedly contradictions and absurdities. The mind
other, what are the children to do? Suppose the fa- of man is imperfect and perfect results are impossither changes his opinion, what then?
Suppose the ble. .A. mirror, in order to reflect a perfect picture,
father thinks one way and the mother the other a perfect copy, must itself be perfect. The mind is
and they both die when the boy is young, and a little piece of intellectual glass, the surface of
the boy is bound out; whose mistakes is he then w~ch is no~ true, ;not perfect. In consequence of
bound to follow? Our missionaries tell the barbarian th1s, every Image IS more or less distorted. The
boy that his parents are mistaken, that they know less we know, the more we imagin that we can know;
nothing, and that the wooden god is nothing but a but the more we know, the smaller seems the sum
senseless idol. They do not hesitate to tell this boy of knowledge. The less we know the more we exthat his mother believed lies, and hugged, it may be pect, the more we hope for, and the more seems
to her dying heart, a miserable delusion. Why should within the range of probability. The less we hav
a barbarian boy cast reproach upon his parents?
t~e more we want. There never was a banquet magI believe it was Christ who commanded his disci- mfi.cent enough to gratify the imagination of a begpies to leave father and mother; not only to leave gar. The moment people begin to reason about
them, but to desert them; and not only to desert wh~t t~ey call the supernatural, they seem to lose.
father and mother, but to desert wives and children. their mmds. People seem to hav lost their reason
It is also told of Christ that he said that he came to in religious matters, very much as the dodo is said
set fathers against children and children against fa- to hav lost its wings-they hav been restricted to a
thers. Strange! that, a follower of his should object little inspired island, and by disuse, their reason has
to a man differing in bpinion from his parents. The been lost.
truth is, logic knoWS nothing of COnSanguinity; facts V'I.-Ili!MORTALITY NOT TAUGHT IN THE JEWISH SCRIPTURES.
hav no relative but other facts; and these facts do not
In the Jewish scriptures you will find simply the
depend upon the character of the person who states literature of the Jews. You will find there the tears
them, or upon the position of the discoverer. And and anguish of captivity-patriotic fervor national
this leads me to another branch of this same subject. aspiration, pr.overbs for the conduct of daily life,
v.-THE OPINIONS OF GREAT MEN.
laws, regulatiOns, customs, legends, philosophy, and
The ministers are continually saying that certain folly. These books, of course, were not written by
great men-kings, presidents, statesmen, millionaires one. man, but bJ: man;y a~thors. They did not agree,
-hav believed in the inspiration of the Bible. Only havmg been written m different centuries under difthe other day I read a sermon in which Carlyle was ferent circumstances. I see that Mr. Be~cher has at
quoted as having said that "the Bible is a noble last concluded that the Old Testament does hot teach
book." That all may be, and yet the book not be in- the doctrin of immortality. He admits that from
spired. But what is the simple assertion of Thomas Mount Sinai came no hope for the dead. It is very
Carlyle worth? If the assertion is based upon a rea- curious that we find in the Old Testament no funeral
son, then it is worth simply the· value of the reason, service. .No one stands by the dead and predicts
and the reason is worth just as much without the as- another hfe. In the Old Testament there is no
sertion, but without the reason the assertion is worth- promis of another world. I hav sometimes thought
less. Thomas Carlyle thought, and solemnly put the th~t while t~e Jews were slaves in Egypt, the doctrin
thought in print1 that his father was a greater man of Immortality becamf) hateful. They built so many
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tombs; they carried so many burdens to commemo- pones punishment and reward to another world . been a success. It certainly succeeded enough to
rate the dead; they saw a nation waste its wealth to Wrong is wrong because it breeds unhappiness. hav life. Presbyterians should remember, while aradorn its graves, and leave the living naked to em- Right is right because it tends to the happiness of guing the majority argument and the success argu.o
balm the dead, that they concluded the doctrin was man. These facts are the basis of what I call the re- ment, that there are far more Catholics than Protes~
a curse and never should be taught.
ligion of this world. When a man does wrong the tants, and that the Catholics can giv a longer list of
Q. If the Jews did not believe in immortality, how consequences follow, and between the cause and the distinguished names.
do you account for the allusions made to witches and effect a redeemer cannot step. Forgivness cannot
My answer to all this, however, is that the history
wiz~rds, and things of that character ?
form a breastwork between act and consequence.
of the world shows that ignorance has always been in
, A. When Saul visited the witch of Endor, and she,
There should be a religion of the body-a religion the majority. There is one right road-numberless
. r by some magic spell, called up Samuel, the prophet that will prevent deformity, that will refuse to multi- paths that are wrong .. Truth is one; error is many.
... said, "Why hast thou disquieted me, to call me up?" ply insanity, that will not propagate disease-a re- When a great truth has been discovered, one man
He did not say, "Why hav you called me from another ligion that is judged by its consequences in this has pitted himself against the world. A few think;
. ,.
world?" The idea expressed is: I was asleep; why world. Orthodox Christianity has taught, and still the many believe. The few lead; the many follow.
· '· hav you disturbed that repose which should be teaches, that in this world the diffclrence between the The light of the new day, aB it looks over the wineternal? The ancient Jews believed in witches and good and bad is that the bad enjoy themselvs, while dow-sill of the east, falls at first on only one forehead.
wizards and familiar spirits, but they did not seem to the good carry the cross of virtue with bleeding
There is another thing. A great many people pass
' think that: these spirits had once been men and brows bound and pierced with the thorns of honesty for Christians who are not. Only a little while ago a
women. They spoke of them as belonging to another and kindness. All this, in my judgm~nt, is immoral. couple of ladies were returning from church in a carworld, a world to which man would never find his The man who does wrong carries a cross. There is riage. They had listened to a good orthodox sermon.
way. At that time it was supposed that Jehovah and no world, no star in which the result of wrong is real One said to the other: "I am going to tell you somehis angels lived in the sky, but that region was not happiness. There is no world, no star in which the thing-I am going to shock you. I don't believe the
spoken of as)he destined home of man. Jacob !!laW result of right poing is unhappiness. Virtue and Bible!" And the other replied: "Neither do II"· angels going up and down the ladder, but not the vice must be the same everywhere. Vice must be Detroit Sunday Times.
------~~-------spirits of those he had known. There are two cases vice everywhere because its consequences are evil;
Mr. Watts and the Preachers of Canada.
where it seems that men were good enough to be arid virtue must be virtue everywhere because its
adopted into the family of heaven. Enoch was consequences are good. There can be no such thing
Seeing through the columns of THE TnuTH SEEKER
translated, and Elijah was taken up in a chariot of as forgivness. These facts are the only restraining that Mr. Charles Watts, the great English Freethought
fire. As it is exceedingly cold at the bight of a few influences possible-the innocent man cannot suffer lecturer, would visit Ontario in the course of his lecmiles, it is easy to see why the chariot wl).s of fire, and for the guilty and satisfy the law.
turing tour in this country, I entered into correspondthe same fact explains another circumstance-the
IX.-THE NUMBER OF CHRISTIANS.
ence with Mr. Watts, with the view to having him
dropping of the mantle. The Jews probably believed
Q. How do you answer the argument, or the fact, deliver one or more lectures in this the baby city of
in the existence of other beings-that is to say, in that the church is constantly increasing, and that Ontario. It being impos':!ible to get him here before
angels and good and evil spirits-and that they lived there are now some four hundred millions of Chris- he went West, we agreed to hav him upon his return
in other worlds-but there is no passage showing tians?
to the East. In the mean time, Messrs. Watts and
that they believe in what we call the immortality of
A. That is what I call the argument of numbers. Chainey had entered into arrangements to travel tothe soul.
If that argument is good now it was always good. If gether, giving joint lectures. So, instead of one, we
VII.-TH.E IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
Christians were, at any time, in the minority, then, had both of these talented gentlemen here on the
Q. Do you· believe or disbelieve in the immortality according to this argument, Christianity was wrong. evenings of Nov. 19th and 20th, when they were
of the soul?
Every religion that has succeeded has appealed to greeted, for this benighted and priest-ridden corA. I neither assert' nor deny; ~ simply adrp.it that the argument of numbers. There was a time when ner of the Lord's vinyard, with goocl, attentiv, and
I do not know. Upon that subJect I am absolutely Buddhism was in a majority. Buddha not only had intelligent audiences on both nights of their lectures,
without evidence. This is the only world that I was but has more followers than Christ. Success is not notwithstanding it had rained for some time previous
ever in. There may be spirits, but I hav never met a demonstration. Mohammed was a success, and a and during the time they were here, making the roads
them, and do not know that I would recognize a success from the commencement. Upon a thousand almost impassable and preventing many from the surspirit. I can form no conception of what is called fields he was victor. Of the scattered tribes of the rounding country from being present. Yet, with
spiritual life. It may be that I am deficient in desert he made a nation, and this nation took the these drawbacks, their lectures were a grand success,
imagination, and that ministers hav no difficulty in fairest part of Europe from the followers of the cross. and hav created an interest in Secularism here that
conceiving of angels and disembodied souls. I hav In the history of the world, the success of Moham- must and will bear good fruit in the not very distant ·
not the slightest idea how a soul looks, what shape it med is unparalleled; but this success does not es- future. It goes without saying that the dry bones of
is, how it goes from one place to another, whether it tablish that he was the. prophet of God.
old orthodoxy got such a severe shaking as they never
walks or flies. I cannot conceive of anything existNow it is claimed that there are some four hun- received here before. I need hardly say to those
ing without form, and yet the fact that I cannot con- dred millions of Christians. To make that total, I readers of THE TRwrH SEEKER who hav had the pleasceive of a thing does not prove that the thing does am counted as a Christian; I am one of the fifty or ure of listening to these gentlemen, that they fully
not exist, but it does prove that I know nothing sixty millions of Christians in the United States-ex- sustained the reputation that preceded them. Mr.
about it, and that being so, I ought to admit my ig- cluding Indians not taxed. By the census reports Watts is a clear reader, logical reasoner, and incisiv
norance. I am satisfied of a good many things that we are all going to heaven-we are all orthodox. At speaker of fine elocutiona~y a~ilities.. Mr. Chainey
I
I do not know. I am satisfied that there is no place the last great day we can refer with confidence to the is a talented, eloquent, formble, ImpassiOned, and perof eternal torment. I am satisfied that that doctrin ponderous volumes containing the statistics of the suasiv orator. In a word, these lectures were a rare
has done more harm than all the religious ideas, United States.. As a matter of fact, how many Chris- intellectual treat that is seldom enjoyed by any audiother than that, hav done good. I do not want to tians are in ~e United States-how many believers ence. As Mr. Watts invites discussion at the close of
take any hope from any human heart. I hav no in the inspiration of the scriptures-how many real lectures, the secretary of the committee was in~
objection to people believing in any good thing-no followers of Christ? I will not pretend to giv the structed to specially invite Rev. A. M. Phillips (Methobjection to their expecting a crown of infinit joy for number, but I will venture to say there are not fifty odist), of this city, to be present at t.hese lectures, to
every human being. Many people imagin that im- millions. How many in England? Where are the take part in a discussion at the close of Mr. Watts's
mortality must be an infinit good; but after all there four hundred millions found ? To make this im- lectures. This reverend gentleman was specially inis something terrible in the idea of endless life. mense number, they hav counted all the heretics, all vited by us, from the fact that he on several occasions
Think of a river that never reaches the sea; of a bird the Catholics, all the Jews, Spiritualists, Universal- advertised and preached sermons (a short time bethat never folds its wings; of a journey that never ists, and Unitarians; all the babes, all the idiotic and fore) for the especial benefit of Agnostics, and, to his
ends. Most people find great pleasure in thinking insane Infidels, all the scientists, all the unbelievers. own satisfaction at least, had answered all the objecabout and in believing in another world. There the As a matter of fact, they hav no right to count any tions that could be offered by Agnostics to the religprisoner expects to be free; the slave to find liberty; except the orthodox members of the orthodox ion of his lordship, Jesus Christ & Co. As the outthe poor man expects wealth, the rich man happi- churches. There may be more "members" now than come of such invitation, a two-night's debate was arness; the peasant dreams of power, and the king of formerly, and this increase of members is due to a ranged between Messrs. Watts and Phillips, which
contentment. They expect to find there what they decrease of religion. Thousands of members are took place on the evenings of Dec. 5th and 6th, before
lack here. I do not wish to destroy these dreams. I am only nominal Christians, wearing the old uniform crowded houses on both nights. Subject, first night,
endeavoring to put out the everlasting fires. A good, simply because they do not wish to be charged with "Fallacies of Popular Theology." Second night,
cool grave is infinitly better than the fiery furnace of desertion. The church, too, is a kind of social insti- "Agnosticism or Christianity, Which the Better GosJehovah's wrath. Eternal sleep is better than eternal tution, a club with a creed instead of by-laws, and pel for Mankind?" The chairman for bot.h nights
pain. For my part I would rather be annihilated the creed is never ~defended unless attacked by an was Colin Macdougal, Esq., Q.C., also an elder in the
than to be an angel, with all the privileges of heaven, outsider. No objection is made to the minister be- Presbyterian church here, who discharged the duties
and yet hav within my breast a heart that could be cause he is liberal, if he says nothing about it in the of the chair in a fair and impartial manner. Of these
happy while those who hav loved me in this world pulpit. A man like Mr. Beecher draws a congrega- debates there is and can be but one opinion; that is,
were in perdition.
tion, not because he is a Christian, but because he is that Mr. Watts had the debate all to himself, Mr.
I most sincerely hope that the future life will fulfil a genius; not because he is orthodox, but because he Phillips never on either evening attempting to reply
all splendid dreams; but in the religion of the pres- has something to say. He is an intellectual athlete. to his (Mr. Watts's) arguments, or advancing any
ent day there is no joy. Nothing is so devoid of He is full of pathos and poetry. He has more de- arguments in support of his side of the question for
comfort, when bending above our dead, as the asser- scription than divinity, more charity than creed, and Mr. Watts to reply to. His abilities as a debater
tions of theology unsuppurted by a single fact. The altogether more common sense than theology. For would not reflect any credit upon a r.choolboy, and
promises are so far away and the dead are so near. these reasons thousands of people love to hear him. gave color to the oft-expressed opinion of some who.:
From words spoken eighteen centuries ago, the On the other hand, there are many people who hav a knew him, that he could only hav been prompted bf:,
echoes are so weak, and the sounds of the clods on morbid desire for the abnormal, for intellectual de- his vanity to accept a challenge to debate such subthe coffin are so loud. Above the grave what can formities, for thoughts that hav two heads. This ac- jects with such a foe as Mr. Watts. In his introducthe honest minister say? If the dead was not a counts for the success of some of Mr. Beecher's rivals. tory (first night) and closing remarks (second night),
Christian, what then? What comfort can the orthoChristians claim that success is a test of truth. he saicl he accepted the challenge to debate with Mr.
dox clergyman giv to the widow of the honest unbe- Has any church succeeded as well as the Catholic? Watts, not for the purpose of putting his debating
liever? If Christianity is true, the other world will Was the tragedy of the Garden of Eden a success? qualities against Mr. Watts, but because of the love
be worse than this. There the many will be miser- Who succeeded there ? The las~ best thought is not he bore for the young men of the city, many of
able, only the few happy; there the miserable cannot a success, if you mean that only that is a success whom were being ruined by pernicious doctrine.
better their conditiou; the future has no star of which has succeeded, and if you mean by succeeding His speech on both nights of debate gave the lie dihope, and in the east of eternity there can never be that it has won the assent of the majority. Besides, rect to the above statement by his studiously and pera dawn.
there is no time fixed for the test. Is that true which sistently (although often requested by Mr. Watts to
VIII.-THE RELIGION WE SHOULD HAV.
succeeds to-day, or next year, or in the next century? reply to his arguments) avoiding the questions under
Q. If you take away the idea of eternal punish- Once the Copernican system was not a success. debate, never attemptingto refute the arguments adment, how do you propose to restrain men; in what There is no time fixed. The result is, we hav to wait. vanced by Mr. Watts in support of the, to him (Mr.
way will you influence conduct for good?
A thing, to exist at all, has to be to a certain extent Phillips), pernicious doctrine. If Mr. Phillips is a
A.. Well, the trouble with reliiion is that it post- a liUCcesli. A thini cannot even die without hp.ving novice at debate, h" i~ P.n adept in the use of those
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Nature and Present Condition of Freethought in
The Liberal Club.
The lecture on ">Late Aspects of Dress Reform" America." "Every sermon nowadays,'' said he, ''to
of their opponents) invariably resort-the cowardly did not occur, as announced, at the 223d meeting of attract attention needs to be tinged with heresy.
weapons of false and malicious slander and misrep- the Manhattan Liberal Club, and a discourse by Mr. Fifty years ago eve1·y Sermon was a theological arguresentation. He (Mr. Phillips) received a severe, Wilson Macdonald, on "Art,· Industry, and Educa- ment; now no' orthodox minister agnes, and no one
scathing, and well-merited castigation from Mr, tion,'' was substituted. Prior to introducing the thinks of going to church to learn anything.. The
Watts in his closing speech of the second night for speaker, the chair, represented as usual by the Hon. church-is prosperous because she employs the best
his cowardly conduct in slandering our honored T. B. Wakeman, gave notice that upon the secretary's musical and elocutionary talent procurable and keeps
dead and living exponents of the principles of Seen- table would be found "The Truth Seeker Annual," as far from the precipice of theological dissuasion as
larism. .
.
.
which was absolutely the best and most beautiful possible. The ravages of time she attempts to con. There I.s a move_ment ?n foot here m On~arw, I be- thing of the kind that Liberals had ever had an op- ceal with paint and powder and enamel." "There is
lieve, havm~ for Its· obJect the tr~nsportmg of the portunity to purchase. There was nothing like it on a class of Freethinkers," the speaker continued, "who
Secular ReV'teW, Mr. Watts, ~d family, from Lond?n, either side of the pond. Previous to this announce- are neither with us nor against us-who are FreeEng., to Toronto, Ont., a proJect that must meet with ment however the audience had discovered the thinkers simply because they cannot close their eyes
the he~ty approval of all the Liberals of Canada. pres~nce of the'" Annual," which was conspicuous on to the truth. They may best be designated as NothThe:~ IS a great deal of latent Freet~ou?"h~ here account of its ornamental appearance, and the secre- ingarians. Next to these are the Unitarians, who,
though they belong with us, are found in the ranks
awaitmg a Watts ~o develop and orgamze It mto a tary's large stock had become seriously depleted.
power for good lD this Canada of ours. Were we
Mr. Macdonald's lecture was devoted to the advo- of the enemy. Then comes F1·ee Religion. The
organized as we s~ould be, justice ~auld not hav cacy of industrial schools to be founded by the gov- church will tolerate any form of heresy except that
been so long dem~d us by the Tories of Can~da ernment something· after the pattern set by Peter of which says, 'Out of the way with you; into your
(under the lead of_Sir John A. Macdonald) b_y havn~g Cooper. Incidentally the subject of free trade was graves, ye gods and demons; out of the way you
the Oaths and ~VIdence Amend~~nt act :eJected m touched upon. The speaker believed in the efficacy p1·iests! Turn all your churches into schools, and
th~ two last sess~ons of t~e Dommi~n Parliament, ~e- of a protectiv tariff. He gave many statistics to show instead of prayers and hate giv us reason and love.'
~ym~ t? Agnostics t~e right to testify_ on. ~r~atwn that while laborers in this country we1·e paid on an Free Religion may hav done some good, and \it may
~n crimi~al ca~es, a nght they now enJOY m mvil_ cases average nearly twice as much as in Europe, the nec- hav been helpful to some while fleeing from bondage
m Ontarw, a right extended to them by the Liberal essaries of life were accessible at about the same to the promised land. It is a pleasant resting-place,
governi_Dent. o~ Ontario..
.
.
prices here as there. This he regarded as an irrefu- but you cannot stop here any more than you can
Public opmwn ~ere IS growmg_ daily more favora- table argument in favor of protection. Free trade build a city around one well and one palm-tree in a
ble towar~ AgnostiCs. As an evidence of the above, would reduce wages in America to a level with the desel't." In the course of his remarks Mr. Chainey
we can pomt to the fact ~hat only two year~ ago, when remuneration of European laborers, while the cost of gav a new rendering of a· portion of the Athanasian
Col. _R. G. Ingersoll was .m. Canada lecturmg, all the living must be increased. The lecture _was long and Creed, substituting law, force, and attraction for the
·leadmg pap~rs of Ontano Ignored_ the fact by a con- eaniest, and the figures given would appear to sup- father, son, and holy ghost, and for the first time in
temptuous silence, and refused to msert as an adver- port Mr. Macdonald's view of the advantages of pro- history, perhaps, that remarkable piece of formulated
obscurity was, in a measure, made intelligible.
tisment a notice of his lectures. The W atts-Chainey tection.
The lecturer touched upon the iniquity of th!;! Sunlectures were advertised _in all the papers where they
Mr. Cohen was demanded by general acclamation,
lectured, th~ l_ectures !airly and reaso~ably fully re- and, upon taking the platform, responded vociferous- day laws, and the defects of Christian morality. That
po:te~, recei_vmg also m many cases fair and lengthy ly. Free trade or protection, he held, was of no ben- Liberalism promotes morality was illustrated by the
editonal notiCe. A church-of-England clergyman of efit to the workingman. The tariff as now adminis- good morals of those professing it. Unlike the anthis city said since Messrs. Watts and \)h~ney were tered favored only the manufacturer. A case was cient Greeks and Romans, Christians paid little athere, that the leaders, and a great maJonty of the cited of a mill-owner in northern New York -who tention to physical culture. Ne:x:t to good health is
rank and file, of th~s great Freethought move~~nt could go into Canada and procure workmen fo~ less sound thinking. Many do not think at all-not bewere men whose hves were above reproach, livmg than an American citizen could afford to labor- but cause they hav no thinkers, but because, they are
more cor:ect lives morall~ t~an great numbers of when the American citizen wished to procure lu~ber afraid to use them. When he was a Christian, every
tho~e callmg themselvs Christians.
he must buy it of the mill owner because, although it time he had a new thought he was smitten with the
Smce Mr. Watts has left here (as we fully expected), was cheap ·in Canada, the duty would increase the fear that it was a heresy. . The notion that boys or
several of the ?ccupants of the cowar?s' castle hav expense to a figure above what the aforesaid mill girls are to be taught to think for themselvs is for~rown ve_ry valiant and 1;>uc~led on their armor, and, owner charged for it. Therefore protection, so far as eign to Christianity. "Make your lives perfect," said
like David of old, are slingmg small, smooth stones the laborer is concerned, does not protect. Mr. Mr. Chainey, " and for you shall shine all truth and
at _rando~ at the head ?f the blasphemous Infidel, Cohen's argument, it will be perceived, is equally as shower all blessings." Though Christians profess to
whwh fail to reach their mark and can produce conclusiv on the one side as Mr. Macdonald's is on deny themselvs luxuries in this world, they expect
nothing but cake and wine in the next. They cry
harm only to themselvs. _From the first anno,unce- the other.
ment of these lectures until the debates had ended
Mr. Andrews wished that he could possess the vanity of vanities here, and look forward to kingdoms
and Mr. Watts gene, as they hoped, forever,_ not a serene confidence in regard to these matters that the in the world to come. They decry the theaters, and
s?und was hear~ ~om on~ of these blatherskite sk:y- previous speakers seemed to hav. He declared his yet heaven, in their eyes, is an eternal musical and
pilots. Mr. Phillips, ~earmg ~hat the course of his inability to decide whether there should be a duty on dramatic entertainment.
If there are angels, it is their duty to minister to
brethren of the cloth m replymg to }\fr. Watts after imports or not. He did not pretend to hav knowlh~ had gone w?uld draw, also advertis~d t? rep~at edge enough to giv a final solution of the problem. us. If there is a God, it is his duty to serve us.
his arguments m the l~te ~ebate, findmg It _eali.ller He would hesitate about recommending the estab- How foolish to attempt to add to the glory of the into ~eply to Mr. Watts m his own church, with an lishment by the government of industrial schools. finit! Men and women are encouraged by your apaud~ence of _?ld ":omen of both sexes, than be~or~ an We could trust to individual enterpr~ for that. plause. God can get along without it. If he has
audience of mtelli_gent lll:en and women; ~e mvited However, he could pot express himself either way. not angels and seraphs enough to chant his praises
all who sym17at~1Zed ~I~~ Mr. W_atts. s views to be When the Great Universal Preacher holds his judg- and shout "Holy, holy art thou, Lord God Almighty,"
present, and mVIted cntw~sm of ~Is discours~s only ment in suspense regarding any subject, it is con- he can create a few more.
Mr. Chainey closed with a beautiful allegory, tracby let~er. !>- local seculanst replied, and he IS now sidered safe to set it down as an open question.
wrestling with the :eply.
The persons leaving the hall at the close of Mr. ing man's progress to t4e goal of humanity, over the
Before I close this rather long letter, I must thank Andrews's remarks having absorbed what few copies gate of which were inscribed the words: "Blessed
you for so promptly resp~nding t? t~e requ~st of ,a of the "The Truth Seeker Annual" the secretary above all are those who come here through the temnumber of your readers m establishing a Children s had left at their commencement the reporter volun- ples of Study, Reality, and Ideality."
\)orner, so ably ~onducted, proving that you are wil- teered to procure some more at headquarters.. He
ling and determ~ned to _make the grand old TRUTH therefore missed hearing the remarks of the next
Mr. Chamberlain's Opinion.
SEEKER the most mterestmg F~eethought paper _to the speaker, except to learn that his name was Wiley, and
I heartily rejoice to see the cordial expressions of
greatest n~mber, as well as bemg the largest Liberal to hear him enunciate the proposition that the devil sympathy and assurances of support for the Heypaper published. Such a feature must add ~reatl;y is not as black as he is painted, no matter how marked woods which hav appea1·ed in recent numbers of THE
to your hosts of re~ders, as I ~ope and . be_heve It a brunet he may in reality be. When the scribe re- TRUTH SEEKER. If the TRUTH SEEKER family will do
should also to your hst of subscribers. Wishmg THE turned with an armful of "Annuals," pr. Lambert as good and efficient work for the Heywoods as they
TRUTH SEEKER and staff, and all truth seeke_rs through- had one of the felicitous speeches, for which he is so did for Bennett, they may hasten the advent of that
out the world, a happy New Year, I remam
distinguished, in the process of delivery. Sufficient which is; in any event, certain, the ultimate triumph
Yours fraternally,
D. NEILSoN.
credit had not been given by the previous speakers of the Heywoods. Let each one remember that these
St. Thomas, Ont.
to the industrial schools already established, Pro- bold and vigorous reformers are struggling for that
fessor Adler's Kindergarten among others. He had which we hold dearest in life, the liberty of thought.
Would be Insane if He Did Believe It.
lectured on the subject himself years ago.
-that they are fighting for a principle which is
Mr. Macdonald renewed the subject of protection worth mLre to mankind than any religion ever reIf the Rev. Heber Newton is to be adjudged insane for not believing the inspiration of the Book of with much energy in his closing remarks. He be- vealed, the principle which is the foundation of our
Blunders, belief in the impossible will become the lieved in a protectiv tariff because he was the work- government, that the expression of opinion shall
ingman's friend, and he defied anyone to show that be absolutely free, and that there shall be no centest of sanity.
As a matter of fact, not one man in ten thousand protection was not a blessing to American industry. sorship in our machinery of government. In a priThis week, Friday night, we are to hav Mr. John vate letter Mr. Heywood writes: "It is six years
believes the biblical fictions for rejecting which Mr.
Newton is denounced as a lunatic by some of his E. Remsburg, of Kansas, who will deliver his now December last since these persecutions began. They
famous lecture on "False Claim's."
- clerical brethren.
hav well-nigh ruined our business, and balked almost
.•~ It is next to impossible to find a man who believes
every other power to eani our living, keeping me osthe universe was manufactured in a week, not countMr. Chainey in New York.
cillating between prison and poor-house, and coning Saturday.
The Liberal Club had another meeting Sunday stantly crowding my family nearer the verge of desIt is rather a pueril story that "in Adam's fall we night, when an audience came together to listen to titution. Lacking adequate means to provide necessinned all."
Mt. George Chainey, of Boston. Snow had been sary food, fuel, and clothing from month to month,
The deluge was impossible, and the story of the falling all day and so far into the edge of the evening, I do not now know how I am to get my family
ark an absurdity.
that when the sky cleared and stars came out, few through the winter without actual suffering. Still,
Why should Ham be cursed for laughing at the old were aware that it had ceased storming. To the the fruit of this struggle will be worth to the world
man when he found his father disreputably drunk? weather, therefore, can be attributed the small-sized all it costs us, and in no event will citizen right, now
The building of Babel is manifestly untrue, for audience that greeted Mr. Chainey.
assailed in our person, be yielded." When will the
there is no trace of it.
The speaker was introduced by Mr. Wakeman, who licentious gang who are crying "crucify him" ever
It is more likely that Lot's wife became a barrel of said that Mr. Chainey had become one of the rae- learn that such a spirit cannot be put down, that the
vinegar than a pillar of salt.
ognized pastors of LiberaJism, and had a larger spiritual is beyond the reach of the physical, that an
Belief in such fictions as these requires the abne- parish than any one he knew of. He was doing idea cannot be annihilated by the infliction of physgation of reason and common sense. Mr. Newton stated preaching of the new gospel at Boston, Phil- ical torture, that cruelty"induces sympathy, and that
would be more likely to be insane if he believed adelphia, and New York.
humanity will honor those who fight its battles? It
them than in disbelieving them.-Truth.
The subject of Mr. Chainey's lecture was "The is shameful that in our times, and in our country, &
weapons with which all Christians are familiar, and

to which they (being unable to answer the arguments
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man of high character and high purposes should be
steadily aJ!d systematically persecuted, maligned, and
vilified for six years because his sentiments and expresSions hav aroused the hatred of a little clique of
fanatics, and I rejoice to see that there are many
people throughout our country who realize that inasmuch as it has been done to one of the lea~t of
these, it can be done to them, and that if such outrage is permitted to go unchecked there will be no
safety for anyone, and who hav made up their minds
pre~ty s~e;~y that this busin~ss must stop, and that
no mqmsitiOn shall be established on American soil.
"There is still a strong flavor of tea in Boston harbor." The number of truth seekers is now double
wbat it was when .Bennett was made the victim of the
assassin Benedict, the principles involved are more
generally understood now than then, and there is no
good reason why the champions of natural human
rights should not receive adequate and ample support, both moral and substantial: Let us remember
that our country expects every truth seeker to do his
duty.
ED. W. CHAMBERLAIN.

Editorial Notes.
J. E. REMSBURG spoke in Philadelphia on the 20th, in this
city on the 25th, and will be at Boston during the New England Freethought Convention.
THE Independe:nt had as its literary treat week before last a
semi-glorification of Harriet Martineau, the Atheist. This is an
improvement on the usage of Atheists by Christians a few
decades ago.
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showed this result: 1994 from religions insanity, and 229
credited to Spiritualism, during the same time. In 42 reports
showing 32,313 male patients, 315 were dpwn as clergymen,
which shows one insane minister to 150 others, while only
45 ·male and female, credited to Spiritualism, showed the
proportion of insane Spiritualists to be only one to every 711
others. Taking the estimate of Spiritualists in the United
States at a low figure, they would be represented propor.
tionately in the insane asylums by over 3,000 inmates, whereas, at this time, there is not to exceed 150.

AT the annual meeting for the sale of pews in the Brooklyn
A LETTER just 1·eceived from W. S. Bell shows the prospects
Tabernacle the chief clown informed the people that he
"hated bigotry as he hated the devil." Their is scarcely a of a large convention in Boston to be bright. With the
more bigoted Christian in the country than he who uttered speakers engaged it. cannot fail to be a brilliant one, so far
as oratory goes. James Parton's lecture will alone be worth
these words. How Dr. Talmage must hate himself!
a trip of a hundred miles. And it is barely possible that InMR. GREEN's magazine for January is a little superior to gersoll may be there before the close, as indicated by the
any preceding number, which is a sign of healthy growth subjoined letter from him to Mr. Bell:
pleasing to record. The articles by the editor are on the
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 11, 1884.
Bible, Girard College, and the kind of arguments orthodoxy
W. 8. BELL, EsQ., Dear Sir: I hav delayed answering your
presents. The contributors include Eliznr Wright, Judge kind and flattering invitation to be with yon on the 29th, hopand Mrs. Krekel, Allen Pringle, T. B. Wakeman, Mrs. ing that I might say yes. I find that I must go to Denver
Hall, the minstrel. The Colorado, on business, leaving here to-morrow. The proba:
Blenker, Milton Woolley, and H.
bility is that I cannot return in time to celebrate with you
Directory is growing. Mr. Green's address, it will be re- the birt~day of Thomas Paine. I hope that the celebration
membered, is Salamanca, N.Y.
may be m every way worthy of the author-hero. Regretting
That Pamphlet.
that I cannot be present, and thanking yon for your cordial
I remain yours always,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
Observing in THE TRUTH SEEKER a notice that a _THE Home Secretary of England has still further shown invitation,
But with or without the splendid presence· of the colonel,
discussion of the social questions had taken place his despicable spirit of persecnti(\11 by refusing to allow Mr.
between the editor of the Olive Branch and Mrs. W. S. Ramsey, lately released from prison, to make a busi- the convention will be a commanding gathering, and every
ness visit to his companion, G. W. Foo~e, who will not hav
Juliet H. Severance, and that the same was in pam- served out his sentence till some time next month. The one whose duties will permit should attend.
phlet form and for sale by the latter, I wrote at once Home Secretary is more stringent with these Freethinkers
THE pious of Montreal hav their woes. The first article of
for a copy.. By the kin~ness of a couple of my very than he is with the most brutal criminals. By no manner of the rules of Zion church sets forth that no one can minister
dearest fnends, the Olwe Branch has several times equitable law can their acts be stretched into a crime, but to them who does not maintain that the "sacred scriptures
been given to me to read. As a whole, its contents the same cannot be said of Har.court's acts, which are of the Old and New Testament are divinely inspired and of
were very gratifying as well as instructiv, and, there- a flagrant crime against liberty and justice.
supreme authority; the true and proper deity, and the
fore, as far as Mr. Jones was concerned, my impresall-sufficient and vicarious atonement of our Lord and
ARTHUR
M.
DENT,
M.
D.,
of
Coshocton,
Ohio,
writes
to
the
sions regarding him were very favorable. As regards
savior Jesus Christ; the personality and proper deity of the
Mrs. Severance, I hav known her for years as a noble Banner qf Light that the legislature of that state convened on holy· spirit, and the indispensable necessity of his influence
woman and practical worker, and, therefore, was the 8th inst., when both "Democratic and Republican mem- to bring a sinner to true repentance, to regenerate the heart
prepared to expect that the discussion would be able bers vied with each other" in taking steps toward the repeal and to perfect our sanctification, justification through faith
just, and creditable to both sides. I did not antici~ of the odious "Russell" law, of whose unjust bearing upon in Christ, and final perseverance of all tl·ne believe1·s to a
Spiritualist mediums our readers hav been already apprised.
pate for one moment that the editor of the Olive Branch "To Hon. G. H. Barger," he states,-.. the leader of the Dem- state of eterna I blessedness through faith in Christ, and
would deign to misrepresent or falsify the position of his ocratic m~jority, and who is a brilliant and rising s_tatesman, obedience to his commands, and the future and eternal
opp~nent, and had too much respect for his professed belongs the honor of introducing the first bill to blot out punishment of the wicked." But the Rev. Alfred J. Bray,
who has been elected at the two last annual meetings of the
opm10ns as an exponent of Spiritualism to deem it from the Ohio statutes this monster of intolerance."
church, is now accused of having continuously preached and
pos.sible for him to cater to the time-serving conserTHE potent influence of groggeries on the politics of our maintained--by sermons, speeches, newspaper a1·ticles, and
vatism of the age, and to pettifog in defense of customs a:nd _laws that are ~~defensible according to all times is generally admitted, but it will be a surprise to those pamgraphs, and otherwise-doctrins subversiv of and conthe prmmplefi of the spmtual philosophy, that knows who hav been wont to regard the Democratic party as the trary to the first article quoted above. That, more particuno distinction of rights on account of sex. So far as patron of free rum to learn that in this city the strongest Re- larly, he has preached that the sacred scriptures of the Old
and New Testaments are not divinely inspired and of
Mr. J?nes is concerned, two or three things are fully publican assembly district is the one most fully provided supreme
authority, within the meaning of the said article;
with
liquor
shops
of
various
kinds,
and
that
the
strongest
established. In the :first place, his readiness to slander
that the atonement of Christ was not vicarious, within the
parties quite as conscientious as himself for human corresponding Democratic territory is the most sparsely meaning of the said article; and that the punishment of the
dotted with these ulcers. The Republican candidates for
w~ll-being, whose methods differ from his, is put on
in the Eighth district must stand treltt in over six wicked is not eternal, within the meaning of the said article.
record. Secondly, his inability to cope with said assembly
hundred saloons, while. the Democrat elected in the Fourth Consequently a part of Zion congregation aver that Mr. Bray
partie~ in fair argument. Thirdly, his lack of justice,
district has his pocket taxed in only two hundred and twelve. has never legally been their minister, and that his acts
and his assumption that Spiritualism is at war with
as such are null and void. All of which is set f01·th in a parthe most ~adical ground . of the social question.
THE following, from John Swinton's Paper of the 20th, shows ticularly bitte'!' law suit between the rival factions now
Fourthly, his moral cowardice to face the issue that that Mr. Swinton at last sees the point we hav several times encumbering the dockets of the Montreal courts.
is forcing itself to the front, and which no boaster raised for his edification and enlightenment: "'There is no
like himself can sweep back. Fifthly, his white- power in this country that could uphold human slave1-y, if it WE commend the issue of Puck for January 12th to the
feather-coward-castle policy to a-vert an exposure of were not upheld by the church.' That is what the Rev. Dr. readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER for its central cartoon. Alhis injustice and inability to meet and defend an Albert Barnes said_twenty-five years ago about the power of though " a picture without words'' it yet epeaks more eloissue created by himself. 1\'Irs. Severance went at the church in upholding the old system of African chattel quently than the most elaborate argument against the
Catholic church influence over our public schools. l't(c/c
her par.t of the work as an able, sensible woman slavery. The language of the Rev. Dr. Albert Bal'lles is just has struck many hard blows at the prevailing superstias
applicable
to
the
present
state
of
things
as
it
was
to
that
sh~uld.. No evasion, terg~versation, or misrepresentions of our country and times, but none harder or more
t~tion Is anywhere shown m her part of the discus- which he then denounced. There is no power in this coun- needed than this. We congratulate our illustrate<l contemtry
that
could
uphold
the
abominable
plutocracy,
now
in
the
siOn. Her remarks are clear-cut and chaste which
porary on its foresight and independence, and transcribe its
no pure true mind can read without feelin'g con- ascendant, if it were not upheld by the church."
reasons for the cartoon, which shows the editor to be en-vinced that a true soul is behind the letter whose THE religious warfare continues in Lakeville, Conn., with- tirely in sympathy with the artist:
spirit is fully imbued with the integrity, n~cessity, out material change. The obnoxious crucifix in front of the
" The Roman Catholic church never sleeps. It pursues
and sacredness of her mission. It is true that there Catholic church is still standing, although the Protestants the even tenor of the way it has marked out for itself, never
is honest room for difference of opinion, but there continue to quietly protest against its continuance in plain allowing an opportunity to pass of strengthening its alrea(ly
commanding position. It does not bow its head willingly
should be _none as to th~ necessity of a thorough sight of the main street. The Catholics, on the other hand, to
laws that are calculated to lessen its influence; but it apunderstandmg of the relatiOns the sexes sustain to resent any insinuations aB to the propriety of keeping a pears to do so, only to wait until it sees the chanco of neuof
the
bleeding
Ch1ist
before
the
passing
public,
figure
each other; upon the exercise of which depends the
tralizing that which may be adverse to it. In countries
weal or woe .ofc humanity. Mrs. Severance in her winter and summer, and continue to boycott the storekeepers where Catholicism is not the prevailing religion, the Romish
church handles its weapons delicately and with gloved hands.
i~imitable manner, makes very clear what has who signed the-petition asking that the crucifix be removed. It
will use its strength only when it is certain that its blow
hitherto seemed inexplicable points in this much During the cold weather some of the storekeepers hav sorely will be effectual. It will not try to excite hostility where it
felt
the
loss
of
the
Catholic
trade,
and
one
firm
at
least
has
vexed (and too little underst'ood) question; and to all
feels itself weak The study of the history of the church will
honest and inquiring minds that desire a clear con- determined to close up business and leave town. This fight show that this has invariably been its practice. It is humble
shows Christianity in its practical workings.
only when it can gain its ends by remaining so.
ception of tl:re matter at issue in this debate, I would
It is these characteristic qualities, these soft, suave methods,
sa'!, ~ose no time in sending for the pamphlet, for it THE League Man has been transformed into a more or less that render it so dangerous an institution. There is one
Will riChly repay a thorough examination of its con- Socialistic paper, after the style of John 8winton'.9 Paper, re- thing, however, in which it has shown, we may say, comtents, and will add one more to the manifold evi- duced in size, and for the last three weeks has been issued mendable consistency. If a religious system is to be preserved, there must be some consistency, and in its uncomdences that truth and justice in the long run are on Saturdays. C. 0. Ward has been added to the number of promising
opposition to our )?ublic schools the church has
editors, thus relieving Mr. Wakeman of much arduous labor. not been recreant to its principles. It recognizes no distinctriumphant.
GEo LYNN.
Mr. Ward expoundR the Socialistic principles, Mr. Wakeman tion between civil and religions government. 'rhat is to say,
Let Freethinkers Watclt This Association. illustrates the Higher Integration, and devises ways of exter- a true !~oman Catholic owes allegiance to the pope, who is a
minating the Morreons and relieving the negro, and Mr. Le- foreign potentate. This is why a consistent Catholic cannot
The movement to "put God into the Constitution" land attends to the League work, occasionally throwing a be a perfect American citizen, who owes allegiance to no man
is now organized as the National Reform Convention, shaft at the enemy in his own airily inimitable way. If 11fan -to nothing save his country.
Sophistory may be used to overcome this argument, but
and announces as its foundation p1inciples that would pay Union prices for his printing he would be better
obvious fact remains nevertheless. No other denomina" God the sovereign has vested the government dressed, and at the same time illustrate in the most practica- the
tion makes the same pretensions. No other denomination
of the world in his son, Jesus Christ; that nations are ble way his sympathy for the workingmen. At present he finds fault with the public schools. It remains for the
' expressly commanded to yield allegiance and obedi- is an educated tramp. His garments are all unworthy the Romish church to set itself up in defiance of the great body
ence to him; and that the will of God revealed in the great brain he carries. But even a tramp is a man and of the people who are not Roman Catholics. There is no
prejudice on the part of this paper against any system of
Bible is of supreme authority in civil affairs."
brother, and we promis the rejuvenated jlfan our cordial co- religion, provided it does not fly in the face of what is genAmong the supporters of this movement to en- operation.
erally accepted by all mankind as morality. The mere religious exercises of Catholicism are harmless enough in them~hron~ t~e Bible _in politics, while it is being pressed
IN a coromunieation to the Coshocton Age, defending selva; but as they are, as we hav shown, inseparable from
m rehg10n, are, m this state, P1·esident Seelye, Prof. Spiritualism against the slanderous charges of a minister,
questions of civil government, it behooves Americans to
Bennett of Boston University, Editor Bicknell of the Mr. W. S. Wood makes some comparison of the number of keep
a watchful eye on the pretensions of the church, and
Journal of Education, Rev. Dr. Miner, and Judge people who hav been mentally afflicted by the exceasiv as- above all not to allow our secular public schools to be
Rockwell; and :fifteen hundred contributors in nine· similation of Christianity or Spiritualism. He finds that a tampered with by prelates or priests of any denomination.
teen states and territories keep the association in short time ago in five Ohio insane institutions there were
funds.-Boston Transcript.
Reflection Upon a Great Bostonian.
forty-nine inmates made insane from excitement caused· by
From the Albany Argu<.
Christianity, and only seven credited to Spiritualism, for the
Joseph Cook lectures on the question, " Does
" THE Truth Seeker Annual and .l!'reethinkers' same period of time. The record for a longer period in
Almanac " is out. 25 cents.
thirteen of the largest institutions of the United States Death End All? " If it ends Cook it will be enough.
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bouncing in upon us, and nobody wants 'em. If tbey
"Try it," said Cupples. "Try it; let it roar in
would only arrive at years of discretion before birt~, your ears all night long. let it kick and thrash in your
why, they wouldn't allow themselves to be born, that s arms, let it master you like a hurricane, and then .see
su;e. But babies are in such a hurry; they won't how vou like it."
Waifs and Wanderings.
even wait for a suit of clothes."
'' Oh," said Stubbs, tragically, "then
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Of late years the doctor was somewhat of a Mal"Yon may as well go stann upon the heaoh
CHAPTER IV.
thuRian, thouO"h no one ever <Yl"eAted a new-born babe
And bid the main fl.non bate his nsnal hight;
"'
.,You mav as well forbid the mount~tin pines
DR. DOBSON.
with more fervor than he did. But. realizing- that his
To wag "their high tops, and to make no noise
When they are fretted with the gusts of heaven.
On his return home from his unsuccessful mission- profesF~ion was nine parts humbug, because nine parts
"I suppose the baby's a regular Shylock? Did it
ary tour Cuvples found Dr. Dobson in conRnltation of the sicknesses of people are humbug, rmd have to
with his wife. The babv had been suddenlv taken be cured by humbug, he couldn't help talking it oc- get 11. pound of your :flesh?"
"I should think it did. r~ook at me."
with spasms, and Mrs. Ctipnles, being at her wits' end, CR.Riona11y. though at heart no one was more kind and
"A.h, indeed," said Stubbs, "you don't look as if
had sent for the doctor. He came and discovered a faithfiJl. If it were necessary to lie to a patient he
"Your bosom's lorn sat lightly on its throne.
pin sticking into the baby; and, being a good nurse. could do it with the utmost Rincerity, and even enthuSharp misery hath worn thee to the bones."
remained and helr>ed to keep it quiet until it passed Riaflm. A.t the same t,ime he was readv to tell the
"Tell me what to do," said Cunples, despairingly.
into a profound slumber. He QTeeted the disan- truth if it were available. though he acknowledged
"Well, let's take a smoke and talk it lJp," said
pointed Cupples with comfortable voice and look; that there wasn't so much fun In it.
"ThAre's a goon deal of comfort." be would say, Stubbs. "I was in hopes it was a murder case. I
and congratulated. him on the addition to his family
and hoped that blessings would fall upon his pate~ confidingly. "in a lie weii stu11k to. I almost always haven't had one for a long time, and I'm rather anxbelieve my beRt lies mvsalf. Thev sound so nice that, ious to sup on horrors. I hardly know what to do
nal head.
"Not paternal head for Ion!!," cried Cupples; "I I hate to ileny 'em. I believe the truth because I J with a baby. Thev are troublesome things, and we
have to. I believe a lie becauRe I want to; and can't shoot 'em. The fact is, nobody wants a baby
mean to get rid of it this very day."
there's a mighty sight of comfort in having your own till it's grown rp. Now, if this one was sweet six"Why, it's a darling," said the doctor.
wav."
.
teen," said Stubbs. taking a long whiff and rolling it
"Tl1en take it yourself."
Cnpples was discouraged. HA didn't really like to in glittering folds to the ceiling. "I'd take it off your
"Oh dear me. no," said the doctor; "I have seven
daughters alreaily, and what man could have an eig-ht.h kill the b~tby, an<l he was afraid there was no placA hands in a minut.e; for if I couldn't do anything else
unless be was deaf and dumb and a Crc:esus. With in the wi<le world for it. If he only ha<l money, he'd I'd marrY it. I'm rather anxious to marry, but, ,
bonnets to the right of me, left of me. front of me. gladlv take it; and so manv people had monev and ilea.r me !'I can't spend time to find out which one
I'm completely submerged. The unhealthinPss of coulil do a gooil thing, and be maile hapny bv it, and I like bllf!t.. You've a job on your b~tnds, Cupples.
this climate must increase or I'm bankrupt. If this yet "they wouldn't, confonnd. 'em!" QTowled Cupples. I think I'll have to charge you about fifty dollars to
"Isn't it so, iloctor? Don't ueonle mRkA themselvs get. von out of the !!crape."
was a bov, Cunples, I'd take it. I could get my money
"Dear me,'' said Cuppl~s, "I haven't a dollar in the
back. He'd do something. But. what. can girl do miserable bv t.heir Relfishness? I wish I was ricb,
· except keep houRe: and only think. I've got seven how happy I'il be. I'd make a home for every poor world."
"Well," said Stubbs, "I'll trust you. Remember,
girls, besidPR a wife biggllr than myself to keep house devil I could find."
"I don't know, Cupnles," saiil the iloctor, "you'd when you get rich out of tbis investment., you muRt
for me. Eight women's spheres in my kitchen l
There's plenty of musio I can assure you. The bet.ter not. try it; I'm afraid you'd shut your- give ~e ten per cent. A. girl is worth :five hundred
neigh bora do get ground up. There must be some self up like a tnrt.le. Riches don't SPero to im- dollars before she begins to dress; what she is worth
prove anybodv. I'm not worth a cent, ann don't. after that no fellow can find out."
slashing with eight planetR and nary a .~on."
"A.Il right," said Cupples, dubiously.
The doctor's bosom swelled with pride at the maQ"- mAan to be. I spend my monev as faflt aR I get. it..
"I'm one of the overseers of the poor. I'll give
nificence of this pun. He was great on puns. Al- I ilon't want to keep thA horrible stuff. Why, if T
most every third sentence was an attempt at one. and had a bi:tnk account, my :flesh would ilwini'lle ~tnd I you an order and you can take hPr to the poorhouse."
"I hate to do that," said Cupples; "it must be an
the way that his words squirmed in order to claim would be as ilried un as a mummy. It's the death
relationship was a marvel. We can onlv reproduce of a man t.o be a millionaire. It makes him a ghost. awful place."
"Oh no," said Stubb'l, "it's a perfect palace. Why,
one out of a thousand, and then the chaff will get the Gold, golil, ~old! what a robber H is-and yet how
better of the wheat. The doctor would like to have we hug it! You'll have to take the baby where we we appropriated thirty thousand dollars last yearrt.o
fix it up, and it must be gorgeous. There are only
the whole lot put in p1·int; but. if that were done, this are all going to, Oupnles."
"And where's that ?-to the graveyard?" groaned three inma.tes, and we pay a thousand dollars a
veraciom1 record would lie O'l dastv shelves unread, in
year each for their support. They live on the fat
companv with theological maRterpieces that, like nuns, Cupnles.
"No; to the poorhouse-worfle st.ill." said the of the land. Why, the best thing a man can"'do
are quibbles, only they lack the good nature and" wit.
The difference be'wefln theology and punning is that. doctor, with a tragi cal-comical look. "Go to Billy nowadavs, Cunples, is to be unable to do anythin~;
. .
Better be on the pR.nper list than own all the bank
one is a work of words and the other a play of WO),'ds, Stubbs: he'll tell you what t.o do."
The doctor turned awav, fnr he was begmnml! to stock in E--. The moment vou get to the poorand play is vreferable to work. The punst.er, no
doubt, puts us frequent,lv to the rack, but he doesn't hav some compassion fortbe baby, and he felt in duty house you are a millionaire. Fact, Cnpplf's. I've
burn us or hang us. It's hard enough to laugh at a bound to get rid of it. It is a poor investment as got th~ figures for it, and figures never lie. No,
pun; but to solemnlv vrofesR to believe one. to wor- the world goes to have any symna.thy for those who never," said. Stubbs. "unless it.' a a woman's."
"Is it so?" said Cupples. "Is it such a nice. place?
ship it, rear temples to it, and ordain a priflsthood to can't take care of themselvs. Give it t.o those wbo
it--it .seems as it' this were carrying the joke too fR.r. don't need it, ani! then it won:'t be wasted. You'll be Havfl you !leen it?"
"Oh, no." said Stubbs, "I haven't seen it. I'm paid
"Swap this off for a boy, Oupr>les," continued thP Fture to g-et. it b~tek iue~t in t.he nick of t.ime, when you
iloctor, "and I'll take it. But anot.her GardAn of don't need it. In that wav our sympathies don't cost a thousand dollars a year to look after it, but all I have
Eden: another fall and fig--lflaves, t.hat is, a dozf>n anything, and wbRt a help they are, what a beantv to do is to draw mv salary. But the money is spent
new dresses, is more than I can stani'l. If the d<'vil tbey giv to life. Be ye wise as serpent.s-towarils - I know that. We appropriate it. It goes out of
had only let women alone and taken us mAn, we others; s.nd harmless as doves-towards yourself. the treasury and never comes back; and there's
enough to ·make that poorhouse a paradise. The
should be pretty well off, for we only wA.nt a glaRs of That is what Christ meant., isn't it?
But the day was hurrying on. The baby bad not baby will be perfectly happy, and grow up like a
wine and a cigar; and these are inexpenAiv vice!'!.
.
But there's no end. to a woman's wants after ahA's Recnred a lodging. Cupples was ireatlv nertnrbed. princess."
"Well. I'm glad of that," said Cupples. "I'm glad
bitten the apple. I don't object to the deviltry. It's Another night of torture WRS impossiblA. Billy Rtubbs
t4at so much pains is t.aken with the poor folks; t.h('y
the expense tbat bothers IDA. TherA's no sp,nse in a was now his only hope, and to him he hastened.
need it bad enough. Dear me! if a man's poor, what
wom11.n's sinning. It's all dollars," Rnd, wit.h tbiR sa.llv.
comfort can he take in life, unless be has enough to
Dr. Dobson wiped hiR fat fa.ce and h11.w-hawed witb
CHAPTER v.
eat and wear, and. a good home? We who are able
great good nature. He was onA of those who took
BILLY STUBBS.
to work can stand a little starvation now and then;
the ills of life complacently, and. seven ~<iris nAver
diminished his gracious rotundity of flesh. There
Billy Stubbs was devoted to three things-Shaks- but those who can't ought to be well taken care of.
was a prospAct of several marriages, and so the cloud pere, his pipe, and the bar. He was a brilliant That's what I call religion. Give me the order and
had a silver linin~.
lawyer, intensely interested in every case he took up, I'll go right over this ·afternoon. I'm much obliged
"What shall I do?" wailed Cupples. "I dread the whether a murder case or a dog case. He knew to vou, Mr. Stubbs."
Billy wrote the order with 11. smile that was childcoming ni~<ht. I must. get rid of the littlA thing. Shakspere by heart, and often declared that the
I've tried the Binneys, but they won't touch it, blast myri~td.-minded waR a vastly better fountain of law like and bland, n.nd gave it to Cupples with a ringing
'em l Isn't there some one eiRe?"
than Blackstone. He greeted Cupples from the midst "God bless you." Cupples was all aglow to think
"I'm afr~tid not," said the doctor, "babiAs Rre too of a cloudland that almost stifled the latter, so that that Government was so full of parental affection.
"Why, it beats the church all boll.er," said be.
nlenty. TbPre isn't room for them: the tahle'~ full. he could hardly speak.
It's too much t.rouble to look after them. ThA bee~t
"What's the matter, CnupleR? You look like a "The world isn't so bad, after alL Th1rty thousand
thing- you cRn do is to contrive Rome way to kill it ghoflt. Committed murder?· Well, giv me a big fee dollars for three paupers, and a thousand dollars a
off. I think it will be a great dflnl happier in another and I'll make it out justifiable homiciile; or insanity. year apiece besides. Why. that is charity. No wonsphere where t.here iRn't. ~o much f~tshion: onlv one if you prefer that wav out of it. No? Has a mad der it's the greatest of all t,he virtues. Faith and
style of dress, I beliPve, the white robe; Rnrl so there's ilog bit you, then ? Put the damages high. Dogs Hope can't bold a candle to it. It.'s too bail I've got
more time to look after the little cherubs."
don't stand any chance nowadays. In fact, we'd al- to die when I get. through workin'; I'd rather go to
"Of course its hard for poor people to h~tve babies," most as lief kill one as a man. What? Not even the poorhouse t.ban to heaven. I'd Jive as well, and,
said Cupples, "but I should think it would be a lux- hydrophobia? What. in t.he world is it that makes what is better. I'd get rid of the psalm-singing, which
ury for a rich man, as much as a nicture, or marble von look so much like the .ifevil? You out-Herod I think must be an awful bore. Three meals a day
is preferable. Thank God! the little baby's safe.
stattres, or fountains, or anv of those things tbAy Herod."
There's a place for it. Of course it'll hav a servant
spend so much money on. They can have servants to
"It's a baby," g-asped Cupples.
to wait upon it. I've a gooil notion to apply for that
wash 'em and dress 'em and take care of '11m when
"Do yon meditate R slaughter of the infants?"
they cry; and when they are clean and <lon't crv.
"I've onlv one to dispose of," said Cupples, "but situation myself. I believe I could earn more than
at my trade. What a godsend the baby is, after all."
what lovelv things thAy are! Nothing in the world I'm n.fraid that'll be the death of me."
Cupples told the good news to his wife. He borlike it. Barnum's MnRenm can't compare to it for
"Explain," said Stubbs; and Cupples gave a vivid
wonder and varietv. Just see now. how funny it account of his night's experience and his unsuccess- rowed a horse, and made arrangements to go right
after dinner to the poorhouse.
looks; just look at those hR.nds, thoRe eyes; dear 'me, ful efforts to get rid of the baby.
[TO BE CONTINUED.l
it's laughing; and the smile goes all over it. It's a
"Then you don't want to keen it?" said Stubbs.
verv bubble of delight!"
The look of horror that passed over Cupples's face
''A.bstractlv speakin~, you are correct," said the at the suggestion convinced t.he lawyer that there
How Cook is Appreciated.
From t"M Middletown, N.Y., Daily•Argus, of Jan. lOth.
doctor; "babies are as pretty as pictures, statues, was no such refuge for the wandering elf.
fountains, etc., but unfortunately they are not the
The audience that attended Rev. Joseph 'Cook's
"Do you know anything about a baby?": asked
style. They are out of fashion, and so had better Cupnles.
lecture at the Methodist church last evening was a
be out of the world. There's enough of us oil folks;
"No," saicl Stubbs, "I only see them occ~tsionally very large one-at least fifty per cent larger than
and it's a mistake for babies to be born. r1ty they on the street. and they look mighty prett.v. I should would assemble should he ever visit this village
can't have a little_more discretion. A.ll the "time think it would be fun to hav 'em round."
again.
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:Philosophy on the Half-Shell; or, Ethics of '83. which pleasure, on the whole, preponderates over in the known universe to a normally conditioned man

1.

,
CAPACITY FOR PAIN AND PLEASURE.
- ' I desire here to call your attention, my indulgent
· .readers, to a noteworthy fact.
... Man and the lower animals are capable, through
•their nervous structures (systems, so called), of enjoy. . ing but a comparativly very small degree of phys.ic.al pleasure, even under the most favorable circum' ,stances; and, as a rule, the keener the enjoyment,
; :the briefer the possibility of its continuance.
,. How few pleasures there are which can compen'·'sate a man for even the relativly slight pain he often
· · experiences in twenty-four hours from a raging
... footh!
·"·;·
What pleasure on earth can compenf?ate a man for
-< ~.·'.the frightful agonies of sciatica in its most aggravated
.'form?
· How very few among us ever pass a year without
being compelled to endure acute physical pain of
some description! Are we not constantly subjected
to the liability of frightful accidents on every hand?
,
Can you name any pleasure to counterbalance the
\.agonies of the poor wretch scalded ·to death by hissing steam, or lapped by tongues of lurid :flame, in the
railroad wreck, or the burning factory?
Add to the frightful chapters of accident and dis, ease the atrocious tortures inflicted by man upon
·his fellow, and upon the brutes, by fire and sword, by
the thumb-screw and the rack, by the fagot, starvation, thirst, the whip, the goad, and, above all, by the
· •, ghastly, ,unspeakable horrors of the vivisecting-table,
'' ·. and you hav a sum total so monstrous, so vast, so utterly diabolical, that the mind of the intellectualist
sinks in immeasurable horror before its contemplation. And this, the mild-eyed guides to heaven assure us, is the work of a tender and loving father,
who marks even "the sparrow's fall!"
If this be God's work, tell us, 0 beneficent and
mild-eyed guides, what would a devil do?
DOES FATALISM ENCOURAGE WRONG-DOING?
I hear some one ask, ~·What would take the place
of conscience as a check upon immorality, were man
to abandon it as an exploded myth?"
I answer, "Fear of the loss of one's self"respect,
that reward which inevitably follows the performance
of· every noble act; the belief that to 'do as you
· ·would be done by' (provided you can so believe),
'.conserves to your best advantage in the long run, and
a code of just but severe laws, which, unlike the pres,. ent miserable system of bribes and legal dodging,
should mete even-handed justice alike to the penniless
vagrant and the arrogant property-holder."
Personally I am of the opinion that conscience prevents little, if any, crime; it is after the committing
of the offense, and not before, that " the still, small
voice" is heard, if at all.
However, my business as an expounder of, and
seeker after truth (a "Truth Seeker"), is not to moralize upon the good or evil attendant upon a belief
in Fatalism, but to discover if it be true, and hence,
if conscience be only a bug-a-boo springing from the
misconceptions of man's uncultered intellect.
My mission in these pages is not that of the moralist, but rather that of the zealous searcher after
light; nor do I myself believe error can ever be other
than baleful in its effects upon man, taken as a whole.
IMMORT A.LITY.
To be immortal is to preserve forever, either partially or entirely, one's identity, including partial or
entire recollection of the past:
Forever is a very long time. "\Vere you to assure
me that I am going to exist throughout any period
comprised within the possibilities of the science of
mathematics, the conception, however vast, would yet
fail to completely overpower my intellect.
.When, on the other hand, you tell me that I, who
commenced my infantile, individual career less than
a century since, am to liv on for myriads of eons of
time, and that at length, having attained an age to
which that of the universe itself, in its present form,
were less than is the bulk of the minutest grain of
sand as compll.red with the whole vast desert--to tell
me that, even then, I will hav made absolutely no
progress toward the termination of my career, must
certainly appear to me a proposition containing much
of the extravagant in its composition. Does it not
· seem far more probable that that which had a beginning as an individual will also hav an end as such?
Is not the circle the true emblem of eternity? Must
not, then, that which extends infinitly forward extend necessarily infinitly backward? Hence, is it
possible that that should possess immertality whose
birth was marked by time? ·
If not capable of immortality, man might, nevertheless, exist, as an individual, for any number of
ages which it lies within the power of figures to express, any period not absolutely illimitable, and still
be denied the prerogativ of immortality.
We frequently hear persons assert that they would
not desire eternal life, even if constantly happy!
This remark indicates, in those who make it, either
defectiv reasoning power, or a cursory consideration
of the subject in hand, since it is entirely Avident
that oblivion forms the neutral ground betwixt pain
and pleasure. Hence, any conscious. existence in

pain, is to be desired (even though· the amount of
both be excessiv), for one most still be gainer in the
end; the·reverse, of course, being true of any existence in which pain ·predominates.
I am convinced that a highly-developed philosophical mind would, if offered its choice between oblivion and the certainty of a future existence (either
temporary or eternal), unhesitatingly decide in favor
of oblivion.
I myself would consider such an opportunity to
choose as the greatest goo~-fortune that had ever befallen me, and select oblivion.
The reason is obvious, and its logic in-efutable.
It is this. In this world (our sole criterion for judging of good and evil) we find evil vastly in the ascendent; he who rashly claims that, 'in this life, virtue triumphs over vice, is but a philosopher of the
closet, who, in his child-like simplicity, pictures mankind to be as honest as himself.
Like old Diogenes, searching with his lamp, far
and wide, for that rara avis, "an honest man," should
the school-man go forth into this dark world to learn
full soon of his egregious error! Theory is but poor
stuff when opposed to fact. By what right (casting
aside-the flummery of scripture) do we judge another
life will be better than the present? That we wish
it so is natural; that hence it must be so is folly.
The chances are, therefore, that if there be a future life it is no better than this, and who, but a fool,
would assume so great a risk when the odds stand
thus heavily against him?
INBANI'rY.
To attempt to draw a line between sanity and insanity would be as futile an effort as. to establish the
precise line of demarkation between the colors of the
rainbow, or between a sound, a noise, a tumult, and
a pandemonium.
It is in the highest degree improbable that an absolutely perfect brain (and, hence, mind) ever existed
upon this planet. Certain it is that all those with
whom we hav ever come in contact are unbalanced (or
"cranky," as the term goes) in more respects than
one. You cannot recall having ever, during your
life-time, met with anyone totally devoid of all weak
points.
All men, then, are (to a greater or lesser extent)
insane; i. e., deficient in the power of forming _correct judgments upon all subjects. (What myrmds,
for example, are " cranked" upon the subject of religion !) We do not, however, commonly term these
oddities, and peculiarities, insanity, when exhibited
under this mild form of mania, but simply " eccentricities." When, however, they become so strongly
marked as to endanger either the safety of the
patient, or that of others (as well as when t)le d~mentia reaches that stage wherein the patient IS
nearly or quite unaware of the true nature and
effects of his or her acts), then we prudently label
them "insane," and, properly enough, incarcerate
them in an institution provided for that purpose,
where they can neither injure themselv~ nor ~thers.
In concluding my remarks upon this subJect, I
desire to enter my most earnest protest against the
outrageous abuses which disgrace the government of
so many of the asylums for the insane in America!
AFFINITY.

is a beautiful woman, and vice versa. Then follow
beautiful animals, flowers, nature in her grandly
various forms, ocean, and the starry vault. Music,
poetry, sculpture, and painting are all likewise
expressions of the one divine principle of harmony
which is the synomym of happiness.
FAITH .
Faith is the arch-enemy of reason. It is the great
$est-anchor of religion. It is "the key-stone of the
corner." It is the bridge connecting brainless ignoranee with brutish crime. It is the arrant torturer
who lit the fagot and stretched the rack. To hav
faith (in the theological meaning of the term) is to
implicitly believe in the truth of any dogma, without
previously having tested it in the crucible of reason,
and upon the word of another.
Priests inculcate faith, because they know full well
that within it lies the jealously guarded secret of
their mighty power. Base, crawling things will ever
shun the light. Disfranchised thought is man's best,
truest f~iend. Abjure blind faith. It is the bandage
that would blind men's eyes forever to the light of
holy truth.
ELLIOTT PRESTON.

Ex-Reverend or Re-Reverend.
To THE EDrroR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It seems
to be the general custom of both Liberals and
orthodox to speak of those who hav removed, or hav
been removed, from the Christian pulpit for advancement in knowledge beyond the fossil creed, as exreverend. Against this irreveiilnce, on the part of
Liberals at least, I earnestly protest. No one can be
an ex-reverend unless at first a real reverend, and if
any one having be€n in the pulpit was ever truly
reverend, or worthy of respect, then instead of becoming less reverend, Ol' unreverend, by reason of
better knowledge and bette~ motivs, or better teachings or actions, such a one becomes doubly reverend
i~ the esteem of all whose respect is worth having.
Without being a stickler for titles, or a craver of
vain appellations, I nevertheless urge the right application of epithets when used, and especially insist
that cognomens and nick names be not accepted by
any, whether the so-called Infidel, or ex-reverend,
which were some time derogatorily invented by their
enemies, who themselvs hold a better claim to the
terms.
Let it be suggested that at regular organized assemblies, where whilom reverends hav part, they be
reordained by tbe voice of the people to the work
of ministering to men the religion of reason.
A RE-REVEREND.

'l'he Parson and the Poor.
Fro"' an Engli•h Paper.

The Sheerness Guardian. givs an account of an application for out-relief made to the Sheppey Board of
Guardians by an agricultural laborer, aged sixty-two.
The poor old fellow said he was unable to do much
work, and his wife earned a. trifle every week. The
applicant having retired, the Rev. R. H. Dickson auggested that an order for the house be offered; he
considered the board might save £300 or £400 a year
if all the out-relief was stopped. In reply to a memher, Mr. Hooker said the man bad some furniture in
his house, and his wife only earned sufficient to pay
the rent-2s. 6d. per week. The Rev. Mr. Dickson
said that people were not destitute as long as they
had furniture in the house. When he resided in
Lancashire, no relief was allowed to anyone as long
as there was a chair in the house. Mr. Prosser:
"Then you would not giv a man a loaf as long as he
hBd a chair to sit on ? " The Rev. Mr. Dickson: "No;
that is what the poor rates are for. This is not a benevolent society." Mr. Prosser: "If you do that in
Lancashire, do you think we ought to do it in Kent?"
The Rev. Mr. Dickson: "Yes, I do." Mr. Prosser:
"Well then, I don't. Here are two old people, for
instan~e; would you break up their little home and
make them come into the workhouse rather than
grant them a little out-relief? The wife earns the
rent, and if we giv some relief it will help to buy the
food." After further discussion the applicant was
granted 2s. 6d. per week.
The Rev. R. H. Dickson, we see from the " Clergy
List" is minister of Eastchurch, his income being put
dow;; at £1,724. And this is the "guardian" who
sought t 0 deny the broken-down agricultural laborer
upward of three-score years of age, the relief of ha~f
a crown a week.

Chemistry informs us that certain substances,
when placed in juxtaposition, J?Ossess what is terme_d
affinity for one another; or, m other words, tht'nr
particles exhibit a tendency to intermingle, or t.o
coalesce. Still other substances (for example, oil
and water) cannot be made to mingle, though they
were shaken or mixed together for a thousand years.
The chemistry of those sublimated particles composing what is called the mind in no wise differs from
that of the grosser particles termed matter. .
This fact requires no further demons~ratwn than
that elsewhere given under another captwn.
Whenever two persons of opposit sex ~eet, this
mingling, or non-mingling, must necessarily ensue.
So extraordinary is this affini~y in certain exc~ptional instances that when their glances meet for
the first time a delirious thrill passes between them,
and both feei uneiTingly that their earthly destinies
are fixed, each within the other. This is known
familiarly as "love at first sight."
.
In all the vast chain of cause and effect, this exquisit and beautiful chemistry of the mind presents,
perhaps, the most attractiv and fascin~ting field for
study and contemplation to the philosopher, the
psychologist, and the physicist.
.
--·~~- .. -•~..- 1
How crude, in comparison to this marvelously :per- i
Skepticism in Harvard College.
feet and unerring effect of particle UJ?O~ part~cle,
The Rev. Dr. Sunderland, late chaplain to the
sounds the senseless jargon of the Chnstian priest,
who fills (or, more coiTectly speaking, disgrace~) the United States senate, said in a recent sermon, as repulpit of to-day, and who prattles of a Go~ wit~o~t ported in the Republican, that" out of 1,400 graduates
form, and of spirit without substance. Venly, this IS of Harvard College in the last ten years the records
show only two skeptics." If so, those two fellows
the dotage of religion.
both liv in Washington, for I know one of them, and
BEAUTY.
Material beauty is an objectiv or outward expres- he informs me about the other. Furthermore, he
sion of harmony. The more highly, and therefore assured me several years ago that more than half of
more sensitivly, organized the mind, the more ~cutely his graduating class of 1875 were skeptics, and only
will it enjoy material beauty, through the m_edmn; of about half a dozeR of the other sort intended to beALUMNUR,
the senses. The most beautiful (i. e., attrachv) obJect come preachers.
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do most effectual execution. I shall be much mistaken if
every subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER does not send at once
for this beautiful Annual. In every respect it is one of the
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
neatest, brightest, and most quickening books issued from
the Liberal press; and, to conclude, I must say that the story
M. MAcDoNALD,
Editor. of 'Big Jack Small' is one of the best I ever'read. It's full
P. So:MERBY,
Business Manager. of nature, truth, humanity, and wit; and shows that under
certain circumstances a minister can swear much more efPUBLISHED BY
fectually thim he can pray."
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Paine's Birthday
Will be observed by the Freethinkers of New York
city on Tuesday evening, the 29th inst., at German
Masonic Temple, 220 E. 15th street, under the auspices of the Bennett Liberal League. There will
be speaking by S. P. Andrews, Mr. Adams, S. P.
Putnam, and T. B. Wakeman if he returns from
Boston in season to attend. Music will be furnished
by Miss Leona Leonard and others. It is also proposed to found a Paine Historical Society, and the
initiatory steps will be taken on this evening.
The expenses of this meeting are defrayed by contribution. Heretofore it has happened that a few
hav borne almost the whole burden. Those who feel
like helping may remit such sums as they can spare
to the treasurer of the Bennett League, G. E. Macdonald, in care of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
It should need no urging to bring out a full house
on occasions of this kind, and it is hoped that every
friend of Paine who can will attend. The Bennett
League proposes to celebrate Washington's ~irthday
with a sociable, and we should all get acquamted so
as to enjoy that event. The evening of the 29th will
be a fitting time to do it.

------Our Annual.

The size of this book, and the general pressure of
holiday work on printers and binders, has delayed
its completion somewhat beyond our expectations,
and very much beyond our desires; but it is now
:finished and ere this reaches THE TRUTH SEEKER
readers will hav been sent to the several hundred
who hav already ordered a copy.
We will not boast of what we hav done further
than to say that we are willing to compare it with
any Almanac, lay or religious, that has came from
the press this winter. The mechanical work is superb, the contributed articles are of remar~able
ability, the selections judicious, and the engravmgs,
taken from Mr. Bennett's four volumes of travels, artistic and instructiv. The story of Big Jack Small
has that Western :flavor that made the Overland
Monthly and the Californian such readable periodicals.
We presented a copy to Mr. Putnam ~he oth~r
evening, and in the morning he gave th1s as his
opinion. It must be borne in mind that Mr. Putnam is a poet as well as philosopher:
"This is a charming book. It is a good omen-a sign of the
times___:a record of the past and a promis of the future. It's
a bird's-eye view of the world, of great events, and a glim~se
through the beauty of art into the golden age of humamty.
It is a book for Liberals to revel in-a kind of a new Biblethe horoscope of civilization, a pen-picture of pro~ress. It
is full of information, thought, impulse, and the thmgs that
delight the eye. It's engravings are superb; its articles, selected and otherwise, valuable and entertaining; its facts and
:figures quite enchanting, while they giv the plain, unvarnished truth. It is a book that one likes to look at, handle,
con over, and dream over, if at any time, amid the discouragements of life, he wants an outlook into the univers~l
advance. It is a household necessity for every Liberal. Its
a good thing to pass around among old fogies in order that
they may see how fresh and bright this planet is when dress.ed
in the hues of scientific knowledge. It would make a bnlliant missionary pamphlet. It is freighted with good tidings.
I hav no doubt it will convert many a Christian to the new
faith. In fact, in the publication of this Annual, Liberalism
now 'takes the cake.' It's no longer simple bread and butter, but 'a thing of beauty and a joy forever.' I do not see
how any Liberal can resist the privilege of having this book
upon his table. It is an artistic, poetic, and intellectual treat.
It appeals to the sense and the imagination. In it lies the
gold coin and the loose silver change of truth. Even t~e baby
will enjoy its handsome cover, and the oldest head will fi~d
plenty of enlightenment within. Several thousand copies
should be scattered all over the country; it's a magnificent
camp!\gin document; a magazine of light artillery that will

After that we need say nothing more. Every one
who sees this Annual feels an irresistible desire to
purchase it. Even if not read, it is good for the eyes
just to look at it. We do not see how anyone can
get through the year, and experience the fulness of
its joys, unless they hav "The Truth Seeker Annual"
where they can consult it at least once a day. If
purchasers are not satisfied that they hav 25 cents'
worth, we will take it back and giv them a quitclaim
deed to our golden mansion on St. Paul avenue.

The Immortality of the Positivists.
One of our city dailies reports a remarkable meeting of London Positivists on the last day of 1883.
The followers of Comte form a strong society in that
city, and on this occasion Mr. Frederic Harrison, the
president of the English Positivist Committee, addressed a notable gathering.
In the nomenclature of the Positivists, the first day
of the vear is "The Festival of Humanity," and the
last day of the year is " The Day of A.Il the Dead."
The services on these occasions are to testify appreciation of the continuing influence of the great and
good men and women who hav passed away. Positivists believe in no other immortalitv. For them,
the dead liv only in the good works they hav done.
" A. kindly word, a clear thought, or a brave result,"
said Mr. Harrison at the meeting, " does not die with
the body which was associated with it." It livs on
for the ~nefit of all the world besides. "It must
act on the brain, the heart, the will cf others, and so
must pass into the immense consensus of human
life." A.nd so it is said that Shakspere, Raphael,
Dante, St. Paul, and Homer enable us to think better, to liv better, and to e11joy better, hour by hour.
The spirit of man, according to the Positivists, goes
out with death, like the :flame of a torch, never to be
kindled again here or elsewhere. The deeds done
in the body, and the spoken and written words, remain to encourage, to enlighten, to strengthen those
who come after, constituting the collectiv weight of
the past, surrounding posterity " like an atmosphere,
training them like a parent, and administering to
every form of activity. There are in our calendar of
great men," continued Mr. Harrison, " 558 names, of
all of whom the same thing is true in a certain degree. The continuance of their works and lives in
us is true of 5,000, of 50,000. It is true of every just
and worthv life that has ever been passed on this
earth. It ·is true, not of every liie alone, but of every
hour and every act of every life. The kindly word,
the clear thought, the brave resolve, does not end and
die with itself, does not die with the body which it
animated, with the life of which it was the expression.
For good or for evil, the inevitable chain is set in
motion. By every word we hav spoken, by every act
we hav done, we hav helped to accomplish some decision, to clear a problem, to form a character, to
strengthen or to weaken some brother or sister. I
know not what recording angel may hav written
them in the Book of Life, or the Book of Death; but
I know that the least of our words and our thoughts
has its own inevitable sequence, must act on brain
and heart and will of others, and so must pass into
the immense consensus of human life. It may be
good and great, it may be slight or infinitesimal, but
it is always there; and civilization itself is made up
of these infinit drops. A.s every flake of snow that
falls on the crest of Mont Blanc passes on from glacier to rill and thence to river, till it falls a drop into
the ,sea, so' does every life and every act of every life
contribute to the sum of humanity."
But the Positivists do not believe that the evil
which men do livs after them, to anything like the
same extent as the good. "We are apt," said Mr.
Harrison at this meeting, " to associate the memory
of the past with the great men alone. But all hav a
common life with us, and are with us, and around us,
and in us; all but the worthless and the evil, whose
worthlessness and evil die away in the tide of progress and of good."
Mr. Harrison's address at this meeting took the
place of a sermon, and a :fine body of musicians closed
the proceedings by the performance as a cantata of

George Eliot's grand poem, " Oh, may I join the cho~r
invisible." The speaker said the author was h1s
friend, and the friend of many in the audience. She
was in profound sympathy wijp their movement.
" The poem expressed the inmost belief of her great
brain. He heard those words uttered over her coffin
when her body was laid to rest in the grave, and t~ey
seemed as if they issued direct from her cold hps
and silent heart." But music must be added to
poetry, because it needed the inde:finitness of the art
tG clothe an almost infinit idea, and this idea Mr.
Harrison urged his hearers to bring home to their
minds on the Day of A.ll the Dead, the last day of the
year, by thought, by poetry, by voice and instrument.
Thus runs the account of this meeting of the disciples of a man greater than Jesus Christ, who numbered more followers in his life time than Jesus could
count before the crucifixion, and who was as much
his intellectual superior as Frederic Harrison is of
an English curate. PositiviE>m has a following in
this country which, if not large in numbers, is mighty
in brain. The society of the Religion of Humanity ,
was composed of Positivists. Positivism is constructiv in its philosophy and in rebuilding the religious
structure of society after the disintegration of Christianity may play an important part. In this country
its tenets are less rigid than where its founder's influence is more felt, and although personal immortality is denied, yet the infallibility of the system is
not strictly maintained. Positivism, which lets the
immortality dogma rest till something is definitivly
settled pro or con, may easily become an important
factor in answering the Christian conundrum of
"what will you giv in its place?" Mr; Wakeman's
Higher Integration, in which the continuity and solidarity of the human race is the chief insistance, is
Comte's philosophy modified by him to suit American
principles. Pure Comtism does not :find the soil of
this country congenial to its growth. But its con-·
structiv phase is worthy of study by Liberals, as qut
of it will ultimately come great good to Liberalism.
Mr. C. P. Somerby is one of the :first, and perhaps the
clearest headed, of the American Positivists, and he
may furnish us an exposition of the constructiv
side of the philosophy at no distant date.

The Union of Protestants and Catholics.
If the following from the New York Sun of last
Sunday had been written for the columns of TH'E
TRUTH SEEKER it could not be more pertinent and
worthy the attention of Liberals. Mr. Dana plainly
sees the direction of the theological currents, knows
the shape the coming struggle will take, and is awake
to the danger:
"In the February number of the GenturJj magazine, just
published, there is a suggestiv article in the editorial department discussing the possibilities and probabilities 'of a reunion in the future between the Roman Catholic and the
Protestant bodies.'
"The discussion of that subject in such a place is peculiarly
significant, because the Century, though a secular periodi~al,
has always been conducted with special reference to meetmg
the tastes and steering clear of the prejudices of the average
Protestant public. Its original editor, Dr. Holland, was a
strict Calvinist, and its chief owner and manager, Mr. Ros-,
well Smith, is a prominent and pronounced Presbyterian.
"The Century takes for its text the celebration of the four
hundredth anniversary of Luther's birth, which, it says,
brought to view the fact that 'the religious reformation of
the last four centuries has not been confined to the churches
of the reformers. A constant reformation in disciplin, if not
in doctrin,' it thinks, 'has been going on in the church,' assailed by Luther.
"So premising, this Protestant exponent shows that bonds
of sympathy are now joining Catholics and Protestants to a
degree which, twenty-five years ago, could not hav been anticipated. It sees especially the growth o~ a feelin~ that
these two bodies of Christians need to be umted to resist the
onset of modern Infidelity.
"As the conflict with Materialism and Agnosticism has been
waxing hotter and hotter,' to use the words of the Century,
·it must hav become evident to intelligent Protestants that
they hav in the Roman Catholic theologians a strong body of
allies, with whom they ought to maintain friend!~ r~lations.
It is not Protestantism, nor the papacy, nor Calvmism, nor
Trinitarianism, nor any other secondary Christian dogma,
that is now on trial,' it says further, but 'whether there is
any such thing as religion-whether there is a conscious God,
and a life beyond the grave, and a free will, and a moral law.'
"The rkntury also renders just tribute to the exalted
ethical standards of the Roman church, and to its courage
and consistency in maintaining them against all efforts at
compromise. It acknowledges, for instance, that 'the Roman
Catholic doctrin and practice respecting divorce are much
closer to the law of the New Testament than those of the
Protestant churches hav been.' It speaks also of the' earnest
effort at the present time to bring the practice of the Protestant churches a little nearer to the Roman Catholic standard.'
" All this is in line with what we hav repeatedly said. It be-
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comes more and more evident every day that the civilized
world is dividing into two classes, the believers and the unbelievers, the Christians and the Agnostics. The separation
between them is not like that between Catholics and Protestants, which is caused by difference of dogma and ecclesiastical practice, while both agree on fundamental points of theology. It is total, for modern unbelief does not attack portions of the f!l-ith only, but rejects the whole, abandoning
faith altogether. In its view Christianity has no more supernatural basis than the mythologies it succeeded.
"The ultimate union of all the forces of faith and theology
to meet such an enemy, steadily increasing in numbers and
audacity, seems therefor9 to be inevitable. Protestantism
needs alliance with Roman Catholicism to enable it to stand
up against the current of modern skeptical thought. It requires the aid of the more steadfast and uncompromising
body the more because many of its leading exponents, and
some of its chiefs, who hav hitherto been most trusted, are
opening the gates of the fortress of faith to the hosts of Infidelity. Even if they are not doing that, they are parleying
with them, when there can only be war to the knife between
the two.
"There is no possible compromise between theology and
modern Infidelity. The church must understand that at the
beginning. One or the other must triumph, and its victory
will mean the utter destruction of the conquered. While
this great contest is going on, intestin divisions must weaken
the army of faith, and we are not surprised that intelligent
Protestants desire to heal them."
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and the number of outspoken Freethinkers is every
.A New Party Not Desirable.
day increasing. No doubt it was these facts that led
When the Liberal League Congress spread out a
the bishop to shut the closet door so suddenly.
platform for a political party, until it contained work
This course ·is a perfectly consistent one for the enough for a thousand years, more or less, it seemed
church to adopt. From the beginning she has had to favor the formation of such party. The organizarecourse to repressiv measures whenever her interests tion was wisely postponed, however, and the propriety of forming such an organization left an open queshav been endangered. Formerly the seal that tion, which is now a legitimate subject for discussion.
silenced heretical lips was death. It is not so now, In the new platform the demands of Liberalism hav
and we would "not go so far as to intimate that even been largely increased, or multiplied; but, whether
the bitterest of Mr. Newton's brethren would like to few or many, the work to be done is the same, to
see him burnt.. His graceful submission has obvi- wit: the change of public sentiment; and the main
ated the necessity of so mild a punishment as an question now is, Will a political organization assist
ecclesiastical trial, with its unfrocking possibilities or hinder the work of converting the people to Liberal views? It does seem to me that it will only hinand disagreeable publicity. The Episcopal church, der. There are but few to engage in it, and there is
and indeed the whole of Christendom, owes much to such a lack of backbone and so much indifference
Mr. Newton's suave forbearance and gentle courtesy among Liberals, that not one in ten can be depended
on to do anything. And the few cannot afford to
toward his task master, the assistant bishop.
But although the conduct of every one in. this divide into two parties-one in favor of, and the other·
interesting proceeding has been consistent, has it opposed to, political action-and do battle against
each other, as such parties always do. So the party
been safe? The .church must sometime deal deci- would be small indeed; and what is more contemptisivly with this heresy. Every one concedes that it is ble and useless, as a means of converting the people
weakening faith in revelation and veneration for the from superstition and error to the truths of Liberalscriptures among the church people, and unless the ism, than a small political party to be defeated at
church is content to see her supporters gradually every election? While a few who are in the right
dwindling away she must do something to prevent it can wield a mighty moral influence against en·or and
wrong, yet when organized into a political party they
The Episcopal Dilemma.
more effectiv than the mere closing of one man's hav no political power or influence whatever, and
The politicians allege that the Democratic party mouth. Stopping is not recanting, and Mr. Newton their moral influence is very much diminished, or encan always be relied on to commit some blunder that threatens to present his views in print. There seems tirely destroyed.
shall giv victory to its opponent. The Protestant to be but one way-go back to the methods of the
Thus it was with the antislavery cause. About the
church authorities appear to be endowed with the Catholic church. Compile an index expugatorius, year 1840 a small political party was formed, called
same faculty of putting out the wrong foot first. dig some dungeons, and drive again the stakes. "The Liberty Party," which divided the antislavery
Had Assistant Bishop Potter held his peace and let The case is urgent, the call imperativ. Something forces into two parties, and the contest between them
was lively, sometimes :fierce, for a few years, when the
Heber Newton quietly pursue his way, his church will hav to be done, or the Episcopal articles relating political party died for want of support. Then, in
would be in a much stronger position to withstand especially to the authority and inspiration of the 1848, th"e "Free Soil Party" was formed, which linthe assaults of heresy. When accused of holding Bible will hav to be revised. And the authority and gered in a starving condition for a few years, and
doctrins incompatible with an exercise of common revenues of the church would suffer in consequence. then died a very natural death. In the mean time
the people were being slowly converted to antislavery
sense and in conflict with nineteenth century knowl- So would the ministers.
edge; o£, making a fetich of a book which the best
Wanted: the second advent of Christ, to take place views by moral suasion; and in 1856 the Republican
party was formed, and was defeated year after year
scholarship has de:finitly decided to ·be largely immediately !
for several years. Finally, by eliminating from the
legend and myth, Episcopalians could hav pointed to
platform every antislavery sentiment., the non-extenMt·. Chainey's Lectures.
Mr. Newton, probably the ablest among their clergy,
sion of slavery alone excepted, and appealing to the
The lecture by Mr. George Chainey in this city people to save the territories for themselvs, instead
as an example of Episcopal progress, and might, with
some show of reason, hav maintained that their last Sunday was acknowledged by the comparativly of allowing them, or any of them, to be occupied by
church was the one best :fitted for our times. But few who heard it to be one of the best Liberal dis- slavery, the party was successful in 1860-not that
the people of the North had been converted to antithe prompt application of the muzzle, and the con- courses ever delivered. It was the universal verdict, slavery, but they wanted the territories for themselvs
fession of the bishop that the heretical sermons were also, that Mr. Chainey had never spoken better. The and their posterity. Even after the rebellion was indamaging to Christianity, hav: destroyed the oppor- speaker is able, earnest, and fully competent to en- augurated, there was made a great effort to save both
tunity and placed the church in the unequivocal tertain an audience of, intellectual and thinking peo- the Union and slavery, and it was not until it was
posture of hostility to any change of meaning being ple. He is not one of the sort who repudiate their found that both could not be saved that slavery was
made in the Bible. There can be but two reasons own brothers in the family of humanity, but accords abolished-not on account of antislavery sentiments,
but through spite at t.he South for making it necesfor this course. Either the Episcopal authorities generous credit to the labors of all in that portion of sary to interfere with the divine institution, which
the
:field
of
Liberalism
in
which
they
hav
chosen
to
reject the scholarship of such eminent Christians as
slavery was held to be by the church and clergy both
Davidson, Smith, and others, or, accepting their con- work. He is a radical and an iconoclast, because he North and South.
Yes, political-partyism was a hindrance to the anticlusions, are unwilling that the laity should know believes the removal.of the false to be equally as imupon what a slender thread hang "everlasting " portant as the building up of the true, and he has no slavery cause, and resulted in civil war.
The temperance reform was a grand success f6r
_things. The :first impeaches their :fitness to be bibli- word of censure for those who go even farther than
fifteen or twenty years, while moral suasion was the
he.
They
hav
their
work
to
do,
and
so
far
as
he
can
cal teachers; the second, their honesty.
means employed, but for the last thirty years or more
It cannot be denied that the drift of modern see that they are in the right they hav his hearty co- -ev&r since the effort to prohibit the manufacture
operation.
The
Liberals,
and
even
Christians,
of
thought is away from the church and in the direcand sale of intoxicants by political action began-it
tion of truth, consistency, and close investigation. this city who do not attend the course of lectures has been a failure. To load a reformatory movement
Geology, astronomy, and the other physical sciences which hav been begun cannot but miss a treat such with a little political party, to be defeated every year
hav taken from both the Old and the New Testa- as they are not often afforded an opportunity to en- on the day of election, is not adapting means to ends.
It only excites prejudice agai.nst the movement,
ments all chance of their supernaturalism being ac- joy. Those who had not heard Colonel Ingersoll for
whatever it may be, and thus hinders progress.
time
left
the
hall
last
Sunday
night
with
the
some
cepted by the generations of man to come, but
Education and enlightenment, by moral suasion_:_
belief
that
George
Chainey
was
the
most
eloquent
especially has the character of the Pentateuch been
the only means of cornJCting or changing public sendestroyed. Recognizing this, Mr. Newton, with speaker on the American platform.
timent-can be carried forward much more easily
These lectures certainly deserve a generous sup- and much more efficiently without the unnatural apcourage almost sublime, has undertaken to rehabilitate the Mosaic account in the estimation of those port. We hav here a speaker of recognized ability, pendage of a little, dying political party. A political
who would fain cling to the ancient standard, by and in every way worthy to bear the standard of our party movement is always premature until there is a
large minority ready to vote for it-and when will
separating the inspired from the uninspired-the common cause. Liberals here will not hav done their there be a large majority ready to vote for the League
wheat from the chaff. It is needless to say he has full duty unless on the occasion of Mr. Chainey's next platform? Generations will hav come and gone befound but little of the wheat. The pile of chaff has visit to New York the hall is filled and he is sent back fore even a "respectable minority" will be ready to
grown wondrously large as he has proceeded, and, to his home happy in the possession of the moral and do so. We are told, to be sure, that the old parties
are corrupt, but what of it? One or other of the
had he been allowed by his bishop to winnow Exodus mat.erial reward of honest endeavor.
great political parties must manage the affairs of
and the remaining books, its colossal proportions
Franklin, Junius, and Paine.
government, and do the stealing for a long time to
would hav staggered the whole Christian world.
Fr= the Investigator.
come-that is, until the people hav been reformed,
As has been generally remarked by the press, Mr.
MR. EDITOR: My venerable friend, Elizur "Wright, and this must be done by adapting means to ends, by
Newton's sermons contained nothing new. He but will pardon me, I am sure, for asking you to publish teaching the grand truths of Liberalism, individual
clothed in rhetorical silk and satin the skeleton hang- the following extract from a private letter just re- and collectiv responsibility, etc., instead of substitution and atonement, and no merit in good works.
ing in every educated minister's closet. His bishop ceived from him:
"What struck me the moment I first read 'Junius Un- And we can never hav a party better than the people,
has forced him to again lock it up, but through the masked ' was the fact that while Franklin and Junius (who- or a good party without good pet,ple to make it of.
t
ld
b
quickly closed door the congregations hav caught ever he was) were, from the first letter of the latter up to A
1784, rowing in the same boat, neither ever mentioned the . nd i wou seem to be the usiness of the League
glimpses, and will not be satisfied with anything less other. And the more I think of it, the more this fact strength- to work reform among the people, and as this can be
than a full examination of the contents of the closet. ens your position that Junius was Paine; and I think that done only by enlightenment and moral influence, it
would be a very unwise step indeed for the League,
The shadow of doubt has been thrown across the Franklin knew it. Both men could keep secrets."
I will only add, that no mentioR of Junius has ever or Liberals, to take on the burden of a petty, insigpath of thousands who hav hitherto reposed in quiet
ignorance. The curiosity of the indifferentists has been found in Franklin's writings, nor in Paine's, ex- nificant political party.
cept in some anonymous essays, namely, in "Casca's"
We hav now no God to create something out of
also been stirred, and many of them will attend the letters to the English "Crisis," 1775-6, and in ''Pros- nothing, stop the sun in his course, or advance reform
next theological clinic. This part of the world, at pects on the Rubicon," 1787, which was detected to by extraordinary meanEt, and Liberals ought to know
least, is :filled with educated, thinking people who be his in 1793, after the publication of the "Rights this and work in harmony with nature, reason, and
common sense. The day of miracles is past-or,
will not rest satisfied or convinced with doctrins of Man," by the similarity of style.
Yours,
W. H. BuRR.
rather, neverbegan.
WM. WATSON.
against which their reason and common sense rebel,
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or principle? Take away combustible matter and say soul meant creatureJ; the last Adam was made a
where is your fire? Where is there any demonstra- quickening spirit. Howbeit that was not first which
tion of its force or power? Do we begin to realize was spiritual, but that which is natural; and aiterHas Man an Immortal Soul,
what the sun is, burning without consuming, heating wards that which is spiritual. The first man is of the
AN ENTITY, SEPARATE AND DISTINCT OF ITSELF, WITHOUT and giving life to the universe, without wasting earth, earthy; the second man is the Lord from
heaven. As is the earthy, such are they also that are
HIMSELF?
away?
We all admit that it is the only known source of earthy; and as is the heavenly, such are they also that
If this were conceded, believed true by all, and
indisputably certain,manlrind would soon abandon any fire and heat (except that bottomless pit, which is not are heavenly. And as we hav borne the image of the
creed that did not find acceptance with the reasonable yet geographically located). Do you now wonder earthy, we shall also bear the image of the heavenly.
portion. In fact, no creed would be necessary or why such throngs of earth's finite creatures hav wor- Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and blood can
tolerated, if pretended miracles and revelations did shiped it as their god? Does it not shame the wor- not inherit the kingdom of God; neither doth corrupnot interfere, which did not reasonably apply to ship of a mere myth or ghost, a flitting, inconceivable tion inherit incorruption. Behold, I show you a
mystery: We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be
all. And all knowledge obtained, or obtainable, nothing?
That the sun was made simply for the use of this changed. In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye,
would hav to be thus applied, or reason would oppose. Then true democracy would result, both in little earth by day, the moon and stars simply to at the last trump; for the trumpet shall sound, and
beautify the night for earth, mere surroundings, the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall
the moral and social life of mankind.
The Christian, we think, egotistically cla.ims that lamps, and decorations, is so absurd in the Christians' be changed. For this corruptible must put on
his Bible is of div:ine authority, that it teaches im- Bible account of creation that a man loses some in- incorruption, and this mortal must put on immormortality for man alone, that no immortality would tellectual force and power for nothing when he con- tality."
What is this. entire statement but assumption,
hav been taught or known had it not peen brought tradicts it. Contemplate with vast humility what
to light through his gospel by Christ; that his creed this whole system we call ours would be without the without a particle of proof? He raises new questions
and belief, squared by this authority according sun, and see what a puny interest earth holds in com- without answering one. How does he answer the
to his arbitrary notions, applies to all, and is the onlv parison, and proportionate to its existence, no matter question, With what bodies do they come? He
simply spreads incorruption on corruption, and imone for all, reasonable or not, and that the question fs how vital to earth alone.
Matter might as well be annihilated without the mortality on mortality, like a magician, presto, change,
settled, arbitrarily, in the affirmativ.
Other bibles are believed, and creeds to match, sun. Life pertaiPly would be, and what body and and interprets nothing, answers nothing, to our
with other rites and ceremonies; the same egotism immortality would be left? Imagin a Christian fu- understanding. What a conglomeration it is, raising
prevails that they only are right, and miracles and ture. If an entity exists there, once connected up the old dead body and clothing it, for "this
pretended revelations are recorded in their support. with a body here, it must hav all the sen-ses it mortal must ·put en immortality," after declaring
A person without any knowledge of either, if such had here, or it could not feel punishment or happi- "flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God,"
you once imagin, but having capacity to learn and ness, would not know it ever existed here; could and " Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not
judge, without prejudice or partiality, and who should not see anything, hear, smell, taste, or feel any- quickened except it die," and "thou sowest not that
then be taught the world's history, its creeds and thing, without organs or some combination of parts; body that shall be." Again, "As we hav borne the
religions, would be quite likely, it seems to us, to would hav no fire or Jife, and would, if without all image of the earthy, we shall also bear the image of
reject the Christian Bible and creed as least worthy combination existing here, be simply inconceivable. the heavenly." Who, or what shall? Why, the
If there is a real desire, if there is a real, sincere be- natural body, according to his own premises and
of belief.
:No other question is so significant; all other ques- lief in reunion with the lost dead, it is to see them, explanations, assuming and contradictory as they are.
tions and interests of man hav been regarded as in- know it is they, know they hav an organization to
He declares there are two bodies-one natural, one
significant, in comparison, by the thinking world. It feel, that they do feel, know, and realize the same in spiritual; one Adam a living soul; another Adam
is the only all-absorbing question for intellectual hu- us, that both realize and feel each other's presence; the Lord from heaven, a quickening spirit. Was it
manity, and has been in all ages; and it has been, per- and they must so know and feel to appreciate the or not the first Adam's body he says was changed by
putting on incorruption, or the last Adam's that was
haps, most absorbing, even sometimes terrible, to the joint happiness-in fact, must know we exist again.
If that is true, will the old dead always be old and made a quickening spirit, and, being already a spirit,.
ignorant. It is just as unsettled, uncertain, and absorbing to-day, with Bible and creed believers, and infirm, will the young babe always be young, and needed no change, and as the Lord from heaven,
ignorant humanity, as in any period of the world's never know its mother, never learn to appreciate or ou&"ht not to ? and how could he expect anyone to
history. Fortunately for the happiness of the human know happiness from pain ? Where is there any behave that spreading incorruption and immortality
race, knowledge is dissipating superstition, and any natural proof of these or any other pretended facts on a ?ead mortal,. natural body (which was the very
miracle or pretended revelation from infinit to finite or speculations growing out of the thousand unan- questwn he set himself up to answer) would make it
swerable queries therewith connected?
is being regarded as impossible.
a spiritual body? It inherited nothing-corruption
For the purpose of stating reasons adverse to the
How can we conceive anything about the state of did not inherit incorruption; flesh and blood did not,
Christian claim, we take the negativ of ou.r question. the dead living again hereafter, without assuming and how did he get incorruption on the old dead
We will affirm our position, and then seek the analo- we shall again see their forms, hear their voices, be body, or immortality, according to his own showing,
gies and examples. Let us precede our affirmation where they are now, and feel they are there, and or giv them or us any idea of a spiritual body, which
of the negativ by a Single assumption. No intelligent know and feel where we are? We must locate and means matter? The mind cannot conceive a body
person ever lived, or ever will liv, who believes an be somewhere to do that, and can conceive nothing ~ithout sen~in~ t~at meaning, and. a spiritual body
effect can be produced without a cause; there are no if it does not hav tangible qualities, hav substance IS a contradiCtiOn m terms. There Is no word or idea
unbelievers in cause; so Infidel, Atheist, Spiritualist, and form, and necessarily include material element!) in which Paul hints at any immortality in the natural
Materialist, and Agnostic are mere terms of descrip- influencing there as here, and. the body and life man, or until after death.
"Thou fool," etc. It would undoubtedly hav been
tion, no more a reproach, so far as intelligence and would hav to be reunited to do that. There is
morals are concerned, than the term Catholic, Prot- no life without fire, or heat, hence the sun must fur- coarse manners for them to hav reiterated those two
leading words to Paul, which seemed to fit him quite
estant, and the numerous division of sects. · In fact, nish the reunion.
the' first-named hav little to fear from an unprejuIs there any reasonable proof that ought to con- as well as them. He ought to hav felt foolish when
diced comparison in intelligence or morals, either vince us, without doubt, of such a future, or anv his ~anting in coherency had died out on the air, and
in history or at the present hour.
other imagiuable future, without something to aid or echo only answered what his hearers' good maimers
Man as an individual and l'ace is wholly an ele- impress our natural senses, some knowledge-if any did not. He had proved nothing, convinced nobodv
mentary being, the same as other animals, possessing exists, from the dead ?-and we ought to be able to in the Jewish world, but enveloped himself in such
no material outside of the known or recognized ele- find any existing knowledge of that kind, and some fog he could not see out, and his followers never hav
since.
ments of matter, and showing no exclusiv advantage tangible, material proof.
in his general organization or animal structure, or in
No sensible pet·son can hav, or claim reasonably to
His interpretations, and parallels between ·bodies
the workings of his combined powers, except in hav, such proof of his own knowledge-that is, such and the natural and spiritual world, satisfied John
amount of brain, and in the use of spoken and writ- knowledge as applies to, or is derived from, any un~ Wesley, not only that man could become immortal at
ten language and its derivativs; and these, we aver, do disputed fact. The claim is founded on miracles, death, or the resurrection, but that beasts would also.
not prove au entity outside of himself. They are no l'evelations, and assumptions. As vitally important
That Paul so believed is seen by the parallels he is
more remarkable in themselvs than the singular to sustain the affirmativ is what is called the new running, and which are superfluous senseless and
powers possessed by other animals, many of which he dispensation. Paul is here regarded by the Chris- inapplicable if he did not. He defined different kinds
does not possess; and some of the powers in other ani- tian world as infallible authority. He disbelieved of bodies, flesh, and glories. Man in flesh as the cenmals exceed his to a wonderful degree, and prove as in the resurrection until his remarkable conversion. tral figure among animals, as the sun is in celestial
much for their immortality as do his for man's.
Let us examin his new position, and hear his bodies. Beasts next, but less brilliant, less central
Fire as an element seems to be the only act.iv more remarkable philosophy and explanations. Cor- but still a milder light, as the moon. Fish in shoal~
principle, the principle of life. As without it there inthians i, 35-53, show enough, perhaps, .to demon- and birds in flocks, generally smaller bodies less cen·
would only be death, so, too, if that be true, it is the strate its absurdity:
tral (intellectually), but in numbers like the stars, in
only principle of action, motion, or force, and no ex"But some man will say, How are the dead raised up, a double sen?e, and an occasional one very bright,
hibition of thought could be made without it, for and with what body do they come? Thou fool, that much more mtellectual than others, and seemingly
none would exist. There could at least be no animal which thou sowest is not quickened; except it die. mor~ glorious ~y such intellect, as some stars, apexistence without heat. No known combination or And that which thou sowest, thou sowest not that pearmg to our Bight as small bodies, almost rival the
structure seems to be sensible to feeling or pain with- body that shall be, but bare grain, it may chance of sun in sp~trkling brightness. We see in all this a
wheat, or of some other grain: but God giveth it a r~t?er inge~io.us analogy and finely put example,
out a degree Of heat.
The evident nature of the angle-worm to retreat body as it hath pleased him, and to every seed his VISIOnary as It IS. "So also is the resurrection of the
when suddenly exposed to the light, or turn to avoid own body. [Did he intend to say God gave his own dead." It is sown in corruption (not the sun, moon,
touch, is certainly as low an example of reason as body to every seed, or that the seed was given a and stars), but the flesh of man and beasts-" it is
readily occurs. And let us be patient with the word body, for its soul or immortal germ?] All flesh is not raised in incor~uptio'?." All flesh corrupts at death,
reason. If we look simply at the force of fire in the same flesh; but there is one kind of flesh of and t~e term ~t apphes. to both. Paul being a Jew
melting the silver, gold, and iron of the mines, and men, another flesh of beasts, another of fishes and from mfancy to conversiOn, knew well the belief and
even the granit rock, so when it upheaves mountains, another of birds. There are also celestial b~dies historical declarations of the Jews, that " man hath
or overthrows or burns cities from its igneous craters, ~nd bodies terrestrial, but the glory of the celestial no pre-eminence above a beast." Again: "As the
and when we see what power it makes, what speed IS one, and the glory of the terrestrial is another. one dieth so dieth the other," etc. He is now illusobtained through steam, how rapidly and powerfully There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of trating that statement to Jews who believe it which
it moves in electricity, we hav some exalted notions t~e moon, and another glory of the stars, for one star the non-resurrectionists believed when he wad one of
in its favor as an element.
differeth from another star in glory. So also is the them,, and might gain thei~ atte~tion and friendship
If we change the view, with what horror do we resurrection of the dead. It is sown in corruption it back If he embraced all ammals m the new dispensawitness it, in our burning buildings where friends is raised in incorruption. It is sown in dishonor: it tion .. ~ he really believed. in man's being changed
are imprisoned, or pierced by its flames, and when is raised in glory; it is sown in weakness it is raised to exist m the future, why Is it not reasonable that
our scalded flesh cleaves from its animal fastenings. in .P?Wer. It is sown a natural body; it' is raised a he believed beasts might be?
Stop here! or extend the description to all known spmtual body. There is a natural body and there
~s a true and trusty interpreter, if he did not so
applications of fire, its use13 and abuses-what do we is a spiritual body. And so it is writt~n, the first beheve, he ought to hav contradicted what he .knew
1·eally know about it so far, or what is its combination man Adam was made a living soul [the best linguists was believed, " that man hath no pre-eminence. over
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the beast." If he did believe in a change of their a man and woman who followed· him off, and perha.p&' Danton Cridge, his son, is in California, whither he
:flesh, what had the Lord from heaven to do about the he failed to satisfy them (Acts. xvii 32-34). Were- went a year ago last July, at the request of ~~
beast as it is not claimed he died for the beast, or peat Paul was as visionary as Sw~denborg, and we Bennett, to help operate ~he stereopticon w t
,brought life and immortality to light through the
·
f
t't d · d' b li ·
his which Mr Bennett was to Illustrate his lectures.
h' · hl
are Ig y consmous o reo I u em IS e evmg
On Mr. B~nnett's deci<'ling not to lecture as he came
_ . gospel for them ?
across the continent, Mr. CPidge elected to remain
- Paul was in a new field; there had been no general system.
[To BE CONTINUED.]
in CaliforniA, and went. to work upon a ranch. We
· belief in a resurrection,no plan of endless happiness on
hav H. C. Wright's "Kiss for a Blow" for sale, price
one side or endless misery on the other, mapped out
60 cents in plain .cloth.-ED. T. S.]
· 1 _ ·or belie;ed in; no gospel plan; no plan of salvation;
\··and better than all the rest, no plan of general damHEIDENHEIMER, TEXAS, Dec. 20, 1883.
-nation; and we concede he did remarkably well conMR. EDITOR: I hav long been a silent spectator to
VINTON, IowA, Dec. 21. 1883.
sidering his chances.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find stamps for the the struggle that has been going on between MateHe was sadly mistaken about life and immortality
being brought to light through the gospel by Christ. necessary ticket, as we used to say to Uncle Jerry rialists and Spiritualists, but a letter from Mr. E. H.
In every age among the heathen-not among the for another year's cruise in his little Boat. And now Heywood in your issue of December 15th strikes me
· Jews as Paul borrowed from the heathen-some hav to think the captain of said fearless little craft hardly as something of a challenge or war cry to still confanci~d a future existence, and our An;lerican Indians, knows where to lay his head or get enough food for t.inue the battle. I feel my incompetence to offer
when America was first discovered, had a tradition himself and mate to keep soul and body together, any new ideas, but by your permission I would like
. they thought was old as the sun, and believed t~at isn't as it should be. But I hav wandered from my to make a few remarks on what Mr. Heywood has
errand. Inclosed find $3, which place to my credit. said. In the first place, the quest.ion is asked, "How
' they and their faithful dog could occupy ha,P~Ier
.
M. BRANIN.
noes a. two-and-a-half-year-old know what Psychehunting-grounds after death. I hope my Christian
Ceres meo ns?" and after quoting what the little girl
friends will not claim that this tradition of the noble
PoRTLAND, OR., Dec. 12, 283.
said. Mr. Heywood asks philosophers to "crack this
red man came from their ancestors, who had heard
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1, as part pay- quick nut." etc. Did it never occur tc. our friend
Paul preach when he was out West,.
The ~lysian ment for your valuable paper for next year. I hope that his little girl has probably heard her fa,ther use
'fields ar\3 older than the gospel, hfe and Immor- to be a subscriber as long- as f liv. During the term the expression a hundred times? And considering a
tality hav never been brought to _light yet, and the of my trial subscription, I hav given your paper to child's aptitude for imitating olde~ persons, may this
... fancies and gods of pagans furmshed the new one many of my Jewish and Christian friends, of whom not account for the wonder Mr. Heywood bas discovfor Christians. There was a full supply on hand al- two will soon become subscribers to your paper.
ereo ? H mind can possibly look "before and after,"
Three months ago we organized a Liberal League or if "memory extends back over the period of gesways, according to and from ~he earliest J e.wish ?i~
tory. If there was no immortalit;y known ~ntil Christ s o{ Oregoa, and hav meetings a.nd lectures every tation." does It not seem a little stran~re that, out or
time it had, of course, been hidden or It could not Sunday at 2 and 7 o'clock P.M. Discussions on the the millions of children. fullv as intelligent, prob<t·
'·
hav been brought to light, and no immortality having Bible hav been carried on by Prof. Cbanney and Dr. blv, as Mr. Hsywood's little girl. she >~honld he the
-~~ '· been known for the future, so 'none was promised or (of divinity) West. If the latter, for business' sake, is only one to s<ty anything about it? And further, it
,.
expected. But what of the dead between Adam not. yet convinced of the allegorical meanings of the " Paul the Christite " is to be citeci as authority to
· ' ·" and Christ? How can they gain the advantage holy Bible, he is the only one in the audience. The prove the existence of a "spiritual bodv surviving
:; never given them, and for which they died unpre- meetings are attended by one of the archbishops. the great irrat.ional scare called death," whv not a.lso
He has expressed his views on Christianity, as I hav aClcent. his teachings about the boss scare ca. lied hell?
pared?
Paul well knew the doctrin of sin-offering; the be- understood him, that in religious affairs we must not Mr. Haywood uses some str()ng l!l.nguage about Malief in the sufficiency of the sacrifice of goats and canoi for scientific evidences as long as it doe~ us good, terialists in general, and. Mr. Winter in particular,
bulls· in the blood of beasts, and how sacred it was that we need a little Jesus to lean on, and a future but can abRnrdities go further than for a man to at._ , _. to th'e Jews. His new doctrin, and his way of advo- life to look after. As an example, he brings his hope tempt to offset the teaClh!ngs of "the latest deviCll'l of
to see again his son, who died several· years l!go.
nating it, were taunting to the Jews. ~hey were told In vain, bishop. Who once died will never be seen learned idiots called science " by quoting the sayings
of a. child?
their sin-offerino-s were useless and vam. It contra- again, no matter how beautiful the hopes are.
' l.
Mr. Hevwood never quoted a better thing than
dicted what h~d become , so engrafted into their
•
.
M. s. WAHRHAFTIG.
"On earth there's nothing great but man.
mintls by centuries of observan~e, that it is n~ wonder
In man there's nothing great bnt mind."
they felt insulted and abused mstead of bemg conAuBURN, MICH., Dec. 26, 1883.
But mnst a man necess!l.rily be a. Spiritualist before
verted. Such an innovation seemed basely rude, and
MR. <EDITOR : I would lil{e to ask you A· q nestion his minci iR capable of conCleiving ~reat or IT">Od
they knew the doctrins taught, as put forth by Paul,
for you to answer through the columns of THE TRUTH thoughts? I hav been a careful reader of Mr. Wlnwere false, and the matter was made worse by the
SEEKER.
t.flr's writings. anci I can consClientiouslv A.cquit him
spirit and aggression with which it was declaimed.
Do the Mormons claim to hav a Bible written
The same spirit toward the Jews, from whom they wholly by Joe Smith, or do they found their religlon of "proclaiming what he doel!l not know.''
I hav hearrl a great many attempts m~tde tn dflfllnrl
borrow all the pretense they hav of being connected on the the Old Testament?
this
hack-action mind busineR'l, but this of Mr. Rev·-·.·. ' ;
with Christ, or coming to him through any foundaWe hav a debating school among the farmers.
tion, is arrogantly assumed and . sun~ by modern There are only two Infidels, and fifty Christians, a.nd wood's is certainly the most flimsy of a.nv r hA.v vet
heard.
CHAS. L. GmsoN.
Christian poets-save the mark!-m this case:
the queBtion of polygamy is comin~ up. Your paper
has
done
good
work
in
the
last
four
years
in
our
''Not all the blood of beasts, on Jewish altars slain,
EAST RoDMAN, N.Y .. D~c. 25. 283.
Could giv the guilty conscience peace, or wash away it stain.', neighborhood. It h>:s cost me $11.50 ann it has done
MR. EDITOR: Please find incloPed $2-$2.50 for
To get a new and direct in~ult to J e~ish and ~er $500 worth of good. When I read them I pass th<>m n.nother year's subscription, and the balance use rts
haps C!;ttholic priests, a new rhyme-slmger, steahng along to my neighbor. The paper has make a won- ~re~~.
.
derful change around here in people's religions opinT send A. list of namfiR, cont11ining only two or
the idea of the lines cited, and some of the wordf'l,
ions. If everyone would distribute THE TRUTH SEEKER three so bigotflr1 that thfly wonlr1. like to he m~'~de
has this:
among his neighbors it would do more toward spread- popes of, that thev mfght rule other pPnnle's thon«"hts
"Nor bleeding bird, nor bleeding beast,
ing the light.
H. B. BEaKER.
and actions. and conld upon a pin11h become a ComNor hyssop b1·anch, nor sprinkling priest,
[The claim made for the Mormon Bible it! that it stock or G11iteau. You may bear frnm them as thfly
Nor running brook, nor flood, nor sea,
was found by Joe Smith already engraved on gold make tbflir voices hertrd through t.he nreflq ROmllCan wash the dismal stain away."
How Paul ignored the practice, and excuses t?is plates. Where those plates are now is not known. times, generally undPr an alias. I think Llberalq
lapsus omin1ts1:s of the dead from Adam to Chnst, It is pretended, we believe, tha.t they are in the hav no canse to complatn of proJiress the last veR-r.
when he declares, "And the times of this ignorance Tabernacle at Salt Lake city. Much of that Bible is Conventions bav been held in most partfl of the
God winked at, but now commandeth all men every- a repetition or the Old Testament. The Mormon country, which hav been well attPnded. We lar>k
god is the Jehovah of the Jews. Their polygamy plac~>s of meeting, and if FrPet.binkflra would bnilr1
where to repent" (Acts. xvii, 30).
G.od winked
also receives ita sanction from the examples of Old halls in towns where superstition now ClontrolR such
spiritually, not materially, of course. DI~ Paul be- Testament saints.-ED. T. S.]
buildingil, they (the narrow-minden) would soon relieve sin-offering was a worthless plan while he was
alize their short-si~htedness tn dlminishAd revenue
an unconverted Jew? And did not the Jews hav
FABIU , N. Y., Dec. 31, 1883.
anci value of property. Liberals are a readin~r class.
reason to despise and hate him for his changeable,
MR. EDITOR: I had a letter written to you (in my which rather incapacitates them for organizin~ in
whiffling course, and for his arrogance and .taunts mind) asking you to leave out the "Odds and Ends,"
telling them they were .ignorant, and t?at If the.y and fill it with stories for little children. But I soClieties, etc,, aA tbfly acquire a hahit of thinking for
would own up and follow him God would wmk at their found some people would listen to the reading of the themselvs, and b"come contented in their mode of
acquiring knowledge. Fashlnn and popularity (t.hli
past ignorance ?
"Odds and Ends," and thereby get a little radical- prime motors of church '<'A.therings) hav but little
The fact seems to be that Paul was naturally tyran- ism, who would go to sl.:1ep over the sound reading wAight with the mass of LibPrala.
nical, self-conceited, and assuming.
As a ruler in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Then again I thought how
I enjoy the rearling of both aides of a dlscnssion,
among the Jews receiving adulation and homage, he annoying it must be for an editor to hav so much and believe THE TRUTH SEEKER to he the only jonrna.l
probably became so in .a more offensiv se:.:~e even proffered advice. I once came so near being an that allows so fair a llberty on such a, variety of subthan was natural for him. He was also visiOnary; editor myself as to set type, sweep the office, and jects. A good Bha.re of the press of the conntry will
he quarreled with his companions even, and dic- roll the printer's ink. I worked for that brave little 'not allow anything t() appear in their columna "xpaper called the Vanguard, edited by Alfred Cridge, cept it is in accord with their particular views. The
tated to his old associates.
Whatever he touched he made aggressiv.
Hear some twenty years ago. I wonder where Mr. Cridge time will come that they will be obliged .to let both
him: "For as I passed by and beheld your devo- is now. His wife was a sister of the late lamented sir1es hav a hearing, or go to the w<tll.
tions [another worship of an other God], I found an Prof. William Denton. But thanks to you, with no
The discussion upon prohibition I hope will go on
altar with this inscription, To the l_Jnkn.own God. advice from me, we hav a "Children's Corner." It in a friendly spirit until the questinn can be disis
something
to
be
thankful
for
,and
to
be
proud
of.
posed of in a satisfactnry manner. The rear1ing of
Whom therefore ye ignorantly worship, him declare
wear off the sharp corners of prejuI unto you" (Acts. xvii, 23). What knowledge had I feel like thanking J. L. York, Edwin H. Bartlett, both sides
he of any God, superior as a God, or knowledge su- and many others for what they hav written in favor dice, and intelligence take the place of bigoter1 inof a "Children's Corner." We hav a little girl seven tolerance. Reformers are apt to go too fast, and freperior to theirs?
years old who is now glad to see THE TRUTH SEEKER quently bring on a destruction anrl calamity greater
Any one taking th13 tro~ble t~ read what he says come, and asks me to read the stories to her, and
after this arrogant assumption will see he had .~~ne. often wishes them read the second time. I again re- than the evil complained of. I believe the war in
Their inscription "To the Unknown God, JUst turn thanks for that c0rner of our paper for my lit- which slavery was abolished was a ~r<.>ater evil than
fitted his description as declared to them. They, tle girl's sake. A book called ''A Kiss for a Blow," slavery. Slavery was a dying institution the world
perhaps, knew more about their unkno~ god than by Henry C. Wright, made a lasting and good im- over, and if it had not been for It few hot-headed
he did about his, any way. And how did they take pression on my mind when a little child. I wonder fanatics upon either side, the question would bav by
his arrogance? "And when they heard of the res~ if there is a copy in existence now. I would like to this time hav worked itself clear, and the scar of war
rection of the dead, some mocked, and others said, see it again. My husband, Homer A. Billings, ie would not hav defaced the fair escutcheon of this
country.
We will hear thee again of this ma~ter." Did th~y enjoying the climate of southwest Missouri at this
If discussion goes on between orthodoxy and Libthink Paul was trying to prove his God a matenal time. He has visited the colony of brave men and ~>ralism in a reasonable manner, a war will be avoidfld ..
being, Hence, not unkn?W:J?-· It looks that ~ay, .hut women at Liberal, and is very much pleased with Men npon one side fighting tor their rights, and J:>lgHELEN M. S. BILLINGS.
there is one thing certam m the ac?ount Itself, he the country and people.
oted intolerance for supremacy upon the other, would
did not convince anybody what he d1d mean, except
[The elder Oridge is, we believe, deceased. Alfred be such a war as history tas seldom recorded. A
·"
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few hot-heads upon either. side could bring It on and there's. bath chapter an' verse for't. Gude day, an' wife, to whom he was so much, and for all his beengulf the more sober and thoughtful in spite of gan ye be a' as weal as I wis,' ye'll na be that ill." reaved friends and the world is· so much his debtor. ·
His "Our Planet" imri:wrtalizes his name, and had
their protests. Giv us ,fre~ discussion, then intelliDAVID GARDINER.
he lived its superior WO~Jld hav appeared.
.
gence will be at the helm guiding us in the path of
Ardent votary of science, truth seeker~ lover of hutruth, shunning the rocks of ignorance. It the difBLU:FFroN, 0., Dec. 27, 1883.
ferent ·policies of government or 'plans of ad minis-· MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2,50 for my sub- manity, noble, exalted manhood, Brother" William
J. H. C<;,oK. ·
tration were discussed honestly in every political scription for 1884. I am pleased with the efficient Denton, farewell.
paper, intelligence would again guide the bark of and impartial course of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and while
I
CHARLOTTETOWN, R; I., Jan. 2, 1884. ·
· state instead of prejudice, as at present, the spoils I wish you a happy new year, I also hope that your·
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $2.00; $1.75 for
being the real design of both parties, which instead of health and life may be spared for. many years to
giving factA to the people, use every artifice to mis- bear the standard that was so nobly unfurled by D. W. Reade's "Martyrdom of• Man," and 25 eta; for the
lead them through their ignorance.
M. Bennett, and which, after he has fallen, you so "Agnostic. Annual." Hav read your card and order.
.
I agree with Mr. Winter, that as far as knowledge ably continue to hold aloft. May the bright star of filled :with thanks.
at present permits, we die and our bodies resolve THE TRUTH SEEKER never grow dim, is the wish of Over thirty years ago, by the merest accident in ..
nature, I obtained the reading of the Rev. E .. E. ·
themselvs again -to ths elements, and are taken up
Yours respectfully,
F. C. STEINGRA'VEB.
Guild's work, "The Universalist Book of Reference,"
as food for other things, etc., times without number,
SToCKTON, Mo., Dec. 25, 1883.
which had the effect of converting me from an ignoand the mind may be indebted in part to the refineMR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2.50 for THE TRUTH rant and bigoted Methol!ist into a Universalist. I
ment of materials passing through and through those
changes, forming a brain of finer material, etc. Mind SEEKER for 1884. It is all the Bible I want in my consider him a very lucid and .cogent writer and reais an action or product of the brain. Brain ceases to bouse. It give light to all inquiring minds, dethrones sonar. His "Pro and Con '' is also forcibly con vine;;
superstition, and makes man and. woman grander ing. -He certainiy wields heavy and effectual weap~
act, consequently the mind ceases to exist.
Yours truly,
M. E. RosE. . and better. Christianity is giving way here fast. ons for the destruction of religious superstition.
The mendicant has found out to his sorrow that the
Although I hav never enjoyed the beneflt.of even
WESTFIELD, N.Y.
old fable is fast passing away. Hell has lost its ter- a common school education, as this incoherent letter ~
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me a few words on the ror, and heaven is bribe and fable. Oh, what a grand will convince you, still, since becoming a scriptural
situation.· When the leaders of thought hav outgrown change has come over the people during the last two Universalist, I hav used my illiterate and hum- '
the superstition Inherited from a bigoted ancestry, years I I can now speak my sentiments and be rfl- ble influence to sustain and advance that theory.
and are rep.dy to admit that the sexes, like the source spected. Let those grand geniuses~Col. Robert G. But why should not an earnest truth seeker avail
from whence derived, are interchanging; that inter- Ingersoll, Mr. S. P. Putnam, Mr. T. Winter, Mr. John himself of the increased facilities which, by the rechange of sex is the organic l'aw on which existence Peck, and Elmina-;-go on with the good work. Truth cent developments of science and learned historical
is founded, that the same law of combination that is mighty and will prevail.
research, are now afforded him.
':
makes higher numbers of lower ones makes higher I am, dear sir, your friend,
RILEY SHERRILL.
My position now is that our Universalist and Uni·
grades of being by combination of lower ones, and
tartan half-brethren should be accorded great credit
that the higher could not exist independent of the
SPRING FoRGE, Jan. 2, 1884,
for the important part they hav performed in breaklower in either case, truth seekers will hav no trouble
MR. EDITOR: 'I hav received QVerything correctly, ing the crust of religious prejudice and superstition,
in finding the goal they are searching for. It is and return my best thanks. "F!Llse Claims" is ex- and now stand in somewhat the position of the adsimply action balanced by reaction of the same ele- cellent; the "Agnostic Annual" also. Rejoice with vance, cleating the way for the progress of the grand
ment.
me. I hav saved one soul, a young man, once a army of freedom., But I hav now arrived at the deAs long as women admit that they are a secondary church and Sunday-school member. Oblige me with liberate conclusion that, being much in advance of
creation of a supreme invif!ible myth, that the sexes a sample• copy for him.
·
the orthodox masses in intelligence'and much better
are distinct entities, the one sovereign, the other subYesterday one could hav heard the thousand- posted in the late developments of science and anject, they should not complain that they are treated fold glories and hallelujahs of the priests and their cient religious history, at present the majority, at,
as secondary by males. The belief that the sexes are· congregations, thanking God for what he had done least, occupy much the same position in respect ·
distinct from each other, that mind exists indepen- for them. ~nd for mankind; rejoicing and paying to their real conviction as the Rev. E, 1 E, Guild; for
dent or matter, or that either does or can exist in- homage to those Jesuitic principles that the great as I view tbe subject lit ,appears next to impossible
dependent of the other, is the last expiring relic of cause of faith must be served with all means; that for a sane person to proceed a certain distance in
the same superstition that made our little world the there are many churches to be built this year; that .the path of investigation without plainly perceiving
center of the universe, and as false as the Pffect of the poor heathen countries must be supplied with that the t~ntire system of supernatural religion is
the belief has ever been destructiv. For proof see the Bibles· and missionaries preaching the eternal truth; nothing but fable, tradition, and myth. I conclude
past history and present condition of the so-called that there is needed money, more money, inflnitly that the signs of the times are indications of a thorhuman family. In the foregoing I think may be more m'oney; though thousands starve and perish in ough sifting and scrutinizing of the different religious
found the reason why women are not announced as misery already, these parasites on the body of man- systems, and I perceive the best authorities hav come•
speakers in Freethought conventions.
kind still continue robbing and deceiving the igno- to the deliberate decision that if their system is to
Yours truly,
J. TINNEY.
rant for the church's sake, who, as Goethe says, has stand the test and become a permanent factor in
a good stomach, has. already devoured whole coun- the religion of the future they must retain and mainDowAGIAC, MicH., Dec. 31, 1883. . tries, and has not yet been overfed. "The kingdom tain with persistent zeal the doctrin of the super-,
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find a postal order of heaven is at hand," said one priest yesterday.· I~- natural origin of Christianity. But, reasoning from
for $5, half of which please credit to my subscrip- deed it looks like it all around us. Go and number my premia, I conclude they must soon be compelled
tion; the other $2.50 to a new subscriber.
the suicides and crimeFJ; number the inmates of the to abandon and retire from this old fort. What then?
Our League is having a sort of boom at present. prisons and insane asylums; number the outc·asts Can they possibly discard .and abandon their former'
We hav rented new rooms and fitted them up nicely, and prostitutes of our hug~ citi'es; behold our civili- precedents and recede and fall back .into the opell"
and hav started a Sunday-school, whicli so far -h£s zation; behold that struggle for existence, that bat- arms of the holy· mother church? It is now· generbeen a success. On Christmas day the ladies of the tle for life little short of wholesale murder, and then, ally admitted that orthodox Protestantism in its presLeague gave a big dinner and a sleigh-ride to the Christians, compare it with even the infantile con- ent confused and divided position is utterly incom~
pupils. In the evening a sociable was held, with a caption of heaven, as, your "revelations" contain it. patent to hold its gro~Jnd against the encroachments
goodly attendance. John E. Remsburg gave two of Hav we approached in the least that state of happi- of the papacy; their only alternativ, then, must be
his grand lectures here on the" 4th and 5th inst. ness and peace as the millennium shall bring it? If to join the more advanced Liberals, and I cheerfully
which created quite a stir among the dry bones of not, whence your indifference, your stagnation? anticipate their adoption of the l.atter course, as they
orthodoxy, and caused an old fossil of the Baptist whence your resistance to progress? The'-'e is rnuch, bav not far to tra;vel in that direction. They will be
church to attempt to answer him. But of all the very much, to be done yet. There is no time for likely to appoint Col. Bob Ingersoll generalissimo,
silly, sophistical bosh I ever ·listened to, it was the praying and going to church.
',with Beecher and Bradlaugh as lieuten:;tn.ts, and
worst. Everybody, even to his own ,brethren, was
Yours,
F. W. OPP.
when all the Universalist!'! and Unitarians, with all
disgusted, and acknowledged that he hurt their cause
their sympathizers, hav unfurled their banners and
more than he helped it.
CoLuMBus, KAN., Dec.12, 1883.
are marching in the ranks of the grand army of the
Otto Wettstein has given our Mrs. Haddon some
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me a few lines to de- true sons of liberty and freedom, the final victory .
very hard Materialistic nuts to crack, but she keeps parted worth. I hav waited to know the when, where, cannot be doubtful. Let us console ourselvs with
on trying to crack them just the same. She thinks and how of his death. I first saw him in western this pleasing hope, should we ultimately die in -deshe can never giv up the ideas of a "summer-land" Ohio, as one of the editors of a radical monthly and spair. Since my conversion from the belief and fear
and "spirit entity." Mrs. Haddon is a grand good a lecturer. He was at one of my lectures on the of the orthodox hell, from which in my youth I h'av:·
;woman, with an educated and cultivated mind, and human brain, and I saw his greatness and goodness suffered intensely, I hav used all my humbe influwe love her, for she is one of the mainstays of our on his magnificent head, his fine and impressible ence and ability for the advancement of Liberal
League. But to our "Materialistic minds" the ar- organism.
'
liews as upheld byUniversalists; in this position THE'
guments she and other Spiritualists use hav but litI saw his young, gifted, and promising wife then, TRUTH SEEKER found me.'
tie convincing force when compared to the logical twenty-eight years ago. He appreciated my labors
I am fully impressed with the conviction that our
reasoning of such writers as Elmina or Otto.
and encouraged me. He was full of hope, enthusi- exertions cannot be employed -in any oth<:)r, cause 80
Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER and its cause.
asm, energy-fraternal and genial.
important to the benefit and happiness of humanity
Yours truly,
DR. T. G. Rix.
He was one of the most spiritual and iruaginativ as the destruction of that hydra-headed monster,
(very essential in the true sense, to a scientist) nat. priestcraft, kingcraft, and religious superstition; and
SUNDERLAND, 0NT., Jan. 1,1884.
uralists I ever knew.
although having attained the ripe age of seventyMR. EDITOR: An old Scotch gentleman called upon . I see him inspired by great intellectual, esthetic, two years, and contemplating on the radical changes .
us the other day, just to leave us the compliments and moral forces, as a poor boy in London, as a and improvements which hav happened within these
of the season-a merry Christmas and a happy New teacher, as an orthodox preacher; then as a Liberal years, I am encouraged to persevere until the end
Year. After a time one of the family put into 'our naturalist and Spiritualist; and at last, and above in this-to me-labor of 10ve.
old friend's hand our album of photographs, in the all, a Scientific Humanitarian. I hav for the past As regards the present status of Liberalism here,
pages of which I had thoughtlessly (or, as my wife thirty years traveled· with him (mentally) to read we may be supposed· to be about in the same posisays, thoughtfully) placed the TRUTH SEEKER picture the letters, lines, pages, and bo.oks of Mother Earth's tion as New England was forty ye1rs ago. No doubt
of the Jewish Jehovah. As soon as the pi~ture of history, through the wilds and jungles of Texas, the there is 'much latent Infidelity in Charlottetown, and
'His Maj~ty caught the old man's eye he exclaimed, plains, ravines, gorges, canons, mountain sides and a lecturer orl that subject would be likely to hav a
" Ha, ha! Wha hae we here ? Surely this mun be summits, from the Mississippi to the Pacific; and the large audience. But the clerical foxes are very jealthe de'Il !. " "It's not that," says I; "look again." thousands that hav been instructed and liberalized ous about pursuing the geese for themselvs, and unHe examined the picture carefully, and read the and inspired by his fluent and eloquent tongue.
til their' power and influence are circumscribed our
scripture passages at the bottom and with a look of
At last I, only the other evening, sang by request progress must be slow. In conclusion, I hav pre-,
astonishment exclaimed, "Gude be here! It's the his "The Devil is Dead," which, if not yet true, he sumed that. the perusal of a discussion between a
ither ane--he's na' better than he's bonny-the less has with his truth-laden tongue badly wounded him. learned Dr. Murray and my humble self on the pro
we hae t' da wi' him the better." As our friend left 'Again and finally must I see him where white man and con of scriptural Uni:versalism might, with this
us, he took me by the hand, earnestly looked in my never(?) before trod, in wlld and savage New Guinea, incoherent epistle, afford you some leisure hours'
face, and said, "Aye, aye, yon's the ither ane; an' if lying there dying, his nerve-force exhausted, and at amusement and will direct the pamphlet to you;
he's na better gan he looks it maun be a fearful last that grand organism succumb and stop its work. and with the compliments of the season, and ardent
thitlg ta fa' inta his clootches. Far better for us a' The scene is over. It overwhelms me with grief, wishes for your success in your laudable labors, I
ta lie still, It's the itber ane--I canna gan say it; and copious tears flow-flow for the dear stricke remain
Yours respectfully,
JAs. B. Gu.
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Mr. Moore, very indulgent to his only I'm a frie~d to the peaceful, a foe to all strife,·
·daughter since her mother's death, consented My presence is needful to keep you in life.
that she. should hav her way, and the little By chance you may find me as. far off you.
:roam,
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall River ragged urchin was soon seated at the table But I ever ain purest, and sweetest at home,
Mass., to whom all Cbmmunications for th~ with himself and Nelly. Inquiry elicited that When life is all over and troubles are PI!-Bt~
Corner should be sent.
the boy's name was Harry West, that he had May I be your portion forever at last.
no home, that he was an orphan since two
" His Ute Is long Whose work Is well,
years, without money or friends.
•
ANsWER To CliABADE IN cHILDREN's _conNEii,.
And be his station low or high
"Where do you sleep nights?" inquired
JAN. 5TJL
He who th~ most good works ca~ tell,
Nelly.
Toll-gate.
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
·"In coal-yards, under piles of lumber, cuddled up beside door.steps-anyw)lere."
TO THE LIBERAL PUBLIC.
Our friends are in vited to assist_ in our
"0 papa !. And we so comfortable I What
. occasional puzzle department by the contri- makes some hav so much, and others so lit- The Freethinkers' Magazine and Free-·
. bution of original charades, rebuses, enigmas, tle ?"
"That has puzzled many an older head
·
. thought Directory, ''.
· .1
'etc ·All matter of the above named character
than yours, child."
su1;:c~~~smf~~e t~m::~~~:Oifn~~!Y:~~~: 1
will be grately appre!Jiated.-ED, CHiLDREN's
Harry ate ravenonsly until·his sunken eyes following otters, the names and subscriptions ·to be
mailed before F•bruary 5, 284. Now wao·wm be_ the
CORNER.
g1owe d , an d t h e hollow cheeks grew rosy. At first to respond to one of the following propositions?:
length he drew away from the table, and tak- For the names ot th•·u outspoken Freethinkers, with I
the post office address ot each, for publication In the
· h
mg is tattered hat, he bowed awkwardly, and l)IREOTORY, and 75 cents, we. will send the March'l
The Crow and the Fox.
said: "I thank you awfully for my dinner.· I number FREE. For 10 names of outspoken Free-·
A mas_ter crow, perched on a tree one day,
thinkers, and 25 cents for ,each, we will send this·.
was starved, I think, nearly."
publication FREE during the balance of _the year 284-~
Was holding In his beak a cheese·
"Where
are
you
going
now?"
~five numbers.
For 15 names and 2~ cents each,
. A master fox, by the odor drawn th~t way,
tor the DIRECTORY, we will send 15 eoples ot the
Spake unto him In words like tb.ese:
"I don't know."
'
March number ot this publication FREE-one tor
" Oh, good :m.ornlng, my Lord orow 1
"Wbuld you be Wl"ll'ng
t 0 w k 'f 1 uld each name. AnY one sending us 20 names, and 25
1
·
or I
co
cents tor· each, tor the DIRECTORY, w111 receive this
How well you look; how handsome yoU: do grow 1
find you employment?" inquired Nelly's publication FREE tor the balance ot the year--,5 I
'Pon my honor, If your note
papa kindly~
numbers-and 20 copies of the March number FRElll
.Bears a resemblance to your coat,
-one tor each name. We will send 26 copies ot the I
· ·You are the Phamlx of the dwellers In these woods," '"Will you try me? Golly, I'll work all day March number to one address for $5.00. Any one 1
for such a dinner as that, sir."·
sending us $1.00, and one name for the DIRECTORY, I
and 25 cents, wlll receive this publication for the·<
At these words does the crow exceedingly rejoice;
"Well, my boy, I think I'll try you a week balance of the year 28,, We shall hav a number of I
And, to display his beauteous voice,
or so,"
·· com unlcatlons In our next Issue, written by some ot I
. He opens a wide beak, lets tall his stolen goods.
the ablest writers In the J!'reethought:ranks, either
1'he fox seized on't, and said : ·" My good monsieur,
And he did try the boy a week, and a month, of which will be worth the price of that number. It
Learn tha; every flatterer
and found that he had in him the true met 1 Wlll be published about the 25th of February, and
a ' Will contain 6' pages, and every Freethinker In the
Live at the expense of him who hears him otit ·
and was eager and willing to do all that was United States and Oanada should hav this number,' 1
This_ lesson Is well worth a cheese, no doubt."'
in his power ·
·
Reader, If you do not feel like subscribing tor a '
•
year, and hav no time to procure names, do this, at j
1'he crow, ashainedand much In pain,
"
Who
knows,
papa,
that
Harry
is
not
an·
once:
Send twmty-ji.u ctmts In postage stamps for the
·Swore-but a little late-they'd not catch him so
0
again,
-La Fontaine.
angel that we entertain unawares," said Nelly, ~a~~~s?~1~b:~t : : ~!lf~:~~ tc:,~~s~~:;. ~~ ~~ a~~r·
one day. .
number to.strlke of!.
H. L. GREEN, Publisher. .
"pOBBI'blY· I d on •t' know th
New York.
.A.n Angel Unaw-ares.
. a t h. e h as no t as Salamanca,
P. B.-Remember
that the names, after they are Nattlre's R.evela·ti'on· s of Character,...
The snow was coming down in great :flakes, good a right to be an angel as anybody else, once In the DIRECTORY, remain through the year, ·
or Physiognomy lllustrated. The
soft, :fleecy, feathery. Pure· and white it lay if he is ser.viceable to the human race," re- and will be at a future day published In book form.
science of individual traits portrayed by
li d h
the temperaments and features. lllu_son the ground, and gradually made little P e
er papa.
trated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPR
heaps, and drifted into wide waves, until it
Time passed on, and Harry, still in Mr.
FREETHOUGH'r NOVELS.
SIMMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
covered field and meadow, like 3 great mass Moore's employ, grew toward manhood~ A The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gill>
of white blankets. It crept all over the tops few years at school, and association with
written Radical romance. By WM. Me. edges, $4.50.
.
of fences and houses, and wreathed the bare Nelly and her friends, corrected his bad gramDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall; Family New England and the People up
branches of treel'l;, until they seemed frans- mar and smoothed the rough edges of his
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
There. A humorous lecture. By
formed from grim . skeletons to graceful life. He was useful to his employer, honest
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
GEORGE E. MACDONALD. 10 cents .
25
. fairies.
in ·his dealings, kept good hours, observed the
$1. ·
Star-shaped, octagon, triangul!lr, bead-like, laws of health, and contracte(J. no bad habits. Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN· Po!.lket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Comprising terse, Witty, and sarcastic defini.formed, I·n myr-I'ads of styles, fell the
One night he was. restless and could not
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
tions of the terms used in theology. The
I>CroWn
H 1 th'10ki
f 11 th
t
t'l
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
0
61
only edition in English. 25 cents.
:flocculent crystals.
eep.
e .ay .
ng
a
e pas. un I Exet
H ll
"One of the mo 8 t excit. ·
. .
. ·
.
long after midmght Suddenly he fancied he
. er a •
,
.
'How beautifnht Is!" exclaimed little Nelly h
d
li h
. ·. .
b
R' .
mg romances of the day.' Pnce, pp.per
The Question Settled.
A Careful
60 cents; cloth, 80 _()ents.
' . --Moo:;e. "What is it, papa?" and the little ear as g t nOise m a room e1?w. . IB~ng,
~~grr""·l turned fiom· tli'e·'wmdow where she liad .h~--e~utio:nsly.de~eende~-~he-sta.Irs, aind..m-a- N-athaniel Va;uglfan~ -Priest and Man. ·- · Oomparison of Biblical Modern Spiritual~ ism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.
, been watching the falling :flakes to the chair moment found his s~rmismgs were correctA Ra.dical nov.el ~f marked ability. Equal
.
h
a·
h'
f'
't
there
were
burglars
m
the
house.
to,
George
Eliot
s
works.
By
FREDERIKA
The Roaring Lion on the Track. By
Where Sat er papa rea Ing IS avon news. . his
. revolver,
·
.
M
Seizmg
he mstantly
sought the
. ACDONALD. 404 pages, $1 . 25 .
:M:. BABcocK. Price, 15 cents.
paper.
chamber of his benefact.>r. Stationing him- Golden Throne. By .SAMUEL I_>. PuTNA.Jd.
The
Philosophy of Spiritualism, and
'The snow, dear? Why, nothing but self at the door he waited developments.
Author of Prometheus, .Gottlieb, Ingerthe Philosophy and 'treatment of MediaV!l-por. A peculiar state of the atmosphere
soll and Jesus. A Radical Romance of
mania. By FREDERIC R. MABvm, M.D.
produces the falling snow. It is indeed beauSoon a dark lantern :flashed upon the scene,
pioneer life, delineating the virtues of
Cloth, 50 cents .
and he was confronted by two bold and dannatural humanity as opposed to the hy. tiful, my child. It is like the chl\racter."
gerous-looking men.
pocrisy of a supernatural religion; crowd- A Business Man's Social and Relig' What is character, papa?"
"Advance another step and you are dead
ed with incident and full of progressiv
ious Views. Bold and trenchant
'0 you little inquisitiv! Character. is qual- men!'' And as Harry spoke Mr: Moore, now
id~as and t~e po~try of the future. $1.00.
lJlows against theology and inhumanity.
ity-it is that which makes the man, woman, thoroughly awakened, turned on. the gas.
Gottlieb : HIS Life.
A romanc~ of
Price, $1.
child; This pure snow is a fair emblem of
earth heaven and hell
Beautifully
wri'tte'n by s. p', PuTN'", '25 cents.
.The burglars saw the pistol and dthe deterAlamOiitada, the Galley-Slave. Trans·
, character .unsoiled-a pure character. By and
d
~
. h
mmed face of the young man, an cowere . Th D
•
A D
t' R di I
lated from the German of Zschokke by
b y t e wind'will blow, the mud will spatter
Cornered as they were they could make no
et arwBmsM. E
omDes ~c. a ca
InA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philo. upon it, and it will JJecome so dark and disa.
d .
h ·a f M M
th
s ory.
Y rs. LMINA . oLENXER, ausophical natrativ, intensely interesting.
resistance, an With t e a I o
r. oore ey
thor of John's Way Studying the Bible
Price, cloth, 7o cents; paper, 50 cents.
ghr ?eable that you will see no beauty in it, and were sec~red and soon in the hands of officers
and numerous ess~ys. 257 pp. Paper;
t 1s may then be likened to character stained of the law. They had packed much of the
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dic,·by wrong-doing, crime, evil thoughts, and silver and some jewelry, and were about to John's Way.
A pleasing domestic
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Swedenwicked deeds. But there goes 'the dinner enter the room of Mr. Moore when discovered.
Radical story. By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER.
borg, through the. mediumship of Mrs.
bell. Come, I am hungry."
Nelly, fast asleep, heard 'nothing of the
15 cents.
.
FRANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA
A deep, finely written
As the two passed into the dining room, commotion, but when 'tohi 6£ it 'the next morn- The O:ntcast.
HuTcHINsoN, with a steel engraving of
· ,they heard a timid rap upon the outer door, .
h
d
'th. . · . • h
.
Radical story. From the London edition.
Handolph. Price, $1.50.
By WINWOOD READE, author of MartyrIng s e turne pa1e WI a.ppre ensiOn.
~~~ immediately after the loud voice of
"There is no danger now," said her father,
dom of Man. 30 cents.
Career
of Religious Ideas; Their Uldget, "Ye're the fourth one that's been kissing her affectionately. "Harry has saved The Clergyman's Victims. A Badtimate the Religion of Science. By HuD·
here this day for s'ummat to ate! An' d'ye our property, and perhaps our lives."
.
ical story vividly portraying the wrongs
soN TuTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75
think Mr. Moore i~ hirin' me for f.oor dollars
"Did 1 not tell you, papa., that we might be
committed by the professed men of God.
cents.
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cent11.
a wake to cook for the likes o' sich vagabonds entertaining an 'angel unawares when we took
Ecce
Diabolus; or, The Worship of
as yese ~ Faith, I blave ye're jist. fixed up so Harry in?"
.A.lamontada the Galley-Slave. TransYahvell or Jehovah Shown to be
on parpose to draw upon me sympathies I"
"You did· and 1 wish 1 could reward him
lated from the German of Zschokke by
the Worship of the Devil, with observa'No, I ain't, nuther !"
for his good 'service to us, dear."
IRA. q-. MosHER, .L.~.B. A d~eply p~ilotions on the horrible and cruel ordinance
'Bese ye Cat'lic ?"
y
. ,
,, 'f
sophical narrativ, mtensely 1nterestmg.
. d H
1
of
Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacri." on can, su, .exc an;ne
arry, I yo~
'Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
fices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
'No; I'm 'Merikan I"
will, though the act requues no recompense.
Rev. EvAN DAVIES (Myfyr Morganwg), D.
'Where's yer other shoe?"
,
He took Nally's hand in his, and they both
RELIGION THE GIBRALTAR
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain.
'I hain't got no other shoe."
blushed and smiled.
Translated from the Welsh by MomoN, B.
OF THE
'An' yer stockins ?"
"Oh, you want my Nelly! And what shall
C. Price, 25 cents.
'Hain't got no stockin's whatsomever."
1 do without my angel?"
Eight Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
· "Is it the truth ye're spakin'?"
"There will be two angels for you, papa,"
• It's as true as I liv and breathe, and hope whispered Nelly, archly.
Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of
By Geo. T. Bondles.
to die. I hav not had anything to eat since
"Well, hav your own way, for your way is
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully
written. By S. P. P1tTNAM. 25 cents.
yesterday morning. Oh, I am so hungry!"
right, and is my way also."
"0 Bridget, can't he hav some dinner?
And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance, Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal,
ENIGMA.
He must be nearly starving," and little NelSTYLJID
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future
I hav but one eye and that without sight,
ly's eyes were suffused with tears.
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents;
Exceptions
to
the
Character
of
Jesus
Yet it helps me whatever I do;
cloth, 75 cents.
'I'll not be cooking for these yere wagaGhrist Considered as a Gentleman.
I'm sharp without wits, without senses I'm
bones :no more. I'll lave first-so now !" and
Issues
of the Age. Consequences Inbright,
Bridget :flounced into the pantry and shut the The fortune of some, and of some the delight, A Pamphlet of Sixty-six Pages, Large Print '· volved in Moaern Thought. A work
showing much study and great familiar·door.
And I doubt not I'm useful to you.
PJ!Ice, Twenty·:Ove Vents.
ity with other writers and ,thinkers. By
'0 papa, here is the most forlorn·looking
Addresa
TBB TRUTH SEEKBR.
HENRY C. PEDDER. Price, $1.
as Ol!nton Place , N: Y
emv
object you ever saw, and almost starved. I am welcome to all from cottage to throne;
There's scarce a. condition where I am unCan't he come and hav dinner with us?"
J'esus Christ. His life, miracles, teach·
ings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL.
"Isn't he rather tattered and dirty?'' in- I striveknown;
to do good, and I scare~ can do harmj
25 cents.
quired Mr. Moore, as he surveyed the pitiful· Even music without me must giV up a charm.
aompr1ailll d11coune. ot advanced tho118ht ~
looking boy.
A pleasing domestic
I'm the joy of the weary, the hope of the sick, o. B. .FBOTHili&H..Uiand:FELIX .&.BLEB John's Way.
"But he is clean inside, papa. Can he not And vain would I visit where sorrows are
Radical story. By M:as. E. D. f.nm!DJI,
~o ot America'• (Ju rt •• tlllnli:en.
· thick,
16 ~entll.
come to dinner?"
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energy to writing for that journaL Two years·
PROSPECTU~
of. application to n;tedical study and daily newspaper .toil as well were as much as. hif! consti·
tution could bear, and t},le time, had come
when one or the other of these occupationli!
must be given up. The decision was soonmade, and Mr. Foote became co-partner with
his friend of the b.otanic school of medicin.
His practice was remarkably successful for two
reasons-because founded on an accurate acquaintance with physiology,-hygiene, and medFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
icin, and because of his extraordinary natural_adaptation to his work. He remained in partnerSllip until 1857, and; having cured a pro'
.·'
ies.sor of the Penn Medical University of PhilLEA~ING
•O;delphia of pulmonary' disease, was. induced
by him to become a student of that institu,liion:. He was graduated an. 1I. D. in the year
L A. R G E S T,
H E A p· E S. T, B E ST.
i1860.
'
. The .young physician began his career as an
ftuthor of books in 1853, when twenty-nine
years of age. His. first work was ," Medical
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3,00 PER YEAR; $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS •
.Common Sense," a radical and daring production, . which was hailed by advanced thinkersSAMPLE COPIES FREE.
.
.
)l.):td .. philanthropists throughout the country
l!.s a decided advance in the direction of emanNEW YOBK UITY•.
/
'\ipating the people from the domination of
narrow-minded men, who regard a simple
treatment of anatomy, phy8iology, hygiene,
lu\.d. the art of healing as an invasion of the'ir
This sterlfug and widely-cifcnlated Freethought. ·
Among the reforms THm 'TRUTH SmmitEB.aims
1lof!e rights. This intolerable pretension J?r.
3ourna1 has won ita way deep Into the hearts of ita
·
Foote knoC)ked in tlie head, and dealt not less to effect are:readers.- THE TRUTH SEEKER' is a great paper, and 1
'7igorously with that mischievous, miscalled delTotat separation of church and. state,' ·in- deserves the most generous support of the_ Liberal
fcacy_ which forbids the discussion of reproduc- chiding the equitable taxation of church public. ·,The recent numbers received are splendid . ,, ,
:
··
Gionand other. natural functions. N. P. Willis property; secularization of the public sohools, -in every ,respect.-S!Zn Francisco. Universe.
~ote of the IJ.eW book in these words: "Wis- abolition of Sunday laws., abolition of chap- · THE TRUTH BEEKER has gathered its resource\">
and
will
be
a
stronger,
better,
and
brighter
paper
iiom cut ·and dried;" and testimonials equally laincies;-problbition of puqlic approp).'iations than ever .-Li1leral Leagm Ma'll.
'
flattering, written by competent judges, were for religious purposef3, and all other measures
· T!lm TRUTH SEEKER haS becbme a necessity to the
'l.umerous. A quarter of a million copies were necessary to the same general end. ·
Libera.! catise.-Kama.s: B_lade.
'
3Gld Within ten years, a remarkable fact, esIts sixte-en large pages are fiP,ed every week
pecially as "the book was of considerable size, with scienti:fic, philosophic,. and Freethought
TERMS FOR 1884:
;ontaining three hundred pages. In 1869 Dr. articles and communications. by the ablest
~~oote began the revision of his work, and by Freethinkers in ~h,e country. It givs all the. Single subsriripUon,
$3 00'
~he winter-of 1869-70 had prodttced •the man- Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on One subscription ·two years,
o oo~script of "Plain Home Talk, embracing current secular and theological events. It is Two new s.ubscribers>
o
00
'Medical Common Sense.' " Of this work of the arm.ory from which hundreds draw their One subscri-ption with onll new sublline hundred and twelve pages more th!\,n
scriber, in one teinittl!>nce, , •
·:; 00
weapons in contests with priesthood.. ·_All
hundred and fifty thousand copies hav been the Liberal papers are good, but THm TRUTH One subscription with two new sub·'
sold in. the English-speakin~ countries, and SEEKER is
.
scribers, in' one remittance,
7' 00
inore than fifty thousand copies of the Gennan
One
s.ubs.cription
with
three
new
subTHE BEST AND .LARGES'l.
edition in Germany and the United States.
scribers, in one remittance,
·8 oo·'·
It is conducted_in a broad and truly liberal One
"Science in Story," published in 1875, was a
subscription :wi,th four new subnew departure, combining a plot full of inci- spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon. all
scribers, in (>ne remittance, · IO 00 i .
dent and fun; very attractiv to young people, subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu- Any number over five at the same
·
with anatomy, physiology, and hygiene, plain- man race.
rate,. invariably• with one . remitspoken in style, and treating of elimination
tance~
,.
and reproduction in a manner which forbidsOPINIONS REGARDlNG-M'.
It is th~s se~n that an;y of pur, friends who·',
the abuse of wholesome knowledge by boys
A paper like THE TRUTH BEEKER Is something will take the trouble _to get a new subscriber ·
and girls, for whose instruction the book was more and better than au ~dvocate ot truth. Through
h
1
t ($3)
'll · t h'
f
written. It consists of five volumes, contain~ It Its subscribers touch elbows. with each· other. at t e· regu ar ra e . ' WI ge . IS own· or ,.
imows
that
he
·is
one
ot
a
goodlY
com$2';
b;vgetting
two
new
subscribers
he
will
Each
reader
ing two hundred and fifty pages each. Dr. pany who find comfort and inspiration In ita pages·. get his own paper for $1; by getting .three
Foote's. miscellaneous pamphlets are twenty !!"they should meet each other they would feel11k"e new subscribers he will not only get his own
• f
·
in nuJ¥ber. :)Ie publishes the llealih Monthly, brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one i'na paper devoted to heredity, health, and hy~ t.elleatual root, felt the glow ot the same fireside, ·a11d free, but will hav fifty cents 1e t to pay cost Qf
broken
together
the
bread
of
life.
Such
a
paper
is
:rn,oney
order;,
by
getting
~eur ne:w subsoribers;:
c,
giene.. 'l;'_he doctor is known in New York as to thquse.nds a substitute for ~h~ chm:ch.-G:EpBGJ!l_ he Will hav 'nis o;wn free ~nd .gaui $2.
_ . ·
a publiti"'lpirit.ed ~ijjizen, interesti;ng himself i;n CHAINEY, in This World. .
·_ .
'
This
makes
Tttm TRUTR SEEX~ .,Yi~h it_s '" ' ':-c ..
praiseworlhymovewents to promote the public THE TRuTH SEEKER, founded by D. :M. B"ennett, is sixtee• large pages, cheaper than any. other'·
good.
to•day perhaps the strongest foe with which super- Libera! paper.. If anyone · choose_s, or if by
stltlon has to contend, and a long future ot grea.
·- k
usefulness Is, ·we trust and believe, before it.- Win so doing he can easier secure partners m ta ~ ·.
ted, Conn., Press. ·
· .ing the paper, he can· share with them the
There ought to be fivehundredsubscrlbersto THE advantag~s of the club rates.
TRUTH 'BEEKER in this county, just to rebuke the in-·
Address THE TRU':l'H SEEKER,
famous church bigots who are us!p.g force and fraud
to s'!_ppress Liberalism.- Worthington, Minn., .Aduanc<.
33 Clmton Place, New York 9itv,
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FARADAY . PAMPHLETS.

Edward Bliss Foote.
From the Biographer.
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This distinguished medical man, whose prin. cipal works are known throughout the civilizecl
world, and who commands a more extensiv
practice by the aid of the mails than any other
physician in the United States, _be!ongs to t~at
stock the American branch qf which was onginated by Nathaniel Foote, who took the freeman oath in the colony o'f Massachusetts Bay
in the year 1633. The Footes hav added numerously to the list of eminent professional
men, statesmen, military and naval officers, ~nd
social refo=ers of both sexes, whose semces
to the commonwealth hav contributed very
largely to American progress. That representativ of the family best known to-day. Edward
Bliss Foote, a portrait of whom accompanies
this sketch, is the son of the late Herschel
Foote a pioneer · settler of the Connecticmt
West~rn Reserve in Ohio, on which he was
born in'1829. His health was exceedingly delicate during his infancy and boyhood, which
interfered with his attendance at school; but
as he was, a lad eager for info=ation and quick
of perception, he had acquired a large amount
of miscellaneous information before entering,
at sixteen years of age, that dh;ty paraclise of
ambititious boys like him, the printing office.
He was at home there directly, and his health
improved during· the two years of his first occupation, wherein he became not less apt in
the easy expression of his thoughts than at setting type. This facility of compos~tion led to
his removal, in his nineteenth year, from- Ohio
to Connecticut, where he assumed the edjtorial
control of a weekly newspaper. which soon became the lsrgest published in the state. Three
years afterwards he removed to New York for
the purpose of enlarging the influence of his
pen· and while pursuing his duties as associ1,1te
edit~r on a prominent·weekly journal, became
acquainted with a medical botanist with whom
he fo=ed an acquaintance which resulted in
his being able to combine literary work with
the study and practice of medicin, and eyentually to become a physician, the leading ambition of his life. As assistant to an "irregular" practitioner, he. found abundant OJ?portunity of employing his pen .controversl!llly,
and acquired singular dexterity in this way.
Having given up his editorial position in New
York and purchased an interest in the Morning
Journal, thi tlr11t morningntlwilwaper publiiihed

.
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The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

Including, ·'Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;'
• • The Decl,.ratlon Of Independence,' ·•About Fartnlng
in, Illtnote;"" Tbe Great Banquet," •• Tb~ Rev. Alexander Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a Dre11m,"
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian .Reli...ion•. Ry R. (t
IngersQll, Judge Teremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa,.;
per, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2. 00.

What. Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 'cents.

No. I.:....The Relation o'c the Spiritual to
tbt>ltlaterial Universe; the Law ot'tJOo•
t.rol.
.
.
Two papers given in the interest of Spiritual Sc;iElnce, by Spirit FABA:QAY, of England. Price,-15 cte.
No. 2.-0rigin oC I,ife ~
.
.
Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of
he Spirit !rom Matter through. Organic Processes;
rr, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FABADAY.
Price 10 cents.
No. 3,- Tile n'evelopm~nt oc' the .Spirit
Af'ter Transition.
The Origin of Re11gions. By Spirit FARADAY.
Price, 10 cents..
·
No.4 -T"e Process oc Mental •.t.ction~
Or, How We -Think. By Spirit FARADAY. 15 cents.
No. li.-Je5ns Chrbt,. Fiction., ·
Founded on the Lite of Apolloniils ot TYana. How
the Pagan Priests ot Rome originated @h,r!Bttanlty;
Translated by the lateM. FARADAY. 208pages, Price,
bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50' cents. Postage; 5 cents.
Rome. Not 'Bethlehem, the Birthplace o
Jesus.
·
' .
Extract from Faraday No. 5. Price 10 centS,
Who Wrott> t-he New Testameitt?
;Extract from l!'araday No; 5, Price 10 cents,.

D. M.BENNETT'S LA.S'r WORK •.
.A TRUTH _SEEKER.

Aroun~

tho Worm. ·,
I

-FOUR. LARGE
/VOLUMES.
.
'
.
'

'

With a atciel plate e1181'8TIDK of the author ln VoL· I. ,
and· each volume 1llnstrated with forty-seven cute.

BY D.

1!1~

BENNETT._

Late cldltor of Tn TRUTH BnKU, author of" A Truta
Beeker tn Europe," "Godaand Religions of Ancient
· andllloderri Tlnles," "The World's Sagea,Tblnketll, and Beformers," "Champlou of ·
the Ohureh." etc •• etc.

Handsomely. bound ln.· red cloth, '-6-liOi
in'leather;·red edge!l, $9.isO; -in
'
morocco, gn-, edges, UO.!iO,
ReadersofTBBTRUTR 6BBKD-knowtlieclrcumstancea
n'der which· this work was ;written .. The 'last words
penned by the great author were for-the fourth volume
which was nearly completed at· bla death,.and which wm
now contain an acCount of tis world-lamented death and
burial. MJ. Bennett was a very; patient and ·faithful
chronlcler.of the habits and customs of.t!&e ciurerent pe.o ..
plea .of tlie many' places· _he vlaited, The every,day
life of all nattonsislaid before'the· reader by one who haavisited them ana beheld them with his own eyes. Parttcnlar attention is paid to the progress of· Freethought ln.
the various countrie~ he visited, and the morality of so-:
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality or
Christian countries, much- te the detriment ofthe latte~:..
The work Is a
'
' -

_
'ROWLES PA.ltiPU:I.iETS.
No. 1.-"Experieoees oC Samuel Bowles, .
Late editor o! the Sprlngfteld, Mass., Republican, in
COMPLETE . WORKS, in One Vol- :Spirit
Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It !rom a. Spirume, Half Calf, $5.00~
itual Standpoint. Written tl)rough the mediumship
AddreSI
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ot CABBIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield,~-. Y. 20 Cente.'
ss Clinton Place, New York :No. 2.-Contrasts iu- Spirit Lite: .
And Recent Experiences pf SAMUEL BoWLES, late_
editor of the Springfield, Mas~ .• Republi!:an, 1n the
first
five spheres. Also a, thrilling account of the
" It i• one of the most elo~t pleas for Uberty ever -written. It ia Paine'• 'Age Of ~on' and • Rights of .Man' late · President Garfield's reception in the spirit
of CARRIE E. S.
consolidated and impr<Wed. It •tir• the puue like a trum- world. Written through th\l hand
TWING, Westfield, N.Y•. Price, 50 cents.
'·
pet ca!l."-EDITOR TRUT118EEKEB.
Acbsa
W.
SpraK'Ue's
and
ltlary
Clark's
, Experiences In the First Ten Spheres
oC Spirit J,fCe.
·
·
20Medium,
cents. ATliALDINE s=, oswego, N.Y. Price,
_ Freethinker's History_ of the World.
A Supplflment to the Ex])eriencPs · oC This work &nd "A TRUTH. SEEKER IN EUROPE . .,
s ..mnei Bowl•s in Spirit J,ite; or, LiCe as -should be in'every Liberal's library Besides ltsiQtalnslc. •
BY
He Now Sees It. Price, 10 cents.
worth it !sa memento of one of the greatest Freethlnkerl!'.
the world has known-of· one· who r&nks with Voltaire•
MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
and Paine ln the force and·clearness of his· writings.
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle ot A.narchy.
THE
Address,7BJ11 9.RU7B SE111KER. ',. ·
WITll A PBEFAOE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE REOLUS.
Translated trom the French by BENJ. R. TuOKEB,
(Editor ot Liberty.)
52 pages, octavo. PriCe 15 cents. A.ddress,
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Author of "l'rometheus;" "Gottlieb," and "IngersoUWITH SOME
andJssua."
A Radical romance of pioneer life. delineating the vir• ·
CRITICISMS
OF
UNIVERSOLOGY·
THE SUNDAY LAWS,
'tues of natural hnmalilty)'il oppooed to the hypocrlay of a
upernaturalrellglo.n; crowded with Incident and full·~·
B)" SA.llUEL P. PUTNA.:Q.
BY J. G. BJJJRTWIG.
!ltOKreiBlT 1deaa and the/poelir7 of the future, ·
Brooklyu, he clevoied much of hili tim• and Pite1 10 ..Dte.
11'er aale at th111 ollae, Prioe
Jl9:r
tbi• oil••· l'lUO~ $1,00. . AvD~IiS 'l'BIS OFFlo-llf

God and the State.

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE . · .

as·cu~'!nv:~ac~:t
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- ~GOLDEN~THRONE
Its Scientific Solution;
20 teats.
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.Agents for The Trath Seeker. ·

·THE ·-EUREKA

JAMEs Aslllli.A.N,Salt Lake City, Utah. ·
J. F. Bl'1BB;.. 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct.·
. W. B. Coori, 170 1-2 ~onge st., Toronto,Can.
. D. F. KEELER, Park C1ty, Utah.
FElu>I]!l'A.ND PFisTER, NashvUJ.e, Tenn.
W; F;. REY.BoULD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr. J. R. RHoDEs, 5051-2·No.Bth st.,Phila., Pa.
A. M .. STE'vENs, 222 ·Beaver ave., Allegheny
. C1ty, Pa.
·
CURES EVERY FoR.M OF DISEASE
Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKEB, SnoWville, .Va.
D. WooLF, 620 No. fith st., St. Louis, Mo.
WITHOUT MEDICIN.
J. ·s. ·:MANBFIELD, Tucson, ·Arizona.
·
A. BlllBE:tiz.·140 Montgomery st., San Fran. cisco, Cal. · .
.'
.
THE
JosEPH MABBH, Northampton, Mass.
C,HAB. S. CoBVRN', 123 Essex st., Lawrence,
EUREKA :MACNETIC INSOLE
Mass.
M; V. THoMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col. '
OURES OOLD .OR MOIST FEET..
S. B. WRiGHT, 385"Larimer st., Denver, Col.
Sent to any address upon reQeipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR
.THo's :E:oREMA.N, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
GUARANTEED. Paniphlets and: all information by
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465;
letter or in person tree of charge. Send
DR. J. L. Yorur, San Jose, Cal.
for Illustrated Pamphlet.
0. S. 1 Ro~Y, Jackson, Mich.
Address all communications to
JosEPH L. AlmREW, Liberal. Mo.
E. KEITH, Animas City, Col.
·. ,
CHABLEs WATTS & Co., ;London, England.
·A. ATW90D, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
CHRIS. BRoWN, Burlington, Kan.
324:. Race Street, cor. Ninth,
A. ERWIN, Lebanon, pregon.
The ·American and New York News ComCincinnata Ohio
patiies· will furnish the paper•to news ~eal- ,......,...., •...,.., MAGNETIO JACKET. Pnce, $18.
ersnpol!- application.

MAGNETIC CLOTHING

Correspondence Wanted.
A Liberal. gentleman, of good struldlng and ap..
pearance, under 35,. desires to correspond with a·
Liberal lady, with a view. to a life.compantonshtp,:
otherwise called matrimony. Dltrerence in age or·
lack of education will not debar If she 'Is intelligent
and other attributes are congenial.
Address
OONBTANOY,
4t2
Truth Boeker oftlce;

DR. L. T-ENNEY,

DR. FJ:JLLOWS
is a regularly educated and legally qualified physician, and,
the most successfUl,
a.s his practice will
pr4bve. He has !or
twenty years treated
excluslvly o.ll diseiiSes
ot the Sexual Organs,
in w~lch he stands
pre-eminent. S E X -'
UAL WEAKNESS
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse In yoUth and
sexual excesses In maf
turer years, causing .
nIght emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,rendetl.ng mar.
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside application in sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medical profession. Send two 2-can t
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full Information, Address Dr. R. p, Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advertisment.

''

From !Itt Ironclad Age.
TESTIMONIALS:
I
"Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
Read the following testimonials, .and be ·conVinced that our clatms are correct in every particular
cheat
or
humbug.
The Freethinkers of the land
and that your ailments
be erad!cated without the aid Of. MEDICIN. THESE .APPLIANCES ARE
should glv the doctor their patronage."
1yS
THE ACME OF PERFEOl'ION: .
'

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S.
,,·,

can

Cure of P~alysis in
,JEWELRY .STORE, .Remarkable One
Week.
ROCHELLE, ILL.,·
1B

ALWAYS

.Headquarters for Holida}' Goods.
. over '100 Gold Watches, ranging ln·vaiue !rom $10
to$400, ln•stock continually,, .Silver Watches, OhainB,.
Necklaces, Lockets, BraceletS, Rings, PinS, Earrings,
etc.; also Silver ware, Geld PIJ¥l,, Optical and Fancy
· Goods in ·proportionate large quantities.. A ftne 3-·
ounce case, Silver Elgin Watch, $9. A ftne 4-ounce
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jew\llB,
Quick Train, dust-proof Move.ment, $16.50 (retail!!
everywhere tor $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem
·.Winder, Full \15) Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator,.
$25. A Ladles Good, Solid Geld Elgin .St.em-Winder,
$25, The same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 25·
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1.4
aecon(! Horse-Timer, and "FIY·Back," In Heaviest
is Karat Case, $175. A Dol.ible Chronograph !or tlmqJig two horses, or double record, a fifth ~econd, best
in the ·world, $200. Also ~· Repeater8," striking
hortrs, quarters, and minutes, $100 kss than Broadway prices. Ladles' Watche8 ornamented with
Diamonds Diamond Flowers, Baskets b! Diamond
Fl.owers, Peacock in Rubies and Diamonds, Va~legated Colored Geld, Embossed Birds and Flowers,
Enamel, Artistic Eogravlng, Locket-Backs, etc., etc,
No ftner goods at Tiliany's, :N.Y.
Send me a check !or amount yon desire to pay for.
a watch. or pth~r goqds,. d.escrlbe .as n.ear as. p~ssible,

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I !eel greatly indebted to yon for the beneftt I hav received !rom
yo\u' treatment, and. the use of your Magnetic appliances, I can say without hesltat~on to those affttoted as I hav ~en thB.t the elieot was ~Imply marvelous. Two week1fago.I was stricken with paralyslsin my right arm: and could not use It ·at all, but
after wearing·& snlt of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING
for one week, can: use It quite as well as•ever. I hav
also been troubled•with Dyspepslaan,d Kidney Com-,
plaint for a. number of years, !rom which I hav auf. fered :Intensely, and, aJ,thongh ·doctoring all the
time, never found bUt temporary relief. Since putting on your appliances I .hav experienced great
benefit, and if !Improve as rapidly as I.hav in the
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, the~~
fore, recommend to those sulierin~ as I hav your
Magnetic.applla.ncea &1!1 the only means of eJiecting
a sure cure. ' Yours respectfully,
WM. H. CLEMMER,
No. so Eastern avenue.
Reme~ber that the same appliances Which will
e-ect a cure in' " Mse of par•lysls will at the same
u·
~~
~ ~
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same
atient. we do not, like the Old School Physician,
P
change medlcins every day un. til, after dosing the
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike
llOmethlng (It he 18 very skilful). that brings relief
tor the time being.

at home. Sampl•s worth ~tree.
$5 to $20 perdlly
Address STINSON & Co., PorUand, He._
266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.

N.euralgia of the Heart of Six Years
·Standing Cured in Tln·ee Weeks~
.
, · . SHULLSBUliG, WIB., Dec,' 11, 1882,
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wea.rlng one of
your MAGNETIC 'VEsTS !or about three weeks, 1
was entirely cured of N'elll;algla ot the Heart and
Side, which had been a sourC& of misery to me for
the last six years. I had tried 'llumerous remedies
before without beneftt, but as BOOJI.. ,as I put on the
MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly, With Un·
bounded gratitude, I remain
·
Yours respectfully,.
H. A. :BROWN.
Ladles, read the following testimony !rom li lady
who had been under drug treatment for eight years
with nervous prostration and female weakness:
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15; 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
FELT BETTER Fll.OM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM
ON. Am not joking, and It I Improve .as rapidly as
I hav since T'.lesday, wilJ soon be well. Will report
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.

BY liiAIL POST-PAID

~ Gteat Medical Work on Manhooo!
· Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, EIToraot Youth, and the
untold miseries result1ng from Indiscretions or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescr~ptlons for all acute
•

This lady reports herselt entirely cured In less
th 81
k •t r nttln
the gar
t
d
an x wee sa. e P
g on
men s, an •
although In bed, unable to get out, when. applied,
she nevertheless was a\)le to ride twenty miles In
two days after the application. The lady's name .
can be had upon application at thle office, by any. ·
one desiring to. communicate with her.
.
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.. States, and rej:und ca•h on de?nand If not entirely .sat(e.. tan Tu:nu>r, and whp had been told that nothing bUt the knife would save her life, and the chances
!

.•

faCtory,. I please all, and linndredsof my customers
cheerfully testity· to the fact.· Re!10r to Rochelle
NlitionR.l Bank, 'and Brothers Itemsburg and Follett.
The latter sara in his" Catalog of the· Lite Members
· of the State Liberal League:" ·"I stepped over to see
Otto Wettstein, the. stanch Liberal of Rochelle. \I
round him· up to his ears In business, selling and
sending oli goods. Hl,s large jewelry store is truly
m:al'Velous for a town the size of Rochelle. I wo,uld
advise.all of our Liberal friends who are, in want of
anything in the jewelry line tO send to him, and they
' will In!ike a great saving by·so doing.'' Correspond·
ence solicited.

. were as 9 to'1 against recovery. In four monthS' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose o!
mediclnelnce putting on the appliances. ()Qnsnlt us when your physician tells you he can do uothinog
!or yon; It will pay you.
.
SHULLSBURG, WIB., November 19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, JJeizr Sir: About two years ago my health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de.
sire for topd, and, In fact, began to tall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of St. LoUis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovo.t·io." '' u1nm·,
and that the'only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapldlf
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operation when my attention was called to the Eureko.lllo.gnet.ic Applto.nc .. s. As a drowning man
will catch' at a straw, so did I catch at this taint hope of a cure. Four monthS ago I purchuAed a:sult,ot
your appliances. ·From the very ftl'st I felt 'invigorated, the tu·
mor, wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease;
my
p4Jns
became
less
!rom
day
to day, until now I am
OTTO WETTSTEIN. as well as I ever was in my life. Since putting· on the appli'a week tn vour own town. Terms and $5. outfit ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln, My bowela, which
'I' free, Address fl. flAr <.ET & Co .. PortlandoJie, before :were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
cheerfUlly recommend them to anyone snJiering as I hav, belieVing
thlit they will do all and more thit.n yon claim !or them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRB. MABY J. STEWART.

--$-;;6-

~~g-~~J:ndv;>:"'the-~ftiiCi6d -tor· i-euet. it Will beii6ilt

1

&11.-London .Lani:e!,
, 'fhere Is no member of sOciety to whom this book
'r.vill not )Je useful, whether youth, parent, guardian,
tastructor, or' clergyman.-Argonau!.
· Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No 4 Bulftnch st., Boston, Mass., who may
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases hav baftletl the skill of· all other, physclans Iii!
a
specialty. such treated succeeetully n~;
r;:~out an Instance of !&!lure.

A. l

THYSELF

Marriage and Divorce.
lly R. D. Westbrook, D.D. LL.B.

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.
'·

Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?"
OONTENTB:

The True Ideal ot Marriage.
Free Love.
The History of Marriage.
The Old Test~ment Divorce La~.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion.
Rational Deductions from Established Principles
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better than en• e.
Price, 50 cent!!, Neatly bound in cloth. For sal. •
o.t this oftlee.

PRICE LIST.
Nerve and Lung In-Vigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
6.00
Ladies' .Abdominal Belts,
6.00
Sciatic .Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each, ·
4:.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
. Sleeping_ Caps,
•·
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Su~erfine Insoles,
•
•
• . 1.00
Chlldren's garments upon application.
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History of£hristianity
A VINDICATION
of some passages. in the "History '!f t?,e Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq. .
With a Life of Gibbon, preface a,nd ~ote~ by the ·~~~{·
including critical notes by Gmzot, Milman, W
•
. ' an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
· ,
1 vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engraving~ .. $2 .oo
This book shows when, where, and how Chnstianf~Y
originated, who were its fOunders, and,w~~t werfe h:
sentiments manners, numbers, and condition o t
priinitive Christians.
" I know of no book that con~a!ns more r.ea) a'!d ':~
uable information upon the ongm of Chnsuanity. 50

, R ...%;::~ffh e J;,~st learned and interesqng books ev~r
written and published."-Boston In:vestzgator. ·
"'OR SALE AT TRUTH SEEKER OFfiCE,
Glm5

-

A:Il"! of the above garments sent to any address Upon receipt O! pr;:1ce, and we will return the money
1! they are not as represented in every respect.. It ;yon are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoDl8, and we will advise yon what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are o!!ered at less than one;third.of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetlcquallty is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever oliered the
public, and will outlast the garments theDl8elvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight six montha after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
in the market w)ll attract the smallest particle o! iron,. the ma1ority or such worthless appliances having ~·1.11 IJ,r·-,.uo.ur-tn::t'OTz.~----··-- ...- - - - ·
so-called magn6ts made of material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a cents; three, 25 cents, or ftve copies and the map !or·
moment. All of our garments are made !rom the very best material !or the purpose, and will outlast any 5p cents. Send stamps or postal-note.
·
.
·
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged in the garqlents upon 1cientift,o 'My contract is with the lithographer; therefore,
principks, and not haphazard as in all the others. We on:er you therefore
ose desiring the map will please order It without
nnecessary delay. I will also ftll orders for any
Ohly
her goods, turnlsh Information, etc.
References: Otto Wettstein,* Dr. J. L. York, Pro!.
A:nd challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now o!!ered under that head. A~
. F. Jamieson, Dr. J. M. Peebles.
·
the same time the application of labor-saVing machinery :In our manufacture enables us to olier them
:-*Has known and known or me since 1860, when
about
I was a dentsl student.
Address:
DR. GEO. HARDCASTLE,
1235 Market at,, San Francisco, Cal.
So that we can say with truth, None are sc poor that they cannot procure them, being bUt a trifle higher
3t3
[Sta. B, Dr. 2300.
than ordinary clothing.
RellleJDber that we are oliering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and If
upon receiVing the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will
retund your money.
·

The

Scientific :Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are mad& to
order, and a :fit guaranteed.
AGDITI W'All'l'BD Ill! BTBBY '-'OWlll I1lt TIDI11111ITBD STATES. LIBERAL OOMMISSION8 ALLOWJm
&au. for IUnker llllormaUoll,
DB. I,, TENNEY,
~

ltroti, IOJ', 11*1;1 fi""" 011UI;IAU.O,

!

i UPTU RES CU REDby

mylUcdlr.nl Compound nndJ;mproTed
EhtHtic Supporter 'l'rnss m}r011t 30 to
90 <full•· Reliable references given. l'ier,d

atbmp tor oircula~ 1 and aa11 In wha• fJ"'P.,.
1/0II 1<11# m11

adoerm<HMnl. Addreu Q~
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THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL

IT is a stupid man that refuse~ ,to .believe tbe evi·
deuce of his senses; it is an unreasonable man who
in forming his beiie! wiii throw good evidence aside;
and that man is equally stupid and unreasonable
Who wUl found a fixed belief on no evidence at all.]), .M. Bennett.

-AND..:.._

I

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884

Too many people approve no books but such as
are representative of some opinion or passion or their
own, They read not to hav human nature retlected
<E. M. 284.)
on them, and so be taught to know and to love everything, but to be retlected themselvs as in a pocket
WITH EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONi.
mirror, and so interchange admiring looks with
heir own narrow cast of countenance. The universalist alone puts up with dirrerence of opinion, ·by
reasoa or his own very d11Ierence, because his d11Ierence ill a right claimed by him in the spirit of universal allowance, and not a ~rivilege· arrogated by
CONTENTS:
conceit. He loves poetry and prose, fiction and matter of !act, seriousness and mirth, because he is a
This World. By George Chainey.
lllorough human being and contains portions of all Introductory. By the Editor.
the faculties to Which they a.ppeal. A man who can Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By
be nothing but serious, or nothing but merry, is but Calendar for 1884.
donald.

hal! a man.-Leigk Hunt.

SUNDAY·SCitoOL examiner: " Giv an instance !rom
scripture of an animal endowed with speech,
Pupil: "And the whale said unto Moses, 'Almost
1
thou persuadest me to be a Christian.' "

E.

"How many races are ~here?" was asked by a
Kentucky schoolma'am. Up sprang a shock-headed
youngster and exclaimed, "Three-the Spring
meeting, Midsummer speeding, and Fall fairs."
TALMAGE says. that church-members embrace
three times as many women as men. 'That Is probM. Mao- ably correct. There Is not ~ore ·than twenty-five
per cent as much tun in embracing men 8.\1 woinen.

TO say that a procession was three hours ln pa.ssing a given· point doesn't, according to the Chicago
Liberal Charities.
1'imu, necessarily show that it w~s a long proceilslon,
Noted Freethinkers and Reforme1·s. (Giving since the given point might hav been a beer saloon.
'"DON'T you think it a little Inconsistent in a
Date of Birth and Death.)
church-member," said Parson Jones to a wealthy,
The Population of Our States. and Territories. parishioner, "for you to go out riding on the Sabbath?" "No, indeed," replied tbe parishioner,
The Jewish Jehovah:, (illustration.)
"that is my way of saving •so)es,.you know."
"That Old Serpent, Which is .Satan and the
AN Engiish psychological society is racking it
Devil. (Illustration. )

1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.

The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New
IN all times men hav praised honesty, moral puriYork, and the Duty of Supporting the Libty, beneficence. In all times men hav protested
against murder, adultery, perjury, and all kinds of
eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
vice. No one will dare maintain that It Is better to
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
do injustice than to bear it.-Arist<Jtle,
FOR divines, Jn this day, when the profession of New York State Freethinkers' Association.', By
Christianity is attended wHh no perli, when the
H. L. Green.
practice even demands no sacrifice, save that prefer- The National Liberal. League. By T. C. Leence of duty to enjoyment which is the :llrst law of
land.
cultivated humanity, to repeat the language, profess
tbe feelings, inculcate the notions of men who lived The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada.
in daily-dread of such awful max:tyrdom, and under
By Charles Stevens.
he excitement of • uch a mighty misconception; to
cry down this world, with its profound beauty,' Its Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Men~1um.
thrilling interests, its glorious works, Its noble and
Foreign Freethought Societies.
holy arrectlons; to exhort their hearers, Sunday a!er Sunday, to detach their hearts from the earthly The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
l!e u.s Inane, tleeting, and unworthy, and fix it upon What is True Religion? By Charles W'atts.
heaven as the only sphere deserving the Jove of the
ovlng or the meditation of the wise-appears so us, Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
we confess, frightful insincerity, the enactment of a Sword and Fen. By George E. Macdonald.
wicked and gigantic lie.- Greg'• Oreed qf Christendom.
WE may tread in the same path with the bene!ac,
torso! the world, though With a slower and less confident step. Every poaltiv addition to the stock of
actual information, however small, is so much
gained to human nature. Besldes, If we cannot our' :
selva coutrJ.bute directly to i:mprovement or discovery In art or science, we hav a scarcely less pleasing :
task to perform iu their reception, thell· preserva.-1
ion, and, above all, in their dissemination.- Ver-

brains over the conundrnm,

11

Are angels ever

Some of the Ancient and Mqdern Schools of si.-epy?" Not very often, but when you hear a bootjack roiling down the front stairs you can make up
Philosophy.
your mind that the a.ngel's'tather is sleepy, which
The Sacred Books of :History.
practically amounts to the same thing.
Jefferson's Religion.
"MY son," said an Arkansaw colonel to the reformed school, " in Ii!e always make It a point not
Useful Measures.
to tight." "Suppose a man calls me ad-- Iiar,
As to Time.
what must I do?" "Find out whether he has told
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
the truth or not. It he has, acknowledge the accusation; and 1f has not, move to another neighborhood.
Selections, etc., etc.

'•

Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled

i

FORESIGHT: "But, Sy1vla," said Hattie, "l!.you
ciimb that fence Mr. Tawmus, who is over there,
wiii see your stockings." And Sylvia repiied, "I
thought of that."
A JERSEY CITY man ha.s asked tor a divorce because·
a moustache is sprouting on his wife's .Up. As a.
rule It makes a man mad to hav any moustache on
his wife's lip but his own.

"BIG JACK SMALL."

"NOT married yet?" said a gentleman acquaintance to a tolerably elderly maiden, whom he hadn't
seen for sever!).! years. "No, inde!ld; and l never
wm be," she quickly responded. "I've had sev. era! o1Iers, but I wouldn't aceept any of them. Ugh I
I think it's just too awful tor a modest person to. get
married.••

DUMLEY was making an evening call, and the nice
little boy of th3 family had been allowed to remain
'
This ANNUAL is a compenclions History of the Freethought movement in the United up a. little later than usual. "Ma," he said, during
a lull in the conversation, "can whisky talk?
States. It contains
"Certainly not," said rna. "What put that absurd
12S Octavo Page11,
notion into your head?" "Well," he replied, "I
with·contribnted articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not heard you tell pa that whisky was telling on Mr.
Dumley, and I wanted to know·what it said."
'or a clay, but for all time."
·
1
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 2ii cents.
. ,. , ~o~, ~lx yGa.iofil' old, ~~tiO,qd · .Oll.D. ~~tor .zn.9J.-~iu5
•
after sunrise· the moon in the. western sky. Havin~
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,
never before seen both orbs atthe.same time, he was
deeply impressed and ran to his mother with, "0
,33 9linton Place, New York, N.Y.
mamm~, I've got an awful joke on our father who
art In heaven!" "Why, Tom, what do you mean?
said the mother, In a rebuking tone, greatly
shocked. "He forgot to pull his moon in," cried
Tom, his voice quaking with glee.

1.

planck's Libel'al8tuilies.

'

i~f:t~§;~~~~~~~~F1fGrl·m·es ~=Preachers FALsE

anything worthy the name ot friendship, In a l'eally
, earnest mlnd.-J. S . .Mill.

I

;

cLAIMs.

-BY-

WHENEVER you hear ot a new railroad pool, you
can bet your bottom dollar that there Is going to be
six months of lying, cheating, cutting, dodging,
stealing, and deceiving among the crowd. Whenever you hear ot a railroad dividend, squint up your
Revised and Enlarged.
left eye and imagin to yourself the hunter who
throws a way his coat tor the bear to stop and smell
Price, 10 CTI.i. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ. ot. Whenever you hear that Jay Gould is going to
Europe, Vanderbtlt Is to retire, and, Jim Keene has
AS A.
concluded· to go upon the Iec.ture platform, let go
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT your hold and slide oft the fence as fast as possible.
Whenever you hear that short crops, business !ail·
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
urea, lock-outs, strikes, high prices, and a hard winAmong the subjects considered by Mr. ter are certain to force non-paying dividend stocks
Remsburg are:
from 72 to 100; sit down on a codfish box, and sandThe Church and Morality; Criminal Stati.s- paper your head until you strike a streak ot· com·
tics. showing the creeds of the prisoners m monsense.
the· penitentiaries; the Church and CrvilizaA l!'Ew engineers and firemen were sitting around
tion · the Church and Scienct'; the Church
a coil of steam pipe in the round-house telling their
and 'Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
yarns. Among them was a pale young man who had
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
lost his health in a dry-goods store, and had just
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
engaged as an. extra. fireman. "I never was so mad,
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
said big Bill Dempsey, ,., as I was when I licked Jim
Religion.
PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UN~
-These pamphlets should be circulated by
Rapsom fur not fiaggln' me','' "When was that?"
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
asked one of the firemen. "Let's see," said B1II,
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
dozen at least. Address
thoughtfully. "It wus in the year they put in the
·WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Oiarion side track." "For what o1Iense did you
33
Clinton
Place,
NEW
YOBK.
punish him ?" asked the pale young man. " Hey?"
"HOLY CROSS,"
"What did you whip him tor?" "Waal," said BIII,
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
"the confounded ejlot stopped down in the Ke·
BOOKS FOR CBILJJREN! wanee holler an' never sent no man back to fiag· me.
I wus a comin' down the hill hellily-split when I
"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
seen his way car. I had the old '70,' with 24 cars,
"APPL~S
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
an' 1 hadn't no idee I could stop 'er, but I fiung 'er
A story-book tor the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
thistles?"
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very over an' glv 'er the plug fer all she wus worth, I
T C LELAND1 Secretary of the Nationa] ,. excellent work tor young masters and misses, has tore her old fire all out, but I got 'er by the neck
•
•
•
"
•
•
passed through a very large edition, and a second all the same. She stopped within three teet o' Jim
Liberal League, says of th1s hook:
Th1s lS a has been Issued at a reduced price..o! $1.25, tree of Ransom's way car. Thunder an' sour mlik, but I
severely, n.wfully, infernally cruel work on the postage. This new edition has a photograph of the•
priesthood but it is a bed of infamy they ha.v author which adds very much to the value of the was mad 1 Jim wus a standln' there, as rattled as a
woman on a crossin', an' I says,' You infernal ejiot,
- ···
· ·---~..- - - - - - -.---·--.. made the:nselvs, and they must lie in it. volume.
__
why didn't you send nobody back to fiag me?' •By
·rHEiiE Is such a recommendation by nature of one Send for the book and see what devourers
i 1 R"ddl
gosh,
Bill, says he, 'I'll be darned It I didn't torglt
man to another that one man ought never to appear. of sheep the shepherds can be."
Blakeman's 200 Poet ca I es.
it.' • Oh, you did, eh?' says I, an' I jumped down
unfriendly to another-tor the simple reason that he
Price, 20 cents.
Is a man.-Oicero's Good and Evil.
'
out o' that gangway an' glv him the eternalest wallopln' he ever got." "Why didn't you report him
PRICE, 2ii CENTS.
NEITHER consult with a woman touching her of
THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE. to the superintendent and haV him r~moved tor
Whom she is jetiJ.ous; neither with a. cowar<;l in mat··
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1,00. such gross carelessness?" asked the pale young
ters of wan nor with a merchant concerning ex•
orhls volume alms at the education of youtb in tba man. "Say, look a-here, young feller, I'll glv yer a
change; nor with a buyer of selling; nor ot an en- Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
dead straight pointer," replled BIII. "If you're a
Vious man of thankfulness; nor o! an unmerciful
Inculcates moral duties and human rights trom a comln' on this road with them sort o' ideas, the
TO TRIA-L SUBSCRIBERS
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
man touching kindness; nor with the slothfUl tor
quicker you don't come the better fur you. It it's
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
any work; nor with a hireling·tor-a-year of finishgood health .YOU want, you just rent out tbem air no·
ing work; nor with an idle servant of much busitiona to some teller with kid gloves. Yes. I would
ness. Harken not unto these in any mattor of coun• With stxteen·Iarge pages, wm be •em1
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS; look pretty, I would, a-goin' a.n' reportin' a man
ael.-Ecc!esialticus xxxvll, 11.
ro.r THBEE MONTHS, pottta&'e paid,.
that'e got a family to take care of, an' hav '1m
A. STORY OF THE R!GllTWAY ALMSROUSlll.
throwed out of a job In the dead o' winter. Young
J!'OB FIFTY CENTS.
BY JENNIE BUTLEB BROWNE. teller, tbem ideas may do tur counter-jumpers, but
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
A.ddre••
THE TBUTH SEEKER,
they h&in't good tur nutbin' to railroad With,"
Price 25 cents.
as ()liJI. . . Place. llew Yorll.· • J>rice 10 eentt.
MAOBIAVAL, an Itallan author and statesman of
he sixteenth century, asserted that the doctrlns of
lN THE
the Christian reiiglon, meaning the Catholic (for he
knew no other), Which recommended only passlv
courage and su1Iering, had subdued the courage of
mankind and had fitted them for slavery and subjection; an observation which would certainly be
From May, 1876 to May, 1883 ..
j U:st, were there not many other circumstances in
human society which control the genius and charac·
er of a rellglon. Brasldas [an old heathen of Sparta]
THIRD EDITION.
elzed a mouse, and, being bit by it, let it go.
'There is nothing so.contemptible," said he, "but TRANSLATED OUT OF- THE ORIGINAL
what may be sate, 1! it hav but courage to detend
Itself." Beliournlne, an eminent Catlwllc divine of
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
the sixteenth centl!ry, patiently and humbly al·
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
lowed the fleas "'ndo.therodiousvermln to prey upon
him. "We shall hav heaven," said he, "to reward
COMPARED AND REVISED.
us !<;>r our su1Ierings; but these poor creatures hav
nothing but the enjoyments of the present life." ,
!I
Such diJierence is there between the maxims of a .
1
AUTHOR
OF
Greek hero and a Catholic salnt.-.llume's Hutory of
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' "Yezzer.

THE printers' union of this city has adopted
the boycotting method against the Tribune
newspaper. Some time ago the Tribune signed
a contract with Typographical Union No. '6 to
pay union -prices and employ only union men.
This contract the Tribune has broken. The
union publishes a paper called the Boycotter,
showing the :Printers' side of the question, and
endeavoring to influence advertisers and others
against patronizing the Tribune. It is claimed
that much has been accomplished in thisdirection.
THE Bureau of Labor and Charities of Syracuse appears to be asortof pawnbroking shop,
$33.25 having been advanced to the needy in
one week. One man was lent five dollars on a
half-dozen silver spoons, and another received
a similar amount on a Bible. A needy old
man, whe has an $800 policy in the Guardian
Mutual Life Insurance company, which is defunct, said he had received fourteen dollars on
it and was promised more. The society will
colTespond to see if they cannot get more
money from the company. A grocer's clerk,
employed at seven dollars a week, was advanced $5.50 on an album. Mr. Bagg took a
mortgage on·a shoemaker's goods for $15, and
$3 was . advanced on a colored boy's .Sunday
clothes.
·

.J}Jtws

off tht

1/tth.

Ish goin' (hie) home," said the dizzy
youth. ''Very true, no doubt," replied the
clerical . gentleman, "but do you know what
road you are on?" "Yezzer (hie), b'lieve Ish
THE Chinese celebrated their New Year on
_ " THE hypocrit " and "professional crank "
on the Vandalia." "Young man, let me- tell the 27th ult.
is the way the Houston Post speaks of Anthony
you ·what road you are on," said the good man
ExPLOBIVS were found last Saturday near the
Comstock.
in a sad voice; ";you are on the road to Hades."
London underground railway. Nihilists I
A NEW anti-vivisectionist organ called the
"On the wrong road again!" howled the young
man, as he sobered up somewhat at the startTHE khedive of Egypt has made Gen. GorOhampion;. and printed in two languages, is
ling information, "damfino which ish right don, an Englishman, governor of Soudan, with
about to appear in England.
road." And before the minister could speak full powers.
THE London World, appearing in the new
MoNSIGNOR CEsARE, a Catholic dignitary of
again the young man had grabbed his valise
character of religious teacher, says, " The
and sprung from the train.
Rome, was recently murdered in his bed by his
Church Catechism abounds in anachronisms,
MRs. BESANT reads Henry George, who is man-servant.
which, when the book of Common Prayer is
now lecturing in England on the land question,
THE remains of Herr Lasker, the German
revised after the fashion of the New Testathis much-needed lesson: "The:.:e is a remark- statesman who recently died in New York, hav
ment, will perhaps be weeded ·out."
able amount of religious cant knocking about arrived in Berlin.
·
UNDE~ Mississippi law a woman is liable to
just now in speeches and articles which are
indictment for assault if she strikes her .hussupposed to be, and which ought to be, politiTHE Liberal League at Philadelphia cele· h
"d brated Thomas Paine's birthday last Sunday
band; but the man is not liable for assaulting
ca1. Mr; H enry George, t h e oth er rug t, sa1
• t if 1
t with addresses and a banquet.
th~ woman if he uses a switch no larger than
th at ' th e I an d of E ngI an d , by vtr
ue o t !e gran
his little finger in doing so. It is now-proposed
oj the li!!ing God, belongs to the whole people
NINE members of the Salvation Army were
to so amend the statutes as to giv the wife the
of England.' Mr. George would find it diffi- convicted in Pat9rson, N. J., of disorderly consame immunity that her husband enjoys.
cult to produce the grant, I fancy, and if the ~uct last Saturday, and fined $2 each.
people are to wait for the land until 'God' givs
A MAN from Norway made ten miles on skates
THE African traveler, Signor Mass!l.rl, leGit to them, the lanillords need not become un- in Brooklyn last week in 39 minutes and 7 sectured at Brussels recently before the Geoeasy. And then he asked the auGience to act onds. This is the fastest skating on record.
graphical Society of that city. He declared
on the principle of Christ, and so on. It is a
that the insurrection of the False Prophet was
pity to introduce silly preaching of this kind
THERE has been talk of a dog tax in the Masprovoked chiefly by the untoward interference
into a practical question. The Pnll Mall Gazette, sachusetts legislature, and the people of that
of the Egyptian government in religious matTHE London Standard of January 2d says criticising Mr. George, says: 'We hav no ob- state arise in protest. It is believed the measters and by their oppression of the people.
that an extraordinary scene took place on Sun- jeetion to Socialism, but it must be Socialism ure will fail.
THE Rev. Winslow, Boston's great forger, is day night on the top of a Welsh mountain.
plus the Ten Commandments.' This journal,
FRED. DouGLAss, the colored statesman and
editing a newspaper m Buenos Aytes, where The inhabitants of the vale of Glamorgan were which has lately been adoptl"ng a tone of mawk- orator, has recently married a white wife. He
he owns a block of fine buildings. He finds startled by witnessing flames ascending from . h
r .
t"
t rt d
t
d
l·s mo're than sixty years of age, and his action
the South ~ Alllerican climate to be very agree- the summit ·of a mountain near the town of lB re lgiOUB sen lmen a 1 y, oes no con ascend to explain the connection between So- has caused considerable comment.
able, and swears that Boston is the best place Llantrissant. About a thousand people made
th t
d. h
"d f
cialism and- say the Fourth Commandment.
A:N appalling disaster took place last week in
on earth for a poor man to start from. There th .
elr wfiay to 8 op, an hm t. 8 ml st 0 d a cen- Cant, adopted to curry favor with fashionable the Crested Butte m1"ne in Colorado, caused by
is a_great deal in a reputation.-Tereas Siftings. ter of re saw an aged p ysiClan, name Price,
D .d f
religionists, is repulsiv, both in Mr. George and an explosion. Fifty-seven bodies had been ret di
b d.
h"t
h t"
MR. CHARLES w, Qurcx, who formerly r&- 8 an ng, ro 8 m w_ 1 e, c an mg a rm u- in his critic, and it is not likely to win for
·
Ih m
Dr p c 8 h I
d h t
covered at last accounts, and two are still misssided at Rhinebeck from which place he went nera Y n._
· n
~.,:;;,.as::,ep::,~ the f~~er mu~_a'v_or_~om~~-~-h~r._(l.est-~ead,-,
to o ers,
ere
a prosper s
ness
,..v 8 d 0 f th ~ 1 iill.t1 · 0 f E 1 d .ing.
- in the undertaking line, enjoying at the same presently discovered that th~ body of the doce wor g-c ass po lClans
ng an ·
A PLAY adapted by the daughter of Mr. T.
time the reputation of being one of the most tor's own child was in the midst of tlle flames,
THE practice of cremation appears to be Leland, secretary of the National Liberal
pious nien in the city, and acting as one of the and_ they became greatly excited. The police gradually gaining ground in Germany, there League, has just been put upon the stage in
pillars of the First Methodist church, has run having secured the doctor, the crowd rushed being a steady increase in the number of bodies this city, and is meeting with flattering sueaway from that place with a girl named Mag- _forward and snatched away the corpse, which brought for this purpose to Gotha, which con- cess.
gie Smith, a daughter of wealthy parents re- they conveyed to the Llantrissant police sta- tains the sole establishment in the empire. It
Mrss NANCY SoMERs, of New York, aged 94,
siding in that city. The truants are supposed tion. The hill on which the attempted crema- is under the control of the city authorities, and was found dead in her bed one morning. The
to be located somewhere in New Jersey.
tion took place was the doctor's ow:n property. the cremations up to the end of 1882 were 84• orthodox coroner's jury returned the reassnrviz., 17 in 1879, 16 in 1880, 33 in 1881, .and 18 ing verdict that she "died by the visitation of
IN the Cincinnati Enquirer Robert Burdette up to September, 1882. All parts of Europe God, and not otherwise.''
A scHOOL-BOY somewhere has achieved the
following biography of Moses. '!'hough slightly takes this paragraph for a text: "The Cathe- contribute to the busin!JBB of the institution,
DEsrnucTrv storms swept over Englanil and
. mixed, it is probably as authentic as anything dral of the Incarnation at Garden City, built while several bodies hav been brought thither
we hav. "He was an Egyptian. He lived in by A. T. Stewart, is completed. It has been from America, in which country the cost of Frimge last Sunday. Much damage was done
an ark made of bulrushes, and he kept a five years in course of construction, and cost fashionable interment is 80 great that it is but in London and Paris by the hurricane, which
golden calf and worshiped brazen snakes, and $2,000,000. The organ cost $100,000. The a slight increased expense to hav the remains unroofed houses, blew down telegraph wires,
et nothing but kwales and manna for forty bishop's residence will cost $80,000, and the cremated at Gotha. The principal items of and broke railroad connections. On the coasts
years. He was caught by the hair of the head -stables, already finished, hav cost $10,000." this expense are: The removal of the corpse numerous lives were lost.
THE London Globe states that the leaders of
whil,e riding under the bough of a tree, and he Pondering on this, he writes in verse, "A from the railway station to the cemetery, 30s.;
was killed by his son Absalom as he was hang- Study in Osteology.'' Some of the stanzas are and the cremation itself, £7 lOs. There are the Irish National League denounce the instituas follows:
several formalities to be observed before per- tion of the "emergency fund" by Mr. Patrick
ing from the bough. _ His end was pease.''
mission is given by the officials. A permit has Ford, of New York. Mr. Ford is editor of the
"Gray shadows fall 'neath the arches dim,
HELEN WILMANs, says the Winsted Pres.q, Bright li~hts throng~ stained-glass windows to be obtained from the municipal authorities Irish World, and is understood to hav a large
has discovered a use for ministers. She would
BWlm;
where the death took place, and also from amount of the league fund in his possession.
send them to the Fiji Islanders. "Make them There's a touch of gold in crypt and hallGotha, that the body may be removed from one
THE solicitor of the treasury at Washington
sleek and fat," she says, "on the good things But where are the bones that built it all?place to another, for without this latter the has submitted to the secretary of the treasury
of this world before they go, and when there
*
*
*
*
*
*
railway company would refuse to find convey- an opinion touching women's rights, in which
they may serve a better purpose than they ever The chimes ring out from the steeple tall,
And "Bim, bones, bell," is their rythmic call; ance. A corpse is not allowed to be moved un- he expresses the belief that that movement is
served here, by successfully administering to While the five-part organ in chorus moans
less encased in metal, and zinc is therefore pre- all "fiddle-faddle," and tends rather to degrade
appetites -that are not imaginary.'' But who In its hundredcthousand-dollar tones,
scribed, as readily melting under the action of than elevate woman. How the electiv franwill take the job of fattening the raw-boned 'Here is the organ, but where are his bones?'
the heat. This must be inclosed in a wooden chise can hav an opposit effect on women from
and dyspeptic country parsons of New Eng0 foolish man, with heavy gold,
coffin of certain dimensions, so that it may fit that which it is supposed to hav on men is not
land? Helen, the days of miracles are past. To build a chapel, gray and cold,
the receptacle in the chamber. In case a fu- explained by the philosophical solicitor.
It can't be done.
Costly and gloomy, grim and tall,
neral service should be requested, a further
charge of £1 lOs. is made. The Gotha estabANOTHER murderous assault was made at
PRESIDENT GREVY, of the French republic, is An-d lose his own bones, after all!
one of the most modest rulers known to his- When a tithe of the gold, with its mighty charm, lishment, which was erected in 1878, is very Oyster Bay, on Long Island, last week, upon
complete, and cost for the machinery and tha person of an old man, who was beaten intory. He livs in a large house, the Chateau of Spent for humanity, living and warm,
buildings nearly £5,000. The apparatus is sensible with a hammer. A negro has been arMontsons Vaudray, · which has twenty-five Instead of these cold, dead, senseless stones,
guest-rooms-to which, however, no strangers Would hav saved the man who stole his bones.'' made after the Italian model, and consists of a rested for the crime, and it is believed that in
THE-Evansville Argus will hav to bear what- large coal furnace for the production of gas, him will be found the author of the Maybee
_are invited. His daughter is married to a Mr.
Wilson, an Englishman. Their child is the de- ever unpleasant penalty falls upon the relater which is conducted by a pipe to the heating and other assaults and murders which hav relight of the domestic president of the republic. of the following story: A young gentleman of chamber in which the body is placed, this cently taken plactl in that vicinity. It was
M. Grevy rises at eight, works until the after- this city, while on a visit recently in Indianap- chamber being 21 feet in length, by 13 feet in with difficulty that the people were restrained
noon, and fishes for- an . hour or two on the olis, imbibed quite freely to the health of sev- hight, and divided into two parts. The gas is, from lynching the negro.
banks of the Loire, which is noted for its eral of his friends on the eve of his departure first of all, let into the nearest section, where
THE police of St. Petersburg, Russia, conabundance of the finny tribe. After dinner he for home. After boarding a number~ of out-go- it burns until a white heat is produced. At tinue to capture "Socialists.'' Socialist, with
plays billiards ancl enjoys his family life. At ing trains and getting "fired " from each for the time of the operation the body is lowered the Russian government, means anyone whom
twenty minutes past ten all the lamps in the being on the wrong road, he finally seated him- into the second compartment, and the gas ad- the police take a fancy to denounce. Their
chateau are extinguished. M. Grevy is not a self in a coach on the Vandalia line, which, by mitted from the other one, when the zinc case capture means, usually, Siberia. All female
very brilliant man, but he is a good and solid the way, was the right train to convey him rapidly melts, the garments being then con- students in St. Petersburg _-are now compelled
one; and, while he may not be a second Wash- home. He had not been in his seat long ere sumed, and the whole process occupying about to liv in a house provid~d by the authorities,
. ington, he has many of the good traits of char- an Evansville clergyman saw the youth, and two hours. As it takes a day and a night to and to be at home at 9 in the evening. The
acter which hav given such an enviable fame approaching him said in a kind tone, "Young properly heat the furnace, sufficient notice has government fear that study may develop Nihil·
~o the first American president.
man, do you know where you are going?" to be sent to the authorities.- London 1imes.
ism.

c.
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Waifs and Wanderings.

"Crazy/ said the master of the bouse.
"No wonder," said Cupples. "Any more inmates?"
"No; these are the stand-bys. Others come, but
they don't stay long."
"Where do they go?" asked Cupples.
.
"To the grave-yard most of 'em. They don't seem
to like living here. But I treat 'em as well as I can:"
" These have an income of a thousand dollars a year,
I believe?" said Cupples.
·
-"I don't get any such money," said the man.
"These fixings cost about thirty thousand dollars,
didn't they?" asked Cupples.
"They might have cost somebody that. Mighty
little I get for runnin' this consarn. I'm at the bottom of the heap."
"Not quite," said Cupples, glancing at the man in
the cage.
"Shall I take the baby?" asked the overseer, as he
turned leis1nely away, and washed the floor with
some tobacco juice.
"How long will it live," said Cupples, "if I leave
it?"
.
"Can't bother about that. It must take its chances
with the reet."
"Not as long as I live," cried Cupples; and bugging the baby to his breast, he rushed out and
got into the wagon and fairly screamed, "Maria, I'm
going to take this baby home and keep it."
"What," shrieked Maria with surpassing note,
"take that baby home? We shan't sleep a wink, and
all my dress money 'II go for milk. You shan't do it,
Cupples; I won't be bothered with the brat. Leave
it here."
"I shan't," thundered Cupples; "I'll take it home."
He looked straight at Mrs. Cupples with fire in his
eyes. The conflict was short and sharp. Mrs. Cupples was beaten. Generally she was victorious; but
there were a few supreme moments when Cupples
had his own way, and this was one of them.

I didn't think joining th~ church was such a bother.
I thought all I bad to do was to promise to behave, ·
myself; and bclre I've got to believe all, this confounded stuff. · I thought it was love to God and love
to man; and I thought if i loved this baby and took
care of it I'd have a chance. But if I've got to
swallow this, I'm a gone sinner. I couldn't say I believed•itwitbout lying like the devil; and a man hadn't
ought ter lie to join the church. What a whopper
Maria must have told! I suppose the ministers believe it who have a regular course of trainin'; but I
don't see bow any body else can. It would take me
all my life-time to ;worry through it. I suppose I
must go to the dogs, though I'd like to do better if I
could only get folks to help me. But when folks insist on your knowin' all about the Almighty I must
give it up. Thank God; the baby's crying and I've
got a job on band, and shan't have to bother about
saving myself while I'm busy."
Dr. Dobson gave him a hearty shake by the hand.
"I knew the baby'd be all right, Cupples. You
couldn't get rid of it, and it's a good bargain. You'll
make more out of it than you'll give. It's a. bright,
sweet thing, and you ought to stand one girl if I do
seven. Teach her to wear calico; I do admire calico.
Don't lisp of ribbons and silks, and, Cupples, keep her
from ever knowing there's such a thing as a love of a
bonnet. It'll be a mine of wealth if you can keep
her in' this blissful ignorance. There's where I mistook. My girls are good. I've nothing to complain
of on that score. But they know too much. It's
perfectly marvelous what they can see in a woman's
gear.· I wish they were blind every day after dinner and all day Sundays. I don't see what a woman's
eyes are good for. She'll take any sort of a man for
a husband without looking, but she'll look clea.n
through a bonnet and see every stitch before putting
it on; and she takes a man for life, and a bonnet only
till she gets home. Cupid may be blind, but fashion
isn't. It can detect the very twist of a hair. Rowever, Cupples, if your girl's extravagant you can giv
her plenty of tin."
Cupples was a tinman, and this was a favorit pun of the doctor's. It did duty on various occasions
like a bad quarter. The doctor could not dispose of
it once for all.
Billy Stubbs was ready with his applause. "I'm
glad yoU: didn't take it to the poorhouse. You've
shown "fOur generosity in a way that's quite edifying.
What kmd of a place was that mansion, anyway? I
understand you took a trip over there. How will it
compare with Paradise?"
"Like-the bottomless pit," said Cupples, using!
_ho'Yever, OI,le ,syllable fpr the, latt~r term~... ': It's a
perfect shame. Where does that thirty thousand dolIars go?"
"It_ mu~t go so~~w~e~·e," said Stubbs. "We approprmte It, and It. IBn t m the treasury. So~ebod,Y
get~ the good of It. If the poor folk,~ don t that a
th~}r fault. They ought to b~ sharper.
Why, St~bbs, Y?U a~e pa1d a tbous,and dolla~s ~
ye~r to l?,ok _mto this tbmg. Why don t. you do It?
I do, said Stubbs. "I draw my salary regularly
every three months. What more can you expect of
f Uo '!"
a e w·
.
."I should thmk you'd want to earn your money,"
cn,?d Cup_Pl1~,8 • •
• "
•
. Earn It· said Stu?bs, . ea:n It_! Why,_ what a
1
fool you are· The mai_n tbmg m tlus W?rld Is ~ot to
earn money, but to get 1.t. If you get It, what. s the
~dd~ wh~t~er Y0 ,u earn It or not? If one gets It and
on team ;t, he 8 80 much the sharper, and so mo:e
worthy. You are green, Cupples. The world will
:u~ over you. Get all you can. Let other folks, earn
It, If need be. Look ?ut for num?er one. That s the
way to benefit humamty. Doesn t Sbak'3pere say,

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
CHAPTEr: VI.
THE POORHOUSE.
· It was a bright and sunny afternoon in May when
Guppies set out for the thirty-thousand-dollar mansion .. He h_ad not taken such a ride for years, and
be enJoyed It with all the ardor of a boy. The sky
was beautifully blue, and flecked with clouds of dazzling whiteness. The bits of green here and there
the just-budding flowers and plashes of water, de~
lighted him almost like articulate music. He forgot
the varied and uncomfortable experiences of the
morning in the flow of life and exultation that the
finally victorious spring was pouring upon the back
of retreating winter, who bad not strength enough
left even to utter a bowl as the insulting glory
laughed and crowded upon him. Cupples was jubilant. He looked on all sides to see the Palace Beautiful crowning some goodly prospect. It did not
appear, and so be kept jaunting on. The horse be
w_as driving had seen twenty-five summers, and 80
his progress was somewhat slow. But everything
was so lovely, even the very stumps by the roadside
brilliant with spangles of moss, that be cared not bo~
deliberately his Pegasus advanced. His thoughts
were winged, if his steed was not, and were constantly flying forward to the Olympic Towers. He
passed into a sparsely-settled country, where the
houses were few and far between, and the splendid
object of his search did not appear. He determined
to inquire at the next bouse, which was somewhat
larger than the others he bad lately passed, having
two stories and a woodshed, and something that
looked very like a barn, though if Hamlet bad asseFted that it looked very like a whale I hardly think that
CHAPTER VII.
anyone would bav disputed him. The whole aspect of
PNrER FAMILIA8.
the place, with the dull, straggling woods about it
Cupples got through the night heroically and much
was intensely forlorn. Cupples drove up, and, with easier than be expected. He bad plenty of milk, and
the air of an emperor, inquired of a rough-looking bad got the bang of the bottle, and 80 the baby slept
slouchy individual where the poorhouse ofE--was: nearly all night. Mrs. Cupples, not being bad at
He felt quite important to think be bad in charge a heart, and submitting to the powers that be, took
baby who was going to bt;~ heir to a thousand dollars care of it with considerable kindness during the day,
per annum. He asked for the ohject of his search while Cupples was at the shop; though she assured
with the dignity of a drummer inquiring for the best Cupples that be must not expect as good meals as
hotel in town.
he'd been used to, for she couldn't spend much time
"This is it," said t.be slouchy individual.
cooking now the baby was on her bands. Cupples
"Good God!" gasped Cupples, and be almost said he'd stand it; but be really found littl~ differfainted.
enco in the ma.ttor, :f01.' Mrs. Cupploawa.o ~.born.oooli;
Imagin a man who b!ls failed with the intention. of and it was almost impossible for her to set a poor
·paying ten per cent on a dollar, and coming off with table
·
a snug bank account, being obliged to pay one bunCupples took quite a fancy to the baby. He still
dred per cent; or a member of Congress who bas his hoped to get rid of his charge; but his anxiety was
maiden speech ready for delivery, when a motion to not painful and grew small by degrees. He was con·
adjourn is carried,. and you can form some idea of gratulated on his benevolence, and began to have a
the fee_lin~s of Cupples.
.
vague idea that be was a Christian and might join
0 VIrgil, you wrote long ago that It was easy to the church on the credit of his being 80 good to the
come down. It didn't take our hero a second to per- little waif. He had always wanted to join the church,
form that operation
quit swearing and be respectable BU:t revivals
·
'
·
"Who's in charge?" be asked, with a desperate_ had come and gone like fire alarms and be never
effort.
could get up sufficient "interest." Mrs. Cupples was
"I am," s~id the sl?u.cby i~dividual, with ju~t a a memb~r of the church and mourned over her busstreak of pnde, and givmg his ragged hat a httle band's unrenewed state at the prayer-meeting,
shove, and leaning on his hoe-handle, that, fortunately, though generally she thought him a pretty good felwas quite strong.
low. Now here was a fine chance for Cupples to slip
"I thought you bad a better place," gasped Cup- into the church without the usual formality of reples faintly.
generation; for was be not a father to the father"It's good enough for poor folks. Can't waste less; and was not that pure religion and undefiled.
much money on them," said the man, taking another
The Rev. George Adolphus Hapgood met him one
good rest on his hoe-handle.
day and made the following neat speech:
"Here's an order to leave tbis)ittle baby here."
"I rejoice, Mr. Cupples, in the beneficence of your
"Let me see it," said the man, dropping the hoe- dispoRition. It is a credit to our fallen humanity. It
"To thine own self be true
handle and managing to stand without any visible is a revelation of the Holy Ghost, I am sure. Now is
And it must follow as the day the night,
means of support, and reading the order as well as be the day of salvation. I should like to have you come
Thou can'st not then be false to any man?"
could between a dozen enormous squirts of tobacco to our prayer-meeting, and I should like to converse
C~pples was somewhat taken aback by this new
juice.
with you on spiritual and divine things. You ought r~n~ttwn of Sbakspere, re-enforced, as it was, by a
"All right," said be;" walk in, I guess there's room. to unite with us now in the great work of redemp- rmgmg laugh and a puff of frag~·ant tobacco-smoke.
It won't take much to feed it."
tion."
But be resumed the attack:
Cupples got out of the wagon with a heavy heart.
The Rev. Hapgood turned from him with a deli"I shall expose this thing, at any rate. I'll put a
He took the baby in his arms and walked slowly into cate shake of the band, and a graceful bow. Just stop to it. I pay taxes to support the poor, and I
the bouse. He entered a large, bare room in which then be stepped upon a piece of orange peel and al- won't see them cheated, or be cheated myself. I'll
there was no furniture except two old chairs, a broken most lost his balance. He got a bit of mud upon tell everybody, and there'll be a rumpus."
settee, and a ghostly cooking stove that seemed a his hitherto immaculate boots; and he likewise did
"It won't do any good, Cupples. It'll only be a.
survival of primeval epochs. It did not look as if it something unexpected.
He felt inwardly just as nine days' wonder. How many do you suppose will
bad ever been" set up," but bad been lodged there by Cupples did when he swore like a pirate; l>ut of go out and see fDl' themselvs? We shall contradict
the" flood of years." Two old woman dressed in dirty course the Rev. Adolphus would not swear. He re- you, and that'll be the end of it. You can't help
calico sat in the chairs smoking. Tbe_y just looked st.rained himself with professional patience; but if yourself, my dear fellow. You can't right a wrong so
at Cupples as be came in, and then went on puffing the boy who dropped that orange peel was anywhere long as there's any money to be made out of it. Only
and talking, one word at a time, with intervals of about Adolphus would have liked to see somebody when :wrong is poverty-stricken and can't pay its
various length wherein they seemed almost asleep.
hit him; and be would, by an invisible stroke, have way Will p€:ople demolish it. If it's rich it bas its
"I guess there's a cradle somewhere up stairs," helped the blow.
Beyond that his Christianity pick of friends. The world is going to the devil,
said the man; "I'll bunt it up. There must be some would not allow him to go. His walk was eminently ~upples, and the best thing you can do is to go with
old clothes about. The women 'll take care of it." consistent. The orange peel only caused a momen- It; only get off at the last station but one, and you'll
"The women" stared at Cupples like two specters tary divergence.
have money enough to charter an extra train, palace
and then puffed a little more vigorously. "Pretty
Cupples borrowed the "creed" and went home car and all, for the Celestial City. Don't try, the rethings to take care of a baby," muttered Cupples; and.read it, or tried to read it; but it made his bead form dodge, or, if you do, wait till it gets to be popu" might as well toss it to a c0uple of alligators."
ache by the time be got to the trinity, and so he gave lar, so that you can make something out of it. The
He walked into another room, more bare than the it up. "Dear me," said be; "if they'd only take me best reform never succeeds until it gets to be a confirst. The end of it bad been made into a cage, behind as I am, I'd go in and do the best I know bow. But founded humbug. The devil must take stock in it
the_ '!ooden bars ?f w~icb a I?an in rude apparel was I'll be_' cussed if I ca~ swallow this. I don't know before _it can get a majority vote. When the devil
stndmg 9.nd glarmg hke a wild beast.
what It means. I cant even spell out all the words.! patromzes a reform, then pitch in. It's perfectly
BY
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safe. The devil always knows just when a good thing
is going to succeed, and be's bound to be upon the
winning side.· Sticl!; to him, and you are sure to do
some good, and do it just when it pays best. It isn't
time yet to make a row about the poorhouse. If you
do you'll be set down for a villain, and, worse yet, for
an ass. We know bow to call names. We've got
the seven-leagued boots on, and defy you to catch
us.

.

~'

principles. His character untarnished with moral life of the indolent peer. This anomaly in our Chris.,
doubt, and his private life unstained with social tian civilization will be remedied when ~acb man
obloquy, be has the authority to teach; and, being shall. do his part in his own sphere to contribute to
able to govern · himself, be is the better able to the wants of society and ·to building up the grandeur
counsel others in the art of self-government.
and stability of the general commonwealth.
It has been urged that this eminent reformer is
In Colonel Ingersoll man has no tru~r friend, the
simply a destructionist. This is not true. Granted church no deadlier foe. Under the force of his
that be aims to destroy the nightmare of priestly brilliant tongue, his keen wit, and his withering
domination; but be also seeks to replace it with the rhetoric, priestcraft and religious shams bav no
"Thus far into the bowels of the land
wakeful consciousness of man's duty and power. In mercy. W"itb him the church is the enemy of man
We have marched on 'fithout impediment."
his own words, "the storm and tempest of thought and the tempter of woman, fettering human thought
Stubbs meandered away in a triumphant cloud of must purify the dead calm of ignorance and faith." and impeding human progress. As be truly says:
smoke.
So long as men and women are held in cruel bond- "It bas done harm enough. It bas covered the
Cupples went home and tried to write for the news- age by the superstitions of the church, and offered as world with blood. It has filled the asylums for the
papers ail article detailing his experience at the poor- victims on the altars of fear, so long will the work of insane. It bas cast a shadow in the heart, in the
house. He did not succeed, however, and tried to ~estruction be necessary. If theologians will keep sunlight of ever good and tender man and woman. I
get Hapgoop and Dobson to help him; but they de- up a senseless imposition, shall we not render society say, Let us rid the heavens of this monster, and write
clined. Other things occupied his mind, and in a. a service ~ exposing such a fraud and deception? upon the dome 'Libert.y, Love, and Law."'
fortnight the poorhouse was forgotten., Cupples went Well did Froude exclaim, in referring to those who,
Such is an outline sketch of the greatest Freethe way of the world.
in the name of Gvd, sought to mislead and degrade thinker that not only America but the world has
[TO BE CONTINUED.l
man: "What do such impostors deserve but to produced. His greatness is not confined to one
be denied, exposed, insulted, trampled under foot, phase of existence, but it indudes the whole range of
danced upon, if nothing else will serve, till the very life. In him is concentrated that which makes man
Realistic Freethought in America.
geese take courage and venture to their derision. noble and renders character sublime. He has the
COLONEL ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Are we to wreathe laurels round the brows of pban- wisdom of the philosopher, allied with the simplicity
There is no man better known and more highly tasms, lest we shock the sensibilities of the idiots who of the child, and the intellect of a giant molded with
respected in America than is Colonel Ingersoll. His bav believed them to be divine?"
the sweet tenderness of woman. His mental grandname has a magic charm, and his presence aq electric
But, while Ingersoll fearlessly destroys, be bravely eur is illuminated with ethical purity, and his practiinfluence. His lecturing tours are like the triumphal builds up; and here is a most notable quality in his cal nature is enriched by the benevolence of his
marches of a conqueror; at his approach the Chris- advocacy. He blends the two, without sacrificing heart. With a deep yearning· to ·be useful to his
tian is filled with appalling wonder, and tlfe Free- the real genius of either. In this be does good ser- weaker brethren, be bas, during the best years of a
thinker is rapt in pleasing expectancy. Even when vice, in proving that negativ work, ·useful as it is, is ripe and vigorous life, fought for liberty, justice, and
business at theaters is dull, and the churches are not the be-ali and end-all of our advocacy. His truth. Gifted with a rare genius and a distinct perpartially forsaken, the Colonel can command a motto is, "One world at a time;" and whatever sonality, that might hav carried him to the pinnade
crowded audience in the largest building obtainabl~. interferes with making the best of the only world we of any ambition, be has preferred the bard life of a
There are few orators who can equal him, and none know be seeks to remove from life's path. His writ- pioneer in the forest of superstition, laying the ax of
who can surpass him, in his bold upon the public. ings are filled with practical advice concerni:lig all reason to the withered tree of antiquity that obstructs
His extraordinary magnetic power entrances friends the real duties and needs of existence, from the the growth of the living present. 'l'hus has be
and subdues enemies. It bas been truly said that, cradle to the grave. He is a thorough believer in caused the wilderness to blossom, kindling anew the
"if be had lived eighteen hundred years ago, be home and in domestic happiness. With him perfect t0rch of thought in the usands of minds, inspiring
would hav been the founder instead of the destroyer equality between husband and wife should exist them to hope for and believe in the dawn of a period
of religion; for his gigantic intellect is supplemented within the domain of the_fireside. It is here that on earth when freedom, truth, and joy shall supplant
with an equally Titanic affectionate nature. There is fidelity to or disregard of true Secularism in daily serfdom, falsehood, and mental gloom.~ Charles Watts
that about him which warms and cheers .all who conduct is seen. Nobly does be exclaim: "If there in the &cular Review. ·
come under his influence.
His life is so rich is any heaven upon earth, it is in the family circle.
and J3trong, his presence so magnetic, that in a sick If there is a man I detest, it is be who thinks himself
Pulling a Church :Fair.
chamber he would be better than many a physician; the boss. Woman is the equal of man. She has all
and it would only require the ignorance of an age the rights men bav and one more and that is the
"W~ll, De~con Fakir," observed Elder Twemlo "what do
·
·
·
·
'
'
you tbmk of It?"
hke that ?~ Buddha or of Jesus to .~ndow hi~ '!Ith right to be protected." To parents he says:
"I think its scandalous," replied Deacon Fakir, rising from
the quahttes and power of a god.
The rehgwn,
'R .
t b . d
d t th
h1b
t
his chair and turning the rear elevation of his anatomy
aise your sons o em epen en
roug a or, o purh h f
f
.
·
h ow ever, tb a t CoIone1 I ngerso ll would b av foun d ed sue' some
business for themselvs and upon their own account, to. t e. c eer u 1 91ow .o . the grate fire, ~nd partmg h1s coat
could not hav been one of mystery, creeds, and to be self-reliant to act upon their own responsibility and t~Ils hke a dud~;_s bun, m the nuddle. 'I thmk 1t a down· 1'ICI•tY Iito _take the consequences
'
T
h h
b '
II right shame. SI6ter Belcher says so too."
d ogmas, b u t a Pb I'losopb Y b ase d upon th e Simp
like ~en.
eac t em, !1 ove a
This indignant diulog occurred in 'the front parlor of the
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1Iove, and builders of happy homes.

Giv your children evPry pa;,sona9,e

.

Ill

h b't
db Eld
I
,
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language reports the sweetest music of the wmds and I advantage in your power In the air of kindness they will
Yes, resumed the elder, It Is very unfortunate. It 18
waveR, and intoxicates the senses like the budding l grow about you like flow~rs. They will fill your homes with not ~o ~u~h the loss ~f the money which I deplore, but I am
beauty of spring or the amorous kisSes of its soft, sunshine and all your yep.rs with joy. Do not try to rule by afraid It will h~v a dtBc~mragJDg effect on the church and any
. prose b e IS
. one force · A blow from ·a parent leaves o~ scar on manhood · I future
efforts
m't tba~t thne. 'dHavmg· busted
our game once,
. , Tb ougb b e wn't es m
per fume d air.
th
·11
b
"
·
' should feel ashamed to die surrounded by children I had
ey WI
e qm e ap 0 rai us agmn.
of the greatest poets that ever hved. What could be whipped Think of feeling upon your dying lips the kiss of
"It is the most disheartening thing that has occurred
more sweetly beautiful and poetic than this discrip- 8 child y~u had beaten." to our ~burch ~ince the laying of the corner-stone by the
tion of laughter, given in his lecture on "The Liberty
.
.
M~~ons m 1~79.
.
.
,
.
.ld?"
Neither does the Colonel neglect attentiOn to perEverythmg was runmng along so mcely,' said Elder
of M an,- W oman, an d Cb I . ~al
Tb ld th l . al 'd
f' t - t Twemlo.
appearance.
eo
eo ogiC
Id ea o l rea"81.Ick"
"Strike with hand of fire, 0 weird musician, thy harp son
.
b d.
.f tb
.
t'
, rep r·1e d D eacon F a k'1r. "W e h a d.JUS t c1eane d ou t
strung with Apollo's golden hair; fill the vast cathedral mg our 0 Ies as I.
ey were VI 1e, an neg ec mg the Chicago drummers, three of 'em, and I bad my eye on a
aisles with symphonies sweet and dim, deft toucher of the the temple of humamty for heavenly adornments, has sporting man from St. Louis. I intended him for my meat,
organ keys; blow, bugler, blow, until thy silver notes do no favor with him. He sees that happiness is the a?d was working him for his leuther by proposi~g a qm~t,
touch and kiss the moonlit waves, and charm the lovers outcome of making the best of all that attracts and smgle-handed game of draw~poker, when ~he police broke m
wandering mid the vine-clad hills! But know, your sweetest
.
H'
d .
.
t at the front door of the vestibule and the Jig was up."'
strains are discords all, compared with childhood's happy cements the human affectiOns.
IS a Vllm IS no
"Must hav been between four nnd five hundred dollars on
laugh-the laugh that fills the eyes with light and every heart only to make the best of our surroundings, but also the board when the coppers gobbled it."
with joy. 0 rippling river of laughter, thou art the blessed to cultivate the central figure-the living person.
"More'n that!" said I?encon Fakir. "'l'h1_1t Colo~ado cattle
boundary-line between· the beasts and men; and every way- "I bav sometimes thought" be observes "that the man who 1s sweet on Widow Drnmmle had JUst laid dow_n a
ward wave of thine doth drown some fretful fiend of care.
.
'
.
fl
I couple of hundred on the queen, open, and Deacon Shck0 Laughter, rose-lipped daughter of Joy, there are dimples desire for beauty covers the earth With owers.
t finger was dealing and he fixed the cards )lo that the stockenough in thy cheeks to catch and hold and glorify all the is this desire that paints the wings of moths, tints man didn't pick a~y of it up again, either: Must hav been
tears of grief."
the chamber of the shell, and givs the bitd its plum- five hundred dollars. in the contribut_ion b_ox if tb~re wa~ a
Ingersoll is equally great as a humorist-in fact, age and its song. 0 daughters and wives if you ce':lt. Yes, the boobies made a rattlwg big haul, mcludmg
.
•
b chips, faro boxes, roulette table, monte luy-outs and grabhe plays in turn upon all the strings of the human would be loved, ~do~? yourselvs; _If you W?uld e bags. I ~ever saw a_girl so broke up as MissSunsbower, the
heart. Under his skilful touch, tears are soon adored, be beautiful.
Thus I might continue to soprano m the chmr, when the police took her grab-bag
drowned in the dimples of mirth and joy. Wit and quote, to show the lofty teachings of this man, who away fro~ her and ~ouldn't let her work the dry-goods
humor are most powerful weapons when wisely bas been traduced and maligned and the sanctity of clerk_s. She was playmg the snap at a dollar a grab, that
.
'
.
.
evemng, and she had two good, fly cappers, one of whom had
used against the shams and hypocrisies of the wh~se home-a p~adise of dome~tiC sunshi~e and drawn my gold watch and given it back to me, and the other
church. Madam de Stael was once asked if she punty-bas been mvaded and trruled over With the had pulled a $20 note belonging to Sister Belcher, and had
believed in ghosts. "No," she replied; "but I am slimy slander of theological hatred and bigotry. just slipped it back into he~ band when we were pulled.
afraid of them." So it is with many people, who, The time is coming when the very church which now Dear me, the poor ~rab-bag girl ~elt as badly 118 Dea?on Top.
·l
lifter when the police kneck&d h1s hazzard table to pieces and
while no longer believing in the dogmas of the reg~ds hi~ _name as a byword and reproach wll . go burnt up his diCe, dice-box, and luy-out."
church, are continually haunted with the fear of their to his wntmgs for gems of beauty and practical
"It seems too bail that we can't bav a quiet church fair or
childhood's training. Ingersoll's plan is to laugh lessons in all manly duty. Thus are we reminded of festival to raise mo?ey fo_r the poor heathen ~n Bamboo, ~a~
away this fear. He does not make sport of the his favorit illustration of the death of a good man. boozl~ county, Afnca, wit~Ol:t the carnal mm~ed authorities
.
f l
breakmg us up. l'm afraid 1t will be a long t1me before the
individuals, but with their foolish and fear-begotten It IS a sunset where the sun leaves .a legacy o gory poor church recovers from this blow."
·
notions; and his jokes are mingled with gentleness to the very clouds that obstruct Its path. So the
"They don't seem to hav the least bit of appreciation for
and kindness that win the involuntary assent of even great man leaves a ~egacy of glory e~en to _the ones true Christian churity."-Texas ciftings.
his religious adversary. Moreover, his darts of wit who persecuted him. The world IS glo~wus only
are free from vulgarity, and are in no sense offensiv because men hav been grand enough to die for the
Speculation in Parsons.
to ears polite. He is no harlequin; yet from the right.
Church quarr 18 w 0 uld n 0 t be
f
; ·r th f d'
· t e11ect ua1 b e evo kes smiles
·
Co1one l I ngersoll also b eI'Ieves Ill
· tb e d IgDI
· ·t Y an d 1 of hungry soulsewas not so muchsoofreq
' i
e ee mg
Ill
wb ere cIowns wo uld
a uen
business
which
tba
excite pity. As deep sentiment is relieved by Sbak- equality of labor. In his opinion, every man is dis- faithful seek to cover up w1th a sickly sentimentalism. In
spere in. the wit and humor of such characters as honest who livs upon the unpaid labor of others, the case of the Rev. Heber Newton objection was made to
Touchstone or Dogberry, so is pathos tempered by even if be be an occupant of a throne or a dweller in his preaching down the biblical fables by other clergymen
Ingersoll with pleasantries which are as rays of sun the mansicn. All laborers should be brothers in the not so much because he was disseminating false doctrins as
because be was hurting the business. And the Rev. Mr.
upon the dark realities of life.
great hive of industry, and share the toil of keeping Newton agreed to let the myths of Moses alone, not because
But our interest in this eloquent exponent of Free- in order the vast and diversified machinery of exist- they are not myths but on account of business considersthought is more particularly in his pure and earnest ence. The dogma of the fall of man may pronounce tiQnR. Then there is the case of the Rev. Dr. J.P. Newman.
d
t
t tb
· · 1
f
b t th t tb · tb
·
t Dr. Newman. a Methodist, was employed as pastor by a Coneva ion o e prmmp es o Secularism. Herein_; lie labor to be a ?u~se; u
e ~ . IS,. e curse IS ~o gregational church for business reasons. When it was found
the practical excellence of the man and the grand in labor,_ but lD _Its unequal ~hstnb:utwn, one portiOn that the speculation was not as profitable as had been anticiversatility of the teacher. Possessing a noble nature, of ~ankmd bavmg to excessivly toil to k~ep_ a~ot~er pated, 'there was a very unchristian "kick," and meekness
a generous heart, and a kindly disposition, allied in Idleness and lu_xury. The r. esult of this IllJustice was at a discount in the household of those who feed on the
h
ted f
f b
milk of the Word. What do these things prove? Nothing,
with keen perception and ready thought, be has the is· seen too often Ill t. e emama
orm 0 t e ove~- except that the spPculation in parsons and pulpits has be•
highest qualification for a public advocate of our worked peasant and m the useless and ~productiv come very lively.- Truth.
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her opinion that if Liberalism were to triumph the "God-ordained and sanctified means of salvation."
It was tried with great success, with the death
mee.tmg of the Manhattan Liberal Club to a delighted g.o down in blood and astes. She then relapsed into penalty attached, some six thousand years ago, on a
·
young couple engaged in gardening. It was "just
au~Ienc~. T~e lecture was "False Claims," with silence.
Mr. Andrews hoped the audience would excuse the thing" when England's king tried it on Oliver
which, m prmted form, the readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER are already familiar. Those who hav not him if he soared a little. Thf: audience to all ap- Cromwell. It worked to a charm for the slave-power
heard this discourse from Mr. Remsburg's own lips pearance assented, and he soared. It would not be under the Fugitiv Slave law. It operated grandly for
~owever, hav lost half its value. The speaker wa~ s~f~ to affirm ·.that all his hearers followed him. the temperance cause when, under the control of the
mt~oduced by~· W!l'keman with flattering remarks, Neith.er could It be successfully maintained that a "church of the living God," it has, in less than forty
whiCh the aud,Ience mdo;sed . with hearty applause. few did not. There are some marvelous heads in the years, brought the cost of the consumption of alco~r. R~msburg s manner IS qmet and unpretentious; club, and some not as marvelous and the latter holic drinks in this nation from $800,000 down to
hxs voiCe deep an? sonorous, and his gesticulations cou~d admire Mr .. Andrews's pow~r of ascending a $800,000,000. It has worked gloriously for• Iowa,
few but appropnate. There were no attempts at cham of ab_struse Ideas even if they could not shin for we hav built five large distilleries in the last four
ornate oratory. He depends more upon the force of up after him. From a Universological aspect, Mr. years.
Yes, Brother Jamieson, pour out the vials of wrath
fact~ than upon the method of stating them. Scarcely R~msburg waR a boy_ an;msing himself with the playmovmg from the position which he first assumed thmgs of youth. Withm every human being there upon every crazy fellow who would reform society by
the speaker lay down indisputable truths and un~ were the elements of love and justice. These were ed~catio;n, or. an appeal to reason and judgment, and
answerable arguments, one after another as fast as opposed to each other, eternally in conflict. Mr. swmg With giant hand the God-ordained club of salthe mind could receive them, and held his hearers Andre:ws challenged attention on this point, which, vation. "Spare the rod and spoil the child." "Thou
shalt beat him with a rod; so shalt thou deliver his
ready to · break into applause whenever a pause he believed, had never before been emphasized.
M. FARRINGTON.
Mr. Cohen spoke vigorously, as he can always be soul from hell."
afforded the~ an opportunity to do so. A vein of
Denver, Iowa, Jan. 20, 284.
hu~or runnmg through the discourse also kept the depended upon to do. He supported Mr. Remsburg.
audience awake to the ridiculousness as well as the The ?burch must be held up in its true light in order
falsi~y of the church's claims. All that reason, in- that Its dupes may know what kind of an institution·
Not Believing Things Unreasonable.
dubitable proof, and scorching sarcasm can do in they are supporting. If this was not done how . The pastor of our place, one week ago, to illus-.
on~ l.ecture to show the the true character of ecclesi- could we expect to ever liberate them? . He h~d no trate what he claimed to be the untenable and fallaastiCism as represented by the Christian church apprehension as to what should be put in the place cious position of unbelievers, gave the following oftis contained in Mr. Remsburg's "False Claims " and of the church. When the people are educated rep~ate<f anecdote: A minister, while stopping at
!I'll the force emb_odie? i_n that masterly piece of work enough to leave the church they will then be suffi- an mn, overheard a number of young men saying, in
Is brought most Irresistibly to the fore by its author's ciently intellig~n~ t? know how to supply wh.atever substance, that they would not believe anything they
method of delivering it. A~pla~se of a very hearty of ~alue there IS m It. M:r. Cohen had noticed that could not understand. After he had heard them
character ensued at the termmatwn of the discourse. while .many had di~agreed )Vith Mr. Remsburg, all through he told them that on his way to their place
The chairman announced that, after the usual cus- h!l'd discreetly reframed from attempting to answer he saw several different animals, the hog, the goose,
tom, the lecture was open to discussion by members him.
Mr. Putnam spoke of a recent official decision and the horse, al~ feeding on grass; that it grew brisof the club. Mr. Bently arose to suggest that as the
tles on the hog, feathers on the goose, and hair on
members of the club in the main aareed w'ith the whic~ . had pre':ented a woman from obtaining the horse. Could they understand that ?
a
po~It1~n
to
whiCh
she
aspired,
the
refusal
of
her
speaker, it might be appropriate to in~ite those who
~irst, the meaning of those who say they "will not
were not members, and who disagreed with Mr. apphcatwn being based on the fact that she was a beheve anythmg they cannot understand " is pur~oman,
and'
on
the
alleged
fact
that
this
is
a
ChrisRemsburg, to offer their criticisms. The chair
posely distorted. and. misinterpreted, for what they
~Ian country. This decision, the speaker said, was
acquiesced.
mean to convey IS this: that they cannot believe anyMrs. Sparks took the floor. She wished to dissent I~famc.us. Mr. Putnam is a firm upholder of the thing unreasonable.
from the lecturer's estimate of Jesus Christ. In her n_ghts of woman. Indeed, so gallant a gentleman as
Secondly,. the very fact that the different processes
opinion, the Galilean reformer was just as much a himself could not be otherwise. He would sooner through which the grass went in the different animals
see
anarchy
reign,
and
all
legislation
annulled
than
Universologist as Stephen Pearl Andrews, only, of
owing to their different constitutions, grew bristle~
cou.rse, he was not so wise a person as the Great ~llo:w. a law to exist that compasses the liberty ~f any on one, feathers on another, and hair on the other is
mdividual.
Umversal Preacher. Then, again, Mrs. Sparks could
just why we cannot and do not believe things unr~a
~r. Remsburg's replies to his critics· were appronot indorse Mr. Remsburg's statement that woman
sonable. If a man should tell me that in California
p~Iate
and
happy.
In
reference
to
Mrs.
Sparks's
desuffrage was in its infancy. A movement that was
feathers grew .on the hor~es a~d hair on the geese, I
mal
that
w~man
suffrage
was
in
its
infancy,
he
forty years old was no longer an infant. It was an
averred that m th~ eyes of the law anything was in s_hould say I did not beheve It because it was not
adult.
reasonable. And what I would mean by its not beits
i~fancy until old enough to vote. Therefore,
Dr. Atkinson succeeded Mrs. Sparks, and criticised
ing
r~asonable would be. that it was contrary to all
the lecture in a rather irascible manner. Mr. Rems- practiCally, woman suffrage was not of age. Madam expenence and our knowledge of things. If we
Delescluze's
affirmation
that
none
but
infamous
women
burg, h~ ~bought, had shown. too little charity for
<>hould ?..,.., "· f\k.,;l<>t.on of a horse' or e-o~se we would
those stillm the church, and pnded himself too highly were allo:ved to lead public lives in !tome, Mr. Bems- know with certamty, by a knowledge of things, which
on the fact that he had escaped from it; whereas it burg demed. If he had read history aright, women skeleton had hair for a covering, and which feathers.
was not to lVIr. Remsburg's credit that he had occupied a higher position in pagan Rome than
If we sow wheat we know we will not harvest corn
emerged therefrom, but to the credit of those who Christian civilization hacl ever accorded them. The therefrom; and if people should tell us they planted
had enlightened him. The club was getting to be a_nswer given by the speaker to the hackneyed ques- potatoes in Colorado and raised beans from the seed
too much of a mutual admiration society, and had tiOn, " v'Vhat will yon giv us in the place of the we would deny it, because we know it an impossinot made adequate provision for supplying the place church:~" was most thorough· and satisfactory. Said bility, from our knowledge of nature. We know naof the church when that institution had passed away. he, to Illustrate, a thief breaks into your house to rob ture's laws never vary. We know the same process
~ certain Mr. Thompson was appended. He :you: A policeman sees him and marches him off to produces the same results when all circumstances are
beheved, and expressed his belief in a reverential JustiCe; you thrust your head out of the window and alike. So when they ask us to believe that a whale
tone, that the holy Bible was the inspired word of shout, ~· What are you going to giv me in the place of swallowed Jonah, and that Jonah lived three days in
God. He could not help it; he was hrought up to that thief ?'' An offensiv carcass lies in the street be- the whale's belly, we say we do not believe it because
believe that way. Of course he did not accept the fore your residence; the health board remove it; you it _is contrary to our knowledge and expe~ience of
creation anecdote in a historical way. Adam and follow a.fter them and interpose the query " What tbi_ngs, ~nd contrary to all the laws pertaining to
Eve represented merely the intellect and affection of will you giv me in the place of that carcas~ ?" He ammal hfe. We know that a man must hav air to
the world. Mr. Thompson's further remarks were saw a man lying in a dungeon clothed in rags and breathe, or he dies. So when they ask us to believe
devoted to sustaining this notion from a Swedenbor- on his person countless vermin crawled and fed.' The that Samson caught four hundred foxes and tied
gian point of v}ew. His drift was slightly indefinit. walls are torn down, and the man is brought forth their tails together, we say we cannot believe it, for
Dr. Weeks, who has his ups and downs in the en- ?athed and clothed anew, and becomes a human be~ by our knowledge of men we know he could not do it.
deavor to secure the patient attention of the club mg once more. The church is a dungeon. In it lies
So when they ask us to believe that Christ raised
held that there ought to be more mutual admiratio~ mankind garbed in the tatters of ecclesiasticism and Lazarus from the dead, killed a fig-tree by' his
infested
with
parasites
called
·
priests.
The
'walls
in that body. There should be more lectures delivword, or turned water into wine, we do not believe
ered like the one we had listened to. The opening should be torn down, the tatters and parasites re- it, because it is contrary to the laws of nature, collmoved,
and
mankind
rehabilitated.
speaker had studied his subject long and well, and
Mr. Remsburg left New York last Saturday for trary to all knowle-dge of things, and therefore an
understood the significance of what he had said.
Boston,
to speak before the New England Freethink- impossibility. And so when they giv us the doctrin
The church was obtrusiv in its authority. That was
ers'
Con~ention.
A .list of his subsequent engage- of the Christian Bible, man's creation his fall and
what the lecturer had protested against, and that
plan of redemption, the characters of God and the
was the offensiv characteristic of ecclesiasticism ments Will be found m another part of this paper.
devil, we say we do not believe it, as they are conThe
program
of
the
Liberal
Club
for
the
month
of
against which Dr. Weeks would also continue to pro~rary to. all. our experiences and knowledge, all
test. There is a large amount of valuable timber in February has not yet been printed. Reliance, how- Ideas of JUStiCe, honor, sympathy, and respect and
ever,
can
be
placed
upon
the
chairm<m's
statement
Dr. Weeks.
contrary to all nature's laws, and therefore c~nnot
Madam Delescluze wished to defend St. Paul, and ti:at it w~ll. be a.n attractiv one. On Washington's be true.
Birthday
It
IS
desrgnecl
to
hav
a
lecture
on
"Washto apologize for that individual's practical non-advoThere are many things we know, and in a gencacy of woman suffrage. Paul, she said, being a Ro- ington as a Liberal," and on the 29th a discourse by eral way we underst~nd. them. In a general way,
some
lady
upon
"Leap
Year."
man, had the notions of the Roman fathers, and in
we understand how It IS that matter will take a
Rome none of the women were allowed to make
An
Open
Letter.
different. form of covering. upon different animals,
themselvs conspicuous except those of infamous
because It goes through with a different process in
T B
W
, .
character. That accounted for St. Paul's conservativ t ~ R~HER · F. JAMIES~N: That s nghtl G~v it their several constitutions. By one process a man
utterances on the woman question. She admitted " 0
ri ·f C. JV.al~er. b Mr:taken man, he thmks makes sugar out of corn, by another alcohol and by
that in the Dark Ages crimes had been committed in p mor~ r~ orm Is o e e ected by moral means. another oil. In a general way we underst~nd how
the name of the church. But in the nineteenth cen- in~h · It Wie. ~eve~fdo. W ~ mus\ pound reformation grass and grain grow, how fruit is the result of the
tury, in this republic, and under the banner of civ- d ~ man m. ·
p~ren s. wil_ plant hereditary life of the trees, etc. But as we do not really under~
ilization, crimes had also been committed in the name _esires for stimu_lants I~ the~r children, and then cul- stand what life is, so we cannot understand the re?f li_ber~y. "Why," she inquired, with an apparent !I::: s~~~ desi~e~ witg ~~nor-soaked pies, tart~, suits of life, or rather the actions of life, in as definit
ms~n·atwn, "why are not these crimes charged up
out of 1heme~: !~
ran '??" wps, :we must pound -~t and clear a manner as we understand that two is
agamst our century, against our civilization and "total d
"t I~~ a ~o~h Af~ ~ perchance their contained in twelve six times, because six times two
against liberty?" The audience was much im. e:prav~ Y ea s em, I e ogs, to run in the are twelve. But we understand sufficient to know
pressed; and a nervous man, with his pockets full of ~~ao:~t dir:ctwn ":f:n 7e ar~ try~ng to drive them; that when a person asserts a fact contrary to what
some sort of incendiary documents which he was
d
eydc ance WIt a1 ~ur eatmg to gro~ up un- we actually do know, it is false. We know that all
working off impartially upon all comers, and who had ~e ~e~e ' we J%u~ conti~ue the flagellatiOns and Itruths must harmonize, and we know enough truths
hitherto been laboring under a great depression of r? e orce on .e rutes, m the _shap~ of fines, im- so that when a lie is told the jar it makes in comin
spirits, nearly expired in a paroxysm of applause. f~Ison~~~ts: etc. • and whether this po~ICY s~all make I in contact with these truths brands it as a falsehood~
The speaker, however, calmly proceeded to state as
em e er or worse, we must contmue It as the When they tell us Christ ascended up into heaven
M~. John E. Remsburg spoke at the 324th regular pope's head would be cut off aBd civilization would
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flesh and b~oo~, we know it is not so, because the Igood God would still be a tyrant and the foe .to hulaw of gravrtatwn would prevent it. In other words, man freedpm. In the hands of such a God we would
it is contrary to all experience. Man can reason only j he machinery only. The liberty of man demands the
from what he knows, and what does not agree with dethronement of deity."
what he knows he calls unreasonable-or at least
Is not a book that abolishes gods and ghosts, and
should. So when a man states that he cannot qelieve givs us science grounded on pure fact-science so
vyhat he cann_ot ~derstand, he means he cannot be- simplified that even a child can comprehend it-one
heve that whiCh rs contrary to all experience, as it is of the most valuable of acquisitions to our literature?
unreasonable.
Is not a man who writes such a book-a man who has
Although such. an anecd?te is so glaringly ridicu- given us "Gottlieb's Heaven," and "Prometheus,"
loufl, as to be an msult to mtelligence, yet there are and "Golden Throne''-a better friend, a truer helper,
so many church-going people that ne.ver think for a nobler savior, and wiser God than all those he is
themselvs, and to whom such stories are weighty argn-- doing so much to abolish? To know how to liv our
ments, that I was constrained to pen these few one life is the heart of all true knowledge.
thoughts.
FRANCIS M. BucK.
"Yet not in indolence shall man advance

Mr. Putnam's Book.
THE PRoBLEM oF THE UNIVERSE, AND ITs SciENTIFIC SoLUTION.
By. S. P: Putnam. Price, 25 cents.

~--1"-

I hav just read this interesting little work of Mr.
Putnam, and find it is like all the other works of our
author-plain, simple, and practical,· as well as full of
beautiful, symmetrical, scientific truths and facts. I
don't see how anyone can read it and not fall in with
the ideas therein expressed. I do not see that a better compliment can be given the work than to quote
from itself-or one that will more plainly•unfold the
solution of the problem presented. He says: "Mind
is not a substance; it is simply phenomena; it is a
manifestation. We cannot make it identical with
pure existence, for it has no independent life. We
eannot conceive of it as existing in itse1f, while we
can so conceive of matter. The exhibitions of mind
as we know it are limited. They begin and they end.
Matter exists throughout all space and time. It
flashes in millions of stars. Motions come to the eye
to-day that started on their course before humanity
had a being. .As science sweeps the eternal heavens,
it continually discovers matter, but not mind; there
is no evidence .of what we call intelligence. There is
simply orderly force, but orderly force is not mindit is law. The existence of law does not indicate
mind; law is not a thing; it is a mode, and this mode
always has been, always will be.
As law
never began, mind as a cause is superfluous, and
therefore, to the eyes of science, there is no such
thing.
Mind is not matter, however subtil
and ethereal. Neither is it a property of matter, or
quality, or attribute. Neither is it an entity or thing.
It is simply a process. It is a. movement, an actiyity.
The soul of man is not a substance; it is action, action..._ action-wonderful, magnificer& far-reaching,
-~p!ercing, and penetratmg-bUt action, and nothmg
more."
There it is, my friends; all the problems of mind
and matter solved in a few simple axiomatic sentences. Matter is all t:here is, and it is everlasting.
Matter in motion is and does all that is. Mind, soul,
and spirit are nothing but "orderly forces," law& of
matter in motion. Whereon, then, is the theory of
continued existence to base itself? What can our
Spiritual friends bring us as proof that the dead liv
again, when it is proved that mind or spirit is only
a process, an activity? Will they "please rise and
explain?" I do not see how theologian or Spiritualist can reconcile the facts of this simple essay with
their ideas of life beyond the spheres.
Mr. Putnam thus continues: "This universe is
not an iron universe. It is not a fixity, a foreordained
affair. Its existence is necessary, I grant, but not
the endless forms of its manifestations, This is a
flowing universe. It is ever in motion. It is matter,
and it is force; unchangeable in essence-never
greater, never less, but millionfold in phenomenal
procedure. . . . If we fly in the face of Nature,
she is our enemy indeed, and builds an iron wall
about us; but if we bend to the dictates of her eternal order, then that order becomes a mobil and
wonderful force. It flashes into the steamship, the
palace car, the electric flame, the sounding wave, and
the earth becomes a beneficent mother, and we revel
in her riches, and in the sweat of our face we win
sovereignty even of the skies."
•
These few quotations will giv our readers an idea
of the drift of the book, and, I trust, induce them to
help giv to it a broad and wide circulation. Those
who do not accept its conclusions will, by attempting
to combat them, find out how impossible it is to go
behind them. It seems to me that friend Putnam
has gleaned all the philosophies, the sciences, and
facts of the past and the present, and gathered therefrom the pure wheat and made of it the only bread
of life that is perfect and complete-that will sustain
man in the highest and strongest mental vigor.
He himself says: "This essay is the result of years
of mental conflict. I hav tried both theology and
metaphysics, and they hav turned to dust and ashes.
They hav given me no solution of the universe, and
hence no joy and no comfort. They are Dead Sea
apples; they glisten only with poisonous enchantment; they lure, but they lure to death-to death of
hope and death of human progress. Only without
God is there liberty in the world."
As Bakounine nobly says, "If there was a God it
would be necessary to abolish him. Indeed it would,
for an infinit God is an infiuit despot. An infinit

But by his own endeavor, powe-r, and giance;
By character, by labor's changeful zest,
By all his being struggling for the best;
And he shall work in sacrifice and love;
Like serpent wise, but harmless as the dove;
Seeking 'lj'ith skillful hands for all things good;
Yet not for self but for the multitude;
So shall the rich reward o'er-bloom the whole,
And every home be jeweled bountiful;
While each one shall be free in wise control,
The voice of all shall in one mandate roll,
l)f noble government and serene desire.
-Putnam's Prometheus.

Jiin. 12, 284.

The Loan Exhibition.
"Hav you posted up any on the question of opening the
Bartholdi Loan Exhibition on Sunday?"' asked the managing
editor of the religious editor, who was examining a pimple
on his chin at the sanctum looking-giass.
" I hav a vague impression that something ought to open
some time," growled the religious editor, with a keen glance
at the closet door. "In my judgment, everything should be
open the year round."
·"This Bartholdi matter is a pretty serious busin0ss," continued the managing editor, disregarding the pointed allusion to the demijohn. "It brings up the question as to what
shall be done for the poor of refined tastes."
"It goes further than that," retorted the religious edi~11·,
scratching the pimple tenderly. "It bl"ings up the question
of Sunday, and threatens to break down all the religious notions of Sabbath desecrat.ion. The opening of that show will
be followed by the opening of all the galleries and libml"ies,
and that in turn by the establishment of Sunday amusements,
until there will be a strong prospect of closing the churches."
"Think so?" asked the managing editor, turning his cigar
in his mouth refl.ectivly. "Can't we take the ground that it
will be well to unlock the doors en this particular occasion,
and stop there? The money for that pedestal must be
raised."
"But what doth it profit a nation if it gaineth a pedestal
and loseth its grip on Christianity?'" demanded the religious
editor, surreptitiously trying on the managing editor's overshoes, .to seA if they would fit. "Yield to the Bartholdi
.w....m.<m.t~ruid.;you'.v<>~nt_ tn -~i.v :way .to...the next man Wh..P.
gets up a side-show, until in t1me you will hav a circus in
full blast. I don't see where you're going to stop it, unless
you giv this loan exhibition a pnrely religious twist and show
that Christianity demands it."
''Can we do that?" inquired the managing editor, doubtfully.
"Certainly. The geneml imp1·ession among Christians is
that the French are pagans and given over to the devil. Now,
if we come out and show that Bartholdi is a missionary and
the exhibHion is to raise funds to enable him to convert the
French nation, the ch mches will snap at the bait, the doQ1·s
will be open Sunday, the poor people will religiously stay
away, thereby saving their imperishable souls, you hav accomplished all that is asked on both sides, and the paper becomes immensely popular."
"Prodigious head!"' murmured the managing editor. "If
I had your inventiv faculty I would start a p!ltent office of
my own. How do you catch it?"
"It burns considerable cerbon," replied the religious
editor, with an air of weariness, "and it wastes a great deal
of mental tissue. You would sr.arcely think it," he continued, trying the knob of the closet door and tmning away
with a disappointed look. "You'd hardly believe it, but that
little scheme, small as it appears, has entirely unnerved me.
No man can stand up long against such a strain without extrinsic assistance."
·
"But won't the theaters and circuses come right in and
claim that they want to convert some nation?" suggested the
managing editor. "Now, I think of it, doesn't your first objection apply to your Bartholdi scheme?"'
"What if they do?" grunted the religious editor. "That
very claim will ruin the object, because you can't get the
poor people into the missionary business, no matter what you
do. The churches hav worked that lay until it is barren.
·The people shy at any suggestion of it. Put up anything you
please as intended for the conversion of the heathen, and
the public slide across the street and up the alley. I believe,"
continued the religious editor solemnly, "I believe if the
bar-rooms offered free drinks on behalf of the foreign missions, it would break up the drinking of liquor outside the
church.es." .
. .
.,
1•
''I dHln't know the m1sswnary busmess was so unpopular;
sighed the managing editor.
"It is. I'll bet a New Year's card that yon can't start out
to-day with a subscription to buy a new set of false teeth for
the King of Siam and raise enough money to get your hair
cut betwE:en here and Calvary Cemetery. I tell you, the
chl{rches hav worked the good field dry. There hasn't been
a thing patented or copyrighted in the past forty years tbat
they haven't spread abroad among the suffering souls who
know not the Word."
"Well, perhaps you had better take the view you suggested," said the managing e~itor. "}t hadn't occurred to
me, but I can't think of anythmg else.
"I've a little idea of my own that I can work in," said the
rE:ligious editor with a grin. "I don't thing the heathen hav
heard of it yet, and it will go a long way toward ameliorating
their condition. Did yon ever see a cork pulled with a jackknife?"'
"Without breaking the cork?" asked the managing editor.
"Doesn't break it as much as a cork-screw droes. Bring
out the demijohn and I'll show you the prettiest thing yet."
The managing editor developed the demijohn with alacrity.
"Yon see," con tinned the religious editor, opening his knife,
"you run the blade down between thn cork and the glass.
Then you giv it a quarter turn to catch the cork, and jerk it-Hello! what the dev-! What's all thi~, anyway? Does any

kind of ointment come with this to take the stain out of a
man's breeches?''·
"That's buttermilk," replied the managing editor, calmly.
"I hav been advised to drink koumiss, but I find buttermilk
cheaper. Try a little?"
"I don't think it will spoil his pants," said the city editor,
who had been attracted by the noise the religious editor
made in getting out of the office, and who had listened attentivly to the managing editor's explanation.
"I should be very sorry," returned the managing editor,
regretfully, "because his scheme for drawing a cork was
really a meritorious one. I will try it on the bottle of applejack to show you."
"Buttermilk!" hissed the religious editor between ·his
teeth, as he started into the street. "Bartholdi and buttermilk! Let him go on with his editorial, and when he gets
through let him add a paragraph, if he can, showing how the
scheme is liable to raise any money for the pedestal! Buttermilk!"
And the last seen of the religious editor, he was trying to
trade a couple of tickets to a church oyster-~oup festival for
a sleigh ride to the park.-Broolclyn Eagle.

As to Faith "and· Churches.
Front Truth.

Many of our contemporaries are widely excited over 1ruth's
attitude on the Newton controversy.
One of them, the St. Louis Chronicle, even affects to fear
that Truth is disposed to pull from under many millions
of people the foundations of their faith.
As a matter of fact, we hav no suoh purpose.
As a matter of fact, the many millions hav very little faith
to be pulled from under them.
Intelligent men and women cannot be induced at this late
day in the world's history to acoept the biblical stories of the
creation, the deluge, the building of Babel, and the saliniferous qualities of Lot's wife.
How many men who hav taken the trouble to think about
it at all belleve in the miraculous birth of the child Jesus?
But, says our St. Louis contemporary, theology is outside
of the province of the daily newspaper.
Why?
Churches are a greater burden upon the people than the
tariff.
For every steeple that lifts its senseless spire to the skies
hundreds of men, and women, and child1·en are compelled
to burrow in cellars, and die in wretched tenements.
Fat priests are fed by starving parishioners.
Ever preacher who utters wretched drivel in a splendid
church on Sunday is supported at the expense of a toiling
population.
'fhe church is a severm· drain upon the people than all
other forms of taxation, and it is the cause of more aotual
misery in the world than hav been all the wars of all th9
ages.

'l'estimonial to Frances Wright.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will you
kindly copy into the columns of THE Trm•rH SEEKER
for preservation the following remarks concerning
Fra11ces Wright, which appeared in the Brooklyn
Eagle, in answer to a correspondent? Probably no
Lib~ro.l writer or speaker ever received more Christian abuse than this noble woman, and the qualified
praise of the Journal qf Commerce scarcely does justice to her great talents.
PE'rEn EcKLER.
"Frances Wright d'Arusmont was born in Dundee, Scotland, September G. 1795. She was married while on a visit to
Paris in 1831 or 1832 t0 M. d'Arusmont, to whom she had one
daughter. As to whether she was generally liked in her time
it is quite probable she had enemies, but the .Joumal qf Commerce, which was not regarded as frienclly, made the following frank statement regarding her: 'F11nny Wright was the
first female orator we hav ever heard. Her elocution was excellent, her gestures impresBiv, her style perspicuous. She
was the author of many InJidel works, republican essays,
Rketches of society and mftnners here and abroad. and a
tragedy entitled "Altorf," which bears the unquestionable
stamp of genius. She was a bold, independent, sincere, and
highly-gifted hut misguided woman. Had she been traineil
in a better school her name would hav gone to posterity side
by side with that of Maria Edgeworth or Joanna Baillie. In
point of intellect she was very far the superior of Harriet
Martineau.' She died in Cincinnati, Tuesday, December 14,
1852."
-----------

An Appeal to the Friends of 284:.
To 'rHE Enrron OF TriE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: As a very
prominent Liberal has written me that he will do
more for the new calendar after there shall be a better agreement concerning its title, and as the name
I gave it at the time I instituted this reform, viz,
Year of Science, or Anno Scientim, as it is in J_,atin, is
of necessity the only real title it can ever hav, I
therefore ask all friends of. this progressiv step to so
call it, and thereby obviate all difficulty on that score
in regard to the new dating.
GEo. N. HrLL.
Very truly yours,
Boston, Mass, Jan. 15, A.B. 284.

A Test of Prayer.
Pour vessels, all prepared to sail,
Are waiting for a lucky gale.
One is bound north, and one bound east,
Another south, another west.
The captains on their bended knees
In earnest pray for a fair breeze.
It each gets that for which he prays
The wind must blow four different ways.
Btam;{ord, Conn.
,JosEPH DrcrrsoN.

Mr.

Crid~e

Still in the Land of the Livin~.

To THE EnrTon oF THE TRU'l'H SEEKJm, Sir :
Alfred Cridge, the father of Alfred Denton Cridge,
stilllivs. Not many weeks ago I received his card
and several newspaper articles. He is at Stockton,
Cal., and writes for the Daily Morning Herald.
W.H.B.
" THE Truth Seeker Annual and J!'reethinkers'
Almanac " is out. 25 cent.fl,
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mother-fear seems manifest. They proceed so far as Theoretically speaking, they believe in miracles, but shrug
·
th d k their shoulders when you ask .them to believe the miracle of
to name the disease, the cowardiCe, and
e ar Lourdes. Veneration of relics, the. doctrin of indulgences,
cause, deathly fashion; then, as if the Grundy myth and of purgatory they rarely alude to. They never want to
were glaring round, the club adjourns, and no valor- hear a sermon oh exclusiv salvation. They would not be
Science in the Serpent's Coils.
ous soul proposes rebellion against the greatest life- sef'n wearing a scapular, and don't know how to say the
pt>rhaps of ancient, eras. beads. 'fhey hav no devotion to the saints, and don't care to
Knowledge, which should grasp, direct, and con- corrupter of modern,
.
•
know even the meaning of devotion to· the Sacred Heart.~ If
trol, surrenders its best and main points to the tri- Women somewhat mformed prefer scormng them- the pope sounds a note of wa!ning to any people, they say
umph of gross selfishness and ignoble power, and selvs in the capacity of becoming body advertisers of he is meddling in politics. If the archbishop disapproves of
only maintains a hopefully prospectiv success. After fancy finery stimulators of passions and appetites .a society, or condemns an abuse, those very Liberal Catholics
'
•t t b ·
d b th
shake their very Liberal heads, and say they don't see anyall the research and assertion respecting this motley ern d e ages t ransm1
, o emg scorne
Y e popu- thing wrong in it The church is not progressiv enough for
conflid affecting the world, the most common, most Jar myth, which fact should be reversed by the rising them."
·
dreaded contest is that with the nineteenth century of latent principle long kept dozing on the poppy
If this be· true, it furnishes the strongest possible
myth, Mistress Grundy. That gossip sprite is the couch of sinister praise and sickly hopes of ·some argument in favor of our public schools.
glamour of petty, ephemeral fame which has no basis soothing affection. The blighting mania for wanton
in merit. Ever cheating, ever beguiling, it is sus- prettiness that panders to foppish fancies has wrecked
-The Vice Society.
tained by pretension and ceaseless vigilance of greed young hopes too long, and good men's advice to
for gain, regardless of its source, incurred privation. women is the best incentiv to enable them to choose
The appended note of invitation was ;ecently reand all consequences. She is begotten of the gizzard a useful and dutiful course.
ceived at THE TRUTH SEEKER office:
In view of the safety of all that is worthful-of the
of mastery, born of prurient pride and vanity, nursed
150 NASsAu ST., NEw Yomr, J:.1.1n. 18, 1884.
in slavish usages, and wedded to all tyrannies. .The craved equality and the securing of liberty-a f men- DEAR SrB: Inclosed please find tickets of admission to
mythic tyrant was given feminin title that the odium tal and moral excellence with their superior joys, the lOth Anniversary of this Society.
of her senselessness might fall, with other oppressiv shall not such kindly encouragement help to firmly The report of the past year, with the address and a synopburdens, on the subject caste. Ruling institutions. inaugurate the cause of causes, physical culture for sis of the great work accomplished during the past ten years,
will. we believe, impress you with its important bearing upon
hav been masculin dominations since time has pre- women? Awake to action the principle of right in public
morals, and your personal presence will encourage us
served records, and oppression and suffering bav ruf- women, and, rising to noble purposes, they will in- in onr arduous htruggle for the moral purity of thfl young.
fled the ceaseless disorder. At least twenty centu- spire men purely. Mental evolution awaits this rev- After these years of faithful service in the cause of public
ries bav groped under them, including a long period olutionar,~ work; so does ethical, social, and civil. morals, we feel we hav the right to ask and look for the
.
t h d •t
hearty co-operation of every good citizen.
called Dark Ages, in which persecution unto death W omen of other nat-Ions
wa c an wai our success, Please hand extra tickets to your friends. On behalf nf
stifled the struggle for light. Martyrdom was the as do other governments for a stable, just republic. the Society. Very truJy yours, SAMUEL CoLGATE, Pres.,
price of free thought and honest speech. -The rest of Patriotism in Eastern dungeons echoes the plaints in ANTHONY COMSTOCK, Sec'y. .
the ages endured a large degree of the cruelty; the ours, and suffering innocence watches with strained
The society 011 behalf of which this invitation was
present age, far from being exempt, reels in discord, eyes for decisiv Western action at the bottom of dis- made is the New York Society for the Suppression of
suffers under violation of high trust, and the author turbing causes. To these none need be blind. Past Vice. Upon the paper on which· the document is
of literature which would teach woman such care of ambition, force, and submission, a little modified in printed is a list of the board of managers of the conherself as would prevent her slavery to social masters, the present, flooded with excess and vanity, infilled cern, and the seal of the society. This latter repreis imperilled in person and property. The era of with consequent disease, vice, and fraud, then gar- sents a stern-faced policeman clubbing a hand-cuffed
man is but prefigured-it cannot dawn till both sexes nished with hypocrisy, in brief explain and describe .culprit into a dungeon cell, on the one side, and a
are freer t.ban one now is and science is above false the debasing and opposing causes of our dangers.
gentleman in a plug bat burning a quantit.y of books
courts. Wrongs and many sorts of compulsion
The world bad abundance of evils, great and small, on the other. From the expression of holy horror
abound, holding the weak-minded on a system of de- llefore fashion's torturing destroyers were invented; on the countenance of the man who is burning the
signing racks. and few are strong enough to declare but these originated new series, and bav produced a books, they are evidently obscene. All of which was
real causes of basic hindrances to happy peoples and hitherto unknown phenomenon-a nation of invalids. accompanied with a ticket of admission, dated Tuesperiods. This age wronQ's itself as no other bas by Tbe first compression of ribs, displacing inner or- day evening, Jan. 23, 1884.
abnsed opportunities and ignored knowledge.
gans, is related to consumption and nervous agony,
Taking all the available moral encouragement that
Finally, enough truth in several departments of na- as the dime swindler is to the billionaire; and these was lying loose around the office on the date in questure is tested and acknowledged to admit of the proud derangements are related to crime, lunacy, and con- tion, together with a Christian young man connected
title, Science. Humane minds, deploring fraud and spiracy, as Sunday bells are to cathedrals and popes; with the establishment, a representativ of THE TnuTH
folly where only firm integrity insures from lapse as dollar ballots are to perjured senates and parlia- SEEKER sought the ball of the society. which is in the
and invasion, and believing t.be adoption of scientific ments, irresponsible courts and judges. Beginnings Young Men's Christian Association building. The
life the onlv remedy, appeal in t.beir large impatience are pedestals and feet, upholding and extending. To visitors were halted at the door, the man wlio took
to profesRed RourceP of knowledge in physiology, hy- displace the foul source of our demoralizativn by re- the tickets explaining, "The minister's pray in'." The
giene, and ethics. They want. and know the weak forming abnormal habits of women, and through that men from THE TRUTH SEEKER office waited, but Mr.
.masses need, assuran!le, public sustainment, 'and process rectifying tho cowo.rdica, Q:X:.<!QQQ, <!ani; ll.nd Henry .no~-~h, wh<> OO.n:><> ..long Q,t :tho O<>:tUc~1>imo,--
fearless example in a life of right uses, and of resist- grasp of men, is commencing at the lowest root it is passed m and sat down. The prayer, offered up by Dr.
ance t.o crowding abuses, rushed by monopolies and possible to reach; and eradication will naturally pro- Deems, endured some ten minutes,' and then the
defended bv the mvthic Q'fmius of scandal. The two ceed as stimulants, drugs and· cosmetics, corsets, bus- visitors were admitted. Some three or four hundred
words popular and respentable bav passed pure limits ties, and tramels, disappear, and human figures in men were in the •hall. On the stage, seated in a
and are presented to tbe vice-agency; long misuse free exercise imbibe vigor and renew conditions. semicircle, after the fashion of the minstrels, were
makes them odious in the true sense and spirit of Since general health, rectitude of character, and Morris. K. Jessup, W"illiam E. Dodge, the Rev. Dr.
peaceful society cannot be obtained by other me~ns,_ Buckley, editor of the Advocatr.: the Rev. Dr. Rosgrowing liberty and of worthy honor.
It is apparent that the most needed of lacking wbat but stupidity or wilful wrong can put farther well D. Hitchcock, the Rev. Dr. Hoderick Terq, and
Anthony Comstock. These were soon re-enforced by
things cannot be gained till labored for by the femi- away the vital reformation?
Let it not be forgotten that redemption cannot be Mr. Bergh. President Colgate, whose name may be
nin half of humanity-thin~!'! over which the Grundy
tyrant specially displays a lash of sneers. Powers wrought by correct diet without combining hygienic found stamped on innumerable pieces of soap throughproducin!:! false usages purposely intend. them to fos- clothing. Nutrition is vitiated ere it can be assim- out the country, presided and introduced the treaster timidity and. crush woman's selfbood; hence, men ilated, under pressure and in juices poisoned by lim- urer, Mr. Kiliaen Van Renssalaer, who read his reseeking open fields of Rtudy, art. enterprise, should ited· action of circulatory processes, displacements, port. Mr. Van Renssalaer is what Josh Whitcomb
know they do not open for one Rex alone, and should irritations, and unequal distribution of blood and would call" wobble-jawed,'' and read as though boldencouraQ'e women to energize their powers and ad- warmth. The whole human machinery calls for full ing something bot in his mouth. The society had
natural opportunities for efficient action, and prom- expended about $9,000 the past year, and there was
vance with t.bem.
In nature's order mot.berhood is endowed witb de- ises no blessings, nor even compensation, With de- a deficiency in the treasury of $374.43. All of which
veloping forces proportioned to its vigor-with abili- prived capacity. Ease in exercise and relief in re- -;vas respectfully submitted.
Anthony Comstock was next presented. Mr. Comty to transmit traits, tennencies to tmtb or fa.lseness, pose are requisits of the power and harmony of all
proportionec1 to itA qualities and culture. Father- functions. To this recognition conviction bas ad- stock is growing fat and baldbeaded. The outline of
his face is midway between that of a bulldog and a
hood is similn.rly enilowed. but. in a degree not al'! vanced in the last decade.
Thousands of woman are anxious for due encour- jackass. He bad a report to read. This he delivered
well unnerstood. Well-poiAed. honest children and
just inst.itutions cannot e-x:ist till free and bealtbv agement from scientific quarters and public teachers. with such energy as to lose· his place several times,
parents produce sound offsprin!:!, that. wisely reared Such assurance is also needed by husbands, brothers, violating the rules of grammar with a wild freedom
to true men and women, mav be qualified to l'on- and fathers; for home opposition needs culture when that must bav been painful to the educated persons
struct and sustain an invin<'-ible demo!lra!lv. Yet, transition takes discreet degrees. Sanitary usages behind, as it was ludicrous to those before him. In
with much light Q']eR.ming on m~>n's purblind inherit- are the next innovations for weakness to sigh over the year 1883, be stated, 128 arrests. bad been made
ance, tbev eRPav to revise th~> interp()lRted structure and wickedness to waste invectiv upon. Both will be by himself and assistants. Of these 125 resulted in
of state that leaned. one-sexed. toward flattering and readilv quieted when signs of true life show dissent conviction. The aggregate of the sentences which
threatening t:vrannies a bnndredyearR; ann seem not is futil. Will institutes called Liberal, clubs pro- might bav· been inflicted was something like 150
to know women Ile<lf'PAR.rily co-act throug-h various gressiv; professors free, journals radical, men true, years. Instead of that, however, the sentences which
conoit.ions, wh~t.ber willf'd ;,r not; and when not al- and women brave speak frankly on this theme-an- bad .been imposed aggregated only 4 years. This
lowed to rirrhtly aRsiRt, inflnenceR naturallv tend to swer the people's cry, What can we do? and giv caused Mr. Comstock considerable grief. Wicked
defPat. Justice elements rejected in part leave the wholesome cheer at this point of the crisis? Or will men known as Infidels and so-called Liberals had atpressing coils of sect and caste cobras, and financial tempted to persecute "your secretary." They had
wh()lfl fabric faultv.
Women's prese~t diseases and universal debility, boas, suffocate courage till the sole influencing agency even tried to get the laws repealed under which he
MARY·E. TILLOTSON.
operated. It was further divulged by the speaker
their Rlavisb stupor conceming derangements, sbow is the myth of the century?
that bribes bad been offered him if be would let up
bow they bav been perverting life thmugb depleted
Public Schools.
on certain parties. This, however, be bad heroically
progeny and depraved men, for the last carelessly
conducted seventyvears, now mRrked by usurpations,
The Rev. Father Gleeson, of San Francisco is refrained from doing, though sums as high as $20,000
robberies. and frauds innumerable. Amid the s<>.ram- reported in the Catholic Citizen to have spoken as were tendered. "Your secretary" is obviously of
the notion that if a person is going to tell a lie, he
ble for vain show on one hand and artful ambition follows:
on the otber, manv sip-ns of grave 1md. great dangers
"The pnblic school system h~ts lost to the Catholic Church may as well tell a big one. In one breath Mr. ComJong since appeared. These should be re!lorded as 180.000,000 of souls! . . . A large majority of Catholic stock stated that vice was decreasing, and in the next
future wJIJ'nings, and the wor8t fea.t.ures of degenera- chili!ren educated in the publin schools hav drifted into presented the fact that more arrests bad been made
if not into Infidelity, and that is what they
cy should receive attention from first efforts. Dis- indifferentism,
desire. Those Catholics, then, with this knowledge staring in 1883 than in any previous year. There is a con~
eased and ill-condit.ionPd propRgation ba.s received them full in the face, who senil their children to the public tradiction here which none of the speakers endeavnotice and some noteR from nhvsicians of both sexes, schools, with their own good schools at their doors, are trai- ored to explain. The one, however, was evidently
and other neonle begin to discuRs bereditarv law in tors to their church and 1t dishonor to the faith which they designed to show the usefulness of the society in the
profess. . . We hav Catholics now-a-days who are ever
the light of SA.fety for any deRirable arqnisition. If tryintz
to pare down the objectionable points of our faith. past, and the other the necessity of supporting it in
they were im hued with ardor likely to diffuse a com- They love to be called Liberal Catholics; they are forever try- the future. In all the results that bad been achieved,
mon zeal, the cause would appear hopeful; but ing to e:x:plain away what non-Catholicil most object to, the secretary thought be perceived the footprints of

Qiommunicalions.
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an almighty hand, and he could exclaim in the Ian- our horror, that they might see the retraction of the mus- say, when asked to bring us liquor, 'My friends, it is
guage ~f scripture, "What hath God wrought!"
cles hy pinching and irritat.ing the various nerves!
very bard to get you clothes and suQh food as you
President Colgate brought up the financial neces"One animnl bad the side of the head. including the eye
'f
f th
· t
H
'd b
and ear, oompletely dissected. and other students were laying ought to hav and cannot do without; but you .can
get along better without liquor."
81 1es O
e SOCle Y·
e Sal t at the salary paid open and cauterizing the back of the same animal.
Comstock was $4,000 per year. This was none too
"A little bav mRre. worn out. in the service of man, one of
Henry Martin was the soldier that climbed into a
much, as he had to take his life with him. The Rev. eight, on a certain operation day. having unfortunntely re- cbeny-tree on the night after the army retreated
Dr. J. M. Buckley followed the soap man. Mr. tainPd life throughont the fiendish ordeal, and looking likA from 'cbadsford on the Brandywine and during the
•
t tb
f
nothing ever made by the !1and of God, with loins ripped
B _uc kl ey IS
no
e s.ort o man one would suppose open, skin torn and plowed by red-hot irons, riddled bv se- massacre by tbe British. Martin was .thus saved.
him to be from readmg the paper of which be is the tons, tenrlons severed, hoofless, ~ightless, and defenseless, I last saw that cherry-tree fifty years ago.
editor; for whereas the Advocate is generallv little was Pxultingly rPared on her bleeding feet, jnst whPu gasping
1\Iariin could never bear to hear a word spoken
more than a petrifaction of ancient stupidity, the rev- for death, and dying. to show what dexterity had done in against Thomas Paine. He often spoke of the great
completing its work before death took place!"
erend doctor himself is tolerably modern. Like the
friendship that existed between Paine and Washingsecretary of the society, be is bald above the ears.
Here I close the extract. Now, Mr. Foote, bow ton and Lafayette, and all the officers of the .army.
The top of his beail, moreover, is as flat as the bot- many thousand or hundred thousand slaughtered He said Paine at one time got the Quaker g1rls to
tom of a bucket. He alluded facetiously to the scar animals would be required to supply a sum of agony form sewing and knitting socials, and in two or three
on Comstock's face, told laughable and racy anec- sufficient to eounterpoise that of this one poor littlA weeks he brought socks, mittens, neckerchiefs, and
dotes, and related some alleged facts in regard to the bay mare? I deprerate, in t.be strongest terms, all lots of cakes, boiled hams, pies, etc.-e~ough for a
effects of immoral literature that were shocking in the cruelty in the slaughtering of animals for food. sincA feast for the whole army. Such acts of kmdness and
extreme. Within the last year three ministers bad it. is an operation which could be easily accomplished his devotion to tP,e rights of man were evidence of an
been burled from the high position they held on ac- absolutely without suffering (by an electric shock, for honest man and a friend to humanity.
count of the commission of crimes which could not example); but to compare the pain of slaughtering
When Elias and Willett Hicks called to see him
be mentioned. Words which are usually spoken in a to that of vivisecting is like comparing a single grain on the day he died, Elias Raid: "Thomas, bad thee
whisper Dr. Buckley rattled off with a glibness that of s:tnd-to the mighty desert.
not better say that thee might hav been mistaken i~
must bav added to the horror in which they are held
This is a subject the facts of which I chance to thy opinion as to the divinity of Jesus, and by this
by the society. Before closing, the speaker sug- know something about, and I absolutely deny that retraction disarm thy enemies who may slander thy
any discoveries of great value to mankind bav been character?" He extended his band, and said: "Dear
g ested a collection. This was to all appearances made
throug-h the aid of vivisect.ion. Rucb state- friends, I bav nothing to retract. I bav endeavored
spontaneous, but the alacrity with. which several
b k
·
ments are the veriest "poppy-cock," and hav been to do my duty to humanity and my adopted country."
young men carrying as ets distributed themselvs exploded, again and again, by the nisciples of true
Willett Hicks told this in my hearing in 1831 in
aniong the audience suggested that it was a preconcerted arrangement. Dr. Buckley contributed $1 0, science, as opposed by those of pseudo science.
Philadelphia. It is a lamentable fact that such a
"Harvey, and fue circulation of the blood," spirit of slander should exist in the orthodox church
and urged his bearers to remember the society in
their wills. He would remember it in his will only "Hunter and the stag," etc., are .about used up, as against Thomas Paine, after a life so devot.ed to ~u
for the fact that he belonged to a profession, that of part and parcel of the stock in trade of the medical manity as his. I am glad that the wm:Id 1s waking
.
h' h
b
fra.ternity, kept to be used as raiD,parts in their ern- to its dut.y to tl1e memory of Thomas Pame.
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1sagree, a so1u e1v an en ne y, om vou.
uc
e an w~ ..resse 'rna e a. ne an mnocuous is, indeed, the cruel law of nature, and goes far as recited in the following, is respectfully recomspeech mamly m .wor~s of one syllable. He knew a toward making this world the hell it is to so many mended to those senators and congressmen who are
man who saw a. vile piCture when only fourteen Y.ears myriads of earth's creatures; but, for myself, I wiil considering our army chaplains' back salary grab.
old, an.d who d1d not reCO'~er from the ~hock un~il be fight "to the last ditch," to proteC~t t,be weak and
The petition of Elder Willard to the County Board
~as thirty.-five. . The .audience. were d1sc~uragmgly oppressed against the powerful R.nd the oppressor. explains itself:
silent durmg the contmuan?e of D.r. Terrys remarks,
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
'lb the Han. 13om·d of Supervisors of Docl!!C County:
and no applause greAted h1s closmg appeals. The
eloquence of Dr. Buckley had exhausted their enthuThe undersigned would most respectfully reproHcnt Umt ho
An Incident in p aine's L'4'
he.
was elected and twtml as County Chaplain for the sai<l Conuty
siasm, and the collection had bad a depressing effect.
of Dodge for the ymtrH ltl73 to 187tl inclusiv, and bus n~ver roTbe members of the society were requested to remain
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, S!:r: As ceived any compensation therefor, 1tlthough tho elann has
when the visitors had departed. What was done the friends of humanity and equal rights propose been repcate<Uv lJefore tho boarrl, 1tml 11s ropoato<lly rejected.
thereafter is unknown. The surmise is that Com- t,o celebrate the anniversary of the birth of Thomas I claim there is justly due mo SlO,OOO, s:.,ouo for tho :yoady
I f 1
tb
b
d f
ld
f s11lary and $5 000 as aecnmnlate<lmtcrest; !lll(l firmly behevmg
·
stock opened his celebrated gripsack and displayed P ame,
e~ as
oug a w.or rom an
man. 0 'that the pres~nt l3om·d will do even and exact j1~stice by yonr
the collection Of rare pictures which be is known to. 84 years might be of some mtArest to tho~e who, hke l)etitioner nt this time, I preHont the ahovc clmm, anrl woulcl
--pussess;--:"-n-a-vmg-1trtm:et1 ltli •tnaiSe, t
em er . ~~\.e~~ 'llh"'.mo.s P-•nnG, .a. mn.n rdcor tho· IIuu. l3onnl, ror·-conii.rnmtion of the Rni.n clnim, to the
would, for prudential reasons, voluntarily resign their w?ose whole hfe was spent m domg good to and for Ron. Judges Slo11n, Lamoreux, nml Lewis, 11nd tho chaimum
h f ll
N0
tb
lf of tho Committee on RoadR ancl Bridges.
money to the possession of the treasurer before ex- . 18 e ow-man.
rna~. on ear was more unRA . All of which is piously and prayerfully wlnnitte<l.
posing themselvs to the temptations of the street. Ish or made greater sacrifices for the freedom of his
BwErr Wn,LAim,
As for Comstock, he will go on in the great work of race than be.
.
Pastor of tho First l3rotttl Gange church.
seizing tons of that sort of literature, which, if we
I was brought up on a f~rni five rolleR east 0 LanAt the elder's request the petition was referred to
take his word for it his society has practically sup~ caster, Pa. Henry Martm, an old Revolutwnary the Committee on Equalization, who made the folpressed
'
soldier, who enlisted and served through thfl war, lowing report:
·
joined farms with us. He was in camp at V a.lley
Philosophy on the Half-Shell; or, Ethics of '83. Forge during that awful winter, when in the darkest, To the Ilonora/Jlc Board of Supervisors C!f Docluc c'ounty:
hour of the nation's existence, starvation and want of Yom committee on Equalimtion, to whom wrts referred the
VIVISECTION.-ELLIOTT PRES'l'ON TO E. B. FOOTE, JR.
clothing m. ade the situation horrible in the extrAme, petition of" J~ldcr" Willanl, in .roHpeet t<~ lmck ]my as ~bapil1in
of this county, havmg thoroughly cx•.mmtc~l the Hnb;~cct matSir: Permit me to thank you for calling attention, ann few there were who were not ready to desert.
ter of said petition, and aftor due <lolil?emtwJ~, long emJsnHathrough the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER (Jan. 12, . One day a council was held, when a resolution was tion, nllll nll1turc reflection, re~poctfully snlmnt the followmg
1884), to the essay upon vivisection which I pub- P assed to ']eave the camp in a body and go out among report:
·
While wo are not iuscrmilJ!e to tho oamost ctiorfH and eonlished in that journal's issae of Dec. 29, 1883.
the farmers of Chester, Montgomery, and LanmlRter tinuous lahorH of om esteemed ln·othcr in om ])(Jhalf, otc., wo
All that is necessary is that some one should " set counties to seek shelter, clothing, and food. When feel th 11 t his infincnce haR not been sneecssfnl in so far winthe ball rolling," get the public interested in the mat- they were about to start, a soldier who bad been on ning us frolll the wnyH of tlw.worlll u.s to pre~cut ns from
ter, and thus bring before them, in its full measure picket duty came running through the knee-deep using the greater part of onr snlmt:mce.m snppl:yJ_ng o~lr tompoml, pbynie,ll, ~tud spiritual wau:H, wlndt eowhtwn of th.mgs
of atrocity, this terrible subject; and this, not be- snow and announced the Etpproacb of three four-horse leaveH
ns with no means wherewith to eJthc1· open a spn·Jtnol
cause they will take pleasure in bearing of it (until teams. All were on the look-out, when a small man "jack pot" or " 81 ncmr" the b·ack of our reverend friend to
their sympathies become enlisted), but for the. sake was seen making his way on foot through the snow, "kingdom come," where m;s1gmuents arc few, 11m: County
ahead of the teams and wagons. Notice was given Bo11rds fewer. Yet beinf.( aware that om lJrotlwrH perfoet
of justice and of humanity.
· d th
ld
b
· faith in a blc:sHcd immortality in tho "Sweet By and By," iH
I do not, my dear sir, intend in any way to imply to the officers-wh o occup1e
e o stone ouse In of fm· more v~tlne to him tluni 11 ny amount of sorclid gold, ·or
that you speak otherwise than as you believe in your which I hav been living for more than sixty years- filthy lucre, awl knowing that he ,~ill r<nu<:mlJUr tlw cxmuple
criticism of my article, which now lies before me, but of the approach d the teams and little man. All t.be. of that Truly Uoo<l On<; who adnH~mHhc<l Ins f?llowers to g1v
I do say, and that most emphatically, that if you are camp were on the look-out, when t.be little man said: all to the Poor Cowmtttuc awl follow hnu Wllh "rln<lo cane
. d s; we b av m
· yon d er wagons and littl<· lm", and oHr·r to ;, falluu worldJ a salvation fJ.'ec
a.s 11
honest in the expression of your views on this sub- " C orne on, mv.. fr 1en
lHidgc appropriation, awl priedusH as t.w eo 1UlllllH ~> f· ar1r;f.(
ject. you are wofully ignorant of its atrocities.
clothing, provisions, blankets, and boots and shoes nowRpapcr, an<l as we <lc:sirr, to rcll(lu~· hnn all the mel ;v1tlnn
You speak of "straining at gnats and . swallowing for vou."
our power, to rcll(ler his eternal hllppmcsH Hecnro, we offer the
camels." This remark reminds me of the poor, ig''Every heart," said Henry Martin, "leaped with followinf.( rcsolnt.ioJJ:
.
H«solV!·d, That an onlcr he <lmwu on ~t.. 1'etcr, 1mya!Jl,e on
norant vivisector who was filled with innocent won- J'oy."
sir1ht al the IJOX of!iec of the New ,J ernsal:m, mf1tvor of. hlrle~
derment that any reasonable being should object to
This little man was Thomas Paine. He bad gone Willnnl, for the snm of SlO,OOO, in the mrcnlutmg n~cdmrn of
a vivisector "scratching a newt's tail."
arounn and begged anything the citizens and farm- that locality, to be clrawu from any fnnds not otherw1~c app~·o
Let us see if vivisectors stop at the «-scratching of ers of Philadelphia and vicinity could giv, and bought priatecl; it boinf.( undemtoocl that, Hnch order be not tmnsferwit.b bis own money flour, meat, etc., and left Phila- able, nor Hhull it subject the drawer to payment of exchange.
newt's tails."
trave)Pd, as
,J. A. B,u:::mY,
I quote from the lecture upon vivisection delivered delphia at 2 o'clock in the morning, and
V
Jr. c ..r. E~r;EJ,nnAcn'l',
.
by Mr. Henry Bergh before the New Y 01·k legislature. t.he road then ran, twent.y-eigb t m11es to a11 ey
W;~r. ,fEcHJc,
The extract describes the vivisection of horses. Quot- Forge. He witk his own bands banded out boots,
~oLoMox HunoJ,F.
Committee.
Ggo. W. 11Iousl',
ing from Mr. Murdock, "a most conscientious and shoes, stockingR. mittens, and clothes.
Martin said Paine would cheer them to persevere.
C. 'l'. :\lour..
able veterinary surgeon," he (Mr. Bergh) says:
'11 " Sal·a p aine, " b e VlCI
. t OrlOUS.
.
0 ll1y k eep
J~uN~o:sT
Dowg,
1
ANDllEW '\VILLAlW.
' Here lay six or seven horses, fixed by every mechanical " Y OU Wl ,
device, by the head and feet, to these pillars, on which the together, and do your duty." "Those three w~tgont f th
students were engaged in performing diffe1·ent operations. loads," said Martin, "made us comfortable, and our
Touching remarks were made in suppor 0
ere" The .sight was truly horrible !
resolution was rescinded at once. Paine came on port by Judges Sloan and Lewis, laymen of the
"The operations had begun early in the forenoon, it now
being three o'clock in the afternoon, when we entered the foot two weeks afterward with all the papers and elder's church, and it was adopted. They doubted
place, so that the poor wretches had ceased being able to books he could carry. No man." continned Martin, their ability to ever be able to collect the money for
make any violent struggles; but the deep heaving of the pant- "was so beloved in the army as Thomas Paine. He the elder but he was so pleased with the Board's
. ing chest, and horrid look of the eyes, where such were yet brought to us during that winter loads of luxuries good int~ntions that be was willing t? a~ce:pt the
left in the head-the head itself being lashed to the pillard b
f
order, take his chances, and g1v a rece1pt.m full ~or
was harrowing beyond endurance.
such as we could not get, an w en any one o us his claim and offered the following resolutiOn, whiCh
. "The students had begun their day's work in th_e least was sick be would sit by and cheer us. All the sol- was also ~dnpterl:
·
·
-v1tal parts of the animals; the trunks were there, but they diers were reJ'oiced to meet him."
1
t 1
1
Tle.<o{nPd. That the elwirmall of Utis Boar< . cause. o J0 pu ,_
had lost their tails, hoofs, and ears, etc., and the operators
William Kirk, with whom I lived, asked Martin one lislled at his own c'XlHms 0, t.hc petiti<lll a1Hl clann of Elder
were now engaged in the more important operations, such as
tying the arteries, trepanning the cranium, cutting clown day if Paine ever carried whisky to the soldiers at Willa;d and tho re1){)rt. thereon in the Beaver DttJn Argus, n
upon the senaitiv pa:rts, aa we were informed, on el'pressing Valley Forge. "No," said Martin; «he alwayH would religions uewHpaper puhli~lled 1.1t Beaver Dam.
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he~etical. in his teachings or the church must revise the cal truth, in the Pentateuch? And will be pick out .
Th1rty-~1De ~ticles and .the creed; an~, to quote Hamlet, 'I'll a work from among all the classics that contains so
fight w1th h1m upon th1s theme untll my eylids can no
.
.
·
.
.
longer wag."'
much Immorality as the thirty-four followmg books

I

that compose the Old Testament. Why, then, is it
.
.
So It appears that Mr. Newton IS only scotched; not tb t "tb
.. t t
d . th
r .
. t f
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor. slain-silenced but not suspended-under bonds but I fatb
e gre~ es ~ee ~nd . ed.r~ Igw~s tms rut· c I~n
Business Manager.
t
b il Al
d al k 1
!o
e young IS a Wise an JU ICIOUS ms rue wn Ill
0. P. SoMERBY,
ou on a .
as an
ac . poor church! poor:
d t th
t
f tb B.bl
th b. t
f ·
PUBLISHED BY
bishop! poor preacher! They all deserve the sym- I rtbegaral o ef ~at l:redo be .I etb- el IS ory .ot It,
THE T R U T H 8 E EKE R 0 0 M pAN Y.
tb f
b.
ld
j e v ue o 1 , an w erem e va ue consis s. pa Y 0 • a 1.aug mg wor ·
. .
reverent and helpful, written by men who. are in
33 Clinton Place, New York.
But did .It never
occur to the Cbnstian brethren sympath y WI•tb tb e work of G od ?" If a b oo k could
.
.
. .
wb o are tbrrsting for the preacher's blood, and upPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT "'S.OO PER YEAR. b ·a·
•t that perhaps·. be· two
be false yet true-there
..
rai mg tb e b"ISb op for not sb e dd.mg I,
bt btbmgs-If It could
· th·
·
· ·
p tt b r
N wt t b . bt b
th. , mig
e some sense m Is double-deahng, this
~ erd ~ Ieve~ e bon ~ e ~I~b aOlodutTtbet my ti; · jugglery of wo:rds. But what profit is it to the young,
.Address all UJ.mmunications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM- ca an
egen ary c arac er 0
.e
es amen ··looking at the matter from Mr. Beecher's apparent
p .ANY. Make «ll Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to
~·
standpoint, to bav "wise and judicious instructi,on
GH.ARLES P. SOMERBY.
•
.
The Plymouth Thermometer.
in regard to the nat11re of" a falsehood? Much
Mr. Beecher preached last Sunday a notable ser- better will it be to u~e the time in the study of the
SATURDAY,- FEBRUARY 2, 1884. ~on. It_part ook more or 1~ss oftb e nature of a confes- I true. If Herbert Spencer's philosophy is to supplant
====================== swn.. He ~as been fo~ thirty years a success~ the- the scripture, let the young study that, and not
Is Bishop Potter Also a Heretic~
ologiC~ trimmer, seemg the ~ruth,_ but afraid. to waste. more time over the Jewish Bible than they
speak It for fear of the effect upon his congregation do over the Vedas or in a study of Mohammedanism.
The rage of the clergy over Heber Newton's heresy
and the world. "I take it for granted," be said,
The varying states or phases of Mr Beecher's mind ·
bas not yet subsided. A healthy portion of it, bow" that if I bad preached thirty years ago what I are in themselvs no unworthv study. He is a man
ever, is being transf€rred to the assistant bishop, not
preach ~ow, it would ~av b~en the great~st mischief! of almost unlimited infl.uenc"e, of wondrous power,
for his letter silencing Mr. Newton, but for his reto you-If you bad beheved It; but for thirty years I of well-nigh boundless capacity for good. It is
missness in not dragging that individual before an
hav been cautious; I bav held back. When I think a pity be is not more logical, and that be feels the
ecclesiastical court for trial. It appears that the
a thing to be true, and hav proved it true, God bas need of dissembling. Years ago be said to Stephen
senior bishop of the diocese, Mr. Horatio Potter, bas
given me the courage of explicitness, and of thunder, Pearl Andrews: "I thank God, Andrews, that such
given the assistant bishop, Mr. Henry Potter, an
if need be, to enunciate it." There is much in men as you exist; men who bav the courage to face
ecclesiastical power of attorney to bind and loose,
Mr. Beecher's character that we can admire, but this. the world and say the most radical things." If Mr.
save or damn, and do in all things with the sheep
insincerity is not t6 his credit, and his congregation Beecher could only pluck up the courage be so much
and shepherd as the senior bishop himself would do
must, after this laying bare of his heart, hav their admires in others, be might easily be the muchwere be not too old. And it is for failing to unfrock
doubts
increased. How do they know that his fer- needed new Luther.
Mr. Newton that the pious are wroth with him.
vid
panegyrics
of God are not a varnished venee~ing
---~----One irate doctor of divinity charges that the .asPublic Lands.
to
conceal
his
doubts
of
the
existence
of
that
"persistant bishop is dodging the issue. When Mr. Potson?"
It
may
be
that
Mr.
Beecher
intends
this;
The
jobbery
in
public lands, the abuses of which
ter wrote to Mr. Newton beseeching him to desist from
but
bow
can
they
or
anyone
else
be
sure
of
what
he
been
the
theme
of many of our contributors, led
bav
promulgating his heresy, it is claimed be had the
by
Mr.
Hacker,
to
whom
hundreds of small farmers
means?
power to order the disturber of the faithful from the
Mr. Beecher is in perfect sympathy, be assured his in Maine are indebted for the ground they till, is
pulpit.
Another eminent D.D. said that among the papers bearers, with what is called the school of advanced meeting with a quick and practical solution, if Conhanded over with the ecclesiastical power of attorney thought; for twenty years be has undergone a grad- gress is not bribed to inaction by the railroad corto the new bishop by the old bishop was the present- ual change in his opinions upon the structure of the porations whose grants are forfeited.
William Steele Holman, of Indiana, bas introduced,
ment of Mr. Newton for heresy. With him alone Old Testament, which be has corroborated year after
and the House of Representative bas passed, a resoyear
by
investigation,
so
that
be
bas
long
been
prerests the t:esponsibility of continuing the traitor to
pR.rP.il to nci!<lpt tho now light that. baa boon -lot. in lntion l'nnb.in_il;lg t.h:rP.~ point.R· whi~h RP.PID fo mP.~t.
Christ in the pulpit.
upon
the dogmas of verbal and plenary inspiration- the requirements of the public. The resolution proNicholas Quackenbos, a lawyer who bas figured
yet
after
this be thinks "every minist~r of the gospel vides, in the first place, that all railroad land grants
prominently among the clergy and laity who for
which bav -not been earned by the fulfilment of the
should
be
cautious and careful."
nearly a year bav vigorously denounced the Rev. R.
This is the coward's cry. It bas been bowled in conditions specified in the respectiv acts " ought to
Heber Newton as a heretic, said that be and the
be declared forfeited and restored to the public dogentlemen· associated with him were not disposed to our ears alike by orthodox Christians and conservativ
main.''
retreat one inch from the stand they bav taken in Liberals. "Don't uproot faith in the supernatural,
The second part of the resolution declares, in effor
the
consequences
may
be
disastrous."
"If
peoregard to Mr. Newton, namely, that the gentleman
fect., that the whole system of land laws now existing
ple
are
so
bad
with
religion,
what
will
they
not
be
must either recant or leave the church whose docand do without it?" We bav no patience with such ought to be overhauled and so changed as to open
trins be has impeached.
sophistry. If a spade is a spade, caU it a spade, and the agricultural portions to actual settlers only, and
"Assistant Bishop Potter, however, is in no sense able,"
to prevent grabs of public lands of any kind, whether
he said, "to comprehend his duty in the premises. One not a shovel. No amount·of "caution" and" carefarming,
mineral, or forest. This involves a thorough
thing is certain, the power to disciplin a rebellious priest fulness" can convert black into white. If Genesis is
rests somewhere in the diocese, and it has always been con- a legend, say so. If robbing anyone of the belief in revisio~ of the Pre-emption, Homestead, Bounty,
sidereil the prerogativ of the bishops to exercise this author- miracles causes him to rob his neighbor of his money, Timber Culture, and other laws under which private
ity. The gentlemen who are alive to the necessity of settling
shut him up. To all the claptrap of cautious theo- individuals now acquire title to parts of the public
the question whether Mr. Newton shall continue to preach
territory.
doctrins subvE\rsiv to the tenets of all religion, and do this as logians and public teachers Mr. Beecher bas himself
In the third place, the resolution passed on Tuesa clergyman of the Episcopal church, or whether he shall be formulated the unanswerable reply, "Liberty cordeposed from his priesthood, concluded to settle the ques- rects its own mistakes." ·Believing this, we cannot day puts the land question at the front by providing
tion of Dr. Potter's powers. Witb this object in view, and see why the Brooklyn teacher should in tbe past bav that the Committee on Public Lands may report its
desiring to put the assistant bishop in a stable position,
bills at any time, yielding precedence only to revenue
been so cautious.
Stephen P. Nash, a member of the standing committee, and
and appropriation measures.
Continuing his confession, Mr. Beecher said:
a lawyer than whom there is none better versed in the modes
If provisions of these resolutions shall be emof ecclesiastical procedure, drew up an assignment of the
"I must add one thing. The pulpit has no longer that abbishop's powers in favor of his assistant. Bishop Potter solute jurisdiction in morals and religion which it once had. bodied in a law, and put in force, it will redeem in
executed this instrument in December, and it has been in the A thousand books are doing that which the church ought to the neighborhood of 100-,000,000 acres of land, of
possession of the assistant bishop ever since. It is due to bav done. A thoasand able men.::.....scientific-are doing that which fifteen millions will come from the Texas Pathat gentleman to say that he does not consider even this which if the church won't do will be done for it. Young men
cific Railroad. Congress bas, altogether, given to
document strong enough to warrant him in suspending Mr. read Huxley and Tyndall and Spenc!'r and the rest. If you
railroads
direct, and to the states for the use of railNewton. It is hard to believe, though, that Mr. Nash, know- won't help them they will help themselvs, aud if our SundayBy the terms of their
ing the purpose for which the instrument was intended, schools go on printing books that are built on the plan of roads, 179,922,528 acres.
failAd to make it perfect. Men like the Rev. Drs. Morgan, five hundred years ago, and will not explain the truth to our grants they bav forfeited over one-half of it.
This
McKim, Decosta, and Houghton, and Prof. Buell, of the young people, they will grow up outside of the church, and land is worth, in round numbm;s, four hundred milltheological seminary, arE\ entitled to some consideration,'• from the outside light be enabled to see that they hav been
ions of dollars, three hundred and twenty-three millcontinued Mr. Quackenbos. "All unite in denouncing Mr. uninstructed in the church. Then they will become Infidels."
ions of which remain unsold in the bands of the railNewton's teachings as heretical, and yet, with the issue fairly
joined and the presentment made, excessiv ecclesiastical
Mr. Beecher bas been happily liliened to a tber- road corporations. The facts in this matter were set
red-tape appears at every point, and meanwhile Mr. New- momometer. The theological atmosphere bas great forth some months ago by George W. Julian, a promton stands before the world an accredited minister, and to all
effect upon him. His altitude is the altitude of Prot- inent Freethinker, in the North American Review, and
outward appE'arances indorsed 1->y the church whose very
in a recent issue of John Swinton's Paper his Washfoundations he is undermining. The case must come to a estant Christianity. If this be so, the church is in a
trial. It is a false shame which prevents Episcopalians from sorry plight. Seeing the truth, it dare not affirm it, ington correspondent bas retold them. By means of
engaging in a trial because it may cause scandal. A public and yet it asks to be accepted as a moral guide. these immense grants of land the govemment of the ~
trial, followed by the deposition of R. Heber Newton, will not Out upon such whiffling! Either the Bible is a su- United States bas furnished the Pacific railroads
stir up one-hundredth part of the scandal sown by one of his
pernatural production or it is the writings of men. about forty per cent of the cost of const.ruetion. Besermons. He has attacked the dogmas of the church, and if
he desires to continue the warfare let him do it outside the Which is it? Let us bav some explicit opinion at sides this, "the subsidized Pacific roads owe the
government, in principal and interest, ninety-six millEpiscopal church, and not expose us all to contempt. He last from the pulpit of Plymouth church.
will without doubt contest the charges by using every techMr. Beecher said that "the Old Testament has ion dollars, and the Auditor of Railroad Accounts
nicality, but a judicial proceeding can end but with one
got a great deal of straw upon which the wheat estimates that in addition to the large amount of inresultr-his expulsion. He has delayed the day of accounting
Don't think that we are bound to eat the terest already paid by the United States the governgrew.
for a long time, and has been ably seconded by many friends
among his clerical brethren in staving off the trial; but now straw." Of course not. But will Mr. Beecher be so ment will pay-though the companies are ultimately
there is no retrea.t-R. :S:eber Newton must be adjudged good as to point out ~ &ci~ntific truth, or a histori- responsible-the annual interest on the loan for the
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next seventeen years, amounting to nearly sixty-six
million dollars."
When the corporation first asked f~~ a land grant
· for a canal in lllinois, their representativs said thev
. wanted it for the purpose of encouraging the deveiopment of the couptry and of internal improvements.
This cry, says the correspondent, has been the keynote of every request that Congress has granted ever
since. But, after our recent six years of financial
stringency:
"Members of Congress began to wonder whether this development of public don:iain had not been a littte too expensiv, and when they looked into the matter they found that,
with very few exceptions, the corporations that had obtained
these enormous grants were snapping their fingers at. the
government and violating almost every condition upon which
the grants were contingent. They found that by the conditions of the grant frf nearly every case the road to which it
went must be completed within a fixed number of years-a
condition which, in a majority of· oases, might as well never
hav been inserted. They found that in nearly every grant
there was a provision that the government should hav free
use of the road for transportation of troops, etc., and that
the government had been hoodwinked into so wording this
provision that it amounted to nothing, and the government
has to pay transportation prices just as anybody else does.
They found that immense sections of land were withdrawn
by the Land Office for the roads, JlO that it was not safe for
settlers to go on the lands. Nor could they be opened up
and cultivated; nor were they available for taxes; they were
just about as valuable for present use as they would havbeen
if they had been so many sheets of water. They found that
there had been over-certification of lands to railroad companies, and they found in general a disregard of obligation
on the part of railroad corporations, and a disposition on the
part of the govern)llent to ignore such disregard. They
found, too, that the great Pacific corporation were scheming
to avoid their many obligations to the government, and,
though checked, they had the authority of the Auditor of
Railroad Accounts for the ~ssertion that, without great care
and consideration on the part of the government, there was
danger that the entire debt these companies qwe and will
owe the government, amounting at maturity to more than one
hundred million dollars, would be lost. With these startling
discoveries, efforts were made as early as 1877 to bring the
subject to the attention of Congress by discussion. Resolutions declaring the unearned lands forfeited were then introduced. It was then estimated that the passage of such
resolution or bill would remit back to the United States not
less than 100,000,000 acres of public land, which hav been
granted to but not earned by railroad corporations, and which
______were forfeitable by the failure of these corporations .to perform--nle cOIJ.ul 10ns o
mr gran s.
was t en c a1me
that the reclaiming of these lands would open up to settlement valuable lands that had been withheld for more than
twenty years, much of them. This withdrawal of these
lands has not only defrauded of their rights thousands of
home-seeking settlers, but has also prevented the settlement
and development of an immense domain, while the treasnry
has suffered the incidental losses arising therefrom. It was
1·eported to Congress at this time that the abuses of public
faith and public credit that these land grants hav caused demand immediate remedy. It was also said that it would be
hard adequately to estimate the loss of wealth and time, because of a failure to develop, from year to year, the material
rosources of the extensiv tracts of lands long locked up in
land grants to corporations, many of them not deserving the
name, being to all intents rings, who are and who had been
using their grants as bases of credits with which to emich
their own coffers, at the expense of the hardy tillers of the
soil, the prosperity of the countl·y, and of innocent pur·
chasers of their worthless stocks and bonds, without so much
as an attempt to comply with the terms of their respectiv
grants, and who hav thus made the government a party to
their fraudulent transaction."

Albert Peel, M. p;., Leioestershire, England,
Sir J. L. Kay, Yorkshire, England,
.
Alexander Grant, of London, in Kansas, .
.
English syndicate (represented bv Close Bros.),
Wisconsin,
.
.
•.
.
.
M. Ellerhauser, of Halifax, N. S., in West Virginia,
A Scotch syndicate, in Florida, •
.
.
A. Boysen, Danish Consul, in Milwauli:ee, .
Missouri Land Co., of Edinburgh,.Scotland,

10,000
5,000
35,000

Editorial Notes.

MB. HlmER NEWTON preached last Sunday from Exodus
xxxii, 24: "I cast it into. the fire, and there came out this
110,000 calf." This was his only allusion to his brethren who are
600,000 demanding his expulsion from the church .
).)00,000
A GOOD old Christian lady up in New Hampshire has dubbed
50,000
165,000 our Annual "The Devil's Book." This must be flattering to
his Satanic Majesty, for :when compared with "God's Book"
Total,
20,747,000
the "Truth Seeker Annual" is in every respect a superior
Mr. Thomas K. Beecher, a Greenbacker and Labor work.
Reformer, whom Mr. H. L. Green voted for but did OUR old friend Jeremiah Hacker has printed No.2 of his
not elect, characterized this foreign invasion as " a "Racing Rhymes." As a poet Father Hacker may be a little
high-lifting, frowning portent that should startle crude, but the sentiment he embodies in his verses is honest
and true, and they can be circulated with good effect. It is
every intelligelit patriot, and ·cause him to instruct pretty cold weather down in New Jersey now, and we imagin
his congressman inexorably to the effect that the the old gentleman's woodpile is none too big. Send him ten
ownership of land by non-residents must come to an cents or a quarter for some of his rhymes so he can add to it
end; and further, that the ownership of· lands in and keep the rheumatism from the limbs of himseH and
great blo<iks must come to an end. However plausi- aged partner. Recollect that #is address is Berlin, New
Jersey.

ble, because profitable, their temporary occupancy
may be, we cannot afford to repeat in this country
the horrible experiences of Ireland."
Such, in brief, are the sins of the corporations, and
of the R-epublican and Democratic politicians. All
must admit that the evil is gigantic. The methods
by which the railroads acquired their lands were
very recently fully exposed by the printing of C. ·P.
Huntington's private letters to his friend Colton
relativ to influencing members of Congress by means
of "$1,000 down and $10,000 iri stock when the bill
is passed." Yet it is by some considered doubtful if
Holman's resolutions will become a law. The Senate
is considered a "bulwark of capital,'' and it is feared
that the grip of the corporations upon some of our
law-makers is too strong to be shaken off.
However, the duty of every American citizen is
plain-that is, to aid in redeeming for the use of
actual settlers the millions of acres squandered by
previous Congresses.
-----------

A Sensible Bill.

Assemblyman Hunt introduced a bill at Albany
last Wednesday, pro~ding for the teaching of hygiene
and physiology in our public schools. It was prepared by the temperance people, and is the most
sensible thing they hav done for a long time.
Let our children be taught to shun all intoxicating
.
~r,~~.~,-Qil.<i-t.l:>4--.zuu±.

.

.

generatlOn. at .least, Will be
free from the demoralization that marks this. And a
great problem will be solved in the only thorough
and lasting way: no personal rights are invaded;
,the most extreme individualists cannot, and we may
·

safely say will not, object. The objects of the prohibitionists will hav been ~ccomplished, and freedom
preserved. The study of hygiene and physiology,
when supervised by competent teachers, will show
that not only is excessiv drinking injurious, but that
excessiv eating is nearly as bad. We hav been assured by physicians that the well-to-do people stand
in nearly the same danger from the latter as from the
former. They gorge themselvs until their digestion
is ruined, and then rush to the drug-store for relief.
It is needless to say the laborers of the country are
in no danger from this source.
The introduction of this bill develops the fact that
some of the temperance people of New York hav level
heads. It is a pity the railers. at the Mormons do
not show as much common sense. Polygamy is supported by the Old Testament. Educate the Marmons out of their religious superstition, and polygamy would die of itself. Persecution only makes it
thrive.

Nor is this all. Something like three hundred
millions of acres more hav been pre-empted by large
holders, many of them foreigners, and between the
two the small settlers are squeezed out, while our
public lands are going without yielding adequate returns, either in money or advancement of civilization.
Mr. Remsburg in New York.
A writer in the Star recently tabulated some of the
enormous holdings of companies and individuals.
At last the people of this city hav had an opporNearly eight million acres are held by thirty-two in- tunity of hearing this favorit orator. Mr. Remsburg
dividuals. But these are Americans. The foreign lectured before the Liberal Club on the evening of
holdings are much larger, being given as follows:
the 25th. Though that body is in some respects one
Acres.
hard to please, the speaker captivated it from the
4,500,000
The Holland Land Company, New Mexico,
3,000,000 start. The club is made up of all sorts of elements,
An English syndicate No. 3 in Texas, .
2,000,000 and a lecturer may consider himself fortunate if he
Sir Edward Reid and a syndicate in Florida,
1,800,000
English syndicate in Mississippi,
1, 750,000 escapes from its criticisms with unshaken confidence
Marquis of Tweedale,
.
1,300,000 in his own mental soundness. But Mr. Remsburg's
Phillips, Marshal & Co., London,
1,100,000 positions are so well founded in fact as to be posiGerman syndicate, .
Anglo-American syndicate.
Mr. Rogers, president, London,
.
.
.
750,000 tivly unassailable. There was no speculation, no
700,000 splitting of hairs, but an earnest and eloquent presBryan H. Evans, of London, in Mississippi, .
425,000
Duke of Sutherland,
.
A more destructiv
320,000 entation of the naked truth.
British Land Company, in Kansas,
.
810,000 volley of facts it seems the church never had hurled
William Whalley, M.P., Peterboro, England,
300,000
Missouri Land Co., Edinburgh, Scotland,
230,000 at her tottering walls. These lectures are, therefore,
Robert Tennant., of London,
247,000 what the people need. They go straight to the
DundPe Land Company, Scotland,
120,000
Lord Dunmore,
.
.
100,000 intellect of the hearer, and carry conviction with
Benjamin Newgas, Liverpool,
60,000 them. If THE TRUTH SEEKER can do anything to add
Lord Houghton, in Florida,
60,000 to the success of Mr. Remsburg, he has its full supLord Dunraven, in Colorado, .
50,000
English Land Company, in Florida,
50,000 port and indorsement.
England Land Company, in Arkansas,

THE Baptist pastors were warned by Dr. A1·mitage last Monday at the Pastor's Conference against reasoning with heretics from the pulpit. "Preachers," he said, "need not drill
the people in Infidelity to teach them its folly." 'fhis is par
excellence a coward's refuge. It is a confession that Dr. Armitage, for one, does not dnre to f(iv his congregation the
real reason why Infidels nbound. He knows that a truthful
statement of the Freethinkers' positions and philosophy
would increase instead of diminishing their number.
AT the sessicn of the Society for Ethical Culture, held at
Chickering Hall last Sunday, Professor Felix Adler snid he
would begin to-morrow n series of addresses on New York
tenement houses. He said that a few members of the society
had lately subscribed $10,000 as the nucleus of a fund for
the building of at lenst one model house for the poor, to be
managed by the society. He had no doubt the necessary
money would be raised for this p1·ojeot, but the real necessities in the struggle for the amelioration of the lives of the
poor was that the citizens at lzlrge should distinctly understand what the horrors of tenement house life were, nnd
what were the causes from which these horrors sprang. Mr.
Adler is doing a gloriously practionl work. There is no inconsistency in such a man preaching the gospel of humanity.
But what hollow professions are those of the Christinn ministers!
"'fHE 'fRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL" is Winning lavish praise
fl·om all sides. Acknowledging the receipt of his copy, Mr.
H. L. Green remnrks: "I am delighted with it. I hnd no
idea you would succeed in getting out such a splendid pnblicntion. It would hnv been chenp at fifty cents. You should
sell 20,000 copies. I inclose an editorial notice I shnll publish in the IJirecforv." The notice he spenlrs of rends thiswis9: " 'The 'fruth Seeker Annunl and Freethinkers' Almanac' hns ronde its nppearnnce. It is one of the finest productions that has ever be<~n issued from the Liberal press,
and just the thing that the Freet.hought movement needs.
There is a fund of importnnt informntion contnined in its
columns that can be found nowhere else. The publishers of
this annual hav put the Liberal public under grent obligations to them for bringing out this very vnlunble publication.
We can't understand how it can be furnished nt the low price
of twenty-five cents. No Freethinker can nfford to do without it." We thank Mr. Green for his flattering words. After
having done a renlly good thing, it is pleasant to be encouraged. And we tnke the occnsion, as the Sun would say, to
renew to our valued f1·iend the assurance of our most rlistingnished considerntion.
THE San Francisco Truth welcomes the Nationnl Libernl
League to the ranks of the Socinlistic revolutionnry army.
There was once a time when Mr. Hnskell, the editor of Truth,
had doubts of the honesty of the lenders of the League. Had
he not hnrl thoRe don bts "there never would hnv been any
question concerning their ultimate bringing up under the red
flag." These doubts hnv now been removed, and Mr. Haskell is most happy to realize that "we hnv n new and vigorous band of recruits." If THE TnuTn SEEKER mny be allowed
to bav a word, we would suggest that Mr. Haskell's Truth is
a little premature. 'fbe planks quoted were not ndoptedthey were only submitted to the people for their opinions as
to their merits, and can be adopted or rejPctecl as the majority of the delegntes to the next congress prefer. To quote
the Lengue as being undor the "red flag" of Socialism is not
correct. It. is true tbnt ]frm has a Socialistic editor, but we do
not gnther that he is to be allowed to crowd out the lPgiti"
m<tte League work. He was taken on, as we understand it,
to relieve Mr. \Vakemnn's great labors, and broaden the
scope of the paper. The mnnagers nre of course responsible
to the League, but as they hav paid all the expenses out of
their own pockets, we are, for one, not going to complain.

Lectures and ltleetings.
J. E. REMSBURG's appointments for the next three weeks
are as follows: Norwich, Conn., Feb. 2, 3; Summit Station,
N:. Y., 5; Bmdford, Pa., 7; Olean, N.Y., 8, !J; Salamanca, N.
Y., 10; Forestville, N. Y., 11; New Comers town, 0., 13, 14, 15;
La Rue, 0., 1C, 17; Bradford, 0., 18, 19; Laura, 0., 20; Chesterfield, Ind., 21.
Mns. LAKE writes us that she and Mr. Peck hav been reengaged by the Liberal Society of Ottumwa, Iowa, for the
month of Februnry. The Society celebrated the birth of
Paine with a dinner, nnd lecture by Mrs. Lake. The Children's Lyceum, which was orgnnized and is conducted by
Mr. Peck, is a success, great interest being manifested by
both parents c.nd children.

ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
Freethought is to circulate THE TnrrTH SEEKE~.
Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents.
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j cles to the ignorant. We repeat, we find as astonishf/Iommunicatioqs.
ing things in the animal world as in man, and also in
===================== the vegetable. Let us take brief notice of the animal. If there is a natural-born mechanic, it is a

Has Man an Immortal Soul,

AN ENTITY, SEPARA'l'E AND DISTDWT 01<' ITSELF, Wl'l'HOUT
HIMSELF?--CONCLUDED,

It appears unreasonable, without tangible foundation, against natural evidence, and is very contradictory, obscure, and declamatory. When be says "every seed has its own body;" then, "Thou sowest not
that body that shall be, but bare grain, it may chance
of wheat, or of some other. grain," this is too obscure and general to say just what be did mean; but
if be says there is a chance for wheat to bear oats, or
any ·other grain, I refuse to stand sponsor to the declaration. I deny that any God ever changed one
grain into another, or sowed one body natural and
raised a spiritual body out of it. Do you say it was
singular that the Jews were so universally uninflu.
enced by the new dispensation? Is it not a proof of
the weak and contradictory manner in which it was
advocated ? and what other innovation ever bad so
slim a following in the house of its friends?
.
It was not singular, for in all the statements of the
new pretended pbilosopby, then announced as being
brought to light so miraculously through Christ, and
as taught by Paul, there was no lucid explanation of
a single element of matter, or spirit, nor any knowledge or mystery talked about or preached about, that
they did not know and understand as well. as _be did.
And his own assumptions, ingenious as some of them
were, and startling as they are to the ignorant in regard to the future, and in regard to man's position
and moral character and God's pretended government, were contrary to those acknowledged to bav
been established for the Jews, and in which they believed; and they also knew the new notions were a
revamp, and bad been existing notions, some of one
and some of.another pagan authority, and all mixed
up to suit the claim, as well as they could, that
God himself bad come among them in their form and
as a man, and suffered death as the only way to save
them, to save all men-the heathen included-from
an endless misery.
The Jews knew of Christ and his family all that Paul
knew; they also knew tllat Paul's claims for Christ,
and for himself, touching his marvelous pretensions
and conversion, were false and visionary, and Felix
thought him nrazy. They still believed their sinoffering valid, and could not and would not believe
their God, whom they had known so changeable, bad
abandoned: plans of so many centuries and of such
special import to them, his old chosen and favored
people. Their whole history bad been checkered
-at one time struggling in a flood, and never knowing
the moment they would bav to die in a war, but in
constant fear; death on the right band and Babel
on the left, as the only way God could keep up with
them, a change of base often, and now came a proposed change more startling than any they bad ever
known. The bold declaration was made that God
bad quit winking, and they must abandon and stop
their useless sacrifices and observances; that they
were now on a par with the heathen; that everything
was changed in plan and command; that they must
believe in one man or be eternally damned.
Who could expect them to believe this with their
knowledge'! Certainly no reasonable, thinking being ought to. They bad seen, and knew all about,
the pretended miracles and revelations, and bow bad
all these thrown any light on the nature of the elements, or materials, of which only our senses take
notice?
If we were so informed that we could understand a
miracle, or revelation from infinity, we should be so
far infinit, with powers different from those we now
bav. No man could disbelieve a miracle, if be bad a
sense, a power, to know it was one and fully u uderstood it or anything else. Of course this embraces
revelation, for an infinite revelation would be a miracle, and would embrace the belief even in a personal
or spiritual God. But when understood, ·it would
cease to be a miracle, but we could certainly demonstrate to the und>3rstanding of others what we well
understood ourselvs. That is more than the Christians' God bas ever done, claim as egotistically as
they may about it. We cannot, we do not, really
know or understand any principle of the elements, their combinations, conservativ or destructiv,
their proportions, the duties performed by each, or
the influence they bav in combination or separately
in the wonderful animal structure of man; and why
arrogate to ourselvs this knowledge, knowing we do
not possess it? Ot.ber animals are as wonderful, and
we know as little about them. The vegetable world
is full of jul:lt such wonders, and we know as little of
them. Colonel Ingersoll, in his terse, inimitable, and
unanswerable way of stating things, says: "A blade
of grass, rightly understood, destroys the orthodox
creed." Combinations show by chemical demonstration many wonderful things; they are really the only
true demonstrations, the only way man can copy
from nature through the elements, of which all animals are inheritors, to show their powers and infinit
varieties. Such demonstrations are in a sense mixa-
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beaver. Each individual beaver, without the aid of
our language or books, possesses high mathematical
power, can engineer the laying of a dam of resisting
force better than a majority of learned engineers can
do, with the same materials. Each one is a master
engineer,· and by some language or understanding
they work as a unit. They need no teacher or master; they seem to bav common projects, having for
their basis society, and work understanding each
other and in concert. In some ages they were revered. "Tbe·ancients knew them, and by the religion of the magi it was forbidden to kill them." The
animal's senses are very acute, and so delicRte is its
smell that it will suffer no filth to remain near it.
The dog, independently of his beauty, vivacity,
strength, and swiftness, bas all the interior qualities
which .can attract the regard of man. The tame dog
comes to lay at his master's feet liis courage, strength,
and talents, and waits man's orders to use them; be
consults, interrogates, and beseeches; the gl.1i.nce of
his eye is sufficient; he understands the signs of his
will. Without the vices of man, be bas all his ardor
of sentiment, and, what is more, be bas fidelity and
constancy in 'his affections. He is all zeal, all warmt.b
and obedience, more sensible to the remembrance of
benefits than wrongs, which be soon forgets, or only
remembers to make his attachment stronger. Far
from irritating or running away, be even exposes himself to new reproofs; be licks the band which is the
cause of his pain; be only opposes it with his cries,
and at length entirely disarms it by his patience and
submission. Dogs bav performed wonderful feats,
showing sagacity, which would fill volumes, some of
which no human sagacity could bav known, or
achieved if known, and possess reason and memory
in excess of man in many particulars. They are
oftentimes sagacious above our comprehension.
Read the history of dogs in any good natural history,
and retire with respect for the average dog. Vl e bav
come in close connection with the dog, and know
pretty well what association does. It givs us preference and prejudice, especially in and with what WE>
can adopt to our use or pleasure. Did we know the
thousand other living creatures surrounding us as
well, we would find some wonderful features and intelligence in all.
All volumes written on such subjects are only a
small synopsis of facts that can never• be fully
writt.,n or undoratood by lll~ll, a-ny better tllan lle
can understand himself. The universe op.ly holds the
full history of anything. What the combined intelligence of man in the universe could write in a trillion
years would be a puny, almost undiscoverable book,
beside the one containing what they did not know.
It would be more difficult to write the true full history of the horse than Bancroft's "History of the
United States."
.
The elephant would compare well, intellectually,
with his size if be should be fairly written up. '];his
is perhapr.. sufficient for our purpose in this direction,
until we make the application to our question.
Let us take a bird, the mocking-bird, a description of which we bav personal knowledge.
The plumage of the mocking-bird bas nothing
gaudy or brilliant about it, but that which so strongly
recommends him is his full, strong, and musical
voice, capable of almost every modulation, from the
mellow tones of t.be wood thrush to the savage screams
of the bald eagle. In his nativ groves, mounted on
the top of a tall bush, in the dawn of a dewy morning, while the woods are already vocal with a multitude of warblers, his admirable song rises pre-eminent over every competitor. The ear can listen to
his music alone. Nor is the strain altogether imitativ. His own notes are bold and full, and varied
seemingly beyond all limit. They consist of short
expressions of two, three, or five syllables, are g.merally interspersed with imitations, all of them uttered
witb great emphasis and rapidity, and continued for
an hour at a time with undiminished ardor. His expanded wings and tail glist.ening with white, and the
buoyant gaiety of his action, aiTest the eye, as the
song most inevitably does the ear. He sweeps
around with enthusiastic ecstasy, be mounts and de-.
scends as his song swells or dies away, and, as Mr.
Bartram bas beautifully expressed it, " be bounds
aloft with the celerity of an arrow, as if to recall his
very soul, expired in the last elevated strain." "While
thus exerting himself, a bystander would suppose
that the whole feathered tribes had assembled togetber on a trial of skill, so perfect are his imitations.
The mocking-bird loses little of the power and
energy of his song by confinement. In his gomesticated state, when be commences his career of song,
it is impossible to stand by uninterested. He whistles
for the dog. Cwsar starts up, wags his tail, and runs
to meet his master. He squeaks out like a burt
cbicken, and the hen hurries about with banging
wings and bristling feathers to protect her injured
brood.
The barking of the dog, the mewing of the cat, the
creaking of the passing wheelbaiTow, follow with

great truth and rapidity. He repeats t~e tune
taught him by his master,..,though of considerable·
length, fully and faithfully.
.
He runs over the quiverings of the canary and the
whistlings of the Virginia nightingale or red-bird
with such execution and effect that the mortified
songsters feel their own inferiority.and become silent,
while he seems to triumph in their defeat by redoubling his exertions.
This excessiv fondness for variety, however, in the
opinion of some, injures his song. His celebrated
imitations of the brown-thrush are frequently interrupted by the crowing of cocks, and the warblings of
the bluebird, which be so exquisitly manages, are
mingled with the screaming of swallows or the cackling of hens; amidst the simple melody of the robin,
we are suddenly surprised by reiterations of the
whip-poor-will, while the notes of the kill-deer, bluejay, martin, baltimore, oriole, and tw.tlnty others sueceed with such imposing reality that we look around
for the originals, and discover with astonishment that
the sole performer in this singular concert is the admirable bird before us. This sketch does only
weak justice to this bird's great power. No human
voice or skill bas ever obtained such mastery of sound.
No musician, with the best instrument, or many in
concert, bav ever been able to execute such a variety
of original and imitativ sounds. To do so requires
instant application of a stored mind and intelligence,
in which ear and voice are only aided by a reasoning,
correct memory, willing, wishing, and knowing beforehand what they intend to do. Is it answered
that it is all instinct and 'natural?
How does it explain anything to say it is natural
any more in a brute, bird, or flower than in man? It
never proves anything, but simply declares it is not
of man's originating, when we say a thing is natural.
That is the very question-whether man bas any auperi or powers or elements,different from those of otbet
animals. We need not go on with endless facts to
show comparisons of reason in brutes, birds, and
fish, and even in reptils and insects, strikingly paJ."allei to man; and the potato growing in the dark
corner of the cellar, running toward the light with
uneiTing certainty, staggers the mind of the pbilosopber as much to answer the reason why as any supposable question can; and we could go on and on in
the vegetable world, the inanimate world, and finJ
as inscrutable andunex:plainable wonders. The only
difference seems to be in elementary combinations.
Different proportions and mechanical structure, the
differentiation or proportionate parts, at first adanted
to one set of circumstances, location, light or darkness, air or water, and then to another, evolving for
ages, may be all the difference, according to evolution, yet in such a vast aggregation very little can be
certainly affirmed. The activ principles engendered
or existing, the life, must be alike, of the same kind,
from the same source, and, as we bav already seen,
could not exist, so far as we know, without the sun;
equally mysterious in the beast, bird, or flower, as
in man. Even inanimate matter is held together by
a power undefinable by man.
Matter, in its combinations and proportions, is, as
far as demonstrated by science or mechanics, or any
human knowledge, the cause as well as the result, or
the cause and result, and it thus conserves in proper,
rather certain, combinations to its own form and existence. Any failure, then, of the parts, or combination of parts, or change of parts in the whole individual or thing, they then disintegrate, and naturally
and certainly each seeks its relativ place in the elementary whole, or changes to new and continued combinations, which are constantly repeating tbemselvs
in like manner, and all bidden from human knowledge alike.
The universe pays all drafts by the individual, and
can well afford it, for it is as constantly receiving
back, to the separate and respectiv elements, what
bas been taken by some individual whole or parts.
It maintains its balance no matter what man may say
or believe. It can change no single fact in the universe, whatever man believes, or does not believe.
Let us make one example from combination. Take
a well constructed violin, completely furnished, strings
and bow, and every part of the best material and
proportion, they must all be in place and bav something else or might as well remain dumb. Greese
will not answer, you must "rosin the bow." It cannot
then play itself, is inanimate and dead. It is a wonderful piece of mechanism and parts, but the man
who had never seen one would hav no idea it could
be made to produce a sound; be would find out by
touch and never otherwise. When he learned and
beard the sound, his earwuuld be interested, perhaps,
and find bow to wake him up to the production of its
sounds. The whole parts must combine with his
combination; application and knowledge must join
the class to make and ever reproduce.
A single string, peg, bridge, or part, rosin, finger
and band to bow, one gone and it is ruined for perfeet music. Take the same material and make a box
of it, tie or wind Atrings around or over it, make
every effort with a bow well rosined, and there is no
violin music. A million such could not be made to
utter good violin sounds.
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One will say it takes human reason, and in addition to your other requirements the exerCise of a
will and intelligence to master its ~ounds, remember
them, or reduce them to writing, so they can be reprod~ced by others. There must be great memory
t? gtude the ear, the band to bow, the finger to divide, and the thousand nice intricacies and senti!Dents c~nnected with a masterly execution or playmg the msbument. Granted also that it takes rea~s~m and w.ill; bu~ Blind Tom's brain, they say, was not
lighted with a smgle ray. In the dark corner of his
idiot brain something sparkled like a diamond when
· t-rumen t t o cal'I f or soun d , an d h"ts
h e to u Cbed tb e ms
·
t'fi
d
h'
ear JUS I e
Is reason on th at point. Memory, the
' att n'b u t es, enabl e d h im to
mos t no t a ble of reasons
d 1'ffienlt compos!•t·wn th e :fi rst time he liRtened
p Iay
a
t 0 I't s execu t'·IOD b Y ano th er, no matter how difficult
· d th
t
h
'
an db
· e grea master
wit educated ear could only
d
stan Y astou~ .ed, bis_acknowledg:ed reason, memory,
and vast mnsictd attamments fallmg short of such
m1fsical intelligence guided by the uneducated ear.
Ba(lk there in that black idiotic head, lighted by
no human lamps, was reason enough to enable him
to perform so worderful a feat, and excel the most
studied and famous musicians.
Call the same manifestations and exhibited powers
reason in Black Tom and the mocking-bird, or cease
to call it reas.on anywhere. Call it reason in the tens
of thousands of examples of the consistency and
sagacity of brute animals, birds, and fish, even insects-that by united society ties provide for the
safety of all, not part, that lay up stores by their in·
·
b abita, never attack man, exd ustry, mcnr
no vicious
cept for preservation-or cease to call inconsistent
man the only possessor thereof. ·
_
Understand and learn, and prove it, if a fact, that
man possesses powers and elements other animals do
not, or that any other combination of man's material
would make such a man; that any' intelligence or
thought can exist without any element, material or
part, and we are bound to listen, and will listen, to
your proofs.
_
If you understalld our position, hav you not seen
that such proofs· are impossible with human beings,
even with their use of language and science, unless
ou believe in miracles of infil!it revelations.
Y
The miracle and revelation business has evidently
d
f
.
out1ive its use ulness m the minds of a large number of the laity, and is not accredited to-day by the
intellectual world. Many things combine to make
m\)n conceal or not. reveal tbgir. r_ea~ belief.. B~1t
enough .contrary ?ehef (110~ unb.el.Ief} IS avo~mg It-
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God made tis, to be finally immortal, and without our· hav taken it upon themselvs, as is most becoming
fault, knowledge, or consent, made us in such a way their holy calling (and in accordence with their most
and manner that there is any possible chance that merciful G'd), to do all they can to slander and
a single being so created is to be eternallv miserable, abuse our League. But let them go on, they can't
is an eternal falsehood, or this pretended God is an hurt us any, but will help our cause more than they
eternal fiend, or does not know· the difference be- think. I am doing all I can.for the cause and will
tween right and wrong. The Christian Bible and keep right on. It is comical to see how pitiful some
creeds teach such a creation by a God powerful of my Christian frienrls will look at me and say,
enough to fulfil its conditions, which can be es- "Denny, my dear boy, you must change your ways
caped in only one way, the innocent suffering for or you are lost." How thoughtful they are for my
the guilty, thus wrong taking the place of right. We welfare I And when I ask them to explain certain
shall refuse 'to follow such teaching and the doctrin pAssages in the Bible, as a gene_ral thing, they hav
of t h at new dispensation set out in that boo_k, trying some business that demands their immediate attento teach man's separate and double existence. If tion and cannot take time to answer, which looks
Cbris.tians can take pleasure in believing in such a bad for their side of the question. Well, I must Pay
when I take my Bible and look over its pages
creation, that the t_eacbings of their book are inspired Ithat
wonder how it is that any one, claiming any inand infallible, in follow1'ng Paul's lead, and bel1'eving t.elligence at all, can believe it to be the worrl of a
that man_ is a double be1'ng or ever w1'll be, they ought God. It. SPeros almost impossible that any one could
to be reasoned out of it, or allowed that pleasure, so read the Bible, with its glaring contradictions all
they treat others respectfully who believe to the con- through it, and accept it as the divinely inspired word
trary.
_
of a God. And then to ask the people to put the
Although it seems impossible to prove that man Bible, which is the most obscene book that was ever
has a dual existence, it can be proved satisfactorily, published, in our public schools as a standard from
and believed sincerely, that every element in man and which to teach children bow to be moral ani! virmatter, yea! in the vast universe, so far as we can tuous I To think that people can be so blind. If you
conceive, is eternal, but subject to such changes that could only get them to read the Bible it woulil be
no human reason can follow them, and this mysteri- all right, but they won't do that even, and I do
ous existence here is just as mysterious as some com- honestly believe that not over one Cbristiftn out of
bination may be made, not contradicted absolutely, a thousand ever read more than onfl·flf•h of the
because we do not see through tha blank death Bible, and that one, if he remained A. Obristian, was
seems to create. All we may hope proves nothing, so bliniled with faith that he would not St>e a conand what changes are made by death none bas ever t.radiction when he read it, and coulil not. t.Pll von of
· says, " I it five minutes after it he did.
DENNIS LossiNG.
so Ive d or prove d . H ence t h e t rue Agnost1c
'neither affirm nor deny."
A. W. Woon.
Kewanee, Ill.
EAsT CHATHAM, Jan. 2. 1884.
MR EDITOR: Since I h1-1v bfiPn fa.vorerl with the
7r.
-{#f.,
perusal of your ever-welcome journal, and t.hrongh
~tfftr#
your indulgence bE>en permitted to contribut.e occasinnally to its columns, I find tnyPelf in a nfiW and
Interesting field of social intncourse, an flnjoyment
BuRToN, TEXAS. Jan. 1, 108.
doublv dear to me at my advanced age, after being
MR. JNo. A. RuTHERFORD, Dear Sir: N 1ticing your separated from nParly all of my early associates,
epitaph composed by yourself in THE TRUTH SEEKER relativs, and fri1mds, who hav paRsed "to that mysreminded me more forcibly of our neglected duty as terions rPalm where each shall take his chamber
Liberals. It has ever been the purpose of the ortho- in the silent halls of death," anrl from whom I hav
dox, especially those of pulpit notoriet-y, to proclaim not as yet received any reliable instruction concernliPS on deceased Liberals. and make it appear that. to~ the fu•ure
~ ·
•· ·
in the last hour they retracted, and renounced their
Notwithstanding, within the last few weel<s, I hav
skepticism, advising friends not to follow their course, received several frlflndl v commnnlcations from
etc., etc.; and the greater the influence of the de· RtrangPrB still in the fleRh, besides conies of various
ceased the more persistent are they in circulating Vboral and Spiritu!tl jrmrnals. Although not a
those lies. The calumny heaped upon that noble Spiritualist I hav n"~ fe<>ling"s hostil to their faith
benefactor of his race, Thomas Paine, would. form and theory, inasmuch as thev hav no enrHess hell
<>alLAg_i>.mat tho B·h~o:u.ncs d.mno, ond.'<l.fOl'ru.ns.t..i.ha -=~"'""'""h'o-hlgh.'·---'llb-<>ir .. good__ book. teaches .them in. fo.r_,.ug .if. Wl'o ghou\d -fo.i\ to g>•ee ..·-Tigb.t on an-- the
unreasonable one-sided creeds founded _t-hereon, to more than on~ place that lying is commendable when compllcaterl quPstions of baptism, the trinity. t.b~
make the churches a~d pret~nded believers look Christians tliereby can be made; and this is strictly atonPment, the infalllbilit,y of the pop~, etc. And I
around them; and then· establishments seem to hold adhered to bv them.
feel gratified that there is so much fellowship and
a majority of the dry bones and whited sepulchers,
Therefore I think the time has come when we good feeling existing betweRn us, and I hope, H we
as some in the interior, in one way and another, are truth seekers should unite and agree upon some ap- are to exist hereafter, we will be able to commune
daily acknowledging. When we hav good k11owledge propriate service to be performed over our bodies at together on friendly terms without being separated
enough to acknowledge that we cannot a11d ought the grave, by one of our belief, ar:d positivly exclude hv that great impassable gnlf that lay betwPen poor
not to believe without proof, or on a simple say so, any skv-pilot's harang whatAver. Of course it don't L~z<trus in Abraham's bosom anrl the rich mq.n in
and confess that publicly we can save a vast amount affect us then, let be said what wonld be, but it is a bell as reprflsented in the old book that has befogged
of i11tellectual labor, vast sums of money and time, duty we owe our glorious cause. We are-or should the brain of bum<~.nity so lonR", as I hav a near
which are now unjustly obtained from somebody, and he-doing all we can to advance Freethought, and relativ and warm friAnd who now or1cupies a promwhich bav been so lavishly expended on matters of therefore ex•Prminate superstition, the hugP curse of inent position in t~e Spiritual .ran_ks, ~rom wh7s~ .pen
mere aut.hority, faith, and fancy, and can apply it to all curses. ~erhaps nothing has ~ended stronger to T. hav lat.R.lv receJVAd an edJtOrl!tl In the. Sptntual
the finding out and proving what we do or do not ai!vance theu cause than the. bahef taught by t~e Ltght, pnbhRbed at. <;Jhattan?oga, Tenn., s~t.t1n~ ~orth,
know, what we can reasonably believe, and what we clergv and ~heir ilupes, that m the hour of demiBP ~n detail, many of. his prom went. bflliPfs m B01ntual·
ought not in reasou to believe, the millennium will the f~ture IS revealed a~d all tb~ horrors of ~Pll IRID: most of wb.1~h are sPlf-AVIdent; bu.t. with my
then bav come There must be a contrary belief a a.re v1ewed then by the smner, whilst that beautiful limited opportum!Jrs and lack of sciflntiflc knowl.
1 a· b I.. f' ·n m' ·acl 8 alld ·evelatr'ons
'
land of paradise is welcoming the Christian, and Prl!!'P, R,R In t.hA different articlPB that bav Appeared
un1versa
ISeJel
1
Th
t'
·
t n be t
ht t 0 b .
t smooths t.he d"
ymg p1. 11 ow, ma k'mg d ea th a p 1easure T HE T RUTH s EEKER on th e ques t'Ion of"M"d
m an d
1
e que~ wn ~ no now, u oug
e, open
instead of sorrow. They well know this huge lie Mfttfer," I cannot clearly comnrehenrl anv theory
all men, 'Y1th a ng.bt to.show and demonstrate, 80 far cannot be impeached by the victim, hence all sorts oppoPerl to the matPrial stand-point. But my Spiritas t~ey can, what Is ?r 18 llot reasonably proven, and of lieR are concocted to frighten their dupes. Then>- nal rPlativ anrl friend seems to attempt to flank this,
until .t~en the questwn can never .be as w~ll se~t.led. fore I say it is time we should take this thing in my nosit.lon. with his belief in matter anrl spirit, as
In~elbgent persons mus~ bec~me flee alld mtelhgent band and tbns cripple one of their strongest recruit· indivisible, or, as he expresses It, "I bPlieve In matthmkers, we must hav :U reetbu~ken::.
.
.
ing points. Many of us LibPrals are too backward ter and spirit, that fine et.herealizeil matter is spirit,
Wh~tber matter always e.xu:;ted, was first, IS _all in upholding our cause. Simply because it is un- that gross spirit Is mat.t.er, anrl t.hat which is not
there IS, fills all .space con.cei_va~le, t? the e~clu?wn popular. the truth should not be ignored. Let every material, or substantiallv somPthing, is nothing."
of myths and sp1nts, and m 1ts mfiDit combmahons l:tonest Liberal glory in his cause, and swerve not And he further says, "I am fully convincer! that
causes all effects, as seems to us reasonable; or from duty on account of filthy lucre. Some hav auf· spirits who are capahle may anrl rlo manifest themwhether mind and intelligence always existed and fered martyrdom for the cause; let it not languish selva to and holrl intercourse with people in earth
was first, inco11civable and alone, and then and there now for the sake of paltry gain.
life. that some of the communications are p;oorl and
created matter out of nothing-a thing no more inHoping you many years more of happiness in this truthful, while others are false and decPptiv, that
conceivable than how matter came to exist., but ex- life, and that we may bav the pleasure of meeting, their character depPnds very much upon the chartremely ridiculous as a proposition; or whether not above. but on earth, I remain
acter of the parties giving and receiving the intellimi:iJ.d and matter hav always existed, are each eterYour friend and brother,
H. B. JoNES,
gence." .
.
N?":' this l.ast announcement seems to strik~ my
nal, and conduce conjointly and unitedly to produce ·
all life's demonstrations and phenomena, which coulJ
CLEVELAND. Dee. 29, E.M. 283.
intmt~ons qmte ~nfavorably, as I. bad always mvolnot be produced by either alone, is of small imporMn. EDITOR: I received the twelve copies of" False untanly. enterta~ned the idea, If ~his was rea!ly
tance to us as human beings. Neither of them affords Claims" all right, and bav Ecattered them around a probatwnary hfe, and_ if our mente or dements
·
·
·
h
ft
where I think they will. in time, do some good; at here were to attPnd us m the future that when we
us any certa:n evide_nce that man exists ~rea el:, or least, I hope so. Mr. R"msburg i!elivered his lee· passed to' the unknown there could. be n, opportunhas any duplicate ?~mg. All of them ar~ msuffiCJent ture on Thomas Paine before the League on Tburs- ity or motiv for fraud or deception, but all would
to ep!l'ble man to fully u~nd~rs~an~ ~nythmg, e~en .the day last, ani! the hall was well filled with a select be unal~erahle reality.
workmgs and powers o, hls mdiVId~al combm.atwn. audience. The League is in a prosperous condition
However, be this as it may, as our beli<>f or unbe·
He cannot tell bow or why he thmks, or his ear and is steadily increasing in numbers. We hav lief cannot change tbe future and we bav vast in·
hears, his nose smells, his palate tastes, his body feels, found it necessary to secure a larger hall already, terests in common here upon ~hich we cannot reaor his ·eye. s<aes, as he can demonstrate any known as the present one will not accommodate the League. sonably d·iaagree, as we know. to a moral certainty,
fact. He 1s as far from the first cause of the senses The new hall is in the same block however. We that the old fabulous story that has undermined the
as he is from the first cause of the universe. Being intend to put forth stronger efforts the comlng year happiness of human life and held in mental bondage
unable and failing to interpret his own present being (284) to make the League a grand succese. And let so many of our race, that an omnipotent god (who
and its combinations, how can he interpret a dupli- me say that we do not know what the word fail knew in the beg-inning what the end would be) has
cate of itself without himself and that is to be im- means, at least, we don't intend it shall hav any- made such borrlble mistakes as to even." repent that
mortal?
thing to do with us. We are h&.ving a discussion he bad made man," as "every imagination of the
It is all-important that we know that right and every Sunday on some topic, and the meetin!!'s are thoughts of hls_heart w~re only evil conti~ually," etc.,
wrong cannot change places, and any claim that a exciting some notice, for some of our reverend D.D. 's, I say what rat10nal mmd but must n JOice at the

°
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Inroads the collectiv forces of Liberalists are now
influence righteous conduct has upon their own lives.
FRESNO CITY, CAL .. Jan. 14 1884.
making among the rank and file of the old church,
MR. EDITOR: C. B. Thompson, in THE TRUTH SEEKER and the lives of others. A healthy child will take
as one of the st.rongest evidences of the progress we of January 5th, represents alcoholic drink to be the to the l.right sunshine of the Liberal philosophy of
are making is the manifest effort and anxiety made greatest curse that ever befell the human race. He life in preference to the gloom of orthodoxy and
by the combined forces of Protestants, and even made the assertion. Will he be so good as to giv hell. Above all things, be loving with child and wife.
Catholics, in defending and sustaining their old some proof, as I .do believe the Christian church has Lead thew by love and common sense. A genero11s
creeds and dogmas by defaming and vilifying the done more and greater evil than alcoholic drink, and education is the best antidote to superstition. Good
unanswerable defenders and advocates of Free- is still a greater evil and greater c:urse to humanity. books and papers are the best companicms of childthought. YPs, even Catholics against Protes.tants
GEORGE PADDINGTON.
hood. If exerted, a father's influence is sufficient
hav layed aside their aXPS and old weapons of torto save a son oi daughter from growing up tremture and are now calling right lustily for help.
SoUTH BEND, IND., J.an. 12. 1883.
bling slaves to the church. If the minister obtrudes
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find a money-order in a disagreeable way, slap his face-metaphorically.
As an evidence of this fact, I was lately handed for
perusal a small book of some two hundred pages, for a year's subscription for THE TRUTH BEEKER. I
But the best way to thwart the church when it
entitled, "Notes on Ingersoll," written bv a. Catholic, hav read several copies which were handed to me by throws its slimy tentacles over the young is to unite
Rev. L. A. Lambert, of WatPrloo, N. Y., and pre- a friend, and was very highly pleased with it. May and start a Sunday-school so much superior in its
facpd and puhlished by RAv. Patrick Cronan, of the the time come when we will arrive at that stage of entertainment that the children will want to go to
Bnffalo (N. Y.) Catholic Publication Co., in which civilization when our guesses will be replaced by no other. This ought to be done in every place,
prpface we find the following: " Re!!arding these proven facts, and when man will be honest and and we confidently expect to see the time when it is
[Notef'] as a complete annihilation of the pretentious brave enough when he reflects his imaginary mind done.
,
scoffer, and desirous that they should reach a much in the dark unknowable to have the conscience of It is a delicate thing to advise as to family matlargp,r public than could be secured by newspapAr heart and the audacity of genius to say of unsolved ters, and we do not propose to do it. But perhaps
circulation, the writer pointed ou~ to the author the problems, "I don't know."
Mr. Blythe can get some ideas from what we hav
Yours very respectfully,
D. N. STRAUP.
acivisabilfty of having just such writings as the
said that will solve the problem without a conflict.
'Notes' spread broadcast in the interest of religion,
-ED. T. 8.]
SCRANTON, PA., Jan. 14, 1884.
and especially at this time." The author adds in the
MR.
EDITOR:
I
am
an
old
reader
of
the
well-named
preface that these "Notes" are written from the
FRATTON, PORTSMOUTH,"ENG., Jan. 2, 1884.
broadP.st ChriRtian standpoint, so they ought to be as journal founded by D. 1\{. Bennett. I thought when
MR. EDITOR: I hav inclosed a post-office order for
they
got
him
in
prison
THE
T.RUTH
SEEKER
would
go
'welcome to a.ll who believe in Jesus Christ, and in
lOs. 5d. to Charles P. Somerby for a year's subscripthe revelation he has made, as to Catholics. What a up, and again, when he left on his trip around .the tion to THE TRUTH BEEKER. You will find that my
happy union it would be if these old contending ele- world, I thought it would damage and weaken the subscription is good up to March 15th next, as your
ments could for once wipe out the cruel, brutal charging column. But it ceased not to pour in its card in my possession shows. I thought .that no
records of the past, where dissenters hav been tor- well-aimed shot and shell among the ranks of the harm could be done in transmitting early to inform
tured. roasted. R.nd slaughtered by tens of thousands enemy, gaining ground and, after hot pursuit, cap- you that it is our intention to still subscribe (the
to sustain the Catholic creed, pope, and priesthood, turing g-uns and manning them from the fleeing members of the Portsmouth branch of the National
and come together in unity, for it seems that thev ranks. But when the general who commanded Fort Secular Society).
I am pleased to learn that you hav several able
are aware that the common people are heartily sick Bennett was compelled to evacuate his place forof their conflnempnt in the old barnyard inclosure, evPr, my hands fell by my side. I waiteq, and when lecturers in the states.
the storm was past, and while the dirt was still fresh
The Radicals of this country are anxiously looking
and fpedlng on bog hay, and being filled with the over the gallant hero, I looked and beheld the flag,
east wind-that thousand~ of them are now in the and the bow of promis in the heavens; and the man- out for February 5th, when Mr. Bradlaugh will again
open, glorious fif'lds of Freetbought, enjoying the tle of the greater than a prophet had fallen upon present himself to the House of Commons to take.
sunshine of reason, with the full rights of private worthy and able shoulders. Let us sing, We still his seat for Northampton. The Tories and Bigots
opinion. In quoting from the "N0tes" we find the hold. the fort of rer:son and truth, which ·is destined are making him and our cause popular in this country. One n..ay sympathize with them by saying, "0
following argnments on the Jaws of nature:
to destroy the dun~eone of gloom. Ge> on, noble Lord, forgiv theui, for they know not what they are
Ingersoll: "To make myself ch~ar, water always TRUTH SEEKER!
Yours,
L. M. BuNNELL.
doing,"
·
runs down bill."
Allow me to wish you a prosperous year-! would.
L.A. LambPrt: "How, thf'n, did it get up the bill?
12
1884
JoPLIN, Jan. ·
· .also say happy. I would wish it as much as possiOr Is there a perennial spring up there? Wat~>r does
MR. EDITOR: While we hav many truth seekers in ble. It cannot be all happiness to those who are
not always run down bill. To run down bill is an
PXCPptio~ to the gPneral IT' ode of the action of water. our town-good men and true-there is not any ac- fighting Christian bigotry; yet there is a pleasure in
In the presPnt. conciition of the physiral world the tiv work done, and no proselyting. The Liberals of so doing. With kind regards, I remain yours sinthis town are, as a class, above reproach. We need, cerely,
JoHN E. BRUMAGE.
tendencv of water is upward and outward. This will as
it were, "warming up." The church element is
bA acimitted or water in the form of steam or vapor. lara-ely represented ancf somewhat. aggressiv. As
LAKE CITY, IowA, Dec. 26, 1883.
The watpr that falh as rain has been first takE>n up
usual, however, they are far from prompt in paying MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find amount to settle
by the sun's heat. Water runs up in the capillary the
Even now several of bur young ladies ¥..... T:c:n TnuO'r< g~..,,= for a. :,•<>a.r £...nm nov• 'M:ny, .; .. a
tubPS of p,very vPgetahle r.nat gruw.,, Moro wator are parson.
solJCit.mg tne raitnrut to chip jn toward th 25 cen t.s for "Crimes of Preachers," the balance of
a!.'cends in the canillarles of the vegetable world in rlear preacher's salary. How is it that preaching what I sent to .go for a number of Remsburg's
one day than fAlls over Niagara in a year. Water the gospel generally reduces a man to pauperism- "False Ciaims."
rnns np in all rivers that run toward the equator. be having to beg for his salary. Most of the faith·
I wond"lr if THE TRUTH SEEKER'S readers hav read
The Mississippi river car•·ies its w11ters up an inclined ful seem to want a reserved seat in the capacions the Chicago Inter-Ocean of December 19th. If not,
plR.nE>, a perpp,ndirular distJJnce of about four miles." bosom of Abraham, but want it deadhead. Please it would be hard for them to sympathize with its
Who would bav "thunk" it? And yet this pro- enlighten us ignoramuses.
editor as they should do. His grief appears to be
found work bRs appendPd some thirty favorablE>
Can you refer me to some L1beral friend in Los almost too great to bear. Yes; you could hardly beonlnions of the press, and we must st.ill quote the Angeles, Cal., or vicinity? We want some reliable lieve it, but the good and great Dr. McCosh has
Christian's charitable, reflnPd sentence: "or course information in regard to that country, but do not gone and done it. He has evoluted, to the great inwe do not Pxpect him to reply to us for several rea- want "emigration papers." By getting the name of jury of God, Christ, and humanity. And then to
sons. First, he won't want to; second, he can't; SOUle Liberal friend from you yve will write to hlm. think they let the great Dr. Patton go to grind in
third he can pretend not to notice an obscure counYours faith tully,
J. HEINRICHS & BRo.
the same mill !-worse and more of it. But the edtry p'astor. VPry well. Then lE>t some of his disci·
[Will some of our subscribers living in the locality itor has some comfort in knowing that Talmage still
pies or admirers try to rehabilitate his smirched described please giv the desired information?-ED.]
livs and· is warming it to Ingersoll. Yes, friends,
character." etc. Our popular C11thnlic father in this
read
the extracts from Talmage's lecture in the pa-.
locality has been cirrulating these "Notes" in this
PROVIDENCE, R I., Jan. 13• 1884 ·
per mentioned above, and see how big a liar and
sertlon quite extpnsivly. with, I pre~nme, none to
1\iR. EDITOR: It pleases and gratifies me to watch blackguard a man may make of himself.
objPct, as I saw at thA R'cbpster LibE>ral Conven- t.he progress which unbridled reason is making. The
We hav had quite a protracted meeting held by
tion while in session full libPrty waR given to parties medium through which I receive most of my infor- the Disciples here. It has just closed. They got
interested in the work to circulatE> tbpm without re- mation in regard to that progress is your ably con- ten or fifteen converts-nearly all babes .and suckstraint.
JoHN M. BARNES.
struct.Pd, powArfully manned, and very interesting lings, who joined because their parents told them
TRUTH SEEKER. This I receive every Saturday at R. to. But they will all be dancing again in less than
EuREKA. Wrs, December 28, 1883.
I. News Co.'s.
six months, if they are large enough to keep from
MR. EDITOR: InclosPd find $6. to be applied as diI Jearn there that there are two or three other re- under grown people's feet. With best regards to one
rectprl, O"cn.sionally I hav noticerl articles in THE cipients of the paper in this place, and I shall en- and all, I am
Truly yours,
J. L. ToMPKINS.
TRUTH REEKER on tbe E<UhjPCt of how Freethiukers deavor to increase the number.
should conduct their funerals. and as this is an imPlease find inclosed 25 cts. for Billings's "Crimes
BERLIN, N. J., Jan. 9, 284.
portant subjPct, I hope to see more of the samP of Preachers;" also find some other matter, which
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading the lecture of J.
kind. The time was when it was thought the ser- you may use as you see fit.
E. Remsburg, delivered at the Rochester Convention,
vices of a minister were indispensable at all wedI would like to ask you one question, which I hope and I want every Liberal to read it. There are a
ding-s and funerAls; but thR.t tiltle has passed, or is you will a~swer in THE TRUTH SEEKER. H you had a number of good lecturers in the Liheral field, and
:oassing away. People are finding out that they can loving and dutiful wife, and an interesting daughter, it is no dispsuagement to any of them to say that
get married or bury their dead without the benefit the wife believing in Christianity and wishing to hav there is no better one than J. E. Remsburg. I hav
of clergy. As far as I am concerned, I made up my the daughter attenci a Christian Sunday-school-be- had my eye on him ever since he came before the
mind some tfmp, ago that no minister would be called ing an Infidel yourself-how would you act in the public, and here and now nominate him as a future
upon to officiate either at a wedding or a funeral matter? In other words, would you advise me, who President of these United States-"and don't you forwhere I had the control.
honestly believe that the Christian education there get it."
I also noticed a few weeks ago in THE TRUTH received would result in detriment, rather than benIf all Liberals will come out boldly from the rotBEEKER something relativ to the number of church- efit to the child, to consent or refuse? Yours very ten churches, and rotten political parties, and do all
members in the country compared with those be- truly,
WM. P. BLYTHE.
they can to spread Liberal truth, they may elect a
longing to no church. The idea suggested itself to
[The first principle of Liberalism is, No coercion. president within ten years. Infidels, Agnostics, Spirme that a good way to get at, the facts would be for When the daughter is taught biblical falsehoods, itualists, Free Religionists, and all other Liberals,
Freethinkers all ovp,r the country to canvass their present the evidence to her that shows them to be though they may not agree in their theories about
npigbborhoods, whether cities, tovyns, or villages, falsehoods. Teach her evolution, and let her com- religion and a state after de~th, may consistently
and ascertain the facts on the subJect. In further- pare its grand truths with the pueril absurdities of work together in harmony in regard to the things
ance of this idea, a few days since I took down the Genesis. Snow her how impossible it is that her sins of this world, and if they would unite at once they
names of all the beads of families-voter~-on the can be atoned for by the death of a man eighteen hun- could elect the next president-and I would like to
different streets in this little village, until I reached dred and fifty-five years ago. When her Sunday- liv long enough to see Remsburg in that office. He
the number of seventy-six, and the result is as fol- school teacher tells her to be good because it is so don't court the favor of presidents, nor toady around
lows: Belonging to no church, 55; Methodists, 12; written in the New Testament, explain the morality the big bugs; is not in favor of an aristocracy of any
Catholics, G; Episcopalians, Baptists. and Adventists, of the Utilitarian philosophy, and she will at once kind, but is with the people and of the people-Is
1 each; and· as to standing in society, either morally see its superiority. A morality dependent upon re- laboring for the people, and is willing for a workingor intellectually, those belonging to no church will wards and punishments is unstable and degrading man to line his vest with "good fat capon," as well
as the millionaire or anv other useless loafer.
pot suffer when compared with those that do.
to men and women. The young should be taught to
Three cheers for J. E. 'Remsburg, our future presiE. B. RouNDs.
do right because it is right, and for the beneficent dent-if all workers do their duty! ·
J. HACKER,
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and one of those tall girls was in his way, and why, sir, hav you got your fur coat on this
BOOKS.
he brushed against her so hard that she tum- warm· day?"
bled clo.wn, right in the dirt" and Miss
"I do not find it warm. I keep quite still, Sold bY D. 'll. Bennett 21 t~lh1ton Pl., !i, y,
Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wrxol'!, FaU Biver Pinkey, a prim old maid, laughed and nodded you know, and need to be warmly clothed.
CYCJ,OPEDIA.S.
Mass., to whom all Communications for th;,l; her h~ad in great glee. "They're very proud Are your family relativs all well, Lady Bug?" 'i'h<> l"N>t>le's Cyclope<lin. of Universal
li.no\vled;;e;
2
fnyal&octu.vo v~ls. ~ over 1,000. pp. eac:•
Corner should be sent.
of thm: beauty," she continued, "but, for my
".Quite well, I thank you; but my children, bound 10 le·-Lv.!er, the
whole the wo"k of thirty of t n~
p~rt, g1v me that little Petunia girl in her I expect, are crying now, and I must fly away ~~l~ntl>ll~e~u~;j ~~[. ~1A~e~;.~r;~~~ng~$~nt 0al~~s~ei~efl8t~u..
IUt~tru.Led with numerous co'ored maps and over thre~
cnmson ~ress, or her sister, who always home-. Good-day, Mr. Caterpillar."
'' His life Is long whose work Is well
And be his station low or high, '
wears White, and carries such nice perfumery
"Goocl-day,.good-clay, Lady Bug."
~g~~r~L(e~1l~:~na~Ai o~lf~r ~ cfg~~t~. .ft~~Pt~~~~a
t\ w~mderfultund of knowledge, and am"'ng
He who the mo~t good works can tell
about her. They are so good-natured, too!
Haughty Miss Dahlia was looking over the alone contain
8
Llvs longest though he soonest die:"
Ia~~fll~~~~a~l~fs~~:~1;~~:d ~~~V:l~~~Jl~
Why, I hav seen Jack Frost pinch them garden wall and watching the people there, ~~n~~t~~1cb
Artisrs .ActorP. o.nrt Nnvelh;Ut, Aur.hors and Hh1Wrtans,
AErlcultu· fsts a'tld Manuta..:tur~ts. Compot~er~ ani Mustdreadfully, and they only laughed in l:iis and wondering what Daisy White was looking clans,
Engineers and But,ders, Founders of Institutions.
Our friends are invited to assist in our face."
Explorers and Founders of Cnuntrles, ~~tnanclers and
up in the sky for all'day.
Ca.ptta.ltsts, Invenwra, Journalists and Publishers, L'\Woccasional puzzle department by the contri
"'Yho are those three gentlemen flirting
"Looking for angels, I suppose," said LitL~~~fs£~. ~rt~~~~rL:;dcgr::2lh6Mr.~r~~ill~Y:~~r:::t~h~~:
bution of original charades, rebuses, enigmas, so With the Balsam sisters?" inquired Miss tie Buttercup, dancing and laughing, and loghm", Ordtors aod Essay1st.P, Phlh\D' llroplata and R~
Cora
Opsis.
tossing
her
head.
~~~~~:~·~ .1!~i!~?g~g~~ar~n~nf ~~a~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~U:s :~d
etc. All matter of the above named character
·ra, Stll.tt-am"n and D'plomattat.s, Dlstingulshed
"Oh, they are three old bachelors by the
"Does she ever see any?'' asked Miss Rut
\Vumen, w~t'I U.J\Ood showtng or mtsr.ellane"us and scatwill be greatly appreciated.-Ev. CHILDREN's
tering. Next f llows a Dictionary of Literary Peeudoname of Button," answered a little miss in a Dahlia.
CoRl'!ER.
red satin dress. I really believe they would
"I never heard if she ever did," laughed ~~g11\;~~~1l~L~et~~di~ti~~a~~dd ~~srift~~.·~~~·ab~g~~~"!;~
Punetuatfon, Correspondence; rlle Ruling Dynasties ~l
flirt with their grandUlothers. One of them, Little Buttercup. "She may hav seen them, the
Wmld; HIRtorlcal Data of tllc Republics of HI tory;
Cl"'ssttlcatt.Jn of E:x:h·tttg S·)veret~nt'es: Standing Ann ea
I
thmk,
is
making
love
to
Marie
Gold
herself
for
all
that
we
know,
however."
Story· of a Littl~ Mouse.
of thrt World; The Lost and Ruined Cities of tbe World;
Art G>LIIerles of the Wo1rld; Area, Population, and Wealth
for he sticks close by her all the time. Ho~
"What is she good for, anyway?"
I'll tell you a tale of a little gray mouse
t)f Nations; Monetary Statistics of t e World; State
showy she is, to be sure ! Do yon think she
"I'll tell you what she is good for," said School Sy~tcms tn the U•.ited St...tes; Educational Statts~
That lived In the pantry of grandma's old house;
of Various Countrtesi .AlphabctlcaJ Lh3tof all Inven~
He nibbled the pastry, the cake, and the cheese,
is handsome, Mr. Candy Tuft?"
Mr. Dandy Lion, his honest, yellow face look- tics
tlonbi Great Pl·tgues ana DfstempersofHlstory; Origin
,f OrclmrC. anti G·~rtltm Frutts; Go ernruental Support of
Then gamboled about at his pleasure and ease.
" Veil, I cannot zay ze is-thnt is, ze is not ing like a miniature sun. "She has been Uulers; Banks and Bauk'ng; History of Pres1denttal
glecttonsin the United SPttes; C· ron logical Outline or
The moment he heard grandma open the door
the ~tyle for me." Mr. Candy Tuft, being a keeping that little dew-drop all day from be- l-11storlcal
.I:£ vents from 1492 to 1882; RemarKable Trials;
He'd scamper away to his hole In the floor· '
l'he Treaths of the 'VurlU; Pr1ncf1,al .Bridftes of the
foreigner, spoke with a slightly foreign ac- ing sunstruck, and, you know,
0
While grandma, amazed at the loss of her ~ake,
0~~~~~
~t~tg~f~~
~n~e~~;!b~i?o~ ~~s~1~ 8 heYt:i~~~ ~t:;~s~
cent, but he was dressed in very good taste, "Small service is true service while it lasts,
Would think !twas Billy, or else little Jake.
pu.pora of ullJJenomlnattons; Reltglous SnmmRrita for all
and always wore a white hat.
·
OE frieiicls, however humble, scorn not one;
At la.st she espied mouse's crumbs lying round,
~. n~u~re~0 ~1'm~~~~~Cs f~r~at0 'btiu~~g ~~~fJ:~
Miss Pride, of London, came in dressed in The modest daisy, by the shadow that it casts, ~~~~t~~~~~f
of Hiatury; Grt>nt Libru.r1e!i of the World; S~la.rtos Of
And sald,"Ah, the rogue I he must surely be round."
RCarlet, and immediat~ly one of the old bach- Protects the lingering dew-drop froru the sun." Unit~ll Stutes c; .yernmont Otttcersi J•'cdernl and State
And so she went hunting all over the house,
.Judfcfurlcs; Untted States Imports and Exports; State
"And .that's just what she's been doing." Oiliccrt~' 011ic1al Tlme nod Su.hrles, ll~leetest Horses or
But naught could she find of the little gray mouse. elors nodded familiarly, and they walked off
He cord; Un1ted Stu.tesPostu.l RegultLtlons; United
together, nearly trampling on little,SweetieA.
"And what are you good for, Sir Oracle?" Curr(jut
8
For mousey was cunning, it must be confessed,
d ~~~~1t8e~\\l~e1~1t~~ru~~~~RI~g:sv~:~}~~ :e~~~~~t~a.~J
Lyssum, _who, modestly cuddled up ·in a cor- sneered Miss Dahlia, rocking to and fro t~f~e
And kept very st!llln his snug little nest,
Office; llultNl 8t1ltes l">uhllc L~~ontt System; Table of
U u Ited Sw.tea u.nd T~rrftortce; Statement of United Stutes
Until all the hunting and searching was o'er,
ner, was hardly noticed by the crowd.
proudly.
Pui.Jllc lJCl)l; N ~ttonu.lMllithL Laws of the Uulted r;tu.tes;
Then Into the pantry he went as before.
But all the girls went nearly crazy when
"I-well, I am good for g1·eens," laughed Army an1l Navy of the United States; Reltgious Denomi~
nations of Umt·'d St ~tea n.ud C..:anadn; Our Nati.mal Do.Col. Nastu;:tium came with his regimentals Dandy Lion.
mu.ln; St!Lt18tics of Cotton tmd Cereals tn the1 U·•ited
He climbed on the table, then ran up the shelfPress of 1he Unite s~ates;
To cake rich and creamy went helping himself;
on, and a very handsome parasol in his hand.
"I suppose you think I am a g1·eenhorn," s· ates;0 St.:.\tlsLtCij of the Dn.l?'
8
~n~'j~
r~itfrf~V~~h(J~~:~~
d[ng
tft~n~rd
afn~~~~~:e~t,al~~
Then into the cheese-box he poked his gray nose,
!fe related many tales of his patriotism, and, and Miss Dahlia looked scornfully at him and ulan l\geuclesnud Census of the lndlu.nsi
Recent Dlscov~
And even the butter showed marks of his toes.
eries tu Scteoce u.nd Expl ·mtlons. '£111~:~ entire work by
to_ show his agility;he ran right up a tree, and his companions.
express
fur
$15.00. Regular prtco $20.00.
One day little mousey came out as before,
without a word kis~ed Virginia Creeper, who
"Oh, no," said rtld Mrs. Everlasting, in her
ChnmberH'S Encyclot>Cdill or lBSO.wltb coplAnd scattered the cake-crumbs all over the floor,
was
swinging
in
the
tree,
watching
Jenny
calm,
motherly way. '•He does not mean OUH AdUitlonK of American Editors. ln Flftetjn Volume~:
Until of its richness he'd eaten his fill,
Wren feed her little babies with some deli- that at all. He is good for greens, and very ?-~~r~ 'is el~;~~~~l~g:~;~~Pt~~~J'u~~~~~~v~hs:~G~~~.:,l~~~eio
Tht;,n up he went, clim,bing a ~helf higher still.
whu reads of Amerh:an analra, tbls is far better than
cats green worms.
wholesome, too, and as a blood purifier he is one
tho foreign. eU1tlone. 'l'hls very valuu.ble work. of nearly
A jar partly filled with some rich, golden cream,
Then there was another very handsome excellent, isn't he, Dr. Sage?"
?y"fo~~,~~~~(~f$~~~~C:oY~:i;~;gr'$t~1~~~~!~~~fr~~~~~fh~
Was partly concealed bY a large wooden beam.
l>y ~:xpre~:~~:~; postage, 18 centsp~r volume u.ddltlono.l.
'Now for a feast," said the mouse with a sigh,
young man that some of the girls seemed very
"That he is," replied the cloc•.or, sagely, same
Muro mformnt,\on cannot be hu.U for the money.
'If I can but reach it-at least, I can try."
fond of, and others did not seem to care a from his bed where he was resting. "We
And so he leaped up to the edge of tile jar,
ww of pins for. His name was William, and think highly of him in the profession. Ahem! ~:?.!~':~·:·~!:e~~~~~~1't't~ir~lC:~~e~~!~~c':!tEl~~J~~lro~!~t
11:ugll h Aur,hur::l, nom tho EarllcHt to the Pre~:~eot time,
And took a peep down, but the cream was too far.
those who liked him called him "Sweet Wil- we couldn't get along without him, could we, Couuccu~tl II)'~~ l~rltlc~~l nml llluguLphtcu.l Hl~:~tor1, . .Kle~
With all his exertion, It just touched his chin,
~;gt'X 1 }:;~,~~~~~ke3;m,~~;!t1f.od ~'~~ot~~~~~llL~~~~~~s~~t~t~~~~
ltlc~ un>l lml gll • !40~ page'. $-1. Postage 44 cents.
And he then lost his balance and tumbled right in. liam.". He seemed to be quite attached to Miss f:lavory'l"
little Miss Pansy, who was ce1·tainly very
"Perhaps some couldn't, but I could," reCluunb(~J ~H lufot·nut,C.iou for 1 he l'tlilllon:
The cream filled his nose, it filled up his eyes,
Cew·
oharming in purple and gold colored velvet. plied Miss Summer Savory, with some asper- Ol', uuo Thuu"'m't u.nll uno 'l'lltuga Worth Knuwln~.
It filled up his mouth, and It stifled his cries.
k~61~fn~1.1 c l~!~~~~t.o·rJr\Lge~ u~l:~~~r p0ls£!;~~1~ 11~g:t;vortll
Red Poppy made believe ~he was asleep, but ity.
He struggled and struggled, but all was In vain;
she said she heard him say to Pansy, "0 my
Nurse Penny Royal laughed, and said, "We 'I' he t-,;,•ne. tn Acme Edition, <1 volumes, Plu.tn Bind~
The cream drew him under again and again.
log, ur., l.io Juw Jll'ke ut $~. 1-'ostu.ge 34 cents.
de.ar little heart's-ease! you are my heart's are all ~seful to one another in our way," a~d
At last all was silent; not even his head
cr;ft~~
u?j~ ~~~:~m:,~~lt L'.fD~~,·~·~~~~~a!l!~:;n~::~:J
~light,
and
in
all
this
gay
assembly,
there
she
wh~sked
o~t
her
pocket
handkerchief
--~-'i6£Ul..i.DJJl~not for mOllf!~e.Jl.e.a~
1s IiDlle-aspretty ·as-youT_.. ___ · ·-·· · ··· - .. _.filled_ 'Y.l~h__a_delightfut p()rf.u~)lat scented ~~l~l!c.:~J-tx~~~j~?~~~ .• ~~u,'!Sr!~t~~ 1;!.. ~~~!!~U:~~'t~a;~?~
With rich satisfaction did pussy's eyes gleam, ·
vulua!Jiu wurlc 1-'rfcc of 2 vobs., .f,:l~. Poatugc, 34 cts.
When she feasted on mousey ali c<ivered wlthcream.
Pansy blushed and hid her face behind her all the mr.
'
The IH ao<ly Uible Cyclot>edilt nnd Bible
-Selected.
dark-green fan, while she called him a "gay
1\'Ir. Woodbine reached over the wall and ltendct''""
A~,;Hi!'dallt, contl:~lnlug t~ new nod complete
tct..lonary of 1he Billie, u. complete Concordance t.o tho
deceiver."
pulled the ea_rs of red-headed Mr. Clover, who, Old
u.nrtl\
T·~~t.anJcnt~t,tmu aul£xplllnu.tory Index to the
Some members of the Rose family over- with his white-headed brother, was watching Pcri'HHIH, p:.~ce~:~, ltUd 'l'hlzJg~o~ tn the Ocrlptures. lllUBtlnted,
Miss Marie Gold's Party.
l vol., 12ll•u., 7·12 pa~eM 1 r1cc 7fi ctH.; postage. 14 eta.
1
Once upon a time Mitis Marie Gold gave a heard Sweet William too, but they merely the gay party through a crack in the wall.
·~~yAcr~; 1J~~~~~~. ~~d 'r~~~~~
party-a garden party; and invited all her tossed their beautiful heftds and said noth- As he noticed Major Bee driven away by Mr. 1t~~ :.' e4 :~r.~~~-,~~\i'ie~~
1
1 1
~~~~e0~~r(
J~~.
~
Kt,~~;~gfil~t~~;,ny~~~hYot~;?it~t~l~~;:
ing.
They
thought,
however,
that
William
Zephyr,
he
cried
out,
"Come
over
here,
friends and neighbors. She was all fixed up
urnftltology, ..Meteorology. blinemlugy, <JhemU!tryl Zoolo·
for the occasion, in a gay yellow dress, rufl:led was mistaken in thinking little Pansy pret- Major, I hav some nice, sweet honey, I wish ?u~~r~~[~3~\~~t~Kt'. H<1~0 G~~~t~'t~;~,fu\~·or~~~;~ :o~t ~~:a~~~t~:
tier
than
everybody
else,
for
were
not
they
to
sencl
to
your
little
ones."
The
major
did
,J,nd
AHtoniHhiu"' Places. Heing~:~. Aulmalt~, Custom~:~, Ex..
clear to her neck. Her hair was fastened
Phenomena, ntc .• or both Ancient and Moderu
not wait for a second invitation, I <tssure you. fH~rlments,
with a "devil's darning-needle"-hu t yon acknowledged beauties, all over the world?
fhnetl, tu aliJ'urtH u! tlJC (Holle: compriHlng correct ac~
Just then, a yellow butterfly came boldly
rrhey had a long talk, and Mrs. Woocl Sorrel ~~JulltH < f t,hc J\lol!lr, WorHlcrfni. FrctLk~ of1 Nature und Arta
need not be afraid of this high-sounding hair,;~f.~~(~~~~~ t\ 1(f,! ~~~: u~\':1 :I'~~I:~~gl~l~; ll~~ Ul~il•l ~ ffila~~:·~~ ~Xftf~!:
pin, for it is only the common title of a harm- into the garden and kissed everyone pre~ent, came along and said, "Kind friends, we are iratc.l
wlth otn~ uunclrctl 11ull forty eugruvlngs. :frlce~
less insect that Marie had caught that morn- except the Zenia girls, and one or two others, not permitted to' join in the festivities over li::) • lmftt.al!C. :3/) Cll),
ing to do duty at the party. With a f>ln fash- without so much as saying, "By your leave." yonder, or to mingle in the gay crowd, but I
"Oh, how very rude he is !" said a little believe we are just as happy, beeanse, alioned from a white miller's wing, Miss Marie
CHRONIC DISEASES,
stood awaiting her company, while Mr. Sun- old-fashioned girl of the Pink family, as her though plain antl unp1·etentious, we strive to EmJ)raelng thORO of the 'blOOfl auu Nerves, the DiB·
turned
red
as
blood,
but
there
was
no
clo
our
duty,
and
to
liv
up
to
our
principles
of
face
CIH:iC8 or M~u, tho DJ~:~eu.sm~ or Women. n.nd the var1~
flower held a green umbrella over her head.
ou~ caueeH, pllystcu.l n.nd Aoclnl, leading to the mare
Presently the guests began to arrive in color in her sister's face when he kissed her. right. If we are not handsome, we are honest pl!tlnly troat•>d tJy that plalncAt or book", PLAIN
"But he is very good-looking,'' whispered and true," said Mr. Clover, ·• and, although HOME 'rALK, E~l!lllACI Net MEDICAL COMMON
great numbers, all dressed gayly in their best.
SENBE-ne11rly 1,000 rmt.:""· 200 Illustrations, by Dr.
Like all similar assemblages, they were a lit- Miss Mossy Rose, as she settled hack in her we make no great parade and show, we all of E. B. l~UO'J.'E, of J~(J L(\Xlngtoll u.vO., New York, to
soft
little
chair.
us
hav
enough
and
to
spare,
without
calling
whom all }(.,t.ters ft•orn t.lln Hick Alwuld be 1\.ddressed.
tle stiff and formal at first, but soon became
In Its 1f:IBllo for J11.11. l!l, lH7H, Mr. Bennett's 'l'RUTU
Following the gay butterfly there came on our neighbors."
more at ease, and laughed, chatted, danced,
BEElUm tllUR ~peakH or Dr. FOOTE and hiS medical
The sky had been growing clark, ancl a pubJicn.tlonH: "We kuow lltrn (Dr. ]'oote) peronally
sang, and gossipped easily and pleasantly. Major Bumble Bee, in fuzzy pants and a velu..nd intlmntely, and we sa.y wttll all the assurance
I.nv
jacket.
He
was
playing
on
some
kind
of
great
shower came up, which scattered the that
knowloclgo lm[mrts that ho IB a man or the
The musicians were Mr. Robin's two sons, a
highest
lncontlvs 1111d mnUvs, wlwse life h11B been
musical
instrument,
and
they
all
stopped
to
musicians
and
wet
all
the
nice
clresseH
at
Miss
Mr. Oriole, ancl Prof. T. Toad's brass band.
in tnHtrtu.:tlng ll.lttlimprovlng hlefcliOW·belngs
listen.
Marie Gold's party. But the gay gue~ts all spent
lJy glv1ng fiUCh Jnf(Jl'nH~J,ion aB 1!3 well calculu.tetl to
"Pray, who are those young gentlemen in
"What horrid music!" exclaimed their own said they didn't care, for the colorH would enablu them to h'' nwr*' h1~n.lthy, mor•l ha(Jf)Y, and
green, standing outside so stifl:ly '/" inquired
to bo b~tter u.nd rnoru uf:leful men unci women. Hla
Miss Slipper, stretching out one tiny white musicians. Mr. Oriole gave a prolonged whis- wash, and would look as good as new the next medical works posAeas t.he lltgtwet va.luo, and bav
boon Introduced anrl tlwroughly re11d lu hundreds
tie,
and
the
two
Mr.
Robins
sat
back
and
day.
The
repast
was
just
about
to
be
brought
foot..
of thousands of f•unllloB, who to-day st11nd ready to
laughed
till
they
cried.
Prof.
Toad's
band
in
by
Daddy
Long
Legs
and
hi-;
corps
of
at-boar will lug tustlmony to the grcmt beuofit tlley hnv
" Oh, those are the Box brothers," replied
derived fron1 tho IJhyslologlea.l, hygienic, and moral
Miss V. Pink, smoothing out her rich velvet screftmed out, "Quit ! quit !" But the two tendant waiters, who were all of the Grass- lessons whleb he haa AO nbly imoartod."
PurcllMm'H or !'LAIN IIOME 'rALK are at liberty
dress. "Very quiet, well-behaved boys, but Katy girls in the Balm of Gilead tree dis- hopper family, but that part of the program
agreed about the music. One said Major Bee had to be "postponed on account of the to CONBUL'r l'l'B A!J'l'HOH, In l>erscm or by mall,
quite reserved.-"
FHEE. Ptlco of tho new Popular Edition, by mall,
poet&jle prepal<l. only $1.50. Contents table free.
" Well, if I sha'nt giv it up if there isn't old played a solo on the cornet. The other said weather."
AHENTB WAN'rED.
---------Mrs. Hollyhock and her daughters ! " ex- he didn't.
MUURY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Verbal Charade.
12!1 Ellrlt 2Rth street. New York.
"He did!" insisted the younger.
claimed one of the Zenia girls. ''I suppose
"He did~!" exclaimed the other in a great
llY Ul'!CLE WILL.
the old lady thinks those great coarse, fat
rage. And so they kept it up for the remainI am composed of eight letters,
girls are beauties."
"I think they appear very well," said Miss der of the day-" he did!" "he didn't "-un- 1. My 1, 7, 2, 3, is good at dinner,
A NEW LIBERAL SONG BOOK
til everybody was disgusted. In the mean 2. " 3, 5, G, 7, 8, signifies before,
Aster, a German girl of fine figure. "They
3. " 8, 7, 3, 4, is useful to sailors,
BY CALEB S. WEEKS.
time,
Major
Bee
whisked
around
and
at4.
"
3,
7,
4,
was
an
Ameri::an
poet
are always full of fun; their dresses are
'
Vol. r. Orlgln11!, luclucllng HeBponses to Old
pretty, too-so soft and s1lky; and when they tempted to kiss the girls the same as the but- G. " 5, 2, 1, 4, is a trick,
Hymns, 11nd O!<i Hymns In Itespondlng Versions
wear flounces they are just elegant, I think." tertly clicl, but they screamed, and then Mr. li. " 1-l, 7, 1, 4, is a flower,
212 pages. Price, Cloth, $1.00.
Zephyr came up from the south and blew the 7. " a, G, 7, 1, 4, is not poetry,
For sale, wholesale and rtbtall, at
"I do not think the Zenia tribe need to naughty MaJ'or Bee far away, and all the 8. " 1, 3, 6, 5, 4, is sometimes very tall,
THE TRUTH !H•1Rii:ER OFFICE,
·
My whole is an American lake.
make remarks about other people," said
:1~ CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
Polly Primrose, pettishly. "They are no party bowed their thanks very gracefully to :..:..SKETCH OF THE.
great shakes, anyhow. They know how to the kincl Mr. Zephyr.
"They make a great fuss about nothing,"
make a great show, and that's all."
"And they're as tough as owls, and proud remarked old Mr. CaterpilLar to his friend,
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
as peacocks. But they do get a fall some- Lady Bug.
Jewish Godship upon a great
(W. STEWART ROSS.)
"They do, indeed," she replied, "but I
times, though. I laughed so, the other clay,
variety e~f subjects,
A very Interesting biography or a remarkable man
that I almost split my sides, to see old Mr. think much of it is put on for the occasion.
Price 10 cents.
Addresa,
l'aller,ftO centl; cl~r. ~c!ir!EN.NETT.
Boreas come prancing along with his cane, Some people do so like to put on airs l But,
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South Africa, Bombay, Calcutta, Barbadoes,
St. Helena, Norfolk Island, Spain, Japan, Burmah, Chili, etc. In this country it has made
great progress during the past two years, and
A. Wheen Banes.*
is now in use in many states and Canada. Of
BY MARY BAIRD-PlliCH.
places near New York, it is being successfully
The following lines were suggested by read- tanght in the schools of Newark, Elizabeth,
in!;! the lamente(l William Denton's incomparaOrange, Montclair, Bloomfield, and Rutherbln lectures on geology.]
ford. It is now taught in one of the public
Lancl of Saxon, red tho wine
schools of New York city with surprising sucPoured adown those hills of thine,
cess.
From whose fissures man has found
dems of prehist?ric ground;
It is no extravagance tQ assert that the del'races of the pnmal man,
velopment of the Tonic Sol-fa system is the
Ere his morning star began,
most important episode in the history of music
Ere the vanguard of the race
since the invention of the staff. It opens thPl•'ound Attilla face to face.
door of music to the masses.. Millions will
Savage might that held the wood,
Blot upon the solitude.
·
learn to sing by this notation who would hav
Land of Saxon, o'er the sea,
been voiceless without it. The staff notation
Tell us what thy mysteries be.
gave music a definit form, and placed it among
Solenhofen, full of years,
the arts. Sol-ftt givs this art to the common
Who shall count thy beaded tears?
people.
D. S. W.
Days of yore did dark-browed Hun
Slay thy fathers every one;
Correspondence.
Capture all thy maidens there,
. Scorning babe's and mother's prayer.
Wanted, to correspond with a young Liberal who
Where his hordes had tro~l the pl:lin,
understands and can furnish a photographing outNever grass was seen agmn;
fit, willing to come West. A fine opening to the right
Cursed with blood the desert sod,
party; don't write unless you mean business, Be
lVIan unknown of man and God.
q ulck. Address,
Solenhofen, lift for me
J. ALLEN EVANS,
Now thy gates of mystery.
2tG
Box 54, Bul!alo, Wyoming.
Home of Humboldt, rude the skull,
Taken from Neanderthal;
MAN!
Thick and low the heavy brow
A
LIBERAL
JOURNAL
published to promote ED-·
Soulless chamber, vacant now,
UCATION,

CONSTRVCTION1

CO~OPERATION,

and OR-

Lighted but when hunger pressed
Love's sweet plea(lings uncaressed,
Warring beasts dispute with him
In the rocky cavern~ dim;
Craven fear of starry sky,
Ocean's wrath his lullaby;
Home of Humboldt, dreams of mine
Would unbar those hills of thine.

GANIZATION. Expnnent ot the Objects, platform,
and principles ot the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors.
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
mouths-for twenty cents. Spe<llmen copies free;
and Liberal names wanted to send to address,
'J'. C. LELAND, Secretary,
5tf
744 Broadway, New York.

Soleithofen, rich in things
Hid beyond thy mountain springs,
Secrets that the waters kept,
O'er the eal'ly ages swept.
Gauzy wings drone o'er the stream,
Bird and beast one creature seem.
Strangest form of all the clan
Evolution hnilds for man,
Lying low in living bed,
ltesurreet thy mighty dead.
Solenhofen, o'er the sea,
'l'reas11ro-houRe of myRtery!
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Among the reforms THE TRUTH SEEKEB aims
to effect are:
Total separation of church and state, including the equitable taxation of church
prop.erty; secularization of the public schools,
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriations
for religious purposes, and all other measures
necessary to the same general end.
Its sixteen large pages are filled every week
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
articles and communications by the ablest
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
current secular and theological events. It is
'the armory from which hundreds draw their
weapons in contests with pl'iesthood.
Alf
the Liberal papers are good, but THE TRUTH
SEEJq!JR is

THE BEST .AND L.ARGES1.
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal
spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the human race.

This sterling and widely-circulated Freethought
journal has won Its way deep Into the hearts of Its
re«ders. THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a great paper, and
de'lerves the most generous support of the Liberal
public. The recent numbers received are svlendld
in every respect.-San Francisco Univer.r;e,

THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered Its resources,
and will be a stronger, better, and brighter paper
than ever.-Liberal League Man.
THE TRUTH SEEKER hM become a necessity to the
Llberal·cause.-Kansas Blade.
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•
Two new subscribers,
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6 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one rewittance,
1' 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one r.!Jmittance,
One subscription with four-new subscribers, in one remittance,
10 00
Any number over five at the same
rate, invariably with one remittance.
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
will take the trouble to get a new subscriber
at the regular rate ($3 ), will get his own for
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will
get his own paper for $1; by gettmg three
riew subscribers be will not only get his own
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of
money order; by getting fom· new subscribers
he will hav nis own free and gain $2.
This make~ THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its

OPINIONS REGARDING IT,
A paper !Ike THE TRUTH SEEKER is something
Includln~<, • Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;'
more and better than an advocate of truth. Through
' • The Declaration of Independence, ' .. About F'armJng It Its subscribers touch elbows with each. other.
in llllnots;" The Great Bc~onquet," .. The Rev. Alex~n· Each reader knows that he Is one of a goodly comder Clark,'' .. The Pu.st R1ses before Me Ltke a. Dream~" pany who find comfort and Inspiration In Its pages.
Clenrwate·r, Neb.
and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
If they should meet each Other they would feel like
brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one In*In the Scottish uialect, "A Few Bones."
roof, felt the glow ot the same fireside, and
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 tellectual
broken together the bread of life. Such a paper Is
cents; cloth, $1.25.
to
thousands
a substitute for the church.-GEoBoE
An Acrostic.
CHAINEY, in This World.
DY ALHAZA.
founded by D. M. Bennett, lA Ri-vtAA' 1Rl"O'A D!l.(tP.ct. ,-.hAA-DLl"r t.IHtn ,tl.nV nfh
The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Ul.i'-' ...,..,.,v.u.ov.;;>u Lvv oo.luu. rrl.iJvu.
If anyone chooses, or if by
In5c~ ooll, J ud o J -c-r-c-mi..h 1}, J31..,uh, etltlou has to contend, and a long future or great Liberar paper.
Inspired by trutn ne stanas, tne natwn·s """r,
0
Now while the world is wrapped in darkness
Is, we trust and believe, before It.- Win so doing he can easier secure partners in takand Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa- usefulness
ted,
Conn.,
Press.
ing
the
paper,
he
can share with them the
deep>
per, 50 cents.
Great is his kin(lness to our suffering mce;
There ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE advantages of the club rates.
TRUTH SEEKER In thiS county, jUSt to rebnke the InEver his voice is raised to check the tide
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
church bigots who are using force and fraud
Interviews on Talmage.· Paper,$1,00; tofamous
Itouncl us that sweeps of ruin and despair.
suppress Llberallsm.- Wurthington, Minn., Advance.
33 Olinton.Place, New York Oity.
cloth, $2.00.
Sweet is the simple creed he offers 'us,
Opposed to all the crafty arts of faith.
Listen, ye nations, to the thrilling call,
D. l\l.BENNET'r'S LA.ST WORK.
What Must We Do to be Saved~ PaLove, justiP.e, liberty, and Ingersoll.
per, 25 cents.
No. 1.-Tbe Relation of the SJ>Iritual to
tb4" ltJareriaJ lliniverse; the };aw Ot' UOu•
trol.
A TRUTH SEEKER
A New Version of the Rib Story. COMPLETE WORitS, in One Vol- Two
papers given In the Interest of Spiritual Science, by Spirit FARADAY, of England. Price, 15 cts.
BY W. F. GRAVES.
ume, HalfCalf~ $5.00.
0
2
Nor, wb...::.,i~:, J~!!:eF'rom. The Evolution or
Address
THE.TRUTH SEEKER,
When D>nwin met Moses in heaven, they S>~y,
33
Clinton
Place,
New
York.
he
Spirit
from
Matter
through Organic Processes;
To adjust their creeds they tried straightway;
rr, How the Spirit Body Grows. By Spirit FARADAY.
And after short arguments, pro and con,
Price
10
cents.
" It is one of the most eloquent pleas fur liberty ever writThey decided the thing could be well done.
ten. It is Paine's 'Age of Reason' and c Rights of Man'
3.- Tt.e De'WeloJtment ot' the Spirit
Says Mose.R to Darwin, "When they read me consolidated and improved. It stirs the pulse like a trum- No.After
Transilio...
·
The Origin of Rellglons. By Spirit FARADAY.
pet call."-EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER.
aright,
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
Price,
10
cents.
Onr creeds will be found exactly alike;
With " steel plate engra•Jng or the author In Vol. I.
No.4 -Tne Process or lllent.al •cnon;
Man came from the dust, in tl'llth we both say,
Or, How We Think. By Spirit FARADAY, 15 cents. and each volume llluetrated with forty-seven cuts.
But a thousand years are the same as a day;
No o.-Je•ns Chri•t,. Ftclion.
BV D. M. BENNET'!\
And whon the.monkey his narrativ shed,
Founded on the Life of Apollonlus ot Tyana. How
the Pagan Priests ot Rome originated Chl'IStianlty. Late editor ot Ta• Tuum 81J:K11ll, author of A Truta
It wa~ that which they used in~tead of the l'ib."
BY
Seeker 1n Europe," "Gods R.nd Religions of Ancient
Translated by the late IIi. FARADAY. 208 pages. Price,

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
11

t,..._r'l~v pc~-h...,tr,.

o;>UlJC:.l:

FAR A 0 A Y PAMPHlETS.

Aroun~ the WorlU.

God and the State.

11

Tonic Sol-fa.
'Ibis is a system of teaching music, which
has been introduced and is mpi(Uy becoming
popular in America. Its advocates claim for it
that it is the best system so far brought out for
teaching music. Among the claims made for
it are:
1. It supplies a simple nottttion which the
youngest child can easily understand·
and use.
2. The ability to read music (sight-singing)
can be acquired by this system in onefourth the time ordinarily taken by the
old method.
3. It leads to a more intelligent understanding
of the staff notation.
4. It makes the study of harmony easy and
delightful.
5. It simplifies tho difficulties of music-such
as modulation, transition, the minor
sMle, etc., making that plain and clear
which is popularly regarded as mysterious and incomprehensible.
G. It is so easily acquired that day-school
teachers and others who hav not had a
special musical education can quickly
learn it sufficiently to teach the fundamental principles, and tmin their classes
in simple music.
In Great Britain it is usetl almost exclusivly,
and is rapidly making the English a musical
nation. It has been intl·oduced in :Madagascar,
Cape Colony (for the Kaffirs and the Dutch),
Hong Kong, Beyrout, Mount J"ebanon, Fiji,

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
Founder or Nihlllsm and Apostle o! Anarchy.
WITH A PREFAOE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUOKER,
(Editor o! Liberty.)
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. AddreBB,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE

SUNDAY LAWS,

BY J. G. HERTWIG.
Plee, 10 cente.

rHE

For sale at ilils effieg,

BO~TON

INVESTIGATOR,

bound, 75 cents. Paper, 50 cents.

Postage, 5 cents.

Rome. Not BethlebeJD, t.be Birt.bJ>Iace o
Jesu ...
Extract from Faraday No.5. Price 10 cents.
Who Wrot•· f.he New Tt>stame •• t?
Extract from l!'araday No. 5. Price 10 cents.

and Modern Times," 11 TheWorld's Sa.ges,Tb.inkers, and Re:formers,n "Champions ot
the Church," etc., etc.

Handsomely bound in red cloth, $6.o0;
in Jeatber't red

ed~es,

$9.:JO; in

morocco, gilt edges, ~10.50.
Readers of TBE TRUTH SnKER know the clrcumstanceo
No. 1.-Experietwes of Satnnel Howie. s,
nder which thls work was written. The last words
Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republtcan, In penned by the great author were for the fourt.h volume
Spirit Life; or, Life As'Ho Now Sees It from a Splr- which was nearly completed at tols death, and which will
Jtnal Standpoint. Written throiJgh the medlumshlp now contain an account of hls world-lamented death and
ot CARRIE E. 8. TWING, of Westfield, N. Y. 20 cents. , burial. Ml. Bennett was a very pt~L'ent and faithful
No. 2~Contrasts in SJ>ll'it I.il'e:
,
I chronicler of the habits and customs of tt•e dltrerent peoAnd Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late pies of· the many places he visited, The every-day
editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, in the llfe of all nations Is lalu before the reader by one who bas
first .five spheres. Also ,a thrilling account of the visited them ana beheld tbem with his own eyee. Parlate President Garfield s reception In the spirit tlcularattentlon ls paid to tlle progress of Freethought In
world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Price, 50 cents.
the various ,countries be visited, and the morality of ao1
A.ch"a ,V, HJ>rRFU<''" and ltlary ()lark's called pagan nations Is contrasted w!tb tbe morality of
Jo:xperienc .. ,. 10 the l'irst 'reu S)>heres Christian countries, much te the detriment of tbe latter.
of N pirit l,tt·e.
•
The work Is a
2o~:~;~m, A:rHALmNE SMITH, oswego, N.Y. Price, I Ji'reethinker's History of the 1Vorld.
A. Suppl<>nlent. to the Ext>ericnc•s of This work and" A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE''
BOW (,ES PAMP 11: LE'r~.

The oldest re!orm journal In United States, is
piitq,mn .. J Ko,vl~N io Spirit. l ;Je; or, Life u.s sbould be in every Libera.l'B library Besides 1tsintmnstc
published every Wednes•lay at the Paine
He Nuw Sees It. Price, 10 cents.
worth ittsa memento of one of the greate~t Freethinkers
Memorial Building, Boston, Mass.
the world bas known-of one who ranks with Voltttlre
By JOSIAH P. MENDUM.
and Paine in the force and clearness of hla wr1tings.
Edited by HORACE SEAVER.
THE
Address 1HJ<J 7RU'll1 SEEKEH.
33 Clinton Plnce,
PRICE, f3.0o per annum; slnJI'Ie copies
se'Wen t>ents. Specimen copies sent on re
I____
l'lew Y_orkc_lty.
celpt ot· a two-cent staJDp to pay posta~re
The lnvattgalor Is devoted to the Liberal co.nse In rellg
ton; or In other words, to universal mental Uberty. lnde
pendent In all Its discussions, discarding superstitions

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,

theories of what never can be known, it devotes its columns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, if
there be one, to those who hav entered lts unknown

shores. Bellevtng that It Is the duty or mortals to work
ror the interests of this world, It confines Itself to the
0

1

~D
Its Scientific Solution;
WITH SOME

~~~~~n°: ;~~':.!!r:n~ ~~ for !tsJ'p~~ITA"o~ t~~~~'i..~oe a~:
CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
8
~~~t~fa, ~~~:!c~~~~~~~J fl~s~f~~~~fiYrj~~~~I. ~':~~~
please send your subscription for atx months or one year

and It you are not utl81led with the way the lnvatigato•
lo conducted we wan'~ Uk yoa to continue with ua anJ
lonaer
BmiiB

B.r SA .... UEL P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 cents.

GOLDEN THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author of "Prometheus," 11 Gottlieb," and 11 IngeJsoll
and Jesus."
·
A Ra~lcal

romance or pioneer life. delineating the vir·

tues of natural humanity as oppoRed to ttle hypocrisy of a
upernatur·\l rt-,igion; crowrled with \ncident and full of
~rogresslv

Ideas and the poetry of the tuture.
.ADDRESS TIDS OFFlC.E

For sale at this office. PRIOE $1.00.

•
TRE TRUTH SEEKER FEBRUARY 2, 1S84.
Agents for The Truth Seeker.
JAMES AsHMAN,Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. F. BuRR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct.
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 ~onge st., Toronto,Can.
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah.
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn.
W. F~ REYllOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr. J. H. RHODEs, 5051-2 No.Sth st., Phila., Pa.
A. M •. STEVENS, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
City; Pa.
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
J. 8. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.
A. BERENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco, Cal.
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass.
CRAB. 8. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence,
·
Mass.
.
M. V. THoMAs, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. 'Box 465.
DR. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal.
0. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich.
JoSEPH L. ANDREw, Liberal, Mo.
E. KEITH, Animas City, Col.
0HABLES WATTS & Co., London, England.
A. ATwooD, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
ORRIS. BRoWN, Burlington, Kan.
A. ERWIN, Lebanon, Oregon.
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Correspondence Wanted.

THE EUREKA

I

CURES EVERY FoRM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.
THE

prc>ve. He has ror
twenty years treated
excluolvlyall diseases
of the 8ex ual Or·
gans, In which· h&
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
stands pre-eminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA.
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR
and lMl'O'l'ENUY
G-UARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by
aH the result of selfletter or In person free of charge. Send
abuse In youth and
tor Illustrated Pamphlet.
~exualexcesses ln ma~
turer years, cau:,lug
Address all communications to
n 1 g 11 t emissions hy
dreams, loss or sexual
power,render1ng marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanentll' by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MED!CIN USED. It Is one or Dr.
Fellows' V!l.lllable discoveries, wnlch Is emlrely unknown to the medl<-al prufesslon. Send two 2-cent
stamps for his "Private couuselor," gtvtng run information. AddreHs Dr. R. P. Fellows. VIneland, N.
J., and say where you saw this ad vertlsment.
Pnce, $18.

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

DR. L. TENNEY,

The American and New York News Companies will furnish the paper to news deal- LAlh.l!ll::l M.a\i~.IH'J.v rJ.a.v!\.ET~
ers upon application.

324 Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cincinnata Ohio

TESTIMONIALS:

Frmn the Ironclad Age.
"Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken Inll<isl, therefore no
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In everv particular
and that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid or MEDIOIN. THEBE APPLIANCES ARE cheat or humbug. Toe Freetblwwro uf th~ land
should glv t.he doctor t.helr patronage."
ly3
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:
.

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

JEWElRY STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.,

ut hom<>. Snml'l<.s worth $utree.
Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years $5 tO $20 perdny
Address STJNSON & Co .• -~ortlu.nd, Me._
Standing Cured in Three Weel{S. 266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
One Week.
CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.

SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In·
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you for the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three ·weeks, I
Headquarters for Holiday Goods, your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap. was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
Over 100 Gold watches, ranging In value from $JO pliances, I can say without hesitation to those nf- Side, which had been a source or misery to me for
to$400, In stock continually, Silver Watches, Chains, . !l lcted as I hav been that the el!ect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pins, Earrings, velous. Two W.fleks ago I was stricken with paraJy. before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sls In my right arm and could not use It at all, but
VEST I got relief Instantly. With une tc.; also Sll ver Ware, G0 ld PIns, 0 Pt1 cal and F•ancy afterwearlngasultofyour:M:AGNETIC.CLOTHING MAGNETIC
I remain
Goods In proportionate large quantities. · A fine 3 - for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav bounded gratitude,
Yours resvectrully,
ounce case, Silver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. DROWN.
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, Jl Jewels,
Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $ 16 . 50 (retails plaint for a number of years, from which I hav surLadles, read the following testimony from a lady
everywhere for $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch. patent Hegu!ator, time, never round but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under <!rug treatment ror eight years
ting on your applla.nces I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
$25. A L adles' Good, Solid G old Elgin Stem-W In d er, benefit, and It I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
$25. The same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 25
per cent below regular prices A Chronograph 1_4 P'!St two weeks, will soon. be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
seconc Horse-Timer and .. J!'ly-Back," In Hea;lest fore, recommend to those sul!erlng as I hav your the Cloth lng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
18 Karat Case, $175. 'A Double Chronograph for tim- Magnetic applia.nces as the only means or eftectlng FELT BETTER }'ROl\1 ~'HE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM
ON. Am not joking, and It I lmJJrOVe as rapidly as
lng two horses, or double record, a fifth Mecond, best a sure cure.
. Yours respectfUlly,
I hav since •r-Jesday, will soon be well. Will report
In the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
WM. :~ ~~~!~e~~'avenue
again soon.
Uespectrully yours,
E. J. K.
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broad·
·
way prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented with
Remember that the same appliances which will
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, B'iskets of Diamond effect a cure in a case of Paralysis w!ll at the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured IIi less
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Varle- time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after )Jutting on the garments, and,
gated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers, patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to g"~ out, when applied,
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc, change medlclns every day until, after dosing _the she neverth~less was able to ride twenty ,?'lles In
No finer goods at.Tiffany's, N.Y.
· )Jatlent almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The ladJ s name
. Send me a check tor amount you desire to pay for something (If he Is very sklltu1) that brings relief can be had upon application at this o:tllce, by anya Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible, for the time being.
one desiring to communicate with her.
and I will send prepaid to any part or the United
Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady who_had been sutrerlng for two years with an Ovar·
States, and refund ca.•h on demand It not entirely sa tis- . ian Tumo•, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances
~'lf<fi?ffu~ "iii% itll:BI!re'l&<f.,~bllffi,~~-A
" " '" ~~-In.-"=>.r...mllnths' time she Is p ertectly well, and has not taken a dose ol
B nk·
Nat!
d Br thers Rem 8 bur and Follett 1medicin since pUttlng on the appnances. OOlll:5un.~o-.,."n.:~.v-..-...~--pl...o..,....,,,os:.:.r.a-u...1.~- -~-.cr:nr-u.u-n.:rt.h:t....,..,.b
ona1 a ' an
g
.
· tor you· it Will pay you
The latter says in his" Cata\?!l,,of the Life Members
SHULLSBURG, WIB., November19, 1882.
or the State Liberal League:
I stepped over to see
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all deOtto
Wettstein,
the
stanch
Liberal
of
Rochelle.
I
sire
for
food,
and,
In
tact,
began
to
tall
rapidly,
so
that
I
became
alarmed
and consult"d several physicians
.
found him up to his ears In business, selling and ·or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, an or whom declared that I had an Ova .-tan '' umo•,
sending off goods. His large jewelry store Is truly and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
marvelous for a town the size or Rochelle. I would worse, and had about rp.ade up my mind to take the only course th":t seemed loft to me, and submit to an
advise all or our Liberal friends who are in want of operation when my attention was called to the ~:ureka JUau;n u" Apvl "'""""· As a drowning man
anything In the jewelry line to send t~,him, and they will catch' at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purrhased a:sult,_o!
will make a great saving by so doing.
Correspond· . your applla.nces. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu·
ence sollclterl.
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appll·
a week in vour own town. Terms anrl $5 outfit ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
V free. Address H. HAl' u;T & Co .. Portland, M&o before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim !or them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.

BY :MAIL POST-PAID

IS ALWAYS

I

I

I

I '

°

·

OTTO WETTSTEIN.

$126

Remember that these applla.nces are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

PRICE LIST.

KNOW THYSELF

AG1eat Medical Wor~ on Man~oool
Exhausted Vltn.llty, Nervous and Pltyelca\ Deblllty,
I>remnture Docllne ln Man, E1·rorB of Youth, and the
uutvld m1serleH roeuJr.lng from lndl~u~l'BtionH or excesseR, A book for every mn.u, you11g, mll.ldle-agod,
aud old. It. contains 125 prt,e.crltHloHB for u.ll acute
and chronic dhmn..st~B, ouch one or whlnll1H Jnvn.luable. So found by the author,-whose oxperJl.,nce for
23 years is Rucll u.s probably nover lwtore fell tO the
lot of 1tny }JhYKlci!Ln. ~00 pagm;, lwund tu ben.utlfUl
~,rench muHlln, ernbosHed covers, full gilt., guaran
teed to be It 1lnor work ln every seuse-meellu.utcu.l,
literary, and profe~slonal-tbnnany other work oohl
in this country for S2.60, or th~ molley will be refunded In every lustunce. Price only $1.00, by mall
}JOI:Itpald. Illustrated tmmple, G ets. Send now.
Gold medal awarded tho ll.U tbor by tho National Me<ll.-n=''J"_,.....,~, """' "1"''' ... ,:rn~"''•1"' .,,t-"TT"hh.. l i 110 f"l1.u~rs.
This book should bo rnu<l IJy tho youug lor Instruction, and by tlw ullllcted for relief. lt will !Jeneflt

alt.-London Lancet .

'fhere Ia no member of society to whom this book
w111 not be useful, whether youth, parent, gnurdln.n,
1nstrucLor, or clorgymu.n.-Aryonaut.
Address tho Peabody Medkal IllstltUte, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No 4 Bulllnch at., Boston, :Ma81:1., wbo may
be consulted on al1 dl.smtl:les requiring skill and experience. Chroulc and obstlllate dlsoi.Ule• hav bat!led the skill of all other puysclttns
specialty. Bucb treated aur:c.,Hafully
r;~~'i?ut an Instance or failure.

Ht ALa

l HYSfLF

Marriage and Divorce,
By R. D Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
Author or "•rho Blble-Whonce and Wht•t?"
CON'l'EN'f8:
'!.'he 'l'ruo Ideal of Marrlugo.
Freo Love.
rr1w Hf~t,ory ot 1\In..rrlago.
'l he Old 'ro~tlt.mont Divorce Law.
The New 'l'oBtlt.nwnt on Divorce.
Divorce 11~ a Qlte8tiou of LlLW and llolJgton.
ltatJonal DedUl~Lions fronl EstntJIIHhod PrlucJples
Objections to LllH.-.raJ DivorCe L!t.WB Answered.
I)ruvontton llottor tlJUil on• 0,
l'rlce, 50 cents. Noutly tJnund In cloth. For sal'
at tbls offioo.
1

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts,
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 6.00
Sciatic Appliances, -each,
5 00
Leg Belts, each,
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
4.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's 1'rests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles,
•
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History ofA~h ristian ity
A VINDICATION
of some passages in the ''History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire n hy

EDWARD GIBBON. Esq.
With a. Life of Gibbon, preface and note:; by the editor,
including critical notes by Gnizot, t\'l1lman, \Veuck,
an 11 English Churchman," and other scholars.
1 vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. \Vith 65 engraYings. $2 oo
~fi}is lJook shows when, where, and how Christianity
ongmated, who were its founders, and what were the
~entiments, manners, numbers, aud condition of the
primitive Christians.
n I know of no book that contains more real and Yal~
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
"One of the most learned and interesting hooks ever
'vritten and published."-Roston In1Jest(,;:·atm~.
""OR SALE AT TRUTH SEEKEFl OFFICE.
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WEEK,$12 a dagathcnnoen,ilymade. Costly
$ 72 AOutfit
fre~. Address Tum< /!<Co., Augusta,lr16,

Any or the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the monev
It tlley are not as represented In every respect. It you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be bestsulted to treat you. While our
appliances are otrered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we wlll
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever ol!ered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
in the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for a
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast any
and all other gannents now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon st:ientifi<:
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We ol!er you therefore

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

A COUN'l'Y MAP, IN COLORS,
OF THE S'l'A'l'E OF

CALIFORNIA,
Giving county seat, principal towns, eeparate outUno of each county, Ote., for

ONLY 2G CEN'l'S.
Wlth each map will lm glvon my lncomparatJie
"'Il\UTH AllCU'l' TilE TEETH," Etc.,
'fhe Best Pain and 'i'ooth Suvlng Knowledge Out.
No matter how perfect tha teeth may be naturally,
this lnlormatlon Is necessary to c~trry the teetll and
gums pure and healthy to ripe old age and death.
Every num, woman, aw1 youth should own a copy
nnd keep It by thorn their llf"tlme. One copy, tea
eentH; tlHOH, 25 cents, or Uve CO}JicHnnd the tnap for
50 eentB. Henll stamiJS or JJ08Ui1-no1P.
My contract Is with the l1thograiJher; therefore,
theme desiring the map will pl'3ase cmler It without
uuneceHHIHy dolay. l will also fill orders for any
otlwr goods, furn1Hh 1uformat1on, eLC.
Hofercmces: Otto Wettstein,* Dr. J. L. York, Pro!.
W. }'. ,J,.mleson, Dr. J. IlL Peebles.
--*Ha.H known and kuowu of rrw since 1860, when

And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otrer them
about
I was u denta.latudont.
Address:
Dn. G EO. liATIDCAS'l'LE,
12.1G Mu.rket st.. , Hun Francl~co, Cal.
so that we can say with truth, None are se poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher
[Sta. B, Dr. 2JUU.
3t3
than ordinary clothing.
R~m~mber that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and If
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will
refUnd your money.

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES. LIBERAL OOMMIRRIONB ALLOWED
DR. L. TENNEY,
~ l!treet, cor. 9th Street, Olnclnnati,O,

'-ddresB tor turtber lutol'l!latton,

l UPTU RES CU REDby

my_]Uedlcal Compound and ImproTed
Kln.stio ~nvporter TruHB inJ:om 30 to
90 dav•. Reliable reference• given. Bend
stamp for circular, and aau u~ what pa.per
~ou 1a1D mil ado.,.t.. omenl. Addre81 Oapt.

W, £, CoU!u&J,~!~hTI111,1t!rtriOI 00. 1,1',
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THE hireling fieeth, because he Is a hireling and
careth not for the sheep.-John x, 12.
1T Is a very plain and elementary tr.nth that the
life, the ruture, and the happiness of every one of
us, and, more or less, of those connected with us, do
depend on our knowing something or the rules or a
game lnflnltly more difflcult and complicated than
ehess. It Is a game which has been played for untold ages, every man and woman of us being one or
the two players In a game of his or her own. The
·ehess-board Is the world, the pieces are the phenomena of the universe, the rules or the game are what
we call the Jaws of nature. The player on the other
aide Is hidden from us. We know that his play Is
always fair, just, and patient. But we know to our
cost that he never overlooks a mistake or makes the
smallest allowance for Ignorance. To the man who
plays well the highest stakes are paid with that overflowl:lg generosity with which the strong shows deUgh t In strength. And one who plays Ill Is checkmated, without haste, but without remorse. My
metaphor wlll remind some or you or the famous
picture In which Retzseh has depleted Sat1\,JJtPlaylng chess with a man for his soul. Snbs£iilll.e for
the mocking fiend In that picture a calm, sti'S'ng angel who Is playing for love, as we say, who 'Yj>Ul<l
rather lose than win, and I should accept It llh an
Image of human life. Well, what I meun by education Is the instruction of the intellect In the laws of
nature, under which name I Include not merely
things and their forces, but men and their ways, ana
the fashioning of the a!!ectlons ·and the will In to an
earnest and loving desire to move in harmony with
those laws. For me, education means nelLher more
nor less than this.-Huxley.
VIRIBLE and ascertainable phenomena giv no countenance to the theory or a future or spiritual life.
•.rhe sense or Identity, a conscious continuity of the
ego, Is an essential element or the astonishing doctrln or the resurrection or the body, which has ao
strangely and thoughtlessly found its way into the
popular creed. The prlmltlv parents or G'Ongealers
of that creed-whoever they may hav been-Innocent of all science, and oddly muddled In their metaphysics, but resolute In their conviction that the
same persons who died here shonlLl be, In very deed,
the same who 'hould rise hereafter-systematized
their antlclpatlons into the notion that the grave
should glv up Its aetna! inmates for their ordained
transformation and thell· allotted fate. • • . The
fathers of the church did not know, or they never
co»sldered, that the burled body soon dissolves Into
lte elements, which, in the course of generations and
Ctuu....u.lvu-,
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TO

MISS lliARY ANDERSON.

0 fairest American actress, to me - ·

You're better by far than our Eendais and Beeres;
In every new pose all your muscles I see,
And charming the outllne of each one appears;
Sir Heury·wonld surely approve of your triceps,
And Lister deUght In your beautiful biceps.
I care not to hear Gilbert's cynical play.
For what are his llnes to the lines ot your face?
Your sweet sterno~mastoids, before me alway,
Can pose your smail head with an exqnlslt grace;
Your attitude, Mary, 's an etrort or genius,
When one or those muscles works well with the
splenius.
Oh, fair is your deltoid, and fair too, we know,
The long supinator that flexes your· arm;
The play of your eloquent !los serves- to show
Your orbicularis hath singular charm;
And men will ail foilow your path llke fanatics,
To hear how you laugh with those gay zygomatics.
Then take an anat<>mlst's greeting, Miss A.,
And smlle on the rhyme that would spread your
renown;
Don't let the risorius come Into play,
Nor stern corrugator be used for a frown;
While the bard wlll rejoice If you flnd aught that's .
comic
In viewing you thus with an eye anatomic.
-H. S. C., in London World.
"GillilliE that gun I" the old man cried
To his son, a sprightly urchin;
",It's Sunday, yes, but I'll hav the hide
Of that coon If It costs a chnrchln'."

NEW YORK:

"0, father, stay.'' the youthlet plead,
"Remember, to-day Is Sunday;
Call not. down vengeance on thY head,
Walt, father, and shoot It Monday."

AT THE TRUTH SEEKER

33 CLINTON PLACE.

"Glmme that gun!" The man was stern.
"And gimme no more palave:r;
You are young In years, and had better learn
When a coon's In sight I'll hav her I"
The youth passed over the heavy gun-

,..nrnhlnR.tiAnR• fr.l"rn nR.rt

or other llvlng creatures, feed and constitute countJess organizations one after another; so that when
the graves are summoned "to glv up the dead that
are in them," and the sea'' the dead that are in it,"
they wlll be called on to surrender what they no
longer possess and what no supernatural power can
glv back to them.- Greg"s Enigmas of Life.

MR. R"OGEBS's latest group Is a scene In church,
representing a young .man leaning over. from his
pew to show the place in a hymn-book to a pretty
girl who has arrived late wfth her mother, or aunt,
or eome other female or mature years. It Is supposed to be the flrst of a series, and wUlsoon be followed by a grLup depleting the same young man
and young woman llngerlng at the front gate, on
their arrival from church, engaged In a conversation
on astronomy, or clvll service reform, or some other
sen<imental topic, while a big-headed and llberaljawed dog, in the backgrQnnd, eyes the youth snsplclonsly. The flnal groups wlll show the young
man being bounced off the front stoop hy the girl's
Irate -male parent, and the dog aforesaid sampllng
the lover's coat"talls. Mr. Rogers has struck a Teln
that has been successfully worked in llterature,
and which should p~ove no less romuneratlv In art_.

.a.

5u..u.
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Like a bold, bad, unregenerate son,
By the spirit of mischief goaded.

Grimes ~ Preachers FALsE-B9LAIMs.

M.-THE opinions or some phllosophers do, indeed,
bring us hope, ll It Is any pleasure to you to think
that souls, after they leave the body, may go to
heaven as to a permanent home. A.-I hav great
pleasure'ln that thought, and it Is what I most desire, and even if It should not be so, I should stlll be
wllllng to believe lt. [An avowal little Wl'>rthy of a
phllosopher.] M.-What occasion hav you, then, for
my assistance"/ Am I superior to Pl"-tO In eloquence?
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
Turn over carefully his book that treats of the so.ul,
you wlll hav there all that you can destre. A.-I
ha v, indeed, done that, and often too; but I know
THIRD EDITION.
not how It comes to pass, I agree with It whllst I am
reading It, bm when I hav laid down the book and TRANSLATED OUT OF , THE ORIGINAL
begun to reflect with myself on the Immortality of
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
the soul, all that agreement vanishes and slips
away.- Cicero's Tusculan Disputations. [Note: Plato's
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
l'ilwdo fortunately remains to us, and Is universally
COMPARED AND REVISED.
regarded as one or the noblest-If not the very noblest-productions or the Greek mind. But no one
trained in the philosophy of the present day, as represented by Darwin, HUXley, •.ryndall, and dozens of
AUTHOR· OF
others that might be named, would allow himself to
be Imposed on by the platitudes that Plato Indulges "PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UNIn, and however pleasing the dream that he sets beHOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
tore us, we let It pass wlthon t a sigh of regret, believing that It Is best as It Is, whatever It may turn
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
on t to be. In utruinque paratus [Prepared for either
"HOLY CROSS,"
nlternatlv]ls our motto. I! we hav to face another
world, strength, we nothing doubt, wlll be given us
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
to do so, and If God or Nature has no further use for
us, we are content to pass on. Dear Is Plato, dear Is
"By their fruits shall ye know them! Do
Olcero; dear, too, are Jesus an<l Paul and Locke and
Channing; but dear above all Is Truth.-Hylax.]
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles ? ''
WHAT Is It to die?

IN THE

UHITEO STATES AND CANADA,

By M. E. BILLING.S,

JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Revised and __Enlarged.
Price, 10 CTi::i. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.

AS A

MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Aniong the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the peni~entiaries; the Church and Clvilization; the Church and Sciencl.'; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

TOE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I

"APPLES OF COLD."

A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent
work for young masters and misses, has
1'o leave all disappointment, care, and sorrow,
T. C. ~ELAND, Secretary of the National passed through
a very large edition, and a second
To leave all falsehood, treachery, and unkindness, Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
All ignominy, suffering, and despair;
severely, :1.wfully, infernally cruel work on the postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
And be ~t rest forever l 0 dull heart,
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav author which adds very much to the value of the
Be of good cheer 1 When thou shalt cease to beat, made themselvs, and they must lie in it. volume.
Then shalt thou cease to snl!er and complain.
Send for the book and see what devourers
-Longfellow's Spanuh Student.
of sheep the shepherds can be."
l'rtce, 20 cents.
MEN are brought to anything almost sooner than
to change their habit oc llfe, especially when the
PRICE, 2ii CENTS.
change Is either lnconvenlent, or made against the
By Prof. H. M. EOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
force of natural lncl!na.tton or with lo~s of accusThis volume alms at the education of youth In the
tomed lnd ulgences. " It Is," ag Hartley In his " Es- Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. principles
of Freethought, at the same time that It
says on Man" says, " the most dif!icnlt of all things
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
to convert men from vicious habits to virtuous ones
TO TRI&L SUBSCRIBERS
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
as one may l udge from What he feels In himself, a~
well as from what he sees In Others." It Is almost
llke making men over again,-Paley's E"idences of With siXteen large pages, wW be •ent
Christianity.
ror THREE MONTHS, postage Paid,
A STORY OF TllE BIGllTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
I 'l'HER!!FORE so run, not as uncertainly; so flght
.FOB FIFTY CJENTS.
I, not as one that beateth the air; bn t I keep under
BY
JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE.
&ddre••
T BE TBlJTH SEEKEB,
JDY Jlody and brln~; ltlntosubjectlon.-1Cor.ix,26,27.
:i'or sale at this_otllce.
Price 10 cents.
38 CJ:U.. . . Plaee, !lew Iorll.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL ,GUIDE.

The Truth Seeker,

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;

An ounce of powder and three of shot,
He had dumped In the carblne:s muzzle,
And gloated over his helllsh plot
Like a chlld wlth a Chinese puzzle.
Then he hied away to a safe retreat
'Neath a stone wall's friendly cover;
" I'll walt awhile," did the lad repeat,
". T111 the din of battle's.over."
Then came a burst of thunder sound;
The old man-where was he?
Curled like a squash vine on the ground,
While the coon skipped up a tree.
" 0, !ather, rather l" the youthlet cried,
"Reme!llber, to-day Is Sunday I"
"Yon bet; but I'll tan Y\)Ur tender hide
From now tlll the dawn of Monday l"

A POOR devil of a hair dresser was.sold out at Moberly lately, and among the etrects was a superb
head and bnstofa papler-mache female. The clerk
at the Central Hotel purchased it, and the boys determined to hav some run. There 18 a long room in
the hotel divided by curtains, each half containing a
bed. So they stuck the bust at the top of the bolster
and put the lay flgnre comfortably und_er the sheets,
where it Jay llke a recllnlng Venus. TheY then went
down to the office to await the arrival ot the eleven
o'clock train and see who was apportioned to number seventeen, where the gentle dummy was reposIng. To their chagrin old Silas Gregory, who Is the
solidest man on the road, in a religions sense, got
the lucky number. Just before the solemn gentleman went up statrs Wlll Haverly called him on one
side. "'Sir," he said, with a little halting confusion,
"can I speak a few words in private to you?" "Certainly, sir." "Well, sir, I suppose the clerk has forgotten It, but a young lady Is sleeplns.in one of those
beds-It Is true that a curtain divides the room, and
perhaps with a man or your character it does not
matter after all." ... Not at all," said the serious
traveler. "I shall be rising early and need not disturb her." "Exactly. You'll be very careful-"
"Sir, you don't know me; If you think I could be
capable of~" "I know you are the very soul of
honor. Good night." The boys sat In Wlll"s room
for an hour, and were just going t<> retire rather disgustedly to their chambers when the door of seventeen opened and the serious man rushed up the
corridor, his face as white as a mlller's. "Gentle:roen,'' he gasped, "a great crime has been commit~
ted-that girl's face Is cold as lee-she's dead 1 Merciful heavens, dead l" The whole crowd went wl!h
him, and when he found out the swindle he began
to bluster, but Wlll Haverly said very quietly:" Now,
look you here, Mr. Whatdoyoucallem, before you
kick up a row here you've got to explain how yon
found out that malden's cheek was cold." "I-II- Great Scott! Glv me my grip!" and the pious
man frightened the night clerk out ot a week'S
growth by dashing through the offlce Into the gloom
nd darkness or the night,
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of manufacture cannot hav a bad influence on
the health. Even if allowed, the work m'ust
not exceed four hours. 3. The work of children must be regulated in such a way as not
THE large!l,t school in the world is probably
to prevent their going to school three hours
the Jewish Free School in Spitalsfield, Lonevery day. 4. The owners of factories are
don. It has a daily attendance of over 2,800
oblige_d to admit inspectors and their assistants
:pupils.
into their works at any hour of the day.
THE World is the authority for the statement
AN honest woman confessed not long ago
that President Arthur, in a recent conversation
with some old friends, admitted that he was a that although the minister whose church she
partial convert to the doctrin of Spiritualism. attends, of which she is a member in excellent
·standing, is not at all liked as a preacher by
AN English paper -tells the story of an old many of his congregation, she finds that he is
gentleman who made it a regular practice to doing her a great deal of good. " I always lisread~ portion of the Bible every ·morning, and ten to the text and the opening of the sermon,"
,·.,
drink eight gallons of ale every evening. He she said, "and after that his voice is ·so pleas- died weighing several hundred pounds.
ant, and I am so sure t'l!-at I know exactly what
he is going to say, that I sit there, in that quiet
A MAN in Nebraska City is activly promoting
and restful place, and plan out my work for
starvation by giving away flour to the poor. He
the week; and I notice that when I do this I
distributes it in sacks, one to every purchaser
always get along so much better during the
of one hundred drinks at his bar; and, under
week, for that Sunday morning hour is about
the circumstances, the winners are bound to be
the only one that I hav which is entirely free
losers.
from demands upon me."
MRs. LILLIE DEVEREAUX BLAKE is holding
"WELL, my little man," said a Methodist
Governor Cleveland up to the scorn of her sex.
She says he is totally ignorant of the fact that elder who, during the progress of a revival, was
more than half the people of the state are stopping at the house of the father of the youth
women, and when they are allowed to vote whom he addressed, "I hear you hav a little
•
they
will make a ·political corpse of him in baby ·brother. Hav you named him yet?"
1
"No, sir," replied the lad, shyly. "Name him
short order.
after me and I'll giv him a present." Upon
A LARGE number of ,candidates hav applied the next visit of the elder, about a month after
for the office of assistant physician to the Edin- the conversation, he asked the boy if he had
burgh Infirmary, and hav put in great quanti- followed out his wishes. "Yes, sir," answered
ties of testimonials. But a resident doctor says the youth. "I spoke to dad about it, and he
that "more dependence in Edinburgh is to be said he'd name the kid after you as sure as
placed on being a Free Churchman than on any shootin.' " "Ah, ha, and what do you call
/II
real aptitude for a vacant post."
·'
him?" "We call him Bacon and Eggs fried
AT last it is expected that Mr. Bradlaugh will on both Sides, Yellow-Legged Chickens, and
be admitted to his seat in the House of Com- Biscuits and Honey.''
mons when Parliament meets. It is unacTHE Sun whittles this story from something:
countable that the majority should hav so long Robert G. Ingersoll's father was a minister of
submitted to be made a cat's-paw of by the the last generation, and for a long time pastor
Tories in this matter. The foregoing is from of the Congregational church at Madison, Ohio,
Truth. We trust our daily contemporary is and at Ashtabula, the place of the memorable
correct, but we hav our doubts. 'Ve havn't railroad disaster. He was successful as a reseen any indications that the lamb can lie vivalist, and finally gave up the settled pastordown with the lion-except on the inside.
ate in order to spend his time in evangelistic

and Uklippings.

:~

FRoM the annual report of the 2d Congregational church of West Winsted for the year
ending Dec. 31, 1883, we gain the following
statistics showing results of past year: Outfit1 clergyman, 4 deacons, 30 Sunday-school teachers (and, we may add, a ten-thousand-dollar
church not taxed). Result-9 conversions.
Loss in members of church (various ways), 13.
We trust the other churches will send their returns promptly to this office for publication.
Nothing givs us so much pleasure, jibes the
Winsted Press, as to publish statements like
the above, showing as they do the rapid spread
of Christianity in the backwoods of New England.
ST. MAny's Protestant Episcopal church in
Brooklyn is about to open a bowling alley in
the basement of its branch church on Park
street. The Brooklyn Times remembers that
not many years ago Rev. Thos. K. Beecher
created a terrible commotion in a local church
by proposing a similar innovation on puritanism. It would be better, comments our heretica,l friend Pinney, if the churches were all
turned. into bowling alleys, skating rinks, billiard and dancing halls, gymnasiums, and
game rooms, with weekly theatrical performances, music· each night, and a lecture every
Sunday afternoon, but a church with a pious
ten pin alley in the basement will do to start
with.
HITHERTO owners or managers of mills and
factories in Russia hav been free to deal with
their work-people as they pleased. But on the
first day of this year a new Factory law came
into operation for the regulation of the work
of children. A complete staff of inspectors
has been appointed to enforce the following
stipulations of the new law: L Children under
10 years of age must not be allowed to work in
factories. 2. Workers from the age of 12 to
15 years must not work more than eight hours
a day, Night work for children can only be
authorized in establishments where the process

work. He was capable of arousing the emotions to a high pitch of ecstatic enthusiasm.
This description is by a man who sat under his
ministry, and who also tells how little Bob used
to engage his father in long disputations, bringing up the familiar skeptical puzzles of the
whale, the frogs, and the sun standing still.
He was always elated at cornering his father.
A NICE theological point has come up for.settlement in Texas. Pastor A's congregation
being without a place of worship, ·permission
was asked and obtained to hold service on a
given day in the church of Pastor B. At the
appointed time Pastor A's congregation assembled, and their service had just reached the
point of taking a collection, when Pastor B ascended the pulpit, took charge of the exercises,
and demanded and received the proceeds of
the collection. The question is, Will an action
lie against Parson B for the recovery of the
funds thu.J obtained, or did he simply appropriate that which belonged to him? In other
words, does the title to money yielded by a
church collection vest in the congregation owning the building, or in the congregation which
happens to be making use of it for one occasion only? Tha point is a delicate one, and
its adjustment. will be watched with general interest.
THE wife of George J. Holyoake was buried
two weeks ago at Highgate, and as Mr. Holyoake had often spoken at the grave of others,
his wife had a wish-the only public one, it is
said, that she ever expressed-that a few words
should be said at her own. Mr. Holyoake, in
respecting this request, spoke of "the three
qualities which distinguished Mrs. Holyoakethat of service of others, in which she never
thought of herself; that of truth--not of speech
only, but of conduct-of which she had so clear
a sense that the absence of it in others was not
eoncealable from her; that of pride, which was
more than self-respect-it was debtlessness, an

J/Jtws off tht 1/ttk.
WENDELL PHILLIPS died on the 2d, aged 73.
GEN. W. S. HANCOCK has returned from his
trip West with improved health.
THE winter carnival at Montreal, Canada,
opened on the morning of the 4th.
THE Vienna police hav stopped the publication of the Future, a Socialistic paper.
THE Rev. Pennell Combe, aged 76 years, was
found dead in his study at Fernwood, Pa., on
the !st.
K N. RowELL, of Batttvia, N. Y., who shot
and killed the seducer of his wife, was acquitted by the jury.

EL MAHDI, the False Prophet, is falling hack
from l(hartoum, believing that to be no longer
tt safe phtce for him.
THE queen of Tahiti is in New York. Tahiti
is one of the Society Islands, and is somewhere
near the size of the state of Rhode Island.
'rHE Rev. Williltm Lloyd, of this city. deelared in his sermon last t>unday that the cultured clttsses were drifting away from the
church.
THEnE hav boon many reductions in wages
in different parts of the country during the
past week. Several strikes hav been attempted,
but without success.
THE Marquis of Queensbury has proposed to
change the marriage service, leaving out,
"Whom God hath joined together," etc., and
substituting, "Whom the government or nature may put asunder, let no man attempt to
keep together."
THREE cars of a train dropped through a
truss bridge seven miles from Indianapolis,
Ind., one day last week Part of the wreck
was submerged and that left above the water
took fire. Bix persons were ilrowned or burnt
to death, and eight others were injured.
BmJNo KNonn, a young German of this city,
attempteil suicide by shooting himself in the
forehead. He tlitlnot die, and the doctors cut
a hole in tho bttck of his heml aml took the bullet out that way. He is now 11pparcntly recovering, though the physieians say that he htlH
lost some of his hmin n•attcr, and will probably be stupid hereafter.
Bn,r,y McGr.onY, for a long time the keeper
of a danco-hall of notorious tliHrepute in thiH
city, is in jail for selling beer without a license.
The ministers are now paying their attentions
to him, half a dozen having written him last
Monday. 'rheir design is to get him out of jail
and into the lecture field in the interests of
temperance and the gospel.
THE Senate committee on education and·
labor hav reported a bill providing that eight
hours shall constitute a day's work for all laborers, workmen, and mechanics in government employ, and that they receive a full day's
pay therefor. Bhoulcl emergency require, the
president may make proclamation for increase
of hours, to be paiil for extm at the same
rate.
THE Austin, Texas, Statesman having published certain strictures on the conduct of Ben
Thompson, a bad man genemlly, the latter
entered the composing-room of the paper,
drove out the printers, pied two cases of type,
and broke a lamp. He then notified the editor
of the Statesman that he should hold him personally responsible for a repetition of the
,.;trictmes.
Mn. BnADi.AUGH has expressed his acquiescence in the suggestion of Mr. Labouchere,
his colleague from Northampton, that he make
no effort to take the oath on the opening of
Parliament, hut remain below the bar. On
Feb. 11th, however, he will advance to the
table of the House of Commons in order to
take the prescribed oath. Meanwhile Sir Stafford Northcote will make no motion hostil to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will not support any Con.
servativ who does so.
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Qkeltbralions.
Paine's Natal Day.
T HE N E W Y 0 R K M E E TIN G.

The friends who came together to celebrate Paine's
birthday ~n this city filled the hall to overflowing.
The m?etmg was held under the auspices of the Bennett Liberal Lea~ue, and was presided O'ier by Mr.
S. P. Putnam. Many faces new to those who are in
the habit of attending Liberal gatherings here were
s~en in the audifi!nce, notably the faces of young ladies and gentlemen. Though all enjoyed themselvs
to a high degree; the happiest person present seemed
to be Mr. Putnam, to whom .the credit of so magnificent a demonstration is largely due. His enthusiasm
and good humor were contagious, and communicated
themselvs to speakers and listeners alike. After an
overture on the piano, Mr. Putnam called the meeting to order. He had just returned from the Boston
convention, where he reported a splendid and enthusiastic gathering. His story of this will be found
further along. Reverting then to the objects of our
meeting, he went on to say:
The genius of Paine was cosmopolitan. He embraced the
whole world in his sympathies. It was not for a nation but
for mankind, that he labored.
'
He was pre-eminently a man of ideas. We know but little
of his personal life; we know him mainly through the illumination of his thought. He worked therefore not for a clay but
for all time. He is a reuresentativ man, a landmark of hu'man
history.
In honoring his memory we do honor to those principles of
which his life was Su{)h an illustrious example. He is identified with the great movements of man. He does not elwell
apart. He was and is in the rushing tide of humanity. In
every throb of the race he seems to bear a living part.
The French Revolution was the beginning of a new era. It
was a volcanic outburst-but its power had been gathering for
c_entur:ies. It was universal in its interest-a pivotal revolu~wn. whose lurid glare flung the horoscope of succeeding civilrzatwn.
In that terrific whirlwind of hope and terror Paine was a
~aster-spirit. He had been trained in revolution, and knew
Its meaning. He was in thorough sympathy with the rights of
man, and would maintuin them at all hazards. His trust in
human nature was boundless, fo1· he felt that it must be noble,
or the universe itself was a lie. Man was committed by the
very law of his being to the gooll, the true, and the beautiful;
and towards these he would advance, even through the most
bloody paths.
Paine did not toil simply to overthrow, but to build up. He
believed in liberty, but he believed also in justice. The rights
of man are universal, and they clothe both the king and the
peasant. Paine would strike the shackles from the peasant
and make him the equal of the king; but when the king was
dethroned and stood side by side with the peasant, then the
king was to be protected equally with the peasant.
This was the principle that guided Paine in his treatment of
the fallen tyrant, and for which he almost suffered martyrdom.
It was policy, we might say profound policy, to keep the king
alive and in subjection, and thus those who were in favor of a
monarchy would be held in check-since their legal representativ was in chains.
But with Paine the reason was deeper and more universal
than this. It was based on the recognition of fundamental
rights. The criminal must hav justice, and the tyrant must be
punished, not by passion, but by reason. It was not vengeance, but snfety, that should be sought.
Liberty demands self-defense, but nothing more. When
self-defense is accomplished, then brute force should cease.
Heason and moral power are then the victorious agencies. The
French people, degraded by centuries of servitude, could not
see this. Having drawn the sword, they expected to win everything by the sword. They made that the arbiter. The commanding and penetrating genius of Paine saw otherwise-that
the sword should be put aside as soon as possible, and reason
left to assert the claims of justice. The king was a victim; he
was not simply a criminal. He was the product of circumstances and preceding influence. His fate was upon him, and
he could not be altogether responsible for the tremendous
wrongs that existed. There was no need of the shedding of
any blood. It was for this sublime justice that Paine pleaded,
and it was fo1· this that he suffered.
All honor to the hero and the martyr of two continents, to
the grrtml idealist who amid the storms of the present saw the
penceful solution of the future; who to friend and foe was
alike unflinching in his devotion to justice. What is liberty
without justice, and what is justice but the moral power of
man? Brute force cnn simply resist; it cannot advance.
Moral ideas must pt·oceecl by moral forces. It is fatal to any
reform to be established by the sword. It then becomes a
tyranny, and, lilte all tyrannies, must perish. The ultimate
advance of mankind must be by reason. It was to reason that
Paine constantly appealed. It was not the expediency of today for which he aimed, but for the eternal justice, whose
light, like that of the sun, must fall both upon the ju~t and the
unjust, not for vengeance, but for the progress and JOY af all.
Paine was far-reaching in his ideas. They belong to the future: they look onward. In recalling his life, we do not dwell
altoaether in the past. In the light of his lofty genius we see
the days that are to c?me. He is ou:r: leader still, o:rr teac~er
still. We can gather Impulse and knowledge from his eventful
career. He has touched strings that will vibrate music in the
hereafter. He is a living and onward power-not merely a
monument of achieved result, for that life which he communicated to the mce was not simply that of his O\\ n personality,
but the life of great ideas, which are immortal, and which
from the splendors of th" past lure to nobler achievement. No
matter what we hav clone, there still remains a greater, and to
this g~·eater, so long as man advances, will the ·name of Thomas
Paine be an incentiv.

A violin solo was next in order. Victor Kurdo is
a young man of brilliant musical attainments, and
his performance was heartily encored. Miss Leona
Leonard succeeded him with a song. The audience
fell in love with her beautifully musical voice, and
she also was compelled to repeat. Mr. Putnam then
sent the hat around, but even this orthodox proceeding failed to mar the festivities. The good nature of
the audience would hav forgiven John Knox for his
l'lhare in establishing Presbyterianism, if he had ap-

political, and we must become the children of the great republic. These great truths he put before our people; he argued
with them, and they began to feel that the rebellion was n_o
longer simply for the redress of grievances, no longer was 1t
proper to send petitions to the throne; it was thought better to
send delegates to the congress in Philadelphia. The result of
his efforts in that regard was one of the greatest movements
that any one individual ever started and made successful. He
was not simply satisfied by having made this great thought
permeate the minds of the people. When Washington, at the
head of the army, was almost compelled to giv up in despair,
we know perfectly well what this true hero did. We know
that he rushed to the army himself; he gave his )ast cent and
MY FRIENDs: They buriecl.him by the roadside. It was sad. his last dollar, and his own salary in advance. He went and
It was meant to be and was felt to be dishonorable. The So- shared the sufferings of the soldiers at Valley Forge. He then
ciety of Friends, even, of which he was a birthright member, sent out that thrilling word called the "Crisis." He rushed
refused him the hospitality of the grave, a hospitality the de- right into the gap, and into the breach, and by his singular
nial of which has always been felt to be the very highest point openness of expression, by the sincerity of his style, made it
of human dishonor. 'fhroughout all the ancient world and seem, as he truly said, that he wrote all this with the pen dipped
ancient history the great leading thought concerning the end in his own blood. That spirit, that plainness, that simplicity,
of human life was that the body might enter into a companion- that attmctivness, struck the heart of the people again, and l"eship with others in death. 'The Roman church even now can vivecl them. The army was sustained; his means helped to do
bring to his or her knees every child that was born in the Cath- it. Then he went to Philadelphia and to France. He raised
olic told by threatening that his or her remains shall lie in un- the money which really revived the,,army, and enabled Washconsecrated ground. Even that splendid genius, that eagle- ington to co-operate with the French, and to gain 'the final viceyed man who shot the anow that seemed to pierce the very tory which made these free and United States of America. How
heart of superstition-even the great Voltaire, trembled when much he did in that regard only those who carefully look over
he felt that his career of Freethought would bring him to be the history of that period will know, because the record of it,
buried like an animal in the open field. He had seen the re- to the shame of American historians, has been substantially
mains of a beloved friend, the great actress, Adrienne Lecouv- repressed-has been substantially overgrown and forgotten.
reur, thrown into the gutter in disgrace. His last expiring ef- He was the living genius of that period, and without him the
fort was to claim friendship of some power which could save sword of Washington would hav been drawn in vain. I never
his memory and his remains by associating them in honorable can recur to these two great works, "Common Sense" and the
"Crisis," without a feeling of unutterable gratitude to him, and
burial with his fellow-men.
I hav stood by that g~·ave at New Rochelle by the roadside, of unutterable indignation at the infamous way in which his
near the little locust post where the head of the great man memory and his fame hav been treated.
As soon as the great treaty, was signed which made these the
was once, and I hav felt that one of the great missions of Freethought in this world is to reverse the sentence that left free and independent states of America, Paine left this country,
returned to England, and there started one of the great
Thomas Paine without an honorable grave. Yet there is much
that may be said to be appropriate in that circumstancr. movements which as yet is permeating the British mind, and
A man whose great life maxim was, "The world is my coun- which will eventually reach its culmination and its victory, in
try; to do good my religion," might, after all, be fittingly laid a complete clisenthralment of the people of England fr~m
by the ro~tdside of those who are to carry his fame to the ends their nobility and aristocracy. Charles Bracllaugh is a lineal
descendant of Thomas Paine, and is simply reasserting in
of the earth. As was said of the great English reformer,
other forms the rights of man, by the advocacy of which'
"The Avon to the Severn runs,
Thomas Paine at this period put himself in the front of the
The Severn to the sea;
.battle, against a great leader of reactionism, the great Edmund
So Wickliff's ashes spread abroad,
Burke; and in that contest, though Burke seemed for a time,
Wide as the waters be."
with all the material resources back of him, to be the victor,
Thus the name of this man justly belongs, not to any conse- it was only for a time. The rights which underlie the duties
crated ground which he longed to hav his remains repose in, of men on earth were set forth in that great book, the "Rights
not to any church, but to the people at large through that of Man," and eventually they will triumph. The revolution in
grand church which is now just peering above the horizon, lit England has been a long and smothered one, but it is none
with the rays of the future thought and glory of man-that the less a revolution, and it will be none the less triumphant
great church of the world, that church of humanity itself, in in the future.
which and for which his life was spent. I love to think ho;w
Having done what he could then, and justly, as the knightgenerous, how far-extended were the efforts of that man, and errant of republicanism and liberty, as he always was, to
I pray you here now to recall how much of him was not simply emancipate his own English brethren, he was called almost
of his age, but of all ages; not simply of his time, but to leave unanimously by the French nation, re-elected from a dozen
the blessing that we and others, from generation to generation, provinces at' once to go to France and to start a republica!). conshall inherit. It is in that capacity that he stands before us in stitution in Europe, as he had in America-the constitution of
an entirely different light from that in which he stood to those j the French nation. He was at once sent to the great convenwho thus dishonore.d him at.his death, and whose disgrace it is tion from Calais, although m_any others besought him to reprethat they allowed him to go mto an unconsecrated grave.
sent them. In that conventwn he rendered great service to
Remember that this man was the great, leading republican 11 the French nation. He was one of the most conservativ memof his age, the knight-errant of liberty and republicanism. I hers of the convention, and his advice was ~econd to none in
Remember· that he was the first man that said, "The free and forming that great constitution which now underlies the conindependent states of America;" and that he put it expressly, stitution of France. Those services hav·been nearly forgott6n,
that these United States thu'S organized and thus made trium-1 but of late years, through our minister at France Mr. Washphant by victory, as he believed they would be, established the burrie, the part that Thomas Paine took in the Fre~ch Revolucorner-stone of the United States of the World. Remem- tion has been partially uncovered, and we now know that it
ber that a~ the kni~ht-errant of r~publicanism anc~ liberty he was no less important in accomplishing the liberty of the peadevoted hiS whole life to that sentiment and that obJect. That pie of France than that of the people of America. The time
it is which has consecrated his memory, that it is which brings came that tried men's souls; there was not so much to excite
~s h~re, that it is which will make him the patriarch ~f repu?- the people to ~ction as the.re was here; but it was to temper
hcamsm and Freethought the worhl over; and espemally Will the people agamst the ternfic outrages and wrongs which bore
it make him clear to us Americans, for whom he spent the best them clown that he said, "This violence, this terrorism, will not
years and efforts of his life. He is the great patriarch of giv us permanent liberty." The question came up, What shall
American Liberalism, and whatever may hav been his faults, be clone with this king'/ Then was enacted one of the most
however. he may,_ ur~cler some circumstance~, hav fallen ~hort beautiful, most glorious sc~nes that history has .ever recorded,
of the highest d1gmty that m!'n can ach~eve, he achieved or human art can ever depiCt, when Thomas Pame, revered by
enough to enable us to regat·d h1s faults as Simply spots on the all the republicans of the world, stood forward and defended
sun. Look at his starting in England without any particular that Louis Capet, the criminal, and tried to save him from a
advantages of education, or birth, or social position ! H<:> disgraceful death. He pleaded for his banishment to America.
worked his way by inherent genius of character to a position of Simple is his speech on that subject. lt is repeated in his
honorable appointment in England.
works. Look it up before you giv ear to any of the charges of
He becam~ familiar il!- ~is pul)lic _employme~t, a~ few ot!Iers the ~hurch against ~aine, and see the real magnanimity and
could be, With the politJCs and history of h1s t1me. When hermsm of the man m writing that speech. Never has there
Franklin was in London looking out for the interests of the been anything superior to it; never was there an instance of
young colonies, Paine was already one of the men to whom his greater statesmanship, of true manhood, exhibited in all the
eye was attmcted, B:ncl one Of the men who, he thought~ woultl history of the world. The minions of the monarch pressed
hav a rema~·kable mfluence ~pon the futt~re.. And fu;rther- upon poor France and.she lost her head, and bec.ame crazy in
more, there IS reason to suspect that even Ill h1s early hfe _he terrorism. They felt It was the only thing that could save
performed one of the most superhuman tasks that any bemg them, and those who were the wildest gained the power, and
ever accomplished. It is by no means clear that he was not the those who had been moderate and judicious went to prison.
author of the "Letters of Junius." You remember that Mr. Paine was one who was imprisoned, with the sentence of death
Bu~r, of _Washington, has published a. very excellent work; 0~1 pas~ed upon hin;t, as one who h~cl not been violent enough
tha• subJect. He has no~ as yet co;nvmced .me, but I admit It agamst the enemies of the repubhc, and it was supposed that
takes a good deal to convmce me of some thmgs. The style of he would be led forth to execution. It seems as though there
Paine seems to me against that theory; the fact that he had not must havbeen a special providence that Raved him from the
at that time of his life sufficient acquaintance with the men of guillotin .. Some other poor wretch was dragged out and took
England has seemed against it; the fact that he with his open his place, and Thomas Paine lived for a purpose still nobler
heart kept that secret is against it. And yet only_ last Sunday, than any he had accomplished. He had done n1uch to giv
down in Boston, I sat with a man whom we !til de~1ghttohonor, freedom, political and social, to America; much to giv it to
an_cl allio-:e to think of as the ~ estor of L1bet!thsm, the Hon. England, and much to giv it to France; but social and politiEhzur Wnght. He took the J?ai_IJ.S to go_ over w1th m~ the argu- cal freedom were impossible unless he could giv freedom to
ments by which the hypothesis IS sustamed that Pame was re- the human mind and to the human soul. That great work he
ally the author of the Junius letters. I admit I never saw the accomplished by giving to the world that magnificent book,
case so clearly put b&fore. It is remarkable; every other man the "Age of Reason." When he found that in all probubilfty
whose name has been proposed as. the ~1:thor of. the Junius he would be call Ad out to go through that fatal orcieal of the
letters has been abandoned-even Su· Philip Francis. Scarcely guillotin, he set his mind to think, Why all this cruelty; this
o~e of them now has a single adh.erent: T~e problem has been repression, this oppression, this slavery of man? Wh;y?
g~ven up. The last Encyclopedia Br1tam;nca. expressly comes because he was held down by his fear, by his superstition, by
~o that conclusion-that that secret ~s bur~ecl m the past. N~w, his ignorance; and Paine said, "With my last effort, with the
m late years, has come forward this clmm of Thomas Pume last word I can write and send to my fellow-man, I will break
to. that honor, and the honors whic!I are contended for are cer- these chains from his soul." And then in the prison, without
tainly the most remarkable of any m the developments of that any Bible even to refer to, he wrote the first part of that book
generation. 'Ve submit it. to you that it is by no means clear so immense in its influence, the "Age of Reason." You know
as yet but that Thomas Pame was really the author of these thai finally, after many appeuls to the American minister he
extraordinary letters, ~vhic? had .such a wonderfu~ e!fect in was released; but it was only after a long delay, and afte~ he
England. They were nght m the lme of Thomas Pame s work. had suffered very much. It was to the disgrace of the adminAbout the time Paine left Europe for America, Jt~nius said that istration of the great Washington, that he allowed himself to
he had written his last letter; that he had buried the secret be blinded to the necessity of immediately interfering for the
with him; that he would giv to other lands and to other people release of Thomas Paine, when it was known in this country
the talents which the people of England were no longer capa- that he had been in plison. That one thing is like a spot on
ble of appreciating. The American colonies were ready for the sun in Washington's administration.
revolution. Paine came here and at once lit the fires of libThe federalists of that day, the to1·y influences of the time,
erty, and at once threw his heart and soul into the cause. The prevented that application from being made, and from being
first great words spoken by him to the American people were successful far too long. But finally there came a change;
contained in that wonderful work called "Common Sense." Thomas Jefferson sat in the presidential chair, and Paine came
He showed that simple rebellion against England was useless to this country, as he ought to hav come, us the guest of a
unless we had i11 view some constructiv object; that the change nation, in one of its own vessels of war. But the "Age of
must not be strictly governmental, but it must be social ancl Reason" had come before him, and when he landed there was

peared to us. The expenses of the evening were
$16.50, and when Mr. Putnam recovered his hat he
found $18.88 worth of collateral in it-more than it
ever covered before, he assured us. This left $2.38
to go to the Paine Historical Association, which is
to be formed. In after years this audience and their
descendants will speak of this with satisfaction. Mr.
Wakeman then ascended the platform. He was
greeted with prolonged applause, which he was compelled to still before he could proceed. He said:

i
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THE TRUTH
a tornado of abuse, of detraction and hatred, that sprang from
the soul of every priest, ever priest-ridden man and woman,
'every tory and every federalist in the United States, and they
determined that Thomas Paine from that time forward should
be deprived of all influence where he had previouslv had it;
should be disgraced arid discarded, his services disowited, and
if possible they would land him, as land him they did, in a
dishonorab1e grave by the roadside. Yet, my friends, all efforts
to degrade the true servants of humanity are sure to fail. Not
a single year has passed over since they laid him in that grave
that some few hav not gathered together on the anniversarY
of this day to do honor to his memory, and to express their
gratitude for the sm·vices which gave us the liberty we enjoy.
And to-night, all over the country, from Maine away to the
coast, anniversary meetings are being held, some larger than
this, with the determination that the infamous disgrace of
Americans, their treatment of the name and services of Thomas
Paine, shall be removed; and 1·emoved it must and shall be.
It must and shall be, because the republic is a sacred name
to every lover of liberty on earth, and only in and by and
through the republic can the humanity of the future arise to
the dignitrr of self-government and libe:rty, The United States
of America as, the corner-stone of the United States of the
·World, will never hereafter forget one who devoted his life to
laying that stone. Not only as the knight-errant of liberty, and
of republicanism, but as the knight-errant of humanity and
of the highest human duty, the memory of Thomas Paine is
beginning to be honored and worshiped in a sense far better
than even he himself thought, or any great body of people
living at his time even imagined. I mean to say that Paine
was to a great extent a prophet, and that when he uttered this
immortal word, "The world is my country; to do good
my religion," he uttered words which involved far more than
any which had ever been spoken before. He uttered the re' generating words which are to be the living soul and inspiring
sentiment of the great republic of man in the future. He saw
far, but he felt further. He felt that to make all mankind
brethren in one country, and that country this world, was the
great consummation that would separate him and t\e lovers of
liberty, and the lovers of humanity, from those wno had their
mansions in the sky; who were serving not this world, whose
country was not in this world but in some imaginary heavens
presided over by an immense despot in the unknown clouds or
skies above us. It was he who in that wonderful sentence
first laid out the main duty of mankind to be inhabitants of
this world; to regard this world as their Lome. Ordinarily
people regarded this world as a vale of tears. They said:
" When I can read my title clear
To mansions in the skies,
I'll bid farewell to every tear,
And wipe my weeping eyes."
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Thomas Paine Historical Society to place the name and fame the individual, and in the early age of humanity, these two
of Thomas Paine where they belong; to secure a clear title to opposit forces exist in pronounced antagonism to each other
the plot of ground upon which his monument now stands, and while they are destined later to become reconciled and co:
to collect RUch relics as may hav been associated with him., operativ.
Let us do this and redeem, if possible, the disgrace which
The sentimental side of our natures is first to be developed.
America allowed to be passed upon herself when she refused Sentiment, under the name of religion, has dominated in the
an honorable burial to the remains of Thomas Paine.
past, and dominates still; but it will not always dominate over
human affairs. That sort of domination belongs to the childA duet, by Mrs. McCune and Mr. A:cher, t~en put ~oo.d .or non-age. of huiJ?-anity. "'\time comes in the life of the
the audience in a proper frame of mmd to listen to mdiVId~al, ~d m the ~e of ~o?1ety, "":hen there is a terminal
the followmg' pC'etic tribute to Thomas Paine by 1\'lr. conv_erswn ~to oppos1ts, a crlSls. age ill the life ?f the man
.
and m the life of the commUlllty, when he or 1t comes to
Putnam:
"years of discretion" (if they ever do; i.e., if they are not
Crown him who crowned the world
balked of their destiny).
With light from Reason's sphere,
Mr. Wakeman has rightly said that Thomas Paine was a
Who made the path we tread
prophet. A mere utterance of the phrase, "Age of Reason,"
Free from the mists of fear;
was a~d is a prophecy. The :vorld in his day had not, the
world ill our day has not, attamed to its age of reason, to its
Who touched the founts of Truth
adult age, to its "years of discretion;" but it is approximating
With quick and fearless hand,
that crisis period. The symptoms of its ultimate manhood are upAnd lo! the morning camepearing. Paine was one of the first, if not, indeed, the very first,
Two continents it spanned.
to appeal for all humanity in its practical life to the dictates of
the pure reason, It was as if a single fiber in the brain of the
Forever at the front,
grand man had ripened into readiness to Lake on the new deUnresting his great soul;
velopment; but the ripeness of that fiber gave out its contagion
One mighty triumph won,
to its fellows; and at the same time the same conditions which
He sought another goal.
had ripened it were strtmgtheD;ing and progressing, and being
His spirit, like a flame,
brought to bear upon other millds; and from his day to this
Reached to the future's glow;
the world has been rapidly l?reparing to come under the domiThe best that was achieved
~atic:n of the rational prinmple; to bring its passion, its feelStill onward bade him go.
mg, 1ts love, all the motor forces of the soul, undm· the guidance
of that supreme faculty in man. The higher religion will be
He was no age's slave,
when the feeling-pa:rt of us, the heart becomes devoted conTo voice what cowards think;
secrated to the execution of the behests of the head· and\vhen
Not from the least of truth
the thinking-part of us becomes devoted to the service through
Nor throned lie cl.id he shrink.
guidance or governance, of the heart.
In the orde.rly, final, and harmonic constitution of humanity
Hero and sage in one,
as the collectiv occupant of the planet, the new and distinctiv
Not yet the pean sweet
characteristic of that condition will be the paramount regency
Of his fair fame rolls on,
of the pure reason over the fierce, the foolish and even the
Where truth and justice meet.
beneficent impulsions of the soul-the ndmini~trativ supremacy of the thinking head of humanity. We shall then hnv
Not yet the clouds departreached the age of reason, and not earlier.
The breath of error still
In nil these assertions I stand closely allied with the princiPours its dark pall and hides
pies of government and human administration enunciated by
The beams it cannot kill.
'.rhomus Paine, '.rhomns Jefferson, and the philosophers of the
But the blue sky shall burn
first Fr~nch revolution, the nsserters of fundumentnl rights inThese shadows from its way;
herent m h~man na:t~re, and ~f fundamental principles in the
Each glory man hath wrought
nature of things gmdmg the illtellect, and of the intellect or
Shall blend in perfect day.
reason ns legitimately guiding and controling the whole character.
When sum of all is blazed
. In all this, on the other hand, I stand opposed to an immense
This sentiment was like the one that asked what it profited
On Truth's triumphant crest;
list of great names, even among progressive or refDl"mers; yes,
n man if he gained the whole world and lost his own soul.
When wo:rth receives its due,
even among the great lights of social science, as that science
Never mind your soul; probably you havn't got any; and
This life shall then be blest.
~n~ de~eloped hitherto .. Swedenborg, Comte, and 8pencer, difif you hav, it's of no account anyhow. The less account
~ermg ill almost everythmg else, concur in aflirming that not
it is, the more fuss you make over it. The real thing is,
The long acclaim of joy,
1dens, not thought, not reason, is the paramount faculty in
to get your duty done in this world; the real thing is, not to
Which liberty makes great
man, but th!J:t feeling is so. Hi~torically they are correct. '.rhe
think about your mansions in the skies nt all, but what kind of
In human hearts, shall bear
world has h1therto, as I hnv sniil, been governed by its imliberty, what kind of government, what kind of welfare, you
His name to cloudless state.
pulses; but such is not the normal type of human developare having here on your earth. Never mind about the king of
ment. Reason is the ultimate and permanent regency of and
heaven, or about the king who sits on the throne of EngRenown awaits on him
over the human character, whether of the iniliviuual or the
land or France. Banish them to America or somewhere,
Amid those temples vast,
mass; and with the advent of n universal scienceancl n univerand let them earn nn honest living. But you and I, now can
Where man shall worship free
sal ~hilosophy we are at the precise turning-point from the
we enjoy this sunlight and this earth, how can we do our
His own enduring past.
dommntion of the mere sentiment to the domination of the
duty to our fellows and make them happy, how can we make
pure reason.
this world our country?-and by saying that he meant, How
In a eulogic speech, in which he likened him to Thomas Paine was prophetic. His political and religious
can we be inspired with that patl"iotism of humanity which Benjamin Franklin, Mr. Putnam introduced his Uni- principles were beyond his time. Circumstances favored the
makes nil the world our country and continues the thought
l · l t
· t St h p
1 And
sudden acceptance in America of his political ideas before
of that one country throughout generations and generations? verso ogiCa an agonis '
ep en ear
rews.
their popularity was prejudiced by ns~ocintion with his religThat phrase, "The world is my country" -how broad the
Mr. Andrews prefaced his remru:ks by reading the ions ideas, which were Inter in being published. The country
heart, how deep the soul, how vast the intellect that produced letter of Mr. Willis, of Battle Creek, Mich., which we was aroused and indignant against oppression. The people
that thought, and made it the living voice of the whole world l published last week, in regard to the noble work of were inn mood for asserting their rights. Paino came at the
Like unto it should we remember that second pa:rt, "To Paine in relieving the soldiers at Valley Forge in the nick of time, and with his powerful and magnetic pen and
do good is my religion." What is om idea of goodness?voice cast in the spark whwh ignited the magazine of their
that is our religion. It means, what ought we to do? what time of the Revolution. The letter was read with re- temporary convictions. They accepted and committed themhas got to be done? And the church said, What has got to markable emphasis, clearness, and feeling, and pro- selva to his doctrins, and founded n nation upon his principles.
be clone is to uphold these traditions that I lay down to you, duced a great impression upon the audience.
But all this was in advance of the real development of the
and to mumble over the prayers. That is what the whole
people. When he went forward to u.nnounco the same appeal
world has been taught by priestcmft and kingcraft, who in
Mr. Andrews proceeded to say that in writings of his to reason and abstract right in the realm of religious sentiment
doing it made the people their slaves. Thomas Paine said, own, published from twenty-fivR to thirty years ago, which are the whole nation recoiled and turned into hatred and revolt
"Never mind your duty to the despot in the skies. Let still extant, he had, estimating the drift of things in the world, against the teacher from whom they had learned their political
him take care of himself. He ought to be able by this time." distinctly predicted that all civilized humanity would at an gospel. But n great event had happened. A growing nation
But he said, Are you to be without religion? No! Are you early day range itself in two great opposing Socinlistio parties; was committed from its bi:rth to the formal and solemn anto be without an idea of duty? No! '.rhere are an abun- one of which, distinctivly religious and sentimental, with in- nouncement of tlie doctrin of inherent indiviuunl rights; and
dance of things to do on this earth. What are they? The stinctiv organizing abif.ty, would be the party of the church; of an absolute nature of things more fundamental than truditrue religion is that you must do good to your fellows; and and the other, centering upon ideas and the pure reason,· tiona! ideas or anything else. For a hund1·od years since that
in order to do good you must, in the first place, be good.
would be the party of progress and political and social rear- day wens n people hnv been getting ourselvs educated into and
The devotion to good, he said, is the sum and substance of ganization-in n word, a great universal conservntiv and indoctrinated with the ideas which we then announced and
all religion that is worth having. The rest may go to the skies and reactionary party, on the one hand, and n great liberal, sci- formulated in advance of any real understanding and acceptor to the traditions of the past, to be seen no more of man. entific, and reconstructiv party on the other; and that then nnce of them. On the other Land, we often seem to be going
That was the mission of Thomas Paine in the world of relig- would come the great battle of Armageddon; after which, backward, or to be recoiling from our principles, whereas we
ion. In patriotism, he was the Son of Man; in religion, truly through universal science and universal philosophy, the final are simply coming short of having attained to their realization.
he was the embodiment of human duty. Liv for others, was reconciliation and harmony would ensue, and that the new deIn fact, every part and parcel of the whole field of human
his religion; liv so that your life may he prompted by an idea parture for the higher integration of mankind would then be affairs has to be sep!lrntely fought over and conquered and anof duty based upon the whole world as your country. How definitivly inaugurated.
nexed to the area of freedom. For twelve years forward from
vast, how important, and, let me say, how perfect! The future
He had then said that in this coming conflict Protestantism 1660 John Bunyan lay rotting in prison at Bedford, England,
of this world is really in the hands of the Liberals, and they would be vi:rtuailydisintegrnted; that those within its pale who for the offense of failing to attend church nnu persisting in
know not the high calling unto which they are called by the lean to conservatism and high church views would be absorbed preaching himself withont the authority of tho church.
progress of history and the necessities of mankind. We hav back into the Catlwlic church, while those who are imbued
It was by the authority of the king, as the head of the church,
not yet been fully awakened to the duties of that emnncipn- with the true principle of the right of private judgment would that he was imprisoned. He was fighting our battle at that
tion which Paine gave us. We must enlarge our hearts, our be pushed forward into practical unity with the great progres- day for the freedom to preach by anybody who had a word to
thoughts, and our principles; we must band together under siv army of Liberals.
utter, ns I nm preaching here on this platform to-night. In
that inspiration of duty which will put us at once in the foreHe had not, until very recently, seen any distinct and open that department of human affairs we hnv come into the inberfront and van of the world. Let no one ever say of you recognition by other writers of this inevitable drift of the so- itance of freedom through the firmneHs, persistency, and supthat yon are pagans or heathens, or that you belong to the cia! forces operating in the world; but now, within a week, he posed obstinacy of John Bunyan, and others like him. Durpnst in any way; but let them understand decidedly that you had read an article from one of the great Protestant religious ing this whole twelve years he was continually approached by
are not Christians because yon belong to the future. In that newspapers showing the urgent necessity that the Protestant the officers of the law, precisely as in the case of Ezra H. Heyview we never can remember this great man without being churches should lay aside their prejudices against the Catholic wood, who is fighting another of our battles at this day, with
inspired by his high purposes and by his useful, victorious, and make common cause with the Catholic church against the the proposition to dismiss the prosecution and release him to
heroic life. We are together to receive again this year that growing powers of Infidelity. An able writer in the New York his family and friends if he would promis to abstain from comsacred inspiration, and to defend his name and memory; Sun, commenting upon that article, has recognized and rec- mitting the same offense. "His prison was one of the worst
and now I hope we shall take one step that will do it per- ommended the same coarse as the necessary logical situation. in the kingdom, well designated by himself ns n 'den.' There
mnnently. It is well known that that little grave by the Joseph Cook and A. Wilfred Hall hnv been for several years were but two cells and one small court, all on n level with the
roadside does not really contain the bones of Paine; that the engaged in toning up the courage of the clericnls and theolo- river Ouse. Thirty persons would hnv filled the place, but
great Cobbett, the English reformer, thought it was necessary ginns to study, grapple with, and refute or otherwise turn aside sixty were frequently shut up there day and night." "Delivto remove them to Europe. Those bones went to England, the damaging force of science as affecting dogma; and now ernnce nt length drew nigh. In March, 1672, the king issued
but, like the bones of Voltaire, they seem to hnv been utterly a~ain the pope, in his recent allocution with the American a deClaration authorizing all Non-conformists, except the Pn-lost. It is said that they were kept for n long time, until, not b1shops assembled at Rome, urges strenuously on them to study pists, to meet for publi0 worship and devotion in such places
knowing what to do with them, !t convention of Liberals science or the sciences, and thereby equip themselvs for the and under such mmisters ns should be licensed from time to
thought that it was best to hnv those bones ground up, and defense of religion in the great warfare which is now distinct- time." Some delay took place, but on the 13th of September,
they were ground up and mixed with porcelain and formed ivly inaugurated between these two departments of the social 1672, an ordm· was signed which set Bunyan free, and a license
into trinkets, which were distributed among his admirers in economy.
to preach was sent to him from the king himself.
England. Some think, however, that that was not done; that
It has not been heretofore sufficiently clearly seen that there
So, in that department of human affairs, freedom has been
these bones are buried, and that persons are alive who can tell are at bottom two distinctiv and distinctly opposit principles vindicated for us. Nobody thinks here in America of prohibwhere they !lre. To recover them is one of the objects of this in the make-up of every individual human character; and by iting anyone from preaching. That one of the three learned
society. We shall bring them to this country and place them consequence in the make-up of the character of society or of the professions which now least assumes to be a privileged order
under the monument nt New Rochelle. The title to the land collectivity of mankind, or of what is the same thing, the Grand among is the clergy. The doctors are stealthily and peroiston which this monument stands has been practically lost until Man. These are sentiment and reason, or, in other wordR, the ently organizing tLemselvs into a monopoly, procuring legislnrecently the friends of Mr. Paine hnv employed one of the heart and the head; or, again, socially, the church and the tion to that effect, for the cure of our bodies, now that the
ablest lawyers in Westchester county to look it up. He be- state. Neither of these can in the end ultimately dispense with clericals hav abandoned the attempt to monopolize the cure of
lieves that the owner has been discovered, who he is willing to the other; neither is ever wholly without the other; neither our souls; and the whole ground will hnv to be fought over
convey it to a p01rmanent na~ociation. It ia the object of the will 11ver destroy or expel the other. But in the early age of· again for the rights of thepeopletoselecttheir own physiciaW>,
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The American principle "'ill be vindicated ultimately upon the His speech would hav made a fiery pamphlet for the Reynolds, of Rochester, delivered a very interesting
broadest basis of freedom.
propagandism of genuin truth. Now its bodying add1·ess on "Robert Burns," reciting quite a liberal

Mr. Putnam then read the following list of names
which he submitted in nomination for the committe~
to ~ake the necessary legal steps to incorporate the
Fame Historical Association, and to perform such
ot?er acts as may be necessary in connection thereWith: T. B. Wakeman, S. P. Andrews, E. M. Macdonald, Edw. W. Chamberlain, Louis F. Post, Dr. E. B.
Foote, Jr., Wilson Macdonald, Daniel E. Ryan, Dr.
E. B. Foote, Sen., T. C. Leland, C. P. Somerby, S. P.
Putnam, Capt. Geo. W. Lloyd, Miss H. M. Allen,
Mrs. A. C. Macdonald, and W m. Secor. The committee was unanimously elected.
After two more songs by Miss Leona Leonardthe second made necessary by the first-the audience dispersed about 11 o'clock.

New England Freethinkers' Convention.
It was a notable gathering. After fifty years of
strenuous effort the labors of the Investigaior bore
fruit in the organization of the many and varied elements of Liberalism into a working force. The choice
~oment had arrived for the crystallization of subt.le
Ideas and potencies that had been floating in the air.
It had been in the hearts and minds of the Liberals
of New England for many years, no doubt, to hav
such a mighty gathering.
Dr. Lamb, of Portland, was the first to giv utterance to this 'Vague desire. His impetuous words did
not for a moment seem to produce the desired result; but the leaven was at work, and now we behold
the golden fruit. It was the energy and practical
devotion of W. S. Bell which brought the cosmos out
of the chaos. He rang the first notes, and the multitude came together, and from this time henceforth
the New England Freethinkers' Convention is a fixed
and brilliant verity-and, by the way, let me add that
this verity_ depends also upon another Verity, na.inely,
John Verity, who is one of our most indefatigable
workers, full of com·age and hope.
,
How fitting it was that this great convention
should be called together by J. P. Mendum, who for
fifty years has borne the banner of human progress.
Marvelous, indeed, has been the advance of humanity since he began his labors. Half a century ago
that ~oble martyr, Abner Kneeland, was suffering in
a pnson of Massachusetts simply for writing, "The
Universalists believe in a God which I do not."
After J. P. Mendum, his veteran fellow-worker,
"the old man eloquent," Horace Seaver, gave us a
glowing outlook into the present and the future of
brighter in Freethought.
Then Susan H. Wixon with gracious words depicted the power of Liberalism in creating and maintaining the best institutions of human society-for
LiberalisJ? is constructiv when it has a fair wayand showmg how the home and the family will shine
its onward effulgence.
In the afternoon there were two remarkable discourses. One was by Dr. Westbrook, formerly a
Presbyterian minister, but now almost entirely out
of the folds of Christianity. Still he is not quite
down to the firm ground. He is lingering in the air,
betwixt and between. He believes in Rationalistic
Theism; that in some sense, which no fellow can find
out! there is an over-soul-an infinif intelligencea kmd of God. Dr. Westbrook argued for his side
of the question with a good deal of logic and ability.
He showed, at any rate, that he was possessed of a
fine spirit of Liberalism. He did not display any
bigotry. I hav been there myself-in just his fix of
mental faith, trying to believe in some sort of an infinit benevolence, in spite of the horrors as well as
sunshine of nature; and as I hav had to find my sole
comfort in science, so I think the good doctor will
also. There is splendid material in him for an outand-out Liberal one of these days.
Well, I ~sh I c?uld giv Mr. Wakeman's reply,
every word, JUSt as It came burning from his lips.
Alas! that wonderful outburst of argument and oratory livs only in the memory of those who heard it
and to whom it was indeed a rare and noble per~
formance. It was logic on fire. Mr. W nkeman never
seemed to be in better spirits. He was like an electric battery, and flashed forth thoughts with tumultuous vehemence. It was a rattling artillery of scientific truth. There was nothing left of the vague
" over-soul" of Dr. Westbrook. It disappeared in the
lightning-like thought of Wakeman. God was shown
to be a most unnecessary hypothesis in the explanation of the world and its processes; it was, in fact an
intellectual nuisance-and in the end a moral ~ui
sance- a stumbling- block in the way of pure
and elevating conceptions of life and duty. Never was the "daspot of the skies" so thoroughly
a~sailed. ~e vanished into limbo, and in the magmficent closmg words of Wakeman the glory and the
beauty of this world were made manifest, the splendid
hope of man was revealed-the glorious ideal republic whereby this planet shall far outshine in splendor
the gates of the golden Jerusalem.
It is a most unfortunate thing that these winged
words could not be caught down and preserved as
they came glowing hot from the lips of Wakeman.

forth has passed away; its incarnation in a stream of
eloquence has vanished; we shall not look upon its
like again; no amount of will-power on the part of
its author can ever recall to the printed page this exquisit gem of advanced thought and hope. Only in
the spirit can it now remain, an ~nduring impulse in
the hearts of those who heard, to be transmitted by
the thousand agencies of personal contact and remembrance into the onward life of man.
In the evening we had a sparkling address from
James Parton, on "Heathen Benevolence." The
subject was admirably handled, and it was clearly
shown that benevolence is not by any means a Christian virtue, but is one of the universal traits of humanity, nobly exhibited in Rome, Greece, China, and
Japan. .In all these countries we find institutions of
benevolence as fine, as helpful, as merciful, and as
well endowed as anything in Christendom. This instituted benevolence is the wreath of honor that the
Christian is wont to put upon his religion when
everything else has failed. The disciple urgently
cries, "Christianity is the founder of all charitable
institutions; before Christ there was no love." The
keen and brilliant pen of Parton has forever demolished this claim, and now this once vaunted religion
has not a wreath of honor left. Hereafter it must
content to be regarded as a part of the ba1·baric
past-on the whole, perhaps, a helpful impulse, but
no longer needful for the advance of the world.
On Monday morning we had a splendid exposition
of Anarchy from Professor Appleton. Some, of course,
to whom this great question is not familiar, did not
seem to catch the drift of his ideas, and were disturbed by their apparently upsetting tendency.
However, the truth is mighty and will prevail. All
expressed their minds freely, and although there was
quite a clash, it was the clash of ideas and fervid conviction, and the ensuing illumination was by no means
disastrous. All, to my mind, were so many glowing
sparks from the stupendous and many-sided whole of
the truth.
In the afternoon we had a beautiful oration by M3:.
Schell, of Albany, on Stephen Girard and his will;
an address by S, P. Putnam, on "Thomas Paine and
the French Revolution," and an enthusiastic discom·se by Dr. Lamb, on the "Turning of the Tide."
In the evening Bell gave us a lucid and compact
statement of that philosophy of liberty whereby
"Prohibition is a failure"-and always will be, for it
is fatally contrary to the fundamental ideas of freedom. He who would prohibit is a despot-although
he may be a very kind-hearted despot; but he tries
to do by force what must be done solely by human
reason.
After Bell, we had one of Chainey's admirable discourses on "The Affirmations of Liberalism." He
vindicated the glory and grandeur of this earthly
life, and showed that Liberalism was set for its maintenance and upbuilding into all that is true and
beautiful and good. Chainey has now established
his immense parish, including Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Albany, and Troy. I hope that every
Liberal in this wide circuit will be deeply interested
in the movement, and make it, as it should be, a noble success.
I had to take the train on Monday night, and so I
conld not hear Horace Seaver on "Paine's Work in
the American Revolution," or George Hill's essay on
Bruno, or Verity on the "Immortality of the Soul,"
Elizur Wright on "Paine and Franklin," or Remsburg's eloquent defense and eulogy of the authorhero-all of which, I know, must hav added to the
brilliancy of the convention.
A most successful convention it was-born in due
time, and destined to be immortal. It shall not die,
for the vigorous life of the world to come shall flow
in it, and hope and aspiration, as well as truth, shall
find in it through the advancing years the noblest
instrumentality.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Paine Celebration at Linesville, Pa.
EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY FESTIVAL OF LIBERAL LEAGUE NO. 36,
Linesville, Pa., is an enterprising and thriving village of eleven hundred inhabitants, with four churches
-Catholic, Baptist, Presbyterian, and Methodistnone of which is thriving. The Baptists manage to
float, just keeping their heads above water. The rest
are fast sinking. There are the last remains of a
Universalist church, but its vitality has been absorbed
by the Liberal League.
There is a semi-weekly paper published. Its
weakness and imbecility are unexcelled, save by its
editor.
This is a stronghold of Humanitarianism. The old
antislavery apost.les started the Liberal boom in
1836. Their descendants are members of the League,
and comprise the most influential and wealthy families in this section. The League has a very neat
and nicely furnished hall; but to accommodate the
crowds from a broad engaged the Opera House, which
has seating capacity for about six hundred.
The inaugural meeting on SatUI"day evening, Jan.
26th1 was held at League Hall. E:x:-Rev. Charles B.

and choice selection of the poet's best productions,
delivering a brilliant eulogy to his genius, and inculcating the moral lesson, Love is preferable to Fame.
The address was a new departure from the ordinary
lecture, and was most enthusiastically received.
Sunday morning, at the Opera House, the meeting
was called to order at 11 A.M., President Brooks in
the chair. J. H. Burnham, Ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds,
Judge McCormick, J. D. Mallonee, Dr. McCormick,
the inimitable Prof. H. H. Hall, and the handsome
and genial secretary of the League, G. W. Baldwin,
graced the platform.
J. H. Burnham gave an eloquent and effectiv argument on "Religion, or no Religion," proving the
church was not the friend, but actually the enemy of
morality, for it taught that moral, noble, true, virtuous
life counted for nought; faith in Christ's atoning
blood alone could secure salvation.
Sunday evening, at 7 P.M., the house was filled with
a deeply interested audience. Prof.. ~. H. Hall delivered a lecture on "The Glad Tidmgs of Great
Joy." It abounded in sharp points, sound logic, and
practical advice, and was a most delightful surprise
to the friends of this eccentric child of song, fun, and
satire. He said:
Priests claim that the birth and teachings of Christ were the
glad tidings of great joy to all mankind, but reason teaches us
to judge a system by its fruits, and while the church had extreme power the fruits of the Christian religion were bigotry,
intoleranc&,;'Jlersecution, poverty, ignorance, and m-ime. Most
critics do not look to see if in the teachings of Christ can be
found the authority for the high-handed usurpation and heartless tyranny of the church. They forget to read the 18th and
19th verses of the 16th chapter of Matthew and the 27th
verse of the 19th chapter of Luke.
And these cdtics
do not go over the ground honestly and giv credit where credit
belongs, but they eulogize our civilization and say, "Behold,
this is the legitimate fruit of the glodous gospel of Chdst."
They utterly ignore the causes which hav .been instrumental in
bringing about our civilization. They do not tell us that before the colonization of America there was no asylum for liberty-loving man. If a man made a discovery which clashed\
with the dogmas of the church he could choose between three
things, silence, recantation, or death. Priests never eulogize
John Gutenberg. For his invention never conserved to the
glory of God and his holy pdesthood, but in the hands of certain ungoclly men it has proved a powerful engine with which
they hav disseminated their common sense ideas which hav utterly exploded the silly miracles and senseless rhetorical bombast of the biblical writers, and it has proved an effectiv
weapon with which to strip the cheap clothing from many a
sneaking wolf who was befouling the doves of his innocent
flock. And they never eulogize Paine, Franklin, or Lincoln,
the trinity of Freethought who hav done more to publish the
glad tidings of great joy to all mankind than any other three,
by inspiring men to love liberty, by making it possible for the
Constitution to be formulated and adopted, and by abolishing
slavery. Can orthodoxy show a trinity equally famous for the
good done for mankind? If faith and works are a test I would
humbly suggest that they choose as their representativs Anthony Comstock, Rev. Joseph Cook, and Rev. John Jasper.
But what can we, as Liberals, do to help publish the glad tidings of great joy to all mankind? We can work for compulsory education; for universal education is the quickest, surest,
and ·safest way to emancipate the people from the slavery of
superstitipn and priestcraft. And we must not neglect the education of our children. We should not forget that the true
aim of education is to make them independent and self-reliant
men and women. \Vemust interest our children in good reading; and see that what they read teaches natural morals. We
must be pleasant ourselvs, make our homes pleasant, and we
need hav no fears that our children will drift either into the
streets, saloons, or Sunday-schools, and hav their minds poisoned with either obscenity or superstition; and when the spirit
of true liberty shall fully illuminate the horizon of Freeth ought
men will advance up to the perfection of universal political
and mental liberty; and then shall we fully publish the glad tidings of great joy to all mankind, and not till then.

J. H. Burnham, of Michigan,, next addressed the
meeting on the "Despotic Influence of Climate on
Man, his Habits, Nature, and Religion." Monday
morning, January 28th, J. D. Mallonee, of Cleveland,
Ohio, delivered a lecture on "The Materiality of the
Soul." This gentleman is not a professional speaker,
but a young man of very great promis and ability.
His lectlll"e gave evidence of careful thought and diligent study, and was a very able exposition and defense of Materialism.
This awoke quite a spirited and interesting debate,
the conclusion arrived at being that both Spiritualists and Materialists desire to attain to the highest
possible mental, moral, and physical development
here and now, as the wisest and best preparation for
whatever may be their future; and with mutual forbearance, mutual love and confidence, and mutual
endeavor, advance the great principles laid down by
him the anniversary of whose birth we are assembled
to CO!llmemorate. Do justly, love mercy, and endeavor to make OUl" fellow-creatUI"el!l happy.
Ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds, of Rochester, N.Y., delivered the oration on Thomas Paine. After narrating
the incidents of his life, the speaker demanded:
Does a man with such a noble, useful life record-one to
whom humanity at large, and more especially the United
States owes so much-one so highly esteemed by the founders
of the'republic-deserve to hav his name maligned, his memory blackened, and all his actions misrepresented?
Is it well to contradict Mr. Monroe and stain our national
character with ingratitude to one who, all must admit, rendered
such important aid in the very darkest hours of our nation's
battle for existence ; to one by all the chief men of the Revolution acknowledged the friend and able champion of human
rights, simply because he published to the world his religious,
as he had his political, convictions? Thomas Paine's "Common Sense" opened the eyes of those who read it to the right
and duty of all men to be free and independent-to no longer
bow in ·lowly reverence and yield abject submission to the
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king; showing that his claim to authority and tribute because he
The exercises opened with an overture by Prof. Hensler's how the people there are chained down. No one has done
was the. Lord's anointed was a fraud, a deception, contrary to orchestra, followed by a chorus from the song section of the more for the freedom of the people of this country than
truth, nght, reason, and common sense. His "Age of Reason" Freie Gemeinde. President Schilling then introduced Mrs. Thomas Paine. His name is familiar to every patriot under
opene(J. the'eyes of thos~ who read it to the right and duty of Juliet Severance, who delivered an oration in English.
the stars and stripes. The1·e are but three classes of men that
all men to b~ free and mdependent, mentally as well as politThe speaker introduced her remarks by saying that she.did ever appear in history. The first class is the agitat01· or invencally; showmg that they need no longer bow in lowly rever- not propose to giv an elaborate biography of Thomas Paine. tOl·, aucl then come the organizer, and the administmtor. All of
en~e and yield. abject ~ubmisRion to the priest; and that his He was born in England in the year 1737, and in early child- these were the characteristics of 'rhomas Paine. He could
cla1m to authonty and tithes because he was the Lord's ordained hood began to doubt the truthfulness of the Christian religion. agitate, organize, and administer. But few men possess such
was equally a fraud, a ileception, C?ntrary to tr~th, right, rea- In his work, ,-,The Age of Reason," he givs his early feeling on talent. When he followed the army of George Washington he
son, and common sen•e, as the clarms of the king.
the subjeet, arguing that a religion which could so impress a was able to meet the demands of the hour as few persons
The exactions of the priesthood hav been onerous and heavy. child with its repulsiv features was not of divine origin. Mrs. could, through the closest study of the work before him. The
They hav never been a producing class in any sense of the Severance then read specimens of poetry and prose written by time may come when the name of God or Christ will a:ppear
word, but hav always lived and flourished upon the toils and Thomas Paine. She said he was one of the most sacrificing in the Constitution. If the time comes when tho ballot 1s not
labors of others. They hav exacted tithes, claiming the first patriots of the Revolution, and but for the fact that he assailed sufficient to support the rights of the people, then it may be
fruits of the harvests and the ch~icest of the flocks; the fat of the church his memory would be held as sacred as that of that blood will be required to secure liberty, and a great l'evothe land, as well as the 'fattest ch1ckens, must be reserved for Washington. He has been assaulted in the most disgraceful lution will be the result. Mr. Bul'nham then reacl an editorial
them. Thomas Paine labored to save us from their exactions manner by the church, notwithstancling that he was not an in an evening paper on Thomas Paine, and commented severely
and rapacity.
Atheist, but a Deist. They could not answer his doctrins ancl on the writer, sa~•ing he had been greatly misled. Thomas
Costly temples and parsonages without number hav been propositions, and so they blackened his character. Paine Paine drank no more toddy tlmn any of the clergymen that
erected f~r their s~rvice and occupa~ion. The money to build wrote that he believed in Qne god, and that he hoped for a fu- abuse him, but next Sunday some will tell the same lies about
an~ sustam theJ?l 1s ex~orted or caJoled from their dupes, or ture existence. Various lessons are to be learned from his life. him that they hav told fDl' years. In a brief survey of the life
swmdled by farrs, festivals, grab-bags, and donation parties The church is as aggressivto-day as it was a century ago. 'l'he- of Thomas Paine justice has not been clone. To-day there is
from worldlings.
ological conventions are held without number, and their efforts not a man who will sit down and read carefully Thomas Paine's
There is talent and wealth enough expended in support of are directed to embody God and Jesus into the Constitution. works who, upon rising, will not feel better for it-and
churches to educate all the young in the truths of science and The fact that the ma~ficent churches in the land are not yet his book is called an ltcmu·sed work. Do not let your
provide happy homes for all the aged and infinn. Paine taxed is in direct violation of the Constitution. Freethinkers thoughts of Thomas Paine's works be disturbed because of
labored to save this misapplication of talent, wealth, and energy. are being imprisoned to-day for daring to express something these slanderous words that aTe uttered against his memory.
Church property to the value of over $400,000,000 goes else than strict orthodox sentiment. This government should
The speaker closed his remarks by paying a beautiful tributa
free, while the poor widow's little poverty-stricken home is be perfectly free in this respect. As it is now, it is pl'incipally to the memory of Thomas Paine.
sold to pay for the sidewalk built along the extensiv front of a government of money, by money, and for money. Lawyers,
Upon the conclusion of the oration Mr. Emerson presented
the costly church. The humble little frame house of the la- bankers, and millionaires are not fit to be sent to the national the Liberal League with a copy of Oahspe, the new Bible in
boring man, so long toiled for, earning which exhausted health halls of legislation. The wealth is continually flowing into the the words of Jehovah and his angel ambassadors, a sacred hisand strength, leaving the man and his family of helpless chil- hands of the few. For every millionaire there must be a thou- tory of dominions of the higher and lower heavens on the
dren dependent on the poor wife's and mother's erunings, is sand paupers. Every rich man is a robber. [Applause.] In earth for the past 24,000 yea1·s, in behalf of Mrs. •r. A. Cooper,
sold to pay taxes, while the extravagant and wealthy church, this connection Mr11. Severance read a poem entitled, "The of Allegheny. The hook was received by Mr. Bmnham in a
together with $1500 worth of property for each and every pious One and Ninety-nine."
fitting speech.
preacher, is exempt. Thomas Paine labored to save the poor
This government should be really of the people, by the peoProf. Wm. Seymour, of Phila<lclphia, recitcdlll>oetical ode
from this gross inequality of taxation.
ple, and for the people, and not one of man, by man, auil for on Thomas Paine, which was received with storms of applause.
Christ taught vengeance of those who differed with him: man. Mrs. Severance made a st1·ong appeal for the enfran- He concluded in a short tt<1<1ross eulogizing Thomas Paine: He
"But those mine enemies which would not that I should reign chisement of woman. f::lhe showed that wherever men and pmnouncecl him one of the greatest men the world has over
over them, bring hither and slay them before me" (Luke xix, women congregate it is for the improvement of both. I ask, known. George Washington, the f~tthcr of this eountry, bowed
27). "And to you who are troubled rest with us. When the said she, for my son as well as for my daughter, that this gov- down before him in honor for what he lwd clone in the great
Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven with his mighty an- ernment be made equal for all. [Applause.] ,Just so long as battle for freedom.
gels in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them that know not the memory of Thomas Paine is revered, just so long will the
'l'he chairman, Mr. Emerson, thPn read 11 telegram from the
God, and that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ" principle of perfect equality liv; nor will it die, but prevail de- Libe1·al League at Altoona, as follows:
(2 Thes. i, 7, 8).
spite ~ntagonism and persecution. [Applause.]
"League in session celebrating the ono lnmdmd and fortyThomas Paine labored to save the lifeeven of his enemiesThe orchestra played another piece, and the song section of seventh annivm·sary of Thomas Paine's birth. Ur. James
the most persistent wrong-doer. He declared, "My hatred and the Milwaukee Turn society sang a chorus. A recitation in Moore is speaking
the subject, 'Trnth crushed to earth
abholTence of absolute monarchy are sufficiently known. But German by Miss Anna Hogrefe wa11 well received. Her selec- will rise ngnin.'"
my compassion for the unfortunate, whether friend or enemy, tion was entitled, "The Song of Freedom." "'l'he Patriot's
Mr. I,onis F. :Falt'k rondeTec1 a cornet solo, followed by a
is equally lively and sincere." For which of these teachings, Grave," by a quartet, with organ music, was finely rendered by vocal solo by Miss Allie Emerson, of Bc1wer FallH. The ym~ng
for saving from which of these wrongs, tyrannies, and injustice, Mr. and Mrs. McCaslin, Mrs. Anderson, and Mr. R!tmsdale.
lady possesses an oxcollent sopmno voice, ancl is destined t.o
Maximilian Grossman was then introduced as the German become one of the leading singers in this vicinity. She is
should Thomas Paine be denounced? In the language of that
brave and noble co-sufferer in calumny and vindictiv hatred of speaker of the evening. He said. that when he first came to young, and hns not >tppenro<l oft.cm in pnhlie. Her effort lltst
the church, D. M. Bennett, the founder of that best of Liberal America, in 1876, he heard the name of 'rhomas Paine, whose evening wnB appreci,ttod, 1\R wns evi<lon.,o<l by the storm of
educators, TnE TRUTH SEEKER, "it was writing the 'Age of anniversary was being celebrated in Philadelphia. He did not !tJlplauHo, awl she was cmupollo<l f.n rospon<l to 1tn encore. A
Reason ' which brought down upon the devoted head of know who this man was. But few Americans were able to giv zithern solo by E<lwar<l Eyth was tho feature of the mnsic~nl
Thomas Paine the anathema of a hireling priesthood in this infonnation other than that he was one of the foremost pnt- pm-t of tho pl'Dgram. A reeitlttion, "'L'ho Maid of Miclian," by
country and in Emope. They answered his clear, forcible riots of the revolution; An investigation at a library developor1 :Mr. George Dovoy, was woll reeeiverl A t.roml>ono solo,
arguments, his sound reasoning, and his telling truths with •the fact that but few histories spoke of him deservedly. Anr1 "Coming Through tho B.ye," was admiml>ly rendered by Prof.
slander and abuse. It was the only way they could answer him. why? Did Thomas Paine ever write a line in f1wor of tyranny? ,John Thoma. Mr. Hmnnel Amhrcson sang a lmritmie solo
Up to this clay not one of his arguments has been proved de- Was he ever corrupt, or did he betray public trusts? No; he from tho "Pimt.es of Penzancc," which was followed hy a
fectiv; not one of his positions has been shown to be mistaken; dared worse. He prestrmed to holdu milTor before the Chris- zithern solo, a nuu·eh entitlocl "'fhc Lihornl League," hy Eeltian religion. It has always been the greatest offense of man to ward Eyth. Miss Allie Emerson again <lolighted tho audience
not one of his assertions hav been proved to be false."
Let us emulate the virtues of Thomas Paine. Like him, let set himself against the established faith of centuries. The love with a beautiful solo. A cornet solo hy Mr. L. F. Falck conus be lovers of our fellow-men. Like him, let us be willing to of religion has murdered more, cruelly, in all countries and cluded the program. While the 1mclience passed clown to the
spend our time, our strength, our lives, in promulgating the climes, than all the justice and crime of the world. We do pre- banquet hall the orchestra plnyer1 a nnruber of selections from
good of those around us. Like him, let us be fearless in avow- sume to inflict our beliefs and theories on others, but we base the opera, "The Bohcmi>tn Girl."
An elegant supper had heon prepm·o<l, an<l ahont 500 ;;at
ing our honest sentiments and convictions. Under all circmn- our principles on the broad basis of toleration, [Applause.]
stances and conditions let us aim to discharge our duty to our- Paine first espoused and gave to Amel'ica reason as the funda- down at the tal>les. 'l'hrJ following toasts were offereclnntl reselvs and to our fellow-beings, doing all in our power to pro- mental principle. He showed the discrepancies of the alleged sponded to: "ThomaH Pnine," by J·. E. Emersrm; "The Press,"
mote the happiness of all around us, and so best secure our revelations of Tory writ, and was assailed by the clergy with by Prof. Wm. Seymour; "Heroes of Freethought," by J. H.
own. If, in the progress and evolution of the human mind, the most unscrupulous and belying charges. His religiotw Burnham; ''Religious Liberty," hy Thomas Grundy; "Man,"
the light of science and truth leads us farther along in the road criticism was not so severe, nor his philosophy so deep as by Mrs. J. E. Emerson. Responding to tho last toast, Mrs.
of progression than Paine traveled during his lifetime, let us that of others who had gone before. But he was sincere Emerson said: He is a f,>Tfllld creature-in his own estimation.
go cheerfully where truth leads us. Let us strive to know all and honest in his opinion. In England he risked his lib- He rules tho world and his homP-when his wife doesn't rule
we can of the truths of nature and the laws of the universe; and, erty, in France his head, and in America his reputation. His for him. He carries a high hand--anr1 sometimes a heavy one.
above all, ever clo justly, love mercy, and endeavor to make our true greatness consisted in these very acts. He did not sup- Yet we love him, be he wicked or goorl, Rllltppish or tender,
press his convictions with a view of securing a great and lasting provident or selfish,smart. or dull-we lovo him--and are careful
fellow-creatures happy.
popularity. He did not flatter the American people that they not to show it.
The ball at the Opera House was really a grand, were perfectly free when they were still in the childhood of reFor, you soc, shoulcl the donr follow know it,
He would at once most ecrtrtiuly "hlow" it;
gay, and jovial gathering, nearly one hundred couples ligion. His pamphlet entitled "Common Sense " stilTed all
As to vox aiHl perplex a ente woman'H plan,
participating. The banquet at League Hall was America to the very core of its sensibilities. What he wrote to
Is tho unh•tppy fate of tho avomge man.
inflame the patriotic feelings of the colonies enabled Washevidence of the thorough education and skill of the ington
to conquer. '!'he speaker derisivly referred to the g!ty
He is a goocl fellow HOmetimeH-most a! wnys, I may say. He
Liberal ladies in the culinary art, only equaled in militia soldier of to-day, who, he said, is a travesty on the re- is willing to let us hav onr own wny--whcn he can't,
help
himself-all the more rondily if we ean wheedle
their liberality and zeal for the promotion of the hap- public. [Applause.] Paine was not a leader of masses. His
piness of their fellow-creatures by the masculin greatest weapon was the pen; and honor to him who accom- him into believing it is his way instead of onrs. He is perfectly
plished so much with what he did not fear to say. [Applause.] williug to let us sigh for him, mve for him; he takes it kindly
members of Liberal League No. 36.
Music by the band, and a chorus rendered by the l:locialiHtic if we smile for him, slave for him; but, above all, he is willing
G. W. Baldwin delivered a glowing eulogy on the glee club, concluded the exercises.
to let us coo], for him and save for him.
noble and self-sacrificing Liberal, Stephen Girard, A vote of thanks was tendered to Prof. Hensler, who, in the He has a place in the worl<1 which a woman could not well
showing how all his life be evinced a love of hu- last moment, had agreed to take the place of the rlelinquent fill-all 11 flienrl, a hnsband, or fathm·. As a true friend, he
The president called attention to tho ftwt that a joint never goes back on an old maicl, or another man's wife; aA 11
manity, as be labored in behalf of his fellow-creatures, Bach.
movement of Americans and Germans in Liberal thought has fond hw;rmnc1, hR will tnrn the grirlrlle-cnkes 11nll carry tho
unequaled by any Christian saint of whom we hav been effected, and that allure welcome to the regular meetings WllHh-vmter when there is n l'e<l-hearlrJCl girl in the kitchen; ItS
of the Liberal League, which meets every Sunday afternoon in 11 loving father, he will sparn tl1n bimh aiHl shnko the child.
record.
With all hiH fnnlts--they nre numy; with all hiH virtues---they
Monday evening.-Dr. McCormick delivered a lec- F·raternity Hall, No. 216 Grand avenue. The assemblage then
are mo1·e! --here's to him !
dispersed.
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ture, "Why are Spirits Not Visible?" [The lecture
bas been publisbed.-REP.] J. H. Burnham gave
an address on the question, "Did a World of Rational
·Beings Ever Hav an Infancy?"
Tuesdav morning.-Ex.-Rev. C. B. Reynolds
preached· a sermon on, ''God is Love," and told bow
be became an Infidel. Judge McCormick spoke on
"Liberal Spiritualism," claiming that the church
taught, and its members claimed that fear of bell kept
them from the commission of evil and wickedness.
We, as Liberals, should be tolerant toward them.
They judged Liberals bytbemselvs. With them fear
of hell-fire kept them virtuous. Why need we wonder they are afraid Liberals will commit dreadful
crimes because they hav no fear of bell to restrain
them?
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From the Milwauke< Sentinel of Jan. 30th.

Turn Hall Vorwrerts, on ']_·hird street, was well filled last
evening, on the occasion of the anniversary celebration in honor of Thomas Paine. Those who joined in commemorating the
Deist's birth comprised members of all the Tmn societies, the
Liberal League, Freie Gemeinde, and Socialists. The meeting
was opened by Comptroller H. Smith, who reacl the names of
honorary officers elected for the evening, as follows; president,
Robert Schilling; vice-presidents, Emil Wallber, Jac. Kehrein,
Otto Knie, F. SebaRtian, Peter Barth, A. Keye, H. Zweck, Mrs.
F;lla E. Stewart, ,James Ormsby, MrA. M. Caslin; secretary,
John Ulrich.

Speeches and Banquet at Pittsburgh, Pa.

At Brentwo0f1, Long Is1and.

To THE Enrrou Oil' THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
The one hundred and forty-seventh anniversary of the accordance with a custom dating back to the first
birthday of Thomas Paine was celebrated last evening by the year of the settlement of this place, the friends of
Liberal League at Lafayette Hall. The large auditorium was
tastefully decorated. Suspended from the large chandelier in Thomas Paine met on the 2Dtb ult. to commemorate
the center of the hall were four large streamers of limrel, ex- his birth.
tending to the cornocs of the room. Tho two galleries were
Papers eulogistic of his cbaracte!', and commendalso festooned 'vith laurel.
The stage on either side was atory of his great services to mental and political
beautified with tropical plants, tastefully arranged. On the
wall in the rear of the stage was hung a large Amel'ican flag. freedom, were read by Cbas. A. Cadman and Hugh
Oc.cu:pying a prominent posit~on on the stage was a. large oil Byron Brown, followed by oral testimony from others
pamtmg of the ~ero whose b1rth the League. last. mght cele-~ to the great service rendered to them by the writings
brated. The mam hall was well filled, over su h unch·ed per- f p ·
· tb ·
1 t
1
f
· f
sons being present. Almost half of the audience was com- o
ame In .. e1r ear Y s rugg es or emanmpa lOll
posed of ladies.
from superstitiOn.
The exercises ~ere opene~ with an overture by Staley's orThe exerc~ses werb enlightened by. singing Paine's
chestra, after whwh ~he cha1rman, Mr. J ..E. Emerson, of Bea- hymn to "Liberty," and by the readmg of selections
ver Falls, made a br1ef address, announcmg that I\Irs. Judge f
Jl.ti k
•
•t bl t tb
•
Krekel, of Kansas City, Mo., who was to hav delivered an ora- rom
ac ~yes poems, SUI a e o . e occasiOn.
tion on "Heroic Thomas Paine," could not be present on acThe dommant thought of the meetmg was that the
count of sickness. He then introduced M~. J. H. Burnham, t.reatment of the author-hero of the Revolution by
of Saginaw,, Mich., as the orator .of the evenmg, who held the the people of the country be did so much to free is
close attentiOn of the large auchence for three-quarters of an b
f 1 · tb
t
d "tb t
all 1 •
hour. The speaker was frequently intermpted by enthusias- s. ame u Ill
e ~x ~e~e, an Wl on a par e. In
tic applause. He said that the meeting was to do justic& to history. And wbtle It IS true that the theological
the memory _of Th?mas Paine. 'l'he !ib~ties we enj?Y to-day writings of Paine bad lvng ceased to be of value to
are due.to him. Fifty years ago we chd no~ hav the hberty we the most advanced minds of the age, yet his services
no:v enJoy and dare~ not eclehrate tho ann~versary of Thomas at 11 critical period in history 'n help' g t fr
tb
Fame's birth. Had 1t not heen for what th1s man has done we
.
I
Ill
O
ee
e
would not be where we nre to-clay. The Pittsburgh Liberal human mmd from mental thraldom deserve the eterLeague would not hav been in existence. Look at Europe, nal gratitude of mankind.
C. A. CaDMAN.
From the Pittsburgh Times of Jan. 30th.
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"Ditto, Guffum- and, dear me! the way they . because it is given under the solemnities of an oath,
would fly I"
but because it is reasonable. If unreasonable, it
"Hight?"
ought to be thrown aside. The question ought not
"Dunno," said Cupples, scratching his bead; "'bout· to be, "Has this been sworn to?" but, "Is this
Waifs and Wanderings.
a foot, I guess."
true?" The moment evidence is tested by tb~
" Hair?"
standard of reason, the oath becomes a useless cereBY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
" Hair? I swan! I don't believe she bad any. mony. Let the man who givs false evidence be punCHAPTER vm.
Bald-beaded, by Jove !-like the American eagle., isbed as the law-making power may prescribe. He'
BABY BYE.
Put that down; it's a good mark."
should be punished because he commits a crime
Cupples exploited his new duties quite entbusias"Any other mark about it?"
against society, and be should bt~ punished in this
tically. He felt of some importance to the world
"Can't think of any. That's all I can tell about world.
.
and to future generations. He dreamed of what it."
j All honest men will t the truth if they can;
mi&"bt be. He became quite an adept in the art of
" Well, I shouldn't wonder if I could help you on · therefore, oaths will bav no ffect upon them. Distakmg care of a baby, and knew bow to still its that description, it is so accurate," said the sheriff. honest men will not tell the truth unless the truth
loudest cries. Though be bad never sung before, be "It's reported to me that a strange baby came into a happens to suit their purpose; therefore, oaths will
n~w composed some original melodies, while walking bouse not far from here last night. It corresponds bav no effect upon them. We punish them, not for
With the baby, that quite charmed his infantile very nearly with the description you've given; and it swearing to a lie, but for telling it; and we can make
a•1dience.. He softened his phraseology; omitted strikes me that it's the very identical one. Let's go/ the punishment for telling the falsehood just as
some of Its thunder edges, and made it quite un- and see."
severe as we wish. If they are to be punished in
offending to ears polite. He learned the babyCupples jumped up with alacrity. His face was· another world, the probability is that the punishment
language; and made some really impressive additions full of hope at once. A strange baby, and so like the there will be for having told the falsehood here.
to it. He became patient, wise, and tender and darling he bad lost. Of course it must be the object After all, a lie is made no worse by an oath, and the
day by day the waif out of the darkness of ~igbt, of his search.
truth is made no better.
that seemed so troublesome at first, grew to be a wonThey went to the negro quarter of the town, and 1 Q. You object, then, to the oath. Is your objecder and a joy. Every motion seemed a revelation of knocked at a neat little tenement; A colored woman tion based on any religious grounds, or on any prejbeauty It was indeed what all babies are, when we came to the door.
udice against the ceremony because of its religious
love them because we care for them-the very smile
"Walk in, massas," said she, with an exquisit cour- origin; or what is your objection?
of God, and the breath and music of heaven.
tesy and a smile that threw an ivory light all over
A. I care nothing about the origin of the ceremony.
The weeks flew by, and Cupples was busy and the new-comers.
The objection to the oath is this: It furnishes a falseMcGuffum walked in and said:
hood with a letter of credit. It supplies the wolf with
delighted. But one morning be awoke and found
no baby in the crib.
"I want to see the baby."
sheep's clothing, and covers the bands of Jacob with
Cupples rubbed his eyes. What was the matter?
Cupples followed eagerly.
hair. It blows out the light, and, in the darkne6ls,
Where was the baby? Had it fallen out of the crib?
"Oh, yes t" cried the woman; "it's sweet as 'a pic- Leah is taken for Rachel. It puts upon each witWas it under the bed? No. He went into the ter."
ness a kind of theological gown. This gown bides
kitchen, back-room, down the cellar; be even looked
"It must be the one," said Cupples, "for that's the moral rags of the depraved wretch as well as the
into the ash-barrel. No baby was to be seen. He just the way my baby looked."
virtues of the honest man. The oath is a mask that
awoke Mrs. Cupples. She joined in the search with
They went to the cradle, and the woman turned falsehood puts on, and for a moment is mistaken
a blank face. They examined the bouse from top to down the coverlid, and there was a baby, sleeping, for truth. It givs to dishonesty the advantage
bottom. The neighbors were aroused. They bad for all the world very much like Cupples's-only it of solemnity.
beard nothing of it. All became interested in the was black.
The tendency of the oath is to put all testimony on
strange affair. It was evident that the baby bad
"Thunder!" said Cupples; "it is a nigger, and an equality. The obscure rascal and the man of
been stolen. But by whom? Who cared enough black as the ace of spades; and mine was as white as sterling character both "swear," and jurors, who
for it to steal it? The mother? But whv should snow."
attribute a miraculous quality to the oath, forget the
she not claim it openly and thank her child's bene"Ob," said the sheriff, "you didn't say anything real difference in the men, and giv about the same
factor? There was no need of such cruel robbery. about that. Otherwise it looks very much like the weight to the evidence of each, because both were
It was an oppressive mystery. There was in it a baby you described, and the coincidence was so re- "sworn." A scoundrel is delighted with the opporsenRe of infinite loss and terror. Was the baby markable that I thought it might be yours."
tunity of going through a ceremony that givs imporsuffering? What revenge or malice was to be gratiSheriff McGuffum was very fond of practical jokes, tance and dignity to his story, that clothes him for
fied?
and this was one of them, and it pleased him vastly. the moment with respectability, loans him the
Cupples was like an insane person. He flew from
If Cuppl13s bad been a fighting man, no doubt be appearance of conscience, and givs the ring of true
place to place with eager and fruitless inquiry. His would have bit the sheriff; but, like all meager men coin to the base metal. To him the oath is a shield.
face was blanched with agony. The empty crib in the presence of those of larger growth, be was a He is in partnership, for a moment, with God, and
pierced him like a dagger's point. Its fairy occupant member of the Peace Society. It wouldn't have done, people who bav no confidence in the witness credit
was gone into the darkness of the night. It bad however, for a small boy to play such a trick. Some the firm.
come like a star, but it bad vanished like a sun, and "colliding" would have followed.
Q. Of course you know that religionists insist that
the heavens were black.
· Cupples was a Hoosier Democrat from immemorial, people are more likely to tell the truth when
" If I only knew it was happy and safe I could years; and to have it thought for a moment that his "sworn," and that to take away the oath is to destroy
stand it," said Cupples. "But it may be dying. It baby was anything like a nigger's made his blood the foundation of testimony?
may be in the bands of villains. This mystery boil ~o wonder his expletivs were numerous and
A. If the us.e. of the oath is def~nded on the
strangles me. It's like a dog at my throat· like energetic.
ground that rehgwus people need a stimulus to tell
poison in my heart."
'
"Well," said the sheriff, after Cupples bad un- the truth, then I am compelled to say that religious
Mrs. Cupples was equally stricken she bad come I packed his heart, "we are disappointed so far; but people bav been so badly educated that they mistake
to lose the baby and wocld not ~art with it for I'll take bold and do the best I can. I'll have every the nature of the crime. They should be taught
untold wealth.
policeman on the look-out, and if there's any possible that to defeat justice by falsehood is the real offense.
"~ m~st do something," said Cupples. "I'm like cbwce the baby shall be found."
Besides! fear ~s ?ot the natural foundation of virtue.
a ship m a storm. I can't shape my course. I'm
[TO BE coNTINUED. J
Even mtb rehgwus people fear cannot always last.
blind and weak."
Ananias and Sapphira bav been dead so long, and
The neighbors spmpatbized with him, but could
The Oath Question.
si~ce their ti~e so ~any people bav sworn falsely
only help curse the mysterious thief.
[During Mr. Charles Watts's recent tour in America he Without affectmg their health, that the fear of sudden
visited Colonel Ingersoll. Among other topics of conversa- divine vengeance no longer pales the cheek of the
tion was the Oath Question. In reply to certain interroga- per]· urer. If the vengeance is not sudden, then,
tories, the Colonel gave the :following answers, which he
CHAPTER IX.
afterwards wrote out for the Secular Revie10.]
according to the church, the criminal will bav plenty
SHERIFF M' GUFFUM.
Question. I suppose that your attention bas been of time to repent; so that the oath no longer affects
Cupples hurried to his bosom friend, Sheriff called to the excitement in England over the Oath even the fearful. Would it not be better for the
Question, and you bav probably wondered that so church to teach that telling the falsehood is the real
McGuffum.
crime, and that taking the oath neither adds to nor
"I must find her,'' said be. "Give me all the help much should bav been made of so little?
Answer. Yes; I bav read a few articles upon the takes from its enormity? Would it not be better to
you can."
subject, including one by Cardinal Newman. It is teach that be who does wrong must suffer the conse"Have vou anv clue ?" asked the sheriff.
"Have~'t the ~ightest idea about it. I woke. up this wonderful that so many people imagin that there is quences, whether God forgivs him or not?
He who tries to injure another may or may not
morning and found it gone. When, where, or bow, something miraculous in the oath. They seem to
regard it as a kind of verbal fetich-a charm, an succeed; but he cannot, by any possibility, fail to
is beyond my knowing."
"I should think you'd be glad to get rid of it" " open sesame " to be pronounced at the door of injure himself. Men should be taught that there is
~d~e~~ff
' truth, a spell, a kind of moral thumbscrew, by means no difference between truth-telling and truth-swear"I'm not," replied Cupples. "It takes the very of which falsehood itself is compelled to turn in- ing. Nothing is more vicious than the idea that any
ceremony, or form of words-band-lifting .or bookheart out of me to have it gone. I feel all used up. former.
The oath bas outlived its brother, "the wager kissing-can add, even in the slightest degree, to the
My God! what may become of the little innocent
of battle." Both were born of the idea that God perpetual obligation every human being is under to
thing?"
"Well, the first thing, Cupples, is a description," would interfere for the right and for the truth. speak the truth.
The truth, plainly told, naturally commends itself
said the sheriff "We must find out just bow it Trial by fire and by water bad the same origin.
looks, and then bunt it up. What's the color of its It was once believed that the ma'l in the wrong to the intelligent. Every fact is a genuin link in
could not kill the man in the right; but, experience the infinit chain, and will agree perfectly with every
eyes?"
having shown that be usually did, the belief grad- other fact. A fact asks to be inspected, asks to be
Cupples thought a whole minute and then said.
"I can't fix 'em to save me .. Kind of black, seems ually fell into disrepute. So it was once thought understood. It needs no oath, no ceremony, no
to me. Bright as dollars anvway, and flashing right that a perjurer could not swallow a piece of sacra- supernatural aid. It is independent of all the gods.
into one like diamonds. Call 'em blue. Yes; they mental bread; but, the fear that made the swallowing A falsehood goes in partnership with theology, and
difficult having passed away, the appeal to the cors- depends on the partner for success. ·
were blue like the skies. I remember now."
"And tb"' nose ?"
ned was abolished. It was found that a brazen or a
To show bow little influence for good bas been
" Flat aud not much of it. I thought she hadn't desperate man could eat bimllelf out of the greatest attributed to the oath, it is only necessary to say that
any, at first. But it kept a-comin' out."
difficulty with perfect ease, satisfying the law and for centuries, in the Christian world, no person was
" And the mouth ?"
his own hunger at the same time.
allowed to testify who bad the slightest pecuniary
"Little, and twisted into all sorts of shapes; but
The oath is a relic of barbarous theology, of interest in the result of a suit. The expectation of a
sweet as honey."
the belief that a personal God interferes in the farthing in this world was supposed to outweigh the
"And the bands?"
affairs of men; that some God protects innocence and fear of God's wrath in the next. All the pangs,
" Always on the move, and I can't just exactly de- guards the right. The experience of the world bas peins, and penalties of perdition were considered as
scribe 'em."
sadly demonstrated the folly of that belief. The nothing when compared with the pounds, shillings,
" And the feet ?"
testimony of a witnes!! ought to be believe~ not and pence in this world.
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Q. You know that in nearly all deliberativ bodies its authority could swear or affirm. This was the of spirits. One class-the class to which Mr. Kiddie
-in parliaments and congresses-an oath or affir- natural result of the separation of church ·and state. evidently belongs-may be called the religious Spiritmation is required to support what is called the conQ. I see that your presidents and governors issue ualists, who naturally attract to tbemselvs those institution; and that all officers are required to swear their proclamations calling on the people to assemble visible persons, spirits, who are developed in a like
or affirm that they will discharge their duties: do in their churches and offer thanks to God. How does direction. The communications obtained from this
these oaths and affirmations, in your judgment, do this happen in a government where state and church source are to the effect that they believe in a someany good?
are not united ?
thing operating in the universe; which they call God
A. Men bav sought to make nations and instituA. Jefferson, when president, refused to issue what They do not state that they bav any direct knowledge
tions immortal by oath. Subjects bav sworn to obey is known as the " Tbansgiving Proclamation," on the of him, it, or her, but feel assured that such is the
kings, and .kings bav sworn to protect subjects; and ground that the federal government bad no right to case. There are those on the earth-plane who make
yet t~e subJects bav sometimes beheaded a king, and interfere in religious matters; that the people owed similar statements, and I do not see as these affimathe kmg bas very often plundered the subjects. The no religious duties to the government; that the gov- tions, from either spirits or mortals, prove anything;
oaths enabled them to deceive each other. Every ernment derived its powers, not from priests or gods, the more especially as another class of Spiritualists,
absurdity in religion, and all tyrannical institutions, but from the people, and was responsible alone to the who also are in communication with those who bav
bav been patched, buttressed, and reinforced bv source of its power.
"passed over," state that they know nothing whatoaths; and yet the history of the world shows the
The truth is, the framers of our Constitution in- ever about this God. The spirits with whom they
utter futility of putting in the coffin of an oath the tended that the government should be secular, in the converse are equally ignorant on the subject,
political and religious aspirations of the race.
broadest and best sense; and yet there are thousands claiming that the state in which they now exist is
Revolutions and reformations care little for" So and thousands of religious people in this country who apparently an evolution or development of this, and
help me, God." Oaths bav riveted shackles and are greatly scandalized because· there is no recogni- that there is no " conscious person" manifesting there
sanctified abuses. People swear to support a consti- tion of God in the federal Constitution; and for sev- any more than upon this plane. Those Spiritualists
tution, and they will keep tLe oath so~ long as the eral years a great many ministers bav been endeavor- who bold to this view of the case should, it seems to
constitution supports them. In 1776 the Colonists ing to bav the Constitution amended so as to recog- me, be designated as Agnostic Spiritualists; they do
cared nothing for the fact that they bad sworn nize the existence of God and the divinity of Christ. not deny God, but simply know nothing about it.
to support the British crown. All the oaths to A man by the name of Pollock was once superintendFor myself, I regret exceedingly that this question,
defend the Constitution of the United States did not ent of the mint at Philadelphia. He was almost in- which bas for centuries caused bitterness and bloodprevent the civil war. We hav at last learned that sane about having God in the Constitution. Failing shed, should creep into the ranks of Spiritualists to
states may be kept together, for a little time, by in that, be got the inscription on our money, "In God antagonize them and array them against each other.
force; permanently, only by mutual interests. We we Trust." As our silver dollar is now, in fact, worth We should recognize the fact that diversity in organibav found that the Delilah of superstition cannot only eighty-five cents, it is claimed that the inscrip- zation will produce, necessarily, diversity of opinion;
bind with oaths the secular Samson.
tion means that we trust in God for the other fifteen that spirits are only persons, translated to another
Why should a member of Parliament or of Congress cents.
plane of existence, whose opinions, as presented
swear to maintain the Constitution? If be is a disThere is a constant effort on the part of many through mediums, should be carefully weighed, crithonest man, the oath will bav no effect; if be is an Christians to bav their l'eligion in some way recog- icised, and received with the same deference and conhonest patriot, it will bav no effect. In both cases nized by law. Proclamations are now issued calling sideration which we accord to persons on this plane
it is equally useless. If a member fails to support upon the people to giv thanks, and directing atten- when speaking upon subjects· with which they may
the Constitution the probability is that his constitu- tion to the fact that, while God bas scourgeo or ne- be supposed to be familiar.
MRs. H. S. LAKE.
ents will treat him as be does the Constitution. In glected other nations, be bas been remarkably attenOttumwa, Iowa, Jan. 24, 284.
this country, after all the members of Congress hav tiv to the wants and wishes of the United States.
sworn or affirmed to defend the Constitution, each Governors of states issue these documents written in
Musings by the Way.
political party charges the other with a deliberate a tone of pious insincerity. The year may or may
I.
endeavor to destroy that " sacred instrument." Pos- not bav been prosperous, yet the degree of thankfulWas
there
a
God
who
in
six
days of time
sibly the political oath was invented to prevent the ness called for is always precisely the sam e.
Urea ted all this universe sublime?
free and natural development of a nation. Kings and
A few years ago the governor of Iowa issued an
And only sixty centuries hav been,
nobles and priests wished to retain the property they exceedingly rhetorical proclamation, in which the
And endless space was ever void till then?A God who in his image formed a man,
bad filched and clutched, and for that purpose they people were requested to thank God for the unparalOne sex alone-a quite defectiv plan;
compelled the real owners to swear that they would lel~d blessings be had showered upon them. A priAnd then to rectify this great mistake,
support and defend the law under color of which the vate citizen, fearing that the Lord might be misled
Caused him to fall in sleep, his rib to take,
theft and robbery bad been accomplished.
by official correspondence, issued his proclamation,
And from it form a woman, that this vale
Of tears, might not of population fail?
So, in the church, creeds bav been protected by in which be recounted with great particularity the
Did he a garden make to put them in.
oaths. Priests and laymen solemnly swore that they hardships of the preceding year. He insisted that
Aud put temptation there to make them sin?
would, under no circumstances, resort to reason; that the weather bad been of the poorest quality; that the
And did he then decree that in their fall
they would overcome facts by faith, and strike down crops bad generally failed; that the spring came late,
'l'he race of man be lost and ruined all?
And did a snake converse with Mother Eve,
demonstration with the " sword of the spirit." Pro- and the frost early; that the people were in debt;
And this bad fellow's lies did she believe,
fessors of the theological seminary at Andover, Massa- that the farms were mortgaged; that the merchants
And eat the fruit and damn the race of man,
chusetts, swear to defend certain dogmas, and to at- were bankrupt; and that everything was in the worst
And death bring to the world, and spoil God's plan?
tack others. They swear sacredly to keep and guard possible condition. He concluded by sincerely hopAnd from this garden did God drive them out,
Outcasts from him to roam the world about?
the ignorance they hav. With them, philosophy leads ing that the Lord would pay no attention to the
Above the clouds did he a heaven place,
to perjury, and reason is the road to crime. Wb ile proclamation of the governor, but would, if be bad
And people it with an angelic race,
theological professors are not likely to make an intel- any doubt on the subject, come down and examin the
Who could at will fly down to earth below,
On mortals their attention to bestow?
lectual discovery, still it is unwise, by taking an oath, state for himself.
And did God's BOns come down from heaven above,
to render that certain which was only improbable.
These proclamations hav always appeared to me
And with earth's fairest daughters fall in love?
If all witnesses sworn to tell the truth did so, if all absurdly egotistical. Why should God treat us any
And were there born, such marriages to crown,
members of Parliament and of Congress, on taking better than be does the rest of his children ? Why
Those "mighty men of old, men of renown?"
Did m~n then liv nine hundred years or more,
the oath, became intelligent, patriotic, and honest, I should be send pestilence and famin to China, and
Though in these days we scarce can reach fourscore?
should be in favor of retaining the ceremony; but we health and plenty to us ? Why giv us corn, and
Did God conclude to drown his children all,
find that men who bav taken the same oath advocate Egypt cholera? All these proclamations grow out
And thus depopulate this earthly ballopposit ideas, and entertain different opinions, as to of egotism and selfishness, of ignorance and superExcept one family that he liked best,
Housed safe within the ark, and drowned the rest?
the meaning of constitutions and laws. 'l'be oath stition, and are based upon the idea that God is a caWere
heaven's windows opened at this flood,
adds nothing to their intelligence-does not even pricious monster; that be loves flattery; that be can
While waters fell to drown all flesh and blood?
tend to increase their patriotism, and certainly does be coaxed and cajoled.
Did old Elijah to this heaven ascend,
The conclusion of the whole matter with me is
not make the dishonest honest.
And fiery horse and chariot him attend?
Did he and Moses from this heaven come down,
Q. Are not persons allowed to testify in the United this: For truth in coN.rts we must depend upon the
'fransfiguration's marvelous scene to crown ?
States, whether they believe in future rewards and trained intelligence of judges, the right of cross-exThis heaven hav saints seen open many a time,
amination, the honesty and common sense of jurors,
punishments or not?
And gazed with rapture on the scene sublime?
A. In this country, in most of the states, witnesses and upon an enlightened public opinion. As for
Angels come down from out the heavenly host,
And doves to represent the Holy Gbost?
are allowed to testify whether they believe in perdi- members of Congress, we will trust to the wisdom
Did Jesus' body to this heaven ascend,
tion and paradise or not. In some states they are and patriotism, not only of the members, but of their
While God the laws of nature did suspend?
allowed to testify even if they deny the existence of constituents. In religion we will giv to all the luxury
Did God with Abraham a bargain make,
God. We bav found that religious belief does not of absolute liberty.
That he a certain patch of earth should take,
The
alchemists
did
not
succeed
in
finding
any
stone
And
on it raise his "seed," that there should be
compel people to tell the truth, and that an utter de" God's chosen people," by divine decree,
nial of every Christian creed does not even tend to the touch of which transmuted baser things to gold;
Whom he would love, while others he would bate,
make them dishonest. You see, a religious belief does and priests bav not invented yet an oath with power
Nor could they mitigate or change their fate?
not affect the senses. Justice should not shut any to force from falsehood's desperate lips the pearl of
Did he wish these to murder and to kill
HoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
The Canaanites, and make the sun stand still
door that leads to truth. No one will pretend that, truth.
For Joshua, who, ere his sword wonld sheathe,
because you do not believe in bell, your sight is imWould leave no Canaanite alive to breathe?
paired, or your bearing dulled, or your memory renWould slay the father, mother, girl, and boy,
Two
Kinds
of
Spiritualists.
dered less retentiv. A witness in a court is called
And o'er their sufferings gloat in fiendish joy?
Did God approve all this? Did he command
upon to tell what be bas seen, what be bas beard,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I find
The horrid work of this atrocious band?
what be remembers, not what be believes about in your issue of Jan. 5th an extract from a reported
To some the evidence may be clear enough;
gods and devils and bells and heavens. A witness lecture of Henry Kiddie, of your city. The language
No Rational can e'er believe such stuff.
·
substantiates, riot a faith, but a fact. In order to is this: "It is true, and I think sad as true, that there
A God like this dwells in imaginationA superstition, an hallucination.
W. R. DYER.
ascertain whether a witness will tell the truth, you are persons preaching Atheism as the offshoot, or
might, with equal propriety, examin him as to b,is identical with, modern Spiritualism. Recently a
ideas about music, painting, or architecture, as the- prominent Spiritualistic lecturer enunciated the
"This Chaplain Business."
ology. A man may bav no ear for music, and yet re- Atheistic principle that tbe universe is a self-existing No less than twenty-seven preachers were applicants for
member what be bears. He may care nothing about automatic entity, which is very far from, as I bav the position of chaplain of the house. They must hav
painting, and yet be able to tell what he sees. So be found, the doctrin taught through the best mediums thought that the Democratic Congress was sadly in need of
may deny every creed, and yet be able tell the facts and inspirational speakers. On the contrary, the praying for.- Brenham Banner.
as be remembers them.
It is said Christ taught his followers to do their
spirit utterances, through these, recognized God as a
Thomas Jefferson was wise enough to so frame the self-conscious person, having a personal relation to praying in private, and it certainly appears more
constitution of Virginia that no person could be de- his intelligent, self-conscious creatures-that is, a consistent; but then there is no fat salary attached to
private praying. This chaplain business is a burprived of any civil right on account of his religious parental relation."
or irreligious belief. Through the influence of men
Now, as a Spiritualist, and a medium, I wish to lesque on religion, and an imposition on tax-payers,
like Paine, Franklin, and Jefferson, it was provided say that there are emphatically two classes of Spirit- which should be abolir;hed and will be some day.in the federal constitution that officers elected under ualists, both basing their positions upon the reports Sunday Gazetteer.
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The tendency of our politics at present is towards
centralization. This tendency is directed by the
money power, to giv them protection against the
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
laborers when the time comes-as come it will unless
Editor. averted by wise measures-that they shall rise in
E. M. MACDONALD,
Business
:Manager.
violence, as at Pittsburgh but a few years ago. CanC. P. SoMERBY,
PUBLISHED BY
tralization is also the hope of the governmental
THE T R U T H SEEKER GO M pAN Y. Socialists, who regard the government as some
extraneous force, of the nature of a gigantic relief
33 Clinton Place, New York.
society. The tendency is also encouraged by the
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. Catholic church, which sees in authority backed by

equal liberty for all religions or no religions~every
man and woman being his or her own pope and minister-the governmental function limited in this direction to the physical supervision of the sects. Instead of a strong government, we should bav as little
state interference as is compatible with the peace and
good order and equal protection of all citizens in society. In place of a paternal government, there
should be a constitutional limitation of land-ownership, honest supervision of corporations-this alone
would relieve labor of two-thirds of its burdens, and
secure to it its rights as the producer of values-the
whole to be supplemented with a general education
that shall prepare the people for a better system of
society than the present cut-throat method of living,
which bas been aptly described as " every man for
himself, and the devil take the hindmost." There
ought not to be any hindmost.

troops its brightest chance to seize the reins of
power. The Protestants believe in just enough cenAddress all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM- tralization to put their God in the Constitution, and
pANY. Make <dl Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payaJJle to g.et their church recognized as the only original and
GHARLES P. SOMERBY.
Simon-pure religious organization. But the stronger
the goTernment the weaker the people. The more
SATURDAY,- FEBRUARY 9, 1884. the people giv away, of course the less they bav. It
will be a sorry day for them when, even in so good a
New Tendencies and Forces.
cause as marital virtue, they undertake to suppress
Wendell Phillips Dead.
Spea~ing of .the Materialistic philosophy, Huxley a sect. Like an avalanche, once started, no one ~an Wendell Phillips, the great antislavery leader and
once sa1d that It presupposes the universe to be the tell where it will stop. If a Mormon has sinned orator, passed away on the evening of Saturday, Febwork of two blind children, law and force. Not against the laws of the country, not all the power of ruary 2d, after a painful illness of a week's duration.
being fully certain that these children may not bav a all the churches in the world should be able to shield The particulars .we get from the Sun. His well-known
parent somewhere, Mr. Huxley is an Agnostic. him from just punishment. But justice should be figure was last seen upon the street on Friday, the
Mr. Huxley, however, bas never yet met the parent, meted out to the man, not to the Mormon.
.2?tb ult., when he spoke of his failing strength, but
and considers the probability to be great that be
The doctrin of a parental government, as laid down d1d not complain of positiv illness. His address a
never will. He knows of nothing behind or beyond by those who would bav the government undertake month ago at the unveiling of the Harriet Martineau
the phenomena of nature.
everything, and the doctrin of a strong central aristo- statue proved a severe tax upon his physical and
Contrast for a moment this reverent position with cratic government, as desired by the plutocracy of mental powers, and be told his friends that his platthat of the dogmatic band who are· endeavoring to wealth, are alike and equally dangerous. We must form days were over.
·
subvert our government by thrusting a God in our recognize that so far in its evolution human nature is .The first premonition of approaching illness came
Magna Charta. They assume that civil government fallible and selfish. It is only when it shall hav be- on Saturday last, when be felt symptoms of heart
is of God, though what they base their assumption come entirely unselfish that such enormous power trouble, such as be bad once or twice before experion is not clear, except it be the letter of Paul to the can be safely put into the bands of a few. For in- anced. His disease, angina pectoris, bad caused the
Romans. The Christ of the New Testament taught stance. The government conducts the post-office, so death of his father and two brothers, and be felt that
no such doctrin. "My kingdom is Bot of this world· far as the transmission of ordinary mail-matter is coli- in the end he, too, must succumb to it.
if my kingdom were of this world, my servant~ earned, in an admirable manner, and, we will grant,
On Sunday he suffered several severe paroxysms,
then would fight," be is reputed to bav said. It is cheaper than private enterprise could do it. But a and from that time until his death physicians were in
true his servants bav belied his words, and bavnot only Cbris~ian sneak and sel.f-seeking hypocrit goes to almost constant attendance. He suffered terribly,
fought with carnal weapons, but bav surpassed every Washmgton, and, appealing to the religious senti- the pain being intermittent and very severe. Sevother class in destructivness to human life. But ments of our law-makers, bas enacted, in the seem- eral days ago he told his physicians that he should
Jesus himself took no step to connect his cause with ing interest of morality only, a law broad enough to n~ver recover, .but everything was done to encourage
the s.tate. He asked no aid from the civil power; be cover the literature of those who dissent from the h~m. Not until almost the last did the physicians
provided for no soldiers to enforce his commands.
prevailin.g religious belief, and broad enough to cover giv up all hope of his rallying, and even on this last
Why, then, cannot the God-in-the-Constitutionists the classics, the works of antiquity, and even his own afternoon it was thought he might liv for some days.
keep their bands off from our government? God sacred book. Being the only one to enforce the law
The dying man wa~ chiefly grieved to know that
bas bad nothing to do with a republican form of the latter is exempted, the former seized, and the post~ he must, after all, leave his much-beloved wife. MI:s.
government. He never bas ruled but one people, office, while being an institution for the benefit of all ~billips ~as been a helpless invalid these many yearsand h.e alternately starved and stuffed them; kept the people, becomes also an instrument for the sup- m fact, smce before their marriage-and many times
them m a desert or at war with their neighbors. A pression of the sentiments of the few. That is one it has been thought her days were numbered, but in
slight study of the history of his rule will convince da~ger. Ano~her is t~at the post-office is a big ma- ~be afternoon she watched at the bedside of her dythe most ardent Christian that be is unfit to govern chme for keepmg the meum bent party in power. It mg husband, whose tender devotion bas been the
a tribe of savages. His rule was a despotism worse has, perhaps, fifty thousand places of profit and power, chief feature of his later life.
than the popular conception of anarchy.
Every place bas a vote. It is a big leverage to work
At about 4 o'clock Mr. Phillips felt somewhat easTbe function of the state is not to foster a belief in on. In one column our Socialistic friend Swinton is ier, and he attempted to raise himself slightly in bed.
the supernatural, to dignify a myth by personifying it, advocating a governmental telegraph, with, probably, The exertion was too great, and a severe paroxysm
or to lend the solemn sanction of governmental seventy-five thousand employes, and in thE!' other he utterly prostrated him. The violent features of the
authority to the speculations of a class who thrive on tells his readers that the Republican party ought to atta?k were overcome, but he could not rally. He
human credulity. Our govern~ent is instituted to go. Suppose he gets his telegraph first. No one realized that he was dying, and said so. Conscious
protect life, liberty, and property. It bas been knows better than be bow those seventy-five thousand to the very last, he recognized his wife and other
called a necessary evil, and to a certain extent it is. places will be filled. And no one better than be members of the family at the bedside, and spoke to
The best government is that which governs least. ought to know that with another seventy-five thou- them. His last words, spoken about half an hour
Ours is limited to material things and tangible acts. sand votes the Republican party can never be made before his death, were about a matter of personal
Its powers do not extend to the domain of ethics. to go. He and his co-philosophers do not adapt the comfort. Then be dropped peacefully away, apparWith moral~ty or i~morality it has nothing to do, means to the end. Instead of adding to the power ently to sleep. The end came at 6:15. .
except the Immorality be manifested in acts. The of.our rulers, the people should take away about twoLike a majority of the old Abolitionist
government has no power to do otherwise than pro- thrrds of what they bav. The duties of the state and Mr. Phillips was a LiberaL While not as radical
teet all people equally. Following the recognition federal governments should be kept strictly separate. Elizur Wright, Parker Pillsbury, Amy Post, Lucy
of Christianity, in logical sequence, would-come favors The one should be limited by the other, and both by Colman, and other glorious spirits of antislavery
toward that religion, and especially toward its author- the people. There should be no intermixture and times, he was still so advanced as to be without the
ized expounders, the ministers. We should then bav the power s~ould be taken from the state, as it is' now pale of the church-the condition, we may remark, of
the "benefit of the clergy," in which ecclesiastical from the Umted States, to enact Sunday laws, sumptu- nearl.y all ~he great humanitarians of our age. A
courts usurp the functions of our civil courts, shield- ary laws, or any laws which may limit the freedom of glowi~g tribute . to Harriet Martineau, the Atheist,
ing their own criminals, and denouncing heretics. moral people, or to appropriate money for any religious was his last ~ubhc. work.
It is safe to say that every minister guilty of heresy ~urpo~e whatever. Too much legislation is 'the cry- . After the hberatwn of the negro slaves Mr. Philwould be punished, while those guilty of crimes mg eVIl and curse of our country. Elastic as our lips struck the liberating hammer against the fetters
against morality would be covered with the church constitutions, both state and national, are, our legis- encircling the limbs of white labor. Greenbackism
mantle that religion might not be disgraced.
lators bav stretched them to a point where a break- ~ost expired during the revival of business followIt is a significant fact that the same senator who is age is imminent. One lawyer can draft a law that mg the alleged resumption of specie payments but
now such a persistent introducer of bills calculated
cannot
and for a hundred years this Wendell Phillips never forsook the standard 'and
to destroy Mormonism and scatter the Mormons is kind of law-makmg has been going on.
could he hav renewed his youth, would bav
the same one who introduced the proposed God-in-Tb
th
ored to use the present dull times and general disthe C n ti
d
t G. h. b
b
.
ese, en, .are the dangerous forces in our poli- satisfaction prevailing to carry out the financi·al re- ons 1 u on amen men .
IV Is c urc party tiCs: the God-m-tbe-Constitutionists who are b t
f
the power, and religious persecution would at once li ·
'
u re- orms of his party, He received 20,000 votes as the
be inaugurated. And who so blind to the lessons of gwus persecutors in disguise; the tendency toward candidate of his party for governor of Massachusetts
. t
a s~rong government, desired by the gigantic corpo- in 1870.
t
d1
h IS ory as to believe that the boundary line of Utah
would be the limit within which the fires would be ra
an and whiCh
sb~ks;should
and the
forall,
a pater. of
nalwns
government,
givitching
relief to
like a " As an
. orator Mr. Phill.Ips won th e appe ll atwn
kindled or the stake driven, or that the despised
t
the silver-tongued." In the bight of the antislavery
Mormons would be the only ones stripped of their tmons rous yoorhouse, ere the people .are competent ~ovement, when the abolition orators were more
o manage It or_fitted to liv under it. In the place 0 ft
tt
legal rights their property and perhaps thei·r 1·
" f th
en ro en-egged than applauded by the Chri·sti·ans
•
•
Ives: o
ese there should be inculcated the broadest and of th e N. orth , his eloquent voice commanded attention
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and respect. Yet he spiced his addresses with bitter
perso-nalities, and excoriated without stint the
churches and business interests that hindered the
magnificent reform in which his heart and soul were
wrapped. He belabored the foe of the slave wherever he found him, and thus excursions behind the
altar were with him very frequent. The churches at
that time hated him intensely, but they hav since
softened towards him, preparatory to claiming him as
a Christian, as the serpent covers its victim with
slime before swallowing it. "Mr. Phillips's bitterest
speeches were made during the war. From the first
he saw that the war was the opportunity for the slave,
and he kept urging theN orth to more activ measures.
He was impatient with Mr. Lincoln, and in one of his
speeches in Cooper Institute declared that Mr. Lincoln was an 'old turtle.' He made thrilling speeches
in favor of-arming, educating, and enfranchising the
blacks, and was always predicting that they wotild
seize,. the opportunity to free themselvs at the sacrifice of their masters. He was a warm advocate of the
emancipation proclamations of both Fremont and
Lincoln, and the fruition of his hopes was found in
the adoption of the Fifteenth Amendment."
On the Chinese question Mr. Phillips favored the
restriction of Chinese immigration as a means of protection to American workmen. He said: "They who
seek to flood us artificially with barbarian labor are
dragging down the American home to the level of the
houseless street herds of China. If the workingmen
hav not combined to prevent this, it. is time that they
should. When rich men conspire, poor men should
combine."
Mr. Phillips was born November 29, 1811. Boston
had the honor of his life-long residence. At a special
meeting of the New England Freethinkers' Association held in Paine Memorial Building on the 4th, the
following resolution was unanimously adopted:

We are, perhaps, as well aware of what Mr. Bennett was imprisoned for as anyone living. We know
very well that the charge was" mailing obscene literature." But why was this charge made? Simply
and only because in these times a charge of blasphemy could .not be maintained. But that the
pamphlet upon which Mr. Bennett was convicted is
obscene has never been shown by any competent
jury. Mr. Bennett had as bitter enemies as ever fell
to the lot of mortal to possess. He found in Francis
E. Abbot, the former editor of the Index, a most persistent misrepresenter and intolerant foe. Yet, badly
as Mr. Abbot hated him, he publicly said in the Index
that Mr. Bennett was cruelly wronged, and the book
not obscene. James Parton said the same. So did
0. B. Frothingham. So did Elizur Wright, Parker
Pillsbury, Robert G. Ingersoll, and thousands of
others, among them the attorney-general of the
United States. The petition for his release set forth
the facts in the case, and that petition bore the signatures of two hundred thousand people. Our older
readers know all this; it is a part of the history of
Freethought in America.
·
What ex-Reverend W. J. Potter is pleased to consider Mr. Bennett's shame is considered by all good
men who know the circumstances to hav been his
glory. He was-there is no doubt of it, and we
honor him for his courage in not Bhrinking from the
issue-imprisoned on the charge of mailing obscene
literature. But when 1\lr. W. J. Potter says that D.
M. Bennett ever sold or circulated any obscene book
(exc£-pt, perhaps, a Bible which he may hav procured
Resolued: That in the death of Wendell Phillips we deplore for a customer), Mr. W. J. Potter lies.

the loss to the world of an earnest friend of humanity regardless of color, race, creed, or sex; and we extend our
sympathies to his bereaved relativs and friends.
GEo. N. HILL, Rec. Sec.
-------.~------

Beginning the Work.
The House of Representativs has begun the work
of retrieving the mistake of previous congresses in
dealing with the railroads. On January 30th twentyone millions of acres were declared forfeit.ed. This
is the first time since the government began to giv
land to corporations that the failure of a railroad to
fulfil its contract has entailed a forfeiture. Of these
twenty-one millions, sixteen were taken from the
notorious Texas Pacific, and five millions from corporations in the Southern states, granted before the
war. The roads to which they were given exist only
on paper.
This is a good beginning. Let the work of saving
the people's property go on.

Joining

th~

Church Again.

In his opening speech at the New England Freethinkers' Convention on the 27th ult., Horace Seaver,
the editor of the Investigator, among other things
said-we quote the whole paragraph from the In-

vestigator :
"He thought that the Lord should send a thunderbolt from
heaven to annihilate those who tortured men for expressing
their honest opinions. And why are men not burnt at the
stake now? he asked. The only reason is because Liberalism, or Freethought, had. risen on the world like an angel of
light. Let us hope that, under the Freethinkers, these fires
will never be relighted. Liberalism has had its martyrs as
well as the church. Their blood has been the seed of the
Freethought movement. Eventually the age of faith will be
swept away by the age of reason. Let us not forget our martyr in New York, D. :M:. Bennett, whose eal'ly death was
caused through imprisonme'nt. [Applause.] Mr. Seaver
then spoke of Abner Kneeland, the early Freethinker, who
was sentenced to sixty days' imprisonment in Boston for simply saying that he did not believe in the God that the Universalists did. The Freethought movement had struggled
through many years, through sunshine and storm-mostly
storm-but it had survived and grown strong."

In its "Editorial Notes," the lnde.r: of January 31st
has this paragraph. It is signed "W. J. P." Wm.
J. Potter is the senior editor of that sheet. This is
the only signed Note in the column, and we infer from
this that the office editor, Mr. B. F. Underwood, not
having graduated from the clerical ranks, was averse
to fathering the foul paragraph, which reads:
"The Freethought Convention at Paine Hall, in this city,
is holding its closing sessions as we go to preas. It has fulfilled, we judge, the reasonable expectations of its projectors.
The attendance on Sunday was reported as very good. But
why did Mr. Seaver blot his otherwise good speech by

The Monument Fund.
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ON January 25th two orders WEire, on motion of T. D. Stow,
of Fall River, adopted by the Massachusetts House ofRepresentativs; One is addressed to the joint Committee on Taxation, requiring it to "consider the expediency of repealing
all laws which make any distinction or discrimination in the
taxation of real property." The other requires that the Committee on the Judiciary shall "consider the expediency of·
repealing all laws which, on account of differences of belief
and action in matters of religion and conscience, militate, in
any manner or degree, against equality in the rights of persons." It is to be hoped the committees having these bills
in charge will report them favorably,. but it is almost too
much to expE~ct. The Freethinkers of Boston, however, will
work hard to secure justice.
SExToN BA.ss, 1\ colored man, died the other day in Hackensack, New Jersey. A grave was purchased for him by his
friends. When the cemetery a.uthorities learned that he was
of African decent, they refused to permit his burial. The
Haokensuok Cemetery Company, whose officers were guilty
of this flagrant injustice, is a religions corporation. Its
property is exempted from taxation because of its religion.
This poor negro had paid monEiy to protect this property.
Yet he couldn't get six feet of ground to lie in because of the
miserable prejudices of these Christians agamst one whom
they believed to be a child of the God they worshiped. It
seems to be necessary that a law shall be enaoted to prevent
a repetition of this crime against humanity, and Governor
Abbett has recommended the New Jersey legislature to
pass one.
IN this week's TRUTH SEEKER will be found Mr. Andrews's
concluding paper. While not a very direct reply to Mr. Putnam's Materialistic solution of the universal mysteries, it is
a scientific statement which, if allowed to stand, will upset
all that gentleman's reasoning. Many of our readers hav expressed themselvs as deeply interested in the Universological teachings of the Pantarch, while many more tell us that
they often find themselvs wondering what in tho world he is
driving at. 'l'hese latter will, no doubt, find their wonderment increasing as they peruse this last paper-if they do
peruse it; while the former will; we fancy, be put to their
trumps to keep their interest np. We hav sat at the feet of
the Great Universal Preacher just a little, and been laid
across tho knee of one of his pupils a good many times, but
we must confess that np to date we are not a Universologist.
This, Mr. Andrews will say, is because we do not understand
him. It may be so; but the impression steals over us that
he has done a wise thing in leaving this present paper till
the last.

Since the last list was printed the following sums Mn. W. M. SA.J,TER, the lecturer of the Ethical Society of
hav been received. The amount then acknowledged Chicago, addressed Mr. Adler's audience at Chickering Hall,
this city, Sunday before last, on "Obstacles to the Spread of
was $1,324.87.
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Editorial Notes.
FREETHINKERS living in Florida are reqnested to communicate with W. P. Stubbs, M.D., Orange Springs, Marion Co.,
with a view to forming an auxiliary Liberal League.
IN an argument before the Committee on Internal Affairs
relativ to the liquor traffic, on the 29th ult., a Brooklyn
assemblyman said, "There were worse men in the clergyman
busint'ss than in the liquor business."
MRs. CYNTHIA. LEoNARD deserves, and we are sure she has,
the thanks of the Liberals of this city for procuring the services of the young gentlemen and ladies who with songs and
music entertained the audience at the Paine anniversary. tt
was a pleasing innovation upon the custom hitherto prevailing in this city, and we hope will be continued at every snccessiv festival.
A MOST excellent way to celebrate Paine's birthday in places
where the number of Liberals is not sufficient t.o fill a public
hall is the one adopted by Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Martin, of
Cairo, Ill. They sent out cards for the evening of the 29th,
and treated their guests to something a little unusual for receptions. The exercises consisted of music, essays, remarks,
and a supper. And we dare affirm that the friends of Mr.
and Mrs. Martin learned something concerning Paine and
Freeth ought new to them. The invitations to this affair were
exceedingly well executed. Art and music should be employed by Freethinkers more than they are.
WE hav received from Mr. L. W. Zuuer, photographer, of
Salamanca, N. Y., a grouped picture of many of those who
attended the Salamanca Convention. In the foreground we
recognize the manly form of the president of the New York
State Freethinkers' Association, T. L. Brown, and the benignant features of F. A. Larkin, author of "Ancient Man in
America." Mr. Green, and others of our acquaintances, were
either too modest to appear, or very successfully disguised
themselvs. To those who attended the picture will serve as
a pleasant memento of the occasion; to those who did not
attend, but want to see some of those who did, it will furnish
the opportunity. Mr. Zuuer sells them for one dollar.

Liberalism." Why is tho Liberal movement making so little
headway? he began by asking. Is anything else making
head way? he further demanded. Certainly not the churches,
was his reply to tho second question; and then he gave figures fr0m the last census to show that while the population
of this city had increased 225 per cent in a stated period, the
increase of Protestant church membership hall been only 125
per cent. The falling off in the progress of the churches, he
said, was clue to the spread of Liberal ideas, and in one sense
Liberalism was the only thing making any progress in these
days. But, he said, I fear the word" Liberalism," as it is
generally used, means simply dissatisfaction with the old
creeds. In this country I fear we are not in the face of conditions calculated to produce enthusiasm or organization.
There is nothing like persecution, nothing that compels us
to band together for self-protection. There is a deficiency,
too, in that striving for some high and definit object that
awakens enthusiasm. 'l'ho progress of Liberal ideas is
marked by the gradual crumbling away of tho old forms and
beliefs, and that goes on of itself. The average Liberal perhaps thinks it is only necessary for all the world to be emancipated like him and nothing more need be done. Bnt when
I look at the countless ages yet to come, I think our task has
only begun; we hav only unlearned a few errors. I am not
one of those who think a Liberal movement should havnothing to do with politics. Tho art of politics must hav ideas
unless it is to degenerate into the trick of getting and keeping office. These ideas must in tho futuro be supplied by
Liberal thought. I hacl rather hav a politicRl system with
the old churches to rebuke abnses now and again than a state
ruled only by the almighty dollar. All Liberal movements
hav heretofore given too little attention to the inner, private
life of man. After all, the question, " How shall I liv ?" Is
the most important one of all. The great stronghold of the
churches has been their moral teaching. They are the best
guides we yet hav, ancl I would not hav them swept away,
except by a higher system of moral teaching. Let the young
men take up the task of reforming themselvs; let Liberals
determin that they will acknowledge nothing to be good that
is not for tbe common goocl; let the world unite in the cultivation of indnstry, honesty, and purity; lot Liberalism come
to mean all that, and then a new seed of progress will hav
been cast into the futuro. 1'he taHk for Liberals, the secret
of the advancement of Liberalism, is the effort to found a
new era in the moral life of man. There is a kernel of truth
in Mr. Salter's remarks, as reported by the Herald, but we
fear his public uttorances suffer from the impetuosity of
youth. He should be more patient. With laws everywhere
oiscriminating against them, with one of their editors in an
English prison, Liberals cannot be blamed for not immeoiately causing the millennium. And they may not be censured too freely if they do not make unseemly haste to adopt
the methods of a gentleman who sees in the Christian chnrch
the best guide we yet hav to morality; It is a direct accusation of that Liberalhm Mr. Halter assumes to expound, that
morality based only upon Christianity i3 un~ound, defectiv,
and cannot stand. At least, that is a count in the indictment
we are prepared to maintain.
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part .of th.e body, which. is also the most negativ or obey;" "Lend us your ears," etc. "To get up on
notbmg-hke and least VItal portion.
one's ear" is to stiffen the ear; to rise in revolt· to
II. SENSE OF ToucH (Va,io-vab-ee-o). The con- reverse the natural function of favoring attention' inUniversology, and a Criticism of the Criticisms ~ent, contents, or Plenum of the great general Notb- dicated by listening. Dr. Joseph Rodes Buch-anan,
of Mr. Putnam.-Concluded.
mg (space), that which is contained within or em- the distinguished an!hropologist, says rightly, thereTHE FIVE (oR BEVEN) SENSES UNIVEBSOLOGICALLY TREATED bra.ced by it, is (in the main, or most prominently) fore, that "the auditory region [of the brain, the
oF.*
fobd Matt~r, the general type of which in Nature at Mind's Ear] is the commanding center of conscious
arge is t e celeetial Orb or Orbs-suns, planets, life for education, from which we are to go forward
1. The objectiv basis of all knowledge is the Five ~tars-a_nd, next to them, the more specialized ob- in the brain to the region of pure thought," the IntelSenses. It bas not, perhaps, been duly considered .1ects, Mmerals, Vegetables, and Animals; in a word I t
th M" d' E (M I
how fundamental the knowledge of the Senses them- palpablP- things. This (in its smaller rather than it~ ec proper, e m s ye
ora Education, p. 88).
II The Sense if Touch.-Passing to the Sense of
selvs must, therefore, be, as the basis of Science. All larger features, simply because more accessible for
Ultimate. C!as~ific!l'tio? takes its origin from them, us) is the Realm of Nature which is assigned to the Touch, the type-thought underlying it is, as we hav
a"?d bas m It, mstmctivly and analogically, the same Sense of Touch. Palpable means touchable. In folks- seen, the solid, entical, or thing-like reality. The
km.ds and number of discriminations of phenomena language, we might simply say here, therefore: What- governing instau~e of this, in turn, is the solid round
whwb the Senses differentiate for themselvs, in their soever can be touched, or could be so, if we could object (gathered in around the one center)-the orb,
several specialized functional activities. That is to reach a~d handle. or clasp it: Technically, we may gl~be, ball, lump, .~lod, bunch, ~be pulp of the grape
say, there are just as many fundamental classes of say, Entwal (or thmg-y) Reahty, or Tbingdom.
filhng the grape-skm, etc.; speCifically the solid globe
phenomena (or appearances) in the universe of obIII.. S~NSE OF SIGHT (Vo,io-Vo-ee-o). In fine, or globule (or little globe). This form embraces the
jectiv being-w~tb an equal number of corresponding ~be Limi~ary Realm related to Light and the Eye is greatest amount of substance, with the least amount
fundamental sCiences-as there are physical senses mtermediate between the Vacuum-like Space-and- of embracing (limitary or form-like) surface. It is
or avenues to the mind; so that five fundamentai -Air (the virtual Nothing), on the one band and the the "plus-substance.-minus-form" object; and so, in
groups of ~ppearances and fiv~ corresponding funda- Solidity-like Contents, or Tbingdom, on the other p~eponderance, typical of substance; and so allied
mental sCiences correspond m turn with the five band .. It is variously represented, as we will see; but With chemistry and chemical ideas; Chemistry (or
senses, which are our mental instruments for the pec~harly and specially embodied in the Rays or Hylology) being the Science of Substance. Here en(co_)gnition of t~ose sp.ecific groups of phenomena, Radiancy of the Sun and Stars (in this connection t~r, the~efore, sue~ ideas as bolus, pill, pillule, paTb!s.stat~ment, If new, IB not the less important and representing the Something-Element) and projected pillus (httle ball-hke elevation), etc.; which, again,
gmdmg m the _whole range of scientific investigation. thr?ug~ Space, the air. and the minor vbjects upon ally the sense of touch; through the papillre of the
2. The questiOn first in order, and having a sort of whwb It falls (the Notbmg Element); by which it is skin and tongue, with the ball-idea; and so with the
suprei?~ imyortance in this behalf, relates, then. to absorbed or reflected, refracted, and cast about, be- mind's body at large; as when we speak of the solidity
the ongm, m the nature of things, of the Five Senses tween, as it. were.' the affirmativ and the negativ of a sound mind, of weight of character, etc,
themselvs. Why are they five rather than some other realms. ~his ra~Iancy-realm, permeating the clearIII The Sense of Sight.-Arriving, again, at the
number (if they are really five; and if not, how ness or m~ervem~g ~peci.alized vacuum, and. per- type-thought, or fact in the nature of things, underma?y ?), an~ upon what facts in the universal consti- ~eated by It, mamfestmg Itself especially as Light, lymg the existence, development, and scope of the
tutwn of bemg do they rest? or from what facts of. IB, then, the Realm of Being which is consigned to S~n~e o~ Sight, this, I .hav .shown, is, fundamentally,
that ord~r are they derived? In other words, how the Sense. of ~igbt. This Specialized, Intermediate, LimitatiOn, the govermng mstance of which is the
do the Five Senses stand analogically related to the Half-nothmg-hke, Limitary sphere-Light and its ~ine, thread (Fr. .fil), or edge (also Fr. .fil) of a cutting
fundamental possibilities of Being, the sum of which accompanying sense of Vision-thus reverts in char- ~nstrument; the typical agent in Di-vision, and, hence
po~sibilities i.s the subject-matter of Ontology (the acter~ somewhat .to that of Sound and the 'sense of m the production and exhibition of limits, boundary'
Smence of Beu~g)? .
.
.
He~mg- H~armg and Vision (Vo-,io and Vo,io) or Limitation.
~· The relatw? m question will be found to be ha:vm~ much m common, being both abstractoid or
8. The governing instance of "cut" or "di-vision"
th1s: Ontology yields, as Kant bas shown, under the tbm-like, as contrasted with Touch and its realm ~s cut through the center (as of a globe or ball); which
head of" Quality," which is :vhat the Senses cognize, (Va,io ), which ~s concretoid or thick-like. It will lB, then, of necessity, the "cut-in-two." This "cutThree Fundamental Categories (or kinds of appear- t~ke a good :Vh1le for the student-reader to realize to in-two" yields, then, hemispheres (two in number);
ance, o:r presentment, for our consideration), which be himself the Immense scope of these generalizations and, also of necessity, two planile .(or plain) sur:faces
' or faces, which are op-posed to and reflect each other,
calls, 1. Negation; 2. Reality, and 3. Limitation. or as affecting all the sciences.
in folks-langnage. we m~y say, 1. Nothing~ vaca~cy);
6. Confining our attention, for the moment, to these through the clear or clear-ed space (or relativ nothing2. Somewhat or Somethmg, and 3. The Line or Limit three senses (Taste and Smell must be postponed) ness) between them. We also say" device" (varied
between them; or the place where they meet. It is it is first to be observed that each of them has,
from "divide"), for mental discrimination.
the~ found, by th~ universolog:ical method of investi- An out~r or Matter-like development (Objectiv, or 9. Having assimilated Intellect, or the whole group
gatwn, what consists greatly I_D comparing different predommantl;y of the body), ?-B the external Hearing, of Intelligence, or of mind's-eye-facts-or-pbenomena
~ealms of study, as here, for. mst.ance, metaphysical Touch, and S1ght, coupled with the ear, the Body-at- with the external eye or vision (and its group of fact~
I~eas. an~ the.Senses, th~t this r~mote metaphysical large, and the Ey~; a:nd, 2. An Inner or Mind-like or,pbe~omena), we may now take the two along todistnbutwn (mto Ne;~atwn, Reality, and Limitation), developme~t (SubJeCtiv or Mental); being, then, three getber mto somew~at more of de~ail, and, especially,
and the three Fundamental Senses (of the Five, or co~respondmg Psychological Departments of the through the evolutwnary successiOn of ideas derived
more) are r!J:dically identical, by Analogy, or what is Mmd itself. We instinctivly and familiarly speak of from ~be cut of the ball into opposed and mutually
the same thmg, ~y an underlying Law of Unity in the.Inte~ect a.s the "Mind's Eye.'' What I am now reflecting. halves, or plane.j"ar:ed portions of the ball.
the nature of t~mgs. The careful attention of the sa~mg. Is: ~Irst, That this mode of speaking is The cut Itself also gathers the Idea of substance to
student-reader IS bespoken to the following state- ~etentific.ally JU.stified; and, Secondly, That we bav, i~self! a?d beco~es i~eally, and, in fine, really, a dismente:
m a premsely similar manner a Mind's Ear· a Mind's tm?tr~ mtermed1~te mdependent thing-in a word,
4. I. SENSE oF HEARING (Vo·,io-vaw-ee-o). The Index Finger, Hand, Skin, or, in a word, the psycho- a ~Imit, as mere Idea, or as a corresponding actual
Nothing. realm, or Vacuit;y, or Vacuum of General l?gic~l organ of Touch (and so of Taste and Smell, obJect. The center-cut is, first, a mid-rift that is a
Nature, IS the realm of Bemg consigned to the Sense hkeWise). We shall be greatly aided in this class of middle cut, split, break, rift, or division. A most ;eof Heari~g, as the .so~ethin~ realm, Plenetude or inyestigati?n from ~be side of Etymology, the uncon- markable series of ideas, words, and things, all acPlenum, IB that whiCh IB assigned to the Sense of scwus testimony of the meaning of words. Let us curately corresponding with or repeating each other
Tou~b, and, as the Limitary, linear-ray-like inter- ~·ecur to and reconsider the three senses in question, then ensues. Midriff, a contracted form of mid-rift
medlar~ re~lm b~tween the vacuity and the plenum is m. the same order as before, and a little more in de- taken for a middle section or membrane is then th~
that wbwb 1s assigned to the Sense of Sight. Taste tail.
En~lis~ word. for the Greek derivativ 'diaphragm,
and ~mell are then derivativ or resultant, and will be . I The Sense if Hearing.-Thefundamental idea here whwb Is the thm broad muscular membrane which diconsidered late:. These statements may at first m respect to form is that of the free surface or skin vides internally the chest-contents (the heart and
blush seem fanCiful, but the student-reader will bav ~f a globu~ar o~ round solid figure, which, however, lungs) from the contents of the abdomen-the peeto ac~ompany me hr~t a short way to feel himself like the. skm of a grape with the pulp expelled, may tor~l floor an~ ~be abdominal roof-in all senses pes~andmg upon the solid ground of scientific verifica- be parti!J:llY .open: The first modifying idea is that cuh~rly the .divider of ~he body (in the horizontal ditwn.
~f a part1alm-fil1mg of the cavity by a thin substance ~·ectwn ). Dia-phragm IS from two Greek words mean. 5. The univer~al void, total space itself,t cannot, it hke the ~ir re.verberating in the shell; but we may mg "through-break." the same idea. Another more
IS true, be practiCally adhered to (though good in ab- tb~n go .further and suppose any small, thin, trivial primitiv Gree~ :vord, phren (in the plural phren-es)
solute theory) .as the re~lm of the ~ense of be.aring. obJe?ts m. the place of mere air. The typical idea so meant also, ongmally, the same thing the midriff or
We
admit ?f the Idea of the ctrcumvalatwn of mod!fied IS, then, that of vacuum, vacancy, or, at least, diaphragm.
'
some given portiOn of space, by a surface-like limit, ~artml vacancy, as a receptacle (an empty, or par10. But, to "di-vide," the idea taken in its mental
so as to produce a cell-like, cist-like, or shell or skin- tmlly empty, vessel), as a dried skin or shell* with application; is to discriminate, or distinguish. The
like inclosure, of :Vhich the human Ear is itself the ~orne minor.or small solid objects shaking about in mi~d (itself the "mean-(e)d" or "middler ") and pefinal and I?ost. highly modified type. The funda- It-say ~ d;1ed pod with peas within it, a sleigh-bell, cuharly ~~~ I?tellect (in~er-lig-t, .the "tie-togethermental typwal1dea, then, around which the Sense of or a ch1ld s rattle, producing sound. The ear is between, IS, first and chi'ilfly, a discriminator or diHearing an<;J its organ, the Ear, are organized, is that structurally a conch,. as is also the trumpet by which vider; and then, in a secondary way, a holder-toof a Negatmd Vac~al Receptaculum, which means, in the pow~rs of ~be voiCe and of the ear are extended. gether ?f the parts separated (mental analysis and
f?lks-langua~e, an mclosed or partially inclosed por- The typiCal mmor p~rtion of the ear is the Cochlea, syn~hes1s). ~o also, by the analogy, the brain or
twn of Nothmg, or mere space, and therefore vessel- a word also meanmg shell, which it resembles· brams, the mstrument of the mind is involved·
like or dish-like in character. But here again we schall, allied with English, shell, is the German word w~en.ce, curiously, phren (and phrenes): originally th~
ca~not keep ~o the idea o~ an a~solute vacuum. fo~ sound; and sc~allen m.eans to :;ound, to giv forth mi~nff, came. to mean, also, and predominantly, the
~bmgs othe~w1se vacant admit the a1r. A shell rela- nOise. To sound, m ·Enghsb, means not only to giv bram o: brams; and so, at length, Phren-ology was
tivl~ empty IS not only filled by air, but this ail: is in forth waves of reso~ance, but also ~o sink or to go to appropnately taken as the name of the science of
moti?n, IS theref~re. spontaneously reverberativ (or ~be bottom of a cavity. A beauty 1s flattered by tell- mind, as manifested through the physical conformabeatmg about withm the shell); hence generating mg her that her ears are transparent shells. Such tion of the brain.
Sound, and being thus the primal type of an Ear. ~re some of the indicia of the nature of the primal
11. Again, the Sense of Vision (or Sight) is also first
The sound of such relativ emptiness is called a hol- Idea o~ Sound, Hearing, or the External Ear-dom and foremost a divider, or discriminator as is most
lo;v sound. A stony, earthen, or more solid vessel (Us,vo·I,o-Oos-vaw-ee-o).
strikingly recorded in the etymology' of the two
givs back a more distinct" sonorous" or "ringing"
7. The Internal Eardom, or Mind's Ear (Ni,vo-,io closely related-in fact, identical-words vis-ion and
sound-a better developed variety of sound. The ear -Nee-vaw-ee-o), means, by the extension of the same di-vis-ion. They simply relate to each 'other as the
i~ accordingly planted in the p()trous (or stony) por- analogy by which we speak of the Mind's Eye, Men- t~o phrases, "?utt~ng" and "cutting-in-two;" and
tion of the temporal bones-the hardest, bony (stony) tal R~cEPTIVIT_Y (~ubmissi~ess, Docility, Educability, smce every cuttmg IS, of necessity in the last analyObedien?e, ~\dehty). It IB, figurativly, the making sis, a cutting iu two, both are at bottom the same.
. *The Renses are here treated of popularly, as to their nmn- of the mmd mt~ a bollo:v place or Receptacle. The Th.e rout is vid (allied with jid, yielding fis-sure), all
mgs. The more p1·ecise discriminations of the physiolo- popul~r perceptwn of this aMlogy is indicated by ~omg back to duo, "two," for .diva, which broke
gists will be attended to later.
the existence of such expressions as, "To bear is to mto t:vo bran~bes, di- or dis- (equivalent to "two")
and vtd, meamng the same. Di-vis-ion, or to di-vid-e
t I~ it b~ o?j~ctcd, as it. may be, that Space is not mere
Nothmg, still It IS that nothmg-like factor of existence which is
t Th f 1
~s therefore two-~wo-~ng; while vis-ion is simply tu;o~
relativly nothing, us compared with objects contained in space.
,
e ab ed cav~ of. Eoln~ (the god of the winds) was sim•
pl) a huge shell, w1th 1ts acnal reverberations.
mg. The reduplicatiOns (doublings up) of root-words
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were very common, near the origin of languages, as angle of incidence (on-falling), and that at which it ject, and a thousand times more, which I presume
known to every etymologist.
is thrown back (if it is thrown back) is called the he could do also. As he has truly said, spiritual
12. Still again: the Eye, the instrument of vision, angle of reflexion. But the arrow-like ray may be manifestations must be witnessed to be believed.
~eC?rds the same history of ideas and phonic changes, not thrown back. It may pierce, penetrate, enter. When I commenced the investig-ation of them I bem 1ts etymology, as mind, brain, and vision. The In that case the eye-say now, rather, the sentient lieved tht>m to be the most insignificant humbug ever
English word Eye, German Auge, and Latin oc-culus, mind back of the eye-takes-in-through the luminous yet sprung upon humanity, and I fully believed that
all go back, for their origin, to the Hindoo-European impression which the ray makes. This, then, is the I could do a big share towards exposing it. I thereroot-word Ak, meaning to be sharp the dividin<>' mental art called per-ception (per-" through;" an<i fore laid plans methodically for so doing, and secured
idea; and thence, to see (Lat. Vid, e~e). Oc-culu~ cap-ere-" to take"). Perception is thus the primary a book in which to keep an account of everything
(whence English Oc-cular) means the little divider or or least rootlet of intelligence (the mind's-eye-activ- that might transpire, pro and con, in the matter,
opener. The counterparting- idea of closing in upon, ity). Those who communicate intelligence are ar- which I still hav for reference. But to shorten-for
and holding, is represented by the scope of the vis- row-shooters into the mind. Those who receive the it would require hundreds of p11.ges to giv my experience in full in the matter-! commenced mv seion or of the eye, like the English scoop. So also the intelligence take it in through (per-ceive it).
ances, and at one sitting I would get something I
o:penin~ and shutting of the eye (day-like, clear, and
1S. Finally, arrows (those of thought, in the mind's thought would be favorable to the exposition; then
mght-like, dark,) repeat these two ideas.
light, as well), having penetrated, stick and bold. So, at the next sitting something would occur against it.
13. The second phase of this wonderful and import- really and ideally, they inter-tie or bind together the Thus I proceeded from day to dav, week to week,
ant evolution is the letting in of a specialized portion within and the without. They are the ties of mutual and month to month, but instead of gaining on my
of the general nothing-like or pure-space world, be- intelligence, the means of intercommunication and exposition any, I rapidlv receded from it, and finally
tween the several halves or parts; the letting in, in enlightenment. Or we may go back for the idea of was obliged to admit that it came from the source
other words, of an area or volume of clearness (from inter-tie to the crossing and mutual junction· at center purported, viz., spiritual; for when I woulri ask,
obstruction or tbing-al matters); and clearness is lu- of the axes of the crystal. Inter-tying is, then and "From whence come these intelligent manif.,stacidity, or the first appearance and condition of Light. thus, etymologically, the meaning of the words intel- tions?" the answer invariably would be, "From
The term applies equally well to cosmic light or to lig-ence and intel-lect (Lat. inter, intel-between; and spirits."
the corresponding mental condition. Vision is the Zig-are-to tie or bind).*
I would then ask myself, If not from that source,
sense which cognizes, therefore, not di-vision or lim19. The prolific Sense of Vision, therefore, and its what can be the object of the influence invariably
itation only; but, in the second place, clearness, ab- mental analog, the intellect, sum up or ideally combine saving so? But methinks I hear some one saying,
sence of entical reality, and hence the quasi-nothing the following items: Limitation, Division, Clearness, "Oh, you are one of the soft kind that will believe
(or partial nothing) which so intervenes or comes be- Crystallization, Cube speculum, and Plane and Right- anything that turns up." I deny that assertion, for
tween the parts. And it is the same also with its Line Configuration; Species, Specialty; Reflexion; you will seldom find one-although I sav it-who has
mental counterpart-the Intellect.
Radiation, with Incidence-and-Reflexion; Intertie or a more positiv organization than myeelf. I require
14. The third phase of the same phenomenon is the Inter-lig-ence (and Con-vincement); and Demonstra- proof positiv, so far as possible, for everything.
face-d character of each or either of the two hemi- tion (Index-pointing, also arrow-like), etc.
The philosophy of Spiritualism is a beautiful phispheres of the sundered sphere. By the cut, a plane,
20. The following table now sums up the leading losophy for contemplation, but if there is no truth
or level and smooth surface (or two such surfaces) is morphic-types (representativ forms or shapes) of the in it I hav nothing to fall back upon but Atheism,
revealed; and this (plain or) plane surface is a face, three Senses, Hearing, Touch, and Sight. Read from whieh is a most forbidding and disconsolate philosor faceet, or phase. The Latin word for face is spe- the bottom upwards, as they form an ascending ophy,
But I prefer my position to friend Winter's, who
cies, and aderivativ from it is speculum, meaning a scale.
little face or facet. Hence arise the English words, 3. ·cuBE (facet, speck, spec-ulum, spectacular object). presumes to deal altogether in assertions minus any
investigation, and those of his ilk, for if I am right
species, specialization, speciality, etc. The Eye is 2. GLOBE (globe, paillus, or little lump).
the specializing sense, as Touch, or Feeling, is the 1. GLOBE-CASE (skin, lilack, or shell; bag, basket, cask, I can enjoy another world after casting off this wornout material shell of mine, H there Is one, the belief
or other container).
generalizing one. (Spec-tare means, in Latin, "to
21. There remain the two accessory senses,Smell and of which I am much inclined to entertain; and if
look," "to use the eye," whence come spectacle, spectacular, etc., as relating to the eye and its uses.) The Taste. Of these brevity requires nothing more be my theory is false, I shall then be on a par with
face of a hemisphere (and so of any object, a cleared said here than that their Fundamental Form Ana- those who prvfess to believe in an eterna.l sleep
spot down to a mere speck) is the type-fact, and its logs are, 1. The row or series of balls, for Smell; and hereafter. I believe that the life principle exists in
conception the type-thought,, of species and specialty, the cone for Taste. The following table will exhibit everything orga.nized for it., and that we are posof spectacle and spectacular effects; as the whole orb the five senses with their five Fundamental or Typ- sessed of it in so far as is commensurate with our
organlzatinns, and that it cannot be blotted out of
or sphere is so of generality and genus, and of ex- ical Form Analogs. Read again from below upward. existence. Therefore it must hav some place of extension and resistance. So, also, the intellect is the
ist.Pnce after our organizations pass out of sight here.
specializing department of the mind; while feeling
Some who pretend to discredit immortality lnconTASTE.
(or mind-touch) is less definit and more general.
sistenUy say that. this life principle is not annihi15. The fourth phase of this same phenomenon is
lated, but passes off into something else. What is
Reflexion, the standing-over-against-each-other of the
that but 'immortality? I ask. I lay much stress upon
two hemispheres (or objects), and their mutual castdreams and poetic effusions for proof of our being
ing back, to each other, of their respectiv phases,
possesRed of immortal spirits which can and do manwhich are ideally like filmy masks or casts shed from
ifest themselvs after leaving this casket of ours, for
their opposed and so-related faces or fronts. This
SIGHT.
in the production of what we call dreams I cannot
throwing-forth-against and throwing-back of the araccount for them in any other way than that they
are produced by foreign influence when the brain is
row or ray, as in the game of shuttle-cock, is the
in a proper condition to be used for that purpose.
"Incidence" ~md "Reflexion" of Optics; or in relaTOUCH.
I am fully satisfied that my brain when in its nortion with the eye as a speculum (or its assistant
mal state has no power to produce the most unglasses, called spectacles). We hav also the analog
imaginable vagaries passing through it from time to
of the latter part of the compound process in that
HEARING.
time when in a partial state of slt>ep; and on exameminent intellectual function called(mental) Reflexion.
ination and inquiry of themselvs I find that poets can16. CRYSTALLIZATION.-At this point enters in nature
Much, of course, remains to be explained; but the not sit down and write a bit of real poetry at their leithe immense and mysterious fact of crystallization.
If the cutting in two parts be repeated three times purpose here is merely introductory to the subject. sure, as they could prose; they say that. some in finAnce takes possession of them for the time being and
Mr. Putnam will please notify us if be finds any dictates
upon the same globe (at right angles) there result
to them what to write, and thAn departs.
from the successiv cuts eight cubes (partially com- lack of attention to the sense-side of knowledge, or I even entertain a belief, from exnerience and obplete) as the governing and most regular cut-up of any lack of an adequate copiousness of particulars. servation, that the majority of lunacy is produced by
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS.
the one globe. It is thus that the cube is generated;
unearthly demons getting posse~sion of the brain
and it is the supreme type of plane, face-like, and rec-. - - when in a rliseased state and holding it for their own
tilinear form-equal, in that realm, to the globe among
* Other etymologies are given; but this is accepte~ by high use and enjoyment. Ir not, from whence come all the
curve-faced bodies. It then holds the same relation authorities, and accords with the analogies. Con-vmce-ment vagaries unimaginA.ble produced bv lunatics, when lnis from Lat. con, with, and vine-ere, to bind.
to the Eye and to Sight which the globe (glomus, or
CA.pable of producing anything of the kind when in
roundish bunch,) holds to the whole body (or the
their normal statP. Antics they will perform beyond
body at large) aud to the Sense of Feeling. The
human imagination.
cube is the typical or governing form in the world of
Mr. Bruce speaks of Professor Sunderland in his arcrystals. The crystal is a sort of solidified light. It
ticle. I hav kept trace of him in his career up to the
is in all ways closely allied with Light and the Eye,
presf'lnt time, and hav thought some of his philosoBURLINGTON, KAN,, Jan. 11,284.
as also with Limitation, Division, and Reflexion,
MR. EDITOR: I indorse with voice and pen the ad- phizing In its variety rather good, but he has, like all
through its axes, edges, and facets or specula, and vice of Brother Reynolds, for all the branches of others, his peculiarities, and one is to be odd and
through its light-reflecting and light-refracting prop- Liberalism to unite and contend for a government disagree with others. He hits that trait very promerties. The right line is the typical limitation-thing; of and for the people. It is useless to contend about inent, and I sometimes think he woulri disagree with
and the crystal, and among crystalline forms, the cube a future existence (which I desire). Let us all be himself rather than not exhibit it. N )twithstanding,
is the focus of straight-line-ism in Nature. The word Agnostics, for we do not know, except the Spiritual- I like him, for he is a man of investigation, and adcrystal signifies, etymologically, "cross-stand-ing," ists; they claim they know, and I think they are vanc>es many good ideas in his philosophizing worthy
with reference to the adjustment of its axes. The honest, and hope they are correct. I repeat, let us of heed.
crystalline lense is as pre-eminently characteristic of unite against our common enemy, king and priestIn cnnclusion of this rather rand.:>m inditement I
the Eye, as the Cochlea (or space) is of the Ear.
craft.
CHRIS. BROWN.
will say that, although I hav freely investigated the
17. Again, the incidence and the reflexion of light
spiritual phenomena, I hav no sympathy whatever
upon and from the speculum-like surface proceed in
with the rites and ceremonies of the churches, nor
ST. CATHERINE's, ONT., Jan, H, 1884.
single straight-line directions, one and the other way:
MR. EDITOR: My mind not being occupied with never had; they are entirflly too farcical for me,
and here is the origin of the Ray; although, in re- business just now, I purposed making a few remarks and hav been the means of destroying too many huspect to rays, the plane surface is again usually con- upon a subject which I hav investigated more or less man lives to meet my approbation. Truth is what
vexed, and so reverts to the globular form. Each for some thirty years past, and upon which much I seek for in the various manifestation8 of nature.
single ray is, however, itself a single straight line. has been written pro and con, viz., the philosophy What is the greatest development of truth? SpirThe word "ray " is from the Latin radius, meaning of Spiritualism; but on casting my eye over the pages itualism, methlnks; and nothing shall check its
"a spoke;" and is thus allied with the idea of the hub of the gospel according to THE TRUTH SEEKER, Ltst mighty current, which in time must sweep all error
of a wheel, and its surface, as the source of the rays copy, I find friend Bruce has anticipated me and before it, and divest the masses of mankind from
(such as the sun or its surface for the light ray). But given what I intended to say, as far as he has gone, the galliilg shackles of religious superstitions which
the rav thrown out against and into the opposivg ob- quite as well as or better than I could say it myself. hav for ages cursed the world. And what has Chrisject is· stillmore similar to an arrow than it is to a Howbeit, if be has no objection, I will take the stand ti~tnity exhibited and manifegted in ftll the ages?
spoke. So in Greek it is called actin, which means as an eye-witness of what he has s&.id, and pen a Nothing but the impoverishment, enslavement, and
annihilation of humanity for the benefit of a supan "arrow." The light ray, as shot out, falls upon few remarks by way of an addendum to his.
C. B. THOMPSON.
the eye. The inoline at which it falls is called the I can fully indorse what he has said upon the sub- posed divinity,
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MouND CITY, MINN., Jan. 18,1883.
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me a little space in which
to defitae Mr. Henry Hyatt's "moral rights." He, or
any other per:;on, has a moral right to do anything
that will not injure himself nor another being.
·He also seems to wish to know how to become purehearted. I can tell him what has never failed to
work in that direction. Let him love humanity to
such an extent that he will be willing to interpose
when he sees mankind being degraded, ruined, destroyed, by rum or any other instrumentality.
I hav been writing prescriptions for twenty-six
years, and this one has never failed. He rather more
than hints that I am not a Liberal. Mr. Editor, I
will leave you to judge. I hav chosen the Liberal
band of this country to be my friends-to be my RucC·Jr and defense against the machinations of priestcraft and superstition. The time may come when I
shall expect them to fight for me; and when that day
does come, "by the eternal I" I will fight for them.
On all questions of free thought, free speech, free
mails, and liberty of conscience generally, I am a
Liberal. But when dealing with the accursed liquor
traffi ~-the evil of evils-an evil whose sole prerogativ
seems to be to create imbecility and misery and devastation and death and hell on earth-an evil which
seems to take delight in heaping untold and unspeakable suffering upon the heads of defenseless women
and f'b i vering, starving babes-ye gods! in the face
of this climbing devil, must I be Liberal and go
slow? Not if I can help it, Mr. Edit:Jr; and I do not
believe that the true Libf1rals of the country demand
it. I will simply call Mr. Paddington's attention to
my trnism: Nu man has a right to do wrong.
Yours, for humanity,
A. W. SHucK, M.D.
BRADFORD, PA., Jan. 10, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: You will find inclosed two dollars,
which you will place to my credit for THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
I commenced to read it when its n:-!ble founder
started around the world. We all read it here, and
regard it as the best Freethougb.t paper published.
It is surprising how Freethought conventions and
lectures are changing people's ideas of theology and
old Bible myths. Watts and Chainey lectured here
in November to a large house, and it had a good
effect.
Wakeman's lecture on evolution has been printed
in most of the leading papers, and Bible scholars
are beginning to think his ideas of all. that is much
more reasonable than that contained in Ganesis.
We will giv Remsburg a chance in February to
tell us about "False Claims," and, 1\fr. Eli tor, the
Freethinkers of Bradford intend having a convention this summer, and we want to make it the best
and the largest ev<>r held in the world. The Liberals
of S)U!hern and eastern Pennsylvania will join us
this year, and then we will visit their sections the
next year. We shall extend our invitation to all the
world, and remind the Freethinkers of New York
etate that their success is somewhat .clue to the patroni1ge they hav received from Pennsylvania.
We shall make a special effort tn get the great
champion of Freethought, CJl. R. G. Ingersoll, to
address our convention.
And now, Mr. E1itor, if this does not find the
waste-basket., I'll expect to hear from Liberals all
over the United States, and we want to know who is
willing to come to the oil country and see the higbest bridge in the world, and make our convention a
grand success.
Truly yours,
C. J. CuRTIS.
NEWPORT, ME., Jan. 5, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Because my every waking hour is devoted to doing- good, I hav some friendly criticisms
on several subjects.
·
First, I hav been pained to know that the most
valuable paper in the world has not had a word to
say in condemnation of the foul murder of Pa,trick
O'Donnell by the most infamous govflrnment the sun
ever shines on-the English government, or, what
would be more proper to call them, a conclave of
assassins. Certainly the killing of the miserable
Carey was a righteous act, and every just person
must hav rejoiced when they heard of his death.
But while I rejoiced to hear of his death, I should
hav been far happier to hav heard that a bullet or
some dynamite had reached the miserable soul of
Glarlstone and a score or more of lorcls and dukes,
and especially do I want to hear that a righteous
bullet reaches the heart of that scoundrel, Judge
Denman. But there is one other murderer more infamous, more detestable, more guilty than all the
rest, and that wretch is the murderous hangman. If
there is one wretch on earth that is to be more execrated, more detested, more shunned than another,
that is the villain called a hangman. And if any man
or woman would take the hand of such a foul murderer, that man or woman deserves the execration
of all decent people. There is a great deal of infamous work done in this world, but none that can
compare in real infamy to that of a hangman. And
while we can hav no love for the religion of the Irish,
it cannot be disputed that for true benevolence in
helping- their oppressed countrymen there is no people on earth that ean begin to compare with the
Irish. They hav only to make known their wants,
anrl the money comes pouring in from all quarters.
l\Iy second critic;'!rn is on some remarks of J. Van

Am burg on the Oneida Community, calling it a "gigantic brothel." Whatever may be the religion of
John H. Noyes or the Community, it is, as long as
they do not interfere with the rest of the world,
no one's business. But I know, for I hav seen with
my own eyes, that up to this time there has never
been any community of men and women that hav
begun to approach a true system of human brotherhood equal to the Oneida Community. And to call
such an institution "a gigantic brothel" is wickeq
blasphemy. What are we striving for. in the world?
Is it not for splendid homes? Is it not good clothes,
good, healthy food, good cooking on scientific principles? I!! it not beautiful buildings, elegantly furnished with everything that makes life desirable?
All these, and far more than I can describe on paper,
is to be found in the Oneida Community. There I saw
about three hundred people, men and women, and,
apparently, a happier lot of people I never saw. Of
the one hundred and fifty women, every one but one
wore a beautiful reform dress, and all but that one
presented that truly beautiful sight, short hair. Not
one with the disgusting sight, a coil of hair on the
back of the head. or all the nicely cooked food that
I hav seen, the food on the splendid tables at the
Oneida Community was the best. The buildings at
the Community are real palaces. There I saw one
hundred and twenty cows, and all the milk, butter,
and cream used in the family. My worst wish to sinsick humanity is that on this earth they hav at least
a million Oneida Communities. There would be no
strikes, no hard times. no disgraceful pauper-houses,
no insane asylums where they tan human skins, no
jails, no prisons, no war, no slavery, but one grand
broth~rhood throughout the world. The experiment
at the Oneida Community may not be perfect, but it
is a grand step toward human brotherhood. Let
some one do better than they hav, or let them cease
to slander a splendid home of human brotherhood.
My third criticism is on a paragraph on the first
page of THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 22d, containing
a fling of the Nnw York World about Victoria Woodhull. To the editor of that hireling, Jay Gould, I
would say that with all the faults of Victoria C.
Woodhull, her name will be remembered to be
blessed, while his will rot in oblivion. No doubt
there are some sad things in her life, but a grander
gospel was never preached on this earth than was
preached by Victoria C. Woodhull.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
IN THE NoRTH MICHIGAN WILDERNESS, Jan. 14, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Alone in the wilderness, literally, treading the wine-press or mill of life alone, I address
you, both seeking truth and trying to let my light
shine.
I am alone, I said, but there is a small settlement,
say a score of families, within from one to eight.
miles around. A roaring revival is under way among
the people-meetings held in a large schoolhouse,
and the preachers, illiterate men of narrow views
and intensely emotional natures-and under their
tuition the forty or fifty individuals, men, women,
and children, old and young, who attend the meetings, are gloriously and uproariously drunk, spiritually or mentally intoxicated. In fact, the phenomenon I see going on her·e is, if looked upon with a
candid and earnest desire to learn truth, a most interesting one-the old-fashioned Methodist revival.
Now, perhaps something can be learned from this
spectacle that will enable us to unravel some of the
string puzzles of theology. I notice the most ignorant, heartless, stupid, and dishonest are the first to
be gathered into the fold, and loudest and most
boisterous, besides being most anxious to compass
sea and land to make proselytes. Understand, I am
not questioning the motivs or manhood of any man.
They are certainly as sincere, and even more so,
than many an honest, clear-brained man. It is the
revival phenomenon I wish to understand.
Within a very few weeks, or months at most, these
unfortunates will evolve back again, and join the
"beggarly elements," as they did last year after the
same spiritual spree. We notice that there is a something~e>all it what you will-in the New Testament
not found in any other system of so-called religion,
that appeals with peculiar force to the most ignorant and selfish, and that there is a wonderful divicling or scattering power in this influence, never seen
in other systems of worship. For some reason (I believe not understood in the world outside of this
wilderness, up to the present time) one of the smallest books ever printed has effected Christendom in
the past sixteen hundred years as fire cast upon the
earth, as a most fruitful cause of division-" father
against son, mother against daughter," three against
two, and two against three, and the" bringing of the
sword" with intensified hatred, bitterness, intolerance, and war (as its author promised), never witnessed before in history.
Now, as I see these religious topers, all embracing
like brothers with Brother This and Brother That,
Sister This and Sister That, and sincerely promising
everlasting love, peace, and fraternity, shaking hands
and kissing while making up old differences, and
burying the hatchet of past wars, and then within a
few days a slight ripple passing over the sea of their
subdued passions; when I see them fall apart in fiery
anger, and fly at each other's throats like unchained
tigers, and divide again into separate knots and

creeds, each with their favorit preacher (an ignorant
mossback in every instance), do I not see the history
of Christianity under a microscope? And seeing this,
how can I stop here? Is it not probable that he who
spoke the words, ''I come not to briag peace, but a
sword, and to cause division " and contention, and to
intensify every devil in man's nature, knew what he
was doing or saying? Let me ask you, and all the
true seekers after truth, Is it not certain that unless
there had been some greater cause of division and
war dropped down amongst men than w~s ever known
before, this vast ignorant multitude (the common
herd all over Christendom) would still to-day be
solidly united in one or two separate masses, under
leaders differing from the m11sses of ignorant, cruel,
and superstitious people only in mental caliber, and
that the son of man to-day would still be crucified
between the two thieves, or ground between two
millstones, as he was from earliest times down to
Gatheo's day, and still later?
Do you suppose that you would be allowed to publish the grand old TRUTH SEEKER with no division
between the poor, blind unfortunates who fill up the
churches of Christian countries? Or that I, alone in
this howling wilderness anrl pandemonium of religious rowdyism, could escape being "snatched baldheaded" for my known heresy before this letter is
finished? No indeed; and we certainly hav far greater
cause to be t,hankful for Christ's fire cast on earth
and to look with reverence upon our deliverer than
any Christian than ever lived on earth. So far from
intolerance do I feel toward these nondescripts (they.
filled my cabin one night not long ago, a throng of
them, with truly deafening prayers for my conversion) I actually pity them as I would a whisky-toper
for allowing a disordered imagination to sweep them
off their feet. But is it not interesting food for
thought when we look over the face of history, and
see the New Testament appealing to the strongest
selfish instinct in man's nature (the desire to be
saved from endles~Ct pain), and after bearing its legitimate fruits of fiercest hatred of man toward man,
affecting society as a lump of soda dropped into a
vessel of vinegar, starting every atom to fighting
against every other atom, and this phenomenon continuing with gradually intensified bitterness until
after ages of " variance between those of every household" in civilized lands; at last, the division being
completed, and the powers of persecution effectually
shaken off, in the last half of the nineteenth century, surely is it not a little. marvelous that just as
man was permitted to use -his inherent powers of
mind unmolested, he' should start suddenly to his
feet, and within less than half a century make a
greater advance in all things pertaining to thought
and action than he had before made in all past history of his kind? And is it not passing strange that
the words, "A new commandment, Love one another,"
etc., after they had brought a tempest of human
hatred, lasting for ages, should at last, after the fire
cast on earth had burnt out, bring in the "son of
man, with all power given into his hands?"
When I see the modern pioneer placing dynamite
under a score or more of immense forest trees, and
then with perfect faith saying to that sycamore tree,
•• Be thou plucked up and cast hence," and then see
the truly awful power of his faith, as one tree after
another leaps out of the ground in succession, with
their roots and portions of their trunks shattered
into match-timbers, with the report of Mount Sinai's
thunder, the son of man literally doing greater works
than "these ye see me do," without the slightest
physical effort; when I see this miracle of the human
reason, as but one sample in modern faith, and compare it with this atom of history, a revival of religion, and see positivly that the power which shattered the chains of superstition (or mainly instrumental in the shattering or dividing) can be traced
almost directly to the book containing the story of
a workingman who never did a useless work or
spoke a useless word of ceremony-all business, and
nothing but business -it almost drives me to go
forth out of the wilderness and ram down the throats
of theologians that their hour has come and their
work is done.
I hav positiv proof that part of the miracles of the
New 'restament were told at first as a burlesque upon
the miracles recorded in the old book, and others
told (not written) as parables, to illustrate man's inherent powers then, and till this century, lying dormant in his nature, awaiting the time wh~n the
"rock of the sepulcher" should be removed. And
shortly theologians must answer the question, Is it
probable that God (nature), after giving man inherent powers to make earth a paradise, feed the hungry, heal the sick, cast out devils (ignorance), and
"do greater works than these," a:'! we now see and
know he has given to man, that he would then require man to let these powers lie dormant, and
while holding them in a state of suspended animation, get down on his knees and ask with vocal
sounds his God to do the miracle (feed· and heal him
when sick and hungry, giv him wisdom, etc.) for
him, and thus encourage him to commit suicide by
never using the faculties given him by his creator?
As I hear these clependants upon miracles making
the forest hideous with their groanings, howlings,
and equallings, asking God to do for them that
which they must do for themselvs (learn truth,
mercy, and love, and get bread), or be perpetually
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in moral idiocy, aud make a failure of life's
I):ns.swn, and see them utterly dehumanized, and in·
?bnated by the old system of enlightening man, i~
1s desperate hard work to restrain myself; but I dare
not attempt a word; " my time is not yet come" for
removing stuJ:?bling-blocks from before "my sheep."
But the que~t10n must yet be pressed home, with a
thousan~ Stlll more pertinent, and theology must
answer It or swallow it. The former is impossible,
thelatter-makeyourowncomments. G. H. BA.RLOW.
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"Every philosopher," affirmed Madam Delescluze
lVhat Other People Say about Our Books.
"is a slave of beauty. Bring before him a beauty i~ THE PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE .I.ND ITS SoJ.\ITION; With some
Criticisms of lJoiversology. By S. P. Putnam. New
graceful dress and Minerva in a Bloomer costume
York: THE TuUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Pluce. Price
and he would choose the beauty nearly every time.';
20 cents.
Any fonn of women's clothes that pleased the men
Mr. Putnam is always entertaining, whether behind
would find speedy favor with the women. Madam
a J?en 01: before an audiencEt. In this pamphlet of
Delescluze is a most charming speaker.
Several others followed. Dr. Weeks made a brief thirty-moe pages he shows us the position of a true
speech, in which he maintained that no man who was Agnostic. Time was when the reading of such books
a man bad any respect for the woman with a mud- would n~t be encouraged by the literary people of a
wasp waist. Mr. Whitehead, the husband of the commumty, large or small. But a change has come,
The Liberal Club.
speaker of the evening, said that Mrs. Whitehead had and th~ mi~d, unl0cked from its prison-house, comes
The 325tb regular meeting of the Manhattan Lib- begun lecturing him on this subject years aao. He out to mqmre, to learn, and to digest all that comes
eral Club was held at the usual time and place. In did not wish it to be understood that they ;e1·e or- to it through the eyes or ears. A statement is not
the absence of the treasurer the reporter being a thodox. He belonged to no church and subscribed accepted because it is printed in a popular book cr
~ember in good standi~g, was elevated to 'the posi- ~o ~o ~reed. When a man put his name to a creed spoken by what is called the "voice of authority."
twn of doorkeep~r. :With the exception of incurring It mdicated that be was willing to stop thinking. The intelligent mind listens attentivly and without
the wrat~ of !l'n uasmble o.ld gentleman for charging Th~ speaker was not ~lling to do that. Mr. Seering prejudice to all evidence, and each individual forms
one of h1s friends full pnce for admission be con- behaved that men did not understand the lines of his own conclusions; and it is remarkable in some
ceives be discharged his duties in an effici~nt man- beauty in women, and be instanced the proportions insta:nces how much at variance they will be, with
ner. He could not help observing the faet that many ?f the Venus de Mil?.. Dress had in all ages adapted premsely the same data from which to make deducmen. of. affiuent al?pearance, taking advantage of free Itself to the necessities of the wearer, and this ac- tions. The difficult ground to find is the first safe
admiSSion for ladies and Presbyterians paid only for counted for the dissidence between male and female ~:esting-place for the foot of the investigator. For
the~s~lvs, though accompanied l;>y the partners of apparel: Mrs. Hall apologized for not interesting mstance: Mr. Putnam bas planted his foot firmlv in
their JOys. The price of admission is five cents· herself m the dress reform movement by saying that a geological crevice, so to speak, and his oppo;;ent
therefore it must tend to elevate a lord of creation i~ she had a greater work to do for the salvation of hu- (Mr. Andrews) thinks he has found places for both
the estimation of the weaker vessel to understand manity, but refrained from stating the nature of that of his feet-one in the earth and the other in the
that such is his regard for her that be is wining to work. It is supposed to be of an industrial and so· heavens; and there is a large class of readers who are
make a deadhead of her. As Artemus Ward would cial nature. If she were once to apply her mind to waiting to see who will climb the highest.
Mr. Putnam, in his prefnce, has dedicated his little
the I?roblem sb~ could devise fifty patterns for wo·
put it, "this is rote sarcasticul."
The chairman invited the attention of those pres- m~n s dress which. would be both graceful and hygi- work to the eloquent secularist, lVIr. Charles Watts,
ent to the illustrious names which were on the pro- emc. It was detnmental to the. brain to pinch the the well-known editor of the Secular Review, of London .. ~nd, mo.reover, it may be said of this preface
gram. He challenged competition as to excellence. toes.
Mrs. Whitehead, in conclusion, thanked the club that It IS an epitome of what follows in Mr. Putnam's
The speaker of the evening was Mrs. Celia B. Whitebead, of Bloomfield, N. J., her subject being, "What for its courteous attention, and sa,id that she had review of Mr. Stephen Peal"l Andrews. Inithe says:
"The mai? obj~ct of this es~ay-wbicb has sprung
~Know Abo~t Dress Reform." The lady was clothed learned much from the discussion. Men would be
out of a discussiOn of 'What IS Science?'-is to insist
converted
to
admiration
for
reformed
dress
whenever
m a loose-fitting dress of brown silk trimmed at the
bottom with fluting, and reaching ~omewbat below the women were converted to wearing it. If the phi- upon the unquestionable existence of the outside
!Jle supposititious knee. The dress evidently did not losopher would choose the beauty instead of Minerva, world. This," said Mr. Putnam, "must be the stnrting-point not onl.v of knowledge but of enduring immclose corsets. Mrs. Whitehead explained that this then, after all, Minerva might bav the best of it.
Mr. Wakeman did not bav an opportunity to ex- pulse. The reforms of the future must be based
was not an ideal dress. The perfect dress for woman
upon a ~·ecognition of the grandem of physical existwould .hav no ski:ts. ~veryone, said the speaker, press his opinion, though it is well known 'that he ence; of the fact that we are bound by its eternal laws
recogmzed the evil of tight lacing. It needed no makes no bones of saying that beauty unadorned is
and are a part of its life. 'Matter' and 'force' are
charts nor arguments to convince people that com- adorned the most.
The program for the rest of the month is, on the the terms with which we must deal in our search for
pressing the waist threw the interior organs out of
8t~,
a lecture by Chas. F. Wingate, C. E.; I !5th, truth and in our application of all that we attain."
their natural position. The difficulty was to conA couple of master spirits hav locked their mental
vince women that they were lacing too tightly. They Bnck Pomeroy; 22d, Courtlandt Palmer; 29th Lil- horns in this discussion. Mr. Putnam is a representwould draw in their waist and thrust their band un- lie Devereaux Blake. This program, added to th~ fact
ativ Agno.stic, an~ Mr. Andrews bas grown to a
derneath the corset to prove that it was not tight. that there are five Fridays and only twenty-nine days mental altitude wbwh may enable him to bring the
The oruy way to disabuse their minds of this idea in this month, makes it the most remarkable Febru- light of the cosmical world, as well as the mere
was to loosen their stays and see how soon they would ary of the century.
illumi?ation of terrestrial science, to bear in solving
expand. A. sister of the speaker bad tried the ext~e rn1ghty problem which is engaging the attention
periment, and bad come to the conclusion that a woOther People's Books.
of these two remarkable men and their manv inter-.
man would expand as long as there was any room.
We hav just found time to read Dio Lewis's Mnnthly ested readers. We shall doubtless hav Mr. Andrews
Women wear much smaller shoes than men of
very soon beaming from l>etween two tinted covers
corresponding weight. This is obviously unnatural, for January, and find that it contains many interest- in reply to Mr. Putnam.-Dr. Foote's 1 lealth Monthly.
ing
and
sensible
articles.
1\Ir.
Lewis's
talk
on
probecause persons of the same weight should be allowed an equal amount of standing-room, irrespectiv bibi~o:y l.iquor l~ws, barring its too frequent mps to
TrrE CRnms OF PnEACIIEns.-H.eferring to the misof sex. The popular female dress deprives the wearer Chr1stiamty-which read a little like prayer-meeting dee?s .of our fellow-n;ten is not pleasant; we would
cant-is
just,
discriminating,
and
sensible.
The
of that freedom of limb which is enjoyed by man;
avmd It, but the persistent course of ministers from
and the questions which Mrs. Whitehead would like writer's work for temperance is too well known to their pulpits, assailing Spiritualism and Spirit~alists
to bav answered were, How shall women be convinced st;tbject him to the wolfish cry of renegade, and in as .th~y do, virtually compels us to reply as we do, by
that they lace too tightly? and, Why should woman v~ew of the dubious results of fanatical legislation ~o~n~mg. the to world their own sad delinquencies.
be deprived of the free use of her legs? "Legs" was h1s recommendations should receive consideration Spintuahsm-modern, we mean-is of recent origin
by those who are sincerely deploring the immense
the word used by the speaker.
and drawing into its fold such multitudes from ali
The lecture was delivered in an easy, conversa- amount of misery resulting from the use of alcoholic classes ?f. society-unfortunately for itself, a good
Dr.
Lazan1s's
"Observations
in
Natural
beverages.
tional style, and was replete with wit and wisdom.
many mmiBters of the CbriRtian church demoralized
Mrs. Whitehead does not profess to be a Freethinker History" and Felix Oswald's "Lessons of Instinct" by its teachings and practices-that it ~ould not well
in matters of religion, and acknowledged that she are papers which would interest, we think, the most be expected that it would be pure from the start with
was at a loss to know bow to appeal to a body of per- of our readers. Mr. Beecher's old stenographer nat· such a conglomerate mass composing it. However
sons who were not Christians. She believed, bow- rates his attempts to report the celebrated preacher's much as Spiritualism may fail in this respect--that is
ever, that Freet~inkers were lovers of mankind, and sermons for the columns of the Banner if Light in not bettering. the condition of the world more tha~
that she could With confidence appeal to them as the which paper, it seems, was the first to perfonn that it has in thirty-four years, we rejoice that it is not so
friends of humanity. At this appropriate tribute the service. Thomas Shearman, the "tearful Tommy" bad by half as was the CbriHtian church in the early
of Brooklyn notoriety, explains the "Greatness of
hall rang with applause.
days of St. Paul, when he wrote such scathing words
Dr. Atkinson, taking the floor, said that the lecture Small Things," in which, with commendable forbear· as he did to the Corinthian and other churches
ance,
be
makes
no
allusion
to
himself-something
be
was one of the most eloquent be had ever heard. He
charging them with promoting fornication and al~
was a physician, and had practiced for several years. might hav done to sustain his title. There are sev- ~~st. every crime known to men, among them. So
eral
other
essays
and
stories,
none
dry,
and
all
inThere. was a great deal of bum bug about the practice
It IS m the Christian church to-day; after eighteen
of medicin. "If I was God Almighty," said Dr. At- structiv. Price, 25 cts. Orders may be sent to THE hundreu yearH the church iH little better or the
TRUTH
SEEKER.
kinson, "I would stop that mighty quick." Mr. Seerworld either, for its existence. For the adva~cement
ing interrupted to inquire why the doctor did not an~hat. bas be~n made n0 credit is due to Christianity,
swer the lady's question about the freedom of' the FoR MoTHERs AND DAuGHTERs. A Manual of Hygiene for for It has .bitterly opposed every reformatory move·
limbs. Dr. Atkinson said it was not in conformity
Women and the Household. Illustrated. By Mrs. E. G.
t
Cook, M. D. 12mo, extra cloth, $1.50. New y 01.k. men , as It now .does that latest and best, giving
with the autonomy of the body.
Fowler & Wells, publishers. For sale at this office.
' the greatest promJS to the world, :!Jfodern Spiritualism.
The Great Universal Preacher, following, attribThis is a sensible, motherly, sisterly book, written Re~~er, if, 0ncoln's confidential companion, friend,
uted woman's slavish submission to fashion to her
lack of individuality. She should be independent in ~n a clear,. plai~, yet delicate style. It treats of top- pohtwa:l auVIser, and law partner, "dear good Billy!"
on which hmge more of the world's woe than it has alTived at such conclusions, is it not worth while
all things; odd in some things, if she wished, and ICS
h
"d
f b
to investigate this subject? "Crimes of Preachers''
should take pains to be so, and glory in it. He as an 1 e.a o , . ecause so ~ucb of silent suffering is issued and enlarged yearly. The third edition
t ·
recounted his experience in walking the streets :finds no voiCe except the sigh, no record except in
con ams one hundred pages and 870 names of priests
with a woman dressed in a reform manner. There pale cheeks and broken constitutions.
The work opens with a chapter on the importance and preachers.
-Sp'iTitual (!Jfering. •
were two couples of them. They were mobbed,
and the other gentleman broke his cane over of physical culture, which is followed by chapters on
Atlmiration Nt>t Altogethur Complt~te.
From l'uclc.
somebody's head. He, the speaker, was broken up, the bones and muscles, the brain and nervous sysand did not know how to contend against such a tern, the structure and care of the skin, hygiene and
Potter is a nice man; but he seems to bav no redemonstration, so he sneaked out of it, and had ventilation, intemperance, a chapter devoted to b>·ead
~
spect for th e natura1, in b erent, and inalienable right
felt like a sneak ever since. Now a woman coUld and butter, in which there is a careful analysis of the of a free-born American to run his own circus.-R·v.
walk through the city in almost any style of dress processes of digestion, this matter being made H-b-r N-w-t-n.
I
·d M F t
1
without attracting undue attention. This was be- plain and practical. A large portion of the book is
comn er r. ~~w on .an exce len~ and promising
cause somebody, going before, ba.l set the example. devoted to the subJ"ect of displacements and other young
man ; hut 1f ha will l)e so lund as to leave a
Madam Delescluze held that the line of beauty disea~es to which ~omen are. subject. The feeding little scripture for the use of his superiors 1 should
was a curved line. The average reform costume bid of children, the nghts of children, the question of be profoundly surprised.-B-~-h-p P-t-t-r. '
• •
the curves of the female form, and was therefore un- education,· etc., are all discussed, and the work is
"THE Truth Seeker Annual and Ji'reethinkers'
artistic. Men were as much to blame for the present fully illustrated by a number of fine engravings. It
Almanac " is out. 25 cents.
defects of female dress as were women themselvs. is a. handsome volume of over 300 pages.
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Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall River,
Mass., to whom aU Communications for this
Corner should be sent.
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"His lite Is long whose work Is well,
And be his station low or high,
He who the most good works can tell,
Llvs longest though he soonest die."

Breaking the Meeting.
[Among the Friends It Is the custom to close the
meetings by shaking hands, and no meeting Is considered properly ended unless this ceremony has
been attended to.]
The old-fashioned meeting-bouse, painted gray,
Was reached by·a path !rom the" klng•s highway."
'.rhe windows were high, and the walls were plain,
Whitewashed, but otherwise guiltless of stain.
Hard were the seats where the worshipers sat,
The men on this side and women on that.
They were sweet-raced women, and hardy men,
And to see them once you'd know them again;
To justice and truth they were firm as a rock
For they came or the straightest Quaker stock;
But the tender mercy that never dies,
Honestly beamed from their beanti!ul eyes.
On the platform In front the elders sat,
In brown Quaker coat and broad-brimmed hat,
And Elias Warner and Thomas Brown
Headed the meeting in Bonnyrood town.
For an hour, or more, they all sat and thought,
For no one spoke when the spirit moved not;
On his cane Elias rested his chin,
In communion with the spirit within,
While Thomas sat quiet with head bowed down
At peace with the world and With Thomas Brow~.
At length the good Friends began to ponder
Why, In the name or wisdom and wonder,
Thomas and Elias did not shake the hand,
To break lip the meeting and thus disband;
For not one Frlel!d would think of retreating
Till that shake hands by the heads of the meeting.
The sisters grew restless, fidgety, too,
Though keeping sweet patience ever In view·
And the brothers, too, began to worry,
'
Though scorning the thought of haste or hurry.
You might hav heard drop a pin on the lloor,
'Twas so still, when there came an awrul .ffi.Ore

From under a grave-looking, broad-brimmed hat,
Where the heads or Bonnyrood meeting sat!
Elias, whose eyes o'er the llock did keep
Most solemn watch, was now fast asleep 1
When •rhomas Brown heard that terrible sound,
He care tully snuffed, and theu looked around 1
Yet he meekly waited for Patience' sake,
Until from his nap Ell as should wake.
But Elias slumbered witt. mighty power,
And snored as calmly as at midnight hour;
At last any that was sauntering by,
Ore pt across his nose and along his eye;
Then into his nostril it buzzed. about,
T!ll Elias woke with almost a shout,
When, the long-expectant faces viewing,
He guessed the trouble that had been brewing,
And, as if for the mishap to atone,
Reached out to Thomas wlw sat like a stone!
In the st1llness not a worshipper stirred,
When anotlt'r terrible snore was heard!
For, while guarding E!las's slumber deep,
'l'homas Brown him sell had dropped off asleep 1
The old Friends scowled, and the young Friends
were mad,

And shuffled their feet anrl whispered, "Too bad 1"
Jonathan Grey told Israel Keller
To prod the sleeper with cane or umbrella.;
But Israel would rather die than do
Sneh a graceless act, and In meeting, too i
Isaac A. Connor took a pinch of snuff
And said to Job Ray, "Thee looks tired enough I"
And Ruth White whispered to Roxana Brow,
"That meat wlli burn-! smell it now I"
Phebe Ann Bmllh sat and trotted her feet,
Uneasily moving about In her seat.
Loud and louder grew the snore of Thomas,
Like fog horn over a land of prom is.
The Friends were getting rather excited,
Especially those to dinner invJted,
For Thomas might sleep a good hour or more,
And that unwavering, terrlllc snore
Might win Elias to slumber again,
And thus, until sundown, might he remain.
Elias, hUngry, as well as the rest,
Meekly considered 'twas all tor the best;
Yet, seemed once to debate, whether or no,

He should gently scronge Thomas wiih his elbow.
13nt he turned his thoUghts to Jacob's ladder,
While the friends around grew madder and madder,
'l'hongh not for the world would they hav It known
'.rhat temper came In when patience had llown. ·
Suddenly 'rho mas laughed out !n his sleep,
As if !nsnlt on injury he would heap;
He exclaimed In a tone, laughing, yet sly,
41

Now, Hannah, why doesn't thee cut that pie?"

'.rhen wide he opened his great blue'eyes,
And looked wildly around In much surprise.
With a groan he grasped Elias's hand,
As a sign that the meeting might disband.
Elias Warner sat still as a. mouse,
, While 'l'homassalled out of the meeting-house.
'l'he young friends laughed, anrl coughed, and wiggled,
And the old friends smiled, and almost giggled,
While Inwardly thinklug it might be wlse,On a new basis to reorganize,
That wide-awake men, with kindly greeting,
:Might sit at tnehead or Bonny rood meeting.

What Little Benny DM.
Benny was a pretty little fellow of barely
five years, a darling little boy whom to know
was to love. One time his dear mother was
obliged to go away from home on some important business, leaving Benny in charge of
his papa and the other members of the family.

He had never been a strong and robust child,
and his mother had been very indulgent
toward him, so that his first separation from
his " first best friend," seemed a very severe
blow to the delicate, sensitiv boy. It was the
first real grief of his little life, and it seemed
as if his poor baby heart would break as he
felt the loneliness of home without a mother.
He loved his papa and all his other relativs,
but for his dear mamma he had, in a deep
degree, that fond and peculiar attachment
which exists only between a child and its
mother.
All day long, as the weary hours, one by one,
sped away, he mourned her absence, and
every now and then he would giv vent to his
sorrow. in tears and sobs. As the night came
on, and cast its sable mantle over hill and
valley, Benny felt more lonely than ever, and
to add to his gloom, the whole sky became
overcast with clouds. The moon was hidden
from his eyes, and he could see no bright and
twinkling stars, as he sat and waited for his
papa to come home from his place of business.
Presently he heard the well-known step,
and his heart gave a great bound of delight.
"Papa has come!" he said, and he ran with
nimble feet to meet him. But he could only
talk of mamma, and tell how lonely he had
been all day.
Oh, how he wanted to see "mamma, dear
mamma !"and would she come soon, and how
glad he would be to see her sweet face again.
All his thoughts went out to the absent one,
and presently he was weeping for her again.
His papa soothed and quieted him, and
told him many little stories, holding him on
his knee, and caressing his little hands and
face. He said, "We will not talk of mamma
gone, but of mamma coming home," and of
all the new things mamma would bring to
him.
" Benny will hav a handsome new suit,
and a pair of boots! Just think of it! a pair
of boots for little Benny ! "
"With legs to come way up to my knees?"
inquired the little fellow, "like papa's?"
"Yes, great long legs reaching to Benny'R
little knees! And a new cap, too! Won't
papa's boy look very nice, and won't he go
clattering up and down stairs in his big boots,
just like any other man?"
Benny grew calm, anticipating the good
things in store for him when mamma should
come home, and finally a new silver quarter
of a dollar made him very proud and happy,
for he had never had so much money before
at one time, in all his little life. And then
when his papa promised he should sleep in
his bed with him, instead of in his little crib,
he was delighted as much as he possibly could
be, in the absence of the one being he loved
best on earth.
Once quieted, he soon became sleepy, and,
being undressed, was t.ucked snugly in his
papa's bed, his little fingers still clutching
tightly the silver coin. And it was very fortunate, too, that he persisted in holding on to
his new silver quarter, as the sequel will
p lainly show; for about the middle of the
night, as Benny lay cuddled in his papa's
arms, both fast asleep, and all the household
was wrapped in quiet slumber, stealthy footsteps went softly prowling from room to room,
"I fi 11
h ·
d · h
untl ' na y, t eir owner stoo In t e room,
and close to the bed where lay little Benny
asleep in his papa's arms.
·
T h en, Wl"th on t a si n gl e mom en t' s warnmg,
a dark lantern flashed a glaring and blinding
.
stream of 1ight mto their sleep-bound faces.
They both awoke instantly, and looked up to
see a villainous-looking face, peering down
upon them, and in his hand the midnight invader held a sharp and glistening dagger.
" I want your money!" said the robber,
curtly. " Giv it to me !"
•
Little Benny and his father both comprehended the situation at the same time, and
before the father could speak, Benny, with
his great wondering eyes full of childlike

departed as rapidly as possible, brushing the
FREETHOUGHT WORKS,tears from his eyes as he went.
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OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

JEWELRY STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.,

-DR. FLLLOWS

THE EUREKA

Is a regularly educat:
ed and legally qualified physician, and
the most auccesstul,
as his practice will
pr<~>ve.
He has tor
twenty years treated
excluolvly all dlset<.BeS
or the Sexual Organs, 1n which he
stands pre-eminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
and lMPO'l'ENCY
as the result of •elfabuse In youth and
sexual excesst:b in maturer years, causing
THE
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,rennerlng marriage !mprope1· and unhappy, etc., are cured perCURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
manently by an ouwlde application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It Is one or Dr.
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unGUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by
known to the medl<-al profession. Send two 2-oent
letter or 1n person free of charge. Send
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving !Ull Infor lllnstrated Pamphlet.
formation. Addre•s Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say wbere you saw tills advertlsment.
Address all communications to

MAGNETIC GL~THING
CURES EVERY FoRM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT MEDICIN.

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

DR. L. TENNEY,

From the Iranclad .Age.

"Dr.Fellows Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
cheat or huwt.ug. The Freethinkers or the land
should glv the doctor their patronage."
1ya

324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
day nt home. Siun~lc• worth $5tree.
$ 5 tO $20 per
Add.res~ STINSON 0.:. Co .• Portl&~~He.
__
Cincinnata Ohio 266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Pr1ce, $18.
BY ~ POST-PAID
TESTIMONIALS:
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In everv particular
and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE
THE ACME OF PERFECTION :

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
One Week.
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one or
debted to you !or the benefit I hav received from your MAGNE'riO VESTS !or about three weeks, I
Headquarters for Holiday Goods, your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured or Neuralgia o! the Heart and
Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging In value from $10 pUances, I can say without hesitation to those a!- Side, which had been a source of misery to me !or
to$400, In stock continually. Silver watches, Chains, filcted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, ltlngs, Pins, Earrings, velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, bUt as soon as I put on the
etc.; alSO Sllver Ware, Gold Pins, Optical and Fancy slain my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief !nsts.ntly. With unGoods In proportionate large quantities.. A fine 3- alter wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
ounce case, Sliver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce !or one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels, also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails plaint !or a number o! years, from which I hav suieverywhere for $22 to $25). Best <~,-ounce case, Stem fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the · Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch, patent Regulator, time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment !or eight years
$25. A Ladles' Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder, tlng on your appliances I hav experienced great v,clth nervous prostration and female weakness :
$25. The same, heavier and• 14 karat, $35. All 25 benefit, and I! I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1-4 past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, t.hereDR. L. TE!>"NEY: Your letter just received; also
seconc! Horse-Timer· and ".l!'ly-Back " In Heaviest fore, recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your the mothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
18 Karat Case $175 'A Double Chrondgraph for tim- Magnetic appliances as the only means of etrectlng FELT BETTEn FROM THE FUlST HOUU I HAD TIIEl\1
lug two horse~ or double record a filth second best a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and It I Improve M rapidly as
In the world.', $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since 'r:10sday, will soon be well. Will report
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broad.No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Resvect!Uily yours,
E. J. K.
way prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented with
Remember that the same appliances which will
This lady reports herself entirely cured In less
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets o! Diamond etrect a cure In a case o! Paralysis will at the same
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Varle- time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks alter putting on the garments, and,
gated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers, patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, althoUgh In bed, unable to get out, when applied,
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc, change medlclns every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In
No finer goods at'rltrany's, N.Y.
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
Send me a check !or amount you desire to pay !or something (If he Is very skilfUl) that brings relief can be had upon application at this office, by anyone desiring to communicate with her.
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible, for the time being.
and I will send prepaid to any part o! the United ·
States, and refund ca.<h on demand 1l not entlrel;y satlsLadies, read the following testimony; from a lady who had been sutrerlng for two years with an Ovar·
r
d d
ian Tum.or·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her ll!e, and the chances
1
c~~~[.;_ll; ~~~~~a~~~~~ ~~~t. re ri'e~~:"roc~~~e1f: were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In !our months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose o!
National Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett. medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phvslclan tells you he can do nothlnog
'l'he latter says In his" Catalog of the Ll!e Members !or you; It will pay you.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 19, 1882.
of the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
1d
Otto Wettstein, the stanch Liberal o! Rochelle. I
Dn. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to !all me; I became nervous, lost al efound him up to his ears In business, selling and sire !or food, and, In fact, began to !all rapidly so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stoppl~g, all o! whom declared that I had au Ova ri n.u "I urno•·,
:~~~~~~uostr!~~~d~~w:!~e1~ff: oie~~~~~~~rels;~~l~ and that the only thing that would sa,ve my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grow rapidly
advise all of our Liberal friends who are In want o! worse and bad about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed loft to me, and submit to an
anytlllng In the jewelry line to send to him, and they operahon, when my attention WMcalled to the t<:ur·.,ka llla~~:n~tic Appl•nnc""· As a drowning man
will make a great saving by so doing." Correspond- will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a:sult,,o!
ence solicited
. your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu.
1 mor, wnich had e:sctended entirely across my abclomen, began to
OTTO WETTSTEIN. , decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
as well a.9 I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appila week in vour own town. Terms nnrl ~5 outfit anc.es I hav not taken a single dose o! medlcln. My bowels, which
1ree. Address H. Hv cE·r & Co .• Portland. Me. before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng M I hav, believing
I that they will do all and more than you claim !or them. I remain,
GratefUlly yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.
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KNOW THYSELF

AGreat Medica\ Work on Manhoool
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting !rom Indiscretions or excesses. A book !or every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions tor all acute
and chronic diseases, each one of which Is In valuable. So found by the author, whoso experience for
23 years Is such as probably never be!ore fell to the
lot of any pbyalcian. SOO pages, bound In beautiful
French muslin. embossod covers, full g11t, guu.ru.n
teed to be o. tlner work in overy sense-mecho.nical,
literary, nnd proteselonnl-thauany other work sold
In this country for $2.50, or t.ho money will be refnndml In every lnst.unce. Prlco only $1.00, by mall
postp~>ld.
Illustrated sttmple, 0 etH. Senti now.
Golli modo.! awnrtled tho~>ul.hor by the National Medlen! Assoclntlon, to t.be ofl!cers of which he refers.
'rills book sllouill bo read by the young tor Instruction, aud by tho ttflllcted for roller. It will benl>fit
all.- London lAncet.

'rhere Is no member or society to whom this book

will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian,
instructor, or clergyman.-A1"gonaut.

A<ldress the Pe~tbody 1\Iedlcal Instl tu te, or ;or. W.
H. !Jtuker, No 4 Bultlnchst., Boston, 1\'Iass., who may
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases hu.v bat·
!led the skill or all other physcla,ns
u.
specialty. such treat.ed successfully
ri:~~ut an Instance o! !allure.
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Marriage and Divorce.
lly R D Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
AUthor or "'rho Blble-Whonco and Wha.t?"
CONTENTS:
Tho True Ideal o! Marriage.
l!..,ree Love.

'rho HistorY of Marriage.

The Old 'Tm~tnnumt Divorce Law.
'l'he Now rroHtarrwnt on Divorce.
D!vorco ILtj lL (jUCHtiOn or Lu.w I.Lllfl Ueliglon.

Ratlonul Dod uctlons from Estttbllshed Principles

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
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market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

ObjoetionH to Llboru.l Divorce Lawr:s Anr:swored.

Proventl<m .Uottcr

PrlC<J, GO oouts.
o.t this

t!li.Lll

om~o~

PRICE LIST.

'I' HE

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,

$ ().00
Nerve anti Lung Invigorators,
6.00
Gentlemen's Belts,
Ladies' Ab{lominal Belts, 6.00
5.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
4.00
Leg Belts, each,
J{nee Caps, each,
3.00
1.50
Wristlets, each,
4.00
Sleeping Caps,
Ladies Jacket,
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles,
1.00
Children's garments upon application.
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History ofA~hristianity
A VINDICATION
of some pas~ages in the n History of the Dec.linc and
Fall of the Roman Empire n by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
'With a Life

o(

Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,

including critical notes by Gnizot. Milman, \Venck,
an "English Churchman/' and other. scholars.
1 vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, 'vho were its founders, and w~~t were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and condition of the
primitive Christians.
cc I know of no book that contains more real and valuable in(ormation upon the origin of Christianity.nR. G. IN<OERSOLL.
11
One of the most learned and interesting books ever
written and published."-Boston Investigator.
-,R SALE: AT TRUTH SE:E:KE:R OFFICE:.

61m5

11:72
A WEEK, $12 a dt~.jv at twme~'a:..ilymarle. Costly
'fl
Outfit tree. Address Tau• .1; Go., Augusta, Me.

On' e.

Noatly bound In cloth. For sale

AND

Its Scientific Solution;
WITH HOlliE

CHI'riCISMS OJ!' UNIVERSOLOGY
By SA.'flUEL P. PUTNAM,

Price 20

t~ent~.

For sale at this office.

PLAjN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the moncv
I! tlley are not as represented In every respect. I! you are uncertain 118 to what would best suit your ca-'c
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are otrered at less than one-third o! what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundre'l !old superior to any other appliance ever o1Iered the
public, and wm outiMt the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight six months alter being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle o! Iron, the majority o! such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable o! retaining magnetism !or a
moment. All o! our garments are made from the very best mat,rlal for the purpose, and w!ll out!Mt any
and all other garments now before the pnbilc. Evt>ry magnet Is a;rrangecl In the garments upon sl>i.entift<
principles, and not haphazard a.9 In all the others. We o!rer you tbarefore

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.

Tbls book 1!1 a plain talk about the human system, tbe
of men and women. tbe causes tt.nd prevention of

habfta

dfeeuse. our sexual re1attona and social natures. It 1e med~

~f 1c~~~r~~nd,~~~!~e:~·~~~d ~~t~ur~~e~er:t~6~~t1otn·~~~ c:;_~
0
:~O:e~diJ~e~te~t~~~b~;}g?;~~ Jr~d'Wt~~~~~ior:iu~en~~~

51.50. !<old at
THE THUTH SEI'-KER oftlr.e.
SS CHnt-•n P1~t.c., N Y ,
------------------------------~--

-~ UPTURES·CUREDby

And challenge comparison with any of the ao-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head, At
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otrer them
about

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trllle higher
than ordinary clothing.
R"Jn~Jnbtlr that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and best magnt'ltic appliances In the market, and I!
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will
refund your money.

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.
AGEINTBWANTlilD IN EVEBY TOWN IN TBE UNITED BTATEB.

Addrllllll lOr runllor IJllOrmr.Uou,

LIBEBAJJ IJOMMIRSIONS ALLOWED

DJ!,. T,, TENNEY,

:Raoe Street, cor. itli Street, Olnclnnatl,O.

SKETCH OF THE.

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF
SALADIN.
(W. STEWART ROSS.)
A very Interesting biography of arem&rkable man
Prlw 10 cent&
Address,

TBB TR11'l'B lii:UXJIB.
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ALL persons who hav come to the age or maturity
should remember that a responsibility of much
weight rests upon them. Their example before the
young should be such as to Incline them to good actions, and not to wrong. Good parents Insure good
children, discretion on the part or the young; while
the more Imprudence and Impropriety seen by the
young, the more they will be attracted to the wrong.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
-AND-

Freethinkers, Almanac for 1884

-D. M. Bennet!.

THERE Is one Influence In human life which, while
It lasts, Is acknowledged by all to be "Lord and
King." I allude not to love, but to eea-slckness.
While we are sul!erlng rrom that malady, It IR no
matter to us what bas happened to us, or what Is
about to happen. We may be on our wedding-tour,
or catching at our last chance of life In a voyage to
Madeira. We may hav our pocketbook full or clr< ular notes obtained In a legitimate way from our own
banker, to be spent In pleasure, or we may be answering an ad vertlsment In person which holds
forth our only hopllB of livelihood. We may be Calvinistically cock-sure of future felicity, or hav the greatest doubts upon that subject. It matters not one
dum1i to us whlle In the throes or that marine malady.-James Payn'1 From Exile.

BUDDHA.
Whoe'er hath wept one tear, or borne one pain
(The master said, and entered Into rest),
Not fearing wrath, nor meaning to be blest,
Simply for love, howbeit wrought In vain,
0! one poor soul, his brother, being old,
Or sick,_ or lost through satisfied desire,
Stands In God's vestibule, and hears his cbolr
Make merry music on their harps or gold.
What Is It but the deed of Very Love,
To teach sad eyes to smile, mute Ups to move?
And he that for a score of centuries
Hath lived, and calls a continent his own,
Giving world-weary souls heaven's best surprise,
Halts only at the threshold or the throne.
-The Spectator.

TO oppose the torrent or scholast.lc religion by such
feeble maxims as these, that " It Is Impossible for
the same thing to be and not to be," that "the whole
Is greater than a part," that ·• two and three make
five," Is pretending to stop the ocean wltll a bulrush. Will you set up proper reason against sacred'
mystery? No punishment Is great enough for your
Impiety. And the same tires which were kindled ror
heretics-will serve also for the destruction or phllosophera.-Hume's Essays.
IT Is written: "-Many shall run to and fro and
knowledge shall be Increased." Surely the plain
rule Is, Let each considerate personhavhls way, and
se~ What It will lead to.
For not this man and that
man, bUt all men, make up mankind. How often
hav we seen some such adventurous, and perhaps
much-censured Individual wanderer light on some
outlying, neglected, yet vitally momentous province,
the hidden treasures of which he first dlocovered
and kept proclaiming till the general eye and el!ort
were directed thither and the conquest was completed; thereby In these his so seemingly aimless
rambles planting new standards, rounding new habitable colonies, In the lmmeasureable circumambient realm of nothingness and night. Wise man was
he who counseled that speculation should hav rree
course and look fearlessly toward all the thirty-two
points of the compass, whithersoever and howsoever
It llated.-GarlyZ.'s Sartor Resartus.
SHALL we say that miracles are an evh!Pnce or Inspiration In the pers'6n who performs them? And
must we accept as Infallible every combination or
Ideas which may exist In his mind? If we look at
this question abstractedly, It Is not easy to perceive
the necessary connection between superhuman
power and superhuman wisdom. . . . And, when
we look more c1osely to the fact, did not the minds
or the apostles retain some errors long after they
bad been gifted with supernatural power? Did they
not believe In demons occupying the bodies or men
and swine? Did they not expect Christ to assume a
worldly sway? Did not their master strongly rebuke
the moral virtue and feelings or two or them, who
who were for calling down fire from heaven on an
ol!endlng village'/ It Is often said that where a man's
asseveration or his lnfaillblllty Is combined with the
support of mlracl(IB, his Jnsplratlou Is sa.tlsfactorlly
proved; and this statement Is made on the assumption that God would never confer sur,ernatural power
on <>ne who could be guilty or a falsehood. What
then, are we to say respecting Judas and Peter, both
of whom had been furnished with the gifts or mlracle,and who employed them rlurlngamlsslonplanned
by Christ, and or whom, nevertbeleos, one became
the traitor or the garden, and the other uttered
against the Lord three falsehoods In one hour?-

(1:!.;.

M. 284.)

WITH EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.

CONTENTS:
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This Wor~d.

By the Editor.

Astronomical Calculations for 1884.

By George Chainey.

Agnosticism and Immortality.

Calendar for 1884.
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The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
,
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eral Press.

By Peter Eckler.

Ten Years of Freethought.
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T. C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the

land.

IN spite or all that can be said In favor or Adam
and Eve, t~ey were undoubtedly a shiftless pair. •
A BURLINGTON mother has miraculously cured her
youngest hopeful or smoking by the laying on of
hands.
TEACHER: " Can you tell me which Is the olfactory
organ?" Pupil frankly answers," No,"air," Teacher:
"Correct." pupil goes ol! In a brown study,
"IN this issue," said an exchange," is an article
headed, • What will the coming girl wear?'" We
rather think, however, she won't wear anythingwhen she comes.
THE traveling showmen are exhibiting three skel·
etons or Gulteau-hls skeleton when he was a boy,
his skeleton before he shot Garfield, and his skeleton after he was hanged.
"MISS GI!It:PS," said a lady to another during arecent call, "why don't you join the Daughters of
Temperance?" "'Cause." "'Cause why?" ''Why
-why~" was the blushing reply, "I Intend joining
one ot the sons E.ext month."
"YOUR son IS drowned," said an excited messenger
to an Arkansaw deacon. "Drowned, eh? That's
strange, for I never though~ that a male member of
my family would take to water. However, George was never Inclined toward the ch uroh."
A MAN In a sleeping-car went through a terrible
accident, In which the car rolled down an embankment, Without waking. It was noted, however, that
as the car struck the bottom he murmured, "Don't,
Jane, don't; I'll get up and start the fire directly."

Devil. (illustration.)
TEACHER: "Who reigned after Saul?" Scholar:
Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of ''David.'' ''Who came atter David?,. "Solomon.''
''Who came after Solomon?" ''The queen otSheba,''
By Charles Stevens.
Philosophy.
answered the pale young man on the back bench,
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
The Sacred Books of History.
and the teacher turned to Corinthians, and looked
Foreign Freethought Societies.
Jefferson's Religion.
solemn.
A CHINAMAN got Into a horse-car one very cold day
The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
Useful Measures.
recently, and, seating himself beside an Irish woWhat is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
As to Time.
man, remarked, "Belly cold." She turned upon
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
him with a look or scorn and contempt, and said,
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
"Tuck your shirt Into your pants, ye hathen, yer,
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
Sel actions, etc., eto.
and then yer belly'll not be cold."
A BBOOKLYN girl frightened her lover entirely out
or his matrimonial notions by working and presentIng him With the motto, "I Need Thee Every Hour."
He says he would he willing to glv her the greater
Addid to the foregoing is a l!lplendid story, entitled
portion of his time, but that his health demanded
an hour or two out or doors every day for exercise.
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada.

"BIO JAVK SMALL."

MR. SILVERCAMP (who Is looking over some scriptural frieze for his new house): "Who are these?"
Artist: "The twelve apostles." Mr. Sllvercamp:
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United "Hasn't Vanderbilt got the twelve apostles In his
house?" Artist: I I Yes, sir!' Mr snvercamp: u Now'
States. It contains
look here, Mr. Painter, Vanderbilt haln't going to
1~8 Octavo Page11,
get ahead of me for a cent. You put fourteen
with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is " not apostles In mine."
for a clay, but for all time."
A FUNNY young man asked his love the other day,
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 21i cents,
"What's the dll!erence between me and a female
sheep?" and when his love gave It; up, the funny
·Address
THE TRUI'H SEEKER OFFICE,
young man said, "Why, just the same dll!erenoe
there Is between ewe and me." To which she re33 Clinton Place, New York, N.Y.
plied:
·• 0 Pat, my lad, now don't feel bad,
I've married Barney Xue;
And we've a boy to glv you joy;
I've named the child for you."
0
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IN THE

JOHN E. REMSBURG.

UHITEO STATES AHO CANADA,

Revised and Enlarged.

From May, 1876 to May, 1883.

Price, 10 OTI:!. SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ.

THIRD EDITION,
TRANSLATED

OUT

OF

THE

ORIGINAL

NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Sciencc-; the Church
AUTHOR OF
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the· Antislavery Reform; the
"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UN- Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
-Reform; the Church and 'the Republic.
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN A:l\"D
: These pamphlets should be circulated by
.MarUneau.
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
'i the thousand. Let every reader send for a
CICERO and Seneca, as also Juvenal, maintain that
. dozen at least. Address
"HOLY CROSS,"
there Is no boy or old woman so ridiculous as to beTHE TRUTH SEEKER.
lieve the tenets In their accounts or a future state.
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
Why, then, does Lucretius so highly exalt his mas1
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
ter for treeing us from these terrors? Perhaps the
"By their fruits shall ye know them! Do - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - generality or mankind were then In the ells position
or Cephal us In Plato, who, while he was young and men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of .
Ladies t Gentlemen ! !
healthful, could ridicule these stories; but, as soon thistles?"
11 You all want to see a picture or your proper mate.
as he became old and Infirm, began to entertain ap'l'. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National Phrenology, physiognomy, and kindred sciences
prehensions of their truth. 'J'hls we may observe
not to be unusual even at present.-Hume's Natural Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a. applied. Send your photograph and 50 cents
severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the (ladles 25 cents) to
PHOTO. EXCHANGE,
History of R<ligion.
priesthood, but 1t is a. bed of infamy they hav 5t6
Bo..: 139, Cleveland, Ohio.
IN the Epistles and the Acts we find simply the as- made themselvs, and they must lie in 1t.
sertion or the fact or the resurrection or Jesus and
for the book and see what devourerff.l
t
evidence to the universal conviction. 1n the Gospels Sand
of sheep the shepherds can be."
ill.
'
we read the several traditions accepted to the na---A LIBERAL JOURNAL published to promote EDture and surroundings or that event. Now, here
p RICE 21) CJ EN T S
liCATION, CONSTRUCTION, CO-OPERATION, and Oncommences our serious embarrassment, and the
'
'
- GANIZATION. Exponent Of the objects, platform,
embarrassment consists In this, that the new wit: and principles Of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
nesses called - possibly very lncompeten t onesAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER Office-~ T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors.
make It Impossible to reach any clear or detl11lt con, Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
clusion as to the what or the how, That Is to say, we
_ months-for twenty cents. Specimen copies free;
and Liberal names wanted to send sample copies.
cannot frame any theory whatever as to the resurCorrespondence.
T. C. LELAND, Secretary,
rection, Which Is not distinctly negottlved by one or
Wanted,
to
correspond
with
a
young
Liberal
who•
·
5tf
744 Broadway, New York.
other of the evangelical accounts. It the occurrence
were to rest only on the gospel narratlvs, rational understands and can furnish a photographing out·
belief would be almost out of the question. If the fit, willing to come West. A fine opening to the right'
THE SUNDAY LAWS,
belle! In the early church had been based upon party; don't write unless you mean business. Be·
these accounts (which It was not), that belief would quick. Address,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
r
J. ALLEN EVANS,
carry with It only the fa.lntest authorlty.-Greg's
1. ' 1'1Q6, 10 Gelltll.
Fill' lil&le at this elll.OII.
2t6
llox 5~, Buffalo, Wyoming.
Or·aa •I Gltris tencl071,.
TRANSLATIONS

DDAGENTLY
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E. BILLINGS,
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"PLEASE, sir," said the bell-boy to a Texas hotel
clerk, "No. 40 says there ain't no towels In his room."
"Tell him to use one or the window curtains." "He
says, too, there ain't no p:!Jlers." "Tell him to put
his coat and vest under his head." "And he wants
a pitcher or water." "Sul!erlng Cyrus 1 But he's
the worst kicker I ever struck In my life 1 Carry him
up the horse pall!" "He wants to know If he can
hav a light." "Here, conround him I Glv him this
lantern, and ask him If he wants the earth, and If he
will hav It fried on only one side or turned over."
.. I WOULDN'T think or asking for help If I hadn't
lost my arm In the war," he added, as he leaned
against the wall and gazed Into vacancy as If calling
up an old battle 8cene. "I see," mused the pedestrian. "Was It an accident In a saw-mill or on some
mllroad ? I always come down with a quarter ror
such accidents." The other seemed to struggle with
his feelings before replying: "Well, It _was In a sawmill, If you must know, but I hav been followed by
hard luck, I lost my all by fi~e In Buffalo." ,; At
what date and on what street?" The chap scratched
his ear and rubbed the chilblain on his heel, but
couldn't say, "I am not In a hurry," quietly observed the pedestrian. "Take your \!me to think
and glv me all possible particulars." "See here,"
said the one-armed, "don't you believe my wlte
robbed me and ran away?" "No, sir-no, sir! What
could you hav had of any value? And, Indeed, how
did you come by a wife?" "I asked you for a little
assistance." "Certainly, Now please state your
greunds ... "I want to get to Chicago." "Nonsenaer
You Intend to stay right here I That's no excuse."
"Well, I'm hungry. I havn't tasted food for two
days." " Bosh I Let me reel or your pulse. The
pulse Indicates the condition or the stomach, Hold
out your hand." ••Say I" said the vag, In a des per·
ate way, "maybe you don't believe I'm dead broke?"
~~ Oh, yes, I do." "And that I'm most dead tor &
drink or whisky?" "Ah I Here's ten cents I Go and
buy yonr tluld I Next time you want anything toe
the mark and speak the truth. You'll find a saloon
around the corner."
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and flklipiJings.
A SAN FRANCisco tugboat, fitted up by relig·ious subscriptio11s as a floating bethel, has been
tempted by the high rates offered to giv up the
towing of souls and go regula1·ly in for towing
vessels.

.

·.-

IT is the notion of Mr. Thomas W. Brooks,
of Lansingburgh, N. Y., that the jig of time is
about up. Referring to the recent phenomena
observable in the evening sky, he writes to the
New York Times: "I think the real solution to
the enigma is to be found only in the word of
the Lord. Let us reverently listen when God
speaks: 'And it shall come to pass in the last
days, saith God.
I will show wonders
in heaven above.' 'Woe unto us, for the day
goeth away, for the shadows of the evening are
stretched out."' It is a tolerably cold day
when some religious crank is not found to apply a scriptural explanation to mysteries which
no other fellow cai:J. solve.

that city 11re crowded every Sunday night with
unchurched and non-Christian audiences, tickets being bought at the door. When Proctm·,
the astronomer, was lecturing in the colonies,
there was a battle about this.
Sir Hemy
Parkes, then in power, forbade his Sunday
evening lecture with 'tickets as usual.' A vast
crowd assembled in front of the closed theater,
and the astronomer addressed them, asking
them to dispm·se peaceably. This they did,
but the incident was followed by an agitation
in which the Sunday lecturers succeeded. One
of these is Dr. Hughes, an Oxonian, who is a
simple secularist. The other is Charles Bright,
who is a Freethinker and Spiritualist. Mrs.
Bright, who was MI·s. Pillars, widow of a Unitarian preacher, has also begun to lecture in the
theater. All of these are able lecturers, and
there are about three thousand people who
every Sunday night attend lectmes in the two
theaters. Orchestral music is added at D1·.
Hughes's lecture, and also at a similar one in
the Opera House at Melbourne every Sunday
evening. Theosophy of Mr. Sinnet's school
also begins to find adhm·ents here in the colonies."

JJltws off tht 1/tth.
CETYWAYo, king of the Zulus of Africa, is reported dead.
EL :JivlAHnr, the False Prophet of the Soudan,
has won another battle from the Egyptians.

ToM THUMB's widow has applied for a
Lucy SToNE relates the following anecdote of
license to open a museum on the Bowery in
the late Wen dell Phillips: "I remember when
this city.
the world's Antislavery Convention was held in
THE New Jersey assembly has appointed a
London in 1840. Mr. Phillips was sent as a
special committee on woman suffrage, and a
delegate, accompanied by two ladies. On arhearing will be given to the advocates of that
riving at London the ladies were not admitted
refm·m.
to the convention, and consequently Mr.
THE "citizens" of New Rochelle, N. Y.,
Phillips refused to go in. Those in attendance
THE other day a priest in Kerry, says the Sl.
resolved at a recent meeting to petition the
at the convention did everything in their power James Gazette, went to his bishop. "I want
board of education to hav Bible reading in
to induce him to change his mind, but here- you," he said, "to gi.v me a general dispensing
public schools resumed.
mained firm and did not go in."
power for cases of perjury." "For perjury?"
said
his
lordship.
"What
do
the
people
want
THE Rev. Silas Smith, of Mobel'iy, l\Io., has
THE "Ohio idea" is a mther curious one on
been sentenced to five years' imp1·isoument in
some things. Governor Hoadly is being peti- with that?" "Faith," answered the good
the penitentiary for instigating tho burning of
tioned to pardon a young man who was sent to father, "they can't get on without it. For,
a Baptist church in that city last September.
the penitentiary for robbing a prominent Free- first of all, the Moonl.ighters come to them and
thinker, on the ground that the man he robbed swear them that they must say they didn't
THE Turkish authorities having attacked the
was "a wicked and perverse Infidel." If the know who they were; and then there's the
privileges of the Greek patriarch, the Cretans
governor pardons this thief on such grounds, Arrears act, and they hav to take the oath
As we expected, Mr. Bradlaugh has again hav revolted and taken up arms. Tmkish solCol. Ingersoll will steer way round that state they're not worth a farthing; and you know in been voted out of Parliament. Mr. Henry La- dim·s to the number of five thousand are to be
on his journeyings from the East to the West. the Land Court t.hey can't get a reduction till bouchere, member for Northampton, and Mr. sent to Crete.
But why, asks Peck's Sun, is it any less wrong they sa;r th'ey can't pay their rent. In fact, my Thomas Burt, member for Morpeth, accompaMn. BnADLAUGH's appeal against the Serand wicked to rob an Infidel than a Christian? lord,· the poor people hav to perjure themselvs nied Mr. Bradlaugh to the table in the House geant-at-Arms for l'Omoving him from the
at every turn."
of Commons on Monday, the 11th inst. '!'here House of Commons or not pennitting him to
THE Pall Mall Gazette says : "The number
THE Tribune last Sunday printed an eminently Mr. Bradlaugh administered the oath to him- enter, has been disallowed by tho Court of
of the younger clergy who not only take a real
self, and placed a signed paper on the table, Queen's Bench.
interest in social questions, but are developing proper editorial on the subject of labor organibowing as he did so to the speaker. The latter
ONE of the Jews who were tried on a false
very mdical opinions with regard to them, are zations. The theory of it, that strikers must not
beginning to cause serious anxiety among commit overt acts in order to enforce their de- informed Mr. Bradlaugh that he had not con- charge of murdering a girl in Hungary some
churchmen of the old school. '!'he question mands, all law-abiding people will agree with. formed to the rules, and ordered hir..1 to with- time ago, and acquitted, is now living in this
how far socialism may justly and wisely be But, regardless of the 'lHbune' s theory, it has a draw until his conduct had been considered city. He says that his Christian neighbm·s
carried is the question of the hour, and those very remarkable method of dealing with trades by the House. Mr. Bradlaugh at that with- drove him from his country.
who object to clergymen discussing and ex- unions. For instance, Foreman Thompson, on drew under the peers' gallery. Mr. Gladstone
MEMORIAL meetings were held and addresses
made no motion, whereupon Sir Stafford Northpressing their real opinions upon it, are trying behalf of the Tribune Company, signed an
were delivered in this city last Sunday in honor
cote
moved
that
Mr.
Bradlaugh
be
not
perto make dummies of the men who of all others agrebment with Typographical Union No. 6 to
of the late Wendell Phillips. The Rev. Dr.
pay union prices for composition. That con- mitted to take the oath. Carried, 280 to 167. Fulton likenerl him to ,Jeremiah, but regretted
ought to be guides of the people."
tract it broke, discharged all the union men, A motion by Sir Stafford Northcote that Mr. thnt he never made any confession of Christ.
A BILL before the legislature of Maryland and filled its composing-room with "rats." Bradlaugh be excluded from the precincts of
THE steamer Notting Hill struck an iceberg
provides for the erection of a monument at St. Viewed in the best light at present thrown the House was carried-228 to 120. When
Mary's City to mark the spot where Lord Balti- upon this proceeding, it appears to hav been a the tellers came to the table to report the re- on the Atlantic last week, and had to be deThough the sult, Viscount Crichton announced that Mr. serted by tho passengers and crew about 400
more's colonists are supposed to hav made the piece of deliberate rascality.
treaty with the Indians in March, 1634, for the Tribune professes to be published for the "best Bradlaugh had voted against the motion. Mr. miles off St. Johns, Now Founclland. Other
site of the town. The preamble recites that people," it looks as if it were managed by about T. M. Healy, member for Monaghan, thereupon steamers from Europe report that fields of ice
moved that Mr. Bradlaugh's vote be cancelled. were encountered in miclocean.
Maryland was then founded on the ppnciple of the worst ones.
Mr. Healy accused the government of being in
religious liberty, and that it was the first adopTHE Rov. Charles B. Ertton, of this city, said
Tms is the story that the Rev. J. Hyatt collusion with Mr. Bradlaugh. The motion in 11 sermon last Sun<lay thnt to pnt down
tion of that principle in the history of mankind, and has ever since been practiced and Smith, ex-Congressman, told in his first sermon was carried by a vote of 258 to 161, Mr. Brad- gambling it would be necessary to stop milling
adhered to by the people of the state th1·ough as pr,stor of the East Congregational church, laugh voting with the minority. Mr. Bmd- at church fairs, and that no minister who
in Tompkins ave., Brooklyn: "There is in this langh's next move was to apply for and receive
every change of their government.
would countenance these wns in 11 conrlition
town a friend of mine who had both feet shot the "Chiltern Hundreds," which he did on the to cry out agninst.gnmhling saloons.
SoME years ago, at a conference of Pres- away in the late war. As he lay on his straw 12th. This is equivalent to a resignation of
M. RouDAI.Ric, the French hyrlrogmphe1·, who
byterian ministers, a respected but simple- pallet a woman approached him with a bun- his seat in the House of Commons. No office
minded brother "rose to a ptll'Sonal explana- cUe. The sufferer hoped she would speak: to having emolument attached can be conferred conceived the idc11 of cutting through the dune~
tion." His first beloved consort, he set forth, him and giv of the oranges which he thought by the Crown on a member without his thereby which separate the 811hara from the Mediterhad died triumphant, and in due time he had must assuredly be in the bundle, to slake his vacating his seat, and it is only by obtaining ranean Sea, in order to flood the desert, is
courted and won the affections of another thirst. She bent over him and asked this ques- office that a member can riel himself of the about to start for 'J.'nnis, armed with the neceslady, and they were married. During all this tion, 'Are you prepared to die? '-asked this dnties which any body of constituents may im- sary firman from the sultan to begin operatime he had solemnly supposed her to be " of of him who lay there hoping to bring back to pose upon him, even against his will. The tions.
IT is reported that a book is about to be publike faith and order " as himself. " I never Brooklyn so much of himself as had not been Crown, therefore, for the convenience of the
thought," he said, with tears in his voice, "to hacked and cut away. W4en she had asked House, is generally willing to confer on any lished in England showing that Queen Victoria
ask her if she were a Presbyterian, and what, this question she slowly untied her bundle. member "the Stewardship of her Majesty's was married to her gillie, John Brown, shortly
brethren, was my amazement and horror to It contained tracts. She was distributing Chiltern Hundreds, the Stewardship of the after the death of Prince Albert, which alleged
learn, after we were manied, that she was a tracts. And that was not all. Corporal Tan- Manor of Poynings, of East Hendred and North- fact explains the qnceu's grief over the death
ner, the sufferm·, ended: 'When I looked upon steud, or the Escheatorship of Munster," sine- of her nominal servant. Victoria h£LB herself
Spitzenbm·g." Shade of Swedenborg!
the tract it was on the sin of dancing. I feebly cures which he continues to hold till some just written a book which she dedicates to the
AT a recent school board examination in called her back and told her that I was con- other member solicits a similar accommoda- dead Brown.
England some extrao1·dinm·y answers were verted, for I never would dance again."'
tion. In the House of Commons the sanie day
FLooDs prevail along the Ohio river and
given to the examiners by the children. One
Labouchere moved that a new writ be issued many towns are submerged. The rising
innocent was asked to gi.v a biography of the
MoNcunE D. CoNWAY, the well-known English for an election in Northampton to fill the va- waters hav deprived the city of Cincinnati of
Patriarch Abraham, and replied : "Abmham Rationalistic preacher, writes the following cancy caused by the resignation of Mr. Bradits gaslight; houses hav been floated off in
was the father of Lot, and had two wives. from Australia to the Philadelphia Times: "It laugh. Lord Randolph Churchill moved an Portsmouth, and the streets of Wheeling are
One was called Ishmale, and the other Hagur; may be that Christianity has not been well rep- adjournment of the debate on this motion, in
blocked with w1·ockod buildings. At last
he kept one at home, and turned the other resented here. A few men of fine culture hav order to prevent the House from being placed accounts the hight of the water was increaRing.
into the desert, where she became a pillow attempted to preach in this region, but hav not in an unpleasant position in case Mr. Brad. The damnge will reach millions. Helie£ for
of salt by day, and a pillow of fire by night." remained very long. There are many ignorant laugh should be re-elected. The motion was the Hnfferers is asked for.
Another juvenile said: "Moses was an Egipt- and disputatious preachers of all denomina- rejected by a vote of 203 to 145,· and, after
A CASE to test the legal standing of Mormons
shan. He lived in a ark made of bull-1·ushes, tions, but it is rare to hear even members of some discussion, the writ was issued. Ily his
and he kept a golden calf and he worshiped their congregations speak with warmth or sat- action in the House of Commons Mr. Brad- in Georgia has come up in that state. Two
brai.zen snakes, and et nothing but kwales and isfaction of their ministrations. Under these laugh has rendered himself liable to an aggre- years ago a mtm named Echols was converted
manna for forty years. He was cot by the circumstances a curious religions situation has gate penalty of £1,500. He has gone to North- to Mormonism, v•ent to Colorado, and became
hair of the hed while riding under the bough arisen. The humanly religious sentiment ap- ampton, and will probably be re-elected. At a preacher. He now returns, demands the
of a tree, and he was killed by his son Absolom pears to be concentrating itself in a sort of this distance it is not easy to see just what he allegiance of his wife, and has sued out a writ
as he was a-hanging from the bough. His end famished hungm· after some new and fresh as- will gain by this procedure, but as he is one of habea.~ corpuB for his child. The writ is
was pease." Another, questioned in natural surance of a future life. . This may partly ac- of the best lawyers in England, as well as a resisted on the ground that Mormonism renders
history, replied : "The hog has five toes on count for the wide prevalence of Spiritualism man of indomitable will, undoubtedly he has the father unfit to hav the guardianship of
his four feet, and four toes on his hind feet, in the colonies. In Sydney it has formed a sort a well-defined purpose which will be turned to the child. '!'he case excites considerable commeut.
the cow has no toes, and cannot bark."
of alliance with Freeth ought. Two theaters in the advantage of the Secular party.
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"Mariar, I'm going after that b~by. I'm bound to Facts and Fallacies in Regard to the New
have it!"
Testament.
"I'm glad of it," burst in Mrs. Cupples, with "tea~s
in her voice," and flung herself ponderously upon his REWARD OF SAINTS.-WH~ ARE SAINTS?-WHAT, WHERE, AJ.'<D
Waifs and Wandetings.
WHEN SHALL BE THEIR REWARD?
bosom. It was an unexpected blow to Cupples, but
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
he gallantly recovered, and gave her a smacking kiss
Did Jesus come on earth and die to save all man·
and a mighty hug.
CHAPTER X.
kind? No. Christ positivly declares he came only
"Get things ready. I'll go right up and, see Guf- to the Jews. "But he answered and said, I am not
THE MYSTERY DARKENS.
fum. He must put me on the trail somehow."
sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel.
A letter was handed Cupples at the supper-table.
He astounded McGuffum with his strange resolve. Then came she and worshiped him, saying, Lord help
He seldom had one, and its receipt was quite an event.
"What ! after that nigger baby?" he cried.
me But he answered and said, It is n'ot meet to
He opened and read it. For a moment he wae like
"Don't talk that way," said Cupples fiercely. "It's
a stone, and for another the air was blue with curses. my baby; it's the very light of heaven-a part of my tak.e the children's bread, and to cast it to dogs ''
(Matt. xv, 24, 26).
·
'
Even Mrs. Cupples was amazed.
own soul-and I can't live without it. I'll hunt for
When Christ sent out his disciples to preach the
The letter ran as follows:
it till I find it. Xou don't know, Guffum, how a baby gospel. he forbade their preaching to any but Jews.
MR. CUPPLES:
gets into a fellow's heart. I thought I could throw "Thes~ twelve Jesus sent forth and commanded them,
My li'riend: I left my baby at your house. I did not know
whose house it was until afterwards-I was in such a hurry. it off. I might as well cut my flesh out. I must go. saying, Go not into t~e way of the gentf,les, and into
I am glad you like the baby. I may never see it again. I ran You must help. me. Move heaven and earth. n:s any city of the Samaritans enter ye not (M.att. x, 5~.
away from my master because he was cruel to me and my somewhere in the world, and rll go to the end of It
The gospel was never preached to gentiles until
baby. I am afraid he will catch me again. But don't let the but I'll fetch it back again."
Peter had his strange vision of the sheet let d?wn
baby go.
AMY BOLTON.
Sheriff McGuffum, though he was a Democrat of
Now, a "nigger" was something that Cupples act- the first water (and whisky), was ready to help, for from heaven containing all manner of unclean thmgs
ually disdained. Its touch was contamination. Of he was a good fellow at heart, and willing at any time (Acts x, 9-1~). This, according to Bible chronology,
course, he would let one black his boots and brush to do a favor when it didn't interfere with his own was not until A.D. 41, more than seven years after the
his coat; but if one should happen to shake hands interest. Besides, he saw that Cupples was in dead date given as that of the crucifixion of Christ.
We read of Jesus weeping over Jerusalem. But it
with him he would feel that he must wash seven earnest, and that if he refused to help him h~ would
times to get rid of the uncleanness. The thought incur his mortal hatred, and thereby lose his vot~, should be remembered that this was not on ·account
that he had been waiting upon a "nigger" baby, and perhaps the votes of several others over whom of sinners in general, but of Jews. "0 Jerusalem,
kissing it and hugging it, and showing it off to Cupples had considerable influence. The sheriff was Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and stonest
friends and neighbors, and boasting of its heavenly level-headed even in the most surprising situations, them which are sent unto thee, how often would I
hav gathered thy children together, even as a hen
beauty, was astounding and hideous.
and knew which side of his bread was buttered.
"Only think of it, Mariar," said Cupples, when he Generosity and selfishness coincided in this case, as ,yathereth her chickens under her wings, and, ye
.
was calm enough to speak plain English. "Only it frequently does in others, thanks to a benign_provi- ;.ould not" (Matt. xxiii, 37).
Again Jesus declares, "Ye worship ye know not
think of it! I've carried it in my bosom like my own dence. If it did not I don't see how even providence
what; we know what we worship; for salvation is qf
flesh and blood-a nigger!''-with a fresh volley.
could do much for the welfare of the race.
the Jews" (John iv, 22). And Paul, alt~ongh calli_ng
"That pretty little thing a nigger? It can't be,"
"Of course I'll help," said the sheriff. "But it'll
exclaimed Mrs. Cupples. "Why, it was white as be a difficult job-first to find out where the baby is, himself the especial apostle to the gentiles (thus Ignoring Peter ~and the sheet vision), indorses this.
snow."
for we have no clue but the letter; and, then, after
"I know it," said Cupples. "It would hav de- you've found out, to go after it and get it.· It's prob- "Who are Israelites; to whom pertaineth the adopceived the very elect. But it's a nigger. Its mother ably in Kentucky somewhere, in the possession of its tion, and the glory, and the covenants, and the gi~ing
was running away when she left it here. Oh, the owner-and only think, Cupples, we've got to break of the law and the service of God, and the promises;
whose are' the fathers and of whom as concerning the
wretch!"
the Fugitive Slave law; and how often have we called
"Well, it's gone, and we can thank our stars for that the palladium of our liberties. It was only the flesh Christ came" (Rom. ix, 4, 5).
H~w often we hear of people being converted by
that," said his wife.
other night we had a grand ratification meeting and the sweet and loving invitation of Jesus: "Comt'1 unto
"To think," cried Cupples, "that I should hav shouted ourselves hoarse over it."
me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will
hugged and kissed it so-and it smelt fresh as a rose,
"That's so," said Cupples. "But what's the Con- giv you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of
too. Dear me! I wish I could spit it out. Burn the stitution compared to a baby? Politics is one thing,
me· for I am meek and lowly m heart; and ye shall
clothes and chop up the cradle for kindling-wood."
and happiness is another; and if politics goes ag'in' find rest unto your souls" (Matt. xi, 28, 29). But
He rushed to McGnffum and told him the sad happiness, why, it must suffer, that's all. I'll vote the
this was never meant to apply to any but the Jews.
story.
Democratic ticket every time. It's the ticket of my
Many priests and Sunday-school teachers often
"Don't hunt after it. It's all right. I shan't be fathers, and I'll stick to it to my latest posterity. But
troubled about it after this. But to think that I I'll steal that baby, law or no law. They say re- quote the words of Jesus, as applicable to their little
should have paid so much attention to a nigger. It's ligion mustn't meddle with politice. Well, I say children. "And they brought unto him also infants,
a fraud that ought to be punished. Why didn't she that politics mustn't meddle with religion, and it's that he would touch them; but when his disciples
pin a note to it, saying, 'This is a nigger?' How my religion to get that baby back It's the very di- saw it they rebuked them. But Jesus called them
else would I a-known it-so white and pretty, and vinity of my home. I can't worship God unless I unto him and said, Suffer little children to come unto ·
without a smell on it, and not a crinkle in its hair?- have that little thing to help me. It's all the prayer- me, and f~rbid them not; for of such is the kingdom of
God" (Luke xviii, 15, 16).
though, come to think of it, it was bald-headed and book I've got."
But the "all ye " of Jesus did not embrace or in
it couldn't crinkle. Why didn't she put a wig on?
"All right," said the sheriff. "It makes no differ- any sense include gentiles. The "suffer little chilNothing to tell it by!"
ence so long as you'll stick to the party. We can't al- dren to come unto me" of Jesus never recognized any
Sheriff McGuffum condoled:
ways practice what we preach. Of course we ought but the children of the chosen race-the children of
"·well, Cupples, we'll give you absolution. I think to give the slaves up, but then it's a poor law that
the President himself would hav been taken in. It won't work both ways, and give 'em back again if Israel. They, and they alone, comprised all to him.
was a perfect imitation, and no mistake, of a white we happen to want 'em bad enough. All's fair in All others he regarded-yea, brs.nded-as dogs
baby. Indeed, I've seen white babies blacker 'n love, and babies are no exception. Sergeant Jones (Matt. xv, 26). Christ declared he was c~reful when
that, and worse smelling, by all odds. But white's is the man you want, Cupples. He'll pull you through, addressing the multitude to speak only m ~arabl~s.
"All these things spake Jesus unto the mult1tnde m
white,· and black's black The baby's a nigger by I know, and I'll call him right in."
parables;
and without a parable spake he not unto
birth, and is black if we could only find it out. But
[TO BE CONTlNUED.l
them " (Matt. xiii, 34).
it's your treat, Cupples., and I'm ready."
Christians do not love or worship the Jesus Christ
It was all out in an hour, and there was "multituBeecher's Enigmatical Course Explained.
of the New Testament, but an ideal Christ, a Jesus
dinous la11ghter" at the unfortunate Cupples. The
Brother Beecher deserves great credit for the bold of their imagination, the embodiment of all that is
gossips were happy, and remarks various.
and manly defense which he made on Sunday of the good, pure, gentle, and lovable. A very slight comSaid Billy Stubbs:
parison of the Jesus of the New Testament and the
persecuted Newton.
"Hung by the heavens with black"
But what does Mr. Beecher mean by the difference Jesus of their adoration would dispel the illusion,
Said the Rev. Hapgood:
and result in very prompt and emphatic repudiation
"Can the Ethiopian change his skin ?" and at the between ignorant and enlightened religion?
·
He must know that if the myths of the Old Testa- of the Jesus Christ of the gospels.
prayer-meeting he gave out the hymn, "Praise God
Suppose I discovered there was a conspiracy to
from whom all blessings flow."
· ment are sw0pt away like so many cobwebs, the religion which is based upon them goes with them, in wreck the night express; that on a very steep emSaid Dr. Dobson:
bankment the rails had been unspiked, and when the
"One part nigger, ninety-nine parts white. Nig- theory at least.
train
reached this place it must inevitably be precipIn
practice
he
seems
resolved
that
such
shall
not
ger all-conquering. Great are the mysteries of genebe the case, and in this he is wiser than most of the itated down the embankment; nothing can save the
alogy!"
passengers from mutilation and horrible death. I
Cupples slept that night like a log. Forty glasses men who make religion a business.
Everybody knows that the myths of Moses hav enter the cars, as the train stands in the depot, about
of lager bier settled his perturbed feelings.
to start on its fated journey. I pass through and
been knocked into smithereens.
notify every Mason, by secret signals, to leave the
If
Quackenbos
and
the
other
quacks
hav
their
way,
CHAl'TER XI.
people will only laugh at those fictions and giv the train; they come out, I tell them of tlte danger, but
CHANGE OF BASE.
forbid and prevent their warning any of the passenchurches the cold shoulder.
Cupples went to work the next day with a headThe consequence of this will be that religion as a gers not Masons. Men, women, and children are goache and a "stiff upper lip." The sheeny tin received business will fail utterly.
ing unconsciously to their horrible doom. . But, lest
many a resounding blow. He made things fly at
On the other hand, if Beecher, Newton, and other any of them should understand, take warnin.g, and so
times. It wouldn't do to talk with him; his replies men capable of understanding the situation, and be saved, I am careful to use only such signs and
were short and sharp. He ate his dinner in silence, bold enough to sweep away the dusty cobwebs of an words as I am sure they cannot understand.
inwardly cursing, no doubt, the baby who had be- abandoned faith, are allowed to hav their way, they
Would the Jesus that Christiaps revere, their jdeal
fooled him, won his affections under false pretenses; will reconstruct the business in such a way that it savior do or sanction such a course? Could they
showing off as an angel of light when it was only an will again become prosperous.
rever~nce and adore him if he should himself so act?
imp of darkness. Not only the human heart, but the
And this leads us to a proper understanding of the Read carefully his own words: "Aud he said unto
human skin, is deceitful above all things, thought difference between ignorant and enlightened re- them, Unto you it is given to know the mys~ery of
Cupples.
the kingdom of God, but unto them that are with~ut,
ligion.
The afternoon wore slowly away. He dealt no
Ignorant religion is the religion which the churches all these things are done in parables, that seemg
more resounding blows; they came slowly and feebly. teach, but which must fail as a business, because they may see and not perceive, and hearing they
He didn't answer a single question, even by a look it is based on fictions as absurd as the story of Santa may hear and not understand; lest at any time they
At supper-time he put his tools carefully away, and Claus.
should be converted, and their sins should be forhung his apron up, instead of throwing it upon the
.
.
Enlightened religion is the religion which the given them" (Mark, iv, 11, 12).
floor as usual.
The so-called son of God, the savior of mankn~d,
churches must teach, or giv up the game as someHe hurried home, made a hasty meal in portent- thing in which }here is no long~r a public interest. the gentle, pitying savior, declares h~ took espemal
ous quiet, and then roared out:
pains to prevent men, women, and children from be-Truth.
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ing converted, lest their sins should be forgiven them word used in Luke i, 71; vi, 22, 27; xiv, 26; xvi, 13; clination to enter into the controversy so fiercely
and theyb be saved from eternal death and bell.
· 14 ;~· 17.
waged in regard to what constitutes baptism-im~
But t e New Testament claims the gentiles were
It is true the beloved disciple John disagrees with mersion, pouring, or sprinkling. We simply call atgrafted in at Christ's crucifixion. How we are not Christ. He says: "If a man say, I love God, and tention to the fact that the word baptized in the text
told. c.ertainly Christ made no allusion to anything bateth [miseo, the very same word] his brother, be is is from the Greek word baptizo, defined by Greenof the kind at the cross.. But allawing t4_e authority a liar, for be that lovetb not his brother, whom be field, "To immerse, immerge, submerge, sink." Pour
of Peter and Paul suffi.ment, we will take it for grant- hath seen, how can be love God, whom be hath not is from the Greek word eklceo, to pour, to gush out;
ed Christ, who was co-equal with God co-worker in seen ?" (1 J obn iv, 20.) And again: "Whosoever and sprinkle, rantho, sprinkled, to sprinkle, besprincreation (John i, 3), who existed in heaven before batetb [miseo, same word] his brother is a murderer; kle. And these words are never used interchangeaA?rabam was born (J obn viii, 58), who knew all thfl and ye know that no murderer bath eternal life abid- bly, or as synonyms. Having complied with all the
will and purposes of the father-yea, was in the ing in him" (1 John iii, 15).
conditions, the next question is, Where do saints go
f!J:ther and the ~ather. in him (John xiv, 10, 11), yet
Here is certainly a flat contradiction; but Jesus to obtain their reward?
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS.
d1d not know his commg to the Jews was all in vain outranks John. And Paul, who really made Chrisdid not know that all his wonderful miracles all hi~ tianity, declares liars and murderers are not debarred
Musings by the Way.
preacbin~, teaching, sufferings-nay, even hi~ death, from heaven, but are extolled as saints.
II.
resurrec~wn, and asc~nsion, ~r the raising many of
Abraham lied about his wife, Sarah, declaring she
For Adam's sin wn.s't God's divine decree
the bodies of the samts whwb slept and sending was not his wife, but his sister, and sold her to
The race of man should lost and ruined be?
Did he decree that through all coming time
them into the cit~ to appear unto man~ (Matt. xxvii, Pharaoh for a lot of sheep and oxen (Gen. xii, 13-16).
All should be born condemned for Adam's cl'ime52), wou~d ne:ver mduce the Jews to accept or in the And be lied again in the same revolting, cowardly
The countless millions who on earth should dwell,
least beheve m Jesus as the monarch; that in spite manner to King Abimelecb (Gen. xx, 2).
Condemned to suffer in an endless hell,
of all they woul? spu~n, sc?rn, and repudiate him.
Isaac learned of Abraham and lied in the same way
Except the few who might embrace the plan
He would provide to save the race of man,
Supp?se we ~dt;rnt, findmg his every effort fail, be did in regard to his wife, Rebekah (Gen. xxvi, 7).
While out of every hundred, ninety-nine
permit the disCiples to tur~ to ~be gentiles and try if
Moses murdered the Egyptian, and hid his body in
Should fail to profit by this plan divine?
they would ac~ept and behev~ m him.
.
the sand (Ex. 2, 12).
And did he wait four thousand years from then
We come ~ow to the question, What, accordmg to
Rabab, the harlot, lied and betrayed to death both
Ere he this plan divine made known to menMeanwhile the race, from date of their creation,
the New Te~tament,. are the conditions on w bicb men, women, and children of her own nation (Joshua
Must die and go to hell without salvation?
Jews or gentiles may msure reward-be admitted to ii, 4, 5).
And when six thousand years their course had flown,
heaven?
Gideon murdered Zebab and Zalmunna (Judges
It should be still to half earth's sons unknown?
The first condition is poverty.
ix, 21).
Did he devise that one-third pm't of God
Should take a human form and tread earth's sod,
Christ declares, "Blessed be ye poor, for yours is
Barak aided and encouraged that most lroly and
Pass here a few short years, be killed, and rise
the kingdom of God" (Luke vi, 20).
exalted saint, Jael, in lying to and treacherously asIn resurrection up beyond the skies;
Christ positivly asserts the rich are shut out from sassinating Sisera (Judges iv, v).
·
And for this killing of God's body, ho
heaven, although from youth to old age they bav kept
David, the man after God's own heart (Acts xiii,
Vv ould set the race of man from vengeance free,
The exhibition of his wrath would quell,
every precept of the moral law. "All our righteous- 22), lied to Uriah, committed adultery with his wife,
Nor punish every one in endless hell?
nesses are as :filthy rags:" (Isa. lxiv, 6); unless the rich and then planned his death (2 Sam. xii, 9).
But one who happens to "believe" the story
~ell a~l they bav~ and giv It to the poor, they cannot
So we might continue the list of the saints of old.
May gain admission to the world of glory,
mbent eternal hfe.
·
We r.efer to these because the holy inspired Apostle
No matter what his life has been on earth,
If
only he's experienced this "new birth, '
" The young man saitb unto him, All these things Paul cites them to us as perfect saints-examples for
In selfish struggle to increase his own.
hav I kept from my yoRth up; what lack I yet? J e- us-saints of whom the world was not worthy but
He right and justice may hav never knownsus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and who are sure of heaven; and we are urged to em~late
A swindler may hav been, a poor man's dread,
sell that thou hast,. and giv to the poor, and thou their faith and character that we may share with them
And children may for him hav cried for breacl;
He may hav been a pirate, man of strife,
shalt bav treasure m heaven; and come and follow their reward, and dwell with them in heaven (Heb.
A murderer and robber, all his life;
me. But when the young man heard that saying, be xi, 17, 40). We may be met with the declaration,
Its last few hours, why, then he must employ
went away sorrowful, for be bad great possessions ·~ All those were cruel, vengeful, bloodthirsty, and Christ
In being "bm·n again" for endless joy;
(Matt. xix, 16, 24). Mark informs us that although enjoins on us the ·very opposit of all this. He would
From Abram's bosom he may then look down
To hell, and on the unbelievers frown;
Jesus loved this young man, the condition of pov- bav us like himself-all gentloness, love, and mercy.
But though in life a person m•ty hav hoen
erty was imperativ. ''Then Jesus beholding him Does be not enjoin us, "Be ye therefore merciful, as
One of the most kind-hearted, best of men,
loved him, and said unto him, One thing thou lack- your father also is merciful?" (Luke vi, 36.) We
Whose generous heart has sympathi11ell with grief,
est; go thy way, sell whatsoever thou hast, and giv freely admit Christ did so teach and command. vVe
And utmost eJiorts made to giv relief;
A husband dear, 11 father kind, 11 friend,
to the poor, and thou shalt hav treasure in heaven; are truth seekers, and the lamented and revered
On whom one could with confidence tlepencl;
and come take up the cross and follow me. And be model truth seeker, D. M. Bennett, taught, "Let jusA generous neighbor, citizen erect,
was sad at that saying, and went away grieved; for tice and right be the standard by which we govern
'Vhose honor, virtue, love won all respect;
be bad great possessions" (Mark x, 21, 22).
our actions, and never forget that the grandest thing
A friend of truth and culture of the mind,
Who strove to elevate and bless mankind;
Christ impresses the fact that only the poor can a man can perform is to do what is right under all
Or may hav been a mother, fond nnd denr,
ever enter heaven still more emphatically in the story circumstances.'' We desire in this investigation that
Devoted to her children's welfare here;
of the rich man and Lazarus (Luke xvi, 19-24). justice and right shall govern us, that we may nothWhose sympathy and love her family blessed,
There is not the slightest intimation that the rich ing extenuate, nor aught set down in malice.
Who lovednnd pitied all the poor distressed;
Or youth, or mttiden early death h11s olttimed,
man bad been guilty of any wrong-be may bav rigChrist tells us distinctly bow much of mercy to exOf cultured mind and generous heart, who aimed
orously kept the commandments from his youth up. ercise-" Be ye therefore merciful, as your father also
To rise in life and fill an honored place,
All the reason assigned for his being in bell, suffering is merciful." To learn of the nature and extent of
And use their powers to benefit their race;
the torture of its flames, was that on earth be was the father's mercy, we turn to the Old Testament:
Or aged man or woman come to reat,
By all who know them honored, loved, nml blestrich. True, be fared sumptuously every day, but this "Therefore will I also deal in fury; mine eye shall
If they do not believe in this absm·cl story,
could not be wrong, for Lazarus desired to be fed not spare, neither will I hav pity; and though they
Debarred they must be from that world of glory.
with some of the same food. He was clothed in pur- cry in mine ears with a loud voice, yet will I not hear
Can Reason sanction this ? Can this bo true'/
pie and fine linen; there was no law against it. The them" (Ezek. viii, 18). "Go ye after him through
Who of his God cnn entertain such view'/
To some the eviclence may be clear enongh;
priests of the temple were so clothed by the express the city, and smite; let not your eye spare, neither
No Rntional can e'er believe Huch stuff. W. R. DYER.
command of God. If the rich man bad been dressed bav ye pity. Slay utterly old and young, both maids
in rough, mean clothing, we might hav inferred be and little children and women" (Ezek. ix, 5, 6).
About Vivisection Again.
was miserly and avaricious. His wearing purple and "God is jealous, and the Lord revengeth; the Lord
fine linen gave employment to artisans, merchants, revengeth and is furious; the Lord will take venE. B. Foo'rE, Jn., 'l'O ELJ.IO'r'l' PnEWL'ON, Sir: I am not
and tailors; be thus provided employment for, and geance on his adversaries, ancl be reserveth wrath for inclined to be led aside from the main criticism I
promoted the happiness of, his fellow-creatures.
his enemies" (Nahum i, 2).
made of your essay on "Vivisection." 1'here are
There is no word or hint that Lazarus was good or
And we admit in this respect there is perfect bar- various opinions as to the scientific value of, or nevirtuous. He is simply described as a beggar full of mony between the characters of God, Christ, and the cessity for, vivisection, but as a class the medical prosores, and this was his sole claim and title to heaven. holy saints that Paul cites us to as examples.
fession, who are capable of judging on such matters,
But that it was all-sufficient is confirmed by JesusChrist's admonition, "Be ye therefore merciful, as believe it is useful and necessary to the purBuit of
" Blessed be ye poor, for yo:urs is the kingdom of your father also is merciful," applies to those who knowledge in physiology and pathology, while those
God" (Luke vi, 20). " But woe unto you that are bav obeyed his injunction, "Search the scriptures, who are blinded bytbeirexcessofsympatby shout their
rich, for ye bav received your consolation" (Luke vi, for in them ye think ye bav eternal life; and they are denials. To prove its utility would require more of
24).
they which testify of me" (John v, 39).
my time and THE Tnmn SEmmn's space than the
Nor do we find that, after the gentiles are alleged
Christ evinced peitber love nor sympathy for his subject is worth. It is, as I contend, not enough of
to bav been grafted in, this condition was changed. own mother, brothers, or sisters. We read, " Neither an evil to deserve attention from those who bav time
James denounces the wealthy-" Go to, now, ye rich did his brethren believe in him" (John vii, 5). And and strength to devote to reforms. I am not "woemen, weep and howJ, for your miseries that shall be declares, like his father, be will not fail to take fully ignorant of its atrocities," having read most of
come upon you" (James v, 1).
vengeance. "But those mine enemies which would Bergh's onslaughts, as well as the productions of
Having sold all we bav and given to the poor, so not that I should reign over them, bring them hither foreign societies for the repression of vivisection, but
that we belong to that class ourselvs, we must next and slay them before me " (Luke xix, 27). "And to I bav attended a four years' course in medical collove our enemies. Christ commands: "But I say you who are troubled rest with us, when the Lord leges and laboratories without seeing anything apunto you which hear, Love your enemies, do good to Jesus shall be revealed from heaven with his mighty proaching to an "'atrocity," and my brother, who has
them which bate you. Bless them that curse you, angels, in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them that graduated in a veterinary college, says be never saw
or beard of such vivisection as Murdock describes. I
and pray for them which despitefully use you" (Luke obey not the gospel " (2 Thess. i, 7, 8).
vi, 27, 28).
The next condition of inheritance in heaven is: do not therefore contend that what we hav not seen
Not alone does Jesus insist, as conditions to going "And unto him that smitetb thee on one cheek, ofl'er never happened, but feel positiv it is a very uncomto heaven, that we love our enemies, but we must hate also the other; and him that taketh away thy cloak, mon occurrence, and I do not believe that the agony
. our friend111, all who are nearest and dearest to us. forbid not to take thy coat also. Giv to every man of "the little bay mare" can equal that of "a thouHeed the plain, unmistakable declarations of Jesus: that asketb of thee; and of him that taketh away thy sand slaughtered animals." ''To compare," you
say, "the pain of slaughtering to that of vivisection
"If any man come to me, and hate not his father, and goods, ask them not again " (Luke vi, 29, 30).
mother, and wife, and children, and brothers, and
This would be to encourage thieves and bullies, but is like comparing a single grain of sand to the mighty
sisters, yea, and his own life also, be cannot be my Christ says, in this same chapter, realizing the diffi- desert." "Why, how ridiculous you talk!" I should
disciple " (Luke xiv, 26).
·
culties, "Ancl why call me Lord, Lord, ancl do not say, borrowing an expression from the sympathetic
Desperately hav the learned doctors of divinity the things which I say?" (Luke vi, 46.)
. sex who make such a furor about vivisection. For
tried to smooth over, ignore, or explain away this
And, lastly, to· attain heaven, we must believe all every authentic account of an atrocious vivisection,
most positiv declaration of Christ. But in vain. The things in the Bible, Old and New Testaments, and be I will bring you statistics of one hundred thousand
word hate in this text is translated from the Greek baptized. "He that believeth and is baptized shall animals cut in the throat, as many more knocked in
word miseo, defined by Greenfield, " To bate; regard be saved; but be that believeth not shall be damned" the head, as many more killed in sport, as many more
with ill will; to detest; tv abhor." It is the same (Mark xvi, 16). We bav neither time, space, or in- maimed by sportsmen, and left to die in slow torture
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yes, even fair-minded Christian-should read and to sleep in subterranean chambers bdow the pavements of the streets in beds only a fo~ t rtpart.
study his articles.
Mr. Cohen, who is a Socialist, be-lieved that the
None but an honest man, and one truly devoted to
truth, could write such voluminous' articles, which question of how to effect universal bmnan happiness
show an inexhaustible amount of patient and labori- would never be settled while men retained private
ous investigation, the most famous of which is his ownership in land and houses. The houseless chil"Facts and Fallacies in Regard to the New Testa- dren of the city were little Jesuses, having not where
ment." Paine and Bennett bad written quite exten- to lay their heads. The 1·icb people, the speaker
sivly in exposing the prophecies of the Old Test!lr said, must know that they were not following Christ's
ment, but Mr. Reynolds in his "Facts and Fallacies" teachings, to sell what they bav and giv to the poor;
surely strikes aloud the keynote in these expositions. yet he bad observed that they usually hung on to
He writes very much more in detail concerning them, their wealth and took the risk.
Mr. Mark, or "Brick," Pomeroy 1·esponded to an
shows their true application, and at once convinces
even the most credulous of the great perversion of invitation to speak. Those who hav seen his Great
truth by the gospel writers in endeavoring to thrust West and hav never seen the editor may not know
upon the world a falsehood in behalf of a foretelling that the picture of "Parson'' Pomeroy p~blisbed
of the coming of the messiah. The church has never each week in that journal is a striking likeness· of
yet undertaken to refute these expositions, which she Brick himself. Such, however, is the f1tct. Mr.
would only be too glad to do were it possible to do Pomeroy spoke briefly to the subject under discusso. Again, concerning the birth, life, teachings, sion. He bad no faith in the so-called Christian
miracles, crucifixion, and ascension of Christ, on church. It led men's thoughts above the sufferings
which must either stand or fall tha whole Christian of their fellow-creatures, and fixed them on the kingsystem, as they are proved true or false, Mr. Reynolds dom come. He bad once belonged to the church,
Young Dr. Foote Vivisected.
shows most conclusivly that they are from beginning and the best thing be ever did was when be got out
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It seems to end not entitled to any sane man's belief. Oh, of it. He worried so much about his soul that he
to me that the article of Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., in THE were there now one thousand Reynold sea to lead the forgot when the calves needed to be fed and the cows
TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 12th, in reply to Elliott Preston van onward to victory and truth! But I must revert to be milked. The evils which the lecturer of the
on "Vivisection," is not what I bad been led to expect to the subject more particularly in question, and that evening bad been discussing were enormous, and be
from his pen. It is a weak, lame, tame affair, and is an appeal to all live Liberals and the Liberal move- wished him God-speed and humanity-speed in the
no answer at all to Mr. Preston's argument. A man ment in general, that while we hav such men as Mr. good work he designed to clo. Next Friday evening
of Dr. Foote's pretensions and acknowledged ability Reynolds in our ranks to go forth to do battle for Mr. Pomeroy speaks before the club on" The Cause
should hav known that two wrongs do not make one the right, truth, and humanity, we, as Liberals, of Panics."
right; that because one thing is wrong does not should renew our courage, and say faithfully, They
Mr. Henry Stone alluded to the Catholic protectomake another wrong thing any the more justifiable. shall be supported and kept at work. Again, I re- ries of this city which were mere manufactories for
Admitting that the killing of animals for sport or peat, lVIr. Reynolds has done, and is doing, a great Catholics. The expense incmred in supporting chilfood is wrong, it does not make Dr. Foote's favorit work for the Liberal cause. We cannot do without dren in those institutions was more than twice what
mode of killing any the less fiendish and cruel, and his valuable services.
it needed to be. He would guarantee that five hunbesides, they are not parallel casett, since, in the one
In conclusion, Mr. Editor, I would suggest that dred children up to five and six years of age could be
case, they generally kill their victims as quickly and Mr. Reynolds's "Facts and Fallacies," complete, be supported at the rate of ten cents apiece per day.
painlessly as possible, while in the other its agony put in pamphlet or book form for preservation, and He wDuld be willing to devote his life to the care of
is intensified and prolonged to the uttermost. He to be used with those of John E. Remsburg and destitute children if anyone would agree to furnish
must put a very low estimate upon the intelligence others of much value for missionary work. These him a comfortable living. 1\Ir. Stone was among the
of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, to expect they very important productions are wonderful in them- Shakers for a time, and there gained his experience
will be so easily satisfied and convinced. His cause selva, and are having a great influence for good, and knowledge as to the expense of caring for chilis a bad one, and his pleadings must, of necessity, be The Christian world will never undertake answering dren.
weak and feeble. Bettflr for him and it had he kept them.
Mr. Waliernan spoke of the desirability of founding
L. DEW rrT GRISWOLD.
silent, especially him, if be values the good opinion
a Liberal Children's Horne. The times seemed ripe
Auburn, N. Y.
--------~-----of the common people throughout the country. I
for it, and the occasion propitious. Mr. Hugh Byron
am glad this subject is being ventilated, so that the
Brown, of Brentwood, Long Island, had his heart and
The Liberal Club.
common people can learn somewhat of its cruelties
Bad weather made the attendance at the 326th soul in the work; there was a fund in the hands of
and horrors. I agree with Mr. Preston as so happily meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club rather smaller the Church of Humanity, the interest of which he had
expressed in his verse. I would not admit into my than usual, but still there was a goodly gathering of no doubt the trustees would be willing to devote to
family, professionally, if I knew it, one of those mon- sociable people. These came early, most of them, in that purpose; and here was JHr. Stone with the
sters of cruelty (pardon me, Mr. Editot, if I put it too order to hav a good chat before. the lecture began. necessary experience. Mr. Pomeroy arose to say that.
mildly)
Several had not finished the arguments they bad en- be would giv one hundred dollars, and guarantee
"-With hands that reek
tered
into when the secretary arose to read the record another bunch·ed when enough had been subscribed
With the blood of the tortured brute."
of the previous meeting, which was in the main in- to assure the trial of the experiment for one year.
Should it be said, "Then you will bav no doctor," audible. It was therefore news to many of the audilVIr. Wingate, in conclusion, thanked his critics
well, be it so, then; I'll let nature take its course, ence when the chair announced that they had heard cordially for the merciful way they had treated his
which I think in many-may I not say in most?- the minutes.
lecture. It was his intention to continue the agitacases would be the the better course. I· agree fully
The death of Mr. H. N eymann was mentioned, tion of the sanitary problem, and if possible carry
with the sentiment of another-! will not enter on which took place on the afternoon of the stb. The out the first provision of the Declaration of Indemy list of friends the man who needlessly sets foot deceased was a well-known Liberal, the husband of pendence, which was the right to life itself.
upon a worm. I don't propose to discuss this sub- Mrs. Clara Neymann, whose name is perhaps still
ject at length, I leave it with Mr. Preston, who is fully more familiar in Liberal circles. The funeral was to
The Other Side.
competent to attend to Dr. Foote, if, indeed, his take place on Sunday, attended by Mr. Wakeman and
To THE EnrroR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Within
article is deemed worthy of any attention.
others.
the last few weeks there bav appeared in your paper
Mill Brook, Conn.
HARVEY W. PINNEY.
The lecturer of the evening was Mr. Charles V. two letters written by two women, upon the same
Wingate, Civil Engineer, on "Sanitary P1·oblems.'' subject, to which I feel called upon seriously to obA 1.,ribnte to a Deserving Man.
He was much pleased, he said, to see so fine an audi- ject. The authors of these letters, Mrs. Severance
To THE EDI'rOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Probably ence before him. It was encouraging. At his first and Mrs. Smith, are both women whom I love, honor,
no man ever attained such remarkable popularity in lecture on this subject the ball bad been crowded and respect, and whom to know is to find them passo short a time as Chas. B. Reynolds. Only a short with thirteen persons, and at his next a tumultuous sessed of unusual ability; nevertheless, I dare to diftime ago he was, as I understand, preaching " Christ concourse of twenty bad thronged to hear him. The fer from them sometimes, as, of course, they do from
and him crucified,'' and all the other dogmas of Chris- speaker gave some startling statistics in regard to me. But to the matter of which I complain.
I bav been connected with the Freethinkers' movetianity, with just as much honesty, sincerity, and ve- the evils of tenement-house life in New York. From
racity as he is now proclaiming the truths of that eighty to one hundred persons were crowded into ment ever since it took form as an organization. I
higher integration-Infidelity, Agnosticism, Free- some of our down-town tenements, and the death ought to know pretty well its history. I cannot rethought. He was, I say, earnest in his belief at first, rate in them was nearly ten per cent per annum. member one of its public meetings where there hav
until, through his a,rdent research, scrutiny, and in- The Italian population were the most unsanitary in not been women on the platform, invited speakers,
vestigation, convinces that Christianity and its doc- their modes of living. They liveQ.in ibe tenements and to whom a full share of time bas been given. I
trines were a gigantic falsehood. True to his rever- where the light of the sun never came, and the bath am very sensitiv in regard to the rights of my own
ence for truth and honesty, be, at a great sacrifice, was unknown to them. Compulsion should be exer- sex, and am sure I should, in all caseG, demand them,
knowing the great social ostracism that would follow, cised in these cases to enforce cleanliness and pre- but I do not like a false claim. ;'tt the firs;t meeting
coupled also with the rending asunder of dear associ- vent the engendering and spread of zymotic diseases, held in Watkins, where we bad four arrests, I myself
ations, taking, as it were, his very life into his own every form of which bad its rise in these crowded put Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage on the committee on
hands, jeopardizing the coming future, cernes forth houses. Mr. Wingate had no confidence that the resolutions; she herself wrote the resolution upon
like a pillar of fire from heaven, proclaiming this new average Christian missionary work would effect any woman; it was accepted and passed unanimously, and
gospel, Rationalism. Since that be bas been doing a perceptible results as now carried on. Personal at- she accused the meeting (though she bad been given
mighty work for humanity. The barriers of church tention must be paid. The tenement-bouse quarters full time for h,er speech) of trying to shut off woman.
tyranny, priestcraft, and superstition hav already re- must be visited and good examples set to take the At the first meeting in Hornellsville, Mrs. Colby was
ceived a terrible onslaught from which they can never place of religious gush, of which there was now far one of the invited speakers, and I think she has often
recover. The church militant is again being called too much. There must be reform in the construction been invited since and well received, as she deserves
up to giv reason why it should continue to exist. of buildings and in the system of draining, and the' to be. At Chicago, Mrs. Severance was made first
And even more, its very foundation bas again been number of occupants to a certain area must be lim- vice-president, and, in the absence of the president,
attacked as not before since the days of Bennett, ited. Mr. Wingate spoke rapidly for about an hour ·occupied the chair, presiding with dignity and grace,
Paine, and Voltaire. The citadel and her weakened and a quarter. His discourse is straightaway and giving universal satisfaction when even Mr. Green
bad deserted us. I hav always found Mrs. Severance
battlements are being reduced, and the grand eccle- his style vigorous.
siastical paraphernalia is in danger. Since the RochlVIr. Robert Blizzard communicated some interest- welcomed to the platform in the meetings of Freeester Convention, a.nd even before, I hav been in- ing information about the condition of the poo:r in thinkers since. I think she has been not always
spired with the grand and very instructiv communi- Paris. It was not so bad, however, as in New York. welcomed in the Spiritualist meetings-witness Lake
cations of the gentleman now under consideration. He bad found a pig on the fourth floor of a house in Pleasant camp-meeting-but as I bad the honor to be
His writings a,nd discourses which appear almost this city, and the pig seemed to him the most repu- loudly Mssed at that meeting, and bore it without loss
weekly in THE TRUTH SEEKER are alone well worth table occupant of the whole tenement, so far as clean- of self-respect, I trust Mrs. Severance will not suffer
the price of the paper, and certainly they are well liness went. Mr. Blizzard also said that the women- much from anv slight received there. · If Lake
worthy of still a wider circulation. Every Liberal- employes in the best hotels of this city were obliged Pleasant can afford to ignore a woman like Mrs. Sev~
by injury and starvation. For every kind-hearted
woman shocked by the accounts of vivisection, I will
show you a hundred wearing a bird on a bonnet,
whose life has been sacrificed to their fashion's folly.
To match every " scratching of a newt's tail,'' I will
offer one hundred lobsters in a boiling pot, put in
alive. For every drop of blood lost in vivisection, I
will ask you to look upon a chicken's head and body
severed on a block, and for every pang of pain caused
by the vivisector's knife, let me invite your sympathetic gaze to a fox bunted. down by hounds and men
(and women) till be is run to the "death." The very
hairs on that suffering "little bay mare " are not as
numerous as the shotguns that bav been turned out
by a single firm, and sold for the utterly useless
slaughter of the innocents in field and forest.
To cry out against vivisection in these times of
flesh food, sport, and fashion is as though some one
were to wax wroth at the sight of a caged canary,
and bemoan its cruel confinement in times of human
slavery.
E. B. Foo'rE, JR.
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erance, she can afford to part with it. ~ow, I hav
but little more to say. I think even if there were no
women who responded to.JHr. Green's call for volunteers to Salamanca, that doesn't prove that· our leading men, or men that are led, in the Freethinkers'
Association are opposed to woman as an equal worker
with man. For myself, I am glad to say that I hav
never, been treated by any one of them as though
womanhood meant any less than manhood. In selecting speakers for a convention it is sometimes difficult
to determin the most appropriate; the question of expense enters largely into the difficulty, as that must
be met in some way.
I am glad to see that Mrs. Judge Krekel is to be
the orator at the Paine celebration in Pittsburgh, and
Miss Susan Wixon is one of the speakers for the
Boston meeting. Mrs. Krekel's speeches at Rochester
showed an acquaintance with. books and knowledge
that only comes from close study. A good thing for
some others .of us would be to study a little, I think.
I don't think even Boston need be ashamed of Miss
Wixon. Demanding justice not only for my own sex,
but equally for yours, I am always for freedom,
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 24, 1884. Lucy N. CoLMAN.
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the 19th at Brockport, N. Y.; his permanent address is box: stumbling-block more firmly fastened in the path of the Chris
104, North Parma, N. Y.
tian!
WE hav often wondered how it was that the bodies of the
JoHN E. REMSBURG's appointments for Illinois are as fol"just men made perfect" could last forever and furnish the
lows: Ridge Farm, Feb. 23d and 24th; Chebanse, 26th, 27th,
material machinery for an endless chorus "of hallelujahs
and 28th!; Huntley Grove, Uarch 1st and 2d; Union, 3d;
around the throne (for even the angels must hav jaws, and
Nunda, 4th, 5th, and 6th; Antioch, 7th, 8th, and 9th; Capron,
tongues, and larnyxes, and other vocal paraphernalia in order
11th; Poplar Grove, 12th, 13th, and 14th; Durand, 15th and
to praise God), and we are glad that a religious contemporary
16th.
has furnished the explanation. Just where our religious
friends obtained their information they do not state, hut that
Editorial Notes.
is of no consequence. A child's opinion in this matter is
As a sign of the times we note that whenever a great daily worth as much as a philosopher's. This is the explanapaper prints an opinion adverse to the claims of the Bible and tion:
church, that article is quoted from one end of the country to
"The bodies of the just will he endowed with these four
the other, while the wishy-washy church paragraphs never qualities: impassibility, su'btilty, agilit.y, and lu~inosity.
get beyond the columns in which they originally appear.
"Impassibility will render them invulnerable, mcapable of
Truth has obtained more reputation by a half dozen sledge- suffering and death.
"Suhtilty will establish a perfect harmony between them
hammer editorials against Christianity than by all its varied
and the soul, so that they will obey the soul in every action
political turnings.
and movement, without being arrested by any obstacle; they
IN his sermon last Sunday, Justin Fulton took it upon him- will penetrate as did Jesus Chri&t risen from the dead, the
self to lament that Wendell Phillips was not a Christian, for hardest subst~nces, and will be. in a certain sense, spiritual.
It shall1·ise a spirihtal body, says St. P_aul.
" then he would hav been good as well as great.'' It will be
"Agility will enable them to move from place to place, no
well for Mr. Fulton if when he dies his obituaries reveal the matter how distant, in less than a moment.
doing of one-millionth part the good that Wen del Phillips
"Luminosity will adorn them with an incomparable beauty,
did. If Mr. Fulton livs long enough, he will learn that and will render them radiant as the sun."
We will only make one inquiry, and that is, When are our
goodness and Christianity are not interchangeable terms.
About thirty days in every month they are wide apart as the bodies to take on these marvelous qualities-before or after
Chainey's Lectures.
they hav been disintegrated and scattered to the winds or
poles.
Chainey lectures next Sunday evening on " The
absorbed in grasses and flowers and weeds? This point must
W. F. J A.MIEsON has begun the pubhcation of a local journal be settled before our satisfaction can be complete.
Sources of Poetry." Every Liberal should be pres- called
the Pipestone Republic, at Pipestone, Minn. It is to be
ent, for he will assuredly hear something new. devoted to building up the town, which, if Brother ,Jamieson. J.P. NEWMAN, who has' been called a "consuln.r theolo. t o b e ere d't
· a !'ttl
1 e d , 1s
1 e th e fi nest spo t on the earth
"
, "and gian," and who is now engttged in a very lively fight. with his
Chainey is pre-eminently constructiv and forward- 1s
to the discussion of politics in an independent way. The parishioners, prt'lached a sermon on a recent Sunday in which
looking. He brings to the development of scientific ·paper
is little, but expects to be lively, which is better, the he said: "Show me the Infidel or man of depraved life who
thought the graces of art. . Liberalism is now ad- editor assures the world, than to be large and lazy. Mr. has ever produced a great mechanical invention or made a
vancing to assured success. It is beginning to reach Jamieson was offered $1300 to found a straight Republican great scientific discoveq. I challenge you to do RO, I throw
the masses and to kindle their heart. But in ~order party organ, but he prefers freedom and poverty to slavery down the gauntlet before you."' 'rhe Iferald of the Tuesday
that it may more fully command the future it is to party rings and a full purse. All honor to such men. following picked him up in a manner so pertinent that furThey are the kind needed in this country. May his success theT comment would be superfluouH. "It is not worth while,"
necessary there should be organization, a coming tosavs
that paper, "to join issue with a man so veTy ill infOTmed.
be commensurate with his independence.
J
gether, and an acquaintance among those who are
But a display of rash presumption, springing out of gross igleading the thought of the world. What better BEECHER, as we hav often said before, has his ups and norance, by a clergyman who tilts as a champion of Chrisdowns. A remark made at his last Friday night prayermeans is there of this association than the platform meeting is one of his downs: "Don't," he said, "believe that tianity discredits the sacred cause he espouses. Without allusion to great meehanical inventions and scientific discoverlecture, especially when one can hear so good a lec- InfidP.lity has any mark on it but the death-mark. It is sure ies made outside of Christendom, the grent:est sci~ntific disture as Cbainey will giv? This course of lectures, to go under, and belief will more and more, as the ·ages go covm·y made in a ChTistian count1·y in om time is unquestionunder the auspices of the Liberal Club, is the only on, do honor over against unbelief. It is a great deal better ably the rule of the survival of tho fittest in the struggle for
means by which the Freethought people of the city to believe something that isn't true with all your heart than life. Its discoverer, Charles Durwin, was an Ar,nostic. Mr.
to believe nothing.'' That last fling is a little dishonest.
can make some intellectual and moral use of Sunday Every Infidel that we know believes in all that is true, and Darwin, in June, 1879, t.hen seventy yonrA of nge, wrote as
follows: 'Science has nothing to do with Christ except in Ho
evenings. In the success of this effort lies the suc- notwithstanding the eminence from which the contrary is far as the habit of scientific research makes a man Crtutions
cess of other and larger things to be undertaken in asserted, we believe them to be better off intellectually thau in admitting evidence. For myself, I do not believe that,
are the Christians. And we may add that for a force upon there ever has been any revelation. As for a future life,
the future.
which the death-mark is already visible the Infidelity of to- every man must judge for himself between conflicting vngue
·· Will not every Liberal ta~e a personal interest in day is a pretty cheerful corpse.
probabilities.' And in 1881 he said to an Infidel intervieweT:
this matter, make a special effort to attend the lec'I am with you in thought, but I should prefer the word
THE
calls
for
the
"Truth
Seeker
Annual
"are
still
undiminture, and persuade others to do the same, in order
ished, we are happy to state, although nearly two thousand ''Agnostic" to the word "Atheist." . . . I never gave up
that we may hav an ovel'flowing house? The pres- hav left the office. Every one is pleased with its matter and Christianity until I was forty years of age.' Further, in reence of every friend of the cause is needed. These appearance. Charle~ Stevens, Librarian of the Pioneer Club ply to a question why he then gave np Christianity, h" said,
lectures ought not to be a failure for lack of sufficient of Montreal, in a note to this office, says: "Let me congrat- 'It is not supported by evidence.' He died in April, 1882, at
the age of seventy-three. Other instances which disprove
attendance. With all the progress that has been ulate you on the magnificent get-up of the 'Annuflil.' It is the Rev. Mr. Newman's ignorant assertion might be cited to
as near perfection as we can expect in this world, and reflects
made, Liberals are still so few that each one must
great credit upon the publishers. I hav disposed of all but much length. It is folly to pretend either that Christian befeel his responsibility to do ;his share of work. Of two copies." George Maddocks, of Hamilton, Ont., in order- lief or that a moral habit of living is requisit for the mental
course no one will be put into hell-fire if he stays at ing a lot to be sent to his friends, says: "I hav been around acuteness which is the fertil source of contributions to human knowledge of natural laws and their prar;tical applicahome and reads the newspaper; but there is no showing • Our Annual.' I hav shown it to some of our city tion. n
editors
of
the
daily
and
weekly
press,
anc1
they
say
they
doubt that one will feel much better if he quits his
Sm ,ToRN LunnocK, the distinguishecl anthropologist and
never saw such an amount of good informntion, such beautihousehold corner and enjoys the presence of a living ful letter-press. engravings, and nice paper, for twenty-five naturalist, has ilevoted much time to experimenting upon ltnthinker and gets stirred up with trumpet tones, and cents before, and wonder how you ever can supply it for the imals 'with a view to enabling thom to convorso with man.
"It has occuned to me," he writes in Nature, "whether some
has a vivid realization of the poetry that is still in money."
our heart and brain. Therefore we expect that THE many recent celebrations of the anniversary of such system as that followed with deaf mutes, especially by
Dr. Howes with Laura Bridgman, might not prove very inevery metropolitan reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER and Thomas Paine hav set the pack of pious editorial wolves structiv if adapted to the case of dogs." Accordingly ho has
friends will be present without fail next Sunday even- yelping after that hero. We hav received at least a dozen been trying experiments with his dog. He printed in legible
sheets containing unlimited abuse and vilifications letters on pieces of stout cardboard such words as " food,"
ing at German Masonic Hall, 220 E. 15th street, be- religious
of Paine. The lies are not new. They hav done duty every "bone," "out." The dog was a black poodle, a breed which,
tween 2d and 3d avenues. A good winter's work has winter for many decades. They are not even presented in
the way, is generally known to bo quick ltt learning
been done so far; let us keep the ball a-rolling, and fresh garments; their habiliments are the same old muddy by
tricks; and Sir John Lubbock got the head mastflr of a clcaf
shreds
and
rags
that
hav
flapped
in
the
winds
of
slander
since
capture a few of our Sundays for advanced thought
and dumb school to assist at the experiments. They began
Cheetham was convicted of libel. It was a trite remark of by giving the dog food in a Haucer, over which was laid the
and culture.
the Rev. Dr. Talmage, and perfectly applicable in this case, card on which was the word "foo·d" and beside which waH
that a hog can root up a century plant in ten minutes. We placed an empty saucer covered by a plain card. "Van,"
Lectures and Meetings.
A. NEw Freethought lecturer is W. Mason, of Bevier, Mo. cannot use space to whip sense into the heads of Paine's tra- the poodle, soon learned to distingaiHh between the two.
The press notices he has received are good, and his ability ducers in detail. It has been often doni', and is unnecessary Afterward he was taught to bring the card which expreosecl
is indorsed by G. H. Walser, of LiberaL Mo., and Capt. since Ingersoll forced the Observe1· to eat its words. Let all his wants. "This he does now," says Sir John Lubbock,
Frank Green, editor of the Liberal, of the same place. His Paine's friends get that correspondence, and they are equipped "and hands it to me quite prettily, and I then givhim a bone
to silence the heaviest guns of the Christian's offal battery.
terms are low, and can be obtained by writing to him.
or a little food, or take him out, accoriling to the card
THE contradictions and chronological discrepancies of the brought. He still brings sometimes a plain card, in which
THE program of the Pioneer Freeth ought Club of Montreal New Testament are well known plagues of the pious, ~tnd case I point out his error, and he then takes it back and
for Febumry comprises some highly interesting discourses. many YOlumes hav been written to explain them away. Onfl changes it." That mistake, however, is not often made by
Sunday, the 3d, was devoted to Thomas Paine; on the lOth, of the most troublesome is found in .John xviii, 28, which Van. He has learned to distinguish between the card with
Capt. R. C. Adams told "What Unbelievers hav Done for the would indicate that Christ had eaten the Passover on a dif- the word and the blank card, no matter how often their relWorld," and to-morrow, the 17th, Cba.rles Bardorf will set ferent day from the one observed by the Jews, und that, acativ positions are changed. This is only the beginning of
forth the "History of Chemist1·y." On the 2±th, Mr. R. cording to John, the day of Christ's death would be the 14th
the very interesting experimentR Sir John Lubbock proposeR
Swalwell will exhibit" Some Phases of Christianity." Dur- of Nisan, while the other gospels say it was the 15th of Nisan. to make. He means to multiply the cards so that the dog
ing the Carnival week just closed, the club's rooms were This difficulty, says the Independent, has always been acknowlmay be enabled to communicate freely with him. He nlso
thrown open to the public. Every Friday evening is devoted edged, and conservativ 13xegetcs hav resorted to varicus
e.xprcssed the wish that other owners of dogs which hav disto social amusement.
means to harmonize the accounts. A common resort was to played especial intelligence and docility would conduct sim·C. B. REYNOLDS lectured in Hamburg, this state, last Fri- declare that the Greek word used was not to be taken in its ilar experimentR, so that the results may be collated and comday, Saturday, and Sunday nights, to crowded and enthusias- specific but in a general sense, and that it referred to the sac- pared. "I confess," he concludes, "I hope that some positic houses. His topics were "What Liberalism Teaches," rific.ial feasts observed in connection with and after the Pas- tiv results might follow, which would enable us to obtain a
"Why I left the Pulpit," and "The Bible in the Public sah proper. The matter was thus reduced to a philological more correct insight into the minds of animals than we hav
Schools." He will lecture in Brockport, N. Y., at the Opera question. A few weeks ago Professor Shurer, of Giessen, yet acquired."
____ _ _
House, on the IDth, 20th, and 21st. Everywhere he goes he published a pamphlet of twenty-four pages, in which the use
MR. GREEN writes that the March number of the "Freeworks for organization. Mr. Reynolds is an eloquent speaker, of the Greek word and its Hebrew equivalent is investigated.
thinkers' Magazine and Freeth ought. Directory " wil.l he ont
and, as he intends to devote his whole time and energies to He examins the Old Testament use of the word, and then tho about the 25th of th1s month, and w1ll be a great 1mprov•Jthe spread of Freethought, we look to see him become one of rabbinical use, and comes to the conclusion that this so-called ment on all former numberH, containing original communica-.
the most popular of the many good lecturers in the field. He ''wider" meaning of the word exists only in the heads of the tions from .Tames Parton, Judges ·waite and Kt·ckl'l, Uonrtwould like engagements anywhere, and will respond promptly apologists, and that a difference between John and the other lanclt Palmer lion. Elizur Wright, lion. A. B. J3mdford, J.
to calls. His terms are very reasonable. Address him till gospels must here be acknowledged and accepted. Anoth(o)r H. Burnham, Johll E. H.eutsburg, •r. B. Wakerrw.n, aml others,
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Qkommunicatioqs.
"Philosophy on the Half Shell."
To THE Em'l'OR OF TnE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: In answer to my criticism of certain remarks made by Mr.
Elliott Preston in THE TnuTH SEEKER of Nov. 24th, a
reply comes from that gentleman, and also from Mr.
"Antichrist," in the issue of your paper dated Jan.
19th. Those who bav made a study of the subject
will at once see that these replies are of no forae
whatever; but the majority of your readers are no
doubt only slightly informed on such matters; therefore, in order that they may not be misled by what
these gentlemen state, I consider it reguisit to again
ask for a space in the columns of yom journal.
In the first place, I objected to his statement that
"The .Jewish mythology was transferred, substantially,
from the Hindoo philosophy."

In reply to this, the gentleman says:
"DoubtleAS much of Christianity did, as you claim, emanate from the Babylonians, but very much more as doubtlessly emanated from India."

I didn't clai111. anything of the sort. It was not
"Christianity" that I spoke of (not having even mentioned the word, excepting at the bead of my article,
it being the title of the one I was criticising), but
Jewish mythology (the Eden-myth, the Babel story, the
deluge, etc.), which, he stated "was transferred, substantially, from the Hindoo philosophy." The Je:wish
mythology, I claimed, was "made by J ewisb priests,
who bad become familiar with the Babylonian mythology" during their captivity. And as Mr. Preston malres no reply to this, and, therefore, no objection, we presume be stands corrected on the statement that the Jewish mythology "was transferred, substantially, from the Hindoo philosophy."
My next objection was to the statement that
"In the Hindoo fable we hav the Garden of Eden (Island
of Ceylon); the first man, Adam (Adami); the first woman,
Heva (Eve)."

Which be answers by saying:

SEEKER. FEBRUARY 16. 1884.
of others, was not crucified, in any sense of the word,
either in " pure and simple English," or " allegorically " speaking, but died peacefully at a ripe ag.e,
while sitting under a tree. As Bunsen remarks, m
speaking of Buddha and Jesus, " with t,be remarkable exception of the death of Jesus on the cross,
and of the doctrin of atonement by vicarious suffm·ing, which is absolutely excluded by Buddhism,"
the histories of their lives correspond in a remarkable manner (The Angel Messiah, p. 50).
"3. Tbammuz, of Syria." Tammuz, or Adonis,
was one of the pagan "crucified saviors," or "redeemm·s,'' who gave himself up as a willing .sacrifice
(cf. Hislop: The Two Babylons, p. 100). He Is fabled,
to bav been put to death by a boar. But the boar is
the same as the deadly serpent Kaliya, that killed
Crisbna, i.e., a personification of Winter. "Babylon
called Jypbon, or winter, the boar ; they said be
killed Adonis (Tammuz) or the fertil sun" (Forlong:
Rivers of Life, i, p. 527). Tammuz died in winter,
and the Marys and Martbas wept for him, but "the
women weeping for Tammuz was no more than expressiv of the sun's loss of power in the winter
quarter" (King: The Gnos~ics, etc., p. 102.) It was
at this time the Egyptians mourned the death of
Osiris, their savior (cf. Wilkinson's An ct. Egyptians,
i, p. 361). Tammuz, Adonis, and Osiris are personifications of the sun ; the story of their crucifixion,
theref01·e, is simply allegory, not "pure and simple
English."
"4. Wittoba, of the Telengonese." Wittoba, or
Vittoba, is but another name of Crisbna (cf. Cunningham: BbilaaTopes, p. 361; Higgins: Anacalypsis,
i. p. 146; Inman: Ancient Faiths, i. p. 402; Williams:
Indian Wisdom, p. 48.)
"5. lao, of Nepal." lao is the same as Dionysus,
being one of his names. Dionysus was the " sin
bearer," the "savior," and "redeemer,'' and ibe "slain
one " (cf. Knight: Ancient Myths, p. 22; Hislop:
Two Babylons, p. 104; Bonwick, Egyptian Belief, p.
169). He was put to death by being torn to pieces
-figurativly speaking, "crucified." lao was "divine
love," the sun personified, and was one of the names
of Adonis (cf. Cox: Aryan Mytbo., ii, p. 113.) The
legend bas the same meaning as those cited above.
"6. Hesu~, of the Celtic Druids." There is no
account of a savior by this name being crucified.
The statement made by Graves (Crucified Saviors,
p. 109) is a very far-fetched one. He attributes to
Higgins a meaning which that author never intended
to convey, as may be seen by referring to his work
(Anacalypsis, ii, p. 130).
"7. Quexalcote, of Mexico." Quetzalcoatl, in one
of his aspects, is a crucified savior. He was represented, like other sun-gods, crucified in space, in the
heavens, while a serpent (the emblem of winter) is
depriving him of the organs of generation (cf. Anacalypsis, ii, p. 32). Other representations show the
serpent hovering around (cf. Kingsborough: Mexican Antiq. vi, p. 161). This is an allegorical fable,
and is the same story as those related above, told in
a different form.
"8. Quirinus, of Rome." Quirinus was a name
given to Romulus, the supposed founder of Rome,
after be bad been raised to the rank of a' divinity.
It is also used as a surname of Mars (cf. Smith's Die.
of Biolog. and Myths, sub voce Quirinus; Tooke's
Pantheon, sub voce Mars). One legend relates that
Romulus was carried up to heaven in a fiery chariot
(as the Old Testament relates of Elijah), while another
states that be was cut into pieces as was Osiris and
Dionysus; but be did not, like these gQds, "giv his
life for others," and be was not, like them, looked
upon as " one of the saviors or deliverers of humanity" (cf. Bonwick: Egyptian Belief, p. 155).
"9. (Escbylus's) Prometheus." Prometheus, according to Escbylus (Prometheus Chained, Potter's
Trans.), was a god-man, a savior of mankind, who
suffered crucifixiOn on Mt. Caucasus. He was nailed
there with arms extended. in the form of a cross (cf.
Murray: Myths, p. 82; Higgins: Anacalypsis, ii, p.
113). ·He was "the friend of the human race, suffering in its behalf the most fearful tortures " (Fiske:
Myths, etc., p. 64). "He interposed in their behalf
wben Jove was incensed against them" (Bulfincb: Age
of Fable, p. 32). But all this is figurativ language, and
cannot be taken literally, Mr. Preston to the contrarv notwithstanding. "Prometheus was only a title
of the sun, expressing providence or foresight. . . .
The story of his crucifixion was allegorical . . . and
signified originally no more than the restriction
of the power of the sun during the winter months"
(Knight: Anct. Mytbo., p. 88).
"10. Tbulis, of Egypt." The story related by
Graves (Sixteen Cru. Saviors, p. 112), about this
Egyptian God (his reference being Wilkinson) is simply that of Osiris, the Egyptian savior, who was put
to death and rose again from the dead (cf. Wilkinson:
Rawlinson's Herodotus, ii, p. 219). This God "was
crucified on the tree [the cross], which denoted his
fructifying power" (Cox: Aryan Myt~o., i~, pp. 115
and 125). He is a well-known persomficatwn of the
sun; his history, therefore, is but allegory.
"11. Indra, of Tbibet." Indra, the crucified god
of Tbibet, is identical with Crisbna (cf. Cox: Aryan
Mytho., i, p. 88; ii, p. 131.
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"12. Alcestos (or Alcestis), of Euripides." The sto- Talbot (Trans. Biblical Arch. Soc;, i, p. 98), "that all safety. 0 America, thy bright example is the guiding
ry of the death ~f this woman is related by Euripides the great deities of antiquity were originally ONE, hope of all the oppressed nations of the world. The
(a G~eek tragedian, ?orn at Salamis 480 n.c.), and is viewed in different lights.'' Even the Christ of the winds from the west are constantly wafting thy spirit
to this effect: Alcestis was the wife of Admetis who gospels comes in under this head. There may hav of civil and religious liberty into the farthest confines
gave herself up as a substitute for her husband' who been many Jesuses put to death-for the name of the east. By thy shining light the champions of
was about to die. Admetis weeps "holding hi~ dear "Jesus " was very common among the ancients-but popular rights are batt.ling against every form of
wife in his hands, and prays her 'not to leave him no Christ ever lived in the flesh and suffered the absolutism in Russia, in Turkey, in Spain, and in the
asking impossibilities, for she wastes away and i~ penalty of the cross, " in pure and simple English." great German empire. 0 America, the promised
consumed by sickness." While she is dying the fol- A " Christ " is an lEon, and an lEon never had a land for all mankind, thy glorious example is a power
lowing conversation is carried on between Admetis material body. And now, before we hav done with more puissant than army or navy for the conquest of
and h~s, wife: "ADM: Lift up thy face, do not leave Mr. Preston, who styles himself " an authorial porcu- the world."
thy chilaren. ALC: Not willingly, in sooth, but-fare- pine," who "makes it a rule never to print statements
The Rev. Dr. Hall arose and moved a vote of
well, my children. Amvr: Look on them, 0 look! he cannot fully substantiate by facts," we would like thanks to the lecturer. He indorsed all that the
ALC: I am no more. ADM: What dust thou? dust to ask him if he can " substantiate by facts " his speaker had advanced in favor of. Moses, and added,
thou leave us? ALC: Farewell. ADM: I am an un- statement that "Christna is said to have died peace- "We hav clergymen to-day teaching us that the
done wretch! CHORUS [of attendants] : She is gone. fully at the ripe old age of 80 years;" and that the books of Moses are like ropes of sand." If the reverAdmetus's wife is no more" (The Tragedies of Eurip- fact that Christ was crucified " wa'> disputed by Poly- end speaker had added that these teachings of the Hev.
ides, Buckley's 'l'rans., Bobu's ed. ). Here we hav the carp (who claimed that he peacefully died at the age Heber Newton are acceptable to many intelligent
story of a devoted wife who dies as a substitute for of 50)." Both of these statements are new to us, people, he would not hav violated the truth.
her husband.. But the death is not violent; she and on that account should like to know from whence
The Rev. Dr. Putnam seconded the motion for a
simply "wastes away and is consumed by sickness." they emanated. But his authority must be other vote of thanks. He admires Moses quite as much as
And yet we are told by Mr. Preston, who takes than the " Sixteen Crucified Saviors," the author of the Rev. Dr. Hall, but lacks this gentleman's diploGraves for his authority, that Alcestis was a "cruci- which has made a great jumble of Crishna and matic skill in handling delicate subjects. He also
fied savior.'' Rather far-fetched, we must say.
Buddha.
lacks the broad and tolerant spirit which many
" 13. Atys, of Phrygia.'' This " only begotten son"
In answer to " Antichrist," we shall say but little. Brooklyn clergymen possess; such, for instance, as
(who bad the title of "savior") according to Lactan- He has seen our opinion of the "Bible in India" stated has often been exhibited by ·the Rev. Mr. Canfield, of
tius " suffered a death made bitter with nails and above; and although he may say "the pseudo the Church of Our Father; by the Rev. J. W. Chadstakes." He was one of the crucified saviors of pa- scholars who denounce him [the author of the "Bible wick, of the Second Unitarian church; and also by the
ganism (cf. Hislop, The Two Babylons: p.lOl). But in India"] are blind leaders of the blind," we fail to Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, of Plymouth church.
Atys never lived in the flesh. He is the same as see it. If convinced, at any time, that he is right, we Because Mr. Putnam dislikes Paine's religious views,
Adonis, and the story of his crucifixion is only fig- will readily acknowledge it. The name Crisbna, we he apparently wiAhes to ignore his political servicos.
urativ.
believe, signifies black. All Sanscrit scholars tell us
"The Bible," says this pious clergyman, "is the
"14. Crite, of Chaldea.'' Of this fellow we know so. They also say it should be spelled "Crishna " or great charter of popular rights. When rightly
but little. Even Mr. Graves, who has the fac- "Krishna," and we find that the Hindoos them- understood, it can be made to tell more widely than
ulty of making out a case upon a very slender foun- selva spell the name in this manner (cf. Moor: Ori- any other agency t.o that end. I perhaps feel a little
uation, has little to say of him. we are told that a ental Fragments, p. 21). Madame Blavatsky's state- dissent. in my own mind with regard to one allusion
person by this name appeared to a medium not long ment has no weight with us. It should be remem- made by the speaker in hi A admirable lectme; or,
since, and informed him (or her) that he lived " before bered that the Madame has seen and heard things rather, I feel that that allusion was a little unany history regarded as reliable by moderns " ( cf. which are not common to the lot of most mortals. fortunate, by way of illustration of his subject. I
Jesus Christ a Fiction, p. 4), but the editor says: "A A little work called "Occult Science," published by happen to hav in my pocket-1 can't tell bow-this
careful search in ancient history reveals nothing of Colby & Rich, Boston, will, no doubt, convince anyone article in which Thomas Paine says: 'As to the
this man. As he states, be must hav lived in pre- of this. We believe the editor of the Sun was cor- Bible, it is a blasphemy to call it the word of God.
historic times." We must confess ignorance as to rect when he said "there never was a Hindoo re- It is a contradiction, and the history of bad times
this fellow. Perhaps 1\'Ir. Preston may know all former named J ezeus Christna." If such is the case, and of bad men.' "
about him.
it is rather strange that M. J acolliot and Madame
As a matter of fact, the Constitution is the great
"15. Bali, of Orissa." Bali, or Balii, is identical Blavatsky alone should hav heard of him. Crishna, charter of popular rights, and tho Constitution was not
with Crishna and Wittoba (cf. Higgins: Anacalypsis, the warrior hero of the Maha-bharata, can never be taken from the Bible. It is the work of J efl'erson,
i, p. 750; Williams: Indian Wisdom, i, p. 48), being converted into " a Hindoo reformer named J ezeus and Paine, and Franklin, and Adams, and Washington, and the patriots of the Revolution, and these
Christna."
D. W. T.
simply another name of this Hindoo God.
men should not be robbed of their just claim to be
"16. Mitbra, of Persia." Mitbra was "mediator
acknowledged as the founders of the republic.
Paine's
Anniversary
in
Brooklyn.
between god and man" (cf. Hislop: Two Babylons, p.
But as the Rev. Dr. Putnam now holds in his
101; Dunlap: Mysteries of Adoni, p. 123), who bad
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Notpocket-no
matter how inserted-some writings of
the title of "Savior." He was put to death in mid- withstanding there was no organized effort made by
Paine,
it
is
to
be hoped that he will retain them, and
winter, when the sun was overpowered by Ahriman, the Liberals of Brooklyn for celebrating Paine's
the Evil One. Mithra was the great sun-god of the birthday on the 29th of January, yet his serviceR study them, and profit by them. He will learn that
Persians. Their most splendid cermonials were in were prominently, if not "providentially," recognized Paine believed that "religious duties consist in doing
justice, loving mercy, and endeavoring to malw our
honor of him. They kept his birthday, with many on the 31st.
fellow-creatnr'ils happy." This is a good doctrin to
rejoicings, on the 25th day of December, when the sun
A paper was read on the above date before the liv by, and an admirable doctrin to die by. If it
perceptibly begins to return northward (cf.'Higgins: Brooklyn,Historical Society, by Oscar S. Straus, Esq., were universally adopted, it would banish injustice
Celtic Druids, p. 163; Gross: The Heathen Relig., p. of New York. The subject chosen was, "The Origin and oppression from the world, ancl make a heaven
287; Dupuis: Orig. of Religs., p. 246). The story of of Republican form of Government in the United and paradise on earth.
his birth, death, and resurrection, is an allegory.
States, and The Hebrew Commonwealth."
Perhaps, Mr. Editor, it is unnecessary to wam
Of this discourse I will briefly remark that Mr. your readers that the Rev. Dr. Putnam here spoken
So much then for the "Sixteen Crucified Saviors."
It now remains for the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER Straus endeavored to trace an analogy between of is not the genial scholar and voluminous writer
to decide whether these stories are to be taken as republican principles and the laws and teachings of known in literary circles as the c;x-Uev. Samuel P.
"pure and simple English,'' as Mr. Elliott Preston Moses.
. .
.
.
Putnam. These men Ahoulcl never be confounded
would hav us believe, or as figurativ and allegorical
In regard to the pohtwal serviCJes of Thomas Pame together. 'l'hey are alike in name, and both are
tales. R. Payne Knight tells us that the crucifixion he used the following language: " We. should not," interesting and versatil speakers, but their religious
of these gods meant "no more than the restriction of be said, "lose sight of the fact that nmther the Dec- views are as divergent as the poles. Had the ex-Hev.
the power of the sun during the winter months " laration of Independence_ nor the su?ce_ss of . our Putnam found the writings of Paine in Lis pocket,
( A.nct. Mytho. p. 88). Sir Geo. W. Cox says these armies in the struggle agamst Great Britam demcled he WOuld surely bav uncleavored to aHCflrtain how
tales "represent tlte short-lived sun, whose course i~ for us our republican _form of . ~overnme~t,. or they came there-by "what conjuration and what
one of toil for others, ending in an early death secured for us the blessmgs of CIVIl and rehg.IOm. mighty magic" they had appeared. He would not
(Tales of Anct. Greece, p. 33); and that "it is the liberty; they only served to make them possible; hav been contented with IJorcl Dundre11ry's solution
sun in winter cmcified on the tree [the cross] which they were the victories of the states~en, heroes, and of the. apparent mimde, "that it was HOiuething no
denotes its fructifying power" (Aryan Mytho, ii, p. the patriots of the pen. N? one ~rrmgned th~ mon- fellow could find out," and he is by far too good a
113). Gen. Forlong says that Adonis-in Hebrew archical tendencies of the time~ With a more :'Igo~·ous reasoner to attempt io show, as his reverend name"My Lord "-who was crucified in the winter, was and fearless pen, no one contnbuted more m kmd- sake of Brooklyn has done, that Paine's political
simply the sun ; and that his death was an allegorical ling the fires of liberty during tho~e times 'that views are wrong, by quoting from biR religious views
fable. The Babylonians said that winter "killed tried men's souls," than Thomas Pame, that much which are certainly right.
PE'l'EU EuKLElt.
Adonis, or the fertil sun" (Rivers of Life, i, p. 527). maligned and abused man, who ha~ been accll:sed of
" Hercules is torn limb from limb ; and in this catas- every crime that ma~we an~ design ~ould mvent.
OF Mr. Putnam's" Problem of the Universe and
trophe we see the blood-red sunset which closes his Call him Deist; call him Atheist; call him what you
career. The sun-god cannot rise to the life of the will, he was, in ~he words of_ J~mes. Monroe, 'the itH Scientific Solution" George Chainey writes: "The
blessed gods until he bas been slain" (Cox:· Tales of friend of human rights, and a du;tmgmsheJ and able book inspires me with faith in Mr. l'utnam's future
as a representativ thinker. It is a clear and adeAnct. Greece, p. 32). The Phenician deity El, the advocate in favor of public liberty.' "
quate statement of my own ponition. 'fhe last four
name they gave to their god Sol (Parkhurst: Hebrew
T~is allusion .to the." author-hero of the. ItevoluLexicon, ~;ub voce "El ") was called the "preserver of tion was received with _loud ap:plause from the pages are magnificent. and thoroughly inspiring.
the world," for the benefit of which be offered a larger portion of the aud.1ence, mmgled, h~wever, They are among the beAt things that the author ever
wrote-prose poetry indeed-and that, to my mind,
mystical sacrifice (Wake: Phallism in Anct. Relig., with hisses from the ~lerw~ and conservativ p?rp. 55). "Yearly the sun-god was supposed by the tions, who were galvamze~ mto momentary activity is the highest form of poetry. This book is, I am
afraid, too fine, too earnest, to catch the popular view,
ancient Aryans to die to save all flesh " (Lillie: Bud- by the potent name of Pm_ne. .
.
but from all high·minded and advanced Liberals it
dhism, p. 93). And "the philosophic theist who reMr. Stra~s concluded_ his .dJscourse with an earnest
must receive, I think, an enthusiastic welcome."
fleets upon the story [of virgin-born, crucifi~d, ~nd :protest agam~t tho_se. misgu;Ide? people who ~ee~ to
resurrected saviors J known from the walls of Chi.na, mtroduce t?e~r ~ehgwus faith mto _the Con~tituhon,
across Asia and Europe, to the plateau of Mex1co, and to Christiamze on~ country by a~t o~ Oongres~;
Trm "Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers'
cannot resist the impression that no Materialistic "Let those narrow-mmded and misgmded men, Almanac for 1884" is an interesting and instructiv
theory of it can be satisfactory" (Bonwick: Egyptian said .he, ".who would ?orrupt the grand c~arter of issue. Its table of contents embraces a compilation
Belief, p. 182). Allegory alone explains it ; and Mr. our liberties by sectanan ~~endments, shnnk back that every Liberal will find useful. The engravings
Preston's "pure and simple English" won't stand the in holy horror from so smmdal a step. Let them from D. M. Bennett's book, "A Truth Seeker Around
test of criticism. We may hav had" too much of the read the records of their co~n.try's ~irth, a_nd fr~n_n t?e ·world," are worth more than. the price ask.ed.
figurativ business in Christianity already," but it will them learn that civil and rehgwus liberty m spmt Send t.wenty-five cents and procme a copy.- Light
be rather a hard task to convince readers that his are inseparable, and when they throttle the one, they for 'l'hmkers.
sixteen m·ncified saviors are really more than ONE, destr~y the other. F~eedom of person, freedom. ~f 1 . "
.
- , - - · - - - - - - - - - -~-- .
. .
. .•
worshiped in different countries, under difJerent! consCience, and toleratiOn are the cause of. our pohti-1
THE ?,':nth Seeker Annual and .U reethmkeiR
names. "We are forced to confess," says H. Fox' cal faith, and they alone lead to peace, liberty, and Alma:ijac IB out. 25 cents.
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Let them Pay their Taxes.

lyn Eagle bav got bold of the right horn of the eccle- Of course, our people who want a certain kind of goo~s
siastical bull. He should be taxed like any other must either buy them abroad or make them at home; and 1t
is an inducement to make and sell them here, if the goods.
commercial property.
brought in from abroad are taxed by duties, while the goods

How Garfield Carried Indiana.
Stephen W. Dorsey, of Star route fame, made an
interesting disclosure to a World reporter the other
day. It is a practical illustration of the evils of sectarianism, and a loud-voiced warning to the Freethinkers of this country. It shows also the dirty
depths to which the politics of our times has sunk,
though the latter revelation is not new, and needs no
sign-board to point it out. The facts come out in an
interview with Mr. Dorsey published in the World of
the 9th inst.:
"While in Indiana did Gen. Garfield write you in reference to and suggesting the use of the Campbellite church
to secure his election on the ground that he was a member
of it?"
"Oh yes, often, not only wrote to me, but sent out the
most prominent men of that church, among them Mr.
Phillips, of Pennsylvania, and his own successor as president
of Hiram College. We did all we could, and used all the
methods in our power at the suggestion of Gen. Garfield to
produce the result we desired. I sa.y this because I don't
think there is any secret about it. If there is, it is so open
that tens of thousands of people know it."
"What method did he suggest to change the political convictions of the members of his church?"
"Gen. Garfield seemed to think it best where we found a
church in debt, that represented a large number of voters,
that, if we had the means, we should pay off the debt, and
where we found a community with a good number of Campbellite voters without a church we had better contribute
liberally toward building one, and especially if the voters
were Democrats. I carried out these suggestions to the best
of my ability, under the guardianship of Mr. Phillips and
others. We tried to make the lonely way of the Campbellites
as pleasant as possible, and there were about 25,000 of them
in the state."

The debate in the Brooklyn Constitution Club
and the words of the Brooklyn Eagle printed on
another page of this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER are
very significant. The club is not a Liber~ club.
The Eagle is a secular paper. They both voice a
growing sentiment-a sentiment that may be likened
to a snowball-the further it is rolled the larger it
grows. The instances cited of the rapid increase of
religious property in this state can be duplicated in
nearly all the older states of the Union. By our system of exemption our government is proceeding
along the road traveled by Italy, by France, by Mexico, and by other countries. And we are traveling
along it rapidly-too rapidly for the situation not to
be viewed with· alarm by every truly di:lmocratic citizen. The crooked methods of shielding church
Everybody knows that carrying Indiana carried the
property employed by the incorporators of religious country for the Republicans in the presidential camsocieties are well known. . Especially is it true of the paign. And Garfield owed his office to his church.
Roman Catholic church, that incarnation of villainous
He was voted for by 25,000 men, not because he was
tyranny, the mother of slaves and mental serfs, the
an honest, capable man, not because be possessed the
fcsterer of war, the disturber of the peace of every
qualities of a statesman, knew the country's needs and
country she bas blighted by her presence. That the could satisfy them, but because be bad embraced that
church societies should be extravagant and unjust is a particular variety of superstition known as Campmatter of course. Stolen money is easily spent, and bellism.
but very few thieves are philanthropists. There is a
If anything were needed to show the danger that
swelling feeling that the undetected Cowleys in our Christianity is to our country, and the direct influreligious charitable institutions are many. In their ence it exercises upon our two great political parties,
last report the commissioners of charities recom- this furnishes it.
mended that a supervisor of these institutions be
appointed having power to correct abuses. This
A Chat with Correspondents.
recommendation would not bav been made did the
The
following
letter should bav been answered
commissioners not bav solid grounds upon which to
sooner,
but
got
misplaced
and bas just come to light:
base it.
GIDEON, RAN., Jan. 6, 1884.
Only one man was found in the Constitution Club
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Having taken
who opposed a word to the otherwise unanimous your paper for some time, I would like for you to answer the
opinion that every religious tub should sta.nd upon following questions through your columns:
its own bottom, unaided by the state. He put his 1. Where does the "mad stone" come from that is a sure
plea for the continuance of the present system upon cure for hydrophobia?
two grounds: 1. That the American people are gen- 2. Does protectiv tariff hav a bad effect on us Western
farmers? and would free trade be any better?
erous and desire to support the churches; and 2.
3. What gave rise to Thanksgiving day?
That the taxation of church buildings .would only re- 4. How many do the Liberals number in the United States?
5. How many Bibles are there besides the Christian's Bible?
lieve the people to the extent of $2.50 a year to each
Please answer the above questions to settle a dispute and
taxpayer.
oblige
J. W. W.
It seems to us that the first reason is partly un1.
The
mad-stone
is
a
porous
stone
said
to be catrue, and that the second is an exceedingly substantial one to be used on the other side. It is true that pable of drawing poison from wounds. It is not a
the Americans, as a nation, are generous. But it is "sure cure." It bas been found in this country in
equally true that most Americans strongly object to the Southern states. Its powers are probably more
paying for what they do not get, and don't want, and or less mythical and exaggerated. If we wanted to
won't bav. Taking the church statistics as the basis, procure one we wouldn't bav the slightest idea of
allowing their most extravagant claims as to member- where to find it. Statements regarding it are always
ship, and less than one-third of the people of this general.
2. The tariff question is a big one, and hardly to
country are affiliated with any denomination. We
be
settled off-band. We believe, however, that politicannot conceive that the generosity of the other twocal
economists generally agree that the farmer is inthirds can be stretched to contentment at having to
jured
in this country by protection, because be is the
pay any proportion whatever of the worshiping bills
exporter,
and consequently the price be gets for his
of the third.
Two dollars and half a year is not a great sum, but products is regulated in the markets of the world,
upon what principle of right and justice can an In- while on the imported goods he buys be must pay
fidel taxpayer be asked to contribute that amount to prices regulated by the combination of manufacturhis Christian neighbor? There are about five mill- ers in this country. We saw an illustration of this
ions of people in this state. Probably three millions in the Free Bulletin not long ago, which seems to put
are direct taxpayers, which is, we take it, what the the case in a plain light. It runs in this form:
gentleman meant. Two dollars and half to each
amounts to a great sum. We cannot think that Col.
Hemstreet would argue in the way be does about his
private business. And certainly the churches should
be as honest as commercial·men, if they do not want
their claim to be moral teachers booted out of the
court of public opinion.
The Brooklyn Constitution Club and the B1·ook-

What is tariff?
Our tariff is a system of duties paid at our customs houses
in money on goods brought into the United States from foreign countries.
(1) One object is to raise money to carry on our government. This is a good object. (2) The second object is to
keep out of our country certain goods, so as to induce men
to make them in this country. Let us see in what way their
object is attained, and whether the result is good for the
American farmer.

made here are not taxed. This is a simple statement of what
is called doctrin of protection of home industry. To change
that statement a little, the tariff duties which keep out, or
tend to keep out, foreign goods, allow our manufacturers to
sell their goods with foreign competition, and therefore at
higher prices from our people, they will of course be willing
to make the goods for which high prices are to be paid.
Now, who gets the benefit and who suffers the harm of
these high prices? The man who gets the benefit is certainly
the maker of the goods, who sells them at the high price; and
the man who suffers the harm is the buyer of the high-priced
goods. Such a man is the farmer.
Let us giv a very simple example. A pocket-knife could
be brought over from Sheffield, England, and sold in·Chicago
for-say thirty-five cents. But the importer finds that at the
port of New York he must pay a tariff duty of-say fift~en
cents. Therefore, to make a profit, a knife must evidently
sell for thirty-five cents, plus fifteen cents.-that is to say,
fifty cents when it reaches Chicago. Now, seeing this, the
American maker of pocket-knives says to himself: "I can
make my knife for thirty-five cents. I will then take my
knife to Chicago, and as there is a tariff tax of fifteen cents
on the Sheffield knife, but none on mine, I cn.n sell my knife
for fortv-five cents and still make a profit. He does so, and
the far~er wh6 wants to buy a knife at Chicago finds that
he must do one of two things-either buy the Sheffield knife
for fifty cents or the American knife for forty-five cents. In
the first case the farmer has paid ten cents extra, which goes
into the pocket of the maker of the American knife.
But presently the man who brought over the Sheffield knife
finds that he cannot pay the tax of fifteen cents and compete
with the American knife-maker, who pays no tax at all. So
he imports few or none of the Sheffield knives, and the American knife-maker has a clear field. The government is consequently deprived of revenue, and the poor farmer must pay
what prices the American knife-maker chooses to exact.
Now, let the farmer reflect that this American knife, which
he has paid so high and unnecessary a price for, is the symbol of all the goods which he buys for his farm and household. His hoe costs him thirty cents more than it should,
his plow fifteen per cent more, the paint for his house
twenty-five per cent more, the clothing for his family twenty,
thirty, or forty per cent more. Everything is dearer which
he has to buy, while the wheat which he sells has not advanced a penny in price. For his wheat is not, and cannot
be, "protected." The price of grain is fixed in the world's
market and cannot be ruled by the tariff of any particular
country.,

This conversation might be lengthened, and no
lies told, like this:
Does the tariff protect the Laborer?
So the Manufacturer says.
How?
The Manufacturer says he can afford to pay higher wages
than the Pauper Labor of Europe gets!
Can he afford to?
Yes.
Does he?
Not in proportion to the cost of living.
Why not?
Because he goes over to Europe and imports that Pauper
Labor, and places it in competition with American Labor.
What happens then?
The American can work for what the Pauper Labor gets or
starve.
Which does he do?
Neither. He goes into business and endeavors to become
a Monopolist, or into Wall street and becomes a 'High-toned
Christian Gambler.
Then the tariff is a damage to the Farmer?
Yes.
And no practical benefit to the Laborer?
No.
But does Protection confer no benefits?
Yes indeed!
On whom 1
The Manufacturer.
Is there no remedy for this state of affairs?
Yes.
What?
Put a tariff on Labor, or take it off of Labor's products.

That is one phase of the protection issue in one
easy lesson. Its ramifications are far-reaching, and
their amplification bas filled and will continue to fill
volumes. Free trade is the ideal system of society.
Whether the time has arrived for its practi~al application we are not egotistic enough to pretend to say.
But times cannot be much harder than they are now,
change the political parties and policies as we 'may.
3. Thanksgiving Day originated in New England.
It bas been observed since the first settlement by the
Pilgrims. It was instituted after a particularly hard
season. It bas now extended to a national holiday,
being first observed as such in 1862. It is a time for
killing turkeys and stl1ffing geese.
4. We bav no means of knowing bow many Liberals there are in the country. They form a sturdy
band, and their numbers are increasing. Complete
organization must be effected before a census can be
taken.
5. See page 75 of "The Truth Seeker Annual,"
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The next letter is from a Christian gentleman who the planets-in fact, every heavenly body obeys this would you try to destroy it because some counterfeiters
has read Mr. Bennett's" Answers to Christian Ques- eternal law, which, as has been shown by Buchner should undertake to counterfeit the fruit, or misapply the
tions," but has evidently not heard of his lamented and other scientists, "is inherent in matter and vis- fruit, or besmear the fruit with filthiness? Wisdom's book is
the tree of life.
death. Mr. Parrish says:
ibly manifested in every atom, and is irresistibly
Wisdom and reason make us men;
.
ST. LoUIS, Mo.
obeyed by every body, however large or small, withTake these away-what are we then?
D. M. BENNETT, Dear Sir: In looking over your pamphlet, out the least deviation." It is because the laws of
Mere animals, and just as well
"Answers to Christian Questions," I find an error on page 3,
The beast might think of heaven or hell.
nature
are
inherent
in
nature,
and
mathematically
near top of page. You state, "It ill more unreasonable to
Now, if you will deal kindly, truly with me, tell me; and,
hold that the universe came from nothing." Religionists do exact, that astronomers can foretell eclipses and cal- if not, tell me that I may turn to the right hand or to the
not hold that the world was made of nothing. The Recog- culatb the movements of the heavenly bodies. If the left.
S. E. CooLEY.
nized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints do not
universe
were
a
hap-hazard
arrangement,
subject
to
It
is
pleasant
to
know
that
public
opinion
in his
teach this, nor do they believe it. No reasonable man will
dispute the inevitable truth that the matter of which this the will of a changeful god, we should never know section is against the Bible. Presumably it is also
earth was formed always did exist, or that, if it did not, it is when we go to bed at night whether the sun would adverse to counterfeit money. Supposing some Eastbeyond our comprehension to understand.
rise in the morning or not, or whether the stars that ern shark goes out to Wymore and offers to buy some
The idea advanced by you Atheists, that "nature" was al- were shining in the evening would not in a few hours of Mr. Cooley's land, tendering in payment some pa\ ways inherent in matter, and caused this earth to assume its
\ present form, is the most absurd theory I ever heard for the be fiery comets chasing each other through the ski As per which he calls the only kind of cash that will buy
to the imminent peril 9f this terrestrial ball. Mr. groceries and clothes and medicins. It has the
, ~atter in question; by this I mean the laws of nature.
Yours respectfully,
JoHNS. PARRISH.
Parrish is indebted to Atheistical science for the< vignette of a man in the corner, and some Hebrew
Our copy of the Bible says that "in the beginning peace of mind and certainty of the stability of his and Greek signatures on the bottom. The paper is
d created the heaven and the earth." Mr. Noah lands which he now enjoys. All science is Atheistic, musty with age and tht~ print is blurred with handWebster, who is accounted a pretty good authority in that every new fact discovered is one less reason ling. It cannot be read with any certainty, and the
on the meaning of words, asserts that " create " for the necessity of a superintending power. More promis to pay is written in so many different ways
means to "bring into being; to form out of nothing; than enough of. the mysteries of the universe hav that it cannot be told whether it means to pay in
to cause to exist;" and he givs for his authority, Gen- been explained to permanently retire the popular current coin that shall be a joy, or base metal that
.esis i, 1, showing that his is the Christian world ac- deity from the exercise of power. The god of the will turn to pain. Would Mr. Cooley accept it? No .
cepted definition. Mr. Calvin was a great and con- Christians, Mohammedans, and other sects, is a per- He will tell the shark that he don't know the man
sistent Christian. His followers are regarded as the son or force entirely unknown to science, and known and has no means ~f finding his rating, and whethe;
most orthodox of any Protestant sect. Their Con- only to believers in him or it by imaginativ assertion. the promises he makes will be kept. And if it comes
fession of Faith is authoritativ as regards the essen- No one in the whole wide world can giv one solitary out in the course of the conversation that the maker
tials of Christianity. Chapter IV., section 1, of the authenticated fact a~out him or it. Believers sim- of the note has been dead a few thousand years, and
ply assert such. an exi~tence. It therefore belongs to that grave doubts exist as to his ever having lived,
Confession reads very plain:
them .to prove ,It. This they can~ot do, and, to tbro:W and his possessions are admittedly all in the air, Mr.
"It pleased God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, for the
manifestation of the glory of his eternal power, wisdom, and dust m people s eyes, loudly claim that the negativ Cooley will retain his land and the shark his notes.
This is thrown in parenthetically. Mr. Cooley's
goodness, in .the beginning, to create, or make of nothing, the must first be proven. But those caught in this trap
world, and all things therein, whether visible or invisible, in are very few nowadays. The pagans had a god for counterfeit money argument is too aged to stand. It
the space of six days, and all very good."
every season of the y~ar-for almost every da_Y in the lost its value when Paley's watch stopped ticking.
These facts flatly contradict Mr. Parrish and year; a god who. presided over every occupation, and The best of paper money is rendered valueless by the
fully sustain Mr. Bennett. The Latter Day Saints, or ?ver every functiOn of the human b~dy. Monothe- failure of the government which issues it. The notes
Mormons, accept the Bible as divine, and conse- Ism. supplanted these by one God m whom these of a bankrupt firm hav no market value. So it is
quently must accept the creation account; but the duties we~e conc~ntrated, and he~e began monopoly. with Christianity. The government of J ehovab is at
laymen of that church are compelled to take the ex- B:Ut the discoveri~s of mode~n smence hav relegated an end. The firm doing business in pledges at the
planations and interpretations of "the prophet," who h.Im to the same· hmbo that ~ngulfed t~e smaller dei- sign of the three golden balls is bankrupt. The
ties. The laws of ~ature, mherent m matter, are father has retired, the son gone to Europe, and no
can of course squirm out of the absurd posiiion.
If the laws of nature are not inherent in matter, found to be all-suffiment. In the words of another one knows the whereabouts of the third partner.
what are they inherent in? And if not eternally ex- German scholar, "Comparativ, assisted by micro- Religions, like governments, come up, issue their
isting, when did they begin'? Mr. Parrish himself scopic, anatomy, broke down the old barriers; pale- promises, pass away and become interesting only to
is not an orthodox Christian, because he concedes ontology filled up the gaps by intermediate forms; collectors of canceled stamps and currency. There
the impossibility of creating and destroying matter. geology taught that the natural forces had never been may be, there is, a little good gold behind the paper,
The true Christian theory is that matter has existed different from what they are at present; phy~iology but not enough to redeem one in a million of the
only about six thousand years, having been created showed the dependence of the intellectual capacities promises. Mr. Cooley, perhaps, can see the point.
and their development on organization; psychology
Can there be a law without a law-giver? Yes,
at that time by a god.
teaches
that
reason
is
an
acquired
faculty;
antbrothere
can. The law of gravity, for instance, is uniThe laws of nature are immutable, universal, and
pology
finally
points
out
the
development
of
the
versal
and eternal. Eternal means endless both ways,
immortal as the matter they move and control.
races;
history
and
philology
exhibit
the
rude
beginand
what
has always existed never could hav been
Matter is aBd always has been permeated by Force.
Force produces all the phenomena of nature, and the nings. All our civilization, the basis of humanity, is begun. And now, here is a conundrum for you. If
correlation and conservation of force are t.he laws of not nature, but art-the toilsome education of the every effect must hav a cause, and God is an effect,
nature, which Mr. Parrish derides. Separately mat- race and of individuals, effected in thousands of what or who is the cause of God ? Giv it up, do
ter and force do not exist, because no force can arise years; and the physical development, from the first you? Well, here is the answer. There is no such
from nothing, and there exists no matter which has moment of generation, is in every individual merely being as is described in the Bible and called God.
As for the "Pho:mix-tree , we will talk about that
not within itself a latent force. "The law of nature," a repetition of the same laws of development to which
as Moleschott truly says, " is a stringent expression the organic world owes its existence. How simple when we find a religion that sustains life. So
does all this appear to us, how forcible the inferences,
of necessity." "There exists in it," also says Buchfar, religion has destroyed more life than it bas susner, "neither exception nor limitation; and no im- were not the 'ifs' and the 'buts' rendering the minds tained. Christianity has made more wounds than it
aginable power can disregard the necessity. A stone of so many men inaccessible to the truth! That this ever healed ; shed more blood than it ever stanched ;
not supported will in all eternity fall toward the cen- mode of viewing nature will ultimately prevail, I en- destroyed more knowledge than it ever gave to the
ter of the earth, and there never was and never will tertain no doubt whatever."
world ; and been in all ways more of a curse than a
We commend the above to the thoughtful consid- blessing. This is not to say that it has done no
be a command for the sun to stand still " that was
eration of Mr. Parrish.
good ; but when the balance sheet is struck the debit
or will be obeyed.
side of Christianity's account with humanity will
To assert that the laws of nature are not inherent
Here is another Christian gentleman, an old man show about four times as many figures as the credit
in matter, and as immortal as matter, is to assert
what has been long demonstrated to be false; and to on the shady side of the hill of life, his shadow fall- column .. Of Mobammedani'lm the same can be said.
call the knowledge of this fact absurd is a develop- ing toward the east. Age has softened his words, All theologies are obstacles to progress-shadows
ment of ignorance surprising in a man who can see experience has chastened his Christian arrogance, cast by clouds across man's pathway.
and he has enough good breeding to allow him to be
But our space is limited, and we must let Mr.
the necessity of the immort~lity of matter.
The laws of motion and attraction, called gravita- civil to Freethinkers without danger of exhausting Cooley's further quibbles go. As be rightly says,
tion, are everywhere the same. The motions of the the supply. He comes from Wymore, Neb., and 'tis wisdom and reason that make us men, but if the
most remote bodies take place according to the same thinks he is going to heaven. We hope he may. He only distinction betweAn the beast and man is the
capacity to think of heaven and bell, the race must be
laws by which on this earth a body falls. The laws writos at the request of a friend:
WYMORE, NEB., Jan. 14, 1884.
nearer its ancestors than Mr. Cooley would .probably
of light through all space are the same. It has everywhere the same velocity and composition; its refrac- To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav often seen be willing to admit. If M:r. Cooley could only teach
your paper, and I hav been requested by Mr. A. Howell to
tion takes place in a similar manner. The laws of ~sk you to spare me a small space to present a few ideas, as bis.cow to say her prayers she would be his equal,
heat are, like those of light, the same everywhere. there are two sides to all questions. Now, I am an old man, according to his reasoning.
Tlie history of the origin and development of our staying here on what is called borrowed time. So please alTrrE "Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinkers'
earth is analogous to that of the heavenly bodies. low me to "strike a light" until I get my hand in.
Almanac for 1884" is very handsomely gotten up.
am
aware
that
public
opinion
is
against
the
Bible.
Hasty
I
The spheroidal forms of the planets prove that they,
and inconsiderate conclusions generally fall into disgrace. Price 2.5 cents. It contains 18 full-page illustrations,
like the earth, were once in a fluid state, and the Now, dear sir, if counterfeit money were found in every and is replete with valuable information, selected
gradual development of the earth to its present form house in the Union, would it be any evidence that there was with such care that the work can scarcely fail to be
must, in a similar manner, hav taken place in all no genuin currency? Popular opinion is doing for the na- of immense service to both business men and to famother planets. It is the force of gravity, and gravity tions of the earth. But common sense tells us that mind ilies.-American Nonconformist.
must exist beyond matter. Can happiness exist without oralone, that causes the moon to circle around our der? Can order exist without law? Can there be a law withONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
earth, and the earth around the sun. The fixed stars out a law-giver? Now, dear sir, if you should in your search Freetbougbt is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKEF..
are likewise subject to this univerallaw, as are all find a Phcenix-tree whose fruit alone was life-sustaining, Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents.
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Something for the Taxpayers to Consider.
At a meeting of the Brooklyn Constitution Club
•on the evening of j anua.ry 28th, the RU bject for
debate was, "hesolved, that no real property be
-exempt from taxation b.ut public prol_:lerty.'; The
h1·ooklyn JJ:arflr:! tl:lported the spe·eches made:
"!'.Yr. •fohn I!. Clayton spoke i!:l. favor of the resolution. !tis
of the ptl.!J.~!ples of good government were
that tne public must support the government, and that the
p.'J'vernment in ~~2turn for this should protect the citizen.
fhe go\"ernm:;;ht "'afl supported by the taxpayers. This was
tue mnd':lrn idea. Formerly nations thoUght it proper to
,levy ~ttxes as they were needed, without regard to any system.
t'hc~·" !ieemed to him to be inegular. Our theory was based
im the old Venetian law, and ever since the law was enacted
in Venice, the clutier; of the citizen and government ha'V been
:reciprocal. The 1meaker could not, therefore, conceive why
any 't1orpol"at1on should be exempted from taxation. !t bad
ocmn" to pn.ss, however, that all public buildings, houses of
public worship, collPges, se!n(naries, academfes, school.s,
\JO'.Irt-houses, jails, and ettn the furnitnt·e contained therein
bad become exemptlld troln taxation. The resolution, as
~Jre Bpeaker underntood it, had been offered to ascertain why
the churches llm1 been lnclnded in this list, and why they
o;;bonlcl nn~ contribute tu th'B r,llpport of the government.
T~ey !m•J ~he eqnal protection of the govel·nment with the
)pt~vy,le cltr.zen. They Were protected by the civil, military
~>oli('e, and fire nuthOJ·ities, and they should be compeUed t~
contribute to their supp·ort. Statisth.1s showed that the
nmount of property exempted in this city in 1880, was ISHl
2'<l,;J1Jf}. Jt had increased a million of dollars since then:
'The following were th·e exact figures:
l.chnrches,
$9,276,500
Pat·son ngeR,
~
.
.
701,500
School and Qther institutions,
6,293,300
~IDdB!'stahding

There waR another piece of property on Clermont avenue.
It occupied a whole block of ground. A foundation had
been laid all around it ten years ago for the pmpose of evading the law, and there it stood to-day, of no use to anyone.
The speaker maintained that no church bad any right to
teach morals when it evaded the law.
Mr. :Douglass spoke in the same strain, and Colonel J. W.
Jones followt>cl. H:e said that wealthy men who had sumptuo118 hoUses wanted their families to worship in churches
equally sumptuous, hut had a desire to dodge the tax-collector, while they were abundantly able to support the luxury
they had organized. The gentleman reviewed what Messrs.
Clayton, Duryea and others bad said and upheld their ideas.
Chairman Hentz was slightly opposed to the ideas of his
fellow clubitea, and th011ght that a limit should be made to
the holdings of church societies.
:Mr. :Duryea then spoke against the organizations known
as the Young Men's Christian Associations of New York and
Brooklyn. 'the former had lobbied through the legislrtture a
special act whereby they had been permitted to own from
$211,000 to $30,000 worth of property, and rent it for large
amounts to the detriment of private property in the same
neighborhood. It was one of the most aristocratic organiz>\tions in the city, and a poor man was debarred from its
Benefits. The same could be said of the Brooklyn organization. A person must believe just this or think just that,
otherwise he could not become a member.
Colonel Jones thought that the limitation shonld be placed
at $20,000 or $25,000.
Mr. R. B. Leech reviewed the history of the city, and said
that even the graveyards of their ancestors had been despoiled by the church societies. He quoted, as instances,
\Yhere the bones of their forefathers had been removed from
two graveyards on Fulton street and from one near the Wall·
about, in order that the organiMtion might obtain large sums
for property they had never paid a cent for.
Colonel Hemstreet said that all the speakers had skirmished at safe distances from the real question that affected
the community. The question was one of portentous importance. The American people were liberal, and were willing to support the churches directly or indirectly. He bad
figured on the statements of Mr. Clayton, and had ascertained that if even the whole church property was taxed it
Would only be a saving of $2.50 per year to each taxpayer.
Mr. Alfred Churchman asked that somebody move as an
amendment that the limit be placed at $2o,OOO. Mr. Churchman is a clerical looking old gentleman, and created some
laughter when he said that the authorities had mistaken him
fox a clergymen, and had reduced his taxes $2,000 on that
account. "'l:\vo thousand dollars for piety's sake," said the
old gentleman, chuckling.
Colonel Jones: "Did you permit it?"
Mr. Alfred Churchman chuckled again, but made no answer. Later in the evening he explained, for the benefit of
those present, that he had not permitted it.
Other gentlemen spoke, and th.,n CC'lonel Jones said that
millions of dollars' worth of property was imported to thh;
country duty free by priests; vestments, censors, altar cloths,
and cadaverous images were brought here, but were charged
no duty, merely because they were brought here by priests.
One man in Minnesota made a regular business of it, and
another, when he had been stopped by the Custom House
officers, was surprised, and said, "Why, this is my twentyfirst trip, and I hav less now than I bav ever brought across
before."
After some further debate the original resolution was
adopted.

Total,
$16 271 800
''J'he exemption -on churches anfl parsonages alone an:ou~ted
~o $10,000,UOO, \Vbile it was perhaps proper that schools
\'lhQu!d b<:J SV} exempted, he could see no reason why churches
shm1ld nnt bear their share of the expenses of government,
nnd he had heard no reo.Kon advanced except that the
dnirches were carried on fvr the good of the state, but in
'Lhe RfH:akm-'B opinion this reason was not a true or a sufficient
one.
Chairman Hentz asked if all church property was exempt,
m only thnt portion upon which the edifice stood.
Mr. Clayton: Whole blocks of it. There are only small
r.;ectiQnB of cbureh property t·eally occupied by the churches.
'rhe larger portion i!l ra1ted out and incomes arc derived
lthoe1·efrom.
Colonel Hemstreet: Why should not this apply to New
York !lhnrob property?
Mr. Chyton: The same law shoUld exist all over. A law
\Va~ r<~esnd some time ago compelling Trinity, and other
<:hutch property to pay taxes on 1ts 1mproved property.
~ifr. D. W. Not·tl!.up said that only a short time ago he had
heen inn. com·t 'vi justice, when a petition was presented for
,the ex~mption of a largo plot of church property. The
spenkel' knew that the judge was a Catholic, and the petition
'<~nnw• ~rom Catholics. He was surp1·ised to bear his honor
"1'.,y 'tbnt, although he was bound to grant the motion, yet if
~1e conld hav his way he would not do it, becanse the system
lnut his own cbmch more t.han any other in the land. Continuing, the Hpeaker said that there was no limit to the
amount of property a church might accumulate under the
present law. There was an old law that churches should
The paper from which we take the above report
pay taxes on all real property over and above $2,500 to $3,000 printed, a day or two after, the ann~xed editorial
worth.
'I'be churches, however, evaded the law, for as soon as upon the same subject:
they reached that amount they tutnetl the smplus over to
The jnstioe of the present exemption of church property
nnother society and elected new trustees. The bil;bops, from taxation is a question which has been discussed freLowever, controled all the property and held the title deeds. c1uantly in the past, and is likely to be still more prominent
In France, unde1 Napoleon Ill., who was one of the Catholic in the future. This must be so from the nature of the case.
-ehnrch's bcHt sons, that potentate had decreed that the If it seemed a wrong to many citizens of this city and state,
chm·ch shonld ('Ontrol but 815,000,000 worth of property and as well as of other cities and Htates, that churches should
no more; yet in this state the Cathohc church owned $25,000, pay no taxes when their property llmounted only to thousands
000, and the ltmount wa~ ever on the increase. This they of dollars, it now seems a greater wrong when it is worth
eould not do if they shouldered their just share of taxation. millions, and as churches are constantly increasing it will
!n England they had accumulated so much property that it seem more and more intolerable as their property goes on inbad been deemed proper to take it away from them, and creasing in extent and value.
:uwnastery after monastm·y had been abolished and placed
Although the Oonstitution Ulub of Brooklyn is only a small
were they should stand their portion of the taxes. Our society of citizens who meet to exchange their thoughts and
country and our Htate should eompel them to do the same, adopt resolutions on Constitutional questions, the subject of
and every unbiased mind would echo the speaker's words. church taxes, which they debated recently, is one in which
If the Protestant cl..mrches should be compelled to do the every citizen; not only of Brooklyn, but of the United States,
~n.me, there would not be so many unoccupied churches. is interested.
The principle, as we hav said, is the same,
Many of these churches we1·e owned by insurance compa.nies, whether the value of church property be small or large; but
who were reaping the benefits, while the small congregations the statistics presented last evening are sufficiently startling
were groaning under the constant accumulation of heavy to giv emphasis to the argument and to justify decisiv action.
debts.
It will be far better for the churches themselvs if the qnesMr. Dnryea spoke at length. He said that an opinion pre- tion is settled before the alleg<•d injustice assumes proporclominated that a house of worship should not. be taxed tions which may excite a feeling in the public mind antagomm·ely because it was a bouse of worship. There was a nistic to them and to the welfare of religious institutions.
,;nperstition against taxing a church because it was a house
It appears that the value of the property of churches and
of Gud, and that governments bad never been strong enough parsonages that are now exempted from taxation in Brooklyn
to overcome this ,;uperstition. 'fhe first man to npeakagainst alone amounts to $10,000,000. There is no equality in claim
the evil wafi General Grant, who, in his message in 187.5, to exemption between public schools, hospitals, and other
brought up tho question. President Grant said that, in 18.50, institutions that confer benefit upon the whole community,
the eburcb owned $83,000,000 of ptoperty; in 1860 it bad and are independent of all religious and denominational inmore than doubled, and m 1870, estimated at its lowest fl.uence, and the churches, which represent special denominafigme, it was worth $354,000,000. :M:r. Andrews had dissented tiona! and sentimental interests and feelings.
It is urged
from the president's desire to tax this property, but was that churches exist for the good of the state, but it has been
forced to admit that if it increased in the sarue ratio before maintained by many political economists that the next best
t.he nineteenth century closed it would be worth between two thing to having one state religion is to hav none. It is not
and three billions of dollars. Such a rapid increase was not easy to see that the teaching of denominational dogmas that
only astomshing but dangerous. The idea of those in power keep men at variance and divert them from common purappeared to he to obtain grand buildings, and engage in poses and pursuits of benevolence is a benefit to the· comimpre,;siv services. Their desire appeared to be to crush monwealth. The benefit of a Roman Catholic church is to
out all that were not within the ring. These edifices should the members of .it, and so is that of a Presbyterian, Pratesnot be erected otherwise than for the enlightenment of the tant Episcopal, Baptist, or Methodist place of worship. They
people, nnd if they were run on other principles they should are excellent for those that use them; they are of no use to
be taxed. 'fheso la1·ge edifices, cathedrals, etc., Lad but a those who do not believe the things taught in them. Yet
few seats for worshipm·s, but they were so gorgeous that they ought to flourish in our midst, because it iR advisable
they placed smaller churches, whel'e good might possibly be that every man should worship God according to his condone, l\t a great disadvantage. The larger churches, with science. It is not so appal'ent that the state should pay for
Lhousands of dollars' worth of propel'ty, were l'Un on purely his doing so, any more than that the state should provide
business principles, and the speaker intimated that they him with the necessaries of life.
grabbed all they could lay their bands on. They rented
It appears that even Napoleon III., who as emperor of
their property, and shoulcl, therefore, pay taxes. They France was "filsl'aine de l'Eglise," and whose last will shows
should be compelled to do' as their master did, and render him to hav been a sincere and devoted member of that
unto C::csar the things that wel'e Cmsar's.
church, thought it l'ight to limit by a decree the property of
The speakm· then said that there was a congregation the church in France to $15,000,000 worth. Yet in the state
within a stone's throw from the club-room that exerted of New York alone this particular denomination owns $25,seal'cely aDy religions intluence; a congr~gation with a Sun- 000,090 worth of property, and the amount. is constantly indrty-school of bar illy 150 scholars; that hf\d endeavored to creasing. An old law still exists by which all churches in
Rell its 1;roperty to the United States government for $300,000. this state should pay taxes on all real property above the
What ngbt .had the c~ureh t~ hold property, ftnd IJ>lY no value of about $3,000; but nothing is easier than to evaile this
taxes, when.l~ gave no l~st.nwt10n to those who wore com-,law b:y: d1~icling ancl sn~. d.ividing the parishes antl founding
pelled to sl.l,ue 1ts debts· .
new d1stnct churches w1th other trustees. 'fhe membership

of the Roman Catholic church is constantly increasing
through immigration; it is chiefly of the poorer classes, bttt
the immense value of its holdings which are exempt £rom
taxation makes it practically a beneficiary of the state 1 and
if its citizenship and pl'OpeJ·ty were ~o go on increasing beyond those of other denominations collectivly it would become a state church, whether it had the name or not.
It seems to us of the very essence of the voluntary system
of religion which in this country has taken the place of the
endowed and established churches of Europe, that every
man shonld pay for his o\vn religion, and that those who do
not belong to it should not be taxed to support it. But the
exemption of many millions' worth of church property in the
state of New Yoi·k from taxation clearly makeR taxation
heavier for the people at large. And in Brooklyn, the exemption of ten thousand dollars' worth of church propel'ty
belonging to the various denominations does the same. One
body of Christians would certainly not approve of special
privileges being granted by the state to another body that
was opposed to its doctrins and p1·inciples, and those who
do not assent to the dogmas of any of the churches, Catpolic
or Protestant, bav an equal right to complain of the Rpecial
privileges of all of them, as a whole. In truth, while George
Washington denied, although an Episcopalian churchman,
that the Constitution of this republic was based upon Christianity, our states hav been endowing evel'y form of Christianity, however mutually hostil to one another. Fol' it is
the same thing to make a grant of money to a church ss to
exempt it from the payments made by the people for the
general good. To say, "I fol'giv ycu that debt," is, in dealings between man and man, equivalent to saying, "I make
you a pre~ent of that money."
And not only is the exemption of chmob property from
taxation an injuRtice to the commonwealth, but it is the cause
of trickery and jealousy among the churches themselvs. If
the roast beef and plum pudding of exemption from taxes be
the privilege of the larger denominations, every new sect that
is started will feel itself aggrieved if it bas not a share. The
Salvation Army will claim exemption for their barracks and
headquarters on the same principle and with as much justice
as the wealthy denomination that builds a magnificent cathedral.
'the same argument applies to the exemption of ecclesiastical millinery and valuable property in metals and jewels
from Custom House duties. It is a privilege which is based
upon special ecclesiastical claims with which the people of
the state hav no concern, and which are not based upon human rights or the rights of citizenship. The Methodists are
the most numerous denomination in the United States, and
if they were to adopt a costly l'itual and build magnificent
temples they might, with equal justice, insist th•tt their importations for religious purposes should be free of tax as
well as their property.
,
The whole question must compel investigation and legislation in the near future. As it is, we hav thrown off the
t1·ammels of a state church while we hav allowed the worst
features of it to acquire proportions which were forbidden
in Catholic France, and are not paralleled in the state
churches of Protestant England and Germany.

Memoir.
Samuel Kirk died of heart disease on Dec. 1, 1883,
aged 61. His life was a checkered one. By turn be
was a farmer, merchant, lumberman; then a farmer,
which occupation be was engaged in at the time of
his death. He was twice married. By his first wife
he bad five children, four of whom are still living.
By his second wife (who survives him) be bad six
children, five of whom are still living, the idols and
care of a loving mother. By sedulity be was enabled
to leave them in comfortable circumstances. In
middle life be visited some of the kingdoms of
Europe, and returned with a higher estimation of
the advantages of a republic. He was a Freethinker
in the full sense of the term; a subscriber to THE
Tnu'l'H SEEKER; an inveterate reader of all Liberal
publications, and an ardent supporter of truth from
wbateve1· source it might be found. He attended
the Watkins Convention in 1882; bas been charmed
with the wit and eloquence of Ingersoll, and, if possible, made more sanguin by the logic of Cbainey.
His decalog, abridged, was:
" Bound to no sect, and to no creed confined,
My home the world, my brethren all mankind:
Love, justice, do good, be kind to all,
Support the truth, though every ism fall."

His prayer ineffable was, "Lord thou hast the
power but not the will; I bav the will but not the
power; let me importune thee to join thy power with
my will and save poor fallen humanity." Peace to
his 1·emains, and happiness to those who survive him.
Lumbe1· City, Pa.
S.

Passe{l to Spirit Life.
From Ottumwa, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1884, Mrs. Sarah
Millisack, aged eighty-four years and seven months.
She was born in Harrison county, Ohio. At twentyone she married Jacob Millisack, and together, in
those early days, they did valiant service in the. a~ti
slavery cause. Henry C. Wright, w·endell Phllhps,
Abby Kelly, Parker Pillsbury, and many others, enjoyed the hospitality of her home. For a number of
years she was a Methodist, but in the early days of
Spiritualism, she, with her husband, became convinced of its truth, and in that belief she passed
gently away, crowned with a life-time of good deeds.
The funeral services were lal'gely attended, Mr. W.
F. Peck, Mrs. Nettie Fox, and Mrs. Lake officiating.
The Liberal choir sang some ve1·y beautiful and impressiv songs, and in the light of the new philosophy
of death the body of the arisen one was laid away.
She leaves behind her life-long companion, and eight
cbildre~, all zealous Liberal Spiritualists.
Mns. H. S. LAKE.
--------~._

_______
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nate "Bottom Facts," and found the title a. ·misnomer.
At the time above mentioned, in a well-lighted
room, about mid-day, in presence of my wife and self
AYER, MAss., Feb. 5, 284.
-along in our sixties, but with our senses of percepMR. EDITOR: I hav received "The Truth Seeker Antion (allowing us to be judges) yet in good running
nual and Freethinkers' Almanac for 1881," and conorder; a. son of thirty-five years, a merchant here,
sider the cost (25 cents) a very slight approximate to
and rated a shrewd business man, and an avowed
its real value. It is at once a treasury of thoughtskeptic in Spiritualism; and a l\fr. w. A. Mansfield,
the best Freethought-of the age, and also of statismedium; a boy, you may say, of twenty years of age,
tical reference on many important facts in history,
brought up on a farm near Grand R'l.pids, in this
not to be found elsewhere. I hazard nothing in saystate-a sincere, unsuspecting, honest, ,simple-hearted
ing no one will regret the possession of it, or willyoung man-there was independent slate-writing, and
ingly part with it. Please mail one to each of the
no trick, sleight-of-hand, fraud, or any such thing.
four names inclosed.
'
E. MYRicK.
There was, independent of human hands, an intelligent answer written upon the upper side of the
WHEELIN!i, W.VA., Jan. 30,1884.
BELLECENTRE, 0., Feb. 4, 1884.
lower of two clean slates while placed together, to
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed a synopsis of a
MR. EDIToR: I find on page 23 of your issue of one of a number of questions previously penciled on
speech or lecture delivered in this city on the 147th
anniversary of the death of Thomas Paine by Major Jan. 12th a column headed "Liberty and Prohibi- small strips of paper and rolled i~to pellets and
J. J. Folley, of New Orleans, La. Previous to this, tion," in which the writer, W. F. Jamieson, opens placed on the table in the absence of the medium.
That one question he apparently piclwd up hapMr. S. Hutchings and myself had about completed out with a grievance inflicted on him by one E. 0.
arrangements for a private celebration, But, upon Walker. said grievance consisting of "illogical re- hazard, placed between those slates, and the writing
learning soon after that Mr. Foley was going to oc, marks," "ungenerous flings," .. reckless and cruel was done while they lay on top of the table, and a
cupy the rostrum on the same evening, and with bet- charges." I am somewhat surprised that one so great hand of each of us four resting on each slate corter results, perhaps, we gave up the idea, and re- -"for I thought he was invulnerable "-should feel ner. Such writing was done at different times bepaired to the synagog of Freethought. Ice has been annoyed at receiving pay in his own c::>in, for I don't tween those slates with and without pencil, while
broken here, in this neck of God's moral vinyard, know anyone more liberal than W. F. Jamieson in lying on the table, or in other positions before our
and if the god of reason still sits supreme a little despotic, arrogant, and dogmatic flings- in fact, in ey~s; once while I held the slates back six feet or more
while longer-say a Yt'\ar-a Liberal League may be this sense alone can he be considered a Liberal, for away from the medium. There were the names of
the result of this one night's labor in Freethought. I hold it utterly impossible for anyone to be at the our dead friends signed to those answers. Of those
Hoping that the Liberals hav everywhere met and s_ame time a Prohibitionist and a. Liberal. My hum- names Mr. Mansfield knew nothing. One was of my
given thanks that God created such a noble soul as ble opinion, "which you need not consider," is that lost boy, who died before Mr. Mansfield was born.
Thomas Paine, I subscribe myself, as ever, the foe W. F. Jamieson is used up, regularly cornered, on Nor could he hav learned had be at any time while
the question of prohibitfon, as must every other one with us slipped into another room, n. la Truesdell,
OCTAVIUS J. BROSIUS.
of mental despotism.
be who attempts to defend it. I would advise W. F. and rummaged in our coat pockets. We had also a.
Jamieson and his class to turn their attention to the number of evening sittings, only one of which I shall
OuMMINGS, ILL. ., Feb. 1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me the space in which to say a perpetual motion machine; that finished, they might hav time and room to giv you here an outline of. It
few words in regard to the now defunct Gunnison again turn their hand to Prohibition, for the one was a dark seance (hold on, now!). There were eight
and Uncompahgre Oolonization Society, which was seems as likely to be brought about as the other. persons present-four of our near neighborA, and
Personally I am in favor of temperance-temperance three of our own family and Mr. Mansfield. Two or
to found a Liberal colony near Delta, Ool.
Last spring I was induced-by letters and circulars in all things. Not that I ha.v a very high opinion three were believers, the others inquirers. We all
received-to join, and paid $25 membership fee, and of the author of that sentiment, who was all things sat in a circle, so close that our chairs all touched
went out to the place where the colony was to lo- to all men. I consider there is a wide difference be- each other, and all joined hands, my slmptical son
cate. Shortly after I arrived I founcl. that the Gun- tween prohibition and temperance. Prohibition sa- holding Mr. Mansfield's right hand or wrist, 11.nd s.
nison and Uncompahgre Oolonization Society was vors of tyranny and coercion, and coming from a level-headed lady at my right holding the medium's
defunct, and that I had not received-and was not class who profess to hav the happiness of the human left hand. Aft"lr some ten minutes, the mAdium
likely to-any benefits for the money paid into the family at heart, appears to me a strange mode of seemed to go into a trance, and remained so for
society. So I concluded that it was no more than procedure, making people happy by taking away eighty minutes or more. My son remarked a numjust and fair that my money should be refunded to their liberties, coercing them into subjection, bully- ber of times that he could, feel no pulse in 1\fr.
me. Since then I hav written tw!ce to the president ing them into devotion. It is not desirable to the Mansfield's wrist, and he brAathed so heavily thnt
of the society, A. W. Smith, of Denver, in regard to majority of the people, but only-to a few petrified we could all hear it distinctly, as though in a deAp
refunding the money, but he was not manly enough specimens of some prehistoric age, who hav more sleep. During this time thAre were unmistakable
to even answer my letter. If Smith is not a fraud vanity than discretion-in fact, a few bigots and ty- evidences of the presence of an lntAJligence or inhe has acted very much like one in the colony rants who wish to rule the people in a way just to telligences independent of the circle-hanrls, that
suit their own fancy. I hav known many Prohibi- could not hav belonged to any of the sitter!', woulrl
scheme.
tionists,
but hav not yet found any who possess a gently pat our hands; heads, and faces. At our son's
In conclusion, I will say that. those parties of
whom the society was composed may succeed in shadow of benevolerae. They hav all been a covet- request, some independent hand took ont his Pop,ketous, selfish, narrow-minded set of skinflints. They book, shook out the papers and chn.ngf'l, that wHA
keeping the $25 they received from me. but they
are chiefly antiquated church-members. and are act- heard fall, rolled up somA bank bills and crowded
ca.n rest assured that I shall not keep silent in re- uated more by envy than by pity. They lack sinthem between the owner's fingers, and finally, 1er
gard to the matter until their acts are duly exposed.
cerity; it is not the morality nor the comfort of the request, gatherer! up the contents to where t.hev 1be0. BunsEE.
people they consider; "no, they would sooner com- loBged, and placed the book in his pocket a~aln.
mit suicide than do anybody good," but they hav His watch, a stem-winder, was taken out, wound up,
PRESCOTT, IoWA, Jan. 29, 1884.
only the desire to rule them. It puzzle!'~ me to un- passed around the circle, and put back at!'a.in. A
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5, which you will derstand how men like W. F. Jamieson, whose light-stand was brought from the farther corner of
dispose of as per &.ccompanying order.
avowed object is to destroy or weakfln church influ- the room, over our heads, and pla.cen in our drc)f'
The books which you sent arrived in due time in ence, can truckle to its interests. This also savors by some unknown Intelligent force (N.B.-A sAcr~>t
good shape, and are highly satisfactory. I already of insincerity, and looks like a political trick to catch accomplice is out of the question). and thPre tipper!
hav Paine's works loaned out (which. by the way. is votes. It seems to me the Prohibitionists are on the over and about, as reqnestAd. Thfl lady at mv
the second volume of his works which I hav sowing wrong track. Why not apply to their savior ? He right, as she says, mentally re(juestAd this something
the good seed in this neighborhood), and hav scat- once turned water into wine, and surely he could to unfasten her necktie and carry it acrosfl the f'\rp,le
tered Remsburg's "False Olaims "broadcast. and the turn whisky into water; but they must instruct him to her husband. It was immediately done. Booke
tracts and leaflets which I order by this shall be used not to meddle with what Is in bond; let the distillers were brought from a table, and a panel picturA from
pay the duty first. That's the way to abuse Prohi- the organ, that were not asked for nor thought of
the same way.
The religionists are holding a series of meetings in bition. That will settle the liquor trade; and I can by any one of those present. I might go on with
our schoolhouse. I liv in the country, and am only not think of anything else that will.
this narration to still greater length, anrl not tell
Yours respectfully,
WM. PAuLuccr.
a boy, and I hav been arraigned for disseminating
near all that transpired in those circles. But I must
Infidel literature. One of the leading saints said r'
hasten to a close.
was a "pretty good boy if it was not for my belief,
RocHESTER, MICH., Feb. 4, 1884.
Mrs. Blenker, this is the point I am after. We in
and that is not so bad if I would keep it still."
To MRS. BLENKER, Dear Madam: In the last number that room during those evenings and intervAning
Another one asserted, "He sows more seeds of Infi- of THE TRUTII BEEKER I read, with a curious interest, days had evidence clear and unmistakable that ther~>
delity in a month than the preacher can uproot in a your notice of Mr. Putnam's book. As you quote, were intelligences about us that wflrA not of llf!. I
year "-and thus I ever intend to be, L'l.st night I Mr. Putnam says: "Mind is not substance: it is sim- do not swear tbat they were absolutely thosA of our
challenged the preacher to a discussion on the merits ply phenomena. We cannot make it identical wit.h dead friends. Nevertheless, there were those maniof Infidel literature, but he would not giv mE' a defl.nit pure existence, for it has no independent life. We festations of intelligence, and no human borlic>s atanswer. I hope you will fill my orders as soon as cannot conceive it as existing in itself. Mind is not tached. I am well aware that this I hav related is
possible, as I want the tracts to distribute while the matter, however subtil and ethereal. Neither is it no new or strange thing. Our countrv is full of it.
an entity or thing." And so on, manipulating that No doubt. more or less fraud is practiced under the
revival is going on.
My best wishes to you and THE TRUTH BEEKER fra- one thought-mind has no existence independent of name of Spiritualism. Whenever it is Relf-confessed
ternity, and long may you liv to combat priestcraft matter.
all must allow it. Bnt the fraud theory will not exThen follow your remarks: "There it is, my friends; plain all the facts, and the effort to make it do so
and superstition.
JoHN W. YEADON.
all the problems of mind and matter solved in a few calls for a resort to paltry subterrn!!'es.
axiomatic sentences," etc., which read to me wonWhen our Ma.terialifltic friends will take hAart. to
SPRING FoRGE, Jan. 3~, 284.
MR. EDIToR: For the $1 you will plf•ase to send drously like an intended satire. n you. had only examin these various phenomena, learn ann publish
"Age of Reason," cloth, and Oolonel Ingersoll's used the term dogmatic instead of axiomatic, I should to the world their imnort, then some thin~~:;~ may be
"What Must We Do to be Saved?" and last, but not hav felt sure of your meaning. In closing the para- p,ettled. Until then Winter's ·ipse dircit, Wakeman's
graph,-· you say, "I don't see how theologians or long-drawn inferences, and Putnam's poetic postuleast, a copy of "The Trut.h Seeker Annual and
Spiritualists can reconcile the facts [italics mine] of lates will not t<Io the work of convincing the world.
Freethinkers.' Almanac for 1884."
·
I see you published two of my letters; receive my this simple essay with their ideas of life beyond the Such ghosts will not down at such bidrling.
thanks for it. Ever since the publication of the first spheres.''
0. H. GREENE.
letter in issue of January 19th I receive almost daily In reference to your kind invitation to " rise and
explain,"
although
not
yet
claiming
to
be
a
distinctiv
BURTON, TEx .. J11-n. 23, 1884.
sample copies of Liberal papers. I also received a
MR. E.DrTOR: Inclosed please find $2.50 to pay mv
prospectus of Mr. Traesdell's "Bottom Facts," which Spiritualist, let me refer you to some things that
I left to an old Spiritualist in York. previously a sub- transpired In my own family in this village in Octo- fare on board our stanch passenger packet. which iR
scriber for a Spiritualist.ic paper. I had also a letter ber last. I am sure I know them to be facts, whether sailing so proudlv to the kingdom. If she could
only cruise around more In the waters of the old
from a Mr. Lighty, of Mulberry, this county, a sub- Mr. Putnam's theories all are or not.
From my TRUTH BEEKER reading, I rather suspect 7:1on craft, I think her superior accommndations
scriber for your paper, who obviouslv was surprised
not to find my name in Green's Directory. A'l I vou consider that Mr. J. W. Truesdell, of Syracuse, would entice passengers to come over, bnt knowing
only received an invitation to membership of the N. Y., has settled the subject of independent slate this, the old, unworthy hulk steers clear, and warns
New York S~ate Freethinkers' Association last week writing. I ordered and read what he chose to desig- her deluded tribe to look not on, even, such su
-moreover, as I first got acquainted with American
Spiritualism, Liberalism, and Freethought shortly
before my subscription for THE TRUTH BEEKER-I could
not yet be inserted in any pf the Freethinkers' lists
and directories of this country; but I shall hasten to
return the application for membership this very day
with my own and another old antichrist's signature;
he IE~ reading THE TRUTH BEEKER with me.
There is some occult Liberalism, even in this part
of the world. There are our barber and many others
depending on their Ohristia.n neighbors, who are
afraid to confess; nevertheless, through them I received the addresses of two outspoken Infidels, whom
I will probably visit, when health and weather get
more favorable.
Yours,
F. W. OrP.
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picious sails, lest they become contaminated. But
people cannot always be kept in subjection. A desire to change the old threadbare fables for truth
a.nd scientific facts will now and then seize one and
another, until the old ship will finally be deserted,
and o~1r fleet will take the fort.
I venture to occasionally slip a copy of THE TRPTH
SEEKER into the orthodox camp, but 1.lways at great
risk of the flames--for vengeance is declared thereon
should it happen to fall into the hands of the lady
of the household; hence I am accused of doing much
harm hereabouts, as some of the devout brethren
bav begun to "cuss," and are not so regular in their
attendance at church-all of which are signs of improvement.
Hoping you· will excuse me for so long neglecting
the duty of remitting my fare, I remain
Truly yours,
H. B. JoNES.
CRABORCHARD, Jan. 24, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 to apply on
subscription for your welcome paper, as it is my
first choice among all papers in existence, and has
been from the first number issued in Illinois by that
ever-faithful friend of liberty, D. M. Bennett. It is
wonderful what inroads the priDCiples taught by the
good old hero hav made in so short a time. What
may we not expect in the future, if Liberals prove
faithful to their trust.
I would be glad to hav a few of the pamphlets of
Remsburg's preat lecture, to distribute around in
these parts. I think they would do some good here,
as the bigots are somewhat quiet just now. I am
getting somewhat old-nearly 69-and am almost
blind. I will now close for the present.
Yours as ever,
B. F. STONE.
LocusT GROVE, PA., Jan. 19. 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 for THE TRUTH l:::lEEKER as
long as tha.t amount will pay for it. I hav read several copies of your paper. I hav thought seriously
of its claims as a journal of reform. The result is
that I wish to become a regular subscriber. It is
perhaps a little in advance of our age-it is certainly far in advance of a great majority of our people;
still I think the people need just such literature as
y>ur paper supplies. I am enf(aged in teaching the
only school in this little town. I take several papers
and j<1urnals, but my list would be incomplete without THE TRUTH SEEKER, for I am a Freethinker-just
what it seems to me that every true man should be.
With best wishes for the permanent success of
the sensible, wittv, brilliant TRUTH SEEKER, I remain
Yours,
OscAR PARKER,
MATTAPOISETT, MASS., J'an. 19, 1884,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50 for THE
TRUTH SEEKER another year. I like the raper very
much; it knocks this Bible I hav bad for the last
forty years higher than a kite. I am in hopes the
time is not far distant when it will knock it out of
PXistence. I want the world to know that I am ar:
Infldel, and if I hav to go to hell on account of being so ignorant-if it is ignorance-! shall find the
class of people there that I should want to find. If
I wanted assistance to-day it would be the Infidels I
should look to, as I take them to be the most honorable people in Histence. If I am wrong I would
like to be righted. But. it. will take something besides
church lies to do it, as I think more of one Infidel
truth then I do of a thousand church lies.
BENJ. F. DEXTER.
SEDALIA., Mo., Jan. 28, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Your correspondent bas been a reader
of THE TRUTH SEEKER since September, 1878. He was
somewhat fearful that the death of its founder would
result in th~ death of the paper, but he cheerfully
indorses the opinion of its contributors. that THE
TRUTH SEEKER has improved under the present management to a considerable extent. The diversified
character and scope of its contributions make the
paper a continual feast. May its light never know
any waning.
There are many forms or evil that afflict humanity, and reformers are generally specialists; each one
singles ont one form of evil, and claims that it is the
IJarent evil. Thus THE TRUTH SEEKER claim3 that
superstition is the parent evil. Another, that land
monopoly is the monster curse. Another, that too
many hours of daily labor to which the toiler is sub.i ected is the all·devouring fiend. Another, that the
use of alcoholic stimulants as a beverage is the
hydra-headed destroyer. Another, that usury, rent,
and profit are the boss thieves in the mill, etc., and
your correspondent claims that all these forms of
PVil hav a common parentRge. They are the legitimate offapring of the competitiv system on which
present society is based. Throttle this fiend, and
you dry up the source of these evils. Pruning will
only giv temporary relief. We must lay the ax at
the root of the tree that bears the bitter fruit. THE
TRUTH SEEKER's mission is to educate the masses for
the rapidly approaching revolution that is to rid this
country at least of the presence of this devouring
curse. Then we will lay the foundation of the new
temple on the rock of the brotherhood of humanity.
Yours in the brotherhood of Freethought, free
land, short hours of toil, prohibition, and against
usury, rent, and profit,
N. T. R.

KEOTA, IA., Jan. 18, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: I liv five miles from town, confined to
the house with ill health most of my time; and although I mail all my. TRUTH SEEKERS to Liberal
friends, i fear I did not gain a permanent subscriber
yet (three failing harvests causing a scarcity of
money in southeastern Iowa). Divide the inclnsed
$5 as follows: One yPar's subscription, $3, from Jan.
1. 1884; 25 cents for "The Truth Seeker Annual and
Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884;" 75 cents for one dozen of Remsburg's "Fil.lse Claims," and the remaining $1 you will please to send to our old veteran, J.
Hacker, for the pearls of thought handed to us by
his contributions to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I am not so enthusiastic as many of your readers
to see multitudes of Freethinkers on all the corners
and cross-roads. We may yet, as to numbers, fight
in the shade of the spears of Jehovah's hosts, We
can and do conquer them by argument, but not by
counting votes; therefore we should not establish
the rule that majorities may interfere with the habits of the minorities, for that opens the road down
whence we hav come-roasting heretics and burning
witches. We should not double the hosts of Rome by
degrading woman to trudge to the ballot-box. Our
gain would only be a few and better, but the hosts
of Rome, by dictate of the priesthood, do multiply
like sand.
Yours truly,
CHAS. NAUMANN,
GARY, DAKOTA, Jan. 17, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for trial subscriptions for THE TRUTH SEEKER; names as in accompanying notP,
Gary is a town of about three hundred inhabitants,
just across the Minnnesta line. There are some Liberals
in town, and quite a number in the country, but not
m·any take Liberal papers, which, of course, is deplorable. But all those who hav received a sample
copy 'of THE TRUTH SEEKER seem to be well pleased
with it. I hope many of them will become actual
subscribers; we need a little stirring up here just
now, as the God's people of this town hav got to
fighting. L:~.3t Sunday some of the leading members
of the Preobyterian church locked out their minister.
One of the members is said to hav remarked that,
"if the preacher would hav forced his way in, he
would hav kicked him out." The church is a new
one, and is not yet. dedicated. They quarreled the
first Sunday the preacher occupied the pulpit, and hav
kept it up ever since. It seems that a certain party,
who has contributed the most toward the church,
tries to run it; hence the trouble, The Methodists
bav a.lso commenced building a church; look out
for more fur a-flying.
Fight on, ye rantin~ hypocrits, and show the world
your true inwardness. While you are fooling away
your money building Gud-hotR:!es, you are letting
your fellow-man suffer in ignorance and want. Oh,
how long will you keep up that delusion ? Ninetenths of you do not believe what you pretend to,
nor what you preach. But the time will soon come
when your rotten system will be exposed and you
will hav to be ashamed that you had neither the
courage nor the honesty to exp:ess your honest convictions.
P. J. UMBRITE.
BELPRE, 0., Jan. 22, 1884,
Mn. EDITOR: It would giv me much more pleasure
to send you thifl letter could I inclose what I owe
you for reading the dear TRUTH SEEKER since October, 1881, but this pleasure, like a thousand or more
others, I am denied-at least at the present time.
I was in hope that I would be able to pay up, for at
least one year's subscription, but since the establishment in which I was employed burnt down on the
4th of this month I am without-any support, left out
again ; and with a family of eleven heads, destitute
of all necessities of life, I feel as if I had got to the
end of the road and could neither go ahead nor turn
back to escape starvation, or, what is worse, the
rlisgrace of receiving bread from the hands of the
agents of Jesus Christ & Co., who hav already made
charitable offers to my family; and, providing I am
willing to giv up mental liberty for a bundle of old
clothes, my landlord will let me remain in his
house another month. My profession would pay better than day-labor, could I but get out among a people who are not so much prejudiced against Infidel
music-teachers, I find there are some among the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER engaged in publishing
and selling music or musical instruments, and I
would be glad if I could get acquainted with some
of these, for I might serve in a great many different
ways in that line of business, and might get employment, I hav compositions to publish, can arrange music for almost any instrument, piano, or.
gan, brass or string bands, tuning and regulating
pianos and other instruments, as well as playing the
piano, violin, and clarionet. This does not pay any
better than teaching here in this place, where we
hav a surplus of cheap female teachers within the
folds of the church, and the professional teacher is
expected to work more for Christ's sake than for the
furtherance of the beautiful art of music. Concluding, I will say that I will try to pay for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and hope you will not stop it-at least for the
next three months.
·
Yours with gratefulness,
J. G. KuHN.
[The story of Mr. Kuhn is a sad one. THE TRUTH
BEEKER shall not atop; it will supply him with men-

tal food; and we hope some of our readers will know
of employment whereby he can earn enough to'sup·
ply himself and family with physical necessities, and
not be compelled to SPll his sonl for clothes and
food. It is to be regretted that Freethought is yet
so young that it has no organized s0cieties of relief.
There is such a thing as helping a man without dishonoring him. It must be the work of Infidels to do
this. The churches hold out a loaf in one hand and
a text in the other. By swallowing the text he is allowed to hav a mouthful of the loaf. Help, and not
charity, must be extended.-ED. T. S.]
·
LIBERAL, Mo., Jan. 22, 284.
MR. EDITOR: I hav given a course of three lectures
at Fort Scott, Kansas, the last one on Snnday night.
The first two lectures were well attended, the body of
the court-house being comfortably filled. On Sunday
night a large number came, although the several
churches hav held special meetings to bring the unoJonverted into a saved condition. Owing to some
unavoidable delay in gettiNg the hall opened and
lighted, over a hundred persons came and left. It
was announced that the lecture would commence
early, and that those who desired seats should come
early. Although such a number left, the court-house
was filled, and for the hour and forty-five minutes
that I spoke they gave the best attention. The subject was, "Why Do Freethinkers Reject the Bible?"
As is generally the case, the Ctuistian ministera gave
a little of their animosity; and disparaged the cause
and character of Liberalism.
E. N. McComas, J. and L. Farnsworth, F. M.
Baker, and M. S. Fox are some of the leading Liberals of this town. Gov. McComas was for some
years editor of the Chi~ago Times, and is the author
of "The Divine Problem." an abstruse metaphysical
work, or criticism of Prof. Tyndall and Herbert
Spencer's position. Whether the work be a solution
of the divine problem or not, it exhibits a far-seeing,
penetrating, logical mind.
I shall probably giv a lecture here on Paine on the
29th inst. There seems to be a gre tt need of activ
Liberal work here, and the people are getting more
and more desirous of it.
I wish to say to the Leagues and different organizations throughout the country, that being in the
lecture field, I am willing to respond to all calls for
lectures. Write for terms.
J. L. ANDREW·
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA., Feb. 1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1, for which
please send four copies of your "Truth Saeker An·
nual." Please accept my thanks for the four copies
you sent me of the Mitchell--Wakeman debate. I
will distribute them where I hope they will do some
good. Very little Freethought, or, rather, free action,
in this vicinity, The churches here are social institutions, or clubs, and unless one goes occasionally
at least, be will lose caste. My nearest neighbor is
not orthodox by a good deal, and thinks much as I
do; yet he is a vestry mR.n of the Episcopal church
and takes an activ part. He is of that class alluded
to by the late lamented J c•hn W. Draper, known as
involuntary hypocrits. There is also another class
of voluntary hypocrite, who !j.re governed by policy,
I hav another neighbor, educated and well read,
who is not rated as b~longing to either of the above
classes; he is a disciple of the ancient philosopher,
Lucretius, and does not keep much account of
church-going.
I hav read most of the lectures of
Col. Ingersoll and his other writings, but am free
to say, in my humble judgment, that his "Analysis
of Orthodox Belief," as seen in the last number of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, is the most logical, convincing,
and conclusiv docnment I ever read among the
thousand and one articles on the same subject.
Were I a millionaire,- I would hav millions of copies
printed and spread broadcast over the whole country.
The misfortune is that it is written by Col. Ingersoll. There are many persons who would throw
it aside without rPading as soon as they saw his
name as the author. Such is the force of bigotry
ani! prejudice.
Well may the churches, both Protestant and
Catholic, be alarmed at the progress of Freethought
and common sense; but if the former should join
hands with the Catholies, thousands will at once
leave their ranks and come to us, or will show at
least a strong leaning in that direction. The fact is, it
is now too late-too much Freethought literature
spreading over the country. The only feasible, practical plan is to modify, readjust, and reconstruct the
whole system of theology.
It has occurred to me that if any one of the large
Protestant organizations were to convene and remodel and readjust their whole system on a Rationalistic plan, they would soon hav a Vf.lry large following of the best class of humanity. Humanity
must ha.v something to replace the old effete beliefs.
ThE'y must hav church or lecture organizations. Organization is the word that has practical, efficient
power in it; and if Liberalism is to be a success, organization is the thing to make and perpetuate it.
But, by all means, I trust it will never !llerge ·into
a miserable political party; the tail end 1t would be
all the time. Beg pardon for boring you with my
crnde thoallhts.
May THE TRUTH SEEKER long liv, and perform well
its mission, is the earnest wish of
Yours respectfully,
NELSON BEALL.
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_Mrs. Kingsley made no reply, while Molly self before Molly had time to ask what it was too long a letter. Father says, if 1 write too
Wiped her sticky fingers on her apron, and ran she had placed on the upper shelf. But Mrs. long, you will not hav time to answer, for you
into the dining-room, exclaiming
Jones had no sooner left the room than Molly are always busy; so I will say good-bye at once,
".Jf you havn't got the table-~loth on the determined to know for herself. She darted hoping that this will find you well, and that
'.Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, liaU River
Mass., to whom all Communications for thi~ wrong side ! Well, we do so sometimes; when it into the pantry with a chair, upon which she you ·will answer when convenient. \Yith grateful admiration, I am always,
Corner should be sent.
gets dirty on the right side clap it on the wrong mounted. "What's this?" said she, taking the
Yom loving friend,
ETTA ---.
side, and 'twill go a couple of weeks lonaer if stopper from a bottle. "Jamaica ginger! And
•• His life Is long whose work Is well,
you're careful! 0 my! what's this?-: r:.ew here's some mutton tallow !_:and goose grease
Liberal .Meetings.
And be his station low or high,
book of prints ! What prett.y pic.tures !" and for sore throat !-and bay rum-I'll wet my [Leau=• and Liberal and Spiritualistic SocietU,s in tM
He who the most good works can tell,
United
States
and Canada muting regularly, can hav nosho commenced turning the leaves with her handkerchief-! like to smell it! And St. JaLlvs longest though he 990nest die."
tices of their m•etings published in th,:s column free if the
molasses-daubed fingers, leaving a stain on cob's Oil! pah !-they hav everything handy, officers will send them to us.]
every page.
"~'here's Carrie?
Car-o-line ! though. But there's the stone pot she put
OHIO.
The Little Glass Shoe.
·where are you? Hoot !"
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
there. I shouldn't wonder if it's full of citron,
every
Sunday
afternoon
at 3 P.M , in the hall
«l[o! ho 1 hal hal what Is It I view?"
Away through the rooms she went, and up melon, or peaches ! " And standing on tiptoe,
John Wild, the ploughman, cried,
stairs to Carrie's sleeping-room, where that she grasped with both hands the stone pot, and on the corner of Ontario and Bolivar streets.
Exercises-lectures and discussion.
As he hit his foot on a little glass shoe
young lady was engaged making her bed. Car- at the same time lost her balance, fell over
That lay on the mountain side;
MAINE.
rie was Mrs. Kingsley's daughter
"Some fay has lost It, there's never a doubt,
backwards, dishes, St. Jacob's Oil, a bottle of
PonTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired ConAnd ah 1 how lucky for me,
"Oh, I hope yon don't make your bed every alcohol, essences, pie plates, a soup dish, tin gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
'fhe owner will soou be l'Oamlng about
morning regular. I clon't "
pans, and the stone pot and contents all falling Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
To find where his shoe may be.
and discussions are held ~Jvery Sunday, 2:30
"\\'hat
do
yon
do
with
your
bed?"
asked
upon her. The terrible commotion brought P.M. Admittance freB. Public invited.
And so (said Joh,n) I'll carry It home,
Carrie.
Mrs. Jones and her caller to the scene, which
That's just what I will do,
OREGO~.
And he will pay me a pretty sum,
"Just spread it up-so! shake up the pil- they viewed in great consternation. The stone
Pon·rLA.ND.-Mr. C. Beal holds meetings
Who buys this little glass shoe!"
lows, and let it go at that. What's the use to pot did not contain preserves or sweetmeats, every Sun,lny nfteruoon and evening, at
And he spread the story far and near,
be so fussy? Whose room is that across the but simply some melted beef suet that Mrs. Academy Hall, Second aud ~a! mon streets,
For many a mile around,
entry?"
Jones had put >>way to cool. Luckily for where he givs lectures, readings, recitations,
That the fairy folk might surely hear
music. All are invited to attend. Ad"Father and. mother sleep there."
Molly, it was not hot, or she might hav been and
Who the little glass shoe had found.
missioll 10 cents.
And soon to John a merchant came,
"I'm going in there; why, this bed is all badly scalded. As it was, her face, neck, and
MASSACHUSETTS.
Who said he had heard the news;
nicely made, too. Wbose new boots in the hair, were all saturated with the grease; beBosToN.-Bvston Liberal Club holds meetAnd would the ploughman sell the same
clothes-press, here?"
sides, her dress was ruined by it.
ings for essays nnd criticisms every Sunday
To a dealer In little glass shoes?
"My father's," answered Carrie, with a sigh.
This affair was quite a 'leHson, and, you forenoon at lO:Mi in the J>,tiue Memorial
And he offered John a pretty price
"I'm going to try them on," and she slipped would hav thought, must hav cured her med- Building, Appleton street.----'l'he "Society
For the shoe that he had found;
But John replied It was much too nice
her feet into Mr. Kingsley's boots, and then dlesome habits.
Nobody was sorry, but all of the Divine Homo" nt same place every
To go for a hundred pound;
stood up on a trunk to look on a shelf. "What's said, "It served her right: she should not hav Snnrlay afternoon 1\t :1 o'clock. Snnd{~y
school at 2:30. AclmiHsion free.
Then the merchant orrered a hundred more,
in this box here ? 0 goodness, gracious ! look been medcUing with other people's business."
PENNSYLVANIA.
But the ploughman still said, "Nay;
at the gloves, and the velvet what-d'ye-call it,
For some time after she seemed quite subPHILA.DELPHLI..;-The Friendship Liberal
The man who buys my shoe (he swore)
and the spangles, and the gold fringe ! And dued, but the following summer her old hr~bits League meets every Snnd••Y at Hancock Hull,
Will dearly hav to pay.
Til ere's not so pretty a shoe on earth
here's a hat, and, oh, what a long feather ! revived again, and she went on just as badly 814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
'1'0 cover a lady's toes;
There ! Why don't you put that on your win- as before. One day she discovered a hornet's o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
TnuTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
And then I happen to know Its worth
ter hat, Carrie? And here's a sword ! What nest in an old shed. She examined it from ev- THE
sale.
Far better than you suppose.
ery
side,
is
all
this
toggery,
anyhow?
Was
your
father
and
she
wanted
very
much
to
see,
she
PrTTsDURGH.-Pittsbnrgh Libeml Lengue
The shoe Is one of wondrous price
ever a soldier?"
said, the inside of a hornet's house. 'l'om meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
(That nobody can deny),
And yet, perchance, there's some device
"Oh, I wish you would put the things back," Ringley told her not to meddle with the hor- Sunday (except during the Months of ,July
May serve the shoe to buy.
said Carrie. "If you must know, my father is nets' nest, for if she did she would surely get and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
If you are able to show me, now,
a Mason, and belongs to a commandery, and hurt.
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
When I am ploughing my field.
that is his suit. I wish you'd let it alone."
"'rom Kingsley is a coward," she said in- minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergy'fhat every furrow behind my plow
"Oh, ho ! That's the secret of-,:M:asonry, is wardly. "I'm not afraid of getting hurt." men invited to discuss.
A shining ducat may yieldWhy, then, to you the shoe I'll glv,
it? Spangles and feathers, swords' and gaunt- Her father and mothm· both told her to let the
NEW JEHSEY.
Else I will keep it myselfNEWAmc-Newark Libernl Lengnn meets
let gloves! I'm glad I found i~ out. You hornets' nest alone, but she paid no attention
For an ornament, as long as I liv,
every
Sunrlay
afternoon nt :J o'elock at the
needn't be so short, though; we can never be to their counsel, and, watching an opportunity,
To grace my mantel-shelt !"
League's Hull, 177 Halr,oy street. I•:xercises
Masons.
What's
in
this
other
box?"
and
she
when
no
hornets,
as
she
could
discover,
were
And so it was the fairy bought
consist of music, readings, lecture, and dishastily pulled off the cover.
.
about. she seized n two-tined, long-handled cussion, in which all present are invited to
('Twas he In merchant's guise 1)
His own glass shoe, and quick as thought,
'' Oh, don't touch that-don't," pleaded Car- pitchfork, and went for the nest.
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
Away to his home he hies.
rie.
"I want to see how it is fixed inside, said taken. Oommunicatiohs for the League
And of! went John, with much delight,
"Why not? I guess there isn't anything in she, laughing to herself. "The hornets are all should be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
As fast as h.e could go,
it
to
bite me?"
out neighboring, and now for some fun ! "
By trial to prove that very night
CANADA.
"No,
no;
but
my
little
brother
Charley's
Another
moment
and
the
hornets'
house
was
If the charm w0uld work or no.
MoNTl\EAL.-Pioneer J!'reethought Club
playthings
are
in
there."
on the end of the pitchfork, and Molly-luck- meets every Sunday at 3 P.M., at 1310 CathAnd he found the fairy's word as true
As he promised in the trade;
"Wbat, the one that died ever so long. ~go ? less, frightened, meddlesome Molly-was run- arine street. Reading-room open daily until
For a shining ducat came to view
Oh, well, I won't trouble it-don't fret."
ning toward the house, screaming and screech- 10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
In every furrow he made!
She jumped down and kicked off J\llr. Kings- ing, pursued by more than a hundred mad hor- hooks three evenings per week, and on SunAnd again next morning o1I he wentday afternoons. Free public lectures on
ley's boots, to the great relief of Carrie, and nets-for they were all in the nest at the time Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Nor scarce t.0 eat could stopfollowed her out of the room.
To plough again-he was so Intent
of the attack. They covered her face, her ears, Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wllson
To gather his golden crop.
"Oh, this is 'fom's jungle, I know," said her eyes, her neck, her hands-in fact, they President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
And so he ploughed, and ploughed, and ploughed Molly, pausing on the threshold of another were all over her, in her sleeves, in her slipNEW YORK.
And scarce for slumber ceased;
ALDANY. --The Liberal asHocintion meets
room. " Look at the pictures he has tacked pers, and everywhere they touched they stung.
No wonder John was growing proud,
all over the walls-pirates, bicycles, sleds, In- They followed her right into the house, and every Sunday at Vnn Vechten Hall, lHl State
So fast his wealth Increased!
street. Snnd~ty-school nt 2 P.:>r. General
dians, horses, monkeys, and things-just like Oh, how mad those hornets w,;ro! They would business meeting and debateK n1lll cliKcUsHions
And still he ploughed by day and night,
When none were looking on, ·
a boy, for all this world l Box of blacking and hav killed her on the spot. if they could, at 3 P.l\1. Lecture at 7::10 I·.~r. The public
Tlll he seemed, Indeed, a sorrow wight,
shoe-brush on the bed, bootjack behind the and they undoubteclly woulrl if her mother had are cordially invitetl to nttend, also all LibHe grew so lean and wan 1
door, and a pair of skates in the middle of the not come to the rescue; for their rights had erals visiting the city. Admission tree.
And stlll when none his work might view,
NEw YoRK Crn.-TLo M1tnh1tttan Liberal
floor
! What's this writing I I'm going to read been invaded, their house torn down, and their
He ploughed by night and day.
Club meets every Friday evening 11t!) o'clock,
it."
children
turned
homeless
into
the
strec,t.,
and
And still the more his riches grew,
for a lecture and diHcussion, nt Geruum
The more he pined away.
"Please, don't. Tom won't like it."
for the time all they thought of was revnnge. Masonic 'l'emple, 220 E11st lGth street. AdUntil, at last his work was stopped,
"Don't you read his higgledy-piggledy
Poor Mollie was n sight to behold for !1ll1ny mission 5 centH. Monthly cards 20 cents.
Aod the ploughman, where was he?
papers?" pulling out a table drawer.
a day afterwanl. Hhe could not open her eyes, Membership fee $:{.--Tho American Spirit,Down In the furrow, alas! he dropped,
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
"No, indeed; not without leave. It wouldn't and her nose w11s swollen to three tim,,s its at :!:30 o'clock in Itepublican llnll, 55 West
As dead as dead could be 1be proper. Papa says we should not meddle natural size--and it was a good-sized nose 33d street.--The P1rst Somety of Spiritunl'fhongh good Is gold to hav and to hold,
My story makes it clear,
with each other's affairs, unless invited tCJ do originally. The hornets had stung her fear- ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Who sells himself for sordid pelf,
so. \Ve wouldn't like anybody to interfere fully, and " physician ha,] to be call eel to allay Republican Hall, G5 WeHt 3:lrlstreet. M.orning
Has bought It much too dear !
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
with our concerns, and that which we would the dreadful pain aurl smart.
-Saxe.
Public cordially invitccl.--New York Uity
Hut it cmwl :\folly of her me.ld!esome Ladies' Spiritualist Aiel Society, permanently
not like done to ourselvs we should be ,;nre
tricks. It was a painful ani! severe lesson, Lut loc~tted at 171 East G\Jth street. Wetlnesrlay,
and never do."
Meddlesome Molly.
"All nonsense, Carrie. Here's ·rom's pen- an effectual one, for never again rlitl shr: med- 11t 3 P.M.--Frouislwr College Hnll, 2:; I•:ast
"Oh, I smell buckwheat cak~s ! Fry me knife-ivory handle. I g11ess I'll sh£trpen my dle with what did not coneern her. From that 14th street, near Broad wny. The People's
one-do! I just dote on buckwheats! I want pencil, and I shall read this paper sure as time on, she was a good, well-bAha1:e'l girl, l:ipiritual Meeting every f::iunday at 2:30 and
7 ::'!0 P.M.--22!! E11st 48th street. Inspira.
a good big one !
you're born. I'm glad I hnvn't any old-fash- and won the respect aiHlnclmiration of all who tiona! Lectures and Psychometric Headings
Molly White uttered these words as she ioned fiddlestick notions." But in reaching noted the great ehange in her conduct. l\Irs. every Sundny at ll nnrl 7::10 o'clock.
bounded in to Mrs. Kingsley's well-kept kitchen, for 'the manuscript, she swept the ink-bottle Jones, who never forgot the melte,] suet affair,
BROoKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
where that good lady was engaged frying buck- off the desk, and upset the contents on the said meddlesome people did not a! ways get meets at Conservntory Hall, cor. of l!'ulton
wheat cakes for breakfast.
into a swarm of hornets, yet it was a pity they street and Bedford avenue, every l:innday.
carpet.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
"Havn't you been to breakfast, Molly?" in"0 dear! Dreadful sorry ! Couldn't help didn't, but she had remarked it that they free. Public cordmlly invited. Liberal and
quired Mrs. Kingsley.
it, though ! Hnrk ! Is that Tom coming? I usually came to grief in one way or another; Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
"Why, yes; but I didn't hav buckwheat guess I'll go now. Good-by. Come over. and whenever she heard. of anyone meddling Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
cakes. Never mind about sending it into the Don't tell Tom who did it." And away the with other people's business she would be sure street, meets every Saturday evening at !)
dining-room; I'll eat it right here. Where's giddy giri went, much to the relief of Carrie, to tell the story of Meddlesome Molly and the o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritunl literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
the butter? Got any molasses? Some like whose ways being quiet and gentle, was al- hornets' nest.
Conference meets every Monday evening at
maple syrup, but for me, just plaster on the ways anxious when Molly was about, lest, in
Composite Room, 4th Htreet, enrner of south
butter, and then sop it with molasses, and I her meddling, she should do mischief.
Correspondence.
2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai and L1beral
literature on sale. All invited.--'l'he South
don't ask anything better."
Molly meant well enough, but she was so
PAWTUCKET, R. I., ,Jan. 30, 188-!.
l>I!ss \VrxoN, Dear Friend : :F'ather saJ·s I Brooklyn Spiritual Somety meets at Brauns
In helping herself to butter and molasses, meddlesome that nearly everybody disliked
Hall, Gth avenue, corner of 2!Jd street, on the
Molly upset a pepper-sauce bottle, and came her. She would go into a neighbor's house, may write to you, tmcl I take the first oppor- first and third Fridays of each month.-tunity. I have read "Apples of Gold," and 1
near breaking it; knocked over a pitcher of her eyes roving around the room, trying to see feel almost well acq uaintecl with you. I lik" The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity. Friday
"Hello,' she "Uncle Stevenson," in your book, so mnch, evening conference meetings will be held in
milk and spilled it; and in drawing molasses something to meddle with.
tilted the jug so far that its contents ran in a would say, "where did J"'U get this? What and I like all t.he good characters in it, nnd thr: the lcctur" room of the church of New
small puddle on the buttery floor before she did it cost'! I don't see how you can afford it. naughty ones are only to show how bnrl is evil. Spiritual Dispensation, Clinton avenue, hPtween Park and Myrtle u.venues, nt 7::JO P.M.
saw what mischief she was doing. Mrs. Kings- If left alone a moment, she would open doors, I hav not had the chance some girls haY to get --The Philosophical Association meets
an education, e:xeept in music, and they say I
and
peer
into
every
closet,
cupboard,
cellarley looked distressed, but as she did not wish
excel in that. I play the violin and piano. But every Sunday afternoon in the Assembly
to reprove a neighbor's daughter said nothing. way, or chamber. One clay she went into Mrs. I sl;iall try to educate myself in reading and Room of Wright's Business College, Broad"There! that was what I call good. Do you Jones's holfse just as that lady placed some- writing, in which I am deficient. 1Iother says way. corner of Fourth street, E. D., at 3 P.M.
hav 'em every morning? because if you do I'll thing on an upper shelf in !the pantry. A caller I am very well advanced in arithmetic. I am Public cordially invited. Doors open at
was announced, and Mrs. ;ones excused her- in compound fradions. Perhaps I ani writing 2:30P.M.
come and eat breakfast with you."
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PROSPECTUS OF

The ·Truth Seeker

Question.
BY MilS. A. W. LAKE.
God make the devil
To run opposition to him?
Surely an all-wise being
:Must know that his snakeshlp would win.
The road to his realm is much broader,
And far more uttractlv, 'tis said;
'l'hen Isn't it a foregone conclusion
That the devil must come out ahead?
He marched right Into the garden
And said, Ye shall not surely die.
They ate of the fruit, and behold, It
Proved just as he sald-'twas no Ue.
'l'hen God said, Lo, man Is becoming
Like us, to know good and evil,
We will send him straight out of the garden,
And leave him to go to the devil.
o lnflnlt wisdom and mercy
Did plan for us wisely and well;
Set a trap for his child to get into,
'l'hen for getting In, doomed him to hell.
Shall we praise his name for such mercy1
such wisdom we can't comprehend;
'!'he beginning of things we can't find out,
And who cau tell what Is the eud ?
Why did

Union Convention ot' Spiritualists
and Liberalists.
'fhe officers of the Michigan Strtte Association of Bpiritualists and Libera1ists, and of the
N emoka Bpiritualist Urtmp Meeting Association,
hav, upon, full consideration of the subject,
deemed it advisable to join in a call for a
Union Conference and Convention, to be held
at Lansing on Friday, Saturday, ltnll Sunday,
Pebruary 28 and 2\J, and March, 1, 1884.
'fhe object of the meeting may Le ~tateu generally to be the discussion of subjects affecting
the en use of Spiritualism aml Froetlwught, and
to take some order that will secure more united
ami concurrent action.
Among the topics
more specifically suggeste,l for discussion are
the following:
1. The Spiritual Philosophy, and the Lest
method of inculcating and advuncing it. 'fhis
will involve the discnssion of: '(a) Mediumship und the Phenomena; (b) Organic Work,
Loeturos, and Litemture.
2. The Progress of Libeml Thonght, and the
Sitnatiou of Liboraliom i~ the Conntl"y, es·
pemally ag related to Orgumc Metholls.
•.> 'I'\. , ll l t"
. ··t l" .
1 L"b
. 1
''·.
ue ~awn o £ S
'p~n ua Isn: an(
I eraism m tho Btrtto \York; IS 1t demmble to continne them as recognized joint factors?
4. 'I'he Nemolm Interest und the necessity
. .
. . ,..
ll' • .
., . f . h
for a II ellL1<p1.ti ters anr ~u11ymg I Oint or t e
Spiritual and Liberal Forces.
'fhe topic suggested under the thiJ.·d suhdivisio~, na:nel~, the relation of Spiritu~~sm
and Libemhsm m the state work, has elicited
mor~ or less ontside debate but has never been
· .
.
'
.
fnlly an(l fl1lrly (1Isctmsec1 ut uny responsible
gathering.
While the officers who join in this cull do so
ofllciully, the meeting itself will be unofficial,
thounh mlvisory ancl a cordial invitation is extencl~d to all 'spiritualists, Liberalists, and
,
th'In k-ers
' t o a tt enc1 anc1 par t"IClpa
. t e. It Is
.
nopecl to make the coming convention the
largest thut has ever been held in the state
representing this class of thought.
It is known thut a number of the friends of
nstice at Lowell hav brought suit to test the
<[Hestion of Bible Reading m the Public
Schools. 'I'he coming meeting ought, not only
l>y its numbers but its voice, to respond to this
step in a wuy to strengthen the sinews of those
vho hav been bold enough to enter upon it.
'fhe convention will be held.at Mead's Hall,
and will be called to order at two o'clock on
Friday, February 28th. The leuding speakers
of the stute will be in attendance.
The following o1ficers of the two Associaions will act as 11 joint Executiv Committee in
charge of the convention: On behalf of the
Stttte Association S. and L.-the President, W.
.r. Cronk, the Secretury, S. B. McCracken, and
Director, ,J. H. Burnhum. On behalf of the
Nemolm ,\ssociution-the President, Dr. N. A.
Dryer, the Secretary, lVIrs. Jlii. ,J. lVIeud, uncl
Director, S. L. Shaw. The joint committee
will moot ut nine o'clock on the morning of
:Febrnury 28th, to tmnsuct any necessary business prelirnimny to the organization of the
convention.
UoMMI'lTEE FOR LOCAJ, ARHANGE:iiiENTs.-Dr.
N. A. Dryer, Dr. A. W. Edson, H. P. Buck, P.
H. Ohls, ,J. Jlii. Potter, Mrs. Gel·trnde Men:ill,
lYirs. S. P. Buck, Mrs. P. S. Olds.
HArr,wAY ltATEs.-Certificatos for reduced
mil way rates may be had by uddressing S. B.
)IeCracken, Detroit, inclosing stamp.
Ou behalf of the State Association of Spirittalists ancl Liberalists:
IVALTER .T. Cno~rr, President.
H. B. JliicCnACKEN, Secretury.
On behalf of tho N emoka Bpiritualist Camp
;\[('e(.iug A,:sociation:
S. L. Sruw,
Ch!Lirnttm Board of Directors.
.~.•ree

THE

PROBLEM

FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNE'l'T.

THE LEADING FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL OF THE WORLD.
LARGEST,

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.

Among the reforms THE TRUTH 8EEKE:B aims
to effect are:
Total separation of church and state, ineluding the equitable taxation of church
property; secularization of the public schools,
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriations
for religious purposes, and all other measures
necessary to the same general end,
Its sixteen large pages are filled every week
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
articles and communications by the ablest
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
current secular and theological events. It is
the armory from which hundreds draw their
weapons in contests with priesthood.
All
the Liberal papers are good, but THE TRUTH
SEEKER is

Solu~ion;

WI'rH SOME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
By SA.)lUEL P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 eents. For sale a.t this office.

NEW YORK CITY.
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Ingersoll's w-orks.

A TR.UTH SEEKER

Aroun~

tho Worl~.

and each volumelllnetr,.ted with forty-seven cuts.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
ers, and Reformers," "Champions of
the Church," etc., etc.

Handso10ely bound in l'ed cloth, $6.oO;
in leathel', l'ed edges, $9.oO; in
morocco, gilt edges, $10.:>0.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

per, 50 cents.

BOOKS FOR OIJILDREN!

This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE"
should be In every Liberal's library Beeldes Its intalnslc
"APPL..l:!S OF COLD."
worth tt Is a memento of one of the greateFt Freethinkers
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
the world has Known-or one who ranks with Voltaire
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. '£his very
and Paine In the force and clearness of hie writings.
excellent work for young masters and misses, has
Address 1H.FJ 1RUJH SEEKER.
passed through a vet·y large euttlon, and a second
33 Clinton Place,
has been Issued at a redneecl price of $1.25, free of
New York city_
postage. 'l'llls new e<Utlon ha.., 11 photograph or the
author which adds very much to tiLe value of the

THRONE

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author ot "Prometheus," "Gottlieb," and •' Ingerson
and Jesus.,.

-------·

A comprehensive and practical work, in which PhyH.ognomy, based on Ethnology and Phrenology, is sys'.cmatised, explained, illustrated, and applied to char.
1ctcr reading. Following are some of the topics :-

Previous Systet~s,

PJtysioguo.my '' p•

includiug tlwse of u.nclCut ru~n:-To Marn!J.ge, to the

of Children, to
Improvement, ,o
to Insanity nnd
llenlth and Di~

laws_ on. which characteJ· oru:;e· (0 Classes and Profes~
l·ead1n~ 15 bused.
,8iml;, to Personal Improve~
T em }}Cra!nentro>. -:ment a:.1d also to Character
\ncieDt voctrincs; New H.t:aulnrr generally~
~lussification now in use.
t':l
Pract.ical PhysiogD Character Reading
OMY -General l<'urms of :\lore than a Hundred noted

~aces: -Eyes, Mouth, N o•e, Men and women mtroduced
Chin, ,Jaws, 'l'eotll, Cbceks,J· G rap b o tnancy.~'oreheacl, II air, Beard, Character He v e a I e d in
Complexion, Nc0k, Ears. HaudwritinO' with SpeciHa.nds, li'cet~ Voice. \V u.lk, mens-Pallli'istry-illus~

D. :M. BENNETT'S WORKS.
ADDRESS

THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

A Truth Seeker Around the World

Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
engruving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. ;Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo.
1,119 puges. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00
·morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Mo(lern Times. Two Volumes.
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocoo, gilt edges,
$8.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series o£
letters written in priHon.
Price $1.50.

Over 700 pages;,

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A. series
of letters written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben·
nett was a delegate, followed by a description of what he saw in England,
Fmnce, Holland, und Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50.
Treating upon the gods of the Semltio
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230
pages arB devoted, showing thut book to
be u very inferior production for u firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper cov·
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
·

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G. Judaism, Christianity, and MohamIngersoll, Judge J ere:iniah S. Black,
medanism examined historically
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa-

Readers or THE TEUTB SBEKEB know the clrcnmetanceB
nder which this worll: was written. The last words Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
penned by the great author were for the fourth volume
cloth, $2.00.
which was nearly completed at bls death, and which will
now contain an a<:count of hie world-lamented death and
burial. MJ. Bennett was a very patient arid faithful What Must We Do to he Saved '8 Pachronicler or the habits and customs of t>1e .dltreront peoper, 25 cents.
ples or the many places he visited, The every-day
lite or all nations IB laid before the reader by one who hae
visited them ana beheld them with hie own eyes. Par. COM.PLE'l'E WORRS, in One Voltlcular attention Is paid to the progreBB of Freethonght In
ume, Half Calf~ $5. 00.
the various countries he visited, and the morality or BO·
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality or
33 Cl1nton Place. New York
Christian countries, mnch t<l the detriment or the latter
·
·
·
-·----·-----The work lea

.l!'reethinker's History of the World.

FoRMS, ESJ>ECIALLY IN "THE HuMAN F .AcE DIYIXE.,

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25 The Semitic Gods and the Bible.
Inclndlnll, ·• Liberty for M~n. Woman, and Chtld;'

''The Declaration ot Independence;' "'About Farming
in Illlnots\"" The Great Btmquet," '"The Rev. AJ0xan~
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
der Clark,' "1'he Past Rtses before Me Like a Drett.m,"
Wtth ,. steel plate e~-.tng of the &uthor In Vol. I. and u A Trtbuts to Ebon C. Ingeraoll."

Late editor of TH• TKUTH l!nKD, author or "A Trnta
seeKer tn Europe," "G<>do "nd Religlono or Ancient
and Modem Times," "TheWorld's Sages, Think-

As :i.\[ANIFESTED IN TEMPERAllE'ST AND IN EXTERNAL

Lau~, Shaking Hand>'.
Ethnoloo·y -The dif- The GJ·eat Secret.
ferent
]~aces~ Described- -llow to be H~"lthy and
This sterling and Widely-circulated Freethonght
journal has won Its way deep Into the hearts of its National Types illu 8 tratcd How to be !3cau.t•ful-lv!cn.~
n
i
Dl a
readers. THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a great paper, aud
1 Types.~ tnl Cosmet•cs-wtercstmg.
deserves the most generous support of the Liberal Grade.; of Inte;_igencc, In- I\ ristotle and St.
public. The recent numbers received are splendid stinct and Heuson ; Animal PAuL.- A Model Head;
in every respect.-Sa71 Francisco Unive:rse.
'leads anu Animal Types. Views of Life; Ancc•lotes.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered Its resources,
fn one large handsome volume of nearly SOO pages,
and will be a stronger, better, and brighter paper
and more tl!nn l,OUO Engravings on toned paper, hnndthan ever.-Libe:ral League Man.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has become a. necessity to the somely bound. Price, $5. In calf. $8 ; morocco, gilt,
$10. .l.dolros~,
Liberal cause.-Kamas Blade.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

TERMS FOR 1884:
Single subscription,
$3 00
One subscription two years,
a oo
Two new subscribers,
00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance,
a oo
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance,
7 00
THE BEST AND LARGES1.
One subscription with three new subIt is conducted in a broad und truly liberal
scribers, in one remittance,
spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all One subscription with four new subsubjects pertaining to the welfare of the huscribers, in one remittance,
10 00
man race.
.A:ny number over five at the same
____
rate, invariably with one remitOPINIONS REGARDING IT.
tance.
A
Ilk T
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
paper
e
HE
TRUTH
SEEKER
is something
'll
more and betterthananadvocateoftrnth. Through Wl t a k e th e t rou bl e t o ge t a new su b sen'b er
It Its subscribers touch elbows with each other. at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
Each reader knows that he is one of a goodly com· $2; by getting two new subscribers he will
pany who find comfort and Inspiration In its Pages. get his own paper for $1; by getting thr 9 e
If they should meet each other they would feel like
b
'b
h
.
brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one in- new su sen ers e WI11 not only get his own
tellectual roof, felt the glow of the same fireside, and free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of
broken together the bread of life. such a paper is money order; by getting four new subscribers
~H~~~~~s~:¥J>!tt!}~te for the church.-GEORGE he will hav nis own free and gain $2.
'
.
Thi~ makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its
THE TRuTH SEEKER, founded by D. M. Bennett, is sixtee• large paa0 es, cheaper than any other
to-day perhaps the strongest foe with which super
stltlon has to contend, and a long future of great Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by
usefulness Is, we trust and believe, before it.- Win so doing he can easier secure partners in takttd, Cunn., Press.
ing the paper, he can share with them the
Thereoughttobef!vehundredsubscrlbersto THE advantages of the club rates.
TRUTH SEEKER In this county, just to rebuke the In·
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ramo us church bigots Who are u_slng fo~e and fraud
eRs
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to
Liberalism.Minn.,
Advanc<.
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New
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D. M.BENNETT's LAST woRK.

OR

"SICNS OF CHARACTER,"

to

CHEAPEST, BEST.

33 CLlYTI) N PLA.CE,

NEVi PHYSIOGNOMY,

aud modern writers given. Trammg
- >l
Personal
Geo•e'.'a I P r 1IICI[ es Business
uf Physwgn_omy, or the Idiocy

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3.00 PER YEAR; $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS.

or A!!E UNIVERSE, GOLDEN

Its Scientific

" The Proper Study ·of Mankind is Man,"

volnme.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Ri{ltlles.
Price, 20 cents.

'l'HE YOU'l'H'S LIBERAL GUIDE.

A Radical romance or pioneer ll!e, delineating the vtr•
By Prot. H. M. KOT'.VINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
tuee of natural humanity ao opposed to the hyJ>OCrloyrot
This volume alms at the education of youth in the
upernatnr..l religion; crowded with incident and full of principles or Freethought, at the same time that it
j)rogrei!Biv.ldeas and the poetry of the fntUl'e.
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
pure reason and common sense.
PRICE $1.00.
·ADDRESS TWS OFFICE standpoint ofAddress
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER,

and critically. It is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectures. · 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
HuMPHREY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
Freethinkers to loun to Christian neigh·
bors. 550 pages. Price, $1.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER
GRAVEs, uuthor of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Suviors ; The Bible of Bibles
and Biography of Sutan. Paper, 75 cents
cloth, $1.

SEY

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revolutions, containing a descrip
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expo
sition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, moruls, religion, and
generul events. Also u delineation of the
chumcters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
ExJ?osition ?f the Devil.and his Fiery Do
roams. Price, 35 cents.

.if:H~ TRUTH SEEKER .FEBRUARY

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
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DR. F.l:iLLOWS

THE EUREKA

JAMEs AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. F. BuRR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct.
W. B. CooKE, 1701-2 ~.onge st., Toronto,Can.
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah.
FERDINAND PFisTER, Nashville, Tenn.
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr. J. H. RHODEs, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa.
·A. M. STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
City, Pa.
Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKEB, Snowville, Va.
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
J. S. 1\'!A.'!SFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.
A. BERENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco, Cal.
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass.
CRAB. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence
Mass.
'
M. V. THOMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver Col.
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465.
DB. J. L. YoBK, San Jose, Cal.
C. S. RowLEY, Jackson, Mich.
JosEPH L. ANDREW, Liberal, Mo.
E. KEITH, Animas City, Col.
C1'!ARLES WATTS & Co., London, England.
A. ATWOOD, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
CHRIS. B~owN, Burlington, Kan.
A. ERWIN, Lebanon, Oregon.
The American and New York News Companies will furnish the paper to news dealers upon application.
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Is a regularly educate<l an<l legally qual!·
lied physician, and
the most successful,
118 his pra~tlce w!tl
prCllve. He has for
twenty years treated
exclus!vly all d!seH.Ses
ot the Sexual Organs, In whtch he
stands pre-eminent.
SPERl\IATORRH<EA
and Illll'OTE.N CY
as t.lle result o! ~el!
abuR~ in yuut~ an<i

MAGNETIC GL~THING
CURES EVERY FoRM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT MEDICIN.
THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLI
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Sent to any address
GUARANTEED.
letter or In
for

upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PA
Pamphlets and all Information by
person tree of charge. Bend
Illustrated Pamphlet.

Address all communications to

DR. L. TENNEY,.
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cineinnata Ohio
LADIES'

MAGNETIC JACKET.

Pnce, $18.

CheH.ti Or hUlliiJUg.

JEWELRY STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.,.
IS

ALWAYS

Headquarters for Holiday Goods,
Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging In value from $10
to $400, In stock continually. Sliver Watches, Chains,
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, P!ns, Earrings,
etc.; also Sliver Ware, Gold Pins, Optical and Fancy
Goods !n proportionate large quantities. A fine 3·
ounce case, Sliver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels,
Quick Train, d nst· proof Movement, $16. 50 (retalls
everywhere tor $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch, patent Regulator,
$25. A Ladles' Good, Sol!d Gold Elgin Stem-Winder,
$25. The same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 25
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1·4
seconG. Horse-Timer, and "JI'ly-Back," in Heaviest
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph tor timIng two horses, or double record, a fifth second, best
In the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broadway prices.· Ladles' Watches ornamented with
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets of Diamond
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and p!amonds, Variegated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers,
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc,
No finer goods at Tiffany's, N. Y.
Send me a check for amount yon desire to pay tor
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible,
and I w!ll send prepaid to any part o! the United
States, and rifund ca.•h on de:m.and It not entirely satisfactory. I please all, and hundreds of my customers
cheerfully testlty to tile tact. Refer to Rocbelle
National Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett.
The latter says !n his "Catalog of the Life Members
ot the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
Otto Wettste!n, the stanch Liberal of Rochelle. I
round him up to his ears in business, sell!ng and
se}ldlng orr goods. His large jewelry store Is truly
marvelous for a town the size of Rochelle. I would
advise all of our Liberal friends who are In want of
anything In the jewelryl!ne to send to him, and they
w!ll make a great saving by so doing." Correspondence sol!c!ted.

OTTO WE'I'TSTEIN.
a week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfit
$66 tree.
Address H. HAf' <.ET if" Co .. Portland, Me.

.
CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I tee! greatly InDB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you for the benefit I hav received trom your MAGNETIC VESTS tor about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia or the Heart and
pl!ances, I can say without hesitation to those at- Side, which had been a source of misery to me for
fi !cted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tt·!ed numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, bnt as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNE'riC VES'r I got rellef Instantly. With nn·
after wearing a snit of your MAGNE'riO CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I t·ema!n
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours resvectfnlly,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suffered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony from a. Ially
time, never round but temporary rel!et. Since put- who had been under drug treatment tor eight years
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and !! I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Doc. 1u, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your the Oloth!ng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appl!ances as the only means of effecting FELT BETTER FHOM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD 'fHEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since •r·~es<.lay, w!ll soon be well. W!ll revort
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appliances which w!ll
'fh!s Ially reports herself entirely enroll In less
effect a cure In a case of Paralysis w!ll at the same
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. We do not, llke the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied,
change med!c!ns every day nnt!l, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty m!les In
patient almost to death, he may possl bly strike two. days after the appl!cat!on. The lady's name
something (!!he Is very sk!ltnl) that brings rellet can be had upon appl!catton at this office, by any.
one desiring to communicate with her.
for the time being.
Ladies, read the tollow!ng testimony from a lady who had been suffering for two years with an Ovarian Tumo•·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her llte, and the cha.nces
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she Is p "rfectly well, and bas not taken a dose or
med!c!n since putting on the appl!ances. Consult us when your phvs!clan tells you he can do noth!uog
for you; It w!ll pay you.
.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., NovemberlO, 1882.
DB. L. 'fENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fait me; I became nervous, lost all desire tor food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted sevoral physicians
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J umor,
and that the only thing that would save my Ufe would be the knlte. About six months ago I grow rapidly
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operation, when my attention was called to the !<:ureka llia~net.ie Ap pl tanc.,s. As a drowning man
wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purcha~ed a:sn!t~or
your appllances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, wn!ch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, nntll now I am
as well as I ever was In my Ute. Sluce putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of meu!c!n. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, bel!ev!ng
that they w!ll do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,.
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.

PRICE LIST.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4.00
J{nee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
4.00
Sleepin~ Caps,
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Su:P,erfine Insoles,
1.00
Children's garments upon application.
:l

A VINDICATION
of some passages in the" History of tiH. ' Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.

•

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, anct: we will return the money
If they are not as represented In every respect. It yon are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we wlll advise yon wnat would be best sulted to treat you. While our
appl!ances are offered at less than one-third ot what others are sell!ng worthless appl!ances for, yet we w!IJ
guarantee that the magnetic qnal!ty Is a hundred told superior to any other app!Jance ever offered the
pnbllc, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a p6rtlcnlar proceBB, and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, wh!le not a single appl!ance
In the market wlll attract the smallest particle of !ron, the majority of such w.orthte11s appl!ances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable -0t. retaining magnetism ror a
moment. All of our garments are made from tbe vecy best material tor the p""'pose, and w!ll outlast any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In llhe garmen,s upon 1cimti{w
principlu, and not haphazard as In all tbe others. We of!er you therefore
·

With·a Life of Gibhon, preface and notes by the ~ditor,
including critical notes by Guizot, .Milman, \Venck,

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever· Constructed.

an ''English Churchman," and other scholars.
x vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. "With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and wl~~t were the
seutiments, manners, numbers, and condttJon of the
primitive Christians.

And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now ntret-&!1 unuer that head. At
the same time the appllcat!on or labor-sa.v!ng machinery In our manufacture enables us to offer them
about

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CIURGED,

So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure tboem, •be.!.ng but a trllle higher
than ordinary clothing.
"I know of no book that contains more real and val~
Remember that we are offering yon the cheapest and best magnetic applla.nooo m the market, and !r
tmble information upon the origin of Christianity."- upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them. at ou.:" ~xpense and we w!ll
refund
your money.
R.~5t,;:~f\~~e0,1;11;;st·Iearned arid interesting books e\·er
'''ritten aud published.n-Bos/on Investz:r:ator.
~?R SALE AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

61m5

$72

A WEEK, $12 a dll¥ at home easily made. Costly
Outll.t tree. Address Tuu~. .loCo., AuK'Usta, .lb.

--

Iya

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
BY MAIL POST-PAID

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
One Week.
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.

1r:

History ofA~hristianity

v ........

Read the follow!ng testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular
and that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE
THE ACME OF PERFECTION :

Remember that these appllances are not worn next the skin bnt
over the lmder-garment, and, nnllke all other appllances
th&
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

..l..'J.QV<Ju.~.w. ............. ~

day lll. home. Sarll~)h.~:-. worth $5tree..
$5 to $20 per
Addt:css ST1:-.::;o~ & Cu .• l'urtluud, Me.

TESTIMONIALS:
OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

.lLlU

SllOUJd glv the doctor their patronage."

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's "Vests &"e made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN TBB UNITED STAT.£1!. LIBERAL OPMMI8BIONB ALLOWED
AddnU ror turliller mtorma~lop,.
oo .. IL. IDENNEV,
·
· ·
Baoe Street, l""r. 11~ 81&!eet, Olnclnnatl,O,

KNOW THYSELF.

AGr~at Medical Wor~ on Manhooo!
Exhausted V!tallty, Nervous an<] Physical Dellll!ty,
Premature Decllno in llun, Errors or You til, awl tllo
untold mlsorlos rosulttng from imliRcrutiou~:.i or excess~s.
A book tor every nuu1, young, tnhlU\e-n.ged,
and old. It contu.lnM 125 preBcrlptlom~ ful' ull acute
and chronic dlsenl:.ieB, eneh ouo or wh ld1 is luvu.l uuble. So round by the author, whmm oxporleucu fur
23 ye11rs Is snell as probably nevor lw!uro fell to tbe
lot of any physldu.u. 300 }luges, buunu In lJoautl ral
French tnuslln, emlJossed covers, ruli gilL, gnu.rau
toed to be a ftnor work in ovory Henso-mcch:Lnlcttl,
Utern.ry, and }Jroresslonnl-tlHLtl a.uy otllor wurk ::~old
in thiH conutry for $~.00, or the wcnwy will tm refunded in every inHtlLllce. Price only $LOU, l.IY mu.ll
[JOBt.vu.hl. IlluHtratod sample, (i elH. Houd now.
Gold medal awnr<led tho ILtll.lwr hy tho NutlouulliiudictLl A!:IBOCiation, to t.ho ollleorH or whlcll ho retorH.
'l'hls book should ho reu.d lJy tho young ror iuHLt·nctlou, and by the alll!cted for ro!!of. It wlll llouollt
CLll.-Lrmdcm. fAnCI~t.
~rlwro 1~ no mon1bor or socioty to whom this lJook
will not be nfleful, whether youth, vu.t·eut, guard tau,
instructor, or clorgyrnan.-A1'!J01laut.
Address tlw PoaiJody Me<l!cul lnbttl.ul.o, or Dr. W.
H. Purkftr, No 4 Hultlnchst., lloslon, M1t..B8., who m.ay
be consnlte<t on all cttseases rettulrlug skill and ex·
perience. Ohronlc und obHI.iua.te tlhmlt~eH hU.Y Ua!1le<l the sk!ll of all otllor phyHcluus
1:
u
spec!ulty. Buell treated snccees!ully
~
fi:~rt an Instance or !allure.

H Al

THYSElf

CHRONIC DISEASES

I

Embracing thoAe or tile bloou aml Nerves, the D!A
eases or Meu, the Dlsoases or \Vomen, autl the varl
ous cuuseH, pbyslcat an<l social, leading to the mar"
plainly treated tJy tlmt pint nest of book A, P LAII!
HOME 'L'ALK, EMllltACTNG 111EDICAL COIIIMl/:1\'
HENHE-uoarly 1,000 iJU.g-es, 200 ii1UHU'Ht.1ons. IJy J: ..
E. U. FOO'I'I•~, of 120 Loxingtoll ave., Nt~W York ....
whom all lottorH from Uw 1-1lel{ Kho11l<l lw wldrm1:1 ~t..
In ltH l11~uu rur ,JH.H. 1\J, 1H7K, 1\fl'. Bu1nwu.·K 1 J1J'. !,'.H.s.
HEEJO:ll thll~ UlHilli{K or l>r. FOOTE U,Tld IIIK lrlO•I 1-..i...~.
publication~:
"Wo Joww him (JJr. F1Jo\o) fJt.H'On!l ..j
11ut1 intlmntBly, und WB say whll tLJJ tl10 lt.!-':·Hirt.LJH. ~
that kuowledgo liDJll11'lH tht.Lt llO IH lL IIIILil or tlw

llighe'-it 1ucentlvs and.

rnottv::~. who::~u

Jlfo lH.LB beou

S!Jellt in lnMtructing and liUIIrOViJlg' hiH !u.II0\'1'-bOillgH
l•Y gtvJug ~::~uch illformat.!fHt I.L~ lH WBII cu.leulntutl to

enu.lJie thorn to tw nwr~~ houltlly, nwre hiLJJl'Y, and
to be better u.nd mor(' UKoful awn u.nd W(1men. II is
rnedlcu.l workH POHMO~H the ldgheHt valno, awl lu.tv
boon Introduced and t.boroughly read ln huudredH
of thoUI::Iands Of fumllleH, W}JfJ tfJ-day Htf.LlHl roady to
boar willlng testlznony to Lhu great, lwnuliL tlloy llav
derived from the physlfJlogJcal, hygleule, u.n<i moral
leaaons which ho hn,;;; Ho nhly 1m partod."
Purcha"ere of PLAIN HOMJC 'L'ALK aro at liberty
tn CONSUL'fl J'rH AU'CJIO!t, In porKou rJr lJy mu.ll,
Fl!EE. l 1 r1co of tJw tww PotJUiu.r J~dHlo11, lJ.Y mall,
poM.age vrepnld. ouly $1.50.
UoHtout~ tniJlO rroe.
AGEN'J'S WAN'rED.
MUHHY HILL PUllL!Sll!NG CO~fl'ANY,
1~\J

Eu.st 2Hth HLl'tlOt, Now Y(Jrlc

RUPTURES CURED"Y

mylllerllcn.l Compound nnd lmpruTed
Blo.stlc 8uv1•orter TruHH in}rmn :Jo to
90 dav•. Ueliable reterencoR given. !lend
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BE punctual In _carrying out the contracts wh4ch
you enter Into, first giving due an•l careful consideration to the things you agree to y,erform.
Blessed be the memoay of the man who honestly
and faithfully performs what he agrees. T,et the
professors of false doctrlns-those who boast of going to hea"en upon the merits of anotller-hav the
monopoly of forfeiting their word, and of taking lit·
tie contemptible advantages In business transactions; but as the dlsctvles of truth, let me enjoin
you not to act Jn that manner.-.D. ,M_ Bennett.

named "Man-lfrald-of-Nothlng" married a white woman In Montana recently, and in
one week after the wedding applied to his ·tribe to
llav his name ch!l.nged.
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-AND-

Jlfrt!flhinkt~~' itumttat.
r

-'.rHOSE who allege that thore Is a distinct soul,
which ic to llv forever, should also expluln whether ~,'
or not this soul has always existed-i.e., whether my h
soul existed prior to the commencement and clearly ·\
traceable growth of my body?-aud wuen, aud tor
how long? It It did exist prior to my commencement In the world, how was it then irielll.ifiable as
my soul?

1884.
<E. M. 284.>

®y/iffi &igRteen @Juff

If prior tv my body it was not so identifl-

able, now wlll it be lrleuLiliable artor my )Jocly !Jus
ceased? Ir the soul exbteu prior to my uody, had
it always ~Xlsted?

It yes, do YOU lllCltll tltat each
soul b eternal'! Lhu.L no soul has ever begun to lH.'?
If you argue tor the eternity of the t:~oul, you deny

God as universal creator; H you Cf,rlleud that soul
commencetl or was conunencetl, you shonltl also admit that It may finl"h or be finished. If tile soul
existed lJrlor to my bocly, had it been waiting inactiv lHLt ready to occu{Jy my lJody? And, if yes, wheu
did the oceUlHttion con1meuce? and wo.s the l::loul al-

ways exieLing verfect and uniiDJJrovnble? If, after
vitalization, tile unborn child dies, wl!at heconJes of
the soul? and what islt iusueh a case tllat evidenceH
that the particular soul had ever existed '!-Bradlaugh.

~age @iffu®tratiorz~.
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I'l' is a profound, as well as a. !Jloasing, view of
ethical phllosophy that led some of the wisest of
morallsts to Llefinevlrtueto be "tho living according
tu nature.'' 'l'hey tlld not mean ])y this that It was
virtue to liv the creature of Instinct and passion,
blindly following or giving WlLY to any natural impulse or prot,eusity that mle:ht ])e strongest at the
moment, without lool(Jng forward to the future, or
backward to the past, wlthou t reflection and withont couscleuce. They deemed more jnstly of 1nan.
They regarded htm as a complex being, who had
numerous appc.. JLites, affeCLions, and powers implauted in his ])reast, suited to the various relations
and destinies that surround anll await him. All
theee propensities and faculties hav their right and
fitting use, and it is for tile rational autl SjJiritual
part of his constitution to direct ~.tn<l restrain them
to their proper an<l,. therefore, natural euds.Verplanclc's Liberal Studies.

NEW YORK:

33 CLINTON PLACE.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

I•'Ew, very few, there are who, even 1f their circumstances admitted It, can dispense with the
wholesome yoke of a profession and yet liv to any
good purpose. But, while fully acknowledging, not
only the necessity, but the advantage of being harnessed to some regular profession, and that to succeed in thl~. the fiuest edge of faculty and the most
accurate technical training must be sought, I still
)Jelleve there is something more than this, ancl
greater, which must never be lost sight of, if we deantl
sire to become, not mere useful machines or ln!:;truments, but cornplete men. 'rhe professional man
who, over and above his professional d utles and
From Ma.y, 1876 to May, 1883.
Price, 10 CT:S. HINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
business relations, has learned to feel til at he has
other relations, wider and ruore permanent, with all
THIRD EDITION.
his fellow-beings in all ages-that he Is a debtor for
all he has and Is to a wider circle of things than that
TRANSLATED
OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
he comes In contact wlth-tliat he Is an helr of all
the great and good who hav lived before him-Is
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
not on that account a worso workman, and is cer( Among the nnbjects considered by Mr.
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
tainly a higher nn<l bettor rnan.-Principal S!tw:rp's
·Remsburg are:
Oult1.tre and Rdigion.
COMPARED AND REVISED.
The Church ancl Morality; Criminal StatisTilE soul admits of a twofold division, oue of which
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
partakes or reason, the other is wHhout it; when,
the penitentiaries; the Church and .Civilizatherefore, we are ordered to giv law to our:'lolvs, the
tion; the Church and SciencC'; the Church
AUTHOR OF
meaning is, that reason should restrain our raslland Learning; the Chmch and Liberty; the
ness. '£here Is !:::1 tho soul of every man something "PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UN- Church aml the Antislavery Reform; the
naturally soft, low, enervated in a manner, and lanWoman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
HOLY· BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
guid. Were there nothing besides this, man would
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
be the greatest of monsters; but there is present to
These pamphlctf\1 should be cuculated by
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
every man reason, which presides over and givs
the thousand. Let every reader seild for a
laws to all; which, by improving Itself and making
"HOLY CROSS,"
dozen at least. A drlress
continual advaucesr lJecomes verfect virtue. It be·
'I'HE TRU'I'U SEEUER,
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
hooves a rnan, then, to take care thn.t reason shall
33 Clinton Place, NEW YOHK.
hav the command over that part which is bound to
practice obedlence.-Oicero's 1'usculan Disputati()ns.
"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
I BELIEVE that there is no tenet In all paganism
which would glv so fair a scope to ridicule as that of thistles?"
You a.Jl want to see a picture of your proper mate.
the real presence; for It is so absurd that It eludes
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National Phrenology, physiogaomy, and kindred sciences
the force of all argumeut. '.rhere are even some Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a applled. Send yout· photograph aurl 50 cents
pleasant stories of that kind which, though some- severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the (ladles 25 ·cents) to
PHOTO. EXCHANGE,
what nrofane, are commonly told by the C~<thoJic; priesthood, but It is a bed of infamy they hav fitll
Box 1:-J~l, Cleveland, Ollio.
themselvs. One d<1.y a priest, it Is said, gave lnad- made themRelvs, and they must lie in 1t.
vertently, Instead of sacrament, a counter which had 1Send for the book and see what devourers
MAN!
accidentally fallen among the holy wafers. The l of sheep the shepherds can be."
communicant waited patiently for some time, ex---A LIBERAT, JOUltNAL J>Ublls!Jetl to promote EDpect!ng that it would dissolve on his tongue; but
UCATION, CONSTRl!CTIOS,. 00-0PEHA'fiON, and OR~
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
finding that it still remained entire, he took it off.
oANIZATION.
Exponent of the objects, platform,
11
"1 wish," erled he to the priest, you hav not comand principles of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
mitted some mistake. I wish you hav not gh·en me Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors.
God the father; he Is so hard and tough there Is no
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
swallowing l!itn."-Jlume's J..Valutal lit's tory of Religion.
mouths-for twenty cents. Specimen copies free;
TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS
and Liberal names wanted to send sample copies.
'1'. C. LELAND, Secretary,
YET I argue not
5tf
744 Broadway, New York.
Against heaven's hand or wlil, nor bate a jot
Of heart or hope; but still bear up and steer
With sixteen large paces, wm be •en1
Right onward. Whut supports me, dursb thou ask?
lor THREE MONTHS, postace paid,
THE SUNDAY LAWS,
The conscience, frlond, to hav lost them over plied
.FOB FIFTY (JENTS.
In liberty's defense, my noble task,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
&d(\:reu
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Of which all Europe rings !rom side to slde.
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Pie11, 10 cents.
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Ladies! Gentlemen ! !
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A FAMILY drama entitled "Abraham" would take
well. Most every one would like to see old man
Abraham hugging his comely servant Hagar In the
kitchen while the old woman would be out marketing.
"WHAT'S the difference between an orange and a
cabbage?" "I don't know," pleasantly answered
the man. "You don't!" ejaculated the propounder
of the Inquiry. •'You would be a devir of a man to
send after oranges."
"MR. SliUTH," said a witty lawyer tQ his landlord,
a boarding-house keeper, "if a man were to gl:v you
a hundred pounds to keep for him and he died,
what would you do? would you pray for him?"
"No, sir," replied Mr. Smith, "I'd pray for another
like him,"
''MY son," said an old negro, "noW dat yon's
outen de penitentiary, try tir keep out, an' arter dis
doan steal, leastwise doan do like yer did befo',
steal a par o' boots wat was too big fur yersef an' too
little fur yer ole daddy. Ef yer kaint pick up
suthln' dat'll do yer some good, be hones',"

THEY do things coolly down In Tennessee, It Is
said of a young lady that, nineteen years ago, her
father refused to let her go to a candy-pull. She,
however, dissappeared, The other day she returned, lifted eleven children out of a wagon, went
Into her father's house and took o1I her things
as calmly as though she had only been absent
-an hour or two.
"I UNDERSTAND that De Wolf has left the Ann
Street church." "No; is 'hat so? Didn't he like
the preaching?" "As far as I know he did.'' "Well,
why did he leave, then?" "He glvs no reason; but
you know they hav raised their pew rents twentyfive per cent, and in view of the dull business outlook, and the reduction in wages, a man has got to
scale down his religious expenses to a panic basis."

A MAN is very like a gun,
That fact please try to fix,
For it he finds he's charged too much,
Why, that's the time he kicks.
But still men dUrer much from guns,
As all experience teaches,
For men kick oddly· with their boots,
While guns kick with their breeches.
"MAnil\IA," said a little girl. "is Mr. Barnum's·
white elephant a sacred animal?" "Yes, my dear.
It is considered so in India." "And it will appear·
with his circus in Phlladelphla next summer?"
"Yes; I suppose so." "Oh, that's splendid!" the
li ttie girl exclaimed. "He will giv a Sunday afternoon exhibition, of course, and that will be ever so
much more fun than going up to Laurel Hill to see
grandfather's grave.''
"You say the officer arrested you while you were
quietly minding your own business?" "Yes, your
honor. He caught me suddenly by the coat collar,
and threatened to strike me with his club unless I
accompanied him to the statl<>n-house." "You
were quietly attending to your own business; m~k
lng no noise or disturbance of any kind?" "None
whatever sir." " It seems very strange. What Is
your business?" "I'm a. burglar."
THE following iS taken from the autograph album
of a Nantucket girl: " I stood upon the sad sea-shore, and with a reed I wrote upon the sand,.
'Agnes, I love thee!' A wave rolled by and washed·
that fair inscription out. 0 fragll reed I 0 cruel'
wave I 0 treacherous sand I No more I'll trust thee;
with giant hand I'll pluck from Norway's frozen·
sho1·e her tallest pine, and with its top dipped in'
the crater of Vesuvius, upon the high and burnished.
heavens I'll write, 'Agnes I love thee I' and I'd like·
to see any damned wave w&Sh that out!"
"MY dear," said a Brooklyn man ~o hie Wife, after·
perusing the evening paper, "are you aware of the·
fact that a man's brain weighs three and a halt'
pounds?'' "You've just read that, havn't you?".
"Yes." uWell, doesn't the article say that a. woman'S'
Is somewhat lighter?" "It certainly does." "And:
it also Informs you that a woman's brain 1S or·
much finer quality?" "Yes." "Well, then, just·
concentrate your three-and-a-half pound Intellect
on that scuttle, and figure out how much it willweigh after you bring it up full of coal from the·
cellar." The man with a great bead departed for
the lower regions In search of intormatlo:a.
A PARTY of fair Welsey College sophomores had'
returned from an afternoon skating on the lake,.
and rushed into the study of a favorit Instructor
with the greatest enthusiasm. "0 Miss - - , we
had a perfect lovely time, The ice was as clear
as glass, and we found some splendid bouys to sit on
as we put on our skates.'' "Girls!" exclaimed the
shocked instructor, "Yes, the skating was perfectly
diVine, and we sat on the bouys and-" "Why,
girls, I am shocked. Do you mean to say you sat
down on boys to put on your skates?" "Why, yes,
those great wooden posts that come up through the
ice.'' "Girls, it IS time to get ready for the breadmaking optional."
"I SUPPOSED as a general rule you passed clergymen," said the red-nosed man in a disappointed
tone, "and my case is particularly a. hard one."
"If there Is any good reason why you should hav a
pass I will consider the matter," said the superintendent. "Are you In distress, out of a job,
anything of that kind?" "I am out of business
completely," exclaimed the red-nosed man ear-·
nestly. "I was a missionary to Japan, but now the
Japanese pretend that they hav discovered trichinosis in missionaries, and they won't Jet us into
their ports auy more. That has ruined my business, and I am bankrupt.'' On the next train there
was a red-nosed man who showed the biggest pass·
ever issued over that road or its leased branches.
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sion; some deny the sacred ministry; some
teach that Christ was only the model lllan;
some teach the propriety of suicide; some that
of divorce and re-marriage so-called; some that
of incest. There are among the clergy those
who teach that the law of expediency is the
only rule of life; and many, many (alas, be it
said !), many declare that the Lord that bought
them made no 'satisfaction ' for their sins! It
will be said that this is an exaggeration; that
the men who teach such things are few in number, and of small influence. It is not so. They
were few in number twenty years ago, they are
so no longer. They had no influence twenty
years ago; to-day they all but rule the ahurch.''
It is for saying things like these that THE Tnurn
SEEKEB is aalled Infidel.

they were born? When I see them trying to
improve on the work of the Lord God Almighty, I am filled with disgust. 0 man who
believes in a half-and-half Bible, a Bible in
CAPTAIN CoucH has bought a Presbyterian
BnADU.UGH has been re-elected to Parliament
spots-where did you come from? 'Away back from Northampton, by a larger majority than
church building in Leavenworth, Kan., and
in
the
ages,
my
anaestor
was
an
orang-outang,
converted it into a billiard hall and saloon.
ever before.
a tadpole, or a pollywog; and it took a million
Another Presbyterian churah in the same city
A BALL was given at Salt Lake City last
years to evolute me.' 'Where are you going
is used for school purposes only. John Calvin
when you die?' 'I am going to the great To- week in which prominent Mormons and genstock is below par in the West.
be, thence into the great Somewhere, nnd so tiles participated in a most fraternal manner.
THE Sunday 1J1ree Lance is the name of a new
on into the great Anywhere, and finally end in
THE military attache of the Russian embassy
paper just started in Leavenworth, Kan., by
the great Nowhere!' 'That's what I supposed at Berlin has visited Prince Bismarck, nnd a.aWill Kernan, formerly of the Okolona (Miss.)
you would!' Nearly all the heterodox men I sured him of the ozar's warmest friendship for
Stales. Its politics are intensely "state rights"
hav seen believe men are coming to the same Germany.
and anti-prohibition, and its religion red-hot
destination. Tom Paine-and Whitfiel<i, Jebezel
A CATHOLIC pliest of Wilkesbarre, Pa , last
Infidel. It is a large paper, ably conductedand Florence Nightingale, Charles Guitenu and
Sunday
refused a body of veterans of the G. A.
terms, $2 per year.
James A. Garfield, John Wilkes Booth and
R. admittance to his churah, where they had
Abraham
Lincoln,
side
by
side!
If
this
be
THE .A.Uanta ChnstUut!on is indulging early in
A SENSATION has been created among the true I .turn from suah a debauched heaven come to bury a comrade.
Fourth of July oratory. In its humble opinion,
Catholics of this aity by the exoommuniaation with loathing."
NEGRO Ruoo, the author of the reaent nu"the war is not over. The war of opinion must last Sunday of the congregation of St. Procop's
merous assaults and murders on Long Island,
and will go on, till everywhere in the land the church, on Burton street, by Bishop Gilmour.
Two Catholic shriekl!l: "Liberalism is beginbroke jail last Sunday by overpowming his
humblest come-tumble may record his bifil.e Under the laws of the diocese the parish elects ning to raise its head. Its prinaipal center is
jailer and leaping through a window twenty
through the bu:ffie-baffie, and until the will of four councilmen to ,administer the temporal af- in Montreal, and that is not astonishing when
bunkles-the real binkles in nation and state- fairs of the church.. The priest selects sixteen we remember that for a number of years back feet to the ground.
FLOODS in the Ohio valley aontinue, and
shall, under the hippie-hopple, be sinktum in
members of the congregation, from whom the it has been allowed full swing. It would seem great suffering follows. The situation is desthe things of which it should of right hav sankfour councilmen must be chosen. The congre- that the fruits of the crusade formerly under- tined to become worse. Relief is asked for,
tum."
tion numbers about 400 Bohemian families, or taken so courageously by Mgr. Bourget are and is being afforded from mtmy sources, but
about to be lost, and a few days ago, openly in
THE Oh1-istian Union, with a commendable 2,000 persons. Attached to the church are a
the city of Montreal, there was an attempt to is not commensurate with the necessities.
endeavor to tell the truth, says: "It is very lit- number of aid societies. For some years past
rehabilitate in public opinion the old Institut
QuEEN VrcToRLI.'s new book is attracting
tle use to preach pence and good-will among there hal'l been trouble between the leaders of
Canadien, the well-known cradle of false doc- much attention and being mercilessly ridiculed
men from the pulpit, and practice in the church these societies and the church authorities. It
trins."-Courrierde St. Hyacinthe.--" At Mon- on this side of the water, on account of the
meeting wrath and bitterness. Of all wars, re- culminated a few weeks ago in a refusal on the
treal some persons hav dared in full publia prominence given to tho docensod gillie John
ligious wars are the worst; of all quarrels, part of the congregation to select councilmen
cht;rah quarrels are the meanest. All the in- from the sixteen names presented by the parish meeting to make a pompous eulogy of the In- Brown, conaerning whom she has written a
juries which Mr. Ingersoll, with his rhetoric, and priest, Father Furdek. Bishop Gilmour then stitut Canadien, formerly condemned by the large amount of familiar discourse.
THE ex-Rev. George Miln, who left the pulHerbert Spencer, with his logic, inflict upon appointed four councilmen. These the congre- church for its thoroughly satanic spirit. They
Christian faith are insignificant in comparison gation refused to recognize. The bishop gave exalted the memory of a Papin, of an Eric Do- pit for the stage, has been in Brooklyn the past
with those inflicted upon it by one church the congregation to understand that his wish rion, well known for their feroalous radiau.Iism week. His presence provoked the Rev. Justin
and their Voltairean views. They recalled with D. Fulton to remark in his sermon la.at Sunday
quarrel in which pride gets the better of piety, was law, and exaommuniaated the whole condelight the memory of the .Avenie and Pays, that "men of that kind are of the world, and
and passion of love."
gregation. It remains to be seen what the poor
those two papers in whiah rebellious ahildren care more for the favor of the ungodly than of
A PRIESTLY scandal is rife in Munich. A Catholic dupes will do about it. They are so for years threw handfuls of mud in the faae of
God's ahildren."
short time ago the lady superior of a convent besotted in their ignorance and superstition their mother, the holy ahurah. They paid
M. RoUDAIIIE, the French hydrographer, anwas dying, and it was discovered that for that it will not be strange if they submit. But homage to a Joseph Doutre, the malevolent
twenty-two years she had concealed her ille- the people who in this age of the world fear a secretary who, in a celebrated case [the seizure nounces that he has groat aonfidence in the
gitimate daughter in her apartments. This bull of excommunication deserve no sympathy. of Paine and Voltaire's works], uttered horrible scheme to convert the Desart of Sahara into a
vast inland sea. The French assembly has given
girl, though she had been well supplied with
A "GnANDFATHER," in one of our city dailies, blasphemies against the bride of Christ. That
nourishment, was in a most pitiable condition thus discourses on the Newton-Potter contro- is what they are doing at Montreal, while at him an appropriation. He will devote two
and could neither speak nor understand. Al- versy: "If Mr. Newton can make it clear that Quebec they are endeavoring to destroy the years to surveys and observation, and mt>ke the
though the wretched mother was of good birth all parts of the Bible are not of equal authority, Cercle Catholique, blessed by the pope, ap- results public in 1887.
and had many wealthy relativs, none of them no right-minded church people should hinder proved by the ordinary, and supported by the
BARNUM's sacred white elephant Is deelared
would undertake the charge .of her offspring, him. For example, he should not be hindered clergy. On the one hand they pull down a to be a fraud. It is said that the peculiar color,
so the convent authorities hav taken over the from drawing attention to the familiar discrep- Roman Catholic institution; on the other hand which is a sort of pink, is the result of a skin
responsibility, although all their efforts to keep ancy between the books of Kings and Chronicles they revive a Masonic institution."- Vertte.
disease, nnd that elephants of that shade are no
the' scandal secret hav proved unavailing.
more sacred than any othar. '!'he alleged
in the matter of the age of one of Judah's
THEDE has always been a good deal of talk
THE city of Rome, Italy, the home of the kings. The second verse of chapter xxii in about the "heathen Chinee,'' says Peck's Bun, priests which accompany the elephant to put
pope, was recently in consternation in conse- 2 Chronicles, in the Hebrew as well as in our but there is evidently one Chinaman in the him through the mystia rites are only Burmese
quence of a most mysterious murder. Mgr. de versions, states that at the time Ahaziah as- country who does no little thinking, and as a traders, who hav a fair knowledge of the Bud<Jesnre, a Catholic, general of the Olivetan tended the throne, on the death of his father, moralist is a great sucaess. In a recent inter- dhist form of worship.
oongregation of Monte Vergini, at Naples, he was 42 years old, while his father, Jehoram, view the Chinese giant was naked if he believed
REPDESENTATIV WILLIS hae prepared a table
whose official duties require his presence in it is stated in the two verses immediately pre- in the Bible, to whiah he replied: "Oh, yes, which shows that illiteracy hold& the balan6e
ceding,
was
at
that
time
but
40
years
old,
whiah
:Rome for some months every year, kept an
I am a Christian, because Christian takes of power in fourteen Northern and in all the
apartment at No. 80 Via Puraficazoine, near would make the son two years older than his his Bible from Chinaman-from the morals Southern States. In the thirty-eight state&
the Piazza Barberini. Here, when at Roms, father-an absurdity. Now, this statement as taught by our great philosopher. Read Con- there are 1,871,217 illiterate voters. One voter
he lived alone with a man servant, who had to Ahaziah's age in Chroniales is at variance fucius, or we say King-fu-tse, and see how in five cannot write his name. The illiterate
been in his service many years. One morn- with the statement in 2 Kings viii, 26, whiah closely the Bible doatrins resemble the prinai- voters in South Carolina are more than oneing he returned from Naples, and, a noise places Ahaziah's age when he ascended the ples in which we are educated. Our legends half; in Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Georgia,
soon afterward in his apartment having at- throne at 22 years, or 18 years younger than his correspond closely with those of the Old Testa- North Carolina, and Virginia, one in two; while
traated attention, the neighbors made inquiry father. Some similar cases of the variable re- ment. My people are 'heathen Chinee,' as we Missouri, with one in nine, presents the beet
at the door. The servant replied by a story liability of saripture might be cited perhaps. are called. We hav a high-class people, low- reaord.
of a woman having been fonnd in the room My point is this: If it is manifest that the Bible class people, same here. Very few first-class
GnoUPS of pereone holding lighted eandles
by a jealous husband. No further notice was contains a historical untruth, or any incongru- people you see here from my aountry. The
taken of the matter till the next morning ities, his duty to the rising generation justifies worst class you hav. Compare them with your arossed against their throats were to be seen
when the Monsignor was found murdered and requires Mr. Newton's exposition of it. own worst cla.as. Chinamen work hard, lie at the early services and throughout the day,
near the bed. He bore the aharaater of a The Episcopal church cannot afford to attempt very little, steal not at all; never make bad citi- last Sunday, and until far into the night,
to silence him. It can but recoil on its own zens. Some say this free country: Open your kneeling before the ·altars in all of the Ger·
pious priest.
head if it does. Our children must be taught land to ignorant of other nations. In prison, man Catholic churches of this aity. They
THE Church Standard (Episcopal) says: "We
only what is true. Let the heavens fall if they in workhouse, no Chinaman, but plenty of were petitioning St. Blasius to preserve them
fear that of all the religious bodies calling themfrom pnfmroonia and sore throat. The candles
will. Of that there is no danger, They will
other nations. You say Chinaman can't come uHed had been ''blessed" by priests. The nge
selva orthodox, the church to which we belong
not fall."
here, but you welcome drunkards and thieves of miracles may be past, but that of fools eviis the least true to its character. The whole
church is honeycombed with unbelief. What
Tms is Talmage's opinion of such ministers from other lands. Just think, I engage to come dently continues.
doctrin cannot with impunity be denied from as Beecher and Newton: "A London fog has here for Barnum. I cannot leave ship because
A coUPLE of pious people, Mr. an!l Mrs.
the pulpits of our churches? What one ques- fallen on some cl<Jrgymen. who are at sea as I am a Chinaman. The collector pass me betion of morals is there on which we cannot find to the inspiration of the Bible. They deny cause I am a curiosity, just like some buy pieces Bayles, of Port Jefferson, N. Y., cnmo to this
bishop, priest, or deacon to argue the other its full inspiration; Genesis to them has be- of bric-a-brac. You invite Chinaman to be cit- city last Saturday to get posseHsion of a colored
side? We will not mention names. We might come a myth, and they will drift until they izen. He stay; help country just like German. girl who had formerly liverl with them, anrl
<lo so if we chose. Anyone with any knowledge land on a continent of mud from which, I fear, We use type and printing thousand yenrs before who was then living with her mother. They
of the state of the church ann supply examples they will never extricate themselvs. Who make you. You cannot make silk like this I wear. met tho girl and her mothar on the street, and
for himself. Some will not say the Nicene up this precious group of advanced thinkers to You should see the farms of my brothers near in the struggle to obtain the girl the mother
creed; some deny the immortality of the soul; whom God has made a special revelation? Are Pekin and Weang lioe. You say we carl liv on sustained injuries from which she died. The
some the everlasting damnation of the wicked; they so noted for piety and disinterestedness the waste of your fathers. Is that a sign that Bayleses were arrested. Bayles is a leading
some the inspiration of holy scripture, and af- that they shall take the place of Paul, and John, we grow rich by employment others shun? Yet member and trustee of the Methodist church,
firm that the Bible is like the Vedas, eta., only and Christ? On what mount were they trans- your snored writinis teach that waste and idle- and his wife has been leading a revival meeting
u.Il winter.
the best of all; sam• deny the double pl'OOOII- fiillred? What star pointed at them when nets are sinful."

Jlofts and 9llippings.
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Waifs and Wanderings.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
CHAPTER
GETTING

XII.
READY.

Sergeant Jones was indeed one of those fellows
you can "tie to," good for a long pull and a strong
pull and a pull all together; sharp, taking in everything almost at a glance; prompt, activ, enduring, of
boundless good nature, unruffled as a summer's sea,
yet with something at times of volcanic intensity. He
was one that surmounted every difficulty; a splendid
incarnation of the innate goodness of things. Cupples was confident that somehow this man would get
his baby back again.
The only clue was the letter signed" Amy Bolton."
This was put into the sergeant's hands, and he promised to report progress in a week.
It was a long week to Cupples, but his purpose
only grew in intensity.
"Thank God," said Dobson, "hearts are trumps,
and the black suit don't win."
'"Yes," said Stubbs" Night's candles are 'playerl out,' and jocund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain top."

The Rev. Adolphus Hapgood. consulted the concordance, and came out with the following neat bit:

iancy, or trembled into billowy spangles in the wake
of passing boats. The shore looked like an illuminated palace, infinit in splendor, fascinating as a
dream.
The music of the waters seemed like the faint echo
of the dance of genii in those far-away halls that
stretched so gorgeously along the winding hillsides.
Cupples wondered that he had never come to look
upon that nightly exhibition, so close to his very door
and so wond~rfully beautiful. He resolved to take
another look at it on his return. But, reader, he
never did. Strange human nature! Heaven lies
round about us, only a few steps, and we are in its
very sanctuary. But we go not, and complain of the
dullness of our surroundings. Cupples often wished
he were in fairy-land. An evening on the river would
have gratified him. But it was easier to stay at
home and grumble.
We may laugh at Cupples, but we do the same
thing ourselv:s. We curse our unhappiness, when
we might have roses and raptures, if we were not so
indolent.
They landed silently on thA other side, passed along
the outskirts of the village of H--, and by a shortcut through the woods reached the lonely highway
that stretched along in the direction of B - . It
was not a good road; it was extremely uneven, with
huge ruts and enormous patches of mud that stuck
to one with massive affection. The dome of night
bent over blue and sparkling. But Cupples CJould
not say:

"I am blaclc but comely."

"Ye stars that are the poetry of heaven."

His congregation thought this quite good-" really He was occupied with the cussed road, as he
unexpected," some of them remarked. This scared called it, of the earth. Who can think of beauty and
the ministerial punster. He did not mean to do joy when his corns are aching; or watch the jeweled
canopy when his back is lame? What slaves we are
anything unexpected, even in his sallies of wit.
In a week's time Sergeant Jones bad found out all to our poor flesh after all! How soon it gets the
better of our spirit! Quite easy it is to be complaabout the matt.er and reported.
On the night of tl1e disappearance three men had cent when we have no pain or weariness. We may
crossed the river about a mile above the town. They feel gigantic and exultant then. But when every
had come to town and returned, and a bit of ribbon bone is aching, we realize how puny we BJ'e, and that
had been found on their route which the Cuppleses our powers are limited. Not even a thousand
recognized as belonging to the baby. Mrs. Cupples had beckoning stars can make us feel that we are gods.
reason to know it, for she had used it twenty years to After going about ten miles, Cupples began to be
decorate her spring bonnet., and it came handy at last dejected. The baby seemed rather visionary. His
for the baby, while Mrs. Cupples rejoiced in a new aching back came to the front and took up his attention. His battered feet continually suggested home,
splendor.
From this point the search was comparatively easy, sweet home. The undertaking was evidently too
and they had traced the fugitives to the home of Col. big. There were twenty miles yet to travel that
night, and twenty the next, and what good would
Bolton, in B-- county, Kentucky.
"They are both there," said the sergeant. "The result after all? Poor Cupples! this was the :first
mother and child are in close confinement and guard- time he bad ever tried to be a hero, and he was a
ed night and day. The colonel bas the best pack of pitiable failure.
The sergeant trudged along with the vigor of a
bloodhounds in the county. There's a tremendous
He carried all the luggage, and it didn't
Hercules.
risk to be run. I doubt, Cupples, if you can do anyseem to trouble him a bit. "He was cut out for a
thing."
"But I will do something," said Cupples. "At hero," thought Cupples, "but what a miserable devil
I am!"
least, I'll try."
At last Cupples vowed he would go home.
"What are your plans?" asked the sergeant.
"I haven't any, only to go where the baby is. The sergeant tried to keep up his spirits; stopped to
rest with him awhile, and then urged him forward.
There must be some way to get hold of it."
"I'm ready to help," said the sergeant. "But it's But it was useless. Cupples fell to the ground comno fool's en-and; and if you haven't considerable pletely exhausted.
"I ain't worth a cent," said he, " for any such
courage, Cupples, you'd better not start."
"I'll go," said Cupples. "But I do wish that pack thing as this. I'll go home and trust to providence.
of bloodhounds were out of the way. Can't we p'isen It's his business anyhow, and not mine. This world
is too big a machine for me to run, especially when
'em.?"
" I guess not; but the bloodhounds won't bother the roads are so everlastingly bad. If I could go on
us till we get hold of the baby-and there's the rub, the cars I'd try my hand at it. But my feet are too
sore, and my back too lame for me to enter into any
to get the baby."
·
"Let's start, anyway," said Cupples. "We can active partnership with the Almighty. I prefer to be
back 'out if things look squally. But I must try; I a sleeping partner. I've done my part. I'm going
home, and the Lord and the devil may fight it out to
can't stay here and do nothing."
"All right," said Jones. "Bolton livs about fifty suit themselves. I'll pray a heap, but I won't take
·· miles from the river. We must travel by night and another step. Jordan's a bard road to travel. No
not let any body know w bat we are up to. We'll start 'Pilgrim's Progress'. in mine after this. I'll take
'Saint's Rest.' "
to-morrow night."
The sergeant leaped to the front, and grasped
Cupples hurried home, and by the next evening
the preparations wer~ complete. Mrs. Cupples gave Cupples by the collar.
"Look here, Cupples; you've started on this thing,
him her best word and a good luncheon, and told
him to be "spunky" and keep shy of the blood- and you've got to put it through. I didn't begin for
any child's play. You shan't go home unless you
hounds.
"That I will," said Cupples. "But the trouble can lick me, and if you don't go ahead I'll lick you.
is they run faster than I and don't wait for an intro- That's a fact now."
He drew back ready to strike.
duction. They take a bite without asking, 'By your
"You are a pretty fellow," said Cupples, "not to
leave.'"
let
me go back when I want to. It's my affair, and
Mrs. Cupples clung to her lord long and fondly,
and was almost on the point of urging him to stay, not yours. If I don't want to get that baby, what difbut reflected that though his valor was an unknown ference does it make to you? Come, let's go home,
quantity, his discretion was perfectly reliable; and and I'll stand treat; that is, if I can stand. I'm afraid
I shall have to lay down for the first few glasses."
if it came to anything very bad he would certainly
"Not by a jug-full," roared the sergeant. "It is
.
--"run away,
my affair. It's not to my credit to go back like a
And hYe to run another day."
whipped puppy. I'll get that baby or I'll lose my bead,
and you've got to help me; so come along."
CHAPTEH XIII.
Cupples knew Jones would strike. He turned and
kept on his journey. When one finds he rnust do a
OVER THE RIYER.
thing, he does it somehow, no matter bow impossible
Cupples was ready and exultant at the appointed it seems. Cupples found that be could not retreat
time.. Indeed, he felt gigantic an~ able to. cope with without a bruised bead, and so he pushed forward.
any difficulty. They ~rosr,~d the r1ver at mne o'clock. The sergeant's fist was to him the wheel of fate.
Though Cupples bad hved I?J- E--_for twenty ;years,
The silver rays of morning swept the tops of the
he had never been on the nver at mght, and did not· trees as the travelers arrived at a tumble-down
know what a magnificent and fairy-like spectacle it cabin in the midst of a wild solitude.
presented. The lights far-flickering in a mazy semi"This is om· stopping-place" said the sergeant
circle were mirrored in the water with exquisit brill[To BE coNT~ED.l

I

The Epistle to the Romans.
Having noticed the prominent points of the other
Pauline epistles, his letter to the Romans remains to
be specially considered. We will just quote a few
observations by Dr. Davidson:
" The manner and time in which the seed of the gospel was
carried to Rome are nnlmown. . . . When Pompey the
Great conquered ,Judea [63 n.c.], he sent large-numbers of tho
inhabitants as prisoners to Rome, to be sold for slaves. Under
Augustus, the friend of Herod the Great, many of them were
liberated and made Roman citizens, having 't dwelling assigned
them beyond the Tiber. 'rhe young colony rapidly increased
under the fostering influence of the emperor; for .Josephus
states that more than eight thousand belonging to Rome joined
an embassy of fifty deputies from Judea to second a petition
to Augustus (Ant. xvii, 2, § 1 ). But they did not enjoy constant favor, since Sejanus had four thousand tmnspOl'ted to
Sardinia, while the remainder were ordered to depart out of
Italy on a certain day, unless they renounced their religion "
(Tacit. Annal, ii, 85).

The "Annals" of pseudo Tacitus cannot prove anything; but Josephus attests the banishment of four
thousand Jews to Sardinia, because they refused to
become soldiers (Ant. xviii, 3, § 5).
"With the fall of Sejanus this edict lo:;t its significance, and
Tiberius's favor returned to the Jews. In lilw manner Claudius banished them from Rome a.D. 49 or 50; but many must
hav retUl'ned soon after. Dio Cassius [A.D. 22\l] testifies that
Judaism continued to increase at Rome, in spite of all the
restrictions and decrees issued against it" (Hist. xxviii, 17).
"Were these Christians at Rome when Claudius's decree
against the Jews was issued? 'fhis_point cannot be determined
for want of historical testimony."
"On the whole, it is probable that Aquila and Priscilla were
Christians before leaving Rome; though the language of Acts
xviii, 2, is not decisiv for or against it" (vol. i, p. 119).

It never occurred to Dr. Davidson that if Aquila
and Priscilla knew Paul, it was in the reign of Augustus.
"No light can be thrown upon the state of the church at
Rome when the apostle wrote, by the conclusion of the Acts
where his personal arrival iu the city is mentioned, because
that narrativ is unhistorical. How could the leaders of the
Jews be so ignorant of Christianity, when a numerous church
existed near them, with many Jewish converts belonging to it?"
(Ibid, p. 123).

To these pertinent and significant observations by
an. astute theologian, Antichrist will now add the following points:
1. This epistle may not hav been written to the
Romans. The caption is no proof, and it so happens
that the words, "at Rome," in chapter i, 7 and 15,
are omitted in MS. G. (Farrar's St. Paul, p. 450).
The only other evidence to prove that the letter was
addressed to the Romans is contained in chapter xv,
which did not exist in Marcion's copy. The passages
bearing upon the question are these:
"From Jerusalem I hav made a circuit quite to Illyricum,
and hav fulfilled the announcement of the messiah; while I
was careful not to preach where the name of messiah had been
invoked, lest I should build upon another man's foundation.
. . . But now, since I hav no place in these regions, and as
I hav been desirous for many years past to come to you; when
I go to Spain, I hope to come and see you; and that ye will accompany me thither, when I shall hav been satisfied in some
measure with visiting you. But I am now going to Jerusalem
to minister to the saints. For they of Macedonia and Achaia
hav been willing to make up a contribution for the needy
saints who are at Jerusalem. . . . When, therefore I shall
hav accomplished this, and shall h>w sealed to them this fruit,
I will pass by you into Spain. . . . And I beseech you, .
. . that ye la1Jor with me in prayer to God for me; that I may
be delivered from them in Judea who believe not; and that the
ministration which I carry to the saints in Jerusalem may be
well received; and that by the good pleasure of Gocl I may
come to you with joy, and may take comfort with w-ou (xv,
19-33).

Now if the foregoing passages belonged to this
epistle originally, then it was doubtless addressed to
the Romans. But besides the fact that the last two
·chapters, xv and xvi, did not exist in Marcion's text,
the most ancient of which we bav any knowledge,
the earliest quotation from any part of them is by
Clement of Alexaudria (A.D. 189-202). Neither Irenama nor Tertullian, who frequently quoted from the
epistle, made any reference to these two chapters;
and Justin Martyr ignored Paul altogether.
Again, at the end of the epistle, chapter xvi, is a
doxology of three verses. This was placed at the end
of chapter xiv in copies mentioned by Origen, Chrysostom, Cyril, Tbeodoret, and other fathers; and it appears both at the end of xiv and xvi in MSS. A, L, and
in nearly all the cursiv MSS. Now bow came it at the
end of chapter xiv, if that was not the end of the
epistle?
For these and other reasons the authenticity of
chapters xv and xvi is rejected by such able critics as
Baur, Lucht, Scholten, Schwegler, Volkmar, Holtzmann, Hovers, and Zeller, while Davidson, Weiss, and
others reject only chapter xvi (Sup. Rel., vol. iii, part
ii). But the authenticity of the whole epistle is questioned only by Evanson and Bruno Bauer.
2. The epistle is not addressed to a church, like
those written to the Corinthians, Galatians, and Thessalonians; nor to elders and deacons, like the epistle
to the Philippians. The words bishop, elder, and deacon
are not used; and church occurs only in chapter xvi.
The address is "to all those who are at Rome, beloved
of God, called and sanctified" (i, 7).
3. We suspect the integrity of a part of the first
chapter, containing not only the two references to
Rom<J (omitted in M:S. G), but also this passage:
"Your faith is heard of in all the world" (8). This
is incredible.
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4. Presuming that the passages are genuin in which
the writer speaks of Jesus as "born in the flesh of
the seed of the house of David" (i, 3); and of the
sons of Isra~}' ~·from ~mong whom messiah appeared
in the flesh (Ix, 5); It must be conceded that Paul
believed in an objeciiv Jesus.
5. He says: "I long much to see you.
. . .
I bav many times desired to come to you (though
prevented hitherto), that I might bav some fruit
among you also, even as among other gentiles Greeks
and barbarians. . . . I am eager to p;eacb t~
you" (i, 11-15). Here, as we hav before pointed out
is the only instance in Paul's epistles where the word
Greek occurs in the Syriac codex. Perhaps this word
i~ an interpolation, a~d. possibly the _context is spurious. But we are Willmg to. accept It as genuin.
6. The Greek scribes hav changed .Aramean to Greek
in Rom. i, 16; ii, 9, 10; and x, 12, as we bav heretofore pointed out.
7. The epistle contains a clear ennnciation of the
Pauline doct.rins of uncircumcision, of justification by
faith, and of predestination.
8. "We cry Father our Father" (viii, 15). The
Greek bas .Abba, ho pate?'. .Abba is the Syriac for
pater.
9. A singular doctrin is announced in the following
passage:
"The Spirit prayeth for us, with groans not expressible;
and the explorer of hearts, he knoweth what is the mind of the
Spirit; hecanRe he prayeth for the saints, agreeablv to the good
plea~mre of God" (viii, 26, 27).
•
10. Paul declares his status as a Jew by saying:
" I also am of Israel, of the seed of Abraham, of the
tribe of Benjamin" (xi, 1).
11. In reg·trd to his mission be says: "It is to you
gentiles I am speaking; as I am a legate to the gentiles." But be admonishes the gentiles thus: "And
if some of the branches were plucked off, thou, an
oliv from the desert, wast grafted in their place, and
bast become a participator of the root and fatne~s of
the oliv-tree, do not glory ever the branches" (xi, 14,
17, 18). This admonition bas not be0n heeded by
the Christian church.
12. Paul's doctrin in regard to food and drink is
not very clear: "And man believeth that be may eat
everything; and be that is feeble eatetb herbs. . .
On account of food destroy not him for whom mes
siab died.
• . It is proper that we neither eat
flesh, nor drink wine, nor do anything whereby our
brother is. stumbled" (xiv, 2, 15, 21).
13. In regard to the observance of holy days, the
apostle is extremely liberal. "One man discriminatetb between days;· and another judgeth all days
alike. But let every one be sure in regard to his
knowledge" (xiv, 5). Or as the revised version has
it, "Let each man be fully assured in his own mind."
14. The question whether the church at Rome was
composed mostly of Jews or, gentiles bas perplexed
many critics. But it does not trouble us. If the
writer of Acts tells the truth, Paul found very few believers at Rome-probably not enough to form a
church-nor does be appear to hav founded a church
there during his two years' stay, unless at his own
bouse. On the other band, if the epistle was addressed to the Romans whose faith was "beard of in
all the world,'' we must admit that there were many
believers in that city. But ag-ain, if we accept chapter xv as genuin, are we not to understand that after
the apostle should bav been satisfied in some measure with visiting the saints at Rome, be wished all
those brethren to accompany him to Spain? (xv, 24.)
On the whole, therefore, we suspect the integrity
of the passages in the epistle which imply a great
number of believers at Rome. But if they were
numerous, they were doubtless nearly all Jews, with
enough of the other sort for the apostle to say, "I
speak to you gentiles " (xi, 13).
15. Chapter xv ends with an "Amen," and chapter
xvi, as we bav already observed, bas a doxology at the
end, which some ancient MSS. insert also at the end
of chapter xiv. The doxology is not in Paul's style,
and most of the rest of the chapter is made up of
salutations and commendations. The brethren and
sisters named are Phebe, Prisciila, Aquila, Epenetus,
Mary, Andronicus, Junia, Amplias, Urbanus, S.tacbys,
Apelles, Aristobulus, Herodion, Narcissus, Tryphena,
Tryphosa, Persis, Rufus, and his and my mother,
"Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermas, Patrobas, Hermes,
Philologus, Julia, Nereus, and Olympias.
Not one of these bas been identified as a resident
of Rome at the time the epistle is supposed to bav
been written. Rufus's mother is termed Paul's
mother, and be calls Andronicus and Junia "my relativs, who were in captivity with me, and are if note among
the legates, and were in the messiah bifore me." Aquila
and Priscilla were at Epl.Jesus wllen Paul wrote 1 Cor.
xvi, 19, and again at Ephesus when be wrote 2 Tim.
iv, 19, if the latter epistle is genuin.
These and other considemtions (11.side from the
omission of a salutation to St. Peter) bav compelled
some orthodox critics to believe that this part of the
epistle is a fragment addressed to some other place
than Rome (Fan-ar's St. Paul, p. 450, note).
The following salutations are sent by the writer
from brethren at the place of writing, supposed to be
Corinth:

li5

''Tim?thy, myfel~ow-laborer, and Lucius [Luke?], and Jason' prohibitionists." I know many who once resented it,
an d Sosipater, my kmsmen salute you. I Tertius who hav writ- 'f
all d
d th
dr k
ten t~is epistle [from dictation?] salute you in th~ Lord. Gains, I not c e temperance men; to- _ay ey are un hospitable to me and to all the church, saluteth you. Erastus ards. . I~ ~bat. a reason for ID:f bemg one? He. says
[Aristus?], the steward ~f the city [Corinth?], and Quartus, a "prohibitiOn IS not a success m Kansas, and reliable
brother, salute you" (xvi, 21-23).
men say it is not in Maine." Can be name anything
What could the brethren at Rome know about that is a success, in the sense that be uses it, in referthese persons? But they might be known to the ence to prohibiting the sale of liquor? Stealing is
brethren at Ephesus.
prohibited by law and penalties prescribed for
Presuming, however that these salutations are thieves. Do they prohibit to the extent that there
authentic, though not ~ddressed to the Romans we are no thieves in Kansas? Laws prohibit stealing
note ~gai~ the name Aristobulus, and immedia'tely everywhere; none can be found th.at advocate theft,
followmg It, " Salute Herodion, my kinsman," as evi- y~t no one d~re leave a ~o~lal.' on his d?orstone overdence that Paul may bav been related to the family n~gbt, expectmg to find It m the mornmg, unless be
of Herod the Great, and therefore by birth or privi- hired a wat?bman, and the cbanres ~re many that he
lege a Roman citizen.
would take It. The lock and safe busmess are the best
in the country. Public sentiment, about which we bear
so much on the liquor question, is opposed to counterNo Surrender.
feiting money. No one can be found to advocate it.
When the League Congress made the seventh de- Laws, with penalties, are enacted for the countermand, saying that "temperance (prohibition) laws feiters. The possession of a die is proof against
are insulting rAstrictions of personal liberty," it was
them. Is there any counterfeit money? The govequivalAnt to demanding of liberal prohibitionists a
ernment keeps a force of detectivs all the time, and
surrender of their c-.>nvictions on the rum traffic, in
yet large amounts of counterfeit money pass as
order to work harmoniously for the other demands current or gold. Why not abolish the law because
made; Hav the Liberals attained to such dominion it does not prohibit? Let the League attend to its
of numbers and power that they assume to make
legitimate work, hasten the time when churches pay
professions of faith for all parties in the country? If their share of taxes, and we are not taxed to pay for
not, why single out the prohibitionists? We areal- chaplains, nor for any poor that are made so by the
ways accused of making a bobby of temperance, but liquor traffic. The prohibitionists bav too much
we did not bring it in. Liberals can, and some do. earnestness of purpose and indomitable will to tamely
get drunk, the same as Ohri.~tians do. They can vote
submit to any other result.
CHARLES C. JoHNSON.
with, and for, the rum power, and also sell rum, as the
__,
llfiljord, Mass.
Christians hav always done; but when they make a
demand that we must indorse, at least, the sale of it,
ReJigion Destroyefl the Republic.
silence might be construed to mean a surrender; hence
we must show our abhorrence of that demand; even
To THE EDITOR OF TaE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In my
though it "bas grown wearisome to some of the dis- opinion, now is the accepted time to make a etroke
putants." Why do Liberals, who approve of the seventh for Socialism. Grant tile claim of the protectionists,
demand, make rules (insulting restrictions) to con- that our laborers must not be put on a level with fortrol the conventions and Leagues? Why not let any eign labor; forbid foreign laborers of all kinds as
one speak when be chooses? We are all self-sover- well as Chinese. Do not, however, allow a handful
eigns. If a self-sovereign insisted on his right to of capitalists to get the sole benefit of protection, but
speak in violation of the rules, he would be likely to supplement prohibitory tariff, with the proviso that
find his way to the door. Cannot Liberals be left to government supervise all protected industries, and
their own personal liberty in a gatbermg of their by means of ex1tminers (as in the case of banks), cause
own? Why does not the League Congress take issue a just distribution of the benefits of protection; alupon every question in the country? Why single lowmg dividends on capital, requiring wages on a
out the temperance question? Is the separation of certain scale paid to laborers, who shall bav right to
church and state so nearly accomplished that Liberals appea1 to a government board when discharged, and
bav nothing to do? The law will not allow anyone requiring all surplus above this paid to the governto keep a barrel of gunpowder in his bouse. Why ment.
So much for manufacturing. In the matter of
don't the League make a demand against such an insulting restriction ? A barrel of powder is dangerous, banking, the government now receives deposits in a
you say-so t.be prohibitionist says-but nothing in restricted way, and issues certificates; let it receive
comparison to a barrel of rum. All in the bouse, them at every post-office in all ways that banks do.
knowing the danger of igniting powder, will let it It sells exchange in small amounts; let it sell in all
alone. The rum kills more than the powder, but not so amounts. It lends currency to national banks; let it
quickly; therein lies the danger. I go to Europe, lend to all who can giv a good note just as banks do
and on my return, on landing at the wharf, my trunk (some of the notes would be lost just as bank disand bag are taken J?OSsession of by strangers, and counts sometimes are).
Congress can maintain a navy; let it use ships to
their contents exammed, while I impatiently wait
and am helpless to resist such an insulting restric- do all carrying allowed to come to or go from our
tion on my personal liberty. Why don't the League shores, and bav them ready for war when it comes.
It was decided by Chief Justice Marshall and assocome to my assistance? Would it tend to subserve
the cause of Liberalism if they did? A fire is rag- ciates in the celebrated case of McCulloch vs. Marying-is thought to be getting beyond control-my land that Congress may charter a bank as its fiscal
house is blown up or torn down, according to law, to agent, and such agent may incidentally do a general
save yours. You object not, but make the seventh banking business for the public. Apply this to mail
demand say no law shall be enacted to prevent the routes. Congress may build railroads to carry the
sale of liquor that often causes fire. You say liquor mail, and may incidentally use them for general trafwill not burt anyone if only it is let alone. Why not fic; so of telegraphs.
Why not run a Socialist ticket in New York?
say so of the fire? They both come to us whether
we will or not-at least their effects do-which givs Though I am no Socialist, I see that under preceme the right to protect myself by prevention instead dents already established and decisions made by the
of being obliged to use remedial means after the supreme court, the United States can be made a
damage is done. A new street is laid out, or a rail- commune without changing its constitution. And
road projected; unfortunately my bouse is in the way. Socialism can not be worse than existing administraIt matters not what care I bav bestowed on it, or bow tions, here or elsewhere, b£gnd.
The republic of Washington and Jefferson bas
long it has been a home; my desires are as nothing;
it must go. Where is the personal liberty to enjoy passed away. The American people bas abdicated.
the fruit of my labor, and where is the demand for The field is left to two parties or forces-government
my right? The seventh demand, giving aid and com- socialism and aristocracy of money. 'fo-day the latfort to the liquor traffic (whether intentional or not), ter bas the advantage ; the confederated rings
by the absurd use of personal liberty, recalls the fact rule.
The cause of the decay of the republic was the
that the greatest crimes in the ages paRt bav been
committed by Christians in the name of God. E. C. S'illfishness of the individuals composing it. Unjust,
Walker says: "Prohibitory conventions resolve that the immoral, dishonest, each one industriously underSunday laws should be enforced." Prohibition con- mined the bouse in which be lived in order to beventions bav nothing to do with the enforcement of come private owner of what be took out.
But why should they not? "This world is not our
Sunday laws any more than of Friday laws, and when
the League Congress g.oes outside of its legitimate home." As well amuse oneself as a member of a ring
work to say that temperance laws are insulting re- as any other way. If there is anything wrong in it,
strictions of personal liberty, they step on the same Jesus Cllrist (who pardons everytuing except saying
plane of bigotry as the church bigots do. The church that be is a partner of Beelzebub) will send anyone
does not monopolize all the bigotry; but what those straight from the deathbed to eternal bliss. He will
conventions do put forth keeps many Liberals from do equally well by those who, robbed by rings, pass
being prohibitionists, and what the League puts their lives in a bard struggle with poverty.
Though men must suffer here, the consequen~es of
forth in its seventh demand keeps many prohibitionists from becoming Liberals. Those church mem- selfishness, immorulity, injustice, dishonesty, religion
bers, and their abettors, who control those conven- promises them a'lotber world wherein cause and eftions seem to act upon the principle of inducing men fect bear no relation to each other, and where the
to become total abstainers in order to bav them come effect of causes that worked in the life of this world
to Christ, thereby making temperance a secondary are retroactivly destroyed. Dropping out the midmatter, while tbe League appears to desire people to dle terms, it is seen that religion destroyed the rebe• orne Liberals in order to put down prohibition. public. It will destroy any society that adheres to
w. .M.
E. C. Walker says: "I know many Liberals who voted it.
Lexington, January 24th.
for prohibitory amendments who to-day are anti-
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The Liberal Club.
Mr. Andrev:s assum.ed the platform to correct some of the term. They not alone reflect credit on the
"The 327th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club of the errors mto which Mr. Langerfelt had fallen. cause, but their influence has an elevating tendency.
took place at 220 EaRt 15t~ .street, on F~iday evening, ~eb. He first took up that gentleman's statement that Despite their outspoken Infidelity, their exemplary
16th,_T. B. Wakeman presH1mg. After mn;mtef! o~ previOus money must represent instrinsic value, whereupon lives, enterprise, and benevolence, cause the orthodox.
meetmg were read and. accepted. the chatrman mtroduced .. ,.,. L
f It d · d th t h h d said anything of to moa:a in anguish, because all their efforts to·
enie
a
e a
the speaker of the evenmg, Mr. Mark M. Pomeroy, who gave .u.1.r. . anger e
the lecture announced on the program, entitled 'Panics and the kmd. Mr. Andrews went on to say that the value counteract the influence of such men are vain. The,
their Causes.' The discussion which followed was partici- of money was founded in the confidence that the next poor know Brothers Taylor and Nuessle to be their·
pated i~ by Messrs. Palmer, Langerfelt, Dr. Foote, ~r., An- man would take it. That was practical redemption. best and truest friends, providing them employment,.
drews, Cohen, and
and closed by. the speaker.
The amoun t of money which a government might is- and inspiring and encouraging them with a spirit of'
. Stone,
.
.
f
Th e f?regomg
IS all that postenty w~ll 1earn, rom sue was therefore limited only by public confidence; industry, economy, and independence, while thetne offiCial records of. the Manhatt~n L1beral Club, ~f and as the limit of that confidence could be reached, wealthy devotees of supernaturalism, and most abject.
what took. place at I~s. last meetmg, except ;~hat Is it followed that inflation of the currency could be run slaves of the church, and Mrs. Grundy, are compelled~
conveyed m the additw~al statement that at the into the ground·if carried far enough.
to admire their public spirit, enterprise, and integrity.
m~al,hour _the club ~dJour~ed. A. C. M~cdonald,
Mr. Cohen mftde a speech that appealed largely to
After the Sunday lecture on "The Bible in Public
t>"c y. It Is t~e provmc~ of T~E TRUTH Sru:KER to the sense of humor, and created side-aching laughter, Schools," which attracted a crowded house, and was
:~ IV the proceedmgs ~ore m detail, t~at the light of partly because it was essentially funny an~ partly a wonderful eye-opener and thought-awakener, Bro.
, ·J e knowledge there divulged may be dtffused t~ the ut- because of the accent of the speaker, who IS a He- Reynolds appealed to those present to o1·ganize and
t .Tmo~t parts of the. ear~h, and that those dwe~l~ng out- brew. He told the story of the man who instructed commence holding regular meetings; called attention
f 1de of New York and m other heathen localities may his son, if he ever bought a cow in partnership, to to the necessity of earnest efforts in behalf of the
be not altogethe1· shut off from tfl.e means of grace.
take the hind part because it gave all the milk, while children, to provide them scientific, educational, and
The audience that as~embled on this occasion the front part con~umed all the hay. Unfortunately social advantages that should be in all respects sufilled the hall and the vestt bule, sat upon camp-stools, 1\'Ir Cohen's version of the anecdote reversed the cow perior to the church and Sunday-school.
stood in t~e aisles,_ and leaned against the walls. and gave the shrewd young man the front part. Mr.
Arrangements were promptly made to hold regular
The stea.dy mcrease J_n the attendance, and the a~g- Cohen was therefore under the necessity of revising weekly meetings, and we predict a brilliant future
men ted mterest mamfest.ed, may. be due to the sen~s his joke. This having been got along with, he pro- for the Liberal League of Hamburg.
PEcm..IAR.
~f reports of, these meetmgs which has ~ppeared m ceeded to repeat the conversation which he had held
THE TnuTH SEEKER, or they may be attributable to with Mr. Rutherford B. Hayes.
The president
Professor Adler's .Appeal for the Poor.
other ?auses. Nevertheless t~ey are assured and broached the subject of currency, and said there
Professor Felix Adler renewed his attack on the tenement
recogmzed facts. At the appomted hour Mr. !'ome- would be no settlement of the problem while there houses last Sunday at Chickering Hall before a large and
roy appeared upo~ the sta:ge, saluted the . chatrman, were fanatics who believed that the government sympathetic audience. He opened with certain general propand then turn~d hts attentiOn to the solutiOn of the stamp on a piece of tin made it money. Mr. Cohen ositions regarding the development of the intellect, taste, and
faculties of man, saying there were degrees of humanity;
matter of l?amcs. When ~e was a young man, the had given him the direct snub by saying: "Mr. Pres- moral
that in some persons only possibilities of humanity existed,
speaker satd, he bad a fnend at college who was ident, I hav no time to discuss that question with and that anything approaching perfection was the result of
called upon to write an essay on delirium tremens. you; but I hav my opinion of a chief executiv who careful culture and nice harmonization of all the mental qualThe essay was short, and set forth that the cause of hasn't confidence enough in the people over whom ities. He then took up his main subject in these words:
Let us turn from this ideal to look upon the tenement house
the. disease was too much whisky; the effect, a bad he presides to accept their promis to pay." The
population of New York. What blackness falls upon the
feelmg in the. head; the cure, sleep or death. The audience could not help applauding this exhibition sight! What a descent there is from a mountain-top to a
cause of pamcs, Mr. Pomeroy proceeded to say, was of "crust" and a man rem~trked in a consolatory tone miry swamp! AmoBg old superstitions is there any more pernicious than that which holds that some persons are born with
lack of intellige~ce ~nc1 contraction of the currency; that "H~yes was a fraud anyw~ty."
.
the effect, financml dmtress; the remedy, more money.
JHr. Stone m~tde a brief speech followmg out the blue blood; that a small part of the population is to hav the
of cul~ure and refinement, while the majority grow
Panics bad been of periodical occurrence for the last line of thought which 1\'Ir. Andrews had taken up; advantages
up in neglect; that the few are to sit upon thrones built upon
twenty years. 'Yhen at the close of the war th~ gov- and then Mr. Pomeroy took the floor again to answer the bodies of the many? I hav heard in this country even~rnment call.ed m the green.backs ~nd subst~tut~d his critics, pay.ing his respects more particu~arly to in this land of liberty.:....utterances which show that the tradimterest-bearmg bonds, the foundatiOn was laid for Mr. Langerfelt, and defining money to be simply a tion lingers among us that some are born with gold in their
souls and some with baser metal. I was present once at alit
the subsequent financial. crises. The government legal tender.
.
..
Independence Day dinner which occurred shortly after a great
should pay_ off the bonds m greenbacks and stop the
A pleasant feature of this meehng was the ratsmg strike, which had excited more public sympathy than is usual ..
drain of in~erest upon the tax-burdened pe~ple.. This of a sum of money to aid in defending free speech in My neighbor was particularly violent in his denunciation of
was t~e stmple and effectual remedy whtch It was Massachusetts, now assaulted in the person of Mr. the strikers, and at last he said, "It is my belief that som&
men are born to drink champagne and others to carry the hod."
the obJect of the lecturer to advocate. Mr. Pomeroy E. H. Heywood. THE TRUTH SEEKER set the ball in Just
then he was called upon by the chairman to respond to
is a breezy and ~tctiv speaker, a Greenbacker, and, motion by offering a tableful of literature to be the first toast. He stood up, and, lifting his glass, exclaimed,
"Let
us drink to our Declaration of Independence and our
per~aps, a repudiator. . J:Iis oratory is . disti~c~iv. sold, the proceeds to be devoted to that en~. Those
While on the platform he ISm constant motwn, sittmg who were not in need of the literature were mformed glorious Constitution."
You would not put wine into a dusty goblet; you would not
down when speaking of anyone in that position, and by the chair that they might contribute direct. Mt. place
the luscious summer fruit upon a broken plate. How
jumping to his feet again with a change of subject. Pomeroy laid down a greenback with aVon it, and does it happen, then, that you, who believe that every man has
'fhe effect of his method is to keep a popular audi- Dr. Foote, Jr., and Mr. Courtlandt Palmer followed an immortal, precious soul, would place that soul in a soiled
dence awake and in good humor. The sedate and suit. With these and the returns from the sale of and shattered vessel? "The poor man should cultivate greater
refinement," says one. How, when even his grosser senses are
more thou~htful might regard h~m as inclined. to books and papers, together with other contributions, offended
day by clay and hour by hour with his surroundings?
reach out after effect, and as throwmg more phystcal the sum of $31.03 was raised, and a check for that "He should be better educated; ignorance is his great fault,"
exertion into a speech than is necessary to the dis- amount forwarded to Mr. Heywood the next morn- another says. How shall he be educated? Has he not been
taken from school in his very infancy to work in a factory, or
cussion of a grave _subject. These appea~ances, how- ing, with the best wishes of all concerned.
a cash boy, to help to keep starvation from his parents'
eve_r, may be deceitful, ~Il:d perc~ance artse fro~ ~he
The next Friday night lecture will be by Mr. be
door? "Greater morality should prevail among the lower
emmently natural ebn.lhtwns of earnest conviCtiOn Palmer, on "Liberal Lessons from the Cha1·acter classes," sa.ys a third. How shall the poor man be virtuous,
and a powerful physique, which are prominent char- of W asbington."
when all the surroundings of his life are destructiv of morality?
I tell you there is room for a new abolition movement here as
acteristics of Mr. Brick Pomeroy. He is Liberal in
--------broad, as grand as that other which is just finished against
religion, progressiv in politics, and enterprising in
slavery. But so difficult, so complicated, are the necesnegro
Hamburg, Erie County, N. Y.
business.
sities of this case that it is a blessing if any settled point can
At the close of the speaker's remarks the chairman
Liberals here hav for some time bad a Liberal be found from which to sta.rt the movement for the abolition
announced that the interesting and remarkable lec- League charter, but never fully organized or got to of pauperism, ii to the helpless people and their still more
helpless benefactors any certain course can be laid open. This
ture to which we had listened was now open to dis- work. Under the stimulus of a course ofth ree lee- certainty.
this starting-point, I believe is to be found in the
cussion in speeches of ten minutes each. Members tures by ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds, of Rochester, on tenement house problem. Here it will not be necesf!ary to
of the club had the preference.
the 8th, 9th, and lOth of February, and the earnest convince; here you can appeal from a sure basis to the morally
Mr. Palmer was in accord with most that the appeals made by him, they hav now decided on activ, lazy, who know their duty but do not do it. You can call to
them in the words of the scripture, "Let my people go free"
speaker had said. He could not, however, see any united work.
-free from the extortioners who are squeezing the last penny
way open for the nation to repudiate its agreement
Heretofore expenses of lectures hav been defrayed out of the poor, free from the reeking dens in which they pass
with the bondholders and still preserve its honor. by a few zealous ones, no charge being made for ad- their lives.
He had paid debts which in equity he could hav got mission to the lectures. Under the advice and in
The case is this. The decent working people of New York
to-day pay, on an average, rents from $8 to $14 a month. That
out of, but as he had promised to pay them, he did compliance with the urgent appeal of Brotb er Rey- is
a fixed qurmtity. They can giv no more. Their wages will
so. The nation must keep its pledge, and look to nolds, and encouraged by the large attendance and not allow it. Now, if the tenementf! must pay from ten to fifsome other method besides repudiation as a preven- deep interest awakened by his first lecture on Frirlay teen per cent to the landlords, it is plain the capital invested
tiv of panics.
evening, on "\Vhat Liberalism Teaches," it was an- must be very small. If the capital is small, the comforts and
Mr. -Langerfelt was the next critic to assert himself. nounced that an admission fee of 25 cents would be conveniences must be very limited. If the capitalist would be
content with six per cent, so much more comfort would be asIn listening to the lecture he had seemed to feel the charged on Saturday evening, the Sunday lecture to sured
to the tenant. Now, we may hope, judging from exfresh br ezes of the West. As a matter of fact, it wa~:~ be free. This worked well-proved to be a move in amples in this city and Brooklyn,_that we can ~ake six. per
the fresh st lecture he had ever heard. He could the right direction-all readily paying admission.
cent in our new tenement enterpnse, and yet grv good hth t,
One of the worst mistakes is to suppose people will ventilation, and plumbing. Our plan is to be content with alf
not agree with the speaker at all in regard to greenand make the rest a sinking fund for the tenements-to
that
backs. Th.'I:oney represented value, and value could best appreciate what costs them nothing. When we brighten
the lives of these poor people with the idea that in
not be created by an act of Congress. Mr. p, me- invest our money we are far more likely to take ac- old age they may liv rent free. 'l'o carry out these plans only
roy's speech was all nonsense; this for the reason tiv interest and devote our attention to the matter. money iH wanted. You are not asked to giv, only to lend. Is
·
·
I
it very hard to lend to the poor at three per cent?
tha'. there was no sense in t. The gent.leman's heart Th e great need of the h our IS
organization.
conoThe newspapers object that we c~tnnot get men to furnish
was probably all right, but, as 1\Ir. Pomeroy had him- clasm is not enough; we must build up. Liberals capital at three per cent when they can make fifty. Are men
self said, there was need of intelligence. This is the can only carry on their grand and noble work effect- only dirt? Will people who own capital only respond to one
substance of Mr. Langerfelt's remarks; but it ap- ually by rallying and uniting their forces. Let us motiv. But what ab~ut the ?hurches. They claun to be the
·
· .
f L"b
I . guardians of the pubhc morahty; let them see to what a fine
peared afterward, when other speakers came to criti- h av an effiment
o;rgamzatwn o . 1 era s m every VI1- condition of morality we hav come. There are churches in
cise him, that it is not what. he intended to say.
lage, town, and mty; and let every member pay reg- I this city 80 rich that they conld build whole blocks of teneDr. Foote, Jr., the inventor of the polyopticon, and ular dues. This need never exclude the poor; theie ments. Let. us do o~r part, and perhaps when they s~e us, a
author of a distich on the merits of that amusing and are always generous and intelligent Liberals who will ~and of rachcals, gomg forward they may be goaded mto acinstructiv implement, stated that he had always been find some profi.table work for the deserving ne~dy, so tiogthers object that ~ome ofthe people are too degraded to liv
a Greenbacker. It came natural. Still, he was not they can earn for themselvs enough to pay their way in clean houses. They do not seem to see what a reproach
so much a Greenbacker as formerly. He had read without sacrificing their independence. .
that i~ t? themselvs; they do not see what an argument for
the arguments on the other side, and became conThe lecture here on Saturday night "Why I Left haste It Is lest the rest of the people should bec?me. as bad.
· ,
.
. '
. f
But at any rate these degraded ones are the mmonty; why
vinced that money should be based upon something. t h e Pu1ptt,
despite the extreme mclemenc) o the then compel the de 0 ent poor to liv amid &f!sociations they
Dr. Foote was candidate for political office on the weather, drew a good attendance, and proved the abhor?
Greenback ticket in this city last fall, with unfavora- wisdom of charging admission.
Then I am asked why I attack the houses a!ld pass over !he
ble results. This only shows, however, the necessity
Hamburg is fortunate in having some of t.he best matter of food and dress. I reply, the ho~e Is the foundation
.· 1
h" h
.
·f 1 L"b of everything. Where homes are. well allis well. But when,
of hastening that time shadowed forth by the Pan- poss1"II
1 - as I hav seen, two t milies and mght lodgers are crowded l~
) e. mate11a of w. IC ~o fm m a powei u
tarch, when the best men shall dri1t into places of eral soCiety. ThE~ leadmg Liberals, J. A. Taylor and two rooms one of 11them dark, is it wonderful that health IB
trust as naturally as water runs down to the sea.
J. Nuessle, are Liberals in the fullest, highest sense bad, moral~ are low, and politics ar& corrupt? I hav no p~
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enoe with mov~ments that attack the symptoms and disregard
the causes of disease. .Are we sure that if we lived in squalor
we could resist the temptation to drown in drink our remembrances of our lot-of what we are and what the civilization of
the nineteenth century has made us ?
Ihav known a man to brutally kick his wife at a time when
she ought to hav been the subject of his tenderest care;
I hav heard the story of a fair-haired little girl on whom a
brutal father drew a knife; I have talked with a little girl of
eleven who already had tasted of the fruits of the tree of
lmowledge, because she and her father and mother and broth.e~s and sisters were crowded, regardless of all decency, in a
:smgle room.
It is because I know these things and you know them that I
:tell you we are responsible for the lives and destinies of these
people; and if we do not try to rescue them their fate is upon
·Our heads.
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time-worn veteran and a warm supporter of THE Mr. Editor, you will publish this letter, with such reTRuTH SEEKER and its cause, as president; C. J. marks as you deem proper, in THE TRU'rH SEEKER, to
Clark.' vice-president; Walter Walker, secretary; and disabuse the public mind of the false impressions
Laune E. Hall, treasurer, after which the audience which might bav been created in their minds from
having assembled, taxing the utmost c~pacity of the the base slanderer and liar's fabricated stories. I also
hall, fully.six hundred people, the memorial exercises hope that all of the Liberal papers will copy and pubwere earned out fn a manner highly creditable to the lish this letter. I am, for the cause of truth,
League and satisfactory to the audience, consisting
Fraternally Yours,
KEDARNATH BAsu.
of music, songs, poems, and speeches. 1\lrs. Gifford
Berhampur, Bengal, Dec. 25, A. s. 283 .
rendered an original poem on Thomas Paine, doing
credit to her head and heart. Mrs. Giddings recited
'l'he Blunders of Bigotry.
a poem by Dr. J. L. York, entitled "No Royal Road,"
in fine taste, evincing marked elocutionary excellence.
Fifty-one years ago, in 1833, soon after England
The choir, ofwbicb Mr. Brush is chorister, manifested had removed the political disabilities of the Catholics,
a critical good taste in the selection of sonf!S and a boy was born in the eastern part of London to parDr. J. L. York in Seattle.-Another County music for the occasion. Miss Good enlivened the oc- ents living in poverty. When the Chartist agitation
Heard From.
casion with her solos, in such fine voice as to carry was rekindled in 1848 the poor lad of fifteen found
The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER and it~ many the house by storm. The meeting was opened by that nature had gifted him with a brain and a tongue.
:readers at large will no doubt be glad to hear a short President Crane with remarks touching the life work He sympathized with the cause of the people and bereport from this part of the great field of Free- of Thomas Paine. The oratorical honors we shared came a street orator. When the Chartist crowd unwith our friend W. H. White, one of Seattle's ablest dertook to march to Westminster to present the
·.thought.
I reached here on the Queen of the Pacific in time lawyers, a fine speaker and a true champion of our monster petition calling for universal suffrage and
to speak two Sunday evenings preceding the Paine noble cause. And, on the whole, I must say that the the abolition of the property qualification, and was
.celebration, for which purpose I was callbd here Seattle ·Liberal League is one of the very best west dispersed by the police, the boy was in the ranks .
His name was Charles Bradlaugh .
.And as all are open to flattery in some degree, I of the Rocky Mountains.
And I could not help thinking, as I looked into the
Ten years later, in 1858, the property qualification
must confess I felt a little flattered to appear before
a Seattle audience the fifty-fourth time, numbering faces of this large audience on this occasion, how was abolished.
In 1858, the year a ,Jewish member was first adover five hundred people, the full capacity of the Freethought is growing in the minds of the people.
hall. My first lecture was upon "The Demands of Such an audience, and on such an occasion, would not mitted to the British Parliament, Charles Bradlaugh
Liberalism," and showing the great need of a union hav been possible ten or even five years ago. This startP.d a journal advocating republicanism in poliof all Liberals, Materialistic and Spiritualistic, in a is certainly a pointer to the decay of ProteRtant tics, Freethought in religion, and the doctrins of MnJcommon cause against superstition and the com- Christianity and the incoming harvest of mental free- thus in social economy. The publicH.tion wns bitterly
denounced. The Gladstone ministrv in 18G9 endeavbined efforts of a civilized paganism to still further dom.
On next Sunday the Seattle Libern.l League will ored to suppress it because its proprietor refused to
infuse itself into our political and social relations.
This was the marked feature in the life-work of organize a Young People's Progressiv Lyceum. This apply for a license. But Bradl1mgh, plaading his
our friend D. M. Bennett. He drew no line of sep- is a step in the right direction. Let us save our own case, defeated the government in the courts.
aration between Liberals on the ground of belief in children from the nightmare of old theology, and I The joumal rose to a circuh\tion of many thousands.
In 18G8 Charles Bracllaugh ran for Pa1'liament in
after-life; and always sought to make a common will add right here that Mrs. L. E. Hall, of Seattle, is
ground rather than divide and weaken the forces in engaged upon a compilation of Liberal songs and Northampton. He rflceived 1,000 votes in a constitthe presence of a common enemy. This fact was the hymns, Materialistic and Spiritual, Ret to appropriate uency of b~t.we.en 9,000 and 10,000. Ten years afterbasis of my strong attachment for this good and music in the book, for the use of Liberal meetings, warils, in 1878, Sir Charles Dilke said that Charles
noble worker in the cause of truth; and, like Thomas lyceums for the young, and funeral occasions, which 'Rracllaugh had the largest following of any man in
Paine, his great service will be remembered and will more fully meet this need among our people England.
In 1880 Charles Bracllaugh waR elected Member of
more appreciated in years to come. And I hope that everywhere, and bespeak for her the encouragement
Parliament for Northampton. When he entered the
the same policy will be pursued by THE TRUTH she deserves.
I am engaged to spealr here during February, House on May 3<1 he declined to take the oath of alSEEKER to the end of the chapter.
Liberalism in its
best and highest sense is divested of all technical and from here to Tacoma, Portland, and home about, legiance and offererl to affirm. Tho House denied
the middle of March, to rest up a little for the long him the right of affirmation. He refused to withissues, and means mental liberty.
This implies more than some Liberals are inclined trip through Nevada, Northern Utah., Idaho, Wood draw and was taken into cust.ody and imprisoned in
to concede. I mean such as are constantly harping River, and Montana in the spring. And I hope the Clock Tower. In June his nflirmation was acfor, or against, continued life. The extreme in either that the friends along the line of this route will cepted on Mt·. Gladstone's resolution and he affirmed
assist me to hfllp them h:v dropping me a few lines and voted in the House. A regulation suit was comcase seems to me equally full of mischief.
.
to
San Jose, California. Will the Boston Invest·igator menced against him for sitting and voting in the
My sympathy is on the side of the Spiritualistic
House without having taken the oath, and undPr an
thought, and I hav never sought to hide my convic- please copy ?
English statute he was convicted and fined £500.
tions on that subject; and yet I would not think it
Bradlaugh resigned, returned to his constituency,
The Work in India.
compatible with a generous Liberalism to teach
and they re-elected him. In April, and again in May,
dogmatically upon that subject, and much less to
To THE EDITOR OF THE: TRUTH SEEKER, DP.ar S1:r and 1881, offering to take the oath with mental reservatreat lightly or trample upon the feelings and antag- Brother: I am surpriAed to learn that Rev. Joseph
onize the views of good Liberal people upon a sub- Cook had been misleading your countrymen as re- tion, he was forcibly ejected from the House of Comject the nature of which, of necessity, involves much gards his Indian exploits. The Boston liar and mons. This farce has continued ever sinre. 1\lr.
doubt. You will excuse this abrupt turn in my let- slanderer was virtually booted ont of India, while Bradlaugh returns again and again to his constituents,
ter; and let me say that one might suppose that our late lamented friend, Mr. Bennett, the Free- and again and again they send him back to Pttrliaaway up here, by this most beautiful body of water thought martyr ancl reformer, had a very cordial re- ment, where the stupid fanat.icism nncl pig-hended obin the world, Puget Sound, surrounded by ever- ception from the whole people of India and Ceylon, stinacy of the English st:.ttesmen meet him, and
green hills, with the grand, proud, old Raineer, in not to say of other countries he visited. The Roston Northampton remains disfmnchised.
This farce has jw>t been repeated. l'llrliament. mlsnow-capped majesty, so pure and white, looking religious scab had been saying somewhere in Boston
down upon the beautiful, stirring city of Seattle, that Mr. Bennett bad appeared in one of the liar's sembles, Mr. Bradlaugh appeal's nt the brtr and hifl
spread out, as it is, like a city upon a thousand hills, lectures at Bombay with a horsewhip nuder his coat o11th iR refuRerl. But he is no longer forcibly ejected
with such an equable climate, and where every sleeve. This assertion is quite false. We, the people nor confined in the Clock Tower. Thus far be h:ls
progressed towards victory. Tbis time he resigns by
prospect and surrounding pleases, it would be sad of India, only regret thRt the blackguard was not
the acceptance of the Stewardship of the Chiltern
to know that "only man i~ vile."
actually horsewhipped. I am sure the rascal will be Hundreds, which vacates his Heat. He will be imBut such is the fact; Christians not only can, but horsewhipped and mobbed if he, the friend of Anas elsewhere do, stretch the truth, and sometimes lie thony Comstock, comes out the next. time to India, and mediately re-elected by his constituents.
There is no donbt bow th1s will end. Despite the
outright. Last week the Herald, a paper run by a he shall has to go back scarred all over. His Calstubbornness of English prejudico Charles Bradlaugh
Christian hypocrit, came out with an insulting edi- cutta friend, another slanderer and liar, the Rev. Mr.
will bend Parliament to his will. Bigotry and intoltorial against the Seattle Liberal League, and asked, W. Hastie, has been ignominiously dismissed from
erance will receive another wound. But the bitter"What has Liberalism done for the world? Beyond the Christian mission work for his having slandere(l
neRs of the fight which in their fatuity theyhav made
teaching a Liber~tlism so like license that no ordi- aud libeled against the honor of an innocent " sister."
only renders it the more certain that in a very few
nary man can tell the difference, it has done noth- This pious gentleman ('/) was the only living man
years not one but many CharieR Braillaughs will sit
ing; and the student will look in vain, two cen- who stood by Joe Cook in this cotmtry. Joe Cook's on tbP benches of the British Houtle of Cornmons.turies later, for the names of Tyndall, Darwin, Inger- Boston lecture teems with slander of the dead; to
'l'he World.
soll, and the rest of that ilk." Of course that fired me use my friend Remsburg's expression, " the aRs was
up some. and my second lecture was a red-hot review bravest when the lion could no longer clefend himWas Sit· Walter Scott an Atheist~
of the Herald, showing what Liberalism teaches, its self." Cook's Tremont Temple lecture was a series
philosophy and moral ethics, and what Liberals had of conroctAd lies from beginning to end. I wish it to
'l'o THE BvrTOJt cw TnE TnU'l'H SEEKER, .'·Ar: I hav been
done for the world in the field of science and social be made known t0 the " defender of Christianity" perusing J_,ockhart's "Life of Sir \Valter Scott," and
life; and I also pointed out, as well as I ceuld. what that the people of India hav a natural tendency of in vol. ii of this biography, commencing on page 234,
would become of such men as the editor of the Herald, hatred towards that rotten religion, and that the and ending on page 236, is a letter from Scott, dated
and cited him, being a Christian, to the fearful ex- tendency of all educated men, in this conntry, is 1o· Ed in burgh, i\iarch 2, 1810, to a particular friend of
ample of A.nanias and Sapphira. The next day he wards Freetbougbt. My reprint of 1\'Ir. Bradlaugh'R his, J. B. S. Morritt, K;q., 24 Portland Place, London.
came out with two columns of weak tea, to show that "Is there a God?" and " God in a Nut Shell," onP of In the course of this letter occurs the following: "Miss
science and religion meant essentially the same thing, THE TRUTH SEEKER leaflets, an edition of 19,000 Baillie's pia~' went oJf capitally here, notwithstanding
and that only fools interpreted science in such a way copies, bas been exhanstecl in one month. My tranR- her fond and Ol!l!r-credulou.~ bdiRj in a crealor cf the
as to antagonize religion.
lations of some of Mr. Bradlaugh's, Bennett's, and my w1~rld. 'rhfJ fact i'i so generally believed that it i~ the
I ought to thank him for the above text, and on friend Remsburg's tracts hav an enomous circula- man who 'mOkH..; the deity, that I am surprised it has
next Sunday evening will review the Herald again, tion in this country. The Calcutta State:.;man, are- never been maintained as a corollary that the knife
and we shall see whether science and religion are the spectable daily, says: "Mr. Basu is a pronounced and fork make the fingers." It would seem from
same, and who the fools in the case are. But here- Freethinker, and his anti-rAligious Bengali tracts hav Sir Walter Scott's allusion to Miss Baillie's " overhow I am going on, almost forgetting to tell you an enormous circulation." Translations of Hems- credulous belief in a creator of the world,'' as also to
about the celebration of the natal day of our author- burg's "The Decline of Faith" has an unprecedent- the fact "generally believed, that it is man who makes
hero, Thomas Paine !
edly large circulation. Works of 1\'Ir. Bradlaugb, the deity," that he entertained Atheistical views. AnAgreeable to a provision in the Seattle LilJeral Mrs. Besant, Mr. Charles Watts, Mr. Bennfltt, and other addition t.o the long list of thinking men who
League, that its officers should bA elected each year others, are almost in the hands of every educated ~tre not led by the clArgy and the old book of contraon the anniversary of Thomas Paine, the League man throughout the country, and there is not a place dictions and immoralities.
Very truly yours,
came out in full force on that evening, aud a board in all India where ChristiaRity and its black-coated
EovnN H. BArtTLET1'.
of officers were elected, consisting of D. B. Crane, a defenders are not ridiculed by the people. I hope,
8outh Dari,movth, HaHH,, Feb. k, J.8R4.
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claim that God directed Abraham deny the claim of IAs a boat moves upon the face of the water, or as a
Freeman, if they can, with any show of consistency. general "moves upon the enemies works." I must
If King David murdered Uriah in order to make confess that I am at a loss to know.
his wife a victim to his lust, be was guilty of a meaner
Now remember this is God's writing. It is also
Infidel Philosophy.
crime than Guiteau was, and deserved a hangman's claimed that be constructed the machinery of my
The days of miracles are past. The waters of the noose a hundred times more; and calling him a man brain, and that it must produce thoughts peculiar to
flood bav long since dried up. The ark is laid up after God's own heart does not abate the heinous- the machinery. Now if my mind cannot comprehend
for repairs. Wise and holy men, with a thousand ness of the crime one iota. It is claimed that David his word; in other words, if be did not adspt his
fancy women each, are as scarce as white crows. repented of this great crime before God. Did be giv word to the capacity of wy mind, did be not make a
Barnum offers a hundred thousand dollars a season up Uriah's wife? Not a bit of it. His example is blunder?
"And God said, Let there be light." Who beard
for a magician who can turn all the waters of any followed by many of our modern miniflters; they sin
and repent, and repent and sin. Repentance follows God say that? Is it possible for any human being
country into blood.
The gates of bell are closed and the fires bav gone crime, and crime follows repentance. One treads to know that God used that language? Did be
out. The devil bas engaged with Tony to carry his upon the heel of the other, and all the time they grow speak in ancient Greek, or Hebrew, or Sanscrit?
Could it make any kind of difference what tongue
smut-bag. Samson's fiery foxes are to be put on no better.
We go farther. We arraign the Bible and the be spoke in, or whether he spoke at all, when there
exhibition the coming season. Water from the dry
jawbone of an ass is· now worth fifty dollars per Bible God. Is there any wickedness in that? If was no ear, not even the ear of a brute, to bear what
drachm. Sitting Bull wants the mate to the jawbone God bas given us the reason we possess, must we not he said?
Now I want some one well up in this God business
which Samson used to such advantage among the measure all things, the Bible and God included, by
Philistines for a war club. He will pay in healthy the reason which be bas given us? And if the Bible to tell me bow it is possible for him to know that
young squaws who can be disposed of to ministers represents God as a monster, may we not reasonably God said, "Let there be light." To whom did be
to good advantage ; every revivalist will take two or conclude that a decent God bad nothing to do with say it, or what was the use of his saying it, before be
it, and that those who wrote it made their God reflect bad made an ear to bear it?
three at gvod prices.
Now, whether be said so or not, or whether he
Jonah bas gone back on sea voyages; be don't like their own savage dispositions.
Did an unchangeable God ever create man and picked his teeth, or scratched his ear, or blew his
the cabin arrangements. It is now ascertained that
a little more fire in the furnace would bav kept the pronounce him very good, and then repent of making nose, or stubbed his toe, or got some dirt in his eye,
three Hebrew children from frosting their feet. It him? If the eating of an apple damned the whole no human being bas the power of knowing, for as
is found out that Old Lot holds a claim on all the human family, did not God, by planting the tree in yet no human being bad been created on the face of
salt-beds recently discovered in the state of New the garden, be having fore-kDowledge, make himself the earth.
"And God divided the light from the darkness."
York. J osbua bas entered into contract not to put accessory to the crime? And if God bad killed
the brakes on the solar system until requested by the A.dam and Eve right there and then, would not the This is a very peculiar statement. God bad created
chief officer of the signal service. The prophets are consequences of the transgression bav been far less neither sun, moon, nor stars, so that for three days at
on a strike because God did not bav events transpire disastrous? Would it not bav been better to kill a least neither of these luminaries could bav been the
source of light. What produced the light for the
as laid down in the program. Mrs. Adam says, since single pair than to drown a world?
But
it
did
not
stop
here.
Even
after
this
terrible
first
three days, and how the light and the darkness
the whole human family bav to be damned, she is
sorry she did not eat another pound sweeting. The visitation the sons of men continued right on in their got' so mixed, is still a conundrum. And how be
devil says that God is an " old seed," and got beat on transgressions, until God got so mad that be bad to "divided the light from the darkness" is equally a
kill himself to appease his own wrath, and open up a mystery. It must be that be put a long partition
every corner.
My friends, the morning of reason is dawning. way whereby not more than ninety-nine out of every through, and then bailed out the darkness and
poured it over the partition.
The clouds of superstition are lifting. Those who hundred need be compelled to roast in bell.
To a reasonable mind this redemption business
Now I want every reader to open his Bible, and
hav so long held the race in mental bondage are losing power. The voices of those who are coming to seems not only ill-timed, but badly planned. If the turn to the first chapter of Genesis, and see how the
deliver the race can even now be heard in the dis- eating of an apple brought the primal curse upon the work open:ed on the fourth morning, as three morntance. Ministers are leaving the church to unfurl world, and there was no escape only through the ings and three evenings bav elapsed without any sun.
Gen. i, 14: "And God sa:d, Let there be lights in the
the banner of Freethought. Science will soon wave blood of Christ, then all who were born before the
her magic wand, and the civilized nations will own flood must bav been used for kindling-wood to keep firmament of heaven to divide the day from the
night." Now bow could there bav been three evenher sway. Superstition and gods and ghosts and up the fires in the regions down below.
And those who came after the flJod could bav ings and three mornings, and three days, before God
creeds will disappear as savage life givs way at the
fared no better up to the time of the crucifixion. So got the apparatus in running order to produce these
approach of civilization.
This is eminently an age of reason-an age when that from man's advent into the world there bav evenings and mornings, or to divide time into
every idea, new or old, is subjected to the severest been less than two thousand years that man stood periods of day and night?
Verse 17: "And God set them in the firmament of
criticism. All truth has come to be sacred, and false- any chance to escape hell. Whereas if the savior
hood and absurdity can no longer be imposed upon bad been trotted out immediately after the eating of the heaven, to giv light upon the earth. 18: And
the people by calling them holy. Books are now the apple, there might hav been a chance for one out to rule over the day, and over the night, and to
taken a.t their real value, and calling them holy does of a thousand of the countless millions who were divide the light from the darkness." Now it is
not raise them in the estimation of sound-minded men born before the crucifixion to twang a heavenly clearly apparent that this was the first machinery be
harp.
had arranged for dividing the light from the darka single farthing.
In view of this whole transaction, it bas always ap- ness, and bow could be bav divided the light from
All men are being impartially weighed in the balance of public opinion, and calling a man reverend peared to me that God could hav bad but one object in the darkness, as set forth in the fourth verse?
view, and that was to play into the bands of the devil.
I tell you the bailing process is the only solution,
does not add one pennyweight to his avoirdupois.
Men now conduct their business according to their God is clothed with all power, and if the above con- but I apprehend it was only a makeshift until be
best judgment. Overruling providence is no longer elusion is not correct, bow could the weaker being could carry his plans into execution.
Now if my everlasting salvation depends upon hea factor. Men who liv at the present time are of worst the stronger every time?
All the time Noah was sweating to build the ark, lieving that such stuff is the word of God, I may as
vastly more importance to the world than those who
lived in an ignorant age, even though they were in- didn't God know just bow it would all turn out? well be put down as a candidate for bell at once.
Verse 21: "And God created great whales." How
structed by God. Those who were instructed by Didn't be know that be was putting poor old Noah
God knew far less than those do who bav been trained to an awful sight of trouble, and that neither himself did be know that they were whales. It will be seen
nor the human family would be any better off? Were by consulting chapter ii, 19, that none of the animals
in our schools of science.
The masses are losing faith in prayer, and fast not the people just as wicked after the flood as had yet been named, for it il'l there stated that
"whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that
learning that everything must be accomplished by before it?
And then to giv old Noah such a chase after the was the name thereof."
personal persistent effort. Men advanced in thought
If God knew the name of every "living creature "
are no longer striving to please God, but are trying animals to get them into the ark, when be knew all
to better the condition of man. C0mfortable houses the -time it wouldn't do any good, was using him beforehand, be fooled away his time when be·
and happy families are occupying the minds of men meaner than a cow-boy. Don't wonder be got "brought them unto Adam to see what he would
drunk, the first opportunity, to drown his trouble.
call them."
more than an imaginary heaven.
My mind can conceive of nothing more wicked
<;ten. i, 22: "A~d ~od blessed them, saying, Be
The great lesson of the day is not bow to go to
get to heaven, but bow to hav a heaven all around us. than to teach the young that such nonsense is the frmt.ful and mult1ply, etc. Now,w~en God spoke to
It is found far better to teach men bow to liv than word of God. And to teach them that God ever t~e beast and the fowl and the fish, m what language
bow to die. If they are taught bow to liv good and spoke to man, or held communication with him more dtd he speak? When the ass spoke to Balaam, it
useful lives here, they will certainly die without any than be does with man to-day,is equally wick~d and must hav spoken in language which Balaam _could
trouble on their part, and find all the enjoyment absurd. I take it upon myself to say that every one ~nderstand. So when God spoke to the beasts and
there is in it. And if, as Christians say, there is a of the "God saids," and the "God spakes" through- fow_ls. and fishes, he must _hav spoken in language inworld beyond, they will be as well prepared to enter out the scripture bas only a big lie to rest upon. telhgible ~o them, or be mig~t as well not bav spoken.
that as Christians are who never bav learned to prop- However, God bad no more to do with the scriptures What a pity we could not, m some way, get bold of
than he did with the Koran, the book of Mormon, 0 ~ t~e language be used, so as to be able to converse
erly liv in this.
The time bas come for men to think, scan and any other writings. "In the beginning God created With the horses and cattle, etc. Wouldn't we speak
compare and investigate, and arrive at reasonable the heavens and the earth." Did God write that? to the bed-bugs and :tleas and musketo(;S in unmisconclusions without fear of a designing priesthood, or If so, be wrote what no man ever understood for it takable terms!
is positivly without meaning.
'
. It is st~ll a q~estion bow man fou~d out that God
the hope of heaven or the dread of bell.
We go back and arraign the old Bible worthies be~u:ppose an Indian chief should see an improved did all this talkmg before ahuma.n.bemg was created.
fore the bar of public opinion as though they were liv- prmtmg-press! never before having learned that
It m?st be. that so~e enterpr~smg new~paper reing to-day. Because Brigham Young claimed a sucb a macbme was in existence. And suppose porter mterviewed him a long time after It all hapdivine commission, he cannot escape this ordeal· be should desire some one to giv him a history of it, pened.
JoHN PEcK.
neither can they. If they were under the guidanc~ as to who first conceived the idea, and bow it came
Naples, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1884.
of an all-wise and just God, they will come out like to be suggested, and bow many changes bad been
pure gold from the crucible. And if it should turn wrought in bringing it up to its present degree of
Working Men
out that God bad no more to do with them than be perfection. And suppose he should be told that Of America! You are slaves to Shylocks, and your
has with mEon to-day, and the whole thing is only a Smith or Jones invented it. He could put all be children are becoming greater slaves than yourselvs,
pretense and a sham, then the sooner the truth is had learned into his Indian pipe and smoke it, for and your posterity will bite the dust in the agonies
separated from falsehood the better.
the answer would convey no idea. And "God of starvation if you do not arise and rescue your and
If polygamy is a thing to be loathed and cursed created the heaven and the earth" is equally barren their birthright to land from robbers and thieves.
then Solomon is to be loathed and cursed more tha~ of an idea.
Circulate at once petitions or orders to the thieves in
Brigham Young, i~ the p~oportion of a thousand
"~-~the earth was without form." .An utter im- Congress for the following laws, viz: First, a law
wive~ to twen.ty.
f the Bible account of Abraham possibility. The human mind cannot conceive .of a that no more land flhall ever be ~iven to schools coloffermg up his} ~on Isaac be true, why should We particle of matter without form. "And the spirit of. leges, churches, railroads, or any other corporations.
discredit the c aun of Freema.n? Let those who ' God moved upon the face of the waters." How? ; Second, a law that no man shall ever hereafter coma

~ommnnica.tioqs.
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into legal possession, by purchase, will, or bequest,
of more land than be and his own family can cultivate-say seventy-five acres, more or less, but not
over one hundred. Third, a law that every man who
desires it for cultivation shall hav one such lot of
what is called the public lands, by paying only the
price of surveying and fixing the bounds. Fourth,
a law that such farm lot shall be inalienable to him' self and family, as a permanent and perpetual inheritance, never to be taken by debt. Fifth, a law
that when a large land-owner dies, each of his heirs
may take enough of his land for one such farm lot,
and that the balance be returned to the government
at the price he gave for it, or sold at auction in farm
lots only to those who own no other land. Sixth, a
law requiring railroads and other large land-owners
to set a price on their land, and the government hav
the option either to buy the land or else tax it at the
owner's price.
The moment thest~ laws are enacted, the speculation in land will be killed, as it should be, and land
will be worthless (as it should be) to all who do not
need it to cultivate. Every man will hav an opportunity to secure a home, thousands will go to farming
from cities and manufacturing districts where they
now hav to underbid each other in selling their labor,
and those who remain will command better wages,
instead of selling their labor for half price, as they
do now; while a bloody war for natural rights will
be avoided.
But the workers are yet in the majority, and you
can hav these laws if you will; if you do, your children and their children will'" rise up and call you
blessed;" if you neglect this duty, they will curse
your memory with bitter tears. Circulate petitions
for these laws and shower them upon Congress, and
if the present members will not grant your petition,
elect men who will, and giv yourselvs no rest till you
restore the stolen birthright to land. And now,
readers of THE TnuTH SEEKER, farewell; you may
never again find my name in this paper.
Berlin, N. J., Jan. 28, 1884.
J. HACKER.

preachers and prohibitionists. For who is so destitute of intelligence as to suppose they would stop at
prohibition. It would only be a beginning. Read
history. It isn't whisky the church is after; it is after
Infidels. That is the real issue. And the simpleminded "Liberal" who givs aid to it in this cause
exhibits the wisdom of the silly chanticleer who, unable to "prohibit " his brother by his own process,
went in search of a hungry fox to help him out. He
stood by and laughed heartily while the fox ate his
foe; but it was his last laugh, for the fox finished his
meal on him.
It is a church struggle for empire-for conquestprecisely as England struggled to subdue the brave
colonists. And I cannot regard these prohibition "Liberals" in any other light than as tories and
traitors to our cause. E. C. Walker is our Thomas
Paine. As a deep thinker, a calm, clear reasoner, and
a forcible writer, be is unsurpassed. He never
"turns livid with rage '' under any provocation, especially upon occasions where only pity and disgust
S. R. S.
would be appropriate.
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thing, and was treated by them with the utmost ~ind
ness. H. W. Beecher said in a lecture after his return from the Pacific coast, that be bad made special
inquiry as to the moral status of the Indians, and t~e
answer was that "when fairly treated they are rebable and trustworthy." Out of two hundred treaties,
they hav never been first to break one of them. The
late report of the secretary of the interior says that
the government owes the Indians five millio~ doll~rs
in unfulfilled treaties. Surelv those who beheve with
Thomas Paine, " All men ai'·e my brother," should
make a demand in behalf of equal rights for these
people.
JoHN BEESON.
Talant, Or.

.Junius and Paine.
To THE Em'l'OR oF THE Tnu'rH SEEKER, Sir: Bro.
Wakeman is not quite convinf'.ed that Paine was
Junius, and raises three objections to their identity.
I beg leave to answer those objections just as I hav
repeatedly done heretofore. He says:
"The style of Paino tiecms to

JUC

against that theory."

What writer of that time comes so near to the
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: W. F. style of Junius? Not one. Lord Brougham, never
Jamieson asks for proof that he is illogical. I think suspecting that so lowly a man as Pttine could hav
it is illogical to brand the Liberal League with being been Junius, said in 1840:
"His style was a model of terseness and force. . . . . In
a "tool," even, of the "ram power." It is worse than
illogical. It is false. And if he did not know it was this respect he comes nearer to our own remarkable wr1ter,
Junius, than any known writer in tho English tongue."
false when he uttered the charge, so much the worse
Mr. Wakeman's second point is:
for him. The Liberal League and the "rum power"
both declare against prohibition. Maybe the rum
"'l'he fac.t thai l'11ine had not at that. iimo of his life suflipower is the tool of the Liberal League? Who cient aeq n11,iniauce with tho moll of Englaud has seemed
knows? If both being on one side make>:~ one a tool nguinHt it,
of the other, then Jamieson must be a tool of the
Mr. .Tames Parton answered this objection in 1874
church, for they are fighting side by side. When you most emphatically. In gathering material for the life
turn his own logic against him, then it is illogical; of Franklin be became familiar with the lives of the
but it is all right so long as it is turned against his men whom J uuins descanted upon, and "discovered
enemies. Again he says, "They may be as temperate that he knew them not, that he was not within the
as I am, but they hav a queer way of showing it." circle of the well informed." This was the only obNow turn this the other end to, and sayJ amieson may jection that weighed with Prof. Denslow, but when
be honest, but he has a queer way of showing it; or confronted with Mr. Parton's testimony, and with
Jamieson may not be a designing knave, but his con- confirmatory facts, be frankly gave it up. The priThe Prohibition Question.
duct unqualifiedly confirms that conclusion, which is vate letters of Junius to John Wilkes, first published
To THE Enrr~n OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: For one the same thing, and how would he like it? It is the in 1812, show that Junius was not within the circle of
I am glad to see the prohibition discussion go on. sum of many prohibitionists' logic to apply such epi- the well informed. And in a private letter to Lord
It is doing good. Not that it is calculated to change thets as "rummy," "defender of rum-holes," etc., to Chatham, Jan. 14, 1772, recently brought to light,
the deep-seated convictions of adult people, but you the opposers of prohibition. Ever_vthing that ema- Junius says, "Retired and unknown, I liv in the shade,
must remember that there is always a "rising gen- nates from them is logic-prescribe for them their and hav only a speculativ ambition.
Lastly Mr. Wakeman says:
eration " coming on who need to be properly en- own medicin and it is the worst of billingsgate. If
lightened. The churches are all fully alive to the im- the League favored prohibition, would it be a tool of "'I'hc fact that l'aiuo with his open hom· I, k"J>t that sm•,rot. is
portance of indoctrinating the young. Let the old the church? Oh, no, I suppose not. Grant the against. it."
sinners go. It is a waste of ammunit.ion to fire at right of half a dozen persons to take a plank ('Ut cf
Almost the last words of Junius were, "I am the
the platform and not a sliver would be left. Perfect
them.
sole
Jepository of my own secret, and it shall perish
When I read the illogical and sentimental ravings and absolute unanimity cannot be had on any point. with me."
of some of your prohibition advocates of nursery pro- :Ninety-nine and nine-tenths per cent of Liberals are
Now, Brother Wakeman, what would you think of
tection, I am reminded of old Col. I - - R--, of no doubt well satisfied with that seventh plank as it Thomas Paine if be harl broken that solflmn and deW. W. HAzZARD.
Topeka, Kan. After lying in the gutter for years, is. Giv us a rest.
liberate promis? Nor is it true that he had an
until his whisky appetite was exhausted, be "re"open heart '' in the Rense you imply. His heart
A Tenth Demand.
forms," joins the church, goes to the very utmost
overflowed with sympathy, bu_t not at the exp_ense of
verge of the opposit extreme, and becomes a gre~ter
To THE EDITOR OF THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav secrecy, which was one of }us strongest tmits, and
nuisance and a more dangerous member of soCiety noticed in your issue of Dec. 8th a suggestion that enabled him more effectually to do his great work
than before. With a cocked revolver in his hand and one of the parties attach the "Nine Demands of Lib- He was unknown to the world until it became necesa mob of women at his heels, I bav seen him wreck eralism " to its platform. Permit me to suggest that sary to throw off disguise when be answered Edmund
saloon after saloon, smashing down locked and the Abolitionists made slow progress until they Burke in 1781. And when he began his "Age of
.bolted doors, and destroying stock, fixtures, furniture, formed a third political party. The Liberals should Reason," two years later, he believed it was his last
and all. To cap the climax of prohibition glory, and follow their example, and form a party with the fol- offering to "his fellow-citizens of all nations." Up
that grace might still more abound, be shot and lowing tenth demand to their excellent platform:
to tlmt time he bad never in his writings disclor;ecl
killed an officer who was approaching him with a
We demand that as Christian civilization has not im- his religious views. I say, then, had be ·at any time
a warrant for his arrest. He surrendered himself to proved the moral status of t~e Indians, and as their aver•;ge avowed the authorship of the Junius letters, his chara justice who was worthy Chief Templar of the Good capacity for mental culture 18 equal to the average whlte acter, now without a smirch, would hav suffered unTemplars' Lodge, was examined and discharged.
man's, they shall hav legal protection in the .e~joyment of ending reproach.
W. H. Bunn.
Now there is your full-fledged "prohibitionist." If their rights as fellow-men, ancl also a~ fellow-mtlz~ns, w??nWashington, D. C., Feb. 8, 1884.
ever
they
desire
to
become
such,
w1tbout
the
1mpos1t10n
they are not all thus it is because they lack the pluck of any religious creed against their will.
or as yet hav not attained to the higher degrees..
This would indeed, afford issues new to many, but
Misre11resentation.
Five out of every one hundred men are constituF'ronL lhi! JJo.'ilnn Jn,·r~sliyator.
tionally intemperate, without self-control, and become acceptable to' the humane and Liberal of _all parties.
either inebriates or rabid prohibitionists. The latter It would giv vitality which no other parties poss~ss.
This is a very bad peculiarity in any one, CJven if
is the worst of the two, as he is likely to do mischief And until it is made in behalf of the race from whiCh indulged privately, and it becomes mu?h worse wh~n
far-reaching and serious. He does not reason. ~e we hav derived our country, and two (Randolph and published. For instance: one F. B. Livezey s~ys ~n
feels. His impulses lead him. He is the matenal Jefferson) of the framers of its Constitution, our Lib- the J,ight for Thinker-s (we are sorry to see It giv
out of which to organize mobs and crusades. He is eralism is improperly limite~; while the ~e~e an- light for misrepresenters) that:
a creature of unaccountable whims, freaks, and fan- nouncement of this demand Will carry convwtwn of
"Freeman [who murdered biH chilcl when religiously
cies. Some of them hav become arrayed against the its justice to all who hear of it.
crally] hn.s ln.tely been Hentencorl to 1t marl-?onse for l,1fo.
The tenth demand is necessary not only to show Last Hummer. n.fter reading erlltonal mrdcrlwtwns ngmnHt
traffic in ~ spirit of revenge because some relativ. or
friend was infernal idiot enough to undertake the JOb the clear comprehensiv sense of justice of the Lib- him in TnE 'l'nuTH SEF.Kim and Jn,cslirf'tlor, e<[naled only by
those of the Christian(?) Advor.alc," ete.
of drinking all the whisky in the world and failed. erals but to correct and elevate the national sentiThis is a misrepresentation. Neither TrrE Tm;•r·u
ment
relativ
to
the
oppressed
races.
Here
is
a
fact
Others are down on saloon-keepers because they
envy them their easy profits. Others do _not ~ike by way of illustrat!on: For years ~orne of the news- SEEKEH nor the Investigator ever publiFJhed any malestrong drink, and hence want to regulate their neigh- papers on the Pamfic coast bav aftir~ed that the In- dictions against against Fl'eeman, for they knew he
bors' appetites by their own. Others like it, but love dians possess no attribute but what IS common to the was crazy. They simply condemned the " reli~i~n "
money so much better that the keeping of it affords wildcat and wolf and as such they should be de- which brought him into that unfortunate conditiOn,
them greater pleasure than· drinking the whisky. stroyed. An ite~ has recently been published that and they did their duty in so doing. Mr. F. B. LiveOthers fight the traffic because it is in their nature to Rogue River Valley was so c~le~ on account of. tb~ zey is probably a Christian ?f some sort, but whatfight and be raising hell about something, and they roguish Indians who occupwd It. The subscnbe1 ever it may be, 1t makes h1m <JUarrelsome and adexperience pleasure in so doing. Others, and the sent to two of the papers the following testimony to dicted to misrepresention. Let him remember and
larger class, including the majority of women,. are prove the statement a falsehood, but t~ey refused to practice the commandment, "Thou shalt not bear
mere motivless jumping-jacks in the hands of design- publish it. Its name c~e from Caph~11 Rogu~, who false witness against thy neighbor."
ing persons, blindly following their bell-wethers discovered the river: Hiram Culver stard alone m the
wherever they lead. A few-a very few-are real valley, with a thousand Indians about him, for three Jonx's WAL l'riec lG cts.
For this small smn of JlloHcy is to l1e fouwl tho csseuee of
unselfish philanthropists, and honestly believe that months while his brother went to the Wallamet for
in ]Jrtrvo. With a!l its wise and witty snyings it is .as
prohibition opens the door to the heavenly kingdom. provisi~ns. He bad a variety of tools and other arti- mnltnm
good as n <lonhlo close of. l:tngltter 1s to cnre dyslJCPsJa, for
cles
of
value,
yet
he
missed
nothing
but
a
small
file,
With the exception of these, they are a bad lot, and
";Jolm's ·way" is a merry \vay, lJOl"llcrerl with flowers and voone that I hav as little use and respect for as I hav which, on telling the chief, was r~turned before s~n cal with tlw wild birrl's rwtos. If nll men's ways were lik<>
down. Mrs. Jessie Fremont, with only one white ,John's t.ho milhrminm wonlr"l ,;lam! tiptoe on tlli;nronntaillfor the majority of saloon-keepers.
I would rather liv in hell than in a country run by woman, lived with the Indians two years, lost not a tops of t-lvmght.- TVinnon'8 lfcrrtld of ln(btslry.

Prohibition Logic.
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hypocrit-a combination of qualities rarely foundnever, we may safely say, except in the case of a minister who is profiting by his preaching. Dr. Curry is
intellectually dishonest, and we hope he will stay in
the church. If the Bible is not all given by inspiration, then the only logical conclusion is that the whole
is without inspiration, for who so foolish, in this age,
as to claim divinity for "ten thousand old wives'
fables?"
An interesting question, and one we hope the theological statisticians will devote attention to, is, how
many more Dr. Curry's there are in the various
churches who, knowing the gross imposition the
Christian theology is, yet deem it the wise and prudent course to keep. silent concerning their doubts.

Sectarian Diversion of Public Funds.
SATURDAY,

- FEBRUARY 23, 1884.

There is no question of the damage to morality the
Salvationists do, and it is equally clear that the regular
churches are responsible for it. Where else but in a.
Methodist prayer-meeting could the Salvationists learn
such expressions as " Lord, hold me !" " Send down
the power ! " as though some invisible cook were preparing a dish of power and the exhorter were ordering
her to send it down by the dummy; "Come down,
Jesus, quick!" is a thoroughly Methodist way of
asking for "divine grace," and who that has attended
these religious orgil'!s has not recognized such expressions· as " Roll in glory I " " Praise the Lord ! "
" Open the gates ! " " Carry me up I " and so on, to
be relics of an early Methodist training?
It is cruel of the churches who hav the advantage
of being " regular " to cast off their illiterate emotional children, who belong to that class of society
with whom it was Christ's delight to associate. The
Salvationists preaching communism, renunciation of
reason, and abject faith, are much truer followers of
Christ, and therefore better Christians, than the
broadcloth gentry who doze in cushioned pews and
sleepily listen to stilted sermons from a clerical dilettante. No matter if they are a butt of ridicule for
sensible people; they belong to the church, and it is
rank ingratitude and base cruelty for well-dressed
Christians to make fun of them as they do.

New York state and city are undoubtedly worse
priest ridden than any other state and city in the
Union, but they are only a sample of what may be
More Heresy.
looked
forward to when the church has obtained that
Much talk has lately been occasioned by the indiscretion of a Chicago clergyman, who made public the plenitude of power she is working for.
In this state the giving of money to sectarian
opinions given in a ministerial conclave, which were
intended to be strictly private, like the ministerial societies has reached an extent perfectly astonishing, and certainly calling for remonstrance and
demijohn.
The Rev. Dr. Curry, one of the foremost Methodist remedy. At the close of last year the Board of
preachers in the country, is the heretic. He is gen- Estimate and Apportionment of this city approprierally regarded by his brethren, and recognized by ated for the month of November from the excise
outside communions, as perhaps the best of the Meth- fund, to various Catholic institutions, and one or two
Titles of the New Testament Books.
odist scholars, and his defection is viewed with alarm asylums of other sects, the sum of $34,533. This is
A correspondent wishes us to giv a few samples of
by his church. The divulger of clerical secrets is the at the rate of $400,000 a year, mainly to Roman the ancient titles of the books of the New Testame:at.
Rev. Dr. Thomas, who is an expelled Methodist ex- Catholic charities, while at the same time two We will take the three oldest Greek codicefi1, namely,
horter-his expulsion having been caused by his dis- Catholic institutions, the Protectory and the Infant the Sinaitic, Vatican, and Alexandrian, and the PeAsylum, are receiving also from the state treasury
belief of some of the Methodist doctrins.
shito or Syriac codex, which is more recent, though
more than $400,000 per annum. In the list of those
Dr. Curry having made some remarks to the effect
the latter version is claimed by some biblical scholars
provided from the excise fund we find that the
that Heber Newton was not alone in his antagonism
to be as early, if not earlier, than the Greek. There
Institution of Mercy received in November $8,557,
to portions of the scriptures, Dr. Thomas the next
was also au early Latin version, called the Vulgate,
the St. Stephen's Home for Children, $3,076, the St.
Sunday preached a sermon in:which he spoke of Dr.
translated by the Catholics in 1582; but the titles in
Joseph's Asylum, $2,608, the Missionary Sisters,
Curry's words as affording proof that " the doctrinal
this version appear to be made up by the translators.
$3,867, the Mission of the Immaculate Virgin, $4:,722,
conception of religion in our day is seeking new forms."
We will indicate the four codices by their initial letthe Sisters of St. Dominick, $3,144, and so on.
"Many orthodox ministers," he declared further, "are
ters, S, V, A, and P.
These sums are allotted at the rate of two dollars
embarrassed by the too narrow limitations of the
per week for each child cared for. The number is S. and V. After Matthew. A. Tit.le wanting. P. The holy
creeds they hav promised to believe and teach."
the announcement of Matthew, the Apostle.
swelled every fall, reports the Times, by the trick of Gospel,
S. and V. After Mark. A. The Gospel after Mark. P. The
Dr. Curry's attention having been called to this refmany poor Catholic parents who transfer their chil- holy Gospel, the Annunciation of Mark, the Evangelist.
erence to him, he said that Dr. Thomas was "no gentledren to these missions to be taken care of during S. and V. After Luke. A. The Gospel after Luke. P. Tile
man." That, says the Sun, was no denial of the truth of
the cold months. The parents are tempted to idle- holy Gospel, the Annunciation of Luke, the Evangelist, which
what Dr. Thomas said, for a man may be "no gentleness, and to the neglect of their offspring, by the he uttered in Greek at Great Alexandria.
man,'' and yet a specific statement of his may be true.
ease with which they can transfer their support to S. and V. After John. A. The Gospel after John. P. The
Dr. Curry may hav meant merely that Dr. Thomas other people, and by the fact that they can recover holy Gospel, the Proclamation of John, the Herald, which he
uttered and proclaimed in Greek at Ephesus.
was "no gentlemau" for exposing him to the crititheir children when they become more useful to S. Acts. V. Acts of Apostles. A. Title wanting. P. The
cism of his brethren, and for trying to get him classed them. Such an arrangement has, of course, a pau Book of Acts; that is, narrativs of the blessed Apostles, com7
as a fellow-heretic. He doubtless intended, moreperizing and demoralizing influence, to say nothing piled by Saint Luke, the Evangelist.
over, to break the force of the other's assertions, if of the wrongfulness of the proceeding.
S., V., and A. To the Roman~>. P. The Epistle of Paul, the
Apostle, to the Romans.
not to deny them explicitly. But it seems that he
We notice that, in commenting upon these abuses, S. and V. (A.) The first to the Corinthians. P. The first
could not so deny them, for on the following Sunday
the secular press are careful not to let the careless pub- epistle of Paul to the Corinthians. S., V., and A. The second
Dr. Thomas read a verbatim report of what Dr. Curry lic know that there is any principle underlying the to the Corinthians. P. The second epistle of Paul to the Coactually spoke at the meeting of Chicago preachers question of subsidizing religious charities. With rinthians.
made by a stenographer present, who is also himself them the amount appropriated is the issue. Such S., V., and A. To the Galatians. P. The Epistle of Paul to
a Methodist preacher, and who is ready to take his shortsightedness is due, of cQurse, to the powerful the Galatians.
oath as to its accuracy. This is what Dr. Curry influence of the church party. It doesn't sound nice,
And so on through the rest of the Epistles of Paul,
said:
except
that V. and A. hav "To the Colassians," and
and the editors would probably resent being told
"We hav no Hebrew literature of any older date than the
V. lacks the Epistles in Timothy, Titus, and Philethat
they
are
cowards
controled
by
religious
thieves,
time of the Jewish captivity, and we hav no Hebrew scholars
now, or so few that you might count them on your fingers. but it is a fact, nevertheless. We hav fully as much mon.
The time may come when there will be thoroughly edu- respect for the stalwart religious papers who know
S., V., and A. To the Hebrews. P. The Epistle to the Hecated Hebrew scholars, but that time is not now. But we that they are pilfering paupers, and stand up and brews.
are now standing on the eve of the most stupendous revdefend their actions on the principle that the earth S. Has no title to the Epistle of James. V. (A.) The Epistle
! uti on in reference to the doctrins of the Bible that the
of James. P. The Epistle of James, the AposLle,
church has ever known. Uncertainty and doubt are pressing being the Lord's, and they being the Lord's stewards,
S. and A. The first Epistle of Peter. V. The first of Peter.
upon us. We are not certain of the authorship of the Old they are entitled to all the fulness thereof.
P. The Epistle of Peter, the Apostle; Simon Kepha. S., V.,

Testament. We cannot tell what part was written by Moses
what part by other hands of the books attributed to Moses.
We say David wrote tbe Psalms, hut we know that the Psalms
were not all written by David. They were written by different persons, at long intervals. No one can tell who wrote
the book of Job. It contains evidence of being one of the
oldest books in the Bible. The Old Testament abounds with
ten thousand old wives' fables, which will finally drop out
like a tadpole loses its tail when it has no further use for it.
It would not be prudent now for us to attack these fables in
the pulpit. But I must say there is a great deal in the Old
Testament that is of very little va.lue to religion. It is not
all given by inspiration. When you hav to giv up what
your mother taught you, do it honestly, but do not say
much about it publicly. The Revised New Testament is incomparably superior to the old version; but there are still
inany things that will hav to be changed. But I am awfully
shy of the Old Testament. It has got to be thoroughly revised, and if criticism says that any of the books are not
genuin, they must go overboard. Many of the prophecies ot
Isaiah and other prophets that are applied to Christ and the
church had reference to the return of the Jews from their
ca:rtivity. Let those who attack Robinson [Robertson]
Smith and others with him move slowly, for they may find
themselvs standing on the same ground in the near future."

Crazy Religion.

For the salvationists now perambulating the country to the temporary diversion from their ways of a
few rum-soaked individuals, and the permanent detriment of much maidenly morality, the high-toned
Christians of the Buckley and Hall stripe are responsible, although they repudiate them and their
ways. In Canada recently a rector was deprived of
his pulpit by his bishop for countenancing and aiding
a mob of crazy men and women calling themselves
salvationists. This action of the bishop is strictly in the
line of the whole theological scheme. God made men
to sin, and then punishes them for it.
But there is nothing essentially different in the nature of proceedings between the Episcopalians, the
Methodists and the Salvationists, and the belaborings
the two former bestow on the latter are not deserved.
Episcopalianism is sentiment plus a creed; Methodism is organized insanity; the Salvationists are poor
devils without the wit to comprehend the creed or
The position of Dt. Curry is not an enviable one. sufticitmt stability of character to stay in the organiHe ia undoubtedly a. heretic, aud a.a undoubtedly a zatioD.

and A. The second of Peter. P. The second Epistle of Peter.
But the original Peshito had no second Epistle.
S. The first Epistle of John. V. and A. The first of John.
P. Again, the Epistle of John, the Apostle. S. and V. (A.)
The second of John. P. The second Epistle of John. S. and
V. (A.) The third of John. · P. The third Epistle of John.
S. and V. Of Jude. A. The Epistle of Jude. P. The Epistle of Jude, the brother of James.
S. and A. The Revelation of John. V. Has no book of Revelation. P. The Revelation which was made by John, the
Evangelist, in the island of Patmos, to which he was banished
by Nero[!], the Emperor.

The original Peshito lacked second Peter, second
and third John, Jude, and Revelation.
The subscriptions to the Epistles are quite simple
and uniform in the three old Greek codices, S., V.,
and A. But in the Peshito, and as given in King
James's version, being taken from more recent manuscripts, they are quite curious. We will indicate
King James's version by the letter K.
P. End of the Epistle to the Romans, which waswl'itten from
Corinth, and was sent by the hand of Phebe, a faithful servant.
K. Written to the Romans from Corinthus [and sent] by
Phebe, servant of the church at Cenchrea.
P. End of the tirst Epistle to the. Corinthians, which waa
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written at Philippi, of Macedonia., and was sent by the hand
A PAID:'HLET that is making considerable sensation among
Oux ANNUAL is well calculated to make men enthusiastic,
of Timothy.
and we are not surprised that our good friend, Byron Adonis, the Quakers is "The Decline of Friends: the Cause and
K. The first (Epistle] to the Corinthians was written from should write glowingly of its utility and appearance. Dis- Remedy." It is written by a birthright member of the
Philippi, by Stephanus, and Fortunatus, and Achaicus, and claiming any brilliancy for the editor, we nevertheless hold society, but from its radioal tone we imagin that is the only
Timotheus.
that the compliments to the ANNuAL are well merited. The right he has among them. The cause of the decline he finds
P. End of the second Epistle to the Corinthians, which was Universe says: "A superb work is 'THE Txum SEEKER ANNUAL to be because the Quakers withhold their faith and consent
written from Philippi, of Macedonia, and was sent by the hands AND FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC FOB 1884,' issued from the office of from a scientific religion. While educating their youth
of Titus.
the New York TRUTH SEEKER, and edited by our brilliant Ag- in the direction of the highest scientific standard, they ask
K. The second (Epistle] to the Corinthians was written from nostic friend, Eugene M. Macdonald, editor of THE TRUTH and expect them to accept a religion not based on nor supPhilippi, [a city] of Macedonia, by Titus and Lucas.
SEEKER. The ANNUAL is filled with deeply interesting histori- ported by science. Their ministers are mainly those who, if
P . .Lnd of the Epi&tle tO the Galatians, which was written cal information, and. besides contains eighteen full-page -il- not opposed, seem to see no necessity for such a religion.
from Rome.
lustrations taken from the famous work, 'A Truth Seeker Most of them that are indorsed by the society really know
K. Unto the Galatians, written from Rome.
Around the World,' by the late D. M. Bennett. The Annual little of science. The qualities that recommend them to this
P. End of the Epistle to the Philippians, which was written is printed in elegant style, the contents are practical and of favored position are their attachment and devotion to the
from Rome, and sent by the hand of Epaphroditus.
the greatest utility, and, taken as a whole, being a volume of mythologic personifications and to the style, language,
K. It was written to the Philippians from Rome by Epaphro- 106 pages, is the finest work of the kind we hav ever seen. and tone of the interpretations that hav distinguished the
ditus.
It refleots the highest credit on the editor, and is an honor to teaching of the past. Our religious teachers are promoted
P. End of the Epistle to the Colossians, which was written Freeth ought literature. The ANNUAL is invaluable to every for faithfulness to the methods, peculiarities, and traditions
that we hav inherited. The remedy the author believes to be
from Rome, and was sent by the hands of Tychicus.
Rationalist."
an adaptation of their religion to the advanced knowledge of
K, Written from Rome to the Colossians by Tychicus and
THill good and, we may hope, correct notice is from the the world. The education the children hav reoeived has
Onesimus.
P. End of the first Epistle to the Thessalonians, which· was Anti-Monopol!sl, published at Rochester, New Hampshire. It caused them to outgrow the religious conceptions of their
written from Athens, and was sent by the hands of Timothy. must roil pome of the puritan deacons of that state to hav a fathers. The education, developing scientific thought and
paper of that kind published among them: "If any of our free criticism, is liberating the people, even the children, from
K. The firs.t [Epistle] unto the Thessalonians was written
readers desire to read one of the best Freethought and Re- all fear and reverence of any personal God, and those judgfrom Athens.
for:pl journals published, we should unhesitatinglv recom· ments and punishments on the one side, and loving care and
P. End of the seoond Epistle to the Thessalonians, which
was written from Laodicea of Pisidia, and was sentbythehands mend to them THll: TRUTH SEEKtm published by THE TnUTH rewards on the other. They see no data or evidence of them •
SEEKER Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York, at $3 per nn- in nature, nor can they draw any such deductions from the
of Tychicus.
num. THE 'fBUTH SEEKER is a large sixteen page paper, and revelations of the sciences, and the researches and reason_K. The second (Epistle) to the Thessalonians was written
is
filled each week with the choicest literature pertaining to ings of the great thinkers whose writings the modern teacher
from Athens.
Freethought and the overthrow of superstitions. It also encourages his pupils to read. Our school lessons are disP. End of the first epistle to Timothy, which was written
ably discusses reforms politically and socially, and is really pelling all these terrors and gloomy superstitions from both
from Laodicea.
one of the best papers we hav ever read. It is bold and fear- the mind and feelings of the young. When they hear the
K. The first to Timothy was written from Laodieea, which
less in its denunciations of kingcraft, priestcraft, and all other sermon of exhortation, or read the religious literature that
is the chiefest city of Phrygia Pacatiana.
ways and means by which the people are held iB bondage and alludes to such subjects, they feel a. disgust, if not a conP. End of the second Epistle to Timothy, which was written
~norance, and no one can read THE TnUTI! SEEKER a year tempt, at efforts and for lessons that they know are false,
from Rome.
without becoming nobler and better. You can get the paper and are intended to frighten, awe, and subdue, rather than
K. The second [Epistle] unto Timotheus, ordained the first
three months on trial for fifty cents, and if you try it you instruct. They cannot respect nor patiently listen to the
bishQp of the church of the Ephesians, was written irom Rome
not want to be without it thereafter."
will
language of superstition-the old personifying, figurativ style
when Paul was brought before Nero the second time.
P. End of the Epistle to Titus, which was written from
THE Buffalo Liberal and Scientific League issue a challen~e of the illiterate, unscientific ancients, in which they refer to
Nicopolis, and was sent by the hands of Zenas and Apollos. to t.he clergy of Denver or any other city, offering $50 in cash God as having all the functions, feelings, and fantasies of
K. It was written to Titus, ordained the first biHhop of the and $10 per year on subscription for five years if they will human beings. These pictures and pantomime representachurch of the Cretians, from Nicopolis of Macedonia.
read in full the references given below. not omitting any tions of deity exercising himself like a man or woman, and
P. End of the Epistle to Philemon, which was written word, and explain the meaning of the anme to thPir congre- exhibiting his anxiety and deep concern for our welfare, of
gations on any Sunday morning. The League will not ac- doing all he can to save us, are by the young people now
from Rome, and was sent by the hands of Onesimus.
K. Written from Rome to Philemon by Onesimus, a cept as an excuse that these pnssages were written in an age of appreciated as pious mimicry, as merely fraudulent or misbarbarism or ignorane<~-if they were, the League holils tl1nt. guided efiorts, intended in all sincerity, to save by stratagem,
servant.
P. End of the Epistle to the Hebrews, which was written it is a disgrace to the Christian world ~tnd advancing civiliza- by appeals to their marvelousness and credulity, tbe chilfrom Italy, of Rome, and was sent by the hand of Timothy. tion to still incorporate such verses in a creed whioh is pre- dren whom they cannot, from their own ignorance and insented as a guide to a land where all is pulitv. While not capacity, control or influence by more rational, enlightened
K. Written to the Hebrews from Italy by Timothy.
denying what is true and beantiful in the Bible, call is mnde lessons and methods. Thinking young people despise such
The rest of the subscriptions to the Epistles in the upon
the Christian worlil in the nnme of dPcency and civili- theories.
Pflshito are simply "End of the Epistle of James the zation to offer a Bible that they dnre read before any oomBook Notices.
Apostle," etc., while King James's version has no more pany. The references are: Gen. xix, 36. Gen. xxx, 15. 16.
The subjoined notices of "ThA Darwins" and
subscriptions. And the Peshito concludes as follows: Gen. xxxi, 35. Gen. xxxv, 22. Gen. xxxviii, 9. Leviticus
"Godly Women" are from the Woman's Herald of
"End of the Revelation of John, the Evangelist [not the xv, 24, 33. Lev. xx, 18. LAv. xviii. 1-24. Nnmhers xxxi.
xxv, 1. Deut. xxii, 13-17. Dent. xxiii, 1, 2; 12, 13. Dent. Industry:
Apostle], and of the whole New Testament as translated into
xxv, 11, 12. Judges xix, 24. 25. S>tmnel xi, 4: xiii, 2', 8, 11 TnE DAltWINS. A Domestic Romance. Cloth, 7fi cents; paper,
the language of the Syrians."
12, 14; xvi, 22. 2 Kings ix. 8; xviii, 27. PRalms xxxvi. 3-11:
50 cents.
It is certain that the Apocalypse, and probably Solomon's Song v, 6: vii, 23: viii. 8. Ezeldel iv, 12, I5; xvi, We get wise bits of talk, beautiful views, antl charming vistas
second Peter, second and third John, and Jude, were 33-34; xxi. 14: xxiii,. 2, 3, 8. 11. 17. 20, 29, 30, 43, 44. 1 Corin- of a pure home love in this volume. If young man-ied people
would buy the book nnd model their homes upon tho plnn of
translated from the Greek into the Syriac, but not thians vii, 8, 9. Job iii, 10, 11, 12.
the Darwins' home, nnd rear their children in the natuml,
the rest of the New Testament, for Syriac was sub- ON the authority of Joseph Cook (and our renderfl will nt healthful (physicrtlly, morally; nnd mentally) wny in which the
reared theim, we should be surrounded by Un:ift;y instantially the vernacular of Judea and Palestine in once perceive that we must take it for what it is wort,h) th~> Dnrwins
telligence, instead of squnlid mis-ery in hoveiH, and the m1~ery
German
empire
will
in
time
be
rnled
hv
a
man
who
if
not
a
of
luxurious
debauchery in palaces. In spenkingof tho importhe first and second centuries.
Freethinker is the next thing to it. "When the present em- tance to be attachec1 to the thme-meals-a-clay syHtem, Mrs.
peror dies," he groans, "there will come to t,he throne in th~> Darwin says (page 41): "Some people say, Eat but two mflnls
Editorial Notes.
German empire a man of most Liberal oninions in theology. n day, and no stipper; hut I never could think it u goou plan
E. H. HEYWOoD's trial has been postponed till May. In do- The crown prince is not a Rottionalist. I do not regard him to go so long without eating. Not only is ouo apt to overeat at
ing this District Attorney Hopkins does not intimate that as an onponent to Christianity, but he is married to a dnngh- breakfast, nfter so protrncted It fnst, hut ns the stOIDILOh getfl
Mr. Heywood will not then be pushed to trial, but this ter of Qneen Victoria, who thinks thnt any man who believes empty, the gastric juices hogin to attnck the memlJrane and
coatings, and this cnuHcH irritnt.ion, and often infinmmation. I
breathing space will, the victim thinks, giv his "Christian in miracles is either a hypocrit or a fool. She wns a pupil of neve1· hear of a chilcl being pnnishecl by dnpriving it of a meal
accusers more time to pray over it; others to swear about it; Strauss. One of the first important remarks I heard on go- but I wish the ignorant parent could look with a physician'tj
and liberty to gather strength for the final wrestle."
ing to Germany nine yenrs ago-and the sentence came from eye and see the state of the little ·stomach which is suffering
from neecl of its wonted nourishment. I long for the great
A FRIEND of THE TRUTH SEEKER's wishes to know if some no less a man than Prof. Tholuck-was that the crown princP. and glorious <lay to come when all punishments shall forever
one can giv him reliable information as to which part of the had married a woman of frivolous opinions in theology, and Cense, an<l men become wiRe, gentle, thoughtful, and good.
state good government land in Florida can be found. He de- that great harm might ultimately come to the empire from The world is full of unavoidnble ncheR and pains, and -people
sires to locate on high and healthy ground, where profit can her being a pupil of Strauss, the author of the mythical hav to undergo suffering enm,gh without inflicting it upon
be obtained from a small inYestment. He will return stamps theory. A similar o-pinion I met often on a recent tonr to six themselvs. There was a time when men thought that the more
they crucified the flesh, the nearer they wore to heaven; but
to those who forward information to Box 75, Main Avenue, of the foremost German cities and universities.'' And, now they hav evolutecl be~·ond t.hnt, and the sooner they prospeaking of Cook, it givs us pleasure to quote the-following gress on pnst all desire to inflict wilful pain upon others, the
Cumberland county, New Jersey.
estimate of him by a correspondent of the Poughkeepsi~> better it will be for the world."
THEBE slumbers in one of the assembly committees a bill
whioh should become a law. It has already passed the NW!s-Press. The letter to that paper runs as follows: "It is
senate. The measure provides for freedom of religious a pleasing fact that the NWJs-Pres.q is disposed to show up in GoDLY WoMAN. Cloth, 7fi cts.; paper, 60 ots.
worship in the penal institutions of the state. Under the his true light that prince of liars and 11landerers, that frnnd
Here we hav a strong, brave, woman's rights book. It makes
present order of affairs nearly all the religious axercises in and charlatan. Jo Cook, who is inherently not only these bnt woman herself responsible for much of her bnbyish helplessthe-prisons are conducted by Protestant clergymen. Catho- an ill-mannerly boor and a coarse, disagreeable, self-con- ness. It shows that she forges her own chnins in re'using to
lics ha.v practically no show at all.- Troy Sktndard.
and investigate cause and effect; that she takes everything
ceited, and malicious literary pirate. Your correspondent. J. see
second-hand and second-class simply because she is too lnzy
A still better bill to pass would be one abolishing all
B. W., hits him hard, hut the same charges mnde by him hav to get out tbe spade and pickaxe of thought and delve in the
religious preaching and substituting in its stead ethical inoften been made against the R'lv. Jo, notably so by John mine of investigation herself. Every unprejudiced mind will
struction. The convicts get Christianity enough outside the
Fiske, one of the ablest men in America, who, in an article be improved and made stronger for life's IJattleH for having
prison walls. The most of them were brought up " within published in the North American ReviWJ, after an Hhausted read this book which g:ivs, in word-painting, such It kAen inthe fold" of either the Protestant or Catholic churches. review of Joseph, closes up on this distinguished clergyman sight into the 'highways and byways of the bnumn family.
They need morality now.
as follows: 'If we were to go through with Mr. Cook's vol.
A Strange Cargo-'l'wo Million Bulls.
AFTER describing at length the partisan fight which zecently umes in detail we should find little else but misrepresPnta.
took place in Dr. Newman's church in this city-a fight which tiona of facts, misconceptions of principles, and floods of
Perhaps the stmngest ~rtrgo ever carried on board
would hav disgraced a political primary held in a bar-room tawdry rhetoric, of which the specimens here quoted are quite ship was during Queen Elizabeth's ti.ne, when, says
-the Banner of Light says: "We hav taken the trouble to sufficient to illustrate his "fundamental method of proce- Hume, "one Thomas White, a Londoner, took two
sketch this church fight thus in detail and at length, for two dure." I hav not treate;i him seriously or with courtesy be- Spanish ships which, besidefl 1,400 chests of quickspecial and impressiv reasons: first, th&.t the people at large cause there is nothing in his matter or in his manner that silver, contained two million bulls for indulgences; a
may see for themselvs the kind of men these parsons are who would justify, or even excuse, a serious method of treatment. commodity useless to the English, but which had
assume to dictate to them the absolute and eternal right and The only aspect of his career which really affords matter for cost the king of Spain three hundred thousand florwrong of things; and, second, that they may better reahze grave reflection is the case in which he succeeded for the ins, and would hav been sold by him in the Indies
what is to be their condition when these same parsons, moment in imposing on the credulity and in appealing to the for five millions." Just imagin what dead loads of
preachers, and priests, reinforced by their blind, and heated, prejudices of the public. The eagerness with which the or- sin these papal bulls might hav gored into nonentity
and frothing followers, shall come into supreme control of thodox world bailed the appearance of thiE new championby clearinll' accounts between the Inilian sinners and
our present free government by working the patent they hav whose very orthodoxy, withal, seems to be but little sounder
oid Job's friend Satan. What in Old Nick's name
than
his
science-cannot
but
remind
one
with
sad
emphasis
applied for that is to put God into the Constitution. We
eve1· became of these bulls? History is silent.
·should treat the whole thing as a farce, if it were not the of Oxenstjern'a famous remark, Quam parva sapient in mundua
toroe which it happens to be."

regitur,'"

Hox.~
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pocket. Imagin, if you can, his indignant eloquence had Eng-) announce that he had started a m~nufactor! of saltpete!. That
land offered to put a gag on his lips. The question that stirred was a blind. Saltpeter could not be made many quantity short
From th• February Word.
the Revolution touched our civil interests. This concerns us of three years. The caves of India afforded all the BUP£ly.
In Providence, R. I., January, 1855, I first heard not only as citizens, but as immortnl beings. Wrapped up in
Without saltpeter there could be no gunpowder, and JUSt as
Phillips, and at once moved to elect him anniversary its fate, saved or lost with it, are not only the voice of states- soon as hostilities l)egan in America, England would stop the
orator of the literary societies of Brown. University. men, hut the ins~ruction of pulpits and the progress of our importation here of arms, gunpowder, and saltpeter. Hence
Aft
k
f
faith.
. Woman stands now at the same door; open it was that in October of that year, General Washington, though
er wee s 0 hard work we won, though I came Congress, court-house, colleges, and giv to the sisters of_the he had General Howe penned up in Boston, dared not advance
near being expelled from college for it, so bitter then Motts and the Somervilles the same opportunities for culture one step, because his men had not five rounds ?f gunpowder.
was the venom of Christians who cried" Infidel" and men hav, and let the result prove what their capacity and in- This fact was made known to Franklin at the hme, but healof politicans who shouted "traitor." Mr. Phillips tellect really are. Open to woman the same scenes, immerse ways knew how to keep a E:ecret. Had G~neral Howe known
k · R
D
her in the same great interests and pursuits, and if twenty cen- it, the American army would hav had to disperse.
came, spo e Ill ev. r. Hall's church, delighting all turies shall not produce a woman Charlemagne or Napoleon,
At this time I discover that Paine was in England. Fra~k
since;ely intelligent listeners, and leaving hypocrits fair reasoning will then allow us to conclude that there is some lin's arrival was on the lOth of May. I find no trace of Pame
howhng.
distinctiv peculiarity in the intellects of the sexes .. Second- in America from April to December, 1775. By the time Frank. Alr. eady in the fight for colored children's rights in rate men doubt; but the mightiest intellects of the race, from lin got here, Paine was in England. What took him back s~
bl
h 001 I
k
Plato down, the rarest minds of Germany, France, England, soon? He doubtless went for gunpowder. After the 19th of
pu IC sc
s, waa ta en by my personal friends, concede that woman is, not perhaps identically, but equally, of April, gunpowder was America's greatest need .. The die
Geo. T. Downing and James Jefferson, to Fred. Doug- endowed with man in all intellectual capabilities. Often by was cast; revolution had begun. "No man," says Pame, "was
]ass and Chas. L. Remand, and made it my work to her efforts, always by her economy, she contributes much to a warmer wisher for reconciliation than myself before the fatal
voice the slave's cause in prayer-meetings, Sunday- the stock of family wealth, and is thus entitled to a voice in 19th of April, 1775."
schools, the Young Men's Christian Association, the the control and disposal of it. Neither common sense nor past I say he went for gunpowder, not only inferentially, because
experience encourages her to trust the protection of that right that was most needed, but because I discover that before he
Franklin Lyceum, and the University Debating So- to the votes of men. Evflry class should be endowed with returned to America Franklin sent another ruan to France for
cieties, winning a hearing for, if not an indorsement power to protect itself. Man has hitherto presumed to settle gunpowder. He addressed a letter December 9,] 775, to Mons.
of, my "Infidel traitors," the abolitionists, in every what is best for woman; prejudices never were reasoned up, Dumas, and sent it by M:r. Storey. In that letter he inclosed
body of which I was a member. Liberalized out of and cannot be reasoned down. Take your rights; your suffrage £100 to defray expenses in procuring the shipment from France
claim is a great moral protest against the very fabric of society; of small arms, ammunition, and saltpeter.
evangelical _P~lpits, by the thought of Garrison, it goes down beneath the altar at which you worship, beneath
What positiv evidence hav I that Paine was in England in
Beecher, Phillips, and Parker, leaving church to save the social system in which you liv. . . . Giv us time, and the latter half of the year 1775? I will tell you. Just before
my soul, shedding state in self-respect, I accepted talk is all-powerful; we feel ourselvs overshadowed in the pres- Franklin left England, a little weekly paper was started called
· •
t t
k
ence of colossal institutions; we ask what can a few hundred or the Orisis.
It advocated the cause of America, and deG arrison
s reques 0 spea at South Framingham, thousand persons do against the weight of government, the nounced the policy of the ministry in unmeasured terms. The
July 4, 1858, and subsequently, by Mr. Phillips's mountainous odds of majorities, the influence of the press, the writers for that paper were anonymous. The first issue was
urgency, became lecturer and general agent of the power of the pulpit, the organization of parties, the omnipo- January 21, 1775. In April appeared the first arti~le by
Antislavery Societ,y, Mr. Phillips also opening my tence of wealth; yet a dozen earnest men pledged to ideas, "Casca." (It was Casca who stabbed Cmsar.) The wnter, I
way to Theodore Parker's lyceum lecture platform. silently maturing regeneration of public opinion, beget revolu- think, was not yet in England, but soon afterward, as. appears
tion. Nothing but freedom, justice, truth is of any pennanent from internal evidence and from ·notices by the pubhsher, he
During all the fierce mob scenes of 1860-1, I stood be- advantage to the mass of mankind; the accumulated common was in or about London, though never known to the printer.
between Phillips and foes of Free Speech. Knowing sense of the people outweighs the greatest statesman; every Ten articles by Casca are published during that year, and t~ey
war to be immoral and impolitic; working for liberty thoughtful man is a jury to which he answers, a tribunal to continue on during the early part of 1776, though the wnter
and peace by evolution rather than bloodshed, our which he must bow; nothing can stand against opinions, and is not there later than November, 1775; and the paper ceases
the tongue and press are parents of opinions reflecting eternal to exist after the declaration of independence.
ways parted till October, 1866, when Mrs. Heywood principles of justice and right; stand on the pedestal of your A republication of the Orisis was begun in New York in
and I were called by telegram to speak with him and own individual-independence; summon institutions about you, 1776, but went no farther than one volume, ending with the
others on labor in Faneuil Hall. He there said: and judge them; giv me anything that walks erect, can reaa, paper of July 29, 1776.
"D 't
d bt d 't
dd
·
and he shall count one in the millions of the Lord's sacramenI hav a suspicion that Franklin started that paper before he
on
ISCUSS e ' on me le With the money or tal host which is yet to come up and trample all oppreso;ion in left England, and as soon as practicable got Paine to write for
land questions, but stick to eight hours." I said to the dust. . . . The idea of liberty is the great fund amen- it. A memorandum on a bound copy of the Orisis of 1775-6,
myself, "We will see whether you can do it!" He tal principle. A man is worth more than a bank vault. Better reads, "By order of the House of Commons, burnt by the comspoke in that strain till 1872, when, under this then that human laws be trampled under foot and the order of soci- mon hangman."
fi · h d
f ·
a· 1 · t · h
l · d etv be broken every day than that one man go back to slavery.
A copy of this Orisis of 1775-6, was first seen by me in the
un DIS e roo ' Ill a cor Ia m erview, e exp ame WhAre is the battle-field, however ghastl);, which is not white, Congressional Library Oct. 14, 1880. I had never before hearcl
to us his change of mind, and talked little but finance white as an angel's wing, compared with the blackness of that of such a book-never knew of any by that title except Paine's
afterwards ! "Why not come into the Labor Con- darkness which has brooded over the Carolinas for two hun- "'Crisis" of 1776-1783.
ventions again?'' I asked. He replied: "After one dred years? Whether the states be separate or united, neither Four days later, as I was examining ShEllrwin's "Life of
baR worked forty years, served in twenty movements, my brother nor any other man's brother shall go back to bond- Paine" (1819) in the library, I read a note in substance as folage.
. Persecution is really want of faith in our creed. lows:
and been kicked out of all of them, he rather likes Let us learn that lesson the whole circle round. The whole of
"In the edition of 'Paine's Political Works' recently pubto paddle his own canoe !"
truth can never do harm to the whole of virtue; and in order lished there is an error. The first number of the • Crisis' there
Gladly would I fill columns with personal reminis- to get the whole truth you must allow every man, right or inserted is not by Paine. I find the same in a copy of what is
cences of this wonderful man, but can only J. ust stop wrong, freely to utter his conscience, and protect him in so called the English Ori"is, a work entirely distinct from that
doing."
written by Paine. The article is signed 'Casca.' 'rhe elTor
to say how he came to marry Annie Greene. Mrs.
first occurs in an edition by Eaton, 1796. The articl8 is omitPhillips, relating incidents of their confluent life,
Such are a few of the many noble words which• ted in other editions except the recent one referred to."
once said to me: "It was in old stage-coach days; during fifty years, came as gospels from those now This mysterious reference t.o the Orisis of 17]5, and espeI, with other girls, was booked for Greenfield, Ma.ss. silent lips ! Who shall measure the moral service done, cially to Casca, surprised me greatly. But I was stillmore asd t t b
t• · th
t t ·
· t"
~ tonished to find penciled on the margin of the same page this
Mr. Ph1llips and Charles Sumner, then both boys in an ye 0 e ever ac tv m
ese po en mspira Ions· note, which I afterward found to hav been written by the
Harvard law school, agreed to go also. Sumner He was no mere priest, statesman, jurist, scholar, librarian, 1\IIr. Spofford:
broke his engagement; Mr. Phillips went. I talked scientist, who with written discourse rose to speak.
"It Is by Paine, but does not belong to the Crisis. It refers
abolition to him all the way up, all the time there. Impromptu, inspirational, off-hand, he was and is the to Gen. Gage's proclamation of July 17 [June 12], 1775, and is
. an d I"t se a] e d h is fa t e !"
living word, wh_ich creates learning, law, art, philoso- entitled,
'A Crisis Extraordinary.'"
. t ene d , came agam,
H e IIS
Mr. Spofford further added that Eaton's edition of 1796 w~~.S
At the "World's Convention" in London, June phy, religion-everything worthy in human society simply Paine's works (i.e., his "Crisis," 1776-1783), with the
12-15,1840, when women were denied seats on ac- and compared with whose opulent divinity collectiv paper refened to by Sherwin (i.e., ''A Crisis Extraordinary"),
·
· t o th e ga11ery power, material wealth, are indeed unattractiv ! tacked
at the beginning.
coun t o f sex, an d G arnson
wen t 1D
I went to Mr. Sr)offord and asked him if he had a copy of
Lucret'a
"'rott
and others ' M rs. Stan t on speak s While others sought money, position, fame, he, askc that "Crisis Extraordinary." In a few moments he produced
Wl. th
·
l
1u
of Mrs. Phillips: "She had just returned from her ing what is right, gave to the oppressed, the poor, it in a volume of Colonial pamphlets. It was dated Aug. 9,
bridal tour on the continent, and was in the zenith of the forlorn, his munificent strength, forgetting self 1775, which was later than the last number of the American
her beauty; had a profusion of dark-brown hair, to be remembered in the benedictions of grateful peo- reprint of the English Ct·isis that I had been examining: He
· bl
d
1 f t
t ll pie through all coming years. The clear, girl vision also produced Eaton's edition of 1794, which contained the
l arge Iovmgue e;yes, an regu ar ea ures; was a ,
same "Crisis Extraordinary" prefixed to Paine's Oris1s of 1776graceful, and talked with great ffuency and force. and resolute, woman character which drew him to 1783, and signed, "American C. S." C. S. means "Common
Her whole soul was in the pending issue. As we Annie Greene, blending their being in beneficent Sense," Paine·s nom de plume in America. He never signed his
were about entering the convention she laid her hand destiny, stillliv in her whom. he hoped t0 survive, own name to any paper, so far as I am able to discover,, until
·
On bel, husband's shoulder' ad m on1"sh 1"n g h"Im t O b e and who, perhaps, has further work to do for millions 1786
Paine
was in England Aug. 9, 1775, when "A Crisis Extrabrave and firm." Grandly loyal to woman's person- whose hearts now beat in sympathy toward her. ordinary" was there published. Gage's proclamation was isali ties during all her subsequent invalid years, Mr. Phillips, the orator, Garrison, the editor, were moral- sued on June 12th, and it would hav reached London in about
Ph "lJ'
dt
"Sh b 'ld th 1 tf
I ·
ists of victorious growth, in which liberated millions a month. There it afforded a proper occasion for the publica1 Ips use
o say:
e UI s e P a orms; SliDtion of "A Crisis Extraordinary," and Paine got it published
·
· t•wna1 now reJ· oice. Equally clear discernment of princi- a~ an extra. It begins with a quotation in Latin from Horace
Ply go On the m and m ake sPeech es. " Th e msptra
vigor and devoted activity with which his life was ples and as decisiv action were hardly to be expected -Projicit ampullias-which he freely translates as follows:
vocal from the Lovejoy meeting in Fanueil Hall, of them in later reforms. Thankful are we that they
"On souls of slavery more than death afraid,
December 8, 1837, meet us on every page of his pub- lived and wrought. Let us pay the debt due them
Gage wastes his pardons and his gasconade."
. h d
h
by work well done in our day.
And it closes with this paragraph:
1lS
e speec es:
"The die is cast in the great Divan (the wise council of the
"Lovejoy stood within constitutional bulwarks defending
nation), and those who would rise again to the state of liberthe freedom of the press: the men who assailed him went
Thomas Paine and BenJ"amin Ft•anklin.
ties of Englisbmen must rise through blood. The parricides
against and over the laws. Shame on the Amelican who calls
of the Constitution general, are to be found in England, not in
the tea tax ltnd stamp act laws! Our fathers resisted not the w. H. BURR, AT THE ANNIVERSARY oF THE BIRTHDAY OF America; n0r can happiness, peace, liberty, and law be now
king's prerogativ, but the king's usmpation. 'fhe rioters of
THOMAS PAINE, WASHINGTON, 1884.
restored (unless Providence miraculously intervenes), but by
otu· day go for their own wills, right or wrong. When I
another ltevolution."
heard the gentleman (Attorney-General Austin) lay down
Thomas Paine and Benjamin Franklin made this nation.
The identification of Paine as Casca by Librarian Spofford
principles which place the murderers of Alton side by side
They first met in 1774-one 37, the other 68, years of age- was a little prior to my discovery of the same. He detected
with Otis, Haneock, Quincy, and Adams, I thought those pic- a young old man and an old young man.
Paine in a single anonymous essay. I discovered him in a
tured lips (pointing to portraits in the hall) would hav
Paine had been removed from the excise office, where he series from Aplil, 1775, to April, 1776, all signed "Casca."
ln·oken into voice to rebuke the recreant American-the sian- had served the government a dozen years, at £50 a year.
Mr. Spofford up to this time (1880) had withheld his ass.ent
derer of the dead. For the sentiments he Las uttered, on Franklin had been insulted at court, and was prepaling to quit to the claim that Paine was Junius. How he can now withsoil consecrated by the prayers of Puritans, and the blood· England forever.
stand the evidence I cannot conceive ; nor do I know that he
of patriots, the earth should hav yawned and swallowed him
Was Paine poor? No. His £50 a year probably never paid is still unconverted. The last words of Junius were:
up. Lovejoy did not cry anarchy and let slip the dogs of his expenses, andyethealwayshadmoneytospare. Whence,
"You are roused at last to a sense of your flange~. The
l'ivil wm·, careless of horrors which might follow. He took then, were his resources? For some years between the ages remedy will soon be in your power. If Junius livs you shall
l'tJfuge under the banner of liberty, amid its folds; when he of Hi and 21 he had been at sea as a privateersman; and from often be reminded of it."
foil its glorious stars and stripes, the emblem of free insti- the fact that he was called Commodore we may infer that he
Junius promised to come again. Gasca's appearance three
tntions, around which cluster so many stining memories, had risen to the rank of captain. This is not at all incredible years later was the first fulfilment of that promis, though nowere blotted out in the martyr's blood. Accursed are those in his case, for one of his biographers says that at 22 he looked •body discoverecl it until 1880.
who 'damn with faint praise,' or load with obloquy tho mem- to be a dozen years older.
Junius was unknown even to the publisher; so was Casca.
ory of this man who shed his blood in defense of life, liberty,
Now, the business of a privateer is making a pile of money
Junius said: "I am the sole depository of my own secret,
property, and freedom of the press. Imprudent to defend at great risk. It is therefore probable that the youthful cap- and it shall perish with me." That promis he kept; and so
the freedom of the press! Why? Because the defense was tain quit the sea with a considerable sum of prize-money. And he did the other, not only when he reappeared in England as
nnsuccessful? Does success gild crime into patriotism, and from what we know of his philanthropy, we must believe that Casca but in America as "Common Sense."
the want of it change heroic self-devotion to impudence"! Pre- he intended to use that money in a way that would be likely
For' a hundred years nobody was able to discover Junius.
sumptuous to assert freedom of press on American ground ! to do the most good to mankind.
Just one lnmdred years to a day from the date of his last letter,
Who invents this libel on his country 'I It is this very thing
Before the encl of 1774, Paine sailed to America with letters I announced his identity from a platform in this city, to an asthat entitles Lovejoy to greater praise. The disputed right of introduction from Franklin. His ostensible purpose was to semblage about as large as this.
which provoked the Revolution-taxation without representa- seek employment as a teacher or surveyor. Did he do any
But it was not I who discovered it. Mr. Joel Moody, of
tion-is far beneath that for which he ditd. As much as teaching or surveying here? Not that we'knowof. In March, Kansas, had made the discovery and demonstrated it in a book
thought is better than money, so much is the cause in which 1775, he writes an anonymous article for the Pennsylvania l\Iag- which I on the 21st of .Jan nary, 1872, first exhibited to the
Lovejoy died nobler than a mere question of taxes. James azine. In style it is a model of elegance.
public.
.
Otis thundered in this hall when the king did bnt touch his
But later in that year where is he? The papers of the time
So, too, it was a hlmc1redyears before M:r. Spofford and I d1~-

E. H. Heywood and Wendell Phillips.
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covered Casca to be. Paine. Mr. Spofford was a little in ad- They
f "d "t Ill h
·
vance of me. He sa1d Casca was Paine; I went further and
are~ rat I W
urt their popularity; 2. They dox creed. The other part were termed Hick•ites
declared that Casca was Junius come aaain pursuant to are too stmgy. On the first, it reminds one of the Hicks repudiated the miraculous conception of Jesus,
promis.
b
story of Betsy and the bear. On the second reason and espoused Paine's doctrine in full.
H. WILLIS.
"The cause of Amer~ca," said Paine, "made me an author." it would be well enough to quote Cha.iney and InT~at .cause crops out m the "Letters of Junius," and is the·1 gersoll's ''Lights and Shadows of Liberalism "
S.&.N JosE, C.&.L., Feb. 4, 284.
pnne1pal theme of Casca.
·
M:a. EDrroR: The Liberals of this place and Santa.
Paine's work was for the most part secret. He did not
Yours truly,
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
Clara celebrated the 147th anniversary of Paine's
come out before the public until 1791 in his answer to Burke
--birtbfia.y a.t the Ca.llfnrnla. Theatf'r In 1his city on
on the "Rights of Man." And even after that he did much
PHILADELPHIA, Feb. 10, 1884.
secret work.
MR. EDITOR: The 147th a.nniver~:~arv of the birth of Wednesday evening, Jan. 80th. We were obliged to
Franklin, too, was. excessivly secretiv. The two men worked Thomas Pctine was celebrated by Friendship Liberal put it oft one day on account of the theater being
toget~er, yet appearmg to keep apart; and, indeed, most of League, No. 257, on Sunday, the 27th ult., afternoon engaged by other parties on the 29th.
the ~1me the ocean separated them. But for their secret work
d
1
The weather was very unfavorable. It having-rained
our mdevendenee would not hav been achieved. Hence Ire- an even ng. The afternoon services were opened by
an introductory address from the chairman, Mr. W. more or less nearly all the time for the five days prepeat, Pame and Franklin made this nation.
F. Porter, who Introduced the speaker of the day, vious. For that cause our speaker (a. lady) failed to
Mr. George Chainey, of Boston, who delivered his put in an appearance, and at the last moment we
lecture entitled, "The N11.ture and Progress of Free- were obliged to call on another party, who Wa.A wholly
thought in America." He was followed by Mr. J. unprepared, but proved blmselt equal to the emerClegg Wright, of Vineland, N.J. Tbe evening exer- gency, and gave us a short and stirring address.
cises consisted of music, recitations, short addresses,
The program consisted of music, instrumental, Mr.
SOUTHAMPTON, Jan. 22, 1884.
etc., and were of a social nature.
and Mrs. Schuertz; opening remark for chairman;
MR. EDITOR: As this proves to be a very severe win- At the banquet, to which about three hundred
ter, and all we. can do is to keep ourselvs and stock friends and admirers of Paine and Freethought sat addreRs,.Prof. 8. 8. Rizer; song, Turner's Glee Club
comfortable, the ''In G.:>d we trust " (the almighty down, seVPral toasts were proposed, among them (encored); cornet solo, with plano accompaniment,
dollar) has almost forsaken us. B11t a.s I am a life one to "1\Ian," which was responded to by Mme. Mr. and Mrs. Sobuertz; song. Prof. Elliott (encored);
instrumental music, Mr. and Mrs. Scbuertz.
subscriber, and would not do without THE TRUTH El-D. Louie.
w.
The stage was decorated with American fta~ra. a
SEEKER for ten thousand Bibles, please find inclosed
largE~ picture of the author-hero, and his motto, "The
$5.00.
Fraternally, J. G. KENDALL,
CEDAR SPRINGS, MICH., Jan. 10. 1884
world," etc.
Respectfully yours,
MR. EDITOR: It is with a. sad heart that I write
THOMAS J A.OOB.
CEREsco. MICH., Jan. 22-,1884. you a few lines. to an ounce to you and the readers
1
MR. EDITOR: I hope THE TRUTH BEEKER has been of THE TRUTH SEEK.ER, t.he death of my hUi~band.
P.&.TEliS"N, N J, January 20, 1884.
born never to die. It is very much needed in this Ambrose S. Croxton. He passed on, on the 23d of
MR. EDITOR: I, as a. lire-long Ltheral. want to enter
neighborhood as a light to enlighten the gentiles, December, after a short sickness of three days.
and to bring- to their right reason all these fanatical Your readers are familiar with him through his ar- mv honest protest against the disgraceful article of
Christians who are worshiping a. myth and are afraid ticle on prohibition, which appeared in a March "Llbl'lrta." Not being satisfied with his abuse of
to do anvthing else on account of that diabolical number of your paper, and which brought him Mr. Walker, be must needs go for the convention
threat, "Believe in me anil bEl saved, or disbelieve many flattering letters anti cards.· I would say to and question the obaraote::- and jUdllment of some
and go to hell and be damned"-the most wicked the readers of THE TRUTH BEEE:ER that be died as he of the ablPSt and best men In the Liberal ranks.
and villainous threat ever ol:Yered to the human fam- lived, a foe to all superstition. and a. ~rreat worker In This, taken in connection with bls obar~rlng Mr.
Walker as being an ignoramus. Is such an exhibition
ily. You are on the right track; go aheail.
the cause of right and for humanity. The last public of self-sufficiency ann vantt.v tha.t. it stands unPqualed
THOMAS KNIGHT.
act of his life was to bring to the notice of some of our in the columns of THE TRUTH !SEEKER. and if truth
citlzeris a oirc>.ular that bad been posted In our vil- seekers that read it are not thoroughly disgusted
FARMER CITY. ILL.
lage to tbe effect that a certain minister would deMR. EDIToR: Inclosed find five dollars to pay for liver :t lecture to bring before the public tbe neces- tbi'1Y are the odds of the writer of this.
Now, as to the merits of the q•Jestlon at issue I
your paper last year and this. I feel sorry for being sity of putting" Gfld in the Constitution." Mr. Croxso ne2"ligent in .paying up. I cannot truthfully plead ton bad just renewed his subscription for THE TRUTH deem it unnecessary to spPak, exoPpt to say tba.t. Mr.
Inability, for there has not been &. day in the last BEEKER, and also sent for some books, all of which hav Walker bas expressed my vlewl.'l, and In a. very able,
logical manner; and in my opinion be covers the
year in which I might not bav paid you. I hopE> i been recPtved.
whole ground, and takes a position which all conmay be more prompt in future, for the paper·! must
Respectfully yours,
OLIVE A. CROXTON.
sistent Liberals must per force acknowledge and dehav. It bas become to me one of thf' necessaries of
fend. If I thought it were neoesr:>ary for rnA to treat
life. I bav read every number, from the first, issued
MoNTREAL. Jan. 9, 1884.
the weak and onntradlotory character of "Liberta's"
in PMis, Ill., to t·he laGt, and I cannot do without it.
MR. EDITOR: Your note to band, also parcPl of
As long as I can raise the subscription price and ''Age of R~ason." No more selz•1resl Ordinarily it answer to Mr. Walker's able letters, I would make
remain on this earth I shall take it, unle~s it mate- i'l annoying to bav to waste onl'l'B time going to the an effort In that direction; but believing that Mr.
rially changes its character. To stop the paper while Customs for such small parcels, but in thi~:~ case It Walker can and will do it in a more cogent manner,
i is working to accomplish the ends of its founder is ·becoming quite amusing to see how burrlerlly the in his bands I leave him-to be routed horse, foot,
wonld be dishonoring the memory of the revered package is banded over when the contents are known, and dragoons.
In conclusion, I would ask "Llberta" to step forth
Bennett.
Yours for truth,
0. J. SMITH.
as if in fear of contamination, and in snlte of the from his coward's castle, so that we can know who
most pressing invitations to seize them (mo!f!t of the this Goliath of the Liberal armv Is.
SAN JosE, CAL., Jan, 18, 1884.
clerks are, of course, R'lman Catholic). And if this
I am yours, fiear Mao, for Walker and tbe platMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order ($2.50) for occurs very often, I non't know but what the govE>rnmy next term for your leading Freetbought paper. ment will yet be called on to keep tbAm supplien form of the last convention, with Its E'f'V~>nth resoJoHN WARR.
This being my first letter to your office since the with holy water to wash their bands after handling lution, first, last, and all the time.
death of Friend Bennett, I desire to express a few tbe vile stuff, and to disinfect. the preml~>el.'l. I send
PORTLAND 0&., Jan. 30. 188i.
words for our departed hero, whose life was spent in you card for insertion in THE TRUTH BEEKER, and
MR. EDITOR: Our young Auxiliary Liberal L~ague,
pursuit of knowledge and truth. I had the honor also our program for January. You will aee that we
of entertaining Brother Bennett on his around-the- will hold our annual festival on the 16th inst., and being only a. few months of age, bad expressed a
world trip, which gave me an opportunity to com- you will r.ecPiVe, through the secretary, an invitation df'sire to celebrate the anniversAry of Thomas Paine's
prebend and appreciate his value. The world bas to be present. I can hardly hope that you will ac- birthday, The ball where the League holds its usual
lost a friend and hero whose place is seldom filled cept it, but if you do so, Wfl shall appreciate your meetings was considered too small. It was therefore
in a generation. I trust our loss is the gain of thE' courage in facing a Canadian winter, and giv you a decided that the celebration should take place in some
other ball. A committee consisting of Messrs. Fisk,
life beyond; and should death end all, his labors mnst hearty welcnme.
will stand like a bright and guiding star for generaWe bav had a flood to begin the year with, which Allsky, El!"an, Youse, and myself was appointed for
tion'! to come. The fairness of Mr. Bennett, like has caused a great amount of damage in the lower that purpose, and the only ball we could obtain for
THE TRUTH BEEKER he founded, is seldom equaled. portions of the city. Strange to say, the basl'lment t be evening of the 29th was the so-called Turn Vereln
Hoping the world will soon learn to apnreclate its of the Young Men's Christian Association was in- H<J.ll, the largest and most popular In our city. The
best productions better,
R. H. ScHWARTz.
vaded; and, notwithstanding the prayers that were celebration was advertised in all dally newspapers,
offered, the water rose j11st as high there as any- printed programs distributed and mailed to Liberals
WYANDOTTE, KAN., Jan. 28, 1884.
where else. And the consequence was that their in the vicinity, yet we were afraico that only a. few
MR. EDIToR: Please renew my hold and lease upon fires were extinguished, the heating apparatus busted, people would come, and the soft-beaded priests would
the dear old TRUTH BEEKER. Let me read my title and the doors bad to be closed until the w<~.ters were hav a chance to laugh at us. Who knows what could
clear another year.
assuaged. Tbe members, however, unlike Noah, were be if a heavenly messenger, or rathAr an earthly
devil, would not put in his hellish tongue? I speak
You will notice by the slip of newspaper inclosed shut out of their ark.
from a Kentucky journal that we are hanging by
"The children of this world are wiser than the of the Rev. F. R. Marvin, of the Congregational
the "skin of our teeth on the ragged edge of eternal children of light," and while the doves could not church, who on the previous Sunday evening deliv- •
damnation-on the very brink of hell-fire and brim- find a. resting-place, those infernal Freethinkers, who ered a purely theobglcal lecture, rather vindication,
stone." It reminds me of old Mrs. Brown in Jersey- had builded a little higher up on a surer foundation, on the life of TbomaB Paine. The daily newspapers
ville, Ill., who prayed for the conversion of her hus- were enjoying tbemselvs to their hearts' content, gave full reports of it. The following is an extract
band, and said: "0 Lord, bold him over bell, but without fear of water in this world or fire in the rrom the dally Oregonian: ''Thomas Paine is rememdon't drop him in, Lord." You will see that Dr. Bell next. Verily the devil looks after his own, and the bered for the worst book he ever wrote-the • Age of
R'ason.' I denounce, said Marvin, the' Al('e nf Reawished to discuss hell, but the chairman of the ad- ways of the Lord are past finding out.
son,' because it Is dishonf:!St and Illiterate. Paine was
Yours very truly,
C. STEVENS,
visory committee would report favorably when they
an ignorant man of very vulgar tastes, and toward
got to hell. The Rev- Dr. Hull's remarks were the
the end of his life be became a. common drunkard
BATTLE CREEK, MICH., Feb. 2, 284.
best of all, when he said that a great many preachers
MR. EDITOR: There is one error and some omission and town-loafer. Paine turned his hand against
were unconverted; that they were made to order, and
were ready to plead law, practice medicin, or preach- in my article on Paine. I hav known the old stone nearly every good man and good thing. The 'Aile ol
anything that solved the bread-and-butter nroblem. h<\\lSe at Valley Forge for sixty years. You ha.v it Reason' Is a worthless and dlahonest attack upon a.
J. A. DAVIES.
i)
Unrl \n it for '3lxty years. I never lived In ft. religion he did not understand, and upon a Bible he
'l·ne w.atJ .F.:~. ...!la Is Dinltt\1<:1. It was at Paola where never read. Educated Infidels despise him as heartily
CANTON, ILL .. Jan. 1, 1884.
the army rested in their t~nts on their retreat from as any mlnistPr I know or, and the men" and W"men
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed post-office order Chadsford, where the Britlt~b. came on after, and bay- who ·rollow him arp for the most part from-the lower
for the before mentioned four persons and my own onetted scores, if not hundreds, as they slept. Tbe walks of society, Thomas Paine was neither philosoPaola is a noted place in the history of the Revolu- pher nor theologian; he was an Incompetent iconosubscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
In canvassing for your paper I go among those who tionary war. The cherry-tree that saved H. Martin's clast, and toward the close of his lifo he was a mishav had sample copies. I find fully three-fourths of life was visited byL<J.fayet.te on his last visit. It oink be erable sot. Sober, industrious, and thoughtful men
them Liberal, but I cannot get over one-tenth of that nut his name on it when Elias Hicks and Willet visited will leave Paine and his 'Age of R~a·son' to the bats
number to subscribe. Their different excuses are: 1. Paine. They both at that tlmfl (1809) adhered to the and moles. More and more the light of a Christian
They are taking more papers now than they bav divinity of Christ. But in 1826 Elias wholly renounced civl•lzat.ion is dissolving the dark shadows of both
time to read; 2. They bav time to read only that the idea of Christ's divinity, and taught that he was superstition and unbE-lief."
That was enough to encourage every true admirer
which pertains to their business; 3. They are too a man as other men are-came into being in the natof
our republic, and the result was that the ball was
ural
way,
as
all
men
do.
Tnls
caused
the
separation
poor; 4. Their women would object to their bringing
it about the house. And I will add two more: 1. in the society, the orthodox adhering to the old ortho- well filled, I would not like to occupy too much
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space In your columns. I dare not desire It, for I
know you will hav to glv room to much correspondence from different places where Pa.lne celebrations
took place, I shall only notice that we Intend to
publish a pamphlet of the proceedings, and every
one who Is Interested In the Freethought of this
coast will hav an opportunity to get that little book
for two or three nickels. But before that work Is
done allow me to quote some extracts of the account
on the celehratlon given In the dallv Oregoniar. this
morning: "The speaker [Prof W. H. Chaney] read
an editorial from the New York Advertiser of June
10, 1807, the day after Paine's death, laudatory in the
highest degree of Pa.lne's honesty, intelligence, and
patriotism. This was written, the speaker continued,
a quarter of a century before America was disgraced
by the birth of Marvin, the traducer of our hero and
patriot. Paine was a man who, while rebuking sin,
pitied the sinner. Marvin preaches, • Love your enemies;' he practices, 'An eye for an eye.' These pro·
fesslng Chrlstb ns could not burn Paine when living,
nor burn his bones after he was deR.d, as ecclesiastical cutthroats did In former days. Their only course
Is slander, anrl the chief of slanderers Is F. R. Marvin. . , . P<tlne accomplished more with the nen
than Washington did with the sword. . . . The
speaker related that his grandfather had fought In
the Rovolutlon, and his father In the war of 1812,
and amon'l' his earliest rec')llectlons was sitting on
his Jn'a.ndfather's knee and hearing him tell of' times
that tried men's souls,' until the olrl man grew livid
with excitement. Bll.id he to me, 'If you ever bear
a torv defame the American government or the men
who ·fought to establish it, knock him down and
trample on him.' . , . I can figurativly consign
this modern tory, M<trvin, to a seat he has earned
alongside of Benedict Arnold and Charles Gulteau In
tbA hottest corner of hell."
A tableau was then shown representing a man
tied to the stake of the execution as a heretic by the
monks and other officers of the cbttrch. wearing
crosses and emblems of Christianity. Dr. B')senspltz,
a Jewish rabbi, was then introduced. He said: "I
do not bellevA In souls going up to heaven, for no
astronomer ever saw them there; neither do I be·
llf'IVe In the apostles given In the New Testament
I bt~lieve In a G'ld and the angels, and understanrt
the former as 'Goodness,' and the latter a.s 'messengers.' I therefore claim that Thomas Pa.lne, who
PJtld, 'To do good Is my relhdon.' Is a true angel of
God, whose apostles are not those of the New Testament, but the Inventors, mech~tnlcs, etc., who benefited and enl;ghtened our world, none of whom were
preachers, priests, popes, or saints." (Loud applatlBe.)
The audience were favored with music. Mr. Dean
l'nllowed wllh a brief address, in which he alluded to
Paine as the advocate of human liberty.
A tableau representing tbe age of reason was then
exhibited, after which thfl floor was cleared, and those
who wi,.hed engaged In dancing.
The Osegoitian omits a recitation read by Mr. Eddy,
and many other proceedings which I don't think to
mention here, for I guess space In your paper Is very
dear now, I will only add that those who like to
hav the mentfom•rt pR.mphlet may E'end about fifteen
cents to Prof. W. H. Chaney, 269 1-2 Firqt, street, Portland, Oregon.
MosEs F. WAHRHA.FTIG.
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driven to desperation, as above suggested, Upon this
visit, at my request he rubbed my eye and head
with his hands, and the pain left me, and £ hav not
suffered a relapse since, although that sickness was
a relApse of a former Inflammation of the Iris.
Now, sir, I deem this testimony due your readers
as well as yourself, for I feel that person to be very
unfortunate In this world of sickness who is ignorant
of the wonderful benefit to be obtained In sickness
or health preservation from the thorough manipulation of the body by a congenial person. I hav known
of this panacea ever since I was a youth, say about
twenty-eight years, and I will say that there Is no
knowledge I value more highly. The laying on of
hands being a beneficence second to none, It banIshes as real necessities the productions of the pharmacies of all countries, and makes man only beholden to his neighbor. Undoubtedly Dr. Monck or
anyone else can run an Idea "Into the ground" by
tacking onto It the name of Jesus, and thus making
some of the superstitious a little wlld. In conclusion, Mr. Editor, should you become sick at any
time, let drugs alone, get a congenial hand to rub
and bathe and glv proper food, and Insist upon pure
air night and day; and, mv word for it., In this way
you will last the longest. D.a. GEoRGE HARDCASTLE.
[Dr. Hardcastle has misunderstood our meaning,
or perhaps the f~ult Is that It was not made clear.
We meant the sort of "laying on of hands" prac·
tlced by Monck and Jesus-a touch on the affected
part and a command to be healed. Nearly all com~
petent physicians commend, and many Introduce
Into their practice, the Swedish movement cure, the
massage treatment, the magnetic rubbing treatment,
etc., and many wonderful cures are effected. Natural
forces so employed are undoubtedly beneficial to
sick persons. But the "take-up-your-bed-and-walk"
style of treatment Is a humbug, whether done In the
name of the Almighty or for the almighty dollar,ED. T. S.]
OscEOLA, Jan. 6, 284.
MR. EDITOR: I think there is four times more
valuable reading matter In THE TRUTH SEEKER than.
I get from any other source for the same amount of
money. Three dollars a year for 832 pages, the size
of THE TRUTH BEEKER, made up of extracts from all
books, thoughts moulded by the greatest and best
brains of humanity living In every age of the world's
history, Is cheap enough to all of us who hav learned
to appreciate Its value.
Fraternally,
L. M. HASTINGs,

LINCOLN, CAL., Jan, 8, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Looking over the preface to the revised version- of the New Testament, I found this:
"We may In the last vlace notice one particular to
which we were not expressly directed to extend our
revision, namt>ly, the titles of the books of the New
Testament. ThPse titles are no part of the original
text: and the titles found In the most ancient manuscripts are of too short a form to be convenient for
use. Under these circumstances we hav deemed It
best to leave unchanged the titles which are given
in the authorized version AS printed In 1611."
C<l.n you giv a few samples of those ancient titles
to the books of the New Testament? It may be
that those long "whereas's" of •· Paul, an apostle ot
Christ Jesus," etc., are some of the titles that are
BAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
MR. EDITOR: You accord to your correspondents the "no part of the original text.''
- I am "jubersum.''
T. R, STEPHENSON,
privilege of mutual criticism, and If you will go a
[See Editorial pages.-ED. T, S.]
step further and allow criticism of yourself I shall
thereby be gratified. From your ertitorlal of Dec,
15th, on ''The Miracle Business," I reproduce the
LoWELL, NEB., Jan. 3, 1884.
following sentence, with only very brief comment:
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to pay for renewal
"That a man could, by laying on of hands, cause a of THE TRUTH BEEKER, for Geo. Gray and J. F. Blooderlpple to walk or the blind to see, Is most prepos- good.
I think your paper Is doing good; and It is quite
terous nonsense." To properly correct the "nonsense" you here gtv evpresslon to would require more gratifying to me to know that so many people are
time and space than I hav promised to take. A for- holding similar opinions to thJtt of my own. I hav
mer landl~trlv of mine, Mrs. E. A Hodgdon, now stop- been an Infidel all my life, When a little boy, about
ping at l!'iO East 21st st., New York, was on one oc- seven or eight years old, I had to learn a few verses
casion affiictAd with what she called a "hang-on from _St. Matthew when at school, and dear old Matcold." Having myself volunteered my services as a thew was my savior, or I might hav grown up and
manipulator of tne human body In the common ail- blasphemed like millions of others. I was reading
ments which affilct it, wherever I may hav found the fourth chapter about Jesus and the devil; I
myself during the last twenty-five or thirty years, thought It was very foolish for Jesus to allow the
I In her case offered to see what effect I might pro- devil to put him on the pinnacle of the temple, etc.,
duce; and, good, bad, or Indifferent, I was not In- and I told my mother so when I got home, and that
formed or had anv Idea tintll, some two or three I did not believe it. She said I was a bad, wicked
months afterward, I was sumt.anned, on entering the boy, and that I must believe it. She told my father
house one evening, to see what I could do lor an at- about It, and I expected what Paddy gave the big
tack of neuralgia of the right eve, extending in a drum, but he only asked me a few queations, which
vertical linA up over the head and ilown to the right I answered. Now the town that I was raised in
shoulder Uoon approachin~ 1\Irt~. Hodgdon I found was a cathedral city in England by the name of
her cove~ed with a. multitude of wrap!', Including her Chichester, In the county of Sussex. The spire was
own clothes, and I thought t.o myself that there was over thre"l hundred feet high, with pinnacles around
a poor chance to penetrate through all this covering, the base of the spire. I asked my father if he
espPcially as It was out of the ques;~tion to move or thought the devil could carry Gorl up and put him
He did not answer
roughly handle her. Gentle passes from head to foot on the pinnacle of our spire.
-which, if you will take the trouble to call upon my question, but looked at mother and smiled, and,
her, she will no doubt tell you-resulted in the ces- after a short pause, looked at me and said, "Well,
sation of the intense pain, and a perfect cure. At boy, It don't matter much what the book says, all
another time she had at least a tmwh of pneumo- you've got to do Is to always speak the truth, be honest,
learn to work and get your living, and always keep
nia, which by the same simple means vanished.
Two years ago the coming spring, myself a sufferer the laws of your country, and you won't do much
almost to the extent of suicide witb an lnfia.roed eye, wrong." That Instruction I never forgot, and I still
I sent for a fellow-professional, Dr. G. C. Hoadly, think It is good for any parents to teach their
with the main purpose of placing my will in his children. It Is what I teach tny children, and they hav
possession, a.s I did not know but what I should be all been a comfort to me, They are grown up and
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get their own living, and they never disobey tne or
their mother.
I wish to say that I think I am no Liberal, for It
seems to me they are composed of some of all sorts,
and, so far as I can see, lots of them would deprive
others of the right they claim for themselvs. Some
would force others to love as they think right; some
to raise as many children as they think best; some to
wear clothes as they th!.nk right; some to eat what they
think Is right; others to drink what they think right-the latter I hav the least respect for, for I think they
would, If they could, be the most despotic.
I remain yours for truth,
CHICHESTER SPIBll:,
THEY TOLD ME TO BURN THEM.
SALESVILLE, MoNTANA, Dec. SO, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I paid for THE TRUTH BEEKER for three
moaths, and sent it to my sister-In-law, who llvs In
that good old Christian state of Tennessee, and I re-ceived a letter from her, In which she says: "I don't
care to hav you send me those Infidel papers; and,
also, " They told me to burn them.'' I suppose the
"they" means her brother-In-law, the Rev" David
Fltzmlller, a Baptist minister, wbo was educated for
the ministry, and has been regularly In the service
of the Lord, preaching damnation to all who don't
believe, since, as far as I know, he has. conducted
hltnself well. He was raised by rich, slave-holding
parents, and had all the advantages that education
could giv him, and here, In this enlightened day, advises his good siater to burn that which he cannot
answer. I hav written my ·good sister a letter, and
asked her to hand It to him with a request to answer If he can. And now, after this Introduction to
great TRUTH SEEKER family, I ask him to come up to
the scratch anrl defend his God and his Instruction
to burn THE TRUTH BEEKER. The columns of this
paper are open to all to discuss these great questions, and hav an audience far larger than he ever
addresses, and, no doubt, far more intelligent.
The substance of my answer to my sister Is as follows: It was truly Christian for them to advise you
to burn those papers, for Christians ha v ever burnt
that which they could not answer. Since the days
of Constantine they hav burnt and destroyed every
thing th£t was against their holy religion, and burnt
Infidels, too, so long as they had the power; and
would now burn at the stake every Infidel In the
land. John Calvin, the founder of Presbyterianism,
burnt Bervetus at the stake. So Protestants are no
better than Catholi cs. The Christian religion has
caused more bloodshed and slaughter than all other
causes combined, and has done less good for humanity. The war of the Crusades, a war waged to
rescue the holy sepulcher from the hands of the
Mohammedans, caased the slaughte~ of millions.
Bee the history of the holy Inquisition that dragged
both old and young of both sexes and threw them
into loathsome dungeons, and subjected them to the
most cruel tortures that the holy fiends could invent.
They believed their God would damn all unbelievers,
and torture them in hell forever, and that It was
perfectly Christian to giv them some in this life, and
hurry them through to their final doom, Then your
good Bible taught of the doctrin of witchcraft, "Thou
shalt not suffer a witch to liv.'' That text gave them
authority to burn witches, and even in our own good
state of Massachusetts they tied poor women behind
carts and whipped them through the streets, and even
hung some. Then, again, your Btble teaches that
human slavery was right. You and I were taught
that the negro was made to be a slave by our parents, our teachers, and from the pulpit, too, And to
deny this would hav cost us our lives any time before 1860. That cursed Institution that caused us a
great war, and the slaughter of a million of men; that
caused us to mourn the loss of many dear ones; that
merciful institution that allowed the mother to be
sold and chained and carried a.way from even her
sucking babe; that separated husband and wife. I
hav seen many human beings sold on the auctionblock as though they were horses or cattle. I desoise any book that teaches such doctrine, and any
God that orders, or any people that practice it.
These good Christians said because a man or woman
was black, and his hair was kinkeY, God had ordained through his holy book, the Bible, that they
should be slaves to their white brothers. It. was Liberals that led the way to free our land of this cursed
institution.
Again, dear sister, it was your holy patron saint,
Paul, that placed the bane of inferiority on woman,
that ordered· her to be a slave to man; and the
church that ordained that she should not teach or
speak in public. And had you read THE TRUTH BEEKER,
and not burnt It, and the noble, heart-stirring appeals made for woman's rights, you would hav seen
who is woman's friend, and who is not.
Again, dear slstPr, look at the horrid doctrln your
Bible teaches-'' He that believeth not shall be
damned." A merciful, loving God making millions
of human beings, and then for doing just what hP>
made them to do, sending nine out of ten to hell!
Did you ever think that you were raising kindlingwood for hell-nine for hell and one for heaven?
The Idea that nine out of ten of our dear children
are destined for hell is horrid to think of. Better by
far believe as I do-that death enus all, and there
will be no suffering after death.
Again, read Numbers xxxil, where God bade Gen.
Moses to kill all the Midianites, except the virgins,
which he saved for his J>rlests and soldiers. 8uch a
cruel monster every good man should despise.
Now, this letter is too long, and I must close, You
may send me any Christian books or papers, and I
will read them, and nQt buru them.
·

·

Dn. W. J.

STOVER.
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It's a great idea they hav coming here dressed suddenly in her work and gazed at the object wonders to perform," but there is no mystery
up in their silks and satins, and wanting to before her with wide-open eyes and month. about the performances of an old ram when
get my things away from me. They wanted "Valentine I I should think it was I What he is angered. The attack of the animal undoubtedly saved Bobby's life, but it is ridicJ!i:lUed by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, 1ibll River, the old spinning-wheel. 'What for?' says I. shall I do with it? Oh, what shall I do? A ulous to say that any power was urging him'
Mass., to whom all Cmnmunications for this 'Why, we want to tie it up with blue ribbons queer turkey, this!" She didn't take long to on but just his own mischievous, angry naCorner shmlld be sent.
and put it in the parlor for an ornament,' consider what to do, however, but caught up tnre.-ED. CHILDREN's ConNER.)
says she-that was Angeline Brackett-her the little object and kissed it.
father was a shoemaker, and her poor old
"His llfe Is long whose work Is wen,
It was a chubby, rosy~ little baby boy, fast
Our Puzzle-box.
And be his station low or high,
mother used to go out washing for folks.
asleep, dressed nicely, and wrapped in soft
CHARADE.
Be who the most good works can tell,
"'Ornament I' says I. 'You'd better learn white flannel.
I am composed of eight letters.
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
how to use one instead of spending all your
"Where did yon drop from, baby? And
My 1, 3, 7, 8 is a Ueltic poet.
time gadding the streets.'
who are yon? I don't know, and yon don't
My 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 is salt water.
"'I work,' she says.
know, but evidently yon are given to me.
The Water that has Passed.
My 2, 3, 4, 5 is indispensable to crops.
"
'What
do
yon
do?'
I
asked.
Yon are mine, baby, mine; do you hear?"
Listen to the water-mill,
My 6, 7, 3 is an epoch of time.
Through the llvlong day;
" 'Oh, I'm making the handsomest silk And Miss Brown cuddled and kissed the babe,
My
4, 2, 3 is a man's name.
Bow the-clanking of the wheels
bed-quilt yon ever saw-yon havn't any and held it close to her bosom, looking
My 3, 4, 7 is indiRpensable to life.
Wears the hours away I
pieces of silk, or ribbon, hav yon, to giv me?' around, as if she feared some one would come
My 1, 6, 3, 2 is a wild animal,
Languidly the autumn wind
'No,' says I, 'I havn't. In my time we made to claim it.
BUrs the greenwood leaves;
My 8, 7, 3, 1 is one of the colors of the rainpatchwork quilts of calico, for nRe, and not
The next day the neighbors heard of the bow.
From the ll.elds the reapers sing,
Binding up the sheaves;
for ornament~· Then she called me a foolish wonderful valentine, and came to see it.
My whole is the name of a town in MinneAnd a proverb haunts my mind,
old woman, and flounced out of the house."
"What are yon going to do with, it, Miss sota.
F .U.NrE.
AB a spell Is oa.st:
Miss Brown was sitting in what she called Brown?" they inquired.
OHADADE.
" The mill will never grind
her
"fore-room,"
and
as
it
was
in
the
month
"Do
with
it?
Why,
I'm
going
to
take
care
With the water that ba.s pa.ssed."
I am composed of seven letters.
of February she had a blazing fire in the fire- of it, bring it up, love it, c~e for it. It's
My 3, 5, 6, 7 is an ornament worn upon the
Take the leseon to 14!.yself,
place. There were two braRs andirons, pol- mine, isn't it?"
Living heart and true;
finger.
ished till they shone like gold, and on one
"Why yes; it is yours, but then yon are
GoldAn years are ll.eetlng &y,
My 7, 5, 4 is a kind of liquor.
sitle
of
the
fire-place
there
leaned
a
pair
of
poor,
and
it
will
be
quite
a
tax
on
yon
to
Youth Is pa.sslng too.
My 1, 2, 3, 6 is a kind of grain.
Learn to make the most of ure,
tongs and a shovel. An old clock in the cor- bring up a child so young and tender as this,"
My 2, 6, 5, 2, 4 is a bulbous root, and used
Lose no happy day;
ner, that reached from floor to ceiling, ticked the well-meaning people said.
as an article of food.
Time wm never bring thee ba.ck
loud
and
solemnly.
Miss
Brown
was
sitting
"I
don't
care-1
shall
keep
it.
'Tis
mine,
My 5, 3, 2, 4 is one of the metallic elements.
Obances swept away.
in front of the fire watching the crackling, my baby, and I'll work for it. It shall not
Leave no tender word unsaid;
My 3, 5, 7 denotes a sportiv trick.
curling· fiame, and thin1ting. She wore a starve. I never had anything like this to love
Love while llfe sballla.stMy 5, 6, 4 is a public house.
" The mill will never grind
brown flannel dress of her own manufacture, before," and she kissed the dimpled face of
My whole 1s a priest-ridden town In Iowa.
With the water that bas pa.ssed."
the
baby
that
lay
in
her
arms,
and
reached
up
and was evidently in a brown study. People
IDA.
Work while yet the daylight shines,
called her hard, and cold, and stem, but if its fat little hands, as much as to say, "Love
cnoss-wonD.
Man Of strength a.nd wm;
they could hav seen her as she sat there alone me, and I will love yon."
In GRAPE, not in PEAR;
Never does the streamlet gllde
So Betsey Brown kept the baby, and named
that evening,·and followed her thoughts, they
In WATER, not in AIB;
Useless by the mill,
might hav reversed their judgment. We can it Valentine Brown. Her eyes grew bright,
In OLD 1 not in NEW;
Wa.lt not till to-morrow's sun
In BED, not in BLUEj
Beams upon the way;
not judge correctly from the exterior always. and the color came again in her cheeks, as she
ln GRAIN, not in FRUIT;
All that thou ca.nst call thine own
Sometimes the hard lines of a hard face cover went about the house caring for her little
In SHOE 1 not in BOoT;
Lies In thy to· day.
Valentine. The old clock seemed to tick
the
warmest,
tenderest,
truest
heart.
In WRONG, Ifot in RIGHTj
Power, Intellect, and health
more
cheerfully,
as
if
it
realized
that
a
freRh
Miss
Brown
was
thinking
of
the
past,
of
her
In BLACK, not in WHITE;
May not, can not, la.st;
young
life
had
come
to
watch
and
wonder
at
In SAW, not in KNil'Ej
" The mill will never grind
childhood, and her youth, gone long since,
In DEATH, not in LIFE;
its
old
face.
With the water that ba.s pa.ssed."
but still fresh in her memory. Out of seven
ln INDIAN, not in SQUA.Wj
Miss
Brown
weaves
many
pretty
fancies
for
children,
she
and
two
brothers
only
were
left.
Ob, the wasted hours of Ute
In NATUUE, not in LAWj
That baV drifted by;
The brothers, after the death of the parents, her baby, who loves her very dearly. The
In GAMilLE, not in PLAY;
two
are
deeply
attached
to
each
other,
and
Oh, the good we might bav done,
had secured to themselvs the greater part of
In NIGHT, not in DAYj
Lost without a.slgh;
In SPOUT, not in OA.MEj
the property, leaving her the old farm-house, there is no prouder woman on the face of the
Love that we might once bav saved
In HONOR, not in FAMEwhich they did not want, and a bare pittance earth than Betsey Brown, when the little
By a single word;
The whole a person well known to
to keep her from starvation. They claimed Valentine lisps, "Mamma! Mamma dear! My
Thoughts conceived, but never penned,
fame.
BENNY DICTION.
mamma dear!"
Perishing unheard.
that they had families and were entitled to
V AJ,ENTINE.
Ta.ke the proberb to thine bea.rt;
the property. Worse than all, they neglected
In my heart there blooms a flowerTake! ob, bold It fast!Bobby and the Ram.
the sister who stood alone in the world, and
As ·sweet as honey dew!
" The mm wm never grind
When
Bobby
Smart
was
six
years
old,
he
seldom
came
to
see
her
or
showed
any
interWould you know its name, my dear?
With the water that ba.s passed,"
was
left
to
the
care
of
his
uncle
James,
who
'!'hen
spell it-Y 0 U.
est in her whatever.
-Bangs in" The Man o' .Airlie..''
lived in the country. His aunt took him to
"It is the way of the world, I suppose," she his future home, and at the depot he saw his
Correspondence.
Miss Brown's Valentine.
said to herself, "but it seems cruel." She re- uncle for the first time.
Bobby was lonely and sad: his uncle often
HAMBURG, Enm Co., N. Y., .Tan. 311 1884
In a big, old-fashioned farm-house, over a called the long years that she had toiled in the
treated him with harshness and even cruelty.
Mrss EnrTon: Seeing that yon conctuct the
hundred years old, lived Miss Betsey Brown, kitchen and in the field, for she always had The cold winter had come on early. Bobby Childrens Corner so well and ably, we think
all alone. All the furniture and belongings of helped and worked in-doors and out. While was the only boy about the farm, and he had Christians can no longer claim that Freethe house were old-fashioned and she her- her brothers had been placed in advantageens to work very hard. His clothing was unfit for thinkers are ruways tearing down, and never
self was old-fa;hioned. There were straight- positions, she had been kept at home as cook, the winter weather, and he often suffered building up. It would be a good idea to hav
some reports of our Sunday-schools occasionbacked sofas, fiddle-backed chairs, rag car- nurse, and house-girl. Nobody thought of from the cold.
Among the duties which this poor hoy had ally, and also specimens of what is being
pets, antique desks, mahogany tables with securing place or position- for her-she was to perform was that of tending a flock of taught. We Freethinkers of Hamburg think
lions' feet, three-legged stands, old arm- only a girl. When her parents became aged sheep. Ono afternoon, when there were signs of starting a Sunday-school, und teaching
chairs, high-post bedsteads with calico cano- and infirm, she nursed them tenderly and of a snow-storm, he was sent to drive the science, morality, and virtue, leaving out the
pies, and piled so high with feather beds cared for them in their old age. Now, child- flock to the barn. He started for the field, Bible altogether, as containing too much
that, to our niodem eyes, would ·seem to less and alone, she herself was growing aged. but his clothes were so thin that he was be- licentiousness in its ancient dime-novel comnumbed by the intense cold. He sat down pilation. '!'here are, undoubtedly, many chilrequire uncommon agility to mount which There was no child to care for her, no one to on a large rock to rest himselr. He felt <lren who might be brought together on Sunwithout a step-ladder. In the attic were guide her footsteps to the grave, no gentle strangely tired and cold. In a little while he days to their profit. Soru e parents are indifreels, foot-wheels and spinning-wheels, quilt- voice to sing glad songs to her, nobody to love began to feel drowsy. Then he thought it ferent about their children on Sunday, while
ing-frames, and looms for weaving cloth. Miss her. The tears came to her eyes, and dropped was so nice and comfortable that he would others, wishing them to keep out of bad
stay there awhile. In a very few moments he company, senrl them to orthodox SundayBrown knew how to use all these articles, upon her hard, brown hands. She remem- was asleep, and perhaps dreaming.
schools, rather th1m hav them idle on the
bered
one
who
had
once
sought
her
for
a
wife,
and had earned much money spinning yarn
Suddenly he was aroused by tt tremenclons street; yet do not encourage them to learn
and weaving cloth. She declared that if and because she felt her duty was first to her blow. which sent him spinning from his perch orthodox lessons. From this class a large
people" had only stuck to the old way of mak- infirm parents, he had gone away in anger. on the rock t>o the ground. Looking about number of well-bred children could be brought
ing cloth, instead of turning to new in- "If I had chosen differently--if I had been him, he saw an old ram near by. The creature together. A few determined workers could do
looked as though ·he had been doing mischief, a vast amount of missionary work, with a few
ventions, and building "great arks of cot- more selfish," she thought," I might not now and Bobby was no longer at a loss to know good books and cheerful songs. We should
ton mills," they would not hav so much be sitting here in the firelight alone, but lov- where the blow came from; but he thought not teach children to "fear and be just," but
"street yarn" to spin, nor so many lies to ing children might be prattling about the old the attack was an accident, and in a short to be brave nnd just. '!.'here nre thousands of
noble precepts that eould bP taught without
weave I She said there would be no occasion house-grandchildren, maybe, and in their tim!! he was again in the land of Nod.
Again the ram very rudely tumbled him the aid of orthodoxy.
for so many "strikes" either, for folks would company I would not be lonely." The tears
over
into
the
snow,
He
was
now
wide
awake,
Yours respMtfnlly,
A. c. STOIII'ING.
only be too glad to get work to do, and would fell afresh, and she sobbed aloud.
and provoked at the attack of the beast. He
Presently she was startled by a loud rap on began to search for a stick to chastise his
not think of striking at it.
~ltuatlon Wanted
Miss Brown did not believe in modem im- the door. The old door-knocker seemed al- enemy. The ram understood his intention,
for he turned upon Bobby aR if to finish the By a young man Of 19 (Liberal): will accept almost
provements, and would not hav a stove in her most to shake the h<>use.
H. H. LEWlNE,
"What in the world can that mean? No poor boy. Bobby was forced to take to his anything.
house, but still adhered to the great old-fashCare of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
heels, and run toward home.
33 Cl!nton Place, New York.
ioned fire-places. In the kitchen the fire- one comes here nights. Somebody must be
The ram chased him, while the rest of the
place was nine feet across, and was hung with sick, or dead. Oh dear, what new trouble is flock followed after their leader. The inRELIGION THE GIBRALTAR
a crane, and pot-hooks and trammels. Her it, I wonder?" Rising, she lit a candle, and mates of the farm-house were surprised to
OF THE
cooking utensils were all the same that were went to the door. Opening it, she saw no see Bobby rushing toward the house as fast
his little legs would allow him. His hair
used by her mother and grandmother-and person, although she held the light far out as
was streaming in the wind, and he was very
great-grandmother for aught that I know. until it flickered in the d~rkness. Looking much terrified. Close upon him was the old
She made bread in a huge bake-kettle, with down, she saw a small parcel on the door-step, ram, kicking up his heels in his anger. BeBy Geo. T. Bondles.
" Good gracious ! What is this? Had I bet- hind him could be seen a straggling line of
a cover and coals of fire on that. .This,
with the heat beneath, baked bread beauti- ter pick it up? Maybe it's a valentine !" and sheep, doing their best to keep up.
Bobby won the race, however. E;is uncle
And a Lecture by W. T. Purviance,
fully. She baked short-cake on a tin, and she laughed at the odd idea of a valentine for came out in time to turn the flock into the
her,
at
her
age.
"It
is
the
fourteenth
of
the
roasted meat on what was termed a "spit."
8TTLIDl
barn. It was a long time before Bobby would
She had a grid iron, upon which she month," she added, "and anyhow, I'll see venture near the ram again.
Exceptions w the OharfWler of Jesus
Bobby knows now that but for the efforts
broiled fish and meat. Her dishes were what is in the package."
Ghrist OO'fllfi.dered as a GerUleman.
Picking it up carefully, she closed the door, of that old ram in knocking him from his
all brought from England, long, long years
seat on that bitterly cold day, he would hav
and
went
in
and
laid
the
package
on
the
ago, and were marvels of old-style beauty.
been among the angels in a very short time. A Pamphlet of :clixty-six Pages, Large Print
People had come from a great distance to in- hearth before the fire. As she snapped the The sleepy feeling which overcame him
Prtcf'!, Twenty-llvf'! (Jents.
duce her to part with some of her odd pieces strings of the brown paper covering it, she would hav ended in death.
AdclrTHE TRUTH BEEKBB.
88 Clinton Place, .!il Y
said:
Bobby declares that the ram knew all the
of crockery, or some of the antique furniture;
time
what
ailed
him,
and
that
he
butted
him
"I guess somebody has sent me a turkey
but she could not be prevailed upon to let
for a valentine." And the bundle looked as from the rock on purpose. I cannot explain TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
anything go out of the house.
it, but do know that "God moves in a mysif
it might contain a good-sized turkey; but, terious way his wonders to perform."-Our
A STORY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
"I know I am poor," she said, "but I
will not sell these things that my ancestors as she divested it of paper after paper, and LiUie OnP.<.
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE.
[Gtld may "move in a mysterious way his
loved and handled-no, not if I hav to starve. ca-me at last to the thing itself, she stopped
Price 10 ee11111.

Wor Id as Now Constitute d.
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.A. Psalm of Life.
/!lUNG IN THE YEAB OF GBAOE, 1884.
Bing out, wild songs of a mad world's soul;
Bing out through tbe light and the gloom;
While tbe war.crles of Life through the ages roll,
Till thelr deatb•rattle dies In the tomb I
Ring out, mad song from tbe battle·plaln;
Bing out through the thunder and 11ame;
Moan low, sad song, o·er the bed of l'aln;
Moan, wa11 o! a nation's shame f
Ring out, bl!the ~ougs o! the revel's mlrlh;
Laugh, wlue.llghted, love-glowing eyes;
WaU back, 0 Dirge, from the ulght.shadowed earth,
From the gloom of the starless skies!
Ring out, shrill laugh of the Dllughter of Sin;
Burn, 11ush on the revered brow;
Sigh, st111ed sob In the heart within,
As It broods o'er the Then and Now I
Float, solemn song !rom the lips of Faith,
On the pealing organ's swell;
Bing out, 0 Ourse, frOm the l!ps of Death,
Through the echoing glooms of Hell I
Ring, triumph-song of victorious Wrong,
Round the Altar and the Throne;
Wall on, deep voice or the stricken Throng;
WaH, voice or the Multlt':lde's moan f
Rlug, devilish laugh !rom the lips o! Greed,
And rhyme with the ringing gold;
Drip, drip, o Blood, !rom the hearts that bleed,
T111 the pulseless veins grow cold f
Ring, drunken bowl, through the night-covered
street;

Shriek, !Ips betlecked with foam;
Ring, curses, where Madness and Misery meet,
Echoed back !rom the empty home!
Ring, thunder.soug of the dread less brave,
Ring clear through the mad world's diu,
T111 the deepening roar of the gathering Wave,
Shall silence the discords of Sin f
Then wake, ye Jays o! the coming da.ys;
w .. ke, Harp or the million strings:
Ring out, glad Ory, through the sun-lit sky,
Upborne on the free winds' wlngs:Lo f the Curse hath passed
From the ea.rth at last,
And great MAN Is the master or Thlugsl
-Lara, in Secular Review.

W. H. Gantz on the Death of his
Wife.
Here in the chamber of death, from which
has just been borne she whom' I love and for
whom I weep, I sit with my two little ones;
and in this chilly atmosphere of the "last sad
agony" I am constrained to write the thoughts
that come to me.
I must express the thanks and gratitude of
my heart to the many friends who during the
illness of my wife contributed so much of
their time to cheer her with their presence,
and who furnished her so many delicacies to
appease a sensitiv taste.
Your many kind attentions lessened greatly
the burden of her declining hours; your cheering words were sunshine in her waning twilight and your smiles carried to her tired heart
the forgetfulness of pain.
In return for these priceless gifts my ability
can only giv, nor would your generous hearts
accept more than, the fullest appreciation of
a thankful heart. From her for whom I weep
to-night, you had her smile and a place in the
garland of her love.
Our hope is that the circling ages of the future, as they hurry through a living present
and drop into memory's garner, will bring to
us the freshness of that love's fair beginning,
and leave to us the recollection that we are the
objects about which it twines.
The insatiable iconoclast has defaced my
idol, has hewn down my shrine into senseless
clay, and covered the chalice of my joy with
his paten of agony. For the sunshme of home
I hav only the gloom of death.
The little one on my knee, as I write, and
the one at my side, look into my face and ask,
" Where is mamma?" As Ilook down through
their innocent eyes into the dismantled chambers of their hearts, I see a longing that will
be satisfied with but one answer. That answer
must be the nearing presence of that mother.
" Where" must be localized- must be made
palpably clear for their childish minds. What
do I answer? What can I answer? I hesitate.
I fu.lter. I say nothing. But the little one on
my knee, in her baby tones, and with a crnel,
though innocent, disregard of my aching heart,
reminds me that silence has not answered her.
With earnest determination she says, "I want
mamma." Then I say, "Mamma has gone to
sleep."
"'Where?"
"Gone to rest; gone
where is no aching pain, no hungering grief;
gone into the light of infinit knowledge, or
into the darkness of pulseless clay."
To the little ones these answers mean nothing. I would hav them mean much. My heart
yearns to satisfy them. But this is all I can
say. Can you say more? Are we not all children when brought face to face with death?
.Death! the leveler of all aspiration; ''the anodyne of pain;" "the panacea of all our ills."
All the tribes of men, scattered along the
banks of laughing brooks and angry rivers,
along the shores of the murmuring sea and
smiling lakes of all the earth, we are told, hav
each had their philosophy; but in the light(?)
of all their philosophies we are standing as
they hav stood, dumb, before this anxious
question, "Where are the dead?"
There hav, we know, been men at every point
in the flooding tide of time who, posRPssed of
more credulity or finesse than their fellows, hav
jssayed to answer this q.uestion for them; but

WORKS :BY C. E. PAGE, M.D.
the ebb of each individual ripple on the ocean I moral value it contains. The latter, though,
THE
of life has verified only the ignorance or hypoc- 1 form but a thread of gold in a cable of dross,
risy of the answer. From the savage fetichist dewdrops in the putrid well of Kali.
who rocked the cradle of mankind, through the
The plowshare of time is rapidly converting
centuries of astrolatry and polytheism, through our hopeful future into broken past; and soon
0'8'
the evolving sects of monotheism, down to the will turn the garden of our smiles and tears
ronsumptlon, Constipationt Bright's Dlse"""• Neu·
selfish Christicolist of our present civilization, into the fallow of eternal rest.
raid a. Rheumatism, "colds" (Fever•), J<;tc.
all in the face of this great question, hav been
Rest !-What is that rest? "A dreamless
Slcknepe Originates and How to Prevent it. A
and are but as the child on my knee or the sleep?" An eternity of prattling the praise of !Tow
Health Manual for the People. 12mo, 2i8 pp., ext I'll
one at my side. The one at my side, possess- egotism? Or shall it not rather be a refreshing,
cloth, $ 1 .oo.
ing the more voluble tongue, is enabled by it potent, reciprocal altruism?
The most original Health Manna! published In runny
to express more readily his childish wiqdom or
These questions must be settl~d at the bar of years, and should be in the hand- of ull who would
rithcr
o1· regain their heal! h. Many 0f the -upignorance.
reason, under the pleading of fact, and not by po~ed retain
chief en nee~ ot' e-icknt>s~ are Elhowu to be or comSo it is with those who wouhl answer love's one nor any number of etherC'al guesses.
paratively little inlluence, while tbe retll cau"es urc
inquiry for the dead. Some make answer, as
Man's history is brief. A birth, a rivulet of pointed out aud shown to be •·onst!lntly operative In
my baby answers, only in infant prattle they joy, a torrent of pain, then-death. A moth- t be d"lly pracrlcee that are well-)ligh unlver8al.
hav copied from others. Others giv, as the child er's breast, a struggle, then a grave. This
at my side often givs, an answer remarkable much we know.
only for its volubility and the ignorance it exThe canvas of the future is spread upon the
TO MAKE HER HEALTHY AND HAPPY. With Health
easel of human affection. It is unsullied by
poses.
Hints. By C. E. PAGE, M.D. Fourth Edi1imr, f{cv1Red
and Enlarged. 12mo, paper, 50 ceuts ; <Xtra
To my babies' pleading question I can only any Materialistic ·'dust" or Theistic "shadcloth,
75 cents.
answer, "Mamma is dead.' But this to them ow;" and to-night, from the palette of my heart,
Dr. Page has devoted much attention to the subject,
is nothing. It does not bring them near enough hope gnides the brush through a sketch of both
In thl• country and IU Europe, noting the con'
to that JUOther, ''whose every word was love, home-a real terrestrial g•nre-in lines of love dillon or children and then mukingcareJill inquirio" as
and every smile was joy,•· to satisfy the long- and beauty. This sketch is for me. There is 10 tbe feeding, etc., and this work IS a ,peciul record of
ings of their childish hearts-nor mine, nor yet ample room upon the canvas for the sub- , xperience w1th hi8 own cblld.
yours.
lime perhaps of every man, woman; and child
In my efforts to soothe them, the couplets of in nature's universe.
~OFl.SES:
Mary Mapes Dodge occur to me, and truth
I trust no one will exhibit so broad and comFEED AND TI.IEIR FRET. A Manna! of Ho"'e
forces their utterance:
prehensiv· a want of judgment as to take per- 'l'HEIB
H)·giene, Invaluable fur the veteran or tho novice
pointing our. the cause .. of u Malaria.'' .~ Glnt.der ... ~~~
" We know not what it is, dear, this sleep so sonally any word, thought, or shade of thought
H Pink Eye,, ·~ DistempPr.'' Pte.~ 1tnd How to Prr:deep and still·
in the above.
vent and counterart them. by C E. PAG'!, Vl.D., w11h
The folded hands, the awful calm, the cheek
My hope is that those who know me best will
a Treati•e and Notes on Shoeing by Sir Gcore:e Cox
so pale and chill ;
best under~tand me ..
and Col. M. C. Weld. 150 pages; 12mo, papl'r, 50
cents; extra cloth, 75 cents.
The lids that will not lift again, though we
I hav Wl'l;tten, not. to wound, not for controWo have here In a couden•ed form much t.hat '"vain·
may call and call;
versy. I Simply wnte the thoughts ~hat come
on the care of horses, that has not belore been
The strange white solitude of peace that set- to me at an hour when man must thmk, must ,,bJe
puhllshed
tles over all.
feel the force of his thought.
Will b~~seut by mail, post-paid, to any "'l·'"e<g on
The noble, generous, Christian hearts who
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
"We know not to what other sphere the gathered round me to-day-my clay of trial; l'eceipt of Price.
loved who leave us go;
who would not allow a single expressed wish THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
Nor why were left to wonder still, nor why we of mine to go ungratified; who gave me the
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00.
do not know."
honest commiseration of honest hearts-these
This volume aims at the education of youth lu the
Then, to explain to them what it is to die, I must ever occupy a prominent seat in the tem- principles of Freethought, at the same time that it
inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
talk to them of life, of being, and what it is to ple of my love and esteem.
W. H. GANTZ.
standpoint of pure rea.sou and common aenAe.
be, and of "how sweet it is to us this life we
Oreana, Ill., Jan. 1884.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
liv 11nd see." They comprehend this, for their
young natures hav in a measure already sensed
the conditions of physical being. I see in
PEN.
their eyes the sunshine of interest, and on
their cheeks the flush of satisfaction. But
the one at mysideaskswith eagerness, "Where
does mamma liv now?" This is a knife to me.
I answer only with my tears, and by drawing
her close to my wounded heart. Their faces
ONLY $1.50.-The Best Pen for the Least Money.-$1. 50 ONLY.
become grave and troubled. I am dumb.
The KERNER STYLOGRAPHIC PEN Is the best and the cheapest, and Is the only good atylographlc
Where the one life is so palpably clear, the
pen that sells for $1.50. The correspondents of newspapers who purchase a Kerner Stylographlc Pen aud
other life is gloom.
How forcibly comes the thought of Howells, use.lt w111 make the printers happy. Money refunded In case of dissatisfaction.
Address:
GEORGE MACDONALD,
"If we wake, we shall know. If we do not
wake, we shall not even know we hav not
74 Third ave., New York.
wakened,"
For the Christian gentlemen who hav offered
me tha consolations of their creed. I hav only D. M..BENNETT'S LA.S1' WORK.
feelings of gratitude and tenderest regard; but
TT'l'
R
' No. I.-The Relat.ton of the Spiritual to
for their creed and its "consolations," they
A T Ru J.H SEEKE
tlt .. Jtla•erialo ntve ..se; tt>eJ;swof• o.••
must ·pardon me, and let my candor plead that

NATURAL CURE

How to Feed the Baby,

THE

KERNER

STYLOGRAPHIC

IF ARADAy p AM pH L ETS
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pardon, if I hav only a frigid contempt. Your
creed's theology is barbarous, and its escha~
to logy childish. The former is based on chaos,
and supported by credulity. The latter is but
the plagiarized and garbled ebullition of the
human heart. The one is venerable stupidity;
the other systematize<l cupidity. The cries of
its victims, of woe, of destitution, are an accompaniment to every anthem of its praise.
The hovel of wretchedness is shaded, but not
wholly concealed, by its palatial church. In
the view of its imperious clergy, the background
is marred by a cringing laity, and its "hope of
heaven" is dwarfed by a stultifying fear of hell.
I hav, kind friends, your hope; but for the
heaven of your creed I hav no desire; and its
hell to me has no terrors.
The hope of another life is grounded in our
love of this life. It is the "balm in nature's
mighty Gilead" for the. aggrieved heart of man.
We are told "the waves of the ocean once
laved the shores of a lifeless world; that in a
simple protoplasmic cell-life came life-the
sublime reality." But in "the mother instinct
of the first mammalia " was born the infinit
magnificence of that "sublime reality "-love.
Since the birth of love, hope, with loving touch,
fingers the keys of the future, and, to the listening human heart, givs only the symphony
of joy, the cadence of rest. I love to liv; therefore I believe our "futures will be fruit of all
the past."
My moiety of knowledge as to the arithmetic
of the universe cannot giv mathematical proof
of that "other life," and, instead of asserting
what I cannot prove, I affirm only the "hope,"
and what nature has given all men to feel.
You would send me to the Bible for the
proofs I so earnestly seek. It is but a flash
of darkness on the present twilight of my
search. I open it; I find a cosmic genesis that
brings a smile for its peuril simplicity.
I read the "garden scene,•· and think: For
eating an apple in violation of her express
commands, she, for whom I snrrow to-night, in
her most irritable moments, would scarcely box
the ears of the child on my knee; yet, for such
trifling offense, the Jehovah of the Jews consigns, not only the childish Adam and Eve, but
unnumbered millions of their progeny, to a
"hell," compared with which physical death
is a thrill of joy.
The learned divines (?) hav told us the first
pages of "inspiration" are allegorical, and I
am urged to read further. I do sn; but I must
take my reason with me. With it, aided by the
subtleties of your scholastic commentaries, I
discover that your Christolo~ rests upon these
juvenile allegories of Genesis.
To one whose faith enables him to swallow
mountains as well as move them, they may afford great consolation; but in men, taught at
the feet of an altruistic Gamaliel, these fables
do not fill the "aching void."'
So I must respectfully lay your Bible aside.
"Reapectfully/' for its literary value and the
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DR. F.uLLOWS

Is a regularly educated and legally qna.li·
tled llhYH!Clan, and
the most successtnl,
as his practice w1ll
pr•ne. He has tor
twenty years treated
excl UbivI y all d !seasee
or the sexual Organs, In whiCh he
~~uR.M
stands pre-emin~nt.
SPERMATORRH<EA
aud 1 Ml'O'l' EN CY
as the result of selfabuse In ~outh and
sexual excessets in ma.·
turer years, cautsing
n 1 g h L emissions by
dreams, loss of soxual
vower ,rt3nder1ng mar.
r!age Improper and nuhappy, etc., are cured perCURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
manently by an outside a~pllcat!un !u sixty days.
Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR NO BTOM<\CH MEDlOlN UI:IED. It Is oue of Dr.
Fellows' valUable <liHcover!es, wuleh Is Nttlrely unGUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by
known to the wedl•·al prufesslou. Send two :.!-cent
letter or 1n person tree of charge. Send
stamps
for hl• "Private couuselol•," glvlug tnll In·
for Illustrated Pamphlet.
!ormation. AddrehS Dr. U. P. Fellows, Vlueland, N.
Address all communications to
J.,and say where you saw this advertlsment.

MAGNETIC CLOTHING
CURES EVERY
OF DISEASE
WITHOUT MEDICIN.
THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

DR. L. TENNEY,
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cineinnata Ohio

The American and New York News ComLADIES' MAGNETIU JAUKET. Pnce, $18.
panies will furnish the paper to news dealers upon application.
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In ever; particular
and that your ailments can be erad!catsd without the a.!d of MEDICIN. THEBE APPLIANCES ARE
THE AOME OF PERFECTION:
OTTO WETTSTEIN'S-

Frmr• the Ironclad Jlge.
"Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken 1ufidel, therefore Ill)
cheat or h uru bug. The FreethlnKerB or the land
should g!v the doctor their patronage."
1y3

$5 tO $20 perdny
at horne. Snmples wortb $5tree.
Addretis STINSON & Co., Portl_and,_~-

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
BY MlUL POST-PAID

TESTIMONIALS:

JEWELRY STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.,
I8

ALWAYS

Headquarters for Holiday Goods.
Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging In value from $10
to$400, In stock continually. Silver Watches, Chains,
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pins, Earrings,
etc.; also Silver Ware, Gold Pins, Optical and Fancy
Goods In proportionate large quantities. A fine 3·
ounce case, Bllver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels,
Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails
everywhere for $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch, patent Regulator,
$25. A Ladles' Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder,
$25. The same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 25
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1-4
aeconC! Horse-Timer, and "Jny-Back," in Heaviest
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph for timIng two horses, or dOUble record, a fifth second, best
In the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broadway prices, Ladles' Watches ornamented with
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets of Diamond
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Var!e' gated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers,
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc,
No finer goods at TJtrany's, N.Y.
SeRd me a check for amount you desire to pay for
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible,
and I will send prepaid to any part of the United
States, and refund ca•h on demand If not entirely satisfactory. I please all, and hundreds of my customers
cheerfully testify to tne fact. Refer to Rochelle
Nation&! Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett.
The latter says In his " Catalog of the Life Members
of the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
Otto Wettstein, the stanch Liberal of Rochelle. I
found him up to his ears In business, selling and
sending otr goods. His large jewelry store Is truly
marvelous for a town the size of Rochelle. I would
advise all of our Liberal friends who are In want of
anything In the jewelry line to send to him, and they
will make a grea.tsa.v!ng by so doing." Correspondence solicited.

OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Remarkable Cru·e of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
One Week.
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
CINOINNA.TI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In·
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
deb ted to you for the benefit I ha.v rece! ved from your
MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely
cured of Neuralgia or the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Side, which had been a source of misery to me for
fi !cted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but
VEST I got relief Instantly. With unafter wearing a. snit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING MAGNETlC
bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use it quite as well as ev<'r. I hav
Yours res1'ectfnlly,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and KldneyOomH. A. BROWN.
plalnt for a number of years, from. which I hav suffered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment tor eight years
ting on your appliances I ha.v experienced great With nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and !r I !mpro"le as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, w!H soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those sutrertng as I hav your the (Jloth!ng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of etrect!ng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and !r I Improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since •r·~esday, w!ll soon be well. W!ll report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Uespectfnlly yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appliances which w!ll
This lady reports herself entirely cured In less
etrect a cure In a case of Paralysis w!ll a.t the same
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. We do Iot, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied,
change med!c!ns every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
something (If he IS very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon appllcM!on at this ofllce, by anyone desiring to communicate with her.
for the time being.
Ladles, read the following testimony !rom a lady Who had been sntrer!ng for two years with an Ovarian Turn01·, and who had been told that nothing but the kn!re would save her life, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose or
med!c!n since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do noth!nog
for you; It will pay you.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all desire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several phys!clans
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ova•-Jan 'I umo•-,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operation, when my attention was called to the t<:ureka. Magn ... t.ic Appl<anc.... As a drowning man
w!ll catch ata.straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I vnrd111,sed a.-sult.of
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, wn!ch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less !rom day to day, nnt!l now I am
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a. single dose of med!c!n. My bowelS, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrer!ng as I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

The Trinity, from Gibbon' I-Iistory ofChristiauity.

1

AND

of sonw passages in the 11 History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire n by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, pref.-,ceand notes hy the editor,
including critical notes by Gnizot, fvlllmau, \Venck,
, an" English Churchman," and other scholars.
I vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings, $2 oo
This hook shows when, \vhere, and ho\v Christianity
oriKinated, who \vere its founders, and w~a:t were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and conditiOn of the
primitive Christians.
" I know of no book that contains more real and val·
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."-

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price'; o:!:'<l we will return the money
It LlH>Y are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what nonld best •uit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we w!ll advise you what woUld be best suited to tnoo.t, you. While our
appliances are o!Iered at less than one-third of what Others are selling worthless appliances :~r, yet we w!ll
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever Jfl'ered the
public, and wlll outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular procec•. and
hav raise<\ five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliEL>ce
In the market w!ll attract the smallest particle or !ron, the maJority or such worthless appllances havlne
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable ot retaining magnetiSm tor a
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and w!ll outlast any·
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon fcitnti/k
principlts, and not haphazard as In all the others. We o!Ier you therefore

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
And challenge comparison with any ot the so-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otrer them
about

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

So that we can say with truth, None are sc poor that they cannot procure them, being but a tr!tle higher

than ordinary clothing.
R,.m,.mbt>r that we are otrering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and If
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we W!ll ,
R.}b,~;~p:~~~o~r~.st learned and interesting hooks ever refund your money.
wriltcn and published."-.Ras/ou bwestigator.
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A WEEK, $12 a daq at home easily made. Costly
$72 Outfit
tree. .Address TBUE &I Co., A,uguata, Hi.

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlem~n's Vests are madf\ tfl
order, and a flt guaranteed.
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN 'l'RJii
for ftu'tl1er tntormatloll.

4clcl~

1UrlUHE~ ~UHEDJoy

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.

l{t 1c1i~;rtgndt:~!:e~~~~:d ~~tC:r~Te;ef:t,~::t~~n·~:~ c:iX
;~~ 6 ~e~tJ;~e~t~~h~;tcirfi~~0Jr"ed1~W~t~~t'o~~~en~t.~,

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominai Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
o 00
Leg Belts; each,
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleepin~ Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Sur,erflne Insoles, •
•
•
I. 00
Children's garments upon application.

A VINDICATION

AL

THYSELF

This book Is a plain tolk about the bumon ayatem, the
'JJ.A.blte of men and women, the cause& o.nd prevention of
11aease, our sexual relu.tlone u.nd social natures. It ill med~

PRICE LIST.

History of Christianity

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, aud the
untold miseries resulting from !ndlecret!ons or excesses. A book tor every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions tor all acute
and chronic diseases, each one of which Is Invaluable. So found by the author, whose experience for
23 years Is such as probably never be tore tell to the
lot or any physician. BOO pages, bound In beautltnl
French muslin, embossed covers, full gill., guaran
teed to be a finer work. In every sonsc-mechllnloa.l,
literary, and professional-than any other work sold
In this country tor $2.60, or tbe money wlll be refunded In every Instance. Price ouly $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now.
Gold medal awarded the aut.hor by the National M
lc11l AsHoclat!on, to t,he omcers or which he refers
'rhls book should be mad by the young tor !nstr
tlon, and by the o.fll!cted tor relief. It w!ll ben
all.- London l-ancet.
'rhere Is no member or society to whom this book
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian,
instruct..or, or clergymo.n.-Argonaut.
Address the Peabf>dy Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No 4 Bnllinch st., Boston, MllBS., who may
be consulted on all diseases requiring sk!ll and experience. Chronic and obst.!nate diHeases ha.v battled the skill or all other physclans H L
a
specialty. such treated snccess!nlly
I.
ri;~~ut an Instance or failure.
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LIBERAL OOMMJSRTONR ALLOWEJ
DR. L. TENNEY,
Bace Street, cor. QUt Street. Olndnnati,O.
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:CHEAPEST
and best in the world.
None as good, and pure.
,

Buy direct f1·om the Grower.

Exi)r. or l'oHlngc pnl<l to yon_

20000 GnrdcnerR lmy nn<l rlnnt my
, 10 SeedR. lily new hc~tutifn illustm/ tP.d Gtu'tlen (;u!des cost me !\.".!000.
FREE to cvct·ybody. Scctls nt 3c.
per pkt, C!tcnp llB dirt In· oz, & lb,
Semi your ltd dress for prcttieRt FRJo~E BOOK
pr!ntcrl. R. H. SUUI\nVAY, ltockford. Ill.
SKETCH OF THE.

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF
SALADIN.
(W. STEWART ROBS.)
A very interesting biography or a remarkable man
Price 10 cents.
Address,
TBE TRUTH REEKEJt,
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9Jtm# oJ Rfhought.
MORE happiness Is secured by maintaining a
proper oontrol of the passions, the appetites, and
selfish desires than In allowing them to be the oontrollng motlv, .and In yielding to their dangerous lnll.nences. Immoderate selfishness Is man's great
fault. It makes him· unjust to his fellow-man; It
causes him to soe h!s own advantage, his own profit,
and his own pleasure, even to the detriment and lnlnry of his ~ellow-belngs. -D. M. Benn.tl.
TIII!:RE can be no doubt at Bll that In this world
honesty Is often the very worst policy. There can be
no doubt that a certain fiexlblllty and elasticity ol
soul and ~onsclence may make a man get on, as concerns this world, when rigid Integrity would stand
1n his way. Nothing would be easier than to menlion striking Instances In which men threw away
their chance or the highest places by an act of Injudicious honesty, and In which a little toadyism, a
little sneakiness, a little sinking or the downright
honest man, paved the way to the grandest worldly
advancement, A trader who never putrs his wareb
aa better than they really are may not drive such a
business as the brazen Individual who never spareb
the trumpt"t. • . . But let us do right still. Let
us speak the truth and llv the truth, no matter what
we m"y lose by it. Worldly success may, perhaps,
be gained by unworthy means; but we w111 not hav
It at the prlce.-Ooumel and.Com,furt by a CauntT)JParson.

Two boys quarreling : "My pa le a prea.cber an'
will go to heaven." "Yee, an' my pale a doctor an'
can kill your ole pa.''
A LITTLE six-year-old orphan, upon being asked to
name the leading festival 1n the church, replied.
"The stre.wberry festival."

THE

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

4Jifrtttfl1inkt~tl ~lumtt.at.
1884.
<E. M. 284.)

MAN·s unhappiness, as I construe It, comes of his

lfl"eatnese; It Is because there Is an lnfinlt In him
"'hlch, with all ~Is cunning, he cannot quite bury
under the tlnlte. Wlll the whole finance mlnlstere
and upholsterers and confectioners or modern Euope undertake, In joint stock company, to make one
hoeblack happy? They cannot accomplish It, above
an hour or two; for the shoeblack also hae a souJ
ulte other than hie stoma<.h, and would require, h
you consider It, for his perm11.nent satisfaction and
aatnration, elm ply this allotment-no more and no
less: God's lnfinlt universe altogether to himself,
therein to enjoy lnfinl tly and fill every wish as rast
as It rose. Oceans or Bockhelmer, a throat like that
of Ophlnchus-speak not of them; to the lnfin!t
!!hoe black they are as nothing. No sooner Is your
ocean tilled than he grumbles that it mlghthavbsen
of better vintage. Try him with halt of a unlverae,
of an omnipotence; he sets to quarreling with the
proprietor of the other halt, and declares hlmsell
the most maltreated of men. Always there lea black
spot In our sunsb.lne; It le even, as I eald, the shadow of ourselvs.- Carlyle'• Sartor .Rerartus.
BUT human bodies are elc foole,For a' their colleges and schools,
That when nae real llle perplex them,
'l'hey ma.k enow themselvs to vex them;
And as the lees they hav to eturt them,
In like proportion, less will hurt them.
-Burns'• Twa Dogs.
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BE not among wine-bibbers; among riotous eaters
of fissb.; for the drunkard and the glutton shall
come to poverty, and drowsiness ehall clothe a man
with rags. Hearken unto thy father that begot thee,
and despise not thy mother when she Is old. Buy
the truth, and selllt not; al"o wisdom and Instruction and understandlng.-Prouerbs ®:iii, 20-23.
ALL we need, It Is said, In this advanced stage or
European civilization, Is an amiable ethics and an
easy after-lire In prospect, with no terrors apprehended. The compromise whlcb. Is so pleaded for
must embrace such things as these: the exclusion
of "dogmas" or all sorts; a declared lnd!O:erence toward "speculatlv beHe!;" a rejection or superetltlone-the devll Included; yet, most or all, Is demanded the rejection of that on,e doctrln which,
more than any other article or the obsolete theology,
otrends our modern phllo•ophy and outrages Its
senslbllltlee-we therefore Insist upon the utter removal of the ancient belief concerning the nicariom
death or Ohl'lst. On these terms a continuance may
be granted to Ohrlstlanlty.-Isaac Taylm-. [Note. Few
men of the last generation exerted a wider lnfiuence
on the nobler order of minds than the author of the
"Natural History of Enthusiasm;" nor Is his power
expended. During half & century of a busy life he
produced works or the hlghest order-works that
are destined to 1nfiuence the thought of unborngen·
eratlone. It Is curious to notice tile varying fates of
great men. To one who can look back sixty years or
eo, It oan hardly fall to bring ead thoughts to refiect
how many men that swayed the higher or•.\er or
minds In England (and perhaps not less those or
t,hls continent) are now all but forgotten. IB my
young days Dr. Chalmers In Scotland and Archbishop Whately In Ireland were names or great
power, and now who ever thinks of them? JeO:rey,
too, of the Edinburgh Re-view, Is no longer a name to
conjure with. Even Lord Brougham lias vanished
out or sight, and Lord Macaulay has lost hie charm.
Be wae a brilliant essayist, but he seldom speculated
on r.he higher problems or humanity, and, though
eumclently versatll, he had small claim to the title
or" philosophic thinker." In that respect he was
ev~ry way Inferior to J. S. Mlll, and even to the
Recluse of Stamp Rivers.
Isaac Taylor was
through life a defender of the Cllrlstlan faith, but
he was no purblind bigot, and In the above description of what he ~ailed "the drift or thougbt," at the
close of 1864, he hae left ue a sketch of coming events
that every succeeding year has but confirmed, In
hle case, "the wish was not !ather to the thought.'"
But he eaw that the tide ha.rl turneil, and that old
thoughts were passing away. Smaller men may see
It now, antl whether they hope It or rear It, the
"drift" Is lnevltable.-Hyldz.]

PRICE, 25 CENTS.
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"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"

Ladies ! Gentlemen ! !

"OH yes," eald the Indignant old lady, •'he lea
man who will do most anything. Why, do you 1
know, I've seen him eat tripe,"
A GIRL le sweet,
But oh I how bitter

The •arne girl le
When a dress don't fit her I
A GENTLEMAN who had been struck by a young
lady's beauty waa determined to follow the Injunction and " kiss the rod that smote him."
THIS year young men who don't want te get married w!ll wear large placards on their breaete, readIng," I never had any experience in nursing babies
~nd don't want a.ny."
WHAT TO DO WITH OUR GIJ\LB.
"Good dsy, gentlemen."
"Good day," said the horse reporter, looking up
and discovering a young lady In tho apartment.
"I would like to show you a work which I am sellIng," she began, "and am sure It will prove both
Interesting and lnstruotlv."
·
"What's it about?" asked the horse reporter.
"The book," continued the fair canvasser, "Is by
one of our beet-known writers and speakers, and Is
entitled, 'What !!hall We Do With Our Girls?' The
question le certainly one of paramount Importance,
and-"
"Are your girls bothering you muoh this season?"
Inquired the friend of Maud S.
"Why, no," eald the young lady, blushing violently-" that Is-why, ot course I havn't any daughters.''
"Oh, you're out on the road telling people what to•
~o with your girts before you're even married, let.
H.!one the motber of a few visions of loveliness ?'
IVell, that's all right. Some of our beet cook-book&·
b.av been written by people who didn't know a gridIron from the Fifteenth Amendment.''
'
"But thle question of what shall be done with the
glrle 19 really a.n Important one," continued the
young lady. "Bav you ever given It a thought?"
"I can't say that I hav," replied the horse repG>rter. "I suppose we might tie 'em up In the back
yard when a circus comes to town."
"I hardly think you comprehend the question Inall Its bearings. What is the legitimate sphere oC
woman; In what field of action can she best display
tnd make use of the God-given talents, attributes or
mental force, and phyelcal grace with which she I&
endowed 7 These are living, burning Issues, and
must be fairly met. When we see:...."
"All right," eald the horse report<>r, "you can
meet them It you want to. Woman's s.phere, so far
as I hav been able to discover, le to never hav break
raat on time. It Is no doubt a somewhat limited one,
but she Is gradually reaching out Into the great unknown, and will eventually grasp with her llly-wblte
lingers the black demon or lnl ustlce that has so long:
oppressed her, and strangle In the very etronghol~
or Its power the great wrong which for centuries has
bamed her etrorts at advancement along the llreathlghway of progress."
"Why, tbat'e lovely I" exclaimed the young lady.
"You belleve In lady eutrrage, ·don't you?"
"Lady who?"
"Lady eutrrage-believe that ladles should vot~Jr
>\nd hav Bll the polltical prlvllegee that are accorded<
men. That's just what this book eaye. That chapter le perfectly sweet. It's just lovely."
"I presume so. But how about the chapter that;
says women should not crRmp and distort their bodies with corsets and their feet with tight shoes? The
gaunt demon of unrest that lurks In the maternal
bunion may, In the chtld of that mother,,become an
ever present monster of pain.''
"Oh, those chapters are horrid I What the world
Is Interested Ia are the nobler attributes of woman
-her soul and heart.''
"Yes, the soul-and-heart business le atl right, but
you must remember that the humble liver, working
away unostentatiously, le also a pretty good IICheme,
and without heal;h woman can never attain success.
The dea.dly grasp of the steel-ribbed corset and the
fatal grip of the gleaming garter are h urrylng to
early graves the women of our land. The beautiful
eyes that should sparkle so brightly are dull and
IueterleBII, the cheek whose whiteness should be ·ro.
lieved by the rosy blush of health le sallow and wan,
and the fairest temple ever made le rendered a
ghastly ruin by the one who should take the greatest.
pride In lte beauty.''
"And will you buy a book?" asked the young lady,.
"I'm sure you talk beautltutty.''
"No," replied the horse reporter, "I cannot buy·
a bopk, because a.ctlone speak louder than words,.
and I do not wish to disturb the dramatic erltlc who•
!sin the next room trying to write soul without a.
large S."

You all want to eee a picture or your proper mate.
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National Phrenology, physiognomy, and kindred sciences THE MUTUAL AID COMMUNITY.
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a applied. Send your photograph and 50 cents
Near Glen-Allen, Bollinger Co., Mo., on the Iron
severely, ~twfully, infernally cruel work on the (ladles 25 cents) to
Mountain Railroad, 180 miles south of St. Louie,
PHOTO. EXCHANGE,
otrere a home and employment to Bll acceptabl•
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav 6t6
Box 139, Cleveland, Ohio.
men and women who may wish to join lt. A copy
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
or the Communi!!, Its monthly paper, Will be een t free
Send for the book and see what devourerR
to all who request lt. Address
M.AN!
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Jltws off thi JJ!leth.

the purpose of discovering the credit of the
hoM· a rough draft of Prince Bismarck's bill
witness. "A man is competent to testify who for insuring men against accidents and death,
believes in the existence. of God," he said, "and it appears that all the various employers will
AN Itallan correspondent, by no. means par- that divine punishment either in this life or the be required to establish insurance companies,
SlllAH BERNHARDT is arranging for a tour in
ticularly fond of Roman Catholicism, says that, life to come will be the consequence of perjury. and to pay the whole of the premiums on the America.
jri'dging from the money sent him, the pope's No judicious tribunal is bound to inquire lives and· limbs of their workmen, in proporTHE king of Spain has presented a stone to
whether a witness be a Protestant or Romanist, tion to the wages earned by the latter, and to
·spiritual influence was never greater.
Mormon, Jew, gentile, a Spiritualist or a Ma- the danger tariff. Thus one element in the be inserted in the Washington monument.
"PAPA, is Ash Wednesday the day the cart terialist."-Sun.
previous bill, which formed such a bone of
ELECTRIC lights are being introduced in Norcalls for the cinders in the back yard?'' asked a
AT a druggist's door, in Seville, appeared the contention, has been dropped-namely, part folk, Va., which is the only city in that state so
Long Island boy. His father smiled, and put
sign, "Spirits of all kinds sold here." A joker payment by the state of the accident assurance lighted.
the question by until the pastor called.
passing by, thought it funny to go in and ask premiums, with which the labor-givers, or capTHE Democrats are to hold their next naWoMEN are coming to the fore. A jury of the druggist for "all you hav on hand of the italists, are now to be exclusivly burdened·
women triecl a divorce case at Cheney, Wyo- malignant spirit." The druggist, without an Should, however, any of the companies ( Genos- tional convention for the nomination of a presming, recently, and Mrs. Dora Barnett is a instant's hesitation, turned to an assistant and sen-sclwjten) prove unequal to their liabilities, idential candidate at Chicago on July 8th.
bailiff in Lewis county, Washington Territory. gave the or_der in an imperativ tone: "Joaquin, they may be aided and even taken over by
JoHN DEGNAN, of Brooklyn, died last Sunday
the state.
while listening to a sermon in St. John's
A REV .. Ma. K'IRKLAND, of Texas, is paid so run up to the second floor and bring down my
THE death of Wendell Phillips revives the church. The remainder of the congregation
poorly by his congregation that he works in a mother-in-law. Here is somebody to buy her."
'
THE question of vivisection came before Ox- following story, which was always good, and escaped uninjured.
saw-mill during the week. A few who hav
heard him preach wish that he would work in ford Convocation the other day on the vote for seems to grow better with each repetition: As
BISHOP Cllln, of Dublin, Ireland, has issued
giving effect to a grant made last June for a Mr. Phillips was journeying over the New York a pastoral letter advising Irishmen not to emithe saw-mill Sunday.
laboratory. - The a.nti-vivisectionists strongly Central, a rather pompous clergyman ap- grate, as the condition of many in this country
THE scholarship of 48 young ladies in the
opposed the vote, and an excited debate took proached him and asked, "What is your aim is more deplorable than at home.
Harvard Annex is higher than the average of
place, a large number of non-resident members in life?" To which Mr. Phillips bluntly rethe male undergraduates, but the young men's
A NATIONAL convention of the National Greenof the university being present. The dean of plied, "To benefit tqe negro." "Why don't
pride is soothed when the contest turns on
Christchurch and Dr. Acland supported the you go South then, and do it?" inquired the back Labor party, to nominate candidates for
foot-ball, base-ball, and rowing matches.
scheme, and Dr. Freeman, the historian, op- reverend gentleman. ''Well, that is worth president and vice-president, has been called to
IN an old church play Noah is made to swear posed it. Eventually the motion was carried thinking about," answered Mr. Phillips, "but;• meet in Indianapolis, Ind., on May 28th.
continued he, "I notice you wear a rather
by St. John. This is nearly as bad as a novel- by 188 against 147.
JEws of Poltava, in south Russia, who are
ist making William Penn whistle a bar of
OLD Judge Ochiltree, soon after his illustri- white necktie; I would like to ask what is your unable to show that they possess landed prop«Home, Sweet Home" before he recollected ous son had got his license to practice law, aim in life?" "To save souls from hell," was
erty, are being expelled by the Christians from
that the tune had not then been composed.
went off on a few days' trip, "and Thomas,'' the answer. "Well, then, why don't you go to that province. Many of them are forced to
hell to do it?" asked Mr. Phillips, but he resaid
he,
"you
may
as
well
hav
a
neat
sign
of
THE proprietor of a barroom was placed on
ceived no answer. His clerical friend had gone cross the Austrian frontier.
trial in Washington Territory, under indictment the new firm painted and hung up over the into another car.
IT is reported that Great Britain will offor
for keeping a disorderly resort. Seven women office door." When the old gentleman reMoNCURE D. CoNWAY writes to the San Fran- Abyssinia part of the territory taken from that
were on the jury, and all were firm for convic- turned he did, indeed, see a neat sign over the
tion; but the five men stood doggedly for office door. He examined it through his gold- cisco Chronicle: "The Salvation Army appears country some years ago on condition that the
rimmed spectacles, and then took off his bi- to hav found a particularly congenial soil in Abyssinians liberate the Egyptian garrison in
acquittal.
noculars and examined it again. The neat Australia. Howe, the famous bushranger, used the southern part of the Soudan.
ScHENECTADY rejoices in the possession of a sign read thus: "Thomas P. Ochiltree and to read the scriptures regularly to his robber
Ex-SENATOR SPENCER is to commence an acnlayor of great piety. His name is Young. He
gang and swear them in on the prayer-book.
Father, Attorneys-at-Law.
has recently joined the churqh, and patronizes
One need only refer to the Australian W"r Cry tion against Attorney General Brewster for
THE Montreal Witness has this story of some for evidence of the extent to which the army defamation of character and injury to business,
the Salvation Army. He refused to permit an
entertainment called " The Devil's Auction" sadly disappointed aborigines. When the In- is recruited from the eriminal classes. In this placing the damages at $50,000. This is
on the ground that it is immoral. His defalca- dian lacrosse team was in England last summer democratic country a notable sign of conversion another branch of the Star route business.
a lady wrote asking the names and addresses to the army is a certain sottish egotism distion is not yet announced.
SEVEN of the sailors who lost their lives in
of each redskin, as she wished to send them a played in those whose cases most call for huSoME years ago a little daughter of JI!Ir. Codlittle gift. The Indians expected something mility and penitence. At one of their frantic the Jeannette Arctic expedition were buried at
dington, a noted New York auctioneer, ran out
very material, but last week the parcel arrived meetings a 'sister' declared: ' Once I was a Woodlawn, near this city, last Sunday. Washof the door and saw a _beautiful rainbow for the
ington's Birthday was devoted to receiving the
by mail, and contained a number of little vol- vile wretch, not fit for hell; but now my elder
first time in her life. Standing but a moment
bodies of the dead mariner~ \vith civil and milumes
printed
in
_English,
called,
"Weighty
brother, the Lord Jesus, has taken me in hand
in awestruck admiration, she rapturously called
Words from the Scriptures," being selections and I feel too good for heaven.' Another itary honors.
out: "Papa! papa! come here, do come here!
A TEMPERA.NCE orator of Greenport, N. Y.,
I des that's the ribbon Dod ties his bonnet of texts from the New Testament. The Indi- 'sister' remarked that she had 'knocked
ans are. all Roman Catholics.
about with Englishmen, Frenchmen, and charges that a church in that town has a drunk·
with.''
As for Colonel Ingersoll, remarked Stephen Chinamen,' but now she 'knocked about with ard for a pastor, and a rum-seller for a SanDrvoRCE is slightly on the increase in Scotday-school superintendent. A minister who
land. During the ten years previous to 1874 Dorsey the other day during an interview, no one but the Lord Jesus Christ.' There is a
conceived himself to hav been alluded to in the
true
larrikin
ring
about
such
expressions
as
what
can
I
not
say?
You
hav
seen
it
reported
the average number of decrees per year was
charge sues the orator for $10,000.
thirty-five; in the subsequent five years the that his fee for defending me in the Star route these, and they can hardly fail to diffuse among
A ToLEDo judge has recently rendered the
avei·aged increased to fifty-nine; during 1880 cases was $100,000. It is false. Col. Ingersoll the converts an impression that immorality, or
there were eighty-one divorces; in 1881 there never made a charge against me for the entire even crime, is a light thing, easily washed away decision that marriage between negroes conwere seventy-eight, in 1882 sixty-three, and two years of service. Ingersoll is a wonderful by 'the blood ' and quite compatible with tracted while held as slaves is not binding on
man. He is a great lawyer, great orator, and swift promotivn to sainthood and paradise."
the contracting parties after emancipation, unlast year seventy-five.
great character. The man who makes his wife
HoRACE GREELEY's personal appearance, says less cohabitation continued,
'!'his decision
'. REv. A. E. HIGGENs, forme~ly pastor of the
happy and his children feel at home is always a recent writer, was always a subject of remark was made in the case of a colored man charged
First Methodist Episcopal church of this city,
a great man. A character more complete was from his boyhood. Rollin C. Mallary, a mem- with bigamy.
.gave a lecture in Beard's Hall, Sunday evening,
never known, and since Shakspere no greater ber of Congress from Vermont, who was an
wherein he stated that his orthodox views had
THE House of Representativs of the United
able champion of the American System, used
undergone a material change. He is no longer genius.
States recently passed resolutions of regret for •
THE Prince of Wales has made a tour of the to narrate a visit of his to the printing-office of the death of Herr Lasker, the German Liberal
:a man-worshiper, and believes only in one
'God. His new departure created a sensation. slums of London and seen squalid poverty and a country newspaper at Poultney, Vt., his place statesman, and forwarded them to the German
unmitigated misery face to face. The Boston of residence. His attention was attracted to a government. Prince Bismarck has returned
~Leavenworth ( Kan.) Times.
Globe wonders what he thought of it, and young compositor, who was rather awkwardly the resolutions, which he characterizes as a
A MURDERER under sentence of death at
whether it occurred to him that perhaps pov- "sticking types," and who, though full grown, piece of impertinence on the part of Congress.
White Plains, N. Y., is selling copies of the erty is not a dispensation of divine providence, was evidently the youngest apprentice in the
following pious card for a few cents each: to be endured cheerfully on an empty stomach, office. His legs ran a good deal more than "a His act is regarded as a direct affront to this
"Take comfort in the thought that God knows but a symptom of disease in the social system, feet" through his pantaloons, the sleeves of his country.
your sinful nature better than you know it
THE body of Salmi Morse was found floating
to be cured by wise treatment and radical coat scarcely reached below his elbows, his
yourself. Yours, T. Hoffman." The sheriff says change of conditions. Did this inspection of hair was very white and flaxen, and he was, on in the North River, this city, on the morning
that Hoffman's piety is unquestionable, but that the slums suggest to the Prince of Wales that the whole, in the aggregate, taken separately of the 22d ult. Disappointment over the suphis veracity is occasionally very much at fault. there must be something wrong in England and together, the greenest specimen of hu- pression of his Passion Play, to the production
IN most of the states a belief in the existence that he should hav lived in idleness and luxury manity we ever looked at, and this is saying a of which he had devoted all his menno and
of a supreme being is necessary to constitute a these years while other Englishmen were work- good deal, for " we keeps a looking-glass." many years of his life, is supposed to hav led
person a competent witness in a court of law. ing and starving? Probably not. It is not "That boy," said Mr. Mallory, "will make a to his suicide. His right name was Solomon
How far a witness's religious faith can be in- likely that his education has been of the kind remarkable man; I can't hold an argument Moses, and he was of Hebrew extraction. His
quired into btJcame a question recently decided that helps men to see clearly and think truly. with him on Masonry or anything else con- age was about 65 years.
by the supreme court of New Hampshire. The It is more likely that he was shocked to see nected with politics." As Mallary was considTrrE Rev. Mr. Snyder, of St. Louis, recently
court said there was no error of law in a ref- such squalor and was really sorry that all these ered one of the ablest men in Congress, his re- held a private conversation with the Hon. Rosmark
caused
me
some
surprise;
and
we
not
eree's refusal to allow a man to be asked on people were so poor and dirty and ignorant and
coe Conkling, and then published a report of
cross-examination whether the spirit of Daniel hungry, but regarded it all as an inevitable and only "made a note of it,'' but took another look what was said. Mr. Conkling denounces the
at
the
"devil"
(printer's
we
mean),
and
could
incurable
evil,
the
symptoms
of
which
could
Webster was present aiding him in the trial,
report as stupidly untrue. Snyder acknowl- .
and whether he had been assisted by departed be softened to some extent by judicious charity not but trace in the expansiv forehead "a edges that the publicatiun of the interview was
spirits in obtaining information. Nor would and raising of the poor rates. And yet it is mind formed in nature's finest mold and unauthorized, but claims that it was ~>ubstan·
it hav been an error of law to allow those in- well that he should see for himself what pov- wrought for immoJtality.'' It was years after- tially correct. The dominie's questionable
terrogatories. It was a question of fact how erty is and why men murmur at government ward that we became aware of the fact that proceeding is creating considerable comment,
that boy was Horace Greeley.
far the proposed inquiry could usefully go for which does not govern but grinds.
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takes a lot of niggers to keep the market supplied." lent; walking like a cat; ready to obey. Master and
slave were well :fitted .to each other-there the keen
"Good prices?"
.
"Fair. · The trouble is they are getting into the brain, and here the pitiless strength.
The sergeant conld hardly contain himself as he
habit of running off."
Waifs and Wanderings.
" Ba.d habit," said Bolton. "My niggers never run looked upon Amy. She wa51 marvelous!Y. beautiful,
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
off. I never lost one. I've got a good pack of hounds, with a fair complexion, liquid and brilliant eyes.
The lines of her crouching form were like the grace
and I watch 'em."
CHAPTER XIV.
The conversation rolled along in this way for an of waves. She held the baby to her bosom with conTHE ENEMY'S COUNTRY.
hour or two, with occasional flashes of silence. No vulsive grasp. Her face was the picture of utter
''Give your feet a good washing,'' said the ser- new thought was introduced after the first few sen- helplessness.
"I'll sell the baby for two hundred dollars," said
geant, "and you'll feel rested. I'll get the break- tences, and so there is no need of further record.
fast."
After dinner the talk was resumed with a little Bolton, "and you can take it right away. See how
handsome it is. Just like her mother. She's healthy
Cupples limped to a little brook that crept un- more sparkle.
willingly along, and gave his feet a refreshing bath;
"How many niggers have you got?" asked Hosea. and round and full of life. Take a look at it. Heft it.':
The sergeant availed himself of the offer and took
though he was about half asleep all the time, and
"I don't know as I want to sell any," said Bolton,
his fingers and toes seemed like the phantoms of a "unless I can get a spankin' price. They are all the baby and examined it, and deftly slipped a litUe
dream.
good, tough as horses, and well whipped. Theywon't note inside of its clothes which read as follows:
"Here's a jolly steak/' said the sergeant, "and trouble anybody. They'll work like dogs, and be ·"We are on the mountains ready to help you; keep watch.
.
"CUPPLES."
potatoes fried to a charm, and plenty of crackers and thankful for the chance. Nothing like flcggin', I tell
you. Begin early, and keep it up. Lick a nigger all
coffee. Pitch in.''
Would the mother see it?
Cupples was used to eating, and did not wait to be his life, and he'll do as you want him to right along.
The sergeant put the baby down and turned to the
urged.
If you let up there's no knowin' what'll happen. squire.
"Now let's take a nap," said t,he sergeant, after There isn't one of my gang but I can scare with my
"I'll giv you. a hundred and :fifty for it; that's all
every scrap of food had been devoured. "You may little finger. That's the way to make 'em valuable. its worth to me. Will you sell the mother?"
kiss the cook if you want to, but you'll have to follow Deacon, I've got a baby I'd like to get rid of. I'll
":Not yet. I'll make her come under :first; and
him into the land of dreams."
sell it for a fair price.''
then I'll whistle her down the wind!" muttered the
They slept until the middle of the afternoon.
Hosea started at this proposition, and lost a bit of master, with a sneer on his handsome face and a
"Now for dinner," said the indefatigable cook on his churchly dignity. The sergeant stirred some- wicked flash in his eye.
awaking.
what in the tomb of the deacon.
Alas! there is such a thing as total depravity.
Soon a smoking dinner, radiant with t:!:le splendors
"·What'll you take for it?" said he.
There is a personal devil; but he's in huinan flesh
of a prodigious appetite that no king's gold could
"A couple of hundred."
and blood and usually wears fine clothes. . Now and
then we meet him. But not often, thank God! not
equal gleamed upon the stony table-not of the law,
" Pretty high."
but of the gospel. A good appetite with plenty to
"Rather, but it's got the Bolton blood in it," said 0ften. Bolton was really a "perfect devil.'' There
eat forms a happy coincidence. Either without the the squire, with a wicked gleam in his eyes. "It's was no spark of goodness in him from the crown of
other is apt to make one skeptical of the goodness of worth it. It'll make a smart one, I tell you. It's al- his head to the sole of his foot. Yet who would have
thouaht it? He was one of the handsomest men of
things. A pocket without a dollar in it, and a ready run awav."
his day, brilliantly gifted, and highly cultivated aR
stomach without gastric jdce, are profound sources
"Run away?"
.
of Infidelity, upon which the most eloquent preach"Yes; the mother and the baby. But I've caught the world goes; but coarse and brutal in every fiber
ing has no efl'ect.
'em, though it was pretty tough work. They wouldn't of his being.
Cupples started on his second night's journey with have got off if it hadn't been for my boy Harry. He
Despite the horror be felt, the sergeant acted his '
renewed spirits, and more faith in providence. He played the deuce with me."
part well and fairly deceived the astute colonel. A
held out quite well. In the early morning they
"What, against his own flesh and blood! Dear less brave man would have failed; and then Bolton
arrived at their destination, the rugged spur of a me! He ought to study his Bible. If he was in my would have flung him to the hounds, put his hands
somewhat lengthy sweep of hills from whence could Sunday-school. class I'd learn him what is right. in his pockets, and calmly looked on.
be seen a valley through which ran a branch of the Honor thy father and mother is a bootiful text.''
[TO BE CONTINUED.l
Obio. Close at the foot of it stood the residence of
"Ahem!" said Bolton with a dry laugh. "But you
Col. Bolton, glistening somewhat prominently in the see the baby's bis'n. He swears the gal's his wife.
The Bible in the Schools of Michigan.
midst of a grove of oaks.
I wouldn't llare about it otherwise, you know. He
'I~ he caRtle was before them. But how should they might do as he was a mind to; keep the gal and the
I take this method of answering the many letters.
storm it and carry off t.be prize? The first thing to baby. But to stick to it, that she-my slave, my I hav received, asking information concerning the
'do, of course, was to communicate with the prisoner, property, is his wife-damme, what nonsense! When snit the Liberals of Lowell, Mich., hav started, askAmy, and put her on her guard, so that she might be I swore I'd sell 'em he ·helped 'em away. But I've ing for an injunction to restrain the Christian bigots
ready to help in every possible way. It seemed sent him packin'. He's gone to college, and he'll from reading the Bible and practicing religious cera prodigious undertaking; but Cupples began to stay there until he learns something about the world. emonies in the public schools. Everything possible
believe in his star, especially after eating his break- Those infernRl romantic notions he's got from read- bas been done to bring the matter to a trial, but we
fast and taking a nap. Their base of operations was ing Shelley 'Jl be knocked out of him. Boys don't can move no faster than the rules of the courts will
an abandoned woodman's hut. Here they put their know how to read poetry, anyway. They think they allow. The board of trustees .called a special school
must believe every word of it. I like Shelley. He meeting, and appointed a committee to transact the
little kit with a bit of pork, crackers, and coffee.
"Loaf ':round till evening," said the sergeant. used to be my favorite. He's quite stimulating-bet- business of tbe defense. They employed Mr. Butte:r;,.. Here's a bunch of cigars. Make yourself at home. ter than Byron on the whole. But who'd think of field, of Grand Rapids, who has availed hiJ:?self of·
Don't be bashful. All mine is thine. I'll reconnoi- carrying out his silly notions of justice? Only a green every rule admitting of delay, finally putting m a deter. I'll put on style, and pretend that I'm a deacon boywhodon't knowwhatarough-and-tumble world we murrer claiming the want of jurisdiction; that it is
of a clmrch in sea,rch of a few niggers for my cotton Jiv in, and that love is a mere plaything, and not a not a proper thing to ask, and that we hav not asked
plantation, where they'll have a splendid chance rule to go by. But Harry's got the stuff in him. for it as we should. This seems to be the regular
to go to heaven at short notice."
·
He'll come Ol).t right. H\3'llsee that be can't depend orthodox method of barring us out from a hearing on
For the first time in his life Cupples was left upon himself and his own ideas, but must do like the the true merits of the case. The rights of the people
entirely alone in a mountain solitude. He rather rest of us. We all hav to go through it. I myself are nothing whatever in comparison to the demands
enjoyed 'the novel experience. It was a delightful thought slavery was wrong. But I've got ov~r it. of the church. Right or wrong, they demand our
June day, and heaven and earth were flooded with It's good enough for me, and of course it's good most sacred rights as human beings and as citizens
variant beauty. Behind him the pine-crested sum- enough for others."
of this boasted free government, with no more right
mits rolled off into dark, tremendous gulfs, into
Of course it is. What better standard is there of to a hearing than the African slave before the Rebelwhich gorgeous masses of sunshine quivered like the judging the right and wrong of things than one's lion.
banners of a routed army. In front the valley own comfort? Of course Squire Bolton bad the true · The question and suit, as it now stands, will be
stretched away, dotted with white dwellings, and measure. What easier way of settling the problem argued at the March term of the Circuit Court, at
flecked with scattered gleams of the winding river. of the universe than to be in favor of what gives one Grand Rapids, Mich.
The afternoon rolled away with quiet pomp. The bread and butter? With what satisfying success we
I would suggest to all parties having valuable
cloud-mountains and their far-sweeping purple shad- can settle religion and politics on this basis. 0 ye hints, or information bearing on this question, to send
ows; the ample verdure flowing into a shining sea of reformers! haven't you learned after so many burn- the same to Albert J. Ohapman, solicitor for the
blue, or bursting in shimmering radiance •1pon dim ings and crucifyings that people will do what pleases prosecution, of Detroit, Mich., or to myself, at Lowhills; the near prospect of lofty trees and broad them, and no more, though an angel from beaven ell, Mich.
meadows, with little valleys shrinking away from the should tell them to do differently? Of course Harry
I bav just been visited by one of the Almighty's
warm sun-all the inter blending sights :filled Cupples was wrong to believe in abstract justice and freedom. providential dispensations. "Whom he loveth he
with joy. Still it must be confessed that he grew The idea of overturning an institution that gives one cbastenetb," and Ihav been chastened by the avenging
lonesome when came "still evening on," and the light a comfortable home! What Atheism!
fires of his loving wrath. Last Saturday morning,
·of a human face would have been a relief to him.
"Harry don't know that I've got the woman and before reaching my place of business (a photograph
He thought the stars were rather cold companions, baby back again,'' continued the philosophic parent. gallery), the beat from a red-hot stove in a jewelry
and heat~tily wished for a friendly smoke and chat. "He thinks they are in Canada. I'll sell the baby so store ·underneath spt fire to the floor and ceiling,
The low and awful thunder of the pinf,JS vibrating in that it won't bother him again. I'll keep the mother burning up not only the building I occupied, but
the vast silence aJmost frightened him. Fortunately and tame her a bit."
twenty-two others adjoining.
he was sleepy, and rolling himself in his blanket wn.s
"Let's see the baby," said Hosea, starting up and
On arriving, I found my gallery a mass of flames,
soon in the full enjoyment of a midsummer night's puffing his cigar vigorously in order to conceal his with nothing saved. My loss is $1,000, with no indream, and, like the lion-hearted Bottom, roared as anger and disgust.
surance. This leaves me in a bad shape to fight the
gently as any nightingale.
"I've got 'em under lock and key in my own house, Christian bigots, especially from a financial stand·and I defy the devil to get 'em,'' said Bolton, with a point. I hav yet my family, of wife and two boys,
keen look at Hosea.
my home and a small sum saved up. I hav not yet
Hosea felt that he had the devil himself to deal decided ~hat I shall do. Had I the means, I would
CHAPTER XV.
with, both in ugliness and sagacity. .
go to Chicago and start a scientific, Spiritual, ~nd
THE DEVIL IIIMSELF.
They went up the heavy oaken stairs to a large Liberal newspapl'lr, devoted to earth and humamty,
Squire Bolton, as his neighbors called him-Col. bed-room, before the door of which a huge' negro entirely free and independent of all religions and unJim Bolton he signed himself-sat on his broad stood on guard, with a hard, sullen look.
known gods. As I see it, Spiritualism is not fairly
piazza smoking as Jones came up and introduced
"That's my best nigger," said Bolten; "he's deaf or truly represented or presente.d by any Spiritual
himself as Deacon Hosea Jones, of Baton Rouge, and dumb and can't tell secrets, and he'll obey me paper now in t?e field, and I ~esire, as man;y others
negro trader. Bolton gave him a welcome and a cigar. like a dog. He'd throttle the girl and eat the baby do, to see it switched. back agam on the mam ~rack.
"Is business thriving?" said be.
if I told him to."
A paper I would edtt would be a sort of pnmary
"Ob, yes," replied the deacon. "They die off
Hosea looked at the negro again. He did appear school, urging and lifting. the mass~s who are needy
pretty rapidly nowadays; heaps of cotton, and it like an enormous brute in human form; terribly si- out of the old into the new, advocating all phases of
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reform and_progress, and antagonizing all disease and
error, physical, mental, and spiritual. There are antidotes for all phases of eYil far better than faith and
religion. All b~tter personalities should be carefully
exc~uded, esp_emally concerning and between Spiritua~Ists and ~Iberals, who are, and should be, friendly
alhes.. I beheve a paper that is more primary in its
work IS needed, such as I hav outlined, and I would
gladly undertake the task, could I command the
~e~n~. Could a stock company be formed, or some
mdividual of means come forward willing to join in
such an enterprise, .an important work could be done
· in .the gigantic struggle that is now going on to enlighten and free the race.
Perhaps G0d Almighty has pulled up one of the
stakes. that held ~e down in the little village of Lowell, MICh., and . Wishes me to engage in work elsewhere. Speakmg after the manner of Christians I
hav finished my work in Lowell· hav set a Libe~al
ball to rolling 'that cannot be stopped, and am called
to som~ o~her field. W_ill so~e good, wealthy, and
enthusiastic, earnest Spiritualists or Liberals come
~orward.? I can command $2,000 and a pair of willmg hands. If I do this, it must be done on a financial
basis that will warrant success. Let all speak at
once who feel like it, either through THE TRUTH SEEKER
or to myself, by letter. I shall wait and work to. this
end for a reasonable time, and then, if I fail, will reemhark in some central flourishing town in the photograph business. In. that case I shall conclude I
hav not been " called," as the orthodox preachers
hav it, but that the fire was purely an expression of
His undying love for me (?) and that he sigheth for
more of the l~ve that is within my soul. Will people
correspond w1th me at ol).cewhowill be interested in
either of the two prospectiv phases of my future
labor?
·
E. A. CHAPMAN.

LoweU, Mich.

Some Political Reminiscences and Speculations,
WHICH INVOLVE FREETHOUGHT 8 GREAT CHAMPION.
The newest candi.date for the Republican presidenti~l n~mi~ation is John lVI. Harlan, of Kentucky,
assomate Justice of the supreme court of the United
State!!. The sponsor for this latest entry in the race
is Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, the greatest of Republican orators-indeed, the greatest orator who
speaks the English language. Colonel Ingersoll says
he is not beating bushes for anybody, and he regards
the personality of the nominee as a small matter.
The president of this country is getting to be a mere
figure-head; the country runs itself, and "does not
.need any special kind of president to pilot it."
Colonel Ingersoll's fervent devotion to Mr. Blaine's
cause has cooled down. His speech at the Cincinnati Republican convention of 1876, nominating Mr.
Blaine for president, was the most e:ffectiv speech of
the kind ever made in this country. His change of
residence from Illinois to Washington city cost Colonel Ingersoll a seat in the Chicago convention of
1880. Mr. Blaine was anxious to hav Ingersoll in
the convention, as his leader, to lock horns with Senator Conkling, who was in charge of General Grant's
third-term forces; but the requisit vacancy could not
be secured, and the Blaine forces were deprived of
their ablest leader and speaker. Many of Mr. Blaine's
friends think that if Mr. Ingersoll had been in charge
he would hav compassed the nomination of Mr.
Blaine. Garfield was about as acceptable to Ingersoll as Blaine would hav been, for they had both
been for many years on terms of intimate friendship.
The marvelously eloquent and powerful speeches
made by Ingersoll in the Garfield-Hancock campaign
will long be remembered and admired. He almost
persuaded the country that Garfield was a god incarnate, and the enthusiastic admiration which he evoked
for . the hero of his glowing oratory contributed
mightily to Garfield's election. Mr. Blaine did not
relish this deification of Garfield, delighted though he
was with the latter's election, for it interfered with
own ambition and purposes. He was perhaps chiefly
instrumental in dissuading Garfield from tendering
Ingersoll a seat in the cabinet as attorney-general.
Ingersoll would hav promptly declined the honor, as
he had a perfect horror of all degrees of office-holding; but until the last moment there was apparently
no doubt that he would hav been given the opportunity to decline it. Mr. Blaine may bav desired to
alienate him from Garfield by putting the lattflr in
the light of an ingrate; but it is more likely tha~ he
dreaded Ingersoll"s influence over Garfield as a
menace to his own, and that he could
"Bear, like the Turk, no brother near the throne."

By the policy which Mr. Blaine pursued at that time
and subsequently, he lost in William E. Chandler his
ablest manager and organizer, and in Robert G. Ingersoll his ablest advocate and public leader. The
loss is irreparable to Mr. Blaine.
In expressing his desire to see General Harlan
nominated for the presidency, Colonellngersoll says:
"He has shown himself to be a fearless man of prin<Jiple, and one who recognizes the forces of great
truths. His attitude in the recent civil rights discussion ought to giv him a claim, unless the Republican party is roady to giv up all it fought for. If it

recognizes the necessity of the h~ur it will promptly
take a firm stand on this question of Human Rights,
and make it a live issue. Senator Wilson, of Iowa,
has intr?dnced a bill on this subject, looking to the
restorati_on of those rights of which the negro bas
been stripped by the recent decision. I trust the bill
will be pushed and passed."
Col. Ingersoll is making a determined war on the
d~c!sio~ of the U~ited States supreme court that the
C~VIl Rights act IS unconstitutional. Judge Harlan
dissented from the remainder of the supreme bench;
hence Ingersoll's selection of him for leader of the
new crusade in favor of human rights. Judge Harlan was appointed to the supreme bench by President Hayes. He had been a law-partner of Benjamin H. Bristow, secretary of the treasury under
General Grant, and he was the leader of the Kentucky delegation (pledged to Bristow) in the Cincinnati convention which nominated Hayes for president. He transferred Kentucky's support from
Bristow to Hayes as soon as he saw that Bristow
could not be nominated. Hayes himself desired to
appoint Bristow to the Supreme Bench, but he was
deterred from gratifying this desire by the threat
of General Grant that the bestowal of any honor upon
Bristow· (whom he had, on account of Bristow's
course in prosecuting the chief actors in the St. Louis
whisky frauds, summarily dismissed from the secretaryship of the treasury) would be construed as a
declaration of war upon him (Grant) and his friends,
and would be met and resented accordingly. Hayes,
unlike Doorkeeper Fitzhugh, did not look upon himself as "a bigger man than old Grant;" so, instead of
giving the vacant, associate justiceship in the supreme court to Bristow, he gave it to Harlan. The
appointment of the latter surprised the country; it
was r~garded as the weakest ever made to that august
tribunal. Hayes, however, builded better than he
knew; General Harlan has proved an able judge, in
whose perfect integrity the bar and the coantry now
hav implicit confidence. He is, socially, one of the
finest and most lovable of men, and physically he is
a giant. He is a noble type of Kentucky's splendid
manhood. Whatever else may be said of Kentucky,
it must be admitted that it produces finer-looking
men than any of its sister states. Whether the
whisky or the blue grass is to be credited with this
physical superiority, the Ledger will not undertake to
determin; it may be the combination of these Kentucky staples which givs that commonwealth so grand
a crop of tall, straight, broad-shouldered, massiv sons.
It is not probable that the Republican party will
draw upon its supreme· bench for its presidential
standard-bearer, nor that it will fight for a .new
amendment to the Constitution giving the negro the
rights and privileges specified in the Civil Rights
act; but if it did, John M. Harlan, the Kentucky
Unionist, would be no unworthy leader for it, and
Col. Ingersoll would further American oratory in his
support by speeches which would fire the old antislavery sentiment of the North to a white heat. At
the meeting held recently in Washington to protest
again'st the Supreme Court decision, Ingersoll and
Frederick Douglass~the greatest white and the
greatest colored orator-made strong and eloquent
speeches. Douglass spoke first, and then in amoment
of inspiration introduced Col. Ingersoll in the following felicitous manner to an audience embracing several ministers:
"Abou Ben Adhem-may his tribe increase !
Awoke one night from a deep dream of peace,
And saw within the moonlight in his room,
Making it rich, like a lily in bloom,
An angel, writing in a book of gold;
Exceeding peace had made Ben Adhem bold;
And to the presence in the room he said
'What writest thou?' The vision raised its head,
And, with a look made all of sweet accord,
Answered, 'The names of those who love the Lord.'
'And is mine one?' said Abon. 'Nay, not so ;·'
Replied the angel. Abou spoke more low,
But cheerily still, and said, 'I pray thee, than,
Write me as one who loves his fellow-men.'
The angel wrote and vanished. The next night
It came again with a great wakening light,
And showed the names whom love of God had blest ;
And lo! Ben Adhem's name led all the rest."

"I hav the honor to introduce Robert G. Ingersoll."
After a thorough examination of the constitutional
power of Congress, under the Thirteenth and Four·
teenth Amendments, to secure equal rights everywherR to the negroes, and of other phases of the civil
rights problem, Col. Ingersoll closed as follows a
magnificent speech:
"It is very easy to see why colored people should hate us,
but why we should hate them is beyond my comprehension.
They never sold our wives. They never :mbbed our cradles.
They never scarred our backs. 'rhey never pursued us with
bloodhounds. They never branded our flesh.
"It has been said that it is hard to forgiv a man to whom
we hav done a great injury. I can conceive of no other reason why we should hate the colored people. To us they are
a standing reproach. Their history is our shame.
"Their virtues seem to enrage some white people-their
patience to provoke, and their forgivness to insult. Turn
the tables-change places-and with what fierceness, with
what feroCJity, with what insane and passionate intensity we
wonlcl hate them !
"Tbe colored people do not. ask for revenge-they simply
ask for justice. They are willing to forget the past -willing
to hide their scars-anxious to bury the broken chains, and
to forget the miseries and hardships, the tears and agonies of
two hundred ye11rs.
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"'The old issues nre again upon us. Is this a nation? Hav
all citizens of the United States equal rights, without regard
to race or color? Is it the du~y of the general government
to protect its citizens? Can the federal arm be palsied by the
action or non-action of a stateJ
Another opportunity is given for the people of this country to take sides. According to my belief the supreme thing
for every man to do is to be absolutely true to himself. All
consequences-whether rewards or punishments, whether
honor and power, or disgrace and poverty-are as dreams undreamt. I hav made my choice. I hav taken my stand.
Where my brain and heart go, there I will publicly and
openly walk. Doing tbis. is my highest conception of duty.
Being allowed to do this, is liberty.
"If this is not now a free government; if citizens cannot
now be protected, regardless of race or color; if the three
sacred amendments hav been undermined by the supreme
court, we must hav another, and if that fails, then another;
and we must neither stop· nor pause until the Constitution
shall become a perfect shield for every right of every human
being beneath our flag."-Tacoma Daily Ledger.

The Miracle.
A TALE OF TilE ABBE l\IIRYEX AND TilE SCillNTIST BRENIER.

The Abbe :M:iryex was born three centuries too late. Thin,
with a prominent forehead and 1mffy eyes, he clearly had to
make a continual effort to moderate the sound of his voice and
restrain his gestures. He would hav done well in a convent;
as a country parson he was out of place. He preached agttinst
the impiety of this generation; he threatened doubters with
the lightnings of heaven, and loved to paint the fires of hell
ancl the worm that never dies.
A nephew of the abbe, Monsieur Charles Brenier, was a
product of the Normal school. At thirty-six he was professor
of philosophy, and had gained a great reputation by his book,
"The Nature of the Soul."
Four or five years ago, Brenier, exhausted by his labors, had
a severe illness, and his medical mnn advised him to pass a
month or two in the fresh air, beautiful scenery, and quiet life
of the Pyrenees.
He determined to go to Paris, ancl on his road through he
would visit his uncle.
The abbe loved his nephew. He )lacl deeply loved his sister,
who was some years older than himself, and who had been his
"little mother." She had been pious, anrl made, as he phrases
it, a good end. Her son he loved also; although he regarded
him as a backslider, he could not help feeling some pride in
the reputation he had gained. He therefore recoivecl the
young professor with pleasure. In fact, tho fanatic priest was,
at heart, not sorry to see an enAmy of tbe f>tith. He resolved
to question him and see what he really had in him.
Brenier arrived, and, after recalling some reminiscences of
his infancy, and shedding some tears to his sister's memory,
the abbe insisted on the nephew's staying to dinner.
The dinner was plain but good. The gnestr; were two neighboring clergymen. Until the d~essert appeared tho conversation was decidedly commonplace.
Suddenly the abbe rose and opened the window.
"Look at the heaven!" he excl!timed; "contemplate those
millions of stars which shine !.here for the glory of God! 'rho
hand of the 'Creator is everywhere; in the trees that rustle in
the wind, in the perfume wafted from tho lilacs, in the worm
that crawls beneath the sod we tread, in the moth that flutters
round the lttmp, in tho spring that murmms as it flows-in all
things great, in all things small."'
The two country clergymen at this period crossed themselvs.
"My dear uncle," said Brenier, "I respect your faith, but I
do not wish to on tor into any controversy."
"I am curious, on the other hand," replied the nb be, "to
hear the views of a philoHOpher, a Freethinker. These gentlemen, like myself, would like to know the weapons employed
against the faith."
'"Science," said Brenier, "pursues her course, and seeks for
the truth."
"'Nell, go on; we are listening."
"Do you want," said the professor, with a smile, "a course
of philosophy?"
"We want your ideas on the government of the nnivorso."
"There are two possible interprettttions of tho government
of this world," began Bronicr-·" the contini.llll intervention of
God, and the immutable nction of law. 'l'ho priests incline to
the first, because it is their function to net as go-hetweens between the man who prays and the providence which nets. In
pagan Home they inspected the entrails of victims; in modern
Home they work miracles, 'l'hoy thnrofore rlony tho omnipotence of law; they must ha'' a God who can be influenced.
You accuse us of excluding God from the world he has created.
There is no such thing as creation."
'rhe two country priests looketlnt him with a frightened air.
The uncle raised his eyos to the ceiling and nervously crumbled
a piece of bread.
"Tho word creation," continued the philosopher, "implies
sudden appearance. To our views there is only a gradual appearance, a transformation, a progression, development, unchanging order. Warm-blooded animals could not exist in tho
atmosphere charged with carbonic acid, which covered the
earth m early days. The absorption of this substance by vegetation under the action of the sun ronde! eel their existence
possible. Examin our own life from birth to death; is thero
any intervention of providence at tho passagn from mfancy to
youth? Nations are born anrl die like individuals, and worlds
aro born and die like nations. Nothing has been tho subject
or the object of any miracle."
The abbe could restmin himself no longer.
"Miserable blasphemer!" he cried, "do you not fear that
God will crush you?"
"No," replied Brenier, quietly.
"You deny that he has the power to kill you?"
"I deny it abso1utely. See here. I am recovering from a
sickness. I may die of apoplexy, of rupture, of an aneurism,
of any other sudden attack Well, I take my chances. I defy
God to kill me in the next ten minutes!"
The priests crossed themselvs again. The abbe looked at
~he clock and smiled.
Brenior rcmainccl calm. The abbe fixed on him a gaze like
that of a magnetizer. He was invoking God to punish tho impious one.
Brenier still smiled. What increased the exasperation of the
abbe was that he saw in the faces of the other priests that they
hacl not the slightest belief in any miraculous intervention.
The minutes passed slowly.
The clock went tick-tick; the tenth minute was nearly
enclccl.
Just as the hand was on the figure Mirycx seized a knife
from the table, plunged it into the bosom of his nephew, and
cried:
"Here is the miracle! It is not I who kill the son of my
sister- it is Gorl, who arms my hand!"
Brenier fell, bathed in his blood; his last words were:
"Miserable ago, when men must do their miracles th!lmselvsl"-From the French.
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Philosophy on the Half-Shell; or, Ethics of '83. possible degree of pleasurable exaltation to which cushioned pews-ay, in the very pulpit's self, flaunts
SUICIDE.

.; ..

Is suicide ever justifiable or expedient? Let us
hear what that intellectual prodigy, the Christian
philosopher (?), has to offer in this connection.
"Man," he sagely informs us, "has no right (!) to
fling back, in the face of' Almighty God,' that life
which, in his mercy and 'loving-kindness,' he has bestowed upon him." Allowing, for the moment, the
possibili~y of." m!ln's free. agency," I. beg leave to
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So much do I write for the benefit of those intellects
not as yet sufficiently fledged to ride the blast of pure
reason, and still clinging to the phantasma of "man's
free will."
I will now address my remarks to a more expansiv
order of minds, to t.he intellectualist and the "truth
seeker," and consider the subject from the lofty vantage-ground of philosophy and reason. The only
question which confronts us here is the expediency
of suicide under the various conditions to which man
is subjected. Let us examin them. Life is notalways a blessing; for instance, to the friendless pauper, slowly wasting to the grave with some painful
and hopelessly incurable malady. Few will deny
this. Now, I submit to your reason as to whether
this pauper shall justly be pronounced insane upon
this subject of suicide, if, after a thoroughly calm and
unimpassioned survey of the entire situation, he decides that true wisdom dictates a speedy and painless death at his own hands (we will say by a properly
administered dose of laudanum), to the lingering
horrors of a death by the slow tortures of disease.
I say, unhesitatingly, that the judgment of such a
man is colTect; and it is a position that no juggling
mountebanks, called priests, can disprove!
bl
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and cowardly (for instance, in the case of the father
of a large and destitut~ family, solely dependent upon
his labor for support), the act being committed for
other reasons than excruciating physical agony, almost absolute certainty of approaching insanity, and,
perhaps, a very few other causes. There are many
causes in which a man's life is a curse to himself and
friends, and a burden upon the working members of
the community in which he resides. (I need not
specialize cases, they will readily present themselvs
from the experience of every reader). With all such
unfortunate persons, suicide is the course of true
wisdom, provided, always, that the evils of life be
great enough to over-balance both the possibility of
suicide proving ill-advised in any particular case, and
the risk one runs of jumping from the "frying-pan"
of this world into the possible" fire" of a next! (I
do not refer, in the paragraph above, to a real fire in
hell, but of the dangers attending the entering upon
a possible sphere of existence of which we know
nothing).
Each man and woman must calculate the above
facts and possibilities to the best of their abilities,
and act in accordance with the res~t thus reached,
recollecting always that any undue liaste in the deciding of so weighty a matter would be the extreme
of folly.
Let us particularly reflect upon what will be the
probable grief of those we leave behind (if any), for
few exist, no matter how degraded, but that at least
one loving heart beats the lighter for their welfare,
or sinks despondent, broken perhaps, for their defeat.
Love is th~ one lump of unselfish leaven in the
great selfish mass of humanity! Would that it were
enough to sweeten the whole!
LOVE.

Love is unquestionably at once the most delightful and the most exalted emotion of which the mind
of susceptible. Of the various loves, that between
the sexes is indubitably the most powerful, pleasurable, and exalting. Next to this in intensity probably ranks the mother's love for her offspring. The

this emotion can be developed between any two persons of opposit sex depends primarily upon the
amount of affinity naturally existing, or capable of
production, between the particles composing their
ego's, or essences-that, in short, which religionists
term the soul. (The reader is referred to my paper
upon Affinity, appearing elsewhere in these essays.)
I hav myself often questioned as to whether the extremely refined spiritual exaltation which accompanies sexual love in its highest form did in reality proceed entirely from the one beloved, and not from
spiritual realities with which we were placed en rap· •t ua1 re al·t·
port b y th e 1oved ob'JSCt . (By " sp1r1
1 1es " I
of course mean sublimated matter.) Certain it is,
although its explanation may be lack of affinity, that
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It is unquestionable that persons hav frequently
died of grief for the beloved dead, as well aJ? of sep•
aration from Lr impossibility of obtaining possession
of their living idols.
Were existence eternal, I presume that "grand
passions" would succeed one another in our hearts,
as summer flirtations now do during this our comparativly brief earthly pilgrimage.
MARRIAGE.

I concur with the views of Herbert Spencer in this
matter. Marriage may be fitly characterized as an
honest attempt, and an honest failure, to solve the
social problem.
What sight more beautiful than is a happy home?
Yet for one fireside where true love reigns ten others
may be found where love reigns not. Each marriage
is a crime that is not born of love. That man who,
for the world's base motivs, forms this bond, pollutes
his soul, and that of her he weds. No priest, no rittual, can make it pure. It drags down woman to the
very dust, and brands her compeer of the child of
shame Yon painted thing is scarce more vile. There
is a loathsome horror in the loveless kiss that makes
the grave seem sweet. What floods of scalding tears
are shed each night throughout the world by women
who hav bartered purity for gold! Tennyson's powerful poem of "Locksley Hall" depicts, in all its hideous guise, the malTiage that is void of holy love.
Yet millions tread this path with breaking hearts,
nor dare to rend the chains that bear them down.
Let me not be misunderstood. The happy family
fireside is the fairest sight on earth. But this I
mean to say: you cannot buy nor sell the loftiest, holiest passion of the soul. Whene'er the married learn
to loathe and hate, then is it right to part, and each
new hour the unrighteous bond exists is one of added
wrong. There is no power of earth or heaven that
should compel continued union of unloving hearts.
When love givs place to hate (or what we deemed was
love in untaught youth) then does divorce become
necessity and right.
'Tis a false virtue that would make divorce a crime,
an ignominy, and an act of shame. They are the
shameless ones who pass through life in loveless
union or intriguing shame. Stripped of her purity,
there is, in woman's breast, a blacker depth than
aught to which the soul of man can ever sink. I
know not why, but, as she is the fairest in her bloom,
so, lost to virtue, she becomes a thing from which
corruption's self would shrink away. It will be understood that I use the word virtue in its loftiest
sense above.
VIRTUE, OR CHASTITY.

Chastity has two expressions, physical and mental.
No error is more universa 1 than to esteem the physical the only sign of virtue. The mind is ever superior to that lower manifestation of matter, the body.
Millions of women to-day-Christian women toowhile physically chaste, are in mind more vicious and
degraded than the unfortunate creatures they let die
by the wayside, lifting their furbelowed skirts in
passing, lest, by a touch, they imbibe the foul contagion.
In few aspects does humanity appear more hollow
and contemptible than in this. Within the velvet-

cunning impudence and brazen vice. What would
be crime in rags may smile in silks. Society has ordained a fallen woman an outcast, and bars her from
the gilded salon as she would the wintry blast.
Hence for that wretch who, in his selfish lust,
blasts purity and truth, well knowing the result to
her of what he does, I feel a loathing words cannot
express-at least no words of mine; let Shakspere
speak:
"And put in every honest hand n whip,
To lash the rnscnl naked through the world."
ELLIOT PRESTON.

The Liberal Club.
At the club last Friday evening Mr. Courtlandt
Palmer lectured on the father of his country, and the
lessons that by Liberals might be learned from his
example.
All the' general information, said the
speaker, that we gather from the various floating legends, as to who or what this man was, is that he was
first in battle, first in peace, and likewise foremost in
the 1hearts of all his people. Was he Liberal in religion ?-this tlie question to be answered. Not as
now we understand it; still he was at most a Deist;
held belief in God the father, prayed to him at Valley Forge, and on Sunday, having leisure, he sometimes attended service. Yet communion he avoided
-tasted not the blood and body of the dead and
risen savior. And again he signed a treaty giving
Tripoli assurance this was not a Christian country.
Thus far Washington was Liberal and upheld·the
cause of Freethought.
And the lesson we may
gather from his noble life and life-work; from his
bearing in the battle; from his patriotic fealty, during all the Revolution; hoping most when hope
seemed blasted, never knowing when defeated; standing by the flag he fought for, pushing back the crown
and scepter when a r:. reat and grateful people would
hav made him monarch o'er them, is that we should
gather courage, meet Gbstructions always bravely;
and though dangers cluster round us thick as leaves
at Vallombrosa, we should bold high hope foreverour motto still, Nil desperarzdum. These the lessons
we may gather from the life of George the Truthful.
. Ex-Judge Schermerhorn came after, WJth a quaint
and curious poem, which he read 'mid much excitement wakened both by its great merit as a specimen
of doggerel, and the way the ex-judge read it.
Mr. Andrews, next succeeding:, said, referring to
the poem, with a smile upon his features, that George
Washington had evils of a warlike nature round him.
Mr. Palmer also had them, though in his case the affliction took the form and gaise of rhythm, yet was
not the less annoying. Here the audience applaude'd,
for they too had been afflicted, and could hav a fellow feeling. Mr. Andrews's further discourse was
devoted to defining 1he distinction that existed 'twixt
the friends pf retrogression, who would turn the nations backward; conservativs, who'd keep them always as. we find them at the present, and progressionists who ponder on the outcome of the future,
urging progress ever onward. Probably, said Mr.
Andrews, Washington, to state it finely, was conservativ by nature, with a leaning toward progression.
Next the chairman, intervening, said he saw a clear
resemblance, which he traced, between the speaker of
the evening and the subject that was given him to
talk on. Both had wealth and high position, which
they sacrificed most bravely to egpouse the cause of
freedom:-one to fight the British lion, one to war
with superstition.
Lawyer Searing made an essay, rather dreary and
discursiv, yet withal containing merit, and from out
its wealth of meaning, and its plenitude of import,
this idea is extricated: That so far as Liberalism
means destruction of religion, war on Bible myths
and legends, and the death of superstition, Washington was not a Liberal; he was rather Positivistic, and
his doctrins Wbre in substance those of Comte and
his disciples.
Dr. Lambert, the reformer in the way of food and
clothing, said though he had often listened to the
speaker of the evening with a feeling of great pleasure, yet to-night he had experienced more of ecstasy
than ever. He himself was not a warrior, not a
Washington in that sense, but by his untiring labor,
his herculean exertions, tripe had had a boom in value
from four ceB.ts up to a quarter (this the price it sold
per pound at); and the virtues of good oatmeal now
were known throughout the cosmos. Thus a likeness was detected 'twixt the doctor and the general.
Mr. Palmer, in reviewing what was said by his reviewers, held that in his fondest dreaming he had
thought not to be likened to G. Washington, the
patriot, as was done by Mr. Wakeman. He was not
that sort of hero, was not worthy the distinction.
Now, for instance, Mr. Andrews, and the chairman,
Mr. Wakeman, they bad suffered for conviction.
They had seen the wolf of hunger hanging round
their open doorway. But with him the case was
different, as his means were always ample, and the
siruggle for existence to his life had been a stranger.
If a Washington existed, they were more like him
than he was. These the lessons ·we may gather
from th,e life of George the Truthful.
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Catholicism vs. Education in New Mexico.

of this very love of God that they committed the
horrible deed.
I shall do my best to rid the world of such revolting and crime-producing love, and earnestly hope
GEo. N. HILL.
every Liberal will do the same.
Bogton, Feb. 16, A.B. 284.
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AFTER having largely contributed to the success of the New
England Convention by his executfv ability and genial talents
as a gentleman, W. S. Bell has re-entered the lecture field, and
all the h17:mbug impositions that affiict our
will proceed to "ring out the old, ring in the new; ring out
territory, none Is so glaring nor so fraught with
the false, ring in the true," in his well-known sledge-hammer
danger t? the welfare and prosi>e.rity of our people
style. He will speak in Philadelphia to-morrow, the 2d; in
a~ our nnsera~le exc~se for a school system. It is a
New Holland, Pa., on the 4th, 5th, and 6th; at 'Altoona, the
disg:ace to t~e terntory, and a stigma upon the
7th, and Cleveland, Ohio, the 9th. Mr. Bell is a ripe scholar,
An
Appreciativ
Review.
offimals charged with the sacred trust. As weak and
a logical reasoner and interesting speaker. Let his clanging
ill-digested as are ~he school laws, there is no pretense THE PRoBLEM oF THE UNIVERSE, and Its Scientific Solution; be heard the breadth and length of the land. His address is
with Some Criticisms of Universology. By Samuel P. Put- Chicago, TIL
of_ carrying them into effect, and the result, in part,
nam. Price, 20 cents.
Will be that the reproach recorded against us in the The
above essay consists mainly of criticisms on Stephen
OF Miss Helen Gardner's lecture at Wahle's Opera House in
?e?sus of 1880, of having a greater percentage of Pearl Andrews's Universology; Mr. Putnam argues in most Buffalo,
Y., on the lOth, J. A. Cheney, of that place, writes
Illiteracy than any other state or territory in the positiv language for the unquestionable existence of the out- us: "TheN.brave
and talented little heroin spoke to a large and
side world; for the priority of matter to mind-mind being a
union, will be repeated in the census of 1890.
result of matter-and for the ~owledge of the objectivity of appreciativ audience on the subject of 'Men, Women, and
The sc?oollaw of Feb~nary 28, 1882, says: "That things as coming to us directly through perception, not at all Gods.' Miss Gardner argues that every religion must be tested
any qualified voter, who Is the head of a family and involving reasoning. Science, says the writer, "must start by the morality it teaches. Being unable to find any moral
th:e .owner of real estate in this territory, shall be with the affirmation of a strict knowledge of the objectivity of teachings in the Bible, but, on the contrary, finding that God's
ehg~ble to the office of supervisor and director of things and relations, or else it can never affirm a single thing chosen prophets were thieves, libertins, murderers, and liars,
the individual ego." He, moreover, discusses the relpublic schools," and yet the fact is notorious that beyond
ativ merit, and use of induction and deduction, and denounces she thinks women would be wiser not to soil their fingers by
most of these offices are held by Catholic priests, all philosoph]' not based on science and induction. Not till handling the foul thing. Miss Gardner is a brown-haired,
who, of course, hav no families, and who, for the science has established general truth through induction does brown-eyed little fairy, with a sweet smile and soft, pleasant
work of deduction begin, and achieve the greatest triumphs
most part, hav never even been naturalized! and the
of the hun1an mind in philosophy, poetry, and art. Speaking voice. I think Helen a misnomer. She should hav been called
what is the result? It simply and effectually de- of Kant's necessary forms of thought he admits th11t the mind Minerva. But I opine that, lilw her namesake of mythological
feats the intent of the law, for the very reason that must indeed of necessity think as it does, but denies that this fame, she will draw many an Agamemnon, Achilles, and Hecthe priests, having nothing to make but all to lose necessity of thought is subjectiv, and that the human mind tor into the army ere she leaves the field. I think the outlook
exists independent of nature. "Man is compelled to think as favorable for a successful campaign for the little lady. She
by educating the people, misdirect the school funds he
does, not simply because the mind is as it is, but because
so that they are spirited away and become a source the universe is as it is." Finally, the scientific solution of the has a very able manager in Mr. Edward Bloom. And there
of corruption, rather than a means of educating the universe robs it of none of its grandeur; beauty is still beauty, are thousands of people who hav cast the scales of superstiignorant youth of the country. In our few so-called and commands admiration; ethical obligations still exist tion from their eyes and are willing to see the light if they only
bases morality on usefulness, and utilitarian morals know where to look for it. Colonel Ingersoll should be proud
public schools, which are in no sense public, they Science
are the highest conceivable. Neither does science destroy
waste most of the time teaching the children super- idealism, but is itself eminently ideal, forward looking, and pro- of his clisciple. If she is chief sinner among ten thousand, she
stitious myths and legends, commonly called religion, gressiv. We must for the present content ourselvs with this is certainly one altogether lovely. Success ttttond hor banner.'
burdening and weakening their young minds with brief and incomplete outline of Mr. Putnam's admirable essay.
IT is said the devil laughs when one thief steals from mwther,
points made by him conform in the· main with our own
" sacred" nonsense, to the neglect of that kind of Tht>
views, and are well worth deeper consideratipn and discussion; and if that be true the eminent personttgo who presides over
education which alone lifts the people above the we may recur to them another time. A certain boldness and the final destinies of nine-tenths of tho Christittns mnst hav
effects of religious ignorance, and fits them for citi- directness of style, as well as the very positiv manner of his burRt his suspender buttons over the thievery of the Hev.
zens of a great republic. Moral training is right at assertions, which even his opponents must confess to be made Mr. Whalen, who is thus exposed by the Christian Advocute:
without sufficient reason, ch!1l"acterize Mr. Putnam as a
all times, but the ·children need no religious educa- not
man of clear convictions, the fruits of conscientious thought "At Cummington, Mass., he preached, .June 17th, a sermon
tion, and least of all in that religion whose hand- and study.-Radical Review.
by Dr. Deems published in the Pulpit '1?-easu1'1/ for JVIay, .Tune
maidens from time almost immemorial hav always
lOth he preached one by Dr. Armit!tge from tho snmo monthly.
been ignorance and superstition. If the church can
He denied both these. A few woeks 11ftm·wm·d n deacon seTHE following .letter from Lincoln's old law partner lected a sermon to read in Plainfield-tho church heiug withbe trusted as a.n educator, why is it that in those
was
written
in
regard
to
the
"Crimes
of
Preachers,"
out u pastor-but 1\'Ir. Whalen was secured, and tho deacon,
countries governed by a hierarchy, where the church
to his intense surprise, heard him proaeh the very one he had
is all powerful, the ignorance of the people has been and sent by Mr. Herndon to the author:
the greatest, often exciting the commiseration even "CoL. M. E. BILLINGS, Mil dear si1·: On Thursday last I selected! Soon the Hon .•James White, of Boston, heard him
received your pamphlet entitled, 'Crimes of Preachers.' preach a sermon stolen from a book published in 1707. Giv
of so-called pagan nations? Beyond all doubt, the With
it came another, 'Prevention of Crime, Insanity, Pauquestion of education is paramount in this territory, perism, Idiocy, and Disease,' and for both of which I am un- him no further c;hanco in tho Christian ministry. Pnul Kttid,
der
obligations
to you. I thank you most sincerely for them. 'As deceivers, 1111d yet true.' Ho is as trno, yet a doeoivor."
and neither the press nor any good citizen can
neglect it without failing in the performance of an I hav carefully studied them and am thoroughly surprised,
IT is not easy to get at the meat. of Matthew ArnoW's teachastonished, at the villainous and libelous conduct of the
important duty. Let us enforce the school law, such nay,
men of God-lecherous imps! There are some good and ings. 'l'hat ho believes in "Sweetness anrl Light" tho worlcl
as it is, and compel those charged with its execution noble priests and preachers, but they are few and far be- knows well, but in his works and lectures he has clothed his
ideas in such richness and generosity of verbiage; he is so often
to giv us good schools and plenty of them; to giv a tween,.dike 'angels' visits.'
strict account of all school funds the disposal of which "The work shows conclusivly, however, that relativly in accused of being in l"ettlity an Infitlel, while he consorts oxcluto the number of the individuals of the classes; sivly with Christians, that it is difficult to properly elnssi[y him.
is entrusted to them, that they may not be directed proportion
callings, or professions of our people, the prieRts and
from their legitimate purpose and used to defeat the preachers are the most dangerous men on earth, the most But the Rov. Joseph Pullman has put a pin through our butvery object for which they are set apart; to giv the ruinous and destructiv to the domestic peace and happiness terfly, and under the microscope of a hair-splitting theology we
are enabled to behold his beauties. "'l'o put it in plain
· children a good common school education, and leave of men, and the utter ruin of women !
"Not long since I was reading 1he Thinker. and a lady phmse," ruthlessly remarks tho naturalist, "tho chid lesson
the embellishments of religion to the more mature friend
asked me what I was so interested in. I told her it
judgment of their after years, when they can better was a copy of your list of preachers and their crimes. She whic;h Mr. Arnold is teaching our times is that religion ir; tho
understand the subtle pretenses of such nonsense.
said to me after looking over the list, this: ' The touch of a beautiful dream of the fond heart of man; that man's hope is
not in the fetich 'personal God,' but. iu himself; that the snpWe are fully conscious that, in handling the preacher is wittingly lacivious.'
"The pamphlet should be in every girl's, boy's, man's, posed 'revelation' called the Bible wus a timely rldusion, nlschool question without gloves, and in exposing the and
woman's hand, all over the land, in order that all people
religious dead-weights that hav hung like an incubus might know the certai!l dangers of God's teachers in and re~tdy well-nigh dissipatecl in our day; nnd tlmt tho only paradise to which man can wisely aspire is tho 'sweetness nml
upon the entire system, we shall bring upon our- around the family circle.
light' of cultured contentment in this life. .
. It is best
"Th,re
is
danger
in
the
•
pastoral
visits!'
Dfmger,
imselves the maledictions of the church and its henchminent danger, in giving the preacher and the priest the free- that we should, to usn Uotcon's phmso. 'ingcnnonsly antl withmen; but if the fearless discharge of our duty shall dom of the hearth, home, and family circle. Beware! the out fig-leaves confess' that he is the apoMtlo of lnfi<lclityto our
aid ever so little in arresting this .blow at our pros- touflh of such is the touch of vice! This pamphlet of yours times. And wlwn we consider the ehrmn of his style, tho
perity as a people, and elevate our standing before is a stinger and a scorcher! Let her who reads it run, and struightforwardness of his logic, and the elevation of his ehurthe civilized world, we shall be well compensated for run quickly!
"I hope that you will continue the publication till no ttctcr, it is not too mneh tw say that ho is tho rnrmt <lall[-(erous
whatever odium it may bring upon us from all the more
preacher's crimes shall be committed in this broad land, enemy that Christian faith has met in this generation. Mr.
enemies of our public schools.
[That will not be until either there are no more preachers, Arnolrl is thought of generally, perhaps, ItS a eritic in litemture,
and the Christian teaching of a vicarious atonement is ban- but it is tho reli!,<iour; question that moves him rncmt rleeply.
ished from the world.-EDITOR.]
Few httv felt as vividly as he the vi[.ior rmtl bmwJiccneo and in"The pamphlet is eloquent in facts and logical in concluBruno's Work and Worth.
sions. The world will bless you sometime for what you hav destructibility of the religions sentiment-only, for tho fntnrc,
To THE EmToR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: As to- done in this matter. I admire your grit. Use this letter just to use his own phrase, 'it must he tmnsformetl' And Voltairn
day is the anniversary (284th) of the martyrdom of as you plea3e, in private or in public.
himself was not more ardnnt to uproot popery from Fmnen
w. H. HERNDON." thun l'I:Ir. Arnold is to revolutionize the tmrlitional faith of all
"Your friend,
this leader of our present scientific Liberal moveChristendom. For this work lw hrts lwarrl the Maee<lonian
ment, I desire to say a few words upon the work for
call, ttn<l through many volumes he proseuntes it with marveland worth to our race of that grand Freethinker and
Lectures and Meetings.
. . Mr. Arnolrl
noble apostle of science, Giordano Bruno.
11fAsTEH Kuzno GYozo, the young man whose violin playing ous [reshness anrl versatility rmd power.
The Bible idea of astronomy teaches that the so pleased the auilience at the Paine Anniversary meeting in is intensely ethical. His 'swc"tness awl light' iHelndcs tho
earth is flat, and that the sun revolves round the this city, is to hav a benefit concert at Steck Hall, 11 Eftst 14th most rigorous morality. 'Heligion is morality touched with
earth; but the gallant Bruno-following the Coper- street, on March 1st. He will be assisted by :Niiss Leonn emotion.' 'The Puritan mitlrlle-e!Hss, with all its fomlts, is still
the best stuff in the nation. Horrw h:tv lmte<l awl perscc;utcd
nican theory-taught, in substance, that inspiration Leonard and others. Admission, 81.00.
it; many hav rleritletl and fiattorcrl it; Jl!ttterod it that, whil(j
from on high was mighty poor authority in the matter, its teaching being the exact opposit of the truth. ALTHOUGH this week's TRUTH SEEKEH is dated l\Iarch 1st, We they rlericle it, they might nse it. I hav believnrl in it. It is
It was a bitter dose for the Christians when science go to press early enough to announc;e in advance the second of the best stuff in tho nation, and in its suceess is onr lH,st hopo
this winter's series of farlor Heredity Meetings, to be held at for the flitnre. But to succeer1 it must ]J() transformerl.' But
showed their Bible" truths"on astronomy to be noth- Dr.
Foote's residence, 120 Lexington ave., on Thursday even- there is another side. A single sentence will let in the light.
ing but superstitious humbugs, and the meek and godly ing, Feb. 28th. All interestecl in the subject are cordially in- Good Bishop '\Vilson, whom he esteemed f,'Teatly, was n 'hiorobelievers in the divine word were so filled with "the
phtmt of a decayed superstition,' :VIr. Arnold has 11 nmgnrfi"
spirit of the Lord" that_ they burnt at the st~ke the vited to atteniL
cent way of explaining away the scriptures. This, indeed, iH
heroic man who was trymg, even at the sacnfice of .J. L. A~nnEws is doing valiant work in the West, and win- common enough among tho commentators, under various prening flattering estimates of his ability. Of his lecture at Fort textH of figurativ language, poetry, oriontalism, and what not;
.his life, to teach them the truth in this .matter.
What a sublime spectacle the magnificent "Infidel" Scott, Kan., on the 17th ult., the Evening Herald says: "The but JVIr. Arnold iHjacU princeps in this style of hermeneutics, so
presented, as he calmly yielded his life amid the speaker is one who is well informed for his years, and we pre- thnt at the touch of his Ithuriel spear every thing objectiv and
dreadful flame to save manki:nd from the bondage of dict that when Ingersoll passes away, in years to come, dear to the believing heart dissolves-heaven, immortality, an
their superstitious fears, and to lead them into the the name of Andrews will be second to none in the field of inspired Bible, the divine Christ, Calvnry, Gorl. . . . Thern
Freeth ought."
is no God in l\Ir. Arnold'H religion. It is true that he insistH,
pleasant paths of science and Freethought!
Do not all Liberals owe this grand free soul a ,J. E. H}~}IsnuRc; continues to put in full time on the rostrum. against JVIr. Rpencer, in keeping tlw term. It is concrete, hisdebt, which can only be paid by doing our utmost to Saturday, Feb. 16th, at 8 P.M., he spoke in LeesYille, 0., and toric;, and stands for a great truth. But his gocl is' a stream or:
·further his noble work, and also our best endeavor again the next day at 10 ,LM. A carriage was in readiness, and tendency ],y whic;h nil things fulfil the law of their being •__
at the close of his disc;ourse he was taken to Bowerston, where 'tm enduring power not oursclvs which makes for righteousto keep his memory fresh and bright?
No other proof is needed to show the dangerous he took a train for Scio. Here he spoke at 3 P.:>!. and again at ness. • 'God is at bottom a <leeply moved way of saying conand damnable character of having "a love of God in 7 P.)I., thus dE:livering four lectures within twenty-four honm. <luct or righteousness. Delight in the Lonl is the happiness,,.,,
your hearts," than the Christians furnished when :Mr. Remsburg's prices are low, hut the quality of his work is all feel to spring from conduct.'" Thoro may bo a good deal
more to l\Ir, ?IIatthew Arnold than many hav thought.
they burnt the intrepid Bruno, for it was because high, and that is the secret of his great success,
Fmm the .Jfanzano Gringo and Greaser.
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How then account for these wonderful contradic- offered horrid human sacrifices by his direct comtions found in the books? In just this way: All the mand. None of them ha!'l the honesty of good old
thousand and one traditions or written laws and commentator Poole, who comes right out and~ says,
statutes and judgments and records of customs "What of it? God had a right to use his own as he
More Biblical Criticism.
among a people during many centuries hav been pleased "-or words to that effect, The Bible is a
If any one will read the Old Testament just as he compiled by different writers, corrected, amended simple, honest, artlli!ss work so far as its own pretenwould any other book, using his common sense, there and added to, or taken from, by others at various sions or claims go. Nowhere. does it say it is
will be little mystery or confusion for him in its times. Bear in mind that books were very scarce the word of God. Read critically, without prejudice,
pages. He may not understand everything in each and costly, all written on parchment or leather, even it is perhaps the most interesting and useful relic
verse, but he will get a very clear general idea of the the whole nation, at times, having but one copy of any people hav left us of days two thousand years
origin and history of the Bible. But if he goes at it the so-called books of Moses as public property. ago, and of traditions more ancient. Our English
with the idea that the book is a revPlation by God, Moreover, during long ages, whatever was written King James's version is a noble literary monument.
and that Moses, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Isaiah, was done in a language utterly lost as vernacular, Its wisdom is the gathered lore of ages, and its poEzra, etc., wrote the books ascribed to them, his con- and so imperfect that it had never one letter for the etry above all praise. It is, upon the whole, an im-·
fusion may reach to insanity.
vowels and one or two other letters. For example, mense work, and he who denouncfs it takes upon
·what do history and our every-day observation "deber" means plague;" dabar" means word; "ham- himself a very big contract. With the original comteach us as to aU human affairs? They prove to us mateh" means staff; "hammiteh" is bed. In the position of 1ts finest passages the greatest of intel-,
that the same law of evolution prlilvails that does in record the words would stand d b r; h m t t; who lects hav had to do. The thirty-eighth chapter of
the natural world. Thus in religion we hav, first, knew what it meant? None but those whose business Job no living mind can excel.
the God of the savage, who walks about like a human it was to know or who had learned it. As a spoken
1\-foreover this, "Behold, a child shall be born and
beinJ, leading his people, fighting for or with them, language it was utterly lost; as a written language it his name called Josiah," lets a little light again on,
a magnified man. Later, among the semi-savages, never had existence, fully. Any writing was a puzzle "Behold, a child shall be born, and his name called
this God changes his character; he is not so often or mystery, which only he who had the key could in- Emmanuel" of Isaiah, said to hav been uttered later,
visible, he dwells afar off, he appears in dreams or terpret. Strange as this statement may sound now to comfort AhJJ.z and assure him of safety against the
visions, or is wrapped in a cloud or hidden in a to most, yet it is literally and exactly true. Obscure attacks of two kings, so that, seeing the prophecy fulsanctuary. "No man can see him and liv." "No and rare as these holy writings were, yet there were filled, he might turn to the Lord-a matter that has
man hath seen God at any time." He is worshiped long periods of time when there were none in exist- been by .the very same policy of priEstcraft that origby sacrifices of dearest objects, first of human beings, ence, so far as known. 2 Kings, xxii, informs us that inated these prophecies perverted to apply to Jesus
and finally of animals and treasures, which in a later the book of the law of the Lord was found in the Christ, born many hundred years later. The same
stage are commuted for tithes, images are raised, and temple during Josiah's day, 624: B.c., or 800 years spirit that pretended to fin4 .an old prophecy appliidolatry appears. As civilization advances, these after Moses's time. 2 Chron., xxxiv, tells the same cable to Josiah and presented it to that king, and
altars are abolished; the God retires still farthe1· from story. ,Josiah was perfectly astounded when the pretended that a like old screed existed as to Cyrus,
personal communion with his people; he claims book was read. For ages no one seems to hav heard and brought it before him and concocted the story
merely obedience, love, manifested in good conduct or known anything of the contents of this book of about the sudden miraculous conception of Emanuel
and support of his priests. If images exist, they are Moses. The favorit names of the patriarchs seem to by the prophetess from the "going in unto her" of
no longer sacred, but symbolical. And now, later hav been unknown to the Jews from Joshua's time to Isaiah; that same cunning has in late days applied
still, we hav the culmination. This God, that once Josiah's. Many customs and ordinances prescribed by the forecast to Christ and has deceived some of the
walked about with his people and led them, and then thePentateuchwereneverknow.11orpracticedbyJews best educated minds of our age. No wonder men
withdrew and had images, altars, sacrifices of most till Ezra's time. Nehemiah, viii, 14:-17: "They found like Josiah and Cyrus were deceived. We may be
beloved and precious things to appease his wrath, written in the law of Moses that the Jews should sure tha.t the very same disposition to apply and misand then merely asked for love and obedience-now dwell in booths in the feast of the seventh month- apply, to alter, amend, gloss over, withdraw, and add·
this God is all love, and instead of demanding sacri- and they made booths and sat under them, for since to passages of scripture that we see to-day was at
fices, he offers the grand atqnement in his own or his the days of Joshua, son of Nun, unto that day had work thousands of years on traditions, little rolls of'
son's person. This is the last point of anthropo· not the children of Israel done so."
manuscript, and various portions of the books colmorphism or man-god worship. So in this jumble
When this book was found in Josiah's time it is lected and presented to us as the Bible. We know
called the Old Testament we hav a complete history extremely improbable that any person could hav positivly that a very great amount of such work has
of this progress. First we hav the God who appears read it. Yet there seems from the account to hav been done in comparativly modern times. W. Robvisibly to the patriarchs-eats, sleeps, and wrestles been no difficulty in that respect. It was read right ertson Smith, of Aberdeen, Scotland, whose lectures
with them. Then he becomes less familiar, converses off. The probabilities are that if anything at all was entitled, "The Old Testament in the Jewish Church,"
only with Moses, is a real being, however, and very in the roll more than the short chapter of cursings were such a triumph "over the enemies of biblical
jealous lest he may be forsaken for images. " For and ten commandments, it was gotten up for the oc- science in Scotland," and attracted such attention, ·
thy God is be that goeth before thee to fight," etc. casion. A great reform was begun by Josiah before and show him to be one of the profoundest students
,But he demands altars and sacrifices, first of human this, and no doubt there was collusion in' tbe affair. of the Old Testament that ever wrote, besides being
beings, .then of animals. "None devoted of men There is a singular little episode, confirmatory of one of the fairest of critics, makes statements that
shall be redeemed; but shall surely be put to death" this, in 1 Kings xiii, which reminds one of chapter xlv will open the sleepy eyes of Bible idolaters and thor:;e
(Lev. xxvii, 29). "Then the spirit of the Lord came of Isaiah, about Cyrus (also Isaiah, last verse of chap- who talk of the original Hebrew of the New Test!tupon ,T ephthah, and he passed o,·er Gilead. And ter xliv), a prediction that is very flattering to the ment, which is, he says, "as unlike the Old TestaJ ephthah vowed a vow unto the Lord and said, If thou earthly monarch. This in 1 Kings is clearly the pro- ment Hebrew as German ·is to English. The Jews
shalt without fail deliver the children of Ammon into totype of the other, and we see all through the Bible called it Hebrew, just as the Constantinople Jews,tomine hands, then it shall be that whatsoever cometh how later writers or emendationists copy after ear- day call their Spanish jargon Hebrew." He also
forth of the doors of my house to meet me when I re- lier ones. It says that "a man of God out of Judah shows that this Old Testament puzzle was never writturn in peace shall surely be the Lord's, and I will came by word of the Lord unto Bethel, and as J ero- ten out, and that the marks for vowels, etc., were inoffer it up for a burnt offering. And Jephthah came boam stood by the altar to burn incense he cried out vented very late, for they did not exist in Jerome's
to Mizpeh unto his house, and behold, his Jaughter against the altar and in the word of the )~ord said, day, A.D. 400. The old books he describes, the old
came out to meet him, and she was his only child. 0 altar! altar! Thus saith the Lord: Behold, a bits of parchment, tracts, oral traditions, etc., as the
And when he saw her he rent his clothes ancl said, child shall be born unto the house of David, Jo- original Bible are no more like our Bible than anyAlas, my daughter ! Thou hast brought me very siah by name; and upon thee shall he offer the thing we can conceive of. "But the care of these writlow," etc. (Judges ix, 29). Also the sacrifice of Saul's priests that burn incense upon thee; and men's bones ings and traditions was the exclusiv business of a
sons in David's day, wherein David inquired of the shall be burnt upon thee. And he gave a sign large class of the people called scribes," you will say.
Lord, and the Lord was entreated and stayed the the same day--" etc. Three hundred and some True-and who was the first scribe? "Ezra," says
sore famin (2 Sam. xxi). The offer of Isaac need not years later "the child was born, Josiah by name.'' Professor Smith. "He was the father of the scribes,"
be mentioned. Later the sacrifices of their children During his reign, when all was idolatry, and no living If this be true, any mention of scribes raarlier than his
was expressly forbidden, but we hav in all the books man knew the law of the Lord, or had ever seen it, day is proof that the writing that mentions it was
of the Pentateuch almost incessant references to burnt lo and behold, and it came to pass that a priest, Hil- made after Ezra, just as the saying in chapters xvii,
offerii1gs. But we see in Isaiah and Jeremiah the kiah, hands a little roll to a scribe, one Shaphan by xviii, and xix, and in the very last verse of Judges,
dawn of another system. 'fhe God no longer asks name, and said, "I hav found the book of the law in about there being no king in those days over Israel,
for offerings, oblations, etc. "Ho! every one that the house of the Lord;" and Shaphan read it and car- proves the book was written after kings were estabthirsteth ! Come ye to the water>~, and he that bath ried it to the king, Josiah by name, who was per- lished, and just as the genealogy of the sons of Zeno money, come ye; buy and eat'' (Isaiah, lv). This' fectlyastounded and alarmed. Josiah thereupon be- rubbabel in Ezra proves Ezra was written long after
is a noble chapter, a glorious poem, brimful and run- gan the great reformation we hav referred to. Now the said Ezra lived (his mention of Darius the Perning over with the highest, sentiment of the later comes the literal fulfilment of the man of God's sian-D. Codomanus proves it was written at least as
time. "For I spake not to your fathers, nor com- prophecy. Not only was "the child born and his late as Alexander the Great's day).
ru:tuded them on the day that I bl'Ought them out of name Josiah," but in his reformatmy progress, while
Professor Smith, though a churchman and teacher
Egypt concerning burnt offerings or sacrifices: but hewing down groves, "God's first temples," now so in one of Scotland's greatest institutes, expresses tho
this thing I commanded, saying, Obey my voice" odious, and destroying altars, he comes upon this only view such a deep Bible student as himself must
(;Jeremiah vii, 22). What God is this? Surely not very altar (2 Kings, xxiii, 20). "And he sacrificed all hav. Freethinkers ought to read those lectures,
the God of Exodus, J_,eviticus, Numbers, Deuteron- the priests of the high places that were there, upon which I see are published by 1\Iunro, No.1012. Hereomy. 'l'he uext step is for the God to sacrifice him- the altars, and burned the men's bones upon them," tofore some critics hav gone through the Bible as
self out of his great compassion. How be pleads etc.; and in verse 1() the prophecy and fulfilment are though with a lamp-light, scanning and picking here
with his people! He is no longer the angry God who mentioned--only, our Bible-fingerers who divided and there. This man blazes upon it like a sun, illlHlst be sunoum1ed by strong bulwarks, lest he break the hook into books and chapters and wrote their luminating the whole at one view. His few lectures
through them and come do>vn (see Ex. xix) upon the own headings to the chapters and put there ref- are the result of enormous study by one who went
JltlOple and destroy them eyen like a wild beast. No! erences to thing>~ far from the minds of the writers. to the work supplied by nature and art with all apHe becomes all love. " God is I,ove." Instead of As to Christ, his kingdom, church, Holy Ghost, etc., pliances and means.
.
the Abrahams and Jephthahs offering their children, these same cunning rogues hav followed the examAn article in THE TRu'rH SEEKER last winter-" An
their only children as burnt offerings to this God, amples and customs of Jew priests of old, and made Old Controversy Revived"-stated that the Old Testhe ease is totally reversed and he, the God, oil'ers their own little glosses and changes to suit. Instead tament as originally written was a mystery known to
hi::; "oniy l)egotten," "his beloved, in whom he is of thf' word "sacrificed" in verse ~0 they use "slew," but few, because of the lack of vowels, etc.; and that
well pleased," as a sacrifice to the Abrahallls and and retired the true word to the margin, and for the old controversy was whether God gave the secret
Jephthahs and others. Just see the wonderful but "their bones" they wrote "men's bones." Why? of the vowel signs to Moses at 1\:It. Sinai, or inspired
natuml order ·of development here. And, moreover, Because it is too shocking nowadays to think that them into Ezra, or they were inve11ted by wicked,
you see it in all the religions that hav ever existed "good King Josiah," who walked in the ways of the godless Jews of Tiberias. Professor Smith shows
long enough to permit this order to take its course. Lord, at such a late day offered burnt of!'erings to his that not only was the Pentateuch not written by
Heligions of mces world-wide apart hav followed the God. Moreover, it might eause even a dullard to Moses, but that none of the books were written by
!>arne inevitable law. Buddhism emanates from wonder anc.llose faith when he lea1.·:ued that the only those to whom they are asClibed; even Ezra and
lkab~anisru, just as Cht·istia.ui.ty evolver> froUl Jewry. peo:ple ever "divinely govemed by a God" actua,lly Nehemia,h were writte:u long aftet· the age of theae
~·
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persons. This will surprise most, if not all, of those
who hav not made the holy scriptures of the Jews a
subject of p~ofound study. Small portions of what
we now find m the book existed in the condition of
oral 'traditions, psalms, hymns, poetry. He asks
"How, then, did this revelation, which is essentially
l~ving speech, pass into the form of a written word
such as we hav in the Old Testament ?" We answer
(as the prophets themselvs would do), "Books are
not the foundation of sound knowledge." The ideal
of instruction is oral teaching-the true. shrine of
truths that are eternal is the heart of the faithful disciple.
"The written roll supplies the place of the faithful
disciple. This (theory of the case) comes out dearly
in the books of prophecy. The prophets write what
the contemporaries refuse to hear.'' Elisha was a
prophet; so was Elijah and others. Yet they did not
write. Why? Because their words bore immediate
fruit. But when t.he people forbade the prophets to
speak, they began perforce to write. [See Is. xxx,
8-11; Jer. xxxvi, and many other places.]· So much
for prophecy. Very little of that which comes under
the title of Isaiah was ever written by him. The
same of the others." A.s to the Pentateuch, Professor
Smith says that before the exile Israel did not know
it. A.s to its ceremonial, ritual, etc., it was unknown
t.o even Samuel, David, Solomon, and others. The
book found in Josiah's day did not contain the Levitical system (as in the days of Solomon, " There was
nothing in the ark save the covenant made at Horeb"). It was not the Pentateuch. From Joshua to
Ezra is just one thousand years. · "'Where was this
Pentateuch all this time, if it. was unknown to all
those whose duty it was to be familiar with it?
"No thinking man can be asked to accept this
Pentateuch as the literal work of Moses without some
evidence," says Professor Smith, whom I quote literally on this. "But evidence a thousand years after
date is none at all, when the interve;ning space bears
unanimous witness in a different f!ense." "It is useless to appeal to inspiratioJ;l for help, for al~ soun~
apologetics admit that the proof that a book Is credible must precede belief that it is inspired."
How then came all this mass of ceremonial and
ritual, ~ith n~rrativ, etc., to be called "Law of Moses?"
·we may suppose that the Ten Commandments were
given by the first law-giver of the nati~n, engraved
on tables possibly, and that statutes, ordmances, and
judgments developed as they must under any system
and would naturally bear the name of the original
promulgator and founder of the nation.. This, among
primitiv people, would be the case with any teaching or instruction delivered or~a.lly and thus kept.
' "Is it possible," asks the professor, "that Jehovah
laid down in the wilderness, with sanctions the most
solemn and a precision that admits of no exception,
an order and ritual which had no part in Israel's history for well nigh a thousand years ?" He shows that
there are several codes of law delivered in the books
belonging to different times and conditions.
But this article is now very long. To quote further would be improper. Coming from the source it
does, the work of Professor Smith is doubly interesting.
HoLT.

Open Letter to an Ex-Catholic.
FRIEND JAMES: I hav received Rev. L.A.. Lambert's
"Notes on Ingersoll;'' and the sai~ rev?,rend ~ay be
" good, genial, intellectual, and bright.
I thmk he
has utterly failed to meet the arguments of the "b~ld
blasphemer," or to "prick the bubbl~ of Infid~ht_y
until there is nothing more to argue, though It IS
claimed for him by his indors,Grs that he has done
these things.
Now I am no scholar or critic, but I think I hav
(Jommo'n sense, and the ability to understand the difIerence between sophistry and truth, and argument
a.nd assertion, and I pronounce this volume of
"Notes" to be mostly made up of false sayings, and
sophistical attempts at making white black and blue
green. Even in the introduction I find . the false
statement that " man's life is a tragedy-his first utterance is a cry of pain, his last the groan of death."
Now take man as a whole, his life is happy and prospero~s. There is ten times more of joy than s?rrow,
of hope than fear, of peace th~n war, an~ ot !Sood.
than evil; tragedies and comedies are mixed_ m, of
eourse, and most of us hav a few of each, and s~me
here and there find more of shadow than sunshn::e.
But as a whole man's life is fa1· from a traged~.
A.nd now, as to his "first utterance," who shall sa;r If
it be a cry of pain, or a more i~v~luntary .ex~lam_atwn,
cause~ by the g?od chaz:g~ It _IS ~ndeif?Om?g m becoming a breathmg, sensitlv, thmkmg bemg. Now,
you can remember the experience of t_he first cry, b~t
~ince it is only natural to be born, m all reason It
should be pleasurable rather than painful, even as all
natural experiences are apt to be. But we do know,
from thousands of testimonies, that man's ~ast :utterance is not a groan of death. I mean. this o~ I?an
as a whole. Now and then, one out of the millwns
who die do die with a groan, but it is a very rare occurrence.
The uni versa! testimony of physicians, as well as of
the dying themselvs, is tht~Jt death is comparp,tivly

painless, and perhaps the majority fall asleep in
peace, if not pleasurably.
When weary and exhausted we all enjoy "tired
nature's sweet restorer," and when enfeebled and
worn out by long weeks, months, or years of physical suffering, it is only reasonable to believe death
comes as a welcome guest and a real friend. A.ll
physical feeling is gone some time before the last
breath leaves the body. The facial contractions and
muscular movements of the body are involuntary and
painless, though they seem to the onlooker to be
symptoms of a terrible rending of life's silver cord;
but the dying one no more feels them than does the
dead skinned eel feel the salt that causes it tu twist
and squirm in the pan. Death is as natural as life.
To one well born, well reared, and well lived, death
is but a simple ending of all, painless and se:usel~ss,
and not t<? be dreaded or feared more than bemg
born; nor, could we wake up and attempt to tell of
the last moments, should we, as a general thing, be
able to recall more of our feelings than we can those
attending our birth.
ELMINA.

The Ideal Life.

A POEM. BY SAM~EL P. PUTNAM. DELIVERED AT 'l'RE ANNIYEHSARY
OF THE NEWARK LIBERAL ·LEAGUE, FEB. 1, 1884.

The intellectual being must first pla~·
And light the path of man with viviu ray;
Reason must see and know all varied life,
That glows and darkens in the ceaseless strife;
Thought must go forth with keen, relent~ess fire;
Vain fancies spurn and for the truth a~pm~.
'l'ruth is beneath as well aH in the sky;
Each fact is sacred,· whether low or high;
The subtillink of glory runs through all,
Bindina the whole into one glorious thrall
Of maj%sty, and beauty, and delight.
.
The mind is still our manhood's noblest h1ght;
To know is still the greatest and the best;
The brightest life is in life's endless quest;
One truth attained, another shines beforeNothing so great but i~ unfolds to more ; .
Nothing so small but 1t makes vast our gam;
Nothing so rude but links the mighty chain
Whereby the golden stars pursue their way,
And night is turned into the lustrous d~y. .
Oh wonderful is truth, and wonderful is nnnd,
In ~·hose strict process nature is combined
To order, harmony, and law and use,
By which huge forces their ?right w_eulth unloo~e,
And make for man the emp1re of th1s world
Whose royal banners science has unfurled.
Science indeed is king, and what we know
Is greater far than fancy's richest glow.
Most slow and patient, step by step we p11so
By the linked glory of each fact we glass
In the clear radiance of the mental sky.
'Ve must be true nor seek to charm the eye,
Or thrill the heart with other than the real;
We cannot shape aloft the bright ideal
:Forth from the fleeting wishes of our breast,
Only from nature's law shines nature's best.
Still beauty fades not with our fancy's dream,
But rides more glorious upon truth's fair stream;
For still the heart must find its fullest sway,
The impulse and the glory of .man's way.
The heart of man, who can define its power,
Thrilled ·with the gleam of star and flash of flower?
It is an ocean limitless and far,
Filling ,vith sparkling light the things that are;
Its moving tides, beyond the flow of sense,
Seem touched with something of omnipotence,
Which makes men heroes, saints, and martyrs grand.
Out of this heart of fire the poet planned,
The artist carved and chiseled, music rolled
With flaming wonders that are yet untold.
0 mystery of man, this heaving soul,
·This passion kindled by an unseen goal,
This spirit leaping to life's farthest race,
Tmnscending still the utmost th~t we t.:ace'Tis this that paints the future w1th del~ght,
Givs hope and aspiration, drowns the mght
With rushing splendors of tumultuous fa1th.
It nobly triumphs over ghastly <lent~,
And weaves a wreath of flowers for 1ts brow,
And makes it beautiful; o'er the dreary now
Awakes the glau to-.morr_ow like~ st~r,
And wins a heaven m sp1te of pr1son s bar.
'l'hia heart of man in reason's happy light
Will not be quenche~, but flo": in g~:acious might.
'fhrongh knowing still the f~ehn~ Will ~s~me,
And o'er our pathway flash 1ts wmgs of fire.
While marvelous thought shall penetrate the earth,
The inward sense shall claim our godlike birth,
That we are mingled of the shining skyf::iprung from the dust, man's soul is the Most High.
Hut truth and beauty unto duty urge,
Knowinn- and feeling to bright action surge.
1Ian is ({power within the breast of fate,
To choose and do beyond his present state.
He fronts the universe with mighty hand,
'l'o pour his thought into crea~ion [irand.
'Tis he can mold the future w1th w1de plan,
Back\VIIrd and forward all the ages scan;
Learn from the past and onward wiser go,
]\Tore patient, but with heart and mind aglow
With a great purpose ever to advance,
Himself a providence and not a chance;
l::lublime intelligence and impulse vast,
Forth from himself a cosmic light is cast.
/Such is the grand ideal of the race,
The threefold ardor of its crowning graceThe true the beautiful, the good, in one,
i:;icience ~nd poetry in great duties done;
:\Ian bendina to eternal nature's law,
Submissiv, r~verent with childlike awe,
Yet flooded \\ith its impulse vast and sweet,
With heart of fire above his toiling feet,
While all the joys. that ltindle in his breast,
And all the grandeurs of his c.:easeless quest,
Blend with his will to make h1m recreate,
A.ud aha.p~ th'i world to luve's idewl state.
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The Light of Asia.
Colleges of learning are institutions where young
men are sent to acquire useless knowledg~. If all
colleges in Christendom were wiped out! hterature
and S\lience would suffer no loss. A. collegiate education sets a young man back from four to fourteen
years. He comes out nominally an alumnus, but in
reality a sophomore, i. e., a ~ise fool. Ten ~Q o~e
that after two decades he cant solve an equatwn m
algebra, demonstrate a problem in geometry, or
translate a sentence out of a dead language. The
writer speaks from personal knowledge, having graduated forty-five years ago and been a Master of Arts
more than forty yea1·s.
He would therefore say to "D. W. T.," beware how
you trust the opinion of an Oxford or a Harvard professor on a question involving the maintenance of
Christianity. Their opinion, when given, is pretty
sure to be in the interest of their clients and themselvs.
But, aside from this bias, which is inevitable, we
venture to assert, from what we know of lVIon~. J ac_olliot and Madame Blavatsky, that they are not mferwr
in learning and ability to Max Muller and ~ ohn :U:isk~.
A.nd as monsieur and madame hav lived m India, IS
it not to be expected that they should know more of
Indian antiquities than an Oxford or a Harvard professor, who perhaps has never seen that country at
all?
Bayard Taylor satisfied himself that the highest
civilization in Egypt was teu thousand years old.
J acolliot disovvered astronomical mmmmPntnl records in India which carried Brahmanical civilization
back fifteen thousand years. Budilhism, Judaism,
and Christianity are the natural off~pring of Bra~
manism. One of the earliest Christian documents IS
the "A.ctR of Thomas," which "was held in great estimation," says the Christian translator, "by the heretics of thefir.~t and second centuries." The apoRt.le
Thomas, according to this book, was sent to India to
propagate Christianity, and suffered martyrdom
there. A.notl1er early document, entitled "The Passing of Mary" describes Thomas as appearing at the
tomb of the ~irgin clothed in his" sacerdotal robes,"
having bf'en snddeuly summoned while "singing
mass in India" (See "Apocryphal Gospels," etc.,
A.ntenicene Christian library).
The "Light of Asia" is lmt dimly seen t.hr~ug:h
the opera glasses of Muller, Fiske, and Arnold; It ~s
better to take a look through the telescopes of Sir
William Jones, Jacolliot, and Blavn.tsky.
ANTICHRIST, A..M.
P. S.-Mr. Graves made a blunder [thout Polycarp's
saying that Jesus died peacefully at the age of fifty.
What Irenrous says about Jesus being an old man
will be found in full in our " Revelations," pp. 352355.
A.N~'IC.

Musings by the Way.
III,

\Vas there a God, all nature's first gren.t cause,
Who made the universe, and gave 1t laws;
The power that still m~tintains these lu ws in force,
Directs the he<wenly bodies in their courBe,
Whose great design all nature bnt fulfilsAll things that are exist because he willsWho mles the universe as he see~> iit,
Ohjectivly, himself no part of it;
Great monarch, sovereign over naturA's realm,
Whose mighty hand is ever on the hel111;
11reat fount, from whom all stremm; ot life do ilow,
Who causes every bl11de of graoB to ~row,
"'ho notes the hly's bloom, tho HJHurow'o fall'fhe gwat eternal father of Uo all?
Anrl nationH rise and fall at li1H r-ol!lwand,
Anrl all r,ventH take plnee n>: hB !IIJ.H plaunc;d;
\Vho guideR the universll ill ''V<:l',Y pitrL,
Yet knowB the seerets of eaeh btll.1111n heart;
A. God in whom we childrc·u of thfl dnht
In humble confidence may pbtr;u our tnu;t;
'J.'o him can pray, and he \v]ll !LUH wer prayc•r,
\Vh~ne'~r oppl'eKHed by sorrow, t"Jl, or car<J.
Is this a trne and jnHt id~n of Go<l,
Or fond conceit of c1 wellerH on earLh's sod'/
.All n11turo moves on its unneaHiDJ< course
By force internal, not external force.
The mind of man may dwell on n!tture's lawnIt nothiDg learns about a great first e:mHe.
In vain the ustronomer, with sldll anrl CltTe,
- lnHpects the starry heavenH to !lnd him there;
And though we view with microscopic eye
The smallest atom, we no God espy.
Inherent nature seems alone the power
DiHplayed in mineral, or plant, or tlower,
Or unimal; nor yet in human life
See we a God that governs human strife ..
The strongest armies are most sur~ to w1~,
Though they may fight upon the s1de of sm.
A Bonaparte may waste two milliou lives,
Him of that baleful power no God deprives;
In vain the orphan's wail, the widow's woe,
'l'his monster wills, and human blood milst flow.
'The pirate bark may triumph o'er the wave;
A peaceful ship may find a watery grave.
A thousand million prayer!! can never cause
The slightest change in one of nature's laws.
Though prayers from every OhriHtian may arise,
Supreme are nature's laws, and Garfield dies.
Misfortunes, want, and woe aillwt the best;
The worst of men may be by fortune blest.
The brigand may be bountifully fed,
While little children cry in vain for bread.
Though we to him may raise our prayer and songs,
No personal God appears to right our wrongs.
Immutable are all of nature's laws,
Whet.he! o:r not there be a first gretot cause.
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· ious toleration, and prohibiting the legislature from
providing any religious establishment, is not contravened by laws which recognize the scriptures, or the
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
supreme being, or Sunday as a religious day of rest,
E. .M. MAonoNALD,
Editor. but that such laws are legal and valid. _
This is nothing more than might be expected. The
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constitutional provision granting religious toleration
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How would the good Christian people of Iowa like
to hav Mohammedanism taught in their public
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to them than it is to hav Christianity taught to the
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Stran~e

Doctrins for a Catholic.

and G. W. Foote will hav hundreds of heare:rs and
readers where he had dozens previous to the pronouncing of sentence upon him. In this . country,
when the heroic D. M. Bennett returned to his home
from Albany, Chickering Hall was crowded by over
three thousan.:l Americans to do him honor. He was
feted and sent to Europe and around the world. His
writings were more eagerly ~ought, and THE TRUTH
SEEKER increased in circulation.
As an act of policy, of that worldliness for which
she has ever been distinguished, does it pay the
church to do these deeds of infamy ? Is the return
in loaves and fishes commensurate with the outlay?
There are brave men yet in the van and ranks of
Freethought. Our cause and martyrs can endure as
long as the church and the law.
We send hearty greeting to Mr. Foote and his fellow-martyrs. He and they may with reason congratulate themselvs that altho:ugh Christi~nity can
imprison, it cannot kill. Few men ever came from
the tortm·e chamber in pos8eilsion of full bodily
strength and vigor, and our English heroes are lucky
also in that respect. That they will make their experience dear to every Christian heart is not to be
doubted. And should they ever visit America; the
Freethinkers in this country will show them that their
deed of heroism is not unkn9wn; and that Americans
kn_ow how to appreciate pluck.

The Sun finds in the contribution of Cardinal NewMARCH 1, 1884. man to a late number of the Nineteenth Century some
SATURDAY,
curious teachings in relation to the Bible. The broad
Renewals.
principle laid down by the cardinal, it is asserted, is
We hope that every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER that the scriptures are inspired not as to every word
whose tab says '83 will at once sit down and send us and thing in them, but only as to the revelation of
$3 for renewal. If it is desired, also; to p actice a divine truth which they contain, and that "God" is
little economy, just step over to your neighbor's, get their author only in the sense of being their inspirer
him to subscribe, and send us $5 for the two sub- and originator. Furthermore that only their teachscriptions. There are enough Liberals in the coun- ing on matters of faith and morals are in any sense
try to handsomely support all the papers devoted to binding until the church shall hav spoken authoritatheir cause, and we think THE TRUTH SEEKER is not tivly on any particular point.
'
This lets God out through a very small hole.
the least deserving. It is the largest, and we are
Christians, when confronted with the crimes of
often told it is the best journal of Liberalism in the
Mr. Bradlangh's Prospects.
country. To those who take advantage of our club their numbers, are wont to say that the perpetrators
The British Parliament, into which Mr. Bradlaugh
were not true Christians, for true Christians perpe- has again and for the fourth time ventured, seems to
rates it is also the cheapest.
There are also a few whose subscriptions expired trated no crimes. The truth of this depends on be composed of orthodox bourbons who never forin 82. They hav been carried along because some what is a Christian.
get and never advance. Although Northampton exSo with the cardinal's statement. "Only the rev- pressed herself in favor of the Atheist elector by a
hav written that, for one C!J.use or another, they were
unable to pay as they would like to hav done, but elation of divine truth" is inspired. Very well; but largely increased majority, the House has been true
would square up soon. Not knowing but that the when we ask which is the divine truth we are told to its reactionary and revolutionary policy of deprivothers might be similarly situated, and being unwill- that it is the inspired part! We are, therefore, just ing that borough of its legal and rightful representaing to unnecessarily deprive any of the paper, we hav as wise as before the cardinal illumined the world tion.
continued to send until the present. We cannot do with his explanation.
At the opening of Parliament on the 21st a stormy
this longer. We need the money to pay expenses,
We believe that no one ever claimed that God sat and uproarious discussion of Mr. Bradlaugh's claims
and unless our negligent friends take immediate ac- down and with pen in hand wrote the Bible, but if took place.. As before stated, Mr. ;Bradlaugh's three
tion, they must miss their TRUTH SEEKER. We hav he was the inspirer of that work he inspired a stu- votes on his own case on the 11th inst. had rendered
pendous falsehood. ·Would Cardinal Newman like him subject to an aggregate penalty of fifteen .hunlong missed the money.
----~~~------to put it that way? Probably not. But allowing dred pounds. Pending ,the settlement of this legal
A Catholic Bill Passes the Senate.
God to hav originated, say the Ten Commandments. phase of the affair, the announcement had been made
Mr. Daggett has introduced, and the Senate of this They are not original with the Bible. Then he must
that Mr. Bradlaugh would make no attempt to take
state has passed, a bill making Good Friday a legal hav inspired other writers, who must hav written the seat to which he was elected on the 19th. The
holiday.
equally divine instructions, and consequently Chris- speaker of the House read letters from Mr. Bradlaugh
This is execrable. Saying nothing of the bad taste tianity is only one of several God-given religions. confirming this announcement. In spise of this, howof making a day of festivity of what should be a day Does the cardinal mean this construction to be put ever, the cablegram reports that the irrepressible
of mourning, if the people really believe that a di- upon his words? Undoubtedly not.
bigot, Mr. Stafford North cote, who has interested himvine person was crucified, the passage of the bill is
Cardinal Newman's church has already passed self so long in Mr. Bradlaugh's affairs that his interan abuse of governmental powers. The observance upon the Bible as a whole, and declared it all in- ference has grown by degrees into personal enmity,
of Good Friday is a religious whim. Those who spired. So hav the various Protestant sects. Is Dr. moved that Parliament reaffirm its previous resoluwish to suspend labor and attend church are at lib- Newman strictly honest in saying, in this year of tion excluding Mr. Bradlaugh from the House. Mr.
erty to do so. They are protected in that right. grace 1884, that people hav a latitude in construing Gladstone, the old man eloquent, but in this case
That is all, according to our Constitution, they can biblical statements of facts until the church h'as powerless, came tardily to the rescue, asking that the
reasonably ask.
passed upon them ?
vote be deferred. The aspect o£ the case, he said,
For the legislature to do more is to practically
On the whole the eminent Roman Catholic is not had changed since the 11th inst., when the member
unite church and state.
a success in his role of hermeneutist. People with for Northampton last came before the House. An
no reputation hav written words inestimably wiser. action at law had been begun against him for thrice
Iowa Christianity.
The ProtAstant conception of civil and religious The English Inquisition Yields Up the Last voting upon that day. The utmost would be done to
obtain a speedy judgment, which decision would aid
liberty is well defined by the Iowa judge of whom was
Victim.
asked an injunction restrn.ining a teacher from holdOn Monday, the 25th of February, at 8 o'clock in the House in arriving at some conclusion. Mr. R.
ing religious exercises in a public school. It will be the morning, George William Foote, the editor of Churchill, a conservativ malcontent, opposed Mr.
seen to be very similar to the conception of our Puri- th€1 London Freethinker, was released from Holloway Gladstone's motion for postponement of action in the
tan ancestors, which was that they had an inalienable prison, having served his twelve months' sentence for case, insulting Mr. Bradlaugh's constituency by stylright to believe as they pleased, and to force others blasphemy. He .is the last of the · three men con- ing them a mob. Mr. Labouchere, Mr. Bradlaugh'l!l
to believe with them.
nected with that paper to come out. The others colleague, called the speaker's attention to this lanThe decision was rendered by Judge. Burton. The were W. J. Ramsey, who was sentenced to nine guage, but that worthy ruled it to be parliamentary,
case is briefly this: The complainant said that the months' imprisonment, and H. A. Kemp, who stayed and declined to interfere to protect the voters of
Northampton. At the conclusion of Mr. Churchill's
teachers of his two little girls turned the school from three months in the modern inquisition.
the home secretary, who has covered himremarks,
its lawful design into a place of worship and religious
On his emergence from the literal dungeon in
by refusing to pardon the imprisself
with
disgrace
instruction, and made of themselvs "ministers of re- which he has for a year been compelled to spend
ligion therein, in the presence and hearing of all their twenty-two and twenty-three hours out of the twen- oned Freethinkers, made some sarcastic reference to
pupils." The Bible was daily read, the teachers and ty-four, Mr. Foote was met by two thousand friends the new aspect of the case, saying it was, it appeared,
pupils repeated the Lord's Prayer, and religious and escorted to the Hall of Science, where a pub- no longer against Mr. Bradlaugh, but against Northhymns were sung.
lie breakfast was provided. On March 12th he ampton. Mr. Labouchere followed, advising Messrs.
The complainant-whose name and locality we re- will be given a banquet and presented with a tes- Northcote, Churchill, and their followers to admit the
gret are not given in the dispatches which recount timonial raised by the English Freethinkers of sev- error of their ways and apologize for their past conthe iniquity-gave notice to the principal of the eral hundred pounds, in which Mr. Ramsey will duct.
A vote was then taken upon the motion to reaffirm
school of his objections, but that authority paid no share.
When Arthur J. Kemp was released nine months the resolution preventing Mr. Bradlaugh from taking
attention. He then applied for an injunction, which
was refused. To say that a school where the Bible ago he stood higher in the estimation of his coun- the oath and excluding him from the precincts of the
is read as a part of the morning exercises, or where trymen than ever; when, three months ago, W. J. House, and it was carried by 226 to 173. The
the Lord's Prayer is repeated, or a hymn sung, is a I Ramsey came again into the sunlight hundreds of peo- speaker then ordered Mr. Bradlaugh to withdraw,
place of worship, or that such teachers are ministers I pie surrounded him and renewed their allegiance to which order was complied with under protest. At a
of religion, seemed, said the follower of precedents,! the cause for which he suffered. Last Monday the caucus of the conservativ members of Parliament, it
11
more specious than sound." He held, morever, acclamations o£ two thousand sturdy English Free- was resolved to continue the opposition to Mr. Bradthat Iowa's constitutional provision granting relig-1 thinkers made the air vocal in front of Holloway jail, laugh in every possible way..
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1\fr.- Bradlaugh expects to win the legal suits
IT pleases us to note that the Concrrerrational denomination
2. That the operativ class should be encouraged to com:against him, but states that in case he does not he . bas not closed a very prosperous year."' Of about 400,000 mem- bine their efforts and savings in the establishment of business, both of a producti'v and distributiv nature.
will resign and not again seek a re-election.
bers, nearly tw<D-thirds of whom are females, some 57,000 are
3. That all legislation militating against the organization
It may be possible, it is probable, he will win the classed .as "absentees," and the additions are 28,377, over 14,- of labor should be repealed, and that the combinations of
't f
·a
f
th
ooo· being "on probation," while the losses aggregate nearly the opemtiv class should receive the same legal encourage.
sm , or as1 e rom e J. ustice of his cause he is one 20,000. The apparent net gain, therefore, is only some nine ment us that now enjoyed by capitalist corporations.
of the ablest lawyers in England; he understands thousand, which must be offset by the 57,000 absentees. ''.t That bureaus of labor should be established by the government, whereby the members of the various trades would
every turn in the complicated list of legal twistings, Nearly one thousand of the denomination's churches are va- be
able to obtain exact information respecting the condition.
and is fully capable of turning them to his own ad- cant. Abo1it four million dollars were wasted on those that of their several industries throughout the Pntire country.
vantage. But he fights as one shackled. Re is de- are occupied. The me~bers behavecl better last year than 5. That steps should be· taken for the formation of a lafeated beforehand, and will be defeated while Christian bigotry rules. The Established church fears
him, for the day of its disestablishment cannot be far
off, and his remaining in Parliament would undoubtdl h t
't
·
Th
e Y as en 1 s commg.
erefore Mr. Bradlaugh
has against him all the power of that body.
·
Mr. Bradlaugh is also a believer in a republican
form of government, and his sentiments are well

,

usual, only 1, 724 having been disciplined, and their ministers
will, we presume, make a better, because smaller, showing in
the next edition of historian Billings's little book. By the
way, we do not .see in the church statistics now being published by the religious papers any mention of that remarkable
brochure. It certainly ought tohav a prominent place among
the Year books. Why this studiecl silence, brethren?

HrsToRIAX LossiNG having said that tho "scholars" of Spain
DA~ION Y. KILGoRE, of Philadelphia, has filed in Court of in the time of Columbus regarded it as unphilosophical ancl ab-

Common Pleas, No.2, a petition 'in behalf of his wife, Carrie
B. Kilgore, asking that she be allowed to show cause why she
known. He hopes the reign of Victoria w~Il be the should not longer be debarred from practicing law in the courts
last of hereditary ruling of England. And it is also of Pennsylvania. The petition recites that Mrs. Kilgore is a
·shrewdly surmised that be would like to see Charles citizen of the United States and of the state of P~nnsylvania;
'Bradlaugb the first president ·of the English republic. that she has been a regularly registered student of law; that on
'The knowledge of this arrays the whole aristocracv the 28th day of December, 1874, she appeared before the Board
.. of Examiners to be examined as to her qualifications to pracagainst him, notwithstanding that many of them tice law; that this request was refused because she is a woman;
sympathize with his religious opinions. There are that she th.enttpplied to the court to instruct the Board to perseveral Freethinkers already in the House, but they form its duties, which application was refused; that she then
sit as politicians, not as reformers. They are proba- applied to the legistature for an act supplemental to the general law regulating the appointment of lawyers, which was rebly. all honorable men, but we cannot honor them It!' fused by the Senate on the· ground that the general law was
we would were they more activ in helping forward sufficient, and that uncler it she could not be excluded on acthe cause of mental and political liberty.
count of her sex; that she then returned to the courts, which
So it is not probable that the present House of still refused to grant her request, denying lier admission to the
]"
t 'l
L<tw Department of the University of Pennsylvania; after
Par m_men WI l ever permit 1\'[r. Bradlaugh to take which she again applied to the legislatnre to pass a bill which
his seat. But these members will not hold office provided that no person shall be refused admission as an at'fprever, and when their successors shall be chosen, torney in any conril of law or equity in Pennsylvania on ucwe may not unreasonably hope that public opinion count of sex. Tl:lis hill passing the Senate but failing to pass
will be strong enough for liberty to compel the, the House because of the press of business of investigating
charges of bribery against many representativs, and the pctiseating of all duly elected members without regard tioner having obtained a diploma and been admitted to praeto their religious predilections.
tice in the Orphans' Court of Philadelphia county, Mrs. KilThis, however, is in the future. The outlook for gore asks that she be allowecl to show that she is entitled to
the -present is discouragi,ng. Christian bigotry and practice in all the courts of the commonwealth. The case is
intolerance are in England triumphant, albeit the exciting much comment from the press, as the Pennsylvania
courts are puritanically fossilized, visiting graveyards more
victory is more dishonorable than .defeat. It is better than ordinarily often for precedents, and regm·ding the applito lose a thousand battles fought for the right than to cation of a lady to praetice as revolutionary. Both Mr. and Mrs.
win one through iniquity, and our English friends Kilgore are prominent Freethinkers of Philadelphia.

and allies can in that thought find a balm of healing.
Giv the church and the conservativs sufficient length
of twisted hemp, and they can be relied upon to
strangle themselvs, as they hav heretofore strangled
liberty.

E(litorial Notes.
DR. BARTOL, Colonel T. W. Higginson, F. 111:. Holland, and
others hav been before the Massachusetts legislativ committee
the vast week asking for the removal of the disabilities of
Atheists us witnesses in courts of law. Colonel Higginson
showed that the disability was imposed so lately as 1850. '!'he
committee appeared favorable for repeal.
PnoF. FELIX ADLER lectured in Rochester on the 18th. The
Opera House was crowded to hear wh>tt he harl to say on the
Ten Commandments. He proved that law dicl not emnnate
from Jehovah, nor was it ever uttered from Sinai, but has
evolved from the maxims of all nl}tions, which maxims wore
the result of experience, not the ipse dixU of divinity.
GEN. BooTH of tho Salvation Army has been held guilt.y of
deception and untruthfulness in one of his recent renl estate
transactions. He took a theater on a prom is to properly muintftin the liquor selling part of the business, and then dicl his
best to destroy it by substituting some teetotal bihnlons abomination for genuin whisl'Y or beer. He has been fined heavily,
and compelled to restore the premises. Another religious
teacher, of a diffm·ent turn, has been suspended for threo
years for drunkenness.

.

Tars prtmgraph is from the Ch1·islirm Advocate:
"News of great rcvivrtls come in from all quarters. 8ome
remarkable conversions of Infidels of unusual intelligence are
reported. And, what is errun,lly important, formalists are beina transformed into living Christians. r~et this best of all
w;rks go on. How much need there is of it!"
Unless the Arll!ocrrJe can giY names and elates we shall con' elude that Dr. Buckley has been lately re-reading Panl, ancl
has ~lwelt too long upon that verse which reads something like
this:
"For if the truth of God hath more abounded through my
lie unto his glory, why yet am I also judged as a sinner?"
ONE of the pleasuntest features of the Linesville, Pa., celebration of Paine's birthday was inadvertently ommitted from
our report. l\'fr. and J\Irs. Jerry Brockway, of Jamestown, presented the Linesville League ·with a large crayon portmit of 0.
P. Kellogg," of Lynne; Ohio, the work of their daughter, }Iiss
Martha B~·ockway. Mr. Kellogg, the Jcetnrer, is what one of
his friends calls 11 "this world Spiritualist," a man of courage,
genius, and genmosity. ::\Ir. and· J\frs. Brockway are strmch
Liberals, and were for many :years tho only Freethinkers in
Jamestown. C. B. Reynolds was selected to make the presentation of the portrait, which was aeccpted on behalf of the
League by G. W. Baldwin, the secretary. The picture will,
henceforth, adorn the walls of tho League hall. Jir. Kellogg
is well known in western Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio as an
eloquent speaker. He has often addressed the Linesville
League ancl his portrait is highly valued.

bor congress. whose object should be the efficient organization of all wholesome industries.
Any communications touching the principles or organization of the society may be addressed to Mrs. I. C. Fales,
Seventh avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y., president of the New York
organization.

JusT previous to J\Iiss Helen Gardner's lecture in Syracuse a
clergyman, too cowardly to sign his name, allowed his insanity
to take this 'form. It was published in the Sunday Com·ier:
"The right to express her sentiments, in public or private,
cannot be questioned, nor would we interfere with it. The
right to hear her, or any_ one else, belongs to every person who
chooses to do so. But has any one the right to violate law?to ignore or trample under foot the moral sense of a Christian
rorrimnnity? Yet this is what t.he proposed transaction will
do if it is allowed. It. is evidently a Rpecnl!ltion-a business
undertaking for somebody's pecuniary benefit, not for the public good. There are gmded prices for tickets of aclmission of
from thirty-five to seventy-five rents, the latter for reseryed
se01ts, under the management of Edward L. Bloom. There is
a law in our state which protects the sanctity of the Lord's
clay, by forbidding the transaction of ordinary business thereon.
It does not allow the merchants to carry on their business.
Not becrmse there is any more harm in the mere act of labor
on that day than on any other; but Christian sentiment anrl
practice hav regarded, and still regard, the claims of the moral
law which rerruires that tho Sabbath, or seventh day, shall he
religiously observed. Aml civil law recovnizes :mel protects
that sentiment and the Vflrious forms of worship throngh which
it is expressed. Now, the <JUestion is, Shall the law be respected anrl maintained, or shall we allow the open and flagrant violation of it, for purposes of pors<mal specnlation and
gain-not in the interests of perwe ancl order, but evidently to
break down all t.he s01feguarcls of soeiety? If the drayman cflnnot ply his crtlling on the Sabbath, though it ben very harmless and useful one; if the saloon and tho bm· are reqnirod to
be closed on that day, because tho law says so. ancl the interests of the community demand it, surely foreign speculators
sbonlcl not be allowed to como into onr midst ancl violate it.
And there is a way to prevent it. Om· civil officers hav a grand
opportunity to do something creditable for themselvs and tho
city."
The hall on t.he evening of t.ho lecture was crowded. '!'he
eivil officers dill do "something creditable for thernselvs and
the city," bnt not in the Wtty tho clergyman meant.
THE Sociologic Society is tho name of an organization that
has been formed for tho purpose of studying the lrtws relating to social organization, 1md for the propagation of tho
principles of co-operation or mutual helpfulness among tho
people of this country. Tho society holds that the present industrial system is unjust; that tho workman does not receive
an equitable share of the wealth he creates, and that the assumption that labor is merely a commodity is incompatible
with a high civilization. It believes also that the measure of
reward shoulcl be based upon the prorluctivuess of labor; that
the condition of society will be lm·gcl~' improvorl by the sul,.
stitution in social and industrial life of tho principle of co-operation for that of competition; that the eommunity is responsible for the condition of its members, and that all men
should, us far as possible, huv equal social opportumtic·s.
It lmows that while all endeavors at refnrm are tontativ
the power which works through nature ultimately brings
forth the good; that the efforts of the humblest will accelerate this process, and that by organization tho c1esired change
will be the rnoro rapidly attained. The society submits to the
world the following expression of its principles:
1. That justice demands that the workman should participate, beyond his mere wages, in thR profits of the business in which he is engaged.

surd to assert the sphericity of the earth, Dr. Simon Newcomb challenges his statement. Says Dr. Newcomb:
"That learning wns very far backward at that time in Spain
may, I suppose, be true; but is it 1)ossible that professed:
scholars could hav been so grossly ignorant of a fact known.in
all other countries and in all other nges; a fact which, indeed,
must huv been known to all of the Spanish navigators?"
We know not what ldnd of a doctor Mr. Newcomb is, but his
correction of Lossing is not to his oroclit as a reader of history.
Columbus discovered America in 1492. It was not till 1522
that Magellan's ships, having left their gallant commnncler's
bones in the Ludrones islands, returned from their circumnavigation of the globe. While it is true that tho spherical form
of the earth was known to surrounding countries-tho Khalif
Al-Mmnum having uscertainccl its oircumfcrenoe us early aR
830 if not a few years previously-the "scholars" of Spain
w'ere in ignorance of or denied the fact.. Tho writings of i'o'lohammcdan scholm-s nncl astronomers had given currency to
the belief throughout \Vestern Em·opo, but, "as might be ex.
pected," sayB Dmper, "it was received with disfavor by theologians," who werc1, at that t.imc, the "schol1tl's" of Sp01in.
Columbus was a firm believer in the cloctrin, but h0 spent
lllany unsucce~'sful years in cmlcavoring to convince Spanish
"scholars" of its truth. Ho was "confuted from t.he Pentateuch, the Psalms, the prophecies, tho gospels, tho epistles,
and the writings of the fathers-St. Chrysostom, St. Angustine, St. ,Jerome, St. Gregory, St. Basil, St. Ambrose." Tho
Catholic church in Columbus's <lay was irrevocably committed
to the dogma of ft flat earth, ancl tho schol1trship of Spain was
in tho church. And such scholarship! From tho PyrcnnoeK
to the Merliterranean thoro was scarcely ono Spaniard tlcson;.
ing the title of scholar.
1-VnrrrKc< of the l\formons in a roeent Indrpendcnf, the Hcv.
Geo. H. Hepworth talks very sensibly for n Christian. He
does not believe, he s01ys, "in Congress >1S an env,iu of extermination, because Congress is at the bock and call of political
expediency, if not of political trickery. Politics ancl truth tolling, politics and justice, politics anrl tho simple right of anything, without the gross adulteration of personal cmolumonf.,
are seldom found in cJnjunctioil. 'l'he less we allow any gren,i,
moral question to be mixed up with politics tho bettor it will,
be for us all. And yet that is precisely what tho new Edmnnds
bill docs. JYh. Edmunds may not be aw1J,ro of tho fact-he
has a right to that concession-but one clanso of his bill openR
wide the door of the meanest kincl of jobbery, n.ncl is onongh to
render the whole bill ineffectual. It provides that tho management of the Mormon church corporation Rhn!l be taken out
of the hands of tho Mormons anrl placocl in tho hands of fourteen trustees to bo appointed by tho president. 'l'his is thn
most delicious bit of patronnv,o to which wo h1tV boon trontod
for a long while. In my opinion, it is simply infamous. Fourteen gentlemen arc to bo rewnrdcd for clistiugnishcrl party services by tho appointment to handle Mormon mouoy. This is
a new kincl. of party plum. And yet it is the best thought of n
politician who is wise and incorrnptihlc. Thnro is not t.he first
seintilla of justice in it. It shows only too plnir•ly tlmt Congross knows how to tinker a qnestion. hnt cloes not !mow how
to be radical anclright." To tho proposcclarmeLl int.orforenco
with tho ten or fifteen thousand polygamists among tho Baints
l\Ir. Hepworth says: "Snpprcssion by foren of hu.yonet is tho
very lnst resort, and wo hav not yet reached thnt point. Tho
less gnnpowJer we can gd on with tho hotter. Onr olll
wounds arc not yet hoalcd, and we are not hrmlwring for a
fresh fray. I tremble when I hear r.;entlmnon t1tllr lightly
ahont an in \'asion anrl a sic.ge. Before wo come to eartriclgcs
we shonlcl sit down anclmor1itato on one fad, vi~., that if we
can't mnstor fifteen thonsanrl fools, whoso lmnrlrotl lhonsnnrl
wives arc praying for our success, thou we ought to mako a
now list of fools, and hca<l tho list oursel vs." 'l'h o cl crical gentleman also reeogni~es what TnE Tnm.·n SmmEn was forcorl
some time ago to point ont to :\Tr. ·wakeman, thnt fanaticism is
no crime until manifested in oYert acts, and when it eame to
ecclesiastical despotism the danger to onr conntry ancl institutions from tho Homnn Catlwlie chnrch w:ts the force to be
feared. Upon this last point }'fr. Hepworth forcibly remarks
that "it is not many yo01rs since it was conclusivly shown that,
Romanisrn rectnires the sarno kind of allegiance to its papal
head; and it was asserted, not without authority, that in 11
pinch the true Homanist wonlcl consider tho demand of the
state a~ seeoncl to the rlcmuncl of tho church. Can you puss 11
law that this state of things shall cease"" The remedy Mr.
Hepworth con eludes to he the school-teacher. \Vith nn eye to
the main chance, and to giv some of his own profession a
ebanco to butter their bread a little thicker, he also adds the
preacher. Bn t he seems to forgot that ecclesiasticism is the
danger to be rooted up, and to supplant one form of superstition with another is only jumping from the frying-pun into the
fire. Tho school-teacher, well supported, will be foun<larnply
sufficient to eradicate ~ormonism, as he has already removed from Christianity its ranker growths of superstition.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. MARC~ 1, i884~
Pasqua .Austin.

was nature; his church, all humanity; his creed, common. to fit all for development, mental and physic_al, that
sense.
should secure happiness here and now, as the best
-OBSEQUIES OF THE VETERAN :E'REETHIKKER OF WAYNE CO.,
Pasqua Austin was born in Washington county, N.Y., 1802,
bl
t'
f ·
d all fut
ure.
NEW YORK.-ORATION BY EX-REV. C. tl. REYNOLDS, AT was married there in 1822, moved into-the town of Williamson possi e prepara lOTI or any an
in 1824. When twenty-two years old, on first arriving at
Several made encouraging remarks. A committee
WILLIAMSON, NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, :E'EB. 13, 1884.
Williamson, N. Y., he united with the Baptist church,
was appointed to take names of Liberals who desired
It is not often that a Freethought lecturer is per- He left the church forty-three years ago in disgust, on ac- to organize, and a meeting appointed at that hall for
count of the gross misdemeanors of the pastor. After_ a
h
h
D
A G A t'
mitted to conduct the services of an outspokAn Infi- little
he allowed himself to be persuatled and cajoled into re- two weeks from that nig t, w en
r. · · us m
del in an orthodox church.
But Brother Pasqua turning. But the glamour was riven, thought awakened, and (son of the deceased Pasqua AuRtin) would address
Austin was one of the pioneers of the county and old- his true, brave, noble soul could no longer be trammeled by the them, and an earnest effort be made to complete the
est residents of the town. I:te died at the age of 82. shackles of superstition. His awe and veneration of priest- organization.
Although for forty-three years an activ, energetic ad- craft had been destroyed forever. He read, studied, thought
for himself, and soon rejoiced in the glorious freedom and
vocate of Liberalism, his known and tried integrity, beautiful truths of the gospel of humanity, and scorned the
Bradlaugh's New M.ove.
activ benevolence, pure and useful life, had gained the empty profession of faith-the bigotry, hypocrisy, and fanaticism
of
Christianity.
esteem and kind regard, not alone of the village, but
Mr. Bradlaugh's application for the "Cbiltern
He became an Infidel-and had the glorious courage to avow Hundreds" is only equivalent to a resignation,
of the whole town and vicinity.
it--and that,at a time when to be the champion of universal
Long before the hour announced, the church was mental liberty "tried men's souls."
which in no way prevents a re-election. One thing
packed-aisles, gallery, every available place where
He lived out his convictions, and regardless of misrepresen- is certain, if he is elected again he must be ada human bei'ng could stand, was utilized. It was tations and persecution, for forty-three ye,ars did justly, loved mitted.
with difficulty seats could be cleared for the mourn- mercy, and used his best endeavor to make all around him
An esteemed Qontemporary, in noticing the latest
happy. An honest truth seeker, he fairly and dispassionately
ers. Over three hundred people found it impossible weighed the evidence, rejected the error and evil, and gladly attempt of "the dull and monotonous Bradlaugh "
to gain admiBsion to the church. We giv extracts accepted and cherished all that was true and good.
to gain the seat in the House of Commons to which
Mr. Austin worshiped nature, and she rewarded him with a he was. chosen again and again by the voters whose,
from Mr. Reynolds's oration:
lona, happy, and useful life-a calm, peaceful death. He died
·when the grim messenger lays his remorseless hands upon with the happiness of. others first in his thoughts. His last representativ he. is, that he be turned over to a proloved ones, onr hearts are saddened, numbed with grief; the words were, • He hoped his death would count more than his fessional bouncer. The House itself was the bouncer.
tendrils of affection are ruthlessly torn asunder, and in our life for the cause of universal mental liberty.'
Coming from an American newspaper this suggesweak humanity we moan and sob-tears blind our eyes. It
In his later years, as all honest and true hearts do, he be- tion is a remarkable one, but it shows how difficult it
seems to us the sun of our lives is darkened forever-the sky lieved and echoed the words of that brave, honest-hearted
of memory enshrouded in the dark pall of night-the stars of martyr to the cause of Liberalism, D. J\!I. Bennett, founder of is to fight the battle of parliamentary reform. Every
peace blotted from the firmament of our future.
that best of Freethought papers, 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER-" Those student of political history knows that the bouncer
Yet we know the whitest fo~tm dances upon the darkest bil- lead the happiest, most peaceful lives who seek most to benefit bas at all times stood between t1e people and their
lows, and tho strtrs shine brightest when surrounded by the those around them; our highest duty lies, not above the clouds genuin representation in the English Parliament.
blackest thunder clouds.
over our heads, nor in depth of earth beneath our feet. Neither
Joy and sorrow are the beautiful forms of sympathy in which can we do aught to benefit or effect any being supposed to ex- At no time has the House of Commons been really
!Jope appear,; us a gracious angel, hovering over the sorrowful ist in either locality-our duty and field of action is here, representativ. At no time has public opinion had
of earth.
among the sons and daughters of men. In no case can we so much control over it. From the revolution of 1688
The darkest cell of despairing grief has always at least one well prepare for another life, as by doing all in our power to until the revolution in America. the Whigs managed
tiny pin-hole to let the glory of hope shine in. It is wonderful make those around us happy. The practice of love, mercy,
to the mourner how the soul at first sullenly repelling the light and benevolence here and now will best qualify us for minis- it by bribery ·and borough-jobbing. George III.
of gladness, admits the one little ray of hope unconsciously, trations of love in another sphere. We must combat igno- made these the basis of the power of the crown. The
and is beguiled into a blessed state of calm resignation to the rance and superstition, not with dungeon, torture. and the royal revenue was used to buy seats in the elections,
inevitable.
stake. not by ostracism, misrepresentation, and abuse, but by and to buy votes in the house itself, and so shameWe know life and death are essential conditions, But for imparting knowledge and instruction. We must endeavor to
errors of education we should not dread or fear it. IV e weep lead the erring from vice to the practice of virtue by loving Jess was the corruption that, under the ministry of
Lord Bute, an office was opened in the treasury for
and mourn at the cl eath of our dear loved ones. We do so pity admonition anrl good example.''
them. Is not much of our sorrow selfish? Not for those at
JV[ourners needed no words of consolation. This noble old the purchase of members. The first Englishman
1
peace, calmly sleeping, sweetly resting, their labor o'er, their hero died as he had lived-an honest, truthful, kind-hearted who was bold enough and honest enough to protest
work accomplished, need we weep. \Ve cannot restrain our man; he had lived out the fu:ll measure of his days. But his
tears for ourselvs, for we are bereaved. The dear companion- Christian friends doubtless mourned, thinking he will never against this condition of things was John Wilkes.
At that time most of the parliamentary represenship, the sympathy, help, loving ministrations ·seem lost to us go to heaven becuuse, despite his benevolent, good, and useforever. But for our dead, in any case, all is well with them. ful life, he did not believe as they do. He simply lived a life tativs represented· constituencies which did not
If death ends all, as Materialists believe, the dead still liv in of love.
exist. At that time both Lords and Commons sat in
the good they hav dono; their memories ever green in the
If the Bible is true, if Christ's own declarations are reliable,
hearts of dear loved ones. In the language of the poetess, then. dear Christian friends, you may change your lamenta- secret, and their proceedings were not known to the
Eliza Cook:
tions to rejoicings, for all honest truth seekers, all Liberals and mass of the people. At that time the press was not
Infidels, who lived as Brother Austin lived, Christ himself posi- allowed to discuss public affairs. Wilkes, who was a
"'Tis a long, 'tis a last, 'tis a beautiful rest,
tivly declares he will welcome into heaven. Lest you ·may member of Parliament, had the courage, in a journa.l
When all Bonow is passed from the brow and the breast;
think we are mistaken, with the permission of the friends of
And the lone spirit truly and wisely may crave
the deceased, we will open the Bible and read the words as- of which he was the editor, to criticise the speech
The sleep that is dreamless, the sleep of the grave."
cribed
to Christ-which fully sustain and indorse our declara-· from the throne of his majesty, George III., and in
If, on the other hand, the brighter, happier philosophy is
consequence he was sent to the Tower as the autl,or
true, death is but the entrance to a new, better, brighter, tion. [The speaker then read Matthew xxv, 31-40.]
Mark the text. Not, What did you believe? not, Did you of a "false, scandalous, and seditious libel," and
more beautiful existence.
believe the Bible, the doctrin of the trinity, the atonement, in expelled from his seat in the Hvuse of Commons.
" Let our fainting hearts take courage,
immersion, apostolic succession, the literal six days of creaWhen with grief and sorrow bowed,
tion, purgatory and ever-burning hell for everyone that did This blow embittered the opinion it was intended to
Hemember ever, there is always
not believe exactly as yourself, no matter how good, true, pur.e, destroy. "Wilkes and Liberty," became the cry of
Glorious light beyqnd the cloud."
and loving lives they led? No; Christ says no word of what the people. In 1768 Wilkes was again chosen a
Since we so well know life a-~cl death are essential condi- did you believe, but "What did you do? Did you feed the
tions, why should we then hav such horror and fear of death? hungry, giv drink to the thirsty, help the needy, clothe the member of the House of Commons by the electors of
When the remorseless hand of death robs us of one of our naked, minister to the sick?" Yes. Then "Come, ye blessed Middlesex. The house shrank from a contest, but
most valued treasures let us remember
of my father; inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the the king demanded his expulsion, and he was exfoundation of the world."
pelled. As Northampton elects Bradlaugh over and
"Bright things never die, e'en though they fade;
Remember that while Christ so very emphatically declares over again, so Middlesex returned Wilkes time after
Beauty and minstrelsy deathless were made."
all Liberals who liv as did Brother Austin shall be welcomed
No noble act, no generous impulse of the heart, has ever per- to heaven, despite what the church calls Infidelity, church- time, and in the end he obtained his seat, while out
ished.
members are not all sufe from the "everlasting fire prepared of the agitation, the riots, and bloodshed which
Superstition has taught us to dread death; the thought of for the devil and his angels." Speaking of profe~sed Chris- ensued, bav come something like genuin parliamenthe grave to most people is hoiTible. Yet, in company with a tians, who even claim to hav done great things for the church,
fair young, timid girl, we walk, in the bright sunshiny morn- Christ declares: "Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, tary representation, open Parliaments, and free dis~
ing through the cemetery; tired, we sit down, and are soon ab- Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that do- cussion. But as Bradlaugh is traduced now, so was
sorbed in the pages of Home book. Our young companion eth the will of my father which is in heaven. Many will say ·Wikles denounced in his day. It is amusing to think
leaves us, rambles on alone, reads the inscriptions, admiring to me in that day, Lord, Lord, hav we not prophesied in thy of John Wilkes despiRed as a worthless profligate
the flowers. In meditation and castle-building the hours fly name? and in thy name hav cast out devils'! and in thy name
happily by. Tho church clock booms out the hour of mid-clay; hav done many wonderful works? And then will I profess by an age which looked upon the thPn Prince of.
still she lin'gers, and when we go to her she tells us how much unto them, I never knew you. Depart from me, ye that work wales, the most profligate man of a profligate epoch,
tJhe enjoyed her solitary ramble.
iniquity" (Matt. vii, 21-23).
as the first gentleman of Europe. It is amusing to
Ask her to take that same walk at night; leave her alone beLiv lives of love, instead of making professions of faith. see the movement which Wilkes beaded characterside the same grave at which she stood at noon, when the same Practice justice and mercy, in lieu of forms an<l ceremonies.
clock booms twelve, midnight, and she shrieks in terwr, is Ours.elvs constantly endeavor to promoto the happiness and ized by those who opposed it, because they were opdumb with fright, or faints in agony of fear. Why? Does welfare of those around us, in preference to consbtntly pray- posed 1 to popular rights, as jgnorant and brutal.
not reason assure her there is nothing more there at midnight ing to a God to do it for us. And HO shall we remove error, What Wilkes was in his day, Bradlaugh is t.o t.bis.
thttn at midday, that the sleeping and the dead are but us pic- fear, mul superstition, nnd attain to a better and nobler code He is the champion of padiamentary reform, and of
tures?
of ethics-doing justly, loving mercy, and endeavoring to the rights of the people, and the people stand bv him
Night is but the withdrawal of the sun's light. But rmrly ed- malie all around us happy.
as they stood by WilkeR. , And this is wby the
ncution has instilled the fear of darkness, and tttugh t that
ghosts and spooks haunt the graves at dead of night ::Uany
A very large number followed to the grave, despite slandArers are after Bradlaugh now, as they were
strong men, who would never flinch in the rlroad battle, would the severe inclemency of the weather.
After the after -Wilkes when he undertook to overturn the des<pmke with fear if compelled to pass a night alone in a cemepotism of a corrupt House of Commons.
tery. Thoy would declare they knew there was no reason for coffin was lowered, Brother Reynolds oaid:
Franklin said that if John Wilkes had had a good
fearing tho dead would harm them, yet would tremble and
Amidst. the ice and snow, and chilling wintry blasts that
quake with fear when the still small hours crept on.
numb our sens•'s, even as the chill of death, with its cruel sep- private character, and George III. a bad one,
\Ve hav known children fear to sit up alone with a dead amtion, hath brouo-ht the dumb ague of pain to onr hearts, we the demagog might hav dethroned the king.
mother-the dear, gentle, loving mother, that living would giv b~tek to his Motbe 1• Earth the form of him so brave, loyal,
ever shield from, not do, hnrm. But it had been so impressed and true-ettrth to enrth. Yet we know that the chill, clark, Wilkes's private character was as good as t.he king's.
on the child mind that there is something horrible, fearful learlen sky of winter will be dispelled by the warm, Lright h~pe 'Wilkes's private character was as good as Franklin's,
about death that many fear it even in their own clear loyecl and joy of spring and summer, clothing again the en~·th w1th which was weak in the same spot where Wilkes was
ones.
verdure, and calling into existence the bright, beautlfnl, and voted profligate. All this t~lk about " characte~" in
Why do we dread death, even if there is no beyond? Oh, fragrant flowers; so hope and happiness shall again spring up
Home say, the thought of lying unconscious in the grave is ter- in our hearts and the seeds of love and truth sown in our Wilkes, and in BradlaugL, 1s a subterfuge. vVllkes
rible! Bettor th:e orthor~ox hell than_ to lie dead, ~lepr~vecl of hearts by him' for whom we now perform the last offices of l'e- was expelled from Parliament because his presence
all thought, feelmg, motwn, unconsmous of what lS gmng on spect and love, shall bring forth flowers of _charity :'Ind. love in meant the triumph of the people. Bradlaugh1s expulal'Onnd you.
! our lives bv our remembrance and emnlatwn of h1s VIrtues .
Rion meant the same thing. The despot is apt to cry,
. You are sick and suff~ring-oh, how you longfr;n· sleep! _But
lYe ler:ve 'our brother by the side of his life's companion who,
1t ~omes n?t. T_he achmg ?-ead tosses on the p1llow; opmtes se,·en years ago, preceded him-a true woman, a faithful, lov- Demagog! and the leper to look for sore spots in
f>Hl t_o gJ.Y relief. 0~, 1f you could but sleep! At Jast ing wife and helpmate, a gentle and affectionate mothe.r.
. every other man's warts.-Truth.
t.here 1s hope, and Y?U fin~ the ~eeclec~ rest-yon sleep., 1\ all,
With thanks for all the kindness and sympathy of fnends m
shall \Ve wake you m a few mmutes I No, for mercy s sake! these last solemn rites we now bicl them farewell farewell.
h· was a fireman's parade headed by a brass hand.
to wake one after such suffering for need of sleep would be
'
· '
cruel, unnatural. Why awake you? Why? Because if you
In the evening, at Stark's Hall, a crowded house As they turned the corner, Gus Cresar, who was holdsleep soundly you are unconscious, deprived ot all thought, greeted Ex-Rev. Reynolds, who spoke on "What ing up a hitching post, spelled out the letters, "E.
feeling, motion. Better the orthodox hell than lie deprivecl of Liberalism Teaches."
The closest attention was P-1-u-r-i-b-u-s U-n-um," painted on the head of the
motion. unconscious of what is going on around yon!
We are assembled to do honor to the memory of a true, given throughout.
After the lecture he made an big drum. "Now, Jake, now, wha-what'a that?"
brave heart and thoughtful bruin-a man possessing more sense earnest appeal to the Liberals present· for the sake of he asked of a lank negro standing under the awning
than book lcaruing, more courage thnn affability, more mental the children, as well as their own, to organize and se- with his mouth open. "Don't yer know nuffi.n ?"
strength than polish, llo~·n nt a time when intellectual free. cure a substitute for the church and Sunday-school,· was the reply; "can't yer read? Dat'~:~ de name OL)
dam was regarded as the worst of crimes, he dared think for
l@lself aud siv utteral.lce to llis couviotiollli of tmt.h. Hili god a. means of real practical educa.tion in scientific truth~ de man wot ma.de de drum.,.
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HATBORo, PA., Jan. 25, 1884.
It is worth
JJ:very Freethinker should hav one.
A. J. READING.

:hb. EDITOR: TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL received.
four times its price.

.

CA.SsETA, GA., Jan. 30, 1883.

J\llR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2, which you will place to
the account of D. P. Hoggs, of Pineville, Ga.
I also mail you one of Joe Brown's speeches on the Mormon
question. I thol.lght you would like to see his opinion on the
question, as he is a missionary Baptist, but a safe man.
· I hope to see your valuable paper flourish. I was for years
a reader of the Religio-Philosophical Jou1'nal, and believe in its
doctrins. But its unjust course toward Brother Bennett made
me drop it.
W. F. MoLDER.
UvALDE, TExAS, Jan. 21, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: Yesterday two of my old friends called to see
me, and got to ·arguing about their church, which was the
}!ethodist, and spoke of the different distinct creeds they knew
of. I asked them if they had ever seen the Infidels' creed and
they both said they had not. I then showed them the "lnftdels'
Creed," by R. G. Ingersoll. One read, and the other said,
"That is ~ood. Let me hear that again." He read again,
and called 1t all good.
There are but four Infidels here who are bold enough to acknowledge it, though I think many church-members here are
only church-members through policy.
'
Some one has taken my paper out of the post-office and read
it several times, but they won't let me know who it is, or I
would lend them more to read.
Your Uvalde Infidel,
E. L. DoWNs.

'

ONEKA.l\[A, Mrca., ,Jan. 9, 284.
Mn. EDITOR: As there seems to be so much feeling among
Prohibitionists and 'Antip~ohibitionists, I thought I would suggest a new idea to discuss upon the liquor question. About
everything that law could do has been tried to break up the
liquor traffic, but the more law the more trouble. Now, if the
legislature has a right to license and regulate the selling and
disposing of liquor, it has a right to set the price. If a law
could be made doing away with license and fixing the price at
three cents a drink, that law would take away all the profits
and would lessen the temptation to sell. All our liquor-sellers llell for the profits. Lessen the profits, and fewer will
sell. Another effect this law would hav-it will bring the temperance people and liquor people together to tight a liquor
law. It would take all the wind-work out of the temperance
people and take all the profits out of the liquor business.
Yours truly,
I. S. WEEKS.
MT. VEnNoN, IND., Jan. 13, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: I send you a clipping from the JVeslern Star
of Jan. lOth, which might interest our friend Billings and
others. Two boy murderers are to be jerked to Jesus on the
25th, at this place. They murdered another boy for fiftee~
dollars. They knocked him down, but first only stunned
him. Then one of them held his hands while the other
jumped on the victim's breast and cut his throat. The
knife was a dull barlow-so very dull that the wretch had to
use it as a saw, with both hands. This they both confessed.
Young Vanwie, the victim, had no time or opportunity to ask
forgivness and repent. It seems God failed to warn him in
time. But the assassins hav made the customary peace with
God, -and are solid.
They'll journey safely to the Holy Ghost,
While Vanwie squirms in the eternal roast.
All(l this in spite of the fact that the mercury has just been 28
degrees below zero here,
C. 0. RowE.
LAFAYETTE, M:ICU., Jan. 10, 1884.

MR. EDITOR: At Forest Hill, in this county, on Dec. 30, 1883,
a discourse was delivered at the church, and the subject was
"The Undue Familiarity of Divine Things." The subject was
called out by an article in our county paper entitled "The
Water Question in Lafayette," in which the writer made some
unpleasant remarks that made the clergy and some of the dear
flock squirm. I thought I would write you· a few lines, and if
you think best you can insert them in your paper. The subject is a good one, for all, or nearly all, of us doctors of divinity
to consider, and I am exceeding glad that the ministry is waking up Lo the awful danger we are in, standing, as it were, on
the. high fJinnacle of life anrllooking clown in the dark valley
of sin and death, and I am glad to hear the dear brother is waking up to his danger, and will flee while it may not yet be too
late. Undue familiarity with cliYine things has caused many
of us divines to mourn. I wa~ once pure as the beautiful
suow, but in an uuguardeclmomont I fell, ttnd it shook me up
pretty considemble, and, in the language of Bill N~'e, "it nenrly knocked the the supreme duplex from its intellectual
throne." So, dear brother, warn your little flock-that is, the
dear part of the flock-against undue familinrity with divine
things. I had to do it before I was safe, and if many others of
us divines would hav done us you did December 30th, there
would be more room in the priwus of the different states, us
you can find out by sending 2[) cents to 03 Clinton Place, ~ ew
York city, and getting JH. E. Billings's "Crimes of Preachers,"
mnny of which were caused by the undue familiarity of some
of the clear flock with diYine things.
ST. J.A.con, D.D.
HoYTSYIJ,LE, nircH., Dec. 2G, 1883.
Mn. EDITOR: I i..,LV thought for tt loug time to "IITite you aud
stop tho goocl old TnuTa SEEJmn, because I did not get ti1ue to
read and did not feel able to pay for it; but "\\'hen our immortal Bennett died, I thought that that old Comstock clan would
trv the harcle~· to break up THE Tm;Tu SEEKER, uml that it
w~ulcl not look well fDl' !L man of my opinion to forsake a papei' ~ so fe!lrlessly advocatOO. my 1·ight aud opiniou. I hnv

eel; arid the lord told him he wanted him to organize a church.
uv the Hoppleite faith, and that he wanted him to set the wimmen to preechin' uv the gospil, and that he wuz the chozen
wun to hoom the kees uv heven wood be given. So Bruthur
Hopple thot precchin' wuz easier than grub bin', and he told
the lord he'd do it. So the lord revealed to him the tru plan
uv salvnshun, and Bruthur Hopple he reveeles it to the fokes
beer. tho churches hev bin mistaken all the time. they haint
been a-doin' uv the wil uv god o. tal; but they didn't no no
better, and so they aint ez much to blaim ez tho thacle a-node
more about it; lJut senco Bruthur Hopple has lernt the truth,
we've had a good time, and we've brung a power uv soles tu
god. the yung men are offally tickled with the preechin' uv
tho wimmen, and the wimmen are ez tickled ez the men iz.
well, the uther nite we wuz a-havin' a good time. It wuz
jist twelve o'clock, and tha wuz a whole passel uv soles jist
about redcly to come tu Crist, when ole Bet Kestler-a grate
big ole made, weighing sum twu hundred pounds, and a cammelite uv forty years' standin'-undertook tu disturb the metein' by Jeavin' the house durin' divine servus. the reverunt
Sister Hopple heel the floor, and she sez to Bot, sez she: "Ef
you don't like our plan uv salvashun, jist git out uv hur; nncl
ef there is any more nasty Cammelites thet wants tu go tu hell,
SEATTLE, WASH. TEB., Jan. 7, 284.
they can git up and go rite now." Bet stopped, and the rev
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find five dollars, which please place to erunt sister Slocum razed up and told her not tu stand upon
my credit, and send me-by return mail, so they may reach the order uv her goin', but tu go at wonoe-or twice; I don',
me in time for the Paine celebration-six copies of the "Truth remember wich. Jist then, Sister Tabitha Smith riz up and
Seeker ·collection."
told her she wuz a disgrace tu the coz uv Clist, and that if she
You will no doubt be surprised to find me writing from here. didn't leve shoed sorach her ize out. at that, Bet shucked her
The explanation is most briefly macle by stating that my Mor- shawl, and them three femuaillambs uv god lit intu her, and
mon friends-or enemies, just as you hav a mind to put it- the way the hair and finger-nales and collars and brestpinR and
wore me out. For an outspoken Liberal, no matter how hon- ribbons and calico and bonnets and things flu fur about a min
est he may be, to liv in any of the outside settlements-as we nit wuz a caushin tu sinners. at the first clash Bet nockod
term all but Salt Lake City or Ogden-he nmst, to use a famil- reverunt sister Hopple clear under tho bench and in between
iar expression, hav the means of living within himself. That Elder Jones's legs. She then maid a dash at Rev. sister Slois, he must be a farmer pretty well situated, or hav a pretty cum, and butted her rita in tho stummick, and she puked all
good income from other sources than public patronage, or the over elder pendergrass ez she Jade in his lap. rev. Sister
Mormons will make it hard pulling for him. I doubt if there Smith hod retreetod intu the chimbly corner, where she wuz
are any other religionists practicing the principles of Know- a-hollerin' fur J ecses tn cum and cast out tho dAvil thet heel
nothingism as the Mormons do to-day; and even in the afore- got luco in the meetin'-houso. and don't you think he never
mentioned cities, Salt Lake City and Ogden, the Liberal me- clone a thing for us!
Well, Betsy seed her a-standin' there, and sho tuck her by
chanic who depends on his daily earnings finds it close work
tho scuff of tho neck and farely wipod tho floor with her. sho
to make a living, for the above reason.
Well, this has been the expe1ience in my case, and had I yellod like a painter and kicked like a mule; but Betsy bed her
staid there much longer I would hav been unable to accom- foul, and ef it hadn't a-been fur Bruthur Hopple there's no
plish what I hav done, which was to save enough out of the noin' what she would a-done tu her; but, you see, he's inspired,
wreck of my effects and business to bring myself and family ~o he allers noes what tu clu. ho jist got up on a bench and
out to Seattle, where we are now living. As it was, I had to shouted to parson Sype tu git thar-" Git thar, Bruthur Sype;
make great sacrifice to enable me to realize ready capitul for the love of god, git tho.r, and hold Betsy, fur she's mud,
enough to accomplish it. Well, I am glad to see that you be- and she'll tm·e evm·ything tn piocos cf you don't hold hor. '•
gin to get a better insight into the monster fraud called l\-lor- the parson weighs twu hundred pounds, and he had all ho
monism. There are lots of good men and women among them, coocl clu tu hang on tu Betsy, whilo we carried tlister Smith out
and it is a shame that the government does not step in by the and put snow in her faco so thet shced cum tu hor senses. wo
enacting of proper and unmistakable laws, and "save them got clown on our nees in the snow and pracd for god tu bring
from themsel vs." They are so thoroughly committed to their the rev. sister Smith back tu life; and wo wuz rewarded, for
present policy that they cannot consistently do it themselvs. in about twuminnits sbo com111encecl a-wigglen liko, and hol!tell you-and let my words be remembered-that if the gov- lered, "Enuff, enuff! take her off!" So, you see, tho prairs uv
ernment does not do anything to stem the present policy pur- the richous availeth much, and miricles kin bo purformed yit.
sued there in Utah-! mean the Mormon political policy-it it tuck four uv the stoutest members uv our church tu cany
will in but a few more years go down in blood. I can giv my Betsy out and hold her iu the sno til she cood cool off; but
reasons why if they are wanted, but I think it must be self-evi- when she did cool off sho jist rose up and commenced singen,
"Oh, wen shall I see Joeses and rome with him nbovo ?" but
dent to all thinking minds that such is the truth.
So here I am in Seattle, the queen city of Puget Sound, the they wooden t Jet lier back intu the ehurch, but brot out her
inland sea of America. I am pleased with the change, though things, and she lit out for liowo ez happy ez a clam.
it clnz beta all how hardened these Cammelitcs can git!
so reduced in circumstances that I hav to work at my trade as
\Vel!, uv corso, after tho devil bed bin cast out, peeco raned
a journeyman shoemaker, the lmsiness our dearly remembered
champion and martyr for Freethought's sake, D. M. Bennett, in Warsaw, and i preeclied scch a powerful discorse that sevworked at, but under much more favorable circumstances thun eraluv the 'wurst carracters in tho naborhude cum forard fur
he. But here there is, I believe, 11 much better chance for me prares; and seeh anuutlier outporin' uv the spirut i never witthan in the place I left behind rue, and I hope yet to get in nest afore or sonee. wo eood smell the lickcr in thoro breth
better shape. In the mean time I shall, as in the past, keep when wo WU?. pmyin' over 'om, but wo novm·Jet up; wo stuck
plodding along, and do all I can to advance the Liberal cause. rite tu 'em till rl!Llito, and at suuriso wo cut a bolo in the ice on
I find there is hereabout 'lui to a large Liberal elemE<nt. men south river awl lmvti7.u<l tho holu Jut, aml wo folo tn thank
and women too, who assume to do their own thinking. '!'here the lord tllat thcsu rwro sinful crceturs air Rafo in the paster
is an association here called the Liberal League of l:leattle. It uv Joosos. i haint reel ynro paper tbut Sum ,Jones giv ntu, but
is not yet an auxiliary of the National Liberal League, but pro- i hope yuro tt-prosperin' and that ynre fu111ily is---- wcl, mihtur edditur, mcbby iwo lt-trcddin' on tlrtngeronH ground; Ill eliposeR to become such. They hold their regular Sunday evening meetings in a hall about forty by one hundred feet in ~ize, by yure not rnurrid, !LDd c?. imo a singe! woniin of rrmrragcablo
and hav a very good regular attendance. Last Sunday evening aigc, I gess ilo cloze by askiu' you tu call cf you over cum this
way.
Yure sister iu Crist,
H~;v. Amc;r>r, SraHKs.
there must hav been all of three hundred persons in their audiEmce.
EA!tLVJI,J,E, ILr,., Jan. 2G, :3ll L
We ha v organized a choir since I hav been hero, and to show
Mn. EDrron: I now sc:,t myself to pcrr yon !t fow lines in
you the interest manifest in our gatherings, without any nomemory of that dead hero awl e111aneipator from slavery nwl
tice, private or public, having been given of the same, there
snpemtitiou, 'fbornus Paine. Whou I think of the moruorial
was, a suggestion being mrtde by a pcrHon present to that efmeetings that aro being held to-clay, it givu me 11 npring of
fect, a subscription Jist passed around among the audience,
joy to think that the duy is ucar ttt hantl wben his n!lllJe will lHJ
which resulted in about sixty dollars being subscribed toward
vindicated from all l1is muligners. How glud I would be tu
the purchase of an organ for the choir. This was at the abovemoot in such t1 gathering !md shako tho fricn(lly hmul witlt
mentionedmeeting. How i~ that for good prospects'! Another
those that aro ;;eeking !t(tur the trntlt nml clo not 1n·opo''' to
thing I must tell you: we are going to celebrate Paine's birthaecopt ],]iud faith! I ucvcr h>Lv bueu iu such n gathm·iug
clay, and intend to do it in gootl stylo, and in a way that will
yut, but· wonld like to get out of m,v old ch nmh rnts to wbPre 1
attract attention. Dr. York, of California, is engaged for the
could ln·eathe the pm·c air of Jiherty of thongltt, for I hav Rpcnt
occasion to giv us a rousing speech; and we are not going to
the best of my clays in tryiu~ to support tho pricstlwod, nntl
let it rest there. He is going to stny and lecture for us during
thought I wus doing Gorl a g1 cat service. But oh, whut" cln]JC'
February.
Fraternally yours,
W A.L'l'Im \VALKEll.
I was to blind fuitb. I lllll ~-;lad I lwv got my eyes open to
~ee the working of priestemft, uven at tllis Jato hom· in Jifn.
l'HDIITIV CHRISTIANITY IN THE WEST.
If I were only at tho end of Holll<J \';ire, I WOUJd tekgraph
llniDGEPonr, IowaY, Junuery r.teenth, ateen aty-fore.
to y(Ju that I and my daughter nutl little grandrlnughtm·, n~~d
M1w.run EDr.run: Sam J one8, the blacksmith heer, f,>iv IHe a eleven, arc ull celebrating Thoutas Paino's birthclny hy enti11~:
copy of yure paper the uther da and told me it wuz a religus 11 little canrly and thinking unll talking about your Donne! L
paper, and es i write fur tho religus papers sum times, i thot i Leugue meeting to-night.
wood send yon a leter to letyure recdurs no uv a outrugc whic:h
I ltav received IllY FnEETm:-;rrEns' AL:IrA:-oAc, and hav read :t
was CUilllllittecl heer last ·weak.
almost thwugh--all but tlto story-- uucl don't sec how w much
ime a preechur in the Hoppleite elmrch. mcl>b:-' :;on don't inforiJJnLon eonhl be erowclcrl into nne Look for twenty-five
no what that mecns. ilo tel ~·on. You srJ Brnther Hopp~e hr"l conLs. If I wcl'e only l'idt everyLudy ;;lwnltl haY a FILEEa revelashun from J cses C1'i~t lu5t sumur. it wuz this wa: THI:-oKEJ<s' AL,IJAXA<.: from Hlu. I tJ.iuk it woul•l bo the b•"t
Bruthur Hopple wuz out a-grub bin' wun da, and it wnz tnrri- Juiss:omtry work tll{l.t <:onlcl lJo sent out here in Americ•l Awl
bel hot, and ho ludo down under a ellum-trce, und ho we:n; t•.J I woulrJ llCJt c•:;eLaugo my alwunue fvl' nll of yo1~r ~~mt-cl!ti!"
slepe, and he hall a d1·cern, unu v•heu hu wokG up lle seecl th., deecb m heave:n, w1til wununty L~~lc.\e£, tl.t!·own Ill iQ!' (.'Ill:•~·
Lon11!.-iltl1Uclin' l'it<; closi. Li; ~;LUd h•J ast the lord wh1~v ll'J wuut. J tiun UJe<>,:-nn·•;,
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There are in my ANNUAL but two things with which I cannot
very well agree, and those are the 8th and 9th planks of the
Milwaukee congress: prohibition against prohibition, and
elections on Sunday before the Sunday laws are repealed. I
think it is a \ittle ahead of the times. I think the Freethinkers can hold the balance of power, as ,they hav in Ohio,
better than they can to hav a new party, by def<:>ating the party
that is the most corrupt, if the Freethinkers think they hav
wisdom enough to te!l which is the most corrupt. We all should
try for good morals and do away with everything that tends to
corrupt goocl morals and bring about a reform whenever possi.
ble to do so.
I am somewhat surprised to know that there hav been such
internal commotions in the Freethonght ranks as I read of in
my ANNUAL. All should see the importance of working against
·priestcraft and for secularism, and not against each other,
for there is work enough for all to do in the world of FI·eethought, without throwing one stone at each other, or even at
;t tramp.
I hav spun out a yarn to yon, and shall hav to take another
sheet to finish on.
BARAH C. HILTON.
BPANGLE, WYo. TEn., Jan. 26, 1884,
Mn. EDITon: We are trying to organize a Liberal League
here, and hav got fifteen names to our paper so far. Our aim
is to get a small library to convert some of those Christians who
llr1v too much holiness. They will hav to throw it. Ul) after a
while. We are trying to do all we can for Liberalism.
I remnin, as over, a true Liberal friend,
lLmmsoN HAYS.
SHERIDAN, MrcH., Feb. 6, 1884.
Mn. EDITon: I inclose S5.00, whieh please use as directed.
I hav been a"·ny down in Delaware, where I missed your
paper very much. The people are very pious there, but their
piety doesn't prevent their committing wrongs. Bright boys
and girls Jiving in the shadow of the school-house, whose complexion does not happen to be popular, are not allowed to
attend school. Is it a curse that mother nature pronounced
npon those people when she gave them dark complexions?
No, indeed! she gave them warm true hearts filled with good~
ness and mercy; hearts that will forgiv us for all our crimes
nr;ainst their race, and minds as capal:lle of progression as our
own. And yet the pious praying whites will, in the name and
by the authority of their God, treat them as outcasts, and offer
them every possible insult and injustice. It is only as people
rise in the scale of intelligence that they can be just and generous, only as they renounce a belief in all the gods that they
c1m be charit11blc. As long as a belief in God remains, evilminded people will claim his aid in wronging and oppressing
their fellow-beings. We shall never know whether our acts
are wrong or right nntil we consider them as affecting humanity instead of God.
.. The orthodox here are holding revival meetings. They hav
regular seasons of getting religion, and every winter they must
needs get it all over again. They will shout, "I do•uble dare
yon to come to ,Jesus," call those who do not come fools, and
though their ravings are said to be terrible I hear no talk of
sending them to the asylum. It seems to be a sort of periodi'eal insanitv that will snbHide as spring opens.
Oh, wh}~ will not people be guided by reason instead of
blindly following fear and faith? They talk about our reason
Jll'ilving us immortal, bnt if reason places us above the brutes,
nllll we refuse to use it., what ]Jetter are we than they. If
reason will render our existence endless, why not use it in
sohing the problem of present. existence, instead of leaving
tho question to impostors, pretended middle men between us
and "tho powers that be?" With all its imperfections, what a
heaYen this world might be if each would contribute his share
to make it such! We hav not the time and happiness to
WIL~te in quarreling over a difference of opinion concerning
that which none of us can know.
" Then let us to the present turn,
Life's present lessons here to learn,
What faith, what errors to forsake,
What paths to shun, what paths to take.
\Ve wish to gain a heaven below,
And shun >I hell of vice and woe;
And what is heaven to yon and me,
But peace, nnd love, and harmony'/"
Yours very truly,
lVhss E. A. Gr.EASON.
I;s-GALLS, KAN., Feb. 5, 284.
:\IR. EDITOR: Glrtil to inform yon that there is weeping, and
wrtiling, and gnashing of teeth among God's elect about this
time in our township. We celebrated our hero's birthday at
rp.y house, and it resulted in an organization which is to be
kHown as the "Orange Liberal Association." The object of
th 0 association, our constitution says, shall be to labor for the
advancement of the young, and to excite in them a t.hirst for
knowledge, a love for the good, the true, the beautiful. And
fnrt!ter, to labor by word and action to pm·ify the moral atmosphere, and to keep good sentimenh; uppermost, that society
rnn;-; hav a protection beyond the law and above the law in the
prentlence of enlightened and well-principled sentiment.
Tlwre hav heen camp-meetings, Hunc1ay-schools, and revivals
,., 111 \nctcd b~- ({-ocl',; commissiop.cd sky-pilots, and yet there is
ne,·d of Liheml writings to purify the moral atmosphere which
hns lJeen made foul by the believers in ghosts, begotten gocls,
all<l doven-footecl devils.
"'"got up a Liberal sociable on the 29th, ancl sent oilf and
hi<l nnr orthoclox friends to come and eat with us, and they
wonlcl not come. And again we sent out and bid them come,
for we had pie~. cakes, oyster:;, and canned fruit in abundance,
!11> c1 that we wished them to come and enjoy themsel vs with us.
But they made light of it, and went their way ·as usual-one to
almsi.ng us, !tnother to destroy our influence. ancl another did
sit llown aud tear his grny hairs, while anothersuwte his breast
and criec1, " Imps of hell ! Children bf the devil !" 'While
another did come cyen unto thy servant's house as your coworkers in the vinyanl of truth wm·e about to partake of the
goo<l thing,; preparrd for them, and to rhat pleaAantly abont

our champions-of right, to- speak lies unto us, believing that
the word of God would more fully abound. But when thy
servant did see his sanctimonious face, and did hear him speak
lies for the glory of God, thy servantwa~ not deceived; neither
did thy servant, who has learned at the feet of the great
Gamaliel, D. M. Bennett, treat the spy scornfully. Bnt all thy
brothers ancl sisters whose religion is to do good treated him
kindly, and bid him eat, but the spy said he had just eaten
very hearty, and could not eat more; that he had come in
haste for a lance to bleed his horse, which was about. to die.
Wherefore thy servant did grant his wish immediately, but the
spy did not go until night had cu·awn her sable curtains about,
and then the spy. diu leave with a full stomach, to work us
mischief. Whereupon the inclosed list of persons did band
together, not to beat the spy, but to pnrify the mom! atmosphere. Our committee consists of three noble women. Some
of the members are Spil'itnalists, .anil some are Infidels; but
we propose to work together for gooil.
A. BuTTEm'IELD.
FonT MADISON, IowA, Jan_. 6, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hav concluded that on this "Lord•s day" it
would be eminently proper for me to send you n few lines by
way of remembrance.
Now for a few words of admonition, etc. I like the way you
conduct your paper very much, but there is a something lacking for me, both in its correspondence and editorial departments. I don't write to find fault or dictate, -but I hav stopped
several Liberal papers because there was too little soul in
them. I can't express myself so as to be understood, perhaps,
but I wish I could. If I had the language of an Ingersoll or
Bennett, I might. Let me giv my experience, which will let
in a little light on the subject. I talk with my Liberal fdends
on the subject of organization in our town, and I find nearly
everyone too careless and indifferent to things of a reformatory
natnre. They seem to care nothing for the advancement of
humanity-think it not worth while to try and hav a public
standard of morals and giv character to our position on Freethought questions before the public. Of course I don't expect
every one to think as I do, but it does seem to me as if we, as
Liberal-minded men and women, must do somethiiJ.g besides
the taking and paying for one or two Liberal papers; that we
hav duties to perform-duties we owe to the world to pay for
having lived in it. Here we pass the infant stage of life, and
prepare ourselvs for a higher state of existence, and when we
can see so plainly the ignorance, superstition, and bigotry of
the masses, we should be willing to do something to dispel it.
That is, that we, as Liberal-minded men and women, should
be willing to organize for the improvement of ourselvs and society, and let our organization be founded on pure morals,
and be a sort of beacon-light to every struggling son and
daughter of humanity, assisting to a higher life and nobler
aspirations.
I hail with pleasure your introduction of a youth's department, and now let us hav more from correspondents' ancl
editmial pens on subjects pertaining to a higher life here
and in the future. Of course it is not expected that we are to
make THE TRUTH "SEEKER a Spiritualists' paper, but there is
nothing surer than that the tloctrin that " death ends all "
will keep people's minds on so low a plane of thought that
nothing can be accomplished that could be done on a higher
plane of thought and aspiration.
What is being done is all right (even by Brothers Winter
and Trevitt) as far as it goes, but the horizon of such a
mental world is too limited and contracted for me, the
mental food and sustenance too thin. No person is to be
blamed for what he cannot comprehend. The subject of
immm'tality must be studied to be realized and understood,
notwithstanding our "conscious individuality."
I hav not written as I intended, but will close intending
to make my views plainer in n future communication.
J. R. _TEWKSBURY.
SPRING FoRGE, Jan. 23, 1884.
JyiR. EDITOR: The gradual retreat of the great Brooklyn
preacher, and the surrender of one orthodox fort after the
other, to the advancing phalanx of the Liberal army, reminds
me of a little story which I read fifteen years ago in our first
German reader, and which I will try to quote and translate
from memory as good as possible: Little Frank meets his
uncle in the 'woods, and as the latest news tells him that papa
had bought a clog as large as an ox. "Yes, uncle," he added,
"you ought to come with me and see it, it's the biggest clog
you ever saw." "I shouldn't doubt," said the uncle coolly,
"if it is really as large as an ox; but I think yon are mistaken." "No; sir, I ain't mistaken; don't you think I know
what an ox is?" "You ought to know it at least," replied his
uncle; "still, I guess yon probably meant to say as big as a
calf, for such clogs are quite numm·ons." After some more of
Frank's distinct and obstinate nays, his uncle ceased to object,
and-entirely against Frank';; expectation--agreed to Frank's
invitation. After they had left the woods, Frank grew somewhat uneasy. "\Yell," said he, "yon know, uncle, I did not
exactly mean as large as an ox, still it is a good-sized dog-about
as big as a young cow." "Never mind," replied his uncle,
walking now at considerable speed, "we'll soon see what sort
of a thing it is." Fmnky followed reluctantly the long p1tces
of that Cl'uel uncle, who always want~ to tincl out everything
himself. "You needn't go so fast," he saicl, interrupting the
silence. "I guess yon were right; that clog, yon know, is not
much bigger than 11 calf neither, yon know, like one of those
little calves, and it's of no use to go there." "Never mind,
we are ·Jver half way now," said his uncle, "and we'll soon
see how big he is." But when the roof of the barn came in
sight, the little story-teller was almost crjing, and when they
approached the house he confessed, sobbing, "\Vhy uncle, I
was mistaken, you see. I know it is just a common-sized clog
like yours. I was only making fun."
The moral application is easy.
Next Tuesday will be undoubtecUy a holiday in all Liberal
circles of America. I, and probably a good many other Freethinkers, will hav neither t-ime nor ch;mre to at.tend any one

of the Liberal servic~s held to celebrate the birthday of one of
our saviors; but may they join \vith me in the glorious hope
that the nearest future will see the time when Christmas,
Easter, Pentecost, and ·au the medi.eval festival days of the
Chiistian church will cease to be celebrated, when the Bible
will be replaced by the gems of our literature, when the pulpits are transformed into rostrums, and the church bells ring
no more unto weak-minded mortals who gather about an
ignorant puppet, like the moths about the light; but when a
gay, industrious, and inqnisitiv assembly shall listen to the
apostles of true wisdom; shall enjoy with equal rights the
achievements of the fine arts, and worship the ideal of the
pure, good, and beautiful in the temple of reason; iri: this
temple we shall no more hear the infamous blasphemies against the most Hacred; but the names of the martp·s of truth
and right, their life and deeds, will be made known unto us that we may follow their noble example, and no more suffer
mankinil to disgrace this beautiful e1u'th with civil anil religions wars, with fhtming pyres, and monstrous towers and
cathedrals! Watch and work, for the foe is yet powerful.
Never look back, but bebohl the golden shore on the dark
horiwn.
Few are the fearless pilots who strive to guide the floating
host of mankind's noblest sons safely over the iuortiferons
Chm·ybdis of priestcraft and monopoly. Alas ! methinks I
can behold the mane;; of Washington and PainE\ hovering over
the proud capitol, and the words of the Roman patriot and
orato1· resound within me as an echo from Paine's grave,
carried over the land by the winter storm, " Ego ejeci rege!, vos
in!roduci!istymnnos." (I hav banished kings, yon introduce
tyrants.) Tyranny listens not, ·'priestcraft hides behind the
ramp-arts of palaces and churches; but we-we must hearken to
the voices of suppressed mankind crying to a void heaven for
Yengeance.
Please son<l "Sepher Toldoth .Jeshn," and oblige me .with
stating the price of an English translation of the ''Talmud. •'
Yours truly,
F. Vl. Orr.
lHI'NNEAPoL"rs, 1VImN., Feb. 2, 1884.
Mn. EJ)l~ron: I was exceedingly pleased to come across oRe
of your papers, and think it deserves the most energetic and
hearty support of the }'reethinking people all over the world.
It is the best agency for mental intercourse which we Liberals
can hav; and I hope your most deserving enterprise will be upheld by every free hand and soul in the country.
Please put me clown as a subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and yon will find inclosed a draft for three dollars for one
year's subsc1iption.
Yours .very sincerely,
K. KAltTGAAitD.
OLYMPIA, \VAsH., Tt:n., ,Jan. 7, 1884.
Mn. EDITon: If convenient you can say in THE TRUTH
SEEKEH there is plenty of gocid vacant land unsurveyed, and
almost unexplored, along thE; ~acific coast, west of the Olympic range of mountains, between Gray's Harbor and the mouth _
of the Straits of San Juan De ,Fuca, that is' an inviting settlement.
L. SARBENT;
SYnAcusE, N. Y., .Jan. ::lo, 1884.
1\'In. EDrrou: Inclosed please find $5.75 for two years' subcription to THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER, fron1 Feb. 7, 1884, to Feb. 7,
1886; and 7.5 cents for" The Tmth Seeker Collection." I hav
been reading your paper since the publication of "An Open
Letter to Jesus Christ," ancl "An Hour with the Devil," and I
shall continue to re1tcl it as long as I liv. I hnv watched with
pleasure the prot,'l'ess your paper has made.
The death of :Mr. Bennett. was a great loss to our cause, and
was felt by me as well as by every Freethinker, but there
is consolation in knowing that men like yourself, Messrs.
Andrews and Putnam, ~;Jtc., are filling his place. It givs
pleasure to read letters from friends and get their ideas if
they agr·ee with mine or not. There is many a man amongst
the:ri1 I would gladly giv my hand in token of brotherhood.
But as I cnnnot do that personally, I shall hav to introduce myself to your readers (especially to those of the same sentiment
as mine) through your wo1'thy columns. I was born in Baval'ia,
Germany, Feb. 20, 1820, nnd am, therefore, sixty-four years
old; was brought up as n Catholic, am a painter and musician
by trade. :Nly politics, Democrat up to the beginning of the
late war, from thereon a Republican; but I hav lost n good
deal of faith in the "glorious party" since men like Anthony
Comstock and other temperance and ehurch frauds try to. run
it. I would like to see a new party \Yith men like Robert Ingersoll, Elizur ·wright, and others, at the head of it. I am
a Materialist like Thos. Winter, Elmina ~:Henker, and others,
whom I got act1uaintecl with through your worthy paper. I
became a Materialist f01·ty years ago. In 1844 I was at work
in a Catholic church at Detroit, J\!Iich., for J\IIr. Dekler, a painter.
One day the Rev. Kop came in church to hapti,.;e n child. After
getting through he came to Mr. Dekler and said, "What scandal did yon eommit before our bishop's house'! If you had
stayed five minutes longer yon would hav been arrested."
l\'Ir. Dekler replied, "Rev. Kop, I told Bishop Lefever<>
nothing but the truth when I saicl he was imposing on the
people by telling them he could make the body of God out of
a piece of breail. I tell you, llev. Kop, God cnn m11lw man, but
man cannot m!tke Gocl. The baker eau make a loaf of bread,
but the loaf of bread cannot make the baker." 1 expected the
reverend would contradict, but he laughingly said (it wa~ not
meant for me to hear), "Yon are right, J\lh·. Dekler, but please
keep it to yourself." I then thought over the Rev. Kop's words
and whnt he said turnetl me from ft good Catholic to a Freethinker. I then subscribed for the Faclcle, a German monthly
organ, edited by the great Freethinker, Samuel Ludwig; also
for the theological works by Thos. Pnine. 'fhese men hav
clone much for humanity and they are the right ldnd of saviors.
Their works, with many others, I hav read. 'J'he first time I
read your paper I found I was a real Freethinker. Proof of
my esteem for THE TRUTH SEEKER, I hav kept every copy since
I first snbscl'ibed. Counting me as a life subscriber,
T remain very respedfnlly,
ANDREW iVIn:r.T,ER.
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"You can saw yer wood when you come the rest of his promis, and go home and help
His chains slip from him' link by thirik.
My whole's creed, easy understood,
back; there'll be lots of time."
him with his wood. But still Tim put him off,
"No there· won't. Anyhow, I would get a until, completely discouraged, Tommy com- "Ti~ my reli~on to do good"'Twns all h1s 1; 10, II, 10, 1,
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River, whipping if I w~nt. Let's see your skates. menced to take off his skates to return horne
Nor told of "father, ghost, and son."
Mass., to whom all Communications for this ~'[y! but they're beauties! Where did you get alone.
Inoin, Iowa.
J. K. P. B.urn:E:
Corner should be sent.
'em, Tim?"
''Catch me, Tom, an' I'll go."
"Bought 'em."
Acceptirig the challenge, Tommy was soon
Liberal Meetings.
"What did you giv for 'em?"
in hot pursuit; but Tim was a good skater, and
"Hie llfe Is long whose work Is well,
[ Lea!]ues and Libaal and Spiritualistic Societiu in tJir
And be his station low or high,
"Two dollars."
several times, when his pursuer thought he Unit£11 Sl.alel and Canada meeting regularly, can hau noHe who the most good works can tell,
"Whew! Where did yonget the money?"
had him, he would dart quickly aside and go tices of their 7>vetings published in this rolumnfi·u if tl<e'
officers will send tlte1n to us.]
Llvslongest though he soonest die."
"Earned it last summer on the canal."
fiyirig iri another direction.
OHIO.:
•
The summer preceding, Tim had made a
Tim led the chase in the direction of a large
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meetS:
trip from Canalport to Shelton, and return, air..hole at one end of the pond. Eager in the every Sunday afternoon at 3 P.M., in the hall
The Bear and the Monkey.
driving horses on the tow-path. The trip oc- race, Tommy did not observe it until on the on the corner of Ontario and Bolivar streets,
A bear, with whom a Pledmontese
cupif,d two weeks, and was the only labor he very edge; Tim darted to one side, just escap- Exercises-lectures and discussion,
J olned company to earn their bread,
MAINE.
was ever kllown to perform, and for which ing the hand outstretched to grasp him.
Essayed on half his legs to. please
The publlc where hls master led.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A.'Lamb has hired Con~
he must hav received ~abulous wages, as he acTommy attempted to turn, but unfortunately
(lounted for everything that came into his pos- a strap broke, the skate turned over on one side, gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
With looks that boldly claimed applause,
He asked the ape, "Sir, what think you?"
session as beirig the proceeds of that one freak and the next moment he was plunged .beneath Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
and di"cussions are held every Sunday, 2:3()
'£he ape wa.s skllled In dancing laws,
of industry.
the icy water,
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
And answered, " It wlll never do."
'~Well, they are nice ones sure," said Tommy.
Tim threw himself on the ice arid screamed
OREGON.
"You Judge the matter wrong, my friend,"
"Say, Tom! If you'll come along I'll help with laughter. The other boys came rushing
PoRTLAND,-Mr. C. Beal holds meetings
Bruin rejoined; "you are not clv!l.
you cnt your Sunday's wood when we come to th~ scene, with shouts of alarm. Fortunately every Sunrlay afternoon and evening, at
Were these legs given for you to mend
back."
the water was only about three feet deep, arid Academy Hall, Second aild 8almon streets,
The ease and grace with which they s;wlvel?
"0 Tim, I daren't. My father would punish Tommy soon got on his feet, screamirig and where he givs lectures, readings, recitations,
It chanced a pig was stand lug by;
me."
catching his breath, with fright and cold.. With and music, All are invited to attend, Ad" Bravo I astonishing I enc'ore I"
mission 10 cents.
"Sho! ""\Vhat'll he care if you get your work the aid of some of the boys he got on the ice,
Exclaimed the critic of the sty;
MASSACHUSETTS.
" Such dancing we shall see no more I"
done before night? Come along an' I'll lend and what a plight he was in, soaked to the
BosToN.-B.:;ston Liberal Club holds meetyou my skates."
skiri, a mile from home, 11 free?ing wind blow- ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
Poor Bruin, when·he heard the sentence,
• Began an inward calculation;
Here was a tempttttion, indeed. Tommy ing; he was, indeed, an object of compaAsion. ·forenoon a.t 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Then, with a face that spoke repentance,
owned a pair of skates, but they were old and Yet, now that he was safe from drownirig, most Building, Appleton street,--The "Society
Expressed aloud his meditation:
worn, the straps were broken and 'mended-for of the boys could not refrain from laughing, of the Divine Homo" at same place every
Sunday afternoon ut 3 o'clock. Sunday"When tl;le sly monkey called me dunce,
this was before the time of club skates, with even as lonclly as Tim.
school at 2:30. Admission free.
I entertained. some sllght mlsglvlng;
heel
and
toe
clamps,
and
all
modern
improveOh,
how
miserabl"
he
felt
! What would he
But, pig, thy praise has proved at once·
PENNSYLVANIA.
ments-and the prospect of being allowed to not hav given to be back at the wood-pile, with
That dancing will not earn my llvfng."
PmLADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
try a new and perfect pair was a powerful iri- saw in hand. doing his honest work, with dry League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
Let every candidate for fame
ducement. He hesitated.
clothes on, and an !l!lproving conscience in his 814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30·
Rely upon this wholesome rule:
"·we won't be gone over two hours, an' I'll heart. But no, he must walk the long distance o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
Your work Is bad If wise men blame,
But worse if lauded by a fool.
let you liav my skates half the time, then we'll home, with every garment frozen stiff, and THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for·
-Yriarte,
get back and get your wood in before they miss meet the tearful eye of his dear mother, and sale.
PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League·
[Tomas de Yriarte, the author of the above you," said Tim.
the punishment of his stern father. Escorted meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
lines, was born on the island of Teneriffe, Sept.
'Tommy yielded, and stealing up to the lwuse by several of the boys, he reached home at last; Sunday (except during the Months of July
18, 1750. He was a great student and prolific entered the shed, or summer kitchen, dove his mother, fearful for his health, at once di- and August) at 3 o'clock. .A free platform is
writer. In 1786 he fell under the censures of head-first-into an old barrel and fished out his vested him of his icy clothes ancl put him to maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
the Ii:J.quisition, on a charge of inculcating In- skate~, then pausing to see if he was observed, bed, with a warm brick at his feet. At night, followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergy·
fidel prin'Ciples, .and was obliged. to perform a hurried ·eagerly, but with a guilty feeling at when his tired father came home, instead of men in vi ted to discuss.
secret penance to ~btain absolution and save his heart, out of the back gate, where Tim was tnking his needed rest, he was compelled to saw
NEW JEHSEY.
his life. This, with his labor.ions ttnd studious waitirig for him. 'l'he ~oys ran down the alley the wood and do the neglected chores.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
Irabits, affected his health, and he died Sept. and were soon at the b1g oak on the common,
Fortunately, Tommy escapedlt llt of sickness; every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the·
17, 1791.]
·
where about a dozen other boys we~e congre- but for a whole month, his father would ,not League's Hall, 177 Halooy street. Exercises
gated.
permit him to go outside the yard, except to go consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited to
Immediately they all set off iri a body for the to school or on an errund. So you see his dis· participate.
Tommy Tuckapo~'s Mishap.
Admission free.
Collection
pond,
all
talking
at
the
same
time,
whoopirig,
obedience
was
followed
with
a
very
severo
puntaken.
Communicatiorrs for the League
BY UNCLE WILL.
should
be
arldress,d
to
J.
W.
Frankel,
10
shouting,
singing,
dancing,
tnruing
handishment;
but,
best
of
all,
he
learneu
a
lesson
"Oh dear! I don't see why pa don't buy
Pine street, Newark.
wood already sfl,wed; its awful hard work .with springs, and iri a thousand ways peculiar to that he never forgot, from that day to this.
CANADA.
this dull old saw. All the boys are going boys, venting their overflowing spirits.
MoNTlU<JAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
Tommy tried to join in the fun, but there
skating down on Benson's pond, and here I
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 CathPuzzles.
hav to stay at home and saw, and saw, and saw! was a he~tvy load at his heart, an overwhelming
arine street. Reading-room open daily until
consciousness of wrong doing. He thought of ANSWER ·ro VERBAL CJJARADJ> IN CHILDmm's 10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
It's just too bad-that's what it is!"
conNim, FEB. 2n.
books three evenings per week, and on SunIt was a beautiful Saturday morning iri his mother's sorrow, and father's anger when
0
s~f~!a by Herman H. Tansig, H. Van Pelt, day afternoons. Free public lectures on
January; the sun shone brightly, the air was his disobedience should be discovered. The
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
keen and crisp, and Tommy knew that the ice thought came tc him to go back at once; per- Ida M. Hooper, Fannie Greene, and others.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
haps
his
absence
had
not
been
noticed;
it
was
pn the pond was in splendid condition for
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary,
skating; and, besides, most of the boys of his not too late to retrieve his enor. Had he but ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN f'HIJ,UREN'S CORNER,
NEW YOHK.
}'ED. \lTR.
acquaintance, taking advantage of the Satur- obeyed the impulse, he would hav saved himALBANY.-'rhe Liberal association meets
1. FLORIDA.
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
day holiday, had made up a party to go down self much suffering; but he thought of the
2, SHAKSPEA!IE.
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
to Benson's pond; about one mile from the ridicule that would be heaped upon him by
3. MADISON,
buHiness
meetwg and debateH and discussions
hi~ companions, and he could not endnre that;
village.
Solved by Ida M. Hooper and others.
at 3 r.M. Lecture at 7:::10 P.l\I. '£he public
he
wonldmther
take
a
whipping
than
become
Mr. Tuckapod, Tommy's father, was· a hardare cordially invited to attend, also all Libworking man, who had as much us he could do the target for his playmates' jokes, and so he
erals visiting the city. Admission free.
CROSS-WORD.
NEw YoRK CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal
to mairitairi his family in moclerate comfort; allowed himself to be carried along with the
In Charles, not in Harry;
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
and Tommy, who was about twelve years of crowd.
In Otto, not in Carrie;
for a lecture and discussion, at German
The pond was soon reached, and immediage, and the eldest of several children, was
In Naples; not in Rome;
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. .Adrequired to do the family chores. He attended ately every boy fell to work strapping on his
In house, not in home;
mission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
In trumpet, not in horn;
school all the week, and, consequently, had to skates. The ice was in excellent condition,
Membership fee $3.--'l'he American SpiritIn wheat, not in corn;
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
work pretty hard on Saturday, so we fincl him and the fun and frolic waxed fast and furious.
In nickel, not iri lead;
at :.!:30 o'clock in Republican Httll, 55 West
this bright morning hard at work at the wood- Forward circles, backwarcl circles, figure S's,
In
cot,
not
in
bed;
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualall kinds of fancy skating were iridulged in,
pile, but in a very discontented mood.
Ii:J. Indian, not in Turk;
ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
"Hello, Tom ! Ain't yer goin' skatiri' wid with many tt tumble, and much merry laughIn negro, not iri work;
Republican Hall, [j5 West 33d street. .Morning
ter ..
In orange, not in pear;
service 11 o'clock; evening; 7:45. l:leats free.
the boys'!".
In panther, not in hare;
Public cordially invited.--New York City
Tommy found it. difficult to hold his own
Tommy lo0ked up and saw Tim Sullivan
In lash, not in whip;
Ladies' Spiritualist Aid Society, permanently
leaning on the fence, with hands thrust into with the other boys because of his badly-worn
In leg, not in hip.
located at 171 East 69th street. Wednesday,
skates.
He
was
compelled
to
stop,
every
few
the pockets of his ragged coat, and a pair of
My whole is a city of the orient.
nt 3 r.M.--Frobisher College Hall, 23 East .
bright skates hanging by their straps from his minutes, to tighten them on his feet, which he
Newburgh, N. }~
H. 0. Jh;wr.
14th street, near Broadwny. The People's
did by thrusting small sticks between the
Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30 and
shoulder.
7:30 P.M.--22\J East 48th street. InspiraTim was the bad boy of the village-the straps and his shoes, giving the rest of the
Ii:J. winter, not in snmmm·;
tional Lectures and Psychometric Readings
dread of every good mother, ancl the admira- boys a great deal of sport at his expense, sevIn hail, not iri rain;
every Sunday nt 11 and 7:30 o'clock.
tion of most of the boys. He had never been eral of them inquiring how he sold cord-wood!
In New York, not. in Boston;
BROOKLYN.-'fhe Brooklyn Spiritual Society
to school, and probably did not know one But, with all these drawbacks, he would hav
In violet, not in rose;
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
been
a
happy
boy
if
he
could
hav
banished
his
In church, not iri pulpit;
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
letter from another; but he possessed certain
Ii:J. music, not iri song;
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 r.M. Admission
accomplishments that rendered him the envy disobedience from his mind; but the dull pain
In
matter,
not
iri
mind;
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
of nearly every respectable boy iri the village; at his heart clung to him as the Old Man of the
Ii:J. faith, not in fear;
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Sea
did
to
Sindbad
the
sailor.
He
could
not
he could smoke and chew tobacco, and was
Ii:J. false, not in truth ;
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
shake
it
off.
'very proficient as a boxer. This latter accomstreet, meets every Saturday evening at 8
Ii:J. memory, not in mind;
o'clock, Meetings ·free. Spiritual literature
An hour passed. Tim said nothing about
In general, not in captain;
plishment, especially, made him a leader, as it
for sale.--'l'he Eastern District Spiritual
In exchange, not in return;
was fully believed he could whip any boy who lending his skates, so Tommy ventured to reIn judge, not irijury;
Conference meets every Mouday evening at
·
was near his size in the village. Tim was mind him of of his promis.
In revenge, not in justice;·
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
"Wait a little while; there's plenty of time,"
sure to. hav a hand in every bit of mischief
The whole a Freethinker's
2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai and Liberal
said
Tim.
that was perpetrated in the neighborhood.
literature on sale. All invited.--The South
jewel.
Mns~ UPnA~I.
Brooklyn Spiritual So01ety meets at Brauns
After some time Tommy spoke again:
Y!lt he was so shrewd and cunning that he inHall, 5th avenue, corner of 23d street, on the
"0 Tim, if you don't let me hav them now,
variably escaped, leaving some other boy as a
NU)IERICA~L E:>'JG~IA.
first and third Fridays of each month.-I sha'n't hav time to try them at all."
scapegoat, to be caught and punished.
The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity, Friday
A hero-author now I tell,
''Wait till I skate round the pond once more,
"No, Tim, I can't go; I hav got to saw wood,"
evening conference meetings will be held in
Whose name eleven letters spell.
then yon mayhav 'em."
replied Tommy.
" This earth," he said; "and not some heaven, the lecture room of the church of New
Spiritual Dispensation, Clinton avenue, beBut Tim did not seem in a hmry to make
Is my 2, 3, 4, and 11."
"It's awful good skatin' down on the pond.
tween Park and Myrtle avenues, at 7:30 P.M.
In 6, 7, 8, 9, 10-a land
Jim Long's just come from there, an' he says the round; he stopped on the opposit side of
--The Philosophical Association meets
\Vhere superstition holds commandthe ice is as clear and smooth as glass," said the pond and began cutting figures and "showThe " saints" with human gore are crowned, every Sunrlay afternoon in the Assembly
irig off."
Tim.
Room of Wright's Business College, BroadAnd God hath even cursed the ground.
So the time passed until several hours had
"Yes, I know, but mother says I must get
way. corner of Fourth street, E. D., at 3 :P.M.
Yet even there, tho' dead, my whole
Public ·cordially invited, Doors open at
Speaks courage to the human soul;
all my work done before I can go, and by that elapsed, and Tommy, giving up all hope of
And when the slave begins to think
2:30 :P.M.
gettirig the skates, now tried to get Tim to keep
time all the boys will hav left the pond."
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Wendell Phillips.
What shall we mourn? For the prostrate tree that
sheltered the young green wood?
For the fallen cUff that fronted the sea, and guarded
the fields from the fioorl?
For the eagle that died In the tempest, afar from Its
eyrie's brood?
Nay, not ror these shall we weep; tor the silver cord
must b@ worn,
And the golden fillet shrink back at last, and the
d uRt to Its earth return;
And tears •-re never for those who die with their race
to the duty done;
Dut we mourn for the fledglings lMt on the waste,
and the fields where the wild waves run.
From the midst of the flock he defended the brave
one has gone to his rest;

And the tears or the poor he befriended their wealth
or af!llctlon att~st,
From the midst or the people Is stricken a symbol
they dally MW,
Set over against the law-books, of ,a higher than bu.
man law;

For his lire was a ceaeeless protest, and his voice was
a propbet"e cry
To be true to the truth and faithful, though the
world were arrayed tor the

l!e.

From the hearing or those who hated, a threatening
voice has past;
But the lives or those who believe and die are not
blown l!ke a lear on the blast,
A sower or lntlolt seed was he, a woodman that hewed
to the light,
Who dared to be traitor to Union when Union was
traitor to R lgh t!
"Fana•lc I" the Insects hlsRed, till he taught them to
underttand
That the highest crime may be written In the highest law or the l~>nd.
"Disturber" and "Dreamer" the Phlllr;tines crled,
when he vrea.cbed u.o 1'1eal creed,

Till they learned that the men who hav changed lhe
world with the world hav disagreed;
That the remnant I; right, wuen the masses are led
like sheep to the pen;
For the Instinct or equity slumbers tlll roused by In·
etlnCLiv men.
It Is not enough to win rights from a king and write
them down In a book;
New men, new lights; and the fathers' code the sons
may never brook.

What Is liberty now were license then, their freedom our yoke would be,
And each new decade must hav new men to deter·
m!n Its liberty.
Mankind Is a. marching army, with a broadening
!rontthe willie;
Shall It crowd Its bulk on the farm-paths, or olear to
the outward file?
Its pioneers are dreamers who heed neither tongue
nor pen

Of the human spiders whose silk Is wove from the
Uvea or tolling men.
Come, brothers, here. to the burial! But weep not,
rather rejoice,

For his fearless lite and his fearless death; tor his
true, unP.q ualod voice,

Like a. silver trumpet, sounding the note or human
right;
For his brave heart always ready to enter the weak
ones' tlgllt;
For his soul unmoved by the mob's Wild shout, or
the social sneer's disgrace;
Ftll' his freeborn spirit that drew no nne between
class or creed or race.

Come, workers; here was a teacher, and the lesson
he taught was good;
There are no classses or races, but one human
brot,h~rhood;

There are no creeds to be outlawed, no colors or skin
debarred;
Mankind Is one In Its rl~hts and wrongs-one right,
one ht)pe, one guard.
By

his life he taught, by his death we learn, the
great reformer's creed;

The right to be free, and the hope to be just, and the
guard ag11!nst eel fish greed.
And richest or all are the unseen wreaths on his
cof!ln-lld laid down
By the toll-stained hands or workmen-their sob,
their kiss, and their crown.
-Joh.n

Boyle o· Reilly in the Boston Pilot.

Mormon Branch of Christianity.
This branch, a cross between J\'Ioses and
Christ's biographies, is justly receiving attention, because its members obey this revelation
of its divine head on earth: "Thou shalt elevate thyself and woman by taking to thyself
more wives than one, for, by so doing, thou
shalt raise up seed to thy God, and insnre to
thy wives and thy chiidren the joys of heaven.'·
Many will say, Is not JUormonism a branch
of Christianity? In answer, its creec1 teaches
that Jesus Christ is the son of their God, the
eternal father, and a belief in a Holy Ghost.
Their entities, ns believed in, are the equals of
those believetl in and taught by Paul and the
apostles, the popes of Rome, or secedel'S from
his elTors. It holds as ordinances, faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ, repentance, and baptism by
immersion, imputing tho Holy Ghost to their
called of God, by the laying on of hands. Being a branch of the Church of Christ, they are
as much entitled to protection in worshiping
God in their own way as are the Roman Catholics, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Methodists,
Baptists, or Agnostics_
Its Ghrist's atonement saves those who obey
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God"s laws-no death-bed savior, no predestined angeL Its Christ is possessed of more
reason than theirs, and will evidently out-last
theirs, not having so much to do.
Its book of Mormon is a more recent issue of
God's word, and its authenticity is better evidenced than is that of Douay or-King James's
version, It is not a greater co1T11pter of purity
than other bibles.
The Mormons, with teachings of the Old and
New Testaments refined, as their authority, are
uncloUhtedly a branch of Christ's church on
earth, as much so as are the popes of Rome, or
the English, Greek, Moravian, or Methodist
churches.
Why, then, are the Mormons' more dangerous to our body politic, or morals and integrity, than are other Christian sects? All answer
because their teaching and practice of polygamy demoralize man, and degrade woman to a
gratifier of 1usts and a beast of burden.
Acknowledging this charge to be true, and
regretted, we claim that moral teachings .and
acts in this are improvements on the teachings
and practices of God's peculiar people as recorded by ]\loses: Dent. xxiii, 18; Num, xxxi,
35--41; 1 Rings xiv, 23, 24; xv, 12; xxii, 46;
2 Kings, xxviii, 27; Hosea, iv, 10-19; v, 4, and
others, What use were Kadish, Sodomites,
Kadesha, put to? Were not their earnings a
part of the revenue of the temple? We read
that Tamar, in order to seduce Judah, arrayed
herself in the garb of a "consecrated one," and
accomplished her divino purpose, Such "sacred ones," then and since, were let to mep.
outside, as also inside, the temples, and their
hire went into its treasur,y, Such things as
"sacred ones," or such acts, are not permitted
in the Mormon temple, and the Endowment
Honse is only used for the man-iage of womaJ?to man, after anointing, Nor, so far as known,
hav the Mormons ever been guilty of sawing
and hacking their enemies to pieces in cold
blood, and sending their virgin daughte1·s into
prostitution for the benefit of their church's
treasury. But, are the Mormons any worse for
establishing an Endowment House than hav
been, or are, other branches of the Christian
church in establishing nunneries, monasteries,
abbeys, societies of sacred hearts, sisterhoods,
big and little, arraying girls and women in
saintly garbs, who go wandering through our
streets begging support for colonies of the
grossest of men, claiming to be God's keepers?
What can be more debasing and degrading to
the purity and independence of woman than
infant damnation, predestination, or confession of sins to a man? Does she not become a
slave to fear of that man? Is she not thereafter
a debased slave to him? Would she: dare resist his carnal desires? Would she not fear
him as one of God's vicegerents? How much
superior the Mormon Endowment House practice,is to the practices of the lecherous MoraYians in the name of the Lord, or even the
practice of our Germans the past and present
centuries in Pennsylvania, New York, and
other states, in bundling! God's word to orthodox Christians is the authority with the
Mormons for plural marriages. Its plane of
morality has actually been improved by the
Mormons, They hav not, as yet, furnished
the world with men ,as lecherous or bloodthirsty as Solomon and David are recorded by
inspired historians to hav been.
We learn fl'Om the Bible that debasement of
woman to use of God is of older origin than the
book of Mormon. Orthodox Bibles made Eve
the scapegoat for man, but unwittingly proves
whnt the world once acknowledged, and willngain acknowledge, that discernment of the
truth of God and love was then, and has continued to be, in the possession of woman rather
than man. She did not believe that to "be·
come as gods" would debase her nor ;put
" snakes in her boots." 'Yo man is used by religions sects to enslave the people to their sup·
port. We are questioned by Capel, by Canon
Knowles-who proclaimed woman's place was
"at home rearing children for the church"and lenders of other Christian bodies with
"What are you going to do about it?" And
the people ask, "How can we escape them?"
N'o unification of Christian churches against
this leproRy, because they are all trying to inoculate their people Thith the same poison.
The framers of our Constitution, although
surrounded by gods created by the passions of
men, were inspired to know that God was unknown, could not be described, that they knew
no more about him than the most ignorant, and
instead of putting a God in it they made it protect mnn in his right to _;worship God-an idol
or a stone-in his own way. At this time, and
up to Kosman, 1861, the priests of God, those
most in favor, were those who deified slavery
of the negro, and preached and taught that
'·slavery is divine," because it was the only
"way whereby th~ blacks could get to heaven;"
that slave breeding was divine because the
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souls of the bodies born for sale and whip
would hav a chance, if obedient to the masters
on earth, of looking into heaven.
To house and support the gods of this people
requires immense wealth. The gods, individually, are very inexpensiv, neither eating nor
drinking, marrying nor giving in marriage, but
their supporters are. They must be clothed in
fine raiment, faring sumptuously every day;
and, although tithing is ,unconstitutional, still
the whole pl"ople, either believers in a God or
not, are tithed by paying taxes to an immense
amount. Not having any state God,_ the followers, ministers, or keepers of the gods should
be compelled to pay a tax on every dollar's
worth of property used, owned, or rented in
their god's service. The tnx collected should
be greater in rate thlllll that of individuals or of
manufacturers; being properties of their divinities, this payment would only require a will.
Let supporters worship their gods in their own
way, paying for the privilege of non-interference with others.
Followers of gods, violating earth's natural
or civil laws-through plural wives, Kadesha or
"sacred ones," should be rooted out by enactments, which, not interfering with rites and
ceremonies in worship, would, by exposure of
all beastliness, destroy its practicers. "Plural
\vives," and their offspring that are, should be
protected in the present and future at the expense of their husbands, but no more should
be permitted. It being a civi~ act, the welfare
of the people depending on their offspring,
nothing, no custom, no act is lawful to do or
encourage a liability to deteriorate the future
citizen. Our laws can know no difference in
gods; a wooden god can be seen and felt, but
Jehovah, our creator, cannot be seen or heard
by mortals. We feel God in our soul, but we
know him not.-Miller and Man1ljaclurer.
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D. M.BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

GEORGE MACDONALD,
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74 Third ave., New York.

A NEW BOOK.

A TRUTH BEEKER

Aroun~

the Worl~.

FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
With a steel plate e~vtng of the author In Vol I.
•nd each volume li!Ulltrated with forty-seven cuts.

BY D. U. BENNETT.
Late editor or Tllll TIIUTII ISns:n, author of" A Trntn
15ees:er In Europe," "Goda and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times," "The World's Sages,Tklnk·
_era, a.nd Reformers,'' "Champions of
the Church," etc., etc.
Randsotnely bound In red cloth, S8.t>O:
In leather, red edges, S9.r>O; in
morocco, gilt edges, '10.1$0.

Readers of TBB TRUTH BUKER know the circumstances
nder which this work was written. The Iaat words
penn.ed by the gre•t author were for the tounh volume
which was nearly completed at t>ls death, and which will
now cont~ln •n account of his world-lamented death and
burl•l. 1\!J. Bennett was • very p~ttent and fa~thful
chronicler or the hablt,s and customs of tlole di!Ierent people~ of the m~ny places he visited,
The every.d~y
life of •II nations Is Ja!a before the reader by one who h~s
visited them ana beheld them with his own eyes. Par.
olcular attention Is paid to the probess of Free thought In
che various countries he visited, and the morality of socalled pagan n~t!ons Is contrasted with the morality of
Christian countries, much to the detriment o! the latter
rbe work Is~
~,reethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE"
•hould be In every Llber~l's Ubr~ry Besides Its lnt•lns!c
worth It Is • memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers
the world has known-or one who ranks 1VIth Voltaire
•nd Paine In the force and cle~rness of his wrltlnga.
AddreBS 7HE 7RU7B SEEKER.
33 CUnton Plaee,

New York city,

THE MUTUAL AID COMMUNITY.
Near Glen-Allen, Bollinger Co., Mo., on the Iron
M0Untaln Railroad, 130 miles BOUtb or St. Louis,
offers a home and employment to all acceptable
men and women who may wish to join lt. A copy
of the Communist, ita monthly paper, will be sene tree
to all who request lt. Address
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A, LONGLEY, Editor, Glen·Allen, Mo.
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Ntrw Seeds, ~~:rowth or 1883, 50 to 500 seeds In each,
all the following: Large N<w Diamond Pansies (40 dis·
tinct sorts, and an endless variety or shades mixed):
Double .A<tor (12 colors); Verbena (100 kinds mixed);
Vdvet Flower (8 colors): New Nicotiana (large, wtllte,
very fragrant): Chry,anthemum (8 vara.); N•w Emperor
Petunias (20 varieties mixed, finest strain ever
offered); JY,w Dwarf Whit< Candytuft (e~tch plant a
perfect boquet); CJ.nlerbury Bell (8 colors); Hibiscus
{cream color with blacll: •pots): Doub!< Portulaca (8
colors); New Fairy Qu•e~ Stock (profusion or lovell
p!nk fi•>Wers; Clarkia (10 vara.) New Catalog, with
elegant plate or Pansies In 10 colora, ~c., or tree with
seeds.
L, W. GOODELL, Seed Grower,
lta

Amherst, Mau.

HORSES:
THEIR FEED
.AND

THEIR FEET.
A manual of Horse Hygiene, invaluable for
the veteran or the novice, pointing out the
cau.ses of "malaria," "glanders," "pink eye,"
"distemper," etc,, and how to prevent and
counteract them, by C. E. Page, M.D., with a
treatise and notes on shoeing by Sir George
Cox and Col. M, C. Weld. rso pages xzmo,
paper, ·so cents, extra cloth, 75 cents. t.
The value of the most of horses tn their owners is measured by the amount and length of >ervlce that can be
sccured,nnd therefore all Information relatin •o bls care
i• ve•·y impo•tant. 1\'e have here in a condensed JOrm
mncu that i• valnable on the care of horses, that has not
before been published. 'rhe B•.tbJect !. considered !'rom
a new and orhrin1l stand-point, and Ftated In a plain,
practical, common-sense manner, showing how by
proper care we may add many valuable years of life
and usefulness to our horses. It diecus,es very fully
th~ ht•st means of pt\tting horFes in" condition" and
keeping them ~o. the relation of Jerel to work, the best
kind" of feed, and when and how to feed tor the be~t
re,nlts, including the care of work horses and of road
horses, Tells how Mr. Bonner nud others care for their
valuable stpck and keep them always In conuitlon,
and at les; coet lor feed than Is usual with farmers
and others. The cause• of the various diseases to
which he Is subject with methods of treatment, are
given. 'rhe qnestio~ of ehneln~~; is fully considered,
different ways are c"nsi<1ere~. and It Is ehown how
nuder many conditions horoe• will do better eervlcewlthou1, shoes than with them, and Col. M. C. Weld,
who is well-known authority, adds a valuable chapter
giving bls experience with barefoot horses, There 1•
also-an illustrated chapter on the" Signs of Character"
and training of hor~es. It Is safe to Fay that to every
owner of a -horse this bnok would p• oye Invaluable.
The price is only 5<J cents In paper covers, or band.,mely bound in e;z;tra cloth, 76 cents. :By mall.J poato>

\1114. ..Addrell6
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MAGNETIC CLOTHING

DR. L. TENNEY,

JEWELRY

STORE~

ROCHELLE; ILL.,
IB

ALWAYS

, Deadquai•ters ror Holiday Goods.
Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging In value from $10
to$400, in stock continually. Silver Watches, Chains,
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pin8, Earrings,
etc.; al!ID Silver Ware, Gold Pine, Optical and Fancy
Goods In proportionate large quantities. A t!ne 3ounce case, Sliver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels,
Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails
everywhere tor $22 to $25). Best 4·ounce Case, Stem
Winder; Full (15) Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator,
$25. A Ladles' Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder,
$25. '.rile same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 25
ver cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1-4
seconG Horse-Timer, o.nd "l!,ly-Back," in Heaviest
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph for timing two horses, or double record, a fifth Mecond, best
In the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 Its• than Broadway' prices. Ladies' Watches ornamented with
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets of Diamond
Flowers, Peacock in Rubles and Diamonds, Varle.-gated Colored Gold, EmboSBed Birds and Flowers,
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc,
No finer goods at 'l'lftany's, N. Y.
Send me a check tor am01mt you desire to pay tor
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible,
and I wlll send prepaid. to any part ot the United
States, and refund ca•h on demand It not entirely satisfactory. I please all, and hundreds or my customers
cheerfully testify to tne fact. Refer to Rochelle
Nationn.l Bank, a.nd Brothers Remsburg and. Follett.
The latter says In his "Catalog of the Life Members
ot the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
Otto Wettstein, the stanch Liberal or Rochelle. I
round him up to his ears In business, selling and
sending orr goods. His large jewelry store Is truly
marvelous for a town the size of Rochelle. I would
advise all of our Liberal friends who are in want of
anything In the jewelry line to send to him, and they
will make a great saving by so doing." Correspondence solicited.

OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are cotTect In everr partlculnt
and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDIOIN. 'fHESE APPLIANCES AR.
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Nemalgia of the Heart of Six Year:
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
One Week.

It th"Y are not as represented In every respect.

A VINDICATION
of some passages in then Hist~ry C!( t!!e Decline and
Fall of tbe Roman Emp~re by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, 1\!:l~an, Wenck,
an" English Churchman," and other scnolars.
I vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. "With 65 engravings. S2 00
This hook shows when, where, anrl. how Christianity
originater!. who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments, 111 anners, numbers, and cond1t1on of the
primitive Christians.
"I kno\'' of no h""k that contains more real and val-~
· Jfr ~mat ion upon the origin of Christianity."1 mb!

The Only Scientifi c .Magnet.ic App }"lance E ver Constrnc t ed•

And challenge comparison with a.ny or the eo-called magnetic garments now offered under that head. At
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to offer them
about

THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,
Iso that we canONE-THIRD
say with truth, None are ec poor that they ca.nllOt procure them, being but a trl!!e higher

than ordinary clothing.
R~m~mb.,r that we are offering you the cheapest and be&t magnetic applianceS" In the market, and If
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expect!Ltloo, return them at our expense and we will
One of the rnm:t )earned and interesting books eYer refund your money.
.written and puhlished."-Boslonlnvest(g·ator.
t(\

R. G~ VN~ER~OLL.
11

B

SKETCH OF THE.

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF
SALADIN.
(W. STEWART ROSS.)
A very Inwresting biography or a remarkable man
Price 10 cents.
Address,
'l'RE 'I'RlJTli REEKER.

CHRONIC DBSEASES
Embracing those or the blood and Nerves, the Die
eH.ses of Men, the Diseases of Women, and the vart
ous causes, physical and social, lead log to the mara
plainly treated by that plaine'! of bookg, PLAU
HOME TALK, EMBIUCING MEDICAL COMMU)I(
SENt:;E-IHm.. riy l,OUO IJHges, 200 iJLustnuiontJ, oy 0( ,
E. B. FOOTE, or 120 Lex!ugwu ave., New York. ,·
whom u.ll letrters fl·otu tlw ~tck Al.wnld be ttthireHAt..
ln HB Issue for Jll.ll. 1D, 1878, Mr. Bennett's 'l'Du11s
SEEKER tllns speaks o! Dr. 1'00'l'E and his meal, ;a;,
uublications: u We know hiru (Dr. Foote) perona,~)'
'ld intllnately, and we say witll all tlle H.SSUrl\llt.e
"'t knowledge tmpJLrta t!Jat !Je Is a mlin or th"
·e~~. ~~centivs and motive. wlloBe. lif?. l.tas boon

Fro"' t/Ul Ironclad Age.
"Dr. Fellows loan outspoken liJlldel, therefore no
cheaL or humbug. 'l'he FreeLhinkerB of the land
should glv the ductor their patron,.ge."
1y3

Any of the above garments sent to any addrell8 upon receipt or price, and we "·ill return. the monev
H you are uncertain as to what would best su1t your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise yon what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appllancea are offered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances tor, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a 11undred told superior to any other appliance ever offered the
public, and will outlast the garments the~selvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
in the market will attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outl~t a?Y
and all other garments now berore the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments UP()n 1cumtiftc
principlts, and not haphazard as in all the others. We otter you therefore

History of£hristianity

1t72 Ol!tfit
A WEEK, $12 dnor at. home ensily made, c~stly
tree. Addres~ T~Q& & Go•, Au~ Ki,

~Yone as good, and Jilt>'e,
llnv direct from the Grower.
Expr. or Postage puicl to yon.
20000 Gnrdeners buy nnd plant my
.. ..Y Seeds. ?llvrwwbeautifnl illustm·r v ted Gard8n Guides cost n1e $:lOOo.
FREE to every bod~-. Seeds at 3e.
per pkt. Ch~Lp us dirt b'' oz. & Th.
Scn<l your address for prettiest FREE BOOK
printed. R. H. SHUl\1\VAY, Rockford, Ill.

DR. f.r,_t,LOWS

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

'II

JVm•1•anted

'lCHEAPEST
ani! best in the world.

$

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts,
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5. 00
Leg Belts, each,
•
· 4:.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping_ Caps,
4.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's tests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles, •
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

SALt: AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
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CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly inDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one c
debted to you tor the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIO VES'l'S tor about three weeks,
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap· was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart an
plla.nces, I can say without hesitation to those ar- Side, which had been a source or misery to me fo
fiicted as I hav been that tQ.e effect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedle
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on th
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I. got relief lnsta.ntly. With ur
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
tor one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I ba.v
Yours resvecttully,
also been troubled with Dyspepsla•and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint for a number or years, from which I hav aurfered Intensely, and, although doctoring an· the
Ladies, read the following testimony from a lad
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment !or eight year
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav ln the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two· weeks, will soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter ju•t received; also,
-- ~
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your the Ulothing on Tuesclay last. Fitted vertectly.
m llletllertl . Compom"l nntl Im roved
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting FELT BETTER FROM THE FIIIBT HOUll I HAD 'l'HEMI
~htstic SntJJlOrter 'l'rusa inftom 30 to ·
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
90 dav•- Uelll\bln ro!erencoR given. Sand
ON. Am not joking, and It I lmvrove as rapidly as.
ato.mp for clrculo.r t and· •aJI in what papmo
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T'.le•uay, will soon be well. Will report'
you IGIO mv ad•oriiMmmll, .6-ddreoo Qi~_\.
No. SO Eastern avenue,
again soon.
Resvectrully yours,
E. J. K.
,''Ill._&.. Oa!!W!:JI,Im.f~lllWw, 3~~'1'11 Cllt. Ill;)'"
Remember that ~he same appliances which will
effect a cure In a case or Paralysis will a~ the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured In less
a6 a weelt ttl ~-onr n\vu town. 'fprms nnrl 1$1) oatil&
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
\..•
frP.A. Adtln~tHt H. HN l.Wr k Co •• Portland, ,Me.
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied,
change medlclns every ·day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In
patient almost to death, he may possl bly strike two days after the application. The lauy's name
something (it he Is very skilful) that brings relief <'.,B.Il bde h a d u~~~P~~~~~ ~tlt~h~~rofllce, by anyIs a regularly educatforthe time being.
one es1r 1ng
m'
·
ed aiJ!l legally quail·
·Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been surterlng·for two years with an Ovarfled !JhYblCIIin, and
ian Tutnol' and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her lite, and the chances
tlle nwbt t-IUC<.'essrul.
wore as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she Is p ertectly well, a.nd has not taken a dose ol
""
!JIB }Jr>Lctlce w Jll
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phvslcla.n tells you he can do nothlnog
prove. lie !Jus for
for you; it will pay you.
twenty yeurs treated
SHULLSBURG, WIS., November 1D, 1882.
exclobiVIY ull dleeWleS
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to tall me; I became nervous, lost all deor t!Ju tlex ual Orsire tor rood, and, In fact, bega.n to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several pl,lyslclans
J;IUIB, In which he
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all or whom declared that I had an Ovarla" • umo•·,
bln.uus pre-em hH?ltt •.
and that the only thing that would save my lite would be the knife. About six mouths ago I grew rapidly
t; P E It MATOHHH<EA
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
uud 1 l\1 P u '1' I' N <.!Y
operation when my atte.ntlon was called to the Eurek.al\lu.~n.,t.ic App1tanc .. s. As a drowning man
us the result o! seltwill catch' at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchRRerl a:sult~or
abu~:~e in ;)'outll and
your appliances. From the very first I felt InVIgorated, the tubex ual t;XCtf:!Be8in ma·
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
turor years, causing
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
n I 1; h t emlsslous by
as well as I ever was in my lite. Since yuttlng on the appli<Jreums, 1088 or flexuu.l
ances I hav not. taken a single dose or medlcln. My bowels, which
!JOWUI',l'CIHJCl'illg' liUl..f·
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
riage improper and unhappy, etc .. tLre cured per·
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing
ma.nently by a.n outslue a.p}Jlh.:H.tion iu bJxty days.
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
NO t;TO~lii.Cll MEDIC!N Ul-JJ;D. lt I• oue of Dr.
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEW ART.
:E'eJlOWtl' valuable Ui~:~coveries, wJJich is l~Inlrely Ull·
known to tlle mm1kal }Jrofesf:lion. Send two 2-cent
Remember that these applla.nces are not worn next the skin, but
BlaiD!J.B for llis u Prlvu.te COuubeJor,H givlug ruu in·
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
formation. Addrei':B Dr. It. I>, l!'Bliuw~:~, Vineland, N.
market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores.
J.,and say where you HllW tLJa u<lvert1Hrnout.

PRICE LIST.

Gl~~'"lR

'::J?~~~ .SEEDS

THE EUREKA

JAMES AsHMAN,Salt Lake'City, Utah,
J. F. BuBB, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct.
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can.
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utan.
FERDINAND PFISTER, Nashville, Tenn.
W. F. REY.BOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr. J. H. RHoDEs, 5051-2 No.Sth st., Phila., Pa.
A. M .. STE'I'ENS, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
Clty, Pa.
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
CURES EVERY l'URM OF DISEASE
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
WITHOUT MEDICIN.
J. S. MANsFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.
A. BERENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran, · cisco, Cal.
THE
.JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass.
CRA.s. S. CoBUllN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence,
EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
·Mass.
M.,V. THOMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
8. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver Col.
Sent to a.ny address upon receipt ot $1.00. EVERY PAIR
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information bY
S. D. MoonE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465.
Jetter or In person tree or charge. Bend
DB. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal.
tor Illustrated Pamphlet.
C. S. ROWLEY, Jackson, Mich.
Address all cemmunicatlons to
JosEPH L. ANDREW, Liberal; Mo.
E. KEITH, Animas City; Col.
CHARLES WATTS & Co., London, England.
A. ATwooD, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
CHRis. BROWN, Burlington, Kan.
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
A. ERWIN, Lebanon, Oregon.
GEoRGE .LONGFORD, 25 Otter st., Phila., Pa.
Cincinnata Ohio
The American and New York News ComLADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET. Prtce, $18.
panies will furnish the paper to news dealTESTIMONIALS:
ers upon application.
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Ladies' Abdominal .Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made
Order, and a fit guaranteed.

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THB UNI'fED BTATE1l. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED
DR. L. TENNEY,
fo .__.,.•• IDtOl'Diatfon.

Addn&l

r .... ..._

·

··

..,

BaOil street, ®r. Qth Street, Olnolnna~,o.

day at horne. S"mple• wort.b ~5free.
$5 to $20 perAddress
& Co .• Portlu.nd. ~266th Edition. PIUCJ<J ONLY $1.
STINSON

BY MAIL POST-PAID

KNOW THYSElF

AGmat Me~ical Wor~ on Man~ooo!
Exhausted Vlt.al!ty, Nervous and Physical Deblllt)·,
Premature Decline In Mnn, Errors or Youth, and til~
untold miseries reAult!IJg rrurn lnd!Bcretlons or ex·
cesRea. A book for every man, young, middle--aged,
and old. It conta1ns 12ii preHcrlptlons for all acuto
and chronie dlHeFLfu·.,li, euch ono of which IR 1nva1uu..
ble. f:k> round by t.hc1 un1hor, wuo~e e.XJ)erience for
23 years iR Rnch a..9 l•rolJH.IJly never betol'e fell to th'J
lot or any phyelclau. 300 page., bound In beautlfu!
Freuch tnueUn, em boBBed covers, full gilt, guaraJ1
teed to boa flner wr,rk in every sense-mechanical,
literary, aud profes~tonal-than tt.ny other work soJrJ
1n thJH country tor S2.50, or the monf>Jy wJll be rfl·
funded In every lustance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated ~ample, 6 eta. Send now.
Gol<l me<lnl awarder} the author by the National]\[
leal Association, to t.he officers or which he rererM
This b0ok ehould b" read by the young ror lnstr
tlon, and hy the affilcted tor reller. It will ben
alL-London Lancet.
There Is no member o! socloty to whom this book
wiil not be UHeful, whether youth, parent, guardla.11,
1nRtructor, or clergyman.-Ar(lonaut.
AddreM tho Peabo<ly 1\Iedlcal Jnstltute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No 4 Dulttnch st., Bos1on, Mass., who mHy
ho con8u1ted on all fllaeases requ1riug skill a.nd ex·
perlence. Chron!o and obsllnate d seases hav battled tho skill or all other physclans
a
specialty. Such treated successfully
·
i~l$ut a.n IDBtance or rallure.

HE" AL
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THE TRUTH SEEit~R
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9Jtm~ oJ flhought.
IT may be no sin for a man to lack good sense; It
may be no crime for him to be simple and over- credulous; It may not necessarily make him a bad
man to believe every wild and unfounded tale ho
may hear, but certainly there Is no virtue In becomIng a fool, nor In swallowing every falsehood that
may be uttered,-D. M. Bennett.
LIFE could not go down, If It were not admitted
that Impulses must be controled and that reason
ought to govern our actlons.-.lfil!'s Autobiography.

BARNU::U'S great white elephant hymn for next
season will be, ''Just as Siam, without one flea."
A Bos·roNIAN has just been arrested for marrying
a dozen wives. He made a very creditable attempt
to become the "hub" of the universe.
WHEN Clara was asked what she would do If a nice
young gentleman would aslt her hand' In marriage,
she n~ively replied," I don't think I'd no,"

Truth Seeker Annual

THE weakness of the body and that of the mind In
Infancy are exactly proportioned, their vigor In manhood, their sympathetic disorder In sickness; their
common gradual decay In old age. The step further
seems unavoidable-their common dissolution In
death. The last symptoms whlch the mind dlocovers are d1sorders, weakness, insen!:!ibility, and stu. pldlty [stUJJOr?j-the forerunners of Its annlhllatlon.
rr'he further progreos ot tho same causes Increasing
the same eJiects tota:iy extinguish It, Judging by
the usual aualogy or nature, no torm can continue
when transrerred to a condition of llfe very d!Jisrent
from the original one In which It was placed. 'l'rees
perish In the water, fishes In the air, animals In t!Je
earth. Even so small a d!Jierence as that of cllmate
Is often fatal. What reason, tuen, Is the1·e to lmugin
·that an immense alteration, such as Is made on the
·soul by the dissolution or its body and alllts organs
·of thollght and sensation, can be eJiected without
-the dissolution of the wuoie? Everyt!Jing Is In com·mon between soul and body. Tue organs of the r
-are all of them the organs of the other. The
·ence, therefore, of the one must be dependr
-that of the other.-Hume's Essays.
\_'-?

"I ALL US gets outen de way o' de man what Is too
Bmoove," says Uncle Mose. "De snake is a heap
sllcker dan de toad, an' he's nine times as plzen."

"WELL, my· child," said a father to his little
daughter, after she had been to church, "what do
you remember ~f all the preacher said?" " N othlllg," was tile timid reply. "Nothing I" he exclaimed in a severe tone, ~'Now, remember, the
next time YOI!l must tell me something Ol wbat he
says, or YO"- wlll bav to be punished." Next Sunday, the child came home with her eyes all bright
with excitement. "I remember something to-day,
parJa," Ehe cried eagerly. "I am very glad ot it,,
sal <.I the father. "What clld lle Bay?" "He said:
'A collection will now be made? ' "

-AND-

Jlfrt~thinkt~~' A\Imatt,at•
18840

"WHAT church do you belong to now, Abe?" was
asked of a colored gent.le1nan. I t Mefrod 1st~ sah."
"Why, no longer a.go thnn last sunday you were a·
BaptiaL?'' ''Yes, sah." "\\.,.hat mado you chaEge?"
"'Case da got too high up fur 1ne, boss. W'y sah,
de preacher 1nade a. s'atemont, an' I got up and
called him a liar, an' da tuck me to law 'bout it.
Da said datI oughter said uat be dlcln'ttell de trul,.
but ter save me I kaln' tell de d lfference twixt
suthin' what ain't true an' er lie, so I thought ef da
was gwine ter be so pattlcltlar, I'd go ober ter de·
udder church wh'lr a man ken slosh er 'roun•·
nachul,"

<E. M. 284.)

"I v'·
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"How's your wife to-day?"" the preacher asked of·
a pur!Rhloner, whose wife was re~orted dangerously·
ill the day before. "I don't know~ siri she's dead."
"Ah, indeed,? Tbat's very, very f?.ad." "Yes, ~ir, I
know It, but there is a balm In Gilead, a recompense·
for all our sorrows.'' "Very true, Ye~·y true, my
friend, and I am glad you look at It In that llght." ·
"It's the beAt "ay, sir. I tell you I find Jots of relief In the thought tllat she died during the cold
spell, and there won't be no expense for Ice to keep ·
the body. Just think !tow It "ould hav !Jeen lf it .
had happenecl In July with ice at three cents a pound
and mel tin' fast."

r:

THE Idea once conceived and verified, that great
•and noble ends are to be achieved, )Jy Which the
condition of the whole human species shall be per- :
manently bettered, by bringing into exercise a au!- I
tlclent quantity of "ober thoughts, and by a proper
adaptation of means, Is or itself sulliclent to set us
earnestly on reJ!ectlng what ends are truly great
and noble, either In themselvs or as conduclv toothers of a st111 loftier character; because we are nut
now, as heretofore, hopeless of attaining them. lL
is not now equally harmless and lnslgnlflcant
whether we are right ur wroiJg; ~::~lnce we are no
longer supinely and helplessly carrie<l down the
stream of events, aud feel ourselvs capable of buiTet'lng at least with its waves, and perhaps of-riding
triumphantly-over them, for why should we despair
that the reason which ltas enabled us to subdue all
nature to our purposes, should (if perm! tted and
supported by the providence of God) achieve a far
more difficult conquest, and ultimately find some
moans of enablittg the collectiv wisdom of mankind
to bear down these obstacles which individUal shortsightedness, oelllshness, and passion oppose to all
Improvements, and by which the hlghe't hopes are
continually blighted and the ralre"t hopes marred.
-Sir John ller:sclwl.

NEW YORK:

REVEREND WANG DOODLE BAXTER has considerable'
trou!Jie In collecting his salary from the delinquent
members of his flock. Uncle l\Iose, in particular,
shows _a great deal of dellcacy In paying Ills pew
rent. Not lon.e: since, Wang:dowile met Uncle 1\Iose
on Austin avenue ancl tackled him on the subject..
"Uncle Mose, you hasn't Jlaid up f{Jr lle last two ·
mumfs. Doesn' yer know dat dose who serbs at de
altar mus lib by de altar." "Dat's so, my belubbed.
1lasture, but dar am annu!ler text In de Bible whatam in conflic' Wid dat ar." "WL!ar did you find
'em?'' "I sarched de .ecripture and faun' 'en1. I'se ·
one ob de sheep of your flock, ain't I?" "You Is,.
Uncle Mose, but I feels you am one ob de black.
sheep." "You ain't no ·strawberry blonde yerse'f,
)Jut ain't de commandment glbben to de shepherds '
and pastures of de flock, •Feed my sheep?' and'
here yer comes to me-one ob de sheep-and wants '
ter be fed, you ole blackened sepulcum. Ef you •
means ter bide by de Bible, why doesn't yer lead dis'
heah sheep Inter au later saloon and set up a dozen·
on de half-shell'! De good book say •Feed de sheep;'·
but you don't do nuffin but shear 'em. Whar did:
you read, 'Sheer my oheei)?' Go borne, ole man;.
and sarch de scriptures, 'stead ob nosin' about me>
fer a stray quarter wilat l's arned bY de sweat ob my,brow, holdin' mules, and whitewashin' fence~:~ ..' -"
We learn ohat a grand ecumenical couucll w111 hold
dally sessions In the Blue Light Austin 'fabernacle
to pass on Uncle 1\lose's case.
1
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BERYL'S ARK-A TALE OF THE FLOOD,·
Cincinnati is Inundated. Two young men, Gaston
and Victor-stout young fellows of the type one
sees so often among the peasantry of Britanny, but
with features that show retluemem and education
-are stamllng at one of the up per windows of a
building that has not yet succumbed to the flood.
Btlt Jts time or destruction is close at hand. Already
the walls are crumbling, and in a few moments the
noble edifice, but yesterday so proud and stately,
will ilav gone down in the general ruin. The young
men know tills. Their cheeks are blanched. They
know that soon there will begin for them a struggle
with death which can end only In defe~t. Thll llps
of Victor move, tmt the words they are uttering are
rendered inaudible by the roar or t;he waters. His
companion shouts to him:
"W!Jat are you doing?"
"Praying for my parents. My death wlll kll!
thorn. Tuey liv in Coshocton.
"I also ba.v parents," su.ys Gaston. "'l't.ey liv in
Akron. Iuciude thmn in yvur prayers.~'
Victor nods his head.
Suddenly Gaston utters a cry. "Look!" says he,
VIctor raise~ his he>td. Coming toward them Is a-beautiful girl. She is dt·ownlng. Gaston shrieke
agalu. "It Is Beryll" ltecries. "Beryl Hopkins,.
my betrothed 1"
As he shouts the name to Victor the winds bear·
his vulce to tho girl, and she recognizes her lover.
With the sight all hor strength seemod to ·return."Th<Lnk God 1" she exolaims In clarion tones. "I
eau t!ave you, although I myself must die," and by a·
mighty effort she plunges one hand beneath the
wators. In a moment it reapvears, graR}Jing something whlcil, u" she sinks beneath the waters, the·
noble girl hurls througtl the window at Which
Gdston and Victor are st>tUding.

I

]'ive minutes later the bulldlng had Bunk beneath
the seething torrent, but Gaston and VIctor are sara·
-lloatlng securely down the stream In a c1·aft V?hich
no storm, however severe, can wreck. Gaston sits in
its stern guiding Jts eourse, While Victor a!eep~
peacerul!y under the bulwarks
She had thrown them her overshoe.
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declaring that such a bequest for a religious
purpose, and conditional, was against the law,
and ordered that the sum be paid to Mertens.
MENNONITES in Nebraska occupy three whole The case has aroused much feeling in the
counties, are good farmers and hard workers, church.
and so economical that their prosperity is reDEACON DEwGooD's son returned home very
markable.
late the other night from a pressing engageAN Anti-Starvation Club is a novelty of Cedar ment with his- pretty sweetheart. "Where
Rapids. The object is to provide for members hav you been?" growled the old man, as the
the best boarding accommodations at the ·low- youth came sneaking up stairs in his stocking
feet. "Dear father," he replied, "I cannot
est terms.
tell a lie; I've been to a protracted meeting."
REsoLUTION by the miners of Alene, Dakota: And the good old man upraided himself for
"'Not a Chinamen shall ever enter the diggings having treated his son so harshly.
unless he climbs a tree, with one end of a larPROFESSOR ADLER's tenement house religion
iat over a limb."
starts well. It proposes a somewhat new theLINCOLN's tomb at Springfield, TIL, is going ory of regeneration, beginning with the idea
to ruin. Two of the supporting arches hav that people \lo not want merely to be told to be
collapsed, and one corner of the monument good, but to be helped to liv in conditions
has settled several inches.
where the practice of Christian virtues will be
ANDREW JAcKsoN spelled money with a big easier than they find it as they now liv. An
M, and dollar with a big D, but wrote ·"al- endeavor to improve the sanitary and other
mighty god " without capitals. He was a poli- conditions of tenement house life is an important step toward that end.-Herald.
tician, and knew where the honor belonged.

iJlotts and flllippings.

THE Rev. Perry Il'l:annis, who last fall was
pastor of the United Brethren church, at Terre
Haute, Ind., has just been convicted of murder and sentenced to prison for life. In September he induced an old widow of Anderson,
Ind., to leave home for Kansas City with over
-$1,000. A mo!lth later her body was found in
a ravine near Terre Haute. Mannis returned
after a short absence, having plenty of money,
and was arrested for the murder. He told his
attorney he wa_s willing to take a life sentence
GRANT's parson, Newman, says $800,000,000 and the judge instructed the jury to bring in a
are spent annuallyon strong drink, while only. verdict accordingly.
$12,000,000 are spent for the support of preachA WITNEss was objected to in the trial of a
ers. This must be looked into. Twelve mill- suit about a party wall in Baltimore, Md., a
ion dollars is a ~eat deal of money to throw few days ago on account of his religious belief.
away.
The presiding justice said that the constitution

NEw ORLEANS has taken up the subject of
cremation. A society has several hundred
members, embracing most'· of the physiciansand many lawy!lrs, merchants, and other business men.
JosEPH CooK has invented "meiagnostic,"
meaning "a little knowledge." A little knowledge (which, we presume, means learning in
this case) is a dangerous thing, and the word
meiagnostic looks so.

A RECENT London dispatch says that three
hundred Christians'hav been murdered in Tonquin. We knew long ago that the race hereabout was getting extremely scarce. So it
seems they all went to Tonquin. And now
they are all murdered. This is sad, very sad.

i'

of the state provides that a witness shall believe in God, but does not lmdertake to define
what is meant by that word. If a man believes
in moral responsibility and a system of rewards and punishments in this world or one to
come, he is a competent witness., The witness
answered that he did so believe, and the judge
Prous joke: Mention it is painful to make of
said: "Then you are as competent a witness
a bashful young clergyman in Nebraska who
lately rose, peony-color, to begin his sermon, as any man in Maryland."
and started off beautifully with his text as
VISITORS at the Crystal Palace, London, are
"And immediately the cock wept, •
• and now amused and instructed with a giant elecPeter went out and crew bitterly."-Funny col- tric microscope and a powerful electric light
umn in the Independent."
installation, which show a large number of faON:E morning recently Mrs. Mary Miller, a miliar articles, such as snuff, lace, cheese, vinwidow, of St. Elmo, TIL, crazed by religious egar, water, and beer. A drop of water preexcitement, walked into the Rev. Dr. Pierce's sents the most extraordinary monsters imaginSerpents, crocodiles,
pulpit, and insisted on marrying him. That ation can conceive.
night she was barely prevented from dashing worse dragons than St. George had to deal
out her child's brains with an axe. She said with, whirl about through their liquid element,
she was going to offer the child as a sacrifice. striking terror to the hearts of all beholders.
Salt and sugar are exhibited as densely popuTHE Baptist Weekly says: "The Christian Adlated, and even the most carefully filtered water
vocate, announcing special services at one of is filled with black specks, which float rapidly
the Methodist churches last ·sunday, says: 'It
about, giving an occasional eddying whirl which
may interest some to know that the pastor has
suggests vitality.
in his possession the cradle in which Bishop
THE Boston Advertiser's Salt Lake correJanes and his twin brothers 'l'(ere rocked. ·It
may be seen at the church next Sunday.' If, spondent giv an interesting account of the
·with such an attraction, there was not a full revolt of the San Luis Park Mormons in Colattendance, it is hard to tell what can be done orado against the political tyranny of tlte
church, and lets daylight through some of the
next."
dark ways of the Latter-Day Saints. The San
KATE FIELD says that when she goes toMasLuis Park Mormons are mostly Americans
sach usetts, "the land of the Pilgrim fathers,
from the Southern states, and in common with
the home of Garrison, Wendell Philips, Whit- all Americans they hav a jealous regard for
tier, Lucy Stone, and Julia Ward Howe," she their political independence. The attempts of
finds that the women, the most enlightened in the church authorities to compel them to vote
this country, are praying in vain to hav a voir.e for certain candidates opened their eyes to
in the making of the laws. '\Vhen she goes to the fact that the church was engaged in makUtah, "where education is at its lowest, and ing political bargains, and regarded its ilisculture is almost unknown," she finds woman ciples as mere tools. Forty men first refused
enjoying suffrage.
to be dictated to, and were promptly excomAFTER the death of Peter Otterbach, a wealthy municated. This aroused the rest of the
resident of Mahanoy City, Pa., last sum- voters to defiance, and about 300 of them
mer, it was ascertained that on the day preced- denied the authority of the church, and reing his demise he had made a will, in which, nounced the system altogther. No doubt the
among other things, he provided that $2,000 foreign converts to Mormonism would hav
should be paid to St. Fidelius Catholic church yielded under such circumstances. Commentfor masses for himself and hiil deceased wife. ing upon this phase of the Mormon question,
Lorenz Mertens, the residuary legatee under developed in the politics of Colorado, the
the will, objected to this, and began a suit Advertiser says: "Tlie pride of these San Luis
which has just resulted in his favor, the court people was touched. The ordinary develop-

ments of Mormonism would scarcely hav
driven them away from the shelter and the
tyranny of the church: This fact givs emphasis to the proposition that if in some practicable way Mormon immigration could be
stopped, the system would be weakened not
only by reason of a cutting-off of the European
contigent, but by disloyalty within. On American material, the Mormon leaders could not
work with such facility, as on the reinforcements from over the sea. 'Ihe Mormon hold
is a powerful one, but it can be broken, as this
case shows, when Americans are involved.
The story of Mormon trades with political parties, and the attempt to hold the balllnce of
power, is inst.ructiv. The question why the
m·ovement against polygamy has been thwarted
and delayed, is answered in part by the consideration that trafficking politicians hav cared
more for personal and party advllntage than
for the extirpation of a great evil."

Jltws off tht l!fttlt.
A DUST of the poet Longfellow was unveiled
in Westminster Abbey last Saturday.
MATTHEW ARNOLD delivered his farewell
lecture in this country in Chickering Hall lr,st
Sunday evening.
A nox containing clock-work exploded in the
post-office at Berlin, on the 2d inst., severely
wounding an official.
A nn,L is to be presented to tho House this
week providing for the exemption from tariff
of lumber, salt, and coal.

ExPERIMENTs are being made with a telephone by which it is expected to talk across
the Atl1mtic when the Bennett-Mttckey cable is
laid.
A DECLARATION on the part of the Irish National League in opposition to Henry George's
ALL who witnessed the play of "Facts," as
land scheme was mude at u meeting ut Cork on
given by the Florences here last week, will reSunday.
member the game of poker where Florence for
El Progreso (newspaper) of :Madrid has been
a time plays the part of a vulgar cheuter, taking ad vantage of the ignorance of his associates: confiscated, and its management will be proseThis cheating jars upon the sense of the audi- cuted for publishing articles contuining insults
ence, as the character portrayed by Florence is to King Alfonso.
altogether toq good for that, and there is a gen'l'HE lack of brotherly love is so gret<t in Dr.
eral feeling of relief when Florence hands the
Newn1un's church in this city, that last Snn<lr1y
money back. It is not generally known that
a sister refused to receive the sacrament at the
in the original play the money was not given
hands of a deacon.
back. The change to the way it is now played
FIFTEEN hundred dollars was recently exwas made at the suggestion of CoL Ingersoll.
Florence read the play to the colonel at Long tracted by parties unlmown from a puckttgo of
Beach last summer. The colonel said at once, money sent by express from Cleveland, Ohio,
"Florence, you must giv back the money at to Washington, D. C.
the end of the game and treat it as a joke, or
A CRUCIFIX ten feet high, alleged to be made
you will not be able to play the part in the last of oliv-wood from the Garden of Gethsemane,
act. No vulgar card cheat cun rise to. the high has been placed on the cardinal's throne in the
ground of the final work of th'l play." Flor- Cathedral in this city.
ence saw this instantly, and so was indebted to
THE forces of El Mahdi, the False Prophet
the colonel for one of the best points in the
of the Soudan, met with defeat in a battle with
play.- Washington Post.
the British troops last Suturday, one thousand
MR. E. G. GILMORE was telling the other being killed and wounded.
night of some of the difficulties he experienced
UTICA, N. Y., was visited by un $800,000 fire
while acting as manager of the Madison Square
Garden. The greatest trouble he encountered on Sunday last. 'fhe Utica Herald was burnt
was in finding attractions suitable to the im- out; also theNationalBank, whichhad$1,000,mensity of the establishment. After various 000 in its safe, supposed to be uninjured.
ineffectiv efforts in odd directions, Mr. Gilmore
ORDINARY reading-books hav been supplewas struck with the advisability of putting in a mented in the schools of Newton, New ,Jersey,
large panorama of the Holy Land. This in- with the New York journals. The different
stitution received the hearty commendation of newspapers urc used in rotation, each one
the Young Men's Christian Association and week.
various church organizations, and Mr. Gilmore
MR. Gmns, of this city, who is conducting
was encouraged. He wrote his relati vs to the
effect that he was on the point of departing temperance meetings llt Cooper Institute, refrom the sinful ways of regular theatrical life ports that the liquor-dealers are on their last
with a view of launching out upon a kind of legs. The staying powers of last legs now repursuit at Once extremely moral and very 1ucra- main to be tested.
tiv. The proposition met with their vigorous
approval, and, full of enthusiasm, Mr. Gilmore
prepared to open. He had something like a
barrel of written assurances of hearty co-operation. The expenses were about $2,500. Everybody admired the panorama, but for the most
part their admiration was conducted from afar
off. Up to Thursday the receipts had not
reached the total of $700. Mr. Gilmore viewed
the situation with profound gloom. In this
melancholy frame of mind he was proceeiling
down Broadway in the morning of the day mentioned, when his eye fell upon the erect form
of a well-known pugilist. Mr. Gilmore's face
brightened. He overtook the fighter and engaged him in conversation. He learned that
the artistic fisticuffer had not gone through the
process known as " taki"lg a benefit" in about
a year. Mr. Gilmore usked him if he could
manage an entertainment to take place on Saturday night, two days distant. The fighter
thought he could. Terms were arranged then
and there, and Mr. Gilmore went at once to the
printers, getting out a famous announcement
that all the "sluggers" in the country would
be present to take part in the performance.
"It was rather an abrupt change when we went
from the Holy Land to a prize-fight," said Mr.
Gilmore describing the event, "but we had
enough money to giv us a pro. fit on the whole
week, and all the people who had indorsed the
panorama and staid away from it were in the
front seat to see the mauling."

A RocHESTEit, N. Y., electrician hl18 a scheme
under way for utilizing the water-power of
Niagara Falls to light sixty-five cities with electric lights. A capital of S22,000,000 is expected
to be raised for the undertaking.
'l'nE Presbyterians of Philadelphia are at
loggerheads over the proceeds of a charity ball
for the benefit of a Presbyterian hospital. 'l'he
trustees of the hospital had 11 wrangle over it,
and used very strong language. A majority
voted to receive the money.
ANTHONY CoMSTOCK arrested a large number
of candy dealers last Saturday, charged with
selling prl.ze candy in violation of the lottery
laws. On the same day a high Catholic dignitary of this city drew a sewing-machine in a
lottery at a church fair on 23d street.
MR. BRA.DLAUGH has sent a letter to Sir Stafford Northcote, charging him with hrtving violated the law in having had Mr. Bradlaugh excluded from the House of Commons. "That
act," Mr. Bradlaugh says, ''was mean and spiteful, and unworthy of an English gentleman."
AT the annual meeting of the Newark, N.J.,
Conference a charge of immorul conduct will
be made against the Hev. George R. Bristor,
D.D. The accusation is immorality with several boys. The Rev. Mr. Bristor is still preaching the gospel with great ardor. His name is
apparently destined to decorate the pages of
CoL Billings's celebrated Year Book,
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"Would be good and great and joyous, beautiful and free."

Wait's antl W antlerings.

#_

The harsh discipline of life had not forced him to
other-and, alas, more common-sense-conclusions.
The golden veil was not yet withdrawn. The painted
morning was still in the air. He was not in the midst
of the fierce battle for the privilege of existing.
He loved Amy with his whole heart, and it never
occurred to him to treat her otherwise than as his
equal.

"That's my fix," said Cupples. "Religion and
politics are mysteries' for ministers to settle somehow. But this is a thing of real ~ommon sense and
kindness, and religion and politics hasn't anything
to do with it. I suppose I must make up for it,
though. It's a sin, I reckon. Everything that a fellow likes to do is. I'll go to Hapgood's next donation and give him a box of blacking. Won't, that
brighten my prospects?"
"Certainly, if it gets onto his boots. I wonder if
Hapgood blacks 'em himself. He does get a shine
on 'em. .I believe I get more real gospel out of his
feet than I do out of his head. They are always
telling me to be careful, to walk more circumspectly.
I can't help avoiding the next mud-hole, though I
have on a rusty pair of cowhides, for his boots are
fioatin' before me, and I wouldn't spatter 'em for the
world. Well, Harry, have you and Columbus settled
things? What shall we do, and how shall we do it?"
" We've planned the best way we can," said Harry.
"It'll take courage and energy to put it through.
Columbus says that we can't go north. The bloodhounds will be sure to catch us before we get to the
Ohio. We must go south. There's a flag station
over the mountains, twenty miles away, on the New
Orleans Railroad. The morning train passes at eight
o'clock. We must get there in time for that. Once
on the train we are safe, for they can't telegraph before we shall be able to disguise ourselves completely.
Here's a hundred dollars, Cupples. Hire or buy a
team, and be ready at ten o'clock on the road that
winds along at the foot of this hill. We can't start
before twelve o'clock, and the way is terribly rough."
"All right," said Cupples, "but Columbus can
carry us if we get stuck."
" Columbus won't go with us," said Harry. "He
and I will bring the mother and baby to you, and
then he'll have to go back and stand guard, and give
warning, and beJp put the dogs on the wrong track."
"That's right," said Cupples. "Let them run to
the Ohio and drown themselves in it."
"No such good luck," said Harry. "They'll get
on our track eventually, and then the question will
be, can we get aboard the cars before they catch up?
The last resort is pistols. I hope you've some good
ones.''
"That I 'have," said the sergeant. Even while he
was speaking Columbus had disappeared, gone back
into his grave, silent, watchful, profound as the
Sphinx.
Harry remained until dark at the hut, and then
went back to Amy. The sergeant bargained for a
team at a house three or four miles away-bought it
out and out; and at ten o'clock he and Cupples were
waiting at the appointed place.
fTO BE CONTINUED.l

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
CHAP'£ER XVI.
HARRY.
"Can man be free if woman be a slave?"
The sergeant greeted Cupples m the morning
light and told his adventures.
He had not learned that worldly wisdom which
"I don't see how we can manage it," said he. often says it is perfectly right to do everything but
"The woman is locked up with the baby, and he the right thing; right to have the pleasure, but not
watches her like a lynx. He has a large mastiff to right to crown it with heaven's most sacred beauty.
keep off intruders by night. And there's that enorNow, at least, he was ready with a boy's enthusimous negro, silent as death, and as cruel, too, I be- asm to strike a blow against this hideous wrong, no
lieve. If he gets hold of you, Cupples, I think he'll matter what might be the recoil. Happy for all of
swallow you at a gulp, and no one would know where us that we can have the luxury of a few divine imyou'd gone to. He's an awful nigger. If he could pulses before we are. old and stupid, wise and miseronly speak I could stand him. But he is too much able, and also "eminently respectable."
like the grave. He makes me shudder; and how to
''Let's talk it over at once," said Harry. "I'll
get round him, o:r over him, I don't know. I'm afraid save them or die."
I should get into him, and then there's an end of us."
A sharp, shrill whistle was just then beard.
' " Can't you pisen him?" said Cupples. "Throw
"Good," cried Harry. "That's Columbus. I'll go
him a chunk of beefsteak."
and find him, and then we'll plan. He's our leader
"I'd like to. But he's as cunning as Beelzebub, in this thing."
and won't bite. It's a nest of devils there, from the
master down. How to get those poor things out of
CHAPTElt XVII.
their clutches I don't know. But I won't give up
COLUMBUS.
yet."
"Nor I. 'I know something can be done," reHarry soon came back with the huge negro the
sponded Cupples, as he drank the rest of his coffee, sergeant had seen on guard at the chamber-door.
and drew in a long breath of fresh air, looking upon
"This is my best friend," said Harry. "He'll stick
the, sparkling landscape. " There must be a way to to me till death. Father don't know him. He thinks
help them, or there is not a God in heaven."
he does, and perhaps if Columbus could speak and
Presumptuous Cupples! He had not read the- hear like other folks, father 'd find hi1n out. His inology enough to know that" whatever is is right." firmity's his salvation, for be can keep things to himHe gave way to the impulse of his heart, a thing of self and nobody mistrusts him. He can be like marwhich theologians are never guilty-and hence their ble, and it's all right. Father thinks he can use him,
amazing wisdom."
but he can't. He don't know him as I do. I've
"I'm stuck," said the sergeant. "It's a perfect learned to talk with him. He's full of soul, of genius;
iron wall about me. Only a miracle can tumble it as silent as the grave, but living and sweet as the
down, and I'm afraid the day of miracles is over. flowers. He'll help us out of this difficulty somehow,
They could blow their horns at Jericho, but here we and father '11 never know where the help came from."
· must keep still as mice, and haven't even the advanThe sergeant and Cupples were dumb with amazetage of noise, which, I tell you, Cupples, is a mighty ment. It was very like a miracle indeed; and yet,
help. I've seen many a thing go through by mere w by shouldn't a negro have brain, and soul, and
noise. It's the devil's best holt; and it's a pity we genius? And if dumb, so much the better; for how
cant't use it. We must talk under our breath-and often has genius lost its power by its capacity of
who can succeed in this world that has to do that? speech. If genius would only keep still at times, and
Well, if we haven't the thunder, I hope we've got not let dullness get the start of it by the magic of
got some lightning, and if it only hits in the right silence, how poterit it would ba! How much is wasted
place we'll win. But it's got to bit strong."
at the end of the tongue that, if kept in the heart,
Just then they heard a resounding cry, "Cupples, might produce happy fruit! It was impossible for
Cupples, Cupples."
·
Colu.mbus to waste himself either in hearing or talkThe man actually turned pale. Who knew him in ing. Fortunate Columbus! who had indeed found
this far country? Was it a voice from the sky? The in the depth of his being a new world that might
astonished sergeant :rushed in the . direction of the have remained unknown had he been compelled to
An Insolent Proposal.
sound. He found a youth not far off, eager and anx- bear and repeat the nonsense to which so many of
ious, with a frightened look.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKEI\, Sir: In the
us are slaves, taking in and giving forth a thousand
"I>; this Cupples 'I " he gasped out.
New York Herald of Feb. 8th, the public are inairy nothings.
"No, but he's right here. Want to see him?"
Harry and Columbus talked together. The face formed that Mr. Nicholas Quackenboss, as counsel
"Yes, hurry."
of the negro was lighted with intelligence. Ah! 'the fm· the presbyters who preferred charges of heresy
They dashed into the hut.
devil is often blind. Bolton thought Columbus a against the Rev. Heber Newton, said that if the
"Here's Cupples."
dog; but he was a man, with a man's capacity and bishop, whom the laws of the church invested with
"I'm Harry Bolton," broke in the boy. "I've fiery force. The master saw only a hard, sullen, gi- the "discrelirm" to proceed, or not proceed, against a
:just come home, for I heard that Amy and her baby gantic animal serviceable to his bad purposes. He person suspected of heresy, does not order a trial,
-my baby-had been caught and brought back. I did not see a keenness vaster than his own, working "we may apply to the courts for a mandamus to comwas in the room with her last night. She gave me constantly to his defeat. He was blind, as all evil is pel the ordering of a trial."
·
this piece of paper," holding up Cupples's note. blind, to the hidden power of goodness. Harry, by
I bav been surprised at the failure of the radical_
''I've come to find you. We must do something his very simplicity, had plucked out the heart of the press to notice this fact. Here is a lawyer, in the
right. away, this very night. My father don't know mystery of Columbus, and knew him as a trustworthy state of New York, under national and state constitha.t I've come, and he mustn't know it."
friend. The boy had taught him many things by the tutions which declare the total disunion of state and
The sergeant and Cupples looked at each other in language of signs. The negro was an apt student, church, actually proposing that the state of New
astonishment.
and what he learned went into unfathomable depths York, by its courts o£ law, shall compel an Episcopal
"0£ c~urse we'll help," said they; "that's what of secrecy. His infirmity was indeed a mask. As bishop to prosecute one of his inferior clergy for
we've collie for."
his silence required no effort, his heart and mind pre- heresy! This lawyer, Quackenboss, thinks that lVIr.
"We'll join forces at once," cried the sergeant, sented to his master a dead blank; no gleam of intel- Newton's religious opinions are damnable, and that
"and move on the enemy. You know all about the ligence Rhot Hthwart his face to arouse suspicion. he ought to be proceeded against and stopped ! A
premises. Guide us, and we'll follow to the death." 1'he sharp eye of the brutal master noted only obedi- large and intelligent congregation, who pay Mr. New"Thank God! " said the boy. "It can be done. ent flesh and blood; not the volcanic intensity brood- ton's salary out of their own pockets, like to hear him
But we must be careful. The least mistake will de- ing and silent within; the sagacity that defeated his discourse upon these subjects, but because they are
stroy us. There are spies all around us, and even cn1el schemes.
distasteful to Lawyer Quac~enboss, and others like
when we get away we must look out for the hounds."
"Who'd a thoug-ht it?'' said the sergeant. "What him, and inconsistent with the religious opinions enThe youth trembled violently.
a resurrection! ThHt's not a whited sepulcher with tertained during the reign of Elizabeth, three hun''Can't you persuade your father?" asked J one13.
dead men's bones in it; but a black one with the dred years ago, it is proposed to silence Mr. N ewtori,
"Oh, no," said Harry; "he's bard as a rock. He's angel of Gocl in it. What a splendid face he has and deprive his congregation of their chosen minthe terror of my life. I'm his slave. Yet he was al- Cupp1es. "
' ister! I acknowledge that the fact alarms me. It
ways kind to me until this happened. It seems so
"That's so," returned his companion; "and look shows that the spirit of superstition is the same
fltrange that he should object, when it would make at Harry, too. He's the makin' of a man in him. I bloody demon it was during the clark ages, and that,
me so happy. I tried to move him. He cursed me. hope the squire won't spoil him. What a strange if it bad the power, would paralyze every tongue and
I helped her to escape., He found it out. I thought world this is! Things are mightily mixed. I s'pose pen that would call in question thfl dogmas it aphe would crush the life out of me. lVIy God! I'm slavery's a divine institution. They say ~:;o. Hap- prbves. It is the only thing I know of which is not
afraid of him-he has such power-and my father too! good proves it right out o' scripter. It must be modified and improved by civilization. Remember,
I was tempted last night to kill myself with Amy and right. But what a chance it givs the devil!"
this proposition does not uome from the Catholic church.
the baby, but I fonnd your note and determined to
''I think I'd be a devil myself if I had such a If it had it would be nothing more than might be exmake an effort."
chance," said the sergeant. ".It's awful tantalizing pected. For that church has always c~aimed, and still
Harry was the picture of his father, a young to one who wants to be a saint. But we can't under- claims as vehemently as ever, that as vicegerent of AlApollo; but he was gifted with the spirit of his stan~ these things. Slavery may be a good thing, mighty God on this earth the civil magistrate is, and
mother, who died in his childhood, but whose mem- take 1t all round, though we have to go a good ways ought to be, its obedient servant to carry out her deory was a perpetual grace. To his youthful mind round to see it, One thing is sure, however-it's an crees viet armis. But the Episcopal church is a Protesthe world was bathed in the wondrous light of Shel- infernal shame for this woman and baby to be in the tant body, existing under a civil Constitution which
ley's poetry. He was an ardent worshiper of the power of Bolton, and I'll do all I can to get 'em out distinctly and in'tentionally recognizes no God and no
ideal good, and believed that it would shortly prevail of it, even if the Constitution goes to smash and I religion, but which protects every person of every
on earth, and that men would love one another and have to vote the Democratic ticket a dozfln times church, and of no church, in the enjoyment of his
humanity.
religious, or anti-reli~ious, opinions, whatever they
running on the same day to make up for it."
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may be. Yet Mr. Quackenboss, a lawyer, who, on ·anything to produce day and night, seems to be a and gave also to her husband with her, and he did
eat." Verse 22: "And the Lord God said, Behold,
being admitted to the bar, took an oath to support part of one account.
Putting the lights in the firmament to divide the the man has become as one of us [how many?] to
this Constitution, is such a narrow-souled bigot as to
think of compelling Bishop Potter by state authority day from the night, and the creation of man and know good and evil."
woman, seems to be a fragment of another account.
This shows plainly that they did not know "good
to proceed against Mr. Newton!
Mr. Wakeman, in his grand speech at the Paine Remember these first lights were to be for "signs and evil," until after they had partaken of the fruit.
Neither were their eyes opened, as will be seen in
anniversary in New York, alluded to Paine's motiv in and for seasons, and for days and years."
immediately beginning to write the "Age of Reason."
And then God made two "great lights," "the the seventh verse. "And the eyes of them both
The characters of the men in the French National greater light to 'rule the day, and the lesser light to were opened." When? after they had eaten the
Convention who sent him to prison, and would bav rule the night." And these lights were to divide the fruit, not before. It is evident, from the account,
sent him to the guillotin, for not falling in with their light from the darkness, although in the first chapter, that a punishment was inflicted upon Adam and Eve,
bloody designs, were all formed in and by the church. fourth verse, God had already "divided the light when they could not in any just sense be blamed.
Her dogmatism and her bloodthirstiness bad taken from the darkness." These facts taken in connection They could not see; their eyes had not been opened;
complete possession of them, so that when Paine with the creation of another man and woman, and they "went it blind," and did not know "good and
pleade~l for ~he life of the man, Louis Capet, while he planting the garden after everything was "finished," evil."
If any one can see the justice of the punishment,
would banish the king, they turned upon the wise and show conclusivly that the story of the creation is
he can see what does not appear in the statement as
_benevolent Quaker, and ordered him to prison and made up of fragments.
Moreover, the style is not the same. A part of the found in the Bible. An act committed in ignorance
to death. Then was the suprAme moment of Paine's
life. Instead of reproaching them and bidding de- time it is the "Lord," and then it is the "Lord God" cannot merit punishment.
fiance to their rage, as other victims did, he solilo- who is doing the work; and it would seem as if difGen. iii, 19: "In the sweat of thy face shalt thou
quized thus: "It is their cursed religion which bas ferent individuals had tried to tell a story, a part of eat bread." This is universally believed to mean
dehumanized and diabolized these men, and made which each remembered and a part of which had that man shall work and earn the bread which he
the~ what they are. In all past ages it has converted been forgotten, and the parts had been jumbled eats, and that it was pronounced upon Adam, _and
men into demons, and will continue to do so in all together, without skill or ingenuity, as we now find through Adam upon the race, as a curse for his
ages to come, for superstition never changes its char- them.
hansgression.
acter; it is the same always, and its whole history is
.Gen. ii, 19: "And out of the ground the Lord
In the early periods, when there was but little to
written in the bl )Od and tears of its victims. My God formed every beast of the field and every fowl stimulate the ambition of men; when euterprise was
abilities in England and America were used to make of the air, and brought them to Adam to see what at a low ebb, and there. was little intercluwge in
men politically free. The rest of my days shall be Adam would call them, and whatsoever Adam called natural products, labor was cousidbred a eurse; and,
of course, God's cnrt>es were dealt, out accordmg to
devoted to making them religiously free and indepen- every living creature, that was the name thereof."
dent. To break the bondage of the human intellect
After God had finiRhed the heavens' and the earth, their superstition and prejudice. just as he ordered
and conscience shall henceforth be the purpose of my it took him one-seventh of the time to rest that .it their wars to be conducted to fmit their savage brulife." To this holy resolve we owe the "Age of Rea- did to perform the entire job, and after bringing tality. Labor is not now considered a curse, but
' son."· Why is it that Ireland welters in her own "every living creature" to Adam he must hav re- a blessing, promoting health, happiness, and long
blood, and cannot secure, as we did, her ownauton- quired a short breathing spell at least.
!He.
omy? It is her religion that makes her foolish, and
If God ha~ only possessed the ability to name the
Gen. iv, 16: "And Cain went from the presence of
cuts the hamstring of all her . endeavors ! What animals as he created them, it would hav saved a the Lord, and dwelt in the land of Nod."
makes lVIexico, with all her natural advantages, so deal of trouble. But it is not to be expected that
What a" God-forsaken" place that must hav been 1
contemptible a nation? It is her rell'gion that has one poor God, after performing such a week's work It see!lls to hav been quite easy in those days to shy
enfeebled her brain first, and then her arm. England as he had, could keep right on without help. Be- away from the "presence of the Lord." God is now
would be a republic on the demise of Victoria, but sides, it does not appear that Adam bad much on everywhere present; has be changed?
for the vile, emasculating reltgion with which the hand, and it was only reasonable that he should lend
Gen. iv, 17: "And Cain knew bis wife." And where
priesthood for centuries has inuoctrinated her people; a helping hand where God bad more than he could did she come from? Adam mmt hav lost two ribs
instead of one, or else she must hav come from tbe
and· which will, when the time comes, make them well attend to.
rally round that worthless fellow, the Prince of Wales,
Wonder if the climate was agreeable to both the first pair (Gen. i, 27) which God created before he
and proclaim him king of England and emperor of lion and the polar bear. If he touched the electric made Adam and Eve. It seerus a little strange
India! It seems exceptional, and very strange, in eel, I guess he thought of his funny-bone. No that God should create a man and woman, and then
nature's grand process of evolution, that when super- wonder Adam gave the skunk a short name; be forget what he had done and create another pair.
stition is the greatest of all hindrances to the civiliza- wanted to get rid of him as quick as possible. The There is no account that the first pair had any chiltion and progress of mankind, she did not grapple octopus, cuttle-fish, alligator, and anaconda must hav dren, and Cain was the only one left of the Adam
with it first and foremost, but left it to be among the been an awkward squad to bring into position before family, exeept the father and mother. Now, ChrisAdam. Lucky that the "wicked flea" did not bop tians, I don't understand thiF<, and I giv it up. I
last of her conquests.
· f do not believe much in wasting money in build- away before being named. He must bav got down leave it in your hands; you bav always proved youring monuments to men of mere stone and mortar, to fine work when he named the infusoria.~ ("Their selves equal to any emergency; the raek or the
but if the day ever comes when the American people multitude is so great, and, their size so small, that thumbscrew has always made everytbing clear
shall properly estimate their debt of gratitude to those contained in a single cup of putrid water may which you could not explain, and with yom '·higher"
Thomas Paine, first, in order of time, for his pobtical, exceed in number the whole human population of arithmetic, where three is one awl one is tiJree, I
and then for his religious services to mankind, the the. globe "-Encyclopedia.) :But Adam named hav no doubt you will be able to cipher it out, and
exuberance of their gratitude will not be content till "every living creature;" of course these must hav make it as clear as mud.
Gen. vi, 4: "There were giants in those clays; and
they raise a monument to his name like that now be- been included.
If the lions, and tigers, and panthers bad pounced also after that., wl~en the sons of God came. in unto
ing erected on the banks of the Potomac to George
Washington. And on its ample sides, in deep granit upon the deer, and the sheep, and the goats; and the the daughters of men, an? they bore .elnldren to
cut letters, ought to be engraved the words of the hawks upon· the dnnghills, while God had them\ them, the same bP.came m1ghty men whJCL. were of
"Last Crisis," dated Philadelphia, April 19th, 1783, before Adam, he would hav been compelled to roll old, men of renown."
'fl.Jis i~ too Lard for me, a~d I don't propose to. g.o
which Paine begins by repeating the phrase of the up his sleeves and make a new batch. Wonder if the
first crisis: "The times that tried men's souls are over, elephant, and lion, and anaconda did not part com- to hell, e1ther, because I cant unden;taud 1t. If It IS
and the greatest and completest revolution the world pany with the reindeer and polar bear pretty quick nel~essary i'or me to undl'r~tau~ Gud'H word, he
after being named. While God stood there with ouglit to hav fixed my I.Jram cl1fftJrently. I don't
ever knew gloriously and happily accomplished.''
every "living creature" before him, hearing Adam wonder such a blundering God should repent of
EMn Valky, Pa., Feb. 22, 1884.
A. B. B.
pronounce the "name thereof," I wonder if it oc- what he had done.
.
cured to his mind that the "serpent" was "laying
I .can form no ?onceptwn of ~hl'se heavenly
Infidel Philosophy.
low" for him.
hybnds referred to m the text, Lalf God and half
Gen i, 27: " So God created man in his own image,
Gen. iii, 8: "And they heard tho voice of the Lord man. They must hav been m~n of renown, sure
in the image of God created be him, male and female God walking in the garden in the cool of the day, enough, for they bad God Alrrnghty for a grandcreated he them."
and Adam and his wife hid themselvs from the pres- father.
Gen. ii, 1: "Thus the he&vens and the earth were ence of the Lord God, amongst the trees of the
Gen vi, 6: "And it repented the Lord that he had
finished and all the hosts of them. 2. And on the garden."
made man."
seventh day God ended his work which he bad
God is omnipresent, but they hid away from him
Balked again? This is too deep water for me.
made, and he rested on the seventh day from all the all the same. This shows the advantage of being My Christian friend8, you must come to the rescue.
works which be had made."
posted in scripture lessons. The sinful ministers Just tell me how God can repent, and you can take
Here is a full and complete creation. The whole who bav been exp?sed by Col. Billings hav found. t~e chro~o. If God repente? h~ l!lu.!:!t ha~ !~eked
work is finished up, and a long. rest taken, and out that they can hide away from "the presence of either w1sdom or power. W1ll Chrultlans fix 1t up
everything pronounced very good, after God had the Lord" when be turns to the debtor side of the among themselvs 't I am like the Chinaman at the
account.
Centennial, "It's too damee muchee."
deliberately reviewed the whole job.
Gen. vi, 5: "And God saw that the wickedn~ss of
" God is a spirit," and why a spirit should chose
Gen. ii, 7: "And the Lord God formed man of the
dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the cool of the day, on account of the agreeableness the world was very gre!l.t." Ve1 se G: ''And 1t reof the temperature, is not apparent. I fail to see pented the Lord that he .bad made man." Verse 7:
the breath of life, and man became a living soul."
Here we find God engaged in another and a new how a "voice" could walk; and if it could, it could "And the Lord said, I w1ll destroy man whom I hav
.
creation, after the "heavens and the earth were not get up much of a racket. How a spirit could, by created, frum the face of the earth:"
Now compare these passages w1th the th1rty-first
finished, and all the hosts of them." How could God walking, make noise enough to scare Adam and Eve,
keep right on creating after everything was finished? so as to make them run and hide in the tree~, verse of the first chapter of GenesiH: "And God
According to the account, there must bav been two can only be explained by one of God's attorneys who so.w everything which he had creu.ted, and behold it
first pairs created. Now I ask any general reader to has been commissioned to expound his law.
was very good.''
.
·what business bas Gocl to getsoured, and repent,
'I'he apple and-the snake story, of course, is familread carefully from the beginning of the first chapter
up to the tenth verse of the second chapter of Gen- iar to all; but there may be points which bav escaped and go'· down in tbe harnes.s" m so short a tim~,
sis, and he will see that it is made up of fmgmentary the notice of many. It is generally understood that after he had cr~ated everytlnug, an~l pr?nou~ced 1t
statements, which cannot be made to join together guilt attached to the eating of the forbidden fruit- very good. D1d God hav "'v.erythJD~ w L1s ow~
like a continuous narrativ.
.
that the terible penalties visited upon ~clam and han dB? :w~s. h~ cl?thed , w1th alm1ghty power.?
There are at least three fragments of accounts by Eve were on account of their transgressiOn. But 'Was he mfimt m wisdom ( Then, Low was tins
different individuals of the same transactions (at there was no guilt, no transgression, and I proceed great change brought about from the "very good"
to the very bad?
least, so it appears) joined together in such a bung- to show it.
In the first place, is it possible for gailt to attach
If it is claimed that this change was brough~ ab?ut
ling manner as to be absolutely painful to the close
to au act, the perpetrator of which is not accountable, through the agency of the devil, why ihJn t God
observer.
Creating light before there was any source of and do<:Js not know good and evil? I apprehend put Lim out. of the way? He h<J.d power ovl'r l.J1m,
he cursed h1m above all cutlle, he could make h1m
light, and then "dividing" the light from the ''dark- that there can be but one answer to this question.
Gen. iii, 6: "She took the fruit thereof and did eat, crawl on his bell,v, anrl if ll" crqiJ<l 11nt. hill him, it is
ness," an<l having three Jays elapse before there was
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a fair inference that the devil had more power than
he. Oh, what a predicament for a God! .
It would appear from the account, that God created
a devil without knowing the mischief he would do.
He planted a tree in the Garden of Eden without
knowing the amount of trouble it would giv him.
He created man, and said he was all right, and then
repented of the job. He brought on the flood without foreseeing that it was a great waste of water.
Men were just as bad after the flood as before it.
Old Noah, his chief fugleman, got cocked the :first
.
opportunity.
0 Christians! what a God you worship! He has
brought into existence millions of trillions of human
beings, and knew from the beginning that nine-tenths
of them would be damned. He sends a drought in
one country, and the people die of starvation, and
hundreds of unburied putrefying corpses add pestilence to famin. In another country he sends a flood,
and thousands of homes are washed away, and .outstretched arms of drowning children appeal to frenzied fathers and mothers in vain for help. He
belches forth his fury frem a volcano, and whole
cities are buried in ruins. Earthquakes disrupt the
solid crust of the earth, and towns and cities are
swallowed up.
'
And yet every year some political dude sets apart
a day for thanksgiving and praise to God for these
great blessings. Bah!
I read in the Koran of the terrible penalties which
God will visit upon the unbelievers. They are to
roast in hell (I quote only from memory) until the
brain fries in the skull, and the eyes bubble in iheir
sockets.
Now I cannot believe in r.mch a vengeful, savage
God; neither can I believe in the shifting, changing,
short-sighted, repenting, blundering God of the
ChriBtians. I see nothing in the Bible God but a
picture of the human mind; photographed when
men were far less i3nlightened than they are at the
present time. Man to-day would create a far better
God. It is high time we had a different one, or dispense with one altogether.
JoHN PEcK.
Naples, N. Y., Feb. 19, 1884.

The Liberal Club.
The 330th regular meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club was held on the 29th of February. The
club will not meet again on. Friday the 29th of February until sometime in 1900. This meeting was addressed-very appropriately, considering the date-by a lady, Mrs. Lillie Devereaux Blake. Mrs. Blake
is one of the best known of the woman suffrage advocates, and is the author of a book entitled "Woman's
Place To-day," a series of lectures in reply to the
Rev. Morgan Dix, which attracted considerable attention at the time they were delivered and published.
Mrs. Blake is described by the secretary of the club,
who has kindly furnished the material for this report,
as an eloquent speaker of :fine presence, whose shafts
of wit strike home, and who should be heard to be
appreciated. The speaker had, she said, nothing
new to say on the subject of woman's rights. Like
the teacher of an infant school, she must repeat the
A B C until the pupils had learnt those important
rudiments, before proceeding to join the characters
in syllables. She would treat her subject on this occasion algebraically. She could recollect the portentous appearance of the unknown quanitity x until
she learned its nature. It then lost its mysterious
and wonderful potency. She discovered, however,
that she must ascertain the value or the unidentified
x in order to solve her problem. So also men must
recognize the significance of the unappreciated x of
society-woman-before they would arrive at the
solution of the problem now before us, the institution of justice. Leap year was a good illustration of
the estimate placed upon woman's importance; she
has one year in four, while man has all the rest. Mrs.
Blake instanced two examples of the influence of
woman in politics. Gov. Robinson of this state was
candidate for re-election, but his administration had
been so inimical to the rights of the gentler sex that
the women of New York were aroused in opposition
and he was permitted to retire to private life. Again,
Horace Russell was nominated for attorney-general
by the Republican party and backed by powerful influence. Yet Mr. O'Brien, with the help of the
women, and notwithstanding his decidedly Greek
name, got about four thousand more votes than Bussell. Of the million votes in this state women would
need to control but two per cent to hold the balance
of power. The speaker wished the men to take
notice of this fact and its bearing on next year's eleotion. Mrs. Blake secured the approbation of the
chairman throughout. This was shown by his frequent nods of assent, and the ejaculations of "that's
so!" that escaped him.
The strongest point of criticism made against extending the electiv franchise to woman was offered by
· Mr. Cohen, who held that as they were still more
under the domination of the church than man, to allow them the privilege of voting (the right he conceded) would be to extend the power of the church,
especially the Catholic, to a dangerous limit. Mr.

Cohen admitted that this argument applied with great number of coll.tradictions were pointed opt by
equal force to some men.
Mr. Cushing, and his opponent labored, with more
Mr. Palmer would giv suffrage to woman as a right zeal than success, to reconcile the contradictions.
which was hers as well as man's, although he did not At this stage of the proceedings, Mr. Branch undoubt, as Mr. Cohen had said, there would be a tem- warrantably charged the chairman, Mr. Wick, with
porary retrograde movement; but liberty was its "posting" Mr. Cushing, and promoting the cause of
own educator. The question of woman's political Infidelity. Mr. Wick then merely explained that the
rights was but an incident in the trend of human gentleman was enth·ely mistaken. Next day, howprogress beginning with the Protestant Reformation, ever at close of debate, Mr. Wick repudiated more
more than three hundred years ago. That trend had fully the slur attempted to be cast on him as chairbeen toward liberty, and if we were to hav republi- man, and told an amusing anecdote, wherein he
canism and a government of the people, woman must likened Mr. Branch to the mountain sheep that
take her equal place in the republic. Mr. Palmer bounces against rocks, and sometimes breaks its own
thought that the province of the ballot in the future head.
Mr. Cushing's last address of only :five minutes
would be to vote men or women out of office when
unfaithful to their trust or incompetent to discharge was a masterpiece of eloquence, and co;mpletely won
their duties, all officials being allowed to serve as the sympathy of the audience.. This debate I conlong as they served well.
aider very damaging to orthodoxy, and, per contra,.
Dr. Weeks as ~al communicated to the club a very beneficial to the cause of Freethought in all the'
large amount of useful 'information, which a majority, neighborhood.
.
somehow, had not the patience to listen to and appreI would. sug~est an apology for the r~d-ha1red!
ciate in a manner at all adequate to its importance .. preacher m th1s debate, and for red-haired men
The doctor said that he fully appreciated the value g.enerally. Their Saxon blood causes th~m to be ~x
of woman's work in housekeeping, although she mta~le and peppery. They may sometm:~es be liDwould sometimes brush around to the annoyance of pass10ned and eloquent, but never cool m debate.
man. (He perhaps does not fully realize, muses the Blame not harshly thei: constitu~ional ~eakness;
lady secretary, the difficulty a woman labors under they may be,generous or Just; but m charity do not
in "brushing around" when a man is constantly at ask them to keep cool. "Do men gather grapes from
home.) He therefore thought that woman's aid was thorns?"
F. J. EMARY.
necessary in t:He governmental household.
Osceola, Iowa.----~---Mr. Langerfelt (we quote the secretary's words)
made his usual speech, calling the attention of Mrs. Mrs. Severance Objects to Mr. Hull's Methods.
Blake to the fact that the "economic basis" was the
To MosEs HuLL, My Friend and Brother: I feel imunderpinning of the whole business-of art, of relig- pelled to write you at this time, :firstly, to thank you
ion, of all civilization, in fact; but he spoke in the most for those wise words lately published in THE TRUTH
subdued tone, evidently overawed by the eloquence SEEKER, in which you clearly set forth case after case
of the speaker,. and affirming that he was not in any where individual workers had been induced for carsense exuberated by the inebriance of his own ver- tain reasons to take positions at variance with brave,
boaity. The phrase "all this business" he employed progressiv ideas, and in harmony with conservativ
but once, showing a gratifying tendency toward a prejudices, and the results of this suicidal course.
higher method of expression. "What is rights?" he Your points were suggestiv, and call attention to a·
asked. There was not a person in the audience who law I :firmly believe in-compensation. Secondly, I
knew, although rights were forever talked about. hav just read in the Offering of Jan. 6th a communiPeople had the right, affirmed Mr. Langerfelt, with- cation that has :filled me with amazement and sadness,
out pausing to explain what a" right" was, to develop for I discern ira this a beginning of catering to the·
their abilities, each and every one, to the utmost. old superstitions which I never expected you to roanThe secretary here makes the criticism, in an emi- ifest. In the :first place, your society organizing as a
nently universological sentence, that Mr. Langerfelt church, so as to "get the ear of people who could not. ·~
ignores the fact that the privilege of voting, the right be induced to attend a spiritual lecture," you call a
of which is woman's as much as man's, and for Wise movement. Now, I would like to know of what.
which Mrs. Blake is contending, is one of the neces- use, as workers in reform, are such narrow-minded,
sary factors of this development of which he was prejudiced people as these, and will you not hav to
speaking, and the greater part of the audience knew keep constantly catering, assuming church methods
it as well as he did.
and ordinances, to keep them in "the fold?" Such
Mrs. Leonard confronted Mr. Cohen's statement seems to be the case already as manifested by your
that enlarging woman's sphere of activity would in- christening ceremony, which "sensible-looking peocrease the power of the church, with a chapter from ple" required at your hands. "But after a little reher own experience. For writing and publishing an flection something seemed to say, Why not? If there
article on prayer she had been branded "Infidel" by is anything in magnetism, may not the laying of hands
the newspaper press, conducted by the lords of crea- on him, and his dedication to the cause of human
tion.
progress, possibly giv him more strength to :fight the
Mrs. Blake made an eloquent speech at the close, battles of life, to resist temptation, and to work for
showing her to be familiar with every phase of the humanity? At least we will try it. And with a few
question, the economic, the domestic, and all. She appropriate remarks I took the little fellow in my
had not touched upon these because she had chosen arms and blessed him, as did one of old. Now let
other topics, and there was a limit to what can be me say I believe in it."
said in an hour. The condition of the streets of New
If magnetism does giv strength to its recipientYork was a proof of man's incompetency as a house- and I know it does where there is a proper adaptakeeper. The thoroughfares of this city would never tion of the parties-is there any increase of that power
be properly cleaned un,til woman had control of the from the fact of your having been chosen pastor of
work.
.
the church of the New Spiritual Dispensation? If.
The program 'of the club for the month of March not, did you not help by that ceremony to perpetuate
is as follows: 7th, The New Marriage; or, Uniform a superstition that all Liberals ought to try to educate
Marriage Laws, by Charles Stuart Welles; 14th, Mor- people out of? Was the taking of that child in your
mons and Mormondom, by Rev. G. W. Gallagher; arms and blessing it "as one of old" anything differ21st, The Mormon Question, by J. W. Stillman, of ent from what people hav done all these years since
Boston; 28th, The Mad World; or, What is truth? the" one of old" was purported to hav lived and
by Madame Henri Delescluze.
hugged babies, and is not an equally beneficent effect
. produced every time a magnetic person takes a child
Debate.
in his arms? Did a dove descend upon the child, or
The dry bones of orthodoxy had a shaking at what manifestation did you receive that so suddenly
Murray, Iowa, on Jan. 29th and 30th. Mr. Branch converted you io a belief in the ordinance? For it
(Campbellite), of-Murray, challenged Mr. V. B. Cush- seemA you began it as an experiment, but when you
ing (Unitarian), of Creston, to a theological debate. had :finished it you declared, "I now believe in it."
The audience was large, but would hav been much And who gave that child to the angels (What does
larger had the Baptist building been larger. The that mean, anyway?), or who has any right to giv or
proposition was, "That theNew Testament is not true pledge another person, whether child or angel, to any
in all its parts." Mr. Cushing argued that the special line of life? If this can be done, if certain
genealogy of Christ is contradictory, as the one list ordained ministers can dedicate others to works of
givs fourteen generations more than the other, and humanity and love, I would like to know it, for I am
that both could not be true. Mr. Branch replied in possession of an ordination certificate, which I
that one genealogy was for Joseph, the father of received about twenty years ago, and I would like to
Christ, and the other for Mary, the mother; but Mr. dedicate our professed reformers, not to the angels,
Cushing pointed out that view is mer!i assumption, but to a sensible, honest, earnest, progressiv work for
not in accordance with scripture. Mr. Cushing also humanity. But I hav always held the opinion if there
hinted that genealogies were superfluous where the be any such dedication, it ·must be an individual
birth was miraculous. Mr. Branch, to get rid of the work of one's own doing.
dilemma, asserted the two :first chapters of Matthew
Your pastoral work begun, of coarse your duties
are not genuin, and written by a different author; increase, and next comes your marriage ceremony.
also that ten or twelve interpolations in the gospels You who hav spoken such strong, br~ve, defiant words
are spurious. Whereupon Mr. Cushing politely against this institution; you whom I hav heard claim
thanked his opponent for conceding a point that he before large audiences that our marriage laws sane(Mr. Cushing) came all the way from Creston to tioned the worst of crimes, and perpetuated them,
prove. Mr. Branch somewhat lost temper, and said and that it was a slave institution; you who refused
he believed the whole of the New Testament-tl:ie toyieldtoitsunjustdemands,andsufferedwithabrave
two chapters, interpolations, and all-to be true. A heati and bold front all sorts of persecutions for your
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·opinions like a man; you who hav for these many plains why and as time is destined to make land as 1it is, o~ England, has also placed himself on i:ecord in favor of
"" t•IV bl ows t o b re ak th
·
· pureh asmg_
· IS
· e:x:pen- dred
evolution. Had these men uttered such sent1ments two hunyears b een strik.mg sueh euec
, e v.aluahle h'ere as there, delay
m
years ago, they would hav been burnt at the stake.
fetters that laws bind about human hearts, now enact· SlV. Grapes are the crop to be preferred m th1s lo- "But the world moves, except the constitutional convention
the role of priest in sanctioning and solemnizing this cality, for they require less water than trees, and ei- o.£ the territory of Montana, whi~h goes back to the constituabomination, as you hav claimed it to be, and send ther the wine or raisin variety is sure to pay. From t1<_>n of good old Massachusetts, Ju~t after sh~ hac~ burnt .her
·
Witches, for stale, worn-out adulatwn to an imagmary bemg,
out a f orm or ce r e m onl'al as a patt ern f 0 r other'!l to t went Y t o th'rt
1 Y d oll ar~ per t on. was pal·a f or grapes
who is supposed to be floating around in our uncongenial atfollow which is not one whit better than that used by last year, and an old vmyard will produce from four mosphere, while we are enjoying ourselvs in wm'm apart. other priests. So step after step in the conseivativ to six tons, and some hav as high as eight. Oranges, ments.
.
.
dirzction, your church business is leading you, and I being rather scarce are selling for from six to eight ':I venture the assertwn that ne~ther the .people of ~he
'L
•
d t h
f
d ,._
'·
h
Umted States, nor the people of Montanot, are m accord With
should no t b e half so muc.... surpnse o ear o your · o.~ru.rs per box th1s season. Last year. t ey w~re the spirit of this passage which I ask to hav stricken out. It
church and its pastor celebrating the eucharist, as I from two to three dollars, and a person m Anaheim is simply clinging to old traditions. A very intelligent gentlenow am at what you hav already done. Some day picked one thousand boxes from a ten-acre orchard man on t4is floor has .well sai~ that nu~n is only half .devel·some "rather sensible-looking people" may come to four years old-but that was more than an average oped, and to _Pl'Ove his assei·!w~, he s1ts enveloJ?~d 1n the
. you and ask to hav bread and wine served. You say: -vield
smoke of a pmsonons weed, clmgmg to the superstltwns of an
.J
•
•
ignorant age and race.
"Why not? We will try the experiment. And I
That money can be made m the Santa Ana valley "Mr. President, about this matter I hav no lH'ide of opinion;
took bread and wine, and blessed it, and gave to my is a question above doubt, but to succeed here a per- but I think the declaration I h~v excepted to is unne~essary,
disciples, saying, .Eat ye all of it, as did one of old. son must not run in debt too much for the rate of unc~led for, and <_>nly an mcumbmnce. Old, w1th ono
't"
·
·
·
. .
'
foot m the grave, I still love and honor the man who stands
And now I believe in 1 ·
1nterest 1~ Califo~ma IS t~n per cent.
. .
up to his convictions without fear, favor, or affection, ott all
I hav always had faith in you; hav known you to
In elosmg I Will say, Jt has been my pr1v1lege to tinws, and in all places-one whose hell is to do wrong, and
do things that I thought showed lack of judgment, see a good part of the United States and portions of w~ose heaven is found in well-doing. Whether fDl' oi· ngai~st
pEorhaps, as we· are all wont to do, but never thought Mexico, but a more healthy and genial climate than this measure, I hope to be able to love and honOl' all hm·e.
you capable of catering to popular prejudice till this this I hav never met, and I feel as did a lady I saw
Mr. Fergus was supported by Mr. Callaway, a
present move, and it is a sorry conclusion for me, for xeturning from a four years' residence in Arizona- Christian, who announced himself capable of swalI know just as soon as a reformer begins to cater he said she, "There is only one California, and there I lowing the Apostles' Creed, and with receptiv
C. SEVERANCE.
powers nearly sufficient to take in the creed of St.
places himself in a negativ position to the party or want t9 make my home."
parties he is trying to please, and his influence for
Orange, Oal., Feb, 10, 1884.
Athanasius; but he wanted religion confined to its
good is lost; he is acted upon instead of being a conproper sphere, and to cram it into a state constitutroling force himself, and as a reformer he is dead.
Jewels from Afar.
tion was certainly ill-advised and out of place. The
There are too few now who will follow truth, let it
:So you hav wandered on through Persia;
holders of these views were in the minority, howlead where it may, or who are strong enough and
Through the orient wide and grand,
ever, and Montana will hav a constitution which
brave enough to dare to be true.
And gathered its flashing jewels
recognizes "Gaud."
S.Jncere1Y yours,
J ULIET H · SEVERANCE, MD
With
deft and
busy hand;
---------· ·
Yon
hava caught
a thousand
colors

Southern California.

'I

,.

,,

From the sea and sky and flo\ver,
And I think the genii helped yon
With something of Eden's dower.

The Truth Seeker Led into Error.

In an editorial on the death of Wendell Phillip's,
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Febuary flth, the particulars
paper of Feb, 2d J. Heinrich and brother ask for
You hav wrought a wondrous picture.
of which were obtained from the Sun, the following
some infonnation in regard to Los Angeles and vicinFrom these travels fai· away,
statement
occurs: "On the Chinese question, Mr.
But still in your wildest wandel'ings
ity in this state. Southern California is the ml.st faPhillips favored the restriction of Chinese immigraYou
were
thinking
of
home
each
clay;
vored section from a climatic point of view in the
tion as a means of protection to American workmen.
And when the last jewel was gathered,
United States, a:nd though but a comparativly short
And the brightest of gold was found,
He said: 'They who seek to flood us artificially
time has elapsed since American industry and enterYou placed the magnificent glory
with barbarian labor are dragging down the AmeriOn
the
hearth-stone's
sac:red
ground.
prise superseded Mexican indolence and ignorance,
can home to the level of the houseless street herds of
wonderful changes and improvements hav been made.
China. If the workingmen hav not combined to preThe spirit of love thus ever
Land is steadily increasing in value, and indicatio~s
Wanders the wide world through;
vent this, it is time that they should. When rich
point to a splendid future for sunny southern CaliIt is restless for every tree.sure,
men conspire, poor men should combine.'" Can it
For
every
fOl'm
and
huefornia, and all those who desire to leave the East,
be shown where he made the quotation referred to
To
pour
its
sweet
delight
in,
with its six months of winter and attendant hardabove? Of all the libels against him in the past,
To inlage its fair thoughts,
ships, for a semi-tropical climate should come here
For love cannot be loving
none equals this in its utter falsity. It is in direct
at once. Come where you can pick the ripening
Except some task is wrought.
•
contradiction of his whole life. As an abolitionist,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
orange in January, and liv without a continual exerhe was for "equality before law," and the following
tion to keep up the animal heat; where snow and
letter shows that he retained his clearness of acuReligion in Politics.
blizzards are unknown. But particulars are wanted,
men. I cut it from the San Francisco Chrom:cle, and
and I will confine them to the Santa Ana valley,
The convention to frame a constitution for Mon- preserved it for its terseness on the Chinese queswhich lies about twenty-five miles south of Los An~ tana was not able to get God into it without spirited tion. His letter is as follows:
geles, and in connecte~ by .a branch of ~he South~rn opposition. Among the glittering generalities which
BosToN, Sept. fi, 1878.
Pacific Railroad. Califorma has no frurer locahty, usually fonn the preamble to such documents it was DEAR Sm: I read the slip you sent me stating ,Jnrlgc Jllack's
no more equable climate, than is found in this valley, proposed to insert this religious slush:
views on the Chinese <JUOstion. I do not accept his law.
Any state regulation which violates a United States treaty is
which is about twenty miles long and sixteen broad.
"We, therefore, the people of Montana, acknowledging with void. No one but a secessionist would <Jnestion it.. As to the
Two-thirds of its area is arable land. Santa Ana, grateful hearts the goodness of the Great Legislator of the general subject-Chinese immigration-I <lisscnt entirely from
Orange, and Anaheim are its principal towns, ~nd Universe, in affording us, in the course of 4is providence, an the opinions entertained on the Pacific coast. Iurle.,d, .1 <lomore beautiful places are hard to find. The ramy opportunity, deliberately and peaceably, without fraud, vio- test the shallow, heartless, and narrow views taken there on
or intimidation, of entering into an original, explicit, the subject. In the first place, I have no fear of. the Chinese
season here is from December to April, and the re- lence,
and solelllll compact with each other, and of forming a consti- coming here in Ruch numbers as even t?m1~01·n,~rly to <hs~nrb
mainder of the year is dry. Everything is irrigated tution of civil government for ourselvs and our posterity; and our welfare or the character of our mHtltutwns, N~tt.wns
during the summer by water from the Sa~ta A;na devoutly inlploring his direction in so grand and interesting a emigrate gra'duotlly; never in tens of u~illiouH at. 11 time. Hi~
river which is brought into the valley by a ditch nme design, do agree upon." And so on to the end of the chapter. tory and common sense both lHmr w1tncsH agamst the pm:slof it. Secon<Uy, all the millions from omy ra«e, thnt will
miles long.
The reading of this in the convention brought to bility
Oi' can come here, are soi·ely needed to till up the vast waste~>
A great variety of fruit i~ here p:oduced, azz:ong his feet the Hon. Mr. Fergus, .of Meagher county. in our poHscssions between Omaha awl tho l'owific. "The
which are oranges, lemons, hmes, apricots, nectarmes, He showed the idiocy of the language used, and the earth is the Lord's, and the fnlucHs thereof," and we hav no
,figs, pears, peaches, ~pples, prunes, etc., n~erous uselessness of expecting God to take extended notice l'ight to shut a mnn out ofi any vaeant lot wh~ch he ncc<~s to
kinds of grapes, Enghsh walnuts, almonds, ohvs, pea- of the doings of a territorial legislature. Among earn his brenll. The ChmeHe are a pamstalnng, mdustrwus,
and marvelously capable people. Statesmomship an<l politinuts, yams, and vegetables of all ki~ds. C~ms~dera other pertinent objections he urged are these:
cal economy, as well as Christianity, hirl us wclcmuo sneh
ble corn is raised, but not much gram, for 1t 1s cut "A member on this floor has remarked that this constitution help in subduing the continent; not violently t.o thrnst. them
early and used for hay. Alfalfa, which grows like a. is to endure through all time. Time is but the measure of out. That we, who flecl here only two centuries ago. shonld
weed when wet, is the feed for cows, and every place eternity. Time always was and always '!ill be. Man ~arne on i'efuse the Chinese a plrwe, is monstwus. But that tho ] rish,
earth as it were, but yesterday, but m that short time na- who took shelter under institutions already established, shonl<l
has a small piece on which to stake the domestic an- the
tions, lan'guages, and religio.ns h~v had their infancy, their ma- use the rights we hav shnred with them to oppress an<l torimal that supplies the family with milk and butt~r. turity and their decay. It iS an mexorable law. Our govern- ment the Chinese, is sluuiwfnl irwonsistcnr;y.-auothcr inWells with windmills are plenty, but many hav CIS- ment 'our language, and our religion will in turn be swept stance of how often tho persecntcrl rtr<' t.lomusclvs the first to
Hhamc on the Irishman who, after llis c·onntry's
terns made in the ground which are filled from the awa/by the scythe of time, and the place that kno:ws them persecute.
will know them no more forever. Space, too, iS every- four centuries of protest and rebellion, borrows of England
irrigating ditch. Wood is scar~e, and sells for eight now
where· it is without limit. Our sun is but one of the millions the selfsame infnmous om<l lmtct'nl wr:II]Hms, to usc tlu·ru
or nine dollars per cord. It 1s mostly oak. Ten of sta;s and our earth but one of its smoothest satellites (and against the Chinese! If so sad and wielw•l om ar:t eoulrl bo tho
acres of vinyard or orange orchard is about all one a poor ~no at that), rolling from side to side, burning us in subject of mirth, .the whole eivilized worl<l wonl<l. see it llH the
most ridiculous inconsistency. Bnt n rlr".'JlCr feellllg than that
man can take care of, and good help is worth twenty- summer and freezing us with its w.ifi:ter ~las.ts. If there is .a of
detestation and abhorrence is the moorl of ov,ry honest
impartial God-he must rl1V1de his time amongst th1s
five and thirty dollars per month the year round. God-an
great universe and Montana's share cannot be worth asking man and one ncmls the mnsterly snreasm awl rnhnke of
Irrigating is the most unpleasant thing about farm- for. Therefo;e, I regard the passage I move to strike out as O'C~nnell fitly to describe it. Very respectfully yonrs,
\VENVEJ"L l'lllf,J,Jl•,s.
ing here, but one so~n gets accust?me~ to th~t. The only an incumbrance to our fundamental law. If he guides
only disagreeable thmg about th1s climate 1s hard and protects us I hav looked for this protecting power in vain.
To those who knew him, his whole life was a refucars rush t~gether, and there is no God to warn. The enwinds in the winter, but what we get here would be The
gineer asks not God to stay their mad career, but applies the tation of such a statement on the Chinese <JUestion
called gentle zephyrs back in Missoliri. They do air-brakes th!! invention of a fellow-man. The steamship as was gathered from the Sun. The statement is a
not blow very often or long at a time, but are occa- sinks in ~id-ocean, and no helping hand is there; the shrieks travesty on his humanity. 'J'o those who look for
of the helpless are borne on the wind until they are buried in truth, his letter givs no uncertain sound.
sional affairs.
the insatiate sea. The earthquake, the cyclone, and the volThe summer months are middling warm, and the cano,
Milford, Mass., Feb. 24, 1884. CHAS. C. JoHNSON.
following ine:-orable. l~ws, destr?~ the ju~t and the unmercury plays about in the vicinity of 100 degr~es just, and N ati:lre neither pities nor reJ?iCes, n~1the~ loves nor
quite often, but the nig~ts are always cool, With hates. If man is saved, he must save himself; if he iS hungry,
Church and State.
ocean breezes, and sleep 1s both sweet and refresh- he must feed him:;elf; if he is cold, he must warm himself.
Our prayers are unheeded; no deity puts forth his helping
To
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRU'rH SEEKER Sir: A bill
ing.
·
. hand. Then, why bemean our manhood by inserting a lie in
has
been
introduced
into our state legislature to
We hav just had the heaviest fall of snow known1.n this our fundamental law?
·
"Jefferson in a more superstitious age, and the framers of create in our state university a chair of theology. It
nine years, so old residents say, and. everybody IS
jubilant ~n consequence. Land has.nsen about ten our national Constitution, pandered not to popular prejudice. ought to pass, and then the assembled wisdom ought
the nation livs, our own people hav _ever ruled them- to get up another bill to surround the chair with a
per cent m the past two weeks, and m the undevel- Yet
selves; if Montanians r;annot do the sume thing they are unfit lot of stools for the scholars to sit on, while the theooped state now sells at from $150 to $200 per to be a free people.
"I hav heard it said on this floor that we don't want mosfl- logical nincompoop in the big chair dispenses his
acre. Vinyards two years old are worth $250 and
$300 per acre, and in one inAtance $600 was re- be.cks or old fogies. In this case, sir, some of the old fogiefl inspired drivel to the embryonic asses who listen to
are in accord with the spirit of the age. Henry Ward Beecher hi~ teachings. Maybe it won't do us much !.' o
fused for a vinyard five years old. Orange orchards said
in Denver not long ago that Adam never fell, that he
are worth about the same. In Riverside, sixty miles lJegan at the bottom. and. if he fel~ at all, he fell 1~p. Dr. but, Lord! what a big thing it will be for posterity.
J. E. WwK.
east of Los Angeles, $1,000 per acre is no unco?lmon McCosh president of Pnnceton College, has pubhsherl a Mister Speaker, I vote for that bill.
llfurray, Iowa, Feb. 22, 1884.
price, but its being an older settled commumty e:x:- pamphl~t upon the same subject; and Bishop Heber, I think
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guinea pigs, of which several were pregnant. One spa.ce to demonstrate such utility than would be con- ·
poor little creature, 'far advanced in pregnancy,' tained in every line of every page of every copy of
was made to endure dolori atrocissimi, so that it was the noble journal in which I print these remarks that
impossible to make any observations in consequence ever came from the press-room.
Philosophy on the Half Shell; or, Ethics of '83. of
its convulsions. In the second series of experiHere is a further example of Mr. Foote's lack
YIYISEC'riON.-ELLIOTT PRESTON TO E. B. FOOTE, JR.
ments twenty-eight animals were sacrificed, some of either of information or of fairness: "It [vivisection]
Sir: Permit me to open, for the benefit of the pub- them taken from nursing their young, exposed to tor- is, as I contend, not enough of an e,·il to deserve atlic, if not of your learned self, this communication to ture for an hour or two, then allowed to rest an hour, tention from those who hav time and strength to de-.
you, with a brief poem of my own, descriptiv of one and usually replaced in the machine to be crushed vote to reforms.''
of the most touching incidents recorded in the bloody or torn by the professor for periods of from two to
Not so fast, Mr. Foote, if you please. Wait until
annals of vivisection:
six hours more. In the table wherein these experi- the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER peruse my account
MAJ"ENDIE AND THE DOG.-AN ACTUAL FACT.
ments are summed up, the terms molto dolore and cru- in this present letter, of the " ex:peri:ments" of ManIn that dread hell of horrors where the knife,
~eli· dolori are delicately distinguished, the latter ~e- tegazza, and of Cl~ude ·' B~;nard; ~f I do n,ot .er~·,
With fiendish cunning, tents the mangled frame,
mg apparently reserved for the cases when the ·nc- .greatly, your coadJu_tm s scratchmg-newts -tails
Exulting in each direr throe of pain,
tims were as the professor expresses it lardeltati di theory is becoming shghtly transparent beneath the
The "prince of torturers" stood l .
chindi (lar'ded with nails)."
'
focus I h~v br?ught to bear on i~, and similar "co~kThere in the trough
A hapless victim lay, bound by the thong;
I will now quote, once more, from another part of and-bull 'stones, calculated to mislead the lay-pubhc.
But as the vivisector gloatingly
"Light in Dark Places:''
As good, or better, judges than yourself bear testiBent to his task, and with deft chisel sought
"We now come (page 20) to an illustration which will be mony that the tortures which vivisectors inflict are
'To cleave the quivering spine, down to the red nerve's root,
The creature, in delirium of pain,
recognized by many readers-the first of the two stoves in- "the most atrocious that the imagination of man can
Broke from its bonds, and fled in mad dismay;
vented .and used by Claude Bernard. It is taken from his conceive.
But, with remorseless hand, he drew it back,
'LP.cons sur lr£ Chaleur Animale,' Pnris, 1876, p. 347, and repreLet no reader of this epistle be led to suppose from
Down to the torture-trough, that demon soul!
sents, us M. Bernard states, his 'first apparatus for the stut1y
of
the
mech!.1nism
of
death
by
heat.'
Of
the
results
of
experiwhat
you write that vivisection is on the decline. and
And yet ngain the pitiful, poor brute,
In awful agony, 'scapecl that reel hand;
ments made with it he prints several tables. These tables that great cruelties are not now perpetrated. WhatBut when, once more, the artist plucked him down,
show how dogs, pigeons, and rabbits baked in the stove ex- ever you or your brother may or may not hav seen
Knowing quite well his fearful fate was senled,
pil·ed at the temperatures of 98° or 100° Cent. in six minutes, during your medical apprenticeship, the fact remains
And no slight strength of his might more avnil,
ten minutes, twenty-four minutes, etc., and at higher temperatures at different intervals; and again how, when the appa- that this atrocious practice was never more widely
Clasped he his ·fensoless paws ronnel that grim neck,
Licking the monster's face, with pleading vain!
ratus formed a hot bath (i.e., the nnimal was boiled instead of prevalent than it is to-day. Here in the United
First, let me warmly thank Harvey ·w. Pinney, baked alive), n different scale of heat und subsequent death Statee, state of Ohio, one vivisector alone is reported
observed. A small dog placed in a temperature of 55o to hav sacrificed three thousand animals ! If eX-E:oq., of Mill Brook, Conn., for his manly words was
expired after eight minutes, and so on. Again, another series
in c0ndf?mnation of E. B. Foote, Jr., and his (Mr of results was obtained when the head of the victim was kept tremely painful vivisection is unknown at the present
Foot.e's) stand in the vivisection controversy, ns ex- outside the stove, while its body wRs baked or boiled. 'The day, except in very rare cases (as you would hav the
plainN1 in his (\Tr. Pinney's) article in THE TRUTH animals' (M. Bernard notes, page 356,) 'exhibit a series of public believe). why the carefully detailed directions
symptoms nlways the same and characteristic At first the
. .,
b p f
A
t" Fl t f N
y k
SEEKER of Feb. 16, 1884.
creature is a little agitated. Soon the respiration and circula- to stuuents Y ro essor .tl.US Ill 1 yn ' 0
ew or
1\'Ir. Pinnev most. j ust.ly savs, in subf'ltltBce, "Two tion are quickened. The animal opens its month and breathes city, in his student's handbook of physiology, as to
wrongs do not make one right, nor is vivisection the hard. Soon it becomes impossible to count its pantings; at the correct method for them to pursue in vivisecting
last it falls into convulsions, and dies generally in uttering "the fifth pair" in a living, unetherized rabbit?
less atrocious because other forms of crueltv exist." at
a cry.'
I hope all readers of this paper will imitate the
"In a subsequent table M. Bernard givs the particulars of
You will find this a bard nut to crack, if I mistake
worthy example set by Mr. Pinney, and decline to the deaths in this apparatus of seventeen clogs, and of numer- not. This "fifth pair" vivisection (as I fully extrust their own lives, or those of their families, in the ous rabbits and pigeons; and then proceeds in the next lee- plained in my original essay upon vivisection, in THE
ture to show his audience the diagram of another and more TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 29, 1883), is esteemed by the
hands of medical men who espouse or practice vivi- elaborate
stove, in which many other series of animals were
section. Surely a man whose sensibilities nre so sacrificed. , . . We try the same experiment (baking alive) leading physiologists of the world to be the most
blunted-as are those of the vivisector-by the fre- on a rabbit. The same series of phenomena nre exhibited, but acutely painful operation which it lies within the
power of man to inflict.
quent infliction or witnessing of animal p~in would more slowly, for it only dies at the end of twenty minutes!"
not he likely to be especially tencler of the suffering-s
Vivisectors commonly endeavor to hoodwink the
In a very valuable pamphlet by M. Scholl, printed
of these human beings who might commit themselvs public with the assertion that nearly all animals are in the French language, and now before me, I find
to his care.
rendered insensible to pain, through the administra- the minimum number of dogs sacrificed, in the laboDuring- t.be investig-ationA mnfle at the sessions of tion of ether, chloroform, or th@ like, before being ratories of Europe alone, by vivisectors each day of
the R0yal CnmmisRion in 1876 (which convocation of vivisected. This is absolutely untrue, as a glance the year, to be estimated at one hundred and fortyIearnecl phyRiologi!lts anr1 others took place owing to at the report .of the Royal Commission (a document three, or forty-two. thousand, nine hundred every
the cnmmandA of QueAn Victoria, and for the purpose of severvl hundred pages) will sdfice to show. In- J"t3ar (allowing three hundred working days to the
of sifting this t.errible question as thoroughly as deed, it is nearly, or quite, impossible to render the year). To thPse stupendous figures for dogs must be
possiblE) it was found that German physiologists, as majority of animals thus insensible; many die before added thousands npon thousands of cats, rabbits,
a rule, ricliculerl the idea that their fellow-craftsmen reaching ah unconscious state, and still others at guinea-pigs, horses, asses, etc. And yet Mr. Foote
in Germany ancl elsewhere labored for "the good of the very moment of its attainment. Abundant testi- thinks the subject of too little importance to deserve
human;ty," but that it was simply for science in the mony was obtained from the vivisectors themselvs, the attention of philanthropists!
abstract.
during the sitting of the above commission, to disI believe three motivs only commonly enter into
What has our champion of vivisection, E. B. Foote, credit the statement that anesthetics are given ex- the calculations of thR true vivisector: 1. A burningJr., to sav relativ to the abominable proceedings of capt where it is for the operator's convenience to do curiosity to see what animals will do when subjected
Signor P~tolo 1\1antP.gazza, who recently carried out so, which is but very rarely.
to intense torment; 2. The love of cruelty inherent
a long serif's of horrible experiments upon living, unThe greatest vivisectors hav declared, at the end in men's nature, and which becomes enormously enetberized animals, mr.rely to make a stuily of pain? of their careers, that their terrible experiments were· larged by the constant sight of blood and suffering.
Not pain inflicted with any possible beneficial end in barren of useful results, and, at most, could only point 3. Ambition to surpass in feats of horror, and behce
view, but Flolely and •imply out out of a hellish curi- to possible success in the future: The dying Claude science(?), their fellow-craftsmen.
osity f.o discover bow much agony vat·ious animals Bernard said that be passed away with empty bands.
What vivisector, of even common intelligence, would
could be made to suffer hefore ileatb took place.
Another fact which many of my readers may be devote a lifetime to vivisecting in hopes of benefiting
He subsequenily publisherl the tabulaterl reF~ults surprised to learn is, that during tbe course of his- humanity, when no valuable results hav been obtained
of tlwse atrocHieA in a wnrk entitled " L'l F1:81:nlnrn'a tory numerous men and women bav been given over therefrom in all past time, and the most persevering
dPl Dnlore" (Florence: FelicA Paggi, eilitorP. 1880). alive to the vivisectors (particularly by the govern- vivisectors die (as did Claude Bernard) with the admisI quote the following- from "Light in Dttrk Places," ment of Tuscany), and it may be well imagined how sion that nothing of value bas been accomplished as
a most v~tln<tblA illustrated prtmphlet by Miss Fr~tn('es exquisit must hav been the delight of these learned(?) yet?
.
Power Cobbe, the eminent English opponent. of vivi- gentlemen in having an opportunity to test at length
You will pardon me, Mr. Foote, for saymg that
section. H will be sen+: free to reRilers of this nrti('le their multitudinous experiments on dogs and cats, your slur upon the gentler sex:, because they disapon npplication to the "ViP.t.nria Str~>et So('iety for the upon real live men and womeil! Nor let it be im- prove of the atrocities of vivisection, is not a worthy
Protection of Animnls T_,iAble to Vivisection.," Victo- agined that in these latter days of the nineteenth sentiment to emanate from the pen of a Liberal, and
ria F~t., Lonrlnn S. W., Englanil.
century vivisectors hav g-otten over their penchant for one of which you may liv to feel ashamed. I deplore
Let every interesterl person rlrop a poRtal card vivisecting human beings-by no means. Very re- it the more in emanating from you, whose illustrious
(aililing a one ('~>nt stAmp lherflto, aR required on cently two vivisectors seriousl.v proposed (in the Lon- father bas proved in his various invaluable works a
pos~A 1 carr1s for Enrrlnncl) with the rPqueRt for a cnpv don Spectator) that condemned criminals should be trne benefactor and ft·iend of woman. No man can
of "Light in Dark PlaceR," and it will he forwarcled given over to them for vivisection, instead of com- afford to sneer at a cause because it is championed by
to thPir adilress free of char.g-e. It c0ntains twentv pelling them (the vivisectors) to resort to the vivi- women, for without the approval and sanction of inlarge illustrationR of viviseeted animals and vivisect- section of uno:ffending dogs and cats (an unusual and telligent and noble-hearted women, no great reform
ing implementf.', beside much valuabls. printed mat- most beautiful ebullition of virtue on their part).
ever bas, or ever will be, carried on to a succ11ssful
ter.
Within a very few months a great stir bas been issue. Woman is the great civilizer of the world, and
"To st.udy pain properly it was necesRary, so Pro- made in England by the fact (published in the Lon- her presence and influence in any reform can be but
fessor Manteg-Azzq, thought, to create thA most int.ense don press by these worthies themselvs) that certain an unmitigated blessing. Int.elligent male readers of
pain be could possibly contrive: anrl with this ohj11ct of the vivisectional fraternity had been administer- THE TRUTH SEEKER will condemn you for the utterin view be clf?vised vnrious combinations. One mg to the free patients of a great. London hospital ance of so narrow and unmanly a sentiment, and its
which be found excellt>nt, ('onsis!eil in 'plan tin~ a specific poison, from which several of .these poor female readers will, I feel certain, not be sparing of
nails Rharp and numerouR, through the feet of the people suffered injuries from which it appears doubt- their disapproval.
animals, in sueh a manner as to render the ereature ful if they ever will fully recover. Numerous cats,
If tboug.htless women, as you say, wear the wings
almost mot.ionlf?ss, because in every movement it to which it was also administered, died.
of slaughtered birds upon their bonnets, it is men
would bav felt its torment more ac~tely.' Further
In their first published account of these abomina- who killed these birds and (at first hand) offer them
on be mentions that, to produce more intense pain ble proceedings, these gentry did not claim that the for sale. The boiling alive of lobsters (to which you
( dnlnre inlen.on) be was obliged to employ wounds fol- poison given bore any relation to the diseases of the allude) is an abomination which should not be ~oler
lowed by inflAmmation.
patients, but later (finding public opinion deeply in- ated amongst civilized people. I bav used my mflu"Going a little further, he devised. and, with the censed against them) tbey said that "they had hoped ence against the practice for years, and I trust no one
help. of au ingenious machinist in Milan, brought the poison might do their victims good !"-about aA who reads these lines will ever be guilty of commitinto wm·king orr1Ar, the instrument depict.ed in our likely a sequence to their poisoning "experiments" ting such a cruel act. If lobsters cannot be eaten
illustrat,ion. which is exactly reproduced from his on human beings, apparently, as that 2 and 2 will except wben thus prepared, buma~e people will unbook, page 98. This machine enablecl him to grip sometimes make 5.
hesitatingly deny themselvs the delicacy.
any part of an animal with pincers with iron teeth,
E. B. Foote, Jr., says in his criticism, now before
That you question (as you say you do) that very
and to crush, or t11ar, or lift up the vict.im, 'so as to me, of my essay referring to vivisection, "To prove painful vivisection is common, proves beyond the posproilnce pain in every possible way.' The first series its utility would require more of my time and THE sibility of a doubt that you are" w:ofully. ignora;nt of
of his experiments, Signor Mantegazza informs us, TnuTH SEEKER's space than the subject is worth," etc. its atrocities" (as I suggested as bemg qmte possible),
were tried on twelve animals, chiefly rabbits and
Right you are, Mr; Foote. It would take more and hence had better" shut up shop" as an authority
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on this subje~t, and allow someone ~lse to take up the
cudgels who 1s up to the times, both in this matter
and that of the proper position of woman in all refDrms worthy of the name.
I trust I. hav not belabored you too hard, l\Ir.
Foote. It 1s not you personally, but the class which
you represent, that I attack; hence, "let not your
angry passions rise " if I hav presumed to " handle
you without gloves."
I will c?nclude this epistle with a poem of my own,
now pubhshed for the first time, descriptiv of therenowned baker and boiler of living animals, about
whom I hav had so much to say in this letter. It is
entitled,

ence, apart from the mere circumstances I hav recited, I will tendered back), o~ that some one for him (if the money
gi> the treatis a snb-heucling or title, as below.
is tendered to that some one instead), will supply an
· STEl'REX PE.-\1\r, A:s:DnEWS.
amount of l'eal commodities equivalent to the face of
ANALYSIS OF THE NATURE OF MONEY.
the money presented-which promis, if believed in
All things whatsoever hav three very fundamental by the community at large, who are then ready to
aspects, which are, 1. Es.~entials, 2. Incidentals, and 3. step in, each man in turn, and fulfil the promis, exAccidentals. E.~sential.~ are those properties, features, pecting it to be fulfilled to him in like manner-beor elements without which the thing is not at all, or comes the general purchasing power of the money.
The pledge or mere promis does not necessarily
cannot be, or exist, as the thing in question. Incidenta~s are those which, without being essential, are imply any other security than the promis itself, and
so usual and so implied. in the idea that they follow, the faith that is reposed in the promiser; as, when
of course, as belonging to it, unless they are expressly lovers pledge or plight their faith, it is not usual to
excluded. Accidental.~ are those which the thing does exchange or dAposit jewelry or other valuables as
not necessarily, or even of course, imply, and which " collateral " to indemnify each other in case of a
must, therefore, be e:s:pressly supplied in order to be- breach of marriage contract. Still that may be done.
A TISIO:S: OF T!m SOUL OF CLAUDJ.; BEUXAIW.
long to it, but which may be, and often are, so F.!Up- and in respect to money is often done. But the two
The mincl can merge itself, at times, with that
posed. This, then, is our universological basis of things must be distinguished. The promis and the
Which seems unearthly kuowler.lgc, and from out.
criticism. The utmost confusion comes from the faith in the promis are of the essence of money, but
The ghostly chambers of dim destinies, eull shapes
In ages yet unborn. I once saw suchlack of this ki11d of discrimination in the estims,te of not the additional securities which may or may not be
Kind fortune grant I Yiew them not ttgain !
things. Let us now apply this Canon (or Rule) of given to back up the promis. These may not be
I had been couning, in a quaint, old room,
Criticism to the consideration of the nature of money. needed; but if deemed nec'tlssary to secure the fulThe .vivisector's tnle, and honors strunge
Money is, in a general sense, the means, or, as it filment of the promis, that fact, or factor of the transCrept through my curdling bloocl!-the fair earth pale<l !
Stood I, tmnsfixecl in black, abvsmul·hell !
were, the tool, instrument, or contrivance, employed action, is, as will be shown, an accident merely. If
And as I, shudcler·ing, gazed on all aroundto aid us in making exchanges of commodities (things the promis is accredited or sufficiently believed in,
'Pon wraith of hideous crime and hapless woe,
in trade), when there is delay on one side in making on any ground, this third essential condition is presA hmTent genius rose, by which ull else
the actual delivery of the commodities, and a conse- ent~ancl these three conditions constitute money.
Showed almost fair 'mid that infernal crew !
It bare not ·form of man, yet did I deem
quent credit or indulgence given on the other sideTo recapitulate, these are thus:
·
It once "·alked earth, ancl cl,welt in mortal mo!J,
the money being that which is given temporarily in
I. Money is in the natw·e of a yardstick, a.steelThough eons since humanity had flecl
the place of the commodities which are not forth- yards, a quart-measure, or any other measuring inHer outraged temple-nnd her charnel-house!
coming. If, on the contrary, the two commodities or sttument.
Its lean and sinewy hands were wet with blood
Of slaughtered innocents, whose poor, mute mouths
II. Money is like a memorandum-book, a record, a
lots of commodity exchanged are both on hand at
Could not denounce the author of their "·oe ;
the time, and are mutually delivered, the transaction monument, or any other reminder of a past transacDumb beasts they were, aml yet to me it seem eel
is called barter, and no money l.s needed or used. tion and its particulars.
It wrought foul murder, that did butcher them!
The need of money arises, therefore, wholly from the
III. Money is in the nature of a pledge or promiR
And, eYer and anon, 'pon those reel hands
It gazed; with hellish joy Death could not kill !
fact of credit or trust. In short, money is the direct given and credited, or believed in, and hence acted
'fhen, quoth I (plucking courage, lest wy fears
ancl chief instrument of trade on credit. Money, on, as a basis of a trade-transaction-or of an exShould serve to whet it), "Answer! what art thou
therefore, strictly considered, instead of ever paying change, where on one side the actual commodities
To whom yon blood seems incense, sweeter far
debt, is like a note of hand, an acknowledgment that are not at the time forthcoming.
Than Araby's blest gale '1"-but dar eel no mor(•.
It spake not, but those pitiless, fierce eyes
a debt is due, ultimately to be paid (and the money
li.-INClDEN'rAJ,S OF :IIOXEY.
Fixed on me, in t1 gaze RO horribleredeemed) by the actual delivery of useful commodiSo full of lust for blood, for blood's own sake,
It is an incidental of money that it should hav
ties, as agreed on. It is a contrivance to that end,
I swooned to look; yet, ere my sense ha<l gone,
seemingly a very simple one, but really, as we shall cu?"''ency; 1:.e., that it should be continuously believed
·with gory finger viewed the phantom trace,
in by a succession of peoplfl, and, at its best, by the
see, quite complex in its nature.
"In me behold the Boul of Claude Bernm·d !"
whole community; so that everybocly·else, as well aB
I.-ESSESTIALS OF ~IOXEY.
ELLTOTT PnEsTo~.
There are three essential characteristic elements the original promiser, shall he willing to stand in his
going to the make-up of the very ide:t of money, place and redeem his promiR, for the time being, by
lUoue.r aml Its ll'leaning.
which, when they are all present, constitute money, the delivery of the specified amount of real commodNEw Ym:K, :Feb. lG, 1884.
and without any one of which money does not and ities upon the surrender of the money, used now as
To THE Enr.ron oF THE TrruTH DEEREn, ,~i1·: Last evening
the evidence of the promis; and so that it Hhonld
l'II>trk i\:I. Pomeroy ("Brick" Pomeroy) lectured, :wcording to cannot properly exist. These are:
pass from hand to hand, when presented as ll, means
announcement, before theLibeml Club (New York), on "Panics
I. It must be a measurer or measure of the mutual
in the Commercial World, Their Causes and Cure." In the estimate of the parties of the basis of exchange in of purchase, or should, in other words, go into circucourse of his remarks he eli verged to the consideration of morw~· their bargain.
The usual expression here 1s "a lation. But even this common attribute is not e.,,,mancl the greenback issues. He was follow eel by ;vir. Courtlanclt
tial to its character as money. If one person has beP:~lmer, who alluded with courtesy ancl appre<:iatic•n to my lit- measure of values;" hut that is not sufficiently exact lieved in it ·and received it, as the temporary equivatie work entitled. "The Labor Dollar." Contrary to a general for the present critical purpose. It would be better
resolution I hav long entertained not to .cliscnss the money to say a measure of price, since price may refer to lent of real commodities in a tmde transaction, it is
question, incidentrtlly, or except when "ith ample opportunity values, and usually does so in the present state of already money; although, if it be said that this one
to explain myself somewhat at lm·ge, I was betrayed into maktransaction is a beginning of 1'\irculation, then to that
ing a five or ten minutes' speech on the subject, and, a;; usual, commerce, or to cost alone (the amount of labor put extent it is eRsential.
under those circumst>tnces, succeeded, I believe, in getting into the product), as it would do in a perfectly
It is an incidental or usual property of money that
myself CJ_uite genernlly misunderstoo<l. I said among other equitable commerce (a statement which I hav written
thiP.gs that money did not, as I had understood ;\Tr. Langerfelt a book, " Cost, the Limit of Price," to prove, and it should be of a convenient character and fo1·m for
to assert, depend on any real value inhering in it, or the fact
transmission, for packing away, and for preservation.
that it "·ould ever be redeemed at the fountain-head from which which I cannot elaborate here); hence it is better to But this is not e.~8entiaf to its character as money. Lyit was issued; but simply an<l purely upon the fact that for say the basis of exchange to mean either value or
the time being the community gave it their confidence, or be- cost or a mixture of the two; that, wha.tever it is, cm·gus's iron money, which was expressly intended
lieved in it; tmcl I inst>mced the ca~eof n. bank whieh is utterly which fixes the price (or mutual prices) agreed on*. by its cumbersomeness to discourage the credit Rysh
tem aucl the use of money, was still, and none tbe
bankrupt, and so kno"·n to he by its directors, but in whose
hills in circn~ation the commnnit~·. ignorant of the bankruptcy, If values, t en it need not be any other than those im- less, money. 'J'here are doubtless some other incicontinue to hav confidence. I n:tirmed that tlw~e bills con- mediately concerned in the bargain; rtnd again, it dentals of money, which it is not important to hunt
tinning to circuh<te, awl to serve as the instrument of effecting need not be the measure of the true or intrinsic valexchanges, went on performing all the funetious of money, ues, even of these commodities; but merel,y of their out and chamcterize.
and accommodating the public, il) that respect, the S>tme, and
d
· d
!TI.---ACCII>E:-i'f',\ r.s Ol' )((l:-iEY.
just as "·ell as if the bills were really guamnteecl by gold coin values as estimate or assented to by the. two mm s
It is an accident of money that faith in its purchaRhack of them. Hence I inferred that it is not the gold, or tho -the agreement or consent of the parties to the
guarantee, hut the simple element of cor~fidcnee, merely, which bargain. They may underestimate or overestimate, ing power (or real redemption) is sometime? backe.d
is the gist of the function performed by money. I mlcled thrtt which is not essential. Hence the expression is pre- up by something more than the mere promJR. It 1s
there are three principnJ w:1ys in which sndt confidence may ferred: A. measurer of the mutual estimate of the par- just as much money if all this eonlidence truly exhe secured. One is to mnke the money-token of a material
which has an intrinsic nlue-thereby fnrnishing nnimmeclirtto ties, of the basis of exchange ('£. e., of the mutual iRts and rests merely on the well-known character for
nncl tangible.gronncl of contlclence going along with the token prices agreed on, whether founded on value or cost). honesty and ability of the promiser; or on the estabin every exchange-which is the hard moneydevil'e. 'lhe socIn order to be a measure in this limited sense, or lished conftdence, on whatever grounds, in the minclR
ond mocle is to place collateral securities hack of the token (as in any sense, the substance chosen to serve as money of others, giving it currency; but otber Hecnrity may
gold in the bank back of the bill), the intrim;ic Y:tlne not thou
accompanying the token, hut being (supposah!y) within rertch must be of such a character as to be conveniently di- be required, ancl often is. 'l'his other "collateral"
when called for. The third is a sentimental 11ncl generous vided into proportionate parts, as the metals, pape1·, or back lying Recurity may he in the nature of intrinconfidence snch as a people may giv to its govemment, n tribe parchment, and the like-and which a horse, a house, sic value in the tuken choHen to servo aR money, as
to its leader, or the whole people to mere nsn.go, not looking
h .
th t 't nr
f
for nor expecting any real redemption of the token, except it cap, or a at 1S no so t a 1 s c l lerences o quan- in the ease of gold and silver coin; or it may be tbe
from tl<e equal confidence of the samo sort, on the part of other tity (dollars, dimes, cents, etc.) may he easily referred (supposed) fact that such gold and silver money will
citi?.ens, mttking them willing to take and so recl<>om it in each to, and may giv a sort of certv.inty to other things, as be substituted for the paper token on demand at
repeated transaction of trade. I said that tbi~ last kind of con- we refer to or use the inches on a scale or rule; and some l)ank or oflice for such exchange; or it may be
fidence, if it existed, gave to money all the sandion it needed; for the same reason that an elastic substance would merely the greater esteem ancl confidence of the peoand that in that sense fiat money is pllilosophicaliy jnstiftecl;
ple for a token issued by their government than they
bnt that the extent to which n government can go, in nti!izing not serve well for a yard-stick.
this spontaneous faith of the people, is mittter tor grave conII. It (money) m~st be a tok<=~n, or reminder, of the would be likely to hav for individual promiH.
Paper money is to all intents ancl purposeH money,
sidemtion n.nd wise experiment.
measurement it bas served to effect; a convenient and
In his reply, 1\fr. Pomeroy ignored my "xposition, ancl brought off-hand permanent record of the terms of the trans- if it hav the three eRsential qualities. Its real aml
up instead a stock argument of the C+reenbackers, that it is the
legal tcncler character impressed on the token, by firrt of goncrn- action; so that, by referring to the ten dollars (for final redemption is efl'ected when it exerts its purrriont n.nd that only, whirh makes it mone~·. This position, example) iu hand or agreed upon, and held !J.Fl the sum chasing powflr, nnd ifl f!lll'l'enrlered fo_r ih! erruivr~le~f;
whicl< has been a powerful nne "·ith the orators of that party, (in commodities) clue, we recall the facts eYen after commodities, and so in each transactwn where 1t Jfl
in worrying their still less "·ell-informerl opponents, is still en- they hav been forgotten, by calling up this unpre- ueed. But, in the populllr mw of the term, "redemptirely erroneous, as I will show farther on.
Wheu the session of the cluh closr>rl, I was sul'l'onncle<l hy tending witness, to the extent of now knowing what tion" meanf! the exchange of ·one kind of money,
which carries an intrinsic security along with it, for
crities and inquirers, "·ith protests ''~"inst. my views, m· with amount of commodities it should command.
inquiries respecting them. l\Ir. Langerfelt., for instance, wns
III. It (money) must contain a pledge or promis n.notber kind the security for which is confidence
indi"nant at me for havin•,. sairl, as he eonstruccl me, thnt a (
· 1· 1) b th
t h d·
•t
ha<lbill is just as goorl as ,;good one. ::\'Ir. Cohen asked ear- express or unp lee
Y e par Y an mg 1 over or merely. The' go!tl iH no n1ore money tha~ the p~per,
nestly, showing re 111 insight into tho subject, if itwe!e not priee giving it out (by him who has failed otherwise to and has itself to be redeemed by the clehvery of the
rather than value which money represents. I ""iiS Ill tbnt way complete his part of the exchange; who has obtained actual commodities which it is said to pnrchar-;e. In
convinced on the one hand that I hacl made myself only par- the credit or delay-the debtor) to the party who other words the intrinsic value of coin is a collateral
tinily understood, nncl on tho other, that there is a deep anrl completed his part b.Y delivering commodities, that security to ~ugment a conficlenc~ whiP-h the paper
<'11rnest interest, among ns, at length (nl!y aroused on tho snl1ject. Years ago I tried to fiml listeners in discnssing it, lmt he (the debtor himself), when called on (the money money may not command. But 1f the paper mo11ey
does com~and the confic1enP-e reqnisit, the a<l<litionlll
nobody cnred for it. Xo\1· it seems to me <JnitcJ rliffereut; anrl,, - - with y'our leave, I will mako a short. analysis of thn fmhject,
*" Ev:n tho v:_nrrl c<Jniml;nt (eqni-vn.\Pnt), rncaniur~ of cqnnl secnritv is a nwre incumhrance. Tt is likfl heavy
after my method; bnt snch as will probably not, bov been md. v~lues, ts obJectwnithlB. \\ e onght to hnv Also R•lrh "·nrcls uK nrmo•: ~orn amr;ngRt. pen.Peahl(l citi;r,enR. TIH1 intri11 ·
with in the books, nor heard in the cnrrent political rlisr,nssiou eqnil""cions (equi-precions), of eqnnl prier•, nnrl NJnirnpcn( Conlinll(cl rll Pll!Je 1RL)
on finance. To pnt it in better form for quotation or refer-. sons (CCJ_ni-impensnns), ot C'Jllfll roiit."
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The Uncertainty of Salvation.

repeats his liturgical prayer, and arrives at a different conclusion; the Presbyterian goes into his closet,
calls out his directions to the deity so that outsiders
can hear him, rises fiom his knees, and says the Bible
means this; the Baptist asks the blessing of God
upon his studies and asse:c&:l the Bible means that;
the Quaker, the Shaker, the Campbellite, the Mormon,
the Unitarian, the Universalist, the Christian, the
Congregationalist, the Catholic, the Mennonite, and
all the others, little and big, say they hav the true
meaning of the scriptures. They are all prayerful,
devout, earnest, and sincere. Which is right, and
what must we believe to be saved ? Christ made belief the one prime consideration of salvation, and
commanded that he that doth not hear let him be
unto you a heathen and a publican. But who can
tell us what Christ meant by his commands? The
eternal things are all mixed up and there is none
faithful enough ·to straighten them. Mountains and
scriptural difficulties are not removed by faith, and,
after all, those who cannot read the Bible are as well
off as those who can. Our sympathy for the primitiv
Christian is misplaced.

life

this
better and brighter. The men of science
will also rise to the dignity of philosophers, and thus
supplant the preaching impostors of the present,
who teach neither science nor philosophy.
From philosophy to morality is an easy transition.
The superiority of the foundations of morality implanted by this new religion cannot be gainsaid. Its
morality is human in all its parts, By pointing out
distinctly the way in which individual action reacts
upon society, says Comte, it forces us to judge our
own conduct without lowering our standard. Accepting the truths of science, it teaches that we must
look to our own exertions for the only providence by
which the hardships of life can be mitigated and
avoided. The one great object of life is to become
more perfect in every way. Christians' morality and
reform are like their hell-exclusivly for their neighbors. In the religion of Humanity, by making the
great being consist of the sum total of the race, there
is a likelihood of ultimately attaining something near
a perfect ideal; for in working for the great being,
which is the sumnum bonum of existence in the new
religion, each individual must improve himself, which
is the object of all morality.
Poetry and art are cultivated by the religion of
Humanity. They properly come under one head.
And in the orthodox religion of Humanity (for there
are already heretics and unorthodox members)
art is placed ahead of science. Festivals are like- ·
wise a feature of the philosophical religion, and consist of two kinds, one to illustrate the existence of
humanity; the other, her action. (It will be noticed
that the great being is an improvement upon Jehovah, being of the feminin gender.) The first kind of
a festival is called the static, and in it is illustrated
the solidarity of the race-the oneness, Mr. Andrews
might call it; the second, the dynamic, will explain
social progress, and inspire the sense of historical
continuity.
Such, in brief, are a few of the more important
points-dogmas, some might call them-of the religion of Humanity. The propounder of the scheme
is Auguste Comte, and the philosophy which it supplements is Positivistic. The immortality desired
and expectel by this school was shown in THE TRUTH
SEEKER a few weeks since.

It is generally held by the Protestant church that
the four gospels are essential to salvation. Christ
said that unless we believe we must be damned.
But without the gospels how can we know what to
The Religion of Humanity.
believe? The Catholic church in this rises superior
to her rebellious daughter. With her the church is
It was Draper who said that nations, like individsuperior to the Bible. It is now admitted by the uals, hav their periods of youth, of manhood, of decay.
Christian scholars that nothing was authoritativly This observation was not predicated upon hasty
known of the gospels till about 150 years after the generalizations, or insufficient premises. It holds
alleged birth of Christ. The assertions made by the good of society and of religions. As Comte says,
church, that Mark wrote his gospel within ten ~ars all essential phases in the evolution of society
after ChriAt left the earth; that Luke penned his answer to corresponding phases in the growth of the
within a couple of dozen years after the same event; individual. The. highest progress of man and of
that John was only sixty-three years posterior to his society consists in gradual increase of our mastery
hero, are all valueless and false. Then, if this be so, over all our defects, as a child's progress is marked
how, allowing the claim for the sake of argument, by the overgrowth of his babyhood faults. When
can the Christians of to-day expect to meet in heaven the bib and rattle are laid away in the nursery, the
their few and feeble brethren of the first and second child also lays aside many of his immature feelings.
9enturies? For certainly one hundred years there Fancies givs place to thoughts, aimless play to work
were no Christian gospels. Gospels there were, but with a visible object.
Under the rule of theology men ha.v been kept
they were not recognized nor quoted as Christ's
words. Indeed, all the Christians for three hundred children. In other words, the intellect is the slave
years were worse than gospelless, for in the primitiv of the heart; reason subservient to emotion. It is
days of Christianity there were many false scriptures the province of the religion of Humanity to giv men
in circulation. The sin of running after strange gods a religion worthy of man's estate; to furnish a rational
was vigorously denounced by Jehovah, and can we outlet for those emotions, the abuse of which has led
suppose that a belief in false gospels was any less to foolishness of action and thought on the one hand,
Pennsylvania is a Christian State.
dangerous to the soul's salvation? And it may be and cruelty and tyranny on the other.
It will be recollected by our older readers that in
Christianity satisfies no part of human nature. It
that now the church is on the wrong track, for we do
not know who did really write the four gospels, and approaches nearest to doing this in the affections, 1879 B. F. Underwood was engaged to deliver a
twelve-and perhaps thirteen-of the other books. but it so perverts these feelings as to render them an course of lectures at Irwin St~tion, Pa. The schoolSo, if a knowledge of Christ's words is necessary to instrument of exquisit torture, rather than a. source house, which, in that town, is used for a public hall,
avoid the brimstone flames, what a slim chance the of happiness. "If any man come to me and hate was hired by Wm. Crookston and others, representing
Christians of the world stand of preserving the integ- not his father, and mother, and wife," etc., " yea and the Lib'<lrals. The contract for its use was signed by
rity of their soul's tender skin!
his own life also, he cannot be my disciple." It is Dr. McCormick, president of the school board. O.q
Until printing was invented, the gospels and the the criticism of the religion of Humanity upon the the Sunday previous to Mr. Underwood's appearance
whole Bible were beyond the reach of the people. church, that the aim it sets before men, being unreal the preachers united in an attack on the Liberals of
In the early middle ages a copy of a Bible cost a and personal, is ill-suited to a life of reality. The the town, and on the coming lecturer, and demanded
large fortune; and aside from the cost of the work, love of God requires the abandonment of all that is that the school board violate its contract and refuse
the fact that each copy differed from every other really worthy in life, and the abasement of manhood the use of the school-h~use.
copy impaired, we should say, the value of the book. in utter rejection of reason. The desire for some
The next day the school board passed a resolution
It has been estimated that every copy of the Bible central point round which all can meet, and to which forbidding the opening of the school-house, but
previous to printing facilities cost over eight thou- all can cling who feel the need of some subjectiv President McCormick refused to break the contract,
sand dollars of present values, and that sum in those leaning-post (which is all that God really is) is mfilt and gave the managers of the lecture course an order
times is equivalent to many times that now. Bibles by the new religion in its conception of humanity as on the janitor for the key. Mr. Underwood arrived
were therefore scarce. But if without the Bible there a whole. This great being, compounded of separ- on the day appointed, and the managers presented
can be no salvation, how did the people then living able elements, depends entirely upon mutual love the order for the key. The janitor informed them
get by St. Peter at' the gate? How did they know knitting together her various parts. The disintegra- that it had been delivered to the village constable by
what they were to believe, or what they were to do, tion of the great being would be the decay of human- order of the school board, and he refused to surthrough their ignorance of the Bible and its teach- ity itself, and as to her existence there can be no render it. At the hour named for the lecture about
ings? The pulpit of to-day pompously asks, "What Agnostics, for the object of worship is not like that five hundred people had gathered and were clamordoth it profit a man if he gain the whole world and of theological believers, an absolute, isolated, incom- ing for admittance or their money. Finally A. M.
lose his own soul ?" The Pews meekly respond, prehensible being, whose existence admits of no Browser and Wm. Crookston forced open the schoolNothing; and further query, "What shall we do to demonstration or comparison with anything real, house door. The lamps were lighted and the hall
save our souls?" The Pulpit answers back, "Read but is a being, the evidence of whose existence was soon filled. All the leading church-members
your Bible. That is, always has been, and must al- is spontaneous, and shrouded in no mystery. The were present, however, and when Mr. Underwood beways be, the only door to heaven !" But ever must alleged saying of the Christian idol, " Inasmuch gan his lecture they drowned his voice by shouts,
come up that question of the people who could not, as ye hav done it unto the least of one of these, ye cat-calls, whistling, and stamping, at the same time
can not, and never will, get a Bible to read.
hav done it unto me," could ha.v no sense with him addressing him in insulting and uncomplimentary
It is also supposed to be vitally important that the except in metaphor, but how appropriate and true a. terms. This was kept up so persistently that the
Bible should be read aright. There are over three sentiment to be spoken in the church whose great lecturer was compelled to retire, and the meeting
hundred different Christian sects in the world. They being is composed of the "least of one of these."
broke up amid great excitement.
The next day Messrs. Browser, Crookston, and
Before we can, however, praise, love, and serve
differ in almost every vital dogma. Yet they all derive their authority from the Bible, drawing from it Humanity as we ought, says this religion, we must Underwood were arrested on a. charge of forcible
doctrins in opposition and contradiction to one an- know the laws which govern her existence, an exist- entry, and detainer, and blasphemy. They gave
other. About the only doctrin they hn.v in common ence more complicated than any other of which we bail to appear for trial, and the same evening Mr.
is the one in which it is improbable that any are are cognizant. To accomplish this, not only must Underwood delivered.his lecture on "Science Against
right-that is, that their particular sect is certain of the supreme science of humanity be diligently the Bible." The case against the three defendants
heaven and the other sects equally certain of the studied, but the special sciences of life and the in- came up at the April term of court, 1880. The suit
other place. It is an impossibility for them all to be organic world be elevated and fostered. But science was to recover damages for injury done to the school· right.
The Methodist prayerfully pours over the will be concentrated in the study of humanity, house by breaking into it, and by the "immoral and
book, and comes to one conclusion; the Episcopal and all its researches will be to make this world and blasphemous use to which the building had been
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put:" The damage was placed at $500. The injury
done .the building by breaking into it had been repai:r;ed for twenty-five cents. The jury deliberated
for half an hour and returned a verdict against the
defendants, fixing the damages at $150. The case
was appealed, and the judgment of the district court
has just been affirmed.
The result of this trial givs Pennsylvania a prominent place in the list of states renowned for bigotry
an~ blue laws. Her co~ts hav made her the equal
of httle !>~laware.. It 1s,- perhaps, useless to expect
the Ohnst1an legislators at Harrisburg to change
these blasphemy laws, but the attempt should be
pro~pt~y made. ~uch of the politicians as escaped
conv1etwn for bn bery may be found willing to set
their state ahead a notch when they find the Liberals
hav several thousand votes at their disposal.

.A. Devilish Outrage.
An outrage in which the chief offender will probably escape punishment was perpetrated at Corning
Ohio, last Sunday.
'
.Two weeks ago A. J. McDevitt of that place caused
the arrest, on a charge of gambling, of the pastor of
the Coming Catholic church, the Rev. "Father "
O'Boylan.
,A wheel of fortune at the church fair was the instrument on which the charge was based. The pastor gave bonds and resumed his occupation. Last
Sunday Mr. O'Boylan preached a sermon in which he
denomiced McDevitt as a villain and a murderer.
The words of the priest made a most intense impres, sion on his ignorant followers, who left the church
breathing vengeance.
A blinding snow-storm was raging, and through
it eight men made their way 1o McDevitt's drug, · store, where they found him alone. Drawing revol. vers they marched him to the door. The telegraph
tells the rest of the tragedy in these word:

Editorial Notes.
THE Popular Science Monthly has an arti~Je on the "Disappearance of tho Reptils." Can it be, asks· the Wi71Sfed Press,
thal Joe Cook and Anthony Comstock hav taken themselvs off?
A MA.N and his family were found in East Winsted, Conn.,
last week, who had lived for several days on walnuts. They
were too proud to beg, too honest to steal, and the father was
unable.to obtain work.
DA.NIEL CuRRY, D.D., writing in the Independent, says it was
not Garrison, not "Phillips and his following, nor the Amercan people, nor Mr. Lincoln, acting out his own thoughts, that
abolished American slavery, but Almighty God." It seems
very curious if this be the case, and Almighty God is opposed
to human slavery, that that great personage did not begin
earlier his career as an Abolitionist. Certainly opportunities
were not lacking. He might hav manmnitted the slaves of the
Old Testament as a starter.

usa

preaching occurred in Athens. A prominent Hebrew published
a card stating that his brethren would not listen to the ravings
of pervert.<, but if any respectable Christian preacher of gentile blood desired to enlighten his people they would giv him
respectful attention. Rev. Jlfr. Davis, Methodist, offered his
services. To this Rabbi Levi replied that not only would the
Hebrews flock to hear Mr. Davis and giv him careful hearing,
but that he himself would preach a return sermon to the gentiles, the only condition being that on neither occasion should
the name of Christ be mentioned. Whether Mr. Davis will
accept this condition has not yet developed.

CANT and imposture are the characteristics of the churches
of to-day. The ministers know that the Bible is not what they
pretend it is; among themselvs they openly admit the fact; but
the people would be shocked to know the same, therefore it is
conceal mi. It is solely for the good of the people that the conclusions of modern scholarship are locked in libraries and
smothered in ministerial studies. Of com·se the bread-andbutter side of the question is of no account with our unselfish
THE Lord does not seem to smile upon the efforts of the preachers.
Methodists to convert the pagans of the Micronesian islands.
PnoF. ADLER continues his efforts to reform the tenement
In 1856 the church begged enough pennies from the Sunday- house system of New York. Last Sunday he said that teneschool children to build a vessel to be used by the missionaries ment house reform was really the first subject to be taken up
in that unpromising field, but she was lost ten years after. in religion. The state of most of our tenements lowered selfAnother was built, but she left her bones on the bottom of the respect ancl moral nature. He spoke for cleanliness for a
sea within three years. A third is still afloat, but she is insuffi- moral purpose, for even the feelings of the cultivated ttnd recient for the purpose, and to build another the church is again fined in the great cities must be lowered by the belt of conopening the little fists and grabbing the pennies therein. tamination which surrounded them. The cry of better wages
Great is Christianity-especially Methodism !
was but the old cry of "Stop thief!" He proposed to build
THE nature and inutility of the parochial schools of this city
are well illustrated in the remark of a porter in a down-towx:
paper warehouse. His wife is an enthusiastic Catholic, and he
himself is a nominal one, but possessed of rather too much
sense to be truly faithful. His boy had been attending the parochial school at the instance of his mother. but one day the
porter withdrew him and sent him to the public school. On
being asked by a red-whiskered nothingarian drummer employed by the paper firm why he did it, he replied, "I didn't
want him to study the lives of the saints; I wanted him to
learn reading, writing, arithmetic, and spelling."

WHEN Miss Justine Levy, a pretty young J ewess of Scranton,
Pa., married Mr. John R. Farr, a Christian gentleman, her
folks published a black-bordered " death notice " concerning
the affair. This exhibition of fanaticism was rebuked by
Rabbi Stern, of Wilkesbarre, wh:J said that the intermarriage
of members of two monotheistic sects had been decided to be
"For God's sake, what do you mean? What are you going regular by no less an authority than a rabbinical synod. By
to do?" asked the frightened and helpless man.
inference, then, the marriage of a monotheist to a polytheist
"You'll find out what we're goin' to do," replied the one who would be a sin to be expiated by sacrifice. Religion is a funny
seemed to be the leader. "We're go in' to march you out of business, and it takes many years to become an expert in it.
the· town, for one thing, ye black-hearted son of a divil."
As long as we hav studied theology, thi~ kink is new to us.
McDevitt asked to be permitted at least to get his hat and
THE legislature of New Jersey refused to repeal the clause
, overcoat, and not be compelled to face the pitiless storm barein the tax act exempting churches. It is not to be supposed
headed and with only a thin office coat.
"It's little you'll want o' hats or coats when we're done with that the short..weight anil penny-pinching law-makers of , a
you," said one of the men, and they hustled him out into the state whose judiciary hang chattering idiots to keep np their
reputation for severity will ever voluntarily pay taxes on their
street.
They marched him a mile west of town to a secluded spot, religious joss-houses. We must admire the courage of the
and then compelled him, at the muzzle of a revolver, to strip member who introduced the bill, but if he has only slightly
to the skin. As fast as the garments were handed to them studied paleontology he must know that tertiary-period fossils
~they cut them into shreds with their pocket knives and gave hav but little sympathy with nineteenth-cE:ntury sentiments.
the tatters to the winds. When ho was entirely naked the As well expect Delaware to giv up her whipping-post or listen
to Col. Ingersoll as New Jersey legislators to do an act of jm;t.ice
leader of the pitiless mob ordered him to kneel in the snow.
without immediate prospect of gain. The Pennsylvania Rail"Would yon kill me?" pleaded their victim.
"Kneel!'' demanded the leader, sternly, and he enforced road has ruined the consciences of the Trenton statesmen.
his order by the click of a pistol.
CoMPTRoLLER SwAIN has denided that all school property in
McDevitt knelt on his bare knees in the snow.
Texas-the public schools and strictly charitable institutions
,,, Itaise your right hand,'' commanded the leader.
alone excepted-is subject to taxation. This decision will
He did so.
reach property to the value of several hundreds of thousands of
"Now swear by the Virgin Mary, the holy mother of God, dollars, and add materially to the revenue~ of the state. The
that ye'll never set foot or face in Corning again, the longest institutions affected number over one hundred, the larger proday ye liv."
portion of which are controled by the ch;uches, who maintain
"I swear it," said the shivering McDevitt, thro;1gh his chat- them to propagate sectarian-dogmas. The rest are business
tering teeth.
schools conducted for profit. Among the church institutions
The men then left him there and came back to town, shout- are the Ursuline school, at San Antonio, and St. Xavier's Acading back, as they left him still kneeling in the snow, "Good emy at Denison, institutions in which Catholics are manufacnight to ye, Mr. McDevitt. Good riddance to the likes o' ye!" tured to order. Mr. Swai.D. is to be commended for the bold
McDevitt has not· since been seen, but gangs of and honest step he has taken. Texas is a comparativly new
men are searching for his remains, and swearing ven- state, and it is to her advantage that she start aright. Let her
legislature extend impartial taxation to the churches and she
geance on his outragers.
will save herself much future misery.

When a man hires another to commit a murder or
burn a barn he is regarded as particeps criminis, and
punished accordingly. This priest deserves to share
the fate of his activ helpers, whatever that may be,
and it should be the severest the law allows. In the
eyes of an Irish Catholic, an offense against a priest
is a crime against God himself. A priest can raise a
mob by a few incendiary sentences. His power in a
Catholic community is immense. His dupes are
prompt to catch his meaning, and it needs no direct
command to incite them to deeds of most infernal
cruelty. They can be thrown in conflict with the
government as easily as they were induced to strip
and leave to freeze a helpless individual who had offended a tool of Rome.
Catholicism must be watched, its crimes punished,
its interference in public affairs rebuked, and the
state aid now rendered it withdrawn. Fanatical ignorance led by designing knavery is too dangerous a
force to permeate a republic without jealous watching in the interests of liberty.

ON page 158 of this issue we print the address of David S.
White, Esq., delivered before the Third Annual Convention of
the Tonic Sol-fa Association. Tonic Sol-fa is a comparativly
new system of teaching the art of song, largely in use in Great
Britain, and now being introduced to some extent in this country. It is apparently much simpler than the old method of
staff notation. The claim made for Tonic Sol-fa, as we understand it, is that it is a system derived, like the conclusions
and demonstrations of Mr. Andrews, from the nature of things,
although its discovery was made incidentally and by a man unacquainted with the science of universology. Mr. White is
himself a disciple of the Great Universal Preacher, and a musician in a general way. Any inquiries which may be raised
by the perusal of his address may be sent to David S. White,
Mayor's Office, New York, who will, we hav no doubt, be
pleased to furnish the desired information.

The Old and New Testaments are in conflict in Georgia, and
a discussion is growing up between the Hebrews and gentiles
of that state which bids fair to rival in bitterness the feuds of
ancient times. In this case, however, the Christians cannot
build a bonfire of Hebrew bodies ~s did their ancestors. At
the last meeting of the Methodist conference two Hebrew
brothers bearing the name of Magath, having presented themselva as converts to Christianity, were licensed to preach. In
Savannah and Atlanta their preaching stirred up the ire of the
C. B. REYNOLDs lectured at Pultneyville, N. Y., on the 6th;
will speak on the 9tlt at Bradford, Pa., and on the lOth at Israelite population, who denounced them as trading in the
superstitions of gentiles. The most notable incident in their
Richburg, N. Y.

one tenement of fifty feet front for a modol. This could not
ll>mount to much with 38,000 thousand tenements n.round, but
the vast good which would inure to the tenants would cause
the building of more such houses as the demand spread for
decent homes. The right to property was sacred, but the
right to life was more so. The burning of the Van Hi per
family was an instance of the necessity of tenement house reform. Such houses should be torn· down. Mr. Adler has
raised $27,000, and has much mo1·e guaranteed.
As soon as
the architectural plans can be prepared the building will be
begun.
TwENTY-Two New York and Brooklyn preachers receive
$307,000 annually for their services in preaching tho gospel of
one who had not where to lay his head. Beodwr heads the
.Jist with $25,000 salary, and perquisits at least equaling that
sum. Heber Newton derives $10,000 a year from his pulpit, to
say nothing of the fun he enjoys in seeing his brethren squirm
over his utterances. Fo1· opening his eavc1·nons month once
a week and wearing his cap and bolls with good graeo, Talmage
is paid $13,000 yearly. His perqnisits aro uucertnin, hnt m:o
no doubt large, as many people are willing to 11ay lw•wily to
see a moral circug, Rev. Morgan Dix handleH $20,000 in payment for keeping the women in subjection, and sinco Lillie
Devereaux Blake got after him ho earns it. Hown.rd Crosby
saves something out of his annual $10,000 by holonging to tho
Business Men's Moderation Society. Tho payment of John P.
Newman's $10,000 is about as near the first cause of tho little
unpleasantness now running in, his church as an analyRiR by
able Methodists can determin. 'L'he "Little Church Around
the Corner" yields Mr. Houghton $10,000, and Robert Collyer
realizes an equal sum from the genorons-heartod congregation
of the Church of the Messiah. Ten thousand seems to be a
popular salary, for out of the twenty-two aristocratic soulsavers listed by the World, thirteen worry along on that amount.
As we insinuated at the beginning, Christ squeez~d through
life on much less; and if Paul's command to the brethren to
hold all wealth in common were obeyed, these gentlemen
would not be able to koep earriages and livcrie<l servants while
their betters are tramping the streets with leal'Y shoes.
"THE subject of 'Church and State,' said Itev. E. E. Halo,
to the class on public duties of an American citizen, "is not
much discussed in this country. In Europe it is rliscnssed
a groat deal. We hav attained a stn.tns that is envied by
the whole world, and we hav almost no record of how wo attained it. All the countries in Europe hav a strong ecclesiastical tinge in their organization, and whure there has been
an antagonism-not in England-·hetwcen the chnrch and
state, it has generally been settled to the advantage of the
church. The burning questions now beforo France tmd Spain
are how far the state shall contribute to the support of the
church. Careless writers hav frequently said that the church
and state in America were absolutely divorced from etLch other.
That waH because Europerms writo upon our politics too
much, and we write upon our fundmnental principles too little. But," averred Mr. Hale, "there iH not such a clivorce !If!
sOme imagin. It iH the Bn.me body of men,'' ho rmid, "who
voto at the parish meetings who elect the governor and legislators of the state, and there iH 11 great sympathy in the action
of the church and state, though on paper tho church and
state are distinct. In the question of marriages the stato
and church touch," he said. "The state certainly should hav
something to do with marriage, inasmuch as it must look after
the legitimacy of the children and prevent adultery and prostitution. In the matter of oaths they touch agnin. Tho
state, with all its pride, wants the truth, and can't get along
without it. The state, therefore, says to tlw church, '\Ve
will be glad to hav your full sanction in malting this man tell
the tr•1th.' The church is very good-natured and replieH,
'You shall ·hav it.' And then it turns to the man and says,
'Yon must tell the truth; if you don't you'll be rlmnned.'
But new difficulties arise when the Quaker refuses to swear at
all, and the Agnostics refuse to be governed by the church in
the matter. The drift," Mr. Hale continued, "is clearly to
disconnect the state from the church on this subject, and the
state must not attempt to brinf.( ecdesiastical ponaltieH to bear
upon thr,> witness." Mr. Hale favors taxing the !!lmrches,
unless they spencl for the pnblirJ good a sum of money equal
to the tax assessment.. But would Mr. Hale fuvor exempting
all property that did this? If not, where is his them·y of equal
rights for all citizens?

''
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headed men, blooming rn!!oidens, and callow youth,
even infants, made a pandemonium of cries, groans,
tears, and shouts. The receipts, of course, were increased in a manner gratifying to the pastoral brethren who bad earnest.ly prayed that they might "be
blessed in their basket and in their store." This
winter one denomination bad its revival, and the
fruits of two weeks' panorama of hell-tire was one
poor little girl. Another denomination bas hammered away two weeks and continues to do so, but
not one "mourner," so far, has gone to the "mourners'
bench." The other denominations made no attempts
this winter.
There is no reason for friends of truth to be discouraged. We hav seen, and still see, a greater revolution than was ever before wrought in so short a
time.
Le.rington, lifo.

World. He says: "What are all · the pictures of heaven compared to these joys of earth? What is a
host of angels compared to a true friend? What are
all the cherubim and seraphim, and all the winged
and wheeled creatures of. heaven, compared to the ·
children that expand and enrich our lives as we seek
to strew their paths with flowers? Above all, what
is the fair virgin of paradise-the mother of Godto the Catholic, the queen of heaven, and the star of
the sea, compared with a true wife, the star of our
love and queen of home?"
Eugene haA a good art.icle, "Agnosticism and Immortality." He says: ''Nature has inspired men wit.h
a desire for existence; it is hut natural that they
should not wish to be blotted out. Yet if our little
life is rounded with eternal sleep, if we are blown out
like a candle, we shall be no worse off then before
we awoke and the flame of life touch our candlewick."
.
A brave list of "Liberal Charities " is given, and
I hope each year more will be handed in and recorded, so that Christians will see that we do not
"lay up our treasures in heaven," but use them for
the earthly good of our race.
·
One quite lengthy and interesting story, "Big .Jack
Small," makes the work complete. The illus~rations
are fine, and I trust each year will increase their
number. And I here suggest that a picture of the
monument of our Bennett will be in the next issue,
so all the contributors to it, as well as the rest of the
world, will see the stone under which tests the sleeping hero of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the true friend of
humanity. I am sure' every Liberal will want one of
these almanacs, and will file them each year in regular order. They will thus become in a decade an encyclopedia of immense value of interest and instruc- ·
tion. If twenty-five cents' worth of more impodant
facts hav ever been before compiled for Liberals, I
do not know of its existBnce.
Truly,
ELMIXA.

sic value of bard money, supposed formerly to be so
essential, t.urns out, therefore, on analvsiA, to be a
mere accident; not even an incident; 'still less an
esse:nt.iA.l of money.
In like manner, the "legal tender" at.i:ribute of
certrtin monev iR neithH essent.ial nor incidental. but
merelv acciil~ntal. It is a mere contrivance of the
governmental authority to limit misunderstanding,
quarrel, and litigation, where money is concerned.
While money iR a representativ of unpaid, or undelivereil, commonities, it in turn is a commodity relativly to a common note-of-hanci which is a promis to
deliver money. Bnt as there are various kinds of
money afloat, t.hiA promiR to deliver money is not
definit. One of the two parties may tender as money
that which the ot.ber party does not believe in, or
think as good as some other; and a fruitful SQurce of
litigation occnrs. To meet this difficulty and keep The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethinlmrs'
the parties out of the court-bouse the government
Almanac.
specifies a particular kind of money which, if tenI take a great pleasure in recommending to our
dered, shall be received for such indebtedness; or. if
not, the party refusing it shall bav no aid from the friends this valuable publication. It is a new departure in the right direction.
courts to collect his debt. But the parties can, if
It is a bright light gleaming upon the pathway of
they choose, specify in their contract the kind of
all future generations.
money intenoed, and then t.be "legal tender'' falls,
As far back as I can mind, the almanac and the
and the conrts will enforce the contract as it is. The
Bible hav been the two books that bav been found
legal tender qualification is, therefore, also a mere
in all homes, the-two most read and best appreciated.
accident of money.
Henceforth "the newspaper will take the place of
Again, that money should bear the .impress or fiat
the
Bible, but as no other periodical can take that of
of government, or not, is a mere accident; and not
the almanac, it is a grand and glorious idea to hav
incidental nor essential. Monev, as an instrument of
trade, never grew up out. of go~ernment action, and one that is devoted to ti·utn, fact; and science, instead
does not rest upon it. Its llurrency may be favored of weather guesses, saint days, pious twaddle, and
medical cure-alls.
by it, by increasing confidence, and certainty, and
The TRuTH SEEKER ALMANAC is certainly a gem; an
convenience, but not otherwise. 1\foney grew up
encyclopedia of valuable facts, and a mine of useful
out of the Aocial necessitieA of the people, and prob- information.
ably existed long before there was any government,
It is a splendid book of reference. It has a reguproperly so-called. The wampnm of theN ortb Amerlar
chronicle of eventR, dates, etc., for each day of the
ican Indians was just as essentially money as the best
WHAT OUU CORNER EDI'l'OR SAYS.
year, not St. Peter's Day, St. Alban's Day, J obn the
greenback or bank bill or gold coin-only not AO well
" \Vhat a pretty book!" I exclaimed, when I first
Baptist's
Day,
anc1
such
other
pious
records;
but
it
made an instrument. The stock argument that what
saw THE TRUTH SEEKER AN11UAL, and so fLtll, too, of
bas D. M. Bennett's Day; Elizabeth Cady Stanton's
passes in our country as money will not pass in
useful information, suited for all tastes. I am quite
Day;
Horace
Greeley's
Day;
Lydia
Maria
Child's
another, for want of tbe proper government st.amp,
charmed with it, for it is a book that yon can take up
1oca11v, does not alter the caAe. All that is acci- Day; Thomas Paine's Day; Frances Wright's Day; again and again, read over and over, and find a gem
dentfil, Rffecting the degreA of confidence merelv. and those of other good, true men and women who
admire every time you open it. I was ·most deThe ohl United States bank bill, or tbe Mexican d,jJ. b:w benefited their race and hav left and will leave lightfully surprised with it. The artieles are' all fine,
the world better than they found it.
lar, had just as much currency in China as in the
the illustrations perfect, and all is in such excellent
There 11re splendid quotations from Ingersoll, HuxUnited States or Mexico; becaue confirhmce exi.~ted.
taste tbat I wonder bow it can be sold at t.be low
If, on any qmund, confidence should cease to Pxist 1:n ley, Bennett, Confucius, and other philosophers, and price of twenty-five cents. If it is not already in
tip-top
contributions
from
some
of
our
beAt
authors.
any owl kind ?f moni'.1J all over the world, that money
Peter Eckler's description of the Old Free Enquirers' every Freetbougbt family, it ought to be, and I trust
woulrl be money, and would hav currency all over the
it will be, for really nobody should afford to be withAssociation of New York is very interesting. In it
out it.
SusAN H. WrxoN.
world.
be givs a fitting tribute to Frances Wright A.ncl her
FinRlly. that the money will ever be redeemed in
, Ab Few
k bDays in Athens;" and right here I will TrrE Tm:;Trr SJmKEn A~~UAL A"D FmmT;-nKKEns' AL)L\~Ac.
any other WRY than bv exerting its purchasing power; book,"
h IS oo
say
t
as been one of my choicest treasures
284 (1884). With eighteen fnll-pago illustration><_ New
that it is or is not with or without additional SPcurfrom early girlhood, and I am glad to see this menYork: published at Tm~ TnuTrr SgEiom office. Price, 2S
ity back of it; that if the security or the confidence tion of it in our first almanac. "Ten Years of Freecents. For sale at this office.
fail, it will cease to hav currency; and that if it does thought," by G; E. M., is also full of notes and jotThis ftrst attempt in the way of a Freetbought al~
cease to hav currency somebody will suffer loss equal tings, well worth being rem em bf.lred. H. L. Green manac in America is a succeEs, a grand success. Its
to the amount held. All of tbeAe considerations are bas a good article on "The New York State Free- one hundred large octavo pages are replete with most
accidents more or less unfortunate, nnd needing va- thinkers' A~sociation "-just the subject the great or- interesting reading matter. In the almanac proper
rious devices to guard against them; but none of ganizer of Liberal wo1·ks is best fitted to treat upon. we find the usual astronomical bets, together with
them t01whing, in the leftst, the essr.nh:nl nature of
Our Theron has several pages of valuable maHer much of especial interest to FreethinkerR.
money. The bill of a hank that is completely insol- cleRcriptiv of the grandest association in the world,
There are contributed articles by Peter Eckler,
vent goes on serving all it.s purposes as money (help"The National Liberal League," an association no Eugene :M:. and Geo. E. 1\facdonald, T. C. Leland,
ing to excbR.nge commorlities) just as well as before, one man has done more to keep alive and in good Charles Stevens, J. P. Menclum, S. P. Putnam, C.
so long as the public believes the bank to be solvent.
1 Watts, W. S. Bell, George Chainey, and H. L. Green.
working otder than has Mr. Lf'land himself.
H11n efl it is not the reR.l eondition, but the SUPTJOsed
Then comes a list of our Libera.! Leaaues with lVIr. Leland's article is a condensed history of the Naconrlition. of thingf!, Rnd the resulting confidence,
n ames of the presidents, a list that sb01~d ~!ways tiona! Liberal League, and in connection w:ith it he
which is thA giRt. of the purchasing power of money;
stand honored as being the beginnings of Liberal givs the constitution of that boily and a hst of the
which justifies Mr. Boucher's proposition that money conservativ organized work.
·
local leagues. A sketch of the Freethought moveis essent.iallv not a th?:nq, but, an 1:dea.
Mr. StevenR, in his interesting article, "Liberal ment in England during 1883 is taken from the N aIt is. boV.:ever, 11. frPqnent abemrd ancl gross error
Thought in Canada," tells us how Liberals in that tional Secular .ciociety's Almanac. A li!'lt of foreign
to snppose t.hiR st.R.tement to mean that a bank bill
dominion are taxed in their efforts to obtain useful Free thought societies is given; a list of Liberal char-,
reallv worthless is .inRt as goorl for all purposes as a information. He savs, "I ordered from New York a itles; also of noted Freethinkers and reformers; popgood hill. A11 t.bat is r:1eant is that so long as it is
small parcel of books, pt·ice, sixty-seven cents, charges ulation and area of the stfttes and territories; a paraccrerliterl by th.e pn blic it is eqnrrlly good as an in- on which amounted to sixty-five cents."
t.ial list of the ancient and modern schools of philos7
strument for effecting exchanges. Thommnds of peoThe old veteran publisher, ,Tosiah P. M enduro, has phy; the sacred books of history; "Jefferson's Re~
ple may be convenienced by It bill which is destined
a brief description of" Paine Memorial" and its uses. ligion," useful measures', a number of short poetical
never .to be redeemerl in gold. A coin of such 1t size
This being the only public building ever erected in and prose articles, nnd the story of "Big Jack Small."
that it may be easily swallowed by the baby is not
memory of Thomas Paine, it is to be regretted that
The leading poems are "Sword and Pen," by Geo.
so good to prevent disaster of one kind, in the famthe article was not supplement.ed with a plate of this E. 1\facdonald, and" Meditations of a Hindoo Prince
ily, as a larger coin not liable to he swallowed, but is
grand and noble structure. Pictures speak RO much and Sh,ptic." These are each very fine.
equally good to buy candy; in which connection the
more expre~sivly than words; and we bav so few
We hope to be able to soon hav space to giv our
possible accident to the baby is not taken into the really Liberal pictures.
readers Rome samples of the bill of fare prepared by
uccount. So the fact that if the bank fails the bolder
S. P. Putnam's" Ideal ·world" is so TJOet.ical, eur- our enterprir<ing Tnu-rH SEEKER friends, but now we
of its bills will suffer loss, does net in the least affect
nest, enthusiastic, and beautiful, so full of lmrning, can quote from its broad pages thm;e line.s only, apthe goodness of the bills, as money, so long as the
blazing thought, that I feel like quoting it entire. He plying them to this annual as compared w1th all prebank does not fail; and, still further, so long as the
public huv not learnt that fo.et and lost confidence. says: "Iustead of growing lesR, this ideal world is ceding ones:
growing larger as we come to a more clear and deep
Thnro is _nothins sn gnm1 ns t.he nmY,
The accident to the bahv and the uccident to the in- understanding
of what is. Science unlocks a thouTltere 1s noth_mg. so poor ns tho old;
dividual bill-holder who" gets caught by giving a con'
th t f
th
h
Bnttet· the mormng R Rtlvery rlr"'.
d
Tltnn tho cveniri"a's riYcr of: n-ol<l
fidence which wus not warranted, are mere accidents, san sprmgs a rom e very eart of ea1·th and
Bntter n, tho~lRnmlfol<l."'
from the point of view of the essential idea of money. SHY fling their brightness into t.bis invisible aomainl
of mighty hope and impulse. Life becomes more 1
-E. c_ Walker, Ed·itor qf Lucifer.
S.P. A.
royal as it sweeps in harmony with the force of nature.
The radiant links of the eternal order
Douhts if He Saw God.
llissouri Churches in a Eall ·way.
bind us to the true. the beautifuL and good and we
To TH-..: EmTon OF THE TnuTH SEEKER, S1:r: In ,James
The town in which I liv is noted for its numerous see the meaning of our work-that the seed ~f to-day Russell Lowell's a11egec1 sonnet on Wendell Phillips,
churches, its very bad boyE1, its lack of rational blooms in the fruit of to-morrow, and that what we be Rays, "He Raw God stand upon the weaker side."
amusements (they being all crushed out by the do joins itself on the stream of time with n.ll the
The undersigned had the pleasure of correspondchurches). Every winter there hav been, for the shining harvests of the race."
ing·, to a slight extent, with Phillips, and the lP.tter
last twenty years, exciting "revivals" in which, after
Our "Bell" has some good ideas on "Industrial never mentioned seeing God. If be did it was very
earnest beseechings to" flee from the wmth to come," Education," one of the most important movements of repl'ehensible in him not to tell us what he looked
the "mourners" pressed forward and filled the first the age.
like (not to murmur of photography). Our Angloone, two, or even three front pews. Here, hoary·
Cbainey sticks fast to his "Rock of Ages,'' This American dude must be mistaken.
X. Y. Z.

to
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MILWAUKEE, Wrs., Feb. 13, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $1 for your paper. THE
TRUTH SEEK~R gr':lws better each number, and I like it the
best of our L1berul papers. You hav my best wishes always.
(PROF.) A. B. SEVERANCE.
FARMINGToN, UTAH, Feb. 10, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Please find within fifty cents, for which send
me two ANNUALS. From the advertisment I judge tbem to be
an annual necessity, and will do a deal of good. The dear old
TRUTH SEEKER is the first among our many papers, and ever
wanted. Our greatest need just now in Utah, I think, is some
of our best Liberal lectures to lessen the Mormon majority.
With best wishes,
H. W. HuaHT.

dren, who are clearer far to me than my own life, should die
than anything should .be tortured to snve them. These may
seem strong words, but they are true, and I believe there are
many humane people that will say the same. The death of
an animal is nothing, nor, if necessary, dissection after chloro·
form is administered; but the living, conscious, quivering
flesh-0 God! No human life nor animal existence should
be saved at such a fearful cost. .Enough of words; now to
business. Is this practiced in all medical institutions, or are
there special ones? Did Mr. Bergh's lecture before the legislatme hav any effect to prohibit. or check the evil? Which
would be the better me~ocl? Appeal to the legislature or
ilrouse the indignation of the people? If circulating papers and books on the subject among the law-makers would
effect the desired object, it would be better to do so, thus saving much suffel-ing of mi.nd. If that course will not succeed,
then appeal directly to the people by voice and pen, the press,
the pulpit by .every means, until such a storm of indignation is
aroused that the law-makers and the offenders will not dare to
disregard it.
What is t}le address of the Society for the Prevention of
Vivisection? Wbat is its membership, and what are its terms
of membership? Please reply through the columns of 'rHE
TRUTH SEEKER. Now, let every one unite, who has any knowledge of this subject, and resolve to fight against this monstrous crime until it ceases to exist.
M.\TTIE C. J\IITCHELI..

lr>5

they had not intentionally lied to mo. But seeing the names
of so many noble, yes, illustrious, characters adorning the
pages of that little book, roused a spirit to investigate for myself; hence, besides several dollars' worth of Freethought
works, I am a subscriber t.o your paper. This is only a sug-'
gestion, remembor, and I feol that I'm a Liberal. R. H. R.
LAWRENCE, JI-IASS., Feb. 7, 28-!.
1\:Ia. EDITOR: Find inclosed 35 cents; for which please send
me "Crimes of Preachers," also "Folse Claims," by John E.
Remsburg.
As the ministers throughout tho country hav organizel1 for
the purpose of influencing legisbtion in favor of more stringent divorce laws, etc , a copy of "Crimes of: Preachers"
should be placed in the hands of each member of tho different,
legislatures, that the hypocrisy of the clergymen may become
apparent ancl thus lessen their influence nmonN law-malc:inobodies . . Cannot some such plan be devised?
Trr,LsoN. o

.J.P.

ALun RocK, PA.
1\'l:n. EDITOR: Denton says, "A perfect man the world has yet
to see;" and I suppose a perfect paper the world has yet to see
alF<o; but THE TRUTH SEEKER comes damned near to perfection
since the "Children's Corner " and Putnam's story hav been
added. I see no chance to improve anywhere; and where man
can't improve, there is no use of God's trying. Compare THE
TRUTH i'5EEKER with the best publication the Christian world
can produce, and one minute's examination will show where
OscEoLA, IowA, Dec. 2ii, 1883.
all the merit is. The country is safe. Freethought is spreadMa. EDIToR: For your persistent efforts to abolish superstiing like wildfire nearly everywhere. May you liv long and
tion I admire your paper; for helping to knock all the gods
prosper.
G. W. DINSMOOR.
£rom their pedestals, I commend you; for contributing with
Ingersoll to knock the bottom out of hell, I giv yon great
NoRFOLK, NEB., Feb. 8, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to say a few words about prohibi- credit. But high above all these considerations I honor yon
tion, as everybody seems to be nearly crazy on the subject. I for the recent indications that your efforts are likely not to be
would advise prohibition all around. Commence on marriage; limited exclusivly to metaphysics-to godH and cle>ils, to heuv<:>n
prohibit a man from getting married unless he has a certificate and hell, to celestial affairs only. In your recent numbors ure
from an orthodox_preacher, showing that he is not consump- indications that point to a protest against the grievous wrongs
tiv and free from every disease that is hereditary, a bij-ld head for many years perpetrated against honest labor in this w,.orlrl.
not excPptecl. Then question as follows: Do you drink any? Some indications in your late paper recognized the fact that
Do you smoke any? Do yon use any medicin that has .the both the olcl parW.es are corrupt, and care for naught ])nt the
smell of opium? Do you chew gum so as to cause your jaw to "spoils." Haughty monopoly and clown-trodden honest labor
wag? Do you know that whisky will destroy the body and In- are in a great measure the results of party lobbying all sorts of
fidelity will destroy both soul ancl body in hell-fire? Keep injustice through Congress. Reform of any kind is out of the
mum of the millions that are sent to the kingdom come before question by means of the old parties; ancl any paper that is so
far in advance of its compeers as clearly to admit this propothe first birth, let alone the second.
JAB. GooDliiAN, M.D.
sition is greatly to be commended. Gerald Massey's hymn,
"The People's Aclvent," iH prophetic, ancl !t few good papers
ZANESVILLE, OHIO, Feb. 6, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I like your paper very much. I hav been tak- like THE TnUTH SEEKER, in the van of progress, will help to
ing it ever since it was published in Tilinois. I am happy to fulfil the prophecy. Would any ono paper, belonging to tho
see the strides Freethought is making. It does me good. I "associated press," be willing to admit, or clare to hint, that
remember the time that I hardly darerl to open my mouth as to the two olcl parties hav outlived their usefulness (useful now
any story contained in the so-called Christian Bible. It is dif- only to monopoly and oppression)? Yet such iH the fact.
F. J. EMARY.
ferent now, ancl times hav changed. The multitudes are becorning more intelligent, ana, thanks to all the great Freethought advocates, Freethought is spreading. I honor all
honest men for their opinions, and despise hypocrits. I hav
never been influenced by the bibles or the supernatural since
I could think .for myself. Probably I was born a genuin :Freethinker; but, as I hav read, a man who does right, being honest ancl upright, needs no savior; in fact, I hav not ever been
cognizant of possessing any other incliviclualit.y than my reason, the make up of which is my five senses. I am not aware
of being double. I tlm satisfied I am here; I shall be satisfied
when I go hence to the gra,·e. I am with Solomon, who says
there will be no more of us.
.J. BuRGESS.
LAKE CITY, Io>lA, Feb. 7,1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money to pay for the ANNUAL. I am much pleased with the manner in which your
paper is managed, but cannot be deceitful enough to say I
think the editorials excel those of :i\IIr. Bennett. I clo not think
that man livs who could quite equal ::.VIr. Bennett in putting in
sledge-hammer blows at tho right time and place. I think
your paper, all in all, never was better than at the present
time. I desire to thank that good and noble man, Elliott
Preston, for his labors in behalf of animal creation. Yes, clear
brother, from the bottom of my heart I thank you. You surely
hav taken lessons from the teachings of Buclclha, who said
every good man .would hav the same regard for every living
creature that he had for himself, and I truly believe it. I hav
no words of condemnation strong enough to express niy loathing and contempt for any man that has one word to say in behalf of vivisection, ancl I do not believe there is a man living
that has a disposition above a hyena or jackal that wodld engage in any such damnable business. I hope every Liberal
having a kind, humane heart will speak out against this crime
of all crimes. 'l.'o say that such wickedness is committed in
the interest of science is worn out and entirely too thin. Now,
after asking pardon of the hyenas and jackals for comparing
them with human brutes, I bid you a kind adieu.
,J. L. 'l.'OMPKI!'(S.
.JAcKsoN, Mrcu., .ran. 2, 188·!.
Mn. EniTon: An article in your paper by Elliott Preston,
upon the painful subject of vivisection, was partially read, not
wholly, because the subject was of so ten-ible a nature that I
could scarcely endure tho torture of even reading it. But it
created the firm determination to do all that lies within my
power to crush out such a monstrous practice. Oh that such
things can be clone, that creatures falsely called men-clemons
rather-can be found that will commit such fearful deeds!
Words fail to express the horror of my soul. The community
stands aghast at some murder; the murderer is hanged or sentenced to pl"ison for life. Justice, they say, is satisfied. What
then would satisfy justice for such acts as these, the torture ef
innocent, helpless creatures? A murderer is white and pure
beside such criminals as these, for the victims of murder suffer but a short time generally. But this is deliberate torture.
Science! Medical science! the less of it the better, bought at
such a price. I would rather die; I had rather that my chil-

.ToLmT, Iu,., Fob. 10, 284.
:i'r!n. EDrToa: \'i'hat do we know of nature beyonclmattor and
electricity and magnetism? I believe these to be tho triunl'
Gocl, and why look for something that does not exist? I believe that electricity and ill!lgnetism acting upon matter constitute the soul; und when the body dies, it pass'es back to itR
great fountain, ancl the sonl also returns to its fountain. I believe that matter always did and always will £>xist, and also the
soul (or magnetism ancl elech·icity); and soul and body hath
lose their identity.
Now, I will try to giv my view of S1\iritnalism. Thore nrc
"mediums "-I call them connecting wires-and they nro 1mman bodies, hut connect with this groat fo1mtnin, thoir mat8rial body, with the soul fonntnin, nncl form imngcs to snit thei1·
imaginations. If not, why haY <lifforent teachers? I should
think that they would haY ono spiritwtl t~aclwr, and th~tt ho
would teach all aliko. I think thoro is an cLh0rcal telegmph
that will yot bo discovered by which a person may, here in
America, commune or con;·ersn with another living person in
any part of tho globe. I wiHh somo ono wonl<l crmsidor nnrllot
me know if I am wrong.
\Vben we 011n once loarn whnt eonst.itnt~H tho Ronl, a gato
will be oponcrl botwoen tho orthorlox anll tho Lih0ralR. '.l.'hon
wo can answer, whennsked tho r1nest.ion, \Vbnt bocomcs of t.hn
soul? that it bas gone to its olcment with its fountain-hear!; I
think thiH would bnrmouizo Liberals anrl Spirilnnlis!.H when
once established.
There aro a great many Li\lorlllists in thin r:it.~·. and whnL we
want iH that two or thrco goorl lcetnrors should ~nmo hero nnrl
speak. Wo hew 20,000 inhnllil!miH, but tho ~ity iH goYol"llod hy
Jesuit inllnonco. Bvcry HHloon-l<uopcr i" " Hntnan Cntholir:.
\VA hav thrco or four Catholie elmrehos, uno Ocnunn, nnrl two
Irish, and, I beliovo, on~ at tho rolling. mills. 0111" polir:o jnH·
tice is n Gorman nnrl a Lihernlist, T lllll a eripple, and hnv tn
uso two C!tnl'H to wnlk \Yit.l.J, o1· I shnulcl Lry to F;(nrt n. Liberal
r~eagne.
I nm rloing nll I r:nn In bav uno fonnr>rl. Onr city
.JAcrrsoN, l\IIcu., Feb. 13, 1884.
hns improver! mornlly sinco f.lHl liquor lir'('nso wns misorl t,;.,
::\In. EDIToR: I herewith send yon an account of a church
one thousand dollars. I nskccl two lJrothen.;, liverymen, if they
row, as I clip it from our daily: AnA, Omo, Feb. 12th.-A clis·
would read Uemshurg'H lectnro. "Oh, yes;" thoy harl "nof.hgraceful scene occurred at the Baptist church Sunday morning
ing else to clo nights aml Snnllays ;" Hn I r;nvn 'J'ng Tm'TH
and in the evening, which was only stopped by the interference
of the police. At the meeting of the Sunday-school in the SrmKim to one of them on SnlHlay morning, ilnrl went, "'~rose<
the street. \Vhcn I returner], tho ot.hor followPrl mn nn<l
morning, Deacon D. A. \Voocl, a learler of one faction of tho
hancled me the paper, r;aying, "ThnL's a nasty pnp~r--it iH uol.
chnrch, declarerl the election of al\Ir. Enos as assistant super
fit to rear!," Tho men nru Honl!ln Cntbolir-". \\'c hrtv two
intenclent of tho Sunday-school null and void, and made somo
Presb;yterinn, two l\Iclbodisl, ono or Lwn Lulhcrnn, 1111<! how
very uncomplimentary remarks. Superintendent Cary ran
many morcehnrchos I rlon"t know.
S. G. flcor.r ..\v.
down from the pulpit, ancl, shaking his fist under tho deacon's
nose, commanded him to sit down. The deaco11's friends arose
liELE:;m, X1"n., Fub. 2D, 188J.
w his rescue, and commanded Cary to sit down. Tho two facMn. EniTon: I rcceivocl tho pamphlets anrl AKN1;AT, nll right,.
tions then cried out, "Sit down !" ''Cover me up with sawThe ANNUAT, is immense. I hnrl no irloa of ils r~nl vnluo till
dust!" "No gamblers allowed to vote here!" etc. Tho superI Toad it, ancl crmnot unrlcrr<bmrl how yon got sn mnch tointendent enrleavorecl to dismiss school, but tho clcacon comgether in snch gmncl stylo for tho insignilicnnL F:nm of twentymanded his party to remain, as he desired to holrl prayer-meetfive cents.
ing. and rallied his forces by singing, "Hold tho Fort." One
"Falso Claims., is a clinchrr; no is "Crimes of Preach om.'
faction left and the other remained. Tn the evening tho cb urch
They must bo tho menns of making the saints feel very nnwas filled to overflowing with the curious, in anticipation of
comfortablo. What raseals they are! onrl Billings bas mnclo
another row, as three members who were expelled from tho
them nppoar in full clress.
church were to hav their trial. Promptly at 7:30 o'clock the
"Tho Problems of: tho Universe" is in every respect n, mas.
music began; the deacons jumped t() the floor; sometimes as terpieco I ha\" advocated t.he snmo i11cas fo1· a nmnbt'r of
many as twenty persons were yelling at one timo. Hongbs yearR, but wns not C.Jpahlo o[ <lr·esBing my t.honghts in HJr.h
who had congregated cheered, women screamAd, mul every- grnnrllnngnago. I think Pnf.nnm is ono shnl;o nheud of anything was confusion. The police finally 'llwllerl the riot, and thing I hav ever sern, nnrl rny private opinion, pnhlicly cxthe meeting closed without attaining rmy result <'tr receiving prcssccl, is thnt it. will hn r;nmn timn yet hrfo1·o nnyono gets
the benediction.
l. B. SmcrOLI}T.
even with hilll,

0., ,Jnn. 20, 1884.
Mn.jEDITon: In response to ymu call for nnmc.s, 'tnito a
number hn.v occurocl to me, ancl with a hope for !.heir mental liberty ~nrl to increase tho circulation of your worthy
paper, you get them. They are, I affirm, each rmd m-ery ono,
persons who aro governed by their own thought ancl whom I
should love to see liberated ftom the lust of the thr~utening
chninR of their infamously diabolicrtl superstition. Anf1 (
would proffer a suggestion. If yom· " C:atn log of Liberal anrl
Scientific Books" is not too expensi,·, send thorn tn a fow
parties, keeping a memorandum of the nmneB, :mel obsorvo
the result.
Tho rea;;on is this: persons reurocl in orthotlox families are
taur::ht that none object to Christianit,1· but the lowest types
of eharactcrs with whom it interferes, ancl thon it is only hecause they hav not refiectcrl upon its" most wond~rfnl truths;''
and if hearing ancl disbelieving Rtill, they were, boyoncl all
tlonbt, special instruments of the d•evil nllfl invarinl,Jy bigoted ignoramuses.
X ow this is the influence your catalog hnrl on me. There are
names of the most profounrl scholar" nnrl scientists-Hneckel,
Huxley, Tyndall, Humboldt, et al-eitber defying Clnistianity
openly or gi\ing their voices to scientific productions from
which the Infidel gets his foundation. Now, I don't like to
sny it, but it staggered my confidence in my Christian instrnctors at once. However, reflection caused me to think their experience was not dissimilar to mine up to that time ancl that
NEw ALEX.\NDRLI,

Over thirty :V<'flrR ago f wnrl P~tino"s "Ago of Henson," anrl
hrlll not sc,cn it. from t.hat time up tn I his winter. I hnv hN·n
rearlinr; it of lflt.<', :mclmnst :.;ny it, is a most, won<lcrfnl bonk.
Everything that hns h11c11 'nitt.,m on tho snbjcd from thnt
timo tn tho present hns ndrlnrl nothinr; matcrilll to it,. Tbomn:.;
Paine touched tho kcy-noto, nnrl othcrH hav only cxtcnrlod thn
strains. Conlrll'1tine's writings bo rrrtrl moro, wo wonlcl hnv
fowor crimes of prcachorH. Ld Lihcmls Hoc to it thn.t it ir<
put into t.ho hnnrls of f.hc }"Ollllg.
\\'. 1'. Bnoor(8. :'IT. D.
FLoYD, YA., Foh. 1, l88t
:\In. Enn01:: Wo bn.v bo11n passing tbr(Jllgh tho d:nk sharlows of our days. Onr lif.Uo hnl>c, tho joy nnrl pride of onr
lives, has been taken from ns l1y tho merciless han<l of
I death.
lts agr' was four and a b:Llf m'mths.
:For tt littlo season it cn.me to glr,rlrlcon onr hearts with
sm.ilcs, then it passed away in chilrllJOnrl's morning, when th"
flowers of love and &nnshino hloomorl. I wnnlcl gladly hnv
taken its place on clcatb's snrl horl, lmt alas 1 that could not
be. Each one must go through tho llark valley alono.
There is hope nnLil rlcntli, awl .consolation nft~r death.
Tho cheering worcln of In;;nsoll wore ever with mo cluring
the b11be's Hiclmcss. "In the night of clortlh Hope sees r.
star, nncl listening LoYc cn.n hear the rnstlo of a wing."
:\Iy ono consolation is tl!nt its little eyes will never again be
dimmed with t~nm. We lmow that •; on the shores of death
the sea of trouble casts no wave; her1rts of dust do not break."
Death touch eel the woary little heart, and he rests in the bosom
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of his Mother Earth, with her tender arms thrown lovingly
around him. In that dreamless sleep called death no cries or
shrieks of war or famin or distress can awaken him; and so
we will think of him as resting in calm and peaceful sleep.
Isuc LEMON, JR.
DESDEMONA, TEXAS, Feb. 11, 1884.
EDrroR: Next week I will send you cash for four subscribers. The cause is growing slowly here, and orthodoxy
gradually decreasing. We want a Liberal lecturer to shake up
the dry bones and let the light of truth in.
The Independent Pulpit is doing good work in this state.
The children are delighted with their Corner. "Waifs and
Wanderings" is getting almost as good as "Golden Throne."
The fact of the business is, we Liberals think your paper is
improving all the time. Now while I think of it, you may
possibly want just ten dollars, so will send our names and the
cash. Wishing you a happy New Year, and a double subscription cash down, the subscriber-ourself-a full-blooded Infidel.
A. c. MARTIN, M.D.
~IR.

PoMERoY, WYo. TER., Feb. 5, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I would like for some one to tell the reason
why gold is deposited in the natural quartz in higher or mountainous regions more than any other ore mineral, for we are all
here to liv and to learn the way and purpose of all things. I
love to hear the doors of wisdom opened against superstition.
I think your paper is improving very much. The Children's
Corner is a golden thread in the volumes. I would like to hav
a talk with Mr. Putnam, Mr. Chainey, Mr. Watts, or any other
sound Freethinlrer, for the words of such men are nourishing
to the minds of all who are Liberal. I wish them goodspeed
into every household. I am trying my best to Liberalize by
distributing my papers among people who will not consent to
subscribe. I think that by and by they will walk into the
ranks. May your paper long liv to send its echo to the remotest bounds of the earth.
HENRY HENDEE.
HART, MrcH., Feb. 12, E.M. 284.
MR. EDITOR: The grand old TRuTH SEEKER comes to hand
in due time, and the perusal of it givs me much pleasure and
strength to fight the old theology in this place, as I am a radical Liberal and a Materialist. The pious people hav given me
a through ticket for hell, but on the whole I rather like it, as
it will assure me of good company, such, for instance, as Paine,
Franklin, Jefferson, Bennett, and Ingersoll, and hosts of other
great and good men. If we liv after death I would much
rather enjoy the society of these men than walk the streets of
the New .Jerusalem with monsters like Calvin, Booth, Guiteau,
Cook, Comstock, and their ilk, and hav to shout myself hoarse
in singing praises to the God of such angels. I hav no taste
for shouting praises to such a God. I do like to talk common
sensB to deluded and creed-bound children of men. THE
TRUTH SEEKER helps me much in convincing some of them
of truth. Long may it liv and prosper.
Inclosed please find 75 cents, for which please send me the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, "Problem of the Universe," and
Paine's "Age of Reason."
GILBERT G. GABRION.
CAsNoVIA, MrcH., Feb. 6, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: We hav a prohibitory law against moral sins
which is said to hav been given by Moses of old, and I hav
been offering a premium to any man or preacher that will find
a prohibitory law against spiritual sins in the Bible, and seeing
that they ha' failed to find it in the Bible, I think we had better hav one. Here it is:
"Thou shalt not sin against the spirit of the living God.
Thou shalt not sin against the spirit of the living Christ. Thou
shalt not sin against the spirits of the living apostles. Thou
shalt not sin against the spirits of the departed. Thou shalt
not sin against the spirit of thyself. Tb ou shalt not sin
against the spirits of thy fallows. Neither shalt thou sin
against the spirits of any kind that are in the universe above
or on the earth below." '
Now, Mr. Editor, a place for everything, and everything in
its place. He that disobeys the prohibitory law against moral
sins must hav his punishment in this moral or material
world, where it belongs. He that disobeys the prohibitory law
against spiritual sins must hav his punishment in the spirit
world, where it belongs, providing we can establish the prohibitory law against spiritual sins. But if it can't be established, then where is that great scheme gotten up by the socalled divines as salvation for the people through the atonement of Christ? You're gone, for it was on spiritual sins that
the atonement scheme was based.
Now, Mr. Editor, I will leave it to the readers of your paper
to say whether there is a prohibitory law against spiritual sins
to be found between the lids of the Bible. R. H. ToPPING.
NoRTHFIELD, MINN., Feb. 7, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Please excuse my tardiness. I believe this is
the first time I hav been late since I entered your school. I
shall make an effort to be prompt in the future, which will
make excuses unnecessary.
Mr. Editor, the brief reports through the columns of THE
TRUTH SEEKER of the proceedings and lectures at the Liberal
Club, and elsewhere, are very interesting and instructiv; also
some of the criticisms made at the club are very amusing. I
would like to see a more complete report of these lectures and
meetings published in your columns, and less of the "isms"
that hav been discussed for some time past. The struggle and
contest tliat hav been going on between the two schools may
hav been enthusiastic to some, and amusing to others, while
many regretted most sincerely that such a spirit of antagonism
should exist between humanitarians.
It seems to me that there are other subjects that need to be
discussed of far more importance to the present welfare of
humanity than eithel' Materialism or Spiritualism. As a whole,
of what benefit has this strife been to either side? Was any
knowledge gained, or any truths established? Are we not as
deeply in the fog, and as remote from knowing the truth con-
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cerning existence or annihilation after" death," as we were did under the law? A jury found O'Donnell guilty of delib~
before these discussions commenced?
erate murder. And the DrisoRer confessed the crime, showing
If nothing gained, is there any loss? Th11 columns of your that he deserved the death. But oh! horror of horrors!-the
paper might hav conveyed, to its hundreds of isolated readers detestable hangman! I should like to see Mr. Mitchell's counall over the country, burning truths, the productions of the tenance when speaking of that personage. I remember I and
mind and brain of our most eminent thinkers. How many of a lot of Mr. Mitchell's countrymen spent an evening in a pubus there are that hav no other facilities for knowing anything lie house in Melbo=e, Australia, in 1847. In a seat at a table
about grand orations and eloquent lectures but through books opposit us sat an individual smoking. As he was alone we inand papers! And while the latter are the most extensiv circu- vited him to join our party, which he clid, and afte,r a few
lating medium, are we not doing injustice to many of the pat- ·glasses he turned out to be one of the best fellows you ever
rons of THE TRUTH SEEKER in using its columns to discuss saw-full of song, told several capital good stories, and one of
subjects that we can neither prove nor sfibstantiate satisfactorily the best dancers, being able to perform the sailor's hornpipe
to the world? Qan discussions change a fixed law in nature? to perfection. Towards shutting up time we got pretty maudYet I hav no fault to find with these discussions nor the lin, and some of our company hugged and (I think) kissed the
isms, no more than it seems to me 'to be unprofitable to discuss stranger. Well, he finally left for home, after expressing the
either Spiritualism or Materialism. I am a Spiritualist, yet I high regard he felt toward us. Finally the landlord came in
hav had no proof nor evidence, but I believe (at ·least I want and informed us we had been entertaining the right honorable
to believe) there is a conscious state beyond what is the city hangman of Melbourne. Never shall I forget the look
termed "death." I can't come to the conclusion (though it of horror in the countenanceS of my comrades; they were sober
may be true) that "death ends all," nor admit that oblivion is in a moment, and their faces were actually green with horror.
better than remembrance, nor annihilation better than exist- Well, the poor devil was safe from their vengeance, and it was
ence. Neither can I see anything "terrible" in a continued well for him he was.
life, if it were possible, even in this "wicked" world of "sin
Now, just let us ~ompare the hangman with the murderer.
and sorrow," especially if we never grew old, for they say we The hangman is simply the executioner of the law, after the
don't in the "next world." For my part I like this world culprit has been found guilty by a jury of his countrymen.
well enough, and would, if I could, liv "forever" on this But the assassin, what is he? In the first place, he is a cowbeautiful globe, where there is more good than-evil, more love ard; next he is policeman; next he constitutes himself a magthan hate, and more sunshine than clouds.
'istrate, and issues the committal; he is jury, judge, audience,
Right here I would like to call the attention of the readers executioner; he is ehaplain, attending to the funeral service,
of your paper to the case of Mr. Heywood. Friends, he is undertaker, and often sexton. He is a whole court and everynot fighting the battles of liberty to gain freedom for himself thing belonging to one. He causes children to become fatherand the Heywoods alone, but for us, and our children too, less and motherless, and fathers and mothers to become childthat we may all enjoy the full freedom of our inherent rights, less, wives to become widows, and husbands to become widrights that are being daily denied us by a bigoted majority. owers. He robs the home and fireside of all happiness, and
And for no other reason than we insist in exploring fields of brands himself a demon. Yet you will find society in the
advancement, and advocate truths and ideas that are in ad- world that will take this loathesome thing by the hand and invance of the times. These narrow-contracted minds would troduce him to wives and daughters; aye, and eulogize him
usurp every right that a Liberal enjoys, if it were in their for his crimes. Yes, men will do this that would turn with
power; shut our mouths and pens too, if it were possible. horror from the hangman, who has committed no crime.
But, friends, make good use of both. And more! furnish Mr.
When the Phenix Park murders took place and the news
Heywood with the ammunition of war; be it ever so small an reached this country, the Land League here pretended to be
amount it will be a1Jpreciated and thankfully accepted by our horror-stricken, and, if I am not mistaken, offered a reward
persecuted and prosecuted brother.
for the apprehension of the murderers. Well, all the ingenuNot long since I received a letter from Mr. Heywood, and I ity of the government was ba:flled for a long time, when one of
fear that he is, pecunarily, very short, and that he and family the murderers came forward and gave state evidence, and the
most suffer before' the winter is over unless we unite and come wretches were convicted and executed. Then the ieague alto the rescue.
tered its tune, and denounced the government as murderers.
Friends, let u~ try and cheer Mr. and1 Mrs. Heywood in this Now, the evidence such as Carey gave is counted the best of
their hour of need, with money, sympathy, and friendship.
evidence, because he testified against himself, and such eviTHE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL received. I hav read it all dence is accepted in all parts of the world.
through, and must admit that it far exceeded my expectation,
And now, Mr. Mitchell, where is your evidence that the Engboth in quality and quantity. The choice selection of infor- lish government is a conclave of assassins? Are you aware
mation it contains is of far more value than four times the that the English is a representativ government, and that this
price of the almanac. I hope every one of yuur readers will government and its laws 11re but copies of theirs? Can you
send for a copy. The history of the National Liberal League, in this whole world find -a more humane and fraternal governfrom its foundation up to the present time, is worth twice the ment than the English? Can yon find a nation that has done
money, to say nothing of the mirthful story, "Big Jack Small," as much for humanity, as much for civilization, as the nation
and a thousaml and one other good things it contains. And, you denounce? Look at this United States as a nation, and
Mr. Editor, if the next ANNUAL will be one-half so good, or tell me if she would hav been what she is to-day had it not
contain one-half the information, be sure and reserve a copy been for the help of England. In this very town in which I
for me, as I should feel that I would be losing too much valu- write this letter the first cotton was spun, and the machinery
able information if I could not get one.
made, by an Englishman. Who furnished you with some of
Let me also call the attention of the readers of your paper her best mechanical labor, and with the money to build your
to the lectures of Juliet H. Severance, M.D., now in pamphlet railroads and many of your public buildings? Who is your
form. The fame and ability of this lady, as a public speaker, best customer for your produce and trade? Think you if Engneed no comments from any source. She is a monument of land went down to-morrow, that it would not be a great calamknowledge, and fearlessly promulgates the most raclical re- ity to this country? I say yes; almost as much as it w~mld be
forms and practical questions of the day. All who hav not to her.
had the opportunity to hear Mrs. Severance should at once
Let me show you some of the beneficial acts she has persend sixty cents to 219 Grand avenue, Milwaukee, Wis., for formed. She freed her slaves at a cost of £20,000,000; that,
five champion lectures; and fifteen cents for her able discus- you must remember, was only the first cost. Ever since, she
sion of the social question with D. Jones, editor of the Olive has been hundreds of thousands of pounds out of pocket by
Bmnch. We need not mention t~e total failure of the gentle- the falling off of the products of her colonies, caused by this
man to hold the "fort" against the true and logical weapons one act of humanity. Next she opened up commerce with all
of Dr. Severance,
MRs. S. J. LENONT.
the nations of the world. You hav the privilege to trade in
. d'·
every port where she has a footing. Your ships hav the privilegl! of taking cargoes from one English port to another; and
PAWTUCKET, R. I., Feb. 11, 1884.
MR. EDITOR:, My attention has been drawn to a correspond- that's a privilege you do not grant to English vessels. Show
ent of yours, ·seward Mitchell by name, df Newport, Mlji_ne; me the place in all the world, that she has possession of, where
He begins his lfjtter by the statement that his life is spent in the people ar.e not better off. India is ten times better off
doing good. Mark that. · He is pained to know that your no- than under her own princes. Yes, the year before they issued
ble paper does not belie itself in not condemning what he calls the mandate to stop the suttee, over a thousand women were
at the stake under that horrible superstition. They hav
the foul murder of Patrick O'Donnell. He classes the English burnt
opened the country by railroads and canals.
government as the most infamous the sun ever shone upon,
England has done the same for Canada. You say she has
and calls them a conalave of assassins. Yet this pure man done all this for her own interest. Well, whose interest do
justifies the assassination of Cary, and calls it a righteous act, you work for? Has not her interest been the interest of every
and is sorry that a bullet or dynamite has not reached the other nation, civilized and savage? Has she not kept ships of
war on the African coast this last half century, to keep down
miserable soul of Gladstone, and a score of lords and dukes, the slave trade? Hl!.B she not sacrificed blood and treasure to
and especially that of Judge Denham.
do so? Has that been act of humanity, or has been for selfMr. Seward Mitchell, how well the word assassin sounds, interest?
"Ah! but look at Ireland," you say. Well, I discussed that
coming from your lips, condemning and justifying murder in
subject two years ago in the public press, and it caused a great
the same breath.
Let us take the case of Mr. Gladstone. All his long and noble deal of ill-feeling, and that is something I wish to avoid if
possible. But you must remember it was not all lovely in the
life has been spent in lifting up humanity to a higher plane. Green Isle when two different popes requested the English to
Hundreds of orphan children will miss, and a whole nation go over and stop the internal wars and bloodshed. But you
mourn, the grand old man when his life goes out. He has must remember that you are not to punish the present generabeen the best friend Ireland ever had as a British statesman, tion for the fault of their forefathers on either side.
I do not think there is a nation on earth so much maligned
and a humanitarian in the strictest sense of the word. Yet
and misrepresented as England is to-day; and I nm sorry to
you, Mr. Mitchell, would end a long and useful life by the bul- say it is fostered by a large p<;>rtion of the. pr~ss.. I don't envy
let of the assassin.
the Englishman that loves h1s country h1s s1tnat10n here, an.d
Now let us take the case of the lords and dukes. You want I am quite sure ~ do not envy the ~an tha~ does not love h1s
a score or more of them shot. You are not particular as to nativ land, let h1m~e where he w1ll. "W1th all her faults, I
numbers. Well, because a man is a lord or a duke, is he love her still," as one of her great poets said. And, with all
the hatred and malice, and all the uncharitableness heaped
necessarily a scoundrel? I think not. During the twelve upon her. I tnst she will overcome all her enemies.
years !,was in the British army and navy, I found them the
She has produced some of the brightest names the world
kindest and best officers, far preferable to those that arose from has ever heard of, in every class. She has brave soldiers,
the ranks or came in through the "horse pipes," as Jack says. and equally brave and hardy sailors, and an indo,mitably
They, the aristocracy so called, are taught from infancy t<J be spirited and loyal people, with an innate love of fau play;
and aH long as she does justice and loves .mercy, she need
kind and gentle to all, especially to those beneath them. not fear the ravings of a few lunatics that cannot govern
There are exceptions, of course, but only exceptions. Now themselvs anq will not be governed.
RoBERT NELSON.
Yours,
for Judge Denham. Could he hav acted otherwise than he
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. "Oh, do!" exclaimed the whole congregaLiberal Meetings•
They gave Aunt Delight a vote of. thanks,
tion.
and declared it the best meeting they had ever [Leagues and Lt'beral and Spiritualistic Societks in IM.
United Statu and Canada meeting regularly, can hav noAnd then Aunt Delight-or, the fern-began: attended.
lieu of their m•etings publi.!h<d in this colummjru if the
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, lihll River, " Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. I
Daisy Dumpling, when invited to sing again, ojjicer• will •end tltem to us.]
OHIO.
Mass., to whom all Cbmmunications for this- hav come a long distance to meet you, and I said, "No! I hungry! I ~ant some bread and
CLEVELANn.-The Liberal League meets
Comer should be sent.
hope I see you well. I was born in what is butter!"
every
Sunday
afternoon
at 3 P.M., in the hall
called the Carboniferous age, which means the
Eliza Jane went to wait on Daisy, and thus on the corner of Ontario and Bolivar streets.
age of coal. I cannot tell my exact age-not the meeting broke up, while the parrot screamed Exercises-lectures and discussion.
" Hl8 l!fe Is long whose work !8 well
And be his station low or high, '
because I am a lady and ladies are not expected agam, "Amen! Amen!"
MAINE.
He who the most good works can tell
to tell their ages, but because I really cannot
[Just as we had finished the above, we reLlvs longest though he soonest die:"
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Conremember; but I am, probably, without any ceived an interesting communication from' a gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
exaggeration, not far from a hundied thousand friend residing in a coal mining district, and Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
Peek-a-Boo.
years old. At the beginning of the period in bearing upon the same subject. It will appear and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
The cunnlngest thing that a baby can do
which I was born, it is said that the Atlantic in the Corner next week. We take this oppor- P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
Is to play for the very first time-Peek-a-boo 1
OREGON.
ocean passed through what is now southern tunity to thank our friends who hav kindly asPoRTLAND.-Mr. C. Beal holds meetings
It W!ll hide Its l!ttle pink face In Its ib.ands,
New York, and west through Ohio, and across sisted in this, as well as our puzzle department;
Then crow and show that It underst/Lnds
what is now known as the Mississippi valley, and, also, we would express our sincere appre- every Sunday afternoon and evening, at
Academy Hall, Second and Salmon streets,
What,nurse and mamma-and papa, toowhile the Gulf of Mexico went north as far as ciation of the hearty welcome with which the where he givs lectures, readings, recitations,
Mean, when they hide and cry, "Peek-a-boo~·the middle of Iowa."
Childre:a's Corner has been met. We are re- and music. All are invited to attend. AdOh, what a wonderfUl thing It Is,
''Where were the great lakes?" inquired ceiving scores of letters every week, testifying mission 10 cents.
When they find that the l:!aby ~_play ltke this 1 Herbert.
MASSACHUSETTS.
to the importance and usefulness of our work,
And they every one l!sten and thM It true
BosToN.-B.:;ston Liberal Club holds meet"There was but one great lake then, on this and, while seeking a continuance of favors for
That the baby's gurgle means "Peek-a-boo."
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
continent, Lake Superior. Slowly the waters our Comer, we shall endeavor, as heretofore, forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
I wonder If anyone ever knew
were drained off, and left muddy, soft, warm to make it as bright, attractiv, and interesting Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
A baby who never played Peek-a-boo.
earth, which, the dense, moist air pressing as possible-ED. CHILDREN's CoRNER.]
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
I truly think, and bel!eve It Is so,
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday..
upon it, soon began to.be like a hot-house."
That the very first baby played Peek-a-boo,
school at 2:30. Admission free.
"Where were all the folks?" asked Melissa.
Our Puzzle Box.
PENNSYLVANIA.
And the whole world full or the ch!ldren or men
"There
were
no
human
beings
then,
no
airHaY all or them played that game since then.
NUMERICAL PUZZLE.
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
And wh!le the sun shines and the skies are blue, breathing animals whatsoever-there never
81.
ha:d been any at that time, for they could not
Babies w!ll always play Peek-a-boo. .,-Selected.
Place two more figures with the two above, 814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
breathe' the carbonic acid gas that was all about. and make it read less than eighty-one.
T.s:E TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
H. VANPELT.
But we ferns .could liv, and we did liv, and
What the Fern Said.
sale.
grew
to
be
as
big
as
giants.
We
were
not
like
"What an awful storm! Don'tit rain, though?
PITTSBURGH.-,-Pittsburgh Liberal League
WORD PUZZLE.
the
little
waving,
feathery
things
you
call
ferns
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
It just rushes right along, doesn't it? YahMy
whole
consists
of
seven
letters.
Sunday (except during the Months of July
ah-ah-aw! What shall we do with ourselvs, to-day, but we were taller than oak-trees, and
My 4, 2, 3, 1 is what some people sleep on. and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
anyway, this stormy Sunday? I've read till were full of rich, dark green-foliage. Some of
My 5, 6, 7 is a domestic fowl.
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture;
My whole is where your food is cooked.
my eyes ache, and puzzled over the puzzles and us had drooping sprays of flowers, but the
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
HERBERT 0. PoWLER.
charades and cross-words in this paper, until most of us were cloth~d in leaves only, andreminutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
my head is whirling like a top, -.and I feel like sembled umbrellas, spread and covered with
WORD
PUZZLE.
NEW JERSEY.
saying cross words, myself. I say! EliZa Jane, feathers and fringes. There were great trees
My whole consists of seven letters.
of other kinds, and the trunks were not rough
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
wake up and say something."
My 1, 2, 3, 4 is a mineral.
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock nt the
My 5, 6, 7 is a fluid.
"What d'ye want, Melissy?" said Eliza Jane, and scraggy as at the present time, but smooth
League's Hall, 177 HalBey street. Exercises
My whole is used to light. ·
and handsome as carved marble. You hav,
looldng up from her book.
consist of music, readings, lecture, and disHERBERT O.POWLER.
"Can't we do something to pass the time? doubtless, been in a wet swamp, and jumped
cussion, in which all present are invited tCJ
the day seems more than fourteen h1'!11.dred from· hillock to hillock, noting, at the same
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
A RIDDLE.
time,
the
spongy,
yielding
ground
that
seemed
taken. Communications for the League
hours long!"
Sometimes I hav four little wheels,
to
settle
beneath
your
feet.
This
typifies
the
should be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10
"0 Eliza!-what a whopper! I guess yon'd be
Sometimes a little buggy stand;
Pine street, Newark.
No horse or beast my burden feelspretty tired if it was only one-fourteenth as state' of the earth at that period, only then it
Drawn only by the human hand.
CANADA.
long," said Herbert, yawning, and reaehing out was on a grander, greater scale. There were
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Olub
to tickle his sister, little Daisy Dumpling, as club-mosses, as you call.them now, more than
I hav four legs, but, strange to tell,
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M., at 1310 Cathsixty feet high!"
Only a single foot is mine;
she was called.
arine street. Reading-room open d11ily until
But for my head 'twould do as well,
"Oh! 0-h-h!" they all exclaimed in a breath.
"Let's play meeting, for a change," said Me10:30
P.M. Library open for exchange of
If you would only thus incline.
lissa. "It will be real fun."
"Yes; and toad-stools as high as this house!
books three evenings per week, and on SunIrwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAitER.
day afternoons. Free public lectures on
"How do you play it?" inquired Eliza Jane. And they were under my feet, for the tree
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
"Why, hav a regular meeting-preaching, upon which I grew was a foot and a half in
A(PROGRESSIV SQUARE
Strangers always welcome. G. S. W1lson
singing, and like that, you know."
diameter, or through its trunk. There were
Demands our care.
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
"And praying?" queried Herbert.
no birds then, and only a few insects humThe word to write first
NEW YORK.
Is a word can be reversed.
"We can omit 'that if you wish," she an- ming about, and a very, very few flowers of
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
Forward it must show
dull colors. We grew all tangled up together,
swered.
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
The ocean's ebb and flow;
"But the worst of it is, who will be the in hot, sultry silence. Finally, we dropped,
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
Backward, nothing less
preacher? Now, if Job were only here-you and from our bodies sprang more vegetation.
business meeting and debates and discussions
Than to oversee the press;
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
know he talks with trilobites and rocks, and he This process went on and on, for thousands
The second names a "thought"
are cordially invited to attend, also all LibThat to the mind is brought;
would be a splendid preach•r."
and thousands of years, and all .·the time we
erals visiting the clty. Admission free.
" Beloved " means the word
" There's Aunt Delight up-stairs. If she only were steadily at work, bottling up· heat and
NEW YoRK CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal
Which we take for the third;
would come and p1:each us a little sermon-but light for future generations, for, as we dropped
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
And last the " spikes of corn"
a lecture and discussion, at German
for
I think she is lying down, and I will not dis- on the soft, peaty earth, we gradually hardened
Must our little square adorn.
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Adby the aid of time and gaseous changes, into
turb her," said Eliza.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
mission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
"Auntie 'Light isn't lying down at all; she the coal that makes your bright, warm fire toMembership fee $3.--The American SpiritPALINDROMIC
CHARADE.
day.
Gro'l'\"th
and
decay,
birth
and
death,
is darning her stockings!" prattled Daisy Dumpualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
filled the centuries. The waters would sweep
Observe two coaches on the track,
ling.
at l! :30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
And as they stand thus back to back,
33d street.--The First Society'of Spiritual"Well, Daisy, please go and ask her if she over the great forests and sink·them, then float
A wond'rous change comes o'er the scene- ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
will be kind enough to come below and preach away and new forests would spring up, and
The cars become a" car marine;"
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
thus the leaves, branches, lichen, mosses, trees
to us. Come, trot along; there's a dear."
No car at all, but a ship discern,
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Daisy did not wait to be told ~second time, came to be coal, and the mud, sand, and pebWith a pork's tail often at its stern;
Public cordia.Uy invited.--New York City
But not for A whistle, I'll be bound,
and, after a few minutes, reappeared leading bles, washed in by th1l waters, were changed
Ladies' Spiritualist Aid Society, permanently
For
it
never
here
givs
forth
a
sound.
located at 171 East 69th street. Wednesday,
into s md-stone, shales, or clay, and as we
Aunt Delight by the hand.
Irwin,
Iowa.
'
·
J.
K.
P.
BAKER.
at 3 P.M.--Frobisher College Hall, 23 East
" 0 Aunt Delight, we're ever so glad you leaves were pressed into the sand mud, we re14th street, near Broadway. The People'li
came! We want to hav a little meeting at mained there when these substances became
Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30 and
NUMERICAL PUZZLE.
• home, here. ·we can't go out anywhere, it shales, etc. · Thus, in a coal mine, may be seen
We all know that the chapters in the Bible 7:30 P.M.--229 East 48th street. Inspirastorms so; and we want you to be the minis- the most beautiful, artidtic, and wonderful tra- are all numbered with letters instead of figures tional Lectures and Psychometric Readings
every Sunday at 11 and 7:30 o'clock.
ter. Women can preach as well as men-and ceries of foliage and plants, flung in wild yet -IV. for four, IX. for nine, etc.
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
Now, place IX. and add to it and make it
gracefull uxuriance all around. You would fancy
lecture, too; can't they?"
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
H. VAN PELT.
"Cantlie lectures!'' whispered the b1g broth- yourselvs in fairy land, or in some enchanted read less than nine.
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
er, Cecil, laughing, while he pinched Daisy's grotto, and would almost reach out to pluck
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
Correspondence.
the delicate leaves, mosses, and branches that
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
chin.
THOMASToN, CoNN., Feb. 23, 1884.
Spiritual papers and books for snle.--The
"Where shall I take my text?" inquired elfin fingeril had seemingly traced upon the
DEAR
Mrss
WrxoN:
My
papa
takes
THE
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
walls. It would take twelve hundred years
Aunt Delight.
TRUTH SEEKER, and likes it very much; and street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
"Anywhere you please-but let us sing first. of the richest vegetation of this epoch of time I like it, too, since the Children's Comer is in o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
Daisy shall sing a solo. Go ahead, Dumpling! in which you liv to make vegetable matter like it. I am thirteen years old. I go to school, for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Don't stand there looking at your shoes all out that found in a single coal-seam six inches and study reading, writing, spelling, arithme- Conference meets every Monday evening at
at the toes, so bashfully. Sing, you little ras- thick, so you can judge of the time it required tic, and history. I hav studied philosophy and Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
geography, but am through with them now. I
cal!" And Eliza Jane pulled Daisy's dress play- to paint these pictures on the walls of your hav a Steele's "Fourteen Weeks in Astronomy," 2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai and Liberal
literature on sale. All invited.--The South
coal
mines.
I
am
only
the
impression
of
a
fully.
and the same in geology, and am going to hav Brooklyn Spiritual Somety meets at Brauns
little
fern-leaf,
but
I
hav
tried
to
tell
you,
as
After some coaxing, Daisy commenceda Steele's zoology, and a Barnes's "History of Hall, 5th avenue, corner of 23d street, on the
simply as I could, a little bit of the history of France." The answer to Fannie's puzzle is first and third Fridays of each month.-" There was a rat who WQnt to mill,
world building. Step by step, as blocks, one "Brainerd," and to Ida's is "Corning." Al- The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity. Friday
And when he'd ate of corn his fill-"
though I hav never seen you, still I am your evening conference meetings will be held in
·"Well, what did he do then?-go on," said upon another, so age upon age has come and true friend,
GEo. E. BALDWIN.
the lecture room of the church of New
gone.
As
Prof.
Denton
beautifully
said-'As
Spiritual Dispensation, Clinton avenue, beHerbert.
the
stars
sink,
one
by
one,
in
the
west,
and
tween
Park and Myrtle avenues, at 7:30 P.M.
"He-he-he- just rolled over and went
BALTIMORE, Feb. 2, 1884.
LoVELY Miss WrxoN: I want to write you a --The Philosophical Association meets
to sleep!" And the little girl ducked her head new stars rise in the east, to be succeeded by
the dawn, and then the day, so through the letter, but I 'fraid you cannot read such poor every Sunday afternoon in the Assembly
behind the lounge.
writing. All I am is seven years old, and my Room of Wright's Business College, BroadDaisy had forgotten the other part, and fin- night of the past sank the old life-forms to be name is Susie, same as yours; but my other way. corner of Fourth street, E. D., at 3 P.M.
succeeded
by
the
new,
approaching
nearer
to
ished with a little original matter, at which
name is different. I hav never been to schoolz Public cordially invited. Doors open at
the dawn of the day, in whose morning we liv.' but my mamma teaches me at home. I reau 2:30P.M.
they all laughed.
your stories, and I am going to write stories
"Now, you must keep very still," said Aunt Amen."
Cecil had drawn nearer the group, and the when I grow big. I hav a cat. His name is
Delight, as she took from her pocket a piece of
Roger Williams, and he is all over black. I TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
slate rock, beautifully impressed with fern- father and mother had come in to the meeting. hav six dolls, and one has lost an eye. It had
A i!TOBY OF THE BIGRTWAY ALMBHOUSB.
The
parrot
also
had
been,
apparently,
an
inleaves. "There is a story- a true storya cat'rack on it. I love her all the same. I
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE.
printed on this rock; and now I will personate terested listener, and screamed out, «Amen! love you, too, more than tongue can tell.
SusiE Bul'LEII,
i'or sale at th1s~ot11Go.
Pr!CO 10 CODtll.
j.;he fern, and tell it to you, just as it is written.'' Molly put the kettle on! Amen!"
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thing, shows that the;y- always pas~ 'through" scale, not only; but of everythmg else whatso- does thl:l-voice,. in solo and·cbornil, surpass·all
_three stages corresponding to these three stages ever. It will rightly name everything arid' ex~ musical i.rlstrrun'ili!ts.
. .- ._
Dr. Joseph Rodes Buchanan, the greatest
in the development of music; the second stage· actly ·express all thoughts and ideas, .as no
being as nearly as possible opposit in character other language does or can. . The elementary psychologist of t-he day, says that a teacher
My Horse Sultan
to the first, while \he third combines the cha,r- forins and elemel).tary colors correspond to and with a pleasant voice, expressing high moral.
•
acteristics of the first and second with some- echo the tones of .the sc~e; so do'the elements quality, wm cultivate the moral character of
He was the parting gl!t o! one I loved;
thing new added as the result of the comb&a-- of ~ thinB:s whatsoever~ But these four ~o- her pupils, bs the mere- tones of her voice, _
One-hal! the blood within his veins that moved
tion. Thus, in music, rhythm and melody- are' .mams, musici speech, form, and colo;r, furntsh without saying a ;word: about morals, more than
Was warm and glowing where Arabia's sun opposit in character, while. harmony combines the four l~?~~g. methods of ~xpress10n. of m- would a.teacher with an unpleasant voice who
. Had shone upon his ancestors; and one,
rhythm and melody, but is something more herent ~{la_nmg, and from this 1:\tandpomt are should teach them all the moral m:txims in the
The stronger hal! and ealmer, came to him
than mPlody~dded to rhythm. ·Harmony may of le!ld~g Importance..
,
. . . · , ,-• world. Mental culture- <;omes chiefly th:t:ough
Through Norman mothers, wlth their strength of be called the rhythm of melodies. This order
If we ~ow the me~g of ~he_ colors and pf the eye; moral culture through _the enr and the
11mb,
of development goes on continually repeating the -tones _of the. mumeal scale, w_e ean rel?re~ voice. ' ·The culture of the vmce, and of the
Their width of chest, and loving, lustrous ayes,
itself on higher and higher planes
sent·mUSlC by color, not J;>y· arbitra;rY. assign- ear, then, is of primary hnp'ortance. The best
Wide, soft, and tender, like those Norman skies.
Music was· first written for the voice but the ments,,. but by corresponding meanmg. And means of culture :is singing, and Tonie Sol-fa
,,
staff notation has peen developed_to'iU:.prese,nt this~~ be f<;>und to. _be of inlmellSe impor- is. the way.to'Iearn singing. In this connection'
I never gave to man a love so strong;
I
desire
to
call
your
attention
to
Dr.
Buchanan's
complication
by
the
great
masters,
w:jio
wro~e
tanc?
ln
tea~hmg
~USII(.
•
For woman not one friendship lived so long;
mainly for the orchestra, the voice ili this' stage
A great P?et s~ys: ·
book on "Moral. Education."·' Every one of
No joy so great h'aa ever come to me
. :
With music, eloquence, or poetry, .
:of development of music. being secondary. In •! To .me the cqnverging objects of-the ruliv!lrse you should read It.
The science' of analogy shows that the prih- ·
As when In saddle, to his graceful tread,
the third stage of development, upon which we
per;pe,tually_ flow, _
, - . . : .. . ,
I skimmed the plains, or thr'ough the valley sped.
are now entering. the voice will regain its su- All arewntten to me, and I must find what tJ;le ciples,and laws of. music are the: principles
He had a rare Intelligence, and knew
premacy, instruments will be secondary, and
writing means."
- arid lavis' of the universe; that the inherent
meanings of the·ele:ments .of music ·are the inEach word I spoke to hlru, and soon he grew
the notation will be primaljly designed for
•
writing music for the voice. The Tonic Sol-fa
It is because of this correspondence 41 mean- IJ.erent meanings of ihe elements of l,lll things
'l'o greet my coming with a glad!ul neigh,
notation is a product of this third stage of de- ing of the elements of all things that we are whatsoever; :·~t the laws o!musical harmony·.,
And part !rom me with saddened eyes. Each day
velopment and is primarily designed .for writ- enabled to '· fip.d what. the w1-iting xneallS.'~ are,th'e laws 6f hfirmony everywhere; and that '
'l'hls strong arrecUon dwelt within my heart,
ing music for the voice.
,
· This correspondence of part to part, of. the the laws of development in music are thidaws
,Until the hand of D_eath forced us apart.
In Mr. Sedley Taylor's lecture on the ·~Tonic elements 'of Qne department to the elements of development everywhere. The· great· poettl·
I watched the luster In his eyes fade out,
Sol-fa Movement," printed in the June: num- of every other, of the mode mid order of de- hav felt the truth -of this. .Emerson', in many
Sad houri But-he'd no !ear o! death, no doubt.
bar of the Tonic Sol.,-{a 4dvneate,' he shows that .velopment in'one to the mode and order of dec respects the greatest poet that ev:er li:v'.ed:; ofterl.
It he had no Immortal soul, no ·part
·
·
the development of musical notation has been velopment in every other, this-echo of, likeness expresses it in:Qis poems, as inth~;J folloWing:
:'l'o 11 v beyond the ~eating or his heart,
parallel with, 9r similar .tp, the _development and meaning, throughout the universe, is
'- .. F~r the world was built in order,
No splrlt In the greUt forevermore
of astromomy; that the idea of the "fixed do, •; called analogy. This ·analogy is, because it · · -And the atoms march in tune; . · .
'To know and love as It had loved beforewith
the
other
tones
revolying
around
it
and
must
be.
'!he
science
of
analogy
is
the
science
Rhyme the pipe, and Time the warder,
.H he llv not, anu souls are but for man,
all related to it, corresponds to the idea of the of science!!, - ,
. '.. .- · -·· · . :: .
· · ·
Cannot ·forget the sun; the moon.
''!'here's mystery In the eternal plan.
fixed earth, with the sun, ·moon, and stars reThrough .the knowledge _of tliese inherent
Orb.and atom-forth they prance,
,
l!'or I am sure no 'human heart e'er beat
volving around it;'-and that as the false idea of meanings and. of this science. of analogy, and
When they hear from the far the rune
.More Joyal toils Jove. l've yet to meet
the fixed earth has been replaced by the true by obser'vmg' 'the course of development. in
'None:so.backward iJ!:the troop,
· - · '
cA. human friend more stanch and true and brave;
one of a movable and moving earth, so the those departments-or domains of 'the Universe·
When the music,a.nd the dance
·Or one whose !rleud~hlp could outll v the grave.
method of the "fixed do ":has been. replaced ·Which ·hav been-largely developed, we can preReach his place and circumstance,
And still my Sultan had no souJ,.they say,
by that of the ''movable do." Mr. Taylor; iii diet_ the. co~rse of development of the othe>
But knows the sun creating sound."
No death· bed penitence, no voice to praythis article, also compares the relation exiSting domains~ . Music,,as 11- domain of .the universe,,
In
"Woodnotes" he ma~es -the pine-tree say:
In tact, no proper requlslt of man,
among the tones of a melody to a system of has been nior~ 1 hirgely developed by man than
"Hearken! Jiearken!
,
With wnlch Eternity's wide bridge to span.
government, and says:
·
·
, . any other. · M)lsi·c is tlie key~note of the uniIf thou wouldst Jmow the mystic-song
" In all but the most rudimentary tunes
terse, regarding the universe as !),'grand harA horse, however human, has no soul;.
,
Chanted when .the sphere was young.
p oint is soon_ reached :where one of the subjec~ monic composition:· ·1\'Iusic is the ·interpreter
A man, howe·er depraved, stlll claims the whole.
Aloft, .abroad, the prean swells;
..
notes'-or even' an entire outsider, owning nq of the meaning, of all things.
'
'l'hy mem'ry,-bultan. SLillls dear to me0 ;wise man! hear'st thou half it tells.?
allegiance to the ·-ruling • tonic--seizes the
Tonic Sol-faists hav made another. discovery
1'11 milt It not with dark theology, ·
0 wise uian! hear'st thou the least part?
scepter and reduces his predecessor to a pri- of vast importance.. They hav discovered the
-Mec.Wra Clark, i" Juhn Sifinton's Paptr.
'Tis the chronicle of art.
·
vate station, or it may be even subjects him to true order of the p:~;esentation ofthe subjectof
, To the open ear it sings
.·
total extinction. Instances of such superces-' music tp the mind of the learner, the true
Sweet the ger1esis of things,
·
Mentor to Telemachus.
sion meet us at every turn in music under the method of teaching music, and, by analogy, the
Of .tendency through ep,dles~ ages,
name of 'modulations,' or changes of key. true method of teaching every subject whatso'When some old hulk; sa!e anchored In: the bay,
Of star-dust, and star-pilgrimages,
A question of catdinal inlportance now pre. ever. To teach the recognition of the tones of
Watches the well-trlwmed shal!O]J,Ilpeed away,'
Of rounded wprlds, of ·space and time,
sents itself. Suppose .that; ·with our simple the sc~e by their. inherent charact~;Jr is a grea~
wHh snowy canvao spread to catch the ~reeze;
Of
the old flood's subsiiling sl me,
form of notatio:n, we hav. written down the. step, but the other is still more import!lht. I
With sharpened, knl!e-Jike prow to cut the seas,
Ofchemic matter, force, and-form. ,
opening notes of a melody in relation to their. mean the order in which the tones of the scale
Mayuap the hulk, tJy sad experience taught,
Of P.oles and powers, cold. wet, and warm·;
tonic, and that :we. come upon a modulation are taught; do, so,. mi, re, ti; fa, la-1, 5, 3, 2,
Mu.y deem the sbllllop's voyage WHb. dangers
The rushing metamorphosis,
and the accession of a new tonic, What is to 7, 4, 6-and, by analogy with the meaning of
traugl!t. ·
·
Dis,ol ving all that fixture is,
'
'
be done here? Are we to go on writing downi the. tones, all that, that inlp)ies. Though progWhen some old soldier stltlly walks the street.
· Melts things .that b~ to things that seem,
our notes in reference' to the dethroned tonic ress is be~ng constantly made, the edupational
And s~lid nature· to a dream. ·.
.
'And marching columns chance his eye to meet;
-a relation which- has practically. ceas·ed ·tO methods in use in our schools arE) still~compara-.
. · Oh, listen to the un.dersongWith sllken banne1·, lund res .. undlng drum,
exist-or shall we by ·a suitable-- expedi·enli tivly crude imd unscientific. ..you 'all' lbiow.
The ever old, the ·ever young;
Mayuap unbidden slgbs or teardrops come,
cause our notation to indicate henceforth the that the learning of Tonic l:lol-fa develops an
And; far,within,those ca(lent· pauses,'
l!'ur memory mingle~ with the sllrllllng fl!e
relation which these notes bear to the riew..; enthusiasm in the pupils, and t)lat there is
The chorus of the ancieut Causes!
· 'l'lle moan that marked some comrade's loss of life.
crowned tonic, and so deliberately recognize rapidity of acquirement of the subject, such as
Delight!! the dreadful Destiny
and giv effect to ~,~ccomplished facts?"
. does not take place in the learning of anything
When sweating miners rise from rea.J.ms o! nlgllt
To fling his voice into the tree;
Which is equivalent to saying that. the else whatsoever that is taught in our schools.•
' - ' 1,- 'l'u cooling upper air and health and llght,
And shock thy weak ear. with a note
''limited monarchy~' dynastic form of govern- Why is. this? It.is because the .method· of
· 'l'uey pass descending ears whose liVIng freight
IJ ., 1,_' .!
Breathed from the everlasting throat. '
merit is more rudimentarr than that in which teaching Tonic Sol-;fa ,is the right method, ·and·
Is happy, singing men, with hope ela~;
. ';
In music he repeats the pang •
the real rule.r is .recogwzed· to be such, and: the ordinary educational met.b,ods are wrong.-· 'l'llen w"ll they know that •oon the song will die
J.,•·
Whence the fair flock of nature sprang.
that the P.resent system.of r,overnment in Eng~ If the metho'ds used by the Tonic Sol~faists in
, And swlles desert the lau,;hing Up and eye,
0 mortnF! thy ears are· stones; _
land is like the "fixecl do ' syste)ll in music. teaching music were applied'to the teaching of
: ilo looks tho aged on the youth full!~.
These-&hoes are laden with tones
'1'nat, liushed and hopeful, seeks 'iile maddening The inference, is, that there is a higher form of . all elsC''taught in our schools, everything taught
Which
only the pure can hear;
government than the .present English form .of . 'Would be interesting· to learn and easy of· acstrlfe;
Thou canst not catch what they recite
government.
·
quirement,
and
an
enthusiasm
would
.b.e
devel"
IAge marks the graces-that It once posseSBed,
Of Fate and Will, of Want anc;l Right,
'fhis is the era of great discoveries, wl;dch; oped corresponding to that developed by Tonic
,And !eel~ each funoy In the boyish breast; ·
Of mail to come; o~ human life,
are
of
far-re~hing
importance
to
humanity,
Sol-fa.
If'
this
method
has
changed
musicfrom
\Experience knows Hft>'s plt!ulls and Its snares;
Of Death and Fort11ne, Growth and Strife.
and Tonic Sol-faists hav made and are makirig the dtdl.est and dreariest subject to the most
TJ:J.en, loving, !earlng, follows with Its prayers.
'•
' ;
great practical use of one, of the .greatest dis- interestingone'tallght in our schools, what will • ·
•rhou, then, Telemachua, meet not With sneers
Come le~rn with,me the f~thl song .
coveries that was ever made by man. I mean .its effect not be when applied to those subjects
Au old man's counsel, fervent prayers, or te8.rs.
Which
knits
the
world
in
music
strong.
the discovery of what are called the "mental generally conside1-'ed more interesting than
'l'hey o!Leneat go ,down to walk the s_trand,
Come lift thine eyes to loft;y- rhymes, . • ,
effects" of the j;ones of.t)le scale•. It had lo:ng- m:usi.c? When Tonic Sol-fa is generally taught
··-)
whose allis on the ocean, !ar from land;
Of things with things, of times with times,·
been known that a 'difference in feeling or· iir schools; teacher-s •will begin to"inquire why,
!,,,'
'£he shiP when outward bound attracts all eyes
Primal chimes of still and shade, ·
character was observable .in ·music written in it develops such· e'nthusiasm, and why music:
More than a navy tllat at anchor lleii.
Of sound and echo, man and maid,
different keys, that certain keys wers best taughtbyitsmethods·issoeasilyandthoroughly
Tlie land reflected in the flood,
Where shining headlands balk the seething waves, adapted to certain kinds, of music, but it re•, learned; and the time is. coming when' that
Body with shadow still pursued.
mained for the Tonic Sol-faists to discover method, as now used, and ..to be still further
Uo loolt !or wrecks and sa.llors'. unmarked graves;
For nat-ty:-e beats in perfect tune,
·
that this character-this mental effect-be- developed and and applied, will be the educaott where Calypso cow bs her golden hair
.And rounds with rhyme her every rune,
longs primarily to the tones of the scale, which tiona! method. Thus you see that the introl:!ome hero rests Inglorious In her snare,
Whether she work in land or sea,
·
"\:·
collStitute the key-notes ·of the different kind13 duction and spread of Tonic Sol-fa is the most
And Neptune, who upheaves the yeasty wave,
Or-hide underground her alchemy.
of music. ,The tones . of the scale are the important·- eiucational movement Of the age
Wlllslug your requiem or beeome your slave.
Thou canst not wa've thy staff in sir;
'elements of music. You know that you do not -the introduction of the 'true educational
Yuutll gazes onward toward the rising sun,
Or dip thy paddle in the lake,
assign these mental effects. to 'these tones; but method of the future.
-;
While age looks backward o'er the dllltance run;
But it carves the bow of beauty there, ·· .
that you discov11r them there, that they are inThe secret of success of Tonic Sol-fa is that
Age harks to wisdom, hope allures the youth.
And th.e riflples in rhymes the oar forsake.
herent in the tones- themsel-vs, that the tones: it' is in harmony with the universal laws of
'!'he gods stlllleuve mankind to flnd the truth';
The wooa1s wiser far than. thou;
are laden with thi,s meaning by nature·. itself.~ -progress and development, and, being so, it has~
_Happy tlle man who can hls past survey
The wood and wave each other know.
Now, do you suppose that. the tones. of .the had a steady growth in the right direction, Its
Nor wish one page1of history torn away,
Not unrelated, unaffied; ·
scale are the only things in the Universe that history shows th11t it has taken no .step back-..d. T. lVor~n, in the Ulica. Obseruer.
But to e&ch thou~ht and thing allied,
hav inherent meanin~? These mental effects ward, b11t has slowly and surely grown to .its
Is perfect natures eyery part,
are easily felt in mus1c •. because music appeals, present degree of perfection; and it is capable.
:Rooted in the mighty heart.
What Tonic Sol-fa Predicts- A primarily to the feeling~; but dq y_ou suppose of still' further development in the same line.:
Glimpse of' the Future.
that this universe 'is so 'lackiilg in harmonic It is not a mere tempm;ary expedient t,hitt at
The poet of the Bible, too, when he says,
structure that the elements of only one depart- some time in the future is to be set nside for " The moriring staril sang together."
Music, in its primary ·development, passed ment of it. hav inhetent ·mearling, that nature something different, 'but whatever changes it:
In the future this truth will b!l generally
through three stages: 1. The Rhyt.hmic; 2. has made an exception in the case of music?, InaY pass through t;hey will be in harmony with, known, and this knowledge will be the key to
The Melodic; and 3. The Harmonic. Mus!cal Is it not more reasonable to suppose that there the principles that underlie it, and the grand' all other knowledge.' There will be but one 1
!nstruments were developed in a cor:espond- is in the elements of every department of a tree of the future will be one with the sapling: inclusiv .scie~+ce, of which all special sciences
1ng order: 1. The Drum type; 2. The ?1pe type; harmonious Universe, something which ·corr.e-. of to-day. .Bein15 true in principle and devol- will be but twigs and brancheR, and that one ·
:L The Lyre type.
Chm·us music passed sponds to the mental effects of the elements of ·opment, it is, in the nature of things, parma- scienee will be the science of the harmony of
through the same three stages. In the first music? That if-the elements of music hav in- nent, and must' become universal. Not only all thlnf;S· The educational methods of the
><tuge of ~evelopment men· had only the <h:Im · herent meaning the elements
everything will all who learn to sing be taught by its meth- future will be .the methods now used in ten.cht.ype of mstrument, capable only of marking _else must also hav inherent meaning, which ods, but all will learn to sing and all will be ing Tonic Sol-fa, perfected and adapted to
the rhy~hm, and they had only the mo:r;wtonous you may not yet hav discovered?
- taught by its methods.
·
'
teaching all other subjects; and a truly" royal
lllmnt m chorus, the rhythm - bemg also
It is a universal truth that the elements of
The Tonic Sol-fa notation is primarily de- road to knowledge" will be trodden by all. In
murked by clapping of hands aJ?-d stamping_ of music, not only, but of everything else what- signed for writing music for the voice. Some thefl\ture, the culture of the singing and speak-,
feet. In the second stage t~e pipe ty:pe of m- soever, hav inherent meaning. It is also true ob~ect to it on that account, and assert that ing voice, and so of the ear, will' be the means
• >ltrument was added, <;>n whiCh mel<;>d1es could that the elements of many departments of the vmces,trained to sing in the true musical scale, of moral culture, and music will be considered
be played, and m~lodies were sung lll solo ~nd universe nre known, and what is more impor- instead of the tempered scale used by most in- the roost important subject taught in the
.· ehorus, the marking of the rhythm ~ecommg tant, that the inherent mean'ings of these struments, sing out of harmo:riy with instru- schools, the basis of all true education. 'Ihen
\e,;s and less pr<;>mment. In tJ;te thud stage elements hav been discovered and that they riients. Well, so much the worse for the instru- th6 knowledge of music and the art of singing
the lyre type of mstrttment was m vented, cap- cones pond to, repeat, echo, the inherent ments. That shows they lire imperfect as com-be universal and will be the great means
•able of . rh:ythm, melody, and _harmony, and meanings of the tones of the scale.
pared with the voice. The human voice is the of harmony in society. Instead of the contests
·cJ;toru~ smgmg became harmonic. Drum and
These tones of the scale are primarily the model instrument, combining drum, pipe, and and horrort~ of war, there will be contests of
p1pe mstruments we:e lutet, however, d':- tones or sounds of the human voice. But we lyre, and the problem is not how to lower the cultivated musical voices, in. peace and- harvelop_ed to the harm~mic degree. In_ the mus~- also recognize other sounds-the speech sounds v·oice to the imperfect standard ·of our present -Jll.ony, and the voice of the people will become
·cal b1story of mankind the harm?wc stage 1s of the human voice, the elements of language musical instruments, but how _to raise instru- more nearly than it now is the voice of God.
never foun_d to precede the melodic stage, n?r -and these also·hav inherent meaning, which ments to the more perfect standard of the hu- In the future all arts, all sciences, all methods
,.the melodic stuge to precede the rhythwc has been definitly discovered, and this dis- man voice; and illStruments which can only -of education, physical, mental, moral, ethical,
-~~a~e.
.
covery f9unds the new universal language -of use the inlperfect temperea scale will giv place and spiritual, the· organization of society, all
:The study of the hlStory o~ ~he arts ~d the tutti~e, which is cripable of exactly &xpress- in the future to those that use the true scale. the life of'humanity, will be in harmony with
·sc~en~es; of government! of rehg10n, of allm- ing i~ spoken words! having inher_en_t meaning, The music of the future, written primarily for 'music.
. ,
-stltutiollS among men, m fact, of whatsoever t4e inherent Jneal;llllSS of the tones of the the voice, will surpass the music. of-the past,
as
.I do not intend to-discourage you byshowins
'
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•Di"•.J. H; RHODEs, 5051-2No.Sth st., Phila., ],'a.

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Sent ·to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY l'AIB
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by
·/.·
letter .or in. perso,n free of charge. ·. Send
to~:·· Illustrated Pamphlet.
1

Addre~~~air c<imni Jnica.~o~· tti i•

I

.a~4lta~e·:~,str~et, cor. Ninth,
._.;~;'-"~;. >;,·; ... :-

-!-J.tt+'.l.I!Q MAGNE',riO JACKET. :Pnce, $18,

common sense. - [> -Medical'
BY E. B. FOUTE, M D •

Cineinnata Ohi()

,

This book Ia a plain talk about the human system, the
· _llltblts or men and women, tlle causes and prevention of
(dtoeiU!e, our aexua.l relations awd social natures. lt to med·
'Jca_1common sense applied to cauaea, prevention. and cure
lot chronic diseuses, Lhe natural ret..ttona or men aad·

,_ .. ,.
··-:t~~eJt:t,e'lt\~te~t~~~h~~~'fi;,~Jra.;ct!ft!~~~~t'o~~·~t;, ·
' • ' ~· ;:; :::•. _; -:tTB-STIMO NliALS :;
I!Old at
THE TRUTH t:ll£1!oKER o!llce.
the following "testimonials, and be oonvlnced that our clalms are correct In everv pa.rtlcula.r 11.50.
·
8S Cl1nton Pta Cl.i. N Y,
ailments can. be era.dlca.ted without the- aid ot--MEDIOIN. THESE APPLIANCES ABE
OF PERFECTION:
.
.... ... ... ....... '.

222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
Oity, Pa.
·.
>
. .
~1;1.- E~A. D. SLENXEB, Snowvill~, Va.
D. WqoLF, 620 No. 5th, st., St. ,Loll,lS, Mo.
THE

it.' J_. •S. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.

·: ·

riR.:·: 'i.' ~fi~:NNE!Y,

.4-· -M.. J::\TEVll:b(S,

1: \.~ .13~;kENz. 140 .Montgo~ery
t"
o1sco, Cal.
•

·THE•

EL.Re:lt-A~- .lft.c~IET'Ic ::uJsoLE

.:-· ·JA.llims Asnw.N,Salt Lake City, Utah.'
..
Hartford, Ct. ·
)V,·B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yo~ge st.; Toronto;Cari.
. D; F •. KEELER, -Park City, Utah.

~~INttn PF!sTEBs·r~h;;:ille1 Tenn.
-~ ; • _ EYBOU:LDl 11 t a e C1ty, Utah.

None as good, and pu1·e.

Buy direct from the Grower.
Expr. or Postage paiU. to you.
20000 Gardeners buy and plant my
!)- Seeds. l\Iy new bcautifnr Ulustm"' ted Gnrdon Gnides coRt mA $:0 0fln

CJJnES EvERY l~oRM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT MEDICIN.

The Tro.th seeker~-

·

lCHEAPEST
an<l best iu the world.

MAGNETIC CLOTHING

· ' J. F •. ·BuBB, 449 Main street,

'
·~

. \·; ..... ,.

.. •.

• , · you _how far you are, a ;way :Erom t~at grand. fu:.~ture, but to cheer:you- 9n by shoWing ·you the
. · glorie!! ·m store tor hinnimity. The world is
··now. in a transition state, from the old to the
· •:- new, ··and ·Tonic Sol-fa is part of the bridge on
. :which-it :\yill pass over.' You· and all teachers
· . ·aau advocates of Tonic Sol-fa are doing a grand
and gloriou~ wo~k. The principles of Tonic
Sol-f!l< are -r1ght, 1ts methods are right and it
. oiily needs that the logic of its principies and
:· )"irethods s~ould be still further applied to it in
' '.order:that 1tmay become the completely bar.'~. moni<;ms ~tructure it: is' capable of being, and
"' ·then 1t w!Jl be the pnme mo.del and guiue for
., ~J<ll teachm&.. Be sur{) that the Tonic Sol~fa
o 1:11ovement 1s the greate,st educational move; rilent df the age, !J.nd go on, feeling. that· you
·-hold· in your hand the mruster key of the uni~
.: yerse, and that it, is oiily neces"sary for you to
Iea'rn how to use 1t.
'
There is~but one law of harmony in the uni·
verse; the law of musical ha1·mony, ,and Tonic
Sql-fa is .its prophet. ,
DA.vm S. WHiTE.
,_ .~Mayor's Office, New Y~rk.
·
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m:r_lUedlcal Compound and ImproTed
Elastic SnllPOrter Truss mj)'om 30 to
90 clava, Reliable references given. Bon<!
otamp fo~ olrcula~ 1 and ~~~ ;,. wha4 papor
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TI, D.ec. ·l9,-,1882·. ·
.. SHULLSBURG,
WIS;, Dec. 11,1882.
DB .. L. TENNEY-Dear .. Sit: As I feel greatly in,
.])B. L . .'fENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
deb~d, to you tq:r ,the b~ne'fit I· hav received froil). · your MAGNETIO VESTS tor about three weeks, 1
yoUI! .t~eatment, ·and the use of your Magnetic ap: W@ entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
Plla.D.ce.s;I ean say wlthoutbeslta,tlon to thQse at- Slde,_whlchhadbeenasource of miseryto•Jne for
fiictild'asl ~hav been that the etreet'Vi:..:S slmpiy:ma.r-. the last six ·years. I had tried numerous remedies
velo~.. Two weeks ago i was stricken with paraly- before wlth<)ut benefit, but as soon as I put on the
slsii:tln.ytlghtru;mandcouldnotuse•lt at.•al!, but .MAGNETIO VEST I got relief lnatantly, .With unli.fte:J;I weru'lng s'utt''Of ~blir :MAGNETtd 'CLOTHING bounded gro,tl~d!l, I remain ..!
.
qne-weeil:, can use It quite as, 'Yell as..e'ver•.I ha,y
Yours respectfully,
· -been troubled with Dyspepsla'and Kidney ComH A. BROWN
for !IJ:n umber of years, from which·x h_av suf-.
·
.
·.
intensely, and, although doctortng· ·an the
Ladles. ~ead'the 'tollowing testimony. from a lady
1
never·rouiid bUt" temporary relief. Siillie' put- Who had been liilder drug treatment !or eight yearS
: yelir apptiances· I hav •experrenced" gr'eat With nervous prostration and femalll wealrness:
!'improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, o., Dec.15, 1882.
will soon be well. I would, thereD L T NE
y
d
1 tt , t
~t~:h~~~·:~~~~~~<~~- those sutrerinw
••
hav
your
t·.
n.
.
_EN
Y:
our
er. .-,usFitted
receive
; a 1Sl>
1
" he Clothing on Tuesday elast
perfectlJ!.
as.the only means of etrectlng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HA.D THEM
·Yours respectfully,
ON, Am not joking, and tr I Improve 'as· rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
.
I hav slnee T'~l)sday, will soon be well. Will report
No.SOEasternavenue.
againsoon.
Respectfullyyou."S,
· . E;J. K.:
Remen!ber. that tb;e ,s!'~e apP,lia,nces whi<;li will
·· ·
· ·
·
etrect a cure In a 'cafie Of Parli.lysls' w!ll at the same
:1_lb.ts lRdy ·repo'rts herself entirely cured In less
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on ·the ,;:arments; and·,
r. era upon application.
patient. We do not, like the Old School Pjiysl.clan, _.although. in bed, Unable to', get. qut, Wh_en. applied,
·.:-.....-'-:--::-:---.,-----~----'------!change medlclns every day untll, after dosing the she nevertheless was able.".to' ride .twenty :mues In
,patient almost to death, 1\e may possibly strike two days .after the application. The lady's. name
something (if he 1s 'very skilful) that brin~ relief .\'@Jl !Je had ,upon app11C;f1tfon ·at this .otllce, by. anythe tli'ne being. ·• . · ·
, •. .
·
' . 1. .. !?lll)'dfilBlr~llg to com:rp.un'ica.te with h\)r;•: ..... · . ,
"
'1' :. · ,:.,'!.: ·' ' . .'·'
"
·.
•' ~
• > ·:· \'
•
•
'.
"'rf
.. r>
'·
,· ·. ' ·;~ ' . .-.,.\' " J~ ,' '' . •' .I i
: Ladl~sAeiiii -.t'iie;f.Ql,lo"W!ng\.testtmelil'Y froll!: '@.. ·
:P.een su:ttei'!n~ fq~.tw'o years, WI/'!!: ~- o'vaJ:"•
ian;'l'nJhQ-~ ... ~~w,b.o-lia4·.been:,told thatc'loth1
. , , . . fe would_ save· J>.llr :~~i. and_ tlle;,<!h'an,ces
werll aa.l!. to l'·~li.!nSt ·recovery; : In to~ .:o;~;o:p.tb,a':, .. e : sli:!l. ~ ~ e..~~c~il".:JI'ell,- and::.:hitl!. not taken· a dose ol
med!cP.t!!il?-~l.p,l.l.~~gihn:the·:·appllances.· :--consult·· us.when.your · phyi!lcts.n ·tells ·you he. ll&ll do uothinog
for Y.P}~.i.l!.:\f!g~p.l\<1-,;;y.g~_;,;;,;,_,;;,,., .••,. ·-······-- .
. . . .. .. ....SHULLBB"l'RG WIS. Novemb r 19 1882.
lin. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two yl)ars.ltit&. :oiy lieaitli~began ti>ifa.ll me; I became nervous~ lost all de·
tor food, and, in'fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became _alarmed a,nd CO!l9Ulted seyera1 physicians
.. , I·
.OTTO WETTSTEIN'S.,
St. Louis, atwhlchpla.ce·I·was·then stopplng;·aU·ot whom declared that I had
Ovarian 'J u~nor,
that the only thing thatwould.~!!-ve my me would_ be the knife .. About six
ago I
rapidly._
worse,, ali_d;.ba.d about Il!ade up my ~lnd to ~e;-the qnly course that
and
to an.
operation;'when my attentlo\l was called' to the .Eure_ka :Jllagnf<f.i_c Ap
mllfl
wlll.catcJ;l 'at a straw, so !ild I catch at this faln,t il.OPe. or a_oure'. • Four montp.s'
aJ.SUit0,61
I
your appliances. From the very first I teit Invigorated, the . tu' · · .. '. .;
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, !began to
, .. ,
iWCHELLE, ILL~,
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until" now I am
.. •Qver.).OO·Gdld.Watches~ .ranging In value-from $10 as well as I ever was In my lire,.: . Since putting. on the appli: ,, ,t.Q$400,1nstock continually, Silver Watches, Chains, ances I hav not ta.keri· a,;siilgle'·dose of me.dlcin. My bowels, which
:.-. ·· N'!\'klaces, Lqckets, Bracelets, Rings, Pin~;~, Earrings, before were colistlpated,• are- now ··regular:· ·I" would therefore
· · .•etc._; also Sliver Ware, Gold Pins, Optical and Fancy u)leerflllly recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hav, believing
,-c::l;oods In proportionate larg_e quantities. A fine 3- that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I rema~,
Gratefully yours,
MBB. MA.BY J. STEWA.BT.
·. ounce case, Sliver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
-,.Stem-Winder, Hunting or•Open Face,- l l Jewels,
· Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
everywhere for $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem over the under-garment, a.ud, unlike all other applla.uoos In the
Winder, Full-V5J Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator, market, they imp&'t no shocks &lid leaves no sores.
$25 .. A Ladles Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder,
· $25. · The same, heavier and U karat, $35. All 25
,·per.cent below regular prices.. A Curonograph, 1--4
'seoon!! E;orse-Timer.-and "ll'ly-Back'," In Heaviest
.P .R I C .E. L I S
· 18 Karat Case, $175. A DoUble Chronograph for timIng two horses, or double record, a fifth ~econd, best
_'In . the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
·hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 less than Broad$
...,· 'Way prices. Ladles' Watohes ornamented with
DIBJI!Onds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets of Diamond
, ·Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Varie. ga~d Colored Gold, Embossed Bl~ds and Flowers,
.. ...: E11amel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc,
.No finer goods at 'l'lffany's,-N. Y.
Send me a check for amount you desire to pay for
a Watcb, or other goods, describe as near as possible,
·• and I w111, send prepaid to any. part of the United
-•States, and refund cas/L on demand if not entirely satls·ra.ctory. I please all, -and hundreds of. my customers
·I cheerfully testify to tne tact. Refer to ·Rochelle
_.,. Nation•.! Bank,.a,nd·Brothers Remsburg and Follett.
The latter says In his 'f Catalog of the Life Members
. of the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to ~ee
Otto· Wetteteln, the stanch Liberal of Rochelle. I
found ·him up to hls ears In business, selling andsending orr goods: His large jewelry store Is truly
mat'Velou's for .a town the size of Rochelle. I would
·advise all of out Liberal friends who are In want or
Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of ptlce, and we will return the money
· a.nythli:J.g in the jewelry line to send to him, and they tr tlu>:r are not BS represented In every respect. It you are uncertain 88 to what would best suit your case
will make a great saving by so doing." Correspond- send .us word stating symptoms, and we :will advise you what would be beat suited to treat you. While our
.. ,.· ence solicited,
appliances are orrered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances tor, yet we will
that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever otrered the
.OTTO WETTSTEIN. guarantee
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. · Every magnet Is put through a particUlar Process, and
ha.v raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having
THE MUTUAL A,ID COMMUNITY: so-called
magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable ot ret&ining magnetism for s
' Near Glen-Allen, Bollinger Co., llio., on the Iron moment. All or our ga.rmente are made from the very best material ror the purpose, and will ouol&st_a.n~
Mountain Railroad, 130 miles SOuth or St. Louis, and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon 1cfmltifo
otrers Ia home and employment to all acceptable principles, and not hapha.i'a.rd !lB ,In all the others. We otrer you ther~tore
men and women who may wish to joln it. A copy
of the ComJnunist,lta monthly paper, will be sent free
to all. who request it. Address
And challenge comparison with any of the so-ca.lled magnetic garments now otrered under that· head. At
· 4&7
A. LONGLEY, Editor, Glen-Allen, M.o.
the same time the application ot labor-saving machinery in our manufacture ena.bleil us to otter them
about· ·

~. ""~llal\ll'f1111,lt1Hi as. g.

DR.· PLLLOWS
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Is a regularly edUCilt·
ed aiHl leglllly quaufied J.>hYb!Cittn, lilld
tbe ntubt

~exual

I

'

From tiLe Ironclad .Age.

"Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken lnlldol, therefore nu
cheat or humbug. Tlu' Freethinkers of Uie land
should glv the doctor their patronage."
1y3

'

day at home. Samples worth S5(ree.
$5 to $20 per
Addre•s Sn:<so>~ & Co .• Portland. Me.

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
BY

Exuausted VItality, Nervous and Ph-yelce.l Debtllty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or. Youtb, anu the
untoic1 miseries resulting from Indiscretions or excesses. A book for every man, young, mlddle-ugod,
and old, It contains 125 prescriptions for all ucute
and chronic dlseasee, each one of which Is lnvalna.
ble. 8o found by tbe author, whose experience for·
28 years Is such as probably never betore fell to the.
lot or any physician. soo I,ages, bound In beauurul•
French muslin, em boBBed covers, full gilt, guarau
teed to be a; finer work In every sense-mec!Janlcal,,
literary, and professtonat-tba.n any other work 801<1
ln this country for $2.50, or the money will be w ..
funded in every Instance. Price only $1.00, by malL ·
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now~
Gold medal awarded the au1 bor by the National M
leal A.ssoclatlon, to the officers or which be rererH
'fhls book should be read by tbe young for lnhLr
Lion, and by the allllcted for relief. It wIll beu
all.-London Lanut.

There Is no member of society to whom this book:
Will not be useful, whether youth, pa.rent,guardtau,.
Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
Address the }'eabody Medlcal JnA"t.ltntA. or Dr. W;.
II.:'"'·..... -· . - .
be
per
lle<
>pe
wit
tyr

· The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

pj

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CIURGED,
Price, 20 cents.
/ ~

.

1

;- ·•
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THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.

So that we can say with truth, None are eo poor that they. cannot procure them, being but a tr111e ll!ghel

than ordinary clothing.
.
. .
Rem .. ~nber that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and beat magnetto-appllauces·in the market, and 1·
upon receiving the garmenta tb,e:v do not meet your expectation, return them at our expe~ and we wll
refund your money.
·
..
.
. ,
·; ·

1

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made tc
order, and a guaranteed.
.
,,
· · Oli

By Prof .. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
-This volume alms at the education of youth In the
flt
principles of .Freethought, at the same time that 1t
A.GBNTS WANTED IN EVEBY TOWN IN TBlll UNITJD) STATES. LIBBIUL OOMMISSIONII ALLOWB1
Inculcates moral dUties and human rights from a
,
DB. L. TENNEY,
.
lltandpolnt of-pure reason and common sense.
. .l4dHM tor torther I.Dtor~tloD.
~ B~eot, eor. Utb, Street, o~w,o.
. .AddrllSS · / THE 'fRUTH SEEK~.

-~ i. .

'.-

POST-PAID

AGreat Medical Wor~ on Mannooo!

Nerve an«l Lung Invigorators,
6.00
Gentlemen's Belts,
6.00
6.00
· Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
5.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
Leg.. Belts, each,
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping_ Caps,
4. 00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
10.00
Sul'erfine Insoles,
.
1.00
Children's garments upon: application.

Blak:eman's 200 Poetical Riddles.

~

KNOW THYSELF•

T.

>

tX('et:bel:l in DlHr·

tuler )tUI"s, cautlng
nIght trulsblons by
drtlilllB, lobS or btXUai.
poWtl',ltnderlng rua.rrlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per-·
manently by an outside a~Jpllcatlon In sixty days •.
NO STOMACH MEDIOlN U8hD. lL Is uuo of Dr.
Fellows' valuable dl•coverlea, Which Is entirely un·
known to the medl•·al pru!ess1on. Send LWO 2-Ceut
stamps for his "Private counaelor," glvtng tull Information. Addreoa Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and Bay where you saw this advertlsment•

:,JEWELRY STORE,
•

tiUccetu~ful,

as his pracLtce wIll
pNve. lie ll11s tor
twenty Y<'ars ucawd
excl UbiV Jy ttll d IBeliSoa
or the l:iex ual Or•
gans, In wlltcll hll
Blanda !Jl'e·ewlnenL.
S P E It M A'£01\RH<EA
aud l~ll'O'l'ENUY
as the re•ult or aeuabu•e ln lOUth und
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.
iT Is e. brave and good man -who pursues the rlght
·course, and ·who performs his duty ·fe.lthfully be:
cause or the superiority of good e.atlons over ev!Hwtlons, &1ld. he Is cowardly and contemptible who
only does the right that he may escape punishment.
Do good because It Is right, and shun evil bece.u'se It
· Is wrong,-:;..D, M. Benneu.

.WHILE We 'tallOWS are _sere.tch1ng ~q earn ·ourl.!y~'
lng the creme.tlonlsts a.re·te.king measures to 'urn·.
their dead~
·
A LAWYEB, too proud to e.llqW his friends to BUp\ _.
pose that he practices In divorce courts, advertises,
"Misfits e. specle.lty." ,
-.
'~

'

. .

.

-

Truth Seeker Annual

•• MY dear," ~&lei e. ;wife to her rich bu~ llllteratil
husband, "I want $500." '. "What fur?'-' he inquired.'.·
"See.iskln fur,'' she said, and she got it.
·
.

-AND-

~rt~thinkt~n' ~lnml(,at.
1....__,------·. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - · - · - -- --COMPULSION Is not, and never ca.n be, conviction. r
They exclude ee.ah other. • . · What is one to
believe of people ? One hears 80 many contradictory /
stories &bout them. Exercise your digestiv functions; assimilate. the nutrition; get rid of the deleterious. Believe all the good you ce.n .hear of yourf
neighbor and forget all the bad. . • . To suppress
the truth ine.y now and then be our duty to others;
not to utter e. falsehood must always be our duty
to ourselvs.
Our appetites were given
to us to preserve'e.nd to propagate ilfe. We abuse
them tor its destruction. • • . Be what you are.
This Is the llrst step toward becoming better than
you are. . . . ' WoUld you touch e. nettle without
being stung by it? Take hold of it stoutly, Do the
same by other annoyances, and few things will ever
annoy you. . • • A man who strives earnestly
and pers\lverlngly to convince others, &t least convinces us that he Is convinced himself.- Guesses at
Truth.

•

,"'~

SCHILLER did not often speak or wholesome prejudices; he did not em brace' the Catholic religion " be·
cause It was the grandest and most comfortable."
•.rruth with him, or what seemed such, was e.n lndlB·
pense.ble requlsit; if he but suspected an opinion to
be false, however dear it may hav been, he seems to
h&V examined it. with rigid scrutiny, and If he found
It guilty, to he.v plucked It out and rPborutely cast It
forth. •The se.crlllce might cause him pain, permanent pe.ln; real damage, he Imagined, It could
hardly cause him.- Carlyle.

1884.
OO::t:::l"':t'::E:::t:::l"':t'S.

This World. By Geo~e Chainey. Page 6111
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M.
Macdonald.
63 1883 in Englan\li Its Struggles and. Its
Work.
·
65
Libere.l Charities.
•
66
Noted Freetl:linkers··and Reformers.
67
Tlle Population of our States and Terri· tories.
·
.
•
6g
The J ewlsh Jehovah. •
70
That Old Serpent which is Satan and the 1
Devil. •
•
.
71
Some Ancient and Modem Schools of '·
Philosophy.
• .
•
The Sacred Books of History.
Jefferson's Religion. . •
•
Useful Measures.
••
'
As to Time.·
Bi!rJas:kSmall.

..

NEWYORX:

EAOH little sect or religion has, doubtless, some
germ of the truth within It, which has rendered It
subservient to the great purposes of fertilizing the
world, but so ·long as the profeBEors of either of
them think they are favored children of the divine
, father, whom he regards with e. complacency wilh
which he does not_ view the rest of humanity, so long
Is the fulness of God's Idee. not e.tte.i'ned by them.Lel•ing' s Education of the Human Race.
THERE Is no doubt but e. judgment may be formed
of nature in general from looking at each nature In
.lts most perfect specimens; and what Is a more perteet. specimen of a man than those are·who look on
themselvs as born for the a.sslste.nce, the protection,
and the preservation of others ? Hercules has gone
to heaven; he never would_he.v gone thither had he
not, while among men, made that road for himself.
These things are of old date and he.v, besides, the
sanction of universal religion- Cicero.

- li:NQ]W, darling, wiil you grant m<) one ~e.vorb~tore '(
I~.?" "Yes, George, I will;'' she said, drooping hell ·
eyerashes and getting herllps In shape;· ''What 'is:,
the favor I can grant you?" "Only·e.llttle .song 'at' ·the plano, love.· I e.m.e.frald there lB e. dog ·.outsldl!i .:· ,. ·,.
we.l~ng 'for me, and I want to scare him away." ' ,, ·.,.~

ELLA WIIEljiLEB IMITATED.
In the howling craze of my mad desire,

UIIT~O

STATES AND CAN-ADA:':

And roast your soul in e. rsglng llre.
-. 1
I could yank your heart from your jumplrig bosom,
And d~own out your life In e. see. of bliss- ' . .
·If I had e. million livesl~d lose 'em
For e. whooping whack at e.·fire-frlnged..kiss. ·
I could cliew your ear- till tbe flashing gristle- .
Collapsed like the crash of a wild cyclone•.•
I could shriek In glee like e._ railroad whistle, · And_ gnaw your chln to the gleaming bone I ·
I could sw8Jlow your breath as th<;> toper swallows
The lleryfie.gon of rot-gut rye,
- I could we.ilow 11;! love as the hot hog wallows ·
In the plle.utdep~hs. of the backyard sty.
I could snatch you bald In e. holy minute,
·And yellJike e. Yahoo to hear you squeal;
I could peel your hide from your head and pili 1~
,.
With Mcy spike ~:you,. bulg:I'lg lieel.
.· ,
· · ·..
-Oh, yes-, I could, hug you, and- kiss you, !J.nd .kill yoli,-.
And yet_my~ad passion I'd never quell,
.
YoU: d•rling, d·ellghtful old liver pill, you,
I'd make you believe you landed In Tewksbu:po.
WHO Is that little woman there,
With laughing eyes and dark brown he.lr,
And physiognomy so re.ir?
My wife.
Who's not'ae meek. as she appears,
And doesn't believe one-halt she he6rs;
And toward me enterle.lns no fears?
My consort.

AS A
._.MISSIONARY DOCUMEN'T
·
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
'

TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY _
"WHY, qp drug your wine ?" e. merchant was
asked. "Because nobody would drink It without."
• .,,D '"""'
Oo.....,
................. ..,..,,.., REVISED.
Is It not just so with truth? Bacon at least has declared that It Is; and how many writers he.v lived In
the course of three t4ouse.nd years, who he.v not
•
•
·
!f
acted on this persuasion, more or less distinctly ?
AUTHOR OF
Nay, how many men who he.v not dealt- In like manner even with their own hearts and minds ?-Gue88u ", PREVEN_TION OF ORil\IE;" ETO., "UNat Truth,
HOLY BIDLE," "HOLY MEN AND
INDISPUTABLY, the llrm believers In the gospel
WOMEN OF _THE BIDLE,"
[the Rig Veda, or the Koran] he.v e. great advantage
!'HOLY OROSS,"
over an others-for this simple reason, that if true,
they Will he.v their reward hereafter; and if there
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.;
lle no hereafter they can be but With the Infidel In
his eternal sleep. But e. man's creed does not de' Pend upon himself; who can say, I will believe thls
" By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
or that, and, least of all, that which he lee.st ca.n com- men gather grapes of thoms, or figs of
prehend ?-Byron.
thistles?"
A FOOL uttereth all his mind; but e. wlse man·
T. 0. LBLAND, Secretary of the National
keepeth It In till afterward.-Proverbs, xxlx, 11.
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, awfully, infernally cruel work on ihe
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made ,themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds co.n be."

Among the suldects coaside~ed. by Mr.
Remsburg are:
·
The Ohurch and·-Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the- penitentiaries; the Ohurch' and Clvilization; the Ohurch and Sciencl'; the Church
and Learning; the Oburch and Liberty; the
Ohurch and· the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the-Temperance
Reform; the Ohurch and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated .by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
clozen at least. Address

By M E B I L L I NGS

PRICE, 2:5 CENTS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
TO TRIAL SIJBSCRIBEKI

The Truth Seeker,

Wl1h dll&eea laqe JN11r4H1t wm be •ea&
ro:r T.IIBBB KO!ITHS, )t08tilla'e paldo
.I'OB J!'D'TY (lB!ITS.
.l.lllll'eQ
THE TB11TH SEBKBB,
18 (lUll. . . Place. Bew IOI'~

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.

Ladies--! Gentlemen ! !
You e.ll want to see e. picture of your proper mate
Phrenology, physiognomy, and kindred sciences
applied. Send your photog"re.ph . and 50 cents
(ladles 25 cents) to
PHOTO. EXCHANGE,
516
·
Box 139, Cleveland, Ohio.

MAN!

i

I

A LlliEB.AL JOURNAL published to promote ED. UOATION, CONSTRUCTION, CO·OPEBATION, &nd OR'
GANIZATION.. Exponent of the objects, platform,
and .principles of the NATIONAL LIBEBAL LEAGUE.
T. B. Wakeman and T, C. Leland, editors.
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trie.Isubscrlbers-three
months-for tw<;>nty cents. Specimen' copies free;
and Liberal names wanted to send sample copies.
T; C. LELAND, Secretary,
7~ Broadway, New York.
5tf

THE SUNDAY LAWS,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
;pice, 10 cents.

For ie.le at this otllce.

Mrspou~e;

Wl!o 1marks my clothes with India Ink,
And darns my stockings quick as wink;
While I sl~ !JY and smoke &lid think?
My frau.
'3--

Who asks me every day for money,
With countenance demure and funny,
And oe,Jls me'" pretty boy" and "honey?"
My little woman,'
·
Who runs this house both night and day,
And over e.ll exerts her sway;
Who'sbossotthls shanty, anyway?
lly bett~r he.lf.
..

; , ; •i -~;

,_.·:_.;~'<i_:_:i,'

t. . .

A CITIZEN who has an office on Monroe avenue, sayli
the Detroit .ll'ree Pre1il, has toi: the last three years
been o\Vtng e. grocery bill. The.'grocer's collector_
ce.lled on him over one hundred times to secUJ,"e pa1ment of the debt, but was e.Iwe.ys put'otr with some;
ex cuss or other. At one time it was death, another
slcknes~. another time bad Iullk, and 80 It went on
until· it really seemed Impossible tor· the debtor. to
lrivem any new pleas. The other day·. the grocer
himself took the bill In his llst, and cornered the ,
debtor In his office. · "Yes, I know-yery sorry-hand·
you the money e. week from to•de.y," was the ·sml11ng
excuse. "Bee here I" se.ld the grocer, as he locked
the door'lmd pulled otr his coat; " Irve been figuring
on this matter. This bill is for $15. I can glv you
the worst licking ·a man ever reeeived, and get otr
with e. llne of $10. I'll then glv you e. receipt 'l:or the
other llTe and the account will be closed, Prepare
to be pulverized I" "But suppose I lick yeu-tpeh
W:hil.t?" queried the other. "Then ·there wen't be
any resort to the law, and you she.ll he.v e. receipt In
fUll!" "That seems to be fair, and I'll do my best,"
se.ld the debtor, and at It they went.. The grocer ex- ·
pected to get away with him In about e. minute, but
he was e. deceived me.n. It wasn't over three minutes before he was knocked over e. chair ·and ~;.en
dared hors de combat. "Is it e. receipt In fUll?" asked
the debtor as he sat astride the other and kept both
hands fastened In hlB hair. "She lsi" "And 'you'll
pay me $21n cash for the broken furniture?" ••tea."
" Then you may get up, and I'll recommend you to
e. doctor who'll fix your broken collar-bone as good
e.s new Inside of e. week.". The grocer gave him a
receipt for the account, and handed over $2 In casl\,
and later ln tlie'de.y, when ·telling the story ln hiS '
store~ he explained: "Gentlemen, I've sassed sc<ires
'ot citizens, abUsed dozens Of hackmen, and been,_
aching for three years past for e. chance to pul verlz,e
some one. It's worth $17 to me to know the.tm}' grit
glvs out 'with the tlrst rouild I"
'
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WhQ.W8kes me up on everY morning, '
Abo11t the time the day's a.-dawning,
· My protestations calmly scorning?

KevisedandEnlarged.
10 OTI:I. SINGLY; 75 OTS. l;'ER DOZ.
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I coUld tear you asunder from deck to mizzen~-

JOHN ~-'REMSBURG.

IN THE

..

0 love I My.love I I could bust your wizen

Grimes ·~ Proachors FALsE-B9LAIM:s.

ALTHOUGH It would be e. great luxury to me to obte.ln my opinions by contract, ready-made, trom e.
pr<ifesslone.l man, and e.lthough I he.v e. constitutional kindly feeling to all sorts of good people which
would make me happy to agree with all their beliefs,.
From May,1876 to May, 1883...
,Price,
if that were poeslble, still I must _he.v an Idee., now
and then, as to the meaning of life; and though the
THIRD EDI~.ION~
only condition of peace In this world lB to 'hav. no
ideas, or, at least, not express them, with reference
TRANSLATED OUT OF_ THE ORIGINAL
to such subjects, I cannot alford to pay 'quite so
much as that even for peace.-0. w. Holmu.
NEWSPAPERS, qJ?;WITH PREVIOUS

.

·'

"BASKET suppers " are e. popUlar church reYen.Ji~ cI. { .
amusement ln western Massachusetts "'iiages just' •::
now. Eo.cli young lady prepares with her own hands•-' ·
e. supper for two, and packs lt In basket, rolllng.a·:
slip of pe.p_er Jiee.rlng het: name Inside one o(the '
napkins; Each gentleman bUys e. basket and shares
the cont~nts with the yohng. lady whose name iu! .
llnds within. 'Incidentally It may be noted 'tlie.t"
1
dyspepsia Is rapidly becoming epidemic In western
Masse.chusetts.
· · -·
· 1
·'
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®y/itl\ fii~~teen ;fl.iff f>a~e •ffu•tratioqtt.
Calendar for 1884. •
•
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The Old Free Enquirers' Association of
New York, and the;Duty'ofSupporting __..
tho Liberal Press. By Peter Eckler. 15
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M. 18
New York State· Freetl;linkers' Association. By H. L. Green.
' •
22
The National Liberal League. By T. C.
-- Leland.
liS
Tho Progress of Libera~ Thought in
Canada. By Charles Stevens.
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49
Paine Memo'rial. By Josiah P. Mendum. '54
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55
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- 56
The Ideal World. BySamuelP.Putnam. 57
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"BE yqu not uneque.lly.yoked;~· excle.lme!i e..Phll&· ,
delphia minister In e. sermon on Ill-considered m&r~ ..rlages. ·This Is good a!i"l'loe,.but how areyou~gpeo- ···''c-,
pie ·to know- before marriage which is the best ·
1
llghter·'i"
··

\

<E. M. 284.)
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A HEALTH wr1 ter says, "Sleepless people should'
court the sun." Those who d.on't care much·about''
sleep generllJly court the daughter.
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A JOURJ:"fAL OF FREETHOUGH~T.' AND REFORM.
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. J/Joft!J and Qklippings.
A SoUTHlllRN Dakota. editor advertises hi&
Bible for sale. .He has probably gone o~er 'to
the other party. '
e:_, ·•. ,
DUlliNG the bight of the flood, an Ohio
i -<~.-,--.,.:·,woman prayed that the river might not go si:x:
feet higher, and it didn't.
/

Beaon4:.a.l. ~-· ·

New- York, Saturday; March 15. 1884.

"Do you think it wrong to patronize horse
cars on Sunday, deacon?" a.)lked Mrs. Goode.
''Decidedly,". replied the deacon, ''decidedly
wrong, Mrs. Goode; it's a. desecra.tio:n of the
day, ma'am., ·I never take a horse car on Sunday, ma.'ilm. I consider it' wrong, decidedly
wrong. I wiiJk;,ma•a.m, and I receive my reward in a.n approving conscience, not to speak
of the fact that I ha,v saved :five cents, ma.:a.m."

{ 33 CLINTON PLACE. } $8.00

ing to hell?" "Since day before yesterday,
when I fell from grace:" ".How didst thee
fa.ll ?"' "You see, I was building a.n ash-hopper
in the back-yard, mashed thena.iloff my :finger,
and swore until the streaks hung from the
ea.ves·of the house.~· "My friend," continued
the poet, again taking hold of the fellow's
tongue, "thee'ca.ns't go. to hell if thee wants
to." Whether or not the man has gone, the
associated press dispatches fail to say.
AT a. prayer-meeting in West Winsted, Conn.,
not long ago, one of the deacons delivered himself of a computation which is worth looking
into. He said that the saving of one soul in
Christ's day cost $24,000. When Christ cast

I

Jltws of_ tht 1/tth.
MATTHEW ARNOLD sailed for Europe la.st Saturday.
BooMs for Arthur for next president hav
been started. He is a harmless e:x:ecutiv.
NEw YoRK. city had a. thlmder shower last
Sunday.. The rain froze a.s f~st as it fell.
MRs. LANGTR:Y, the Jersey Lily, actress, has
mortgages on New York real estate to the value
of $93,000.

THE Catholic colonization in the United
States is going fQrward ·with wonderfui- rapidity. An Italian colony "in the interior" is
shortly tO be organized, and committees are to
'be formed at :rq:a.ples, Genoa.;.Ne:W York, Bal~
THE police of Ellenburg, N.Y., are looking '
more, .and New Or_lea.ns, to a.ss1st_ poor eml·
for George Holt. He is a. church-membe~: of
grants .. The a.rchblshop.of Naples. has already o_ut the legion of devils from .the m~ who high standing and has four wives.
established a. commlttee. And yet Protestants, dwelt among the tombs they entered rnto a.
CoMMON Pleas Court No. 1 of Philadelphia
who claim to be patriots and upholders of the herd of two thousand· hogs, and the hogs ran
A.MINniTE:a.out in Texas was arrested while Constitution, see no danger in this, and waste down into. the sea. and were choked. Assum- .has denied the motion to admit Mrs. Carrie
riding _a horse which' he had stolen from, a. their brea.tll.repelling the advance of Liberal- ing that' each hog weighed 200 pounds, and that Kilgore to practice as an attorney.
OsMAND DxG:w. a.t the head of 6,000 Egyptian .
parishioner. He will h,av a. cha.n!Je while in ism. and of movements for the divolice of church pork was $6 a. hundred, the value of the hogs
jail to ,evolve.a. discourse from the "Sermon on· and state.
·
· destroyed. was $24,000. The deacon queried if rebels . refuses
surrender to Gen. Graham.
the Mount;'"
the people before him would be willing to giv He h~ two ca.nno.n and 1,000 ritles. ·
. A NEW YoR:B: lady, under the date of Jan.
THE recent rowdyism and pa.per~wad battles 17th.; writes. from. Tangiers,. Africa.: "This is such a. sum of money to save the soul of a. memA COMMITTEE: of woman suffragists called on
. ·
··
·
her of the Episcopal church in the east village.
the president last week. He told them he
a.t Columbia College ha.vbeen well telegraphed the f_east of Molech, when th_ey present young
·
·
Let us observe,·sa.ys the Winsted Press, that if
·
over the. country.· It. was Columbia.
College, ·children to the saints ilt the simctua.ry of Tan- the hogs in question had belonged to Christ he thought women had all the rights they deserve.
.
wasn't it, which decided not to a.dmit'.women giers. I ha.v watched the wild spectacle for
BARNUM is. in town with his greatest show
would prob.ably ha.v thought twice before he
.
students on the ground that it would' lower the :five hours i.p. fear ·of being shot, run down by
·
·
·
sent the devil into them, and saved his herd. possible on earth, including the sacred white
intellectul;llsta.nda.rd?
the horses, or trampled under'the
feet
of
the
·
We doubtnota.lmqsta.nymemberofthechurch elephant and many other startling and u-nu" Ho·w sh '-ll· we treat ' the grandmother 1-., mob and camels. Thirty-six tribes ha.v passed
uld
dil
_,..,
.
. hb
'
'
in p~ocession, each with ftags and ea.ch bring- WO
RS rea. . y BS.CnllCe his nelg or'S prop- sual objects.
.fuquires
our
religious
-contemporary,
the
Indeerty
to
save
a.
soul
a.s
A.
Ward
did
his wife's reT=u
Senate comml'ttee on tern'ton'es has
·
· ing a.-sheep or a. bull to sacrifice. Men whirled
~
P,end1Jnt. Don't treat the giddy thing a.t a.ll if their long guns in the air and caught them and latiol;ls to save his .country.
agreed to giv' the name of Lincoln to the new
you can help it; but if she insists, it would be fired ·without regard· to life. The admiration
THE pope, in the matter of personal decors.- territory which it is proposed to make out of
o~y 8. mark of respect due to. age to let the old I had previoiisly feit for the Moo~s has merged tion, gets himself up regardless of expense. the northern pa._rt of Dakota..
la.qy nominate her poison.
'into dr_ ef!.d. They had a. powder-play on horse- His gear is thus described by a. visitor repref
Mil
f b d th
d
A LECTURE on "The Ten Commandments" back, shooting from'ga.lloping horses forced up senting the Baltimore Sun: "The pope was co'!:;e!::a.e:.!:fof th:~ea~~ ~f ~~~~o~:::e
.was recently delivered in 'a. western town, and 8 st'eep _hill· • Some Engli·s·hmen who were seated. He wore a. cashmere alb, made from lOth inst. The reason for this is that Ma.zzini
the local paper spoke of it as a. novel and brill- present. were' 80 much frightened that they took the chosen )a.mb's wool on each St.• Agn~s's was a patriot and a Freethinker.
- iantly ~riginai code of morals._ which will be brangy." _ .
Day, fitting his body closely. Axound his waist
>._ ljliely ,to make a. stir in the w\'lrld when it .be'Jii_E ·rn_"-endent is'_ in slight doU:bt 'whether was a. broad, richly-wa.~red white silk sash, CAPTAIN DUNcAN, in his celebrated libel ease
· aojn'es more"'Widely known. ' · - ·
~.1:'
the fo,J.ling·elids terpiina.ting with go~d bullion. against the New York Times, for publishing a.n
·
SalmfMo_rS_· e's tra.mc
·
· m
· t el'Vl.ew
·
'th Ma.rk T wa.m,
· recovere d UAm·
"TH~ Second Adventists ha.v set the 4th clay
.,.. dea.th'wa.s a. J'udgm. ent' of fringe,
On his hands were white woolen knit
Wl
· ·
·
God or not. · It says: "We should be a.rroga.t- m 1"ttens. From nnd around his' neck hung a ages of six cents each on two counts.
·of next November as the date for the end of
~
ing omniscience were we to assert that God's heavy gold chain, pendant to which was his
the world. As this will be election day, it is
·
· ll · Sal · M
to di
·
El Progre.tsio, the organ of Senor Martos in
·
· purpose m a. owrng
nn orse
e a. miB- only decoration-the cross,· 'a. bright, gold
Madrid, Spain, has been confiscated and its
hoped. tlle :final smash will hold off until in the era.ble suicide's death was to make him a.
· ·
·
bl h
1
·
cross, that Jews might kiss and Infidels adore.' typesseizedonaccountofitsviolenta.ndpersistevening, so we can a.t least ·make a. rough
wa.rmng a.ga.rnst asp emous y tra.vestyrng the Thrown partly around him, _and• forming a.
guess at how the thing has gone.-Christian at crucifixion of our Lord. Yet we cannot but
ent attacks upon King Alfonso and the governstrong Rubenistic background, was a. rich scar- ment.
·
Work.
recall that he was the man who attempted to let glowing cloak of woolen fabric. This cloak
A MAN who has just died. in Bernards town, p~t a. vulgar passion play on the boards of a. was lined with purple, and its ,cape and edges
A GABIBALDI memorial tablet wa.s unveiled
Vt., provides in his will that his property shall New York theater." Perhaps also Mr. Morse trimmed with 8 tiny border;.of gold bullion with ceremony a.t Clifton, Staten Island, N.Y.,
be used·" to oppose that horrid old monster of sometimes went :fishing on Sunday. Nothing lace.. On his head wns a. little white skull-cap. last Sunday. The great Italian statesman and
kingcra.ft called religion." One of his daugh- but a. violent death will satisfy the wrath of His feet were incased in red slippers, with general formerly lived in a house a.t Clifton,
ters stole money from· him and ran a.wa.y with God on a. man who goes fishing on Sunday. cross embroidered in gold thereon. These which is ~till standing.
'
a youth who boasted of his piety, and that was Murderers, however, often liv to a ripe old slippers are so made that they are really ankleMRs. HELEN GouoAR said at a tempera.nee
. the .cause of it.
"age
unless abbreviated by the hangman's inter- coveringsh oes, t h e upper parts b erng
· of ·white
ference.
meeting in Cooper Institute last Sunday that
'fHE Philadelphia. Record kindly givs this hint
satin, lined with wool, and :fitting closely. Thus the women of Indiana had the Republican
to a brother. in distress: "If Rev. J. P. New~·ORDERS hav been given to exa.min a.t St. Pe- a heavy expression is given to the feet."
party of that state by the throat. The party
-i:na.n has left in his cellar any of that good. grn_·· tersburg all passports of persons not well known
must giv them good temperance la.ws'cir d.i~.
livfug in thorough_fares through which the em__
DR. A. E. BBEHM, the German naturalist,
which he brought back some years ago from
·
·
tl
h
b'
f
ABoUT 2,500 mill operativs are out-on,. }trike
.
h
.
peror is in the habit of passing, or is likely to lecturing m ChiCago rec~n yon t e su Ject o
his in11pection of c;~onsula.tes, e might distribnk
"
·a th 8 t ~ t. esea.rch m· to na.t ura1 at Fall River, Mass. The striking cig¢-Illllkaiiil, and to note those who occupy rooms with "Mo eys sru
P
uteit with good results among the refractory
had 1 d h' · to 1
t 1'
·
windows fronting the street. Police agents science
e liD p ace grea re lBnpe m ers of this city continue to hold out. T.!Jl;le !Cimembers of his congregation."
f
•- b'
h
·d th t gar Makers' Progressiv Union reqll,est t~OII,~~
may be seen noting these particulars from the the story o the <US. lS.n sage w o sru
a.
- Tms is from the Derry News: "Notice-Hav- dvorniks, or house police. People well ac- human beings were transformed into mon- sympathy with the strikers to r~p-a.il{ 'ftom
ing a desire to use a. few hundred dollars in qua.inted with the aspects of the streets of the keys a.s a. punishment for their sinfulness. purchasing the cigars made by Straiton &
the cause of Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ, I- capital ha.v remarked a.n unusual number of He concluded from that that monkeys existed Storm.
propose to exchange either city or country detectivs and spies meandering or skulking before_ the J?resent human race.. He held
THE la.diea of Ellenville, N. Y., who threat"property for the same, a.t such :figures a.s will about since the return of the court: The im- that the hab1ts of the monkey deVIated very ened to boy09tt the business men who _did not
enable the purchaser to realize 7 to 9 per cent perial residence, the Annitohkin Pala.ce, has ~ittle fr~m the charact~ristics. of man. For a.n vote the temperance ticket are jubilant, as a
on his investment. . Address - - ·-, London- a. re-enforced guard at night. Besides the or- lllus_tra.tion, he took hiB audience to the la.~d no-license excise commissioner has been electderry, N.H.
dina.ry foot sentinels ·encircling it, and the of c~ocepha.lus ha.madryas, b.etter known m ed. The fa.ot that women generally are in faWHILE Edward T. Hatch, who livs· a.t Fa.rni- guard of honor lodged in the entrance yard, English _as the baboon. Th_ls class alw~ys vor of prohibition complicates the female sufingda.le, Me.' was engaged in prayer one morn- may be seen a. number of police officers at the traveled m herds and settled ill one do~am, frage question to a. great degree.
ing,. the clothes of Mrs. Hatch, who was kneel- gates and distributed round about, and also i.p.- under a. compete~t ~ea.der, who~e ~uthonty as
A. S. HATcH, president of the Stock Exing by the grate, took :fire, and she was burnt fantry detachments of three men pacing round a. ruler. was unllmlted. In hls ?udgment a. change, appeared at Jllrry McAuley's mission
·to death. The pa.per.'which records the mourn- the building on the foot path, and Cossack pa.- monkeys appearance was rep~lslv. The ~e as a. revival prea.che\' last Sunday. This
ful event grimly heads the item, "Death oa.me trols in couples continually passing ea.oh other male, however, watched over Its young With affords a.n opportunity to repeat Beecher's
to her relief.~' If the prayer was like some making the same circuit.
' that tender regard indica.tiv of a. mother's love. little pleasantry to the affect that there is a.
He had known female monkeys to die from resemblance between the calling of ministers
which are infticted on suffering humanity, ·
.
Tri poet Whittier is not only troubled by grief at the loss of their young. He devoted
and that of stock gamblers-they both deal in
ther.e 1s reason in the remark.
autograph gatherers, but by prea.chers who an hour to a. review of the cl~fferent species of
A CHURCH committee a.t Genesee, lll., ha.v want him to sign his name to poems which monkeys extant.· His description was very in- " futures. "
THE National Homestead Association was
been sitting in judgment on the actions of the they themselvs ha.v written. And people who teresting and edifying. The recital of his ex,' Rev. Mr. Spurlock, and hav found him guilty. hav fallen from grace, it is said, are constantly perience in trying, by way of experiment, to formed in Pittsburgh, Pa.., last Saturday night
of immorality. His victim or paramour, as the seeking the poet's advice. The other day a. intoxioa.te a. baboon, wa.s irresistibly comical. by a. number of prominent labor leaders and
case may be, is the wife of a. parishioner who forlorn-looking man went to the meter-loving The animal made a. wry face a.t the first taste professional men. The object and purposes
moved in the "best society," whatever that Quaker and said: "Mr. Whittier, I believe I of liquor, but finally began to like it, and im- are to prevent the centralization of ownership
may indicate, and has been unusually a.ctiv am going to hell. What do you think about bibed uri til it was in reality beastly drunk. in land, t{) aid members to procure homes, and
this winter in church matters. She is also a. it?" "Let me look a.t your tongue," said the Then it slept, and awoke with "a big head." to secure to them a.n interest in the soil, to fosteacher in the Sunday-school. Mr. Spurlock poet. The man shoved out his tongue, and the The doctor thought that this experience ter and cultivate a. spirit of economy and savclaims that a conspiracy has been organized poet, after turning it over and regarding it for would cure his monkeyship from any further ing among wealth producers, and to estnbliRh
~ga.inst him. The committee, however, a.reob- a. few moments, asked: "How long hast thee desire to indulge. But not so. As soon a.s he more harmonious relationship between capital
(iura.te enough not to believe him.
beet;~ impressed with the idea that thou art go- sobered up he wanted more, just like a man. a.r.d labor by a combination of interest.
.IN .circles where he is best knoWn, the last
letter is dropped from the na.Iile of Rev. Sny.
der, the self-called newspaper interviewer.
REV. MR. TALMAGE says it has taken a. mill~
ion years to "evolute" him, from a.n ape,
'There has been a. very slight change for so
long a. .time.
·
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Waifs and Wanderings.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
CHAPTER

.,-

XVIII.

A NIGHT'S JOURNEY.

Columbus determined to bother the bloodhounds
as much as possible. While Harry hurried with the
baby to the rendezvous, Columbus and Amy took
the road to the north, and when they reached the
stream he carried her down a hundred yards or so,
and landed her on the northern bank; she then
walked a short distance to another stream, and from
thence was carried to where the others were waiting.
It was nearly twelve o'clock when they began their
perilous journey over the mountains. The road was
steep, rough, and interminably winding. At the end
of the first hour they had only advanced three miles,
and then there came a tremendous thump, and one of
the wheels was broken.
"Thunder!" said Cupples, "we're done for now.
We shall have to camp out. I don't see how we're
ever to get over these mountains."
"I don't," said the sergeant. "But we've got to
and that's the end on't. Can't the wheel be
mended?"
"No," said Cupples, "it's completely smashed.
What a devil of a rut ! It's like the bottomless pit."
"Tony Lumkins lives up here somewhere,'' said
Harry. "Perhaps we can borrow a wheel of him."
" Or steal it,'' said the sergeant. " It'll take too
much time to borrow it. I'll hurry along and see if
I can find his place, and while I am about it, I guess
I'll take .two wheels, for the other One may break.
The baby's a crying, Cupples; can't you take care of
it? It'll keep you warm while we're waiting."
The sergeant hurried off; Cupples took the baby,
and Harry and Amy talked.
"It'll be all right, Amy. Sometime I shall be able
to earn my living, and then I'll run away. I'm about
as much afraid of father as you are. He's terrible to
me. I can't understand it. But the world is broad,
and somewhere we can work together and be
happy."
"I don't know that you ought to give up your
home," said Amy. "How hard it must be! I'm
afraid I can't make you happy. I can't repay
you for all that you will lose; so many friends,
riches, honor. What can I give you?"
" Give me?" said Harry. " Hope, life, something
to workfor, a home and independence. What am I
now but a slave? I long to be a man; to be myself;
to bear my own burden, and reap my own reward."
"0 Harry ! I hope you will be happy. I will do my
best. But I seem so weak. Can I help make you
what you ought to be in this great world that is so
huge, so roaring, so full of evil; where so much
strength, so much courage, is needed? Oh, I wish I
were an angel of heaven that I might help, help,
help."
"0 Amy ! there are angels to help. We shall find
a paradise."
. So these young hearts, communed together, not
k~owing of the sad and fearful discipline of life, and
how far off their paradise was.
The sergeant soon returned with a couple of
wheels. He put one on in place of that which was
broken, and kept the other in reserve. Harry said
he would make it all right with Tony, who probably
woulcfn'ffind out his loss for a month or two; having
no hqrses, he needed no wheels. When he wanted
tobacco he walked to town, and tobacco was about
the only thing he did want. It was his meat,
and his drink was a quart of whisky per day. Surely
his wheels could not have been put to better use.
We sometimes wonder why people live in such
little uncomfortable cabins away up on the mountains, miles from anybody else. They probably live
there for just such emergencies ali! this. That's the
way of providence. If Tony Lumkins had not lived
just where he did, what would have become of this
fugitive band with the bloodhounds on their track
in the early morning? He had been living for years
on that mountain an apparently useless and ruinous
life, that those wheels might be on hand at that particular moment. If his whole life had produced
nothing but those instruments of lo~om?tion out . of
his broken-down shed, when he was m his usual midnight stupor, he did not live in vain. He was a link
in a chain that went shining on. Does one say that
eternal wisdom might have furnished those wheels in
some other way? We can only answer it did not. So
far as mortal vision extends, we cannot affirm that
Tony Lumkins lived for fifty years in this world for any
other purpose than to have a couple of good wagon
wheels on band for Sergeant Jones to steal. That's
predestination and saints' perseverance; and we
defy theology to throw any more light upon the subject.
It was three o'clock when they reached the mountain-top. The way down the farther side was but
little better than the road already passed over, and
befQre long the second wheel had broken and been
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replaced. The banners of morning hailed them from
the piney cr~sts, and seemed to say, "Hasten, hasten;.
we bring joy and terror. We light your way; but
our beams are a signal for the enemy."
"It won't be long," said Harry, in a low voice, to
the sergeant, before the hounds will be upon our
track. "We must get to the station at eight o'clock,
and there's about seven miles yet to go."
"If the wagon don't break down, we are safe
enough. ·But these roads are terrible," replied the
sergeant.
Columbus had balked the hounds for about
two hours, but at six oclock they were upon the
track of the fugitives, and went bounding away.
Talk of cheating a blood~hound. It can't be done.
They seem to have a sixth sense, and can trace the
slightest atom that the fugitives drop in the liquid
air.
It was a race for life. Harry and the sergeant felt
that they must put forth every effort.
The hounds felt it too. The " sweet thunder " of
their baying crowded upon the morning wind. A.
"rare and regal prey" was before them. On they
dashed.
"Three miles more," said Harry, "Good God!
the wheels are breaking."
They seemed to slump all at once.
"Now, Harry, for a gallop," said the sergeant.
"You take one horse and ride on with Amy. Can
you go it horse-back, Cupples?"
"Never did such a thing in my life. But my feet
are as sore as they can be, and my back might
as well take its turn."
"Jump on this one, then, and take the baby, and go
as fast as you can. Hold on tight. I'll go afoot."
It was a new sensation to Cupples to be mounted.
But his blood was up and he was ready for anything.
He almost repented after riding a mile or so. The
animal was not a first-class saddle-horse. His backbone was rather sharp, and had a most forcible way
of hitting Cupples's back-bone at right-angles. It
did seem sometimes as if it would split him in two.
Cupples uttered a fervent prayer every time he came
unwillingly down. There was no need of rocking
the baby. It enjoyed a continual jerk.
" How much-further-have we got to . go ? "
groaned Cupples volcanically.
"Only a mile," said Harry, "and we are in time
for the train."
When they reached the lone station, no train was
in sight. They hojsted the flag. A. wide, desolate
flat extended about them, with gloomy woods stretching far away. Not a dwelling was to be seen. The
turnpike, like a huge snake, rolled by and off into
the labyrinthine wilderness.
"Hold the baby, Harry," said Cupples. "It does
seem as if my legs reached clear to my neck. I'm
stiff as a board; and if it wasn't for the way I ache· I
should think I was a corpse."
"Have your pistols ready," exclaimed the sergeant,
as he hastily approached; "I hear the baying of the
hounds."
Listening intently,his quick ear had caught the terrible music faintly trembling on the almost motionless air.
CHAPTER

XIX.

OFF.

Sergeant Jones put his ear to the rail and kept it
there nearly a minute.
"The train's a-coming,'' said he. "But I don't
know which is the farthest off, the train or the dogs,
and I reckon the dogs are the liveliest of the two.
It'll be a mighty close scratch any way."
"Nip and tuck,'' indeed. The train was not fast;
the dogs were. They seemed to sniff the exciting
contest; and their loud baying swept the wind with
increasing vehemence, while the fugitives listened
with terror. Only the baby smiled, as much as to
say, "It's all right,'' happier in its ignorance than we
with our troublesome knowledge which shakes us
with fear when really there's no need of it.
The sergeant looked down the glistening track.
There was a faint puff of smoke.·
"Hurrah," said be, "I see it."
For a while the train seemed scarcely to move;
while the dogs seemed right upon them-though
they were still a mile away. But the train was moving, and the quick, sharp music of the rails smote the
ear. Ah 1 what pleading hands were waiting for
that iron monster. How every puff of smoke was
eagerly scanned as it glistened in the air, and every
quiver of the black, shining frame ! It came thundering on with fiery eye and brazen wings, a very
angel of God. !With earthquaking benediction, it
leaped by the platform where the little band were
standing. It seemed as if it would never stop, and
the last clash and clank of the wheels seemed to say,
"Hurry up; we must be off again." Of course they
hurried up, for they were more eager for flight than
the iron-horse himself. The bell rang cheerily out,
and its last vibrating note just dropped into the
throat of the foremost of the hounds--:and that was
all they ever got of the flying conquerors.
Away! away! out of those dreary woods, from
those dark mountains and savali'e dogs-never again

to be caught in such agonizing toils-though trouble
and suffering in many other :ways might meet them.
"Good-bye, Amy,'' said Harry at Mount Junction;
"I must hurry back to my studies. Father must not.
know that I left them. How I'll work to win a home
for you.. You are now safe with friends. Good-bye!
Good-bye! all of you. Only a little while and we'll.
be together again."
·
, ·
"Only a little while!" How often do we say,
"Only a little while;" and ho;w often do we believe.
it? Blessed, blessed falsehood; How many a good- ·
bye would have naught but bitter tears if we knew
how long and how harsh the separation was to be.
Harry was on the verge of life. He knewnot its
unsounded deeps; it's wide currents drifting far
apart. The fairy-land might sometime appear; but
how different from the splendors of his youthful
vision!
Away to the great bustling city of New Orleans;
past gleaming villages and broad savannahs. It was
a bril)iant panorama to the inexperienced Cupples,
who had not before been twenty miles from his birthplace. The ride along the river, with its variegated
pictures on either side, furnished him with materials
for many a long talk. Like greater men he repeated
the same thing again and again, but in sublime unconsciousness of the fact. The twentieth time telling
was as fresh to him as the first. When once more
at home he put new bolts on his doors, and defied
anybody to steal that baby again.
[TO BE CONTINUED.

J

A Picture of New England Piety.
We know a refined, intelligent woman, living
among the green hills of Vermont, whose life is typical of hundreds living in that vicinity and scores
scattered throughout the far West, says the Hartford
Times. She rises at five o'clock in the morning,
chops wood, draws water, makes fires, prepares the
meals for five stalwart "hired men," besides doing
the family washing, ironing, scrubbing, churning,
preserving, pickling, mending, and knitting. She
beheads the chickens, feeds the hens and calves, and
is occasionally called upon to accelerate the departure of pigs to that bourne from which no pig ever
returns. Her work is never done. She fries doughnuts at 10 o'clock at night, and begins life on pie
the next morning: Her only dissipations are prayermeetings, funerals, and huckleberrying, varied by
winter kettledrums, where the guests sew carpet
rags, refreshed with cider, forfeits, and kisses. Her
literature is limited to Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," "Josiah Allen's Wife," and the Zion's Herald;
her music to a fountain 'filled with blood, dismal
sounds from the tombs, and invitations to. anxious
seats; her pi~tures to a plump prodigal son, a. perpetual Samuel, a furious Cain, an amiable George
Washington, Napoleon on his death-bed at St. Helena, a weeping willow and widow in a graveyard of
hair, and a few glistening tintypes ·of freshly engaged couples, who, with hands clasped, hair oiled,
and _imitation watch-chains spread out to "show,"
stare rigidly into a future the counterpart of her own.
Her bric-a-bac consists of wax-work, daguerreotypes,
plaster dogs with green noses, yellow baskets, and
crushed strawberry tails, and a. shell box containing
reward of merit cards, and pathetic remembrances
of her vanished childish years-the only visible recognition of her goodness that the poor little woman
ever had. Her dress is calico all the year round for
week days, and black alpaca for' Sundays. Her windows are covered with green paper shades, and the
parlor floor with the envy and the awe of the neighborhood, a tapestry carpet overflowing with red and
pink atrocities in yellow horns of plenry.
She is a woman after Rev. Morgan Dix's own heart.
She stays at home. The glorious pictures of majestic mountains, the flashing cascades, the leafy woods,
the splendor of blue skies, the soft white Clouds, and
sweet-smelling daisy fields are not for her, except in,
tantalizing glimpses, which only increase the thirst·
of her thirl:'ting soul. She has no time to receive the
sense of power and peace that comes from .those
stately mountains; no time to revel in the exquisit
beauty of those waterfalls; no time to lie on the grass
and watch the softly sailing clouds, or trace the truthful symbols and discover the wondrous revelations
that nature givs to those who love and understand
her.
Yet this woman's husband has made a little fortune
of $30,000 in lumber, which is considered something
colossal in those regions where wants are few a;nd
pleasures circumscribed. She has been brought up
to believe that he was created a superior being. So
has he. He is coarse, red-haired, freckled, pious, penurious, and asthmatic. He has had a change of
heart, and one change of" meetin' clothes," in which
he looks more hideous than he does in his overalls.
His chief satisfaction is to chew tobacco, talk in class
meeting, and to get a bargain. He never owes a
penny, and never givs one. He can pray, and he
thinks he can sing. It takes him thirty minutes every night and fifteen minutes every n10rning to tell
the Lord of several mistakes in the universe, and to
ask a few mild favors. One is to wreak eternal vengeance on the wicked by plunging them into ever-
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lasting :fire, and another is a. request for " power to picked five quarts of berries, that were sold at the pulled. They nearly jerked his tail out, and the devil
wrestle with the stranger within his g11tes;" and, not- hotel in S--. The next day, with the coveted roared _for the cook to throw some hot water on them.
withstanding her promptly;.paid board bills, to bring money held tightly in her ungloved hand, she hur- They started on the run then, and when they were
her to a sense of her own vile nature and hardened riedly climbed into the wagon of a neighbor who had safe they said,' If we can't get into either heav~n or
heart, created bad ·in the first place, only to be puri- called by her request to carry her with his wife and hell, we'll hav to shift for ourselvs.' So they hove to
~ed and sav~d by th_e acceptance ?f t?is man's pecu- children to the circus, all joyful at the unusual holi- halfwa~ between, and "Set up a camp that they called
har theologiCal behefs. After smgmg, exhorting day. How her heart beat! how her limbs shook! Fiddler's Green. All the sailors that hav died since
and wheezing, he takes to snoring with an equai Once off and out of view of the hay-fielJ; she would hav joined them there."
spirit. and energy th.at make.s ~im ~udible all through breathe freer. One taste of pleasure, and it was hers
"That will do for a. yarn," saiq I, " but of course
th~ night, and the smner withm his gates to look for forever, no matter what happened afterward. They you don't believe such stuff."
·.
a new boarding-house next morning. It does not turned the corner, and a man appeared on the dusty
''I don't know anything about it," said Glover,
occur to him to use his money to make his wife and road. It was her husband sent there by one of those "and I never found anybody that did. But they say
their lives any happier; or that he can afford to bring malicious chances· that sometimes "thwart the wills now that the devil is dead.''
·a couple of strong servants into the house to perform of men," and of women. He s,topped them. .Expla"Nonsense," I replied; "the Bible says he goes
the menial work of himself and his hired men. He nations followed.
about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may demeans well. ~his superior bei~g does not know any
" It is my money. I didn't take it from the house. vour.''
better. The Circumstances of his narrow life and the I earned it yesterday," she faltered, holding up her
"This is how I heard it told," said Glover. "There
inheritance of a narrow nature are accountable for toil-worn, thorn-scratched hand.
was a sea cap'n once that made a bargain with the
his blind ignorance.
It was her only appeal, and it fell mute upon her Old Nick that if he would stand by him all his life,
One day his wife returned from the village after quivering lips, as 'he sternly ordered her to "get the devil should hav him when he died. Nick kept
selling ninety cents' worth of eggs, produced by her down." She ought not to hav got down, and we are his word, helped .the cap'n through a lot of his scrapes.
own hens. She timidly asked if she sould keep the sorry to say that she did. But she is meek and good, But when the cap'n got old he began to get sick of
proceeds. He generously handed her fifteen cents, and she "obeyed," with her eyes and heart full ol his bargain, and began to overhaul his reckoning to
and pocketed tbe rest. with the grumble, "Wimmen tears.
see if he couldn't 1-et to windward somehow, or work
folks is allus spendin'." He did not realize the meanHe walked unrelentingly by her side to the house. Tom Cox's traverse up one hatchway and down the
nes:3 of the act, but when we saw it a line of Tenny- He took her hardly-won bits of silver. He said they other. So he called the old boy, and says he, 'Nick,
son'.s seemed to spring suddenly into the air and en- should go into the contribution-box next Sunday to it's coming on an awful storm, and I've got to come
wrapped him in living words that said, "Half his lit- atone for the heinous sin she had committed in to anchor and pay out the chain to the last link to
tle soul is dirt." But he does not know that, and wishing to enter unholy places. He entered the make the ship hold on. Now,' says he,' I want you
never will-in this life. He cannot read the pitiful closed sanctuary of his parlor. He removed the to- to hold on to the end of the chain, and check it when
story stamped upon his wife's careworn face, with its baeco quid from hji mouth and placed it upon the I tell you.' There was really no bottom there, but
habitual expression of unconscious self-abnegation manteL Then he prayed. Kneeling in the center he unshackled t.he chain from around the foremast,
and meek resignation. They never hav any pleasant of the floor, on the biggest, yellowest, most unfaded and gave the end to the Old Nick. Then he let go
walks, talks, jokes, read any books, or hav friendly "horn of plenty" that besprinkled the carpet, he the anchor, and the chain flew out like lightning
oCompanionship together. He never givs her ice asked the Lord, in nasal tones, to chasten the worldly through a greased gridiron. 'Hold on hard,' says the
;cream, anniversary presents, unexpected praise flow- spirit of his wife, to withhold her from the snares of cap'n, and Nick grabbed the chain as death sticks to
ers, or kisses. When she dies she may hav a flower temptation baited by the devil, and to keep her from a dead nigger; but in a second he was yanked around
in her coffin, which will look strangely out of place, the flesh pots of Egypt and Vermont. She never the windlaes, and snaked out through the hawsepipe.
:as none ever came into her married life.
complains. She suffers vaguely, not fully compre- Nobody has seen the devil since.''
I found it was not of much use to talk theology to
Twice she made a feeble attempt to bring some bending the servil position she holds in her husband's
cheerfulness into their home. She worked her hus- house. We are ..glad she does not. In her case it Glover. His careless, happy-go-lucky mind would
not concern itself with matters beyond his compreband a pair of slippers for Christmas, and placed a would make no difference if she did understand it.
This is only one woman's life out of thousands, un- hension, and he rested in the conviction that he was
bunch of snowdrops on the table at Easter. He
gru:ffiy told her to" take 'em away, and not inkerage der varying conditions and circumstances, to be sure, willing to "take his chance " with a merciful God.
Sailorsareseldominfidels. TheyreverenceGodand
the scarlet woman by bringin' sich popish notions but true just the same. Yet there are unthinking
into the house." The country fences, barns, taverns, men and women who say that "justice and equality respect the Bible, though they are very ignorant of
rocks, and landscape were once ablaze with flaming are not good for women; they hav all the privileges its contents, and know nothing of the doctrine men
hav built upon it. I knew of a minister's son who
posters announcing the coming of a. traveling circus that are necessary."
spoke disrespectfully of the Bible in a ship's foreand menagerie. She gazed on those pictured woncastle, and an old sailor gave him a thrashing for it.
.A. Sailor's Creed.
ders; on the monkey parodies, pathetic camels, reSailors
are wholly unsectarian; their creed is as broad
pulsiv serpents, leaping tigers, flying figures, complaOn a voyage across the Pacific there was an Amercent fat women, bushy-haired frauds, dissatisfied al- ican sailor in our watch named Glover, who was a as the ocean on which they sail; they shun both the
binoes, pompous dwarfs, sunshiny giants, the sacred real rollicking tar, the soul of good nature, when he baptism of the waves and the sprinkling of the sprays;
cow of Burmah, and the behemoth of scripture. Her was not growling, and his yarns came nearer to the they are more concerned about falling from aloft than
very soul ached with an intense longing to behold models of the sea-story-books than those of any sailor about falling from grace, and think more about the
these oriental animals from far-away tropical coun- we had during the voyage. I became much inter- destination of the. voyage than about predestination.
R. C. A.
tries, from "Afric's burning sands," of which she.had ested in him, and one fine moonlight night, when we
read in the Bible and in "Little Henrv and his were on the lookout together, I endeavored to turn
The Free Land Question.
Beaver." Was it possible that those huge; ungainly the conversation upon religious subjects, for I was
elephants could stand on their heads, planks, and curious to know if there were any serious thoughts
A great deal is being said in Liberal papers in farbarrels, play tunes on hand-organs, and do other un- concealed beneath his jovial speech. With some vor of free land, and I presume there are many that
dreamed-of things, perfectly unnatural and unpleas- timidity, such as affects most people when they ap- think if the poor had all the good land they could
ant to an elephant?
proach this subject, I said, "Glover, do you ever think work they would cease to be poor. I once thought
Was it true that horses waltzed and dogs hung about the future life ?"
so but a dozen years' experience has done what a
each other; that a woman could be shot from a can" Oh, yes," he replied, " I giv it a. thought some- d~zen hours ought to ha.v done for me. Here in
non, and a tattooed man walk shiveringly about, clad times. We've all got to leave this world some time, Kansas are most likely half a million of people that
ouly in his cashmere skin, and gauzy beings fly and a sailor may go pretty sudden."
hav been thus cared for by the nation. Every citithrough hoops of fire over the backs of horses that
"What hope hav you got of being happy in the zen over twenty-one years of age is allowed to purhad to make up their minds to stand it? It was next world?" I asked.
chase 0ne hundred and sixty acres of land for fourwonderful-a fairy tale, a myth, perhaps. Every-· "This is my hope," said Glover; " God is too good teen dollars, and take their choice at that. The fact
thing was reversed, the toes of the rider, the clown to let a sailor liv hard and die hard, and go to hell is, a vast number of people came and took land ~h.o
in the ring, the ideas and trunks of the elephants. after all."
would never hav owned any in the East, and It IS
Seeing was believing, and she wanted-oh, how she
"But the Bible says that the wages of sin is death, within reasonable limits to say that three-fourths of
wanted to go! It would be the one great pleasure, and if you hav sinned there is no way to escape from them are, to use the mildest language, incapablesthe one grand epoch of her dreary life. Only those hell, except by trusting in Christ as your savior."
not vicious, not drunkards, not bad neighbors, not
who hav been forced to remain in the unvarying rou"Of course I believe the Bible," said Glover, "but bad citizens, but simply incapable of conducting agtine of hard work, care, and unending monotony can I don't knpw much about it, and can't understand it, ricultural operations with profit; while the other
appreciate the hap]>iness it would be could this and I kind of think it's meant for shore-folks. Sailors fourth, with no better chance in any way, except
1
downtrodden little Yankee woman go to the circus. are different fish. When sailors die they go to Fid- what nature blessed them with in their mental and
She read on the brilliant posters that "people, press, iller's Green. They say that when the first vessel physical organization~, are prospering a~d in many
and pulpit commended this great moral show, unpar- was lost at sea, all the crew were drowned. When instances are purchasmg the lands of the mcapables.
alleled in grandeur and magnificence, and that noth- they got on their_ pins in the other world they saw And new emigrants that come too late to get land a.t
ing was said, seen, or done that could offend the most heaven looming up ahead, and they pegged off, hot government prices, purchase for a thousand dolllU'S
moral and fastidious person."
foot, to get into it. The lookout on the walls saw them what the first occupant got for nearly nothing.
Now what is needed of such reformers as friend,
To be sure, Zion's Herald had not advertised it, and coming along, shouting, singing, and dancing, and
she had not yet heard it indorsed by her own minis- he called out to St. Peter, 'There's a crowd of folks Hacke~, Mr. Cook, and some others, is to tell how to
ter from his pulpit; but one minister differeth from coming that's different from an-vthing we ever had keep these people in possession of a. home. If the
another minister in opinions, and if even one attend- here before.' St. Peter took a lo"ok at them, and was law did not allow them to sell it, as now, after five ·
ed the circus, surely she could. She had no money, so scared by their capers he ran ·down with his keys years' occupancy, the land would become a :.;misa~ce
and was afraid to ask for any, or to broach the sub- and locked the gate. When the sailors got to the to the capables, as the taxes would not be prud, roads
ject to her husband, fearing his opposition. She re- gate they knocked, and yelled, and shouted, 'Keeper, worked, bridges built, schools supported, and the
mained awake at night, wondering if she was a wicked, ahoy ! let us in here!' But St. Peter called out, •Go capables would ~av so great a burden that th~y w~ul.d
designing woman for not mentioning her desire, and away 1 we don't hav any such people as you in here.' in turn become mcapa.bles. It seems, then, If this IB
where she could obtain means to accomplish it. This 'Well,' says they, 'if we can't get into heaven, let's D,n argument, that it is not land tha po?r need, but
was the first time she ever plotteci, the first time she go to hell; that's the next best place.' So off they capacity to work the land-mental capamty, I mean.
ever dared to strike out for herself. It showed how marched to see if Old Nick would take them in. I think it would be difficult to find a statd or comkeen was the yearning for a little brightness to come When the devil saw them he, too, was frightened, and munity on a large scale where that question bas had
into her cold and cheerless life. She knew it was said,' It'll never do to let them chaps in here; they'd a better chance of being tested than in this blooduseless"to ask for any of the egg butter, cheese or take charge of the place in a week.' The sailors bought Kansas. The land law has settled up the
milk money that she had earned. '
'
knocked at the gate, but were told they couldn't come state and been of great service to the many and the
She arose two hours earlier the next morning, did in. They swore they'd burst the door in, and they world; but it has not given homes to the class of
much of the housework, and while her husband was pushed so hard the devil put his back up against it people that need them most. However, perhaps a.
.drinking molasses and water in the hay-field, she and his tail stuck through between the iron gratings partial evil is a universal good.
Perhaps eome one will demand of me the cure of
slipped away .on a pretext and winged feet; and, un- of the gate. The sailors thought that would do for a
der the burnmg August sun, with hands trembling purchase to pull the gate open, and they caught hold this evil of a homeless people. I regret that I can
and heart beating with hope and excitement, she of his tail and sung, 'Haul the bow-line,' whi e they only, after much thinking, point you to frie~d Bey~
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Mr. Henry Stone, after saying that the lectme was party of real miners-big-limbed, broad~chested,
wood, of the Wnrd, and he will say, "Quit raising ina most remarkable one, asked the lecturer to explain brown-be~rded men, with voices like young v.olcanoes. capables, and commence to raise capables."
what effect the curse passed upon the serpent had on They were dressed in the mining suits the stripling
Cawker Oily, Kan.
GEORGE W. CHAPMAN, M.D.
that historic reptil's method of locomotion. The had imitated, and around their waists were beltR
cmse provided that the snake should cra.wl upon its holding each a pair cf revolvers of the largest size.
The Liberal Club.
belly.
l:Ie would like to be informed how it could Hearing the valiant boasts of the boy behind them,
There were high jinks at the meeting of the Manand perhaps becoming a little tired of the noise, one
hattan Liberal Club on the evening of Friday the 7th. crawl in any other way.
It
was
now
time
for
Mr.
Welles
to
reply
to
his
of them rose up and said, " What d'ye got there tp
Mr. Charles Stu.art, Welles was the lecturer, the
"New Marriage; or, Uniform Marriage Laws," being critics, but that gentleman was not to be found. He do all that killing with?" "This revolver," loudly
the subject which he proposed to treat of. A smile had disapp~ared. Mr. Furbish arose to say that he answered the greenhorn. "Let's see it," said the
illuminated the faces of his hearers as he opened with didn't think that was exactly fair. When he saw the miner, reaching out his hand, and taking the weapon,
the words, "I am the light of the world; he that fol- lecturer's white choker he apprehended that he ·~ Call that a pistol?" contemptuously asked the Herloweth me shall not walk in darkness, but shall hav wouldn't face the music. It should be previously cules. Wall, if you was to shoot me with that and I
the light of life." This comforting assurance was fol- stipulated hereafter, with gentlemen with his cut of should ever find it out, I'd lick you like thunder."
Probably the" leading Infidel writers, authors, edlowed by the explanation that the birth, life, teach- jib, that they should remain and see the thing
ings, and death of Christ were e~inently regular, and through. It was their custom to shoot out through itors, and lecturer's," who had been "brought to
symbolized in some mysterious way the true soiritual the door when they found it too warm for them. grief" by Mr. Livezey feel as the miner did. And
marriage. It was supplemented with a gre~t deal This was reprehensible and should be provided now that we hav called their attention to their downmore from the same source, and the audience grew against. The lecture had been a remarkable per- fall they may turn roUnd and "lick him like thunder,"
and then again, perhaps, they mayn't, as it will be
fatigued and somewhat discouraged with the appar- formance.
1\Ir. Smith, omitting to allude to the remarkable hard for them to realize their utter and final collapse.
ently unnecessary allusions to thA great woman of bad
We note with satisfaction that more "Investigacharacter which John discourses about in Revelation. character of the lecture, instanced the marriage
A young man who had brought his girl with him took aws of Peru, which provided that a man and tor writers" hav been brought to grief than "TRUTH
her home and shortly returned alone, and Mr. Cohen woman could enter into the connubial state by SEEKER writers." Even the veteran Horace himeelf
suggested that a point of order would stick on the mutual consent, and by sending to tbe constituted has succumbed to the doughty Livezey, while wespeaker. Adam and Eve, the lecturer went on to say, authorities a notice that they were about to assume but wait! in the long ago we remember that werecontracted an unfortunate marriage and thus brought new relations. Divorce could also be obtained by ceived a communication from Catonsville. It was
trouble into the world. Considering that they were mutual application for it. '!'he only improvement to voluminous and nearly covered .the bottom of the
the only people on earth, and with no opportunities be made upon this system, 1\'Ir. Smith thought, was waste ·basket. The ear-marks of the crank were
for a comparativ estimate of the merits of each other, to grant a divorce whenever either one of the plain upon it, and while we were willing that .the
it would seem that they might hav been excused for married parties applied for it, and to levy a two per crank should whirl, we declined to turn the grindstone
their bad taste in selecting a partner. It looks like cent tax on all assets. Happy marriages could be for him. So far as THE TRUTH SEEKER is concerned,
Hobson's choice. This point, however, was ignored secured by the man and wife settling down and liv- he must turn on his own axis. For that waste basket
act, he may catalog us among the "slinking Goliahs."
by Mr. Welles. The Bible was, he maintained, pre- ing happily together.
Mr. Wakeman then notified the audience that they Harrowing supposition! But on second thought
eminently a treatis on marriage. Reluctantly leaving
the subjects of adultery, abominations, and women were released until next Friday night, when the Rev. that cannot be the case, for we never invited controof loose morals generally, whom, regardless of the Mr. Gallagher would speak on the "Mormon Ques- versy with him. Our withers are, thErefore, unwrung
presence of ladies, he spoke of in the coarse phrase- tion," and the visitors went away impressed with the and we are free to commiserate our fallen brethren, ·
ology of scripture, the speaker came to what he called belief that it is given to most people but once in a and extend to them a helping hand, which we hereby
the argumentativ portion of his lecture. This was life-time to listen to such a remarkable lecture as do. If Brother Seaver wants the use of our copy of
that whereas we hav laws providing for monogamic Mr. Welles had presented before them. For uncon- the Bible, or our "Lives of the Saints," including
ti:oled hilarity and humorous incident and remark, John Calvin, or "Book of Martyrs," which does not
marriage, in practice we are polygamists. The law
should either sanction polygamy or enforce monog- this meeting surpasses any within the memory of the include John Calvin's victims, or our "Confession of
. amy. Running back once more to the matter of the oldest member. This stylographic pen may ne'er Faith," or "Discipline," or any other of the books
'
used in confuting, confounding, and sitting upon obcelebrated frail sister of Bible fame, the scarlet wo- record its like again.
streperous Christians, who misquote their own creeds'
man, and the street-walker of Babylon, Mr. Welles
and mutilate their own histories in order to "bring
caressed those worthies for a few moments, and then
Introducing Mr. Livezey, of Catonsville.
sat down, leaving a bewildered audience to wonder
An amusing person living in Maryland, named F. to grief, or confession, leading Infidel writers, auwhat it was all about.
B. Livezey, has been busying himself for a year past thors, editors, and lecturers," he can hav them with
Mr. Wakeman observed that it was a remarkable in flooring Freethinkers-in his own mind. Mrs. pleasure. We will hold up his hands and stand at
lecture. HEl wished that the 'second vice-president, Slenker was unwise enough to engage him in con- his back, let Mr. Livezey do what he will.
But our opinion of the Maryland gentleman is that
Mr. Andrews, were there. He was better qualified troversy in the columns of Light for Thinkers, and
than any other person to throw light upon w.hat Mr. on that modicum of notice he has fed his vanity till he is a nuisance, with no ideas worth the gathering,
Welles had been trying to get through him. Others, he is inflated to the point of bursting. He is now a retailer of other people's dreams and guesses, who
however, would be permitted to go ahead and make employing his leisure moments in sending out the substitutes abuse for argument, fancies for facts, and
as much out of it as was possible with the material following circular. We receive it by courtesy of J. wishes to engage in controversy simply to get notoriety.
at hand. ·
Allen Evans, of Buffalo, Wyoming Ter.:
Mr. Cohen said the discourse was not what he exINFIDEL MEN AND woMEN.
Editorial Notes.
pected to hear, but it was a remarkable lecture. BeA list of leading Infidel writers, authors, editors, and lecing a Hebrew himself, Mr. Cohen was interested in turers brought to grief, or confession, in the line of their proFouR-FIFTHS of the excise moneys raised in this city are paid:
the curse upon the Jews. Judging from the pros- fession, by F. B. Livezey, of Catonsville, Md.
to Catholic "benevolent" institutions.
perous condition of the Hebrews, so far as worldly 1. Dr. T. S. Andrews,
a TRUTH SEEKER writm·.
THE Freethinkers of Kokoma, Ind., sent the Ohio rivm· flood'
goods were concerned, he estimated that they would 2..Arthur B. Bradford,
"
''
''
sufferers $104.30, the proceeds of a ball held fo1· their benefit..
manage to preserve their serenity, and would notal- 3 · Philip G. Peabody,
"
4. Fohn Peck,
low the curse to make them seriously unhappy. The 5. H . R . B oyn t on,
THE Andover Review thinks that "famili~ity with the·
" Boston Investigator writl'l".
lecturer had made one clear statement to the effect 6. Charles E. Cochrane,
tongues, patristic learning, acquaintance with the history of
" "
"
,,
that the marriage question should be treated intelli- 7. J. W. Dennis,
the church, and especially of Christian doctrin, general cul"
"
gently. Mr. Cohen regretted that Mr. Welles had 8 · A.M. Griffin,
ture, and acumen, are not for a moment to be compared with
9. Horace Seaver,
editor.
"
"
the simple possession and use of the sacred text as a means of
not set an example by handling it that way himself. 10.•T. D. Kruschke,
writer.
"
"
arriving at doctrinal tmth.'' The view that "where ignorance·
Mr. Seering concurred in the general opinion that 11. Dr. J. B. Sullivan,
is bliss 'tis folly to be wise" will hold good with the Christian:
writer and lectluer.
Yte had heard a remarkable lecture. The marriage 12. Prof. W. H. Chaney,
,. ''
world as long as igno1·ance brings with it belief as well as
question certainly had an economic basis, and it was l3. Robert G. Ingersoll,
alleged happiness. As that will be forever, the immortality
·
W.
to be regretted that 1\:Ir. Langerfelt had absented him- 14
F
.•
Jamieson,
15. CoL ,John R. Kelso,
"
of this delusiv old saw is assured.
self, as that gentleman was pre-eminently qualified to 16. Prof. M. c. O'Byrne,
grapple with questions on that basis. Mr. Seering 17. Dr. L. J. York,
''
AT a private session of the Woman's Suffrage Association in
was influenced to make his remarks brief in order to 18. Miss Susan H. Wixon,
"
Washington last Saturday morning, it was· decided to hold
19. M1·s. A. S. Duniway,
editress.
giv room to Mr. Eccles, for wh om there was a popu- 20. Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, auth 01·ess.
conventions during the coming year undm· the auspices of the
lar demand.
21. l\II. 0. Waggoner,
a lawym·.
association in every state and territory not now organized for
Mr. Eccles began by saying that it was the most 22. John B. W~lard,
an ex-Unital'ian minister.
woman suffrage, and to endeavor to secure the adoption by
remarkable .lecture he had ever heard. He wished 23. Thomas Wmter,
the "Patriarch Materialist."
the state and territorial legislatures of recommendations of the
•t•
d fi 'tl
24. Andrew Jacobson.
author.
.
proposed sixteenth amendment to giv the freedom of the
M r. W ell es h a d s t a t e d h IS posi 10n more e m Y· '25. Elliott Preston
"
He would like to ask the lecturer, before proceeding Reade~, you are ~t liberty to confront any of the above In- ballot to women. It was also decided to use all the l'e!'ources
further, whether he was a Shaker or a Mormon. fidelB w1th my allegations of their inability to defend their at the command of the association to defeat any presidential
"Are you a Mormon?" said Mr. Eccles, addressing forte with t~eh· c~osen weapons of facts, reason, or common- candidate, by whatever party nominated, who is opposed to
Mr. Welles. "You are a vagabond " said Mr. Welles 8!lnse; and 1f, behmd my back, they giv the lie to my allega- woman suffrage. The views of the several candidates on this
·
M E 1
Th
k' h
t'
' tlons, you may know that I hav the documents at hand for
a dd.ressmg r. cc es. .
e spea er t en con muec;I, proof. Tme, in the list are a few 'vho, after publicly inviting· question are to be obtained by the executiv .officers of the
saymg that by the survival of the fittest, monogamic controvm·sy with great pomposity or assurance, kept severely association-Mrs. Stanton, Miss. Anthony, and Mrs. Sewall.
marriage would be the final winding up of conjugal q~iet. in l'ep~y to my intl'Oductory antagonisms; but these
ON Febn).llry 15th the Associated Press sent out a dispatch
experiments.
slmking ~ol~ahs rank lower than th;e ones that faced the
.. ·nr k
. b
t d th t t'
f h'
d shepherds shng. Pm·haps an exceptiOn should be made in from Washington which tells in few words the stol'y of a shame~
D I. H ee s cori o ora e
e es Imony o IS pre - the case of Ingersoll, as I did not forward him the several ful religious intrigue. The dispatch reads:
ecessors, that the lecture had been a most remarka- thousand dollars natmally expected for his utterances and
"The secretary of the interior has decided to recommend
ble one. Polygamy was a physical necessity to some pennings.
that the nomination of Mitchell to be receiver at Duluth be
men and women and the doctor went on, in pretty .I proposed_ before the close of 1883, to publish a book con- withdrawn, and has called upon Hon. Knute Nelson to name
't
l ·
h
T'
ll d b tammg the dialogs that had passed with the above Infidels some one for the appointment in his place. Mr. Nelson has
b roa d 1anguage, o exp am W Y·
Ime was ca e
Y but from various causes I was detel'red · 8·till 1't
. t b'
an auditor. Dr. Weeks said if the auditor knew more don'e,
' ·
·
'
'
m;yl.eL. e recommended the appointment of E. G. Swanstrom, of Duluth. It was very doubtful whether the nomination of Mitchabout running that meeting than 1\:Ir. Wakeman did,
February, 1884.
ell could be confirmed. It is said that charges of fraud in conhe better take the chai:.
.
This ebullition reminds us of .a story. A young fel- nection with the pre-emption law were not seriously regarded
:Mr. Langerfelt, haVIng come m, charged on the low from the East was on a tram crossing the Rock- as an objection, as they did not appear to be sustained; but
secretary of the interior says that his attention has been
lecturer with great spirit. He had never heard such ies. He wore a miner's blouse, top-boots, slouch hat, the
called to a series of articles published by Mitchell some years
a remarkable le~tur.e before. Here the young man and l~ather belt, in which was slung a little revolver, ago attacking Christianity and using most violent and indecent
w~o had t~en his girl home and returned, !1-PPlauded carrymg a _ball of the smallest size.
His garments language. These articles were shown to senators, and they dewith such vigor that the campstool on whiCh he was sat upon him uncomfortably, and he was evidently a clared that Mitchell's nomination ought not to be confirmed,
sitting collapsed. Mr. Langerfelt claimed the first "tenderfoot" of the greenest variety. But he fondled These articles were the cause of Mitchell's defeat, some fom
years ago, for a second term in the land office. Hayes was
knock-down. Remarking that he believed he had the his pistol ostentatiously, and was loud in his assevera- then president, and refused to send in Mitchell's name when
floor, the young man arose and secured another seat. tiona of what he would do if attacked by any one. these articles were shown him."
Business was then resumed.
In the same car, and seated in front of him, were a
The Mr. Mitchell spoken of is R. C. Mitchell, editor of the
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Duluth Tribune. He is a heretic. A few years ago he published in his paper many articles reflecting upon the church,
and showing Christianity to be a failure and founJed on fraud
and imposture. Finding that his outspoken course was injuring.him, ~e ceased publishing his heretical opinions, although
still holding them. But that is a matter for Mr. Mitchell to
settle with his own conscience. It has no place in deciding
npon the meriis of his application for an office. If he had
committed fraud in his conduct of a land office, that is proper
to be considered by the interior secretc.jl;y. But that charge
appears to hav been trumped up by his religious opponents
and not sustainable. Then the charge of heresy was urged
against him.· That was effectual. Since when a man's religious
opinions are a qualification for office the secretary did not
state. It may be that under the civil service rules the Presbyterianism or Methodism of a candidate will entitle him to a
high mark, but if so the fact ought to be known. If political
primaries are hereafter to be prayer-meetings, and a man's facility in showing the whites of his eyes and ability to make
himself ont the most miserable wretch on earth in order to
illustrate the l!larvelous goodness of God in "saving" him, m:e
to be counted superior to honesty and e:xecutiv ability, it will
be well to adopt the Gad-in-the-Constitution amendment, hang
a chime of bells in the capitol cupola, and call the nation to
p.artake of the communion. The senatorial "colcl tea" now
passed around in "chinee" cups can be utilized for sacrificial
wine.
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A coRRESPONDENT of a Christian paper thus describes the of the mythologies and theologies of the past, ure suspicious of
auto-da-fe of thirteen hundred copies of King James's version whatever plainly contradicts them, and Cttn receive Liberal
of the Bible which were ordered burnt by the Spanish govern- and scientific thought only in small doses, and when we)l
ment: "The hour of the auto-da-fe came. The officers stood mixed with snperstitiort. But the difficulty is in satisfying the
ready with shavings and matches. But where were the holy intelligent few, whose respect is valued, and not offending the
gospels? They were piled up in boxes, in the custom-house, larger number, whose support is needed.
beneath much larger boxes. It would take three days to clear
THEHE are dynamite and dagger Socialists in England as well
away th'tngs so that the gospels could be reached. Meanwhile as informers and assassins in Ireland. At a debate in which
the superintendent of the buildings was in danger of losing his Mr. Bradlaugh participated recently, one of the revolntionttry
place. In due time the happy hour caine. The chief pnper, party, a Mr. Scheu, spoke warmly in favor of beginning a
the Publicidad, excla.imed, ' The entrance is free for men and bload·y wnrfllre in Germany. :1drs. Besant was in the· chair ~f
women of Barcelona.' It \'\"as barely ten o'clock in ihe morn- the meeting, and as she listened to the threatening utterance~
ing before a great pile of straw, shavings, pieces of l1roken fur- of the t:>ocialist, two things struck her forcibly. She could not
niture, and other combustibles, lay ready for the work. Two help thinking that if :M:r. Scheu meant what he said, his place,
officers brought out the boxes, the covers were knocked off, as a patl·iot, was in Germany. He mockM at Mr. Bradlaug!.t·s
and there lay the beautiful books, nicely bound ! The burn- care of individual life, yet he and the foreigners who, living
ing went too slowly, and so petroleum was poured upon them. in safety in England, "breathe out threatenings and slaughter,"
It took one hour to make away with the pile. The custom- show a remarkable care for their own individual lives. "We
house officials were dressed in their gayest uniform, and greatly must honor," says Mrs. Besant, "those who, finding oppresenjoyed the rare sport. Five hundred people looked on the sion intolerable and deli venmce hopeless save by the sword,
strange scene.'' What a curious thing is this religion of the throw themselvs forward to lead thei1· brethren into strife for
Nazarene! Every follower seems to be arrayed against every liberty and risk all they ask others to risk; but we can buL
other follower, and the sword, the dungeon, and flame hav ever hav bitter contempt for those who, safe on English soil, urge
been their arguments. What stupendous folly to talk nbout others to face dangers they themselvs avoid, and play with the
such a religion being divine !
lives of others while careful of their own. The other t.hing
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNU.l.L AND FREE'rHINKEns' AL~rANAC that struck me was that the foreigners who seek English hosfor i884 is at hand, containing a great amount of useful i?-for- pitality because they shrink from the peril of struggling for
mation and interesting articles from the pens of pr<;>mlll_ent
THE Louisville, Ky., Glt1·istian Observer complains that there Freethinkers. It is especially interesting from n histoncal liberty in their own lands make but ill return when they seek
is coldness between the brethren in that section. They do point of view, giving historical sketches of THE TRUTH SEEI<E!t, to import into England the methods which _may sometimes be
not. patronize one another's mills; they order their papers various Freethinkers' associations, theN ational Liberal Len.gue, inevitable under Russian, Austrian, or German tymnny. Sethrough New York agencies; they go to Northern watering" etc. We read with pleasure and profit Mr. Charles Stevens's cret societies and underground agitntion m·o neeossn.ry in nannarticle on "The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canad~t."
places for their health. "What!" cries the Observe:r, "Is The ANNUAL contains eighteen illustrations from D. M. Ben- tries where free speech and press are unknown. Those who
Christianity to be the cause of animosities and bitterness? nett's work "A Truth Seeker Around the World.'' Two of r1lll away from the dnnger of sharing thom in lmuls whern
Does the gospel hav an influence to restrain the natural out- these, to o~r opinion, are both superfl.nous and disingem:ou~, there is no other form of progress possilllc, ought not. to try
flow of amity and kindly feelings? Such will be, nay, such is, viz .. "The .Jewish Jehovah," and" That Old Serpent, whlChis and force on us· the usc of violence, while pl!ttform nnd p1·oss
the arguing of worldly men wherever they see thil> sectional the ·Devil and Satan.". That the solid matter ot the book is re- are ours. As M1·. Bmdlaugh said on Sunday, were he n Ruslieved by light reading in the form of a story is a good idea,
bitterness between Presbyterians. Surely this is reason and adds to the general inte1·est of the work.-Radical Review. sian in Russia, he would be 11 Revolutionist, because thoro no
method of reform wns permitted. But since Englishmen h!tY
enough to ~a use men to eschew it." Certa.inly. The Observe1·
The Review falls into error in crediting the pictures of J ehois away ·behind· with the news~ or it would hav said this vah and his friend the devil to Mr. Bennett's " Around the won for themselvs liberty of politieal discussion by tongue n.n•l
pen, they need no teaching about the best way to further rnbefore.
World" volumes. Those two works of art. were engraved for form from foolish foreign Socinlists, mttddenod hy tho oppmsTHE Rev. Mr. Wright (Congregationalist) is denounced as a other purposes. They are foithful likenesses, we believe, of sion from whioh they hav tied, and f>tncyingth~tt Englnnd is as
fraud and adventurer, and good Christians nre warned toes- the two orthodox bug~tboos, and were inserted in the ANNUAI~ enslaved >Ls their own fatherland. Let iHr. l-Ichen go haek lo
chew him. His actions justify the charge. He received a call for the purpose of making the Christians ashamed of their two Germany, and win for Genmtny something of the hl.Jcrt.y "'"
to the pnlpit of a church at Winooski, Vt., accepted the en- deities. With chapter ancl verse before them they cannot hav, before he comes to lecture us on the employlllent ol' lmrgagement, drew his salary in advance, and then g 0 t drunk and deny the authenticity of the portraits. 'rhat we succeeded barous methods of political conftict, which nuty be suit.~thle for
neglected his flock. When he did preach he used vulgar lan- was shown conclusivly the other day when we called upon a the backward political condition of' his owu emmtry, hnt wi.Jidt
gnage. in the pulpit, as he was in the habit of doing outside of Christian neighbor. He had a copy of the ANNu,n~, and the we lmv, fort,unatoly, outgrown." What l\Iro. HcH>Illt K>tys "f
it. His congregation dwindled from sixty-five to three. Ten two pictures were pasted together. He was ashamed of his the inappropriateness of dynnrnitc' ~tnd tlynmnitcrs in l~ll).(
land >tpplies very well to thoHe comiHocliticH in t.i.JiH conntry.
oht of the fourteen trustees requested him to resign. A glance God, and dare not look his devil in the face.
at his history shows that this man had elsewhere begged money
Mn. K:rnnY, of Doniphan, Kan., has another paper in this
A KEENE, N. H., paper relates what it, culls an "interesting
to transport his wife and children off to some distance, and week's TnuTH SEEKER. He consumes space principally with event" which occurred in that little eity. A local clcrgymnn
then went on a riotous and immoral debauch; winding up in speculations, np~n the solution of which the highest authori- was the hero, and the ominontly notorious Mr. ;ro Cook playr>d
jail at Canton, where he was immured for three months. The ties disagree. We are, therefore, willing to let that phase of the role of heavy villain. It seems that the clergynnm was incareer of this min.ister of the gospel is not essentially different it stand for what it is worth. But because Mr. Kirby does terested in engaging Cook to deliver hiH leeture on "Seven
from that of many others of his profession. It would, per- ~ot understand how life originated he has no warrant for Modern Wonders of the "\Yorlcl," and had invitetl him to lend
haps, be unjust to regard every preacher as a rascal until he intruding his god upon the scene. For his existence he has at the regular weekly prayer-meeting at his chnrch, previous to
has· proved himself otherwise, but the prudence of such a advanced no e~idence-not even the threadbare design the hour set for the commencement of the ledure. At thn
course mnst commend itself to all.
argument. He has made some few assumptions, and seems time agreetl upon the preacher knoeked at the door of Uook's
A wRITER in the Ghristian Statesman givs from the leaves of to proceed upon the supposition that by ignoring everything room, but inHteacl of ueing courteouH!y receivml he W!\H set.
his note-book the results of his interviews with several public previously said he can thrust his creator upon us and hav upon by the mlln, who, in n towering mge, npparcnt.ly cliKmen of St. Louis in regard to the proposed religious amend- his ip.~e dixit ta)l:en as established fact. We warn him that turbed in a n>tp, c>tnw out into the hall, and seizing tlw caller
ment to the Constitution of the United States. Ex-Governor B. such illogical proceeding is unworthy a scientific truth began to push >thou!. ~tn<l otherwise by violent lum<ls upon !Jill>,
Gratz Brown sa.id:· "I am opposed to any mixing of religion seeker. To settle his doubts as to the beginning of organic at the same time using language nnbecowing tl gcutlenwu.
with politics, or the setting up of anything like a theocracy. life we commend him to read Haeckel's "Hh;tory of Crea- 'The diRtnrbnnco ru~tde by the waltzers 1ttt.mcted the atieutiou
Legislation must be confined to questions within the legitimate tion," Darwin's "Origin of Specie~," Huxley's "Man's Place of a large number in the house, an<l tbe lawllord, wbo WHH
sphere of government. I cannot take part in any such con- in Nature," and "Haeckel's Genesis of Man" by Lester F. ,1uietly eating his supper, nt first supposed tlatt Wheoler, tlw
vention." Dr. W. G. Eliot, president of Washington Univer- Ward, and T. B. Wakeman's "Evolution or Creation?" A champion wrestler, and Fletcher, the butcher (two local h111'd
sity, replied: "I cannot see that such an amendment would do study of these will giv him more correct ideas than a perusal cases), hllrl met hy chanco, and were eugagorl in plajing up for
any good. I think we hav no right to incorporate into our of his letter would indicate he now possesses. With his 11 gmpe-vine. I-lo was among the Jirst to arrive 11t tho sce1w of
Constitution what would discriminate between Jew and gentile, Spiritualistic ideas we hav no quarrel. On that subject we ~tction but npou <liscovcring two ot: his distinguished gnesis
Infidel and Christian." Dr. Goodell remarked, "I hav no time are truly Agnostic. Some of the phenomena we admit; the cngag~d in private business, he JlllHscd hy on the other side,
to talk on that subject." Dr. J, A. Wilson nnd Rev. J. R. Hill philosophy is as yet incomprehensible. We liv to learn. If and retnrned to the dining-room. It is Htat!'rl by tlw witne~;,;ns
replied, "Yon cannot awaken an interest on that subject in St. Mr. Kirby knows it all, he is to be congratulated and may th>Lt such nu!lles as" harbttrian," ''Hottentot," "gnerrilla,"·el"·•
Louis.''
Gen. W. T. Sherman, who was very frank in yet become our teacher. But as the case stands we tkink we were tlnng in by the contestants by WILY of ClliJ!hllHiH. The
stating his views, said: "The Constitution is good enough for can at least point out the way for him to acquire considerable preacher opened his meeting that night 1masHistcd, and thorr,
was a large attenrl>mce, us notice ha<.l been given of the oxpect.,cl
me. Our country has prospered under it for over a hundred knowledge.
appenranee of the celebrnted Cook. At the pro11er time C11ok
years; and it will continue to prosper, if we let the ConstituMANY of the occupants of Christian pulpits in these clays find
'tion alone." But the pious editor of the Globe Democrat said themselvs in a tight place, says a Boston paper. They cannot was invited to lead in prayer, in which he compliorl with He<'>llemphatically, "Certainly, I am in favor of all such move- keep their minds hermetically sealed against the truths that ~tre ing relnctnnce. Then he was irll•itcd to entertain tl"' nn•lit·n<·n
ments." And the editor has more influence over the people everywhere aflo>Lt in tho mental atmosphere; because of the with remarks. Hnt inst.ea<l of noticing tho r·e•Jn<:st he seiz"d
his hat and rnHhod ont of the ehnreh, slumming tl1o rloor bothan all the rest.
standpoint they occupy, which commits them hy its traditions
hind him. His lecture was rwt largely attended. The loeul
ancl
associations
to
the
prormgation
of
old
creeds
and
articles
of
THE Rev. De LaMatyr, Greenback orator and pulpit poliprellehcr has the sympathy of the nom>nnnity. 'l'o Lhis lllt>Y
tician, made a speech the other day in a church in ;Denver, in faith which no morlern man can entm-tain, except by excluding he added the testimony of !L BrJHton correspondent of the Clnwhich he undertook to defend Christianity against any and all from his mind the sunlight that illumines the intellectual cago 'JhiJ·,J.ne, thnt "Cook'H Montlay morning preludes, rpwsassailants. Giving the pulpit a resounding whack, he an- world of to-day. But few hav the moral courage of Emerson, tionK, and lcetureH nre not a great success thiH year. For H<!lll"
nounced the church as the autltor of all the good and the Free- who, when he ·became convinced that Christian creeds were an- reason or other he has lost hiH hoom, sa.ys nothing notablr: "'"'
thinkers of all the evil. Then he shied his castor into the ring acronisms iii an age of reflson >tnd scienee, stepped down and peculi>tr, doesn't misquote Hcrhcrt Spencer and .Toltn St>w.rt
out of the Christian pulpit. Here and there is 11 minister of adwith these words:
);!ill with his former tluMtcy, and falls far short. of makmg "·
vanced thought and frank speech who can retain his position
scnsatiou. •rremont Trnnplc is not crowded with eager listen"I challenge our citizens, who cheered the ribttlclry of the
clown at the opera house aga.inst the church, to ~how what withont. trouble internal or external; hut he is not recognize<! ers, an<I the galleries, in which free se11t.s are gmnt.,,d to. pubaR
a
Christian.
'There
wa.s
a
time
whHl
clergymen
did
much
schools Mr. Ingersoll and his friends hav established in this
licans and sinners, are not packed as the lecturer would hke lo
country. I wait a reply. What hav they done for education? of the deliberate thinking, and hence wueh of the reftectiv
hav them every 1Ionday morning." Cook went "l.l as a t!l\loon;
Echo answers, What?"
thought used to h,w a olerical and Biblical eo loring. Bishops
he will come down like the great. gas-hag tlntt he IH.
"\V ell, Gilbert, if yon really want to know we will tell yon. Butler and Berkeley were thinkers; hut they did all their think--~-----------~
It is generally allowed that Stephen Girard did something ing inside of the Thirty-Nine Articles, and so their ideas arc
J
..
ectures
and Meetings.
to advance knowledge, and Peter Cooper's nmne has in times incnmbly infected with ecelesiasticism and Hebrew and ChrisTIIJ·: first. 11umtnrly congress for J881. ,,f the Lihnr11ls of t.hn
past been mentioned in connection with educational institu- tian sup~rstition. But the !,.'feat modern thinkers anr1 scien'Vest will assemble at. the <lpcra Honsn, Liheml ~To., :\lardt
tions. Charles Darwin, before he died, wrote some things tists giv their reason carte IJlanche, to serve the interests of truth,
28ti.J, and bol<l a fonr <lays' session. 'J'his meeting will lw
irrespectiv
of
all
erecds
or
canonized
forms
of
gospels
and
sothat hav helped to educate a good many people, including- a
under tho anspiees arlfl management of tlw l~rotberllf""l nr
number of ministers. Herbert Spencer is not unknown to called holy traditions. ficience to-day is not at nll anxions for
Hn 111 anitarinns, whose invit~<tion extends to all human heings
fame as a man whose l~tbors with his pen: hav contrilmted pulpit sanction or indorsement. On the coontrary, the pulpit.
now on earth. Dcleg~ttions from many point.s in southern
is
more
in
neecl
of
making
its
l.(•aehiitgs
ap]war
to
hn
in
nceonl
to educate the wodd. As an nleetrician and special scientist,
Knusa,.; awl:\Tissouri havn already signifier! their int.cntion Lo
Prof. ,John 'ryndall bas told many people what, they did not with seienefl, to 1-mtch intfllligenf lllen. Not " few clergynwn
be present. J,iht:mls of evr•ry phaso and sharlP are spcr:ially
know before, and Prof. Thomus Huxley has givon the philo- nrlorn their sermons anrl gi1· point to ll>C'ln by appropriating
n~., neste<1 to eo me. .I rnporl.anl. stnps fm· t.hc estnhlishmenf <>I
1
sophical bent to more minds than you, Gilbert, will nver t.be ideas of t-ho Freethinkers and ,;eientists of t.h.o rhy, lil"' th<'
a sr·]Jo()l, whnrein an •·dnc>Ltion ('f\1! hn ohl.ainc<l >llltllinlcd h.\'
preach to if· you liv a million years. The whole English, jackdaw that nrnarnPntR it.s. nr>sf. with fcHt.hcrs anrl plmnngc
Hnprrst.itior., will hn nnr: fnat.nre t.o lw nm>sir!Pl"Prl hy 1-his nonFrench, and German speaking world is being ednc~tted by that do not. hrlong tn it. But. they mmall~· JWHr>rt. tlHll!l tn
gre.ss. Eminent, llumanil.nriHn ,;peakerh will be in at.1-enda.nc•l.
theological
pnrposeR.
The
l'lmpt>Ltion
In
rl.n
t.his
is
h'l'eaL;
fnr
scientific Infidels, and such f]uestions as you bav asked, :\Ir.
the majority of the people ~tre yet largely under Lhe Inftnoncr; Frank Greene i•; the secrt'iary.
De LaMatyr, only show how ignorant 8,nd foolish yon are.
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"I do not believe in distributing it among the religious people say yes. At the same time they adThe Great Ingersoll.
Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll was in Denver, Col., states. I do not think there could be a better certifi- mit that the gentlemen who were collecting, or taking
recently. An attache of the Republican of that city cate of the prosperity of our country than the fact down in shorthand, what was said bad to use their
that we are troubled with a surplus revenue; that we own words. Now, we all know that the same words
reports he following incidents and conversation:
bav
got the machinery for collecting taxes in such do not bav the same meaning to all people. · It is imAt an early hour last night a Republican reporter
was politely shown to room 182 of the St. James, in perfect order, so ingeniously contrived, that it can't possible to convey the same thoughts to all minds by
which were gathered half a dozen gentlemen, one be stopped; that it goes right on collecting money, the same language, and it is for that reason that the
writing in shorthand, and all listening intently to whether we want it or not; and the wonderful thing Bible bas produced so many sects, not only disagreethe graceful, easy flow of language of a smooth-faced, about it is that nobody complains. If nothing e~se ing with each other, but disagreeing among themportly gentleman, who discoursed readily on the can be done with the surplus revenue, probably we selva.
"We find, then, that it is utterly impossible for
subjects of politics and religion. The talker was had better pay some of our debts. ~ would suggest,
last
resort,
to
pay
a
few
honest
claims."
God
(admitting that there is one) to convey the same
as
a
Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, known by reputation to
"Some Indian claims, for instance," remarked the thoughts by human language to all people. No two
everyone, from one end of the country to the other.
Ex-United States Senator Stephen W. Dorsey was senator. "It is a shame that, for forty years, they persons understand the same language alike. A man's
·
understanding depends upon his experience, upon
his right-band man, suggesting points now and then, bav not been paid."
At the conclusion of these remarks of a political his capacity, upon the particular bent of his mindand enthusiastically indorsing what the colonel said.
The writer was Mr. Baker, private secretary of nature, the reporter branched off into religion with in fact, upon the countless influences that bav made
the following question;
him what be is. Everything in nature tells everyone
"Colonel Bob.'' "Are
you
getting
nearer
to
or
further
away
from
who
sees it a story, but that story depends upon the
The reporter was greeted cordially, and invited to
capacity of the one to whom it is told. The sea says
take a seat at the table, which be did, and as soon as God, Christianity, and the Bible?"
Colonel Ingersoll replied as follows:
one thing to the ordinary man, and another thing to
the business in band was disposed of, began asking
"In the first place, as Mr. Locke so often remarked, Sb.akspere. The stars bav not the same language for
questions of the renowned Atheist; or, as be styled
himself, "Pantheist." They were all answered read- we will define our terms. If by the word 'God' is all people. The consequence is that no book can tell
ily, and with not the slightest hesitation, the colonel's meant a person, a being, who existed before the crea- the same story to any two people. The J ewisb scripmemory of names and events being extremely good. tion of the universe, and who controls all that is ex- tures are like other books, written by different men
A stenographic report of the interview is given cept himself, I do not believe in such a being; but if in different ages of the world, hundreds of years
by the word 'God' is meant all that is, that is to say, apart, filled with contradictions. They embody, I
below.
·
·
the
universe, including every atom and every star, presume, fairly enough, the wisdom and ignorance,
The first question asked was, "Who will be the
then I am•a believer. I suppose the word that would the reason and prejudice, of the times in which they
Republican nominee for president?"
Colonel Ingersoll answered: "The correct answer nearest describe me is 'Pantheist.' I cannot believe were written. They are worth the good that is in
to this question would make so many men unhappy that a being existed from eternity, and who finally them, and the question is whether we will take the
created this universe, after having wasted an eternity good and throw the bad away. There are wise and
that I bav concluded not to giv it.''
The reporter then aRked: "Has not the Democracy in idleness; but upon this subject I know just as little foolish sayings. There are general and cruel pasinjured itself irretrievably by permitting the free as anybody ever did or ever will, and, in my judg- sages, and you can find a text to suit almost any
ment, just as much. My intellectual horizon is some- frame of mind; whether you wish to do an act of
trade element to rule it?"
"I do not think," was the reply, "that the Demo- what limited, and, to tell you the truth, this is the charity or murder a neighbor's babe, you will find a
cratic party weakened itself by electing Carlisle only world that I was ever in. I am what might be passage that will exactly fit the case. So that I can
speaker. I think him an excellent man, an exceed- called a representativ of a rural district, and, as a say that I am still for the reasonable, for the natural;
ingly candid man, and one who will do what he matter of fact, I know very little about my district. and still am opposed to the absurd and supernatural.''
Colonel Ingersoll was next asked, " Is there any
believes ought to be done. I bav a very high I believe it was Confucius who said, 'How should I
opinion of Mr. Carlisle. I do not suppose any party know anything about another world who know so better or more ennobling belief than C~ristianity; if
so, what is it?" to which be answered: ·
in this country is really for free trade. I find that little of this?'"
"When I know so little of this," corrected Senator
"There are many good things, of course, in every
all writers upon the subject, no matter which side
religion, or they would not bav existed; plenty ·of
. they are on, are on that side with certain exceptions. Dorsey.
"Yes," said the colonel, "'when I know so little of good precepts in Christianity, but the thing that I
Adam Smith was in favor of free trade with a few
exceptions, and those exceptions were in matters this.' The greatest intellects of the world bav en- object to more than all others, is the doctrin of eterwhere be thought it was for England's interest not deavored to find words to express their conception of nal punishment, the idea of bell for the many, and
God, of the first caujle, or of the science of being, heaven for the few. Take from Cbrjstianity . the
to bav free trade.''
"Yes," remarked ex-Senator Dorsey, "and Richard but they hav never succeeded. I find in the old con- doctrin of eternal punishment, and I bav no particfession of faith, in the old catechism, for instance, ular objection to what is generally pre~cbed. If you
Cobden was, also."
"The same may be said of all writers," continued this description: that God is a being without body will take that away, and all the supernatural conthe colonel. " So far as I can see, the free traders parts, or passions. I think it would trouble anybody nected with it, I bav no objection, but that doctrin
hav all the arguments, and the protectionists all the to find a better definition of nothing. That de- of eternal punishment tends to harden the human
facts. The free trade theories are splendid, but scribes a vacuum, that is to say, that describes the heart. It bas produced more misery than all the
they will not work out; the results are disastrous. ~bsence of everything. I find that theology is a sub- other doctrins of the world. It bas shed more blood;
We find by actual experiment that it is better to Ject that only the most ignorant are certain about, it bas made more martyrs. It has lighted .the fires
of persecution, and kept the sword of .cruelty wet
protect home industries. It was once said that pro- and that the more a man thinks; the less be knows.
"From the Bible God, I do not know that I am with heroic blood for at least a thousand , years.
tection created nothing but monopoly; the argument
was that way, but the facts are not. Take for going farther and farther away. I bav been about There is no crime that that doctrin bas not produced.
instance steel rails; when we bought them of Eng- as far as a man could go for many years. I do not I think it would be impossible for the imagination to
conceive of a worse religion than orthodox Chrisland we paid $125 a ton. I believe there was a believe in the God of the Old Testament.
"~ ~w,. as to the next. bran~b of your question, tianity-utterly impossible. A doctrin that divides
tariff of some $28 or $29 a ton-was it not, senator?"
"Twenty-nine dollars," answered Mr. Dorsey. Christmmty. The questiOn arises, 'What is Chris- this world, a doctrin that divides families, the doc"ABd yet," pursued Colonel Ingersoll, "in spite of tianity ?' I bav no objection to the morality taught trin that teaches the son that be can be happy, with
all the arguments going to show that protection ~sa par.t of Ch.risti~nity, no object~on to its charity, his mother in perdition; the husband, that he can be
would simply increase prices in America, would Its forgivness, Its kmdness; no obJection to its hope happy in heaven while his wife suffers the agony of
simply enrich the capitalist and impoverish the con- for this world and another, not the slightest, but all hell! This doctrin is infinit injustice, and tends to
sumer, steel rails are now produced, I believe, right these things do not make Christianity. Mohammed subvert all ideas of justice in the human heart. I
taught certain doctrins that are good; but the good in think it would be impossible to conceive of a doctrin
here in Colorado for $42 a ton.
. "After all, it is a question of labor; a question of the teaching of Mohammed is not Mohammedanism. better calculated to make wild beasts of men than
prices that shall be paid the laboring man; a ques- When I speak of Christianity I speak of that which that; in fact, that doctrin was burn of all the wild
tion of what the laboring man shall eat-whether be is distir~etly Christian. For instance, the idea that beast there is in man. It was born of infinit reshall eat meat or soup made from the bones. Very tbe infinit God was born in Palestine, lettrned the venge.
"Think of preaching that you must believe that a
few people take into consideration the value of raw c.arpente~'s trade, disputed with the parsons of his
material and the value of labor. Take, for instance, time, excited the wrath of the theological bigots and certain being was the son of God, no matter whether
Suppose w.e
your ton of steel rails, worth $42.. The iron in the was finally crucified; that afterwards be was r~ised your reason is convinced or not.
earth is not worth 25 cents. The coal in the earth from the dead, and that .if anybody believes this be should meet, we will say on London bridge, a man
and the lime in the ledge together are not worth 25 ~ill be saved, and if be fails to believe it, will be lost; clad in rags, and be should stop us and say, 'My
cents. Now, then, of the $42,$41.50 is labor. There m other words, that which is distinctly Christian in friend, I wish to talk with you a moment. I am the
is not $2 worth of raw material in a locomotiv that the Christian system is its supernaturalism, its mira- rightful king of Great Britain,' and you should say
sells for $15,000. By raw material I mean the ma- cles, its absurdity. Truth does not need to go in to him,' Well, my dinner is waiting; I bav no time
terial in the earth. There is not in a watch, the partnership with the supernatural. What Christ to bother about who the king of England is,' and
works of which will sell for $15, of raw material in said is worthy the reason it contains. If a man then be should meet another and insist on his stopthe earth one-half cent. All the rest is labor. A raises the dead and then says twice two are five, that ping while be pulled out some papers to show that
ship, a man-of-war that costs $1,000,000-tbe raw changes no rule in mathematics. If a multiplication be was the rightful king of England, and the other
material in the earth is not worth, in my judgment, table was divinely inspired, that does no good. The man should say, 'I bav got business here, my friend;
$1,000. All the rest is labor. If there is any way to question is, is it correct? So I think that in the I am selling goods, and I bav no time to bother my bead
protect American labor I am in favor of it. If the world of morals, we must prove that a thing is right about who the king of England is. No doubt you
present tariff does not do it, then I am in favor of or wrong by experience, by analogy, not by miracles. are the king of England, but you don't look like the
changing to one that will. If the Democratic party There is no fact in physical science that can be su- king of England.' And then suppose be stops
takes a stand for free trade or anything like it, they pernaturally demonstrated, neither is there any fact another man, and makes the same statement to, him,
will need protection; they will need protection at the m the moral world that could be substantiated by and the other man should laugh at him and say, ' I
polls; that is to say, they will meet only with defeat miracles. Now, then, keeping in mind that by don't want to bear anything on this su.bject; you are
Christianity I mean the supernatural in that system, crazy; you ought to go to some insane asylum, or
and disaster.''
"What should be done with surplus revenue?" of course I am just as far away from it as I can ever put something on your bead to keep you cool.' And
get. For the man Christ I bav respect. He w!ls a suppose, after all, it should turn out that the man was
was then asked.
" My answer to that," said the colonel, " is, reduce novelty in his day, and the ministers of his day cried king of England, and should afterwards make his
internal revenue taxation until the present surplus out. blasphemy, as they hav been crying ever since, claim good and be crowned in Westminster. What
is exhausted, and then endeavor so to arrange your agamst every person who bas suggested a new would we think of that king if be should bunt up the
tariff that you will not produce more than you need. thought or shown the worthlessness of an old one.
gentlemen that be met on London bridge and bav
I think the easiest question to grapple with on this ."Now, as to the third part of the question, the their beads cut off because they bad not faith that be
earth is a surplus of money.''
Bible people say that the Bible is inspired. Well, was the rightful heir? And what would we think of
"That never bothers me to any great extent," solto what does inspiration mean ? Did God write it? a God now who would damn a man eighteen bunvoce from Senator Dorsey.
No. But the men who did write it were guided by dred years after the event because be didn't believe
The colonel did not seem to notice the remark, but the holy spirit. Very well. Did they write exactlv that be was God at the time be was living in Jerusawhat the holy spirit wanted them to write? Well, lem-not only damn the fellows that be m~t and who
continued:
i
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didn't believe in him, but gentlemen· who lived hav a right to rely on what Matthew says, that if I duced upon the earth, are not, nor can be, the sponeighteen hundred years afterwards, and who cer- will forgiv others, God will forgiv me. I suppose, if taneous evolution of lifeless matter, and much less
tainly could hav known nothing of the facts except there is another world, I shall be treated very much can man, a being adapted to this earth's sphere (with
from hearsay.
as I treat others. I never expect to find perfect bliss the power to perpetuate his kind), be the result, or
' "The best religion, after all, is common sense-a anywhere; maybe I should tire of it if I shoulJ. evolution of lifeless matter, independent of pre-existreligion for this world, one world at a time, a relig- What I hav endeavored to do has been to put out the ing intelligent life-being-God.
Protoplasm may be the remotest condition of huion for to-day. We want a religion that will deal in fires of an ignorant and cruel hell; to do what I could
question in which we are interested. How are we to destroy that dogma; to destroy that doctrin that man life, but the peculiar !'lnvironment is equally
necessary to the development of human existence.
to do ayray with crime? How are we to do away makes the cradle as terrible as the coffin."
paupensm ? How are we to do away with the want
The interview had now lasted an hour, and. thank- Can it be shown that such peculiar protoplasm and
.• and ~is?ry in ~very civilized country?. England is ing the colonel for his courtesy, the scribe left the environment can be produced by any other law than
that by which they are now produced? Or is there
a Chnstlan natwn, and yet about one m six in the room.
proof that such can be produced (or evolved) from incity ?f London _d~e in almshouses, asylums, prisons,
animate or lifeless matter? The law of human exIs There a God~
hospitals, and Jails. We, I suppose, are a civilized
istence is uniform from its origin; that is, one genA VIEW FRD:\1 NATURE'S STANDPOINT.
nation, and yet all the penitentiaries are crammed,
eration
produces another. Is it reasonable that lifethere is want on every hand, and my opinion is that
Does the universe giv proof of the existence of a
we had better turn our attention to this world.
God? Is human life derived from pre-existing life, less or inanimate platter originated the first man and
. "Christianity is charitable; Christianitv spends a or is existing life a link in an unbroken chain of life woman, with their peculiar adaptAd construction and
great deal of money, but I am somewhat doubtful as succession ? Is the life of man the production of relation one to the other, with the power of reproto the good that is accomplished. There ought to be prior life-being? Is human life indebted to an act duction of their kind? Is there proof of such beings
some way to prevent crime; not simply to punish it. on the part of an intelligent being for its existence, as the result or evolution of inanimate matter?" WonThere ought to be some way to prevent pauperism; without which human life would not (could not) hav derfullifeless matter! As much so is there proof of
not simply to relitUve temporarily a pauper. If the been? Or is the existence of mankind an evolution our factories and all their products as the result of
natural evolution, or the result of lifeless matter.
ministers and good people belonging to the churches of matter, independent of prior life?
Intelligent progressiv beings are the offspring of
would spend their time investigating the affairs of
We hav endeavored clearly to state the two theories
such.
Inanimate formation may be the simple result
this world, and let the New Jerusalem take care of -the God and the evolution theories. We are inclined
itself,- I think it would be far better.
to think there hav been extreme positions taken on of its own law, or may be the result of intelligent,
reasoning, constructiv beip.gs, adapted to a given end,
" The church is guilty of one great contradiction. both sides of this question.
.
rhe ministers are always talking about worldly peoWe hold the position that life is ete\-nal, or that as seen in all the arts of the present and past ages.
ple, and yet, were it not for worldly people, who life, being a law of matter, has always existed. Need Everywhere do we see nature's laws appropriated by
would pay the salary? How could the church liv a we attempt to prove life a law of matter? The fact man, construed and adapted for the bettering of
minute unless somebody attended to the affairs of that life is, exists-it is self-evident that it is a law of his condition in this life. · Equally true do we see
this wodd? The best religion, in my opinion, is matter. And the fact that life is a law of matter is construction a11d adaptation in animate beings, in
common sense going along hand in hand with kind- demonstrated proof that it is co-eternal with matter. their relations to the inanimate universe. Yes,
ness, and not troubling ourselvs about another world Matter being eternal, all its laws must be eternal; everywhere do we see the marks of intelligent conuntif we get there. I am willing, for one, to wait and life being one of matter's laws, it (life) must be struction and adaptation of animated beings to the
·
and see what kind of a country it will be."
eternal. And as there never was a time when mat- inanimate universe.
I
will
close
the
present
article
here, and will add a
"Does the question of the inspiration of the scrip- ter' did not exist, there never could be a time when
tures affect the beauty and benefits of Christianity, life did not exist. The eternal existence of intelli- few quotations from one of nature's noble mindshere and hereafter?"
gent progressiv life may be, and is, mysterious; but Thomas Paine : " As, therefore, the creator made noth" A belief in the inspiration of the scriptures has of the other mysteries, beginning or eternity of life, ing in vain, so also must it be believed that he organdone, in my judgment, vast harm. The Bible has the latter is the less mysterious. Like the boundless- ized the structure of the universe in the most advanbe n the breastwork for nearly everything wrong. ness of space, the endlessness of time, and the eternity tageous manner for the benefit of man "(Age of ReaThe defenders of s1aver:v relied on the Bible. The of matter, these may be and are mysterious; but it is son. pp. 27, 28). "Every thing we behold carries in
Bible wa.s the real aucti'on block on which every ne- easier to conceive such to be than it is to ascribe to itself the eternal evidence that it did not make itself.
Every man is an evidence to himself that he did not
gro stood when he was sold. I never knew a min- them limitations. So with the eternity of life.
Neither could any tree, plant,
. ister to preach in favor of slavery that. he didn't find
Matter is visible and invisible. Life-beings are make himself.
or
animal
make
itself;
and
it is the conviction arising
his passage in the Bible. The Bible teaches perse- composed of visible and invisible matter. It is reacution for opinion's sake. The Bible-that is, the sonable to suppose th!tt life-beings may be composed from this evidence that carries us on, as it were, by
Old Te'ltament-upholds polygamy, and just to the of invisible matter (as well as of the visible, or both), necessity, to the belief of a first cause eternally existextent that men, through the Bible, hav believed that spiritual beings, commonly called. No demonstrated ing, of a nature totally different to any material exslavery, religious persecution, wars of extermination, proof to the contrary. And surely we cannot charge istence we know of, and by the power of which all
and polygamy were taught by God, just to that ex- our Liberal friends (the Spiritualists), with such an things exist; and this first cause man calls God"
-tent the Bible has done great harm. The idea of overwhelming amount o,f proof as they hav given, as ~Age of Reason, p. 27). "I believe in one God and
no mor~, and I hope for happiness beyond this life,.
inspiration enslaves the human mind and debauches being deceived, or worse, as being fraudulent.
the human heart.'"
Life being eternal, it is reasonable to suppose it (Age of Reason, p. 1). "And difficult as it is for a
"Is not Christianity and a belief in God a check has always existed, visible and invisible, in the vast man to conceive what a first cause is, he arrives at
upon mankind in general, and thus a good thing in universe of matter and space. Life is not uniform in the belief of it from a tenfold greater difficulty of
·
the sense of duration; no, the known facts are to the disbelieving it" (Age of Reason, p. 27).
itself?"
Doniphan,
/(an.
WILLIAM Kmnv.
"This again brings up the question of what you contrary; some mem hers of the human family liv but
mean by Christianity; but, taking it for granted that a few days, while others liv over one hundred year.s.
Paine Historical Society.
you mean by Christianity the church, I answer that "The fittest survive." And it is reasonable to supwhen the church had almost absolute authority, then pose that some of these visible or invisible beings
To THE EniTon oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your
the world was the worst.
may be of such a nature and in such a condition that last issue of TnE TnUTn: SEEKER contains glorious ac"Now, as to the other part of the question, 'Is not their existence is immortal, eternal. And then .add counts of glorious sayings and doings in commemoa belief in God a check upon mankind in general?' to this the fixed manifest law of progression, and we ration of the name of a glorious man on his late naThat is owing to what kind of god the ma,n believes hav beings visible and invisible, which may hav ex- tal day, the 2fHh of January. Of all of nature's noin. When mankind believed in the God of the Old isted from all eternity under the law of perpetual blemen, Thomas Paine is my own most loved and esTestament, I think that belief was a bad thing; the progression. And as "the fittest survive," it is rea- teemed. I rejoice exceedingly that each year retendency was bad. I think that John Calvin pat- sonable to suppose, of all which may hav eternally dounds more and more to his honor, and swells the
terned after Jehovah as nearly as his health and existed, and eternally progressed, that amongst them multitude of high-minded men and women who constrength would permit. Man makes God in his own there is "the fittest "-fittest in wisdom, power, gregate to do him honor and to express their gratiimage, and bail men are not apt to hav a very good goodness, mercy, and justice; such we would call tude that he lived. I look forward to the time when
God if they ma}w:l him. I believe it is far better to God.
a statue of him will adorn the parks and central martR
But has such a being, God, had anything (neces- of all of -our principal cities. And right here I want.
hav a real belief in goodness, in kindness, in honesty,
and in mankind than in· any supernatural being sarily) to do with the creation of man? Or is man to tell your readers that D. M. Bennett, our late nowhatever. I do not suppose it would do any harm the evolution of lifeless matter, strictly independent ble hero, and myself toget,her saw at Edward Truefor a man to believe in a real, good God-a God with- of any such pre-existing or prior life-being?
love's place of business on High Holborn street, LonWe now call attention to known facts, and ask the don, in the summer of 1880, the table upon which
out revenge, a God that was not very particular in
having a man believe a doctrin whether he could un- question, Whence came the present existing human Thomas Paine wrote the "Rights of Man." It baR
derstand it or not. I do not believe that a belief of life? Was it derived from pre-exiEting beings; or on it an engraved silver plate, placed there by Paine·R
was it the spontaneous evolution of inanimate mat- faithful friend, Clio Rickman, as a preservativ recogthat kind would do any particular harm.
" There is a vast ·difference between the God of ter? The known fact is the former, from pre-exist- nition. Mr. Bennett's notice of it may be seen on
John Calvin and the God of Henry Ward Beecher, ing beings. Here we hav no doubt. No, the pres- page 97 of his book of first European tour, ''A Truth
and a great difference between the God of Cardinal ent life is known to be derived from prior life. The Seeker in Europe." But what I want to say here iR,
Pedro Gonzales de Mendoza and the God of Theo- son and the daughter are the offspring of father and that upon a subsequent occasion I took my wife with
mother; and this fact is known to be true as far :in me to Mr. Truelove's, for her to see the grand old
dore Parker."
"Well, colonel, is the world growing better or the past as the human mind can penetrate. Yes, table. And upon that occasion Mr. Truelove said to
life-beings do, and, as far as we can conceive, always me that he had long felt that the Americans ought to
worse?"
" I think better in some respects, and worse in oth- hav, derived their life from prior life-beings. This hav the table, and, further, that hb would be willin~
ers; but, on the whole, better. It is my opinion that same fact (life derived from life) we claim for the to part with it for a reasonable sum, if they would be
while events, like the pendulum of a clock, go back- beginning of human life upon the earth. Human life willing to purchase and preserve it. And now, in
ward and forward, man, like the hands, goes fo1·ward. or beings are of such a nature that, like the locomo- consideration of the formation of this society in New
I think there is more reason and less religion, more tiv, they giv proof of intelligent construction, adapted York, I think it the thing for me to make this known
charity' and less creed. The church is improving. for a particular purpose. As the telegraph line and to those who are to become the future guardians of
Ministers are ashamed to preach the old doctrins its instruments are, by intelligent man, constructed Paine's tomb, as well as the collectors and husbandwith the old fervor. There was a time when the pul- and adapted to communicate thought, and as the ers of relics and reminiscences of that grandest apospit controled the pews. It is so no longer. The locomotiv (by man) is constructed and adapted for tle of human liberty. Then, I say, let us all chip in
pews know what they want, and if the minister the track on which it rapidly carries its ponderous a mite toward its purchase, and place the table in
DR. T. S. A:<!nnEv.-~.
doesn't furnish it, they discharge him and employ load, so human beings (physiologically) are con- their keeping.
OrtonviUe, Mich., Feb. 14, E.;o.r. 284.
another. He is no longer an autocrat; he must bring structed and adapted by the wisdom and power of
to the market what his customers are willing to buy." some prior intelligent being-God-to exist, and fill
---··-----------.. The reporter then startled Colonel Ingersoll with, the purpose of their maker, the end for which they
ONE of the best ways to help along the oms'l ol
"What are you going to do to be saved?"
exist.
The telegraph, the locomotiv, and the innumerable Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH 81~EKF.:R.
He smiled and said:
" Well, I think I am safe, anyway. I suppose I intelligent adapted constructions that man has pro- Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents.
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BESTS HERE.

l;lad power to remove any monument or erase any inscription which a majority of its members might
deem offensiv. In conclusion, Mr. Perry repeated
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
his disinclination tO quarrel, and asked if the comWhen the Innocent is convicted,
The Court is condemned.
mittee would not back down and not bother the trusE. M. MACDONALD,
Editor.
Business'Manager.
On
the
second
side
of
the
monument,
facing
Osier
tees. If we did not, the board would hav to inter0. P. SoMERBY,
path,
are
these
words
of
Mr.
Bennett:
fere,
although Mr. Perry could not say so authoritaPUBLISHED BY
"Demonstrated science may be regarded as the only true tivly.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY. source of knowledge.
This was altogether too one-sided to suit us. The
Sa (llfnton PlaCe, New York.
"What is called revelation is a snare, a delusion, a falsehood. conciliatory olive branch shaded only one of the par.f
Those who claim to speak for the gods simply speak their own ties. The secretary might as well hav asked us to
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. thought.
"The gods do not speak; they are as dumb as the rocks, they join his church. We argued the matter with the ur-.
are as speechless as the grave. With Nature it is not so. To bane secretary, pointing out that this was not a
.AddreBB all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM- know her is to know the truth, ·and to study her is to be wise." Christian country; our laws did not recognize Christ,
P .ANY. Make &l Drofls, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to
The third side can also be read from the path, and whatever the judges might choose to say. We urged
(.,H.ABLES P. BOMERBY.
the passer by will from· its contents learn Mr. that Mrs. Bennett and Mr. Wicks owned the lot,
Bennett's position on the immortality problem. The which was their private property, and that so long as
SATURDAY,
MARCH 15, 1884.
we complied with the rules as to the setting of the
quotation reads:
monument,
and it came within all the mechanical re" The'objectof our lives shouldjbe to make this world as beauThe Monument.
·,\
tiful, and ourselves and our fellows as happy, as is in our quirements, we did not think the courts of New York
would sustain the trustees in any efforts to prevent
When the last acknowledgment of the amount sub- power.
scribed for the Bennett Monument was priti'ted, there "I can hardly yield my consent that this is the last of our indi- the cutting of the inscription on account of its heretviduality; and I fondly think that Father and Mother Nature
was on hand $1,366.62. We hav since received the are able to accomplish the best, greatest, and most desirable ical sentiments; and, while we could no more speak
for the committee than he could for the trustees (as
following sums from the persons named:
of all !Problems-a continued individual existence. But I am
four
more gentlemen were. associated with us), yet,
borrowing no trouble about it."
Hy. McEvilla,
$1 00
if we were to express our individual opinion, it would
W. H. Baxter,
1 00
The fourth side bears these sentences from the
John E. Krahmer,
100
dead hero's works:
be to the effect that the inscription, just as he saw it,
Miss E. A. Gleason,
1 00
would go upon the monument. This terminated the
L. R. Webb,
5 00
"I believe in the eternal powers and principles of Nature, in interview.
Sol. Dyrenfurth,
25
the superiority of good lives, in acts of kindness toward our
James Tidhall,
50
We reported to the committee. None was disDr. T. M. Sams,
50
fellow-beings, and in efforts to spread the light of truth over
A. D. Cornwall,
90
posed to retreat, and our four associates, Messrs.
the dark spots of the earth.
L. D. Olney,
1 00
"Each person must be responsible for the good or ill he does. Foote, Ryan, Putnam, and Wakeman, "instructed us,
John McWhirt,
50
Here is our duty, here is our allegiance, and not in the sky as the working member, to go ahead.
This, with the amount previously on hand, foots above us. We must make our heaven on the earth, and not in
By this time it was mid-winter, and the stone cutthe air."
up to $1,379.27. We hav disbursed as follows:
ters could not work in the cold. Mr. Sheehan built
In selecting these quotations the committee was
For Monument,
$1,000 00
.a shed around the monument, at an expense to the
" Lettering two sides of monument,
134 00
desirous of embodying in them as many as possible Fund of eight dollars, he contributing the material
" Medallion,
175 00
" Cartage of medallion,
5 25
of the philosophical and humanitarian principles and the laborers their time to build it. · We then
held
by Mr. Bennett. The selections are widely gave Mr. Sheehan the copy of the inscription and in$1,314 25 .
Due Mr. Sheehan for lettering two sides,
diversified, yet each is pregnant with eloquent truth, structed him to proceed, which he did, and the manoap, and building the shed,
141 40
with liberality and tolerance of thought. From
ument now stands completed, a credit to those who
$1,455 65
them may be learned Mr. Bennett's opinion of hav constructed it, an honor to those who hav conCash received,
1,379 27
science, of revelation, of continued individual existtributed to its erection, and a fitting memorial to him
ence,
of the gods, of heaven, of his objects in life, and whose sentiments it records.
Balance needed,
$ 76 38
his reverence for nature. More could not be told in
. We hav heard nothing f~ther from Mr. Perry or
As is seen by the above, after turning over the
fewer
sentences; we feel sure the selection will please the board of trustees. The monument is built; the
$65.02 now on hand to Mr. Sheehan, there is a de- his hosts
of friends.
heretical sentiments are engraved upon it; and there
ficiency of $76.38. We hope this will be speedily
A few words as to the conduct of the cemetery au- h
made up, as no doubt it will be, now that the precise thorities. It will be remembered that last summer t e committee proposes they shall stay. If the cemetery authorities want it blown from one end of the
amount is known. The cost of medallion and letter- the
correspondent of an out-of-town daily wrote his
land to the other that they are bigots; if they desire
ing has somewhat exceeded the estimate given, but
paper that Mr. Bennett's friends proposed to put on
we also ha.v a larger medallion and more sentences the monument a quantity of ribald blasphemy. At to hav their authority questioned and their jurisdic- ·
tion denied through every court in New York, they
than were first contemplated.
that time the choice of inscriptions had not been
will proceed to meddle with the words cut in the
The monument is now completed. The medallion
Nevertheless the pious people all over the granit marking Mr. Bennett's resting-place. They
is in place, and the lettering cut and ready for the made.
country began to write protests to the secretary of
will, however, injure themselvs and Christianity much
inspection of Mr. Bennett's friends. The memorial
stands at the junction of Sylvan avenue and Osier the Greenwood company, who notified us that the in- less by submitting to the inevitable.
scriptions must be submitted to him. The foregoing
path, in Greenwood Cemetery, about ten minutes'
extracts were laid before him by Mr. Wicks, who was
walk from the main entrance. It is distinguishable
Where Christianity Came From.
asked to leave them to be acted upon by the board of
from the other monuments in the vicinity by its mastrustees of the cemetery. At the same time Mr.
Rarely has a more valuable book been published
siv proportions and severe plainness. The base conWicks was given to understand that the board would than Felix Oswald's "Secret of the East."* It is a
sists of three stones varying in size from five feet six
not be likely to permit the selections to be engraved flash of mirrored sunlight into the dark well of Chrisinches to three feet nine inches. The bight of the on the monument.
tian mythology, and exposes at the bottom the heap
three is four feet six inches. Surmounting the base
The board was very dilatory in meeting, and the of festering corruption poisoning the waters which
is a granit column six feet six inches high and three
work was delayed. Mr. Sheehan, the builder, called so large a portion of humanity htts drunk through
feet square where it rests on the base, tapering to
upon Mr. Perry, the secretary. Mr. Sheehan wished many malarial centuries.
-....
two feet six inches. Upon this rests a. cap, with pol- to go ahead with the work. He was told by Mr.
Against Christianity Mr. Oswald finds seven obished faces, on the front of which are deeply enPerry that he might engrave the first side, but that jections to lie with a force unshaken by all the efgraved these words:
most of the matter intended for the others would not forts of all the theologians who hav ''expounded" its
"ERECTED BY ONE THOUSAND FRIENDS."

Under this side of the cap is the medallion,
30x24 inches, standing out some four inches in
relief. It is a faithful likeness, heroic size, with a
l~urel wreath around the head, and under it is a
novel design representing the sword of perflecution
broken by the pen. Coiled around the sword is the
serpent of superstition, also divided by the weapon
of thought. The hilt of the sword is formed by the
oross, and the ornamentation discloses a popish
tiara, the whole symbolizing the forces of the
ohurch broken asunder by the forces of Freeth ought.
'ThE! total bight of the monument is thirteen feet six
inches.
Below the medallion is the following inscription:
D. M. BENNETT,
The founder of "The T~uth Seeker,"
The Defender of Liberty, and its :Martyr;
The Editor tireless and fearless:
The enemy of Superstition,
As of Ignorance, its Mother,
The Teacher of Multitudes,
The Friend faithful and kincl,
The MAN honest_ and true,

Though dead, he still speaks to us, and asks that we continue the work he left unfinished.

be allowed to be cut. The cemetery was Christian,
and must not be desecrated in this way. Mr. Sheehan
then placed the monument in position, leaving the
sides smooth, and the matter of inscriptions to be
settled between the committee and the cemetery
authorities.
Finally the board of trustees met and "resolved "
that in the matter of inscription on the monument of
D. M. Bennett the board could not interfere. Notice
was then given by the secretary that he would like
to see some one representing the builders of the
monument. This notice was sent to Mrs. Bennett's
brother, but he, being sick, turned it over to us. We
responded in person. The interview was brief but
decided. Mr. Perry is a very nice gentleman, and a
good Christian. He desired to compromise. He
did not want anything more about the monument to
get in the papers, and disliked to hav trouble in any
way. He could not speak authoritativly for the board
of trustees, who alone had jurisdiction 1n the matter
-if we persisted in putting the heretical sentiments
upon the stone-but in his opinion the board would,
notwithstanding the resolution, interfere. The board

mysteries or "reconciled" with science its plain and
and irreconcilable inconsistencies and contradictions.
These objections he puts in answer to the claim of the
church that the doctrin of the New Testament is
"the leaven of the moral universe, the reforming
agency that has redeemed the world from vice and
barbarism." No one, he says, can overlook the facts
that, 1. The rise of the Christian faith corresponds
with the sunset of the great south-European civilization; 2. That the zenith of its power coincides with
the midnight of medieval barbarism; 3. That the de- \
cline of its influence coincides with the sunrise of a ·
north-European civilization; 4. That all tl;te princi- \
pal victories of Freedom and Science hav been l
achieved in spite of the church, and in the face of i
her open hostility; 5. That the exponents of the
Christian dogmas persist in their hostility to the l
progress of all reform; 6. That the worst enemies of J
political and intellectual liberty were firm believer;)
in the dogmas of the New Testament; 7. That among
the contemporary nations of the Christian world the
*THE SECRET OF THE EAST.

$1.50.

For sale at this office.

By Felix Oswald, M.D. Price,

.

most skeptical are the most civilized, while the most
orthodox are the most backward in freedom, indus\._,try, and general intelligence.
But, on the other hand, continues Mr. Oswald, if
the creed of the Middle Ages was a permcwus superstition, how could its exponents succeed in fastening their yoke upon so many noble and manly nations? How were they able to suppress the healthier instincts of the human race, and perpetuate their
• power for nearly sixteen centuries? By what baneful magic could the worst enemies of human happiness maintain themselvs upon the throne of religion
and morality ?
It is to the solution of these enigmas that Mr. Oswald has applied himself, and with signal successat least, he arrives at the most rational conclusion
compatible with the belief in the sanity of the human race and the acknowledgment of the fact that
the world has wallowed for centuries in the grossest
superstition. It is, in a word, the almost universal
prevalence of Pessimism, the genesis of which he
:finds in ascetic Buddhism, whose most perfect type
is the "brooding Hindoo," who, twenty-four hundred
years ago, "retired to the hills of Barabar to meditate upon the problem of life and the origin of evil."
"The hope of earthly happiness, according to the
. theory of Buddha Sakyamuni, is a chimera, a phantom that lures us from error to error through endless toils, and robs even the grave of its peace."
The " goal of peace can be reached only by total abstinence from earthly pleasures. All· worldly blessings are curses· in disguise, and he alone who has
lifted the veil of that disguise has entered the path
.of salvation. To him self-denial becomes the highest
wisdom, and self-abhorrence the supreme virtue."
It is from this false and pernicious phil<?sophy that
Christianity has sprung, elaborating and making
more dismal the creed that can only flourish in a
sickly soil, such as Christianity found in the decaying
Roman empire, and in which it dev:eloped its :first
germs.
First settling conclusivly that as a continuation, or
second part, it is impossible to regard the New Testament in connection with the Old, Mr. Oswald shows
Jesus to hav been but the successor of Buddha. In
Buddhism is found tha "root-dogma which forms the
· connecting link " between the different doctrins
taught' by the New Testament. " The prophet of
Nazareth was" but "a Buddhistic emissary, and
preachPd his gospel in the name of Buddha Sakyamuni," says Mr. Oswald. Whether this be literally
true or not, the resemblance between the two, as all
students of comparativ mythology are well aware, is
too marvelously close for a doubt to exist that the
fabricators of Jesus's career were well acquainted not
only with the life of Buddha and his apostle, Krishna,
but with the ethical part of Buddhism. Mr. Oswald
makes this clear.
The dogmas of Christianity, says our author," were
propagated with the zeal and with the disinterestedness of the purest moral enthusiasm; and yet there
is no doubt that they hav caused the human race
more woe than all wars, all plagues, all famins, all
poisons, and all eontagious diseases, and the rage of
all the hostil elements of nature taken together; for
it can be demonstrated with the utmost certainty of
historical evidence that the darkness of the Middle
Ages, and the horrors and the misery of that terrible
night were the direct consequences of the faith which
attempted to practice the precepts of the New Testa. ment, and that the repressed instincts of our better
nature burst their dam when the faith of the Middle
Ages dissolved into skepticism, and the conventional
assent that stops short of practice."
" True friendship was unknown while the denunciator of natural affection passed for a divine revelator.
'He that hateth not his father, brother,' etc., 'cannot
become my disciple.' 'For if you love those that
love you, what reward hav you?' Hence the zeal of
the wretched bigots who delivered up their friends to
the knife of the holy Inquisition, and exulted in the
suppression of their better instincts."
" The doctrins of the Galilean Buddhist hav burdened the record of human misery with thousands of
devastating wars. Hav they ever added one milletseed to the sum of human happiness? Did the apostles of Nazareth e..;er speak one word in favor of industry, of rational education, the cause of health, the
love and study of nature, of physical and intellectual
culture? Not one. Has he promoted our progress
in the paths of science and freedom? Not one step.

!

The phantasms of his sickly anti-naturalism hav made is now completely exhausted of its fertility. A territhe world neither better nor wiser. His doctrin in tory larger than all Europe, the abundance of which
all its tendencies is wholly unearthly, and therefore sustained in bygone centuries a population scarcely
inferior ilo that of the whole Christian world at the
wholly unavailing for any secular purpose.''
As for the benefit that comes from Christianity per present day, has been entirely withdrawn from huse, Mr. Oswald has difficulty in :finding any. The man use, or, at best, is thinly inhabited.
Reformation, however, was of incalculable good to There are regions where the operation of causes, set
the world because it was practically a breaking loose in action by man, has brought the face of the earth
from the doctrins of the "Galilean Buddhist.'' And to a desolation almost as complete as that of the
so far as that was accomplished, the Reformation has moon; and, though within that brief space of time
improved our moral status-"so much indeed that which we call " the historical period," they are known
the doctrin preached from the pulpits of our Protest- to hav been covered with luxuriant woods, verdant
ant churches is not Christianity, but an eclectic Bi- pastures, and fertil meadows, they are now too far
ble, mixed with at least fifty per cent of purely pa- deteriorated to pe reclaimable by man, nor can they
gan ethics. Most Methodists know that some of Was- become again fitted for his use except through great
ley's doctrins are out of date; few Calvinists would geological changes, or other agencies, over which we
. Another era of equal. improvlike to mention certain tenets of the Geneva witch- hav no control. .
idence
would
reduce
this
earth to such a condition of
hunter; and neither Catholic nor Old Kirk Presbyterian can doubt that the unqualified dogmas of the impoverished productivness as to threaten the depraNew Testament would circumscribe the sphere of a vation, barbarism, and, perhaps, even the extinction
modern apostle by limiting his influence to the audi- of the human species.' "
"Christianity has retarded the progress of the huence of a lunatic asylum.''
man race by at least fifteen hundred years. The
The cause of the spread of Christianity is found by
fruits of science and social reform, which our deMr. Oswald to be that "the religion of anti-naturalscendants will reap in fifteen centuries hence, might
ism appealed to the pessimistic tendency of decrepibe enjoyed at the present moment if the last sixty
tude, and thus recommended itself to the instincts of
generations had not wasted their time in disputes
a decrepit generation.'' In other words, the rotting
about the interpretation of idiotic dogmas, and the
Roman empire found in Christianity a religion whose
attempt to gain the heaven of a future world by deviews of life were just gloomy and dark enough to
spising the blessings of the present.''
suit its decaying vision. "Worn-out senualists conThe night of the Middle Ages lasted to the· beginsoled themselvs with the hope of a better hereafter.
ning of the sixteenth century. With the revival of
Cowards pleased themselvs in the idea of fulfilling
rationalism at that time began the decadence of Christhe duty of meek submission to injustice and 'the
tianity, and it is to this decadence the world owes its
powers that be.' Monastic drones denounced the
present civilization. We should like to quote Mr.
worldliness of industrial enterprises. Physical inOswald's strong language on this and other points,
dolence welcomed the discovery that 'bodily exerbut space prevents. The book ought to be read and
cise pro:fiteth but little.' Envious impotence insisted
circulated wherever there is a Christian. It cannot
on the duty of self-abasement. Transgressors against
~ail to do a world of good.
the health laws of nature relied on the efficacy of
prayer-cure. Stall-fed priests sneered at the lean
Chainey's Lecture ou Ingerson and His
philosopher who wasted his time upon laborious inTeachings.
quiries, while he might waxed fat on faith and the
Arrangements hav been made whereby Chainey'R
sacrifices of the pious. The demon dogma was a Sunday evening lectures will be free to all. The obgodsend to the spiritual poverty of the elect. The ject of these lectures is to break the way for the noso-called scholars of the Galilean church, who could blest and highest form of Liberal ideas. These ideas
not encounter the pagan philosophers on their own are representativ of what is called the "Modern
ground, found it very convenient to postulate a spook Spirit.''
Indefinitly they pervade the thought and
for every occult phenomenon."
feeling of vast masses of people to-day. The old
That is how Christianity came to be adopted in the creeds hav forever lost their power. The new thought
Roman empire.
and purpose and broad ideals that are now latent in
The conversion of. Europe to ceremonial Christian- the scientific conception must be brought forth and
ity was effected by the sword. Its poisoned philoso- made a living and defined and conscious element in
phy was injected into the. people on a spear-point. tLe moral and intellectual advance of man. Hence
It was absorbed gradually, as a drunkard goes from the need, both in press and on the platform, of the
cider to alcohol. " The first Galilean missionaries constant expression of Liberal truths. Is it not the
came in Unitarian and optimistic disguises.
duty and privilege of those who hav been pioneers in
But moral epidemics can rarely be confined to their overthrowing the errors of the past to help build up
incipient stages, and there is a curious analogy be- the future of humanity by the promulgation of those
tween mental and physical poison habits. The opium- conceptions of nature and life which are so precious
eater graduates from laudanum to morphine. The to us and so necessary to the happiness of the world?
victims of mental poison habits, too, prove that their So these Sunday evening lectures-the beginning,
vice is progressiv. Visionaries advance from hob- we hope, of a great movement for the Liberal cause
goblins to the personal devil. Buddha began with -should be amply sustained in every way by the
the deserts of Nepaul and ended with Nirv:ana. The Freethinkers of this city.
The subject for next Sunday evening's lecture is a
asceticism of the Nazarene led from celibacy to the
cross. All southern Arians ended by becoming fanat- most fruitful one, dealing as it does with a representical trinitarians and persecutors of Arianism; the ativ man, who by fore~ of genius and the requirestronger poison prevailed; moderate absurdity had ments of the age occupies a pivotal position in the
immense changes that are now passing over the
no chance against absolute nonsense. Their mis- world, No one can more fully expresR the power of
sionary zeal, too, increased. From synods, it rose to Ingersoll than Chainey, both with eloquent words
riots, to heretic hunts, to Jew massacres, to civil wars, and comprehensiv thought. Let there be a generous
to international wars, and culminated in the inter- effort to fill the house next Sunday evening. Let
continental warfare of the crusades. Intolerance ad- every Liberal make a personal effort to advertise the
vanced from excommunications to excoriations, from meeting. Besides the lecture there will be good music furnished for the occasion. Remember time and
the burning of heretical books to the burning of place-Sunday evening, eight o'clock, German Maheretics."
onic Hall, 220 E. Fifteeenth street (Liberal Club
That is the way Europe was converted.
rooms).
Christianity has been an expensiv creed to the
Retribution to be llleted Out.
world·. The dogmas of the church "hav coat the
The perpetrators of the outrage upon the Corning,
world three million square miles of lands, which onca
were the garden spots of this earth, but which hav Ohio, druggist hav been arrested. The priest was
held in eight hundred dollars bail, and his fanatical
been turned into deserts by the neglect of rational tools in larger sums. McDevitt, the victim, was
agriculture and the influence of a creed which labored found alive. He proposes to remain in Corning,
to withdraw the attention of mankind from secular dispensing drugs, and will prosecute all who contribto post-mortem concernments. 'The fairest and fruit- uted to his sufferings.
This is good news. The Catholics must be taught
fullest provinces of the Roman empire,' says Prof.
Marsh, ' precisely that portion of terrestrial surface, that the person of a priest is no more sacred than
any one else, and that a spiritual dictator cannot in
in short, which, about the commencement of the this country become a temporal authority and punish .
Christian era, was endowed with the greatest superi- his enemies after the style of the Spanish Inquisiority of soil, climate, and position, which had been tion, with modifications suggested by the different
·
carried to the highest pitch of physical improvement, climates.
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No God of Mercy.

No doubt, everybody has heard of the great flood
which is now sweeping everything before it along
the Ohio and Mississippi valley; destroying millions
of dollars' worth of property, and bringing poverty
want, sickness, sorrow, pain, and death to many ~
poor soul.
I not only wish to speak of this great disaster, but
of some few others much worse, which hav visited
man within the past half century or so.
This flood, bad as it is, is but a bubble to compare
with some others that hav occurred wH.hin the past
half century. Then there are other calamities much
worse, which I wish to call the attention of the
reader ·to. We read accounts of these things, but
how soon they are forgotten, until we are reminded
of them by having them brought upon ourselvs.
We will now review some of these floods. In 1813,
by a flood in Silesia, 6,000 people lost their lives. In
1833, by a flood in Canton, China, 1,000 lives were
lost. In 1842. at St. Domingo, 5,000 more.. In 1872,
by a flood in Syria, 1,500 more perished. In 1876, a
storm wave, which swept over Bengal, drowned 90,000 persons. In 1879, by a flood in Hungary, about
6,000 persons were drowned, 16,000 cattle and horses,
· and 90,000 sheep, and about 12,000 houses were destroyed; the , value of the property destroyed was
more than $5,000,000. In 1877, the volcano Cotopax
had an eruption that destroyed, by an upheaval of
water, 1,000 persons. A flood on the Mississippi,
last June, destroyed crops to the amount of $1,000,000. A flood in Italy, last September, destroyed
many lives and a great amount of property.
I hav reviewed some of the big floods that hav
swept down on the human race and destroyed more
than 110,000 souls in the past seventy y:ears; and yet
I doubt if this number will any more than half cover
the amount of lives destroyed by floods in this time.
But this is nothing to be compared to the loss of life
by earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Let us review some of these for the past few years. In 1815,
the volcano Tamboro, in the island of Sumbawa, destroyed all of its population of 12,000 except 26 persons.
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Here are more than 242,000 lives lost by earthquakes
and volcanoes that I hav accounts of in the past sixtyeight years, and it is quite likely I hav not collected
more than half of them.
Now let us examin some of the disasters to human
life by famin and pestilence. In 1876 cholera broke
out in Bengal, after the great storm wave had destroyed 90,000 people, and took 75,000 more. In
1878-9, by famin and small-pox in Brazil, and in the
surrounding country, about 800,000 people died. In
1880 by fa min in Turkey, 2,000 died. In 1878 yellow
fever in the South took 12,000. In India (some two
years ago I think it was) 20,000 persons died of
cholera while returning from a religious fair. In
1883 cholera in Egypt carried off 27,000. In India,
a few years ago, more than 1,000,000 died of starvation; and in Asia, a few years ago, 5,000,000 people
starved; committed murder and suicide, to prevent
starvation. The famin was caul'led by the drouth, and
the drouth by the general destruction of the forest.
Here we find a destruction of 1,536,000 more.
Now let us look at some of the big fires that hav
been burning people up. In 1863 by the burning of
the Cathedral at Santiago, Chili, 2,500 lost their
lives. In 1876, by the burning of Brooklyn theater,
285. In 1881, by the burning of a theater in Vienna,
Austria, 1,000 more lost their lives.
Now if we were to review all the fires of the cities
and of the prairies, and count up the loss of life in
this way, it would amount to many thousands more.
Many people lose their lives every year by cyclones
and tornadoes. One that visited the East Indies in
18154 destroyed 60,000 lives; and another in 1876 destroyed 215,000 more.
Hundreds of vessels are lost at sea every year, and
thousands of lives.
There are about 1,000 lives lost every year by railroad accidents in this country alone, and more than
1,000 murders are committed. On June 16, 1883,
about 200 children were trampled to death in a hall,
during a panic, in Sunderland, England.
Many millions of dollars are spent every year to
support the armies and navies of the world, for the
purpose of killing people.
In Peru two years ago, on the battle-field where
the decisiv battle of the war was fought, might hav
been seen twelve thousand dead soldiers, eight thousand of whom were left unburied, to rot on the top
of the ground.
The historian Sully tells us that seventy-five thou-

sand people were massacred on St Bartholomew's creeds, and teach only the practical knowledge of the
Day in France by the Catholics, who were led by their wodd; if reason and common sense could take the
place of ignorance an·d superstition, and man could
priests.
The historian Burke estimates the number slain in learn to rely on self, instead· of looking to God for
battle and in other .ways by man since the world be- help, much of the suffering of the world could be
avoided. When man learns that everything that
gan to be thirty-six millions.
Mr. A. R. Conklin lectured in New York city Dec. takes place comes from natural causes, and that no
17, 1883, and exhibited a stereoscopic view of a Mex- God has any control over it, he will be much better
C. D. W ALLAOE.
ican stone on which sixty thousand lives hav been off.
sacrificed in religious rites.
The Tariff Q11estion.
Now, dear reader, I wish to know how you can
To •.rHE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
look upon all this needless slaughter of human life
and then tell me there is a good and wise God that been more amused than instructed by your reply to
governs and controls all things. If there be a God, your Kansas correspondent on the effect of· a tariff
he must be the worst kind of a fiend that can be im- on the American farmer. For sixty years I hav been
agined if he can prevent these things and will not. an earnest advocate of a protectiv tariff, and my
Look at the horrible crimes that are being committed main obj~ct has been the incalculable benefit it conevery day; drunken and brutal husbands murder fers on agriculture-being one o£ that class myself
their wives and children. Some of the best men the at present, and having always had its interests more
world ever knew, such as Lincoln and .Garfield, hav at heart than all other interests put together. Now,
been murdered, and no God to stay the hand of the if I hav been so long under a delusion in this matter,
assassin, nor to save the life of Garfield when a whole as many others hav been in regard to traditional sunation prayed for his recovery. Look at the horrible perstitions, I shall be very grateful to you for opencrime of the murder of little Mabel Young in the ing my eyes to a correct view of the subject. r rechurch tower in God's own house by the religious gard you as a skilful eye-opener on many important
fiend, Piper. And also Charles F. Freeman, of Po- matters; but on a tariff it is barely possible that you
casset, Mass., who took his little girl, only five years may need to hav your ·own eyes opened-more esold, out of bed while asleep and plunged a knife into pecially to the effect of a tariff in building up a vast·
her heart, for the purpose of sacrificing her to the and prosperous agriculture in these United States.
What the farmer most needs is a good. steady, and
Lord, as he said.
Does God approve of these things, or is he deaf, reliable market for all he has to sell. Thanks to the
dumb, and blind to all cries to him for help? It fostering influence of a protectiv tariff in planting
does look that way, as he never helps those that need around him near his own door millions of well-paid
his help the most. Look upon the vessel being dashed toilers who need ninety-two per cent of all he can
to pieces on the rocks, while men, women, and chil- raise, and who are able and willing to pay a fair
dren are clinging to frozen rigging, praying to Al- price for it. The foreign market takes only eight
mighty God for deliverance which never comes. per cent of our produce, and if we could count everyThousands of men are executed or banished to Sibe- thing-veal, lamb, chickens, eggs, fresh brook, river,
ria every year, there to die from starvation or cruel and lake fish, fresh ripe fruit of all kinds, fresh vAgetreatment at the hands of those heartless tyrants who tables and flowers, to say nothing of the millions of
hav them in charge-and for no crime except a cans of fresh milk consumed in om'" cities; yes, if we
clamor for their rights.
counted everything that cou,ld not be preserved with
In England and Wales there are more than five salt, or by any other means, so .as to bear a long sea
thousand children under thirteen years of age em- voyage, I am persuaded that less than one per cent
ployed in the coal mines, there to eke out a miser- of all our vast and varied productions are now sent
able life in poverty and ignorance while their em- abroad. Turkish and Russian wheat is to-day only
ployers revel in wealth and luxury on the lives of these a dollar a bushel in England-a beautiful market, inpoor children. And yet I am told there is a good deed, for the farmers of this great and growing reGod that watches the fall of every sparrow to the public to depend on !
ground and tempers the wind to the shorn lam b. I
The smaller the number of farmers in any comam told he is the creator of all things, and that all munity compared to those engaged in other pursuits
are for some good.
the better for the interests of agriculture. . Here in
Let us see. He has created the innocent little Pennsylvania we hav only twenty-one per cent of our
dove, and then t4e owl with eyes so he can see in the population engaged in farming. The other seventynight to catch and devour him.
nine per cent furnish us the best market in the world
He has created the innocent little lamb, and then for everything we are able to produce. This permathe ugly wolf to devour him. He has given us the nent home mar;ket has been fostered and built up by
domestic fowl, and then made the hawk and the fox the beneficent operations of a wise system of proto destroy them. He has given us the horse and cat- tectiv duties on foreign imports. Of course every
tle, and then made the lion, the tiger, and leopard to intelligent American farmer exclaims, "Blessed be
destroy them. He has made man, and then made the tariff, and palsied be the hand that would tear it .
beasts, serpents, reptils, and poisonotts insects by the down or impair its efficacy." · And they will l;>e heard
millions to kill and poison us to death. He has given at the ballot box.
us lands to cultivate, and then filled them with useIn the state of New York only twenty per cent of
less weeds, thistles, and thorns. He has given us your population are farmers, and in Massachusetts
fruit and vegetables, and then sends grasshoppers, only nine per cent, which accounts for the general
bugs, and worms by the millions to destroy them.
thrift of agriculture in those states. Can it be that
A scientist estimates that the annual destruction to the farmers in those states are so blind to their own
crops by insects will average $100,000,000. The welfare as to tear down the bridge over which they
governor of Minnesota a few years ago issued a proc- hav passed from poverty, while depending on a prelamation for a day of fasting and prayer to rid the carious foreign market, to their present condition of
state of the grasshoppers, which were devastating ev- independence with the best market on this planet·
erything, but it did not stop them.
near at hand? No, sir; it cannot be. I hav too
God has made man, and then made the summers much faith in Yankee intelligence to believe that.
hot enough to burn him to death, and the winters
In eastern Pennsylvania I know of no free traders
cold enough to freeze him to death. He has made us to among the farmers, and hav no fears of ever meeting
toil hard all day for a mere existence, and then given with one, be he Democrat or Republican. We think
us the musketoes and bugs to eat us up while we sleep we understand our own interests too well for that.
at night. He has made us, and then made more than We are not quite docil enough to permit you to cut
two thousand diseases which we are subject to. He our throats with "a pocketknife brought over from
sends floods to drown us, cyclones to destroy us, and Sheffield, England," while we can buy a better and a
vo.lc~noes and ~arthquakes to swallow. us up by the cheaper one made in this country, and hav the maker
mllhons, and g1vs us swamps filled w1th malaria to to consume such of our garden truck as cannot be
make us sick. He has created seventy thousand lazy, sent to Sheffield, and also to assist us farmers in payuseless, .idle, ignorant, superstitious priests and min- ing our taxes and in sustaining our district schools.
isters, in this country alone, that we-hav to support
In looking around, the farmer here sees that near-not them alone, but their families, at a cost of some ly everything he needs is made by his home custom$200,000,000 a year. We hav had to pay for some ers neater, better, and cheaper than the imported ar$800,000,000 church property, the most of which ticle. I might qaote authorities and giv statistics to
goes untaxed, which makes the burden of the people prove this, but I do not think it will be disputed,
so much the harder. ·
and I am reluctant to occupJ very much of your
But my Christian friends ask, "What would you do space. Place all the farmers on one side of the globe
with all the priests and ministers?" I would set and all the artisans on the other side, with the broad
them to work to earn an honest living. The churches Atlantic between them. That would be free trade
I would convert into school-houses, colleges, and run to seed. How do yo11 like it?
halls of science and art, and hav them free to all.
One word on a tariff for revenue alone, which would
The $200,000,000 that now go to support the church be the most unequal and unjust systems of taxation
should pay for these things, which would educate ev- that could be devised. Under it a poor laboring man
ery child, and giv him a knowledge of the world and with a large family would pay ten times as much tax
himself, which would soon do away with crowned on some articles as a rich man with no children. It
heads, lords. and masters, poverty and crime, ~tnd would smoke with iniquity and all manner of abomplace all men on an equal footing.
·
inations. No; let us abolish all custom-houses, and
Under the name of religion men hav been kept in depend on a fair, equal, and direct tax on all kinds of
poverty and ignorance, and hav been murdered by property, real and personal, or hold on to a tariff
the millions.
which has made us the greatest and most prosperous
· S. STEBBINS.
If we could blot out all Bibles, religions, and nation that eve1· existed.
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DunAND, ILL., Feb. 13, 1884.
lVIn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed five dollars, for which you
will giv me credit-your paper for another year, and a copy of
your ALMANAC, and the balance use as you see fit.
Yours respectfully,
DAVID P. CAMPBELL.
[Thanks, Brother Campbell. We will use the balance to
send out extra TRUTH SEEKERs to such people as we may
learn of who need enlightenment.-ED. T. S.]
CHARMING DALE, ARIZoNA., Jan. 27, 188<1.
MR. EDIToR: I hav long been struggling against turbulent
winds and waves of adversity, so that I am a long way in
arrears for my paper, but I can now spare $5, which I inclose.
I hav taken THE TRuTH SEEKER from the first copy published at Paris, TIL, and I appreciate its excellence and
usefulness as few others can. To express fully my appreciation of its rise and progress, and its publishers, with its many
contributors, would occupy more space than would be profitable. Every part has always been replete with powerful blows
for the destruction of the most damaging myths and humbugs
that ever infested tht world. And in its late managers it has
lost none of its original powers, but has added much refinement and great improvement to its brilliant pages.
S. C. RoGERS.
NEWPORT, ME., Feb. 26, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: In your issue of February 23d is an article on
the prohibition question, by "S. R. S.," which I read with
great interest, and then wrote on the margin of the. paper opposit the article: "This letter is worth tlle cost of the paper a
year."
And I heartily and truly thank you for printing that article.
My only regret is that the author did not .giv the full name.
It is a production that any one ought to be proud of. To
every word I respond an earnest amen.
The article by W. W. Hazard entitled "Prohibition Logic"
is full of good sense, and so is John W arr's, and I aro. proud of
such good, common-sense men, and hail them as brothers and
true men in the grand work of regenerating the world-not on
.the John Calvin plan of force, but by the all-powerful weapons
of reason and common sense.
I also wish to say that THJ!' TRUTH SEEKER A:!>"NUA.L is a beau~
tiful production, and ought to be in tens of thousands of families. "Big Jack Small's" logic is unanswerable.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
EASTFORK, MoN., Jan. 30, 1884.

:a,IR. EDITOR: For fear of having my paper stopped, as my
subscription is nearly up, I thought of writing and asking you
to hEIV a little patience, as I would do without your paper no
sooner than grub. I would remit at once if I could, and also
send for a few books, but will not be able to do so before
April, when I am going after supplies either to Bu.ffalo, Wyoming, or Miles, Montana-the latter probably, as it is a little
the nearest. I am engaged in building a new ranche for a
cattle firm. The nearest post-office is Powderville, thirty-five
miles from here. It is not a money-order office, and so I will
hav to wait; but you can couut on me as a life subscriber.
Although I am but a laboring-man, and cannot as well afford
as a good many so-called Liberals to subscribe to the Monnnlent Furid, still I am going to send you a couple of dollttrs for
that purpose.
The Liberals should not hav too many irons in the fire at
once for fear of getting some of them burnt. I ttm willing to
assist the Liberal movement tooth and nail ns much a~ I am
able.
Gus. HoGAX.
CLEVELAND, 0., Feb. 17. 1884.
lliR. EDIToR: Our League is constantly increasing in membership, and more interest is being felt in its meetings than
at any time since our organization. ·
Mr. J. H. Burnham lectured here two weeks ago on the
"Despotic Influence of Climate on Religion;" J.D. Mallonee,
one week ago, on "The Soul and its Immo:tality," to large
and appreciativaudiences. Mr. Mallonee is gomg to start soon
on a. lecture trip through Indiana, speaking at Elkhart the
24th, and at other places later. Mr. Mallonee is a young and
tnlented advocate of the cause of Materialism, and in him it
will find an able champion.
One of the indications of the advance of Freethought is the
favorable comments on our lectures and meetings by the press
of this city.
Representativs of our League attended the Linesville Paine
Anniversary celebration, and report that they were highly entertained and edified by the brilliant speeches and the other
exercises of the occasion.
May the day soon come when the people of America will giv
the tribute of honor to the memory of that great man.
W. l. Il!YINE.
LA CRESCENT, ~irxN., Feb. 19, 1884.
MR EDITOR' I hav received the last two numbers but not
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faith in the trinity. Let us work and·wait-mainly work-and
we will hav our reward. It does me good to read the.letters
from all parts of the world, from those who love truth more
than church fashion, and who are willing to assure us in our
faith that we, the few scattering Infidels, though seemingly
sown broadcast over this broad expanse, are not the only ones
who do not bow down to the few who threaten us with professional death when we first express a thought antagonistic to
their faith. Just continue to inspect the "unchangeable word
of Constantine," and let the church suffer for any discrepancies.
More anon,
D. C. ALBERT.
ORLANDO, FLA., Jan. 6, 1884.
Mn. EDITon: I inclose $1 for. THE TRUTH SEEKER. I regret
allowing it to stop. I hav read and re-read, given away, and
loaned to best advantage possible. There is no book, paper,
or writing of any kind that I read in preference to THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I am now a lifetime subscriber, and will use my influence for it. If the old Salvation Army rises up against it,
I will fight them. I am disgusted with orthodoxy and superstition. I would rid my house of the old Bible, and every'thing pertaining to it, if it were not for my wife. I am in favor
of woman's rights, so I must be Liberal. I will surely
vote or fight (if necessary) to separate church and state.
There are quite a number of Liberals here, but they appear
rather cowardly (I don't blame them ·much), for orthodoxy is
ruling to the extent that if a man speaks boldly he is threatened with insanity and the asylum.
A clerk in our post-office told me that a person who would
take, read, and believe in THE TRUTH SEEKElt ought to be sent
to the asylum. I told him I was a fit subject. Can't you
influence an able gentleman or lady to come among us and
lecture? there is quite a field open here. There are many like
myself very anxious to hav them, but financially too weak to
offer much encouragement. I examined the literature sent
me for children, and I do highly appreciate it. I distribute it
among my friends with.a view of getting up a Liberal sabbathschool; I believe we v.ill organize a school. Wishing THE
TRUTH SEEKER a large circulation, and the National Liberal
League a grand success, I bid you take courage.
Respectfully yours,
JAMES C. PARKEH.
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moralizing and legislation that can be produced will not remove it so long as it is allowed to bemanufacturedin any form
that ,will intoxicate. Bnt who can devise a way to prohibit its
mannfacture, short of positiv prohibition? I can't. The only
thing I can see is to leave it alone. The excessiv use of it
may serve in a degree to prevent over-population of a class
that might be dispensed with without any injury to the respectable portion of mankind. I hold views adverse to the
procreation of human beings regardless of numbers, and that
any legislation that would stipulate the number, under penalty, to each parent in accordance with the means they hav
for feeding, clothing, and educating their progeny, to become
when arrived at maturity ornaments in society, instead of,
when in excess, beggars, murderers, thieves, robbers, and
criminals of all kinds, as is more or less the case all over the
world, would be wise.
I am quite aware that many will think that such views upon
human procreation are very peculiar and would be restrictiv of.
human liberty, but, when properly considered, I ask, What
earthly right has your neighbor or mine, without any visible
means of support, to bring forth and turn upon the streets
human beings to come up of themselvs and always be a curse
to every one they may come in contact with? We would not
submit to over-production in other species; then why in the
human? " Progress and improvement in all things" is my
motto.
Respectfully,
C. B. THOMPSON.
QuAHTZBURG, IDAHo TEn., Feb. 4, 188<1.
Mn. EDIToR: I hope you will remember the offer our truth
loving neighbor, A. G. Church, has made in regard to establishing a Freethought institute, and call the attention of other
Liberals to the importnnco and advantage it would be to onr
cause if the Liberals would establish 11 savings bank, and
elect R. G. Ingersoll or some other honest man to the presidency of the same. It seems to me that one loading bank of
that kind would be just what the friends of progress neea;
through it from time to time we could learn our strongth
(money is power). Surely there are Freethinkers enough in
Amerioa to make it a gmnd succoss, if thoir attentions were
once called to the importance of the matter. If the proper
ste:es are taken by a few leaders, thousamls will flock to their
su~ort.

CmcA.Go, ILL., January 1, 1884.
M:a. EDIToR: It has been two years since I first had the
pleasure .of graspiiJ,g the best of all papers published, THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I am indeed thankful, for my children's
benefit, that I hav learned to know how to guide them in the
path of Freethought. Had I not been fortunate enough to be
the possessor of this valuable paper, my mind would never
hav been so far. I feel perfectly at home on any spot on this
earth. I feel free to speak my sentiments to any church-member or pretending Christian, and do it conscientiously. I am
a free man, and it is surprising to me to hear well-educated
men talk and preach from the Bible, undertaking to prove the
existence of a God, the creator of this earth out of nothing.
If such skye poodles could giv proof of what they preach, we
would gladly accept it. To go back of this God, I inquire
from whence he came. They twist their "physiog" into as
many different forms as a circus clown, and with a shrug of
the shoulder answer, "Oh, we are not to question his time of
existence, or from whence he came."
Such a class of contemptible drones, to be supported in
luxury, to stand in the pulpits Sunday after Sunday hoo~ing
the same tune from the same book that has been pushed mto
the throats of superstitious fools for the past eighteen hun<lred years! Look at the corruption of our country, and then
usk, What has religion done for us? Robert G. Ingersoll, D.
lVI. Bennett, and hundreds of others, are worth to the people
of the United States more than all the churches and preachers
combined.
While I liv I shall endeavor to read THE TnuTH SEEKElt. It
is the Bible of our family. l\Iy wife is equally interested, also
my children.
Yours truly,
PARKER WINEMAN.
ST. CATHARINE's, Cax., Feb. 18, !1.884.
Mn. EDIToR: I see in the Febnary 2d number of THE TRUTH
SEEKER a paragraph from Fresno, Cal., signed "George Puddington," taking exception to my declaration that alcoholic
liquor is the greatest curse that ever befell the human race.
I find on referring to the original that my expression is one of
the greatest curses, etc., which would require no other proof
than common observation to substantiate. The expression became exchanged, accidentally, I presume. Notwithstanding,
the printed expression would he admissible frow an orthodox
standpoint.
I know not Mr. Paddington'H objeet in refening to the matter, except it was for the purpose of making public his antipathy to the (so called) Christian churches, and to sound me upon
that subject. If so, I can say, in short, that I require no assistance in giving my viewR upon orthodoxy; which are, that
I hav no sympathy whatever with anything pertaining to it in
any manner, and never had, from my cradle up; nor hav I the
least fear of "Mother Grundy" in saying it.
As to the extent of the curse and misery that intoxicating
liquors hav produced, and are producing, throughout the
world, very few, in my opinion, are aware o~ it. From .1ny
reading and investigation I came to the conch1H10n, a long tune
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You able writers should show up to tho masses of Liberals
that it is for each and everyone's self-interest to place their
power in a position where it can be used to the greatest advantage. Surely they can very easily bo made to see that no
great work can be accomplished without co-operation; anr1
also that they must build and support sehools nnd colleges,
where the truth can be promnlgttted.
And there should qo a charitnble institut.e in every stato in
.the union, where our Freothought warriom can sit in safety,
and hurl the shot of truth into the ranks of our enemies, as
long as they are able to wield a pen; or until the enemy is con.
vHted from their superstitiouR nonsense. Sinco Dr. J. L.
York made his lecturing tour through this sect.ion, we notice
that the hypocritical gospel pedlars hav but little t-:J say
to any one except thoir dupes. Quite likely they are afraid
that we Liberals will inrluoe him to como agnin, ancl tbuR
destroy their business entirely. The Liberals of this coast are
proud of J. L York, and hope his voice will be heard all over
the land. He says he intends to make a tour of all the territmies this year, and will be glad to hoar from any Freethinkers that wish his services. Mny all truth lovers giv him
hearty support, and I will pledge my word that they will
never regret it..
C. E. Crn\RK.
GAI,Esnuna, ILL., Feb. 1G, 1884.
Mn. EmTon: Brother A. Wood has closed his inquiry, "Has
a man an immortal soul?" "Wl10ther a man is n soul, or has
a soul, we will not discuss. The Greek will toll you a man,
a horse, or a mule is a soul; and the revivalist will tell you if
you don't join his church you will lose your soul.
I presume, from what Brother Wood says, ho means, Has
a man
another existence after his corporeal body is dead ?
4
This he denies, and has written considerable in order to refute the idea, and to answer or reply to all his points would
be too lengthy; therefore, I will confine my remnrks to a few
points in his closing argument_
He finds fault with what,
Paul says on the subject, and quotcH him thus: "When he
says every seed has its own body; then, 'Thou sowest not
that body that shall bear grain, it may chance of wheat or
some other grain.'" Brother ·wood snys this is too obBcuro
and general to say just what ho did mean; but that if he
savs there is 11 chance for wheat to bear oats or any other
gr~in, "I refuse to stnnd sponsor to the declaration. I deny
that any God ever ch•mgod one grain into another or sowod
one body natural and raised a spiritunl body out of it."
As for Paul, this is not n correct quotation. A Freethinker should not misquote nn author, notwithstanding his views
may he wrong, but use him as he ffi, not change him and then
use him; neither should 11 Freethinker advocate a position
that makes it necessary to misquote or misrepresent in order
to sustain it.
Brother Wood denies man is dual or double in his existence.
I will first say Paul's ilh1stration was 11 correct one. Brother
Wood comm~nceH with Paul's qualificntion to what he had expressed, and to me it relieves the embarrassment of not knowing whnt he meant. My position is that not only mnn (who is
compound in his make .up), but all existing things are dual,
commencing with the origin of existence-spirit and matter
(which are eternal in their duration). l\Iatter constitutes substnnce, spirit constitutes life, and life eonstitutes motion; and
the life of a thing is an essential part; so is the corporeal and
physical part equally necessary in physical existence-the
same as is reproduction tho dual of male and female. In a
stalk of corn the dual is the same. There is a dual is in every
seed and kernel by which it reproduces its liko. The life of
each seed or kernel leaves the kernel or shell, concentrating
its force or power through the stalk, forming a new body, the
origin of which lay incased in the kernel, and (as Paul says)
dies and passes into the earth, and a new body is the result
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arising from the life in the kernel. As everything has a life
suited to its nature and condition which is an essential of its
existence; and as for the life of man, to leave a mortal body
and enters a spiritual body, which lay in embryo, is no more
a miracle than the growing of a grass-blade, a rose-blossom, or
to change a grub to a butterfly.
Here I will call Brother Wood's attention to an article not
long since written by myself upon the question, "Does the
the grave end all?" published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, where he
will find (notwithstanchng he has labored hard to prove man
is not superior to an animal) man is set forth in his proper
place-the crown, the ultimate, and the heir to all the existing
kingdoms; a creature of education and progress. Not so with
the animal. A pig knows as much as a hog. Not so with an
infant. It only knows what it learns. A horse, a dog, and the
beaver knew just as much a thousand years ago as now, while
man has advanced in knowledge and understanding. This is
a part and portion of his being; and all we ask of Brother
Wood, Brother Walker, and other limitarians, is that they giv
their consent that man shall enjoy all those rights and privileges which he is heir to.
I now ask, Why do Materialists and Spiritualists call each
fools and knaves when on this question? They should treat
each other with brotherly kindness. There is but little difference between them. There is an excuse for such conduct
among the sects that believe in a jealous God; it is a natural
result. But such treatment should not exist muong us. What
would a Spiritualist gain should he exchange his anticipation
of future happiness for the expectation of annihilation,
worthless when reached, if true'/ And what would a Materialist lose should he exchange his expectation of nothing for
the anticipation of future happiness, worth all on earth when
reached, if true? The anticipation of man's condition being
made better is a want in nature, and to tell a man this ·want
will be supplied when all sensation ceases to exist is aninsult
to his good sense.
IsAAc PADEN.
SKIDMORE, Mo., Feb. 14, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: My object in writing this 1s for the benefit of
anyone who feels inclined to profit thereby. There is a good
field here for a good physician, but I don't think any but a
first-class, progressiv one would hav any business ldt:ating
here. Anyone wanting any further information can address
me, and I will be glad to tell them what I know regarding the
above.
W. J. SKIDMORE.

Hence arises the theory of a great and infinit intelligence in
the universe bearing a sort of parental relation to man.
If we had the telescopic power of mind to read and understand the universe, I believe we would discover' endless intelligences, each manifold greater than the next inferior. But
then, what relation would these .bear to our intelligences any
more than ours' do to those below us? Wbat man would claim
parental relation to all the ants, or' bedbugs, or cockroaches,
or other vermin ?
W., P. BLYTHE.
CLARK STATIOK, CAL., Feb. 7, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.50, which you will use as directed.
Now, Mac, what do you think? to-morrow I leave here for
Mariposa on snow-shoes. The snow right here in the valley is
seven feet deep. Five miles from here on the summit it is
fifteen feet. Pretty good undertaking for a man 61 years old.
I hav put off going for two reasons; one, for two men to get
money to subscribe for your paper, and the other to hav it
stop snowing. As soon as the roads are open I will do all I
can for you and the paper. Not long since two of us weut to
a Methodist preacher to buy each of us a load of barley, both
having six-horse teams; and it being customary to feed men
while on the farm, and we having to sew the sacks, dinner being; announced, he asked a blessing running thus: "Heavenly
father, nourish a portion of this food to the use of our bodies.
I am in a hurry, and I know you are. Amen." He did not
want to keep us over night.
WM. R. VANCAMPEN.
RocHESTiim, N. H., Feb. 15, E.M. 284.
MR. EDITOR: Within please find one dollar, for which you
will please send me one dozen copies " False Claims" and a
FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC.
Sunday would be no day of rest for me without the glorious
old· TRUTH SEEKER, although I hav read it but two years. It is
a matter of necessity with me. I think it is to be regretted
very much that it is not more e;x:tensivly circulated throughout
New England. I can assure you there is a vast amount of
Freethought timber here; it only wants a little stimulus, a lit·
tle more popularity, and it will thin out our churchgoers most
wonderfully. Even now there are churches without pnest or
congregation, and I hope to liv to see more of them. I am going to try and do more in the future than I hav in the past
for the old banner. The "False Claims" I want for distribution among the hardshells. I think it the grandest production
for missionary work that I ever read. It givs old orthodoxy
something to chew upon, even if they are not honest enough
to acknowledge it. Wishing you and THE TRUTH SEEKER all
happiness and prosperity, I remain
Yours for Freeth ought and reform,
E. J. F.

slowly bright, to feel yourself grasped by the shrunken and
unused hands, and hear yourself thanked by a strange and
hollow voice?" Sublime man!
I hav not been in this town long. One of iny new friends
has subscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are others to
follow. I will write you again.
Yours for the truth.
THOMAs V. WILLI.urs.
MALONE, low A.
MR. EDITOR: It was Thomas Paine that said, while working
in the interests of humanity, "I avoid all rewards." That is
the position Prohibitionists occupy; the human family is thBf
stake. We leave the emoluments to our opponents. The
manufacturers and vendors of intoxicating liquors, their aiders
and apologists, follow their calling for the money there is in it,
the same as slaves were bought, and bred, worked, driven, and
sold. No one pretends to say that to take the waving treasure of our beautiful fields and convert it into whisky is right.
Cheeky as the opponents of prohibition are, they are unwilling
to advise the snatching of bread from the children of washerwomen, whose husbands ar"l on the road to delirium, except.
in a roundabout way.
"S. R. S." says, "I would rather liv in hell than in a conntry run by preachers and Prohibition\~ts." Now it does not
strike me in that/way at all. Shall I begrudge the preachers
the privilege of being right once in their lives. _ If I see a
preacher walking leisurely along the towpath, must I jump into
the canal and drown myself? Can we break the force of priestcraft by putting our heads to soak in whisky? Prohibition for
humanity's sake is carrying out the Darwinian theory of the
snrvival of the fittest, and leaving a people fit to survive. Watery-eyed, one~suspender men are not suitable adornments for
the great .American republic. Besides. it is to be feared that
when they sober up with shattered brain they would do as" S.
R. S. 's" Kansas man, join the church and build up pliestcraft.
I hav a fine steel engraving of the Continental Congress in the
altitude of listening while Jefferson reads the Declaration of
Independence. I would respectfully inform " S. R. S." that
these men were called 'fories and traitors. 'fhe friends of humanity hav always had a struggle on their hands, and so far as
our country is concerned they never yet hav failed.
S: L. WILCOX.

LEAVENWORTH, KAN., Fob. 10, 1884.
Ma. EDITOR: Every number of THE TRUTH SEEKER tells us
that" one of the best ways to help along the cause of FreeWAVERLY, N. Y., Feb. 25, 1884.
thought is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKER." And we believe
Ma. EDITOR: In the death of Mr. Charles Dickson, on the
it, for surely,_no one can read it long and not be convinced of
1st inst., the Liberals hav lost a true friend, and THE TRUTH
the rottenness of theology. But we 'find a great clifficulty in
SEEKER a willing supporter. He was a stanch Liberal, outthe way of circulating it, as the church has so _prejudiced the
spoken and honest in his opinion, ancl'not afraid to expressl).is
minds of the people against everything but its precious self,
sentiments, no matter who was by. He was in love with THE
DELAWARE, OHIO, Feb. 29, 1884.
and considers it sacrilege to read such papers. Even novels,
TRUTH SEEKER, and has told me that he inter'tded to take it as
MR. EDITOR: It is but a short time since I first knew that save Sunday-school books, are forbid¢!en by most Christian
long as he lived, and he did. He leaves a wife and daughter there was such a grand and noble paper as T:iiE TRUTH SEEKER. pjtrents, and said Sunday-school novels are calculated to keep
in good circumstances. I£ I was capable I would write up a I am not one of your subscribers, but intend to be. I am a the vail of superstition so closely drawn that not a. ray of
little notice for your readers, but ;s writing is out of my line Freethinker :!'rom the top of my head to the sole of my foot. light can penetrate beneath its musty folds. After a child has
of business I shall not try .
NEWEL WEsT,
I am now fifty-four years of age, and of all that I hav ever been catechized, and attends Sabbath-school and family wor-:
read concerning religion, yours suits me far the best. In my $hip from infancy to maturity, it is with difficulty it can be inRICHFIELD, MrcH., Feb. 21, 1884.
estimation it is true; and what can excel the truth? Your duced to read any Freethought papers, or even giv ·ear to any:iYia. EDITOR: I see by the tab on my cherished and most val- paper is nobly named. In my youth I started out in search thing of the kind.
uable paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, that it is time for me to re- of truth by joining the Methodist Episcopal church, and tried
I giv a little of my experience in spreading the light. A few
mit. There are superstitious people here as in all other places. with all my might, mind, and strength to believe the Christian days since, I went into the office of an old friend with whom
The sky-pilots, or divines, as they are pleased to call themselvs, religion, but eould not. I soon discovered that the Bible was I had had a previous discussion on land-monopoly to show
are getting up quite a sensation, inducing all the idiots to be- untrue, and did not harmonize with the laws of nature, him the editorial on "Public Lands," in THE TRUTH SEEKER
lieve or be damned. For my part, I cannot see how any sensi- which are without any doubt immutable. We read in the of February 2d. On looking over· the page on which the
ble or intelligent person can read the Bible without being en- Bible, it is not by bread alone that man shall liv. If faith is article commences, he saw too much before commencing to
tirely convinced of its plain contradictions, but the worship of meant in this scripture to fill the place of bread. I think faith read, and handed the paper back with a look of disgust. On
that old bloody and obscene book, that no child should ever is to much like cheap boarding. Perhaps it would be well asking him what. was the matter, he replied that he didn't
be allowed to read, let alone be taught to worship, continues ! enough to state. what cheap boarding consists of. Cheap propose to read anything in such a paper as that. I told him
With many good wishes, I am a friend to the cause you ad- boarding is to eat nothing for breakfast, warm it up for din- the article was good, and would interest him, and was nothing
vacate,
Mas. RosA HALE.
ner, go to bed before supper, and there will be a little left for concerning religion. "Oh, well," said he, " I hav heard of
the next day. I know several Freethinkers in our city, and THE TRUTH SEEKER before, and want nothing to do with it.'"
will do all I can to circulate your reading matter, and hope by This called some remark from another party present (there
BucYRus, 0Hro, Feb. 15, 1884.
MR. EDITOit: Inclosed find twenty-five cents, for which send so doing to promote your most noble and grand cause of truth being three others), which led to a discussion of religion, and
me THE TnUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. I moved here about a year and justice. It is manna to all who are in search of right and the gray-haired follower of Christ presumed of course _that I
would admit there was. a God who created all things, which I
ago. It is a great place for churches and church-going people! true light. You may expect to hear from me again.
Yours truly,
S. E. PADDOCK.
refused to do, until he produced some evidence to prove it.
But a close observer soon finds in their folds a good many
This he proceeded to do, by the design argument, and after
sheep in wolve's clothing. Our sanctified Methodist minister
asking us several questions, and running back to the founda;
lately accomplished a great miracle. A short time ago he inFnANKLIN CITY, Feb. 26, 1884.
tion
God on which the whole rotten theological fabric rests,
spired by his earnest, fervent prayers, one of the sisters of
MR. EDITou: Being a constant reader of your valuable paper
his flock to o;uch a degree that sha made him a donation of a for the past three months, I cannot speak too highly of the stopped for me to say I was convinced.
Then, it being my turn, I meekly asked, Who made God ?
$1,000 bond to pay his debts and help him along in his good great TRUTH SEEKER. I will endeavor, in my humble way, to
works. But when, soon after, her husband got wind of it, she drop you a few scattering thoughts. I attended the revival Holy horror! Hnch an idiotic question! To ask who made the
repented it, and the good shepherd was compelled to refund meeting at the Baptist church of this town, conducted by Dr. Deitv! I was decided a fool at once, and told so many times
the money. I find but very few Liberals here, and THE TRUTH Graves. He preached from the text, "And Adam and Eve with" accompanying language that would make an Infidel
blush to repeat, and during the short time it took to get out of
SEEKER is a real blessing to me. I could not get along without sewed fig-leaves together and made aprons of them." He began the pious den, I had harder things said of me, and was abused
it.
C. NUESSLE.
by saying that the aprons were a failure, and that everything more, than ever before or than I ever wish to be again.
Now, what we want to do is to get at the childre~; and my
that man ever attempted was a failure. According to Dr.
plan is this: For the Liberal press to get up busmess cards
Graves, the printing-press that enables him to publish his such as are used for advertising. But instead of a fancy
PROVIDENCE, Feb. 17, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read many articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER senseless sermons, and the locomotiv that conveys hi~ and chromo on one side, huv the pieture of the leaders of Freebearing on the solution of the univeme, and also hav had his senseless book to and fro-his book is entitled, "From thought and science, and those of religio~~ leac~ers too, if
Heaven to Earth "-are failures. The telegraph that enables desired, with a short biography_of them, glVu:~g birth, death,
numerous discussions on the same.
belief, etc. Then let all who will (and all Liberals should)
I believe most scientists agree that matter in motion is an him in twenty-four hours after their tlelivery to read here
hav their business advertisment on the other side, make them
eternal fact. Then why look for a cause beyond this fact? the account of the frightful sermons on hell by Hell's fire attractiv to children, who will beg for them, and read I them,
Can an eternal fact hav a cause? I don't see the necessity of Spurgeon in England 'is a failure. The telephone that en- which will set them to thinking, and oldAr folks as well. And
it. A cause must be before the effect which it causes, although ables him to communicate verbally with his most reverend when once they begin to think, the game is up with the church.
in many, instances a cause occurs so nearly simultaneous with brethren as to the best place next to conduct a revival of fear, Few children ever hear the Bible or the Go<l idea questioned.
of superstition, and bigotry; the sewing machine that ena- Nearly all hav heard of Thomas Paine, Ingersoll and othersthe effect the difference is imperceptible.
how bad they ·were, what a horible de~th Paine died; of his
It is claimed by some thnt matter of itself is innate, unless bles him to buy his broadcloth one-third cheaper than if it had recantation, etc., but few ever hear of h1s noble work at Vnlthere is life to cause it to move, and this life is only to be never been invented are failures. Finally, he and his brothers ley Forge or know that 'twas he that first wrote "The
found in cert~in substances called germs or germ-cells; that in the cause, and their efforts to convert the world to the Chris- Free and' Independent States of America." The church is
tian religion, all are failures. But he did not mention the last bnsy scattering tracts. to blacken his cha_racter, ar~d that of .all
men are evolved from such germs.
Liberals as well. Is 1t not, therefore, time we did somethmg
I may not hav a correct idea of what matter ·melills, but to failure. According to Dr. Graves, man has accomplished noth- to chBckmate them? Some may object to this plan on
my mind matter includes everything that exists, however coarse ing. I think the great Ingersoll spoke thus in regard to what account of it hurting their business; but we apprehend no
or fine, visible or invisible. If the life-germ is composed man has accomplished: "Is it nothing to fill with light, with danger from that quarter. Besides, it would be the means of
of substance, ho·wever intangible, it is something, and there- discovery, with Rcience? Is it nothing to grops our way into the getting acquainted, and poor priest-ridden dupes would find
fore belongs to matter, >tud way be considered a condensed form dreary prisons, the damp and dripping dungeons, the dark and out that all Infidels were not rogues and thieves. When we
remember what Bennett and others hav suffered, surely we
of the same eternal fact-matter in motion.
silent cells, where the souls of men are chained to floors of will not flinch at this; besides, if we are afraid to show our
I think it is the total incapacity of man to comprehend stone; to greet them like a ray of light, like the song of a bird, colors, let us take them in and go and join the church.
eternjty that causes him to look for a cause for an eternal fact. the'mut"mnr of a stream; to see the dull eyes open and grow
.
H. H. HUTCHESON.
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dred, and so on up to a thou2and feet deep, ·
which go to the bottom layer, and these roadways extend for many miles underground. A
man who understands them can travel for
.Eklited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, liall River,
Mass., to whom aU Cbmmunications for this ten or twelve miles or more, without coming to the surface. After the coal is minf'd
furner shauld be sent.
out, especially from the upper veins, it causes
much of the surface to giv way, and sink
" Hl8 life 18 long whose work 18 well,
down, carrying houses anc1 whatever is above
And be his station low or high,
He who the most good works C!ill tell,
along with it, so that often large portions of
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
a mining district will let down, and ruin the
houses. This cannot take place in Wilkes
Bane, because the city charter provides that
Jenny's Question.
no coal can be removed. The city owns it
What good can I, such a little girl
clear down to China!
Do ln this world belowHaving given you some idea of the coal
'l'hls werld, with mighty rush and Wlllrl,
Where streams or goodness now?
country, I will now tell yon a story. About
two years ago, close to our city, a portion of
My hands so very little be,
My form· so very slight,
this undermined district gave 'way, taking a
In this big world, It seems t./me,
house with it, in which a poor woman and he1·
I'm nothing but a mite.
baby were snugly.sleeping; but of course such
By wisest minds In all the land,
a terrific noise and disturbance soon woke
Great tlllngs seem understood.
them up. The house went down about fifty
Amid the great, the learned band,
feet, and the earth caved in all ~round it, s~
Can Jdo any good?'
that nothing but tp.e chimney hole and a part
KATY'S ANSWER.
of the roof remained above the sunken surface.
Yes, you can lO've tlliM wcn•Jd so bright,
The side of the house was crushed in. but not
And everybody In It;
the side next the bed. The poor wo.man and
And thus grow pure for heaven's light,
her baby had no means of getting out, and had
And, as an angel, win It,
to remain there under ground until discovered
Though your voice Is low and weak,
Still It can others bless;
by accident, as this was an old working and no
Words or love you e'er can speak,
other houses very near it.
With smiles of tenderness,
A man who chanced tha.t way fancied he
heard a baby cry, and thought also he heard
In loving all, this truth Is clear.
And cannot be denied-"
some talk. He turned round and round, and
Perfeot love oasts out an rear,
finally imagined he must be getting "looney,"
When we with love abide.
for he thought the sound must be in the air
'l'hen, tenderly should every one
above him. He went on, and finally came
Love each the other wellupon a round spot sunken down, and discovLove all the world tllll!re Is done.
ered the peak of a house sticking out of it, and
And here we no more dwell.
also heard the peculiar cry of a baby, and a
And love will make the weakest strong,
mother's soothing words, and mumbled prayWhen It 1s freely given;
'Twill waeh away all sin and wrong,
ers. The man hollered out, ""Who's there?"
And make this earth a heaven.
"The good Lord bless you, it's mysel' and my
darlint, and I cannot get out of this, to be
sure," was answered.
Wilkes Barre.
The man ran after an ax and a ladder, and
I want to say something to the girls and boys left the woman praying ten times as loud as
of THE TRUTH SEEKER that will interest them, before to get out. When he came, the news
and at the same time giv them an idea of the soon spreading, a great many people gathered,
coal regions in which I liv. ·
and the man, with his ladder and ax, made
Wilkes Barre, Pa., is located in the Wyoming himself a hero in five minutes by cutting a
valley, famous for its Indian massacre, its hole through the roof of the house. He first
beautiful scenery, and its gracefully flowing got. the baby on t and laid it one side, and then
Susquehanna river; but owing to the mining of dragged the woman to the top also, amidst the
conl, much of its natural·beauty has ·been shouts and hurrahs of the party outside upon
destroyed.·
the bank. The woman was so ove~joyed at be':I'he milling of coal is the principal industry, ing rescued from her perilous position, that,
and very great sums of money are spent in fit- not knowing how else to repay her deliverer,
ting up the extensiv pumping-engins and and true to her woman's instinct, she fiung
shafts, nsed to hoist out this concentrated sun- her arms around the man's neck, and, with
light of millions of years ago; for as you will tears from her eyes, and kisses from her lips,
see, it was the sun's light that produced the thanked him, while the spectators looked on
vegetation from which the coal was formed ..
and enjoyed the scene from above the pit.
While the sun was shining in that early She then took up the child and showered
time, the earth's crust was comparativly thin, kisses upon her "darlint."
antl could not cool off at night as it now does,
They secured her furniture through the
and this produced a prolific growth of plants house-top, and took up a collection for her on
and trees, which piled up to a great thickness the spot. And for a long time it was a curifor hundreds of thousand!> of years; and, at osity to visit the olcl house and the hole in tho
last, 1t great pressme of gas from within the roof by which M1·s. Lafferty and her "darlint "
earth caused the surface to giv way, and down made their eHcape.
PERRY.
it sank for about :five hundred feet, as the roeks
Wilkesba1·re, Pa.
will Bhow. This cavity again filled up with
clirt and sand, until it became solid enough to
Our Puzzle Box.
produce a soil and other growths of plants,
A ;>;tETAGRAM.
A constellation hung on high,
etc., and after a time, It very long time, down
My glory gilds the southem sky
it went agmn, a few hundred feet more. Then
With six bright stars of golden fiame.
another growth was formed, and down it went
:-iix letters spell my proper name;
again; so that three distinct formations of coal
Three syllables are all I claim,
were made, and went down in the era of the
To right and left pronounced the same.
My first and last will form a word
world called the carboniferous.
'fo name a late extinct large bird.
This has been learned by observation of the
:My first and second thus combined,
earth's rocks, and by mining out her treasures
A woman's name we always find.
for our use, and thiH is called geology, which
These syllables are dear to song,
has been learned mostly within the last :fifty
For they to music's scale belongThe fabled music of the spheres
years
Made real to human hearts and ears.
The great pressure of so much material upon
Unwritten now on music's staff,
the bottom vegetable matter, itnd other chemiMy name divided half and half,
cal operations, hav converted it into hard coal,
The first denotes a beetle black,
the lowest formation being the hardest and
With priestly robe upon his back;
Mantis religiosa• e'en
best. And this •shows also that it must hav
Could not appearBo ghostly mean;
been the thickest; the middle being the next
With straining eyes and droning wings,
best, and somewhat thinner, and the last forThe monster seems to think he sings.
mation is the thinnest of all and also the poorAnd thus he greatly makes my second:
est coal.
But he's a humbug, I hav reckoned.
Irwin, Iawa.
,J. K. P. BAKER.
In many places branches of trees are taken
out which hav been undisturbed, and are
*Mantis (Greek, prophet), aLinnrean genus
turned into solid coal, sometimes running of voracious insects, remarkable for their slenthrough sand-rock just as the limb was en- der, grotesque forms. One species (m.religcircled by the floating sand that filled up iosa) has a pair of legs in front resembling a
around it, and which was afterwards pressed person's hands when folded in prayer, and is often called the "praying prophet" (Webster).
into solid rock.
It is the Christian scientist who has thus caricaThere is a large tree stump in our court- tured his religion by ascribing devotional sentihouse which was taken from the mines near ments to even insects, because they cross their
the. city, of solid coal and slate, which is a little legs. This universality (!)of the religious
proof of the truth of geology, and the way the sentiment according to priestly logic proves the
existence of their God, and so they call on "all
earth was formed.
creatures here below" to "praise God, fro
To get this coal out of the beds, there are whom all blessings fiow." At once "all crearoadways in the earth for each vein or forma- tion" falls on its knees and the little mantis
tion of ·coal, some fifty feet, some three hun- meekly folds his arms in prayer.

CllOSS-WOOD E:SIGC\1.\.
In Iowa, Ohio, Maine;
In England, France, and Spaiq;
In Germany, and Hungary;
In Turkey, Egypt too;
In Prussia, and Russia;
In Switzerland, and Sweden;
In Norway and Bohemia;
ln Portugal and Italy;
In every land, in every clime,
Where men love right and hate a cl"i.me,
The praises of my whole are sungAn orator of silver tongue.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.

Liberal Meetings.
[Loagues and Liberal and Spiritualistic Societies in th<
United Stata and Canad« meeting regularly, can hav notices of their 7w.etings published in this colunmfree if tl«
officers will send them to us.]
·

OHIO.
CLEYELAND.-'l'he Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 P.M., in the hall
on the corner of Ontario and Bolivar streets.
Exercises-lectures and discussion.
MAINE.
PoRTLA.ND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
NU~lERIC.U. WORD-SQUARE.
P,M. Admittance free. Public invited.
Make a thl'ee-let.ter word-S<l uare of III!.
OREGON.
J. K. P. BAKER.
PonTLA.ND.-Mr. C. Beal holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon and evening,
GEOGRAPHICAL ENIG"H.
Academy Hall, Second aud Salmon streets,
where he givs lectures, readings, recitations,
In sew, not in foe;
and music. All are invited to attend. AdIn claim, not in blame;
In beach, not in leek;
mission 10 cents.
In·mind, not in try;
MASSACHUSETTS.
In decay, not in play;
BosTON.-Buston Liberal Club holds meetIn Spain, not in cane;
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
In kind, not in fight;
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
In care, not in heir;
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society
fu vice, not in Christ;
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
In mirth, not in earth;
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. SundayIn pear, not in plum;
school at 2:30. Admission free.
In north, not in horse;
PENNSYLVANIA.
J\Iy whole is a very large peninsula.
PHILADEI.PHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
HATTIE 0TINGER.
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30. o'clock, and 7:30
PUZZLE.
o'clock, P.M., for 'lectures and free debates.
In rose, not in thorn;
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
In night, not in mOl"n;
sale.
In snow, not in rain;
PITTsnunaa.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
In winter, not in summer;
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
In exotic, not in perfume;
Sunday .(except during the Months of ,July
In lemon, not in prune;
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform iR
In carnation, not in lily;
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
'Ihe name of a writer in THE 'fRUTH SEEKER. followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
Tulare, Cal.
lVIns. UPHAM.
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDI\EN'B CORNER,
MARCH lS'l',
NEWA.RK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock 11t the
1. CONSTANTINOPLE.
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
2. 'rHE 'rllUTH REEKER.
consist of music, readings, lecture, and dis3. '!HO:\IAS PAINE,
cussion, in which all present are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
Correspondence.
taken. Communications for the League
HARRISBURG, March, 2, 1884.
should be address.,d to J. W. :Frankel, 10
Miss WrxoN: I'm eleven years old; I am Pine street, Newark.
learning grammar, arithmetic, geography, spellCANADA.
ing, reading, music, and I'm learning in a
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
book called Nature; it tells you about fiowers,
fruit, seeds, etc., and tells how great God is, meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cathwhich I do not take much stock in. My play- arine street. Reading-room open daily until
mates are all HOmething around my age, ancl 10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunare all nice boys.
day afternoons. Free public lectures on
Yours respectfully, HERMANS. TAusm.
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
P.S ..-The orient city, Const!tntinople.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. W1lson
.
H. S. T.
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
WooDsTowN, N .•r., March 3, 1884.
. NEW YORK.
HESPECTED lVIrss WrxoN: I hav solved the
.ALnANY.-'l'he Liberal association meets
puzzles before and will ,;end yon the answers every Sunday at Van Vechten :ijall, 119 State
of two and hav one to be solved. We take street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
THE 'InuTH SEEKEH and I read the Children's business meeting and debates and discussions
Corner every week, and I saw that it srdd all at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
communications for this corner should be sent are cordially invited to attend, also all Libto you. :For February 23d, the cross-word was erals visiting the clty. Admission free.
George Washington; and March 1st, the cros,sNEw YoRK CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal
word, by R. 0. Bert, was ConAtantinople. If Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
you think this one is fit to be printed please for a lecture and discussion, at German
put it in; if not, it is all right. I never macle Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Adanything of this kind up before, ancl I thought mission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
this would be my first, and maybe my last. Membership fee $3.--'l'he American SpiritWe hav been taking your paper fo1· some time ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
and I always found it interesting.
at :l:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
Yours respectfully, HAT'riE 0'!'1NGEH.
33d street.--The First Society of SpiritualP.S.-I am twelve years old, and I thought ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
it was a very good one.
H. 0.
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
-Artie is very inquisitiv. He is rL baby boy Public cordially invited.--New York City
just learning to spell. He says if I-0 spells Ladies' Spiritualist Aid Society, permanently
Io, then :P-0 spells Pe-o. Oh, these children! located at 171 East 69th street. Wednesday,
But, after all, there is It spark of wisdom in at 3 P.M.--Frobisher College Hall, 23 East
this childish prattle, for our spelling is an 14th street, near Broadway. The People's
awful thing!
;r. K. P. R. Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30 and
7:::10 P.M.--229 East 48th street. Inspirational Lectures and Psychometric Readings
every Sunday at 11 and 7:30 o'clock.
THIRD EDI'I'ION.
BnooKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
AND THE!It
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--Thti
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen naConference meets every Monday evening at
tions or Antiquity, Considering also their
Composite Room, 4th stre11t, corner of south
Origin and Meaning. With nu2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai and Liberal
merous Ill ustratlons.
literature on sale. All invited.--The South
The obJect or the work Is to point out the myths Brooklyn Spiritual Somety meets at Brauns
with whiCh the Old and New Testaments &bound; to
show that they were held In common with other na- Hall, 5th avenue, corner of 23d street, on the ·
tions; and then trace them to thelrevldentoriginand first and third Fridays of each month.-e'»]Jlain their meaniug.
•
The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity. Friday
"It ha.slong been acknowledged ty the moet em!·
nent blbllca.l students that the Hebrew scriptures evening conference meetings will be held in
contain a large mythical element; but, so tar a.s we the lecture room of the church of New
know, the present lathe t!rat complete and scholarly Spiritual Dispensation, Clinton avenue, beatttempt to trace these myths to their eource, and tween Park and Myrtle avenues, at 7:30 P.M.
ascertain their original slgnltlcatlon."-Bo•ron Cour- --The Philosophical Association meets
ier.
"Never before has there been given a volume to every Sunday afternoon in the Assembly
the reading world that shows the research ror the Room of Wright's Business College, Broadorigin or these mythsasdoesthls one Just published way. corner of Fourth street, E. D., at 3 P.M.
byJ. W. Bouton, or New York."-Bost<m Timt~.
Doors open at
"It Is unquestionably true that the results ot a Public cordially invited.
rationalistic study or the Christian scriptures are 2;30 P.M.
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
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A. Certainly not, while .the' clergy can get nisheli! the luster of our finest achievements."
Q. What 'do' you mean by fast days?
the people to believe its absurdities.. ·
· Q. Where is George Washington?
. .
A. Days we are'allowed to use hog's·lard fin.·
. Q. How many persons are there in God?
A. He is everywhere-in the hearts o'f the 1all occasions..
·
A. Three divine persons, namely, the auto- people, all over the globe. IDs name and memQ. What do you ~ean by national thanksgivcrat, the aristocrat, and the aberrant
mory wilt be cherished at the North pole.· ·
ing?
..
'
.
.
Immortality.
Q. Did one of the three divine persons beQ. Who are the Liberals?.
•
A. A national day authorized by the presi~ ·
My soul, where art thou going? he asked the falling come man?
A. They are the foreruilllers of civil and re- dent of the United· States that the clergy.might , ,
breath.
A. There was no need to become man ac- ligious freedom, the beacon-lights of civiliza.. hav business suspended to' get acquainte.d with'
-What meaneth this undoing which mankind say Is· cqrding to Eph. iv, 6, if it was not to delude. tion.•
. . ,
their neighbors' turkey and spring chickens. . ,-,
death?
Q. Who is. the Holy, Ghost?
.
Q. What do the expounders of divine authorQ. What do you think of those who, at-their
Wbir.t mean the sad sensations Which strangely whirl
A. The third. person that conce1v~d the sec- ity .say of them?
·
•.
prayers, think not· of God, nor of what they
my brain,
ond person, according to theological science.
A.· That the.rare the enthu~iasts of this age, say?
•
;
And tend toward oblivion? Shall I not llv again?'
Q. Why did the devil tempt our first par- and warn the Young Mens' Christian AssociaA. They are to be pitied for having too many
Say, soul, what Is destruction·? What Is this vision ents to eat of the tree of life in the lnidst of tion to beware of them.
·
government bonds, and for·striving to cheat in
strange?
pl!ol'adise?
Q. Who is the Young Men's Christian Asso- their income tax, that the burden might be
Oa.n dark annihilation pa.ss universal range?
A. That he might giv a living to all cunning· ciation? ·
,
. .. . . · greater on tho productiv classes. '
· .
"DWJt thou art," 0 man, at birth, "to dust thou and crafty men too idle to earn their bread by
·A; They are the would-be aristocracy of this· Q. What must we do to remove this em? .
sba.lt return·;••
the sweat of their brow.
age, who borrowed their orthodox ovation · A. Repudiate the debt; it has long. since
"Ashes to ashes," "earth to earth," Is all what we
Q. Why did God.make hell? ·
froin John Williams, in the year of Christianity been paid; g1v the gove=ent lands to' the
can learn.
A. No Atheist knows; it is only an opinion 1848.
.
·
·
people, and· not to railroad. xnonopolies 'and
The' earth receives those a.shes; thy vapors shall of the Christian clergy that their penitents
Q. Who is John Williams?
. foreign lords'; tax all church property as welL
a~:atn
·
might be terri:fitd into subjection.
A.· He is the offspring of Welsh parents, .Who as peasant homes, and make taxation on bonds
Meet where the lightning na.slies, converting them to
Q. Can anyone come out of hell?,
worked fu a grocery store in London; England, as well as on mechariical ·.enterprise; Equal·
1,
, ra.ln,
A. Yes, when you pave the way with green- and wishes to offer· prayers and fasting to the taxation is the voice of the people.
"·,
Which, weeping o'er death's portalS, shed circles of backs, that the stubble might be removed.
sacred memory of George III.
Q. What-do' you mean by the last.day ?.
, .,
renown,
Q. What is original sin?
-Q. Who is George III.?
·
· ·A. The day of general judgment; when all' .. /
Displaying tears Immortal within heaven's crystal
·A. The first link of slavery the clergy has
A. He was king of England by divine right,' the clergy will condemn you for the little supcrown.
endowed us with, that their power and profi,ts and defender of the faitli by church right, and port you contributed to their welfare and ease.
The sun ray which Is holding the glories of that might prosper.
struggled to impose his divfue authority over
Q. What will they say to you on that memorwreath,
Q. Where are true Christians to be found? the American· people.
·.
· able day?
·
Is seen again unfolding them upon the mountain
A. At the gold ring, or money exchange,
Q. Are there any supreme heads on earth to
A ..Depart from me, ye progressionists and·
heath;
robbing ·their fellow-man of the fruits of his the'. .Young Mens' Christian Association?
patriots; you hav disturbed my peace'li.nd com, Thy withered brain shall nourish earth's everla.st· laboJ.:.
.
A.. Yes; Cook, Colgate, and ComstO"Ck-the fort in this life by making others as wise as
,·' '
lngwomb,
'
Q. Are we justified by faith alone, without divinity of Christian church ·charlatans, imi-' yourselvs.
· ·
'
And yield a plume to llourlsh sweet petals o'er thy good works?
tating the mlldoo trinity of the unknown gods,
Q. What will they say to the bondholders?
tomb.
A. No. If yo)lr faith were as-pure as salt it Brahma, Vishnu, and ·siva.
A, Come, ye belqved and benevolent old:
. ·-·?·
Thy every thought Immortalized, beeause with profits you nothing without supporting the
Q, Where will all those Christian people go? friends; you al~ays legislated· for our interest ·
beauty given,
clergy in.all things, spiritual and temporal, in· A. To the Christian heaven, to sit by the side and ..state power, that we· might keep the people·
In puritY recrystallized, adorns the dome of l).eaven; luxury and ease.
of nothing, for Atheists to laugh at for their
religious slavery; ~hile you fWeoed them· in..
So matter Is eternal, myseU It doth embrace,
Q. How is the church holy?
folly and ignorance.
.state and national legislation, wehav kept them , · / ·..,
Though not a single molecule be found In Ita old
A. In its corruptions and usury laws, in
Q, What does the Apostle Paul say of apos- in ignoranct>, where they ought to be, while we
place.
swindling the superstitious·by granting i.D.dul- tates?
be~ame ~he l'ords of_the land. In making your
Dissolved Into atomic weight, I then may cease to gences and dispensations to all those that hav
A. That it is impossible for them to be re- dymg will and testlmoll:y don't forget ll;S, the
think,
money to loan.
.
.
newed to ,their former glory without a great 1 shepherds of the most high, who are annously
But cannot lose the lire Innate while I'm ·creation's
Q. Can the church err ih what- it teaches?
deal of scrip. .
· ' ·
waiting to take all you will giv that you might
link.
A. No; for it always leaves a loophole to
Q. Are we not strictly forbidden to' worship in your folly go on:your way rejoicing.
Eleot.rlz~ with the essence which doth 'all things per- get out of, by telling us to obey the church- images?
,\
Q. Where is heaven for these righteous sinva.d.e,
i. e., our pastors.
.
A; Yes; but we cannot disobey our rulers ners?
. .
,
And forces to existence whatever Is decayed.
Q. What must we do that we might be saved? when it is on our curren0y, that we.might know
A. When the clergy come back from their
lilY elements, evolving from decomposing slime,
A. Support the politicians and the clergy in our oppressor.
·
long search to :find it, they will reveal it, to you
Are found again resolving the universe sublime.
idleness and comfort, that they might become
Q; To how· many commandments may the· for your charity toward them
:
.
"0 grave, where is thy victory? 0 death, where Is
the rulers and bondholders of .the land of the Ten Commandments be reduced?'
My generous _opinions on Christianity in gen, thy sting?"
free.
.
A. To these two principal commandments: ,eral, I hope, will not be blighted by prejudice in.
The grave Is but a bed to me, and dea.tb my waiting
Q. What is the duty of citizens?
Support the clergy, and -th,en the state, with all the future without searchitig thol'Dughly, and
wing.
A. To avoid whisky rings in politics, ecclesi- your toil and sweat, and go in rags, as tramps penetrating closely into the 'nwst remote corJilel"
Mentation may be ended, yet I shall surely llv,
astical donations, and never take bribes to sell do, that they might despise you, and be atten- of ·your conscience. ,
·
·
My atoms all reblended a.s provlden<iewm glv.
the birthright of their fellow-patriots at elec- tiy 'to the polls on elect10n day.
·
M. H. BLACKFoRD, an American Atheist.
It may be In the sunbeam my gases shall ascend;
:May be to the poppy then my blood ita tints shall tions.
Q.. What ought to be done to delinquent
lend;
PEN.
Christians?
·.
Absorbed into the !lower, or riding In the breeze, .
A.
Enlarge
the
penitentiaries
to
receive
Or caught up In the shower to rolllri distant seas.
Then free frbm creeds upon It my rising breath them.
Q. Repeat the Ten Commandments.
shall sing
A. 1. I am the Lord thy·God; thonshalt hav
'l'he whirlwind's solemn sonnet on nature's airy
no bondholder but me.
win,.
2. Thou shalt not take the name of the
ONLY $1.50.~The Best Pen-for the Least Money.~$1.50 ONLY.· ..
With duty to humanity, I do not tear the sod,
· The superiority of the KERNER STYLOGRAP:inc PEN,!>ver th~ old steel or gold p~n consists in'tt>.;;:.:
But trust my laating destiny to nature's unknown president of these United States fu the gold
ring.
,
'
fact that It will write continuously for sever at. days, the Ink being In the stock, which can be refilled when• ·,.
God,
3. Get married and do all christenings on the empty. It can be carried In the pocket as handily as a lead-pencil. 1t will last a. life-tlme. The KER- .·.
And now my pulse Is ceasing, and bands and teet
NER PEN I• the best and cheapest. Money will be refunded tO any one purchasing tnls pen and not:· ·
Sabbath
day
that
the
clergy
might
hav
more
:find-Ing It all that It Is represented to be.
·
·
grew cold,
And death my colors lleectng prepares me for the time to rest, and concoct plans for the future.
Address:
GEORGE
MACDONALD,
·
4.
Support
your
father
and
mother
by
honest
mold,
74 Third ave., New York: ,.
My sun Is seeming beamleBB, and sinking In the industry.
"'·',I
5. Avoid taking that which you cannot reach~
west,
6.
Deal
not
in
that
which
you
hav
no
license
'l'O lands where sleep Is dreamless, ·and ~lliS perfect
for, or a revenue stamp to secure you.
rest.
7. Don't rob the exchequer; nor take bribes
The world Is growing dimmer, and fading from my
No. 1.-The Relation oC 1he Spirttnal t~J
in contracts.
thf' Ma•erial ••ntverse; tbe Law ot'tio••·
EDLOCK , oR., T:a;E RJ;GHT R&M'I'I()Ns
sight,
'lrol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised. B:y Sp'lrlt;
8
..
Never
tell
lies
of
your
neighbor
if
he
And but a nlokerlng glimmer shows now a rayless
011' THE Sl!:XES.,.-Disclosing the Laws of
M. Faraday ... Price, 15 cents.
·
should differ with yon in opinion.
,
light·.
oCIUe;
,
9. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's goose. Conj~al Select!on, and showing Who May and No.:!.--Orhriu
But one last link unbroken my trl~nd still holds to
Or,
Wberelll:an
Comes
From.
The
Evolution
ot
10. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's Who :May Not Marry. A Scientific Treatise. By the Spirit from Matter through Organic Process5es;
thee,
8Al>I'UEL R. WELLS, One vol., 12mo, 2ljO pages; or, How the ·spirit J;lody Grows. New Edition, En·
Though words cannot be spoken beneath this upa.s- greenbacks, nor his bonds, nor his income tax.
One other command I giv you, that you love plain muslin, price, $L50; in: fancy gilt binding,. $9. larged and Revised. By Spirit lll. Faraday. Price,
tree.
· . .
,
10 cents.
1 love, and hope, and fear; my friend, It Is for you, the poor for my sake, and the rich for your
No. a.~'I'he Development or.the Spirit
Accepted this farewell tear. Adieu, b~love_d, adieu. own sake;- for it is in holy writ, "The hire of
After Transition.
· ·
··
Among the subjects trl'ated are the following:
the laborers who hav-reaped down your :fields, Marriage a Divine Insti~tlon; Qtiallilcat~ons for
The Origin of Religions •. By Spirit' lll. ·Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.
.
which is of you kept back by fraud, crieth;
Catechism for Liberals.
and the cries of them which hav reaped are Matrimony; The Right Age to Marry; ll!otlves No. 4.-Ttoe Process or Mental &eti.on1
,
How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
entered into the ears of the Lord of Sabbaoth ~· for Marrying ; Marriages of Consanguinity- of 15or,
Q. Who made the world?
cents.
·
·
(James v, 4). Faith. without works is dead, Cousins, when Justifiable; Conjugal SelectionA. God, it is supposed, fashioned it.
No
..
G.-The
Origin
or
the
Christia,n
Rellk•
and
wicked
rich
men
warned.
The
patriots
of
Affinities;
Courtship-Long
pr
S~ort;
Duty
ol
Q. Who is God?
lf)U,
How the Pagan Prlesls of Rome ,9rlglnated Ohrls·
A. A supreme heing, unknown to all but the '76 are conversing with the patriots, of 284. Parents ; Marriage Customs and Ceremonies of all
tlanlty,
of Ita Founders. Trf¥1SCrib~d.
They
say:
"If.
ye
fulfil
the
royal
law
according
clergy.
Nations; Ethics of Marri~; Second· Marriages, by Spirit Confessions
lll. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, '11>
to scripture, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as nre they Admissible? Jealousy-Its C'ause and cents;
Q. What is man?
P!i-per, 50 cents. ·
A. One of God's creatures, composed of a thyself" (James· ii, 8). Who are ·they that do Cure; Causes of Separation and Divorce ; Celibacy Rome. Not Bethlehem, the Birthplace ot
body and soul, and made to God's likeness. not believe all the church teaches? Patriots -Ancient and Modern; Polygainy and Pantagainy ;,
Je!IUN.
Extract from No. 5, Price 10 cents.
Q. How can we be made to God's likeness and Progressionists; they abandoned fraud and
Love Signs in the Features, and How to Read
_.
'
when we are red, white, and black in color, :fiction..
Them; Physiognomy; Sensible Love Letters-Ex- w~-:r::r~~~ tgo~ re~~:i'J~~-ut?'
Q. Who are the secessionists?
and our features and size vary in proportion?
,
I
A. It is not for the wise to know; the
A. All those that preach reform by putting amples; The 'Poet's Wife; The Model Husband
BOWI.ES PAMPHLETS.
church is tO deterniin.
.
the God of kings into our Constitution, that And the· Model Wife-the Mutual Obligations,
NEW EDITION· WITH SUPl'LEMENT, OF
Q.' For what end did God make us?
the sons and 'danghters of freedom suffered Privileges, and Duties ; The Poetry of Love, CourtI.-Experiences or Samuel Rowles,
A. To work and toil here on earth and sup- martyrdom to abolish, and giv to mankind a ship, and Marriage-Being a. Practical Gu\ole to· all No.
· Late editor of the Springfield, llla.ss., Bepub!ico.n, !h•.
port the so-called ministers of the gospel and. government of the people.
,
Spirit Lite; or, Life M He Now Bees It from a. Splr·
the Relations of HAPl'Y WEDLOCK. ,
·"'·
our rulers in general.
Q. "\\'bat will become of secessionists in the . The hook is handsomely printed and beautifnlly ltualStandpoj.nt. Written through themedlumshlp:
of
0All1UE
E.
S.
TWING,,of
West:fleld,
N.Y.
25
cents
•.
<,
Q. How can we know God npon earth?.!
day of tribulation?
.
A. By going to church Sundays and holiA. They will be tried before.the tribunal of bound It was intended more especially for yonng LR1er Papers ot' !jhtmuel Bowles,
written In August, 1883.
days, and contributing our dollars and cents the people for the sale of their lands to foreign people, but may be read with interest and wiih
Supplement To No.1
..
tO the cravings of our aristocratic clergy.
aristocrats, and for the poverty and lnisery \)roftt by those of every age. Copies will be' sent A And
5ound, separately; Mt:s. Oa.rrle E. S. Twlng;.
Q. What does the apostles' creed contain?
they hav brought on the people, and be re- "7 Pll.Bt to e.ny address oli receipt of price, bv
r
llledl um. Price, 10 cents.
THE 0TRUTH SEEKEt£.
·A. The superfluous heresies of the past, ·now warded according to their crime.
No. 2.-.(Jontrasts in Spirit LU'e:
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late·
Q. Who is Benedict .Ar):lold? ·
called theology.
of the Bprlng:fleld, llla.ss., llepublico.n, In the'
Q. Does God know all things?
A. A vain, deceitful man, fond of royal dis•
KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS. editor
first :five spheres. Also a thrilling account ot the
, A. No. He only knows those things that are play and luxury at the expense of the people.
late President Garfield's reception In the. spirit
profitable to his clergy.
When his fortune and pay did not meet his ex· Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER- world. Written through the hand of OAllRIE E. s ..
sEY Q-RAVES, author of the World's Sixteen Twma, westfield, N.Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 cents..
Q. Can God do all things.
travagance; he sold his country, and his honor,
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles, .&chsa W. Spra!IO'ne•s and Mary Clark•s·
A. Yes, when you pay him according to the with all the patriots therein, for the paltry
.t:XJ>erieuct>s iu the First Teu Spheres·
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
p:relnium on gold.
sum of one tliousand three hundred pounds
of ~pirit J,ife.
·.
cloth, $1.
lllediuxb., ATHALDINE Blii:ITH, Oswego, N.Y. Price,.,·
Q. Had God a beginning?
per annum of English gold.
20
cents.
·
A. No man can tell but the clergy, who will
Q. What became of Benedict Arnold when Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
guess at it to satisfy you.
he died?
Divine Revelations, containing a descripQ. What do you mean by the mysteries of
A. He went to the Christian heaven, where
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an exporeligion?
·
bondholders, bond robbers, land robbers,
sition of two thousand biblical errors in
A. The unscrupulous power that the crafty president assassins, and all believers in the discience, history, morals, religion, and
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
clergy has deluded the people with since the ~e right of kin~s go to enjo,Y the~ future
general,events. Also a delineation of the
••. Gottlieb," and ••Ingersoll!
early age of Christianity, and, a rivet of .king- mth the_ nngels lll the parailise gamed by
characters of the principal personages of Author of •.• Prometheusr
and Jestu1/'
·
fraud.
'
craft.
the Christian Bible and an examination
A Radleal romance of pioneer Ute. deUneattia the vll'Q. What means the unity of God?
Q. Who is GeorgeWashin~n?
of their doctrines. Price, $2.
tues of natnralllwnanlty as opposed to tile llypoortsy of
A. That there is but one God; and there
A. The, God of our republic, the deliverer of
cannot be more gods than one (Ephesians iv, 6). mahkind from ·kingcraft and · 'priestorli.ft, all Biography of Satan; or, a Historical upernatnral re11glon; crowded wltll lnold\lnt and full of'·
'
Ex:positiDn of the Devil and his Fiery Do- ~rolireealv.tdeas and the poetrY of the tntur\1,
: Q.' .Then all Christian theology must be over this land; he who reprimanded the arch"
P:W:OE' $1.00.
ADDRESS THIS OFFIClf
maws. Pric~, 85 cents;
traitor, ~~aying: "The shadow of a. fa.ult tarwro:lii.
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I

'· :.J¥fllls A:snMA.N,Salt Lake City, 'Utah.
·
.
.
· J~ F. BUBB, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct. '
'. W. R Coou, 170 1-2 .Yonge st., Toronto,Oan.
D. F, KEELER, Park City, Utah.
FEBI>INAND'.PFISTEB, Nashville, Tenn.
w~ F. REY,BOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr.:J, H: RHODEs, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa.
A;- M.•. STEVEN!3; 222 Bell,ver ave., Allegheny
C1ty, Pa.
· ,
CURES EVERY FoRM OF DISEASE , 1
Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENXEB, Snowville,
D •. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Lo~s, Mo.
WITHOUT MEDICIN.
J, S.''.MA.NsFIELn, Tucson, Arizona. ·
•.A. •BEBENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran.\ cisco, Cal.
· .
.
TI1E
.
,JosEPH .MARsH, Northampton, Mass.
ORAl!.. S. COBl!BN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence,
MACNETIC
\Mass.
·
.,
, M; Y. Tno:MA.S, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
0
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
Bem
"' ':Tnq's FonE:MAN; 1414 Qhicago'st., Omaha, Neb
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and ail lntormation b7 · '
. . S; D. Moon]!!, Adrian, ·Micb; Box 465.
.
letter or In person free of charge. ~d
·
DB. J. L. YoBK, San Jose, Cal.
for Illustrated Pamphlet.
0. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich.
Addres,s a_ll co~munications to
JosEPH L. ANDREW, Liberal, Mo.·
, . · ljl. KEITH, Animas City, Col.
0HAllLES WATTS & Co., London, England.
A. ATwooD, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
Onrus. BnowN, Burlington, Kan.
324:. Race Street, cor~ Ninth,
_
A. ERWIN, Lebanon, Oregon.
GEORGE, LoNGFORD, 2~ Otter st., Phila., Pa. .
einna1la_ ·Oh,io 1
B. F; · HYLAND,· Corvalllil, Oregon.
.uA.uu•c MAGNETIO JA<JKET. Pnce, $18.
.
. . ·
, . , , .· The. American and New York News Com1
TESTIMONIALS:
.
!
'.\.:'. p~nies will ~urnish the paper to news dealRead
tlie
following
testimoniaiS
and
be
convmced
that
our
claims
are
oorrect
in
every
particular:
1
,e.rs upon appli;cation.
and that your ailments. ca,R be eraalcated' Without tll,e aid of MEDICIN. THEBE APPLIANCES ARJl!

MAGNETIC GLOTHIIU

va..

EUREKA ·

lft,.OLE.

to ~~re~~~~ :P~~~~.~!~,P~B·I

DR.· L .. TENN:aY,
. ciB_

VORCE

-LECTURE BY DR. E. B. FOOTE.
illOllPOSitlontoproposedstringent
divorco Jaws, 1s, now published

THE ACME OF PERFECTION:

·

.

.

·

.

.

· ·

Remarkable . .Cure o_f Paralysis · in Neuralgia of the Heart of_Sfi: Y.,ars '
.
~~~r.!l!i'~i~~~~:OBT!IN'EDF~bOP:R%~Z~~;a~~~
One Week.
Standing Cured in Thr~e~weeks.'.
19

..

. .

5C ·

quotntion·s from eminent writersD
'
OINOINNA.TI, Dec. • 1882•
· 8RULLSBUBG, Wrs., Deo.11;·1882,
.: nseful to· every .one interested in .
.
•
B.; L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDB. L. TE:Nl\lEY-Dear Sir: After we'a.ring one ot
socialquestions.
~E
THST. debte_dtoyou for. the benefit I.havre~ivedfrom your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three·weeks,I
129
28
Murray Hill nbUshlnl:' · o., NEW·YOJ!.li:.,. your ,treatment, and the ·use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the· Heart and.
.
.
pliances,,I. can say -witilout hesitation to those af- Bide, which had been a source· of mlseey to .me !or
•OTTO WETT .
.
fUcted as I hav been that the errect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
,
STEIN'S
velous. Two. weeks ago·I was stricken with paraly- before without bene'1;lt, but as soon a.8 I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly, With una!terwearlngasultq!your:MAGNETICCLOTHING boundedgratitude,Irem&in
.
I
. .. .
.
·
.
'J for one week,, can US(> it quite as well as ever. I.hav
Yours respectfully, ,
,1
also been troubled with Dyspl!psra and Kidney OomH A. BROWN
. .
.
..
p)alnt fo;r a,number of years,.from which I hav suf·
. .
·
'. · ,
1 ;
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testluiony from &.lady 1
, .
,
time,' never ~o!lnd but temporary relief. Since put- who had been, under drug treatmE)J1-t,tiir:eight years l
Over ,lOO.GOld Watches, rangfug in value from $10 tlng on your appliances I hav-experienced' great with nervous prostration and female weaknei!S:
I
·to $400; in stock contiimaliy. Silver. Watches, Chains, benefit, and if I improve as rapidly as I hav In' the
OSBORN, o.,,Doo,' 15, 1882.
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pins Earrings past two weeks, will s09n be well. I would, there~
DB. L. TENNEY: Your Jetter just received_;. also
_.etc;; aJsoBilverWare,.GoldPins,OptiCal~d·Fancy fore,recomm~nd to those sutrering as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.•
Goods in proportionate larg,e quantities. A tine·S· Magnetic appliances as the only means of etrectlng FELT BETTER FBOM THE FIBST HOUB I BAD' THEM·
-ounce case, Silver Elgin Watch, $9'. , A fine 4-ounce & sure cure.·
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and it I improve as ·.rapidly as
. Stem-Winder, Htintlng or Open Face, 11 JewelS,
WM.:o.~~~~'avenue.
Ihavslnce-T:Iesday,willsoonbe well. wm·repOrt
·QUick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails
again soon.
Respectfully yours, , . E. J.Jt, .,
·evernvhere for $22 to $25).' Best 4-ounce Case, Stem
Remember that.the same appliances which ·will
'
··
,. ·
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch, patent Regulator, errect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same·
This lady reports herself entirely ·cnre<l· in 1~$8$25: A Ladles' Good, Solid Gold Etgrn Stem-Winder, time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the eame than six weeks after putting on the ·garments, and•
-$25 .. The same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. Ali 25 patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, UD&ble to get out;wlien l'oPPlied,
per cent: below_regu!ar prices. A Chronograph, 1-4 Change medicins every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride 'tWeuty miles IIi
""'second Horse-Timer, and "Fly-Back," In Heaviest patient aimost ·to. death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
"lS·Karat Case,$175. A Double Chronograph for tim- something (If he is very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this QMoo, by any~
rug two horses, or double record, a 1l.fth 11econd, best for the time being.
one desiring to communicate withlier.:
,
.1 .
1
In the world,. $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
·
hours, quarters, and. minutes, $100 less than Broad.
La.<Mes, read the following. testimony from a lady who had been surrerlng !or two years witil an Ova.r• •
,.
way. prices. Ladies' .'~atches. ornamented with tan .T_u:mor, and wl).o _had- been told .that notl).lng bUt th~ -.knife woul~l- sa1e her llfe,.anil 'the ..o~oes· .I
-~-C-~Dii9!1Q!i.ds. D,iamon:d-. Flowers; Baskets ot Dilimond were as 91'-0'1? against recovel'¥; In tour mon1;h8' time she Is ertectly well, and has nq't ·.tii,ien a dose •ol 1
.- · :FlOwers, Peacock· in·'Rubies ·_and Diamonds Varie- mediC!n since putting on the appliances. Co'1-8Ult us when your physician tells you he <l&il do nothlnog 1
- ·gatSd•. qolored Gold, Embossed Birds an,d Fl!>wers, tor you; 1t will pay you;
· ·
·
·
· ·
·
·, · ·
' · ·1
1
.E~el, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc,
·
· ·' ·
· ··
· ·
SRULLBliUBG, Wrs., November19,-l882.- ·
.
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago mY health began to fail me; I became nervous, lost all de·J
. No 1l.rier goods at Tirrany's, N.Y.
. .J. ~
·Bead me a check tor amount you, desire to pay tor sire !or food, and, in fact, began to fail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
··a,Waooh o_r other goods, describe as near as possible, ot St. Louis, at whichpJace I was theii stopping, au of whom declare~_.th&t I had an Ova.rta.n.!'J·umo,., 1
and I will send prepaid to an:~: part ot the United and that the only thing that would save my life would be the kllite. Aoout six monthS ago I grew rapidly.,
States,_ and refund cfLilh 00 demand if not entirely satis- worse, and had about made up,my mind to take the only course that seemed Je_tt tO me, and submit to an
. factory. ·I please all, and hundr,edsof my customers operation, when my attention was caJJed·to the Eureka. ltlagnet-ic Appl1a.nces, As drowning man.
cheerfully' testify to t,n,e fact. Refer to Rochelle will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint 'h(lpe of a cure.· Four months ago I
,
· &!BUl~ol
,Nationru Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett. your appliances. From the very'flrst I felt invigorated, the tu· ..
'
The laFter says in his "Catalog of the Life Members mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
. ·
1
ot thfl State ~lbera!League:" "I stepped over to see decrease, mY pains became less from day to day, until now I am
..
Otto :Wettstein, tile stanch Liberal of· Rochelle. I as well as I ev<;lr was In my life. Since putting on the appl!found him JlP to his .ears -in business, selling and ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcin. My bowels, which
sen.dlng oJI goods. His large jewelry store Is truly before were conl!tipated, are now regular. I would therefore
marvelous for a town the size of Rochelle. I would <Jheerfully recommend tilem to anyone surrerlng as I hav, believing
, advise all of our Liberal friends who are in want of that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I rem&in,
anything iii the jewelry line to send to him, and they
Gratefully yours,
JIIBS. MARY J. STEWART.
will mlllke a great saving by so doing." CorrespondRemember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
ence solicited, ·
,
over the under-garment, and, unlike ail other appliances in the
·
OTTO WETTSTEIN. market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

p
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.JEWE·ts·y STORE.
ROCHELLE, JLL.,

P

THE MUTUAL AID COMMUNITY.
Near Glen-Allen, Bollinger Co., Mo., on the Iron
Mountain Railroad, 130 miles south of St. Louis,
orrers· a home and employment to .ai1 acceptable
. men and women who may wish to join it. A copy
. of the Communist, its monthly paper, will be sen,t free
~ to all who request it. Address
·
<H7 -.
~ A. LONGLEY; Editor, Glen-Allen, Mo.-

PRICE LIST.

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
Ladies' Abdominai Belts,
6.00
5.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
4:.00
Leg Belts, each,
Blakeman's 200 Pootical Riddles. Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Price, 20 cents.
1.50
Wristlets, each,·
4.00.
THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE. Sleeping_ Caps,
·: :.r;}, By' Prof. H. M. KOTTINGEB, A.M.. Price, $1.00. ..Ladies Jacket
18.00
. 6;5:<~ This volume alms at the educatla;. of youth In the Gentlemen's l'ests,
15:00
· ... y•prlnctples of Freethought, at the same time that it
Inculcates moral d
and human rights from a · Superfine Insoles,
.1.00
etandpoint of pure
,u and common sense.
Chlldren's garments upon application.
.
Addr
~, THE TRUTH SEEKER
I

1

·THE

PHOBLEM OF THE UNIV_ERSE,
AND

·Its Scientific Solution
WITH SO'ME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
·uy SA..UUEL P. PUTNAJti.

Price 20 cents. For sale at this office

.PLA•N HOME TALK,

AnY of the above garments se,nt to any address upon receipt of price, and we will :return the money
if they are not as represented In every respect. I! you are uncertain as to what would best suit your, case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are oll'ered at leeS than one-tilird of what others are selling wortllless appliances tor, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred !old superior to any other appliance ever of!erSd the
public, and Will outlast the. garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particul&r'px:ocess and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not &single appiJmiCe
In the market will attract the ~mallest particle of iron, the majority of such wortllless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining :m&gBetism tor a
·moment. All of our garments are made !rom the very best material !or the purpose, and will outlast any
and ail other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged In the garments upo,n rclmflljk
principles, and not haphazard s.s in all the others. We orrer you therefore

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed,

.

And chsJlenge comparison With any of tile so-called magnetic garmen,ts now of!ered under that he&d. At !
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manu!&ctnre enables us to otrer them
&bOUt

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot pl'OC1ll'6 them, being but a trille higher
than ordinary clothing.
R .. m .. mber that we are otrering you the Cheapest and beSt me.gi:letlo appliances in the market, ud if
upon receiving the garments they do not meet yonr expectation, return them at our exiM!nse and we will lL
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.
refund
your money.
J.
This book Is a plain talk about tlie human &Ystem the
H ••
habits of men and women, tbe causes and prevention o1
dlaeiiBe, our sexuo.J relatione and social natures. It Ia med·
bee
perle.
~~~::ign.i'i:::".:e~~~g~d :t=e:er..'i!.i:'t1o~n,~~
fied tL
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Medical Common Sense.
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"

Ladies' Abdominal .Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.
I
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. TRE rellglous .~>rEi~s-hugg!ng __a sunday-soho,ol
,teacher.
WHY was Noa.ti the best ftna.ncter the wO:rld C)V~_r
saw? Because he kept up 8. :H.Oa.tlng company when·,·-··
all th& rest of the world was In l!quldatlon. '
I

TRIS Is tlie we,y a mother down East des!Jrlbed her·
daughter's courtship: "He 'posed and 'suadeil. she
nayed and 'fu~ed; last she 'sen ted_, then he •gaged ·
h6r."
A SEwmG·MACIUNE agent was recently attacked by .
a flerce'catamount, near Milford. Strange as 'tt may
appear, the catamount escaped without being stliok
'with one of the machines;
'
.·~
I
"WHERE shall we find our sunday-school teachers ?" a.Sks a rellglous exchange. ·Well, many ot out•.
sweet girl Sunday-school teachers may be found sitting on sofas w!tb. nice young men any time &fter 8
o'clock P.M.
'

TH,E

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

'Jfrtarfhinltt~n'. ~lmafUlc.

-'

'

"Do jou ever observe how very devotional Deacon.

· ·

Buffam 18 ?" asked a. pious lady or her- hUSband.

f

i-;- /A' '

"Yes, my dear, the deacon. is very devotional. He ' · ; 1
always keeps his head'bowed In prayer till the con- ·'· :.
trlbut!on-box has passed.'' '
.

1884.

.

'

A MEMBER of the Phonetic •lubwrltes.usto "drop ,
the final ue in words so enci.lng, and_spell dialog;',;'.'.
epllog, etc." We are' wllllng to drop the ue. to llm- t· ..
!ted extent, but when the language club asks .us
to spell glue ftl, we protest,

a

'<E. M. 284.>

®y/itf\ &i~Rteen iJuff f>a.~e ·tfffu•tra.tiorz•··

'WOMAN !a so bu!lt that-she but seldom can 'throw ·
l!tralght. Providence; it is truly said; orders everything for tb.e best, and.li.fter a husband has seen one
tin cup san harmlessly by•hls head he dn run be·
fore she oan snatch up another;
·
'

OON'r:E:N'l:'S.

This World.• By Aeorge Chalney. Page cill
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M.
Macdonald.
-63
x883 in England: Its Struggles and,l•
Work.
,.
65
Liberal Charities.
66
Noted Freethinkers'and Reformers.
67
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•
69
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70
That Old Serpent whichisSatimand the
Devil. •
•
•
7I
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•
· 72'
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75
Jefferson's Religion.
77
Useful Measures.
78
As to Time.
. So
Big jack Small.
· • 83

·Calendar for x884. •
Page 3
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of
·New York, and the·Duty'QfSuJ1porting ,
.the Liberal Press. ' By Peter Eckler. IS
: Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M. xS
New York' State Freethinkers' Associ22
..ation. By' H. L. Green.
·
. The,-National Liberal League. By T. C.
liS
- . , . :Leland.
The Progress of Liberal Thought In
49'
Canada. By Charles Stevens.
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55
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60
Industrial Educati<fn. By W. S. Bell.
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THE Rev. Dr. Deems says the-Old-Testament Is true, , ·'
word for word, from beginning to end, and that if he
didn't believe it he would leave the pulpit. The, .reverend doctor would be a good man to meet when .
you return .from ·a fishing excursion.
·
.
'
"YES," said Mrs. Liberal, ''I hate those·stralters,
they are so awfully bigoted; but they needn't be so'
stuck up about their religion. The Llberll.l fatth.-ts
gaining fast, and it won't be many years,-1 gliesa,
before we can be as bigeted as they are." ,
A BEAR stole a Mormon baby lll.st week and carried
It oft into the woods,.but when it was dlsc6vered that
it wa.S a girl baby he immediately carried •it back.
home again, He knew 'the Mormons _would n~ed her
in thlllr buA!ness in the sweet by .and by.

.t!

/',
I

--

•"

"·How I pity the poor such a night as this!" said '
Blanda, as he sat in hla comfortable apartment.
Tb.en why," asked B~u1T, u don't you put on your
coat and go out and see If you cannot. render •asalst-. ·
ance to some of them?" "Ah," replied Blanda
"then I s.houldn't be so ·comfortable as I am now: ·
and I might forget. the poor and begin to pity myse}f,
·That W!JUld b!)selfish, you know."

NEW YORK:

11

· 33 cu:NTo~ PLAI==E.

.

'.

,}

·,

..

.

·.

ONE Sunday morning a minister ~f the gospeL had''· ·
'bls attentllll'l'called lo' a number o(boys who were !B:
search of' a lost ball with which they had been play:.,
lng football.. After lecturing to them for awhile about
the Wickedness Of playing on that day, he· said;·
"Now boys, le-t me assure you that it is useleSs you.
searching for that ball any more, for Satan h~s it . ·
now In .his, possesl!,lon." Whereupon one of. thE!
lads remarked,:" Why, he'd no businees to. touch it; ·
he's not'a·member in our club."
- ·

PRICE, 2!5.. C~NTS.

,.

ELDER TOOLE arose at the last· meeting of tJ:ie
Lime 'Klhi Club arid 'ollserved that hlformation
reached his ears to the e:l!ect that tlie world
was· to come to an end on the second. of, May of ·
the present year. He desired to ask H the president was aware that such a. oalamit;y was to take
~lace. •• De president am fully aware," rep lied
Brother Gardner. " An' what am we gwine to
do about it?" "We' will wait and see. If dar am
DOZ. am any slob enterj>r!s&i:m han' dis club wants to,be
·
..counted in. I wouldn't advise any of you gem'len,
.. howeber, to let your rents slip past in hopes. to beat.
h~d

JOHN E. REMSBURG.

IN THE

JIIT~D·:·STAT~S

AND CANADA

Bevbed and Enlarged.

Fton{l4y, 1876 to May, 1883.

Price,, 10 CTI::l. SING-LY;
J

TH.IRD EDITION.
OUT,, OF

THE

1

ORIGINAL

~W:SPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
. TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY

75 CTS. _PER

AS A

MISSION A'RY DOOUMEN5r.., J'ourlandlo~ds,"
"You had .been: drinking-again last night, John/•
IT Is, UNEXCELLED.
Is what Crtmsonbeak got fired at him when he met

Among the subjects considere'd by Mr..
Remsburg are:
·· · OOMPARED AND REVISED.
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis1U'
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
~ · Jll..,
•
, the penitentiaries; the Church and ClvllizaAUTHOR OF
tio11; the Church and ·Science; the Church
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,·
,
•
·
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
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These ·pamphlets should be circulated by
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"
,
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
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Ladies ! Gentlemen ! !
hlstles?"
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everely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the (ladles 25 cents) to
PHOTO. EXCHANGE,
riesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav 5t6
Box 139, Cleveland, Ohio.
1ade · themselvs, and they must' lie in it.·
end for thl! book and see what devourers
MAN!
'f ·sheep the shepherds can be."
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For iale at this otll.ce.

his wife at the breakfast table the other morning .
,; i ·must admit that I had," replied the husband, ..
meekly, "You know as well as I do that liquor is 1
your worst enemy." "So I do.,. "Why don't yOu
glv it up, then?" "It wouldn't be scriptitral,
ma'am." "What I". screamed :Mrs. Crim~o~bea.k,
horrorstrlcken at her husband's remark. "I said it·;
wouldn't be scriptural," repeated Orimsonbeak,
rather decidedly. "Don't the scriptures teach us to
love our enemies ?" and 'Crimson beak smacked ·his
Ilps at the very thought of it.
W:AS IT A BOY OR A GIRL ?·
Mrs. Mulcahy: " Good marnln' ." Mrs. O'Holll·
han: "Good marnin', Mrs. Mulcahy.'' Mrs. Mulcahy: "An' how's the ould man, Mrs. O'Hollihan ?''
Mrs. O'Hollihan;. "Och, purt;y wull, thankee, Mrs.
Mulcahy, but dhrunk agin laalit. night, though."
Mrs. Mulcahy: ." Och, dear, dear. The poor man I"
Mrs. O'Hollihan: "Did you hear the news about
the lncraise .in Mrs. McCarthy's famlly, Mrs. Mul· ·
cahy ?" Mrs. Mulcahy: ·., 0! did not. ·Waz it a bye
or a gurrull ?" Mrs. O'Holl!han: " 'Twas nayther."
Mrs. Mulcahy: "Nayther ?" MrM. O'Hollihan:
•"Nayther; twaz twins!" Mrs. Mulcahy: "Wull,
wull, wulll"
THE la;;e anecdote in the December Drawer ill us~
trating the colored brother's idea of the dlftereilce
between meum and teum reminds a reader of a conversation on the same toplo with an old acquaint- ·
ance, Uncle Sy, "Did you ever find anything of val·
ue, Uncle Sy ?" I asked, after telllng him about finding a pearl r!ng that morning. "Yeh, sY.h; I foun'
a pus' once, Wid ten dollars In it.'' " Did you ?
Well, what did you do with it ? You didn't keep It,
of course?" "Yeh, sah; I did dat berrytlng. rse
strlckly honest; I wouldn't take no man's pus'. I
lef' it where he could get it; but I took de money
out fust. You see, he done los' de money-'twarn't
his'n no more. I done find it;'it was my money
den. But-de puo was hls'n, an' long as I llv I aln' ~
gwine .to take no man's pus'."
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Jltws off fht lftth.

THE Helena, Montana, Independent says:
"Father Imoda; who came among ~~:Blackt.
feet in 1869, has' many interesting reminis~
cence!fof. the red man iii that early day. He
WE!!TON, the pedestrian; has just completed
~ .. . THERE is an overproduction of clericfll charfoUD.d polygamy one of the hardest heresies to his tramp of 5,000 miles in one hundred days.
i\ -I~tans who preach .lies }or money:~John SWineradicate among them. The successful hunter
iT is estimated that the cattle-drive from ·
!'- ::('' on. '
usually wanted more than one wife to skin the
~ li,\_ _ KNowiEDGE alone. kills religion; faith· alone
slau-ghtered game, tan the hides, and preserve Texas during the coming season will reach
·
~ ~'-ih.as no, protection from supe~stition.-'-Christian.
the 'meat. .The scarcity of game of lat,e years 300,000 head.
AT
Witchita,
Kan.,
a
man
has
been
convicted
· ~(~dvoccite (Methodist). ·
· •
has greatly aided the church in rooting out po"
of a murder committed while returning home
~T.HE cz'ar'~ physician, has ad-y:ise-d him- to take '-A CLERGYMAN in Durham,' England, some lygamy, and the young men are generally con- from a country prayer-meeting.
'' ': more outdoor exercise, as his close confinement short time s~ce, taught an gld jllan mhis par- ten~g themselvs with one· wife."
HENRY GEoRGE, the land reformer, was given
'· ·.::: is liable to kill him. This is mighty hard .on ish to read, and_fottnd him ari apt pupil. A£HERE is a social item from a Winnipeg paper:
· ('the pooJ.: czar; for now h\l is between two fires. ter his lessons were finished he was not able "A- meeting of Sunday-school teachers ~as a banquet on the 15t4 by the Scottish Land
;:·;If h6-goes_ out he' is liable to be blown to pieces to call for some time, and when' he· did only held a few evenings ago at an up-town book Restoring League of Glas~ow, Scotland.
'rHE government of Spain, apprehensiv of a.
'. ,by dynamite, and if he stays in the house he 'fo.uitd the wife at· home.· "How is John?~' store, and a very enjoyable evening was spent.
_'; .- will die anyhow.
,
said he. '' How does he get on with his read- The meeting opened with prayers and singing, rebellious uprising, has arrested several per;t·· · ·
'
• ing?r' "Oh, · nicely, sir." ' ' Ah, I suppose after
which the guests partook o~ coffee and sons, inclucliog military officers and civilians.
· ·· · ·THE ~elancholy discovery_ is .made that
k
D
·
1
d
d h ·th
t
he'll t:ead his Bible ve-rv comfortably now." ca e.
ancmg fo lowe , an · t en e par y
IT is rumored that Mr. Gladstone will dis· "gosh" i~ the· worst kind of swearing. Eliot,
"J
tl
d
· ·
f
h
d
·
·· · ·
"Bible, sir?_ ·Bless you', he was out of the Bi~ set ed own to a .qmet game o ettc er an solve the British Parlittment in order to get the
,.._: in ~s. Indian Bible, uses "osh '' (my.father)
·
·
ble and into the newsp' ape~s long ago.",
whist" After the night was far spent and the
,~~· for ti1e Almighty, ·and the early missionaries
dawn .was at hand- Mr. Richardson proposed sense of the country on the Egyptian question.
~>- e~_g_l9yed ... gosh " (your father). It· i~ sai~ THE commission which was appointed at the that they should all unite in singing a l,lymn, THEBE is a genuin Fenian fright in Ottawa,
~ ·tlie Indians at once adopted the latter word,for instance_ of the National Congregational Coun- 'Sun of My Soul, Thol,l Savio~ Dear.' This Can. The parliament buildings are occupied
;"· the'uses•of
p' rofaiiity.
_
cil, heid ·in St. Louis, 1880, has concluded its was done, and th e guests departe d , we11 p1ease·a by the watchman only, and the gua:rd has been
-.
•
1
_
,
'- · ALIIERT RoBINSoN, who is described as a very worJr and ~ade its report. . This report is in with th~ night's entertainment. Everybody's doubled.
1
.-.
•
;
•
creed in twelve
ta. t
· th e only sure
•
THE Rev. William H. Baulin, a Baptist
qmet,
;tetirmg
man, IS
now chamed
to the floor the
th .form
t .fof !Lh'new
.h ffi
f .ll .paragraphs,
,W b
s e_ was· consi·aere d , whi. ch IS
f
ll . · th'
t . il . S
Ant .
e.1as o w IC a r.ms as o ows: '
e e~
f. h. ·
al
d ti
f "t ,,
clergyman of Lawrenceviile, Pa., was struck by
. :·' o a ce m
e coun y Ja . m an
omo, lieve ~ a final judgment the issues. of which way o avmg a re goo !lle o I .
, - 'J)exa~ .H_e had .been consideraqly enthused · ·
·· ; · ,
.· ' ~
· . .
k "SPECTATOR," Writing to a religious paper, a train near Limerick last Saturday night and
· Wl'th th e reli mon
· taught b Y a part Y of S anctifi - are everlasting, pumshment and
everlastmg
. lately went to a Brooklyn fatally i~jured.
L
·
r·eports thn_t he
'"''·
-'t·_ . ts' o· h' ~ ._ . _ th t ·ty , • .th· .th life." This is signed by tweiity-~wo doctors of
"'
'iL ca Ioms , prea!3 mg .m- a ci , WI
,e di . ..
W
h
chu,rch, and says that he and his family had to
THE skeleton of an Indian who,' it is said,
fl;·- · '-'above result. He is a raving religious maniac.
Villlty.
e trust t at _the younger pers,o~s wait in the vestibule till the pew-h_olders were mttst hav been seven feet tall when alive, was
:c.':.·"- · . : · : c- ·
· ·
•
·
·•
amollg the-number may liv to be ashamed of It.
!~ ... · ·_ • T:£ta:Emilifferentreiigiousne, wspap'ers.pubj.fsh
,
,
·
seated, and then they were distributed around, unearthed, at South Beach, Staten Island, N.
'~/- Jo Cook's_Monday talks unabridged,_ each -wi,tli.
A coNTROVERSY has arisen among the mem~ he in one p~w, his wife in another, and tli.e Y., last Saturday.
' · the statement _that .:tlle lectures are revised by bers of the DJltch Refoimed church in New two bqys in the gallery. He thinkS tha~ since
SITTING BuLL, the Indian chief, is on a visit
;_cook himself. -These assurances are sup,ere- ·Jersey over th.e burial' of a negro woman in a the churches sell reserved seats for the season, to St. ·paul, Minn. He evinces great .interest
rog~tm;y.Thefrequencywith which "laughter,." part of acemetery set apart for white people. they s-hould sell them for the single Sunday. in everything he sees, and is inclined to regard
It has been generally supposed that the grave He 'would hav been ve-rv glad if h·e could hav
the hotel fare favorably .
- f
•---_,-''applause,." and "·sensation" are interjected
di t' ti·.
d
"J
· ·
·
. iii. tjle printed reports is a sufficient indication wa,s a common 1eve1er o c1ass s me ons, an sent up the Saturday before and hired reserved
A NEW Socialistic newspaper has appeared
tgat the ·autJ;wr handles the -manuscript, '
that one person was as good as another under seats .for himself' and his household for that
.
'
ground, even to ",the-politic -w;orm." What, s'Undaymorningservice. "Whynot?"heasks. in St. Petersburg, Russia. It is calledSWobod, ,tJp~~)lf~G~,ofPli.tJ.~delphiaj •::Vas a Cath- inquires the Chicago Tribuile, will the in embers It is hard to 'say why not, e~cepi that_in the noje Blowa, ·which means Free Speech. The pa, ,;olic. E~abeth l\;IcGinrlis; his~e, wa.s a-Proir of the Dutch Reformed' chu~chof New-Jersey case. of churches like that_ of Talmage a theat- per strongly deprecates terrorism.
'·. · ,,~s_tant; ':To' -settle the religious: fl1fficulties in do when th!lY get"to heaven, where there· are ric.al license would be required. By selling
THE 11ttendance at the Rutgers Presbyterian
· ,wh.i.ch they found themselvs entangled, -Me-. no·reserved,seats?
the pews for the season this issue is dodged.
chtirch of this city is falling off so rapidly that
G~i~ treated his wife, with such brutality that
ATTENTION is called by the New York Gra'Yih.ic the members are talking seriously .of selling
she was obliged to leave him./ He then shot
A SEWING MACHrNE was recently won in a
.out. The pastor is anxious to resign .
. , her, se~iously wounding her, and killed her church lottery in this city by a reverend arch- !::::~:c!~!~~::: i~: vp_:!~te~nl:~pe ~~~:a~
T:a:E Rev. John Lyon, of Bridgeport, Conn.,
,, .·. jnoth!lr•.On Friday, the 4th inst., McGinnis bishop. About the same time several candy
K was hanged.
dealers were ar;rested for violating the· lottery his chair and 'shouted, "God will punish you is lnissing. He went to Hartford one day las•
;.
law by selling prize packages of candy. The for this,':• and then pronol).nced a prophecy of week and has not returned.. It is feared that
TlJ:E U:p.ited States trea~ure'r has j_ust discov- victims of Comstock's "candy-pulling" should vengean'ce upon his prosecutors, their witness- he has become demented and wandered off.
~- · ~redthat the supply ofone-doUar an(j. two-dollar join the church, and make sewing machines es, and the jury. Corkhill, the district attorTHE exports of domestic cattle, hogs, beef,
1; · _-. bills ~s nearly· exhausted, and they are scarce. the only prizes in their lotteries. Then, by ney, has lost his office, and is looking for some- pork, and dairy products from the United
It is strange how long it sometimes takes an judiciously allowing the proper persons to win thing to do. One of his associate counsel took States during February amounted to $6,960,475,
··'
. official to find out what hundreds of other peo- the prizes, Comstock would perhaps put on his to drinking soon after the trial, nnd is now a as against $V, 792,040 during the corresponding
'ple hav known for years. Yes, ~r .. Treasurer, leather spectacles when he went in search of common drunkdrd. Two of the jurymen are month of 1883.
the one"dollar and two-dollar bills are scarce, them ......:.Sewing Machine Journal.
'
dead; two more hav failed in business, and
THE daily newspapers which pay cash for
and• there is. no great abundance of bills· of a
anbther is hopelessly insane.
Three of the
higher denomi.nation. ·
THE Little Rock (Ark.) Ga~ette prints the fol- medical experts who testified to his sanity are their news are endeavoring to get a newspaper
A BosTON young lady who wa~, on a visit to lowing as a veritable letter of Andrew Jackson, dead, and a fourth has become insane. And now copyright bill through Congress to prevent
,·,.· NewY_orkremarked. to a citizen~ of 'that place and says it is a fair sample .of his private cor- it is announced that J. W. Tilden, the chemist other papers from copying the news under
respondence: "I wa~ glad to hear from you and who discovered the poison in the bouquet Mrs. eight hours from publication.
t~at !here was "no· intl)llectuality in New to know that the good Lord, in his divine Scoville sent to her brother the morning of his
AT the meeting of the "Joe Brady Emer'York"' . TJ]?on being asked why she visited m,ercy, had thus far spared you. May he ever execution, has gone crazy, and been committed gency Club," in this city last Sunday, it was
sucha.city,
she
replied,.''
For
intellectUal
rest."
bless
us
and
damn
our
enemi'es.
We
must
all
h
G
1
f
·
.
"
tot e overnment a,sy unt or treatment.
claimed by the orators that the knife, poison,
Whe~eupon the wicked Ne'wYorke;r remarked, lean on the cross for support, forman is weak.
and dynamite were lawful means of warfare.
"I
am
glad
to
aet
your
explanation
o.f
your
d
h
d
d
THE
pastorship
ofthe
church
of
Notre
Dam""
Di you ever see sue a amne scoundrel as
Anything to kill off the British, 'hey said.
·/'apparent lack of intellect:" And nowtheBos- John Q. Adams? .I am pleased to hear that (Catholic), in ,Chicago, is the subject o.f unt_ on lady won't even look at the gentlem.ari. · you h av pro f esse d religion
.
d
·
.
·
christian
remark,
and
givs
the
wicked
an
opTnE trouble in Parson Newman's church is '
an Jome·a the.
J
L s
·
church. This more effectually elevates you portunity to scoff. The Rev. G. Cote has been not yet wrestled out satisfactorily. Newman
, OHN · ULLIVAN having vanquished Robinremoved. There has existed in the congrega- preached a sensational sermon last Sunday on
. son without much difficulty, should now go above the damned whigs."
tion for years past a dissatisfied and not overslanderers and foreigners, conddmning both
int~ tra~g to meet his fellow-townsman, the DulliNG the ·great Advent revival some years scrupulous element that, it is claimed, has done without stint. The an ti-N ewmnn party were
R·ev. Jo' Cook, who has evinced s_uch marked ago, the time for the ascension of the believers everyth'mg und er h eaven to h av F ath er Cote
largely absent.
· pugilistic tendencies recently. The Rev. Jo in that religion was set for a certain day in the removed. He has frequently 'received threatOun Irish citizens turned out in great num'.has two stout arms' lj.nd a powerful tongue.~ spring. The greater part of the inhabitants of ening letters fr om anonymous in di vidua1s, who
. Chicago T-ribu'f!~·' ',It is generally believed .that a little village in Maine had made all prepara- declared that they would notify the archbishop bers on the 17th to celebrate St. Patrick's day.
Sullivan's weakest point is his wind.. He is, tions to be taken bodily up to heaven; they of some scandalous conduct on Father Cote's The ceremonies consisted of parading the
there,fdr_e, h'ereby· warned ·that he is no m_atch had disposed· of all their worldly goods by gifts part. They went further, and even se)).t a streets in high hats and green regalia, with occn.sional deflections from tho line of march
for Cook.
to neighbors and friends that were unbelievers, batqh of this anonymous literature to the archmade necessary by the evident determination
Tms is th~ way that the editor of the Pres- and assembled the night before, dressed in bishop, but his grace paid no attention to the
of the participators to patronize illlpartially
byterian' Banner, warranted. orthodox, writes flowing, robes, on a hill known as "Scoodic matter. Finally, the malcontents of the parish
every liquor saloon in the city. St. ·Patrick
: to his paper.from Boston: "!tis good cause for mountain," so as to be _the first to be take:p.. came out and declared themselvs, after having
may well
proud.
. · alarn1 among Congregationalists 'when the 'Old The elder, from loss of sleep, and also a greater spread most damaging stories, reflecting upon
· Sonth' .abandons 01thodoxy; when Ando~er part of his followers, fell into a sound sleep. Father Cote's priestly character, among the
MR. BnADLAUGH, while delivering a lecture
Theological Seminary avows a 'new departure;' Thinking to protect the elder from the cold congregation, and requested him to resign, but at Bridgewater, one night last week, against
••
:;hen Professor Ladd, of Yale College, _pub~ blasts of the. exposed place, several frie_nds he refused to do so. Some of the people finally perpetual pensions, was attacked by roughs
hshes ·a work the effect of which, so far as it pile.l li,mbs of trees and brush around him. managed to influence the ecclesiastic authori- and driven from the platform by showers of
. g~es, is to destroy all confidence in the scrip- Alorig 't<!wards morning, just before light, ties against the priest, and Father Bergerson rotten eggs, fruit, and fireworks. The roughs
tures; and when Dr. McLane, late of Steuben- some one; t'):rinking to hav q. fire to keep warm, succeeds Father Cote as pastor of Notre Dame afterward attacked and wrecked the chairman's
ville, is called to one of the leading Congrega, set fire to the elder's protection. The flames parish. A favorit remark with the founder of house. In the matter of the action brought
tional churches of New Haven, though repu- quickly surrounded him, ·and, awakened by THJ!l TnUTH SEEKER was, "How these Christians against him for having voted in the House of
diating altogether the orthodox· view of the the sparks and flames from a sound sleep, he· love "one another!" This seems to bean appro- Commons, Mr. Bradlaugh has pleaded not
atonement."
shouted, ":rD ·hell, just as Illxpe<;tedl"
priate occasion to repeat that observation.
guilty.
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ANDREW ,JACKSON, .a Seneca Indian,-living on
the reserve near White Cloud, Kansas, be4:lg
able to write a little, and having borrowed two
and a· half dollars -of another Indian,- John
Halftown; gave his ~te for the money,. with
interest, as follows: "Me, Andrew Jackson,
day after to-morrow six. months will jlay to
John Ha~town may be three or four days; $3
or $4 dollar~no fetch paper no git money by
dam." Signed Alldrew Jackson•
-
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TH~ TRUTH SEEKER, - MARCH

22; n3s4. ·

The camp-fires blaze. The men are hungry with a He could not walk, for his instructions were to keep
royal hunger that could spice the plainest dinner and in· one place 1-.nd do nothing but watch, and this was
m'ake it fit for a king. The ccffee is put on, and the about the hardest thing that Cupples ever did. His
hard-tack boxes brought to the front, and their con- imagination began to kindlA, and wavering shapes
Waifs and Wanderings.
tents distributed with entire justice-two to every seemed to come and go, and he was constantly bringBY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
roan. I believe that hard-tack is about the only thing ing his gun to charge and was on the point of crying,
CHAPTER XX.
that one gets his full share of in this world. Thank "Who goes there?" when his good sense told him
THE FIRST SHOT.
heaven, the rich can't eat it, or else they would monop- that it was nothing but' a shadow, and he settled back
Th~ years roll by. The golden fruit comes, and olize that, and the poor man would have to go farther to Rentinel stolidity with the feeling that, after all,
nothing would happen and he would go back to the
the bitter frost; the summer and the winter1.and the and fare worse.
A jolly time the boys hav. They are ready for any camp-fire without having achieved a particle of glory,
happy spring.
The city of E-- ~s t~robbil;g to its center. Every fate. With wise recklessness they drown sorrow in joy. for all of which he would be profoundly gratefulman, woman, ~nd child _Is looki_ng on the glittering It is no use to fret, and they laugh as if all were sun- for he cared much more for a whole skin than for
stream of soldiery as With tossmg banners it surges shine-as if they were going home and not to battle honorable scars. His two hours were almost up, and
he was beginning to congratulate himself that he had'
through the principal thoroughfares. The sounds of and to death.
No coffee was ever made quite so nice as that which safely passed the first ordeal of army life, when he
battl~ are in the air-of a mighty contest.
It Is a gorgeous spectacle, and the pulses leap like was made in. the army. Somehow it seemed to hav did really hear a sound. He listened, and was confire to the music and the tread of swift battalion. the concentrated essence of outdoor life. It's the vinced that it was outside of the line of pickets and
Many an old acquaintance do we see in the newly richest wine that man ever drank. Even army con- might be the footstep of an approaching enemy.
recruited ranks. The summons has been made and tractors seemed to lose their power when it came to Whatever it was, it betokened a slow and cautious
co~ee, and with..a good conscience furnished the pure movement. Cupples was in hopes that the sound
they are marching down to Dixie.
'
. I suppose the most resplendent figure in all those article. But they made it up with a vengeance on would pass away; but it increased momentarily, and
gilded troops was the chaplain, the Rev. George commissary whisky, which was always sure to kill at his ht)art throbbed like a trip-hammer. Was he
really to meet a midnight foe; was he really to fire
Adolphus Hapgood. He did look radiant indeed as forty rods.
"How's this Cupples?'' said Sergeant Jones. "Do off that huge musket and shed blood; or, worse still,
if he a~z·eady had the golden harp in his hand, and ~as
was he himself to be taken off? It was an awful sitmarchmg through the streets of the New Jerusalem. you feel homesick already?"
" That musket was heavy," said Cupples; "I'd just uation. How his cowardly legs did want to take
His brass buttons answered back the glitter of the
leave of absence; but Cupples put his lips firmly tosun, as if to say, We are greater than thou. Hfl wore as leave fight, but I don't like such artillery."
" You'll get used to it."
gather and just clung to his musket and kept a sharp
a ?uckade_ h~t, and its feathers :floated brilliantly, yet
With Christian meekness, upon the air. No doubt . "We can get used to anything; but I think by the look-out, his eyes blazing- almost like coals of fire as
he peered into the gloomy forest that skirted the left
he would make a brave warrior in the rear column time I get used to this backache I shall die."
"For all that you'll have to stand guard to-night. of the encampment. He was sure he could see a
~nd I?ray mightily for the soldiers and prey mightily
for himse~. The latter is the only kind of preying Your name is among the first, and for picket duty, moving body; but as yet the darkness was undistin-,
too."
guishable, and it was probably an optical illusion.
that he himself personally believed in.
"0 Lord!" said Cupples; "that's too much. I be- Five minutes passed and nothing more occurred,
And there was our good Doctor Dobson. How
happy he looked-and weighing over two hundred gin to think that soldiering is confounded hard. I and his courage recuperated wonderfully-when
at least. It seemed as if he should have a double thought it was going to be easy-like. This beats me." again the sound reverberated more close and more
"No knowing what you'll meet. The enemy may decided, and his courage went at once below the
tp:i~ntity of horse-flesh to carry his patriotic body.
He was determined, if not to die at least to bleed for come down on you in the middle of the night. You freezing point. There was no longer a doubt but that ,
mnst keep a sharp lookout."
somebody was secretly approaching the outpost. It
his country's sake.
'
"I don't see how I can. I'm so sleepy now that I might be a whole army, and upon Cupples rested the
An? Stubbs was colonel now, smoking his pipe and
reponsibility of giving the alarm. "0 Mariar," said
carrymg a pocket edition of Shakspere, and mur- could take a nap on an iceberg."
"Take an extra pint of ccffee. To-morrow you he to himself, "that I must be the first one to bleed
muring, "Now for the big wars that make ambition
virtue."
can sleep all day; but to-night you must be as keen and die! It's altogether too sudden. However, I'll
fire-hit or miss, some damage will be done."
Orderly Sergeant Jones was marching in Company as a briar."
"Fall in, guard!" the cry resounded, and Cupples
The ominous sound increased steadily, his ear deA, and Cupples, high private in the rear rank was
valiantly holding the nmsket upon his aching shoul- took his place in the ranks, and the names were tected the direction, he watched intently, and soon
~ers, and s';,e~ring !l'littl~ bi~, to keep his spirits up, called. Just then the officer of the day came up, and beyond peradventure the darkness of the forest broke
for to keep time, time, time, was not an exercise of the Rev. George Adolphus Hapgood. The latter into an advancing object. With one tremendous
thought it was a good chance to make a little speech, throb, Cupples cried out:
which he was particularly fond.
"Who goes there?"
Sheriff McGufi"um, of course, didn't join the ranks· and show how patriotic he was when there was no
. .
No answer came, and the object seemed to be
but h~ was ~eady to do his level best at shouting: danger to himself.
"Brothers and sisters," he began, and then cor- leaping upon him, when aiming with both his eyes
and this he did to-day with pre-eminent success. Indeed, he was obliged before night to soothe his self- rected himself, remembering that he was not at the and pulling the trigger with all his fingers, his gun
went off with a thundering sound and :flung him viosacrific~ng throat with a volcanic inruption of whisky. accustomed_prayer-meeting.
So Wild and mighty was the excitement that even . "Boys, this is a great occasion. I hope you will lently back, while he poured forth volley after volley
the tomb of the stately house of the Binneys seemed Improve it. In the midst of life we are in death. of summons, "Corporal of the guard! Corporal of
to stir with life, and a bit of rag, red white and blue, We know not what a day may bring forth-nor the the guard!" But he never :flinched one iota from his •
night either-so we must be circumspect and put on post.
:floated from one of their upper windows.
The whole camp was instantly in commotion.
And now the band pours forth the animating the whole armor of GoJ. The wicked :flee when no
strains, "Away Down South in Dixie," while the troops man pursueth; but our redeemer liveth, and if we The corporal was by :Pis side in a moment. The '
approach the wharf. The great steamboat is ready pu~ our trust in him we shall certainly come out with guard fell in, the long roll began to sound. The
to receive them. The feeling of the vast masses seems :fl.ymg colors. Be ye, therefore, watchiul, and in the alarm spread from company to company. There was
to o/ow more intense as they clap their hands, wave midst of the most trying circumstances don't forget rousing in hot haste. A battle seemed to be immitheir handkerchiefs, and send their kisses on the that long as the lamp holds out to burn, the vilest nent. The whole brigade was under arms.
"I don't know whether I killed him or not," said
trembliug air. Slowly the companiea file on board; sinner may return."
"Not until the guard relieves him. If he does Cupples to the officer of the guard, "but I fired
then the I anks break, and the real farewell begins.
Husbands ancl wives, brothers and sisters, fathers he'll b~ shot for desertion," cried the sergeant, as the right there."
"You did nobly,'' said the officer. "I make you
a~d daughters mingle together, and passionate chaplam rode away with his flying cockade, concries and sobs and tender admonitions are heard. scious that he had made one of the very best corporal on the spot."
"I was scared though," said Cupples.
There are claspings of hands as if they could speeches of his life. I won't dispute but what he
"No matter for that so long as you didn't run.
never be separated; lips touch lips in clinging fond- had, only it shows upon what pabulum our fashionness; tears come, and smiles :flash over them to be lost able churches are now supported. It didn't go down Forward, and let's see what's the matter. Careful
though, for the enemy may be in full force."
again in the rushing light of other tears. Soon the with the soldier-boy, however, one bit.
"I wish he had to hold my musket," said Cupples,
The torches :flared in the darkness, and the picket
great bell sounds, and the last word must now be
said, the last look of love-lighted eyes be rendered, "I'm sick of preachin'. What good does it do? It line went cautiously on. They did not really expect
don't cure my aching back, and I'm sure it won't keep to find a dead enemy, for Cupples declared that this
the last prayer be uttered, the last touch be given.
was the first time he had' ever fired off a musket, and
. A thous~nd eyes follow the boat as it slowly drops me awake. It never did, not even in church."
mto the middle of the stream, and :floats with the tide.
It was no use to grumble, and Cupples had to no doubt the enemy had escaped.
The setting sun :flings its million-shafted light upon shoulder his musket and march away. He hadn't
"If I did hit him though, he's dead,'' said Cupples,
the fluttering penants, the draping :flags, and the the slightest idea where he was going or what be was "for the shot like to have killed me. It seemed to go
star~·y folds that sweep the breeze from the topmost to do.
He simply did as he was to1d. The troop off in all directions."
staff. Immense volumes of smoke roll forth, the slow went a couple of miles to a rickety old barn. ForThey went about ten rods into the forest, and lo
thunder of the wheels is heard as they strike the tunately, Cupples was on the second relief and so he and behold! the shot of Cupples had done noble axe:fiowing waters. Mingled with this bursts again the had two hours' good sleep, which he made the most cution; the first shot of the war had been successful.
martial music. The men bend over the railing and of-while he also rested his back on the soft side of Before the astonished gaze of the advancing comsc~n the shore with glistening eyes, and wave long a pine board. It needed a tremendous amomn.t of pany, there lay stark dead an enormous porker, one
adieus. The shore seems ahve at every point with shaking by the corporal of the guard to rouse him of the finest hogs ever raised in Kentucky.
moving signals. The masses of sunlight illuminate wh~n his turn came; but finally he was able to st~tnd
There was a tremendous shout, and Cupples was
the city with many-colored fires, and the multitude upright and grasp his musket, answer to his nana.e heartily congratulated. "You shall hav the best ham
swaying like an ocean, seem ready to break, and lik~ receive the countersign, and relieve guard. It wa~ that hogs afford," said the officer of the guard.
a cataract chase with tumbling splendors the reced- a dreamy sort of an affair until he was left all alone
"We'll hav a barbecue altogether," said Cupples,
ing freight. The river :flows on, the great iron arms when he became thoroughly awake' and .felt the re~ "and invite the whole camp. I go in for union. I
play, the sun hastens to its setting, night advances sponsibility of his position.
wish it woul~ be hogs all the W~Y. thr,?ugh. It woul~
with its million torches, and beneath the vast gulf of
He was to ~ard the army of the republic. ·who be,~asy ~ghtmg and first-,~at~ hvmg.
" .
separation rqlls. The soldiers 'l:tre gone, the smoke- knew _what migh~ happen-what enemy might be
Fall m for por~, men, said the officer.
Giv the
stack has faded from view, and aching hearts go home prowhng or creepmg about, what direful blow might alarm for a royal dmner to-morrow noon. No danand wonder when the end will be.
be hovering in the air? He was on the alert. He ger of a retreat this time. We shall conquer hog's
At early evening the boat stops at the little town watched every motion and tried to catch every sound. • head, feet, and a.Il."
of H--, on the Kentucky shore. The troops dis- It was near midnight, and the stillness was inten.se
"Maria and Bessie will be here," said Cupples,
embark and prepare for a night's encampment. It is save the music of an occasional breeze that, in th~ j << and we'll ?ine together on the first shot of the war.
a new task to most of them, but they work with will- unaccustomed darkness was very much like the • We'll take It as a good omen. All's well that e•ds
'
we!l, and what's better than roast pork?"
ing hands. Only he who has participated can under- voice of a ghost.
stand the zest with which one begins to build the
Cupples was afraid; but he grasped his musket
[TO BE coNTINUED.]
tented city. It seems like magic-as if from the very firmly, and determined that under no consideration
dust bloom forth the habitations of men.
would he run away. He dared not utter a sound.
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HENRY A. KEMP,

Sentenced, as proprietor of the Freethinker, to nine
month;' imprisonment in Holloway Jail. His release
occurred on Saturday, Nov. 24, 1883, a full account
of which was published in THE TRuTH SEEKER of Dec.

· Sentenced, as publisher of the Freethinker, to
three months' imprisonment in Holloway JaiL

22, 1883.

The Dungeon's Door Swings Open.

Iing
mous in its harshness and severity. This morning our greetis informal. On the 12th of March we shall formally tes-

heard then the roar through the thicknesH of the walls and the
earth of an indignant crowd of my fellow-countrymen outside
aND GEORGE,WILLiaM _FOOTE WALKS FORTH A FREE MAN.· tify, to you and your co-prisoners, our view of the whole per- and to-day I am privileged to hear more than their indignaOn Monday morning February 25th the latest ~e~ution an~ iJ?prisonment. But though the greeting to-day tion; I am privileged to hear the voice of their acknowledg. f
f Ch · t'
t
'
lib
d'
IS informal, 1t 1s none the less hearty, real, and thorough. The ment that when I stood before a judge who so far forgot the
VIC liD ~ • riB Ian. yra~ny was
er~t~ from twelve cheers which commenced to greet you when Holloway jail dignity of the bench as to act as counsel for the prosecution,
months mcarceratwn m Holloway Jail for the :ficti- doors first opened were the first words of the judgment of re- I did not altogether disgrace the cause which I had the honor
tious offense of blasphemy.
Long before eight versal of the highest a_ourt. o_f appe~ that civilized nations then to represent. If I were to consult my own feelings ino'clock in the morning a crowd had begun to gather know-the court of public opmwn, which thus reverses, annu.ls, stead of the calendar, I should say I had been in jail twelve
t 'd th
t
t '
h
.
.
.
· and destroys the sentence passed upon you by Mr. Justwe years instead of twelve months. To the ordinary criminal
ou BI e
e grea ga es oft e pns~n,·which was pres- North. The friends who gathered at Holloway were numerous confinement is painful; to a man accustomed to such u.n activ
ently largely augmented by the arnval of brakes from enough, I hope, to delight you, arid are numerous enough here bodily and intellectual life as I enjoyed, such confinement was
all parts of London, filled· with men and women eager to shov their earnestness; but they ~re only the few who rep- simply horrid. But still, Freethinkers, ns Mr. Bradlaugh's
to sympathize with the man who had s e t t
1 resent the scores of thousands who m every part of England enemies hav found, take a deal of killing, and I am happy to
P n we ve permit me to be their mouthpiece to-day. Since you hav been. say that, although naturally my imprisonment has somewhat
.
. .
. .
mon th B Of t h e J?rl~e of _his hfe Wlthin the gloomy re- here you hav received from them, by letter and by telegram, . reduced my dimensions, I am still not unwell, and I mean,
cesses of a Chnstian pnson.
I testimonies to speak for thamselvs. But during the last twelve with a due regard to my health, to plunge at once into the
At eight o'cl?ck two carriages drove up to the great: months, I hav stood face to face with very many hundreds of: work which Mr. Justice North-?r per~aps I should say Judge
gates of the pnson amid tremendous cheering· the: thousands _of your countrymen, and wherever your name has 1 ~orth-took me, and from whwh Ja1ler Harcourt has ever
:fi t
t · ·
M 0
.
'
1 been mentwned there bas been hearty, earn«st, complete sym- smce kept me.
rs con ammg
.r. hades Bradlaugh, M.P., Mrs. i pathy with you in your suffering, and desire for your release.j I hav been for twelve months locked up, day and night, in
Besant, and the Misses Bradlaugh; the second, Mrs.j You come out of Holloway jail this morning enrolled in the a brick vault about twice the size of a grave, and nearly as
Foote, Mr. Angell (father-in-law of Mr. Foote) Dr martyr-list, which in old times was headed by Bruno, Vanini, ; somber. It is quite a treat to see drLylight. My time has not
Edward Aveling and the Rev. Mr. Sharman (a ~e : andL_ezcynski-men who hadn_oneof that of which ~ouh_av this 1 been ~!together wasted, it is true; so far as the prison light
' l .
.
. .
,~ I mornmg as recompense and rmmbursement for the1r pam; for perm1tted, I hav read a ~ood many books. I hav made use of
tl e~an Wh 0 not. ong smce was mmister of a Uni- l about their cinders none gathered save those who were hostil. rriy time for study ever smce the commissioners allowed me to
tanan congregatiOn at Plymouth, but who left the: You come out enrolled in the list which in our own century hav books; and, so far as I could, I hav done justice to what
• pulpit that he might devote himself entirely to the ·has written upon i~ the names _of Richard Carlile, Robert Tay- 1victual~ were provided me. There is ~ deal of monotony, you
a()'itation for the repeal of the blasphemy laws). Th lor, Henry Hethermgton, Mat1l~a Hoalfe, ~ames Watson, and know, m havmg exactly.the sam~ thmg for breakfast every
o .
h
.
e scores of other brave and endunng Freethmkers, who all en- day, exactly the same th1ng for dmner, and exactly the same
P 0 1Icemen W O g~arded the_ gates leadmg to the dured as you hav endured, but had not the pride to be gre.eted thing for tea-especially tea-for I can assure you that until I
courtyard of the pnson had evidently received orders as you are greeted; for then opinion was so strong against them drank the very excellent cup of tea provided for me here this
to admit Mr. Bradlaugh and his friends and they: that it required daring to meet the prisoner on his release. morning, I did not know how bad prison tea was. Now, I hav
were allowed to drive up to the doors of' the priso T<;>-day public opinion is working for you every h<;>ur, and your bee':~ impriso~ed in a ~elan's cell for ~welve months :Vi~hout
n fnends who meet you are proud to be able to do 1t. We meet havmg comm1tted a cnme. I hav deliberately never lllJUred
a t once, ~ h e11 Mr · B radlaugh, Mrs. Foote, and 'Mrs. to honor you for your brave and able defense of Freethought man, woman, or child. And pormit me to say that if the law
Besant alighted and entered the prison together.
on your three trials; we meet to bear testi~ony to the great of. a c~untry will imprison .m~n who are guilty o~ no real
Everybody was then on the tiptoe of expectation . moral courage you hav shown; we meet to w1sh you health and cnme, 1t Is not tho alleged cnmmal, but the law, whwh must
. and the scene was one well worthy of remembranc ' strength in the future which is now open to you as it is to few bear the disgrace. Dn~ing the whole of that tiJ?e I hnv been
.
.
?· men; we meet to assure you that the whole Free thought party able to ponder the glonous truth that England IS a free eounT hree roads meet <;>ntside the prison-gates, and this. throughout England looks to you to maintain the position try. My friends, you frequently hear this boasted of on platafforded an exceptiOnally fine opportunity for an jm-' which you fought for before Mr. Justice North, and which you forms, especirdly before a general election; but it is not quite
posing demonstration. The ground rises gradually/ won before Lord Coleridge. And I m11y tell yo~ that when I true. Mr. llradJaugh, although for the f~urth time, as I am
on one side and on the highest point immediate} 1 and my. colleague, Mrs. Besant, .represented England at the hapl?y to hear, elected ~y t_he samo constituency to the same
. .
'
•
Y 1 Internatwnal Freethought Conference at Amsterdam, we were Parliament, cannot get ms1de because, as I heard one of thEJ
facmg the door by WhiCh ~r. Foote emerged, the ~ charged most earnestly by the representativs of many nations rough, uneducated prisoners say in Holloway jail, the men in
wagonets were arranged In a long semicircle.l to tender to you, as I do tender to you to-day, their warm sym- the House of Commons-to use his very expressiv words-"is
From the wagonets to the great gates of the prison; 1pathy with you in your struggle a';ld suffering, and to express like a lot o' kids." Well, it is idle to talk about a free_ countg
the ground was packed with people many of the
i not only t? you_, but to the Eng~lBh people, a:s I do n.ow e_x- so l_ong as M~. J}radlaugh cannot take the seat to whwh he 1.11
.
.
· '
. m, press, therr mdignant protest u.gamst the seventy of an rmpns- ent1tled. It 1s 1dle to talk of a free country when we hav Mr.
apparently, of easy ~Ircumstances, and there bemg a onment which at the present time is without parallel for such Truelove here this morning, who suffered four months of horlarge num her of ladieS present, who entered into the ~ an offense in any civilized community in the world.
rible im.prisonment for a man of his age, for simply giving pubTh R
W. Sharm an w h o was receive
· d
'th licity to ideas which every man shouldhavther~httopublish,
p roceedings. with great enthusiasm · One of the
e
ev.
WI
N ay, 1·t was no t very 1ong_ b ~f ore th a t th a t M r. r ..- u~1 aug h $u
-'d
wagonets displayed the memorable words used b I
.
'
.
Y cheers, srud:
Mrs. Besant were both w1th1n the very shadow of the wall~ of
Mr. Foote when sentenced by Mr. JustiCe North-" I
L di
d
tl
I ·
.
f th
f
a J'ail and only secured exemption from impriRonment bv a
·
th f
d" 0
a es an gen emen, nse s1mp1y or e purpose o con,
. .
.
.
.
"
th an k you, my Iord ,. I't IS
wor yo your cree .
n veying to Mr. Foote the assurance that his imprisonment shall very happy l~g~l techma~llty, w~wh d1d_ not 1n my_ aa~e anse,
another were the words, "G. W. Foote, the Free- not be a fruitless one. We mean that, as he is the latest, he bec~use, profitm{f by thmr fault m draw!Dg uSt the ~ndictment
thought martyr."
shall also be the last, victim. We mean that the iniquitous agamst Mr. Brae aug~, ~hey took care to rna e m,me all corAll
fi. d 'th t . d
t t'
state of the law which condemned him to twelve months' im reat. And I say, too, It IS nonsense to talk about England beeyes were now xe . "!I
s rame ~xpec a ton! prisonment shall soon be changed so that such an imprison= ing a free country while men an~ women such a~ I see before
o~ the 15reat doors of the Jail, an~ a few mmutes after ment shall be an impossibility. I wish to remind Mr. Foote me now, ~nd such as ~ sa~ outs1de Holloway_ Ja1l, hav to weieight o clock the doors of the pnson slowly opened, that in this movement for the abolition of the blasphemy laws come a pnsoner from lmpnsonment for no cnme. I hav ~o~
as though reluctant to disgorge their prey, and Mr.,-a movement with whieh his name will always be chiefly as- dered that t~uth for twelve mo~ths, a~d I can assure Y0 !1 It lB
· db M B d soc1'ated there are many workers to be found in the ranks of profoundly Impressed on my mmd, Shall we as Freethinkers
an d M rs. F oot e appeare d ' accompame
y. r. ra
. 1s, an d JUs
· t'10~-1ovmg
·
E ng1'1sh peop1e, ~u.b m1·t..to
the faith that has been d1sgraced by h1s persecutwn. I spe- an.d R a d'1ca
laugh and Mrs. Besant. Then arose a mighty burst · oially mention the great services rendered by Mr Stewart t!us? I, for one, fresh from the horrors of a Chnstian Jail,
of cheering, waving of .hats and handkerchiefs; the! Headlam, by Canon Shuttleworth, and also by Mr. 'verinder say No! Now let _me say a w<;>rd or two--::and only a word or
whole of those assembled doffing their hats as the I and those associated with him in the Guild of St. Matthew. two-abou~ ~he tnals and their r_esults.. One grand result wo.s
·
· ·
· ·
I ill
t ta d b t
,
d :r.Ir F t
the recogmtwn by the Lord Ch1ef JustiCe of England of the
carnages drove out of the prison gates recogmzmg! w not presume o s. n. e ween JOU an
.. oo e an- f t th t" th' k
.
t'tl d t
t
U f rt
te. M
.
'
oPter moment; but I will Simply repeat my assurance of sym- ac
a ..,~ee m ers are en 1 e o cour _esy.
no una
In r. Foote the man wh?.would ra~her endure. the 1 pathy, and my determination to press on in the work we hav ly an?ther Jlfdge-~hose nam_e wo~d saaiCely be know~ extorture of twelve months mcarceratwn than crmge undertaken, so that Judge North, and any other judge like cept It had figured ~~ aonneatw? With thE> h,lasp~emy tnalsto a creed which he knew to be the barrier against him shall hav no opportunity of again disgracing English just- ~ad shown an opposlt ~xample, but J:ord Colendgo told. the
1 · 11
·
ice '
Jury, and showed by h1s own example m conrt., that Freethinkmora ' mte ectua~, anJ soCial prog~ess.
.
·
. .
•
.
f
ers were entitled to courtesy, and what is more, that they were
81
Mr.. Foot~, whose rismg was the
gn or great entitled to justice. I do not, howevor, wish anyone to underA long processwn was formed Immediately after
the carriages issued from the gates, and the proces- cheenng, said: .
~~and that I aonsid~r freedom of thou~ht i~ in any s11fer posision takinct all the prominent streets in its way drove
F~iends-for I think I may call Y?U ~o who. hav a~sembled twn because. ~f the Jn<l_gment of Lor~ olendge.. It was a very
' H "'II f S ·
h
b
kf t to' h' h to gJ.V me such a hearty and enthusmstic greeting th1s morn- humane demswn; ~ut 1t ~as one whwh makes 1t po~s1ble for
t 0 th e
a 0
mence, W ere a rea a.s '
W IC ing-I perceive that my friends, Mr. Bradlaugh and the Rev. a~y unscrup_ul~us Judge m the _future to play ~as~ and loose
some hundreds sat down, had been proVIded to cele- w. Sharman are in excellent form. They hav not had the w1th the pnnmple of perseautwn and thelnnmple of freebrate the return of Mr. Foote to the outer world. At disadvantag~ I hav lahore~ under of _bei!lg out of practice for ~~m, and persuade a jur! that they m9:y se':l . a Freethinker to
the conclusion of the breakfast Mr Bradlaugb, who i twelve months. The pnson rule 1s silence. Fortunately, )all, not because he has 1mpugned the1ropmw_ns, but because
· th
h ·
dd
·
Mr' F • t
'd.
/nowadays, the silence is not perpetual as it was in old times, he has o~traged their taste.. And I ~~ afrnnl the or~nu.ry
8 C rur, a. ressmg . ·
was ln
O~ e, sal ·
and when a man is outside the pri~on walls there is no law c<;>mmon Jury of the Old llmley! cons1shng perhaps-With ~o
Mr. Foote, we meet inf?rma!-ly th1s mo~g to '~elaome you that I am acquainted with to gag him. I hav looked forward d1sreopect to those trades, but w1th a_ reaogmtiou that men _m
on your release from an lmpnsonment ~hwh, If 1t had been to meeting my friends and the lovers of Freethought and, tho_se trades hav not ~su.ally much time to study_ tile nlce~leR
o_nly for one. week, _we should hav cons1dered petty per~ecu- justice from the very moment I entered those subte~ranean · ?f free speech -I say 1t 1s to be expectecl th·•t a Jury aonslsttion, but whioh, belll(! for twelve months, we hold to be mfa.- apartments which lie beneath the cloak of the Old llruley. I mg of half a dozen green gweers anrl half a dozen tallow-ohllll-
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~l~rs !lhould easily take the judge's ,view, and send a man to ment, returns to activ life prepared to strike yet
Jail s1mply because they do not happen to like the cut of his h d
1
1 t fi h~ t
opinions. One grand result, however, is that Mr. Justice ar er, to strugg e yet more strenuous y, o g
ye
' Stephen has drafted a bill for abolishing these laws. In a more energetically, against the creed which, though
memorable conversation in Shakspere a question was asked: it cannot kill, is yet willing to strike the blow which,
"Stands Scotland :where it did?" Fortunately, I hav not got in its weakness, recoils upen itself.
But we may
to ask whether JustiCe North stands or sits where he did. I'
1
1
'th· h
· ti th t thAt d
say stands or sits, because during the trial he stood about as conso e ours~ vs ~
t. e conVIc on. a.' " en much as he sat. He is removed to another sphere, I am happy j ency of the times IS agamst _persecutiOn for matters
to know, wher_e b~th _his. b~gotry and his. eccentricities, while 1?f opinion, and that ~v~ry blow aimed at Freethinkers
t~ey may poss1bly m:fhct mJury on the nghts or property of' IS merely another nail m the coffin of orthodoxy; As
his fellow-countrymen, can no longer endanger either their ISh 11
.
liberties or their lives. Judge North eent me to jail; Jailer
e ey says.
Harcourt has kept me there. I wish it to be distinctly under"Think not the tyrants will rule forever,
stood that no mitigation of the rigor of my sentence has ever
Or the priests of the bloody faith;
come from Sir William Harcourt. I hav had books to read
They stand by the brink of that mighty river
during the last nine months simply by the kindness of the
Whose waves they hav tainted with death.
commissioners. When on my entering jail I wrote to Sir
It is fea from the depth of a thousand dells;
William Harcourt on an official sheet of paper, asking amongst
Around them it surges, it foams, and it swells;
other things that I might hav books to read, the cold, formal
And their swords and their scepters I :floating see
reply came a month later that the secretary of state for the
Like wrecks on the surge of eternity."
Home Department saw no reason to accede to my request.
RoBERT YoUNG.
I hav h~td some change in diet; but I had the ordinary prison
fare until after my trial before Lord Coleridge; and I owe
The Liberal Club.
nothing of this to Sir William Harcourt. I owe it to the.kindness, rather, I will add, to the lofty humanity of Lord ColeThe
lecture
before
the Manhattan Liberal Club on
ridge, and the voice of public opinion throughout the .country
which had even reached the ears of people within the walls of the evening of Friday, the 14th, was of the kind
Holloway Jail. Sir William Harcourt, not satisfied with upon which there is no discount. It was delivered
maintaining the rigor of our imprisonment so far as he could by the Rev. Mr. Gallagher, who is pastor of a Unitatook the opportunity of libeling us in the House of Common~
-a position where a man can be as libelous as he. pleases rian church in this city. His subject was" Mormons
without any danger. There is not a word of truth about Sir and Mormondom." Mr. Gallagher is a young man
William Harcourt's statement that we were imprisoned for in- and a good declaimer.
There is something of the
decent libel. If we published ail indecent libel, why did they actor and a good d.eal of the preacher about him, but
not prosecute us for that? They knew they had no case. They
He was
prosecuted us for a blasphemous libel; and it is a villainous the general effect of his style is agreeable.
thing that, in order to justify himself, u member of a "Liberal" for several years a resident of Utah, and his testimony
ministry, who looks after prisoneril and another class of peo- against Mormonism was that of an eye-witness. He
ple of the opposit sex, beginning with a p, und who may read his le~ture from manuscript, contrary to his cusbe called, considering his duties, the common scavenger of
the government, should be able, from the shelter of his official tom, he said, because he had heard that speakers beposition, to libel men who at any rate hav shown their readi- fore the Liberal Club were held accountable for the
ness to make some sacrifice for their principles, which I do deeds done in that body, and he wished to be accunot think he ever showed much readiness to do. Of my treat- rate. Mr. Gallagher gave a brief outline of the life
ment in jail I hav already said something. I must, however,
He
add that I shall ever bear a grateful recollection of Colonel of Joseph Smith, the founder of Mormonism.
Milman, the governor of Holloway Jail, who has shown him- believed that Smith was actuated by a conviction
self throughout a gallant gentleman. The doctor also has that he was born for some great work, and that this
done his very best for me, as well as for my fellow-prisoners. conviction carried him through difficulties which
Of the chaplain I may say that he was so much exasperated
and cut up by the reception which my friend Mr. Ramsey met would hav crushed him under any other circumwith on his release that he has thought it prudent to go away stances. The worldly success of the Mormon people,
for the benefit of his health. His visits to me in jail were the speaker said, was due to the practical nature of
not like angel's visits-few and far between. Shortly before their religion, which was half superstition and half
the time when I was entitled to read books-when I had been
in prison two months-he called, promising to let me hav political economy. The priest tells his hearer how
some books ·fit to read; but I never saw anything of to raise good crops as well as how to save his soul.
him after the time that I was entitled to them, and on Mormon proselytism is carried on in foreign counthe whole, I am very glad that I was under ·no obliga- tries by the grossest misrepresentation.
The mistion to him. I hav studied pretty thoroughly the operahold
up
the
most
promising
prospects
to
sionaries
tion of his teaching and the doctrins of his faith on
Two young women of Mr. Gallagher's
prisoners in Holloway jail, and I shall hav an opportunity of converts.
saying something on that on Wednesday evening. The chap- church at Salt Lake City told him that the missionary
lain is a gentleman very anxious, according to his own account, who brought them over from Europe related marvelto be" at home in heaven," as he phrases it, and yet he is alThe
ways particularly anxious about his health. During the twelve ous tales of the fertility of the soil in Utah.
months of my imprisonment he has had about three months' missionary told them that upon the hillsides the
leave of absence. On the last occasion, when he addressed us honey bees fastened their comb, and that the cows,
before leaving the jail for the seaside, he stated he was going feeding upon the luxuriant vegetation, secreted so
away to see what the Lord intended to do with him-and I much milk that it dripped from their udders.
The
hav heard several of the prisoners in their muttered con versationa wonder what the Lord was doin~ with him. But I will products of the cows and bees running down the
leave him, contenting myself with repeating what I hav al- mountain side together made Utah a land literally
ready said, that I am exceedingly glad I am under no obliga- flowing with milk and honey.
The poor girls were
tion to him. There has been a great guin, I am glad to know, sadly disappointed when they came in sight of the
to our cause. The "blood of the martyrs," it was said, was
the "seed of the church;" and we know very well that all per- arid Wasatch mountains, where a bee would die of
secution, unless it absolutely exterminates, must giv more melancholy and a cow would starve. The Mormons
strength and fervor to the persecuted party, and I verily be- the speaker said, were consummate liars and would
lieve that if our opponents will only continue to persecute us not hesitate to perjure themselvs in the interests of
for a whole generation, we shall hav won a decided and irreversible victory over them. Mr. Bradlaugh has well said that their religion. The condition of women was that of
Every natural instinct of
no such greeting as this welcomed men in bygone days who the utmost degradation.
suffered for Free thought. True, and it is a melancholy reflec- womanhood and motherhood was crushed out. Still
tion; ·but it has also its bright side-because if such a welcome the women were the stanchest supporters of the
as I hav met with this morning is possible now, it shows that
Mr. Gallagher could not account for
our principles are spreading. It shows that it is considered no priesthood.
He knew of a laborer who made about
longer a disgrace to testify one's love, not only of freedom this fact.
but of the principles that are activly assailed by those wh~ two dollars a day, and who had four wives. He did
profess themselvs lovers of freedom. There has been a great not support any of them.
He boarded around a
gain to our cause, and I hope I shall liv long enough to assist
in a still greater gain to our cause. I thank you, friends, for week at a time with each, and they had to provide
This was the average condition of
the welcome you hav·given me this morning. You will never for themselvs.
kno\v, until you stay twelve months in Holloway jail, the great poor Mormons who were polygamists. Mr. Gallagher
joyqu.s truth of Robert Burns's saying, "Liberty's a glorious was firm in the belief that polygamy should be supfeast "-the most glorious of all feasts. I thank you for your
greeting. I am not played out. I am thinner. The doctor pressed. He would confiscate the property of polygtold me I had lost two stone, and I believe it. But I do not amists, giv one-half the proceeds to the public
think the timbers of the ship ufter all are much injured. The school f~nd, and the other half to the first and only
rogues ran me aground, but they never made me haul down legal Wife. A renewal of the polygamous relations
the flag. Now I am floated again I mean to let the old flag
stream out on the wind as before. I mean to join the rest of with either of the other wives he would punish as a
our :fleet in :fighting the pirates and slavers on the high seas of crime. He would further make Mormons ineligible
thought. Mr. Justice North might hav thought that he was to any public office.
A large number of other resilencing Freethought at the Old Bailey; he might also per- pressiv measures were also recommended by the
haps hav thought that he was silencing or at least converting
me; but he has done nothing of the kind. He has not silenced speaker, together with various precautionary methods
Freethought, because that is a task which a million Norths to make it impossible for either Mormon or gentile
would fail before. He has not silenced me, because I am men and women to liv together in Utah or elsewhere
speaking to you in the same old strain this morning, and I as man a_nd wife without having been legally married.
hope that health and strength will be mine to go from one end
of the country to the other to ask my fellow-countrymen what The family, the speaker held, was the foundation of
they think of my imprisonment. I shall ask them whether the republic, and loose marriage and divorce laws
they do not think that the persecuted cause, which always, so were inimical to our institutions.
far as I am aware, speaks out on behalf of the most precious
At the termination of Mr. Gallagher's lecture a
rights of humanity, should hav a warmer place in the affections of all men and women who contribute something to the resolution was passed urging the ~overnor to veto
national greatness by the sweat of their brows or the labor of the "J:>ill which ha~ passed the New York legislature
their brains, than the parties who simply liv upon the fruits makmg Good Friday a legal holiday.
of others' industry and use old effete principles and bygone
Professor Eccles then took the floor. He could
but not yet utterly dead, prejudices, to cripple those they ha~
~hink of no m?re effectiv method of killing Mormonnot the strength to meet in a free and open encounter.

IBm than to mduce every disciple of Joseph Smith
The meeting dispersed after giving three cheers to read the Book of Mormon. It was 80 full of abfor Mr. Foote. We may now ask ourselvs, "With Rurdities and contradictions that no one could believe
whom lie~ th~ victor;r?" ~it~ the men w~o think i it after reading. The miracles of the Bible were a
that free mqmry and mvestxgatwn can be stifled and mere bagatelle compared with those of this book
suppressed by shutting up in prison for a year a man To effect the decease of polygamy Mr. Eccles would
h?lding dangerous opi~ions? I think not.. R~ther! recommend that every male Mormon should be
With the man who, havmg suffered a cruel Impnson-. forced to take a plurality of wives. They pretend to

believe polygamy is necessary to salvation. · Let us,
then, compel every Mormon to be saved. Mr. Eccles
said further that he did not see how we could consistently suppress polygamy in Utah while we had an
Elizabeth street in New York.
Mr. Langerfelt thought it would 'be a great joke
for our legislators at Washington to make laws restricting Mormons to the practice of one wife. He
liked the economic part of Mormonism. It was the
best thing in the country. But the Mormons had a
monopoly of wives, and he could not abide monopoly
in any form.
Mr. Andrews, when he stepped upon the platform,
was received with a brave round of applause. He
had been absent from the two previous meetings, on
account of indisposition, and the cheering was t:qe
way the club 1 had of showing they were glad to see
he had got the better of the rheumatism. Mr. Andrews said that the reverend orator had been very
candid and lucid in his statements; nevertheless, whoever came upon tb:at platform did so for the purpose
and at the risk of receiving whatever criticism might
suggest itself to the minds of others. Mr. Andrews's
remarks were so appropriate, and withal so valuable,
that, contrary to the custom in these reports, they
are given nearly entire. He said:
·
Notwithstanding what has been said and conceded in favor
of the economical administration of the Mormon people, the
burden of the discourse we hav listened to was that Mormonism is a foul blot upon the otherwise fair escutcheon of these
United States a.nd of the nineteenth cent1iry, and that it should
be suppressed, not, the speaker \hinks, by the shot-gun policy, but by stringent legislation, which is, after all, the ballot
with the bullet just back of it. Now I stand here for the purpose of presenting the subject from a different point o:C. view.
In a very important and governing sense Mormonism is, in my
judgment, one of the most. precious and desirable facts in the
history of the last half century. It is a precious boon to the
age we liv in. It holds the mirror up to nature. It shows us
precisely, here and now, the whole method and process by
which a religion, founded upon' faith in the supernatural,
takes its rise in the subjectiv illumination of a single individual; in the credit given to his visions, illuminations, and authoritativ utterances by a little handful of impressionable and
zealous apostles; in the gradual consolidation of this primitiv
band of leaders into a powerful hierarchy and organized priesthood, believed in, submitted to, implic.itly accepted, obeyed,
and devoutly served by the still blinder and more ignorant
masses, until an organization more powerful than any army;
more powerful, it may be, than any civil government; more
powerful, it may be, for a time, than all the enlightened, best
interests of humanity, arises and establishes itself under the
name of a church.
Now Monnonism has given us, dm·ing the last half century,
right here, in present modern time, the opportunity to witness
the precise way of this immense phenomenon. One hundred
years ago nobody knew, or col,lld know, what we now know of
the engendering, gestation, and ultimate evolution of a great
religious movement. Mormonism has contributed to us that
knowledge. It is now easy to see what was before almost
wholly hidden in or beyond the murky deptbs ot past history,
that every religion has arisen, grown, and unfolded itself in
the same way; on the basis of faith, and specifically on the basis of faith in the subjectiv illumination of some individual
man or woman. The instances of this remarkable evolution
sufficiently modern to be somewhat known to us are Buddhism,
Christianism, Mohammedanism, Shakerism, and Mormonism.
The most modern, the most distinctivly pronounced to
our observation, the most important, therefore, for us, is Mor- '
monism. We could not. afford to be without Mormonism. It is Mormonism that is going to show all the other
great religious corporations precisely what they are and where
they stand. They all build upon the same foundation. They
are all tarred with the same stick. Moses, Abraham, and Joseph Smith are in no essential particular different from each
other. Abraham was the ancient "father of the faithful,"
.Joseph Smith the modern. Abraham heard God speak within
him; commanding him to murder his own son, and was ready
to do it, as Freeman, of Massachusetts, murdered his own
daughter. That one fact marked him as father of the faithful
and founded th1·ee of the great dominating religions of the
world, Judaism, Christianism, and Mohammedanism. The
same one voice from heaven, heard only in the secret vaults
of an indviidual human mind, has founded, heretofore, all the
great religious organizations. The basis of the whole thing is
the exact opposit of objectiv observation, inductiv reasoning,
rational re:flection, and scientific instruction. The true orders
of development are the exact antitheses of each other.
And now come the other branches of the same tree, the other
religious organizations and churches of the land, proposing to
resort to their old, exploded, discarded, un-American, and
damnable method of persecution, by shot and shell, by bullet
and ballot, by compulsion and incarceration, to extinguish
Mormonism. It must be the Freethinkers, Liberals, the men
who hav a rational as against an inspirational basis, who shall
be called in to keep the peace, to defend Americanism as a
principle, to insist upon absolute fair play for all.
It is said that. Mormonism is a threat against the well-being,
continuance, and success of the American experiment in free
government. That is undoubtedly true; but in that respect
it is nowise different from Catholicism, nor indeed from any
and every other religious organ!zation based upon a supernatural allegiance. Indeed, in Ameriea, every man who is not an
ultra-radical is a secret enemy and a foreigner!
Nay, indeed, we could not afford to be without Mormonism.
It shows us what every supernatural religion really is. It will
in the end show all the supernatural religions to one another
as they are. It is as rich a donation from fate to the nineteenth century as the art of daguerreotyping. It shows the
spiritual faces of the religious sects to one another, precisely
as the daguerreotype shows our physical countenancesmarred, malformed, and mangy as they may happen to be.
Yes, let them try it on. Let them persecute the Mormons
here and now, right in the brilliant focus of this luminous and
p1·ogressiv age. Every torch they light will kindle a :fire in
the roofs of their own edifices. Every blow they strike will
recoil upon their own heads. The socialistic day of judgment
is at hand. All parties must learn by some clisciplin or other
to stand upon a basis of equal rights, and to leave to others
the same freedom which they claim for themselvs.
The discourse of to-night has failed to place the subject upon
any fundamental principle. It was assumed by t~e reverend
orator, without any justification, that our American institutions rest upon monogamy, and that monogamy rests upon
Christianity. Neither position is true. Anlericanism to be true
to the grandeur of its fundamental conception should be able
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t? accolll:modate, to test,_and impartially to compare every possible vanety of the relatwn of .the sexes, and all other social
relations. It in no manner whatsoever rests upon monogamy
any more than it rests upon old-bachelorhood, old-niaidism,
Shakerism, or Oneida-perfectionism. And in the next place
it is not t:;n~ tJ::at monogamy itself rests in any proper sense
upon Chnstmwty. That has been assumed and said by the
Christian teachers, and generally believed in; but modern historical criticism is opening our eyes to new views of old facts.
Polygamy prevailed throughout Southern Asia and Europe including Judea, at the time of Christ. It was neither repro'ved
nor reformed by him. Monogamy came in chiefly through the
Teuton or German influence from the North. It was thoroughly established th're, and the complete equality of women
with" men practically realized by these people before Christianity rose to be a power in the world. The most that can be
said for Christianity is that it adopted monogamy, and enforced
it with a rigor which has m~>.de it, in turn, an intolerable tyranny, when united, as it was, with the religious spirit of bigotry and persecution. The moment that we put arbitrary
limits upon freedom there is no freedom. Another reason why
we cannot spare Mormonism is that American liberty is a great
deal S!lfer with two, five, or a dozen great competing hierarchies in our midst than if there were only one. The freedom we
hav achieved in Americ~.t is very greatly due to the numerousness of our religious sects. They hav mutuall.y checkmated
each other, and given tbe opportunity for the growth of freedom which the predominance of any single sect effectually
would hav suppressed. So now we are safer with Mormonism
and Romanism as both hostil to Americanism than we should
be with either alone.

:.~·

Mr. Ciallagher; in replying, said the criticisms that
had been made upon the Bible and the church rolled
off like water from a duck's back when thrown at
him. He did not believe that the Bible was infallibly inspired. He did not believe, either, that Christ
would ever come again to reign upon earth. Thank
Ciod, he belonged to a church that was as free as the
wind. He was bound by no creed. Mr. Andrews
had said that he (Mr. Ciallagher) had based the subject upon no fundamental principle. Well, he might
hav gone through a process of induction and deduction; but be believed he was before an audience that
wanted facts. That was all he bad aimed to giv
them. Polygamy could never furnish us the mental
and physical manhood that was the result of monogamy. It had never produced, for instance, a man
like the chairman. "Look," said Mr. Ciallagher, " at
that robust form-those muscles." (Mr. Wakeman
extended his arms and felt of his biceps). "These,"
continued the speaker, "would be impossible under
a system of polygamic marriage." He did not condemn polygamy on religious grounds, but because it
degraded woman, deprived her of all she had a right
to claim from man, and destroyed the home, the most
sacred spot on earth.
J. W. Stillman, Esq., is engaged for the next meeting of the club. He will discuss Mormonism from a
constitutional point of view.
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advocates admit that pious women would probably at College, Dublin, and bred to the law; but being of a
first make of their newly-gained privilege the intem- dissipated turn, he abandoned his profession. Havperate use of which I bav spoken, but urge that lib- ing formed connections in England, he went to Lonerty must be its own corrector. They will not, how- don,. and through the introduction of Mr. Richard
ever, apply the same reasoning to the matter of in- Burke became acquainted with the most celebrated
temperance in the use of alcoholic liquors, or even of literary characters. In 1772 he married a lady of
tobacco, the indulgence in which, I hav no doubt, considerable fortune. He was author of several
they would prohibit with equal promptness. I sin- political writings, and the celebrated "Letters of
cerely hope that women may gain their rights, but it Junius." HJ:~ accompanied Lord Macartney to India
is still more desirable that they should first acquire a in the capacity of a second secretary. In 1793 he
proper appreciation of the rights of others and how published the Indian Observer, a periodical paper,
which was the first attempt of the kind in India, and
to exercise their own.
As to the difficulties of prohibition, they originate gained him a great reputation. These essays were
with the principle upon which the movement is afterward collected and printed at Calcutta, in 8vo,
founded. That principle is wrong, though the effect 1795, and reprinted in London, 1798. He died .in
sought after is indisputably good. If the sale of 1794, the year after he published the Indian Observer.
St. Joseph, Mo.
M. H. BLACKFORD.
liquor can be legally prohibited, so can that of tobacco, tea, coffee, candy, _corsets, tight boots, and
high-heeled oboes-all of which are said to be evils;
Two Opinions of S. W. Dorsey.
and with vegetarians in the ascendancy, meat, butter,
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: ·I was
spices,. in fact, the larger part of the grocer's stock in
trade. When the first and greatest of these evils not a little surprised on reading yolir article on "How
(liquor) shall bav been legislated out of the market, Ciarfield Carried Indiana." You must hav a very
these natural-born suppressors will turn upon that mean opinion of Ciar:field to take so readily the word
which the loudest_,.mouthed may deem next in im- of a notorious public plunderer, which, if true, proves
portance. There can be no logical stopping-place for Garfield to hav been not only a fool, but the vilest of
prohibitionists until the American citizen is restricted human kind. Was Ciarfield so simple as not to know
that every letter he wrote when a candidate for the
by law to a diet of oatmeal and cold water.
Thus we see that in woman suffrage and prohibi- presidency would be made public? If S. W. Dorsey
tion two opposing movements strike bands-the one ever received such letters as he speaks of, why does
for more liberty, the other for less; the one founded be not show them or publish them? That would
on justice, yet destined to work immediate and almost clinch the matter. If be (Dorsey) was despicable
irreparable harm; the other based upon a pernicious enough to be Ciarfield'R agent in such "dirty depths,"
principle, and at the same time calculated to do at let him prove it by producing the letters. He can
S. STEBBINS.
once, if practicable, immeasurable good. How can sink no lower himself.
Dugdale, Pa.
the patriot and reformer do otherwise than hold his
judgment in suspense? I move you, Mr. Editor, that
From tl~t> New York Sun of Feb. 25, 1884.
both motions be laid upon the table.
CiEORGE
~fACDONALD.
"
It
is
only
justice to him [Dorsey] to say that we
.
hav never seen any evidence that he would tell a
To Go or Not to Go; That's the Question. falsehood for any purpose whatever."

Woman Suffrage and Prohibition.
I do not know what the attitude, str~ctly speaking,
of the woman suffragists is toward the question of
prohibition. I believe that as a rule women are in
favor of prohibitory laws as applied to the sale of
liquor. This is shown by several recent events,
among others the threat of a woman suffrage speaker
that the Republicans of Indiana must giv that state
good temperance laws or the party must die. Now,
to my mind, this meddling with the question of prohibition is the gravest error that our lady would-be
vote;rs could commit. It hardly becomes a class
struggling for their own liberties to clamor so loudly
for laws restricting the liberties of others.
To the understanding of those who look at both
the measure and the outcome, woman suffrage and
prohibition alike hav their difficulties. Woman suffrage is right in principle-against this statement
there is no argument that holds good; but men who
see the inevitable effect of extending the electiv franchise to woman cannot .experience the enthusiasm
which the justness of woman's demands would arouse
if the case were different. The majority of women
are pious. That mental affiiction called spirituality
is, on the average, more pronounced in woman than
in man. She is therefore naturally more "religious"
than he. Left to herself, she will forget to reason
when once her sympathies are enlist~d in any direction. If the Constitution stands in her way, she
classes it with the other obstacles as something to be
. surmounted. There are exceptions to this rule; the
lady contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER may be among
them. Ciiven legislativ power, and what disaster
would not emotional and superstitious woman precipitate upon this country? At the suggestion of
priests the Jewish Jehovah would find his way into
our national Constitution at as early a date as the
provisions of that instrument concerning amendments would permit. This is a consummation devoutly to be dreaded; yet who can doubt that the
supporters of a waning superstition would take advantage of their influence over women to bring it
about through the ballot?
Up to this time, I believe, woman suffragists,
through their representativs, hav not pronounced
upon this (iod-in-the-Constitution question, but their
advocacy of prohibition indicates which way their
sympathies tend. Prohibition is essentially a church
movement. Religious people are natural-born suppressors.
Freethinking women who are also woman's rights

DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: Ever since Mr. Lacy spoke
in THE TRUTH SEEKER about having me go somewhere
and see slate-writing and other phenomena of Spiritualism I hav been :receiving letters from one and
another urging me to go, and some offering me assistance to do so. I hav received a letter from Mr.
Lacy this week saying he will send me twenty-five
dollars towards paying my expenses whenever I am
ready to start, and Mr. Slenker's sister offers to keep
house for me while I am gone, so if there are enough
of you who feel a sufficient interest in having me go
to New York or Boston 'and stay a week or two and
visit some of the prominent mediums, writing out for
THE TRUTH SEEKER precisely what I see, experience,
and think of it all, I will agree to go if you will furnish the funds. It will be of no personal profit to
me, and hence I do not object to receiving the needed
help, as I shall use it in the advancement of light,
truth, and knowledge. A dollar or two fl'om each
one of those who hav been asking me to go will be
amply sufficient.
All contributions will be acknowledged in THE
TRuTH SEEKER, and should circumstances or lack of
funds prevent me from going the money will be held
in trust for the donor and at his or her disposal.
I would like to go as early as June so as to be
there before the intense heat of summer. I think
you all know me well enough to be sure that I shall
deal fairly and honestly all around and make no attempt to evade the truth, let facts, or seeming facts,
go for or against my present ideas or prejudices.
Address Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville, Va.
Truly,
ELMINA.

Mr. Greene and Mr. Truesdell's $500.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Permit me to suggest to Mr. C. H. Greene (see THE
T1mTH SEEKER of Feb. 16th) the policy of verifying
the wonderful slate-writing roediumship of Mr. W.
A. Mansfield by accepting and winning the $500 offered by Mr. Truesdell, rather than "designate 'BottomFacts' as a misnomer." By so doing he will prove
the falsity of "Bottom Facts" and its author, gain
$500, establish the reputation of his medium, and,
above all, furnish to Spiritualism and one of its main
supports-slate-writing-one of the best tests the
world has ever known. Please try it, Messrs. Greene
and Mansfield. I am impatient to hav Mr. Truesdeli lose that money.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
Barre, JJ[a,q8., Feb. 16, 284.

The Author of the Junius Letters.
To THE EnrTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 81:r: With
honor and respect to the name and memory of Thomas
Paine, of revolutionary fame, for his political and religious teaching to mankind, we cannot with any reasonable acknowledgment corder the honor of the letters of Junius upon Thomas Paine. Sir Philip Francis, a member of the British Parliament, and an activ
promoter of the articles of impeachment of Warren
Hastings, was considered by some as the author of
Junius's letters. He died in 1818. Hugh Boyd was
born in Ireland, in 1746, and educated at Trinity

Obituary.
Died, at Mountain View, Cal., Feb. 8, E.M. 284,
Evan Jenkins, aged 55 years.
He was a Freethinker during his lifetime. The
death-bed terrors, as described by the elect of Ciod,
came not on the dying Infidel. His close of life was
as peaceful as could be expected considering the nature of his disease, and the pain and suffering it
caused; life passed away almost as smoothly as the
''coming of the dawn."
" 'fhou grim king of terrors, thou, life's gloomy foe,
Go frighten the coward and slave;
Go teach them to tremble, fell tyrant! but know
No terrors hast thou for the brave."

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Liberal~ of Leavenworth, Kan., hav secured tho Rev.
A. E. Higgins, who recently renounced orthodoxy, to occupy
the platform of their lecture-room for the ensuing year.
MR. CHARLES WATTS expects to again visit this country on a
lecturing tour. He will probably. arrive in August. Friends
desiring to engage him may nddress him now at his English
homo, 74 Herne Hill Road, Loughboro .Junction, I"ondon S.E.
THE world moves! Within throe weeks J. E. Remsburg has
lectured in six churches, at Laura, 0., Chesterfield, Ind., and
Union, Nunda, Hainesville, and McHenry, Ill. Mr. Remsburg
will be in Moline, Ill., March 17th; Wyoming, Til., 18th, lllth,
and 20th; Hannibal, Mo., 21st; Leon, Iowa, 22d, 'nnd 2:Jd;
Corning, Iowa, 24th, 25th, and 2Gth.
MR. CHAINEY lectured again in New York on the !'Vening
of Sunday, the lGth. There was a full house. Mr. Chuincy'H
subject on this occasion wns tho "Life and Teachings of
Ingersoll." He had intended, ho said, to make his lecture
somewhat descriptiv of Mr. Ingersoll's career, but he had
learned that the colonel desired his friends to say as littlo
about his deeds as possible, but to let his ideas stand upon
their merits indepe•dently of what he might do or not do.
Therefore the speaker mentioned in this direction only tho fact
that Col. Ingersoll was the son of an orthodox minister, anc1
in early life commenced practicing nt the bar. Tho lcetnre
consisted largely of extracts from Ingersoll's writings, ancl
as Mr. Chainey as a reader is scarcely inferior to the author
himself, the effect was fine. 'fhe world made a mistake, the
speaker snid, in denominnting everything in the line of Ingersoll'H teachings "Ingorsollism," Freethought was not the effect of Ingersoll, but Ingersoll was the effect of Freethough t.
As without the stage and the writers of plays who preceded
him a Shakspere would hav been impossible, so withmit Freethought and men like Voltaire and Paine in the past no Ingersoll would exist in the pres()nt. The destructiv work of Freethought, :VIr. Chainey added, waR nearly accomplished. The
majority of intellects worth gathering to the Liberal fold had
been gathered. 'IhoHe who hacl not henrd Freethonght leetnrers were generally too stupid to he benefited it they Hhould
hear one. People in Boston who a few years before npplauded
to the echo the speaker's attacks on Christianity now took no
interest in the movement whatever. Mr. Chainey's lecture
was well received and the applause frequent, nnd at the close
a Ratisfactory collection wns taken up. The fourth Sunday in
April Mr. Chaincy will return and speak upon "The Genius
of Shakspere and its Relations to Secularism."
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Ulommtmicatioqs.
Vivisection Philosophy in the Whole Shell.
The letters which THE TRUTH SEEKER continues to
receive and publish concerning vivisection show that
there is m~re iD;terest in the subject among its readers than I Imagmed, and as the poet and sentimentalist has been favored with another full page, room
may be found for a plain statement from a matter-offact young man. A.s usual, folks who are so horrified
by the in~iction of pain upon animals lose sight of
the suffenngs of us poor mortals-especially mine.
Mr. Pinney and others say cruel things without
any thought of my feelings. Mr. Tompkins doesn't
~elieve 1 can hav a disposition above a hyena or
Jackal, and Mr. Preston spares neither myself nor his
own friends, for he must see how much pain he is in1licting upon Mattie C. Mitchell and other sympathetic women by the recital of vivisection atrocities.
Of course, I squirm, and if you will permit me, I
will offer my protest against the tortures so inhumanely inflicted upon me by your correspondents,
whom I would like to call my friends.
It is now evident that I hav been deliberately
walking into hot water, and hav taken again an unpopular side. To one who is theologically, politically,
and medically a come-outer, it is no new thing to
find himself unpopular and stemming against the
tide of public opinion; but in this matter I do experience a new sensation in being on the side of success,
for as yet the anti-vivisectors hav not succeeded in
convincing legislatures of the necessity for, or wisdom of, enacting laws for the suppression of vivisec,
tion.
In the state of New York Henry Bergh, with all
his power of organized society backed by abundant
funds, has not obtained the law he worked for, and
only of late the Prussian parliament has refused a
petition which only asked for the prevention of vivisection as a means of instruction in public educational institutions. This opens up another point of
view, and a thorough discussion of vivisection would
include 8 separate consideration of vivisection in
four phases, with and without anesthetics, and
whether it may be carried on for discovery only or
for instruction also.
Personally I am one who would not needlessly set
foot upon a worm, and am by nature so constituted
that the "living, conscious, quivering flesh" which
casts such a shudder through Mattie C. Mitchell affects me similarly, but fortunately I am not ~ub
merged by my sympathies, and in spite of a natural
reluctance to cause pain, I hav in the dispensaries of
this city, where anesthetics were not ,provided for
small operations, been the means of causing a great
deal of immediate pain, and an immense amount of
lasting benefit and relief, and in no single operation
is this better illustrated than in the deep cutting of
8 felon.
Were I to describe such things in detail, aR
Mr. Preston doAs the pains of vivisection, or were I
able to p11t them in blank verse, no doubt I could
cause as many cold chills down the spine as do his
essays.
Mr. Preston might be able to fill every page of
THE TRUTH SEEKER with accounts of the horrible
thingR which hav been done in the name of vivisection, and yet what I hav said in -previous communications is true-that they are all insignificant in comparison to the horrors of sport, butchery, and fashion. Please remember that I hav not contended
that "two wrongs make a right," and my main protest heretofore has simply been that those who hav
time, and strength to devote to reforms can find
more pressing, important, and deserving ones than
this.
Claude Bernard's experiment with live animals in
a stove, baking them to death, is done once where
boiling a live lobster is done ten thousand times, and
in this city there hav been within ten years several
hundred of human beings subjected to the same torture from carelessness and negligence as criminal as
was Bernard's samq froid. Hotel servants, factory
girls, and "our best society" (packed in theaters) ha~
been consumed in fires where there was no means of
escape, and therefore I say that before there is a society for the suppression of vivisection, I hope to see
societies formed whose objects shall be to discour-

age1. The killing of game for sport.
2. The wearing of birds on bonnets.
3. The dropping of live lobsters into hot water.
4. The brutal slaughter of animals for food.
5. The possibility of "great loss of life" through
human negli~tAnce and greed.
Mattie C. Mitchell (whether Miss or Mrs. I know
not, and to avoid offense uRe neither) is evidently
wrought ·11p to the pitch of doing something, and, if
she has monAy in her purse, is doubtless ready to
advance it for the good cause of crying down "this
monstrous crime;" but let me quiet.ly suggest that
there is already a better and worthier purpose to
which she can direct her enthusiasm and spare cash,
and on page 153 of THE TRuTH SEEKER she will learn
something of it. I refer, of course, to Prof. Adler's

movement in the direction of tenement house reform,
one result of which will be to prevent the possibility
of burning,whole families alive, which has been,·and,
under the present order of things in New York tenements, is likely to be a somewhat regular occurrence.
The dangers of the cruel infliction of pain in this
way it.re vastly greater than that any one in America
will repeat the cooking experiments of Claude Bernard. If Mr. Preston had seen, as I hav, a human
body cooked crisp, burnt alive, and distorted by
muscular agony, he might write it up in lurid blank
verse, and dedicate it to the souls of the wealthy and
miserly owners of New York tenements.
To the lady's inquiry as to
WHERE VIVISECTION IS PRACTICED,
I can re-ply, right here in the medical colleges of
New York; not in all, but in some special laboratories
fitted up for the purpose, and one who bas been
1\mong them can assure her that the operators are
humane gentlemen who prefer to use anesthetics,
not only because they hav no desire to cause needJess pain, but also because most of their operations can
best f?e done when the animal is unconscious. A.s you
admit "the death of an animal is nothing, nor, if
necessary, dissection after chloroform is administered," you accord to a majority of vivisectors (here,
at least) all they ask. Having had a four years experience right in the headquarters of medical instruction in the United StateR, and during that time
a pretty free run of its colleges, laboratories, and
hospitals, I am fully convinced that any one with
tender sensibilities can hav them more shocked by
one day's visit to our hospitals, dispensaries, or tenements, than by a six months inspection of physiological laboratories; and a!'! much better as man is than a
sparrow, Ro much more important are activ and energetic efforts for the relief of his sufferings better
th.an the expe~diture of our sympathy on the lesser
misfortunes that fall to the lot of animals.
MY K...~OWLEDGE OF VIVISECTION
and its atrocities is based on what I hav seen and
read. Th.e .fo;mer has not exasperated a naturally
sympathet1c mmd, but what I bav read does, I admit.,
cause qualms. I hav no apology to offer or defense
to make of "the abominable proceedings of Signor
Paolo M~ntegazzn:," which were evidently indulged
from motivs described by Mr. Preston as the motivs
of a!l. vivisectors, viz., curiosity, innate cruelty, and
ambition to surpass in feats of horror; but these are
not the motivs of scientific men nor is the brutal
Italian a fair sample of f'lcient.ifi~ men, nor are his
ways their ways; and such a man as Burt G. Wilder
wol!ld denounce beyond measure such cruelty, though
he Is, perhaps, one of the most activ working naturalists to-day.
Cruelty from pure cussedness, or an inborn love of
causing pain in other sensient creatures is o. relic of
barbarism, which, like other human vi~es and evil
prop~nsities, is not yet civilized out of mankind, and
that It should once hav bPen exhibited in a man who
has, perhaps .<I don't know that it is so), earned by
talents the title of professor, is not strange in a
world where thousands of cruelties are perpetrated
every day; and when such "a devilish outrage" on a
human being (in Corning, Ohio) as is described in
THE TnuTH SEEKER before me can be done by the
tools of the Catholic church it is not after all so
surprising that a man born ay{d raised i~ the b~a;t of
Catholic church influences could exhibit a fiendish
delight in the torture of animals, and making a record of his shame.
A.s I hav nowhere made the assertion that nothing
wrong has been done in the name of vivisection so
the main point of contention between Mr. Pre~ton
and myself is as to the prevalence and relativ importa~lCe of the wrong thus committed; and aR I hav
said that my knowledge of such wrongs is derived
~rom what I hav read, so I must say that this readI~g has ?een of articles written by essayiiiltS and sentime~tabstR, for whose exaggerations we must malre
conside~able allow~nces; and wh~n I read in Mr.
Preston s first artiCle that "ent1re factories hav
been d.~voted to the product.ion of vivisecting implements, I knew at; once that he was writing for effect,
to c~eate a sensatwn, and not in the real interest of
makmg the truth manifest, and until he shall name
the factories, and giv the num her of days devoted to
the manufacture of such implements, and the number turned ~ut per year, I shall knock off ninety per
cent from hii'l average statements. A.s Mr. Preston
»;lakes b?ld to accuse all vivisectors of three bad motivs, I Will state what I consider their
MAIN MOTIVS,
and. they are, first, not idle curiosity, but an earnest
desne to ascertain facts and increase useful knowledge-they are real truth seekers; second, not a
love of cru~lty, but a love of life in its best aspects,
and a desire t? lessen the sufferings ultimately of
?oth men an ammale; third, ambition, not to surpass
1~ !eats of horror, but a legitimate and laudable ambition to make a name in achievements for the advancement of scientific knowledg\3. It is certainly
the busy t:uth seekers in all departments of scien0e,
the expenmenters, the inventors, the plodders in
t~e study of the facts and laws of nature, who hav
given us all that we hav that is useful as the result
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of civilization; and the motivs of such men, in ·whatever field they operate, .are not to be impugned by
mere "literary fallers" who can wield a caustic pen,
and write to make the worse appear the better. reason.
When men of mark in, the scientific world value
their own life as less than the pursuit of knowledge, .
their motivs are above criticism, and the instances
which could be collected are many. John Hunter·
inoculated himself with the worst form of venereal
blood poison for the purpose of studying the disease,
and to acquire knowledge of its symptoms and treatment. Only lately Dr. Cory, director of animal vaccination at the Vaccine Establishment, London,
inoculated himself with syphilis while experimenting, ·
to determin whether the disease could be conveyed
by vaccination, and the conditions necesmry to such
conveyance. Within a year past commissions, each
composed of competent medical men, one from Ger,.
many and one from France, hav been risking their
own lives by conducting investigations of cholera in
Egypt and India, and one of the French company
bas forfeited his life by the disease. The motivR are.
the same whether the experiments are conducted
upon themselvs or upon animals, and in the study of
the action of drugs and poisons the annals of medicin show that both methods are emploJed.
.
A.s Mr. Preston never tires of repeating that there 1
is no
UTILITY IN VIVISECTION,
I will enter upon this subject. When I wrote that
" to prove its utility would .require more of my t.ime
and THE TRUTH SEEKER's space than the subject is
wo:th," I meant that to prove it positivly and satisfactonly to the ·average reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
would require more space than the paper could spare
for such a purpose. It is no small matter to prove
anything, and the kind and amount of proof required
depend greatly on the condition of mind that is to
be convinced in comparison with the thing to be
proved. Those who hav had a liberal education in
medicin and allied subjects are easily convinced of
the utility of vivisection, and on this subject, therefore, I ask only space to state a few of the achievements of vivisection, as they are acknowledged by the
vast majority of medical and scientific men, and they
are properly the experts from whom legislativ bodies
ask opinionR when this subject is brought before
them. Of Claude Bernard's dying confession* that
no good had come of his experiments, I know nothing; but I do know that in every book on physiology
the results of his experiments are referred to and
!ltilized in the teaching of this very _important subJect. Prof. Dalton has written: " The information
which has been acquired by the experimental method
is so extensiv that without it medical science could
never hav reached its present position. Every important discovery in physiology has been directly due
'to its employment, and the more modern advances in
pathology, as well as many of those in practical medicin and surgery, hav only been made possible through
the same means."
He cites among the most remarkable instances of
its utility the following:
1. A.lmost everything we' know of the circulation of
the blood, of respiration, of the functions of the nervous system, and its relation to the vital organs. ·
2. The possibility of saving life by transfusion of
blood, by artificial respiration, by operations for cure
o.f aneurism, and by prophylactic me!).ns for preventiOn of germ or parasitic diseases.
I hav before me a list of forty discoveries of value
to medical science and art, some of actual service to
humanity already, which are convincing to me. To
make them equally so to everyone would necessitate
~ general educaf:ion in the line of physiology, which
~s not now provided, though it ought to be. Some
Idea of the utility of experiments on animals is likely
to be conveyed in stating that our knowledge of tapeworms and trichinro (pork parasites, now a cause of
international content!on ), has been thus obtained:
and in the domain of germ diseases, known to be the
cause of a lar.ge mortality every year, everything is
learned by t~s means; and without the study already
prosecuted in this direction there would not 'hav been
the advance in general sanitary procedures which has
been brought about in the last fifty years, and which
is the great saving movement of the present time.
(Look for more in this line in my lecture on "Bacteria," now in print).
. A. thought in regard to class instruction by experIments on animals: The greatest strain to which my
nerves were ever put by such experiment was "in a
demonstration of the sufferings of a pair of pigeons
in close confinement from lack of air to breathe; and
while I should prefer to remain away from such a
sight again, I am free to confess that I believe the
majority of us would be permanently benefited by
seeing it just once; and the deeper the effect the better, for one of the most difficult things to impress
upon the minds of a very large number of people is
the necessity of plenty of good air by sufficient ventilation, and all the talking, writing, and directing
done by physicians a.nd sanitarians is apparently of
little avail. ·People suffocate and wallow in their own
*It is, perhaps, as true as the oft-told stories of the death-bed
recantations or Infidels. '
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filth (atmospherically), and don't know when they are' After all, the ·fact remains that the highest type of
Mr. Watts fully indorsed the opmwn of Freehurt by it. If the pupils of every public school could human advancement, the best fruitage of all this thought Americans regarding the colonel, and from
for one minute see the distrAss which can be occa- growth and blossoming of earnest endeavor, is a his personal knowledge ·of the men of whom he
sioned to a pigeon by, insufficient and poisoned ~ir,:it man or a ~oman in the largest development of the spoke, he was able to giv much interesting informawould probably convey a lesson that would strike essential qualities of manhood and womanhood, tion new to many of those composing his audience.
deep enough to last them a lifetime and save an im- standing erect and firm amid the idolatrous altars of
I hope it is not to late to wish you and your
mense amount of carelessness and suffering. The superstition, free to think, free 'to speak, free to act readers, and the Liberal party generally, a happy
objection to such a lesson would be the bad example in the fullest exercise of every manly and womanly and prosperous New Year, and with a sincere wish
of cruelty, to minds that might not be able to appre- prerogativ, and not that church-made man of a man- that the cause may continue to advance still more
ciate the difference between such an infliction with made church, twin caricatures of the human and di- rapidly than heretofore.
and without a purpose, rather than the amount of vine, and libels upon both, nor that faint and fickle
Jan. 7, 1884.
suffering the pigeon would hav to endure, for that suggestion of diluted womanhood, weak in real hu'
n.
would be insignificant in comparison to the head- manity and wanton in assumed divinity, the measure
Although the la:rr,e-hearted and liberal Christian,
aches the pupils take home every day from imperfect of whose n.anhood and womanhood can be most fit- luxuriating in the full blaze of gospel light, has
ventilation of school-rooms.
tingly inventoried as about two yards of semi-ani- strong objections te allow~ng his church or schoolMr. Preston bas no more justifica~ion for accusing mated whine, howling the hosannas of heaven in the room to be used for the purpose of ventilating
me of slurring women than I hav to charge him with trembling accents of an abject fear of hell, and whose heterodox opinions, he does not, when he considers
offering them blarney-or taffy, to use the most mod- sole aim in life is to deadbeat its way through para- himself powerful enough, decline to avail himself of
ern term. What "narrow and unmanly sentiment" distical gates at death, and to secure a comfortable the standing offer of the narrow-minded and be,hav I uttered? I hav no desire to treat women otb.- seat in a heaven of indolent and immortal ease by nighted unbeliever, who is groping in the darlmess
erwise than juBtly, and in speaking of the " sympa- hanging its shriveled, shrunken soul of devout emp- of reason and common sense, to a free nse of his
tbetic sex," and so relating excess of sentiment with tiness around the bleeding neck of "vicarious atone- platform, a fair bearing, and consequently we are
.femininity, I speak as correctly as in associating cru- ment."
now and again favored with the superstitious notions
elty with masculinity. While admitting the equality
One real man or woman, in the noblest sense of unforlut~ately still current; but we hav plenty of
of the sexes, abstractly and potentially, I see that at manhood and womanhood, is worth more to the varieties of opinions and interpretations of the one
present there are essential differences, and special world -than a score of self-glorified saintships; and true faith, which is of so simple a nature that no two
virtues and vices dominant in each; so that while the what the world most needs to-day is more men and authorities on the subject can agree as to what it is
most shocking cruelties are the result of the worst women and fewer saints.
J. M. THAYER.
all about.
passions of men, the most sickly sentimentality is eviRochester, N. Y.
A few Sundays back we had at the Hall of Science
denced by some specimens of women, both of which
the benefit of an exposition on the so-called Apostle's
statements were illastrated in the case of the negro
London Letters.
Creed, given by the apostle of the Christian Socialist
Chastine Cox, who brutally murdered a woman, and
r.
party, the Rev. S. Headlam. It was truly delightful
then received visits of condolence and bouquets from
It appears that those holy men, the bishops and to hear that this creed could be so explained that any
women.
minor clergy, representing the orily true church of secularist might fully subscribe to the whole of it,
Men and women both need to cultivate intellect for Christ, as by law established in this happy country, without sacrificing his own opinions in the slightest.
the subjugation, coBtrol, and direction of feeling, hav been greatly maligned for some long time past. The interpretation was scarcely orthodox, perhaps,
sentiment, sympathy, and passion, .and until they ar- Scoffers, and wicked defamers, hav said that these but it seems the church allows considerable more !atrive at the higher plane in this direction theyare not messengers of Jehovah hav systematically been do- itude now in such things than it did in some years
in a suitable frame of mind to hold consistent and ing nothing but carefully looking after their own back, thereby showing what. a tender mother holy
rational views on a subject such as vivisection; and worldly interests, and laying up treasure, while to- church is. Some hypercritical individuals might perin the mean time we shall see one poet in most seri- tally neglecting the condition of those under their haps say that such is the case because the parsons
ous mood depicting the sufferings of a dog under charge. Certain ungodly individuals, instead of cannot help themselvs, and that when the power was
vivisection, while another (Gilbert, the playwright) minding their own affairs, hav thought proper to giv in their bands they used it unsparingly, and wit.h but
writes flippantly of "the coster-monger jumping on to the general public an account of the misery they little consideration for the feelings of others, but the
his mother," and women of estimable purpose and a hav witnessed in this God-fearing and wealthy city. punishments then awarded for heresy were on the
life above reproach, so far as the infliction of pain on They bav gone amongst the slums and byways, and same principle as those given by the schoolmaster to
an animal is concerned, going about with a petition visited those who had scarce where to lay their head, his refractory pupils-it always hurts the schoolmaster
for the suppression of vivisection, and wearing a seal- and destitute of the wherewithal to provide thew- most. We are told, "Whom the Lord loveth he chasskin sack, which involves the necessity of clubbing selvs with the semblance of a meal. Such disclos- tenetb," and the church acted on similar lines,
infant seals to death while they rend the air with ures created much excitement and discussion as to always for the good of the chastened.
cries that are scarcely distinguishable from those of the means to be used to alleviate this great distress,
Mr. Headlam was good enough to inform us that
a child, and the mother-seals exhibit unavailing though, as might be expected, nothing of a practical in his opinion secularists were people raised up by
ferocity and anguish. Are they "thoughtless women," nature was suggested till the clergy came to the res- God to show the church as by law established how
as you say, who wear birds on their bonnets, sealskin cue. All the time they were, apparently, indifferent ·corrupt it had become, exactly as the Christian l;esacks on their backs, and drop living lobsters into to the fearful wretchedness and poverty existing un- ligion was instituted to correct the older creeds, and
boiling water? Yes, I admit it; and do" humane peo- der their eyes, they were carefully considering the the only fault he had to find was that we did not
pie deny themselvs," as you say, these luxuries? Not best and surest means of bringing about a better acknowledge Jesus Christ as the savior of the world.
at all, or not much, at all events.
state of things; and after great consideration and The Infidels of the present day are the true ChrisAnd so I end, as I began, by the broad, undeniable prayer they hav finally arrived at the only sure cure tians, but will not acknowledge their founder. The
assertion that there are a hundred pressing and worthy for all these ills. Those who bad ~ot given careful audience generally was somewhat in doubt whether
reforms which ought to receive attention before the consideration to the matter, and who were in the the lecturer was P 0 king fun, or really meant what he
abuses of vivisection are taken in band; and as folks .habit of merely giving a superficial view to any- said, but as he is known as a very earnest man, and
at prayer-meeting send up requests for prayer, let me thing that came under their notice, absurdly sug- not likely to crack jokes, it must be assumed that be
close with a few requests to Mr. Preston for poems gested that food was necessary for starving beings, really believed what be stated, more especially as he
which will provide appropriate matter for lurid de- and better houses instead of the disgraceful hovels is not considered very orthodox by his own party.
·
. ·
d
If such is the case, it seems a great pity that a man
scription, activ Imagmatwn, an a gory pen:
in which the honest poor are compelled to liv, and
1. Five thousand pigeons brought once a yea,r from work found for those who were able to do it, together who c~tn enter so thoroughly into the principles of
the far West in sacks, without food and water, nursed with other rank socialistic ideas which would tend to Secularism, and appreciate them, does not come
to life again, and sprung from traps to be riddled utterly subvert the present all but perfect state of boldly forward and throw in his lot with those he so
with bullets for "sport."
society. On the other hand the bishops, after long much admires. It appears to me that it would be a
2. Cattle slaughtered by bleeding to death, accord- and careful deliberation, arrived at a far better and far more honest thing to do, for no matter bow ining to the requirements of the Jewish butcher trade. safer conclusion. Their remedy is doubtless the only geniously a man may argue himself into a belief that
3. Capturing seals by the thousands, and braining true and lasting one, viz., that the suffering poor two totally antagonistic elements may be closely allied, it is rather straining facts to establish such a
the ):>abies with clubs, so t b at our 1fl.[1ies may 1oo k want more churches, where they may receive the true
fine, and our gentlemen wear rich fur hats.
bread of life, softened with the milk of the word. position. It is 9' great misfortune that there are n;Jen
4. The brutal husband kicking his wife to a jelly, That great and good man (may his name be ever held who lay themselvs out to recOIJCile such opposing
·
forces, as it makPs the work so much the harder for
which occurs the world over about as often as a v1vi- in reverence and esteem), the bishop of Rochester,
section without anesthetics.
at a convention, held a short time back, appealed to the disciples o£ reason to crush the hydra-beaded
t
d
· ·
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I ·u
h
serpbllt of superstition, and while good is intended,
Well, if :M:r. P res on oes JUStice to
ese, WI his fellow countrymen to immediate1y raise t e sum much harm is done; and in the deadly struggle now
furnish on demand a few more for his agil pen.
of £12,000 to build another church in the poorest
E B F
J
f S
h
k going on, there can be no real place for !:bose who will
- . . ooTE, R.
and most densely crowded portion o 'out war . not declare decidedly for one side or the other.
.
., ,.
He boldly declared it should never be said that the
· 4
T
~ . t s amI 1More ll[en aml ~,T
~ondon, Feb. lR,.. ·-188
D.
, omen NTee(l e(l . c1ergy were b eh'md th e worldl"mgs wb en a·Is.t re~s was
- ----F. ewer "am
As is better known to the editor of TnE TRuTH to be alleviated, and good to be done. W1thm the
We ~hall 'J'r.v 'l'o.
SEEKER than to most of its readers, I hav been dis- last few days a new bishop has been installed to asTo ·rrrE Enl'ron OF 'l'rm TnuTH f:lEEKEJt, S1:r: I inposed to be quite conservativ in my views as to the sist in the <YOOcl work, and if, after all, these hercu- close my $3, being thereunto ndmonislwrl by m,y lamerits and demerits of the church at large, and to lean efforts"'to remedy existing wrongs, the poor and bel and by you.
make all just distinction between its better manifes- down-trodden millions persist in their evil courses,
I am glad to see that you are fully alive to the im'"'tiona of liberality and :its baser elements of narrow- the sympathy of eve!":" :""~h.t-minded man and woman portance of n.ews-tbe news of the movement-th0
uess and bigotry, as silown respectivly by its more must at once be withdrawn, and the hardened basis of all lasting success in every ]{ind of journalLiberal and more bigoted sects, giving full credit for wretches must be left to the doom they so richly de- ism. Sweep the universfl for ne":s of man's progress
the one, ana looking as leniently as possible upon setve.
in the uf.'e of his mind. Go on and prosper.
the other, as natural and necessary links in the chain
Let no ungodly Infidel now dare to raise his
Very truly yours,
,TA~u:s PAnTo;o;~.
of human progress, and as successiv stages in the voice in reproach against such good and true men;
Newburyport, MaH.~., March 2, 1 RR4.
..
system of universal evolution.
benefactors hav they always been, and still are, .
THE
TRUTH
SEEKEH
ANNUAT, A:i"D FnEETHINKEI!S' A r.These views and sentiments of an individual are and will be, to the human race.
I will engage to say no Atheist would hav ever MANAO is the first production of this class attempted
significant only in that they represent the sentiments
of a large class of Freethinkers who would carefully thought of so simple and efficacious a way to solve by the Truth Seeker Office (33 Clir:.ton place, N ~w
York city), ancl yet wa do not see bow its compiler
avoid an indiscriminate indorsement or repudiation this social problem.
of any institution which professes to labor for the
Last evening I had the pleasure of hearing Charles could hav done better if he had bad ten yean;' exgood of mankind, and who would not only be emi- Watts deliver a discourse on American Freethought perience. Dispersed through its pages Rre many rich
nently just in their discriminations, but would at the orators, taking as representativ men, Ingersoll, full-page illustratiom; from Mr. Bennett's Around-thesame time throw the broadest mantle of charity over Wakeman, and Chainey. It is needless to say he World volumes, and its pages are crowded with good
the pll.ilt history and the present attitude of the treated the subject in his usual able manner. He things too numerous t.o mention, from tbe pens of
church and all other institutions in their relations to seems to be a great admirer of the former; perhaps popular LiberRl writerfl. Price, 2!J cenh!.---Dr. Fnnte'.o,
Health JW.onlhly.
the work of human progress.
be saw more of him than of the other two.
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Christians at Work.

in the Bible or in Christianity." The sentiment expressed by this preacher is the real sentiment of the
whole church, and is what the Christians mean when
they talk of religious toleration. A man may hav
freedom to think so long as his thinking is done
within prescribed limits; he may hav liberty to talk
until he begins to question the divinity of Christ and
the inspiration of the Bible; the freedom of the press
is to be maintained unless some daring man shall
use his type and presses to print opinions adverse to
the claims of the Jewish Jehovah, and then the freedom ceases. And this is called a free country ! We
tell you, Liberals, it is not free so long as Christians
rule, and never will be until the church is deprived
of power. It is true that in this case no state aid
has been invoked, but who can doubt that it would
be were it needed? That it has not makes the
remedy easier to apply, and it should be done in such
a manner as to deter the church party from making
further attempts at suppression. Let :five hundred
Liberals send in the price ($1.50) of a year's subscription to the Nonconformist, and we guarantee that the
Vincents will come out of the conflict with flying
colors. Address H. and L. Vincent, Tabor Iowa.

of Trenton, makes a total . Catholic populatio)l of
about two hundred thousand in the entire state of
New Jersey.
A new Dominican monastery has just been finished in
Newark, and the Dominican sisters will immure themselvs therein on the 29th. The rules of this order are
the strictest known in the whole church, and the imprisoned sisters spend their time in adoration of the
"consecrated" wafer which they superstitiously believe to be the body of Christ, in prayer, and in embroidering gaudy gewgaws for the priests and bishops to wear.
These worse than useless institutions escape taxation, are under no supervision by the state, and nQ
man knows what crimes are committed within their
prison-like walls. The whole system of convents and
monasteries is ~onstrous. At thefr best they le.ad to
the perversion of human nature; at their worst they
are vast brothels and prisons, and shields of intrigue
and infanticide. Many rich Catholic women are induced by the priests to take the veil that the church
may take the novice's money, and after she has passed
her novitiate the nunnery hides her from her friends
as effectually as would the grave. These institutions are not open to civil officers, and yet there is
nothing in the whole land that needs closer watching ,
than the convents and nunneries. Every year, at
least, the state ought to open the doors and let the
inmates choose whether to stay or come out into the
light of day.
It does not seem that more words can be need~d
to point out the danger this country is in from this
church. But our legislatures and press are perfectly
apathetic in the matter. One of these days they will
wake up and find what trusting, besotted fools they
hav been all these years, and they will regret not
paying more attention to the principles of government and less to how they may divide the loaves and
:fishes of office. · Liberals, at least, can accomplish a
little good by calling attention to the most dangerous
growth of the institution and persistently urging our
assemblymen to tax every dollar's worth of property
not owned by the state.

A case deserving the attention, sympathy, and
prompt aid of Liberals is that of the VincE)nts, father
and sons, of Tabor, Iowa. The facts are these: The
Vincents publish the American Nonconformist, formerly
a Greenback paper, but latterly devoted also to the
The Republic's Enemies~
destruction of Christianity. So long as it was exclusivly a money reform journal, but little opposition
It is a. good thing for the country that Catholicism
was manifested toward it. But when the editor be- does not spread in the West as rapidly as it does in
gan his attacks on the church, the church began a ~ew York and New Jersey. When Cardinal Mcwarfare upon him and his paper.
Closkey was a lad at school there were only two CathIn buying new material for the paper the Vincents olic churches on Manhattan island. To-day there
were obliged to giv notes for $450. When these are three hundred and forty-three in the archdiocese,
came due the Vincents were unable to raise all the ~nd about one million communicants in this city,
money. This was the opportunity of the Christians, Brooklyn, and the cities on the water front of New
and they were not slow to seize it. A syndicate of Jersey. Under his command McCloskey has the atchurch-members was formed, and the notes pur- tendants and inmates of forty-nine chapels, sixteen
chased at a premium of $35. The notes were secured asylums, seventeen industrial schools, twenty-nine
by chattel mortgage on the printing material, and on convents and monasteries for nuns and priests, beobtaining possession of them the Christian syndicate sides a theological seminary and several hospitals.
foreclosed the mortgages. The Vincents succeeded The parochial schools of this city hinder thirty-four
in regaining possession of a portion of the materia} thousand pupils from becoming acquainted with
through a writ of replevin, and immediately began scarcely any knowledge but of the saints and the
the publication again of the Nonconformist. About duty of supporting the priest~.
$250 has been subscribed by friends to help the YinIn the diocese of Brooklyn, comprising the whole
Crazed by Christianity.
cents, but much more is needed to pay, the whole of Long Island, there is an estimated Catholic
Another melancholy instance of the bad effects of
$450 and extra costs that hav been saddled upon the population · of two hundred thousand, to whom
paper by the efforts of the syndicate to suppress it.
one hundred and fifty priests attend in eighty- revivals, of their tendency to drive crazy those emoThe an\mus of the prosecution cannot be doubted. eight churches, of which forty-nine are located tionally sensitiv, and to bring unhappiness upon famThe syndicate even went so far as to send a delegate within the city; thirty-seven chapels, one theological ilies, has just transpired in El Dera, Ill., the home of
to confer with Mrs. Vincent, who is a Christian lady, seminary, sixteen asylums, four hospitals, eighteen Charles Hazelrig, a young man of twenty-two years,
as to confining her husband in an insane asylum, the academies, and seventy-three parish schools. The with hosts of friends, intelligent, and seemingly well
position taken by the syndicate being that a man who most important Catholic institutions in this city calculated to be an honor to his parents.
Young Hazelrig was visiting a sister at Edina, Mo.,
could oppose the Christian religion must be insane. are St. John's College at Fordham; St. Francis XaMrs. Vincent denounces the persecution of her hus- vier's College, Manhattan College, Manhattan Acad- at which place a "revival " was started in a church.
band and sons in vigorous language, and tun:s the emy, and De La Salle Institute, under the direction At :first he attended as company for his si~:~ter, but
many-sided Bible against her former church friends of the Christian Brothers; St. Bridget's Academy, in soon the craze caught him, and his mind began to
with a force and directness that must be unpleasant East Tenth street, under the Sisters of Charity; the show signs of weakening, until his brain gave way
reading for the Sunday-school. They hav, she says Sacred Heart Convent, Manhattanville, and another entirely, and he became a raving maniac. .His mother
in addition, lived in Tabor twenty-nine years, always of the same order in Seventeenth street; the House and father were at once summoned by telegraph and
supporting the church and paying their taxes. But of the Good Shepherd, in Eighty-ninth street, under went to him. They are both very old, the former
since Mr. Vincent has become convinced of the rot- the direction of the Sisters of Mercy; Ursuline Con- being past seventy, and the latter in the neighbortenn«;JSS of the Christian theology, they hav been un- vent, in East Morrisania; the Catholic Protectory, at hood of sixty. When they reached their son he was
able to send their children to school because of the Manhattanville, under the charge of the Christian so bad that he had to be tied, and even then it re~
taunts and torments heaped upon them by the chil- Brothers; the Female Orphan Asylum, on Madison quired the combined strength of several men to hold
dren of Christian parents. Mrs. Vincent accuses the avenue, containing one hundred and fifty inmates, him. He would at times plead in heartrending tones
syndicate of Christian professors of the sin of covet- and a Commissariat of the Holy Land, established for pardon from the God he had been told he had
ousness in endeavoring to obtain for $450 a printing for the reception of subscriptions to be devoted to offended, and falling upon his knees offer supplicaoutfit worth double that sum, of playing the spy and the preservatien of the principal sanctuaries of the tion after supplication in a beseeching voice. Then
his mood would change, and he would say that he
list'ilning at a telephone office door to pry into the church in Palestine.
The state of New Jersey is included in. the archdi- was Christ come the second time. Then he would
business of her husband and sons, and scorchingly
asks them if it was not a noble example of Christian ocese of New York, and is divided into two dioceses, become violent, and make efforts to harm himself and
and neighborly love to threaten her son with prose- those of Trenton and Newark. The diocese of Tren- those attending him. He became so violent that he
cution to the full extent of the law if he did not stop ton was erected in 1881, and Father Michael J. bad to be taken to an insane asylum.
publishing the Nonconformist. "Among you," she O'Farrell has within his jurisdiction forty-seven secHis mother is nearly distracted over her trouble
says, to the college professors engaged in the perse- ular priests and seven clergy of the regular orders. and her mind is visibly affected by it. Last week,
cution, "you are acquainted with several languages; He controls eighty-two churches, three convents, and while wandering aimlessly over the house, she fell
cannot you help me to some term that shall fitly set twenty-seven stations. In the diocese are also twen- down a flight of stairs, breaking her right wrist, and
forth the depth of meanness to which you hav de- ty-six schools, with a pupilage of four thousand eight bruising her face and different portions of her body
scended in sending to me to persuade me to leave hundred and twenty, :five academies, and one hospital. painfully.
·
In the diocese of Newark are stationed ninety-one
my house to listen to your temptations to conspire
What a blessing Christianity has been to that famwith you to carry out your nefarious designs against secular priests and :fifty-three members of recluse or- ily! The mother in bed with broken bones, the son
my own children, my dear husband, and even against ders, eighty-three churches, twenty-three stations, in an insane asylum, a howling madman! The grief
his liberty? Are there words in any language that and three monasteries. There are also eight con- of the father and sister can be imagined, not excan adequately describe the condition to whieh you vents and one seminary. About fifty of the churches pressed. And the cheap John revivalist whose work
must hav sunk before you could cause such a. propo- hav parochial schools attached to them, with an ag- this is has taken his fees and gone to repeat his efsition to be conveyed to me?"
gregate of about two • hundred thousand scholars. forts in other places.
The freedom which the Tabor Christians propose There are also three colleges for young men and sevAnd what shall the harvest be? Crazed boys,
to allow the Freethinkers of Iowa, was defined by enteen academies for young ladies, five orphan asy- illegitimate children, a host of crackbrained fools,
the local preacher from his pulpit. "In the pro- lums, and four hospitals. The Catholic population with only wit sufficient to keep on the outside of asymulgation of beliefs," said the brilliant bigot, "the of this diocese numbers abo11t one hundred and fifty lum walls, divided homes, stricken mothers, and
largest latitude must be allowed, consistent with beliif thousand, wbich1 with :fifty thousand in the diocese weeping sisters-a lull, a. backsliding, and the town
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. plunged lower than ever in moral degradation. That
is the outcome of two-thirds of the spasmodic orgies
called "revivals of religion." A revivalist ought to
pay a license like the saloonkeeper, ·or be put under
bonds to support the lunatics his preaching makes.
The fate of Hazelrig is a warning to the unconverted
to stay dead in their sins rather than be awakened
at the price of their sanity.
'

Editorial Notes.
"To love our enemy involves both an absurdity and an immorality; to do so would be wrong if possible, and impossible
even if right."

L'! an address at Belleville, Ont., the other day, a Rev. Dr.
Meacham told a "story of the East." His discourse referred particularly to Japan. He enumerated several drawbacks to the
spread of Christianity in that country, the chiefest of which,
he said, was the introduction of Infidelity, which had had the
effect of producing many Agnostics. "Literature written by
Paine and Ingersoll had been extensivly circulated and read
more widely and carefully there than in Canada." This testimony is extremely pleasing to us, for it is to Mr. Bennett's efforts while in the East that this luxuriant growth of common
sense is largely due. His lectures in Ceylon hav not only been
scattered broadcast in the country where they were delivered,
but hav ov~rflowed into Japan, and his presence aroused a
number of the educated class, who hav taken hold of the translation of Ingersoll's and Paine's works. English Freethought
literature has also been extensivly introduced into .Japan. The
fruit these efforts are bearing is acknowledged by Mr. Meacham
in the remark that "Japan must hav a minister for every
50,000 people or the country will be populated with Agnosti\Js."

THE new Congregationalists' creed affirms: "We believe that
the love of God to sinful men has found its highest expression
in the redemptiv work of his son, ,Jesus Christ." Per contra, it
is supposed the wrath of God, wk9 is "angry with the wicked
every day," has foun<J. an equally high expression in the damBisHOP LITTLE.TOHN, lecturing to the students of a theologinativ work of his adversary, the devil.
cal seminary in this city on "The Impaired Influence of the
THAT Mr. Reynolds is doing substantial work in the lecture Clergy,'' said that the cause which lies deepest "is the opposifield is evidenced by the extended notices he is receiving from tion of the spirit of the age to the supernatural which runs
the secular press. These reports reach many more than he through the history of the church. Certain unscriptural and
can personally address, and must do much good. Mr. Rey- unchurchly notions which hav grown up in the church hav
nolds says things worth hearing, and says them in an enter- also tended to weaken the influence of the clergy. ·.The printaining manner. We sincerely hope he will be kept busy the cipal of these is the notion which makes each member of the
year round. We learn that he proposes to start west soon, and church practically independent of the governing body, the
would like engagements. Address him at North Parma, Mon- theory that an individual can save himself by immediate communion with God, and that church membership, while experoe Co., New· York, box 104.
dient; is by no means essential. Another hindrance is the
A KIND of Liberalism that doesn't amount to much is preva- enormous development of sectarianism in modern Christianity.
lent in Canada, if one of our correspondents is correct. The most potent cause of the decline of the influence of the
"There are," he says, "plenty of Agnostics in Canada, but clergy, however, is the decay of disciplin in the church."
they want courage, and the spread of papers like THE TRUTH Bishop Littlejohn seems to hav gone all around the cause of
SEEKER, and also organization, before they will be respected. the decaying influence of the clergy without touching it; and
We hav many here who pay pew-rent, but plead 'hard times' that is, the growing conviction that ministers, so far as their
when asked to subscribe for any Liberal paper, or to help de- claim to divine authority is concerned, are impostors. They
fray the expense of a lecture." With this state of things, is it travel nowadays upon their intellectual merits. Lacking these,
any wonder that Canada keeps blue laws in force?
'as most of them do, it is not necessary to look farther for the
A NEEDY Liberal is Walter W. Broom, who is sick and almost cause of their waning influence.
blind, at 412 Wood str!)et, Philadelphia, Pa. To help himself
to bread and butter, with now and then a little cake, he is selling photographic cqpies of the Declaration of Independence,
copied from a scarce metal plate, seven inches square, containing portraits of the signers of that historical document, with
fac-similes of their signatures. Plain copy, $1; framed in glass
and silver wire for $1.50. Mrs. Slenker has one, says it is a
gem, and wants her friends to buy one to help the old man.
A short time ago THE TRUTH SEEKER was led to make some
remarks upon the heretical utterances of the Rev. Mr. Curry,
Methodist, of Chioogo. Mr. Curry now denies that he was
correctly reported. The reporter, however, who is himself a
Methodist minister, is ready to swear to the accuracy of his
transcript of what the Rev. Mr. Curry said. The question of
veracity thus lies between two clergymen. It is to be hopod
that there is some mistake, and that neither of the gentlemen
will be called upon to acknowledge that he is capable of lying.
A WITNESS called in. a ch'il suit in Toronto,. Canada, on
Friday, was objected to on the ground of religious unbelief,
and, being questioned, said: "Well, you would call me an
Agnostic. I would say I am a man. I was brought up in the
Jewish faith, but I hold that I hav no knowledge of what is
generally held as religious belief." The witness said further
that he did not know anything of a future state, but he
believed that if there was such a state its rewardH or punishments for acts in this life would be eternal. Having expressed
his belief in a supreme being, his evidence was allowed, and
he took the oath on the New Testament.
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL is going to the uttermost parts of
the earth. A gratifying feature connected with its circulation
is the fact that those who buy one, as a rule, upon seeing it, immediately order another. Brother J. A. Rutherford, of Brookston, Lamar Co., Texas, orders $10 worth, inclosing the cash.
Brother Rutherford informs us that he is in his eighty-sixth
year. We congratulate him that he has lived so long, especially as his protracted days havpermitted him to see the FREETHINKERs' ALMANAC. Here age and beauty meet indeed. We
wish him many years of continued existence on this earth to
repeat his motto, which forms the closing sentence of his letter to us: "Be good to your fellow-men and keep a good conscience in everything. Huzza, huzza for Liberalism!"
BisMAlWK is a tyrant in politics, but not in religion. It is
asserted that in his youthful days he was nearly converted to
rationalism, and Mr. Bennett thought he had evidence sufficient to justify enrolling the German chancellor among the
living Freethinkers. From extracts from Moritz Busch's forthcoming work on ''Prince Bismarck in Relations to German
Politics and Political Parties, and in Private Life," the religious status of Bismarck is given as "deeply religions, but in
favor of the utmost liberty of thought and opinion in sacred
matters." This is illustrated by the following story:
"One day at his table the conversation turned on the
Puritanism of the New England states. 'The way they keep
the Sabbath holy in England and America,' said Bismarck, 'is
sheer tyranny of the most appalling description. I remember
that the first time I went to England and landed at Hull I
began to whistle in the street. An Englishman whose acquaintance I had made on board the packet begged me not to
whistle. I asked, "Why not? Is it for bidden to whistle
here?" "No," he replied; "but this is the Sabbath clay." I
was so much annoyed that I forthwith took a ticket for
another steamer bound for Edinburgh. I could not stand not
being allowed to whistle when I pleased."'
We cannot giv Mr. Bismarck too much credit, however,
until it is certain that his tolerance is not like the Iowa
preacher's-" the largest latitude consistent with a belief in
the Bible and Christiawty."

J. R. RICHARDs.-Dr. Hay's onslaught on Ingersoll is funny,
but his facts seem to be but guesses, his inferences only inferences, and his reasoning of but a feather's weight. Talmage
did much better, yet made a "holy show" of himself. If we
stopped to shoot all the folly flying from the pulpit, THE
TRUTH SEEKER, big as it is, would contain nothing else.
MRs. S .•r. LENONT.-Mason and Dixon's line in the boundary line separating Pennsylvania from Delaware, Maryland,
and Virginia. It obtained its celebrity as being the divisory
line between free and slave ter1itory, but took its name from
Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon, two surveyors who were
engaged in 1763 by the ow13ers of the lands to run the line.
All Delaware at that time was owned by the heirs of William
Penn, and Pennsylvania and Maryland had "lords proprietors" on grants by the crown. It was these "-lords proprietors" who engaged Messrs. Mason and Dixon.
WM. FRAY.-The suttee (from the Sanskrit, meaning a virtuous wife,) is incorrectly applied by English writers to the practice at one time common in India of a widow burning herself
along with the body of her husl)and. This self-immolation is
not sanctioned by• the laws of Menu, but reGts upon the authority of the later Sastras and Puranas. The practice ceased
in 1847. There is no doubt that many a Hiridoo child has
been thrown to the goddess "Ganga," us the worshiping nativs call the Ganges.
The spirit prompting the sacrifice is
the same that caused Jephthah to slay his daughter, Abraham to offer his son, and Freeman to plunge the knife into
to bosom of his child. It is religion run mad.

N. FoRD.-Until a child arrives at years of discretion, he
must be governed and instructed. That he may be a good
business man, he is taught arithmetic, boold•eeping, etc. ;
that he may kuow how to travel, ho is taught geography;
that he may know something ahout the countries he sees, he
is instructed to read history. Now why, for the good of his
health and that he may know the dangers of the cup that
cheers, should he not be instnicted in hygiene and phyHiology? He is not compelled to travel because he studies geography, and he is not compelled to put the physiological precepts into practice if he chooses not to. If he rather be a
drunkard he has a right to be one-so lm1g a,q he ir>JUres no
one else. That, however, is "uch a difficult undertaking that,
JoE CooK having ppmpously assured his Monday lecturship were it lived up to, you would never need urge prohibition
audience that Wendell Phillips had been admitted to heaven, more.
the Rev. Dr. Cuny pronounced his remarks "1:4lathenish,''
NICHOLAS HARPER.-Materialists hold that matter always exand now the Rev. William Hayne Leavell steps into the columns of the Independent to assert that Mr. Phillips has gone isted because it is impossible to create something from nothto the other place. He is sorry for this, but "I plead," he ing. Matter is an objectiv reality-a something that exists, and
says, "for simple, honest adherence to om: doctrine. If the must, therefore, always hav existed. "\Ve will take this us the
churches take the ground of Mr. Cook, that such men as the major premis of a syllogism: Everthing uncreatable existed
distinguished antislavery orator, who never pretended to be from all eternity. And this for tho minor premis: Matter is
an evangelical Christian, are gone to an 'incalculably great uncreatable. The conc)usion then is, Matter exists from all
reward "-meaning that he had been admitted to the high eternity. Completed it stands thus:
companionship of God and the angels-then they must change
Everything uncreatable existed from all eternity.
Matter is uncrcatable; therefore
their creeds, or consent to be charged with holding doctrins
Matter exiats from all eternity.
they do not believe will be strictly enforced at the final judgThe only way to disprove this is for theologians (or any other
ment. Mr. Phillips was a man who believed most firmly in a
kind, wise, and Almighty God of Providence; and in this faith doubter) to go to work and create a little matter. The condifought his battles and won his victories; but there is no reli- tions necessary to prove spontaneous generation (of life) hav
able evidence that he was a Christian in the evangelical sense not yet been attained. . It is only an hypothesis-advanced, it
at all; and we but cheapen our convictions of the doctrins of is true, to the po~ition of a working hypothesis-but wh~n bithe New Testament when we unhesitatingly hand him on to a ogenesis is more fully understood the proof will probably be
Christian's full reward the moment he dies. 1\fr. Phillips be- at hand.
longed to a class unprovided for in our conservativ theology.
"\VALTER SIMONDs.-Livezey's circular, the "Stake and GibWe cannot condemn them without declaring that our God is
bet in 1884" is a lie, and we publish it that our readers may
opposed to goodness. '\V e cannot save them without contra- see just what kind of a man he is. The numbers in it refer to
dicting our doctrin of salvation." Mr. Leavell is theologically
the circular we printed last week, headed "To Infidel Men
correct. Wendell Phillips is in hell or Christianity is false.
and Women:"
All the same, sensible men will prefer to go where Phillips is
1:HE STAKE AND GIBBET IN 1884.
to where Cook will go.
If there is anything the Infidel professes to hate, it is the
supprcssson of the individual ri~ht to think, and to set others
to thinking. He never tires of expatjatin~ on the murder of
Answers to Inquirers.
Hypatia, and the burning of Bruno in the remote past. He
,J. W. S.-The place for your differences with Brother sees back through the vista of years better than he sees the
actualities of the present; but the stake und tho gibbet are
Seaver is in the Investigator.
threatening some Oregon people in 1884, and where is the deF. W. OPP.-Thanks for illustrations of Gen. ii, 7, and ii, fender of Hypatia and Bruno? He iH gathering the fa~ot~,
22. They are no doubt as true to life as the pictmes of .rcsus and knotting the rope side by side with tho outsider, and the
hypocritical ehnrchman.
and the V. M. that adorn so many churches.
Reader, the Portland Oregonian of Feb. 2, 1884, givs an
M. l\II. EGLI.-Henry Stone's address is 325 Clifton Place, account of preparations being made by a vigilance committee
to hang at least seven humble, toiling, inoffensiv Christians on
Brooklyn, N. Y. Will publish your questions suggested by acconnt of their teachings and belief, unless they leave the
the Ohio flood, and the other when space will allow.
locality in which they liv. Z. 1'. Bryant, of Marshland,
Oregon, over seventy-one years of age, iH one of them. Ho
RoME one sends a communication entitled the "Devil." "I writes me that the eommittee bound itself under an oath (the
withhold," he says, "my nume at present." Very well, same as did some forty men ngainf!t Paul) to hang or burn at
friend; we shall withhold the article as long ns you withhold the stake, him and his friends if found after eight days. Last
summer, after similar threatening, tho preacher of these peoyour name-if not longer.
ple was shot, members UHH!tnlted, and camp-houses burnt.
Header, ask yonrself, where are the Catholics, Presbyterians,
DR. L. V.-Gideon exercised a limited authority over the
Quakers, etc , otc., with their love of Christ and their ncighIsraelites after their subjugation of Canaan; Abim elech, his bDl's, while these thin~s are fomenting? They are lauding our
son, tried to establish a kingship, but failed, and Saul waR the nineteenth century civilization, they are boasting of the increase of peace and good will, they are converting the heathen,
first king.
and they are vieing with the Infirlel in threatening, vilifying,
C. H. BETTs.-We do not know which college had the honor shooting, han~,<ing, and burning Christ in hio members. Nos.
of educating Col. Ingersoll. He is very much averse to an- 12, 15, 16, 17, 19, and the New York TnuTH SEEKER, I hav
swering inquiries of a personal nature, and we doubt if he alike confronted on behalf of these persecuted people; Nos.
12 and 19, of Portland, Oregon, pnrticnlarly. (See circular.)
would tell if we asked him.
Catonsvi.lle, ~Maryland.
F. B. LIVEZEY.

------

R. W. Moss.-Thomas Paine was not a signer of the Declaration of Independence. Of the circumstances you mention in
Franklin's life we hav no knowledge. Lossing we regard as
poor authority, especially where Freethought is involved. His
reference to Paine shows his bitterness. Franklin was a Deist,
but never avowed his belief in any religious system.
PHILIP PrrHER.-Captain McCabe's "Dream of Ingersollville" has been going the rounds of the press for the past
four or five years. There is nothing in it to reply to. The
sentiments, language, and actions attributed to the inhabitants of an imaginary place are based on a deliberate misconception of, and wilful lying about, Freethinkers. Such blatherskites as McCabe !ll'e not worth noticing.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1884 is a very handsome illustrated publication, and givs useful information as to our American Freethinking brethren.
The story of the establishment and growth of the
National Liberal League, which has now 265 auxilary
Leagues or branches, the paper on "The Progress of
Liberal Thought in Canada," and Josiah P. Mendum's little sketch of the Paine Memorial will be
read with great interest on this side the Atlantic.National Riformer.
----~-
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kings,.and nobles, pales before the transcendent fame-of ajready enemies enough." Now I respect this Jewish. press
man like Colonel Ingersoll, who has blessed the world with very much more for its antagonism if sincere than I should
light, who is the greatest orator of ·nature that has ever ex- for "bowing bef_ore," against princi;le, simply to make friends.
pounded her mysteries and illustrated her beauties! When This is simply a repetition of what has been in nearly all creeds
·
K~;xT, 0., March 1, 1884-.
MB. EDITon: Accept the inclosed S10.50 to increase the sub- the brain has cast out the impurities of superstitious igno- and parties, and is, perhaps, the more noticeable at present in
scription list of the good old TRUTH SEEKER. Credit me with ranee there is a new life and exhilaration which no Free- Liberals, Freethinkers, radicals, etc., than others, for their
platform provides "that each shall -hav his or her individual·
a year's !!nbscription, or to ll'farch 17, 1885, when I shall en- thinker will trade off for offices and honors.
W. M. CHANDLER.
opinion, free and untrammeled by any dictation of sect, set
deavor to again present yon with another club of new subrule~, dogma, or otherwise than by conscience._" ·Now in the·
scriber as a token of my appreciation of your impartial manSANFORD, N. Y., March 11, 1884.
face of this, it seems entirely out of placf\ for a Liberal (?) to
agement of that champion of fair play anrl Freethought, the
::\-In. EDITOR: )fr. Andrews says in his article entitled chide another party for taking the very same position as does
fearless old TRUTH s~;EKER.
MAmus H. HEIGHTON.
"Money and Its Meaning," that the legal tender attribute of his own party, seemingly forgetting that this great Liberal ('I)
certain money is neither essential nor incidental, but merely party was gotten up expressly to furnish means of expressing
EUREKA, :\frcH., Feb. 24, 1884.
Mit. EDIToR: I must hav THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for accidental. I would like to hav him state where money of diverse opinions, independent of whet_her they agreed with
1884, and the other books herein mentioned. All hail to the any kind can be found that is not a legal tender, i.e., is there some other preconceived opinion or not. Some-! do not say
dear TRUTH SEEKER ! It iB our holy Bible. Long may it liv to anything aside from law that can make money? I understand all or many-of the Liberals (?) are the most selfish, egotistic,
do battle for the right. I bless the day I heard of and saw one that an English guinea is not mont~y in the United States; and illiberal persons I meet. I am glad to be able to say, howof Mr. Bennett's papers, about seven years ago. It opened my neither is any foreign coin money outside the jurisdiction of ever, that this part is in small minority, and that the Liberals
eyes very quick. Every time I look on one of our TRUTH the law of the country that coins it. National bank bills are I meet are usually all that the name implies.
money only as far as the law makes them a tender for taxes,
J.n an abolition meeting many years ago was n. well-known
SEEKERS I think of our dear Bennett.
MRs. L. E. TITUs.
salaries, etc. Trade dollars were once money; now they are character known as AJl Togood, a large, powerful man of forty,
only a commodity, the same as any other chunk of metal. If who was so underwitted as to be incs;tpable of ea.rning his living,
WENTWORTH, DAKOTA, Feb. 21, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The sample copy of your paper is received and a person agrees to pay me fifty-dollars, I am compelled to ac- but begged it from door to door, 'singing songs and telling
thoroughly reacl. I am satisfied with its contents. We hav a cept standard silver dollars, gold coin, or United States notes stories for pay; but who had, however, an occasional brilliant
vecy Liberal neighborhood, and I do not think this will be the (greenbacks). Any other coin or paper I cannot be compelled idea. In the course of this meeting some dissenters spoke in
last subscription from here. Inclosed find $5, for which send to receive, although it may hav a greater commercial value. opposition to the prevailing sentiment, and there was some
THE TRUTH SEEKER to me for one year, and also the inclosed In short, does not nature furnish or make metal, while law loud hissing, stamping, and cries of "Put him out!" etc., when
M. L. KrnsKERN.
All Togood's voice was heard above the roar, shouting, "That's
list of books. I hav become disgusted with old orthocloxv and makes it money?
the price of free speech, gentlemen; that's the price of free
want something with a tinge o! common sense, and at l:ast a
SALEM STATION, Wis., Feb. 18, 1884.
speech!" which ended the confusion at once. The friends of
little reason.
'
W. L. HpRTON.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5. I want THE TRUTH freedom(?) saw the point, and that they were acting in opposiSEEKER ANNUAL, and want to pay for the best paper on earth tion to their avowed principles. Thereafter the meeting was
WILLIAliiSTOWN, 0., Feb. 26, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav been very much interested in reading to January 1, 1885, and the balance to the Monument Fund, quiet and orderly, and .succeeded in its praiseworthy object.
the opinions of different ones in regard to THE TRUTH SEEKER if I am not too late. I went to Milwaukee and. met Mr. Ben- By publishing this it will appear that "ye are not one of
F. W. RocH.
ANNUAL. I hav carefully perused the copy I obtained of the nett when he was on his return from around tll.e world, and I them."
editor, and hav this to say in regard to its worth: I do sin- found him looking so robust that you can hardly imagin how
grieved and shocked I was when I tremblingly broke open the
FARLEY, IowA, Feb. 23, 284,.
cerely wish there wns a cop~· of it in every family in the United
black-lined TRUTH SEEKER and reacl the account of his death.
M:a. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $5. 75, which use as diStates, accompanied by a copy of your paper. But Liberalism
I rode in a car from the city of Milwaul,ee to Kenosha, where rected. THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL is a gem, a beauty, and
must certainly be wonderfnlly on the increase. I judge from
I bade him a last good-bye, as it turned out. We· had a good a perfect storehouse of information, and we should all thank
the great number of specimPn copies of Liberal papers sent
visit on the journey, and pleasantly discussed the probabilities you for placing it within our reach. I am now keeping a list
me, and all seem to hav a very liberal patronage. It mak•s my
of a future life, he having more faith than I, but that did not of heretical ministers who may be discovered during this year,
heart rejoice to know of the great change which has been
disturb the harmony between us. If it is true that death does as I am able to gatb er them from reading the newspapers. If yon
wrought upon the public mind in this clirection in the last few
not end all, Mr. Bennett is enjoying life beyond the reach of should think proper to insert them in the A::-.~NUAL you will be
years. And since the introduction of Liberal papers and tmcts
the "low-down" Com stocks, it is to be hoped. But when I welcome to the names I secure.
in this village and vicinity, the opossum has let go all her feet,
look ovetthe entire field, looking at the pros and cons as much
Now, as to the future prospects of our cause, .we need hav
and just hangs by the tail, orthodoxy.
as it may be desired, I can see no valicl reason why the old no fear so long as we enjoy the liberty of the press. Our lit-'
Respectfully,
B. D. EVANS, M.D.
patriarch's saying is not true, that "man dieth like the ox."
eratnre is doing its silent but thorough work on every hand
A. D. CoRNWELL.
and in every home. The secular press is becoming a strong
LYON, RrcE Co., KAN., Feb. 29,1884.
helper in the forward movement.
Although she may at1.\'IR. EDITOR: I was much intArested in reading the copy of
LANCASrER, PA., Feb. 25, 1884.
tack us in some of our most radical demands, yet she comes
THE TRUTH SEEKER which yon sent me. The reports of the
MR. EDIToR: Presuming that you and your many readers daily freighted with heresy and new and advanced thought.
celebrations of Paine's birthday show that Freethought is cerwill be pleased to hav another county heard from, I tak"l the lib- I am personally acquainted with several editors who put into
tainly making some progress.
erty to address to you and them a few lines from this goodly 'their· papers all the heresy that their readers can bear. This iA
It is easy enough to hav snrh celebrations in cities or in old
city in the Keystone state.
all we must ask of them. They are doing a good work where
settlec1 countries, where people are on the title of prosperity,
With a population of thirty thousand, you may wonder that our Infidel papers would not be looked at.
.
and where there are lJrainfl that are capable of giving and
we hav no Liberal organization here in Lancaster, and, to tell
I hav just returned from a four weeks' trip in Wisconsin, a~d
brains that are capable of receiving the bread of truth. But
the trnth, it has always been a wonder to me; but c1o not con- am happy to say that in every locality that I visited I found 'the
in new countries that hav been open ports to unscrupulous
clude that we hav no Liberals living here. On the contrary, church gradually losing ground, and Liberalism imd Infidelity
traders, broken-clown sharps of all descriptions, and a povertywith its thirty-two churches, all reasonably well attended, al- gaining. Most of the old gray heads cling to the chnrch, but the
stdcken mass, such celebrations are impossible.
·
though, as is usually the case, mostly by women and children, young are nearly entirely out, and likely to stay out. The preachIt is also hard to snpport many Liberal enterprises, when
Lancaster counts among its citizens quite a number of Liberal ers may blow about converting fiftyhere, one hundred there,
one has no other means of existence than raising wheat and
men, who, if they could be stirred up to unite their efforts, or two hundred at some other place, but it is not true. Under
corn. When the farmer has paicl a fabulous price for a
would make a creditable showing. ·what we want is a few the strain of excitement, women and children get up and
machine (made out of protected i-ron) to cut his grnin; has
good lecturers to show to the priest-ridden populace the ap- openly confess that which they had believed all their lives.
paid extortionfl to railroads; has sustained the cross-fires of
proaching light of the dawning clay of liberty. Messrs. Watts 'fhis they call conversion; but we know better. Such a thing
commerce, ·ancl paid his tnxes, it leaves him for his share a
and Chainey were booked here during last December, but un- as a real conversion from Materialism to Christianity is very
little sack of bran.
JOSEPH LECLERC.
fortunately were prevented from fulfilling their engagement. rare. I hav never known a case. All that Liberals need to
I wrote to Mr. Remsburg during his tour in Ohio last month, secure an early victory is to work together in harmony, leaving
NuNDA, ILL., March 5, 284.
but my letter must hav reached its destination after M1·. Rems- all internal strife until we hav got rif1 ,of man's most dreadful
Mn. EDITOR: .r. E. Remsbnrg is having good .audiences in
burg's departure, as it was returned to me through the dead- enemies, superstition and priestcraft.
all of his appointments in Illinois, notwithstanding that in
letter office. So, in the absence of lecturers, I will try to do
Yours ever at work in the cause,
H. GILl\WRE.
every place we go the Christians mnl;e a desperate ~ffort to
some good to the cause by introducing Liberal papers. So
keep the people away from the lectures. Here in Nunda the
please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to each of the following gentlelVIILLBROOK, CT., March 11, 284.
Methodist Episcopal church is running a negro minstrel show
men three months on trial.
A. ADLER.
Mn.
Em'l'on:
At
the
risk
of
meeting the unanswerable and
M a counter attraction.
Last evening Mr. Remsburg opened
of course overwhelming accusation of being one of a mutual
his courso of lectures here with his lecture on the "Sabbath"
FRANKFORT, N. Y., ::Yiaroh, 1884.
admiration society of two, the other member of which society
to a good audience in the Disciples Chnrch, and at the dose
MR. EDITOR: We are once more called upon to chronicle the is your able and noble-souled contl·ibntor, Mr. Elliott Preston,
of the lecture, rt minister of tho Christian church paid him death of one from our Liberal ranks. Brother Phineas Gates,
the comPliment of acknowledging that Mr. Remsburg hacl a well-known Liberal and Freethinker of Ilion, Herkimer Co., of Boston, I write again to express to him my heartfelt gratitreated the Sunclay question in a fair, logical, and truthful N. Y., died March 1, 1884. Born 1.\'Iay 1, 1813, his age was tude for writing, and to you for pul1lishing, his late article on
manner. Last Sunday the Congregationalists at Huntley Grove seventy years. His sickness was somewhut protracted, though vivisection in reply to Dr. Foote, which appeared in the colhad a Chicago divine aR a connter attraction. And in the he was confined to his room but two months. His disease umns of THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 8, 1884. I may also
thank young Dr. Foote for his weak defense of the horrible
RVening while sairl divine berated ancl abused Inftdels to empty
was of a rheumatic. character, and very painful. Brother practice, because it. provoked a continuance of the controversy.
pews and an audience of less than twenty people by actual
Gates bore his affiiotion with fortitucle, fully conscious of his I hope the subject Will he thorougly ventilated, for if it, is, such
oount, Mr. Remsburg dfl'liverecl his eloquent ancl unanswerapproaching death. He was strong in the faith which he a cry of horror will arise from humanity that even d~ctors
Rble lectnre on the "Falso Claims of t.he Chm·ch" to a wellespoused, and lived and practiced the Golden Rule. He will become ashamed of vivisection, ashamed to defend it in
filled hnll.
passed away as calmly as going to sleep, without a struggle. the public prints, and afraicl to hav it known that they practice
P.S.-My post-office nrldrt>ss is yet at. Bloomington, TIL
it; and heartless young sprigs in medical colleges will no
He had no faith in gods nor fear of devils hereafter.
F. F. FOLLET.
In early life Brother Gates was the associate and schoolmate longer be taught the devilish art of extorting needless pain
of D. l\1. Bennett, and during that time he was nine yearH with from .nnoffencling ani)Dals, for public sentiment-- once
BosTON, ]\'larch 3, 1884.
1\I:R. EDITOR! The sample number of your paper has just the Shakers, leaving that society five years before Brother awakened-will not. tolerate vivisection in onr colleges. I
come to hancl.
I am pleaso<1 to note the evidence of its Bennett. He came to llion in September, 1849, where he re- earnestly entrent, every reader of these lines to send to the
perfect success in its search for the trmh.
I accept it as sided until his death. He' leaves an aged wife, and his "Victoria Street tlociety for the Pi·otection of Animals J.;iable
friends and neighbors sympathize with her in this her lonely to Vivisection," Victoria street, Lonuon R. W., England, for a
m:v teacher, and I inclose pay for three months' tuition.
I was reading to a friend tho account of Garfield'R ques- bereavement, anc1 endeavor to smooth the pathway for those copy of" Light in Dark Places," which will bo mailed to him
free, and will disclose horrors that. make the t.ortnres of t.he
tionable means of carrying Indiana.
l\Iy friend replied: who mourn.
The funeral took place at his late residence on Main st., Il- Spanish Intplisition seem insignificant. Compamtivly few, I
"Would not a Freethinker nse snbstnntiall;v the same means
to attain a desirable enrl ?" I answered: "No; the case of ion, Monday, March 3, 1884. Agreeable to the request of think, hav any idea of the infe-rnal torment whieh vivisectors
Colonel Ingersoll iilustrates the fact tbnt I am right. When Brother Gates before his death, that no Christian theologian daily inflict upon clefenseless living animals. But let them
he had the governorship nf Jllinois within his grasp; when should speak over his remains, the funeral ceremonies were procure anfl read the above work, nncl if they clo not agree
with me that vivisection is a most clamnable practice, thdr
R. little hypocrisy and judicious silence would hav given him conducted by Brother Cattaway, who took his remarks from
the prize, he would not stoop to such means. He said, 'No; "The Truth Seeker Collection," on page 71, which were given hearts and heads must be of.very clifferent material from mine.
And it seems that the torture inflicted is without any beneficial
I will keep my manhood if I lose the office.' He did keep his with feeling ancl with satisfaction to a well-filled house.
results to hnmanity; it neither benefits the vivisector nor adds
G: A. KENYON.
manhood, and lost the office."
to the sum total of human knowledge callecl science. It aimAncl just here is a fine illnstration of the rewanl of being
ply edifies bloodthirsty young doctom anfl monsters of cruelty,
Joyal to the truth and one's sincere convictions. Since rejectRocHESTER, N. Y., March 10, 1884.
ing the bribe of hypocrisy be bns given to the world ideas
MR. EDITOR: In a late number of THE TRUTH SEEKER I no- mad with ambition to excel all other monsters in the producwhich will place bis name high on tbe scroll of fame, when all tice an illusion by a writer to the Jewish press taking excep- tion of excruciating agony. Mr. Preston speaks of attempts
tbe governors of Illinois Rhall bav faded frcm the mind of tions to their position, .and inti~ating that the J~~s ought not on the part of vivisectors to obtain human beings for their exman. How the cheap fame of governors, and presidents, and to oppose or quarrel w1th the L1berals, because they hav al- periments. This suggests the horrible thought that possibly
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some-of the many prattling and. innocent little children who Claims" of the church. F. F. Follet, secretary of the State to blood and bones, should the laws of nature permit. Yet
hav been kidnapped within the past few years may hav gone Liberal League, was traveling with the lecturer and selling the facts are what we want, let them lead where they will.
to the torture chambers of the vivisectors, and there (under Liberal books and papers.
The Materialist does not, as I understand, claim to hav pos..
the influence of the poison cttrare, which intensifies the nerves
These are the first Liberal lectures in Chebansee for a itiv proof of his positi~n-neither is it necessary he should. of sensation, and, at the same time; increases the torment, by number of years. There are three or four churches in the but arrives at his conclusions by a method of reasoning
paralyzing the motor nerves, by which sensation is expressed) place, and they hav gone along almost uninterrupted, al- founded on what is known of 'the laws of nature. Whereas,
been multilated and torn, baked and boiled alive; for the amuse- though there are a considerable number of Liberals-and the Spiritualist not only enters the domain of logic, but summent of their tormentors, and under the stultifying and false still more ·"half-breeds"-here. The churches held opposi- mons to his aid that which he believeR to be proof of spirit
pretense of increasing the store of human knowledge. We tion meetings every night during the lectures, and used existence.
may be justified in supposing any attrocity possible in the their influence to keep people away. One old deacon said
What I write is not to enter the arena of debate. but is
practice of the mad enthusiasts of vivisection.
his boys were bad enough without going to such lectures, solely for purposes of information. And I invoke criticism to .
Again perrilit me to thank you, Mr. Editor, for printing and and he kept them away. The Catholic priest and the Meth- the end that those who are competent may point out my error
Mr. Preston_ for indicting unanswerable protests against vivi- odist minister were both personally. inVited to attend the and thereby either furnish a basis upon which I may arrive at
section, that fiendish practice which, undoubtedly, as he says, lectures, but they did not go. At the first lecture the chair- conclusions more satisfactory than hitherto, or better enable
"produces within the compass of any given twenty-four hours man announced that any person who desired would hav the me to form a correct estimate of my own ignorance, the exista sum of agony surpassing in its hideous total all the suffering opportunity of replying to anyth-ing the lecturer might ad- ence of which is my only apology for writing this article.
upon the earth or in the sea existing dming the same period vance, but no one ventured to raise any objections.
For ages man has been insulted by a dogmatic demand that,
and ascribable to all other causes combined.''
These lectures hav stirred up the peo1•le a good deal, and he should accept a priestly concocted belief labeled faith.
I can hardly find words, Mr. Editor, to express my admira- will hav a good effect. The admission was free, the expense Now that he has grown restless under such mockery of reation of the letter of Mattie C. Mitchell, of Jackson, Mich., iil being paid by a number of Liberals. It is intended to ha.v son, he comes forward respec.tfully soliciting something more
. THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 8, 1884. It givs no uncertain more lectures of this kind in the future. The Chebansee tangible. And should Spiritualists succeed in favoring him
~sound, but has the true ring, and from the bottom of my heart
Herald, in ·its notice, said: "The lectures in the Masonic with absolute knowledge of continued existence they should,
I thank her. I am proud to know that even one of the lady Hall this week, by Mr. Remsburg, were well attended every from my point of view, rank among the world"s greatest benecontributors of your paper has dared to speak-and in lan- evening. He is a fluent. speaker, and makes it interesting factors.
guage that cannot be misunderstood..:_in denunciation of the for his hearers.'"
Christendom has suffered an intellectual famin under thl'
Jos. HAIGH.
damnable pract-ice of vivisection. I hope we may hear from
reign of faith. The only wonder, and bearing the closest reher again through THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that others of the
semblance to a miracle, is that even one good and sensible perRoCHE~TER, N. H., March 10, 1884.
gentler sex will go and do likewise. It is a subject well calMn. EDITOR: I notice by my tab that you are in want of son exists to-day where "civilizing" Christianity has be en,
culated to arouse the sympathetic nature and finer sensibil- another three dollars from me for the grand old TRUTH knowing, as we do, that for more than a thousand years the
ities of woman. Also, warmest thanks are due to J. L. Tomp- SEEKER. So here you hav it. This is my third year of read- church was engaged in exterminating the noblest and best, and
kins, of Lake City, Iowa, in the same number of THE TRUTH ing your paper. I only hope that as long as I liv I shall allowing the vicious and ignorant to survive and propagate their
SEEKER, for his short but sharp castigation of those fiends in be able to hav it and pay for it, for it is the most satisfac- kind, gennin receptacles of faith, out and made to order. In
human shape, the vivisectors, every stroke of which I fully in- tory and the cheapest reading that I hav. I received the view of the pernicious effects of faith, I think onr Spiritualist
dorse. .Mr. Preston has struck the chord; let us help to keep ANNuAL all right. It is worth double the amount that yon brethren will indulge our skepticism and deal tenderly with
it vibrating.
HARVEY W. PINNEY.
charge for it.
E. J. Foss.
us when we ask in a becoming manner proofs which will rellch
these remote regior s of the West. Though many of the ablest,
FoRT SaoTT, KAN., March 6, 1884.
RoCHESTER, N.Y., March 3, 1884-.
and best accept existing proofs, yet many to whom the sam!'
MR. EDITOR: A few words in criticism of Mr. Tewksbury's
MR. EDITOR: I hav just :finished a course of lectures here, appellations apply do not, and "moral turpitude" cannot
l¢;ter of Jan. 6th, published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of March the course extending through two months. The interest properly be assi@ed as ll reason. One difficnlt.y seems to be,
1st. I very seriously question whether the "death-ends-all" manifested by the public in the cause of Liberalism indi- the demonstrations so far hav been confined within too narrow
theory will, as he says, "keep people' minds in so low a plane cates a; desire on their part to become more fully acquainted limits, too much so to attain rapidly to universal conviction.
of thought· that nothing can be. accomplished that could be with the purposes of Liberal reform.
It would seem, if spirits exist nnd can commnnir.ate with mordone on a higher plane of thought and aspiration." I hav never
Inclement weather has often been against our meetings; tals, conclusiv evidence of the fact to nll intelligent beings
regarded the "death-ends-all" theory as a very low plane, yet on nearly every night the court-house was filled. On could be produced without denying mediums their prerogativ
nor hav I been able to find anything especially elevating in last Sunday night a large number were compelled to stand of fixed and prescribed conditions. We are bound in earth
the "belief of a higher life," which I regard as a twin sister during the entire evening, the subject being, "The Progress life by similar laws, and spirits being only human at best. I
of superstition. Perhaps, however, it iH like the Christian's of Heresy." I anticipate giving another course of lectures can see no improprioty in according the same to them. Therereward-to be received" over there." The aim of all Liberals, here early in the summer. In the meantime, however, I wish fore we shall not, as some writers hav dono, deman<l proof to
I agree, should tend to a higher life here; but whether this to make arrangements to lecture through Kansas, Nebraska, each individual. Also we will recognize the demand for facan be done by trying to solve the Spiritualistic theory I am Missouri, Iowa, and illinois. All Leagues or persons desiring vorable conditions, and are willing meclinms may remain in
.J. L. ANDREW,
much in doubt-. The time naturally allotted us will be fully to communicate with me will address
their cabinets, surrounded with every fncilit.y !or thorough
In care of Prof. D. D. Bryant, Fort Rcot.t, Kans!lf!.
occupied in cultivating snch principles of character as will
work. But we ask, not in a bigotec1 spirit. why cmn they not
make us worthy to be called noble and good, without mudfrom these facts make their proofs of a universal character.
PHILADELPHIA. March 3. 1884.
and thereby reach the general public? Has not. the telegraph
dling the mind with ghosts and disembodied spirits.
MR. EDIToR: We are much interested in reading in TrrE operator stood at his post and compelled a skeptical worlcl to
His letter is the first I hav seen that publicly arraigne(l THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and charged that the editorial department and TRUTH SEEKER of the progress of the Liberal work that is go- acknowledge that man in his majesty can control electric
correspondence possessed "too little sonl." The impartial ing on in all parts of the country, and I infer from my own in- force? He has not convinced each indiviclual separatAly, or
hearing that all shades of belief hav enjoyed in its colums en- terest in the cause of humanity that your readers may be in- only those who were able to visit his office. Many thousand
dears it to the Libei·al world. What paper, I ask, has done terested to learn that this grand uprising of the people is man- individuals hav never seen a battery for charging a telegraph
half as much to break the shackles of mental bondage, and lib- ifest here as elsewhere. We hav made quite a great deal of wire, or know anything whatever of tho morbi.~ opernndi. of
erate enslaved humanity? The doctrins of Materialism and progress in our League since we began a few months ago. The telegraphy, yet are convinced of its truth. And why is t,his?
Spiritualism hav alike been assailed and defended through its officers of our society are activ, intelligent, and liberal. They The proof has been universal, and reached all aliko. If we all
columns. During the dark days, when, seemingly, the power hav given the people here an opportunity to hear such capa- hav to await, the slow process of spirit demonstration now goof the church never would be weakened, THE TRUTH SEEKER ble speakers as Remsburg, Chainey, and Bell. The latter ing on, quite presumably many will hav to await the rPahty.
nobly withstood the shot and shell of church persecution, speaker ftddressed the League twice last Sunday, and it is the It is impossible for persons without means to visit a powerful
pleading humanity's cause. Never has it forsook the standard universal verdict of thqse who heard Prof. Bell that he is a medium hnridreds of miles away. Even harl they tho means,
its founder first reared. Fighting for u lifetime under the flag splendid talker, and touches the most vital issues of the day and should they go, how are they to know hut on returning
of Universal Mental Liberty, his memory will endure when in a common sense and practical way. We want to hear him home the first newspaper they pick np will contain intelliW.
gence of the exposure of tho very medium who had so benigt.hose who would unjustly criticise the work he has done hav again just as soon as he can arrange to come this way.
nantly placed their feet on the rock of ages? The oxposnro of
passed into forgetfulness. He has died, bnt his monument,
LoOKING GLAss, On., Feb. 20, 1884.
mediums seems always in order. How aro wo to ]mow bnt that
THE TRUTH SEEKER, stilllivs, no less a shining light than when
MR. EDITon: I know no better way to aid the Liberal cause, in time all will meet like fates-especially when we see methe first ray flashed forth from its columns. If the people of
the town in which Mr. Tewksbury resides are "too careless especially in a district remote from the lecture field, than by diums high ln their profession challengc•d to oxposnre, anrl
and indifferent about matters of a reformatory nature," and helping to circulate Liberal papers. I find a great many who perfect silence prevail. Rome time sinco a kind of feinting,
care nothing for the advancement of humanity, I hav no hesi- disbelieve in chureli dogmas, yet when their opinions are as- dodging effort was macle to convinoo Mrs. Blenker. Had the
tation in suggesting the circulation of a few more copies of sailed can giv no good reason for the faith that is in them. schema been carried throngh, ancl Elrnina convinced, the
T~IE TRUTH HEEKER.
A. E. HINGER.
The clergy here keep themsel vs posted in regard to who is world would not he. 'I"rno, we shonlcl hav rejoiced that she
supplied with Freethought publications, and manage to gov- had received satisfaction as an individual, yet proof to her
ern themselvs according]~'· If yon hav THE TRUTH REEKER would not hav 1Jeen proof to tho world, no more so than proof
CHEBANSEE, ILL., M.arch 1, 1884.
to others had formerly been to her. Tho same may be said
Mn. EDITOR: John ~- Remsburg <lelivered three Liberal and Paine's "Age of ReaMon" about, the house yon can hardly with reference to the ]l)ng Rtanding and almost forgotten
lectures in the Masc;mic Hall, at this place, on the 26th, 27th, coax one home with von. Since I hav been a reader of Lib- Truesdell-Laey test..
and' 28th of February, 1884. There was a large attendance eral books and pape;s one thing more noticeable than any'Tho question arises, How is proof to bo made which will
each evening, and the lectures were listened to with the thing else is the ignorance of some of the clergy, not only in reach all alike without disturbing the conditions under which
, closest attention. The first lecture was on "The Sabbath;"' scientific truths, but what should be fact.l pertaining to their alone spirits can communicate? I ask thoso who are supprofession, and yet we are asked to take counsel from them.
the second, "The Bible," and the third, "The Church."
posed to know, in tho event such a thing is possible. Is it
The lecturer handled his subjects in a very masterly and Not long since a good member of the church asked me if I be- not claimed spirits can and do transmit messages? If they
lieved
in
the
theory
of
the
motion
and
rotundity
l)f
the
earth.
logical manner. In the commencement of the first lecture
can, hav t,hey not, in a great measure. tho same means ~1;
he said that Christianity stood upon three great fundamental I left him in disgust. He doubtless thinks the ertrth square hand to carry conviction to the world that tho electrician
and
wit.h
corners.
FnAziEJt
WARD.
pillars-the Sabbath, the Bible, and the church.
In the
had in his sphere of action? When tho Jeannett.o for so many
months was on her fatal voyage, and a world with batocl
course of these three lectures he proposed to demolish one
breath awaiting even one authentic word from her, did not.
8ALISYILLE, }Io!o!T. Tim., Feb. 7, 284.
of those pillars each evening, commencing first with the
MR. EDIToR: In common with others, I hav taken deep in- spirits lose one grand opportunity of demonstrating their exgreatest and most l)owerfnl one, the Sabbath.
With great
istence? Why not hav brought bnck a faithful report of that
eloquence and logic he disposed of the Christian Sabbath in terest in the discussion between Spiritualists and Materialists terrible voyage? Had their report Rustained a verbatim comas
carried
on
through
'I'HE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
but,
after
giving
parison with tho ship"s record when found, would not such evhis first lectnre, and showed positivly that there was no a"thority for it in the scriptures. Since the lecture a number both sides a hearing, find myself as far from settled convic- id<;nco hav almost amounted to proof? Then did not con-.
of semi-Christians are searching the New Testament for Sab- tions on the subject as when the discussion began. To my siderations of humanity demand they shonld hav done so?
Could not this hav been dono without violating the condibath-day authority, one of the Liberals having offered to mind it seems impossible that the question of immortality can tions of spirit communion? Mediums co11ld hav remainerl
buy the best new hat in town for any man who can find ever be settled by argument any more than hy dogma. Evi- in the obscurity of their cabinets and awnited favorable cona passage in the New Testament requiring Sabbath observ- dently the whole question turns on proof. No other solution ditions? To-day the Greeley expedition is somewhere within
will ever meet with general acceptance. And certainly the those terrible solitudes. Why not let us know something of it?
ance.
In the second lecture. the Bible was handled in a way burden of proof logically rests with Spiritualism. We know I presume we will again hav to await the superhuman efforts of
?Wln to know its fate, when spirits without frosted ears, frozen
uiat opened the eyes of many persons. He examined its nothing of a future existence, and when we attempt to reason fingers, or nipped toes could let ns know all about it.
origin, its history, and its character, and read some disrep- the idea of immortality, as generally nnclerstood, seems too
If spirits can transmit privat.e messaaes, why not intelligenco
utable portiOns. Several delicately-constituted persons stayed vapory to approach substantial reality. Yet my sympathies of a pnblio character. and thus fnrnish proof essentially the
away from the last lecture, because, as they said, his lec- are with Spiritualism. I should rejoice to see a universal Hltme to each and all? and, if always reliable, especially when
ture was too severe and too obscene. Yet those same per- demonstration of continued existence. I can see no more in coming from remote regions where any other source of information would ho impossible, certainly such evidence would
sons do not blame the Bible for being obscene-and the continued existence to be ashamed of than the present one. hav weight. When Spiritualism succeerls in making a unilecturer did not expose the worst parts of it, either. By My present life has not been so barren of all pleasure but that versal dem?nstrat.ion of its claims to all intelligEnt persons, I
many persons the last lecture was considered the best in the I should be willing to repeat the operation of living over again, shall contribute all my stock of pleasure to the common fund
Respectiully.
Taos. BUEK.
course. It was mainly his published lecture entitled "False and would contract to liv a little longer when I bid farewell of joy over the triumph.
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Liberal :Meetings.
one thousand pounds. Although his claws are An examination next morning of the ground
six inches long and his strength prodigious, his between the sheep-fold and the cabin revealed fLeagw.. and Liberal and Spiritualistic 8o<MtiPA1 in fh.o
lfnited States and (Janada meeting regularly, can hav 100·
great weight prevents him from climbing trees, furrows in the soft ground as though a plow tices nf· their m'etings publislwd in this oolu!111nfretJ if tho
officers
will send tht:m to us.]
drawn
by
a
yoke
of
oxen
had
done
duty
there
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall River, as the black bear does. The grizzly bear will
MICHIGAN.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this attack man or beast at sight, fears nothing, and during the night. This was evidently the reMusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
being very hard to kill ,is regarded by the hunter sult of the bear's efforts to check his speed and
Olrner should be s&nt.
as his most formidable enemy and his most wheel his unwieldly body when the agil doctor Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
precious prize. The Indian brave who can had dodged him. Years afterward the doctor
"His lire Is long whose work Is well,
Terrace st.
wear a necklace of grizzly's claws, having slain enjoyed many a hearty laugh as he related how
And lle his station low or high,
OHIO.
He who the most good works can tell,
the bear himself, is regarded by his admirers he performed the 'wizard dance' by moonLlvs longest though he soonest die."
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
as the bravest of the brave, and honored ac- light, while the music was· furnished by a grizevery Sunday afternoon at 3 P.M., in the hall
cordingly."
zly."
H. H.
on the corner of Ontario and Bolivar streets.
"Papa, tell me a story about grizzlies, will
Exercises-lectures and discussion.
Grandfather's Pocketbook.
you?"
Our Puzzle Box.
Grandfather's pocketbook, faded and old 1
WISCONSIN.
"A true one or a make believe?"
1.
Years threescore and ten hav over It rolled
MILWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
"A true one, of course. I like those best.
CHARADE.
Since the daY and the hour when !t. was new,
meets every Snnday evening at Fraternity
Anti the sheen· on It wore Ita glossiest hue.
JI/Iade.up stories are too much like the SundayThere is a man in England old,
Hall, 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Gray lt Is now with the touch of Time's fingers,
A giant both in mind and moldCriticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
school books that Amy Linton reads-wishyThe hard print of which on It still lingers.
Now hear what by his Name is told:
washy stuff that you can't depend on. I like
MAINE.
Tis made of morocco, once shining and red;
something that I can believe and learn somePoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Con·
And first beholdn spilce-tipped staff
Grandfather bought It the day he was wed I
thing from."
gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
To stir .John Bull up like a calf;
He looked on its contents with little Jess pride
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
Then follows something like a laugh!
"All right, my boy. I will gratify you.
Than he gazed on bls young anrl beautiful bride:
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
For that he well knew would keep want from the Wben your grandfather was a young man he
That laugh is yet at law's expense!
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
door,
had a friend named David Huber, who studied
Such is my whole's divided sense,
And welcome would glv to the ·weary and poor.
OREGON.
And such the hist'ry of events.
medicin, and when gold was discovered in Cal'Tis a joy to see this pocketbook old,
'[I!PoRTLAND.-The American Liberal League
if~rnia by Captain Sutter in 1849, Doctor Huber
But' lights prophetic on me beam,
With Its cavernous cells for silver and gold;
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
left the old Keystone state and went to CaliA change comes o'er my certain dream,
t brings to our mind the Lime far away,
at 2 o'clock, P.nr., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
forDia in search of the shiny metal. But shovelAnd Right and Law shall be snpreme!
When greenbacl<s In darkness unconsciously lay;
and Madison streets. All are invited. AdWhen sov'relgns anrl guineas of genu In gold,
ing gravel and rocking the 'long tom' were
mission free.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
And Spanlsh-m!lled dollars were made In a mold.
- MASSACHUSETTS.
not congenial employments for the doctor."
2.
(Look I here's a letter, all blotted with tears,
BosToN.-Bvston Liberal Club holds meet"Papa, what's a long tom?"
COJ\<IPOUND REVERSillLE CRARADES.
All yellow with age, and stained by the years I
ings for essays a~d criticisms every Sunday
"A long tom was a kind of rudlt cradle with
'Tis a love letter, and reads much the same
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memoria1
1. A modern writer's Name
a slatted bottom, employed by the early miners
As letters this day of a similar name;
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
Place upon the list of fame;
of California to wash gravel and separate the
It begins wltll, "My darllng," and tells of Jove
of the Divine Homo" at same place every
If but a "portion on " you write
gold from it. Doctor Huber practiced medicin
As lasting as that of the powers above.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Sunday
All that Name appears in sight;
school
at 2 ;30. Admission free.
for some time, but finally determined to turn
If reversed you read it fail·
'Tis addressed to grandmother's malden name,
shepherd. So he went up into the foot-hills
You will fiad it is "no snare."
And there Is In It a shadow of blame
PENNSYLVANIA.
Kind of heart ana free from strife,
That their wed <ling morn Is so far away,
that skirt the Sierra Nevada mountains, built
PmLADELPHIA.-The Friendship Libera
Yet by his nidI took a Life,
('Twas just one year rrom the date to the day.)
him a substantial log cabin, and stocked his
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall
The Life of-well, if you but bring
It tells that he rode sixty miles In a stage!
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
ranch
with
sheep.
During
the
day
the
sheep
2. His Name engraved upon a ring,
And grandfather's name's at the end of the page.
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates
were allowed to run at large, but at night they
And read it backward, you'll discover
An<l see! here's a lock of grandfather's hair,
THE 'fRUTH SEEKER a!ld Liberal books for
were carefully housed in order to protect them
" I a t" lover-a true loverAs curling and black, as shining and fair,
sale.
And such he ever was, you'll find,
As when grandma's scissors clipped It from his from the wild beasts that infest the country.
PrTI'SBURGJI.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
The
Friend
and
Lover
of
mankind.
head
One beautiful moonlight night the doctor
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
On his nineteenth birthday, when softly he ~aid,
Sunday (except dm"i.ng the Months of July
Ji·win, Iowa.
.J. K. P. BAKER.
thought he heard a disturbance among the
Take, Susan, I pray, the whole of my head I"
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
sheep, so he jumped out of bed, and without
Anrl that was the way he asked her to wed.
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture
3.
waiting to take down his gun, or even dress
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 1S
RIDDLE.
Here's their marriage paper, crumpled and torn;
himself, ran out to the pen, and sprang
I nm all around you. You can feel me, bnt minutes allowed the lecturer tu reply. Clergy
See where It was folded, how It Is worn I
lightly over the log fence surrounding the you cannot see me. Wbat is my name?
men invited to discuss.
The year eighteen hundred, the ink waR wet,
sheep-fold and found himself face to face with
NEW JERSEY.
Two years from the time my grandparents met,
4.
When they to each other gave hand and heart,
a huge grizzly, contentedly making a meal on
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
To cherish and Jove 1111 death Rhould them part.
CROSSWORD.
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
a slain sheep. Not wishing to share Mr. GrizIn
certain,
not in Sltre;
League's Hall, 177 Hal&ey street. Exercises
A sailor was grandpa, brave-hearted and bold,
zly's nocturnal repast or cultivate a close acIn rich, not in poor;
consist of music, readings, lecture, and dis
And fearless or danger, as oft I've been told;
quaintance, the doctor, without even begging
In island, not in bay;
cuss10n, in which all present are invited to
Hardy and actlv, to all ports he went,
pardon
for
the
intrusion,
sprang
back
over
the
In
clover,
not
in
hay;
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
And brief was the time that at home he spent,
fence
and
ran
toward
the
house
at
the
top
of
In
apple,
not
in
plum;
taken.
Communicatior.s for the League
But blissful there were the hours that he passed,
In organ, not in drum;
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Though shadows or parting o'er them were cast.
his speed. But Ephraim-as the hunters call
In froth, not in scum:
Pine street, Newark ..
the
grizzly-felt
insulted
and
determined
to
He sailed from Newport one bleak winter's morn,
My whole is a Western city.
B.D.
CA.NADA.
Just as the day was caressed by the dawn.
punish the doctor for his meddlesomeness, so
Grandmother's sweet Ups he touched with a kiss,
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethougbt Club
with mouth open, growling ferociously, and
5.
As he gave her the wallet, 13ay1ng. "Take this;
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Oath
with surprising agility he followed closely
ENIGMA.
There's enough for all that you'll want to buy.
arine street. Reading-room open daily until
I am composed of 11 letters.
Take caro of your babies-and, darling, good-bye!" upon the doctor's heels. Finding himself
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
My 5, 10, 7, is not in the post;
.
closely rJursued, ancl having no means of debooks three evenings per week, and on Sun
Of that ship and crew not the oltglltest word,
My 10, 4, 3, 8, 1, is what gladdens the eye of day afternoons. Free public lectures on
fense,
the
doctor
grabbed
a
picket
fl'Om
the
From that day to this, has ever been heard.
desert travelers.
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers
garden fence and wheeling round ran it down
Grandmother waite<! year out anrl year In,
My 6, 10, 7, is an interrog~ttion.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wtlson
Till she grew gray-haired, and faded, and thin;
Bruin's throat, whose jaws closed like a steel
My 2, 11, 8, 10, 5, is our safety.
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
But the dea~ one came not her foml heart to cheer, trap, biting off the picket and chewing the ofMy 1, 4, 9, 10, 11, is a race of people.
And no tidings of him e'er did she hear.
NEW YORK.
My whole iR the name of one of our most valfending piece into bits. In the mean time, the
But one still night, as she quietly slept,
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
doctor having sprung aside, the bear spat out uable TRUTH SEEKER writers.
· F. W. CoLLINS.
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
Grandpa came in a dream, and over her wept;
the unpalatable medicin and returned openShe saw, in her vision, his clothes driJlplng wet,
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
mouthed to the charge as before. Again the
6.
And gently he told her that his sun had set;
business meeting and debates and discussions
doctor administered a full dose of piquet de
In his race, ley cold, clearly Bhe read
at 3 P.M. Lectnre at 7:30 P.M. The public
ENIGMA.
That his dear body forever was dead.
are cordially invited to attend, also all Lib
jurdine, and sprang aside to await the effect."
I am composed of 11letters.
erals visiting the city. Admission free.
"What is piquet de jardine ?."
Time brought to grandma orrers of marrl•ge,
JI/Iy 4, 5, 7, 8, is not written.
NEw YoRK CITY.-The Manhattan Libera
A house In town ancl a handsome carriage;
My 11, 7, 2, is a tropical vegetable.
"Well, my boy, doctors are generally very
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
But to each and all grandma said," Nay;
My 2, 7, 1, 8, is what we expect each day.
learned men, and having a reputation to susfor a lecture and discussion, at German
In patience I'll walt the coming bright day
My 1, 6, 7, 8, 11, is a country of Europe.
tain they giv their medicin foreign, names to
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street~ A.d
When roy low-rooted mansion Is ready for me,
l\1y 3, 7, 8, 10, is used by brewers.
mission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents
enhance its value, ancl piquet de ja1·dine is
And I trust In that time roy husband to see."
My whole is what most people hope for.
Membership fee $3.-,.-The American Spirit
French for 'a picket off the garden fence.'
Idaho Springs, Col.
F. W. CoLLINS.
And now she has gone, at eighty odd years,
ualist Alliance meets evet·y Sunday afternoon
To the rest that she yearned for through misty But as the bear was not an educated one, and
at :.!:30 o'clock in •Republiean Hall, 55 West
7.
had never been to 'Yhrrup,' the effect was lost
tears:
33d
street.--The First Society of Spiritual
Make a square and divide it into 9 blocks,
And I think 1f there's !lfe on the other side,
upon him. He regarded the medicin as a comists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Grandpa has greeted his long-ago bride I
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
mon American product and rejected it scornAnd r k:ww, 1£ so, the perrect bltss given
thus:
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
fully.
But
as
'
desperate
cases
require
desperCompensates for tho joy that here was riven.
Public cordially invited.--Frobisher Col
ate remedies,' the doctor continued to press
and put numbers in them so that they will add lege Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broad
The babies, two boys, are olcl men now, .
the picket upon the bear's attention until the lengthwise, crosswise, and kittercorn ered both way. The People's Spiritnal Meeting every
And silver hair crosses each furrowed brow.
supply became exhausted.
Gradually the ways 11 4-7, and hav no two numbers of the Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M.
FatherJ and grandfather, each has become,
BRoo:KLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
And their journey on earth Is now almost done;
doctor had worked his 1my toward the same value.
R. R. GALE.
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
The shadows or twilight draw on atmce,
cabin door, and as Bmin ·made his last
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
With stars shining bright on the bosom o! space.
charge he gave him the stump of the picket ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER, Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
MARCH 8TH.
Grandfather's pocketbook, faded and oldas a last hope. The bear's long and heavy
free. Pnblic cordially invited. Liberal and
1. 8 1-2.
Its leaves In reverence I tenuerly fold;
body went plowing past the cabin some
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
2. KITCHEN.
And I lay Hs treasures b1tck In their place,
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
distance, and before he could stop and turn
3. COAL OIL.
Putting them up In their old-fashioned casestreet, meets every Saturday evening at 8
4. BEDSTEAD.
around the doctor sprang into the recess formed
For 'mong the choicest things I hav and hold,
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
5. TIDE.
Is grandfather's pocketbook, faded and old.
by the ends of the logs at the door, and as he
6. CARACK, from cartls, a wagon, because it for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
was shielded by the shadow the grizzly on tnrn- carries mnch, as if it were a carrus marinus Conference meets every Monday evening at
ing around passed the door without seeing him a large ship of burden. I{ is called "pork'~ Composite Room, 4th street, eorner of south
A Grizzly.
and ran back to the sheep-fold. The doctor, tail" becanse it is the last letter of the word 2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai and Liberal
"Papa, what is a grizzly?"
who had been too busy to think of danger, now pork, and for a similar reason it is said to be at literature on sale. All invited.--The South
Brooklyn Spiritual SoCiety meets at Brauns
"A grizzly, my son, is a species of bear that became thoroughly frightened, and, springing the stern of carack.
Hall, 5th avenue, corner of 23d street, on the
7. SIX.
inhabits the Rocky and Siena Nevada moun- into the cabin, closed ancl barred the door,
first and third Fridays of each month.-tains of the West."
jumped into bed, and remained there till after
The Brooklyn Spiritual Fraternity. Friday
evening conference meetings will be held in
"Papa, did you ever see a grizzly? If you sunrise the next morning. He then peeped
hav, tell me about him, will you?"
cautiously out and his eye caught sight of his His Life and Works in }'ranee the lecture room of the church of New
Spiritual Dispensation, Clinton avenue, be" The grizz.ly is the largest and most fero- gun quietly reposing on the hooks over the
tween Park and Myrtle avenues, at 7:30 P.M.
and Abroad.
cious of all the bear tribe. His fur is of a dark door. In his excitement the night before he (England, Holland, :Belgium, PruSBla. SwluerlaDd}, and --The Philosophical A~sociation meets
unpublished letters ot VoltairQ &:ad Mme.
bmwn color, thickly interspersed with white had entirely forgotten that he possessed such
every Sunday afternoon in the Assembly
Du Chatelet.
Room of Wright's Business College, Broadhairs, which giv him a grizzled appearance; a valuable piece of property. But now it. was
BY
BENJAMIN
GASTINEAU,
way. corner of Fourth street, E. D., at 3 P.M.
hence his name. He grows to be nine feet in too late to use it, as the sheep thief had taken
Public cordially invited. Doors open at
Price, Seventy-five cents.
ength, and frequently attains the weight of his departure, carrying his booty with him.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER Office,
2:30P.M,
•
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B:IRLE 1,1YTfiS
AND THEm

Parallels in Other Religions.

,,,

D. :M.BENNETT'8 LAST WORK.
A TRUTH SEEKER

Aroun~ the Worl~.

Being a. Comparison of the Ol<,l. and New Testament
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen na.tlone of Antiquity, Considering also their
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
Origin and Meaning. With nuWith a steel ]liate engnn\Ilg of the author In Vol. 1 ·
merous Illustrations.
and each volnme Illustrated with forty-seven cur.a.
· The object of the work Is to point out the roythe
BY D. M. BENli!IETT.
with which the Old a.nd New Testaments a.hound; to
Show that they were held In common with other na- La.te editor of Ta• TlltJTB S••Kllll, a.ntbor of .. A Trutn
tions·; a.nd then trace them to their evident origin and
Beeker tn Enrope," "Goda r.\.nd Religions of Ancient
expJain their meanirtg.
and Modern Ttmes," "The World's Sagea,TBinlt..
"It has long been acknowledged by the most emiera, a.nd Reformen,•• ••Cha.mptons of
nent blbllcal students that the Hebrew scriptures
the Church," etc., etc.
contain a la.~;ge mythical element; but, so far as we
know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly Handi!IOJnely bonnd in red clot.h, ,6.50;
in
leather,
red edges, ,9.1>0; in
a.tttempt to trace- these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original signification." -Boston Courmorocco, gilt edgt'!s, $IO.!>O.
ier.
Rea.del'! of TBB TRUTH SBWKER know the ctrcumsta.nces
"Never before baa. there been given a volume to
nder which this work was written. The last words
the reading world that shows the research for the
penned
by the great author were tor the fourth volume
orlgln of these my the as does thte one just publlshed
which was nearly completed at his death, and which will
by J. W. Bouton, of New York. "-Boston Timt!s.
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'' Look here. I don't see that study improves see they ware a mellerin' up, little bi little, W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can.
A Reply
you in the least. You hav heard the story of and when they cumenct to ask ue home with D. F. KE:ELER, ParkCity, Utah.
TO IIIIBI!l SUSAN H. WIXON"S BEAUTIFUL LINES, "HEBE creation time and again, and-"
em to eat, we node wede soon git the under FERDINAND PFisTER, Nashville, Tenn.
W. F. REYBoULD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
AND NoW."
"I thought it was the truth."
holts on em, and shore enuf at the end uv the Dr. J. H. RiroDEB, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa.
Of all our thoughtd which crowd Into a l!fe,
" It is the truth."
second weak, bi previous agreement, Sister A. M. STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
Of all our joys and pleasures, or o! pain,
"Then how can it be a story?"
City, Pa.
.
Hopple tuck one corner and Sister Smith
The one thing uppermost, and ever rife,
"No, according to your construction of anuther, and Sister Slocum and me the other Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
Is, shall we an !mmortal!ty attain 1
D.
WooLF,
620
No.
5th
st.,
St.
Louis,
Mo.
story, it is not one. A great many disputes two, and after a powerful sermon from each
•ro 1aww !s what engages every thoughthav arisen in regard to the tempting of Eve by corner Brother Hopple riz up in the middle J. S. MANBFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.
A.. BERENz. 140 Montgomery st., San FranTo conquer error, and develop mind.
the devil. Satan, as intelligent men under- uv the house and commenct a singin "Cum tu
cisco, Cal.
Then shall we say that all this work !a naught?
stand the recital, was formerly an angel, thrown Jezes jist now," and uv coarse the fore corners JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass.
And, dying, leave the world and all, 80 bl!nd ?
out of heaven."
jined in the corns, and the hole pack an CRAB. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex at., Lawrence,
Shall we dissolve to elem~ntal states,
Mass.
"Why did they throw him out?"
hounds jined in with us, and jist ez the mud
And be dumb matter, o'er and o•er again,
"Because," scratching his head, "he was began tu fall out in the cracks betwe!ln the M. V. THoMAs, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
To food the bOdies or the brains of apes?
8. B. WruGHT, 385 Larimer·st., Denver, Qol.
Why not l!v on to feed the brains of men?
unwilling to acknowledge the supreme power logs Gideon Pate riz up and ast fer prairs, Tno's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
of
God.
He
wanted
to
overthrow
the
great
bellerin like a caff. And as he iz a leader uv a S. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465.
How can I comfort take in the·, here and now,"
ruler and become a ruler himself. This led to gang uv thieves the uthers soon follered him, DR. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal.
When o'er my soul hangs an Impending fate?
How can Ignorance contentment know,
a war. Satan and his band were defeated and and we had tu thro the benches out uv dores 0. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich.
When l!fe•a arcana I may penetrate?
JosEPH L. ANDREw, Liberal. Mo.
cast down to hell."
so they cood hav a chance tu rassel with the E. KEITH, Animas City, Col.
•.rhe aohool-boy worries on with slates and books,
"Did they fight?"
sperrit, ·and fer about six hours we wuz _all CHARLEs WATTs & Co., London, England.
H!a aching head attests h!a honest mind,
"Yes, they fought with flaming swords."
mixed up in a pile on the flore so that we A.. ATWOOD, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
A puzzl!ng problem seen In all his looks
"Did any of them get killed?"
cood hardly tell which from tother. And sich CHBIB. BROWN, Burlington, Kan.'
To get the answer which he seeks to find.
"Oh, no; they were not human, and there- shoutin and singin and huggin and kissin and A. ERwiN, Lebanon, Oregon.
GEoRGE LoNGFoRD, 25 Otter st., Phila., Pa.
But does he g!v It up, and try no more,
fore could not die."
prayin I reckon haint ben seen sence the day B. F. HYLAND, Corvallis, Oregon.
And say, " I've done my very beat, I trow I
"Did Satan get scared?"
uv Penty Cost. The sisters each tuk one uv
My brain I've racked unt!l !t"s tired and sore I
The American and New York News Com"Yes, for he was driven out."
these wicked men into our special keepin, and
I'll rest and take my comfort, "here and noW?"
"But if they couldn't kill him, what made the bruthers each rasseled with a fallen wo- panies will furnish the p~per to news deal 7
Or see the men, 11. Newton or Laplace,
ers upon application.
him get scared ?"
man. You see we cood hav more effect that
Or Kepler, whose telescopic v!a!ona rare,
"·we don't really know that he was scared, way, and were lurnt bi experience that a woNature•s grand realms taught us how to trace,
but at any rate he was driven down to hell. man can handel a man at a revival better
And learn of those celestial regions there.
This was before man was made. After the than wun man kin handel anuther man.
Did such seek pleasure In the" here and now,"
creation of man, Satan saw him in the garden
And make no struggle for Immortal fame?
Bruther Hopple calls this strategy, and i
of Eden, enjoying himself, and was deter- gess it is, for it works offal nice. i hed the
Nor weave a. wreath for manhood's noble brow,
Nor teach us how a noble manhood came?
mined to work.his downfall; so he left the in- plesure uv assistin in the baptism uv that hole
fernal regions and went to the garden of naberhood (except the hounds), and they wuz
Shall any problem wh!oh the mind can ask,
Or any thoughts concerning ll!e or death,
Eden."
thare a sittin on the ice a-shiverin and a-watchin
l.>eter from the stupendous task
"Did God know when he left?"
there masters and mistresses ez they cum up
•.ro answer-e'en with the latest breath?
"Oh, yes."
·out uv the water kivered with glory and ice.
I've known the gates of glory open wide
"And did he know that Satan wanted to cickles, and singin "thur is a fountin filled
•.ro dying man, whose v!s!on then but came,
hurt Adam?"
with blood," and so forth. i fele ez tho i must
The angel slater standing by h!a aide,
"Most assuredly, for he had warned Adam cloze this interestin letter, and in duen it i fele
Who bade h! m come, and called him by his name
~0 OTHER ... l ,KES(?J
against him."
ez tho i owe to the reeders uv yure paper the
Wl th tears of joy, and looks angel!c, she
"
Did
God
love
Adam?"
THAT
WiLL WELL REPAY
follerin butifull lines. i cumpozed em last
Brought others to his humble dying couch,
"Yes, for Adam was made in the Lord's nite after the metein clozed. our metein hez
And then, with clairvoyant v!a!on, he
Could see them all, and sense their gentle touch. image."
bin such a suckcess that i fele ez wun inspired,
"Then, why didn't the Lord scare Satan and at sich times the poetry jist fairly runs rite
His aged father came, and many more
13Y
away?"
Whom he knew not wh!le on this mortal aide,
out uv me.
With cheerful faces, from the angel!c shore
"You are getting into your old foolish habit
The Pot uv glory's bilein
To help him o'er the vasty deep to ride.
again. The more I try to teach you the more
In the fiyur place uv hell,
And with a am!le, as only death cang!v,
foolish you become. Satan told Eve that she
And the dinner uv Salvashun,
He said, "My friends I to alii b!d adieu;
That the Cristian luvs so well,
was blind, but that i£ she would eat of the for265 BROADWAY J{;Y.
l"ve seen the grand and glorious' other aide;'
Will sune be on the tabel,
Of heaven I've had a grand and glorious view. bidden fruit, her eyes would be opened.- She
All a-smokin with the breth
623
CHESTNUT Sr. PHJLA.
believed Satan and ate of the fruit, and gave
Uv our Lord and Savior Jezes,
:No words I need on matter or on mind,
it
to
Adam,
who
also
ate.
Suddenly
they
disHoo
will
save
our
soles
fruni
deth.
No canting priest to guide me on to rest,
THE
covered that they were naked-"
His dogmas, rituals, and creeds, I find
Your sister in Crist,
" Didn't they know it before?"
The angela am!le at, as but a cruel jest.
REVERUNT Mrss A:sAGIL SPARKS,
"No, for when they ate the fruit their eyes
The soull!va on, as matter moat refined,
Perfeshunal Evanjelist.
AND
were opened and-"
The body, but the germ of mortal clay,
It dies, and to Ita mother earth returns,
"Satan told 'em the truth, didn't he?"
Wh!le I with ap!r!ta fiy to realms away."
"Go on away, now," said Mr. Mulkittle, in- 0 R T
;
WITH
With peace he closed h!a mortal eyes In death.
dignantly. "You are old enough to hav betWITH SOME
A. mind full conscious of the "when and how;"
ter sense than to ask such silly questions."
CHANGE
OF
DIET.
He taught us with his gasping, dying breath,
CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
"But the fruit done just what he said it REVISED .AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR.
That Immortality !a here and now.
By SA~IUEL P. PUTNAM.
would
do."
Wilku Barr•, Pa., Feb. 23.
J. R. PERRY.
IN NINE PARTS AND COURSES.
"Go on, or I'll paddle you with my slipper.
Price 20 cents. For sale at this office
You are too young to understand, but your 1 A word from the Cook.-2 Choice Bits for the
Couldn't Understand.
Haah.-3 Seasoned with Satan w the taate,youth does not protect you against just pun4 The Chopp!ng-Kn!fe.-5 Hash, Firat
THE SABBATH.
Opie Read in Arkanaaw Travew.
ishment. Go on!" As the reverend gentleOourse.-6 Hash, Second Courae.BY M. FARRINGTON.
7 Hash. Third Courae.--8 Change
For some time young Mulkittle has been man reached for his slipper, the youngster,
A thorough exatn!nat!on and retntat!on of the claims o
of Diet, First Courae.-9
Sabbatarians who are trying to foist upon toe country
veq studious, under the learned superintend- perplexed at his own inability to understand,
holy
day
by.
unconstitutional legal enactments. The
their
Change of Diet. Secan thor ohowo by an appeal not only to the facto as they
ond Course.
ence of Miss Patesmore, an old maid who left the room.
1
tl~1~. ~b~h:rl:.f~~~eo~f di~l~;,;i~~:dbb!~~:~~':,~c:n~0 thhe~
:S:y WARREN SUMNER B&RLOW,
lltands in great favor with the minister's famAuthor of
~t~aJ'::v~t ¥>~~:~g~et~t~~ s~~~:rle~tnt'hi:,"g~oceholy than
ily. The other evening, when the lamp in Mr. Primitiv Christianity in the West.
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
:Niulkittle's study had been lighted, prepara- BruDGEPORT, IowAY, March third ateen aty fore.
The Truth Seeker. Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
tory to heavy work on a new sermon, entitled,
MB. EDIToR: Ive bin away holedin a per· Price, 10 ()euts.
Price, 20 cents.
by an original flash, "The Fall of Man," the tracted meetin, over at Hells kitchen. its the
good man entered, arranged his papers, and wust p~e in this country, and we concluded,
THE YOU'l'H'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
mused: "YeH, for some time I hav contem- after a grate deel uv prayer and communein
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alma at the education ol youth ln the
plated a sermon on this subject, something, I with the lord, that wede establish a church
OR
pr!nc!plea of Freethought, at the same time that 1t
think, that under my observation has never there, under the ospises uv the church uv
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint of pure reason and eommon sense.
been clearly done. The fall of man, by all re- Hopple. akordinly, we went over there, en
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ligionists, is taken for granted, and too little mas, as it ware, and cut the logs and razed it
effort to explore the case has been made."
in wun day. We bilt it with fore corners tu it,
BY SUSANNA W. DODDS, M.D.
The youngster entered.
becoz the erth hez fore corners, and bosses hez
"Why aren't you at your books, my son? I fore legs. in fact, all kind uv fore legged ani- ?ne larg-e 121110 volume, 6oo jJagu, extra dutk or oil·
am much pleased 'vith the progress you are mals hez fore legs. and we put the chimbly at
cloth 6indin![,/'rice $2.00.
making, and I hope that you will giv me no the northeast corner becoz Solaman's temple
THE object of this work I• to enable health-seekers,
cause for changing my opinion."
wuz begun at the northeast corner, and while md those who would eat for life and for strength, to
"I want to talk to you," the boy replied.
we warm the Soles of Sinners with the Gospel •urnlah their tables with food that Is wholesome, and
"\Vell,'' turning from the desk, " you are uv crist, the fire-place will warm their bodies. ~t the saoe time palatable.
The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
lneludln"· ·'Libt>rtY for Man, Woman, and Ch!ld;'
old enough, and hav studied enough within the populashun is mostly maid up of hoss PART FIRST, giving •'The Hea8on Why,, ''The
Declaration of Independence;' "'About Farmlng
the past five or six months, to talk sensibly. I theves and lude wimmen, and weve had a ter- contains the p~!Josophy of nutrition, the constituent in Illinots·1"" The Great B~nquet," .. The Rev. Alexander Clark.' "The Past Rtaea before Me Like a Dreu.m,"
element•
of
various
articles,
and
their
relative
val
nee,
hav just started to write a sermon on the 'Fall rible time to git up a interest in the meetin.
and "A Tr!bnte to Ebon c. Ingerooll."
~nd the reasons for oome articles being better than
of Man.'"
we commenst on Saturday nite, and on Sunday others.
"I saw him when he fell!" he exclaimed, in we had three fites and a hoss race rite in the
PABT SECOND, the" Hygienic Dietary," give• Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
centa; cloth, $1.25.
the light of sudden recollection. "He was church, but we told em wede cum tu stay, and iirectlooa for the preparation of food, recipes for
wu.lkin' along on the other side of the street, they sed they dident keer a dum how long we cookiiJg, etc., In what the anthor coneidero a etrlctly
The Christian Rell ...ion. Ry R. G.
an' slipped up an' cum down, cur-bim! Ma staid ez long ez we dident steel nuthin. this healthful man ncr.
PAnT THIRD, "The Compronll8e," containing
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
told you, didn't she?"
we cunsiderd a insult tu the coz, but Bruther
dlrectious for preparing food, not strictly in accordance
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa"You don't understand me. I do not mean Hopple advized' peece at anny price, so we kep with the Hygienic way, bat In such a mancer as to
per, 50 cents.
any man you may hav seen fall. I mean the on a preechln, and a exortion uv em tu cum tu render it more plain and healthful than It is ordinarily
fall of the first man-the fall that caused all crist. at last the preechin uv the wimmen, found.
Undoubtedly the best and moat practical Family Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
our suffering."
espechely Il).ine, semed tu atract em, fust wun,
cloth, $2.00.
"How did he fall?"
and then another, and at last the hole croud Cook-Book published, and wlll contribute very much
"He was told, you understand-for you hav cum, and a pack uv hounds follered, and when toward the promoti.on of Health In the Household.
AGENTs W ANT:ED, to whom special terms will be
often received instructions on this point-not wede sing, them hounds wood jine in the cor- given. Copies sent by mall, post-paid, on receipt of What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
to eat certain fruit-"
us; and it wood hav dun yure Sole good tu hev price. For terms addreas
THE TRUTH BEEKER
Addrel!a
"An' he fell out of the tree?"
heerd the musick.
TilE Tl!.UTR BEEKER.
88 CUnton Place, New Yorll:.
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OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

DR. F1LLOWS

MAGNETIC· CLOTHING ~;,:~~\~~~:

Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, PillS, Ea.rrlngs,
etc.; also Silver Ware, <k>ld Pins, Optical and Fancy
Goods In proportionate large quantities. A fine 3·
ounce case, Slh'er Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels,
Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.60 (retail•
everywhere ror $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem
Winder, Filii (15) Jeweled Watch, patent Regulator,
THE
$26. A Ladles' Good, Solid <Nid Elgin Stem-Winder,
$25. The same, heavier and 14 karat, $36. All 26
per eem below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1-4
second Horse~Timer, and cc ~.,ly~Back," in Heaviest
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph for timCURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Ing two horses, or double record, a llfth oecond, best
the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
Sent to any address upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR In
hourM, quarters, and minutes, $100 le3s than Broad·
GUARANTEED. PamphleLB and all lnformuttun by
way prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented wltb
letter or In person free of charge. Seud
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, DRBkets of Diamond
for Illustrated Pamphlet.
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Varle·
gated Colored <k>ld, Embossed Birds and Flowers,
Address all commun!catloll8 to
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., ate,
No finer goods at Tlftany's, N.Y.
Send me a check for amount you desire to pay for
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible,
and I will send prepaid to any part of the United
States, and refund ca•h on demand If not entirely sat!s.
factory. I please all, and hundreds of my customers
cheerfully testify to tne fact. Refer to Rochelle
i
t
National Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett.
10 The latter says In his "Catalog or the Life Members
or
the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over tO see
MAGNF,TIO JAUKET. Pnce, $18.
Otto Wettstein, the stanch Liberal of Rochelle. I
found
him up to his ears In business, selling and
TESTIMONIALS:
orr goods. His large jewelry store Is trul~
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct lu ever~ particular sending
marvelous
a town the size or Rochelle. I would
and that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE advise all orfor
our Liberal frlendR who are In want of
'rHE ACME OF PERFECTION:
anything in the jewelry line to send to him, and they
will make a great saving by so doing." Correspond·
ence solicited,

CURES EVERY .FoRM OF DISEASE
Wl'fKOU'l' M.lWlClN.

EUREKA

MACNETIC IN 8 0 L E

DR. L. TENNEY,

324 Race Street, cor. Ninth,
. nna a Oh'
CInC

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
One Week.
Standing Cured in Thl·ee Weeks.

OINOINNATI; Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882,
Du. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in·
DR. L; 'l'ENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
deuted to you for the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured or Neuralgia or the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to -those af- Bide, which had been a source of misery to me ror
tltcted as I h,av been that the elfect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly· before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
t!ISiJl my right arm and could not use it at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief l118tantly. With unafter wearing a suit of your liAGNETIC CLOTHING bouilded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
•llso been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suffered intensely, . and, although doctoring all the
Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady
time, never round but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and HI Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be wetj. 1 would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those sulferlng as I hav your the Olothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T:lesday, will soon be welL Will report
No. SO Eastern avenue.
again soon,
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appliances which will
This lady reports herself entirely cured In less
street a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the ga.rmente, and,
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied,
change medicins every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles in
lJatlent almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
•omething (If he Is very sk!lful) that brings relief can be hil.d upon application at this office, by anyone desiring to communicate with her.
for the time being.
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been sufterlng for two years with an Ovarian TuDlor, and who had been told that nothing but the k11lfe would save her lite, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time· she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose or
medlcln since putting on the appliances. CollBult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog
for you; it will pay you.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Novemberl9,1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de·
'sire for food, and; In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
or St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all or whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J'umoT,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed lett to me, and submit to an
operation, wilen my attention was called to the l!lureka lUagnetic Appltances. As a drowning man
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope or a cure. Four months ago I pur~hltsed aJsult,,of
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tu- .
mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
as well a.~ I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose or medlcln. My bowels, which
before were CO!lBtlpated, are now regular. I would thereroro
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain, Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.
Remember that these appliances are-not wom next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

PRICE LIS1'.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
6.00
Ladies' Abdominai Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
6.00
Leg ·Belts, each,
4:.00
3.00
Knee Caps, each,
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
4.00
18.00
Ladies Jacket
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Su\)erfine Insoles,
1. 00
Children's garments upon application.

So that we can say with truth, None are sc poor that they cannot procure them, being but a tritle higher

than ordinary clothing.
ReDleDlber that we are orrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and If
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we Will
refund your money.

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.
ACJ:JilNTB WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN 'l'BE UNITED BT,A.TEB. LmEBAL OOMMIBBIONB ALLOWED
,iQdrelll lOr turtl;ll!l' lll!OTI!Il2tt10D.
DB. L. TENNEY,
.
.
Baee Street, ClOr. 8th Stree\, OJ.nc10.n&t1,0.

and IMPO~'ENOY
as the result or selr·
abuse In youth alld
eexual excesHCB in maturer years, causing
night emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power rendering marriage Improper and uuhappy, etc., are cured per·
manently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDICIN UoED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellowo' valuable dlscovol'les, which Is entirely un·
known to the med!.,al profession. Send three 2-cent
sr..amvs for his tc Private Counselor," givtng tull information. Addre•s Dr. R. P. l<'ellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment. _
1

From th< Ironclc.d .Age.
"Dr.l!'ellows Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers of the land
should glv the doctor their patl'onage."
1y3

God and the State.
MICHAEL BAKOUNINE

,SEEDS

Founder or'Nthlll•m and Apostle or Anarchy.
WITH A l'REll'AOE DY
CAI:tLO CAl'IEI:tO AND ELIBEE RECLUS.
Tranotawd from the French hy llilo"NJ. R. •ruCKER,
(Editor of Li~<rty.)
o2 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
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33 Clinton Place, New York.
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.. APPLES OF COLD."

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
BY MAIL POST-PAID

A story-book for the youns folks. Dy Miss BUBAN
II. WIXON. Second. edition. Price, ~1.25. •rhls very
excullent work for youug muHlt.:H'H awl m1ssoH has
passed through a very largo odltlon, ILlld a second
hae been issued at a reduced price of $1.25, rree or
[JOSt11ge. 'l'hls new edlt.lon has a photograph of th8
•ntthor which adds very much to the value or the
volume.
1

PLA•N HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.

KNOW THYSELF.

Tbla book Ia a plain talk about t!Je !Juman system, the
of men and women, the causes a.nd prevention of
itecuse. our sexual relatlonaund social natures. It 11! med..

n~btts

AGreat Medical Work on Manhooo!
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from Indiscretions or ex·
cesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all acute
and chronic diseases, each one of which I• Invaluable. So found by the author, whose exverlenco for
28 years Is such as probably never t>oture fell to the
lot or any physician. suo pages, bouud In beau tlful
French muslin, embossed covm1:1, ruu giltl gua.ran
teed to be a fi.ner work in every stmse-utechauical,
literary, and professional-than any other work sold
In this country for $2.50, or the money will bo re·
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now,
<k>ld medal awarded the author by the Natlouul lH
leal Association, to the officers or Which he refers
This book •hould be read by the young for lustr
tlon, and by t-he afllloted for relief. It will ben
all.-L<>ndon Lancet.
The1·e Is no member ot society to whom tills JJf,ok
wlll not fle useful, whether youth, parent, guard Jan,
instructor, or clergynuw.-A,·gonaut.
A<ldress the Peabody Modleal Instltut.e, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No 4 Bultlnch st., Boston, MMs., wllo may
be consulted on all dlseaBes requiring skill and llX·
perlence. Chronic and obstinate dlseatles luw blif·
fled the skill or all other physclallB
a
•peclalty. Such treated success.Cully
fi~~rt an instance or failure.
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The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
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Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money
tt they a.re not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are oftered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever orrered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, wh!le not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magn\)tlsm for a
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will 6utlast any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon rcientijlc
principle$, and not haphazard as In all the others. We after you therefore
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At
the aa.me time the application of labor·savlng machinery In our manufacture enables us to after them
about
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, MAliOH ~2. 1884.

MAN may be regarded as-an epitome or all that Is
below him In the scale or animal ll!e; and he Is en·
dowed With passions and selfish qualities which, I!
yielded to, not only Interfere with the bapplne•s or
others, b)lt also with his own. It Is man's prerogatlv to draw from existence all the happiness that Is
possible, but this Is not done by yielding to the voice
or passion, nor by !o llowlng the tastes which end In
excesses that militate against his physical and mental health, and m ustresult In pain and ·unhapplnl"ss.
-D. M. Bennett.
MORAL courage Is unquestionably, I! the most
manly, certainly the rarest or the eoclal virtues. The
most venerated tradltlonsand Institutions or society,
and even some or the kindliest and most finelyfibered atrectlons, are not In a rew cases arruyed
against its exercise, and in such cases, to speak
the truth boldly requires a combination or determination and or tact, or which not every man Is capable. . . . There are occablons when a man must
speak boldly, and even at the risk or pi ucklng tbe
beard or fair authority somewhut rudely. H he
does not do so he Is a coward and a poltroon, and not
the less so because he has nine hundred and ninetynine illy-livered followers at his black.-Biackie' s
;;'elf- Culture.
THE lazy, the dissipated, and the fearful should
patiently see the activ and the bold pass the in In
their course. They must bring down their vretenslons to the level or their talents. Those who bav
not energy to work must learn to be humble, and
sh ould not vainly hope to unite the Incompatible
enjoyments or Indolence and enterprise, of ambition
and sel!-lnd uigence.-Sharpe"s Lette:rs and Essays.
As that man cannot set a right value upon health
who has never known sickness, nor reel the bloos·
lngs or ease who has been through ll!e a stranger to
pain, so can there be no confirmed and passionate
love or truth ror him who has not experienced the
hollowness or error.-Cole>·idge.

"You are Aick. that's sureJ" they say.
-"Sick or what'/" They disagree.
" "£is the brain," says Doctor A.
"'Tis the heart," holds Doctor B.
"The liver, my life I'd lay;"
"'r.he lungs,,." the l1ghtsl
Ah mel
So Ignorant or man's whole,
or bodily organs plain to see;
So so.ge and certain, !rank and •tree,
About what's under lock and keyMan's soul.
-Browning.
1
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A CLERGYMAN, meeting an Inebriated neighbor,
exclaimed, "Drunk again, Wilkins!" to which
Wllkins, In a seml-conlldent' tone, responded, "So
am I, parson!"

THE

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

THE reporter of a New York dally paper went to
see the panorama of ''Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress.''
On being refused admittance without paying, he
said, "Let me see Mr. Bunyan, then; he will let
me in."
A LITTLE girl was taught to close her evening
prayer, during the temporary absence or her rather,
with" And please watch my papa." It sounded very
sweet, but the mother's amusement may be ImagIned when the child added, "And you'd better keep
an eye on mamma, too!"
"YEs," she said to her escort as they glided
around the rink, " I do so love roller skating.
When we are salllng around this way our souls
seem to be floating away toward heaven, and--"
At this point both of her soles !loa ted away toward
heaven, whlle the rest or-her smote the earthly lloor
with a mighty smlte.-Independent (Orthodox).

JJfrt~fhinkt~s'
1884:

THE conversation was about bishops, and one fervent dame said: " How good the dear bishop ot
Peterborough lsi What a good man!" Instantly a
small-salaried preacher replied: "There Is no
merit In that. Bishops ought to be so. They get
live thousand a year !or being good, while we are
expected to be good tor almost nothing-and most
of us are!'
·

<E. M. 284.>
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THEBE was a young man out In Arizona who once
declined a pressing Invitation to iavor a select company with a song. "Oh. really, you must excu~e
me," he said. "I tell you I can't sing. I don't
come of a singing family. Why, there was my old
!ather; he used to try • Old Hundred,' but he had so
little ear !or music that he never got any more than
ninety out ot the tune.
"PAP, Is it a sin rur a man to hav 'two wives?'
·• Yes, son." u Well, it isn t a sin in heaven to hav'
two wives there, is it?" "Yes, I suppose so."
"Why, old Bloomer's wire what died yesterday Is
his second wl!e what's dead now, and I! he goes to
heaven when he dies, he'll hav two wives there,
won't he?'' "Yes.,. "Then heaven must be a sort
ot a Mormon place, isn't it?" "That'll do now!'
"Oh, yes; you always say' tha.t ll do now' when you
can't answer what I ask you."
1

1

SUSAN adorned her well-turned limbs
With delicate hose, but not !or show;
Yet everywhere that susan went,
. Tbe wind was sure to go.

NEW YORK:

THE first step toward philosophy Is lncredullty.IJidero/.

"PIOUS and palne!ulll" Why has that excellent old
phrase gone out or use? Simply because these good,
" palne!ull," or pains-taking persons proved to be
such nuisances In the long run that tne word"palne.
full" came, before people thought or It, to mean
pain-giving Instead or pains-taking.- 0. W. Holmes.

It followed her to church one day,
Playfully gamb'llng round;
Was mischievous, naughty on the street,
As susan often round.

33 CLINTON PLACE.

And when the sexton sh lit It out
It !risked and capered near,
Roaming Impatiently about
Till Susan should appear.

IT Is necessary to the happiness or man that he be
mentally faithful to hlmsel!, Infidelity does no,t
consist In believing or disbelieving; It consists In
professing to believe what he does not belleve.Paine'• Age of Reason.
WHEN you pray, be not like th!" hypocrite, who delight to stand In the synagogs, or at the corners or
the streets, that they may be sure to be seen. I tell
you, they hav received their reward already. But
when you pray, go Into your Inner chamber, Bh ut the
door, and pray to your !ather who Is In secret; and
your rather who sees In secret wlll reward you.Jesur Christ.

a· the religion of the present

di!Iers !rom that or
the past, It Is because the theology or the present has
become more sclentillc than that ol the past; because It Ilks not only renounced Idols or wood and
Idols of 1tone, but begins to see the necessity of
breaking In pieces the Idols built up or books and
traditions and line-spun ecclesle.stlcal cobwebs; and
or cherlshlng.the I!Oblest and most human of man's
emotions, by worship, "!or the most part or the
silent sort," at the altar of the unknown and the unknowable.-HuxZey's Lay Sermons.
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Grimes~ Preachers 1FALsE-B9LAIM:s.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
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OUT
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
DILIGENTLY
TRANSLATIONS
COMPARED AND REVISED,

By M. E. BILLINGS,

'fHE llrst duty or a wise advocate Is to convince his
opponents that he understands their arguments a.ud
sympa.thlzes with their just teellnGs.-Coleri<tge,

Revised and Enlarged.

THIRD EDITION.

UPON rea<llng the Pentateuch, we lind It full or
prodigies and miracles. It glvs an account of a
state of the world and or human nature entirely
dllierent from the present-or our !all from that
state; of the age of man extended to near a thousand years; ot the destruction or the world by a delAUTHOR OF
uge; of the arbitrary choice or one people, as the
ravorlts of heaven, and that people tbe countrymen "PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETO., "UNor the author; of their deliverance !rom bondage by
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
prodigies the most astonishing Imaginable I desire
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
anyone to Jay his hand upon his heart, and, after a
serious consideration, declare whother he thinks
"HOLY GROSS,"
that the falsehood or sucba book, supported by such
testimony, would be more extraordinary and miracAND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
ulous than all the miracles It relate"; which is, however, necessary to be received according to the
"By th~ir fruits shall ye know them I Do
measures or probability above establlshed,-Hume's
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
Essay on Miracle•.
thistles?"
So long as error and evil p!LI'slons lift up their
T. C. LELAND, Srf_~~f;ary of the National
heads In literature, the soldiers or ~ruth must go
forth against them; and seldom will It be practica- Liberal League, says or this book: "This is a
ble to fulfil the task Imposed upon Shylock, and cut severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
out a noxious opinion, especially where there Is an priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
lnllammable habit, without shedding a drop or made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
blood. In !act, would It not be something like a Send for the book and see what devourers
mockery when we deem It our duty to wage battle, of sheep the shepherds can be."
were we to shrink from using the weapons Which
God has placed In our hands? Only we must use
PRICE, 2~ CENTS.
them fairly, lawfully, !or our cause, not !or display,
stlllless In mangling or wantonly wounding our adversaries.- Guesses at Truth.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
THE sun will run his orbit, and the moon
Her circle. Walt and Love hlmsel! will bring
The drooping !lower or knowledge changed to fruit
Of wisdo:n. Walt, my faith Is large in time,
And that Which shapes It to some perfect end.
-Tennyson.

" What makes the wind plague Susan so'/"
Kind-hearted young men cried;
Cause susan don't object, you know,"
An elderly maid replied,

A
DOCUMENT

IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Ch11rch and Civilizllition; the Church and Scienct'; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address
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33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
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AN old Newport lady Is a great believer In coal oil
as a cure !or everything; In fact, as a cure-all, she
has coal oil on the brain. And a rew evenings ago,
whlle some old women friends were calling on her,
one or them Paid: "I don't know what's the matter
;with my Johnny's knee. It's swelled, and It makes
him so lame he can hardly walk.'' "Bathe It wlth
coal oil," said the old lady; "I'll guarantee you It'll
cure lt.'' Another said: "My Sarah has such a pain
between the eyes." "Well, all she's got to do Is to
rub It well with coal oil three or !our times a day,
and It'll cure her," hastily remarks the old lady.
"Well:' said the third woman, "I ain't got nobody
sick about my house, but I! a bodybasn'tgot trouble
one way, she's got It another. All I can do I can't
get my Jennie to stay at home or evenings." "Rub
her with coal oll,'' said the old lady ,In good earnest,
II 8.lld rn guarantee yOU it'll CUre her."
SAYS Reuben Knott unto his !air,
In language burning hot:
" Matilda, do you love me dear?"
Says she, "I love you, Knott."
" Oh, say not so J" again he cried:
" Oh share with me my lot I
Oh, say that you will be my bride I"
Says she, I I ru wed you Knott.,

"0 cruel fair, to serve me sol
I love you well, you wot !"
" I could not wed you, Reub,'' saye she,
" For then I should be Knott."
A light broke In on Reuben's mind
As In his arms she got;
She looks demurely In his race
And says, " Pray kiss me, Knott J"
THE PenBsylvanla courts hav decided that while
you mustn't lie about it directly and openly, It Is
perfectly law!ul to keep your mouth abut during a
horse trade, and while you must not warrant an
animal as perfectly sound In wind, limb, and condldltlon, without fault, spot, mar, or blemish, when
you know that he has a glass eye, goat neck, mange,
saddle galls, roach back, ringbone, quarter crack,
spavin, llat-!oot, wind galls, scratches, capped hock,
stiff joint, blind staggers, ox-root, rattail, and
hollow back, yet you are not compelled to call attention to these minor defects In the splendid Kentucky-bred animal ynu are trying so trade the
stranger tor a sprt:.u cz wagon, set of harness, two~
year-old colt, and $75 caeh. This Is a wise and
humane Jaw, and lets
deacon out or a good m&J;Jy
tight places, where otherwise trade would be paralyzed, the arteries or commerce choked and stagnated by the unwise hand or oppresslv lawa, and
panic, mistrust, and depression would settle down
upon a hopeless worlU In the rayless gloom ot mistrust and suspicion.
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Jesus?" "You kin just bet your specs I hav,"
the little lady answered, tipping her chin and
winking her left eye. "I've got him on a
string." The old lady came near fainting, but
had the presence of mind to go to the Rev.
Harrison and send him around to shake hands
with the girl.-8!. Louis Critic.

THE new Congregationalist creed recalls to
!the Universalis.t the story of the colored theo;logian who told his flock: "Bred'ren, dar am
··two roads; one leads to hell and de odder to
•everlasting damnation.'' A listening brother
THE influence of Christianity on the politics
>calleCI. out: "If dat's de case, dis nigger takes of this country cannot be overrated, remarks
ito de woods.''
the Winsted Press. "I know three men," says
GEORGE WASHINGTON was born on the 11th of a New Yorker, "in the church of which I am a
:February, 1732. In 1751 the Gregorian cal- rp.ember, not strict party men, either, but busi•endar, or "new style," as it is called, according ness men, who would each contribute a mill<to which we were obliged to jump forward ion dollars to aid in the expense of a campaign
releven days, was adopted; and so we celebrate with Payne as a leader." The candidate with
Washington's birthday on the 22d in place of a barrel would plainly stand no chance of election in opposition to these Christians ~nd their
ithe 11th of Febr1,1ary.
tank. With the help of the Lord and three
WEATHER-PROPHET DE VoE, of Hackensack, million dollars.the Democratic party might giv
N. J., has ·brought himself into public notice the Re,Publicans a respectable funeral and hire
lby heading a movement to enforce the pro- the mourners.
visions of the Sunday laws in his town. The
LARoY SuNDERLAND writes to the Boston HerNew }'ork Sun some time ago said that DeVoe
aid to correct the notion that the men who took
was a fool. . Those who did not believe it then the leading part in the antislavery conflict'
may reverse their decision now.
·
t ed m
· 1830 b y Will"1am Lloy d G arnson
.
maugura
A NUMBER of ladies went to the house of the are all dead. He reminds the world that
· li ·
tC
d N H
Rev. Mr. Garrison, of Trenton, N. J., one day " p k P"ll b
ar er 1 s ury 1s vmg a oncor , . .,
last week to present him with a testimonial in and two members of the executiv committee
.
.
.
.
the form of a·gold watch. Mrs. John E. Melof the Amencan Antislav~ry Somety, of wh1eh
lor headed the procession, and as she was about Arthur Tappan was pres1dent. One of these
El"
W . h
f B t
. ht
to present the watch she sank into the arms of · H
1s on.
12ur ng _r, o
o~ on, _now e1g _Y
her husband and died. She had been subject years old, and the wnter of this article, who 1s
·.to heart disease.
of the same age, and for whose head, 'dead or
To show the vinegary effect of religion upon
!Some people, an exchange relates this anecdote:
_.,' Dear,'' said a religio-shrewish wife to her
:husband, •· isn't it time our daughter Amanda
:should join the church-she's got to be a grown·.up woman?" "Heavens, no!" said the hus1band; ''it is all we can do to get along now
'-with your religion. If we had two such Chris1tians in the house it would be impossible to
iliv in it."
, THE Camr d'Alene gold mine, in Idaho, is
:attracting a good deal of attention just at pres·ent. Contradictory reports as to the richness
•of the mines are rife. Mr. Pritchard, the dis•coverer, writing to THE TRUTH SEEKER, in a letiter which will be published next week, advises
~thpse with comfortable homes to remain where
lthey are, and not be too sanguin about the
]prospects of _uncovering immediate fortunes
iin the hidde:h treasure of the Camr d'Alene
mines.
THERE was a warm discussion in a parish
meeting of the Seventy-first church, the other
evening, reports the Boston Transcript. It
was shown that something must be done at
once in the way of economy, and various suggestions were made toward the curtailment of
expenses. One brother thought the paid choir
should be given up, another suggested that
the Sunday-school picnic, the young people's
dance, and the older people's monthly raflle
-could be dispensed with; but it was finally de,cided to reduce the minister's salary. It would
never do to interfere with the necessities of
worship.
IT seems that the last criterion of honesty
:has failed. The following conversation ill us.trates that fact: "Do I understand that your
•cashier is an embezzler, Mr. Goldust ?" asked
:a friend of the banker. "Yes," replied Gol<dust, "and we had every confidence in him."
"Did he drink?"
"Yes.''
"Chew and
smoke?" "Yes." "Gamble and drive fast
horses?" "Yes; and, so£arascanbelearned,
was never a church-member nor Sunday-school
teacher. In fact, he inspired implicit trust,
and it only goes to show how hard it is to discern a man's true character by his habits.''
REvrvAL!ST Harrison has been making a monkey of himself at the Centenary Methodist
Episcopal church for some time past, and the
flippancy with which he handles religious subjects causes some of the faithful to be themselves a little "fly" in discoursing about sacred
things. Here is a sample: "I say, miss,'' an
old lady remarked to a jaunty little creature in
one of the front pews, "are you a Christian?"
"'Nell, I should shake a sock,'' was the innocent maiden's reply. "Then you've found
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not a disciple of Ingersoll. It may be, and we
hope it is true, that the distinguished scoffer
is wrong-radically wrong, but if so it will take
a clearer, stronger man than Dr. Talmage to
SHERIFF DAvmsoN, of New York, is under indown him.".
dictment for official corruption.
TRA,T the confessional is regarded as lluperiA NU~IBER of important Nihilists are reported
or to the law has new support just now from to hav been arre~ted at Kieff, Russia.
Ohio. The case of John Cohesy and John
THE tax collector of Hoboken, N.J., is missWeaver, accused of stealing $4,000 from Miing.
His deficit amounts to $50,000.
chael Powers, was tried before a jury in Judge
Gardner's court, in Chicago on the 12th, and
EMPEROR WlLLLI.M, of Germany, celebrated
the defendants discharged. Powers and his his eighty-seventy birthday last Saturday.
wife were an aged and penurious couple. Last
THE Chinese government has ordered ten
fall a box containing about $4,000 in cash was gatling guns from a company of manufacturtaken from their house. For some time noth- ers in Hartford, Conn.
ing was heard of the money till Father Corbett,
A MAN was fined $10 last week for mutilating
an old Roman Catholic priest connected with
the convent of the Sacred Heart, hunted up the marble tablet on the tomb of Daniel Web·
Powers and returned him $1,036 of the stolen ster, at Marshfield, Muss.
money. Where h11 got the money, or by whose
THE church building which Salmi Morse
hands it came to him, he refused to say, pload- turned into a theater to prodttce his Passion
ing that it was one of the secrets of the con- Play in has sunk back to its old use as a
~essional. Cohesy and Weaver, two boys. liv- church.
mg near Powers, were arrested for the cnme.
THE Rev. Mr. Kimball, who has been makFather Corbett was put
. upon the stand ing an ostentations display of his charity in
~nd severely cross-exammed, the court hold- publicly feeding the tramps of this city, is now
1ng that he was bound to tell who gave sued by his landlady for a $145 board-bill.
h"
h
b t h
t d"l
f
d
d
liD t e. money, u
e s ea 1 Y re use . to 0
THE Warwick Iron Company of Pottstown,
so, saYing, when pressed, that he d1d not
know. And yet the politicians annually giv Pa., will reduce the wages ten per cent on
,
. .
Father Corbett s church m1ll10ns of dollars, A.prillst. The business prospects throughout
and the people submit.
the country are reported as not encouraging.

THE attention of those in charge of the
alive,' his Methodist brothers at the South in Greely relief expedition is respectfully called
the year of 1836 offered a reward of $300,000.'' to a request made on Sunday last by the Rev.
Justin Fulton. "Place me," exclaimed Mr.
THE National Reform Association held a Fulton, "upon a polar iceberg, where no verconvention in Philadelphia on the 24th and dure greets the eye and where naught but the
25th for the purpose of discussing the best white bear's growl can be heard.'' This remeans of overthrowing our government. The quest is a thoroughly admirable one, and it
ass~ciation "seeks the strengthening of Chris- should be granted without a moment's delay.
tian elements in our national life, as the Chris- A polar iceberg is the very place for Mr. Fultian Sabbath and marriage laws and Bible in ton, whatever Mr. Bergh may say in behalf of
public schools. It opposes carrying mails on the polar bear. Perhaps the bear would not
the Lord's day, which has been the fruitful suffer much, provided Mr. Fulton were forbidparent of nearly all our public Sabbath dese- den to preach to him. The sermon in which
cration, polygamy, and easy divorce, now so the happy thought, as expressed above, is
common, and license of the liquor traffic under found, was directed against the theater, and
any form." The main object of the movement contained some incidental abuse of Mr. Miln,
is " to secure an amendment to the Constitu- the Chicago preacher who recently undertook
tion recognizing Christianity as the funda- to demonstrate that he could play Hamlet almental law of the land.''
most as well as he could preach. Mr. Fulton
called Mr. Miln "a hypocrit," also "a cancer,''
IN Lyons, France, one year and a half ago,
also "a tumor." Waiving the question whether
the Socialists published a weekly paper called
Mr. Miln is really a combined cancer and tuLa Lutte. It had three editors. They were armor, the accusation that he is a hypocrit is not
rested, the paper suppressed, and the editors
justified by facts. Mr. Miln, when he found
sent to prison for three years. The nex~ week
that he no longer believed the Christian religthe paper appeared with a new name, Le Draion, frankly said so, and left his pulpit. He
peau Noir, and three new editors. Time passed,
may be a very undesirable person, but he is no
and they were arrested and jailed and the jourmore a hypocrit than is Colonel Ingersoll, and
nal suppressed. Immediately ,it appeared
Mr. Fulton might with equal justice hav called
again under the name of L' Emeute, three more
him a Jesuit or a Quaker. As to the theater,
men taking charge. Three weeks ago this
Mr. Fulton proved that it is a wicked place,
journal was also suppressed and its editors imfor the reason that "a good, old-fashioned,
prisoned. Within a week, however, its succesprayer-meeting" could not be held in a theasor, Le JJeji, appeared, with three new men at
ter during the progress of a play without seemits helm. It takes a long time for the truth to
ing to be out of place. Having thus proved
spread that persecution never succeeds but in
the vileness of the theater, Mr. Fulton asinflaming the heart to greater deeds of heroism,
serted that "Christians could no more desire
France bedaubs her lilies when she persecutes
to make his bed in hell." It would be a mere
for opinion's sake.
waste of time to argue with a man sincerely
SPEAKING of Talmage's effort at St. Joseph, holding this belief as to the theater. Against
Mo., to demolish Ingersoll, the Saturday JJ,m- such accusations as these the theater needs no
ocrat of that place says: " Talmage's lecture at defense. The pulpit and the Christian religTootle's Tuesday evening in reply to Ingersoll ion ought, however, to be defended against
was a disappointment to the majority of the such persons as Mr. FultoJ:\. The infallibility
audience. There was in the speaker a style of of Fulton is not a dogma of any denomination,
expression of such a violent and irreverent and is probably held only by Mr. Fulton himcharacter as could only be tolerated in Tal- self. He has therefore no righl to decide, ex
mage, and stands in unfortunate comparison cathedra, what the theater is, and what a Chriswith the smooth, charming, electrifying utter- tian may or may not do. If he is· honest and
ances of Ingersoll. His lecture was not argu- sincere, he can know nothing of the theater;
mentativ, but was of a political or pettifogging and it has long been very evident that he knows
character. There were many people in his nothing of the Christian religion. In denying
audience who hav no prejudice against. Chris- that any man is a Christian who does not agree
tianity and who went to hear Mr. Talmage, the with Mr. Fulton and the small number of igacknowledged head of the orthodox churches, norant persons who share his views about the
hoping that he would remove the doubts, the theater, Mr. Fulton does not represent any inscales from their eyes. They were honest telligent person, much less any reputable sect.
se:trchers for light and the truth, and that part He merely expresses what he dignifies with the
of the audience left disappointed. Mr. Tal- name of his views, and they ure worth no uwre
mage's gestures and acting were at times pain- than the views of any other equally ignorant
ful and destructiv to his efforts. The S. JJ. is person.-Ttmes.

Jltws off tltt lftth.

THE authorities in Kingston, Ont., hav notified the Salvation Army officers that their
parades must be dispensed with and the beating of drums and singing on the streets must
cease.
THE Rev. Henry A. Brann, D.D., rector of
St. Elizabeth's church, Washington Heights,
has been appointed by the cardinal to be cen.
sor of publication in the archdiocese of New
York,
PRmcE BISMARCK explains his conduct in regard to the Lasker resolutions on the ground
that Lasker always opposed him when alive,
and for him to hav presented the resolutions
would hav been to become his enemy's postman.
THE Rev. Florence McCarthy, who recently
made this community hum by going on a riotous and drunken debauch, has not been suspended, but the bishop has allowed him a two
years' vacation, which he proposes to spend
in Texas.
A BILL has been formulated and caused to be
printed, which provides that the postmastergeneral shall establish telegraph offices at all
post-offices within ten miles of any such circuit
where the salary of the postmaster is not less
than $500 a year.
A RELIGIOUS eccentric in this city has con·
ceived a new method of "spreading the gospel." He pulls Bibles to pieces, and givs out
the leaves to passers-by on the street. He has
five hundred Bibles which he intends to dispose of in this way.
THE Rev. J. B. Johnson, superintendent of
a Sunday-school at St. Joseph, Mo., committed
suicide last Saturday. It had been discovered
that he was in the habit of stealing, and a
warrant for his arrest was issued. He changed
the venue by shooting himself.
THE American Collegr at Rome, according to
report, is to be sold by the Italian government.
The property was given to the United States
by the pope. The expediency of the pope's
leaving Rome and setting up his Vatican in
some other locality was recently discussed by
a congregation of cardillAls.
GEo. W. FAIIICHILD, deputy United States
surveyor for Nebraska, says that all the agricultural land there has been fe11eed in by the
cattle men. Their ranges extend for hundreds
of miles, and the wire fences, inclosing all desirable public lands and even waterconrHes, are
posted at intervals with notices threatening
death to any persons opening them. The
herders assert thut they holu these lands under
the deoert land UlHl timLcr cultm·o laws. The·
res•.1lt is a check to persons seeking to make
homestead settlements.
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Waifs and Wanderings.
BY

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
CHAPTER XXI.
A NEW Tl'RN.

There was general hilarity throughout the camp in
'\jew of the memorable achiev~ment of Cupples. .All
prepared to enjoy a mighty feast. There were visitors from the city on the morning's boat, and among
them Maria and little Bessie, the baby, now ten years
old, but still called the baby for all that.
At high noon the drum corps fell in and played
" Over the Rhine," the prelude of the coming attack
on pork. The noble victim had received a royal
dressing, and was 80 well cooked that even the palat& of a Jew might water for each delicate morsel.
Of course no one could get more than a mouthful,
but hard tack and coffee and boiled potatoes and rice
made up for what might be lacking of the redolent
holocaust. There was plenty of good nature and a
little commissary whisky to wash things down and
make the dinner an Olympic festival. When Cupples
advanced to take the first bite, the band vigorously
played" See, the Conquering Hero Comes." Cupples
bowed, and, after the American fashion, made a little
speech, before he plucked the tail of the monster and
ate it as his trophy of the night's battle.
"Fellow citizens: The war is begun. The enemy
is ours. Thereby hangs a tLtil. Even so may all combats come to an end. That's to my taste exactly."
The orator was applauded to the echo. Maria and
Bessie than took a bit of the fragrant monster.
After that everybody got what they could amid universa} rejoicing.
Sai~ Col. Billy Stubbs as he strolled along:
" 'l:here is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken
at the flooa, leads on to fame and fortune. A big
swell for you Cupples. I'll try a bite of it just for
luck myself."
"Take a big one; more luck the better," said Sergeant Jones.
"More hog the better, too, I guess," said Dr. Dobson. "At any rate, the hog gets a good meal."
" And makes one, too," said the sergeant. "It
balances at the end."
"I suppose S'o. I wish I knew how I was going to
balance."
"You'll tip the beam, I reckon. Take another slice
and help it along."
"No, I thank you. I like to have things go round."
" And keep a going round," said Cupples. "The
trouble is that the best things come to an end."
"And the worst things, too; so you see it evens
up," said the sergeant.
''It's pretty well mixed though;" said the doctor.
"I have to say good lord an,d good devil with quick
changes, in order to keep on the winning side."
"It's devil now, sure as fate," cried the sergeant.
" Cupples,- that's Bolton. Watch him. I hope his
memory isn't as good as mine."
It was Bolton and no mistake. He was Ji;ding into
can..p under a flag of truce, a brigadier general in
the rebel army.
He passed leisurely by the company with scrutinizing glance. It fell upon Cupples and the sergeant,
and then upon little Bessie. A flame of recognition
swept over his face, and a fierce gleam was in his
eyes.
"Sandy," said he, to a mulatto body-servant at
his side," I know that little girl. It's her very image.
! have not forgotten it. She's my slave by the laws
of this land."
"I can swear to that myself,'' said Sandy.
"Haven't I a right to my property? That'(what
we are fighting for."
" Your claim is valid as things now are, and all the
armies of the Union must back you up."
Sandy was his master's factotum. He said and
did everything that Bolton wanted him to, for he had
the faculty of reaping an advantage from every benefit that he did. Though a slave, be had a boundless
ambition.
Little Bessie shrank violently when she met the
gaze of the rebel general full upon her.
"I want to go home," she said.
"I guess we'd better,'' said Maria.
"I second the motion,'' said Cupples. " Somehow
I don't like the look of things."
" There's nothing to be afraid of-only it's uncomfortable to have some folks round. It makes me
shiver all over," said the sergeant.
"Like ghosts," said Cupples. "We are afraid of
'em, though we know they can't hurt us."
"It's safer to be at home," said Maria; "then we
know what to do."
The day was drawing to a close. The immense
porker had serenely vanished. The victory was complete, and everyo11a seemed to be in a very triumphant frame of mind. In imagination the war was
already over, and the Stars and Stripes were floating
in an untroubled sky. The blessings of a square
meal were shed abroad. Cupples was off duty, and

/

so he and Maria and Bessie could take a look at the
dress parade before the evening boat returned. It
was a gay sight indeed, ~d the music was inspiring.
The regiment was not very well drilled, but every
soldier took pride in his appearance and put his best
foot forward, though not always in correct time. .The
star-spangled banner floated in front-a silken banner presented by the patriotic ladies of E--.
There was quite a crowd of spectators, for this was
the last time that friends would be permitted within
the lines of the army. The next day the camp was
to be broken up, and a march made into the interior
with the daily expectation of a battle, although there
was still some talk of compromise. War as yet had
only flung its outward splendors upon the air. Its
dark and terrible aspects had not lowered, and it
seemed more like. a gorgeous sport than a reality.
The brass band played its liveliest music and promenaded up and down before the glittering battalions
with prodigious effect. Every body felt patriotic and
that the flag of our country would float only in
sunshine.
Now the ranks are breaking up, and the great
whistle of the steamboat is blowing, and in fifteen
minutes it would start.
"We must burry up," cried Cupples. "It won't
do to miss the boat this time, for I haven't a spare
bed in the house.''
"Good-bye," said Bessie. "You'll be home in
three months."
" Oh, before that," said Cupples. "It won't take
long to whip the rebels. We shall have lots of fun."
"More fun at home," said Maria. "I don't like
these stray shots."
"I shall dodge 'em," said Cupples.
They were just ready to step on board the boat
when an orderly sergeant touched Cupples.
"Is this Bessie your d!J.ughter, so-called, or Bessie
Bolton?"
"Both," said Cupples. "She's mine, and nobody
can take her away."
"That may be," said the sergeant, '·'but I am ordered to arrest her. She is the slave of General Bolton, and he claims her."
"Claims her!" said Cupples. "Isn't he a rebel,
and are we not fighting for freedom?"
"I don't understand that," said the sergeant. "I
must do as I am told. According to the law every
slave must be return~:~d. They say that may bring
about a peaceable settlement."
"Bosh!" cried Cupples; "I've had Bessie with me
for years, and possession is nine points of law, anyway. The idea that our government will surrender
my little girl to a slaveholder!"
"Come along; Col. Potter will settle it. :t;Ie's in
command of the brigade;"
"I'm not going to stand this," said Maria. "I'm
going on board. Come, Bessie."
Bessie leaped to her side, and they stepped upon
the gangway.
"That's right, said Cupples. "Damn the impudence of this Bolton!"
"Damned or not," said Bolton, just riding up,
"that child is mine, and I'm going to .have her."
'·No, you won't," said Cupples, "but you shall
have this," and leaped upon him and dealt him a
stinging blow.
.
Instantly there was commotion. Cupples was
overpowered. Bessie was taken in charge by the offleer of the guard. Maria went with her, rousing
the whole camp with her indignant protest. The
feeling of the soldiers was terrific, and many swore
that little Bessie should never be taken away from
the federal encampment.
"It's only an episode/' said Col. Stubbs. "I'll fix
it up, Cupples, to-morrow. What an impertinent
cuss that Bolton is, fightin' against our laws and yet
claiming their aid to restore his property-and that
property the handsomest and sweetest little girl in
E--. Blast my soul! If he ever comes out from
under that flag of truce I'll give him a piece of my
mind that will sound very much like a bombshell.
I'm glad you hit him, Cupples, though it was a breach
of discipline. I'll make the best plea I can, and you
shall have a slice of my own steak, and some soft
bread and butter into the bargain."
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Values of products and labor may for a very long
time remain the same, while the prices for the same
may be constantly changing. Money is neither a
measure nor a standard of values nor prices. The
value of labor and products and prices thereof are
determined by what is commonly called supply and
demand, by crops, cost of production; transportation, etc., and are influenced by the fluctuation of
money but not determined by money. If, for instance, there is a total failure of a crop of cotton,
such failure, and not the money, would determin the.
price of the cotton on hand.
·
In his recapitulation, Mr. Andrews says: "Money
is in the nature of a yardstick, a quart measure," etc.
This is only true in one sense, namely: a· sufficiency
of measures or money facilitates business transactiona, while an insufficiency of either restricts them.
Again, as measures can be and are made of the
cheapest and most convenient material, so can and
should money be made. To illustrate: if we were by
law compelled to hav a gold yardstick instead of a
wooden one, a 'gold quart measure instead of a tin
one, a gold pound-weight instead of an iron one, the
consequence would be that these measures would be
very dear and scarce, and hence restrict the facilities
of exchange; and if this were so, would a yard of
cloth be worth more if measured by a gold instead
of a wooden yardstick? Would a quart of oil or a
pound of butter be worth more for that reason? Is a
pound of anything worth more if bought with a gold
dollar instead of a paper dollar?
The reason why money is not a measure, unlike
the others, is because these measures only measure
quantities but not qualities. A yardstick will measure a cheap article the same as a dear one, which
money, if it were a measure, would not do.
Money cannot be a measure or standard of values
because it is subject to fluctuation and legislation,
both of which effect its own and the values it represents. I hav defined money to be a "unit," and
claim that after the prices of values hav been determined by supply and demand, money, instead of being a measure or standard of values, becomes a
standard of payments.
Money is a representativ of values with the unit
expressed upon its face, but the quantity and quality
of values it represents are determined by ma.rkets, individual agreements-in short, supply and demand.
The exchange of a gold or silver dollar having an in-.
trinsic value equivalent to the market price of the
commodity to be exchanged would be barter, which
does not and cannot answer the present purposes of
trade. And as the purpose of money is to constantly
travel, its· intrinsic material would be too burdensome, as experience proves. On this point Col. Ingersoll once said in Cooper Union·: "A paper dollar,
to be a good dollar, must contain a dollar's worth of
paper. If so, a ten dollar-note should contain ten
dollars, and a fifty-dollar note a bale of paper; and
yet experience, which is the best teacher, proves that
a silver dollar is worth a dollar without containing a
dollar's worth of silver, a paper dollar is worth a dollar, containing only one-eighth of a cent's worth of
paper, and, still more remarkable, a fifty-dollar bill
is worth fifty dollars, containing no more paper than
a one-dollar bill. Money, Mr. Andrews correctly asserts, is not property, for we may hav'.plenty of
money and no property, or plenty of property and no
money. If as a nation we bad money and no property, then the money would be both worthless and
useless. Money, being a representativ of value,
should not be the value itself. This would only be
necessary if it did not circulate. The objections to
gold and silver money are, first, because the government, at the expense of the people, must buy the
metals for the purposes of money. It buys it with
either paper money or public obligations called
bonds. If the paper money or bonds are good
enough for the bullion dealers, why not for the people? If it is as good for the people as for bullion
dealers, why buy the metals? Secondly, to pay off
this paper money or bonds at maturity, the money
coined having found its way into the public, and being hoarded, the government must buy again. Thus
an artificial market for these metals is established
and kept up. Third, metal money wears out every
fifty years, and its total outlay is a loss upon the taxpayers. Fourth, in its loss by destruction so much
Jtir. Cohen on Finance.
real value is lost. Fifth, there never has been and
never can be enough of these metals produced to
· In a communication to '.l;'HE TRUTH SEEKER Stephen supply this country alone with money necessary to
Pearl Andrews does me honor in saying that I asked do all its trade on a cash basis. That it is not neeearnestly if it was not price, rather than value, which essar:v will be evident from the fact that the trade of
money represents; which, in his judgment, showed New 'York city is done with one per cent coin money,
real insight into the subject. And yet in his elabo- two per cent paper money, and ninety-seven per cent '
rate essay under the head of essentials of money, he credit. Sixth, coin money is subject to fluctuation
asserts, 1. That it must be a measurer, or measure- either in the metals or by legislation. The Paris
which by some is called a measure of value and by Monetary Commission to agree upon a uniformity
others a standard of values. The reason I stated between gold and silver coins decided that such was
that money represents the price rather than the value in the very nature of things impossible. Seventh, as
is, that an article may hav a price, but a different long as different kinds of money exist in a country
value at different times, different places, and for dif- all others will be compared to that possessing the
ferent persons. Values are commonly expressed by most intrinsic value, thereby causing a fluctuation or
prices, but not sufficiently certain to make the money, instability of the money and the value it repr.esents.
corresponding to the prices instead of values, either Eighth, different kinds of money is merely a scheme
a measure or a sta.ndard of values.
When the
1for the speculations of money-changers.
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Oonstitution provides that Congress shall regulate sa~ds" with a vet~geance, and you had best get out 1you, nor even a dog, forever. Then under your own
the value of ID.oney, it declares for something which of 1t before it fall about your ears. Upon what slim- law you hav no right to punish me.
Congress cannot do. Congress can regulate its mer pretense could any argument be built than this?
If I committed sin, and you had the power to hav
weight, fineness, design, etc., but its value depends You know nothing, you prove nothing, but you prevented it, it seems to me that, instead of my askupon its purchasing power, which Congress cannot "guess "-as we Yankees would say-that Ingersoll ing you to forgiv me, in justice you ought to ask me
determin. Its purchasing power depends upon would "back down" if questioned upon the subject. to forgiv you. But, if I am mistaken, and it is my
prices, which are regulated by supply and demand, If he did, it would be the first time he ever did on a duty to ask your forgivn~ss, it seems to me, as Inand not by Congress. Money is redeemed every point of theology, or I am greatly mistaken.
gersoll has said, that "here and now is the proper
time it pays a specified debt and every time it passes
Neither are the statements found in Jacolliot's time and place to do it." And most respectfully,
frotn hand to hand for value received. And as every "Bible in India" of such a nature as to be set aside, your honor, if I hav ever done you a wrong I now
individual is thus by law ccmpelled to redeem it, so off-hand, upon the testimony which you offer. I ask your forgivness, and as a merciful God you hav
should the government in its transactions. Mr. An- could, if required, fill the same number of columns as no right to damn me.
drews says that paper money rests solely upon con- yourself with counter statements and authorities, but
Your honor has laid down the rule that men should
fidence, and is goad as long as such confidence re- what would be gained thereby? There would still love their enemies. And if that rule is good for a
tains. I will show that it rests upon more than that. remain ample room for unlimited discussion and man it ought to be good for a God. And I insist that
'Tne government which issues it receives its supposed controversy.
you hav no just right to require men to love their
value before it passes out of its hands. For thus havSecond. You profess to understand me to say that enemies whilst you at the same time are damning
ing its value received in behalf of the peopls, the every one of the "Crucified Saviors" was an actual your enemies. And you cannot consistently daul,n
;people are morally and legally made responsible to personage, and say I state I do not speak "allegori- me under that rule even if I were your enemy, which
redeem it; not only in coin money (this is an insuffi- cally." I do not use the word "allegory" or "aile- is not the case.
<Cient security), but with all they possess, gold and goric~l" anywhere in my criticism, as you will see by
It is unreasonable to require a father to love a God
:silver included. That portion of the money neces- referrmg to it. I did say I meant "pure and simple who has cast even one of his children into hell. I
:sary to carry oil trade is constantly redeemed among English," which you so frequently quote in your re- could not love such a God if I would, nor would I if
the people, and needs no other redemption. That ply to me, but (granting my meaning not as abso- I could. And any religion that requires a man to
portion which goes back to the support of the gov- lutely clear as it might hav been made by some other love the God who has damned either his wife or his
<ernment is redeemed by its taxing power. There form of expression) you ,can hav no possible excuse children is a barbarous religion, and a religion for
ca11 b,e no safer basis nor redemption. It is good as for misunderstanding my true position in the matter, which I hav no respect.
a representativ as long as the original is there. It since I say, with the utmost clearness, further on in
In the Bible I find this passage, "That which behas been and should be good as a lien upon all its the same article, "The whole gist of the matter is falleth the the sons of men befalleth beast, even one
property collectivly even though a government were this: the entire business is most probably mythology, thing befalleth them; as the .one dieth so dieth the
to change. It certainly is good 11-s long as the gov- and about as likely to be true as that Christ was him- other; yea, they hav all one breath. So that man hath
ernment is good, and when the government fails, what self crucified," etc.
no pre-eminence over a beast, for all is vanity. All
g.uarahtee is. there for lif~, liberty, and property?
Does this leave any room for doubt as to my true go unto one place; all are of dust and shall return
Are they as important as money? · Therefore I hold position? Nevertheless, you proceed to set up "men unto dust again" (Eccl. iii, Hl, 20).
it is not a mere matter of confidence, but a legal ob- of straw" through the space of several columns in THE
Your honor will please bear in mind that, if the
ligation of all the people through its government to TRUTH SEEKER, apparently for no better purpose than Bible is your work, you hav said that men and beasts
redeem said moriey, pledging therefor all they hav to hav the pleasure of knocking them down again. will go to the same place. 1 am here, but where are
got, which ought.to be the very best security. ·Lord However, the histories of the saviors which you there the beasts? The passage alluded to puts man on
Rusconi, Italian delegate to the Paris conference giv are, in a moderate degree, correct, and ·so the the same level with a beast; immortality fol' one, imsaid, "Metal is one thing, money is another; nature space is not entirely wasted.
mortality for the other; no soul for the beast, no soul
makes the metals, law alone makes the money." If
Third. Your apparent attempt to cover your for- for the man. I am willing to admit that there are
exchanges should be made by intrinsic equivalents, mer mistake in regard to my statement of the nu- other passages that teach the immortality of the soul,
should not a mortgage transferring a house worth merous QOrrect ways of spelling Christna, by saying but if one is wrong, how do I know the other state.$50,000 be recorded on a plate of gold to the same that every writer is a blockhead who chances to dif- ment is right? And I must insist, your honor, that
amount? What givs a mortgage of $50,000 upon a fer from you in his spelling of this name (including it is unfair for you to damn me for not having taken
cent's worth of paper the value of $50,000? Simply the very celebrated Renan), will scarcely stand as the proper steps to save a soul that I did not know
the law which enforces its provisions. "fast colors"-the motiv is too apparent.
required saving.
IsAAc CoHEN.
Your attempt, likewise, to destroy the credibility
1 will now present for your honor's consideration
---~~---of the author of that wonderful work, "Isis Unveiled" an extract from the theological creed in use at the
Philosophy on the Half-Shell; or, Ethics of '83. (Madame Blavatsky), because she has also written a Andover Seminary, a place where they make Conlittle volume entitled, "Occult Science," which does gregational ministers. It reads, and the minister is
CHRISTIANITY.-ELLIOTT PRESTON TO "D. W, T."
not chance to accord with your own particular views, made to say, "I believe that the wicked will awake
.Sir, or Madam; Judging from the size of your ex- is not likely to prove successful, unless you can "trot to shame and everlasting contempt, and with devils
be plunged into the lake that burneth with fire and
jplosion (about four and a half columns in THE TRUTH out" some better evidence than you hav yet.
By the way, before I forget it, if you desire still brimstone forever and ever."
SEEKER of Feb. 16, 1884), I suspect that some of the
Your honor, that creed is in accordance with the
·«hot shot" I poured into your redoubt in my article more saviors than the sixteen I offered, I hav a very
'()f Jan 19,1884, must hav reached your magazine; at choice lot left over, which you are welcome to, gratis. teaching of the Bible. And Rev. J. E. Richards, of
all events you hav "bloomed out" in most amazing But I see I hav already exceeded my proper limits of St. Johns, who sued me for $10,000 damages to his
proportions, and talk, too, as if you had " got mad '' space, and so, without pausing to discuss the subje\)t character for having expressed my opinion that he
-a most improper proceeding for a philosopher and more in detail, will bid you "Good-day" (or, rather, did not believe the Bible to be the word of God,
sagE!, such as you claim to be. The more I am "Good-bye"), for I shall not probably tax the cour- when in court swore that he did believe that the
abused tbe better I like it, for it givs me a splendid tesy of THE TRUTH SEEKER by printing anything fur- wicked will be cast into eternal fire, and he said that
ther on this subject in its columns at present; and he could not say but that the fire might be the same
chance to "talk back."
As I hav already occupied a very large space in hence, if I do not answer any "fireworks" of yours kind of fire that we use in our stoves.
Now, your honor, I hav no fear that you will cast
these valuable columns in speaking of Christianity, I which this epistle may call forth, you will not be surme into such a fire as that, believing that you are not
feel I hav scarcely a right to take more room to-day prised.
As regards my supporter, "Antichrist" (who is per- quite so bad as my Congregational friend takes you
than is absolutely requisit for touching rapidly upon
a f(lw of the leading points which you attempt to so'nally unknown to me), he is abundantly able to to be.
"paddle his own canoe," and, I presume, may reply
Hell fire and eternal punishment hav been the
make in your criticism now before me.
stock in trade on whiClh the priesthood hav lived and
First, in speaking of Christianity I used the word later on to your strictures upon his article.
As before, I hav the honor of remaining, sir (or flourished in all time!'. With their dogmas of superwhich you put at the top of your article, using it in
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
stition they hav filled men with fear until they
its non-scholastic signification, meaning thereby the madam), yours for exactness,
·
through fear fall upon their knees and confess to lov·entire scheme believed in by average Christians.
A Plea in the Higher Court Against Fire. ing the God who has damned their dearest and best
You. are aware that without the Eden myth there
·could be no belief in Christ as a savior, since there
If I shall ever stand before the bar of God for the friends.
Your honor can think of what I hav said, and after
would be nothing to be saved from had not our first purpose of being judged, in justice I should hav a
parE~nts sinned. You will notice that in my essay in chance to be heard in my own behalf before I am a little I will go on with the argument, if you shall
the issue of Nov. 24, 1883, which caused all this dis- sentenced to eternal punishment. And believing think that before you decide my case I had best to
M. BADcocK.
·cussion, I analyzed both Old and New Testaments that, if there is a God, he will be willing to listen, continue it.
under a oommon heading. I used the term simply and will giv me an opportunity to present the reaThe Day 'l'hat I Was Dead.
to denote the belief of the Christian world, as you son, if I hav any, why I ought not to he damned, I
The
day my spirit fled
must hav observed had you taken the trouble to do hav prepared the following plea, which I hope to preI mourned not that you were so alone;
:so. I merely ~peak of this because you claim to sent at the proper time, if I am permitted to defend
I ever had abhorred that crowds should come
misunderstand me.
my own case.
In Romish robes within our humble home,
And gaze upon me, helpless, white, and dead;
The myths of the Old Testament were as much a
THE PLEA.
portion of the Hindoo religion as were the myths of
May it please your honor: The question of eternel Or that the church be filled, and pompous priests delivering
creeds, while the blessed sun was quivthe Ne.w, as I presume you are aware, and hence I punishment, whether by fire or by any other punish- The husks of worn-out
ering
will not burden these columns with a transcription of ment that shall be eternal, to me just at this time is Upon truer sermons where the singing gmss was shivering,
And chanting its own requiem when life had sped,
the story which lies before me and is almost identi- an important question. In presenting my argument,
cal with the Jewish myths.
I shall rely on reason and justice, and will occasionThat day when I lay dead,
Is it to be believed (dispensing with references for ally refer to the eminent counselor, Col. Robert G.
You could not know my spirit dwelt so near,
Grieving with you weeping so many a tear,
the moment) that India tinctured the Jewish mind Ingersoll, as authority for what I hav to say.
And all you loved of earth beyond all earthly fear,
with only that portion of its myths which relate to
May it please your honor, I hav never punished,
·
Returning to greet your lonely tread;
the New Testament, conveying therewith nothing nor felt like punishing, any of my erring children, not And angel
guides leading me as I floated sorrowing,
now found in the Old, since both were part and par- even for one whole day. In fact, in anger I never The light of endless worlds my silent way was borrowing,
cel of the same parent creed? I think not.
struck them a blow in my life. And a divine father With morning song of suns, not sweeter than the mother's
sing.
In order to dispose of the weight of evidence I de- has no more right to be cruel and punish his chilAnd there beheld my other self lying cold and dead.
rive directly from Col. Ingersoll's statements relativ dren forever than a human father would hav to pun" So sad 'twas true," you said,
to the location of the paradise of the Hindoos, etc., ish his erring children forever, provided he had the
And murmuring low that any sun could shine,
etc., as expressed by him in his eloquent lec'ure en- power to do so.
When cruel, cruel fate had parted thee and thine;
titled " The Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child,'' you - Your honor has laid down the law that men
And with a spirit-thrill I touched your hand with mine,
find yourself compelled to assert that he (Ingersoll) should do unto others as they would that others
While all unknown to you the greater burden fled.
has probably "repented him" (in the style of the should do uD,to them. And, sir, you cannot justly Rejoicing then with me that bright hosts were gathering,
fields inviting me had no flowers withering,
Jewish Jehovab) that he ever made such statements, go back on your own law. Therefore it is your duty And
And you almost heard the tones that fell from a golden string;
and is even now ready to "eat his own words," if to do by me as you would hav me do by you if I
And yet, and yet. how ~ould I leave you with yo11l' dead
requested. This is a "house builded upon the were you and you were me. I would not punish
()learwater, N. C.
JIARY B. FtNca.
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unmeaning. For this view of the matter the believer
can
quote chapter and verse of an inspired book.
, The Hon. J. W. Stillman addressed the Manhattan
Inspiration involves miracle,_ but miracle presents no
Lib~ral Club at the last meeting of that body. His
obstacle to faith; on the contrary, it is the appropriate
subJect was the "Mormon Question." This is the
aliment of faith. But Mr. Smith, if he holds that
third lecture before the club this month on subjects
the proof of the miracle has failed, must hold, we
which admit of an incidental discussion of the marshould judge, that the proof of inspiration has failed.
riage relation. .A man or woman nowadays who is
The Bible therefore, however venerable it may still
not,Prei?R!ed t~ giV: a recipe fo: abolishingwhat litbe in his eyes, can no longer speak to him with
t~e mfehmty eXIsts lD the marnage state, is not conauthority. What it says or hints in regard to the
sidered by any means up to the exigencies of the
government
of the world, or the significance of
times. Mr. Stilhi).an's lecture was not devoted to conhuman life, can on:ly be accepted as the utterance of
side~ing either the morality or immorality of Morthis or that ancient sage upon questions really too
monism, but to a presentation of the question whether
vast
for any individual wisdom to grapple with.
or not Congress had jurisdiction over the territories,
What is the opinion of any mere man worth on such
Utah among the rest. He held that it had no such
a question as whether this earth is "a mere state of
jurisdiction. He could find no clause in the Constie~istenc,?" or ".a school of preparation for something
tution delegating to the general government the
higher?
Mamfestly upon such a question we can
power to legislate for the people of the territories.
know nothing unless it be revealed to us. Now Mr.
Mr. Stillman pointed out that the Constitution was
Smith's position appears to us to be inconsistent in
ordai.ned and established "for the United States of
thiE', that while he repudiates for his own part the
.America," not for the United States and Territories
knowledge which the ordinary Christian professes to
and certainly that document contained no reference'
h~v in regard to these great matters, and contents
either direct or implied, to the relation of the sexe~
htmself apparently with mere conjecture, he yet
as involved in the question of polygamy. The arguaccepts the .responsibility of throwing discredit upon
men.t of the speaker :w:as made with a design to esthose th~or1es of human duty and morality which
tablish these propositwns, and from the facts given
other wnters hav constructed and are constructing
and quotations made from the Constitution and deupon a naturalistic basis. We can understand the
cisions of the courts, the attempt appeared successtheologian and his ,disciples doing so, for they say,
ful,
"We know that the naturalistic basis is not the true
Mr. Hunn, a prospectiv member of the club, though
Goldwin Smith on Evolutionary Ethics.
one; we know that another foundation has been laid
handicapped by the fact that he was recommended
to the audience by Dr. Kinget, made quite an agree- ·In the controversy which rages to-day around the and that its maker and builder is God." But Mr:
able impression. He did not believe there was a doctrin of evolution, especially in its application to ~mith, who has nothing to go upon but his own conman on top of the earth who was a polygamist by the sphere of morals, the position occupied by Mr. Jecture, supported by what to him are the mere
choice. It was natural for the human heart to seek Goldwin Smith is a somewhat peculiar one. He has speculations of ancient writers, should not, it seems
"some one to love, some one to caress"-not half a more than once expressed his general acceptance of to us, seek to make these conjectures or speculations
dozen. Psychological affinity was necessary between that doctrin as, upon the whole, the most satisfactory the basis of anything so important as human moraltwo married people. The Rev. Mr. Gallagher, a week interpretation at present attainable of the natural ity-anything which so imperativly requires to rest
ago, had spoken of the happiness of a man who could history of the globe and its inhabitants, including upon solid facts. Better, it seems to us from his
look into his wife's eyes and see her whole soul look- man. .At the same time it is evident that he has so point of view, to make the most of the n~turalistie
ing back at him. That was not always the case. The accepted it, not willingly, but rather upon compul- basis, to build upon it whatever can be built, and
wife was sometimes dead mashed on some other man. sion. His attitude toward it somewhat resembles then, if the structure is criticised as incomplete, to
In .such in~tanc~s, the sp~aker m~ntained, psycho- that assumed by De Tocqueville toward democracy. to say: "Well, it is the best I can do on the basis of
logiCal affimty failed to eXIst, and d1scontent was lia- ~he. eminent Frenchman saw that democracy was w~at is really known? Choose your ground and
mev1tabl~, and he spoke as many fair words about it build better and more nobly if you can." This we
ble to prevail to a greater or less extent.
Dr. Weeks agreed with the speaker of the evening as possible; but he did not love it for all that. So to think, would be worthier of a great mind than qu~ru
~hat the Constituti~n g~ve Congress no po:wer to leg~ Mr. Goldwin S~ith~ evolution, as a physical theory lously to persist in wishing to build upon ground
1slate for the terr1tor1es. If such permission had at least, seems mev1table, but he does not love it. that it has virtually abandoned.
The further question' arises whether even the
been contained in that instrument, the subsequent One concession he steadily refuses to make to it; he
enactment of laws with regard to Utah would not hav will not allow that it furnishes any adequate basis churches should not look more kindly than they do
been necessary. The very fact that these laws were for morals. He seems to say, prove if you like that upon the evolutionary schools of morals. Of course
necessary showed that the authority which they con- man, after the flesh, had a simian ancestry; prove if .t~e churc~es are to be &'overn.ed by mere party
ferred upon Congress was an assumption and did that the world is what it is to-day by virtue of cer- sp1r1t they w1ll seek to cast discredit upon everything
not previously exist. The doctor was about to go on t~in processes to which you apply the term evolu- done by those who are not with them· and evoluand explain from a temperamental point of view why twnary; but un:Iess you can provide mankind with tionary morals, like all.the other works ~f the enemy,
polygamy and polyandry were necessary to the hap- other motivs to right conduct than this scheme of or supposed enemy, Will come in for their share of
piness of some men and women, but the demonstra- thought will furnish, the moral future of humanity is partisan abuse. But if the churches can rise above
the plane of mere party strife, they will be disposed
tions of a number of uncivilized persons in the rear dark.
.At the same time Mr. Smith does not take up this to encourage all efforts, by whomsoever made to
of the hall interrupted him. He desisted.
:Mr. .Andrews held that if Congress had no power position in the interest of orthodox theology. He inculcate the reality of moral obligation, ~nd
to legislate for the territories, it had done wisely in tell~ Mr: Herbert Spencer very bluntly that he (Mr. strengthen the sense of duty. The evolutionist--:assuming such power, and he would admonish the Smit~) 1s."no ~ore orthodox tha? he is." He says ~r. Herbert Spencer, Mr. Leslie Stephen, or Mr.
lecturer that he had undertaken a difficult and hope- that, lD his_ beh~f, the proof of, miracles ever having Fiske-may not start from the point you would wish
less task in endeavoring to convince people to the occurred has failed, and that therefore he sets aside but if each in his own way is laboring to show th~ '
contrary. The fundamental question of sociology ~·all the?logical dogma respecting the trinity, the unity of moral truth, and to consolidate the moral
raised by polygamy, the speaker held, was, What mcarnatwn, the scheme of redemption, and the frame-work, so to speak, of human life, surely, so far,
may an individual do without authorizing the inter- atonement." Even so he feels it to be his duty to we may wish them god-speed. If, when they hav
vention of the community? We must define ac- try and show that a belief in God and a future life is all done their best, their work stands manifestly imcurately the line separating the right of the individ- essential to the moral integrity of the human race, perfect, needing the crown which doctrinal Chrisual from the right of the community.
By the or at least that without a belief in these doctrins no tianity alone can place upon it, the triumph of the
speaker's definition of that line no state or person justification ~an eve~ be found for the practice of _any latt~r will only be t~e n;tore signal for the fair oppor- ,
had the right to punish polygamy any more than greater or h1gher vutue than each individual may tumty afforded to 1ts i:'lVal. If, on the other hand
the evolutionists are jeered at, and thwarted, and mis~
they had to punish Shakerism. This was a matter find convenient.
The orthodox churches of the land (if more than represented, the world may miss to somQ extent the
of individual development, and must be left to the
one church can properly be called orthodox) while good work which they are prepared to do, while the
sphere of the individual.
Mr. Eccles made a most absurd speech, presenting they mourn over Mr.. Smith's feebleness of faith real difference between morality as constructed upon
the proposition that the majority ruled. He was rejoice that his powerful pen is employed in assail~ a naturalistic or positiv basis, and morality as conwilling to do as the majority said. "Might is right!" ing one very important aspect of the evolution structed upon the basis of revelation, may not be so
he said, with all the emphasis, apparently, which he theory. His article in the February, 1 882, number instructivly or clearly brought to light.-Communiwas capable of putting upon the assertion. .At pres- of the Contempol'ury Review, entitled "Has Science cated to the Ottawa Free Press.
ent, he was opposed to polygamy, but when the ma- Yet Found a New Basis for Morality?" was received
Benefactions of an Evoluted Baptist.
jority of the citizens of this country decided that it with much satisfaction; and the one published by
was right, he would say to every person who now him in the last December number of the same . Geo~ge J. Holyoa~e, .":riting to a Boston paper,
differed with him, "My friend, shake hands; polyg- periodical under the title of "Evolutionary Ethics g1vs th1s account of h1s v1s1t to the late Samuel L. Hill,
and Christianity" will, we doubt not, be hailed with the well-known philanthropist, of Florence, Mass.:
amy is right."
Mr. Wakeman considered the question of Mormon- equal approval. "If this world," says Mr. Smith in Afterward, I visited Mr. Samuel L. Hill, the chief founder
ism in three aspects-constitutional, moral, and the last mentioned article, "is merely a state of exist- of Flor~nce. ~e was a man of good stature, a good forehead,
political. On constitutional and moral grounds we ence, it is a fearful failure, even in comparison with and of 1mpress1v countenance. In the middle of this century, he had been a chief leader and promoter of a social comcould not interefere with Mormonism; but it was the the works of man who economizes material, and tries munity in the neighborhood of Florence, which has an instrucpart of the wise politician, the statesman, to consider to spare labor and avoid inflicting pain. If it is a tiv history. He subsequently acted upon the high principle
whether we could afford to allow this cancer to con- theater of action, and a school of preparation for of associativ life which he professed. He subscribed $20,000
tinue growing in our country. Mormonism was a something higher, its imperfections may be capable toward the erection of the Cosmian Hall, in Florence, and
subscribed $1,500 a year to the support of the preacher. A
hierarchy and opposed to our institutions. There of explanation."
house he had built for himself he gave up to be used as a
was a limit to toleration. Mormons had reached
We .hav s~d. that the position occupied by Mr. "Kindergarten" school for children. The upper room with
that limit. They were to be regarded as aliens to Goldwm Sm1th lD relation to these momentous con- two bay-windows looking over verdant gardens, wa; very
this country, and should not be allowed to increase. troversies is peculiar; we go further and say that it beautiful. It was well supplied with means of instruction.
The teachers resided in the house, and all the establishment
We hav excluded the Chinese; cannot we exclude the does not seem to us a very consistent one. He finds was supported by Mr. Hill's generosity. In the winter, when
Mormons? They should be denied the ballot. If t~e w:orld, as it rev~als itself to ordinary apprehen- snow fell, he sent a large, light wagon from the farm, which
Catholics organized in the same manner as the Mor- swn, Imperfect-so 1mperfect that it does not suggest went round to the homes of the little pupils. When school
mons had done, Mr. Wakeman held they should be either a wisdom or a goodness equal to that of man. was over. this wagon came for them and again left each at
The morning wagon, gathering clean-faced, rosy childisfranchised in the same manner. .As for Mr. The orthodox Christian who forms a similar conclu- home.
dren, and driving them laughing from house to house, until it
Eccles's speech, Mr. Wakeman thought it the worst sion, fa:Jls bac~ at once and with confidence upon a was full of little Kinderga;rteners, was a sight as pretty as a
one he had ever heard.
revelatwn whiCh tells him that this world is not pray~r. Mr: ~1 was a Quaker; but, marrying a bright-eyed
Mr. Stillman, in replying to his reviewers, main- all-that being but part of a much vaster scheme it Bapust, he JOlned that church, and became deacon at Willimanti<J, Conn. He set himself against slavery in its dangerous
tained consistently the stand which he had taken at does .not and cannot tell the story of that scheme-- days,
but he was soon "admonished that the church could
the start, that Congress had no jurisdiction over the that mterpreted apart it must seem imperfect, if not not be used to address the people on that subject." He was
territories. He would say further that any state had
a right to secede from the Union,.just as much as a
man had a right to secede from a church. Herbert
Spencer also held that opinion. The measures proposed for the extermination of Mormonism were
ne~essarily ex post facto laws, and laws of attainder,
whiCh were expressly prohibited by the Constitution.
He did not expect to secure a reversal of the decision
of the Supreme Court in these matters, because he
did not believe the judges composing that court
would make a reversal, even if they were convinced
that he was right, un:less they thought it policy to do
so. Still his cause was not altogether hopeless. It
was never to late to right a wrong. He had led a
forlorn hope before. In 1868, when a member of the
Rhode Island legislature, he had made a speech in
favor of woman suffrage, and was not encouraged.
.As for the speaker himself, he said he had, as much
as possible, seceded from the government. He had
no hand in making the Constitution. He found it
here when he came into the world in 1840. He
found himself a subject of this government without
having been previously consulted as to his wishes in
the ~atter. Mr. Stillman is, like Capt. S. P. Putnam,
practically an anarchist.
.At the next meeting Madam Delescluze will speak
upon ".A Mad World." It is well-known that she
regards the world as altogether off its base, and the
Liberal Club particularly so.
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afterward found with those engaged in the bitterest fight for
the freedom of the negro. His philanthropy was not sentimental at one corner only; it was of an all-round, robust
quality. He was also for the welfare of all in his employ. He
wanted every man to be permanently well off. He assisted
them to get houses and land of their own. It has been said
lately in the Springfield Surulay Republican that probably half
the buildings in Florence came to be thus owned by his aid.
He owned himself the steam silk-mills of Nonotuck. He
was a co-operator of the old school, who hav nearly all died
out. He gave $25,000 to a fund to enable workmen to get
houses, and 27,000 to erect a great school-house. To the school
superintendent he paid $1,000 a year, in order that he might
receive $2,000 salary, as he well knew that there is no folly like
that of stinginess and parsimony toward those whose brains
you need to do good-work. In all things, he was a co-operator,
with the spirit of a gentleman, who knew that knowledge was
a good investment, and took care that all who labored for him
by hand or brain had "a good time of it." His merit was that
he did not look for profit, but for improvement, or rather that
was the profit he had in view. He lived himself in what we
should call a plain villa residence. I think, with pleasure,
that I spent some time with him the last night he passed in it.
He· set·out next day for Citron ville, Ala., for change of air, but
died on his arrival, at the age of seventy-five. Many were the
fugitivs from slavery of body, of capital, and of opinion, who
had found shelter in his hospitable house in the evil days of
progresB. These were )'actions of the just," which «smell
sweet and blossom in the dust."

Editorial Notes.

years and practically outlawed. The judge further declares
that it is because no one can dislike the blasphemy law more
profoundly than he that he prefers to state it "in its natural
naked deformity." He contends that the blasphemy law can
only be explained and justified on "the principle of persecution;" for, "if the law were really impartial, and punished
blasphemy only because it offends the feelings of believers, it
ought also to punish such preaching as offends the feelings of
unbelievers." In Judge Stephen's opinion, blasphemy and blasphemous libel should cease to be offenses at common law at
all, and the statute of William ill. should be repealed.
IN Aberdeen, Scotland, ac;cording to the Aberdeen 1fxpress.
of February 28th, the testimony of Atheists is not received in
court. A case came up in which James Reith was charged
with having sold liquor on Sunday. The first witness called
was objected to by Reith's counsel on the ground that li.e did
not believe in: a God. The court sustained the objection, and
the suit was brought to a sudden close. This action places
the Presbyterian judge in a funny attitude. He had either to
let Reith go unpunished for desecrating the "Sawbath" by
liquor selling or take the testimony of an Atheist. He chose
the former, therein being consistent with the rigorous faith
that maintains the denial of God to be the worst crime in the
universe; but how the morality of Aberdeen would suffer if all
the bibulous population were Christians, and the abstaining
complainants were Atheists!

THE Chinese hav evidently a p.oor opinion of the Christian
IT will be remembered that the blasphemy of which Mr.
religion. When Sir R. Alcock bade adieu to Prince Kung, the Foote was convicted consisted of publishing wood-cuts caricalatter said, "Now you are going home, I wish you would take tnring the Christian idols. During his imprisonment their
with you your opium and your missionaries."
publieation has been suspended. They will, however, now
SHAPmA, the man who claimed to hav discovered an ancient that he is released, be again a feature of his paper, and appear
manuscript of the book of Deuteronomy, has committed regularly until he "goes to prison again." That contingency
suicide. Mr. Shapira would hav died less under a cloud if he Mr. Foote does not regard as probable, for it strikes him "that
had committed this last act previous to making his remarkable the bigots hav had enough of the game for a good while." We
cannot praise too highly Mr. Foote"s pluck and heroism, but
discovery.
really'we would like to see him employ a better artist in making
SrR JoHN BENNETT accuses the corporation of the city of
his cuts. We hav no supercilious criticisms to make on his
London, which he knows pretty well, and perhaps too well, of
"taste," for we regard ridicule as a legitimate and powerful
"opposing national education," and being a "senseless eneweapon to be used against the J swish mythology; but his pamy" of the people. This is the corporation that prosecuted
per would hav a wider circulation, and so do more good, if
the three Freethinkers whose portraits we printed last week.
his artists were better workmen.
THE Rev. Dr. Potter, who gets his living by lecturing all
CA.PT. LoYD, of New Rochelle, once remarked at a Paine
over England against the iniquities of Roman Catholicism, meeting that his neighbors were "so blue that they left a yelsays "it is no infringement of liberty to restrain such blas- low streak behind them." This intense blueness is paralleled
phemers as Foote and Bradlaugh." That is· good Christian by the people of Orange, N. J., the home of Soap-boiler Coldoctrin, but Dr. Potter"s frankness will be apt to prejudice gate and other eminent Baptists. But their Christianity could
&orne people against his church.
not stand the test of the Salvation Army, which invaded the
IN the prelude to his lecture of March lOth Jo Cook affirmed
that " numerous obscure and infamous Infidel organizations
advocate doctrins which undermine the permanence of the
family and the sanctity of home." Is there any ground for
this charge? Cook should giv names, "not necessarily for
publication, but as a guarantee of good faith."
MR. WAKEMAN, at the last meeting of the Liberal Club, made
the astonishing proposition, if we may believe our reporter,
that the Mormons at present inhabiting this country should
be regarded ·as aliens and disfranchised accordingly. This
was followed up with another quite as electrifying: "We hav
excluded the Chinese; cannot we exclude the Mormons?"
Certainly; but it would be an act as much at variance with
American notions of liberty as any measure advocated by
the Mormon hierarchy.
MR. MooDY, the evangelist, has circulated, or permitted to
be circulated, a statement that he has recently converted "an
avowed Infidel, prominently associated with Mr. Bradlaugh in
the Freeth ought movement." Mr. Bradlaugh invites Mr.
Moody to giv the name and address of the alleged con vert, and
says that Mr. Moody has more than once announced conversions which hav turned out to be purely imaginary or to hav
been conversions of persons already really or nominally Christians. He adds that Mr. Moody must be either very careless
or excessivly inaccurate.
· ANY one wanting a good crayon portrait drawn should writll
to F. E. Sturgis, box 14, Upper Sandusky,• Ohio. He is a Liberal in very needy circumstances, the care of a sick wife and
a large family of small children having reduced him to financial straits. We can conscientiously recommend his work, for
last year he executed a life-size cmyon of the founder of TBJ~
TRUTH SEEKER which all pronounce to be the most life-like
picture ever made of Mr. Bennett. We believe Mr. Sturgis to
be a thoroughly honest gentleman, and it givs us pleasure to
testify to his great skill with the pencil.
THE Italian papers report th~t after an examination with
closed doors, the Austrian courts at Trieste hav sentenced
Michele Vigna to five months' imprisonment with hard labor,
and to expulsion thereafter from the Austrian territory, for
being connected with the Societa Atea of Venice, of which
Baron Swift is president, of which Gen. Garibaldi was honor,ary president, ·and of which Professor Buchner and Charles
Bradlaugh are honorary members. The sentence is for disturbing religion. The editor of L'.Adrialico winds up his notice by a11king: "Is this justice? Is it law? Is it possible?"
The story seems so monstrous, comments the National Reformer, that we wait for some further light on it.
MR. JusT:rcE STEPHEN has published in the Fortnightly Review
an elaborate essay on "Blasphemy and Blasphemous Libel,"
in which he points out that "everybody who sells, everyone
who lends to his friend a copy of Comte's 'Positiv Philosophy,'
or of Renan's 'Life of Jesus,' commits a crime punishable with
fine and imprisonment;" and that the late William Rathbone
Greg, who "was not only a distinguished author, but an eminent and useful member of the civil service," if convicted of
"publishing his opinions, or even of expressing them to a
friend in private conversation," might hav been "adjudged incapable and disabled in law to hold any offic,e or employment
whatever," and on a second conviction imprisoned for three
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make some selections from it for this letter, since it shows in
what grooves the Japanese mind is running, and may be surprising to not a few. The pamphlet is published in Japanese,
with the exception of the preface, which appears in English:
" The brutalizing and degrading tendencies of the Christian
religion are not so apparent now as formerly, but they still
exist, as the foreign newspapers attest in the accounts which
they giv.
"One of the assassins who attempted the life of the emperor of Germany a few years ago was reported to be a religious
monomaniac. Guiteau, the assassin of the president of the
United' States of America, was formerly a leader in a Christian
church.
"The history of the Christian church in past ages is one
narrativ of bloodshed from beginning to end. The Roman
Catholics, being the most powerful, perhaps, hav committed
the mo,t of these atrocities, but the Protestants, as I shall be
able to prove, were not backward in doing their share as far
as they had the power.
"Although in the present day science has laid the Christian
religion a captiv at its feet, all the elements which incite to
evil still exist in it, but are hold in strong subjection to modern
thought.
"Here and there in times past noble men hav striven to
shake off this horrible religion, and although their efforts were
not successful in their generations on account of the great
power of the Christian priesthood opposed to them, the seed
which they planted has taken deep root, and now the end is
near-in fact, the complete downfall of the Christian religion
is seen by men of learning and discernment to be not far distant. The most learned men of modern times, historians,
philosophers, etc., hav openly condemned it or quietly ignored it."
The writer th(m goes through the catalog· of Hume, Gibbon,
Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, Mill, father and son, etc., and ends
as follows: "We certainly consider it a great misfortune that
the people of England hav not the Buddhist religion, for if
they were so fortunate as to hav it they certainly would not
be so indifferent to it as they appear to be to the Christian religion."

Answers to Inquirers.
RrcHAllD CoNWAY.-Thanks for the paper sent.
utilized it.

We hav

A. G. ScHULTE.-We will t1-y and find the book you speak of.
If unsuccessful, should much like to hav you copy it for THK

TRUTH ~EEKER.
fully received.

Your motiv is appreciated and help thank-

JosEPH LAKE.-We can furnish you "'l'he Old Testament in
the Jewish Church," by W. Robertson Smith, for 20 cents.
The Post and Tribune is a violently partisan sheet, and yon
will do well to take its allegations with a gritin or two of altown the other day, appropriately hiring a hall over an under- lowance.
taker's establishment. The first night the Army was forced to
F. G. LEITH.-We hav forgotten the name of the person
silence by the catcalls, hootings, and shameless remarks of who offered to giv ten acres of land in Florida to anyone who
the rough element that gathered to see the new sensation. would settle on it, ancl hav not the time to look thl"Ough
The general applied the next day to the mayor for protection, four years' files to ascertain. Perhaps, if these lines fall unbut that worthy declined to interfere and ordered the police- der his eye, he will make the offer again.
men to keep atoay from the hall.- This refusal to protect was
PAT. F. GAitRETT.-Thanks for club of subscribers. Yon
prompted by a desire to drive the humble workers in the Yinyard from the aristocratic precincts of Orange, and was taken hav taken one of the most effectual ways to spread Freeby the "boys'' as a license to work their will upon the preacher, thought. In every town where Liberal papers are taken our
which they did with rotten eggs and harder missils. And lecturers say they can get an audience, but a town destitute of
now the whole town may go plumb to hades for all the efforts such papers is poor territDl"y for a white man.
that army will make. One of the females of the troop con,JAnrEs HALE.-MS. at hand, but yet unread on account of
tributed her quota to the demoralization of the town by al- its length. It was not necessary to dare us to print it. We
lowing herself to be led astray by one of the young Christians giv all sides a hearing, trying to select the best from the large
who rotten-egged the preacher. A missionary to civilize and number of articles sent us, and threats hav no effect whatever.
moralize the lower stratum of Orange society would get a good If we could we would print everything written for our columns.
subscription from the few Infidels of the town, and one to
WM.. llEYNOLDH.-Thanks for the magazineH. It is ditncult
teach justice, humanity, and charity, would find plenty of
work among the lip-serving accidents of wealth who pass in to see wherein Mormonism diffem from Christianity. Mr.
Cannon's .Juvenile Instructor (whnt a misnomer!) defends the
Orange for Christians.
Old and New Testaments and lies about Paine in almost the
THE Rev. Dr. J. A. Gordon laments with bitter tears, and same language the Christian press uses. As you say, the pubalmost without hope, the worldliness of the church of Jesus lication needs no comment; it is self-refuting to all intelligent
Christ. He cries out in this way:
people.
"Oh, for a faith to abandon utterly the devices of naturalE. DrcKERSON.-Christianity was introduced into Ireland in
ism, and to throw the church without reserve upon the power
of the supernatural ! Is there not some higher degree in the the fifth century. St. Patrick was its chief apostle. The story
holy spirit's tuition into which we can graduate our young min- of his driving the snakes headlong from a cliff into the Hea (tho
isters, instead of sending them to a German university for their similarity to the New Tesi-4J,ment hog story will notod) is withlast touches of theological culture? Is there not some re- out a shadow of foundation. In his search for the origin of
·served power yet treasured in the church which is the body of
Christ-some unknown or neglected spiritual force which we the myth Moncure Conway found that no intelligent Catholics
can lay hold of, and so get courage to fling away forever these in Ireland believe the stor~·, nnd even the priests, he says, disfrivolous expedients on which we hav so much relied for car- courage itB repetition. 'l'he reason for the non-existence o[
rying on the Lord's work?"
snakes in Ireland is because of the cold, wot climate. Even
If the Rev. Mr. Gordon can find something besides the de- in the Zoological Gardens at London snakes· are only kept
vices of naturalism that will draw a congregation and keep it alive by blankets, and the outdoors of Ireland is altogether too
awake; if the Holy Spirit will giv clergymen a tuition which much for the recipient of .Jehovah's first cnrse.
will enable them to speak grammatically; if he can discover
something besides frivolous expedients that will fill the conLectures and Meetings.
tribution-box, pay the pew-rents, and enable the preachers to
CoL.
hwEliHOLL
lectured in Chicago on the l!Jth. His ,;nhliv well and dress well, it doesn't look as if he had suggested a
very difficult scheme. Everyone woulcllike to see the church ject was "Orthodoxy."
run as he suggests. We are all willing to dispense with grabW. S. BEr,L's address is 281 Mich. av., Chicago, Ill. Writ.o
bags, and to allow the oyster which has done service in so to him for terms for lectures.
many stews, to be permanently retired. It would also be· uniMR. W. F. PEcK, who is eonducting the Children's Lyceum
versally gratifying to see some of the "reserved powel· treas- for theLiberal Society of Ottumwa, Iowa., i~ also speaking each
ured up in the church" devote itself to paying taxes on a few
Sunday evening to crowded and enthusiastic audiences.
million dolla~· worth of church property. The community i~
C. B. REYNOLDS would like some more lecturing engagegrowing despondent over fairs, lotteries, and pound-parties.
The worldliness of the church affects the world quite· as ments. He likes work and is happie~t when making the orthodox unhappy. His permanent address is box 10·1 North
much as it does the church.
Parma, Monroe Co., New York.
WRITING from Japan, a correspondent of the Evening Post
Mns. H. S. LAKE, who is speaking for the Liheml Hoeiety,
confirms the report of the spread of Freethought in that land
of
Flint, Mich., each Sunday of ?.'£arch, has been re-engagAd
which we chronicled last week from the unwilling lips of a returned (would we could say reformed) mi~sionary. The corre- for the month of April and may be addressed ns ~tbove by
spondent says: In the year 1881 there was organized in the city Eastern socie-ties clesiriog her services.
of Kioto the I\:iukuwai Society, an Infidel association having for
its object the opposing of Christianity. It was brought into
being largely through the efforts of the Buddhist priests, who
were offended at the planting of a Christian college for young
men right in the sacred city of .Japan. Recently I secured a
copy of one of the publications issued by the society, lind will

MEMHEHS an·d pntrons of the Institute of Heredity, and ~til
friends of the movement, will plense remember that the next
Parlor J.'[eetiug of this winter'H series will he hBlcl at the residence of Dr. E. B. Foote, No. 120 Lexington avenue, corner
East Twenty-eighth street, on the last Thursday evening of
March-the ~l7th-at eight o'clock.

... 'I
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The Use and Abuse of the Brain.

'.

In a lect.ure before the Nineteenth Century Club
recently, Dr. Wm. Hammond began by quoting the
favorit saying of Sir William Hamilton, the Scotch
metaphysician: "In this world there is nothing great
. but man; in man there is nothing great but mind."
Dr. Hammond thought that this was not exactly
right. It should read: "In man there is nothing
great but brain." The brain makes the mind, and so
it is the greater of the two. The lecturer then went
on to describe the physical appearance of the brain,
illustrating his remarks by means of a chart on which
the white and gray matter were outlined. Hereferred to the white matter as of comparativly little
importance contrasted with the real force stored up
in the gray matter, and showed how, by means of
convolutions, the latter was spread over a large surface. The doctor said he was not in the habit of
idolizing anything, but if he should ever set up a god
it would be a little bunch of this all-powerful gray
matter.
Mind, be said, is 'the force developed by nervous energy. The force is evolved from the brain, and
is not a simple force. Just as a ray of sunlight can
be split up into its seven prismatic colors, so the mind
force is a compound of four forces-the perceptions,
the inte1lect, the emotions, and volition or the will.
Speaking of the mind, the doctor wished it to be understood that he said nothing of the soul. That was
something of which he knew nothing, but he did
know something of the mind. Too little attention,
he thought, was paid to the cultivation of the perceptions. It was only through these-through what
the sense taught-that the mind was enabled to know
anvthing. The old theory of innate ideas he held to
be.laughably absurd. without perceptions one could
not understand that 1 plus 1 made 2. Great stress
was laid upon the importance of the nroper cultivation of the perceptions in children. One of the best
ways of teaching a child was to giv it a picture and
ask it to observe carefully and to report what it saw.
Great harm resulted from sending children to school
at too early an age. The little ones should be only
t~tught t.o observe, to gain ideas of things. No child
should he sent to school beforA the age of ten years,
and twelve is a better age. Kindergartens attempt
to teach children to use their perceptions, but even
these are not good. A child sent to school at ten or
twelve will know more at fifteen than one sent at
seven years. Adults use their perceptions too little,
ann should teach themselvs to observe.
One of the gre~ttest safeguards against brain
troubles is sleep. It is then that the brain makes
~rood the waste incurred during the working hours.
Even the heart rests one-thiril of the time-eight
hours out of t.be twenty-four. One should sleep onethird of his life, work one-third, and spend the remaining thirn in recreation. Mathematicians are
the hardest of intellectual workers, and they usually
sleep long.
Dr. Hammond then spoke of the difference in the
brains of the sexes. That thflre is a difference there
is no doubt. though he would not venture to assert
that the male brain was superior to the femalfl. Before infancv this difference can be detected. With this
difference in size and formation, the doctor thought
it very imnroper to ~Ziv to both brains the same education. The girl's brain was of one kinil, the boy's
of ~tnother, and it was certainly not right to giv to
different n11tures exact.ly t.be same training. As t.he
bodieR differ so do the br~tins, and so should the
education and the mature life. The emotional nature of women may be the highest type of mental
development, but it was not the nature of man, and
the educational paths of the boy and the girl were
not parallel.

The Sun: His Spots a.nd Their Terrestrial Ef·
fects.
There is a perioilicity about the sun-spots which
is very peculiar. One hundred years ago observ.ers
had noticed that these spots were sometimes more
numerous than at oth~>rs. but no law upon the subject was evolved. In 1851, however, the SwisR astronomer, Wolff, stated that there was a rise and fall of
sun spotR, a maximum and a minimum, and that from
one maximum to the next maximum, or from one
minimum to the next, was 11 years and 11-100 of a
year. The German astronomers showed that there
was extreme irregul~trity in this period, which was
sometimes shortened to Eleven years, and sometimes
elongated to sixteen. But the grand avera~e was as
Wolff had stated, and the usual deflection from that
was two years, makin~ from maximum to maximum
either 13 years 11-100, or 9 years 11-100. Now this
periodicity was not analogous to planetary action,
and could not, therefore, be caused by anv planet, as
was the first supposition. Mercury and Venus were
suspected of being connected with the matter because
they were so near the sun, and Jupiter because of its
immense size, and also because the period of its
orbit was nearly coincident with the cycle of the

spots. But this has never been made out. It is
inore probable that the cause is solar, and I bav c~;.mjectured that the forces in the sun accumulate and,
as it were, boil over at recurring periods with the
same irregular regularity as the spouting of a geyser.
Is there any connection between the maximums of
sun spots and terrestrial disturbances of any kind?
Much surmise and also much serious investigation
exist on the subject. It bas been proved by our delicate instruments for measuring heat, that a sun-spot
givs only one-half as much heat as another part of
the sun's surface. This was shown by Professor
Langley. But be also showed that the disturbed surface as a whole givs out rather more beat than less.
I received last year a number of letters showing that
the. sun's maximum of spots then present was accompanied by cyclones, storms, tornadoes; etc., in our
great West, and ~he writers were thoroughly convinced that some connection existed between the two
facts. It was said that in 1870 there was also a maximum of sun spots, and an extraordinarily hot summer. But it was forgotten that observations to be
COJ?.clusiv must cover the whole of the earth's surface,
and not a part only. It so happened that in 1870 at
our antipodes in New Zealand, tberlii waR at the time
of our hot summer, an intensely cold winter, something phenomenal for that region. But an unmistakable connection has been discovered between
these maxims and aberrations of the magnetic needle.
It is well established that the period of a maximum
of spots is coincident with a period of greatest declination of the needle. It may be that the iron in the
sun bas sdmetbing to do with this.
Ordinarily what we see of the sun is the photosphere. But outside of that and beyond it the sun
has an envelope of gas and streamers 200,000 miles
in extent, and sometimes a million miles, and even
five or six million miles, are thrown out. This invisible part becomes visible at times of eclipse. Previous
to 1868 a number of ·brilliant ruby-colored objects
bad been observed upon the edge of the eclipsed
body of the sun. In 1868 the nature of these prominences was discovered. They were at every part of
the photosphere, and there could be no doubt that
there was a layer of them, which from the brilliancy
of its coloring received the name of chromosphere.
The spectrum showed that these were gaseous, and
also that the gas was hydrogen. Jansen made the
brilliant discovery that this chromosphere could ·be
observed at any time, and that the astronomer need
not wait for an eclipse to study it. Lockyer in England had found out the same thing.
I now come to the very interesting observations
and hypothesis of Professor Hastings, now of Yale
College, who accompanied the Caroline Island party
for the purpose of examining the corona. He came
to the conclusion that the gaseous envelope that givs
the bright line in the spectl'Um was very narro~w indeed, and its apparent enlargement was due to the
diffraction of light. If the light were so diffracted
the appearance of the halo would be vivid on the
east side at the beginning of the eclipse and on the
west side at the end. And that this is the case is absolutely certain. While I am not prepared to go so
far aR Hastings, his observations prove beyond much
doubt that this atmosphere, or quasi-atmosphere, is
not so great in extent as had been imagined, and~
not be greater than from 25,000 to 50,000 miles.
But from the examinations of the chromosphere it
is obvious that the prominences are projected into
something beyond it, and this action has an extraordinary resemblance to the formation of clouds in our
own atmosphere. They hav been seen at first low
and not much beyond the chromosphere, and then in
a few minutes they bav rushed out beyond it, so as
to produce the appearance of a prairie on fire. Then
they hav separated themselvs from ·their base, like
clouds forming above a river in summer, and bav returned to it, like the same clouds ;falling in rain.
There can be no question of the connection between
the bright faculre and the prominences. These prominences hav assumed shapes described as clouds, as
diffuse, filamentary, stemmed, as horns, plumes,
spikes, sheafs, and volutes, jets, vertical filaments,
cyclones, eruptions, and flames.-Prof. C. A.. Young.

The Sinking of the Earth's Ct·ust.
The extreme sensitivness of the earth's crust to any
changes in the distribution of weight upon its surface is, however, best exemplified by those local depositions and removalR of matter which bav attracted
more general attention at the present day. The chief
of these is the transfer of matter by river action to
large tracts, and its accumulation in such limited
areas as plains, estuaries, and deltas. Borings of
four to five hundred feet bav shown that these often
consist of long successions of silts, which alternating
layers of shells and of vegetable matter prove to hav
been deposited at or near the sea-level, and the
Wealden and eocene formations in the British area
show that such accumulations may exceed one thousand feet in thickness. In the case of deltas, subsidence must keep pace almost foot by foot with the accumulation, and be confined to the area over which
the sediment is being deposited, for any more rapid
subsideuce would ch~e:k its growth PtiJ,d convert it

into an estuary. This sinking is apparently of uni-:
versal occurrence. A similar instance of the transfer of weight from larger areas and its precipitation
on a very circumscribed area is seen in coral atolls
and reefs. The explanation of their formation given
by Darwin requires a gradual subsidence keeping
pace with their growth, which takes place within
twenty fathoms of the surface only. This theory,
simple and admirable as it is, accounting satisfactorily for all the observed phenomena of coral growth,
bas been contested by Mr. Murray,' who has shown
that atolls might be merely incrustations of volcanic·
peaks. But his theory seems improbable by contrast,
for it demands 290 volcanic peaks at the sea-level in
the Pacific coral area alone, every foot of which bas
been completely concealed by coral growth, though
few volcanic craters are known so near the sea-level
outside this area. We seem thus to bav in coral
growths another evidence of subsidence keeping pace
with the increase of weight, sometimes, as soundings
prove, to a depth of 1,000 feet or more. The replacement -of a column of sea water 100 fathoms in
depth by a column of limestone would increase the
pressure per fathom from 619 1-2 tons to 1,4.87 tons,
so that it is easy to realize how vast must be the in- ·
creased pressure on such an area as that occupied_ by
the great reef of Australia, 1,250 miles long and 10 to
90 miles broad. The sands, gravels, and clays, with
marine shells and erratic boulders, prove that a great
submergence took place during tl;~e glacial period,
while Europe was under an ice-sheet 6,000 feet thick
in Norway and diminishing to 1,500 in central Garmany. The extent of the submergence bas been
perhaps understated at 600 feet in Scandinavia, and
was at least 1,350 feet in Wales. A corresponding
re-elevation accompanied the disappearance of the
ice. It has often been supposed that the sinking of
the west coast of Greenland is similarly due to its
ice-cap.-Nature.
----~----

A.n lnexpensiv Filter.
Very many families desire some inexpellsiv device
for filtering rain and other water to be used. for cooking and table use. A cheap and very e:ffiment :filter
may be made by using a spirit or wine cas~, placing
it on end with the head removed, and havmg a fancet at the bottom to draw off the clear water. To :fit
it for the filter take the removed top head of the
cask, and with~ small bit bore boles all over it, then
place four clean bricks or bl{)cks of wood on the bottom, and on these rest the perforated top. Now :fill
upon it about four inches of charcoal .chopped into
small bits the size of peas, and over this put a layer
of sand six inches deep. Impure water poured into
the cask on the top of the sand will become clear and
sparkling after a little while, or as soon as all fine
particles are worked out of t~e charcoal and sand.
This filter will not need renewmg oftener than once
in two or three montbs.-Popula?' Science Monthly.

·Use of Tobaceo by Boys;
All high medical authorities agree that the use of
tobacco is injurious to growing boys; and, this being
true no teacher can do his full duty who does not
imp;ess this fact upon the b?ys under h~s influence.
The following from the Medwal and Surgw~l Reporter
is high authority, and will make good readmg for the
school in these days of extravagance and excess, when,
aping the folly of those older than themselv~, so many
hundreds of thousands of boys are becommg slaves
to the destructiv habit:
"The use of tobacco by growing boys is so generally recognized as pernicious that it is extraordinary that more •energetic measures are not urged J:>y
those having. the care of .youth ~o prevent. the hab1t.
Already it has been forb1dden m the Umted States
Naval Academy at Annapolis,, in ~he Unit~d. States
Military Academy at West Pomt, m tb~ Phllhps Exeter Academy, and in various other enhghtened educational institutions.
"This was not the result of prejudice or hobbyism.
If any set of men are free from the~e vices of le~rn
ing, it is the naval surgeons, and 1t ,was espe~mlly
from these, and particulatly from _Dr. L. A. G1hon,
U. S. Navy, that this attack on the weed be.gan. The
indictment laid against it charged: that 1t lea.ds. to
impaired nutrition of the nerv~ centers~ t~at 1t.Is a
fertil cause of neuralgia, verbgo, and md1gestwn;
that it irritates the mouth and throat, and thus destroys the purity of the voice; that .by excitation of
the optic nerve it produces amauros1s and other defe"cts of the vision· that it causes a tremulous hand ,
and an intermitte~t pulse; that one of its conspicuous effects is to develop irritability of the heart; that
it retards the cell change on which the development
of the adolescent depends.
"This is a formidable bill of particulars, and yet
each of these charges is prefErred by ~he best mo.dern
authority, and, what is more, each 1s subs~antiate.d
by an abundance of clinical evidence. Testimony 1s
also adduced from -the class records of schools and
colleges which indicates very positivly that the effect of tobacco on the mental faculties is deteriorating. The best scholars are not tobacco users;
and non-smokers take the highest rank in every
grade."
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first one he ever tried his hand on, and a little
The language which they put into his mouth wiU
crooked steering is not to be wondered at.
not become him-will not prove characteristic. The
If he did make an egregious blunder in not killing things which they make him do will be beneath the
the devil, and if he did miss it in not trotting out his dignity of a god. When men fully come to realize
savior instead of bringing the flood, so long as he the great blunders they hav made with their gods,
promises to do better, I don't believe it to be quite they will learn the important fact. that it is better to
right to be too rigidly exact with an inexperienced
"Let gods attend on what the gods nmst know,
God. He might hav been a little unmindful of the
:Man's chiefest care relates to things below."
welfare of those whom he had created, and let a few Think of an otanipresent God going round to see
billions or trillions of human beings slip through his what is going on, as in the case of the tower of Babel,
hands into hell, or he might hav been a little loose in and Sodom, and Gomorra; of an unchangeable
his calculations about the salvation' scheme; but then God repenting; of a God of infinit wisdom tryi:ag
it is encouraging to know that he has promised to experiments as with Abraham; of a God- clothed
do better.
with almighty power backing down on account of a
Gen. x, 5: " By these were the isles of the gentile,s few "chariots of iron." No, no, the god business
divided in their lands, every one after his tongue." can never be made a success. When men let gods
If words sustaining their proper relations in a sen- alone, and turn all their attention to the bettering of
tence hav any meaning, the passage above proves the condition of the race, there will be far less sufferthat there was a diversity of tongues; yet in the first in(!, and the (!ods will fare no worse.
verse of the next chapt~r will be found the plain
Gen. xxv, 23, 24, 25, 26. These verses contain a
declaration that the whole earth was of one language _little more Sunday-school literature. If lady teachers
and one speech.
consider these lessons profitable, they will be partieGen. xi, 5. "And the Lord came down to see the ular to call their classes to notice them. Don't forcity and the tower which the children of men had g-et to make it plain that these verses are the word of
builded."
God. Then ask yourselvs if the low slang and inDoes this sound like talk from a God? Would decent stories indulged in, in the dive-holes and
not a man talk in precisely the same manner? Where dug-outs way down under ground, where the sun is
is the " all-seeing eye " that can count every hair in ashamed to shine, where Paddy O'Ryan and Barney
our heads, and see every sparrow fall? Couldn't OlFlaherty get their vile whisky, are not the word of
tell anything about the city; had to come down and God too.
see just as a man would. With you there is a differVerse 27: "And the boys grew." How astonishence between a great big hair or sparrow and a very ing! How important to know that boys grew three
small city. If the Lord is everywhere and fills the thousand years ago just as they do now! How could
immensity of space, how could he "come down," or we hav possibly found out that important fact if it
what was the use of his coming down? He could see had not been for the Bible? "Holy Bible, book
as ,well from one point as another. Everything that divine!"
man has ever done bears the marks of imperfection.
Gen. xxx, 1-25. Here will be found another holy
God had t0 move about and go and see just as a bouquet for young girls in a Sabbath-school. And I
man would, because he is a man-made God.
would like to inquire of honest wives of the present
Gen. ·xviii, 21: " I will go down now and see day how they relish the transaction between Rachel
whether th~y hav done altogether according to the and her handmaid Bilhab, and her husband Jacob.
cry of it which has come unto me, and if not I It is evident that Rachel and Leah, and the wives of
will know."
those days, were far more accommodating than the
Splendid talk for a God! The more I read about wives of the present time.
My Christian lady friends, how do you like the
him, the more I think I am like him, or rather the
more I think he is like me, because man created idea of a holy man like Jacob having two legitimate
God in his own image. 14: "Is there anything too wives, and, in addition, to hav the freedom of the
Infidel Philosophy.
hard for the Lord?" Of course there is, for he handmaids tendered to him? How do you like the
Gen.' viii, 5: "In the tenth month, on the first day could not tell whether the reports from Sodom were idea of God making a pet of such a disgusting old
of the month, were the tops of the mountains seen:" true or not, and he had to go down and see about libertin?
9. "For the waters were upon the face of the whole it, just as any short-sighted mortal would.
Man
In view of these transactions, I want you to think
earth." Vii, 19: "And all the high hills that were never showed his weakness in such a marked degree of God's promis to this special old moonshiner (Gen.
under the whole heavens were covered.". 20. "Fif- as when he attempted to create and manage an in- xxxviii, 15): "Behold I am with thee and will keep
teen cubits upward did the waters prevai1."
finit god.
thee in all places whither thou goest."
Here is a plain statement that the waters covered
There are many passages in Genesis which I
Is it any wonder the Mormons believe that they
the face of the whole earth, and that a number of could not recommend to the perusal of any ladies are under the special protection of heaven? Who
months passed by before the waters went down so except Sunday-school teachers.
shall say that God has not shoved Brigham Young
that the tops of the mountains could be seen. Where
It is a strange fact that woman has been ground right into the h,eavenly king-row?
did all this water come from? No more water could down and most degraded by Bible teaching, and yet
David and Solomon, and most of the Bible warcome down from the clouds than was taken up from she is the most engaged in teaching it, especially to thies, kept a regular harem, and were approved of
the earth.
the young. In all this broad land few mothers can God. And how, my Christian lady friends, do you
Gen. vii, 11: "The fountains of the great deep were be foHnd who would call the attention of their young know that God is not smiling on Mormonism to-day?
broken up." What "great deep~" Tell me, ye daughters to this holy filth. Although we are comIf the Christians ever succeed in getting God into
squabblers on the walls of Zion, what is meant by the manded to" search the scriptures," yet there is much the Constitution, and making the Bible the foundation
"great deep." Suppose all the waters of the ocean that every prudent mother would fain cover up and of law, to be consistent, they must make Mormonism
had been taken up and let down again, there would hide from her child. And why is thia so? Because the pet institution of the country.
be no more water on the earth.
calling obscenity holy does not rna~ it any the less
Couldn't God find something of more importance
Did this water come from Venus or Mars, or from disgusting.
to write about than the manner of producing ringthe sun or the stars? And where did this vast
Now, my lady friends, you who are engaged as streaked, speckled, and grizzly cattle? 0 lady
amount of water go to when the flood subsided ? '
Sabbath-school teachers, dare you 'say to the young teachers, from your youth np, you hav been imposed
Again, suppose by some hocus-pocus operation a misses in your classes that this· scum of filth is the upon by this holy balderdash. Will you, in turn,
sufficient quantity of water had been obtained to rise holy word of God? If it is too vulgar and Hasty for impose npon others that which "sickens all it
fifteen cubits above the highest mountains, what your daughters, is it fit for anybody else? Did you touches?"
would hav been the comlequence? The equilibrium ever stop to consider that every time you speak of
Many send their children to Sabbath-school bebetween the centrifugal and the centripetal forces the Bible as the word of God, you indorse this filth cause they believe there is associated with it a moral
would be at once destroyed.
and slime?
influence. 0 my countrymen, is it possible that such
If the amount of matter which the earth contains
Go by yourselvs, lady teachers, where nobody can teaching can refine or elevate the minds of the young,
shoulJ be augmented, the sun by its attractiv influ- see you blush, and read the passages; then ask your- or in any way tend to improve their morals? The
ence would take hold of it with increased power cor- selvs if such disgusting stuff is the outcome of "the very relation of things, from first to last, must be
responding with the additional amount of matter. holy spirit." Settle this matter fairly with yourselvs, changed before filth and falsehood can benefit any
The centripetal force would then be more powerful and find out whether God has made it incumbent one. I may lack charity, but I really believe that
than the centrifu,gal, and the earth would fall to the upon you to smear the minds of the young with dis- those who teach the young that the apple and snake
gusting accounts of acts which even the brutes per- story, and the silly story of the ilood, and that of
sun.
Again, the tops of the highest mountains are cov- form in secret.
beastly old Lot and his daughters, are a part of the
ered with perpetual snow and ice. Now, if the water
Gen. xxii, 10, 11, 12: "And Abraham stretched word of God, do so from some motiv besides that of
rose to the bight spoken of, it must hav congealed, forth his hand and took the knife to slay his son. benefiting the race.
and the old ark would hav been stuck in the ice-a And the angel of the Lord called unto him from
The time has come when the well wishers of th.e
pretty fix for the boys, Shem, Ham, and Japheth, heaven and said, Abraham, Abraham: and he said, race must point to a new star. The curses, wars,
with n9t a pair of skates in the ark.
Here am I. And he said, Lay not thine hand upon robberies, filth, and abominations of the Bible will
The flood was a great failure. It left God in just the lad, neither do thou harm unto him, for now I never do as a standard of morality. But the Chrisabout the condition of Beecher, when he said that he know that thou fearest God, seeing that thou hast tian will reply that some of the grandest moral leahad not done anything wrong, but at the same time not withheld thy son, thine only son, from me."
sons ever taught are to be found in the Bibls. And
promised that h~o> would not do so any more.
Now, isn't this the silliest thing a God ever did. ft must be admitted, at the same time, that it contains
God knew he had been guilty of a scurvy trick, al- Must he absolutely try an experiment on old Abra- some of the most loathsome and sickening slush and
though he did not confess as much; but we can easily ham before he could tell what the outcome would be? obscenity anywhere to be found.
imagin his hang-dog look when he said (Gen. viii, I am not much of a God, but I can do as well as that.
Would the Christian consent to hav his daughters
21), "I will not curse the ground any more for man's I can tell whether a friend will sacrifice anything for associate with the lowest and most abandoned
sake, neither will I again smite any more every living me after I try him. "For now I know that thou wretches, one-half of the time, on the ground that
thing as I hav done."
fearest God." Yes, after he had tried the experi- there is decent company in the community? Wipe
Now, when a god begins to choke and swallow, and ment, not before. 'Cute God that!
out the filth and dirt, the obscenity and absurdity of
sticks his thumb in his mouth like a boy who has
In all the sacred writings, so-called, which men the Bible, and we will indorse all that is good, true,
been stealing melons, and promises that he won't do hav ever written, the gods hav proved a great fizzle, pure, noble, and elevating as heartily as the Christian.so any more, I think it is only fair to lei up on him a because it is utterly impossible for short-sighted,
JOHN PEcK.
little. Besides, it must be remembered that he was finite man to create a God, and clothe him with
not an old, experienced God, who had been long in infinit knowledge and power, and then manage him
" THE Truth Seeker Annual and J!'reethinkers'
the business of world-making. Our world was the; him so as to make him a success.
Almanac," 25 cents.

What the Moon's Face Tells.

The moon's face, says Professor Proctor tells of a
rell?-ote youth-a time of fiery activity, wh~n volcanic
actiOn, even more effectiv (though not probably more
energetic) than any which has ever taken place on
this globe, upheaved the moon's crust. But so soon
as we consider carefully the features of the moon's
surface we see that there must hav been three dis. tinct eras of volcanian activity. Look at the multitudinous craters, for example, around the metropolitan crater of Tycho. They tell us of century after
century of volcanic disturbance-but they tell us
more. They mark a surface which varies in texture
and therefore in light-reflecting power in such way
as to show that t~e v~riations were produced long
before the volcamc actiOn began by which the craters
were formed. For the variations of texture are such
as to mark a' series of streaks-some or them 2 000
or 3,000 miles in length, and many miles in breadth
extending radially from Tycho. Craters lie indiffer~
ently on these brighter streaks, and on the intervening darker ~paces, and some craters can be seen
which lie right across a bright streak with parts of
their ring on the darker regions on both sides of 'the
streak. This proves that the craters were formed
long after the great streaks. When the streaked
. surface was formed, it must hav been tolerably
smooth; for we see the streaks best under a full illumination, and there is no sign of any difference of
elevation between them and the darker ground all
around; they are neither long ridges nor long valleys,
but mere surface markings. Yet must they hav been
formed by mighty volcanian disturbance, such, indeed, a.s we may be certain went on at an early stage
of the moon's history to which these radiatin(!streaks
must be referred. It seems clear that, as Nasmith
has illustrated by experiment, they belong to the
stage of the moon's history when her still hot and
plastic crust parted with its heat more rapidly than
the nucleus of the planet, and so contracting more
quickly, was rent by the resist!tnce ·of the internal
matter, which, still hot and molten, flowed into the
rents, and spreading, formed the long broad streaks
of brighter surface.
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blessing. Under our constitution the church has no dred-million claim was admitted but a short time ago
right to expect favors, and if on those she has ille- by one of the fairest religious papers published-thG~
gally wrung from the people she has built more Independent. A writer in its columns asserted thaft,
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
schools than she can support, the collapse is her four hundred million Christians could be counted.,
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor. own fault. A smuggler might as well expect relief He was disputed, and, as became a Christian, re-Business Manager. from the government because, detected and forced treated from the position on the vicarious plan. He•
0. P. SoMERBY,
to pay duty, his business fails ·for want of means to asserted that the printer had used a 4 where he wrote,
PUBLISHED BY
go on in a rightful and legal manner. Considering a 1, and he wanted it distinctly understood that hereTHE TRUTH SEEKER OOMP.ANY.
Catholic schools apart from Protestant prejudices, after neither he nor the Indf'pendent would be respon:33 Clinton Place, New York.
and in the light of correct principles of government, sible for any e.stimate over one hundred million.
If every ·person in the world were a Christian,.
they are not only absolutely without merit, but are
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.01.1 PER YEAR. dangerous in their tendency. The Mormon hie- or if there were not a Christian in the world, it would
rarchy is a harmless fire-cracker compared to the im- make no difference as to the truth or falsity of the
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COMmense weapon the church has in her protectories, system. Talmage is possessed of brains enough to
pANY. Make all Drafts, Checks, and Postal Ordtrs payable to
asylums, and parochial schools, which teach the sub- see this, and his elongated argument can only be the
Cl[ARLES P. BOMERBY.
ordination of earthly governments to the divine result of his desire to mislead his hearers. He and
power of the pope at Rome. The closing of every all the other jumping-jacks of orthodoxy sholilld be
MARCH 29, 1884. sectarian school, if it should be brought about by crowded into their boxes and the covers boo.ked
SATURDAY,
the withdrawal of state patronage, would be an in- down. Christianity cannot be saved by 8o lie.
estimable blessing to the republic.
A Little Progre8s in Iowa.
The profession of priest or minister is as much a
On the 8th inst. the Iowa Senate passed a bill
The Editor and the Parson.
"Limiting the exemption of church property from taxation business as the profession of the law or of medicin,
The difficulties in the path of Parson John P. Newto buildings uRed for public worship, with the grounds on and it is immeasurably better paid than the various
man appear to thicken. The plot coagulates. Thlil!
which located, and providing that residence property owned trades. Why then should the pastor and the priest
by church, school, or college institutions, and used by clergy- be allowed a house free of taxation, as in Iowa, or party with letters has turned up. He is the Rev. J.
M. Buckley, editor of the Christian Advocate, and one.
men, ten.chers, and professors, be taxed for the assessed value
hav :fifteen hundred dollars' worth of personal propover $3,000."
erty exempted, as in this state? The good they do, of the breeziest and most refreshing productions of
This the Dubuque Telegraph says is " a concession say you Christians? Then exempt the houses of such creativ sagacity. The Rev. Mi. Newman will be ~:a
to the Freethinkers of the state, who for a long time men as Peter Cooper, Felix Adler, Samuel Hill, membered as having been chaplain of the United\
hav been persistently demanding the taxation of
George Peabody, and every other benevolent individ- States Senate in 1869-74. He appeared, or rathmr
church and private school property."
ual. But before going so far as this, the good the disappeared, later as inspector of American consulThe bill has now gone to the House, where it will
preachers accomplish must be shown. Do they pre- ates in Europe and Asia. The :field of literature is·
meet with very spirited opposition, and every Freevent crime, reduce pauperism, or promote peace in also not unknown t.o him, for he wrote a work entithinker in Iowa should without delay urge his repthe community? Everyone knows they do not; the tled, "From Dan to Beersheba." He then accumuresentativ to support and pass it. It is not all that assertion that they do is preposterous. The only lated further honors as the spiritual adviser of Gen.
Freethought asks for; it is not even and exact jus- true reason that can be advanced to defend such Grant. All this was achieved under the banner of
tice, but it is a step in the right direction, and when
practice is that it saves money for the parishes; and Methodism. In 1881 Parson Newman thumped for
the people of Iowa shall hav witnessed its good efthe perpetuation of the custom must be at the expense the last time the pulpit of the Central church in this
fects they will be the more ready to impose impartial
of the minority, and by an overriding of the rights city, after having assaulted it every Sunday for three
taxation upon all property.
years. The disciplin of the Methodist church calls;
of the few by the many.
The passage of this bill will raise a large sum for
time
on pulpit and pastor at the end of three years.
The power of the church has always been used to
the various town and county treasuries of Iowa, and
uphold despotism. The pope aids the czar to keep If within that period neither of the combatants is
enable the rate on farm and manufacturing properhis people in slavery; the Vatican has helped Bis- knocked out the match is decide·d a draw. But the
ties to be lowered. According to the Telegraph no
marck tyrannize over the Germans; and it is Cathol- people of the Central church were loth to part with
less than nine Catholic institutions in Dubuque
icism that unfits Ireland for self-government. Her their preacher. He had become popular with them.
alone will be obliged to walk up to the tax-collect" statesmen " are puppets worked by wires from They liked the way he had of cutting a letter G in
or's office and settle. These include three acadair with one hand and a :figure 8 with the other. His ,
Rome, and when did Rome ever free a people?
emies conducted by the " Sisters of Charity," a
Religious schools can hav no possible claim to ex- method also of kicking his leg straight out and precollege run by clergymen, an academy supervised
emption from public burdens except such claim as a senting the sole of his luxuriant foot to his congrega,.. ·
by nuns, a parochial school, an orphan asylum,
thief may hav to his plunder. They are built and tion had grown into the affections of his hearers. It
and other similar institutions. Everyone knows
maintained to benefit sectarian societies, and the was attempted to conceive of a plan that would per-·
just what these " academies" and " asylums " are,
people of Iowa will take a long step toward estab- mit of his staying a fourth year, but it is testified to.
and it will be perceived that the measure hits just
lishing a government of right principles when they by high Methodist authorit.y that the scheme felli.
the ones that need hitting.
through at both ends. A scheJl1e that falls through·
shall tax every institution of the kind in the state.
The reasoning of the Telegraph in opposition to this
at both ends is supposed to be impracticable. It was
bill is well calculated to bring a smile to the faces of
then endeavored to remove pastors " worthily closing
Vicious Exaggeration.
intelligent people. It presumes that the taxing of
their second year" in order to insert Mr. Newman in
these schools would close them, thus entailing upon
Going the rounds of the religious press is this par- their place. This scheme also, it is believed, fell
the community the expense of erecting public school agraph, with variations:
through either at one or both ends, or at a mean dis- "
buildings and hiring teachers. Next, it says, "Few
"There are said to hav been 500,000 Christians in tance from both, as it is on record that it did not
Catholics are opposed to the public school system. the world at the end of the :first century, 10,000,000 succeed. With regard to this Dr~ Buckley intimates
Indeed, the great majority of them are warm advocates in the time of Constantine, 30,000,000 in the eighth rather threateningly that he has "remarkable facts"'
of that system." This is rich. In the :first place, century, 100,000,000 at the time of the Reformation, in his possession.
the Catholics maintain parochial schools because and 450,000,000 in 1883."
In the next chapter of events the Rev. Mr. Hepof their church's :fierce and unalterable opposition
The variations are mostly upon the last number. worth wore himself out under hard work and a big
to our " godless public schools." This hostility has It is given at 400 million, at 450 million, and some debt at the Madison Avenue church. The Rev. Mr.
been authoritativly voiced by ecclesiastical councils, put it at 480 million. The religious editors hav Davis picked up his hand and eventually ·passed
by encyclicals from the pope, by pastoral letters, and written innumerable editorials based upon these es- from Methodism to Congregationalism. What change
by denunciation from the pulpits -of the priests. A timates; exhorters hav rolled them out with Bono- a minister necessarily goes through in this passage
writer who deliberately says that Catholics are not rousness; a few secular paper hav been awed by the is unkn.own except to those who hav experienced it.
opposed to our system of education is ill-informed size of the numerals; and some writers of education A gratifying difference in salary and perquisits is
or an unscrupulous falsifier. It is not at all likely hav been misled into quoting them as statistics. In sometimes instanced as a cause of Congregationalism
that these sectarian schools will be closed so long as his recent lecture at St. Joseph, Talmage repeated appearing in a more favorable light than the doctrins
the laws of our land permit of their maintenance, the statement, and enlarged upon it as a miraculous of Wesley. The Rev. Mr. Davis in retiring sugwhich we trust will ever be, for a Catholic has the growth and a direct and incontrovertible proof of di- gested the Rev. Mr. Newman to the committee to fill
same right to revere the Virgin Mary as the Protest- vine favor. He read it backwards, forwards, side- his place. The committee negotiated.
ant has to invoke the blessings of her son, or the ways, and cornerways, dilating upon it each way,
It is the letters that passed between different parFreethinker to denounce them both as superstitious drew from it the most astonishing inferences, and ties to the negotiation in this matter that Dr. Buckidols.
defied the world to gainsay it.
ley now brings forward, alleging that when the Rev.
But the question is one in which dollars and cents
But, for all that, the estimate is a falsehood. It is Mr. Newman got the call in his hands he "responded
hav no business to be considered. It is purely a not ascertainable with any degree of certainty just at variance with what he had said." Here it is permatter of principle, and a vital and fundamental one. how many Christians there were at any given time haps appropriate to suggest that when a man is
It affects the stability and permanence of our insti- since the :first century, nor just how many there are charged with having responded at variance with what
tutions, for in all history we read of no government at present. The United States is put down as con- he has said, dishonesty is implied. Nevertheless, the
that has lasted which gave special privileges to relig- taining over :fifty millions, when there are in both Rev. Mr. Newman was installed as preacher in the
ions sects, and the weakest governments existing to- Protestant and Catholic churches barely seventeen Madison Avenue church, from the pulpit of which he
day are those by which the church is recognized as a million communicants, and these :figures include in- has abused Freethinkers in a way that should justify
political factor, and knelt to as of supernatural origin, fants, backsliders, "moved aways," and other unre- the Rev. Mr. Buckley in suppressing the "remarkable
deriving its power from forces beyond the people. liable quantities. But if the Christian statisticians facts " in his possession, overlooking the Rev. Mr.
Russia and Spain may be cited in proof.
are allowed to rake the globe, the greatest number Newman's dishonesty, and withdrawing the charge.
But if the schools were closed in consequence of of adherents they can :find is something over one hun- This the Rev. Mr. Buckley had probably done up to
being required to pay tans, it would be a public drl'!d million. The ridiculousness of the fom:-hun- the time of the present "trouble " in the Madison
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.Avenue church. Here he made the mistake of pre. senting the compromising letters to the enemies of
the Rev. Mr. Newman. A church council was called
·which sat upon the case of the pa~tor, many bellig~
.erent members of which evinced a decided inclination to sit upon the pastor's person as well. Before
the council the Rev; Mr. Newman appeared and said;
addressing the chairman:
·

I

jority of the taxpayers wished to hold meetings in
that school-house, they should be allowed to do so.
Mr. Lansing moved that the case be dismiss~d on
the ground that there were not facts enoug-h in the
case to constitute a suit and that the plaintiffs as
taxpayers and residents iit the district, bad no more
ground for complaint than any other resident or taxpayer and such being the "fact no action can be
?as
maintained. The plaintiffs, he argued, not being
· t erest ed , th e acti on b epecu1"1ar1y or part"1cu1ar1y m
"Sir, whatever respect I may entertain forWesleyR. Davis,
"
I
·
.
longs
to
the
people
to
decide.
I hav long since ceased to honor, either for his honorableness
suppose that more than one-half of the suffenng of huTh"
t"
d t
1
th
d
h
or for the manner he introduced that letter into this council- manity is suffering on account of things that never happen."
l
IS mo IOn wdasdarbguthe al somde eng ,Ian mucd
.
.
aw
was
expoun
e
y
e
earne
counse
pro
an
! hav long ceased to respect the Methodist meddler who
The s1mllarity of these sentiments with those many con.
brought that letter here."
times enunciated by THE TRUTH SEEKER is very plainly . Judge Vann then granted the motion to dismist:t,
The term " Methodist meddler" applied to the apparent. Mr. Beecher is to be congratulated on the saying that the plaintiff had no capacity to sue, as he
Rev. Mr. Buckley, editor of the Christian Advocate, rapidity with which he is leading his congregation was not injured any more than the other taxpayers
there present. The indiscreet Dr. Newman could out of the arid desert of mythological nonsense. He in the district. He had no right to personal damages or any peculiar or special right to clrtim injuries.
hardly hav realized what he was bringing upon himhimself has seen the promised land for many years. "But if it came to the merits of the case," said Judge
self when he uttered those words. When the Rev.
Vann, "I should be very reluctant to award an inMr. Buckley got back to the office of the Advocate he
The Yincents Victorious.
junction. In the school districts in this state, time
grasped his pen with both hands, and wrote to the
By the last number of the American Nonconformist out of mind, the school-house has been the place where
council these words:
we see that the Vincent family hav conquered the the people of the district assembled for meetings for
" Th the Rev. II. M. _Dexter, M.D., Mode1•ator of the Council, professors of Tabor College and the syndicate of dea- any lawful purpose, and so long as the legislature
Sir: This morning the council received in silence an attack cons, and regained their type and presses. Here- has permitted it, I think any court of equity would
be reluctant to restrain the parties in anything of the
upon me. I respectfully submit to the council whether I am
after the Nonconformist will be issued regula~·ly, and kind. Of course the defendant in this case, in comnot entitled to its protection.
will not cease to expose the wickedness of Christian mon with all trustees, has no right to allow waste to
"Yours in Christian regard,
J. M. BucKLEX."
professors and to show the fallacy of Christian the- be committed or to allow his privilege to be abused,
He then prepared for the next issue of his paper ology.
or the fuel of the district to be burnt or destroyed,
or the walls, or floors, or any part of the school-bouse,
an article in six chapters, entitled, "The Recent ReThis brave coming out of the woods is owing to
to be defaced. If he does, as he is custodian or
lations of Dr. John P. Newman to Methodism and to
the help of friends, the justness of Mr. Vincent's guardian of the property, an indictment would lie
Congregationalism." In this categorical statement
cause, and the splendid devotion of his wife.
against him. I know of no other remedy. This case
he sets forth that the subject of his remarks is a
Send them five hundred new subscriptions as a must be dismissed with costs. Experiments of this
schemer, a dishonest man, aiming at the death of
reward for the good :fight they fought. It is richly kind ought not to be encouraged."
Congregationalism, and one who would be regarded
M. E. Rose, of East Rodman, who sends us the
deserved.
in a court of law as not responsible. He also makes
above account, makes Rlso some reflections upon the
decision. He says: "When judges dPprtrt from the
dire hints about a postal card, the publication of
Books.
which would be damaging in the extreme to the Rev.
Owing to the pressure of valuable reading matter constitution and law in making their decisions (which
Mr. Newman. He has, furthermore, other docu- upon our columns, we hav not room to advertise from is a marked characteristic of Republican juoges),
either from interest or sympathy, justice fails and
ments with which, if he was only inclined to meddle, week to week in THE TRUTH SEEKER a tenth part of anarchy reigns. I honor the judge who, underst.andwhich he is not, he could "ignite a bombshell." Dr. the desirable books which we hav on sale. We ad- ing the law, performs his duty reaardless of selfish
Newman's Congregationalism is, as he expected, like vise those wishing a list of these books, with prices, desires or personrtl sympathies. But a decision now
the iron and the clay in Nebuchadnezzar's image. to send to this office for our Catalog, which will be means only the state of feeling or personal interest of
-All these facts Dr. Buckley brings out, not, of course, mailed free of charge. Let our readers also remem- the judge making it. Law seems to be breaking
in the spirit of unchristian enmity, but because they ber that we can furnish any book that is in the mar- down. Individual rights are disregnriled, and really
church and state are becoming gradually united, cerare necessary, in his opinion, to the formation of a ket, whether in our Catalog or not.
tainly and surely-practically if not legally (accordcorrect judgment, and because to do otherwise
ing to Judge Vann's ideas).
Converting a School-house into a Church.
"And I charge the existing state of things to the
"would be an act of faithlessness to the trust reposed
in the Editor of an official organ by the highest auA curious state of thin~a was revealed in the trial rule of the dominant party. It was born of sympaof a suit at Watertown, N.Y., the other day. The thy for the oppressed, and appealed to the sympathority of the Methodist Episcopal church."
suit
was in relation to a school-house at Tremaines thies rather than to reason of the mnsses; and its
In this melancholy condition the affair now stands.
Corners
in the town of Rodman, which, for the past rule has been one of sympathy (turned to selfishness),
The council, after a prayer by the Rev. Mr. Dexter
sixty years, has been used as a meeting-place for re- instead of by organic law. Bennett's persPcution
for "wisdom, guidance, unity, and a proper spirit," ligious denominations, latterly at the approval of the was of that nature, as also many others. I believe
and after several scrapping matches, in which Dea- defendant, who is sole trustee of district No. 12. in that the com,titution and laws, if wrong, should be
con Hopkins called Deacon Corley a "tramp and an which the house is situated. About a year a~o Re- ~:~hanged by the evolution of the maeses, or education,
idiot," and other light oratory was dispensed, reached corder Purcell granted an injunction against Parsons, through their proper, defined courses. Every official
is sworn to observe the constitution and laws, and to
a conclusion. This conclusion is that "Dr. Newman the defendant, restraining him from letting the school- carry out their provisions, and if my observation is
is still in full connection with the Methodist Episco- bouse for religious purposes. Shortly after this, worth anything, Republican officials hav a way of
Judge Chu;rchill, at Syracuse, removed the injunction,
pal church and amenable to its disciplin as a located and the smt was again brought to secure another in- their own that makes it extremely dangerous for opponents to come before them for justice, and through
preacher;" and further, "Dr. Newman cannot be re- junction.
·
garded as Congregationally pastor of the Madison
T. H. Breen appeared as counsel for the plaintiffs Christian shrewdness the party has become the tool
Avenue Congregational church." The peculiarity of and John Lansing and Maxon & Ramsdell took seats of the church, and consequently of other monopolies,
and any Republican official who attempts to do his
the Rev. Mr. Newman's position must be painfully as llttorneys for the defendant.
official duty regardless of party effects, signs his poin
his
opening,
spoke
of
the
meetings
Mr.
Breen,
apparent to himself. The Congregationalists refuse
in the school-house, which, he said, were injurious to litical death-warrant, if not his physical one also.
to recognize him as one of them, and he has trodden the rroperty. The desks were broken, the fuel of
"While Liberals are watching the church to keep
upon the coattails of the " Editor of an official organ'' the district was burnt, the floor was covered with her from changing the organic laws of the country,
of the Methodist church. This Editor has control of spittle, and the ceiling was ornamented with tobacco the church is accomplishing her aims by ignoring
a sixteen-page paper and a stenographer. Those who cuds, as a result of the religious fervor which per- the constitutional laws. The country will take a long
step backward in the next twenty-five years if the
know what kind of a man Mr. Buckley is, are con- vaded the occasions. Many of the taxpayers of the order of things is not materially altered."
town
had
requested
the
defendant
to
prevent
the
vinced that the stenographer shall make pothooks
holding of the meetin~s, which he had refused to do.
CLOsr;r,Y following tho exposure and suicide of Shapira, who
night and day, and every. page of the Advocate shall
"Well," said Mr. Breen, 'fthe meetings were conbe :filled with italics, rather than that the imputation tinued, and it became necessary to enlarge that school- claimed to hav discovered the original manuscript of the book
of Deuteronomy, thero comes to this country from Constantithat he is a Methodist meddler should go without a house, although there were but twelve or fifteen nople a copy in Greek of another batch of manuscript assorted
scholars in that district, and we allege that they re- to hear the date of about 1056, and referable to tho middle of
:fitting rebuke.
modeled and rebuilt it into a church-more for a the second century. 'l'his manuscript was "discovered" by
church than for the accommodation of the school. one Philothoos Bryennios, metropolitan of Nicomedia, and
That Preachment.
During the time in which the repairs were being announced to the world in 1875. It contains what purport to
The Sermon on the Mount has been long venerated made, the trustees of the district went about among be epistles of Clement, Barnabas, and Ignatius, the synopsis
as the concentrated essence of wisdom, beauty, and the inhabitants and notified those who had contrib- of John Chrysostom, and the teaching of the apostles. A
cha:rity, and has been regarded as Christ's plainest uted as members of the society or donated money list of the books of the Old Testament is also included, the
directions for getting to heaven. It will, therefore, towards the repairs, to meet at the school-house for books being placed in an order altogether different from that
pain many Christians to hear that Mr. Beecher has the purpose of determining how they wanted the in which they arc given in the Bible. The Independent swalmoney that ·they had donated expended, and it was lows this manuscript whole as genuin, and hails its advent as
said these things of it:
there decided that it was to be expended in rearching calculated to "smite with crushing power the sectarian prej"The literal following of the Sermon on the Mount would the ceiling, making it, as we claim, a church instead udices of tho several churches of Christendom." 'l'he manipulators of this manuscript hav apparently played their cardH
destroy order, morality, law, and human nature itself."
of a school-house.
with consummate skill. It is made to emanate from Constanti"If you literally accept the Sermon on the Mount you hav
"There were other taxpayers who went to that
got to giv to every man who asks, and lend to every man who meeting, and they were informed by the defendant nople, perhaps the present center of Greek learning. Its publication was delayed until a breastwork of alleged references
wants to borrow. I would like to see Wall street act on this
in this case that they were not wanted there-only to its existence in early Christian ''Titings could be thrown np,
precept for about an hour."
such parties as had donated money were wanted and and until the most probable objections to its authenticity
"Ultimately the ideal man will come to a state in which anidesired at that meeting, rtnd it was expressly under- conld be provided against. The whole business, however, hns
mal force won't be necessary, I believe; but in the adminisstood
at the meeting, in the presence of these plain- too close a resemblance to tho finding of the book of tho law
tration of human life, and in all the economies of society, is
this the meaning of the Sermon on the Mount, that goodness tiffs and others, that these repairs were to be for a by Hilkiah, ill the reign of -Tosiah, and tho modern imposture of
church and that the money was to be donated and Shapira, to be accepted off-hand as altogether above doubt.
must lie down while badness walks over it?"
The idea that a manuscript could exist unmentioned from th<·
"The people who believe in a literal interpretation of the expended for that purpose."
Mr. Breen said that the state superintendent had year 150, or even 1056, to 1875 has in itself difficulties whic..
Bible hav no right to hav one single cent ahead. They hav no
right to accumulate little properties that can be used to meet been applied to, and he had replied that if the ma- are not to be easily overcome,
the exigencies of coming days. Yet universal poverty would be
the result, and universal poverty is animalism."
"The law of development is the law of industry and of
property ac~umulation. There is morality in this; there is
government rn it; there is happiness in it, and everything else
th t b ild
"
~'T u s up.
.
,
ake th? flowers of the field. It1s tru_e that they don t
weave or sprn, and yet God clothes them With beauty. Very
g~od. A flower
to develop. There isn't a flower in all the
wilderness,
nor m all the gardens, that does not work for a
living
,

O
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fttitr§ Jrom Jlritqd§.
SAN FRANCISCO, March 9, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: 'fhe excellent feature of TrrE TRUTH BEEKER,
edited by Miss Susan H. Wixon, givs great pleasure to the
young folks. It is just what was needed to make your journal
a complete family newspaper. Miss Wixon has endeared herself to all children who hav read here pme and splendid work,
"Apples of Gold," and th_rough THE TRUTH SEEKER she is
rapidly adding to her happy family. Parents of rationalistic
faith rejoice t.hat their children are under such noble tuition.
AGNOSTIC.

,, I

Brmmoox, ONT., March 8, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find 25 cents for TRE TRUTH SEEKER
ALMANAc, also find clippings from the Hamilton Spectator for
the author of "Crimes of Preachers." This book should be
circulated through this part of the country, as a great many of
the people here are so superstitions that they are afraid of
committing some terrible sin to even doubt what their preachers or the. bad old book tells them. There has been a Methodist protracted meeting going on here lately. The preacher
has been making some speeches which would bring to anyone's
mind the first part of Graves's "Biography of Satan." Well,
between the preacher, the devil, and J~sus Christ they hav succeeded in coaxing, scaring, or dragging about n dozen poor,
soft young girls up to the penitent bench. I am sure there
must be rejoicing in heaven over such a bonanza. There are
about one dozen Freethinkers here. The Christians seem to
dread discussion, well knowing the result. I like THE TRUTH
SEEKER very much. I would not be without it, and will try
to get you some subscribers. .
J. LOVELL.

HoPKINTON, R. I., March 5, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I notice that you threaten to leave us without
a paper unless we pay up. I think you are entirely right about
that. I understand perfectly that you need the money to pay
your own bills. I hav not time to explain the why's and
wherefore's of this long neglect to pay up. Suffice it to say
ITHACA, N. Y., March 17, 1884.
that we don't propose to get along without THE TRUTH SEEKER
Mn. EDIToR: You seem to be an interpreter of conundrums.
just yet. The children are very much interested, and in a
Can you tell me the difference between Mother Church and
great hurry to learn the fate of Cupples's baby, so please find the daughter Freethought? For mere inquiry, I will say, does
inclosed $5.50 for 1883-4.
P. KENYON.
not the mother depend upon her animal 'senses for knowledge
by a theory wrought out through priests, her leaders; and does
GRAND RAPIDS, MrcH., March 15, 1884.
not her daughter (Materialists and Spiritualists) depend
MR. EDITOR: Please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER ALMANAC wholly upon her animal senses for knowledge through exfor 1884, for which find money inclosed. I am, as you are priests and wise men of the East; and what is the difference?
aware, a regular subscriber to your paper. Now, will you be I can see none; except the daughter believes she has, through
kind enough through your columns to ask the good preachers evolution and scientific knowledge, attained to a sixth sense
to explain this problem: that if Jesus Christ had drowned (as a mere matter of belief, without any knowledge of facts),
the devil inside of the two thousand innocent hogs, would i.t but this extrr. sense, through a mechanical invention, givs her
ha'\' been necessary to hav Christ hung or to hav kept ever power to control the other five senses, and giv them complete
since a standing army of priests, with barracks free of taxa- liberty of thought. And the first and only thought she seems
tion, and which Freethinkers are obliged to help protect with to entertain is to drive her mother church out of the universe
their police and fire department?
ADRIAN DE YouNG.
of nature. Thus I hav to confess I can see no difference, except the daughter professes scientific knowledge, the liberty
CoHoEs, March 10, 1884.
of equality and humanity, but carries out neither; but is
MR. EDITOR: I am behind with THE TRUTH SEEKER. Please
equally sectarian. Like thus begets like by heredity in the
excuse me; you deserve better treatment. I heard from you
animal kingdom.
ZENAS KEN1.'.
by our friend Bennett when I was visiting him in Albany. I
hav still a letter that he wrote to me when he was about getting
WAYLAND, MicH., March 8, 284 ..
out; I keep it as a relic. I went to see him out, and by the
MR. EDI'!;OR: Inclosed find 25 cents, for which please send
fault of my driver I was about five minutes too late, and I do
me the FREETHINKER'S ALMANAC.
not like that driver since. I hope to go and see you some clay
The revivalists are working hard to save souls in Dorr and
and hav a talk with you and make your acquaintance. We
neighborhood. Dorris a little village near here. The people
had a lecture in Troy yesterday by George Chainey. He is
come for miles most every second evening. I went there one
pretty good. He comes there every month.
evening to see what they were doing. The most that I heard
Here inclosed please find $5 toward my dues to THE TRUTH
was" Come to Jesus;" "Giv your heart to Jesus;" "Repent,
8EEK:EII.
Your brother in the faith,
PETER GRANDJEAN.
serve God;" "Serve the glorious gospel." Lazarus was so
many days dead, and Jesus called him to life again, healthy
HUNTSVILLE, ALA., March 15, 1884.
and sound.
0 glorious gospel ! Amen, Amen.
Almost
MR. EDITOR: In you edition of the 8th inst., Rev. Newman,
everyone around. here joined the church, except myself and a
who has Grant's soul at heart, says erroneously, that it takes
few whom I lent THE TRUTH SEEKER and my books to. Many
$12,000,000 to feed the "preachers in the United States." The
joined whom I always thought had some brains and common
fact is this: It takes $5,000,000 a week to feed the 7.5,000
sense. It is generally the case, women go first and the men
preachers, or $260,000,000 a year, which makes on an average
hav to follow, .or there is trouble in the house. We few Lib$3,466 a year to every preacher in the United States; $66 a
erals in this county cannot gain any ground except we work on
week. Rev. Taylor, N. Y. TabernaclP, has $16,000; some
the same principle as the revivalists. First, we need some
twenty preachers in Brooklyn; N. Y., hav $10,000 each; while
female Liberal lecturers to lecture in every schoolhouse or hall
others, a~:~ in Huntsville, Ala., eke out an existence on from $600
where we can get admission. Call on the females to come,
all along up to $3,000. The average is $1,000. The annual
and draw a parallel between the Bible and common sense in
liquor bill is $50,000,000, and not $800,000,000, as the holy man
plain English. A good many men would mind the baby and
puts it.
Respectfully,
HENRI PALING.
do some other work if their wives would go and hear the lecture. We need lecturers to lecture to mixed audiences, whoLITCHFIELD PLAINs, March 9, 1884.
ever will come, and giv them milk first, until their stomachs
MB. EDITOR: Enklosed ples find stamps for ur ANUAL, hwich
get stronger. I believe, to get at the root of superstition, we
I se nottst in the Kom.uni.'t bi A. Longti ov Glen Alen, Mo. If
must commence with the females, laborers, and farmers, and
u ar reali a truth seking lmmpani I hop u wil ~ho'it bi speling
if we could make headway in that direction heaven would soon
and printing without the us ov usles leters, as I tri tu du in
come on earth, and hell would go where it belongs.
riting tu u for ur olmanak. I hav no feloship for our old
JosEPH WENZEL.
wa ov speling, and think but litl ov the profest reformers
hwo du not labur for the speling reform; for oval the mod2
ELMIUA, :K...lli.
ov krushing out the rezuning pourz in childhood thar iz nun
Mn. EDITOR: I am glad to be able to report that the protn be kompard with the old mod ov speling, and until the hibitionists in Mitchell county, Kansas, are seeing to it that
rezuning pourz ov the ung hav a far chans for develuprnent men who hav been selling intoxicating liquors with impuwe ned not expekt much ov a reform that taks rezun tu nity, and in violation of the law, for others to get drunk on,
bring it about. Hwot keps pepl in the old relijus and politi- are being prosecuted and fined, and we expect to make prokal ruts is simpli n wont ov a proper develupment ov there- hibition n success in Kansas. We read a great deal about
zuning pourz. With al our edukashunal aplianses thar ar but liquor reform in Liberal periodicals, both pro and con, and I
fu pepl hwo ar gided bi reznn insted ov prejidis. It is tu be envy men who hav got the manhood to advocate their convichopt that al reformerz wil go in for real reformz, and not tions, without bigotry, but with courtesy to each other. One
sham the wurk bi sliiling over the most important materz man inquires: "If the Liberal League Congress had adopted
requiring r~form bi riding sum hobi.
prohibition, would it not hav been a tool for the church?" We
Respektfuli,
IVM. BARTLETT, a fonografer.
think like Ingersoll; as far as the church and the Bible are
right, we say Amen, and so far as they are wrong we censure.
The idea of rejecting a reform because the church advocates
OREGON, Mo., March 10, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: A few more artieles on vivisection such as that it would not harmonize the two elements as soon as we hav
published in your issue of the 8th inst. would ruin the Uni. hoped. If we ever get real temperance by advocating prohibiversalist church. After reading of the hellish crimes of that tion, we will do well; and if our women had th"l electiv franItalian. Mantegazza, any person of ordinary sensibility will chise the highest obstacle would be surmounted. We demand
conclude that if there is no hell one ought to be created for the expunging of that seventh plank at the next congress, and
such a soul. The very earth onght to yawn and swallow him if those who meet in that congress cannot indorse temperance
up. However, if it damages Unive1·salism it equally injures in any form they had best be silent on this subject. If there
UnitarianiRm. As much as such awful cruelty calls for n hell, is any reform more needed in this nation than the suppression
it annihilates God. No being capable of interfering could re- of drunkenness, will some one rise and name it? Any measfrain. Doubtless the monster of our race was pious; the prob- ure that redounds to the greatest good of the greatest number is
abilities are all that way. I hav sometimes tried to believe on general principles one that is conceded by every reasoning
that there may be some influence in religion to restrain some Liberal. Would it not be better for the masses not to hav a
men from evil, uut the following, from the Western Christian drop as a beverage than to hav the distress, clegrad1ttion, crime,
Advocate, tends to destroy that belief. That pious sheet, and misery caused by the cursed stuff?
W o hear ministers at temperance meetings offer prayers to
through Bishop Pierce, denounces the higher education of negroes as a positiv calamity, "as it would only increase the fric- the God of the Bible to restrain and do something to abate
tion between the races, produce endless stlife, elevate negro drunkenness. With all respect to them as men and women,
aspirations above the station he was created to fill." For cru- we would say to them: Do not bore us longer with suc.h nonelty, malignancy, ancl narrow mind the author of such senti- sense; spend your time in logical reasoning that will lead to
ments can take the palm. One who cannot see that the ballot, some legislation to effect the desired end. Your Jehovah God
once given, necessarily carries all else, may well believe that has provided for drunkenness, human slavery, the defiling of
the God of the universe lends him his special attention when women, the useless sacrifice of brutes and humans, the robbing of the innocent for the pleasure and lust of the guilty;
he howls at him a Methodist prayer.
0. I.

has fostered polygamy and ev.ery other crime without human-.
ity on his side. Any one can learn this by reading the Biblk.
If he was worth the paper his name is written on, he would
help PjlOple that cannot help themselvs.·
Some of the sky-phantom worshiper;;; had the courage to agree
to meet us in debate, the proposition being that the doctrin of
the Bible was better for the people than the doctrin of Infidelity; but when the time came they backed out.
Please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
JOEL McCALLISTER.
HoTCHKiss P. 0., CoL.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed five dollars for four FREE-.
THINKERs' ALMANACS for 1884, and the other .works named.
I am circulating Freethought literature over this part of the
country, and I think we will be able to form a Freethinkers' Club in a short time. I would be pleased to hav you
giv me some instructions how to proceed in case we can get.
the number of men enrolled. At present meetings are being held here by a Baptist minister, but so far he has failed
to get one convert, and it now looks doubtful whether he
gets even one. I hav persuaded him to·read several of your
tracts, including the Besant-Hatchard debate. I hav had
some talk with most of his congregation. The best informed
ones are readmg Paine's and Ingersoll's works, and they are
dropping off from going to church. One of the lead~rs ·has
read everything that r' gave him, and now he has commenced
the "Round-the-World" trip.
E. T. HoTCHKiss.
RICHBURG, March 12, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Your much esteemed paper comes to hand
invariably on time every Saturday, and is gladly received.
Although but a subscriber since the first of the year, I could
not do without it, it contains so much knowledge and good
reading matter. Mr. Reynolds delivered a lecture here" What Liberalism Teaches "-on Monday last, which was
appreciated very much by those who heard it, and it did n
great deal for·the cause; for we hav gained some converts.
Quite a number purchased Liberal works, the "Age of Reason" among others, and I regard that as a clincher. I purchased quite a number of books, among which was Bennett's
"A Truth Seeker Around the World," which I consider is a
grand work. Of course there has been considerable of an
after-clap among the orthodox people; I attended church to
hear it. One brother made a terrible fuss about a man denying the savior, and said it made his heart bleed, and a sister
said she had prayed earnestly to God to hav the lecture
stopped; but strangely enough it came off all right. We hope
to make their "hearts bleed" again in the near future. There
is quite a number of Liberals here, and we expect to form a
society of Truth Seekers immediately, upon the earnest solicitation of Mr. Reynolds, which I think could be carried on
successfully.
R. P. BARTON;
LACRossE,.IVIs., March 1,1884.
MR. EDITOR: I see Mr. Thompson has got an article on
Spiritu~tlism in THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 9th. Now,
Mr. Editor, if you will allow me a little space in THE TRUTH
SEEKER to make a few remarks, I will be as brief as possible.
Mr. Thompson says: "I believe in a .spirit life-principle."
If so, I want you, Mr. Thompson, to giv me proof positiv
that your spiritual life-principle exists. I want us to come
down to the bed-rock on this subject. I do not want to know
what you believe or ,assert, but what you can prove positivly.
You add, ·~Mr. Winter deals altogether in assertions."
Now, it cannot be required of Mr. Winter or any one to
prove a negativ, for the principle of logic is this: Whoever
makes a statement or assertion must bring proof positiv that
the thing brought forward exists. I want no shuffling, either,
until this is fairly settled and understood.
For you Spiritualists state it is the cause of all the spiritual phenomena. Therefore, it should be the very first thing
to ·be proved. It is high time for the people to stop believing in ghosts, hobgoblins, spooks, spirits, gods, and all
such nonsense, for to my view they hav set the people
back hundreds of years, and made them perfectly crazy
zealots and bigots.
I think the spiritual-God policy is the
greatest fraud and the biggest curse in the world, and the
little time I hav to liv I want to do. all I can to annilrilate
its cursed influence.
Hoping my good friend will• find the evils of it before he
has studied another thirty years. I am
Your well-wisher,
J. PETTY.
EATON P.O., D. T., :Feb. 16, 1884.
MR. Enr.rort: Allow me some remarks on "Real1stio Freethought in America." Soft soap must be very cheap in
some parts of the world, to judge from the manner in which
it is used by Charles Watts in regard to R. G. Ingersoll.
All honor to this great reformer who is doing such valuable
work in loosening the fetters with which the church binds
human souls to her footstool. But to call Col. Ingersoll "the
greatest Freethinker the world has produced" is, I think, a
very fallacious statement. Something more than devotion to
secularism is necessary to make one the greatest Freethinker
of the world. Such a title is all-embracing; anyone aspiring
to it must be a Freethinker in science, philosophy, theology,
and ethics. One of the few who, in my estimation, hav
reached this lofty platform is Stephen Pearl Andrews.
Charles W>ttts is very emphatic in speaking of Ingersoll's "gigantic intellect." But are not the products of that intellect
remarkable rathm· for their happy coloring than for their vastness, weight, ancl novelty? Col. Ingersoll's suecess is due to
his eloquence and humanitarianism; more touching than any
of his speeches are the accounts of his kind acts toward his
1
fellow-men. Were he to giv up his share of worldly goods,
then he might be compared to Buddha or Jesus, but not to men
of gigantic intellect. At a mental symposium the brain evolutions of the latter would be the nomishing food, those of In- ·
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, gersoll the exhilarating wine. We are daily reaping the fruits
produced froni: seed that was sown in the field of reform by
just as great and zealous workers as Ingersoll, but few are as
lucky as he is in getting their reward. His efforts are crowned
with honor and wealth, while in most cases the world pays reform .work with ostracism, or the poorhouse, insane asylum,
prison, or scaffold. Far from desiring to undervalue the merits of Ingersoll, these remarks hav been prompted by love of
justice-" Not that I love Cresar less, but that I love' Rome
more." Mr. Andrews says "love and'justice are opposed to
each other." If such is the case, 0 prince of reconciliation,
can there ever be peace in the mind of a mortal? Mr. Andrews would no doubt benefit us by making that statement of
his the subject of an essay in THE TRuTH SEEKER.
Mns. M. M. EGLI.
AYER, MAss., March 16, 1884.
MB. EDITOR;' Your interesting "Letters from Friends," it
seems to me, hav but a small, too small, percentage from the
- Old Bay State. , Maybe some of us are at fault, or perhaps
the hitherto Parent of Ideas has thrown the burden upon the
younger m.embers of the family. The Hub, and 1\iassachucetts generally, is not backward in colTecting Puritanic authority, which said, "Don't think till I say when." Her
schools hav proved to be. the "tree of knowledge," which
knowledge is fast supplanting church· dogmas. Let a man
preach hell-fire in the old way of dealing it out fifty years ago,
and public opinion would try him as by fire, supplemented
with brimstone, maybe. The tree of knowledge is easy and
safe to approach, regardless of tile "flaming sword which
turned every way "to circumvent the spirit of progress. The
spirit that stirs up thought is no longer accounted the dev/ il's platform of labor, except by a few bigots, who say go it
blind, we will lead the way.
,
It will not be long before that fabled book analyzed by
Paine in his "Age of Reason" will be cataloged with other
like traditions in the ancient library of effete literature, a
. ,witness of God's infancy and man's foolishness, and cease
forever to be that sacred and canonical. book of authority so
long claimed for it.
"One by one fall ancient errors,
Reared .by might and propped by wrong,
And earth wonders when they perish
That, they stood the test so long."
God never punishes a man for using his reason, but man
defrauds himself when he neglects to use it. It is said that
he who believes nothing that he cannot understand-only
what appeals to his reason-has a very short creed.
When on the school committee I discouraged the use of the
Bible in.,the schools, and in the full knowledge of it was reelected. So the world moves. A book about which no two
agree seemed to me unfit to induct into the minds of the
young.
I sa1d to one teacher, "If you will read from the scriptures, I would suggest that you select the verse, '.Jesus
.wept.'" Your abiding friend. of universal mental liberty,
ELIJ"AH MYRICK.
EXPERIENCES OF AN OLD MAN.
WELLAND, ONT., March 12, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Being in the seventy-ninth year of my age, and
having been accustomed to an activ life, but now unable to do
manual labor, I cannot be idle. And as I hav often been ben'efited by l'eading in THE TRUTH HEEKER the 'views of our Liberal friends ·contributing to its pages, I now wish in return,
and I hope for the benefit of others, to giv expression to some
of my experiences through the same paper.
I find but few people here whose minds hav become sufficiently enlightened to enjoy a conversation above that of tittletattle or money-making. I am left to my own thoughts, and
if I would giv expression to them' it must be upon paper, and
it is possible they may some day be read with interest when the
mind that expressed them and the hand that wrote them are
silent in death, and, as I apprehend, that time is not far distant. It is now seven years since the death of my dear wife,
and six years ago I gave up my house and home to my son and
family, more for 'their accommodation than my own. Since
that time I hav had to find a home as best I could amongst my
children. And although I hav done reasonably well, there has
not been that home and home feeling you would be likely to
experience in your own house. I hav five children; all hav
homes of their own. They all differ in their characteristics,
and I differ more or less from any of them, partly on account
of age, and partly on account of my further advancement in
the science of things.
Ignorance has but little sympathy or charity for that which
it cannot comprehend, and the more ignorance the l6ss charity.
Ignorance and superstition can dwell together, but intelligence
has to be very cautious, even how she knocks nt the door of
their dwellings, if she would not excite their wrath and vengeance. It is a most difficult problem to get even an entering
wedge into an ignorant and superstitious bigot. As well try to
split one of the worst of the pepperage-wood trees.
I hav one son about as Liberal as myself, and two sons about
half L1beral, but very careless. They appear to care but little whether the dog gets the hare or the hare gets 'the dog.
My two daughters are religious bigots, though neither of them
very practical in living up to the Christians' creed they profess,· yet are ready to oppose any views at variance with its
dogma, and would fight for the faith once delivered to the
saints, though it is of extremely small value to them. Such
being the case, I hav found it somewhat difficult to find a home
with them, where we could be at home with each other, and
there has been quite a demand for charity on both sides, and
what one side lacks the other has to make up, and that generally falls to my lot; and I am fortunate in having a rather
large supply of it. Indeed I manufacture it out of the raw
material. Seeing that I am to-day just what I am from my
1
organization at birth, and the circumstances surrounding me
since that time, and believing every person to b~ what they

t

are from causes over which they, had no control, although
we may be very different in our views, we are but little entitied to credit or blame for beilig what we are, circumstances
having transpired to make us what we are. Viewing things in
this light enables me to manufacture the amount of charity
required. We read in a certain book of faith, hope, and
charity, and the greatest of these is charity. Now, to be in
possession of a patent for the manufacture of one of the great~
est of Christian virtues certainly ought to be a source of wealth
to its possessor. But as I am an old man, and hav given up
the pursuit of money-making, and hav adopted the religion of
humanity, I make the whole race welcome to my discovery,
and recommend it as worthy of adoption by the people of
every race, creed, and color.
J. R.

men, women, and children in cold blood. He came j;o Ceoterville, and came into the Mormon meeting-house on Sunday, and was called to the pulpit to preach the gospel of Jesus
Christ to us, and Brigham Young gave him an extra wife from
this place at that time. Yes, it was as pleasantly located then
as now.
The writer continues: "As far a'k I can learn, the writer of,
the letter to which I refer is a poor man, and it would seem
that common sense would prompt more careful comment than
he makes upon his neighbors on whom he depends to some
considerable extent for his livelihood."
Well, this creature seems to me to be either a Mormon priest
or a Liberal jack.. I hav not been dependent upon my neighbors for my livelihood, for I am a miner, and I hav had •,o get
my living by working in the the mines ever since they started
in this territory. And I wili say right hPre, that in the former
RICHFORD, VT., Feb. 16, 284.
MR. EDIToR: I am an old man, and a confirmed Atheist. I days of this priest-ridden telTitory, Brigham Young made it as
thought of trying to tell my TRUTH SEEKER brethren how I much as a man's life was worth to prospect, and try to open
came to be so. The teaching of priests had an influence on up the mines here. He seemed to hav a spite and animosity
my young, ignorant mind to make me greatly fear what I knew against us ungodly miners, but those days are gone, and old
nothing about, only what they told me. They said God, ·devil, Brig too, and the gentiles continue to open up the mines
original sin, soul, hell, endless fire after we are dead, to make finely, and I say amen to it. True, I am a poor man, but I do
me groan and howl in ceaseless pair, and nevermore behold not consider that any disgrace, to me, although I find it mighty
the light; and never, never rise again! Under the influ.ence inconvenient. Then this mighty man of brains says, "I beof such orthodoxy, I got me into the Methodist class-meeting, lieve in Freethonght and free speech, but I also believe in cool
and wail overrun by a class-leatler some ten years, and I never temper and good judgment, and I submit to you that, in my
got one particle o,f real information to remove the doubts opinion~ this communication to which I refer lacks the most
that would arise in my mind about the truth of my theory. I important elements. No matter how true the statements might
concluded to examin the whole thing. First, the creed Wes- be, any reasonable person might know that such abuse of an
ley made for the class. Art. 1. "There is one only true and entire community would not be likely to help your correspondliving God, everlasting, without body or parts, of infinit ent's condition financially. If I am not mistaken, it is not
-power, wisdom, and goodness; the maker and preserver of all long since the writer of that letter belonged to the church at
things, visible and invisible." "And in unity of this God which he hurls so may stinging adjectivs, and, from my own
there are three persons of one substance, power, and eternity." knowledge, I can assert that tho church was no better then
Never since I soberly considered Wesley's Methodist God hav than now. Without doubt, at that time, he wus ns much a
I believed in such a God. W~sley made his Methodist God of 'saintly, beastly thug' as any other of the members, and I
old Athanasius' God, A.D. 333. My opinion is that all gods hesitate not to say that he then would hn.v resented such
in this world are only priests' forged names personified. There charges with as much vehemence as any Mormon would now."
is but bne God, says Wesley, of three persons, equal in sub- Well, in reply to some of the falsehoods in the above statestance, power, and eternity. "Lords many and gods many " ments, I will say I am not a beastly thug. nor ever was, and
throughout our Bible. "Made man in our own image, after as for the belonging to the Mormon church but a short time
our likeness, male and female," without; body or parts ! Rested since, is a falsehood, for it is now about fonrteen years since
and was refreshed. Repeated 'the God name twenty-se>en I left the beastly and murderous outfit, and, like mnny more,
times-" he" six times, "our" and "us" three times (Gen. i, I was dissati.;fiecl with it long before I left it., but it would not
26). Then made man of the dust, woman from a rib-bone hav been safe for me to say so. When I left it I struck for my
(Gen. ii). Made a garden man-taap, withcmt body or parts. mental liberty. I clicl not stop to considol· the "most imporH,e knew man would get into it, by which all children would tant elements." It was enough for me to know nne! unrlerstand,
be born sinners exposed to endless hell for what their parents after clue reflection. that the system that I with many more
did. Then to remedy the evil, went to n Jew girl without had been decoyed into, was a vile infamous franrl, 'nncl a
body or parts, and begnt a baby. So, they say, Joseph dreamed wicked impostnre, and every, man thnt preaches it is an imthe angel told him (Matt. i, 20). This son must die to save n postor, from old J. Taylor nnd Smoothbore Cannon. down tn
few, and damn all the rest of mankind. I think Wesley's God the lowest ignorant scrub. And I sny Htill that this inf~rnal'
is no better than any priest-forged name. The J swish God Mormon outfit is n sore curse to this grand and delightful terwas a great stickler for his name, ten of them. But there was ritory, besides a disgrace and reproach to the general governno God until the English language made it of an Anglo-Saxon ment. Then Mr. Fair says: "I shonlcl bav pnicl no attention
word they used to express good in general (Adam Clarke). thereto, only that I hnv a keen eye for illiberal Liberals. I
Our mystagog liars put it in our Bible to express location in think them the most contemptible beings on the face of thA
particular. Such men as John Wesley made our Bible, the earth-that is, I would think so if I rlirl not know better."
greatest book of falsehood ever on the earth. The character of Well, I will say that the influence under which that letter wns
the J swish God; as described in our Old Testament, is worse written to THE TRUTH SEEKIUt is the same that put the late D.
than all the devils ever preached of. And Christians, as n M. Bennett in the Albany pemtentary, nnd put Mr. Foote and
body, to-day are the most lying, treacherous, murderous, crim- his companions in prison in England, for their fearlcsR Freeinal, dishonest curses in their government and church, and thought utterances. I shall expect next to hear of this man
outside of both; worse than Jews and pagans. They are proud, turning his keen illiberal eye on Mr. Charles B. Reynolds and
haughty, tyrannical, money-loving followers of a priest-fabri- Mr. George Chniney and others, for their fearless utterances
cated Jesus Christ, not one of whose commands do they regard, against the priestcraft of Christianity, as Christianity was no
only, "Go ye into all the world" and tell lies in a pulpit to better when they belonged to it than it is now, but I adevery creature, for a large salary. He that believeth your lies, mire the sayings of such men ns Mr. Reynolds and Mr.
and pays your ~alary, shall be saved; he who.won't do it shall Chniney, and what yon hav published in Trm TnuTH SEEKER
be damned, and damned if he does. One only good passage in of the sayings of Mr. Reynolds of lato, I mnst tell you I adthe Bible covering the whole ground of natural morality, "All mire it, nnrl I expect all of your n umerons readers 'do, and I
things ye would hnv men do to you, do ye ew~n so to them," is say, Go ahead Mr. Reynolds; let your tongue anrl pen be as a
no more Christian than Eskimo. Every man, whatever his sharp cutting sword against all the Christian frnnd, and the
practice, wants others to do by him as everybody himself clergy in particular. I must tell yon, Mr. Editor, I drew the
would be done by. Priestcraft, with their ceremony, God, contrast between this correspondent that belies hiR name and
devil, Christ, hell fire, gabble, fright, hav made our world what that worthy man, Mr. H. L. Green. of Salamanca, N.Y. who
it is, since the quarreling Council of Nice, A.D. 325; hav mur- admired my letter in THE TnuTrr SElmER of Nov. 17, 1883, ~o
dered five hundred millions, in all mannf3r of frightful ways, much that he wrote men goodlettor anrl tolrl me so· also he
in support of orthodox Christianity, an outside show. The made me a present of a certificate of memberRhip of the F~ee
Bible is now being turned mto n play-a game of eucher, to tbinkers' Association of the State of New York, and he has apsupport all sects. If there ever was n personal God in the pointed me an agent in the community I am among, to get
universe, "he," "our," and "us" would hav made himself new names for it, but this place is so priest-bound I stand but
known to all mankind positivly, instead of having six hundred n poor chance of getting many names. I hnv shown several
differing John Wesleys to make gods for the ignorant to accept round here the paper of Articles of Associntion Mr Green has
by faith, or go to brimstone fire eternal. The word ''religion" so kindly sent, but nary a name can I get yet, but I shall try,
has no definit meaning in the world, except the worship of try again. I hnv bud letters sent me from other parties that
liked my letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and told me to make
falsehood.
Your leader of Feb. 9th in TrrE TRU'l'H SEEKER is splendid use of them ns I thought proper, to vindicate myself against
that fellow with his keen illiberal eye. One letter asks the
and just.
Inclosed find $1.50, for which continue the paper, and send question, if this man hrts got brains to sell, and if so, does he
sell, and how, by liquid or dry measure? Mr. Fair says: "I
me THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
,JOSEPH N DYES.
do not mention the name of your correspondent, because I
do not wish to make this letter personal." To the above I
CENTERVlLLE, UTAH, 1\farch 7, 1884.
will say, the person that wrote it is a fit subject to become a
MR. EDIToR: Please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, member of Taylor's church, if he's not nlrearly. I am not
Mr. Remsburg's "False Claims," and "God and the State.'' I ashamed of my name. I hav always paid people their honest
see a letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 29, 1883, over rights in my past life, and my name is Willin:n Williams, this
the name B. E. Fair, bearing date, Salt Lake City, Dec. 10, I wish all the readers of your paper to know who hav rend B.
1883. I hav thought it was too mean und contemptible to no- E. Fair's letter. Somehow I think the name is a fiction. I
tice, but as your readers hav read my letter published in hope, ~Ir. Editor, you will forh~v me for tresspassing on your
THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 17, 1883, I am not going to time and patience in my long letter to you, but I hnv done so
deny one word of what I said, for it is true. Mr. Fair says: to vindicate myself in the en use of Freethought and mental
"Now, the town from which your colTespondent writes is a hberty, though it has been somewh:tt unpleasant for me to do
so.
quiet, well ordered village, and the people are quite prosperI admired the letter of Mr. Walter Walker in the last TuuTH
ous generally. The settlement is pleasantly located, nnd it has SEf~KER; it has the true and right ring with it., It seems the
always kept pace '1'\~th the many other successful little farming holy priesthood has frozen him out from Farmington. Never
towns of Utah." Now, as for this place, far from being well mind, Mr. Walker, write what you know of this Utah abomand let it. be published in your paper and other fearordered, it is fully under the control of the Mormon priesthood, ination,
less journals. I send $1 for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I will close
and the place was as pleasantly located in 1857 when the head by saying, Success to the fearless TRUTH SEEKER and its host
butcher of the Mountain Meadow Massacre, J. D. Lee, came of readers, and I remain, as ever,
Yours for the truth,
up from Iron county after helping to murder 132 innocent
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Faa River,
Mass., to wham all Communications for this
G:mter should be sent.

"His Jlre Is long whose work Is well,
And be his station low or high,
He who the most good works can tell,
Llvs longest though he soonest die."

The Four-leafed Clover.
A SONG, BY li"ATHANIEL J. MORTON
(Lost In the City or Colum~us).
There's a tiny little blossom growing In the country
fields,
Where butterflies are roving all day long;
And the new-mowed hay Is scented with the perfume that it yields,
And butterflies around It love to throng.
'Tis said a magic power
Lurks In the fragrant flowerEach country malden In the charm believes;
And when the lads are mowing,
Through the meadows they are going,
To find a spray or clover with four leaves.
CHonus-And all the world over,
Where'er grows the clover,
'Tis eagerly gathered and prlzed like a gem;
Good luck will attend you,
And fortune befriend you,
I! !our leaves are clustered upon the green stem.
There's a legend that the ralrles dine upon the
clover-bloom,
And swing their cobweb hammocks In Its shade;
And when the closing roses will not glv them sleeping room,

'Tls there the little !airy-beds are made.
It has tbe fairies' blessing,
And any one poAsesslng
A clover-spray should never with It part;
For trlends will ne'er forsake you,
Ml•fortune ne·er o'ertake you,
I! you wear a four-leafed clover next your heart.

Rosa Bonheur.
The greatest painter of animals and pastoral
scenes in the world to-day is a woman. Rosa
Bonheur is an artist of rare genius, and stands
at the very pinnacle of her profession. Her
name is symbolical of herself, and could not
be more appropriate. Bonheur is French for
good luck, success, happiness; all of which
belong to the wonderful French woman, who
was born in Bordeaux, France, in 1822. She
inherits her artistic genius from her father, a
drawing-master; her love of harmony and
sweet accord from her mother, who was a
music teacher. The offspring of two su<'h
artists could not be other than Rosa Bonheur.
Her mother died when she was seven years
old, and her father placed her at school in
Paris with her two younger brothers. But
Rosa did not like the restraints of the schoolroom. She was a child of nature, and she
used to run away from school and wander out
to the Bois de Boulogne, a rough but beautiful
young forest, which has since been transformed into a lovely park. It was nice and
shady there, and Rosa thought it the loveliest
place in the world, as she lay stretched full
length on the ground listening to the linnets,
and watching the sunlight straying through
the branches of the trees, or counting the
:floating white clouds as they went sailing by
like ships on a sea of blue.
They tried to mak<il a seamstress of little
Rosa, but she wouldn't and she couldn't be a
living sewing machine, and then she was
placed in a strict boarding school for young
ladies, where her father gave lessons in drawing to pay for her board and tuition. There
she kept the scholars laughing at her roguish
tricks. She would cut out of paper perfect
likenesses of the teachers and scholars. attach
them by threads to what in school-boy parlance are termed "spit-balls," and send them
:flying to the ceiling, where they would hang
dangling like so many jumping-jacks. Of
course the scholars would laugh, and Rosa
would be punished, while the teacher gathered
up the caricatures and put them in her album
to keep. Rosa was poor then, and wore the
plainest clothes, and drank her water from a
pewter mug, while her schoolmates wore
handsome silk and velvet, and had silver cups
to drink from. They often made her feel the
difference in their social position, and at last
her father took her to their own humble abode
of four small rooms in the sixth story of a
house in an unpretentious street, and here
she commenced to study in earnest. She had
no great love for books, but she adored nature,
and she commenced sketching country scenes,
and the animals that she came across in her
wanderings in the fields and woods. Their
rooms opened out upon a terrace, and here
she kept a sheep amid flowers and trailing
vines of green, which served as a model for
two years.
Her studies and ambition gave her courage
to visit the slaughter-houses, where she went
thrice o. week, and made pictures of butchers
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and animals. When, at lenth, she exhibited
her paintings, she rose at once to fame. Wealth
began to :flow into her lap, and her reputation
became world-wide. The aristocratic little
schoolmates who once scorned her for her
poverty are forgotten, while she, the woman of
genius, is praised in every land and receives
the homage of kings and princes.
But she is still the same Rosa Bonheur, devoted to her art, and finding her dearest companions in the dumb creatures whose natures
and habits hav been her life-long study. She
dresses simply and, when visiting markets and
farm-yards, wears male attire, and o. big,
slouching hat, as this dress is more comfortable. In this garb she looks like a farmer, and,
indeed, she says she was born to be a far!p_er,
but that fate decided otherwise. She livs in a
tasteful, pretty home, "a miniature castle,"
with everything about her that she desires, and,
whereas once she kept her solitary sheep on
the terrace of a sixth-story tenement, now she
has spacious grounds, a large barn, aml handsome horses, sheep, cows, dogs, and other animals to her heart's content. She is of medium
stature, has a fine face, indicating great force
of character, and wears her hair short. She
receives immense sums for her pictures, but
she will not permit herself to become wealthy.
She is extremely generous, and givs away large
sums every year.
She has achieved a career of which all
women should be proud. Through many obstacles she has pursued her course with one
purpose in view, until now, she is, for many
years, the recognized equal of the best, and, in
her particular line, superior to all.
In her we may perceive that mind is of no
sex-that genius abides not less in woman than
in man, and that in any department, a purpose,
clearly defined and steadily pursued, must,
eventually, achieve success. Goethe says, "It is
energy of will that makes the difference between
the great and small mind,'' and while all may
not be artists like Rosa Bonhenr, all may put
into their undertakings a steady perseverance,
enthusiasm, and a plodding industry that will
1\Ccomplish wonders. If one does not possess
these qualities in the degree that Rosa Bonheur
originally did, he may, at least, cultivate them
to some extent, in whatever vocation he may
be called. No matter how trivial the employment, let it be done correctly. Whatever is
worth doing at all is worth doing well.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.
CROSSWORD.
In new, not in old;
In America, not in Europe;
In poor, not in rich;
In love, not in hate;
In exhibition, not in show;
In south, not in north.
My whole is a city in Europe. MAGGIE L.

2.
SQUARE.
One F, oneS, one Z, one N, twoT's, two L's,
two I's, two E's, four U's. Arrange in a square
so as to form, 1. An African tribe; 2. A single
thing; 3. Animation; 4. A tribe of Indians.
Arrange so as to 'Spell the same from top to bottom, and from left to right.
R. 0. BEnT.

Newburgh, N. Y.

3.
CROSSWORD.
In winter, not in spring;
In bell, not in ring;
In hound, not in cat,
In dog, not in rat;
In ermin, not m mink;
In yellow, not in pink;
In lemon, not in peach;
In spider, not in leech;
In truth, not in seeker,
In Carlisle, not in speaker;
In blue, not in red;
In quilt, not in bed;
In ink, not in fluid;
In priest, not in Druid;
In storm, and in mist.
My whole was a great Abolitionist.
Newburgh, N. Y.
· R. 0. BEnT.

4.
ENIGJI[A.
In bad, not in good;
In butter, not in food;
In fat, not in lard;
In frame, not in card·
In cat, not in mouse;'
In college, not in house·
In pond, not in creek. '
The whole a city in the United States.
Harrisburg, Pa.
REBMAN S. TAUSIG.

5.
FRACTIONAL PUZZLE.
To one-fourth of time,
To one-fifth of Rhine,
Annex one-fourth of mine·
To one-fourth of sign,
'
To one-fourth of line,
Annex one-fourth of lime.
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My whole, 'twill be plain,
Is a girl's :first name.
MAGGIE L.'

Liberal Meetings.
[Leagueg and Liberal and Spiritualistic Soci<tiu in tM
l!niUd StltUs and Canada meeting regularly, can ha" notices of their m'etings published in this calumnjru if 1M ·
officers will send them to us.]

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
MARCH 15TH.
MICHIGAN.
Metagram, Dorado.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Crossword enigma, Ingersoll.
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Numerical word-square,
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western av;e. and
II is
T W 0
Terrace st.
I is
W 0 N
OHIO.
lis
0 N E
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
Puzzle, Susan H. Wixon.
every Sunday afternoon at 3 P.M., in· the hall
on the corner of Ontario and Bolivar streets.
Correspondence.
Exercises-lectures and discussion.
RICHFIELD, March 9, 1884.
WISCONSIN.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: My mother takes THE
TnuTH SEEKER, and it is just splendid; and the MILwAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
Children's Corner is ever so nice. I solve meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
nearly all the puzzles, charades, and cross- Hall, 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
words. The answer to Benny Diction in Feb. Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
23d is George Washington. Answer to R. 0
MAINE.
Bert, in March 1st, is Constantinople; to Mrs.
PonTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired ConUpham, is THE TnuTH SEEKER. But she has a gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
mistake in it-in exchange, not in return, T.emple street), where free meetings, lectures,
should be in sink, not in swim. I hJpe you and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
will not be offended at my pointing out the P.M. Ad~ittance free. Public invited.
mistake. The answer to Herbert 0. Fowler's,
OREGON.
in March 8th, first, is kitchen; next, is coaloil. Answer to J. K. P. Baker, first, is bed- lJ!PonTLAND.-The American Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
stead; progressiv square,
at 2 o'clock, .P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
TIDE
and
Madison streets. All are invited.- AdIDEA
mission free.
DEAR
EARS
MASSACHUSETTS.
I am going to write to you again, if tbis does
BosToN.-B.::.ston Liberal Club holds meetnot tire you too much. I like to write very ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
much. Will send some puzzles soon.
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
So good-bye for this time, GEORGIE HALE,
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
of the Divine Homo" at same place every
CAMERON, Mo., March 10, 1884.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. SundayTo Mrss WIXON, ])ear Friend : I like the school at 2:30. · Admission free.
Children's Corner in THE TnuTH SEEKER very
PENNSYLVANIA.
much. Father has been taking TaE TRUTH
SEEKER for four or :five years, and he likes it
ALTOONA.-The League holds meetings every
very much. When he commenced taking it I Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
was too young to care much for it; but I like the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
to read it now, and I think it is more interest- and 13th st., third floor, entrance ori 13th st..
ing since the Children's Corner has been put
P:EIILADELPRIA.-Tbe Friendship Liberal
in. There are not many Liberals here. With League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,·
thanks for the Corner, I remain,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and '(:30
Your friend,
MAGGIE LIVENGOOD.
o'clock, P.M., 'for lectures and free debates.
THE TnuTH SEEKER aiJ.d Liberal books · for
sale.
.!gents for The Truth Seeker.
PITTSBUBGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
.TAMES AsHJI[AN,Salt Lake City, Utah.
meets at Jlilaltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
J. F. Bunn, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct.
Sunday (except during the Months of July
W. B. CooKE, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can. and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah.
maintained. Exercises .consist of a lecture,
FERDINAND PFisTER, Nashville, Tenn.
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with Hi
W. F. REYBouLD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. ClergyDr. J. H. RHODES, 5051-2 No.Sth st., Phila., Pa.
a, M. STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny men invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
City, Pa.
NEwARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKEB, Snowville, Va.
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
D. Woolill', 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
League's Hall, 177 Haloey street. Exercises
J. S. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.
a, BEBENZ, 140 Montgomery st., San Fran- consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited to
cisco, Cal.
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
JoSEPH MusH, Northampton, Mass.
OHAB. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence, taken. Communicatior.s for tbe League
should be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10
Mass.
M. V. THoMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col,
Pine street, Newark.
8. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
CANADA.
l'Ho's FonEJIUN, 1414 Chicago st~, Omaha, Neb
ToRoNTo.-Secular
Society. Reading and
8. D. MoonE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465.
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Dn. J. L. Yorur, San Jose, Cal.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
0. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich.
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
JosEPH L. ANDREW, Liberal, Mo.
strangers are cordially invited.
E. KErTH, Animas City, Col.
MoNTBEAL.-Pioneer Freethought
Club
CHARLEs WATTS & Co., London, England.
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 CathA. ATWooD, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
arine street. Reading-room open daily until
CHnrs. BRoWN, Burlington, Kan.
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
A. EnWIN, Lebanon, Oregon.
books
three evenings per week, and on Sun~
GEoRGE LoNGFORD, 25 Otter st., Phila., Pa.
day afternoons. Free public lectures, on
B. F. HYLAND, Corvallis, Oregon.
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
The American and New York News Com- Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
panies will furnish the paper to news deal- President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
ers upon application.
NEW YORK.
AL:BANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
A TRUTH SEEKER
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. Gen&ral
business meeting and de bates and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEW Yonx CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
for a lecture and discussion, at German
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
Wltll a steel Plate e~~~UB•Ing of the anthor In Vol. I. Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Admission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
and eaoh volume Illustrated with rorty-oeven cnts.
Membership fee $3.--The American SpiritBY D. M. BENNETT.
Late editor of Taw TKUTD !IUKJIK, an thor of" A Truta ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at ::1:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
llee&;er In Enrope," "Goda "nd Religions of Ancient
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualand Modern Times," "The World's Bageo,Til!Jlk.
en. and Reformers," "Champions of
ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
the Church," etc., etc.
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
HandsoiDely bonnd in red cloth, $6.1i0; service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
in leather, red edges, $9.1i0; in
- Public cordially invited.--Frobisher ColIDorocco, gilt edges, $10.:>0.
Readers of THE TRUTH SnKER know the clrcnmotsnceo iege Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadnder which this work was written. The last words way. The People's Spiritual Meeting every
penned by the great anthor were for the fourth volnme Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
which was nearly completed at hIs death, and which will
BnooKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
now contain an account or hlo world-lamented death and meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
bnrlal. MJ. Bennett wao a very pat'ent and falthfnl street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
chronicler or the habits and cnotomo of tl<e dUierent peo- Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
ples of the many pl11eeo he visited, The every-day
life of all nations Is Jain before the reader by one who has free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
visited them ana beheld them with hlo own eyes. Par- Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
ticular attention IB paid to the progreso of Freethonght In Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
the varlo1lll conntrleo he visited, and the morality of so- street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
Christian conntrleo, mnch to the detriment of the latter for sale.--The · Eastern District Spiritual
The work Is a
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Freethinker's History of the World. Composite Room, ~th street, corner of south
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE., 2d .street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
ohonld be In every Liberal's library Besides Ito lntslnslc liter'ature on sale. All invited.- The Philoworth It Is a memento of one of the great.e•t neethlnkero sophical 'Association meets every Sunday
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire -~fteriloon in the 'Assembly Room of Wright's
and l'alne in the force and clearness of hlo writings.
Busine-ss College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
Address 1H.M 1RU1H SEEKER.'·
S3 Clinton Place, · street, E. D., -at 3 ,P.M. Public cordially inNew York city. vited. Doors 'open at 2:30 P.M..
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Grimes ~Preachers THE

THIRD EDITION.

TRuTH sEEKER ANNuAL BIBLE IYIYTI-IS
AND THEIR

IN THE

-.AND-

UIIT~D STATES AND CANADA

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884

From May, 1876 to May, 1883.

<h. M. 284.)

THIRD EDITION.
TRANSLATED

OUT

OF

THE

Wil'H EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.

ORIGINAL

NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS

Introductory. By the Editor.
This World. By George Chainey.
OOMPARED AND REVISED.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. MacCalendar for 1884.
donald.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib- beral Charities.
AUTHOR OF
eral Press.· By Peter Eckler.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
Date of Birth and Death.)
"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UN- Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By The Population of Our States and Territories..
HOLY BIBLE," " HOLY MEN AND
H. L. Green.
The Jewish Jehovah. (Illustration.)
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
land.
Devil. (Illustration.)
"HOLY OROSS,"
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada. Some of the Ancient and Modem Schools of
By Charles Stevens.
Philosophy.
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
The Sacred Booksof History.
Foreign Freethought Societies.
Jefferson's Religion.
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
Useful Measures.
As to Time.
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of What is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic. ]I
thistles?"
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
Selections, etc., etc.
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood,. but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
.A.dded to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

By:M. E. BILLINGS,

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

JOHN ·E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 OT8. 8INGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.

AS A
.MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis. tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Sciencl'; the Church
and Learning; the -Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place. NEW YORK.

"BIG J AVK S.MALL."

MRS. ANN& CONNELLY'S
Redetnptlon tor the Hair.

WIthout Lead, Silver, Sulphur or Deleterious
Drugs of any kind. Poaltlvly restores the Grayest
Hair In three daye to Its original color without
stalnln~ the scalp. It stops the hair from falling
out and makes It grow. Powders sent, post-paid, •a
a trial, for 30 days only. The $1 packages for 6u
cents. Postage stamps taken. ANNA CONNELLY,
4tl2
680 North 11th st., Philadelphia. PIL.

K

AN~ACI

f Improved or unlmprove~ lands

"1.
~
~ •anywhere In the state. For !ntormatlon. m'l.PR, ctrcula.rs, etc .. etc., write to

WATSON
1y13

&

THR\PP. or C. H. CU3TENBORDER,
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.

IVORUE

-LECTURE BY DR. E. B. FOOTE.
in opposition topruposed string-ent
divorco laws. IS now pnblished

and can
be OBTAINE~D
lnpamphletform
It" rontnlns
a val·
1 -by
rnml orderuableappendlxor
quotations from eminent writersuseful to eyery one interesteU in

soclalqnestlons.
JUurrayHill

FOR 25 C.

p nbllsbing
- - Co., 129
E. 28TH ST
NEW-YORK ..

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. lV.L BENNETT.
Sent bf Mall for

Ftnr

cent•.

ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE

Being a Comparison ot the Old and New Testament
Myths and Miracles with 1 hose or heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their
Origin and llleanl:tJg. With numerous Illustrations.
The object or the work Is to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
show that they were held In common with other nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and
"H has long been acknowledged by the most eminent biblical studenos that the Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so tar as we
know, the present Is the first complete and 8cholarly
atttem[.Jt to trace these myths to their eource, and
ascertain their original slgnlficatlon."-Boaton Cour-

ier.

"Never before has there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research ror the
origin or these rnythsasdoesthls one just [.JUblished
by J. W. Bouton, of New York.''-Boston Tnn.n.

"It Is unquestionably true !hat the re•ults or a
rationalistic study or the Christian scrlptur~s are
nowhere else so accessible as they s.re now made In
t.be work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
1 Vol. Royal 8vo. CZotJ,. About 600 pages.
Price,
$3.00
Sent postpaid, on receipt or price,
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 Clinton Place, New York.

FARA DAY PA M PH L ETS
N

1

°iJ';""il'~~ r~01 :.~er:e:.-:e: ~~ e8/:~~~"}~ 1o~

trol. New Edition, Enlarged aDd Revised Dy Spirit
M.

Faraday. Price, IS cents.

No. 2.-0ri&"i" of

~U'e:

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses;
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised. By Spirit Ill. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
NoA.fi;-rT~:a.=!f~:~pment or the Spirit

The Origin or Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United Price,
10 cents.
States. It contains
No.
4.-Tiae
Process or Mental -'et1on;
12S Octavo Pages,
Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
15 cents.
with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is " not
Noj:,j-:-The Origin or the Christhn Relil{•
for a day, but for all time."
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Orlglnnted ChrisNow ready. Price, post-paid, 26 cents.
tianity, Confessions or Its Founders. Transcribed
by Spirit Ill. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 76
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
33 Clinton Place, New York, N.Y.
Rol'!~U.!ot Bethlehem, the Birthplace of

PROSPECTUS OF

The Truth Seeker
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.

THE LEADING FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL OF THE WORLD•
LARGEST,

CHEAPEST, BEST.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3.00 PER YEAR; $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS.

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
33 CLIN'I'ON PLACE,

MAN!
A LIBERAL JOURNAL pub!Jshed to promote EDUCATION, CONSTRUCTION, CO-OPERATION, and ORGANIZATION. Exponent of the objects, platform,
and principles Of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors.
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
months-tor twenty cents. Specimen copies tree;
IIJld Liberal names wanted to •end sample copies.
•r. c. LELAl<D, secretary.
6tf744 Broadway, New York.

Parallels in Other Religions.

e=r:plain their meani-ug.

CONTENTS:

DILIGENTLY

PRICE, 26 CENTS.
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Among the reforms THE TRUTH SEEKER aims
to effect are:
Total separation of church and state, including the equitable taxation of church
property; secularization of the public schools,
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriations
for religious purposes, and all other measures
necessary to the same general end.
Its sixteen large pages are filled every week
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
articles and communications by the ablest
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
current secular and theological events. It is
the armory from which hundreds draw their
weapons in contests with priesthood. All
the Liberal papers are good, but 'fHE TRUTH
SEEKER is

Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Who Wrot" tile New Testa1nent?

Extract from No. 6. Price 10 cents.

BOWLES PAMI•HLE'I'S.

NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
No. 1.-Experlellees of Samuel Howles,

Late editor or the Springfield, Mass., R"]Jublican, In
Spirit Lite; or, Lire AB He Now Sees 1t from a SpirItual Standpoint. Written through the medlumsWp
of OAllRIE E. S. TWING, ot Westfield, N. Y. 26 cents.
LAter Papers of Snmnel Bowles,

written In August, 1ssa.

A SIIJ•plement To No. I

And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.

No. 2.-Contrasts In SJ•trit Life:

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BOWLES, late
editor or the Springfield. Mass., R"]JubUcan, In the
first five spheres. Also a thriLLing account or the
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit
world. Written through the hand or CARRIE E. B.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages. Price, 60 cents.

.&ebsa w. Spraf.!'e's and Mary CJ••rk'a
:tlf.~f~fl'~ire. n the l'lr8t 'l'en SJ•bere8

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price,
r.ents.
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NEW YORK (JITY.

•

This sterling and widely-circulated Freethqught
journal has won Its way deep Into the hearts or Its
re.Wers. THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a great paper, and
deserves the most generous support or the IJberal
public. The recent numbers received are splendid
In every respeot.-&n Francisco Uni~t:r,..
THE TRUTH SEEKER bas gathered Its resources,
and will be a stronger, better, and brighter paper
than ever.-Libt:ra! Lea.guo Man.
THE TRUTH SEEKER h88 become a necessity to the
Liberal cause.-Kanaaa Black.

TERMS FOR 1884:
t3 00
Single subscription,
:i 00
One subscriptiOn two years,
Two new subscribers,
:i 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance,
:i 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance,
'1 00
One subscription with three new subTHE BES'l AND LARGES'l.
scribers, in one remittance,
S 60
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal
subscription with four new subspirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all One
scribers, in one remittance,
10 00
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu- Any
number over five at the same
man race.
rate, invariably with one remittance.
OPINIONS REGARDING IT.
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
A paper llke THE TRUTH BEEKER Ia something will take the trouble to get a new subscriber
more aqd better than an advocate or truth. Through at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
It Its subscribers touch elbows with each other.
Each readAr knows that he Is one or a goodly com- $2; by getting two new subscribers he will
pany who find comfort and Inspiration In Its pages. get his own paper for $1; by getting three
rr they should meet each other they would reelllkeo new subscribers
he will not only get his own
brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one Inh
tellectual root, telt the glow or the same fireside, and free, but will av fifty cents left to pay cost of
broken together the bread or lite. such a paper Is money order; by getting four new subscribers
to thousan_ds a_substltute tor the church.--GEORGE he will hav nis own free and gain $2.
CHAINEY, m Thu World.
This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its
THE TRuTH BEEKER, rounded by D. 111. Bennett, IIJ ; sixtee> large pages, cheaper than any other
to-day perhaps the strongest roe With Which super r· LiberaL paper. If anyone chooses or if by
atltlon hall to contend, and a long ruture or great
.
.
' .
k
usefulness Is, we trust IIJld believe, before it.- Win so d01ng he can eas1er secure partners lll ta ted, Omn., Press.
ing the paper, he can share with them the
There ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE advantages of the club rates.
TBUTH BEEKER In this county,J nat to rebuke the In-~ Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
trup.ous church bigots who are using force and fraud
'
to auppr6S8 Liberalism.- Wor/Jr.ingt<m, Minn., .Ad!!ance.
33 Clinton Plaoe, New York City.

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History ofA~h ristian ity
A VINDICATION
of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
an 11 English Churchman," and other scholars.
1 vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and w~~t were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and condltwn of the
primitive Christians.

"I know of no book that contains more real and val-

uable information upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
''One of the most lf':lrn,·tl a,,,l ;,,tt~resting books ever
written and published. ''-Bu.)/on Investigator.
FOR SAl-E: AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
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Book Notices.
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How TO HELP IT.
For sale at this office.

A..'!D

Price 10 cents.

of all the scientific and literary persc;ms receiving it
only Mr. Huxley and. one other misunderstood its
purport. The corresponde:ftce between Professor Hux~ey and Mr. Watts on this point is given in full in the
preface to this second edition, and some of the words
used are quite sharp. The distinguished scientific
gentleman allows his temper to betray him into characterizing the publication of his letter as dishonorable, a charge Mr. Watts resents as a "wild accusation," alike "insulting and discourteous." A perusal
of the whole correspondence will lead to the conclusion that Professor Huxley is wrong, for it would
seem that no person could fail to see by Mr. Watts's
~rigi.nal cir~ular that he meant to print in the "publicatiOn entitled 'The Agnostic Annual,'" which he
had "undertaken to see through the press," whatever
reply he might get to his appeal for contributions to
its pages. The judicious will grieve that this petty
conflict has arisen among the English brethren, but
they cannot help absolving Mr. Watts from all blame
in the J?atter._ Mr_. Huxley's aversion to appearing
to affiliate With his more humble fellow-believers
probably arises from that arrogance which holds that
those who walk with royalty are superior to those who
walk with the people. Too many Englishmen are
snobs in the presence of "me lud" or "'is royal
'ighness," and Professor Huxley is president of a scientific society patronized by the Prince of Wales.

This is a pamphlet of sixteen pages which includes
two addresses by Mrs. Eliza B. Burnz who is one of
the most energetic spelling reform~rs we know.
These addresses were delivered at Toronto Canada
last August at the meeting of the Internati~nal Con~
gress of Stenographers. The latest systems of shorthand are based on the idea of leaving out silent
letters, and spelling by.sound, and thus phonography
~eads naturally to spelling reform. Mrs. Burnz givs
lD ol!'e address _a very interesting history of the inceptiOn and mamtenance of the free classes in shorthand at the Cooper Union of this city during the
past ten years, and in the other she presents the
many reasons why phonographers and everybody
else sho~ld j<?i~ in aidin~ t~e spelling reform, by
the use, m wntmg and prmtmg, of the "Five Rules
for N~w Spelling," adopted and recommended by the
Amel'!c~n, English, and Canadian spelling reform
assomatwns. The five rules are as follows and their
eff~ct <?n the printed page is shown by the~pamphlet,
whiCh IS spelled throughout in accordance with them:
L Use e for ea when equivalent to short e. 2. Omit
silent e after a short vowel. 3. Use/ for ph. 4. Omit THE APosTLE OF LIBERTY, An address delivered in Paine Hall
one letter of a final double. 5. Use t instead of ed · before the New England Freethinkers' Convention on th~
147th anniversary of Thomas Paine's Birthday. By John
when it represents the sound of t. 1\frs. Burnz advoE. Remsburg. Price, 10 cents. For sale by THE TRUTH
~ates th~ general use of a few amended spellings, as
SEEKER.
IS done m THE TRUTH SEEKER, without waiting for
Of
the many good pamphlets printed by friend
any perfected alphabet, which, if made, people are
Mendum, this speech is one of the best. On its denot ready for.
livery Mr. Remsburg was as heartily cheered as at
ANTI-PRoHIBITION. An address delivered in Paine Hall before the conclusion of his address on "False Claims." The
the New England ~reethinkers' Convention, Jan. 2S, 1884. essays on Paine are very numerous, and most of
By W. S. Bell. Pnce, 10 cents. For sale at this office.
them hav merit. The masterpiece, of course, is the
. ~h.ere. are, sa:ys Brother Bell, three things which pro- lecture of Col. Ingersoll. Next to it, as an oratorical
hibitwmsts fail to recognize, namely: 1. That vices effort, will rank the cne under review. As a keen
~re D:ot crimes; 2. That government has no moral analysis of the :man, his motivs, and the influence of
functwn; 3. That personal liberty is inviolable. Mr. the time~ upon him, Mr. S. P. Andrews's speech on
Bell rightly maintains "that any legislation which as- the occasiOn of the 146th anniversary of Paine's birthsume~ to regulate the conduct of the individual, ex- day approaches the nearest to perfection. But that,
cept I~ so far ~s it directly and immediately affects unfortunately, was not preserved in book form.
Mr. Remsburg's" Life of Paine" is a defense· this
the n~h~s or mterests of others, is entirely beyond
the leg_1t1~ate scol?e and function of government. I oration is a ~ribute. Though to Liberals it is th~ old,
hav said, he contmues, " that there is no short cut old story told again, it is lit up with such flashes of
to the development of morality, and now I would genius, it ·is so poetical and picture'lque, that one
affirm that there is .no short cut t? the welfare of society. never ~earies o.f hearing it. To Freethought, ever
But o~r patent-policy people w1sh to reach that .end gathermg recruits from the hordes of the church it
spe~dily, and bene~ they; are in favor of passing laws will ?e. a pleasant revelation of a man they hav uninagamst every species of wrong, forgetting, as they termithngly heard abused by those actuated by bigalways do, the distinction between moral rights and otr:r and unacqua~nt?d 'Yith the life of the object of
legal rights. Prohibitionists do not see that it is their hatred. Pame s bfe and w ... rk for America are
wretchedness and despair which plunge so many men too familiar to our readers to need another setting
in~o the career of intemperance. They do not per- forth at this time, and we hav room for only on:: or two
ceive that they hav begun at the wrong place in: the extr~cts from the pamphlet. Mr. Remsburg's rebuke
social system to reform it. Let them learn the lesson of bigotry deserves a wide reading in the Chr stian
of ~uman rights-study the problem of liberty, in- chur<;Jh:
vestigate the wrongs which the millionaires hav done
"I pity the man whose soul.is so small that he cannot rise
and are still doing the people who toil the long, ~bove t~e.level of his creed to do justice to those whose religdreary hours of the day-and every day-for the wus opmwn~ hav not been gaged by his particular standard.
no Chnstian; but may I never become so ungrateful as
mere pittance which givs them a morsel to eat and Itoam
i~ore my obligations to those who are. When war was deswretched hovels in which to liv, in which through ex- ?lating our fair land, and my young heart yearned to enlist in
posure,_ over-crowding, and bad ventilation, they con- 1ts defense, a Christian mother printed a kiss upon the cheek
tract di~eases, become a burden to their friends and of her only boy, and bade him go; Christian hands made the
grand olct flag we followed; Christian women visited our hosafter a b~i~f. an? blasted e~istence: die. We say, let pitals,
ministering to the sick, or wiping the death-damp from
our prohibitlomsts turn their attentiOn to the real crim- the brows of the dying; Christian generals led t~gir troops on
inals of society and the true cause of intemperance, many. a ha~d-fought field; and to-night, the stately oak, the
an.d the:e may the~ be some hope that by and by the droopmg Wlllow, and the moaning pine stand sentinel by many
soldier'H grave. But they are not alone. Beside
tOiler will get the JUst rewards of his labor and will ahisChristian
Christian comrade-beneath the shadows of the same trees
rejoice in the comforts and joys of a happy bome and -a martyr to the same cause, sleeps the unbeliever. And
a temperate life."
would you strew with flowers and moisten with tears the grave
Mr. Bell's pamphlet is a vigorous effort, and we that enfolds the one, and trample with scorn the turf that
~pon th_e other? Side by side they grandly marched to
c_?mmend it to our fr.ie~?s on both sides of the ques- grows
war; s1de by s1~e they bravel:y fought; side by side heroically
tion. That the prohibitiOn movement is a sentimen- the~ fell; and m the murmurmg stream that wand~rs by their
tal ra~her than a logical one he clearly shows. The restmg-place was heard the funeral chant of no religious creed
'
<JUeshons to be decided, after all, are whether society but nature's sweet, sad requiem to all.
has any r~gh~s _the individual is bound to respect, and
And none the less do these poetic periods:
f!hall the mdividual be allowed to abuse himself if he
".U~grateful Athens bade her savior drain the poisoned cup.
chooses to without interference by others? Those It did 1ts work, the spark of life was quenched; but the name
who believe in a "consensus of the competent" as of Socrates sh~nes on, undimmed by the flight of more than
.against individualism will not agree with our author. twenty .centunes. Columbus languished in chains, forged by
natwn he had made renowned; but no chains can bind the
Mr. Walker's friends, however, will hail this book as the
t?weriug fa:me his genius won. Religious zealots sealed the
a clincher.
hps of a philosopher; but could they stop the revolving earth?
Mr. Bell has removed to ChicaO"o, and the Liberals Could they control the scientific tide rolling across the bound<Jf the Northwest are requestel to keep him busy less sea of human thought? No! the earth went round the
:wave swept on: To-day, the very church that persecuted'Galteaching Liberalism.
ileo, reveres h~s name, accepts his teachings, and through his
te~escope., the mstrument she once condemned, her votaries
THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL. Second editiqn. Edited by Charles w1th eager e:ye and throbbing pulse explore the starry fields of
A. Watts (Charles Watts's son). London: Cattell & Co. heaven. It 1s ever so.
"Truth crushed to earth shall rise again."
For sale at the office. Price 25 cts.
The first edition of this Annual was noticed by THE Each fierce Thermopylre she m~>ets but proves the inspiration
some crowning Salamis. The wrongs of Thomas Paine
TnuTH SEEKER on its appearance. It was in every for
shall be avenged. In vain his country passed to him the bitway an interesting, and, owing to Professor Huxley's ter cup; the fetters forged to chain his noble spirit to the dust
correspondence, important contribution to Agnostic were forged for naught; loving lips whisper, 'It still moves!'"

and in addition the opinions of eminent men upon ,
the subject of marriage and divorce. The doctor .is
in favor of free divorce, and would lay the ob!jtacles,
if any are to be laid, in the ·way of marriage. At
present the marriage relation is a deep, dark pit, with
all paths converging toward it, easy to fall into, but
with hardly a help up its sides for the feet of those
who find it unpleasant and wish to get out. His ei~
perience as a medical man has made the author ac- ·
quainted with much marital misery, and perhaps has
led him to take a too pessimistic view of the subject;
but there can be no question that most, if not all, his
points are well taken; certainly they are well sustained, for Dr. Foote is an able man, and makes an
exhaustiv examination of whatever problem he undertakes to solve.
·
In examining the position of the papal emissary
the doctor uses language and cites facts that muljt
convince Mgr. Capel that his assertion that it was the
Cath~lic church that "raised up Europe from its degradatiOn and gave woman her true position," is false.·
Up to the year 1884 woman nowhere holds her true
position, which is that of an equal of man in all the
a~airs of life. She is a partner in his passi~ns, his
gnefs and pleasures, and ought to be recogmzed as
his equal before the law in the conduct of business, and
in holding office and voting. The church has been
the real enemy of woman, in assigning her a subordinate social position, telling. her to be an obedient
wife, a good mother, and to keep silent when the
head of the household opes his mouth. Crusty old
Paul, who went visiting the coppersmith's wife, was
mistaken in his estimate of woman's capacity, as Helen Gardner would convince him if he could hear her

~cl~

.

Dr. Foote makes a novel proposition to the people.
Twenty-five years ago he proposed this plan, and he
thinks that it is now just the scheme for the times.
He would "do away with the present system of legalizing marriage, and substitute therefor a board ofphysiologist~ well versed in the sciences of temperaments, pl!yswgnomy, and phrenology, composed of
an equal number of men and women, whose function
shall consist in the power to examin into the mental
and physical characteristics of candidates for matrimony; to grant or refuse marriage licenses according to the congeniality of the parties presenting
themselvs, and to grant divorces to those who are
miserably mated in wedlock. A board of this character should hav its sittings at stated periods in every
county seat in the state or the district to which it
belongs. I would hav a provision added that no
man under thirty or woman under twenty-five should-become a parent without a license from this board."
With such a system as this in force, the doctor
thinks there would be no need of courts or referee!"
as all questions relating to the expediency of divorc;
in a given case, and to a proper division of property,
could well be left to such an intelligent body of arbitrators, as the marriage and divorcing board would
really be. Scattered through the book are a host of
ideas, some so1;1nd, and others, in our opinion, erroneo~s. S:pace will allow only one more quotation, and
with th1s we can more nearly agree than with the·
advisory board scheme. "But what of the home?"'
asks the doctor; and replies:
" There are those who express great solicitude for the hom~
unless we _hav stri~gent divorce laws .. Now, you cannot brealt
up a gemun home 1f you try. There IS too much cohesion im
it. Affectio~al glue is the stickiest glue ever made, and it often holds m1staken people together when it would be far better if they were to be taken apart. But when this affectionall
glue is absent, and the family would disintegrate without the'
hoops of l!lw, it becomes a home quite unfit for children. Bet~
ter break 1t up than to hav more children born into it. Therlll
is something far more threatening to the home than divorce. It
is the cupidity of our rich men. In ancient times homes were
practicaily prevented from being formed by the monopoly of
women by opulent polygamists, who scoured the country and
bought up all the good-looking girls; but now the home is
threatened by the monopoly of land and the wherewithal to
rai~e a famil;y-. :r-and and bread are quite as necessary with
whwh to mamtam a well-ordered home as faithful wives and
temperate husbands. In our large cities we hav a few places
on our most-fashionable streets which admit of the establishment of homes; but how is it in our cheap; unlighted flats and
tenement-houses, which fairly swarm with human beings? We
~nd in these no such home as the poet portrays or the moral-.
1st advocates. The true home has many factors: a sufficient
~ ~lm ber of ~quare feet to giv roo~ to a growing family; a domICil fitted w1th all modern convewences, and well lighted and
aired; the divinity presiding double-headed-both male and.
female-not single~~eaded and masculin only; and this human nest for younglmgs must be presided over by affection so·
pure and strong as to require no legal patchwork to hold it to-·
gether. A home which does not contain these elements of·
convenience, beauty, love, and union has no business with the·
production and rearing of the young, and may better be brokenc
up through the disintegrating agencies existing within it than,
to be held together by the strong arm of the law, to become a
nest of vipers to prey upon society. A home held together·
only by law can only, in the nature of things, be a hotbed of
vice, disease, and undesirable progeny. It produces minds:
which can suffer all the ho!Tors of delirium tremens without
the aid of alcohol. It produces bodies which disease consum£81
~s readily as the flames lick l:IP storehouses of l?etroleum. It
1s strange that our Capels, D1Xes, and others like them can-·
not see the swelling leech on the end of the nose as well ~s the
mnsketo in the angle of the eye!"

literature. The second edition derives its further interest from the fact that Professor Huxley saw fit to Drvonc?l. !'- Review of the Subject from a Scientific Standpomt, m answer to Mgr. Capel, the Rev. Dr. Dix, the New
deny the authority of the editor to publish his conEngland_ Divorc~ Reform League, and others who desire
ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
tribution, the professor alleging that his letter was a
more stnngent ~1vorce laws. By Edward B. Foote, M.D.,
private answer to Mr. Watts's inquiries. To this Mr.
author of '· Plam Home Talk," etc. Price, 25 cents. For Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKER.
sale at this office.
Watts responds that the circular he sent out was sufTrial subscriptions of three months for 50 canis.
ficient in itself to warn the recipient that whatever
This is Dr. Foote's lecture before the Liberal
reply he chose to make would be published, and t;b.at Club, the objections of his critics, his reply to them,
CATALOG of our books free on application.
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OTTO •. WETTSTEIN'S

JEWELRY STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.,
Oyer lOO'Gold Watches, ranging In value trom $lQ
to$400, In stock continually, Silver WatChes Chains
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pins, Earrings
etc.; also Sliver Ware, Gold Pins, ·Optical and Fancy
, Goods In proportionate. large quantities. A fine 3ounce case, Sliver Elgin· Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
Ste1fl· Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels
Quick Train, dust-proot Movement, $16.50 (retal~
everywhere tor $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce case Stem
Winder, Full \15) Jeweled Watch. patent Regulator
$25. A Ladles Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder
$25. Th,e same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 25
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1-4
second Horse-Timer, and "!!'ly-Back," In Heaviest
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph tor timIng two horses, or double record, a fifth •econd best
In the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
hours, quarters, and minutes, $100 Ius than Broadway prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented with
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets or Diamond
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Variegated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc. etc'
'
'
No finer goods at TIIIany•s, N.Y.
Se11d me a check tor' amount you desire to pay ror
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible
and I wlll send prepaid to any part ot the United
States, and rifund cash on demand It not entirely satisfactory. ·I please all, and hundreds ot my customers
cheerfully testlty to tne tact. Reter to Rochelle
National Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett.
The latter says In his "Catalog of the Ltre Members
of the. State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
Otto Wetteteln, the stanch Liberal of Rochelle. I
found him up to his ears In business, selllng and
sending of! goods. His large jewelry store Is truly
marvelous for a town the size of Rochelle. I would
adylse allot our Liberal friends who are In want of
anything In the jewelry llne to send to hlm, and they
wlll make a graatsavlng by so doing." Correspondence solicited,

OTTO WETTSTEIN.
FOR SALE
:BY

AN

AGED LIBERAL,

A. LIB R A R y,,
Containing more than thirty Books and Papers on
,Scientific and Freethought subject.s; some or them
old and rare, but In good condition.
The Lot contains Five' Scrap Books with over
eighteen hundred extracts from newspapers and
magazines, etc. These the owner has been more
than fitty years In collecting.
Address H. J.
3t13
Box 207
Roanok\l, VIrginia, U.S.

CHARACTER:
A NEW ILLUSTRATED Hand-Book of PHRENOLOOt
and PHYSIOGNOMY, for the use of Students and
Examiners; with a Descriptive Chart for marking,
and upwards of170 Engravings. Price, post-paid,
in musHn, $1.25; in paper, $1.

One who wishes to get a practical lo;uowle<lge ol
Phrenology and Physiognomy in the shortest poe:;ible time, and without burdening his mlnd with
theoNticai speculations, will find this just the work
_he ,needs. It begins .at· the beginning ; describes
tl\.e brain and the skull· illustrates the temperuments; shows how the organs are grouped together in the cranium; points out the location and
t'nnctimi of each organ, with the corresponding
;>hysiognomical signs ; gives practical directioll im
the cultivation or restraint, as may be necessary·, ol
each organ; explains fully the "Art of Character
Reading," showing how to proceed in an examina.
Uon, bow to find the organs, bow· to distingui~h
tempernmcnw and other physiological conditions.
The work is thorough, methodical, C11retully
considered in every part; and at the same tim_
simple, concise, popular in style, and l!daptcd tc
the comprehension of all. It does not cluim to be
exhaustive-, but we can confidently assert that sc
much truly useful matter on the subject treated,
with so many fine illustrations, can nowhere els~
be found in the same compass or for so small a price
For 6ale by all booksellers and sent by mail, nost
l>llid by
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Wa'n•anted. -

CHEAPEST
nna best in the world.

Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
In ftve lectures comprising
"The Gods" " Hum4

boldt," •• Thomas Paine.• • Individuality," a.~d .. Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts.
Inclndln~r,

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
·• Liberty for Man, Woman and Child •'

" Tihe Declaration of Independence,' ·•About Farmlng
1n lltnota;"" The Great Bt~onquet,'' "The Rev. A.Jex~:~.n·
der Clark," •• The Past Rtses befOre Me Like a. DretUD ,.
and '•A Tribute to .Ebon C. Ingersoll...
'

Some Mistakes of Moses.

Paper, 50

cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion.

Ry ;R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.
Paper, $1,00;

.,

"APPLES OF COLD."

A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work for youllg masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, tree ot
postage. This new edition has a photograph o[ the
author which adds very much to the value o[ the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price, 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.

By Prot. H. M. KoTTINOER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles ot Free thought, at the same time that It
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint o[ pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEB.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STOBY OF THE B!ORTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE
Price 10 cents.

BUTLER BROWNE
For SR.le at this ofllce.

THE SABBATH.
BY M. FARRINGTON.
A thorough examination and refutation of the claims o
Sa.bbatarians who are trying to folst upon toe country
their holy day by unCOn•tlmtlonallegal enactments. Tbe

author shows by an appeal not only to the facta as tbey

~f~~!.1rh~h_;r~i!~eo~t d~~~l~~Ut:~;dbb.f:~:~~~~c;n~ tb~~

0

~'f1:'f:v~f ~~t~!f{g~et~~~ S~~~!lei~t~~l~~Jtec~holY thaD
SKETCH OF THE.

LIFE .A.ND CILlRACTER OF
SA. L.A. DIN.
(W. STEWART ROSS.)

A very Interesting biography or a remarkable man
Price 10 cents.
Address,
THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

THE

PROBLEM OF THE UNH ERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution
CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOG Y

Hutchuon.

Address
Price. 11.50.

THE TRUTH BEKKER,
Clinton Place. New York.

S3

God and the .State.
MICHAEL BAKOUNINE

By SAlUJEL P. PUTNAM.
Price

20 cents.

For sale at this office
.

I

~·

lly R. D. Westbrook, D D. Lt.B;

Author or "The Bible--:_Whence and What!"
CONTENTS:
The True Ideal or Marriage.
Free Love.
The History or Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question ot Law and Religion.
Rational Deductions trom Established Principles
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better tnan Cu' e.
Price, 50 cents. Noatly bound In cloth. For aalo
at.
this ofllce.
.A.mberley's Life of Jesus. His Character and Doctrins. From the Analysis
ANOTHER GREAT WORK I
of Religious Belief. By VrscoUNT A.'\IBERLEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

Chronicles of Simon Christianus.

His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture
(evidently inspired) discovered by 1. N.
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich.
Pnce, 25 cents.

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION
Founded upon the Lite or
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE:
(Engla~nl~~l~~~ fe~~~~u:;r

7o:r;.

sa~dtz~~~d), and

Du Chatelet.

BY BEN.JAMIN GASTINEAU.
Price, Seventy-five cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER Ofllce,

Founder o[ Nlhlllsm and Apostle or Anarchy.
WITH A PBEFACE BY
OARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Tr8olllllated !rom the French by BENJ. R. TUOKEB,
Jewish Godship upon a. great
(Editor o[ Liberty.)
variety ef subjects.
62 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEXEB,
Paper, au cents; clotb, 15 cents
88 Ollnton Place, New York.
sa Cllnton Place, l'i'e'lt',Yorlt•

•

•••

New England and the People up
There. A humorou~:~ lecture. By
GEORGE E. MACDONALD.

10 cents.

Pocket Theology.

By VoLTAIRE. Comprising terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of the term~> used in theology. The
only edition in English. 25 cents.

The Question Settled.

A Careful
Comparison of Biblical Modern Bpiritualism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.

'tdi

KNOW

THYSELF.~

The Roaring Lion on the Track. :By

AGreat Medical Work on Manhooo!

The Philosophy of Spiritualism,

Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from lmllscrotlons or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,

M. BABcocK.

Price,·15 cents.

and
the Philosophy and Treatment of Mediamania.
By FREDERIC R. MARVIN, M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.

a.nd oJd. It COll[aJns 125
and ... ~--- ·

Vrflfl~rl nt lnnM

fnr
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ble.
23 Y·
lot (
Frel
blows against theology and inhumanity. teed
II
tel
Price, $1.
In I
tun·
.A.lamontacla, the Galley-Slave. Trans- pos1
lated from the German of Zschokke b_y Go it
InA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philo- leal
1'h1& IJ(>OK ShOuld o~ reu.u oy Llll~ youug ror ln~LL'
sophical na, rativ, intensely interesting.
Uon, and by tho aflllcted for rellor. H will ben
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
all.- London Lancet.
is no member or society to whom thLs book
Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dic- wlllTllere
not bo nsetul, whether youth, parent, guardian,
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly instructor, or Clergyma.n.-Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medlen.! Institute, or Dr. W.
Randolph, aided by Emanuel SwerlPnParker, No 4 Bulfinclt st., Bos10n, Mass., who may
borg, through the mediumship of :Mrs . H.
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and exFRANCEs H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA perience. Chronic and obstinate dloeases hav batHuTCHINSON, with a steel engraving of tled the sklll or all other !Jhysclans
a
specialty. Such treated successlully
Randolph. Price, $1.50.
fi:J>ut an Instance of !allure.
Career of Religious Ideas; Their Ultimate the Rehgion of Science. By HunsoN TUTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75
cents.
my!Uedlcnl Compound and IrnforoYed

A. Business Man's Social and Relig·
ious Views. Bold and trenchant

HEAL
THYSElf

~ UPTU HES

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of
Yahveh or ,Jehovah Shown to be
the Worship of the Devil, with observations on the horrible and cruel ordinance
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
Rev. EvAN DAVIES (~'[yfyr Morganwg), D.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Greut Britain.
Translated from the Welsh by ~IoRro:o~, B.
Price, 25 cents.

c.

Eight Scientific Tracts.
Gottlieb: His Life. A

20 cents.

Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
Beautifully
written. By S. P. P~nrXA!>I. 25 cents.

His Life and Works in France l Hereaft~r •. A Scientific,_ Phenomenal,
nd Abroad
and Biblical Demonstratwn of a Future
a
•
Life. By D. W. HULL. Paper, 50 cents;

Interrogatories ·to Jehova.h.

i

The Inaugural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL,
delivered before the British Association
for the Advancement of Science. With
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELMHOLTz, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and
Sir HENRY 'fHo~IPSON on prayei·. Price,
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone,
in paper, 15 cents.

"l•T

THE DEVIL'S D E FEN SE.
Not since Hudlbras ha~re been such damaging
blows gtven to these old myths and tableo. The colonel
~~~~d.;'e~~n~:r~~~s~~:t ~~~h~c~~~~h'i: o"lmrO:eagi
clllvfill'Y. Tbe slngnlar audacity wltb which be attack.
the foundations of Chrlatlanlty sbows the earnestness ot
his own convictions In regard to Its tabnlons orlgln.-L

.Advancement of Science.

Marriage and Divorce.

ORTHODOX HASH;

DE TY ANALYZED
By Col. ;Jobn R. Kel!lo, A.M.

Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

CHRONIC DISEASES

WITH SOME

AND

FREETHOUGHTWORKS;

How the Pagan Priests ot Rome Originated
ChrLstlanity.
Transcribed by SPIRIT FAl!ADAY, late Electrician
cloth, $2.00.
and Chemist or the Uoyal Institution,
London, England.
'
Crimes of Preachers in the United
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
What Must We Do to be Saved l PaStates. By M_ E. BILLINGs. Shows ho'~>
per, 25 cents.
thick ·and fast the godly hav fallen from
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
grace. Price, 25 .Jents.
Address
S3 Clinton Place, New York.
those of the blood and Nerves, the Dis
Deity .Analyzed and tlte Devil's De- Embracing
eases or Men, the Diseases or Women, and the var1
fense.
In Six Lectures by Col. ous causes, physical auct social, lead lug to tile mare
.
I
JoH~ R. KELso, A.M.
These are among plainly treated by that plainest of books, PLAI!l\
WITH
.
HOME TALK, EMBHAOtl:'G MEDICAL COMM\/l'!
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and BENl:lE-nearly 1,0uu pages, 200 Illustrations, by Dt,
CHANGE OF DIET.
should be read by everybody. $1.50.
E. B. FOOTE, or 120 Lexlugtou ave., New York. ~
whom all letters !rom tlw sick silould be addre"""
REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR.
In Its Issue tor Jn.n. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's Tllu'lh
Last Will and Testament of ,Jean SEEKER
thus speaks or Dr. :FOOTE and his meul,,..
· Meslier, a curate of a Homan church pu)lllcatlons:
IN NINE PARTS AND COURSES.
"We know 111m (Dr. Foote) perona.•}
. in France, containing thA best of his writ- and lnUmately, and we say with all the assurau<.o
1 A Word trom the Cook. -2 Choice Bits tor the
that
i<uowledge
Imparts that he Is a man or th"
ings. 25 cOJnts_
Hash.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,highest lnceutivs and motlvs, whose life has been
4- The Chopplng-Knlfe.-5 Hash, First
spent
In
Instructing
and lmprovlug his f~IJOW·belnga
Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novel by giving such lurormn.tlon
Course.-G Haeh, Second Course.as Is well calculated to
of marked ability. By FnEDElliKA JliiAc- enable tnem to be mort~ he.i,itily, more happy, and
7 Hash. Third Course.-8 Change
.. of Diet, First Course,-9
DONALD' 404 pages.
Price reduced to to be better and more uso!ul men and women. His
Cnange of Diet, Secmedical works po.sess tile highest value, and hav
$1.25.
ond Course,
bem Introduced aud thorougllly react lu hundreds
v! thousands o! famlllos, who to-day stand ready to
By WARREN SU:MN£R BARLOW,
Nature's R,evelations of Character; bear wliltug testimony to the great bonellt they hav
AUthor O[
from the lJhy•lologlcaJ, hyglouic, and moral
or Physiognomy Illustrate<!. The derived
which he had so abty hupul'tllct."
THE VOICES .AND OTHER POEMS,
science of individual tmits portrayed by lessons
pn•·... •·
.. r.l'
the temperaments nnd features_ illus- to
The Truth Seeker.
Price, 10 Cents.
trated by 260 wood cuts.
By JosEPH FU
SIMMS, M.D.
650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth, PO~-'
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt AG
edges, $4.50.

Interviews on Talmage.

None as good, and pw·e.

Buy direct from the Grower.
Expr. or Postage paid to you.
20000 Gardeners buy and plant my
Seeds. My new beautifnl ill ustrated Garden Guides cost me $2000.
FREE to everybody. Seeds at 3c.
per pkt. Cheap as dirt by oz. & lb.
Send your address for prettiest FREE BOOK
printed. R. H. SHUMWAY, Rockford. Dl.
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cloth, 75 cents.

Issues of the Age.

Consequences Involved in Modern Thought.
A work
showing much study and great familiarity with other writers and thinkers. By
HENRY C. PEDDER. Price, $1.

Jesus Christ.

His life, miracles, teach·
ings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL.
25 cents.

John's

A pleasing domestic
Way.
Radical story. By :MBs. E. D.~

16 Qlllltl.

CUR EDbr

EJ~ J!~.~'jl:,lj~~f~~o1ir~~~e~n g{~?~~d
8

lta.mp !or drcuia.r, af&d aau in whaC PftJ»f"
l/OU '""' m11

ado..-l.,emtnl. Addreo1 O~op\,

w. "~llilliiiTIIll,~tfmia (le.lll.1',

DR. FbLLOWS
Is a regularly educated auu legally quulltled physician, and
tbo JIJObt su""essful,
as ills practice will
nrove. Ho has tor
twenty years treated
excln61vly all diBo>Ules
ot the Sox ual Organs, In whiCh he
stands pre-eminent.
SPERJIIATORRHCEA
and Jllll'O TEN CY
as the result or aeltabuse In youth nnd
t-ex ual excesses in ma-tuter years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,renderlng marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an ou1s1ce appllcatlon In slxty days.
NO STOMACH MEDICJN USED. It Is one ot Dr.
Fellows' valuable di8COverles, which Is entirely unknown to the medlral protesslon. Send three 2-cent
stamps for hls "Private Counselor," giving tull In·
tormatlon. Addrees Dr. H. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say where yon saw this advertLsment.

Fr<>m tiM Ironclad Age.

"Dr.Fellows Is an outspoken Inftdel, theretore no
cheat o"· humbug. The Freethinkers o[ the land
2honld glv the doctor their patronage."
lYU
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THE EUREKA
WHEN the ancient gods and religions were In their
glory It was firmly thought to be a great merit to believe in them; faith In them was counted a virtue;
and to he considered a moral man was to bllndly accept all the claims with regard to these gods and
rellglons. A greater fallacy, however, could hardly
be devised. There Is at no time merit in believing
unfounded assertions; there Is no excellence In beIng deceived; there Is no virtue or morality In believing a falsehood.-D. lif. Bennett.

"DoN'T forget the poor," urges a country editor.
It Isn't very often that an editor puts In a putr for

himself, but occasionally he is driven to it by necessity.
"Do you believe In laying on hands?" asked a
parishioner of ·the clergyman. "Certainly I do,"
he rPpl!ed. "But If your child Is very bad I would
advise you to try a shingle."

"I THOUGHT I heard Fred kiss you on the piazza
last night," said a !ather to his daughter the other
"I HATE to hear folks talk SO," Bald the poor relation; "I don't see that you are any better than a morning. "Oh, no, pa.," was the artless answer;
heathen." " I wish r were half as good as many "he only kissed me on the ear!'
hoathBn," I said. Dying for a principle seems to me
BY a new law In Arkansas, no saloon can be built
a higher degree of vtrtue than scoldln~ for It; and within 640 rods of a church, But the natlvs dodge
tile history of heathen races Is full of instances where this law by bulidlng the saloon first. Then they
men !aiel down their lives !or the love of their kind, erect the church right across the road.
of their country, of truth, nay, !or simple manhood's
A VERMONT man has a hen thirty-nine years old.
sake, o:r to show their obedience or fidelity. . . .
Which eeems to you nearest heaven, Socrates drink- The other day a hawk stole It, but after an hour
Ing hla hemlock, Regulu" gotn~ back to the enemy's came back with a broken bill and three claws gone,
. camp, or that old New England divine [-Jonathan put down the hen, and took an old rubber boot in
Elwards?] sitting comfortably in his study and place of it.
chuckling over h!g conceit of certain poor women
A YoUNG mother, traveling with ber Infant child,
w'llo had been burnt to death In his own town, going wrl•es the following letter to her husband at home:
"roaring out of one fire into another?"-0. TV. "We are all doing first-rate and enjoying ourselvs
Holmes.
very much. We are in fine health. The boy can
WENDELL PHILLIPS.
crawl about on all fours, Hoping that the same may
He saw humanity in tears and chains,
be said ot you, I rema.tn, etc., Fanny.''
Beaten and robbed, and by the wayside bleeding.
And priest and levlte, passing by unheeding
AN order has been received In Boston for three
The sutrerer's cries and wounds and crimson stains, pairs of shoes for a colore-d Methodist preacher.
And then, in eloqut'nt and marvelous strains,
The measurements are as follows: 7 3-4 ·inches
He spoke, and thrilled the nation with his pleading across the foot; Instep measure, 19 1-2 inches;
Standing by j usttce, not one step receding;
length of foot, 21 1-2 inches; width of heel, 7 1·8
"Scorning the gifts of fame," and golden gains,
Inches. The wearer of these shoes weighs 410
pounds.
That he might better ald the task of raising
The poor downfallen and downtrodden man.
"FINE sermon, wasn't It?" said a man to a sleepyThe music of his epeech the world is praising,
looking brother, as they came out of church Sunday
·Made him tile eloquent Samaritan,
morning. "Yes, "very fine gaped the other. "Were
,Whose llv• were at the altar touched with coals,
you not struck with the brilliancy of that passage
That melted hearts, and kindled kindred soull!r.
beginning, 'Courage ye saints?'" u Oh, yes, but I
-George W. Bungay.
was more forcibly struck with the passage beginHELP us to save free conscience from the paw ;ntng, 'Finally, brethren.'''
or hireling wolves, whose gospel Is their maw.
A LITTLE boy about four years of age was saying
-.-. Mtlton.
i his prayers at his mother's knee, and when he had
, finished the Lord's prayer, she said: "Now, Willie,
ask God to make you a good boy." The child raised
his eyes to his mother's !ace !or a few moments, as
If in deep thought, and then replied: "It's no use,
mamma. He won't dolt. I hav asked him lots o'
times."

·.nu~

BE'l''l'ER LAND.

1 know not where that city lifts

Its jasper walls In air,
I know not where the glory beams,

So marvelously fair;
I cannot see the waving hands
Upon that farther shore,
I cannot hear the rapturous song
Of dear ones gone -before;
But dimmed and blinded earthly eyes,
Washed clear by contrite tears,
Sometimes catch gllmpses of the ligbt
From the eternal years.
-L. lif. Latimer.

PERSONS sometimes get answers they don't expect,
even from children. One of them was questioning
a s:unday-school class about the man who !ell among
thieves on the way from Jerusalem to Jericho,
Bringing the story to a point, he asked: "Now, why
did the priest and the Levlte pass by on the other
side?" A scholar held out his hand. "Well, my
boy, why did the priest pass by on the other side?"
"I know," said the lad. "Because the IDa.n was &1 ..
ready robbed."
IF a man could llv a thousand years,
When half his life had passed
He might, by strict economy,
A fortune hav amassed.
Then, having gained some common sense,
And knowledge, too, of life,
He could select a woman· who
Would make him a true wito.
But as It is, man hasn't time
To even pay his debts,
And weds to be acq•tainted with
The woman whom he gets.

UREDJ:LITY Is not a crime, but it becomes criminal
by rosl"tlng conviction. It is strargllng In the womb
of conscience the etrects It makes to ascertain truth.
We should never force belief upon ourselvs in anyt.hiug-Thomas Paine.
IF tile Jove of Plato Is a worthless ground for preferring error to truth, still more reprehensible IB It
to do wrong out of hatred and conte-mpt for aoyone,
be he who he may. Could the father of lies speak
truth. It would be· our duty to believe him when he
did so.- Guesses at Truth.
IN the Interests of fair play, to say nothing of
those of mankind, I ask, Wily do not the clergy, as a
a body, acquire, as a part of their preliminary education, some such tincture of !Jhyslcal scleoce as WliJ
put them In a position to understand the dl1llcultles
ln the way of accevtlng their theories, which are
forced upon tile mind of every thoughtful and Intelligent mao, who has taken tile trouble to Instruct
himself in the elements of na\Ural knowiedge?Hux!ey.

IN Its mad, eager search for the real,
The age uses fe~t and not wings.
Does It too roughly treat the idealDoes It shatter too many dear things?
Are your Idols all broken and battered?
Are there ruins of faith on each hand?
Yet precious the seed that Is scattered
When harvest shall whiten the land,
Though we worship no more In their fashion,
Or walk where our fathers hav trod,
we are fuller of love and compas•lon,
And EO we are nearer to God.
We havtaken the crown !rom the splendid
But bloodthll'sty warriors of old,
And our homage and pralfe hav descended
To the thinker, untrammeled and bold.
The nge turns aside from old byways,
We were taught to revere In our youth,
And finds the new beautiful highways
L)ing bathed In the sunlight of truth,
Should we weep If some Idols were shatte~ed,
some bios• oms trod uown by the way,
Since the seed that is everywhere scattered
Must yield a great harvest some day?
-Ell4 Wlltdtr,

MAGNETIC CLOTHING
CURES EVERY FoRM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT Jti.EDICIN.
THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
CURES OOLD OR MOIST FEET.
Sent to any address
GUARANTEED.
letter or In
for

upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIB
Pamphlets and all information by
person free of charge. Send
Illustrated Pamphlet.

Addre,ss all communications to

DR. L .. TENNEY,
324 Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cincinnati, Ohfo
Pnce, $18,

TESTIMONIALS:
Read the fOllowing testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct In every particular·
and that your aliments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ABEt
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart. of Six Years:
Standing Cured in Tlu.·ee Weeks.
One Week.
CINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
BiiuLLSBURG, WIS., Dec. U, 1882..
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I reel greatly InDR. L. TID<"NEY-Dear Sir: After weartng one t>(
debted to you for the benefit I hav receiv;ed from your MAGNETIO VESTS for about three week.&, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af-, Side, which had been a source of misery to me tor
filcted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous .remedies
velous, Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly, With unafter wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com.
H. A. BROWN..
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav sufLadies, read the following testimony from a lady
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great wlth nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav in the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 188~.
past two weeks, w111 soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY : You:r letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. ·Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of etrectlng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIBST HOUR I HAD THEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, p.nd if I improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T:Iesday, will soon be well. Will report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J, R.
Remember that the same appliances which will
etreot a cure 1n a case of Paralysis w111 at the same
_This lady reports· herself entirely cured In less
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although in bed, unable to get out, when applied,.
change medicins every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to rlde twenty miles 1n.
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
something (If he is very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this o1llce, by anyfor the time being.
·
one desiring to communicate with her.
Ladles, read the following testimony !rom a lady who had been surte:ring !or two years with an Ovar-·.
tan Tn01or, and who had_ been told. that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances·
were as 9 to 1 against recovery, In four months' time she is Perfectly well, and has not taken a dose or·
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothinog:
for you; It will pay you.
SHULLSBJJBG, WIS., November 19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de-·
sire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians·
of St. Louis, at which place I was t.hen stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J u~nor,.
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly·
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to anc
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka lllagnet.ic Applfances. As a drowning man•.
w111 catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a:.sutt~,of:
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became le55 !rom day to day, untll now I am
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular, I would therefore
o:;heerfully recommend them to anyone autre ring as I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.

A BoSTON paper says : " The punch-bowl from
which the patriots drank, at the house of Samuel
Ji]des, during the planning of the plot for throwing
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
the tea overboard in Boston harbor, was presented over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
by his descendant, Mrs. Long, to the Boston hlstori· market, they impart no shocks and leaves no sores.
cal society, some yPars ago." That settles it. Then,
Instead of being a lot of pious patriots, who went
prayerfully to work to destroy the tea of the enemy,
the old dufrers surrounded a punch-bowl till they
got full. Then the patriotic act was only a common
drunk, such as people indulge in nowadays, The
$
patriots simply got their kegs full and went down to
the boat whooping. There Is a new name for It now
days, They call it painting the town red.

-.

PRICE LIST.

A SUNDAY-SOHOOL teacher was telling her class
about Noah and the fiood, and she had just said he
had a pair of everything in the ark, when a small
boy held up his hand: "What Is It, Tommy?" she inquired. "Are you sure Noah had a pair or everythtng ?" "Quite sure, for the Bible says so."
" Well, when I g0 home I'll tell my pap he don't
know what he's talking about." "Why, Tommy,
what did he s&y?" "Aw, he thinks because he 1~ a
deacon he's mighty smart, and when I was gettln'
my lesson, last night, Mr. Jones was there, an' pap
said he'd bet a nickel against the Sunday collection
that Noah didn't hav a pair of aces In the ark, from
cellar to garret. .Pap blu1!ed Mr. Jones, for he ain't
a church-member, and don't know much scripter,
but you bet he can't fool a Sunday-school scholar
like me."

'i

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominai Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4:,00
Knee Caps, each,
3. 00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
•
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles, •
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the money
If &hey are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are otrered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality IB a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever ortered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle of iron, the majority of such worthless _appliances having
A TALL, fine looking gentlem&n arrived at one of so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for a.
he leading hotels lately. He registered, and as the moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and will outlast aJJ.]'
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged In the garments upon acfmtijlll.clerk was looking over the room board and the por- princip!ts, and not haphazard as In all the others. We otrer you therefore
ters were looking after the gentleman's baggage he
addressed the clerk as follows: "I wish, it you
please, that In assigning me to a room you would use And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now ortered under that head. At.:
some discretion and place me, it possible, on the the same time the application of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to orter them
worldly side of the house." The clerk stammered abOut
a little, looked at his diamond pin, rang two or three
bells nervously, cougiled, fumbled a blotter on the So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a tr111e higher·~
desk and said he did not quite understand what the than ordinary clothing.
R"DlPJnber that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and It·
<;entleman was driving at. "Well, my dear sir, the
last time I was here you gave me a room oa the re- upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our 1lxpense and we wm,
refund your monllY·
ligious side of the house. To be !rank with you, I
think I was put between two-well, two prayer-meetings, and I heard nothing all night but groans and
amens. If you hav a worldly side of the house Just
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITED STATES, LIBBBAL OOMMIBBIONB ALLOWJm'
giv me a cot there. To some men prayer will take
Acldrtll lor IUrthlr IDformiiCSoD,
DB. L. TENNEY,
the place or ijleep, 1: am not one of that kind."
Dace Street, aor. 11th Btreel;, 01no1DIIII!ti,Q,

The Only Scientific :Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CILlRGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to·
order, and a :fit guaranteed.
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A CHURCH- in Connecticut, by resolution,
'forbids its members to drink intoxicating
!liquorS-" explicitly excepting hard cider."
'That is their "particular kind of vanity," relDla~ks the Advocate.
IN a recent Western political convention an
ex-preacher, who is now a politician, offered
the following resolution: "Resolved, That the
meek shall inherit the earth; and, further, Re. solved, That we are the meek."

,.,:,

~.

OF Mr. Beecher and his visit to San Francisco, the Argonaut says: "His biblical vagaries hav ceased to amuse the irreverent, and
hls irreverences hav ceased to shock the religious, Nothing can save his next lecture sea'son but a new doubt."
A BosToN clergyman has had the temerity to
11dvance_ the theory that the Garden of Eden
was located at the North Pole. Heretofore,
says the Chicago Ttmes, the general impression
at the Hub has been that this famous garden
fronted_on Beacon street.

Ne-w- York, Saturday,April 5.1884.

MAI:TINO. VANFLEET-suggestiv name-was
treasurer of Huron county, Ohio, and also
treasurer of the Presbyterian church, of Norwalk. Recently he faded from public view
and so did the funds which he had in his
charge. The amount of available assets which
flitted with Fleet amounted to about $70,000.
As he was an "exemplary Christian gentleman," the good people of Norwalk are at a loss
to account for his disappearance. There was
nothing mean about bini, however; he gave
the combination of the lock to his wife and
left the empty safe in the office.

feet? The English people<will imagin scandals more disgusting, perhaps, than the divorce case will disclose. The Socialists- will
lay up another wrong against the old emperor.
BrsHoP M:cNAMAltA, of Brooldyn, is sued by
The Bremen Sen-ate will hate Bismarck more
his landlady for libel.
bitterly than ever.
NEw revelations in the Rose Ambler murder
THE excessiv modesty of the residents of At- case at Stmtford, Conll., are promised soon.
lanta, Ga., has been greatly shocked during
PRINCE LEOPOLD, the Duke of Albany, Queen
the past week by a very small matter. An enterprising picture-dealer to whose eyes classic Victoria's youngest son, died ori the 2~th ult.

IT is high time for the workingmen of the
United States to rescue themselvs, by their
own brain and brawn, from the accursed system that is cruShing· them into slavery and
misery. Blast the vampires of capital, who
drain the life-blood of their victims! Blast
the greedy monopolists aild corporations, who
devour the substance of the poor upon whom
they prey! Blast the land-grabbers, whose
breath bla~;~ts the ea:rth; the gambling lawmakers, who blast the public prosperity; the
false priests, who bl1,1st the skies; the foul
judges, who blast justice in the interest of the
rich; and whosoever or whatsoever blasts the
life. or liberty of man, let him and it be
blasted !-John Swinton.

THE Rev. Father Ke11rney, of Hemp!!tead,
Long Island, is sued for $5,000 for assault and
battery.

THE prison reform .committee of Massachusetts' proposes a new plan of distribution of
convicts which will put the most hardened .-PY
THE Rev. Henderson Davis, pastor of theM.
, themselvs. And Mr. Buckley thinks the prin- E. church at Coxsackie, N. Y., is causing his
, ciple might be applied with advantage in seme flock great distress. A husband of a female
of the Methodist Sunday-schools.
parishioner has openly denounced the pasTHE recent formation of societies for the tor as a wolf in sh-eep's clothin~. He claims
cremation of the dead in New Orleans, Chi- to hav a letter in his possession which he found
cago, Philadelphia, and Boston shows that the in the work-box of hls wife, signed by the acreform is spreading with some rapidity, and cused clergyman, in which Henderson adthat before long. the method of the disposition dresses her as "dearest Emma," and speaks of
the yearning of his heart to see her, and how
of the dead will be radically changed.
when he met her upon the arm of her husband
A BIG petition for giving colored children he became almost .frantic. With this epistle
more rights in Massachusetts public schools the husband visited the minister's house and
was signed, without reading, by a large num- handed it to him for identification.- The pas·ber of' eminent judges, politicians, and clergy- tor destroyed the paper, and was thereupon
-.men ·without regard to color. The opening kicked and cuffed by his suspicious parishioner.
-sentence was, "We, the undersigned, parents The matter will be brought before the church
of colored children.''
authorities and the courts.
_Texas Siftings says that "Monsignor Capel
THE Bartholdi statue pedestal committee
having amused himself and everybody else, estimated the whole cost of the pedestal at
during his visit to the United States, will soon $250,000, $140,000 of which is in hand, but
leave for England taJdng his little playthings now they find that the granit alone will cost
with him." The playthings aseigned to the at least $240,000. That is, the whole pedestal
monsignor are a bag of gas and a little tin lion will cost not less than $340,000, for they hav
on wheels labeled "Leo."
thus far spent $70,000 upon the concrete
foundation, and it is but little more than twothirds finished. The funds come in very
slowly, and-- though great efforts hav been
made to interest the rest of the country, and
committees hav been appointed in the chief
cities, not more than $500 had been received
from them. The feeling doubtless is that the
statue is to be New York's, and New York
should pay for it. The 250,000 French peopl~
GENERAL GoRDON's example in recognizing who paid for the statue itself, however, meant
~lavery as· a legal institution has been followed it as a gift to the whole American people.
by Admiral Hewett, who has ordered that runBY Queen Victoria's special command, a di~ways be restored to their masters, on the
. ground that the Egyptian convention allowing vorce suit brought by Lady Colin Campbell
slavery remains in force. And so England's against her husband, the brother-in-law of the
load of infamy grows day by day. No wonder Princess Louise, is to be heard by the English
- Gladstone breaks down trying to carry the divorce court in "strict secrecy." The emburden.
peror of Germanyhas sent for the president of
A CLERGYMAN was devoutly reading the holy the Reichstag and informed that officer that a
scriptures to his congregation, when he came vote cast against the bill to continue the Antito certain words in the lower right hand cor- Socialist law will be regarded as an act against
ner to which he desired to giv great emphasis. his imperial majesty. So the bill, which was
So. he read with a loud voice, "I am "-turned virtually defeated, will now be successful.
over two leaves and continued-·' an ass, the Prince Bismarck has ordered the Bremen Senfoal of an ass "-then, seeing his mistake, found ate to ask for admission to the Imperial Custhe right place, and added, "that I am,'' which, toms Union. The Senate is unwilling to do so,
but must yield. In a single day these three inof course, nobody would deny.
stances Gf royal and autocratic bulldozing ocTHE pains arld penalties of perjury present cur. What an illustration of the liberty enthemselvs in a rather muddled form to the joyed by the people of Europe! A queen, to
youthful Philadelphian. A very little boy was hush up scandals coming very near to her famcalled as a witness, says the 11mes of that city, ily, if not involving some of them, seals up the
in the quarter sessions. He was all over trem- doors of a court and the lips of all its officers.
bling. "My b,)y/' said Assiijtant District-At- A kaiser, finding a public measure liable to detOrney Kinsey, smiling like a good father, " do feat, bullies the parliament of the people into
you know the nature of an oath?'' "Oh, y-yes, passing it by making a vote against it an ofsir," answered the boy. · "Well, if you should fense to the crown. An insoltnt minister ortell a -lie .and die, what would become of you?" ders a senate to do his bidding and it is forced
"I should become a mummy, sir."
to comply. Yet what will be the ultimate efHENRY IRVING, the actor, met an old lady in
·Scotland who had so much respect for the
Sabbath that she condemned the queen for
boat-riding on it. She added: "I've read the
Bible sin·ce I was so high, an' I knaw ev'ry
word in't. I knaw things the good Lord did,
but I want ye to knaw, too, that I don't think
any the more e'en of him for a-doin' it!''

\

Jltws of( tltt lfttlt.

works of art hav long been familiar put in his
show-window a picture of Lady Godiva taking
her noonday ride through Coventry. At once
ladies began to shun the place, ttnd some
crossed over the street rather than look upon
the horrid picture. Some of the older and
bolder maidens gave expression to their indignation, and through them the police were
called on to hav the object removed. The
dealer very promptly took it down, but this
gave, rise to a discussion concerning the hypercritical tastes of certain people; in any one of
whose houses could be found pictures fully as
questio-nable.
The antique maidens grew
madder as their minds dwelt upon the incident, and it now seems as if it is destined to be
a topic for some time. At several meetings
the subject was gravely talked over ·and the
opinion expressed that the world was growing
worse, and that it behooved good people to
make an open and activ fight for morality.
One of the preachers in his sermon. dwelt
at some length on the transaction, going so far
as to say that pictures, even when well-clothed,
are but sensuous luxuries, and the money paid
for them would be better employed if given to
the missionary cause.

HIGH winds and cold weather hav made the
last few days uncomfortable in und about New
York.

llAnNUM's sacred white elephant iH not white.
The front p11rt of it is pink and the rest slatecolored.
Mn. CA'nL ScHunz, ex-secretary of state, has
declined a purse of $100,000 which his friends
anti admirers wished to raise for him.
THE women
saloon in that
poured ull the
Their action is
good citizens.

of Canton, Kunsas, raided a
town one day last week and
liquor found into the street.
said to be indorsed by many

THE trial of the Rev. Dr. Bristor, at Newark,
N.J., is progressing, but nothinf-( of importance
has been elicited. The charge is immorality
with several boys. The examination of witnesses is carried on in secret.

IT is thought not improbable that the Vatican (the pope's residence at Rome) and St.
Peter's church will be confiscated by the Italian
government. In that case, it is said, the pope
THE Boston correspondent of the Chicago
will seek refuge in Austria.
Tribune writes to his paper: Among the records
PASTOR NEwMAN continues to occupy the
of the Boston Municipal Court the other day
appeared this item: "Jeremiah Donnelly, for pulpit of the Madison Avenue Congregational
playing marbles the Lord's Day, fined $2 with- church, but is uncertain how long he will stay
out costs." This did not happen in the year there. There are those who say he will remain,
1701, but took place last week before a judge and others who think his engagement very
who does not wear a wig. Jeremiah might ha v brief.
gone up to the old Granary burying-ground on
STATE·SENATon Gmoos, of Minnesota, who
Tremont street (just beside _the· church where has just returned from the Cceur d'Alene minthe ;Rev. Buckboard Murray used to delight ing region, says that the yield of gold the eomgreat audiences) and spend .Sunday gazing ing season will be ext-raordinary. One man
through the iron bars upon tombstone images too poor at first to buy his outfit htiB tuken
which hav looked out upon passing crowds for $5,000 from a place six feet square. Another
150 years or more; he might hav gone to hear sold an acre and a quarter of his claim for
the heretics lecture at Paine Memorial Hall; $10,000. Miners who are working take out
he might hav attended spiritual seances; he $40 per day. Many who are not working sit
might hav gone to see the ancient Egyptian with gun in hand guarding their claims.
idols and the plaster of paris statues in the Art
CHAnLES L. KusE, editor of the Gringo and
Museum; or he oould hav walked softly along
Greaser, a paper published at Manzano, N. M.;
the sacred paths of the Common. All this
was shot and killed last Friday while sitting
could Jerry hav done without danger of trouin his office. The assassin, who is unknown,
ble, but when it comes to playing marbles the
fired through the window. Mr. Kuse was a
Lord's Day the small boy's father must walk
Freethinker, and his paper was devoted to deinto court and rescue his sinful son with a fending the state against the encroachments of
$2 note. You hav got to draw the line some- the Catholic church. It is not necessary, per·
where. This little episode illustrates the pe- haps, to look further for the cause of his assasculiar Boston mind, which is liberal in spots, smation in a priest-cursed country like New
but cannot wholly break away from Puritan Mexico.
bigotry. A man can think and talk as he
IN the Episcopal church of the Holy Trinity
pleases as long as he observes the common
rules of decency, and always find an audience, in Brooklyn prayer was offered up last Sunday
but he must not play marbles Sunday. He for the benefit of Queen Victoria, that she
can expound all sorts of heretical doctrins the might be sustained in her recent severe beLord's Day, and publish a paper threatening reavement in the death of her son. It would
society with various kinds of destruction, and hav been the part of forethought for theHe sym·
no one says a word about smashing his mouth pathetic people to hav prayed a week or two
or his printing-press, but when he dares to earlier that the afflictions under which the good
play marbles Sunday there is always a Puritan Victoria suffers might hav been averted. A
to point out the statute framed to punish such prayer in time might save considerable sufferdesecration, and the law says, "Obey the word ing-if it was answered.
DissATISFACTION over the verdict of a jury in
of the fathers!'' If the strict letter of the Massachusetts laws was enforced no man could a trial for murder has just precipitated upon
hav peace, but still no one demands their re- Cincinnati, Ohio, one of the bloodiest riots
peal, and every little while a crank appears ever known in this country, lasting from Friwith the Bay psalm-book under his arm and day, the 28th ult., until the following Monday.
the spirit of witchburners in his soul to cry An attempt was made to lynch the murderer
out against the villain who plays marbles the Berner, and fuiling in this the n1ob proceeded
Lord's Day. It is very small business, which to all manner of violence. The court-house,
would amuse everybody if it did not grow an- which cost S250,01JO, containing vuluuble
noying, for the spirit of Puritanism crops out papers, was burnt Saturday night. All the
in many curious shapes and phases. Very troops in the st11te were o1·dered to the Hccme,
likely it will die out with the elder generation and the mo!J dispersed: Between 75 and 100
of to-day, so that in 1900 small Jerry may play perHons were killed, many of them innocent
marbles on Sunday without fear of molet~ta- bystn!lders who had nothing to do with the
tion.
~ot.
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What are they to do? From the bottom of my hea~t I sympa- he knew would eommit murder, then God is gui.lty -~f that
thize with the poor clergyman that has had all his common murder. If God made a man ,knowing he would heat his wife,
sense educated out of him; and· is now to be thrown out that he would starve" his children; that he would strew on
upon the cold and uncharitable world. His prayers are not either side of his path of life th1l wrecks of ruined'homes, then
answered; he gets no help from on high, and the pews are I say the being who called that wretch into existence· is diA New Lecture by Colonel In~ersoll.
beginning to criticise the pulpit. What is the man to do? rectly responsible. And yet we are to find the providence of
ORTHODOXY DYING FROM SOFTENING OF THE :BRAIN AND OSSI- If he suddenly changes, he is gone. If he preaches what he God in the history of nations. What little I hav read shows
really believes, he will get notice to quit. And yet if he me that when man has been helped, man had to do it; when'
FIOATION OF THE HEART.
and the congregation would come together and be perfectly the chains of slavery hav been h1•oken, they hav been broken
It is utterly inconceivable that any man beLieving in the honest, they would all admit they didn't believe anything of it. by mani when something had has been done tn the governtruth of the Christian religion could publicly deny it, because
ment of mankind, it is easy to trace it to man, and to fix the
''HONOR BRIGHT."
he who believes in that religion would believe that, by a pubOnly -a little while ago a couple of ladies were riding. to- responsibility upon human beings. You will not look to the
lic denial, he would peril the eternal salvation of his soul. It gether from a revival in a carriage late at night, and one sky; you need throw neither praise nor blame; you can find
is conceivable, and without any great effort of the mind, that said to the other, as they rode along: "I am going to say the efficient causes nearer home-right here.
·
millions who don't believe in the Christian religion should something that will shock you, and I beg of you never to
THE LOYE OF GOD.
openly say that they did. In a country where religion is sup- tell it to anybody else. I am going to tell it to you." "Well,
What is the next thing I find in this creed? "We believe
posed to be in power-where it has rewards for pretense, what is it?" She says: "I don't believe in the Bible." The
where it pays a premium upon hypocrisy, where it at least is other replied: "Neither do I." I hav often thought how that man was made in the image of God, that he might know,
willing to purt:hase silence-it is easily conceivable that mill- splendid it would be if the ministers could but come togethe-r love, and obey God, and enjoy him forever." I don't believ!3
ions pretend to believe what they do not. And yet I believe it and say: "Now let us be honest. Let us tell each other, that anybo'dy ever did love God, because nobody ever knew
has been charged against myself, not only that I Wi\S insincere, honor bright-c-as Dr. Currie did in Chicago the other day- anything about him. We love each other. We love somebut that I took the side that I am on for the sake of populari- let us tell just what we believe." They tell a story that thing that. we know. W elove something that our experience
ty; and the aLtdience to-night goes far toward justifying the in the old time a lot of people, about twenty, were in Texas in tells us is good and great, and good and beautiful. We can
not by any pos~ibility love the unknown. We can love truth,
accusation.
a little hotel, and one fellow got up before the fire, put his because truth adds to human happiness. We can Jove justice,
ORTHODOX RELIGION DYING OUT.
hands behind him, and says he: "Boys, let us all tell our real because it preserves human joy. We can love charity. We
It givs me immense pleasure to say to this immense audi- names." If the ministers and their congregations would only
ence that orthodox religion is dying out of the civilized tell their real thoughts, they would find that they are nearly as can love every form of goodness that we Jillow or of which we
can conceive, but we cannot love the infinitly unknown. And
world. It is a sick man. It has been attacked with two bad as I am, and that they believe just about as little.
how can we be made in the image of something that has neither
diseases-softening of the brain and ossification of the hea:rt.
THEY DON'T BELIEVE IT.
body and parts nor passions. "That our first parents, by disIt is a religion that no longer satisfies· the intelligence of
;,
Now, I hav been talking a great deal about the orthodox re- obedience, fell under the condemnation of God, and that all
this country: a religion that no longer satidfies the brain;
a religion 1>.gainst which the heart of every civilized man and ligion; and, if after having delivered a lecture, I would meet men are so alienated from God that there is no salvation from
woman pro~ests.
It is a religion that givs hope only to a some good, religious person and he would say to me: "You the guilt and power of sin except through God's redeeming
few; a rellgwn that puts a shadow upon the cradle; a relig- don't tell it as we believe it." ''Well, but I tell it as you hav power." Is there an intelligent man or woman now in the
ion that wraps the coffin in darkness, and fills the future of it written in your creed." "Oh, well," he says, "we don't world who believe_ in the Garden of.Eden story? If there is,
mankind with flame and fear. It is a religion that I am go- mind that any more." "Well, why don't you change it?" strike here [tapping his forehead], and you will-hear an .echo.
ing to do what little ~ can while I liv to destroy; and in its "Oh, well," he says, "we understand it." Possibly the creed Something is for rent. Does any 'human being how believe
place I want human1ty, I want good fellowship I want a is in the best possible position for them now. There is a that God made man of dust,,_ and a woman of a rib, and put
brain without a chain, I want a religion that ~very good tacit understanding that they don't believe it. There is a tacit them in a garden, and put a tree in the middle of it? 'W11sn't
understanding that they hav some way to get around it, that there tpom outside of the garden to put his tree, if he didn't
heart will cheerfully applaud.
they read between the lines; and if they should meet now to want people to eat his apples?· · ·.
RELIGIOUS BII\THS.
If I did~'t want a man to .eat my fruit I would not put him
We must remember that this is a world of progress, a world form a creed they might fail to agree; and the creed is now so
of change. There is perpetual death, and there is perpetual that they can say as they please except in public. Whenever in my orchard.
THE "SNAKE STORY."
.
birth. By the grave of the old forever stand youth and joy; they do so in public, the church, in self-defense, must try
Does anybody now believe in the snake story? I pity any
and when an old religion dies a better one is born. When we them; and I believe in trying every minister that doesn't
find out that an assertion is a falsehood, a shining truth takes preach the doctrin as he agrees to. I hav not the slightest man or woman who, in this nineteenth century, believes in
its place, and we need not fear the destruction of the false. sympathy with a Presbyterian preacher who endeavors to that childish fable. Why did they disobey? Wl_oy, they were
The more false we destroy the more room there will be for the preach Infidelity from his pulpit and receive Presbyterian tempted. Who by? The devil. Whomadethedevil?- What
true. 'fhere was a time when the astrologer sought to read in money. When he.changes his views he must step down and did he make him for? Why ·didn't' he tell Adam and Eve
the stars the fate of men and nations. The astrologer has out like a man, and say, "I don't believe your doctrin, and I about this fellow ? Why didn't he watch the devil instead of ' ·
faded from the world, but th.> astronomer has taken his place. will not preach it. You must hire some bigger fool than I watching Adam and Eve.?· Instead of turning them. out, why
didn't he keep him from getting in? .Why didn't he. ht1y his
There was a time when the poor alchemist, bent and wrinkled am."
~UESTIONING THE CREED.
flood first and drown the devil, before he made man and woman?
and old, over hi.s crucible endeavored to find some secret by
But
I
find
that
I
get
the
creed
very
nearly
right.
To-day
And yet people who call themselvs intelligent-c-professois
which he could change the baser metals into purest gold.
The alchemist has· gou e; the chemist took his place; and, al- there was put into my hands the new Congregational creed. in colleges and presidents of :venerable institutions-teach
though .he finds nothmg to change metals into gold, he finds I hav just read it, and I thought I would call your attention children, and young men who ought to be children, that the
sometbmg that covers the earth with wealth. There w.as a to it to-night, to find whether the church)las made any ad- Garden of Eden st8ry is an absolute historical Jact! Well,
time when the Roothsayer and augur flourished, e,nd after them vance; to find whether it has been affected by the light of I gttess it will not be long until that will f~tde from the
came the parson and the priest; and the parson and the priest science; to find whether the sun of knnwledge has lisen in the imagination of men. I defy any man to think of a more
must go. The preacher must go, and in his place must come heavens in vain; whether they are still the children of intel- childish thing. This God waiting around there, knowing all
the teacher-that real interpreter of nature. We are done lectual darkness; whether they still consider it necessary for the time what would happen-made them on purpose so it
with the supernatural. We are through with the miraculous you to believe something that you by no possibillity can un- would happen-and then· what does he do? Holds all of
and the wonderful.
There was once a prophet who pre- derstand in order to be a winged angel torever. Now, let us us respoi;J.sible; and we ~ere not there. Here is a repreBefore I
tended to read in the book of the future. His place has been see what their creed is. I will read a little of it. They com- sentativ before the constituency had been. born.
taken by the philosopher, who reasons from cause 'to effect mence by saying that they "believe in one God, the Father am bound by a representativ, I want a chance to vote for
.:;.:a man who finds the facts by which he is surrcl!:tn'd1ld· and' Almighty,. make.r.oLheaY!lll. and.o~ .\l.aJ:t!;l, a,Ild qf __ all things or ag11inst him; and if I had been there'and'known all the
endeavors to reason from these premises and to· tell what in visible and invisible." I am perf~ctly willing that he should circumstances, I snoura·:J;ta:v·votea 'ag!iliist"-mni:'~~ -xtril"y''et·-r-·
all probability will happen in the future. The prophet has make the invisible if they want him to. They bay, now, that am held responsible.
THE ATONEMENT.
gone, the philosopher is here. There was a t1me when man there is this one personal· God, that he is the maker of the
What did Adam do? I camiot see that it amounted to
sought aid entirely from heaven-when he prayed to the deaf universe and its .ruler. I again ask the old question, Of
what
did
he
!1\ake
it?
·If
matter
has
not
existed
through
muoh
anyway.
A
God
that can create somethmg out of
sky. There was a time when the wbrld depended upon the
supernaturalist. That time in Christendom has passed. We eternity, then this God made it. Of what did he make it? nothing ought not to hav complained of the loss of an upWhat uid he u~e for the purpose? There was nothing in the pie. I can hardly hav patience to'speak upon such a subject.
now depend upon the naturalist~not upon the disciple
Now, that absurdity gave birth to another-that, while we
faith, but upon the discoverer of facts-upon the demon. unive1·se except,this God. What had the God been doing for
strator of truth. At last we are beginning to build upon a the eternity. he had been living? He had made nothing- could be rightfully charged with the rascality of somebody
solid- foundation, and just as we progress the ·supernatural called nothing into existence; never had had an idea, because ·else, we could also be credited with the virtues of someboc;ly
it is impossible to hav an idea unless there is something to ex- else; and the atonement is the absurdity which offsets the
must die.
cite an idea. What had he been doing'? Why doesn't the other absurdity of the fall of man. Let us leave them both
THE RELIGION OF RECIPROCITY.
lteligion of the supernatural kind will fade from this world Congregational church tell us? How do they know about this out; it reads· a great deal better with both of them out; it
.
and in its place we will hav reason. In the place of the wo;- infinit being? And if he is infinit, how can they comprehend makes better sense.
Now, in consequenc!l of that, everybody is alienated from
ship of something. we know not· of, will be the religion of him? What good is it to believe in something that you know
mutual love and assistance-the great religion of reciprocity. you don't understand-t)Jat. you never can understand? In God. How? . Why? Oh, we are all depraved, you- know; '
Superstition must go. Science will remain. The church the old creeds they describ.ed this God· as a being without we all want to do wrong. Well, why?_ Is that because we
howeve1·, dies a little hard_ The brain of the world is not yet body and parts or passions. I defy any man in the world to are depraved? No. Why d6 we make so many ·mistakes?
developed. There are intellectual diseases, the same as dis- write a: better desc:nptionof nothing. You cannot conce~ve of Because there is only one right way, and there iil almost an
eases of the body. Intellectual mumps and measles still a finer word:painting of a vacuum than a something without infinit number of wrong ones; and as long as we are not ·
affl.ict mankind. Whenever the new comes the old protests body and parts or passions. And yet this God, without pas- perfect in our intellects we must make mistakes. There. is
1md the old fights for its place as long as it has a particle of sions, is angry at the wicked every day; this God, without no darkness but ignorance; and alienation, as they call it,
power. And we are now having the same warfare between passions, is a jealous God, whose anger burneth to the lowest from God is simply a lac]!: of intellect upon our pa:rt. Why
superstition and science, that there was between the stage- hell. ' This God, without passions, loves the whole human were we not given better brains? That may account for the
coach and the locomotiv. But the stage-coach had to go. It race, and this God, without passions, damns a large majority alienation. But the church teaches that every soul that finds
had its day of glory and power, but it is gone. It went West. of the same. So, too, he is the ruler of the world, and l find its way to the shore of this world is against God-naturally
In a little while it will be driven into the Pacific with the last here that we find "h1s providence in the government of the hates God; that the little dimpled child in the cradle is simply
Indian aboard. So we find that there is the same conflict nations?" What nations? What evidence can you find, if you a chunk of depravity. Everybody against· God! It is a libel
between the different sects and different schools not only of are absolutely honest and not frightened, in the history of na- upon the human race; it is a libel upon .all the men "ho hav
philosophy but of mediein. Itecollect that everything except tions th-at this universe is presided over by an infinitly wise worked for wife and child; it is a libei upon all.the wives who
the demonstrated truth is liable to die. That is the order of and good God? How do you account for Russia ? How do hav suffered and labored, wept and worked, for children; it is
nature. Words die. Every language has a cemetery. Every you account for Siberia? How do you account for the fact a l!bel upon all the men who hav died for their country;· it is
now nnd then a word dies and a tombstone is erected, and that whole races of men toiled beneath the masters lash for a hbel upon the human race. Leave out the history of the
across it is w1itten the word ,.'obsolete." New words are con- ages without recompense and without reward? How do you church, and there is nothing in this world to prove the deprav.
tinually being born. There is a cradle in which a word is account for the fact that babes were sold from the arms of ity of man left.
Everybody that comes is against God. Every soul, they
rocked. A thought is molded to a sound, and the child-word mothers-arms that had been reached toward God in suppliis born. And then comes a time when the word gets old, and cation? How do you account for it? How do you account think, is like the wrecked Irishman. He was wrecked in the
wrinkled, and expressionless, and it is carried mournfully to for the existence of martyrs? How do you account for the sea, and drifted to an unknown island, and as he climbed up
the grave, and that is the end of it. So in the schools of medi- fact that this God allows people to be burnt simply for loving the shore be saw a man and said to him, ".He.v you a governcin. You can remember, so can I, when the old allopathists him? How do you account for the fact that j usttce doesn't ment here?' The man said, "We hav." "Well," said he, "I
reigned supreme. If there was anything the matter with a always triumph? How do you account for the fact that.inno- am agin' it!" The church teaches us that that is the, attitude
man they let out his blood. Called to the bed-side, they took cence is not a perfect shield? How do you account for the of every soul in the universe of God. Ought a God to take
him to the edge of eternity with medicin, and then practiced fact that the world has been filled with pai_n, and gdef, and any credit to himself for making depraved people? A God
all their art to bring him back to life. One can hardly imagin tears? How .do account for the fact that people hav been that cannot make a soul that is not totally depraved, I respecthow perfect a constitution it took a few years ago to stand the swallowed by volcanoes, swept from the earth by storms, fully suggest, should retire from the business. An,d if a God
assault of a doctor. And long after it was found to be a mis- dying by famin, if there is above us a ruler who is infinitly has made us, knowing that we would be totally deprav-ed, why
should we go to the same being for repairs ?
~ke hundreds and thousands of the old physicians clung to it, good and infinitly powerful?
FROM THE BUBAL DISTRICTS.
THE SECOND BIRTH.
carried around with them in one pocket a bottle of jalap, and
I don't say there is none. I don't know. As I hav said beWhat is the next? "That all men are so alienated from
in the other a rusty lancet, sorry that they couldn't find some
patient idiotic enough to allow the experiment to be made fore, this is the only J:?lanet I was ever on. I liv in one of the God that there is no salvation from the guilt and power of his
rural dist.1·icts of the universe. I know about these things just sin except through God's redeeming grace.''
again.
Reformation is not enough. If the man who steals becomes
as much as the clergy. And if they know no more about the
THEY DIE HARD.
So these schools, and these theo1ies, and these religions die other world than they do about this it is not worth mention- perfectly honest, that is not enough; if the man who hates his
hard. What else can they do? Like the paintings of the old ing. How do they answer all this? They say that God "per- I fellow-man changes and loves his fellow-mal( that is not
masters, they are kept alive because so much money has been mits it." What would you say of me if 1 stood by and saw a enough; he must go through that mysterious th1~g l:ulled the
invested in them. Think of the amount of money that has ruffian beat out the brains of a child when I had full and per- second birth; he must be born again. That is not enough unbeen invested in superstition ! Think of the schools thnt hav fect power to prevent it'? You would say truthfully that I was less he has faith; he must believe something that he does not
been founded for the more general diffusion of useless knowl- as bad as the murderer. That is what you would say. Is it understand. Reformation is not enough· there must be what
edge l Think of the colleges wherein men are taught that it possible for this God to prevent it? Then, if he doesn't, he is they call conversion. I deny it. According to the church,
is dangerous to think, and that they must never use their a fiend; he is not good. But they say he "permits it." What nothing so excites the wrath of God....:.nothing so corrugates
brains except in an act of faith! Think of the millions and for? So we may hav freedom of choice. What for? So that the brows of Jehovah with revenge-as a man relying· on his
billions of dollars that hav been expended in churches, in God may find, I suppos'l, who are good and who are bad. own good works. He must admit that he ought to be damned,
temples, and in cathedrals l Think of the thousands and thou- Didn't he know that when he made us? Did he not know ex- and that of the two he prefers it, before God .will consent to
sands of men who depend for their living upon the ignorance actly just what he was making? Why should he., make those save him. I saw a man the other day, and he said to me, "I
of mankmd! Think of those who grow rich on credulity, and whom he knew would be criminals? If I should make a rna- am a Unitarian Universalist; that 1s what I am." Said I:
who fatten on faith! Do yon suppose they are going to die chine that would walk your streets and commit murder you j "What do you mean by that?" "Well," said he, "here is
without a struggle? They will die if they don't struggle. would hang me. Why not? And if God made a man who what I mean: the Unitarian thinks he is too good to bEl
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damned, and the Universalist thinks God is too go 0 d to damn this day? At the bottom of every' one of th,ese conflicts you and that fact sowed the seeds of distrust in Christendom. You
him; and I believe them both."
will find a religious question. The religion of Jesus Christ, as know at that time the world believed in trial by battle-that
THE CONGREGATIONAL CREED.
preached by his church, causes wai, bloodshed, hatred, and God would take the side.of right-and there had been a trial
What is the next thing ill- this great creed?
all uncharitableness;· and why? Because they say a certain by battle between the Cross and Mohammed, and-Mohammed
"We believe that the scriptures of the Old and New Testa- belief is necessary to salvation. They do not say, if you be- had.been victorious.
HOW ART WAS SAVED.
menta are the record of God's revelation of himself in the have yourself pretty well you will get there; they do not say,
Well, what was the next? You know when Christianity
work of redemption; that they
written by men under the if you pay your debts and love your wife and love your chilspecial guidance of the holy spirit; and that they constitute dren, and are good to your friends, and your neighbors, and came into power it destroyed every statue it could lay its igno.
an authoritativ standard by which religious teaching and hu- your country, you will get there; that will do you no good; rant hands upon. It defaced and obliterated every painting;
man conduct are to be regulated and judged."
you hav got to believe a certain thing. Oh, yes, no matter it destroyed every beautiful building; it destroyed the manu~
This is the creed of the Congregational church; that is, it is how bad you· are, you can instantly be forgiven then; and no scripts both Greek and Latin; it destroyed all- the history, all
the result of the high-joint commission appointed to draw up matter how good you are, if you fail to believe that, the mo- the poetry, all the philosophy, it could find, and burnt every
a creed· for their churches; and there we hav the statement. ment you get to the day of judgment nothing is left but to library that it could reach with its torch. And the result was
that the Bible was written "by men under the special guid- damn you forever, and all .the angels will shout "hallelujah." the night of the Middle Ages fell upon the human race. But
ance of the holy spirit." What part of the Bible? All of it.
What do they teach to-day? Every murderer goes to by accident, by chance, by oversight, a few of the manuscripts
All of it; and yet what is this Old Testament that was written heaven: there is only one step from the gallows to God; only escaped the fury of religious zeal; a few statues had been
by an infinitly good God? The being who wrote it did not one jerk between the halter ancj. heaven. That is taught by buried, and the result was that these manuscripts became the
know the shape of _the world he had made. The being who this same church. I believe there ought to be a law to pre- seed the fruit of which is our civilization of to-day. A few
wrote it knew nothing _of human nature; he commands men vent the slightest religious consolation being given .to any forms of beauty were dug from the earth that had :protected
to love him, as if one could love upon command. The same man who has been guilty of murder. Let a Catholic under- them, and now the civilized world is filled with art, with paintGod upheld the institution of human slavery; and the church stand that if he imbrues his hands in his brother's blood, he ing, and with statuary, in spite of the rage of the early church.
THE DTSCOVERY OF AMERICA.
says the Bible that upholds that institution was written by men can hav no extreme unction; let it be understood that he can
What IS the next blow that this church received? The disunder the guidance of the holy spirit. Tht~n I disagree with hav no forgivness through the church; and let the Protestant
the holy ghost upon that institution.
understand that when he has committed that crime the com- covery of America. That is the next. The Holy Ghost who
·•.rhis chur<;h tells us that men under the guidance of the munity will not pray him into heaven. Let him go with his inspired men to write the Bible did not know of the exibtholy ghost upheld the institution of polygamy-I deny it; that· victim. The victim, you know, dyii;Jg in his sins, goes to hell, ence of this continent-never .dreamed of it; the. result was
under the guidance of the holy ghost these men upheld wars and the murderer has the happiness of seeing him there. that his Bible never spoke of it. He did not dream that the
of extermination and conquest-! deny it; that under the And if heaven grows dull and monotonous, the murderer can earth is round. He believed it was flat, although he made it
guidance ot the holy ghost these men wrote that it was right again giv life to the nerve of pleasure by watching the agony himself, and at that time heaven was just up there beyond the
for a man to destroy the life of his wife if she happened to of his victim. I am opposed to that kind of forgivness. And clouds. There was where the godJ? lived; there was where the
angels wei·e; and it was against that heaven that Jacob's laddiffer with him on the subject of religion-I deny it. And yet yet that is the religion of universal peace to everybody.
der rested that the angels ascended and descended. It was to
that is the book now upheld in this creed of the CongregaPREVALENCE OF THE KINGDOM.
tiona! church. If the devil had written upon the subject of
Now, what is the next thing that I wish to call your atten- that heaven that Christ ascended after" his resurrection. It
was up there where the New Jerusalem was with its streets of
slavery, which side would he hav ta1l:en ?' Let every minister tion to?
alliiwer, honor bright. If you knew the devil had written a
"We believe in. the ultimate prevalence of the kingdom of gold, and under this earth was perdition; there was where the
devils lived; there was where a pit was dug for all unbelievers,
little work on human slavery, in your judgment would he up- Christ over all the earth."
hold slavery or denounce it? Would you regard it as any eviWhat makes you? Do you judge from the manner in which and for men who had brains; and I say that for this reason:
dence that he ever wrote it if it upheld slavery? And yet, you are getting along now? How many people are being born That just in proportion that you hav brains, just in that prohere you hav a work upholding slavery, and you say that it a year? About fifty millions. How many (Ire you converting portion your chances for etern11l joy are lessened, accorQing to
wa·s written by an. infinitly· good, wise, and beneficent God! a year; really, truthfully? Five .or six thousand. I think I this religion. And just in proportion that. you lack bruins,
If the devil upheld polygamy, would you be surr>rised? If hav overstated the number. Is Ol'thodox Christianity on the your chances in proportion are increased. They believe unthe devilw&J:lted to kill somebody for differing with him, would increase? No. There are a hundred' times as many unbeliev- der there that they discovered America. They f01md that the
. you be surprised? If _the devil told 11 man to kill his wife, ers in orthodox Christianity as there were ten y~ars ago. What earth is round. It was circumnavigated by Magellan. In 1519
would you be astonished? And yet, you say, that is exactly are you doing in the missionary world? How long is it since that brave man set sail. The church told him: "The earth is
what _the God of us all did. If there be a God, then that creed you converted a Chinaman? A fine missionary religion, to send flat, my friend; don't go off. Yon will go off the edge.!' Mais blasphemy. . That creed is a libel upon him who sits upon missionaries with their Bibles and tracts to China, but if a gellan said: "I hav seen the shadow of the earth upon the
heaven's throne. I want-if there be 11 God-! want him to Chinaman comes here, mob him, simply to show him the dif- moon, and I hav more confidence in the shadow even than I
- write:in the book of his eternal remembrance that I denied fetence between the practical and theoretical workings of the hav in the church." The ship went ,round. The earth was
the~e lies for him.
Christian religion. How long since you·hav had a convert in circumnavigated. Science passed its hand above it and beI do not belie.ve in a slaveholding God; I do not worship a India? In my judgment, never; there never has been an in- neath it, and where was the heaven and where was the hell?
polygamous holy ghost. I will not get upon my knees. before telligent Hindoo converted from the time the first missionary Vanished forever! And they dwell now only in the religion of
any being who commands a husband to slay his wife because put his foot upon that soil; and never, in my judgment, has an superstition. We found there was no place for Jacob's ladder
she expresses her honest thought.
intelligent Chinaman been converted since the first missionary to lean against; no place there for the gods and angels to liv;
touched that shore. Where are they? We hear nothing of no place there to empty the water of the deluge; no place
GOD NOT AN AUTHOR,
them, except in the reports. They get money from poor old there to which Christ could hav ascended; and the foundaDid it ever occur to you that if God wrote the Old Testae ladies, trembling on the edge of the grave, and go and tell tions of the New Jerusalem crumbled, and the towers and
ment, and told the Jews to crucify or kill anybody that dis- them stories, how hungry the average Chinaman is for a copy domes fell and became Himple space-11pace sown with an inagreed with tbem.on religion, and that God afterwards took of the New Testament, and paint the sad condition of a gen- fin it number of stars; not with New Jernsalems, but with conupon himself flesh and came to Jerusalem, and taught a dif- tleman in the interior of Africa without the work of Dr. Mc- stellations.
FIGHTING COPERNICUS.
ferent religion, and the Jews killed him-did it ever occur to Cosh, longing for a copy of the Princeton Review. In my judr:;Then man began to grow greljt, and with that, you know,
you that he reaped exactly what he had sown? Did it ever ment, it is a book that would suit a savage. Thus money Is
occur to you that he fell a victim to his own tyranny, and scared from the dying and frightened from the old and feeble. came astronomy. Now just see what they did in that. In
was destroyed by his own law? Of course I do not believe About how long is it be~ore this kingdom is to be established? 1473 Copernicus was born. In 1543 his great work. In 1616
the system of Copernicus was condemned by the pope, by the
that any God ever was the author of the Bible, or that any
THE RESURRECTION.
God was ever crucified; or that any God was ever killed or ever
What is the next thing here? They also believe in the res- infallible Catholic church, and the church is about as near
will be, but I want to ask you that question.
urrection of the dead, and m their Confession of Faith hereto right upon that subject a2 upon uny other. The system of
Take this Old Testament, then, with all its stories of murder attached I find they also believe in the resurrection of the body. Copernicus was denounced. And how long do you suppose
and massacre; with all its foolish and cruel fables; with all its Does anybody believe that that has evPr thought? Here IS a the church fought that_? Let me tell you. It was revoked by
'infamous doctrins; with its spirit of caste; with its spirit of man, for instance, that weighs 200 pounds, and gets sick and Pius VII. in the year of grace 1821. For 205 years after the
hatred, and tell me whether it was written by a good God. dies weighing 120; how much will he weigh m the morning of death of Copernicus, the church insisted that that system was
,Why,. if you will read the maledictions and curses of that the resurrection? Here is a cannibal, who eats another man; false, and that the old idea was true. Astronomy is the first
, book, 'you would think God, like Lear, had divided heaven and we know that the atoms that you eat go into your body help that we ever received from heaven. Then came Kepler
among his daughters, and then, in the insanity of despair, had and become a part of you. After the cannibal has eaten the in 1609, and you may almost date the birth of science from the
launched his curses upon the l;mman race.
missionary, and appropriated his atoms to himself, and then night that Kepler discovered his first law. That wus the pawn
And yet, I must say-! must admit-that the Old Testament he dies, whom will the atoms belong to in the morning of the of the day of intelligence-his first luw, that the planets do
is· better than the- New. In the Old Testament, when God resurrection in an action of replevin brought by the missionary not move in circles; his second law, that they described equal
got a man dead, he let him alone. When he saw him quietly against the cannibal? It has been demonstrited again and spaceB in equal times; his third law, that there was a direct rein his rfrave he was satisfied. The muscles relaxed, and a again that there is no creation in nature, and no destruction in lation between weight and velocity. That man gave us a key
smile broke over the divine face. But in the New Testament nature. It has been demonstrated again and again that the to heaven. That man opened this infinit book, and we now
the trouble commences just at death. In the New Testament atoms that are in us hav been in millions of other beings; grown reacl it, and he did more good than all the theologians that
God is to wreak his revenge forever and ever. It was reserved in the forest, in the grass, blossomed in the flowers, been in the ever lived, I hav not time to speak of the others-of Galileo,
for one who said, "Love your enemies," to tear asunder the metals; in other words, there are atoms in each one of us that of Leonardo da Vinci, and of hundreds ot others that I could
veil between time and eternity and fix the horrified gaze of hav been in millions of others, and when we die these atomH mention.
SPECIAL PROVIDENCEB.
men upon the gulfs of eternal fire. The New Testament is return to the earth, and again spring in vegetation, taken up
just as much worse than the Old as hell is worse than sleep, in the leaves of the trees, turned into wood. And yet we hav
The next thing that gave this church a blow was statistics.
just as much worse as infinit cruelty is worse than annihila- a church, in the nineteenth century, getting up this doctrin, Away went special providence. We found by taking statistics
tion; and yet the New Testament is pointed to as a gospel of presided over by professors, by presidents of colleges, and by that we could tell the average length of human life; that this
love and peace.
theologians, who tell us that they believe in the resurrection human life did not depend upon infinit caprice; that it deTHE REIGN OF TRUTH AND LOVE.
of the body.
pended upon conditions, circumstances, laws, and facts, and
But "more of that hereafter," as the ministers say. "We
They know better. There is not one so ignorant as not to that those conditions, cireumstances, and facts were ever
activ. And now you will see the man who depends entirely
believe that Jesus Christ came to establish amor.g men the know better.
upon special providence gets his life insured. He has more
kingdom of God, the reign of truth and love, of righteousness
THE JUDGMENT-DAY.
, and peace." Well, that may hav been the object of Jesus
And what is the next thing? "And in a final judgment." confidence even in one of these companies than he has in the
Christ. I do not deny it. But_ what was the result? The It will be a set day. All of us will be there, and the thousands, whole trinity. We found by statistics that there were just so
Christian world has caused more war than all the rest of the and millions, and billions, and trillions, and quadriliions that many crimes on an-average committed; just so many crimes of
world besides; all the cunning instruments of death hav been hav died will be there. It will be the dal of judgment, and one kind and so many of another; just so many suicides, so
devised by Christians; all the wonderful machinery by which the books will be opened, and our case will be called, Does many deaths by drowning, just so many accidents on an
the brains are blown out of a man, by which nations are con- anybody believe in that now that has got the slightest sense? average, just so many men marrying women, for instance,
quered and subdued-all these machines hav been born in -one who knows enough "to chew gum without a string?" older than themselvs; just so many murders of a particullll'
Christian brains. And yet he' came to bring peace, they say; •· The issues of which are everlasting punishment for the kind; just the same number of accidents; and I say to-night,
but the Testament says otherwise: "! came not to bring wicked and everlasting life for the red~emed." That is the statistics utterly demolish the idea of special providence.
peace, but a sword," And the sword was brought. What are doctrin to-day of the Congregational church, and that is the Only the other day a gentleman was telling me of a case of
the Christian nations doing to-day in Europe? Is there a doctrin that I oppose. That is the doctrin that I defy and special providence. He knew it. He had been the subject of
it. Yes, sir! A few years ago he was about to go on a ship,
solitary Christian nation ·that will trust any other? How deny.
when he was d~tained, he didn't go, and the ship was lost and
many millions of Christians are in the uniform of everlasting
MOHAMMED.
forgivness, loving their enemies?
But I must hasten on. Now, this comes to us after all the all on board. Yes! I said, "Do you think the fellows that
There was an old Spaniard upon the bed of death, and he discussion that has been, and we are told that this religion is were drowned believed in special providence?" 'Think of .tho
sent for a priest, and the priest told him that he would hav to finally to conquer this world. This is the same religion that infinit egotism of such a doctrin, Here is a man that fails to
forgiv his enemies l;lefore he died. He says "I hav not any." failed to successfully meet the hordes of Mohammed. Mo- go upon a ship with five hundred passengers, and they go
" Wl).at ! no enemies?" "Not one," said the dying man, "I hammed wrested from the disciples of the cross the fairest down to the bottom of the sea-fathers, mothers, children, and
killed the last one three weeks ago."
part of Europe. It was known that he was an impostor. loving husbands and wives waiting upon the shores of expecHow many millions of Christians are now armed and They knew he was, because the people of Mecca said so, and tation. Here is one poor little wretch that didn't happen to
equipped to destroy their fellow-Christians? Who are the they knew that Christ was not, because the people of Jerusa- go! And he thinks that God, the infinit being, interfered in
men in Europe crying out .against war? Who wishes to hav lem said he was. This impostor wrested from the disciples his poor little withered behalf, and let the rest all go. That
the nations disarmed? Is it the church? No; it is the men of Christ the fairest part of Europe, and that fact sowed the is special providence!
TIIANKSGIVIN(<.
who do not believe in what they call this religion of peace. seeds of distrust and Infidelity in the minds of the Christian
W:hen there is a .war, 11.nd when they make a few thousand world. And the next was an effort to rescue from the Infidels
You know we bav a custom every year vf issuing a proclaWidows and orphans, when they strew the plain with dead the empty sepulcher of Christ, That commenced in the elev- mation of thanksgiving. We say to God, "Although you hav
patriots, then Christians assemble in their churches and sing enth century and ended in 1291. Europe was almost depop- affiioted ull the other countries, although you hav sent war,
" Te Deum LalJ,damus" to God. Why? Because he has ena- ulated. For every man who owed a debt, the debt was dis- and desolation, and famin on everybody else, we hav been
bled a'few of his children to kill some others of his children. charged if he put a cross upon his breast and joined the such good children that you hav been kind to us, and we hope
This is the religion of peace-the religion that invented the Crusades. No matter what crime he had committed, the doors you will keep on." lt don't make a bit of difference whether
Krupp gun that wi~l hurl a bullet weighin~ 2,000 pounds of the prison were opened for him to join the Crusades. we hav good times or not-not a bit; the thanksgiving is always
through twenty-four mches of solid steel. This is the religion And what was the result? They believed that God would exactly the same. I remember a few years ago a governor of
of peac~, that covers the sea with men-of-war clad in mail all giv them victory over the Infidel, and they carried in front Iowa got out a proclamation of that kind. He went on to tell
in the name of universal forgivness.
'
'
of the first crusade a goat and a goose, believing that both how thankful the people were, how prosperous the state had
THE WARS IT 'BROUGHT.
those alrimals had been blessed by the indwelling of the been; and there was a young fellow in that state who ~ot out
What effect had this religion upon the nation11 of the earth? Holy Ghost. And I may say that those same animals are in another proclt~mation saying: l!'earing that the Lord m1ght bs
What hav t!Ie nation~ 9f th~ earth been fighting about? What the lead to-day in the orthodox world. Until 1291 they misled by official correspondence, he went on to say that the .
:was the Thirty Years War II!- Europe for? Wl}.at was the war endeavored to get that sepulcher, until finally the hoats of governor's proclamation was entirely fulse; that the state was
Ill H9lland fo: ?.. Why was It that England persecuted Scot- Christ were driven back baffied, beaten, and demoralized-a not prosperous; that the crops had been an almost entire failland? Why IS It that England persecutes Ireland even unto poor, miserable, religious rabble. They were driven hncl;, ure; thnt- nearly every farm in the HtnLe WllH awrtgaged; that
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~. 1884~ if the Lord did not believe him, all he asked: He would send
.some angel in whom he had confidence, to look the matter
over for himself.
Of course I hav not time to recount the enemies of the
?hurch. _Every fact is an ene~y o~. superstition. Every fact
IS a hElretiC. Every demonstratiOn 1s an Infidel. Everything
that ever happened testified against the supernatural.
I hav only spoken of a few of the blows that shattered the
shield and shivered the lance of superstition. Here is another
one-the doctrin of Charles Darwin. This century will be
called Darwin's century, one of the greatest men who ever
tou~hed this globe. He has explained more of the phenomena
of hfe than all of the religious teachers. Write the name of
Charles Da~in there (on the one hand) and the name of
every theologian that ever lived there (on the other hand), and
from that name has come more light to the world than from
all those. His doctrin of evolution, his doctrin of the survival of the fittest, his doctrin of the origin of species, has removed in every thinking mind th.e last vestige of orthodox
'Christianity. ··He has not only stated but he has demonstrated
Jhat the inspired writer knew nothing of this world, nothin.Y
of the origin of man, nothing of geology, nothing of astrono~
my, nothing of nature; that the Bible is a book written by ignorance-by the instigation of fear! Think of the men who
:eplied to him. Only a few years ago there was no parson too
Ignorant to successfully answer Charles Darwin· and the more
ignorant he was the more cheerfully he undertook the task.
He was held up to the ridicule, the scorn, and the contempt of
the Christian world, and yet, when he died, England was proud
to put his d~st with th>tt of her noble3t and her grandest.
Charles Darwm conquered the intellectual world and the doc.trin of evolution is now an accepted fact. lns light has
broken in on some of tpe early clergy and the greatest man
who to-day occupies the pulpit is a believer in the evolution
theory of Charles Darwin-and that is Henry Ward Beechera man of more brains than the entire clergy of that entire
church put together. And yet we are told in this little creed
that orthodox religion is about to conquer the world. It will
be· driven to the wilds of Africa. It must go to some savage
country; it has lost its hold upon civilization, and I tell you it
~s unfortunate to ~av a relig_ion that cannot be accepted by the
mtellect of a natwn. It IS unfortunate to hav a religion
against which every good and noble heart protests. Let us
hav: a good on.e _or none. Oh! my pity has been excited by
seemg these mm1sters endeavor to warp and twist· the passages
of scripture to fit some demonstration in science.
These pio~s evasions! These .sol em!? pretenses! When they
are caught 1n one way they g1v a different meaning to the
words and say the world was not made in six days. They say
"good whiles "-epochs. And in this same confession here of
faith and creeds they believe the Lord's day is holy-every
seventh day. Suppose you lived near the North Pole where
the day is three months long. Then which day will you keep?
Suppose you could get to the North Pole you could prevent
Sunday from ever overtaking yon. You could walk around
the other way faster than the world could revolve. How
w~uld you keep Sunday t~en? Suppose we ever invent anythmg that can go 1,000 miles an hour? We can just chase
Sunday clear around the globe. Is there anything that can be
more perfectly absurd than that a space of time can be holy!
You might as well talk about a pious vacuum. These pious
evasions I heard the other night from an old man. He was
not very well educated, you know, and he got into the notion
that he must hav reading of the Bible and hav family worship·
and there was a bad boy in the family-a pretty smart boy_:
and they-were reading the Bible by course, and in the fifteenth
of Corinthians is this passage: "Behold, brethren, I show you
a mystery; we shall not all die, but we shall be changed."
· And this boy rubbed out the c. in the "changed." So the
next night the old man got on his specs and got down his
' Bible and said: "Behold, brethren, I show yon a mystery· we
shall not all die, but we shall be hanged." The old lady ~aid
"Father, I don't think it reads that w>ty." He says "Who i~
reading this? Yes, mother, it says be hanged, ~nd, more
than that, I see the sense of it. P1·ide is the besetting sin of
the human heart, and if there is anything calculated to take
, the pride out of a man it is hanging."
·I keep going back to this book; I keep going back to the
miracles, to the prophecies, to the fables, and people ask me
1f I take away the Bible what are we going to do? How can
we get along without the revelation that no one understands?
What are we going to do if we hav no Bible to quarrel about?
W:hat are we ~~ do without hell? What are we going to do
w1th our enem1es? What are we going to do with the people
we love but don't like?· They tell me that there never would
hav been any civilization if it had not been for this Bible.
Um! The Jews had a Bible; the Romans had not. Which had
the greater and the grander government? Let us be honest.
Which of those nations produced the greatest poets the
greatest soldiers, the greatest orators, the greatest states~en,
the greatest sculptors? Rome had no Bible. God cared nothing for the Roman empire.
He let the men come up by
chance. His time was taken up by the Jewish people. And
yet Rome conquered the world, and even conquered God's
chosen people. The people that had the Bible were defeated
by the people who had not. How was it possible for Lucretius
to get along without tile Bible? How did the great and glorious of that empire get along without it? And what shall we
say of Greece? No Bible. Compare Athens with Jerusalem.
From Athens comes the beauty and intellectual grace of the
world. Compare the mythology of Greece with the mythology
of Judea. One covering the earth with beauty and the other
filling heaven with hatred and injustice. The Hindoos had no
Bible; they had been forsaken by the creator, and yet they became the greatest metaphysicians of the world. Egypt had no
Bible. Compare even Egypt with Judea. What ~re we to do
without the 'Bible? What became of the Jews who had the
Bible? Their temple was destroyed and their city was taken·
and, as I said before, they never found real prosperity untd
tileir God deserted them. Now l: come again to the New Testament. There are a few things in there, I giv you my word,
I cannot believe I cannot believe in the miraculous origin of
Jesus ChJ;ist. I believe he was the son of Joseph and Mary;
that Joseph and Mary had been duly and legally married, that
he was the legitimate offspring of that marriage, and nobody
ever believed the contrary until he had been dead one hundred and fifty years. Neither Matthew, Mark, nor Luke Her
dreamed that he was of divine origin. He did not say to either
Matthew, Mark, or Luke, or to any one in their hearing, that
he was the son of God, or that he was miraculously conceived.
He did not say it. The angel Gabriel, who, they say, brought
tile news, never Wl'Ote a word upon the subject. His mother
never wrote a word upon the subject. His father never wrote
a :word upon the suoject. We are lacking in the matter of
Witnesses.
I would not believe it now; I cannot believe
it then.
I wo~ld not believe people I know, much
less would I behave people I don't know.
I say that
at that time Matthew, Mark, and Luke believed that he
was the son of Joseph and Mary. And why? They say
he descended froru the blood of David, and in order to show
that he was of _the blood of David ~hey gave tile genealogy of
Joseph. And 1f Joseph was not h1s father, why not giv the

genealogy of Pontius Pilate or of, Herod. Could they, by giving the genealogy of Joseph, show that he was of the blood of
David if Joseph was in no way related to David: and yet tilat
is the position into which the Christian world is now driven.
It says the son of ,Joseph, and then interpolated the words
"as was suppos<Od." Why then do they giv a supposed genealogy. It will not do. And that is a thing that cannot in any
way by any human testimony be established; and if it is important for us to know that he was the son of God I say then
that it devolves upon God to giv us evidence .. Let him write
it across the face of the heavens, in every language of mankind. If it is necessary for us to believe it let it grow on every
leaf next year. No man should be damned for not believing
unless the evidence is overwhelming. And he ought not to be
made to depend upon say so. He should hav it directly for
himself. A man says God told him so and so, and he tells me,
and I havn't any one's word but that fellow's. He may hav
been deceived. If God has a message for me he ought to tell
it to me, and not to somebody that has been dead 4,000 or
5,000yea.rs,andinanotherlangnagc. Godmayhavchangedhis
mind on many things; he has on slavery at least, and polygamy; and yet his church now wants to go out here and destroy
polygamy in Utah with the sword. Why don't they send missionaries there with copies of the Old Testament? By reading
the lives of Abraham, and Isaac, and Lot, 'and a few other
fellows that ought to hav been in the penitentiary, they can
soften their hearts.
--~"
CHRIST's MIBACLE$.

He doesn't speak of it at all. On the contrary he says that
the last words of Christ were: "Lo, I am with you always,
even unto the end of the world.'' Thnt is what he says.·
Mark, he saw it. "So, then, after the Lord· had spoken unto
them he was received up into heaven and sat on the riglit hand
of God." That is all he has to say about the most wonderful
thing that ever blessed human vision-about a miracle great
enough to hav stuffed credulity to bursting; and yet we ha_v
one poor, little meager verse. So, then, after he had qwt
speaking, he was caught up and sat ~n the light han!'! of God.
How does be know he was on the right ·hand? D1d he see
him after he had sat down? Lu~e says: "And it came to pass
while he blessed them he was parted from them and was c~r
ried up into heaven.'' But John does not mention it. He givs
as his last words this address to Peter: "Follow thou me."
Of course he did not say that as he ascended. In the Acts we
hav another account. A conversation is given not spoken of
in any of the others, and we find there t\\O men clad in white
apparel, who said: "Men of Galilee, why stand ye here gazing
up into heaven? This same Jesus that was taken up into
heaven shall so come in like manner as ye hav seen him go
into heaven." Matthew didn't see that; Mark forgot it; Luke
didn't think it was worth mentioning, and John didn't. believe
it, and yet upon that evidence we are led to believe that the
most miraculous of all miracles actually occurred. I cannot
believe it.
CASTING OUT FITS.
I may be mistaken, but the church is now trying to parry,
and when they come to the little miracles of the New Testament all they say is, "Christ didn t cast out devils; these men
had fits." He cured fits. Then I read in another place about
the fits talking. Christ held a dialog with the fits, and the fits
told him his name, and the fits at that time were in a crazy
maii. And the fits made a contract that they would go out of
the man provided they would be permitted to go into swine.
How can fits that attack a man take up a residence in swine?
The church must not giv up the devil. He is the right bower.
No devil,-no hell; no hell, IIO preach; no _.fiz:e, no inslirance.
I read another miracle, that this devil took Christ andputhim
on the pinnacle of a temple. Was that fits, too? W)ly is not.
the thwlogical world honest? Why do they not come up and
admit what they know tbe book means? They hav }lot the
courage.
NECESSITY oF BELIEF.
Now, their next doctrin is the absolute necessity of bellef.
That depends upon this: Can a man believe as he. wants to?
Can you? Can anybody? Does belief depend at all upon the
evidence? I think it does somewhat in some cases. HowJs it
that when a jury is sworn to try a case, hearing all the evidence,
hearing both sides, hearing the charge of the judge, hearing
the law, and upon their oaths equally divided, s1x for the
plaintiff and six for the defendant? It is because 8 ,-idence
does not hav the same effect on all people.. Why? Our
brains are not alike-not the same shape; we hav not the
same intelligence or the same experience, the same sense.
And yet I am held accountable for my belief. I must believe in the trinity-three times one is one, once one is
three-and my soul is to be eternally damned for failing to
guess an ai·ithmetical conundrum. .And that is the poison
part Of Christianity-that salvation depends upon belief-that
is the poison part, and until that dogma is discarded, religion
will be nothing but superstition. No ruan can control his
belief. If I hear certain evidence I will believe a certain thing.
If I f>1il to hear it I may never believe it. If it is adapted to
my mind I may accept it; if it is not I reject it. And',what am
I
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God has given me by which to fin~1 my way through the darkand the night called life. r do not depend upon hearsay for
that. I do not hav to take the word of any other man nor get
upon my knees before a book. Here in the temple of the mind
I go and con·sult the god-that is to say, my reason-and the
oracle speaks to me, and I -obey the oracle. What should I
obey? Another man's oracle? Shall I take another man's
word, and not what he thinks, but what some God said to him?

Now, there is another miracle I do· not believe. I want to
speak about it as we would about any ordinary transaction in
the world. In the first place, I do not believe that any miracle
was ever performed, and if tilere was you can't prove it.
Why? Because it is altogether more reasonable that the peopie lied about it than that it happened. And why? Because
acrording to human experience we lQ:low that people will not
always tell the truth, and we never saw a miracle, and we hav
got to be governed by our experience, and if we go by our experience 1t is in favor that the thing never happened; that tile
man is mistaken. Now, I want you to remembH it. Here is
a man that comes into Jerusalem, and the first thing he does
he cures the blind. He lets the light of day visit the darkness
of blindness. The eyes are opened and the whole world is
again pictured upon the brain. Another man is clothed with
leprosy. He touches him and the disease falls from him, and
he stands pure and clean, and whole. Another man is deformed, wrinkled, bent. He touches him and throws upon
him again the garment of youth. A man is in his grave, and
he says," Come forth!" And he again walks in life, feeling his
heart throb and beat, and his blood going joyously through his
veins. '1 hey say that bappened. I don't know. There is
one wonderful thing about the dead people that were rai,edwe don't hear of them any more. What became of them?
Why, if there was a man in this town that had been raised
from the dead I would go to see him to-night. I would say,
'·Where were you when you got tile notice to conie back?
What kind of country is it? What kind of opening is there
for a young man? How did you like it?" But nobody ever
p'aid the slightest attention to them there. They didn't even
excite interest when they died the second time. Nobody said,
"Why, that man isn't afraid. He has been there." Not a
word. They pass away quietly. You see I don't believe it.
There is something wrong somewhere about that business.
And then there is another trouble in my mind. Now you
know I may suffer eternal punishment for all this.
Here is a man that does all thesAthings, and thereupon they
crucify him. Now, then, let us be ho:qest. Suppose a man
came into Chigago and he should meet a funeral procession,
and he should say, "Who is dead?" and they should say, "The
son of a widow; her only support," and he should say to the
p1·ocession, "Halt!'' And to the undertaker, "Take out that
coffin, unscrew that lid." "Young man, I say unto thee,
arise!" And the latter should step from the coffin and in one
moment after hold his mother in his arms. Suppose he should
go to your cemetery and should find some woman holding a
little child in each hand, while the tears fell upon a new-made
WOULDN'T 'KNOW A GOD.
grave, and he shguld say to her, "Who lies buried here?" and
she should reply, ''My husband," and he should say, "I say
I would not know a god if I should see one. I hav said beunto thee, 0 grave, giv up thy dead!" and the husband should fore, and I say again, the brain thinks in spite of me, and f am
1ise and in a moment after hav his lips upon his wif£:l'S and the not responsible for my thought. No more can I control the
little children with their arms around'his neck. Suppose that beating of my henrt, the expansion and contraction of ruy
it is so. Do you think that the people of Chicago would kill hings for a moment; no more can I stop the blood that :flows
him? Do you think anyone would wish to crucify him? Do through the rivers of the veins. And yet I am ~eld respons~
you not rather believe that everyone who had a loved one out ble for my belief. Then why does not the god giV me the ev1·
in that cemetery would go to him even upon their knees nnd dence? They say he has? ·In what? In an inspired book.
beg him and implore him to giv back their dead? Do you be- But I do not understand it as they do. Must I be false to my
lieve that any man was ever crucified who was the master of understanding? They say, "When you come to die you will
death? Let me tell you to-night if there shall ever appear be sorry if yon did not." Will I be. sorry when 1 come to die
upon this earth the master, the monarch of death, all human -that I did not liv a hypocrit? Will I be sorry I did not-say I
knees will touch the earth; he will not be crucified; he will was a Christian when I was not? Will the factthatiwashQnnot be touched. All the living who fear death; all the liv- e~t put a thorn in the pillow of death? God cannot furgiv-me
ing who hav lost a loved one· will stand and cling to him. for that. They say that when he was in J erusa1(jm ne J'orgav·e
And yet we are told that this worker of miracles, this worker his murderers. Now he won't forgiv an honest man for differof wonders, this man who could clothe the dead in the throb- ing with him on the subject of the trinity. 'they say that God
bing :flesh of life, was crucified by the Jewish people. It wns says to me "Forgiv your enemies." I say, "All right; I do,"
never dreamed that he did a miracle until one hundred but he say~, "I will damn mine." God should be consistent.
years after he _was dead.
If he wants me to forgiv my enemies, he should forgiv his• I
THE RESURRECTION.
am asked to forgiv enemies whJ calf hurt ~e. God is ~nly
There is another miracle I do not believe-! cannot believe asked to forgiv enemies who cannot hurt h1m. He certmnly
it-and that is the resurrection. And why? If it was the fact, ought to be as generous as he a~ks us tq be .. And I w9:nt no
if the dead got out of the grave, why did he not show himself God ·to forgiv me unless lam willing to forg1v others and'· unh'
· ? Wh d d h
·
· p
· p
less I do forgiv others. All I ask if that be true is that this
to 1s enemies
y i
e not agam VISit ontiUs i1ate? God should liv according to hi& own doctrin. If I am to forWhy did he not call upon Caiaphas, the high priest? Why
·
Th t · · f
h ·
did he not make another triumphal entry into Jerusalem? giv my enemies I ask him to forgiv h1s.
a_ 1s JUS lee, t at lB
Why did he not again enter the temple and dispute with the right. Here are these millions to-day who say, "We a!-'e to be
doctors? Why didn't he say to the multitude, "Here are the saved by belief, by faith;" but what nre we to believe?
wounds in my feet, and in my hands, and in my side. I am
HE HAS BEEN IN sT. Lours.
--~-..--·~
the one you endeavored to kill, but death is my slnve?" Why
In St. Louis last Sunday I read an interview with a Chrisdidn the? Simply because the thing never happened. I can tian minister; one who is now holding a revival. They call
not believe it. But recollect, it makes no difference with his him the boy preacher-a name that he has borne for fifty or
teachings. 'Jlhey are exactly as good whether he wrought mir- sixty years. The question was whether in these revi,·als, when
acles or not. Twice two are four; that needs no miracle. they were trying to rescue souls from eternal torture, tkey
Twice two are five; a miracle would not help that. Christ's would allow colored people to occupy seats w1th wh~te people,
teachings are worth their effect upon the human race. It and that revivalist preaching the unsearchable nchness of
makes no difference about miracle or about wonder, but you Christ, said he would not allow the colored people to sit with
must remember in that day everyone believed in miracles. white people· they must go to the back of the church. The
Nobody had any standing as a teacher, a philosopher, a gov- same people go and sit right. next to t~e~ in heaven, swap
emor, or a king, about whom there was not something mirac- harps with them· and yet th1s man, behevmg, as he says he
ulous. The earth was then ·covtred with the sons and daugh- does tuat if he did not believe in the Lord_Jesus Christ he
ters of the gods and goddesses. That was believed in Greece, wouid eternally perish, was not willing that the colored man
in Rome, in Egypt, in Hindostan; e\ erybody, nearly, believed should sit by a white man while. h~ heard the gospel of everin such things.
.
lasting peace. He was not wilhng . that the colored man
Then there is another miracle that I cannot believe in, and should get into the life-boat of Chnst, although there was
that is the ascension-the bodily ascension of Jesus Christ. plenty of room; he would not let them get into tile bont "ith
Where was he going? Since the telescope has been pointed white men, although thoRe ~hite men might be ~otally d?at the stars, where was he going? The new Jerusalem is not praved, and if they had justiCe done them, accordmg to _h1s
there. The abode of the gods is not there. 'Where was he doctrin would be eternally damned-and yet he has the liDgoing? WhicJ• way did he go? '!hat depends upon the time puden;e to put on airs, although he ought to be eternally
of d>ty that he left. If he left in the night he went exaclly damned, and go and sit by the colored man. His. doet:in of
the opposit way from what he would in the day. - Who saw religion, the color-line, has not my respect. I behave m the
this miracle? They say the disciples. Let us see what they religion of humanity, and it is far better to love our fellowsay about it. Matthew did not think it was worth mentioning. men that to love God, because we can help them, and we CIUl•
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not heip him. You had better do what you can than to be "glad tidings of great joy." Only a little while ago, when the is going to take human love out of immortality. We love,
alvays pretending to do what you cannot.
great ftood came upon the Ohio, sent by him who is ruling in therefore we wish to liv. A, loved one dies and we wish to
'
ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
the world and paJlng particular attention to the affairs of na- meet again, and from the affection of the human heart grew
N ow I come to the last part of this Bible-this creed~nd tiona, just in the gray of the morning they saw a house_ ftoating the great oak of the hope of immortality. And around that
that is, etPrnal punishment, and I hav concluded; and I hav down, and on its top a human being; and a few men went out oak has climbed the poisonous vine superstition. 'Iheolosaid I will never deliver a lecture that I do not giv the full to the rescue in a little boat, and they found there a mother, a gians. pretenders, soothsayers, parsons, priests, popes, bishbenefit of its name. That part of the Congregational creed woman, and they wanted to rescue her, and she said: "No; I ops hav taken all that hope, and they hav bad the impudence
would disgrace the lowest savage that crouches and crawls in am going to Rtay where I am. I hav three dead babes in this to stand by the grave and prophesy a future of pain. They
the jungles of Africa. The man wbo now, in the nineteenth house." Think of a love so limitless, stronger an<l deeper than hav erected their toll-gates on the highway to the other world
century, preaches the doctrin of eternal punishment, the doc- despair and death, and yet the Christian religion says that if and hav collected money from the poor people on the way,
. trin of eternal hell, has lived in vain. Think of that doctrin! that woman did not happen to believe in their creed, God and they hav collected it from their fear. The church did not
"The eternitr of punishment! Why, I find in that same creed would send 'that mother's soul to eternal fire. If there is an- giv us the idea of immortality, the Bible did not giv us the
that Christ Io; finally going to triumph in this world and estab- other worln, and if in heaven they wear hats, when such a idea of immortality; let me tell you now the Old Testament
lish his kingdom; but if their doctrin is true he will never woman climbs up the opposit bank of the Jordan, Christ should tells you how you lost immortality; it does not say· a
word about another world from the first mistake in:'Genesis
triumph in the other world. He will hav billions in hell for- lift his to her.
to the last curse in 1-Ialachi. There is not in the Old Testaever. In this world we never will be perfectly civilized as long
MISSIONARIES.
as a gallows casts its shadow upon the earth. As long as there
That is t:he trouble I had with this Christian religion, its in- ment one burial Rervice.
No man in the Old Testament stands by the dead and say'l,
is a penitentiary behind the walls of which a human being is finit heartlessness; and I cannot tell them too often that durimmured, we are not a civilized J?eople. We will never be ing our last war Christians who knew that if they were shot "I will meet them again "-not one word. From the top of
perfectly civilized until we do away with crime and criminals. they would go right to heaven went and hired wi<'ked men to Sinai came no hope of another world. And whP.n we get to
• And yet according to this Christian religion God is to liav an take their places, perfectly willing the men should go to hell the New Testament, what do we find there? "Hav tlly heart
eternal penitt>ntiary; he is to be an everlasting jailor, an ever- provided they could stay at home. You see they are not counted worthy to obtain that world and the resurrection of
· lasting turnkey, a waraen of an infinit dungeon, and he. is honest in it, they do not believe it, or, as the people say, "they the dead." As though some would be counted unworthy to
·~ing to keep prisoners there, not for the purpose of reform- don't sepse it," they hav not religion enough to conceive what obtain the resurrection of the dead. And in another place:
ihg them:_because they are never going to get any better, only it is they believe and what a terrific falsehood they assert. "Seek for honor, glory, immortality." If you bav got it, why
getting worse:.,:.just for the purpose of punishing them. And And I beg of every one who hears me to-night, I beg, I implore, seek for it. And in another place: "God, who alone hath imwhat for? For something they did in this world; born in I beseech you never giv another dollar to build a church in mortality," and vet they tell us that we get our idea of immorignor~tnce, educated it may be in poverty, and yet responsible which that lie is preached. Never giv another cent to send a tality from the Bible. I deny it. If Christ wns in fact God,
through the countless .ages of eternity. No man can think of missionary with his mouth stuffed with that falsehood to a why didn't be plainly say there was another life. Why didn't
a greater horror; no man can think of a greater absurdity. foreign land. Why, they say, the heathen will go to heaven he tell us something about it? Why didn't he turn the tear.For the growth of that doctrin ignorance was soil and fear was any way if you let them alone; what is the use of sending stained hope of immortality into the glad knowledge of
.
· ·
rain .. That doctrin came from the fanged mouths of wild them to hell by enlightening them? Let tbem alone. The anotller life?
.Why did he go duml)1y to his death and leave the world in
beasts, and yet it is the "glad tidings of great joy."
idea of going and telling a man a thing that if he does not beGREAT AND GOOD MEN IN HELL.
lieve he will be damned, when the chances are te:1 to one that darkness and in doubt? Why? Because he was a man and
"Go_d so loved the world" he is going to damn most every- he won't believe it. Don't tell him, and as quick as he gets to didn't know. I wnuld not destroy the sm1lllest star of human
body, and, if this Christian religion be true, some of the great- the other world and finds it is necessary to believe he will say hope, but I deny that we got our idea of immortality from the
est, and gran~est, and best who ever lived upon this earth are "yes." Giv him a chance. My objection to the Christian re- Bible. It existed long before Moses existed. We find it
suffering its torments to-night. It don't appear to make much ligion is that it destroys human love, and tells you and me symbolized threugh all Egj•pt. through all India. Wherever
differ~nce, however, with this church. They go right on en- that the love of your dear ones is not necessary in this world man has lived his religion has nnother world in which to meet
joying themselvs as well as ever. If their doctrin is true, Ben- to make a heaven in the next. No matter about your wife, the lost. It is not born of the Bible.. The idea of immortality,
jamin Franklin, one of the wisest and best of men, who did your children, your brother, your sister-no matter about all like the great sea; has ebbed and flowed in the human heart,
· so much to giv .us here a free government, is suffering the the affections of the human heart-when you get there you beating with its ·countless waves against the rocks and sands
tyranny of God to-night. while he endeavored to establish free- will be along with the angels. I don't knnw whether [would of fate and time. It was not born of the Bible. It was born
dom ampng men. If :the churches were honest their preach- like the angels? I don't know whether the angels would like of the human heart, and it will conlimie to ebb and flow
ers woul!l tell their hearers: ·• Benjamin FranKlin _is _in hell, me. I would rather stand by the folks who hav loved me and beneath the mists and clouds of doubt ~tnd darkness as long
and we "\\tlml'any and all the youth not to imitate· Benjamin whop1 I know; and I can coilc(live of no heaven without the as love kisses the lips of dentb. We do not know. We do not
- Franklin. 'Thomas Jefferson, the author of tile Declaration of Ioven of this earth. That is the trouble with this Christian prophesy a life of p1tin. We ]Pave the dend with nature, the
Independence, with its S(llf-evident truths, has been damned reliuion; leave your father, leave your mother, leave your wife, mother of us all, under a seven-hued bow of hope. Unl1er the
these many years." That is what all the ministers ought to leave your children, leave everything and follow Jesus Christ. seven-hued arch let the dead $leep. "Ah, but you take the
hav the courage to say. Talk as you .believe. ·Stand by your ~ will not .. I will stay .with the folks I will not sacrifice on consolation of religion." What consolation bas religion for
creed or change it. I want to impress it'upon your mind, be- the altar o! a selfish fear all the grandest and noblest prompt- the widow of the unbeliever, the widow of a good, brave, kind
cause the thing I wish to do in this world is to put out the fires ings of my heart. You do away with human love, and what mnn who lies dead? What can the orthodox ministers sny to
of hell. I want to keep' at it just as long as there is one little are we without it? What wonld we be in another world and relieve the bursting heart of tbnt woman? What cnn the
coal red in the bott?m.less pit. As lo!lg as the ashes are warm what would we be here without it? Can any one concei~e of ortbodox ministers say to relieve the aching hearts of the
I shall denounce th1s 1nfamo'"!s doctnn. I w~nt you to know· music without human love? Human love builds every home lit\le orphnns as they kneel by the grave of thttt fttther, if that
that the men who founded thiS great and gl~rwus governlll:ent -human love is the author of all the beauty in this world. father didn't hnppen to be an orthodox Christian? What conat·e there. The most of "the men who foughtm th;e J!tevo~utwn- _Love paints every pictnre, ann chisels every statue; love,~ tell sollttion bav thoy? I find tbut when a Christian loses a friend
ary war and wrested from the clutch of G~eat Bntam thiS con- you; builds every fireside. What could heaven be without the tears spring from his eyes us quicldy ns from the eyes of
tinent hav b~en reward_ed by th;e eternal wrath ~f God. The love? And yet that is what we are promised-a heaven with others. Their tears nre ns bitter as onrs, Why? The echo
old Revolutionary soldiers are m hell by the thousands. Let your wife lost, your mother lost, some of your children gone. of the promises spoken eightrcn hundred yrars ago is so low,
the preachers hav the cour~ge to say so. The men who fought And you expect to be made happy by falling in with some and the sound of the clods upon the coil1n so loud. the promises are so fnr away, Ollcl the deacl are sn near. That is the
in 1812 and gave to the Uruted States the freedom of the seas, angel. Such a religion is demoralizing.
nearly all of them hav been damned since 1815-all that were
And how are you to get there? On the efforts of another. reason. Anrl they find no consolation there. I say honestly
'killed. The greatest of h;ero~s, they are there. The greatest You are to be perpetually a heavenly pauper, and you will hav we do not know; we cannot say. 'Ve cannot say whether
of poets, the greatest scientist, the men who bav made the to admit through all eternity that you never would hav got cleath is a wall or a door; the beginning or end of a day; the
world be!luti~ul and ~rand, they are all, I tell you, al!long the there if you ha~n't got frightened. "I am here," you will say, spreading of pinions to soar, or the folcling forever of wings;
damned if th1s cre.ed IS true. Humboldt, wh? shed hght, and ·• I hav these wmgs, I hav this musical instrument, because I whether it is the rising or the setting of a sun, or an endless
who added, to the I~tellectual wealth of mankind; Goethe, and was scared:' What a glorious world! And then think of it- life that brings rapture and love to- every one-we do not
Schiller, and LesSing, who _almost created the Gern;tan lan- no reformation in the next world-not the slightest. If you know; we cannot say.
A.N OLD FAJH~IJ:.
guage.,-all gone ! All suffenng the wrath of God to-n1ght, and nie in Arkansas, that is the end of you. At the end you will
There is an old fable of Orpheus und Eurydice: Eurydice
every time an angel thinks of one of those men he ~vs his harp be told that, being born in Arkansas, you bad a fair chance.
an extra twang. Laplace, who read the heavens hke an open Think of telling a boy in the next world, who lived and died in had been captured and taken to the infernal regions, and
book-he is there. Robert Burns, the poet of human love-he Delaware that he bad a fair show! Can anything be more in- OrpheuH went after her, taldng with him his burp and playing
j8 there because he wrote the" Prayer of ~oly Willie;" because famous? ' All on an equality-the rich and the poor, those us he went; and when he came to the infernal regions he bebe fastened upon the cross the Presbytenan creed, and made with parents loving them, those with every opportunit-y for gan to play, and Sisyphus sat down upon tile stone tbut he
it a lingering crucifixion. And ye~ that man added to t~e ten- education, on an equality with the poor, the abject, and the had been heaving up the side of the mountain for so mtmy
derness of the human he?-rt. D1ckens, _who P?-t a shield. of ignorant-and this little ray called life, this little moment with years, and which continually rolled back 11pon him; Ixion
pity before the flesh of childhood-God Is getting even w1th a shadow and a tear this little space between your mother's paused upon his wheel of fire; Tantalus ceased in his v~in
. him. Our own Ralph Waldo Emerson, although he had a arms and the grave' that balances an entire eternity. And efforts for water; the daughters of Dana1des left off trymg
. thousand opportunities to hear Methodist clergymen, scorned God. can do nothing for you when yon get there. A little to fill their seives with water; Pluto smiled, and for the fii·st
the means of grace, and the Holy Ghost is delighted that he is Methodist preacher can do more for the soul here than its ere- time in the history of hell the cheeks of the Furies were wet
in hell tocnight.
ator can wben yon get there. The soul goes to heaven, where with tears; monsters relented and they Rftid, "Eurydice may
Longfellow refined hundreds and thousands of homes, but there is nothing but good society; no bad examples; and they go with yon, but yon must not look bn.ek." So. be again
be did not believe in the miraculous. origin of the sav!-or. No, are all there, father, son, and holy ghost, and yet they can do threaded the caverns, lJlll.ying as he went. and as he ngnin
sir; he doubted the report of Gabnel. He loved h1s fellow- nothing for that poor unfortunate except to damn him. Is reached tho light be failed to heur tbe footsteps of Bnrydice,
men; he did what he could to free the slaves; be did what he there any sense in that? Why should this be a period of pro- uncl he looked buck nnd in a moment she was gOI<e. 'fbi,; old
could to make mankind happy; but God was just waiting for bation? It says in the Bible, I believe, "Now is the accepted fable givs to us the idea of the perpetual effort to rescn(l truth
him. He han his constable right th-re. Thomas Paine. the time." When does that mean? That means whenever the from the elutcbcs of monsterR. f:lomtl time Orpheus will not
author of the "Rights of M·m," off. ring his life in both hemi- passage is pronounced. Now is the accepted time. It will be look back. Some clay Enryclice will reach the· blessed light,
f1Pheres for the freedom of the human race, and one of the the same to-morrow, won't it? Anil just as appropriate then and at some time there will fade from the memory of men tllfl
fo:unders of the republic-it has often seemed to me that if we as to-day, and, if appropriate at any time, appropriate through superstition of religion.
could get God's _attention long enough to point him to the >tll eternity. What I say is this: There is no world-there cnn
Awerican flag, he-would let him out. _Comte, the author of be no world-in which every human being will not bav an opFelix Adler and lUng Christern.
the "Positiv Philosophy," who loved his fellow,men to that portunity of doing right. That is my objection to this Chrisdegree that he made of humanity a god, who wrote his great tian religion, and if the love of earth is not the love of heaven,
In his concluding lecture oil "Tenement-House
work in poverty, with his face covered with tears-they are if those who love us here are to be separated there, then I want
getting their revenge on him now. Volt1tire, who abolished eternal sleep. Giv me a good cold grave rn.ther thnn the Reform," on Sunday laRt, Felix Adler was speaking
torture in France; who did more for human liberty than any furnace of Jehovah's wrath. Gabriel, don't blow! Let me of governmental aid. He said people bad a sentiother man, living or dead, who was the assassin of supersti- alone! If, when the grave bursts, I am not to meet the fare; ment of aversion to it-, which was a reaction in contion, and whose dM(ger still rusts in the heart of Catholid .m- that hav been my sunshine in this life, let me sleep on.
all the priests whb hav be.en translated hav their happiness in- Rather tllan that the doctrin of endless punishment should be Hequence of the inh:rmeddling of f!Dvernments in
creased by looking at Voltaire. Glorious country, where the true, I would like to see the fabric of our civilization crumble times past with things in ·which they bad no right to
principal occupation is watching the miHeries of the lost! Gior- and fall to unmeaning chaos and to formless dust, where obliv- interfere. Among other interferences be mentioned
dani Bruno, Benedict Spinoza, Diderot, the encyclopedist, ion broods and where even memory forgets. I would rather a a decree of King Cbristern, of Denmark, which prewho endeavored. to get all knowledge in a sm>tll compass so Samson of some imprisoned force released by chance should
that he could put the peasant on an equality with the prince, so wreck and strain the mighty world that man, in stress and scribed bow often 1he floors of bomws should be
intellectllally, the man who wished to sow all over the world strain of want and fear, should shndderingly crawl back to swept and the tables scrubbed. Now, when we take
the seeds of knowledge; who loved to labor for mankind savage and barbaric night; I would ratller that every planet into consideration that in those days rleanliness was
While the priests wanted to burn, he did all he could to put would in its orbit whelll a barren star, than that the Chris- bv no means an ordinary virtue, that floorf4 were of
out the fire-he has been lost long," long ago. His cry for Wa- tian religion shoUld be true.
earth or stone, and strewn with straw or rushes, in
ter has become so common that his voice is now recognized
WHAT HE BELIEVES.
through all the realms of hell, and they say to one another,
I think it is better to love your children than to love God, a which dirt and vermin accnmulaterl; that table-cloths
"That is Diderot " David Hnme, the philosopher, he is there thousand times better, because you can help them, and I am were unknown, and plntes were flat cakes of brea.d on
with the rest. Beethoven, the Sbakspere of mu~ic, he has inclined to think that God can get along without you. I be- which the meat was placed, anrl both bread and meat
been lost; and Wagner, the master of melody, and who has lieve in the religion of the family. I believe that the roof-tree
made the air of this world rich forever, he is there, and they is sacred from the smallest fiber held in the soft, moist clasp eaten with the fingers, it is ·not at all surprising, but
hav better music in hell than in heaven., Shelley, whose soul, of the eartll to the little blossom on the topmost bough that very much to the credit of King Christern, that be
like his own Skylark, was a winged joy-he has been damned givs its fragrance to the happy air. The family where virtue looked after the ethic_jl of his subjects, just as Dr.
for many, many years; and Shakspere, the gr&test of the hu- dwells with love is like a lily with a heart of fire-the fairest Adler
now looking after fbe ethics of the poor, and
man race, who has done more to elevate mankind than all the flower in all this world. And I tell you God cannot afford to
priests who ev"er lived and died, he is there; and all the found- damn a man in the next world who has niade a happy family decided that the amount of filth endured by his peoers of inquisitions, the builders of dungeons, the makers of in this. God cannot afforn to cast over the battlements of ple was prolific of evil, and that he would endeavor
. chains, the' inventors of instruments of torture, tearers and heaven the man who has built a happy home here. God tn lessen it. King Cbristern was the forerunner of
burners and branders of human flesh, stealers of babes and cannot afford to be unpitying to a human heart capable of Dr. Adler in tbe belief that cleanliness must precei!e
sellers of husbands and wiv:es and children, the drawers of pity. God cannot clothe with fire the man who has clothed
the swords of persecution, and they who kept the horizon lu- the nakPd here; and God cannot send to eternal pain a man godliness, and that government should aim at the
rid with the fagots flame for a thousand years-'-they are in who bas done something toward improving the condition of moral as well as the physical interet:>ts of the body
heaven to-night. Well, I wil;h heaven joy in such company. his fellow-man. If he can I had rather go to hell than to politic.
ETBICA.
OBJECTIONS 'To FAITH.
.
heaven and keep the company of such a God.
And that is the doctrin with which we are polluting the souls
They tell me the next terrible thing I do is to take the hope
"THE Truth Seeker Annual and J!'reethinkers
of children; That is the doctrin that puts a fiend by their dy- of immortality; I do not, I would not, I could not. Immoring bed a-nd ·a prophecy of hell over every cradle. That is tality was first dreamed of by human love, and yet the churoh Almanac," 25 cents.
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was getting the wrong side of the commanding Bessie in their possession. The white flag of truce officer and was thereby endangering his cause. But went with them and melted in .the twilight as they
;
he had got started and prudence was out of the ques- disappeared from view. ·
Scarcely were they gone, whim deep thunders were
tion, and so he thundered forth:
Waifs and Wanderings.
"Dangerous principles? 'Everything that's valu- heard far away. A dusty messenger came riding in.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
able to the world has been dangerous sometime. The The long roll was sounded. In'stantly the battalions
CHAPTER XXII.
Revolution was dangerous, very dangerous. It was were in motion. The tents were struck. A long
THE LAW, AND NOT THE GOSPEL.
entirely opposed to precedent., It paid 110 regard to night's march was before the excited troops. CupThe next day dawned brilliantly, and preparations the law of the day. There is· such a thing as un- ples was released and fell in with his company. Arwere made for the great legal contest over the pos- written justice; and to that we should always appeal. dently he longed for battle, that somehow he might
session of little Bessie. The Stars and Stripes floated No written law ever yet was perfect. It's full of escape the awful agony that racked him like a fever.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
placidly upon the winds, as if they felt that no such flaws. It oftentimes gives the rascal a vastly better
huge injustice as the surrender of "this property" chance than the decent man. Think of giving this
could take place under their generous folds.
little girl up to a fate worse than death, and that be- Fae.ts and Fallacies in Regard to the Ne:w
Bolton was in a somewhat battered condition, for neath the Stars and Stripes. It can't be done; it
Testament
Cupples hit him hard; but he was keen and self-re- shan't be done. I know it's the law, but it's a curse
When and where do saints obtain their reward?
liant.
for all that, a violation of everything for which we
There is no greater fallacy than the Christian faith.
"I only want my rights," said he, "under the Con- have come forth to fight. I've enlisted for justice and theory, alleged to be taught by the New Testastitution. This will be a good example, and perhaps and liberty, and so have all of us, and l'd rather do ment, that at death the immortal soul, the real perthe harbinger of peace."
battle for this little girl than for all the constitutions son, goes to reward or punishment. Immortality of
"There is no question of your right, master," said and the laws in the universe; for if party or govern- the soul is not taught either in the Old or New TesSandy, with a truly devotional attitude. " This child ment exists for anything, it exists for just such a pur- tament.
is yours, and now it is providentially put into your pose, to see that not a single living soul, however
We again call attention to thefact the word "soul,"
hands."
small, is trampled upon. You can't resist this ap- or rather the Hebrew and Greek from which it is
Sandy, being too lazy to work, had been educated peal of simple human reason. It would be idiotic translated, occurs in the Bible 873 times-768 times
to be a Methodist minister among the slaves, having and imfamous in this case to do what the mere letter in the Old Testament, and 105 time.s in the New Tesa very ready tongue; but he found it much more of the law demands. Slavery is bound to shake to tament.
profitable to be the private secretary of his master. its very foundation the Union that we love-and yet
The word rendered "spirit" occurs 827 timesThe survival, however, of his theological education in the name of that Union we are called upon to 442 times in the Old Testament, and 385 times in the
will be noted in the style of his language.
sacrifice this innocent girl to that hideous Moloch." New Testament.
"There's no way out of it," said Bolton. "They've
Everybody, of course, applauded this vigorous
Aggregate use of the words "soul" and "spirit"
sworn to support the Union, and the Union guaran- speech, but Bolton was still unabashed, and said:
1,700 tirries yet never once do we find either word
tees the protection of slave property. They can't
"These are fine sentiments; but sentiment is not qualified or preceded with the word "deathless,"
deny the ownership, and hence my demand must be law. If law exists, it must be enacted. It is sacred. "immortal," or "never-dying." Why?
granted."
It is established by the wisdom o_f the ages. If we
If Christian doctrin is true, why does the Bible, in
"Legally, he's got us," said Billy Stubbs to Cup- unloose from law we are all at sea. . Slavery is con- 1, 700. times, referring to soul or spirit, never once
ples and his crowd. "If we appeal to the Constitu- stitutional. This girl is my property. I claim it. If speak of immortal soul, immortal spirit, never-dying
tion we are in a damned mess. We must stick to you resist, where are the rights of property, and upon soul, never-dying spirit, or use any words that can
common sense and eternal justice, and I believe in a what can you depend? You don't like it, but our possibly be construed to hav any such meaning?
time like this they'll carry the day, though -I have likes and dislikes ar'il not to be the guide, but what These terms abound in sermons,song and hymn-books,
my fears of Col. Billy Potter. He's an old army offi- is written in the book. This is the only safe way. and exhortations, but are not found in any text in
cer, and believes in rules and regulations. He's a Give me my rights under the law of the land."
the Bible.
martinet-brave as a lion, but as petty in his .ideas
"And then you'll go away and fight us like the
The Bible declares beasts hav the same soul and
of government as a French cook. If he decides devil," cried Stubbs.
spirit as in men: "For that which befalleth the sons
against us, I don't know what to do, for his will is
"That remains to be seen. So far I have done of men befalleth beasts; even one thing befalleth
the power just now. However, I'll try my eloquence." nothing except talk; and it may all end in talk."
them; as the one dieth, so dieth the other: yea they
Col. William Potter, the comma:rader, was just such
"H won't if this injustice is perpetrated. We'll hav all one breath, so that a man hath no pre-amia soldier as Stubbs depicted. In law he knew noth- rebel on the other side."
nence above a beast, for all is vanity. All go unto
ing beyond precedent. _It was impossible for him to
"Exactly so," cried Bolton. "You want to fight- one place, all are of the dust, and all' turn to dust
appeal to simple common sense, and as for abstract for your rights, and we will do the same. Grant again. Who knoweth the spirit of man that go_eth
justice, that was something entirely beyond his com- what we ask and we'll give no trouble."
upward, and the spiri~ of the beast that goeth downprehension.
"And we be cowards and sneaks? I guess not," ward to the earth?" (Eccl. iij, 19-21.)
"We are fighting for the Union," said he, "exactly answered Stubbs.
That the same "breath of life" is in all creatures
as it is, and I don't propose to change any of its laws.
"It's no use to keep up thifl talk," said Col. William is asserted in Genesis. "And they went in unto The sacred right of property must be maintained. Is Potter. "There is only one way to decide this, and Noah, into the ark, two and two of all flesh wherein
this t~hild your slave?" said he to Bolton.
th~;~.t is according telaw. That's plain enough. The is the breath of life. And all flesh died that moved
"I can prove it easily enough. She is the daughter child belongs to Col. Bolton, and it is my duty as upon the earth, both of fowl, and of cattle, and of
of Amy Bolton, now living in E--. This child was a loyal officer of the government to surrender it, and beast, and of every creeping thing that creepeth upon
born to her while in my possession. They escaped I cheerfully do so. It may be hard for the little girl, the earth, and every man. All in whose nostrils was
a year ago, and I have been unable to reclaim them. but its good for the country. Col. Bolton, you the *breath of life, of all that was in the dry land .
Cupples will not deny these facts."
can take the child. It is a pledge of our devotion to died" (Gen. vii, 21, 23).
.
Of course Cupples could not deny them, and so far the Union."
(Translated from the Hebrew word N'shahmah,
as the identity of the child was concerned, there could
"I thank you," said Bolton, with sardonic pleas- which occurs 24 times in the Old Testament, and is
be no question.
antry. "If the whole North were like you, there'd translated "breath," "wind," "life of man and ani"That settles it," said Col. Potter. "She was your be no use of fighting. I should like to borrow some mals," "mind," "intellect.")
property at the time of her birth by the laws of Ken- shackles to put on this little girl, for she looks as if
Beasts and men hav the same soul. " And levy a ·
tucky. Has anything happened to change that she might run away."
tribute unto the Lord of the men of war which went
status?"
"You shall have them," said the commanding offi- out to battle one soul of five hundred, both of the
"I claim there has," said Stubbs. "Col. Bolton is cer; and under the Stars and Stripes the shackles persons, and of the beeves, and of the asses, and of
a rebel, and therefore whatever rights he might have were put upon the little girl.
sheep" (Num. xxxi, 28).
had are forfeited."
,
"I won't endure it," said Stubbs, and he advanced
The Bible declares that the soul dies and goes into
"I beg your pardon," said Bolton, graciously; "I to strike Bolton to the ground.
the grave. "Behold all souls -are mine, as the soul
am not a rebel; I have not yet struck a blow. I am
"Arrest him, officer of the guard," said Col. Pot- of the father, so also the soul of the son is mine, the
simply waiting to see. In the eyes of the law I am ter, firmly.
soul that sinneth it shall die '' (Ezek. xviii, 4). "Let
a citizen."
" Don't touch me,'' said Stubbs. " This is no him know that he which converteth the sinner from
"Are you willing to swear loyalty to the Constitu- child's play."
the error of his way shall save a soul from death,
tion?" said Stubbs.
"Indeed it isn't," said Potter. "I'm in command. and shall hide a multitude of sins" (James v, 20).
"Certainly I am, as I understand it; I am not These soldiers must obey me, and I will shoot every
That death is cessation of thought, emotion, and
fighting against the Constitution, only against those one that dares to rebel. Let the troops fall in at existence is most positivly declared by the Bible, Old
who would deprive me of my rights.
once."
and New Testament alike. "For to him that is joined
"Col. Bolton is right there," said Potter. "No
The drums beat, and almost as by instinct the to all the living there is hope; fe-r a living dog is bet- ,
overt act is yet committed, and he is a citiZ(On in good brigade was formed.
ter than a dead lion. For the living know that they
and regular standing. I see no bar to his appeal."
Law and order were bound to prevail. Stubbs was shall die, but the dead know not anything. Also
"Do you purpose then," said Stubbs, "to give this too keen not to see it, and too much of a diplomat their love, and their hatred, and their envy is now
little child into his possession?"
not to yield when he saw there was no hope in op- perished" (Eccl. ix, 4-6).
"How can I help it? Doesn't the law say I must?'' position. Col. Potter had not a particle of fear,
Christians tell us their mind, their intelligence,
"The law be damned," said Stubbs. "What does and his iron will was backed up by an undaunted their thoughts, comprise the. immortal past, and can
common sense say."
spirit. He would have had Stubbs arrested al).d shot not perish. "His breath goeth forth, he returneth
"Common sense has nothing to do with it unless in an hour if he had persisted in any attempt at res- to his earth, in that very day his thoughts perish"
it is law. I have no right to make a law. I must cue; and although every soldier was indignant, yet (Psalms cxlvi, 4).
obey it."
such was the force of custom that they submitted to
Christians claim the dead in heaven are praising
"I say you have a right," cried Stubbs. "It's all the cruel act.
the Lord, and denounce Liberals as impious wretches
nonsense to declare that we must obev what's on the
"It's no use," said Stubbs to Cupples. "I must because they do not believe every word of God's holy
books. That's Shylock-give me my bond. Are statute back down. Common sense has a mighty poor show and blessed Bible, in which we read, "The dead
bookR infallible? Of course not. There's a law be- when law and order are on the other side. I must praise not the Lord, neither any that go down into
hind them, the law of nature, which they help to in- swallow my indignation and shout for the Union and silence" (Psalms cxv, 17).
terpret, and if they don't interpret, then they are fall in with the ;rest. Spite of all, we have to do as
In the thirty-eighth chapter of Isaiah we read of
false and foolish. The Declaration of Independence the world bids, be it ever so foolish or wrong. I Hezekiah, who was sick unto death, and God sent
is before the Constitution, and we must go by that, wasn't born for a martyr, and so I'll shake hands him word to set his house in order, for he should die.
and it declares that there are unalienable rights, and with the powers that be."
• Hezekiah was a most devout and pious man. He had
every law that violates these rights must be void."
"I won't,'' said Cupples. "Bessie shall not be walked before the Lord in truth, and with a perfect
"I never heard of such a thing," broke in Col. Pot- taken away." He made a dash at Bolton and grasped heart, and had done only that which was good in the
ter. "A law is a law, and that's the end on't with me. Bessie in his arms. But what was the use? He was sight of the Lord. If at death he would go to heaven
'Why, you are a worse rebel than Bolton. These are overwhelmed in a moment, flung bleeding upon the and receive his crown, his little jewsharp, and redun!!erously revolutionary principles."
ground, manacled, and dragged to the guard-house.
];illy Stubbs was nonplussed. He saw that he
Bolton a.nd Sa.-ndy rode triumphantly away with
*Ma.rgin, "The brea.th ofthe spirit of life."
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joice.in glory forevermore, surely he should rejoice.
And another· advantage: Mr. Alonso Edwards,
"What
say about the profits ~'very hanclso'lle. I
But the record. says: ".And Hezeki ab wept sore. Then who has charge of all the hotels on the grounds, has like to dea with such men. As for myself, be assmed that I
am far above all pecuniary views. Make the most oi it therecame the wor~ of the Lord to Isaiah, saying, Go, and agreed. to board and lodge all' who may attend the fore,
ancllet all your views in life be directed to a soliu, howsay to Hezekiah, Thus saith the Lprd, the God of Convention for one dollar per day. This will save ever moderate, independence. Without it no map. can be
DaVid, thy father, I hav seen thy tears: behold, I will our friends hundreds of dollars from what they happy, nor even honest."
add un.to thy d~ys fifteen years" (lsa. xxxviii, 3-5). would hav to pay in a large city.
Woodfall emphatically·denied that Boyd was the
How did Hezekiah regard being kept out of glory
The Convention will not be so Jar from Buffalo but author of the letters, and at the same time confessed
fifteen years?
that the large dailies of that city will giv full reports that he did not know who Junius was. Any other
"Behold for peace I had great bitterness; but thou of its proceedings; and the New York Herald has person competent to write the letters, except Thomas
hast in love to my soul delivered it from the pit of already given assurance that it will report the proceed- Paine, could not hav escaped discovery at the time.
corruption" (Isa. xx:x:viii, 17). Could he hav said ings as heretofore.
The ablest argument in favor of Philip Francis
this if he had believed that at death he would go to
The association will this year, as it has at all its was recently made by Mr. Lecky in Vol. III\. of his
heaven? Did God in love to his soul keep him out past conventions, invite the Freethinkers of all the "History of England in the 18th Century." I anof heaven fifteen years?
states and of Canada to meet with it, and thus make swered it in a brief article in the :New York Sun,
Job says: "He keepeth back his soul from the pit the Convention a national or international one. It is .August 9, 1882; and the editor's own opinion was ina:.;d his life from perishi_ng by the sword." "Yea: hoped that Freethinkers everywhere will make arrange- dicated by adding to my own heading this: "The
his soul draweth near unto the grave, and his menta to attend the Convention, and thus make it a real Junius was Thomas Paine."
W. H. BuRR,
life to the destroyer" (Job xxxiii, 18, 22). David gathering that will attract the attention of the whole
Washington, D. 0., March 22, 1884.
was of the same faith. "But God will redeem my country.
H. L. GREEN, Sec.
soul from the power of the grave, for he shall receive
Mr. Chamberlain Visits the Monument.
me" (Ps. xlix, 15). Paul also taught and believed
A Remedy for Land Robbery.
MY
DEAR EuGENE: I cannot refrain from writing to
hiE> soul at death would go to the grave, not to heav- · There are many land thieves and rich monopolists
en. "If after the manner of men I hav fought with in this nation who hav robbed the wo1·king classes of tell you of my great gratification at the way in which
beasts. at Ephesus, what advantageth it me, if the their birthright to land and are grinding them into you and your associates of the Bennett Monument
dead nse not? Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow the earth under the heel of half-paid labor, aided by Committee hav acquitted yourselvs of your task.
we die" (1 Cor. xv, 32).
all the papers in the nation that their money can con- When I learned from THE TnuTH SEEKER that the
If Paul believed with modern Christians that at trol, but still the working classes are in the majority, monument was completed, I determined to make a
death his immortal soul-the real Paul-would go to and if they so determin they can restore the land to pilgrimage to it the first pleasant Sunday. Accordglory, and only his body go to the grave, he could its rightful· owners, those whe need it to cultivate. ingly, last Sunday I had Professor Rawson to dine
not ask what advantage to hav been a Christian, for Let the workers, everyone of them, resolve to l:ie men with me, and in the afternoon we went together to
the self-evident answer would be much everyway. rather than slaves to political knaves who make poli- Greenwood. I am sure that Mr. Rawson was as much
What matters if there is ever a resurrection or not, tics their trade, and sell their votes to the political pleased as I, and I can only say my satisfaction was
if you at death can go and enjoy perfect happiness in parties that are robbing them. Let them become complete. We agreed that the Bennett Monument
heaven?
willing to unite and vote together for the common was of great merit and value. Solid and rich, bold
Now comes the vital question, Did Christ die, soul good. Let them circulate petitions, or rather, imper- and· prominent, without being meretricious or oband body? Christians claini that Christ was God, ativ commands, to their servants in Congress to en- strusiv, large and commanding, yet perfectly chaste
and elegant, its grand and harmonious proportions
theref~re immortal. If immortal, he could not die. act the following laws, namely: A law th!l.t no more
All must admit that a dead God is an absurd impos- land shall ever be given tor. schools, colleges, churches, attract the passer-by and compel attention, while its
sibility. Christians tJ,ssert that "Christ is God, but railroads, or any other corporations. Secondly, a broad, polished sides tell a story of a sublime char, that he took on himself our nature. He was both law that no man shall ever hereafter come into legal acter and a glorious triu~ph.
Not the least worthy part of your work was the
human and divine, and died to pay the penalty of possession by purchase, will, or bequest, of more land
choice
of the sentiments you culled from the abundour sins; none but a God could make atonement, for than he and his own family can cultivate-say sevby the sin of Adam death was passed on all men; enty-five acres, more or less as may be decided best, ance of his writings to exemplify his character and
Christ's body died upon the cross, thus paying the but not more than one hundred acres. Third, a la.w to perpetuate his thought. There is a peculiar appenalty of man's transgressions-all the debt we owe." that every landless man who will settle on and culti- propriateness in the lines from his letter to Trm TnuTH
Which is it that sins-soul or body?
vate it shall hav one such farm lot by paying, at most, SEEKER family on reaching home after his Round-theIf the body sins, then why when the wicked die only the expense of surveying and fixing the bounds. World tour:
does the body sweetly rest in peace and the poor in- Fourth, a law that when a man has selected such a "I believe in the eternal powers an<l principleR of nature, in
nocent soul go to bell's torments? If the body only lot it shall forever remain inalienable to him and his the
superiority of good lives, in acts of kindness toward our
fellow-beings, and in efforts to spr011cl the light of truth over
sins, why do priests and parsons talk so much of family, and never be taken from them for debt. the dark spots of the enrth."
our poor souls?
Fifth, a law that when a large landholder dies each
And standing before that shrine, and reading again
Is it the soul that sins? Then why did Christ say, of his heirs may take one such farm lot, and the bal- those beautiful and pathetic words already firmly
"Wherefore if thy hand or thy foot offend thee, cut ance returned to the government for the price he fixed in my memory, I could not but feel that though
it off, and cast them from thee: it is better for thee gave for it, or sold at auction in farm lots only to in this life he borrowed no trouble about a future
to enter ia.to life halt or maimed, rather than having. landless men. Sixth, a law requiring of every rail- existence, yet in some way and somewhere he was at
two bands or two feet to be cast into everlasting road company that owns tracts of land not needed that moment conscious of the superiority of his good
fire. And if thine eye offend thee, pluck it out and for positiv use of their roads to set a price on the life over the lives of his mean persecutors, and that
cast it from thee; it is better to enter into life with surplus land, and the government shall either buy he was happy in the remembrance of the efforts he
one eye, rather than having two eyes to be cast into the land or tax it at the company's prices.
mude to spread the light of truth over the dark spots
bell?" (Matt. xvii, R, 9). "For what shall it profit
The m0ment these laws are enacted land will hav of the earth. His was a life of deed and not of
a man, if he shall gain the whole ~o:ld and lose his fi:O m_ore price t~an sunlight, air, or water. Spem~la· creed, yet while his works exceeded his beliefs, he
o~n soul,\ or what..~hall a man giv I~ e;xchange for twn m land, whiCh should n_eve~ hn:v ha? an e:ost- bequeathed to the world in this short paragraph a
his soul? (Ma~~ vm, 36, 37) ...Smce I~ IS, the~, ?,ur ence any more than_specul~twn m ~Ir, w~ll be k!ll~d \creed of unsurpassed grandeur.
souls th?:~ sm ( .T~e soul that smneth It shall die - at ~nee, and every mdustrwus family Will hav It m
The work of the artist who engraved the epitaph
Ezk. xvm, 2~), It IS our souls that are doomed to the1r power to own a farm an~ be ass?red tha~ the and inscriptions is to be praised. They are all clear
death. Chnst must ?J-ake ato?ement f~r our soul. elements and .ln:ws of nature wtll permit of havmg a and plainly legible, and the paths conduct the wayIf the penalty was. pa~d by Chz:Ist, then hiS soul must comfortable hvmg; an~ as t~ous~nds now tr.ampled farer within easy reading distance of them all. Thus
bav dred. But, If h1s soul died, he could not hav under the heel of capital will run to farmmg, the in death our hero will not cease to be " the teacher
been God, could not hav been immortal. C. B. R.
th?usands w_ho remain can stand ';lP like men, set a of multitudes," and his spirit will go marching on,
~nee on their own labor, an? receive pay enough to while the form of his countenance will be. preserved
The .Annual Freethinkers' Convention.-When hv co~fortably and be men mstead of slaves.
by the lifelike and wonderfully real portrait in en durand Where to be Held.
Berltn, N. J.
J. HAcKER.
ing bronze which adorns the front of the monument.
To merit such an epitaph as is written on this stone
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
Neither Francis nor Boyd was Jnnins.
is indeed a proud distinction. Its writer has proved
board of directors of the Cassadaga Lake Free AssoTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, B.ir: A hims~:olf to be one of the most faithful of friends by a
ciation, by a unanimous vote, hav tendered to The
New York State Freethinkers' Association their complete refutation of the claim that Hugh Boyd steadfast devotion throughout. We1l I remember the
grounds and buildings, located on Cassadaga Lake, was Junius will be found in the" Preliminary Essay" sadness and desolation with which he and I, together
on ~:md in which to hold the Freethinkers' Annual of Woodfall's "Junius," 1813. Boyd was taxed by with that grand old philanthropist, Dr. Foote, turned
Convention on the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th days of the bookseller .Almon in 1769 with writing the Junius away from the new-made grave a year ago, and well
September next., free o/ charge. The executiv com- Letters, because of a fancied resem blanc'3 of his I remember how he then said, "The old lion is dead,
mittee of the Freethinkers' .Association hav accepted handwriting to that of Junius; ;whereupon he but he has left lots of whelpll;" and when I went last
the generous offer, and the Convention will be held changed color and said: "The similitude of hand- Sunday and read upon this stone that our friend
writing is not a conclusiv fact." But there was, in "though dead still speaks to us, and asks that we
on those grounds at the days mentioned.
These grounds, as you probably know, are located fact, no similitude in the handwriting of the two, as continue the work he left unfinished," I could bear
in a beautiful grove on the lake above mentioned, Woodfall well knew, being the publisher of the Let- in my imagination the young lions all over the world
and are fitted up in fine style. There is erected on ters of Junius and familiar also with Boyd's hand- cry responsiv, We will continue lhe worlc I .And that
the grounds an amphitheater, with a seating capac- writing. And some years later be told .Amon that work shall go on till the last fetters of--superstition
ity for three thousand people. The seats are in a Boyd was not the author of the letters. There is are stricken from the' la>t slave of ecclesiasticism.
Yes, friend Eugene, what your committee has
semi-circle, one above the other, so that all can bear nothing whatever to support the claim of Boyd. He
distinctly all that is said from the platform. It is so was an imitator of Junius, and guilty sometimes of wrought will stand, long after we are passed away, a
inclosed and roofed over that the audience is pro- plagiarizing his metaphors. And, as an offset to his lesson and a warning-a lesson that dishonesty,
blushing evasion when taxed with being Junius, he though invested with apparently irresistible puwer,
tected from the inclemency of the weather.
The grounds are fenced in, so that a proper ad- was vain enough to induce his wife once or twice to shall yet be vanquished by truth and integrity, and
mission fee can be charged at the gates, and every- challenge him with having written the letters. But a warning to those who corruptly trifle away sacred
thing is arranged so as to make it a very convenient aside from the total want of evidence in favor of rights of which they should be the guardians and
Boyd, a single circumstance bars the claim on his be- protectors.
place for a large assembly of people.
"When the innocent is convicted
There is one decided advantage our .Association half. In 1772, when the work of Junius was ended, ·
Tbe court is condemned."
will gain by holding its annual Convention at this Boyd had been suffering extreme pecuniary distress
The one thousand friends who bav done this work
place. There are established from nearly every city for about two years, and was driven to Ireland to
and large town in the United States very cheap e~cape arrest. Now, at the beginning of that very of love through you hav done well, and each may
excursion rates of railroad fare to the great orthodox year, Junius was refusing to accept half the profits cherish a feeling of pride that he was of that number.
camping grounds on Chautauqua Lake. The Cassa- that were to be realized from the sale of an au- May the monument stand forever to emphasize and
daga grounds are in the same vicinity, and the Free- thorized edition of his letters. This fact was not enforce the great idea that in this country ecclesiasthinkers. from all sections of the country, can avail publicly known until1812, when Woodfall's son pub- tical fanaticism shall not lead the people captiv.
Your friend,
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN,
tbemselvs of these already established low rates lished the private letters of Junius to his father. In
NeVJ YO't'k, March 19, 1884.
the letter of March 5, 1772, Junius says:
in attending our Convention.
1
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In the state of New York we hav more to fear in
this matter from the Catholics than from the Protestants, but in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, in fact,
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
in all the New England and some of the Middle and
E. M. MAoDoNALD,
Editor. Western states, the disciples of Calvin hav as long
0. P. SoMEBBY,
Business Manager. arms and large hands as the papal-toe kissers. And
even in New York the Protestants hav sneaked in
PUBLISHED BY
and share with the Catholics th~ hundreds of thouTHE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY. sands of dollars annually given by our legislators to
33 Clinton Place, New York.
religious grist-mills. Their share amounts only to
the crumbs from the Irish table, still they take them
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. all the same as the Lord's bounty.
If Congress shall take to itself power to divide the
Address all Communications w THE TRU1.H SEEKER COM- surplus revenue among the states and territories,
pANY. Make all Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable w the least that should be done will be to copy sections
CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
two and three of the Illinois constitution of 1870,
relating to education:
APRIL 5,1884. 2. All lands, moneys, or other property, donated, granted,
SATURDAY,

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A Disguised Steal.

or received for school, college, seminary, or university purposes, and the funds thereof shall be faithfully applied to the
objects for which such gifts or grants were made.
3. Neither the general assembly, nor any county, city, town.
township, school district, or oLher public corporation, shall
ever make any appropriation, or pay from any public fund
whatever, anything in aid of any church or sectarian purpose,
or to help support or sustain any school, academy, seminary,
college, university, or other literary or scientific institution,
controled by any church or sectarian denomination whatever,
nor shall any grant or donation of any• land, money, or other
personal property ever be made l,ly the state, or any such
public corporation, to any church, or for any sectarian purpose.

n1iraculously.escaping in his infancy from Kansa, the ,
reigning monarch of the country. The Rev.. J. B. S.,
CJarwithen, a "Brampton lecturer," bears testimony
•1lmost i.'lentical with that of Edward Moor, imd adds
that the knowledge of the priority of Crishna is not
derived from Hindoo records alone. Both Arrian
and Strabo assert that Crishna was anciently worshiped at Mathura, on the river.Jumna, where he is
worshiped at this day. S~rabo wrote about the time
Christ is alleged .to hav lived, and Arrian some hundred years later. Columns of proof of the priority
of Cri8hna could be adduced, against which the
Rev. Mr. Collins and his belief can make no headway. There can be no more doubt that Christ followed Crishna by several hundred years than that
both were the central points of mythology, and not
the saviors their followers claim.

Heterophemy.

Some time ago a story was started that at Jenkintown, Pa., a carpenter had beell: stricken ~ead for
blasphemy at 8 dinner at a hotel in that place. Sev~
eral friends sent us copies of papers containing the
account, with requests that we investigate, which we
proceeded to do, but thus far hav received no answers to the letters written to Jenkintown. However, the religious papers were more successful, and
k
hereafter when this story is repeated, Freetbin ers
can nail it as a lie on the authority of the New York
. .
.
.
.
Independfnt, which, after being gullible enough to
Let. pro~s10ns hke the above be ms.erted m the print the yarn, was obliged to apologize jn these
donatmg bill, but let them be more rigorously en- . war d s m
. 1•t s 1ssue
.
of F eb ruar y 14•h.
~ .
forced than is done in Illinois at present, where in·
"We copied from one of the New York daily papers last '
her chiefest city the o:ffi!ers allow water taxes to be
week portions of a telegram purporting to giv the particulars
abated in favor of Catholic schools and churches. of a dinner given at a hotel in Philadelphia, at which, it was
This is brought about through the sneaking fear the alleged, profane and other improper language was indulged in,.
and 'intoxicating drinks freely used by those present. It is '
politicians of both parties hav of the Irish vote.
The colored children of the South form a large now claimed, as we hear from reliable sources, that there' was
no improper conduct or improper language used at this dinproportion of the illiterate, and some restrictin~ ner
by anyone present, and that the whole story, as published
clauses must be inserted for their benefit. If the in our columns and in many other papers, was greatly exagofficers of the states are allowed. to divide the funds gerated, if not entirely erroneous. We are glad to hear this,
at their own pleasure, in the states maintaininp- and very much regret that, while no names or other personal
separate schools the colored people will be left out allusions were given in our columns, we were led, even by
the highly respectable source from which our information was
in the cold. For them justice must be enforced, not obtained,
to giv currency to the statements spoken of.''
merely made possible. If the states want to use the
Where the story started we do not know, but it
:J?lOney, they should guarantee its benefits shall be
shared impartially. For ourselvs, we do not see may hav been manufactured by some pious fool from
a similar one that has been going the,,rounds in
how Congress can constitutionally divide this money:
England.
The transatlantic prototype isBut nowadays the strict construction of the Consti"A TERRIBLE WARNING.
tution is the last thing thought of by our legislators.
"A Portsmouth correspondent sends the following: A few
and if this money is to be given it should not be used days since a private in the Hampshire Regiment invoked in a
for sectarian purposes. This much Congress owef' profane manner the name of the Deity by making use of the
to the people of a secular republic, who, however phrase, 'God strike me blind!' He afterward felt drowsy, and
much they may respect religion in the ab>!tract, de sLretched himself on his bed; but when he attempted to open
eyes he found that he could not do so, and he has sincQ
not want to pay for overthrowing the government his
been wholly deprived of the use of his eyes. He was conveyed
~y educating the adherents of an alien despot.
to the Haslar Military Hospital, where he remains."

A bill has been reported by the Senate Committee
on Education which proposes to divide among the
several states and territories and the District of
Columbia some fifty or sixty millions of the surplus
. revenue to be used for educational purposes. The
money is to be divided in proportion to the illiteracy
of the population of the various states. This means
to giv it mainly to the old slave states, the hot-bed
of Christianity and ignorance, where the colored people and "poor white trash " are presumptivly unable
to read and write.
The national convention of educators held last
August at Louisville, Ky., discussing this proposed
eleemosynary act, agreed' that the division ought to
be made, but without restrictions. The resolution was
only mildly opposed by Northern members, and was
unitedly supported and voted for by the Southern
members.
On the face of it this bill appears to be good-that
is, if the United States has any right to interfere in
the education of the children of the states. But there
is a bigger nigger in the fence than any on the plantations of the Carolinas. To anyone not conversant
with Christian trickery it might appear that "without restriction" meant only to giv the state leave to
squander this commcn school fund and steal it, as
was notoriously done in ante-bellum days, when the
negro was not to be the recipient of education, and
as has lately been done by the bourbons of Virginia,
who diverted a million and a quarter from the school
fund.
But the blackest individual in the dividing obstacle iEI, as usual, the Christian church. Senator Blair,
the introducer of one of the bills, and the chief
mover in the matter, is a tooter for New England
Puritanism. He comes from New Hampshire, a state
that. yet excludes Catholics from office, and is stern
The Older Religion.
in his orthodoxy and a firm believer in the divine
The St. Catherine Evening Journal says that at the
right of the church to rule everything. The Chris- last meeting of the Victoria Philosophical Institute,
tian objection to having the disposition of the funds of India, a paper was read by the Rev. R. C. Call in~>,
restricted by Congress to secular purposes, springs M.A., on "Buddhism in Relation to Christianity."
from the church's penchant for stealing from the According to Mr. Collins, "who long resided in Instate to support her own institutions. The pious dia and thoroughly investigated the subject, a relignever scruple at taking anything in the linA of char- ous poem was written in India about a thousand
ity, and will fight for a testator's estate and take it all, years ago, in which the events in the life of Cbrisl
even if it leaves his wife and children penniless. are ascribed to the God Crishna. His belief is that
They are always on the lookout for dishonest advan- the story of Christ reached India some time before
tages, as in the case of Girard College, and other this epic was written, and that there is abundance
educational institutions Christianized by them. But of proof that the story of the God Crishna is paroin none of the bills introduced are there anv material died from the history of Christ." Those who take
restricting clauses, and yet considering th~ roguish stock in Mr. Collins and his belief will find themselvs
channels through which the money must go, there egregiously imposed upon. The trick is old, and
needs to be several sharp restrictions to prevent fraud. long since exposed. Some missionaries hav even
Among the restrictions that should be provided, if gone so far as to claim that Crishna is the corrupted
this money is to be parceled out, are that no state, name of Christ, but it so happens that Crishna is a
territory, nor the District of Cnlumbia should receive Sanskrit word, meaning "the dark god," or "the
any portion of the money wherein by provision of black god," while Christ is a title, from the Greek,
law the state or territory givs, or any county, town, meaning "the anointed," or "the messiah." The
township, city, school district, or any municipal cor- worship of Crishna was practiced in the time of Alporation, can giv, any money or property to establish, exander the Great (330 B.o. ). According to Profesaid, or maintain any sectarian schools, university, sor Monier Williams, Crishna was deified about the
ct>llege, academy, seminary, place of public or private fourth century B.o. Edward Moor (author of "Hindoo
instruction, or any sectarian institutions whatever. Pantheon" and "Oriental Fragments") regards as
.And the secretary of the treasury should be required " very certain things" that both the name of Crishna
to ascertnin this fact before paying any of the money and the general outline of his history were long- anto the states or territories, or to the District of Co- terior to the birth of Christ, and probably e~tended
lumbia. Further, such money should be withheld to the time of Homer, nearly nine hundred years befrail}. any state or territory in which equal education fore Christ. In "Asiatic Researches" it is stated
for,all, white or colored, male or female, is not pro- that in the Sanskrit Dictionary, compiled more than
provided in all the educational institutions supported two thousand years ago, we hav the whole story of
jn whole or in part by the state.
Cri~h.!l81 th~:~ i,JJ.carnate deity, born of 8 virgin, a,nd

The sequel to this was furnished by the National
Riformer of January 27th. It is in the form of a let- .
ter from the principal of the Haslar Military Hospital, directed to one of Mr. Bradlaugh's correspondents. The principal says:
"There is no truth whatever in the statement, and. the lad
who is supposed to hav sworn never swore at all. He has a
weak right eye; it was slightly inflamed-the result of coldbut he is now quite well. He is very indignant and hurt at
the statement, and if he did swear he is not blind."

As long as Christians resoit to such· miserable
tricks they must suffer the mortification of exposure..

Cook and the New Creed.
The religious press is beginning to find Cook out.
So long as he confined his lying to the Infidel!!, the
Independent patted him on the back and made much
of him, as the man destined to overthrow scientific
skepticism by attacking the philosophers on their
own ground. Now that Mr. Cook has denounced
the new Congregational creed as being too easy on
the deniers of theological Christianity, that eminent
journal finds out that he is a" high-sounding Cresar,"
as fallible as other sinners, if not a little more so~
" If this is to be his gait," it says, " he will lose, and
deserve to lose, both his influence and the power to
exert it. He puts himself in the position of a hot
partisan; he strikes out recklessly;" and concludes
by more than intimating that Mr. Cook is not worth
refuting. , We may be sorry for the Independent, but
for its previous laudations of the Boston charlatan
it richly deserves all the tortures he can inflict upon
it. Besides, if Christianity be true, Cook is right.
There is no probation after death, and all the eschatologists in the world cannot take from hell its terrors. If there be no place of torment there can be
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-no abode of bliss. This is plain to the most casual ~ble benefits of a national nnd unsectarian education by refus- vast enthusiasms, wonderful impulses. Look at its
mg to furnish the means for the erection of a sufficient num- glorious revealings, millions of stars, infinit palaces
reader of the New Testament.
ber of school buildings in Chicago; and
WHEREAs, Thereby over 35 000 children are driven to sec- of light and glory, in the measureless realms of night,
!arian schools in which they a're inoculated with principles and and in the bosom of t.he flower, in the bard rock, in
Our Cat's-paw President.
1deas that are in direct opposition to those whereon our re- the dancing foam of the sea,' in the weed that tosses
·
So powerful had the Propaganda College of Rome public rests; be it
on the shore, in the bending grass, what wondrous
Resolved, That we, the citizens of Chicago in mass meeting
grown, that the Italian government found it necessary assembled,
demand that our common council make appropri- wealth of life is ever flaming to our eyes; and so sci- ,
in 1873 to con:liscate the property of that institu- ations for the erection of as many new schoolhouses in Chi- euce, l\femnon-like, is bursting forth with music on
as will meet the requirementR of the people; that we ·de"· out' way, as eternally new dawns flash upon its martion, selling it, and applying the proceeds to the pur- cago
with suspicion and disapproval the attempts of the finnnce ble lips. Ah, science may seem cold to some, but
chase of Italian bonds, the interest on which would committee of our city council to reduce the mm of $325,000, she throbs with life; and when once the world ls
latter sum being insufficient to meet existing wants for
be. paid to the church. The sale was stopped by the the
school purposes; that we also look with strong disapproval on given wholly to her guidance, and adopts the severe
the
actual truckling of our city council to the un-American and limits of her methods and knowledge, then wj)l be
church appealing to the courts of Italy, but the
encroachments of the Catholic church, and that we heard the sweetest songs; then, then will be enjoyed
decision having been given in favor of the govern- insidious
also express our suspicion of the political aims and tendenment, it is now to be proceeded with. The Propa- cies of ambitious citizens in subjecting American educational the most noble fruits."-Lucifer.
ganda College is the bureau that has charge of the institutions to influences emanating from Ron1e.
missionary work of the Catholic church. It is made
A Correction.
To Correspondents.
up of colleges, each having some particular country
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER,· Sir.~ Allow
.to debauch. Cardinal McCloskey asked President J. H. S.-The longest verse in the Bible is Esther viii, 9,
me to correct an error which has crept into your reArthur to· instruct the United States ministgr to BENEDICT.-We do not publish anonymouscommunicationH. port of my testimony in a civil suit in Toronto. I
Italy, Mr. W. W. Astor, to beseech t~e Italian BROTHER SEAVER falls into error in assuming that "J. W, S," did not say that I believed that if there be a future
or punishments for acts in this life
government to exempt the American College from meant to attack him in these columns, "J. iY. S." only for- state itsberewards
eternal. Thifl, in my opinion, would be
would
warded
to
us
the
MS.
of
his
reply
to
Mr.
Seaver,
a
part
of
this propaganda sale.
simply the brutal belief in hell anQ, in heaven where
This has been done. Mr. Arthur requested Sec- which that worthy editor dicl not print.
the many endure eternal misery and the few enjoy
retary Frelinghuysen to order Minister Astor to . ED, FARRELL.-The worcl grandmother occurs in 2 Timothy, eternal bliss. I as solemnly protest against having
represent to the government ·of Italy that the United i, 5, Hnldah the prophetess , , , dwelt in Jerusalem in made such a statement as I do against this revolting
States would like it if the American College was the college (2 Kings, xxii, 14), But" college" means in this belief. I simply stated that, in my opinion, the
case, "second court." And Moses called , • , ·the sons of sult.~ of all actions, good or bad, would be eternal;
allowed to remain in the bands of the church.
Uzziel, the uncle of Aaron (Lev, x, 4),
1bat having come to tell the truth, my oath on the
Now the people of the ·United States would like
MARTIN NEWLIN.-Yes, the Oneida Community is a Christian Bible would be binding on my conscience, and that
to know by what authority President Arthur has in- institution, Yon know the primitiv Christians were commun- the latter was, to me, the highest tribunal.
terfered in a matter exclusivly between the Italian ists, and Noyes, the founder of the Oneida brother and sisterIn justice tn all concerned, I will add th.at it was
government and Italian citizens. The American Col- hood, was very religious,, as are nearly all his followers. In- a piece of chicanery, which, in anything but respectlege is owned by Italians, and it is no part of the du- deed, only on a religious basis could people be inc1ucec1 to ful terms, challenged my testimony, and that the
in such unnatural social relations as formerly obtained judge, on the other hand, did not hesitate for a moties of a president of the United States to protect remain
at Oneida,
ment to rule that my testimony should be admitted.
Italian citizens in an Italian city, especially when
Requesting you to insert this letter into your colthose citizens are engaged in a work that the govern- .
I am yours respectfully,
B. MARousE.
umns,
Book Notices.
ment regards as dangerous to its own well-being.
HoRsEs, THEIR FEED AND THEIR FEET. A Manual of Horse
Hygiene, By C, E. Page, M.D. Price, 50 cents in paMr. Arthur will be disappointed if he expects that
As to Money.
per; 75 cents in cloth, Orders filled from this office,
he can pull chestnuts out of the fire without getting
As
a
Greenbacker,
I was much intP.rested in the
We gave a notice to this book several weeks ago.
- singed. The votes he will gain by this unwarranted
Since then it has run through the edition, and beeP article on money in a late iRsue of THE TnuTH SEEKER,
proceeding will be more than offset by the loss of the revised and much enlarged. A number of portrAits by our mutual friend, St.epben Pearl Andrews. For
confidence the people had in him. And Mr. Arthur of celebrated horses bav also been added, which, this clear statement of the money problem in terms
can ill afford to spare even one strong point.
showing the improvement that can be made by care- of Universologv, Mr. Andrews is entitled, and will
ful training, will no doubt be appreciated by the doubtleSS recei~e, tl1e thanks of aJl siDCPre CUrrency
. rearers of horses. As was before set forth, the author reformers. I muRt, however, take exception to two
The Monument Fund.
things in this article. One iR his undervaluation of
' At the last acknowledgment there was needed of this book has railical views on the su hject of the legal tender feature of fiat or natural mnney; and
horses,
but
the
publishers
of
the
book
assure
its
pur$76.38. Since then we hav received the following
chasers that they need hav no fear of testing his t.hfl other is hiR omiRRion to state the true grounds on
sums from the persons named:
theories, as they are in receipt of many letters from which national or fiat money is based, and the one
more tha,n a.nv other, that. 'he has mentioned that
Jno. Engstrom,
$2 00 R F. Warclwell,
$ 50
50 Wm, Fray,
1 00 people who bav done so and found his suggestions compels that 'absolute confidence which is essential
M. F. Dean,
Wm. Smith,
1 00 Mrs, Lizzie Fray,
1 00 invaluable.
to money.
0. Dutcher,
1 00 Mrs, H. 0. Kinney,
30
1
I refer to that feature of the treasury note that
H. H Timby,
1 00 Ben Whaley,
1 oo BIBLE l\iYTHS AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS,
Reuben Alworth,
1 00 Wm, Flett.
5'
Large octavo, Nearly six hundred pages, Thirrl edition; makes it receivable by tbe government for taxes and
Martha R Alworth,
1 00 Chas, McDorman,
5 UO
reY1sed and enlarged, Price reduced to S3. Sold at this for all debts due to it, thus making their redempt.ion
Peter F. Spencer,
1 00 Geo, N. Hill,
EO
office,
abRolutely certain.
Jno, Riggin,
1 00 Wm, Brown,
1 CO
The "confidence" that. supporterl the paper money
'Ihe advertisment of this volume, on another page,
F. W, Cheney,
1 00 W, W. Webb,
50
of the Revolution and of the Rebellion (for no other
shows
what
it
is
and
what
is
thought
of
it
by
the
The deficiency now existing is $54 58. We hav
money is available in revolution~=~). was that inspired
heard nothing f~om the cemetery authorities, and Nes~.· We will only add here the opinion of the by the hope that the cause would win and the money
Boston
Commonwealth
upon
its
conclusivness.
"It
is
appearances therefore indicate that they hav conuseless," says that high literary authority, "in the be redeemed. The " confidence" that floated the
cluded to gracefully submit to the inevitable.
light thrown upon the matter throughout the pages bter. syRtem of representat.iv paper money was the
of this book, to argue that the Bible must be of spe- ft1llacious belief in the security of specie basis, both
cial divine origin because of its contents, for here we of which wPre delusions and snares, as "promises to
Editorial Notes.
,J, E. R:EMSBUI\G reached Kansas March 24th, During his hav evidence upon evidence that there is no myth, pa:v" so frequently are.
But when a strong and stable j:!'Overnment issues
winter tour he traveled eight thousand five hundred miles and legend, supernatural occurrence, doctrin, rite, or
ceremony recorded in the Bible which cannot be par- its own notes. based on a prom is to receive, there can
delivered one hundred and twelve lectures,
alleled in some ancient record centuries oluer than be nothing more safe, not even gold.
C. R REYNOLDS hns accepted an invitation to lecture on the page on which the same thing is narrated in the
Three times in great emergencies the United
four Sundays in Pittsburgh, Pa., viz. April 13th, 20th, 27th, Hebrew and Christian scriptures. If tbe existence States bas issned such treasury notes, as did also
and May 4th. On his way he will lecture at Richburg, N. Y., of such ancl such thini!S in the Bible is to be accept- mn.ny of the colonies; and in no case were they ever
the lOth and 11th. He would like engagements for week day ed as proof that the Bible is of special divine origin, depreciated, but on the contrary, were always at a
evenings in any place within reach of Pittsburgh, and will ac- then the existence of the like things in other ancient premium.
cept calls on short notice and at low rates. We cordially re- books of the world must be accepted as proof that
My other exception is that the legal tender footing
commend him to the Leagues and societies, as everywhere he
they also are of special divine origin. If not, why of fiat or national money is not estimated at its right
works for organization and will help to strengthen the socienot? Like effects must ever:ywhere, and at all times, value. It has an importance and a function other
ties engaging him, His address is Box 104, North Parma,
come from like causes. We confess we are curious !tnd greater t.han that mentioned by Mr. Andrews.
New York,
A fact from our own financial history will illusas to bow the orthodoxies of tbe Christian world will
THERE are strong Freethought societies at Dunnedin, Well- greet this book We more than suspect that they trate this better than an:v argument mm. It is, that
ington, Wanganui, Nelson, Christ Church, and Auckland, New will not greet it at all, but will be content to pass it the first issues of greenbaPks in 1862, which were
Zealand, and younger bodies at Picton, Napier, Palmerston, by in fearful silence."
made a full legal tender, were never in the darkest
Taranake, Helenville. Our correspondent says that the unhours of the nation's struggle depreciated, and are
constitutional act of the fettered thought people in the House THE PRonLEi\I OF THE UNIVERSE AND ITs ScmNTmc SoLuTioN; to-day quoted at $L33, while the later issues with
of Commons in England in preventing Bracllaugh from taking
With Some Criticisms of Universology. By Samncl P. t.he "exceptioB clause" did subsequently greatly dePutnam, New York: Published at the Truth Seehr office, preciate, and only because they were not receivable
his legal seat in the house, and the unjust imprisonment of
33 Clinton Place, Price, 25 cen tH, For sale at this oifi ce.
Messrs. Foote, Ramsey, and Kemp, hav given great impetus
for duties and taxes; that is to say, the money was
Would that every man and woman in this land not o, full legal tender, equal to gold, but was dis·to the Freethought movement in New Zealand. Nine Free.thought associations hav been formed last year through the could and would read this admirable little brochur~ . honored from it inception by its creators.
above causes, and some others are under way, He adds that Into its thirty-nine pages arfl crowded a multitude of
With these two exceptions I fully indorse Mr. Anthe little Freethinker is well supported since the unjust sen- pregnant truths, and every line :flashes with a jewel
<lrewR's article, although couched in terms in which
tence, not for its intrinsic merit, but for the sturdy work it is of thought. Mr. Putnam stands to-day in the fore- I hav not been accustomed to think
doing in exposing the frauds of the church corporations,
most rank of tbe scientific apostles of liberty, and it
HuGH B. BnoWN.
THE following resolutions were adopted by the Chicago Lib- is this fact which eauses us to be amazed at the dedication of this brain-child of his to Charles Watts,
eral League on Sunday, the 23d:
Wait a Little Yet.
who certainly is anything but a loyal, consistent, and
WHEREAS, The primary object of a republican people must courageous defender of the rights of man. He is,
Will
Mr.
Greene
nrtel other friends wbo hav writbe the universal education of their citizens, the latter being
ten for THE TRUTH SEEKER in regard to Spiritualism,
the strongest mainstay and securest safeguard of the perpetu- rather, the F. E. Abbot of England.
This error in judgment aside, S. P. Putnam's and are expecting replies to the articles from Elity of self-government; and
WHEREAS, In utter disregard of this indisputable truth and "Problem of the Universe" is almost perfect. We mina, please wait till she goes and sees something nF
of the fact that the framers of our Constitution hav made quote its closing sflntences: "In adopting science we the phenomena, if she is so Jueky as to bav m~"'"'
ample provision for the establishment of a perfect public
school system for all on a secular basis, our city administrators do not destroy idealism, for sciencfl is eminently enough sent to warrant the taking of the proJ o;;~d
EL:Ml~,\.
llre ;now depriving .more th&n 40,000 children of the incalcul- ideal, forward-looking, and progressiv. It creates trip?
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DAvis, Mien., March 16, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find S5, for my subscription to THE
TRuTH SEEKER. I am the only one that takes your paper at
this office, and although I can ill afford to take it I am bound
it shall be represented here as long as T can pay for it. I know
of some wealthy men around here who claim to be Liberals,
and take no Liberal paper at all, but borrow them when they
can. If all Infidels were like them there would be no Liberal
papers or books circulated, and Freethought would soon be a
·thing of the past. I say, Shame en such Liberals 1 They are
enough to bring the blush to the cheek of a brass monkey.
J. I. PETTIBONE.
STEWARTSVILLE," Mo., March 15, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Your noble paper reaches me regularly, and
affords me great pleasure in reading its columns. I am a
hotel-keeper, and clo not believe in gods, ghosts, devils, or hell,
or any of those Munchausen stories in the B1ble. But I do
believe in all that which is good, reasonable, and right. For
thirty years I was among the priest-ridden, superstitions howlers after imaginary beings above the clouds, but by mixing
with the different classes of men I hnv outgrown those mythical notions, and look back and shudder to think what a poor
fool I hav been.
·
' Inclosed please find :s1, for which send me "Crimes of
Preachers" and some of Remsburg's "False Claims."
'
s. N. BRADFORD.
PALO, IowA, March 20, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: As yon are receiving letters from almost every
place but this, I thought that a few Jines would not come
amiss, as I seem to be left almost alone now, as you will see
by what as taken place h0re in the last year. Three good Liberals hav passed aw"y since lnst spring, but there is one in
particnlar thnt I wish to spPak of. and that is Doctor H. G.
Fish, who flierl October 9, 1883. He was in his seventy-second
year. and had been a Liberal ever Rince I became acquainted
with him. It was he that loaned me THE TRUTH SEEKER that
opener! my Pyes. I-Ie wns a true man, ann never flinched from
whnt he thought was true nnd right, I-Ie eli en as he hail Jived,
and passed away as pea~eful as a <'hild. I see by his books
and pamphlets he has ]Aft.. that cost a goorl many c1ollars,
he was the first man thnt took THE TRUTH SEEKER in this pnrt
of the country. I think that I am the only one thnt takes it
here now. Some hav mover] to other statAR anr1 places, ann
others gone back to mother earth. I stilllilm your paper, bnt
it bas seemec1 to me that there was a link missing ever since
Brother Bennett died.
J. STRATFORD.
Bn.ooKVH-LE. KAN., March 10, 1884.
MR. EDiToR: I will hPrein senil $~ for 1884. And now that
is settler!, I proposfl to afflict yon with a few worrls of blarney
and bnsiness. BefDl"e I proceerl, however. allow_ me to mnke
you acquainte\1 with a rough, tough, old solrlier, not Major
Bagstock, though, neither waR I ~>vera solclier of th0 cross. but
simply one of the rank anr1 file of the Union Army rluring the
Rebellion.
After grarluating at a bnckwoodR country RchoolhouRe. at the age of seventeen, in the year of their Lorrl. 1861,
I volnnteered to go ann fight Jeff Davis. My motiv was
patriotism, plus thirteen dollnrs per month, while the chaplflin
received the rank anrl pay of first lientenant. Being young
anr1 inexperienced at the time, T failed to see any practical
value to the government or the armv in the nse of these olrl
barnacles, who, tflken as the whole Jot together, commanded n
smaller share of the respect of the army than the cooks and
mule-drivers.
Now for Tm: TRUTH REJr.RER. I'll say right here that we call
it the best that we hav got on the shelf. anr1 in regm·n to the
editor, I'll say that when he assnmeil command my feelings
were Sf)mewhat akin to tboqe of Tim Linkinwater at the time
Nicholas Nickleb;v clipper! his pen into the inkstand anrl
plunged into the books of Cheeryble Brothers, and am glad to
say, like honest olrt Tim, that he'll do.
Yours truly,
NEWTON MITCHELL.
FnESNO CITY, Feb. 26, 1884.
:M:R. EDITOR: In yonr paper for Fehrnary 16th, page 104.
there are five questions, the seconr1 of which referrec1 to the
tariff question. Let me state a few points, and aslt a question
or two, on that snbject. 1. If there were no tariff, we wonld
get manufactnrec1 goods thirty per cPnt cheaper. 2. If there
were no tal"iff, then one-fourth of the consumers woulr1 be
out of employment and would be prorlucers. 3. That would
reduce the prices of produce. 4. Woulr1 the producer be the
loser on his produce more than· he woulr1 save by buying
foreign goods at pauper prices? 5. Hav we not want and poverty enough already withont l)laking it tenfold worse? 6. If
we hA.v no tariff, how much will it cost for importer! manufaetnred goods, one dollar for ench person? 7. Would that be
$50,000,000 yearly? If so, what woulr1 that amount to in
twenty years, principal and interest? Two billions-enough
to bankrupt any nation! 8. How much woulrt the government
Jose from the import tax in twenty years? Possibly two billions more. 9. ·would not that be too mueh to pay ann to lose
to make this a pauper nation? 10. Should not the men that
hav the machinery ann property for manufactnriD[\ be protected? If not, they wouln be great Joser.l. 11. Should the
poor -that hav learned the trac1es of the man:v indust1~es be
protectec1 by a tariff?
GEORGE PADDINGTON.
A WORD

Ol'

APPROBATION.

ADRIAN, MicH.
MR. EDITOR: After carefully reading and considering those
selections made by tho Monument Committee from the writings and sayings of D. JYI. Bennett, who cai:ne to his untimely
death from the bigott?cl, intolerant, and persecuting spi1it of
the Christian church through its minions, and whose body now

lies moldering beneath itfj shadow, I thought I ~ould not do
less than approbate these brief, wise, truthful, and apt selectiona for the monument, where they are now engraven on the
erected column as an eternal reminder to the passing throng
of the greatness of the man and the cruelties of his persecutors.
And now, friend Macdonald, you hav told us of the trollble and additional expense that this same Christian church,
through their dupes, hav caused the committee in the erection
of this plain and telling monument, and that they hav even
gone so far as to intimate that if the Monument Committee
did not back down the Cemetery Board would hav to interfere. Still their secretary was careful to add that he did
not say this authoritativly.
Now, J\llr. Editor, I don't know ·how other donators to this
Monument Fund may feel on this subject, but, as for myself,
I hav a little stock in that concern, and I feel entirely satisfied
with the course that the committee has taken so far; and, if
need be, I can double or treble my stock in that fund, in order to keAp our monument intact just where our committee
left it, without defacing one single word. And as it is now
completed and there are a few dollars behind, I hope to hear
of a few more who will want a little stock in this worthy enterprise, that may forever stand as a reminder to coming generations of the final resting-place of the man who in the midst
of the threats from Christian bigots, dared to stand out boldly
for the freedom of speech, the press, and the mails.
S. D. MooRE.

-

is equally ~·good as the other, for out of his ·resources he
can redeem both,. but the one payable in flour or gold has
a speculativ character which the ~ther has not.
,
A nation will not be affected fin!mcially by a commercia'!
drain of gold and silver, if the money is not based specially
on these commodities, but the· commodity, price of the gold
and silver will be affected, thereby causing' it to rise or fall
as imports an.d exports increase. and decrease; in other words,
gold and silver become commercial regulators without affecting our financial conditi:m, or our money value of any
domestic product contraction, and individual hoarding of
money will continue as long as money has an intrinsic or
speculativ value. If the greenback was made a perfect legal
tender with no exception, its speculativ character would be
destroyed; but with the gold or silver government notes, the
speculativ character remains; and unless the government holds
dollar for dollar in golrl or silver for its redemption, it's no
better than the legal tender, whilo it's an evil, as it givs power
to the capitalist to bankrupt the goyernment, by co~·nering its
gold and silver obligations in the same manner as cornering
the flour obligations of an Astor.
A few words covers the whole ground. Money or circulating medium shoUld be issued and controled by the people in
their administrativ capacity, and it should' hav no specnlativ value. Gold and silver may be coined (or otherwise) as
an international medium of exchange, paying balances of
trade, etc. With a real gold, or gold lind silver basis \dollar
for dollar), the volume of money would be so contracted that
its purchasing power would increase the real or labor wealth
CoLETE, Il.L.
of the creditor class fourfold, and burden the labor and .
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find three dollars, for which please debtor class to a miserable and degraded serfdom. The purcontinue THE TRUTH SEEKER another year. Inconsistency chasing power of money, or its labor value, can never hav
pains me, consequently THE TRuTH SEEKER pain~ me. It stability, only through a government labor bureau to control
is this way. It and its supporters hav gotten ~nt of the the average price of labor (govern average labor, and skilled
woods in relation to a personal God, yet they and thee- will be in proportion). If there is overproduction, it must qe
thee I now hav reference to-dost apparently revere and obey remedied by reduced hours of labor in place of reduced wages.
a statute that inflicts untold 'evilil on human kind, and that If everything was carried on on a cash basis, and no govern,
hac1 its origin only in him whom thou hast dethroned. This ment, state, or individual debts existed, no one would be
is inconsistent plainly, and its application is, that thee appears affected injuriously or otherwise by the change in the purchasqnite out of place in bringing in such terms as "dirt, nasti- ing power of money. If I had a house that was valued at five
ness," etc., as thee has from time in alluding to the Heywoods thousand dollars with labor at two dollars per day; if labor
and their methods of enlightening people as to ways that to becomes reduced to one dollar per day, the house would only
those who are reflectiv stand self-condemned. If a man has be worth two thousand five hundred dollars, but the purchasbeen shot thee r1oes not judge me because I choose to say "He ing power of the money, two thousand five hundred dollarR,
was killed," instead of, "He was murderee!." If, in speaking is now equal to the five thousand dollars; but the same r~e
of foon for cows, I mention, "Blue Grass," am I "nasty" be- will not apply to the debts, for I must giv double th!l amount
cause I do not say Poa Paralensis instead? In the interest of of day's labor to pay it; nnd as it applies individually, so it
reform, let this principle be recognized in aU directions of re- applies nationally. The man that asserts that low paid labor
search alike. A rose by any other name is j nst as sweet. is for the interest of a nation in debt, is either a fool or a
Standards as to morality are ever changing. As we become j knave.
J. J. HAVILAND.
more reflectiv and discover connections between actions and
their consequences that heretofore hav escaped our obser-1
BosToN, MAss., March 3, 1884.
vation, see that some hitherto held gooc1 are, in reality, not
MR. EDITOR: I hav often read the writings of Mrs. Slenker
good, we become aware that old measures of their value 1 in a spirit of criticism, but never more so than her last "Open
need to be corrected. The Heywoods would be uncensurahle Letter to an Ex-Catholic," in THE TRUTH gEEKER of March 15th,
if they even used the English names of the parts and func- ; and if it would not seem invidious, permit me through your
tions.of which they.treat None are obliged to talk of astron- 'columns to examin some of her assailable positions.· "Man's
omy in Germnn. and why should one be obliged to talk of life is a tragedy-his first utterance is a cry of pain, his last the
physiolngy in Latin? But the trouble is not here; it is be-: groan of death," she pronounces a ''false statement." I think
cause by this c1iscussion an old ·and corrupt regime is over- I she perverts the author's meaning in her strictures.
turned, and those who hav got no father than a simple disThat man is dying all his life is as true as that he is living all
belief in the Christians' God, will, with the rest, hav to ad- his life, therefore a tragedy. Then, how many-yea, the rnajust themselvs to the new and better order.
jority, Elmina notwithstanding-find life full of tragedies!
Plainly, obscenity is only in the mind of him who objects, Their loved ones die before their eyes, those on whom they
to the conscientious use of any term to express any fact. The 1 hoped to lean in old age, in storms and adversities; yea, friends
English language i~ fnll of synonyms, and there is no author-: desert and grow cold because of one's devotion to truth.
ity and no more reason for their exclusion in one department ·Freshets inundate and drown, eyclones rend and uproot, mines
of human affairs than in another.
,
j explode, fire consumes, winter's blast congeals, suns prostrate,
Would it not be well to let go of the idea thee got from thy: disease gnaws into the vitals, and death ensues in slow, lingerfathers, and which they got from an imaginary God; and if ing torments; or, in a moment, the tornado, the mine-damp,
thee has .no commendations which the Heywoods are thought the elements of fire and water, and numerous unforeseen casso worthy of, will thee hold thy peace and not place added ualties whirl from activ life into· the grave. Who will not say
burdens for them to carry?
these are tragedies all the way from birth to the tomb? · And,
Nothing justifies ignorance of any organ or function, and as if not enough, many, very many, are so crushed down with
with the facts ~o patent to us as to the prevailing and gross want, woe,' and disappointment that rather than bear longer
unwise use of those of our sexual natures, our silence here is the
of life they end them.
doubly wrong. By all means let those who hav the inspiraDoes Elmina know of crime, poverty, unrest, and desperation speak it out, for "truly the harvest is plenteous, but the tion in this world? Does she know of sickness, sorrow, pain,
laborers are few."
and death? Does she know 'that millions of suffering ones
Our fathers did not pay tax on tea after they had freed them- never tell their griefs-that the majority, unlike herself, "find
selvs from George the Third. Let us, having ceased allegi- more of shadow than sunshine?" "Ten times more of peace
ance to a God of Comstock type and caliber, no longer be than war!" ·where is there not war? War in the family,' war
bound by iniquitous Jaws of his framing. I hope thee will I in the individual, war in the nation's councils, war in the
giv this letter space in the paper, for I feel that possibly it 1 church, war in nature, war in all the elements, war everymay be the means of clearing the mists from the minds of where, war in everything; war between Spiritualists and Masome who seek to walk in the light of all truth, but to whom terialists, war among reformers, war among "peaceful Quakthe way has not yet fully appeared.
JosEPH ANTHONY.
ers," war even in herself! If man's first utterance be not a cry
of pain, or distress, why does he not laugh rather than shriek
PATERSON, N.J., March 12, 1884.
or wail? Yes, "natural to be born;" so, also, is it natural to
J\fu. EDITOR: In your issue or March 8th, there was a great for the mother to bear the child.
rs it painless because it is
amount of expression on the moRey question that amounts natural? Remember, we are not talking about what should
to nothing. In a few words I propose to giv what I con- be, but what is.
ceive to be the only questions that are essential to a proper
"Man's last utterance the groan of death!" The audible
understanc1ing of the medium of exchange.
groan accompanying the last gasp is not the author's meaning,
Money is required to avoid the inconvenience of barter, as I understand him, but his dissolution is the ending of this
and I deny that the need of money "arises wholly from the tragedy, and cannot be painless-the feebleness and decay of
fact of credit or trust."
old age, or the rending of vigorous youth or midclie age, like
Its amusing to hear Greenbackers assert that an exclusiv the giant oak uprooted by the whirlwind.
government control of money would prevent panics. GovThere is no amount of sophistry that will make suffering
ernment money can be contracted as easily as any other man feel that he does not suffer. It would be for the landsman,
money, but the contraction cannot be produced by banks who was never out of sight of the shore, to imagin how he
only through credit. It's the expansion of credits followed would steer the crazy ship in a hurricane of storm, and giv
by the contraction of credits that produces monetary panics. orders to the experienced captain.
But Elmina's last paragraph needs criticising as a whole;
A gold, silver, flour, or special commodity basis is a fraud,
unless its dollar for dollar. J\!Ioney should be based on all but I fear, Mr. Editor, you will be out of patience with my
the products of labor to destroy its speculativ character, and prolixity, therefore will only hint at what I would like to say.
not on one, two, or three products; and that basis should
"Death as natural as life." Yes; but is life painless bebe all the wealth and resources of thE) nation (the right to cause natural? The last breath, and many breaths previous,
tax, to the redemption of its money).
may be unconsciously drawn, but that does not prove that
If Astor issued ten million of notes payable in flour, and death and its antecedent, decay, are painless. "Well-born,
ten million not payable in any specified commodity, the-one well-reared, well-lived!"-well, Elmina, tell me who of us are
1
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to others, and in the series of articles he gave many remarks- try. There is but a small amount of agricultural land in the
ble, and apparently reliable, illustrations of the truthfulness mountains, although there are several streams with bottoms
of his science read from photographs; and he was thinking to from one-fourth to one-half a mile in width, with good soil, but
publish the thing in full in book form, if his health permitted they are generally covered with timber. The most of the streams
(it then being poor); but not long after that I saw a notice of where placer locations are made are quite wide-from 40 to 80
rods '·ide-and much of the ground expt>nsiv to open and
his death.
If you do not think it would be asking too much, Mr. Edi- work, as the widest streams hav but little fall, and in many
tor, I would like to inquire through your cylumns if there is places the timber is heavy. The smaller gulches are easily
anyone extant who knows whether he succeeded to publish it worked, where there is sufficient water for sluicing. The
as proposed; if not, it is lost to humanity, I fear-for the quartz lodes are very plentiful through the entire belt, though
present, at least-unless some competent one or more took very little prospecting has been done on them as yet; but
lessons of him and thereby preserved it; but it may be many of them show free gold-bearing rock, and some very
doubtful, for he said in one paragraph: "But who are those rich; also some Galena lodes carrying a rich per cent of silver.
thus qualified to repeat my observations, and thus test the Many rich specimens of gold-bearing quartz hav been taken
truth of the most important science ever announced to man? out, some of which would make, the eye sparkle to behold
Some will answer, Our physicians. I know of but two who them.
Now, as there are many asking n.dvice about coming, I will
can do it, and they hav been my pupils; one of them is a
lady. From my knowledge of the resources of the profession say to such that I do not like to giv advice to any, and more
I feel safe in the inference that they are its only members in particularly as I experienced a great lesson lust spring by writing ~o a few of my friends. Although their intentions were
this or any other country who can do it."
O:aANGE, CAL., March 5, 1884.
good, it placed me in a very peculiar position. I wrote to T.
I
hope
it
is
not
lost,
for
-from
my
limited
kn,wledge
and
M:a. EDITOR: W. S. Bell and E. C. Walker hav thoroughly
Burke, an esteemed friend, whose frienclship I prize highly,
experience
in
the
matter,
I
think
as
he
did,
that
it
is
a
study
used up the arguments of prohibitionists, and great credit is
requesting him to giv information through the secrecy of the
due them for so doing. No abler writers in the ranks of of great importance to humanity; and if he did succeed in Liberal Leagues and some of the lecturers in the cause of Liberputting
it
into
book
form
I
would
much
like
to
obtain
a
copy.
Liberalism hav dealt with this hobby of zealous but misguided
alism, also under the secrecy of the Leagues, when, to my surreformers, and how W. F. Jamieson, and" Aunt" Elmina can He said that the development of the science had cost him prise, I was visited by a stampede fro!ll Montnna, which as I asnineteen
years
of
toil,
and
that
if
anyone
wished
to
be
inwithstand the effect of the pure reason and sound logic discertained was in part occasiont>d by the publishing of my letpersed by these gentlemen, is suprising. Coercion, as a means formed in the science, and would call on him at 319 West ter in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and in part by his friends being
of molding men's minds and regulating morality, is a bad Third street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and take twenty-five or thirty followed. They came early in the spring, through snow and
thing to ndvocate; while the past remains as a warning against lessons of him, of an hour each, he would qualify them re- high water, with the fever at boiling heat, many without grub
it, and Liberals, of all others, should be the last to war against spectivly to manipulate for themselvs.
Under the heading, "Physiological Laws in Relation to or blankets, feet blistered, and generally in a pitiable condipersonal freedom, n.nd support measures that hav a tendency
Marriage,"
he said: "I will incidentally remark here that I tion. I tried to hav them go back to where they had left their
to increase restrictiv laws. Intemperance is more of an effect
hold marriage to be's natural institution, and exclusivly amena- stock and supplies, and wait nnW the snow went off, so that
than a cause, for were the condition of society different it
ble to physiological laws, and any legislation beyond enforc- they could get in their supplies, and wait until the water ran
would ue vastly diminished. It is not, as a class, the well-toing obedience to the physiological laws is an insult to nature down so that they could prospect; but they would listen to
do, happy, and contented, that frequent the_ groggeries and
and an outrage upon human rights. As. by the natural laws nothing, and nothing would do but a trip to the mines. They
dives, but those whose sphere of life is cast in the midst of
no one has a right to inflict an injury upon society, and as by found snow and high water, and could clo nothing, so they
poverty, hardship, and wretchedness, and they go there to
the same laws society has a right to protection, hence it fol- pronounced the mines a humbug, anc1 myself a fraud, crazy,,
forget and drown their misery; to raise their depressed feellows that no one has a right to tax society with idiotic, imbe- etc., also threatened hanging. After doing what damage
ings by· artificial means; to revel in imaginary happiness, and
they could, they left in disguHt, and denounced the Coour
cil, blind, deaf, or scrofulous progeny."
soar for a time out of the depths of despair; for as one of these
Thqse are my sentiments and should be the sentiments of d'.A:lene mine to the world as a great swindle. But one grand
unfortunates remarked, "What's the u~e of being poor when
feature of the humbug was that there was no one who madn
twenty-five cents will make a man rich?" It is this poor, un- everyone.
If the doctor's science •of compatibility of temperaments be- anything from it, as is generally the CltHB, nor was there any
educated, and lowly class from which spring nine-tenths of
tween the sexes is as correct and reliable as he was sanguin in one that expected it. I en<leavored to throw what I could
all the crime attributed to intoxicating liquors; but no effort,
believing it to be, it should be universally taught and promul- into the ranks of the Liberal class and laborerH, as far ns poscomparativly, is made to benefit their existence by changing
·gated. But the difficulty would arise in getting the sexes to sible, an<l had the Libemls noted in accordance with my rethe unequal condition of affairs in society, and should those h ee d a nd a d op t 1't. Th ey w•
"ould pre f er th e old mo d e o f court - quest, and sent agents through the different Leagues to investiengaged in the attempt to prohibit the manufacture and sale of ship, and rely on what is called love in their choice, which has gate and see that the mines were likely to prove ltR reported,
intoxicants succeed, it would only result in sending them into
bet>n coneidered in all time past the only true guide in such they might hav had the lion's share of what I had discovered;
some other haunt of vice-the· Chinaman's "opium joint," for
matters, but that we daily see is unreliable, in so far as that but they would listen to nothing, use no jnrlgmont, nor make
instance-for misery looks down instead of up, and when there is so little of true love in·existence and exercised in those any effort to see whether there wore minos or not; and a
hope has nearly fled, ambition dies and self-respect goes with
matters. Marriages produced from true love alone are, n.nd crazier lot of men I never saw, although I hav wituessec1 sevit. Then but one desire remains-to kill time and gratify the
always hav been, very scarce in this world of ours. Aside eml stampedes before, but a few remainerl, and 11 few more
morbid instincts of the body. But prohibition can never suofrom those brought about by pecuniary motivs, not one mar- came in, and when tho water mn down so that we could go to
ceed, though laws upon laws are piled as high as the Wllsh·
riage in twenty is, in my opinion, consummated with true work it was soon shown to the worlcl that tho mincH were all
ington monument; and should every distillery be razed to the
love. Animal passion. mistaken for true love on the part of that I had stated, and also that I had told but a small part;
ground, the demand for intoxicants would still cause their
one-or both, has been the consnmmater of the union; hence, and I found many protendorl Libemls who 11cted very ungen:r>roduction. The attempt to restrict the manufacture of liquor
tlemanly. One Htole a Iotter out of my house that I h11d writinvariably results in the illicit production of an inferior article, after a time, the mistake is discovered and dissatisfaction arises ten to T. Burke, and made a pu1Jlic thing of it, thinking to
·
on the part of one or bo'h, and cont1'nuos to 1'ncrease unt1'l1't
and modern science coupled with avarice now deals out chemiL
~
becomes a feud ending either in constant quarreling, separa- thereby injure me among tho orthodox portion of the comcals and rain-water to fire the brain and enliven the poor
munity, and SUCceeded for II time in turning away many of Dl)'
man'~ spidts. Were pure liquors, such as our Christian tion, or divorce. Under such circumstances, how can we ex- friends, and I had to put up with a good deal of almse for a
pect the progeny of such parents to be other than what we see
ancestors brought over in the Mayflower, now used, that alone
them daily. I often wonder that they prove to be so perfect good portion of the time. I WIIS hardly able to be around, and
would lessen by one-half all the crimes attributed to strong
some of the time confined to the house.
as they are.
drink; for it is the poison, the adulteration, the cheap chemiNow, I will say to those asking advice, this mineral belt is
I will here incidentn.lly say that my views npon mn.trimony
cals in liquors, that "in mn.ny cases transform the qniet and
differ materially from what custom has made it since Adam's large, and but little prospected, 1md there will be many forpeaceful man into a very deinon. I hav seen the effects of
·
time. I believe it to be one of the most solemn obligations tunes made very quickly; but, as the case has always been, there
pure n.nd impure liquors too much not to know this, and if the that the sexes can enter into-more solemn even than the will. be hundreds that will not get rich, and those who hav
sale of such poisonous compounds could be restricted, there funeral.
good homes and families bar! better remain and enjoy the
is no doubt that crime would be lessened. If the prohibiHoping this may meet the eye of some one who can giv some comforts of lifo, for that is all that we can make use of to adtionists would turn their attention to this important matter,
vantage. But there are many who are laboring and barely
further information upon the subject, I remain
and work with half their present zeal for a high license law,
sustain life, and many with smull means who might better
Yours as ever,
C. B. THOMPSON.
they would accomplish some noticeable good; and would they
P. S.-Since penning the above I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER their condition, for there will be a demnncl for all ldnds of
take an activ part in instituting some of the social reforms now
of March 1st another contribution from Elliott Preston, head- labor, and fair wages. There is already a goocl deal of capital
advocated, where):>y the distribution of property would be more ed " Suicide," which I fully indorse, more especially that un- going into tho minos. Now, in conclusion, I would lilte to see
equal, and honesty as well as rascality could gain a decent
der the heading "Marriage," also "Virtue or Chastity." It is my Liberal friends get their share of the hidden wealth, and
livelihood, the cause of intemperance woulc1 cease to be a sub- more valuable than gold; and I say as he says in his last para- will do anything I can, without sacrificing too much, to assist
ject of such importance as it now is When every man posgraph, I feel a loathing for such wretches I cannot express, them or giv any information, and any questions asked through
sesses a home, and the fruits of his labor bring the comforts and I would be even more severe on them than Shakspere (if 'l'HE TRUTH ~EEKER, or the Spokane Falls Review, of Spokane
and necessaries of life, true happiness will suppln.nt misery,
Pulls, Washington Territory, I will gladly answer. Some
possible) when he says:
and the desire, unless hereditary, to seek the fictitious in
hav sent me power of attorney to locate claims, but I hav
" And put in every honest hand a whip,
strong drink, will be greatly if not wholly removed. As
To lash the rascal naked through the world .. , C. B. T. had but little time to attend to them, anrl only located three
for such. Another item, they never think of seuding any
society is now constituted, the man whose only wealth is his
money to pay expenses, and it costs throe dollars to record a
muscle can hardly supply the wants of the physical body,
EvoLUTION, March 6, 1884.
and to get n. home, or accumulate property by fair, square
MR. EDITOR: As I am behind on my subscription, please claim, und two or three men a day to measure, mark, anrl stalro,
means, is next to an impossibility. Though all wealth is the :find inclosed $2 to apply to the same, with thanks for the con- and frec.gwntly hav to tmvcl Hoven miles to locate and recorrl.
I was stripped of most of my menns by tho stampedcrs, and
direct product of labor, the laborer is always poor, and if 'tinuance of the indispensable TRUTH SEEKER.
giant monopolies continue to crush out individual rights, and
As I am in receipt of a large number of letters of inquiry hav had my claims jumped because siclmess prevented me
reduce the lower classes to more stringent servitude, a revolu- from Liberal friends, the most of whom are re11ders of your from defending them by brute force, regm·dless of l!tw. I hav
toin will arise that will throw prohibition and temperance ~n paper, I would like to reply to them through its columns. I spent sixteen thousand dollars in golcl, and nino faithful years
the shade, for it will be a question of life or death. Withm hav not time to reply to so many personally, and another of labor, before toJ;ing out anything of note, and to be robbed
the next decade momentous changes are destined to occur, for drawback is, it costs twenty-five cents apiece for every letter after spending years in the wilds of tho monntains, excluding
there are evils afflicting society of far more importance than brought into the mines at present, which is no small sum for myself from society, an<l undergoing privations, whilst others
intemperance, and the whole civilized world is being agitated a poor man, although we are in hopes of a mail route being were enjoying the comforts of life, is more of Christian civilizaby revolutionary doctrins. The people, the musses, are begin- established in a short time, as we hav a post-office established tion than I wish to become acquainted with. But such is
ning to wake from their lethargy, and find out that they hav at Eagle City, the principal place at present.
Chnstian civilization where taught and practiced, and it is not
rights as well as the .patricians, the holders of wealth ~nd
In the first place, the mineral belt is quite extensiv-80 or the first time I hav felt its influence, for onee I wus financially
power, and as sure as time continues those rights they'll clmm. 100 miles in length, by 50 or more in width, and has been very ruined by the united efforts of the chnrch because I would
To those who like good, solid mental food, and havn't yet little prospected as yet. 'Ihe general features of the country, not kneel at their shrine and be made a tool of, instead of endone so, I would say procure a copy of W. S. Bell's lecture on so far as tested, hold out good inducements to the advei.- forcing the law as an officer, as I was swor!l to do. I hav no
anti-prohibition delivered at the New England ~reeth~nker~' turous, and those who are willing to endure hardships and un- use for their creeds or their gods, neither do I court their
Convention, and chew it up. You will find he st1ll retams h1s dergo privations for the probability of obtaining riches. The heaven or fear their hell, or bother about imaginary things be' reputation as being one of the most logical speakers in the list mines that are opened, and those prospected on Prichard and yond this life. I think they should practice the religion of
of Freethinkers.
C. SEVERANCE.
Eagle Creeks, hav never been surpassed by any mines opened humanity, and improve tho heaven we hav in sight, by adding
---in the Rocky ranges, and the country that shows fair is very to the comforts of life, and Jiving in brotherhood so that nil
,
Srr. CATHARINEs, CAN., March 1, 1884.
extensiv, and will without a doubt be one of tht> richest mining may share some of the privileges which nature has placed
MR. EDIToR: In looking over some of my :file of the Jiemld countries on the continent. The mountains are rough, and where man can enjoy them.
Hoping the day is fast approaching when all may be free
of Progress, by A. J. Davis, published in 1863, it brought to generally covered with timber, which in large sections has been
my mind a series of articles on the science of marriage fnr- killed by the fire, and much of it has fallen down and cov- from the fetters of superstition, and hav the privilege of exnished by w. Byrd Powell, M.D., based upon the phrenologi- ered the ground with an overgrowth of young timber and brush, pressing their sentiments without fear of offending Christ'~
Yours truly,
A. J. PBWHARD.
cal temperaments. He at that time was teaching this science which makes it very tedious and laborious in exploring the conn- chosen people, I remain,

these; not even yourself, I reckon.. She says, to such "death
is but a simple ending of all, painless and senseless, and not
to be dreaded or feared more than being born." Who ever
·dreaded or feitred to be born? Has Elmina turned transmigrationist? and does she expect a second birth which she will
neither dread nor fear, because painless? or does she rememher that she did not dread or fear being born in 1827?
How does she know that if "could we wake up and attempt
'to tell of the last moments, should we, as a general thing, be
able to recall more of our feelings than we can those attending
our birth?"
, Let me say to her: You hav never died; wait till you hav
and know, and then come back and tell us; or has the great
Materialist, E. D. Slenker, already become a Spiritualist? and
is h'er closing sentence given. on the authority of some spirit
·who has "passed on" and returned to her with this important·
information, through some fifty-cent medium?
From a true Spiritualist,
MARY V. CARPENTER.
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His tail, was all joy, while his grinning {eeth asking him for the five cents, h~ began to use ;
FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
showed that he was mad at that end of his very profane language, and actually threatened ·
.
body, so that every attempt the boy made to to pitch me into the cana~ if I told his captain Pubhshed at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

I

Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall River, get over brought forth a growl that mea~t of it.
.
.Advancement of Science.
The 'InMass., to whom all Communications for this· business. He was a dog that could entertam
If I had known a_s m~ch of the character or
au~ural Address of Prof: ~oHN TYN:n~;
Corner should be sent.
more than one idea at a time· he was macl at that boy as the dog mstmct shown by Bowser,
dellvered before tne Bnbsh AssoCiatwn
one end and glad at the oth~r. His tall-end I never should hav got into that scrape.
for th~ Advanc.ement ?f Science. With
----.
h
fi
J R p
Portrait and B1ographtcal Sketch. Also
"HI•IItelslongwhoReworklswen,
sa1dtome
avcon· · EERY.
.
. ·
con t.
a1nmg
op1n1ons
of p ro f . H . H ELM.
' "You are
. welcome; you
.
And be his elation low or big b.,
dence m me, and hke me, and I like yon. You
HOLTZ, and articleR of Prof. TYNDALL an4
He who the most good works can tell,
hav lain down with me in the warm sun,
Our Puzzle Dox.
Sir HENRY TI-lOMPSON on prayer. Price,
Live longest though he soonest die."
when I was dog lazy, at the cellar door, and
1
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone,
strokeil me on the back and played with my
A puzzLE ENG A. GEM EN T.
in paper, 15 cents.
, ,
cat-whiskers at the mouth, and pinched my There were ten little fellows came out to play, Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Chai'Nobility~
tail, and ti<·kled and scratched me, and never Who belonged to a lady just over the way;
acter ,,nd Doctrins. From the Analysis
BY ALICE OARY.
did a naughty thing to me. I always liked .Just five P"irs of twins, ani!, permit me to say,
of Religious Belief. By VIsco~NT AMBERTrue worth !sin bdnu, not se•minu;
you, and we are friends. But that fellow I I ne'er saw a lovelier, brighter array.
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
In doing each day that goes by
don't like. He is a boat-boy. They always 1 kissed that dear lady one d~ty-by mist~tke- Chronicles of Simon Christianus.
Borne little go"d-not In dreaming
Wnenlthonghtthatmostsurelymypoorhead
d'V d f 1 Al
or great things to do by-and-by.
throw rocks at me from the towing path and
must break,
f!i~ i'll!tnifold an ' on er n
l ve~ur.res
m the Land of Cosmos. A new scnpture
For, whatever men say In blindness,
try
to
h~rt
me
wh~n
I
_am
not
able
to
get
afre.r
For
a
box
with
some
nu.ils
these
dear
urchins
(evidently
inopired)
discovered
by ]. N.
And spite or the fancies or youth,
them wtthout gettmg mto the canRl. I don t
would ruRke,
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich.
There's nothing so kingly as klndneBB,
trust them; and so the fellow might as well go Which the lady declared I must take for her
Pr.ce, 25 cents.
And nothing ao royal as truth.
sake.
-he
shall
not
_come
insicle
of
this
yard."
.
Then
the
other
five
urchins
came
up
to
my
Crimes
of Preaellers in the United
We get back our mete as we measureWe cannot do wrong and reel right;
At last, findmg that Bowserwaq determmed,
siile,
States. By M . .K BILLINGS. Shows how
Nor can we glv pain and gain pleasure,
I said, "I'll get the pears, and you can stay And a similar box to the first soon supplied;
thick nnrl fast tho goclly hav fallen from
For Justice avenges each Alight.
thero," but the boy concluded to go far enough Soon a swift emulation in boxes I spied
grace. Price, 25 cents.
The air for the wing or the •parrow,
away to keep clear of the clog, and it was a Surging up to ruy ears like a great ocean tide;
The bush for the robin and wren,
But my patience soon caused all this din to Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Depleasure to see both ends of that clog laugh
subside-But always the path that Is narrow
fense.
In Six Leetures by Col
And straight ror the children or men.
when he saw the lad moving away. He I am soon to be married-this lady my bride l
Jom; 11. KELSO, A.JIII. 'fhese are among
marched
up
to
the
door
as
though
to
introduce
To
one
of
these
urchins,
most
faithful
and
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and
We cannot make banzalns for blleses,
me to Miss Mary, who just then came out and
bold,
should be read by everybody. $1.50.
Nor catch them like fishes In nets;
learned my wishes. She was a very kind- Like a gallant young knight in the days of old,
And sometimes the things our lire misses
Last Will and 'festameut of Jean
I hav given a helmet of tempered gold;
Help more than the things which it gets.
hearted girl, and I can see her now as she went To another, a thing that you need not be tolil,
Meslier, a curate of a Roman church 1
For good lleth not in pursuing,
around that heantifnl pear-tree with a very Is a diamond most precious and bright to bein France, containing the best of his writNor gaining or great nor or small;
long pole, touching the nice yellow fruit from
hold.
ings. 25 cents.
But just In the doing, and doing
place to place until I had more than I could But, "Who is this widow?" I hear yon e:x:clu.im.
As we would be done by, Is all.
Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novel
carry. cap full, all my pockets so full that they She is not a widow-she ne'er was a dame;
Thro' envy, thro' ma!lce, thro· hating,
of m>orked ability. By FREDERIKA. MAcAnd her life has been spotless and free from
Aglllnst the world, early and late,
would notsta.vin; and it gave me more trouble
all blame.
DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to.
No jot or our courage abating$1. 25.
to secure the over-load, or to pick up andre- "But these urchins?" Well, now, don't you
Our pRrt Is to work and to walt.
place those that would roll off my cnp and
see, it's my aim
And slight Is the sting or hls trouble
creep out of my pockets than to carry t.he main That you shall my "second-hand family" Nature's Revelations of Character;
Whose winnings are lo~s than Ills worth;
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The
load, so that when I got to the yard fence I was
name;
For be wbo Is honest Is noble,
science of iwll v1dnal tr<tits portrayed by
And the ri11g, anrl the helm.ef, ancl bnxPs explain,
Whatever his fortunes or birth.
nnable to move, but Miss Mary hoisted me and And where there's a tangle, wdangle the same.
the temperaments and features. illusmy !nail of pears over the fence at a bonnil.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
trated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH
SIMMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
It makes my heart bent faster now as I think
Dowser and the Pears.
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt
of the real goodness of those farmers of fifty
2.
About fifty years ago, when I was a very litedges, $4. 50.
PARADOXES.
tle boy, and could just begin to rnn away from years ago.
I bade Miss Mary good-hye, and shook my
New
England and the People up
I can be wicked without sin;
home to see the farmers work in the fields, I
I cnn go out, and still be in;
band at Bo"'ser, who was sorry to see me go
'fhere.
A humorouf:l lecture. By
remember distinctly some things that hapI never use the noxious weed,
GEORGE E. MACDO!S'ALD. 10 cents.
away without having a romp with him, ani!
pened, and which made a lasting impression
But
snuffing
is
just
what
I
need;
then I tnclclled off as fast as I could, in search
npon my mind, and I hav concluded to write
Ancl without snnffing-'tis no j .. kePo~ket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com.
l'm very mnch inclined to smoke;
prising terse, w1tty, and sarcastic defini.
them for the Children's Corner. They hav the nf the boy who had gone to his boat. It was a
hig treat for him, and I got many words of
I
do
not
drink.
but,
on
the
whole,
tions of the term8 used in theology. The
merit of being true storirs, and not pure ficI cannot do without my bowl.
flattery because I was not afrnid of good old
only edition in English. 25 cents.
tion.
But I've said enough; my he>td is light;
with
whom
I
hail
a
goor1
ncqnaintance.
Bowser,
If any lesson in life is more important than
Just try my snuff--so-so-good night.
The Question Settled.
A Careful
another, it is the fact that every thought and This fellow was an adept at flattery, anrl I
Irwin, luwa.
J. K. P. BA.KEB.
Comparison of Biblical Mode.rn Bpiritual..
could
hnrilly
get
away
from
him,
bnt
I
did
act of our lives go to make up what we call
ism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.
·
3.
the mind; that is, our experiences which are mnk<> out to get my dinner, when mother tolil
me
I
must
DOt
go
with
him
any
more,
after
I
CROSS-WORD.
The
Roaring
Lion
on
the
Track.
By:
recorded on what we call the memory. The
JilL BABCOCK. Price, 15 cents.
.
In blue, not in red;
memory and the ability to reason upon it by related my adventure.
In green, not in saicl;
As
soon
as
he
got
his
eyes
on
me.
however,
The
Philosophy
of
Spiritualism,
and
reproducing our former thoughts and states of
In min, not in time;
the Philosophy and Treatment of Mediafeeling are what constitute our minds. How he coaxerl me to come; I resisted for a time,
In bear, not in rhyme;
mania.. By FREDERIC R. MARVIN, M.D.
important, then, that we do nothing and think hut at last be prevailed, and towards ni>!ht I
In flutter, not in gutter;
Cloth, 50 cents.
.
with
him.
He
wanted
some
more
was
ngain
In
great,
not
in
low;
nothing but what will make us hapyy when
pears,
and
finnlly
he
offered
me
five
cents
if
In
low,
not
in
great;
A
Business
Man'!!
Social
and
Religwe are compelled to remember it. for day bJ"
In end, not in bottom;
ious Views.
Bold and trenchant
day, and year by year, is the men..ory built up, I would go for some more. I hacl, up to that
In rear, not in forgotten.
bl~ws against theology and inhumanity.
time,
earned
only
a
sixpence,
and
I
got
that
like placing one brick upon another to comMy whole is a noted man.
Pnce, $1.
plete a house. Do not forget the lesson, and from a gentleman who came to bear mybt·other
San Fran8isco.
J. A. HEINEBURG.
play th<> violin. He said, "Sonny, if yon will
see how importnnt is every act of life.
Alamontada, the Galley-Slave. Translated from the German of Zschokke by
I lived in the lower end of Berks county, rlance, I will giv you something," so I pitched ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CIDLDREN'S CORNER,
IRA. G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philoMARCH 22, 18!H,
Penn•ylvania, near where I was born, when in, anrl he laughed immoderately nt the way I
sophical na rativ, intensely interesting.
1 Bmcllaugh. 2 Parton-Voltaire. 3. Air.
my litttle story or history took place, and one crossed my feet and pranced around. and then
Price, doth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
haniled
me
a
MexiPan
sixpence,
so
I
thought
4.
Chicago.
5.
Susan
H.
Wixon.
6.
Immorclay noticed a canal-boat tying up at the landBeyond the Veil. Claimed to be dicing near our house. It was a bo .t used for the for .fiv" rent.• I might do it; but I knew it was tality. 7.
tated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly
purpose of hauling lime f.,r the farmers. Thnt late, and clecirlerlly wrnng to go when I was
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Swedentolil
not
to,
hut
thnt
selfiRh
boy
tensed
and
peris the fineFt farming section nf the f:lchnylkill
borg, through the mediumship of Mrs.
Valley. The farmers put lime on their lnncl snail eel, until I went ngnin and I got him the
FRANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA.
HuTCHINSoN, with a steel engraving of
to make it warm by giving off carbon to the pears; but from that clay to this I never got the
Randolph. Price, $1.50.
soil. When the lime enmes in contact with the five cents. nnil, to mnlre matters worse, I dirl
5~I
moist soil and air it slakes and gener, tes get a switcl1ing, which, prohably, I deserverl,
Career of Religious J(leas; Their Ulheat, which is as necesom·y on some lancl us a first for disob< dience, and seconilly for the Solved by B. Van Pelt. ancl H. E. Juergens.
timate the Religion of Science. By HuDsoN TuTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cleth, 75
warm close of tea or coffee is to snme people. tri~k I played ancl tbe anxiety I gave the
cents.
I was attracted to the boy that drives the whole family by my getting lost.
Correspond t•n ce.
I wantecl the five cents from the boy. and so
horse belonging to the boat, who said, "Hey,
HARwiNToN, CoNN., lVIrrrch 17, 1884.
Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of
sonny. don't you want a ride?" (He was tak remained out until quite clnrk, coaxing him to
DEAR lVIISS WIXON: My brother wrote to you
Yah;reh or Jehovah Shown to be
come
up
to
his
bargain.
The
best
I
could
do
ing his ho1·se over to the sued, as they intended
a short time ago, so I thought I would try.
the WorHhip of the Devil, with observations on the horrible and cruel ordinance
unloading lime all day.) Of course I did. was to get a promis to pay me when his boat I cannot mnke puzzles very well, but sometime I will send you some. 'fhe answer of
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody SacriWhere is the little boy that does not want a came again.
fices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
I was afraid to go home, and watching my the "Geogrnphicnl Enigma" in THE TRUTH
ride? And I had up to this time never been
SEEKER of March 15th is Scandinavian. I am
Rev. EVAN DAVIEs (Myfyr Morganwg), D.
upon a horse's back. Said he, "I'll hold yon chance, I slippPd into the hall-way and went the same age as Hattie Otinger. I am twelve.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Gre .. t Brit.tin.
on," and so he clid, and I rode to the shed aH np to my beil, and, losing my supper, left Papa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I think a
'franslated from the Welsh by MoRION, B.
C. Price, 25 cents.
proud as a major, and when he took me off I mother and my brothers and sisters hunting great sight more of it now than I did before
imagined I hacl accomplished a great thing. I their lost boy among the neighbors.
the Children's Corner was put in. I go to E' l t S · t'fi T
t
20 cents.
school
an.d
study
arithmetic,
spelling,
geogra< Ig 1
Clen 1 C rae S.
had rode on a horse. After a while he said,
WbenalmostfrantiewithfParsformysafety, phy, readmg, grammar. I hope all the boys Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance or
"Sonny, don't you know where we can get one of my sislers bethought her to look in my and girls who read the Corner will write direct
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Beautifully
some apples ~tnd pears?"
bed and so discovered me. She soon hallowed to me. I would try and ansll'erthem all. Now,
written. By s. P. Pt TNA..'\1:. 25 cents.
"Yes," said I, for the country was full of the out, "Here he is! here he is!" ancl there I wa•, Miss ~ixon_. if you d~n't think this fit to print,
most delicious fruit, and it was just in pear shakinrr like a guilty culprit. It seem eel that: throw 1t as_1de. Hnrnng to see more corr_e- Hereafter. A Scientific, Phenomenal,
_
,.,_
.
.
. ..
spondence m the Clnldren s Corner, I remam
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future
time. So I askecl mother, and she allowed me e'lierythmg I chd to avmd the responslblhty of your true friend. To those who would like to
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents;
to go along. We went to the next farmhouse. my first bail act only made things worse, write to me, my address is, EDITH BALDWIN.
cloth, 75 cents.
a Mr. Yeoknm's. When we got near the house which is generally the case. :!Hy mother, who
'1 hom"sfon, Conn., Box 476.
Issues of the Age. Consequences Inand the fine pear-trees inside the yard fence,' is still living, nearly eighty-nine years of age,
volved in Jlilodern Thought. A work
the large black dog perceiving a stranger would was bot h g1ad an d sorry-glad that I was safe,
AN anti-vivisectionist meeting was held in
.
showing much study and great f ami1mrnot allow the boy to get over the fence. I got and sorry that I had disobeyed her, and not Paris recently. The Benumarchais Theater,
ity with other writers and thinkers. By
over and went up to old Bowser, whose friendly knowing all the circumstances of the case, nor in which the meeting was held, was not half
HENRY C. PEDDER. Price, $1.
tail began to wag with delight as my soft lit- the sore temptations I had, thought I deserved filled. Clovis Hngues admitted that vivisec- J
Ch • t H" lif
· 1 t
h
es~s
rcliS_ •
flS t" e, mlBracWesS, eBac •
tle hand stroked him along the back. "Come a switching. and I got it; but I think some of tion hacl rendered services to hllmrrnity, but
"f
th
·
mgs,
an
1mper
ec
wns.
y
.
•
ELL.
.
.
on," said!; "he will not hurt you;" but while he my reac1ers, 1
ey are as 1unc1 -hearted as protested a·gamst 1ts abuse. Mr. Edward Mills
25 cents.
wagged his tail for me, he would not take his Miss Mary who gave me the pears, will pity me spoke ngainst the practice altogether, but was
,
•
.
eyes off the boy, and had nothing but growls just a little when I tell them that when that met with expressions of dissent, as well as of JohnS. Way.
AB P}~_asrnEg n d~~~stiC
·
b oy ret urne d Wl"th h"lR b oat, on approval.
Radical
1 .......s. . .v. .......,,.xu.
for him.
His head and tail did not agree. b a c1 an d 1ymg
.
15 cents, story.
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Liberal Meetings.
--[~.aguu o:nd Liberal and Spiritualistic Sowtin in

tn:t

~ of the:~r m· ettngs. published in th<B column free
oj/l<iers will send them to us.]

the

l[ntted Sta.teo and Canada meeting regularly, can hav no·

if

.
MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock iu the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of W e2tern ave. and
Terrace st.
OHIO.
CLll:VELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 p M , in tbe hall
on the corner of Ontario and Bolivar streets.
Exercises-lectures and discussion.
WISCONSIN.
Mn.wAUKEE.-The Milwau'keeLiberal League
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
Hall. 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
MAINE.
PoBTLa'D.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
and di~cussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
P;M. Admittance free. Public invited.
OREGON.
I{I'PonTLAND.-'fhe American Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BosTON.-B.:.ston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
of the Divine Homo ·• at same place every
1
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2:30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
ALTOONA,-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday E>Venmg and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the LPague Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PmLADELPHu.-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and. free debates.
'l'Hlil TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
PITTSBURGH -Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o"cloc!r. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer tu reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
ev.ery Sunday afte1·no•m at 3 o'clock at the
Le!lgue's Hall, 177 Hal&ey stre10t. Exercises
oop.sist of music, readings, lecture, and discussiOn, in which all present are iuvited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
taken. Communioatior.s for the League
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
CA~ADA.

ToRONTO.-Secular Society, Reading and
,Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Open every flvening and Snndays. Lecture
. every Sunday evening. Freethinker!:! and
strangE>rs are cordially invited.
~ONTREAL.-Pioneer
Freethougbt Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Catharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exclJange of
books three evening~> per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
NEW YORK.
.ALru.NY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and deb ttes and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberl'tls visiting the city. Admission free.
NEw Yonx CITY.-Tbe Manhattan Liberal
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
for a lecture and discussion, at German
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Ad·
mission 5 cents. M6nt.hly cards 20 cents.
Membership tee $3.--'I'he Atuerican SpiritUillist Alliance meets every Snnday afternoon
at ~:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The Ftrst Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33ci street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Heats free.
Public cordially invited.--Frobisher College Hall, 23 Ea~t 14th street, near Broadway. The People's !:lpiritnal Meeting every
Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
BRomtLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory H~tll, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every !:lunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P M. Admission
free. Public corchully invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and bouks for sale.--Tht
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. Me .. tings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District ~piritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th Rtreet, corner of south
- 2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Ltberal
literature on sale. All invited.- The Philosophical Association meets every Rnnrlay
afternoon in the Ass em bl,l Room of Wrio:hi 's
Busine•s College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street. E. D., at 3 P.M. Pubhc cordially invited. Doors open at 2:30P.M.

Grimes~ Preachers
IN THE

UMITfD STATES A~D CANADA

Being a Comparison of the Old and New Testament
Myths and Miracles with •hose of heathen nations or Antlqul,y, c.mslderlng also their
Orlgln aud Meaning. Wlth nu•
merous 111 ustratlons.
Tbe object of tile work Is to point out the myths

From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
THU.RD EDITION.

with wh1cll the Old u.ntl New Tt>Slameuts abound; to

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth; ~il.25

lncludtna • L1b~rty fur Mu.n, Womti.n, and CtlUd;'
'• The D~cl~rat.ino of Independe"Ct!, • ·~About fl'armlng
1n 1\lmo'E::.. " The Gre~t B1.nqu~t,'' .. The Rev. Alext~.n..
der Clark.'' •· The Past R1s~s b~fvr" Me Like a Dre~,"
u.nd '"A 'Ir1butu to Ebon C.lngersC)ll."

Some llistakes of l\loses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

show that they were held in comrnou wJtb. Other na-

TRANSLATED

OUT OF THE ORIGINAL tions; aud then trt~.ce them to their evitlent origin uud
exnlain tlteir• meattir.g.
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
• lt h"" loug bet>n acknowledgert by the most emlneut blblleal studeiiiS 1l1at t!le Htlbrow serlptni·es
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
conta.tn a large mythical element; but, eo far as we
know, tlle £-H"e~ent is 1ht1 tlr~t cnmvlt~teu.ud sclloJarly
COMPARED AND REVISED.
· atttemt't to trace tlle8e myths to their source, H.Ud
:,~ertaln tht>lr original slgnlflcat!On."-Bo,lon Cour"
"Never before bas there been ~riven a volume to
AUTHOR 0]'
1 the reading world thiLt shows the research for the
orlgiu or thes" ruytbsaa •loes this one ju•t !>Ubllshed
"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UN- . by J. w. Bvuton, or New Yurk."-Boston T.m-s.

Hy M. E. 8 I L L 1 N G

s.

"!tIs uuque1:HionabJY true I hat the re~::~ults ot a
of the Christian sct·lptur~s are

.

HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND

. ra1l .. nalistlc study

· llOWJ.ere PlSP so access! bJe as they ru·e now made in

WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
"HOLY CROSS,"

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
Addresa

' the work befure us.-N. Y. Sun.
I Voc. RoyalSvo.

Cloth. About600 pages.

PJ•ice,

AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.

$3.00

Sent !Jostpald, on receipt of price,
Address,
THE TIW!'H SEEKER,
ll3 Ollntun Pluce, New York.

"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or :figs of
thistles ? "
·

SEEKER.
(;linton Pmce, New York.

THE TRUTH

ss

0 R T H 0 D0 X

HASH;

WITH

CHA.NGE OF DIET.
REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR.

FARADAY PAMPHLETS

IN NINE PAltTS AND COURSES.
_T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the Na!io?al i No. I.-The R<>lation of cbe S'/.tirttuat _t.o
1
A
Word
from
the Oook. -2 Choice Bits for the
Liberal League, says of this book: "Th1s 1s a:
til<> lti"'"'ri"l • u!v<>rsP; .,,., ... ..- ,.,., <>···
Httsh.-8 Seasoned wllh S~>tau to the taste,se~erely, nwfully, i_nfernally cruel work on the \
lt'F~rn~:;. E_#,tr~~~if~~;:.~d ~nd Ucvl•td lly Splrlt
4 The Cuupplug-Kulft>.-5 Ha"h, First
Ouurso.-6 Hasu, Hecoud O..mrse.pnestbood, but 1t lS a bed of infamy t_hey hav i No. 2 .-0rfgi .. of 1 Ue:
7 Hush. •rutrtl C.ur•e.-8 Ollange
made themselvs, and they must he 1n 1t.
Or, Where Man Comes From. Tbe Evolution of
o! DhH, FirtH, Oourse,-9
Send for the book and see what devourers the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses;
Ouange of Diet, Seoof sheep the shepherds can be."
<Jr, How the Sp11·11 Body Grows. New E<Jitlun, EnouU Oourse,
!arl!ed and l~evlsed. By S!Jlrlt M. Faraday. Price,
l.'il cents.
B;r WA.RREN SllltlNt:R B&.RLOW,
PRICE, 2a CJENTS~
Author or
No. 3.- T"e Development or the SJ>irtt
After Tran,..ilto ...
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
Tile Origin of Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
IO cents.
Price, to Cents.
The i ruth Seeker.
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. Pifee,
J.lilo.4 -·r .. e Process ot· Mentl\l 4.ct•on:
Or, How We 'fhlnk. By Spirit M. Faraday. Prloe,
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I
15 emus.
Noic~,;;:-The Origin of the Cbristhn Rell110•
"APPA...£8 OF COLD."
Ruw the Pagan Priests of Rome Or!glnllterl Chris-BYtlanlty, Conf>'B"lons or Its Fnunders. •rranscrlbed
A story-book for tbe young folks. By MIBS SUSAN
. by Rplrlt M. F"rfLdaY. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75 H. WIXUN. l:!t•conu odltlou. Price, $1.25. ·rbls very

FALSE CLAIMS.·

:

cents; Pa1Jer, 50 cents.

exceUtulL work for youug

Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Who \Vrot... the New T.-.. tameot/1
ExtrliCt from No. G. Price 10 cents.

lla• l:!eon IHsuod at a retl ucod pt·lco of $1.25, free ot
(JOStago. 'rills new Od!tlun bus u !Jhotogral'h ot the
author which adds very much to tho value ot the
volume.

JOHN E• REMSBURG
.
•· , Rome Not BetblelleJn, tbe Birthplace ol
Jesn. ...
Revised and

P1ice, 10

CT~.

!i:niar~ed.

SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER

Do.z·.

BO\VI,F.S PAUPITLF.Tlil,
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUl\fENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED..

~~:F.U

ltual Standpoint. Written tllrongll the met\lumshlp
By Prot. H. M. KoTTlNUER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
25 cents.
This volume alms ut the ouucmlou ot youth in tbe
prlnclplllB o! Freothought, at th" ~<ame time that it
L"-1 er Pn 1wrs nf liin•nnel Bowles,
wrltteu In August, 1883.
tneulcu.tes mort11 dutt.·11 u.llli humau rlgllt.s from a.
stand)}olnt or pure reason and C01u moo sense.
A Snpt~>leJnf'n • 'l'o N'o. I
Address
'l'HE 'l'1\UTH SEEKER.
AutJ Uouud Rt-~paratP.ly; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing,
Medium. Pr!C.-, 10 cents.
~o. :!.-(:onlrl\~1" In SJ>Irh li.He:
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLE~. Jato
editor o! the i:l]Jr!ngfield, 1\Iass., llepublican, In the
A STORY Ol' THE RIGH'l"WAY ALMBROUSlll.
first Jive spheres. Also a thrllllng account uf the
late President Garllel<l's reCOlJt!on In the spirit BY JENNIE BUTLER BH.OWNE
· world. Written througb the band of CAtu\lE E. 8.
Pr1cA 10 r.Ants.
For AAIA at th lA 11ffi.ce.
TWING, Westfield, N. Y. 142 J,age,, Price, 50 coni>!.
~J.trn~nP'N
J•;xt•~ri(•nt•4·s lu the

AcJJsn lV.

RIHI Mn.ry

4:~1nrk'~

t'irst 'ren St•bereH

of "l>irll l.lfe.
Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y. Price
W
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CRITICIS:.\'IS OF UNIVERSOLOG Y

I

By SA..Y.t. UEL P. J»UJ'NAJJI.
The Trinity from Cihhnn' 1-Iistor:,, of Christianity.
1

History ofA~hristianity
A VINDICATION
of some passag-es in then History or the DecHne and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by.

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
()}1'

D. M. Bl:J.NNETT.
Sent b}' MaH

rtl'l'

Wif't:r ccnt11.

ADDRESS 'l'l:-IXS OFFIOE

ANH t;HA.ltACTER OF
SALAD lN.

(IV. S'rE.VAl\T ROSS.)
Avory intore8tlllg biography or u remarkable man
1'-rlc.., 10 centB,
Aduress,
'!'TIE •r!J.U'rll SEEKER.
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Redem~>lion
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SKETCH OF 'rHE.

LIFJ~

T. C. LELA ">:D. SecreTary,
744 Broadway, New York.

MRS. ANN' ..\.

BY M. l'AIWLNUTON.

A tbnrouJth examlmntun u.nll ret ut.a.tlvn of the clatma o
SaiJinitlll'laus who ure trytn~ to fuli:it upun t 1e Ct.IU ·tty
thdr holy da.y hy uncou .. tl uduuiJ.I JcgtL! ~uuctm~Lit.H. The
~rUI11Ur Hlww~ IJy un u.PfJtml uut unly w Llw fuCt!l tall they

~~;~t;~1~v~( r;~~~:~~;~"t111Ir~~ ti~,11lJ~~~~~!hJ~L~~II~~~~~~OlY

A LIBERAL JOURNAL publlsbed to promote EDUCATION, CO!>!STI\UCTION, Co-OPERATION, and ORGANIZATION. Ex;mnent of the objects, pia·!'Qrm,
and prtnclples ut the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
·r. B. Wakeman and T. C Lolanll., <>tlltors.
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Price, 20 cents.

THE YOUTH'S IJ HERAL GUIDE.

ot CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N. Y.

:l::l ()Jintnn PIRM. NEW YOHJ\.

\Veekly at $1 per annutn.
months-for tweuty ceutR.
and Liberal names w~-trtterl

aut! mi,ijttes, baa

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.

No. 1.-•~:l'IH-!rien•·~N nf· Sat.niUt~J Ho\vleH,.
Late editor of the SI,rlngfielt.l, Must;., RrpltlJlican, ln
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a StJlr-

Among the l:lubjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal. Statistics, showing the creeds uf the pris•on ers in
the penitentiaries; the Church and CIVIlization; the Church and Scwnc('; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Retorm; the
Woman's Rights Move::uents; the TeruperanccReform; tbe Chureh and the RepubliQ
These pamphlets should be ouculated by
the thousand. Let every read& send for a
dozen at least. Address

'l'OE TRUTR

matnort~

vuaseU. through a vury lu.rgo odltlon, aud a second

With a Life of Gihhon, pr·c(acc and notes hy the editor,
including critical nott~ by l-;ujz(l~, ~Iilman, Wenck,
an" English Clwrchrnau," ~wd other scholars.
I

vol.

12

mo, 864
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and I wlll senrl prepaid to auy part of the United
States, and rifund ca•h nn demand tr not entire!~ satisfactory. I please all, and hundreds of my customers
cheerfully testify to tne fact. Refer to Rochelle
324:
NatlonA.l Bank, and Broth<lrs Remsburg and Follett.
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A New and Useful Work.
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EDLOCK, OR, THE RIGHT RELATIONS
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Conjugal Belect:on, and showing Who May and
,Who May Not Marry. A Scientific Treatise. By
BAM11EL R. WELLS, One vol., 12mo, 250 pages;
plain musllil, price, $1.50 ; ill fancy gilt binding, ~
Among the 'subjects trl'ated are the following:
Marriage a Divine Institutlon; Qualiflca~(}ns for
-· Matrimony; The Right Age to Marry; Motivea
· for Marrying; Marriages of Consanguinity- ol
Cousins, when Jnstifiable; Conjugal SelectionAffinities~ Courtship-Long or 8~1ort; Duty of
Parents; Marriage Customs and Ceremonies of all
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:uti they Admissible? Jealonsy-Its C'ause and
Cure; C!!uses of Separation and Divorce; Celibacy
-Ancient and Modern; Polygamy and Pantagamy;
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people, but may be read with Interest and witl!
\)rofit by those of every age. Copies will !Je sent
fJY :po.st to P.ny address on receipt of price, b~
THE TRU'l'tf !Sllh.!U>tt.

Re~l Bl~sphemers.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing th&t the writers of &nd believers In the Bible,
and not the deniers of Its trnth, are the ones who re&lly do
injUstice tO the Ch&ra.cter of God, If &God exists.

IN SIX LECTURES.

Price, Fifty Cents.
Address

DE TY

'£HE TRUTH BEEKER.

AN~LYZED

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
One Week.

CINCINNATI, Dec, 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you tor the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIC VESTS for ll.bout tl.iree weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, C erur say without hesitation to those af- Side, which had been a source of misery to me for
ll.1cted as I hav been that the efrect was simply mar- the last six years. I had trl<'d. numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With unafter wearing a suit of 'your MAGNE'.riC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use It quite as well as ev<'r. I hav
Yours respectfully,
"'lso been troubled with Dyspepsia and. Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav sufLadles, read the following testimony from a lady
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav In the
.
OsBORN, 0., Doc. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, wlll soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted porfect.ly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of efrectlng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD TREM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. A.m not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as
W:M. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T-~esday, wlll soon be well. Wlll report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same aPJ:illances which will
effect a cure 1n a case of Paralysis wlll at the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured In less
Hme eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
•·atient. we do not, like the Old School .Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied,
~
n
d i
th6 she nevertheless was able to ride twenty mlles In
change mediclns every day unt ' after os ng
two days after the appllcatlon. '£he lady's name
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike can be had upon application at tl.ils oillce, by anysomething (if he is very skllful) that brings relief
ne desiring to communicate with her
for the time being.
o
.
Ladies read the following testimony from a lady who had been suffering for two years with an Ovttrian Tu~OI, and WhO had been told that nothing bUt the knlte WOUld SaVe her life, aDd the Chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a doso ol
medlc1n since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phvslclan tells you he can do nothlnog
for you; It will pay, you.
BHULLBBCRG, WIS., November19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de·
sire for food, and, In fact, began to rail rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted seve~al p~yslclans
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had au Ovan an • umo•,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed l"ft to me, and submit to an
operatton, when my attention was called to the O<;uo·eka 1\I~t.~n .. tic Api>l•anc .. s, A.s a drowning man
wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I pnrohaRAd a sulta.of
your app!Janees. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor wnich had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decr'ease, ruy pains became less from day to day, untll now I am
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
Lheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appllances in the
market, they ImparL no shocks and leaves no sores.

PRICE LIST.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
6.00
Ladies' .Abdominal Belts,
6,00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5 00
Leg Belts, each,
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping_ Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Su~erfine Insoles, - 1.00
Children's garments upon application.

4.ND

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we Will return. the monev
If tl.iey are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best >uit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we wlll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are offered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances tor, yet we wlll
By Col. John R. Kelso, A.M.
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever orrered the
publlc and wlll outlast the garments themsetvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
bl~~~ :1:~~ :r~~~'::'ldh:::'ytt~e~i.db~:gles.~c\h~"~"fb~e~ hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In
the market wlll attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances havlng
~::dm:.dC'e~~n~~rii,~~~·~~it ~~h~cr~~j:r,~: .;>ng~r ::e"~i
magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism !or a
chivalry. The sln~nlar audacity with which he att.ack. so-called
moment. Ali of our garments are made from the very b<1st material for the purpose, and will outlast any
and
all
other
garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon I<Mntifu
~~: t~~ngg~~~t~~s ~~lsrt~::~ ~by:•r~~~i<~~~no~~~~~~~
principZ.., and not haphazard as In all the others. We offer you therefore
Butellisun.
Address
THE TRUTH SEI!KER,
l'rlce, 11.50.
ss Clinton Place, New York.
And challenge comparison with any or the so-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to offer them
about

T H.E DE VI L' S DE FEN S E.

The OnJy Scientific .Magnetic .Appliance Ever Constructed.

OUt\ cu. use~, !JllYl:licu.i aut.1 soCial, lm.LLiiug to tlle ruar~
lJlaiuly Lrt'aled by tiu:t.L IJJniuebl uf Uuoks, 1-'LAllt

HO.l\lE 'l'ALK, E.l\lBUACING .1\lEDlOAL l!OllllllV}\
t:;ENtiE-neu.rly l,Uuu lmgt'~, ~uu illustratlun~, uy D~,

E: B. :FOOTE, ot

1~0

LeXllJgtuu a.ve., Ntjw York.

..·

wbum ali letters from r.tw rlek 13huuh1 Ue aUUret~th. .
lu lt.d.,lBBUe tur JH.ll. lU, 11:)78, Mr. Bm.lneu's rl1.llll1b.
SEEKER tbus speaks or Dr. l!"OO'l'E aud his Ineo.l .. i!i.a.

l•Ubllcatlons: "We know l.illll (Dr. Foote) peroua .. l'
antl lutlmately, and we say wlth all the WlSUI'allC<>
tl.iat kuowleuge llll))ll.rto tnat l.Je Is a man ot thu
highest tncemlvo aud motive, whose llfe l.il18 been
spent In instructing anti lmin·uvlug JJisf~lluw-beiJJgs
by glviug MUch iutul'll.lU.LiunuH iti weU cu.lculu.ted to
enu.ble them to Ue mun' healthy, mure llu.tJlJY, and
to

Ue better u.ud morlj

u~::~ofui

men anti women. His

medical works !JOt-~13e8s the highest value, and hu.v
be~m luu·oduced u.w..J. thorouguly rua.U lu huudretls
ur thotU:RLIH1B ot Ia.wiiles, who tu-lluy stand ready to
bear will Ill~ teBtllllouy w tl.Je great lwuefit they l.iav
derived from tho !Jhysiologlcul, hygienic, and morai
lC!:if::IOUI:I Which lw l!Uci I:W alJJy illl(JlLtteU."
l~urcllaHerl:' or J>LAlN HOM~ 'l'ALK are at liberty

to

CON~UL'.r
l~'ltEE.
Price

r•rs

AU'l'llOl\. In peroon

or

l.>y mall

of tho tww liu1Julu.r EU1L1on, by mali
po"'tage prepald, only $1.50.
Uunwuts table free

AGENTS WANTED.
MUltltY lllLL PUBLISlllNG COM1'ANY,
12U East 2Mtl.i str.,et, New York.

266th Edition. PU.lCE ONLY $1.
BY MAIL POST-PAID

KNOW THYSELFa

AGreat Medical Wor~ on Manhooo!
Exhausted Vltallty, Nervousaml Pbystcal Deblllty,
Pre1nu.ture DBcllne in Ma.n, Errors or Youth, and the
untoJU m1Her1B8 r~~Hil}1,1ug from lndh;creUous or excesseM. A book for Hvery man, youug, middle-ugcti,
and old. It. conta.ina l"ll'i t,n.,~-<crJlJtlollB 1'ur u.U acute
and. chronic dlsmtsee, t'lteh one or wllJch IM 1uvaluablo. Bu found by t,lw author, whoso mqJOrience tor
2:J year& lB such aM probnbly nover Ut1tore fell to tho
lot of any phy")clan. BOO lJ!tJ:PB, bounu In beautl!ul
French nlUBlln, embOBI:IBd covers, full gilL, guarau
toed to be a liner WCJrk ill every seul'3u-mec!Jan1e.ul~
literary, and lJl'Ofesslonal-thu.n nuy other work soi<J.
In thlo coumry for $2.50, or the money wlll be refunued In ev<Jry Instance. Prlce ouly $1.00, by mall
pot:stpn.id. IUustra.ted BLLIDpie, 6 ctH. l":)uuti n<,W.
Gol<l meuulawu.rdeu t.llOELilllwr by the Nll.tlollll.l Medicu.l Atmoclu.tiou, to t.lu~ oillcors of which iw retert:s
'!'his book siwuld be read IJy Llle youug l'urlustru<ltlou, a11d by tl!e ELlllictetl for roller. It will IJtnoJlt
alL-London Lancet.
'l'lwro iH no member of f-locioty to whom this book
W111 not be useful, wtwUwr youth, tJu.reut, guardian,
ln~trucwr, or clergymELn.-AryO'uaut.
A<ldress tile Peab,tly Meulcal Iuetltute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No 4 Bultlnch BL., Bot:stou, M~~:~., wlJ.o may
be consulted on all diseases roq Ulrlng skill ll.Dd exlJerlence. Chroulc ll.nd olJstluate tllseiUles hav baf·
fied the sk!ll of all otlwr l•hYsclall8
a
specialty. f:!ucll treateu succoostully
L
fi;l'sout an lnstlillce of fullure.

HLAL

1 HYSI:.lf

~ UPTU HES

GU BEDby

mttltledlcal Compound and Im;,•roTilol
7

J·ofict!~a~i~B~tif:'~e1~~~·~~e~"gr;:~(~~d

1b.m]i to:r circula.~·f and aa.u in what papw
)IOU """ mv adoorn•ement.
Addre.. a~vj.
:IV, .A.Ikl~tal\~'l'lllll,~llfiiWi IJtj, l;t,

DR. F.uJ.JLOWS
Is a r<•gu larly ed ucated ll.lid !<·gully qll!illfied lJ!J)blC1bU 1 I.Llld

tlJ~

u~

Ol(•hl bUC<.'e~~ful,
Ll~; I•I'u.clico will

Ho bus

JJl'UVe.

tweJJtY

)f'l:trb

1ur

ueat~d

excJut-ivJy ull Olb6i::ihee
or tl.ie sexual 01'-

gtms,

ln

wl.Jlch l.ie

elands l're·endnPllt.
8 l' E H M ATOl\1\H<EA
Eu,tl l lll P () T E 1\ C Y
a• tbe !'eblllt of "etrubube iu youth Hlld
.~ux

uuJ

ext'et-~f::lec

1n rna-

' lller >ears, CH.UI:dug
1 g h t eruiSI:HOnH by
oreams, los8 or sexual
[Jower,renderlng marriage improper and uuhappy, etc., are cured jJerso that we can say with truth, None a.re so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher manently by an ou1stde aJ>i>llcatlon In sixty days.
NO f:!TOMA.CH JIIEDIOlN USED. It Is ODe of Dr.
than ordinary clothing.
Fel1ows' Vf11Ua.ble di~cr,vorlcs, Which Is entite1y unFounder of Nlhillsm and Apostle or Anarchy.
R~munb .. r that we are ofrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and 11
known
to thn medlr·ai pr()feseion. Seud three 2-cont
WITH A PREFACE BY
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wlll
ALaiD[JB for hlB "!Jrfwt10 Counselor," gtvfug fUil fnrotund your money.
OARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
formatlon. Arldret-8 Dr. R. P. Fl'llows, Vineland, N.
Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUOKER,
tr J., anu RaY where you saw this aclvertlsment.
(Editor ot Liberty.)
Frmn tiLP Ironclad Age.
62 pages, octavo. l'rlce 15 cents. Address,
"Dr. Fellows 1~ an outf:'}!oken Infidel, therefore nO
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY 'IOWN IN TBJII UNITJIID STATES. LmEBAL OOMMT!!RTONB ALLOWEL
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
cbeat or humbug. Tl.ie Freethinkers ot Ule )l'ncl
At14rta lor l1U1hlr lllloriDiotiOD.
DR. L. TENNEY,
33 Clinton :Place, New York.
should glv the doctor their patronage."
1y~
Race Street, cor. 9th Btree\, 01DC1nnatl,O.

God and the State.

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE

Ladies' .Abdom.inai Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made
order, and a fit guaranteed.

ll

THE TlU;JTH SEEKlTIB, AP:fUL 5, 1884.

=v;=em=#=oJ=J&=hou=gh='·=I
WHEN told that twice two makes !our, tn·at two
halves are ,~qual to a whole, that a part Is less than
the whole, W<> are comvelleti to believe It, because
It Is sustained by evidence and our own experlencA,
and we could not doubt It I! we tried. But to believe without evidence, to accept without lnvestlga.
t1on, to admit apparent 1mpoBslb111Lies W!Lhout a
vestige or proor, Is not a virtue; It Is IJOt coiJduclv
to morailty. Strauge and uniJaturt>l tulugs shoui<J.
not be be11eve<.l until unmirltakable evl<.lence Is forth·
comi!lg.-11. M. n.,.,.,u.
THE Muggletonlan sect hav a very cold way ot
dealing with people. It I, the Professor, will 011ly
glv In to the Muggletoulan doctrln, there sht>ll be
no question through all that perbU~<olon that 1 am
competent to ju<Jge of that doctrln; llay, I ollali be
quoted as evlctence ot Its truth, while Iliv, an<l cile<J.
aner I am debd as teotlmony In Its t>ehalr; but If I
uttor any ever so sllght antl·Muggletonlan senti·
m6nt, then I btH•.ome '' incomveLelit to rorm any
ovinion on the matter." . . . Now, I hold that

he wuose testlmouy would be accepted In bellalr or
th" Muggletolllan <.loctrln has a right to be hear<!
against it. Whoso Ortdrs me any article or belle! !or
my signature lmvlles that I am cvmveteut to rorm
an opinion upon It; au<J It my vosltlv testimony In
its favor Is or any value, tuen my negatlv testimony
agalnBt It is also or value.- 0. W. HulTnes.
" HAV patience," I replied; "ourseivs are .full

Of social wrong; an<.! m»y be wlluest dreams
Are but the nee<l!ul preludes of the truth.
For me the genial <lay. the llapvy crow<.!,
'.rue sport half •clence, Jill rue with a. f»lth,
This liue old.world or ours Is but a child
Yet In the go-cart. Patience J Gl v It tl me
To learn Its limits; there is a hand that guides.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
-AND-

WHEN you see a. counterfeit on the sidewalk always
pick 1t up. You are liable to arrest it you try to
pass it.
·

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884

"I DOAN like too much humbleness," 88oYB Uncle
Ople ltea<J.e. "De worm Is so low dat he .crawls, an,
he eats yer a.lrter yer de6d."

<~.

A FRENCH dramatist makes one o! his characters
In a recent play declare that he Is "holding up the
trouoers or despair with the suspenders or hope."

M. 234J

WII'H EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTR.A.TIONS.

" HAy you anything against Brother Wat110n t ''
"Nu!lla', boss; not de rust thing. Only he's a
clergyman. But he may be an hones' man !or all

CONTENTS:
Intwductory. By the Editor.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Calenclar for 1884.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of N·ew
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Liberal Press. By Peter Eckler.
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By
H. L. Green.
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Leland.
The Progress of Liberal· Thought in Canada.
By Charles Stevens.
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
Foreign Freethought Societies.
The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
What is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.

da.t."

This World. By George Chainey.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Macdonald.
·
1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
beral C!:l·uities.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
Date of Bilth and Death.)
The Population of Our States and Territories.
The Jewish Jehovah. (lllustration.)
"That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
Devil. (lllustration.)
Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
Philosophy.
The Sacred Booksof History.
Jefferson's Religion.
Useful Measures.
As to Time.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic,
Selections, etc., etc.

-Tennyson.

I llOLD one simple faith throughout the days
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
'fllat wear on slowly to an unknown endA faith which glorilies the darkest ways
That lead me to my friend.
1 may not understand the reason why
Sow.e things are lli<J<Jeu which 1 !»in would see;
My !aitll, the !altll by wJalcll I llv-or dieThis ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the Uhlted
Is still enough !or me.
States. It contains
And thus It Is I am content to walt,
l2S Octavo Pa~et~,
For rear anti questioning to doubt belong.
with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not
Love knows but t-Ills, ami proves It, soon or late:
for a day, but for all time."
'fhe king can do no wrong.
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 2~ cents.
·
-Manhattan Magazine

"BIG JACK S.MALL."

'fHERE Is, a very large a:nount o! blind acquleseouC<> In, or tacit acceptance or. propositions which
uever become the su!Jject or any real or l!ractlcal
ntate. 'fllese beliefs, falsely so called, confuse the
line of demarcation between mere lntt>liectual notloas and states or credeuce or <JIInvlctlon. Of this
H<>ture Is the acceptance given by the mass or mankind to the statements they are accustomed to hear
i!·om the better Informed class reopectlng the racLB
"!science and till! transactions of history. They do
Hut dlsvute these statements, and yet they might be
H,• le dls 1.osed to commit their serious Interests to
~uch facts. So with regard to the religious creed
h11nded down from parent to child. J:lome are round
bellevlug In the fulllmvort of the term; others, OP·
l>oslng no negatlv In o.ny way, ;l'et never ver!orm
uuy actlous or entertain elll..ter hopes or tears, aB a

consequence or their supJ!Osed a.ccevtance of thereligion or their fathers; their belief, accordlugly,
must be set down as a nonentlty.-Chamberss E"cJI-

THE TRUI'H SEEKER OFFICE,

Address

33 Clinton Place, New York, N.

PROSPECTUS OF

The Truth Seeker
FOUNDED BY D. l\1. BENNETT.

THE LEADING FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL OF THE WORLD.

clopedia.

'fHE busy llav no time to be fidgety. He who Is
!oiluwlug his plow will not be breaking window,
with the mob. Little Is gained by overthrowing
an iuol, uuless you reswr" \he Idea of which 1L Is
the shell aud sediment. Nor will you find any plan
so e£rectlv ror keevlug !olks from doing harm, as
teachlug them to employ tbelr faculties lu doing
good, and glvlug them plenty or good wor·k to do.6'uet~es al Truth.

~-

LARGEST,

CHEAPEST, BEST.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3.00 PER YE \.R.; $t.5) F OR SIX MONTHS.

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
33 CLINTON PLACE,

NEW YORK CITY.

.

CERTAINLY virtue Is like preclouB odors, most tra·
grunl wuere lhey are iu· euseu ur crushed; !or pros-

Among the reforms TH!il TRUTH S!llEKEB aims
doth to effect are:
bl;)~t Uiticvv~r vlrt.ue.-Bu.con.' s E:>says.
Total separation of church and state, inTHEY never fall who die
cluding the equitable taxation of church
property; secularization of tbe public schools,
In a great cause: the block may soak their ll'ore;
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chap'l'neir beaUt\ mu.y soLitleu in Lhe sun; tb.eir limbs
laincies, prohibition of public appropriations
Be ~Lruug to city gates »Ud c»stle walls,
for religious purposes, and all other measures
-Byron.
But btlllthelr spl!"it wallis abroad.
necessary to the same general end.
'fHE trlvla.l harp will never please,
Its sixteen large pages are filled every week
Or 1111 my craving ear;
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
lts chor<J.s should riue;, as blowa the bree~e,
articles and communications by the ablest
Freo, peremvtory, clear;
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
No Jlugllug sereua<J.er'l< art,
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
Nor tinkle or i•lauo-strlngs,
current secular and theological events. It is
C<>n make the wild blood start
the armory from which hundreds draw their
In its wystlc springs.
·
weapons in contests with priesthood.
All
•rue kingly bard
the Liberal papers are good, but 'l'HE TRUTH
Must smite the chords rudely and hard,
SEEKE:R is
As with hammer or With mace,
THE BES'l AND LARGEB1.
'fllat they may render h&ck
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal
Artful thunder which conveys
spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all
l:lecrets or the solar track,
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the huB!Jarks or the super-sol»r blaze.
-Emerscm.
man race.
WF. are learning to say, If the negro can learn, let
him learn; I! woman can preach, or practice law
OPINIONS REGARDING IT.
and mectlcln, let her do it; If anybody, at any time
A paper like THE TRUTH S~;EKER !S something
or place, can get or do any good, let him ha.v a more
and better than an ad ~ocate or truth. Througb
chance to try; and whatever Is In the way of this It ILB sub8crlbers touch elbows with each other.
free movement, let it be put aslde.-Ct.ristian Regis· Each read<'r knows that he Is one of a goodly com·
pany who lind comfort aud Inspiration In Its pages.
ter.
It tbey should meet each other they would reel like
WHAT you would not hav them do to you. ' This brothers and sisters. They llav llved under one In·
Is the substance or the law; the rest Is only Its ap- tellectual roof, relt the glow or the same fireside, and
broken together the bread or life. Such a paper Is
pllcatlon.-The Bible for Learners.
to thousands a substitute tor the churcll.-GEORGE
CHAlNEY, in This IVm·ld.
THE Individual does not exist for the sake or so·
THE TRUTH SEEKER, founded by D. M. Bennett, lA
~.lety, !W the Positivists would hav us believe, but to-day perhaps the strongest roe with which BUJ>H
•oelety exlsto for the sake or the lndlvld ual. And stltlnn haR to contend, and a lou.o: future or great
the test of complete social lire Is the opportunity usefulness Is, we trust and believe, before lt.-IVill
which It affvrds !or complete lndlvlJ ual ll!e. Tried ted, Conn., Press.
Tllf're ou!>;ht to be ftvellundred subscribers to THE
by this test, our contemporary clvlilz~tlon will appear seriously de!ectlv-e;s:~ellent only 11116 prepara.- TRUTH BEEKER In this county. just to rebuke the ln·
famous church bigots who are using force and fraud
Uon for l!Qmetbing petter.-Joh~> Fiske.
to suppreas Liberalism.- Wortlt.ingiAm, .Minn., Advance.
verity <loth

be~t

dloeover vice, but

adver~lty

Tills sterling and widely-circulated Freethougllt
journal has won Its way rleep Into the hearts or Its
re,.clers. THE TRUTH BEEKER Is a. great paper. and
de•erves the most generous support or the Liberal
public. The recent numbers received are splendid
ln every respect.-San Francisco Universe.

THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered Its resources,
ancl will be a stronger, better, and brighwr paper
than ever.- Libera! League Man.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has become a necessity to the
Liberal cause.-Kansas Blade.

TERMS FOR 1884:

$3 00
Single subscription,
:i 00
One subscription two years,
Two new subscribers,
6 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance,
:i 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance,
7 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance,
8 60
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance,
10 00
Any number over five at the same
rate, invariably with one remittance.
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
will take the trouble to get a new subscriber
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
$2; by getting two new sub;cribers he will
get his own paper for $1; by getting three
new subscribers be will not only get his own
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of
money order; by getting four new subscribers
he will hav ni.s own free and gain $2.
This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its
sixtee• large pages, cheaper than any other
Liberal paper. If. anyone chooses, or if by
so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he cau share with them the
advantages of the club rates ..
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

33 Olinton Place, New York Oity.

A HOBOKEN grocer received this order from 6 customer: "Please send In by barer two pounds o!
shughar, a blackln' brush, five pounds o! coffey, and
some little nalls, my wire had a baby 11111t night, also
two pad·locks ·and a monkey wrench."
"YOUR tare, young lady," Bald the conducted, as 6
pretty young miss stepped from his car, and was
about tripp lug away. "Oil, thank you!" responded
the absent-mluded little beauty. "I think your
muBtache becomes you real well, too," She got her
ride free.
A CHICAGO man got hold or the wrong jug the
other day, .and took .a. big drink o! a mixture o!
kerosene oil and muriatic acid. Then he accused
the servant girl of steal1ug Ills whisky, and pouring
water In the jug to conceal the theft.
"THE troubl(' Is with Y.ou·young fellows nowada.vs,
you want to begin where your fathers lett otr," 88old
an old chap out West. "I don't want to begin
where my father lett of!," replied one of the young
fellows present. "No ? And where did your father
leave o1I?" "He was hung."
IN California. the other day, just as the minister
bad concluded a marriage ceremony, the bride shot
the groom dead. With a thoughtful sympathy and
loving solicitude strangely out of place In the wUd,
and uncouth West she put him out of biB misery almost berore he got Into it.
TOGETHER they were looking over the paper. "Oh.
my, how funny!"' said she. "What Is It?" he asked
•' Why, here's an advertlsment that says, • No reasonable offer refused." "What's so odd about ·that?"
•' Nothing, notlllng," she replied, trying to blush,
"only those are my sentiments."
AT a Lake Erie pleasure resort last summer a certain small party or young ladles were out ror a saJl.,
The yacht was managed by a handsome young boatman, who unconsciously made a mash on tbe jolly
girls. "Shall I hug the shore?" asked the sailor.
"Well-ye&-1! that's the best you can do," was the
reply or one of the girl~.
THE:RE 1~ a. woman In Fargo who takes the ftour.Her husband had treated her rather coldly tor 110me.
i1me, and she hired a girl to sit around the·-.nou&e,
play the plano, do fancy work, etc., while she did
the cooking and the housework; the result 1s her
busband heads her orr In the hall way seven or eight
times a day and kisses her, and In the evening when
her work Is done he makes love to ber on the back
stairs, takes her down town, lams oysters and Ice
cream down her neck, and pays ber the closest
attention, There's nothing like being a servant girL·
I ASKED my little love ene day,
My saucy, witching Lu,
" If she would' be my own through ll!e,
My angel good and true."
But she tossed her nut-brown ringlets,
And said "she did not care
To be an angel yet awhile,
Tills world seemed very !air."
0 Lu l My heartless, cruel one,

With mouth like Cupid's bow.
Why will you always laugh at me,
How can you treat me so?
Why w111 you lift that little nose
In haughtiest disdain ?
Pray tell me that my pleadings, ·deal",
Hav not been a.llln vain.
She turned her merry eyes on me,
O'er brimmed wltb tun and lire,
" 1 cannot be an angel, Fred;
But-I will be your wire."
LAST-Wednesday morning Mr. Professor J:!mson
ar:.d Mr. Blgllp Jarvis might bav been discovered
purl!ylng the walls and ceilings of a. house on Tenth
street with the liquid essence of lime. They bad
finished two rooms and were engaged upon a third
when the eagle eye of Mr. Jlmson espl.Pd a lady's
portemonnale lying on the bureau In the adjoining
room. "Blgllp,"' said Mr. Jlmson softly, "look dar."
"Look whar, Popco'n?" Inquired Mr. Jarvis. "In
dar," returned Mr. Jimson cautiously; "in dar on
de boory," Mr. Jarvis followed Mr. Jlmson's directions, and his eyes bulged out with guilty desire as·
he espied the Inviting article. "Hit certny Is wrong
In tokes ter leabe pockltbookses er ·la.yln' eroun•·
loose like dat," said Mr. Jlmson. "Hit certny is,"
acquiesced Mr. Jarvis; "an' er dat dere leetle cullud
gal wllad we seen down sta'rs was tor see dat pockltbook she'd grab It silo'." •· Dar. she wood,"flald Mr.
Jarvis. "'Taln"t rite fur me 'n you ter leabe It dar
ter temp' her," said Mr. Jimson.

"Popco'n, you is

certny rite," returned Mr. Jarvis, lmpresslvly, Mr.
Jlmson ceased whitewashing ror several moments,
It was remarked by several neighbors In the evening
that Mr. Jlmson and Mr. Jarvis se•med less weary
aO:d more cheer!ul than they usually did after a
day's work, and It was also noticed by the grocer
around the corner that Mr. Jlmson possessed several
crisp and lovely bank. notes more than he usually
did. Late that night Mr. Jarvis reeled up against
Mr. Simson and cllucklPd, "Wllad's de madder wid
you, Blgllp?" queried Mr. Jlmson. "Ain' nu!lln' de
madder,"' returned Mr. Jarvis. "I was jess tlllnltln' ·
ob de na.rrer escape ob dat little cullud gal tum bercomln' wun er dese yere puBI!Ons wot tokes cal~·
buiglera."
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J/Jofts and f&lippings.
'THE Rev. Mr. Wake is the pastor of a Metho_
•dist church in· Middlebury, dt., but the Winste4
Press a:ffirms that the people of that church
:sleep during the sermon just the same as any
'Other congregation.
AT a dinner of the Twilight Club given' ~st
week in this city one of the speakers said that
. "we ha'v only the ghost of religion left. Men
don't go to church. Women go and men pay
for it, and they build churches where they o;wn
prop,erty."
AN'£ON SHUTTICE, a. parishioner of the Rev.
Mr .. Sheik~s, pastor of the German Lutheran
church of Union Hill, call~d that divine a
"Bible back hypocrit," and for so doing Mr.
:sheik had him arrested. ·"Brethren should
dwell together in unity.".
IN a local school fight in a Connecticut town
•one of the voters said that the contest was between "God and Mr. Mead" on op.e 'side and
'"Tom Clarke and the Devil " on the other.
:History has again to record that the side es.poused by the fallen angel cam!) o~t ~thead.
·A ToWEL·folded ~everal times and dipped in
bot water and quickly wrung, and, then applied over the seat of the pain in toothache or
;neuralgia, will generally afford proi:qpt relief.
:Headaches almost ·always yield to the simultaneous application of hot water to the feet
:and the back of the neck.
SEVEN Mormons sat on the jury in the re<Cent trial at Salt Lake City of Edwjlrd Peterson, an avowed polygamist, indicted for registering and voting. . All seven swore that they
beli!)ved the divine law l!uperior to the laws of
·Congress. They believed polygamy was right,
and revealed from God thro·ugh the Bible, and
would
obey God rather than Congresf;l.
'
.,
THERE are, according to the }]'ew York Sun,
five Spiritualistic organs in France, four in
Belgium, two in Holland, eight in Spain, two
in Italy, and three in Germany: In a~dition
;to several journals devoted to the cause in
England and the United States, it has one
in Austria, Russia, Mexico, the ·Antilles, Chili,
Brazil, Uruguay, the Argentine Republic,
Australia, India, and Cape Colony.
A MODEL Christian institution for childre~ is
·the Rev. J. E. Irvine's "Faith Parsonage" in
New· Jersey. Its method of instruction ce.tches
:a tinge from the Middle Ages. Two little sons
•of a Mr. Redding, of Camden, stopping there,
"Were treated with the greatest cruelty bv Mrs.
Irvine. · One of them failing to spell correctly
had his head held under a stream of. cold
water from a faucet. The neighbors corroborate the tales of ill-treatment told by the children.
En~TORS in German Poland are learning with
a vengeance what is meant by liberty ()f the
press under Prince Bismarck. · One of them
has spent five months of the past year in
prison, and has six more in prospect. Another
has l;leen condemned to eleven and one-third
months' imprisonment. A third is now in
.Prison for fifteen months, a 'fourth for three
months, and a fifth for four months. A total
in figures of three years and eight and onethird months' imprisonment for editors in one
year. Only two political papers exist in Posen
with editors not in prison.

"·t'

THE following converSation is reported to
hav lately taken place between a minister and
a widow-both of Aberdeen. The widow. who
called upon the minister, seemed desirous of
relieving her mind of something which oppressed her, at which the reverend gentleman,
wishing to hurry matters, exclaimed, "My
good woman, you see I can be of no service to
you till you tell me what it is that troubles
you." "Well, s1r, I'm thinkin' of getting married again." "Oh! that is it. Let me see; that
is pretty frequent-surely. How many husbands hav you had?" "Well, sir," she replied,
in a tone less of sorrow than of bitterness,
"this is the fourth-I'm sure there's nae woman
'been sse tormented wi' a se,t o' deein' men!"

Ne-w- York, Saturday,April 12, 1884.

A NEw prison chaplain w~s recently appointed in a certain town in Scotland. He
was a man who greatly magnified his office;
.and, entering one of the cells on his first round
of inspection, he, with much pomposity, thus
addressed the prisoner who occupied it: "Well,
sir, do you loiow who I am?" "No; nor I
dinna care!" was the nonchalant reply. "Well,
I'm your new chaplain." "Oh! Ye are!
Weel, I hae heard o' ye before." "And what
did you hear?" returned the chaplain, his curiosity getting the better of his dignity. "Weel,
I heard that the last twa kirks ye war in ye
preached them baith empty; but ye'll no find
it such an easy matter to do the same wi' this
ane!''
THE Rev. Mr. Clough, who is now in this
country, but who has for twenty years been
a missionary in India, in speaking of the intelligence_of the people in that country, says:
"There .is .hardly a ta,n in which there are
not some men who hav received the degree of
Bachelor of Arts ·in the Madras University.
They are.well educated in every respect, and
speak English, many of them better than I do.
They are mostly Brahmans, though there are
some Mohammedans among the number. The
Madras University is conducted on a plan
similar to that of the German universities,
where examinations are held every year, and
degrees are conferred.· There is a perfect
mania for education among the young men in
India, and especially for English branches and
sciences."

{ 33 CLINTON PLACE. } $3.00 per vear.

NELLIE B:n.IMELRtcH, a pretty, dark-haired
girl of 14, is now lying in a semi-unconscious
condition at the house of Frederick Reinhold,
in Reading, Pa. · The girl was baptized in the
icy water of the river a week ago, and since
then has been laboring under much religious
excitement. Her pastor, the Rev. Mr. Musselman, of the Evangelical Mennonite church, iR
almost constantly in attendance. He says: "I
hav no doubt that she is now in the same condition as was St. John when he was a witness
of the wonders of heaven, described in the
book of Revelation." The girl givs graphic
desiiriP,tions of what she sees, and relates biblical facts which, it is asserted, she never knew
hefore her present condition, her language being far above what she customarily uses. When
in the .trance her body becomes perfectly stiff,
and she is apparently unconscious. Most of
the above is probably fraud, the residuum is
beastly cruelty. The girl has been driven insane by religious excitement and her icy bath.
Her pastor, who is so constantly in attendance,
ought to be ducked in a horse trough some day
when the thermometer is down to zero, and
her parents prosecuted for crue~ty to children.
TH:a: editor of the Freeman's Journal pronouncel!l "pure and simple nonsense" the
report' that the pope will voluntarily leave
Rome, but he explains that his holiness might
feel himself forced to do so if the Italian
government should, for instance, sell or let
the Vatican over his head. Of that we presume that the pope has little real apprehension, though he may find diplomatic reasons
for expressing, not ex cathedra, a fear of it.
In any case, the editor of the Romanist
journal is confident that the bishop of Rome
will not come to the United States, because
we are here "exceedingly Protestant," and
Catholics do not hav as much liberty as in
Canada and elsewhere, outside of Ireland,
under the English crown. Yet we do not now
recall any liberty essential to the peace and
prosperity of a well-behaved person which
wo)lld be denied to any one coming here from
Italy. But if the pope does not regard it in
that light we suppose the c.mntry might reconcile itself to getting on without him. We
certainly could not accord him any special
privileges, unless he should set up the Propaganda as an "infant industry." In that case
we might tax the rival products of foreign
lands, but we ought to admit that, for some
time to come, at any rate, he would be liable
to see the protection cut down or his goods
put on the free list.- 'limes.

MR. R. FrrzPA.TliiOK, of Columbia,, Ky., was
a Christian gentleman, but he committed a
murder, and had to pay the penalty prescribed
by law. Upon the gallows he made a speech,
of which the. following sentences are a part:
"My friends, I am here.to die. It is not just,
but God is with me. , I am glad to see so great
a congregation here to-day. The way I got
into th~s trouble was in defending my brother.
I trust you will all take fair warning from this.
This is iny last day on earth, but it will soon
be the bright day of glory. The preachers hav
been good to me. Not less than seventy-five.
hav been to see me, and I thank them for it.
I hope you will never see such a sight as this
in Columbia no more. It is God's will, I
reckon, and nf course I ought to put up with
it. I ask God to hav mercy on this world. I
hav not much more to say; I might as well giv
up and go." Suc)l resignation and assurance
as this are both beautiful and refreRhing. It
would have been a graceful thing, however,
for Mr. Fitzpatrick to put in at least one good
word for his victim, who seems .to hav passed
ONE of the most remarkable suits on record
entirely from the purlieus of his memory. Giv is about to be heard before the Supreme Court
him a harp.
of North Carolina. This grows out of a mortOscAR WILDE, in a recent lecture to his gage on his own person made by a white man
friends in London, said that the Americans are named John Hando, of Pitt county, in this
the noisiest people in the world, whose na- state, securing Jim Taker, a cotton planter, for
tional occupation is catching trains. Pennsyl- a debt due him. This deed reads: "I, John
vania, with its rocky gorges and woodland Hando, of the county of Pitt, in the state of
scenery, reminded him of Switzerland; the North Carolina, am indebted to Jim Taker, of
prairie, of a piece of brown blotting-paper. the state and county aforesaid, in the sum of
Everything is twice as large as it should be; $26, for which he holds my note, to be due on
everywhere is twice as far as it should be. He the 11th day of Janr:ary, 1881; and to secure
visited Leadville, the chief characteristic of the payment of the same I do hereby convey
whose inhabitants is the constant use of the to him these articles of personal property, to
revolver. He lectured to them upon "Ben- wit, myself, to work with him long enough to
venuto Cellini, his Life and Works," and was pay this debt. But on this special trust that,
reproved by his hearers for not having brought if I fail to pay said debt right away, then he,
that artist with him. The explanation that he the said Taker, may sell me at the courthouse
had been dead for some little time elicited the door for credit or cash, as he thinks best, after
inquiry, " Who shot him?" Among the more giving 20 days' public notice at three different
elderly inhabitants of the South he found a plaoes, and apply the proceeds of such sale to
melancholy tendency to date every event of the discharge of said debt, and interest on the
importance by the late war. "How beautiful same, and cost and expense& of making such
the moon is to-night!" he once remarked to a sale, and pay the surplus, if any, to me. Given
gentleman who was standing next to him. under my hand and seal this, the 14th day of
"Yes," was the reply, "but you should hav January, 1884." Hando failed to pay the.
seen it before the war." So fnfinitesimal did amount due Taker, and the creditor was at libhe find the knowledge and appreciation of art erty under the terms of the deed to sell him
west of the Rocky Mountains, that an art atpublic auction. Some time before the expatron-one who in his day had been a miner piration of the twenty days' grace allowed the
-actually· sued the railroad company for mortgaged debtor, the news got out, and the
damages because the plaster cast of Venus of courthouse green was crowded with people exMilo, which he had imported from Paris, had pecting to witness the novel sale of a white
been delivered minus the arms! And, w)lat man. An injunction was granted by the Suwas more surprising still, he gained his case perior Court, and no sale took place. The
Supreme Court will )le11r the case.
and the damages.

J/Jtws of lltt Ji!leth.
THE Duke of Albany was buried last Saturday.
CHARLES READE, the novelist, is reported
dying.
FIFTY-ONE deaths resulted frotn the recent
riot in Cincinnati, Ohio.
THE thirty-sixth anniversary of modern Spiritualism was celehr!tted last week.
BARNUM has offered a prize of 8500 for the
best poem on his Ho-called white elephant.
NoNE of the bills making Good Friday a legal
holiday in this state has as yet become a law.
PAHSON NEWMAN !tnnonnces his determination to resign his pastorate of the Mn<lison
Avenue church.
THE steamer Steinman, which foun.lerecl on
the coaHt of Newfoundland tt week ago, had
132 persons on board. Only nine were saved.
AN inventory of the contents of the Vatican at
Rome was recently mado. This is regarded as
an indication th!tt the pope intends to leave
Italy.
PoLICE .TuwncE ·wurn: of. this city hiLA <10cided that a man nmy distrilmto boycotting
circulars in the street without boing liltble to
arrest.
THE House committee on tho judicia1·y hull
ordered an adverse report on tho joint resolution proposing 11 womnn suffrage amendment
to the Constitution.
TuE son of a Plainfield minister was recently
hung in effigy, and driven out of Northampton,
Mass., for deserting a young woman to whom
he was engaged to be mnnied.
ON April 1st Mark ·rwain rcccivcrl about two
hunch·ecl and fifty letters from acrJUaiut.meeH
requesting his autogrnph. It wns 11 <lelibcmtrJ
plot to April fool the eminent humorist.
HENRY Jou:-;soN, for forty years a BaptiHt
deacon in Rome, N.Y., has recently been tined
$75 for repeatedly and persistently lciHHing a
young lady acf!uaint1tnco against her will.
FoR some reason the wifo of the Hcv. Mr.
Morrill, of Washingtonville, N. Y., was so nnhappy that last week she committed snicitle by
cutting her throat and severing an artery in
her wrist.
JuDGE MoRRow, of Newton, N ..T., in a temperance speech, accused Brewer Felgenspan of
selling beer from a brewing in which 11 mt had
been drowned. Felgensp1tn has sued Morrow
for $10,000.
THE committee that tried the Hev. George
R. Bristor, of Newark, N..T., for immomlity
and unnatural crime were 1manimous iu the
belief that he was guilty, and so found in their
verdict of .April 2d.
TnE ltev. Willian A. T. Smith is under
arrest at New London, Conn. He is a fraud.
For many yearn he has been collecting money
for an alleged missionary scheme, and it is
believed that he has obtained thousands of
dollars in that way.
THE Rev N. H. Bangs came to New York to
attend tho Methodist conference, and W>ts
stricken dead a few days after:,his arrival.
They call it apoplexy. When &i'•melhing of
the kind happens to a Freothiukc-r visiting a
convention of Liberals, it will be a "judgment
of God."
A ~uss meeting of the Social L11bor party
held at Cooper Institute last Ratnrdny night,
to talk .over the Cincinnati riot, oecasioned
great alarm to the police, ancl a deputation of
one hundred and twenty oiliec1·s were sent to
the hall in anticipation of a riot. The speakers
at the meeting dischinw<l any intention of
exciting to deeds of violence, and thanked the
policemen present for their good behavior.
There were no signs ot' lt riot. :\Ir. King,
Librarian of the Libeml Club, was the princj.
pal speaker in English.
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Waifs and Wanderings.
BY

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

CHAPTER XXIII.
T 0 THE F R 0 NT·
The battle rolled on. It was one of those tumultuous indecisive affairs that occurred in the beginning
of the war, wherein there was much hard fighting
and but little gain. The raw troops plunged gallantly forward. The unaccustomed shot, whose
whistle was at first so terrific, became like music to
their ears, and stirred the pulses like a thousand
trumpets. Hither and thither, like the wild tide~;~ of
the sea, tossed the headlong battalions. At times, in
the confused rout, the rebel and the Union soldiers
became almost intermingled. On both sides the
advantage was lost and gained, and when the wings
of night descended, one could hardly declare who
was the victor and who the vanqaished.
Just at the close of combat, the Union troops
became thoroughly imperilled. With wonderful
daring and skill, Col. Potter pushed his brigade
right on to the enemy. For a few moments there.
was a tremendous fire, and bayonets almost crossed
each other, and a hand-to-hand fight was imminent.
But such was the rush and steadfast force of the
Union troops that the enemy sullenly gave way.
This for the time being ended the conflict, but in
the midst of his brilliant achievement, Col. Potter
received his death-wound. He was borne to the
rear, shrouded in the flag that he had so ably defended.
"Death forgives all; and a death so glorious as
that more than all. He was cruel, but he meant to
be just," said Stubbs.
"I wanted to be where he is," said Cupples. "I
did my best to get a bullet in my heart. What's the
use of living?"
"All the use in the world," said Stubbs. "I never
give up. There's always a chance."
"But if you can't get the chance it's just as bad.
I'm tied, and must let her drift away."
" By no means," said Stubbs. "I'm in command
now. I give you a free and roving commission to go
where you will. We want spies in the Southern
country, men of pluck. This war is going to last,
and we must find out what the enemy's plans are.
At the same time you can hunt for Bessie, and save
her."
"I take that/' said Cupples. "I want Sergeant
Jones to go with me. He and I are old trampers
together on this ground."
"That we are, and again will be. Hurrah I" shouted
Sergeant Jones, flinging up his soldier's cap. "·we'll
scour the land from beginning to end, and not leave
a stone unturned, but we'll find Bessie and serve the
Union cause"
So everything was got ready, and in a few days the
adventurers started on their perilous undertaking.
Meanwhile a letter was received from Maria.
"You can't imagine how mad we are here," she
wrote; "Amy·has disappeo.red. As soon as the news
came, she was gone like a flash. She will find Bessie,
I know."
"That she will," said Cupples. "A mother's heart
knows just where to go. But we'll follow, and somehow jam forces."
Dressed in butternut suits, the sergeant and Cuppies trudged along with a most innocent and forlorn
aspect. They kept their eyes wide open, however,
and observed everything. Troops were flying all
over the country, but they managed to escape detection. They went directly to Bolton's residence, but
evidently Bessie had not been taken there.
"I think he keeps her with him," said the sergeant.
"That's the safest way for the present. Suppose we
try and promenade his camp."
"I'm ready," said Cupples. "We can find out
something that way."
It was rather risky, but they pressed forward, and
by means of forged passes got within the lines of the
camp. They were constantly on the alert to discover
some signs of Bessie, but she was nowhere to be seen.
"Something is up," said the sergeant. "They are
mighty busy. There's Sandy now. See him flying
around. I wish I could trip him. I think he is
about the stipperiest scoundrel I ever saw."
"Isn't that Harry?" cried Cupples. "I haven't
seen him since we left Kentucky on the lightning
express ten years ago."
It was Harry indeed, and changed from the bright
young Harry of long ago. Noble looking he was,
and every inch a soldier. He was fighting beneath
the rebel flag, though his child was a slave beneath
that flag. Strange contradictions of human nature!
How inextricably blended are the evil and the good J
" I never could understand his keeping away," said
Cupples. "We E?Xpected him right off, but days and
months and_years went by, and we gave it up. He
wrote, I behave, often, but that stopped too. Amy
went to work and thought only of little Bessie."
";Man's a queer creature," said the sergeant. "I
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think most of. us are crazy... I feel so m:y:f3~lf, and I
can't tell whatTll do to~znorrow."
.'
, , .
"N orl eitlier," said Cupples. u I do some dam~
mean thing all of a sudden., and th.enl'm just as.devilish good without malice' aforetheught." .· ,
..
"That's the way of the world/'·"said Jones. 1 "The
unexpected always happens: When we think that
one is going to act particularly nice he spoils the
dish, and when we expect him to kick up a row like
as not he's the v.ery angel that we are after."
·
They watched Harry riding away to headq1.1arters.
This unexpected appearance put them off their guard,
and for the flash of a moment· their faces betokened
that they were something other than they professed
to be. At that nick of time Sandy came sweeping
by and flung his quick glance upon them.' Instantly
their countenances becam immobile, and they looked
like innocent country wayfarers. They- were not
swift enough, however, for the Mephistophelean eye
of Sandy, who said nothing, but dashed forward to
the general's tent.
·
"We must get out of this," said Jones. "I feel the
halter about my neck. That man Sandy is putting
spurs to his horse. I.am afraid he's caught us."
"We had better drop into these woods," said Cuppies. "In half an hour we shall be perfectly safe."
"That half-hour bothers me. By George, they've
got the scent. See, the. general an.d his whole staff
are dashing this way pell-mell ...
must .run for it."
Run they did. A dozen shots were fired after
them, but they made out to plunge' into the woods
However, the alarm was general, and the whole brigade was on the hunt.
"Penned in, sure as fate. Shall we blow out our
brains or hang; Cupples?"
"I guess I'll choose the hanging,"' said Cupples.
"It's farther off and no worse."
"You're a philosopher. I'll keep my brains and
use them now that my feet are worthless. They say
man never yet got into a scrape but he could get out
of it if he knew enough."
·
·
They plunged along in wild fashion through the
underbrush, while the shots were rattling on every
side. Suddenly they broke into an open space, and
found themselvs front to front with Gen. Bolton. ·
"What are you running so for," said Bolton.
"We wanted to get home. It's time tp milk the
cows," said the sergeant.
"I guess the cows will have to go for to-night.
Come up to the guard-house."
• · ·· · · · ·
"They'll miss us at home," said the sergeant with
country boorishness and whining voice.
"That's bumkum," said Bolton. · "Your home isn't
about here. I think I've seen you .before."
"I havP," said Sandy. "This man is Cupples; and
this is his right hand-man-Jones, they calt him.
Don't you remember how Cupples hit you?''
·
"Yes," thundered Bolton, "and ·to-morrow morning you hang, both of you." ,
"We'll hang gaily," s~id the sergeant.
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"I know it."
"Where }s she?
. .
.
"J camiot answer. M v father brought ber to
ciinip whil~'I was away. Before I :returned she had
been stolen, or rescued, as I believe, by her mother.
We have not.a clue to her whereabouts."
"Amy has her beyond doubt," said Crpples, joy- .
fully;
·
·
"I think so," said Harry. "~ow for yourselves?"
"You can answer that better than we. If you
don't help, we shall shuffle off this mortal coil in half
an hour," said the sergeant.
"No doubt of it. I hav no authority whatever.
Only something desperate can save you."
"Good-bye"' said Cupples. " We are all in the
web, and its no use to kick."
"That's it.," said Harry. "We are tangled on
every side. We think we are free, free to think, free
to do, yet we are constantly borne along. I· feel a'!!
helpless as a leaf."
.
"You are fighting against the flag of our country ..
Do you do that of your own accord?"
"My education-everything-forces me this ·way.
What haq abstract reasoning or justice to do with
conduct? It's the result of things in the midst of
which we live. You think you are right, I think the
same. It must be fought Olilt, I suppose. I see no
other way. You can't stop the whirlwind, and if you
are in and of it ybu most go the way it goes."
"No use to argue," said the sergeant. "I hate tO'
argue. I'd rather have a fair and square knock-down
any time, and settle it that way. A man never yet.
was convinced ·by reasoning. You have to punch
him into a conviction." '
·
"Life is greater than thought, and goes on in spite
of everything," said Harry. "What dreams I once
bad! It seemed so easy to do great and good things~
The world lay before me like a dream-land. My
feelings went forth simply to triumph. Alas, the·
miserable disappointment of it all, and worse than
P.ll, we become traitors to ourselves and scorn our
own ideal and side with tbe world, and make the,
best of what we actually despise."
"Don't you feel like rebelling and making thingS'·
to suit yourself?" said Jones.
"Yes, but who can resist opinion, custom, tradition, church, press, and the powers that be? I confess my inability. fve accepted the world as it is,
but a heap of meanness and wrong I take with it.
That's the only way by which one can really enjoy
his virtue. To be in a minority of one is a very uncomfortable 'position, although it may be sublime.
Such a minority always starves."
"I see you are a philosopher n.ow," said the sergeant.
"I am. I was a poet once, or tried to be. But the
music has gone. I am a practical man. I have no
more theories."
·
"I think I understand you. I couldn't have acted 1
as you did; but your are another man and that;
makes all the difference in. the world."
"We'll shake hands over that.. Now for action. r
must get you out of this scrape somehow."
, "I hope _th.at, fate is in that ~~ew of the affair, but.
.I m afra1d 1t 1sn t. It looks as 1f fate meant to hang;
us."
"I hav no plan to offer, except that if you get a;.
chance to run, run with all your might; and do justr.
what Columbus tells you."
''Is Columbus here? then I do have some hopes-.
He's the incarnation of good luck. ·A man who
can't speak is the 1uckest man living." '
"Yes, if by not speaking he sets to thinking.
He'll be ready at a moment's notice. I puq ose to
get you outside of this camp. I don't know howbut it most be done."
"Try it then. Only give us a ghost of a chance
and we'll make a living of it."
"One shake of the hand," said Harry. "It may
all go wrong and the devil be uppermost; but fate·
fights against fate itself, and now and then there's a
chance for liberty. Good-bye."
"I don't condemn· him," said the sergeant, when
Harry was gone. "He's got the stuff in him~ how-·
ever badly it may be mixed."
"We are all badly mixed I guess," said Cupples ..
"Those who go straight have the least weigLt to·
carry."
"The more one has .aboard, the more risl\y the·
voyage. I don't believe an empty vessel ever went·
on the breakers. It's perfectly safe to be a fool."
"W oul~'
WPre the bigg~s~, of fools then," saidl
Cupples, hll I got out of th1s.
"Trust to your folly. All the wit in the world
·won't give us a lift now."
"Then I res~gn my brains in favor of my nee~;
A _good breath 1~ be.tter than a heap of knowledge,
cn.~d Cupples,, v1vamo~sly. .
,
. Twe~~y mu:mtes w1ll.demde: Lets be rea~y f?r
a Jump e1ther mto etermty, or mto the woods, srud
the sergeant.
[To BE CONTINUED. J

CHAPTER XXIX.
THE BOY AND THE MAN.
.
Cupples and Jones slept soundly that night,-as if
they expected to wake up to a first-class meal.
.
"I've done my duty, and .that's the end on't," said
Cupples. "They say that choking is mighty easy. I
hope so, for I can't try the experiment but once, and
I want it to succeed the first time."
It was a lovely morning. The birds were singing
marvelously among the trees, entirely unconscious
of the great tragedy of human life that was going on.
If there was a God anvwhere enthroned in this
beautiful scene, how utte~ly weak he seemed to be.
What a tragedy existence must be to a God to see
so much evil and not be able to help! To be infinite
is indeed to be very cruel or very sJ!lrrowful.
Suddenly Harry entered the guard-house.
"Send the soldiers away," cried he. "I want to
see these men alone."
In a moment he was face to face with his old
friends.
"Do you recognize me?" he asked.
"Indeed we do;'' they both replied.
"How shall I explain myself," he said.
"I don't know," answered Cupples, "That's what
has always bothered me. Why didn't you come to
Amy?"
"I can't tell any more than you can. I expected
t? come-meant to come-but I delayed, hoping that
bme would make the opportunity easy. A thousand
influences, however, were against me. I dreaded
poverty. Gradually custom-the life of the world
about me-the thoughts and feelings of all my
friends, the force of circumstance weaned me from
m:y youthful purpose. I drifted' on, and finally, I
sa1d, almost in despair, I will go the way. of the
world. It is useless to contend against it. If I do
I shall be crushed. I despise myself, and yet it was
~y fate.
N 0 man is strong enough to be absolutely
mdependent of his surroundings. I went with the
tide."
·
"We all do the same," said the sergeant. "We've
ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
got to go with the tide now and hang for it."
".For the sake of your little girl" said Cupples Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"We were seeking her."
.
'
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' I will ,close this letter with a short poem oi my righteous servant justify many, for he shall bear their
iniquities. Therefore will I divide him a portion with
the great, and he shall divide the spoil with the
strong because he hath poured out his soul unto
(ACter the celebrated portrait by Paul Delaroehe).
death; and he was numbered with the transgressors,,
Majestically grand, the fallen Monarch sits,
With head sunk on his breast,
and he bare the sin of many and made intercession
Despairingly, as o'er his prescient mind
for the transgressors" (Isa. liii, 10-12.) Why do
The awful Future flits.
Christians deny the plainest declarations of the
" Aye! every inch a king!" nor can yon hireling pack,
Bible, and then bitterly denounce ~Liberals for not
Seeking ilis noble life,
believing every word of it?
Subdue that haughty soul, wpich smiles at Fate,
Christ himself declared he died. The Christ that
Still victor of the strife. ,
·
is now in heaven died, not the mere humanity he asDeem not he grieves for aught save hapless France,
sumed. Appearing to John on, the isle of Patmos
Spoil of the carrionkite;
over
sixty years after the crucifixion, he said, "I am
Or one base thought of self, an added gloom
he that liveth, and was dead, and behold I am alive
Lends his stern spirit's night.
for evermore, Amen; and hav the· keys of hell and
No! 'tis loved France, reft of a hand to guide
death" (Rev. i, 18).
Her desp'rate course, that bows
If we are to believe tbe New Testament, the decHis spirit i' the dust- such godlike grief
laration of Christ himself, Christ "has the office opAs Fate few breasts allows.
posit to St. Peter, and keeps the gate of hell/'
Defame him not! ye whose ignoble souls.
The Christ now in heaven says he did die. ThenlCallous to worth, but feel
·
The tyrant's lust for Power, trampling what he revered- fore he could not hav been God. If he did not die,
A loving People's weal.
soul and body, then there never was atonement made
foi'. sinners. Christians and Christ declare he was
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
G_ ~d; church, Christ, Bible, and Christians contradict
e~~lt other. And ye~ the g.entle, pitying savior de,:
A Few Figures
.,
ctfes, "He that beheveth not shall be damned
·
•
·
' ~~-;-~
To hear some men talk, we would supplil· . ~we (~[ark xvi, 16).
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS.
could not manufacture at all without a pro ectiv
tariff, to tax all the consumers for the few factory
Oh, What a God f
people. One would suppose, also, there is no history
The
following
taken from a report - a meeting of
of the past to be read. Several times in the past
some nations hav tried free trade' and then fallen the friends and rel!itivs of the victiP.I of the awful
back to protect monopolies. But we need only look disaster in the Pocahontas mine, to t~e measures to
back at our last census report. There we find that get the bodies out of the mine, illujjtrates the unduring the period of our very low tariff, called our reason of superstition. These peopte believe their
free trade era, the number of factories in the Union God knows everything a.nd can do everything; yet
increased twenty thousand, while the capital increased they believe he sits unmoved amid horrors unspeakabout one hundred per cent. . This was between able which one motion of his wm can end and con1850 and 1860, when our populatiOn and wealth were vert into blessings. ·were a poor weak man to stand
more than one-half less than between 1870 and 1880. idly by, unsympathizing, not assisting, they would
. . If, now, we compare ~rom 1870 to 1880! we find we lynch him as a monster. Their almighty God can do
mcreased on~y about eightee';l hundred m the nu~ so, and they heap praises on .Lim. "Be yll perfect
ber of factone?, and about th1rt~-five per cent on m- even as god is perfect." "Imitate and obey God."
Were one to try to imitate this monstrous indiffervestment. T~Is w~s the p~otecbv er~.
. The truth IS, a high tax IS fatal to mdustr~. The ence, to neglect to try and prevent a disaster seen
mternal revenue tax act~d on tobacco and hquor as approaching, what would be thought of him~
the ext~rnal r~venue tanff on all ~he so-call~d pro- The presiding officer was n venornhle and superannnted
named William Forster, who with trembling voice said:
t~ct~d I';ldustnes. Tobacco ~actones, brewenes, and miner
"Men-! for one nm here to see if I can't get the bodies of
~1St1llenes were swept as With a ?esom ?f destruc- my two boys, who, as far ns I can cnlculntc, nre buried almost
bon. Every county had some such mdustnes. Where underneath our feet, surrounded by a hell of tire."
A sob see)lled to pass through tlw assembly, every member
ar~ they now? ~wallo_wed up by a few g~eat m?nopof which wore some badge of mourning. Women commenced
~hes. Tra~e cries, with the true patrwt, Giv me to
wail loudly for lost husbands, sons, and brothers, but were
hberty or giv me death.
CLARKE IRviNE.
ordered with rough kindness to slop crying.
Peter Smith, whose brother is another victim, asked permisOregon, Mo.
own, entitled
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NAPOLEON AT FONTAINEBLEAU, MARCH

The True Character of Napoleon Bonaparte.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I read
in Mr. W. R. Dyer's poem, "Musings by the Way,"
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 1, 1884, these lines:
" A Bonaparte may waste two million lives,
Him of that baleful power no God deprives;
In vain the orphan's wail, the widow's woe,
·
This monster wills, ?-nd human blood must flow."

.\

-·

.

31, 1814.

I regret being obliged to differ with any brother
Liberal, but the above is most unjust (unintentionally so, I doubt not) to that supreme genius, and
hence I esteem it my duty to rise and reply.
It is a matter of continual surprise to me that so
few persons (Freethinkers, even), outside of France,
know the' true character of the first Napoleon:
I hav -recently made the various lives which hav
been written of him a careful and especial study, and
I see no reason so reverse· the decision I reached
after reading the first one of all, Abbott's "Life of
Napoleon." That book contains overwhelming documentary evidence to prove that Bonaparte was as
good as he was great. It won't answer to "pooh!
pooh!" Ab batt's "Life," saying intelligent people giv
it no credence, that it is disproved and supplanted,
etc. It contains copies of a large number of state
documents, official correspondence, etc., that must
prove beyond a doubt, to the unprejudiced reader,
that Napoleon was the Washington of France, and at
le_ast as worthy of esteem as was that personage.
For the space of about twenty years, Napoleon, by
the efforts of his gigantic genius successfully held
his own against the great banded powers of Europe.
That he fell at last should not render him the less
worthy of our respect and love. So far from being
the monster, devoured by lust for conquest and love
for bloodshed, which he is painted, he never fought
except in self-defense, and his correspondence (see
Abbott's "Life") shows that, throughout his political
career, he never relaxed his endeavors to cement a
lastirig peace by making every concession which was
compatible with the honor and welfare of his beloved France.
. I do not defend him because I lov~ him, but I love
him because he was one of the best and loftiest
characters recorded in history. All must do likewise
as soon as they become acquainted with his true
character and policy. Turn to France to-day; for
hours hav I conversed with the middle orders in the
French capital about their dead hero. Tears filled
their eyes as they spoke of his noble endeavors to
keep his adopted country free from a detested usurpation. Never, I think, hav I enjoyed conversation
so intensely as with the few maimed, battle-scarred Facts and Fallacies in Regar(l to the New
. old veterans who fought under his banners, yet livTestament
ing beneath the glittering dome of "Les Invalides."
Did Christ's soul die? Did he make his soul an
Emotion choked my own speech, as well as theirs, offering for sin? Christians most emphatically and
when they recalled in tremulous tones the glorious unanimously say no! But if they are right in this,
fields whereon it was their privilege to fight beside then Christ could not be the savior of sinners; has
their idolized "Little Corporal." Does a nation thus never paid the penalty, for the penalty is positivly
honor the memory of a tyrant? Never was leader so declared by God. "The soul that sinneth it shall
beloved-nay, reverenced, as was the hero of Marengo die." If he did die, soul and body, then he could not
and Austerlitz, by his own soldiers. To a man, they be God, for God must be immortal. If he was not
they would lay down their lives for him.
· God, he was alarmingly like his father. "And for this
This, even his bitterest enemies admit. Whence, cause God shall send them a strong delusion, that
then, his power? Will reasonable men believe such they should believe a lie" (2 Thess. ii, 11), for Christ
unqualified love could be evoked by a monster of again and again declared he was God. "And now,
cruelty, second scarcely to N era himself? I wish all 0 Father, glorify thou me with thine own self with
who can do so would procure Abbott's "Life of Na- the glory which I had with thee before the world
poleon," and judge for themselvs of the true ·char- was" (John xvii, 5). Christ positivly declared he
acter of the great champion of democracy.
was God to the man to whom he gave sight. "Jesus
America had but cne foe (England), and between heard that they had cast him out-; and when he had
her and this single adversary rolled three thousand found him, he said unto him, Dost thou believe on
miles of billows, and , yet; in a comparativly brief the son of God? He answered and said, Who is he,
period, she was brought to the very brink of sur- Lord, that I might believe on him? And Jesus said
render, arid but for the meteoric pen of Paine all unto him, Thou hast both seen him and it is he that
talketh with thee, and he said, Lord I believe, and
would ha:v been lost.
. France, on the contrary, was but twenty-one miles he worshiped him" (John. ix, 35-37).
If Christ was not God, he was a vile sinner, for by
distant by water, at the nearest point, from her implacable enemy, England, and in direct land commu- claiming to be he induced this poor man to worship
nication with Austria, Prussia, and "the colossus of him as God. Again, Christ declares, "I know them
the North," Russia.. Notwithstanding nll these dis- that follow me and I giv unto them eternal life"
a~:vantag~s, Bonaparte successfully warred against (John x, 27-28). None but an almighty God could
his combmed foes for nearly twenty years. Nothing, giv eternal life. Again he said, "I and my Father
apparently, could hav established the peace of are one" (John x, 30).
If Christ told the truth, if he was God, he must
Europe except the absolute ruin of France and the
enslavement of her people (as happened in the end), hav been immortal. He could not die.
If only his body died on the cross, then the penor the complete subordination of all the great powers
to Napoleon; hence he fought for existence itself, alty for sin was not paid by Jesus, for the Bible deand cannot be justly censured for doing in France clares, "The soul that sinneth it shall die·· (Ezk. xviii,
20). Christ himself asks, "For what is a man prof-.
what Washington did in America. ·
The true character of Napoleon (like that of Paine) ited, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his
has too _long been obscured by the clouds of hate own soul? Or what shall a mai1 giv in exchange for
and th~ mfl.uenc~ of kingcraft. In America, most of his soul?" (Mat. xvi, 26).
Christians positivly declare Christ's soul could not
us a~e Just _learnmg the truth concerning our authorpatnot, Pai';le; but of Napoleon, the great and gal- die, the Bible declares Christ's soul did die. Which
lant champwn of European democracy we as yet is true? Which shall we accept? Which deny?
are far too ill-informed.
'
'
'
"Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him, he hath
All Liberals should love Bonaparte· he fought and put him to grief, when thou shalt make his soul an
fell. to defend tbe rights of the pe~ple of France offering for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong
agamst tyranny, and the occupation of a hated dy- his days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall prosper
nasty. I love Napoleon as I love but one other in his hand. He shall see of the travail of his soul
and shall be satisfied; by his knowledge shall my
grand, noble man, an~ that man is Ingersoll.

sion to pray, which being accorded he rose, and doffing hie
hat made n touching appeal. The men outside the building
nls~ stood uncovered, and with the rain benti~g on their heads
listened to tho followiug:
"0 God Almighty, we ask thai you will giv us some comfort
in this hour of niniction. We pray you to let us hnv back the
bodies of our poor rclativs, and not to rcfnso us the chance of
burying them. 0 Lord God Alwighiy, put out the fires and
help us so that we can giv back the ~orlics t.o that< arth fr_om
which we came. Help us so our nctwn to-mght may be w1se,
and that we may not be reckless or do thingH which the law
don't allow. 0 great God, let your pity come to these here
poor widows and children who now hav n~ mnn to get them
hrend. Let this great and rwh country g1v a few dollars so
that we will not seo themstnrving. Pmy, God, don't let them
go down nndor their troubles. If sorno poor fellow down
below is yet alive, 0 Gocl, Jdll him qnick or show us how to
help him. In the name of n mercifnl ,Jesus we beseech you to
show pity on this town and help ns hear the bnrden you hnv
given us to hear. God help us rmd teach us to liv your life,
so we can die in pence when our time comes to die. If, as
some say, our dead go to purgatory, the~ wo .pray you to _be
merciful to our dead. JJet theu ugony m ihJH deadly mme
help to square th~ir neconnts. God help and comfort all in
Pocahontas, for tlte swoet salw of .Jesus Christ. Amen."
During the roughly spoken invocation the crying of the
women nt first almost innnrlible, roso in nnison until the
volume' nearly drowned the speaker's voice. As he s!lt down
tears were flowing from every eye, nncl great contusiOn prevailed, ns several of the women had become unmnnngert1le.
The "keening •· of the I1~sh women mingled with the frenzied
lamentations of the colore<l women. Tho scene wrts distressing in the extreme to the few strangers who witnessed it.

Mr.

Smith's Prospectus.

P. J. Smith keeps the Kittrell House in Gadsen,
Ala. His terms are cash for saint and sinner, and
he throws in this advice:
LETTER OF ADVICE.

Meet P. ,J. Smith the meanest man in America, in heaven,
where he has S50,000 in the treasury, deposited to his c:edit,
together with ten thonsnnd !)nrrels of. e_renm. Immediately
after the final judgment he w1ll open Ins 1ce cream parlor and
furnish free lunch to nil.
Climb the stairs, boys !

Comes Out of the People.
The Catholic clergymen of the diocese of Albany
hav made up a purse of $15,000 for Bishop McNierney.-Albany .Journal.
Dr. W. M.. Taylor's life is insured for $50,000, the
Broadway Tabernacle pa,ying the annual premium of
$1,238, in addition to his $16,000 salary.-N Y. Times.
How few reflect that any monPy spent on that useless class, the clergy, necessarily comes from the
hard-working peoplr~, even if clergymen inter-fiXchange presents, as in the above case!
PALING.
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.Allying Church and State.

At a session of the National Reform Association,
held in Philadelphia on March 25th, Rev. Dr. Barr,
chairman of the Committee on Resolutions, offered
the following which were adopted:
Resolved, That civil government is an ordinance of God and
as such is responsible to him.
Res"lved, That in the divine administration in this dispensation all power in heaven and eArth being given to the Lord
Jesus Christ, he is, therefore, the rightful ruler of all nations
and they are bound to acknowledge him as such.
CResolved, That his will revealed in the Bible is the law of
nations as well as of the individuals composing them, and this
law must guide nations in all their acts and direct and control
their moral character.
Resolved, That nations must suitably acknowledge him as
their governor, and be subject to his will revealed to them as
nations. Refusing or failing to do this provokes his righteous
displeasure, and sooner or later· such nations must perish by
his righteous judgment.
Resolved, That it is well that this acknowledgment be made
in the acts or legislation of nations, but in order that it may
be put beyond the caprice of an individual will, or the changeable enactment of national or state legislation, it should be
made in the fundamental law or national constitution.
Resolv•d, That moral reformation in the character of our
rulers and lPgislators, reformation in laws relating to divorce,
to the> Sabbath, to the manufacture and sale of intoxicating
drinks, and all kindred subjects, can be attained only by advoc~t~ng and steadfastly adhe~ing to the principles relating to
c1vil government thus enunCiated, and we therefore invite and
earnestly recommend all Christian citizens to study these p~p.
ciples, and to labor for our nation's reformation upon the sure
basis which they afford.
·

THE CONSEQUENCES.
We hav over and over again pointed out the consequences that would result from the union proposed
by these fanatics, and this time we will let a Christian answer his brethren. In the current North
American Reuiew Rev. Dr. Philip Schaff, who was one
of the American committee of New Testament revisers, writes upon the "Development of Religious
Freedom." In the course of his paper he says:
Persecution dates from the union of church and state. . . .
When Constantine the Great espoused the cause of Christianity he transferred his power as high priest of the state religion
to his new position as the temporal head of the church. The
Christian emperors now persecuted the heathen religion as the
pagan emperors had persecuted the Christian religion. Not
only so, but they persecuted also every departure from the
established orthodox creed; they recognized but one legitimate
form of Christianity, which was represented by the Catholic
church, and they treated every heresy and schism as a crime
against the state. In this attitude they were aided by the theological do~ma framed by the fathers, of the exclusivness of
the Cathohc church, whiCh they confounded with the kingdom of God, out of which there is no salvation. The imperial
legislation from Constantine the Great to Justinian is filled
with penal laws against Ariana, Donatists, Manicheans, Gnostics, Montanists, Quartodecimans, Novatians, Apollinarians,
Nestorians, Eutychians, and all other sects that dissented from
the dogmas and canons of the ruling state church, and who
were punished as enemies of society with deposition, banishment, and even with death. These laws were incorporated
in the Justinian code, which was gradually adopted, together
with the canon law, all over the continent of Europe. Rome
ruled once more by law as she had so long ruled by the sword
and ruled over the children of those barbarians who had
broken up her empire.
England alone, favored by her isolation and protected by
the surrounding sea, resisted the introduction of the Roman
civil law and the canon law; she preferred her own customs
inherited from Anglo Savon times, and built on them her com~
mon law (or lex non scripta) and her statute law (or lex scripta).
But as to her religion, England was as thoroughly Catholic, and
even Roman Catholic, as any country on the continent. The
first archbishop of Canterbury, St. Augustine, who was sent
by Pope Gregory I. to convert the Anglo-Saxons, could not
tolerate the older and more independent Christianity of the
Britons, which was driven to the mountains of Wales. The
statute on the burning of heretics was in force even to the
times of Queen Elizabeth and King James. Wicklif escaped
persecution during his life, but was not spared after his death
and the Council of Constance, which burnt Huss and Jerom~
of Prague as heretics, condemned Wicklif and his writings to
the flames; whereupon his remains were solemnly ungraved,
burnt to ashes, and cast into the brook Swift, which (as Fuller
says) "conveyed them into the Avon, Avon into Severn, Severn into the narrow seas, they into the main ocean; and thus
the ashes of Wick! if are the emblem of his doctrin, which now
is dispersed all the world over." Five hundred years after the
completion of Wicklif's Bible translation his memory was celebrated in five continents. What a change!
The medieval persecution reached its bight in the crusades
against the Waldenses and Albigenses, in France, and in the
Inquisition of Spain. Both were ecclesiastico-political. 'l'he
church defined and condemned the heresy, and the state punished it by the sword, using carnal force against spiritual offenses. The Spanish Inquisition was instituted by Ferdinand
and Isabella, with the express sanction of the pope, for ridding
the state of all enemies, Moors, Jews, and heretics. It is stated
that during the first twenty years of its existence, from A.D.
1418 to 14!:J8, when the terrible Inquisitor-Gtneral Torquemada
resigned his office, over 8,080 persons were burnt alive, 6 500
in effigy, and 90,004 ptmished in other ways. The sum total
of persons condemned to death by the Spanish Inquisition
during the 330 years of its existence (from 1478 to 1808) is
stated to be 30,000. Roman Catholic writers like Balmez and
Hefele (the latter in his work on Cardinal Ximenes, the third
inquisitor-general), in defense of the institution, question the
figures of Llorente (who, however, was a Spanish priest and
secretary of the Inquisition from 1789-1791), and claim for the
Inquisition as a good result that it saved Spain from the horrors of religious wars, which would hav cost far more victims,
and might hav ruined the country. But the peace of a graveyard is much worse than war. France, Holland, Germany, and
England hav all passed through the ordeal of religious wars
and left Spain, once the proudest monarchy of Europe fa;
behind in everything that makes up the glory of a nation.'
The Reformation of the sixteenth century was the grandest
movement in history since the introduction of Christianity, and
carried in it the modern principles of religious and civil liberty. But at first it was simply an emancipation from the
thraldom of popery, which, from being a schoolmaster of the
barbarous nations of E~uope, had ?~come an intolerable tyrant.
The reformers had no 1dea of rehgwus freedom beyond their
own creed, nor of a separation between the church and the
!!tate. They were intensely convinced of the scriptural truth-

fulness of their views, and deemed it right and proper to d_eny
The Liberal Club.
to others the right of dissent which they claimed and exercised
The
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regular
meeting of the 1\fanhattan Libfor thems9lvs. They appealed to the civil magistrate for the
support of the new churches and the suppression of heresy. eral Club was held on the evening of Fiiday, the
The Lutheran princes in Germany and Scandinavia ac,ted on 28th of 1\farch.
No representntiv of THE TRUTH
the principle Cup.lS regio ejus religio, and made themselvs supreme bishops or little popes in their territories. The repub- SEEKER competent to record the proceedings was
lican magistrates of Zurich, Bern, Basel, Ge~eva,. all:d other present, but it is understood that an enjoyable time
Swiss cantons, did the same. In England this pnnClp~e was was had. 1\fadam Henri Delescluze, a deeply religcarried to the extreme of Erastianism. Henry VIII. s1mply ious lady of considerable elocutionary attainments,
cut off the Roman head from the English hierarchy, and put
his own crown on the bloody trunk. He called himself the delivered the lecture as announced on the program,
"supreme head" of the chUTch of England, and his daughter entitled "A 1\fad World." The world here described
Elizabeth, being a woman, only softened it into "supreme is the present one, no insinuation as to the sanity of the
governor." Anabaptists and SociniHns were persecuted in next being implied. The madam's lectme was critiProtestant as well as in Roman Catholic countries. The only
difference is in the extent of persecution and the degree of cised in the usual manner. 1\fr. King thought the
severity, in which Romanism has an unenviable pre-eminence, speaker appeared dyspeptic, and Professor Vaughan,
because it had more power and once ruled supreme in Europe. of Virginia, said something about snobs of reporters.
Calvin consented to the burning of Servetus by· the civil Exactly what he said, or whom he alluded to, is unauthorities of Geneva for denying the trinity and the divinity
of Christ, though he had begged the magistrate in vain to known, and is not considered a matter of any great
mitigate the punishment by substituting the sword. for the C.)ncern.
fagot. The burning was fully justified by all the surviving
reformers, Fare!, Beza, Bucer, Bullinger (Zwingli's successor
At the 334th meeting the subjPct was "Positivism
in Zurich), and the mild and gentle Melancthon. Beza called
liberty of conscience a diabolical dogma. Castellio, once a and Politics," the speaker being Edward W. Searing,
friend, then an enemy of Calvin, and expelled from Geneva, EEq., of the New York bar. Mr. Seering began by
was the only Protestant of that age who denounced the exe- 1·eading Bryant's poem, "The Crowded Street." He
cution; and he did it for the rationalistic reason that errors then described the corr'upted condition of New
on speculativ doctrins, as the trinity, preilestination, etc., which
are impenatrably obscure, hav no influence on moralR, and are York politics, and read an extract from the New
therefore innocent. Luther and Zwingli, who had died long York Sun on the way the political machinery was
before that tragedy in Geneva, might possibly hav disapproved worked. The doctrin of individuality was too much
of its severity in obedience to their liberal instincts. Luther taught. The fact is that the individaal is of very litonce made the excellent remark that if heretics were to be
burnt the hangman would be the best theologian; but Luther tle importance, compared with society. Positivism
would not hav tolerated Zwingli or <Ecolampadius in Saxony, believes in unity, harmony, and the greatest good to
whom he refused to acknowledge as brethren at Marburg, the greatest number. Officers of the Jaw should be
though they agreed in fourteen out of fifteen articles of doc- appointed by their predecessors, and the electiv
trin, and differed only on the mode of Christ's prestDce in the
11ucharist. The Melancthonians (or Philippists), Krypto-Cal- franchiEe should be exercised to vote men out of
vinists, and all professors, clergymen, and school-teachers office instead of into it. A sense of responsibility
who would not subscribe to the Formula Concnrdire of 1577, should be impressed upon the people, as was done
lost their places in Saxony; and Chancellor Nicholas Crell, by Nelson at Trafalgar, when he nailed to the mast
who had supported Calvinism, was, after ten years' imprisonment, beheaded' at Dresden as a traitor (1601). "Since that of his vessel, where all could behold it, this sentitime the name of a C>1lvinist became more hateful in Saxony ment, "England expects every man to do his duty.''
than that of a Jew or Mohammedan." In Scandinavian coun- The Englishmen did their duty and won the battle, but
tries, till within the memory of men now livi:ag, Lutherans the distinguished 1\fr. Nelson was killed. Positivonly were allowed the privilege of public worship and the
rights of citizenship. In England, the penal laws, enacted ism would appeal to the sense of duty, which method
under Queen Eltzabeth, were a systematic attempt to uproot was hardly ever known to hav any other than a favorevery form of dissent, whether Roman Catholic or Protestant, able result.
and were carried out with cruel severity. John Knox declared
Mr. Hunn, who availed himself of the platform
that one popish mass in 8cotland was more obnoxious and with electric promptness, proposed that at the next
dangerous than a French army of invasion. Archbishop Laud
was as bigoted and intolerant as any inquisitor in Spain. The election we hang up a banner bearing the motto,
Puritan assembly of Westminster expelled two thousand ben- "America expects every man to do his duty." That
eficed Episcopal clergymen, and Charles II. on his restoration would be a good test of Mr. Searing's in~enious hytook double vengeance on the Nonconformists in England and pothesis as to moral responsibility. 1\fr. Hunn went
the Covenanters of Scotland. Cromwell was the most tolerant of the statesmen of the seventeenth century, but even he on to speak of the necessity of disintegration, which
exempted "popery and prelacy" from his scheme of tolera- word he succeeded in pronouncing in three different
tion. Milton, the most eloquent advocate of liberty in the ways.
Politics was a trade which all should learn.
English tongue, made the same exception. Baxter was com- Every man that did not vote should be fined. 1\fr.
parativly liberal, yet he pronounced universal toleration to be
"soul murder,'' and "the way to man's damnation." Jeremy Hunn believed that 1\fr. Searing was bilious"
·At this point the presence of Mr. Shook in the
Taylor, when in exile, eloquently defended the principle of
toleration in his "Liberty of Prophesying," but abandoned it hall was discovered, and a suggestion that he should
when the Episcopal church regained her power, and apolo- occupy the platform for a short time was received
gized for the publication or that b9ok.
with vociferous cheers. The chairman nodded his
Nor is our own America free from the reproach of persecution. The first English settlers fled from persecution in their head in approval; the secretary thumped the table
nativ land, and sought freedom of worship for themselvs, but with a silver half-dollar;· the Boycntter man stamped
for themselvs only. With the exception of the Baptist colony his feet and shouted "Shook;" and a well-known
of Rhode Island, the Quaker colony of Pennsylvania, and the poet and author clapped his hands with delight.
Catholic colon'y of Maryland (in its "artiest stage), the principle of state churchism was as fully recognized and established Other intelligent though less distinguished persons
in our colonial period as in England. Congregationalism was present applauded also, and 1\fr. Shook took the
the established church in Massachusetts and nearly all New platform. He said he was very glad to meet with
England; Episcopacy in Virginia, the Carolinas, and New the club again after a separation of many months.
York. 'l'here was a time when dissenters were fined, imprisoned, exiled, and even hanged for religious opinions, to the Before him he perceived pretty much the same old
A few fresh-looking individuals had been
extent of the power of the civil authorities of our free country, faces.
even in the enlightened state of Massachusetts, and such per- added to the audience, but they had the peculiar
secution was justified on the basis of the union of church and yearning expression visible on the countenances of
state.
Wherever this principle is acknowledged and established, perse!JU- the older members-a yearning after the new and
tion becomes even a duty of conscientious rulers. The worst per- the novel. Generally, however, he recognized the
secutors among the Roman emperors (with the exceptlon of identical ancient sixpences that he had become
Nero, who persecuted the Christi•ms, not for religion, but on the familiar with long ago. Mr. Shook saw no improvefalse charge of incendiarism) were influenced by motivs of
patriotism and duty to the integrity of the. ancestral religion, ment in the club, and did not claim much fer himself.
and are numbered among the best emperors-Trajan, Marcus If the club had known he was coming it would hav
Aurelius, Decius, Diocletian, and Julian. And so we must dis- exerted itself more.
miss the idea that every Christian persecutor is necessa.rily a bad
Dr. Weeks said we should develop the feeling that
m.an. The great and good St. Augustine was the first among
the fathers who formulated the very principle of persecution the majority hll.s no control over the minority. This
by his famous misinterpretation of " Compel them to enter as opposed to kingly and priestly rule.
in." Innocent III., who inspired the horrible crusade against
1\fr. King said he found great difficulty in criticisthe Albigenses and Waldenses, was one of the purest, as well ing the lecture, because 1\fr. Searing was :not doing the
as ablest, among popes. Cardinal Ximenes, the inquisitorgeneral of Spain, is the originator of the first Polyglot Bible, best he could. The fact was, Mr. Searing wss not
now one of the rarest and costliest books. Calvin, who burnt seen at his best when he read, nor was he fully apServetus, is not only the greatest theologian among the Re- preciated when he talked.
You could not blame
formers, but surpassed them all in zeal for purity of doctrin him if he failed to successfully apply Positivi~m to
and holiness of life. Lecky, who abhors persecution, fully
the politics of such men as Johnny O'Bl'ien and
acknowledges this fact.
Lecky derives religious persecution from the intensity of John Kelly. A great man might try that and fail,.
religious conviction, and the belief that there is no salvation and still do middling well. Mr. Searing had not con-·
beyond the limits of a certain system of orthodoxy. But here sidered the relativity of things. We must ha-v reorwe must decidedly dissent from him. That the degree of earnestness and exclusivness of belief determins the degree of ganization. You cannot expect a prosperous state·
severity of. persecution, we admit; but we utterly deny that of society when women are paid only half as much
orthodoxy many shape is necessarily persecuting. Otherwise, as men for doing the same amount of work, and men
Christ and the apostles would hav been the greatest persecut- are not paid more than half as much as they earn.
ors, at least in principle, as they could not be in fact. Religious convictions were as aeep and strong in the first three cen- The bottom, 1\fr. King said, was falling out of govturies, when orthodox Christians suffered from persecution as ernment and morality.
in the Middle Ages, when orthodox Christians persecuttd
Mr. Andrews arose to express his good will, and
Jews, her_etics, a_nd lnfi:dels. 'l'here ar_e no'Y in America plenty his pleasure at the apparently increasing disposition
of Catholics, Ep1scopahans, Congregatwnahsts, Presbyterians toward conformity of views observable among the
Lutherans, who are as orthodox, as sincere, as earnest, even a~
exclusiv in their theological opinions, as their ancestors, and speakers. On the political horizon he could see that
~ho yet utterly disavow their persecuting principle.s and prac- there were dangers.
What they were he would not
tiCes. They all profess the opposit principle of toleration and stop to say, as he was to speak next Friday evening
freedom.
on a question which would involve a discussion of tba.t
We mainta.in, th~, that perse!JUtion is consistent with, and inseparable from, the umon of church and state; while religious frtedom matter. Our present system of getting at public
In large cities no interest is
is the inevUallle result oj a peaciful separation of the tu:o. Church opinion was defectiv.
and stale are as distinct as so't!l and bodv, as eternity and time.
taken in public measures until it is pumped into the

...
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citizen by the politicians just before election. The
voter,does not know what is going on in his ward
and don't care. The ballot, as a method of taking
the sense of the public, works well in small towns,
but fails entirely in cities.
Professor Vaughan, of Virginia, said that he had
no objection to having a man for his god if the man
was large enough. Humanity is an organism. We
are all links, so to speak, in the great human sausage.
A man, the professor argued, could not, with both
hands occupied, and leMing a dog at the same time
tickle his left ear with his right hand without seriou~
results. The mind is a fenceless continent.
Mr. Searing, in ·reply to his critics, said he had
studied politics. He learned to play draw poker,
and that it was necessary to treat your constituency
in order to make your calling and election sure. He
would never read another paper before the Liberal
club, but hoped to deliver some extemporaneous
ones. He thanked the audience for their kindness
and attention.
Next week Mr. Andrews will review Herbert
Spencer's recent contribution to the Popular Science
.Monthly on "The Coming Slavery."

names is made and inserted free we will not pan out
on paper as we ought to. I would like to hear from,
others on this "Point.
Yours,
Gananoque, Ont,

The Founder of Agnosticism.
Fran& the San Franci.sco Post.

Prof~s~or Thomas Henry Huxley, the founder of
Agno~tiCism, was ~orn at Ealing, Middlesex, Eng-

land, m 1825, studied medicin at the Charing Cross
Hospital, and in 1846 entered the navy as a surgeon.
In the winter of the same year he had a good fortune
James A. Buck is a. prosperous lumbe1· merchant
of Can!l'?a. He makes money, dresses well, and his to be ~hosen as assistant surgeon of the Rattlesnake,
only faihng appears to be a. tendency to go on peri- Captam Owen Stanley. The exploring expedition of
this vessel along the coast of Australia New Guinea
odical r~ligi<:ms ~prees. His last jamboree was cele- and the ;Lousiade Archipelago afford~d a brilliant
brated 1n th1s mty. From the Fifth Avenue Hotel
he issued the following circular, which bears partic- opportumty for th~ young naturalist. Papers by
ularly hard, on the churches and priests. We com- him on mar~ne ammal. life were published by the
mend it to the Halls and Dixes and Morgans and Pot- R_oyal and Lmnrean soctettes, one even attaining the
high honor of being included in "The Philosophical
ters of the city:
Transactions," and on his return Mr. ,Huxley found
THE SAVIOR'S SECOND COMING.
that he had already an established reputation in sciI am d~ected by t~e. Ring of Heaven, who dwells in my
bosom, usm_g me as His mstr.ument of clay, to publish that He, entific circles. In 1851 he was elected a Fellow of
the Holy Min~ of Natru;e, W1ll, before many days, appear in a the Royal Society, and in the next year received one
Cyclone of Fire, Sweepmg the entire Animal Kingdom off the of ~he two gold medals annually bestowed by the
Planet Earth into the "Bottomless Pit" (Boundless Space) s~mety for distinguished scientific achievements.
where ~he Devil, tl;le Evil Mind of Nature, the "Beast," th~
clay-bemg ;vho aspU"es to goveTn, and the "False Prophet" Smce then every year has seen valuable contributhe clay-be1ng who preaches Life beyond the grave, "will be tions to the literatu~e of science from his pen. We
, tormented forever."
can enumerate the titles of but a few of his publicaBehold the Judgme;nt Day, with Cyclone Warnings, which tions. He was joint author with Mr. Tyndall in 1857
hav destroyed many L1ves ancl much property within the past of" Observations on Glaciers;" "Theory of the VerGirard College.
twelve months.
The Millenni:um Er~ is now at hand, in which many Mem- tebrate Skull" (1858); "The Oceanic Hydrozoa"
John E. Remsburg in Fre-thinkers' Magazine.
bers ~f .the Ammal Kmgdom. evolving into Men may liv out ti859),; "The. Glyptod~n" and its "Os"teology ;"
On the 26th of December, 1831, Stephen Girard died, leaving the ong1nal Natural term of hfe of 1,000 years enjoyed by our
Ma~ s Place m ~ature (1863); "Lessons in Coma fortune of seven and a half million dollars. A part of this Ancestors before Planet Earth was Cursed by the Evil Mind
parabv Anatomy (1864); "Lessons in Elementary
he bequeathed to his relativs, to the cities of Philadelphia and of Nature.
New Orleans, and to various charitable institutions; but the
Go one, go all, in search of the "Tree of Life " found by Phy~iolor,y" (1866); "Lay Sermons, Addresses, and
greater portion of it was left for the purpose of establishing obeying Matthew's Gospel perverted by False Tea~hers.
Reviews (1870), perhaps his most popular book·
and maintaining a college for orphans in l:'hiladelphia.
The bequest was made to the'· mayor, aldermen, and citi- Priests and Preachers who preach "Take no gold," the Gospel doth " Critiques and Addresses" (1877); and a sketch of
for Gold,
say"Hume" (1879) are his principal works. Among the
zens of. Phi.ladel phia, their successors and assigns, in trust, etc."
They are "Wolves " appearing offices he has held are those of professor in the
In h1s w1ll he says, "There are, however, some restrictions The Day of Wrath to them is
like sheep.
which !,consider it my duty to prescribe, and to be, amongst If th'!.~a~~n"tl!nd theSavlor'sFol<l,
Royal School of Mines, where he delivered besides
Before God's Bar the;fllsoon a.p- They say there Is In seeming skies
others, conditions on tohich. my bequest for such. college ;,s made
pear.
A
Parlor Grand tor Souls of the ordinary series of scientific lectures, a practical
and to be enjoyed.'
'·
Dead.
Among these restrictions was the following:
They do pror.la.im a s!Uy Full
They say the rotten Dead wm rise: and most valuable series of lectures to workingmen·
By lies they're housed and member of the London School Board for many years~
.".I enjoin and require that no ecclesiastic, missionary, or In Eden's Garden long ago;
says there was no Full at all,
clothed and red.
m1ruster of any sect whatsoever shall ever hold or exercise any God
professor of natural history in the Royal School of
Nor were there ever only two. station or duty whatever in said college; nor shall any such
GoRPel Commands are very plain, Mines; professo_r of anatomy to the Royal College of
person eve! be admitted for any purpose, or as a visitor, within They Pa.v, the Countless Bta.rs were
The "narrow way" none need
mistake;
Surgeons; and m 1871 lord rector of Aberdeen Unithe pre~ises !IPPI:OP.ri~ted ,to the purposes of the saiJ college.
made,
one who has a. Mind that's sane
In makmg thu; restnct10n, I do not mean to cast any reflection A~~~~~~t the Sun did not once No
Need go to dwell In Brimstone versity. He has, o£ course, a long array of titles
upon any sect or person whatsoever; but as there is such a Preaching Ues has long been a.
·
Lake.
from various scientific bodies, and his degree of
multitude of sects, and s:nch a diversity of opinions amongst.
trade
LL.p. was conferred upon him by Edinburgh Unithel)l, I desire to keep the tender minds of the orphans, who
By many who wear broadcloth "Eternal Life" Is not ror sale,
are to derive, advantage from this bequest, free from the exfine.
The onlYOrown has been bought verstty. When, a few months ago, the death of Mr.
citement which clashing doctrins and sectarian controversy are ThPY preach the Savior's Blood tor Gen~.:;~ the third has a. tale
Spott1swoo_d left vacant the office of president of the
so apt to produce; my desire is, that all the instructors and
pay,
To tell. With God but two can Royal Society, probably the highest scientific honor
teachers in the college shall take pains to instil into the minds
:His plain Command theywlllnot
sup.
existing in Great Britain, Huxley's name was at once
of the scholars the purest principles of morality, so that on
keep'
their entl·ance into activ life they may from inclination and
Through Calamities last year over 120,000 Inhabitants of recognized as the one to be selected. His election
habit evince benevolence toward their fellow-creatures, and a Planet Earth perished. An Army of 70,000 Christian Priests was a foregone conclusion, notwithstanding the bitlove of truth, sobriety, and industry, adopting at the same time and Preachers, trafficking in the Savior's Sufferings and Holy
such religious tenets as their natural reason may enable them Blood, if they cannot quickls find the "Tree of Life," will be ter but numerically weak opposition of the more conto prefer."
Swept by the Almighty Holy Spirit into the "Bottomless Pit," servativ. members of t~e society. As a biologist,
An attempt was made to set Girard"s will aside. "First, be- but will never •· perish;" Episcopalian Divines will find a anatomist, and naturalist he has no living equal.
cause of the exclusion of all ecclesiastics, ministers, and mis- "Trinity College," in which to study through all Eternity the The most recent way in which Professor Huxley's
sionaries of any sect, and secondly, because it limits the in- meaning of tho word "perish." Presbyterian Ministers "will
structinn to be given to scholars .to pure morality and general wonder why their names were not written in the Lamb's Book name _has been brought before the public eye has
benevolence, aml so excluding by implication all instructionin of Life from the foundation of the World.'' Methodist been m c.onnection with a le~ter from him printed
the Christian religion."
Preachers will sing, "'Twas great to speak a World from by the ed1tor of the "Agnostic Annual." Professor
The case received two hearings before the United States Su- naught," and preach the •· fall." Baptist Preachers will won- Huxley, while admitting the authorship of the letter,
preme Court, Daniel Webster appearing in behalf of the com- der why "Immersion" and the "finished work of Christ" did declares that its publi<1ation was a breach of confiplainants. Justice Story delivered the opinion of the court, not save. 'I'he Devil"s "popular Evangelists" will sing •' Hold
which was tllat the bequest was valid and legal.
the Fort," and preach then with authority the doctrin of dence. However that may be, the letter is a very
Two million dollars were expended in the erection of suita- "Everlasting Punishment," and many Idolaters will wonder bold defense of the Agnootic doctrin that it is imble buildings. The college was formally opened on the first what became of the crucified body of Jesus after the ascension. possible to define the unknowable in terms of the
of January, 1848. The immeiliate government of the institu"And whosoever was not found written in the Lamb's Book known. In the course of the letler Mr. Huxley detion is vested in the directors of city trusts, composed of twelve of Life was cast into the Lake of Fire" (Rev. xx, 15).
citizens of Philadelphia appointed by the judges of the Court
The King of Heaven Challenges the entire Population of clares that he himstlf first introduced the name of
of Common Pleas, who, with the mayor and presidents of Planet Earth to fight Him. All Members of the Animal I{ing- Agnostic into modern philosophical discussions. The
councils, constitute the board.
dom possessing Gospel Knowledge, who accept the King's above interesting facts we condense from an article
Girard wiRhed "to instil into the minds of the scholars the Challenge by not surrendering at once to Him, will be fought in the Evening Post, accompanied by a wood-cut of
purest principles of morality." and keep them free from the through all Eternity in a "Lake of Fire."
the distinguished scientist. It need only be added
ElPCtrlclty Is the "Lake
demoralizing influence of theological teachings. To secure Electricity Is the Gun
which Alml~:ht¥ God will Ol Fire," which will ne"er cease that the fundan:ental doctrin of Agnosticism, and
this he wisely enjoins the exclusion of "ecclesiastic, mission- With
to burn:
fight;
even the name Itself, are centuries older than the
ary, and minister.'' Has this provision been respected?
Electricity w1ll Poon take
From It no one w111 ever run,
Millions to :Hell to Wall and Christian era.
It Is a. Chain that does bind
In 1852, four years after the opening of the college, Mr.
Mourn.
Henry W. Arey, secretary of the institution, made the following statement respecting its management:
"'l'he order of exercises on week days is as follows: The
pupil's rise at 6 o'clock, take breakfast at 6:30, attend morning
worship at 8. assemble in the school-1·ooms immediately afterwards, remain there, with 15 minutes recess, until 12, then
.take recreation for half an hour, dine at 12:30, take recreation
from 1 until 2, remain in the school-rooms from 2 until 4 with
recess of 15 minutes, attend eve.ning worship at 4, take recreation two hours, supper at 6, assemble in the 8ection rooms at
7, retire to the dormitories from 8 to 10, according to their age.
"On Sundays the pupils assemble in their section rooms at
9 o'clock in the morning, and at 2 in the afternoon, for religious
reading and instruction, and at 10:30 o'clock in the morning
and at 3:30 in the afternoon, they attend worship in the col:
lege building.
"At the daily or Sunday religious exercises, the president or
some layman selected by him officiates, as by the will clergymen are not privileged to be admitted into the college. On
week-days the exercises consist of singing a hymn, reading a
chapter from the Bible or New Testament, and prayer. On
Sundays, in addition, an appropriate discourse, adapted to the
comprehension and situation of the pupils, is delivered."
The above is substantially the method of management at
the present time. The wolf is permitted to enter in sheep's
clothing. Ecclesiastics, missionaries, 13nd ministers, in the
guise of unordained clergymen, daily officiate within the walls
of the institution.
Thus Girard College stands a monument to Infidel charity
and Christian perfidy.

Chilling News. for the Elect.

tight.

JA.MES A. BucK.
Fifth. .Avenue Hotel, City of New York.

Limpin~

Livezey.

Lectures anll ltleetings.
lVIns. LAIOJ und Profe~sor P~Jck ltav been engnged for the
Sundays of April by the Liberal Soeiety of Flint, Mich. Eawtern societies desiring their services will so adrlress them,

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I notice
in your pa.per of March 15th that one Livezey has THE 6th Annuul Convention of the ~ew Englnnd Anti-Tax
captured the whole Freethought army. As an Irish- League meets in Coaman Hall, Boston, Sunday, Aprill:Jtlt, at
10.30 A.;>L, 2.il0 and 7.:30 1'.)1. Hev ..r. M. L. Babcock, .J. W.
man would say, he surrounded us.
For my own part, when I am executed I would like Stillman, Esq., ;foHeph 'l'. :Slteafe, "·H. Ht·ywood, Lyman A.
Wiley, A. D. Wheeler, t>nd other speakers are oxpccted.
to be present.
I hav had no debate with this crank Christian.
SPEAKilW of Mr ..J. H. Dnrnhnm, Hnrry Hoover, of PittsHow, then, could I retreat, when I hav not even gone burgh, Pa., writes as follows: "I am notn hero-worshiper, and
into battle ?-no fault of mine, for everywhere I go not inclined to giv people taffy. But when a man or woman
the clergy receive a challenge from me to debate. renders real solid service to the ctmse of Freethought, I feel
I believe in debate, but bav been unable for two that it ought to be recognized ancl appredaterl. 11r ..). H.
years to get any minister to meet me, for my sake, Burnham, of Michigan, has just Jinished a six weeks' engagement with our League, and has given such entire satisfaction
his own sake, or for" Christ's sake."
I am ready at the tap of the drum to meet Christ's that we contemplate employing him agnin in September. His
servants in wordy war-any of them. But they lecture on "'l'he Scientific l~asis of 'l'hought" was a profound
bravely run away, boasting, as they run, what a glo" and scholarly one, and his closing one, " What Has Christianrious victory their Lord God is giving them. Is this ity Abandoned?" left nothing to be said on the ~ubject. His
not a fulfilment of prophecy, that "one man shall address is Saginaw City, Mich. By all means let him be constantly employed."
chase a thousand?"
Permit me to say that I hav just returned from
WEsT PL,UNs ancl Willow Springs, and other towns in or
giving a course of eight lectures in Creighton, Ne~ about Howell county, Mo., and on a railway from ,Kansas City
How Would Mr. Green Pay for the Printing~ braska, to full houses. Because I am publishing a to Memphis, Tenn., perfectly healthy region, high and dry,
To THE EDITOR oF TnE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Per- political paper I trust my Liberal friends will not about latitude :37, in the midst of all varieties of the best timmit us to throw out a suggestion to Brother Green, suppose that I hav retired from activ lecture work. ber ever seen, with some fifty saw-mills around, hav not one
and also to invite the opinion of fellow truth seekers It is my expectation to continue that as long as I can single furniture manufactory within a hundred miles or more
as to thetfree publication in the "Directory'' of the wag my tongue. Hence I will receive calls to lecture of them. So says the West Plains Journal. A hint to those on
names of lrreethinkers. The list, I am sure, does not anywhere in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Ne- the lookout is anough.
Fraternallv,
represent one-tenth of our strength-at least I can braska, Kansas, or Dakota.
CATALOG of our books free on application.
Pipestone City, Minn.
W. F. ·JAMIESON.
safely say this for Canada-and until a collection of
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Phylogenesis, which is a cause-, begins with the
moner; ontogenesis, which is a consequeuce, begins
with the cell. For man, as for all animals that hav
advanced beyond an extremely low stage of existence, there is but one mode by which new individuals
of the race can be created and the race itself perpetuated, and that is by the contact of two germinal
principles having opposit sexual polarities. E~ch of
these principles is a simple cell. The male IS the
sperm-cell, the female the germ -cell. Only by the
union and literal blending of these two cells can geueration take place.
The cell is the lowest organized form of existence.
It is also the last term in the histological analysis of
the tissues of the body. An animal is ultimately
nothing more than an organized assemblage of cells,
a compound individual.
The n..oner is a lower form of existence than the
cell, the lowest known form, and may be distinguished
as a wholly unorganized and undifferentiated individual.
There are but two essential properties of a cell, a
centralnucleus and surrounJingprotoplasm. The only
organization, the only differentiation, is that which
. · •t lf
distinguishes these t wo sub stances. A n d t h ISIS 1 se
very slight. Chemically they can scarcely be distinguished. Both consist of a carbon compound, containing a certain proportion of nitrogen, and belong
to the albuminous group, of which all animal tissues
are principally composed. The nucleus is generally
of a darker color, but sometimes of a light-er, and
mav or mav not contain in its center a minute dotnueleolus. "rt also may or may not be surrounded by
a membranous envelope. This is generally present
in the cells of plants, while it is generally absent in
those of animals.
The form of cells differs according to the circumstances of their existence. They are the most plastic
. and easily modified by external conditions of al~ organized beings, and therefore make the best subJects
for the study of the law of adaptation. Stationary
cells in a motionless medium are uniformly spherical.
When subjected to pressure they assume hexagonal,
elongated or compressed forms, according to the nature of tb~ pressur~. Cells that are activ in. a liqui_d
medium hav a portwn of tbe matter composmg their
outer parts extended into a caudal appendage away
from the direction of motion. In addition to the
forms named, cella frequently assume others, sometimes taking wholly amorphous shapes, resulting
from the peculiar conditions to which they may be
subjected. They frequentlY: change their ~orm, an?
this not only from external mfl.uences, but m obedience to internal or subject.iv determinations. For a
cell is a living creature. It possesses all the essential characteristics of an organized individual. The
only functions necessary to characterize a living being are nutrition and propagation. Both these the
cell possAsses. It grows by the absorption of nourishment from the medium in which it livs. Where
this nourishment is not uniformly mingled throughout the medium, but exists in the form of scattered
solid particles, the cell acquires the power to extend
portions of its subAtance into temporary organs of
~asping (pseudopia), and thus to inclose and devour
its food. It thus improvises a mouth and jaws on
whichever side it may need them, and feeds itself
aftAr the manner of another animal.
The cell propagates, like many much higher organisms, by division, or fission. It continues to take
nourishment and to grow until it reaches the limit
fixed by heredity for its ~ize, and then, i~ste!l'~ of
growing larger or of cea&lmg to take food, 1t diVIdes
into two distinct cells. Each of these then goes
through with the same process of nutrition and division, and so on.
But besides these two essential phenomena, which
are common to all life, whether animal or vegetable,
the cell performs two other truly animal functions.
It possesses thA power of locomotion, and the faculty
of sensation. Cells with caudal appendages, called
lash-cells ( Gei.~selzellen ), hav acquired that form in
consequence of tbAir independent activities in their
liquid medium. Various other forms are tr~ceable
to similar causes. As a proof of the possesswn by
cells of a faculty of sensation, we hav only to consider
the efforts of various kinds to obtain their food.
Some are actually carnivorous, and show a certain
degree of dexterity in capturing their prey. They
are, therefore, not only capable of feeling, but, in a
qualified sense, of thinking and of reasoning.
There is no essential difference between the spermcells and germ-cells of higher animals, and the simpie cella of which many lower animals consist, and beyond which they never advance. We can only say that
among the infinitly varied forms of life we find that
while most creatures hav developed into highly compound states, and only revert to the original unicelluJar condition at the beginning of each individual's
existence, there are still many creatures that never
progre13a beyond this primordi~tl &tage, a.nd whose

entire existence is passed in the form and condition
of simple cells.* Among such creatures may be
named the Amceba:, the Gregarina:, the Infusoria, etc.
These animals, as well as those which consist simply
of an accumulation or agg1·egation of cells, such .as
the Labryinthulea:, etc., and which form the second
stage of development, never rising above the cellular
condition, are classed by Haeckel, together with his
Plana:ada, in a grand divisioll or department by
themselvs, and called Protozo.1,.
·
According to the fundamental biogenetic law
above stated, the cell must_ be the primordial form
out of which all more highly organized beings, ineluding man, hav developed, since it is the original
stage of their ontogenetic development. And as there
still exist unicellular beings resembling the spermcells and the germ"cells of higher organisms, the deduction is warranted that all higher creatures are
the descendants of some form of these unicellular beings. Considering the differences that may and do
exist even in cells, and in animals consisting of a
single cell, Haeckel is led to the conclusion that of
all the unicellular creatures known to science, the
Amwba bears the strongest evidence of being the
original progenitor of the human race.-Lester F.
Ward.

ing the long flights may be direc!ed by an exl?eri!l~ce
partly inherited and partly acqUired by the mdmdual bird. They often follow the coast lines of continents, and invariably take, on the passage .over the
Mediteranean one of three routes. But th1s theory
will not explain how th~y pilot themselvs ac;?ss
broad oceans and is invalidated by the fact, familiar
to every ornithologist, that the old and young birds
do not journey in company.
Invariably the young broods travel together; then
come after an interval, the parents; and finally the
rear is brought up by the weakly, infirm, molting, the
broken-winged. This is the rule in autumn. The
return journey is accomplished in the reverse order.
The distance traveled seems, moreover, to hav no relation to the size of the traveler. The Swedish blue
thrush performs its matl'lrnal functions among the
Laps, and enjoys the winter holidays among the
negroes of the Soudan, while the tiny, ruby-throated
humming-bird proceeds annually from Mexico to
Newfoundland and back again, though one would
imagin that so delicate a little fairy would be more .
at home among the cacti and agaves of the Tierra
Caliente than among the firs and fogs of the North.
-London Standard.
The Body of Our Earth.

*A complete description, both popular and systematic, of
We hav long since thrown off .that haughty illusion
all the unicellular organisms known to exist, was published by that our e_arth is· a favorit star, and even the center
Prof. Haeckel in 1878, entitled Das Protistenreich.

Curious Property of Ice.
Under certain circumstances ice does not behave
as a solid, but as a viscous fluid, like very thick
treacle. Glaciers do not move down in one block,
but flow, accommodating themselvs to the varying
width of their channel. Professor Tyndall planted
a row of sticks in a straight line across a glacier,
and after a few days the line had become a crescent,
with a' concavity upward, showing that the middle
of the glacier moved faster than the sides, just as in
a river the stream is stronger in the center. Two
theories hav been put forward to account for the
viscosity of ice; one is that it is a true viscosity,
and the other is that it is produced by the effect of
pressure in lowering the freezing point of water, so
that whenever the ice is subjected -to a great pressure it melts.. The water then yields to the pressure, and instantly refreezes in its new shape. A
striking experiment-due, I believe, to Mr. Bottomley-illustrates this. A block of ice being laid
across the backs of two chairs, a fine iron wire is put
over it, to which is hung a heavy weight. In a
short time the wire passes completely through the
ice, and allows the weight to fall, while the ice is
not broken, nor is any mark visible where the wire
has passed. The explanation is that the pressure of
the 'Wire melts the ice below it. Th'e water is displaced by the wire, and fills the space above it, where,
the pressure being removed, it instantly refreezes.
The viscosity of ice can be shown by cutting a long,
thin slab of ice, and supporting it on two chairs,
when it will, even in a temperature below freezing,
gradually bend with its own weight.-Nature.
·

Migration of Birds.

Familiar as the migration of birds is to us, there
is, perhaps, no question in zoology mpre obscure.
The long flights they take and the unerring certainty
with which they wing their way between the most
distant places, arriving and departing at the same
period year after year, are points in the history of
birds of passage as mysterious as they are interestin g. We know that most migrants fly after sundown, though many of them select a moonlight night
to cross the Mediterranean. But that their meteorological instinct is not unerring is proved by the
fact that thousands are every year drowned in their
flight in the Atlantic and other oceans. Nothern
Africa and Western Asia are selected as winter quarters by most of them, and they may be often noticed
on their way thither to hang over towns at night,
puzzled, in spite of their experience, by the shifting
lights of the streets and houses. The swallow and
nightingale may sometimes be delayed by unexpected circumstances, yet it is rarely that they arrive
or depart many days later, one year with another.
Professor Newton considered that were sea-fowls
satellites revolving round the earth, their arrival
could hardly be more surely calculated by an astronomer. Foul weather or fair, heat or cold, the puffins
repair to some of their stations punctually on a given
day, as if their movement were regulated by clockwork. The swiftness of flight which characterizes
most birds enables them to cover a vast space in- a
brief time. The common black swift can fly 276
miles in an hour, a speed which, if it could be maintained for less than half a day, would carry the bird
from its winter to its summer quarter. The large
purple swift of America is capable of even greater
feats on the wing. The chimney-swallow is slowerninety miles an hour being about the limit of its
powers; but the passenger pigeon of the United
States can accomplish a journey of 1,000 miles between sunrise and sunset. It is also true, as the ingenioua :{:l:ep; ].>alrnen has s4own1 tob.&t migrants dur-

of the universe, infinit in apace and time. The
earth is a star among stars. Fo special God has distinguished our globe and made it the throne of his
glory. No God required for his glorification the servii adoration of kneeling mortals. No God needed
the host of blind, humble children, to please whom
he creates the sun and the moon and the stars to
rise on the blue firmament as lights of day and
night. Must these millions of c:eatures dwell in spi~
itual darkness that God may enJOY the fulness of his
strength? Should God hav created all these immeasurable, astonishing, ever unattainable worlds on
high but to impress our childlike mind with adoration? Is God the manager of a play-house, who exhibits the wonders of his creation to obtain as ml,lch
applause and admission as possible?
It is clear that God 'wants not our admiration
and prayers to be happy,. but the church and her
mortal priests need our admiration, prayers-and
money-to reign, to deceive, and to liv. Need;~ God
a throne, a central· residence? Has infinitude limits,
beginning, center, end? Can it suffice to infinity to.
be adored by an atom, as our earth is? Smiling, we
but pity the hallucinations of our ancestors, who
brought God and his happiness to depend on the
psalms and anthems of this human race, wee and
void in body and mind. Let us escape the misty
surroundings of the church, which daylight but dimly
enters; let us proceed into the free temple of nature.
And Io! gay, verdant valleys, permeated by living,
springs, changing with voluptuous slopes ; lofty
mountains, overshadowed by gigantic pinnacles, covered with eternal snow; winter, autumn, summer,
and spring clasp hands from the summit of the
glacier down to the deep, deep lake that mirrors the
sky and the stars! Earth ever rolls onward. Since
millions of years she shows her changing surface to
the sun. Here are drawn the long, undulating lines
of the mountain ridge, from which slope endless
plains and prairies, lacking the least elevation.
Deeper and deeper it goes dcwn, to the softest featurea of terrestrial physiognomy, to the majestic,
glittering sea, to the infinit watery plain that embraces all continents, and cherishes and strengthens
them as the nurse nourishes the infant. The sea is
the heart and the lungs of the earth. From it the
clouds arise to fall down, a fertilizing rain, all over
earth's dry bosom. The sea is in continuous motion.
Ebb and flood are its vivifying pulse and breath of
life. In the formation of the clouds it regulates the
current of the wind, and moderates all climates of
the globe. The large rivers which on every shore
originate from it and abduce the fertilizing fluid
through the :finest little veins of the brooklets and
springs into the ribs, cracks, and furrows of the firm
ground are comparable with the sanguinary system
of the human organism. Through the cloud the sea
effuses inexhaustible nutriment upon the earth, and
feeda all springs and rivulets till, as powerful streams,
on all shores they join again with the eternal ocean,
to return as a cloud. This is the circulation of the
water on earth, comparable with that of the blood in
the human organism. Eternal laws regulate the
weather on all the earth. Tornado and wind, rain
and drought, decrease and increase of heat, are submitted to unchangeable rule from pole to pole.
Earth is a whole, her regulator and respirator is the
sea. The single countries present deviations accord:..
ing with their altitude, their accessibility and distance frum the sea, with the bearance of the relativ
parts of the surface of the sun, the first giver of heat.
The laws of heat and moisture are the same on all
our earth, and unalterable. They r~!gft?with the
eternal immuta\Jility of a mathematic.al3'tfo~'ula. The
highly intelligent Egyptians, who undoubte'd.Iy formed
the center of universal culture :five thousand years
ago, had then brought to consciousness the la.ws of
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heat and moi~ture. And we are reminded of these
laws when we hear the Jewish rabbi's emphatic
enunciation that " as long as the earth standeth,
seedtime and harvest, and cold and. heat, and summer and winter shall ncit cease."-Translatedfrorn lhe
German qf Dr. Adolf 81lberslein by F. fV. Opp.
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Peter; if Peter had any new teaching, Paul would multitude assembled to see what Simon would do.
convict him in their presence; but if· he conformed The rest of the story has been told in chapter lix of
to the book of the testimony of the Hebrews, it be- our "Life of Simon Kepha." The result was the fall
came them all to submit to him.
and death of Simon Magus, whereupon Nero put
So the Jews went and brought Peter. The two Peter and Paul in irons, and soon after ordered Peter
apostles wept for joy a,s they em braced each other. to be crucified and Paul beheaded. This glorious
Paul related the story of his voyage, and Peter told consummation, the writer tells us, was on the 29th of
A.cts of Peter and Paul. .
what he had suffered from Simon the Magian. The June. But history informs us that Nero died June
Some portions of the book entitled "Acts of .the rest of the day was spent in telling these things.
11th, i. e., eighteen days before he executed the aposHoly Apostles Peter and Paul" are of an early dateAt dawn the next morning PetAr came again to tles, and three days before he showed the Jews the
certainly prior to Origen, A.D. 186-253. A book meet .Paul. A multitude of the Jews were already head of Captain Dioscorus, believing it was Paul's!
called the "Acts of Peter" was condemned by Pope before the door, and there was great uproar between
Appended to this absurd fabrication is an account
Gelasius, about A.:r.i~ 494. We gave in our "Revela- ,the Christian Jews and the gentiles. Paul remon- of Paul's death. As he was led out to execution a
tions" a very brief synopsis of all the "Apocryphal strated with them, and by repeating some of the God-fearing woman, blind of one eye, named PerActs and Revelations," but a_ more extended notice -sentiments in his epistles appeased both parties. petutt, met him and wept. "Giv me thy handker-of those relating to Paulis now needful.
But then the_Jews complained of Peter for renounc- chief," said Paul to her," and when I turn back I
This book is a supplement to the Acts of the A.pos- ing their synagogs. This drew forth a speech shall· giv it to thee." She gave it. The soldiers
tles. The Jews in Rome, hearing that Paul was fro•n Peter, ending with the statement that on the laughed and told her she would lose it. "Bind his
coming, besought the Emperor Nero to save them c~oss Christ "offered the whole burnt-offering of eyes with it," said she, "when you cut off his head."
from such a calamity; they said that the presence of h1s own body and blood as a sacrifice for all the This was done. He was beheaded at a place called
·Peter was affliction enough. Nero promised to pre; world." This convinceJ most of the people. And Aquae Salviae, near a pine-tree, three miles out of
vent Paul's landing _in Italy. Peter's disciples noti- on .account of Paul's teaching many became Chris- the city. Before the soldiers came back the handker-,
fied Paul of this on the 20th of May (year not given} tians, even from the emperor's bed-chamber, and chief was restored to Perpetua, with drops of blood
by a letter conveyed by two men to the ieland of refused to return to the army or thA palace. Among on it; and as she carried it her blind eye was opened.
Gaudomelita. (l\ofelita agrees with Acts xxviii, 1, but .the believers were Libia, wife of Nero, and A.grip- After three hours the same soldiers returned, and
how about Gaudo ?) With this warning, Paul sailed pina, wife of the prefect Agrippa. (Nero's mother meeting Perpetua, said to her, "Thou hast lost thy
- to Sicily instead of Italy, landing at Syracuse, where Agrippina, grand-daughter of M. V. Agrippa, was handkerchief." "No," said she, "I hav both got my
the shipmaster left his vessel and followed the apoA- put to death A.D. 60, by her son. She bad poisoned handkerchief and recovered my eyesight." This
tle. The next stopping-place was Rhegium, in Italy; Claudius, A.D. 54.)
.
miracle converted the three soldiers, and they refused
tben they crossed over the strait to Messina Cin
Siuwn Magus now began to denounce Peter as a to return to the cit.y. Perpetua reported this in the
Sicily); thence they proceeded to Didymus (proqa- wizard and a cheat. Simon had made a brazen ser- palace of Nero, who ordered the soldjers to be exebly on a little island north of Sicily), and thence to pmt move, had· caused stone statues to laugh, and cuted, and the woman to be imprisoned. But in the
Pontioli. At Messina Paul ordained a bishop, anCI had raised himself into the air. Peter had healed prison she converted the female keeper, named Poat Didymus he stayed one night. But in the book of the sick, made the blind to to see, put demons to· tentiana, sister to Nero's wife, who also became a
Acts only two days are allowed for the sailing from flight, and even raised the dead. Simon, being Christian, and fled from the palace with some of the
Rhegium to Pontioli (xxviii, 13), and no mention is summoned before Nero, changed his own form and senators' wives. But both- these women were soon
made of any intermediate stopping.
.stature, becoming· a child, a youth, and an old man, put to death by 1\ero; Perpetua was thrown ovAr a
The shirmaster who accompanied Paul to Pontioli so that the emp.eror believed him to be the son of precipice, and Potentiana was tortured and at last
is named Dioscorus. Rut Dioskouro.i, "Twin Broth- God. But Peter denounced Simon to the emperor burnt in a furnace.
ers," i e., Castor and Pollux, is the Greek name of the as a liar and. an ap'ostate. Simon in turn warned
_ _ _ _....,_ _ __
ship that conveyed Paul from Melita to Syracuse; Nero againr;t both Peter a:nd ~aul,.saying that if they
A. Request from Elmina.
hence the,probability that the apocryphal story-teller were not destroy~d the kmgdom could not stand.
Will friends who write to Elmina please giv full
mistook the name of the ship for t.hat of the captain. _ To test tlle cla1ms. of all three, Nero _ordered them name and addreAs each time? I hav a letter to-day
The Syriac name of the vessel is Thama, "Twins." · to appear bef~re him on the followmg daJ:· T~e from Chloride, N. M., but no name or address; so
Dioscorus was bald-headAd like Paul· and while report of the dialo~ between them and Nero IS qmte how can I fill tbe order for bookA, papers, and phothe apostle was hiding in Po~tilio, the c~ptain went long._ We note only, a few ~oints.
.
tos? Once I had an order of $5 for books, and tha
out and talked so boldly that Nero's dete,ctivs, be- -.In ans~er to N.ero s que~twn, What IS a Naza~ene? only signature was, "A Natural-born Infidel." A
lievingthathe was Paul in the disguise ofa sea cap" Simon said: A man belo~gmg _to l':lazareth, a mty of year after, I came across an old letter of that friend
tain took and beheaded him and sent his· head to Judah! tNazareth was m Gahlee If anywhere.)
that had his name to it, and I then wrote him how it
Crn•~r who showed it to the Jews on the 14th of
Nero having asked, Who. is Christ? Peter an- was that no books had been sent. Some address me
June, 'causing them to rej!)ice a't tbe death of the swered: What this· ~i.mon falsely _affirm.s himself to '' Pa.," and some "Ga.," and then wonder why books
heretic who had disturbed all Palestine.
he; but take the wntmg of Pontms Pilate sent to don't come. Where one gets a hundred letters a.
Paul was grieved at th fate of his captain, and in Cla.udius! (A _D 41-54)
.
week, they cannot remember names and addresses,
retaliation prayed to the Almighty to punish Pontioli. . The aforesaid ~etter was produced and read, bemg or even take trouble to look over 200 or 300 letters
Then he and those that believed in the word of God m substance as followers:
for. them. All publishers are bothered in this way;
went forth to Baias (now Baja, ten miles west of NaWhen I was procurator, the holy one promised to the Jews hence it is well for the mAmory of writers to be
ples), where they had the pleasure of seeing Pon- came and wrought miracles. All the people called him the jogged now and then.
Truly,
ELMINA.
tioli sink six feet under water; and the writer adds: son of God. The chief priests brought him to me saying that
"There it is until this da.v, for a remembrance, under he was a wizard·. Believing them, I scourged him, and deComstock as a Moral Bookworm.
livered him. up to their council. They crucified him. My
Frmn th< Broolclyn Eagle.
the sea." But it must hav since emerged, for the soldiers guarded his grave, buthe rose on t.he tbirrl day. They
1\ir. Anthony Comstock may be doing a good work
town of Pozzuola now exi~ts with 8,000 inhabitants, bribed the soldiers to say that his disciples stole the body.
seven miles south ..fest of Naples.
But the soldiers nevertheless testified that they saw him after in arresting- publishers who happen to hav a novel on
From Baias (Bairn on ancient maps) Paul went to he was risen. The Jews are notto be believ(ld.
their premises of whose principles he disapproves.
Gaitas, where he stayed three days; thence to TarNero appealed to Peter to say whether these things If he could exterminate all the novels ever written
cinas, stopping seven days; thence sailing by thP were so. Peter said they were, but that Simon was by Mr. G. W. Reynolds, of England, he would, in our
river (canal?) to the Three Taverns, where he re- full of lies and deceit-was part man and part dAvil. opinion, do a service to literature by destroying a
mained four flays.
Simon retorted that Peter was a poor uneducated great amount of t.rasb. But our opinion of the litThe destruction of Pontioli alarmed.Nero, and he fi~herman, and wondered that Nero could endure erary value of "The Mysteries of London" must not
·called the Jews together and said: "This. is because him. "But," he added, "I shall forthwith order my blind us to to the fact that publishers and booksellers hav rights which everybody except Mr. ComI hav caused Paul to be beheaded." But the chief angels to come and avenge me upon him."
of the Jews appeased him by answering·: "It is betNero remarked that Simon had not only raised a stock is disposed to respect, and that until an Index
ter that one city be destroyed and not the seat of dead man, but had' presented himself before him Expurgatorius is duly established by law, with Mr.
thine empire."
·
three days after being beheaded. . Peter answered: Comstock as its presiding officer, we ttre not bound
Dep·uting from the Three Taverns, Paul" came to "But he didn't do it bsfore me." And then he con- to accept him as our literary censor, still less as chief
Appii Forum, which is called Vicusa1·ape" (vicus sig- trived a plan of circumventing Simon, oy having inquisitor of om· book shelves. No doubt he is a good
nifies "street," and rapio "to plunder"). Here he bad Nero's servants bring a barley loaf, which Peter con- judge; he is so familiar with immoral literature that
a curious dream. He saw one sitting on a golden cealed in his sleeves, and challenged Simon to tell with him to see is to embra••-e and lug it along with
chair and a multitude of blacks beside him reporting what he had done or was thinking of. Simon said him to the station house. But the bookseller may
certain evil deeds which they had seen done. One that none but God knew the t~oughts of men, and not be so deeply rAad in immoral literature as Mr.
said: "I hav managed that the bishop Juvena}.ius, then called upon his great dogs to come forth and Comstock, and may suppose that a novel which has
whom Peter ordained, should sleep with the abbesR eat Peter up before Crnsai:. The dogs came rushing circulated all over England and never been objected
Juliana." This significant revelation was sent to the at the apostle, who drew forth from his sleeves the to by that government, evl3n though full of libels
scandalized bishop tbe next flay, and it caused him pieces of barley loaf that he bad blessed, and lo! the against the reigning family, may legally be reprinted
nnd sold in our republican country. No doubt Mr.
to run and throw himself at Peter's feet, saying: "I dogs vanished.
believe this is the light which thou wast awaiting."
"Behold," said Peter to Nero, "I hav shown thee Revnolds would be much obliged to Mr. Comstock
But Peter said: "How is it possible when Paul is that I knew what Simon was thinking of; he promised for advertising his book, which is now so old as to
dead?" Then the messenger was produced who sat- to bJ.:ing angels againAt me, but they are only dogs- be in need of a fresh lease of publicity. But does
Mr. Comstock seriouBly intend to visit the book
isfied Peter that Paul was alive. PetAr then sE>nt not god-like but dog-like angels."
delegates to meet Paul at the Three Taverns, deNero now appealed 'to Paul, who said, "If thou stores a~ a smeller of bad odors? Will he last long
scribed by the writer as distant from Rome 38 miles-; permittest this magician to do such things, it will Anough for such an arduous and extensiv mission?
By parity of Fmelling, he should at once seize "Tom
but a note from the "Antonine Itinerary" givs thE bring down thine empire." ·
distances as follows: "To Aricia is 16 miles, to Tres
Simon then said: "Build me a lofty tower, and I Jones" and "Joseph Andrews," as well as "The AdTrabernm 17 miles, to Apii Forum 10 miles." Paul will go up on it, and call my angels to take me to my ventures of Jonathan Wild, the Great-." Has he yet
gave thanks at the arrival of the delegates, and de- father in heaven in the sight of all. This will puno put hands on Rabelais, or is a Frenchman too much
for him? Is hA afraid of Pope and his friend Swift,
parting from the Three Taverns they slept in the city shame these uneducated men."
of Aricia.
The angry dialog continued. Paul predicted that the late dean of St. Patrick's? Why doesn't he make
The reported arrival of Paul filled the Jews with though Simon might seem to raise himself _toward Shakspere giv bail for Sir John Falstaff's appearconsternation. They went to Simon Magus, and heaven, he would be sunk down to hades. Simon ance? The courts will not be able to contain the
entreated him to inform the emperor. Sim('n was wished to cut short the controversy, and told Nero books that he must seize. And he must make his
also astonisbe~ to learn that the bald head sent to not to believe these circumcised knaves. Peter complaint against a goodly compf\ny even of the inCmsar was not Paul's The Jews then waited on charged Simon with having been circumcised also, spired writers. The author of Sl bmon's Song, when
Paul, and tried to induce him to vindicate . the which the latter was forced to admit; but he said it discovered, must be sent to Sing Sing.
The most effectual way of exciting a morbid curiHebrew faith in opposition to Peter, who, they said, was at a timq when the rite was enjoined by God.
had abolished the Sabbath, and destroyed all the
At last·Nf&o began to doubt not only the preten- osity for unhealthy books -is to prohibit them, or to
bulwarks of the law. Paul's answer was equivocal; sions of Simon, but of the other two men. So he advertise them sensationally, as Mr. Comli!tock is
he claimed to be a true Jew, and wished to ineet. ordered the tower built, and on the following day a doing.
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"Resolved, By the Senate; Jmd- House· of Representativsl Resolved, That the ,amendment to the United St~tes Con(two-thirds of each House concurring therein), that the fol- stitntion, presented b.y Senator Edmunds of Vermont, aflowing article be proposed to the Legislatures of the -several fords. an opportunity to press the claims of this association,
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT,
states as an amendment to the Constitution of the United and will secure such· amendments to the Constitution as will
States, which, when ratified by three-fourths of the said leg- s~ forew:r its Christian chardcter.
E. M. MAcDoNALD,
Editor. islatures, shall be valid as a part of the said Constitution. . -The first part of the al:nendment was good enough
0. P. SoMERBY,
. went, b u t the port'lOD we h av 1"tarImze d IS
.
Business Manager. namely:
"Article 16. No state shall make any law respecting an es- so far as It
PUBLISHED BY
tablishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise there- worse than poison in good food. Its acceptance
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY. of, and no religious test shall be required as a qualification to wo:uld hav prevented, without another Constitution all.
any office or public trust under any state. No public property! ehange the total separation of church and state andl
33 <Jlln~>on Place, New York.
and no public revenue, nor any loan of credit by or under the
· d 'a .
. h ·
·
h
·n' ·
au thon·ty of th e uru·ted Stat es, or any stat·e, tern·tory, dis- j ren ere ,Impossible t e .JUst taxatiOn o. f t e mi• ·10ns:
•
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. trict, or municipal corporation, shall be appropriated to or: ~f dollars worth of church property now escapmg Its:
made or used for the support of any school, educational or' .share of the public burden. It would hav had pracAddress all Communications to THE TRU1H BEEKER COM- other institution, under the control. of any religious or anti-:re-." tically the same effect as the recognition of the Jew-·
sect, organization, or denomination, or wherein the ish Jehovah.. Senator Edmunds's warm advocacy of
pANY. Make all Drafts, (Jhecks, and Posi/:J,l Orders payable to ligio~s
particular creeds or tenets shall be read or taught, in any
.
.
GH.ARLEB P. BOMERBY.
school or institution supported in whole or in part by such ~he mea~ure ~ught to forever deb~r him from rece.Ivrevenue or loan of credit, and no such appropriation or loan . 1ng a Ltberals vote for. the presidency-for whiCh .·
of
credit shall be made to any religious or anti-religious sect, l place he is sometimes mentioned in connection with
SATURDAY,
APRIL 12, 1884.
organization, or denomination, or to promote its interests or the Republican nomination-not because he is a',
tenets. This article shall not be construed to prohibit the reading of Christian but because he tried to revolutionize our~
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That Bible Amendment.

W. M. Kennedy, Recorder of Muscatine county,
Iowa, asks:
"Is it possible to get the names of Senators and Representativs who hav in the past and do now advocate the God-illthe-Constitution measure? Why would it not be a proper
thing to publish, that all might know who are striking at our
liberties? There's to be an election soon for president and
vice-president. I've been a Republican, but will never vote
for a man who. has advocated that damnabl\3 measure."

the Bible in any school or institution, and it shall not hav the e.ffect
.· ~
·
to impair the rights of property already vested.
~onstituti?~· to sub~e~t our government, ~nd plac·e'

"SEcTION 2. Congress shall hav power by l'ppropriate legislation to provide for the prevention and punishment of violations of this article."
On August 11th the question came up by Mr.
Edmunds calling for the regular order of business.
On the question of amending the House resolution
as reported by the Judiciary Committee, the vote
stood [Republicans in Roman type, Demoorats in
italics]:
YEAS.
Allison,
Conkling,
How,e,
Paddock,
Anthony,
Cragin,
Ingalls,
Patterson,
Booth,
Edmunds,
Logan,
Sargent,
Boutwell,
Ferry,
McMillan,
Spencer,
Burnside,
Frelinghuysen, Mitchell,
Wadleigh,
Cameron (Wis),Harvey,
Morrill,
West-27.
Christiancy, Hitchcock,
Oglesby,
NAYs.

1t on .a rehg10us haBIB.

No person who w1ll use his:
pffi.cial position to advance his private religious views:
is fit to be trusted. If a Freethinker shou]d. take ad-vantage of his senatorial o:tlice to lPgislate against
Ohristians, Mohammedans, or Confucians on account
of their religious opinions, we would be the first to
condemn him.· So we denounce the traitors who
tried to put their Bible and their Bible's God into
the charter of our republic-a republic which owes
its greatness and its liberty to the very fact that all
governmental establishment of religion is strictly
prohibited.

So long a time has elapsed since Senator Edmunds
reported back from his Judiciary Committee the
amendment which recognized the Bible as having a
divine right in our schools, and which practically put
the Christian God in our Constitution, that it may
not be amiss to once more briefly set forth the facts.
Theological Evolution in New England.
On December 19, 1871, Senator Stewart, of Nevada,
On the 2d instant the Rev. George A. Gordon, an.
introduced into the Senate a resolution prohibiting Bogy,
Eaton,
Key,
, Randolph,
able young Scotchman, was made pastor of the Oldl
the United States or any state or territory from aid- Cockrell,
Gordon,
McCreery,
Ransom,
South church of Boston. "No stronger blow has
Cooper,
Kelly,
Maxey,
Btevtl11Son-15.
ing "in the support of any school wherein the par- Davis,
Kernan,
Norwood,
ever been dealt the orthodox creed," says the deticular tenets of any religious denomination are
Messrs. Clayton, Wright, Morton, Robertson, Oam- spatch conveying the item of intelligence, "than by
taught." Nothing came of this, and four years later eron, of Pennsylvania, Sherman, and Windom, who this installation." For over two centuries the Old
Mr. Blaine, of Maine, then a Representativ, proposed would hav voted in the affirmativ, were paired with South ·has been the leading evangelical church of
in the House an amendment to the Constitution read- Messrs. Me:rrimcn, Dennis. McDonald, Wallace, &uls- New England, and its "fifteen pastors hav been foreing as follows:
bury, Thurman, and Bayard, who would hav voted in most in upholding the Calvinistic articles in the or"No state shall make any law respectiBg an establishment the negativ. ',['he ques ion then being on ordering thodox creed." The new pastor is practically a Uniof religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; and no. the joint resolution, as amended, to a third reading, versalist, and by his 'installation the Old South 'has
money raised by taxation in any state for the support of public
taken the long step from Calvinism to the more modschools, or derived from any public fund therefor, no.r any it was agreed to by a vote of 27 yeas to 15 na.ys.
Mr. Edmunds- .then moved that the third reading ern faith. The installation was no more orthodox
public lands devoted thereto, shall ever be under the control
of any religious sect; and no money so raised or lands so de- of the joint resolution take place to-morrow at one than Mr. Gordon's creed. The leading churches
voted shall be divided among religio.us sects or denominations." o'clock, and said he was frank to say that he made and evangelical leaders of New England were invitThe House Judiciary Committee, to whom this was the motion on account of the Senate not being full, ed to participate in the ceremonies, but they were
referred Dec. 13, 1875, reported it back on June 2, and he feared to-night it might be lost on account of given to understand that no objection they might
not having the necessary two-thirds vote. After a make to the Rev. Mr. Gordon would be considered.
1876, with this amendment:
The heresy of the new pastor consists in denying
long
discussion it was ordered that the joint resolu"This article shall not vest, enlarge, or diminish legislativ
power in Congress."
tion be read a third time at one o'clock to-morrow. that the death of Jesus could in any way be a proMr. Conkling announced that he might not be able pitiation of God for the sins of men, and in refusing
'J'his, of course, rendered the measure valueless.
On August 7th the Senate considered Mr. Blaine's to be in the Senate at that hour to-morrow, and, to to believe in the reality of eternal punishment.
amendment, and several substitutes were offered. make the pair even, the senator from Massachusetts Without an activ and abiding belief in these two
{Mr. Boutwell) had joined him in pairing with the dogmas, it must be plain to everyone that ChristianMr. Sargent proposed this:
"There shall be maintained in each state and territory a senator from Kentucky (Mr. McCreery) on the joint ity is a lifeless body, simply moving about to save
system of free common schools, but neither the United States resolution; that senator would vote against the reso- funeral expenses. If men cannot be sure of heaven
nor any state or territory, county or municipal corporation, lution, while Mr. Boutwell and himself would vote through the suffering and death of Christ, of what
shall aid in support of any school wherein the peculiar tenets for it.
earthly, or unearthly, use is there in worshiping hitn?
of any religious denomination are taught."
At one o'clock on Saturday, Aug. 21st, the resolu- To yield homage when such is the state of affairs,
Mr. Frelinghuysen, now secretary of state, offered tion was read a third time,. in accordance with the taking chances with big odds against us, can be
the following:
order of the Senate on the previous evening. The nothing but gambling in spiritual things. If there
"No state shall make any law respecting an establishment presiding officer then announced that ·it would take be no hell, God is left powerless to punish, and is of
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. No pub- its place on the calendar, the order of the Senate no more practical use than a statute forbidding
lic property ancl no money raised by taxation in any state, directing its third reading having been executed.
crime with no penalty attached for its commission.
teiTitory, or district, or derived from public lands or other
On Monday, the 14th, Mr. Edmunds moved to take . Not the least significant part of Mr. Gordon's inpublic source, shall be appropriated to any school, educational
or other institution, that is under the control of any religious up the resolution, which was agreed to-yeas, 25; stallation is the acceptance of him by the. council by
sect or denominittion: and no such appropriation shall be nays, 13. A hot discussion ensued, and the vote on a vote of forty-eight to sixteen. It is true, he would
made to any religious sect or denomination, or to promote its its passage was not arrived at till 1 o'clock in the hav been employed in any event, and the large rnainterests; nor shall any public money, land, or property be
evening session. A two-thirds vote being required jority in his favor may hav been influenced by the
divided Let ween religious sects or denominutions."
to pass it, it was defeated-yeas, 28; nays, 16. The fear of a church fight in case of a refusal to confirm,
Senat.or Christiaucy's substitute was in this form: Republicans supported the measure solidly, the Dem- and the consequent public ventilation of the hetero"No state shall make any law respecting the establishment ocrats as unitedly opposing its passage.
doxy latent in the different church bodies, but it is
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; nor shall
This
was
a
narrow
escape
for
the
country,
and
fair
to assume that at least two-thirds of the whole
Collgress nor any state raise by taxation, donate, or appropriate
any money or property f~r the support of any church or re- filled the National Reform Association-which is the number of affirmativ votes were cast because of symligious society, nor for the support or in aid of any theological misleading title the God-in-the-Constitution party pathy with the advanced ideas of Mr. Gordon. New
school or seminary, or of any school or seminary teaching the hav assumed-with hope. Their organ, the Christian England has heretofore been considered the atrongpeculiar religious doctrins, or subject in any respect to the Stat~sman, indorsed the amendment and declared that hold of Calvinistic orthodoxy. The idea must now
control or direction, of any church, religious society, sect, or
denomination: and no special or denominational system of "it is a virtual repudiation of the secular theory of be given up. The land of Wesley, Mather, and
religion or religious belief shall, in any state or territory, or in government," and would be, if adopted, " an author- BacOJ1 has gone over to the enemy, and but few are
the District of Columbia, eonstitute any part of the course of itativ interpretation of the meaning and design of left to heed the despairing cries from the various
study or instruction in any school or institution of learning the whole instrument." It would "recognize the use Macedonias throughout the country. The truth is,
supported wholly or in part by taxation, or by donation of of the Bible in the schools of the nation as an exist- the Freethinkers hav made the thtfologians ashamed
any money or property by any state or by the United States."
ing fact, 'and will place on that fact the sanction of of themselvs; and now all the time they can get beAll these substitutes, together with the House res- the Constitution." And at the annual meeting of tween persecutions and sectarian and church quarolution, were referred to the Judiciary Committee of the association held in Pittsburgh Feb. 7, 1878, the rels they spend in amending their creeds so they
f h~ Senate, which, on August lOth, :reported them God-in-the-Constitution party "dopted this resolu- may not insult the common sense of the century.
paclr in this form:
·
·
tioJl;
An amended creed is an acknowledgement of error,

'

.'
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one being a ~emb.er of. Congress, ~other is the coroner and\ cision and vindicate the pastor, for it is inconceivable that one
county physician, another the county. superintendent of schools, who, seven years ago, was. so loud in comdemnation of immoand the postmaster is on the board, with the cashier of one of rality can be guilty of being the father of a child by a woman
the national banks, also a judge of probate, county auditor, not his wife. Similar cases hav been heard of, but Mr. Bilcourt commissioner, and village recorder. With all these lings has proved that they are not common-at least not over
Freethinkers in office, and five of their churches without pas- 33 1-3 per cent of the ministers can be rightly accused of such
Editorial Notes.
Tmn New York Journal tells this story regarding W. H . .Van- tors, th.e Christians of Alexandria will not be apt to get much practices.
public sympathy, except from· the village editor, who charges
derbilt's wealth:
ON Thursday of week before last Dwight W. Thrall, agen~
"•A few days ago Mr. Vanderbilt sent some papers to a gen- the Agnostic regular advertising rates for publishing his share of the Connecticut Humane Society, visited the house of Geo.
of
the
discussion.
·
tleman with whom he had business relations. On looking
C. Velie, in Winchester Center, to investigate a complaint
them over, the recipient w:as astonished to find the rough
A l>.'EW censor has been. appointed for the. arch-diocese of which had been made regarding the treatment o'f Velie's insane
draft of a memorandum in tile czar's peculiar handwriting.
It was dated Jan. 15, 1884, and was evidently his last bal- New York by Cardinal McCloskey to designate the literature wife. They found the woman in the attic of Velie's house on
ance sheet, which by oversight had been folded inside another tLat may be read by Catholics, or rather· to indicate what books a bunch of hay, covered with a worn-out buffalo robe and a
paper. Of course the secret could not be kept, and the fig- may not be rwd. Explaining his new .duties to a 1elegram re- bundle of rags. The condition of filth which she was in was
ures reached. the Journal. An error or two may hav crept
so abominable that it forbids description. Officer Thrall says
· in on their travels; but in substance they tell the following: porter the other day, the ;Rev. Father Brann said that
"Mr. Vanderbilt has registered in his name and in cou- he bad simply been delegated to SJlperyise the works issued that this is the most inhuman case that ever came under his
pon bonds $54,000,000 in 4 per cents, maturing in 1907. He from the Catholic press. A different light was put upon the observation. Mrs. Velie has been fastened in a room during
has lately added to these $4,000,000 in 3 1-2 per cents, and matter, however, by the Rev. J. J. Riordon, of St. Peter.'s the nights of the past cold winter without fire, imd the wonder
ye~ retains a trifle over $1,000,000 in 6 per cents.
The 4 church. This clerg~ man says, "A censor of publication has al- is that she has not frozen to death. Steps were at once taken
per cents are worth 124, and the market value of his Govways been deemed a necessity in the Roman Catholic church. to rescue the woman, and provide for her needs. She has
ernments is $70,580,000.
"But the bulk of the wealth of the king of millionaires is In the early days of the church it was not, however, found to been insane for years. She is about fifty years olil, and the
invested in ra1lroad securities. He holds 240,000 shares of be in such need as in the sixteenth century,. when Wicklif, mother of quite a large family. Three of the children-one
Michigan Central stock, 300,000 shares of Northwestern, in- Huss, and others began to scatter heretical wrWngs and when of the three being a grown-up son, and another a grown-up
cluiling 80,000 of the preferred stock, and a block of Omaha, printing was invented. When a person writes a book on faith daughter-liv at home and were ]mowing to the treatment of
200,000 shares of Lake Shore, and 120,000 shares of New
their mother. "As near as we can find ~l1t," says the Win..ofed
York Central. Besides this are smaller amounts in a score or.morals he submits it to the censor of his diocese for his apof other stocks, among which are Rock Island, of which he proval. The censor is generally a bishop or cardinal. Upon Press, "Velie is a true Christian. He is very pious, a churchhad 29,000 shares, and Lackawanna, where the total was 20,- examination, if the book contains nothing unusual or heretical member, and a regular church attendant. Being true Chris000. Of the others he had in all 21,840-a grand total ot it is so stated by the censor. It is mainly on account of the tians these people cnnnot of cotuse be expected to hav many
930,840 shares of stocks.
failing health of the cardinal that he has given this position of the finer sentiments and humanit.arian impulses which dis"Of various railroad bonds there was an aggregate of $22,- to Dr. Brann and bas directed him to rend over and criticise tinguish unbelievers and mere nominal Cht·istians from the
120,000, and of state and city bonds $3,200,000. In miscellaneous securities, manufacturing stocks, and mortgages the any book sub.J;Ilitted to him. In Rome we.hav the Index Ex- simon-pure of the chnrch, and they shonld be judged lenipurgatorius.
Any book placed on the index is considered ently. So we jndge them. Pity anrl piety are as wide apart
sum of about $2,000,000 was shown to be invested.
"Reckoning at yesterday's prices, the value of Mr. Vander- dangerous to morals and· faith to read, and all are warned as the poles, and as a pious man tbinketh so is he."
bilt's railroad stock is $98.750.00,0; of his Governments, $70,- against them. Heretical works, such as Gibbon's • Rome'
THE World dPvotes consiilerabl" s:>nce to the·examinat.ion of
580,000; of his railroad bonds, $25,867,4'W; of his other S!"- and Eugene Sue's books, are placed on the index. Once a
curities, a trifle over $5,000,000. The aggregate is $201,332,413.
the evidence for and agninst the Catholicism of the Hon.
book
goes
on
the
index,
Catholics
are
not
permitted
to
read
it.
"The' czar puts down an item as' real estate, etc., $3,000,,James Gillespie Blaine, of Maine, nnd concludes by urging
000.' In this is included his splendid Fifth Avenue mansion, It is the same here, if a religious book has not the approval of
which, wi.th its furniture and contents, cost nearly or qnite tl;le censors, it is deemed dangerous to faith and morality. Mr. Blaine to settle the point for the public. Although we
$3,000,000., His magnificent art gallery, with its gems from Among those books I may mention those by Zola. I think hav no evidence that would hold in colll't, the word of TPxa
the best modern m~tsters, represents almo't $1,000,000. the es- one of the ,greatest evils. to youths and others is the reading ."i(flinqs has been passed that the ex-sPeretnry of state is a Freetimate being that of a local connoisseur who is familiar with
thinker. It is also common rnmor in Wnsbil,gton that Mr.
the gallery. His stables on Fifty-first street, occupying one of immoral books. As a mother looks after the food of her Blaine is an ardent admirer of Col. Ingersoll's sormons. But,
of the. most desirable building ::;ites in the city;, represent child so that it may be properly nourished, so do we look after
$200,000, while the equine beauties there luxuriously lodged the mental food which is taken by those under our care." It like many other eminent persons. the Maine statesman is willwould not be disposed of for as much more. Maud S. would must feel nice to be a Catholic slave, and hav to ask a priest ing to conceal his theological notions that hA may lose no votes
bring $75.000 at a forced sale, and her owner would not dis- what you may eat and what you may read. There are some when running for office. We will wager that the World will
pol;le of her for any price. Early Rose and Aldine are also
seven millions of these cringing serfs in this country, and a receive no answer to its query.
held above price.
"The czar can take life comparativly ea~y on an income of million of them hav votes.
THE faithful are warned not to luw nnythinf..( t.o rio with the
twelve millions a year, and watch his wealth pile up without
QuESTIONS -A friend writes and inquires: "1. Does the Rev. A. C. Dixon. of this and otlior states. He is a powerful
any effort of his. From his Governments he draws $2.372.000 book for the mailing of which D. 1VI. Bennett was imprisoned
a year; from his railroad stocks and bonds, $7,394,320; from come under the head of Freethonght literature, as the term is Methorlist exhorter, has been the meanH of hrinf..(ing many
his misc.ellaneous securities, $575 69.5; or $10,342 from his in- generally understood'! 2. Can or bav the present postal laws souls into the church of John WeHley, and carries a pocketful
vestments alone. Thus every day they earn_ for him $28,- ever been used to the exclusion from the mails of writings an- of credentinls, but he is a had mnn. Notwithstnnrling that b'-'
334.25. Every hour sees him $1,180.5() richer, and every min- tagonistic to the Christian religion?"
has several wives, ho professed to hecome enamored of a young
ute means $19.67 added to his hoard. Besides this, he calcuWith regard to the first question, we think that the publica- lady at Ellenburg, N. Y., anrl endeavored to persnarle her t.o
lates to make $2,000,000 every year by fort.unate sale::;. His tion alluded to was rather physiological than otherwise; yet
marry him. Failing in this. he got rh-unk, and in that condireinvestments last year he .calculates did this."
free mails are one of the features of the Freethought move- tion took n train for the West. Broad is lh~> ro1trl that leads to
The Independent suggests that the "czar" establish in this ment. As for the second question, we must say .No, to the pious rascality, and thousands walk together there.
country a university, to be called "the Vanderbilt University," best of our remembrauce.-lnvestigrtior.
Mr. Seaver forgets that J.VIr. Bennett's first arrest was for
on a scale so broad and magnificent as to be fully equal to the
UNDER date of March :31st, Mrs. Slonlrer writes us that she
very best university in Europe, at a cost, including endow- mailing his" Open Letter to Jesus Christ," and that it was be- had received no substantial enconrngement to go ont on her
ments and scholarships, of some twenty-five or thirty millions, cau::;e of hi's· failure to procure Mr. Bennett's indictment tour of Spiritual investigation. Her correspondents nll "hope
or even forty millions of dollars. We would suppl<·ment t:!:tis upon that and "How Do Marsupials Propagate?" that Com- she will go," but forget to inclosQ tho wherewithal to buy railby urging Mr. Vanderbllt to return to the people who hav used stock arrested him for mailing "Cupid's Yokes." Pending the road tickets and pay mediums. She concludes, therefore, that
his railroads the exorbitant sums he has wrung from them by arrest and the quashing of proceedings, the "Open Letter" "friends who .<ePm to desire her to go are not wishing it enough
extortionate charges and the wholesale purchase of legisla-- was tabooed as much as or more than the "rather physiologi- to put money in it." This is all right. she says, but it is a
. tures. Or he might set apart a few millions as a conscience cal "pamphlet. Comstock seized all the "Open Letters" he great disappointment to her, ftnd she hopes that the way wi II
yet be opened by fdends buying books of her, or donating tbn
fund to help Felix Adler reform the tenement house system of could find, and they hav never been returned.
Mr. Seaver also forgets that W. H. L•1mastcr's Iconoclast was necessary amount.
this city and giv the railroad laborers who hav really produced
this wealth a decent place to liv in. But it is in nowise likely denied mail privileges by the postmaster of Indianapolis withDu. HA:~u,rn once nursed back to life a bl>tsphernous sailor
he will do anything of the kind. A fast horse, a strong cigar, out any legal proceedings because, as the postmaster affirmed,
whom
he found in the streets of Constantinople npparently
it
was
indecent,
but
really
because
it
was
blasphemous.
and a bottle of good old wine satisfy the "czar's" physical
needs, and of intellectual ambitions and humanitarian desires
'When one recollects how easy it is to say " indecent" and dying of cholera. Three years after be received the following
"obscene" of any book or paper that is objectionable the dan- Jetter from him: "DEAlt DocTOit HA1\niN: Thnnk God, I still
he seems to be destitute.
gerous elasticity of thE> Comstock postal laws becomes plainly survive the ded! I am bore workin' and blowin' the gospel
SoME time ago the Liberals of Alexandria, Minn., made up
apparent, and the reasons for its total repeal are obvious. trumpet on the Eri Kanal." Dr. Hamlin felt that he bad had
a purse of about $20, and with it purchased from TBE TRUTH
his re\l'ard. 'l.'o reclaim a sailor from his sins, and send him
SEEKER Liberal boolr,j!, which were presented to the village Freethinkers generally regard certain portions of the Bible as '· blowin' the gospel trumpet on the Eri Kanal," he realizes, is
ebscene and indecent, and if an Infidel postmaster chooses he
library. No fault was found until last fall, when a writer in
something that is not given to every man to accomplish.
the Women's Christian Temperance Union stated that "Chris- could refuse the minister the privilege of sending a copy of
h
that book to his female friends. This would be unsatisfactory
AT the anniversary meeting of the lVIethodist Educational
tian mothers were pained at the character oft e boo1{S brought to the ministers, as their conquests are easier when preceded
by their sons from the village library." One of the directors by a thorough pernsul of that ancient work. But seriously, Society held in this city on tbe 3rl, one of the clergymen said
of the library, under the nom-de-plume of "Justice," asked the man who ca not see the danger these laws are to litera- that "the sweetness and light of Matthew Arnnlcl is a bank of
London fog; it hides the stnrs of heaven, and chills the hearts
for specifications, and was answered, "French novels and
ture, when bigoted prudes and Christians are the sole j ndgos, of men. The cup he offers to humanity is the same old cup
Ingersoll's vorks." As one of the regulations of the library must be afflicted wlth the blindness of ignorance, or rendered
that was offered to .Jesus on Calvary-a cup of vinegar and
provides that minors shall not be· allowed to take out books incapable of reasoning by previous Christian training. The
without a certificate from their parents or guardians anthoriz- latter is most likely to be case with the Investigator's carping gall." This sentiment was loudly applanded by the assembled
preachers. lVIr. Arnold will undoubtedly feel flattered if be
ing them to do so, it is difficult to see on what grounds "Chris- Boston contemporary.
hears of this.
tian mothers" can justly complain. The library is not supONE. of the liveliest printed discussions ever held between
p osed to be run for the excl usiv benefit of Christians, and if they
f I fi.d J't
d Ch t' 't
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Mu. D. G. KALB, of Springfield, Ill .• is preparing a "Comdo not want their children to read Ingersoll's works they can represen t at 1vs o
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those lights of Methodism whose names appear in Col.
aranee column of the village paper, that Ingersoll is immoral,
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Billings's year book will not be included.
and points for proof to the scurrilous pamphlet issued by
mne, o mre, an a
. e promm~n
re~ In ers w ose
Clark Braden, she forgets what is due to her womanhood and nam~s he could ?all to mu~d. l'l~r. Bennetts retort was to
THE pious temperance women of Cleveland, Ohio, close their
to her pretended love of truth and purity. If "the solicitude publish a long hst of. clencal mlsde~eanors,_mostly of ~n doom against the families of men who sell liqnor. Yet the
of Christian mothers for the moral well-being of their children 1 amatory nature. Were Mr. Bennett ahve now It would pam chances are ten to one that there is mo:·e morality, and twice
outweighs all other considerations," they should bear in mind i him. to hav to add to the monument of ini~uity that on Ap_ril· as much happiness, in the families of some liquor dealers as in
that quoting the words of a liar is not the best example to set 3d, In the. alleged year of l'l~r. Hu_mphr~y s ,lord_ and savwr the family of the average minister. It has passed into a provbefore them. The controversy over Mr. Ingersoll's works has 1884, .JustlCes Ford and Smith, Slttmg m Spectal Sessions erb that the sons of ministers hav the devil for a godfather.
extended through the winter, but as yet the books are on the court at ~he Tombs in this city, found it necessary, according
WHEN Father NlcGlynn celebrated solemn high mass on lo.st
library shelves, and we hope there are Freethinkers en~ugh in to the evidenc,e presented to them 1 to compel th~ Rev. Griffi~
Al
ndria to keep them there. The French novels will hurt H. Humphre), pastor of the Welsh Presbytenan church In Sunilay a large rat appeared in one of the aisles, walked up to
noe~:e who Jets the~ alone, but as they were not prese~te~ to East Thirteenth street, to gi~ bon?s in $500 .to pay $5 per w_eek the middle of the sanctuary, and paused clirectly i.n front of
the library by the Liberals, they maybe left for the Chnstians to s~pport Laura A. ~ones s c~1ld. As l\1:. Humphrey IS a thB high altar. Who says these are not days of degeneracyto defend. They can certainly be no· more salacious than the ~arned man and as JYilss_J_ones 1s a~ unmarrwd young fe~ale, for rats?
Song of Solomon, nor more vulgar than portions of Leviticus It seems que~r that a ~ects.w~ of this nature should be given
THE Tribune has heard of a preacher whose first name was
zekiel and we never heard a "Christian mother" con- by such emment police Junsts as l'liessrs. Ford and Smith,
a nd E
•
d f
h
Ananias. Strangely enough, his last name was not Cook.
demn these. Probably the animus of the opposition may be but t~~ bal
a_ct remains that t ey hav done, so.. We trust
LET every man do his own thinking and say his own saying.
f
d in the fact that the trustees of the library' are all Free- there IS some m1stake. We trust the General Sesswns court,
t~~nkers. But they are i:llso the·substantiarmenof'thecounty, to whom the case is appealed, will reverse this e:x:pensiv de- -J. M. Buckley (Methodist).

and a sign of defeat, extremely. gratifj"ing to· the
friends of humanity. May the good work go on till
the last serpent of superstition has been strangled!
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CHARLOTTE, MICH., March 25, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed pfease find 75 cents for three of tho
TnUTR SEEKER ANNUAL. I fully indorse every word in Elmina's letter in THE TnuTH SEEKER of March 8th, and will do
all in my power -~ ·o,irculate the instructiv book among my
friend!!. A. worker· in· ~b,e Liberal cause, LAuRA PoLHAMUs.
.-NonTH HunoN, N. Y., Feb. 21, 1884.
Mn. EDtTon: I hav on· hand a hundred or more copies of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, which I am wiiiing to giv to any person
who would like them to rea,d or distribute, for that purpose,
and I will pay postage on the same. Persons wishing them
can address
,' ,...
G. W. SMITH.
---.~~

'

MAUSTON>''WIB., March 31, 1884.
Mn. EDIT on: I hav heen waiting·fo! ,the past two weeks to
send you the inclosed $11, but circumstances over which I had
no control pr13vented me from doing so. :Bad roads prevented
D. C. Robinson from coming to Mauston, and forthepastweek
sickness prevented me from such duties, and I am scarcely
able to pen these few lines to you to-day. But I hav no doubt
you wiii excuse unavoidables. THE TnuTH SEEKER is the best
Liberal paper ever published in this or any other country.
Please use the inclosed money as directed.
WM. HoLGATE.

fears for the life and succefls of his p.aper, the adored child of·
his brain, for which he sacrificed his life, after his death; but
it Iivs, and in many respects has improved. Tb:ere is less controversy, and in ore solid reading and seeds of thought sown.
You may rest assured that any person who subscribes for THE
'l'nuTH SEEKER has brains that are not devoid of some culture
and thought. They require and can digest solid food.
Wishing you success and growing prosperity, I am,
Respectfully yours,
W. W. WEBB, M.D.
MADRID; N.Y., March 27, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav had very goo'd success in circulating THE
TRuTH SEEKER. I hav got si:x: families reading it here. I hav sent
the first six numliers on a six-mile heat down the river. I hav
got the next six numbers tied up to follow after. I am going
to send for the Nonconformist. I believe it to be a good paper
to circulate. I will try and get ten or twelve families to read
THE TnUTH$EEKER this summer, and get attached to it; then
I think the most of them wiii take it, unless they are too ignorant to do their own thinking. To tell you the truth, it is
extremely unpopular here to be an Atheist. The hell-fire insurance agents hate the Atheists the same as their illustrious
predecessors did the abolitionists fifty years ago. I can count
more than a dozen Liberals here now. Six years ago I did
not know one. I find a great many Infidels who will not
speak their sentiments nor take a paper.
H. A. RAYMOND.
So. GARDNER, MAss., March 24, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed is 25 cents, for which please send me
TnuTH,SEEKER ANNuAL. I intend to renew my subscription
soon. I am sitting up in a bed of sickness, from which my doctor told my friends that I could never arise, and I felt prepared to meet my fate cheerfully as a Pantheist. The doctrin
of THE TRUTH SEEKER is good to liv and die by.
I hav been looking through Paine's "Age of Reason" months
past, and I noticed that it is filled, as it were, with his belief
in a creating, superintending, personal God, and he seems to
think rather meanly of those who did not. He raves against
the Old Testament Jehovah for calling Joshua and Samuel to
their indiscriminate butcheries (and so -do I), but is it not
strange that his clear brain, with the writings of the great
Spinoza before him, could not see that a cyclone or an earth.
quake, or the relentless lightning, sent by his merciful, superintending God, does as uruel work in the way of destruction and
carnage as did any or all of those New Testament brutes? I
wish that some of your correspondents would take up Paine on
this question, as I think he deserves it.
SILAS ADAMS.

our rob'es are ready; ~orne, Lord, come!' cried .the preacher,,·
while all present gave a loud Amen. 'Marsa Gabe,''whis-.
pered Cuffy, lifting his .hunting horn to. his mouth, 'let me
gib dem jist one toot.' 'Put that horn down, or I'll break your
head,' replied the master, in a whisper.· 'Ihe horn dropped
by Cuffy's side, and again the minister' said, ·Come, Lord, w~
are all ready for thy coming. Come, Lord, come.' 'Do, MarsA.
Gabe, do jist Iemme gib 'em ju~t one little toot,' plead~d
Cuffy, wetting his lips and raising the horn. 'If you ~on't
drop that horn, Cuffy, I'll whip you within an inch of your
life,' whispered the exasperate~ master. 'Blow; Gabriel, we
are ready for his coming; blow, Gabriel, blow!' pleaded the
minister. Cuffy could no longer resist the temptation, and sent
a ringing blast from end to end of the church; but long before
its last echo died away, his master and himself were the only
occupants of the building. 'I's ready for the licking, Marsa
Gabe,' said Cuffy, showing every tooth in his head, 'for I 'cl~re
to gracious it's worf two lickings to see de way common farm
cattle kin git ober de ground wid skeared 'Scensionists behind
them.'"
There is quite a Liberal element prevalent in this town.
There are eighteen Spiritualists, over sixty Atheists, and a
great many more Liberal-minded people. I know of only five
persons in the town that take the great TRuTH SEEKER. I do
not know how to account for it. Lukewarmness is a sympton
tbat I cannot help but notice. I must hrw the great TnuTJi
SEEKER. I cannot do without it-it is my bible.
THOMAS V. WILLIAMS~

THE FREE LAND QUESTION ANSWERED.
MR. EDIToR: I wish to say a few words in reply to friend
Chapman's article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 15th, on
"The Free Land Question." I am somewhat surprised that
"after a dozen years' experience and much thinking,'' he can
offer no other cure for the evil of a homeless people than to.
"quit raising incapables." For such being impossible, were
it the only remedy, the evil must necessarily cqn'tinue, and if
some other remedy is not found and administered, we fear
wiii soon so undermine the waning health of our bloated
"rob berment," that nothing but some ex.treme remedy, bleeding, perhaps, will save its life. Although the case is chronic,
WEsT FAIRLEE, VT., March 25, 1884.
,we believe it can be cured without the shedding of blood if atMn. EDITOR: Dy a little exertion last evening I procured
tended to in time. The remedy we would like to see tried is
seven names, to which you will send THE TRUTH SEEKER for
this: So amend the Constitution that no individual or comthree months. The Methodists and Adventists are holding
pany, not now owning to exceed 160 acres of land, shall hererevivals every night, so I thought a few TnuTH SEEKERS would
after own in excess of that amount. The effect would be that
be beneficial, as most are accosted by the leader, a Miss Haley:
large land estates and monopolies wopld break up, and the
"Don't you want to come to Christ? Do you want to lose
land in excess of 160 acres to each heir would revert back to
your soul? Jesus died to save you; why wiii you delay?" etc.
the government, to be disposed of as other government land,
MILLSVILLE, N. S., Jan. 5, 1884.
Fraternally,
ETHAN DIMOND.
MR. EDITOR: This is my fifty-eighth birthday, and so I spend allowing heirs compensation for improvements thereon.
P. S.-The "Crimes of Preachers" and "Christian Ques· it writing to you. I don't believe in a personal God or a per"Here in Kansas are most likely half a miiiion of people
. tiona Answered" which I sent for are doing good service. I sonal devil, or any life hereafter. There is nothing but ortho- that hav been thus cared for by the nation. Every citizen over
am circulating them where they do the most good.
E. D.
doxy around hexe, and they all say I am going headlong to twenty-one years of age is allowed to purchase 160 acres of
hell and the devil.
They can't tell me where hell is, but say land at $14, and take take their choice at that." Is not
MAM~mTH HoT SPRINGS, WYo., March 19, 1884.
I wiii find out soon enough. When I am dead and under the friend Chapman a little mistaken? The fact is, the choicest
Mn. EDITOR: My subscription having expired, I inclose ground I don't care for all their hells and sulphurous pits, lands in Kansas hav been owned by Indian tribes and been
money for renewal. Also send me the TnuTH SEEKER ANNUAL. where it is said that n~ne-tenths of mankind go. The clergy ceded to the government to be sold at $1.25 per acre, or $200
A most important and valuable feature of your paper is the can bark away, like the cock that crowed at the sun, which per 160 acres, or granted to monopolies, railroad companies,
correspondence. It enables one to estimate the actual condi- neither shortened the day nor lessened the heat or light. The etc., for nothing; and are held from both capables and in-.
tion of thought throughout the country, and also enables Lib- poor cock had to suffer all the scorching heat of the noonday capables or from five to ten dollars charged for ever acre of it,
erals to communicate 'vith each other. Special information is sun in spite of his merry din. Priestcraft is like the sirens, thns driving the "homeless people" farther west to the land
often correctly obtained about land and opportunities for set- who are said to entice mariners from thtir ships by singing of the cactus and drouth, away from employment or any
tlement, which, coming from Liberals, is considered quite re- to them, and then destroy th,em. If what M. E. Billings says means of support. No wondQr tht·ee-fourths of· them failed;
liable. The Park Iron Company has paid out no money is true about the sky-pilots, I think it is well to hav nothing the wonder is that all hav not. Another reason that J;Oany hav
for eight months to workmen, hence all business at this place to do with them. All we know about a God is what some- failed was on account of interest on money. To iiiustrate, a
is quite dead. If workmen had been paid and work contin- body has told us, and the one that told us knew nothing fifty-mile strip of the ~outhern part of the state, save some
ued, several new subscribers could hav been got for THE TRUTH more about him than we do ourselvs.
hundred thousand acres that our robberment allowed Joy to
SEEKER.
G. L: HENDERSON.
Our good old friend, D. M. B'ennett, who founded THE gobble up at seventeen cents per acre, was ceded to the governTRUTH SEEKER, should not be forgotten: He should hav a ment by the Osage Indians, to be sold for them at $200 per
grand obelisk, and his statue of full size placed on the top of 160 acres. The homeless, landlord-oppressed people of the
WEsT UNION, Oruo, March 23, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: Orthodox: superstition rules here with a strong the monument. Although Brother Bennett is dead, THE TRUTH East flocked to this land and took claims with a forlorn hope
hand and an ignorant brain, but I think there is some ground SEEKER livs, and it is to be hoped that it will Iiv for a thousand of making a home and paying two hundred dollars for it in
two years, besides supporting a family. Being poor as poverty,
into which good seed can be driiled, harrowed, or hammered. years to come.
I gave a copy of the "Open Letter to Jesus Christ" to Wm. and no chance to make money in time to pay for. it, they had
So we intend to try to sell the "False Claims," and if we can't
sell it, we will giv it away, for it is the grandest array of solid Martin Rae, an old man of over seventy, and he said the man not a dollar wherewith to do it, many being unable to pay ex"
historicaljacts on the subject of Christianity that I ever rend. who wrote it oughG to be hanged. I asked him if he would penses to and from the land office; S@ they borrowed money at
"The Short History of the Bible," I intend ,to study thoroughly put the rope on him, and he said he would. I would like to 60 per cent per annum, gEJoo . .Jg $200 and giving their note se,, and shoot a portion of it at them in the shape of a lecture. know how he would relish being hung for praying to his God cured by mortgage for $320 to be paid in a year from date,
Some of them shall hear the truth or else keep their fingers or his Jesus Christ? We all count him a good man, and bet- but at the end of the year they found themselvs no beLter off.
very tight in their ears. Our pocket-books are short, or we ter than a great many. I. believe if friend Rae had lived in it being all they could do to keep meal, meat, and quinine in
would invest in a large order for books, and a long subscrip- Christ's time he would hav helped the priests to put Jesus the shanty. So tbe Shylock closed, took their land, and sent
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER. If you woul•l drop in a small Christ to death, and then think he was doing right. If the them on rejoicing over the misery produced by usury.
Cursed be usury ! Those people were not drunkards, not
package of IeaflAts and tracts, we would distribute them free Christians could hang or burn us they would do it.
vicious, not bad citizens, but simply incapable of paying (Oper
JOHN SILLARS ARTHUR.
for your benefit and the good of the cause.
cent interest. Now, friend Chapman, we would not prevent
J. F . .BECK.
Yours in the search for truth,
a poor farmer from selling his land to a good one, if the good
FRANKLIN, March 31, 284.
MERIDIAN, TEXAs, March 24, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: A calm, as it were, has come over the little town one had not already his full share; there are plenty of good
Mn. EDITOR: I will inform you thatmyd('ar husband, Charles of Franklin; the conductor of the gospel of fear, of supersti- capable farmers that would be glad to get it and able to buy
Ahlstedt, departed this life October 29, 1883. He wa" a great tion and bigotry, has left. In his last sermon he impressivly that hav none at all. But, were they to keep it, the condition
Freethinker all his life. He always tried to help the cause of told his congregation how dtlgraded they were, and he made would be no worse for the capables than for Jay Gould or
Freethought all he could so far as he was able. We hav been the startling declaration that even preachers sometimes fall to some foreign capitalist to own it and hold it for speculation.
subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, and my hus- the lowest depth of degradation. He kpew a preacher, in a Think again, Brother Chapman, and if yon are a reformer, a.s
band always seemed so glad when it came. He often said he certain Western town, who ran away with another man's wife. I take you to be, I believe you wiii use your influence and balcould not Iiv without it, and told me on his death-bed to al- It struck me that he had been reading " Crimes of Preachers lot to crush this land monopoly before it crushes us, as it is
H. H. HuTCHESON.
ways renew my subscription" hen it expired. I am left alone in the United States," by M. E. Billings. Mr. Grav~s has been sure to do if let alone.
with two little children. They are both boys, and I hope if instrumental in converting upwards of one hundred souls, all
they liv they wiii be good Freethinkers.
of them, I presume, happy and looking forward with fond
THE FREE r.AND QUESTION AGAIN.
I would hav written sooner, but trouble and sickness hav expectations to the great day when Gabriel shall come and
CoLUMBus, RAN.
prevented me. Please find inclosed twenty-five cents for the blow his horn. I hope that they will not lack the confidence
J. H. CooK To GEoRGE W. CHAPMAN, Dear •"ir: I am glad
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. I am a good friend of THE TRUTH and nerve necessary to meet such a great personage. I you hav brought your logic (?) to bear on J. Hacker, myself,
, SEEKER, and I wish it success.
ANN AHLSTEDT.
hope they will not get excited and run for dear life, say at the and others on the land question. "My head 'or yours,'' as
rate of fifty miles an ho.ur, as a band of Christians known as Capt. John Smith said to the Turk.
llliLl'ORD, PA., March 24, 1884.
Ascensionists did in Georgia. Harper's Magazine has it as folYou say that before I talk about giving land to a large class,·
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4, for which continue m:y sub- I~ws_: "Some year~ ago, in Georgia, _that band known as Ascen-l who wi~I not work it, I must tell how to keep th~se :'?eople in
scription to THE TRuTH SEEKER, and send me the TRuTH SEEKER swrusts were havmg a gmnd revival. One day, when the possess1on of a home. Is that your measure of JUStiCe to hu' ANNUAL and "Crimes of Preachers," and the balance use to meeting was in full force, a storm came up, and a young gentle- manity? If a poor man works for you, I suppose you first find
help make up the deficit on Mr. Bennett's monument.
man who was out hunting with his servant took refuge in the out how he wiii use his money, or whether he will spend it for
I wish to congratulate you on the success of THE TRUTH 1 church door. Being curious to see the service, the two hunters , bread or whisky before you will pay him. I see you are a
SEEKE!t since the death of its grand and fearlesil founder. He 1 crept up into the. gallery, and there hid in a place where they . physician. You ask of a patient pay for your services. ~e
was truly a martyr in behalf of Freethought. I had great could ob!lerve without being obsened. 'Come, Lord, c.ome, says to you, "Before I pay you must fiud out what you will
AuRoRA, MINN., March 26, 284.
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.25, to renew my subscription on THE TnuTH SEEKER for another year, and 25 cents
for the FREETHINKER's ALMANAC.
It is a very easy matter to step over to one's neighbor's, but
when you come to ask them to take THE TRUTH SEEKER it is
not so easy to get them to subscribe. There are several in this
place who call themselvs Freethinkers, but when I ask them
to subscribe for your paper they are not so free.
I hope you wiii ever be able to keep on in the good w,ay you
hav commenced.
A. RICHARDS.
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do with your money," or whether you hav "mental capacity"
to take care of it or keep it. What do you think of .such logic
when applied to yourself?
Shall we .be unjust to man and deny him his natuxal rights
and possessions because he may not use them as we would?
You. say that in Kansas many hav been cared for (bought land
or taken homesteads) by the nation. I suppose you would say
.that railroad companies hav been cared for to the amount of
200,000,000 acres by the nation. What is the nation? And
who compose it?
You tell about getting land at "government prices." Who
are the "government," or who ought to be? The whole people, .Kansas included, or the president, his cabinet, and Congress? Where did this nation get the right or power to sell or
buy one foot of the-land which, like the air and. sunbeam, belong, in use, not possession or legal ownership, to every man,
woman, and child.
That great legal authority, Blackstone, says, "No just reason can be given why a piece of parchment should giv title to
land " If, according to your logic, no one should hav any land
but those who hav brains to "conduct agricultural operations
with profit," what do you say of those few who legally own
millions of acres, conduct no agricultural operations, but hold
them for speculation? I infer you think that is right, since
you hav nothing to say about ,it. You qo not attempt to refute
any of the propositions which the land-reformers present, but
seem to ignore or evade them.
'
I am impressed that you are opposed to orthodox opinions,
but not to orthodox laws, customs, and practices. You may
be a humanitarian in some respeets, but a man who questions
the land's being free to all, and not to be monopolized, is not
a full-ftedged reformer.
It is pOii!lible you are a land-grabber, and hav yourself sold
land "for a thousand dollars that cost you nearly nothing?"
If so, I do not expect you to sympathize much with the landless, or to hav a very nice or ke~n sense of natural right or
justice. I am for eternal truth and justice in regard to land
.' as well as every other subject. I am an agitator and educator,
and expect it will require time, if.not we-i- and deva~tation, to
bring the land and humanity into true, just, normal, natural
relations.
Now, if you please, giv me ".fits," and show up my false
J. H. CooK.
logic and absurdities.
EuREJU, CAL., March 19, 1884.
MR. EDITm~: It is about a year ago that I wrote to you last.
.I often see articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER to which I would
like to reply, but the distance is too great, and, besides, I am
like Paul-the spirit is willing but the :flesh is weak.
It seems the prohibitionists are not tormenting you so much
as they used to; and it is to .be hoped that they will take a
rest. Every Liberal will admit that intemperance is a great
evil, but few Liberals seem to be aware that prohibitory laws
are a greater evil than intemperance. On the whole, we are
too much governed already, and half the laws on the statute
books ought to be repealed. There is no sen!le in making'laws
in regard to a.nything which is governed by the laws of supply
and demand. So long as there is demand for liquors, so long
the supply be forthcoming. Sumptuary laws, usury laws,
liquor laws, etc., always prove useless.
I am astonished at a certain cl11ss of t:)ocilllists who would
like to hav it regulated by law when and how often a husband
ought to kiss his wife, and what people ought to eat and drink,
and on which side they ought to Rleep ~t night. Nothing is
more f!enseless and derogatory to human progress. The Milwaukee Congress erred to a great extent in the same diref'tion.
We may all boast of our freedom, but few people know
what freedom is. A person who would.like to see everything
regulated by law, is nothing but an abject slave. The editors
of Lucifer are doing good service to the world just now in trying to liberate from mental serfdom those who are slaves with·
out knowing it.
·
Your correspondent, J. Hacker, givs himself a great deal of
unnecessary trouble in regard to government land. The
troubles. he complains of exist; but they cannot be avoided in
the way he proposes. Had he lived on the frontier as long as
I hav, he would think different from what he now does. Within a few miles Of where. I write thiR, about 50,000 acres of
timberland were stolen from the government within the last
two years by a syndicate. They had five men in their emyloy,
who scoured the country to hunt up men to take up land for
the syndicate. As no improvements are necessa't'y in taking
up a timber claim, the thing was easily done. The entryman
was furnished with the numbers of the land he was to take up.
With them he went to the land office, swore to anything he
might be asked to swear to, and filed on the land described.
Then he went to the company's office, signed the deed which
was made out while he was at the land office, received his fifty
dollars (the u~ual amount paid), and went his way; the company paying for the land and taking the title.
This is certainly 11ll wrong, but how can it be remedied?
Not under existing laws. But of one hundred persons who
pre-empt or homestead land, there is not one who takes it in
good faith. The whole of it is a swindle; and the homestead
and pre-emption laws ought to be repealed. If Mr. Hackel'
knew what class of people pre-emptors and homesteaders
usually are, he would view the matter in a different light from
what he now does. , He means well, but lacks the practical
experience.
For the edification of those who know nothing about preempting or homesteading land, I will giv a short description
how it has been done where I liv.
The land here is mostly timber land, and when lumber
rises to a high figure, which may happen from six to ten years,
millionaires and speculators will buy up timber land. This
is the time for the pre-emptor. The country at once gets alive
with people, you cannot tell where they all come from, and
they all start out for pre-emption claims. They pick out a
piece of land, or pay some adept in the business to pick it out

will

for them, and then file on it. As improvements are require~!,
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a year. The price of a copy of this paper is 2d., and the
postage 11-2 .d. THE TRUTH SEEKER, which is a paper about
twice the size of the National Riformer, comes all the way from
America to this country for only one cent, which is about onethird of the postage paid by me on the National Riformt:r..
England, though the first to introduce cheap postage, seems
to be in a state of retrogression in such matters now. You
may consider me a life-subscriber to your paper, which is the
largest, cheapest, and best Freethought journal it h1¥J ever
been my lot io peruse. Therefore, should I fall into a few
days' arrears with my subscription, do not impute it to a desire
on my part to stop my paper, but to forgetfulness.
I hav been fortunate enough to be able to get together a sufficient number of member,; of the National-Secular Society, of
which Mr. Bradlaugh is the president, to form a branch of the
same here. This is called the Tyrzabad branch of the National
Secular Society, and I am its corresponding secretary. It was
dreadfully up-hill work when I first started, but the ultimate
success is all the sweeter for the difficulties at first encountered. I am in correspondence with Mr. Kedar Nath Basu, of
Murshedabad, who is doing grand work for the cause of Freethought in Bengal. It would be superfluous, almost, for me
to giv you any praise for the noble manner in which you are
carrying forward the good cause, but this much I must say,
that you, through your paper, are helping to clear away the
myths of superstition from the world, and are helping forward
the dawn of a brighter day, not alone for future generations,
but also for the present one.
It is my intention to open a subscription list for the Bennett
Memorial Fund, and as soon as I h11v collected as much money
as I can I'll remit it to you .
In conclusion, I hav the pleasure to convey to you the cordial W"eetings and good wishes ofthe mem berR of the Tvrzabad
EvANSVILLE, Wrs., March 11, 1884.
brnnch of the National Seculnr Society, and beg t.o R~bscribe
MB. EDtToR: Inclosed find $1 for the Bennett Monument. myself
Yours truly,
W. C. GrnsoN.
I never expect to see it. I am an old man past seventy-seven.
I hav thought many times I would like to be at your meetings
SEnEwA, ·MICH., Feb, 26, 1R84.
held in New York, but never expect to. I expect to take your
MR. EDtTOR: If you will allow me spnce in your valuable
paper. as long as I can see to read it. I never had any in my paper, I would like to say· a few words on Co'mmemoration
family that would read it, or any of the books that I hav Day. Also a few words on prohibition. I think thA 23d
bought. My family consists of three grown up daughters; day of December ought to be conRiderei! a sacred d11y in thA
my wife I lost about a year and a half ago. I think more of Liberal ranks, and I, for one, held it this yenr. and intend
the success and progress of the work you are engaged in than to continue to hold it, in preference to the 25th of Decemall others. Hope you will succeed as Garrison did with slavery. ber. We held a meeting on the 23d of December to l~onor
Yours in a good cause,
PETER F. SPENCER.
our hero, D. M. Bennett. Our speaker wns n Mrs. Hubbnrcl.
of Berlin, Mich., nn inspirntional spenlmr, and I must say that,
MILLBROoK, March 25, 284.
I think D. M. Bennett never received his ju~t amount of
Mn. EDtTOR: The complacent way in which Mrs. Blenker praise as he did that day. He never receivAd the honor his
offers to do Spiritualism the favor ( !) of investigating if Spir- moral character and noble labors deservei\ in this world.
itualists will furnish the means is highly amusing to me. "It She .mentioned all the noble men from WnRhington's time
would be of no personal profit to me," she says-this inves- down to D. M. Bennett's, and then plnced his nnme above
tigation. Indeed, she seems to think that Spiritualism wciuld them all for moral worth and noble worltR for humnnity.
be put under the greatest Qbligation to her should she deign to Long may his memory be honored, and TnE TRuTn SEEKFm,
look at it. This beats the impudence of the clergy. I nm a the child of his brain, be sustained, is the wish of one of his
Spiritualist, 11nd hav been for thil'ty years, but when I hire any- dearest friends. I notice thnt prohibition is creating quite "
body to investigate Spiritualism I shall count myself a lunatic. good deal of comment from your many readers. And I would
It is not of the slightest consequence to Spiritualism whether say that "the greatest good to the greatest nnmher" Ahonld
Mrs. Blenker believes it, or investigates it, or looks at it, or be our motto in relation to prohibition. And hy prohibition
sniffs at it, or not, though she seems to fancy that her dictum I mean prohibition of the mnnufncture of whisky, for just so
on the subject is of great importance. Nobody goes about long as it is manufactured just so I on~ will it be drnnk. and aR
hiring people to investigate astronomy or geology. It's my long as drunken fathers be(!et chilrlren jnstRo lonf!' will drnnkopinion that no sensible Spiritualist will hire Mrs. Blenker ards encumber the earth. There is no use in t.rying tnpreach
or anybody else to investigate Spiritualism. If my memory drunkenness out of people. It is a wnRte of time nnd l~tbor.
serves me right, she saw enough of the manifestations, ac- Reason has no effect on them. You might ns well go to the
cording to her own statement, during her Northern trip, a insane asylum and try to reason insanity ont of the pntients.
year or two ago, to hav excited in an unprejudiced mind, I consider the drunkard in a condition simil~tr to that of the
it seems to me, a desire for further investigation, but she negro before the war. He does not renlize his condition. but,
seems so willing to believe in annihilation, and so averse or we who are not cursed with the 11ppAt.itfl for Rtrong i!rink cnn
indifferent to being convinced to the contrary, let her enjoy see and realize his condition aR we did thRt of t.he Rlnves. And
it if she can. If she is·satisfied with what warmth she can ex- therefore it is our bounden duty to free him from his slaverv
tract from an iceberg it is nobody's business. A woman con- as we did the neg't'o. And in doing this hy prohibition I wiil
vinced against her will does not differ essentially from a man admit that we take from him the power to get drunk. Bnt in
under similar circumstances.
HARVEY W. PINNEY.
return for this we giv him freedom from drunkenness, which
is a greater good, both to him. his family. nnrl Roci<~ty at, large.
0REOON, Mo., March 29, 1884.
We had to do an injustice to the Southerners, I think, in takMR. EDIToR: The prejudice against Freethought is very ing from them their slaves without pnying for them. But in
remarkable. It may be that they are beginning to take alarm doing so we freed the slaves, which was the grcnteRt good to
so strongly th(tt hate is agitated by fear.
the greutest number. And so it is in every move in lifo.
I cannot see among our to-day Christians the least symptom Thero is scarcely any great movement in progresRinn thnt does
ef vital religion. All seem to follow it from habit or ambition. not crush some things under the wheels of progrcRsion's cnr.
They evidently don't believe it themselvs.
I cannot see as there is any likelihood of evor bein{'( relieved
The case of James B, Johnson, of St. Joseph, that is making from this curse of dnrnkenness except by prohibition. for there
such a stir, is in print. This mnn, amiable, popular, and is no use in fighting the effect. But let m 1 strike Itt the cnuRo.
exceedingly religious, has for years been stealing from his There is no use in condemning drunkards and saloon-keeperR
employers and generous, trusting friends. Put in charge over so long as our government Il-l lows the en use that makes drnnka large wholesale drug house, he has stolen enough to set up ards and saloon-keepers to flourish, as it is nt tho present tim 9 .
two considerable places for himself. He had a room whence I know that there a.re n great many who are very sensitiv
he shipped the stolen goods. He was a kind, generous man; about being deprived of their rights. Are they the only oneR
a most zealous churchman in season and out of season; a who hav any rights? Has the mother that bore them no rights
shining light among the Christians (Cambellites). Once he that they are bound to respect? Must Rhe Rtnnd Rilent nnd R<W
told me with a ring in his voice that sounded of tears and her son going the way of all drunlmrcls? Has the wife that
prayers, "I fear you are a lost soul, Mr. Irvine." I don't the~ hav pr'?mised to cherish nncl protect no rightR, that throur,h
know when I heard sugh ill news a~ this about him. Position, the1r appetlt.e for strong drink thay cnn bring her to t.hP
deepest depths of poverty lind disgrace? Has the innocent
friends, family, pride, religion-aU were risked or sacrificed. child no right•, thnt it must he cur~ed from the day of itR birth
And his fine little family-great God, it is awful! His em- to the dny of if s death by tho sins of It dishono'red fnth er?
ployers were his warmest friends. Daily he wronged them. Away with the iden of being depnved of our rights. It is a
And after a competence was secured, he still persisted. Surely disgrace to the Liberal C&l~Re to bring such nn flXCnRe for one
there must be something in the theory of obsession by evil ! of the most damn~ble J;ab1ts ~h.nt eve't' cnrn.'~d the hnrnnn race.
. .
.
,
. ,
. Rather let us conSlder 1t a pnVllege to sacrtfice snch a right fnr
spmts. One thrng shows h1s supenor1ty over some of h1s humanity's good 0 woman must you nlway b
il h
kind. On discovery he shot himself to death. Not suddenly, drunken fathers; drunken h~sbnnds, nnd dru~k:n c~~fJ~reri~
but deliberately, after some days of reftection. This is as it bringing innocent children into the worhl mused hy the habits
should be. But it is an awful example of the utter inefficiency of a drunken ~nther, nnd to fill a drnnknrd'~ grave? Giv ns
of Christianity to restrain even a naturally good man.
t11;e ballC!t, w~uch these same drtmknrdf! depnve us of, and we
C
I
will see 1f th1s curse cannot be removed, nnd men become what
LARKE RVINE.
nature intended they should be-w<'rthy the respect nnd love
of woman, which I am Rorry to sny is not the case now. ScarcA
TYRZABAD, OuDn, INDIA.
one man in ten is worthy to become th" httRb"nd of a good
MB. EDtToR: I am in receipt of your post card, and in ac- woman and the fathe!' of her children. For God's sake let nR
cordance with the snme hav this day taken out a postal in your be up and doing while the day lasts, before this curse of
favor. I am astonished at the c~apness of your paper. dnrnkennes11 sinks this nation in eternnl night. A tempernte
slave is preferable to a free drunknrd.
The National Rtjormer, edited by Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs.
Yours for prohib1tion, with all my might, and Rtrength,
Besant, and to which I a.m a. subscriber, costs me 15s. 2d.
Mna. HATTIE REIWEI'.

they build a cabin on it with boards ·split on the premises;
that is not done to comply with the .law, it is done to keep
others from jumping it. The ~bin is usually' a little larger
than a child's playhouse; high enough to stand up in and long
enough to lie down in. This holds the claim. When spring
comes, the pre-emptors club together in small squads and go
upon their claims to put in a crop. The seed they often take
out in their pockets. When they arrive on the claim they take
a little brush and inclose a circle containing a few yards of
ground, and there they sow the seed. And so they go from
claim to claim. Often the potatoes that are planted in the
evening are dug up again in the next morning and cooked for
breakfast, for nothing that is sewed or planted is ever
looked at' afterwards. When the time of probation is up,
each squad goes to prove up their claims, they all acting
as witnesses one for the other. If you should read the testimony after the proof is taken, you would think that there was
a nice house on each of the claims, and several acres of
ground in good cultivation, yet the whole of it is a fraud and
a lie. After proving up, the pre-emptor sells for whatever he
can get, if he had not sold before he proved up, and if the excitement is still raging he start3 out the next d~y for a homestead; but if the excitement is over he wants no homestead,
and if a stranger, starts out for other parts of the world to
play the sa.me trick over again. This is the way pre-empting
is carried on. There is no use in howling about monopolists and land-grabbers. Poor people are no more honest, on
an average, than rich ones; they are really the parties who
steal the land from the government, and often, after they hav
sold out to the land-grabber, they turn against him, not from
principle, but out of envy and regret that they cannot steal
. the land over again. Yours fratermilly, RoBERT GuNTHER.
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I
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, lihll River,
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
Cbrner shoulil be sent.
"His ure Is long whose work 18 well,
'\ And be his station low or high,
He wlio the most good works can tell,
Llvs longest though he soonest d\e."

H

Something to Sbow for It."
BY MAUD MILLEB.

How well I remember those words long ago,
When running to !ather, with a sbllllng In hand,
How he patted my head In his fatherly way,
And g,.ve me a smile that was sunnY and bland;
How he put down the paper just tresh rrom the
prFIBB,

And looked Into my eyes with his own blue and

clear,
Anti BJ\Id, In a voice that was earnest and true,
•· Hav something to 1/t.ow ror that ~hllllng, my dear."
, I treasurA<l the words or my rather that day,
And~tralghtwayT wAnt then and bouo{htmea book
And orten that summer T culled Its bright thoughts:
While seated ror hours In some sbady nook.
And the uood that T got rrom Its pages was great;
Although but a child, yet my memory was clear,
And I alwa~s rAmembered my own rather's words,
"Havsomethlng to show rorthat shllllag, my dear."

It you hav a dollar to

~pare, then, young man,
Why rrltter that dollar so ea.sy away?
Why not sow t-he gnod seed as you journey along,
An<l lnvPst that same dollar to do good to-day?
What tbough ·u~ but little you hav or your own,
That little spent rightly wlll happlnABB glv,
But one hundred cents, do not squ,.nder It now,
Hav something to show Cor that dollar you hav,

Bat<l ol<l FarmAr Brown to his l!l.elghbor Blnolatr,
.. How lsi•-, my rriAn<l, that your BOD prospers BQ?
Why, he owns a nice rarm and a home or his own,
And he Is b11t twenty; yes, that much I know."
Then replied his old neighbor, with bright gleaming

eye,
"Ynu.-know his aunt lett him some money last rail;
So, Instead or spending It tooll•hly then,
He got something to show ror his money, that's all."
HR.v" some<hlng to show ror It" all through this ure,
How well It applies to the youth or the land,
As thevget !hAir hard earnlngseaohSaturdaynfght,
Be 1hey workingmen's sons or the sons or the gran d.
Hav something to show ror that Jwur you hav,
For an hour once gone It can never return;
And would the dear laddiPB and lassies so bright
Ha v something 'to show rrom each lesson they
learn.

A Wedge of Gold.
"Now, John," said old Mr. Oliver to his son,
"I am going to giv you this wedge of gold. It
is solid clear through, and will be of great benefit while you are plodding through this world.
Be careful you do not lose it, for if it is once
lost you will find yourself in great trouble,
and I douht if you could ever replace it. With
a good common school education and this
wedge of gold I see no reason why you should
not be prosperous and happy all the days of
your life."
"It isn't a very big wedge," said John, feel·
ing the paper that it was wrapped in.
"No, John; but it weighs considerable, after
all, as you will find upon examination."
John was eleven years old when he received
the wedge of gold from his father, but, as he
said to his mother, it seemed to him a very little wedge to be so cautious about.
" That is because you do not- yet realize its
full value," said his mother. "The longer you
keep it the more you will prize it. You must
never part with it, anyhow, and it may be the
means of saving your life sometime."
When John was fifteen years old he bad to
go to work, to strike out for himself, and be
came to Fall River, in Massachusetts, with his
clothes tied up in a good strong bundle, and
his wedge of gold in his pocket. He went to
work in a cotton factory, where he learned to
make cotton cloth. He was a stranger, and he
didn't hav great pay for his labor at first, but
be made a rule to save a part of his earnings
every month. He soon became acquainted
with some boys who worked in the same mill,
and the homesickness that had possessed him
as he trudged to and from his work the first
we~k began to wear off.
"Come, go to the circus with us, won't ye ?''
asked Patsy 11/Iurphy, as he and four more boys
were going home from work, overtaking John
Oliver. "It's a big show-is Barnum's-elephants, camels, monkeys, cockatoos, and everything !-almost every kind of bird and beast
you can name and mention."
John had never been to a circus in all his
life, ha •·ing lived in a part of the country that
was not visited by traveling showmen.
"How much do you hav to pay to go in?" he
inquired.
"Fifty cents, and half-price for children;
but of course we fellows pay the r<Jgular fare,
you know."
John thought a moment, and concluded he

could afford it, and said he would be on hand
to go with the the boys to see the show.
"Oh, it"s just gay, I tell you, boys; and your
eyes will stick Ijght out like big white onions,
or Muscovy ducks' egg~, when you see the tigers and · the elephants and the giraffes !
They're· funny fellows, giraffes are."
"And the lions, Patsy! You forget them,"
said Timothy Winkle. "Did you ever see any
hons, John, eh ?"
"No," answered John, "no live ones."
''We'll show him the lions, won't we, Tom?"
"Yaw," replied that individual.
At the appointed time the boys started together for the circus. They were in high glee,
and when the band began to play they were so
excited tbat they could scarcely contain themselva. They looked at all the animals, and fed
the elephants and monkeys -with peanuts and
cookies, saw the big giant and the little dwarf,
the living skeleton, the electric lady, the tattooed lady, the Circassian beauty, and all the
other curiosities, after which they went into
the other tent, and took a seat to witness the
ring performances. As the riders came in,
seated on their elegant horses, dressed in velvet and glistening with spangles, and rode so
easily and gracefully, keeping perfect time to
the music, Timothy Winkle said to John,_in a
hoarse whisper,
"Wudden't ye like to be a circus man, eh ?"
John did not reply, he was so taken up with
the brillilint pageant.
"Hold your tongue," said Patsy, "an' don't
be bothering the boy. Whist ! there comes the
clown."
To John it was like fairy stories, and when
he saw "Mademoiselle Celeste " riding round
and round the ring, and no saddle on the
horse, and then jump through six hoops and
land on the horse's back every time, he looked
puzzled.
"Do you suppose it's a woman?" he asked.
"Course," said Dick Riley. "What a greeny
you are, anyway ! Where d'ye come from?"
"I came from Berkeley," he said, innocently.
" Oh, let him alone," said Patsy; " pay attention to the show. Just look at that for a
summerset. Heigho! there goes the clown.
He s the best one among 'em, I'll bet yer."
It was late when the circus was over, and
the men began taking down the tent before the
people were half out. John thought he had
seen enough to last him a lifetime. His companions were almost uproarious in their praise
of the performance. On their way home they
had to past severa~ drinking saloons. and when
opposit one that was well lighted John inquired
what kind of a store it was, for, although the
outer door was open, there was a black screen
before it. "I guess they are having a pm·ty in
back there, aren't they?' he asked. "I hear
music."
"They are having a party-yes!" said Timothy, winking to Patsy. •· Let us take John
in and show him the lions."
"Lions? Hav they lions in there?" exclaimed John, in amazement.
"Yes, lots of 'em!' Come on. Let's go in,"
and John followed his companions. He saw
what it was the moment he .vassed beyond the
black screen, and turned to go out, but the
boys would not hear of it. "Oh, hav some
beer ! hav some beer !" th~y all cried, and in
another moment every boy had a glass of foaming, sparkling beer· in his hand. "You can't
see a lion till you dt'ink," laughed Timothy.
" Go ahead ! Here's your good health, boy."
John thought he would not be odd, and was
just going to follow the example of the others,
when all at once he remembered his wedge of
gold, and he felt a sudden chill at his heart,
his face turned pale as death, and the glass of
beer dropped on the floor, the glass shattered
in a hundred fragments.
"0 you fool !" said Timothy.
"Chicken !" exclaimed Dick Riley.
"Dough-head !" sneered Tom.
"What did ye do that for?'' said Patsy.
"He wants to hav a .fight!" declared Timothy. "I'll make yer nose bleed for ye," and he
ran up to John with his fist doubled up.
"I don't want to fight," said John, "and I
won't fight; I'm going home," and off he started
amid sneers and jeers, amid many jokes and
much laughter.
The cold sweat stood on his brow as he
reached the boarding-place he called home,
and crept up to his bed.
"Ah," thought he, "they might hav made
me drunk and got my wedge of gold from me,
and then I should hav been ruined forever."
When John was nineteen he was invited to
go to a clambake on the banks of the Kickamint river. There were seven young men in
the party, the day was fine, the sail delightful,
and the bake all that could be desired. After
the feast. was over, one young man said, "Trot
out the httle black bear, Sam!''

John looked: Rurprised, but said nothing, and
waited to see the bear. It came out in the
shape of a black bottle, and, one by one, six
young men drank of its contents, and when it
was passed to the seventh, which was John, he
said firmly, "No, not any for me, if you
please."
"0 sho ! What's the matter with you? Can't
you be sociable on an occasion like this?"
"I dare not be sociable, as you call it, in that
way," and John spoke'up very bravely.
"Signed the pledge?''
"No."
"What's th~ matter, then? Here, drown
your prejudices, and forget your squeamishness in this," and a cup of brandy was pressed
to his lips; " Don't be an idiot, John."
"I hope not," he said, " but I can't touch
that," and John pushed away the cup, thinking
all the time of his wedge of gold, and fearful
lest he might lose it among those gay young
men.
He endured their bantering in silence, but it
was with alarm that he observed the condition
of the six when they embal'ked for home.
Hardly one was able to sit upright, and not one
was in a conc1ition to steer the boat except
John. His clear, cool head brought the boat
and its living, though sadly bewildered, human
freight in safety to the land, and it was with a
great sigh of relief John saw them safely on
shore. He reflected that had he been in the
condition of the others, and embarking so, they
would undoubtedly hav swamped the boat,
and all would bav been lost. Thus the remembrance of his wedge of gold saved not only his
'life, but the life of the six who were with him.
John is steadily rising in business, being no
longer an operat.iv in the weave-shop, .nor a
spinner, but a superintendent of a cotton factory, with a comfortable salary. He is quiet,
gentlemanly; kind, and obliging, honored and
respected. by all who know him.
~'he wedge of g<.ld that his father gave him
is still in his possession, and he means to carry
it with him to his grave. Timothy Winkle, who
remains still a spinnRr, and always will, probably, said the other day to John, "Mr. Oliver,
is ic true that you hav a wedge of solid gold?"
Somehow it had leaked out that John had such
a wedge.
"Yes, it is true,'' said John~
"Hav you any objection to letting me see
it?"
"None in the least. Here it is," and John
took an envelope from his pocketbook. See
for yourself."
Timothy took a piece of paper from the envelope, and read: ''Beware of intoxicating
liquors. Never, upon any account, let a drop
of anything intoxicating pass your lips as a
beverage. Touch not, taste not, handle not
the unclean thing. Remember.''
"Is this the wedge of gold?" and Timothy
looked surptised.
·
•· It is."
"Well, if I had remembered and carried
such a wedge of gold as that I might hav been
in better circumstances than I am to-day,"
sighed Timotby.
"And so might many another,'' said John.

Our Puzzle Box.

1
ENIGMAS.
Here is our song or chorus,
Like soldiers in a line;
One thousand now before us,
Behind us "ninety-nine."

Now simply change the m·der,
An order of plants to find;
One thousand still in front o~ us,
One hundred and one behind.
Oh, why should we be troubled?
The " angels" all are gay;
Their "rejoicings" I hav doubled
For the tw'o that "went astray."
Yet for the "ninety-nine,"
And the thousand that would stay,
A melody divine,
Must now forever play.
For the song at last is mine
Humanity's the clay,
'
And to do right is better quite,
·
Than to repent and pray.
Il'win, Iowa.
J. K. P. BmB,
2.
CROSSWORD.
In money, not in sunny;
In ponder, not in wander;
In orange, not in porridae;
In grape, not in wait; "'
In flow, not in beau;
In look, not in foot;
In animal, not in camel;
In dtty, not in we'lgh;
In nice, not in wife.
My whole is the name of a race of people.
3.
AULD LANG SYNE PUZZLE.
I'll sing a song of "auld lang syne,"
Of the days that are no longer mine.
My youthful fire long since burnt low,

Even my mantle had to go.
And so I died of neglect and coldPerhaps of age, for I was old.
I felt it come like an ague fit, '
And I grew too cold to even spit.
One vice I had, like human kind,
'To smoke, I sometimes was inclined.
So while I lived some tears we1·e shed,
And most were glad when I was dead.
Even my faithful dogs were sent
Into perpetual banishment,
And my loved cranes. 'that were my pride,
Hav had no roost since the day I died.
A new friend came-he hid his flame,
But gained their favor, all tho same.
They could not do too much for him,
And always kept his pipe in trim.
But they walled me up in my little room,
Which ever since has been my tomb,
With the gods and creeds of my eady day,
For they, like me, hav passed away.
But I sometimes come as I do to-night,
As a memory bright, or a ghostly sprite.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAEEB.
4.

LETTER REBUSES.
I
Here ·we present to observation
·
A bounty, gift bestowed, donation.
II
And here, in letter rebus found,
A slave to chnroh or party bound.
Irwm, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKEB.
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5.'
NUMERICAL PUZZLE.
Mark off 25 squares thus:

Put a number in each small square; beginning with any number. Then take all the
rest of the numbers in regular succession, not
omitting a number, nor use the same number a
second time, the numbers to be so selected
and arranged that all the n um hers in each
vertical col unin when added will make the.
elate of next year, 1885; all the numbers in
each horizontbl column when added will make
1885; all the numbers in each diagonal column
when added will make 1885; the four corner
numbers added to the central will make 1885.
Almond, N. Y.
H. VAN PELT.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNEB,
MABCH 29, 181:!4.
1. Naples.
ZULU
2.
UNIT
LIFE
UTES
3. Wen dell Phillips. 4. Buffalo. 5. Minnie.
Scilved by H. K Juergens, A. E. Wineman.

Conespondence.

j

CEDAR GRoVE, N.Y., March 30, 1884.
RESPECTED Miss WrxoN: I hav THE 'fRUTH
SEEKER taken for me for three months. I like
the-Children's Corner very well. .I will send
the answer of two puzzles (and one to be
printed) for March 29th. The crossword
(No.1) is Naples, and the enigma (No. 4) is
Buffalo, I think. If you think the puzzle I
send is fit to be printed, please clo ·so. If it is
not, all right. I am twelve years old.
Yom·s respectfully,
HATTIE R. 0TINGER.
CHICAGo, March 31, 1884.
11/Irss WrxoN: My father takes THE TliUTH
SEEKER, and we all like to read it since the
Children's Corner was put in. I like to work
out all the puzzles.
I remain yours,
A. K WINEMAN.

GOLDEN
THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Author of .. Prometheu13," u Gottlieb," and "Ingersoll
and Jesus."
A Ra~lcal romance or pioneer lite delineating the vtrtues.o! natura.! human tty as opposed tn the hvpocr1Rv nt n.
rellg!on; crowded wltb Incident and fnll of
"rogreaatv tdea.a and the poetry of the ruturtj.

supernatur~l
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KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER-

sEY GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.

Bible of' Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an expo-sition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history, morals, religion, and
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

Biograph:v of Satan; or, a Historical
Exrositlon of the Devil and his Fiery Domaws. Price, 35 cents.
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Liberal Meetings•
. !LP.agues and Libera.! a.nd Spiritua.lisiic Sor:ietiP.s in the
l!nited States and Canada meeting regularly, can hav notices of their m• etmgs published in thu · columnfree if the
ojfwers will send them to us.]

MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Libeml League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock i11 -the GermaJ:\
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
·

ORIO.
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal Lea~ue meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 PM , m the hall
on the corner of Ontario and Bolivar strellts.
Exercises-lectures and discussion.

p ,. h . Ingersoll'S w-orks.
uriiDBS ~ reac BfSBIBL~n~!YTHSl~!~~1'1,';l~~$~~!=~
(1 •

·, \

THIRD EDITION. ,

IN THE

.

Parallels in Other Religions.

UHIT[D STATES AND CANADA

Being a Comparison or the Old and New Testament
Myths and Miracles with 1 hose or heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their '
'origin and Meaning. With nuFrom May, 1876 to May, 1883.
merous Illustrations.
The object of the work Is to point out the myths
'J'RIRD EDITION.
with whlcll the Old and New Testaments abound; to
that they were held In common with other na'.rRANSLATED OUT OF THE O:&IGINAL show
tions; and then trace them to thelrevldentoriginand
explain their meani11g.
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
"It ha~ loug been acknowledged by the most eml·
nent blbllc!il students that the Hebrew surlptures
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
contain a large mY.thlcal element; but, so tar as we
know, the vresent Is the first com[Jiete and scholarly
COMPARED AND REVISED.
atLtem pt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original slgniflcatlon."-Bo•ton Cour-

WISCONS:(N.
MILWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
Hall 216 .Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
MAINE.
PoRTLA"!.'D.-Dr." H. A. Lamb has hired ConAUTHOR OF
-gress HaJJ, Congress BtJ•eet (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures
and diocussions are held every Sunday, 2:30 "PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UNP.M. Admittance free. Public illvited.
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
OREGON.
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
rn~PORTLAND.-The American Liberal League
"HOLY CROSS,"
of Portland,- Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. lHt AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
and Madison streets. All are invited. Ad-.
mission free.
"By their fruits shall ye know them l Do
MASSACHUSETTS.
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
BosTON.-B.:.ston Liberal Club holds meetthistles.?"
ings for·essays and criticisms every Sunday
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The ~·Society Liberal Lell.gne, says of this book: "This is a
_·of the Divine Homo ·• at same place every severely, ttwfully, infernally cruel work on the
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday- priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, a.nd they must lie m it.
·~ohool at 2:30. Admission free.
Send for the book and see what devourers
PENNSYLVANIA.
of sheep the shepherds can be."
ALTOONA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evenwg and Sunda:vs at 3 P.M., at
PRICE, 2lS CENTS.
the LPague Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
-andJ3th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship• Libeml
Leagne meets every Sund~ty at Hancock Hall, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
:s14 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
-o'clock; P.M., for lectures and free debates.
"THE TRUTH BEEKER arrd Liberal books for
:sale.
PrTTSBURGII -Pittsburgh Liberal League
-BYmeets.at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
:Sunday (except during the Months of July
E~
:and A11gust) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
·maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
follqwed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
Revised and Enlarged.
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
Price, 10 CT::!. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
NEW JERSEY.
_NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
AS A
'9Very Sunday afternoon Itt 3 o'clock at the
League's Hall,-177 Hal&ey street. Exercises MISSIONARY
DOCUMENT
·consist of music, readings, lecture, and disIT
IS
UNEXCELLED.
-ousswn, in which all present are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
taken.
Communicatior.s for the League Remsburg are:
. should be addressod to J. W. Frankel, 10
The Church and Morality; Criminal StatisPine street, Newark.
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Ch mch .and CrvilizaCANADA..
TonoNTO.-Secular Scrclety. ·Reading and tion; the Church and Scienc('; the Church
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House. and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Open every <Wening and Stmdays: Lecture Church and the Antislavery ·Reform;- the
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and Woman's Rights Movements; the Temper!lince
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
strangers are cordL1lly invited.
These pamphlets should be Circulated by
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought
Club
meets every.,Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cath- the thousand. Let every reader send for a
arine street. Reading-room open daily until ilozen at least. Address
THE TRUTH SEEUER.
, 10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sun33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
day afternoons. Free publie lectures on
Sundays as advertised. in local newspapers.
lllAN!
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
A LIBERAL ,JOURNAL pUbllshed. to promote ED·
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
UCATION, 00NS1'RUCTION, CO-OPERATION, and OR·
GANIZATION. Exvonent of the objects, platform,
NEW YORK.
ALBANY. -The Liberal association meets and principles Of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 Stat~ T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors.
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
street, Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General moutbs-fot·
twenty cents. Bveclmen copies free;
business meeting and deb Ltes and discussions and Liberal names wan ted ·to •end sam pie copies.
at 3 P.M. Lectnre at 7:30 P.l'lr. The public
T. C. LELA'lD, Secretary,
5tf
744 Broadway, New York.
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
lllRS. ANN"!l. CO::'V:VELLY'S
NEw YonK CrTY.-The M>mhattan Liberal
Jtedelllptlon l"or tbe Hatr.
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
Without Lead, Silver, Sulphur or Deleterious
for a lecture and discussion, at German
Drugs
of
any kind; Poslti vly restores the Grayest
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th Street. Ad- Hair In tlu
ee days r.o 11 s original color wit bout
mi~sion 5 cents.
Monthly cards 20 cents. staining the •calp. It stops tile hair from falllng
Membership lee $3.--'l'he American Spirit- out and m~-tltAs it grow. Powdt>rfi sent, post-paid, -'\B
ualiRt Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon a trial, fnr 30 days only. The Sl packa!!es for 51.1
Postage s•amiJH taken. ANNA OO:SNELL¥,
:at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West cents.
4tl2
680 North 11th st., Plllladelpll!a, P>~o.
·33d street.--The F1rst Somety of Spiritual-.
ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
1\
JA!. f ImtJroved or untmproven lands
~ •
, .J
l • ~-tnywhere in the state.
For ln·Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
m~tn~, ctrcular!-1, elc .. e'c., wrlle to
.service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free. formRtion,
WATSON&; THR I PP. or 0. H. CU:!TENBORDER,
·Public cordially invited.--Frobisher Col- 1y13
110 Kansas avenue, TOIJek!i, Kan.
lege Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broad·way. The People's Spiritual Meeting every
:Sunday at 2:30 Hnd 7:30P.M.
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Sphitual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
:street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 PM .. Admission
free. Publie cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--'l'he
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. MePtings free. Spiritual literature
Sent by Mall for Flfiy cent1.
for sale.--Th!I/Eastern District Spiritual
-\DDRERS
THIS OFFIO:E
1 Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th Rtreet, corner of soutb
2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai ancl Liberal
·"AN T I C H R IS T.''
literature on sale. All invited.- The PhiloProving concluslvly that
sophical Association meets every Runday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
THE STORY OF JRSUS CHRIST•
Busii:ie<is College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
HIB birth, ure, trial, exP.cutlon. etc.-to a myth.
stre-et, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially inTBU l"H SEEKER 01Hce.
vited. Doors open at 2:30 l'.M,
Price, ~.110.
88 Clinton Place, N!IW Ycirll:

By M. E. BILLINGS,

FALSE CLAIMS.
JOHN

REMSBURG.

ier.

"Never before bas there been given a volUme to
the reading world that shows the research tor the
orll?ln or these mythsaJ3does this one just IJUbllslled
by J. W. Bouton, or

N~w

Y•,rk."-Bogton Ttm.-1.

"It is Ullquestlonably true that the results or a
ratl,nallstic study or the Christian scrlpturMs are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work befvre us.-N. Y. Sun.
l Vol. Royal Suo. Cloth. .About 600 pages.

Price,
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Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
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The Christian Religion. ' Ry R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge J eremia.h ::i Black,
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cloth,
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FARADAY PAMPHLETS
Norb1p"iT~~rf,.«'.•:-~!r:.. :.-!..:,: ..st~r:!.'}~·..~
I rol. New Edition, Enlargtd "nd ReviBbd By Splrtt

M. Faraday. Price, 15 cents.
No. 2.-0rfgln of" J Ue:

IN

NINE l'ABTB 4ND OOURBES,

1 A Word trom the Oook. -2 Oholce Bits tor the

H!ish.-8 l:!ea.suued Wltl.l l:l«tau to tht> LWitt>,' 'l'lle Ouupvlug-Kuttt>.-5 Ha•ll, First
Oour~.-6

Hu.ou,

b~ouull

Ovur~~.-

7 HW!h, 'fU1r..t Oour.t>,-8 UUlWgt>
Or, Wj:tere Man Comes From. The Evolution of
ut Dlt>t, Fir•L Ouur•.,,-g
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processees;
cu ..uge ut Dlt>t, l:!ooor, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, EnuutJ. Ouurse.
larged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
B7 WA.BR.I!.N SUlllN~.R B&RLOW,
AuLb.ur of
NoA.f.t;-rT;:.. J!f,'i:':.pment or the Splril
THE VOIOES AND o·rHER POEMS,
The Origin or Rellglons. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.
Price, to Ceuta.·
The l ruth ~j.,·eker.
No.4 -·r,.e Process or Mental -'chon:
Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
BOOKS FOR OHILDREN!
15 cents.
No J>;,-:-Tbe Origin or tbe Cbriatian Relig·
1
"APP4..1E8 Of'
Ruw the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated Ohrletlanity, Conf<'SRions of Its Founders. Transcribed
A etory-boolr. tor the young folks. By Miss SUBAX
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 76 H. WIXoN. boooud ed!Lluu. Price, tl.:.l5. 'fills very
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
excel)eut worlt tor youug mWit6rs ..uu. mi""""• hu
lJII.S<!e\1 thruugll a V6ry l"r"" t>dltluu, and a secoud
Ro.v:,:u!ot Betblebelll, tbe Birthplace ot lla..
been Issued aL a reuu~'tld prict> ut $1.25, tree ut
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
!JOSLage. '!'Ills new eu!Llun hW! .. vnur.o~:r"l'll ul Lhe
..utb.ur whlcll adds very mucll w L.b.e v.. lue ut U..
Who Wrot,. t.be New Te!ltRillent'l'
volume.
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
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BOWLES PAMPll:l.ii'!T!Ii.
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
No. 1.-Experieuc>es of Samuel Rowles,
Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, tn
Spirit Life; or, Lite As He Now Sees It from a Spll:ltual Standpoint. Written through the medlumehlp
of CARniE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 25 cents.
L,.ter Pap .. rs of"liialllnel Bowie&,
written In August, 1883.
& Supplement. To No. I
Anti bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng,
Medium. PrlcP, 10 cents.
No. 2.-CootrRsls in Spfrit T,lfe:
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late
editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account or the
late President Garfield's reception In the splrll
world. Written through the hand of CARniE E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages•. Price, 50 cents.
Aeh"a w. liipraf.n ..•s and Mary (Jlark'll
~t~·.~r:rt·~r:e, .. ll•e First Ten spheres
Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price
20 cents.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price, !10 cents.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.

Jjy Prot. .lt. .111. KuTTlNUJo:ll, A.M. Prtct>, $1.UO.
Tllls vu1ume alms !iL Ll.le t>llucatluu of youth In Lhe
principles ot Fr~eLhuugllt, aL L.b.e ""m" time Lb."L IS
Inculcates moral <lutles 1Wc.l human rlgl.lLB from a
SlillJld!JOint ot pure rell.80u and cowwon 8t>twe.
Address
'I.'HE '.rlW'f.lt l:IEEKEB.

T-WO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A. BTOBY OJI' THE BIGHTWAY A.LlltllHOU8E.
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
J/'or sale at this omce.
Price 10 cents.

THe &ABBA Ttf.
BY M. FARHINUTON.
A tborough exswln..tlon ~nd r6tutatlun or tbe clalma o
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SKETCH OF THE.

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF
SALADIN.
(W. STEWART ROSS.)
A very Interesting biography ot a remarkable man
Prtee 10 cente.
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Its Scientific Solution,
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CRITICISMS OF

UNIV~RSOLOG Y

By SAJllJEL P. PIJTNAM.
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History of Christianity
A VINDICATION
of some passages in the 11 History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.

Price 20 (',ents.

For sale o.t this office

VOLl,AIRE IN .tXILE:
IDs Life and Wor.ks in .lt'rance
and Abroad.

(England, Holland, Belgium, Pnwla. BWI~erlalld),
nnpnbi!Bhed letters or Voltalr• and .Mme.
Dn Chatelet.
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With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
BV. BENJAMIN GASTINEAIJ.
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, \Venck,
Price, Seventy-five cents.
an "Enilish Churchman," and other scholars.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER omce,
I vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This hook shows when, where, and how Christianity
ori.~:.;inated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and condition of the
pri1nitivt:: Christians.
Being
questions propounded to his
11
I know of no book that contains more real and valJewish Godship upon a great
uahle information upon the origin. of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
variety ef subjects,
One of the most learned and interesting books ever
BY D. M. BBNNETT.
written a1~d published. "-Boston Jirvesti'gator.
.Paper, llO GNW; cW$11. 'Ill COiltil
Ia 01111'<111 l'lllee, ll!ew;YWL
. FOR SAL.:: AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
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Answer to a Mother's, Prayer.
AS the forces spent their motion,
As the planets onward rolled,

Came to deity a notlronThls, at least, hav I been told.
AS the myriads of people,
Tolling on for that which seemed
Should be theirs without a struggle,
Life, which better had been dreamed,
Circled round by heaven's bright border,
High up on a mystic throne,
Ged, the father, gave this order.
in a gentle, loving tone,
" Let a child be born.'' And seeing
That the order was obeyed,
1
That a struggling little being
In his mother's arms was laid,
Bleseed the mother and the Infant
With the holy bond of love~
Sweet fruition I Joy each Instant I
Given by the God above.
And the mother pressed this dear one
To her throbbing, loving heart.
Dearer than her life this near one,
or her being but a part.
Thankful for the gift God gave·her,
For his mercy and his love
Prayed most-humbly to her savior,
In the regions far above :
" Shield my child from all temptation,
From foul Folly's baleful wiles,
From all sin and degradation.
Let him bloom 'neath heaven's smiles.
!' Teach him of thy love unbounded,
•.reach him all thou'dst hav him know,
Glv him fairest faith well founded,
Guide him where thoil'dst hav hlw go.
"Take my darling little treasure
To celestial Joys, and then,
It In nether regions, pleasure
W1ll be mine, 0 God. Amen.''
From the lake that burneth ever,
Where the dark, damned devllsdwe!I,
Where foul fumes ascend foreverFrom a grim and horrid hell,
Came a walling cry tor mercy,
From a mother's only son,
Pleading tor a drop of water,
For his crisped and parched tongue;
QUERY.
Did that mother's crown of glory
Rest above a smiling face?
Did she speak that sweetest storyStory ot God-gl ven grace ?.
S.V. M.

Obituary.
'Leaves hav their time to fall,
A ud flowers to wither at the north wind's breath,
And stars to set; but all'l'hou hast all seasons for thine own, 0 death!"
Died, Sunday evening, Feb. 24, 1884, at his
ate residence in Altona, Ill., after a protracted
ilness, greatly endeared to an affectionate
family, and beloved by all who knew him, J.
H. McCalmont, in his seventy-seventh year.
'Rest you, my friend; the endless sleep
Has closed your kindly eyes to-night:
Your form has vanished from my sight
Into the silence dark and deed.
' Hest you; no more shall ill befall,
Nor pam, nor anguish hard to bear,
Nor JllOrtal grief, nor earthly care,
For death has overcome them all.
" Rest you; your heart was brusque but kind;
Of friends you were an honest one,
Nor trumpeted your kindness done;
To your good deeds the world was blind.
' Rest you in peace beneath the sod;
Your good intents, your actions fair,
Were sounded not in pompous prayer,
Nor heard of men, but known to God.
" Rest you; your failings were but few,
And ever leaned to honor's side,
Your virtues many-'twas your pride
To scorn the false, to love the true.
' Rest you; all soon with weary feet
I too shall follow in the way,
Beyond the twilight cold and gray;
When morning breaks, oh, may we meet.
" ReRt yon. Oh, hope forevermore,
Like starbeams, lights us on and on,
Beyond the night, into the dawn,
That breaks upon a brighter shore.

goes to make up a true, happy, and harmonious union. His wife survives him, and feels
keenly the loss of a true and devoted husband.
The funeral services were largely attended,
Major Clemmer, of Salem, officiating. The
Liberal choir sang some very beautiful and
appropriate songs, after which the body was
laid to rest In the cemetery at Alliance, Ohio.
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nnd the Model Wife-the Mutual Obligations, ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, whiCh
This book should be read by the young ror Instrucbefore were constipated, are now regular. 1 would therefore
Privileges, and Duties; The Poetry of Love, Court- <-heerfully
tion, and by the afi!Jcted for relier. lt will bt neti t
recommend them to anyone sul!erlng as I hav, belleving
ali,-LoR.don Lancet.
ship, and Marriage-Being a Practical Guide to all that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
There Is no member or society to whom this book
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J, STEWAJI.T,
the Relations of HAPPY WEDLUCK.
will not be useful, whether youtn, parent,gnardlan,
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
The hook is handsomely printed and beautifully
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w.
bound It was Intended more especially for young over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances 1n the
H. Parker, No { Bullinch •t., Boston, Maaa., who may
people, but may be read with Interest and with market, they Impart no shooks and leaves no sores.
be consulted on all ttl•ease• requiring •kill and experience. Chronic and obstinate dll!6W!es hav bar\)rotlt by those of every age. Copies will be senl
tied the skill or all other JlhYsclans
a
9T post to l'nv adllress on receipt of price, b~
specialty, Buoh treated BUCOOII<Jtully
'rHE T.H.UTrl. o .Kh,..b.,..t!,ju.,
r;:~ut ~Instance or failure.

CURES EVERY FoRM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION

DR. L. TENNEY,

'.:..

324 Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cincinnati, Ohio

fHE BOSTON INVESTIGATOB,

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
One Week.

A LIBRARY,

::,:J'

266th Edition. P.RICE ONLY

A New and Useful Work.

,w·

KNOW THYSELF.:.i.

AGmat Medical Wor~ on Man~oodl

HtAL

.PRICE LIST.

Rsal. Blasphsmsrs.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the wrltel'!! of and believers In the Bible,
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who really do
InJustice to the character of God, If a God exhts.

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, Fifty Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

DETY AN,LYZED
AND
THE DEVIL'S DEFENSE

1 HYSI:lf

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6.00
500
Sciatic Appliances,each,
Leg Belts, each,
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
•
4.00
Sleeping Caps,
Ladies Jackeh
18.00
Gentlemen's vests,
15.00
•
•
1.00
Superfine Insoles, •
Children's garments upon application.

i UPTU RES CUR EDb,

lll.)'Jtledlcal Compound and lmpro-.ed
El-astic Sl!_pporter Truss in from 30 to
90 du.vo. Reliable rotoronco• ghen. Bend
otam~ for olrcnl&~ 1 and oau in t»hat IHJI>V
Ji"" """ mv adt>erHI<l!llenC. Addrell I!&.J\.

•· "OOWirJ.IalUillllt.letreno~ a.. •·'·

DR. FLLLOWS
le a regularly ed ucat-

Any or the above garmente se11t to .any address upon receipt or price, and w" will return the moneY
it tl!.,y are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain M to what would best •uit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we·wlll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are ol!ered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances ror, yet we will
By Col. J.obn It, Kelso,- A.M.
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appltance ever ol!ered the
public, and will outlast the garmente themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular procesa, and
bl~~! :1;~: ~~~!~!"'~ti':yt;t~e~~db~:~1e"o~c\b~a~~~e~ hav
raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smalleet particle of Iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having
~::dn;~dJe~~~n1~r~~~~s~~~t ~~~h~cr~~~~~'f! o~~~~r::eag; so-called
magnets made ot material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for s
chivalry The alng•Jiar aud·<ctty wltb which he att.ack.
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material ror the purpose, and will outla8t any
t~: ~~'!.n~!~~~u:,rn:r~ts;~~~? ~hy~sr!~:~~~~noer1~~~~~'1 and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garmente upon acimttjk
Hutc/ti8on.
principlu, and not haphazard as In all the others. We ol!er you therefore
Address
THE TRUTH SEHKER,
Applianc~
Price, $1.50.
SS Clinton Place, New York.
And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At
the same time the application or labor-saving machlnery In our manufacture enables 118 to ol!er them
about

ed a:.d !~gaily qualified )'hys!Cian, and
the mO&t •uccet~sful,
ae his practice will
)'rove. He hae lor
twenty years treated
exclu•lvly all dl•eaees
or the l:lex ual Organs, In wblch he
stands

pre-eminent~

SPERMATORRH<EA
aud 1 M P 0 'l' E N C Y
as tbe result or self·
abu•e In )OUth and
1-ex ual cx~eSHef:! in ma-

I,Ulcr )ears, causing
u I g h t emissions by
Ureama, loss or sexual
(Jower,renderlng marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside apvllcatlon In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDJCIN USED. It Is one ot Dr.
Fellows· valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medi<'al profession. Send three 2-cent
stamps for his. "Private Counselor," giving full Information. Addresd Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
that we caneay with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trille higher J., and eay where you saw this ad vertlsment.
MICHAEL BAKOUNINE So
than ordinary clothing.
Founder ot Nihilism and Apostle or Anarchy.
R~m .. mb"r that we are ol!erlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appllances 1n the m&rket, and It
From 1M Ironclad .Age.
WITH A PREFACE BY
upon receiving the garments the;y do not meet your expectation, return then:! at our expense and we w1ll
"Dr.Fellowsts an outepoken Infidel, therefore no
retund your money.
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers or the tand
1.'ra.nslated from the French by BENJ. R. TUCKER,
should gl v the doctor their patronage."
1y3
(Editor or Liberty.)
a.
02 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. AddreM,
AGENTS WANTED IN EVBBY TOWN IN TBIIlJliTITBD 8TATB8. LIBBBAL OOMHI88ION8 ALLOWED
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
'"'dreu fOr IUrthe'l' IDtoi'DllldoD,
DB. L. TENNEY,
Price, 25 cents,
118 Clinton Place," New Jror~.
ae,oe lltreet, eor. eth Btree\o C1nelnbatl,O.

The Only Scientific Magnetic

God· and the State.

Ever Constructed.

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and fit guaranteed.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL,
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IT d'ofs not follow, then, because we cannot believe
that or which there Is no evidence, that we aro lm.
moral. A credulous person maybe-very defecllv'ln
moral~. while an Incredulous per~on may hav the
best moral character. Morality Is to be measured by
action•, not by oplnlons.-D. M. Benn<tt.
THE primal duties shine alort-llke stars;
The charities that •oot he, and heal. and bless,
Are scattered at the fe~t of man-like fiowers.
The generous Inclination, the just rule,
Kllld wishes, and good actions and pure thoughtsNo mystery Is here.
-Wordsworth.
LOVE AND LIFE.
They stood alone In the light or the west,
He said that he loved her well,
He loved her well, but she loved the best;
There were none but the birds to tell.
The bluebells laid their heads to rest,
The birds fiew over the wave;
And the heart or the woman who loved the best
Lay still In her silent grave.
For the love or the man who loved her WElll,
Lived but the Ute of a fair blneb~ll.
EVERYBODY knows the story or early astronomy
and the sch<•Ol d !vines. Curue down a little later.
Archbishop U~her, a very lear nell Protestant vrelate,
tells us that the world was oreated on Sunday, the
23 I of O~tober, 4,004 years B C. Deluge, Dec. 7, 2,348
B.C. Y~s. and the earth staiJds on an elevhant, aiJd
the elephant on a tortoise. One statomentlsas near
the truth as the other.- 0. W. Holmes~
HE must be a thorough roo! who can learn nothing
from his own tolly.-Guesses at Truth.
WHAT Is •· the fact or rev,lat!On ?" Probably to no
lwo versom Is It the same thing. The God "re·
Tealed" to Calvin and Jonathan Edwards, Ill! pre•
dooming the great m"jurlty Of the human OJfdprlng
"to most grievous torments In soul and body, with·
out Intermission, In hell-fire rorever,"ls surely a dlt·
ferent being rroro the God revealed to Fenelon and
Ch'\nnlng, ll.B "not willing that any should perish,
but that all should come to repentance," and ll.B only
w"l lng to be slncerdy sought to be ·round as the allrorglvlug father.- W. B. Ca•penter.
THE qllestlon Is not Whether a doctrln Is beautiful,
but whether It Is true. When we want to go to a place
we don't ask whether the road leads through a pretty
country but whether It Ia the right road, the road
pointed out by authority, the turnplke-road.-Gue""
at Truth.
WHEN Bishop Berkeley said there was no matter,
And proved It, 'twas not matter that he said.
'
-Byron,
PATIENT study and perfect Impartiality must- precad~ rational convlcllon whether end lug In faith or
· In doubt, Need It be asked how many are capable
of such an examination ?-Sharpe's Lettert and Essays,
WE figure society as a machlne,-and that mind Is
opposed to mind ll.B body Is to body; whereby two,
or at moM ten, little minds must be stronger than
one great mind. Notable absurdity J Fur the plain
truth-very ]Jlaln, we think-Is that minds are opposed to minds In quite a different way, and one man
that has a higher wisdom, a hitherto unknown spiritual truth In him, Is stronger, not than ten men
that hav It not, or than ten thOUhand, but than all
men that hav It not; and stands among them with a
quite ethereal, angelic power, as with a sword out
or heaven's own armory, sky-tempered, which-no
buckler and no tower ·or brass will final1y withstand.
-Carlyle.
MEN hav no right to complain or evils which they
themselvs are competent to remedy by mere common
sense, joined to common humaulty,-Coleridge,
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THE story came rrom tbe West that at an evening
dance recently a mob ror,~ed its way Into the build•,
lng, and hung up. the fiddler and the beau.

Freetbinkers7 Almanac for 1884

BRAKEMAN (rapldly)-NextstopBroadstreetpassengerswtllplea.seremaln seated until tralncomestoatu!L
stopatthestatlon I" ·Suddenly awakened deacon (fer··
vently)- 11 A-m-e~n."

(B. M.

~84.)

r' No one dying," says a Baltimore clergyman,
"sends r..-.r a dancing-master to com fort him." Oertalnly not. And no one giving a party sends for &
Baltimore clergyman to lead the german.

WITH EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE sheriff or Walla Walla, W. T., recently received two letters at the same time Inquiring-for two
long lost brothers. One or the lost_ brother~ had
been hanged a week before for the murder of the·
Introductory. By the Editor.
This World. By George Chainey.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Mac- other lost brother.Calendar for 1884.
"AREyou having much practice now?" asked an·
donald.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles· and its Work.
old judge or a young lawyer. "Yes, sir, a great:
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib- beral Oil tritie>.
deal. thank you." "Ah, I'm glad to hear it. In what:
,eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving line Is your practice particularly?" "Well, sir, particularly tn econOmy.,
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
D>tte of Birth and Death.)
,
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By The Population of Our States and Territories.
ANOTHER coroner's verdict. It was rendered at
H. L. Green.
The Jewish Jehovah. (lllustration.)
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the Pekin, Ill., on the body or a man roun<l In the river,.
and declared "that the late deceased had come tO' ,
land.
Devil. (lllustration.)
hfs 'death by a blow on the head ln!llcted eitber be·
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada. Some of the-Ancient and Modern Schools of
fore or after he was drowned.,
By Charles Stevens~
Philosophy.
"HELLO!" said the policeman, "what are you sitPaine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mend'nm.
The Sacred Booksof History.
ting out pere In the cold ror? Why don't you go In
Foreign Freethought Societies.
Jefferson's Religion.
the house; hav you lost the key?'' "No," re·
The Ideal World, By Samuel P.'Putnam.
Useful Measures.
sponded the disconsolate citizen, "I-hlc-havn't
What is 1'rue Religion? By Charles Watts.
As to Time.
lost
tiler key; Tve...:.hlc-l<?Bt ther key-hole."
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
Selections, etc., etc.
THE !_ate Rev. Dr. Raphall was fond or a witty re<ort. Once a gentile physician att~nded the funeral
or. an Israel!te. "I don't like a Jewish funeral," said
he, afterward; to Dr. Raphall. "There Is no long
oration, and everything Is too quiet.· I prefer &·
Add101d to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
Christian runeral." "So do I," replied Dr. Rap hall."I prefer a hundred Christian funerals to one Jew•

CONTENTS:

"BIG JACK SMALL."

ish."

A COLORED mRn With' hiS right foot bound up With•,
numerous rags and cloths yesterday entered a gro·'
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United eery on Woodward avenue and asked fer a ca&h con-·
trlbutlon or twenty.flve cents toward the erection ot'
States. It contains
'
a new colored people's church edifice. "Where IS•
12S 0 ctavo Pa;e!i,
It to be located?" a•ked the grocer. "Wall, that·
with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not hasn't been dun decided on yet." "What Is 1t to·
cost?'·'
·" Halnt ftggered on dat, sa.h,, "Who is the'
for a day, but for all time."
pastor?" "Dun forget, but I reckon we kin find /
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 26 cents.
one.'' 11 Who is the head.. man in the enterprise ?"'
Address
TUB TR1JI'H SEEKER OFFICE,
"De head man ? Wall, I'ze bout de head man, l
reckon." "I am not satisfied with your expla.na...
33 Clinton Place, New York, N.Y.
tlons," said the grocer. "How can I be certain that.
you won't appropriate the money to your own purposes ?" "Am dat what bodders you ?" "1 confaBS•
It Is." "Well, sah, we kin glt ober dat purty easy •.
Instead or making a cash contribution, just welgh•me out two pounds or crackers wid lnstrukshuns to·
turn 'em ober to de build In' ·committee. I'ze cbalr·
man ob dat committee It I ain't nobody else." '
THE OLD OONFEDEDATE STORY.
We had all grown weary listening
To the stories ot war and death,
Wuen the old Confederate rested
A moment to catch his breath,
FOUNDED BY R M. BEN NETT.
And one disgusted listener,
In rather sarcastic tone,
Bald, " Now, see here. old soldier,
As we're all or us here alone,
Come, tell us, about how many
or the Yanks did you ever kill?"
L A. G E T, C E A. P E
B E T.
Tile old Confederate answered,
"It's a ticklish question. Still,
I don't mind tellln' It private
An' In confidence jest to you;
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3.00 PER YE.\.R; $l.5J FOR SIX MONTHS
I've been-fig'rln' 'em up here lately,,
An', In tact, I've juRt got through.
SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
It's a strange ('Oincidence, very,
'Bout the strangest I ever see I
33 C::LINTON PLACE,
NEW YORK CITY.
F>~r I killed jest as many or th&JI'Unl!',
As th.eyuns killed or me I"
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HEREDITARY bondsmen I know you not,
Who would be rree, themselvs must strike the blow?
-Byron.
I'l' Is an old proverb, used by Chaucer, and quoted
by Elizabeth, that "the greatest clerks are not the
wisest men," and It Is as true as If the poet had not
Among the reforms THE TRUTH SEEKEB aims
This sterling and widelY-circulated Freethought
rhymed, or the queen not reaspned on lt.-Scotl,
to effect are:
'
journal has won Ita way rteep Into the hearts or Its
re .. ders. THE TRUTH BEEKER IB a great paper, and
A MAN's earnest and sincere belief Is that which
Total separation _of church and state, in-- de•erves the most generous support or the Liberal
he must deal with as truth, and he has more chance eluding the equitable taxation of church public. The recent numbers recel_ved are splendid
or exchanging It ror truth If he does so. He Is bound property; secularization of the public schools, In every respect.-San Franmsco Unzverse.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered Its resources,
-within reasonable limits-to make his protest abolition of Sunday laws abolition of chap· ·
· h'b't'
'f ' bl'
. .
anrt will be a stronger, better, and brighter paper
against whatever he re~ls to be Important error, and 1a1nc1e_s,_
pro 1 1 wn o pu 10 appropnatwns than ever.-Liberal League Man.
It he sees large buildings given up to the propaga·
for rehgwus purposes, and all other measures
THE TRUTH BEEKER hll.B become a necessity to the
tlon or a m!Echlevous mistake, men educated and necessary to the same general end.
Liberal cause.-Kansas Blade.
paid to teach It, the state sanctioning an Institution
Its sixteen large pages are filled every week
which .has thlf sole aim with Its partnership, the with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
poor giving up a large part or their scanty time and articles and communications by the ablest
TERMS FOR 1884:
'energy to the study ot It-shall he not do all In his
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
$3 00
power to destroy It? Ought he not to watch for every Liberal news, and keeps-its readers posted on Single subscription,
One subscription t:wo years,
0 00
opportunity to attack this beUer In every-human
current secular and theological events. It is Two new· subscribers,
0 00
soul, and most especially In tho>e who spend their
the armory frbm which hundreds draw their One subscription with one new sublives In propaga,lng lt?-London Spectator.
weapons in contests with priesthood.
All
scriber, in one remittance,
:; 00
WE must remember that religious freedom w..- the Liberal papers are good, but 'fHE TRUTH One subscription with two new subIJOt dreamed or In the JeW!Rh state any more than It SEEKER is
scribers, in one remittance,
7 00
subsfqu~ntly was In the states er the church, for In·
One subscription with three new subTHE BES'l AND LARGES1.
stance, as long as the chief priest or Rome had tern·
scribers, in.one remittance,
60
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal
poral j urlsd let !on. 1nd eed. be tore the French Rev
One subscription with four new subolutlon [Who hath ears to hear, Jet him hear I] there _spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all
scribers, in one remittance,
was hal dly such a thing as rellglous freedom any- subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hu- Any number over five at the sam,e 10 00
where-and ror how ~hort a time hav Spain, Italy, man race.
rate, invariably with one remitand Scandinavia known !tl-Tlte Bible for Learners.,
tance.
OPINIONS REGARDING IT.
HEARD yeo' the tree o' France,
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
A paper like THE TRUTH BEEKER IS something
I watna. what's the na"me o't;
more and better than an advocate or truth. Through will take the trouble to get a new subscriber
Around It a' the patriots danceIt Ita subscribers touch elbows with each other. at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
Well Europe kens the fame o't,
Each readAr knows that he Is one or a goodly com- $2; by getting two new subscribers he will
pany wbo find comfort and Inspiration In Its pages. get his own paper for $1 ;· by gettmg thre-e
It stands "here ance the Bas !lie stood,
It
they should meet each other they would reel like
A prison built by king•, man,
brothers anrt sisters. They hav lived under one In· new subscribers be will not only get his own
When superstition's hellish brood
tellectual roor, felt the glow or the same fireside, and free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of
Kept France In leading strings, man.
broken together the bread or llte. Such a paper Is money order; by getting four new subscribers
to thousands a substitute ror the churcb.-GEORGE he will hav nis own free and gain $2.
-Burna.
CHAINEY, in This World.
This . makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its
CHARLES J AlliEs FOY used to say that there was onlY
THE TRUTH SEEKER, founded by D. M. Bennett, le
one thll•g better than lying on the gra•s with a book, to-day perhaps the strongest roe with which SUJ•H sixtee• large pages, cheaper than any other
and that was lying on the grass wlthou t a book.- stilton ha.A to contenrt, and a !on~ f11ture or grAar Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by
useful neBS Is, we trllst and bel!eve, before !t.- Win so doing he can easier secure partners in takLondon. Socitty.
ted, Conn., Prus.
ing the paper, he can share with them the
THE progress or knowledgA Is •low. Like the sun,
ThAre ought to be !lve hundred subscribers to THE advantages of the club rates.
we caunot see It moving; but aru.>r a while we perTRUTH SEEKER In thla county,just to rebuke the In·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ceive that It bas moved, nay, that It has moved on· tamous ch uroh bigots who are using force and fraud
ward,-Gueuu al Trullt,
w 1upprer' L1beral!sm.- Worthington, Minn., ..tduanct.
33 Olinton l'laoe, New York Oity.

s

"HOW TO MAKE HllME HAPPY."-He WBSl & book
agent. He rang a door-bell, and a woman wl!Jo was
sweeping opened the door so sudd•enly that he fell
off the step and nearly lost his best e11nlllbrlum. But
he was a book agent, and he reeovered his momentum, and said flUPntly: .. I am "'lent for the most
celebrated book ever offered to the public since
'Uncle Tom's Cabin' was wrltten, and filled With
uaerul hints or thln"s that cannot be round outside.
the covers of any other book, and with recipes ror
cooking and ramlly prayers, imd how to keep motbs
out or rurs, and some fine poems by well-known and
popular writers, and you can glv rue your order to·
day, and needn't pay ror It till ne:x:t June, or on the
Installment plan, which Is cheaper than going with·
out, and the name of it is, • Three Million Hints, or
Inquire Within How to Make Borne llapry.'" "Oh,
yes,, said the woman sweetly. "How to make home
happy. I hav one already," and she looked at the
broom In her hand with dreamy eyes. He rell ofi,
the door-step again, and this time he didn't recover
till there was a block between them.

ANGILN f M"'N
IN AM&:.R,CA,.
INCLUDING
Works in Western New York and'
other States, together with Structures in Central America.
ByFREDERICK L'RKIN, D.D'r
.Mnnber of the
A>IUITican ASBociation for the .Advancement of

.s_cionce.

Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations.
290 Pages.

Price, Cloth $1.50.
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J}ltws of( tht 1/tth.

began a new suit to set aside the cleed of transIN favor of opening national institutions on
fer on the ground that it was made to avoid a Sunday, the earl of Dunraven, in the Ninejudgment. The case was tried at Special Term teenth Century, says: "I presume most men are
of the Brooklyn city court, and last week agreed that appreciation of beauty, acquaintCHARLES READE, the English novelist, died
" THEY seem to forget," said the deacon, reJudge Reynolds gave judgment for Fitzsim- ance with art in the widest sense, artistic feel- on the 11th inst.
garding the collection's slim returns, "when
ing,
knowledge
of
literature,
and
interest
in
mons, and granted the plaintiff $50 extra althey experience 'religion, that it must be paid
HENRY GEORGE has started on his return to
scientific subjects, are beneficial to a people.
lowance.
for, just like any other experience."
Sabbatarians hav objected that art sometimes New York from Europe.
THE Philadelphia Medical Society, the larg,-_I·
' TEE New Orleans Picayune says: "The Ishas a demoralizing tendency. That may be
TEN-DOLLAR Confederate notes are in circulaest county association of physicians in the
raelites were originally to the manna born."
true under certain circumstances to a very tion in Montreal, Canada, and many merchants
United States, has refused, by a vote of nearly
· The Burlington Hawlceye correct>? this by sayslight extent, but the same may be said of lit- hav been victimized.
two to one, to admit females as practitioners .
. ' ing: "We always thought the manna was origerature; yet no sane person would suggest that
One year ago the constitution of the society
THE pope is preparing a strong encyclical
inally borne to the Israelites."
children ought not to be taught to read be.
was amended to make female graduates of repletter against the order of Freemasons and
cause
immoral
subjects
are
treated
of
in
some
B.utNEs, the mountain evangelist, claims to utable colleges eligible as members. Several
other secret societies.
hav converted thirty-four thousand souls. If candidates of the gentler sex were speedily books. Art cari exercise a bad influence on the
AoviCES which arc subject to contradiction
this is true, he is entitled to a golden harp proposed, and were blackballed. The experi- characters of those only who are unacquainted
when he dies, and that ought to satisfy him. ment was tried again and again, with the same with art. The danger lies in ignorance. A report that Khartoum has surrendered to the
He should retire from the field now, and giv result, until it became unmistakable that some true perception of art cannot fail to exercise a False Prophet, and that Gen. Gordon iR a
'
some one else a chance, but he keeps right on. members had determined to blackball women civilizing and harmonizing influence upon the prisoner.
Some men are n'ot contented with the prospect to the end of time. A general meeting was human mind. Moreover, it adds a great charm
IN the Sharon divorce case in San Francisco,
to existence. The surroundings among which
of heaven; they want the earth.
then called, and a house-to-house canvass was
on the lOth, all persons admitted to the courtmultitudes of English men and women spend
AT Page, Texas, they hav a peculiar way of made to defeat the resolutions. The result was their days are depressing and unlovely in the room, including the lawyers, were examined to
settling religious arguments. Recently two a surprise to the fairer-minded members of the extreme. Their perceptions are stuntecl from see wpether they carried dangerous weapons.
men, Mr. Burkhardt and Mr. Bale, were argu- society. The vote stood seventy-nine to forty- lack of sustenance, or poisoned by pernicious
THE man who was to hav personated Poning the proper mode of baptism, and Mr. Burk- eight.
food. From birth to death their senses are tius Pilate in Salmi Mors~'s Passion Play, and
hardt thinking that his theory was the best,
THE following presents a thought as to the outraged by unwholesome smells, evil sights, with whom Morse broke his contract, has retried to impress it upon Mr. Bale's mind by power of a preacher over his congregation and discordant sounds.
Material com- covered over $1,400 damages from the ·costriking him on the head with a spade. It is which, perhaps, has not before been pressed forts are not all-sufficing; the mental palate partners of Morse.
said that he so far succeeded in his purpose upon the att<ontion of many. It is from George must be pleased, and wholesome food must be
l\iATSADA SoRACRICnr, a famous ,Japanese
that the argument stopped right ther.J, and will Eliot's Essays: "The platform orator is subject supplied to the mind as well as to the body.
wrestler, is giving cmck American athletes a
probably never again be renewed.
to the criticism of hisses and groans. Counsel Large towns, mining and manufacturing ingreat deal of trouble, winning most of the conTHE Rev. John Jasper was requested by a for the plaintiff expects the retort of counsel dustries, make the aspect of nature hideous. tests which he has entered into. He weighs
for
the
defendant.
The
honorable
gentleman
The
rich
workers
can
escape,
for
a
time
at
any
large number of leading white people, includabout 200 pounds.
ing many Northerners, to deliVLr his sermon, on one side of the House is liable to ha v his rate, and refresh themselvs among the fairest
La .irlonde, a clerical newspaper published
"'De Sun Do Move," one night last week. facts and figures shown up by his honorable scenes the earth can show, but the poor workSome three hunr,:.:ed whites were present. Be- friend on the opposit side. Even the scientific ers cannot. The beautiful in nature is denied in Paris, says that five French missionaries anJ
fore commencing l~Ir. Jasper told the deacons or literary lecturer, if he is dull or incom- to them; it is necessarily unattainable; but thirty catechists hav been massacred at
to close the doors. This being done, he said petent, may see the best part of his audience beauty in art is attainable; it is denied them Thanhoa, 11 Tonquin town (in Anam) of some
that a note for $100 was due by the church the slip quietly out one by one. But the preacher only by the folly and injustice of their fellow- importance not far from the coast.
day following, and 1mless the amount was con- is completely master of the situation; no one men."
KEELY, the motor man, promised to explain
tributed no sermon would be delivered. The may hiss, no one may depart. Like the writer
IT would be cruel to laugh at the crocodile to the stockholders the operation of his engin
deacons went around with the hat and the $100 of imaginary conversations, he may put what tears which were shed in the White Ho~se, a at a meeting on the lOth. He afterward anwas collected. Mr. Jasper then proceeded with imbecilities he pleases into the mouths of his few days ago, by Arthur and Frelinghuysen, nounced himself us not quite ready for the
-· ,. ·'
antagonists, and swell with triumph when he
his solar theology.
when they got the official announcement of demonstration, and the meeting was postponed.
has refuted them. He may riot in gratuitous
A MAssAC!IlJSETTS clergyman declares that assertions, confident that no man will contra- the death of Her Majesty Queen Victoria's son,
CoL. INGERSOLL will not be a delegate to the
"Paradise is situated at the North Pole." It is dict him; he may exercise perfect free will in His Royal Highness Prince Leopold, who, ac- Republican convention this year. It is reevident that that clergyman longs for a land of logic and invent illustrativ experience; he may cording to all accounts, came to his end amid ported that he will spend the summer in New
pure delight, where the atmosphere is not in- giv an Evangelical edition of history with the the drunken debaucheries of a gambling Mexico, where he has built him a house, and
clined to be sultry. It is not stated what the inconvenient facts omitted; all this he may do house. The "spree" which closed his royal will take no part in the presidential campaign.
trouble in his church is about, so it would be with impunity, certain that those of his hearers highness's career was an all-night affair, as
A WOMAN came into Parson Newman's church
unfair to guess his reason for locating that fu- who are not sympathizing m·e not listening. described in the London dispatch to the Sun.
ture country in a land where skates and ulsters For the press has no band of critics who go the For some time, he "had been living as fast as on Madison avenue last Sunday, marched
would be more in keeping with the surround- round of the churches and chapels, and are on he could," and on the night of his death, ac- down the ttislo toward the pastor, and
ings than harps and song books. The North the watch for a slip or defect in the preacher cording to the Sun's dispatch, "drank pretty screamed, "I hav a telegram from Christ
Pole, however, is a good place to locate Para- to make a 'feature' in their article; the clergy freely, stopped up all night, danced furiously, direct to you." 'rho woman was a religious
dise, as it will afford a good excuse, suggests are, practically, the most irresponsible of all and so brought on the fatal fit." For some lunatic. She was led out by a deacon.
days previous he had lost heavily on gambling,
Peck's Sun, for those who fail to get there.
'l'nE police of ,Jersey City arrested thirtytalkers."
and stories are told of his doings that ought to
two boys last Sunday for desecrating the SabTHE following law and law case are taken
THE closing of t:he Methodist Episcopal bring a blush even to the faces of the ghosts bath by playing ball. Tho grand jury at
from the records of the New Haven colony in church in Coxsackie, N. Y., has led to the of George the Fourth and William the Fourth. Fort Wayne, Ind., was last weok instructed to
1669. The statute says: "Whosoever shall in- publicity of a scandal concerning the Rev. When the news of the death of the royal prince investignte Sunday base bnU playing by the
veigle or draw the affections of any maids or Henderson Davis, its pastor, and the wife of was conveyed, without decoration, to the presi- Fort Wayne Base Ball Club. They failed to
maids servant, either to himself or others, Benjamin' Williams, one of the church war. dent through the secretary of state, both Arthur return an indictment, and Sunday playing will
without first gaining the consent of her parents, dens. " I haY a letter in my pocket that and Frelinghuysen immediately began to shed be continued.
·shall pay to the plantation for the first offence proves Davis to be a scoundrel in sheep's crocodile tears in public places. 'l'hey cabled
ONE of the most remarkable of late disclosforty shillings; for the second, four pounds; for clothing," said Mr. Williams, and he produced their crocodile tears over the loss of the
the third he shall be imprisoned or corpore- an epistle addressed to his wife in the words, prince to the British court; they communi- ures is the announcement of tho "discovery
ouslypunished." Under this law, at a court "Dearest Emma.': Thelettersaid: "But my cated them to the British minister at Washing- of sundry rnnst.y rolls of parchment containheld in May, 1669, Jacobeth Murtine and tongue is too short, and language too limited ton; they sent them out to the Associated ing what is alleged to be the original manuSarah Tuttle were pl'Osecuted "for setting to express my love. They may hunt us, and Press; they were plunged in grief; the Amer- script of the Mosaic books of the Old Testadown on a chestle together, his arms around tease us, yet our love shall remain the same. can people were plunged in crocodile grief; ment." 'l'he suicide of Shapira has proved an
her waists, and her arme upon his shoulder Keep yourself from him as much as you the government of the United States condoled ineffectual warning, and the work of "disor about his neck, and continuing in that sin- possibly can.
I hope he will go fishing in crocodile tears with all the other bereaved covery" goes bravely on.
ful posture about half an hour, in which time this spring. How nice that will be; but I am governments of the world. It was even a
A NEW eight-story apartment house in this
he kyssed her and she kyssed him, or they afraid he will not go; hal hal hal What does more harrowing spectacle than was offered by city, completed two ~'}ont1s ago at an expense
kyssed one another, as ye witnesses testified." he say about it? Good-bye, darling. Yours the London reporter, who described at length of more than S200,0il0, and supposed to be
truly, HENRY." Mr. Williams said as his wife the crocodile tears of the flunkies and maid- fire-proof, caught fire last week and burnt like
SEVERAL yem·s ago a Brooklyn florist named is illiterate she gave the letter to him to read serYants of the household of his royal high- tinder. The house was full of people, and
Fitzsimmons gave $2,000 to Father Philip to her. He took the letter to Mr. Davis, and ness. Now, then, were the American people many narrow escapes were had. During the
Kenny, then secretary to Father McGuire, pas- thnt gentleman snatched it, and attempted to bemoaning, in lachrymose crocodileism, the fire the place was looted either by the firemen
tor of St. Paul's Roman Catholic church, in, throw it in the stove. Mr. Williams knocked loss of the English prince? Were we all, for or other persons, and many thousand dollars'
Court street. Father Kenny was to use the him down and kicked him. The minister the time being, poor crocodiles ~ Could even worth of jewelry stolen.
money for the purpose of bringing Fitzsim- became unconscious, during which time Arthur and Frelinghuysen carry their cant
TrrE cause of temperance received a great
mons's daughter out from Ireland and educat- Williams recovered the letter and obtained an further? Almost at the very time this paming her in a convent. The agreement was not ax, with which he chased the preacher, when pered prince fell in his vices, the gallant impetus through the performance of Weston,
{',
carried out, and when the florist applied for he had recovered his senses, down the street. young American patriot who, two years ago, the walker, who recently traveled five thousand
the return of his money the priest denied hav- "I would hav chopped him to piecss," said shattered the Andre monument was done to miles on foot in one hundred days, without the
ing received it. Fitzsimmons then sued Father Williams, "but I accidently stumbled, and death by half-a-dozen police ruffians in Brook- aid of alcoholic stimulants. But for the sake
Kenny and recovered a judgment for the full this saved me from committing a murder." lyn, under circumstances that hav been al- of pulling down the argument which Weston
amount. Judgment was issued and returned Mr. Davis admits writing the letter, bnt says ready described here; but who, of all the top- so laboriously built up, a Mr. Spencer proposes
unsatis.fied, the defendant having transferred it was a fit communication to pass between lofties in the land, had shed even a crocodile to walk five thousand miles, and drink nothing
'•
his property to his mother for a nominal con- brother and sister. He was a widow10r, and tear over the grave of poor G10orgo Hendrix?- but alcohol and alcoholic liquors. It is not
de11iraole that Mr. Spencer should succ10ed,
llideration some time before. Fitzsimmons then came from Elmira.
Jo~m Swintor's Paper.
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And the regard for precedent suggested by it is ever work still more, in the same direction. "We must
pushing on regulativ legislation.
Having had educate our masters," is the well-known saying of a
brought within their sphere of operation more and Liberal who opposed the last extension of the franmore numerous businesses, the acts restricting hours chise. Yes, if the education were worthy to be, so
The Coming Slavery.
of employment and dictating the treatment of work- called, and were relevant to the political enlightenBY HERBERT SPENCER.
ers are now to be made applicable to shops. From ment needed, much might be· hoped from it. But
From the P&pular Scien~ Monthly.
inspecting lodging-houses to limit the numbers of knowing rules of syntax, being able to add up corThe kinship of pit.y to love is shown, among other occupants and enforce sanitary conditions we hav rectly, having geographical infor_mat.:on, an~ a memways, in this, that it idealizes its object. Sympathy passed to inspecting all houses below a certain r~nt ory stocked with the dates o~ kn~.gs accessiOns and
with one in suffering suppresses, for the time being, in which there are members of more than one fam1ly, generals' victories no more 1mp~1es fitness to .for~
rPmembrance of his transgressions. The feeling and are now passing to a kindred inspection of all political conclusions than ~cqmrement. of skill m
which vents itself in "poor fellow!" on seeing one in small houses. The buying and working of telegraphs drawing implies experh:ess m teleg:aphmg, or tha_n
agony excludes the thought of "bad fellow" which is made a. reason for urging that the state should buy ability to play cricket implies profi.Clency on the VImight at another time arise. Naturally, then, if the and work the railways. Supplying children with olin. "Surely," rejoins some one, "facility in readwretched are unknown, or but vaguely known, all the food for their minds by public agency is being fol- ing opens the wav to political knowledge." Doubt;..
demerits they may hav are ignored; and thus it hap·· lowed in some cases by supplying food for their bod- less; but will the way be folk wed? Table-talk:
pens that when, as just now, the miseries of the poor ies; and, after the practice has been made gradually proves that nine out of ten people read what amuses:
are depicted, they are thought of as the miseries of more general, we may anticipate that the supply now or interests them rather than what instructs them,~
the deserving poor, instead of being thought of, as in proposed to be made gratis in the one case will and that the laot thing they read is something which•
large measure they shoulq be, as the miseries of the eventually be proposed to be made gratis in the tells them disagreeable truths or dispels groundless:
undeserving poor. Those whose hardships are set other, the argument that good bodies as well as good hopes. That popular education results in an ex~en
forth in pamphlets and proclaimed in sermons and minds are needful to make good citizens being log- siv reading of publications which foster pleasant Illuspeeches which echo throughout society are assumed ically urged as a reason for the extension. And sions rather than of those which insist on hard realto be all worthy souls, grievously wronged, and none then, avowedly proceeding on the precedents fur- ities, 'is beyond queAtion. Says "A Mechanic," writof them are thought of as bearing the penalties of nished by the church, the school, and the reading- ing in the Pall Mall GazPtte" of December 3, 1883:
their own misdeeds.
room, all publicly provided, it is contended that . "Improved education insti)s the desire ~or culture-cu,~ure'
On hailing a cab in a London street it is surpris- "pleasure, in the sense it is now generally admitted, instils the desire for many thmgs as yet qmte beyond workingmen's reach; . . . in the furious competition to which the.
ing how generally the door is officiously opened by needs legislating for and organizing at least as much pre-sent age is given up they are utterly impossible to the•
one who expects to get something for his trouble. as work."
poorer classes; hence they are discontented with things as they
The surprise lessens after counting the many loungNot precedent only prompts this spread, but also are, and the more educated the more discontented. Hence, .
ers about tavern doors, or after observing the quick- the necessity which arises for supplementing inef- too. Mr. Ruskin and Mr. Morris !U'e regarded as true prophets:
ness with which a street performance or procession fectiv measures, and for dealing with the artificial by many of us."
And that the connection of cause and effect here'
draws from neighboring slums and stable yards a· evils continually caused. Failure does not destroy
group of idlers. Seeing how numerous they are in faith in ~he agencies employed; b~t mere_ly sugge~ts alleged is a real one we may see clearly enough iu
every small area, it becomes manifest that tens of more strmgent use of such agenm~s or Wider ramifi- the present state of Germany.
thousands of such swarm through London. "They cations of them. Laws to check mtemperance, be~
hav no work,'' you say. Say rather that they either ~inning in early times an~ coming down to o~r ow?
Meanwhile there goes on out-of-doors an activ
refuse work or quickly turn themselvs out of it. They times, when further restramts on the sale of mtoxi- propaganda to which all these influences are an-·
are simply good-for-nothings, who in one way or ~ating liquors occupy nights every session, not hav- ciliary. Communistic theories, partially indorsed by
other liv on the good-for-somethings-vagrants and mg done what was e:x:pected, there come de_mands one act of Parliament after another, and tacitly if not·
sots criminals and those on the way to crime youths for more thorough-gomg laws, locally preventmg the avowedly favored by numerous public men seeking·
wh~ are burd~ns on hard-worked parents, m:en who sale altogether; and here, as in America, these ~ill supporters, are being advocated more and more vo-·
appropriate the wages of their wives, fellows who doubtless be follo~ed by demands that prev~ntwn ciferously under one or other form by popular leadshare the gains of prostitutes; and then, less visible shal~ be m~de umv~rsal: Al:l th~ many apphan~es ers, and urged on by organized societies. There is:
and -less numerous there is a corresponding class of for 'stampmg out ep1demic diseases not havmg the movement for land nationalization which, aiming:
women.
'
succeeded in preventing outbreaks of small-pox, fe- at a Rystem of land tenure equitable in the ab&tract,.
Is it natural that happinnss should be the lot of vera, and the like, a further remedy is applied for in is, as all the world knows, pressed by Mr. Ge~rge•
such, or is it natural that they should bring unhappi- the shape of police power to search houses for dis- and his friends with avowed disregard for the Just;
ness on themselvs and those connected with them? eased persons, and authority for medical officers to claims of existing owners, and as the basis of a.
Is it not manifest that there must exist in our midst examin anyone they think fit, to see whether he or scheme going more than half-way to state communan immense amount of misery which is a normal she is suffering from an infectious or contagious ism. And thEm there is the thoroughgoing Demoresult of misconduct and ought not to be dissociated malady. Habits of improvidence having for genera- cratic Federation of Mr. Hyndman and his adherents.
from it? There is a notion, always more or less tiona been cultivated by the poor-law, and the im- We are told by them that "the handful of marauders
prevalent, and just now vociferously expressed, that provident enabled to multiply, the evils produced by who now hold possession [of the land] hav and can
all social suffering is removable, and that it is the compulsory charity are now proposed to be met by hav no right save brute force against the tens of
duty of somebody or other to remove it. Both thAse compulsory insurance.
millions whom they wrong." They exclaim against
beliefs are false. To separate pain from ill-doing is
"the shareholders who bav been allowed to lay bands
to fight against the constitution of things, and will
Every extension of the regulativ policy involves an upon [!] our great railway communications." They
be follow~d by far more pain. Saving men from the addition to the regulativ agents-a further growth condemn, " above all, the activ capitalist class, the
natural penalties of reckless living eventually neces- of officialism and an increasing power of the organ- loan-mongers, the farmers, the mine-exploiters, the
sitates the infliction of artificial penalties in solitary ization formed of officials. Take a pair of scales with contractors, the middlemen, the. factory lords-these,
cells, oB. tread-wheels, and by the lash. I suppose a many shot in the one and a few in the other. Lift the modern slave-drivers," who exact" more and yet
dictum on which the current creed and the creed of shot after shot out of the loaded scale and put it into more surplu<:J value out of thfl wage-slaves whom they
science are at one may be considered to hav as high the unloaded scale. Presently you will produce a employ.'' And they think it "high time" that trade
an authority as can be found. Well, the command balance, and if you go on the position of the scales should be "removed from the control of individual
" if any would not work neither should he eat" is will be reversed. Suppose the beam to be unequally greed and individual profit."
simply a Christian enunciation of that universal law divided, and let the lightly loaded scale bl3 at the
It remains to point out that the tendencies thus
of nature under which life has reached its present end of a very long arm; tht:m the transfer of each variously displayed are being strengthened by press
bight-the law that a creature not energetic enough shot, producing a much greater effect, will far sooner advocacy daily more pronounced. Journalists, alto maintain itself must die; the sole difference being bring about a change of position. I use the figure ways chary of saving that which is distasteful to
that the law which in the one case is to be artificially to illustrate what results from transferring one indi- their readers, are s~me of them going with the stream
enforced is, in the other case, a natural necessity. vidual after another from the regulated mass of the and adding to its force. Legislativ meddlings which
And yet this particular tenet of their religion which community to the regulating structures. The trans- they would once hav condemned they now pass in
science so manifestly justifies is the one which Chris- fer weakens the one and strengthens the other in a silence, if they do not advocate them; and they speak
tians seem least inclined to accept. The current as- far greater degree than is implied by the relativ of laissezfaire as an exploded doctrin. "People are
sumption is that there should be no suffering, and change of numbers. A comparativly small body of no longer frightened at the thought of Socialism," is
officials, coherent, having common interests, and act- the statement which meets us one day. On another
that society is to blame for that which exists.
"But surely we are not without responsibilities, ing under central authority, has an immense advan- day, a town which does not adopt the Free Libraries
tage over an incvherent public which has no settled act is sneered at as being alarmed by a measure so
even when the suffering is that of the unworthy?"
If the meaning of the word " we" be so expanded policy, and can be brought to act unitedly only under .moderately Communistic. And then, along with edas to include with ourselvs our ancestors, and espe- strong provocation. Hence an organization of offi- itorial assertions that this economic revolution is
cially our ancestral legislators, I agree. I admit that cials, once passing a. certain stage of growth, becomes coming and must be accepted, there is prominence
those who made, and modified, and administered the less and less resistible, as we see in the bureaucra- given to the contributions of its advocates. Meanold poor-law were responsible for producing an ap- cies of the continent.
while those who regard the recent course of legislapalling amount of demoralization, which it will take
Not only does the power of resistance of the regu- tion as disastrous, and see that its future course is
more than one generation to remove. I admit, too, lated part decrease in a geometricalratio as the reg- likely to be still more disastrous, are being reduced
the partial responsibility of recent and present law- ulating part increases, but the private interests of to silence by the belief that it is useless to reason
makers for regulatiG:ns which hav brought into being many in the regulated part itself make the change of with people in a state of political intoxication.
.
a permanent body of tramps, who ramble from union ratio still more rapid. In every circle conversations ·See then the many concurrent causes wh1ch
to union; and also their responsibility for maintain- show that now, when the passing of competitiv ex- threaten continually to accelerate the transformation
ing a constant supply of felons by sending back con- aminations renders them eligible for the public ser- now going on. There is that spread of regulation
victs into society under such conditions that they are vice, youths are being educated in such ways that caused by following precedents, which become the
alm0st compelled again to commit crimes. More- they may pass them and get employment under gov- more authoritativ the further the policy is carried.
over, I admit that the philanthropic are not without ernment. One consequence is that men who might There is that increasing need for administrativ comtheir share of responsibility; since, while anxiously otherwise reprobate some further growth of official- pulsions and restraints which results from the unaiding the offspring of the unworthy, they do noth- ism are led to look on it with tolerance, if not favor- foreseen evils and shortcomings of preceding coming for the offspring of the worthy save burdening ably, as offering possible careers for those dependent pulsions and restraints. Moreover, ev~ry additio~al
their parents by increased local rates. Nay, I even on them and those related to them. Anyone who state interference strengthens the tamt assumptwn
admit that these swarms of good-for-nothings, fos- remembers the numbers of upper-class and middle- that. it is the duty of the state to deal with all evils
tered and multiplied by public and private agencies, class families anxious to place their children will see and secure all benefits. Increasing power of a
hav, by sundry mischievous meddlings, l;>een made to that no small encouragement to the spread of legis- growing administrativ organization is accompanied
suffer more than they would otherwise hav euffered. lativ control is now coming from those who, but for by decreasing pow~r of the rest of the society ~o
Are these the responsibilities meant? I suspect not. the personal interests thus arising, would be hostil resist its further growth and control. The multito it.
plication of careers opened by a developing bureauThe blank form of a question daily asked is, " We
cracy tempts members of the classes regulated by
bav already done this; why should we not do that?" The diffusion of education has worked, and wiU · it to favor its extension, as adding to the cbancee
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of safe and respectable places for their relative. The is prompted to sell; and, as buyers are for like rea- will not only he exclusiv carrier of passengers, goods,
people at large, led to look on benefits received sons deterred, he has to sell at a loss. And now and minerals, but will add to its present various
through public agencies as gratis benefits, hav their these still multiplying regulations, ending, it may be, trades, many other trades. Even now, besides
hopes continually excited by the prospects of more. as Lord Grey proposes, in oD,e requiring the owner erecting its naval and military establishments, and
.A spreading education, furthering the diffusion of to maintain the salubrity of his houses by evicting building harbors, docks, breakwaters, etc., it does the
·pleasing errors rather than of stern truths, renders dirty tenants, and thus adding to his other responsi- work of ship-builder, cannon-founder, small-arms
:such hopes both stronger and more general. Worse bilities that of inspector of nuisances, must further maker, manufacturer of ammunition, etc., etc.; and
still, such hopes are ministered to· by candidates for prompt sales and further deter purchasers-so neces- when the railroads hav been appropriated "with or
public choice to augment their chances of success; sitating greater depreciation. What must happen? without compensation,' as the Democratic Federa:and leading statesmen, in pursuit of party ends, bid The multiplication of houses, and especially small tionists say, it will hav to become locomotiv engin
·for popular favor by countenancing them. Getting houses, being increasingly checked, there must come builder, carriage-maker, tat·paulin and grease manu-.
repeated justifications from new laws harmonizing an increasing demand upon the local authority to facturer, passenger vessel owner, coal-miner, stonewith their doctrins, political enthusiasts and unwise make up for the deficient supply. More and more, quarrier, omnibus-proprietor, etc. Mean while its
':.philanthropists push their agitations with growing the municipal or kindred body will hav to build local lieutenant~:~, the municipal governments, already
·confidence and success. Journalism, ever responsiv houses, or to purchase houses rendered unsalable to in many places suppliers of water, gas-makers,
to popular opinion, daily strengthens it by giving it private persons in the way shown; houses which, owners and workers of tramways, proprietors of
'Voice; while counter opinion, more and more dis- greatly depreciated in value as they must become, it baths, will doubtless hav undertaken various other
'COllt'aged, finds little utterance.
will, in many cases, pay to buy rather than to build businesses. And when the state, directly or by
'·
Thus influences of various kinds conspire to in- new ones. And then, when in towns this process proxy, has thus come into possession of, or has
'Crease corporate action and decrease individual ac- has gone so far as to make the local authority the established numerous concerns for wholesale production. And the change is being on all sides aided by chief owner of houses, there will be a good prec- tion, and for wholesale distribution, there will be
schemers, each of whom thinks only of his pet proj- edent for publicly providing houses for the rural good precedents for extending its function to retail
ect, and not at all of the general reorganization which population, as proposed in the Radical program, distribution, following such an example, Eay, as is
his, joined with others such, are working out. It is and as urged by the Democratic Federation, which offered by the French government, which has long
said that the French Revolution devoured its own insists on" the compulsory constructi"n of healthy been a retail tobacconist.
children. Here an analagous catastrophe seems not artisa:ns' .and agricultural laborers' dwellings in proEvidently then, the changes made, the changes in
unlikely. The numerous Souialistic changes made portion to the population." Manifestly, the tendency progress, and the changes urged, are can·sing us
by act of Parliament, joined with the numerous oth- of that which has been done, is being done, and is not only toward state-ownership of land and dwelleril presently to be made, will by and by be all merged presently to be done, is to approach the socialistic ings, and means of communication, all to be admin· in state Socialism, swallowed in the vast wave which ideal in which the community is sole house pro- istered and worked by state agents, but toward state
they hav little by little raised.
prietor.
usurpation of all indus tries; the private forms of
' "But why is this change described as the coming
Such, too, m.ust be the effect of the daily growing which, disadvantaged more and more in competition
slavery?" is a question which many will still ask. policy on the tenure and utilization of the land. with the state, which can arrange everything for its
.The reply is simple. All Socialism involves slavery. More numerous public benefits, to be achieved by own convenience, will more and more die away, just
'
What is essential to the idea of a slave? We pri- more numerous public agencies, at the cost of aug- as many voluntary schools hav in presence of board;marily think of him as one who is owned by another. mented public burdens, must increasingly deduct schools. And so will be brought about the desired
'.To be more than nominal, however, the ownership from the returns on land; until, as the depreciation ideal of the Socialist.
And now when there has been reached this desired
must be shown by control of the slave's actions-a in value becomes greater and greater, the resistance
•control which is habitually for the benefit of the con- to change of tenure becomes less and less. · Already, ideal, which "practical" politicians are helping
<troler. That which fundamentally distinguishes the as every one knows, there is in many places difficulty Socialists to reach, and which is so temptim on that
:slave is that_ he labors under· coercion to satisfy in obtaining tenants, even at greatly reduced rents; bright side which Socialists contemplate, what must
·:another's desires. The ,relation admits of sundry and land of inferior fertility in some cases lies idle, be the accompanying shady side which they do not
;gradations. Remembering that originally the slave or when farmed by the owner is often farmed at a contemplate? It is a matter of common remark,
is a prisoner whose life is at the mercy of his captor, loss. Clearly the margin of profit on capital invested often made when a marriage is impending, that those
it suffices here to note that there is a harsh form of in land is not such that taxes, local and general, can possessed by strong hopes habitually dwell on the
slavery in which, treated as an animal, he has to ex- be greatly raised to support extended public admin- promised pleasures, and think nothing of the accoml)end his entire effort for his owner's advantage. istrations, without an absorption of it which will panying pains. A further exemplification of this
Under a system less· harsh, though occupied chiefly prompt owners to sell, and make the best of what re- truth is supplied by these politiell.l enthusiasts and
in working for his owner, he is allowed a short time duced price they can get by emigrating and buying fanatical revolutionists. Impressed with the miseries
in which to work for himself, and some ground on land not subject to heavy burdens, as, indeed, some existing under our present soci11l arrangements, and
which to grow extra food. A further amelioration are now doing. This process, carried far, must hav not regarding these miseries as caused by the illgivs him power to sell the produce of his plot and the result of throwing inferior land out of cultivation; working of a human nature but partially adapted to
keep the proceeds. Then we come to the still more after which there will be raised more generally the the social state, they imagin them to be forthwith
moderated form which commonly arises where, hav- demand made by Mr. Arch, who, addressing the curable by this or that rearrangement. Yet, even
ing been a free man working on his own land, con- Radical Association of Brighton lately, and contend- did their plans succeed, it could only be by substiquest turns him into what we distinguish as a serf; ing that existing landlords do not make their land tuting one kinrl of evil for another. A little deliband he has to giv to his owner each year a nxed adequat~ly productiv for the public benefit, said "he erate thought would show that under their proposed
amount of labor or produce, or both, retaining the should hke the present government to pass a Com- arrangements their liberties must be surrendered in
rest himself. Finally, in some cases, as in Russia pulsory Cultivation bill;" an applauded proposal proportion as their material WPlfures were cared for.
For no form of co-operation, small or great, can be
until recently, he is allowed to leave his owner's which he justified by instancing compulsory vaccinaestate and work or trade for himself elsewhere, un- tion (thus illustrating the influence of precedent). carried on without regulation and an implied subder the condition that he shall pay an annual sum. And this demand will be pressed, not only by the mission to the regulating agencies. Even one of
What is it which, in these cases, leads us to qualify need for making the land productiv, but also by the their own organizations for efiecting social changes
our conception of the slavery as more or less severe? need for employing the rural population. After the yields them proof. It is comp~lled t? bav its ~out;t
Evidently the greater or smaller extent to which government has extended the practice of hiring the cils, its local and general oflicers, 1ls authontabv
effort is compulsorily expended for the benefit of unemployed to work on deserted lands, or lands ac- laaders, who must be obeyed under penalty of conanother instead of for self-benefi.t. If all the slave's quired at nominal prices, there will be reached a fusion and fail me. And the experience of those who
labor is for his owner the slavery is heavy, and if but stage whence there is but a small further step to that are loudest in their advocacy of a new social order
little it is light. Take now a further step. Suppose arrangement which, in the program of the Demo- under the paternal control of a government shows
. :an· owner dies, and his estate with its slaves comes cratic Federation, is to follow nationalization of the that, even in private voluntarily formed societies, the
:into the hands of trustees, or suppose the estate and land-the " organization of agricultural and indus- power of the regulativ organization becomes great, if
•everything on it to be bought by a company; is the trial armies under state control on co-operativ prin- not irresistible; often, indeed, causing grumbling and
restivness among those controlled. 'l'rades-unions
<eondition of the slave any the better if the amount ciples."
of his compulsory labor remains the same? Suppose
If any one doubts that such a revolution may be so which carry on a kind of industrial war in defense of
that for a company we substitute the community; does reached, facts may be cited to show its likelihood. workers' interests versus employers' 'nterebts find
it make any difference to the slave if the time he has In Gaul, during the decline of the Roman empire, that subordination almost military in its strictness is
to work for others is as great, and the time left for him- "so numerous were the receivers in comparison with needful to secure eflicient action, for divided councils
self is as small, as before? The essential question the payers, and so enormous the weight of taxation, prove fatal to success. And even in bodies of cois, How much is he compelled to labor for other ben- that the laborer.broke down, the plains became des- operators, formed for carryiiJg on manufacturing or
'·\.,
efit than his own, and how much can he labor for his erts, and woods grew where the plow had been." In distributing businesses, and not needing that obediown benefit? The degree of his slavery varies ac- like mannEr, when the French Revolution was ap· ence to leaders which is required where the aims are
cording to the ratio between that which he is forced proaching, the public burdens had become such that offensiv or defensi v, it is still found that the adminto yield up and that which he is allowed to retain; many farms remained uncultivated, and many were istrativ agency acquires so great a power that there
and it matters not whether his master is a single per- deserted; one quarter of the soil was absolutely ly- arise complaints about "the tyranny of organizason or a society. If, without option, he has to labor ing waste; and in some provinces one-half was in tion." Judge, then, what must happen when, instead
of combinations, small, local, and voluntary, to which
.for the society, and receives from the general stock heath.
men may belong vr not as they please, we hav a
:such portion as the society awards him, he becomes
.a slave to the society. Socialistic arrangements neThen again comes state ownership of railways. national combination in which each citizen finds
-cessitate an enslavement of this kind; and toward Already this exists to a large extent on the Conti- himself incorporated, and from which be cannot
•such an enslavement many recl3nt me1tsures, and still nent. Already we hav had here a few years ago separate himself without leaving the country! Judge
·more the measures ad vacated, are carrying us. Let loud advocacy of it. And now the cry which was what must under such conditions become the power
us observe, first, their proximate efl'ects, and then raised by sundry politicians and publicists is taken of a graduated and centralized oflicial~sm, Loldin~ in
their ultimate effects.
up afresh by the Democratic Federation, which its hands the resources of the corurnumty, aud havmg
The policy initiated by the Industrial Dwellings proposes "state- appropriation of rail ways, with or behind it whatever amount of force it finds requisit
acts admits of development, and will develop. Where without compensation." Evidently pressure from to carry out its decrees and maintain what it calls
municipal bodies turn house-builders, they inevit- above joined by pressure from below is likely to order! Well may a Prince Bismarck display leanably lower the values of houses otherwise built, and effect this change, dictated by the policy everywhere ings towards state Socialism.
check the supply of more. Every dictation respect- spreading, and with it must come many attendant
ing modes of building and conveniences to be pro- changes. For railway proprietors, at first owners
"But the governing agency would be a master
vided diminishes the builder's profit, and prompts and workers of railways only, bav been allowed to which he and others made and kept constantly in
him to use his C\apital where the profit is not thus become masters of numerous businesses directly or check and one whicn therefore would not control
diminished. So, too, the owner, already finding that indirectly connected with railways, and these will him o~ others more than was needful for the benefit
small houses entail much labor and many losses-al- hav to be purchased by government when the rail- of each and all."
ready subject to troubles of inspection and interfer- ways are purchased. Already exclusiv carrier of
To which reply the first rejoinder is that, even if
ence and to consequent costs, and having his prop- letters, exclusiv transmitter of telegrams, and on the so, each member of the community as an individual
erty daily rendered a. more undesirable investment- way to become exclusiv CIU'rier of parcels, the state would be a sla.ve to the co.mmunity as a whole. Such
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a relation has habituall v r,xister1 in militant communi- for them, is that by due skill an ill-working human- fore proceed to supply that deficiency. State Socialties, even under yua.~i-popular forms of government. ity may be framed into well-working institutions. It ism, economic basis, etc., are Mr. Langen·feld's weapIn ancient Greece the accepted principle was that is a delusion. · The defectiv natures of citizens will ons, and he wields them with more or less effect. Hiw
the citizen belonged neither to himself nor to his show themselvs in the bad acting of whatever social theory is that if property were held in common there
family, but belonged to his city-the city being with structure they are arranged into. There is no po- would be no stealing, because the incentiv to steal
the Greek equivalent to tbe community. And this litical alchemy by which you can get golden conduct would be absent.
doctrin, proper to a state of constant warfare, is a out of leaden instincts.
Mr. Palmer said that the article by Herbert Spendoctrin which Socialism unawares reintroduces into
cer in the Popular Sci~nce Jlfonihly was a disa-ppointa state intended to be pureiy industriai. The serment to his friends. It was not what thAy expected
A WESTERN CRITICISM.
vices of each will belong to the aggregate of all; and
from so eminent a writer. One of Mr. Spencer's
Frrrm lh• Chicago Inter- Octan.
for these services such returns will be given as the
Herbert Spencer has an article in the current best friends in this country bad so expressed himself
authorities think proper. So that even if the admin- (April) Popular Science Monthly, in which he defines to Mr. Palmer. · The speaker believed that the sufistration is of the beneficent kind intended to be se- "The Coming Slavery" to be Socialism. He thinks fering of the poorer classes was the fault of the prescured, slavery, however mild, must be the outcome of most of the poor are undeserving, that the poor-rates ent system, which system we had it in our power to
the arrangement.
in England tend chiefly to breed paupers, and that ameliorate. Mr. Andrews's lecture had been a thorA second rPjoinder is that the administration will it is a very serious interference with sound social ough and remarkable reply to the misrepresentapresently become not of the intended kind, and that laws J?.Ot to let the starving starve. It would be well tions of Herbert Spencer.
the slavery will not be mild. The Socialist specula- for Herbert Spencer to call to mind the fact that a
Mr. Cohen held that our present political system
tion is vitiated by an assumption like that which viti- few years ago his friend Prof. Youmans made a par- was wrong and that our legisiators had no reason to
ates the speculations of the "practical" politician. tial tour of the United States, on purpose to pass wish it righted, because it was a source of profit to
It is assumed that officialism will work as it is in- around the hat for the collection of a fund to relieve them, and the more mischief the people did the bettended to work, which it never does. The machinery Herbert Spencer from a condition of impecuniosity, ter for the legislators. But he believed in compelling
of Communism, like existing social machinery, has to which was represented to be unfavorable both to his people to do right if they did not show a dispobe framed out of existing human nature; and the personal comfort, and to the publication of certain sition to do so without legislativ encouragement.
defects of existing human nature will generate in portions of his work which were not selling for Our Congressmen were not fit to associate with dethe one the same evils as in the other. The love of enough to pay the cost of publication. We believe cent people.
·
power, the selfisimess, the injustice, the untruthful- the mission resulted in the presentation to Mr.
Professor Vaughan, of Virginia, mounted the platness, which often in comparativly short times bring Spencer of a voluntary offering of $5,000. In this form with the declaration that he had something to
private organizations to disaster, will inevitably, connection it may be remarked as. a coincidence that say. He had spent his life laboring in the interests
where their effects accumulate from generation to the other great apostle of the "let-the-beggars-alone- of Communism, and, impliedly, of Freelove. Othergeneration, work evils far greater and Jess remedia- and-the-devil-take-the-hindmost" theory, Mr. Cob- wise honors would hav been showered upon him, and
ble; since vast a!:. i complex and possessed of all the den, had a collection taken up in his behalf of £80, there was hardly a position which wealth and the
resources, the ac;LJinistrativ organization once devel- 000, to lift him out of bankruptcy. Also that Prof. gratitude of a great public would not hav bestowed
oped and consolidated must become irresistible. Sumner, who has just issued a book to prove that upon him. .A.s it was, he was poorer than Job's turAnd if there needs proof that the periodic exercise the social classes owe nothing to each other but in- key and had to scratch with all his might to get
of electoral power would fail to prevent this, it suf- difference, is currently believed to participate in the enough io eat. If he were to answer to the law for
fices to instance the French government, which, exemption of Yale College from state and city taxe3 all the offenses be had committed against it, a term
purely popular in origin, and ~~:ubject from time to in a manner to make him the recipient in some of 976 years and. 9 months would be necessary, betime to popular judgment, nevertheless tramples on degree of the forced contributions of all the people sides a fine of several million dollars.
the freedom of citizens to an extent which the English of the state. We do not intimate that either of
Dr. Lambert began by saying that one speaker
delegates to the late Trades-Union Congress say" is these contributions in the nature of parochial relief had askPd why we did not build post-offices and
a disgrace to, and an anomaly in, a republican nation.'' to the impecunious is or was wrong. It is in ques- other public structures. He would reply, Because
The final result would be a revival of despotism. tionable taste, however, :for a charity scholar, in his we do not get the contract. He had no objection to
A disciplined army of civil officials, like an army of graduating oration, to denounce charity scholarships. associating with Congressmen or other public offimilitary officials, givs supreme power to its head-a
Indeed, so many are the ways in which ~ociety cials. If we could not love them for their personal
power which has often led to usurpation, as in me- endeavors to help the unfortunates, however lmper- attractions we should respect them for the position
dieval Europe and still more in Japan-nay, has thus 1ectly it may succeed in doing real good, that there to which they had been raised by the people. .A.
so led among our neighbors within our own times. are few who hav not during considerable periods of great cause of misery was to be found, Dr. Lam bert
The recent confessions of M. de Maupas hav shown their lives derived their sustenance from others. thought, in the manufacture and sale of liquor and
how readily a constitutional head, elected and trusted Gentlemen who, like Cobden, Spencer, and Sumner, tobacco. While these industries engaged half our
by the whole people, may, with the aid of a few un- hold that such an act is admissible only on the part labor and money we need not expect anything better
scrupulous confederates, paralyze the representativ of infants, should not grasp the teat so firmly when than the evils we now enjoy.
Mr. Andrews, in his closing speech, said that
body and make hi•nself autocrat. That those who it is extended to them by society, which in this case
rose to power in a socialistic organization would not deserves at least the respect due to a generous step- almost nothing had. been said which required special
comment. He therefore proceeded to a further elabscruple to carry out their aims at all costs, we hav mother.
oration of his objections to Mr. Spencer's article ungood reason for concluding. When we find that
shareholders, who, sometimes gaining, but often losTo OuR READERS AND BoORBUYERS: If you ex- der criticism. His remarks were, if possible, more
ing, hav made that rail way system by which national perience any dijficulty in obtaining THE TRUTH direct and interesting than what he had previously
said. When the lecture appears in print it must be
prosperity bas been so greatly increased, are spoken
of by th. council of the Democratic Federation as SEEKER or any· of our own or other Freetho~ght apparent to all that these were among the most
having "laid hands" on the means of communica- worlcs tM·ough any dealer, we shallfeel greatly obltged timely and important utterances of the day.
Professor Rawson will speak at the neit meeting
tion, we may infer that those who directed a social- if you will m·der direct from this qffice. We are
istic administration might ir.terpret with extreme feaiful that many dealers do not take the pains they on questions relating to Biblical research.
perversity the claims of individuals and classes under
l
.
.
their control. And when, further, we find members should to supP_ y Liberal wm·lc~-somettmes, ev~n,
E. B Thompson and Dr. W. Byrd Powell.
of thiB same council urging that the state should wrongly reporttng them out of pnnt-thereby deprwI notice in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 5th that
take possession of the rail ways, " with or without •ing the inquiring p1tbli·: qf heterodox books, and pre- Mr. C. B. Thompson, of St. Catherines, is making
compensation," we may suspect that the beads of the venting us from making needed sales.
inquiry as to the labors of Dr. Wm. Byrd Powell in
ideal society desired would be but little deterred by
·
·
the department of temperaments and the result thereconsiderations of equity from pursuing whatever
of. If you can spare a little space in THE TRUTH
The Liberal Club.
policy they thought needful-a policy which would
SEEKER I think I can giv Mr. Thompson the desired
always be one idPntified with their own supremacy.
At the 335th meeting of the Manhattan Liberal information. I shall not undertake to giv exact
It would need but a war with an adjacent society, or Club a fine large audience gathered to listen to Mr. dates in many matters, as it would require more time
some internal discontent demanding forcible sup- Andrews's criticism of Herbert Spencer's article, than I can spare at this moment.
pression, to at once transform a socialistic adminis- " The Coming Slavery.'' The principal part of that
The great work of Dr. Powell's life was unfortutration into a grinding tyranny like that of ancient article will be found in THE TRUTH SEEKER this week. nately destroyed by fire. It was in manuscript, and
Peru; under wbich the mass of the people, controled Mr. Wakeman was in the chair. Mr. Shook came in was nearly ready for publication when he was stricken
by grades of offiuials, and leading lives that were in- a little late, and sat on a campstool beside Dr. Lam- with paralysis. His negro servant, in his haste to
spected out-of-doors and in-doors, labored for the bert, his face beaming with that effulgence which build a fire for making some preparations for the
support of the organization which regulated them, shows itself on the countenance of him who is in- treatment of the patient, gathered up these manuand were left with bnt a bare subsistence for them-1 wardly satisfied with himself and has a proper appre- scripts and consigned them to the flames! After
selvs. And then would be completely revived, under ciation of his own merits. Mr. Andrews was applauded recove1·ing from this first attack, the doctor prepared
a different form, that rr'gime of status-that system when he took the platform. The secretary had fur- a. small work of two hundred and forty-six pages,
of compulsory co-operation, the decaying tradition of nished him with a tall and glittering brass lamp to octavo, entitled "The Natural Hist.ory of the Human
which is represented by the old Toryism, and to- read by, the brightness of which evoked favorable Temperaments, and their Laws in Relation to Marward which the new Toryism is carrying us back.
criticism. Mr. Andrews's lecture is regarded as a riage.'' This book was published by H. W. Derby
"But we shall be on our guard against all that- very thorough answer to the objections to state & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, and bears the date of 1856.
we r:;hall take precautions to ward off such disasters," Socialism raised by Mr. Spencer. .A.s it is to be pub- Although a valuable work in many respects, I was
will doubtless t:say the enthusiasts. Be they "prac- lished in THE TRUTH SEEKER, it is unnecessary to say informed by the late Dr. Robert. S. Newton, who
tical" politicians with their new regulativ measures, more of it here except to remark that this was one had an opportunity of looking over the manuscripts
or Communists with their schemes for reorganizing of the speaker's most lucid occaeions. Once in a of the larger work, that it was quite inferior to that.
labor, the answer is ever the same: "It is true that while, to be sure, a word that exhausted the capacities The paralytic stroke left Dr. Powell in a condition to
plans of kindred nature hav, from unforeseen causes of the alphabet would slip out and twist the point do little laborious literary work. In 1863 the New
and adverse accidents, or the misdeeds of those con- off the stenographer's pencil, but these occasions American Cyclopedia was issued by the Appletons,
cerned, been brought to failure; but this time we were so rare as to hardly warrant even this brief and and that contained a valuable contribution from Dr.
shall profit by past experiences and succeed." There inadequate allusion to them. Mr. Andrews is capa- Powell on the temperaments. The later issues of the
seemR no getting people to n,ccept the truth, which, ble of meeting Mr. Spencer on his own ground, and American Cyclopedia for some reason contained
neverthel0.ss, is conspicuous enough, that the welfare can bring to a discussion of any subject in philosophy nothing in regard to Dr. Powell's discoveries. Most
of a society and the justice of its arrangements are a degree of learning and an amount of thought in of the ccntributors to this work of the .A.ppletons, I
at bottom dependent on the characters of its mem- no wise inferior to that of the distinguished English notice, are strongly old school. Dr. Powell was a
hers; and that improvement in neither can take philosopher himself.
new school man, and was identified with the eclectic
place without that improvement in character which
Mr. Langerfeld was the first to venture upon the medical movement in this country. It may be, thereresults from carrying on peaceful industry under the platform after the speaker of the evening had left it. fore, that he was ruled out by old school bigotry. In
restraints imposed by an orderly social life. The He spoke in a very uncomplimentary way of the the transactions of the Eclectic Medical Society of
belief, not only of the Socialists but also of those so- lecture, and claimed that it had not cleared the mat- the City of New York for 1870, a large volume of
called Liberals who are diligently prep:uing the way ter up as should hav been done. He would there- some eight hundred and sixty-four pages, there is~
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interesting essay by W. Byrd Powell, M.D., on Marriage and its relation to Physiological Law, in which
he treats quite extensivly of the temperaments.
The late Prof. Robert S. Newton was not only a
warm personal friend of Dr. Powell, but was a
thorough believer in his original views regarding the
temperaments. And every winter, from the time of
the establishment of the New York Eclectic Medical
College up to the death of Prof. Newton, some three
years ago, the pupils of that institution were instructed in the science of temperament in accordance
with the views advocated by Dr. Powell. In 1869-70
I made a revision of my "Medical Common Sense,"
which I entitled "Plain Home Talk, Embracing Medical Common Sense," and in this revision of my work
I adopted Dr. Byrd Powell's classification and views
of the temperaments, and devoted about thirty pages
to the consideration of the subject. As this work
has already sold to the extent of some two or three
hundred thousand copies in this country, England,
Germany, and far-off Australia, there are many
people scattered throughout the world who hav been
made more or less conversant with Dr. Powell's
views. In the fall of 1880, when the first convention
of the Institute of Heredity was held in this city, Dr.
E. V. Wright, of Boston, gave an interesting aGdress
upon the importance of observing the laws of temperamental adaptation in marriag·e, and based the
rules which he gave upon the discoveries of Dr.
Powell. For the last three winters there hav been
held in this city parlor meetings of the patrons and
members of the Institute of Heredity, and the subject of the temperaments was presented during the
first winte: that these meetings were held, and at the
~ex~ meett~g, to b.e I-feld on the last T~ursday evenmg m .A.pnl, the vtews of Dr. Powell w11l be further
presented, according to announcement, by one of the
speakers. It will be seen, therefore, that the valuable
discoveries of Dr. Powell hav. not l;>een lost. to th_e
world, but tb~t th~y are steadily takmg root m var1ous fields of mqmry, and may be expected to bear
good fruit in du·e time.
E. B. Foo'l'E, Sr., M.D.
120 Lexington .Ave., N. Y.

Our London Letter.
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The enemies of liberty flattered themselvs that
they had great cause for rejoicing when Charles
Bradlaugh applied for the stewardship of the Chiltern
Hundreds, as they declared themselvs certain that his
popularity was decidedly on"the wane, and the electors of Northampton must be tired out; but because
they shut their eyes they thought it must be dark to
others as well as themselvs. Great, however, was
their consternation when the champion of the rights
of man was once more returned by an overwhelming
majority, and his enemies were brought to shame.
But though they could not prevent his re-election,
they could prevent him from taking his seat, and this
they of course did. Their victory was largely due to
the weakness and vacillation of the present so-called
government, for which there will come a day of
reckoning at the next general election, in which the
question of Freethought will be brought conspicuously forward. The system of persecution persevered
in during the last few years has added some thousands of recruits to our ranks, and more are constantly
coming in. Though hard for the individual, it has
done good for the cause. The imprisonment of those
connElcted with the Freethinker has made a very considerable impression upon many to whom the word
"Atheist" was formerly scarcely known, and allusions
hav from time to time been made in the daily papers
to the matter, and the release of Mr. Foote was noticed by most of them. The so-called leaders of public thought find that .A.,theism, as it is termed, has assumed such proportions that it can no longer be
jt!-stly ignored as a thing of no moment, and its rapid
growth is becoming more alarming to the salaried
apostles of Jesus. Many of them, shrewd enough to
read the signs of the times, are carefully trimming
their sails to the breeze and following as closely behind as they dare-educating their congregations,
they call it-but the fact of the matter is that while they
must pander to the prejudices of the older members
of their flocks, they wish to retain the younger ones,
so manage skilfully to sandwich a slice ofFreethought
between two of orthodoxy, so as to make the mental
pabulum palatable to all their members. This certainly shows worldly wisdom, but the least said about
its honesty the better. Nowadays it is quiet refreshing to find an old-fashioned divine who firmly
believes in the beasts and elders, the new Jerusalem,
the millennium, a heaven built of gold and precious
stones, and hell fire, and who hui;ls so much damnation on unbelievers that his church smells quite strong
of brimstone. The parson who a few days back refused to bury a man because the grave was dug so
that his feet did not face the east, and would cause
him some difficulty in rising properly at the day of
l'esurrection, was far more honest and des!ilrving of
patronage than those who are willing to concede that
the world was not made in six days, and the deluge
was not universal, and thai; the miracles were not
just as recorded, and hell :fire is not quite so hot as it
once was, and people are not bound to stop in it long.

Such men are not to be trusted, either by one party
or the other, for if they saw an opportunity of making
their salaries by lecturing on our side, they would
very willingly do it. Last week I listened to a discourse given in one of our halls by an accredited
agent of the Christian Evidence Society. He is reckoned one of the ablest men amongst them, "a champion for the truth." Poor man! he endeavored to
prove that the Bible mimcles must be true, and such
a string of illogical arguments and hopeless conclusions I never listened to. All he said could be summed
up in a few words. If one miracle could be proved
true, it must be taken for granted that all were equally
so,and as the Jews still keep up the feast of the Passover, that is sufficient proof that the slaughter of the
first-born among the Egyptians took place at the exodus. Consequently all Bible miracles are true, and
if the miracles are true, so must the whole of the Bible be. Two or three workingmen opposed and demolished his arguments in a few moments. As it is
so many years since I attended a church I had wellnigh forgotten what the parsons talked about, but
after hearing a grand effort put forth by one of the
champions of the faith I don't think I hav lost much
by ·my absence. If a grand effort, carefully prepared
to convert intelligent thinkers, is composed of such
poor materials, and amounts to nothing more than a
house of cards, easily puffed down by the slightest
breath, what must be the ordinary discourse delivered Sunday by Sunday to the believers?
J. D.
London, March 27, 284.
To OuR READERS AND BooKBUYERS: If you experience any difficulty in obtaining THE TRUTH
SEEKER or an 0.t our own or othe?· Freetlwught
Y {f
•
works through any deale1·, we shall feel g1·eatly obhged
if you will 01·der direct from this qffice. We are
earful that many dealen do not take the pains they
should to supply Liberctl works-sometimes, even,
.
.. ·
.
..
wrongly reporttng them out ofp1 ~nt-the1 eby depnving the inquiring public of heterodox boolcs, and preventing us frorn making needed sales.

To Corres1Jondents.
LYMAN SMITH.-Tbe lcorwclast has suspended.
THE individual who sent us the Dominion Oddfello1!J, with the
query, " True or false?" over the article on "Buddhism in
Relation to Christianity," is respeetfully referred to THE 'fnuTH
SEEKER of April 5th, page 216.
D. B. ScoFIELD, of Baker City, Oregon, has our thanks for a
long list of trial subscribers and 1·enewals. The circulation of
papers is the best way in the world to spread Liberalism.' We
hope we may continue to deserve Mr. Scofield's kindness; and
also that all the "trials" will become· permanent subscribers.
W. A. D. Hmm asks, " If a man cannot be, philosophically
speaking, a free agent, how can he be, philosophically speaking, a free thinker?" To which we would say that, philosophically speaking, there is no such thing as a free t!Jinker. All
men must think as circumstances and their environment force
them to; and their conclusions must be those which to them
are supported by the strongest evidence. Innumerable things
go to the making up of a man's mind-education, hereditary
influences, transient occurrences, etc., etc. ·Everything in the
universe is governed by law. There are no "accidents," and
no "free agency."
D. R. FnurT.-:a1r. Bennett had very good authority for giving two hundred and fifteen years as the length of the sojourn
of the children of Israel in Egypt. It is true that Exodus xii,
40, says that "now the sojourning of the children of Israel,
who dwelt in Canaan, was four hundred and thirty years," but
this does not support your Christian friend, for it does not
state that aU the "sojourning'' was done in Egypt. And other
versions-the Vatican copy, the Alexandrian version, and the
Samaritan-Hay the sojourning was done in Egypt and the land
of Canaan. St. Paul says that the time from the making of
the promis to Abraham to the giving of the law wns four hundred and thirty years. From the making of tho IJromis to
the going down into Egypt of the seventy souls was two hundred and fifteen years, according to the generations given.
Subtracting these two hundred and fifteen years from four hundred and thirty years leaves two hundred and fifteen years as
the period the Jews stayed in Egypt. 'Ibis is also in accordance with the dates assigned in the marginal notes by the Bible compilers. God told .Jacob to go down into Egypt, and
said he would go with him. The account of this is given in
Genesis :x:lvi, and the date assigned is 1706 B.c. After they
got there the Egyptians oppressecl them sorely, but the Jews
stood it till Moses was born, and then he hended a rebellion.
God told them, through :Yioses, to borrow all the Egyptians'
jewelry-a command they obeyed with wonderful alacrity, and
a scrupulous fidelity to details, adding, on their own hook,
the old clothes of the Egyptians-and then get out of Egypt
between two days. This the .Jews did. The date of this confiscation and flight is assigned to 1491 B. c. Therefore the
time they sojourned in Egypt can be stated with exactness, or
else the Bible is untrue:
1706 B.C.
Time .Jacob went into Egypt
1491
Time l\Ioses and crowd left Egypt
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Literature.
Mns. JosEPHINE R. CABLEs has begun the publication of a.
little four-page monthly devoted t.o the theosophical philosophy. Its name is The Occult lYo1·d, published at 40 Ambrose
street, Rochester, N. Y.
OF :Putnam's "Problem of The Universe," A. E .. Giles, the
distinguished Spiritualist philosopher says: "I do not remember to hav seen a better presentation of the Materialist
position. It is valuable both to those who agree and those
who disagree with the author." Says the famous octogenarian
LaRoy Sunderland, "The solution is sweet. and good-good
for humanity and inspiring to the soul."
CANON CunTErs's article on "Christian Agnosticism," which
will appear in the Popular Science Monthly for May, is a reply
to Herbert Spencer's recent paper on "Religious Retrospect
and Prospe,ct." Though declining to regard the "Great Unknown" as simply an Everlasting Force, he gi.vs Mr. Spencer
credit for pruning away many excrescences from the idea of
God, and maintains that the attitude of the early Christian
fathers differed little from what is now lmow as Agnosticisma position he will bav much difficulty in holding.
Mn. RE:usnunG's pamphlet on the "False Claims of ths
Church" has gone around the world, and meets everywhere ~
hearty reception from Freethinkers. In Wanganui, New
Zealand, is published a very able Ji'reefhought Review, in tha
last number of which we find this apprecitttiv notice: "Lectures, brilliant, logical, and convincing, are delive1·ecl from time
to time in the interest of Froethought, but tho address under
notice surpasses all we remember having seen, in its statistical
range ancl the comprehens\vness with which it notices the
salient features of Christianity. The m1<1rcss abounds iu facts,
figures, suggestions, and deductions, and is an excellent summary of the arguments ngainst the Christian system.
For all purposes of ordinary cont.roversy on the subject of
Freeth ought and. Christianity, 'l!'n!He OJ aims' is a perfect
armory of weapons of attack."
IN noticing o.;ome of its exch:mges, the Soci.oloqisf., published
monthly by A. Chavannes & Co., Adair Croek, B. Tonn., says
of us: "'I'm~ 'l'nuTrr fh~EKER is an iconoclastic journal. Tha
s"'orn foe of supm·stition and error in all its forms, its motto
might nppropri<ttely be, War, W<ll' to the knife, and the knife
to the hilt, for it nover lets 11 clmnce go by to hit snpemtition
a resounding blow. It is n lirst-elltss exponent of what wo call
fighting Liberalism. It was fonll<1et1 several years ngo by D.
M. Bennett. First rt small monthly in a !itt.lo town in Illinois,
it bas flomished till now iL is the largost Lihoml weekly in the
country. D. 1\f. Bennett has been one of the most maligned
men in the United States. Not only has lw been abused and.
reviled, but he was condemned to thirteen mont!JH' imprisonment in the Albany Penitentiary for selling a book entitled
'Cupid's Yokes.' A man of pure life r1ntl kind heart, his position as the editor and founder of 'l'rm 'l'HUTII SEIGKim marked
him as the victim for the bnto of men who liv hy preying
upon the foibles of humn.nity. But if those men eonld impri~on they could not conquer, and the number of men who
recognize 11'Ir. Bennett's trn<J worth is st011dily on the increase,
His untimely death, partly brought about hy the sufferings be
en durer! in prison, has not cheeked the usefulness of his paper.
Under the direction of Mr. E. J\1[. Macrlomtld, it still flourishes.
Besides numerous articles of u polemic ch<tmcter, it cont1lins 1t
serial story hy S. P. Putnam, n department for children.
'Notes,'' News,'' Gems of Thought,' 'O<lds nnd Ends,' and
numerous letters from conc~,;pondcnts. J3esides T11E 'J'mJTif
SEEKER, the firm pnhlishc·s aLu 1,il!l'l'lll l'""J's, one of tho best
specimens of which is thc,ir last pnl•lieation, tho Tm;Tu SJDEKEin
ANNUAr.~

AND l~RJ<;ETHH•au;w-;' AL:Y!ANAC, a porfcet gon1, both in

contents and finish, and wlticl, wo woulcl rceommend to ba
sent for by those who ure not yet !W<[Uair:tecl with 'rug Tmnu.
SEEKER publications."

---

Till>: Catholic G7,ronidc hn.s thn mc;rit of ]Joing stmightforward
in its arrogant assumption of divine rigLt for the church, as
can be 2een from tho following rmnarlcs e<m<:erning ;I>Ir. Bradlaugh:
"Bradlaugb is un Atheist, IHJ avowe<l ontspolcc;n sneerer at
Christianity, ut God. For !Jim thuro is no< }orl, no Christ, no
Christitmity, no church, no minister of nJigion, no priest.
I-Io avows all this nonbclief, rlr;elares it i.o the world, not,
merely as his own St"utinJenls, lnrt as It protf•st to the WOl'lcl
ugainst religion, against t.Jw WOI'Irl's 'snpm·stition.' There may
be othor Atheists in tho English l'nrlinmcnt, bnt he is the
Atheist. He and his friclllls, th., En:~lish Haclie1tls, do not desire his entry to :Parli11ment for his own sake as much as for
the sake of Atheism. His clcdion hy 1t majority of the votcrR
of Northampton is taken as rt vietory for A1ildsm, and his admission to the House of Commons will he tho triumph of
Atheism. It may be said that the will oJ' t.h c people who sent
Bmdlaugh to' Parliament should be oheyerl by the Houso of
Commons, that they are tho best judges of tho kind of men
they want there. \Ve say, no; the peopb of :Northampton hav
not the right to send an avowed Atheist. to l'arliamen t, anrl
if they send one the Honse of Commons ha v the right to keep
him from taking a sc1tt. fn writing on this subject som<'
months ago, we !itatf,d that though England is not u Catbolie.
country, it is a CJ.n·istian country. The ann of Bmdlaugh and
hiH friends is to wreuch Englrtnd from Christianity, to mak"
it, in its legislature and its Jaws at all c\'Cnts, similar to tlw
countries of Continental Europe, from the legislatures and the
laws of wl>icb God has been bunished. The English people
clo not want to see Atheism triumphant in their laws and their
legislature. To an Atheist this may sounrl like bigotry, but
we cannot see how it can sound like bigotry to a CaLholic.'•
Of course these rclllarks apply to onr conntry as well as
to England. It is therefore well to know the course tho Catholic church will pursue when she gob; the upper band in any
legislativ body in the United States.

Number of years they remained in Egypt
215
Josephus, the Jewish historian, givs this period, and he is
sustained at the present day by the best biblical scholars. Of
0
of th 8 b t w ys to help a! on 0' t.he cause of
course all these dates are taken from the Bible itself, and are
NE
. es
~
,. 7
true if it is true, and false if it is false. If the ,Jews went into Freethougbt 18 to Circulate THE InUTH SEEKEH.
Egypt at all, they "sojourned" this length of time.
Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents.
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Waifs and Wanderings.

feeling permeated by a triumphant will. It was like
the focus of a magnetic battery, and for a while Bolton was utterly helpless.
·
Harry knew that t~e ord~r would be worthJ~gg unless he could gain a httle t1me, five or ten ml!lUtes,
for the flight of the prisoners. Every particle of his
being was concentrated to this supreme effort. He
kept the pistol pointed steadily at his head, and his
eyes fixed with unerring flame upon his father's. For
ten minutes each remained in this awful silence, and
then Harry dropped like a stone. Instantly the father
rushed to the door, summoned an officer, countermanded the release, and ordered an instant search
for the fugitives. The camp was in an uproar. Every
nook was examined, but nothing could be found of
the escaped prisoners. They seemed to have vanished into the bosom of the earth.

the nicest old women imaginable. He seemed to
talie to the character with a natural grace and dignity. The sergeant performed his role with admira-,
ble effect. He seemed to have sprung from th~:~ very
soil, like the scarred and crooked oak. As for the
mule, he placidly pursued his way, with an occasional
jerk that almost upset the rickety vehicle that bore
all the earthly goods of the quaint pilgrims. The cow
brought up the rear, with a vivid remembrance of
the lean kine. Almost every bone in her body .
~;~eemed to be on exhibition, is if some kind of a.Barnum had the management of her picturesque skele:ton. Slowly they traversed the winding and rugged
roads. It was a resplendent day. Never did the
wind blow so sweetly and softly. The great trees
towered gloriously in the sunlight, and appeared like
gorgeously decorated sentinels of the palaces of the.
sky that to the imagination opened on every side ..
The fields were almost dancing, and the meadows.
stole away with verdant splendor to where the glittering stream went bounding on, or glassed itself in
delicious nooks and corners. Nature was in fine
spirits, and flashed forth in multitudinous smiles and
glances. Even the mule seemed to step a little more
daintily than usual, and his kick bad a gentle fervor
born of the sunny atmosphere. The cow also gave
more vivid tokens of being able to furnish on demand a first-class porterhouse steak.

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
CHAPTER XXV.
FATHER AND BON.
Harry went directly to the tent of his father. He
hadn't the slightest idea what to do; only there was
in him a tumultuous determination to get those prisoners free.
The general greeted his son with cold kindliness.
Intellectually these two were much alike. They had
many sympathies of thought and feeling, only the
father was bard as adamant, while the son had much
,;oftness and sweetness of disposition, and this indeed
CHAPTER XXVI.
was the source of his dereliction. His character was
MAs R s ANn FAcEs.
not of the stern and indomitable sort. He dreamed
of the ideal, while he could not contend for it against
An old man and an old woman sat smoking and
difficulties. He was prone to grasp the lesser good
dreaming,
apparently, before one of those half mud
because so easily acquired. He rejoiced in the beaushanties
in
which the poor whites were wont to exist.
tiful, but he desired its possession without much effort on his own part. Mightily impulsive, he was not Evidently they got a very spare living from the little
lot of land which they cultivated. A few straggling
enduring in his purpose. He never meant to desert bills
of corn seemed to be about all there was. A
Amy. Only by degrees did his passion and zeal
melancholy-looking cow roamed sedately about the
melt away. By the careful manipulation of his father premises. A hen or two fluttered here and there,
manifold combiuations and interests were induced and a mule that seemed to be all bones and bind feet
"Here's a good place for dinner," said the sergeant,
by which he was kept from executing whatever de- made out to get some sort of sustenance from a as their little pageantry Tolled up alongside a huge
sire he might have. The father was too wise to dreary mass of hay and stubble.
boulder and the mule seemed disposed after an enel·directly oppose his son, or in any way arouse the treThe troops dashed up to the very door and inquired getic flourish of his heels to take a noonday nap.
mendous impulses that lay dormant in his nature, if they bad seen anything of the fugitives. Invariably
"Let's try it then," said Cupples. " I have no
and let A.my and her cbild alone for the time being. they opened their sleepy eyes, puffed forth a column fears of my appetite if the ratidns bold out."
So the years sped by, and Harry was fighting side by of smoke, and answered,
" Anything will do-even the mule's hind leg. I
side with his father, and with a sad sincerity, too; for
"Nothing this way.''
could digest ami of his heartiest kicks."
the great wave of Southern feeling possessed him, as
Dinner time approached, and the old woman, ocThey all ate together, and seemed to make a very
it possessed so many an ardent mind, with irresisti- casionally assi.sted by the old man, proceeded to get happy family in the noonday glory.
ble compulsion.
the meal, which consisted of, as usual, hog and hom" Richard's himself again," said Cupples, after a.
"You should not have done this, father," said iny.
hearty meal ·of corn-cakes and a bit of bacon. "I
Harry; "let these men escape."
Every now and then a fresh squad of soldiers would could conquer worlds now."
"I see no reason for that. They are spies."
wheel up with volleys of questions, and then thunder
"Keep your courage up, for I think we'll need it,"
"Possibly, but they ran this risk to eave my child.'' off again, while the unsophisticated octogenarians said the sergeant. AlmOft immediately the long
"Your child? Grant it. But your child was in placidly followed them with their quiet eyes, as if arches of the forest thundered with the tramp of
my hands, rmd therefore perfectly safe."
they had mighty little interest in all this havoc of cavalry, and soon our little company was surrounded
"It may be, but you had no right to take it as you war.
by about fifty soldiers.
did."
"What have you here?" said the officer in comVery sedately and deliberately they ate their hum"I simply obeyed the law. I wanted my property. hie meal. They seemed to enjoy it hugely, and mand.
You might have done with the child as you would so smacked their lips with more than usual vigor, and
" There's a cow, and a mule, and some corn. We
long as you kept her."
then took their place before the door in the sunshine, want to find a market for them," said the sergeant.
"I would not have kept her. She belongs to her and puffed the fragrant smoke, and spoke a word or
"You may go farther and fare worse," said the
mother."
two at intervals of half an hour or so.
officer. " Fall in and we'll take your stuff. When
"I won't dispute with you, since the child is gone.
"I guess they are gone," said the old man.
we arrive at headquarters you shall be paid."
I suppose the mother has her.''
"I guess so too," said the old woman.
There was no help for it but to join forces and
"I hope so, but it is uncertain.''
"They've had quite a hunt."
march again into the enemy's camp.
.
"We won't quarrel about that, but these men must
"It looks like it."
About the middle of the afternoon they halted, and
suffer the penalty."
"I don't believe they caught 'em."
preparations were made for a night's sojourn.
"I protest against it."
"Nor I."
"Here's a tumble-down shanty. Let the old man
"That will do no good."
"I'm pretty sure of it," remarked the old man and woman go in there: It's the best we can do for
"I beg of you to grant to me this one favor."
vigorously.
the fair sex," said the officer.
"Impossible.''
"I know it," said the old woman heartily, and
"Fair sex," said Cupples laughing, as he rolled into
" I command you to do it," said Harry, with flash- there was a burst of subdued laughter from one and his airy quarters, for the shanty was in such a ruining eyes.
the other, while their eyes twinkled merrily.
ous condition that it seemed to be about half out
" On what compulsion?" said Bolton, with a mock"I must have a rest," broke in the old woman, and doors.· ''It's the first time my beauty ever did me a
ing smile.
she flung off her gray locks, and behold! the face of favor. I didn't know I was so handsome. Hurrah
"It is murder! it is murder!" cried Harry. "You Cupples came smiling to the surface.
for the old woman !"
do it from vengeance.''
"So far all's well," said the old man as he shook
" Somethin's up," said the sergeant, as they cosily
"I have a right to do it, and I will do it. My word himself aud straightened out, and exposed the stal- snugged together and prepared for their night's
is law.''
wart form of Jones.
sleep. " This fellow bas some dispatches. If we
" I had rather die tb!l.n that these men perish.''
"Not hung yet, but it's a mighty close scratch could get them we'd know something of the plans of
" That's a mere feeling. In a few days you will still. How Columbus did bundle us into these the enemy.''
·
be all over it."
clothes, and set us down here like a couple of dolls
"Have I got to risk my neck again?" said Cup"You mistake. I am weak, but I am not evil. ready made for the occasion! It was a stroke of ples. " I think we play this game for too high stakes
Whe.t shall I do ?"
genius."
altogether."
" Simply mind your business," said the father, with
"I wonder how it all came about."
"Never mind. We've made up the pot, and must
a cruel sneer. " This is my affair. Order the troops
''I don't know. Harry must have done something win or lose. I'll have those papers, and I'll find out
to fall in."
sharp. The way we was hustled out of that guard- what's going on, and somehow I'll get back into our
"Never! This murder shall not be committed if house made my head swim."
lines. Farther than that I know not. Let's go to
I live."
"We must shift for ourselves now."
sleep."
"Help yourself if you can. Officer of the day!" Bol"That we can do, but we must keep the farce up.
"That's my trump card," said Cupples. "I'll play
ton arose, as if the matter was entirely at an end.
We are in a net-work of danger, and the slightest it."
"Stay!" cried Harry. "I have yielded many times mistake will snap our heads off."
In five minutes they were sound asleep, as likewise
to your will, but now I will not. It is life or death.''
For a couple of weeks Cupples and the sergeant was the rest of the company, save the sentinels.
Harry cocked his pistol, deliberately raised it, pointed munched and dozed, milked the cow, circumvented
Again the brilliant morning cam~, flooded with
it at his own temple and met his father's fierce look the heels of the mule, made believe cultivate the music, gemmed with bright-winged birds and dews
unflinchingly. "One step, and this ball speeds to straggling corn, lived on hog and hominy, and kept and flowers.
my brain. Call out, and you will see me dead at your up between themselves a very subdued sort of con"If anything happens; meet me right here, Cupples,"
feet. Order the release of those men."
versation, as they were constantly afraid that some- said the sergeant. " When I get those dispatches
If the pistol bad been pointed at his own head body might overhear.
we must run for it."
Bolton would not have been moved a bit; but he
"The camp is moved," said the sergeant one
"You'll find me here, or else nowhere," said Cupknew instantly that Harry meant what he said, and bright morning, " and I guess we'll start. Harness pies valiantly.
that if he stirred the fatal shot would speed.
up the mule, if you can do so without breaking your
The day's march was taken up. They were a jolly
Harry was, after all, the very idol of his father's neck."
company on the whole, and made the forest ring with
heart, the thing he thought most of in life. The love
"Hold on to his heels while I tackle his head," merry songs and laughter.
of the father was entirely selfish, but it was love said Cupples. "That'll be the safest way.''
"We needn't hurry, men," said the captain. , "We
nevertheless, and the mightiest passion in his being.
By their united efforts the mule was finally bar- shall get to camp 'by noon. If that cow bears us
He trembled. For the time being, the son had the nessed into the dilapidated cart. He had a very for- company she will make a good square meal."
mastery.
lorn yet fierce appearance. There was vengeance in
"You'll be sure and introduce us to the general,"
"Quick! send it out," cried Harry imperiously.
his eye, though his heels were apparently submissive. said Jones. "I want to get my money right off."
Almost mechanically the father obeyed. He sum"We'll take along what corn we have for market,
"Bolton will do the fair thing," said the .officers.
moned an orderly and dispatched it to the o:ffi(ler of and the old cow. She may serve us a good turn. 4,s "He pays good, prices, or, at least, promises to pay,
the day.
for the hens, I ate the last one this morning, and I and that's just as good nowadays."
Harry was still standing like a marble statue, every never felt so old in my life. My stomach must cover
The sergeant and Cupples winced tremendously,
nerve strained, and his soul gleaming from his eyes centuries," said the sergeant.
·
but all to themselves, when they heard the general's
like the glitter of a snake's. It was a wonderful fasQuit~ a procession they made as they started forth name. Waul~ th~y have to face him !~'gain 't
cination, the fascination of intense and overpowering on thell' adventurous tour. Cupples made one of
"Not mt).cb,' srud the sergeant to himself. "Now
BY
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for a bold stroke, a dash for liberty, and perhaps the
capture of some important secret. I'll have it, or I'll
die."
Warilyhe watched his chances. None seemed to
appear. They were marching through a dense forest, and among rugged hills. There were chances to
escape, but no opportunity to secure the papers which
the officer carefully guarded in his own breast.
Passing along, they came to a wildly magnificent spot.
There was a natural bridge of rock over ~rushing
stream of waters. The waters went whirling and
seething and hissing along with the strength of a
stormy sea. The immense volume a few yards from
the bridge plunged into an awful chasm. It was a
glorious sight to behold the swift battalions of whitecrested billows throng to the dazzling edge and as if
with the sound of a trumpet plunge headiong forward. The whole company paused to look 11.t the
enchanting scene-a picture of surpassing loveliness
. and sublimity. It seemed like some giant's mighty
cave, who · was holding some fair maiden in his
gloo.my hold, and the restless and plumed waves were
leapmg to her rescue. Suddenly, with a quick jump
and herculean grasp, Jones had the body of the officer in his iron embrace, and went headlong over the
parapet of rocks into the resoundiJ.Jg flood. The rest
gazed horror-stricken on the glancing bodies, as in
fearful struggle they swept over the edge of the cataract, and then there was a general rush alongside the
stream to see where the mangled bodies might reappear. Instantly Cupples dashed back into the
depths of the forest, and hastened in the direction of
last night's encampment.
[TO BE CON')'INUED.]

zones, in sliding gradually from the first extreme of radiating surface, than the polar zones, so, on the
heat to the last extreme of c~ld, must hav passed other hand, they hav always received less heat from
slowly through all the grades of temperature and the sun and hav had less mass to cool, in proportion
climatic conditions which were exactly suited at'One to radiating surface, than the torrid zone; and so
time or another to all the varieties of plants and when the artie zones cooled from a tropical to what
animals which now liv, or ever hav livedio;!k the earth. we now call a temperate climate, the temperate zones
There is no escape from this conclusion, except by had cooled down to that temperature which we ·now
asserting that the usual climatic and concurrent con- calla.. torrid climate, while the equatorial belt was
ditions did not in this case follow along the line of still too hot for any form of life. Thus the lowering
lowering temperature. But this is not only raising of temperature, climatic change, and that life which
a groundless objecticn, one without a single fact to made its advent in these zones surrounding the poles,
support it, but it is also one which disturbs, contra- bav crept thence slowly along, pari passu, from these
dicts, and reverses the usual order of things. Cer- polar regions to the equator. Doubtless, through all
tainly the onus probandi should rest on him who in- geologic time, wave after wave of climatic change and
vokes the supposition.
corresponding forms of life, including the remotest
Of course the usual number, in considering this extinct species, from laurentian to alluvium, from
question, will very properly ask whether there was eozoon to mammal, whose several biographies in the
time enough for organic development after the polar rocks, are now called epochs, hav followed each other
zones were cool enough to maintain life, and before in succession from this originally prolific polar zone
the other parts of the earth had reached the same to the equatorial belt.-G. H. Scribner.
temperature and climatic conditions. Well, time is
the infinit factor in every calculation of this sort; naProtoplasm.
ture, reason, and observation unite in saying "it is
Protoplasm is a real substance, found in considerillimitable and all-sufficient." Certainly there has able abundance in nature, not onl:r within the tissues
been and will be time enough for everything.
of organized beings, but, as we might almost say, in
I-f the first isothermal belt, including the highest a mineral state, wholly disconnected from such beheat degrees in which any life is possible, had swept ings. There is no more doubt that it is elaborated
southward at the rate of one English mile in a mil- out of the inorganic elements than there is that amlennium, it would hav taken about 6,000,000 years mania or common salt is thus elaborated. It is a
for it to hav traveled from the north pole to the true chemical compound, in which the proportions of
equator. This would seem a sufficient lapse of time each element are known. It contains approximately
for a great advance and development of all forms of 54 parts of carbon, 21 parts of oxygen, 16 parts of
life moving within the zone. I am well aware that nitrogen, 7 parts of hydrogen, and about one part of
eminent geologists are assuming much longer periods sulphur and phosphorus.
.
for the life-history; for instance, Professor Dana menThe great truth that now comes squarely home to
tiona 48,000,000 years as an estimated minimum of us is that life is a propel ty of matter. It is simply the
time since the commencement of the Silurian age, result of the movements going on among the molewhile Sir William Thomson estimates geological time cules composing a mass of protoplasm. It is a phe_,. Th' k'
th t L'~' B
t t at '100,000,000 years, Haughton at twice that period, nomenon presented by this most highly complex form
R easons 10r
m mg
he egan a he and many others at thousands of millions. Now, of matter, and which is never absent from it. To kill
p 1a
0 es.
without courting an earnest approval for these, or protoplasm is to destroy its composition, to degrade
As every one knows, the earth is flattened at the any estimates for that matter, of the lapse of time it into a lower order of substance. The activities,
poles and bulged at the equator, as it should be if since life began-the data being so insufficient and powers, functions, and susceptibilities possessed by
it was once a revolving liquid globe. This givs to the conclusions so widely different--yet it is emi- this substance, whose combined effect we denominate
the polar sides an increased area of radiating surface, nently conservativ, in view of them and other ac- life, are but the relations which the substance susand to this extent an increased loss of heat. Thus cepted calculations, to claim, so far as time is a factor, tains by virtue of its constitution to the forms of
it is eviJent that the earth is, and always has been, that a first life-bearing climate might hav commenced matter around it. They are its properties, just as
radiating more heat into space polewise than any anywhere and traveled everywhere (and all sorts of astringency, transparency, etc., are the properties of
other one way, and this, to a limited extent, has kept organisms might bav traveled with it in the natural alum.
the polar regions in advance of the equatorial in the thoroughfares) over a globe only 25,000 miles in cirIn reaching the substance, protoplasm, we hav not
process of cooling.
cumference without moving faster than one mile in only reached the fact of life itself, but in its properAnother effect of the same cause and bearing in ten millenniums.
ties we behold all there is essential to life.
the same direction is this: The equatorial diameter
On the other hand, a zone of torrid climate beginThe moner is Hero's engin, the vertebrate is the
of the earth is about twenty-six miles longer than ning near and surrounding the north pole, and creep- modern locomotiv; the power that propels is the
its diameter pole wise. This condition also favors the ing thence to the equator at such a slow pace, would same in both. The observed advance is not in the
advanced cooling of the polar regions. First., the hav given ample time in its long journey for the de- force, but in the organization.
earth is so much thinner polewise than equatorially, velopment of highly complex forms evolved from the
It was undoubtedly in the sea, that great receptaand consequently there is less mass per square foot very simplest, for all organisms moving within its cle for all forms of matter, that the first beginnings
to be cooled by polewise radiation than by equato- isothermal limits.
of life took place. In the sea there now exist millrial; or, secondly, this difference of diameters is
There was time enough and to spare for vast and ions of beings of lowly organization whose bodies
equivalent to having had a layer around the earth of highly developed orders of life within the frigid and consist almost exclusivly of protoplasm, either in its
molten matter to be cooled thirteen miles in thick- temperate zones before any movement, and probably undifferentiated state, or but slightly modified into
ness at the equator, and tapering off to nothing before the equatorial belt was cool enough to main- cells and simple aggregate of cells.-Lester F. Ward.
somewhere north of the Tropic of Cancer and south tain life, certainly before the first torrid climates near
of the Tropic of Capricorn in excess of the molten the poles became cold enough to exclude it. We
Evolution.
matter to be cooled by polewise radiation, and this may, therefore, safely conclude, if the code of natural
What of evolution to-day? I can only reply, The
would hav tended to keep the polar regions con- laws has been uniformly in forcestantly in advance of all other parts of the earth in
First.-That life commenced on those parts of the battle ha.~ been fought and won. A few stragglers on
cooling.
· earth which were first prepared to maintain it; at each side may still keep up a scattered fire, but the
In addition to all this, it is obvious that the shape any rate, that it never could hav commenced else- contest is over, and the victors hav moved on to other
fields.
given to the earth by this difference of diameters- where.
As to the origin of species, once thought to be the
this flattening at .the poles of itself-would someSecond.-As the whole earth was at one time too
:what lessen the angles of incident and reflection of hot to maintain life, so those parts were probably key to the position, no working naturalist of to-day
who sees the great problems of life opening one after
the sun's rays within the polar regions, which would first prepared to maintain it which cooled first.
Third.-That those parts which received the least another before him will waste time in discussing a
still more decrease their effect, and so reduce the offset to ·loss of heat by radiation within these polar heat from the sun, and which radiated heat most question already solved. This question, so long reregions.
rapidly into space, in proportion to mass, and had garded as beyond solution, has been worked out by
that greatest of naturalists [Darwin J, whose genius
Can it then be doubted that the frigid zones first the thinnest mass to cool, cooled first.
became cool enough to maintain life as we now see
Fourth.-Tbat those parts of the earth's surface, all intelligent men now recognize, and whose recent
it on the earth?
and those only, answering to these conditions, are loss the whole civilized world deplores.
Not only do we know to-day that species are not
To state the matter briefly, the polar regions hav the arctic and antarctic zones.
received less heat from the sun, ha-v had less matter
Fijth.-That as these zones were at one time too permanent, but every phase of life bears witness to
to cool, and hav radiated he_at into space more hot, and certain parts thereof are now too cold, for the same general law of change. Genera, families,
rapidly in proportion to mass than the · equatorial such life as inhabits the warmer parts of the earth, and the higher groups of aBimals and plants are now
belt or any other parts of the earth's surface. In the these now colder parts, in passing from the extreme regarded merely as convenient terms to mark proglight of these facts it seems to me the following con- of heat to the extreme of cold, must hav passed ress, which may be altered by any new discovery.
All existing life on the earth is now believed to be
elusions cannot be well avoided:
slowly through temperatures exactly suited to all
First.-That the polar zones, having led the ad- plants and all animals in severalty which now liv or connected directly with that of the distant past, and
one problem to-day is to trace out the lines of descent.
vance in cooling, hav had in turn all the temper- ever lived on the earth.
atures, climates, and climatic conditions which at any
Sixth.-If the concurrent conditions which hav Here embryology and paleontology work together,
time the torrid and temperate zones hav had, in ad- usually followed lowering temperature followed the and the results already secured are most important.
dition to long later periods of cooler temperature climatic changes in this case, life did commence on The genealogies of some of the animals now living
and climates than either.
the earth within one or both of certain zones sur- hav been made out with a degree of certainty that
Second.-Therefore, that at one epoch or another rounding the poles, and sufficiently removed there- amounts to a demonstration, and others must rapidly
t.he polar regions of the earth hav enjoyed all the from to receive the least amount of sunlight neces- follow.
In this, and in all other departments of natural
various temperatures and climatic conditions neces- sary for vegetal and animal life.
sary. to maintain all the well-nigh infinit forms of
It seems almost superfluous to say that those parts science, the doctrin of evolution has brought light
life, both vegetal and animal, which are now, or ever of the earth which first became cool enough to main- out of darkness, and marks out the path of future
hav been, upon this globe. At the risk of being tain life had a climate warmer at that time than that progress. What the law of gravitation is to astrontedious let us state this hypothesis in another way.
which we now call torrid. It was for an epoch, and omy, the law of evolution is now to natural science.
The whole globe was once a molten mass too hot probably a very long one, as hot as it could be and Evolution is no longer a theory, but a demonstrated
truth, accepted by naturalists throughout the world.
to maintain life. The polar regions were then too maintain life.
hot for that purpose. These same regions are now
It is also quite obvious, in the light of the forego- -Prof Marsh.
. too cold to maintain such life as we find on other ing considerations, that as the temperate zones hav
" THE Truth Seeker Annual and .!freethinkers'
parts of the earth. Nothing, then, can be more ob- always received more heat from the sun, and hav had
vious than that the temperature of these now frigid Imore mass per square foot to cool, in proportion to Almanac," 25 cents.
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fundamental positiQns of the church by her most Parliament. Foote, R:tmsey, and Kemp found no lack
eminent preachers. ''Ji.
of sympathizing friends throughout their infamous
This is about the situation of the churches jn the persecution-friends who not only sympathized by
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
large citiefi! pf the East. In smaller places, where word of mouth, but took up the work and carried it on
Editor.
news trav:fs slower, and two-thirds of the people with trebly accelerated velocity. Considering how
E. M. MAonoNALD,
Business
Manager.
never heard of Darwin and the researches of. his recently and how reluctantly the prisons of both
0. P. SoMERBY,
school, where the male inhabitants vote for General England and America hav given up their victims, we , '
PUBLISHED BY
THE T R U T H
Jackson and thrash the Jews they encounter because think the Freethinkers ef both countries hav reasons
SEEKER 0 0 M pAN Y. eighteen hundred years ago the Hebrews crucified to be measurably satisfied. Certainly, with all the
33 Cltnton Place, New York.
Christ, and the news has just got around, there ,is drawbacks, we hav more ground for hope and encournot so much progress. In the cities the preacher agement than the Calvinistic churches.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. who vilifies the Freethinkers is usually dishonest; he
Andrews and Spencer.
knows better, but chooses to do it. Through the
This week we print the pith and marrow of HerAddress all Communications to THE TRU1H SEEKER COM- country towns the preacher is generally honest in
P A.NY. Make fill Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to his belief that Infidelity is of the devil and leads to bert Spencer's contribution to the current number of
CHARLES P. SOMERB Y.
hell. He really believes in a hell, aHd that the saints the Popular Science Monthly. Mr. Spencer's position
rejoice at the eternal punishment· of sinners, even in the scientific world is well known. He stands as
SATURDAY,
APRIL 19, 1884. though those saints may in this world be their near- the representativ of Individualism as against the state
est relativs or warmest friends. These country Socialism represented in this . country most .vigorTo OuR READERS AND BOOKBUYERS: lJ you ex- places all need stirring up, and the ministers need ously if not authoritativly by the Positivists of the
perience any dijfim~lty in obtaining THE TRUTH educating. This is being gradually done, and Comte school. Mr. Spencer's doctrin might be stated
scarcely a week passes that "Another Heretical in the words of the old saying, ''Every man for himSEEKER or any of our own or other Freetlzought Preacher!" is not found among the headlines of the self, and the devil take the hindmost." The devil in
works through any dealer, we shallfeel greatly obliged daily papers.
this case is poverty, misery, and all the ills suffered
by
the incapables of society. The Socialists, whose
if you will order direct from this qffice. We are On the whole, we can assure our London friend
ire
has
been raised by these utterances of Mr. Spencer,
fea?f~~l that many dealers do not take the pain8 they and correspondent that Freethought is progressing
on
the
other hand contend that the capable individshould to supply Liberal works-sometimes, even, rapidly, perhaps as fast as in England. And the
condition of .the outspoken, activ, aggressiv Free- ual should not only take care of himself, but shall be
wrongly reporting them out of print-thereby depriv- thought party is much the same. Solid to resist a factor in organized society which shall care for
ing the inquiring public of heterodox boolcs, and pre~ persecution, it becomes apathetic and careless under all. The objection to the fi.rst or anarchical philoso•
venting us from malcing needed sales.
no provocation. The Liberal journals are the head phy is that it is cruel to the unfortunate; to the secand front of the movement, yet they are not sup- ond, that ~t legitimatizes Authority; which curtails
ported as they should be and might be. We pre- liberty, and has always been invoked to aid tyranThe Situation Here.
sume THE TRUTH SEEKER experience is the experience nical governments. Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews's
Our London correspondent, in a p:'.'ivate letter, of the most. A few hundred of our friends do all lecture last Friday night before the Liberal Club was ·
says:
the work. Hundreds more do absolutely nothing to in reply to Mr. Spencer. Mr. Andrews has a socio"If Freethought is progressing as fast with you as here, it is spread the truth, being content with having found it logical philosophy of his own, in which the principles
going ahead faster than Christianity did in the first centuries.
for themselvs; and hundreds more forget to pay at of Universology reconcile the extremes we hav outThe only difficulty is the want of proper organization, which
aU. Last week over three hundred names were lined, and while obtaining for humanity all the benis very defectiv with the good folks here."
stricken from our list because of arrearages varying efits conferred by having a consensus of the compeThe situation in England is very similar to that in
$3 to $8. This sort of neglect keeps the publisher's tent, or· authoritativ government of the wisest, also
America. There is an immensely strong undercurrent
noses right down to the grindstone of impecuniosity, guarantee to every individual the widest personal
of Infidelity :flowing through the land, but it is unand forces us to look seven ways for Sundays, as the liberty in action and thought. We shall print enough
organized and widely scattered. Nevertheless it
of his lecture to enable the public interested in soold saying is.
sweeps along, undermining the church foundations,
ciological
matters, to judge whether Mr. Spencer's
There are_ a few very strong Leagues in the counand forcing the faithful to be constantly making repairs.
try, and a few which exist on paper only-they may criticisms of the Socialists and land reformers are
The educated occupants of the pulpits hav been caught
be counted as dead. But there are several hundred sound, and can stand the test of scientific dissection.
in it, and many or them are adding to its constantly
Leagues and societies placidly existing-activ when If the great English evolutionist is· wrong, 1\Ir~
swelling volume. Creeds are being revised, the Old
occasion demands, apathetic when the need is over. Andrews is the one man in this country to demon.:.
Testament thrown away as possibly partially inBetween four and five years ago two hundred thou- strate it.
spired, but on the whole an obstruction to "religion,"
sand names were put upon one Liberal petition;
Good News.
the New Testament pruned ofits bell-fire doctrin, and
double that number could probably be obtained now
By a too brief note in the Iron- Clad Age we learn
miraculous impossibilities; altruistic philanthropy
with half the labor, were it necessary.
that the new constitution of California puts church
is taking the place of the selfish egoistic charity
But notwithstanding this, organization is as de- property upon the tax list, and that the constitution
which givs a dollar with t.he expectation of getting
fectiv
here as with the good folks in England. The was adopted by twelve thousand majority, the main
back a hundred dollar's worth of personal comfort in
only
man
who could organize the Liberals, if he contest being over this clause. Also that the state
heaven, and a general broadening out and overstepcould,
will
not; those who would, cannot, for lack of senate has refused to elect a chaplain.
ping a>f orthodox lines is apparent everywhere. The
This
is the fault of nobody in particular, but
means.
Will some California friend, who is thoroughly
treasures of the city of gold are rapidly being exeverybody
in
general.
Last winter we asked for re- conversant with the means by which this victory was
changed for good done here on eartb. Christianity
has become a commercial commodity, purchasable sponses to help organize and conduct a Liberal read- won, giv us full particulars? It might· help in the
with good clothes, a high-priced seat in a fashionable ing-room and free library in this city. We received contest now going on in Iowa, and certainly will be
church, and a regular donation to that particular one letter in answer, and three or four verbal prom- a splendid example for other states to follow.
church's pet charity. Long faces and "I am a poor ises of help. We treasure that letter, and hav enterA New Book by Col. J{elso.
worm of the dust "sentiments are not now necessary tained ideas of framing it. It seems, after all, as though
Ingersoll's sarcasm that some folks became Liberals
We
hav
now in press the "Bible Analyzed," a book
to" conversion;" the self-abasement of a half century
to save pew rent had a grain of truth in it. We of 833 crown octavo pages, by John R. Kelso, and
ago is out of style and not considered in good form.
know of a well-to-do Liberal down in New Jersey expect to hav it ready for mailing by the 1st of May.
In many parts of the country Calvinism has faded
who spends about ten dollars a year for Freetbought
It is just what its name implies, an analysis of the
into Universalism and Universalism into nothing.
literature,
and fifty dollars a year to support his lo- Bible. It is, in fact, the most thorough overhauling
The churches are sustained by business men for the
cal church because his wife attends. That is sixty and dissection that venerable volume has received
sake of their wives, and their wives go for the sake
dollars a year for mental recreation for himself and since Paine gave his attention to the subject. Mr. "
of the society. Easter, which the Christian world
and wife. It always seemed to us that he ought to Kelso is a clear, logical reasoner, and he states his
celebrated last Sunday, is. the designated day for
divide it more equally. However, this is to some ex- positions in such a way that all must admit their cordonning spring bonnets and airing the preacher's
tent a free country, and a man has a right to do as rectness, and then his conclusions follow as uneloquence on the subject of a "risen lord and savior,"
he pleases with his own.
disput J and indisputable climaxes. In this new
instead of rejoicing over the grave giving up its
Summed
up,
the
situation
here
may
be
put
down
book
the Old Testament receives a large share of atdead; fast days are feast days, and there is no general
as
fair
to
good.
The
only
fear
is
that
some
of
the
tention,
the stories of the creation, the deluge, the
disposition to heed the frantic shrieks of a few oldchurches
will
get
ahead
of
us
in
social
works
if
we
exodus,
and
the alleged miracles being held up to
style dominies who hav not yet became accustomed
are not wide awake. Take an independent church view in a new and novel manner. While reading
to the new order of religious things.
This breaking up of orthodox lines has been occa- that repudiates the creed of its fellows, that positivly the proofs of this work, we hav sometimes thought
sioned by several things, among which we may enum- has no hell, and no heaven more ethereal than our that if Paine's "Age of Reason and Examination of
erate the acceptance of the philosophy of evolution; Banner if Light friends promis us, no God more un- the Prophecies " had never been written, Kelso's
the general advance of civilization, rendering a relig- reasonably personal than Herbert Spencer's Unknow- "Bible Analyzed" would do as well. Two chapters
ion originating among a barbaric people crudely ridic- able, and that is a tolerably good Infidel institution. are devoted to exposing the scientific, chronological,
verbal, and other errors of the book; one long chapulous; the revision of creeds and expurgation of Mr. Beecher presides over just such a church.
Of course the great want is organization, but this is ter deals with the devil, another with the heaven and
absurd dogmas; the rapid rise of a rationalistic biblical criticism, destroying the sanctity of the Bible not a fatal defect, and will undoubtedly be remedied hell mapped out in the holy writ; the Sabbath quesand removing the old-time reverence for the book; by time, not only here but across the Atlantic, where tion is treated from a Bible' standpoint; and the exthe progress of investigations conducted scientific- Mr. Bradlaugh has already a compact following held istence of a supreme ruler and the doctrin of a mea. ally, which upset the foundations of Christianity, and together by their love of secular principles and the siah are examined freely .
Mr. Kelso's "Deity Analyzed " and " Real Biaslaetly, as we hav said, by the abandonment of the monstrous injustice perpetrated upon their leader by
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phemers "hav received high and merited encomiums 1 Kingdom Alliance objects at the Temperance Hall, Grosvenor
from the Liberal ·press and public, but we predict street, Manchester, as a paid advocate, and that very shortly
th& new book will exceed these two in circulation afterwards Mr. Bradlangh delivered a lecture on the opposit
and· favor. The price is ut at $S.OO which is little side at Bolton, havin_g been re~ained ~-do so." The resident of
. p.
'
Crewe who was gmlty of th1s unm1t1gated falsehood has ofenough for a work of Its Size. Orders may be sent fered no apology, although he has been compelled to admit
to us or to Col. J. R. Kelso, Turlock, Cal.
that he had never heard Mr. Bradlaugh, as alleged. l\Ir.

·'

.A.u Opinion of Comstock.
Mr. Anthony Comstock has been testifying before
a legislativ investigating committee to the shortcoming of our city police. Reflecting upon his testimony, the Sun says:
"Mr. Comstock, by his apology at the conclusion of the proceedings on that day [Friday, the 11th inst.], showed that he
is. liable to make false accusations when under provocation,
notwithstanding the fact that he is speaking under the solemn
obligation of an oath. He :first swore to ~ statement which
was intended to convey, and did convey, the idea that during
the administration of the late Benjamin K. Phelps as district
attorney of this county, that officer and his assistants afforded
protection to gamblers and gambling houses. He afterward
swore. to what was 'lvidently meant to be a retraction of this
flagrantly unjust imputation.
"The testimony of a man who acknowledges that he can be
provoked into making inaccurate or even exaggerated statements under oath can hardly be scrutinized with too much
care."

Moody, the revivalist, allowed it to be pretended in the
Christian Globe, with minute details, that he had just converted
one of Mr. Bradlangh's supporters, the chairman of the Cromwell Club. Though specifically contradicted, neither Mr.
Moody nor the Christian Globe has had the decency to retmct
this pure invention. In a book published by Messrs. Partridge & Co., written by Miss Bm·lee, there was an abominable
libel founded on information furnished by a city missionary
named Edgar Osborne. Messrs. Partridge, who are gentlemen, withdrew the libel on its being brought to their notice,
and Edgar Osborne asks Mr. Bradlaugh not to put him to <lXpense, as he has eight children. This business took in all fully
twenty letters. He has had in addition to write about a score
of contradictions of falsehoods as to the parliamentary contest,
and of at least a dozen mistatements at to votes and speeches
on Ireland. Mr Bradlaugh complains of the extra labor the
contradiction of these absurd fictions entails upon him, for
even good friends feel aggrieved if he passes them by in silence, and says that although he is at the trouble to squelch
them in one place he finds the same falsehood repeated in
another town and by another liar as lively as ever. He think~
of putting in his paper a "Liars' Contradiction Department,"
with an additional letter-writer for that work alonP..

In plainer words, the Sun considers that Mr. ComOF all the arrogant beggars ever heard of, the Catholics of
stock is liable to tell a lie when it suits his purpose Iowa
must be awarded the palm. At a meeting called to opto do so.
pose the bill now pending in the legislature of that sto.te to tax
So do we.
private and sectarian school property and pastoral resid~nces.

.A. Reprint.
So extraordinary has been the demand for THE
. TRUTH SEEKER of April 5th, containing Col. Ingersoll's
lecture at Chicago, that we hav determined to reprint it next week for the benefit of those who wish
copies to send to friends. Therefore all who hav unsuccessfully applied for copies of that date will please
renew their orders, and they shall be served. Single
copies 7 cents; in quantities of ten and upwards, 5
cents each. Send your orders early.

.A. Letter that Cheers.
SEATTLE, April 1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Please find incrosed $25.50 for ten
subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER, to be sent as directed in private letter.
My work in Seattle is finished for this season, and,
I trust, with hopeful results.
I gave my last lecture to a full house, and the
fourteenth of this course.
About the League here, and also the Progressiv
Lyceum, and my work here in Seattle, Brother W alter Walker, secretary of Lyceum and League, will
s·end you a full report.soon.
Yours for truth,
DR. J. L. YoRK.
To OuR READERS AND BooKBUYERS: If you experience any dijjiculty in obtaining THE TRUTH
SEEKER or any qf our own or othe1· Freetlwught
wm·ks through any dealer, we shall feel greatly obliged
'if yon W'ill m·der direct from this qffice. We are
fea?ful that many deale1·s clo not talce the pains they
should to su:pply Libe1·al works-sometimes, even,
wrongly repm·ting them md ofp1·int-thm·eby depriving the inquiring public of heterodox book.s, cmd p'reventing us from making needed sales.
.

Editorial Notes.
MR. BRADLA.UGH's experience with talented religious liars
has been varied and extensiv. He is obliged, he says, to lose
a great deal too much time in correcting falsehoods. Some
of these are most absurd, some are monstrous. This is one
month's experience only: A country hotel keeper positivly
stated that he heard Mr. Bradlaugh, watch in hand, defy God.
This hotel keeper has fully retracted and apologized and agreed
to framo a printed copy of his apology in his own bar. This
cost altogether six letters. A Chester clergyman announced
that in a Sunday-school established by Mr. Bradlaugh at
the Hall of Science, a child was brought forward of the
platform to publicly repudiate and denounce his mother's
Bible and his mother's God. This clergyman has apologized, and given up the name and address of the London
clergyman who invented the story. This required in all
five letters. The Rev. Geo. Kenyon, at Caledonian Road,
Wesleyan Chapel, stated that Captain Shaw, of Weymouth,
having been compelled to put inta Great Yarmouth by
stress of weather, "saw large placards announcing that C.
Bradlaugh, M.P. for Northampton," was lecturing on religion.
That Captain Shaw attended, and at the close opposed with
prayer, Mr. Bradlaugh running away and leaving the meeting
entirely in his hands. Of course there is not a solitary word
of truth in this from beginning to end; but although it has
been contradicted, no apology had been received up to latest
advices. A resident of Crewe, as an instance of Mr. Bradlaugh's unreliability, alleged in public "that over twenty years
ago he heard Mr. Bradlaugh lecture on behalf or the United
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the "Right Rev. Bishop" Hennessy said: "That our civilization
is essentially Christian, and is almost universally conceded to
be such by law-making bodies, is evidenced by the fact that
the daily sessions of Congress and of state legislatures are usnaliy opened with prayer by Christian clergymen; and a still
more powerful proof of its Christian character is found in the
circumstance that our statute laws as a body are based upon
the principles of justice first enunciated by the savior, and
since taught and maintained by the Christian church. The
clergyman was an integral part of Christianity-he could not
be disassociated from it; and to tax the residence in which he
lived would be equivalent to taxing the church itself. It would
yet come to this if the efforts to tax pastoral residence were
not now promptly met and defeated. The men who advocated such taxati.on were not friendly to Christianity, or to the
civilization which is its outgrowth, and if they were successful
in their present endeavor they would only be emboldened to
continue till the taxation of religions schools, charitable institutions, and church edifices was the rule instead of the exception. The bill was a menace to Christianity, and the best interests of society and of the state required that it should not
become a law." When some respectable town allows itself to
be run by the paupers in its workhouse will be the proper
time to consider statements of tliis character, which would hav
more weight if possessed of a particle of truth.
MR. LoVING, near Dennison, Texas, owed his neighbor, Mr.
Wood, some corn. Mr. Loving was piously raised, but Mr.
Wood was not, and therefore saw no impropriety in calling for
the corn upon Sunday. But Mr. Loving could not countenance the asking for the payment of an honest debt upon the
Sabbath, though Mr. Wood may hav been hungry, and feerling
the hungry on the Lord's day was recommended by the Lord
himself; he therefore struck Mr. Wood on the hPad with a
hard-wood club. Mr. Wood went home, announcing his intention of calling on some more convenient occasion for the
corn. He doubtless would hav done so, but unfortunately he
died soon after he reached his home, and cannot now well keep
his appointment. Mr. Loving had to giv bonds to appear before the grand jury in session at Dennison. This, says the
paper from which we condense this account, is all there is of
the story up to date, but it conveys a very useful lesson to all
who are willing to profit by it. In the :first place, we should
never hav any business transactions on Sunday with men who
hav been too piously raised. This is the lesson which sinners
should learn from the Dennison tragedy. Those who are
raised to regard Sunday as altogether inviolable should learn
to make exceptions to the rule that no \Vork should be done
on the Sabbath day, but that such deviations from the rule
should not take the shape of hitting a Sabbath desecrator on
the head with a stick of hard wood. On these points, the
average Sunday-school book should be carefully revised, in the
interest of all concerned.
THE Ch?"istian Advocate has come to the conclusion that the
stories of sudden deaths in the commission of "wicked acts"
like blasphemy are not always reliable, and that the hasty decease is not a "visitaion of God." Is reasons thus:
(1) No man can prove that God did not then and there affect
this man with the rlisease. (2) But Abner Kneeland, Ingersoll, and hosts of other blasphemers. hav said in most conspicuous places similar things. D. M. Bennett spent many years
concocting and uttering elaborate abuse of God and Curist.
(3) Many more hav said and done similar things, and hav not
been attacked. (4) Many good men hav been similarly attacked in the pulpit, in prayer, and in giving testimony for
Christ.
The conclusion, therefore, is that "in view of the grP.atnumber of cases of blasphemy where nothing sudden or remarkable follows it," it cannot be certain whether any judgments are
sent by the offended deity. Dr. Buckley is evidently aided in
arriving at this point by the fact that more ministers are
stricken down while testifying for Christ than blasphemers
while denying him. This would indicate that ministers are
displeasing to God, and as such· a thought can by no means
be harbored-as it would drive all the preachers out of the
business-Mr. Buckley is willing to admit that "judgments"
are rare occurrences.
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THE Rev. N. 1\II. Long, of Memphis, Tenn., to whom one of
our correspondents refers, is the same that recently preached
too broad sermons in his Presbyterian pulpit and was obliged
to found an independent church of his own in consequence.
Six weeks ago the Memphis city council closed up all the
places of business on Sundays. Boats at the levees were forbidden to unload or load, and no "One but the preachers were
allowed to earn money on the "Sabbath." During that time
severallectm·es to large audiences were given on the subject,
and every preacher in the city discoursed upon it. The Rev.
N. M. Long created a sensation by declaring the Sunday laws
a blot on the statute boolm, and by taking the Freethought
position that government had no right under the Constitution
to force any man to observe Sunday in any manner whatever,
having no more contml over men then than on week-days.
Ten thousand copies of the sermon in pamphlet form were
distributed. Judge Craft took the pulpit in the Cumberland
Presbyterian church against the young minister, and the :U'lethodist ministers held a meeting and denounced Mr. Long.
The city council has passed a resolution allowing the barbers
to keep open till 10 A.M., and it is probable that when the war
of puritanical fanaticism shall hav passed by other doors than
those of the tonsorial est!tblishmentR will be found openly inviting trade.
A RESPECTED relativ of the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER living down in Aroostook county, Maine, writes us that the
"sky-pilots," as he qnaintly styles the preachers of that vicinity, hav been stirred into unwonted activit.y by the circulation amon{!" the people of the kind of religions literature which
emanates from this office. This literature, he informs us.
"hurts bad." It has brought the preachers from several
churches into his district school-honsP. wlwre they hnv held
revivals with such success that one individual, not remarlmble
for intellectual attninments, has become ahout half converted.
The respected relativ also reports that he has had discnsRions
with some of the "mummies," and in no instance hav they
appeared desirous to reopen the debate. They" pile it on to
the Infidels and unbelievers" at their meetings in his ab~ence,
but he has observed that when he attends their "circns ., they
are as civil as grown people at church. Onx r~laiiv hns trod
Southern soil, and has borne a muAket in defense of the Union.
We hav confidence in his ability, with the bleRBing of good
health, to uphold the banner of Freethought in the Aroostook
MRs. ANNA 0TTEND Olll'ER hns added to the noble liBt of Liberal charities. Her death, which occnrred week before last
is not the first revelat.ion of her broad-minrlorl genC'rosity, a~
she has always been prominP.nt through unostentatious [<ifts
in nirlin[< worthy charities. The prohnt.ing of her will reveals
munificent donations, as follows: ::;25,000 to the IAahclla Hoimath at Long Island City; $10,000 to tho United Relief Works
of the Society for Ethical Cultnre of New Yorlr; and $10,000
to Das Nationalo Dcutsch-Amoricanische Lehrer Seminar of
Milwaukee; $10,000 to the Deutscher Franenvercin zur Unterstntzung Hilfsbecldnrftiger Wittwen, Wniscn, und Kranken of
New York; $10,000 to the German Hospital and Dispensary;
$5,000 to the Society for tho Prevention of Crnelty to Children,
and $5,000 to the German Hospital in Newark.
'fnE Annual African MethodistEpjscopal conference was held
this year in Newark. It was composed of colored ministers.
Some of the dusky brethren were distinguished by a plainness
of speech which may well be emulated by their more eminent
and hypocritical white confreres. 'l'here was "a heap o' trubble on de ole man's mind" who presided, which he ea:;ed in
this way: "The trouble is to mise funds. Preachers are much
worse to get money from than stewards or trustees. 'l'hey are
the meanest men in the world when it comes to money matters. ·we want more trust in God antl more bmins. A man
who enters the A. M. E. ministry with litttlc in his heart and
less in his head isn't going to get along." After this the brethren shelled out, and the bishop was placated.
LAsT Sun clay was the anniversary of the alleged resurrection
of Christ. It is tho custom in this city for people to put on
new clothes on Easter Hun day and to appear in more gorgeous
apparel than usual. This seems innppropriate. Since clotheH
are tho "badge of lost innocence," they are hardly a thing to
boast of under any circumstances. But on the anniversary
of the resurrection of the perRon who redeemed mankind
from the conseqnences of that lost innor,cncc, it is particularly
distressing to see the emblem of sin flaunted so openly. Considering the sncrifice by which goorl Christians obtained thiH
"badge," they appear unbecomingly proud of it.
IT is the opinion of George Bancroft, who has been called
the Father of Am crioo.n History, that, "our groat united commonwealth is the child of ChriAtianity." It will be observed
that this opinion differs materially from that of .Jefferson.
Franklin, Washington, anrl Paino, who were themsclvs in fact
the parents of the commonwealth. It is an unwise child that
don't know its own father. Yet this nation has for more than
one hunr1rerl years refused to recognize the paternity which
the eminent historian claims for it. It would be interesting-to
hear the argument by which :iYir. Bancroft supports his remarkable assertion.
MAJOR MoonE, the head of the American Sah-ation Army.
was in jail last Saturr1ay charged with grand larceny to the
amount of $652.50. He finds it difficult, says the S11n, "to
apply to the administration of that body here the principles
adopted with such effect by Gen. Booth in London." Is this
a covert way of saying that in England Gen. Booth steals w~h
impunity?
"MANY a seeming accident," says the Christian Obsener,
"illustrates Cowper's lines:
" God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform."
We should say so, and would point to the recent floods in Ohioas a conspicuous illnstrntion of that fnct.
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RIVERSIDE, MASs., March 25, 1884.
with in heaven, but if the balance of that Army go to heaven, '
Mn. EDITOR: I received the five copies of the "Crimes of I want to sell out my mansion in the sky. Please print a noPreachers" all right. They hav been read by thirty persons, tice on pasteboard, "For Sale," and hang it in the window:
and are opening the eyes of the people. You need not be 1 Easy terms and long payments The Army is running in opHUNTSVILJ,E, ALA., March 20, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: It seems as if the clergy, or at least one out surprised if you receive my check for twenty-five dollars' position to the variety shows here, but of the two the latter
of the 75,000 preachers is coming to his senses, for I read in worth one of these days to circulate in Turner's Falls and draw the mollt select audiences, and giv a much better enter·
DENNIS A. LossiNG.
the Daily American, Nashville, Tenn.: "Rev. N. M. Long's Northfield if Dwight L. Moody or any of those sky pilots hav tainment.
NATHANIEL HOLMES.
sermon in opposition to the enforcement of the Sunday law more to say of Lake Pleasant.
MIDDLEBURY, IND., March 7, 1884.
has created a profound sensation among all classes. Ten
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.50 for THE TRUTH
ALLIANCE,
0.,
March
16,
1884.
thousand copies of the sermon hav been ordered printed for
MR. EDITOR: I notice the tab on the wrapper of my paper SEEKER, "Crimes of Preachers," and the TR~TH SEEKER ANa general distribution." Yours for liberty and for one's own
tells me the time has expired for which I hav paid, and I NUAL. I hav taken your paper as long as it has been in existthinking,
HENRI pALING.
therefore inclose another year's subscription, and 25 cents ence, and will continue to take it as long as I liv. But I am
getting old, and as this may be the last you will hear from
for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNuAL.
WARRENSBURG, Mo., March 17, 1884.
Free thought is gaining slowly in our place. We hav a few me, I take this opportunity to giv you a scrap of my history.
Mn. EDITOR: I send you two papers containing the lecture
delivered by Talmage in St. Joseph and Kansas City. It is professed Liberals who are so narrow-minded that they cater I took on the changeable garb of man. in the year 1806. I was
certainly encouraging tp Freethinkers to see how utterly to church method and names, thinking to get the orthodox nursed, rocked, stewed, and steeped in the corrupt yet dying
weak and illogical is the defense made for Christianity by its world to come in by so doing, while at the same tim(' they cradle of superstition, bigotry, priestcraft, and intolerance for
ablest exponents, such as Black, Fisher, and others. Their are really going back to old-fogyism as fast as possible: 'Tis the first twenty-three years of my life. Then the sun began
arguments are splendid C~<mpaign document3 for Liberalism; useless to try to blow hot and cold both at one time. If we to shine. The vapors commenced to scatter. Cloud after
and the sincere and earnest searcher after the light and truth would save Freethought for future usefulness we must keep cloud passed away. Reason begins to assert its supremacy.
it clear from all forms of Christianity. I am pleased with The scene changes. But just as the opium-eater who resolves
cannot be disappointed who reads them.
the manner in which Mrs. Severance shows up Moses Hull's to turn over a new leaf, atom after atom was my being ehangea.
Yours, etc.;
FERD. CARROLL.
'
catering in your issue of March 8th. I am utterly aston- I finally found myself standing in the light, awakened from
ished at Hull's course, and think his day of usefulness to our the trance which now holds in its viperous stupor millions of
WALLA WALLA, W. T., March 30, 284.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER for a long time has been a cause is almost if not quite ended. I congratulate you on your human beings. I hav been branded hundreds of times as a
welcome visitor to our home, especially to father, but gradually success in making THE TRUTH SEEKER so interesting and in- vile skeptic, Atheist, and Infidel. I hav been slandered and
it won its way to all of us, as truth always will win its way into structiv. It has lost none of its former ring since you are con- abused by the priesthood, and would hav been burnt at the
the hearts of young or old who are willing to receive it. Now ducting it. I am pleased very much with the Children's Cor- stake a tho11sand times if they had only had the power. And
why all this? Simply bi>cause I do not believe that a certain,
it is looked for and enjoyed by every member of the family, ner, and hope its editor will not despair in well-doing
little, insignificant, cranky, ignorant, illegitimate Jew controls
Respectfully,
CARRIE E. WEIR.
which, of course, enhances its value to our parents.
the mighty universe. But they are not so bad as they used to
We think the Children's Corner and the serial story valuba I hav seen a great change. Light and knowledge are
CARROLLTON, hL., March 20, 1884.
able additions to your paper, as many a fact is communicated
Mn. EDITOR: I believe, now that the Bennett monument is afloat; mankind are beginning not only to think but to reason.'
and impressed upon the youthful mind through the agency of
an interesting story, which might be passed by if told in completed, it is a good time to commence the Bennett Hall The movement and progression of scienc,e are as irresistible as
another and less attractiv way. So I say success to the Chil- and Home of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Mr. Bennett has friends the motion of atoms or the revolving of spheres. To stop
dren's Corner. With sincerest wishes for the continued pros- enough to build a good hall at fifty cents a share, and at that progression and Freethought would be to exterminate the hurate I will take forty shares; and if necessary I will double man race. To hold it stationary is impossible. To let it go on, as
perity of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
CHARLOTTE WHITE;
that. I hav very little money to spare, but my whole soul is it must, is to not only slaughter untruth, but to bury it so deep
in the cause, and I will do all I can consistently. I feel anxious that even its bones shall never again come to the light of the
FAIRVIEW, ALA., April 5, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money order for five to keep the name of Bennett before the world. I hav no doubt world. The mystic veil of superstition is wearing threadbare
dollars. I see by the tab on my Bible, THE TnuTH SEEKER, that there are plenty of friends who wih be both able and in the glaring sunshine of the nineteenth centucy. All manthat it is high time it was renewed, so please make my tab read willing t0 giv ten times as much as I can I am nothing but kind are tending toward that perfection which all nature has
85 instead of 84, which calls for three dollars out of the five; a poor western clodhopper, who started and has grown up with been reaching for since the first vegetable cell existed. I hope
and please Rend me "Crimes of Preachers,'' by M. E. Billings, the state of Illinois. I am now gettting well up toward eighty, that the noble cause of truth may go on uninterrupted, with
25 cents; the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, 25 cents; ''Apples of but I hope yet, if I don't see it, at least to hear of a good hall THE TRUTH SEEKER at its head, until the earth becomes old
Gold," by MisR Susan Wixon, $1.25; "Two Little Red Mit- in the city of New York dedicated to that noble friend of hu- with age, and is incapable of the lowest .forms of life.
IsAAc Ivrns.
tens," by Jennie Butler Browne, 10 cents. Now the other 15 humanity and liberator of humanity from the shackles of
cents you can use to help pay postage or do as you choose with mental slavery of kingcraft. Now is the time to strtke, when
OKETO, KAN., March 17, lfl84.
it. It iR a fine place this. Everybody here pulls a great long Mr. Bennett is fresh in our minds. But still such men as Mr.
Mn." EDITOR: I think the tract8 you sent me are to the point;
face one day in seven, but six out of seven the devil takes the Bennett can never be forgotten. I hav no doubt that a good
pot every time. But I am going to try and introduce THE hall can be built in a very short time, if you only start the ball they spe&k my views exactly. I am the only Freethinker in
TRuTH SEEKER if it takes the hair, although they did not pull rolling. It seems that five years ago he had 200,000 warm this community, and therefore I hav a hard road' to travel.
much of any h·tir out in Atalla, but those long-coated chaps hearts that came to his relief, and now I hav no douht he has The Christians are all picking at me, but I hope I am enough
would make up mighty ugly faces at me sometimes, just as double that number. While Hayes refused to notice 200,000 for them. I ·hav good backing in THE TRUTH SEEKER and
much as to say they had an empty stomach, but I am not much at that time, he would now be glad to notice 100, for I think other publications from your office.
I was amused, a few nights ago, on a visit to one of my neighon takiug hints unless they kick me at the same time. Well, that is about the extent of his friends. Nobody seems to know
bors,
a Bible Christian. In the course of the evening my
or
care
where
he
is.
No
one
seems
to
havany
use
for
him,
not
I must close by wishing every success, and a hearty goodeven the church. This inhumanity to man has even disgusted Christian friend got his children to speak their Sunday-school
bye for the present.
W. L. NELSON.
his best friends.
pieces. This was done to see what I would do. They all spoke
But
I
started
this
letter
to
ask
you
to
send
me
the
FREEGod pieces to be sure; I will copy one piece that was spoken.
DEERSVILLE, OHIO, March 26, 1884.
Here it is:
WM. BLACK.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 to place to my credit THINKER's ALM.L'uc.
"God made man, and man made money;
for the good old TRUTH SEEKER that the Christians so much
God made bees, anrl bees made honey;
CLEVELAND,
OHIO,
March
16,
284.
hate. Please accept my thanks for continuing my paper after
God made S11tan, and Satan made sin;
MR.
EDITOR:
If
it
would
not
be
asking
too
much
I
would
the time paid expired. I hav been waiting for other names,
God made a hole to put Satan in."
like
to
say
a
few
words
to
your
readers
through
your
paper.
but as yet get none. Floods being in order, people hav to
This was the last piece spoken. They asked me if these
I hav been reading Elliott Preston's "Philosophy on the
make up what God has destroyed in his wrath. Some of the
were not nice. "Certainly," I said, "they are;" but I thought
people on the Ohio river think God has not kept his word, in Half-8hell," and commend him for the stand he has taken in differently. This started my friend to preaching to me. ·I
regard
to
vivisection,
and
I
hope
he
may
continue
the
same
saying he woulrl not flood the earth again. But this is not
listened to him and said nothing to him in his own house nor
the first time he has changed his mind (as Abe Patterson good cause. You may be surprised when I say I am ignorunt before his children, till his wife told one of his little girls to
of
the
subject,
for
I
never
heard
of
it
until
I
saw
it
in
THE
says). Now if God did really divide the Red Sea, and let
ask me to speak a piece.
I begged to be excused, but no
those thieves and c11tthroats pass over dry-shod, he might hav TRUTH SEEKER. I hav seen and read of a great many inhuman excuse would be accepted. So when I saw I had to speak, I
been kind enought to hav piled the waters in these rivers monsters, but I never thought that anyone could be so inhu- told them I would speak the piece that Ella spoke, but I would
five or ten miles high in their channels, and not let it overflow man as to torture a dumb brute under the plea of scientific speak it in my way. Here it is:
the land and towns, and thereby have shown that his "tender investigation, for the assumed purpose of gaining knowledge
"Nature made man, and man made money;
mercies are over all his works." But our Christians he1·e to improve our fellow-men. I don't see how they are going to
Nature made bees, and bees made honey;
improve
our
condition
any
by
torturing
the
dumb
brute,
and
says he did it for some wise purpose. But, indeed, I can't
Man is the devil, and the devil is sin·
And THE TRUTH SEEKER is digging a hole to pu't the devil in."
see the wisdom. Perhaps I am too blind to see it. But I do I would say to the vivisector that if he cau't further the cause
wonder if he did make the Reel Sea part. Can you tell us? of humanity in any other way he had better stop altogether. . This put a damper on the evening's enjoyment; so I left.
And again please let us lmow whether the whale swallowed It hardly seems possible to think that anyone possessing a The next morning I met my neighbor. He !'lays, "Good mornmind capable of understanding could stoop to torture a poor ing, truth seeker" (this is the name my neighbors hav given
Jonah, or Jonah the whale?
A. AULD.
dumb brute. Why, only think: here is a man (I don't know me). !said, "How do you do?" Says he, "lam sorryyoil
CoRVALLIS, On., April 3, 1884.
V'hether I ought to say man or not; brute would be more ap- spoke that piece last night.'' "Why," says I. "Because one
Mn. EDITOR: I see by the report in THE TnuTH SEEKER of propriate) who, if he mashes a finger or foot will cry out in of my children asked me this morning if THE TRUTH SEEKER
Feb. 15th that there is a small amount needed in complet- pain, who will shrink at the bare mention of being put to the was another god!" I asked him what he told the child. He
ing the great, grand, and noble work that will bimr testi- torture, but will tr. ke a poor dumb brute and put him through all said it was Mr. Bigham's God. "Well, then," said I, "of the
mony of the love we bore for our hero and martyr, D. M manner of tormmt to gain a little knowledge that will do him two gods mine is the best, and besides, I hope the piece I
Bennett. This work that has been done by the intellectual no good, and will benefit no one else. There should be a law spoke last night will so work on your mind that you will beachievements of the lightning age will fill a two-fold pur- passed that would put a stop to it. All honor to Elliott come a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and your eyes will
pose-yea, more, a standing monument, a living witness en- Preston for lifting his voice in the interest of the dumb beast, be opened and you will then see how the preachers hav kept
graved on tablets of stone, written with pen of steel, resting and may he continue to cry "Stop !" to that inhuman work you in the dark."
in silence over the remains of one we loved and whose mem- which the vivisector is engaged in.
My love and good wishes to all the Freethinkers in the land.
o;y we cherish. Here deluded minds in silence will read and
I should like to say something about the Salvation Army and
JAMES BIGHAM.
contemplate, communing with the dead, and here the poor, its work before I clo>e. I attended their meeting last Sunday
narrow-minded, bigoteo fanatic, with all the hatred and ani- night, and they made quite an impression on me; but they
ALEXANDRIA STATION, March 18, 1884.
mosity that was ever capable of having an existence in the seem to make a greater impre~sion on the "bums," however,
MR. EDITOR: I hav traveled a great deal the last nine years,
minds of what would wish to be called human, be obliged than they made on me, judging from the number that joined and THE TRUTH SEEKER has followed me everywhere. I was
1
to view the sentinel standing guard over the remains of one ·them. The army is composed of some of the hardest-looking all through California in 1875. At that time THE TRUTH
they persecuted with envy, malice, and brute force. And seeds I ever saw, and the performance they got through is a SEEKER was to be found only at one place in San Francisco,
though he is dead his works will liv. No stake or fagot can caution to sinnere. It makes the cold chills run clown my 0.1 Second street. I had a lot with me and left a few copies at
hush the mighty work 'Qegun.
back, or maybe I should say hot chills, for they preachet1 hell Los Angeles, at Santa Barbara, Lagraciosa, San Luis Obispo,
I would suggest that we should raise the means to hav the fire and damna tit n tmtil I almost imagined I saw the flames of au<l all along the coast. At Milwaukee also I only found it in
lithograph of the monument in THE TRUTH SEEKER, as many, hell ascending in the room. The performance on the tam- one place. Now I see it is all over, and I rejoice in the
no doubt, if not all, would like to see the picture. We should bourines was a caution, no mistake. The captain said they had thought that I may hav co-operated a little in its success, and
also hav it electrotyped, so it could be used at any future time. come to Cleveland to stay, and were going to stay until every I intend to keep on helping all I can, but at present I am in a
I suppose the cost would not fall short of forty dollars for sinner was captured, or they would shake Cleveland to its dry field. Giv me an intelligent man or woman unfettered
taking four different views.
very center. So if you should fail to hear from any of us just enough to read THE TRUTH SEEKER and I guarantee salvaI send fifty cents toward the monument and fifty cents to- poor sinners here you may know we hav been made priAoners tion. There is intelligence enough here, but the other condiward having the picture in the paper. The paper is now by the Salvation Army. I hav been trying to find out if there tion is lacking, yet I find a few brave enough to dare ope~
cheap, and it is for the peop:e. Let each and everyone throw is any common sense in the Army all this week, but I can find their eyes and examin, and those I hav got pretty well enin their mite.
B. F. WARDWELL.
none at all. There are about ten I might possibly get along lightened. I can never cease thanking all the Liberal papers,
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partic.ularly the king~ of re.form, THE TRUTH SEEKER, for the
great Improvement I see gomg on all around from day to day.
Before I close I must relate a little anecdote. My wife is
French and does not speak very good English, though she understands it welL When I came here a year ago she remained
at 1\Iooers, N. Y., about eight months. -The minister, who
had not dared tackle me during the two years I lived there,
called on my _w!fe with some of the neighbors to. present him.
He talked religwn to her an hour or two and tned to get her
to join'him in a prayer, but she told him she never prayed
and would hav no praying done in the house. In tile course
of his pious conversation he spoke of the sweet by and by
where strife and troubles are no more. He also alluded to the
other place and its head manager, Reverend Lucifer. Mrs.
Laperche asked him who created the devil. "God, of course,"
was the reply. "And what did he make him for?" was the
next question. "Oh," says his reverence, "he was once an
angel in heaven, and he, or they (as there was several of
them), rebelled against God, ar!'d lte then made hades and precipitated them therein." "Oh," says Mrs. Laperche, "there
was once a row jn heaven! What guarantee hav you that such
a thing will :hot recur? Hav they abolished the sale of liquor
tliere since? Let me go back into the earth. I am sure there
will be no row there !" The man of God retired thanking the
Lord that she had not more English, as his position might
hav been critical in the presence of two or three of his docile
sisters.
Yours ever and forever, I hope, in the good work of U. M. L.,
CHARLES LAPE HE.

Liberal men in that town, and th·ey are the leading citizens.
I never saw half so many dishonest Liberals as I hav Christian
men. I would take a Libe~al's word in preference to a Christian's every time where dollars and cents are concerned. My
creed is do to others as you would hav them do to you, do as
near right as you know how, and if there is such a thing as a
God he will reward accordingly, or I do not want to associate
with him. If I do right, 'yet do not believe the Bible, and God
should send me to hell, I would willingly go to avoid the fiend
or monster, and keep such company as is fit for a gentleman.
·
C. El'!DERTON.
EAGLE CREEK, On., March 20, 284.

Liberals take a turn in Dakota this coming season, and see who
is m this neck of tile woods. My only trouble in the Liberal
cause is a lack of proper command of the English language,
that I might more readily handle the arguments so often
brought against me. Most of my countrymen here are of the
same opinion, and it matters not whether German or English,
" Es ist kein faden so fein gesponnen
Er kommt doch endlichan die sonnen,"
truth will prevail.
FRED GARING.
Your for universal mental liberty,

OPEN LETTEII TO MARY V. CARPENTER.
SNOWVILLE, VA., April 6, 284.
of our old friend and neighbor, Philip Foster, one of the oldFIIIEND MARY: If life were as much of a tragedy as thee
est pioneers of Oregon. He died March 17th. · He was born seems to think it to be, few would cling to it as earnestly as
in the state of Maine, Jan. 29, 1805. We celebrated the day they now do. The very fact that we prize and value life shows
with toasts and a good supper. He said a few words in praise that it is enjoyed and loved. I do not deny that there is sickof the author-hero that brought the tear to my eye. He was ndss, sorrow, sin, and crime; floods, cyclones, wars, shipalso a great admirer of D. M. Bennett, and had taken THE wrecks, and all manner of disasters; but, taking the race as a
TRUTH SEEKER from the very first number. There was a large whole, these are only as mere spots upon the surface of the
attendance at the funeral, but for the want of a York or an sun. I am tall{ing about whut is. I do not attempt to sophisIngersoll little or nothing was said at the grave.
tically deny that men suffer. It is only too self-evident. But
I will inclose in this three dollars to pay for the paper.
I claim that nine-tenths, if not ninety-nine-one-hundredths, of
Yours fraternally,
HENRY McELSANDER.
human life is spent in comfort and comparativ happiness.
Will thee deny that thee has nine hours of peace and pleasure
where thee has one of trouble and unhappiness, or nine hours
LAKE Cm, PA., March 14,1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1, for which send me five of health where thee has one of sickness? Look around upon
copies of Paine's "Age of Reason." I want tllem for mission- thy home neighbors-can thee not find nine who are joyful,
ary work. I find them, with Remsburg's speech, the best happy, hopeful, and contented where there is one who is the
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., March 16, 1884.
missionary works I can get. .I hav nine, all out at the present reverse? If thee cannot, I can.
Only a few days ago a man was telling me that he believed
Mil. EDITOR: Find cash inclosed for one dozen of Rems- time. I can get people to read Paine's "Age of Reason," wh'en
burg's "False Claims," and one copy of the TRUTH SEEKER they find out he believed in a God, that will not read anything that very few were satisfied with their lot as married people,
ANNUAL. I am happy to inform you that the good work is ~o else. And when that is once read the mind of almost any man and that most of the married ones were disappointed, discontented, and unhappy, and would gladly unmarry and try
ing on here bravely. We are going to build a $30,000 Liberal is pretty sure to keep marching on.
church in this city this summer. In spite of revivals, salvaI see that good, pure man, Elliott Preston, still livs and again. I said, "Well, we will run over the town mentally and
tion' parades, and all, the Liberals are gaining ground every works in behalf of the poor dumb creatures of creation. I see." We took them house by house, and could not place a
day.
0. H. RICHMOND.
think the murderer that strikes his victim dead at a single blow finger on one couple that we really thought would care to
a gentleman by the side of the vivisector or any man that will unmarry if they could, and I am positiv not one in ten
LANARK, ARK., March 31, 1884.
UJ'lhold him. If all people were like me, vivisection would would be as happy with another wife as they would be with
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1.25, for which you will come to an end within twenty-four hours. How anyone can their own-especially those who hav lived together for years
please continue THE TIIUTH SEEKER. For the 25 cents please believe in a personal God after reading of all the horrors of and grown accustomed to each other's idiosyncrasies. No
send me the TIIUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. I must hav the ANNUAL. vivisection is more than I can tell. A God that would not doubt thee has read in the old school-books of the prayer
I intend to make it do missionary work, for at last I hav got strike the criminal dead would be worse than ten thousand made to Jupiter that the people might bring all their afflicseveral to read THE TRUTH SEEKER. In 1!. short time I will re- devils boiled into one. The man or woman that will inflict tions and cast them into a pile and then each one exchange
mit in full I don't want you to stop the paper. I like it bet- needless pain has all the contempt I am capable of bestowing his for that of some other man. And then when they had
ter than any paper I ever read, and I am now sixty-two years upon them. I only wish they could see themselvs as good, tried their new nffiictions a day or two they all desired to
take back the old one again, and. how rejoiced they wore to
old. I hav tllem all bound, making seventeen volumes.
kind people see them.
T. H. MoNTGOMERY.
Well now, dear Eugene, with best regards for yourself and be back again into the sumo old ruts. It is just so with UR
now. We are continunlly maldng our lamentations over the
THE TRUTH SEEKER family, I am,
VERONA, PA., March 18, 1884.
sorrows and misfortunes of our own race, and forgetting the
Kindly yours,
J. K. ToMPKINs.
joys and hlisses that are so abundant tho cornpensatir•ns !hat
MR. EDITOII: We are happy to see in this week's TRUTH
are so plent1ful. I know when I hav had a severe attack of
SEEKER the noble stand you take in defying the board of
PITTSBURGH, March 17, 1884.
trustees with respect to our Bennett "monument and inscrip·
Mil EDITOR: Find inclosed $1.25, for which send me a copy toothache, sick headache, or neuralgia- the feeling of rest,
tions. You hnv done the right thing, and we hope every of your almanac. The remainder you may add to the monu- peace, and content, of self-gratulation and exaltation t.hat I
reader of Mr. Bennett's noble paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, will ment fund, with a hope that the trifling sum needed will feel after all is. over is almost worth the suffering endured
try and contribute some little toward defraying the debt that soon be raised. I only contribute to n something that will to obtain it.
Thee says, "Life is painless because natural." And is not
is left, and we hope those who hav not sent anything will do stand for years with the glorious and brilliant truths enso at once, and let the world see that Infidels are prompt to graved thereon, serving as an index to point out the pure light death natural also? What is death but a simple going to
pay their just debts.
Yours truly,
WM. FIIAY.
of truth, which I hope will shine out brighter and brighter sleep? Many die in sleep and feel no change. I hav seen
until all people shall be enlightened &nd lifted out of the the grandp~trent, the parent, and tlre little child die, but I've
PROVIDENCE, R. I., April 7, 1884.
mire of superstition and ignorance, and be able to make them- never seen any evidence that death is painful. One severe
MR. EDrro:tt: I hav read Mr. Prichard's letter in THE TRUTH selva free and independent beings, governed by no creed or attack of sick headaehe is more painful than a dozen orc1iSEEKER of April 5th, and it appears to me that there iil"a good orthodox religion. which by its cloak of hypocrisy is only a nary deaths. Tb e best physicians will tell thee that in a maopening for Liberals, and they should avail themselvs of this blinding street leading them further and further away from jority of deaths there is no pain, and no sensation even.
It is only too true that none of us are as well born. well
opportunity. It seems rather discouraging for one to start the lights of truth contained in all nature. I hope for the
alone, and as there may be others like myself, who are some- rnpid advancement of Freethought and truth, and I feel proud reared, and well lived as we might be, but the nenrer wo
what timid about starting alone, I would suggest thnt a party to be able to say that the Liberal element of this city hnv reach these desirabilities the more health and consr· quently
be formed and we set forth at an early date.
not been sleeping these past few years; they are growing happiness will be insured us. No, I hav never died, but we
If this suggestion meets the approbation of any I would be stronger in numbers and power. And I hope the time is not hav the testimony of hundreds who hav died to all intents and
pleased to hear from them through the columns of THE TRUTH far distant when I shall see them meet in an elegant hall of purposes, been drowned, frozen, hanged, shot, and stabbed,
SEEKER, or by private letters.
S. L. DANA.
their own, dedicated to the true and noble cause they advocate. and finally brought back to life, and a mnjority say that dying
I would feel pleased to see a more extended circulation was comparativly painless, but the coming bnck to life was the
FABIUS, N.Y., April 7, 1884.
of your valuable paper, which is a power in itself to en- hard struggle.
I don't understand why, if thy life has been so miserable,
1\IIR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed stamps for two TRUTH lighten the masses who are groping after truth under the
SEEKER ANNUALS. We are more than delighted with the dark shadow of the church. Every true Liberal should see and thee believes that of the whole race is equally so, thee
Children's Corner, and feel like sending many thanks to that that their paper is read by one or more of their friends. It should cling to a belief in and desire a perpetuation of it after
good old man, J. Hacker, for first urging the introduction of will work itself into every household, and thus secure thou- death ends all. Thee will take thyself along, and if so unsuch a department. Many thanks to the editor for the publi- sands of supporters to this only true and good cause. With happy here how can thee hope to be better off in a beyond ?
There cannot be a life anywhere tbat is exempt from the sufcation. Love and thnnks to Susan H. Wixon for editing it. my best wishes for your continual success,
H. H. TrMBY.
ferings, sins, sorrows, and crimes incident to humanity. We
We also thank you for the department in your paper demay lessen them, we may eradicate a few of them, but some
voted to "Letters from Friends." One seems to meet their
FoRT SuLLY, D. T., March 11, 1884.
of the old ones will remain, and many new ones will come.
personal friends there. It is f'O social like, just as good as a
MR. EDITOR: I am rather late with my order to renew, but
We dread death just as we dread old age. We prize youth,
class-meeting. In fact, we are thankful for THE TRUTH SEEKER
I'll get there at the eleventh hour, anyway. Please find in- health, strength, vigor, and vim. We would like to keep
from the first page to the last page. HELEN M. S. BILLINGS.
closed $5, $3 of which apply to my subscription; 50 cents for them and to liv forever in the prime of them all. But this
trial subscriber; 25 cents for TRUTH SEEKEII ANNuAL; 25 cents wish will not crente its fulfilment. Hence my motto is, One
EL MoNTE, CAL., March 30, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 35, for which please send me for "Godly Women of the Bible;" and 50 cents for Paine's world at n time, and enjoy it in its fulness. Be useful, good,
the following list of your eye-opening and mind-convincing "Age of Reason." For nearly three years THE TRUTH SEEKER temperate, kind, and benevolent. Seek the sunshine and liv
Liberal gospel tracts: TRUTH- SEEKER ALMANAc, "Crimes of has been a source of pleasure to me, and, from the appearance in its beams. Carry a glad heart and a cheerful countenance.
PreacherEr," "False Claims," "Crimes and Cruelties of Chris- of things, is doing good work wherever found by any sensible Thee will shed happiness all around thee and make thy prestianity," "Materialism and Crime," "Scientific Materialism," man. I hav struck a corner at last where your valuable paper once a harbinger of joy to those who are so favored as to be
"Christianity and Materialism," and "John's Way." I want finds goods soil, and you may reap at some future time from with thee.
•
to scatter them among the flock. May be the mental food the good seed planted in your columns. Sully is located on
There are croakers enough, and we need more hopeful,
dealt out to them by the above shepherds of freedom will sat- the eastern bank of the Missouri. Company 4 of the 11th grateful, generous, whole-souled people. ·we need more who
isfy their spiritual appetites, when th~y know what kind of U. S. Infantry are stationed here, and, of <'ourse, couldn't seek for the bright side of life, more who realize that happiness
;;beep in wolves' clothing their bell-wethers are. I hav been a get along without a chaplain; but if you could see the enthu- is the normal condition of all organized beings. Health is
siasm and interest taken in preaching you would change your normal, sickness is abnormal. To hope is normal, to despair
reader of your paper for nine years.
mind immediately. I hav searched the post library through, abnorn1al.
J. E. CLARKE.
Yours for liberty,
but can't find much Liberal reading in it. I am at a loss to
Try it again, Mary, and write whon some wave of sunshine
know what good is derived from preaching to a soldier; far floods thy life, and see if thee cannot tell us a more cheerful
STERLING, ILL., March 21, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I hav been a reader of your paper but a short better the money should be appropriated toward better pay story.
time, but what I hav seen of it I like very much. In fact, such or more rations. I am not wearing the biue myself; at times " Though the eye may be dimmed with its grief-drop awhile,
works as Col. Ingersoll's, Elliott Preston's, and those of many I wear government socks. I am, therefore, disinterested as far
And the whitened lip sigh forth its fear,
Yet pensiv indeed is the fnce where the smile
other writers, are worth;y of perusal, and your paper abounds as pay is concerned; it is anything but fair fora man (a soldier),
Is not oftener seen than the tear.
some with families, to work for thirteen dollars per month,
with their best.
If I could say anything new in regard to the Bible, I would come to the scratch whether or no, obey orders, no matter of " There are times when the storm-gusts may rattle around,
And spots where the poison shrub grows,
with pleasure, but wiser heads should come first in all things, what nature; while, on the other hand, a post chaplain ranges
But are there not times when nought else can be found
especially in great things. I find it necessary to remove from in salary with a captain; andwhatishedoing? Doing nothing,
·
But
the south wind, the sunshinG, and roso?"
Rock Falls to New Windsor, TIL, and consequently would like except talk about two hours a week on a subject that hardly anyELMINA.
body
cares
about.
I
would
like
to
see
some
of
our
leading
to hav my paper forwarded to New Windsor. There are many

MR. EDITOR: I am sorry I hav to inform you of the death
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increase our respect for this deft symbol of the 1Iativ proof, of what I say from every addi- when Tommy announced, boldly, "I'm going
powe,r that guides and directs it.
1tiona! square that they make from this for-~ to be a circus rider.':
We often bear of soft, white hRnds of hard, mula, but there is a general and conclusiv
Se;'e;rai had longmgs to become lawyer~ or
b
h d
fh d
h d
'
·
h d
d
·
.
phys1mans but none bad hoped t-o become one
rown an s, o an some an ~· and. so on, me~ o of emo~st.ratwn that IS much more of those go'rgeous gentlemen in IJink tights and
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, FaU River,
Mass., to whom all Communications for this but whether black and smutty, drrt-stamed or !1 satisfactory. This IS perhaps as hard as I spangled trunks who had appeared in tbjl cirof lily fairness, the hand that performs the ought to make it, and I shall not hav anything ens which was in town the week before.
Gomer shmdd be sent.
good deed, that helps the unfortunate and dis-' now'to say of the "zig-gag method of elimina"But father says that a circus actor has to
tressed, that relieves the wants of the poor and I tion in algebraic epuations." I will close by begin to practice when he is a boy," objected
" His life Is long whose work Is wen,
needy, that ministers to the sick and weary; in presenting you with a diagramatic formula for Jimmy.
And be his station low or high,
"Of course," agreed Tom. "I practice every
He who the most good works can teli
short, the us~ftd hand, is the one that is most 1 a twenty-five-block square that can be filled day."
Live longest though he soonest die:"
beautiful to us.
out according to the directions for the nine"On what?" asked Jimmy, with a 'Sly smile;
The hand we do not like, no matter how fair ·block square. There is scarcely a limit to the for be knew well that Mr. Dunn would never
1
soft, and white, it may be, is the idle, useless different squares you may thus form.
allow Tom to drive his team, much less pracAli's Punishment.
hand, that shrinks from honest toil; the hand
tice circus acts on their backs.
·
All Ben Achmet, from hls tent,
"Well, I havn't tried a horse, so far," Tom
•
that stealthily takes.that which is not its own;
Q X
A H 0
admitted; "but," he added, regaining his com
Looked out upon the firmament.
that is raised to strike another; that does mis--- - - --- - - --posnre, "I swing on a trapeze and jump ove:
He saw the wonder or the skies.
chief; that is employed at the gaming table;
W E
G N
p
boxes almost every day."
And watched the pollld moon arise.
that holds to its owner's lips, or to the lips of
"Guess you'd find a difference if yon tried
And mused upon the promls made
another, the wine cup, in whose dregs lurk
a real horse," remarked Eb Parsons.
By Allah's angel, fire-arrayed,
-U-- -C
"Say, Jimmy, couldn't you get one of your
L
J
S
danger, disease, crime, ruin, death-such hands
father's colts to let me hav a try on?" asked
Who In a dream, long years ago.
we do not like.
Tom.
Had spoken to him, sort and low:
Many noble deeds of which the world never
IK R y B I
"I don't know; I'll ask him," said ;Jimmy.
" Thy deeds of goo<l hav won this grace,
hears are performed by those who pursue
He went to look for his father, and found
That some day thou shalt see my race.
their quiet way, unconscious that they bear the
1i-win, Iowa.
J. K. P. BaKER.
him directing some men who were building a
1
wall.
"Ask not when this reward shall be,
insignia of heroes and benefactors.
"Father, can we hav the colts to ride little
But some day I will come to thee;
In the city of Boston, in an upper ~t~hamber.
Our Puzzle Box.
while?"
•• Be reac'Jy to receive, th.:>rpfore,
of a fine brick edifice, there is, to-day, a gen1
"The colts!" answered his father; "why, m~
Great Allah's angel at thy door."
tlema:n who possesses singularly beautiful and
ENIGMA.
boy, they are not broken yet. Take old Jack.'
Long years had rmseetl o'er All's head
shapely bands, but the right hand is lame and
In turtle, not in fish;
"But old Jack looks so bad," objected Jim
Since first those words or hope were said;
weak. It became so in this w>y: Years ago he
In horse, not in cow;
my.
In mice, not in rats;
"Handsome is that handsome does, Jimmy
But evArY nl:?ht he fore his door
was passing along a street in the populous city
In sheep, not in hog;
and old Jack will do better by you than the
All bad pla~ed from out hls store
where he resides, when all at once he observed
In white, not in bla-ck;
colts would."
Half his supply or date• antl bread,
a little child toddling along, and almost beIn orange, not in apple;
Jimmy went back to the barn not at all satAnd milk and pome~rftnates red,
neath the feet of a wild-eyed, infuriated horse.
In tm·ritory, not in state;
isfied.
Ann wll.•chA<l to guartl thPm from the clutch
At the imminent risk of his own life, he
In volume, not in book;
"Father says we can hav old Jack."
or hungry hand's profaning touch.
In old, not in young;
"Old Jack!" exclaimed Tommy; "a pretty
snatched the child from the mad animal's path
My whole is composed of two words.
circus horse he would make!"
' Touch not.,'' hA FIR iii: "thesA things are stored
and rescued it from the jaws of death. The
Patch Grove, Wis.
DAISY HUMPHREY.
"He looks more like a hmse than your. dry
To walt the angel or thA Lord."
child was taken into a store near by, and its
---goods box that you hav been IJracticing on.;•
Antl a• hA sat R.ntl prll.yAtl thll.t night
rescuer went on his way with a sprained and
2.
""Well, I suppose if we can't bav what we
The angel came In glory bright,
aching wrist. which was useless to him for many
CRosswoRD.
wte'arne~· Twoem've. got to take what we can get," mutIn apples, peaches, and pears;
u
All ff'll low unon his fiiCA:
weeks afterward, and the original strength of
In excursions, entertainments, and fairs;
Accordingly the horse was led out.
• Allah, I thank thep for this grace."
which has never been fully regained, and never
In night, bright, and light;
"He'd make a good subject for a horse-docThAn. rlslng. to hls iloor !lA wAnt,
will be. The kind-hearted stranger never knew
In see, saw, and sight;
tor,'' commented Joe Fisher. "You ought to
'Ent~r. I pray 1hee, thy servant's tent."
In tin, metal, and stone;
put him on a package of horse liniment, and
even the name of the child that he saved from
'NRY." ARfrl b1A g-n~Fat. '' T tzo not in
In coal, wood, and bone;
!able him 'Before using."'
death, but the lame band is a perpetual reIn fight, battle, and stripe;
Meanwhile, the boys were busily engaged in
The tent or one defiled by sin I"
minder of the incident. He does not mind,
In live, love, and life;
clearing the barn floor, and putting up a rope
Poor ATJ FCtonfJ fn AorP P:tlrpri~e:
however, the inconvenience arising from a
In men, women, and wife;
to make the ring. At last it was finished. Tom
Is mY lire sinful In thine eyes?"
weak and injured hand, for that hand saved a
My whole was a great philosopher.
dropped from his perch on the beam on to the
H•v T not tziVPn all mv tlays
human life. This gentleman has performed
Newburgh, N. Y.
R. 0. BERT.
horse's back, and losing his hold, slid down on
T_o Allah's love and Allah •a praise?
---the floor.
many good and gracious deeds of benevofence
"He's got a slippery back anyhow,'' Tom re3.
s~~ hRrP, whPTA l1AA the wastefJ sum,
and kindness, which, if they were all changed
woRD-SQUARE.
marked, as he climbed on a manger in order
Or fOOd laid by lest thou should at come."
to stars, and woven into diadems, would crown
1. To stroll.
to mount again.
TherA." salrl !he antzPl, "Ilea thy sln
him wi.h glory and light all his way on the
2. Abundance.
Jaek stood perfectly still, surprised, no doubt,
Forbidding me to enter ln.
journey through this world.
3. To lower.
by these strange proceedings, but evidently
4. Dissolves.
haying a clear idea that his first business was
For how sball T tll.kA joy In food
On one occasion he visited a poor man who
5. To hug.
not to hurt the boys.
Thatrllr! no human being good?
had been sick a long time. Sickness and povSan Francisco, Cal.
J. A. H.
"Stand on his back,'' urged one.
The ~tr.'k and poor whom thou'st dAnied,
erty denied the feeble one many comforts and
---"Stand on your head the way the circus man
The hungry, who still hungry died,
necessities.
A well-meaning, kind-hearted
4.
did."
•
The•" hll.•l•t th011 fA<l with what l see,
gentleman was praying at the bedside when our
COMPOUND ACROSTIC.
The latter seemed the most difficult, and conI. Woven.
sequently the most attractiv to Tom's disposiThe gift would hav been made to me."
friend entered. When the prayer was fin2. A German city.
tion. He scrambled up, and after several unAll BAn AcbmAt bAnt hl• he ~ttl:
ished, and it was a good, loving, heartfelt
3. Indirect.
successful efforts, finally succeeded in balancAllah hath punished pride," he said.
prayer, and when, with many kind wishes, the
4. A souvenir.
ing himself on his hands. The boys were in a
-Selected.
gentleman had taken his departure, our friend
5. A village famous through William Tell. fever of excitement.
--------------------stepped to the bed, and said: "Yon hav had
6. A cross in the form of an X.
"Start the horse," urged two or three, and
The Human Rand.
7. To share.
before Tom could let himself down, Jack had·
8. A state.
taken a step forward in obedience to some one's
The baud is a servant of the brain. It is a good prayer, and instead of my offering
9. Iniquity.
order to "G lang."
composed of twenty-seven bones, arranged in another I will giv you this little tract. It will
get you medicin or something to make you com10. The Italian name for Pope Pius IX.
It was only one step, but that was enough to
three groups. The wrist, called in anatomy the fortable. When I come again I will bring
11. Oriental.
make Tom lose his balance, and fall heavily to
carpus, has eight bones; the middle, or palm more," and he banded the sick man a five-dolPrimals, a noted author.
the floor. Jack stood perfectly still, and alof the hond, is called the metacarpus, and conFinals, one,of his works.
lowed the boys to drag Tom, who was stunned
lar
bill
The
smile
and
glad
tears
that
iliumiNewburgh,
N.
Y.
R.
O.
BERT.
by
the fall, from between his feet.
sists of five bones, while the fingers, or phalannated the face of the sufferer were worth many
___
F~rtunately ':!'om was not seriously injured,
ges, hav. as you can readily perceive, tbre"
times the amount bestowed.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHlLDREN's coRNER, but It cured him of all desire to be a circus
hones each; the thumb, however, bas but two.
So sbonld our hands be trained to perform
APRIL 5, 1884.
·
rider. When he told his father about the acThis part of the human body is symmetrically goocl and noble deeds, and when at last we
1. As soon as we think about these urchJ"ns cident, he finished the story with:
"And if old Jack hadn't had more sense
nnrl beautifully marle, and is gracefully adapted
rest from our labors, those who survive us may being tl~e thm;nbs and fingers, all is plain. The than all of us boys put together, I'd hav been
to the work required of it.
say as they caress our then still pale hands, helmet Is a thimble, the ring for engagement killed. 'Handsome is that handsome does •
The brain directs, the hand performs, and it
"Th ese hands were employed in useful labors, and the "second hand family" follows the' Mr. L"me1ell says, and old .Jack must be 'a
b eau t y, f or he certainly acted handsomely by
has elabmnted many inventions. worked out in doing good, and only good, to all the world.'' first hand, right or left.
many problems. built houses, palaces, manu- For a good deed is never lost; it radiates far
~: ~::13ntler.
me."--Allan Borman in Harper's Young People.
factories, stately ships, noble acailemies, halls
and near, its influence is wide, its value priceSolvers.--Anna Mahara, Daisy Humphrey.
(If state. ann grann mausoleums for the deaf!
Agents for The Truth Seeker.
less.
It has reared ohelislm and sphinxes thnt still
JAMEs AsHMAN,Salt Lake City, Utah.
Correspondence.
remain impen~trnble and unreedable, firm and
J. F. BuRR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct.
Nine-Block Squares.
CHARLES CrTY, IA., April 3, 1884.
W. B. CoOKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., 'foronto,Can.
enrlnring. after the lapse of centuries unknown,
Mrss WrxoN, Dear Friend: We take THE TRUTH D. F. KEELER, Park City, Uta..b..
while their fonnners hav long ngo faded into
A
F
H
SEEKER,
and
I
think
it
is
the
best
paper
in
the
FERDINAND
PFEISTER, Nashville, Tenn.
dust. Elegant works of art, dainty garments,
universe. I read it through each week com- W.,F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
sculpt.ured forms of beauty, and canvas glowc E G
mencing with the Children's Corner.
'
Dr. J. H. RHoDEs, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa.
ing with loveliness, are brought into bPing by
I hav solved so~e of the puzzles and I A.. M: STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
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thought I would write to you and giv the anCity, Pa.
the human hand. The pronucts of earth, of
swers.
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
nnimnl nnn insect, arf\ deftly woven by the
If the numbers arising from the successiv
I hav read the last lecture of Col. Ingersoll's D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
hand into fabrics of cotton, wool, ann sillc
additions of a constant addend be written in a entitled "Orthodoxy," and think it is splendid. J. S. MaNSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.
~he hanrl of "Franklin brought the lightning
.
Your sincere friend, ANNA MAHARA.
A.. BEREFZ, 140 Montgomery st.. , S~tn Francisco, Cal.
from the clouds anrl mane it mini•ter to the nme-block square in the order of the letters A,
JosEPH MaRsH, Northampton, Mass.
neeessitie~ of mnn.
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in th0 nnst the bnnn of Gutenburg liften the must be 4, C 7, etc. You can put any whole mg. m a very_ ~angerous and therefore very DR. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal.
C. S. RowLEY, Jackson, Mich.
veil of irrnorance. auf! mnne knowlenge possi- number for A, but the next in the count must delightful pos1twn on one of the big beams.
are you going to do when you get to ~osKH L. ANDREW, Liberal, Mo.
ble to all by means of "the art preservativ of be in B, and the. next in C, etc. Rtrange as it be"What
a man_ ?" inquired, Tommy, as he· gazecl at
. EITH, Animas City, Col.
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"I suppose I'll help father run the place," CHRIS. BROWN, Burlington, Kan.
the human hand, how it has measured dis- cles. All things can be accounted for if we
A. ERWIN, Lebanon, Oregon.
tancP.s lifted tl1e eyes to behold the wonders only know how. The law of wblCh I hav pre- replied Jimmy soberly.
on!; admits of a more
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Liberal 1\leetings.
[Leaglies and Libf!l'al and Spiritualistic Societies in fht
United States and Canada meeting regularly can han notices of their m•etings published in this cozurM.fru if tht
o;(licers will send them to us.]

MICHIGAN.
· MusKEoi>N.-TheLibe~al League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
OHIO.
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 P.M, in the hall
on the corner of Ontario and Bolivar streets.
Exercises-lectures and discussion.
WISCONSIN.
MrLwAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
Hall. 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
'
MAINE.
PoRTL.U.'D.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Con~ress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street}, where free meetings, lectures
and diocussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
OREGON.
!!"PoRn.AND.-The American Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BosTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
of the Divine Homo ·• at same place every
· Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2:30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
.!x.TOONA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evenmg and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PHILADELPHLI..-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
League's.Hall, 177 Hal&ey street. Exercises
consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
taken. Communications for the League
should be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
C.A.NADA.
ToRoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Room11, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Open every eve~ing and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially invited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M., at 1310 Catharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wrlson
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
NEW YORK.
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and deb ltes and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEw YoRK CITY.-The Manhattan Liberal
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
for a lecture and discussion, at German
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. .Admission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
Membership fee $3.--The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at :!:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
Rervice 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Frobiaher College Hall 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. Th'e People's ~piritnal Meeting every
Sunday nt 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
BRooKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every S)lnday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 p M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evenieg at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th str~~t, c?rner of soutb
2d street at 7:-45. Spmtuai and Liberal
literature'on sale. All invited.- The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially invited. Doors open at 2:30 l'.M.

Grimes ~ Preachers
IN THE

THIRD EDITION.

RX~J:E
.XD·.Ll

l\IYTfiS

AND THEIR

ParalleJS in Other Religions.

Being a Comparison of the E>ld and New Testament
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
Origin and Meaning. With numerous Ill ustratlons.
The object ot the work Is to point out the myths
T H I R D E D I 'I' I 0 N.
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL show that they were held In common with other nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and
~lain t.heir meanirtg.
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
"1t has long btlen acknowledged by the most eminent biblical students that the Ht>brew scriptures
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
contain a large mythical element; but, so r~~or as we
know, the pre•ent Is thtl llrst comvlete and scholarly
COMPARED AND REVISED.
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original slgnlllcatlon."-Bo•ton CourAUTHOR OF

if!l',

"Never befot·e bas there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research ror tht>
orl!lln or these myths as does this one Jn•t [>Ubllshed

"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., ''UN"It Is unque•tlonably true that the re•ults or a
ratl"nallsLic study or the Christian scrlpturHs are
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,''
by J. W. Bouton, of New York."-Boston Ttnv8.

"HOLY OROSS,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the. National
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but tt is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

PRICE, 26 CENTS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlarged.

1 Vol, Royal 8vo.

$ 3 -0 0

Price,

Sent postpaid, on receipt ot price,
Address,
THE TRU'rH SEEKER,
as Clinton !:'lace, New York.

J\1.

Faraday. Price, 15 cents.

der Uhl.rk," .. Th" .P~t. ltl.I51;Sij l.h,rur~ Me Ll..ke a .Uream," '
and .. A 'lclbUtH to !1:bvn. C.lngursvll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth,·

Ingersoll, Judge J e1·ellliah :::1. Black,
and J:'rof. Ueurge .1:'. ~'isher. l'aper, 5U cents.

Interviews on •ralmuge. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $:.:l.OU.
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CHANGE OF DIET.
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No. -l

-T~>e

Process or Uental .4>ctlon:

Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
15 cents.
No 5.-'l'be Origin or tbe Cbrilitillll Relig·
ion.

How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Chris·
tlanlty, Confessions or Its Founders. Transcrlbtld
by SPirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75

cents; Paper, 50 cents.
Rome. Not Bethlehem, tbe Birthplace ot
Jesu ...

Extract from No.

5.

Price 10 cents.

Who Wrot .. tbe New TeOJtament'l
5.

Price 10 centS.

No. 1.-Experienf'eN of Samuel

or

Uuul"~u,

Price, 10 Cents.

'J:be

~•·nth

Seeker.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I

HAPPLIE8 Of' COLD."
A story-book tor the young folks. By Miss SusAN

H. WIXON. tlocoud edltloll. l'l'lce, $1.~6. 'l'llls Vury
excellent work fur youug tnu.t::iter~:; u.ull. ruli:IJ::)e~:;, llus
lJa~eU thl'ougll u VtJry h.u-gu ollltlou, u.uU u l:iucund
ht~.:::! bt1on 1Htmel1 at u red ucoll !Jl'iCtl of $1.26, free ot
lJUSLugo. 'r111s uew ellltiuu llu.1:1 tL iJhoLOgru.tJU of Lho

a.mhor which adds very much
volume.

to tlw

·

vu.1ue or the

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price, 20 cents.

L,.ter Pap.-rs ol'!ilamuel Bowles,

principles or

A SUJ>plement, To No.I

atanctvotnt of jJUre reu.eou u.nll cuwmon

written In August, 1883.

And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. S. 'rwlng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.

By Pro[. H. M. KoTTINUEU, A.M.

l'nce,

U.UO.

l'i.lJs volume alnls at tlle euucatloll or youth Jn the
~'rt>tlthought,

a.L tlltl same time tllat lt

inculcates moru.l Uutiel:l u.uU humau rights from u.

Address

Heu~:~e.

'!'HE 'l'lW'l'l:i

SEEKER.

And Recent Experiences O[ SAMUEL BOWLES, late ~'WO LIT~'LE RED .Ml1'~'ENS;
editor of the Sprlnglleld, MBBs., Republican, In the
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
llrst llve spheres. Also a thrilling account of the
late President Garfield's rece[Jtlon In the splrH BY JENNIE BUTLER Bl{OWNE
world. Written through the hand or CARRIE E. S.
For s&le at this office.
Price 10 cents.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages. Prino, 50 cents.
No. 2.-Contrasts in Spirit LU'e:

A.ch!ia W. Spr&l'liP's and Jt.rnry ()lark's
EXJ>erienc .... in the l'ir"'t 'l'eu l'ipheres
of Nl>lrit J.lt'e.

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y. Price
20 cents.

SKETCH OF THE

LIFE AND CHAitACTER OF
SALADIN.
(W. STEWAH'r HOSS.)
A very Interesting biography or a remarkable man
Price 10 cents.
Address,
THE TROTH SEEKER.

THE

PROBLEM OF THE UNn ERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WI'rii

SOME

CRITICH:lMS 1.1:? UNIVERSOIJOG Y
Bv SA ... ,h,l, P.

Price 20 C\ents.

1"~1 ~·:·'li< .~l!.

For sale at this office

VOL 1 AIR~ IN !i;XILE:
1

LITHOGRAPH

His Life and Works in .l!'rance
and Abroad.

OF

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History rofChrislianity.

1\.DDRERR 'T'HIS OFFICE

History of Christianity

GARRISON IN HEAVEN.

A VINDICATION

A Ra~lcal romance or pioneer lire. delineating the vir·
tueo or natural humanity as oppooed to tbe hypocrisy or &
BQpematur•l re\tgion; crowded with Incident and full ot
~I'Ogl'e.eatv Ideas and tile poetry or the future.
ADDRESS TBIS OFFICE
:PlUOE $1.00,

,ll'lt't;l. OuUl"Ht).-\»

THE YOUTH'S LiBERAL GUIDE.

LIFE-SIZE

Author of "Prometheus," "GottUeb,.. and "Ingersoll
and J esua. ''

DHH~

Cuu.uge or Dlt>L, 1:\ucow.l

llowle>~,

THR\PP, or C. H. CUSTENBORDER,
110 KansBB avenue, Topeka, Kan.

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

~.,u~t

Late editor of the Sprlnglleld, Mass., Republican, In
Spirit Life; or, Lire As He Now Sees It from a Splr·
ltual Standpoint. Written through the mediumshlp
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Weatlleld, N.Y. 25 cents.

tormat.Jon, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to

GOLDEN THRONE

.Hii~h,

Ouuvpiug·Kt.ut:u.-5

Oourthj,-6 Jia~l.l, t:~ecvw..l OvurtH:h-'l .litWh. •r1.11n1 CoUl't:)lj.-8 Uuu.uge

~

S3 Chnwn PL ...... t1"" wnl'lr.

NL..,E l'AllTS AND OOUBBES.

Author oC
THE VO!OES AND OTHER POEMS,

Price, 10 cents.

f Improved or unimprovetl lands
in the state. For inK 1:1."N Q.fi1\ t.: •anywhere

A DREAM.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

H A S H;

WiTH

NoA.f.t.;-rT~:a~f~~!pment or tbe Spirit
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.

MAN!

PRTCB 7FJN CEN78.

d~ p

By WA.IUU.N SUlllN.t:R BA.RLOW,

A LIBERAL JOURNAL published to promote EDUCATION, CONSTRUCTION, CO·OPEBATION, and OR·
GANIZATION. Exponent of the objects, platform,
and principles of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors.
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
months-for twenty cents. Specimen copies tree;
and Liberal names wanted to send sample copies.
T. C. LELAND, Secretary,
5tf
744 Broadway, New York.

Sent by MallJ'or F1Ry cents.

S

J.,

LU.US
e 0 to "'e aVe i
aper, :.:15 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Addrt>S2

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution or
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses;
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, EnlarP:e<l and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.

33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.

D. M. BENNETT.

$1.~5.

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.

"

No. 2.-'0rlgi" ot' J Ue:

BOWLES PAMPHLETS.

&

luciUdlllM: 'l..lll~rty .tvr Mt~.u, Wvmau, und t..:ll.Ud;'
'• ·rhts lJ~cl~r"tlun ot ludev~udtJuce, ' ''Abuut fl'urmt.ng
ln lUtoUla;'• •• The lir6dot ll.a.U'-!U~t,'' ·• The .tt.ev. Ale.x..t.n-

No. 1.-Tbe Relation or tbe Sl>lrltnal to
thf' Ma•erial • ntverse; the Lnw of t:o ••• 1 A Word trom the Cook. -2 Choice Bits tot• the
l.rol. New Edition, Enlarged und Revlsod By Spirit
Bu.eb.-3 HeasuneU wall .tia.Llu..t w Lll~ LH-8le,-

NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF

WATSON
1yl3

andHuroslus."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

FARA DAY PAM PH L ETS

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

Cl

tiCS

REVISED AND ,b;NLARGED BY THE .AUTHOR.

Price, 10 CTl::l. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

five. ttna.ures, cowvrlblng, •• Tue tiodsf' •• J:ium.
boldt," •• Thom:t.a l'd.lne." '' lnalylduallty,•• and u litsre-

0/.Qth. .About 000 pages.

Extract from No.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Crvrlization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty;' the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be cuculated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

-

The Gods.
ln

UBITfD STATfS AND CANADA

By M. E. HILLINGS,

Ingersoll's 'Works.

AND

of some passages in the" Histor/ of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire'! by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibhon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical noles hy Guizot, I\.·1i1Man, \Venck,
an "English Churchman/' and other scholars.
I vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. 'With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This hook shows when, where, and how Christianity
origir1ated, who were its f()unders, and what were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, aud condition of the
primitive Christians.
"I know of no book that contains more real and valuable informalina upon the origin of Christianity."-

R. G.

I:<GF:RSOLL.

'' Ont: of the most learned and interesting hooks evet
written and published.'' -:-Bast~m lu'i.;rs '/'gator.
FOri :3A!-E: AT TRUTH SE:EKE:R OffiCE.

(England, Holland. Belgium, Pruasla, SWitzerland),
unpuhllB!Jed leg:;r&t':!te~~~':"lr2 and Mme.

and
t

BV BENJAMIN GASTJNEAfJ.
Price, Seventy-five cents.
Address
THE 'rRUTH SEEKEI\ Office,

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a grflat
·
variety ~f subject;s,
BY J). M. BENNETT,
Paper, 50 cente: cloth. 75 centa
RB Clinton PJII.('.e,

Ne"' York.

THE SUNDAY LAWS,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
For AAIA nt. tht• otlle<>.

THE TRU'I'H SEEKER ANNUAL.Price, 25 cents.
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1/Jottru•.
The Cry of Labor.
We are the hewers and delvers who toll for another's
gain,
'.rhe common clods and the rabble, stunted ot brow
and brain.
What do we want, the gleaner~, of the harvest we
hav reaped?
What do we want, the neuters, o! the honey we hav
heaped?
We want t.he drones to be driven away !rom our
golden hoard;
We want to share In the harvest; we want to sit at
the board;
We want what sword or sul!rage has never yet won
tor man,

·.rhe trults or his toll, that were promised, when the
curse ot toll began.
What matter 1! king or consul, or president holds
the rein,
and poverty ever be links In the bondman's
chain?
What careth the burden-bearer that liberty packed
his load,
I! hunger preaseth behind him with a sharp and
ready goad?

If crime

Ye hav shorn and bound the Samson, and robbed
him or learning's light;
But his sluggish brain is moving; his sinews hav
all their might.
Look well to your gates ot Gaza. your privilege,
pride, and caste!
The giant Is blind and thinking, and his locks are
growing fast.
-Jeffrey Roclte.
--------~~--------

Stray Scraps.
"Henry Ward Beecher said in Denver not
long ago that Adam never fell, that he began
at the bottom, !md if he fell at all he fell up"
('fnu:m SEEKER, March 8th.)
Beecher stole that from Freethinkers. That
saying was current among us Liberals twentyfive years ago. Henry Ward will hav to try
a~ain to get ahead of us unbelievers.
I admire John Peck's writings, but does he
mean to be understood (see TRUTH SEri!KER of
Murch 2\Jth) by "There are many passages in
Henesis which I could not recommend to the
perusal of any ladies except Sunday-school
tMchers," that he could recommend their perusal to gentlemen? If so, I disagree: That
which is unfit for a lady to read· is unfit for a
gentleman. Pure women should be dttplicated
by pure men. Why should not the " Christian consent to hav his daughters associate
with the lowest and most abandoned wretches,"
etc., as well as his sons? Why make a reservation of his sons? Let us not hav one rule
for "ladies " and "daughters," and another
for gentlemen and sons.
"Experiences of an Old Man," signed " J.
R.," in March 29th, are very interesting." Conversation above tittle-tattle or money making,''
us he complains, is very scarce, as my experience also proves, and anyone above that, in
many localities, must put their thoughts upon
paper or make a tomb of them in their own
breasts. His " two daughters are religious
bigots," and two of his three sons not much
better. I know of several aged Liberals in the
same predicament•. How can the childr~?n of
Liberals be preserved in the truth of their parents? Certainly not by sending them to Sun(lay-school in early youth to learn that which
their parents had to unlearn in order to beeoJUe good, common-sense Liberals.
ELLA E. GIBSON.
li.m·e, Mass., April 7, 284.

To Go or Not to Go.
Thus far I hav obtained the following contributions towards going to see and investigate.
~pirit vhenomena:
(promised)
$25.00
Francis D. Lacy,
10.00
.r. W. Truesdell,
"
(paid)
2.00
D1·. E B. Foote, Sr.,
2.00
A friend,
"
It will not be safe for me to start till I am
assured of sixty or seventy dollars, so I hope
friends who are anxious for me to go will not
dehty in sending the needed funds. It will
ttike money for board, for seances, and for incidentals. I make no private personal appeals,
for I want no one to help who does not de»ire me to go.
Mr. Blenker says I need not think myself
t1 D. M. Bennett, to be sent around the 'world.
I will say I trust no one would fancy me conceited enough to think that, but if we cannot
all be Bennetts we can be humble and earnest workers and try to emulate our noble
hero in his efforts to spread the truth and
ma.ke the world happier and better because
we hav lived.
ELMINA.
PRoBABLY the longest funeral procession the
world ever saw was that of Lieutenant De
Long, the arctic explorer, which traversed over
11,000 miles by reindeer and horse sleds and
by railroad a.nd ocea.n tra.nsit, as this liat in·

dicate~: Matveh, by reindeer sled, to Yakutsk, 1 TJ;Le fact is, Lambert does know that Catholi-1 . Cathol~cism'was ~orrowed an_d born of paganBOO miles; Yakutsk, by horse sled, to Irkutsk, cism, with all its nunneries, mummeries, flum- 1sm. It I~ heathenish, tyranmcal, bloody, and
2,342; Irkutsk, by horse sled, to Krosnoyarsk, meries, bulls, boasting, bombast, bugbears, murderous; our ~nemies themselvs (priests and
670; Krosnoyarsk, by horse sled, to Tomsk, j devils, h'ell, damnation, pardons, indulgences, ~:ca~ed ~~n~) being judges. . Y_et C~t~?lic
367; Tomsk, by horse sled, to Omsk, 582; domineering popes menacing liberty, and se·j whiffet~ still J?romulgate the~r mfalhbihty,
Omsk, by ~orse sled, to Orenburg, 1,000; Oren- cretly maneuvering to usurp all temporal and contmuetherr_u~o~y practiCes .. Lamb~rt
burg, by railroad, to Moscow (about), 900; Mos- power, must be closely watched or little Cath. knows that Cathohm!lm IS fabulous tn doctnns
cow, by rai~road, to Hamburg, 1,300; Ham- olic whiffets will surely gain th~ ascendencyin an<l wicked in practice; that it is unphiloburg to New York (about), 3,000; total, 11,051. this free model confiding secular govern- sophical, unnatural, unjust,' unmerciful, and
ment.
'
'
'
infinitly horrible, impossible, and false.
Americans
are
uncpnsciously
fostering
a
sys-1.
If ~od's littl~ whiffet will prove Cath?licism
Ingersoll versus Lambert.
tern of mental slavery, retrogression, degrada- mfalhble, he will make the loudest barking and
Ingersoll. If matter is eternal and infinit, can
th
t · 1 th G d AI ·
a God exist?
tion, superstition, falsehood, persecution, dis- prove e greates mirac e
at o
mighty integration, and certain ruin; and eternal vig- e_ver performed with a little whiffet priest since
Lambert. There cannot be two infinits-two
ilance is the only means of protecting and con- . tune began.
eternals.
tinuing the American Constitution and governThis little whiffet's sophistry, imp~dence,
I. Can a God exist independent of a cr&ator? ment from a sect whose church authority is msolence, brass, supreme braggadomo, and
L. So the church teaches-and the church is above all earthly governments.
'I wonderful egotism surely "beat the Jews."
infallible.
Liberty, independence, progress, prosperity, The little w~i~et has not, cannot, p?ssibly
I. How do you positivly prove God's imma- ha~piness, and peace depend upon firm, prove C~th?liCism .P~re, perfect, and mfalli1
teriality?
united opposition to the persevering encroach- ble. This httle wjriffet must bark louder next
L. The church teaches it and it must be
mentsJand constant innovations of priestcraft time.
true.
in all its.dreadful, horrid, gloomy forms.
We do not fancy or practice vitupera·tion
I. Pid God create himself and the Universe
Priests will hav idleness, luxuries, wine, and fu7ther than to "answer a fool according to
and all intelligences from nothing?
women secluded in cloisters under religious his folly~" All Catholics liv in glass houses,.
L. It is not a doctrin of Catholics that God vows. Compared with those brothels, Infidel- and they should try to avoid throwing stones.
created himself.
ity is absolute purity. Catholicity has its seUntil God's little whiffet growls and barks
I. How do Catholics account for the exist- cret nunneries and private debtmcheries, but loud enough to prove that God created himence of·a God?
its "little whiffets" are forbidden to join secret self and the universe and all intelligences from
nothing, we leave God's little barking, growlL. Because nothing can exist without a God.
I. How do Catholics know that the Universe associations under pain of excommunication ing, biting cur "alone in his glory."
and eternal damnation.
E. N. KINGSLEY,
cannot exist without a God?
L. Because the scriptures say that God created all things.
I. Is that all the proof Catholics hav to depend on?
L. The Bible the church and tradition are
infallible.
ONLY $1.50.-The Best Pen for the Least Money.-$1.50 ONLY.
I. Does God himself know he is fallible, and
"repents" for making man ?
The ·superiority ot the KERNER BTYLOGRAPHIO PEN over the old steel or gold pen consists In th6
that it will write continuously lor several days, the Ink being In the stock, which ·can be ret! lied when
L. You are a bold blasphemer and you will 1act
empty. It can be carried In the pocket as handily as a lead-pencU. It will last a Jl!e-tlme The KERsurely go to hell.
NER PEN is the best and cheapest. Money will be refunded to any one purchasing this pen and not.
finding it all that It Is represented to be.
I. Must I be damned for using reason and
Address:
GEORGE MACDONALD,
common sense?
74 Third ave., New York.
L. You will be damned for not believing and
obeying the church.
I. Did God create a man from dust, and a
ANoTnEa NEw sooK:
woman from a bone?
E. R. McComas. Secretary and General Agent ot
L. The Bible teaches thus, and it must be the Medical Lake Manufacturing Co., will be located
durln~t April and May in Iowa City, Iowa. The
JUST PUBLISHED.
true.
wonderful cures
of Rheumatism,
I. Did God know that the devil fell out of Dyspepsia,
Scrofulous
Complaints,Catarrh,
Female Piles,
Complaln•s, and all kinds o! sores and diseases ot the
heaven?
skin that are daily being reported !rom the use ot
L. For God's sake, Ingersoll, don't blaspheme MEDICAL LAKE SALTS, on the Pacific coast, warrant
tile Company in establishing ag<'ncies throughout
your creator.
BY
all the states and territ.orles. Mr. McComas will
I. Did God always know that the devil will forwardoneboxo!M~ICALLAKESALTstoanyad- R. OBERT G INGERSOLL
dress on receipt o1 Fltty cents-enough to cure any
•
,
. ··
upset all his divine plans?
ordinary case above named, Pxcept, perhaps, RheuThis new book is a gem. It is a model in,
L. There you are-blaspheming again; do matism, and will warrant cures on reasonable
terms. MEDICAL LAKE SALTS contains no ingre. every respect. In fact, one of the richest,.
stop it.
dlent not obtained by evaporating the waters of brightest, best ever issued.
-- --· -I. Did God die to reconcile himself to him- Medical Lake, Spokane Co., W. T. Agents wanted,
It contains, besides the celebrated "Deco-·
E. B. McCOMAS,
Address
self and to sinful man?
ration Day Oration," never befere published,.
2ml5
Iowa City, Iowa,
L. Yes, indeed. That is just what God did
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore•
printed in various shapes, but never brought
do.
together till now, many other gems selected!.
I. Does universal salvation prove universal
A Poem in Three Parts. from the speeches, arguments, lectures, let-·
ruin to all "unbelievers?"
ters, 'table-talks, and day-to-day conversations:
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
L. Yes, sir. This is the doctrin of my infalof the author.
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
The work is designed for, and will be aclible church.
Skeptics,· Reformers, Practical Atheists,
cepted by, admiring friends as a rare perI. Is Christ absolutely very and eternal God?
and Impracticable Christians.
sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
L. He is, sir, and you must believe this or
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
. Containing a picture ot the
be eternally damned!
has been prepared especially for it.
I. Did God die to save all mankind from goJEWISH JEHOVAH.
In the more elegant styles of binding, thiS'
'AB Described by the Bible,
volume is eminently suited for presentation:
ing to hades?
"There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and purposes, for any season or occasion.
L. He did, but most all mankind will go to fire out ot his mouth devoured: coals were kindled
In workmanship the volume is a master'with It" (Psalms xvlil, 8).
hell notwithstanding.
piece. The type is large and beautiful; th6'
40 pp. Handsomely executed.
Price, 25 cents.
I. Did Christ's natural body of flesh, blood.
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
and bones arise from the tomb?
faultless; and the binding, as perfect •as the•
D.
M.
BENNETT'S
LAST
WORK.
best materials and skill can produce. The
L. Yes, sir. Otherwise there will be no resbook is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
urrection of the dead to life again.
No item of expense has been spared to make
A TRUTH SEEKER
I. Is the virgin Mary truly the mother of
the work wortby of author and public.
God?
PRICES:
L. If you don't know that she is the mother
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
Halt-calf,
mof.lled
edges,
eiPgant libr~ry style, 4 50
of God, you must be a natural fool!
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine,
7 50
Full tree calf, hlgbest possible style and finish, 9 00
I. Do priests forgiv all sins?
L. They do forgiv all who are true penitents.
Sent to any address. postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRU'fH SEEKER.
I. Is the church of Rome absolutely infalFOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
lible?.
With a steel !'late 6D.IIf"'finll o1 the author tn Vol. I.
1
L. The church is as infallib e as God himself and each volume illutrated with 1orty-seven outs •
is.
BY D. 1!1. BIGNl'IETT,
I. How can God be infallible if he "repents," Late editor of Ta• TlltrrH Sun•, author o1" A Trutn
aeea:er In Europe," "Goda ~nd Religions o1 Ancient
Lectures by Georr:e <::haiucy.
and his divine plans fail?
and Modem Times," "TheWorld'a8ages,Tlllnk·
IN EXPLANATION' OF THE BIBLE, FROM G£NE8
L. Mister Ingersoll, will you never stop
TO REVjj;LATlONB.
en, e.nd Reformen," "Cha.mp1ons of
the Church," etc., etc.
CONTENTS:
blaspheming?
ExtraordlnarySalnta.
I. Does God know that the Catholic church, Handsomely bound in red cloth, $6.!i0; The New Version.
Nothing
Prlestccaft.
in leather, red ed.res, $9.!i0; in
popes, and heretics, are as absolutely fallib\e
Utupl""·
The He~rt of Yahwell.
morocco, gilt e•l.res, $IO.!i0.
The Descent of M•n.
Tile Fully of Solomon.
Readers of TBB TRUTH l:lnKBR know the circumstances The
as the angels who were turned out of heaven
·wandering Jew.
l:lelf-Resoect.
which this work was written. The last words F~lr Play.
Priest ~nd Prophet.
for rebelling, and then God changed them into under
The llope oc the World ..
penned by the great author were tor the fourth volume A Biblical Rnmance.
Without Sr.raw.
Icono.,t..sm.
devils who tempt and damn mankind?
which was nearly completed at >Ia death, and which will Bricks
Celestl~l baruarlsm.
The M~n ,Jesus.
The New Religion.
L. Yes, God knew all about it-but none un- now contain an account of his worJd.tamented death and Divine Brlgandllge,
b!lrlal. MJ. Bennett was a very pat•ent and faithful
Printed on a fine quallty of paper, handsomely bound!
derstand this mystery but holy priests!
chronicler of the hablta and customs of t~e dltrerent peo. In cloth and unlrorm In' size wltll first bound vo um<>
I. Some little whiffets know that God must plea of the many places he visited, The every.day Pr.ce $1.00. For sale at this olllce.
hav had a creator; that the sun or earth do Ute of all nations Is lain before the reader by one who has
vlalted them ana belleld them with his own eyes. Par·
not obey man's biddmg, that man must be a tlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Freethonght In
the
various countries he visited, and the morality o1 SO•
child before he can be a man; that a dead
Comprising dllcoursea o! advanced tho118ht l>J'
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of
child, dead man, and a dead God, never come Christian
countries, much to the detriment of the latter 11. B. FBOT.HINGIIAM and FELIX .&.DLEB' ,
to natural life again; that rivers never change The work Is a
, wo o1 America'• cleareet thinken.
to blood; that cattle do not die but once; that Freethinker's History of the World.
"water" never stood erect, upright, like a This work and " A TRUTH BEEKER lN EUROPE"
"A NT I C H R I ST."
stone wall; that a man cannot liv an hour in a ahould be in every Liberal's library Besides Its lntamslc
l'l'Ovtnll concluslviY that
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t :l!'reethlnkera
fish's belly; that fire always burns man-and the world has known-of one who ranks ,.tth Voltaire
THE STORY OF JEBUB CHB18T•
no miracle can prevent it; that snakes and and Paine in the 1orce o.nd clearness of biB writings.
His b1rth, lite, trial, e:recutlon, eto.-11 a myth,
AddreBS 'lHJJ 7B.U7H SEEKll/1.,
asses never talk foolishness, as little whiffet
T BU rH BEEKEB Omce;
33 Cllntou Place.
f'rllle, a.uo.
as Cl1llt01ll'laae, .lllew YotJr
Lambert does. _
NIIW Yorll: oitJ,
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''God's Medicine."

New! Eloquent I Elegant! Splendid!:

PRos·E P-UE.M' s
And Selections_,

TRUTH:

Aroun~

tho Worl~.

TI--IE NEW VERSION.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.

THE TRUTH ·sEEKER. APRIL 19, 1884.
OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

THE EUREKA

JEWELRY STORE,
ROCHELLE, ILL.,

i· ..··

Marriage and Divoroe.
:By R. D West brook, D D. Ll ,B.

MAGNETIC CLOTHING

Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging In value trom $10
to$400 lnsrockcontlnuslly, Silver Watches, Chains,
N et:klaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pins, Earrings,
etc.. aJso Silver Ware, Gold Pins, Ovtlcal and Fancy
Goods In proportionate large quantities. A fine 3ounce case, Silver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
·Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels,
Quick Train, dust-proof :Movement,' $16.50 (retails
everywhere for $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case, Stem
Winder, Full (15) Jeweled Watch. pstem Regulator,
$25. A Ladles Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder,
$25. The same, heavier and 14 karst, $35. All 25
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1-4
second Horse-Timer, and ".Fly~Back," in HAaviest
18 Karst Case, $175. A Double Chronograph for timing two hol'fleB, or double record, s fifth •econd, b9Bt
OURES OOLD OR MOIST FEET.
in the world, $200. AlSo "Repeaters," striking
bours,.qusrters, and minutes, $100 less than BroadSen~ to !IottY addre68 upon reoelpt ot $1.00.
EVERY PAIR
way prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented With
GUaRANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information b:y
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Bll.Skets or Diamond
letter or In person tree or charge. Send
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Varle·
tor Illustrated Pamphlet.
gated Colored Gold, EmboBBed Birds and Flowers,
Enamel, Artistic Engraving, Locket-Backs, etc., etc,
AddreBB all communications to
No flner goods at Tll!any's, N. Y.
SeBd me s check for amount you desire to pay tor
a Watch or other goods, describe sa near as possible,
and r will send prePaid to any part of the United
States, and refund ca•h on demand tr not entirely satlstsctory. I please all, and hundreds or my customers
cheerfully testify to tne fact. RetPr to Rochelle
NstlonBl Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett.
The latter says In his " Catalog of the Life Mem bf'rB
of the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
Otto Wettetein, the· stanch Liberal of Rochelle. I LADIES' MAGNETIO ·dauKET. Pnce, $18.
found him up to his ears in business, selling and
sending orr goods. His large Jewelry store Is truly
marvelous for s town the size of Rochelle. I would
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced that our claims are correct in everv particular
'advise all of our Liberal friends who are In want of and that your allmeuts can be eradicated without the aid of :MED!OIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE
anything In the jewelry line to send to him, and they
THE
AO:ME OF PERFECTION :
will makes grestsavlng by so doing." Correspond·
ence solicited.

CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.
THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

DR. L. TENNEY,

Author o! "The Bible-Whence and WhaU"
OONTENTS:
The True Ideal of :Marriage.
Free Love.
The History of Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testantent on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion.
Rational Dell uctlons from Established Principles
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered,
Prevention Better tnan Cu" e.
Price, 50 cents. Nootly bOund In cloth. For ssl
at this ofl.lce.

ANOTHER GREAT WORK I

JESUS CHRiS r A FlCTION
Founded upon the Life ot
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated
Christianity.
Transcribed by SPIRIT l>'ARADAY, late Electrician
and Chemist of the Hoyal Illl!tltutlon,
London, England.
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
CHRONIC DISEASES
those or the blood and Nerves, the Dis
Cincinnati, Ohio Embracing
eases or Men, the DiJ;eases o! Women, and the varl

TESTIMONIALS:

OTTO WETTSTEIN.
i.'
'\-·--

WORK:> BY C E. PAGE, M.D.

THE

NATURALCURE
OF
Consumptlmt, Coitstivntion, Hrh:ht.'s IHseh.,..t~, Neu·
rot:.: In, Hheauun.ti:;m, •• Cold.~;" CFe,·erN), Etc ..

How SickuHtoB Originates and How to Prevent it. A
Health Manual for the People. 12mo, 2i8 pp., extru
cloth, $ I
The most original Health Manual published in mnuy
yeuro, a:nd should be in the hand, of all who would
eitlwr retain or regain their bPahh. Many of tlte •upposed \chi(.>'€ cau8es of sicknt>s~ are Bhown to be or com.
paratively little lntlnence, while the real causes arc
pointed otV ami shown to be constantly operative in
the daily practices that are wdl-uigh univer,;al.

.oo.

,

to Feed the Baby,
TO MAKE HER HEALTHY AND HAPPY. With Health
Hiuts. By C. E. PAGE, M.D. Fout·t.h Edition, ReviRed and Enlarged. 12mo, paper, 50 ceu ts ; extra
cloth, 75 cents.
Dr. Page has devoted much alte.ntion to the subject.
both Itt tbl• country and 111 Europe, noting the con·
dillon of children and then makin~carelill inquiries""
to tbe reeding, etc., and this work rs a special record ol
experience with his own child.

~C>R..SES:
TBttlll FEED AND THEIR FEET. A Manual of Hot·ee
H.'l-·gl~ue, invaluable for the vntpran or the novice,
poi~tting out the cuu~e.., of h Malaria," ·~ Glnr,der~."
u P1uk Eye,'' ·• Distemper!' f'ctC .. and How to Pn~
veut and L'onnteraet them. by C E. f'.AGE, M.D., Wtlh
a Tl·t·atbe und Notes on Shoeing l>y Sir Gco1·,ge Cox
and Cui. ~1. C. Weld. 150 pages; 12mo, pupcr, 50
ceuts; extra cloth, 75 cents.
We have here in a condt"n~ed form much that i~ vuJu.
Rb1e on !he care of horses, that has nut belore been
plihli;hed
W11l he sem by mail, post-paid, to any adrlress on
receipt ~f urice.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Real Blasphemers.
IN SIX LECTURES.

Price, Fifty Cents.
'rHE TRUTH SEEKER.
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B;y Col. Jobu K. Kelso, A..JII,
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The slo'(;ryJar

aud~ctty

CINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLS:BURG, WIS., Dec. 11,1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir : As I feel greatly in·
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you tor the benefit I hav received from your :MAGNETIO VESTS tor about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your :Magnetic sp· was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pllances, I can say without hesitation to those af. Side, which had been a source of misery to me tor
flicted sa I hsv been that the el!ect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
v,elous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraJy. before without benefit, but as soon sa I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relle! Instantly. With un·
after wearing ssult o! your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use it quite sa well as ev<'r. I hsv
Yours respectfully,
Blso been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com·
H. A.. BROWN.
plaint for s number of years, from which I hsv sufLadles, read the following testimony from s lady
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
time, never !ound but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment tor eight years
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly sa I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there·
DB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those surrerlng sa I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
:Magnetic appliances sa the only means o! e!Iectlng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIBST HOUl\ I HAD THEM
s sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not Joking, and if I Improve as rapidly sa
W:M. H. OLEM:MER,
I hav since T·~esday, will soon be wen. Will report
No. 80 Ea.atern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember ~hat the same appliances which will
This
lady
reports
herself
entirely
cured
In less
el!ect a cure Ita a case o! Paralysis will at the same
time eradicate CA 'I'ARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
although
In
bed,
unable
to
get
out,
when
applied,
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician,
change mediClns every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In
vatlent almost to death, he may possibly strike two days alter the application. The lady's name
something (If he !s very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this ofllce, by anyone desiring to communicate with her.
tor tho time being.
Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady who had been sul!erlng tor two years with an Ovar·
tau Tutnoo, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances
were sa 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a d()Be ol
medicln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog
!or you; It will pay you.
SHULLBBL'RG, WIS., November19, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de·
sire tor food, and, In tact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovo.l'i o.n 'I umo•,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had about made up my mJnd to take the only course that seemed l~rt to me, and submit to an
operation, when my attention was ealleil to the "'u•·.,ka 1ll•~~~:n- tic Apttl' o.nc .. s. As a drowning man
will catch at a straw, so did I catch ar this fslnt hope of a cure. Four months ago I pur~h>tRAd a suit.,of
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, wnlch had extended entirelY across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became !eBB from day to day, until now I am
sa well sa I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appll·
ances I hav not taken s single dose of medlcln. :My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
<;heertully recommend them to anyone sul!erlng sa I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim tor them. I rematn,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. :MABY J. STEWART.
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

PRICE LIST.

BY .JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the writer• ot and believers 1n the Bible,
and not the deniers ot Ita trnth, are the ones who relllly do
injustice to the character ot God, 11 a God exlsta.
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Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
One Week.
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
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with which he attack.
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Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
6.00
Gentlemen's Belts,
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, •
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5 00
4.00
Leg Belts, each,
3.00
Knee Caps, each,
1.50
Wristlets, each,
4.00
Sleeping Caps,
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Sur,erftne Insoles, •
•
•
1.00
Chlldren's garments upon application.

ous causes, pnyslt:al and soctal, leaoiug to the mar"
plainly tr~ated by that !Jlu.luest of books, PLAlll.
HOME TALK, EMBRACING MEDIOAL UOMM<II!
SENi:lE-nearJy l,OUU vages, 2UO Illustrations, uy Dl,
E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lextugtou ave., New Yorll.· ~
whuru all letters from the olck should be a<lare•s•~
In lt:l Issue for JBD. lU, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TIHo'lb.
SEEKEl\ thus S!JetikS of Dr. FOOTE au<! his meui,:L,
vui.JliC!Iotlollll: "We kuow lillll (Dr, Foote) perons•• t
ana Intimately, and we say with all the assuriUl<..o
that knowled~~:e lmvarts that he 11; a man or thb
highest lncentlvs tilld motlvs, whose Ute has been
spent In lustruotlug u.nd lmvrovlug lila fellow-beings
by giving such ln!ormatlon IU! Is well calculated t.o
enable them to be mure healthy, more havpy, and
to be bettet· and more use!ul meu auu women. BIB
medical works po•sess the lilgnest value, and hav
beon lut.roduced sud thoroug!JIY rello<l In hundreds
O( thOUSands Of lalllllles, WliO to-day Bland t·ello<ly tO
bear willing testimony to the great benefit they hav
derived frolll the JihYelologlcal, hyglenlo, anu moral
lessons which lie ha.; so ably Imparted."
Purchaser• or PLAIN HO:Mll: 'l'ALK are a' liberty
to CONi:lUL'l' ITS AUTHOU, In peroon or by mat!
FREE. Price or the uew Popular Ellltlon, by mall
IJO"tage J>repsld, only $1.60. Cuuwnts table free
AGEN'rld WANTED.
MURRY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
12U East 28th st.reet, New York.

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
l3Y MAIL POST-PAID

KNOW THYSELF

AGr~at Medical Wor~ on Manhooo!
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debtllty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors ot Youth, an<l the
untold miseries resulting from ln<llsct·etlons or ex·
ceases. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 J>re•crlptlous tor all 11Cute
and chronic diseases, each one or wblch Is Ill valuable. So round by the 11uthor, whose experleuce tor
23 years is such aa l>robably never betore !ell to the
lot of any physician. suo )'ages, bouuu lu beautiful
French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guarsn
teed to be a fluor work In every sense-lllecnanlcsl,
literary, and vrotesslnnal-th~<n any other wurk sold
In this oountry tor $2.50, or the money will be re·
fun<led In every lnsumce. Price only $1.00, by mall
ltOstpal<l. lllustratou sample, 6 cts. Seuu now.
Gold medal awarded theaut.hor by the National Med·
leal Association, to the oilloors o! which lie refers
'rhls book should be read by the young for Instruction, sud by the aflllctea tor relief. lt will bt netiC
aii.-Londcn Lancet.
'rhere Is no member or society to whom this book
will not be useful, whether youth, J>arent, guardian,
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No 4 Bulflucli st., Boswn, Mu.t!s., who may
be consulted on all dlsell.l!es requiring skill an<l experience. Chronic and obst.tuste <llsew;es hav baffled the skill or all other physolsns ...
a
specialty. Such treated succoosruuy Jl
fi~~~ut an Instance of !allure.
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Is a regularly educated auo Jegully qualltlod ,,hystclun, and
Address
THE TRUTH SEl!KKR,
tlle mubL succeas!ul,
Price, eUO.
SS Clinton Pll!oCe. New York.
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se the rebUlt ot selfFounder or Nlhlllsm and Apostle of Anarchy.
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Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUCJKER, And challenge comparison with any of the so-cslled magnetic garments now o!Iered under that head. A.t
the same time the spplloatton or isbor-ssving lll8Ch!llery In our msnutscture ensblee ue to o!Ier them
dreams, Joss of sexual
(Editor or L>'berty.)
about
power,I"enderillg mar.
62 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. AddreBB,
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc .• are cured perTHE TRUTH SEEKER,
manently by an outside apvllcatlon In sixty days.
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being buts tritle higher NO STOMACH MEDWIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
S.~ Oltnton PIR.<'.A. NAw York.
than ordinary clothing.
Fellows'
valuable discoveries, whlcb Is entirely unR m• mb~r that we are of!erlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances 1n the market, and U
known to the merll<·al profession. Send three 2-cent
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wiD stamps
tor his "Private Counselor," giving full In·
refUnd your money.
formation. Addrei<S Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N .
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.

Hutcilison.

God and the State.
MIOHAEL BAKOUNINE

Any or the above garments sent to any addreBB upon receipt ot price, and we wtll return the money
If they are not as represented In every respect. H you are uncertain sa to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. Whtle our
appllanoos are ol!ered at !eBB than one-third of what others are selling worth IeBB appl!ances tor, yet we will
guarantee that the msgnetlcqusllty Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever ol!erod the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through s psrtlcuiar proceBB, and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority or such worthleBB appliances having
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a
moment. All o! our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlaat any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In tlae garments upon r<Mnti/k
prillciplu, and not haphazard sa In all the others. We otrer you theretore

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever ConstrUcted.
ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

._,

Ladies' A.bdominaJ Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.

Frrnn the Ironclad Age.

"Dr.1J'ellows Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
AGm1T8 WANTED IN EVERY TOW~! IN TBlll UNITED BTATEIS. LIBEIRAL OOMMISSIONB ALLOWED
c:Oeat or humbug. The Freethinkers ot the land
4ddna lOr &unller ~
DB. L. TENNEY,
8llould gt v the lloctor tbelr patrOnallle."
178
Balle itHMo aor. lllih scree" Q1Dclmlat1,0.
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GOOD deeds are as contagious as the bad, and a
good exam pie from "' wise roan w111 help many to
also perform good works. 'rhe more we see of kind
and humane actions lu others the more we wish to
excel In the same ourselvs. If men could realize at
all tl mes the great Inti uence which example exerts
ur on thoee younger, and with less powers of mind,
they would be more clrnumspect and guarded, and
would wield a much greater Influence for good.-D.
M. Bennett.
'rHE seeds of virtue arA natural to our constitution
a uri, were tiley suffered to come to maturity, they
would naturally conduct us to a ha!JIJY life; but now,
as soon as we are born anri received Into this world,
we are forthwith famlllartzetl with all kinds of depravity and perversity of opinions; so that we may
ue salt! to suck In error al :nost with our nurse's
milk. When we return to our parents, and are put
lmo tho bands of tutors and governors, we are lm·
bued with so many errors that trutll glvs place to
falsehood and nature herselC to established opinions.
--Ctrero.
LET any falr·mlndetl person read The Light of Asia,
and note how similar the supernatural Incidents are
1u many Instance~ to the suvernatural lnc!cJ.ents of
the New Testament narrations, and the conceit that
;:nristlanlty Is a supernatural religion, or the only
vne, must receive u magnificent rebuke. Here are
~uvernatural Incidents related so remarkably aimliar to thoso of the New Tdstament that, If the latter
are accepted as so many facts, there is no reason
why the former should not be accepted also, in which
·~·ase we hav two supernatural religions on our hands.
--J. W. C!tadwif;k.

THE 'fRUTH SEEKE_R ANNUAL
-.AND,:_

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884
<B. M. 284.)

A CLERGYMAN who recently held service in Auburn
prison preached from the text, " Go home to thy
friends." His hearers were all willing, but couldn't
seem to arrange it.

CONTENTS:

JOE HOXIE, referring to the'b!tterness of Southernladles during the war, brou~ht down the house by
saying, "If the devil had been a woman, what a
<!evil of a devil he woul<l hav been I"

Introductory. By the Editor.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Calendar for 1884.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Liberal Press. By Peter Eckler.
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By
H. L. Green.
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Leland.
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada.
By Charles Stevens.
Paine Memorial. By .Josiah P. Mendum.
Foreign Freethought Societies.
The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
What is True Religion? By CharleH Watts.
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.

This World. By George Chainey.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Macdonald.
1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
beral Charities.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
Date of Birth and Death.)
The Population of Our States and Territories.
The Jewish Jehovah. (Illustration.)
"That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
Devil. (Illustration.)
Some of the Ancient and l'iiodern Schools of
Philosophy.
The Sacred Booksof History.
Jefferson's Religion.
Useful Measures.
As to Time.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
Selections, etc., etc.

THE very aim and end of our Institutions Is just
this: that we may think what we like and say what
we think.-" Think what we like I" said the divinity
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
student; "thluk what we like! What! against all
authority, human and divine I"' Against all human
versions or iLB own or any other authority. At our
own peril always, If we do not Wee the right-but not
at the risk of being banged and quartered for political heresy or broiled on green fagots for eccleslaetlThis ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United
cal treason. Nay, we hav got so rar that the very
worcJ.lt"resy has fallen Into comparativ disuse among States. It contains
12S Octavo Page~,
us. . • . When the common people of New England [an<! of all America] stop talking politics ancJ.
thAology, It will be because they hav got an emperor with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not
to teach them the one, and a pope to teach them the for a day, but for all time."
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 2:) cents.
utherl-0. W. Holmes.
Address
THE TRUI'H SEEKE~ OFFICE.
'!'HE truth Cat! not be burnt. beheaded, or crucified.
A It" on the throne Is a lie stlll, and truth In a dungermls truth still. The lie on the throne Is on the
way to defeat., au<! the truth in the dungeon Is on
t be way to vic wry. No acclcJ.euts of position can
change the essential nature of things, or t.he eternal
laws wla!Ch determln their destinies.- Wm. JlfcKinley.

'rHE Talmud tells us a beautiful story about Hillel.
A certain heathen, who probably wished to throw
ridiCule upon the numerous religious institutions
and pmctices of the Jews, as consorting o<idly with
their doctrl u of the uulty of Go<!, hac! gone to Shammal, the head of the opposlt "chool to Hillel's, an<!
told him that he wlshecl to become a Jew an<! desire<!
to receive Instruction from him, but only on con<!!~
tlon that the whole religious Instruction of the Jews
should be Imparted to h"lm while he could stand
upon one leg. Sham mal chase<! him from his door
indignantly. The heathen was well enough please<!
by this result, an<! went on to Hillel, expecting to
make fun of him in the same way. "Goo<!, my
son!" answered the rabbi gently," make ready and
attend: Do not to Others what you would not hav
them do to you. This Is the substance of the law;
the rest Is only its appllcatlon."-The Bible for Learners.
ltELIGION must lean to science to discover what Is
the method whiCh the divine thought has followed,
what hav been the processes by which it haa evolved
tlw order we now behold. All facts really established
by :-ctence, religion must lean to science-nay, more,
oug!J.t to welcome and incorporate Into Its own view
c,f t!J.e universe, allowing them to mo<llfy that view
iu ""far as this may be necessary. In refusing to
•lo tills, In looking with susplelon, If not with posltiv
llustlll ty, on the fresh dlecnverles of each age, rellg·
ous persons, since the days of Galilee <!own ward,
hav ofteQ erre<l aud given just groun<ls for com]Jln.!nt to the advocates of science.-Principal Sha.irp's
Cnltnre and Roligifm.
A MAN should always hav these two rules in readiness: the one to do only whatever the reason of the
ruling and legislating faculty may suggest for the
use of men; the other to change thy opinion it there
Is any one at hand who sets thee right and moves
thee from any opinions. But this change of opinion
must proceed only from a certain persuasion, or of
what lsj ust or of common advantage, and the like,
not because It appears pleasant or brings reputaLlon.-.M. A. Antoninus.
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THE "Yankee" who has had the keenness to see the
best In science, literature, and mo<les or living In
every nation under the sun, and the ren.dlness to appropl'late them, will presently eee the superiority of
slml>liCitY to pretension and will be able to adopt
quiet manners and to turn his breath through his
throat ln·tead or through his nose as soon aa he bas
leisure to attend to such minor matters.-N. Y. Tri·ln!M-

SIX MONTHS

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
33 CLINTON PLACE,

Among the reforms THE TBUT:s;foEEKEB aims
to effect are:
Total separation of church and state, including the equitable taxation of church
property; secularization of the public schools,
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chaplaincies, prohibition of public approp1iations
for religious purposes, and all other measures
necessary to the same general end.
Its siXteen large pages are filled every week
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
articles and communications by the ablest
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
current secular and theological events. It is
the armory from which hundreds draw their
weapons in contests with priesthood.
All
the Liberal papers are good, but THE TRUTH
SEEKER is

THE BES1 AND LARGES1.

It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal
THEBE Is this <ilfference between happiness and spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all
wisdom; he that thinks hlmsel! the happiest man Is subjects pertaining to the welfare of the huso, but he that thinks himself the wisest Is generally man race.
t.he greatest fool.- Colton's Lacon.
REJOICE with t:t.em that do rejoice and weep wltlt
them that weep. Be of the eame mind one coward
"nother. Mind not high things but c'ondescend to
low estate. Be not wise In your own conceits. Rec
ompense no man evll for evils. Provl<le things honesi
In tile sight of all men. If It be possible, as much
as lleth tn you, llv peaceably with all men.-Roma.ns
xll, 15-17,

A COLORED barber In Idaho has drawn the color
·line-he refuses to shave Indians. He evidently
thinks hlmsel! better tha.l the American government.

Wll'H EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.

"BIG JACK S_MALL."

(

A LINEN shirt was first w~rn in Engla-nd about the
year 1250. There Is a compositor In our office who
has on that Identical shirt.

OPINIONS REGARDING IT.
A paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER IS something
more an<! better than an a<! vocate of truth. Through
It Its subscribers touch elbows with each other.
Each reader knows that he Is one of a goodly company who find comfort and Inspiration In Its pages.
If they should meet each other they would feel like
brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one intellectual roof, felt the glow of the same fireside, and
broken together the bread ef life. Such a paper Is
to thousands a substitute for the church.-GEOBGE
CHAINEY, in This World.
TilE TRUTH SEEKER, founded by D. M. Bennett, Is
to-day perhaps the strongest foe with whiCh super
stition haa to contend, and a long future of great
usefulness is, we trust and believe, before it.- Win
ted, Conn., Press.
There ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER In this county, just to rebuke the infamous church bigots who are using force and fraud
to suppress Llbemllsm.- W<»"tlUngton, Jlirm., .Advance.

NEW YORK CI'I'I".
This sterling and widely-circulated Freethought
journal has won its way deep into the hearts of its
re.. ders. THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a great paper, and
deserves the most generous support of the Liberal
public. The recent numbers received are splendid
In every respect.-San Francisco Univ~se.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered its resources,
and will be a stronger, better, and brighter paper
than ever.- Liberal League Man.
THE TRUTH SEEKER baa become a necessity to the
Liberal cause.-Kamas Blade.

TERMS FOR 1884:
Single subscription,
$3 00
:; 00
One subscription two years,
:; 00
Two new subscribers,
One subscription with one new sub. scriber, in one remittance,
One subscription with two new sub,. 00
scribers, in one remittance,
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance,
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance,
10 00
Any number over five at the same
rate, invariably with one remittance.
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
will take the trouble to get a new subscriber
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will
get his own paper for $1; by getting three
new subscribers be will not only get his own
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of
money order; by getting four new subscribers
he will hav nis own free and gain $_~.
This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its
sixtee> large pages, cheaper than any other
Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by
so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share with them the
advantages of the club rat.es.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton l'laoe, New York Oity

"Do you suppose eating angel-e~ike will make an
angel of me?" asked a seraphic young lady of the
worldly young man. •• I've no doubt it will,"
he.. lin.swered, "if you eat enough of it."
ADAJ\I'S fall reached a long way. Adam and Eve
were first placed In tile Garden of Eden, where it was
perPetual summer. When they sinned they. were
driven Out into the cold, WOrld, and ever since that
the sons of Adam hav had to pay $7 a ton for coal,
and $500 apiece for sealskin sacks.
"Do you ever say your prayers?" Inquired the old
lady. "No'm. Don't never · thay no pra'rs. ''"Dear me I" ejaculated the old lady in a shocked
tone. "When yoti go to bed at night don't you pray
to bA taken care or until morning? Aren't you
a!rald somethln<: wlll·happen to you if you don't?"
"No; wot's de use. I ain't 'frald o' nuftln. I thleep
In de middle, I do."
"'rHEBE'S a great tlgh t In the Democratic party over
the tariff question, Mr. Yager." "Veil, our dey got
fight on dot question, meppy dero 'dramp der question oud." "It's a pretty hard thing to understand,
the tariff. Can you explain the difference between
a high and low tariff, Mr. Yager?" "To pee schure
I ox blain dot. I don't peen no boll ticals man, aber
l know me dot. A high darlfr him vaa higher as a
low darlff, und a low darlfr him don't vas so high
like a high /darlfr. Don'd you in der bapers some
dings readt ?"
SOME heartless wretch caught two cats, tied them
by the tails, and Iiung them into the cellar of a Connecticut church. They kept pretty quiet until about
the middle of the sermon, when they began to complain, an<! the pastor sternly remarked, "Will the
choir please walt until its services are required?"
And the choir denied making any noise. and finally,
after long search, the sexton found and removed the
cats. And everybody Is laughing at the choir, and
the way the members thereof are mad at the pastor
goes ahead of the wrath of the malden ladies who
owned the cats.
"Do the girls' looks hav any~thlng to do with the
chances of securing a situation?" we asked the~
minister plenipotentiary of an employment bureau
the other day. "Well, I should smile," was the
reply of the guileless young man. "The prettlor
they are the better their opportunities?" " Not
much. Now there's Mrs. Potlphar Brown, the mlniste~'s wife, just Interviewing three damseis In the
next room. Two are what you'd call pretty. The
third's as homely as a hedge-fence, has a wart on
her nose, a squint and tan freckles, and-" "You
think the one with the tan freckles will-" "Take
the cake, you bet. You don't get no airy fairy
Lilian dumped down on the domestic hearth of the
parsonage-=not if Mrs. Potlphar Brown knows it."
"OF all the biblical characters," said Mr. Shinrack, putting aside the scriptures and addressing
his Interesting family, "I most admire David.
Aside from being a great ruler, he was a poet, and a
singer of great sweetness." "He was something
like Andrew Johnson," replied the son, a young man
whose career on the college play-ground has been
spoken of In the highest terms. "Why like Andrew
Johnson?" asked the father. "Because he was a
tailor." "What, David a tailor?" "Yes, for the
Bible says so," "The Bible says nothing of the
kind." "Oh, yes, for don't you know that when Saul
went into the cave David cut his garment?" After a
few moments' silence, the father said to his wife:
"There Is an old horse-pistol somewhere up-stairs,
Wish you'd bring it down."
"WHAT Is the charge against this man?" asked an
Arkansas judge as the prisoner was placed before
him.
"Killing an editor. your honor." "H'm,
was the editor a resl<ient of the state?" "Yes, your
honor." ' 4 What havyou to say, prisoner, conc.ern·
ing this very serious charge? Are you guilty or not
guilty?" "Guilty, your honor; I murdered him in
cold blood." "Well," said the judge, "there is
nothing left tor me to do but to sentence you. The
crime of murder in this state Is becoming much too
common. You are charged with killing an Arkansas editor, to which charge you plead guilty?"
"YPB, your honor, I do; and I don't care 1f It costs
me $50." "Prisoner,H responded th.~ judge sol~
emnly, "you are fined $200, and stand committed
until the amount is paid." The prisoner then
swooned away.
THE operators at the telegraph headquarters in
the Blackford block hav been much annoyed by repeated delays in forwarding telegrams from the
branch office at the Union depot. One day last
week Sheeney Ike approached the chief operator
with a telegram In his hand, and a mingled expression of Indignation on his honest Semitic features.
"Mr. Langhorn, here Is a telegram that must hav
been delayed at the depot office for over eighteen
hundred years." "What do you mean?" "Well,
If you don't believe It, read It!" Mr. Langhorn
tea.d the dispatch, which was as follows:
"PALESTIN'E, April 14th.
"J. K. HEROD: Christ died yesterday. Come at
once.
LUKE."
The operator at the depot got~ his discharge that
afternoon, and the gentile operators set up th~
cigars to Sheeney Ike.
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Jjlotts and Uklippings.
MR. RoBERT BucHANAN, the author, writes to
the Pall Mall Gazette that the imprisonment of
journalists is a barbarous practice, and unworthy of a civilized country.

THERE is war in the Baptist church at
Augusta, Ga. At 8 o'clock on the night of the
16th the lights were put out and a pistol fired
through the window at the preacher, the Rev.
Mr. Walker. A regular riot resulted. A police
detail was ordered to the spot, which arrested
a deacon and two other members. The fight
was the result of a division in the church over
the choice of a pastor. No one was injured.

mischief is done before it is known, and hanest followers of the church are disgraced by
clerical beats, robbers, and the other criminals
who wear the church cloak to play the devil
in,-Post.
THE Prince of Wales, says the London Freethinker, has sent a very sensible letter in reply
to a complaint from Southend. Mrs. Sarah
Sykes, of that town, an old lady of seventy,
was fined 5s. ·and lOs. costs by the local authorities for selling sweetstuff on a Sunday.
Young Mr. Sykes wrote to Albert Edward
about the affair, and a 'prompt answer came
through F. Knollys that "his royal highness
the Prince of Wales regrets that the law to
which you refer, and which bears so hardly
and vexatiously in many cases, has not been
repealed." Mr. W. E. Petherick, honorary
secretary of the "Sykes Defense Committee,"
has had Albert Edward's letter printed on a
window-bill aa a warning to the "Sabbatarian bigots."

Jjltws of( tht §ttlt.
GLADSTONE refuses to include a clause en·
franchising women in the English Franchise
bill.

TnE Methodist meeting-house at Saginaw
City, Mich., was burnt last Sunday morning.
SoME children hav naturally a discriminating
Loss, $10,000.
mind. A clergyman was telling. a marvelous
AT a Boston sea.nce a disconsolate widower
story, when his little girl asked: "Now, pa, is
E. A. WooDWARD, of Tweed Ring notoriety,
succeeded in establishing communication with
that true, or is it only preaching?"
has been elected deacon of a church in South
his wife, who had passed into the spirit-land
Norwalk, Conn.
"AND do your workmen,'' asked a London from the Hub, of whose resthetic circles she
visitor of a Lancashire mill owner, "do your had been a member. The man inquired if
THE war between rival lines of transatlantic
workmen really liv in those hovels?" " Cer- she was happy, and if she liked her new sursteamers has reduced the fare from New York
tainly not," replied the master; "they only roundings, to which she replied: "WeB, dear,
to Ireland to $18.
sleep there. They liv in my mill."
it is very charming, and lovely, and all that,
THE Rev. S. F. Dixon, Methodist, of NewGERALD MASSEY attacks the church of Eng- but of course you know, dear, it isn't Boston."
burgh, N. Y., has been expelled bythe confer·
land on the ground that it spends a vast amount
ence for adultery.
THE Rev. G. T. Harper, colored, has resigned
of money in propagating erroneous and false his pastorate at Newburgh and accepted a call
THE sexton of the Methodist church of New
theology. Mr. Gerald Massey is correct. A to British Guinea. He gave as a reason that
Lexington, Ohio, hanged himself in the belfry
good portion of England's wealth is diverted to he did not like this country, which, he said,
last Saturday night.
LORD COLERIDGE, since his visit to America,
the utterly useless support of ministerial idlers. was free only in theory. The spirit of caste
A GANG of 416 Mormon emigrants was
treating
his
English
friends
with
new
appliis
THE first temperance paper published in and the color line were too distinct, and negroes
cations of good old stories, among them this: brought to this country by the steamer Nevada,
not
get
decent
accommodations
in
the
cars.
did
Europe was published by Joseph Lindsay.
He was, he says, at Mount Vernon with Mr. which arrived last Sunday.
The first temperance paper in this country was Hence American Methodism loses another of
Evarts, and, talking about Washington, said:
MR. JoHN SHEEHAN, the builder of the Ben·
"lights
"-in
this
case
a
dark
lantern,
so
to
its
by William Lloyd Garrison, and the first book
"I hav heard that he was a very strong man nett Monument, was recently elected corporain favor of total abstinence was written by speak.
physically, and that, standing on the lawn tion assessor of New Rochelle, N.Y.
Judge Herttell, all called Infidels.-Marion . MRs. MARY ·TUCKER, a widow, thirty-five
here, he could throw a dollar right across the
WHITNEY, the agent of the Society for the
Enterprise.
years old, died at Carnie, TIL, on the 11th, an don river onto the other bank." Mr. Evarts paused
Prevention of Crime, reports that there are
A PHYSICIAN recently wrote a prescription on her deathbed related a story of clerical villainy a moment to measure the breadth of the river
about 50,000 fallen women in New York city.
a piece of paper bearing a part of one of Joseph to which she ascribed her ruin. She said that with his eye. It seemed rather a "tall" story,
Cook's sermons on the obverse side. The after the death of her husband in Missouri she but it was not for him to belittle the father of
MRs. GEORGE CARPENTER, of Brooklyn, while
druggist put up a dose according to the ser- received the attentions of Elder Morris, a lo- the country in the eyes of a foreigner. "Don't on her way to church last Sunday evening,
mon instead of the prescription, and the un- cal minister of thirty-five years' standing and you believe it?" asked Lord Coleridge. "Yes,'' was taken suddenly ill, and died in a few minhappy patient who swallowed it expired in sixty years old. They became intimate and Mr. Evarts replied, "I think it's very likely to utes.
she submitted to an operation, which caused be true. You know a dollar would go further
fearful agony.
ONE of New York's aldermen got drunk, as·
her death.
in those days than it does now."
saulted the ticket-seller of a theater, and
THE Connecticut papers say, scornfully, that
A GOLD watch was disposed of recently at a
there was a great deal· of boy's play about the
JoHN SwiNTON lectured en the evening o~ butted a policeman in the stomach, one day
Cincinnati riots. Well, yes, remarks the Bur- church fair now running in this city, by lot- the 17th before the McAdam Political Science last week. He was held in $300 bail.
lington Hawkeye, they didn't amount to much tery, each ticket of admission being numbered, Club of this city, on "Lights and Shadows of
LABT Sunday's dispatches announced that
from a Connecticut standpoint. There wasn't and a certain number drawing the prize. London." He told of the splendors of Windsor
Queen Victoria was sick with lumbago, but
a young woman murdered, nor a preacher That is similar to the scheme of the candy Castle, and how, close by, could be heard the Monday's advices stated that she went to
dealers whom Comstock arrested not long ago mutteringa of thousands of oppressed resi·
arrested in the whole three days' fighting.
church on Sunday, and America gave a sigh of
for violating the lottery law; but this happens dents of the slums of the Seven Dials. The
relief.
MISS MARY MAGDALEN WI:DSOR, of Annapo- to be a government of the church, by the
frightful contrasts, Mr. Swinton said, could be
lis, Md., lately a member of a Catholic sisterTHE steamer Oregon last week made the pas·
church, and' for the church, so that any the outcome of only such a government as the
hood, lectured in Annapolis recently on the
sage across the Atlantic from Queenstown,
deviltry in the name of religion is allowable.
monarchy
of
England.
He
said
that
the
peo"Secrets of a Convent." She named several
Ireland, to New York in six days and ten and
SENATOR BLAin's grand scheme for dividing ple of this country should be warned against
prominent priests of Baltimore and one forone-half hours, averaging 461 miles per day,
merly of Annapolis and charged them, togeth- up the surplus in the federal treasury among the tolerance of a similar state of affairs here. the fastest time on record.
er with Sisters of Charity, with gross immoral- the several states for educational purposes is Mr. Swinton said the condition of the poorer
HuBERT CoMsTOcK, a step-brother of Anthony
certain of defeat when it goes to the House. classes in London, Birmingham, Liverpool,
ities.
HISTORIAN ANTHONY FROUDE, who was here This bribe of millions is a brazen effort to and other English cities, or evlm those of New Comstock, pleaded guilty in General Sessions
in 1872-73 to deliver his lectures on "The break down the old-fashioned objection to York, could not for a moment be compared to last week to grand larceny in the second deEnglish in Ireland in the Eighteenth Century,'' federal interference in the internal affairs of the peace and happiness of the workingmen gree. He had appropriated a watch worth
$55. He was remanded for sentence. Th'e
promises to come again with a fresh course states. But in this instance the attraction of of Paris.
Comstock family is bound to distinguish itself.
ne:Jtt fall. He is going to Australia first, and an appropriation will be overcome by a fear
"I CLOSED all my woollen mills, about a dozen
will reach this country by way of San Fran- that the effect of the bill would be to overrun in number,'' Judge Hilton said to a Bun reMRs. W. H. PAINTER, the wife of a Clyde, 0.,
cisco on his return. He means to lecture in the f:!outh with New England schoolmasters, porter, last week, "because I can buy the goods minister, ·has suffered with lung disease for
who might become, in time, the political cheaper than I can manufacture them. I am twenty-five years. Being made the subject of
the leading cities in the Union.
teachers and leaders of the black race.-Mer- still running one of the largest carpet mills in special prayer last week, it is said she arose
THOMAS K. BEECHER, of Elmira, an amat~ur cury.
the country. We used to hav ten or twelve from the bed to which she has been confined
clergyman and journalist, is trying to attain
thousand operators in our woollen mills. We for several weeks, and declared herself healed.
AN
occupant
of
a
Pennsylvania
prison.
whom
something of the notoriety of his big brother,
can make woollen goods in this COI!ntry as It is probable that she is a fraud.
the
restraints
of
the
jail
had
make
religious,
Henry Ward Beecher. He has lately publi ely
well as they can make them anywhere else, but
advocated the entire propriety and even de- one day said to the chaplain: "See here; I
'l'HE Rev. Alfred F. Vedder, of Albany, was
there is no profit in it. The tariff on wool is
sirability of suicide, and now he thinks it is never thought of such a thing before in my
on the 17th inst. sentenced to three years'
too high.
As , to cotton manufactures, the
not wrong to hire ignorant men to vote the life; but a man will do almost anything to get
imprisonment for the crime of abortion on the
out of a place like this. Now, I'll tell you factories are all shutting down. They are
right ticket. So says the World.
person of Miss Anna Walters, with whom he
making
no
money.
It
is
impossible
to
get
back
what I'll do. You get me out of here and I'll
THERE are some emigrants who are not par- join the church." The solemn impresHivness their money with the present prices of cotton. had been intimate. Vedder was for several
ticular about getting work. Here is the way with ;which he concluded the offer made the I don't think we hav begun yet to see the stop- years a Presbyterian clergyman at West Milthe Philadelphia Call puts it: "Well, Pat," chaplain feel as if the man really thought he page of mills and manufactures which is com- ton, N. Y. He has a wife and one child.
was asked of a recently arrived emigrant, "and was making a sacrifice next in importance to ing. The iron mills are shutting down. They
THE Freethinkers and Social Democrats of
how do you like America?" "It's a foine coun- surrendering his life. As soon as he recovered are stopping building railroads, and the de- Paris are preparing an elaborate celebration of
try, sor." "Hav you succeeded in getting work from his surprise he asked him: "What mand for railroad iron has ceased. Railroad the hundredth anniversary of the death of
yet?" "No, sor; but I hav a frind in Wash- ch ur0h will you join ? " "I don't cnre a damn iron is $35 a ton. It used to be $90. There is Denis Diderot, the French Atheistical philosoington who is afther getting me a pension."
which. I'll join any church you say, only get no demand for it. Look at the case of Gov. pher, which occurred July 30, 1784. InvitaTHE vestry of the Prote!ltant Episcopal church me out." It is not recorded that the man was Sprague. Hoyt, Sprague & Co. were worth tions hav been sent to Charles Bradlaugh,
millions. Every bank in New England thought Annie Besant, Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, and
at Tamaqua, Pa., hav voted to close their released.
it
must hav some of their pap()r. They were other prominent Freethinkers of various counchurch and dismiss .their pastor, the Rev. W.
KEELY's latest rival is not satisfied with orforced
to close down, at a loss of 75 per cent tries.
R. Burk, because he persisted in marrying dinary "vibratory " or "odylic " force, but
A RELIGIOUS riot occurred at Carbonnear,
agninst their wishes. The rector is a resolute, goes in for a triple extract of some kind, in on the great property invested in the mills.
independent, and courageous man, whose addition to which, not content with ordinary That was ruinous. Go into Sixth avenue to- Newfoundland, last week. Catholics attacked
character is above reproach. When a few business methods for selling stock in his com- day, and you will find cotton goods selling at Protestants returning from church. A man
weeks ugo he announced his intention of mar· pany, make~ it a church affair, starts a big 2 1·2 and 3 cents a yard. The cotton is worth was fatallyinjur11d. The Protestants then colrying, the name of the bride caused a commo- revival, and booms it for all it's worth. This more than that. Manufacturers can't engage lected in force and clubbed the Catholics 1;ntil
tion ai?ong some members of the congregation, strikes us as a pretty bald scheme.-.E.!t. Yes, in that kind of business unless they expect to they dispersed. The next day a Catholic shot
who held that she was not a fit associate for and a great deal more than it is worth. Church fail. But we are as well off here as they are at an Orangemen. The Protestant Orangemen
them, nor a fit wife for their pastor. The vestry ·affairs usually prove the worst swindles, and in France or Germany or England. They hav then turned out with guns and bayonets and
protested, but the marriaglil was celebrated when a man in a church pulpit becomes a a poorer population than we. A French artiean marched the streets all night. A war-ship was
and the congregation absented itself from th~ stock boomer or degrades himself morally, can't get work more than two weeks in three ordered from Halifax to Carbonnear by the;~
exeoutiv,
they are covered up so Ions that a jp"eat deal of all the year round."
'!fidQill.i-

THE TRUTH SEEKER. APRIL 26, 1884.
What are they to do? From the bottom of my heart I sympa- he knew would commit murder, then God is guilty of that
thize-with the poor clergyman that has had an his common murder. If God made a man knowing he would beat his wife,
sense educated out of .him, and is now to be thrown out that he would starve his children, that he would strew on
upon the cold and uncharitable world. His prayers are not either side of his path of life the wrecks of ruined homes, then
answered; he gets no help from on high, and the pews are I say the being who called that wretch into existence is di.A. New Lecture by Col. Ingersoll.
begipning to criticise the pulpit. What is the man to do? rectly responsible. And yet we are to find the providence of
ORTHODOXY DYU(G FROM SOFTENING OF THE BRAIN AND OSSI· If he suddenly changes, he is gone.
If he preaches what he God in the history of nations. What little I hav read shows
.really believes, he will get notice to quit. And yet if he me that when man has been helped, man had to do it; when
FICATION OF THE HEART.
and the. congregation would come together and be perfectly the chains of slavery hav been broken, they hav been broken
It is utterly inconceivable that any man believing in the honest,'theywould an admit they didn't beli!)ve anything of it. by man; when something bad has been done in the governtruth.of the Christian religion could publicly.deny it, because
ment of mankind, it is easy to trace it to man, and to fix the
"HONOR BRIGHT."
he who believes in that religion would believe that, by a pubresponsibility upon hum.an beings. You will not look to the
lic denial, he would peril the eternal salvation of his soul. It . Only a little while ago a couple of ladies were riding to- sky; you need throw neither praise nor blame; you can find
is conceivable, and without any great effort of the mind, that gether from a revival in a carriage late at night, and one the efficient causes nearer home-right here.
millions who don't believe in the Christian reli~on should said to the other, as they rode along: "I am going to say
THE LOVE OF GOD.
openly say that they did. In a country where religion is sup- something that will shock you, and I beg of you never to
What is the next thing I find in this creed? "We believe
posed to be in power-where it has rewards for pretense, tell it to anybody else. I anr going to tell it to you.'' "Well, that man was made in the image of God, that he might know,
where it pays a premium upon hypocrisy, where it at least is what is it?" She says: "I don't believe in the Bible.'' The love, and obey God, and enjoy him forever." I don't believe
willing to purchase silence-it is easily conceivable tha~ mi.J.!.- other replied: "Neither do I." I hav often thought how that anybody ever did love God, because nobody ever knew
ions pretend to believe what they do not And yet I believe 1t splendid it would be if the ministers could but come together anything abont him. We love each other. We love somehas been charged against myself, notonlythat I was insincere, nnd say: "Now let us be honest. Let us tell each other, thing that we know.· We love something that o~r experience
but that I took the side that I am on for the sake of popular- honor bright-as Dr. Curry did in Chicago the other day- tells us is good and great, and good and beautiful. We can
ity; and the audience to-night goes far toward justifying the let us tell just what we believe." They tell a story that not by any possibility love the unknown. We can love truth,
in the old time a lot of people, about twenty, were in Texas in because truth adds to human happiness. We can love justice,
accusation.
a little hotel, and one fellow got up before the fire, put his because it preserves human joy. We can love charity. ·We
ORTHODOX RELIGION DYING OUT.
It givs'me immense "pleasure to say to this immense audi- hands behind him, and says he: "Boys, let us all tell our real can love every form of goodness that we know or of which we
ence ·that orthodox ·religion is dying out of the civilized names.'' If the ministers and their congregations would only can conceive, but we cannot love the infinitly unknown. And
world. It is a sick man. It has been attacked with two tell their real thoughts, they would find that they are nearly as how can we be made in the image of something that has neither
diseases-softening of the brain and ossification of the heart. bad as I am, and that they believe just about as little.
body and parts nor passions. "That our first parents, by disIt is a religion that no longer satisfies the intelligence of
THEY DON'T BELIEVE IT.
obedience, fell under the condemnation of God, and that all
this country; a religion that no longer satisfies the brain;
Now, I hav been talking a great deal about the orthodox re- men are so alienated from God that there is no salvation from
a religion against which the heart of every civilized man and ligion; and, if after having delivered a lecture, I would meet the guilt and power of sin except through God's redeeming
woman protests. It is a religion that givs hope only to a some good, religious person and he would say to me: "You power." Is there an intelligent man or woman now in t~e
few; a religion that puts a shadow upon the cradle; a relig- don't tell it as we believe it." "Well, but I tell it as you hav world who believes in the Garden of Eden story? If there 1s,
ion that wraps the coffin in darkness, and fills the future of it written in your creed.'' "Oh, well," he says, "we don't strike here [tapping his forehead], and you wip hear an e~ho.
mankind with flame and fear. It is a religion that I am go- mind that any more." "Well, why don't you change it?" Something is for rent. Does any human bemg now beheve
ing to do what little I can while I liv to destroy; and in its "Oh well," he says, "we understand it." Perhaps the creed that God made mah of dust, and a woman of a· nb, and put
place I want humanity, I want good fellowship, I want a is in' the best possible position for them now. There is a them in a garden and put a t:ree in the middle of it? Wasn't
brain without a chain, I want a religion that every good tacit understanding that they don't believe it. There is a tacit there room outside of the garden to put his tree, if he didn't
heart will cheerfully appla)ld.
understanding that they hav some way to get around it, that want people to eat his apples?
UELIGIOUS lllRTHS.
If I didn't want a man to eat my fruit I would not put him
they read between the lines; and if they should meet now to
We must remember that this is a world of progress, a world form a creed they might fail to agree; and the creed is now so in my orchard.
of change. There is perpetual death, and there is perpetual that they can say as they please except in public. Whenever
THE " SNAKE STORY."
birth. By the grave of the old forever stand youth and joy; they do so in public, the church, in self-defense, must try
Does anybody now believe in the snake story? I pity any
and when an old religion dies a better one is born. When we them; and I believe in trying every minister that doesn't
fin<l out that an assertion is a falsehood, a shining truth takes preach the doctrin as he agrees to. I hav not the slightest man or woman who, in this nineteenth century, believes in
its place, and we need not fear the destruction of the false. sympathy with a Presbyterian preacher who endeavors to that childish fable. Why did they disobey'? Why, they were
The more false we destroy the more room there will be for the preach Infidelity from his pulpit and receive Presbyterian tempted. Who by? The devil: Who made the devil? What
true. There was a time.when the astrologer sought to read in money. When he changes his "views _he must step d_own and did he make him for? Why didn't he tell Adam and Eve
the stars the fate of men and nations. The astrologer has out like a man, and say: "I don't beheve your doctnn, and I about this fellow? Why didn't he watch the devil instead of
f11ded from the world, but the astronomer bas taken his place. will not preach it. You must hire some bigger fool than I watching Adam and Eve? Instead of turning them out, why
didn't he keep him from getting in? Why didn't he hav his
There was a time when the poor alchemist, bent and wrinkled am."
flood first and drown the devil, before he made man and woman?
"and old, over his "crucible endeavored to find some secret by
QUESTIONING THE OREED.
And yet people who call themselvs intelligent-professors
which he could change the baser metals into purest gold.
But I find that I get the creed verj nearly right. To-day in colleges and presidents of venerable institutions-teach
The alchemist has gone; the chemist took his place; and, although 1:le .finds nothing to change metals into gold, he finds there was put into my hands the new Congregational creed. children, and young men who ought to be children, that the
something that covers the earth with wealth. There was a I hav just read it, and I thought I would call your attention Garden of Eden story is an absolute historical fact! Well,
time when the soothsayer and augur flourished, and after them to it to-night, to find whether the church has made any ad- I guess it will not be long until that will fade from the
came the parson and the priest; and the parson and the priest vance; to find whether it has been affected by the light of imagination of men. I defy any man to think of a more
must go. The preacher must go, and in his place must l.lom.e science; to find whether the sun of knowledge has risen in the childish thing. This God waiting around there, knowing a~l
the teacher-that real interpreter of nature. We are done heavens in vain; whether they are still the children of intel- the time what would happen-made them on purpose so 1t
with the supernatural. We are through with the miraculous lectual darkness; whether they still consider it necessary for would happen-and then what does he do? Holds all of
and the wonderful. There. was once a prophet who pre- you to believe something that you by no possibility can un- us responsible; and we were not there. Here is a repretended to read in the book of the future. His place has been derstand in order to be a winged angel forever. Now, let us sentativ before the constituency had been born. Before I
taken by the philosopher, who reasons from cause to effect see what their creed is. I will read a little of it. They com-. am bound by a representativ, I want a chance to vote for
-a man who finds the facts by which he is surrounded and mence by saying that they "believe in one God, the Father or against him; and if I had been there and known all the
endeavors to reason from these. premises and to tell what in Almight, maker of heaven and of earth, and of all things circumstances, I should hav voted against him. And· yet I am
all probability will happen in .the future. The prophet has visible and invisible." I am perfectly willing that he should held responsible.
THE A.TONEMENT.
gone, the philosopher is here. There was a time when man make the invisible if they want him to. They say, now, that
What did Adam do? I cannot see that it amounted to
sought aid entirely from heaven-when he prayed to the deaf there is this one personal God, that he is the maker of the
sky. There was a time when the world depended upon the universe and its ruler. I again ask the old question, Of much anyway. A God that can ereate something out of
supernaturalist. That time in Christendom has passed. We what did he make it? If matter has Bot existed through nothing ought not to hav complained of the loss of an apple.
now depend upon the naturalist-not ·upon the disciple of eternity, then this God made it. Of what did he make it? I can hardly hav patience to speak upon such a subject.
Now, that absurdity gave birth to another-that, while we
faith, but upon the discoverer of facts-upon "the demon- What did he use for the purpose? '.rhere was nothing in the
strator of truth. At last we are beginning to build upon a universe except this God. What had the God been doing for could be rightfully charged with the rascality of somebody
solid foundation, and just as we progress the supernatural the eternity he had been living? He had made nothing- else, we could also be credited vr,ith the .virtues of somebody
called nothing into existence; never had had an idea, because else; and the atonement is the· absurdity which offsets the
must die.
it is impossible to hav an idea unless there is something to ex- other absurdity of the fall of man. Let us leave them both
THE RELIGION OF RECIPROCITY.
Religion of the supernatural kind will fade from this world, cite an idea. What had he been doing? Why doesn't the "out; it reads a great deal better with both of them out; it
and in its place we will hav reason. In the place of the wor- Congregational church tell Uf!? How do they know about this makes better sense.
Now, in consequence of that, everybody is alienated from
Hhip of something we know not of, will be the religion of infinit being? And if he is infinit, how can they comprehend
mutual love and assistance-the great religion of reciprocity. him? What good is it to believe in something that you know God. How? Why? Oh, we are all depraved, you know;
Superstition must· go. Science will remain. The church, yon don't understand-that you never can understand? In we all want to do wrong. Well, why? Is that because we
however, dies a little hard. The brain of the world is not yet the old creeds they described this God as a being without are depraved? No. Why do we make so many mistakt:s?
tleveloped. There are intellectual di~eases, the t~ame as dis- body and parts or passions. 1 defy any man in the world to Because there is only one right way, and there is almost an
eases of the body. Intellectual mumps and measles still write a better description of nothing. You cannot conceive of infinit number of wrong ones; and as long as we are not
affi.ict mankind. l'l'henever the new comes the old protests, a finer word-painting of a vacuum than a something without perfect in our intellects we must make mistakes. There is
and the old fights for its place as long as it has a particle of body and parts or passions. And yet this God, without pas- no darkness but ignorance; and alienation, as they call it,
power. And we are now having the same warfare between sions, is a jealous God, whose anger burneth to the lowest from God is simply a lack of intellect upon our part. Why
superstition and science that there was between the stage- hell. This God, without passions, loves the whole human were we not given better brains? That may account for the
coach and the locomotiv. But the stage-coach had to go. It race, and this God, without passions, damns a large majority alienation. But the church teaches that every soul that finds
had its day of glory and power, but it is gone. It went West. of the same. So, too, he is the ruler of the world, and I find its way to the shore of this world is against God-naturally
In a little w bile it will be driven into the Pacific with the last here that we find "his providence in the government of the hates God; that the little dimpled child in the cradle is simply
Indian aboard. So we find that. there is the same conflict nations?" What nations? What evidence can you find, if you a chunk of depravity. Everybody against God! It is a libel
between the different sects and different schools not only of are absolutely honest and not frightened, in the history of na- upon the human race; it is a libel upon all the men who hav
philosophy, but of medicin. Recollect that everything except tions that this universe is presided over by an infinitly wise worked for wife and child; it is a libel upon all the wives who
the demonstrated truth is liable to die. This is the ord~<r of and good God? How do yon account for Russia? How do hav suffered and labored, wept and worked, for children; it is
nature. Words die. Every language has a cemetery. Every you account for Siberia? How do you account for the fact a libel upon all the men who hav died for their country; it is
now and then a word dies and a tombstone is erected, and that whole races of men toiled beneath the master's lash for a libel upon the human race. Leave out the history of the
across it is written the word "obsolete." New words are con- ages w1thout recompense and without reward? How do you church, and there is nothing in this world to prove the depravtinually being born. There is a cradle in which a word is account for the fact that babies were sold from the arms of ity of man left.
Everybody that comes is against God. Every soul, they
rocked. A thought is molded to a sound, and the child-word mothers-arms that had been reached toward God in suppliis born. And then comes a time when the word gets old, and cation? How do you account for it? How do you account think is like the wrecked Irishman. He was wrecked in the
wrillkled, and expressionless, and it is carried mournfully to for the existence of martyrs? How do you account for the sea, a~d drifted to an unknown island, and as he climbed up
the grave, and that is the end of it. So in the schools of medi- fact that this God allows people to be burnt simply for loving the shore he saw a man and said to him, "Hav you a governcin. You can remember, so can I, when the old allopathists him? How do you account for the fact that justice doesn't ment here?" The man, said, "We hav.'' "Well," said he, "I
reigned supreme. If there was anything the matter with a always triumph? How do you account for the fact that inno- am agin' it!" The church teaches us that that is the attitude
mau they let out his blood. CaUed to his bedside, they took cence is not a perfect shield? How do you account for the of every soul in the universe of God. Ought a God to take
him to the edge of eternity with medicin, and then practiced fact that the world has been filled with pain, and grief, and any credit to himself for making depraved people? A God
all their art to bring him back to life. One can hardly imagin tears? How do you account for the fact that people hav been that cannot make a soul that is not totally depraved, I respecthow perfect a constitution it took a few years ago to stand the swallowed by vol<Janoes, swept from the earth by storms, fully suggest, should retire from the business. And if a God
assault of a doctor. And long after it was found to be a mis· dying by famin, if there is above us a ruler who is infinitly has made us knowing that we would be totally depraved, why
should we gb to the same being for repairs?
take hundreds and thousands of the old physicians clung to it, good and infinitly powerful?
FROM THE RURAL DISTRICTS.
carried around with them in one pocket a bottle of jalap, and
THE SECOND lliRTH.
in the other a rusty lancet, sorry that they couldn't find some
I don't say there is none. I don't know. As I hav said beWhat is the next? "That all men are' so alienated from
patient idiotic enough to allow the experiment to be made fore, this is the only planet I was ever on. I liv in one of the God that there is no salvation from the guilt and power of his
again.
rural districts of the universe. I know about these things just sin except through God"s redeeming grace."
THEY DIE HARD.
as much as the clergy. And if they know no more about the
Reformation is not enough. If the man who steals becomes
So these schools, and these theories, and these religions die other world than they do about this it is not worth mention- perfectly honest, that is not enough; if the man who hat.es his
hard. What else can they do? Like the paintings of the old ing. How do they answer all this? 'l'hey say that God "per- fellow-man changes and loves his fellow-man, that 1s not
masters, they arc kept alive because so much money has been mits it." What would you say of ine if I stood by and saw a enough; he must go through that ~ysteriouA. thing called the
invested in them. Think of the amount of money that has ruffian beat out the brains of a child when I had full and per- second birth; he must be born agam. That 1s not enough unbeen invested in superst1tion ! Think of the schools that hav fect power to prevent it? You would say truthfully that I was less he has faith; he must believe something that he does not
been founded for the more general diffusion of useless knowl- as bad as the murderer. That is what you would say. Is it understand. Reformation is not enough; there must be what
edge ! Think of the colleges wherein men are taught that it possible for this God to prevent it? Then, if he doesn't, he is they call conversion. I deny it. According to .the church,
is dangerous to think, and that they must never use their a fiend; he is not good. But they say he "permits it." What nothing so excites the wrath of God-nothing so corrugates
brains except in an act of faith ! Think of the millions and for? So we may hav freedom of choice. What for? So that the brow of Jehovah with revenge-as 11 man relying on his
billions of dollars that hav been expended in churches, in God may find, I suppose, who are good and who are bad. own good works. He must admit that he ought to be damned,
temples, and in cathedrals! Think of the thousands and thou- Didn't he know that when he made us? Did he not know ex- and that of the two he prefers it, before God will consent to
sands of men who depend for their living upon the ignorance actly just what he was making? Why should he make those save him. I saw a man the other <lay, and he said to me, "I
of mankirid! Think of those who grow rich on credulity, and whom he knew would be criminals? If I should make a ma- am a Unitarian Universalist; that is what I am." Said I:
who fatten on faith ! Do you suppose they are going to die chine that would walk your streets and commit murder you ••What do you mean by that?" "Well," said he, "here is
'Without a struggle? They will dio if they don't struggle. ·would hang me. Why not? And if God made a man who what I mean; the Unitanan thinks he is to f:lood to be
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damned, and the Universalist thinks God is too good to damn tb!s day? At. t~e bottom. of every one of these conflicts you· and that fact sowed theseeqs of distrust in Christendom. You
will find a reh~ous questwn. The religion of Jesus Christ, as know at that time the world believed in trial by battle-that
him; and I believe them both."
preached ~y h1s church, causes war, bloodshed, hatred, and God would take the side of right-and there had been a trial
THE CONGREGATIONAL CREED.
all ;-m<:hantableness; and why? Because they say a certain by battle between the cross and Mohammed and Mohammed
What is the next thing in this great creed?
belief 1s necessary to salvation. They do not say, if you be- had been victorious.
'
"We believe that the scriptures of th" Old and New Testa- ~ave yourself pretty well you will get there; they do not say,
How AliT wAs sAVED?
ments are the record of God's revelation of himself in the 1f you pay your debts and love. your wife and lov~ your chilWel.l, what was the next? You know when Christianity
w0rk of :rndemption; that they are written by men under the dren, and are good to your. fr>ends, and your ne1ghbors, and come mto power it destroyed every statue it could lay its ignospecial guidance of the holy spirit: and that they constitute your country, you ;will get the!e; t~at will do you no good; !ant hands upon. It defaced and obliterated every painting;
an authoritativ standard by which religious teaching and hu- you hav got to beheve a ?ertam thmg. <?h, yes, no matter 1t destroyed every beautiful building; it destroyed the manuman conduct are to be regulated and judged."
how bad you are, you can .mstantly_ be forg1:ven then; and no scripts both Greek and Latin; it destroyed all the history, all
This is the creed of the Congregational church; that is it is
how good you are, if y_ou fa1l to belu~ve ~hat, the mo- t!:te poetry, all the philosophy, it could find, and burnt every
the result of the high joint commission appointed to dra'w up matter
ment you get to the day of Judgment. notbmg 1s left but, to hbrary that it could reach with its torch. And the result was
a creed for their churches; and there we hav the statement damn you forever, and all the angels will shout "hallelujah." the night of the Middle Ages fell upon the human race. Bnt
that the Bible was written "by men under the special guidWha~ do th~y teach to-day?
Every murderm· goes to by accident, by chanee, by oversight, a few of the manuscripts
ance o~ the holy spirit.'.' What part of the Bible? All of it. heav~n, there 1s only one step from the gallows to God; only escaped the fury of religious zeal; a few statues had been
All of 1t; and yet what 1s this Old Testament that was written on,e Jerk between the h~lter and heaven. That is taught by buried, and the result was that these manuscripts became the
by an infinitly good God? The being who wrote it did not th,s same c_hurch. I J;>e~1eve there ought to be a law to pre- seed the fruit of which is our civilization of to-day. A few
know~he shape of !he world he had made. The being who
the shghtest relifP-ous consolation being given to any forms af beauty were dug from the earth that had protected
wrote 1t knew nothmg of human nature; he co=ands men vent
man who J;tas b~en guilty of murder. Let a Catholic under- them, and now the civiiized world is filled with art with paintto love him, as if one could love upon command. The same stand
that 1f he 1mbrues ?is han~s in his brother's blood, he ing, and with statuary, in spite of the rage of the e~rly church.
God uphel_d the institution of human slavery; and the church
can hav no ~xtreme unctwn; let 1t be understood that he can
.
THE DiscovERY oF AMERICA.
says the B1b~~ that upholds that institution was written by men hav
no forg1vness through the churc:h; and let the Protestant
What is the next blow that this church received? The disunder the gmdance of the holy spirit. Then I disagree with unde_rstall:d
that when ~e J:tas comm1tted that crime the com- covery of America. That is the next. 'l'he Holy Ghost who
the holy ghost upon that institution.
~u.r;nty will no~ p_ray h1m mto heaven. Let him go with his inspired men to write the Bible did not know of the existThis church tells u~ th~t ~en under the guidance of the vwtlm. The vwtlm, you know, dying in his sins, goes to hell, ence of this continent-never dreamed of it· the result was
holy ghost upheld the mst>tutwnof polygamy-! deny it· that and ~he murderer has the happiness of seeing him there. that his Bible never spoke of it. He did not 'dream that the
under the ~ui~ance of the holy ghost these men upheld wars An~ if ~ea:ven grows dull and monotonous, the murderer can earth is round. Ho be1ieved it was flat, nlthough he made it
of extermmatwn. and conquest-! deny it; that under the
aga~ gt_V l~fe to the nerve of pleasure. by wateh~g the agony himself, and at that time heaven was just up there beyond the
guidance of the holy ghost. these ~en wrote that it was right of
V1~t1m. I ~n;t oppose~ to that kmd of forg>vness. And clouds. There was where the gods lived; there was where the
for a man to destroy ihe life of h1s wife if she happened to yeth1s
that 1s the rehgwn of umversal peace to everybody.
angels were; and it was ngainst that heaven that Jacob's laddiffer with him on the subject of religion-! deny it. And yet
PREVALENCE OF THE KINGDOM.
der rested that the angels ascended and descended. It was to
t~at is the book now uph~ld in thi~ creed of the Congrega. Now, what is tho next thing that I wish to call your atten- that heaven that Christ ascended after his resurrection. It
twnal chur?h. ~f the dev1l had wntten upon the subject of twn
to?
was up there where tho now Jerusalem was with its streets of
slavery, whiCh sH~e would he hav taken? Let every minister
"_We believe in the ultinlate prevalence of the kingdom of gol~, al!-d under this e>nih was p~rdition; there was where the
a:nswer, honor bnght. If you knew the devil had written .It
dev1ls liVed; there was whe!e a p>t wus dugfor>lll unbelievers,
little work on human slav~ry, in your judgment would he up- Christ over all the earth."
What makes you? Do you judge from the manner in which and f_or Ill:en who had brmns; >md I stty thttt for this reason:
hold slavery or denounce 1t? Would you regard it as any evidence that he ever wrote it ~f it upheld slavery? And yet you are getiing along n_o~? How many people are being born Th~~ Just Ill proportion thttt you. hav bmins, just in tha~ prohere yo_u hav a wo~k UJ?holding slavery, and you say that it a year? About fifty mllhons. How many are you converting po_1 twn. y_our chances for _oternul JOY. are lessened, accordmg to
was wr1tte~ by an mfimtly good, wise, and beneficent God! a year; really, truthfully? Five or six thousand. I think 1 thlS rehgwn. And JUSt m proportwn thut yon lack brains
If the ~evil upheld J?Olygamy, would you be surprised? If ~av overstated the number. Is orthodox Christianity on the your chances in proportion ttre increased. They believe un:
the devil want_ed to kill somebo~y for differing with him, would mc~ease? No. 'fh;er~ a~e a hundred times as many unbeliov- der th_ere that they d1sc~vered An~erica! They found that the
you be surpr1sed? · If the dev1l told a man to kill his wife ers m-qrth?do~ Chr1sti~m~y as there were ten years ago. What earth 1s round. lt wa_s mr,c~runtlvlgatod by ~agolla~. In 1519
would you be .astonishec!? And yet, you say, that is exactly ar~ you domgm th.e m1sswnary world? How long is it since that brave. man set stul. I~e church. told h1~: "'lh!'l earth is
what the God of us all did. If there be a God then that creed you converted a Chmaman? A fine missionary religion to send fittt, my fr1end; don't go off. You w11l go off the edge." Mais blasphemy. That creed is a libel upon hhn who sits upon mi~sionaries with their Bibles and tracts to China, but if a gellun tiaid, "I hav seen th.e shnd?w of tho earth upon the
heaven's throne. 'I want-if there be a Gocl-I want him to Chmaman comes here, mf:!b him, simply to show him the dif- moo~, sud I httv m,?re, confid!'Jnce m the shttdow even than I
write in the book of his eternal remembrance that I denied fere?c.e betw.e~n the practical and theoretical workings of the h_av m th~ church., . £he ~>hlp went round. '£he earth was
Chr~sllan reltgr~n. How long since you hav had a convert in cn·culllpav1gated. SCience passed Its hand above it and bethese lies for him.
I do not believe in a slaveholding God· I do not worship a Indm? In my Judgment, never· there never has been an in- neath 1t, nnd where was the heaven and whe1·o was tho hell?
polyga~ous holy ghost. I will not get up~n my knees before tellig~nt Hindoo converted fro~ the time the first missionary Vanish~~ forever! And they dwell now only in the religion of
any bemg who commands a husband to slay his wife because put. h1s f_oot upon that soil; and never, in my judgment, has snperst1twn_. We found there wus no place for Jucob'aladder
an mtelhgent Chmaman been converted since the first mission- to lettn agamst; no place there for the gods and angels to liv;
she expresses her honest thought.
·
ary touched tl~at shore. Where are they? We bear nothing of no place t~ero ~o _empty the water of tho deluge; no pluce
GOD NOT AN AUTHOR.
them, except 1n the reports. They get money from poor old ther(l to whwh Chr1st could hav ascended; and tho foundsDid it ever occur to you that if God wrote the Old Testa- ladies, tre_mbling on the edge of the grave, and go and tell tions of tho New Jorus~lem crumbled, und tho towers nnd
ment, and told the Jews to crucify or kill anybody that dis- them stones, how hungry the average Chinaman ill for a eopy ~omos fell and becumo suuplo spaco-spuco sown with an inagreed with them on religwn, and that God afterwards took of the ~ew Te~tam~nt, and paint the sad condition of a gen- llmt n~uuber of sturH; not with New Jerusalems, but with conupon hi~s~lf flesh and came ~o Jerusalem, and taught a dif- tleman m ~he mtenor o£ Africa without the work of Dr. Me- stellutwns.
ferent rehgwn, and the Jews killed him-did it ever occur to Cosh, l.o~gmg for a copy of the Princeton Review. In my judg~'IGHTING COPERNICUS.
you that he reaped exactly what he had sown? Did it ever ment, 1t 1s a book that would suit a savage. Thus money is
'rhen man begttn to grow great, and with that, you know
occur to you that h_e fell a victim to his own tyranny, and scared from the dying and frightened from the old and feeble. came astronomy. Now just see what they did in that. I~
was destroyed by h1s own law? Of course I do not believe About how long is it before this kingdom is to be established? 1473 Copernicus was born. In 1543 hill grent work. In 1616
that any God eve~ was the author of the Bible, or that any
~he B:>:stem of Copernicus was condemned by the pope, by the
THE RESURRECTION.'
G?d was evtr crumfied, or that any God was ever killed, or ever
Wh~t is the next thing here? They also believe in the res- mfalllble Catholw church, and the church is about as near
w11l be, b~t I want to ask you that question.
urrection of the dead, and in their Confession of Faith hereto right upon that subject as upon any other. Tho system of
Take th1s Old Testament, then, whh all its stories of murder attached I find they also believe in thetesurrection of the body. Copernicus was denounced. And how long do you suppose
~nd massacre; with all its foolish and cruel fables· with all its
Does anybody believe that that bas ever thought? Here is a the church fought that? Let me tdl you. It was revoked by
mfamous doctrins: with its spirit of caste; with' its spirit of ~an, fo.r i~stance, that weighs 290 pounds, and gets sick and Pius VII. in the J•ear of grace 11>21. l•'or 205 yearll after the
hatred! and teH. me whether it was written by a good God. dies wmgbm~ 120; how Il:lucb Wlll. he weigh in the morning of <leath of Copernicus, the church insisted thut thut system was
Why, 1f you w1ll read the maledictions and curses of that the resurrectwn? Here 1s a canmbal, who eats another mun; false, and that the old idea was true. Astronomy is the first
book, yo~l would think God, like Lear, had divided heaven and we know that the atoms that you eat' go into your body help that wo ever received from heaven. Tbtn came Kepler
among his daughters, and then, in the insanity of despair had and become a part of you. After the cannibal has eaten the in lGO\J, and you mo.y almost date the birth of science from the
launched his curses upon the human race.
.
'
missionary, and appropriated his atoms to himself and then night that Kepler discovered hill first law. That was tho dawn
, And yet, I must say-! must admit-that the Old Testament he dies, ~ho~ will tb~ atoms belo_ng to in tho morn'ing of the or the day_ of _intellige_uco-his first law, that the planets do
lY better than the New.
In the Old Testament when God res~rrectwn m a~ ac~wn of replevm brought by the missionary not moye m Clrcl_eH; h1s ~eco~d law, that they described equal
~ot ~man dead, he let him alone. When he saV: him quietly aga~nst the canlJ!bal? It !J.as. been demonstrated again and spacf's m equnl t1mes; h1s tlurd law, tlmt there wus a direct rem ~1s grave he was satisfieJ.. The muscles relaxed and a agam that there lS no creatwn m nature, and no destruction in ltttiun between weight anu velocity. 'l'hut man gave us a key
sm1le broke over the divine face. But in the New Te~tament nature. It has been demonstrated again and again that the to he~ven. 'l'hut _mun opened this infinit book, and we now
the trouble commences just at death. In the New Testament ~toms that ar~ in us hav been in millif:!ns of other beings; grown read >t, anti he u>d more good than all tho theologitmll that
God is to wreak his revenge forever and ever. It was reserved ID the forest, m the grass, blossomed 1n the flowers been in the ever lived. I hav not tirue to BlJeak of the othm·s-of Galileo
fo:.; one who sai_d, "Love your enemies," to tear asunder the metals; in other words, there are atoms in each oX::o of us that of Leonardo du Vinci, tmd of hundreds of othm·s that I coulci
veil between t>me and eternity and fix the horrified gaze of hav been in millions of others, and when we clio these atollls mention.
·
~en upon the gulfs of eternal fire. The New Testament is 7eturn to the earth, and again spring in vegetati.:m, taken up
Hl'IWJAL PllOVlDENGE!l.
~ust as much worse than the Old as hell is worse than sleep
Tho next thing twt gave this church a blow was statistics.
the leav_es of the. trees, turned into wood. And yet we hav
J~St as much worse as infinit cruelty is worse than annihila~ m
a ch~rch, m the nmeteenth century, getting up this doctrin, Away went specittl providence. We founJ. by taking statistics
twn; and yet the New Testament is pointed to as a gospel of preside~ over by professors, by presidents of colleges, and by that we c:ould tell the average length of hurutm life; that this
love and peace.
theolograns, who tell us that they believe in the resurrection human ltfe did no~ ~epenc_l upon infinit caprice; that it deTHE RElGN OF TRUTH AND LOVE.
pended upon conchtwns, mrcumstanccs, laws and facts and
of the body.
. But "more of that hereafter," as the ministers say. "vVe
They know better. There is not one so ignorant as not to that those conditions, circumstances, und facts were' ever
b~lieve that Jesus Chr~st came to establish among men the
activ. And now you will see the mun who depends entirely
know better.
kingdom of God, the re1gn of truth and love of righteousness
upon special providence gets his lifo insured. He has more
THE JUDG~1ENT-DAY.
and_peace." Well, that may hav been the object of Jesus
And what is the next thing? "Anu in a final judgment." confidence even in one ot these companic3 than he has in the
Chr!st: I do not deny it. But what was the result? The It will be a set day. All of us will be there, and the thousands whole tr_inity. We found by stat~sticll thut there were just so
Chnstl!ln world has caused more war than all the rest of the and millions, and billions, and trillions, and quadrillions that many _crunes on an average cJommltte_d; Just so many crimes of
world besides; all the cunning instruments of death hav been hav died will be there. It will be the day of judgment and one kmd and so many <;Jf an?ther; Just so many suicides, so
devised. by Christians; all the wonderful machinery by which the books will be opened, and our case will be called. Does many deaths by drownwg, JUSt so many accidents on an
the brams are blown out of a man, by which nations are con- anybody believe in that now that has got the slightest sense ? average, just so many men mttrrying women, for instance
~ue!e~ and s;tbdued-all these machines hav been born in -one who knows enough "to chew gum without a string?" older than themselvs; just so many murders of a particula;
Chr1stmn brams. And yet he came to bring peace they say· "The issues of which are everlasting punishment for the kin~; ?ust tho sumo nui?ber of acciden~s; an~ I say to-night,
but the Testament says othm·wise: "I came not to bring wicked and everlasting life for the redeemed." Tbut is the stat1~trcs utterly demoltsh the Hlca of spectal providence.
peace, b;tt_a swor~." And the sword was brought. What are doctrin to-duy of the Congregational church, and that ill the Only tho other day a gentleman was telliug me of a case of
th~ Ohnstla~ ~atwns doing to-day in Europe? Is there a
doctri.n that I oppose. That is the doctrin that I defy and spcciltl pr~viclence. lie knew it. He had been the subject of
solitary . C!:mstian na_ti~n that ~vill trust any other? How deny.
It. Yes, su! A f~w years a~o ,he was about to go on a ship,
man;v m1llions ?f Chr~stl!lns are m the uniform of everlasting
when ho wus detamecl, he chdn t go, and the ship was lost and
MOHAMl\IED.
forglVness, lovmg thmr enemies?
But I must hasten on. Now, this comes to us after all the all on board. Yes! I said, "Do you think tho fellows that
'!'here was an old Spaniard upon the bed of death and he discussion that bus been, and we are told that this 1·eligion is were drowned believed in special provideuco 'I" 'l'hink of the
sent. for_a pries~, and the priest told him that he would hav to finally to conquer this world. This is the same religion that infinit egotism of such a doctrin. Hero is a man that fails to
fmglV hlS enem1es before he died. He says "I bav not any " failed to successfully meet the hordes of Mohammed. Mo- go upon a ship with five hundred passengers, ttnd they go
"What! no enemies?" "Not one," said the dying man ,;I hammed wrested from the disciples of the cross the fairest clown to the bottom of tho sea-fathers, mothers, children and
killed the last one three weeks ago."
'
part of Europe. It was known that he wall an impostor. loving husban?s and 11ivcs. waiting upon the shores of e;peeH?w many millions of Christians a1·e now armed and 'rhey knew he was, because the people of Mecca said so and tatwn. Here IS one poor httle wretch that didn't happen to
eqmp:ped to destroy their fellow-Christians? Who are the they knew that Christ was not, because the people of ,J e~usa go! And he thinks that God, tho infinit bei'lg, interfered in
men m. Europe crying out against war? Who wishes to hav lem said he was. This impostor wrested from the disciples his poor little withered behalf, and let the rest all go. That
the natwns disarmed? Is it the church? No· it is the men of Christ·.the fairest part of Europe, and that fact sowed the is special proviuence!
who do not _believe in what they call this religion of peace. seed of distrust and Infidelity in the minds of the Christian
THANKSGIVING.
W:hen there 1s a war, and when they make a few thousand world. And the next was an effort to rescue from the Infide]ij
You know we hav a custom every year of issuing a proclaw1d~ws and orphans, when they strew the plain with dead the empty sepulcher of Christ. 'l'hat commenced in the elev- mation of thanksgiving. We so.y to God, "Although you bav
patnots, then Ohnstians assemble in their churches and sing euth century, and ended in 1291. Europe was almost depop- utllicted o.ll the other countries, although you hav sent war
"' Te Deum Lau_dam~s" to God. Why 'I Because he has ena- ulated. For every man who owed a debt, the debt was dis- and desolution, und famin on cVCl'YLody else, we hav bee~
b,le~ '!'few of J:ll~ children to kill some others of his children. charged if be put a cross upon his breast and joined the such good children that you hav been kind to us and we hope
'Ih1s 1s the rel~wn _of peace-the religion that invented the Crusades. No matter what crime he had committed, the doors you will keep on." It don't muko a bit of diffe;ence whether
Krupp gun that will hurl a bullet weighing 2 000 pounds
the prison were opened for him to join the Crusades. we huv good times or not-nota bit; tho thanksgiviugis alwuys
through twenty-four inches of solid steel. This i~ the religion of
And
what was the result? They believed that God would exactly the same. I remember a few years ago a governor of
?f peace, that covers the sea with mon-of-;~Var clad in mail all giv them
victory over the Infidel, and they carried in front Iowa got out a proclumation of that kind. He went on to tell
m the name of universal forgivness.
'
'
of the fi~st crusade a goat and a goose, believing that both how tllankful th& people were, how prollperous the state had
THE WARS IT BROUGHT.
those ammals had been blessed by the indwelling of the been; und there was a young fellow in that state who got out
What effect ha~ this religion upon the nations of the earth? Holy Ghost. And I may say that those same animals are in another proclamation saying: Fearing that the Lord might be
What hav t~e natwn~ of the earth been fighting about? What the lead to-day in the orthodox world. Until 1291 they misled by official corresponuence, he went on to say th>lt the
~as the Thirty Years Warm Europe for? What was the war endeavored to get that sepulcher, until finally the hosts of governor'll prot:lauwtion wus entirely fulse; tlmt the stute was
m Holland for? Why was it that England persecuted Scot- Christ were driven back baffled, beaten, and demoralized-a not pronperous; that the crops bad been an almost entire fail~1/.D.d? Why is it that England persecutes Ireland even unto poor, miserable, reli~o-ious rabble. They were driven bttck, ure; \hut nearly every furm in the state was tuortga~ed; tht>~
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if the Lord did not believe him, all he asked: He would send genealogy of Pontius Pilate or of Herod. Could they by giv- even unto the end of the world." Thau iq what he says.
some angel in whom he had (lonfidence, to look the matter ing the genealogy of Joseph, show that he was of the 'blood of Mark, he saw it. "So, then, after the Lord had spoken unto
David if Joseph was in no way related to David? and yet that them he was received up into heaven and sat on the right hand
over for himself.
Of co1use I hav not time to recount the enemies of that is the position into which the Christian world is now driven. of God." That is all he has to say about the most wonderful
church. Every fact is an enemy of superstition. Every fact It says the son of Joseph, and then interpolate~ the words thing that ever blessed human vision-about a miracle great
is a heretic. Every demonstration is an Infidel. Everything "as was supposed." Why then do they giv a supposed geneal- enough to hav stuffed credulity to bursting; and yet w·e hav
ogy? It will not do. And that is a thing that cannot in any one p_oor, little meager verlje. So, then, after he had quit
that ever happened testified against the supernatural.
I hav only spoken of a few of the blows that shattered the way by any human testimony be established; and if it is im- speaking, he was caught up and sat on the right hand of God.
shield and shivered the lance of superstition. Here is another port~nt for us to know that he was the son of God, I say, then How does he know he was on the right hand? Did he see
one-the doctrin of Charles Darwin. This century will be that It devolves upon God to giv us evidence. Let him write him after he had sat down? Luke says: "And it came to pass
called Darwin's century, one of the greatest men who ever it across the face of the heavens, in every language of man- while he blessed them he was parted from them and was cartouched this globe. He has explained more of the phenomena kind. If it is necessary for us to believe it let it grow on every ried up into heaven." But John does not mention it. He givs
of life than all of the religious teachers. Write the name of leaf next year. No man should be damned for not believing as his last words this address to Peter: "Follow thou me."
Charles Darwin there (on the one hand) and the name of unless the evidence is overwhelming. And he ought not to be Of course he did not say that as he ascended. In the Acts we
every theologian that ever lived there (on the other hand), and made to depend upon say so. He should hav it directly for hav another account. A conversation is 1:,>iven not spoken of
from that name has come more light to the world than from himself. A man says G0d told him so and so, and he tells me in any of the others, and we find there two men clad in white
all those. His doctrin of evolution, his cloctrin of the survi- and I havn't any one's word but that fellow's. He may ha; apparel, who said: "Men of Galilee, why stand ye here gazing
val of the fittest, his doctrin of the origin of species, has re- been deceived. If God has a message for me he ought to tell up into heaven? This same ,Jesus that was taken up into
moved in every thinking mind the last vestige of orthodox it to me, and not to somebody that has been dead 4 000 or heaven shall so come in like manner as ye hav seen l:iim ·go
Christianity. He has not only stated but he has demonstrated 5,000 years, and in another language. <lod may hav chan'ged his into heaven." Matthew didn't see that; Mark forgot it; Luke
that the inspired writer knew nothing of this world, nothing mind on many. things; he has on slavery at least, and polyg- didn't think it was worth mentioning, and John didn't believe
of the origin of man, nothing of geology, nothing of astrono- amy; and yet his church now wants to go out here and destroy it, and yet upon that evidence we are led to believe that the
my, nothing of nature; that the Bible is a book written by ig- polygamy in Utah with the sword. Why don't they send mis- most miraculous of all miracles actually occurred. I cannot
norance-by the instigation of fear? Think of the men who sionaries there with copies of the Old Testament? By reading believe it.
CASTING OUT FITS.
replied to him. Only a few years ago there was no parson too the lives of Abraham, and Isaac, and Lot, and a few other
I may be mistaken, but the church is now trying to parry,
ignorant to successfully answer Charles Darwin; and the more fellows that ought to hav been in the penitentiary they can
'
and when they come to the little miracles of the New Testaignorant he was the more cheerfully he undertook the task. soften their hearts.
ment all they say is, "Christ didn't cast out devils; these men
He was held up to the ridicule, the scorn, and the contempt of
CHRIST'S MII!ACLES.
Now, there is another miracle I do not believe. I want to had fits." He cured fits. Then Tread in another place about
the Christian world, and yet, when he died, England was proud
to put his dust with that of her noblest and her grandest. speak about it as we would about any ordinary transaction in the fits talking. Christ held a dialog with the fits, and the fits
Charles Darwin conquered the intellectual world, and the doc- the world. In the first place, I do not believe that any miracle told him his name, and the fits at that time were in a crazy
trin of evolution is now an accepted fact. His light has was ever performed, and if there was you can't prove it. man. And the fits made a contract that they would go out of
broken in on some of the early clergy and the greatest man Why? Because it is altogether more reasonable that the peo- the man provided they would be permitted to go into swine.
who to-clay occupies the pulpit is a believer in the evolution ple lied about it than that it happened. And why? Because How can. fits that attack a man take up a residence in swine?
theory of Charles Darwin-and that is Henry Ward Beecher- according to human experience we know that people will not The cl'mrch must not giv up the devil. He is the right bower.
a man of more brains than the entire clergy of that entire always tell the truth, and we never saw a miracle and we hav No de;il, no hell; no hell, no preach; no fire, no insurance.
church put together. And yet we are told in this little creed got to be governed by our experience, and if we go by our ex~ I read another miracle, that this devil took Christ and put him
that orthodox religion is about to conquer the world. It ,viii perie!lce i~ is in faver that the thing never happened; that the on the pinnacle of a temple. Was that fits, too? Why is not
be driven to the wilds of Africa. It must go to some savage man Is mistaken. Now, I want you to remember it. Here is the theological world honest? Why do they not come up and
country; it has lost its hold upon civilization, and I tell yon it a man that COIJ?-es into J ernsalem, and the first thing he does admit what they know the book means? They hav not the
is unfortunate to hav a religion that cannot be accepted by the he cures the blmd. He lets the light of day visit the darkness courage.
NECESSITY OF BELIEF.
intellect of a nation. It is unfortunate to hav a religion of blindness. The eyes are opened and the whole world is
Now, their next doctrin is the absolute necessity of belief.
against which every good and noble heart protests. Let us again pictured upon the brain. Another man is clothed with
leprosy.
He
touches
him
and
the
disease
falls
from
him,
and
That
depends
upon
this:
Can a man believe as he wants to?
hav a good one or none. Oh! my pity has been excited by
seeing .these ministers endeavor to warp and twist the passages he stands pure and clean, and whole. Another man is de- Can you? Can anybody? Does belief depend at all upon the
f<?rmed, .wrinkled, bent. He touches him and throws upon evidence ? I think it does somewhat in some cases. How is it
of scripture to fit some demonstration in science.
These pious evasions! These solemn pretenses! "When they him agam the garment of youth. A man is in his grave, and that when a jury is sworn to try a case, hel!ring all the evidence
are caught in one way they giv a different meaning to the he says, "Come forth!" And he again walks in life, feeling his hearing both sides, hearing the charge of the judge, hearing
words and say the world was not made in six days. 'l'hey say he~rtthrob and beat, and his blood going joyously through his the law, and upon their oaths equally divided, six for the
"good whiles "-epochs. And in this same confession here of vems. They say that happened. I don't know. There is plaintiff and six for the defendant? It is because evidence
faith and creeds they believe the Lord's day is holy-every one wonderful thing about the dead people that were raised- does not hav the same effect on all people. Why? Our
seventh day. Suppose yon lived near the North Pole where we don't hear of them any more. What became of them? brains are not alike-not the same shape; we hav not the
the day is three months long. Then which clay will you keep? Why, if there was a man in this town that had been raised same intelligence or the same experience, the same sense.
Suppose you could get to the North Pole you could prevent ~~om the dead I would go to see him to-night. I would say, And yet I am held accountable for my belief. I must beWher~ were you when you got the notice to come back? lieve in the trinity-three times one is one, once one is
l:lunday from ever overtaking you. You could walk around
the other way faster than the earth could revolve. How What kmd of country is it? What kind of opening is there three-and my soul is to be eternally damned for failing to
would you keep Sunday then? Suppose we ever invent any- fo~ a youn~ man? Hov.: did yon like it?" But nobody ever guess an arithmetical conundrum. And that is the poison
thing that can go 1,000 miles an hom·. We can just chase pai~l tJ;te slightest attentw~ to them there. They did'nt even part of Christianity-that salvation depends upon beliet-that
Sunday clear around the globe. Is there anythina that can be exmte mterest when they died the second time. Nobody said is the poison part, and until that dogma is discarded, religion
more perfectly absurd than that a space of time ~an be holy! "Why, that man isn't afraid. He has been there." Not ~ will be nothing but superstition. No man can control his
You might as well talk about a pious vacuum. These pious word. . They pas~ away quietly. You see I don't believe it. belief. If I hear certain evidence I will believe a certain thing.
evasions I heard the other night from an old man. He was There IS somethmg wrong somewhere about that business. If I fail to hear it I may never believe it. If it is adapted to
not very well educated, you know, and he got into the notion And then there is another trouble in my mind. Now yon my mind I may accept It; if it is not I reject it. And what am
I to go by? My brain. T·hat is the only light I hav from
that he must hav reading of the Bible and hav famil'y worship· know I may suffer eternal punishment for all this.
H~re is. a· man that does all these things, and thereupon they Nature, and if there be a God it is the only torch that this
and there was a bad boy in the family-a pretty smart boy_:
and they were reading the Bible by course, and in the fifteenth crumfy him. _Now, then, let us be honest. Suppose a man God has given me by which to find my way thJOugh the darkof Corinthians is this passage: "Behold, brethren, I show you came mto ChiCago and he should meet a funeral procession ness and the night called life. I do not depend upon hearsay
a mystery; we shall not all die, but we shall be changed." and he sh~uld say, ''Who is dead?" and they should say "Th~ for that. I do not hav to take the word of any other man nor
And this boy rubbed out the c in the "changed." So the son of a widow; hei· only support" and he should say' to the get .upon my knees before a book. Here in the temple of the
next night the old man got on his specs and got clown his proc~ssion, "Halt !" And to the 'undertaker "Take out that mind I go and consult the god-that is to say, my reason-and
Bible and said: "Behold, brethren, I show you a mystery; we coffin, unscrew that lid. Young man I 'say unto thee the oracle speaks to me, and I obey the oracle. What should
shall not all die, but we shall be hanged." The old lady said Arise!" And the latter should step from the coffin and in on~ I obey? Another man's oracle? Shall I take another man's
"Father, I don't think it reads that way." He says "Who is moment after hold his mother in his arms. Suppose he· should word, and not what he thinks, but what some God said to him?
WOULDN'T KNOW A GOD.
reading this? Yes, mother, it says be hanged, ~nd more ~o to yo~r ~emetery and should find some woman holding a
I would not know a god if I should see one. I hav said bethan that, I see the sense of it. Pride is the besetting sin of little child In each hand, while the tears £ell upon a new-made
the human heart, and if there is anything calculated to take grave, and he should say to her, "Who lies buried here?'' and fore, and I say again, the brain thinks in spite of me, and I am
she should reply, ''My husband" and he should say "I say not responsible for .my thought. No more can I control the
the pride out of a man it is hanging."
I keep going back to this book; I keep going back to the 11;nto the~, 0 grave, giv up thy cle~d !" and the hm:band should beating of my heart, the expansion and contraction of my
miracles, to the pi·ophecies, to the fables, and people ask me r~se and_m a mo!llent after hav his lips upon his wife's and the lungs for a moment; no more can I stop the blood that flow~
if I take away the Bible what are we going to do? How can ~It~le children with ~heir arms around his neek. Suppose that through the rivers of the veins. And yet I am held responsiwe got along without the revelation that no one understands? It. Is so. Do you ~hmk that the people of Chicago would kill ble for by belief. Then why does not the god giv me the eviWhat are we going to do if we hav no Bible to quarrel about? him? Do you thi~k anyone would wish to cn10ify him? Do dence? They say he has? In what? In an inspired book.
What are we to do without hell? What are we going to do ;YOU not rather believe that everyone who had a loved one out But I do no.t understand it as they do. Must I be ~alse to my
with our <Jnemies? What are we going to do with the people m th';lt ceme~ery would go to him even upon their knees and understanding? They say, "When you come to die you will
we love but don't like? They tell me that there never would ~eg him and Implore him to giv back their dead? Do you be- be sorry if you did not." Will I be sorry when I come to die
hav been any civilization if it had noll' been for this Bible. lieve that any man was ever crucified who was the master of that I did not liv a hypocrit? Will I be sorry I did not say I
Urn! The Jews had a Bible; tho Rom<tns had not. Which had death? .Let me tell yon to-night if there shall ever happen was a Christian when I was not? Will the fact that I was honthe greater and the grander government? Let us be honest. upon th1.s earth the master, the monarch of death, all human est put a thorn in the pillow of death? God cannot forgiv me
Which of those nations produced the greatest poets the knees will touch the earth; he will not be crucified· he will for that. They say that when he was in Jerusalem he forgave
greatest soldiers, the greatest orators, the greatest states~en !lot be touched. All the living who fear death, ari the liv- his murderers. Now he won't forgiv an honest man for differthe greatest sculptors "I Rome had no Bible. God cared noth~ mg who hav lost a loved one, will stand and cling to him. ing with him on the subject of tbe trinity. 'Ihey say that God
ing for the Roman empire. He let the men come up by And yet we ar~ told that this worker of miracles, this worker says to me, "Forgiv your enemies." I say, "All right; I do "
chance. His time was taken up by the Jewish people. And o~ wonders, tJ::Is man who could clothe the dead in the throb- but he says, ''I will damn mine." God should be consistent.
yet Rome conquered the world, and even conquered God's bmg flesh of life, was crucified by the J swish people. It was If he wants me to forgiv my enemies, he should forgiv his. I
never dreamed that he did a miracle until one hundred am asked to forgiv enemies who can hurt me. God is only
chosen people. The people that had the Bible were defeated years
after he was dead.
asked to forgiv enemies who cannot hurt him. He certainly
by the people who had not. How was it possible for Lucretius
'£HE RESURRECTION.
ought to be as generous as he asks us to be. And I want, no
to get along without the Bible? How did the great and glo.
There
is
al!-other
miracle
I
do
not
believe-!
cannot
believe
God to forgiv me unless I am willing to forgiv others and unI·ious of that empire get along without it? And what shall we
~t-and
that
IS
the
resurrection.
And
why?
If
it
was
the
fact,
less I do forgiv others. All I ask if that be true is that this
say of Greece? No B1ble. Compare Athens with Jerusalem.
If
th.e
dead
~ot out of the grave, why did he not show himself God should liv according to his own doctrin. If I a_m to for:From Athens comes the beauty and intellectual grace of the
world. Compare the mythology of Greece with the mytholoay to his ~nemies? Why did he not again visit Pontius Pilate? giv my enemies I ask him to forgiv his. That is justice, that is
of Judea. One covering the earth with beauty and the oth~r ~hy did he not call upon Caiaphas, the high priest? Why right. Here are these millions to-day who say, "We are to be
filling heaven with hntred and injustice. The Hincloos had no did he .not make all:other triumphal entry into Jerusalem? saved by belief, by faith;" but what are we to believe?
HE HAS BEEN IN ST. LOUIS.
Bible; they had been forsaken by the creator, and yet they be- Why did he not _agam enter the temple and dispute with the
In St. Louis last Sunday I read an interview with a Chriscame the greatest metaphysicians of the world. Egypt had no doctors?_ Why didn't he say to the multitude, "Here are the
Bible. Compare even Egypt with Judea. What are we to do wounds m my feet, and in my hands, and in my side. I am tian minister, one who is now holding a revival. They call
without the Bible? What became of the Jews who had the t~e ~ne you e~cleavored to kill, but death is my slave?" Why him the boy preacher-a name that he has borne for fifty or
Bible? Th~ir temple was destroyed and their city was taken; didn t ~e? . Simply because the thing never happened. I can sixty years. The question was whether in these revivals, when
and, as I said before, they never found real prosperity until not b~heve It. But recollect, it makes no difference with his they were trying to rescue souls from eternal torture, they
their God deserted them. Now I come again to the New Tes- teachmgs. They ~re exactly as good whether he wrought mir- would allow colored people to occupy seats with white people
tament. TL:ere are a few thin_gs ill; there, I_giv you my word, acl~s or not. Twwe two are four; that needs no miracle. and that revivalist, preaching the unsearchable richness of
I cannot believe. I cannot believe m the miraculous origin of Twic~ tw~ are five; a miracle would not help that. Christ's Christ, said he would not allow the colored people to sit with
Jesus Christ. I believe he was the son of ,Joseph and Mary· teachmgs a~e worth their effect upon the human race. It white people; they must go to the back of the church. The
that Joseph and Mary had been duly and legally married that makes no differe!lce about miracle or about wonder, but you same people go and sit right next to them in heaven, swap
he was the legitimate offspring of that marriage, and no'bodv must remember m tha~ day everyone believed in miracles. harps with them; and yet this man, believing, as he says he
ever believed the contrary until he had been dead one hun- Nobody had .any standmg as a teacher, a philosopher, a gov- does, that if he did not believe in "the Lord Jesus Christ he
dred and fifty years. Neither Matthew, Mark, nor Luke ever ernor, or a kmg, about whom there was not something mirac- would eternally perish, was not willing that the colored man
dreamed that he was of divine origin. He did not say to either ulous. The earth was then eovered with the sons and daugh- should sit by a white man while he heard the gospel of everMatthew, Mark, or Luke, or to any one _in their hearing, that ~ei·s of th~ go~s and_goddesses. That was believed in Greece, lasting peace. He was not willing that the colored man
~n Rome, I!l Egypt, m Hindostan; everybody, nearly, belieV'ed should get into the life-boat of Christ, although there was
he was the son of God, or that he was miraculously conceived. m
such thmgs.
plenty of room; he would not let them get into the boat with
He did not say it. The angel Gabriel, who, ~hey say, brought
Th~n there is an?ther miracle that I cannot believe in and white men, although those white men might be totally dethe news, never wrote a word upon the subJect. His mother
never wrote a word upon the subject. His father never wrote that Is the ascensiOn-the bodily ascension of Jesus Christ praved, and if they had justice done them, according to his
a .word upon the subject. We are lacking in the matter of Where was he going? Since the telescope has been pointed doctrin, would be eternally damned-and yet he has the imwitnesses. I would not believe it now; I cannot believe at the stars, where was he going? The new Jerusalem is not pudence to put on airs, although he ought to be eternally
it then.
I would not believe people I know much th~re.? The. abode of the gods is not there Where . was he damned, and go an~ sit by the colored men. His doctrin of
less woul_d I believe people I don't know. I s~y that gomg · Which way did he go? That depends upon the time religion, the color-line, has not my respect. I believe in the
at that time Matthew, Mark, and Luke believed that he of day th~t he left. If he left in the night he went exactly religion of humanity, and it is far better to love our fellowwas the son of Joseph and Mary. And why? They say the opposit way from what he would in the day. Who saw men that to love God, because we can help them, and we canhe descended from the blood of David, and in order to show this mnac~e? They say. the dis?ipl~s. Let us see what they not help him. You had better do what you can than to be
that he was of the blood of David they gave the genealogy of say about ~t. Matth":w did not thmk It was worth mentioning. always pretending to do what you cannot.
ETERNAL PUliiSHMENT.
Joseph, And if Joseph was not his father, why not giv the He doesn t speak of It at all. On the contrary, he says that
the last words of Christ were: "Lo, I am with you always,
Now I come to the last part of this Bible-this creed-and
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tions, just in the gray of the morning they saw a house floating meet again, and from the affection of. t~e human heart grew
down, and on its top a human being; and a few men went out the great oak of the hope of immo.rtality. A~~ around that
to the rescue in a little boat, and they found there a mother, a oak has climbed the poisonous vme sup~rstit!On. The?lowoman, and they wanted to rescue her, and she said: '~No; .I gians, pretenders, soothsayers, parsons, pr18~ts, P?pes, bisham going to stay where I am. I hav three dead babes m this ops hav taken all that hope, and they hav had the l~pudence
house." Think of a love so limitless stronger and deeper than to stand by the grave and prophesy a future of pam. They
despair and death, and yet the Chri~tian religion says that if hav erected their toll-gates on the highway to the ot!Ier wor~d
that woman did not happen to believe in their creed, Go.d and hav collected it from their fear. The church ~ld not giV
would send that mother's soul to eternal fire. If there IS us the idea of immorttrlity, the Bible did not g1v us the
another world, and if in heaven they wear hats, wh;ensuch a idea of immortality· let me tell yon now the Old Testament
woman climbs up the opposit bank of the Jordan, Chnst should tells yon how yo~1 lost immortality; it . does !lot say .a
word about another world from the !irst lD;IStake In Genesis
lift his to her.
to the last curse in Malachi. There Is not m the Old TestaMISSIONARIES.
one burial service.
That is the trouble I had with this Christian religion, its in- ment
No man in the Old Testament stands by the dead and says,
finit heartlessness; and I cannot tell them too often that dur- "I will meet them again "-not one word. From the top of
ing our last war Christians who knew that if they were shot Sinai came no hope of another world. .And when we get to
they would go right to heaven went and hired wicked men to the New Testament what do we find there? "Hav thy. heart
take their places. perfectly willing the men should go to hell counted worthy to ~btain that world and the resurrection of
provided they could stay at home. You see they are not the dead." As though some would be cou~t.ed unworthy to
honest in it, they do not believe it, or, as the people sal, "they obtain the 1·esurrection of the dead. And Ill another. place:
don't sense it," they hav not religion enough to conceive what "Seek for honor, glory, immortality." If yon hav got It, ":hy
it is they believe and what a terrific falsehood they assert. seek for it. And in another place: "God, who ;tlone h~th ImAnd I beg of everyone who hears me to-night, I beg, I implore, mortality;" and yet they tell us. that we ge~ our 1d~a of ImmorI beseech you never giv another dollar to build a church in tality from the Bible. I deny 1t. If Cbnst ~·as ill fact <;:J-o~,
which that lie is preached. Never giv another cent to send a why didn't he plainly say there w~s an~th~:t hfe. Why d1dn t
missionary with his mouth stuffed with that falsehood to a he tell us something nbout it? "hy d1dn t he turn the tearforeign land. Why, they say, the heathen will go to hea':en stained hope of immortality into the glad knowledge of
any way if you let them alone; what is the use of sendmg another life?
.
them to hell by enlightening them? Let them alone. The
Why did he go dumbly to his death and leave the world m
idea of going and telling a man a thing that if he does not be- darkness and in doubt? Why? Because he was a man and
GREAT AND GOOD MEN IN HEiill.
lieve he will be damned, when the chances are ten to one that
"God so loved the world" he is going to damn most every- he won't believe it. Don't tell him, and as quick as he gets to didn't know. I would not destroy the· sn~allest st~r of human
body and if this Christian religion be true, some of the great- the other world and fin.'ls it is necessary to believe he will say hope, but I deny that we got om idea of m~mortality fro.m th;e
est ~nd ~andest, and best who ever lived upon this earth are "yes." Giv him a chance. My objection to the Christian re- Bible. It existed long before Moses existed.. We, find 1t
suffering its torments ~o-nig~t. It don't appear to ~ake much ligion is that it destroys human love, and tells yon and me symbolized through all Egypt, through all I!ld1n .. 1\ herever
difl'erence however With this church. They go nght on en- that ·the love of your dear ones is not necessary in this world man has lived his religion has another wor~d Ill w~wh to m.eet
joying th;mselvs as'well as ever. If their doctrin is true, Be~- to make a heaven in the next. No matter about your wife, the lost. It is not born of the Bible. The.Ideaof Immortality,
jamin Franklin, one of the wisest and best ~f men, 'Yho did your children, your brother, your sister-no matter about all like the great sea, has ebbed and fiowed m the huma~ heart,
so much to giv us here a free government, IS suff<Jnng the the affections of the human heart-when you get there you bm1ting with its countless waves of hope and fear agamst the
tyranny of God to-night, while he endeavored to establish free- will be along with the angels. I don't know whether I wOl~ld shores and rocks of fate and time. It was n.ot J;>orn of. tho
dom among men. If the churches .wer_e honest ~h~r :preacli- like the angels? I don't know whether the angels would like Bible. It was born of the human heart, and 1t will contmue
e:rs would tell their hearers: "BenJamm Franklin IS m hell, me. I would rather stand by the folks who hav loved me and to ebb and flow beneath the mi3ts and cloud~ of doubt and
and we warn any and all the youth not to imitate Ben~amin whom I know; and I can conceive of no heaven without the darkness as long as love·kisses the lips of death. We do not
Franklin. Thomas Jefferson, tb,e author of the Declaration of loved of this earth. That is the trouble with this Christian know. We do not prophesy a life of pain. We loave the dea~
Independence, with its self-evident truths, has been damned religion; leave your father, leave your mother, leave yom·wife, with nature, the mother of us all, under a seven-hued bow of
these many years." That is what all the ministers ought to leave your children, leave everything and follow ,Jesus Christ. hope. Under the seven-hued arc~ let the c~e;td s~eep.
'·Ah, but yon take the cons.olatwn of religw!l·
What .conhav the courage to say. Talk ~s you b~lieve. Stand ~y your I will not. I will stay with the folks. I will not sacrifice on
creed or change it. I want to Impress It upon your mmd, be- the altar of a selfish fear all the grandest and noblest prompt- solation has religion for the w1dow _of the nl? beli~vor, the widow
banse the thing I wish to do in this world is to put out the :fires ings of my heart. You do away with human love, and what of a good, brave, kind man who hes deaJ? . ''hat can t~e orof hell. I want to keep at it just as long as there is one little are we without it? What would we be in another world, and thodox ministers say to relieve th~ .burstmg heart. of that
coal red in the bottomless pit. As long as the ashes are warm what would we be here without it? Can any one conceive of woman? What can the orthodox mmisters say to relieve the
hearts of the little o~·p~an~ as they kneel by th.e grav~
I shall denounce this infamous doctrin. I want you to know music without human love? Human love builds every home aching
that the men who founded this great and glorious government -human love is the author of all the beauty in this world. of. that father if that father chdn t happen to be an orthodox
Christian'/
"'hrlt consolation hav they?. I Jind th.at when a
are there. The most of the men who fought in the Revolution- Love paints every picture, and chisels every statue; love, I tell
loses a friend the tears spr1~g from h1s eye~ as
ary war and wrested from the clutch of Great Britain this con- you, builds every fireside. What could heaven be with~ut Christian
as from the eyes of others. Th~n· tears are fl~ b1tter
tinent hav been rewarded by the eternal wrath of God. The love? And yet that is what we are promised-a heaven w1th quickly
as Olll'S. Why? The echo of the prounses ~poken eighteen
old Revolutionary soldiers are in hell by the thousands. Let your wife lost, your mother lost, some of your children gone. hundred years ago is so low, .and the sonnd of the clods upon
the preachers hav the courage to say so. The men who fought And you expect to be made happy by falling in with some the coHin so loud, the prmniHcs are so frlr aw,~y, and the dead
in 1812 and gave to the United States the freedom of the seas, angel. Such a religion is demoralizing.
are so near. '!'hat is the reason. And they hnd no consolanearly all of them hav been damned since 1815-all that were
And how are you to get there? On the efforts of another. tion there. I say honestly we do not know; we cannot say.
killed. The greatest of heroes, they are there. The greatest Yon are to be perpetually a heavenly pauper, and you will hav
do not know, cannot say whether dea~h is~ 'Ya!I or a cloor;
of poets the greatest scientist, the men who hav made the to admit through all eternity that you never would hav got We
the beginning or end of a clay; tho spr~flclmg of pm1o~s to soar,_
world b~autiful and grand, they are all, I tell you, among the there if you hadn't got frightened. "I am here,"yon will say, or the folding forever of wings; tho r1so o_r tho set of a sun, 01
damned if this creed is true. Humboldt, who shed light, and "I hav these wings, I hav this musical instrument, because I an endless life that brings the mptnre of love to every onewho added to tlie intellectual wealth of mankind; Goethe, and was sacred." What a glorious world! .And then think of itsay.
Schiller and Lessing, who almost created the German Ian- no reformation in the next world-not the slightest. If y~u we do not know; we cannot
AN" OJ..~]} l<'AHI.E.
guage--'all gone! All ~uffering the wrath of God to.-nig~t, and die in Arkansas, that is the end of you. At the end you will
There is an old fable of Orpheus nn1~ Emydice: .Euryclieo
every time an angel thinks of One of those men he giVS h1s harp be told that, being born in Arkansas, yon had a fair chanc~. had been captured and ta!ren t.o th~ m~ernal regwns, 1~nd
an extra twang. Laplace,. who read the heavens like an open Think of telling a boy in the next world·, who li':ed and died.m Orpheus went after her, talnng with h1~ h1s harp a!ld playmg
book-he is tliere. Robert Burns, the poet of human love-he Delaware, that he had a fair show! Can anythmg be more In- as he went· and when he came to tho mfornal regwns he beis there because he wrote the "Prayer of-Holy Willie;"becanse famous? All on an equality-the rich and the poor, those gan to play, and Sisyphus sat down upon tho. st?ne thnt he
he fastened upon the cross the Presbyterian creed, and made with parents loving them, those with every opportunity for hnd been heaving up the side of the monntam fo1~ so m~ny
it a lingering crucifixion. And yet that man added to the ten- education, on an equality with the poor, the abject, and tp.e years and which continually rollerl back upon ~1m;. lx1~n
derness of the human heart. Dickens, who put a shield of ignorant-and this little ray called life, this little moment with paus~d upon his wheel of Jire; 'rantnlus. ce!lscd m h1s V;tl~
pity before the flesh of childhood-God is getting even with a shadow and a tear, this little space between your mother's efforts for water; the daughters of Da~111dcs left ofl' trJ;ng
him. Our own Ralph Waldo Emerson, although he had a arms and the grave, that balances an entire eternity. And to Jill their seives with water; Pluto snnlocl, and ~or the first
thousand opportunities to )J.ear Methodist clergymen, scorned God can do nothing for you when yon get there. A little time in the history of hell tho cheeks of tho Funes \~ore wet
the means of grace, and the Holy Ghost is delighted that he is Methodist preacher can do more for the soul here than its ere- with tears· monsters relented nnd they sairl, "Eurychce may
in hell to-night.
ator can when you get there. The soul goes to heaven, where go with yon, but you mnst not look back." So he nga!n
Longfellow refined hundreds and thousands of homes, but there is nothing but good society; no bad examples; and they threaded the caverns, playing us he wont, and as he ag_am
he did not believe in the miraculous origin of the savior. No, are all there, father, son, and holy ghost, and yet they can do reached the light he failed to hear the footsteps of E,1~r~rhce,
sir; he doubted the report of Gabriel. He loved his fellow- nothing for that poor unfortunate except to damn him. Is and he looked back and in !L moment she was gone. Jlus old
men; he did what he could to free the slaves; he did what he there any sense in that? Why should this be a period of pro- fable givs to us the idea of the po~petnrl~ effnrt to resen~ trnth
could to make mankind happy; but God was just waiting for bation? It says in the Bible, I believe; «Now is the accepted from the clutches of monsters. i:lome t1mo Orphrms w1ll. not
him. He had his constable right there. Thomas Paine, the time." When does that mean? That means wheneve: the look back. Some day Eurydice will rcrwh tho blcs~ecl light,
author of the "Rights of Man," offering his life in both hemi- passage ia pronounced. Now is theacceptPd time. It w1ll be and at some time there will fade from the momor.v of men the
spheres for the freedom of the human race, and. one of the the same to-modbw, won't it? And just as appropriate then
founders of the republic-it has often seemed to me that if we as to-day, and if appropriate at any time, appropriate through superstition of religion.
could get God's attention long enough to point him to the all eternity. What l say is this: There is no world-there can An Enormous Expenditure and Sma.U Itesults.
American flag, he would let him out. Comte, the author of be no world-in which every human being will not hav an opAccording to Mrs. Knox of Blmira, who delivered
the "Positiv Philosophy," wbo loved his fellow-men to that portunity of doing right. That is my objection to this Chrisdegree that he made of humanity a god, who wrote his great tian religion, and if the love of earth is not the love of heaven, an address on Wednesday before the Presbyterian
work in poverty, with his face covered with tears-they are if those who love us here are to be separated there, then I want Women's Foreign Mission Society, the whole .of
getting their revenge on him now. Voltaire, who abolished eternal sleep. Giv me a good cold grave rather than the
torture in France; who did more for human liberty than any furnace of Jehovah's wrath. Gabriel, don't blow! Let me Christendom gives " only $6.000,~00 a year, or SIX.~
other man, living or dead, who was the assassin of supersti- alone ! If, when the grave bursts, I am not to meet the faces tenths of a cent each, for the conversiOn of the heathen.
It seems to us that six millions a year is far from
tion, and whose dagger• still rusts in the heart o.f Catho!icisiD:- that hav been my sunshine in this life, ~et me sleep on.
all the priests who havbeen translated hav their happmess m- Rather than that the doctrin of endless punishment should be an insignificant sum. It is, in~eed,, an enormous concreased by looking at Voltaire. Glorious country, where the true I would like to see the fabric of our civilization crumble tribution toward the conversiOn of the heathen, and
principal occupation is watching the miseries of the lost! Gior- and 'fall to unmeaning chaos and to formless dust, where obli vdani Bruno, Benedict Spinoza, Diderot, the encyclopedist, ion broods and memory forgets. I would rather a Samson of must represent a vast amount of individu~l ~elf-deni_a,l.
Instead of speaking contemptuously of this J?agmtiwho endeavored to get all knowledge in a small compass so some imprisoned force released by thoughtless chance should
that he could put the peasant on an equality with the prince, so wreck and strand the world that man, in stress and strain cent offering, Mrs. Knox had reason for astomshme~t
intellectually, the man who wished to sow all over the world of want and fear, should shudderingly crawl back to sava~e that the great flow of money to spread the gospel lll
the seeds of knowledge; who loved to labor for mankind. and barbaric night; I would rather that every planet s!Ionld ~n
While the priests wanted to burn, he did all he could to put its soundless orbit wheel a barren star, on which the light Wi)l the heathen countries continued to be so great, deout the fire-he has been lost long, long ago. His cry for wa- fall as fruitlessly as falls the gaze of love upon the cold, pathetiC spite the stubborn refusal of heathendom to be conter has become so common .that his voice is now recognized face of death, than that the Christian religion should be true. verted.
through all the realms of hell, and they say to one another,
wHAT HE BELIEVES.
Rather let her ask, What are the results a~com;
"That is Diderot." David Hume, the philosopher, he is there
I think it is better to love your children than to love God, a
with the rest. Beethoven, the Shakspere of music, he has thousand times better, because you can help them, and I am plished by means of so vast an annual expenditure.
been lost; and Wagner, the master of melody, and who has inclined to think that God can get along without you. I be- Are these millions so laid out as to produce the best
made the air of this world rich forever, he is there, and they lieve in the religion of the family. I b.elieve that the :oof-tree effect, or is much of the money squandere~ ~ecause,
hav better music in hell than in heaven. Shelley, whose soul, is sacred from the smallest fiber held Ill the soft, moist clasp it is devoted to the maintenance of the miSSI?Ill:l of
like his own Skylark, was a winged joy-he has been damned of the earth to the little blossom on the topmost bough that
for many, many years; and Shakspere, the greatest of the hu- givsits fragrance to the happy air. The fami~y where vi.rtue rival religious denomination.s .and the t~ac~mg of
man race, who has done more to elevate mrtnkind than all the dwells with love is like a lily with a heart of fire-the fmrest more or less conflicting rehgwus doctrms. Huw
priests who ever lived and died, he is there; and all the found- flower in all this world. And I tell yon God cannot afford .to many genuin converts are actually. made :yearly
ers of inquisitions, the builders of dungeons, the makers of damn a man in the next world who has made a happy fmnily
.
chains, the inventors of instruments of torture, tearers and in this. God cannot afford to cast over the battlements of .among the heathe~s? .
Besides, pagamsm IS now. spreadmg throughout
burners and branders of human flesh, stealers of babes and heaven the man who bas built a happy home here. God
sellers of husbands and wives and children, the drawers of cannot afford to be unpitying to a human heart capable of Christendom at a most alarmmg rate. Infidelity Is
the swords of persecution, and they who kept the horizon In- pity. God cannot clothe with fire the man who ha~ clothed menacing the church in Europe and Ameri?a ~s never
rid with the fagot's flame for a thousand years-they are in the naked here· and God cannot send to eternal pam a man before. It seems to us, therefore, that Chnstians hav
heaven to-night. Well, I wish heaven joy in such company. who has done ~omething toward improving the condition of
. .
OB.JECTIONS TO FAITH.
his fellow-man. If he can I had rather go to hell than to their hands full at home.
Take New.York forinstance;avastmaJonty oftl;e
And that is the doctrin with which we are polluting the souls heaven and keep the company of snch a Go.d.
, of children. That is the doctrin that puts a fiend by their dyThey tell me the next terrible thing I do IS to take the hope people are no mo~e followers of the precepts of t!Je
ing bed and a prophecy of hell over every cradle. That is of immortality; I do not, I would not, I could not. Immor- Christ and no more believers in tbe f~nda~ental
" glad tidings of great joy.'· <?nly a little ~hile ag~, wh~n t~e ~alit;y: was first dreamed of by human l~ve, and :ye~ t.he church doctrins of Christian theology than the mhabtt~nts
great flood came upon the Ohw, sent by h1m who 1s rnlmg ill IS ~< mng to take human love out of Imn:l:ortalit). W ~love,
the world and paying particular attention to the affairs of na- therefore we wish to liv. A loved one d1es and we w1sh to of Calcutta, or Pekin, or Yokohama.-Sml.

that is, eternal punishment, and I hav concluded .and I hav
said I will never deliver a lecture that I do not
the full
benefit of its name. That part of the CongregatiOnal cre~d
would disgrace the lowest savage that crouc~es and .crawls m
the jungles of Africa. Th~ man who now, ~ the nmeteenth
century, preaches the do~trm ?f et~rnal Pl:!mshment, the d?c;
trin of eternal hell has lived m vam. Thmk of that doctrm.
The eternit:y of pu~ishment! Why, I find in that same creed
that Christ IS finally going to triumph in this world ~d establish his kingdom· but if their doctrin is true he will never
triumph in the other world. He will havbilli?D:s.in hell forever. In this world we never will be perfectly CIVIlized as long
as a gallows casts its shadow upon the ea:th. As long as. the~e
is a penitentiary behind the walls of whwh a hulD;an bemg IS
immured, we are not a civilized peoJ?le. .We will n.ev~r be
perfectly civilized until '!e do .a':·ay Wl~h. cnme all:d cnmmals.
And yet according to th1.s Chnstmn relig,j,O~ Go.d .Is to hav an
eternal penitentiary; he IS to be all: eve~liistmg Jailor, an eve:lasting turnkey, a warden of an mfimt dungeon, and he IS
going to k'lep prisoners there, not for the purpose of reforming them-because they are never going to ~et. any better, only
getting worse-just for tl:~e purpose ?f :pum~hing them. ~d
what ·for? For somethmg they did m this world; born m
ignorance educated it may be in poverty, and yet responsible
through the countless ages of eternity. No man can think of
a greater horror· no man can think of a greater absurdity.
For tlle growth of that doctrin ignorance was soil and fear ":as
rain. That doctrin came from the fanged mouths of wild
beasts, and yet it is the "glad tidings of great joy."
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Waifs and Wanderings.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
CHAPTER XXVI.-CONTINUED.
"Is it possible that he'll worry through?" said Cupples. " One chance out of a hundred and that's all.
If the water's deep enough, he may weather it, for
he's like a cat-giv him a chance, he's always right
side up with care. I'll wait, and, meantime, get a
square meal. If he don't share it with me, I can eat
it all myself. I woiJ.'t object to double rations."
Several hours passed by. Cupples bad to eat his
meal in utter loneliness. The gorgeous sunset came
with its many colored banners, and, for one bright
hour, held carnival in the heavens and earth, and
then its jeweled tents were furled and away it passed,
and the black troops of night a.ppeared with their
star-adorned turbans. They lowered over the forest
and marched to the solemn music of the innumerable trees. Cupples held his breath. He was
mightily scared, and devoutly prayed that the sergeant might materialize at once. It was almost midnight and Cupples hadn't slept a wink, and every
noise made him tremble like a leaf.
Finally, be beard a faint halloo. It sounded like
"Cupples."
"I must go," be ·said, "though I feel as if the devil
would catch me."
'
He crept on towarJ the voice. It had a muffled
sound, and he could scarcely tell whether it was human or not. As be stealthily approached, he felt sure
that it was the sergeant's voice. He ventured himself, at length, to cry out. To this there was a quick,
decisive reply, "Cupples!" He hurried forward and
almost tumbled into the arms of the sergeant, who
was limping and creeping along.
"Safe," cried Cupples.
"I don't know," said the sergeant. "I'm pretty
well bunged up. I got an awful twisting. I believe
my ankle is sprained. My bead feels as if it was a
squash. Help me to the shanty. I must have a
night's rest, a good warm fire, and recover my forces.
I've got a big thing here, and, by the eternal, I muRt
get it to our folks. The enemy are massing all their
forces on Fort Donaldson. That's their plan now.
They'll succeed and strike a bard blow if I don't prevent. The other fellow went to the devil, I guess.
It's a big gorge. I bad to float down a mile before
I found a landing-place, and I bad to crawl my way
back almost. If my ankle's all right by morning, so
so that I can walk, I'll take my chances with good
courage."
Cupples built a roaring fire, cooked the best corncakes he was able, made the sergeant as comfortable
as possible; and for the rest of the night they both
slept like logs, as if there were no enemy about. They
bad to do this, and forget all danger, for only by
thorough rest aud refreshment would they be able
to cope with the enormous difficulties of the morrow.
Their only safety was in being absolutely desperate.

CHAPTER XXVII.
A BIG HAUL.
It was almost noon when the sergeant awoke and
rubbed his eyes.
"I guess I'm in the land of the living," said be,
"though I hardly know where I am."
Cupples jumped up as if struck by lightning.
"I guess we'd better be going," he said.
" We mig bt as well take our time," said the sergeant.
"It isn't our legs that'll save us, but our beads.
We must plan. .We are as safe here as anywhere."
" If our legs don't take us out of this, I don't think
our beads will."
"Wait and see. What we need first of all is a
· good rest and plenty of strength. I wonder if I can
walk."
The sergeant bobbled around a bit.
"I don't think my ankle is sprained. Get me
some water and I'll give it a good dosing."
He bathed it profusely, and in a little while be
was able to walk quite ccmfortab]y.
"Now for the rest of tbat corn-meal. While you
are cooking, I'll examine tbese dispatches, and see if
I can plan anything out of them."
The sergeant wrapt himself in a. brown study,
while Cupples labored valiantly with the meal, and
made some corn-cakes that were not quite as heavy
as cannon-balls.
"Lucky we've got a good appetite," said the sergeant, "or we'd starve to death before we could
digest these specitpens of primeval rocks. But they'll
serve to keep us until we've acccmplisbed our plans.
Do you know, Cupples, that I'm going to capture a
whole regiment?"
"I expect you can do anything," said Cupples,
"after gomg through that cataract. At the same
time, I don't understand it."
" Listen, and I will tell you a thing or two. This
is a map of the country, do you see? Over here is
Bolton's brigade. The troops are massing there.
This dispatch says that the 5th Georgia, now at
Buford's station, will come down on the railroad to-
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night. The railroad runs right through the camp_;
but beyond that it goes directly to our own forces,
six miles away, at Sinclair's. I shall board the train
as it comes down, send it spinning through Bolton's
camp, and straight on to ours. I engage you for
fireman. Will you take the job?"
"It's no use to strike," said Cupples, "so I fall in;
but I haven't the slightest doubt but we'll all go to
smash."
"Perhaps so, but the greatest risk is the greatest
safety now. We must be ready to ride the lightning
if need be."
"When shall we run the gantlet? "
"About midnight, I guess. It's a couple of miles
through the woods to the track, so we'd better start."
It must be confessed that Cupples didn't admire
the project very much. It was a brilliant idea
indeed, but it seemed an utter impossibility to carry
it out. The sergeant went forward, however, as if
be hadn't the slightest doubt of success; as if he bad
bought a first-class ticket for a palace car. After a
slow tramp through the wood they came to the railroad.
"We must halt at this curve, just where they'll be
going slow," said the sergeant. "This big tree
makes a good hiding-place. What we must do,
Cupples, is to jump aboard, fling the engineer and
fireman off, put on steam, and go it. If we can get
a fair start, I defy the whole of Bolton's army to stop
us."
"I'll follow," said Cupples; "I can't manage the
engine, but I'll keep the fire a-going."
"That's all I want. I know something about these
iron horses. I've rode 'em, and I know how to get
the speed out."
Quietly they lay hid amid the enormous branches
of the wide-spreading oak.
The verdant roof,
spangled with rich masses of sunlight, made their
temporary habitation seem like an airy palace.
Occasionally some bright bird dashed in and out of
their retreat. The squirrels kept them good company, as if they bad a certain sort of unconscious enjoyment in the affair that was about to be undertaken.
The thunder of the train could be beard in the
distance, as night overspread the heavens.
"Now for it Cupples. Creep along the edge of the
wood there. The moment it reaches the curve we
must spring."
Cupples mechanically obeyed. He kept his eyes
fixed constantly on the sergeant. The sergeant
crouched closely to the ground alongside the rail.
Cupples did the same. The train approached and
began to round the ·curve. It seemed as if the
engine was about to run over the prostrate men,
when, like flame from gunpowder, they leaped up
and upon the engine, tackled the engineer and fireman, overpowered, gagged, and rolled them off,
put on the steam, and in a moment, almost, were
darting through the darkness at terrific speed. The
lights of Bolton's camp soon gleamed; but, to the
astonishment of the rebel troops, the train went
rattling by like a whirlwind.
.
" Where in. the devil is that train going?" said
Bolton, as it went thundering like a comet.
"It's going to the federal camp," said Sandy.
"Some Union spy has the run of things. I guess
they'll stop him though before he gets much farther.''
"I don't know. It looks as if they were bound to
go to smash, and not a splinter be left."
"Pile on the coal, Cupples, make it red bot. Make
the train shake so that they can't climb over, knock
em off if they try it."
It seemed as if the whole night was awakened by
the tumultuous swiftness of the train. It almost
leaped from the rails in its mad career. It was a
freight train; the soldiers were piled inside the cars,
and it was impossible for them to reach the engine
and grapple with,the well-nigh insane adventurers.
A few brakemen who endeavored to do so were
thrown off.
" They can't stop us. We've passed the enemy's
lines. Six miles more and we are safe."
It was as if a planet were thundering and blazing
through the immensities of space.
"It almost takes my breath," said the sergeant.
"I wish I could send word that I'm coming."
"What in the devil is that " said Stubbs, as he
saw the fiery train dashing toward his encampment.
"Can you make it, doctor?"
"I can't; it seems like an earthquake."
"Order the troops to fall in. Whatever it is, we'll
be ready."
The long scream of the locomotive was beard again
and again.
''Send the cavalry up the road," cried Stubbs. "If
it don't stop soon it'll go over the. broken bridge into
the river."
The troops of cavalry went streaming up the winding railroad.
"Hurrah, Cupples, we are inside our own lines.
Let her slack up. Now jump for it. Here we are
on terra firma."
"What, Jones?" cried Stubbs," and Cupples? Are
you in command of this force?"
" They are your prisoners, if you'll be on l.tand to
ca-tch 'em."
.
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"Of course we will. You don't find us napping."
"That's not all," said Jones, "read these."
"Bully for you,'' cried Stubbs, as he perused the
dispatches. "This is important. We must march
at once. See that the prisoners are properly secured."
The sergeant's memorable achievement became one
of the traditions of the army. As thE~ result of it,
one Of the most decisive movements of the war took
place and the rebel army was defeated in one of
its most daring and skilful undertakings.
[TO BE coNTINUED. J

Common Sense on the Temperance Question.
t
BUFFALO, April 10, 1884.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The following
letter to a friend may contribute to the controversy now going
on in the columns of your paper if you think it worthy a place.

DEAR FRIEND : You question, "What is the matter
with prohibition that you cannot vote for it?" I answer:
The same matter I find in all political parties-intolerance, bigotry, policy. Everybody who does not
shout for their candidate is classed with the rum
party. They bold that no man is a temperance man
unless he is a prohibitionist, and in tricks of politics
they "out-Herod Herod." I hav mingled with them,
and find them generally devoi,cl of sympathy for the
struggling mass of humanity. From bating the sin
they learn to bate the sinner. But this is of the men.
What of the measure ? I cannot approve of prohibition. I believe in temperance and in total abstinence, and shall always do what little I can to advance
that belief. But the day bas passed when belief can
be established by legislation. A belief to be enduring must be based on evidence. Now evidence in
regaril to excess in drinking is all on one side. Nobody denies the harm. Also in regard to adulterated
liquors. But pure liquors taken in strict moderation
is a question on which learned authorities differ.
Until it can be established that "the thing in itself"
is harmful, I must giv the credit of sincerit.y to those
who claim it is not, and being sincere in their belief
they bav as good a right to it as I to mine.
Here prohibition is in conflict with personal liberty. But you say, "It is not the moderate drinker
the Jaw aims to suppress; it is the grogshop." " To
do a great good do a little wrong, and curb this cruel
devil of his will." Now this sounds well, but the
principle is wrong. "Be sure you're right, then go
ahead," was Davy Crockett's motto. Prohibition
should only deal with crimA, and drinking liquor can
be nothing more than a vice, and if we punish this
vice, to be consistent, we should punish all vices, and
if that were done, as Dio "Lewis says, "the last man
would bav to reach out through his cell-koor and lock
himself in, for we are all guilty of vices." But you
say; "Drunkenness is so much worse." True, drunkenness is a great nuisance, but we bav enou~ b law on
that question now. Also against the sale of liquor
to children, the insane and idiotic, or other persons
known to be dangerous when under its influence.
Also laws against adulteration. But our prohibition
friends neglect all these in their endeavor to get some
new law on the statute books, to become in turn a
dead letter. Their constant cry is somewhat like the
crow-law, law, law! Moderate drinking is not a
crime, it is not a nuisance; it may be a vice in so much
as it may lead to drunkenness: but if the law can F>ay,
"You shall not drink tbis,"may it not say," You shall
not eat that?" "But prohibition does not say this,"
you say. "It only says you s"h.all not make and sell
this drink." But this is a. distinction without a difference. The aim is to prevent the. drinking, else whence
the harm? "To say a man has a legal right to drink,
and then send a constable to stand between him and
opportunity, is adding insult to tyranny." And, as
Lewis further says, "the prohibitionist would say to
a man who wishes to drink, My dear fellow, you hav
a perfect legal right to drink, but I should smile to
see you buy any. The right to drink includes the
right to buy, not the right to buy through the lying
prescription of a tricky doctor, but the right to buy
of anvone who conducts the sale without crime and
without making his business a legal nuisance." And
so long as there is a demand there will be a supply,
and private drinking clubs are considered by many
good people as worse and more dangerous than the
public saloon. There is a rebellious spirit in man
that kicks against authority.
The Western farmers find that by driving their
cattle away from their straw stacks and thereby inducing them to steal it they can get them to eat the
straw which they otherwise would not touch. "Stolen
fruits are sweet."
"Ob, yes, but consider the awful woe and misery
caused by strong drink-crime, degradation, and poverty. Heavens! if prohibition fails, what shall we do
to be saved ?"
Now while admitting that King Alcohol is indeed
a remorseless tyrant, I believe his power rests upon
popular ignorance-ignorance of bow to adapt ourselva to our environments so as to secure the largest
possible happiness for ourselvs and others. When
education discloses the true paths of happiness alcohol will follow all other kings into oblivion. Educate,
elevate, reform, and revolutionize society. Drunkennflss and all other social vices are the result of our
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social organization and the daughters rather than compelled to receive it, but the debtor is compelled purposes-it is the reception room for friends and is
the art room, the fine room. We all like beautiful
the mothers of poverty.
to tender it if the creditor so demands.
I consider wage slavery and the degradation of laThe law declares that all foreign coins, and some objects, but we hav no space for them. A union of
bor the cause of nine-tenths of all our vice and crime. United States coins, are not money, though they were families would bring about the establishment of a
Emancipate labor and educate the laborer, and our money once. The law declares that a piece of paper fine art room.
A great deficiency in home life is the want of proper
saloons, like Othello, would find their occupation stamped and issued under a certain·law is legal tengone. "It is asserted," says E. C. Walker, "that in- der money, and so long as that law remains in force, children's schools. At three years of age a child has
temperance is the cause of every crime. If by in- so long as that one dollar of legal tender is a legal mastered self-consciousness. He wants to be occutemperance is meant only the use of stimulating tender for one dollar, so long it rides the topmost pied. If he is not properly occupied his character
drinks, nothing could be wider of the truth than this. wave, pre-eminent over all articles bartered and is injured. The little naughtinesses of children are
Every passion of man, his every desire, every unbal- traded for. If the law says that a trade dollar coin not their fault, but the fault of their mothers. The
anced faculty, has helped to swell the crime list. is legal tender for one dollar of debt, it becomes mothers do not train themselvs to understand the
National pride-count its windrows of slain! Ambi- money. Now the trade dollar is not money. If the soul life of the child. They are too busy with other
tion-view its fields of carnage! Revenge-how law says that a gold coin is not a legal tender, from offices. The kindergarten is a remedy for this, but
many daggers has it sharpened, how many vials of that moment the gold coin is not money, but some- the kindergarten is impossible in isolated houses.
poison uncorked! Avarice-in mercy's nl).me lift not thing else-a creation of a machine. The trouble What I ask is that we should hav a union of housethe veil! Jealousy-see its victims bleed; hear their has been that men who are ignorant or unable to holds. We must hav a union so an·anged that the
anguished moans! Parental ignorance and inhar- comprehend the legal tender idea, or whose intelli- family _may be private and yet that there may be comony, bequeathing to children malformed bodies gence runs to foliage instead of root, as does the operatwn.
and erratic 'brains-go gaze upon the scaffolds they essay of my learned friend,do not understand the subhav built!"
ject they write or speak pf, and therefore get so far
Liberal Notes from IHinois.
And what is th(') remedy for all this sad array? from shore that they lose themselvs, and need to be
On
Thursd~y
ev.ening, March 20th, I completed a
Why, a right education-a reformation of society brought back.
founded on right and justice. To remove an evil we
What is money? It is that thing which the su- four-weeks tnp w1th J. E. Remsburg, over eastern
must seek for its cause. Law never removed an evil. pre me law of the land declares to be legal tender for northern, and western Illinois. · We traveled ove~
History shows that the most vicious crimes hav fol- debts in the country where that law is supreme. Of five. hun~red miles together; he lecturing and I
lowed the most rigorous laws. Priest and lawyers what material is money made ? The same as a house selhng Liberal books, etc., at. the meetings. He
hav ever been stumbling-blocks in the path of civi- -of whatever material the architect decides to use. fi.ll~d three engagements in addition to the nine
lization. They hav monopolized education and wealth
Has the greenback dollar ever fallen_below its face whiCh had been previously announced in THE TRUTH
and ccn:stituted themselvs the great slave-drivers value? Not in its power to pay debts, and therefore SEE~ER. The s;_dditional engagements were McHenry,
of humanity. The lawyer's. whip was present law; has never depreciated. Why the war agains~ the Mohne, and Vi' yoming. In all he gave twenty-seven
the priest's was law to come. But humanity is be· greenback dollar? Because, as an outburst of mtel- lectures on this trip in this state. The lectures were
coming restiv under the lash. There are muttE:.rings ligence, it was to usury and kingcraft an enemy. It well attended, and in some places we had crowded
all round the world, and priests and kings and law-. was and is a friend of the peop_le, and therefore ~o be house.s. Notwithstanding that in nearly every plMe
yers begin to see the handwriting on the wall. The put out of the way for the enriChment of worshipers the sky-pil_ots did all t~e.y could ~o keep the people
education which they sought to monopolize is being of the golden calf, who seek to build themselvs up away, gettm&" up oppositiOn meetmgs and entertainments-and m one place the Methodists got up a nediffused among the paople. Their ill-got wealth must at the expense of the many,
M. M. PoMEROY.
gro show as a counter attraction, but it did not win
follow suit. The "law" born of the priests and propNew York, Aprilll, 1884.
to any great extent--Mr. Remsburg's lectures hav
agated by kings and lawyers, must pass away. A
had a good and lasting effect wherever he has been.
new era, a new dispensation, will follow. Liberty,
We pa~ed company after the close of his lectures at
The Bryennios Manuscripts.
born of reason and science, will reign supreme. No
W:yommg, ~arch_ 20th.. He is going to fill his apcrown nor scepter, no cross nor crosier, will signal
The Andover Review for April contains a translation
the new event: Reason the only guide, science the of an ancient Greek manuscript entitled, "Teaching pomtm~nts m Missouri. and Iowa, on his way home
only method, liberty the only authority-" man's in- of the Twelve Apostles," lately found by Bishop Bry- to Atchison, and I turnmg eastward toward the center of Illi~ois: I hav now completed four years' conhumanity to man " shall be no more.
ennios in a "Most, Holy Sepulcher" in Constanti- stant _seryiCe m the cause of Liberalism in the state
nople. It is claimed. that the original book was com- of Ilhnms,_ and alo~g the. bord~rs of the adjoining
"Forever in thine eyes, 0 Liberty,
Shines that high light whereby the world is saved,
posed between A.D. 120 and 150. The "Man of Sin" s~ates, selh~g ~nd Circulatmg Liberal literature, getAnd though thou slay us, we 'vill. trust in thee."
has read the translation and is inclined to believe ti~g subscr1ptwns to Liberal papers, and organizing
Yours in the hope that evolution or revolution may that the date assigned to the writing is not too early. Liberal Leagues wherever I could. During the four
It appears that Clement of Alexandria has quoted a years that I hav been engaged in this work I bav
"hasten along the glorious noon-day,"
passage from it as scripture. If so, it must hav ex- tr~veled something over ten thousand miles. ' First,
A. L. BALLOU.
isted sometime before A.D. 200. Bu~ how long before With a horse and bugg;v, and for the past two years
in order to be regarded by Clement as holy scripture? and four months by rail. I hav visited nearly every
Money and Its Meaning.
Half a century would seem to be too short a time to county, and every town of any considerable size that
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: To- acquire that repute, but two hundred years would I could reach by railroad in this state. And as I reday my attention was called to an article of corre- probably be long enough. Why not, then, unless vi~w the work I hav done, I find that I bav accomspondence under the above heading, in your issue there is some evidence to the contrary, date it as pl_Ished far more than I ever anticipated that I could
of March 8th, which number escaped my notice at early as A.D. 1? Jesus was stoned and hanged about With the small means I had when I commenced.
the time owing to absence from home. The article i~:~ 75 B.c., and Paul, who was one of the youngest apostles, But n.ow my means are expended, and I am compelled
from the pen of Stephen Pearl Andrews, and as it survived until near the beginning of the Christian to qmt. and seek some renumerativ employment to
helps to mystify the mind of those who may not hav era. He was, probably, the last living apostle. After replem~h my purse. If I am successful in finding
gone to the root of the money question, I respectfully they were all dead was the time for their immediate soin:ethmg_ to do, whereby I can earn a little money,
successors to write out an authoritativ creed, and I Will agam take hold of the Liberal work. Last
ask you to admit to your columns this reply.
Man is all-powerful. His body is perfection for a this book entitled, "Teaching of the Apostles," was fall I proposed to go into the state of Indiana, and
purpose. When the life, the spirit, is, by the power just the kind of work we would expect to see, not work up a state League and local Leagues in that
that gave it out and of which it is a part, is called professing to be the direct teaching of the apostles, state, as I bav done in Illinois. But as I got no reback or returned to the parent, the body is valueless but yet speaking as if by apostolic authority.
sponse to my proposal from the Liberals in Indiana
except as a commodity. So, too, with money. No matThere are several more ancient Greek manuscripts I dared not make the undertaking.
'
ter what its size, shape, form, age, sex, or material. En- discovered by Bryennios at the same time, of which
Now, I should be pleased to hear from the Liberals
dowed or surcharged with power to exist and appear we are about to hav translations. These are the of this state, and especially from those who are memand hold rank and perform as a legal tender to the dis- first and second epistles of Clement to the Corinthi- bers of the State Liberal League of Illinois in recharge of a debt, it is all-powerful over all other crea- ans, the epistle of Barnabas, and the longer recen- gard to their opinions or wishes in refer~nce to
tures till the power that thus exalted ii is withdrawn to sion of the Ignatian epistles. "Antichrist'' has, h_olding: the Annual State Liberal League Convenbe conferred upon something else, when it is a dead, heretofore, expressed his belief that the first epistle tion th1s year. These conventions are necessarily
inert mass; as is the trade dollar, or any other coin or of Clement, and the epistle of Barnabas, if authen- attended with some expenses for hall rents speakers
thing that is demonetized-dead as money. The life tic, were written as early as the beginning of the printing, postage, etc. And as I no long~r hav th~
has departed, but the substance remains for such pur- Christian era. Now we hav forthcoming a new text means to pay these expenses from my own pocket, I
pose as it may be put to. But it is no longer money, of these, varying more or less from those we hav dare not run the risk of incurring the expense. I
which in the law is simply a legal tender to the dis- heretofore. Let us see if there is anything in the h~pe that thos~ who feel an interest in upholding the
new text incompatible with the early dates assigned Liberal cause In the state of Illinois and would like
charge of debt.
At one time in my life, when I understood this to those two epistles by
ANTICHRIST, A.M.
to see a good Liberal convention held in our state
matter no better or clearer than does my learned
during summer, will write to me and let me know
friend, Stephen Pearl Andrews, I could agree with his
what they think about it. All letters or postal cards
Reform in Home Life.
position in all of its foliage. But I cannot do so now
addressed to me to Bloomington, Ill., will he forwithout insulting intelligence and reflecting upon the
Professor Adler preaches a vast deal of common warded to me.
F. F. For,LET,
wisdom, learning, and patriotism of the Supreme sense. 1\.t his lecture at Chickering Hall last Sunday
Secretary State Liberal Lea,gue of lllinois.
Court, the highest tribunal in this country.
he said: The family is one of the most remarkable
Galva, Ill., March 25, 284.
The law does not affix values. This is left to buyer inventions of human genius. He called it an invenand seller to arrive at by barter. The law simply tion because home life did not always exist. We hav
How To 'l'ake the Census.
declares what shall be moneta, or money, or legal ideally recognized monogamy, although practically
tender to the final discharge of a debt. Whatever is there is polygamy and communism. To-day all sorts
Our mode of taking census is a sample of how a
a legal tender is money. Whatever is not a legal of wild propositions are made concerning the sub- government is ~oing to become a vast engin wheretender is not money.
ject, and society is anxious.
by several hundred thousand people may liv off the
The law givs, and the law takes away the legal
Our position concerning the family is one of un- labor of millions. By dividing all the people of each
tender life, power, or spirit; withholds it, or givs it to yielding conservatism. We do not believe the pres- county into groups of t-en, with a head man for each
another thing, as the case may be.
Ant form of family life will ever be superseded. But ten, who keeps his reports up and presents them to
Mr. 4-udrews says that money has power to p~- if the inner constitution of the home is to remain the eld€r or head of ten such groups, who in turn
chase. This I deny in toto. Not all the money IS- unchanged, the external arrangements may be reports to the bead of ten like himself, the whole
sued by any government or power in the world has changed. Too much drudgery is imposed upon our census is promptly taken at a trifling cost. Each
power to purchase my wife, my child, my vote, ~y women. The kitchen is made ~he base _of o~r houses, head of the thousands can report to one common
manhood, or so simple a thing as the pen with whiCh and there are people who beheve family _life should head. Organized thus, the census for the wholA
and by which I convey these ideas, thoughts, and rest on the kitchen; that mothers and Wives should Union can be taken in a few minutes, on the same
facts to paper. The law does not pretend to giv spend their time in the kitchen. If a woman spends principle as that each family eats its own dinner.
money powe1· to purchase, but does declare what is ber tim~ in this way she cannot exercise those en- Perhaps some time we will begin to know what
legal tender for debt; what is a specific for that one nobijng m:fiuences we demand of her.
government by the people really is.
complaint. The patient, that is, the creditor, is not
Our homes are clumsy. The parlor is used for two
CLARKE IRVINE,
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toadied to him in a manner that would be shameful
in a body possessing as much sense as a monkey, and
as they hav sown, so must they reap. But every drop
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
of patriot blood must boil at the attempted indignity
upon
our government, and when Mgr. Capel's insoE. M. M.&.cmoNALD;
Editor.
lent
proposition
reaches Washington he should be
P. So:mmBY,
Business Manager.
snubbed and told to mind his own business. Will
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our present officials hav the backbone to do it?
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Jesuitical Tricks.
Those fashionable Protestants who hav introduced
Mgr. Capel into their homes are likely to regret it.
Bishop Potter, of the Episcopal church, has been expecting that when the widow Hamersly died she
would leave to his church a large portion of the four
millions of dollars bequeathed her by her husband.
But it turns out that the French Jesuit has been
hunting in that direction, and has bagged the game.
In the matter of proselyting, the Protestants can
learn much from their mother church. The old lady
has had years of experience to profit by, and possesses a more elastic conscience. Mgr. Capel says
their last stroke of business is a " professional
secret," and refuses to divulge the means by which it
was brought about. He said to a World reporter
that as convereions come entirely from God, a priest
being merely the instrument, he considered any discussion of them a sin of as great enormity as the sin
of David in numbering his people. Were it known
that he was on business of that kind, the houses of
his Protestant friends would be closed to him, and
his occupation would be gone. He tacitly admitted
that his church was sure of the Hamersly millions,
but he would not reveal what commission the pope
allowed him on the transaction.
The Protestants can blame themselvs for this prospectiv loss. They hav taken Capel to their homes
and bosoms, and given him opportunities he could
never hav obtained had he been left to the courtesies
of his own denomination. It is natural that the viper should sting, and only a fool will coddle one.
The treacherous instincts of a Jesuit cannot be
drowned in wine dinners; and this follower of Loyola is not diverted from his purpose by polite attentions. His mission here is fraught with danger to
a.ll our republican institutions, as is shown by his utterances on the school question previous to this capture of a fair millionairess, and his later effort to induce our government to interfere with the Italian
conversion of the Propaganda property into interest
bearing bonds. On the evening of the 16th, he addressed a meeting of Catholics, who proposed, "to ask
the whole Catholic body in the United States to sign
a declaration of its opinion and feeling concerning
the step of confiscation, euphemiously called conversion, of the Propaganda property; and that it is their
further intention to ask the government of the United
States to protest, in the name of these signatories,
against the contemplated action of the Italian government. Already," he saya, "with a true instinct of
right, and determined to uphold the rights of its
citizens, hav the states demanded and obtained
the protection over the American College at Rome."
Now no one questions the right of the Catholics to
send individually, and as a body, to the Italian government a protest embodying their views of the rightfulness and legality of what Mgr. Capel, with dishonest purpose, calls the confiscation of the church's
property, but when a foreigner heads a mass meeting
which presumes to instruct the United States government to interfere with a friendly •power in its
dealings with its own subjects, the impudence rises
to a sublimity which would call for no notice had not
our accidental president already shown a disposition
to fish for Irish votes by throwing the American :flag
over the " American " college-a step he had no more
right to take than he would hav to hoist the Stars and
Stripes over the Vatican, and say to King Humbert,
You shall not tax this; it is American property.
Our codfish aristocracy deserve all the humiliation
they may receive at the hands of Capel, They hav

Selling Flowers Sunday.
The "Society for the Prevention of Crime," Howard Crosby chief instigator, D. J. Whitney, chief
bulldozer, has entered upon the task of converting
New York's continental into a puritanical Sabbath.
One of its hired spies has written to a police commissioner calling his attention to the public commission of the enormous sin of selling canes in Broadway on Sunday, while " gangs of boys with bouquets
on boards, which they thrust under the faces of pedestrians," sell :flowers on Sundays, from 10 A.M. to
2 P.M., at Fifth avenue and Twenty-third street.
Capt. Kip, first deputy clerk of the Police Department, wrote in reply that the ·superintendent had been instructed " to look sharply after the
cane pedlars," but that it was "a serious question
whether the law was intended for the suppression of
:flower selling, or whether its !'igorous enforcement
in that particular would be indorsed by public opinion." After saying that the :flowers which decorate
the churches are mostly delivered by :florists on Sunday morning, Capt. Kip continues:
"It has long been the custom for religious people to purchase :flowers from these little venders on their way to and from
worship, and if it becomes necessary for this department to
enforce a law prohibiting the sale on Sunday of an article so
harmless, so beneficial, and at the same time so refining in its
influences as the bouquet of :flowers, it will do so without much
heart in duties so unpleasantly imposed."

to the fund would rather pay the bare cost of a picture such as is now in preparation than receive gratis
a plain black lithograph. On the one designed the
artist foregoes all profit, furnishing it for just the
cost of preparation, and we hav added only the cost
of the protecting roller and the amount of the postage. All those who hav contributed towards erecting the monument will therefore get the lithograph
for thirty cents; others will be required to pay fifty
cents. Orders will be received at any time, and
filled as soon as the work is done. There is also a
small balance (about $50) yet remaining unpaid on
the monument itself. We shall feel great joy when
we can announce the extinction of this debt.

.A Chance for l\lr• Livezey, of Catonsville, 1\ld.
A friend of ours living in Idaho has received one
of the circulars sent out by the Maryland crank accusing some Liberals of Oregon of conspiring to
murder some Christians, and in a private letter to
us, inquiring about Livezey, !lays:
"I will giv him one hundred dollars apiece for every Infidel
found engaged in any secret plot to persecute any sect or denomination in Oregon. Furthermore, I will giv him one hundred dollars for each one found among the twenty-five ladies
and gentlemen [that Livezey says he has brought to grief or
confession] who upheld such work. I will also, if the Whatis-it wishes, put up two dollars to his one for him to make his
assertion good about Infidel assassins in Oregon, for if Infidels
are of that class it is well the world should know it."

This is a golden opportunity for Livezey to either
prove his charges or retract them, for surely a good
"What-is-it?" cannot want to circulate a lie. As our
friend's letter is private we cannot now giv his name,
but it is sufficient that he is a reliable gentleman.
We hav written to him to be ready with his cash,
and Mr. Livezey can communicate with him through
our mediumship.
------~~-------

Mr. Kip's evasion is as bad as the society's bigOne Vote for Edmunds Stopped.
otry. What the Christians buy on Sunday he would
Under date of April 13th, Charles C. Johnson, of
sell; that which they do not need to purchase he Milford, Mass., writes:
would prohibit from being offered. This looks very
"The cry in this section is Edmunds. Your editorial on
much as though he thinks the earth turns exclusivly 'That Bible Amendment' was timely. You could not hav
struck bet~er. I read it to a friend to-day. He said, 'That
for the Christians.
fixes me.
now.'"

Once a Beggar, .Always a Beggar.
The Supreme Court of this state has rendered a
decision in the suit of the People vs. Peterson that
is of interest. The law of this state allows exemp
tion from taxation to the amount of $1,500 to all
ministers. Mr. Peterson, since 1830, had been a
preacher of the Reformed church. Fifteen years
ago, by reason of old age, he was obliged to giv up
preaching, and he retired, presumably on a competency, as he has done nothing since, and possessed
t
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case up to the Supreme Court, which has rendered a
verdict in his favor. The court said, "Being a minister, and engaged in no other calling, he was entitled to the exemption, notwithstanding he was disqualified for activ duty by age and infirmity."
It is difficult to know which to condemn most, the
stupidity which enacted the law, the partisanship of
the court rendering the decision, or the moral obliquity of the minister who would receive exemption
under the circumstances.

Pictures of the :Monument.
It givs us the greatest pleasure to be able to aay
to inquiring correspondents that there is in course of
preparation an elaborately designed lithograph of
Mr. Bennett's monument. The size is 22x27 inches.
It will be executed in colors, with the medallion likeness printed in bronze. Two sides of the structure
will be shown.. The large size will enable the inscriptions to be plainly read, and ornamental panels
will show the lettering on the two obverse sides. The
ample dimensions of the lithograph will enable the
artist to make the medallion as large as an imperial
photograph, thus insuring a faithful likeness of Mr.
Bennett, which we know will be treasured by his
thousands of fri~nds. The whole will form a beautiful picture, an ornament to any parlor.
It was at one time proposed by the committee to
send a picture of the monument to every one subscribing a dollar towards its erection. Such a picture would necessarily hav been a very plain affair, as
the committee is not composed of wealthy men and
could not afford to giv an elaborate present. But on
considering the matter it was thought the subscribers
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I hav been talking for him; shall not vote for him

We do not see how any consistent Liberal can
work for Edmunds or vote for him if he secures tbe
Republican nomination. Mr. Edmunds would use
his place to further the schemes of the Gad-in-theConstitution party, and he who would do that is a
dangerous man to put in power.
To OUR READERS AND BOOKBUYERS: Jf you experience any dftficttlty in obtaining THE TRUTH
SEE ER
,.p
tl
P
th
1t
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or any 0 our own or o aer .L' ree oug1l
k 1
1
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1 ll .f.'. l
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~vor s tarougaany ea er, wesaa J ee greatly o ltge
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if you wtll oTder dtrect ·from thts qffice. .We are
fearful that many d~alers do not take the ?atns they
should to supp!y ·Liberal wodc~-somettmes, ev~n,
~rongly. rep?r~tng therr;- out o/pnnt-thereby deprwtng the tnqutnng publtc of heterodox books, and preventing us from making needed sales.

Editorial Notes.
TALMAGE pictured what he claimed as the resurrection with
so much realism on Easter Sunday that women went into hysteria and men would hav been seized with delirium tremens
if they hadn't gone out of church in the middle of the sermon
to find a man around the corner. What is the use, asks 1'ruth,
of these sanctified exclamation marks about a thing of which
Dr. Talmage knows nothing and never will know anything?
The whole thing was theatrical, but it had not the honesty of
a theatrical representation, for a play is an acknowledged fiction. Dr. Talmage's heaven and hell, on the contrary, are
only born of his vivid imagination, with a little Presbyterian
theology thrown in, and he pretends that he knows all about
them. · Having a large and :flexible mouth and a copious :flow
of words he presents his imaginary places of joy with great
effect. Perhaps he is paid his salary to frighten women and
.disgust men.
AT a church dedication in Smyrna, Del., on April 5th, the
Rev. Dr. Mutchmore took occasion to rebuke the faithful for
their lukewarmness as manifested by the atomic size of their
contributions. "I often think," he said, "that a man's faith
may be gauged by his contributions to God's service. A man
at a horse race will bet $500 on a certain horse. Why does he
do it? It is the amount of faith he has in that horse. A dog
fancier will bet $50 on the dog which he has faith in. You can
gauge his faith by the amount of money he is willing to contribute toward the support of God's church; he drops a penny
in the plate and plainly says that's the amount of my faith in
the cleansing and saving power of the grace of God. The dog
fighter has fifty dollars' worth of faith in his bulldog, and the
Christian ten cents' worth in the savior of the world." It
doesn't seem to hav occurred to the reverend gentleman that
men's faith is sometimes pinned to the object that best de·
serves it .
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the Liberal League or its opponents, and who, if they would sharp. The subject and the orator should draw a crowded
invite a national convention to meet, might from their high house.
Co IES of TH TRUTH SEEKER will be mailed for 7
character close up our ranks.' In a recent lndex we read that
its editors and ' thousands of Liberals decline to work with
P •
E. .
the National Liberal League on account of the demand for a cents; m q_uantlttes of ten and upwar~, 5 ce~ts .each.
repeal of the Comstock United States Postal laws, passed as a We hav prmted an extra supply of thiS weeks ISSue,
resolve at the later congresses of the League. There is noth- and hope our friends will distribute them broadcast.
ing so desirable as unity and co-operation among Liberals for Colonfll Ingersoll's lecture deserves a· world-wide
the purpose 0 f defense, propaganda, and constructiv effect read'ng
1
upon society, politically and soQially. The above intimations
•
remind us of the propriety of timely notice that the editors of
To OuR READERS AND BooKBUYERS: If you exMan will not be ca~didates for any office of the League ~t the perience any dijjiculty in obtaining THE TRUTH
next Congress. They and Man and the New York Liberal
Publishing Company think it best that a new deal should be SEEKER or any- of our own or other Freethought
then niade, so that, if possible, the elements referred to by Mr. works through any deale1·, we shallfeel greatly obliged
Bradford and the Index should be brought forward and har- if you will m·de1· direct from this office.
We are
monized with the League. This object we announced previ- i: ,.;: l 7
d z ·d
k '7
·
7
't
t
t
t
d
d
J ea7J u t wt many ea e1·s o not ta ·e t w patns t 1ey
ous t o th e I as t Congress, b u t b ecause I was no s a e e..
.
·
AN exciting debate between Charles Bradlaugh and H. Hynd- cisivly in time, the present officers were unanimously re- should to 81lpply Liberal wm-lcs--somettmes, even,
man, president of the English Democratic Federation, took
elected, and in such a way and at such a time that they could wrongly repm·ting thern ant qf print-thereby deprivplace on the evening of the 17th, at St. James's Hall, London,
on the subject of Socialism. The members of the Federation not decline without endangering the safety of the Leagu'e. ing the inquiring publi·: of heterodox books, and preNow WE GIV AMPLE NOTICE. There should be in our columns,
.
J
·
les
7 ·•
had begun to grow cool toward Bradlaugh, says the cablegram, and in the Liberal press generally, friendly suggestions as to venttng us rorn mcuctng
needed sa .
becauEte he refused to keep pace with their revolutionary
our successors, so that the Congress may make the wisest postheories, and he consented to debate the entire question of
Unbounded.
sible selections. Every League and Liberal society of any
Socialism with President Hyndman, his principal critic. The
There's
11 theory honestly held to-day,
kind in the country should be represented at the next ConWhich we think our better thoughts gainsay.
hall (which has the largest seating capacity of any in London)
gress, wh•ther thmJ hav been able to agree with the cour.<e n.f the
It is this: The present alone is ours;
was crowded.
Bradlaugh, although he greatly surpassed
League or not. There will be the amplest opportunity for the
To it alone we should lend our powers;
Hyndman in the skill with which he managed his side of the
realization of Mr. Bradford's suggestion by having the LiberThe past is past and dead, they say,
debate, lost the favor of the vast audience by advocating only
The future a phantom that leads astray;
als who hav not acted with the League join in a call of their
milder forms of Socialism and con-tending for agitation as the
We can claim no more than this little day.
own to meet in a free, uncon;lmitted and common CongresR, to
means to accomplish governmental reforms. Hyndman charselect new officers and inaugurate a new policy adapted to
We hold, though the past no longer bides,
acterized Bradlaugh's policy of agitation as child's play and
Its influence lingers still and guides.
present conditions and issues. We take this course (1), Beboldly declared that the only way to bring the despots of
'ro-day is the kennel of time, and would be
cause we fear that past issues and differences cannot be reEurope to their senses was to terrify them into making proper
As nothing without its yesterday.
moved from the minds of many Liberals except by a decided
concessions. It is said that Hyndman's arguments carried the
\Veak and helpless in nature's chainH,
change of the per.~onnel of the man~tgement of the League, and
For, fast in h9r fetters, our own strength wanes,
house by storm. The full text of this debate is to be printed
we would not stand in the way of its \lllity and welfare a mo:From forebodings of evil the morrow may bring,
in pamphlet form by the National Riformer, when American
ment by reason of past issues. (2) Then again, as we exAs from It precipice we draw shuddering,
readers will hav the opportunity of reading it.
Or, cheered by a something the sense cannot sound,
plained in our last paper, the Comstock issues which hav been
For respite from sorrow we look beyond.
THE tide of immigration setting toward our shores is subject a 'cause of difference, hav been largely tried out, and their
In the present we work, but rely on the past
to fluctuations, but there exists no reason to anticipate that right decision can be perhaps better secured wit.hout giving
For capital. 'rhe prize of recompense
during the life of the present generation it will fail to reach to them what seems to many exceptional prominence. (3)
Not in the now, in the subseCJ_uont lies.
the average hight of the past ten years; immigration, therefore, lffan could and would still advocate organization and the
As freedom abhors a prison cell,
continues to be one of the great economic questions of this principles of the League, but no longer in any official or semiTrue mind in bonds disdains to dwell,
country, and it involves a political problem of the highest im- official way. Now Jet all those who believe in any kind of
Loving space's infinity
No more than time's eternity.
portance, that of naturalization. That our naturalization laws organization or co-operation of Liberal people in the UnitPd
Galls as meaner curbs bav done
consider
who,
as
president
and
secretary,
would
best
States
are defectiv in many respects is notorious, and the demand
The splendors of rising ~tnd setting ~un.
for their revision will no doubt acquire added force from further that purpose. And whoever may be selected shall hav
Rich is the memory of ages gone,
the publication of an article by Justice William Strong upon our hearty support."
-------.~-----Richer the hopes of those coming on.
that subject in the North American Review for May. In the
Expectation, rem em bmncc,
same number of the Review, Edwin P. Whipple offers a canTo OuR READERS AND BoOKBUYERS:
JIOU exLink future nnrl past·,
did judgment of Matthew Arnold, as a thinker and as a man perience any df!ficrulty in obtaining THE TRUTH
Of this triple life
of letters: Richard A. Pr'Jctor, under the title of "A Zone of
Which the now holds fast.
VmGINIA E. VANCE.
Worlds," writes of the vast multitude of the pigmy kindred of SEEKER or any qf our own or other Freethought
Concord, J(y., Feb. 4, 284.
the earth, known as the asteroids. In " The Railway and the works througl~ any dealer, we shallfeel greatly obliged
State," Gerritt L. Lansing essays to prove that the multiplica- ~f you will order direct from this qffice.
We ewe llitting Mr. Stebbins Some Sounding Whaclrs.
tion and extension of railroad lines, and the establishment of
To THE EDITOR OF Trm 'fnuTH SEEKEH, Sir: I hav
fear:fnl
that
many
dealers
do
not
take
the
pains
they
low rates of transportation, are hindered rather than helped
just read an article in THE 'l'nunr SEEKER of March
should
to
supply
Li,beral
wo1·ks--som.etim.es,
even,
by governmental interference. Professor Henry F. Osborn,
15th to which I think you ought to hav replied.
of Princton College, has a highly interesting article on "Illu- wrongly reporting them out qf print-thereby deprivMr. S. Stebbins takes you to task on the tariff
sions of Memory." Helen Kendrick Johnson contributes an ing the inquiring puhlic qf heterodox books, and prequestion, and after writing a long article in favor of
essay on "The Meaning of Song." Finally, there is a joint
a protectiv ta.riff admits at the end that we hav no use
discussion of "Workingmen's Grievances," by William God- venting us from making needed sales.
for it. An idiot could hav done as well.
win Moody and Prof. J. Laurence, of Harvard University, in
He says he can quote authorities and giv statistics
which both make several mistakes, though on the whole Mr.
Lectures and Meetings.
to prove that everything he needs is made by his
Moody's statement is an exceedingly valuable setting forth of
CoL. INGERSOLL will lecture at the Academy of Music in this home customers neater, better, and cheaper than the
economic grievances.
city on the evening of Sunday, the 27th. Seats can be se- imported article. If the needs of a farmer can be
AT the close of a temperance lecture given by W. F. Jamie- cured in advance at the box office.
supplied at home neater, better, and cheaper than
son at Creighton, Neb., a Mr. J. T. Lindsay, being called upon,
THE fourteenth annual convention of the American Labor from abroad, the needs of the mechanic and merchant
said:
Reform League meets in this city at Clarendon Hall, 13th st., can he supplied as well as a general rule. Now ev"I came not to speak, but to hear, if possible, on the sub- Sunday and Monilay, May 4th and 5th. Three sessions will erybody knows that we do not import what we can
ject of temperance. I think temperance in all things is the be held daily. Wm. Rowe, Stephen Pearl Andrews, R. W. produce neater, better, and cheaper at home. Where,
crown of excellence. There are thousands of men and women
who kill themselvs by gluttony that the world knows not of, Hume, l::i. Myra Hall, Dr. C. S. Weeks, E. H. Heywood, Geo. then, is the use of a protectiv tariff if we import nothing? His logic proves too much. And what use is
for they go to their graves silently and unmarked. When the M. Davenport, speakers.
drunkard dies, he goes amid the ravings of lunacy, and the
there in the expression: "Place all the farmers on
MEMBERS
and
patrons
of
the
Institute
of
Heredity
and
all
wild shrieks of delirium. The worst man on earth is the man
one Ride of the globe and the artisans on the other
who gets drunk and abuses the wife who has clung to him friends of the movement are aRked to remember that tho last
through years of sorrow and adversity, with his heart deadened Parlor Meeting of this winter's series will be held at the res- side." He might as well hav told you to take the
against the lisping words of love from childhood's lips-words idence of Dr. E. B. Foote, No. 120 Lexington avenue, corner sun into one hand and the moon in the other. It
that should thrill his soul with tenderness and joy. With Mr. East 28th st., on the last 'l'hnrsday evening of April-the 24th would hav been as sensible. Impossibilities cannot
Jamieson's permission, as this is his audience, I will say a few
be allowed in place of argument!!.
words for Christianity. When Christ said, 'Love one another,' --at eight o'clock. All are invited.
No doubt Mr. Stebbins livs in a country where
he meant it. When he said, 'Be merciful and charitable
THE "Union of the Freethinkers of Germany" held at
toward all men,' he meant it. The minister of the gospel Mannheim, South Germany, on the 27th and 28th its third an- people still vote for General Jackson, and all you may
who talks to the sinner and Infidel the words of love and
print about his being dead will not convince them
charity makes the! best and most lasting impression. The nual convention. The morning sessions were devoted to busi- that it is so.
men who used the thumb-screw, the iron rack, the fagot, ness; the afternoon and evening sessions were public, and
All that can be said for or against tariff is simply
and horrors of the dungeon, were not Christians but devils, devoted to discussing such themes as " Orthodoxy and Cultwho had stolen the livery of heaven, and were not only Infi- ure," "Characteristics of Primitiv Christianity," the "Oath this: it favors the monopolist, and in so far is a curse
dels but fiends in human form. We should be honest. I Question,'' and "Women's Rights."
to the nation; but on the other hand it reaches a
wish to say this for Robert G. Ingersoll-Infidel as he is-in
class of persons who, like Jesus Christ, hav nevflr
his practical life he shows many of the Christian virtues. He
C. FANNIE ALLYN has lectured for the Liberal Leagne of
is a loving husband, kind father, a true anrl faithful friend, Philadelphia the last two Sundays. The League has had be- where to lay their heads, and who, but for the tariff.
would never pay a cent to defray the expenses of the
and does many acts of charity that the world knows not of.
He never turns a deaf ear to the cries of the unfortunate, and before it Messrs. Putnam, Bell, Remsburg, and Chainey, and governm<:lnt whose resources they consume.
offers a hand to assist many of those the world has left to sink will hav Mr. Reynolds at the expiration of Mrs. Allyn's enI hav seen the workings of a protectiv tariff in my
deeper into hopeless despair."
gagement. The attendance is good, and increasing. The
own country. The same arguments were., used in faMr. Lindsay was formerly a law partner of Col. Ingersoll's, question up for discussion last Sunday was, Is Christianity
vor of it that its advocates use here, yet the tariff
and hils therefore opportunity to know whereof he speaks 'con- r~t~onal? Those who take the affirmativ of this are to be
was abolished and the country prospered better than
cerning the great Infidel. His knowledge of what constitutes 1pitied, as :!lfrR. Allyn alone would snow _them under. The
before.
The same can be said of England. With a
a Christian is neither so well founded nor accurate. A perusal League should encourage lecturers and sit down on wrang·protectiv tariff England would stand low in the rank
of Mr. Schaff's paper in the North American Review might lers.
of nations; with free trade it defies the world.
alter his opinion of what constitutes a true Christian. By
NExT Sunday morning at the Liberal Club rooms, 220 East
The idea of a tariff is caused by the same selfiHh
that he will see that it is the duty of Ohri.stians to perseC'Ute Free- 15th st., George Chainey will deliver his lecture on "The Gethinkers, and by talking toleration he is neglecting his duty.
nius of Shakspere and His Relation to Secularism." This notion which causes Christians to fight against the
discourse of our eloquent Liberal orator will be highly inter- taxation of church property, but while the benefits
T. B. WAKEMAN and T. C. Leland announce that at the next esting as showing the true spirit of the immortal poet. The in this case are real, in regard to the tariff they are
Annual Congress of the National Liberal League they will not poetry of Shakspere is essentially of this world. It is the play only imaginary.
Mr. Stebbins concludes by stating that the tariff
be candidates for re-election to their respecti v offices of presi- of human passion and of motivs derived entirely from man
dent and secretary of the organization. Their reasons are vnd his surroundings. He breathes the genuin scient;fic and bas made us the greatest and most prosperous nation
given as follows, in their paper, Man: "In a late number of Liberal spirit, and, as Ingersoll shows, the profoundest inspi- that ever existed. Such ignorance might be excuQ• •·l
Man, the Hon. A. B. Bradford, of Enon Valley, Pa., said: ration of modern progress. Let there be a generous turn·ont in a Hottentot, but is inexcusable in an Amerie "I
1 There are men in the land who are not identified, either with to our Sunday lecture.
RoBERT GuNTHEH.
Admission free. It begins at 11 A.M. citizen.

THE investigation of . the charges against the Rev. M. N.
Capron, at Utica, N. Y., lasting four days, and terminating
on the 16th, resulted in finding the charges of imprudent
conduct, immoral conduct, and fraud fully sustained by the
testimony. The Rev. Mr. Capron was thereupon deposed
from the ministry, but not expelled from the church. So
says the account; and, for thus retaining the immoral and
fraudulent member within the fold of the church, it may be
added, that committee has the thanks of an a:ffiicted and longsuffering world, which certainly has no reason to wish Mr.
Capron thrown back upon it unless he can be returned in as
good condition as he was received into the communion. This
taking men into the church, keeping them until they are
demoralized, and then turning them loose in the community
again has grown monotonous. Every one must be, relieved to
know that the church will continue to be responsible for the
peculiarities of the Rev. Mr. Capron.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. APRIL 26, 1884.
BUTLER, PA., April 9, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I like your paper very well. I am always glad
when it gets here on Saturday, so that I can be through with
it by Monday morning to send it out on its mis~ion to spread
the light and truth. We hav nine or ten churches here in this
borough, with a population of about 3,000. I hav been here
thirty-two years, hav been a Freethinker nearly all my life,
and hav always believed in evolution since I commenced
to reason.
A. CUTBllERT.

FonT STANTON, March 24, 1884.
Mn. EDITon: Inclosed find :S10, which please place as I direct, paying three subscriptions. The remainder I contribute to the D. M. Bennett monument. I am goin~to circulate a few of Remsburg's "False Claims" among the people.
I hope to be situatecl by fall so as to giv some attention
to getting subscribers for your paper. I believe I could
SACRAMENTO, April 5, 1884.
get you fifty in this county in a short time.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed :find post money order as per bill renP. F. GARRETT.
dered. I am well pleased with the TRUTH SEEKElt ANNUAL' it
is a splended work; it should be in every family in the la~d;
BRATTLEBORO, Vr., April 15, 1884.
the editor deserves much credit for its production. Also
MR. Emron: I am very much interested in Freethought
"False Claims " should be circulated far and wide throughout
literature, ancl am doing all I can to assist in circulating the
this republic. In fact, the whole human family should read
same. Am also a constnnt render of THE TRUTH SEEKER
and consider its contents; it is a good missionary document;
~hich I receive regularly from my brother-in-law, who reside~ the
church bigots cannot deny the facts therein stated. The
1n California. Am nnxious to obtain Ingersoll's new lecture
tw~lve copies tbat I received are in good hands, and will ciron "Orthodoxy." Can you furnish it in pamphlet form?
culate in the interest of Freethought and truth. A friend of
MRs. MAUD SEVERANCE.
mine said to me, after reading "False Claims," "My, sir! that
[We shnll not publish the lecture in pamphlet form as the
little book contains more truth and solid facts, in regard to
Colonel objects.-ED. T. S.]
'
Christianity than all the Bibles that were ever published."
Every man, woman, and child should read it; it's truth, every
Sr. JoHNs, ILL., April 3, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find three dollars for a renewal of my word of it. I will send for some and giv to my friends for
Yours truly,
R. BuTTERFIELD.
subscription. With the exception of two years, which I think truth's sake.
were '80 and '81, I hnv been a subscriber nnd constant reader of
THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since September 1874. My reasons
for not tnking it those two years were by no means any lack
of love or faith in the paper. or its grand and noble editor,
whom T learned to love better than I was ever able to love the
Christinns' God, although I endeavored to be as best I could a
Cbristinn, and I hope to be able to read it the remainder of my
life, for it is a precious boon to me in my old age, which is
bordering on fifty-three.
WM. A. THoMPsoN.
PARKERSBURG, W.VA., April 9, 1884.
lVIn. EDIToR: A receipt for three clollnrs in pnyment for THE
TRUTH SEEKER hns been received, and if you can afford space
in your columns I wish to get an opportunity to sny to friend
Robert Gunther, whom I cnnnot rench otherwise, that he hns
wnrmecl up n few hearts besides my own, for my wife, with our
four el<'lest chilclr•m, love THE TRUTH SEEKER as dearly as I
do, nncl they join me in giving our wnrmest nnd henrtfelt
thanks to friend Gunther a~d yourself. This single ray of the
f!lcq·ious sun of humanity will be reflected in our hearts ns
Jon(( nR life laRts, and help to disperse the clouds that shnde
tho bri~htest side of life. It givs me strength nnd new hopes,
nm1 n httle cbnnce to catch up with my arrenrs before the year
is up. With best wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER, I remain
Yours for humanity,
J. G. KuHN.

OTTER CREEK, March 24, 284,
.
Mn. EDITon: It has been a very hard, cold winter here, and
I hav not been able to get away from home this winter to get
any subscribers. As soon as the weather gets settled I am going out to see what I can do. Our crops were destroyed last
year by the hail, and it left us in very bad circumstances
financially. I hav given away the most of my papers. I find.
it is no use to giv them to the leading class of men: in the viilage. Now I am going to distribute them among the farmers
and laborers, and get what subscribers I can. I am a sailmaker by trade, and I think I shall go to the state of Maine
this summer, and work some at my trade and help open up a
new field of Liberalism, and devote part of my time to its
cause. I hav no babies to take care of now; they can care for
themselvs. Please send me the TnuTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND
FREETHINKERS ALMANAc, and oblige,
Yours truly,
JoHN W. STILLMAN.
QUINcY, Omo, April10, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: While reading the account of Mr. Chamberlain's visit to the monument, I made up my mind that I must
hav my name enrolled among the contributors to the fund.
Inclosed please find $1. I love the man for whom thousands
of Freethinkers mourn, and I love the cause which he was
ever ready to defend and suffer for. I feel proud to know that
his name will be handed down to posterity as being worth more
to humanity than all the gods, Christa, and ghosts that man
was e-ver able to 'manufacture or conceive of. I am gratified to
know that while principles for which he suffered are gaining
ground, just in proportion the spirit of persecution is becoming more and more hateful to mankind. And while the
ehurches seem to be prospering, and are not willing to recognize the rights of the Freethinker, I am glad to know that
there are some with more sense, who are willing to assist in
placing Freethinkers in the responsible and honorable offices
of the country.
J. M. PuTNA.l>r.

AsHrJAND CENTER, MrcH., March 10, 1884.
Mn. EmroR: Allow me a short space in your columns in re
garcl to the orthoc1ox. We hav one here-a Baptist. A short
time ago, n few of us were in a country store giving our viewfl
of religion. I snicl to one of the company, "Why don't God
kill the devil?" Just then in came the clergyman. The next
dny in the pulpit he took thnt for his text, though he clicl not
P.xplain why God don't kill the devil. If I had the power they
claim God bas, I would banish the old imp, and not hav
him around kicking up such disturbances as they claim he
does. The orthoclox clnim that a man mny commit a crime,
nnd be hung; he cnn repent nncl go to heaven; but the one
HoMER, MrcH., Aprilll, 1884.
thnt is murclerecl nncl is innocent must be sent to that
Mn. EDITOR: Mr. Louis, a Freethinker, died here recently.
everlnRting lnke thn.t burns with fire nnd brimstone. I think
The preacher attended tbe funeral, but pretended to be sick,
brimstone must be chenp there. We cnnnot afford to burn
so he said that our brother was buried .\ike a dog. I wonder
very much here.
GEo. T. EvANs.·
how many hav been served the same who were Christians in
the late war, and whose graves were not even known.
BIG BEND, CAL., Apri.'l. 4, 1884.
Religious people say that the Bible is being fulfilled-even
Mn. 'EDITOR: I hnv distributecl THE TRUTH SEEKER here; also
the Jews are going back to the the four-square city of Jerusakeep our little library in circulation, calling the nttention of
lem. Rock Hazen says he would not giv the four gospels of
the 11eople to the arguments which most interest myself.
Bennett's Round-the-World books for all the bibles.
Through these books I hav receivecllrind invitations to visit
The man that was cheated out of twenty shillings by a
several who nre feeling their way out of bondage. But, aln.s!
preacher is mum. The minister has been discharged for falsefor lack of time I can't. go. I cannot even do much canvassing
hood. His name was Rev. Rawson, Free Methodist. Mrs.
right in the camp, though the prospects of success are only
Bishop, a woman preacher, says the Freethinker is a bad. paper.
poor at present, owing to the (leparture of the most of those
I asked why she read it, and she laughed. The truth is, all
interested in such mntters. I deeply regret my inability to do
read Inficlel works to get posted. The most of .those who bemore for our cause, but hope soon to hav more time at my dislieve the Bible never read it. I hope if there is nnother war,
posnl. I can nsRnre yon I would like to help the grand TRUTH
the dogs will stay out and let the Ch1·istians be buried. I shall,
SEEKER along, Whnt delight its able stnff cnn take in it! And
for one, so they will know at last where I am laid.
what delight its renders must tn.ke in reading it! I admire
E. H. CAMERON.
"Salndin," but prefer THE TRUTH SEEKER to the Secular Review. I hope to go East within a year, and if I do I shall cerPoRTLAND, On., March 29, 1884.
tninly visit the TRUTH SEERER family. What a splendid work
Mn. EDITOR: Thinking the readers of THE TnuTH SEEKER
is "Golden Throne!" Everybocly says it the best novel they
would like to hear a word from this far-away city among the
ever read.
M. MATHEsoN.
hills, I will drop you a few lines. I feel as though I am not a
total stranger, as I am a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER and had
LoGANSPORT, IND., Apri110, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5.25 for my TRUTH the pleasure of taking Brother Bennett by the hand when in
SEEKER. I will be one year behind by the 23d of this month, California.
After reading of the convention of Liberalists and Spiritualso the $5.00 will run 'me to April, 1885. For the 25 cents
ists to be held in Michigan, it made me feel glad, and I wanted
please send me-one of your ALMANAcs.
I would be lost without THE Tnurrr SEEKER. There are to send a word of approval. I earnestly wish there were more
numbers of Liberals in our city, but they don't seem to take such meetings. Why cannot all Liberalists and Spiritualists
hold. The most of them dnre not speak their honest opinion meet on common ground? Let the platform be broad and
on account of the church. But we are gaining ground. It is Liberal enough for all, and giv everyone a hearing upon all
only a question of time when the church must fall. The com- Rubjects pertaining to the elevation of mankind, to extend the
munity is getting too wise to be humbugged much longer. right hand of fellowship to all that hav got out of the old ruts
Superstition, prejudice, priesthood, and witchcraft must be of bigotry. If the Liberalists and Spiritualists would make
laid asicle. A great ronny Liberals call on me on account of half the effort that the churches do we could hav our places of
my being an outspoken man on the side of the truth, and I meetings well attended and not be failures for lack of support.
shnre with them THE TRUTH SEEKER, the truth of which they We hav a Liberal Club in this city, with Prof. Chaney as leewill not deny. We were all very much tnken up with Brother turer. He is a good speaker, who can take a dose of SpiritualBob Ingersoll's lecture in the issue of April 5th, and it is our ism, and then wash it down with a stronger one of Materialdesire to hav bim come here nnd giv another lecture. He has ism. But it does not suit all, of course. Some want one kind,
le?hued b~re once seYcral years ngo, and in the language of and some another. 'I he attendance is not as large as it should
R1p Van \\mkle, may Bob and THE TRUTH SEERER liv long
be. The churches are filled with Liberalist~ and Spiritualists.
and prosper is the wish of your humble servant,
Why, may I aslr, s]lould such things be? Some of us are tired
JoHN G. KEsSLER.

waiting for the good time to come, which we hope is in the
future; when all persons with advanced ideas can meet together in harmony.
Mns. 0. A. BENJAMIN.
WAYNESBURG, PA., April1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I think I could clo some good with a few of
your catalogs to distribute among some thoughtful persons of
our town who I am satisfied would, on having their attention
thus called to them, hav a curiosity to purchase and read some
of your publications. A great many people would be really
astonished to know that there are so many able Liberal works
in existence, so assiduously does the ordinary bookseller avoid
exhibiting them on his shelves. I am scattering your papers
and publications among many readers, and it is having its effect, as I am frequently called upon to add a new subscriber
to your list. There are a good many Liberals and Freethinkers
here,"but some oi' them seem to hav something the matter with
their backs. But your TRUTH SEEKER and other publications
are just the kind of medicin to giv them strength and coumge,
and I hope, ere long, to hav a sufficient number of convalescents to organize an anxiliary League. Then it >vi.ll be surprising' to see those with apparently no ba.ck-bone gaining
strength and falling into rank.
Yours in the cause of liberty,
PAXTON, ILL., April 9, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just :finished reading Prof. W. S. Bell's
lecture or address delivered in Paine Hall before the New
England Freethinkers' Convention, Jan. 28, 1884, on anti-prohibition, and think it is just splendicl. Every one should hav
it. I hope the Freethinkers will keep the Bell ringing, for we
need such bold and logical reasoners all over the land to teach
the people to use their reasoning powers, to educate them out
of superstition and vice, and make reasoning men and women
of them. Liberals bav had enough of "believe or be damned;'•
let us hav kindness and liberty.
The dear old TRUTH SEEKER is better than ever since the
"Children's Corner" has been added. We want good reading
for our little folks. We hav always been in the habit of handing one paper around when we had read it, so others could see
the good work going on, and 'we find some that "'ould like to
take it, but their wives object to it being brought into the
house. I cannot see why women will cling to their enemy, the
church, and be afraid of reading common sense. I think if
they would read it awhile they would see who their real friends
are.
SoPHIE NEWKIRK.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., April13, 284.
Mn. EDr.ron: Until recently I had thought that Providence
contained little or none of the "true blue" Freethought element. But a slight investigation shows differently.
During last winter there has been in progress of construction a certain brick building, which seemed to assume a sort
of unknown character and the question which seemed to puzzle the minds of the people was, "What is it going to be?"
We looked in vain for an explanation in the daily pa.pers.
By and by it was whispered that it was going to be an Infidel Hall. What ! a public building de-voted to Infidelity in
this land of Roger Williams? And the Christians would walk
by and look, and no doubt the dark trimmings would a.ssume
a more somber hue as the iden of In:ficlelity flittecl through
their minds.
Before long the structure was complete, and then came the
dedication. By the way, it seems the hall was built by the
Society of Free Religionists. It was not my privilege to be
present at the dedicatwn, but, from all nccounts, it was a
glorious occasion. I heard a JYir. Lynn (Spirituali~t lecturer)
say it seemed like the millennium. There were represented
about all denominations. For instance, a Freethinker would
get up and spout, then an orthodox minister would get up and
quietly endeavor to annihilate the Freethinker's arguments.
He would get hearty applause, not because they believed n
word he said, but because he hacl the moral courage to giv his
views. I ha-v attended their services on two occasions and listened to fine discourses by Mr. Hinckley, who seems to be a
sort of ".presiding elder." Their doctrin is the religion of humanity. 'They are trying to establish a class in geology, which
will cost but a meager sum per week. I hav just written for
Ingersoll's terms for a lecture here.
w. P. BLYTHE.
Yours truly,
SouTH BosQUE, TEXAs, April 9, 284.
Mn. EDITOR: THE FREETHINKERs' ALMANAC and " False
Claims" received. They are valuable productions. The
ALMANAC fills a long-felt want among Freethinkers. The bits
of historic information in the calendar are n. valuable acquisition to any lover of truth and progression into whose hands it
may fall. The illustrations are splendid. The orthodox
think it blasphemous and sacrilegious to picture Jehovah, but
they cannot dispute the likeness after reading the accompanying scriptures. One of my neighbors looked at the pictures
and said he must hav one sure, and had me sit right clown
and order it.
The Rev. Samuel Morris, of the Methodist church, preached
a sermon here, March the 16th, on the support of Christian
schools and the church. "For," snid he, ''the life of the
church depends on Chl'istian education," which I think is
true, and is verified in the Catholic church to-clay; for I don't
believe it could exist fifty years if it were not for these schools.
The preacher, after quoting everything he could find on tne
subject of tithing and paying priests the tenth of all they make,
he called for a subscription for the support of misoions and
Christian schools, to be paid by October 13th. After the
paper was passed m·ound, only $7 being subscribed, he
made a talk to his flock on the danger of not subscribing more
liberally. He said that they had better pay it over, for God
would hav it. If they would not pay it in cash, God would
take it out o~ their stock; or he would send a late frost, or a
hail, or a cylone, or the cotton worm, or some other calamity
on them, for he would hav it, and they might as well make up
their minds at once; but the class did not seem much
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and refine humanity than all t.he influences that ever eman- ' stiii jealous and cunning as of old, and the goddess of wisdom
ated from the pulpit since Christ's ·time-such writings are points at it with warning finger. May the number of those
effectuall! _tabooed i~ the "rooral deestrix."
who understand her increase day by day is the ardent wish of
The ~tmgs of Paine, Voltaire, and the hosts of other LibYours truly,
M. M. EGLt.
eral wnters are unknown, except by a very few much maligned
Infidels. Even the brilliant and logical essays of Ingersoll
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
would meet with a son-y fate should they fall into the hands
MR. EDITOR: In an indirect way, some months since, in alof God's elect around here. I am much impressed with an luding to the Oneida Community I used the words, "gigantic
arti~Ie from the pen of EIIiott Preston, published a few weeks brothel;" and in THE TRUTH SEEKER under date of Feb. 9th
ago m THE TRUTH SEEKER, entitled, "The Christian and Pagan Mr. Seward Mitcheil, in an invectiv which he cails "friendlv
Mythologies Contrasted." I hav read a little of Greek mythol- criticism," says my words are "wicked blasphemy." I woulrl
ogy and the poems of Homer, and after comparing them with hav considered the criticism before, but illness prevented. I
the boasted "Paradise Lost," I am forced to the conclusion will now do so briefly, your space permitting.
MmwAUKEE, Wrs., April 8, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The friends of reason and civil liberty are vig- that the blind poet of Scio lays it away over Milton, both in
Presumably he meant" a wicked lie," but he does not atilantly and valiantly holding the fort in Milwaukee. Whilst harmonious rhythm and sublimity of diction. I believe the tempt to prove it. Could he hav shown it to be a mistake J
we are not a city set on so high a hill as some Liberal consis- Iliad and Odyssey will survive the wrecks of time, and liv would hav felt under obligations to him and hav been pleased
tories, we, without attempting to make ourselvs a universal when Christ and Christendom be passed away, and Milton to acknowledge the same.
providence, try to do the little we are able to do in the place buried far beneath the crumbling debris of oblivion.
The reference was to the institution as first organized. It
Well, I will close lest I exhaust your patience. Hoping to was then by themselvs cailed a religious institution. It has
where we are. The Liberal League here possesses some able
speakers and many appreciativ hearers. In Mr. Gosman as receive your splendid paper at an early date, the Liberal sen- changed in some respects for the better, it is understood, in
president, and Mrs. Severance as secretary, is comprised a timents of which I shall ever strive to diffuse as far as my the past few years, but still claims sanction and precedent
whole team. The beauty of the meetings is that debate is humbie means and abilities will permit, I am,
from the so-cailed holy scriptures, and has no difficulty in
conducted without much wrangling, and any errors of stateYours truly,
JosEPH TowsLEY.
finding an abundant warrant.
ment are set down to wrong information or miscalculation inWhat is a brothel? In the proper and general acceptation
stead of being charged to wilful perversity. Last Sunda; the
of the term, a place where people of both sexes meet or liv and
EA.TON, D. T., April 3, 1884.
writer occupied the stand and was gratified with attentiv lisMR. EDITOR: I cannot help teiiing you again that THE TRUTH commingle without any regard to the marriage rites or ties.
teners and dist;~riminating critics to a dissertation on Practical SEEKER is a constant source of joy to me. Every new number The Oneida Community claimed to be co-operativ in ail thing.s
Atheism. The ground taken was that the moral sense has its seems to be stiii ll!Ore precious than the former ones. Out and to hold everything in common. Marriage complex, that.
origin in the human consciousness, and has to do, not with here in the solitude we get the mail once a week, and that on is, in the interchange and commingling of the sexes, each man
pleasing an authority superior to himself, but is properly ex- Sunday, and during the ·afternoon of that dav we feast on In- having a share in each or all of the opposit sex, and the relaerted as a sentiment under reason to discover the principles of fidel literature, with more delight, I am sure: than any Chris- tiv standing of the women the same in the ownership of one
justice and benevolence in our dealings with each other, and tian could experience in reading his book of books. Very often or all of the men. How many living in thnt way, Mr Mitchto prompt the individual to take care of himself. That the I get so interested in reading, discussing, and meditating the eii, do you think it requires in numbers to mnko it a brothel,
doctrin of a first cause was a contradiction of terms, and that many live questions treated in your paper that I lose my Sun- an,l what is the distinction and where is the difference, except
all notion of a God must be repudiated, as it is the hypothetical day night's sleep over it, but I don't think I am paying too that one is doing business in a smail way, and fhe other yon
basis of irrational despotism. That Liberalists, in all consis- high for t.he treat. How often I wish to converse with yon cail a model home because conducted on a larger scale? And
tency, should discountenance organizations whose fundamental about these refonn questions ! But perhaps you would feel if a half-score, more or less, living in that way may proper!~·
principle and ultimate purpose is hierarchy. Milwaukee's the worse for it, and hav reason to thank fate, who made my be cailed a brothel, where is the impropriety in the least,
sentimental poetess, Ella Wheeler, says:
ship cast anchor about fifteen hundred miles from New York. or wrong, in caiiing one gigantic that you say can number
" When this world's pleasure for my soul sufficed
Women talk too much, anyhow, and if I am making myself a three hundred?
Ere my heart's plummet sounded depths of pain
"There I saw about three hundred people, men and women
torment in that way yon will surely forgiv me when I tell you
I called on reason to control my brain,
'
that for six months I hav not heard· the voice of a woman or and apparently a happier lot I never saw. Of the one bu..J~
And scoffed at the old story of the Christ.
child, and can hardly remember that at times they may sound dred and fifty women ail wore a beautiful reform dress. The
" But when on burning wastes my feet had trod
disagreeable. The blessed seclusion in which I liv givs me buildings are real palaces." He wishes there were a million
And all my lire was desolate with loss,
'
ample. chance to ponder over the truth of the saying, "The of such happy homes and families; then t.here would be no
With bleeding hands I clung about the cross
world do move." I am sorry indeed that women in general are strikes, no hard times~ etc.
And cried aloud, 'Thou needst a suffenng God.'"
It was reported thron~h the papers somo few years sinco
yet slow in taking an act.iv part in that move, but it must
Imitating her style, I reply:
needs be so as long as they are not treated as citizens in the that there bad been a strilre, a commotion, or an equivalent,,
When idle fancies for my mind sufficed,
fuil sense of the word. It is said that in according them equal and that the pious leader and fonnrler had stepped out and
Before life's realties developed thought, .
rights with men a retrogressiv movement W011ld necessarily over the border, accom})flnied by some choice anc1 con~enial
A mystic faith upon my feelings wrought,
take I•lace, women being so vm-y devoterl to the church. The spirits, and that some of thoso remaining leading and influenAnd I believed the story of a Christ.
same might be said of the sons of green Erin and Ethiopia, but tial ones had snbmit,ted to what is caiiod the legal form of
But when through science's path my feet had trod,
who at the present day would think of denying them their marriage, promising fidelity, constancy, etc,. and that others
And much of labor brought me more of loss,
rights in order that the nation's progress might not be checker!? were soon to follow.
My reason, casting off the mocking cross,
As to palaces, it is believed that inmates of smaiier estabIn education we claim that attraction brings better results than
Cried, •· He who suffers cannot be a God."
coercion. This is a fundamental truth everywhere. Giv lishments of the kind often liv in luxurious npartmonts, dress
JOHN p. GUILD.
women something to take the place of church and Bible, and in purple, and are frequently ornamflnter1 with diamonds.
Let us make a comparison. Mr. Miteheil, of a miiiion
they will graduaily leave the latter, provided that what should
take. their places be better and more interesting. The ques- homes of that kind esteem Pel highly by yourself with a miiiion
GRANnY, Mo., April 21, 1884.
lVIR. EDITOR: Inclosed find remittance for THE TRUTH tion of equal rights is only the means, not the aim. To bring of another kind and cail thnt the fnmily !JOme (not much in
SEEKER. Although for many years past I hav been addicted wome:R to a higher standard, she must be taken from her pres- comparison, yon say), wbero the affections C<1nter not alone
to reading Freethought literature, it was not till this last win- ent hothouse condition, set out in the open soil of freedom, in being cailed father, hnsbnncl, son, and brother, but ail and
ter that I had the good fortune to meet with THE TRUTH learn to stand the purifying influence of sunshine and st.orm, more, which relationships are in harmony with and ordained
SEEKER. A l\'Ir. Wood, livmg near Cecil, Kansas, called my and grow healthy, strong, and self-reliant. On that soil only by natnre:S laws. You may be a stranger to most or some of
attention to it, and loaned me several copies, for which I am wiii the seed of Liberalism bring a fuil harvest. There only these relationships, but you had n mother, and are a son.
can women learn to reason more correctly, to realize that de- Will you say that in one or in any condition it would hav been
under infinit obligations to him.
votion
to foolish fashions ruins their health and dwarfs their better for her to hav been a member of that institution? And
It will doubtless seem strange that a paper of such extensiv
circulation and patronage as THE TRUTH SEEKER should hav children in mind and body. There' they might also learn that if yon hav a wifo, sister, or daughter, woulrl yon say the same
for them?
eluded the notice of a reading man till this late date, but the prohibition wiii cure vile passions about as effectually as the
Extend the comparison a little farther, as to the children
strait-jacket
cures
insanity.
There
is
no
hope
for
teinperance
fact of my having followed the calling of laborer for. the past
twenty years, together with its attendant poverty and proscrip- of any kind as long as we are not converted to a health-pro. horn under such lights and shadows as they would see nnd
tion, will perhaps be a sufficient explanation. Compelled to clueing diet. The temperance questions must first be applied feel in places of that kind and those born in humbler homes
it might he in want anc1 poverty.
'
accept employment wherever I could find it, I hav for the to our food. Surely heRlth reform is the basis of ail reform.
There!
too,
is
the
land
question,
treated
so
earnestly
by
,J.
"Withont
father,
without
mother,
most part consorted with purse-proud ignorance, and been
Without, sister, without brother,
Hacker and J. H. Cook, and so little understood or cared for
under the edifying patronage of bigotry and superstition.
They are nothing to the world,
I am a nativ of Canada, reared in the neighborhood of by most people, especially by women; but a pioneer in the
And are nothing to each other."
northwest
who
has
tried
to
build
up
for
herself
a
free
home
is
Brookville, in the midst of gospel surroundings. I sometimes
All that is callecllove, and all of the affections ordained by
tried to avail myself of the lavish means of grace offered so wide awake to the subject, and very thankful to the abovenature and in common with the lower animals, are obliterated,
freely at the revival meetings, but somehow the divine afliatus named friends for their laudable efforts in that very important c1ead.
failed to giv down. Something in my spiritual organization reform. The problem is a complicated one, and many more
Are there any words viler than those two, .free love? i hope
didn't seem to harmonize with the regenerating appointments. years may pass ore a satisfactory solution to it can be found; there are none in any other langunge that convey the same
Perhaps I was endowed with too lively a sense of the ludi- but find it we must, if we mean to be a free and progressiv meaning.
Cl'OUS in those days. I tried faithfully to cultivate a reverence people. Co-operation, not communism, and seiling everything
Freethinkers hav no nee for such. They believe in nature
for devotional airs, attitudes, and facial elongations, but to save at cost would be the means of assisting "incapab!es" to be- and in living in harmony with her.]aws, and nature everywhere
my neck I couldn't assume such grimal)es myself without come "capables."
I must not close this letter without saying a word of the and in everything revolts at that way of living. Animals and
provoking the mirthfulness of myself and my friends. I
TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAJ,. It certainly deserves ail the praise it birds mate, rear their young in affection and fidelity but the
finally abandoned the Itt tempt, and since .then hav been groprobin will not mate with tho blackbird, nor the orioi~ with the
ing my way through the world without the light of revelation. gets, and more too. The story of "Big Jack Smull" is worth swailow. Undisturbed, thoy come year after year to the snme
I am not to blame for my benighted condition, having made more than a theological library. I wish I had the pictures of place, and both wiii share in the labor and caro of feeding the
strenuous efforts to obtain a modicum of the evangelical Big Jack ancl Gov. Nye. I would paste them over those hor- young, and one has been known, when tho other became discaloric, with the results above mentioned. Phrenology defines rid ones of the Christian God and his dark superior. The abled, to care, not only for the young, but for its wounded
the location of an organ called veneration, and perhaps the many fine illustrations arouse all that is in me of the gypsy companion also. Song birds of ail kinds do, and that king of
imperfect development of that faculty is to blame. I leave it nature, and that is not a little. As I look at the first one, rep- birds, the eagle, wiii come yenr after year, the same pair, to
resenting the Parthenon, it seems to whisper, "Do you reto the metaphysicians to decide.
the same crag, on the same rock.
I am convinced at least that a man gifted with the peculiar member?" Yes, I remember, and shall never forget the days
The lion, cailed king of beasts, wiii mourn and pine for the
when
I
wandered
through
the
broken
colonnades,
and
sat
on
propensities of a light comedian cuts but a sorry figure at a
loss of its mate, ancl manifests an undying affection for itr;
prayer-meeting among the elect of his neighbors. THE TRuTH the high steps of that monument of matchless beauty, that young.
.J. VANDENBURGH.
SEEKER is not as well-known in Newton county among the marble illustration of Tonic Sol-fa, built by and for a people
who
hav
not
yet
been
equaled
in
the
great
art
of
harmoniously
rural population as it ought to be. Those Iambs of God, the
TrrE: Hartford (Conn.) Time.s teiis the story of a theological
preachers, would denounce it and all such publications, lest developing body and mind. The famous ruins crown with student, soon to be graduated. who bas a Bible class in one of
they might divert the funds of the "dear brethren" from the grave serenity the surrounding landscape, echoing the words the churches of that city. The subject of i:lunclay's lesson
contribution box. They (the brethren) are enjoined by their of Aristophanes, "0 tho.u our Athens, violet-wreathed, brill- was the "Second Coming of Christ." Several of the good
people expressed the!r views quite freely, after which it
"guardian shepherd" to avoid all controversy with Infidels iant, most enviable city!" Pallas Atheneum dv.·eils in those occurred to some that 1t would be well to hear from the theoand skeptics regarding matters of faith, to read the literature lofty halls, teaching lessons of wisdom to all who are wiiiing logian. He repliec1: "Six years ago I coulrl hav told you all
prescribed by the church, such as Watts's Hymns, Baxter's to hear. She tells of that power in the land, the cunning, about it, but to-day I can't teii you anything."
"Saint's Rest," and Ayer & Co's. Almanac. Even the standard jealous priesthood, who rested not until it had besmeared with
authors of poetry and fiction are not approved. The beautiful lies the representativs of noble man and womanhood, Pericles
ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
creations of Shakspere, Byron, Scott, Burns, Goldsmith, and Aspasia; rested not until it had imprisoned and poisoned
Freethought
is to circulate TnE TnuTH 8EEKFn.
the
apostle
of
eternal
goodness,
Socrates,
the
immortal.
It
is
Dickens, and a host of other great and illustrious benefactors
of the world, works that hav done more to humanize, exalt, still at work, right here in our midst; that power in the land, Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents.

frightened. He told them he would continue to call for God's
dues until he got them, and they could take due notice and
govern themselvs accordingly. I hav been out of the orthodox
ranks less than one year, but I find Freethought and heresy
spreading. I hav distributed Liberal papers as much as I was
able to pay for, which is very annoyiDg to our clergy and
creed-bound neighbors. Infidelity is becoming more popular
every day. It will not be many years until a man can do his
own thinking and retain his respectability. You can see my
heretical experience in the Independent Pulpit, No. 9, p. 9.
D. F. MARRS.
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Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall River,
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
Corner should be sent.

" His ure Is long whose work Is well,
And be his station low or high,
He who the most good works can tell,
Llvs longest though he soonest die."

How Happy I Am !
Dialog for Two Voices.
FIRST VOICE.
How happy am I all the day I
Happy at work, and hap by at ·play I
Oh, there Isn't a bird, nor. flower, nor bee,
Tbat's any happier than l!ttle me I
For birds, and flowers, and humming-bees,
Though light and careless as the breeze,
Can't go to school !Ike you and I,
And learn to tell the reason why;
They can't hav teachers kind and good,
•ro bear with every fltful mood,
Striving always, sdon and late,
To lead them In at wisdom's gate.
SECOND VOICE.
Well, birds can soar along the sky,
Though they can't tell the reason why:
And tbey t:an sing from morn till eve,
With not a Jesson to make them grieve;
And flowers bloom without a thought
or what, or how, they w111 be taught!
And bees eat honey all day long,
And dance and play the flowers among.
FIRST VOICE.
Would you be a fl'•werw!thout a sigh,
•.ro bloom to-day-to. morrow die?
SECOND VOICE.
Why, I'd bloom again next year I
And that, you know, would soon be hereI'd come out then, all fresh and new,
With a softer leaf and brighter hue.
FIRST VOICE.
And when your colors all should fade,
Be swept away by kitchen maid I
And would you be a singing bird,
Your song forgot when It was heard?
Hiding yonrself amid green loaves,
From pop-guns and from wicked thieves?
Would you be changed to a yellow bee,
With a dish of honey on your knee,
To get your living out or the flowers,
That natUJ,"e planted In her bowers?
SECOND VOICE.
Well, they don't hav anything to do
But to be "jolly" ~e whole day through I
To eat and sing, and then to play
Throughout the long, bright, summer day.
Yes, I should !Ike such fun as tha~
1 wouldn't be ocared by a sly old cat I
And I'd build my nest high on a tree,
Where boys and pop. guns couldn't find me.
FIRST VOICE.
Birds are not Idle-you mistake;
They go to work soon a.s they wake;
The flowers work wh1le we're asleepDown at their roots they're digging deep:
They wash tbe!r faces In sparkling dew,
Which they get each morning, fresh and new.
The hyacinths and the dalfod!ls
Hav come Into liCe beneath the h1lls;
And the violets sweet hav oped their eyes,
And caught the blue from sunny skies:
Daisies and buttercups, too, w111 comeDon't you think that they must work some,
To climb up here through the grass so green,
To jump right up, so nice and clean?
And all the bees that are anything,
The llvlong day are on the wing,
And just as bu•y as ever you see!
All except the great drone bee,
Who Idly sits the whole day through! wouldn't be a drone-would you?
I'm sure that I would rather be me
Than blooming flower, or bird, or bee,
And go to school from day to day.
Listening to all my teachers sayAnd, while learn lng how to read and spell,
:My tongue shall never a falsehood tell.
Kind and gent.Ie, and good and trueThat's what I want to be-don't you?

Dot.
Her right name was Dorothy, but everybody
called her Dot. She was small in stature, and
thin, so that Dot seemed very appropriate, and
as if it properly belonged to such a wee little
girl. Dot was an only child, and her father
was dead. Her mother bore the great burden
of poverty as well as she could, and worked
hard, early and late, to support Dot and herself; but, being a fragil woman, she overtaxed
her strength, and one morning Dot woke up
to find herself motherless and alone. Her
mother had quietly passed away in the nighttime, without a word of warning or of goodbye to Dot, her one great treasure.
Poor little Dot ! How dark the world seemed
to her when she came back from the village
burying-ground, where neighbors had kindly
laid her away from her sight her precious
dead ! How gladly would she hav closed her
own eyes and sl€Jpt the last sleep, too! But no;
Fate decreed that she must liv.
"Ha'in't ye got no folks nowhere?" inquired
one of the rather uneducated selectmen of the
town, the night after the funeral.
"I hav an Aunt Miller somewhere up in

New Hampshire; I don't know where," sobbed
Dot. "She didn't like my mamma very well,"
and the big tears rolled down the little orphan's
cheeks at mention of her dear dead and gone
mamma.
Search among her mother's effects revealed
the address of Dot's Aunt Miller, and a letter
was dispatched to her, detailing briefly Dot's
situation, and inquiring what her relativwould
do concerning her. In due time came the laconic reply, "Ticket the child and send her
on."
So the town authorities bought a railroad
ticket for Dot with the money realized from the
sale of the mother's scanty furniture and clothing; placed her in care of the conductor of
train, with instructions to pass her along
safely, and, with a basket of lunch, she was
thus started on a journey of si:x: hundred
miles, to her Aunt Miller.
Dot was eight
years old, but appeared two or three years
younger.
Her heart beat fearfully as she stepped on
board the car, for she had never before seen a
railway train, but the conductor and passengers
were very kind and interested in the novelty of
her condition, traveling alone to a strange
place, with her ticket pinned on the bosonr of
her dress. Several of the passengers gave her
money, until her little pocket was heavy with
silver and gold coins. One kind lady gave her
a small purse to put her money in, and as Dot
dropped the pieces in the purse in a dazzled,
bewildered way,_she thought she was very rich.
In due time she reached her destination, very
tired and very sleepy.
The driver of the stage-coach approached
her, and looking down upon her slight form,
he whistled a prolonged, low whistle.
"Say, little baby, are you the one they're expecting up to the Miller mansion?"
"I am going to my aunt Catherine Miller's, if
I can find the way," said Dot, looking around,
doubtfully.
"And what's your name, you leetle, teenty
tonty creature, you?"
"Dot."
"The name fits you to a T. Did ye come
all stark alone?"
"Yes, sir, only the folks in the cars."
"My stars and garters, I say! Well, hop
right in here. I guess you're the one I was to
look for. You must be clean tuckered out,'•
and taking the child in his two big hands he
lifted her into the coach as if she had been a
kitten. "Got any luggage?''
"There isn't much left, but you may hav it
-what there is," and Dot proffered a piece of
mince pie and a biscuit from her basket.
"0 pshaw ! I didn't mean eatables. Havn't
ye any trunk, or bandbox:, or carpet bag?"
"No, ·sir."
"What, havn't ye any clothes at all?"
"Yel}. these I hav on."
"Is that all? Gracious goodness ! Well,
we'll start along, then. Get up, there ! G'lang!''
and snapping his whip the horses started off
on a brisk trot. In a short time he reined up
before an ample, old-fashioned house, and,
taking the thin little object upon his shoulder,
he walked boldly into the Miller kitchen, and
stood Dot on her feet before the astonished
eyes of Mrs. Miller herself.
"Is this the young one?" questioned that
lady in a tone that grated like a coarse file upon
the ears of sensitiv little Dot. "Why, there's
nothing to her. I can't get much work out o'
her, I'll be bound. How old are you?"
"Eight," answered Dot, rather dubiously.
The poor child was tired, excited, and bewildered. The tears began to flow, and the
sobs to come.
" Oh, don't go to crying the first thing. I've
got to keep ye, I s'pose. Your mother wae my
half-sister, but she wasn't much for working,
nor contriving, nuther. But no matter, now.
Take off your hat, and go to the sink and wash
your face and hands, and then you can hav
something to eat."
Poor little Dot ! She began to realize that
she had not tumbled into paradise, exactly.
But the hard-visaged, rough-spoken woman
was her own kin, and had taken her under her
protection, and she thought it was better than
being sent to the poorhouse, anyway.
After supper she was glad to go to bed, for
she was tired-so tired. She sank into the
middle of a soft feather-bed, and was soon
sound asleep. When she awoke a broad gleam
of sunlight slanted across her pillow, and
seemed to say, "I kiss you good morning, little girl."
She dressed quickly, and went down stairs
with a palpitating heart, resolved, however, to
do everything possible to please, and to be good
and dutiful to her Aunt Catherine, who was a
hard-working widow, and liked to see everyone
around her busy about something.
"I let you stay in bed this morning," said
she to Dot, " because I s'posed you were tired
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and sleepy, but hereafter you must rise when I
do-at five o'clock; do ye hear?"
"Yes, ma'am,'' sighed Dot.
With the help of a hired man Mrs. Miller
managed the farm, and in summer time kept
a few boarders. She was a worker, and Dot
soon discovered that she meant for her to be a
worker too.
"I shall call you Dorothy," she said. "I'll
hav no such baby names as Dot around here,"
and pretty soon it was, "Dorothy, \run here !"
and, "Dorothy, run there!'' all day long. The
little girl had small chance to play, and was
only sent to school a part of the year. It was
a hard, hard life for one so young, but she was
comfortably clad, and had substantial food and
a shelter.
She made herself very useful to her aunt,
who would not permit her to hav any companions, because she said it would induce idleness
and habits of gossip. But she could not keep
the chickens, pigs, calve51, and o:x:en from being company for Dot, or Dorothy, as she called
her, for the child had a faculty of imitating the
sounds of birds and animals, and it was amusing to hear her · call the chickens, like the
mother hen, and they would come trooping
up to her and fly in her lap and on her shoul.
ders, like so many pets, as indeed they were.
She would call the pigs, and the old mother
pig, with her thl.l'teen pink babies, would come
as fast as she could from the orchard, and the
baby pigs would cuddle all around her. The
bossies would run races with her, and the old
cows would answer hel.' moo from the farthest
end of the pasture. She would bleat like the
sheep, and whinny like the horse, and those
animals would stare at her, wonderingly.
Then she would call the birds with their own
notes, and they would go circling around her
head, and almost alight on her hands as she
held them out to them. Everybody thought
Dorothy a wonderful child, except her Aunt
Catherine. To her, there was never but one
wonderful child, and that was her own .little
boy who died when two days old. She told
Dorothy she must stop imitating pigs and cows.
There was no good, she said, in a girl sitting
on a stone wall and wasting time imitating
birds and animals-she must stop it.
"They're all the company I hav, Aunt
Catherine," pleaded Dorothy. "Ple11.se let me
hav them."
"Company! Am I not company enough, I
should like to know ?"
Poor Mrs. Miller, like many another, failed
to understand the heart and mind of youth.
To her mind, food, clothing, shelter, comprehended the whole of life, and that Dorothy
should prefer the society of birds and animals
to her companionship was an enigma that she
could not solve. She thought that she knew
life and all the world, but of Dorothy's sweet,
sensitiv, far-reaching nature, she had not the
remotest idea. Dorothy was her slave, and yet
Mrs. Miller was a strong abolitionist, and did
not believe in slavery; yet, if ever there was a
slave, it was Dorothy. True, she was not
beaten with a lash, but that was because she
was obedient. So time wore on, and Dorothy
did the bidding of her aunt uncomplainingly,
day after day, year after year.
When she was seventeen she was taken sick
with a fever. Sickel.' and sicker she grew, until one day the old doctor shook his head sadly,
as he left the door of the Miller farm-house.
"Make her as comfortable as possible," he
said to Mrs. Miller, "I think she will not remain here long."
In a moment, Mrs. Miller began to see that
she had not done just right bythepoororphan
girl. As she had moaned on the sick bed, in
her delirium, Dot had said many things that
set her aunt thinking. She had missed her so
much, too, that she realized how invaluable the
girl was to her. And now, she was going to
die. She saw how cruel and unkind she had
been to the motherless one, and she was filled
with remorse. Oh, if she would only get well,
how differently would she do! H.ow anxiously
she watched, day and night, by her bedside!
How she caressed the little brown hands,
hardened and roughened by toil for her.
Dot, contrary to all expectations, did not die.
Slowly the forces of life gathered, and she began to get better. Aunt Catherine hovered
joyfully about her, and one clay she kissed her,
when Dot burst into tears.
"What's the matter?" anxiously inquired
Mrs. Miller.
"You kissed me, and-and-I wasn't used
to it," said Dot.
She called her Dot, too, her old name, and
was so kind to her that Dot couldn't understand it.
When she recovered her health, her aunt in
vited the young people of the neighborhood to
come and see her; she bought her a piano,
and a new silk dress, and many other thingsin fact, Dot had only to express a wish to hav
it gratified. She was so astonished she didn't

know what to do, and thought her aunt was
losing her mind.
"No," said Mrs. Miller, "I am just coming
to my right senses. I hav denied you the
pleasures that your youth ought to hav had,
that belonged to. your childhood, and now I
want to make all the amends I can, I want
you to hav society, happiness, all that belongs
to joyous life. I am growing old. I hav had
my day, bnt I had forgotten it. Hereafter, I
liv only in your life. I did not know what a
good girl you were, until there was danger of
my losing you. I hav been harsh and unkind
to you many times, but after this I mean to be
as much like. a mother to you as I can be,"
"Dear Aunt Catherine," said Dot, "since
you will let me, I will be a daughter to you.
As severe as my sickness was, I do not regret
it, for it has let me find my way to your heart."
"Where you shall always stay," and Aunt
Catherine pillowed Dot's head on her breast,
and kissed her again.

Onr Puzzle Box.
1
ENIGMA..
My first is in Michigan and not in Wisconsin·
My second is in truth and not in falsehood; '
My third is in seeker and not in faith;
My fourth is in health and not in sickness;
My fifth is in shade and not in light;
My si:x:th is in love and not in hate;
My seventh is in Adam and not in Eve;
My eighth is in kindness and not in cruelty;
My ninth is in eternity and not in hour;
My whole is the name of a noted lady speaker.
DAlBY HUMPHREY.
2.
NUMERICAL.
3, 5, 8, means to free;
7, 2, 3, 1, 6, means to diffuse;
4, 2, 1, means to drudge;
The whole a noted man.
San Francisco, OaJ,.
J. A. H.

3.
DIAMOND.

1. A letter;

2. Might;
3. In leaking condition;
4. A priest;
5. A girl's name;
6. A wharf;
7. A letter.
San Francisco, Cal.
J. A. H.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
APRIL 12, 1884.
1. I. M-us-IC, music. II. M-us-CI,
musci.
2. Mongolian.
3. The old fashioned fire-place; the "new
friend " is the stove.
4. Largess-Bigot.

5.
375 388 371 384 367
368 376 389 372 380
381 369 377 385 373
374 382 365 378 386
387 370 383 366 379
Solved.-The first, second, and fourth by H.
E. Juergens, the second by Maggie Headley,and
numerical puzzle by Paul R. Towne.
[Correspondents are requested to write on
one side of the page only,to spell and punctuate
correctly, and the answers to puzzles should
always accompany the same. This advice is
kindly intended for boys and girllil who are
just beginning to write for publication. Correct habits acquired now will last a life time.
A slight error occurred in on!l figure in
answer to numerical puzzle of April 5th. The
mistake will readily be seen, and correction
applied by solvers. It was not the fault of the
author, who is very careful and correct in
statements.-ED. CHILDREN'S CORNER.)

Correspondence.
WooDSTOWN, N. J., April16, 1884.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I liv in a family that
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. Richard Matlack
and I are very much int'brested in the Children's Corner. I hav read and spoken a good
many pieces in school, taken from the Children's Corner, and I like it very much. I hav
solved the cross-word, by J. A. Heine burg, in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, April 5th. 'fhe noted
man is Ben Butler; April 12th, the race of
people is Mongolian. I hav written a long
enough letter for yon this time. I will write
again sometime.
Yours truly,
MAGGIE HEADLEY.
NEw YoRK, April13, 1884.
EDITOR oF CHILDREN's CoRNER: I find that
by using the consecutiv numbers from 365 to
389 inclusiv, a magic square can be formed
meeting the requirements of Mr. Van Pelt's
puzzle. In No. 4, the middle number, 877, occupies the eentral cell of the square. In No. 5,
the smallest number, 365, occupies that position, and in No. 6, the largest number, 389,
takes the place of honor.
Any given number of the series may be
placed in any given cell, and the other numbers so arranged as to fill the conditions of
this puzzle.
PAUL R. TowNE.

l'HE 'l'RUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Price, 25 cents.
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Liberal Meetings.
!Leanue8 and L1.1m'al and Spiritualistic &eieUe. in the

1/nited Stale$ and Cl<mada meeting regularly can hav notices of their m•ttings pubU.htd. in this col-free if the
Qj/icerB will Bend them to us.]

MICffiGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.

Grimes ~ Preachers BIBLE ~IYTI-IS
THIRD EDITION.

AND THEIR

IN THE

UIIT[D STATES AND CAHADA,

Parallels in Other Religions.

:Being a Comparison.- the Old and New Testament
Myths and M!raclee with tl;lose ot heathen naWISCONSIN.
Uons of Antlqu!t:V, Considering also tbe!r
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
MILWAUUE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
Or!g!n and ll:leanbJg. With numeets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
merous !llustra.t!ons.
Hall, 216 Grand avenue,-Exercises: Lectures
THIRD EDITION.
The object ot the work Is to point out the myths
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
'
with which tbe Old and New Testaments abound; to
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL show that they were held in common with other naOHIO.
tions; and then trace them to their evident origin and
explain their meanir,g.
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
"It has long been acknowledged by the most emievery Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
nent biblical studentS that tho Hebrew scriptures
building. Lectures free. Communications
contain a large mythical element; but, so !ar as we
COMPARED AND REVISED.
know, the present is tbe Jlrst complete and schularly
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
MAINE.
ascertain their original s!gn!Jlcat!on."-Boston Courier.
PollTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Con"Never before bas there been given a volume to
gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
AUTHOR OF
the reading world that shows the research for the
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
or!g!n or ,these myths 8B does this one lust published
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30 "PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETO., "UN- by J. W. Bouton, o! New York."-Boston Times.
"It Is unquestionably true that the re•ults ot a
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
rationalistic study of tbe Christian scriptures are
nowhere
else so accessible as they are now made In
OREGON.
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
PoBTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
1 Vol. Royal Svo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
"HOLY CROSS,"
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
Price,
$3.00
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
Sent postpaid, on receipt o! price,
Address,
and Madison streets. All are invited. AdTHE TRUTH SEEKER,
mission free.
as Cl111ton Place, New York.
"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
MASSACHUSETTS.
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
BosToN.-Buston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday thistles?"
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
of the Divine Homo " at same place every severely, llWfully, infernally cruel work on the NoiJ".;"iT~-:,rf:l:.~f:e~:e:~&es:l!~~'}~~o!:!
~rol. New Edition, Enlarged and Bevleed By Spirit
M. Faraday. Price, !5 cents.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday- priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
school at 2:30. Admission free.
made themselvs, and they must lie in it. No.2.-0rigin ofi,Ue·
Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution ot
Send for the book and see what devourers the
PENNSYLVANIA.
Sp!r!t from Matter through Organic Processses;
of sheep the shepherds can be."
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, EnALToONA.-The League holds meetings every
larged
and Revised. By Splrlt M. Faraday. Price,
Wednesday evemng and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
10 cents.
PRICE, 26 CENTS.
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
No. 3.- The Developme'nt ol' the Spirit
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
After Transition.
The Origin of Rel!g!ons. By Sp!r!t M. Faraday.
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
Pr!oo,
10 cents.
.Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
Office.
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
I!Vo. 4--'l'l•e Process ol' Mental -'Cl10n1
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
Or, How We Think. By Spirit lit. Faraday. Price,
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
15 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
No !i.-The Orir;in or the Christhn Religsale.
ion.
How the Pagan Priests ot Rome Originated Chr!a.
PITTBBUBGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
-BY-.
tlan!ty,
Confessions of Its Founders. Transcribed
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
Sunday (except dming the Months of July
cents; Paper, 60 cents.
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
Rome. Not Bethlehem, the Birthplace ot
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
.Jesn"Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
followed by 10 minute crit~cisms, with 15
Revised and Enlar;-ed.
Who Wrot .. ~lie New 'l'estamentr
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. ClergyExtract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
men invited to discuss.
BOWLES PAMPO:LE'I'S.
Price,
10
CTI::!.
SINGLY;
75
CTS.
PER
DOZ.
NEW JERSEY.
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
NEWABK.-Newark Liberal League meets
AS A
No. I.-Experiences of Samuel Rowles,
Late editor of the Spr!ngfteld, Mass., Republican, In
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
Life; or, Life AB He Now Sees It from a SpirDOCUMENT Sp!rlt
League's Hall, 177 Hal&ey street. Exercises MISSIONARY
Itual Standpoint. Written through the med!umehlp
consist of music, readings, lecture, and dis- ,
Of
CARRIE
E. S. TWING, of Westfte!d, N.Y. 25 cents.
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
cussion, in which all present are invited t9
LRter PaJ>ers ot' ~a•nnel Bowie.,,
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
written ln August, 1883.
taken. Communications for the League Remsburg are:
A SnJ>plement. To No.1
The
Church
and
Morality;
Criminal
StatisAnd oound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Tw!ng,
should be address,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Medium. Price, 10 cents.
tics, showing the creedil of the prisoners in
Pine street, Newark.
No. 2.-Conlra.,ts In SJ>1rU Life:
the
penitentiaries;
the
Church
and
CivilizaCANADA.
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLF8, late
tion; the Church and Scienc<'; the Church
or tbe Sprlngtleld, Mass., Republican, In the
ToRON'ro.-Secular Society. Reading and and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the editor
ftrst Jlve spheres. Also a thr!lllng account or the
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House. Church and the Antislavery Reform; the late President Gartleld's reception In the sp!r!t
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 cents.
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and Reform; the Church and the Republic.
AcllHa w. Spra!"nfl'H and Jll"RrY CIRrk'"
strangers are cordially invited.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
Ext>eriencf'H tn the First Ten Spheres
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club the thousand. Let every reader send for a
of Npirit J,ife.
Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y. Price
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M., at 1310 Cath- dozen at least. Address
20 cents.
arine street. Reading-room open daily until
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on :MAN!
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
A. LIBERAL JOURNAL publlsbed to promote EDPresident, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
UCATION, CONSTRUCTION, CO-OPERATION, and ORGANIZATION. Exponent of the objects, platform,
NEW YORK.
and principles of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets T. B. Wakeman and T. c. Leland, editors.
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. Gener!ll months-for twenty cents. Specimen copies free;
business meeting and debates and discussions and Liberal names wanted to send sample copies.
T. C. LELAND, Secretary,
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
744 Broadway, New York.
5tf
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
a
t Improved or unimproved lands
NEw YoRK CITY.-The Manhattan Liberal
ti
l:l
IJ •anywhere In the state. For inClub meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, formation, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to
for a lecture and discussion, at German WATSON & THR.\PP, or C. H. CUSTENBORDER,
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Ad- 1yl3
mission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
Membership fee $3.--The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualjsts holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Frobisher ColTh: Trinity, from Gibbon' Histo:y of~hristia~ity.
lege Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. The People's Spiritual Meeting every
Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
Sent bf Mall for Flfi}" ceDtl.
BBooKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE
AND
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
A
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission GARRISON IN HEAVEN. of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
A DREA.M.
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by
PRTCI!J 7EN CEN78.
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Addreee
THE TROTU SEEKER,
EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
33 CHnwn Pl.~ t"HiW • orlr.
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
'With a Life of Gibbon, preface and note~ by the editor,
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8 ~--------~---including critical notes b)· Guizot, Mtlman, Wenck,
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
a:1 "English Churchman," and other scholars.
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
x vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. \Vith 65 engravings. $2 oo
Conference meets every Monday evening at
This hook shows when, where, and how Christianity
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
originated, who were its founders, and wl~3:t were the
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal Author ot .. Prometheue," •• G<Ktlieb," and "Ingersoll sentiments, manners, numbers, and condttton of the
primitive Christians.
and Jesus."
literature on sale. All invited.- The Philo"1 know of no hook that conta!ns more r_eai and ':~Isophical Association meets every Sunday
A Radical romance of pioneer life. dellnee.t!ng the vir· 11able
mformalton upon the ongm of Chnsttanrty. afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's tnes of natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a
G.I>'GE:RSOLL.
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth eupernatural rel1glon; crowded wtt~ Incident and full ol R.
· "One
of the most learned and interesting books ever
written and published. "-Boston Itzvestigator.
11treet, E. D., at 3 l'.M. Public cordia.Uy in- ~rogre881V Ideas and the poetry oft qo future.
PRICE
tl.OO.
ADDRESS·
r;rHl8
OFFICE
F'OR
SAl-E AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,
vited. Doors open at 2:30P.M.
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.Agents tor The Truth Seeker.
JAMEs AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. F. Bmm, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct.
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto,Can.
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah.
FEru>INAND PFEIBTEB, Nashville, Tenn.
W. F. REYBOULD, Salt Lake City, U~h.
Dr. J. H. RHODES, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pe.
A. M. STEVENs, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
City, Pa.
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
J. S. MANsFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.
A. BEBENz, 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco, Cal.
JosEPH MARsH, Northampton, Mass.
CHAS. S. CoBURN, 123 jjlssex 11t., Lawrence,
Mass.
M. V. THOMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Ool.
S. B. WmGHT, 3!:!5 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
rHo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
S. D. MoonE, Adnan, Mtch. Box 465.
DB. J. L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal.
C. S. RoWLEY, Jackson, Mich.
JosEPH L. ANDREW, Liberal, Mo.
E. KEITH, Animas City, Col.
CHARLES WATTS & Co., London, England.
A. ATWOOD, Eat,on Rapids, Mich.
OHms. BnowN, Burlington, Kan.
A. ERwiN, Lebanon, Oregon.
GEORGE LoNGFORD, 25 Otter st., Phila., Pa.
B. F. HYLAND, Corvallis, Oregon.
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H. CLAY LusE, Waynesburg, l:'a.
The American and New York News Companies ,will furnish the paper to news dealel"s upon application.

''God's Medicine."
E. S. McComas, Secretary and General Agent o!
the Med!cu.l Lal!.eMu.nu!acLurlng Co,, Will be located
dnr!ug Aprl! auu May In Iowa City, Iowa. The
wonttertul

terms. MhDIOAL LAKE SALTS comalns no Ingredient noL obtu.lueu uy evaJ'vrutlug tbe watt-tb or
Medica! Lake, Spokane Co., w. '1'. Agentb wanted.
Address
E. S. MoCOMAS,
2m16
1owa CJ!ty, Iowa,

Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
lncludJng, ·• Liberty fur Man, Wumtt.n, and Child;'
'• The D..,cla.rbtton ot Independence,' uAbout F'armlng
in IHmols;" •• 'l'lle Gret~.t ll~nt)uet," '"The Rev. Alta:r.tlll·
der C.W.rk." '"1'lle Pu.t~t Htsos b..,tore Me Ltk:e a Urou.m,"

and "A 1rlbute to .ll:bon ().Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

What Uust We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
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OH.ANGE OF DIET.
REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE ":AUTJ(Oll.

IN NINE l'AR1.'8 AND COUR~lll.
1 A Word from the Uook. -2 Cholco Bits for tlu•
Hu.H!J.-:1 Hol.t.ButHH.l wllll l::)u.tuu to the lU.Sto,4 'l'!Je U!Jopplug-Kullu.-5 H!it!h, Flr•t
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Uourse,

B7 WA.R.IlEN SUMNER BARLOW,

Autlwr or
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
'l'lle I ruth Seeker.

Price, 10 Cents.

SKETCH OF '£HE

LIFE AND CHARACTER
SALADIN.

chrl stIaruty

OF

(W. STEWART ROSS.)
A very Interesting b!ogra;;>hY or a remarkable man
Price 10 cents.
Address,
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IJotfrg.
The Creed of' Burns.
ONE OF HIS SUPPRESSED POEMS.
To gull the mob and keep them under,
The ancients told their tales of wonder.
A. pious fraud, a holy blunder,
A. rainbow sign,
A.n earthquake or a blast o' thunder
Were held diVIne.
By those who've fa! th to swallow doses,
A. wondrous story nothing loses;
'.rhe dextrous feats ascribed to Moses,
A.re proofs as plain,
0' sleight o' hand, as Horman Bogue's
Legerdemain.
Beware the stories o' tradition,
Let sense glv v:ay to superstlon·.rhe royal magic competition,
0 sacred fountain 1
Which can a midge bY faith's volition
swell to a mountain.
A God o' mercy, just and good,
Held forth as In an angry mood,
Droonlng the world a' in a flood
To punish Hymen.
And turning water Into blood
Just like a demon.

,

He murdered thousands in a trice,
Made Egypt swarm with frogs and lice.
Had he sent sheep, and cows, and rice,
His hungry hoards,
Might llka ane hav got a slice,
And praised their Lord.
WI' hocus pocus rod in hand,
Like Mother Goose's magic wand,
They could the elements command,
As legends run;
DIVIde the sea and burn the land,
Or stop the sun.
Their prodigies bomba.at surpasses,
Like dykes the ocean stood in masses;
They had !lying prophets, speaking asses,
llesldes a saute wife.
llelr amorous Ghatsts o'ercame the lasses
Wha llved that ll!e.
'.r11elr Samson's strengtll lay In his hair,
'l'helr jealous waters sterling were,
t:lhowers of fire came through the air
Like brimstone danderst:lu.lntslived lnllre bY virtue rare,
Like salamanders.
'rt1e Apostle Paul, by fancy's whim,
Bvarell up to heaven a/ in a dream,
Ami Satan brought him back t'would seem,

So says lllmsel',
But how could Nick to heaven climb,
Wha's chained In hell ?
This damned old WilY Rerpent, Nick,
Was promised lang a mighty kickHe turned the chase, and played the trick
WI' God's first-born;
He got him scourged, nailed to a stick,
A.nd crooned wl' a thorn.
First search the subject through the piece,
"l'ls fraught wl' blunders such as these,
That reverend priests their !locks may lleece
WI' weely conscience;
•reach humble belnes by degrees
To swallow nonsense.
'l'he sovereign leaders of each r..ctton,
Join hand In hand In close compaction,
To set God's kingdom up to auction,
A lumpln bargain;
Drive sllly mortals to distraction,
WI' their damned jargon.
Yet moral truth shall gain the day,
Illumed by nature's glorious ray,
Auathema.s shall lly away
WI' priests and dlels;
t:Luuu reason shall the scepter sway,
Hard at her heels.

A Reply to Mr. Chapman.

state better off than they would be scattered
about in other businesses, working for stro:vation wages; and the withdrawal of these men
has given another 125,000 men a chance to get
work, so that 250,000 hav already been benefited by the free-land law of Kansas, to say
nothing of the benefits these farmers' children
will derive from having homes and opportunities to become self-supp8rting, intelligent, and
happy, instead of being exposed to the vices
of city life.
And this success of only one-fourth of the
Kansas settlers more than justifies me in all
the hard things I hav said against land thieves
and the venal Congress that aids them and is
part and parcel of them.
How is it in other occupations? I hav repeatedly read that of those who start in life as
merchants, ninety-five in every hundred fail,
while only one in four of the Kansas farmers
ha s failed. " Glory hallelujah !" if that expression means encouragement. I feel a new
impulse, and willliv on two meals a day three
months longer if I can get paper and stamps,
and the papers will publish what I write. If a
careful observer will look into the matter, he
will find that at least nineteen in twenty landless men, who work for other men at clay wages,
fail ever to obtain of their own. Some hav
abundant proofs i:Q. and out of Dr. Chapman's
letter in favor of free land.
But, says the doctor, the other three-fourths
of the Kansas experimenters are incapables,
and hav failed of success, not because they are
vicious, nor drunkards, nor bad neighbors, nor
bad citizens, but are simply incapable of conducting agricultural operations with profit, because nature did not bless them with physical
and mental organizations equal to those of the
prosperous farmers.
Well, if a lack of physical and mental power
is the cause of their failure, that is no argument against free land, nor is it a sufficient reason why the government should go on robbing
everybody, the capable as well as the incapable, of land, an(\ making them slaves, tramps,
thieves, burglars, prostitutes, or paupers. So
I find not one word in the doctor's letter against
free land, although at first reading it. may appear very discouraging to a superficial thinker.
The doctor says what is needed of such reformers as friend Hacker, Mr. Cook, and some
others is to tell how to keep these people in
possession of a home. If these people are
physically or mentally incapable of managing
a farm and obtaining a living from it they
should not hav gone there; they should havremained where they were born and brought up,
and their friends should hav helped them.
If your "land laws" were not imperfect they
would not be allowed to sell for $1,000 what
they got for $14. Under the laws that I am
trying to get enacted no man will be allowed
to sell the land for more than he givs for it. If
he receives a farm lot by paying $14 for sur.
veying, fixing the boundaries, and making the
deed, and then improves the land by his own
industry or capital, he may sell the improvements he has made, and the one who buys the
improvements becomes entitled to the land by
paying only the $14 that the first settler gave.
Neither Hacker nor Cook can tell how to
keep these men in possession of their homes,
till we know more of the circumstances and
of their real character and families. If they
are really incapable, on account of physical or
mental debility, why are they so? What caused
their infirmity? Probably land robbery. Very
likely their parents were robbed of their right
to land, and had to work for others at starv<J.tion wages; had not time to read, study, nor
think; grew up in ignorance of the laws of life
and health; did not learn to restrain their passions, and after their weary day's work was
over, squandered the little remnant of their vitality in begetting these inl)ompetent children.
And if this be so, the doctor's letter furnishes
another proof or argument in favor of freedom;
for when all can hav comfortable homes and
time to learn anything, there will not be so
many incompetents born. When all can hav
homes, and read, and understand and practice
the teachings of the noble Heywood's, very
few "incapable's" will be born, and then the
people of Massachusetts will look back on
those who are now persecuting the Heywood's
with the same loathing and disgust that we
now do on those who hung Quakers and
witches; but without homes of their own, the
teachings of the Word, or of the highest
heaven-if there is such a place-cannot do
much to improve the race; but enough for one
chapter. Amen! Selah! Yours, J. HAcKER.

To •t:nE EDITOR OF TnE TnuTn SEEKER, Sir:
On reading the letter of Dr. Chapman in your
tiHue of March 15th, I feel like afflicting you
vith a few wordt! more, if you can spare the
bpace.
I am very sorry to see anyone, rmd especially one having the influence that physicians
oflen hav, placing so much as a straw of dis.
eouragement in the path of human rights,
progress, and happiness. H is a self-evident
1t1ct th11t every man who desires it has just as
good a right to land enough to raise his food
from as he has to life itself, and every man who
wishes well to his. country now or hereafter
ought to exert himself to secure this right to
all, instead of trying to lull the people and
keep them asleep on the subject until all the
Lmtl has gone into the clutches of railroads and
rich monopolists, thereby giving cause for
another bloody war to regain the workers' birth~ighL, fo1 the people of this nation will not always be slaves. A time will come when the
working classes will demand their right to land,
!LULl will hav it, if evm·y monopolist must die
Berlin, New Jersey.
iu the struggle.
Dr. Chapman says there are in Kansas half
Obituary.
n million people who took up land under the
Homestead law, paying only $14 for 160 acres,
Died March 19, 1884, Mrs Dulcinea Watts,
and tlmt only one-fourth of them hav pros- aged 66 years.-Osceolu Sentinel.
Then anLl there died a true Liberal-intuipered, while the other three-fourths hav proved
inc;ompetent. Well, if only one-fourth are suc- tivlyLiberal, without conversion; naturally too
cessful, then there ro:e 125,000 in that one new Liberal to be bound by a limited creed, Her

fJori'espondence.
orthodox friends, during a long illness, and
A gentleman 33 years old would like to open cor
doubtless with the best of motivs, persuaded
respondence with a young lady.
toward a change of mind, but the patient and
Fo" particulars adrlre~s
"DIANNA,"
2117
Post-ofllce Box 58, Bellevue, ldaho.
tired spirit fled unchanged. Mr. Hastings delivered an impressiv address at the funeral.
The great and the good march on to the limitless future, but it is the good alone are great.
A Poem in Three Parts.

T R U'T H:

" Leaves hav their time to fall,
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
And flowers to wither at the north wind's
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists
breath,
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
And stars to set; but alland Impracticable Christians.
All seasons hast thou for thine own, 0
death l"
Containing a picture of the ,
F. J. EMABY.
JEWISH .JEHOVAH.
As Described by the Bible.
P. S.-Mr. Watts has by him the first num"There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and
ber issued of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and, either Jlre
out of hiS moutll devoured: coals were kindled
from the office or from the book store, has with It" (Psalms xvlll, 8).
taken it ever since.
Price, 25 cents.
40 pp. Handsomely executed.

BEES!

BEES! BEES!
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FROM $2,000 TO $5,000 A ~~~=y ~:::.NG
The parttcut- rs are elmpiv to J'revent the IO'est lo•s that them when putting them on, or t•klng otr surplus honey
8
boxes. and not get stung In tlle whole operation.

~~ b~:ae~~~:~~ ~~~:Cr~~~~e~nd~~~lle~~~~~~hia ~g:~)g~\ BEE-KEEPING FOR OUR SOSS AND DAUGHTERS.
their fullest capadtv; 911 of which can be easily a."com-

It being th~ most pleasant, as well as the moat pronta·
time remain at home with their parents. The au•
Send for the Book and see how easily It can be done with sam"
thor has known ot several y uog men wbtl comm1=1nced.

S~~~:t~ ~~ B~l~-~~~~~~~~~' uf hive descrbed in •· Kidier's ble busines'"' that yop'~g f'Bonle ca.n flngage in, and at the

a few swarms of bees.
THIS BOOK lS A RELIABLE GUIDE
to :.J.U 'Persons that keep bees. esoectally to the novice or

~gr~u~~~e~f i~:nb~~ifr t~~~e~~e:hg·r~:rih~0 fJL~~~!~~

d·Jing It easily an<l with •mall Investments. We must
0
remember that the women folks often make the best
~fs~J)~~~~~i!:te:~:: ~~s~pt~:~~eh~a~~r 1~ tR:bf: 0r~~~;:nab~ also
of bee-keepers, and not so liable to neglect them as tbe
suC<wRsfully ovPrcomA. such PB Foul Brood, DYB'"'Ilt"'ry, menfo'ks.
'Ree Robbery, &v .. ges of Moth Mtll rs. Lo-18 of Queen,
KIDDER'S BEE BOOK
laos of bee• In Swarming t.lme, by their flight to the for. shoul(l be tn the hands of all uersons who like honey, and
ests. also the great loss in wmter and e rly Ppring manage. take an Interest In tbe little honev bee. It contains more
ment, wht.~h is usually morA thQ.n aH other ways cl)m. matter than many books that •ell for two dollal'!!, and Is
b1nP.d. This bol)w w111 fllso inform tlle bee maptP.l" HOW
B«ES WILL INCREASE AND THROW OFF SWARMS emt>elll hed with numerous cuts a"d drawings. There IB
t.f) an ·~normous PXtent. all oondttions being favorable.
The uh.l t-~tocka w111 frequently swarm three or four ttmeR
each, and oft ttmen the first. swarms thrown off wlll

~~n~~t~heblo:s;.h~~~hea.~~~~~~t'i g~:~h~a~;~~~:~et~~~~:

hy slmyly referring to the Index, and that will point to tha

promln<Jntlv before th3
~fnaJ~f o~~;~~e~i~~- er~\.:r~heracff:~t ~11hea~~e~ 1*~~~ P"fn"o';'~;;~~t:1J~~hl;'(,~~~~~~e
0 0

1ncrel1BB and swarm to a. m•1Ch

gre~tter

extent.

GREAT YIELD OF SURPLUS HONEY.
This Book will Inform the bee master how to get the

ra;a~~ fn~~~Y{ ?~~~:&~~s .:~1~~~~"~h:!e~~~a;~~; ~~f:
8

pound to two o thrP.e oounds. as may be desired, which

will comm ·nd \ e highest

prlc~

In market. In " good

~1~~ ~o ::c§e~g:c'"ti~~~; oi~tt~~~k~og.~~s t~~~i~,a~~ aJ';Mi

Ju\y next, ttJ.e prtvtlege of making his Celebrated Put~nt
Bee B ve. as spoken· of in book, for tbeir own tlse (bu&
not to sell) Free of Charge. ot.herwlse there will be the
usu~l

P..tent Fee of Five Dollar• to each lndlyldual that;

wishes to make and

u>~e

the hive.

PRIG", BOA.RD BOUND, CLOTH BACK, 75 CENTS.
N. B, The dlrectttons for hive making wltll cuts. dmW·

season the heP k~'>eper may ca.lcula.t~J on two ot" ttlrPe
hunrtred pou.,da of surpluiJ honey from each old stock,
etc .• will be lncl.lSf>d wJtbfn eu.cu book sold, until
and from ftft to one hundred pounds frnm the earlier ines,
Juh next (not long~r). Now is tlle time for all bef'.. keep...
young swarms. especially if they do not over-swarm.
er• tq avail themselves of this !lberal ntrer, which I• slm-

NO MORE BEE-STINGS IN MANAGING BEES.
plv to buy a bouk at tile Regular Price, before July
The Book will post the bee-keepers how to manage next
'

Address

D. M. ,BENNET':J.l'S LAST WORK.
A TRUTH SEEKER

THE 'I'RU'rH SE..,-KER,
33 Clinton Plac.-,, New 'J ork.

ANOTHER NEW BOOK!

New! Eloquent! Elegant! Splendid
JUST PUllLISHED.

Around the World.

PROSE POEMS

FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

And Selections,
BY

With a steel plate elll[l'aYing of the author In VoL I.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
and each volume Illustrated with forty-seven cnts.
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
BY D. ltl. BENNETT.
It contains, besides the celebrated "DecoLate editor of Ta• T:aum !lnua, author of" A Trnta
Seeker tn Europe," ••aods 01.nd Religions of Ancient
ration Day Oration," never before published,
u.nd Modern Times," TheWorld's Sages,Tllink·
and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
ers, and Reformers," Cbamp1ons of
printed in various shapes, but never brought
the Church," etc., etc.
Handsomely bound In red .cloth, $6.50; together till now, many, other .gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letin leather, red ed~es, $9.50; in
ters, table-talks, and day-to-day conVE)rsations
n:torocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
Ree,ders of THE TRUTH SEEKER know the circumstances of the author.
under which this work WW! written. The last words
The work is designed for, and will be ac
penned ny the great author were for the fourt.h volume cepted by, admiring friends as a rare perwhich WWl nearlY completed at his death, and which will sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
burial. ~b. Bennett was a very pat1ent and faithful
chronicler of the habits and customs of ttte dltrerent peo- has been prepared especially for it.·
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
t>les of the many places he visited, The every.day
life of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has volume is eminently suited for presentation
visited them ann beheld them with his own eyes. Par· purposes, for any season or occasion.
tlcnlar attention Is paid to the progress of Free thought In
In workmanship the volume is a masterthe various countries he visited. and the morality of so.
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of piece. The type is large and beautiful; the
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
The work !sa
best materials and skill can produce. The
Freethinker's History of the World. book
is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" No item of expense has been spared to make
should be In every Liberal's library Besides Its lntamslc
worth It Is a memento of one of the greatest ]freethinkers the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
,
the world bas known-of one who ranks with Voltaire
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
and Paine In the force and clearneBS of llts writings.
Half-calt,
mottled
edges,
elegant
llbury
style, 4 50
Address 7HB 7RU7H SEEKER.
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely Jlne,
7 50
33 Clinton Place,
Full tree calf, highest possible style and 1lnlsh, 9 0()
New York city.
, Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
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TtiE NEW VERSION.
Lectures by Geor;:e Chainey.

IN EXPLANATIO.fo DfE~IflA¥ffiii~: FROM; GENES
CONTENTS:

The New Version.
Nothing.
Utopl..,.,
The Descent of M•n.
The Wandering Jew.
Fair Play.
A BIIJI!cal Roma~ce.
Bricks Without Straw.
Celestial Barbarism.
Divine Brigandage.

Extraordl ne.rySe.lnta.
Prle•tcraft.
The Heart of Yahweh.
The Fully of Solomon.
Self-Resoect.
Priest and Prophet.
The Hope ot the World.
Iconoclasm.
The Man Jesus.
The New Religion.

"ANT I CHRIST."
Proving conclualvly that
TH.E STORY OF JESUS CHRIST•
HIB blr&h,ll!e, trial, execution, ete.-IB a myth.
TRUTH SEEKER OJfice.
SS CUnton Place. New Yorir
Prlae, 12.00.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.
Comprlslng dlaconraea or advanced thought bJ

O.B. FBO'.l' Hi:NGHA..M Wld FELIX ADLEB
tw~

o! Amer1c1n <le..rett tlllnll:en.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KER'"'

SEY GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;:
cloth, $1.
Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two thousand biblical errors in
science, history,· morals, religion, and
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
of their doctrines. Price, $2.

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fie:ey Domains. Price, 35 cents.

THE SUNDAY LAWS,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
Prlee, 10 centa.
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OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

,r.J:HE EU;t;I.EKA

JEWELRY STORE,

MAGNETIC GL~THING

ROCHELLE, ILL.,

Marriage and Divoroe.
By :R. D. Westbrook, D. D. LL.B.
Author ot "The Bible-Whence and What?"
CONTENTS:
The True Ideal ot Marriage.
Free Love.
The History of Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New 'J.'estament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question ot Law and Rellglon.
Rational Deductions from Establlshed Prlnclplea
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws AnSwered.
Prevention Better than Cu• e.
Price, 50 cents. Noa.tly bound In cloth. For sal
at this office.

Over 100 Gold Watches, ranging In value from $JO
to $400, In stock contlnual!y, Sliver Watches Chains
Necklaces, Lockets, Bracelets, Rings, Pins, Earrings:
etc.; also Sliver Ware, Gold Pins, Optical and Fancy
Goods In proportionate large quantities. A fine aounce CI1Se, Sliver Elgin Watch, $9. A fine 4-ounce
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Face, 11 Jewels,
Quick Train, dust-proof Movement, $16.50 (retails
everywhere for $22 to $25). Best 4-ounce Case Stem
Winder, l!'ull (15) Jeweled Watch. patent Reglilator
$25. A Ladles Good, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder'
$25. The same, heavier and 14 karat, $35. All 215
THE
per cent below regular prices. A Chronograph, 1-4
secon<! Horse-Timer, and ".l!'ly-Back," In Heaviest
.ANOTHER GREAT WORK I
18 Karat Case, $175. A Double Chronograph for timing two horses, or double record, a fifth "econd, bsst
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
In the world, $200. Also "Repeaters," striking
hours, quarters, and mlnu tea, $100 less than BroadFounded upon the Life ot
way prices. Ladles' Watches ornamented with
Seni to any address upon reoelpt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Diamonds, Diamond Flowers, Baskets of Diamond
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by
Flowers, Peacock In Rubles and Diamonds, Varieletter or In person free ot charge. Send
How
the
Pagan Pt'lests o! Rome Originated
tor
Illustrated
Pamphlet.
gated Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers
Ohrlstianl ty.
Enamel, Artistic Engr,itv!ng, Locket-Backs, etc., etc;
Address all comm unlcationa to
Transcribed by SPHUT FARADAY, late Electrician
No finer goods at •rutany's, N.Y.
and Chemist of the Hoyal Illiltitutlon,
Send me a cheek for amount you desire to pay for
London, Englund.
a Watch or other goods, describe as near as possible,
and I will send prepaid to any part of the United
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
States, and refund cash on demand If not entirely satisfactory. I please all, and hundreds or my customers
cheerfully testify to the fact. Refer to Rochelle
National Bank, and Brothers Remsburg and Follett.
INOLUDING
The latter says In his "Catalog of the Life Members
Works in Western New York and
of the State Liberal League:" "I stepped over to see
Otto Wettstein, the stanCh Liberal of Rochelle. I LADIES' MAGNETIC JAOKET. . Pnce, $18.
other States, together with Structfound him up to his ears In business, selling and
ures in Central America.
sending off goods. His large jewelry store Is truly
TESTIMONIALS:
marvelous for a town the size of Rochelle. I would
Read the folloWing testlmonlais1 and be convinced that our claims are correct In everv particular
ad vtse all of our Liberal friends who are In want of
L '-RKIN, M.D.
anything In the Jewelry line to send to him, and they and that your aliments can be eraalcated Without the aid ot MEDIOIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE ByFREDERICii.
..V.e111.ber ol tlte
will make a great saving bY so doing." Correspond- THE ACME OF PERFECTION :
...t>nBrican
...tssoctation
for
the
...tavancement
qf Scienco.
ence solicited,

CURES EVERY :l.,ORM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION

DR. L. TENNEY,

324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cincihnati, Ohio

OTTO WETTSTEIN.
"The Proper Study of Mankind is Man,••

NEW PHYSIOGNOMY,
OR

"SICNS OF CHARACTER,"
As

llfANrFESTED IN TEMI'ERAMENT AND IN ExTERNAl

Foa:rns,

:&Sl"ECULLY IN "THE

HUMA.N F.e:.cE DlVL."{E."

A comprehensive nnd practical work, in which Phys·
iognomy, based on Ethnology and Phreuology, is systematioed, explained, illnstmted, and applied to char·
acter readillg. Following are some of the topics :Previous Systems, Phytdognomy ;\p•
includina those of ancieut PLIHD-'l'o l\-larr1age, to t11e
and modern writers given. Trainii{ of Children, to
Geoe~al Prlncit>les ~·~~~~,0 8 I~pi~~~~~nt~;g
of Physwgnomy, or the ~
' H
1 11
,y n··
1 s on which character Idiocy, to eat and ,,.
.aw
b
d
ease, to Classes and Profes1 eadine-. IS ase ·
sions, tn Persoual ImproveT e 1n perament<;. -lment a 1d also to Character
Anci~'!t ~>.octrine~; Newj'lteacling generally.
Class1ficatwu now 1n use.
Practical Phy .. ioa• CharaeterUeadlng
NOMY.-Gen~ral Forms ~!More than n Hun?red noted
Faces-Eyes l\Iouth Nose Men and womeumtroduced
Chin, Jaws, Teeth, Cheeks: G rap b o Dlaney.Forehead, Hair, Beard, Character !{eve ale d in
Complexion, Neck, Ears. Hund\VTiting with SpeciHands, Feet, Voice, 'Valk, mens-Palmistry-illus.
Lau§h, Shaking Hands.
Ethnoloory,-The dif· The Great Sl!eret.
ferent Haces~ Described- -How to be H~nlthy and
"' ·
1T
·
How to be Beautiful-Men·
.,atwna ypes Illustrated. tal Cosmetics-illtercsting.
-~ n i 1n a 1 Types.brades of Inte;.igeuce, In- A ristotJe and St.
Htinct and Reason ; AnimaljPA UL. - A Model Head:
:leads and Animal Types. Views of Lifo; Auect.lotes.
In one large handsome volume of uear1y 800 pages.
and more than 1,000 Engravings on toned paper, handHOmely bound. Price, $5. ·In calf. $8 ; morocco, gilt,
$10. Addresll,
THE TRUTH I:!EEKER.
o
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Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
One Week.

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TID<"NEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you for the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIC VESTS ror about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap. was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Side, which had been a source of misery to me for
fi lcted as I hav been that the effect was simply mar- 'the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benellt, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIO VEST I got relief Instantly. With Un·
after wearing a suit of your MAGNETIO CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respecttully,
10lso been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav sufLadles, read the following testimony from a lady
fered Intensely, and, although docwrlng all the
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
ting on your appliances I hav. experienced great with nervous prostration and female wealtneas:
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be wen. · I would, thereDB. L. TENNEY: Your Jetter just received; also
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. l!'ltted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means ot effecting FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I JfAD TIIElll
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T:.esday, will soon be wen. Will report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appliances Which will
effect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same
This -lady reports herself entirely cured In less
time eradicate cATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, wlien applied,
change medlclns every day until, after dQslng the she nevertheless was able w ride twenty miles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
something (If he Is very sk!lfu~ that brings relief can ~e hlraf uptoon appllcaltlotn atlththhls office, by anyforthe time being.
one es ng commun ca e w
er.
Ladles, read the following testimony trom a lady who had be~n suffering for two years With an Ovarian Tu:mor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four monthS' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a dose ol
medlcln since putting on the appliances. consult us When your physician tells you he can do nothlnog
·for you; It will p'ay you.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., November1U, 1882..
DR. L. TENNEY, Deo.r 8ir: About two years ago my health began to !all me; I became nervous, lost all desire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovat·ia" 'I umor,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse and had about made up my mil1fi to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operailon, when my attention was called to the Eureka .llla.gnet.ic Apt>l•ances. As a drowning man
will catch at a straw, so did I catch ar this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a_sulti,Of
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less trom day to day, until now I am
as well as I ever was ·1n my llfe. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
~heerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as 'I hav, bellevlng
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
·
Gratefully yours,
MRS' MARY J. STEWART.

Real Blasphemers.

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.

PRICE LISl'.

Showing that the writers ot and believers In the Bible,
and not the deniers ot Its truth, are the ones who really do
Injustice to the character ot God, It a God exists.

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price,
Address

Fifty Cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

DE TY AN,LYZED
AND
THE DEVIL'S DEFENSE.
By Vol. John R; Relso, A,JIL

bl~~~ :~~g~ ~~;~~·::ll:ytt~e:l~:gle"s~c\.h~~~~e~
~~:J'i.~dd'e~~~n~~r,';~~s~i\'it t~~hs,:"i~~:h'f: o?~g~r :;.a~f

chivalry. The slngnlar audacity with which he att.ack.
the toundatlbua of Chrllltlanlty shows the earnestness ot
his own convictions In regard to Its fabulous orlgln.-L
]lutchisiY!I.

Address
Prtce, euo.
·

THE TRUTH SEHKER,
S8 Clinton Place, New York.

God and the State.
JJY

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominai Belts, •
6.00
5.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
Leg Belts, each,
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping_ Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Su{lerfine Insoles, •
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.
Any of the above garments sent to any addreBB upon receipt of price, and we will return the money
are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are offered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances !or, yet we Will
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever otl'ered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular proceBB, and
hav raised llve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market wlll attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop· !ron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a
moment. All of our garments are made trom the very best material !or the purpose, and wlll outlast any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon acientiflc
principlu, and not haphazard as In all the others. We offer you therefore

If they

Founder or Nihilism and Apostle o! Anarchy.
WITH A PREFACE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Translated trom the French by BENJ. R. TUCKER, And challenge comparison with any or the so-called magnetic garments now offerod under that head. At
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otter them
(Editor or Liberty.)
about
~2 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. AddreBB,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trltle higher
sa Clinton Place, New York.
than ordinary clothing.
Re:m .. mber that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and I!
TH~
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will
refund your money.
BY M. FARRINGTON.
A thorough examination and refutation ot the claims o
Sabbatarians who are trying to folat upon to.e country
their holy d~>y by unconstitutional legal enactments. The
author shows by an appeal not only w the facts ae they
~~~~t1Mh:rftr~~eo~r d~~tfn'f:ul~t!'Utt~~;'l~~c:,~o tl:'e~ AGENTS WANTED IN JllVERY TOWllt 11!1 TUB Ul!ITED STATES. LIBBBAL OOMMI88ION8 ALLOWED
DB. L. TENNEY,
~"Jf:;J: ~t ~~:18~J~~~ s~~~,r16t~t~w~.al'c:oly than t.GGHII lor IU$Ir ~Do
~ Btreot, oor, 8th Btreo$, OilldJIIlatJ,O,

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE ClllRGED,

SABBATH.

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.

1

ANCif.NT MAN IN -AMtRACA,

Neatly Printed, with Numerous Dlustru.tions,
290 Puges.

Price, Cloth $1.50.
Address

'rHE 'l'HU'l'li I:!EEKER,
tl~ Oliuton Place, New York.

266th Edition. PltlCE ONLY $1.
BY MAIL POST-PAID

KNOW THYSELF

AGreat Medical Wor~ on Manhoo~l
Exhaustetl Vltallty, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and the
unwld miseries resulting trom Indiscretions or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescrlpUous for all acute
and chronic diseases, each one or which Is Invaluable. So found by the author, whose experience for
23 years Is such as probably never belore fell to the
lot of any physician. 800 pages, bound In beautiful
French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
teed to be a llner work In every sense-mechanical,
literary, and professlon11I-than any other work sold
In this country for $2.50, or the money wlll ue refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 eta. Bend now,
Gold medal awarded the author by the National MedIcal Association, to the officers of which he refers
'rhls book should be read by the youug for Instruction, and by the affitcted for relle!. It will bt .uellt
all.-Londcn Lancet.
'rhere Is no member of society to whom this book
will not be useful, whether youth, jJarent, guardian,
instructor, or clergymano-Argonauto
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No 4 Bulllnch st., Boston, MMs., who may
be commlte<l on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstluaw diseases hav bafa
!led the skill of all other J>hysclall8
specialty. Such treated succ6ssrully
r;::ut an Instance of failure.

HEAL
THYSELF

~ UPTU RES

CU HEUby

mM~~~~~~"c~o'!!~~e'!-"4~.:'.~ ~~fio':~atdto

UO daV•· Beflable references given. Bend
1tamJ) fur circular, and 1a.11 in what papct'
110" ''""mil adtlorh••m""'. JJ.ddrou U~ii'!.
1JI' . .l..llalU~.nJ11!llt.IITI.IJ•.lllll- Ill\ WJ~

DR. F.t;LLOWS
Is a regularly ed ucat•
od and legally quail·
floc! pbyslCJun, aud
tl10 DlOHt l:mCCeHMful,
"" his practice will
pnove. He has !or
twenty yeu.rB treated
~xclUH!Vlyull

tllseW!es
Or-

or the Boxual
glum,

AtundH

in

which he

pre-nm tnent.

S PER MA'l'OUU!i<EA

and IMI'O'l'ENCY
Wl the result of self•
abuse In youth nnd
se:x uul e:xceHHeH in ma,..
turur years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, Joss of sexual
power,rendering mar~
rlage Improper and unhappy, ow., are cured permanently by an outside ar,pllcnUon In slx1y days.
NO STOMACH MED!CIN USED. It )s olle of Dr.
Fellows' valuable <llscoverles, wllleh Is entirely unknown to the med Ira! profeHslon. Send three 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," glvlru; full Information. AddreHs Dr. 1t. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say where you saw this ad qertlsment.
From the Ironclad Age.
"Dr. Fellows Is an outepoken Inlldel, therefore no
cheat or humbug. 'rile Freethlukers of the land
should glv the doctor their patronage."
lya

PLAjN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.

This book Is a plain talk about the human syatem, th6J
tlabite: of men and women. the causes and prevention of

dtseaae, our sexual relations and social

natures.

It 1e med.-

b'f'1c'i?~~gnd'l:~:;e~~~~:d :t~8r!~e;e~~1ci~~t~~n,~~~c:i3

:i~~·~~e'llf.ge':it~~~b~~~'·~;, ~Jr"ect'fi~~';!~l·o~~e~~
'1.150. Bold at

THE TRUTH SE!!;KER olll<lQ,
B:l CI1IIton Pia ce, N. l"

THE TRUTH SEEKER, .APRIL ~6, 1884..

gftm# ofJ g[hought.
ALL other conditions being equal, those whose be·
lief Is founded upon evidence should be the most
in oral. They understand that good and bad cond uc'
Inevitably prod nee their effects, and they govern
their actions accordingly. They obtain not their
salvation, their justification, nor their happiness
upon the merits of others; but having only their
own good works to depend upon, It stands them In
hand to practice the best morals. to entertain the
purest sentiments, and to be governed by the best
motlvs.-D. M. Brnnett.
MY words fly Up; my thoughts remain below;
Words wilhout thoughts never to heaven go.
-Shabpere's Hamlet.

DIFFERENCES In religious opinions are or Incalculable benefit to mankind. They excite thought, and,
though the discussions which arise often fan tlae
emberu or discord, they serve also to keep alive the
pure flame of true rellglon.-James Kennard,
H. W. BEECHER has no more title to ecclesiastical
standlbg than 0. B. Frothingham. In an article
publlslied In the North American Review he deflnltly
renounces the supreme authority of the Bible, The
scriptures are to him authority only co-ordinately
with reason and science. They "contain" truth;
so does the Koran. The fall of man, redemption
by Christ, retribution, all glv place to evolution.
Evolution Is the solution of the problem or human
destiny, of the ages past and to come. Mr. Beeeher
Is no longer In the half-way house of Llberallsm, but
Is an out-and-out radical in his comprehenalv belief.
-The Watchman.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
"WHAT Is a lake?" asked the teacher. A bright
little IriRh boy raised hiB'hand. "Well, Mickey,
what Is It?" "Sure It Is a hole In the tea-kettle,

-AND-

mum."

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884

A PBEAOHER having married a couple In the
church the other day, unfortunately gave out as
the very next hymn, "Mistaken souls that dream of

<b. M. 284.)

heaven."

THE man who kicks his daughter's lover down
three flights of stairs, sends her to bed with a scoldIng, then slacks the parlor fire, and turns ofl tl;le
gas, should be sent to prison for contempt of court.
"THEBE Is one thin~ about bable.s," said a recent
CONTENTS:
traveler, "they never change. We hav girls of the
Introductory. By the Editor.
period, mPJJ. of the world; but the baby Is the same
This World. By George Charney.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Agnosticism and Immortality. ·By E. M. Mac- selt-possessed, fearless, laughing, voracious little
Calendar for 1884.
heathen In all ages, and In ~.U countries."
donald.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
IN Philadelphia they hav'11.n organized woman's
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib- beral Charities.
club who dress In nobby male attire, presumably
eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving because they like to "wear the breeches." They
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
Date of Birth and Death.)
will hav to wear their pants cut somewhat different
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By The Population of Our States and Territories. from men, In order to allow them to sit down on the
H. L. Green.
The Jewish Jehovah. (illustration.)
floor to get Into their stockings.
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
A MARRIED dude who returned home unexland.
Devil. (illustration.)
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada. Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of pectedly, ana found another dude hugging his
wife, took a terrib-le revenge. He seized the visitor's
By Charles Stevens.
Philosophy.
slender silk umbrella from Its resting-place In the
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
The Sacred Booksof History.
rack, broke It across his knee, and roared out,
Foreign Freethought Societies.
Jefferson's Religion.
"There, now I I hope It will rain real hard."
Useful Measures.
The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
What is True Religion? By Charle~ Watts.
As to Time.
"MAMMA." whispered a little boy, who had
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
watched the preacher vigorously pound the pulp! t
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
Selections, etc., etc.
CUBllion for some time. ol 'Sh IJJ II But} mamma,
WirH EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.

WREN we Infer any particular cauee from an effect, we must proportion the one to the other, and
can never be allowed to ascribe to the cause any
qualities but what are exactly sufficient to produce
the effect. A body of ten ounces raised In any scale
may serve as a proof that the counterbalancing
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
weight exceeds ten ounces; but It can never afford
a reason that It exceeds a hundred. If the cause assigned for any effect be not suJllclent to produce It,
we must either reject that cause or add to It such
qualities as will glv It a just proportion to the effect
But It we ascribe It further qualities or affirm It ca:
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United
pable of producing other effects, we can only ln.
dulge the llce:~~se ot conjecture and arbitrarily sup- States. It contains
pose the existence of qualities and energies without
12S Octavo Page11,
reason or authorlty.-Hume on Providrnce and a Futwre
with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not
State.
"WHEN you are my age, my dear," said Sir Walter for a day, but for all time."
Now .ready. Price, post-paid, 2o cents.
Scott to his daughter Anna, who had called something vulgar not In his opinion deserving the stigAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,
ma, "you will thank God that nothing that Is worth
33 Clinton Pla.ce, New York, N.Y.
having Is common." His life preached the lesson
more eloquently than the touching words.- London

I-"

THE peasant's Idea of God-true to him-would be
false to me, becau"e I should feel It to be unworthy
and Inadequate. If the nineteenth century after
Christ adopts the conceptions of the nineteenth cen•
tury before him-If cultivated and· educated Christians adopt the conceptions of the Ignorant, narrow,
and vlndlctiv Israelite-they are guilty of thinking
worse of God, of taking a lower, meaner, more limJted view of nature, than the facul!Jes he has be·
stowed are capable of Inspiring-and as the highest
views we are capable of forming must necessarily be
the neares; to the truth, they are wilfully acquiescIng In a lie. They are guilty of what Bacon calls the
•' apotheosis of error "-stereotyping and canonizing
one particular style of the blunders through which
thought passes on Its way to truth.- Greg's Greed of
WHAT though a thousand years and more
we hav trod the threshing floor,
And our richer, fiercer neighbor
Snatched the guerdon of our laborGarnered up the sheaves of grain,
Leaving but chaff as our sole gain ?
Lo I what light the east Is brlght'nlng I
Herald of a better day,
Yonder cloud that towers o'er us,
Lurid with the threat'nlng lightning,
Bpe"ter-llke, shall fade away
In the splendor of Its ray
A happier era'• just before us I
When brazen fraud and flaunting pride
In oblivion deep shall hide,
When Force shall yield the earth to Truth,
And Right shall reign In fadeleBB youth.
'l'he tokens ot Its advent thicken I
· How life and hope, responslv, quicken I
'rhere's a flower about to bloom
In the desert, on the tomb;
There's a light about to glow
That will dissipate the gloom;
There's a fount about to flow
With waters such as ne'er were tasted.
By the workers wan and wasted.
Fellow-toilers, hall thA day I
Walt as patient as ye may,
Watch and w•lt, but clear the way!
-F. M. Vincent, in Chicago Sentinel.

Among the reforms THE TBUTH:SEEKEB aims
to effect are:
Total separation of church and state, including the equitable taxation of church
property; secularization of the public schools,
abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriations
for religious purposes, and all other measures
necessary to the same general end,
Its sixteen large pages are filled every week
with scientific, philosophic, and Freethought
articles and communications by the ablest
Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
current secular and theological events. It is
the armory from which hundreds draw their
weapons in contests with priesthood.
All
the Liberal papers are good, but THE TRUTH
SEEKER. is

THE BES1. AND L.ARGES1..

FREETHOUGII'l'

NOVEL~.

It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal
and givs everyone a hearing upon all
The Heathens of the Heath. A finely spirit,
subjects pertaining to the welfare of the huwritten Radical romance. By WM. Mcman race.
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc.
500 pages.
OPINIONS REGARDING IT.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
A paper like THE 'rRUTH BEEKER IB something
$1.25.
more and better than an advocate of truth. Through
subscribers touch elbows with each other.
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN ItEachItsreadAr
knows that he Is one of a goodly comNELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
pany who find comfort and Inspiration In Its pages.
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
If they should meet each other they would feel like
and sisters. They hav lived under one InExeter Hall. " One of the most excit- brothers
roof, felt the glow of the same fireside, and
ing romances of the day." Price, paper tellectual
broken together the bread of life. Such a paper Is
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
to thousands a substitute for the church.-GEOBGE
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. CHAINEY, in 7'hiB World.
THE TBUTll SEEKER, founded by D. M. Bennett, Is
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FnEDEBIKA to-day perhaps the strongest foe with wh lch super
stitlon has to contend, and a long future of great
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
usefulness Is, we trust and belleV!l, before it.- Win

The Outcast.

ted, Conn., Press.

A deep, finely written
There ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE
Radicals tory. From the London edition. TBUTll
SEEKER In this county, just to rebuke the InBy WINWOOD READE, author of Martyr- famous church bigots who are using force and fraud
doll!, of Man. 30 cents.
to BUppress LibereJism.- Worthington, Jtinn., .Advance.
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No;

why do you ask?" Youngster: "Because he had
his head against nurse's chest last night, listening
just like the doctor." Fond motherleavestheroom
for a brief conversation with the nurse.

SIX MONTHS •

NEW YORK CITY.

F. M.: ''Yea, my dear."

Youngster. •• Is papa a doctor, too?" F. M.:

CHEAPEST, BEST.

33 CLINTON PLACE,

when you preach I always

Youngster: "That's why the doctor lays his head
against his chest to listen, Isn't It?" F. M. : "Yes,
my child, but don't ask so many questions."

THE LEADING FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL OF THE WORLD,

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.

11

seat."

• YOUNGSTER to fond mother: "Papa has heart

F 0 UN DE D BY D. M. BEN NETT.

PUBLI!!IHED EVERY SATURDAY, AT $3.00 PER fEAR; $1.50 FOR

~ood

trouble, hasn't he?"

The Truth Seeker
LARGEST,

You muan't talk in church."

•• 0 air," she l'eplied,

get a

PROSPECTUS OF

Christendom.

'Sh! 'Bhl

ONE Sunday, as a certain Scottish minister was
returning homeward, he was accosted by an old
woman, who said, "0 sir, well do I like the day
that you preach." The minister was aware that he
was not very popular, and he answered: "My good
woman, I am glad to hear it. There are too few
like you. And why do you like when I preach ? "

"BIG JACK SMALL."

Spec tater.

11

"I only wanted to say that If I was that cushion,
I'd-" "'Bh I" "I'd be all black and blue by this
time," he squeaked.

AN Omaha preacher Is the last pulpit pounder to
try and put a stop to Sunday night courting. That
preSl)~ould meet with greater success by .:fightIng a cyclone with a snow-shovel. This Sunday
night courting business Is as sure to come as death
and the tax collector. It Is an old established ln.
d us try, which has been going on since the beginning
of time, and It Is sure to continue to the end. It Is
about the only Industry that don't ask for a protectlv tariff, as the more foreign competition It hal!
the better It thrl ves.
THE hour Is a little late;
Two lovers swing upon the gate,
Bent down by sentimental freight,
In rapture great,
With soul elate.
But how the pair Is cursed by fate I
The young man feels a father's hate;
He falls upon him In a state
Of anger great,
With sole elate.
"MY dear," said a Western farmer to his wife a 11
she got out of bed, "will you look and see what kind
of a day It Is?" "Well," she replied, gazing out of
the window. "Mr. Smith's barn across the way Is
being blown Into the next lot, but-" "Not his new
brick barn?" "No, the old wooden one, and It lookB
as If the roof of his house will hav to go, but I don't
believe there will be very much of a storm." "Probably not," replied the husband, "but still we can
hardly expect settled weather at this season of the
year. I guess I had better drive to town to-day
:Instead of waiting until Saturday. It might storm,

This sterling and widely-circulated Freethougl!t
journal has won Its way deep Into the. hearts of Its
re«ders. THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a gre,at paper, and
deserves the most generous support ot the LlbEiral
public. The recent numbers received are splen<'lid
In every respect.-San Francisco Univerllll!.
THE TRUTH BEEKER has gathered ltB resourclill"~
and will be a stronger, better, and br.lghter pap6!l' ·
than ever.-Liberal League Man.
THE TRUTH BEEKER has become a neceiJ!Bity to theLiberal cauae.-Kamas Blade.·
then."
A MAIDEN to a dentist came;
Bald she, " I think you are the same
TERMS FOR 1884:
That put a coping on my gums
Single subscription,
$3 00
Last summer." '"Very like," said he,
11 I cope with such promiscuously,''
One subscription two years,
0 00
Two new subscribers,
0 00
And then he Idly twirled his thumbs.
One subscription with one new snb••ltoa didn't mortis well your work,"
scriber, in one remittance,
~ 00
The malden answered; " when I jerk
One subscription with two new subMy lower maxilllary bones.
scribers, in one remittance,
'7 00
It sort of jars the coping stones,
One subscription with three new subAnd down my throat, last night, at tea,
scribers, in one remittance,
s oo
I lost your dental masonry."
One subscription with four new sub... , 'Tis safer there than in the street,"
scribers, in one remittance,
10 00
The dentist made replY: ••Just seat
A:ny number over five at the same
Yourself In yonder vacant chair."
rate, invariably with one remitShe sat; he slezed a dredging hook,
tance.
Or tool that might hav been ml•toOk
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
For such, and bade her to prepare.
will take the trouble to get a new subscriber
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
The month of malden opened wide,
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will
., There's roo.m I" said he, and stepped Inside;
get his own paper for $1; by getting three
The jaws came to with savage grin,
new subscribers be will not only get his own
She gummed and swallowed him, and thenfree but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of ', ., 'You took me In, 0 worst of men I"
mo~ey order; by getting four new subscribers
She said, "and now you're taken ln."
he will hav nis own free and gain $2.
This makes THE TRuTH SEEKER, with its Gottlieb : His Life.
A romance of
sixtee' large pages, cheap<er than any other
earth heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by
writt~n by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.
~o doing he can easier secure pa;tners in tak- ~~-The Darwins. A Domestic Radical
mg the paper, he can share wtih them the
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. f:lLEl!KEB, auadvantages of the club ratea.
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
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.
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.Jlotes and Qllippings.

of the law; or that they imagined that the act
of Congress would be used to obstruct lectures
on moral or scientific subjects of any kind."

Jlews olf. tlte lfeeh .

HERBERT SPENCER has started for Australia,
.a long sea voyage being recommended for his
health.
A NEW YoRK sculptor has just completed
a statue called "Slumber." It is supposed
that it represents a congregation abont the
time the minister is saying "seventeenthly."
HARRISoN, the "boy preacher," claims that
he converted thirteen hundred sinners in St.
Louis in ten days. S.t. Louis should be proud.
It is not every city of its size that can boast
that number of "sinners."
THE Salvation Army engaged in fighting the
devil in New Jersey has received a hard blow
from the enemy. Their captain i!! .in jail for
stealing. It would seem, remarks Peck's Sun,
as though the devil was getting the start of
the army in New Jersey.

DR. W. J. BEECHER, of Auburn Theological
Seminary, tells his students than when he began reading religious newspapers there were
plenty of leaders of religious thought who were
strenuously affirming that, unless the earth and
skies were fitted up in their present shape in
the space of 144 hours by the clock, the Bible
was a lie, and all religion was a fraud. "Today," he says, "nearly every one is convinced
that the process of bringing our system into
being lasted through long periods of time, and
that this view is entirely consistent with the
Bible and with all sacred truths." So it comes
that the Infidels of to-day stand on this particular question, about where the "leaders of
religious thought" stood when the Rev. Dr.
Beecher began reading religious newspapers.
THE loose ideas and practices of the New
England people in regard to marriage and divorce, says the New York Sun, are well known.
At Dover, N. H., the other day, a man and a
woman appeared before a clergyman and asked
him to marry them for six months. The wouldbe groom explained that he had already been
married and divorced, and didn't wiMh to take
any risk this time. The lady, secure of her
charms, was willing to enter into the limited
contract. She felt certain that her lover, spite
of his caution, would ask for a renewal of the
contract at the end of the six months. The
clergyman refused to approve the plan, and so
did a justice of the peace, who, however, kindly
informed them that "it would be an easy matter to get married on this plan at Portland, provided they would wait five. days." If this assertion of this New Hampshire justice can be
depended on, limited time marriage contracts
are likely to be very common in the preserves of
Neal Dow, but six months is too long a period
for even a limited marriage to last without a
divorce in the truly moral puritan commonwealths.
THE boldness of the criminal classes in this
city has reached such a point that hardened
felons in the shape of small boys and little girls
actually sell flowers in Fifth avenue and Broadway on Sunday. A member of the Society for
the Prevention of Crime, shocked by the terrible spectacle, has formally brought the subject
to the attention of the police, but the commissioners, evidently because of their fecu of
the flower-selling criminals, hav not yet ventured to arrest them. It is intolerable, continues the New York Times, that the loathsome
and demoralizing spectacle of flowers should
be openly brought to the attention of respectable men, virtuous women, and innocent children on Sunday morning. Flowers notoriously hav no respect for Sunday, and shamelessly open their petals and blossom on thut
day precisely as they do on a week-day. To.
offer these depraved flowers to people Oil Sunday morning is to turn their thoughts from
sermons and other appropriate topics and to
invite them to admire gaudy colors and meretricious perfumes. Not only is the public thus
demoralized by the sight of Sunday flower~,
but men and women are tempted to commit
the deadly sin of buying violets or roses. It is
impossible to say how many poor wretcheH wlio
hav died on the gallows began their downward
career by buying a bunch of violets while on
their way to church. It may not seem to most
people to ue a really revolting crime to buy
flowers on Sunday, but if it is followed by robbery, arson, and murder its iniquity becomes
evident. The pretense that it is a work of
charity to buy a flower on Sunciay from a ragged child is unworthy of notice. Crime cannot
be excused on the ground that it is committed
from a charitable motiv. The monsters of
iniquity, however small they may be in point
of stature, who sell flowers on Sunday deserve
nothing but the severest punishment. If necessary~ the military should be ce.lled out to
suppress them, and no matter what it costs,
Mr. Louis P. Tibbals, of the Society for the
Prevention of Crime, should be enabled to
walk to church on Sunday without being
shocked by the sight of godless and demoralizing flowers.

THE negro Hugg has been convicted of the
murder of Anna Maybee, at Brookville, L. I.

DR. OLIVER WENDELL HoLMES, in a letter to
a friend in England, promises that he will soon
publish a new book. He says: "I am trying
to do some kind of justice to Ralph Waldo
Emerson in a brief memoir, taking short time
to read and longer to write."
ENGLISH journalists are not fully posted on
the geography of Amedca. One intelligent
editor informs his readers that the •' preservation of the Adirondack forests is at last agitating the people of the West, who wish to protect their valuable prairie lands from drought."
A PHILADELPHIA. merchant has offered to pay
for two bands to play in Fairmount Park on
Sundays, but there is no hope that the offer
will be accepted, as the religious people know
that with good music out of doors there is
small chance of getting the average Philadelphian inside a church edifice.
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A FASHIONAl\LEchurch in St. Paul has for its
pastor ex-Congressman Gilbert de LaMatyr,
who, having introduced an orchestra as a
musical auxiliary to the services, has been
abandoned by all the old-fashioned members
of the congregation. He is, however, very
popular with the young people, who crowd
the house every Sunday.
AN officer in the American Tract Society reported that "at the present stage of Christianity and civilization it is impossible to get
anything new in tracts or to make any money
writing them." It would be next to impossible at this stage of Christianity and civilization to get any sensible person to read them if
they were written and paid.
A LoNDoN editor writes that he is a comprehensionist, and "as a comprehensionist realizes the soul of the universe as the intelligence
of the etherealized, then the intelligence must
cognate that which is an over-continuance of
extension, and the over-continuance is not the
progressivness of circumferlttion." This is
probably a new kind of heresy.
BuDDHISM is spreading with great rapidity
among the more intelligent classes in Russia.
Converts are counted by thousands every year.
The reason given for its spread is that it is
more easily understood than the Christian religion, and better adapted to the wants of the
people. At present the Greek church is the
only authorized church or Russia.
WE learn from a wild western paper that an
Iowa society has inaugurated something new
and novel in the social business. They hold
"avoirdupois socials." The young ladies are
weighed, before eating supper, and the boys
pay one-half cent a pound for it on her weight.
It is said that real nice, healthy fat girls don't
stand any l'lhow at. all. The slender girl monopolizes all the boys.
A FRENCH medical man has been talking of
the wine question in a new and original way.
"Is it," he asks, " absolutely necessary to drink
wine? We can unde1·stand why Noah used it
when we think of the profound disgust he must
hav felt for water after the deluge. It was
natural that a· carafe of water should sicken
him. But in making up his first vinyards did
;be consider the coming worries of the phyl-

ColllPETITION among telegraph companies
has brought about a mdicalreduction in rates.
HENRY WARD BEECHER thinks that the nomination of James G. Blaine for president would
be a national mtlamity.
THE ('Uptain of the Sal vtttion Army of Cleveland, Ohio, is charged with abducting two
IH-year-old girls of that ·city.
HENRY InvrNG, the English actor, has given
hiR farewell performouce in America. The
.receipts of his tour in this country amounted
to $4.05,600.
A DISPATCH from Rome says that five Christian missionaries and thirty lny coadjutors
hav been murdered at 'l'onquin, Anum, in
southeastern Asia.
'l'wo anarchists of Berlin hav confessed that
dynamite had been placed under the new
colossal statue of Germanin at Niederwald.
Moisture alone prevented the explosion.
'l'HE opposition party in Dr. Newman's
Madison avenue church, hav put an injunction
on the parson restraining him from performing the fnnctions of a pastor in that edifice.
THE Rev. J. R. Allen was called very recently to the pulpit of a church nenr Honesdale, Pa. Riding out with his wife and child
last week, the horse run away, and Mrs. Allen
was killed.
LAST Sunday was Bock Beer Day on Staten
Island, and all the drivers of the brewery
wagons wore high silk hats and cockades·
The wagons were trimmed with flags and
evergreens.
A BANQUET was given to Henry George on
Wednesday evening of this week. Among
those present were R. Heber Newton, Samuel
P Putnam, Edward W. Chamberlain, and
Courtlandt Palmer.
THE excise commissioners of New York hav
refused licenses to various places of amusement of questionable reput1ttion, including
that of the celebrated Harry Hill, known as
the wickedest man in New York.
LoNDON was shaken by a earthquake last
week. The ilynamiters say they were expecting it, but do not explain how it was brought
about. A fire in London on Saturday destroyed a million dollars' worth of property.
CITY FATHER SumLs, arrested for being
drunk and disorderly and committing assault,
attributed his conduct to the effect of quinine
which he had taken under the direction of a
physician for disease of the eye. He was discharged.
A srX-DAY walking match began in this city
last l:lunday night, with fourteen contestants,
including Rowell, the EngliHhman, and a
Chippewa Indian. It is propable that the
Englishman will win and carry off a large
number of American dollars.
GAINswou•rrr PETTis, of Lockport, Pa., was
taken to the Erie almshouse last Saturday, a
raving maniac on the subject of Spiritualism.
On the same day the Rev. C. H. Harrison, of
Belmont, N. Y., went to the Buffalo insane
asylum Hhackled and handcuffed, and accompanied by six able-bodied men, that number
being required to kePp him in restraint. The
doctrin of immediate sanctification crazed him.
Religious papers making a note of Mr. Petti!!'s
aberration will please copy this item entire.
Tm; members of 'l'ypogrnphical Union No.
6, composed of printers, had a parade and a
monster mass meeting at Cooper Union last
week to bring into public notice their scheme
to boycott the New York TriiJune, which had
broken its contract with the. union. The
Boycotter, published by thte union, claims that
the movement is having its effect both on th&
circulation and advertising patronage of the
Tril;une. The laboring man seems to be waking up and showing his strength in a manner
heretofore nlmost unheard of. .
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in a mighty mess, and grow worse. I don't see head
nor tail to it."
"There is, though. Grant'll work it out. He's
got a plan, and some day there'll be a shake down:"
"May I be there to see," said Cupples. "I've got
through expecting anything. Dear me, I think I'd
like to stay here a week or two, it's so handsome.·
It's like a garden of flowers, almost as if somebody
lived here."
It was indeed a wonderful and beautiful spot to
which they had roamed. The ground was covered
with flowers of a thousand varying hues. Overhead
there was a majestic arch, almost as perfect as if flung
forth by the hand of human genius. The magnolia
blossoms danced like waves in the star-lighted chamhers that opened on every side from the illuminated
aisles of the forest.
"I wonder if somebody don't live here-fairies at
least," said Cupples. "It's a good pla!3e for home."

"I thought no body could ever find us out here,"
she cried.
"They could not," answere"d Cupples. "They
must tumble to it, as we did. This is your home,
Waifs and Wanderings.
then?"
"Yes; coul_d I do better?" ,
.
.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAJ\1.
"Not as thmgs are now. Its a fairy-land 1ndeed.
CHAl'TER XXVITI.
Nothing can disturb you, no matter how much the
fight goes on."
FAIRY-LAND.
"That is what I desire. escape from the world, it
The wonderful years fly by, throbbing with life,
seems so full of injustice."
grim with death. A continent is alive with arms; camp"We'll right it some how," said the sergeant
fires blaze upon a thousand hills; a million soldiers
(colonel I would say with due reverence to his straps),
march through tangled wilderness and fair fields.
"and then you'll come b.ack again."
The days and the nights bear gloom and glory in
. "Perhaps not. I am in love with this spot. I have
their tumultuous path. Terror keeps company with
spent many happy hours here."
hope. Victory leaps the chasm of defeat, and flings
"I would like to camp here myself," said Cupples.
the luliltrous morning on the midnight of despair.
"But we are always on the move and can onlytake a
Skeleton faces look through iron bars, and patiently
night's rest."
wait for the rainbow of peace on the rushing clouds
"Make the mod of it while you can," said Amy,
They both started, as a clear, bright note seemed
hall h
b t
ll "
Of War.
all at once to strike the air and then burst into full " and then you s
ave our es farewe ·
The golden evening rests broad and bright on the
"But tell us all about it," said Cupples. "What a
mighty forests that skirt the shores of the Gulf of melody. It was a marvelous song that for a time story it must be!"
Pascagoula. Far away they stretch toward the possessed the charmed atmosphere. Whence did
"You can gueRs," said Amy, "I followed Bolton
north in the vague and intense radiance, while toward it come? Was it some wondrous mot~king-bird night and day. He could not escape me. I enlisted
the south tbe beautiful waters flash as if the depart- that had caught the accents -of the human voice and as a confederate soldier; that gave me a chance, and
ing day had left upon their bosom innumerable jewels. was thus .pouring it forth?
I ran off with Bessie. I would not go North. I was
The faint effulgence of the night is caught afar, bringWonderfully sweet it sounded on, rippling like a indignant that a great nation should act so cruelly,
ing its gifts also to the welcoming sky and joyous brook, dashing like. sun-lighted waves of the sea, although it might be for peace. I determined to deearth.
soaring like a bird, dropping like the soft petal of pend on myself; to seek the woods, make my own
Touched by the last shafts of the retreating light, a flower. Now it seemed to tremble far away, and home, and be my own defense. Even theugh I was
d t ·1
r
th
d
then it rapidly burst again with a shower of notes
I
I
.
th t t
a d us ty an 01 -worn company mger on
e e ge that seemed to fall all about the astonished listeners. a woman felt that could wm my way; a na ure
of the majestic forest. Old friends they are, yet
was my friend and would reward me if I did my werk.
changed, scarred with battle, and decorated with
"I'm dazed," cried Cupples, when the enrapturing Here I am happy in these beautiful woods and the
hard-earned honors. The stars of a brigadier-gen- sounds suddenly ceased. "I'm sure that's Bessie's maker of my own fortune."
eral shine on the shoulders of our Shaksperean devo- voice, or it is her spirit haunting this forest. I will
"Bravo," said Cupples. "Who shall te.lk of the
tee, Billy Stubbs, and he bears them with true sol- sing an old lullaby and see if I can call her to my superior sex after this. What man has done woman
dierly frankness and dignity. Sergeant Jones is now sight."
can do, and that's the end on't."
colonel, and Cupples is captain, and the good Dr.
So Cupples answered to the regal voice with some
"This is my parlor," said Amy, "do you not like
Dobson is in the flesh &till. It would be indeed no snatches of baby melodies, given, however, with such it?"
easy thing for him to shuffle off his mortal coil.
effect that nobody could mistake from whence they
She led the way to the inner appartment. It was
"We must camp here to-night," said Stubbs. "I came. If anyone had heard that sound in Patago- indeed wonderfully adorned. Shells gleamed with
don't know where we are, but we must make the best nia they would hav sworn that it was Cupples's glittering colors around the walls. There were
of it."
voice if they had ever by chance listened to that flowers of every description hung with gorgeous pro" I never was lost so quick in my life," said Cup- gentleman's remarkable vocalization. If Bessie was fusion. The floor was carpeted with the finest of
pies. "These woods all look the same, and the anywhere about to hear even one of his notes she pine needles and was as luxuriant as a Turkish rug.
roads."
would unhesitatingly appear, knowing that Cupples There were tables and chairs made out of the grace" I guess we are not lost," said the colonel. "A must be on hand. And Bessie did come dancing ful boughs of trees. There was a cosy fire-place that
day's march will bring us to our brigade again."
forth like a wonderful fairy indeed. She seemed seemed set in marble, so delicately had the huge sea"I believe that last turn is what did· it," said the to flash all at once from the darkness and tumbled shells been set about it. Soon a flame was dancing
1 at its heart, kindled by the deft hand of Bessie, and
doctor. " It was difficult to choose, however, for one into the arms of Cupples.
way looked as bad as the other."
"Do you live in the sea?" said Cupples. "Are you the warm sweet radiance flowed and melted amid the
"Who knows what we may discover by this little a mermaid?"
brilliant hues that the rarest of jewels could not surepisode," cried Stubbs. t. There's a divinity that
"I'm flesh and blood still," said Bessie. "Feel of pass. There was a harp in one corner made by
shapes our ends."
me-solid enough, am I not?"
Amy's own hands, for she was touched with the
"-Shapes our ends rough, as somebody says," cried
"I should say so," said Cupples. "You've. grown genius of music and could create its choicest instruthe doctor, "hew them how we may."
a foot taller since I've seen you, I believe."
mentality and evoke its tenderest and most magnif"Why shouldn't I? I've had time enough. It's icent strains. Everywhere in that little room could
' "It seems that we can't trust divinity, so we must
trust in ourselvs. Fortunately we have plenty of lucky you sung that song. Otherwise I should have be seen the wonder and glory of woman's genius.
grub and can do it."
vaniShed into my cave. We don't admit strangers Out of the bosom of nature her art had made a
"We can smile at fate with a full stomach," pro- here."
paradise.
claimed the doctor.
"We? Who's we?"
"I must whistle," cried Cupple, "I want the genWhile" Cupples prepared the dainty meal of hard"My mother, of course. She took me when I left eral to• see this, and the doctor."
tack and coffee, and a slice or two of pork, the others you."
Cupples did whistle, and it was almost as if a musmade ready the night's encampment with extempo"You didn't stay long with Bolton?"
ket had gone off.
rized dwellings of brm>h-wood, made fragrant with
"Indeed not. I knew m_other. wou~d come. I
General Stubbs and the doctor now made their
the beautiful magnolia blossoms that flashed like .watched for ~er, and one mght hke birds w~ flew appearance and joined with fresh hilarity in the
stars in the radiant blackness of the forest.
. away. There s no law here, and so we made 1t our dramatic surprise.
"Drink to a happy to-morrow," cried Cupples, as home."
"There are more things in heaven and earth than
they gathered about the plenteously-furnished table
"How wise you ar~! I've a notion to take to the are dreamed of in our philosophy," cried Stubbs. "I
underneath the wide-spreading trees. "This is the woods ~yself.. I beheve _they ~re better than folks- shall begin to believe in miracles."
best coffee I ever made and I know it will bring a they mmd their own busmess.
"I always believed in miracles," said the dnctor.
spell of delight."
'
"How funny it is!" cried Bessie. "Did you fight "We can do marvels if we only understand nature.
It was a gorgeous palace indeed in which they ate, your way down?"
.
Nothing is more wonderful than what is. The life
with glad abandon to the witching influence of their
"We've fought every whwh way up and down and of to-day is the greatest life possible.':
wild surroundings. Tossed about like waves of the across lots, and now we are lost."
"That's good philosophy," answered Stubbs. That's
sea, these brave spirits ever reflected the brightness . "What a .war it must be! I'm glad v:e know noth- Shakspere all over. Does he not SltJ:
of the passing moment. In an unknown country, mg about. It. You are the first sold1er th~tt ever
Yet nature
madethat
better
py no
with danger upon every side, they had not the slight- passe d th1 ~ way. H ave ~.ou a passpor t? If so you
But
nature is
makes
mean;
so mean
over that art
est fear.
can come m~o my parlor.
.
Which you say adds to nature is an art
In the effulgent evening, strewn with stars, rich . "Y~,s," said Cup~les, as he ~ave. her a soun.dmr,
That nature makes.
with perfumes, :filled with the harmonies of the sea kiss; I guess that ll take me m without knockmg.
... Shakspere is right, and so touches the source of
that sounded along the white beach, Cupples and
Bessie dashed ahead and they followed. How all poetry and religion. God, if there is one, is alCol. Jones strolled among the woods, while Stubbs beautiful she looked !-alert, graceful, fresh as nature mighty only by being perfectly natural, and we are
smoked the fragrant weed, and Dr. Dobson placidly herself, a very child of the woods, in perfect harmony gods if we are on the right side of nature. Reality
meditated on the mutations of life in the midst of with the magnificent scenery by which she was sur- is our best friend."
two hundred and fifty pounds of solid human flesh. rounded, as if she had bloomed from its very heart.
"I guess you are right," said Cupples, "but I
"Here we are to-day, and where we shall be toShe led the way to what might beanatural bower, don't understand it all."
morrow nobody knows," said the colonel. "We've yet evidently arranged also by cunning hands. So
"Let them reason," cried Colonei Jones. "We'll
been mightily knocked about for the last two years." deftly was it twined with the overhanging branches take it as it is, and be the wiser for it, I reckon."
"Hardly had time to think," said Cupples. "I've that one might almost pass it unnoticed."
"That's so," cried the doct.or. "The bother with
always wanted to pursue our wanderings after Bes"Walk in," said Bessie, as she flung a profusion folks to-day is that they want to know the cause of
sie, but there's been no chance, and here we are al- of roses aside and revealed the entrance. "I will everything. They can't be simply happy. They
most tumbled into the Gulf of Mexico."
light a candle and then you can see."
want to know the reason why, and that spoils it.
"NonewsofBessieyet?"
Hercandlewasapine-knot,whichflungrichmasses The moment one becomes conscious of his good
"Not a particle. Yet I believe she is safe. No of light about the room into which they entered. health, you may be sure he will be sick. K_nowledge
news is good news, they say.''
Bessie held it above her head and her dark eyes is the first sympton of disease. When mll people
''We'll take it so. The world is big and folks are danced gloriously in its beams. Her hair, unloosed learn that ignoranceois bliss? All this craze after ineasily lost, especially when the world is upside down, and free as the wind, floated back and offset the deli- formation is nonsense. It kills life. People know
as it is now."
cate and strong lines of her handsome face, that too much nowadays, and hence their stupidity. We
"If Amy had not found Bessie she would hav re- seemed flooded with !Wliles, as she noted the amaze- should strive to know less, and so be more alive."
turned. No doubt they have some out-of-the-way ment of the two men.
''I confess my ignorance," said Amy, "but I am
hiding-place from all this burly-burly."
"Make yourself at home," she said, "the whole not satisfied with it; I desire knowledge but not
"Keep a good heart yet. There'll be a lull some floor is at your service. I will call mamma."
books. I have none here, but I study the trees, and
time, and we'll take another turn at the game."
In answer to her summons .Amy instantly appeared the flowers, and sea, and sky, and each day some-new
"1t don't look much ~ike a lull IlQW: Things are and impetuously greeted the new comers.
glimpse appears."
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"Ah I how happy the world will be when all study ment.. They were immediately surrounded. It was it is proved logically, that free trade never built up
like that," said the doctor; "when books are thrown· no use to resist. They were compelled to sun·ender our manufacturing industries, neither will it sustain
them when protection is withdrawn from them.
aside, and the very mud beneath our feet takes their without striking a blow.
place. The culture of to-day is mere machine polish.
" This will land us in Andersonville; no more Corner a free trader on his favorit topic, and giv him
rope enough, and you can generally convict him out
It's nothing but a. grinding. It's not a producing. fighting for us," said Stubbs.
of his own mouth. Robert Ingersoll's facts on the
Thlilre isn't one man out of a million who if put alone
[To BE coNTINUED.]
cheapening of iron per ton in consequence of the
on an island wouldn't starve to death, he knows nature so poorly. There isn't one of our scholars who
To OUR READERS AND BooKBUYERS: If you ex- protection accorded it are applicable to a. great many
can read the bark of a tree, or the surface of a rock. pe?·ience any dlfficulty in obtaining FJ;'HE TRUTH other things; but he is wrong when he says that "the
free traders hav all the arguments and protectionists
Hence their Greek and Latin is folly."
SEEKER or any <.!f ou1· own or other Fnetl101l{Jht
all the facts." They hav no one argument but a bet"Deep waters, doctor, "said Stubbs. "Let grayhaired philosophy retire, and let music come dancing wo1·ks through any dealer, we shall feel greatly obliged ter one may be found for protection. Workingmen
to the front. I want that harp to vibrate. He that if you will order direct from this qffice. We are are told that they should oppose the policy of prohath no music.in}ris soul is fit for tre,asons, strata- feaiful that many dealers do not take the pains they tection because they do not get as large a share of the
gems, and spoils.
•
should to supply Liberal works-sometimes, even, benefits of protection as their employers. Admitting
that to be so, should the working classes giv even the
Amy took the harp, strung by her own hand, and
.
.
.
filled the little room with delicate and ravishing ~rongly.rep~r~'mg them_ out of prtnt-thereby deprw- small benefits up they now receive until free traders
notes. She had a remarkable skill, and the tender tng the tnqutrtng publtc of hete1·odox books, and pre- can show us whereby we may receive equal benefits
from their policy? For the sake of crushing our emvibrations voiced the innermost genius of her· being. venting us from making needed sales.
ployers shall we crush ourselvs lllso ? SamRon to
She seemed to hold the air captive, and to make its
kill his enemies had to kill himself. Hav workingsubtile palpitations the minister of her expressive
Gladstone and the English Government.
men got to do the same suicidal act? No, we hav a
soul. Marvelous she shone in her beauty and
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your better way, as outlined in our Congressman Foran's
strength, the ideal woman of the future. In her was
the oak-like grandeur mingled with the grace of the correspondent, Robert Nelson, seems terribly worked bill in regard to foreign labor.
There is too much stress given both in protection
flowing vine. There was not a particle of coarseness up over some words of Seward Mitchell regarding
and O'Donnell.
bl
f
or hardness in her mobile and flashing face. Yet Carey
I shall not take time to notice more than one or and free trade papers, on ta es o wages, giving the
she had fought with destiny with the might of a
amount paid in foreign countries and America to
man. She had carved from the rock of fa.te her own two of his positions. Speaking of Mr. Gladstone he workingmen. If it was conclusivly shown to me that
splendid fortune. She had defied a thousand diffi- says, "Hundreds of orphan children will miss and a au Englishman gets $15 where I get $12, still I should
culties, and had made her way to an assured and in- whole nation mourn the grand old man when his life want to know where my $12 was coming from before
dependent place. Yet no gentleness was lost, no goes out." I suppose that Mr. Nelson means the or- I admitted the beauties of free trade. Free traders
touch of womanly glory: The queen who had been phans of English soldiers slain in the wars of the admit that many trades will be ruined, and wages
nursed in ease, who had been protected from the ills Transvaal, Zululand, Afghanistan, Cyprus, Egypt, and decreased in all trades, but offset these slight affiicof life by some manly arm, and had seen nothing but the Soudan-wars cowardly, causeless, and cruel, tions by pointing to the greatly decreased price of
the pomp of waiting ministers, could not have poured waged by England against weak tribes and states Jiving. But that they cannot prove to a certainty.
forth strains more soft, and sweet, and thrilling to during Gladstone's administration. These are the There are two things to be taken into consideration:
the .finest sense; while, sweeping over all with majesty glories of Gladstone, English premier. No, there is first, improved machinery that some branches of
and intensity, was a power born only of struggle, one more laurel in his crown. He never has had the American industry hav, and great competition, hav
and with which the pampered slave of man's caprice manliness to stand by Charles Bradlaugh in his battle reduced the price of many articles useful to the
for the rights of constituencies, but has held aloof workingman to figures below what they sell for in
can never hope to be dowered.
Afterwards Bessie joined her voice with her moth- and permitted that man of the people to be betrayed foreign countries; under free trade that is one advantage we should lose; second, how do we know
er's and they sang many a wild, sweet melody, like a and trampled in the house of his friends.
Next Mr. Nelson confounds the English people that the prices now prevailing in England will stay
stream bursting out of the very soil and sounding
with the .noise of the trees and the deep chanting of with the English government. Nothing could be so? Increased demand for an article increases its
the sea.. The hours flew by, and ere they were aware more unjust to the former. The people hav forced price-for instance, take that pocket-knife that sells
the solemn midnight was upon the delighted com- the government into some semblance of decency on in England for thirty-five cents; with a market inmore than one occasion, but whenever the 'Vigilance creased by fifty millions, would England still be good
pany as if by some spell of enchantment.
"We must have a little sleep," said Stubbs, "so of the people has been relaxed, then a dissolute and enough to sell it at the same price, or would the
good-night. We shall bid a merry farewell in the tyrannical court, a greedy and corrupt state church, largely increased demand for them stimulate English
morning, for we have a perilous and long journey, and a venal nobility hav robbed the nation and workingmen to ask increased prices for making them,
and cannot delay. When victory comes, with new usurped the rights of the citizens, while they blinded consequently making English manufacturers raise
hopes and new opportunities, I shall bid you welcome the eyes of their victims with the glare and glory of the price on them to pay the increased price of manto our civilization, which, alas, is not quite so beau- foreign conquest--conquest over weak and poverty- ufacturing them. All things soli cheaply in England
to-day because t h ey hav an over-production on a.
tiful as this savage freedom, which I enjoy with all stricken nations.
Talk
of
England
in
India!
"Ten
times
better
off
!!!mall market, but with the markets of the United
my heart."
So they sank to sleep, Amy and Bessie in the than under her nativ princes!" Let Mr. Nelson read States thrown open to them the prices of their artilovely secrecy of their embowered home, and the the exposures of England's rule in India as made in cles could not, under the laws of trade, to say nothing
soldiers beneath the broad sky, with no pillow but a English Freeth ought papers and magazines, and then of the selfishness of the English manufacturer wheu
stone, and their bed the leaf-strewn bosom of the see if he c~tn make such reckless assertions as the he found he had destroyed the American manufacearth, and their roof the spreading branches of the above. The Liberal progressiv men and women of turer. remain the same. It would be a sorry day for
mighty trees, gemmed amid their myriad changes England will almost if not quite unanimously bear the American workingman if he found, after fighting
with the deep azure of the boundless sky, and now testimony directly opposit to that given by Mr. Nel- for free trade and getting it, that the prices of Engand then with a star, shining like a fresh polished son. If Mr. Nelson would know what England has lish goods bounded right up. Again, supposing that
done for India in the years that are gone, let him this country became almost wholly an agriculturttl
jewel just dropped upon the dancing canopy.
The morning came-beautiful Aurora with stream- study the history of the administration of Warren country, who would do the carrying-who but Enging garments, splendid with dews, glittering over the Hastings. If he would know what that rule is to-day land, that country which subsidizes its ships and
waters, dropping diamonds by the million on the ea- let him read something other than the blood and shipping interests by taking an enormous amount of
Jingo" newspaper press of his nativ land.
money from its own taxpayers, but is too conscienger waves. She comes, blessed goddess, eternally glory"
all b ·d · ·
Mr. Nelson tells us that England has done much
born from nature's breast, flying with jewele.d feet for Canada. The truth is, Canada has done much for tious a free trader to c su Sl Izmg protection?-but
over sea and land, bringer of joy, dispeller of dark- England and for herself. The people of Canada hav subsidizing is nothing else but indirect protection.
ness, aw11.kener out of sleep, courage-breathing, glo- leveled her forests, tilled her soil, built her cities, and
While believmg that the policy of protection is inrious divinity. Her armies are the armies of peace all that the English government has done is to ab- sisted upon for a natural selfish reason by the manuand delight. See them rushing, surging, leaping sorb a certain portion of their earnings to spend in fa.cturer, with no thought as to whether it benefits
with .fiery banners from mountain to mountain, dash- wars of cowardly conquest; upon the princelings of or hurts the men whom he employed, yet we believe
ing over the forests and conquering "its darkest re- the house of Brunswick, pampered pets of the civil there is an incidental gain to the working class, inascesses, gleaming in the cataracts, sweeping down the and military lists, and hereditary pensioners. .And much as it at least givs them some kinds of work
rivers, crowding over the fields and meadows, flaunt- in all this the English government has done what all which they would not hav jf certain kinds of indusing their flags in every home, rivaling the crimson governments do, no more, no less.
try were destroyed, yet the protectiv gain is not as
splendor of the firelight on the hearth. Our gallant
Next to the spirit of religion, the spirit of patriot- much as it would be if the thing he s~lls was prolittle company of men awoke and responded to the ism has cursed the people of this earth more than tected, namely, his labor. Add a wise provision to
first onset of the brilliant day.
aught else. Under its malign influence the working- our tariff laws, protecting labor against unwholesome
"A hasty good~bye and then we must dash on," men of the world hav cut each other's throats at the competition, and we will hav a perfect system. Resaid the generaL Amy and Bessie were awake too. beheilt of kings and parliaments and congresses. peal our present tariff laws, and we will hav the
Swift farewells were said. Sweet hopes grew and Mr. Nelson is but one example of the evil work it greatest panic America has ever seen. History will
blossomed for the future. The grief of parting was does. With him it is England against the world; no but repeat itself. Workingmen, read up; see what
crowned with the light of happy to-morrows.
matter what the crimes of her rulers.
protection and free trade hav done for our interests
Away they went, while the two fair women were
Just so it is with the average Frenchman, the av- in the past to judge what they will do in the future.
watching them with brimming eyes and eager hearts erage German, the average American. It blinds its Don't accept the mere theories of free trade against
until in the dim distance their blue and gold apparel devotees to the crimes committed by their country- the practical benefits of protection. Who is the
and gleaming arms were lost in the pathless wilder- men. Let us fcrget our national animosities and greatest agitator for free trade? England. Why?
ness.
and battle for the right.
E. c. WALKER.
For our benefit? No; if you were a merchant in a
"We must press right on to the north. We must
certain town, and you had a rival in business who
turn neither to right nor left. That'f> our only safety."
urged upon you the beauties of a change of policy,
.A. Protectionist's Views.
would you not look with just suspicion upon his moForward through the tangled brush, straight over
the rushing rivers and black and dangerous swamps,
To THE EDITOR Oll' THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: There tivs? Then why not look at England's motiv in the
forward they thundered steadily and swift. Soon are many subjects discussed in your paper which in- same way? If, as the free traders assert, there will
they reached a road which had evidently just been terest me exceedingly, but none more so than your be no change in America, except for the better, th£::n
traversed by a great army.
.
recent "free trade vs. protection" editorial. I was indeed is England the most unselfish nation in the
"We've struck a. lead," cried Stubbs. "Let's go shocked that the noble TRUTH SEEKER should take world; but I fear she is not, and that she is but
it. In an hour or two we shall be within the lines." such a stand, and d~lighted to read Farmer Stebbins's using misguided American free traders as cat'sThey pl1t spurs to their horses and the noble ani- reply. He nobly holds up his end, the agricultural paws to poke her chestnuts out of the fire. Seeimals themselvs seemed to feel that they must do interests, but there are a few things (as a Knight of inJ awhile ago a communication from a Knight of
their best, and with wonderful speed they galloped Labor and workingman) that I think can be shown Labor in your paper, I will sign myself, to let him
onward.
in favor of a protectiv policy, that bear directly on know that he is not the only Liberal Knight of LaThey turn down the road into a.broad grove, anP. the interests of those who labor for a living. It must bor,
KNIGH'l' OF LA.BoR No.2.
1fitPoqt warDillg are ill the midst of a. rebel encamp- be admitted Pl those who will admit anythin~ when Cleuela,nd, March 17~ 1884.
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Was Mesmer .Correct ~

I

Does Mind Influence of scenery indicate clairvoyance, and many of your tion of the local school authorities, using text-books,

Mind~

readers will recollect the recitals of Andrew Jackson
Davis, the Poughkeepsie clairvoyant, how after a
time he became independent of his magnetizers, and
saw the spirit-world, and from his scenes in the
beautiful summer-land learned the lessons now
taught in our Spiritual lyceums, that we may commence to do on earth as is done in the heavens.
OrtonviUe, Mich.
Da. T. S. ANDREWS.

or oral instruction, or combining both methods, as,
in their judgment, may seem best adapted to the
different departments.
Care should be exercised. in the choice of textbooks, to select those in which the subject is intelligently, temperately, and wisely treated.-Exchange.

"Why, yes-certainly!" I hear a thousand voices
exclaim. And I myself believe those thousand and
more voices are right. I think their "yes" certainly
is the correct, truthful response. And yet, from a recent well-written article in the neat little Spiritual
paper published at Atlanta, Ga., called Light for
"It is Greatly to a Man's Interest' in This
Thinlcers, it would seem that that great old wheel. World to Join the Church."
horse in thought and work, Dr. LaRoy Sunderland, of Quincy, Mass., does not believe a word of it;
The Right Way to A.dyance Temperance.
Such was the expression which came from the lips
for he says he believes all the physical influence of
A law has gone into effect in this state which de- of a Methodist divine of a city in Kansas not long
mediums, and those who hav the power in religious clares "provision shall be made by the proper local ago. Such is the real sentiment of not only Chrisrevivals, is self-induced-that it is simply the revolv- school authorities for instructing all pupils in all tian ministers, but of Christian churches. What is
ing of the idea of what has been promulgated in schools supported by public money, or under state the meaning, 'the significance of such a sentiment?
the minds of the individuals so convulsed. And fur- control, in physiology and hygiene w1th special refer- Evidently this, that the man or woman who, disbether, that looking upon a portrait. of Mesmer that ence to the effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants, lieving in the Christi.an religion, dares express his
hung upon a wall before him, as he wrote, he pro- and narcotics upon the human system." It also pro- honest thoughts must expect defamation of character,
claimed that he did not believe a word of his doc- vides that "no certificate shall be granted to any decline of business, social ostracism, discharge from
trins. And then he proceeds to relate that under person to teach in the public schools of the state of his situation as a laborer, and sometimes a disrupthe influence of the first sermon he preached, away New York after the .first day of January, eighteen tion of his home.
back in the year 1824, I think it was (he having been hundred and eighty-five, who has not passed a satisThere is not a town in this great country, and a
a Methodist revival preacher twenty years of his long. factory examination in physiology and hygiene, with country which, as such, recognizes no religion as its
life), nearly, or quite, the whole congregation became special reference to the effect of alcoholic drinks, guide, where there are any outspoken Infidels, but
prostrate. How queer this sage's reasoning appears stimulants, and narcotics upon the human system." that, at some time or other, those Infidels hav sufto me as I look upon a large fine photograph of him
This is a strong blow at intemperance. Most fered in every form that the church could devise.
now lying before me, which shows him to be the par- drunkards become so thoughtlessly; they drift downIt is the boast of the Chri~;tian church-Protestant
excellence magnatizer by reason of a very uncommon ward, day by day, without detecting their danger. and Catholic alike-that whereas other religions hav
depth of subtle magnetism that lurks in his life, Now, it becomes the legal duty of all our public utilized the sword, and used other forms of persecupower, or mind. Then, I say, with this view his talk schools to point out the moral, mental, and physical tion, the Christian religion bases itself on moral suaseems to me analogous to that of a bashful miss, who, decay which n..ust inevitably follow the indulgence sion only-that it always has appealed to man's
being a natural, practical, and even far-famed mu- in alcholic drinks, stimulants, or narcotics. If the higher nature, and left the nsults of unbelief to God
sician, sits back when asked to perform, with the plea., next generation destroys itself it will do so with full alone. To make such a statement in the face of the
"I can't." Or like Daniel Webster, a model of men- knowledge. The state has erected a light-house on fact that from the earliest days of authentic history
tal greatness with the phrenologists, who himself the rocks, and no one need stand there in ignorance of the Christian church force of some kind (not moral)
entertained a bitter prejudice against the very, and of the danger.
has been the principal means of the establishment
only one, system which can accurately rate him and · Tobacco being a narcotic it will be the duty of and maintenance of Christia11ity, proves either ignoother men according to their mentality. But what teachers to call attention to its effects upon the hu- rance or falsity in its author. To say that Christianity
of it, anyway? Well, what we want is to get men to man system. It is possible that we are making a always has been, and is to-day, willing and able to go
reason right, and to arrive at correct conclusions. strong advance upon another useless, filthy, sensu- armed with its historic and moral evidences as the
And that brings me clear back to the query of my ous, and injurious habit.
means of vanquishing its foes is an absolute untruth.
caption, viz., "Does Mind Influence Mind?'' I answer,
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Han. The church never has been either willing or able to
yes. In the first place, I agree with Mr. Putnam W m. B. Ruggles, has issued the following circular in defend itself against its opponents by mere argument
that th~ essence or seed of mind, and I say spirit, relation to the law referred to, to the boards of edu- or logical demonstration. Every reader of history
too, lies subtly in matter-in nature; and that eva- cation throughout the state.
knows that the arguments of Porphyry were answered,
lution develops the mind and spirit from matter, and
not by reason or by an appeal to historic facts, but
et it is matter refined and perfected to its cli'max. An Act in relation to the study of physiology and hygiene in by fire-by burning his works. The increase of civil,
Y
the public schools.
Taking Prof. Denton's truism of the soul of things, The people of the state of New York, represented in Senate ecclesiastical, and political power in the church gave
we hav the first stepping-stone to thlil influence of
and Assembly, do e:Qact as follows:
another method of answering its opponents. They
mind upon mind. He says old wall paper, the walls Section 1. Provision Rhall be made by the proper local not only burnt the books, but their authors as well.
of prisons, or the physical surroundings of beautiful school authorit_ies for instructing all pupils in all schools sup- For ?ver fifteen hundred years persecution, tyranny,
.
'II .
ported by public money, or under state control, in physiology
and harmonious d emzens Wl , lD years after, impress and hygiene, with special referPnce to the effects of alcoholic and Ignorance were the great corner-stones of the
one (or sensitivs) with the nature of what has been. drinks, stimulants, and narcotics upon the human system.
Christian religion. Millions hav been cruelly put to
Then again comes the doctrin that " events cast Section 2. No certificate shall be granted to any person to death by the many denominations of Christianity for
their shadows before." Some individuals will dream teach in the public schools of the state of New York after the disbelief of its doctrins. "But the case is altered
first day of January, 1885, who has not passed a satisfactory
at night of an almost f or gotten personage, when lo! examination in physiology and hygiene, with special reference now," it is said. ''No Christian church thiilks of
in the next day he or she receives a letter from that to the effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants, and narcotics persecuting men.for their unbelief, or rather for disidentical persoJ1. Why? The fact is, that letter, upon the human system.
proving its claims." Facts testify to the contrary in
charged with the magnetism of the writer whose
No particular day being named in the act on every town or city where Christians and Infidels iiv.
mind has been centered upon the one he has ad- which it shall take effect, under the Revised Statutes No Infidel dares declare his belief without suffering
dressed, influenced his mind before the letter came. part 1, chapter vii, title 4, section 12, it becomes a la~ financially and socially. The cessation of the use of
Many a one can tell by their own feelings if there is on the twentieth day after its. passage, namely, the fagot, the rack, the stake, and the gibbet is no
proof that the disposi1ion of the church has one whit
a letter in post for them. I say can tell; I mean that March 30, 1884.
they feel a positiv impression before certain visible
The language of the act is very broad, and its pro- changed. There are doubtless many Christians who
knowledge, that there is, or is not, a letter, etc.
visions apply to all district schools, union free are too good, too humane to injure an unbeliever.
Again the old adage, "The devil is always on scl.tools, public schools, organized under special But it is also true that many Christians, both of the
hand when you are thinking about him." The fact statutes in cities and villages, normal schools, In- clergy and laity, would rejoice to extinguish Infidelity
is he is on the way to your house, he is thinking about dian reservation schools, and separate neighboring by brute force alone. Every man that ever held an
official position in the church (and I hav, and know
yoa, because bent right on the way to you, and thus schools.
influences your thoughts with his mind, and you
It applies to all pulpits in the above-named whereof I speak) knows that his temporal success has
commence talking about him. And lo and behold! schools, to state pupils in all institutions for the in- been interfered with by Christian people. Let a man
he rings at the door, he is ushered in, and all laugh, struction of the deaf and dumb, and blind, and to locate in a nominally Christian town, and set himself
and with raised hands exclaim in acclaim, "The p_upils in such asylu~ schools as share in the appor- up in business; let him be honest in all his dealings
devil is always near when one is talking about him." t10nment of the pubhc school money.
with men, and, being an Infidel who has courage
This act does not conflict with the act of 1877 to enough to tell others his thoughts, he will shortly find
Again, let one of powerful mind go to a table, or into
a room where all is life and chat, and if in a grave prevent frequent changes of text-books in schools, that in spite of ·his honesty and general good conmood, although this man ofLipowerful mind is silent, but is to be construed and executed in harmony duct, his business declines, and he must join some
but thoughtful, soon the . tone of conversation be- with the provisions of that statute.
church or else move to another community. In nearly
comes lowered, and finally all are nearly or quite siWhere the power to adopt text-books is vested by every town where I lecture I receive this from the
lent. Or why does one orator hav more influence the statute in boards of education, or such bodies as most reputable citizens. The following is the mode
upon an assembly of people than another? Is it perform the functions of such boards in the several of procedure in a general way: The sanctified priest
ideas he givs them which, revolved in their own cities and villages of the state, it will be their duty, makes it his especial business and duty to inform the
minds, self induce? No, sir! not so, for the man of within a reasonable time after the law of 1884 takes Christian sheep that such a man (meaning the Infidel)
the least power may be the better speaker of the two, effect, to adopt text-books in which physiology and is very reckless and dishonorable in his character,
and present more ideas, yet it is the man of profound hygiene are treated, " with special reference to the that he is an enemy of ·common morality, that he is
thought that moves the multitude, or the most posi- effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants, and narcotics the embodiment of all that is low and sensual; in
tiv and penetrating minds that influence communities upon the human system," if such text-books hav not fact, that he is an Infidel. The last is of all things
and friends, and not always the most learned. A let- already been adopted.
the most abominable to a good, orthodox Christian.
ter written in deep feeling will impress its reader,
In other school districts, it will be the duty of the They are then counseled to not help him in business
possibly to tears. One written carelessly has but districts, at the first annual school meeting after the by either buying or selling to him. If he be a laborer,
little influence with the reader, etc. Do we not all passage of the act, to adopt such text-books, and in every effort is made to hav him discharged. If his
miss Mr. Bennett's influence in THE TRUTH SEEKER? the mean time, and until they shall hav been legally wife be a stanch Christian she is informed that to liv
That homely "Old Abe" like commoner influence is adopted by the district meetings, it will be the duty with such a man is the most grievous sin in the sight
dwindling away and the paper is becoming more of the trustees, within a reasonable time after the of God; that she is liable to lose her own soul, and
classical.
passage of the act, to select such text-books and those of her children as well. The result is that
But to return. Dr. Sunderland goes on to tell of cause them to be used in the schools within their many a home where peace and love reigned has become a den of hatred and despair.
a lady who became tranced by the " Holy Ghost" respectiv districts.
·
·
To burn, imprison, or behead men for their opinunder certain preaching at a revival meeting, and
In graded schools, the local school authorities will
that years afterwards he met with the lady and she make such adequate provision for the instruction of ion is the result of the greatest intolerance. But is
threw herself into a like trance; that she had become all pupils in their schools as will giv the law, in its it not as cruel to defame character, to injure social
self-inducPd so she could do the self-same thing with- full scope, a reasonable enforcement. The instruc- position, or to create enemies ins.tead of friends? Do
out the aid of another. Does 1he doctor realize that tion required by the statute is not to be confined to not intelligent and good men and women' suffer as
possibly his own mind or presence might hav been the higher grades, as thereby many pupils would intensely, if not more so, when their cbaracter is asthe cause upon that occasiOn, or that possibly after fail to receive the special instruction the legislature sailed, when their nearest friends are turned to enethe start she had got at the protracted meeting, the intended they should hav. The method of impart- mies for no just cause or reason, as when mere phys13p]fits might hav taken control? These conditions ing the instruction will be within the sound discre- ical suffering is administered? If there is an;y
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difference in the moral turpitude in the two cases, I All these are facts, proved by official· documents, Medium Matthews, of Philadelphia, said, turning to a lady in
the greater is in the former. Vile insinuation, dam- and not a single case has occurred in which the per- the audience: 'I see a spirit floating above you. Havn't you
a husband living, named Edward?' 'Yes, sir,' replied the
nabla hypocrisy and deceit, and a peculiar qualifica- secuted hav really met with justice.
1 ady. 'Yon left him because his brutal conduct endangered
tion f: r brutally defending religion are the main
your life, did yon not?' 'Yes, sir' (crying). 'Now, do you
requisite of the Christian advocates of to-day. No
Lectures and Meetings.
know me, or anything about rue?' 'No, sir.' 'On your oath?'
popular Infidel to-day is recognized by Christians as
l'IB. CILUNEY had a good audience at his fourth lecture in
'Yes, sir.' •Well, your mother's spirit is beside you. She
either good or great. The attitude of Talmage and! this city. His subject was!' The Genius of Shakspere, and
commends your course, and tells you to keep away from your
Joseph Cook, and others of the Bd.me breed, shows its Relation to Secularism." He will return on the 25th, and husband. She says he is in the hands of the law, and will be
what Christianity of the nineteenth century is. It is~ speak upon "Sunday: Past, Present, and Future."
punished. Is that true?' 'Yes, sir.' When Mr. Matthews
nothing better than a being ~n whom the venom of
CoL. INGERSOLL lectured at the Academy of Music in this had finished the lady had become hysterical, and was sobbing
the snake, the cruelty of the t1ger, and the h_eartless- city last Sunday to an immense audience, which listened with violently."
ness. of a demon, _all congregate and crystallize. In- profoundest attention, and laughed and applauded alternately.
Six Sonnets of Contrast.
gratitude, despotism, a lack of human sympathy, and 1The lecture was substantially the one published in THE TRUTH
I. WHAT THE FA'rHERS FOUND.
violent ridicule are all the implements of warfare in SEEKER last week.
A hand that shaped the plastic stuff of things
possession ·oft' the Christian
church.
c• B . R EYNOLDS 1s· s t'liTlilg
· th e peop1e of Pit•--b
h
h
'th
.
.
"" urgh , p a., up
With more than all we know of craftsman's skill;
T he Ch riB Ian c urc WI
som_e rare exceptions IS very thoroughly. His lectures are attended by good-sized nudiA mind that ruled the fingers' fnshionings
composed of the same classes as It always has been: ences. The papers of the town giv him fair reports, and
With more than we can dream of prescient Will;
Contrivance superhuman, yet which brings
t~e Ignorant- ~has~ who do not kn~w. e~ough to altogether his course is a marked success. .At his lecture on
Its
elder brotherhood with human shift
etther dou?t! d~sbeheve, or deny C:hnstiamty--;-~nd Thursday evening the 24th, he made the following strong
Writ on the face of its perfected plan;
those ~ho JOlD It for th~ ?ake of somal respectab~h.ty,, points against the church. They are points which every
Economy beyond a housewife's thrift
finanCial success, and CIVIl power. Where one JOIDI'I workingman should consider:
In world-material, from the simplest :flower,
The tiniest herb and insect up to man-the church for the benefit of his soul, ten thousand
"Why do those who do the hard work of the world so often
All these our fathers found-transcendent Power,
join it for the aboqe considerations.
hav least of its enjoyment? Why do the working classes hav
Unerring Art, and unhorizoned Love
Christianity is to-day what it always has been, the such scant subsistence, while idle drones revel in luxury? Go
In nature-with some puzzles, which an hour
enemy of reason and freedom. Its venom is as ask priest or parson. They will tell yon: 'It is the wisdom of
Of sound apologetics would remove.
divine providence; God knows best, and you should be content
poisonous as it ever was, Its purposes change not. with that position in life to which it has pleased God to call
II. WHAT THE SONS FIND.
The Methodist and Catholic alike are despots. The yon,' and they quote the words of Jesus, 'Blessed are ye
A struggling herd, of whom some fight their way
Christian's mind is not free, and he is determined poor, for yours is the kingdom of God.' 'Bleseed ·are ye that
To the perfected type by slow degrees,
that others' minds shall be enslaved like his own. We hunger now, for ye shall be be filled' (Luke 6, 20, 21). And
'l'hrongh countless forms of death an(l of deony,
they strive to turn your thoughts from investigating why you
And (possibly) 1t Being, watching theso;
need the power of that sentiment which over a hun- should suffer want while they revel in luxury, by referring
Vvhose attributes we know not, save to say
drEid years ago, when the conflict in this country was you to the instructions of Jesus: 'Take no thought of what
'l'hnt none in full infinitude he hath.
political, expressed itself by demanding either lib- ye shall eat oc wherewithal ye shall be clothed.' I appeal to
Not Power-or else Omnipotence laid by;
ertv or death.
J. L. ANDREW.
you toilers with brain or muscle. Is this true? Is it blesse,;t
Not skill-his blunde1·s strew creation's paths;
~
to be poor? Ask those who hav shivered in the winter's cold,
Not Thrift-the world stands shudde~·ing at its waste;
Liberal, Mo.
without sufficient fud, food; or clothing, sick, cold, famished:
"Not Love!" the nnselected millions cry.
Is it a blessing to be poor and hungry? Ask those whose
Nought infinit; unless it there be traced,
lives
hav
been
one
constant
round
of
toil,
with
never
but
scant
Catholic Persecution of Protestants in Spain.
Where the grim Humor of his work nppmtrH
clothing and plainest food: Is it ble•sed to be poor? You hav
From the Ind,pe:ndent.
"
Seasoning the scheme for mortals, with a taste
seen skilled workmen toil on until, broken in health and
As sharp as anguish and as salt as tears.
The new Spanish Ministry, under Canovas, is very spirit, they hav sought oblivion in the intoxicating cup, and
III. ACCORDING TO .A.I\MINIUB.
reactionary.
It may be that the prime minister only. found rest in the drunkard'>! grave. You who hav seen
Choose ye between the logic that arraigns
thought he would be able, in spite of the entrance want and poverty drive young men to robbery and young
.Jehovah at the bar of human woe.
women to sell themselvs for bread, is it true, that it is blessed
of the Ultramontane leader, Pidal, into the ministry to
be poor and hungry? Christ and Bible declare it is.
And that which pleads, Onr God not foreordains
of instruction, to preserve to Protestants the small Priests and parsons tell us these light afflictions shall work
'l'he eternal pangs he cannot but foreknow.
measure of religious tolerance which he had left them out an exceeding weight of dory. The immortal souls of the
Choose ye! Our choice is mncle: the soul constrains
'l'he mind; the reasoning pions in its flaws,
under his former government. ·But he had made his poor saints shall find rest, peace, and plenty in heaven."
Lax but endurable, eon tents us woll;
reckoning without his host-that is, without the
THE Manhattan Liberal Club held its annual meeting for the
Nor need we, zealous for symmetric laws
fanatical clergy, which is now trying everywhere how election of officers on the evening of the 25th ult. James ParTo bind the earth about the Eternal's throno,
Round off his scheme with a predestined hell.
far it can go with its encroachments and injuries, se- ton, the historian, 'was re-elected president, as were T. B.
Meanwhile, thongll everlasting pain foreknown,
cure that in Spain the rigor of the law would never Wakeman, Esq., and Stephen Pearl Andrews as vice-presiAnd while foreknown permitted in man's lot,
be turned against a "venerable pater." 0 n the 23d dents, Dr. E. B. Foote being chosen as third vice-president in
Resembles evil foreordnined, we own,
of January, a child of seven years old died in the the place of Mr. Edward W. Chamberlain, who assumes the
Our watchword still shall be: "God wills it not.''
little village of Navarra, Olaragutia. Its Protestant office of assistant librarian. Mrs. A. C. Macdonald instead of
IV. ACCOUDING '1'0 CAJ,YIN.
parents called in tbe pastor of the neighboring Pam- second becomes recording secretary, with George E. Macdon:Foreknown is foreordained: he knoweth all;
plana, to bury it in the civil cemetery; but the ald as assistant. This latter election is supposed to hnv been
There is no life his pnrpose runs not through.
He planned to damn the many by the Fall,
judge, at the request of the priest, ordered the body brought about by way of recognition of services performeil as
And by the Sacrifice to save the few.
to. be buried in the Roman Catholic cemetery. Ac- reporter of the club for the past year. Professor A. L. RawIt helps not fictions, that the facts appal.
companied by the knelling of the funeral bell, the son will continue to serve as corresponding secretary, Mr.
Free Will? How could he other than decree
judge, the town council, and many of the inhabitants Morris as treasurer will still continue to take the nickels at the
The act who made tho doer what he is'/
door,
and
Mr.
King
remains
librarian.
The
trustees
are
Free Will! His saving Grace fllone is free:
came to the house of mourning on the 25th, and re'l'o
whom he wills 'tis given or denied.
Courtlandt
Palmer,
Leopold
Magnus,
and
Theron
C.
Leland.
quired the body to be given up to the priest.
Mr.
Believe it-though thy spirit mntinim;.
The program for the month of May is as follows: On the 2d
Goicoechea, the father, maintained his right and reBelieve it-though thy riven heart hnv cried,
Mrs. Imogene C. Fales, president of the Sociologic Society,
fused to yield, and the authorities went away. The
"Lord! see my tender child! Be these thy ways,
will speak on "Co-operation and Progress;" on the 9th Mr.
That it should lisp 'Our Father' at my side,J
governor of the province sent a written order to the
Clinton Furbish lectures on "Pantarchism in Politics;" on
And ripen for dmnuntion !IH it prays?"
mayor, to respect tbe right of the parents, and to
the 16th Sabin Hough discourses upon "Civil Government;"
V. 'l'HEIH1\I.
order that the funeral should take place in the civil "Education and Liberty" will be treated of by Dr. Paul Carns
The Being imrwtnont in things, the 'l'lwught
cemetery. But the mayor refused to obey the order on tne 23d, and on Decoration Day the officers of the club will
Ine~trnnte in the world, tho Ahr;olute,
till he had taken counsel with the bishop of Pam- take the lead in celebrating "The New Festival of the Dead,''
The Unconditioned-dost thou giv us nought
plana.
On the 27th he came back again with the at which time guests and music are announced. This is a year
But husks like these, Philosophy, for fruit'!
\Vhat, room or reason for "I love," "I ought,"
judge, who said that he ordered on the ground of of anniversary celebrations for the club. Friday falls several
In mouths of men who stand in bal'l'en awe
higher authority (we suppose that of the bishop) the times upon red letter days .. The first Friday of the year was
Before-nay in-this vast and shadowy All,
carrying off by force of the body, and its burial in the sevt:ntieth recurrence of the day when Congress ratified
. Worshipel'f! and self-worshipt? Guiding law,
the Catholic cemetery.
the treaty of peace with Great· Britain, February 22d was FriProtection, love, communion, where are thef!e'!
How for this limitless Impersonal,
A sergeant and four gens d'armes carried out the day and Washington's Birthday; the 2Dth of the same month
Resign that wealth of tender images,
act of violence and the burial took place in the Cath- was Friday and Leap Year Day. Decoration Day comes on
The Father with the fnther'f! eye and hand,
olic cemetery amidst the cries of the crowd: "Long next to the last day of the week, as does also the Fourth of
The Shepherd with the sheep flbout his knees,
liv religion! Down with the Protestants."
Thus, July. In fact, as will be seen by consulting our ANNUAL, im'l'ho Great Rock-shadow in tho wortry land"
neither the king, the ministers, nor the government, portant events are connected with nearly every Friday in the
VI. PANTJH;IH~!.
Worship the man-made god that pleaseth yon,
but the priests alone, rule and are obeyed by the present year. THE TRUTH SEEKER wishes the club every sucGood TbeiRts! So the rnorlitnval heart,
judges.
Occasionally the people dare to defend cess, and will continue from time to time to giv reports of its
Adored undonbtingly tho robed·in-blue
themselvs.
In the little village of San Martin a interesting meetings.
Clond-"tntddling gmy-heard of rnonnstie art,;
woman in child,bed called in a Freethinking phyTHE. Spiritualists of Brooklyn held a meeting last Sunday
And so XenophaneH his oxen, too,
sician, who baptized the child, which was at the evening, of which we extract the following account from the
Constructed th£ir ideal. But for me
SpinozR.'s creed shall serve; my feet mnst f!tray
point of death, shortly before its decease. No doctor Sun: "Ex-Surrogat~ A. H. Daily announced last night in the
TTnguided, to the end, ere I shall soc
in Spain would dare to omit 'baptism in such a case church of the New Dispensation, in Brooklyn, that Mrs .•J. T.
A Rhepherd-God to guide them. Yet my sonl
But the priest refused Christian burial to the child Lillie would make an address refuting the charges made against
Goes not unfortified upon its way;
on the ground of its baptism not being valid. For Spiritualism by Dr. Talmage, in the Tabernacle yesterday
For-onee vain yearnings brought bene!lth cont,rol ..
~rhe Infinite, in whom, by whom we liv,
four days-an un'heard-of length of time for Spain- morning. 'I went this imorning,' said he, 'to listen to f<Ir.
Shall breathe from solemn sert and st11rry pole,
the body remained unburied until the people rose Talmage's tirade against Spiritualism. He said we were a set
A deeper pence than ever prayer crtn ~o<iv.
en masse, besieged the house of the priest, and took of "lank, lean, long-haired, lantern-jawed, and cadaverous in-II. D. 1raill, in the Purlnighlly R~view.
dividuals."
Just
think
of
Mr.
Talmage
describing
anybody
such a threatening aspect that he was obliged to do
Wolves in Congress.
his duty. Near Besullo, in Asturiafl, a priest was re- else in that way t He said we were all nervous, and that none
From John Swinton's Pap<r.
turning to the village with the viaticum, the holy of us was healthy. Now I am going to introduce to you at
It is perfectly true that Congress is full of lawyers,
wafer. Two Evangelical boys, who could not turn least one hea~thy specimen-Mrs. J. T. Lillie.' Mrs. Lillie
aside on the narrow mountain path, ran on in front was gr~eted w1th lou~ applause. by ~00 ~en and women, who ·corporation a~ents, party hacks, railroad directors,
to avoid meeting him.
The priest rode faster be- ~ad pa1d t~n ce~ts ap1~ce to get m. She 1s tall, and was dressed political sharpers, bankers, landlords~ wire-pullers,
hind, and when they courteously stood aside to let m black s1lk, w1th wh1te flowers at her bosom. She quoted capitalists land jumpers contractors mine and mill
him pass, he took the capsule out of his pocket, and ;ralmage's te;xts, slapping t~e Bib~e and imita.ting his manner owners, c~upon-cutters ~nd millionai~es.
m a way thao threw the and1ence mto convulswns of laughter.
R
b
d •t · f
th 8
t
t fill b 0 th H
said to the boys: "I hav God in here," bidding them Mr. Talmage, she said, had all he could do to make theology
. ow a sur I IS or
vo .ers 0
ouses
take otf their caps. But one of them answered, cour- and geology get along together without going outside for diffi- With .such men as representatlvs of the farmers and
ageously: "The apostle Paul says, 'The Almighty culties. Passages all through the Bible confirmed the con- workmg pe~ple of the co~mtry, or to suppose t~at
dwelleth not in temples made with hands; neither is sultation of familiar spirits and their materialization. Moses ~he;r are des!r~ms of ~nactmg, laws that must be mhe served by men's hands, seeing he himself giveth was a medium. He had consultations with spirits who told JurlOUB to their own mterests.
.
to all life and breath and all things.'" The priest him what to do to induce Pharaoh to let God's people depart.
If the producers are u~fit to leg~slate, th.ey are unat once called on a witness, and both boys were And he had had to try a good many tricks, too, before he sue- fit to vat~; for .the .elechon of legislators IS but the
called before the magistrate, where tbey were ceeded. He had found that the jugglers could do almost first step m legisla~wn.
As much sense JH needed to vote for a man as to
punished with four days' impriso11ment and a fine of everything he could. That was Just what Mr. Talmage had
ten francs each, besides, what is far more, the costR. said of the Spiritualists. After Mrs. Lillie had <ionclniled, vote for a measure.
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represents is denominated-has been for many years "guided spontaneity-everybody doing .exactly. as
so-called-the "laisseJfaire" theory. These words, they hav a mind to, and at the same t1me bemg
for the benefit of those not acquainted with the guided by those who know ~et~er than themseh:s ·:French, and perhaps not used to this style of consid- the people voluntarily subm1ttmg. to and sustammg
Herbert Spencer's "Coming Slavery."
eration, I will say, mean simply, "Let alone." It is the organized influence of the w1sest and the best.
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREws's LECTURE BEFORE THE MAN- the "go-as-you-please" doctrin. It is individualism He called attention particularly to Mr. Ward's
HATTAN LIBERAL CLUB.
as indh idualism is generally understood in the world. statement of the four natural· stages of the evolution
An article by Herbert Spencer, recently published But :Mr. Spencer does not mean hands off and let of human society, which are, viz.; 1. The solitary or
in England, has been republished in the April number ·alone at all, in any radical sense; he means hands off autarchic state· 2. The constrained aggregate, or
of the Popular Scienc~ Monthly in this country, enti- from the system which now prevails. The only true anarchic state; '3. The national or politarchic state,
tied, "The Coming Slavery." It is an able, of course laisser jaire doctrin is that of the Nihilists and the anrl 4. the cosmopolitan or pantarchic state. We
-almost violent-a remarkable assault on the ten- Anarchists-'-those people who say, "If you will sim- omit tile .further report of this third part of Mr.
dency in the community at large toward State Com- ply abolish your laws altogether and not interfere by Andrews's lecture, on. the text of the pantarchic
munism-'-toward that organization of affairs, I may the state at all, we, the people, will take care of the state because we hav it in mind to present the same
say, of which our friend, Mr. Langerfeld, stands here whole subject;" but that Mr. Spencer does not mean. train' of reasoning to our readers from Mr. Andrews
always representativ. Herbert Spencer therefore apI am well known to be, personally, a stanch de- in another form at no distant time:
pears now for the .first time openly in the field as a fender of individualism. I sympathize deeply with
After the lecture had received the criticism which it
oontestant against what he himself admits to be a all Mr. Spencer's dread of the extension of state in- is a time-honored custom of the Liberal Club to bevery strong drift, and, as he thinks, a very great dan- tervention. But individualism, to work out its gqod stow upon whatever is presented upon its platform in
ger in that direction. I am called upon to review results, must be complemented by two other factors the way of a lecture, Mr. Andrews spoke as follows:
that article. I shall divide my discourse thi'l evening of social life equally as important as itself, and these
~ valuable sal·a
into three parts, somewh at after the manner of the are equity and courtesy. I will presently define the
There has been little, almost nothing,
clergymen. The first will be, A condensed statement term "courtesy," and explain it. Laisser faire is the in the way of direct criticism upon the positions which
of Mr. Spencer's position; the second will be, On the doctrin of liberty in the sense in which individualism I hav assumed. I hardly know why it is required
fallacies and weak points of Mr. Spencer's position is now understood. Equity is the doctrin of rights. for me to say anything in reply. I. can do only a
and arguments; and the third will be, On the future Courtesy, deference, altruism, is the doctrin of duty. little, perhaps, in the way of elaboratm.g some o~ ~y
type of human society as indicat~d byuniversological The Comtean Positivism, like the Christian religion leading thoughts. I do not recall a smgle positiOn
sociology. You will, of course, see the inevitable ne- before it, is based on altruism solely. Equity is the that has been taken by my critics that requires any
cessity that I spend a considerable introductory par- doctrin of :rights. It givs no emphasis to liberty and special comment.. If there be one it was made by
tion of my time in reading the extracts from Mr. none to the doctrin of rights, but in the direction of Mr. Cohen and to the effect that the order of society
Spencer's article, which will giv you a clear insight the moralization of capital it has a great role to play. which I propound, and which I always insist on
into its nature and purpose.
From its simplicity of method it fails to be integral. when I talk and which I offend Mr. Langerfeld by
[Here the speaker read a number of extracts from The individualism which now prevails in, society, and insisting upon, is that this high ideal of society is
the article under criticism, giving the salient points which Mr. Spencer stands sponsor for under the adapted, not to the men and women that we actually
substantially as printed in THE TRuTH SEEKER of April name of lais.~er faire is not, in operation, at all the hav i11'the world, but to ideal men and women, right
19th. He then proceeded:]
same individualism for which I stanchly contend be- men and women. Well, now, I plead guilty in reMy second part proposes to consider the fallacies fore this club. I mean individualism as one of the lation to that. That is the :flagrant truth of all that
and weak points of Mr Spencer's position and argu- factors of a composit social system which is imbued I hav propounded on the question. The great quesment. In the first plaee, it is not true, as Mr. Spen- all through with the doctrin of equity also, and with tion in sociology, for me, is not what is neces~~ry t.ocer assumes, that pity for the suffering classes is the the doctrin of duty; and so combined, it is an india- morrow, not what is adapted to the low conditiOn m
prime motiv of the community in working for the in- pensable element to the true and final order of which people are to-day; but first and fore~ost,
tervention of government to rectify the social condi- human society. But individualism-the freedom What is the high ideal of a perfect human som~ty?
tion. That is one of the motivs; Mr. Spencer has simply granted to the strong to encroach on the weak, And if there is no body to propound that questiOn;
adduced it as the sole motiv. An immensely more and with no doctrin even which prohibits it-turning if there is nobody that e~i.res for it except. my own
potent motiv is the discovery in these modern times the weak over to the strong-as the natural law of single self, then I propound and I care far It; and I
intellectually (it h!ls been sensed in all agee) of the the subject, which is the doctrin of the present sys- re!.. ret that there are so few who care for it, so few
immense economies of the large scale; of the fact that tern of political economy, and is in accor<l with Mr. who step on this platform that hav seemed to apprethings can be done in the governmental way, the of- Spencer's doctrin-operates exactly the reverse of ciate a word of what I say on that score. There are
ficial way, on the large scale; accommodating many what a true individualism limited by equity and a few and I greet them as" bretheren" and "sisthousands of people at once, and by a simple opera- limited by duty would accomplish.
teren{" and when we all meet on the higher pla:ne, if
tion; the kind of facilities which government can and
State Socialism proposes to establish equity by ever that happens, we shall mutually recogmze, I
does thus provide for the people.
compulsion-to moralize the world mechanically, and think, the greatness and" rightfulness of the method
Another motiv not alluded to by Mr. Spencer is by the agency of the law to make men do right by which I propound.
the growing sense of justice. I will read, to illus- rendering it dangerous or impossible to do wrong.
It is unscientific, it is simply empinmsm, it is
trate, a far deeper and more genial mode of reasoning In this attempt, they, on the other hand, disregard quackery, to deal with the evils of society by simply
in relation to that mbject from a most remarkable and liberty, and duty, and courtesy. In giving us the feeling our way along, as some parties are doing, in
admirable work recently published, by Lester F. equities they are heedlessly sacrificing our liberties; order to get something to-morrow a little better than
Ward, entitled, "Dynamic Sociology." He is the and they again dispense with all appeals to our to-day, and building up something which you did not
cowing man, along with Comte, Spencer, and the better nature. This is the new slavery which Mr. start right with, and without thinking in the first
great thinkers wbo will be much studied in the im- Spencer, with his Cassandra-like vaticinations, warns place what was right and what was wrong; because
you had no scientific or perfect ideal, no distinct ideal
mediate future, and to whom you cannot otherwise us against.
than right.ly giv a leading and pronounced attention.
I come to the central weakness of ::M:r. Spencer's from fundamental principles, with regard to what
Mr. Ward, says:
· position. It is in the assumption that ,Socialism in would be a perfect order of human life for perfect
"But there is another point of view from which this ques- its very nat1;ll'e involves the element of slavery. This men and women. If you do not know that, you do
tion may be regarded. It is due to this class [the poor and ig- h 8 t t
·
II
It · · b 0 ld d
· ·
t
d
t k
norrtnt] that the state stretch forth its arm in their behalf and e a es uneqmvoca Y·
IS a
an surprismg not know where you want o go; you o no now
elevate them to full citizenship. It is really not their fault assertion, which is untrue and cannot be logically anything about an ultimate. You are simply wanthat they are what and where they are. They are simply the maintained. In making it he shows a lack of that dering off into the wilderness, for the purpose of findvictims of the existing social system. They havbeen crowded analytical acumen which should characterize the ing a way, but with no purpose to go to California
fnrther and further down by the force of unorganized circumt hil
h
Wh t I · t 0 f
stances. The state has stood by and calmly witnessed the grea P osop er.
a
Wish
orce upon your or to any other particular place.
process by which this has been effected. It has seen the social attention here, the counter statement that I wish to
[Dr. Foote: "I want to ask in what way your planforces work out this result, and has not interfered. It has to emphasize, is, that it is not in Socialism, as such, etarv co-operation differs from that represented by
winked at the inequality of intelligence due to the in!Jquality but in the compulsion involved in a certain form of the anarchy advocated by Mr. Tucker."]
in
means of
knowledge,
and nowpaupers
it is paying
It is only in the fact that Mr. Tt.cker does not emfor the
its neglect
byacquiring
being compelled
to support
and socialism, that the danger of slavery inheres; and
prosecute criminals. Aside from its duty to itself, it owes a that there is a higher and nobler form of Socialism phasize or insist upon oi greatly talk about it. He
duty to this merely unfortunate class, and it cannot plead the which is not only not slavery, but which is our only will admit, if you crowd him, all that I say, but it is
lack of willingness on their part as an excuse for longer neg- means of rescue from all sorts and degrees of slavery; not the thing he is interested in. What be is chiefly
lecting this duty. They cannot be expected to be competent so far as that is possible in the nature of things. I · t
t d · · th e pu11·1ng d own Of th e old·, the new
to reason out what constitutes their true interests. Society
ID eres e lD IS
does know and should take immediate steps to secure them, refer to Pantarchism, or that Guided Spontaneity, to must come up, so far as he is concerned, and take
especially since in so doing it will secure its own."
which I shall hav occasion to refer more fully care of itself. I recognize the necessity myself for
Fmally, another motiv that ::M:r. Spencer overlooks further on. It is not true either in fact or in theory that destructiv process, and also experimental and
is the urgent necessity of escaping-at the risk of the that all Socialism involves slavery. It is frankly and temporary building; the building of scaffolding that
coming slavery which he indicates-the coming ala- fully conceded by me that the element of slavery we know is to be pulled down; but I want to know
very, and the actual slavery, on the other hand, which resides largely in the State Socialism which Mr. the form of the edifice that we are struggling to conco-exist with the present order of society-the fear Spencer is criticising; and all my educational in- struct. I want to know something of the universal
of being engulfed by monopoly, of being hampered stincts are aroused, as his are, to sense the danger plan-of what Plato calls the architectonic. If nobody
and robbed by great corporations, and subjugated from that side. But mere danger must not deter us. else cares for it, then I will care.
by the plutocracy in ten thousand ways; the influence Navigation is very dangerous, but we cannot afford
[A voice: "Judging from the past, at what time in
of the great banks, and their control over the cur- to dispense with it. We must learn to navigate.
the future do you think we will hav got to be perfect
rency, etc., with which we in this club are so familThere are many cemforting and assuring circum- men and women ?"].
iar. All this must in some way be met and counter- stances on the other side. The government itself is
I think that depends very much upon whether you
acted by society; and the people look in the direction steadily ameliorating, or is destined to amelioration. men and women take my suggestions or not. As I
of State Socialism as the method.
Its future proceedings also will be under the full see that there is only little probability of your doing
Mr. Spencer has not one word of criticism for the glare of criticism-a different condition of things so, the time will be probably a good way off-I should
extant order of society. He has never once used the from what has existed in the past. The counter- think it would be a great way off except I see there
word justice. He has never appealed to any high weight of a constantly increasing individualism is to are changes in this respect rapidly going on, and I
motiv on the· part of anybody. I think his article be taken into account. People will become more know that when you plant a new idea in men's minds,
must be a disappointment-and a great disappoint- and more difficult to be governed adversely to their it is going to cling there whether they accept it or
ment-to some of his best friends.
interests, and that is an existing force against this not. Though they despise it, it develops and grows;
The position, th; refore, that is presented before encroachment of the government. The cheerful view and three or five years hence people will be able and
us is that of an actual slavery which we are in and of Mr. Ward, his counter view to Spencer, will be ready to appropriate and accept ideals that they may
which is every day augmenting and forcing us to do found at Vol. II., page 582 of "Dynamic Socioogy." scout here to-night. Great ideas are now in the atsomething-and do it quickly, if possible; and the
mosphere. They are in the a~r. They are from the
cl ftnger of a slavery, on the other hand, coming from
Mr. Andrews's third part was devoted to a de- spirit world, if you choose, in some indefinit sense,
the further intervention of the state; that is to say, scription of the ideal government, called pantarchy, as different people believe. There is a con~agion of
,ociety is "between the devil and the deep sea."
which Mr. Ward and other political economists are great purposes, great ideas, grand re.volutw~s, and
The form of social doctrin which Mr. Spencer here . beginning to consider. It is defined in brief as a 1 magnificent achievements for h1.1manity, which the
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world never saw at any time before; and there is Mediterranean Sea, blue like the cloudless sky above
3. Now for the" head and front of my offending."
allied with that mere inception, mere feeling, a great it. Blessed be the powers of memory! While my I did say, "The Virgin Mary herself is a stigma upon
and a pronounced conviction on the part of a few, of mind wanders to sunny Egypt, I am sitting in my all motherhood, holding aloft an ideal that mothers
the principles at the bottom of this world movement, little sod cottage surrounded by the snow and ice of can never attain, and making them feel that they liv
and faith in the thing to be accomplished.
Dakota; my re-opened eyes are dazzled by the light a lower, more common life, while they prostrate themThe question, I know, in most minds-minds that reflected from the white prairie. The contrast is selvs before her image as in the presence of an uncall themselvs practical-is, what is the use of going great, but despite the blizzards I had rather be here attainable ideal."
away o~ a thousand,' years ahead, or five thousand than there. Egypt may be the land of wonders, but
Not only did I say it, but I am quite ready to abide
years ahead for an ideal and profound thought? Why America is the land of all possibilities! May its by the consequences of my opinion. Mr. O'Reilly is
not take hold of the thing immediately before our fertil soil sean be as free to all as air and sunshine! welcome to all the comfort he can get from " the Mahands and do that? Well, suppose it should prove
.hometans and Baddhists," for I also said that nearly
Eaton, D. T.
MRS. M. M. EoLr.
all the religions of oriental origin had always atthat reaching for the soundest, holding the highest,
believing in the grandest, and knowing the best be
tached a special sanctity to the celibate life, and I
Honor to Whom Honor is Due.
the shortest way to arrive at all you aim at? I got
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It gave at length the origin of those anti-human ideas.
On the Pilot's theory, God has. enthroned virginity
this idea into the head of a friend of mine-if you should be a part of the religion of Freethinkers to use
will excuse the illustration, as I know you will, for good taste in their language, and civility in their ad- in the very heavens, as the type of a special and pethe sake of its aptness--and he said, "Oh, yes; I see; dress or reference to all decent people, and especially culiar sanctity. If so, then ordinary motherhood is
it is a great deal easier to make a baby than it is to to their equals and superiors in ability, amiability, thereby relegated to a lower plane, and has attached
make a hand." Now, if you strive for the whole and responsibility. To adopt the current sobriquets to it the taint of necessary inferiority.
The Old Testament (Lev. xii, 2) treated all mothers
thing, if you demand a perfect human society, if you of the barroom and race-course, and apply them in
summon together only three people-if there are only brusk familiarity to those entitled to our best re- as "unclean" and needing "purification," simply on
three on this earth who believe in that, and who hav gards, is an act of culpable thoughtlessness or of account of the sacred fact of motherhood. Even the
"Virgin " Mary had to be purified. See Luke ii, 22.
that ideal in common, and who remember the J>rinci- graceless ignorance.
And every student knows that the early Christians
ples by which it is to be accomplished-you hav got
"The man who calls you Tom or Jack,
regarded marriage as only a concession to man's
a bigger thing done, in my judgment, than if you had
And proves by thumps upon your back
How he regards your merit,
fallen and imperfect nature. That is, they thought
conquered the assent of a whole continent to some
Must needs to you be very rare,
that, had it not been for "the fall/' no such unclean
small step in advance. And such a germ is planted
Or you must hav much ·grace to spare,
thing as wedded love would ever hav been known.
here and now on this earth; it is growing every day,
To pardon or to bear it."
And every student knows that it was out of such unand honey-combing with its influence your society
Such ill-applied familiarity is bad enough to be re- natural and prurient fancies that the doctrin of all
here, and the society of the world, and preparing to
spring out like th~:~ birth of Minerva from the brain sented in ordinary cases, but when witlessly spoken the virgin mothers (Mary included) was born.
Any doctrin, then, that elevates virginity above
Jove, and fill the whole world. This world is to be of the worthiest and most noted of our thinkers it is
transfigured, as it were, in a day, when the right little short of reprehensible. Popular abbreviations motherhood as being something relativly inferior and
principle is got hold of-when the right little hand- of some names are euphonius and endearing enough impure does most certainly stigmatize all motherful of men and women appreciate that idea, and when to be tolerated. Otherl!! are too harsh for endurance. hood. Marriage and woman both will take their true
they devote themselvs to that work. All this in a To speak of Tom Paine and Bob Ingersoll is out of places in the respect of the world only when wedded
sense is here and now. We hav unknown people, ob- all keeping with propriety. Who would now 'ilay Tom motherhood is elevated to the ideal position so long
scuWt..lipersons, probably, working together from hour Jefferson or Jim Garfield? Not even those who differ occupied by the outcome of a baseless tradition and
·
M. J. SAvAGE.
to ho~r to realize the highest ideal-and that is the from them. Was ever Colonel Robert Ingersoll heard a prurient fancy.
• • •
pantarchy in embryo. It is here among you, and it to mention any person except by giving full name
Land Limitation Law.
is more than the coming of Christ; more than any- and title?
To be a Freethinker, and possess all that the name
From Th• Sha/ca Manife .• to.
thing of the past; more than anything that will be implies,
is to be a gentleman or gentlewoman, for not
Land limitation is the one thing needful in these
in the future; because it will be the birth of human- to be so is not to think, and true freedom is in act- United States. The man, woman, or paper that will
ity, in a true sense. I mean the millennium based on ing with intelligent and sensitiv propriety. Classical begin an agitation upon this subject and pursue it to
science.
a successful issue will become as immortal as John
elegance of diction is not to be expected from any
· b ·
t 00
h
Brown, whose soul is marching on toward the emand
~orne Questions about the Floods.
but the scholar an artist, ut It is not
muc for cipation of wages, slavery, hireli~gs. which is much
do not
On reading the distressing account of the terrible even Liberals to exact of each other that they
.
deeper seated and far more uni'versal than chattel
carelessly and purpm1ely express t h emselvs m coarse
:floods in the Ohio valley, one cannot help asking: and rude phrase,
JoHN•P. GUILD.
slavery ever was on this planet.
Why all this suffering, this cruel destruction of hu~an
Vested rights may not be touched. What, then, can
labor and human hopes? Is there no way to protect
be done? Where there is a will there is a way. Let
the fruits of honest toiling along the shores of our
A. Query..
land limitation be prospectiv. From Jan. 1, 1884, no
mighty rivers and turn the superabundance of their
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Would citizen of these United States, male or female, shall
water to blessing? Why is it that engineers, who it not be well for your correspondent from Cl~:>veland buy and become possessed of more than 160 acres of
make the study of" river-correction" (so called in Ger- to visit some college of science where vivisection is land. So fast as present landlords die, their estates
man) a specialty, do not turn their eyes tc- Egypt, practiced, and learn the different methods, as by his shall pass to landless heirs, 160 acres each; the overwhere for thousands of years the rising water of the own confession he is so ignorant in relation to the plus shall go into the market and ba sold within one
Nile has been used to fertilize its beautiful valley? matter as never to hav heard of it until THE TRUTH ye<.tr, each heir receiving equal share of the proceeds.
For what reasons cannot the same plan be followed SEEKER gave him the knowledge ? I think, perhaps, The operation of such a law would be likA the dew of
here through the more level part of the country? it would be worth as much to him, and perhaps to Mt. Hermon, the people would be continually reWould not an extensiv network of canals be the safest the world, as Elmina's ghost-hunting, and I, for one, freshed thereby. Death would be a joyful messenger
outlet for those devastating waters which might be woulu rather contribute to aid him, if I believed in in the land. Let the funeral of a land monopolist begathered in reservoirs and made useful in the drouth contributions for pers'Jnal knowledge.
come a festiv occasion. But if death claimed a land
season? No doubt it would be-a very costly underI think your anti-vivisectionists should be a little monopolist who had voluntarily sold or given away
taking, but how enormous the losses caused by the less ready to style such men as Dr. Foote and many the legal overplus of his estate, let the mourners honor
:floods occurring almost every year and destroying not others who agree with him," worse than murderers.'' him or her by erecting some cheap but enduring meonly valuable property and. lovely ~ames b~t precious ~'I woul.d not needlessly set foot ~pan a worm," but morial, such as planting a part.icular kind of tree in a
human lives? Levees, while robbmg the river shores If by domg so I could save my child from death or section of the burial ground set apart by each town
of their natural beauty and picturesqueness, are but disease, or even some other woman's child, I would as a memorial ground wherein none other should
poor protections against those powerful agents let not hesitate one moment, even though some good but hav the honor to be interred. How long would land
loose from the clouds; moreover the riverbeds are very ignorant friend should feel called upon to call monopolists run tbe risk of having the bells rung,
constantly filling 11p with debris carried along by the me ... worse than murderer."
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
the cannon fired, and bonfires lighted at their exit from
the scenes of their unpatriotic earthly labors?
water, and in course of time even high levees must
Syracuse, April 20, 1884.
· I think there is far more latent good in the hearts
become useless; on the other hand, the sediments in
of evil-doers than philanthropists giv them credit for.
the canals would make excellent fertilizers, paying
The Virgin Mary.
Witness the fact that some of the most efficient abowell for the trouble of cleaning the canals. I hav no
From The Boston Post,
knowledge of technical sciences and should be thank· It was left for a Boston Protestant preacher, Rev. Minot J. litionists were from the ranks of slave-holders, and
ful to any competent teacher who would kindly an- Savage, to say t~at " the Virgin Mary was a stigma on mother- that the civil war itself was largely sustained by the
swer the above questions in a popular manner, they hood." The natwnsand creeds of the earth, even the Mahom- self-sacrificing capitalists to whose misdirected finanetans and Buddhists, hav united in respect for the exalted type
being, I believe, of vital importance to the welfare of of womanhood represented by the blessed virgin. Protestants cial abilities it owed its origin. "The foundations of
the country not only from the pecuniary, but also hav awarded to her the credit due to Ch1istianity for the social the earth are out of course." The system of governfrom the hygienic and therefore humanitarian point elevation of woman. And now comes a Boston preacher seek- ment may be largely improved. It can come only
ing for sensation, who is not content with uttering the custo- gradually.
of view.
mary filth against the purity of the papacy and priesthood,
The blessings flowing from a land limitation law
Years ago, while living in Alexandria, Egypt, I had which is the stock in trade ot his class, but who proceeds with
occasion now and then to take a boat-ride on the the audacity of a clerical Barnum to befoul the most sacredly require an abler pen and more vivid imagination than
great canal which brings some of the muddy Nile beautiful element in the Christian ideal. For shame!- mine to properly depict. In every town in each
county of New York state would begin a new life.
water to the above-named city. Along the borders Boston Pilot.
To THE EDITOR OF THE Boston Post: A friend banded Young men and women now looking westward for a
of the canal there are beautiful gardens rich with the
luxuriant growth of the semi-tropical regions. me the above slip, cut from your paper. I am always homestead in which to build up a family would begin
Calling back the by-gone days, I enter again those ready courteously to discuss opinions or arguments, to lay by a little capital, to wait and watch the annual
orange and lemon-tree groves, inhaling mentally but do not often turn aside to listen to one who land market to secure the coveted prize. FarmA
their sweet perfume and that of the roses so abun- merely calls me names. If, therefore, this had re- would multiply, dwelling-houses with their accessorieH
dant that their leaves are used for preserves. I close mained in the columns of the Pilot, I should hav be built, schools be better supplied with children, and
my eyes and look up once more to the ·graceful crowns taken no notice of it. But as you hav thougl:.t it far better supported than at present, and public schools
of lofty palm-trees and the dark, glossy ones of the worth while to giv it the currency of your circulation, would soon become industrial schools, where econI trust you will grant me the space for a brief reply. omy, industry, and health would be among the sublaurel.
1. That I hav ever sought after " sensation " is jects of education. Roads, lecture halls, and meetingFurther on, by a quiet pond, the slender bamboo
grows, and the calla-lily. Statues of Grecian goddesses news to me, and will be, I think, to any one of my houses would he within easy reach of the people of a
densely populated town, and tne products of each
·
and gods seem to play hide-and-seek about the tall regular hearers.
2. As to the "customary filth agaiDst the purity of district would be largely consumed by the producers
oleanders and the glowing geranium hedges. B'mds
of children amuse· tl.temselvs on the broad and shady the papacy and priesthood," Mr. O'Reilly confesses in their neighborhood.
When so much good and no possible evil would
gravel walks, where promenade with equal solemnity (by calling it customary) that I am not altogether
the silent Turk and .the stiff English governess. In alone in my opinion. As to the fact concerning the flow from the land limitation law, why may we not
the center pavilion of the khedive's garden Arab ages to which I was alluding, I am quite willing to hav it without unnecessary delay, to the end that
soldiers play fantastic music, and far off, beyond the leave the matter to the decision of any undoctored there be neither rich nor poor left in the land?
Mt. Lebanon, N. Y.
F. W. EvANS.
green fields, steamers and sailing vessels cross the history.
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wittingly, maliciously, and advisedly, by writing or speaking,
blaspheme or curse God, or deny our savior, Jesus Christ, to
be the son of God, or shall deny the holy trinity, the father,
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
son, and holy ghost, or the godhead of any of the three persons, or the unity of the godhead, or shall utter any profane
E. M. MAcDoNALD,
Editor. words concerning the holy trinity, or any of the persons thereand shall thereof be convict by verdict, llhall, for the first
0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager. of,
offense, be bored through the tongue, and fined twenty
PUBLISHED BY
pounds to be levied off his body. And for the second offense,
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMP.ANY. the offender shall be stigmatized by burning in the forehead
with the letter B, and fined forty pounds. And that for the
83 Vllnton Place, New York.
third offense, the offender shall suffer death without the benefit of clergy."
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR
A state that can keep such a law as that upon its
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do not find any warrant for the religious test implied
in the above question. Belief in a supreme being or
a future state is not required by the law in the lawyer who defends an accused murderer, in any witness
who testifies for or against him, or in the judge who
may pa.ss sentence of death upon him. Such belief
does not appear to be any more essential tj a competent juror. Formerly a statute of this state required that every person to be a competent witness
shoUld believe in the existence of a supreme being
who will punish false swearing. This religious fest
was abolished by the constitution of 1846, which destatute books will not be apt to get sick at the stom- clared that no person shall be rendered incompetent
Address aU Communic'ations to THE TRU1H SEEKER COM- ach over punishing a couple of Hebrews for working to be a witness on account of his opinions on matters
pANY. Make all Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to
on Sunday.
of religious belief. This provision still exists in the
GHARLES P. SOMERBY.
constitution. The Supreme Court has decided that
Defeated but Not Discouraged.
'it makes all persons competent witnesses, whether
MAY 3,1884.
SATURDAY,
The legislature of Iowa has adjourned without they be Infidels or Atheists or believe they are like
passing the bill taxing church property. In the the beasts that perish.' The constitution allows. all
The Monument Fund.
lower house the bill, which had passed the Senate, officers of the state from the governor down to make
The deficiency existing at the date of last acknowl- was met by such a storm of remonstrances that it either oath or affirmation on entering office, and the
edgment was $54.58. We hav received since then was referred to a committee, who reported that it be form prescribed does not involve an appeal to God.
voted upon for indefinit postponement, which was By what authority, then, is a juror catechised as to
sums as follows:
his religious belief or want of it?"
$1 00 J. M. Putnam,
$1 00 done, not a solitary member opposing such action.
B. N. Trotter,
1 00 G. H. Scheel,
Thos. Hughes,
The Herald has done a virtuous action in calling
~
In
the
Massachusetts
House
of
Representative
also
Geo. Wheeler,
75 Gus Hogan,
1 oo has been defeated by a vote of sixty-two to se;enty~ attention to this case. But it raises, if the statement
1 00 W. F. Moulder,
Dr. C. B. Tucker,
3 00 S. F. Pearson,
Pat Garrett,
25 five the bill providing that disbelief in God shall not of facts be so, a question as to the competency of
$12 oo affect the credibility of a witness.
Some of the those judges who hav decided that Atheists cannot
Total,
phrases of the Christians opposing the bill are worth be allowed to testify. .A. few years ago Joseph Treat
Leaving $42.58 to be made up.
noticing. Mr. Kendrick, of Springfield, said that was a witness in a law-suit against the Woodhull
" so long as this is a Christian state, and the vast women. Knowing him to be an Atheist, Mrs. V.
Maryland Intolerance.
majority
do believe in a God, it is not right to allow Woodhull instigated her lawyer to raise an obj1>ction
Another instance of petty persecution by Christhe
testimony
of those who do not so believe to hav to his testimony on that ground. The judftt~ sustians occurred in Baltimore recently. Two young
as
much
weight
as those who believe in the pains and tained the objection and debarred Mr. Trest.'£' from
Jews were working on Sunday in a back room of
testifying. If we remember rightly, Mrs. Woodhu1l
their tailoring establishment. The front door was penaltiee of perjury." Mr. O'Sullivan, of Lawrence,
won the suit because without Mr. Treat's evidence
"in
the
name
of
Christianity,
protested
against
the
closed and locked. Two policemen were searching
the plaintiff c~uld not complete his case.
the neighboring premisP.s for a nuisance that some bill." Others of the Representative took a view of
Clearly an injustice was perpetrated against Mr.
the
matter
more
in
accord
with
justice
and
right.
one had complained of, and, hearing the machines
Treat by the judge, and also against the plaintiff, for
Mr.
Wilson,
of
Salem,
defended
the
bil1,
sbtting
forth
whirring, broke open the door and arrested both
that it was in the inte!"est of sincerity and honesty; which some one is entitled to recover damages. The
workers.
parties are now scattered, the plaintiff we know not
While the church accomplished nothing by these that educated Agnostics were among the most honest
where, Mrs. Woodhull is in England, and Mr. Treat
arbitrary and unwarranted arrests, the district attor- and moral people in the world, and among the most
is in his grave. Since then, however, several similar
as
•witnesses.
Mr.
Millett,
of
Malden,
and
reliable
ney refusing to prosecute and the court discharging
cases hav occurred in the courts of this state. Surely
the men, they hav served to bring up the Sunday Mr. Bracket, of Boston, spoke in fayor of the bill,
some one ought to be liable for exemplary (\amages.
pointing
out
the
absbrdity
of
allowing
men
of
unquesti'on in Maryland, and led to a study of the laws
doubted rectitude of character to be liable to attack
upon the subject.
Saving the Missionary System of Christianity.
on
account of their disbelief in deity.
In 1649 Maryland passed a legislativ act in favor
When men are full of Christianity-love of God
The Catholics held a meeting at Cooper Institute
of reiigious toleration. F0r this, while she was a
Catholic colony, the church has claimed great credit. and hatred of men-it seems impossible to get them in this city last Monday night to further protest
But the honor dwindles into insignificance upon to do justice. The Massachusetts bill was defeated against the sale of the Propaganda property in Rome
learning that the toleration was limited to trinitarian by puritan bigotry; the Iowa bil1, by the fear of the by the ltf1\ian government. Mayor Edson presided,
Christians, and that Jews and Infidels had no rights politicians that its passage would lose them the ex-Mayor Grace was present, as also were ex-Postthe Christians were bound to respect. The declara- church vote. The remedy in M11.ssachusetts is mis- master-General T. L. James, Recorder Smith, Eugene
tion of rights, 1776, article 34, granted religious lib- sionaries in the shape of Freethought books, papers, Kelly, and many other prominent men. Letters of
erty only to those professing the Christian religion, and lectures that shall educate the Christians out of sympathy were read from Senator Kernan, Congressand it was not until 1824 that all disabilities were re- their narrow-mindedness. In Iowa the Liberals men S. _S. Cox, Frank Hurd, and Perry Belmont.
moved. Whilst the Constitution of 1850 recognized should make the recreant representative aware that Preambles and resolutions were read reciting:
the Christian religion, neither Jew nor Christian is Freethinkers hav votes. Every member of the lower "That the Italian government is seeking, not only to ruinrecognized in the declaration of rights of 1867, nor house should be defeated if he again runs for the ously affect the Propaganda by reducing the nominal value of
is any mention made of the Christian religion. The office, and he should be told why he is defeated and its property by more than one-third, and placing entirely at
its mercy all that great department or bureau of the papal
declaration of rights (article 36) now provides "that by whom. We believe there are Freethinkers enough administration, but it is an attack upon the liberty of the pope
in
Iowa
to
do
it
if
they
will
band
together.
Fifty
it is the duty of every man to worship God in such
in the exercise of the functions of his office, upon the Chrismanner as he thinks most acceptable to him, and men in a district will often change the result of an tian religion, and the highest and noblest interests of civilizathat all persons are equally entitled to protection in election. We hav been informed that some of the tion.
"That we solemnly protest against the conversion and confistheir religious liberty, and no person shall be mo- representative are Freethinkers, hut if they care no cation
by the Italian government of the property of the Propmore
for
their
principles
than
to
sit
still
and
see
a
lested in his person or estate on account of his religaganda, as contributors to and cestuis que trust in which we
bill
remedying
in
some
manner
the
injustice
perpeious profession or for his religious practice, unless
hav not only religious but property interest, and deny the
under the color of religion he shall disturb the good trated upon Freethinkers, go by default, they deserve right of that government to neprive us by confiscation of oneorder, peace, or safety of the· state or infringe the to be politically snowed under-every one of them. third of its proceeds, or by force to change its condition."
Not much can probably be done with the Democrats,
laws of morality."
Thanks were voted to President Arthur, Secretary
The enforcement of Sunday observancl;l upon Jews for the Catholic church is the most powerful factor Frelinghuysen, and Minister Astor for their successand Seventh Day Baptists is, therefore, a violation in that body and can put its votes ,in a solid mass ful intervention, and President Arthur was requested
of the above declaration. Having observed the r just where it pleases, but upon the Republicans very to transmit a copy of the resolutions to the Italian
own peculiar day, they ought to be allowed to labor effectiv damage can be inflicted, and ought to be.
government.
Until that measure or its equivalent is passed by
on all other days, if they choose to do so. SuperstiEx-Postmaster-General James said:
tions are almost as numberless as men, and in a free the Iowa legislature the voting Liberals of the ·state
"The
proposed confiscation is robbe;y and usurpation
country one superstition should not· be regarded should hav long memories, and especially trouble- under forms of law, and a blow that is aimed at the missionary system of Christianity. American citizens who love
above another. And there would be no trouble did some to traitors to our republican institutions.

gg

not the most powerful sect persecute the weaker one.
The man with no superstitious reverence for a particular day, is, however, unprotected by statute. For
him t1e:re is no majesty of the law, no equity, no justice. Less than one hundred and fifty years ago, Ingersoll says, the following law was in force in Maryland. And the strange thing about it, he adds, is
that it was uever repealed, and is in force in the District of Columbia to-day:

Religious Test of Jurors.
Mr. Richard Busteed, one of the lawyers defending
the negro Rugg on trial at Long Island City for murder, is reported to hav had a list of thirty-seven questions which he put to each of the men summoned on
the panel of jurors. One of these questions is as follows:
·

liberty, justice, and equal rights would fail of their duty did
they fail to utter condemnation of this act, which disregards
constitutional liberty. The Italian government, in its attacks
upon the Propaganda, has committed an act as much to be
condemned as would be the seizure by our government of the
prope.rty of. Trinit~ Church, of Columbia College, of the
Amer1can B1ble Somety, or the Union Theological Seminary.
I reply to the question as to how this affair m Rome comns
to be any part of our business, that liberty is our business the
world over; that if Italy persists we propose to hold that kingdom up to the execration of mankind."

"Do you believe in a future state of rewards and punishments, and do you also believe that if you answer any question
"Be it enacted by the Right Honorable, the Lord Propri- put to you on the present challenge untruthfully you will be
Will the supporters of the Catholic church show
etor, by and with the advice and consent of his Lordship's punished for that falsehood in & future state of being?"
the clause in the Constitution empowering our govgovernor, and the upper and lower houses of the assembly,
"Among the qualifications prescribed for jurors ernment to take the steps it has been induced to by
and the authority of the same:
"That if any persoa sh&ll1 hereafter, withia this province, by the laws of this state," comments the Herald," we these enemies of the republic? What statute is

l
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. authority for interfering in a religious question, which D1~us journ.ey, in its Msrch iSsue. condenses THE TRUTH
these people desire to make this? "When appealed . SEE~R's _r~po~t of the proceedings at the Bennett anniversary
to. in the Tripoli matter, George Washington declared 1 me~tmg m th1s. city last December, and comments on the faot
.
t ·
t •
f
d
wh1ch one of the speakers developed, that Mr. Bennett was
th t th IS
- t . "Th e news th a t Mr. B enne tt was a s p1n
· "t ua1
.·. ·governmen
.
. . IS no m any sense oun ed on 1a sp1·r1·t ua11s
. a
the Ohnst1an rellgwn. Wh~t precedent can these iEt," says the Inquirer "because of his belief in spirits
Catholic coadjutors refer to to justify the United f so properly defined ab~ve, is indeed quite startling to us;
States government in warding off a" blow aime;d at the but, while respecting the words of a public journalist, who
missionary system of Christianity?" ·What tradition, held in~imate friendly relationship with the departed hero of
. .
.
. .
the anmversary day, we do not scruple to pronounce that Mr.
.
.
even, constitutes
our president
guardian
of rehgwus Bennett's p h"I
· more · 1ogwa
· 1, an d , no t .
.
.
1 osop h"1ca1 pos1·t·wn 1s
property 1D Italy? We would hke to hav the New withstanding his declared belief in a future state of existYork Sun, which has made a fool of itself in this mat- ence, Mr. Bennett to our thinking would hav been more con:
ter answer these queries.
sistent if he had fittingly declared himself to be a refined
Trinity church property were all untaxed with M-tterialist of Madame ~Iavatsk! s type, the plea as might
1

H. W. GILBERT.-We hav no politics-nary a one. We used
to be Republican, and voted for Hayes-the only thing, Ingersoll once said, for which he f~lt the need of the atonement.
The Republican party, however, is allied to the Methodist church and is corrupt as the government of Russia. The
Democrats do not steal quite as much, because their opportunities are limited. In this state the Democratic party is controled by Tammany Hall, Tammany Hall by Jonn Kelly. John
Kelly by his uncle-in-law, Cardinal McCloskey, the cardinal
by the pope, and the pope, the Protes.tants say, by the devil.
We shall not insist on the last, but the rest we know to be
true. Our sympathies are with Antimonopolists, and we once
helped- elect a member of the New York Assembly on that issue, but when he got to Albany he was, a lobbyist said. the
cheapest member of the lower house, and when .Tohn Kelly
.
·
.
·
•
•
'
whatever be, that there 1s no m1dway between Western Ma- joined the party and it was found that Thurber was crying
all that the directors might acqmre fro~ Its untaxe? terialism and Spiritualism, or that there is no middle term against the railroads for the sole reason that be~ause be had
rentals, our government would be obhged to tax It between Spiritualism and the dogmatic Materialism of the offended the officers of the h•ading roads they had discrimi·to protect our citizens. With as much propriety day."· In his zeal our Eastern friend gets his language a nated against him on the freights of his monopolizing grocery
might Italy interfere to prevent taxing any of Trin- little mixed, and his meaning is sometimes difficult to fathom. house, we quit votin\Y, Some people of this city wlwm we r~
itv's ru.~-shops and bawdy houses.
I~ ~adame Blavatsky is not a Spiritualist we must get a new spect highly-among them .John Swinton, who says he is a b!-.e
o1
.
.
•
dwtwnary.
Presbyterian. Charles Wingate, a Freethinker on the quiet,
· This whole busmess is a miserable pandering to
and others varying in religions belief between the two-hav'
Christian power-another crime committed in the A CORRESPONDENT sends us the following yarn from the Kan- organized a Liberty Party. Mr. Wnl<eman thinl<s the Liberals
sa!l Herald, which paper credits it to "Carrollton (Ky.) Special,'' should join this party, and take the League with them, but we
name of liberty.
a,nd asks us to co <Ilment on it:
fail to agree with him. In our opinion the Lengue has already
-------~--------"Dean Chapel is one mile from Worthville, Ky., on the taken on too much. Some of Mr. Swinton's theories are danEclip~e of the Sun's Bl'ightness.
Kentucky River. During the recent flood it was about half gerous experiments to make in the present condition of society,
under water. After the waters had withdrawn pictures of which is so largely Christianized as to be inC'lined to tyranny.
The Sun of this city neglects no opportunity of re- Bible
events began to appear on the four walls. From cornPr
minding the public that Ingersoll was the successful to corner there were. representations of familiar scenes and At the present we are content to be a political pnrty of one,
personages
of sacred history. These were clearly and beau- ever on the lookout for the interests of Liberalism, anil using
defender of Dorsey in the Star route cases. Becauso tifully outlined,
some of them resembling steel engravings. all the means at command to further them. We hav answered
Dana beiieves Mr. Dorsey guilty, be presumes to The crucifixion covered a space two by three feet,. and was your letter publicly, because of seveml other inquiries of the
denounce Col. Ingersoll for defending him in no certainly maJ;velous in its bold and perfect features. Two same tendency. If the need Rhould arise. or the circulars
cities of destruction occupied the' half of one wall. Geth. measured terms.
semane and the twelve apostles filled another half. 'There could be used to help Freethink')rs obtain their equality beA short time ago Sheriff Davidson, of this county, were animals of every description, and a portrayal of Noah's fore the law, we will comply with your suggestion.
ark, It would be difficult to mention any important event rewas charged with maladministration of his office. lated in holy scriptures that was not depicted on the chapel H. J. M.-The Christian statement that "if the Bible is true
His alleged crimes were .exactly similar to that which walls. Visitors came from distant homeR to see these pictures, and I believe it all, I will hav everything to gain and nothin~
by some they are regarded as miracles. Last Sunday, the to lose," is termed the ad •tlrnmque p<t.•·afn.~ argument, that is,
the Sun says Dorsey committed. Like Dorsey, Da- ·and
9th, the chapel was used for the first time since the flood, It prepared for either event. But a very little exnmi!lation shows
vidson was acquitted. Mr. Choate defended the was well heated, and gradually the pictures disappeared. At
the walls became black, and not an outline could be its fallaciousness. 'There are many othe1· bibles just as authorsheriff. The morning after the jury rendered its ver- noon
traced. There has been a revival of unusual interest in the itativ as the Jewish Bible, and believed in by manytimesmoro
dict the Sun lauded Choate highly because be bad neighborhood at Dean Chapel; about forty conversions and people; therefore in order to be absolutely safe the believer
defended a man whom popular clamor bad already twelve sanctifications. Last Sunday morning the worshipers must swallow thorn all. Of course it does no good to believe
who came out to join in the service and hear the Rev. Mr.
convicted. Every man, proclaimed Mr. Dana, is Hubert were greatly moved, and filled the courts of God with in the wrong religion; the practical qnostion, therefore, is,
. presumed to be innocent till a jury of his peers 'sounding praise.' The entire community is wrought up as Which is the right one? If to decide this the a17e of a faith
never before, and wide spreads the news of what God has be taken into account. CbriRtinnity is not. t.rue; if we count
finds otherwise, and be is a noble lawyer indeed done."
practical worl<s, again Christianity is left; if the decision is
who will risk his reputation to def2nd a man pub- As there is no paper called the Special published at Carroll- arrived at by taking a census, Christinnity is in a hopeless milic sentiment regards as guilty.
ton, this account must be a special despatch, made by some nority. If Chl'istianity were tho only religion in the world,
. It makes considerable difference with some people sensation-seeking correspondent-perhaps by the reverend this" argument" might possess some merit as a repartee, !JUt
whether the gored anim~ is an Atheistical R.epubli- himself. The only comment we. hav to make is that it is un- as it is, it is wholly without force, fm· it reqn;res a m nn to believe all religions, with all their absurdities and nonsense; and
can ox or a Christian Democratic beast. Consistency, doubtedly a lie.
the more horrible they are the more necessity for believing
however, st.ill remains the same priceless jewel.
them in order to be safe from their terrors. The Bible tells
To Correspondents.
us that the very devils themselvs believe, but what Christian
CAPT. A.M. ENOCH.-M. E. Billings's address is Waverly, will assure us that the devils are safe? To be absolutely cerChristian Abuse of Spiritualists.
Iowa.
tain that he is safe, the Christian must put faith in the Koran,
Without question Mr. Talmage may be allowed to B. D. EvANS, M.D.-See page 66 of THE TRUTH SEEKER the Shasta, and all other so-called sacred books and deities;
and then he might be wrong. for some religion which be could
• be a doubter of Spiritualistic phenomena, but when ANNUAL for evidence to prove the paragraph untrue.
not possibly hear of might be the true one. To be "safe," a
be descends to calumniation of this sort the scorn
K. KoRTGAIRD.-The pope fights secret societies because Christian has to sacrifice his reason, renounce experience, misand contempt of the decent portion of mankind membership in them has a tendency to weaken his authority. trust his own senses, and slibmit to what priests tell him a bon f.
should be visiteJ upon him. Last Sunday forenoon He charges them with being godless, because that in the minds heaven, without a thought ns to its truth or fa!Rity. The other
of his followers is the mortal sin. But so far as our informa- Christian "reply"-" If you take away the Bible, what will
be said:
"Spiritualism ruins the physical health and is a marital and tion goes the Freemasons are a pious body. At least, men hav you giv us instead ?"-is nonsense, because no sane person
social curse. Orgi<'s of obscenity hav taken place under its been expelled and refused admission for Atheism. But we are wants to believe a fRlsehoocl. It is not necessary in curing 11
wing. Women by hundreds hav been pushed off into a life of acquainted with some Atheists who are Masons. It is proba- man of a delirious fevAr to substitute the smallpox. There iH
profligacy. If Spiritualism had full swing it would turn this ble, however, that they became Atheists since joining. Being truth enough in the world to fill all the niches of the mind
world into a pandemonium of carnality. It is an unclean and a member of no secret society, and therefore unacquainted without using the rotten thoughts Of superstition. But Free·
adulterous religion, and the sooner it goes down to the pit from with the benefits conferred, we are not competent to advise as thought does offer a glorious substitute, nnd that is the religion of humanity. For the worship of a God who can neither
which it came up the better for humanity. Spiritualism pro- to which is the best, if any, for you to join.
be helped nor harmed by man's endeavors, we urge a devotion
duces insanity all over the land. If you put your hand in
WM. M. KENNEDY.-The early Christians were a commun- to the well-being, well-doing, and well-living of the human
the hand of this influence it will lead yon down to hell,
istic,
ascetic sect. They were regarded by the Romans as race. Instead of seeking an impossible heaven in the skies,
where there is an everlasting seance. Spiritualism ruin&J the
harmless lunatics. They gradually gained in numbers, and we should seek to realize a possible heaven on the earth. Insoul and makes men Infidels."
when Con3tantine adopted Christianity he but piled pagan stead of dreading hell, men should only dread wrong actions.
Mr. Talmage is known as the most reckless, men- ceremonies on crazy asceticism-the result was Catholicism, In place of worshiping Christs and saints and virgins, our
dacious, and dishonest pulpiteer of our times, but hE> which gradually grew to be the enormous power it was in the adoration should be shown by imitation of those heroes who
never crowded more bitter and malignant untruth& Middle Ages, up to Luther's time, since when it has gradually hav contributed to the amelioration of the world's hardships,
into a few sentences than in the above. Some Spir" waned in western Europe. Recently it h>ts begun to spread 11nd to the advancement of the world's knowledge. In the
with startling rapidity in this country, especially in the East- words of the illustrious founder of Trm TRUTH SEEKER, "Here
itualist Ingersoll should take him in band.
ern states. The Waldenses are a Protestant sect in the Piedmont is our duty, here is our..nllegiance, and not in the sky above
valley, Italy. They are also called Vallenses or Valdenses, from us. We must make our heaven on. the earth, and not in the
vallis, valley; and Vaudois, "men of the valley." For six hun. air.''
Editorial Notes.
ONE of the questions scorching the hearts of the political dred years they hav claimed descent from a race which they
Liter11ture.
editors of this city just now is whether "Brother Blaine" say peopled the same valley and professed the same faith in
BRoWNE's PHoNOGRAPHIC MoNTHLY, speaking of "A Roman
the
first
centurif's
of
the
Christian
era.
This
claim
was
once
soured on "Brother Bob,'' or vice ver.~a.
"When the truth
generally allowed by Protestant historians, but is no longer Catholic Canard,'' published at this office, discourses mystecomes out it will probably be found to hav been vice versa.
tenable, and is not made except by the unread portion of Prot- riously as foil ows:
"This is another document in the direction of a vigorous
A LmERAL Nornial School is being built at Liberal, ~Io. The estantism. The name Waldenses first occurs in 1194 in an
edifice is rapidly approaching completion, and the only requi- edict of the king of Aragon. They hav survived thirty-three per- and aggressiv belief or non-belief. It is Ifarrl to tell whether
what
a man don·t believe is a belief or not. That is about the
sit to success is scholars. We know no reason why the school secutions by the Catholics, some of them among the bloodiest
way the truth is sought by THE TnUTH SEEKER, and whether
should not be a good one, deserving the patronage of every of history. Roswell D. Hitchcock finds three distinct periods be believes what he don't believe or not we clon't know, but
parent of growing children.. The principal is Prof. W. E. in the existence of the Waldenses: 1. When they differed but his profession is the profession of doubt. A !itt! e doubt is a
Grayston, to whom application should be made for i~forma v~ry little from Roman Catholics except in regard to purity of good thing; too mnch doubt now and then is altogether too
life and the use of scripture; 2. When they denounced Rome a$ doubtful. Dndes don't like it. Wise people would rather not
tion relativ to studies, rates of tuition, boarding, etc.
doubt. Good people never doubt, and cloubting people hav
Babylon and the pope as Antichrist; 3. Since their reformaTHE 14lst anniversary of the birth of Thomas Jefferson was tion in doctrin, which, beginning in a revolt against Catholic no doubt, anil that is about as much truth as we hav been ahle
celebrated at Newark on the 13th ult. by a dinner at which corruption, obscenity, and bestiality, has ended in an acceptance to obtain by this peculiar search after the peculiar. The pnmphlet may help some to get a clearer insight into somt>thing
about three hundred. gentlemen were present. Letters of re- of Presbyterianism. Mr. Hitchcock, who is a D.D. and LL.D. that they don't know anything about; if it does we would be
gret were read from ex-Governor Hendricks and Senator Mor- and a noted writer of Protestant church history, denies the obliged if they will let u~ know about it."
, gan of Alabama, and RepresPntativ Eaton, of Connecticut. S. claim of antiquity made by and for the Waldenses. They did
Neighbor Browne deals mainly in shorthand, and his sysJ. Tilden telegraphed as follows: •cconcurring cordially in not exist before the twelfth century, and therefore did not tem is so near perfect that the element of doubt has been
your wish to render the grateful homage of 55,000,000 of peo- "keep alive Christianity from Christ to Luther." The de- eliminated. This accounts for the exceptionally placid state
ple to the illustrious political philosopher and the exemplar scendants of the early Christians are the Catholics. The Wal- of his mind. Nevertheless he believes no more thnn he
of administrativ reform, Thomas Jefferson, I regret that I can denses never were in the mountains of Asia, and your good doubts an G. is fooling away the hour of grace making pothooks.
not possibly be present at your festival this evening.''
friend the postmaster is laboring under an error. He will hav He will never get to heaven, but we hav faith to believe that if
THE Phi/o.~ophic Inquirer, of Madras, India, whose genial ed- to try again before he can show an unbroken successsion of he ever finds himself in hades he will be given the best accommodation the place affords.
itor was one of the good friends Mr. Bennett made on his fa- Protestants, or even Catholics, "from Christ to Luther."
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LA CnossE, WIS., April23, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I hope you will giv a little space for the following lines, as I think they might be interesting to some of
THE TRUTH SEE.n:n readers, and at the same time be a good
nut for the Chnstmns to cra()k.
A NUT FOB THE CHRISTIANS TO CRACK.
If God a P•rfect being is,
How did he form the plan
To spoil with evil his own work,
And make imperfect man?
If God did perfect make the man,
Who made his imperfection?
For man could no more make the thing,
Than make the whole creation.

========================= I
NEsHANIC, N.J., April 20, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav got one more subscriber for you paper
for three months. He is a deputy sheriff of this county. I
was called as a witness before the county court, and was objected to on account of my religious belief, as I refused to kiss
the Bible. I argued the point, and was allowed to affirm. So
a little free advertising for the cause has been done. As there
is not a paper published here that will giv me a chance, I
agreed to hav the account pnblishecl in THE TnUTH SEEKER,
and send a few copies to be handed around.
Respectfully,
A. L. GARDNER.
WAYNESBURG, PA., AprilS, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I see that :Robert G. Ingersoll, with his characteristic Rtrength ancl candor, has hurled another bombshell
into the Christian camp-one that can but awaken a great many
from their long sleep of ignorance. How I wish we had more
'!Bobs" and more such lectures! I know of no better way to
bring this lecture to the notice of those who would otherwiRe never see it, and also introduce to them one of the best
papers publi5hecl, than by having you send THE TRUTH SEEKER
of April 5th to some of my friends. Inclosed are names of
thoRe to whom I wish it sent. Sencl the papers, and send me
a bill of the amount.
H. CLAY LusE.
CUYAHOGA FALLs, Om:o, April 15, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I read in the 8ocinlngi.~t of your FnEETID:NKEB'B
ALMANAC. Inclosed find 25 cPnts for a copy. There is much
said about Freetbought. The word "free" is much talked of,
ann little underRtood. Men Bfly they are free to do this, and
leave that undone, not knowing they are under the control of
circumstances during life. no matter how old they may be, or
what faith they are subject to. I am an old man, yet hav to
use my reasoning faculty as much aR and more than in early
life. The young folkR clflim that. their will is certainly free
for use, find they are the monarch-if not, why not? Are we
notourRelvs responRible? so Ray ourcoltrts and judges. Hence
it must be true, settled beyond dispute.
WM. WILLS.
CORTLAND, o .. April 21, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: IncloRed fincl orner for 50 cents, 25 cents of it
for "Crimeq of Preachers," by M. E. Billings; and 25 centR
for Tnunr SEEKER ANNUAL. WhPn I firRt took your paper,
abont Pightt'en monthR ngo. my wife would not look at it or let
me rearl it to her. Now it iR ju~t the reverse; if she has no time
to rPnd it •hA iR continunlly aRking me to read it to her. She
thinkR, "WaifR ann Wanclerings" is jnRt splemlid; in fact, we
both think we can't gPt along without THE TnuTH BEEKER. I
love to read your letterR from friennR: it givs me great comfort
to know WA are not fllone to fight thiR battle forfreedom. Some
of my neigh borR are as anxiouR to renn my paper as I am. The:v
say it iR a goocl papPr, but hav not the wherewith to pay for
it. In lenning your pnper I sometimes strike a thorough-bred
ChriRtian, ancl thPn we hav an argument: ann then comes the
fun, ns by reaning your paper, I can stand a pretty goon racket,
ann I giv them the facts for what they are worth. At the same
time I feel as if I were noing mv dnt.y. Wishing yon success,
I am yours for universal mental liberty, J. D. WHEELER.
MomroUTH, ILL .. March 31, 1884.
Mn. EmTon: The tnb on my paper haR long admonished me
that my Rnh~cription iR ovPr n11e. ann that Tam now indebted
for Hs wePkly viRitR to your ldnd innulgence, for which please
accept my thanks. IncloRPn finn $3. WhPn thiR subscription
hnR expired. I hope to SPnn in ttdvance. Shoulcl I not be ablP
at that time to do so, Twill as Roon thereafter as poRsibiA. No
paper receives a heartier welcome, nnn none is read with more
intereRt. Its fair, impnrtial preAPntntion, find candid treatment of all snbjectR pertaining to the advancement of humanity ancl its varied intereRts, ought to commend it to all Liberal
m:indecl men ann women everywhere, and certainly the subject.s cliscussecl in its columns are among the most important
that can engage the attention or enlist the sympathies of those
who wish well to their rnce, ani! desire its emancipation from
the thralnom of Ruperstition, bigotry, ancl the conntless obstaclPs that impede t.he path of progress, causing this, the only
world of which we know anything, to be for thousands a" vale
of tears," instead of the glad, bright paradise it otherwise
might be.
RrcHABD T. WATSON.
CASSE"TA, GA., April 11, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Plense enroll my name as a small stockholder
in the Bennett monument. I deem it a great privilege to take
stock in a monument erected to the grand old hero.
Orthodoxy is at a low ebb in this country, as you will see
from this nppeal I send you-it is from the circuit rider in this
district. The Christians hav just turned out a man and his
wife for heresy-the best paying members they hacl in the
church., Churches in this country generally hav about two or
three male mem\ers, and ten or a dozen women, often not
more than on A male, and he can't write. I also send you what
they say about one of their best prPachers.
Since w1·iting the above, I attended one of the exhibitions
of Miss Lulu Hurst, a plain, simple girl about seventeen. I
went upon the platform with her. She could lay one hand
on the back of a chair and it would fly over her head. I sat
on the chair. She wonld just touch the back and it woulcl
throw me two or three steps every time. I had a cane in my
hand; she laid one hnnd on it and lift~cl me off the floor.
Two of the stnngest men in the audience could not hold the
chair down when it wus on the floor, nor pnt it on the floor
when it was up if she had her hands touching it. I understand she is an old-fashioned Baptist and knows nothing
about Spiritualism. One man can't hold anything if she keeps
bel" httnds on it. She never grasps the object, but simply lays
her hands lightly against it. What do you call it?
w. F. MALDEN,

I

If God imperfect made the man,
Made him a sinful creature;
Where is the justice of his plan
To damn him for his nature ?
Your 'well wisher,

J.PETTEY.

WAYLAND, MICH., April13, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I am not a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
but hav been a constant render of it for some time. I was
pleased to read, in the editorial notes of March 29th, a recommendation to patronage of F. E. Sturgis, artist,. of Upper
Sandusky, Ohio, which I can fully indorse from a personal
knowledge of his merits. He is a stanch Liberal, and has been
for years, but adverse circumstances and poor health hav to a
great extent crippled his usefulness. Now I would suggest
that all good Liberals in a:ffiuence, who hav seen and admired
his portrait of Mr. Bennett, send a dollar each out of their
abundance, and make his heart glad by a· present that will
help him to some of the comforts of life. The first of May
will be his thirty-first birthday. Why not make him a birthday gift? I will head the list by sending a dollar, and· I am
sure it will be gratefully remembered long after the donor's
hav forgotten it. I will say that he is in entire ignorance of
this suggestion, and perhaps would not approve of it; but I
feel that the needy hav claims upon UB Which we ought ·not to
disregard, and no doubt if the departed Hero could speak he
would say, "Be ye Liberals in all things." S. A. STEWART.

FRESNO CITY, CAL., April 10, 1884:.
Mn. EniTon: Please giv me space in your paper to reply to
Mr. C. B. Thompson. He states that intoxicating drinks hav
done more evil in the world than orthodox religion. Possibly
he is right, as orthodox superstition is limited in the United
States. Mr. Thompson speaks of over-population. I hav
stated my views on that question for more than fifty years.
One thing that I hav asked a great many Christians is, "Do
you believe in endless punishment? and if so how can you be
the means of bringing children into the world, and so jeopardizing their souls, when there is so slim a chance that more
than one in one hundred will escape a burning heJl ?" And,
let me ask, Who is good, pure, perfect, and holy? Who will
say, "I am?" If there are any such, let me ~ear from them.
I hav been reading Col. John R. Kelso's "Deity Analyzed,
and the Devil's Defense "and "The Real Blasphemers." There
is a great deal of interesting information in these books, furnishing one, as they do, with arguments to refute the dogmas
of the Christian superstition. These, with Bennett's "Answers to Christian Questions," every Liberal should read.
GEORGE PADDINGTON.
I
McCUNE, RAN., April 5, 1884.
Mn. EniTon: As I told you in my last, Ihav been somewhat
unsettled in locality, but as I expect to stay here a while you
will please send my paper here. I hav been three month!!
without it.
I am getting somewhat rusty out here in Kansas. I find a
host of good, out-spoken Liberals, and some of the followers
of the meek and lowly, which latter hav got so low that you
dare not trust them. If you do they will beat yon out of something.
·
An awful tragedy has taken place in our midst. A minister
who has preached loud and labored hard to tell other people
how to liv and how to raise their children has at the same time
been leaving his own to run wild, with none but a poor weakly
wife to look after a family of big boys. They grew up under
his prayers and preaching. Not long ago one of those boys of
the preacher shot and killed a young man at a district spelling
school, all for a very trifling offense, and now the preacher is
crazed with grief. He looks pale and thin. They tell me the
mother is insane. There is something wrong. This preacher
has never known God, or God has not known him. The boy
is in jail, awaiting his trial. If he is adjudged guilty and is
hung no doubt he will get religion and go from the gallows
straight to heaven and join the rest of the murderers tQ.at hav
gone before.
I am, as ever, determined to strike for the right and universal mental liberty. I think if some good live Liberal speaker
would make some appointments in southeast Kansas the people would giv him a hearing. I giv my best wishes to the lovers of truth and I ask yon to keep the old TnuTH SEEKER alive
as we promised to do when our. old hero, Bennett, left it to us.
Let us remember his prison life. Let us not forget his worth.
Let us liv as he would hav us liv if he were here. Please find
inclosed two dollars, and send on my first copy.
Ever yours,
M. S. Gowm.

BURTON, TEXAS, April 13, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I send you herein twenty-five cents for the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. Please send me the two numbers of
THE TnuTH SEEKER preceding April 5th: my last week's copy
is also minus. I will be obliged indeed if you will furnish the
copies missing, as I am keeping every one, with view of having
them bound, which will prove as interesting as ever to re-read
over again and again, quite unlike the majority of literature.
I am taking quite a number of Liberal and ot.her papers, more
indeed than I shall hav time this year ·to read, and thought of
dropping some of them when the time of subscription expired;
but the experience of missing those copies bas taught me how
inconvenient it would be to dispense with THE TRUTH SEEKER,
which like good liquor seems to improve with age. That the
paper is much better than nt ·any time since my acquaintance
with it, cannot be denied. It is richly worth the sum you ask
SuGAR HousE, UTAH, April14, 1884.
for it. If yon send me those missing numbers I will try to niBMn. EniTon: Inclosed find $1, for which yon will send me
tribute them where most likely to do yon and the cause the
most good, should the others turn up. Please alRo send an- four copies of the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FBEETIUNKEBB'
other copy of the number containing Ingersoll's lecture for a ALMANAC FOB 1884. Through the kindness of a friend I occ111o
sionly read THE TRUTH SEEKER, hence this order for the
friend.
H. B. JoNES.
ANNUAL.
GnAND RAPIDS, MrcH., April 19, 1884.
It haf'l been my pleasure to traverse a vast portion of the
Mn. EDITOR:. Inclosed please fincl $3.00, my subscription for Yankee domain lying west of the Missouri, where the unone year. Also please send me a copy of THE TnuTH SEEKER earthly yell of the savage was heard from the confines of our
containing Brother Ingersoll's great lecture. I loaned mine to· country, in the inclement north, to the sunny plains of
an" orthodox" to read, who in his religious zeal destroyed it, Mexico; and the huge buffalo roamed in herds of countless
lest it might be the means of opening the eyes of some be- thousands from Texas to the Yellowstone; while the wild deer
nigh ted wretch like him. However, the good work is going and fleet-footed antelope bounded at will o'er the vast plains,
on, and orthodoxy is fast losing its hold in our beautiful city. and slaked their thirst from the sparkling waters of every
The Rev. Mr. Powers, a fast friend of the great champion, stream from the Rio Grande to Britisli America.
Ingersoll, is doing a good work here. His sermon on "IngerThe 26th of this month, it will be eleven years since mine
soli or Talmage, Which?" was listened to by about fifteen hun- eyes first beheld the far-famed and world-renowned Salt Lake
dred people, comprising the most intelligent in our city. The City, "the center stake of Zion," or seat of government for
orator held his audiPnce spellbound for one hour and a half, the "kingdom of God on earth," where the superlativly
and closecl with the lines and sayings of the two men, leaving grand and magnificently planned city of the saints is nestled
Mr. Ingersoll happy in the thought that the power we call God down in the very shadow of the cloud-mantled and silverdoes all things well, and that amid the vicissitudes of life, when lined Wasatch.
the shadows fall, we can hear the "rustle of a wing."
Here in this beautiful city, the most favored spot on earth,
On the other hand, Mr. Talmage was presumed to be happy I first beheld a people among whom contention and strife are
too, in the thought that in the hereafter he will hav the uncon-. unknown. 'T'I"'aB here I first saw prophets and apostles.
trolable bliss of being permitted to lounge upon the battle- 'Twas here I first heard the "drippings of the sanctuary,'
ments of heaven and look down upon a wife, father, mother, and saw "the living oracles." 'Twas here I first realized the
son, daughter, sister, or brother, forever damned to eternal meaning of faith, and mingled with people who pitied me
pain.
S. B. HoFFMAN.
for not believing their leaders could jump over the moon,
and leave their pocket-handkerchief on the seven stars as a
OLYMPIA, WABH. TEn., April 9, 1884.
token of their having been in the immediate vicinity of those
Mn. EDITOR: In answer to many inquiries in reference to distant worlds. It was here also that I first heard that George
western Washington territory I will say that we hav a fine cli- Washington, of little hatchet notoriety, was a Mormon, though
mate, plenty of good water, some good land, and a heavy unacquainted with the fact, Here in the valleys of the moungrowth of good timber. A strip of country west of the Olym- tains I learned that "God's chosen people" would sweep down
pic range, thirty miles wide by eighty miles long, with mild from the forest-clad summits of the mountains of Ephraim,
climate, good soil, and heavy timber, consisting mostly of fir, and take possession of every "nation, kindred, tongue, and
cedar, hemlock, spruce, and cottonwood, is unsurveyed and people," Frank James and George Todd included, and a great
unsettled. The majority of emigrants on first arrival do not deal more; but even here we m~st sleep, and I will away into
like the country, it being so different from the East. People dreamland. Fill my inclosed order, and make one heart feel
coming from Michigan, Maine, and Pennsylvania are the best glad.
J. N. BARn.
satisfied. Those coming from the prairie states are very much
WESTFIELD, N. Y., April 20, 1884.
dissatisfied-think it too much work to clear the land; in fact,
MR. EDITOR: The question to which all others are secondary
I would not advise anyone to come here expecting to find well
settled neighborhoods, with school-houses and so forth. They is simply this: Are the two conditions in which everything
will find instead a dense forest, without roads. For the young exists, call them God and nature, spirit or force and matter,
man with industrious habits, strong arms, and a determination male or female, or by any name used to designate opposits,
to succeed, this country offers good inducements. I hav been distinct entities, the one sovereign, the other subject? or are
here fourteen months. I came sick, and hav regarned my they positiv and negativ conditions of the same thing, insephealth, weighing twenty, pounds more than I ever did before. arable and convertible? Thus far in the history of the human
I like the country well, but would not advise anyone to sell a family belief that they are distinct entities has held full concomfortable home to come here without first visiting the trol, and on it the monarchies, monopolies, and aristocracies
place and seeing for themselvs.
LEVI SARGENT.
of Christendom are founded; that it is the last expiring effort
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of the belief that our little world was the center of the tmiverse, :flat and stationary-a belief that has divided mankind
into thousands of contending seats and factions, that never
solved a problem, but complicates the most simple ones beyond the power of solution; has. deluged the world in the
blood of its children, and cannot too soon be buried with belief in :flat worlds, where it originated. In opposition to the
creation theory stands the self-evident fact that cause and effect are inseparable and convertible_:...all causes effects of
of previous causes, all effects causes of future effects, with no
beginning or end to either. That worlds derive their existence
and sustenance from the elements in which they float, and as
a. whole are subject to the same laws of production and reproduction as their constituted parts, including the human family, is a fact that cannot much longer be disguised. Our world
is following in the wake of the older planets of our solar family.· Where we are they hav been, and instead of the man of
our planet being the ultimate of organic law, he is simply at
the head of animal life, and bears the same relation to the inhabitants of the older planets that· lower grades of being on
our planet bear to the huma:n fa~ily. The same interchanging rE)lation that exists between heat and cold, night and day,
summer and winter, exists between the visible animal, whether
man, monkey, or mouse, and a, to us, invisible counterpart,
and the belief that either does or can exist independent of the
other is as false as the belief has ever been destructiv. Whoever
should assert that there are exceptions to the rule that twice
two are four, or that half four are two, would be thought a
lunatic or fool. Why not just as reasonable a:s the belief that
there are exceptions to the law of interchange ? Why not the
same interchanging relations exist between the visible animals
and the so. called spirit world, that exist .between the roots and
the top of the vegetable, the caterpillar and butterfly, or why
not the same necessity for this double condition in one case
as the other? If organic law may be taken as evidence, the
same law of combination that makes higher numbers from
lower ones, makes higher grades of being by combinations of
lower ones, substitutes interchanges of sex for incarnation of
unchangeable germs. Although it leaves all gods and the suprema~y of spirit over matter out in the cold, it bridges the
chasm between Materialism and Spiritualism, which nothing
else ever will or can.
J. TINNE1C.
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same price, and as a premium would offerits readers a monthly 1natural; and for many long years our mind was befogged-limTRUTH SEEKE:R say of over one hundred pages. Think of the ited to the narrow channel in which the gospel boat is guided
advantage your readers would hav in obtaining twelve vahia- by the arrogant" sky-pilot." The wants, necessities, luxuries,
b_le books each year, binding them, and building a home and pleasures of this life were excluded from our craft as rubhbrary..
bish, contaminating, foul, wicked, and damning. We traveled
Judgmg by myself, I may conclude that each subscriber of thns many long and sorrowful years, onr young heart longing
any Liberal paper givs it each time to some poor Liberal friend for the joys and luxuries of this world, IM.~ real world. But,
or some rich religious friend, and if not lost in passing so many alas! we were in a boat going in an opposit direction, with a
hands it at least loses its shape and form and is of no value to cross for a jack·staff and a Christ for a compass. Our pilot did
be placed in. a case of a nicely furnished room. Not so with his level best, with the means at hand, to steer us ~tround and
a monthly journal in book form. The over cost of printing past the rocks of Freethought and common sense, but we
~nd mailing two journals I am sure could be gained by obtain- would strike so many cross currente that we would occasionIng perhaps four times as many subscribers. Not only out- ally bump up against some of them-for they were legion
spoken Infidels but members of the church and ministers even -until, finn.lly, one of them (Thomas Paine) knocked of our
of more or less reformed churches would subscribe for the jack-staff and upset our compass, which so confused our pilot
monthly TRUTH SEEKER. The principal thing is to offer it that he ran us clean out on dry land(" Bob" Ingersoll), knockcheap.
ing the bottom out and wrecking the whole business. Since
Ir you consider this worth publishing, please append your then we hav remained on dry land, traveling the easy road of
opinion, and, if it doesn't coincide with mine, your objections. Freetho!1ght, being a free man, as nature intended we should
M. S. WAHRHAFTIG.
be, always happy and free to enjoy the good things of ihi.q rPnl
[The plan of Mr. Wahrhaftig is one often entertained, but wr»"ld so long as our happiness does not nonflictwit-h the rights
abandoned because of expense and the uncertainty of success. and privileges of others. By RO doing we ilo not expect to be
We hav not the capital necessary to make experiments with. popular among Christians, get to heaven, or avoid hell, but
If we had 12,000 to 15,000 prompt-paying subscribers much merit the approbation of ever noble man, woman, and child
could be done that is now impossible for lack of money.-ED. who may know us, and keep our paper at par. The affairs
T. S.].
of this world should consume all our thoughts; those of
---another world are too remote, too mystical for our attention
MRS. BLENKER TO MR. PINNEY.
or comprehension ..
MisTAKEN FRIEND: Thee is altogether wrong about "the
Pomona, like other towns, contains many Freethinkers, but,
complacent way in which Mrs. Slenker offers to do Spiritual- like others, the church element preilominates to such an exism the favor of investigating," etc.
tent, and its efforts to increase its membors nnd patronage are
For years niy Spiritual correspondents hav been urging me carried on with so much zeal, that manyFreethinkArs are so into" see and believe," just as my Christian friends hav told me timidated throngh fear of unp(')pnlarit,y nnil bnsiness loss that
to "come forward to the altar and pray," a~d I'd be con- they keep mum and will not express their minils in a public
verted. But having neither faith nor funds, I could not go manner, but will occasionally drop $5 or $10 into the coffers
and see. Then when Mr. Lacy made his proposal, I at of the church, thereby placing themsPlvs in a false position
first refused it, as I had no housekeeper. Firmlly things with both parties. It is morally wrong for any FreAthinker
shaped themselvs so I could go, and I consented to do so to giv money to build churches or pay the salary of the pmmder
if all those who had been urging me cared enough to help of Bibles. Moral cowarils are contemptible, and hypocrit.s
me a little toward it. So many had made offers of that are detestable. No Freethinker is worth an~•t,hing that will
kind that I felt sure if all were in earnest plenty would be pander to the Christian sentiment. He shoulil stand or fall
raised. And I think so still, but it was so long before I upon his record. profesf! nothing conflicting with his every-ilay
made up my mind I wo'lld go that it may be August or life, rely upon himself and not upon goils or ilevils for the
September before I shall get off.
correction of his errors; in Bhort, ilo right ani! he will be
HARVARD, April13, 1884.
I am daily receiving so many letters of advice and invi- happy and the world will be benefited by his living it.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 50 for THE TRUTH
H. L. SHAUG.
SEEKER, which is a very welcome visitor at my house. I see tations to visit one and another during my trip, and enby the paper that the monument is finished, and I am glad to couraging wishes and hopes that I will not giv it up, that
MoUND OrTY. MTNN.
hear that it is a nice one, for if anyone deserved a monument I think even thee thyself would' say it is best to go.
Mn. EmTon: George W. Chapman.M D. CnwJtpr Cit.:r. Kan.,
I do not propose to "investigate " very largely.. I only
to hi~< memory it was D. M. Bennett. I never had a personal
acquaintance with him but by reputation. He was one of na- wish to go and see what I can, and tell what I see, just as says in THE TnnTrr SEEKER of March 15. 1RR4: "A great ileal
if I should visit a museum or some foreign land. As I am is being said in Liberal papfl~s in fnvm· of free Ia nil ani! I preture's noblemen.
I had the pleasure of attending two of J. E Remsburg's lec- writing for a great many papers, and hav been doing Ro for sume there are many that think if the poor bad all thA Jl:ood
tures at Capron, Ill. His first lecture was on the "Sunday thirty odd years, of course I hav a host of pernonal friends land they could worl' they would eoase to be poor. I once
Laws, Woman's Rights, and the Prohibition;" his second, who feel interested in what I would se.~ and say about thought so. but many of the.m are incnpablc~. They are not
learned in the school of fnrming." Dr. Chnpman ii~As not set
"False Claims of the Church and Christianity." They were Spiritualism.
forth the full meaning of tho freA-lan<l flUP~tion. It is Bot so
Insten.d
of
being
"complacent,"
I
really
feel
ilistrnstful
splE!ndid lectm;es, from the fact that they were composed of
undeniable facts, and any church-member knows that it is and doubtful of being able to satisfy even myself. But much to keep these incapables in posseRsion of a hmne as to
true that the church has opposed every new invention, and there is an old saying, "Nothing risked nothing hav," and prepare a way whereby future capablPs mny pos~ibly hav a
everything that diverged from the old ruts of ot'thodoxy, and if I don't try to see and gain real information, I may re- home in this free country, where lanil. shonld be as free as the
as long as they believe their creed they should act according to main ignorant till the end. I've been reading all I could of air we breathe or the water we use. We cannot so clearly see
their faith and creed. ThA man that worships an angry God- this ism for years, and now I hope to be able to see some- the evil results of thA lanil title system in Ameriea as we can
a God that is angry with his children -every day-has a right thing of it. But I want no one to contribute who does not in Europe. Look at Russia with hPr land owned by the few,
and her many in serfdom, transferal1le with the !ani! when
to imitate his God. Any man that worships a God-! caro3not really wish me to go.
As to being "averse or indifferent " to a life to comA, I sold. Look at England and Irelnnil-worse than serfclomwhat kind of a character he givs him-will fashion his conduct after the character of his God. The teaching of that old would say that all the pious world has for ages called Paine the land all \)Wned by the landed aristocracy, who are ilrawing
Bible has caused more suffering and bloodshed than any other a monster of iniquity, and has said Atheists believed in the life-blood from the people by heavy rents and destructiv
thing on the earth. The Blue laws of Connecticut and MaRsa- chance. Both of these assertions thee and I know to be usury. Ireland must fight or starve; there is no alternativ.
chusetts were founded directly upon the laws laid down in the false. Well, I hav always assured you that life was very The lund cannot pay the rPnt and snpport the people. The
Old Testament; and I warn the people of the United States to pleasant to me; that I would rejoice exceedingly to know tendency of the title in land is to bring abont in our country
see that a scheming clergy do not get their God in the Consti- that I could liv on, and that we could all liv on indefinitly the same Htate of affairs as is seen in England and Ireland toilay. It is to bring a landed aristocracy. Time only is re'luired.
tution. It seems to me that any man ought tp see that the and be happy in a beautiful summer-land in the future.
Yet in the face of all these assertions, you insist that I The great jurist, Blacl,stone, says: "There is no natural reaclergy are doing everything they can to get the control of the
people. It seems to me that they hav shown their cloven feet am desiring annihilation. It is true I am " willing " to giv son why a deed upon parchment shonlcl convey the domain of
enough to open the eyes of the people. They see that they up my personal identity after death if it must be so. So land." This unnatural title in Janel is the basic structure of
hav lost their hold on the people to a great exte"l}t, and they am I "willing" to grow oid, feeble, and helpless .if it must all those evils that are connected with banking, usury, creclit,,
will make a powerful effort to regain their lost ground. The be so. I would like to be the owner of millions of money, monopolies, and the whole train of bad effects that accompany
time was once that the people had to take just what the min- yet I am content and happy here in our •• little brown the private banking system. The be~t right to land is posister handed out, but such is not the case now, and I hope shanty," and am glad to make joy and sunshine out of what session and occupancy. The government shonld giv meets and
is. I do not finil life an "iceberg," and neither is it a hell bounds to land, and should recognize no other title than occuwill never be again.
The Mormon question is the biggest nut our clergy hav had of heated fire, but it is full of a genuin, genial warmth, and pancy. Giv a man all he can cultivate, and he needs no more.
If he is ambitious like Dalrymple, let him hav his thousands
to crack for some time-and, in fact, it is a question that our I hope to enjoy it for many years yet.
I love my home and friends, and enjoy them right here of acres if he can cultivate so much, and not interfere with
best statesmen do not know what to do with. They dare"not
others' rights.
admit Utah as a state, with her polygamy. As long as we hold and now. Yet I am willing to leave them awhile if I may
The two great evils that are now holding the prosperity of
learn
something
by
it.
Our
mind
is
us,
and
if
we
would
on to the Bible and our present Constitution, Talmage's theory
the people in check are title in land and specie basis for
in regard to the Mormon question won't answer; but throw be. something we must seek to know something.
money. These two are the strongholds of aristocracy, the bul"Sweet is the smile of home; the natural nook
away your Bible, ·and then you can say, "Stop your polygawark of debt and usury, and the final degeneracy of the race.
Where hearts are of each other sure;
mous conduct, or by the eternal we will make yon."
Sweet all the joys that crown the household work,
Our way of supporting the government by direct taxes is someABRAM CARMACK.
The haunt of all affections pure."
what objectionable. The tax is drawn from that class of peoELMINA.
ple who are the lRast able to bear it. There should be no tax
PoRTLAND, OR., April 13, 1884.
on land. There is less than one per cent of real value in unPoMONA,
CAL.,
April12,
1884.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to correct a mistake in your notice
cultivated land. All the rest is labor. The day labor pays no
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, for which send me tax, and why tax farm labor? There must be a more equitaof Liberal meetings. Instead of Portland, 0.. "American
THE TRUTH SEEKER for the next twelve months. I hav been ble way to support our government than by direct taxation,
Liberal League" read "Auxiliary Liberal" League."
Your paper continues to be the best of all Liberal papers, permitted, through the kindness of one of your subscribers,
Suppose we change our system of finance? Instead of using
since I hav seen their sample copies lately. THE TRUTH to read your outspoken paper, and it affords great pleasure·to national bnnk currency use greenbacks, fiat money, together
SEEKE:R contains 16 pages, of which more than. half are filled one like myself who has drifted, through the medium of Free- with gold and Rilver. Let the government issue greenbacks
with literary food such as we very seldom get in the pages of thought, so far away from the fold as to be classed by the and distribute them through the post-office in such quantities
the Norfh American Review or other periodicals. No. 14, of the faithful as bad, to read of the many of limited education who as the people may want to do business with. The trader, or
5th inst., for example, contains Ingersoll's lecture on four are in the same boat. I can easily understand why there are so whoever takes the money from the post-office, will pay a bonnR
pages, each of which is four times larger than the pages of the many Freethinkers &mong the educated and scientific-for or tax for the use of the money, nnd giv security for the payNorth American Review, and as the type is more than twice less, they are thinkers-men who form opinions through the action ment of the amount that he received (without interest) on such
then the same lecture would occupy in the Revie1n about forty of their own bruins, by reason, analogy, comparison, anil by time as may be agreed upon. Let this bonus be only enonr<h
pages. Add to this the "Waifs and Wanderings" of S. P. the application of natural laws, cause, and effect; but it is dif- to take the place of the direct tax. Some plan similar to the
Putnam and other valuable articles in your paper, and I am ferent with us who are limited in education and in brains. above may be formed that would relieve us of the inconvensure that you could spare every week from fifty to sixty pages What we learned in our youth (fifty years ago) was principally ience of direct taxation. This will also relieve us (in time) of
paying the double interest that we are now paying to the naand place them in a monthly journal of over 200 pages, or a system of theology-of how to get to heaven in a certain boat tional banks. This plan would in time wind up the credit
That being considered the most importwice thi(!ker than the mentioned Review, which costs $5 per named Methodism
system, and leave us a free people.., What say you. Is th h
year. The weekly TRUTH SEEKER would stay a journal of tant, all else was neglected; our eyes and thoughts were di- plan feasible? The bankers and the moneyed men, loaners o:'
eight or ten pages and contain no lt:>ss reading matter than rected toward the skies; consequently we lost sight of there- money, will say, No. What do the people say?
s. H. B.UTLETT
any other Liberal paper, as the Investigator, Ind~, etc., for the alities and began our search for the phamtoms-the super<
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yards aoMss the way, and held out the orange make 25 squares an~· fill ~hem with. the numto my mother, who, supposing it had been hers from one to 25 mclus1v. Thus.
24 1
8 15
given to me, was much pleased, and proceeded
17
to remove the rind and put it into sections for
______ --. __
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, FaJJ, River,
23
5
7 '14 ·16
Mass., to whom all Communications for this a ·division and taste all around.
While we were enjoying the orange, a young
- - -·- - - - - Cbrner should be sent.
lady of the Frane family came into our houi!e
·4
6 13 20 22
in
a
laughing
mood,
and
privately
whispered
1Q
21-3"Hie Ute Is long whose work Is well,
into poor mother's ears that I had stolen the
__ __ _ ____
And be his station low or high,
He who tlle most good works can tell,
11 18 25 2
9
orange. She said they had seen the whole
Llvs longest ~ougb be soone&t die."
operation, and were delighted to see how cute
I was, and how I toddled o:ff when I had
Now the. curiosity commences. _Each line,
secured it. She was brimful of merriment horizontal;·· perpendicular; and diagonal, will
May.
over the affair. But not so with mother. To make 65 ;when added. 'Ihe four corner numSmiling: sweet, all heart« addressing,
bers with the center one, will make 65. The
her
this was a thing to be dreaded. She saw four'
By thy joyous. gay coresslnor;
numbers 24, 8, 18. 2, with the center one,
that here was the time to teach me a lesson. I will add the same; also 23, · 0, 16, 3, with the
Never monrnful. ne'er i:lepreeslng,
must be shown that I had committed a sin, center, will add 65; also 4, 1, 22, 25, with the
Filled with fresh and fragrant blessing,
Bonnie, blithesome Ma.y.
and must not "covet· my· neighbor's goods;" center, will add the same; also 5, 14, 12, 21,
·Sunshine llllds the va.les a.nd bills,
so she asked me, in a very solemn way, how I with the center one will make the same; also
6, 7, 20, 19, with the center, will make 65 when
And gil tens on the dancing rlll,
got the orange. I said, "I dot it out of a box," add~d.
There might be more combinations if
While hyaCinths and daffodils
and as we had eaten it now, I wanted more, so I had time to study them up. If you deem
All tho air with BwPetne•s llll,
taking her by the apron, and pulling in the this worth publishing I may send you another.
Bonnie, blltbPsome May.
direction of . neighbor Frane's kitchen, said, Success to THE TBUTH SEii:KER, although I am
Blue vlolPtB to lite are stirred
Fraternally,
"Come, let's det anodder." She then ex- not a Materialist.
At N&turfl's low, commanf11ng word;
&uth .Bend, Ind.
H. C. VAN Lmw.
plained that I had done a very naughty trick
And WI', with hlos•om, hPe, a.nd bird,
To tbPe all love And t•r~~olse accord,
by "stealing"-that the orange belonged tO
ANSWERS TO PUZZLEs IN CHILDREN's OORNER,
Bonnie, bll·hes'me May.
Mr. Frane.
APRIL 19, 1884.
The Frane family enjoyed it as a good joke,
1. This world. 2.· Aristotle.
and made light of it. Mr. Frane came in the
"Muzzrr's Cbillun."·
TRAMP
s.
direction of our house smiling, but that only
RIVER
"My mnzz.. r's almost trRzy,
grieved in other the more, and I began to feel
A VALE
Jrpr ChtllUD Ill RO bail,
MELTS
An' my drate hid ~l<••Pr D~~olsy
badly too. I just began to realize that I had
PRESS
Does mate her dretrul sad,
been naughty. Finally. mother· said the only
So she says.
TAFFETA
4.
thing for him to do now is to pay for the orange,
HAM BUR.G
•• Ani'! DaisY Is a nnrfnl dlrl;
and, placing four pennies in my hand, I was
OBLIQUE
Her niOf' new frock •he tored,
obliged to go out and meet Mr. Frane and hand
MEMENTO
An' tR use she hAd hPr hair to turl
ALTDORF
him the pennies. He did not want to take
Why shf'-why she just roared
SALTil!:R
, Yeserday.
them, and kept a-smiling and a-shaking of his
PARTAKE
head at mother, bnt she insisted that I must
'' WbPn baby cwved, an• muzzer said:
ALABAMA
• G<> an' wock yl•tlP Olalr,'
pay him for the orange. She said, "I want·to
ILLNESS
SbP put trume In bl• tradle spread,
teach him a lesson, that he must never take
NONOPIO
AD' cbPw-ilum In his hair
what does not belong to him." -At last, Mr.
EASTERN
Tozzerday."
Frane, appreciating 4er motivs, took the penSolvers, Kate Gray, Augusta Cooper, and
"What. you •tnt one time she did ?
nies for the orange, but I could see in the good others.
Why, runned away from me,
man's face that he did .it only to· satisfy my
Sbe wpnt- and runneri away a.n' bid,
Correspondence.
mother, and not because he cared for the
I didn't. know whf're she be. NEWllURGH, April19, 1884.
Touldn't fine her.
orange.
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear Lady: As it is
The whole transaction, however, made a last"DPPB J'se somf'tlmf' norful t()(}nearing my annual examination at school, I
Of tnur•e I lA, I know;
ing impression on me, and ever after in life cannot make many puzzles, because I havtopay
But what'• a little .illrl to do
when a temptation fell in my way by which I more attention to my studies. I am thirteen
When she ilon't wort to sew
might hav taken advantages, that early circum- (13) and expect to graduate to the academy in
Tauee she ta.rnt ?
stance and thoroughly moral lesson of the stolen June.. But I will try to send some puzzles oc"She's ilot to try; be tross too,
orange would stand out in my memory like a casionally, and I send two in this letter.
WhPn shf''R so sm .. n as me.
I remain yours respectfully,.. .
bright
picture and a never-failing reminder of
That's all the way abe ba.s to do
RoBERT BERNHEillt.
duty. The pleasant thing in the picture is the
When she's ttreil-don't you see?
Tourse you do.
memory of the kind lines upon "the face of
CALLAo, Mo., April 8, 1884.
neighbor Frane. And the most important
DEAR Miss WnoN: My pa has been taking
"WbPn T's" WPally dood and nloe
TbroUJih all the dra•e Ion~~: day,
shadows are the sorrowful looks and words of THE TRUTH SEEKER as long as I can remembilr.
Papa tells me •a peArl or price,'
my wounded mother, whose sole concern was I was not- much interested in it until the
Children's Corner was added to in, but now it
An' muzzPr'e dlad to say
for the future good of her baby boy. And that is real interesting to me. The ,, Puzzle Box"
• She was dood •"-&lected.
fact made her words as mellow as the fruit I is something new to me. I never attempted to
had eaten. They ever shielded me with a halo solve any of them before, and they were quite
My First Temptation.
of motherly love and affection. And who can difficult for me to work out. I may not be as
Children often learn to steal and do other love as a mother? That episo<ie in my child bright as other little girls of my age, but I hav
bad things from innocent motivs. They take life has been a talisman that always broke the this excuse to offer, I hav not had the society
and culture that I might hav had had my parwhat does not belong to them, simply because
tempter'<~ charm, and rendered me free from ents resided in a more "favored part of the
they want it, and not from any desire to do any desire to steal. I would not harbor the country. My rna and pa were among the early
wrong. This desire to gratify a natural want, guilt of a dishonest man for a fortune. I love settlertl of the mountams of Colorado, where I
if not corrected and properly restrained, may honesty for the peace and satisfaction it af- was ·born and raised until a little over two
lead to the habitual practice of thieving.
fords, as ''a guilty conscience needs no ac- years ago, when we came to· this place, wher$!
I hope to stay. This is a pretty country. '"I
·
When I was so little that I remember what cuser." Remember, our
actions become a part would like to hav your photograph, if it would
I am about to relate as one of the earliest of ourselvs, and the most important thing is not be asking too much, and I will send you
ev(.mts of my life, we resided neighbors to a this: that while every atom of our bodies is mine·in return if you desire it. Here are the
huxter by name of Frane. I may as well ex- cast off many times durip.g a long life, 80 that answers to the puzzles in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of March 29th.
Yours respectfully, ·
plain that huxtering was a very common and
our bodies are never the same from year to year,
MARY J. MELLoR, a young truth seeker.
useful occupFttion in those days, before the or from day to day, even, yet. the experiences' [The answers were correct, but as they hav
invention of railways. The huxter would load of life are never cast off, but are retained· in once been published, we omit them from our
his wagon with butter, eggs. :flax, or whatever the mind, to bless or curse us in the mem- friend's letter.-ED.)
brought the best city prices, and bring back ory of all of them; and also another fact:
oranges, candies, peanuts, and other fruits that while the body is undergoing this .conand nuts, which he would dispose of at fairq, stant change and waste, the mind is as conINCLUDING
vendues, camp-meetings, and other public stantly addiog and accumulating more and Works in Western New York and
gatheringq, to good advantage.
more of experience and mental growth, the
other States, together with StructThe principal thoronghfare was the turn- longer we li'lr.
J. R. PERRY.
ures in Central America.
pike, and all public travel was done by stage
coaches. At this time Mr. Frane returned
B)"FREDERICK L '-RIUN, M.D.
Our Puzzle Box.
from Philadelphia with his wagon loaded with
.M""ber of tM
1
.Americ<m .All~ for the .Advancement of &lt.tlo&.
boxes of nuts, candies, and oranges, and I was
-ENIGMA.
there to see him unload, and to smell the perNeatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations.
In luRcious melons, ripe and sweet;
fume of the splendid oranges, which filled the
290 Pages.
In
grizzly
bear,
with
great
big
feet;
place with their odor. I had never smelled
Price, Cloth $1.50.
In Gog, a giant, very tall;
nor seen such ·fruit before, and was very
·In Greece, a country, very small;
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER,
naturally siezed with a strong desire to hav
33 Cllnton Place, New York.
In Bartholdi statue, not yet done;
one. They were carefully piled away in a
In good health, wished by every one;
In arctic regions, desolate and cold;
large kitchen adjoining the house, box upon
In lion, an animal, desperate and bold;
box, and finally, the family all retired into the
My whole was an early navigator.
A Poem in Three Parts.
house to unpack and inFtpect other things. I
Neu;burgh, N. Y.
R. 0. BERT.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
marched around that old kitchen taking in the
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
perfume of the oranges until I thought I must
2.
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
take one home, and being observant, I noticed
SQUA.REWORD PUZZLE.
and . Impracticable Christians.
that one of the boxes had a part of the side
A word that means what time.
torn off. And this circumstance tempted me
Containing a vtcture of the
A place which every one should hav.
to put my hand into the box _and see if I could
A girl's name.
JEWISH JEHOVAH~
As Described by the Bible.
·
To be tidy or cleanly.
get one out. I succeeded beyond my expeota- '
"There went uv a smoke out of his nostrils,- and
Columbus, Ohio.
H. H. FOWLER.
tions, and soon held a splendid orange in my
tlre out of. his mouth devoured : ooats were kindled
with It" (Psalms xVlll, 8).
hands. I ~Ftd want~d one, oh! so. much,_ and
•
3
~ pp. Handsomely executed.
now I had 1t. My heart leaped w1th dehght;
. . th
tT
S
Price, 25 centl!.
·
I not1Ce m
e 1as RUTH EEKER a numeran~ I am sure MhotherhEve hadh no£ mblorde temlp- ical puzzle composed of 25 numbers, by H. THE SUNDAY L4WS,
ta. lion tban I w lc'n s e ate t e a e app e.l Van Pelt.
I hav not studied his out, but will
As fast as my short limbs would carry me, I send you as great a curiosity in combining
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
made tracks for home, which was but a few numbers, for the Children's Corner. First Prlce, 10 cent&
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FREETHOUGHT WORKS,.
PUBLISHED AT

THE

TRUTH BEEKER omom.:

Resurrection of Jesus.

Showing the
contradictions and doubts in which .the
subje:-ct is..involve.d. ~y·w. S. BELL._ .Revised edition. 25 cents.
.

Revelations of Antichrist. An · ex- .
haustiv work proving conclusivly that lJP
such person as Jesus "Qhrist existed in _tb.e
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned· and h_ang~d
about a century before, .and that his disciples Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and :the
apostle Paul, both lived and died bef~re
the Christian era. 446 pages and full m.dex. Price, $2.

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Creation. A Brief Review of the socalled Mosaic Account. By JAlltllls. F.
FURNISS.. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Brain and the Bible.

By EDGAR
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT_ G.
INGERSOLL, who says of it: ~.This boo~
written by a brave and honest. man, lS
filled with brave and honest thoughta.
The arguments it presents Cll;nnot ·.be "answered by .all the ·theologians m the
world." Price reduced to $1.

The Creed of Christendom.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. ·By W. RATHBONE GREG. One
of the clearest anl ablest works ever
writfen. $1. 50.

The Essence of Religion.

From the
German of L. F.mUERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
red1,1ced to 50 cents.

The Godly Women· of the Bible. A
History of all the women who figure in the
Bible. Sharp and telling in style. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Heathens of the Heath. A :fuiely

written Radical romance. By WM. Me- ·
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, "Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Contai~ing the oh~ice passages _and lovelymorceaus part10ularly pleasmg to Cor.rsToon:.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Holy Bible Abridged.

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

.A.

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIESON. and Rev. JA.ooR DITzLER,
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth. 75 oents•.

The Legends of the- Patriar chs~

By
S. BAlliNG-GoULD. $1.50. The · Congregationalist, in speaking of it, says: "There
are few Bible readers who hav not at some
time wished for just such a vol urn e. It :is
·a thoroughly interesting book," and will
be seized with avidity by all students o::
the Bible.
The-Martyrdom of M.an. Embracing
the four divi8ions ·of War, Religion, Liberty, and Intellect A work of rare merit,
and written in I} superior style. By WIN•
wooD READE. New edition. 544 pages.
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75.

The Old Faith and .the New. A Con-

fession. By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUss,
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
Authorized translation froni ··the sixth
German edition. ·By MATHILDE BLIND.
Two volumes in. one. The translation
revised and partly rewritten, and preceded by an American version of the ~u
thors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss
is too well known by the readers of ~er
ica to require a single word to be said in
his praise. Price, $1.50.
J1he Outcast. A deep, :finely.:written
Radical story. From the-London edition.
By WINwooD REillE, author of "Martyrdom of Man." 30 cents.

The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion. Both sides fairly and
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, exUniversalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

The Radical Pulpit.

Comprising~

courses of advanced thouglit. By 0. B•
FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER, two of
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
FROTHINGHAM: The New Song of Christmas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The
American Gentleman, The Language of
· the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell,
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The
American Lady, The Consolations of Ratioi>alism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics
of the Bocial Question, Emancipation,
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders,
Hav We Still a Religion? Conscience.
Price, in cloth, $1.
The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J.
R. KELso, A.M. Price, 50 cents.

Trnth' Seeker Collection ·of Forms,
Hymns aml Recitations. Con-

taining forms for organizing ~:~ocieties,
marriage, funeral services, naming of infants, obituary noticas, epitaphs, etc.
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns
for public meer.ings, funerals, social gatherings, etc. To which are added beautiful recitation11 for various public oooaflion.a. 650 pp. Cloth, 75 oents.

·
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Liberal Meetings.
[Le11guu <t>ld Liber11l lind 8piri!U4lis!ic &~ties in the
Unil&l S!<ltta· 11nd C<m<ld« meeting rtgula.rly can ho 110J;lcu of thdr m-eting•. publiahed. in U!ir cozW:...,~ru if the
offiCer• wtU...,.;t. th.eni to Ill.] · ·
. .
MICIDG~.

· MufiKEGON.---,The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, comer of Western ave. ·and
Terrace st.

WISCO~SIN.
,MILwAUXEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
meets every 8)lllday evening at Fraternity
:S:all, 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Criticisms, and Music •.-Admission free.

omo.·

8 •. 1884.

Agents for The Truth Seeker.

THIRD EDITION.

Grimns ~ Prnachnrs BIBLE MYTHS
IN THE

JAMES AsHMAN,Salt Lake City, Utah.
J. F. BUBB, 449 ~'street, Hartford,.Ot.
W. B. Ooou, 1701-2 ~onge st.,_~()ronto,Oe.n.
"r.''
'17---~ -vn ...lr n.;.-...,. lltsa.h.
.

Para.llels in Other Religions.

UIITED SlATES .AND CARADA

Being a Comparison of the O.ld and New Testament
· Myths and Miracles with those ot h611othen na. tlori.s of Antiquity, Considering aJ.so their
From ~y, 1876 to May, 1883.
Origin and MeanlDg. With numerous illustrations~
. The object of the work Ia to trolnt out the myths
THIRD EDITION.
with whloll the Old and New Testaments abound; to
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL allow that they were held In common with. other na·
tiona; and then trace them t.Olheir evldentoriQinand
62J11/<Zin their meanittg.
·. :
·
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
· " 1t has long been acknowledged .by the moat eml·
nent biblical atudent.a that. tile Hebrew scriptures
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
contain a large mythical element; but, so rar as we
know, the pr61!6nt Is the first complete and scholarly
OOMPARED AND REVISED.
atttempt to·trace these myths to thefr source, and
aacert&ln their original algnlfioatlon."..,-Bollon Cour·
ier.
'
"Never before bas there been ~~;lven a·vorume to
AUTHOR OF
the.readlng world that shows. the research for the
·origin or these myths as does this one just published
"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UN- by J. W. Bouton, of New Yurlr.."-Bo•ton Ttmn.
"It Is uuquestlonably true that the results of a
. HOLY BmLE," " :HoLY MEN AND
r&tl•>nallatlc study ·or the Chi'latlan scr:lptur"B are
nowhere else so a.cceaalble as they are now'made In
WO:M:EN OF THE BmLE,~'
the work .before us.-N. Y. Sun•

· CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sundayl!-t 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W.. I Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
PoRTI/A.l!D.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress :Hiift Congress· street (entrance on
Temple st;ieet), where free meetings, lectures,
and di~cussions· are held every Sunday, 2:30
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
OREGON.
.PonTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
"HOLY OROSS,"
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st AND liiANY OTHER ·LIBERAL WORKS.
and Madison streets. All are ·invited. Admission free. ·
·
"By their fruits shall ye know.them I Do
·MASSACHUSETTS.
men gather .grapes of ~horns, or 1igs of
BosToN.-Bvston Liberal Club holds meet- thistles ? "
··
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
T. C. LELAND, Secretary· of the National
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society Liberal League, s~ys of this book: '"This is a
of the Divine Homo'' at same place .every .severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday- priesthood, but It is a bed of i]lfamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
~:~chool at 2:30 .. Admission free. ·
Send for the book and see what devourers
PENNSYLVANIA.
of sheep the shepherds can be."
ALTOONA.__:_The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evemng and Sundays at 3 P;M; 0 at
the :League Room,. corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th at:, third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PJULADELPRIA.-The Friendship Libe):'al
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
814 Girard, avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
TEE TRUTH SEEkER an.d Liberal books for
sale.· · .
· .
.
. PrrrsBURGH.-Pittsbu1'gh Liberal League
-BYmeets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fi;fth avenue, every
Sunday (except. during the Months of Jnly
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
followed by .10 . minute criticisms, with 15
Revised and Enlarged.
m~nutes alloWE\d the le.cturer to r~ply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
Price, 10 CTS. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWAR:S::-Newark Liberal League meets
AS A
every Sunduy afternoon at .3 o'clock at the
MISSIONARY
DOCUMENT
LEl~gue's. Hall, ~ 77 Hal?ey street. Exercises
consist of muSlc, readmgs, lecture, and disIT
IS
UNEXCELLED.
cussion, in :which .all present are invited to
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
" ·
taken, CommU:nicatior.s for the League Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statisshould be .address..d to J. W. Frankel, 10
tics, showinf:; the cr~eds of th,e prisoners. in
Pine street, Newark.
the penitentiaries; the Churoh ·and Olvlliza.
CANADA.
tion; the Church and Sciencl'; the Church
:TcilioNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Lecture Rooms, No. ~ Grand Opera House. Church and the. Antislavery Reform; .the
Open every evening· and Sundays. Lecture Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and Reform; the Church and the Republic.
strangers are cordially invited.
.
These pamphlets should be cJ.rculated by
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Cltib the thousand. Let every reader send for a
meets .every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cath- dozen at least. Address
arine street. Reading-room open daily until
TOE TRUTH SEEKER.
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
S3 Clinton Place, NEW YORK
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. · Free public lectures on
MAN!
Sundays as advertised in local news.papers.
Strangers always welcome. (}. S. Wilson
A LIBERAL JoURNAL published to promote EJ>.
P.tesident, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
uoATioN, CONSTRUCTION, co-oPERATioN, and OR·
NEW YORK.
GANIZATION. Exponent or the objects, platform,
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets and principles or the NATioNAL LIBERAL LE4GUE.
T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors.
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
Weeklyat$1 per annum. Ti-lalsubacr:lbers-three
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General month!l'-for twenty cents. Specimen copies tree;
business meeting and debe.tes and discussions and Liberal names wanted to send sample copies.
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public .,•t••
T. C. LELAND,
Secretary,
744 Broadway, New York.
are cordially invited to attend, also all Lib- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - erals visiting the city. Admission free.
r- y Improved or unimproved lands
NEW YoRK Cm.-The Manhattan Liberal
ti.
()
~ •anywhere In the state. For In·
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, formation, maps, circulars, etc., ere., write to
for a lecture and discussion at German· WATSON & THR\PP, or C. H. CUSTENBORDER,
,.,._
· T emp1e, 220 E as t 15th' s t reet . Ad- 1yl8
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
.a.wsomc
mission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
Membership fee $3.--The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at :!:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The Firat Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33dstreet. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Frobisher CollegE! Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. The People's Spiritual Meeting .every
Senl bJ' llall f'or Flt'IJ' ce.nll.
Sunday ut 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
BB.oOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual SoGiety A.DDRERS T'HTR OFFICE
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of ..b'ulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday. GARRISON IN HEAVEN.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 PM. Admission
• .....
A. DRE
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Pll.TCB
1.B/VMN'lS.
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
S3 Cltntoo PI • t'll .. w t n•lr•.
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. MeAtings free. Spiritual literature
for ·sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Composite Room, 4th street, corner or south
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual. and Liberal Author ot .. ~metheua," "Gottlieb:' and ., IDgereoD
and Je1ua...
literature on sale. All invited.- The Philosophical Association meets ETary Sundal A Ra~lcal romance of pioneer life. delineating the vtr·
afternoon in the AsBEmbly Room of Wrights tuea of natural humanity as oppooed to the hypocrtq of a
Business College, Broadway, c.orner of Fourth 1 upernatnr•lrt'IJIIOn; I)I'Owded wtth Incident and fall 01
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public eordially in- .,rogrealv ldeu and tile poetrY of the tuture.
:flUOB e1.00.
ADDRESS ~ OFJ'lOE
yit~d. :Poors op81,1 at ll:80 .-.~

By M.

E. BILLINGS,

FALSE : CLAIMS.
JOHN E. R~MSBURG.

. 1. Vol. Boy11l8l>D.

Ow!h. .About GOO pllfle..

Price,

$3.00

Sent · poatp&ld, on receipt of price,
AddresS,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 CIJ.Jlton Place, New York.

FA RA DA Y PAM PH L ETS
No. 1.-The 'Relation of ·I he Spiritual to
the Ma•erlal.• utver.Bf'!l tttp, (;aw nf • ......
t.r..l. Now Kdltlon, Enlargtd ..nd .Bevlobd By Spirit
M.

FUrach!.y. Price, I5 cents.

No. 2.-orliP .. or J ue;
. Or, Where Man Comes From.

· ·

The Evolution of
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Proce88Bea;
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, En·
l&rll:ed and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
·
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Ingersoll's 'Works.

Extract from No.6. Price 10 cents.
Who Wrot" t.he New Te11tameutt
<

ExtriWt trom No,

6.

Price 10 centS.

BOWLl!.S PAMPIILETN.

NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, Oil'
No. 1.-Experlenf'eM of Saanuel Rowles,
Ls.te editor ot the Springfield, Mass., Reprdllican, In

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
LuctUdlUil, '.Ltburty Cue Mtioa,

Wuwt~u,

dond CtJ.Ud;'

Spirit Life; or, Lire .As He Now Sees It trom a Splr· '• Thu J)ueltt.ra.t:.1un ut lndevuudaflce,' •·A.boau l''armw1
ltual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp 1n llhnutet" •• The Gre"" .lhDI.lUdt.,'' .. Thts ~uv. Ale~"D.·
UW.rk," "1'htt Pwsr. Kl.IJ~B btSture Me Like a. .Ore..m,..
of OARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. '!Ill cents. der
and uA 'lrlbu&e tu !'bun U.lugtHBvil!'
Later Papt"rs ot'l!iamnel Bowles,

written In August, 1883.

A Supplement To No.1

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50

1

cents; cloth, $1.:.!5.

An!l bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twtng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.

No. 2.-CootraMts In Spirit l.ffe:

And Recent Experiences or SAMUEL BoWLI!B, late
editor ot the Springfield, Ma.aa., Republican, In the
llrst five spheres. Also a thrllllng account of the
late President Garfield •a reception In the spirit
world. Written through the hand of CABRII!: E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N. Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 cents.

w. l'ilpra~n~ ..•s and ltiRry tJiark'l!l
Experleue..s In the First Ten Spheres
of l'lplrlt a.ue.

AchNa

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah 1:). Black,
and .Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $:.WO.

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y. Price
'W cents.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
Addreoa

THE TRUTH SEEKEB,
Cllnr.un Pr..c..,llaw York.

8ll

ORTHODOX HASH
WITH

CHANGE OF DIET.
llEVJSBD .AND BNL.ARGBD BY THB .AUTHOR.

IN NINE l'ARTS AND COURSES.
1 A Word trom the Cook. -2 Choice Dlta tor the
Hl<llh.-3 Seasoned wllll l:!u.tan 1.0 the o.aate,4 The Cbopplug-Knlre.-5 Ha•h, Firat
Oourae.-6 HMll, l:lecoud Ouurae.7 Haah. Tlllrtl OourBe,-8 Ollange
of Diet, Flrl5t CliUl'Be,-9
cn..nge or Diet, Second Oourae,
B;r WABR.EN SUMN£R BARLOW,

AUthor of
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,

LITHOGRAPH

PrJce, 10 Cents.

Tbe I rutb Meeker.

SKETCH OF THE

OF

BENNETT. Th: Trinity, from Gibbon' Histo7 of~hristia;ity.

GOLDEN THRONE

aud

or, How We Think, By Spirit M. Faraday. Price, terms. M.l1.DJOAL LAKE t!ALTS conu•lns no lngre·
15 centS.
dlent noL okiU.lllt><.l uy ev ..l'or.. Liug the w.. Lels of
No G.-The Origin or the Chrlsll 11n Bell~:• Me<.tlc"l Lall.e, t!pullaue Co., W. ~'. Ag~lllo w.. uted.
A<l<lrell5
E. B. l'do<JO ll.AI:!,
lou.
2m15
low .. UlLy, Iowa,
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A VINDICATION

of some passages in the "History of the Decline and

THE
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With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
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This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and what ·were the
sentiments.._ manners, numbers, and condition of the
primitive christians.
"l know of no book thotcontafns more real and valuable information upon the origin of Christianity."R. G.
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"One of the most learned and interesting booka nor
written and published."-Bostonitzvestigator.
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. ho~e<re\"<lY for occupancy?" .I inquired of .~e however,_ w':'~ n~t foup.q. py ;a~qP..B.ryenni?s, form of the spontaneous religion of nattll"lll
•architec~
·
·
· ·. ·•·
and th.~}!'~ter. '!,ill. ~at riUly:be,xnfti~~t ~th' man. Both rest on the same elemente-be"Bythe 1st of_Julr." · :
. · ~he per.llon;wJl~ h!t!il PFr~id. ~otforestall hun lief in·the<Power which (i~ntrols hl,!!Jif~,;.and·
"Tell me how It will be :fiJrished-tell me all m ma.kfug desll'able scoveriEis;'
grateful reverence for the· J;'oWl!r so aclmowlabout it."
.
edged. The primitiv man thought that power
·~Well, it~ be b~t of. logs entirely, on. a :
The Origin 'oflBeligion
to be the,objectofna.tureaffecting man. The
stone foundatiOn, and 1t will take tw~nty-five ·
. .
·. . . • .
.• .
cultured man k~ows that power to be-hu,man~
workmen from now. till the tinle mention!ld.W. i The ongm of relig10n 18 to be f30ught m the ity ..itself, •contrOlling.and controled ·by nature
finish it. Every log
hav' the bark scrape ~I· countle.ss ages before the-rise of., :theology.;:,be-' according to natural law. The transitional
nearly smooth, b. ut left o.n, and then the whole /ore spm.'ts, gh. ost.s, or ...go·d.s e.ver fo?k. ~efinit .and perpetually ·.Cila.P,ging creed of theology
will be oiled. The rustic effects will be carried ,fonn 1Il the human p:!~d.. .f'~e;PPJ.ll~tiv un- has been an interludE{, ~ Agnosticism has utout by making even the wiJ,l.d.ow frames of ~wtm:ed ma.n fra~ly worship~~·. exte'rn.al. ob- tered its epilog, But Agnosticism is no
slabs with the bark'on arid' all 'the doors will Jects m love and m fear, -ascnbmg to them more religion than differ.entiation or the neb~
be of tu;~iqne pattern.. ' As for the win~ows, 'quasi-human pow~rs and feelings. ; #I that nlar hyPothesis is religion••. ·we hav o~y .to
they will be of all shapes and sizes, those m no we. read ~bou~ AmmiSm, ~hos~,,2.pm~s, .~n !'! see what are the elements ·and ends of religion
tW,o rooms being alike, and stained glass wUl ~versalldeas·ofl godl!ead.m:thiB.~ruly:pl,':unl- ·to recognize that we cannot fi.nd it in the negbe liberruJ.y used. The floors, and such ?f the ,tiv .s~e ar~ me~P..h.YBifl& as.s:q~P,~lop~Pf.?;Den ativ and the unk~o:wn •. In,_,any ].'eas?nable
roams a:s are not lathed and plastere4, wil~ be· .trymi(to read the.Ide~ of ~ate~: epo.~J.ts mto use of' language rehg10;D Imphes_some lnJ;!d, of
do~e in. mountain mahogany and hard· pme, . the f'!'cts of· an earlier epoch•. ··Nothing IB m?re belief in a power outsin e ourselvs, some kind
i;wo .kirids of timber growing in the vicinity. cer~am th~ th~t man ev;.ery~h~~l1' s.~ted With o~ awe ~d gratitude felt for t~at power, ~ome
No. paint whatever will be used. about the .a Bm;tple_wors~Ip of natural obJects: . An_d the. kind of mfluence ·exerted by It over our liv~~
building, but all the woodwork will ~e treated 'b.e~1Ilg qt, thi~ .?nthe ~tur~ .of rehgxo,n IB de- :There are a¥ways in some sort these thre~ ~le
with.hot oil. The chimneys,o~ wh1ch there CIBiv.. ~e-rehgxon·of manm·thevast·cycles .ments-,-hehef, worsbip, . col).duct. ,A:~ehg10n
wi)l be many, both in groups· and scat~ered, :?f prrmi_tiv ag~s :~vas ;J;jlV:ex;e~(le for nat~e as which givsu,s nothing in particular,t!):< believe,
will be of stone and red brick. Some will be mfluencmg man,, The rehgxo~ of man1Il the. nothing. ·as an object of a:we and ·gratitude,
in!jid~i and others entirelY: outside the house, vast cycles that ~re.tocome.will be'th·e!rever-, :Which has?? special r.e!ation to. human duty,
as 'p:uJ:y ljest serve effects m the general log- ence foJ: .humamty- ~s suppor,te~ _by; ;t;tat:u~:e. 1 >IB not a. re~gxon at·~· It .may l;>e .formula, .. a.
cabin design of the buildings. Every large The rehgxon of man m the 20 or 80 centunes i generalizatiOn, a logxc~.postnlate; but it is n()t
room-and you see how numerous they will be of theology was rever.ence for the assumed :a religion. Th!l univ'ersal :pr'esEii).Ce of the un-has a spacious fi.re,pla.Qe £01; .wood.. With ;'authors _or. con~ollers of na.t{\l'e•. ~ut, that knowable' (or rather Of· tlie· unknown)' subtile :exception of the octagonal room, w}lich 'assumption ha~g b~oken up, religxon do~s stratum· is not a reli~on: ·· It''is a. 'ldgi'cal p~s
Wlll be thirty feet high, andhav an observatory not break up, '\'Vltll:. ~t. ··On, the, !)qntrary, .It tulate. You may call1t, If you 'pleasl:i{tli!l·fi.rst
above all the buildings (you perceive it is not ~nters on a far grea~er and m?re potent career, axiom of science; a law of the hiunan'inind, or
one building, but a numerous and grotesque masmuch as the na~ral em?tionsofthe ~UJ;ll_an perhaps better, ~he universal postulate of
jumble all connected) will be but one story .heart are, now combmed With the certainty of philosophy. But try it -by every test which
high. The roofs will be steep, semi-Gothic, s_cientifi.c k!low~edge. The .fii;!al religio~' of·~n- mdicates religj,on and you will find it wanting.
painted gule red, which I thl,nk, with all the ;lightened man1s the systematized and sCientific '-,.Frederick Ba,rri,Son, .in the Nineteenlh untu.cy
clustering gables and the chimney groups, will ------~
.. -;..._ _ _ _;..._ _ _ _;...____________....,_ _ _....,_~
1

. ,,

,_,

will

0

make aqh~gens.emble
the;~;e.~mong
th~·
green
cedam· and pines. I am
VEiJ:Y enthusiastic'al>out it, for you see all the•geritlemen of

... -----~ .• ,,-,:-c--•. ••.
.-.--.. , ..,.. .... < . . . , .. ·c·
.• - n'.... ' • ·--~~li'b~~:ya!deJ'i~u~!h~::o~~!~~:~!~r:
.he will hav,myworklBsuretobe-appreciated."
C,ol.lngersolls a.bm· · ome m New "Whatwill.thewhOleafEBircost?"
M.exico.
"Well, the . contract price ·for'the .house

·B·E-ras!·
·.·B··"1:'1_E.S·!· BEE·s····!·
.1;1
~

.. R'··ol.r.
. ro··$·5,·ooo,· A THEOANERY-KBEEEPEINS.G
lJj_ $2,0. o· 0

F~

:
This, however, has all been preliminary to. a alone is $10,000,.but the stable, fences, puttil).g 1 The po.Tttcul'ra are almplv to,prevetit the grest Joea tllat ~~':a~~~nn~~~!~ft~~~Df~~h~r.,:~m~~:~~~~~ honq
description of Inger11oll's log cabin in New in the fountahi. (you see the spring above· ~~~j;:::::.'l:'!:~':.~~":;',~~e~udw.:;Be'::~~~~grna };~~~.~~ BEE-KEEPUlG FOR OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS.
Mexico, which Dorsey is building for him. throws the water thirty feet· high at'the house) their fullest capa.,1tn an of which cau be eaally a•com. It being tbA moat pleasant as-wen as .the .,mo•t..Prollta'o
The situation is one of the most b~autifW in will probably run the whole expense up to G~~t'!~H~:\!~~~!~~~,ufb1ve deacrbed in • Kidler'a ble bualneo• that youog •eon\e can "ngage 1ri, and at the
sam" time remain at home witli their p~rents. 'The au•
nature. Colfax county, in northeastern New $15,000, and you are to take into account tha:t ifSeenw.dwforrtma)loof.Boobeli:ean.dseehoweaailJ'-1_tcanbedonew1tb thor
baa· known of several y. uog men wbe. commAnced
8 8
of the material costs riothi:ilg out there ..
8
Mexico, is an elevated plateau almost identical much
but the dressing."
.,
. . . .. THIS' BOOK IS' A BELIABliB: GUIDE
~~r:u~~i"e~f
fe:nb~g~~tl!'lli"e~e~li~ ~:T:b~o:fa~~~
in area with the state of Massachusetts. The
As for sociE>ty, Col. Ingersoll will. not find io·an peri.ona tbat•keep.beea, eapeoia!ll to' the novlee or dulng It easily and with •mall Investments. We muat
Palo Alto estate (Commonly called D,orsey's
also remember that the women folks often make the belt
1
8
himself among the bar.barians in Colfax; CoUJ,ltY,. · ~fa!'p~~,~~~:n.:' l&.\~::t~ebC:.~~.o Is tft:bf:~~? .:'n ~~ of bee.keepera,andnot ao'llllble to neglecttllem as··the
ranch) is situated almost exactly in the middle There.·.
is pro,bably no, t another s.ecti'o.,ri i_ri th. e auC»"aafully overcome, auc!J'·aa Foul Brood, Dxa·'lltery, men fo .Ia!. ' . KinDER'S BEE BOOK
Bee Bobbery, R&v•gea of :Moth Mill .ra. Loos ot Queen,
of it. The whole country is one boundless and
tbeir lllgbt tortfia:.for. abOiJ!d be· .In the bali.d1 of all persona who like honey, and
unbroken meadow. The estate proper consists whole Rocky Mountain region which· contains loss of bees in11 Swarmlng tlme,:by
11
tbe little bonevbee. Itcontaltiamore
of about 24,000 acres, in more than a hundred a greater number ,o~ !lu:ltivated people .than ::'nt~';~~t :S~:~:n~J~ ~i:'.:'nd:nr!ft~~rU:a~:~~: takeauiutereatln
than many books t.bat aell for two dollara, and Ill
·.
b1ned. Tbla bonR will also Inform toe bee mut.er HOW matter
embeDi·bed
with
numerous
cuts ai.d drawings. Tbe~e Ill
locations covering the ·springs that control the this.-Denver Opiilion. .
0
no trouhle. loss, or damage tbot a "bee· master baa to con:.
:;J:LJo:S :x~~~ a1i~~n~ftWn~b~fri: ?:t~~ tend
wlth b ·t wbat tbe book wl'lelv tbe proper remedypasturage of more th_an a ~illion acres. Dor" The Old ".''"'sta.m·e'.n··t •a·nuscr.ipt•.
say's home ranch (his pnvate property and
~"'
.llL
~.!!:~.o~n~g: :~e~~~~en~~r:".:,:Unti~"::~~u~lftt~T,~ ~~ a!~~~::~~V.~ffir~ ~~;·:.'!~:~: ~~d that w111 point t<> the
8
not included in the Palo Alto estate) called Ojo
This is the way the; New. York ..Ti,mes sup'fn order
to bting thla b.ook.mote Jiromlnently before the
r.f.:'c{'gf~~~~e:-~g:_
eJ'i~W:/JI:.r cft~:t~1{geag~~~~~l mass
or bee keepers, tb.·e 'AUtbo. r proooau t<> glv, ali a pre.
del Monte -mountain spring -is situated on ports the recent "discovery" of the Penta- lncreiUie and awarm·to a much greater extent.
mt~m to e•cb.I~'lr!lbaser of; a boOk, from tbla date' until
an elevation commanding a view of almost the teuohal man
.. ucript:
·
: GREAT YIELD OJ!' SuRPLUS HONEY.
1
whoie county. It is next to imp'ossible to conTbfe Book w1U inform tile bee master bow to. get tile ~~~lie~~·. ~e J':Jr.J~~~ ~i~i~M t~~e~~ed~~~~
not
to
sell)
Free
of
Cllarge,
Otbe.rw1ae
there will be .tile
vey the proper notion of western scenery to
The example of Bishop. Bryennios has· al~. &';!'l~~.:'~~~t ~i~i!'r .!'~~~~h~o~:!e~~:a~~ ~r: uau"l P11tent Fee .of Flve Dollars to each
individual that
people unf~o.miliar with the optical effects of ready borne fruit. An enterprising finder of pound t<> two o 'three pounds, as may be <leatred, wblcb wlabea to make and Ulie the 111ve,
will
oomm
•nd
>,
e
blgbel!t
prte<i
In
market.
In
s
~ood
our rarified atmosphere. To say that when ancient 'manuscripts has foTind the. or~gi,nal
PRICA',BOA-RD BOUND, CLOTH BACK,'lSOlilNTS.
the air is warmed by the sun, between the books of Moses in the latter's own handwriting; ~<;:'~~~b:O~~da~~e::,;~:~o'i:'~~u~~'}.,o~~'JroofJ :~:, N. B, The dlrecttlona for hive making wltll cuts, dl'aY·
lnl!s, etc., will be inclosed wltb1n. eaca book B<Jid; wntU
hours of 9 and 4 a cow four miles distant will and has placed them in the hands of an el;ll- and from lift• to one hundred pounds from the ·earlier Jnly
next. (not longer). Now Ia the time tor all bee.keep.
eap~cla!Jy If they do not over-swarm.
era to awl! tbemaelyea of, tbla !1beraJ olfer, wblcb Ia allillook larger, though the. outline of form will be inent.Heblaist, who is npw engaged in testing young.awarma,
NO :MORE BEE-STINGS IN :MANAGING BEES.
to buy a book at tile Regular .Prloe; before .JIIlJ'
indefi.nit, than one ten paces off, is to assert .them with litmus paper and with hydrochloric The Book wm' post the bee-k8epera bow to manage plv
next
·
·.
what eastera people (save perhaps a few on the acid in order to ascertain if they are genuiJJ..
· ·
Address
THE 'J''RlJTH SE'I'IKEB
..
coast) hav not the .data i~ their experience to
The manuscript. in question was found' ·in
33 CUnto~ Plac,l... lw'ew York.
verify. It seems ImJ!>ossible. To state that the·rj:lgion through which the Israelites wanone can stand upon the. vernada of Dorsey's dered on their way from Egypt to Judea. ·In
ANOTHER NEW BOOKS
Jl. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.
residence in the balmy morning and gaze the opinion: of the finder, Moses had a good
across endless meadows, upon mouhtain deal of leisure time on his hands during the !
New I Elo~uent ! Elegant f· Splendid I
ranges 150 miles away, and see the peaks tow- forty years of wandering, and employed part
~BT PUliLISI!ED.
ering into the clouds, is to endanger your cred- of this time in writing the Pentateuch. The
ibility by an assertion that almost makes manuscript probably dropped t>ut of Mose!l'B
imagination faint. ln. such a country,i~_the coat pocket. Or Moses, instead of droJ;>ping
midst of such scenes, 111 an elevated position, the manuscript, may hav sold one of his old
yet sheltered by B?lerun p~nes and gnarled and coats with the manuscript in one of.the pockets
twisted cedars, will be s1tuated the summer to an Arab· anxious to: buy a nice second-hand i
BY
home of Ingersoll. He has lately become a coat, l!oll4 th~ Aril.l>, O!l afterward finding the
ROBER~~INGERSOL~
part owner of the Palo Alto estate, which, with manuscript in the coat pocket, mayhav thrown
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
its 45,000 head of grade cattle, is valued at it away, as an utt.erly·wort)lless artaqle, before With a steel plate e~Ying of tile autllor tn VoL I.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
$2,000,000. The house will be near Ojo del Moses disc.overed that it was missing and sent and eaeb volume 1Unat'ra&ed wltb forty-seven cute.
every respect. .In fact, one of the richest,
Monte-that is, a few miles away. Everything to .reclaim' it. Precisely how the manuscript
brightest, best ever issued,
·
BY D. 111. BElHlETT.
is "near" in a country where the natural roads was lost is, however, a matter of no conse- Late ed1to1' of To filJ'1'11 IIDKD, ·author of" A Trnu
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoare as smooth .as race tracks and horses are as quence. · Its reappearance, _apparently exlleeke~ 1n Europe," "c:loda and Be11gtona of Aucleut ·
ration Day Oration," never before published,
plentifUl as chickens.
. ' presslyfu order to refute the critics whO. hold
aud Modem Times," '.'The World's Saaea,Tillnk·
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
era, and Befarmers," •'Clmmptona of
The building-or let us say buildings, for it that Moses never wrote the Pentateuch, but
printed in various shapes, but never brought
. the Cburob," etc., etc.
is a great cluster-will be somethin~ uniq~e in 'that it -was written by two literary partnerstogether till now, many other gems selected
architecture, and I shall begreatlyd1sappomted an Elohist and a. Jehovist-:-is, on the ·other Handsomely bound In red eloth, e6.1SO; from the speeches, arguments, lectures, let-·
in leather, red edges, ·eD.ISO; In
if the general plan is not soon extensivly copied hand, an eventi tlie importance of which. canters, table-talks, and day-to·day conversations
cnt etlces, tlo.rso.
in New England, where the material abounds not be overestiinS:ted. lf the new-found man- ·Readem ofmorocco,
·
TaB TRUTH SnEn know tile circumstances of the author.
in profusion and where fanciful things in archi- -uscript is' really in the ·handwriting of Moses, under which tbla work was written. Tho last words
The work is designed for, and will be aotecture are now the rage. Nothing Iriore per- and if that handwritirig can be fUlly identified penned·bytbe great author were for the fOurth volunle 'cepted by, admiring friends: as a rare perfectly delightfUl for a sea-side residence could so that the manuscript can be offered in evi- wllieb was nearly completed at ~Is deatll; and which wiD sonal Bo\lvenir. To. J;Ielp it serve this purpose,.
be devised, especially for spots where land is dence, the enemies of Moses will be completely uow contain an aecount of bla world-lamented death and a .tine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,.
bUriaL :M.l. Bennett was a very pat'eot and faithful
cheap. Its size will be commensurate with the silenced.
·
of the bablta and cuatom1 of tile dllferent peo. has·.been prepared especially for it.
generous proportions of the man and his boundOf course, there are those who, after .the au~ chronicler
plea of the many places be visited, The every-day ' In, the more elegant styles of binding, thiar
less hospitality for which his hearth has always thenticity of the manuscript is as fUlly. estab- life of all uattona lalala before the reader by one who baa · volume is eminently suited for presentatio.ubeen famous.
lished as is that of the "Teaching of .tlie Apos- visited tllen:l aud ·beheld them with bla owu eyes. Par. purposos, for any season or occasion.
!ngersoll's immediate family consists of but ties," will demand to. be informed how Moses tlcular attention Is paid to the progress of Freetboogbt In · In workmanship the volume is a master~
four persons, a wife and two daughters, but I could hav lost in tlie wilderness a manuscript the various countries be vlsl.ted, and tile moraUty of JlOo piece. The type is large and beautiful; the·
am told that he rartly sits down to a meal containing the history of the conquest of Judea called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of I?aper heavy and x;ic~ly ~inted; the presswork
with less than a dozen about his table, and fre- and other events which happened years after c'brlst1an countries, much to tile detriment of the latter faultless; and the 'bl dmg, as perfect as th&
.
quently that num~er is doubled. ~is New the manuscript was lQst. No true archreologil!t The work Is a
best materials and s · can produce. The
Mexico residence will accommodate thuty ~er- -not to speak of theologians-will be in the Freethinker's History of the .World. book is quarto in size, a .contains 248 pages.
sons exclusiv of servants, without crowding. leal?t disturbed by such a question. .If the Tbla work and " A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" No item of expense .has ·:en spared to make
He e~peots, as I understand, to occupy it from manuscript is proved to be. genuin by such evi- should be 1n every Liberal's Ubrary Besides ita lntalnalc the work worthy of autho · nd public.
June to November of. each year, and it is his dence as the scorching of one of its corners by worth It Ill amemento of one of the greate&t Freethinkers
PRICES:
the world baa knowu-of one who. ranks. 'lt'ltb Voltaire
purpose to withdraw himself so far from legal the patriarch's pipe and the fact that it is written and
Sllk·cloth, beveled edges, gilt baok ·and side, $2110
':Patne In the foroe and cleameaa or· bla writings.
practice as to be able·to devote that much of with the identical stylographic pen which.
Half-calf,
mot.tled
edges,
elegant Ubr!ll":v style, '110
Address .'JBB 'lRU'lB SEBKBB.
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely flne,
'lifO
each year to the preparation of some books on Moses is known to hav used, all subsequent
33 Clinton Plaee,
Full
tree
calt,
highest
possible
style an¢ flnish, 8110
religious and philosophical topics which he has arguments· brought to prove that it a· forgery
New York city.
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
long contemplated.
can be disregarded. We might as well do.ubt
price.
THE TRUTH SEE]QJR,
"ANT I CHRIST."
Learning that Mr. A. H. Young,' of Raton, the authenticity ofthe ••Teaching of the Apos33 Clinton Pl., New, York.
was the architect in charge, I called on him to tles" on the ground that the alleged author,
· Proving coucJuaiviY that
obtain some facts for publication and was per- writing at a time when bishops had become a
THB STORY OF JBB'(JS CHBlST•
mitted to take a draft of the plan, which I send distinct order of tlie clergy, knew nothing of
€lol'respondence.
His birth, life, trlal, execution, etc.-11 a mrlb.
for reproduction in Opinion. To get the pro- their existence. At any rate, those good peoA gentleman 83 years old would like to open cor•
. TRUTH SEEKEB O!Hee.
respondence
with a young lady.
portions right, make the distance around the pie who believe that Moses wrote the account
88 Cl1nton Place. Ne,. Yorlf
F<>r panioulare address
· "DIANNA,"
veranda 940 feet. Fonned into one rectangu- of his own death will hav little difficulty in
2U7
P.ost-omce Box 68, Bellevue, Idaho.
Iar building, this woUld make a house 300 feet believii!-g.that he .described the conquest. of
long by 150 feet wide, about. You will thus Judea before he had arrived in sight of the
be enabled to judge of the amount of space promised land.
·
Oomp- iit.co111'1lea of advaDced thOIIIhC bJ
T~ 'f.R,DTH SEEKER J.NNU.A)J4.
pnder roof.
The name of the ingenious finder of the
F.BOTHili&HAB and J!'BLDit ADLBB
Prioe, 25
nro of Amorloa'' OIIII'HIIi tlllllken.
''Whap. do ;vouexroot to J;lav Col.IILgersoll's M:~ijaiC ;w~usori;pt is JWt stven, It evidGJ'ltly,

g,x::

p.

!rollnd1iiiiOrl~.

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,

THE RADICAL PULPIT.

o.a.·

eea".

J

OTTO

~TTSTEIN'S

THE .EUREKA

:JEWELRY STORE,

:Br 11.. D. Westbrook, D D. Lt. :B.
Author of "The Bible-Whence a.nd What!"

ROCHELLE, ILL.,

MAGNETIC CLOTHING

oVer 100 GOicfWa.tches, ranging tn va.lu~ trom SlO

toNOO, in stock oonUnua.lly. Sliver Wa.tolies, Oha.iDil,
Neo!Ua.ce&, Lockets, Bra.celets, Rings, Pins, Earrings,
etc.; a.1s0 8UV4!r .ware, Gold Pins, Optical a.nd Fa,ncy
Goods in proportlon:a.te la.rge qua.nt.ities. A ftne·a.
CURES EVERY FuRM. OF DISEASE
ounce ca.se, snver Elgin Wa.tch, $9. A t.ne Munce
Stem-Winder, Hunting or Open Fa.ce, 11 .Jewels,
Quick. Tra.in,· dust-proof· Movement; $16.&0 (retails
WITHOUT MEDICIN.
every;where ..tor $22 to $25). . Best 4-ounce oa.se; Stem
Wlnder,.:Ji'ul,t~) .f.eweled ·wa.t.ch. :pa.tent Begula.tor,
$25. A i:A.iUes GOOd, Solid Gold Elgin Stem-Winder,
$25 •.. The sa.m~; .heavier and; ·14: ka.ra.t, $35. A:ll .!!5
per CJ!3nt be!Qw. :r;eg~ prices. A Chronogri.'Ph, 14
B009nc! :a:orse-Timer, a.nd 11 l!'ly-Ba.ck,'~ Jn Heaviest
18Ka.i'a.'t oa.se;·$175. A Double Chroriogra.ph tor tim·
ing two horses, or double reoord, a. fifth seoond, best
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
in the world, $200. Also "Bepea.ters," striking.
hpurs, qua.rtere, a.nd minutes, $100 Ius tha.n Broa.dto
any a.ddreBB UpOn receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR
'iVa.y .Prt.c;es, . La.dles'. Wll.tches ornamented with
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and a.U lntorma.tlon ))y
Dia.monds, Diamond Flowers, BBBkets of Dia.n;tond
letter or In person free or charge. Send
Flo'iVers, Pea.cock in· Rubies. a.nd Diamonds, Va.rietor Illustrated . Pamphlet.
ga.ted Colored Gold, Embossed Birds and Flowers,
•.Ens.~"~' Artll!~lc Engraving, Looket-Ba.cks, etc., etc,
Address a.ll oommuntca.tions to
N<i tiller goods a.t Tlffa.ny's, N; Y.
·Selld me a check tor amourit you desire to pa.y tor
a Wa.tc)l ·or other goods, describe a.s near a.s possible,
B.Ild I will send prepa.ld to any part ot the United
States, a.nd r~fund, carll on demand if not entirely sa.tis;
fa.ctcry. I pfea.se a.ll, a.nd hundreds ot my customers
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
cheerfully testify to the ra.ct. Bater' to RooheJJ.e
Na.tiolll!J Ba.nk, a.nd Brothers Bemsbilrg and Follett.
The la.tter sa.ys in his " Os.ta.log of the Lite Hem bera
Cincinnati, Ohlo
of the Bta.te Libera.! League:". "I stepped over to see
Otto Wettstein, the stanch Libera.! of Rochelle. I
. Pnce, $18,
tou-.d · him up to ·his ea.rs in business, selling a.nd
sending off goodS. His la.rg~ leweJn.etorjl_~UlY
.marvelous tpr. a. town· the size of RoChelle.' l wbuid
Bead the folloWing testtxnonla.),s,j~l!oild ·be oonvinced tha.t our ola.lxns a.re oorrect in everv pa.rtlcular
adVIse a.ll ot our Libera.! trlends who are in wa.nt Ot ·an<r't:lnft'7our a.!lment8·c8.ll 'be eril.w.c&tied Without th~ a.ld or MEDIOIN. THEBE APPLIANCES ARE
e.riytlilng·in the Jewelrylfne to send to him, a.nd they THE ACME oil"""..,"."'. EOTION: · ..
Will ma.ke a. .grea.tsa.ving by so doing." Correspond·
~
ence solicited.
.Remarkable ullre,.J~f l\aralysis in
of the Heart of Six Years

THE

-_EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

.

DR. L. TENNEY,

TESTIMONIALS:

, I

i,

Neuralgia

OTTO WETTSTEIN.
·~ The !'roper Study of MankiD.d is Ma.n."
• NEW
1

PHYSIOGNOMY,
OR

'~ SICNS OF CHARACTER,"
As 1\tANIFI!lsoriiD IN TEJ!l'.&RA:o:-N'r ..uW m Exri!RN.u.
FoRllB, xsPxCIALLY ~~ "TBB HUllAN FA~x Dt~."
:.A comprehensive and practical work; in which Physttignomy, based on Ethnology and Phrenology, is systematised, explained, illustrated, and ·applied tO cl;laraeter reading. Following are some of the topice ;Previous Systems; . Physiognomy Ap•
Including those of anli!ent PLIJPD~'l'o Marri!lll'e, to the
imd·modern.writers given. Tramlng of Children, to
Geaeral·Prlnclp).es Fer~ona.J, Impr!lvement, ,o
of. Physiognomy, or the BDBtn~ss, to Insanity ~d
laws on . which character Idio~y, to Heruth .snd DIF·
reading is based.
· e!lse, to Classes and Profes1
. T ~ :m ·peramentl!l. - ~~~~~· ;~&:r:g~~ ~lr~~r:;
,Ancient.. D.octrlnes ; New l~~adliig generally.
·Ollissification now In use.
Practical Phy;.lott- ChitracterReadJng
oNOMY.-General Forms of More than a Hun~red noted
,F'aees-,..Eyes' Moutb · Nose, Mel!- and women mtroduced
•Chin, Jaws, Teeth, C!Jeeks, •... ;G rap bo·~nancy,
;F(/I"~.I!tl~:.}Iair•. J:lear.d, Ch!l)"actcr Reveal.ed .in
!COm(llexi'!n• Neck,' :E.lll"S.· H11ndwrij;ing wit,h Bpeci-.
.:Hands, Feet, Voice, •Walk, inen~r-Palailstry-UlDB.
oL..:u!jh, Bhakirig ·:Hands.
·· · ·
·
'EthJiology.~Tlie dif- The Great. Secret.
Jferent Races Described- -,How to be H<:tilthy and
;National Typea illustrated. How to be ~eau!-ifnl-M. enA n 110 a 1 Types •...:~ Cosm~tics-wtercstmg.
'tirades of Inte!.Jgence, In- A~lstotle .nod · St.
'lltiilct and Reason ; Animal PAUL. - A :Model Head;
3eada illld :Animal Types. Views of Life; Anecdotes.
In ·one large handsome volnme of nearly 800 pages.
OU!d J1lOre than 1,000 Engravings on.toned paper, band·
•omely bound. Price, $5. In cslf, $8 ; morocco~ gilt,
$ 10' Addreu,
THE TRUTH BEEKER. ·.

Real Blasphemers.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
llboWtng that the wrtter8 or )'Dd' belleven In the Bible,
and nbt the denlen or Ita truth, are· the ones who really do
!njuatlceto the character ot.God, It a God exists.

IN SiX LECTURES.
Price, Fifty Cents.
Address

THE TRUT:(!: BEEKER.

D E ·y Y AN

~

.A.ND

L Y Z. E D

THE DEVIL't!l DEF~NSE
B;r tJol • .JoliD IL Kel8o, A.lll.
8
bl:,: :~:~ :f:~:~i1h:::"ytt~ ·~db~:~r:1~c\b~"fo~,
::.r~b'e~~n~":r:!':i:srn':ft ~~~h~~\~~: o'V'be:r.;,a~

chivalry. Tbe sin'fillar audactt:v. with wblcb be attack.

~ ~~~:~u::ua \'n~:~ t!,h~~~f:~~~:~n~~~'t
Hutohiltm.

Addrelll

Frtoe. euo.

THE TRUTH BEifKER,
88 Clinton l'Iace, New York.

God and the ,State.
BY

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
:ll'ounder or Nihilism a.nd Apostle or Ana.rchy.
WITH A l'BEFACl!i BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
'Translated trom the French by BBNoT. R. TUCXEB,
(Editor or Liberty.)
G2 p~~.gea, octa.vo. Price 15centa. AddreBB,
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
as Clinton Pla.ce. New York.

THE SABBATH.

BY llol. FARRINGTON.
A thorough e:umlnatlon and refn1iatlon of the clalma o
1Sabba1iarlana who are. ti"Yiog to totst upon tne connti"Y
'thotr·boly &.y by nnconstltutlonallegal enactments. The
autbqr,sliowa by an apreal not only to the facts as they

lft1~.'fb~h~t!:eJ d~:Utt:::ce.u: tt~

Marriage and Divorce.

One Week;":\

Standing Cured in Three Weeks.

CONTENTS:

The True Idea.! or Ma.rria.ge.
Free Love.
The Hist.Ory or :Marrl~~.ge.
The Old Testament Divorce La.w.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a. ~uestlon of Law a.nd Religion.
Ra.tlona.l Ded uctlons from Established Principle&
Objections to Libera.! Dl vorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better Llla.n 0 u• e.
Price, 60 cents.. Neatly bound In oloth. For sal
a.t this o.moo.

ANOTHER GREAT WORK l

JESUS CHRIS 1' A F!CTION
Founded upon the Lifo of
Al'OLLONIUS OF TYANA.
How the l'll.ga.n l'rle~ta of Rome Orlglna.ted
Cbrlstlanlty.
Tra.nscrlbed by Sl'IBIT FARADAY, ia.te Electrlola.n
and Chemist or the ltoyu.I Institution,
London, Englu.nd.
Price, boa.rds, 76 cents; pa.per, 60 cents.

CHRONIC DISEASES:.
Embra.ctDg those of the blopd a.nd Nerves, th~ Dis
ew.es of M.en, the Diseases or Women, a.nd the varl
ou~ oo.use~. pnyslca.l a.n<1 soc1a.l, leading to th" mu.r10
pltt.lnly trt:tt.tt>d by that plu.lll""~ ot bOOks, .PLAlll
HOME TALK, EMBRACING MEDlOAL OOMMII:W
SEN8E-nett.rly 1,000 pages, 200 1llusu:aLions, oy Dl ,
E. B. F00'£E, or 120 LeXJUgWU an., New YorJr . ..;
whum a.ll lt>tters trow tile blCl!. slwuld be u.d<1re1:1to.
ln Ita issue ror Ju.n. 1U, 1878, Mr. Bt>unett's ~·llt.'lh
SEEKER Lb. WI speal!..s ot Dr. JfOO:I.'E a.nd biB me11t..;O.,
publications: " We l!.uow blw (Vr. Foote) perolla..t
a.Iul lntlmtt.tely, a.nd we lltt.Y wltll a.ll tile w.aura.nLo
tlla.t l!.nowledlltl Imparts that he It! a mu.n ot th10
hlgliesL lnceu.1V& u.nd motlvs, whuse lllt> liwo been
BPtint In lnstruotlng a.nd lmprovlug his r.. llow-belniiB
by giving such 1111orma.tlo11 "" is wel1 ca.lcula.ted w
enable them to be more healthy, more ha.ppy, a.nd
to be better u.nd more usetul mt>n a.nd women. His
medical worl!..s po.o~ess the hlgllt>SL value, a.nd ha.v
been Introduced and thorougnly read 111 hund.redS
ot thousa.nds or !a.mllle~. who to-day slalld reu.dy w
bea.r willlll& testimony to the great be11el1t tlley hu.v
derived from the pbyslologlca.l, hygienic, a.nd mora.!
lessons which he hao so abLy 1m1Ju.rte<1."
Purcbaaers ot PLA.lN HOM.I!l '£ALK a.re a.t liberty
to CON8UL'l' lTB AU'£HOR, lu IJtlrboll or by mall
FREE. l'rlce ot the uew Popular JW.Itlon, by mall
po•ta.ge prepaid, only $1.60. Ovntenta table tree
AGEN~'i! WANTED.
M.URRY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
129 East 2~tll ~ll"lltlt, blew York.

CINCINNATI, Dec:· 1~-i..~
·
SIIULLSBUliG, WIS., Dec. 11, 188~.
D:a. L. TmmEY-Dear . Sir: As I feel greatly til<;
D:a. L. TB!mEY-Dea.r Sir: After wearing one ot
debted to you ·for the benefit I ha.v received trom .. ~·ur MAGNETIC VESTS tor a.bout three weeks, 1
your treatment, a.nd the use of your M~~.gnetlc a.p- wa.S\'~'tlrely cured ot Neura.lgla. or the Hea.rt a.nd
plla.nces, I ca.n sa.y without hesitation. to those a.t- Bide, W!jtch ha.d been a. source of misery to me for
1i1cted a.s I ha.v been tha.t the effect wa.s simply mar- the la.st ali ,7-:."'rs. I ha.d tried numeroue remedies
:"elous. Two weep ~~.go I wa.s stricken with pa.ra.ly". before without 'iJ;;,.nefit, but a.s soon a.s I put on the
sJisin my rfght a.rm a.nd could not use it a.t a.ll, but MAGNETIC VEST'; got rellet Instantly. With un.
a.fter. we~' &IIU~t Qf. yQur :MAGNETIO CLQTHING: bounded gratitude, rrema.ln
for one'week;ca.n use tt.qutte· a.s well a.s ever: I llav ·.
Your8·-,:-especttully,
liJ8o been troubled with Dyspepsla.a.nd Kidney Com.,
H. A. BROWN.
pla.lnt tor a. number of yea.ra, from which·I ha.v sur~
La.dies rea.d the following' te&~tmony from a. la.dy
tered intensely, a.nd, a.lthough doctoring a.U the
time, never "f9~d but,tempora.ry rell~t. ,Since put- who ha.d'))een under drug trea.tmen~or eight yea.rs
ting on your a.pplla.nces I ha.v experienced ·great With nervous prostra.tiOB a.nd fema.le w.!l,a.kness:
benefit, a.nd It I Improve a.s ra.pldly a.s I ha.v in the
· ·,
OBliOBN, 0., DeC. iJi,_1882.
_pa.st two weeks, will soon be well. I would, thereDB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just recetve!l'l &,so
fore, reoommend .to those allfrerlng a.s .I ha.v your ,the Clothing on Tueada.y la.st. Fitted perfeot}\V•
Magnetic a.pplla.nces a.s the. ouly mea.ns ·or effecting FELT BETTER FBOIII THE FIRST HoUB I HAD T~~
Edition. PRICE ONLY
8 sure cure.
Yours respectfully, .
.
ON. Am not joking, a.nd If I Improve a.s rapidly
WM. ·lli CLEMMER,·
_
I ha.v since T:lesda.y, will soon be well. Will repor
BY liiAIL POST-l'AID
llo •.80 Ea.stem &venue.
aga.ln soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember tha.t the sa.me a.pplla.nces which will
This lady reports ·herself entirely cured in lese
effect a. cure in a. ca.se ot Para.lysis Will a.t the sa.me
time era.dlca.te CATARRH or DYBPEI'SIA In thesa.m~ tha.n six weeks a.tter ·putting on the ga.rmente, a.nd,
patient. We do not, like the Old Bchqp~ .l'hyslcla.n, although in bed, una.ble to get out, when applied,
change medicins every da.y until, a.tter d.oslng the abe nevertheless wa.s. a.ble to ride twenty miles In
pa.tient a.lmost to death, he .ma.y possibly strike two da.ys a.tter the a.ppllca.tlon. The lady's na.me
something (if h~ is very sklltul) that brings relief ca.n be ha.d upon a.ppllca.tlon a.t this o11lce, ))y a.ny.
one destring to commUnica.te with her.
tor th~ time. being.
.Ladle~ •. rea.d the following ,J;es~mony tiom a.l&dy:who·ha.d been autrer1ng tor two yea.ra with a.n OT&r•
ia:n TuDloo·,. a.ild .who .ha.d beeiLtol~t nothing but ,the·. knife wo.uld sa.ve her ille, a.nd; the chances
were a.S 9 tO ·1~~.ga.ID.stlrooovery•.··In foili' montl:ia•:.ttme:. she is p ertectly wen; and ha.s not tsken a. dose 01
med!Oln: since putting on ~e 'llopplla.noes. ConsUlt us when your pb,vstcia.n tells you he ca.n do nothinog
for yon; lt will pa.y you.
.
.
. .
. SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19,1882.
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About twoyea.ra~~.go my hea.lth bega.n to fall me; I became nervoue, losta.ll desire tor food, a.nd, in ta.ct, bega.n to fa.ll ra.pldly, so tha.t I became a.la.rmed a.nd oonsulted severs.! physlcta.ns
of St. Louis, a.t which pla.ce I wa.s then stopping, a.ll of whom decla.red tha.t I ha.d a.n Ovarta ... 'I umo,.,
a.nd tha.t the only thing tha.twould sa.v\l my life would be the knife. About six months ~~.go I grew ra.pldly
worse, a.nd ha.d a.bout ma.de up my xnri!!l'to ·ta.ke the only oourse tha.t seemed left to me, a.nd submit to a.n
operation, when my attention wa.sca.Ued to 1ll'te l!lureka Ma.tJntot.ic Appl•anc .. a, As a. drowning ma.n
will ca.tch at a stra.w, so did I ca.toh a.r this fa.Int hope of 8 cure. Four months ~~.go I purchased a. suit.,or
your a.ppllances. From the wry 1lrlit I felt lnvii,'Ora.ted, the tumor, wnich ha.d extended entirely a.cross my·a.bdomeil, bega.n to·
decrea.se, my pa.lns beca.me less trom da.y to da.y, until now I am
a.s well a.s I ever wa.s in. my life; ·Since putting on the a.pplia.nces I ba.v not taken a. single dose of medicin. My bowels, :Which
before were constipated, are now regular.· .I would therefore
c;heertully reoommend them to a.nyone suaerlng a.s I ha.v, believing·"'"
---~~·"'a-v ..o.t-r ..:at:naaw. '--:ETtOErOl.ItY~
that they will do a.ll a.nd more tha.n you ola.lm for them. I rema.ln,
postpa.ld, Illustrated sa.mple, 6 eta. Bend now.
Gratefully yours, ·
:MBS. MABY J. STEWART.
, Gold meda.l a.wa.rded the a.ut.hor by the Na.tlona.l Med·
, lea.! Assocla.tlon, to the omcers or which he refers
Remember that these a.ppJ.ia.nOes a.r6 not wom next the skin, but
This book shoUld be rea.d by the young for lnatruc-·
over the under-garment, a.nd, unlike a.ll other a.ppUa.noes In the
tlon, a.nd by the a.11.11cted tor relief, It Will ~Jlefit
market, they lmpa.rt no shocks a.nd leaves no sores.
a.ll.-.London Lancet.
.
There is no'member or society to whom this book
Will not be useful, whether youth, pa.r_ent, gua.rdJa.n,
lnatructor, or clergyma.n.-Argonaut.
PRICE
Address the Peabody Medics! Institute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No 4 Dultlnch st., Boswn, M&BB., who rna.y
be oonsulted on a.ll d!sea.ses requiring sl!.lll a.nd experience. Chronic a.nd ob~tlna.te disea.ses hu.v batand Lung Invigorators,
$
lied the skill or a.U other phyacla.ns
a
specla.lty. Bucb treated BLdJo....,..tully
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
r;::ut a.n Instance of r.. llllre.

266th

$1.

I

HtAL

Nerve

6.00
6.00
Ladies' Abdomin~l Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4:,00
Knee Caps, each,
8.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping_ Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
. 15.00
Superfine Insoles,
•
• · • · 1.00
Children's garments upon application.

Any of the above ga.rxnents sent to a.ny address uPon receipt ot price

and we will return
monev
1t tlley are not as represented in every respect. It you are uncertain a.s to wha.t would best suit your case
send us word sta.tlng symptoms, a.nd we will advise you wha.t would be best suited to treat you. While our
a.pplia.nces a.re offered a.t less tha.n one-third or wha.t others are selling worthlees a.pplla.nces tor, yet we will
gua.ra.ntee that the ID~LgDetlcqua.llty is a. hundred told superior to a.ny other a.pplla.nce ever offered the
public, a.nd will outla.st the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a. pa.rtlcula.r process, and
ha.v ra.lsed fiv~ ·times their own weight six mo11ths a.tter being magnetized, while not a. single a.pplia.nce
in the market w111 a.ttra.ctthe sma.Hest pa.rtlcl~ ot Iron, the majority ot such worthless a.pplia.nces having
l!O-OIIllild ID~LgD~ts ma.de ot ma.teria.l no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of reta.lnlng III&Iin~tism for a.
moment. All or our ga.rxnents a.re ma.de from the very best ma.teria.l fot:. th~ purpose and will outla.st any
and a.ll oth~r garmente now before the public. Every ma.gnet is a.rra.nged in the garm~nts upon acimU~
prino>plu, a.nd not ha.pha.za.rd a.s in a.ll theoth~rs. We otrer you therefore
.

The Only ScientiO.c .Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
And ch8.llenge oompa.riso11 with a.ny of the BO-ca.lled ID~LgD~tlc ga.rxnents now offered urider that bea.d. At
the sa.me time the a.pplica.tlon ot la.bo11-sa.ving Ula.Chin~ in our .ma.nutaeture enables ue to otrer them
&boUt

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,
So tha.t we ca.n sa.y with truth, None are so poor that th~y ca.nnot procure them, being but a trlfie higher
tha.Ifordina.ry clothing;
R"Dl"Dlb .. r tha.t we a.re offering you th~ cheapest a.nd best 111114P16tlO applia.ncee in the market, a.nd If
upon receiving the ga.rxnents they do not meet )'Our expecta.tlon, return tbem a.t our expense a.nd w~ will
retund your-money.

Ladies' A.bdominaJ Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a ftt guaranteed.

THYSI:Lf

iUPTURES CUREUb~

:n Medical Compound and lm roYed
~klstfo Sqpporter Truss tn:Wom 30 lo
90 <iavt. Bellable referencea&lnn. Bend
1t6mJ1 tor clrcula~, and ""' ln 10loal JI<IJJ<W
1/0IItGIDIIII/Gdtoet'nl-1. AddrOII Qm
:w•.&.lltWI&LIIalUr.'rlllt,ldtiMIII. •;ll,,

na.

F.uLLO VV S
Is a. regularly ed uca.ted a.u<1 legu.Ily quu.llfieu I,!J~elcltt.n, u.ud
the

lliUbL 8UCC~HS1U1,

"" bl~ practice w111
pr..v~. lie bw. tor
1 wellty y eu.ra treated
exclubiVIY all dlse...,es
ot the t;t,xua.l Or·
~na, 1u
w.blch lie
atu.nds pre-emluent.
8 J! E R :MATOltRH<EA
sud lllii'O'l'ENOY
as the re~ult of self·
abut>e In )OUth and
bexua.l excesaeb In ma.turer yeu.rs, <:a.Ublllg
nl g h t emissions by
<lrea.ms, loss ot sex ua.l
power, rendering ma.rrill.ge Improper a.nd unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by a.n . outalde a.ppllca.Uon In six~y da.ys.
NO STOMA.CH MEDWIN USED. It is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is emtrely unknown to the medlra.l profession. Send three 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving tuU In·
formation. Addr611S Dr. R.l'. Fellows, Vl.Lt.ela.nd, N.
J., and sa.y where you sa.w this a.dvertlsment,.

~ tM Ironclad Aga.
AGD'1'8 WAliiTBD IB BVDY TOWJ(Illl TBB Ullll'IIIHI'J.'AT-. 1",111BBAL OO!DI18810:NB ALLOWB
"Dr. Fellows is a.n outspoken Infidel, ~fore no
cheat
or
humbug.
The Freethlnllera of the la.nd
,r
DB. L. TDliiBY,
~OIIlcl 11v tlle dooto.r thell' patroJIIIP."
1)':1
.
·
l i p . . . . OOI't lfa& Jl~ ~ti.Oo

oklllfa!l8 of P.aa' aae• t11at Suilday t. no more hoi.¥ than UU. lOr C\1I1IMr ~
~. 1'110810 08llta. Fonale a$ US. ollloe
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fjtm# oJ ~hough/.
IN Greece the gods once fionrlsbed In regal splendor; society wa.s.ba.sed upon the· belief In them; 'the
theory and supernaturalism connected with them
were woven IntO their _literature, their poetry, and
their art. They were a. great and grand people, but
they had only a.llmlted kuowledgeotna.turea.nd her
laws; they foolishly looked to the gods for a.ld; they
exvected suverua.tura.l assistance, and they failed.
They a.ml their works passed away, Tuelr superstitlou was superBe<led by another or a still wor..e
vo.rlety-more dark. and !orblddlng-called Christianity, and all their grea.tuees l'R sed away, aud a.
wreck, a shadow, wa.s all that remained.-.D. M. Ben.,ett.
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Sorue or Ll.tem; wme wt!l be bright, aud will fill our Introductory. By the Editor.
home• uud llves wltll fragrance. llume or them will Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
g1 ow for a liLlie wulle auu glad us· wltll the amlcljJa.- Calendar for 1884.
tiun ur wlulot l.tt curuiug; anu tlleu, iu Bj.Jlle ot aii our The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New
care, a worm Bllull guuw tllelr root, aud frol!t bhall
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Libbilgllt Lllem, tue leaVeS Bbail tUrll black <£lld rail of!,
eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
auu ouly tlle wlLllel'ed dead shall remain In our Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
ha.nds.-M. J. Suvuge.
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By
H. L. Green.
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The Natio~ Liberal League. By T. C. LeBut uue ueuu lamb 18 there.
land.
Thete Is no firesllle, lluwe·er defended,
The· Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada.
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The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
The heart or R .. cl.lel rur her clllldren crying
What is True Religion? By Charle!! Watts.
WIU uot be comruneu 1
-Longfellow's Resiqnatitm,
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
I OOULD stand here by tbe hour and read passages
from utllt>l' blblel! tll"-n tlle Ullrlstlunaua. tlle JeWll!ll
-Jl""""ges u! tlle mol!t exgulstt trntll aull teiJuernettB, the;, mu::~t lle;,JicaLe;, bell.be;, u! ui vine Lhings-tak.en
trum buok..tt tllaL Wtne W1"1Ll6ll ce;,nturiett bb!ure Onri.ttt
wat~ burn, auu awuJJg he;,a.Llltnltt; vattsuge;,.tt mul'e ueIJciuus in the;,ir mouu H.l'Owa U.1,.n unyLlling yuu can
tlull in the;, .NdW 'l'd.ttUt.WtHlt. Thi,:) we;, ufflrw; 1t is JJOt
ma.Lte;,(.' ut coujbCLUre;,; iL b not waLLer ut .ttj.JtjOllJH.Liun
Or or gueB•; it 18 WUtLer of biU!jJie KllOWieuge. We

This World. By George Chainey.
.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Macdonald.
.
1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
beral Cturities.
·
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
Date of Birth aiid Death.)
'
The Population of Our States and Territories.
The Jewish Jehovah. (lllustmtion.) ·
"That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
Devil. (illustration.)
,
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·
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As to Time,
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d~ieil.

applea;
·

T~ey·loV~ ~~;'~ls~ly';'

u NoTHING but leaves," as Adam remarked,
admiring his wlf~·s polonnals~.
' ·

whe~

·'

A BURLINGTON boy ~ent tor a fifty cent watch and
received a sun-dial. He named It" Faith," because
faith wl thou t works Is dead,
"No, L<tura; no. They do not open the campaign
with a can-opener. They do It with a corkscrew.
How little, alas I do women know about politics."
"MA, what dld the minister mean wfien he talked
about angels with palms In their bands? Ha.vn't
we all or 'lls got palms In our baads 'fore we go to
heaven?"
·
A POET sent to an editor a contribution entitled,
•'Why do lllv?" and the editor answered: "Because
you send your contributions by mall, instead of
bringing them In person."
·
A NEIGHBORING paper, reporting a recent social,
says: "The opening ).!ieee wa.s.rendere& by a • mule
quartet.' The reporter wrote It 'male quartet,' ·but
the compositor knew better."
"WHAT are you doing?" asked Fogg's wife, as she·
saw- him bundling un something imsplclous, preparatory to going fishing. "Spirit-rapping," said
Fogg, and he winked to himself all the way down to
the creek.
FIRST Western desperado: "Well, did you kill o"ld
Oul. .F.Lch ?'' Second desperado: •·Yes, I fotched
him." •· How did you do It?" "I fottnd him ridlug on his horse along a lonely road, and had plenty
or time to alln." u But where is his horse?., u I
did not touch that." "Did not take the horse?"
"Oerta.ln •y not. In this section they will hang a
man tor sLeuling a horse."

Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled

DB. GALEZONBKI says that the ocular symptons of
polsuulug by nicotine are manifested by myosis and
other ocular ulsorders, cousll!tlng princiPally or
double am).!lyo).!la, w!Lh chromatic scotoma. and
chromopsiu lt would be well to .commit this to
memory, and the momPnt you feel any myosis or
'
/
bav but to use our eyes aud tJJefuct lb berure u., that
This ANNuAL is a -~<;nnpendious History of the Freethought movement in the United double amblyovla stealing over your system send
a. II the rellgto.r.u. or tlle ruce are or oue stuff.- 0. B.
States. It contains
!or a stomacll-pump,
.P'rothit1gltam.

"BIG JACK SMALL."
J2S Octavo Page11,

IT Is time that a. higher view of education prevall!'d thuu tllut which regaru• It as a mere meau" to with contributfri · ~rlicles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. ; It is "not
an eud, tlla> enu b0>111g tlle low anu contracted one for a day,)'il.t for all tinle."
or being fitl.ell to euru allvlug !usome Sl'eclalsjJhere
NCJ'w ready. Price, post-paid, 2:i cents.
of toll. '£he correlutellluea tnut every bOY who gets
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFif'E,
an educutiou a llt,Je above the average cummou
33 Clinton Place, New York, N. Y.
sclloollevel must quit the farm or the lliechanlc's
shop fur some vro!el!l!iOllal c ..reer Is lnfiu!Ly mlscblevous.-Toronw Globe.
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WE repudiate utterly the orthodox doctrln that
only a small portion or the human race are elected
33 CLINTON PLACE,
to be ~aved; that those favored few were predestinated Into everlasting life before the foundation or
tbe world; and that all the rest of m,.nklud were ,
fore..,rdalned to everlasting dea h, which means
'- Among the reforms THE TnuTH:SEEKEB aims
ever!"" ling Jlfe In unutterable and profitless sufferto sffect are:
Ing. We turn from such a proposition as from the
Total separation of church and state, inblasphe:ny o! demonlacs.-.Rev. Samuel J, May.
cludfu_g the equitable taxation of church
MY last days are cheered by the sense or how much properl;,y; secularization of the public schools,
better my later yea.ra hav been than the earlier, or abolition. of Sunday laws, abolition of chapthan In the earlier I ever could hav anticipated, laincies, prohibition of public appropriations
Some of the terrible faults of my character which re· for religious'-Rurposes, and all other measures
llglon fulled to ameliorate, and others which suP.er- necessary to th'{\ S~llle general end.
Its sixteen larg.e,;.pages are filled every week
stltlon bred In me, bav given way, more or less, since
[ attained a truer point of View; and the relief from with scientific, pli.U'osophic, and Freethought
old burdens, the uprisings or new satisfactions and articles and communications by the ablest
the opening of new clearness, the fresh air of na- Freethinkers in the country. It givs all the
ture, In short, after Imprisonment In the ghost-peo- Liberal news, and keeps its readers posted on
pled cavern of superstition, hav been as favorable to current secular and theological events. It is
my moral nature as to Intellectual progress and gen- .the armory from which hundreds draw their
weapons in contests with priesthood.
All
eral enjoyment.-Harriet Martir~eau' s Autobiography.
the Liberal papers are good, but 'fHE TRUTH
ALLOWING the gods to be the authors of the exist- SEEKER is
ence or order of the unlver~e, It follows that they
THE BES1 AND LARGES1..
pnssess that precise dPgree of power, Intelligence,
It is conducted in a broad and truly liberal
and benevolence which appears In their workmanslllD; but nothing farther can ever be proved, except spirit, and givs everyone a hearing upon all
we call In the assll!tance of exaggeration and fia.t- subjects pertaining to the welfare of the hutery to supply the defects or argument and reason- man race.
Ing. So fur as the traces of any attributes at present appear, so far we may conclude those attributes
OPINIONS REGARDING IT.
to exist. The suppo~ltlon or further attributes Is
A paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER 1S something
mere hypothesis; much more the supposition that more and better than an advocate oftruth. Through
Its subscribers touch elbows with each other.
In dis taut regions of space and periods or time, there It
Each reader knows that be Is one of a goodly combas been, or will be, a more magnificent dls).!la.y or pany who find comfort and lnsptratloa In its pages.
these attributes, and a. scheme of art ministration If theY should meet each other they would feel like
more suitable to such Imaginary virtues. We can brothers and sisters. They hav lived under one Inroof, felt the glow of the same fireside, and
never be allowed to mount up from the nul verse, the tellectual
broken together the bread of life. Such a paper Is
effect, to Jn).!iter, the cause; and then descend down- to thousands a substitute for the churcb.-GEOBGE
ward, to Infer any new effect from that cause; as if OHAINEY, in Thu World.
the present effects alone were not entirely worthy of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, rounded by D. M. Bennett, Is
the glorious attributes Which we ascribe to that to-day perhaps the strongest foe with which super
deity. The knowledge or the cause being derived stltlon bas to contend, and a. long future or great
Is, we trust snd believe, before it.- Win
solely from the ertect, they must be exactly arlju•ted usefulness
ted, Conn., Prus.
to each other; and the one can never refer to anyThere ought to be five hundred subscribers to THE
tulng rurtber or be the foundation or any new ln- TRUTH
BEE¥EB In this oounty,just to rebuke tbe inerence and oonQI usion. -Hum< on Provirknce and a famous chtlaoh bl$ots who are using force and fraud
to auppreu ·~i1J18m.- W'oriAington, ..Villll., ..tel-.
Future Sta.U.

NEW YORK CITY.

This .sterling and widely-circulated Freetbougbt
journal has won Its way deep Into the hearts of Its
re!loders. THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a great paper, and
deserves the most generous support of the Liberal
public. The recent numbers received are splendid
in every respect.-San F'rancilco Universe.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has gathered Its resources,
and will be a stronger, better, and brighter paper
than ever.-Liberal Leagut. Man.
THE TllUTH SEEKER bas become a necessity to tbe
Liberal ca.use.-Kam<U Blade.

TERMS FOR 1884:

$3 00
Single subscription,
5 00
One subscription two years,
5 00
Two new subscribers,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance,
6 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance,
'1 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance,
8 50
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance,
10 00
A:ny number over five at the same
rate, invariably with one remittance.
I
It is thus seen that any of our friends who
will take the trouble to get a new subscriber
at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will
get his own paper ·for $1; by gettmg three
uew subscribers be will not only get his own
free, but will hav fifty cents left to pay cost of
money order; by getting four new subscribers
he will hav nis own free and gain $2.
This makes THE TRUTH. SEEKER, with its
sixtee• large pages, cheaper than any other
Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by
so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share with them the
advantages of the club rates.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton :Plaoe0 New York OitJ.

A BOY was sent out to milk the cow, and after be
bad been gone something over two hours his father
started out to look him up. He found him sitting
patiently on a three-legged stool in .the corner of a
ten-acre lot. "What the mischief qre you sltllllg
there for?" demanded the lrato father. "Why
don't you do -your work and get back to the house?"
•· Becaube," answered the boy, "the teacher said
to-day that all things comes to him who waits, and
I am waiting for the cow."
DOCTOR: "Hav you got the better of the ague
yet?" Patient: "No, sor. Me and me wire Is as
bud as lver, sor." Doctor:" Did you get that whisky
and quinine I prescribed?'' Patient: "Yis, sor;
but It d ld no good at all, at all." DJctor: "That is
l!trange 1 You took It according to directions, I
suppose?" Patient: "Yis, sor; ye know a man and
his wHe are one.'' Doctor: "What bas that to do
wilh it?" Patient: u Weii, ye see, sor, bein' as we
are one fiesh, I tnk the whisky and gave Biddy the
quinine.''
SOMETIMES It does seem a.'s It this old world had
siljJ!Jell an eccentrlc,and was only working one side.
Ttle wicked man fiourlsbes like a green bay-tree,
while his honest neighbor gets whl).!-sawed at every
deal. The doctor pre~cribes quinine for your chills,
anll the druggist puts -you uv something worthless
and cheap fur $2 an ouuce. There are fifty-three
author~ of" .Beautiful Snuw,'' and not one tor the
"Bread Winners." In Plllladelphla one ma.'?ufactory makes nothing but century-old "grandfather's clocks," and furnishes ).!edlgrees for the
same to the purchaser, until to own a t .. ll, antique
clock is proof posltiv that -your family began only
with your father. In Ouicago they make· violins
that look one hundred years older than the most
genuln Stradivarius, four weeks after they are
made, so that now an ancient, honest-looking,
decrepit violin Is prima facia evidence of a glaring
and outrageous fraud. There is milk In the water
ot commerce, and sugar In the sand the grocer sells.
We hav rigors where we used to ba.v chills. "Old
Subscriber" iR really a man who borrows the paper
from a neighbor, or reads the copy pasted up on
·the bulletin board.' "Constant Reader" never
read anything In all his ll!e save the pictures 011 a
circus poster, and "Taxpayer" Is the signature of
a tramp. A struggling genius writes a poem with a
soul of fire that llvs forever and a day, a11d dies in
tears, lonellnees, and pov,erty, In a hall bed-room,
fifth fioor, back. The qu~n writes a book that no
living man outside the ·Guelph family and the
proor-reader. could be hl~ed. to .read, and has pie
three times a day, owns four dogs, and has India
shawls to glv to the fiood sufferers. So It Is. Man
goeth to the skating-rink wltll joy In his heart, and
mirth on his li).!S, aud he cometh away with his back
so full of pine slivers that the porcuplnesayeth unto
him, "Tnou art my brother," and the bedgebo~
crl~th after him, "Behold my father and mother.''
When December is here with a select assortment of.
cbllblulns and frost biLes, we cry, "Would to heaven
It were July.'' And wtlen July has come, straightway we are sunstruck. There are three thousand
known, classified, and described species of fish.
And yet a man can l13h In good water all da-y long
and never one solitary sveclmen of the smallest
kllld, and brlngetll with him only a two weeks'
ration of malarial fe-ver. Tllls also Is vanity,
I never took. a girl to ell urch
Tile longest way back home to plan,
But what sue left me In the lurch,
And walked back with another man.
Garfield was shot to death In the prl me of a good
and useful life. Lincoln ·was taken away just when
tbe countrY least c"Onld spare him. De Long laid
down hlR life for science ere Jet his sun ba<;l reached
Its merldlan, While a man who ca.u write forty-nine
chapters or the Bible on one side or a. postal card
will probably llv to the age.of93. Thtsdoe.ell't eee111
rliht.
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and -allow them to act as they please. During
the last century a more rapid and more curious
system was in force. 'Vhen the women arrived they, with the men, were drawn up in
THmTY-srx members of the Idttho legislature
linea facing each other. The name of a man are Mormons.
was called, and then the name of a woman,
BuFFALo, N. Y., has labor troubles, and a
and when the list had been called over the
threatened riot among 'longshoremen.
couples thus paired were at once married.
IT looks now somewhat as though Blaine
A DISPATCH from St. Petersburg says that the
Novoe Vremya warns Russian mothers of a new would get the Republican nomination for presreligious sect which has given several proofs ident.
of its existence. In Rostov, on the Dov, an
THE ocean steamer State of Fiorida, with !I
officer engaged a middle-aged nurse for his crew of 80 and 85 passengQrs, is reported lost
three-year-old son. She was very attentivand at sell.
seemed fond of the child, but after two months
LAsT year there were 1,517 murders in the
she suddenly left the situation and the town.
executions, and 118
The child began to ail the very next day, lost United States, 93 legal
men
were
lynched.
its memory, and suffered from continual
drowsiJiess. A week later it died without hav·
THE Massachusetts Democrats hav elected
ing been really ill. The corpse was placed in Gen. B. F. Butler delegate to the Chicago pres·
the coffin, when a young J ewess burst into the idential convention.
house, threw herself upon the dead child, and
A GALE on Lake Champlain, Vt., on the
crying bittAriy said, "The same woman poinight of the 2d inst., did $100,000 damage to
soned my child. She was my nurse before,
docks and shipping.
and now she has murdered your poor boy!"
The woman -spoke the truth. It has been
THE liquor dertlers paid into the treasury of
found that in Rostov there is a society of child this city during the year ending April 30, 1884,
Chicago as the wicked city after this.
OUR Puritan a:acestors served the Lord as if murderers, who poison children by means of the sum of $616,650.
Two young men from New York hav started
AT a recent performance of "Faust," in an the devil helped them, remarks the Winsted narcotics. They are instigated to do so by a
fanatical woman, who says, "It is every wo- for San Francisco on bicycles. '£hey expect
English town, when the time came for the (Conn.) Press. They fined people for killing
man's duty to spare the evils of life to as many to get there in about seventy days.
orthodox descent of Mephisto into the lower any game E;~xcept an Indian, and banished the
children as possible, and to make them share
regions, the apparatus would not work, and peaceful Quakers, first having stolen their
JoHN DALY, James Egan, and Wm. McDonin the bliss of heaven before the earth has conMephisto stuck just his head and shoulders horses. But they allow.ed no profane swearing
nell, dynamiters, are on trial at Birmingham,
taminated their souls."
or
smoking
of
tobacco
within
a
mile
of
any
visible above the stage. "Thank God," cried
England, charged with treason-felony.
habitation. The Boston public library has
THE persecution to which Mrs. Parnell, the
a Christian spectator, "hell's full."
TnE Thetis, the flagship of the Greely relief
just received, among other valuable papers, a mother of the Irish agitator, has been subTHE Bombay Guardian, a religious paper, recently discovered proclamation by Lieut. jected, says the Boston Herald, would seem to expedition, sailed for the Arctic Ocean on the
:referring to the sunset afterglow, which has Gov. Wm. Stoughton, the council, and the as- indicate that the disposition to injure in a 1st inst. The supply ship Alert follows on tha
:recently been again observed in Bombay, says: sembly, issued in May, 1696, in which head- lawless and secret manner was by no means lOth.
·«We will not venture to predict that this may money was offered for dead Indians, and fifty confined to one side in this Irish controWILLIAM As•roR's new yacht, the largest
··be by way of preparation for the final con- pounds for every Indian man, and half that versy. It is evident that the only cause for pleasure vessel afloat, was \annched on Satur·. flagration, but one thing it is safe to say, sum for any Indian woman, or child under such molestations would be the relationship day last. She is 232 feet long, 30 feet wide,
:namely, that it is well for every one to be four~een, brought in prisoner. A premium which exists between Mrs. Parnell and her and 20 feet deep.
·.ready."
was offered for scalps, "the scalps of all In- son, and it is to spite the latter, rather than
A MAN in Canajoharie, N.Y., has invented a
IT is stated that Osman Digma has sent a dians slain to be produced and delivered to the former, that she has been made the vic- clock that will run six months with one windJmcssage to King John, of·Abyssinia, through the commissioner for war, as the law in that tim of numerous annoyances. In fact, ex- ing. He is now turning his attention to one
perience would seem to prove that it is not that will go for a year.
:friendly sheiks, threatening an attack on case provides and the benefit of plunder."
only the ignorant and the vicious who are
.Abyssinia unless the Christians of that country
Woods and Forests (English) says: "Any perRICHARD PnocToR, the astronomer, is coming
disposed to thrust the law to one side when
\become Mussulmans. History repeats itself,
son, however ill-informed, might easily get the
to
America to take up his residence. He will
their
interests
are
served
by
so
doing.
The
:and Mohammedan Osman Digma is doing now
exact hight of a tree when the sun shines, or
mob in Cincinnati was supposed to number liv in St. Joseph, Mo., where he has bought
•only what Christian Constantine did fifteen
during bright moonlight, by marking two lines
in its midst a great many respectable people, land and is building. So say reports.
)hundred years ago.
on the ground, three feet apart, and then
and it is notorious that insurance companies
FITZGERALD, an Irishman, of Long Island
AT a revival in Louisville a short time ago placing in the ground on the line nearest to the invariably charge for insuring distilleries
1fhe class-leader urged those who were present sun a stick that shall stand exactly three feet against fire nearly twice as much as the in- City, N. Y., won the last six days' walking
:to get up and tell what the Lord had done for out of the soil. When the end of the shadow herent risks of the business are worth, for match, making rno miles, and beating the rec1them. A tall, matter-of-fact specimen of the of the stick exactly touches the furthest line, it has been found that men who are anxious ord by ten miles. Rowell walked G02 miles.
;granger arose, and in a loud, earnest voice, then also the shadow of the tree will be exactly to break up the trafic in intoxicating liquors
Two members of a gang of robbers and mur·
:said: "He ain't done nuthin' for me, and rm in length the same measurement as its hight. are often sufficiently fanatical to secretly set derers that infest Lincoln and Boone counties,
:about tuckered out. The fact is, I'm a stranger, Of course, in such a case, the sun will be at an fire to distilleries, and are upheld in such Va., were lynched last week by a mob. The
exact angle of 45 degrees. Measurements of wrong-doing by a distorted public opinion.
lynchers were considerate enough to call in a
:and need help right off."
this character could be best effected in the
minister to pray before the final drop.
THE Sun is authority for the statement that summer, when the sun-is powerful, has reached
REv. M!NoT J. SAVAGE, in a recent sermon,
the Rev. Olara M. Bisbee has started a Free to a good hight in the heavens, and when the treated the question of divorce with great freeAT the Methodist Conference in Philadelphia
Church in Boston on the basis of " ethic-al trees are clothed with living green so as to cast dom, but in a manner which showed that the last Saturday the motion was made to appoint
culture." There will be in the service no pe- a dense shadow. To many to whom this idea historical and legal aspects of the problem had a committee on marriage and divorce. This
tition to deity in the hope that human suppli- may not hav occurred, it might be made an- been closely studied by him. He demon- was to deal also with the Mormon question.
cation may reverse the irrevocable decrees of
nually a matter of interest thus on warm sum- strated that severe laws, civil or ecclesiastical, The matter was referred to the committee on
nature, but "unworded music shall express
mer days to take the hight of prominent trees, concerning marriage and divorce had not the state of the church.
our common confidence in thnt power which
RRUPl', the cannon ma1wr, is now constructaad so to compare growth from year to year." raised the moral standard of communities, nor
makes for righteousness."
even prevented that standard from being ing ten guns weighing 121 tons each for the
A cARGO of human freight left France the lowered. From this to the position that the Italian government, to be used for coast de·
A siCK man, lying on his death-bed, expressed
a wish to see General Booth and his son be- other day. Each year one of the general in- increase of divorces in Massachusetts, and fense. They will cost about $17G,OOO each,
fore his death. Accordingly they were sent spectors of prisons visits the six central peni- throughout New Eugland, is no indication of and will send a projectil weighing considerably
for, and promptly arrived at the sick man's tentiaries where women convicts are serving a growth of immorality was but a step. This more than a ton through any armor which a
bedside. On seeing them the sick man re- their time to ask for volunteers to go to New increase, he held, was but the public or legal ship can carry and float in an ordinary sea.
•quested the general to stand on one side and Caledonia as wives for convicts serving out expression of a kind of evil condition, the like
REPORTS say that the Occur d' Alene mining
llis son on the other, and then said, "I can sentences in that penal colony. Fifty women of which has existed for a hundred years. camp is being deserted. The place became
who
answered
this
appeal
were
shipped
the
The
house
reported
to
be
broken
up
by
divorce
:now die happy and like Jesus Christ."
other day from Bordeaux, and when they ar- may hav been broken up twenty years before crowded· witn adventurers, gam biers, and desTHE Paris Communists hav decided to put rive at New Caledonia they will be divided be- the divorce took place. The still bolder peradoes. It has been discovered that some of
-up to competition the monument to be erected tween the two religious establishments, one at ground was taken that in those cases where the mines were "salted" by swindlers with
"to the memory of the Federals who were exe- Noumea, and the other at Bourail. The con- only legal bonds held husband lmd wife to- quartz and dust from San Francisco, and the
cuted and buried in the cemetery of Pere La victs of the first class-that is, those who hav gether, there was nothing but the sham and people who went to Idaho with the expectation
Chaise during the Commune. The Prefect of distinguished themselvs by good conduct, and mockery of marriage, and the law should set of making their fortunes are very anxious to
the Seine refused to allow the monumeut to be who are accordingly to be rewarded by land them free. Divorces, or the desire for them, getaway.
placed in Pere La Chaise, but the municipal grants-are informed of the arrival of the wo- will be less frequent as men and women adGREAT forest fires hav visited the Catskill
tlottncil plTopose to erect it in another part of men. Those who are unmarried, or who are vance in intelligence, education, and self- mountains in this state; also portions of New
Paris.
widowers and desire to get married, go to Nou_ control. The loose construction, the confu- Jersey and Pennsylvania. The conjunction of
OLIVE LoGAN writes that Mrs. Victoria Wood- mea or to Bourail, where they are allowed to sion, the illogical form, and the disagree- smoke and dust in this city on the evening of
hull is married to John Biddulph Martin, a make their choice among the women. Of course ment of the laws in the several states con- the 2d turned the atmosphere a greenish hue.
rich London banker, "and any fine day you they are not forced to make a choice, nor are cerning marriage and divorce were denounced '£he sun went down blood-red, and the half
can see the pleased and amiable face of the the women forced to marry if the men who se- by the preacher as disgraceful to our civiliza- moon came up the same color. Hem arks about
now Mrs. Martin side by side with -that of her lect them do not please them. The authorities tion, and as the real causes of many of the thG day of judgment were indulged in by the
faithful sister, Tennie C. Claftin, as they sit introduce the men and women to each other, frauds practiced by persons without principle. superstitions.

together in their comfortable carriage and roll
toward their splendid residence in Courtfield
Gardens over the smooth avenues of lovely
THE best reporter in Kansas City is a woman, Hyde Park."
Mrs. Rees. She is connected with the Journal,
FRoM experiments made upon the pulse and
and speaks fou~ languages.
temperature as affected by smoking, it has
A PHILOSOPHER says it shocks him to hear been found that the rate of both has been inpeople laugh aloud, the act is sd purely phys- creased. Let the average temperature of nonical and such a survival of barbarism. The smokers be represented by 1,000, then that of
moderate smokers would be 1,008, and while
philosopher is evidently a Bostonian.
the heart among the -former class was making
IN Buffalo there is a Woman's Union to ad- 1,000 beats, in the latter there would be 1,180
vance the interests of the sex in general. There in the same space of time. This quickening of
.are classes for instruction, in which women the action of the heart is considered a dangermay learn penmanship, typewriting, and book- ous sympton.
lkeeping.
A CORRESPONDENT of a _labor paper says the
AN umbrella carried over a woman, the man workiagmen want by constitutional means _to
rgetting nothing but the drippings of the rain, limit land ownership, to fasten income taxa:signifies courtship. When the man has the tion on the cot ntry, to control and own gov'Umbrella and the woman the drippings it in- ernment railro~ ds and telegraphs, to establish
oi?-cates marriage.
industrial schools and abolish the aristocratic
MARITAL happiness appears to be on the de- West Point and Annapolis academies, to reduce
<Cl'ease in New England. On one day Judge labor hours, to pro'!J_ibit all paper money but
Allen, in the supreme court at Springfield, that made by the government, to bring down
Mass., granted fourteen divorces, and refused government expenses-yes, perhaps even to
!four. There will be no need of pointing to wipe out the Senate and Supreme Court I

Jlolts and 9Jlippings.

Jltws of! tltt fJittlt.
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' arctic explorers that it might be possible, by sailing the various parts of that ocean are attracted. The
through Behring's Straits, to trace out a connection whole of an ocean ·cannot be raised at. once by the
between the arctic seas on that side and the regions moon; but if one part is attracted more than another,
reached by Parry. Accordingly, McClure, in 1850, a wave is formed. That this may happen, the ocean
The Secret of the North Pole.
sailed in the Investigator, and passing eastward, after must be one of wide extent. In the vast seas which·
There are three principal directions in which ex- traversing Behring's Straits, reached Baring's Land, surround the Southern P~le there is room for an implorers hav attempted to approach the North Pole. and eventually identified this land as a portion of mensely powerful " drag," so to speak; for always
The first is by way of the sea which lies between Bank's Land, seen by Parry to the southward of Mel- there will be one part of these seas· much nearer to
Greenland and Spitzbergen. We inclu.de under this ville Island.
the moon than the rest, and so there will be an aphead Sir Edward Parry's attempt to reach the pole
It will thus be seen that the unexplored parts of preciable difference of pull upon that part.
by crossing the ice-fields which lie to the north of the arctic regions are limited in this direction by
The reader will now see why we hav been so careSpitzbergen. The second is that by way of the straits sufficiently high latitudes.
ful to ascertain the limits of the supposed north-polar
which lie to the west of Greenland. The third is that
Turn we next to the explorations which Russian ocean in which according to. Captain Maury, tidal
pursued by Russian explorers who hav attempted to voyagers hav made to the northward of Siberia. It wave; are gener~ted. To accord with his views, this
cross the frozen seas which surround the northern must be noticed, in the first place, that the coast of ocean must be surrounded on all sides by impassable
shores of Siberia.
Siberia runs much farther northward than that of the barriers either of land or ice. These barriers, then,
In considering the limits of the unknown north- American continent. So that on this side, indepen- must lie to the northward of the regions yet explored,
polar regions, we shall also hav to take into account dently of sea explorations, the unknown arctic regions for there is open sea communicating with the Pacific
the voyages which hav been made around the north- are limited within very high latitudes. But attempts all round the north of Asia and America. It only reern shores of the American continent in the search hav been made to push much farther north from quires a moment's inspection of a terrestrial globe to
for a "northwestern passage." The explorers who these shores. In every case, however, the voyagers see how small a space is thus left for Captain Maury's
set out upon this search found themselvs gradually hav found that the ice-fields, over which they hoped landlocked ocean. We hav purposely left o-ut of co:.;tforced to seek higher and higher latitudes if they to make their way, hav become gradually less and sideration, as yet, the advances made by the arctic
would find a way round the complicated barriers pre- less firm, until at length no doubt could remain that voyagers in the direction of the sea which lies besented by the ice-bound straits and islands which lie there lay an open sea beyond them. How far that tween Greenland and Spitzbergen. We shall presto the north of the American continent. And it may sea may extend is a part of the secret of the North ently see that on this side the imaginary land-locked
be noticed in passing, as a. remarkable and unforeseen Pole; but we may assume that it is no narrow sea, ocean must be more limited than toward the shores
circumstance, that the farther north the voyagers since otherwise there can be little doubt that the ice- of Asia or America. As it is, however, it remains
went the less severe was the cold they had to encoun- fields which surround the shores of Northern Siberia clear that, if there were any oceau communicating
ter. We shall see that this circumstance has an im- would extend unbroken to the father shores of what with the spot reached by Dr. Kane, but separated
portant bearing on the considerations we shall pres- we should thus hav to reeognize as a strait. The from all communication-by open water-either with
ently hav to deal with.
thinning off of these ice-fields, observed by Baron the .Atlantic or with the Pacific, that ocean would be
One other circumstance respecting the search for Wrangel and his companions, affords, indeed, most so limited in extent that the moon's attraction could
the northwest passage, though not connected very remarkable and significant testimony respecting the exert no more effectiv influence upon its waters than
closely with our subject, is so singular and so little nature of the sea which lies beyond. This we shall upon the waters of the Mediterranean-where, as we
known that we feel tempted to make mention of it at presently hav to exhibit more at length; in the mean- know, no tides are generated. This, then, would be
this point. The notion with which the seekers after time we need only remark that scarcely any doubt a tideless ocean, and we must look elsewhere for an
a northwest passage set out was simply this, that the can exist that the sea thus discovered extends north- explanation of the tidal waves seen by Dr. Kane.
easiest way of reaching China and the East Indies was ward to at least the eightieth parallel of latitude.
We thus seem to hav prima facie evidence that the
to pursue a course resembling as nearly as possible
We may say, then, that from Wellington Channel sea reached by Kane communicates either with the
that on which Columbus had set out-if only it should northward of the American continent, right round Pacific or with the Atlantic, or-which is the most
appear that no impassible barriers rendered such a toward the west, up to the neighborhood of Spitz probable view-with both those oceans. When we
course impracticable. They quickly found that the bergen, very little doubt existe as to the general consiiler the voyagt>s which hav been made toward
American continents present an unbroken line of characteristics of arctic regions, save only as respects the North Pole along the northerly prolongation of
land from high northern latitudes far away toward hose unexplored parts which lie within ten or twelve the Atlantic ocean, we find very strong evidence in
the antarctic seas. But it is a circumstance worth degrees of the North Pole. The reader will see favor of the view that there is o.pen water communinoticing, that if the American continents had no ex- presently why we are so careful to exhibit the limited cation in this direction, not only with the spot
istence, the direct westerly course- pursued by Colum- extent of the unexplored arctic regions in this direc- reached by Kane, but with a region very much
bus was not only not the nearest way to the East tion. The guess we shall form as to the true nature nearer to the N ort.h Pole.
Indian Archipelago, but was one of the longest routes of the north-polar secret will depend almost entirely
So far back as 1607, Hudson had penetrated within
which could possibly hav been selected. Surprising on this consideration.
8 1-2o (or about six hundred miles) of the North
as it may seem at first sight, a voyager from Spain
We turn now to those two paths along which arctic Pole on this route. When we consider the clumsy
for China and the East lndes ought, if he sought the exploration, properly so termed, has been most sue- build and the poor sailing qualities of the ships of
absolutely shortest path, to set out on an almost direct cessfully pursued.
.
Hudson's day, we cannot but fetl that so successful
northerly route! He would pass close by Ireland and
It is chiefly to the expeditions of Drs. Kane and a journey marks this route as one of the most promisIceland, and so near the North Pole, and onward into .Hays that we owe the important knowledge we hav ing ever tried. Hudson was not turned back by imthe Pacific. This is what is called the great-circle respecting the northerly portions of the straits which passable barriers of land or ice, but by the serious
route; and if it were only a praeticable one, would lie to the west of Greenland. Each of these ex- dangers to which the floating masses of ice and the
shorten the course to China by many hundreds of plorers succeeded in reaching the shores of an open gradually thickening ice-fields exposed his weak and
miles.
sea lying to the north-east of Kennedy Channel, the ill-manned vessel. Since his time, others hav sailed
Let us return, however, to the consideration of the extreme northerly limit of those straits. Hayes, who upon the same track, and hitherto with no better
information which arctic voyagers hav brought us had accompanied Kane in the voyage of 1854-55, sue- success.
concerning the north-polar regions.
ceeded in reaching a somewhat higher latitude in
We come now to the most conclusiv evidence yet
The most laborious rese:trches in arctic seas. are sledges drawn by Esquimaux dogs. But both ex- afforded of the extension of the Atlantic ocean tothose which hav been carried out by the searchers peditions agree in showing that the shores of Green- ward the immediate neighborhood of the North Pole.
after a northwest passage. We will therefore first 1!!-nd trend off suddenly toward the east at a point Singularly enough this evidence is associated not
consider the limits of the unknown region in this di- within some nine degrees of the North Pole. On with a sea voyage nor with a voyage across ice to the
rection. Afterward we can exa.min the results of those the other hand, the prolongation of the opposit shore borders of some northern sea, but· with a. journey
voyages which hav been undertaken with the ex- of Kennedy Channel was found to extend northward during which the voyagers were throughout surpress purpose of reaching the N art~ Pole along the as far as the eye could reach. Within the angle rounded as far as the eye could reach by apparently
three principal routes already mentwned.
thus formed there was an open sea "rolling," says fixed ice fields.
If we examin a map of North America constructed Captain Maury, "with the swell of a boundless
In 1827 Sir Edward Parry was commissioned by
in recent times, we shall find that between Greenland ocean."
the English government to attempt to reach the
But a circumstance was noticed respecting this sea North Pole. A large reward was promised in case
and Canada an immensll extent of coast line has been
chartered. A vast archipelago covers this part of the which was very significant. The tides ebbed and he succeeded or evAn if he could get within five denorthern world. Or, if the strangely complicated flowed in it. Only one fact we know of-a fact to be gress of the North Pole. The plan which he adopted
coast lines which hav been laid down really belong presently discussed-throws so much light on the seAmed promising. Starting from a port in Spitzto but a small number of islands, the figures of these question we are considering as this circumstance bergen, he proposed to travel as far northward as
must be of the most fantastic kind. Toward the does. Let us consider a little whence these tidal possible in sea boats, and then landing upon the ice,
northwest however, we find several islands whose waves can hav come.
to prosecute his voyage by means of sledges. Few
outlines h~v been•entirely ascertained. Thus we hav
The narrow straits between Greenland on the one narrativs of arctic travel are more interesting than
in succession North Devon Island, Melville Island, side, and EllesmerA Land and Grinnell Land on the that which Parry has left of this famous "boat-andThe voyagers were terribly
and Port Patrick Island, all lying north of the seventy- other, are completely ice-bound. We cannot suppose sledge" expedition.
fifth parallel of latitude. But we are not to suppose that the tidal wave could hav found its way beneath harassed by the difficulties of the way; and after a
that tLese islands limit the extent of our seamen's such a barrier as this. " I apprehend," says Captain time, that most trying of all arctic experiences, the
researches in this direction. Far to the northward Maury, "that th.e tidal wave from the Atlantic can bitterly cold wind which comes from out the dreadof Wellington Channel, Captain de Haven saw, in no more pass under this icy barrier, to be propagated ful north, was· added to their trials. Yet still they
1852, the signs of an open sea-in .other words, he in the seas beyond, than the vibrations of a musical plodded steadily onward, tracking their way over
saw beyond the ice-fields, what arctic seamen call a string can pass with its notes a fret on which the hundreds of miles of ice with the confident expecta"w~ter sky.'' In 1855 Capta~n Penny sailed upon musician pas placed his finger."
tion of at least attaining to the eighty-fifth parallel,
Are we to suppose, then, that the tidal waves were if not to the Pole itself.
,
this open sea; but how far It extends toward the
formed in the very sea in which they were seen by
But a most grievous disappointment was in store
North Pole has not yet been ascertained.
It must not be forgotten that the north-west pas- Kane and Hayes? This is Captain Maury's opinion. for them. Parry began to notice that the astronomsage has been shown to be a reality, by means of voy- " These tides,'' says he, "must hav been born in that ical observation by which in favorable weather he
ages from the Pacific as well as from the Atlantic. cold sea, having their cradle about the North Pole." estimated the amount of their northerly progress,
No arctic voyager has yet succeeded in passing from
But if we carefully consider the theory 0f the tides showed a want of correspondence with the actual
one ocean to the other. Nor is it likely now that any this opinion seems inadmissible. Every consideration rate at which they were traveling. At first he could
voyager will pursue his way along a path so beset by on which that theory is founded is opposed to the as- hardly believe that their was not some mistake; but
dangers as that which is called the northwest passage. sumption that the moon could by any possibility raise at lengtb the unpleasing conviction was forced upon
Long before the problem had been solved, it had be- tides in an arctic basin of limited extent. It would him that the whole ice-field over which he and his
come well known that no profit could be expected to be out of place to examin at length the principle on companions had been toiling so painfully was setting
accrue to trade from the discovery of a passage along which the formation of tides depends. It will be steadily southward before the wind. Each day the
the pl:'rilous straits and the ice-incumbered seas which sufficient for our purposes to remark that it is not to extent of this set became greater and greater, until
lie to the north of the American continent. But Sir the mere strength of the moon's "pull," upon the at length they were actually carried as fast toward
Edward Parry having traced out a passage as far as waters of any ocean that the tidal waves owes its I the south as they caul<). travel northward.
Melville Island, it seemed to the bold spirit of our origin, but to the difference of the forces by which I Parry deemed it useless to continue the struggle
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firm (~he negroes having been lodged and boarded by
THEREFROM RELATING soMEWHAT ·ro the fiim at an expense of about twenty-five cents per
LABOR EMANCIPATION. ·
head and day) a dividend of $500, or of $1.66 for
Should any one of my attentiv readers doubt, in every day a. negro had worked.
.
reading my story, whether it be true in all its details, . I had besides the negroes .some white free laborers
he will nevertheless admit that it may be true, and (Imm1grants) employed, paymg them. $1.00 for comthen there will be 110 need for further supporting its mon labor, !lnd $1.50 to $2.00 ~or sk~lled l.abor, but
reality. But not only will the reader admit the story's those, equal~ng on the average m their actwn to the
possible accuracy, but more than this, if he be a Free- :esults obtamed from sla~e labor, ear_ned about $1.25
thinker, he will experience a desire not only that the m the av~rage, from whiCh they p~d themselvs to
story rest 011 a basis of facts, but a desire to see these the boardmg-house keeper for lod~mg and board at
facts repeated often before he may die, and to see the krate of about 50 cents per workmg day, or $3.00 a
them become the rule gover:ning events within as few weiet ·th
d th t
b
tt d t 't
centuries of delay as practicable.
us appeare . a s1ave 1a or ne e
o Is
When Beauregard fired the first confederate shot o:ner, $16? per workmg day, a~d free labor ~ett~d
at the federal Fort Sumter, events found me at the 7o cents to It~ own~r, and the mam cause for this difhead of a charcoal-iron furnace in northeastern Ala- ference c.onsisted m the fact th~t sl.ave labo: was
bam a. We made stoves and pottery with our iron, counte~ m as a part of the capital mveste.d m the
and were doing a quiet, regular, and profitable busi- ~nterpnse, and free labor was not. The difference
ness, selling our product in Southern states and get- m the cost o.f sustenance ~~s caused not so much by
ting once in a while an order from machine shops for the free white laborer hvm~ better fed than the
pieces of castings too heavy for their cupolas. As we negro as by the fact that, buymg for about ?O negro
took the precaution, when about to cast such pieces households, I bad. the goods at .whol~sale priCes, and
of machinery, to keep out of our furnace the bog-ore ~ay hav u~ed a l~ttle better discretiOn, and rna.~ be
which we used to mix with our excellent red hemat.ite Judgment, m fe~dmg ~he negroes, t~an t~e boardmgwhen. casting pottery, we made a good record with master sbowedmsetti~g table forhis~hite boarde~s.
our heavy castings, and it was this good record which
Al~hough some anxiety was. expenenced once If
shaped events thereafter. But orders ceased coming a while, as when Gen. 0. M. Mitchell, of Ge~- Buell s
in. bills could 110 longer be collected after the seces- ~ederal army-corps, had captured Huntersville ea.;ly
si~n war had commenced.
m 186.2, and when Gen. Bragg was reported as fallmg
The establishment was owned by two men widely b~tc~ ~n the north . of us, and when Sherman was at
differing in their sympathiPs with regard to the na _ Men dian, we rema~ned unm~lested at the w~r~s. by
tional questions at issue, and the result was that the war. We (10ntmued castmg guns, and dividmg
operation was discontinued. The northern sympa- profits larger than those ?f the first year, ~~t whe~
thizer sold out to his southern partner and went back new contracts were made m 1864, the wo~d m gold
to Pennsylvania. My activity was cut short, and, had to be dropped ou~~ and the words, currency ?f
irresolute as to what new turn to giv to my career but tbe confederate states, t~ok the plac~. Sherman~
·
·
h
C
.
'
forces came close unto us m 1864, but It was not until
preparmg to leave t e waters of the oosa nver pos- G
H d · D
b
f ll'
b k b f
G
sibly for the far west, I received a telegram from the
en. oo , m ecem er, a mg . ac
e ore en.
remaining partner, now the sole owner. He had gone Thomas, sent a detachment to receiv~ what guns were
to Montgomery as a delegate. The telegram called ready, ~nd to warn us of the enem_y s approach, that
upon me to join my former employer, and when I had ~e realized our danger. We then d1scontmued operaentered my name at the counter of the Exchange twn, a~d then, not a day before, our ne~oesran away,
Hotel, my employer took hold of my arm, and leading- scattermg all over th~ cou;ntry. In Apnl, 1865, a deme to 9t secluded seat, burst forth: "Can we make tachment of Gen. Wilsons forc~s passed the. Coosa.
cannon?" and my answer Wa"l: "Certainly, if we get on a raft, and fired all the pre~nses; and! findmg out
pay enough for them." I t.hen had to make an esti- what _we had bee~ manufactunng, blew furn~ces and
mate 011 the investment further required for changing machme:ry up. w~th guarry-powder, of whiC~ th_ey
the establishment into a cannon foundry. When mv f~u~d a quantity, some of the negroes betra.ymg Its
estimate was handed in, Mr. G., now my employer hidHmg:place. t' d . t'
I
d d .
tti
Ime, 0 1succee he m ge fth
ng
once more, conf esse d not t o possess th e money nee d e d , th avmg
h th rer ue · m
t N
in fact, that in paying off his former partner he had
rotug
teh meslm o ~": r eans, 1~ edre onThe o t e
h
t d 11 h'
d
B t th
t d
par ners- e so e remammg one- Ive .
e wo
exh aus et a· fIS rea y means.
u f ed next d ay, oth ers h a d JOIDe
· · d th e con fe d erat e army, an d h a d -pru'd
·
f th
1
w en re urnmg rom a sesswn o
e con e era e e e- f th ·
· t'
f t t · ht
U ·
· ht d
gates, he introduced me to two of his friends, who, or 61r con~Ic _wn o s a e ~Ig vs. mon rig , an
he said, had made up their minds to join him in the o~ the s~perwrtty of t~e white race above the negro,
new enterprise, they wanting me to draw up papers With theu blood and hves.
for them. And then they stated the conditions on
I found that the remaining partner had entered,
which they had agreed. The furnace property as it with his two now defunct partners, into an additional
stood, with the iron-ore quarries and a piece of land agreement, in case they should leave their lives on
at some distance, 011 whiCh we had sunk a shaft into the battle-field, by which the property had become
a vein of bituminous coal,· and a quarter section on exclusivly his own, but had also been encumbered in
the river, on which we had built cabins for the ne- favor of their heirs. All that was now left of it congroes, which, in our former operation, we had hired sisted in the real estate with ruins thereon, and in a
from slave-owners in the neighborhood, in fact, the large deposit in a Montgomery bank of" currency of
property of Mr. G., was to go into the partnership at the confederate states." The slaves, contributing
a valuation of $50,000 in gold; Mr. F., one of the one-third of the capital, had, by right of war, been
new partners, was to convey to the future firm fifty stlt free by the Emancipation act, and had availed
full-grown male negroes, those of them as had ac- themselvs of their liberty when we bad nothing more
knowledged wives on the date of the transfer to take ·for them to do. The works had been destroyed by
their wives along, the total number to be valued at Gen. Wilson's detachment. So nothing remained to
$50,000 in gold. Mr. H., the other of the new part- me but to settle my account, tell where the books of
ners, was to pay into the bank account of the· new firm the concern were hid den, and go my way West.
$50,000 in gold. But it was agreed, also, that the fuA dozen years had passed. I had come East and
ture firm should keep the works in repair, and pay collected a nice little capital for a mine, which I had
the taxes thereon; should furnish subsistence to the opened and sold when it had become worth more to
slaves, as it would furnish fuel for the boilers and en- my neighbors and Eastern corporations than it was
gins, all these expenses to be for joint account, each to me. Imagining that I deserved a rest., I conof the partners being interested in the firm, enter- eluded to once more go over the ground of my forprise, and property of the firm at the equal rate of mer activity. There were many faces I desired to
$50,000 each of them.
The papers were drawn up see once more, and I needed time for coming to a
carefully, and a lawyer h~tving approved of them, they conclusion as to what I should now drive at. I was
were properly signed and sealed, the owners to act conscious of my love of adventure, which the great
as an administrativ board, and to employ an executiv West had fostered only, but I also knew about some
officer, as which I had the honor of being employed. literary penchant in my blood, and between the two
I started for the works with a confederate government I could not decide as _yet. Thus the Morgan steamer
order in my pocket for 100 cast-iron guns of different brought me once more to New Orlean'3. I found the
ca\iber, to be cast hollow and be cooled, after being man who had been my employer twice in a filthy
cast, from their inside, and smooth- bored. The fifty looking office, doing cotton broker's business, much
slaves, all stout, strong fellows, with some good me- older and much poorer than I bad }mown him bechanics amongst them, were promptly delivered; the fore. He held his property in Alabama yet. Many
shops were enlarged and fitted up, and when, on June had been wanting to buy it from him, but nobody
8th, a sample gun-carriage had arrived from Cbatt.a- had bought it. So be had clung to it, paying taxes
nooga and a telegram told of the state of Tennessee on it, but owing the interest on the incumbrances.
having joined the confederacy, the confederate officer HE:J received me with open arms, and what he never
watching the manufacture of guns for the government had done when he was ncb and my employer he did
could fire the three first shots from three guns manu- now, invited me to his borne and introduced me to
factored in the confederacy. The hundred guns were his wife and daughters-ladies of refinement, but litcast, bored, and delivered, and new orders were re- tle reconciled as yet to their after-war situation. As
ceived and executed. All were paid for in gold, and thiFI would hav been the WI'ong place for reflecting
the three partners received rich dividends, amounting on former neglect, I accepted and passed some pleason first of July, 1862, to $25,000 for each of the part- ant hours with these Creoles of strong Southern inners.
stincts. It all resulted in Mr. G. accompanying me
ONE of the best ways to help along the cause uf
It thus appeared that Mr. F. received as the resu"lt on a trip to the Coosa river. We reached Center,
Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH REEKER. of 'about 300 working days for each of the working took saddle-horses, passed the river on a flat-boat,
'Trial ev.bacriptitms of threa.moptha for 50 cent~~.
Imale negroes he had contributed to the capital of the and rode toward the ruins. There was conside!·~bl~

There were certainly two chances in his favor. It
was possible that the north wind might cease to blow,
and it was also possible that the limit of the ice
might soon be reached, and that his boats might
travel easily northward upon the open seal beyond.
But he bad to consider the exhausted state of his
men, and the great additional danger to which they
were subjected by the movable nature of the icefields. If the ice should break up, or if heavy and
long-continued southerly winds should blow, they
might hav found it very difficult to regain their port
·of refuge in Spitzbergen before winter set in or their
:stores were exhausted. Besides, there were no signs
·of water in the direction they had been taking. The
·water-sky of artie regions can be recognized by the
·experienced seamen long before the open sea itself is
-visible: On ·every side, however, there were the
:signs of widely extended ice-fields. It seemed, thereJfore, hopeless to persevere, and Parry decided on returning with all possible speed to the haven of refuge
]prepared for the party in Spitzbergen.
The most remarkable feature of this expedition,
ihowever, is not the high latitude which the party attained, but the strange circumstance which led to
their discomfiture. What opinion are we to form of
an ocean at once wide and deep enough to float an
ice-field which must hav been thirty or forty thousand square miles in extent? Parry had traveled
upward of three hundred miles across the field, and
we may fairly suppose that he might hav traveled
forty or fifty miles farther without reaching open
water; llllso that the field extended fully fifty miles on
each side of Parry's'northerly track. That the whole
of so enormous a field should hav floated freely before the arctic winds is indeed an astonishing circumstance. On every side of this floating ice-island there
must hav been seas comparativly free from ice; and
could a stout ship hav forced I'ts way through th
.
ese
seas, the latitudes to which it could hav reached
would hav been far higher than those to which Parry's
party was able to attain. For a moment's consideration will show that the part of the great ice-field
where Parry was compelled to turn back must hav
been floating in far higher latitudes when he first set
out. He reckoned that he had lost more than a hundred miles through the squtherly motion of the icefield, and by this amount, of course, the point he
reached had been nearer the Pole. It is not assuming too much to say that a ship which could hav
forced its way round the great flo a tin~ ice-field would
certainly liav been able to get within four degrees of
the Pole. It seems to us highly probable that she
would even hav been able to sail upon open water to
and beyond the Pole itself.
And when we remember the direction in which
Dr. Kane saw an open sea-namely, toward the very
region where Parry's ice-ship had floated a quarter
of a century before-it seems reasonable to conclude
.that there is open-water communication between the
:seas which lie to the north of Spitzbergen and those
which lave the northwestern shores of Greenland.
If this be so, we at once obtain an explanation of the
tidal waves which Kane watched day after day in
1855. These had no doubt swept along the valley of
the Atlantic, and thence around the northern cuast.
of Greenland. It follows that, densely as the ice
may be packed at times in the seas by which Hud:son, Scoresby, and other captains, hav attempted to
reach the North Pole, the frozen masses must in reality be floating freely, and there must, therefore, exist channels through which an adventurous seaman
might manage to penetrate, tfle dangerous barriers
suri·ounding the polar ocean.
In such an expedition, chance unfortqnately plays
a large part. Whalers tell us that there is great uncertainty as to the winds which may blow during an
arctic summer. The icebergs may be crowded by
easterl_y winds upon the shores of Greenland, or by
westerly winds upon the shores of Spitzbergen, or,
lastly, the centra-l passage may be the most encumbered, through the effects of winds blowing now from
·the east and now from the west. Thus the arctic
voyager has not merely to take his chance as to the
route along which he shall adventure northward, but
often, after forcing his way successfully for a considerable distance, he finds the ice-fields suddenly closing in upon him on every side, and threatening to
crush his ship into fragments. The irresistible power
with which, under such circumstances, the masses of
ice bear down upon the stoutest ship has been evideuced again and again; though, fortunately, it not
unfrequently happens that some irregularity along
one side or the other of the closing channel serves
as a sort of natural dock, within which the vessel
may remain in comparativ safety until a change of
wind sets her free. Instances hav been known in
which a ship has had sonarrow an escape in this way,
and has been subjected to such an enormous pressure, that when the channel has opened out again,
the impress of the ship's side has been seen distinctly
marked upon the massiv blocks of ice which hav
pressed against her.-R. A. Proctor.
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of change all round. Many new block-houses were they represent, the same as we fifty hav organized
While the idler is free from work and care,
to be seen, and many spots which I had known cov- and estimated ourselvs singly by majority vote."
For the best of all shall go the drone.
ered with young timber and underbrush were now
I had, in formers years, read almost all the socialAnd the smith complains of the anvil's songunder cotta
th R'd'
1
t
Complains of the years he has wrought and pined·
n grow · . 1 mg a ong we me a negro, listie literature of Germany, France, and England,
For the priest and rulers are swift to wrong,
'
now a man of about thtrty-five. When he had looked had myself deeply felt that there was something
And the mills of God are slow to grind.
at us with an open mouth for a few seconds he rotten in the position of the laboring classes. There
jumped ri~ht into the air about five feet high-or was a practical solution-labor capital-entitled first
" But a clear, strong voice from over the sea
that m ch 1t I k d h d
·
h' k
t h'
Is piercing the murk of the moral night.
.
u
oo ~ - e rawmg ts nees up o ts as the money inyested in boiler and engin to fuelTime is, time was, and time Rhall be
chm before he ahghted on the ground again and a ~o sustenance while working_::_then to share in profThat John o' the smithy shall hav his right.
"Halla " proceeded from his lungs loud endugh to tts. Jf:very laborer-menial or mental-representing
And those who hav worn the miter and crown,
burst a foghorn. Well, he was one of our emancipated .a .capttal-value, owned by himself exclusivly, or
Who hav pressed him sore in body and soul,
negroes and fr
h'
1
d th t
t f th
1
·
Shall perish from earth when the grist is ground
,
om tm we earne
a mas o · em JOint y wtth those depending on him for sustenance·
And the mighty miller claims his toll."
'
had returned to their old neighborhood and were i~cre.ase in va~ue of ent~rprise during his working
now,. most of them, owning little cotton plantations, hfe-ttme or hts connectiOn being his accumulation
Mr. Hunn, taking the platform first, said that it
makmg a scanty living from their own crop as well as well as what he may save from dividends_-a glori- was out of the question to expect that capital would
as from working for others.
ous idea!
co-operate with labor. Labor had always been
We looked over the ruins, and when night apI requested the committee to Jet me hav three days ready and willing to take an interest in the business
proached, presented ourselvs at the door of a white for considering the matter. Then 1 asked for ten of its employer, but the employer had never offered
farmer, who in the past had done much hauling for days more. Mr. G. and I went to see the heirs of to share the profits with his employees. Whatever
the works. We were soon comfortably seated and his former partners. One sold out and the other labor .demanded it should take by political action.
with a well-furnished table before us. The ne~s of took the former interest in place of his claims. I Workmgmen cannot look to Christianity for aid beour coming had spread fast, and when next morning joined with some money, and then we made the con- cause the ministers are upheld and the churchs~ are
I looked out of my window at sunrise, the front fence ~r~ct with our friends the negroes. They hav been filled with the very men who seek to keep the prices
proved to be turned into a long bench by a crowd of Jomed by some white men, mechanics, to complete of labor down. There was an irrepressible conflict
well-built negroes, young and old, and two of them, the fifty, the white men being voluntarily valuated pro between labor and capital.
one a fine mulatto, who had been office-boy had :ata higher than any negro except the preacher, who
Mr. E. H. Heywood, who has come to New York
learned to read, write, and figure up to some e~tent, ts now bookkeeper. We others hold the· 0 ther two· for the purpose of abolishing death and taxes in this
now well-dressed and full-grown; the other, appar- thirds. No gang of laborers ever worked with municipality and elsewhere, was invited to the platently the .olde~t of .all those p~esent, who formerly greater emulation, never laborers were closer kept to form by Capt. Putnam. He said capital, being the
had run hts daily shtft at the bmlers and blast-engin, duty, than they do keep one another; nowhere loss result of labor, had no rights at all. "Interest is robapproached the house and expressed a desire to see and leakage is more closely prevented.
bery !" "Pay no rent,!" these words the English
me first, and then their former owner. The former
We make stones and pottery, make coke from coal government found stronger than dynamitt~. Mr.
office-boy, now a Methodist preacher, but more de- on our own land, and mix it with charcoal in the fur- Heywood thanked the club for the timely financial
sirous to work than to preach, as he stated, opened nace, and with a portion of bog ore run with our red aid it .had rendered him in his fight for the liberty of
the conversation on the subject, which apparently in- he~atite, our castings hav corners as sharp as printing. The Comstock laws were a menace to freetensely occupied their minds.
chtsels, and the bookkeeper, in answer to questions do~: The:y ne~?ed but ~he war~ " obscene " changed
As an office-boy he had learned and known about as to what the labor capital will be entitled to at the to mcendtary, as apphed to literature, to imprison.
the first arrangement between the three former own- end of the first full year's operations, has nothing to all labor and socialistic agitators.
ers and partners, and all the negroes who had now say, but a broad, bright smile spreads all over his
Mr. Cohen, the member fro!Il Jerusalem, seeing
come with them knew about it. Mr. F. on whose face. We hav a store which sells at little above cost that the lady speaker had begun the business, conplantation most of them had been born, h~d had one- and the laborers there hav credit for their suste~ sented .to quote scrip~~re also, which he proceeded
t~ir~ interest in the enterprise and property for fur- nance money, and if, as is seldom done, they ask for to do wtth great versatihty. He would call attention
mshmg fifty negroes to do the work, and they, the ~o~ey, they get it as a loan, payable out of their to the passage which condemned every man to eat
negroes, had had their board, and their master had dtvtdends at the :now approaching end of the year. his ~read in the sweat of his " brows." Any man, he
had $1.66 a day, or in some years more than that for So far I see no inconvenience resulting from the ar- admttted, who could earn a million dollars in the
every one of their day's work. Now, if we would rangement, but a great many advantages to all con- sweat of his brows was welcome to it. Mr. Cohen
start up the furnace again, and make pottery and cerned. One man died. A new comer took his r~curred to this text sev.er~l times, the. peculiarity of
stoves as heretofore, the time for cannon having gone place, agreeing to let the dead man's wife hav part hts accent and pronunmatwn convulsmg his hearers
by, fifty of them, though not all the identical fellows of his share for a certain time to come. Another ;vith laughter to a dangerous degree; and then, havbut when not the same, then as good ones as ther~ got on a drunk, and failed to put in an appearance. mg worked that passage for all it was worth he. came
were.in their places, would come and do the work A substitute was found by his fellows, and when this out with another: "Do unto others as tho'u wantst
and would take to begin with no more than they had had happened three times, the committee men an- others to do unto you." The effect of this new renfor themselvs heretofore, namely, twenty-five cents a nounced that by their covenant he had been ex- dering of the Golden Rule was cataclysmal. It apday, to keep them in grub, and then they would want pelled. for good, and a substitute had been put in. peared especially funny to the ladies, and they
one-third of all the net proceeds of the business di- There ts rather to much ore on hand broken in the laughed gleefully. Mr. Cohen's facilities for English
vided amongst the fifty, and they would keep good quarries, because the force we can send there get speech are hardly commensurate with his fecundity
order, and they had organized so that in case anv of ahead better now than ever they did twelve years of thought, but he is usually right.
the fellows would not work or behave well they would ago, and a second furnace is contemplated if the first
Professor Vaughan, of Virginia, accused several
get rid of him and put another one in his place, and year'~ resu~t will allow it and the labor capital will eminent persons of stealing his thunder and giving
though as a whole they would keep their title of contrtbute tts share to costs from dividends.
it to the people. As for himself, he was a martyr.
ownership, it would attach to the single ones only as
It is true that thus the original character of the If he were to go back to the pulpit, the genius of the
long as they would do their task, and they would do investment will partly be lost,, but as also new labor world would become a sycophant at his feet. The
as ordered in all cases, but select their own foreman capital may be added at a valuation regulated by the cause of misery in this world was the condition of
an~ would themselvs put an estimate on every one of laborers amongst themselvs, and in being properly woman. "So long," said he "as man is the bread-winthetr lot, so as to make the division amongst them- ac?o.unted for pro rata to the existing investment, the ner, woman is a slave." We should crucify capital
selvs according to merit. He then thus continued: ongmal arrangement will not be disturbed.
upon the cross of public contempt and odium.
"We all of us hav become disgusted at the hypocMoRAL.-Labor is capi~al, as money and property are.
A small gentleman who gave the name of Mars
risy and cowardice of the Northern states and governF. M. F. C.
reached the platform and announced that he was
mep.t, in gra~ting to us what they call emancipation,
not a member. Mr. Wakeman interrupted to say
whlle they wtthheld from us the most important and
The Liberal Club.
that that was just where the trouble began; none but
essential part of our emancipation-we mean the
The 338th regular meeting of the Manhattan Lib- members were allowed to speak, except· on invitation.
economical part of it. Ourformer masters owned us eral Club, held on the evening of the 2d inst, opened This had no e:ffP.ct oo Mr. Mars. He began his
and had the benefit o:f the capital we or our labor peacefully. Mr. vVakeman brought the assemblage speech. Mr. Wakeman said he must limit his rerepresented. When we became our own owners, we to order by rapping on the table with a little mallet marks to five minutes. Mr. Mars smiled grimly and
found that our value had disappeared. Our masters and called for the reading of the records. The ne,; proceeded, and Mr. Wakeman sat helplessly but sehad been robbed of it, but it was not left with us. ~ecreta~ read the minutes of the previous meeting renely do:wn. The small man said that when a perIt was sunk in the transaction. And when we in- m a vmce that showed a manifest inclination to sink son hears ideas expressed that call his soul up in him
quired, "Why
?" the sole answer we ever received into his boots. The chairman then invited attention it is hard to sit stilL He was a Christian Socialist,
80
was, that it made all the difference in the world to the valuable nature of the last two issues of THE and could not understand how anyone could fail to
whether a laborer was a slave and belonged to a TRUTH SEEKER-one containing Col. Ingersoll's lee- believe in Christ.
master who owned him. In that case labor was ture, and the other Mr. Andrews's reply to Herbert
Mr. Andrews said Mr. Heywood was on the right.
capital. and could be counted as such, and be ac- ~pen~er. He also called notice to Man, which is get- track. Capital had no rights. No rent should be
cepted as such, and share in dividends as such; but tmg mto deep water on the subject of Spiritualism. paid beyond the extent to which the property had
w_hen the laborer was a free man and belonged to Mrs. Elmina Slenker had taken an oar, and great deteriorated during the time it was occupied by the
htmself, and was owned by those only who as wife tr?u~le was apprehended before they got through tenant. As for dynamite, it was an important civil?'nd children depended on. him as their sole capital, wtth tt.
·
izing agent. It placed a new power in the hands of
m that case labor was capttal no longer, and the rich
Mrs. Imogene C. Fales, president of the Sociologic the people, and the rulers were learning to respect
people could not acknowledge such free labor as capi- Society, was introduced as the speaker of the even- it. The recent remark of Gladstone, that the trouble
tal entitled to interest in the enterprise, and to share ing. She is an engaging lady, apparently on the with the Irish would not ceasfl till England did Ireits profits;_ and why not? because free labor could desir~ble side of middle age. The lecture, the title land justice, showed this; as did also a late speech of
always be bought for mere sustenance, and therefore of whtch was "Co-operation and Progress," was read the Han. Abram Hewitt, which sounded as if it had
need not to be allowed any further compensation, from manuscript, and set forth that the condition of come from the Liberal Club itsel,f.
interest, or share in profits." And after a little pause, labor was most deplorable and pauperism· on the inMrs. Fales, in taking the floor to answer her critmy own astonishment not allowing me to find the crease. Meanwhile, wealth accumulated in the hands ics, upheld the rights of property. Interest was
right answer yet, he continued:
of the rich. Children who should be at school are right; rent was necessary; co-operation was imperobliged to labor in some places from fifteen to seven- ativ. She invited Mr. Wakeman to giv his opinion.
" wwe
e f ail
see or
that, worth
now wewhen
are t een hours per day for insignificant pay. Women The chairman said he was sorry to see six people giv
aretoworth
lessunderstand
than we were
free,
h t
were also degraded by being forced to work for in- themselvs away as the preceding speakers bad done.
81aves, or t a our emancipation should justly assign a. dequate. renumeration.
This state of things breeds Mrs. Fales's co-operation would not do. Cohen's
to . us a lower position in the economical order of tmmora1tty and crime. The cause of this disastrous Socialism was not good. Heywood's Individualism,
th mgs that
than ifwe
occupied
We a rather
believe
white
laborersheretofore.
do occupy such
lower c.on d't'
1 IOn of affairs, Mrs. Fales held, was competi- ditto. Mr. Vaughan would serve as a melancholy
position than we did, we should not be forced down twn; the remedy, co-operation between capital and example-a monument of what to avoid. The real
t th ·
b
la~o~ and a more general prevah3nce of the Christian scheme was unselfish devotion to the supreme man,
o etr. 1eve1, ut they also should be emancipated rehgwn. The lecture closed with a poem a part of humanity.
econ?mtcally! 80 as to represent the labur capital as which ran as follows:
'
.
At the next meP-ting 1\ir. Clinton Furbish will exwe dtd;
and tf so emanCipated,
theythe
would
soon
succeed
to organize
as to establish
relativ
values
" And the smiths shallliv on the coarsest fare
pose himself to annihilation by bringi,ng up the sub·
80
With the little that they may call their ow~,
ject of "Pantarchism in Po1itics."

,
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Comstockism Again.
A curious feature of the obscenity craze has recently developed. On the 19th of December last, a
young man named Muller was convicted before Judge
Brady in the New York Oyer and Terminer, of selling indecent pictures. The fact was that in, the
course of his business as a dealer in rare books and
art works, be sold photographs of pictures which
were e;xhibited in the Paris Salon, in which nude figures appeared. One of the jury, when reproached for
this infamous verdict, and told that the Paris Salon
was the highest tribunal in the art world, is said to
hav replied, ~"Vell, ve av saloons enough in New York
vere dey av such bicdures." He thought the Paris
Salon was something like the beer saloons in which
he had received his,art educa.tion, and he was willing
to display his own great purity of mind at Muller's
expense.
Shortly after this conviction, Judge Brady made a
violent effort to shirk his responsibility by writing a
letter to a New York paper in which he said substantially that the law was all wrong, and endeavored
to convey the idea that he was all right. The General Term of the Supreme Court subsequently distinguished themselvs by affirming this conviction and
it is now on appeal to the Court of Appeals.
On the 1st May, instant, the New York Herald presented to its readers pictures of nude figures copied
from those exhibited in the last Paris Salon. The
selling of these papers was precisely the same offense
for which Muller was convicted. It had been decided by the case of Muller that such pictures were
obscene, and the law is explicit and clear that he who
sells or exhibits such pictures shall be punished, and
therefore every newsdealer, stationer, or train boy who
sold one of the papers was precisely as guilty as
Muller, and in the same degree and to the same extent, and as liable to the punishment of the law.
Moreover, every' person who mailed one of these
papers was liable to be tried and convicted under
the United States laws before Comstock's judge in a
court where the obscenists boaiSt that they never lose
a case. Here is a vast field for blackmailing enterprise suddenly thrown open, and we wait with interest the attacks upon the quarter of a million people
who hav sold, exhibited, or mailed the New York
Herald of May 1st, 1884. Verily, great is the majesty
of the law.
E. W. C.

The Uselessness of· '" Christian Homes."
NOTHING BUT A MOCKERY AND AN EXCUSE FOR BEGGING.
From the Chicago Daily News.

At 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon a young woman
rang the bell at the Wollian's Christian Association,
1514 and 1516 Wabash avenue, anP, was admitted to
the presence of the matron, a pleasant-faced, sweetvoiced lady, with white hair, and black eyes shaded
with heavy black lashes.
"I am engaged," she said, without rising from the
little, orderly desk at which she was writing, "but if
you will be seated I will see you in a moment." The
wait gave the visitor a chance to look around the room,
which contained only ordinary furniture, but everything was scrupulously neat. There was a stand of
house plants in the window, a bed in one corner of
the room, and a basketful of freshly-laundried bouse
linen under the center table. The house was as quiet
as a deserted nunnery, but strongly flavored with
boiling cabbage.
"Now I am at your service. What did you wish?"
the matron finally said.
"Hav you any vacant rooms?"
"Not vacant rooms, but plenty of beds. We hav
to employ the doubling-up system, and there are several rooms in which a new boarder would not be objectionable.
.
" Prices range from $3.50 to $6 a week, according
to location.''
"Are there no accommodations for less?" was asked.
" That is the bottom figure.''
"I suppose the house is open to all classes of working women?"
"Well, yes; but I could not admit you till you hav
been approved by the committee of arrangements.
You will hav to produce references as to your Christian character, and show that you will be a reliable
boarder."
" Well, I cannot furnish any references. I am a
stranger in the city-came here in January, and do
not know one person in the state from whom I could
get a testimony of character. I left Davenport, Iowa,
to begin life for myself and took a position in a State
street wholesale jewelry house as assistant bookkeeper and assistant cashier. I had the misfortune
to incur the displeasure of the hea.d cashier, who used
his influence against me, and I was discharged without a moment's warning. Though I am conscious of
having done my work faithfully, I hav not asked for
a recommendation from the firm, but I bav always
been conceited enough to think that I had the appearance of a lady. However,.you may be of a different opinion, but as a woman I appeal to your womanly heart for consideration.''
"You hav friends in Davenport; why :aot write to
your former pastor for a letter ?"
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"I bad no pastor."
.
"Then you did not belong to the church? You
are not a Christian?"
"No," said the girl, "I never was a member of any
church, but that does not debar me from calling myself a Christian."
"Well, but we are all church-members in the house.
Everybody is obliged to attend some Protestant
church on Sunday, and to participate in morning and
evening prayers. If you are not a believer in Christ's
church I do not think it would be desirable to hav
you in the association, for you might express some
opinions derogatory to religion that would hav a very
bad influence on the other young ladies, and of course
it is our purpose to avoid any such evil."
With some reference to the luxuries of the freedom
of speech, the girl intimated that she would furnish
bonds to keep the peace in all controversial points,
and continued:" The woman with whom I hav been
boarding is going to break up house-keeping next
week and I must get some place to liv to-morrow.
As I told you, I am out of a situation and hav nobody
to help me and nothing to depend on but my own
exertions. May I come in your house on probation,
or until I can find safe accommodation ? I hav very
little money-not enough to pay a week's board-but
I will giv you my watch and chain as security."
"No, I could not accept you. You will hav to go
before the committee and be examined; we must take
precaution; I cannot tell whether you are reputable
or Il.Ot, and it is essential for the good of the boarders that your reputation be satisfactorily established.
The committee met yesterday; the ladies are not supposed to carry the business of the association to
their private homes, and I think you will not be able
to see them until next week. Come in on Tuesday at
2 o'clock and you can hav an audience," and the silver-haired matron bowed her friendless, homeless,
moneyless sister out into the big, strange city' with
its temptations and vices, the only avenues not
closed against her.

Sir William Thompson. Two hundred million, says
Haughton, and thousands of millions, say others.
But what do astronomical scientists say? According to their data, not more than eighteen million
years can be allowed for the contraction of our earth
from infinit space; and in the course of five million
years our sun will be reduced to half its present volume, whell. of course all life on this earth will hav
ceased. SeeNewcom b's" Popular Astronomy," 1879,
.
pp. 515-519.
The Laplace theory is a baseless assumption.
There is no proof that our sun is contracting. All
worlds are growing by meteoric accretion, and the
only source of internal heat is the pressure of gravity.
When our earth has grown to the size of Jupiter it
will be red-hot at the surface, like that planet; and
when it attains the size of our sun it will shine like
the sun. Our solar system has but one sun; others
hav two, and some probably more.
W. H. BuRR.
•

" Calling " Ministers.

On the subject of special calling to the ministry,
a writer in the Sunday Gaz<:Jtteer says: "There is
hardly a preacher living, who is bound up by the
creeds of men, whether he be educated (in books)
or uneducated-possessing learned ignorance, or
natural ignorance, but will claim that God has in
some mysterious way called him to 'go and preach
the gospel.' Since the death of thEl apostle John,
there is no account that God ever called any one
especially to the ministry. If he did, Ingersoll ought
to get up one more lecture and call it 'The Mistakes
of God.'
"About ninety-nine out of every hundred who are
trying to teach the people know about as much in
regard to the spirit of truth as a Hindoo priest does
of the pretended vision of old Mother White, the
witch 0f Battle Creek, Michigan.
.
"Among the great number who claim to hav been
called to preach, there is hardly two of them that hav
been called in the same way.
"I once knew a man back in old hoosierdom who
Musings by the Way.
claimed that he was called to preach in the following
Is God of nature a component part,
manner, which I will state in his own language, as I
Of things material the soul and heart?
received it from him. He said: 'Once upon a time,
Inherent in all nature doth he dwell,
As Pope's immortal lines so wisely tell?
while I was out hunting 'coons, all at once while
" All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
alone near Pattie's garden, I took my seat by the root
Whose body nature is, and God the soul."
of a large gum-tree, and while meditating upon my
Are nature's laws expressions of his power?
wickedness, all at once a light shone around me above
Does he dwell in the rock, or plant, or flower?
Is life the exhibition of his will?
the brightness of the sun, and I heard a voice callDoes he the life in plant and beast instil ?
ing unto me and saying: "Jefferson, Jefferson, where
Doth he dwell in the planets in their course,
art thou?" And I said, "Here am I, Lord, what wilt
Of this great universe the moving force,
thou hav me to do?" And the Lord said, "Go
·who dwells inherent in its every part,
" As full, as perfect, in a h~ir as heart?"
preach.'''
The only theory of God that can
"In Missouri I knew another man that was called
Convince the-mind and please the heart of man.
too. He was called on this wise: A mischievous felOn such a theme as this none can know aught;
low climbed up in a bushy tree near by where a
Tbe subject is too deep for human thought.
Our faculties their narrow limit reach
wicked man was plowing,'by the name of Joab - - ,
Before to us they aught of God can teach.
and called out to him-'Joab-a-dab, go preach my
Something we learn of nature and her laws,
gospel.' This he repeated the third time, when the
We cannot know of their inherent cause.
fellow unhitched his horse from the plow and went
Nor need we care. Our time we waste away
Investigating this. As well to say
to his house, and informed his wife that he was not
That God's the essence of material things,
going to whip her any more, and when she asked
Or say that each from its own nature springs.
him for an explanation, he said, 'I am called to
No mystery from the mind could be removed
preach.'
By having God's existence clearly proved.
The child who, told "God made all things," replied,
"In another neighborhood, same state, I knew
" And who made God?" had reason on his side.
another fellow that was called by his neighbor's
Too much the mind of man has dwelt on themes
donkey, which noise he mistook for an angel calling
On which his thoughts were superstitious dreams;
him ll~nd saying, 'Go preach, go preach, go preach.'
Too long for truth has put his trust in creeds,
In books deemed sacred, and miraculous deeds;
And 'go preach' he did.
Has turned away from nature and her laws
"I once knew a 'preacher woman' up in Iowa who
To fruitless speculations on their cause.
actually said God took two of her children because
'Tis time to learn this, and devote the mind
Hhe would not respond to the call, and to save the
To studying nature's laws their truth to find,
The only source of wisdom given to man
rest from the same fate, she at last consented to 'go
By which to understand creation's plan.
preach.'
Let man leave thing' he has no power to le11rn,
"It is said of the renowned Oaskey, of Texas, that
To those within his mental grasp to turn;
he once went to a certain place to preach, and as he
To know of God man seems to hav no need,
Still less of superstitious form and creed.
was going into the pulpit, he espied a dog which had
To cultivate his intellectual powers,
taken possession of it. Calling a halt, and in a forAnd rise to that high plain by birthright ours,
bidding manner looked down upon the animal, he
By reason governed to that high degree
said, 'You may be called to preach, too, but this is
Which sets the mind from superstition free,
And, leaving all that's mean, and vile, and base,
my appointment.'
Instructs, improves, and elevates his race;
"The time might hav been during the age of the
To study nature, and material things,
wooden moldboard, tin grate, and Jog school-house,
Great source from which all human duty springsfor a man to claim such nonsense, but n')t now. The
These should be man's more high and noble aims,
And nobler far than superstition claims.
world has outlived all such assertions.
His duties man has faculties to know,
"What the world is in need of just now is more
Nor needs a revelation them to show.
teachers
and less 'preachers;' more school-house (not
What duty to our fellow-man requires
sectarian manufacturing companies) and less' church'
Is shown by our own wishes, needs, desires.
Before our birth we know of no life here,
houses, and more truth and less humbug.
And here no signs of future life appear.
" This calling business has just about as much
If we liv here a life of real worth
sense in it as for a man or a woman to stand up beWe need not fear a life beyond the earth.
fore intelligent people (eighteen hundred years
Our business is with life on earth to-day,
And not with one beyond the mists away.
siL\Ce the death of Christ) and declare that they are
w. R. DYER. ' living witnesses for Jesus,' when the truth is, they
never saw him (unless they are near 2,000 years of
The Nebular Hypothesis False.
age), or any one else who ever did. If such people
It is amusing to me to read the speculations based are the light of the world, deliver me from the darkupon the Laplace hypothesis of cooling worlds. Un- ness. I wonder if any of these so-called preachers
doubtedly if the earth was once a ball of liquid fire, would actually go before a magistrate and make oath
it must hav cooled fastest at the poles; and possibly that they had been called by divine authority to
in that case life would hav be~un in the arctic circle preach. No, they will not do it. They don't believe
when the equatorial belt was too bot for any form of it themselvs. And if there should be such, then the
life. But how much time do scientists allow for life-~ authorities ought to take them into custody, and hav
history on our planet? Forty-eight million years, at a room provided for them in some benevolent inetileast, says Geologist Dana. A hundred million, says tution for lunatics,"
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vance. The rain poured while they plunged forward!
into deeper gulfs of the encircling forest. Suddenly
the black walls flashed with dazzling brightness, as
they broke into a narrow gully. It flared with
radiance, bursting and shimmering from a couple of
pine torches in the hands of Amy and BesRie, who
were suberbly mounted, and beside them swift steeds
impatiently pawed the ground.
"Mount and away," cried Amy; "I know the
road."
Instantly they mounted and daehed after the retreating figures of the mother and child, who could
ride as skilfully as any of them, and with the same
exultant freedom; for they sat upon their horses a la
Grace Greenwood, in manly fashion, and not with
awkward feminine graee. Instead of being on the
horse like a civilized woman, they were a part of the
horse like a civilized m:tn, and moved harmoniously
with its fiercest motion.
"So you can ride as well as sing and da'Qce," cried
Cupples as he dashed alongside these brilliant equestriennes.
"I have learned to do everything," said Amy.
"Why not?"
"Tliat isn't quite feminine is it? There are some
things a woman shouldn't know."
"Not if a man knows them. Woman should be as
universal as man in knowledge and capacity."
"I see you are quite independent, and can get
along without us."
"Indeed we can, and that's the glory of living for
a woman-to know what man knows, only know it a.
little better/'
"That's woman all over; she's bound to be ahead."
"Of course; because she has both reason and instinct. A we man guesses; a man can only reckon.
The clouds are breaking. See the light on the hills."
The morning indeed just touched with roses thedistant horizon. The stars glittered and grew faint.
in the advancing brilliancy, while a thousand j9wels
hung in the green dome beneath which the fugitivs'
swiftly passed. The rosy splendor increased, and!
the clouds that lingered about the orient sky in heavy
columns and fantastic fleecy lightness, sparkled with
multiplying hues that seemed fresh born each moment from the bosom of the day, whose pathway was
more and more illuminated as it pressed onward!
to its midday throne.
"Just an hour's halt," said Amy as they galloped
to the bank of a rivulet. "Here's a good place. It
looks as if no mortal foot had evtr trod it before."
It was indeed a secluded spot in the very depths of
the forest and the mountains. It was like a vast
amphitheater hedged in by lofty and pine-crowned
hills that stretched away in desolate grandeur. Just
back of our little company could be heard the
thunder of the stream whose wild waters were leaping over a precipice fifty or sixty feet in bight. As
one threw back the" interlacing branches of the immense foliage, a vision of transcendent loveliness
burst upon the view. The white glory of the cataract appeared spreading and glittering like a bridal
veil, floating like seft sweet draperies in the gentle
air, and then dropping like a mass of diamonds on
the mossy stones beneath, from whence like a suddenly unloosed steed the exultant river forward
swept.
The party rushed up, spread their hanqs, and
drank of the gleaming waters.
"Here's luck," cried Jones, "right from the skies."
"Plenty of luck if we have pluck,'' said the doctor.
In a few moments they plunged on again, until the
occident seemed to receive into its bosom the wealth
of the morning and the noon, and the retreating day
glowed with rival adornments. Again, the night
flung its stars along boundless space, while the great
northern light flamed on its familiar tower like some
friendly beacon.
"We are in the most dangerous spot,'' said Amy;
"the great army of the Confederacy lies somewhere
between here and the Union troops."
"You know the count.ry well."
" I do. I studied it faithfully because I knew that
we were to take this trip."
"You knew we were in prison, then! "
"After awhile. Bessie had a strong impression
that you were. I searched and discovered the truth."
"So we owe this rescue to an impression! That's
good for Spiritualism."
"Perhaps so; but I didn't follow the impression
until I verified it. An impression is a good thing
to start with, but a poor thing to end with. Reason
after all is our guide."
"I see you are pretty sound. You evidently
study things originally."
"I have been compelled to. You can't deal with
nature second hand, and make a living."
"Where are we now?"
"I don't know. Our only safety is to go right forward.''
On through the pathless wilderness still they struggled. Suddenly they halted on the brow of a mighty
precipice. A myriad-lights were blazing before them
far and ~ear, tossing in and out among the bills,
and covermg the broad valleys and ti~!li!!· J!.Jnn to
the distant horizon the fires l~~~oped,
T!

vivacity. Their performances were simply wonderful,
tossing colored balls in the air, and catching them on
nose and lip and brow and chin, and sending them
like sparks rebounding into the air, while half a
Waifs and Wanderings.
dozen bright knives went flashing to and fro in their
hands, and the motion of their feet made as they adBY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
vanced a soft, delicious melody. For one moment,
CHAPTER XXIX.
enchanted by the delirious spectacle, the gazing prisANDERSONVILLE.
oners seemed to forget all their misery. They
Heart-sickening, terrible, it was-that gloomy crowded close to the line, rank on rank, and watched
prison-pen. It was a starless night of desolation that with haggard yet glistening eyes the tiny pageantry.
brooded over the unfortunate ones. How much bet- Somehow .or other it reminded them of home and of
ter to die in battle than thus linger in the chambers the thousand joys of memory and of hope. Such is
of disease, where so many ghastly forms are hover- the magic of motion, the silent music blending with
ing, so many faces pale with despair, so many sink- such exquisit and infinit grace-a voiceless harmony,
ing hourly into unknown graves. The days, the that somehow leaps into light and color and makes
weeks, and the months creep by, while the suffering enchanting pictures. The guard grew lesR stern as
grows more intense and the horror more painful. they felt the influence of that rushing spell of founThe bravest and the strongest yield at last to the tain-like out-raying movement, and did not seem to
slow torture. Only those divinely gifted tempera- care even if the vast crowd did for a moment pass
ments that can be mirthful even in the midst of the over the dead-line in their eager admiration of the
most disastrous eilvironments could survive the awW entrancing jugglers.
Then suddenly, spray-like, a charming voice burst
strain upon spirit and flesh.
.
It is only with smiles and laughter, after all, that forth, mingling with the tinkling bells, and lifting
we can bid defiance to the fates. The gift of humor itself up like a flame, as if to touch the stars. Cupples
is the imperial gift· indeed. It crowns man with seemed smote by lightning when that voice reached
grMter power than all the solemnities of thought. his ears. He knew in a moment that it was Bessie's,
The sublimest of poets is he who can touch us with and those wheeling, grotesque figures were the child
and her mother. He grasped Jones by the hand, and
the sweetest cheer.
Our friends survived the dreadful ordeal simply a quick recognition swept between them.
"I know who that is," whispered Jones. "Keep
because on every possible opportunity they would
crack a joke. Whether there was meat in it or not, still. Something will come of this."
Cupples felt a quick blow upo'n his breast as the
somehow or other it kept them alive. The poorest
two swift figures surged close by him. He grasped
joke was th~ir best friend.
A most melancholy spectacle they did present in- his torn blouse and wrapped it snug to his bosom, for
deed-all rags, and half dirt, and decidedly lean. he felt that there was a precious freight within.
Still the figures went glancing on, and there was
The doctor's two hundred and fifty pounds of flesh
had dwindled amazingly, although it had certainly no sign of the communication that had been made.
fought a good fight, and only yielded inch by inch to The glittering toys went dancing alonf! the air. The
music rang out more free and bold. There seemed
the advance of starvation.
"You'll catch up with us after awhile, doctor," said a jubilance in it; the notes tossed and tumbled and
Stubbs. "I think that on the home-stretch you chased one another cnward, upward, through the
sparkling air. Swifter turned the feet, and merrily
won't weigh much more than I."
"I feel as if I was a vacuum already," said the doc- clanked the bells, and the gorgeous colcrs mingled in
tor. "My Waterloo is sur~ly approaching. I have bright confusion as the figures whirled in a mazy
dance. All at once the panorama ceased amid the
only my bony part for the fight."
"Oh, horrible! That's the worst pun yet. Only a thunderous applause of the multitude; and then the
starving man could have thought it out. I'll bet this two demure women with downcast eyes and indolent
last whiff of tobacco that you can't make a poorer motion gathered a few stray pennies, and vanished
almost like a dream.
one."
"Let's unravel the secret," said Cupples. "Here's
"Give me the tobacco first and then I'll try it."
"I'll divide, and then farewell to the weed. the package. That was a good shot they made. It
struck me right on the heart."
There's no chance after this to buy or steal any."
"There's the. nicest, keenest little saw I ever han" There is no lower deep indeed. If I can't smoke
dled, almost like a diamond, it is so delicate and
then I ham not--"
"You've struck it this time, John Bull and all. A bright. That will open the way to liberty," said
worse joke was never yet perpetrated by mortal man. Jones.
" This a map of the country and a tiny compass,"
The stakes are yours."
":Nevertheless you shall have your half; only, as be- cried Cupples. " This is our guide. But here's
something that I don't understand. It's all Greek to
ing the bigger man, I will take the better half."
"The halves are so small it's pretty difficult to tell me."
"All Greek to me, too," said the colonel. "I must
which is the feminine half without a microscope."
"You divide with Jones and I'll divide with Cup- hand this over to the doctor."
"I can diagnose it," said the doctor. "It's a
ples, and in that way we shall probably reach the ultimate atom and solve the problem of the universe." cipher, but I haven't the key, and what's the good of
"Small favors thankfully received," said Cupples. it?"
"We must depend on our wits for the key," said
"My teeth are almost dropping out, but I guess I
the general. "We haven't much brains if we can't
can demolish this."
"This is the last round," cried Jones; "after. this find out. To begin with, the simplest explanation iR
the best. How would they naturally begin a note?
only bone soup."
"Why not toss up for our own bones," said Cup- Why, with Cupples, of course. Let's try it. The first
ples. "I feel as if mine were of no further use. I word is 0, the second, u, and so on. Wait a minute.
have no flesh to hang on them. I'll bequeath them There it is. When you know one or two letters you
know the whole. Listen: ' Cupples, push due north
to the highest bidder."
· " We'll take our evening stroll. · Something may from the oak-tree. In a grlly to right we shall meet
you with horstls. Amy.' That's to-night, boys.. Give
h~J,ppen," said the doctor.
"Don't lay that flattering unction to your soul," me that saw. I know how to make a ·hole."
cried Stubbs. "In these days it's a perfect blank,
With the instrument of deliverance in their hands,
and nothing happens. No prizes in this lottery."
it didn't take long for our adventurers to find them'"Better keep a-going, though; that's always my selves outside the barracks. Vast clouds floated
advice to the sick. So long as a man can move through the heavens, gilded with the resplendent
moonlight. On a little knoll about a mile away towhe won't die."
·"Then let's move, for I've made up my mind not ered the noble oak, their first landmark. Its broad
arms swung against the sky as if with a joyous welto die."
The melancholy quartette pursued their slow and come. Toward this they hurried, and soon stood beserpentine path around the narrow inclosure, with a neath its cathedral canopy. Now for due north; but
desperate thought, almost, to pass the dead-line and a sudden darkness filled the sky. The moonlight was
end the tragedy. But, somehow or other, hope still quenched in tremendous drifts, and the low roll of
thunder was heard.
whispered in their hearts.
"A match," cried the colonel. " We must read the
The rebel soldiers, not much better ofl" than their
prisoners, managed to enjoy themselves after a fash- compass."
Not a match, however, was in the crowd, and the
ion and eagerly caught at every new thing that might
enlighten their monotonous occupation. A couple of could not teH which way the magnetic needle pointed.
"What shall we do?" cried Cupples; " no moonIndian or Gypsy women had strolled into the encampment, and were attracting crowds by their tricks light and no brimstone.''
"There's always light," cried Jones as he swung
of sleight-of-hand and intricate dancing and wild
songs. They were quaintly dressed, with bright col- his arm round and caught a fire-fly. "A man's a
ore, head-dresses of gorgeous feathers, and little tink- damn fool that can't pick his way anywhere."
ling bells upon their feet. Their long hair floated
He held the tiny creature close to the compass,
over their faces with graceful confusion, and their and the thousand motions of its little wings flashed
swarthy and wrinkleci skin made them seem as old radiant jets upon the trembling needle, whose vibratas the hills. They reminded one very strongly of ing point revealed the hidden heavens wherein the
the witches of Macbeth, they had such a thoroughly star of freedom was blazing.
.
fascinating aspect, like all supremely ugly things.
Onward they pushed through the intense blackExtremes meet. The very ugly is as attractive as the ness, under the impetuous guidance of Col. Jones,
'ery bt-n.utifnl. They glided aJopg w!tb !l!?-!l<k!l-!ike who seemed to know by instinct just where to ad~
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-"This is a rebel encampment. ·If we are in the
picket-lines we are lost, for sixty thousand men are
in those tents. Hark! "
The noise of a,pproaching troops was heard. Instantly, not ten rods away, a picket-company appeared as if from the caverns of the earth. The
officer of· the day was approaching. There was
apparently no escape.
"Shall we fight?" cried the men.
"No," cried Amy, " that would be useless. Let us
wait and see."
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does when sbe teaches the young that the Bible is but it wouldn't do to let hiin out on Lake Superior
the word of God.
or the River St. Lawrence.
This bloody story must be a grand feast for the
I hav now gone through one book of the Bible, and
pointed out a few only of the many absurdities, im- Christian, for be is as fond of blood as a nest of
moralities, and impossibilities contained in it. In young tigers. A few years ago I would hav been ~~
like manner, if time could be spared, I might go prisoned or perhaps roasted for holding up to ndithrough the othC!lr books and show that not one is a cule this truly ridiculous Rtory. And many are the
faultless production, as it should be if it emanated Christians to-day who think they would be doing
from a perfect being. I propose to glance through God service if they dare let the bad blood out of me.
the other books and notice some of the more glaring The same fiendish hatred that imprisoned pocr Benabsurdities and contradictions.
nett would bav tortured him to death in true inquis[TO BE CONTINUED.)
Let anyone read the book of Genesis carefully, and itorial style if all courts were run on strictly Chrisdoubtless many errors and fallacies would be observed tian principles. Persecution is just as natural to the
which I hav not noticed. " Search the scriptures" is Christian as the grip is to the jaw of a bulldog.
Infidel Philosophy.
God got in the habit of braying to Moses about
a
Gen. xxii, 16. "And he delivered them into the Bible command, but the time has come when the
Infidel is more interested in having the people search his great power and how he would multiply his signs
hands of his servants, every drove by themselvs, and scriptures than the minister. I wish I could induce and wonders in the land of Egypt. He also takes
said unto his servants, Pass over before me and put all, especially young men who hav long and useful great pains to let Moses know what a powerful coa space betwixt drove and drove."
lives before them, to study the scriptures more care- lossus he is. "I am the Lord," "J ebovah," the great
Of what imaginable benefit can it be to the world, fully. I heard a minister say not long ago that when "I am." Whoop! Big Injun! See urn war-paint!
after so many centuries hav passed by, to know how one began to criticise the scriptures he might know Being beaten by the magiciaus in blood, God thought
Jacob drove his cattle? I defy any man to write the devil was after him. Don't be afraid of the devil, to make a point on them by bringing up the frogs, •
about anything of less importance. And yet this silly but weigh every sentence, always asking yourselvs if but the magicians matched him in his own game,
1
stuff is found in the Bible and palmed off on the un- tbis is the language of God. Ever bear in mind that frog for frog.
suspecting as the word of God. Christians, are you God knew the result of every act from the beginning,
But it must be admitted that in the matter of lice
not ashamed of the imbecility of the God you war- that he has power to do everything in his own way, (Ex. viii, 17, 18) God got the start, but with tl1e same
ship? If he had told the world something about and that nothing in the broad universe can escape practice in lousy tricks that God had bad I wc ~ld go
5
utilizing· the power of steam, or about the solar sys- his "all-seeing eye."
two to one on the magicians.
··
tern, or about the art of printing, or telegraphy, or
Exodus ii, 1-5. Here is an account of a marriage,
Ex. ix, 14. "That thou mayest know that tbt,re is
geology, it would hav been to some purpose. But and, as far as can be learned from the narrativ, a first none like me in all the earth.'' What a bombastic
no, it is of vastly more importance to the Christian .child born-a son. Owing to a decree of Pharaoh, God the Christians worship! Gen. ix, 15. "And in
to know about the "manflrake dicker," and the man- the mother hid the infant among the flags. After the very deed for this cause hav I raised thee up for to
ner of driving cattle. "Great God and little fisbe~ !'' child was hid, his sister watched him to see "what show in thee my power and that my name may be
Let the lady teachers call up their Sunday classes would be done to him." Read the verses carefullv, declared throughout all the .earth.'' Here is a case
and read Gen. xxxi, 35; Gen. xxxviii, 27, 28, 29, 30, and then thank your stars that you are not compelled where a man is "raised up" for the express purpose
and Gen. xxxix, 7. If these passages are the word to tell where that sister came from.
of being affiicted, with the entire people, in this grievof God, they cannot be impure, neither can they be
I hav not the time to quote enough scripture to ous manner, that God might show his power. Poor,
imperfect, for God is both pure and perfect. There bring fully before the reader's mind all the judgments weak, pusillanimous God! Could not a great God
· is not one teacher in a thousand who would read and wonders brought about in Egypt by God, Moses, show his power in some other and less inhuman way?
these passages before her classes in the Sabbath Aaron, and the magicians. But I would advise all Must he deluge a whole country in blood, and affiict
schooL
to read a few chapters of Exodus, beginning with the the people with the stench of putrefying fish and
Lady teachers, I would like to hav you ask your- fourth, and ending with the twelfth. These chap- frogs, to show his power. The most cruel despot on
selva why you would not read this scripture to your ters, with the "Age of Reason," acted as an eye- earth could not exceed these acts in brutality.
classes. No matter whether you believe that God is opener to me long years ago, and saved me from a Christians hav put men in loathsome prisons whvse
the author of this language or not, the reason why life of mental bondage.
highest ambition was to benefit human kind because
you would not read it before your classes is because
I remember well the beautiful Sunday that I lay they could not respect such a God.
it is too low and filthy. Did God ever write or indite with my head pillowed on the root of a giant oak,
Ex. xiv, 17. "And I will get me honor upon Phaanything that is too foul for the pure chamber of a with the birds singing over my head, and read those raoh, and upon his hosts and upon his chariots and
woman's mind? There are very few women who chapters. To-day I sit with the same Bible before upon his horsemen.'' 18. " And the Egyptians shall
would not feel grieved and insulted if such language me, referring to marginal notes made with a pencil know that I am the Lord, when I hav gotten me
were imputed to them. My fair sisters, is it possible on that Sunday, over fo~y years ago. I hav read honor upon Pharaoh, upon his chariots, and upon his
that God has written something that yon are ashamed those chapters many times since that day, and every horsemen.''
of? Every noble-minded man takes a just pride in time they hav filled me more and more with disgust.
Such bombast might be expected from a swaggerseeing the dignity of woman everywhere maintained. 0 Christian, can yon believe that such outrageous ing bar-room rowdy, but no gentleman would exTwo-thirds of all the Sabbath-school teachers in the lies f'how the finger-marks of God?
press himself in that way. Suppose God should
country are women; and if the idea is to be imSuppose a man should tie np his son and then com- again come down on earth and bold converse with
pressed upon the minds of the young, that the filth mand him to do something, and then punish him in mortals, as in times of old, and suppose he should
in the passages above referred to is the word of God, the most brutal and inhuman manner because he did toy around young virgins, and make himself familiar
I would rather regard woman as being too pure to do not do it, wbat would you think of such a man ? with leading monarchs, as he did with the old lechit. And the question arises whether it is possible Should not God be more reasonable and considerate ers, kings David and Solomon, he would not be tolfor them to sustain the position of high-toned and in- than man? But this is just what God did.
erated in decent society.
,
telligent women and teach the young that such inExodus vii, 3. "And I will harden Pharaoh's heart,
If I were a Christian I would try and hurry up the
decent thoughts and unsavory sentences are a part and multiply my signs and wonders in the land of process of evolution and bring my God up to a standof the word of God.
Egypt." 4. "But Pharaoh shall not hearken unto ing where gentlemeu could associate with him withJOHN PECK.
Abner Kneeland was imprisoned for what was you, that I may lay my band upon Egypt, and bring out being " spotted."
termed blasphemy, but I doubt if he ever taught the forth mine armies and my people, the children of
Naples, N. Y.
young that such indecent language is a part of the Israel, out of the land of Egypt by great judgments."
word of God.
Now, to harden Pharaoh's heart, and literally tie
Banished.
Bible believers are compelled to lay great stress up his hands so that it was utterly impossible for him From Maasa.chusetts, lGGO. Wri'·ten to ll'[r. H. A. Al.ltJey's t>lcture,
By John GroenleM Whlttlor.
on dreams. The wonderful conception of Jesus to comply with the requisition made upon him, and
Christ has no other foundation to rest upon than a then because he did not comply to turn all the waters Over the threshold of his pleasant home
Set in green clearings passed the exiled l!'rieml.
dream. In Gen. xli, 7, will be found an account of into blood, so that (verse 21) "the fish that was in
In simple trust, misdoubting not the enrl.
a dream which shows that in Bible times men the river died, and the river stank, and there was "Dear
heart of mine," he said, "the time h11H come
dreamed just as foolishly as they do at the present blood throughout all the land of Egypt," etc., and to
To trust the Lord for shelter." One long g1tze
time. Men dream of flying, they dream of seeing keep on sending the most dreadful plagues and
The good wife turned on each familiar thingThe lowing kine, the orchard blossoming,
dead friends, and of attending the funeral of friends curses upon tbe Egyptians, shows that the Christian
'rhe open door that showed the hearth fire's blaze still living, and many other foolish and impossible God can get ·down to meaner acts than the Bible
And calmly answered, "Yes, he will provide."
things. Pharaoh dreamed that he saw one ear of shows the devil to be guilty of. The mind can't conSilent and slow they crossed the homestead's honnd,
corn eat up another ear. What of it? Suppose the ceive of anything more despicable and mean, either
Lingering longest by their child's gravo-mounrl.
" Move on, or stay and hang !" the sheriff cried.
president should dream that be saw one ear of corn among Gods or men.
They left behind them more than home or l1md,
eat up another, and suppose it should become known
Would it not be a wonder for the Hudson river to
And set sad faces to an alien strand.
that he consulted the postmaster-general, and the be turned to blood? But the Hudson is but a small
secretary of state, and the attorney-general, and stream compared to the Nile. We will suppose that
Safer with winds and waves than human wrath,
With mvening wolves than those whoso zeal for Got!
many others, to find out the meaning of his dream, Moses and Aron, with the help of God, did turn all
Was cruelty to mnn, the exiles trod
would not nine out of every ten, who might hear of the waters of Egypt into blood. Will some one exDrear leagnes of forest without guide or path,
the circumstance, believe that the president's brain plain how the magicians could turn the waters into
Or, launching frail boats on the uncharted Hmt, .
had become addled?
hlood, after Moses, God & Co., had already done it?
Round storm-vexed capes, whose teeth of gmmt brromul
The waves to foam, their perilous way they wound,
But th 1s is what a great king did. And every If the magicians could turn the waters to blood once,
Enduring all things so their souls were free.
Christian dude will tell you that God had a great they couid twice, and then it would be bloo?y
0 true confessors! shaming those who did
deal to do with Pharaoh's dream. If God ever paid bloody blood, And then to think of the double-disAnew the wrong their Pilgrim fathers bore !
For you the Mayfitnver spread her sa.il once more,
any attention to the folly of such a dream, it shows tilled stink of dead fish which had been killed the
Freighted with souls, to all that duty b1d
that he was just as big a fool as any of the rest of the second time-whew! But it must all be so, for (shade
Faithful as those w~ sought an unknown land
fools who lived in Pharaoh's time. A dream would of Munchausen !) is it not written down in scripture
O'er wintry seas from Holland's Hook of Sand,
not hav a feather's weight in a court of justice now, (22. "And the magicians· of Egypt did so with their
Aquidneck's isle, Nantucket's lonely shore.
and yet the Christian lays great stress on dreams enchantments")? and didn't the minister say that all
And Indian-haunted Narragansett s~tw
when he does not know who dreamed, or when, or scripture is given by inspiration?
The way-worn travelers round their camp-tires dmw,
who told the story, simply because the statement is
Or heard the plashing of their weary oars.
"Some books are lies frae end to end,
And every place whereon they rested grow
written in a certain book. " There is something rotAnd some great lies were never penned.
Happier for pure and r:,rracious womanhood,
ten in the state of Denmark" when the chamber of
E'en ministers they hav been kenned,
And men whose names for stainless honor stood,
In holy ratpture,
the mind is robbed of that which is useful and filled
Founders of states and rulers wise and true.
At times a rousing whid to vend,
with such rubbish. And when it is filled with stinkThe muse of history yet shall make amends
.
And nail't wi' scripture."
To those who freedom, brraco, and justice taught,
pots it is a thousand times worse, and this is the rea'Beyond their dark ago led tho v~~ of thought,
What a fortune such a magician would be in the
son I bav so often called the attention of the ladies
Anrlleft unforfeitecl the namo of I• rwnds.
to the nature of their Sunday work. I am deeply hand of Barnum! It would do well enough to let
0 mother state, how foiled Willi thy design!
interested in women and human kind, and for that him operate on a few small streal?s and ~treak. the Thn g11in was theirs, t.lw ]oHM [t]ono waH thme.
- Tfrtrper' 11 Week ry.
reason I would bav every one consider wel what she country with .red here 1\nd there Just to g1v vanety,
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.A. Liberal Normal School.
Brief lllention was made in a recent issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER of a school to be established at Liberal,
Mo. ~{r. Grayston, the principal of the Institute,
bas r~~'e forwarded his announcement, and it affords
us ms~b plE~asure to make public the fact that at
last Freethinkers bav a school for their children in
which no superstition is taught.
Mr. Grayston's Institute does not aspire to be a
college, but is "simply a school where young people
can prepare themselvs for the profession of teaching,
and for business." Besides the elementary studies,
however, the student " can gain a clear idea of the
principles of the sciences, and of the rudiments of
history and literature." The importance of a thorough
knowledge of English is recognized by Mr. Grayston,
as well as the duty of imparting instruction in the
greatest of modern discoveries, Evolution. Upon
this latter point, Mr. Grayston says: "Ignore the laws
of Evolution, and the most instructiv lessons of
nature are lost. Without this law of progress all
nature is nothing. This 'new philosophy ' is revolutionizing the intellectual world. Its truths are
recognized by the brightest intellects of our age.
In spite of the combined opposition of bibles, creeds,
and theologians, it asserts its right to a Eeat in the
intellectual parliament of the world-the schoolroom. In this respect, the Liberal Normal leads the
way. Every respectable school in the world is
destined to follow."
The citizens of Liberal already maintain a Sundayschool in w bicb the children are arranged in groups
according to capacity, and are instructed in literature, history, and science. Facts alone are taught,
but "nothing of a dry and repugnant nature ever
appears in the program." The introductory course of
the new Institute is for pupils of an age when object
lessons are the most useful•means of conveying·information. The methods are based upon the kindergarten system. From this the scholars are advanced
to the Preparatory course, then to the Teachers' and
Commercial courses. A three years' Scientific course
will meet the requirements of all who wish to prepare
for scientific and lecturing work. All mythologies,
bibles, and religions will be given an impartial bearing. They will all be compared, contrasted, and
criticised alike. The leading arguments from every
source will be given an equal bearing. Special privileges will be given to none. _If they cannot stand a
purifying criticism they will bav to fall.
The languages, however, will find no place in the
curriculum prepared by Professor Grayson. He considers time spent in learning the dead languages to
be time wasted. He would teach only modern
tongues that are to be used by the learners. As the
making of travelers is not the prime object of the Institute, be bas not left room in the courses of study
for any foreign language. But the instruction in
English is very complete and thorough, and for mental training be considers the sciences superior to the
classics, which are at best but a '~reparation for the
mother tongue.'' And "students cannot afford to
throw away so many years in a preparation. They
can learn the mother tongue easier than the classics."
Permission is granted to students to select such
special studies as they may desire to become proficient in, upon a satisfactory completion ofwbicb they
will be awarded certificates and diplomas. Arrangements will be made for a musical department, and
children in the primary department will be trained
in vocal music gratis. The organization of literary
societies will be encouraged by the principal, For
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this purpose the students will bav the free use of the
school buildings. A reading-rooni, well furnished
with the best periodical literature of the day, is maintained in connection with the library for the use of
the town. To this students hav free access. The
Institute, at the beginning, will occupy fourbuildings, two of which will be used for school purposes,
and two for boarding.
The first term opened last Monday, May 5th. Mr.
Grayson asks for the patronage of the Liberal public, which be certainly should bav, if the school is of
the high character be says be means to make. Liberal parents educating their children away from home
should write to him for particulars as to board, tuition, etc. Address W. E. Grayson, Liberal, Mo.

Laboring Among the Canadians.
Mr. Cbainey bas been over the border filling engagements in Meaford and Belleville. In the latter
town his efforts were limited, however, to an attempt
to fill the engagement, for the Christians were on the
warpath and were too numerous for the Freethinkers.
The particulars are that in the latter pint of March
Mr. Cbainey visited Belleville and organized the
Belleville Secular and Literary Society, electing to
the presidency Mr. J. Irby lies. At the same time
arrangements were made for Mr. Cbainey's return
on April 24th, and the City Hall was engaged for the
occasion. Notice was given several days in advance
of the date through the local papers, which bad the
effect of arousing the church party to unwonted activity. Petitions addressed to the mayor, requesting
him to refuse the use of the City Hall, were signed
by all the pious bigots of the place. The mayor was
nothing loth, and ordered the doors of the hall to be
kept locked on the evening. Mr. Cbainey and his
Belleville friends demanded admission and the use
of the ball, according to the contract made nearly a
month previously, but were peremptorily dismissed
by the little Cresar filling the mayoralty. The corporation of Belleville therefore now bas a lawsuit to defend, in which justice and right are all on the side of
the plaintiffs. Our Canadian brethren are plucky;
they are not afraid of spending a few dollars in fighting their enemy; and altb~ugb tP,e courts of Canada
are as bigoted and subservient to the church as the
customs officers and city officials, they do not despair
of eventually s1aming the Dominion into granting
equal rights to Freethinkers.
The objects of the secular societies Mr. Cbainey is
forming were outlined by him to a reporter of the
Bellevtlle Intelligencer, who called to get his version of
the outrage on freedom of speech. The society, be
said, was organized to act as an auxiliary body to the
Freetbougbt Association of Canada, whose purpose
is to encourage the free discussion of all questions of
public interest, the maintenance and enforcement of
the right and duty of free expression of opinion and
belief, and promulgate as the true scientific basis of
organization the following epitomized statement: In
things demonstrated, unity; in whatever can be
doubted, free diversity; in all things, charity. Also,
to afford mutual benefit, assistance, and support to
the members of the association and its branches by
subscriptions, donations, and divers· other friendly
mean.s, such as shall from time to time be determined
by the convention, the central executiv, or branch societies. The association was incorporated by a general act of Parliament 1877. The e'Xecutiv is now
engaged in raising funds with which to employ
Charles Watts, of London, England, president of the
British Secular Union and editor of the Secular Review, to settle in Toronto and lecture throughout
Canada. To prepare the way for Mr. Watts, Mr.
Chainey is trying to organize as many societies as
possible in advance of his coming. Societies bav
been formed in each of the following places: Weiland, Aylmer, and St. Thomas.
Mr. Chainey set forth the purpose of his lecture on
"The Church of the Future," and explained his conception of the fundamental principles of Secularism
as follows:
"The mind is to be perfectly free to explore and investigate
in all directions. It is only the Freethinker who knows the
true joy of thought. Heresy means· opinion. For eighteen
hundred years it has been a crime worthy of eternal pain to
hav an opinion. Morality is all those actions that are inspired
by affection. We are not totally depraved. Our normal condition is the moral one. We are not good through what we
believe, but by what we love. All physical, intellectual, and
moral culture pertains to this world. If there is an otherworld
we will attend to that when we get to it. Men and women
need All the help that we Cllll giv them, It is the duty of the

strong to help the weak. The very mountains receive the
rains and snows and treasure them up in springs, that they
may giv them to the grass and :flowers in the valleys at their
feet. If there is, as the church teaches, an all-wise and allloving God, it is his bounden duty to serve us, not ours to
serve him on trust.
"Having explained at length these principles, I counsel each
society to construct a home of its own. I prefer to call our
places of meeting secular homes, instead of churches. The
word 'home ' is more suggestiv of the loving spirit we are seeking to develop between man and man. Each of these homes
should hav three departments.
"The first should be a gymnasium, with kitchen and. bathrooms attached. The next should be library and readingroom, and small room for the study of the various physical
sciences. The third and last should be a free hall, with a large
stage, and so adapted either for dramatic entertainments, a
ball, or a lecture. I would divide the year into four quarters
by four great festivals, coming on the first Sunday in each
quarter. The first I would name Memorial Day, in honor of
departed friends and all the great heroes and martyrs of history
deserving to be held in everlasting remembrance, The second
should be named Flower Festival, and should celebrate the
return of spring al!l.d the birth of :flowers. This holiday should
be principally for the children, and could in many ways be
made one of profit and delight. The third should be called
Liberty Day, and be consecrated to rejoicing over every victory
of freedom-the emancipation of slaves, the birth oj: republics,
and the dawn of light and truth, freeing the human intellect
from the fetters of ignorance and superstition. The fourth
and last could be the Harvest Festival, taking the place of
Thanksgiving Day in America. How beautiful and rational
would these four holidays be !
"I would next divide each week as follows: Sunday morning either an original lecture or oration, or the reading of one
by a well-trained reader. The afternoon should be given up
to the children's lyceum, in which they should be educated by
rythmic marches and light gymnastics into physical grace and
strength.
"Here also they should be educated in self-possession and
expression of face, eye, hand, foot, through recitations and
dramatic impersonations. The dramatic principle is the most
important in relation to personal culture, and yet it is entirely
neglected by our present education, and treated as an outcast
by the Christian church. By its application to life we will hav
as an ever-present consciousness the joy we seek at the theater. I can only glance at this now. But the evening should
be given up to a dramatic entertainment, and thus furnish inoentiv to the cultivating of this element.
Such a church
would reform and develop the theater, which at present ail
ofi(en administers to vice as to virtue. But that is not the fault
of the theater, but of the neglect of this principle in education.
"Monday should be science night, and especially devoted
to the. study of systematic truth. This will be our only theology.
"Tuesday should be discussion night; and so devoted to the
development of our reasoning faculties.
"Wednesday should be athletic night, and devoted to this
especial study and public exhibition and encouragement of
those at work in gymnasium.
" Thursday should be art night, devoted to the study and
practice of art in all its many beautiful forms, but most especially in its relation to personal culture. Even a truly graceful
form is rare. Those whom one would think hav every opportunity in life to cultivate this, the sons of the rich, hav become
many of them mere warts and wens, physical escrescences,
things which we can neither call monkeys nor men, and are
obliged to call them dudes. A woman with a fine form makeii
a hundred thousand dollars a year by its exhibition. Why do
we pay so much money to sit in the outward shadow of beauty?
Because we lack it in our own lives.
"Literature should be studied in social relations. If a
church was needed for nothing else but this it would be well
worth our while to build one for this alone.
"Saturday night I would devote to m usio. The songs of
church and chapel are false and artificial. They come from
the lips, not the heart.
"4.t the Quarterly Festival I referred to, I would hav the
naming and registering of children. This church should also
hav in charge the celebration of marriages and the burial of
the dead. My time will not permit me to giv the proper ceremonies for these festiv and mournful events. Their characters, however, are fixed in the nature of things.
"The necessity for reform in all these things is the sure
prediction of such a church as I hav sketched. How it will
come and when I cannot say. Whether will be the product
of many scattered rays slowly gathering to a focus, or burst
like Minerva from the b.rain of Jupiter, full grown from the
clear vision of some pregnant personality, I cannot say. Still,
I feel that its day is at hand. As Jesus proclaimed the coming of the kingdom of God, so would I declare that the kingdom of man is at hand.
"But while we wait for this bridegroom of hope and promis,
let us not be as the foolish virgins, but as the wise ones, who
kept their lamps trimmed and burning.
"Life is health, and beauty is the :flower and perfume of
health. Let us study and seek for it with all diligence and
loyalty. Life is thought, reason, knowledge. Let no day pass
that does not enrich our minds with some pure gem of thought,
or beauty of fancy. Life is love. Let us seek friends by
being friendly; let us win love by making ourselvs lovable. '
So through these three, the greatest of which is love, we
shall grow into such symmetry and fulness of being as shall
make the hours :fly by on golden wing, each day a romance
and each night a dream of joy; so that when death comes
with its final summons we ca~ say: I hav proved what life
can giv. I hav had joy and sorrow. I hav been intoxicated
with health and strength, and experienced all the pleasures of
the senses ! I hav taken the wings of thought and soared to
the hights above, and dived into the depths below! But 1\bove
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_ all I hav loved and been loved. So that n~w, 0 death, whether
thou art night or day, the folding or unfolding of wings,
or eternal felicity, I giv thee welcome, and sink into thy mysterious arms without regret and without fear."

At Meaford Mr. Chainey's reception was of the
same nature, but, owing to the sturdy persistency of
an old Scotch Presbyterian, with different results.
The Christians of Meaford presented petitions to the
mayor making the same request as the Belleville people asked of their mayor. The mayor of Meaford
was equally complacent toward the church party, and
so far as he was concerned was willing to eomply.
But the town clerk, who had immediate charge of
the edifice, interposed a veto. He was a churchman,
he said, and disliked the Freethinkers as much as
any man in town, but he had covenanted that Mr.
Chainey could hav the hall, and hav it he should.
More harm, he thought, would come to Christianity
by his telling a lie than by a Freethought lecture.
His attitude of stern integrity settled the question of
the hall, and the wrangling over it by the churches
had bQen a first-class advertisment for the lecture.
But still farthe:r publicity was given by a band of
salvationists who announced their intention of invading the room on the evening of the lecture and
drowning the speaker with their martial music. But
again the old Scotchman came out strong. He told
the salvationists that if they disturbed the meeting
they would all be arrested and locked up. This
threat put a quietus upon further hostil demonstrations, and Mr. Chainey le.ctured in peace to a house
filled to its utmost capacity.
We cannot help paying a tribute to the rigid old
Presbyterian who fought so nobly for exact justice.
No doubt if he had not passed his word that the hall
might be ·used, he would hav been among the first
to advocate the expulsion from 1\:leaford of the Infidel
speaker. But having made he kept his contract, and
is the only Christian in the affair who came out with
his honor bright.
Among the Belleville Christians, however, there
was none righteous. They were all ready to break
a. promis given to a Freethinker. The honor of
their chief official, of their town, was nothing to them
so long as a Freethinker was debarred from speaking his opinions. Intending emigrants to Canada
should note that Belleville is a city of liars, who hav,
with what Mr. Andrews would call a guided spontaneity, chosen their chief for mayor. If Mr. Watts
locates in the province, he will find an immense field
for his civilizing efforts, and abundant room for the
preaching of moral doctrins.

Prose Poems.
Extracts from Col. Ingersoll's lectures, mutilated
almost beyond recognition, hav for several years
been hawked about by unscrupulous book pirates,
under the name of Prose Poems. The volume now
before us is an attempt by the colonel's authorized.
publisher to rescue the fugitiv pieces from their rags
and bad company, and place them before the world
in the velvet robes they deserve. To Mr. Pekr
Eckler a. whole-souled Liberal, was intrusted the
work of shaping the garments, and he has executed
his trust in magnificent style; handsomer volumes it
will be difficult to find. This book of Prose Poems
is done in quarto size, 9 1-2 by 7 3·4 inches, and contains 248 pages, printed on very heavy and richly
tinted paper. It contains also a very fine steel engraving of Mr. Ingersoll, with autograph fac simile.
"The work," Mr. Farrell says, "is designed for and
will be accepted by admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir." The story is related that on the
center table of the author of these prose poems is an
elaborately finished copy of Shakspere's works, on
the cover of which, .in golden letters, are the words,
"The Inspired Volume." We cannot but imagin that
many copies of this book will be cherished in the
same way.
The Decoration Day oration is now published for
the first time in a finished shj:tpe. No newspaper
report can do justice to Mr. Ingersoll's sentences.
They come in such a torrent that no stenographer can
follow him accurately, and anything that the reporter
• may supply fits as ill as a square peg in a round
hole. The famous tributes are also brought together
in this work, along with the most eloquent paragraphs
from the published lectures. There is no doubt that
Mr. Ingersoll is the greatest living orator. Those
interested in what he says are therefore sure of its
being said in the best possible way. Among the
subjects treated in 'this work are tributes to some of

the greatest men who hav ever lived-Lincoln, Voltaire, Paine, Bruno, Spinoza, Humboldt, Comteand thrillingly beautiful apotheoses of Liberty and
Love. In all some sixty-five long selections are
made, with many shorter ones. The difficulty, the
compiler says, where there is so much to choose from,
has been to exclude. We wish Mr. Farrell had
made the volume larger, but, like him, are content
for the present, and cordially recommend the collection to .the "real friends of intellectual freedom"the Freethinkers of the world.

A Memorial to Congress.
Mr. T. W. Curtis, of New Haven, Conn., has prepared a petition to Congress, asking for a Constitutional amendment whillh shall right the wrongs that
are suffered by the large portion: of our people who
are not Christians, and also effectually prevent any
state from aiding in the maintenance of religion.
The petition will be found on the last page of this
paper.
We hav modified the petition as originally sent us
by Mr. Curtis. He asks also for "national protection for national citizens," and a "co-operation between the national and state governments" for the
maintenance of schools. These are political questions which, it seems to us, it is just as well not to
mix up with the demand for state secularization.
The great trouble with the League is that it has
taken on so many "isms " and "issues" that the
original objects are more or less lost sight of. These
side issues hav been discussed and worked upon to
the exclusion of the main question. We do not want
to see the attention of Liberals again distracted until something is accomplished. Let us hammer away
at this one thing until the work is done. Then we
can turn our attention to other necessary reforms.

Editorial Notes.
''THE church," said Mr. Beecher last Sunday, "is not an
assembly of saints." If the ministers maybe taken as samples,
we should say Mr. Beecher is correct. In fact, it is more like
an assembly of the other fellows.
THE Rev. J\llr. Martyn of this city complains of the habit the
press hav of chronicling ~e delinquencies of church people
under such headlines as "another misister shown up," and
"another deacon in tro.le." One way to prevent this disagreeable publicity would be for the pious to become moral.
THE pastor of Tdnity Church at Oakland, Cal., is preaching a series of ten sermons from Poe's "Raven." A local
paper advises him, after completing the course, to run through
the "Pickwick Papers," sarcaqtically adding that "the Bible
is exhausted; that is out of the question."
J. P. MoNTGOMERY, summoned to serve as juror in St. Louis,
handed to Judge Thayer the following communication:
"I respectfully ask you to excuse me from serving on the
jury, as I cannot conscientiously take the jurors' oath. I need
not tell you that if I were to violate my conscience I would
not make a good and true juror. I learn from the word of
God that moral, civil government is God's orilinance to man
for good. Romans xiii, 4-the negativ of the above declaration of the word of God must be that immoral civil government cannot be the ordinance of God, nor good for man. The
civil government of the United States does not acknowledge
any authority higher than 'We, the people.' which source of
authority is immoral and corrupt; therefore I cannot swear to
Rupport any such immoral institution of civil government, or
put myself in the position of a juror to help execute the laws
of snch. an institution, without violating my conscience. I
therefore humbly pay thee to excuse me."

his book. The committee found that the work "teaches doctrios irreconcilably at variance with the scriptures as interpreted in the Confession of Faith and the !urger and shorter
catechism of the Westminster Assembly, notably on such
points af the eternity of mutter, the federal headship of Adam,
and the human nature of Christ. The Presbytery does therefore emphatically condemn the book us heretical in its teachings and calculated to lead its readers astray on points of grave
importance." But as Mr. Howison expressed a willingness, in
deference to the judgment of the Presbytery, to giv no further
circulation to his book, "God and Creation," and to carefully
abstain from preaching or teaching in any forms doctrins at
variance with the Confession of Faith, the committee charitably recommended that he be allowed to liv, and that the
Presbytery take no further action in the matter. The similarity of this course with that adopted toward Gnlileo will not
fail to strike the reader. But if we recollect rightly it is recorded that Gulileo's opinion that the earth moves wa~ not
changed. Neither is it lilwly that Mr. Howison's views of the
"federal headship of Adam ·• will be modified by the action of
the Presbytery.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON has just finished courses of four lectures
each in Rock Elm and Spring Valley, Wis.
He will
shortly visit Elkton, Dakota. His post-office is Pipestone City,
Minn.
C. B. REYNOLDS lectured twice in Pittsburgh last Sundaybefore the Le~gue in the afternoon, and for the Turner's Society, by unanimous request, in the evening. May 6th and 7th
he will be at Altoona, Pa., returning to Pittsburgh on the 11th.
Monday and Tuesday, May 12th and 13th, he will visit Waynesburg, N. Y. Judging from his efforts in Pittsburgh, where he
has become quite a favorit, Mr Reynolds is one of the best men
in the field to arouse the people. His permanent address is
Box 10ct, North Parma, New York.
Dr. J. L. Yonrr, the noted Liberal orator of the ·west, will
leave his home in San Jose about the 10th of May for an extended lecture tonr through Nevada, Utah, Idaho and lVIontanu.
He will speak at Eureka, in Nevada, and RaltLake City during
May, and visit the towns in vVood river district and Boise City
during June. He will deliver the 4th of July oration at Emmettville, Idaho, after which he will canvttss Montana, speaking at Butte City, Bozeman, and other prominent points in the
territory. Liberals on the line of this route, don't fail to hear
this magnetic cyclone of the Pacific coast, and help him to open
the way to sctttter the seed-thoughts of monbtl freerlom. His
topics cover the en tiro realm of physieal, social, and moral science, and reports tell us that his ttnrlionees do not sleep, hut
always increase in number and interest; and seldom do any
leavo tho hnll while tho do<,tor is A]lCitldng, even though the
lecture be two hours in dnmtion. Ho hns logic for the logicttl,
humor for the fun-loving, nnrl a tongrw of liro for the sr1ered
lies and blflatcd shams of clmreh anrl state. Do not miss tho
rnre treat of hearing the Ingersoll of the Pacific coast, who will
also, as heretofore, present the claims of Tnm Tnu'l'H SmEKEH
and Bo.ston InvP.sligafor to his amliences, taking subscriptions
for the same, and will organize Liberal Leagues and Progressiv
Lyceum Rchools for old and young, wherever desired, upon
terms to liv and let liv.

To Correspondents.
W. S. Woon.-Your regularity in sending a long list of subscribers is praiseworthy. Be assured that it is appreciated.
Wisconsin ought to be a habitable state after your long residence. Again, thanks.
L. K. 1\Iomm.-Isaiah vii, 20, read:;, "In the same clay shall
the Lord shave with a razor that is hired, namely, by them
beyond the river, by the king of Assyria, the head, and tho
hair of the feet: and it shall also consume tho beard."

It. E. McKINLEY.-The Liberals hav a building in Waco,
'l'exas; in Liberal, Mo.; a German-English 'I'ertchers' Seminary
in Milwaukee, Wis.; a hall in Wolcott, N.Y. (unused at present, we think); a magni'ficent Paino Memorial building in
Boston, and Girard College in Philaclclphia (stolen by the
Christians, however). :i'~o hall has been built in or near New
Mr. Montgomery is right. A consistent Bible Christian can York, and consequently your preacher's account of such a
take no part in a.secular government. He must either holcl structure being in the hands of the sheriff is a pure fabrication_
himself aloof or strive, as do the Catholics and the God-in-the- See also page GG of THE 'l'nuTn Bmnom ANNu.u ..
Constitutionists, to make this nation a hierarchy. That is why
H. SNoDY.-On page 7Gl of 'l'rm 'fmrrn Srr,EKER of 1881
Christianity is such a dangerous force. Only inconsistent and
there is a letter tottching on the death of Voltaire from James
care! ess Christians can be good citizens.
Parton, supplementing an editorittl on the same rmbject on
BY a resolution adopted April 13th at the meeting of the
pages 728 and 72[) of the snme year. 'l'he editorial is a conauxiliary Liberal League of Portland, Oregon, M. S. Wahrdensation of the facts of his cleath as given in Parton's Life of
haftig, assistant secretary of the League, was authori~ed to
VoltairR, and that with Mr Parton's letter is a complete and
correspond with Liberal Leagues, societies, and individuals
truthful answer to all the Christians may say of Voltaire's last
for the purpose of organizing an Oregon state Liberal League,
hours. The story cannot be tolcl in a few lines, or we woul<l
similar in character and scope to the New York State Freedo it here. If you hav not a file of the paper for thut year we
thinkers' Association. In the circullir sent out in accordance
can supply it.
with this resolution Mr. Warhaftig says: "The necessity of a
state League is well known to every Liberal who loves freeltalph Waldo }Jmerson.
dom. The intention of the Portland League, therefore,
BY ,V, 0. SPENSER.
should be sustained by every citizen of this state. I invite
Within the crucible thou hast been trierl;
you, dear sir or madam, to show this letter to your friends
'l'hy words been weighed, thy spirit too,
and urge them to join us in our work for accomplishing the
Ancl found like ocean deep and wide,
intention of the founders of our republic to make it a home
'l'oncbing all shores some pearls to woo;
for free human beings by giving equal rights to every citizen
On Gauges's banks thou saw st a shrine,
by birth or naturalization, regardless of his or her belief or disIn Egypt found some scripts of lore,
'Vbere God* had wrought, some truth was thinebelief-an intention which cannot be accomplished, since orThou walked where sages walked before.
thodox churches are sustained by law, and their members, or;No gentler harp the Hebrews touched in song,
posed to freedom as they are, hav more rights than our other
No sweeter visions e'er to mortals came,
citizens. The objects of the State Liberal League will be to
Concord's evangel, hat.er of the wrong,
stimulate Freethought and spread Liberalism and Radicalism
Imperial now in loftiness of fame.
Swift hater of all creeds, and lover of all love,
and bnng them into contact with our social life.''
A reverent worshiper of truth that's free,
THE Rev. R. R. Howison is a mildly heretical Presbyterian,
All things were symbols of the Gocl* above,
Ancl
all things pl'Ovcd our immortality.
and has written a book called "God and Creation." At a
meeting of the Presbytery held in Richmond Va. on the 18th
.

.

.

'

'

.

*With me" God" means the rorees or nature, a'hd when I havucm·

ult., a comllllttee Wail app01nted to s1t upon Mr. HoWison and, s!on to say" God" tha.t Is what 1 mean.
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PENACOOll:, N. H., April 26, 1884.
MR. EDlTOR: You will please find inclo~ed $1.30. I wish to
pay one dollar toward the monument, which I see is not quite
paid for yet The thirty cents is for the picture of the monument, which you will please send me when ready.
J. E. MABDEN.
SAN FRANCisco, March 29, 284.
MB. EDIToR: THR TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL which you sent
me is worth twice tht> price you ask for it.
Wh~>n I see what a large amount of literature can be obtained
for a small sum of money, it reminds me of what the theologians formerly said in relation to the art of printing, viz., that
it was the work of the devil. Their minds hav not changed,
but they dare not make the. assertion now.
LYMAN SMITH.
EATON RAPIDs, MrcH., April 27, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: As onr Liberal friend, Mr. Prichard, of the
new mines of Idaho, has kinilly consented to giv information
in regard to the mines through THE TRuTH SEEKER, I would
like to ask him a few questions. Areplymaybe of some benefit to those wiF<hing to try their luck: 1. What is the nearest
railroad station to the mines? 2. What is the mode of conveying supplies? 3. What would be necessary for a man to take,
or can all kinds of supplies and tools be got in the mines at
reasonable prices? 4. Is it necessary to be well supplied with
firearms, and is game plenty? If Mr. Prichard would answer
these question and giv such other information as he may think
best, he would confer a favor on those contemplating a trip to
the mines.
A. ATWooD.
BounnoN, Mo., April 23, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Sir I am overwhelmed with joy and gladness
to tell you that the so-called religion of .Jesus Christ has sunk
to rise no more in Crawford and Franklin counties. Three of
the most prominent preachers hav committed the following
crimes: 1. Rev. James Harnet committed rape. 2. Henry
Galagher stole horses. 3. Joseph Murphy broke into a stor'l
They hav gone where the dogs will not bite. We hav got
several good Liberals here. Freet.hought is progressing
rapidly as time goes on. I am an Infidel to the center. I am
truly happy that I hav not that hateful, tyrannical, religious
fever, the most loathsome, accursed disease that humanity is
hdr to-the Christian religion. Away with it, ye thieving disciples of that lowly savior Jesus Christ.
Departed this life, April 20, 284, Dr. Everard, of Bourbon,
Mo. He clied as he had lived, a tn1e and a good man of the
type of Infidelity. Dr. Everard died perfectly easy. He said
he wanted to die; the future was clear before him.
C. B. HuNTER.
CoWLESVILLE, N. Y., April 27, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I will inclose a dollar for four of the TRUTH
SEEKER ALMANAcs. I like your paper much. I see one of
Col. Ingersoll's speeches in the last one. He says he should
not know a God if he should see one. I don't think I should;
never saw one, nor the priest's right bower, the devil. The
first of June my TRUTH SEEKER expires. I take six papers.
THE TRUTH SEEKER generally gets read first. This orthodox
religion, allopathy practice, is supported by the credulity of
the people. Ignorance is n'o crime. If it was, you and I
would hav been in prison Ion~ ago. My time is most out for
this life. If I liv until the 25th of next May, I shall be seventy. two. I think it ~s too late now to get the orthodox religion. I
am a seeker after the truth. Our early impressions ar'e not
always based on science. Why? Because our parents did not
possess the right understanding. We p11rtake more or less of
the same. How can we help it? It looks like poor business
to study where our senses can't reach. They say that religion is obtained without money or price. I say it is a lie
on the face of it Did you ever know a minister to preach
for nothing? I hav said if they could not draw something
from your purse, they would take off a blessing, and try to
stamp on a curse. It is sickening to read the " Crimes of
Preachers." Where a man gets a reward for hypocrisy, rogues
will a! ways fall in. 'I'he clergy are well adapted to it. They
get paid for it. Well, it is not very safe to trust to any man's
advice, where he has any interest, if he says he has religion.
JEHIEL BuTTERFIELD, M.D.

over two thousand inhabitants, there are eight churches, and
as many reverend divines, who are clear-sighted enough to
see that their bread and butter is in danger.
George Chainey lectured here on the 17th on the "Church
of the Future," which is causing quite a rumpus. They are
preaching that Infidels will neither ~<upport church .nor
schools, consequently are a curse to the country. One reverend gentleman (a Disciple minister) wishes to debate the
question with us Freethinkers, so if anyone thinks it worth
while there is a chance by addressing Rev. Mr. Sherman,
Weiland, Ontario, Canada. He has given his subjects as, 1.
" The nature of the religion of Jesus Christ is such as to
produce the highest earthly good in human character, wherever it is honestly lived out." 2. "The religion of Jesus,
the Christ, is true in fact." He affirms in both.
JOHN RAY.
PLAINFIELD, N. J., April 27, 1884.
MB. EmToB: I herein inclose my mite toward the completion of the Bennett monument. It is, indeed, a late day to
contribute to that most praiseworthy object; but I learn from
the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER that a small s.um is still
needed to cover the expenses of the committee. My delay in
contributing to the fund has not been for want of sympathy
with the movement. Truly, if any man deserved such a testimonial from his friends, it was D. M. Bennett. My personal
acquaintance with Mr. Bennett was limited, but my larger acquaintance with the warm-hearted, truth-loving champion of
Freethought through his writings, enrolled me, years ago,
among his admirers. He was not only a hater of the cant and
hypocrisy of the age,. but he had the courage of his convictions. In the years to come, he will hold a high place among
those who hav labored to emancipate the race from the thralldom of Christian superstition. Vilified and slandered, persecuted and sentenced to occupy a felon's cell by the sneaking
hounds of the Christian church, it is fitting and just that his
friends should pay this tribute to his memory.
Mr. Bennett left behind him many monuments in words
and deeds. THE TBUTH SEEKER is a monument to his memory
to be proud of. His voluminous writings will prove a monu-;
ment more lasting than marble. For those who knew him
well,
He needs no monument of stone,
No temple reared to fame,
For prouder, more enduring far,
Is his immortal name.
But the monument is now un fait accompli, a tribute and a
menace, upon which something like the following might with
propriety hav been inscribed:
A thousand loving hands and hearts
Hav raised this tribute here,
To him whose name and modest worth
They cherish and revere.
Though bigotry in priestly garb
May often linger near,
And read the words hereon inscribed,
With many a pious snftlr;
And slander, with envenomed tongue,
Should often haunt the spot,
And hiss, and fling its vip'roua slime,
Its fangs will harm him not.
Well may his friends this tribute pay
So fitting and so just,
And bid the shaft of granit rise
Above his moldering dust.
Be this its simple epitaph:
" Here lies an honest man,
Who, in the fight for truth and right,
Was always in the van."

c.

A. BLEN.

LANCASTER, PA., April 22; 1884.

MB. EDITOR: There are certainly points concerning which

fall heavily in God's. debt, and on the seventh day, which happens to be the first day of the week, howevet:, they, endeavor
to effect a compromise with their creditor by offering him
about ten cents on a dollar, for which they giv a promissory
note, which, in the absence of good indorsement or other secarity, is, I suppose, no better than an open account--,-and
woe unto them if their God once falls short of available fUJ,lds
and presses for settlement.
. A. ADLER.
SouTH D.rn~'MOUTH, MAss., April 28, 1884.
MB. EmToB: Several weeks since a lecture was given at the
Opera House in the neighboring city of New Bedford, the.object of which was, if possible, to meet and overthrow Col. Ingersoll's arguments against the truth and inspiration of the
"holy Bible." The lecture was by Gen. Carey, of Ohio;I
think, who remarked at the commencement of his discourse
that he had been requested to undertake the overthrow and
demolition of Col. R. G. Ingersoll by some of the Methodist
clergy out West. But, judging from his lecture in New Beqford, Mr. Carey was by no means successful in the attainment of his object. I will quote a few passages from his lecture. In one place he says: "The Ingersolls of to-day hav
made no new discoveries. Their statements are only a stale
rehash of the ideas of the professedly wise of other times."
This assertio)l I look upon as not proved. It is by no
means improbable or impossible that the concluding proposition of the sentence quoted may apply with much truth to
those who are so industriously endeavoring to overthrow Col.
Ingersoll and bolster up priestcraft, superstition, et hoc genus
omne. Again, Gen. Carey remarks, "We affirm, in its history,
its poetry, its morals, it surpasses all other books. It has stood
the test of ages." He is here refe.rring to the Christian Bible.
No doubt the Mohammedans, Buddhists, and Chinese-not to
mention any other "antique people "-entertain the same
highly exalted opinion of their Bibles, as respects history; poetry, morals, and "the test of ages." All these Mohammedan,
Buddhistic, and Chinese Bibles are old enough, antiquated
enough. Some people seem to think that the older, the more
antiquated anything· is the more likely it is to be true. Rea~
soning on this ground, Protestantism, which dates back to
the days of Luther, Calvin, Melancthon, etc., should yieldthe
palm, on the account of having "stood the test. of ages," to
the Mohammedans, Buddhists, Chinese, etc. Protestantism
is, as we all know, a creature of recent growth in comparison
with the Mohammedan and the others just recapitulated. But
the natural inference and supposition is that the Protestants
will do nothing of the sort. This "test of ages" doctrin they
will only apply to their Bible. One more quotation from Gen.
Carey's lecture. He says, "Infidelity has never accomplished
anything for the good of man."
Now I would inquire if Infidelity, represented by such men
as Thomas Paine, the friend of human rights, making the same
manifest in "the times which tried men's souls;" Benjamin
Franklin, the noted philosopher; Stephen Girard, who
founded Girard College in the city of Phjladelphia in behalf of
education; Peter Cooper, of New York ci.ty, the merchant and
philanthropist, who founded the Cooper Union and the Cooper
Institute; and James Lick, the California millionaire, whose
efforts in behalf of FreGthought, reform, and human progi·ess
are so widely and well known, "has never accomplished anything for the good of man."
I think if it had not been for such men as Paine, Franklin,
and the others just m~ntioned, that the progress of Freethought, •education, human rights, progress, and reform would
hav been far less than events and circumstances hav unmistakably proved them to be. The cheap, off-hand, flippant talk
of those who undertake to prop up the rickety old structure of
superstition amounts to but very little. It convinces no one,
except the weak-minded dupes of priestcraft, who are so completely under the thumb of designing, ambitious theologians.
Those who think and reason for themselvs take no stock in
such talk.
Very truly yours,
EDWIN H. BABTLETT.

mankind continues to be ignorant-the smartest, wisest, and
best educated men of our country positivly ignorant. These
---points are the beginning and end of our life. Many and vaSEATTLE, W. T., Aprill6, 284.
ried are the opinions given by men who claim to hav a deeper
MR. EDITOR: Since my letter from this place appeared in
ken of this perplexing question. To this class especially be- THE TRUTH SEEKER I hav had quite a i:mmber of letters from
long the clergy of all denominations. It is truly astonishing parties in different parts of the country, each one making a
to see them waging war against each other, Catholic against great many inquiries with reference to Seattle, and what adProte«tant, Christians against Jews, Jews against all others, vantages the place offers for new comers. I would like to ask
each ready, willing, and eager to demolish the rest, and all at space in your paper for this letter, so I may answer them all at
once joining hands to pounce upon the Agn·ostic, their com- one time. But before I get to this part of my letter I wish tO
mon foe, whose only crime consists in being honest enough to giv you a report of what we hav been doing here in the interdeclare that he lacks all information on the subject, which, in est of Liberalism and Freethought. About two weeks before
WELLAND, ONT., April21, 284.
the words of Robert Cooper, is "too heavenly to be under- our Paine celebration Dr. J. L. York, of San Jose, California,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER stood."
came by invitation to spend (as we then calculated) about a
another year. I take several Liberal papers, and send and giv
The clearest remarks on this point are by a German poet. month with us, to giv us an oration at our Paine anniversary
them around. They are good missionaries. The greatest He says:
celebration, and lecture Sunday evenings. The 29th o£ Jandifficulty is to get prejudiced people to read them. But it
"What preceded and what will follow me I look upon as two uary, Paine's birthday, was the date on which the annual alecdoes sometimes happen that after once reading a good, com- dark, impenetrable curtains, suspende"d from each end of our tion of officers for the League should take place, and it was
ruon sense article their prejudice begins to giv way, and they life and as yet unlifted by any living being. Alre11dy many the occasion for a great time, of whic:q. you were apprised by
become more willing and better able to see things as they hundred generations stand before them, torch in.hand, guess- Dr. York. Well, ·about the first work the doctor did was to
really are. It is unreasonable to expect a person to rid ing wthhat matY. be hfidthde!l beh~nd. Ma~y s~e their .ofiwdn shad- help the League into better shape for work than it had been.
, ·p
ows, e ou 1Ineso
eu passwns. moving In magm e forms
.
.
.
,,
.
himself all at once of the creed he had been trained from upon the surface of the unknown and tremble at their own The next thmg was to orgamze a Young Peop 1e s rogressiv
infancy to believe as true, and which has become, as it were, image. Poets, philosophers, and statesmen hav painted their· Lyceum." This is something I hav often talked of as a most
a part of himself. It is easier to entertain new views than dreams pleasanter or darker as the .sky above them appeared important step in the right direction; a something that should
to get rid of old ones. It took me many years before I was obsc~ue: or brighter, but the vast di~tance showed them a de- be at least attempted in every town and place where tlere are
able entirely to rid myself of the prejudices in favor of my 1 ceptiv VIew. Juggle:s, t~o, engage III; eager race after the un- a few live Liberals to carry on the same. I tell you what it is
·
knowable, but they hkewise are permitted only to contemplate
.
.
'
. .
. .
.
rehgwus trammg, and, such bemgthe case, I can hav sympa- in astonishment a 'phantom.' Deep silence reigns b 0 d Mr. Ed1tor, we may lecture, we may discuss and debate, we
thy and charity for those whose organism and opportunities this curtain, and no one behind it can send us thence :! a~- may tear to pieces and pull down all we hav a mind to and ~>.re
hav been less favorable. I apprehend it to be the duty of swer; we simply hear the echo of our question, as though our. able, but until we begin to build, Liberalism is not a fact; and,
those whose minds hav become more enlightened by a voi.ces ha~ been. directe.d tow!lrd ~ hollow arch. All hav. to I there is nothing so sure in the way of building up as the one
knowledge of nature's laws as revealed by science and good retire behmd. this curtam, whiCh m ~assmg they ~ouch wlth of having our own schools, where we can correctly train the
d
'
.
.
.
awe, u.ncertam who may stand behmd to receive them.
.
.
.
.
sense, to o ":hat they are ahle to t~ clissemmate. that I_Ight Skeptics giv us their version thus: Beware! this curtain fools ~nds of o_ur children, un~Iased a~d un~ar~ed by superstifor the benefit of others. The mill of evolutwn grmds mankind. Did ever voice reach you from beyond? If not twn, and gtv them a start m the nght drrectwn. And here,
slowly, but it is grinding, and it is for us, the stockholders, may we not sajely conclude no one is there to speak? But they let me say, if anyone want& to see what a grand thing can be
to see that the machinery is kept clean and properly oiled, too ar~ quickly sent thither, as it were, in order to convince done in this direction, just get Dr. York to work at it, and the
anil it will ultimately finish the grist on hand.
them.
results will grandly surpass your most sanguin expectations.
There is mor., of a disposition •here on the part of a
From our goodly city of Lancaster I hav nothing to report ·well, our lyceum is in excellent running order, with good,
grmlter number pf people to investigate for themselvs, to e.t present. Christians and Jews continue as heretofore-six, talented help to assist in developing the same. We hav sent
)Ulow the truth of things. In this a:mall wwn of a little d~ys in a. week to cu~ e!Wh othm' th~:o!l.ts, si:n &nd re-liin, IWld for some two do~euaopiea of" The Youth's Liber~l Guide,"
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, by Prof. H. M. Kottinger, A.M. I want to say a word about destroy, to my thinking, the fallacy of the supposed free endowed him with certain capacities or functions, and accordthis book. . We got a copy of it, and after giving it a careful agency in man that is attached to the monstrous God idea.
ing to these functions, and these only, could man act; and if
,perusal we decided it to be the most us'eful Liberal book we
In entering upon this subject I shall take the following man is thus bound by the nature of the capacities with which he
could hav in our school, and the very book we needed, and proposition& as the substratum of my argument: First, that is endowed, where is his freedom? What a flimsy and naked
that is why we hav sent for them-to hav for use in our lyceum. which is free must be uncontroled by, and act independently sophism! But the priests inform us, whim God created man
So much for the lyceum; but Dr. York's work did not end even of, any other power, that is to say, where there is dependence he made him, at once, a free agent, gave him a free and unhere. The next thing we went a.t was the organizing of a there can be no freedom. Secondly, that everything which controled choice as to whether he would be virtuous or viU. M. L. Literary Club, for Liberal self-culture. Here is our has been created must be the effect of some antecedent cause. cious. And, at the same time, he manufactured a tree of
manufactory, where we calculate to develop our thinkers, our Thirdly, that cause and effect are inseparably connected, that knowlrdge, and God strictly prohibited man from partaking of
talkers, and our lecturers.
is, causation must imply necessity. These propositions, I pre- its fruits, under pain of his eternal malediction Now see the
Well, Mr. Editor, what do you think of it, as far as I hav sume, the logician will n'ot dispute. For the first, it is quite inconsistency which here exhibits itself. Man is made a free
gone? But I ·want to tell you a little more. We needed an evident that any power which does not exist and operate al- agPnt, uncontroled to the selection of good and evil, and still,
organ, and the doctor set about to help us in that. The plan together independently of any other power, cannot be free. at the same time, he could not know what good and evil were;
he proposed was to giv a lecture for the purpose, which he As to the second proposition, it is so plain as scarcely to re- and. at the same time, was solemnly forbidden partaking of
did, and the same night we raised over $16.0, and we hav got quire a word of explanation. The fact of anything being ere- the means oy which he could obtain a knowledge of the subour organ paid for. By this time you must think we hav ated must imply a creator er a cause. And as to the third ject. A pretty free agent he was; certainly! His freedom
quite a strong Liberal element here, which we hav; their axiom, it is manifest, if cause and effect are not necessarily would hav as inuch substance in it as the Irishman's stocking,
works show it. It is now near three months since Dr. York connected, they must be contingent, and a work of mere which was footless and without
leg. It is elaborately
came·here, and we hav kept him lecturing every Sunday even- chance; and if a work of chance, all moral and physical phe- stated in the assembly's catechism, ''the sinfulness wherein to
ing since he came, and twice on week-nights, all the time to nomena are rendered inexplicable-enigma and a chaos. There man fell consisteth in tbe guilt of Adam's first sin, of that
crowded houses, increasing every night. The doctor is sound could be no such a thing as reasoning, no certainty in physical rightPousness wherein he was created, and the corruption of
in logic, strong in magnetism, and talks just what the people action. Having now established the basis of these proposi- his nature; he is utterly disabled, and made opposit to all that
need-hot and heavy. Last Sunday night the doctor gave his tiona of my reasoning, I shall hasten to the subject proposed. is spiritually good, aud wholly inclined to evil, and that conlast lecture of the season to a crowded house, who approved First, I hold that the doctrin of free agency is altogether in- tinually." Now, if man is reduced to such wickednPss as to
his red-hot shot. It was immense. No lack of audience when compatible with ortl!odoxy or a personal intelligent God. be utterly H disabled" from enjoying anything that is good,
fue doctor is here. We shall miss him when he is gone, and Either free agency must be false, or the existence of the lattPr where is his vaunted freedom? Free to do that which he
look very anxiously forward for his visit to us again next fall. is an impossibility. If God be intelligent, he must possess could not do! I remembPr once having a dispute with a ChrisWell, I think I hav sufficiently reported our League and its thought; to possess thought, he must be endowed with reflec- tian upnn this point some years ago. I put this' question to
appendages for the present. Now for some brief answers to tion, and having reflection, he must be governed by cause and him: "Yon consider man naturally depraven, do yon?" He
correspondents about Seattle, the "pride of the Northwest," effect. Now, I hav shown in the third proposition that where said, "I do." "You also maintain that hA is a fr~e agent?"
by this time. Its situation on the great inland sea of America cause and effect exist there must be necessity. To suppose "Unquestionably, I do," said he. "Well, then, allnw me to
must be pretty well kuown. A great many want to know if the opposlt would be to annihilate the principle of causation. ask you if you consider man free to be good?" "Free to be
this is a grain country. No. The best kind of wheat, oats, As, 'then, cause and effect must be necessarily connected; anfl good!" he rPplied. "why. certainly; mnn is a free nv.Pnt. be
and barley could be raised here if there was space for them. according to the second proposition, everything which has been can please himself whether bP is gnnfl nr bnn: and if he is
Clearings are only being made here for the city's growth. This produced must be the effect of some prior existence or cause, gnnd he will be rewarned hv the Alm;ghty with evPrlnsting
bliss: but if he is han be will be cnnnPmnPn tn etPrnal nnmis a great timber country. There are small farms dotting the and, in turn, the cause of some S\lbsequent existence. Now, natinn." '' Tnneen !" I rPplien. "ver~· chnritahlo, trnly: h11t.
country here and there, and within the area of fifty to a hun- God must reflect in order to be intelligent, and if reflection sit•. if that is the casA. why is it. thnt man nnes nnt Rt'IPct that
dred .miles there is considerable farming land. But I will tell can be exerted only upon the principle of cause and effect, whi"h is gnnn ?" "Oh!" he repliPd, "hPcaHRA he is nat11rnlly
and cause and effect can alone take place on the doctrin ban!" "Then." I sain. "man is frPe tn hP gnnn. ann vet he ;s
you what we do raise hereabouts, and that is an abundance of
.
. .
. II"
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the finest vegetables I evPr set eyes on. Peaches, apricots, and of ~ecess1ty, 1t 1s clear tha~ the mte .1gence o
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seems to me people are puttmg m gardens all the time. They intelligence as for instance that of the horse and that of man taught tn lisp almnst befnrP it. IPnVPR its mnthPr's hrPnst I
hav b_een at it for several.weeks past, and are at it yet. I must and the onl~ dlfference that can exist between the intelligenc~ was t.anght it mysAif. "0 Lorn I Ann us not intn tempt,ntinn.
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all the year round. For weeks past, as I passed to my wo~k, be infinit-ours finite. But if his intelligence be infinit, his man. when f\XpnsPrl tn tPmptat.inn. has no power of resistance?
if sn. wberP is his frpf\ n('Pn"v?
I ~av had the ~l~asure of looking. at the ~roc~ses. daffodils, reflection, according to the previous reasoning, must be so Ann
I will nnw hnv n. fmv r<'mnrks 11pnn t.hA nnctrin of rpt'fpmpgtllyflowers, dms1es, and the beautiful pansies, m full bloom. also and therefore his causation must be infinit and conse- tinn nf man. We nrA tnln hv tlw nrthnnnx PxnnnnnPrR thnt
The population of this pl~ce is about 10,000, bu~ is fast in- que~tly the principle of necessity must be so too.'
we cannot Pninv its inestimahiP hlPsoincrs PX<'Ppt thrn111!h the
creasing.. _Of a!l places, th1s ~eats a~y I hav Wl~nessed for
Now, I will prepare another argument for old orthodox's re- instrnmPntnlit.v nf nivinA !Ha!'P hv Chriot. .TPsllR Tl1is pinus
push, spmt, _gnt, and ent~rpnse. It IS true of th1s place, as ception. I hold that free agency and divine government of Pl~vilPge nPpPnds nnt..mnn an,thing whirh we pnRRASR nf nllThnt. npnn snmPthing- hPirl bv nnnther pnwPr. nVPr which
(J_f others, ~mter and ~prmg brought. on somewhat of dull the world are doctrins involviug a contradiction. Both cannot f!Pivs,
we hav nnt thP slightPst. enntrr.L 'WbPrP. thPn. is mnn's frAetimes, but mour case It has been owmg to an over-rush. of be true. It is a moral impossibility for God to be a universal rlnm? If snlvntinn r1PpPnns npnn snmP nthPr pnwPr PXtrnnenew comers rather than from the fact that there was nothi~g sovereign if man be a free agent. Universal sovereignty must ntlR tn. and independent of, himself, wbere is bis boasted free
agPn<'v?
going .on. . Had there not be~n such a_n undue rush for this imply universal control. If, therefore, God possesses such
I will now bnv a fpw wnrils npnn the dnl'trin nf P]Pdinn.
p_Iace late m t~e fall and d_urmg the w_mter, we should hav de- power, man, and every other thiug, must be subject to his
mded that busmess was bnsk all the t1me. But the suppl~ of will and must be dependent. Now I hav shown in the first 'l'his nngmn., like tlmt. nf nivinA grn<'e. snpProPnPR nil frpe
a!!Pncy. Jt. mnkes an innivirlnnl'R nPRtinv ilpPPnnnpnn a pnwf\r
labor exceeded the demand. However, men are fast findmg proposition that where there is dependence there cannot be innenPnnPnt nf mnn's inflnen"e nr !'nntrnl. Tt, rPP•PsPnts
work, and it can't possibly be long before the cry for more freedom and consequently, if man be dependent upon God, AVPrvthincr ns t.hP nnincrs nf Gnn. H nP!'lnrPR thnt hP hns sehelp is heard, especially if the railroads don't go back on us as the aivine sovereignty of the world implies, he cannot pos- IPcfPn a cPrtnin nnmhPr fnr his PRPP<'inl fnvnr. nnrl thnt thPy,
Trad?s and professions of all kinds are rep.resented he:e, but sibly be free. For if a man be a free agent he must be en- n11n thPv onlv. cnn Pnjnv thP ilivinP h]pssiPf7 Tf this hP tn1e,
that IS no proof that they are all well supplied. There IS gen- dowed with an independent power of himself-a power dis- it, is like rPnPmntinn: it prnvps tbP innlilitv nf mnn's frPA
ncrPncv. Tn nrnnf nf this Twill qnntP thP fnllnwinll' R('.riPtnrnl
erally room for one more.
tinct uncontroled · then it is as plain as the plainest axiom in tPxt,; ·.. HP will hAv mPr"v nn w'hnm hP will hnv mPT<'V nnn
I do not think of any more leading questions to answer, ~ut Euclld that the whole is greater than its part, that God does whnm hA .,..ill. hA hnrrlpnPth." N"w. rlnPs nnt this nlnl'e nil
before closing I wish to refer to one other item. Myself. w~th not hav universal power, universal control, nor is he universal nnwPr in God-nono in man? Precious doctrin tbis, to be
others who may hav been called to furni~h music for our L1b- sovereign; indeed, he cannot be a God at all. One of these RllTP!
I will qttntP nnR nr twn mnrA pnssni!PR frnm l'l!'rintnre to
eral public meetings and entertainments, are all t~e tim_e put doctrins must be given np. Which one I shall not say. The
nrnvA thP fnlsitv nf frPP n()'Pn~v nr frPP "'ill Pnnl snvs. in
to our wits' ends to know where to look for anythmg smtable orthodox may consult their convenience on that subject.
Philin. l'hnpfpr ii vPTSP 13. "'Pnr it is <+nn whieh "·nrkPth in
for the purpose. We hav the "Truth SeekPr Collection," and
It is stated that the divine government of the world is that vm1 hnth tn will nnn tn rln nf his l!nnn nleas,.· ' Ann nr.min,
perhaps a few other songs, bnt the music, the tunes, where of omnipotence of God, a popular and convPnient doctrin of Tsninh xxvi. 12. "IJ~rn. thnn wilt nrrlnin,.,
r• fn• ns: fnr thnu
were they? Well, the result has been that wehavhad to hunt orthodox; one which they will hav to abandon if they insist alsn hnth wrmwht. nil mlT wnrl<s inn~·· ., nw T think it is nnt
'all the gospel hymns and hallelujah bonks we conld lay our upon free agency. The mode of reasoning upon this point is nPcP.ssarv tn nnn nnnthPr wnrrl nn i],,. snhiP"t. nf fTPt' nvPn<'y
nr frPA will in man. I might. m<'ntinn PlPctinn nnil pravPr. h11t
hands on, pile them into a wheelbarrow, and haul them down somewhat different. To show the inco: sistency of the doctrin fln nnt. think it is ncpposary, aq they COme llD.der the Category
to the hall for the half-dozen tunes we could find in them, of free agency with that of divine omnipotence, I will argne of t h P previon s qn Pstion s.
crying from the depths of our souls as we went along, Oh, that as follows: If God be omnipotent, he must possess all power,
I want t.n Rrlrl in Mnclllsion to olrl nrthnrlnx nnvncntPR that
some one would compile a book! Well, the book is coming. and possessing all power, nothing else in existence could hav thPv mnst. ~:-J!v 11p frp(> nu,.,ncv in mnn nr giv nn tbP ntfrhntf'S
Mrs. Laura Hall, of this place, has bravely undertaken the power but himself-nothing could be free. Now, it is evident, nf <+nn. fnr they assPrt thnt. Gnrl is nmnipntAnt, nmniprPsPnt,,
nnrl hPnPfi<'ent.. nnrl sn fnrth Tn nssPrt. ns is nftPn ilnnP. tbat
task, and there will soon be announced a book called ~he "U. if God possesses all power, that neither man n~ any other Gnn wnnln nnt hP iPvnrinhlv TPUnlritPrl hv thPRP nttrihntPs is
M. L. Song-book," which will be a credit to the compiler, and being could possess power, directly or indirectly free, bnt God. tn sav hP is nnt nll-wisA. nll-pnwPrfnl. nr ~VPrvwhPrP PTP~Pnt.,
Either the doctrin of man's free agency, or the omnipotence i• tn ·RAY hA is snmPtimPR nnt f+nn Whnt. nn ir1Pn-ll rlPitv hRwill well fill the bill. In it there will be songs to suit all-the
young and the old, the hard-shell and the Spiritualist, the liv- of, God must be given up. The orthodox cannot consistently inD' n f+nn Rnrl •till nnt n f+nn! Thnt. !'nnfnnnns nil irl~ns nf
nrrlAr nnn !'nnsistPnC'.y. Nnw. I mnintnin, nln nrthnilnx theing and the dead. Oh, that will be jo;yful! Well, I hav had support both.
ologians m11st PithAr ·JliV up frPP ngPn<'y nr nrlmit. AthPism nnd
my say, and I fancy I hear you say, Amen.
I will now notice another contradiction between free agency clPnv a first "anRP, On thP othPr hnnn. if thPrP. b., R firRt
Fraternally yours,
WALTER WALKER,
and orthodoxy. It is the inconsistency of that doctrin with ('.Rl1RA thPrP mnst. hA l'nnsntinn. anrl if !'ansntirm fhPrP mn"t he
Sec. Seattle L. L.
the foreknowledge of God. If God possesses foreknowledge; nPI'PRRitv. nnn if npcpsoitv thi'TP l'nn hP nn frPP n('Pni'V. Jlfnw
. P.S.-In the body of my letter I omitted to mention that at if he can see into futurity; if he can anticipate occurrences whi"h hnrn nf this rlilPinma "'ill nlrl nrthnrln:xv tnkP? B11t
a farewell benefit which was tendered Dr. York last Sunday to any extent of time, there must be some order and certamty, "ertain it is. if thPv inoist. npnn frPP AD'PP!'v it is t.hPy. nnn nnt,
we. whn nrP thA AthPists. A!!nin nlrl' nrthnclnxv must. Pither
evening on the occasion of his last lecture this season, the fol- some process of cause and effect, ad ir,finitum. If, then, this (!iv np I his rlnrling iln[!mR nr strlmit. ehnn""· whi"h thPv thPmlowing resolution was voted unanimously, with much enthu- is a certaiuty, there must be necessity; and certainty can alone RPIVR nPnnnn!'e AR hPincr AR hnrrihlP RR AthPi"m. Chnn<'P is
siasm:
exist but upon necessity. If it is supposed to exist upon the nppnsit tn thnt nf nP('.f'Roitv. 'ThAy mnst. thPrPfnrA ailmit
Re.qolved, That we, the members and friends of the Seattle chance, is to suppose a palpable contradiction. That which nne nr thP nthPr. If thPV nnmit l'hnn"e thi'V nPstrnv the rlncLiberal League recognize Dr. J. L. York as a very able nnd is certain cannot be accidental, and vice versa. If foreknowl- trin nf a first. callsP. nnn .<'nnRPQllPntlv estnhlish Afh~ism: nnd
eloquent defender and exponent of Freethought principles. edge implies a certaint.y in events, it must imply a necessity; if they nrlmit. nP('.PRRitv thPy PXplnne the nn[!ma nf frpe RcrPn<'y.
I bav nlrPanv shnwn t.hat whPrP ehnn<'P PXists thPrP cnnnnt. he
and vote him our heartfelt thanks for the brave and effectual
I hnv nlRn shnwu that. whPrA ,.nnsawork he has done while with us, not only in the help rm;rdered and if necessity exists, free agency is a chimera. To imagin a ""usntinn, anrl ,;,..,
the League in making it strong, bnt in the much m?re 1mpor- limitatiou of divine prescience or foreknowledge is to sup- tinn exio!" thPrP mnst hP nPI'Pssity. nnil "nnsPQllPntly nn freetaut work of organizing our Young People's Progress1v Lyceum. pose there is something of which God is ignorant, and thus is nom. Olrl thPnlnainns will hnv nnlv this nltPrnntiv eithPr to
"nncAdA that frPP A!!Pn!'v is n phnntnm. nr nnmit l'hAnre. Nnw
and the U. M. L. Literary Club, and wish him good speed and his omniscience annihilated so he ceases to know all thiugs.
T hnv shnwn in this ]ptt"r fhnt ehnr<'hmPn mnst. PithPr nhnnequal success wherever his labors may call him.
Man, we are told, was created by God. Now, if he was ere- nnn frPA ngPn":V nr rPp1trHnfe the nn!'trin nf R pPrsnnAI intP!JiW. W.
ated, he must, according to my second proposition, be the ef- gPnt neity. nay nf inngmPnt.. nivinP gnvPrnmPnt nf t.hP wnrlrl.
A mention of this is due the doctor.
fect of some antecedent cause; and if so, causation must hav nmnipntPnM of r1Pit~·. divinA prnvinPnM. fnrPknnWIPrlgP nf
been employed in the creation, and therefore a necessity; as Gnn. "TPRiinn, fnll. Anrl rPrlemptinn-yPR. ann the very PXiRtTHE GOD ]J)EA AND FREE AGENCY CRITICALLY EXAMINED.
is stated in my third proposition, where there is one there ~>neP nf Gnn. WhPn thrw extri.,nte thPmRf'lVR frnm thi'RP
LA CRossE, Wis., April 23, 1884.
trnnhlcs T mav return tn this snhje.,t. af7Ain. Bnt "snfli.,iPnt.
MB. EDITOR: I am now nearly seventy years of age, but, must be the other. To suppose anything else would be a man- to t.be day is thA evil t.herPof." Mr. Editor, I am thP wellifest
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wisher of tbe whole hum~n race.
J. !'lilTTJ!lY.
uevettheless, with your permission, I want to do all I can to
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5
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Liberal Meetings.
[Lea-gues and Liberal and Spiritualistic &oieties in the
United State. and Ganada meeting regularly, can hav notices of their meetings published iln this column free if the
officers will send them to us.]

MIOIDGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner cif Western ave. and
Terrace st.
WISCONSIN.
MILwAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
H~l~. ?16 Grand ave~ue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Cntie1sms, and Mus1e.-Admission free.
OHIO.
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
ev~ry_ Sunday at 3 P.M.,.in room 29, City Hall
bmldmg. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb hat\' hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
OREGON.
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BosToN.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
ounday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2:30. Admission free.
PENNSYLY ANIA,
ALToONA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PmLADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform i~
maintained. Exeroises consist of a lecture,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
·every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
:League's Hall, 177 Hal&ey street. Exercises
•consist of music, readings, lecture, and dis•Cnssion, in which all present are invited to
1Participate.
Admission free.
Collection
taken. Communications for the League
:should be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
CANADA.
ToRoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 ·Grand Opera House.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. Freetqinkers• and
strangers are cordially invited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freeth ought
Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Catharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome .. G. S. Wilson
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D.; Secretary.

FREETHOUGHT

WORKS.~

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text
~ook; comp~ring some of the best teachmgs and saymgs of the Bible with those
o~ Sages and Philosophers who lived preVIou~ to the 4uthors of the Bible; also a
Partlal Exp0s1t10n. of its Errors. By GEo.
C. DA.RLING. Price, 50 cents.

The Figures of Hell; or, The Temples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELizABETH
THoMPSON. A neat little volume of between two and three hundred pages. $1.

Liberty and Morality. A capital full
1

lecture on these important subjects. By
W. S. BELL. ./l pamphlet of thirty-six
wellcprinted pages ma1led for 15 cents.

SuperstitioB. in All Ages. By JoHN

Grimes ~ Preachers

THIRD EDITION.

IN THE

Parallels in Other Religions.

Being a Comparison or the Old and New Testament
Myths and Miracles with those or heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
Origin and Meaning. With numerous 111 ustratlons.
The object or the work Is to point out the myths
THIRD EDITION.
with whlcll the Old an<.l New Testaments abound; to
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL show that they were held In common wltb other nations; ancl then tru.ce them to their evldentorigina.nd
explain their mea,d1,g.
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
"1t ll""' loug been acknowlertged by the most eminent blbllcal students tbat tue Hebrew scriptures
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
contatna large mythical element; but, so far as we

COMPARED AND REVISED.

By M. E. HILLIN GS,

a Roman Catholic priest, who,
AUTHOR OF
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etrepigny and But in Champagne, France, "PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UNwholly abjured religious dogmas, and left
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
as his last will and testament to his parWOMEN OF THE DIBLE,"
ishioners, and to the world, the work entitled "Common Sense." Price, cloth,
"HOLY CROSS,"
$1.50; paper, $1.
A.l\'I> MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.

Marriage and Parentage and The

Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The
"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
Production of Children of Finer Health
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanita- men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
rian. "The virtues of men and women thistles?"
as well as their vices may descend to their
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
children." Price, $1.
Liberal League, says of this book: " This is a
severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
The Bible-Wllence and What 1 By priesthood,
but it is a bed of infamy they hav
RtoiiARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B. made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
The questions, Where did the books of Send for the book and see what devourers
the Bible come from?
What is their of sheep the shepherds can be."
authority? and, What is the real source
of dogmatic theology? are treated fearPRit::E, 2li CENTS.
lessly in the light of history, philosophy,
and comparativ religions. It is impossi-.
ble to giv even a condensed statement of
what is itself a marvelous condensation. A.dclress THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Whole libraries are here concentrated
into one little book. Printed in good
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1. .
·

Price, $1.50.

"Never before bas there been l(iven a volume to
tbe reading world that shows the research for the
origin of t.bese myths liB <loes this one just published
by J. \V. Bouton, of New Yurk."-Boslon Ttmes.

"It Is uuqnestlonably true that the results of a
ratlnnallst1c study of the Christian scrlptur~s are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made in

the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
1 Vol. Royal8vo.

Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price,

$3.00

Sent postpaid, on receipt or price,
Address,
'l'HE THUTH BEEKER,
~3 Cllnton Place, New York.

FA RA DA Y PA M PH L ETS
No. 1.-'l'he RelnUon of 1he St•lri1ual to

t.lu• .lUn•t~rinl 1 utvt~rHe; the J~nw of•:on•
t.rol. N cw lidltlon, Enh~orged u.nd Hevtsud By Spirit

M. FtU'tHlu.y. !>rice, 15 cents.

No. 2.-Ch·lgf., of J ife;

Or, Where~ Man Comes From. The Evolution or
the Spirit from M11tter through Org11nlc Processses;
or, How tllo Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlarged and Hevlsed. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
No_4.ti.;.~~;'n,!!f.'I~,I,?.J•ment or the Spirit

The Origin or Uellglons. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.
~o.

4.-Tne J>roceS!< or \lleuf,ILI &etlon;

-BY-

Row the Pagan Priests of Rome OrlglntLted Chrlstlanlty, Confessions or Its Founders. 'l'ranscrlbed
by Sl•lrlt M. FtmL<Iay. 208 Jmges. Price, boards, 76

Ot·igtu of the ChrlsUau Rellg-

cents; I>aper, GO cnnts.
ltonw. Not lle1.hlehem, the Blrtht•Inee ot
.Jt!!"411N.

6.

Price 10 cents.

1Vho 1Vrot.-.1.he Ne1v

Extract from No.

DO~.

MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

By

K "'N ('lA

Noi.c~;;~'l'he

Extmct from No.

Aniong the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal StatisWALT WmTMAN. Including autobiography, hoepital sketches, democratic vistas, tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four the penitentiaries; the Church and CJvlliza.
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and tion; the Church and Sciencl'; the Church
poetry, never before published. Price, $2. and L.earning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Ingersoll and Jesus. Conversation Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
in verse between the two great reformers. Reform; the Church and the Itepublic.
These pamphlets should be Clrculated by
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. Price, 10 cents.
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
The Sabbath. By M. FARRINGToN. ·A dozen at least. Address
thorough examination and refutation of
THE TRUTH SEEUER.
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
to foist upon the country their holy day - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - by unconstitutional legal enactmentA.
lllAN!
The author shows by an appeal not only
A
LIJJ.ERAL
JOURNAL
publlslled to promote ED·
to the facts as they exist in the nature of
things, but by reference to the Bible, and UCATION, CONS'£1\UCTION, CO-OPERATION, and OR·
the writings of distinguished historians GANIZA'riON. Exponent of the objects, platform,
NEW YORK.
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday and prlnclVlos of tile NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
is no more a holy day thac. Saturday. T. B. Wakeman anrl •.r. C. Leland, edlLors.
Weekly at $1 ]ler annum. •rrlalsubscrlbers-three
every Sunday at Van Yechteu. Hall, 119 State
Price, 10 cents.
months-for twenty centA. Specimen copies free;
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
and
Liberal names wanted to "end sample co]lles.
business meeting and debates and discussions The Religion of Common Sense. By
T. C. LELA~D. Secretary,
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
5tf
744 Broadway, New York.
Prof. LIEBRECHT ULrcH, of Germany.
------are cordially invited to attend; also all LibPrice, 25 cents.
erals visiting the city. Admission free.
~ f Improved or unlmproven lands
1:1.
C)
L •anywhere In the state. For InNEw YoRK CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal The Sunday Question. A Historical
maps, circulars, etc., ere., write to
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
and Critical Review. With replies to an formation,
WATSON & THR.\PP, or C. H. CUSTENllORDER,
objector. By GEORGE W. BRoWN, M.D. 1y13
for a lecture and discussion, at German
110 Kansas avenue, •.ro]Jeka, K11n.
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. AdPrice, 15 cents.
mission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
Membership fee $3.--The American Spirit- Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in volumes of 525 pages each·-Vols. I., II., III.,
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525
at ll:30 o'clock in Republican H11ll, 55 West
pages-thirty
tracts or more. A Library
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualwithin themselves of most excellentBudists holds its meetings every Sunday in
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper,
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the
;service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
whole set are taken- paper, 50 cents;
Public cordially invited.--Frobisher Colcloth, 75 cents each.
Jege Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. The People's Spiritual Meeting every
Sent b)' Mall for Flft)' centa.
The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. A.DDRER8 'T'HTR OFFHTJ<
:Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vols.
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII.,
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
by express for $15.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 PM. Admission
E. B. McComas, Secretary and General Agent of
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Voltaire
in Exile. Translated from tbe Medical L~tke Manufacturing Co., will be located
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
during Aprll and May In Iowa City, Iowa. '.rhe
the
Freneh
of
M.
GASTINEAU
by
his
son
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
wonderful cures of Rheumatism, Catarrh, Piles,
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of Dyspepsia,
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
Scrotulous Complaints, Female Comthe
life
of
the
great
writer
never
before
plnlnts, and all kinds of sores and diseases of the
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
ekln
that
am
dally being reported from the use of
published.
Paper,
75
cents;
cloth,
$1.
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
MEDICAL LAKE SALTS, fJfi the Pac!fic COfLSt, warrant
Conference .meets every Monday evening at
the
Company
ageneleK througlwut
Don't God Kill the Devil1 A all •he states Inanclestabllsblug
tArrlrorteA. Mr. MeCom~.H will
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south Why
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. forward one hox of MEDICAL I"AJ{E SALTS to any ad·
2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai and Liberal
Johns School Board. By M. BABcocK. 25 dress on receitJt of Fifty cents-enough tl) cure H.ny
literature on sale. All invited.--The Philoordinary case above named, PXCept, pnrhaps, Rhoucents.
sophical Association meets every Hunday
matism, and will warrant cures on reasonable
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's Wh.ich : Spiritualism or Christian- lel'mS. :MEDICAL LAKE SAl..'fS contains 110 ingredient .not obtained by ovaJJOratlng tho waters uf
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
ity 1 A discussion between Mos.ss Medical Lake, Spokane Co., w. T. Agents wanted.
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public 11ordially inAddress
E. B. MCCOMAS,
HULL and REV. W. F. PABKEB. Paper, 50
Vited. Doors open at 2:30 P•M.
2m1~
Iowa City, Iowa,
<nlutTI: cloth, 70 Otlnt&.

Specimen Days and Collect.

ier.

FALSE CLAIMS.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.

JoRN STUART M!LL.

know, the fJrtk'lent is Lh0 fi.r:::u. comvleteand scholarly
attteinlJt to trace lhe::;e IHylbs to their source, and

a.scertaln their orlglnal slgnllicatlon."-Boston Cour·

Or, How We Tblnk. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
16 cents.

By H. S. BROWN, M.D. "This volume is
most respectfully dedicated to those persons who will cordially unite with others
to establish the religion of truth and a
just government, by the scientific methRevised and Enlarged.
ods of reason, experience, experiments,
and observations. For this is the way to
wisdom, and to the material, mental, Price, 10 OTI:l. SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that
AS A
make peace on earth and good will among
men." Price, $1.50.

Socialism and UtilitariRll.ism. Bf

AND THEIR

UHITED STATES AND CANADA

MEBLIEB,

The Bible oftlle Religion of Science.

?YIYTI-IS

G.

1

'l (~,.ttuneut?

Prlco 10 cents.

BOlVLES I•ANU•H J,ETS.

NEW EDITION

IVI1'H

8Ul'PLEMEN'r, OF

No. 1.-J>;xJU.rienc.es of Nnntllel nowletll,

Ll1te editor of the Sprlug11eld, Mass., Republican, in

SplrH Life; or, Ll!e As lie Now Sees It. from a Bplrltual Standpoint. Written through th.e medlumsblp
or CAmtm E. B. •.rwrNO, or Westflol<.l, N.Y. 25 cents.
LR1er Pntu•rs

<~f

Sninnel Rowles,

written in August, 1883.
A SIIJ>J>Iemenr 'i'o No. l
AB<J

bound sepamtHIY; Mrs. Carrie E.

B.

Medium. J>rice, 10 cents.
No. 2.-Coau rnst" In SJ>Il·ft l"ffe:

Twlng,

AIICI Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BOWLES, late
e<.lltor of the Sprlngtleld, Mass., llcpul>lican, In the
first five BJ>heres. Also a thrilling account of the
late President Garllel<l's recepLlon In the spirit
world. Wrltt.ou through the hand of CAllHIE E. B.
•rwiNG, Wostllold, N. Y. 142• Imges, Price, 50 cents.

Ac~~~..~'i·•~•~<~!~~'f.~•~;~e 'j~~~Hf~P!f. s~.1t':ri!!'~:
of Nn>lrit l,lfc,.

Medium, A'£HALDINE SMITII, Oswego, N.Y. Price
20 cents.
-~-·-----·

~-----------------

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRA.PH
OF

D. M. BENNETT

"God's Medicine."

The Tt'inity, from Gihhon' History of Christianity.

History ofA£hristianity
A VINDICATION
of some passage's in thC' "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roma11 Empire by
11

EDW"ARD GIBBON, Esq.
'Vith rr Life of Gihhon, pre fare and notes l)y the editor,
includin~ critical notes by Guizot, Milman, VVenck,
an 11 English Churchman," and other scholars.
1 vol. 12 mo, 864 pp_. Cloth. \Vith 65 engravings. $2 oo
This h0nk shows when, where, ancl how Christianity
originated, who Wl'fe its fotmders, and what were tile
5cnliments, nwnJH.'rs, numbers, and condition of the
primitive Christi~ms.
11
I k 110\\' o( no honk that rontains more real and valuable i11formatinn Upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
.
nOne oft he most learned and interesting books ever
written and publishecl. 11 -Bos/ou Investigator.
' FOR SAl-E AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,
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strengthen the church. Catholics demand
that you tie your faith to those utterances of

Cart>ssiilg Arms.
ENFOLD US l!BOM TBE CBADLl!l TO THl!l GRAVE.
Oh, In childhood's happy hours, when the merry
day was done.
And the weary Uttle forms were laid to rest,
Were the fair, caressing arms of our mother fondly
twined
Round her darlings, loved In an the world the

THEY

best I

Oh I In boyhood's careless hours, as a.-roving hand
In hand,
With a bashful mtss o'er meadows green we
strayed,
Then her coy, caressing arms we, wt th fatllng cour·
age, drew ··
'Bont our waists, a.nd shyly kissed the blushing
matdl
Oh, In manhood's galla.nt prtme, when, In Love's
Impassioned dream,
Our delt(l)OUS thoughts Were mingled In a SIIJ~•
The divine, caressing arms of the Idol we adored,
Swore a passion that we deemed could never die I
When at last, In h'Oarf a.ge, as wl\h palsied step, a.nd
slow,
Down the bill ot ltfe we journey toward the sea,
Shall the dear, caresslog arms of our chtldren's
chtldren cling
Round old gra.ndpa's neck, a.nd twine about h1s
knee I
. -Elliott Preston.

Catholicism .Dangerous to the
Republic.
Just before Capel's appe!J.rance in Pittsburgh, a paper of that town sent its reporters
to learn the opfuion of some of the clergy upon
the two subjects he Wf1S announced to lecture
·upon-Catholic education, and the influen·ce
of the confessional. Their opinions a;re worth
noting, being expressed. with temperance, yet
with force. We. may add that the. same re·
marks apply with but slightly diminished forct
to Protestantism. The two sectarianisms differ
in degree, not in kind:
"Cil.tholic education," said Rev. J. F. McCrory, "leaves out th., first principle of edu·
cation; that, is the thinking for himself by an
individual who has arrived at an age of discretion. It develops the faculty of faith at the
expense of all tn·e other 'faculties of a man's
mind. A Catholic is taught that faith is above
reason, and that reason must ~:~ubmit to. faith,
whether it be ccm~rary to till reason or not. ln
the second. place; Catholic education denies a
man the right to become acquainted with the
best thought:~ of the world, as it limits his
reading to a narrow scope defined by the priest.
Outside this he may not venture to think.
The education of the Romish church in its
highest sense does not allow a man to think in
an original manner. His sole education is to
learn what the rules of the church are, and not
w go outside of them in his thinking. A Oatholio gentleman wno received his education in
one of the best Catholic institutions of the
count.ry, the college of St. Xavier, near Latrobe, said they take the young men there and
treat them as children, repressing every tendency to intelligent thought, and crowding
their minds into the small com puss of infantile
obedience, to a set ~f uniform rules of faith
and llilol'row church dogma:~. '!'hats what they
deny thew-the prive!tge of investigating othl'r
thun what the churuh presclibesanulays down.
With ·them, man wust submit to the orders of
the church, because the cuurch sees fit to so
order; not that his personal conviotiohs would
sulmcnbe to the. meaoures it dictate~. With
regard to the Catholic education in its bealings
upon man in his relations to government, it
may be truthfully said that Oatholics hav but
one iuea of politiCal government, and that is a
civil Hystem of which the pope is the heud. In
other words, thtir idea of a good citizen IS that
a ruau shon!d be a good Catholic. Their eduuatiou unfits them tor .,ny free institution, like
a republic, where every man is entitled to an
independent opmion, and has the right to delllalltl protection in the tree expres11ion of it.
With them there ts but c;me thought, and that
is the will of the pope. lt is as Capel himself
:;aid in Washington, in speaking of the appro.
priations for educational purposes, if they do
not receive from the government what they
uonsider is their share of this fund, to devote
to the eo.uc .. tion of their people after the
methods of their particular teaching, the pope
will ist~ue hiti order which will be as sha;rp as
the snap of a trigger, and the Catholics will
wiLhdraw from al! American institutions."
Rev. J. M. Atchison remarked: "The Oath·
olic is denied the liberty of being governed by
his own conscientious convictionR in every
uase where such couvictions might conflict with
the will of the pope. His mind is not allowed
the vigorous exercise that it should be put to,·
uut instead is narrowed down to the slavi..h
observances of a set of rules created for him
by those who a;re over hinl in authority, and
who know best what rules to establish for the
t:nds they may hav in view. Ecclesiastical
government with the Catholics ill: supe'lior to
all civil forms of government, and obedience
to church dogmas paramount to all other con·
Hiderations. Th~ir submit;sion to the civil authorities is merely a poliuy by which to accomplish the upholding of the ecclesiastical power,
and wherever they can, they e'nforoe the sub·
lllihsion of the civJ government to the church
of Rome."
"The education of Catholicism," said Rev.
H. T. McClelland, "does not tend to broaden
a man s mind, but narrow it into the channels
laid out by those who know best how. to
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hav a; weight m your Judgment• They, asli
you to giv away blindly to all the church says,
In his social relations, a Catholic may not a:ffil~
iate with his neighbors of an opposit belief,
because ·his education· tea<' hes him that all who
are not Catholics must· be eternally ·damned,
I remember a case where a Catholic,·who had
· hb
'd t th
•t
b een very kind to a neig
or, 88.'1 o e 1li•o er
When he WaS expressing his gratitude, .'If the
church demanded your blood, 1 would take it
as readily as .I hav bestowed kindness upon
You.' In hiil political educa_tion a Catholic is
taught to do all that, ~e church demands.
With them the church is first; the state
'nks 'ts
b' ts
secon d . H th e oh nrc h th I
I su Jec
should be loyal to a government, : they a;re
loyal. When. z't comes to a. question. where
the church decides for disloyalty, they will de.
stroy such government if poss_ible. w.ith
gard to the confessional and its tendency, it is
well-known that Catholics cl&inl that the priest
forgivs the penitents in the confessional box.
Buctt thhe v.:orstfehature of thhe cvil~nfessionhal ili the
f a t atitteac essomuc e . Per apsyou
are surprised. I hav it from the lips of a Oatholic gentleman of this city, that at the age-of
fifteen he had learned more of badness in the
·
1 th
1
· · h ·
confessiona
an he had earned 1ll t e out.
side world. Understand. me, I do .not mean
to say that the priest directly instructs a youth
in the way of wrong-doing, but the questions
put in the confessional suggest so much of
evil, that ideas of wrong a;re•·created in the
mind where previously no such thoughts of
evil existed.~~
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CO~!I'ENTB:

The New Version.
· • .ExtraordlnarySatntll.
Nothing
P.rleotci:aft.
Utopia•.
The Heart of Yahweh.
The Descent of M•n.
The F•Jlly of Solomon;
Tile Wl\nderlogJew..
Selr~Bmwect.
F..tr Play.
·
Priest 11nd P-rophet.
A Biblical Roma•ce. . The Hope oc tbe World.
Bricks .Witbont .Straw. . . lconol\llt.Bm.
Celeettal flarbariam.
The M..o Jes111.
>Jivtne Brtg..ndage.
The N_ew· Religion.
·n~~te~u«>dnu~t~g:mq~~u!rz~t lt~'&e~~augg~,rly~~:g.~
E'r.ce·$1.\)0. For Bille attliia·olllce. .
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The part1cul rs are stmpJv to prevent the greilt loes that
moe bee masters hav to·c •!!tend wltb auonalhr,• ·Thea gtv
the bees a •banoe t · lncre se and 6Qllect.~nrp.IIB. none, t
their fnUest capa·ttv; ~u of whtcb'C1UI:be eastlv vciJm.
·Plelcshreetsd bor B098•8~ 8~h811e1k1
0 gr.~, th1ve,d~~.b.ed:i·n :•( Ktd!l_er's
S
•·k
r;:~~.~e :'g~e~fl.see h.OW e~J)J;.~t;.~·~~cl~ne~tJl
. 'T·a·IS·. RO. OK·.·r·s· ..•... ·.REL"''·s·
•. ,. G"'"'"'·
""·,, .·_;
..... .....
u·.r.,u..,.' '
to an 11ert10ns that. keep bees; espiietaliy:·!to: the:;liovtce or
new beatnner, astt. I;P."ches .ho.w.:al),of th.,,r,tWJlbles and
diBBppolotri:teilts tl)st·t)je'liee ·'ri:tliatilr Is' 'lllil>lii"tO';c&n!!bo
S1JCi).•88ful)JcOV8rcbln·!";•inJ:ch· as Fini):BiilOd,'!I)Ya4"tPry0
Bee Robbery, Rav.ges ot Mo.th .Mtll ra. Lo'lli-.Of-Qlie~n.
lo~s.ofbl!lestn.l!tfl!l'Jnlug,t)tpe.•.!!J,,thei'!',JYg\Jt;, ·
Jor•
est., also the· great losat~~cw nter·a]\de . rlf,'fllrl
'e;
ment, whtoh ~· .. usually.• niore th ..ILall o$er
•C<•m·
b•ned. ThtB oo'i•·· ~111 also Inform tile" be'~;~ . ttiS.te : ow
BJ£ESW.ILLINcnEASE.ANDTllRQ:W.'0F]j1\:SWARMS
:to a,n enormous. !'Xtent., all ~.ondttlpns:,.\lf!!Dg..,f!iYQrabld.
The Old stocks wtlttrequeotly swarm l'lire'eor•tour tllries
each, and oft ttmeo the. 11rst awa~s ·t.hr'O . .o
Ill
swarm once or r~c;e: each,_wl~ 1i"~4!LIIJII!..
t·.
~~:e~e~a~m~n~J.:,~~~:~~e~~~e'nt~· .
U
· ·GREAT YIELD Oll',sURP.t.US'HONJI:Y :· .
liavtt·tn eu:all packilg_s wetghtngthree•qtiO:tte~ii"nt a
pound to •wo o thl'f\e JIDoildslae'may be destred,·whtch
.wtll comm ·nd \ e lllghest.prlcn,to. market.. In • good
sea'son the beA ·koeper' ma:r·. calcul&te 'oo.t'irll' or tliree
hooorea ppu•ds of silrpiDll>honey.. from :eaob .old.:srock,
and from 11ft to one hundred ponndo. trom the earlter
younuwarms especially tfthey·do'n•itover-sWiu'm:."'
NO,MO~ BEE-S~~fil.B ..IN M~N.:AGI~.G. Bl[,~tli!•...'
.The Book wm .post the bee-keepers how to niariage
·
A~dr,ess
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Late editor of TU Tllll'l'll ISnKU, autho~ ot" A Trllt11
lleeli:ertuBurope,'"'GodSaodRe11gtonaof·Anctent

.

I

· '
biB own eees.

•
··

·

Crimes and Persecutions.

Bio- ·

fVaphical sketch.es of prominent Chris~
tianB. A compamon book to "Th'e World's:
'Sages," etc. By 'D.·M. BENNETT: 8vo;,.
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco gilt edges $4 50
· . ··
,.

6 110
;
'

.

..

.....~d1y14n&lt!l,at.,

. . ·. . . .. . . ..
.
The Champions of the Cli~ch; Their

etc.,

u::::§~~~~a~
,

~~

•..... ,

Christians); from the- tiriie of Menu to the
present•. :By D.. .M. :BENNE_..TT. 1,075 pag.~s,
Svo. Cloth, $.3.00;.leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

and'M~~rnT1mes,_"".Th~?v;orld'•~·1'~·
era, and Reformers, '. CbaJilp~oDI of. .

the

.

:::_~)l.ec~~a~till.·fo~~;_e_~:\~I~!i~~~st~~

1 ..

Wttb a lte~l Plate ..~~tog ~f tbe_ auaor 'In VoL I.
anc~.eaoh l'Oiumeulustrated.mtb forty.sevencu~

n.
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the'll when putting them o,.h·or t&.ktog ·Qft sorploa .hooey
boxes and not get stu"11'1n 't e•whble operation. " · ·
BEE-KEEPIIIG FOR OUR sovs AND DAUGHTERS•:
It being th• most ple~~~&nt a. well,,.. the moat proatsble bualnes that yoil·g •eo'-ie ·can "~gage 1•, and at the
88 m., time l'f',mato at ~lome with ·their: p•reots. The.an•
thor has knOWn of 'aev~ral y ong 'tD811 'irhe oomniotice4
•he cn•tur~,of
the,beeJ.n
tee.11i'-'a
cl a_rethe.
now_
m_ •k_t~~~~r_
more
money tb
.n their.thelr
futbers·
,,.;aQ..t;ll!l
rarm,
and
d -ttig 1t ·eaatly aild w'th'l1lllall"tilvijatfi!ente. We must'
'also remember that. the women f!llks!llften.make:the:best:
of bee-keepeis, and not so liable to .neglect them as tbe
:menfoks,
···.:'
· · '
KIDDER'S. BEE' BOOK
should-be to the baods·of allpers~:wholtkehon.er,land
tak~ alitaterilst tri che llttl<' honey bee. Itcontl\tns m·ore
matter than .man'y. !books that •eO for two-dolliLra• oWil"ta ·
emaem bed wltb 11umero111 ol)tB·a• d. drawlnga. 'l'he~e·ls,>
notrouhle loa. ordamageth•t a bee maaterhas tQoon
tend Wl.tlib ··t ~b&tthe bn;Jk wl'lglv the' J)roperrenied't~'·
()y •tmyly referring to the.tqdex,·and that will point tO tlia_
page where It ts.follv exp'atned, ·
Ijl_orderto .l!rJqgtJ,tl~,!l~o}t: m~rl!' p~omtuently beforl! t:he
:~~~"::b~~;~~~rs,tlie 1~~~~~~~~ :gtf"ri;,fe alr!'in
July next, ttl a prl
,_ni
Itt Celebrated }'..teut
:::tffs!l1) ~3:'ot Charg~j~
tlietr ~~n1B: <~:!
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The Gods and Religions-of Ancient
' and :M9dern Times. Vol. I. givs

Par.

"""~~>'"ro"gr··~-"•· iif'Freetboaglittii

,... •. M.,·•u••.Muv1BI£1!d,.alid, the .mQraltty .of 80.,
called pagan natto01 contrasted wtth the morality of.:
Chr1sttan_ coun_.,•.trJ,es,muoh,te_thedetrllilentofthe latter .. ,·.
Theworktsa
.
•·•
. .
.
·

F~ee~'hinker'sHistoryofthe.Worid. .

a flill account of all the' gods the nations
of the eli.rt.l\ •bli.v worshi:i>'ed, including;
Jehovah, Satan; the Holy·Ghol!t, Jesus:·
Christ, Virgin Mary~ rul.d the Bible. . 835 ·
pages, 8vo. Vol•. II. desol,'ibes fu~ al~.
·the repgio~s. systems o£-thll,,;wQ.rld, in~lud
iiig{'if~~w;;ir9ha.);riih~~'~Wsm,.a!ld'Ch#$~
tiamty; ~he latter ocl\upymg 372 pages,
going ful,ly into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M.,BENNETT. W:Jittep. in p;rif?OJ:1.. a~ •
AlbBRy. In cloth, $3.00 per volume1 or·
$5.00 for the two vohimes; in leatner,
$7.00; in ll)-Q.roc51o,, gi~t,edge.s, $8.00.

.

. ..

.

..

'Thle· work and "A "rRUTB _SEEKER iN EUBO:l>E;' ~UpernafuraJ. B,e),i~~~n: . .An. mqmry
should be tn.everi' J,.tbe..;al'a Ubrary ·aelitdes tts tntaoDBtci · mto the reality' df divme revelatwn~ De~
WO~tt)s ameme11.0 of one of_tJie gi'eatePt Freeth!Dkers
cidedly th!l most tb:.orough and exhaulitiV
the-world luiS knowu-of one who J:&Dka with Voltaire
work on the claims :of supernaturalism
an!!Pa1J1e tn the_toroe andA?l~'!!IB of his. wrlttnga.
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus
Md,i'esa ,7B,B 7RU~B ~EKER.
Professo'!i of the London University. 1,115
33.. Clinton
Place,
·
8vo.. In. co
1 'th, $4.00·, 1eath er,
·· "'"
New Yorli:ctty.
.Pages,
..,.,. 00·,.
....,-,---:::-=--=-=----:--:--==:--.--:-=_:_mor,ocqo, gilt edgel', $5.50.
:

·· .THE
· ·...· . ... RADICAL
.· ·· , · · ,. . .. PULPIT~
.· , . , . . .

' · · Works
· of Thomas Paine.
·
The Great

: . COinprf$g~ura... ofadvancedtb®KIICbr ·

Including The·Age ofReason,Exrimina:.

,:.~:,1!~'!~.~~~!~,!:!~~?~

~i:nd~lri~~:e~esi, ~1~r~~~;~~~sii·

ANOTH:ER 1\IEW B'OOJ{!

New f Eloq:ne~t·f ··Elegant f Sple~did f
JUS',l' PUBLISHED.

I

PROSE POE·MS,

OJl Dreams·.. L~tt~r. to 'Oanlille Joi:'Cfan, ,
The' Religion. of ·Deism, OOmnioi(Serise,
The Cnsis, .and·Tlie Rights· of Mli.n:;'th&
whole r . ·.eded by the !lil,E! of P&ine, and.
a steel~plate portrait. 800 .pages, ..8vo.
Cloth; '$3.0Q;. leather, $4.00; mqrocco.;_
gilt edges; $4<5.0.
· '
··

Analysis .of: Religions B~lief. An
e:mmmatioJ!; ..of the Creeds, Rites, and
·BY
Sacred Wri,tfugs ·of the world. _By VJ?i:
ROBERT~INGERSOLL
COUNT AMBEBLEY, son of the. late .L<)i'd
The Heathens of the. Heath. .A finely
,.Qhri Russell, tWice PreJ;Ilier of EnglaJ1d.
written Radical romance. By WM. Me- ·This new book is a gem. It is model in
'!Jomplete from the London editio.n. 745 .
DoNNELL, author of Exeter HA.ll,.Family every respect. In fact, cine of 'the riChest,
pages, 8vo•. In cloth, $3.00; l~ather, $4.00; ·
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. brightest, best ever issued.;
:
·
moroooo; gilt edges,:$4;:50.
· ·
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
It contains, besides the celebrated "Deco•
$1.25.
rati~n Day Oration," ney;e~ bet?re pu}>).iS.,hE!d,
· The foregoing volumes &re called " The
D
and all the famous "tnbutes" heretofore
Fami'IY Cree d.S. BJ WILLIAM 1u"
.w.C ON printed in various shapes, but Jie;VeJ' brolJ.ght Truth Seeker Libra;ry." If all are ordered toNELL, author of "Exeter Hall.'' Price, together till now, many other gems sele!lt.ed gether and sent by .express,· on~ dollaJ: will be
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
from the speeches; arguments, lectures,Jet- deducted from the price of each.
·
Exeter Hall. "One of the most excit- ters, taple-talks, and day~to-dayoonversations
ing romances of the day." Price, paper of the autho.r. ·
. . ' ··
· · · .
I
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
. . T]le work is ~e~igne~ for, a;nd will be ao-J
KE.RSE.·y GR 'YES'S WORKS
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man. oepted by; admmng friends as .a r&re. per-·
.
·
4
.
. •
A R11dical novel of ma;rked ability. Equal sonal souvenir. ~o h~lp it serve thili pu~p~se, Sixteen .·Saviors or None. By KElt·
to George Eliot's works. By FBEDElllXA a ~e steel, portrait, With !l~tograp_h faC)Bimile, ·
BEY Gru:vil:s, author of the world's Sixteen
MAoDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
has been pre:pared especially for 1po. .
•.
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
In the. ~or~ elegant s~yle~ of bmdrng, t~ns
and Biography of' Satan; Paper 75 cents·
The Outcast. .A deep, finely wn"tten voh1m~
.~s en:.u.nently ~mted for P.res.entatxon
cloth $1. .
· '
'
Radical story. From the London edition: purposes, £or any season or o.ccaston,
B•bl
B•bl •
T
ty
By WINWOOD READE, author of MartyrIn workmanship the volume is a.master-: I ~ .o
I ~s' or, . !en -sev~n
dom of Man. 30 cents.
· pi.eo.e. ThE! type is ·large and beautiful; the
J?Ivme Revelations, oo:t;ttammg a descnp·
Gottlieb: His Life. .A romance of paper hea-yy,and.richly tinted; the presswork
t~o~ of twenty-seven_ b1bl~s !lnd an expo•
·
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
sx~wn of tv.:o thousand bxblica~ ~rrors in
eartb, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully bef!t. niat~rials and. skill cl!.n prod;uce. The
scxence, history, morals, . reh~on, and
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
general events. Als? a. delineatwn of the
The Darwins. A Domestic Radical No item of ·expense has been spared to make
cha;raot~rs. of th:e prmcxpal person!l-ge~ of
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. !:lLENum, au· the work wortlly of author and public.
the 0h:nstian _B1ble an~ an exammation
thor of John's Way, l:!tudying the Bible,
·
·
· . PRICES:
of thexr doctnnes •. Pnce, $2.
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, SUk..Oioth, beveled edges, gUt ba.ck a.nd stde, . $2 50 BiographY of Satan; or, a Historical
60 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
·
Half-calf, mor.tled edges, elegaut ltbnry style, 4. 50
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery DoFull Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely llne,
7 50
·
•
p ·
35
ts
The Clergyman's Victims. .A Ra.d- Full
tree C~Lif )ltghest posstble style and llu1sh 9 oo
mams. ·· nee,
oen •
S~nt to ~y add;ess, p()Stp~d,. on reo~i~t. .of THE TRUTH SEEKER· I~ I T.
i,·al story Vl vidly portraying the wrongs
committed by the professed men of God. prltle~
' · THE: TJ!.UT~ SEEK1lJR
·
AJ.,.1, U.IL.U
By Mrs. J. E. B.u.J... 2i oenta.
.. .
38 Olinton Pl., New Yor~i
Price, i6 cents~'

And Selections,

FR88TII01JGHT NOVEL ....

a

'r

1.·

'VHE 'PBO'TH. SEEaEB. MAY -10.- 1884.
J!'REETH()UGllT WORK~.
For. ~~le at THE ~RUTH SEEKER Office.

THE EUREKA

Bi~~
~ifi)~~th. Q( Religj!)ns.• :ijy
JoliN R"]3ynToN; Pnce, 10 cents. ·. .· '· '

·MAGJEm.·

christian and Deist. ·A Busir~~ss
• 'Man~s Sacial and. Religious Views, ·Bold
· :·and•:trenchal!-t blows against · theology
_a,nd mhumamty. Price, 1.00.
·
from a :Sciie:n:ti:fi(f
~

..

....

:·

..

.

'

"·

-

CURES EVERY. FoRM OF. DISEASE
.WITHOUT UDICIN.o

,.-~.--

•

.:'\
THE
EUR.E.K~, MAQNETlc:;.::;._·,~.~· -~~,.,~~-..
OURES COLD OR MOiST•-FEET.•
• 1 .. ·.•

Christ ~f ~a;l!l;!. ot; ·.the Enig"JD~

.

Seil~ to .a1:11

addre88 upon reo&lpt . o~~.#;®. .. ;~Y PA.IB
· GUABANTEBD. Pamphlets and ow.<llitbrma11loll·b)' ., '
llltte!."ortn persQn,tree of ~b~ ; ·
. .
for illustrated Pam~~e,t,
. . ..·..
.
Addres,s~ commllll1cat1o!IB to
"',•' ' '
.. .

· 'CJ;mstmruty; ·.·St. John
in 'Asia
· ·Mizidr: Irerii6iis'the autlior
-:Gospel;· The'Fra'uds·o£ 'the' CJhn·rcb.tiiel:(·
ofthetsecond Oerittiry Eiposed/
··' R:iilli!llB;;' Extra :cloth, ·12mo; 400 pp;
piassffieil.' Bibie . ExtractS~~ ·
Holy: Scriptures Analyzed~ ·hy Rosm~t
,_(JOQPEB.-. Price, 25 cents....
·
CqJ,ii~s~io-lJ.s .·of an . ,.,.,,.,.i,.......
and What Am I? By
-~~- Pri<Je, $1.25:

.

::o.R~ L. TE~-NEY,
32.4 'R&ee
o.

,

Street,. cor. Nhitli;..·
._.
c".;.J • , >to

..

,

: ~

~

,

. .

·

•

·.:,.··

vinehUiatf'
'Olif.'o
.~:<;lr?i· f.'.·<:> ·>·~':> :;:<·;~~~ n

c~-~~~r:~M!~i~.(lfth·
~ilt·dsci~irl~~if~~'d~ii~::i'~~~
'''ligi0tiil'1y'a,J;J.d
p
Price;: 75·_cents~

Ll
a

. WORKS 'oF PROF•. DENTQN.
B~'Thyself. . Price, lO,riEl:zitS.

Christianity, no Fin$lfty; .prj. Spirit. ualism Superior to Christianity. ·10 cents.
Common Sense Thotte;)lts ·on. the·

"

.:
f

LJ

Remember that these a.pplla.noes are not w~rn: next th_e_s!dn, but·
.o r the under-garment, and, unl.llte all other appl1aJices ·tn the
, arket, they Impart, no shOCkS. M,td le_a.ves no sores. ,

G~~:·in ~~:~!~ l~i:~a~. 10 cts. . i

PRICE LIST.

·Gool'e~; The Past and-.Jfuhtte ofour;
., iPlanek· ·Price; $1.50. · · f
· . ··
· · · · ·. ·. · ·· · · ·
· · · 10
· · ···. ·
If$pJ.i;!t1laUsm. Troel.· ],>rice, eta.
·~#'s:: Tr-q~ . S~Vim1~ :)>rice~ 10 cents.
Orthod~x; False, since Spp-i~alism is
· :·~ii~. · rice, 'lOcen~: .; ,
.
n:..:.lt"cal•Discourses_
o_n · li<rlous Sub~
nau
.,.
jects. Price, $1. 25: . . ·. ·. .
Iiiidieal Rhymes. Price, $1.25.
S~won fro~ Sh~kspe,re~s Text.
·
·
·· Price, 10 cents.

$ 6.00
• Gent\emen's Belts1 . . • · • ·
6.00
. Ladies' Abdominw,Belts, •
6.00
·: Sci;ttic 4ppl~nc~s,each,
6.00
; Leg Belts; ~ach, . .. •
4:.00
· IU:le~, C~ps, each,
3.00
. WSlri~~letsC each,
' ee_p_mg_ . aps,. ·-. . •
• 18.00
•
Ladies Jaclie' · ·
Gentlemeil's'Vests, .
• 16.00
Sup_erftne Insoles, •
• · •
1.00
Chlldren's garm~~~;ts upon application.

8

IJlY of the ·above garments sent to any add.reBS upon receipt of price, and we )viii_ return.
U taet are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what. would best swt
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advlse you what woUld be best suited to treat you.

Re
· .

~¥!e-rfcZ~!~~srlis~~v~ls~h~~!~~=

umes: · :Price;'$1.50 per volum.e. ·'
The Delnge"in the Light of :Modern
· Science. · Price; 10"oonts. · ·
Th.e God :Proposed .for Our National
Constitution, Price 10 cents.
The Ir.re~onctlable ReCQrds; Gene-., si.!l and .Geology Ol9t~, ~- cents ;• pa::oer
,. 25 cents,.
·
~~t1 .f()_~a,ss~t:. Tr~edy. 10 .ce:nts_.
Is: Darwin Right~- Price, $1.25.
Wli~t'J8 Right l Price, 10 cents.
What.W•s.He1 or, Jesus in the Light
of,_the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth,
$12,5; paper,_$L
\ .
Who are Christians 1 · Price, 10 cents.
whQ ki.Jie~ lla~Y, st~nnard_t 1o. ceni.t..

or;

. Nerve and Lung Invigorators,

1·8&

1

a.pplllmcea are ofl"ered at lees than one-third of what others are selltng worthle88 a.pplJancEjs tor,
C)l&riLiltee that the magnetlcquallty 1B a. hundred fold superior to any other a.PPllance ever n,..,,.,., ...n..
p'ubUc, and wUl outl88t the ga.rnients themselvs. Every magnet 1B put thrOugh a. particular process,
h&.v ra.tsed flve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, whne not a. single applllmce
In the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority ot such worthle88 a.pplla.nces having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop.!ron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a
moment. All of our garments are made fro_m the very bes.. t material for the P_ urpose, and will outl88t all}'
and all other garments now before ths public. Jh:ery magnet le arranged In the gai:ments upan 1Mitlfi/J
principl<a, and not haphazard as In all ths others. We ofl"er you therefore

The Only

Seientift~

.llagnetie Appliance Ever Constructed.

I

1.

N

IJld oheJienge comparison With any of the so-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At ll'·
the same time the application of labOr-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otter them
kJ

CHA.RGED,

:

aoout
ONE·THmD THE PRICE HERETOFORE
that we cansa.y with truth, None are so poor that they eaniiot ptOOure 'them, being but 8 trtlle htgher J.
ordlnar7clothJng.
:
·..
. .,,,
R•m•mber that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances tn the market, and U
upon receiving the garments thsy do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wW
refund yourmo~~ey.
.
.
.
.

Ladies'c Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made
.. · ·
ori(er, and a flt guaranteed.
.ASD'l'l WABTBD 11'1" ~!1'0-.q Df ~ ~ IJTATJI!L LIBJIBAL OOJIIDl!BI()l{l ALLO\VD
lliftl*~
DB. L. TBDJIY
.
'
:
. :r
.·' . '
. . . Jll;reeC. eor. lid!. ...... OID't4auti;O.

THE TRUTH. s:mEKER, MAY 10, 1884.

'

: . ~lease cut this petition out, attach it to a blank sheet of pape!, sign it, get
$ll;,:yout;!riends and neighbors to sign it, and then send it to @lj~iffi,cll•: ·;·',
~ ~t§l:\~"r~ ·,,
/~::;:/~·-:>·
.if~-·~~ ikt1~:.;~·
~~--t~:~>~:·t'::JY·>

· /'

;

_,._ ...

~:~:·~2·\~>> ... _..!.'. ·!>'.. -~· ~ ·'--~ ;·: ·;~~-.
:"WB:A'l'isitt,llatyou.Ukeabolitthatgfrl?"aslFed
88
A
.
man. or anotlier. "xr arm," !'
1
';~ ~.;:, ,J,~,: ;, '· :·,": .~:0
"·•·',>-. ~- . , . ~-•;_>;,.;\,_ ·;
.·c·
, :AMEMBERot·theS&lv&tionArinr'lntlieWest_h88
rro the Honorable Senators and Members of the House of Repres.entdtives. of the been bitten b)' & dog, His ri1ends are anXiously
· ·:Urffited States; Congress :
.
.. ·.: . . . ·.
wB1ting to see what the en:eci wm be-on the dog.
A CoNNEOTIOU'l' minister has denounced k1BB1ng
.
.A. republican form of govern~ent being based on liberty, equality,_an,d-fril.- gamesatsoc1alchurchg&therings. He1sninet)'-ilve
ternity,_ a;s both means and end, involtes the separation of_ Chur_. ch ana·· State, rears old. The old man ev1dimtl)' wants it In the
.
, d!J.l'k. The g1dd)' old eoon I
WhOSe union is the WOrSt form of class-legislation and, tbe most l:tJ.fil1!ible Big~ 9f A VERMONT paper titled the Landmark informs .its
a:r:pi~f;~lJ?;pwer. .A, bouse divided against itself cann~t stand•.::.T,h~ ~stitu~iqp:s readers, 1n 8. buret or 1nd1gn8.ntrigliteousness, that
of• ·tbts•Co~monwealtb should be made homogeneous throug]:l 0 ut.., ._ ImparJ;l!J.l no lad)' or gentleman, however costlror tash1onable
protect.io!!·.of all citizens in thejr equal rights and_ Hberties, by encorir(lgi~g t~e t!ietr raiment, :wm stt tn a chuch:and eat peanuts.
f
·
t f ' d
t
th
t bl' b
t f truth· · b t' 1 di" ·
;IT1Rest1matedtromast&t1st1c&lpo1ntotv1ewth&t
ree m,pv~n;ten o mm , promo es e es a IS _men o
m w a eve:r; . rec- loss or appetiteamong.roung people on account ~r
ticin:· , 'A.pyinfringement by government of this absolute equality of its citiz~ns Io:v~. annuanr saves to tb1s countcy$100,000,000. Peris the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed ag~i:i:i.st_tn~J,t:riaturru· haps so; but the expense of extra Ughtandtuel and
,, justice" which, as the Constitution declares, this government wa~ founded to caramels and-·1ce-cream on the same account, it 1s
~'establish."
·
·
·
. · e~t1mated; mor~ than b~lances this amount.
•
.An,_. d'y,e_ t, th_ough the _first amendment ·to the Constituti_o:tJ. of the_.· Un,_i_.~ed ."Is it poss1blel'~.excla1med the newchaplBin to
.
.
tile worst thief in the pen1tentiacy. "Are rou iltt)'Sta~S4Say's, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of reli'gion ·two rears old? M.t uritotttinate tr1end, 1 ou don't
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Ohurch. aii.d look thirt)'l" .. No,". replied .the thief; humbl)'.
Rtate, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, li.nd -SO proscribes "I don't show m)' age, but thBt•iB b~cause I tSke
t'+.h,wu~e,lg!ons
I' ·
d f
l! b 1' f
d
b 1' f
h'l
h
-1f
b tli1ngs 8o eiiSy." And the good ohaplain told_ him
an .•orms .01. e 1e an Un e 1e , W 1 e taxing t ese IWIO or t e that was right; that c8te and· won)' make men old
_
·
.
fascer than hard work.
·
·
l)llipport ·of that spec1al rehgwn._
The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives A. FARMER who rBiees a good manr hogs attended
•
among US are •
.
.
. '·
&state' fair. In Ohto, and wrote the following letter

lti ~{ t f ·f
• ~-~If-

·

- ·

,

· · :.

· ·

·

P£tr1lJo,_t. FO!f, ':S~At~l ~~bULARIZArfui~.

~!~ei~e~~;~

.'th~

?r.

· ' :~:t JteGogriition of God ~nd Christianity in State ConstitutionS.

~:!t~~ ~~en~~~hs:;~ ;:;:~=tdcir ~:~~~~:,' ~~~

2~ Exemption of Church property from taxation. . .
. ··
·
.:wm be interested to know that the display or hogs ,
;·3.r.A:ppropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
wasunusu&IIriarge. Amongthehogsisawsomeor
, ,;,~:,,l;t~}igious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools. rour: bret!d~ and was ve'rr much surpriSed at not
i · . 5. ,L~.ws enforcing the observance of the Sabba.t.h C)n,the authority of the se,eing rou there rourselt."
·
B''11
·
A NEGRO was recent!)' seated on a rail renee :1 n
: :lp _e; ·,;< 1-• .
·
· ·
. . .. . . . . . · ...
·
:
·A~kansa.s intent!)' .looking at the telegraph wires.
i ·",;6l~'~eJj.gious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalmen_t into office.
Agentleri:iari passing said, "Watching the wires?"
· :· 7., dh~pla.incies in the Legislature, the 4,rmy, and. tbe ·Navy~
.
"Yes, sah." ••w&iung to see a message go br,
: . , •;'f:!; ;~a~t and Thanksgiving. Proclam~ttions, which contain_· theological_ ideas h~f?" The ne'!:ro smiled and said, "Yes; sali."
bl
h
·
- The gentleman k1ndlytold him th&t·messages•were
,
th~t ma.y. or may not be. accepta e to t e citi2;en. . .
· .
. ·
·
'invisible, and explained the _working or the elec\rfq
.
The l,}ecessity for this separation of Church and State is m,ore .apparent now current to him &t length. Crinolud1iig•)hB said,
~bah 'ever before, because of the still greater·. diversity of· religious beliefs,. the "Now rou .know sometliing about it." "Yes, s&h."
ma.nyfql'Ills of diseent from the religion which receives. State patronage; and the "~hat do rou work a.t ?" "I'm a telegraph opergrowini:(signs of sectarian strife and ambition in the· arena of politics. .A.nd. ator at the Hazel SWitch station, sah;"
·
·
b f t h
b'
•
·f Ch ·
S
•
Tm; greatest sho:w_ on ·~arth: ,l;temembab, that this
emphasis. needs to b e g1ven to t e ac t at t . e umon o
urcb and . tate IS 1s the onir show having ori exhibition the statesman·
a [JI'eat. }Lindranee to the employment 6f right.methods -in dealing with many questions who has gone out or politicS, the Ohio man -wi$6Ut
Of r~foriif· JlOW demanding attention. Arid most essential is it at all times, and &n office, and the origin&~ G&rileld man; that we h&V
~- sp· ehially·;}n the present, in order to secure fo_ r the 1_a.w_ it_s due respect and here in a glawse case the. retormex: who is working
the reform a,ct without ·a salary and, the private
observance, that the people'S representatiVeS Should exhibit the strictest.fide~ty, w!J;tchril&n standing Wide &Wake on·dut)'; we h&V
~o their' ~s~s by following the law in its letter and spirit.
. ·. . _ . _ __. . . _ h~re a church c11o1r singing and. living in pertect·
, ·:Your· petitioners~ therefore, pray that jmmedia~e actiop. b!l taken: by t}le ilarmony,not ha-rtsg <itiarreled during the past ru•
h
h h
d
•
f
.te;en minutes; ·Jiere we liav an _actresfwtth but one
1~;w~~!l'ki,)1~ J?Ower to.brmg
.into !l'l'll?-o~y t et eory an ·_pra.ctiC,e o. o,ui',govetll:.;. husband, her own and onlr; alst> wm arr1Te per
ment lD xn.akmg the foilowmg prinCiple a p~~ort. of the .:fundamentliJ. law of the: next steamer, consigned to th1s . sho\V, S:n En&llsh!
'land by amendment to the United States Constitution:
.
.
nobleman who h8.s.not proposed to :r.ia.r, AnderSon,
'.· Th_., o.· tal separation of Church and State, b'y ·pr_oh.ibiting Congre_s_s
tile Onl)'l1Ying specimen on the race or tlie globe,
&nd &11 spread OUt before )'OUr Wonttering.eyes for
any State~ County' Municipality' or. Township from enacting any law that the small sum ot &quatovdollar.-HawTceyo.
f~VOJ'S religiOn in any Of the eight WayS Specified, Or in any Other Way, Or A NEW YORK drummer the other d&)' ran acroBB a
prohibits the free exercise thereof.
retail grocer in this state who had been in the bust-·
ness, and in the same store ~O!' th1rt)'-tour contln-·
uous rears. "And·.didn'·t rou ·ever taU?" asked the•
drummer. "How co_uld I?" "Wh)', an)'.bus1neBB'
Dian can fa11. '' "Perhaps they Ca.n; · but w.l!.en a·
fellow can't get-credit tor. over, sev'ent)'-ilve dollars'
before the)''draw on' him, 1 don't see the object .fnl
shutting up· shop." "And didn't )'OU t8.ke. &dva.n~
t&ge
or the panic?" "Not a copper; I didn't owe•
-AND&n)'thing, and the onl)' goods which went up were'
ciothesptns and codilsh, and I W&l! short on both."'
".Never got b'urned out?!' "Never. Ever)' ·flre•
iumps right oTer me, no freshet comes within ten•
feet or my walls, and the' onl)' cyclone we ever hadl
missed me b)' fort)' rods. I tell you, stranger, when•
<~. M. 284.)
I .think how horiest--l;ve been obliged to be, it m&ke.s•
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Jlrover Johns1ng?" 1nqu,fred Parson Longfa.ce• ihe•
colored preacher, or Dea.Cori Johnson, wJth whom he'
was taking dinner. "over at Farmer Ploughshar'll•
sfr," replied the dusk)' deacon, smacktng his Ups,
..·.I truss' de Lord rer didn't steal 1t,-:Brover Johnsing," continued the parson, beginning to reel sick
a_t the stomach at. the verr thought of eating stolen .
chicken. "No; no, parson; dat ain't rio stolen burd."'
"Well, I'se glad ter hear it, deacon, but how did rer .
get it ?" "Well, I'se gwlne to tellrer, parson. Yer
see, las' even1n' I: was- pass1n' F11.rme~ Ploughshar's
wben 1 seed his chtcken·C)O.OP door open. I.li!s• goes
to d&t coop, an• I shuts· der door, and l sei ter mrselt, ·' Jobns1ng, th&t_'s an honest :&Qt, _an' yer orter be
paid tor it,' so I takt-s a plump hen-and 'dat's it
What yer jest d\lvoured, parson," Atte~; this expla- ·
n'a.tion the preacher's oonsc1ence seemed ·to reel :
easier, and he looked around inquiring!)' as though
he thought there might be' some more fowl in the ·
vic1n1t)'.
·
AN officer patrol1ng Griswold street observed & •· ·
stranger closel)' scanning the various bu1ld1ngs, 88 '
it measuring their dimensions with his ere, and
ftnallr1nqu1red 1t he was looking ror.anr particular ·
number. "I'm &·looking tor a bank," was the •
replf, "Well, there's half a dozen on the street."·
"Yes, I see, )>utI ain't quite sat1siled~· I've •urned ·.
over .& . new leaf, and am go1n& to start a bank:
account. Here's two dollars I'm going to put in as ·
8. nest-egg," "Well, I guess it w111 be sate with anr·
ot them." "Mabbe so, but I'm kinder mixed. It .
I bank With a tour-story bu1ld1ng like B!lOUgh a
cyclone w1U come ·&long and shave olr about two ·
stori ·B. If I bank With an)' Of the two-stor)' tellers ·
Dl&bbe thP)''li rent the Upper floor to SOmebody
who'll dig down into the vaults and gobble my ·
cash." The officer lett. him in a state of d~ubt, but ·
two hours later round him in the alief in the rear
of the post-office happf drunk. "Hav rou got nver ·
your doubt.?" asked the blue coat· as he kindly
collared ·him. "Whaz rou mean ? " "Wh)', about ·
tll.e banks ?" "Yez, zur-rez, zur, 'stead or taking ·
r-rour or two·s·stocy, b&nk I split the d1Jrerenze, ·
&!ld len all mr moner In a three-stocy s-s&loon.
Whoop 1 Turned over a new leaf, and Joing to etart·:
'er bank D1)'86lf I "
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letters threatening to blow, up the Parliament
chambers with dynamite )lpon Prince Bismo.rck's next o.ppeo.rimce there: Germany
must be o. comfortable country to liv in!
I?:rm:QTG a. meeting O.t the Methodist ·church
(colored) ofMc Kinney, Te:x:. ·., tbe foundations
·
·
·
go.ve o.wo.y~ o.nd the bUilding wo.s thrown violently to..the ar~un.·a . . 'T#6 lo.~ps. exploded,·
""
sco.ttering.burning
,oil over the congregation.
One colored woman was burnf to death, .and
another ho.d .o.ll her clothing burnt off and
will probably die. Several others were badly
burnt. The recent rains ho.d underminen
the foundo.ti!ms, co.nsiJ:lg the churoh to fli.ll.
''The Lord·co.res for his own!;'
·
ON the Sdhist, Judge Thayer, of Philo.del'phi~, deiiveredthe opinion of the Court of Com~
mon Pleas·No: 4 admitting :Mls. Came B. KH-

w

He

sc~~~~1~w~;:ath~t:~~;o,~·~i \ll~.~~~t; l~~a.:iti~~e~fps~:~~e~~~;:s!:y~~h~~~~~ r:s.B~~;::a~:~=~ ~= c:~~s:~~~ u~o!

lio.m Smith, of this city, the other do.y; to the
Particular· Synod of the Dutch Reformed
Church, •1 the stately church spires only throw
o. darkening shadow."
A Ni\!l.":]j)nglo.nd deacon cli.lled upon o. brother
deacon .Witl;l whom he. wo.s at vo.rian 9e; o.nd
with o.n o.ir:of great solemD.ity so.id: "Brother
Jones, it.'il!fa shame tho.t this quarrel of. ours
should: bfulg scli.ndo.l upon the church; 1 ho.v
pro.yed e'ari:testly'fot; guidance in the matter,
come· to the con·clns1"on tho.t you
o.n.d 1· h';..v
.~
must giv'-in, .for I cannot."
'T;aE. ijttited Presbyterian Presbytery of
Dumb'iuton, Scotlo.nd, ho.s refused to admit o.
. th e o ce of eld er b eco.use h e h a d
M r. G.ro.y. to
. lk · on o. S o.bb o.tll afternoon o.nd
tak en ··a wo.
ld t .
. t
, fr . f
.d .
wou , no giV o. prom1s 0 re o.m rom omg
so in future. It is very evident, remarks the
Star, th~t' Christ o.nd his twelve disciples would
h . fail d h d th b
r . t bt .
o.v
.e • o.
ey· een n,ow 1vmg, 0 0 o.m
an •entrance. into this remo.rko.ble religious
community.' ·.
THEBE.'1•1!. o.'m· -ftn 1"n., Be rn"en c·0 u n ty'· G o.., wh0
· o. h ouse smce
·
th e wo.r.
·
He
h u.s· no t...s1ep· t m
carries his entire wardrobe with. him wlierever
he goes, as well u.s his pantry and kitchen
utensils, o.nd spends the night wherever do.rkness mli.y overtake him. He is o. veritable
curiosity. ·He never reads· newspapers, holding tho.t to reo.d the Bible u.s it should be reo.d
requires all of his time. Several do.ys ago he
inquired of the editor of o. paper if Germany
and France were still o.t wo.r.
m·

THE news from Germany this week is tho.t o.
committee of the Reichsrath will report favorably o. bill for the suppression of Socili.listic
doctrins. Another bill providing for the imposition of severe penli.lties o.go.inst. the criminli.l use of dynamite o.nd other explosiv mo.terio.l has been submitted to o. com:tnittee of the
:Bundesrath. The prefect of police ho.s received

I.

.

binA.tion," o.nd tho.t there wo.s too much of the
.
"Y.ou tickle me o.nd I'll tickle. you," and too
. :;
. . ·..
' .
little of genuin piety in the elections to be
good for,the church.. The Rev. Dr: Hatfield
A MoRMON missionary ho.s been condemned
IT ~9sts $2B5~000 o.rinuli.lly to. supply the
wo.s finally shut off, but no one seems to ho.v to o. month's imprisonment in Vienna..
Englis~ ~Y' with spirit'Q.o.i consolation.
questioned successfully the truth of his
MoNSIGNOR CAPEL, the Jesuit emissary from
Dn. DABNALL, the "fonner beloved" pastor
·charges
·
·
Rome, is talked of for an American bishopric .
. of .j;b:e:i Cumberlo.nd, Tenn., Presbyterian
RoBERT PYNE, of the. Hartford l!lwminer,
ScHUYLER CoLFAX predicts tho.t the nominee
·
·
·
chureh, lfas.gone· ern=.
-J·
cannot
understand why.Ji.ohn Swinton's
Paper
president will be either Lincoln, Harrison,
for
THE first thing tho.t the Purita.ns.did here
should urge the working people to press their
wo.s to. fall upon their knees; the hext wo.s to
demands upon Congress, while o.t the so.me or Edmunds.
THE New York Greenbackers ho.v invited
fall up'on; the o.borigities.
it tells them tho.t Congress givs no heed to their
TW:illNrt-o:mn. yeO.'is>ago ·there wer~ twelve
measures. It is plain enough, answe.rs Mr. Gen. B. F. Butler to accept the Greenback nomiSWinton. Congress does not heed t)leir meo.s- nation for president.
·women· doctors in tlj.e United States. Now
theril·are850'aJrid!mor~·comin:g;
·
ures, because they ho.v never yet mo.de their
A STATUE of Chief Justice John Mo.rsho.ll was
THEN~\\.- Yoi:-k ~iar a~nounc~s.o.'Spfrltuo.iist
demands in such a way u.s to compel heed. unveiled o.t Washington last Saturday. The
Congress is run in the interest of co.pitli.l o.nd eulogy wo.s delivered by Chief Justice Waite.
temple, to cos,t $250,000, shortly to be built in
the'Bo.ckBo.yre(iib'nc'df Boston.' ,
monopoly because the horny-handed voters do
TWENTY union sflb~e moulders of Quincy
,
not bring their power to beo.r upon Congress,
PiommT.ti?:tt'certili~lypriihibits, butJt.don't' gore tO practice. Evecy'other Common Pleas or use the means they possess of controling it. mobbed and fired upon a number of non-union
pre"ent~·,, ii'itrg~'qi'l!@ecy1s to:b'e: established C~rirt of the state hastefused her admission, The one side is strong, not been.use the other fellow-craftSmen last Saturday. More trouble
at Dribuque,:ib'~o..' ; ·~t·s tlil!'mattenvith 'li.ltbough execeptional' action wo.s taken some is weli.k, but because it does not use its is anticipated.
Iowa~s pro~bitiim::l\i:vf~·fc·'' ,. :: : ;,,' ·' : 'time o.gi:ybythe Orpharis''Qourtwhere thelo.dy strength. The o.ssailo.nts carry the do.y beA Gllln:MA.N duke who is the husband of one
AT G6th'J:; 'i:[{ de'rnt'a;Ii:~, 6ri:' 'E~sMt 'D~y, the is 'a practitioner:·. Jiidge Arilold Qissent!i from co.u.se the defenders o.re as.leep. The Congress of Qnfltm Victoria's .daughters wishes to marry
.. ··''''!·"·"' ,,., ' .. ,,,_. · · "· ··· ....... · · tl:i_eopim."on-of\his_·colle.D.gtle.s,:Tha.yero.nd. Elcorpse 'Of;~n An'lerico.n lady wo.s'cremo.ted:,'this 'coCk. The court 'took'thlfground that its o.c" which is deo.f to whining or groaning would his wife's sister morganatically, which is a kind
being· the 163d< citse 'ol the kinil since the tion' :Wo.s .il:nstain~d by o. common law right; obey D. voice of thunder. There is no.meo.sure of left-handed, high-toned bigamy.
estaQlish$ent of th~ C,r,emo.torium··there. ·
··
needed for the welfare of this countrytho.tthe
·,..
W·liich the1egislo.ture ·ho.d· not interfered with
·
A NEw YonK undertaker is advertising his
THE l}~o.fuel1,,0h~qE)e mfi,y pepec~li~r, l,mt.he ,by s.tatnte.
horny-banded voters could p.ot put through business by obtaining photographs of corpses
ho.s .his ;redeeming. traits. .In• So.n Francisco
Am. 0... m···e·e.ting· ',o'.f. ·th·e·. Womnn's Chn"st1·a.'n Congress within o. year from this time. If the o.t the morgue o.nd distributing them with hie.
the,, Chin~se go.~e_$45_. •. oo. (J£0·. aid thek_.co. untcy~
-~
.
present party will not heed, they co.n elect a.
· ·· .. ·
··
·· · · ·
Temperimce Union· in this city, Mrs. E. ·T. body next November tho.t will heed. Robert announcement printed on the back.
me:n ;who ;were suff.~reis from the. re~Jent. grim.t Ellis ~aid: '~T hop·,e o.nd pray that we may hav
f H f 0 d h 1d li.k
h d.
Two remarkable "faith " cures are reported
ftooP.s: n~;J;:oa_p.~o~:' Se~~~o.r Chl~ese mer- 0. temperance mo.h and his wife in the White ~~n~~ pe:~ie rt; ':n~:a t~ei: ~e:;:n~: n~!~ from Litchfield, Me. In one case a cancer wits
cho.11ts S~Y~ $,l,~9°-e!lcl:i..
· . ; .· · · · · · House. · We ,need 'another Mr. Hayes in the o.nd ·then, if Congress treats them with scorn, removed by prayer o.nd in the other severli.l deo.f ·
REV.
VENABLEsWi=r.ws,;i. P.,;rect~~ of White .House." :boas Mrs. Ellis co.ll a. person they mo.y thus be stirred up to put another mutes were made to hear and apeak. Every
Liandii!i,q-,aii~.~;plW:yli:' B.!iy, No'rth o.les, ho.s who is glad to .drink o.t the expense of other Congress there tho.t will not. Let us exhaust age ho.s itS fashionable fraud. The faitll cure
not orily'.f~.9t ¥tto troubl~ ,with his parishioners people, o.nd 'is .too mean to po.y for his own every meo.ns of gaining the desired end sought is in style at present.
o.nd euro.te, .but ho.s .o.lso fallen foul of his drinks, a. ..tempero.nce person? Tho.t is the by Robert Pyne. All power is with the mo."THE Life of QuPen Victoria.," by Sarah
bishop.
roundly abuses the bishop of St... kind of pE)rson f[ayes wo.s,.,-stingy, sneaking, jority, ·o.nd they will wield it when they o.re
Tytler, edited by Lord Ronli.ld Gower, will be
4!!a_pll,, to..Jl;(its. hini: wit4 .V,Iiinan~ess, a11-!l de" ,o.nd P,j-pocriiico.l in this:rego.rd u.s in every other. o.roilsec1.
issued in June. Several members of the royli.l
family assisted in its preparation. Victoria. appears to be attracting a great deli.l of attention
seems ,to,.b.e honey-cpmbed, with, Infidelit;w," ·a~?t8fistics-o.re. o.n injury o.nd not a benefit to woman to the bar in Philo.delphili. ho.s been put
just at present for so inconsequential a per.said the Rev; J, Hyatt Smith in the Eo.st Con~ teinperance.. -Sun.
by the judge on b roo.d, scientific o.nd logicli.l sonage.
grego.tlon:OJ. church; Brooklyn, lo.st Sun,do.y
THE Ohristia~ Messenger is responsible for grounds tho.t will strengthen witll the world's
THE sparring tour of John L. Sullivan, the
mornitig. , '' Liye missionaries· must be sent the s·tory that' the ladies of o. prom1"nent church
· th
th "t h b
·
·
there. . It won't do to send fools. I co.me bo.ck
progress m e po. 1 u.s een pursumg smce
.
.
in Alleghany recently advertised o. Hug o.nd men lived in caves and reckoned their women pugilist, ho.s netted tho.t eminent slugger more
after being ·there three weeks."
Kiss festival, .to raise money for the Hood suf- u.s domestic cattle. Three sepo.ro.te courts in then $100,000 profit according to his own stateA,No~ ~iiister hail--:not .ruined o. .sister ferers. Only "very nice persons" were in- Philo.delphio. ho.v rejected Mrs. Kilgore's ap. ment. He contemplates a trip to England for
but-ho.d his. eyes opened to the s]lortcomings vite.d. The cards ro.n: "You o.re invited to plication (in spite of b,er diploma from tlle tlle purpose of interviewing, in his striking
of the church. "In the struggle of the brok- assist in o. hug and kiss festival held o.t the University of Pennsylvania.) on the ground way, the distinguished members of his profesen-heo.rted'poor o.boutus," said the Rev. Wil~ church for the benefit of the flood sufferers. that though the statutes say nothing about it, sion in that country.

.~Jolts'
-

r~:

.

You were 'highly commended to the committee.'; The prices were: Ten _cents to hug o.ny
girl between thirteen o.nd twenty, five cents
for girls between twenty o.nd thirty, old maids
two for A. cent, one dollo.D to hug another ma.n·s
Wife. Such is the nonsense practiced in some
sections in the no.me of religiorl.
PROFESSOR VmOHOW so.id 'in the course of 0.
recent lectur!l delivered before the students of
Edinburgh University: ,, The opinions which
I. expresse d h o.v m
· some E• ng1"1sh publ ico.tions
been much misunderstood. I never wo.s hostil
to Darwin, never hav so.id tho.t Darwinism wo.s
a scientific impossibility. But when I pronounced m·yopm"1·on· on Darwm"18.m o.tthe Assoc1"o.tion of German No.turo.l1"s•~
I wo.s
"" o.t '"'un1"ch
JJJ.
convinced, u.s I still o.m, that the development
which it had taken in ·Genno.ny wo.s extreme
and o.rbitro.ry." Professor Virchow will be
recognized u.s them. o.n whom Joseph Cook has

the uniform custom of the world bo.s confined
the practice of law to men. Judge Thayer, of
the fourth court to which the lo.dy has applied,
is unable to see tho.t o.ny custom is established
by "mere negation.'' He "declines to enter
into a controversy on the subject of women's
rights," o.nd decides the co.se on the following
grounds: First, tho.t "if there is o.ny longer
o.ny such thing as wbo.t old-fashioned philosophers o.nd essayists used to co.ll the sphere of
'woman," it must now be admitted to be "o.
sphere with o.n infinit and indeterminable radins;" that she is "found in o.ll tlle pursuits
and professions of life;" tho.t persons who to.lk
of her o.d:tnission. to these with apprehension
u.s of "o.n impending socili.l change,'' o.re asleep
o.nd ought to "o.wo.ke from their slumbers"
o.nd recognize the fe.ct tho.t "the revolution is

~T the Methodist Conference in Philadelphia.
lo.st week, one of the delegates sli.id he regretted
tho.t · the disposition to employ "methods
which find favor in political assemblies" wo.s
growing so rapidly in the church's election of
bishops, o.nd o.lluded to" combinations "which
·were disturbing the proceedings of the .Conference. He wo.s greeted with o. loud chorus
· the Rev.
of "Am ens," and was followed by
Dr. Hatfield, of Rock River, who created a
tremendous commotion by charging tho.t the
old Methodist custom of the delegates spending hours upon their knees before voting for o.
bishop 'ho.d given place to "co.ucussing, logrolling, o.nd .wire-l'ulling." He so.id that a
" delegate could hardly get out of a car before
he wo.s button-holed and asked to join a eom-

her." We co.ll tlrls a scientifie o.nd logical decision been.use it recognizes the facts, and the
necessary deduction from them, however unpli.lo.table those facts o.nd their teachings mo.y
be. When women were permitted to learn tlle
D.lphabet,' the business wo.s done for their
"sphere." Physical disabilities ho.ndico.p, but
the physical less o.nd less dominates the world.
Darwin, in tho.t letter which was received here
shortly before his death, but which has never
been published, probably because it givs so
little aid or comfort to either side of the question, foretells the gro.duo.l equalizing of women
witll men, first in business and the professions,
.and then in politics o.nd government, but deplores it a.B cer~n to be o.t the cost of the extinction of the ," ~antler sex" as such.

over;" o.nd, fi.no.lly, tho.t it would not be in the
line of o. "wise judicili.l discretion" to attempt
to "turn backward the wheel of time to conheld up o.nd pointed o.t u.s the deadly enemy vince history tho.t it is o.ll wrong, o.nd to so.y o.t
o.nd exposer of the theories of Darwin. It -is
this time of do.y tho.t woman shall not be perbegm·ning to look u.s though it were impossible :tnitted to pursue the vocation tllo.t suits her
for Cook to mo.ke an honest statement.
taste, and for which her studies ho.v qualified

ABouT three acres of ground in Zanesville,,.
0., so.nk suddenly several feet last Sunday,
carrying a number of houses with it. The
phenomenon wo.s accompanied by a terrific report, o.nd the belief was prevalent that an
eo.rtllquo.ke had caused it. The theory is tho.t
several deserted coal mines caved in.
THE conduct of Father Kuenz, of the St.
Sto.nislo.us Bohemian church o.t Baltimore, so
displeased Stephen Norokofski, o. member of
the church, that, meeting the pastor on the
street one do.y last week, he aaso.ulted him witll
intent to inflict bodily injury. The interfer·
ence of o. passer by saved the priest from a
beating.
TwENTY-FOUR colored converts to tho Baptist
church were baptized in o. creek o.t Elizabeth,
N. J., lo.st Sunday, notwithstanding the chilly
condition of the water. '!'his wo.s done by an
obscure negro preacher. It is not probable
tho.t the most distinguished minister in the
Baptist church ho.s opened the season with a
more promising batch of idiots.
RUTH LoOKwoon, o. young lo.dy of this city,
wo.s nearly dying of diphtherin. o. few do.ys o.go
when the remedy suggested by Dr. Delthel, of
Paris, in a report to the French Academy of
Medicin-the smoke of bn:rnibg tar o.nd turpentine-was tried. It has given her great relief
o.t every application, o.lwo.ys sending her off to
sleep, o.nd she is apparently getting well.
TEE Marine No.tionli.l Bo.nk of this city sus.
pended on the oth. The co.use wo.s the failure
of the firm of Grant & Ward, Wo.U street
gamblers. The Grants of this firm are exPresident Ulysses S. o.nd his son Jesse. All
their property is so.id to be involved o.nd
swallowed up, with the exception of the fund
of $250,000 raised for the elder Grant o. few
years ago, o.nd which is held in trust,
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heart and brain. I'd rather talk like a fool than
simply act like a wise man. To blow my own horn
is the only luxury I've got. In fact, it's now a necessity."
Waifs and Wanderings.
"There's philosophy and religion in talk, no
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
doubt," said the doctor. "Almost all the world runs
that way. Theology is only talk gone to seed, and
CHAPTER XXX.
what would the church do without preaching. PeoG o L D EN s I LEN c E.
ple would never go to church to keep silence. The
The officer of the day was making the "grand meeting-house is more for the relief of tongue than
rounds," and in a moment our little company was for the-salvation of the soul. They have to sandwich
surrounded with rebel troops. Their leader dashed tongue between the services, or the people would
forward to see who this unexpected company on the never partake of the bread of life."
confines of the camp might be.
"Rather far-fetched that, doctor," said Stubbs,
"It's Harry," said Jones, "and we are_hia prison- "but nevertheless you've hit it. I get my living by
ers."
talking, and, therefore, I must stick to it. To me
Harry instantly recognized them, and ordered his silence is not golden. The length of my purse desoldiers to halt while he dismounted and advanced. pends upon the length of my tongue. To out-talk
" I know you," he cried. "I have been expecting people is to outwit people. However, there must be
you. I hope you have good news." Turning to his intervals of silence and downright doing. This is
escort he said: "These are scouts. I must see them the benefit, I suppose, of this tremendous war.
privately. Remain."
Words amount to nothing, and we learn the value of
Amy and the rest caught the drift of his words, and action."
,
·
helped to carry out the fiction that they were secret
"Words must come to blows occasionally," said
scouts of Harry.
the doctor, "in order to vindicate their value. We
He quickly advanced and greeted them.
make a good fight in order to lay the foundation for
"I don't know where you came from," he said, a good talk. What heaps of oratory there'll be after
"but you must escape from this."
this war's over. Dear me!"
"That's our plan," cried Cupples. "We have just
"I long for the time," said Stubbs. "I'm full of
run away, and don't like to be interfered with."
eloquence."
"You shan't, so far as I am concerned," answered
"Keep it bottled up," said Cupples.
Harry, "and whatever ,;nay be the laws of war, in
"And burst like champagne," said Stubbs. "What
this case I shall lend you a hand."
a popping there'll be!"
"These are our good friends, General Stubbs and
Columbus still pressed on, silent and powerful as
Doctor Dobson," said Cupples. "They belong to this the sweep of gravitation. So omnipotent, after a
partnership, and must go with us."
while, became his example that even Stubbs ceased
"Your friends are my friends," said Harry, "and to utter a word, and they all went forward as if alike
between us the obligation is supreme. And this deaf and dumb. The spell of silence touched them
lady."
to eager action, and every faculty was strained to
For the first time Harry looked full at Amy. Beau- make the best of each flying moment.
tiful and queenly she appeared in the faint effulgence
Columbus was a character of powerful reserveof the night. In a moment the blaze of recognition ready for any emergency-meeting each difficulty
came, and Harry impetuously leaped to her side, without the slightest apparent exertion. He was a
knelt at her feet, and passionately kissed her trem- born leader, and, in happier circumstances, would
bling hand.
have ruled an empire with eclat. He was one, how" Is this possible ?-fool that I have been!" he ever, who lived a life of unknown wealth and glory,
cried. "Was ever woman so worthy as this?"
one of those thousand million personalities that really
Amy was like marble. Love and pride struggled make the world the marvel that it is; who are great
in her bosom.
in little things because they would be great in great
"Is this my little girl?" he cried, as he flung his things if the opportunity ever occurred. Greatness,
arms about Bessie. "What a treasure !"
after all, is not relative, it is essential. The relatively
Bessie stared at him wonderingly, and hardly knew great m8,Jl is very often an essentially small man, and,
whether to flee away or nestle to his bosom.
perhaps, the very smallness of his· nature is that
"There is no time for this," he said. "We have which contributes to make him large in the eyes of
met like ships at sea-just for a moment in the blind- the world. · The very fulness of one's being oftening storm. Danger is all about. I must bid good- times makes him an unrecognized quantity in the outbye in my very greeting."
ward affairs of men. The simplest action is such a
He gave a sharp whistle, and Columbus was at his delight that his genius does not seek for a prominent
side.
,theater. The silentest deed is an all-sufficient re" This is your guide," he said. "Follow him, and ward, because the movement of the spirit is the auyou are safe. He knows the whole country, and just preme joy, and not the applause of mankind.
where the Union Army is. I must hurry off, or there
It was a pleasure to watch the quick, strong, evervarying activity of Columbus. There was in it the
will be suspicion."
For an instant Harry seemed entranced, as with intensity of the volcano and the calmness of a sumintense gaze he looked at his wife and child, so at- mer's sea. His form was like that of a gladiator.
tractive in their natural beauty, children of the soil, His arms and breast were prodigious in their musakin with the trees and flowers and flowing with cular development. His neck was like a tower. His
their powerful and radiant life, vividly contrasting head was like Apollo's carved in ebony, and upon it
with the dull mechanic copies of civilized common- gleamed the mystery and the majesty of the Sphinx.
His eyes were deeply soft and brilliant, yet flashed
place.
"What have I not sacrificed to the world and cus- like the keen rays of the North Star, and there was
tom ?" said Harry in his heart. " Fool, fool, fool that in them beams of latent fierceness, as if in his blood
I have been. This is nature's wealth, and I have boiled the wild life of burning Africa; and the liongiven it up for the counterfeit. Nevertheless it is but nature was still at the basis of what he might have
a dream now. The reality is war and death."
of cultivated manhood.
With a mighty effort he recovered apparent calmIt was a wonderful fleeting, glittering picture those
ness, and rapidly rejoined his escort, and was soon fugitives made as they went through the forests and
lost in the darkness, and our little company was again over the streams. Columbus in the van, Amy and
as if in the silence of a vast wilderness.
Bes>:Jie close behind, a perfect contrast in grace and
Columbus motioned them to follow, and they quickly dignity, yet blending in marvelous motion and color
obeyed.
with his dark and giant form; while, with bold and
With the daring of genius, instead of skirting the dashing eagerness, followed Stubbs and Jones, noble
camp, he took them right through its center as being specimens of Anglo-Saxon brightness and strength,
the safest way, having himself the countersign, and while after them thundered Cupples, not quite so adbeing thoroughly acquainted with the position of the mirable in his horsemanship, for he would bob up
troops.
and down occasionally and spread his legs out; but
In and out the alternate darkness and light they nevertheless, his picturesque riding was a vast impassed from brigade to brigade, :~.nd division to di- provement upon his original effort when, with Bessie
vision, from one line of camp-fire to another, now in his arms, he was trying to avoid scraping acquaintthrough silence, and then the radiance smote by the ance with the hounds. Last, but not least, came the
clash of arms of those prep11ring for sentinel duty. doctor. He did pretty well consiCI.ering that he had
Boldly advancing when challenged, and then being lost one-third of his weight and was not yet accusled by their skilful guide through the fringes of the .tamed to handling such a diminished frame. It
forest, until ere morning they had passed the outer- must be admitted that he was awkward. But he
most limits of the camp, and were swiftly galloping knew how to put the spurs in and hang on by the
toward the north.
mane if necessary, and so he never allowed the rest
"I do so want to talk with Columbus," said Jones, to get very far ahead.
"but he never wastes his ammunition that way, and
Evidently a great battle was going on. The boom
what is he not capable of doing?"
of cannon was heard and the earth shook. Clouds
"A golden silence indeed," said the doctor. "He of smoke surged up against the horizon. The sun
utilizes all his force and puts it into act. Oh, what rolled in red splendor through the heavens.
an example for us poor devils who will talk and so
Nearer they dashed and heavier swelled the sounds
lose our virility."
of battle. They hurry on. The blood sweeps like a
"If there must be talk, I think we'd better do 1t," fierce fire in their veins.
said Stubbs. "I should be perfectly miserable if I
Suddenly, on the broad brow of a precipitous hill,
were deaf and dumb and had to live on my own where rocks towering hundreds of feet high seemed

mingled in a~smal conflict, the vast scene opened
before them like a panorama, glittering with the awful magnificence of war. For miles and miles the
landscape stretched before the eyes; how beautiful
when summer's face was over it, shining with wood
and stream and fair fields, stretching away to the
luminous horizon like a dream of glory, but now it
was lurid with the flames of a mighty conflict. Hundreds of thousands of soldiers were meeting in
strife. Forth from the wooded hills belched val- ·
umes of smoke, rolling and mingling and enfjhrouding the armies in gloom. Amid the great rifts were
seen the wild dash of calvary, the steady advance and
tumultuous meeting of bayonets; troops plunging
forward and then receding; flames bursting in one
long line or flashing from a thousand quivering
points, as if the very earth itself was opening and
pouring forth is fires.
The ghastly sun seemed
amazed at the indescribable confusion, while mists
gathered here and there and poured a tender baptism upon the bloody fields.
"There is something for all of us to do," cried Amy.
" Bessie and I will take care of the wounded, the
rest of you must leap to the front."
Quickly, like angels almost from the empyrean
bights, the mother and child, in the midst of the
terrific slaughter, brought love and blessing to many
a perishing soldier.'
The rest joined the Union ranks as best they could,
grasped n.usket or sword, and swept along with the
changing tides.
They struck the ve~y heart of the battle just when
the opposing forces met in supreme endeavor. The
Confederate army was being gradually massed against
the center of the federal troops, and it was evident
that right here the victory for either side would be
won. The banner of the North floated from a hill
thick with soldiers pouring a deadly fire, and against
these the· efforts of the enemy were especially directed. Column after column of surging gray attacked the blue, but were driven back. Suddenly
there was a fierce alarum, a vast battalion of rebel
cavalry le11.p upon the hill and seem to writhe around
.it like a huge serpent, and flung its glittering fangs
right against the heaving and tossing folds of the
Union flag. So tremendous was the onset that the
hitherto steady array of the blue was broken, and the
flag, that had swept the breeze so defiantly, was
thrust to the ground, and with a shout that lifted itself almost above the roar of battle, the foremost of
the enemy bent to grasp the reeling standard.
It was a critical moment. One backward move and
yielding of the northern line, and defeat was inevitable. Apparently it must be so. With such fury did
the foe thunder upon the banner that it almost kissed
the dust, when lo! like a flash of bewildering light it
lifted itself again amid the clouds, and flung its blazing stars against the foe. The strong arm of Columbus held that standard now high ·aver the clashing
hosts, and summoned to its aid the almost defeated
ranks. They close again, and press about the staff,
forming line on line with the giant and unswerving
form of the negro. It was a wonderful sight, as if for
a moment aU the downtrodden life of his race was
exalted, as if from centuries of slavery the hidden
power burst forth and flamed for liberty. High in
one hand he held that flag, and with the other urged
his way forward at the point of the bayonet. Step by
step he pushed, while round about clung the concentrating bands of soldiers, until with almost irresistible force they break the lines of the gray, and press
it tumultuously back. Slowly, however, the seething
mass recoils. Inch by inch is contested. As if by
some vast instinct, however, the URian troops throng
about the central figure, Columbus. The other side
is equally supported, and saber and bayonet mingle
in the turmoil, and flash, and hiss, and sing, and
sparkle with crimson drops as the bright blood leaps
to the air, the jewel of many a vanishing life. Thtl
flag held aloft by Columbus tosses like a feather, yet;
not for a moment do its brilliant colors trail to the
earth. The rout begins. At this and that point the
phalanx breaks. The breach widens, confusion grows;
the victorious leader plunges on with terrific blows.
The Confederate forces scatter in every direction. Flaming in the van, Columbus receives his
death wound. At the glowing moment of triumph
the silence of his life falls into the eternal silence of
death. The fruit, the flower has come. His life has
rounded to a star, radiant in the heavens of fame.
He falls, but the starry folds wreathe themselves about
his black and sacred form, as if to enshrine forever
that heroic soul in whom was the emblem of an eventful race, in whose agony a million homes were blended,
and for whose redemption the fairest faces bowed to
the earth. Mingling in death they were, the child of
oppression and the flag of liberty, a blessed atonement and a glorious prophecy. Silently he had
borne the burden, faithful he had been; with the beautiful affection of his race, he had died for the flag
which for long years had refused justice and protection. ·Yet in that flag, stained as it was, he saw the
promise of the coming world, the clearest symbol of
the universal republic of man.
How beautifully the day dawned over the bloody
field, seeking to drive away the fiends that haunted
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it, the sorrow and .the terror! Busy bands were at

'

kota City during the past three or four weeks.

The result has know of our own personal knowledge.

It is certain, however,

been deplorable, at least so far as some of the citizens are con- that the Episcopal edifice has been closed almost the entire
work with tender ministrations to repair the dreadful cerned,
several having become so excited as to become unbal- past winter, the lock having been filled with nails inside and
ruin. The sweetness and grace of woman touched anced mentally. One of them, Mr. Ralph Goodwin, became fastened hy wire to prevent the bolt from being sprung, and
the departing clouds of war with infinite pity and sub- insane last week, grew rapidly worse, and on Tuesday was the knob taken off, and the handle or stem pushed inside so
limity, soothing the pain, kindling the eyes with new taken to the insane hospital at Lincoln:. Mr. Goodwin was an tho.t the catch bolt could not be moved.-Monroe, N. Y., Herald.
estimable citizen and an old resident of Dakota county. His
hope, flashing upon the dying gaze the glory of hu- wife
and child are thus left alone, and in tears and mourning.
A MINISTER TRIED FOR ASSAULT.
man fellowship and its heart of love.
The worthy evangelists went away the day before Mr. GoodThe Rev. Mr. Wardlow, of New Brighton, Staten Island, on
On the third day the vast procession was formed, win was taken to the hospital. They were requested to ]e&ve Friday,
was tried before Justice Casey on a charge.of assaulting
and the body of Columbus was borne to its resting- by a committee of citizens who deemed it their duty to protect John M. Wallace, a furniture dealer.
their
families
from
undue
and
unnatural
excitement.
The
place in the solemn shadows of a beauteous grove.
Long lines of glittering soldiers followed the dead evangelist11 hav gone to some town in Iowa.
A NEW HAGAR AND A MODERN ABRAHAM.
hero. Solemn music :filled the air. Countless beads
An examination in the case of Miss Carrie Plunkett, the serA $10,000 APPROPRIATION.
vant in the household of the Rev. Samuel T. Graham, pastor
were bowed as the funeral pageantry passed by. It
E. G. Woodward, of Philadelphia, treasurer of the board of the Church of the Messiah, in Newark, and who was arrested
was a heartfelt tribute to him who had so courage- of Mr.
trnsteees of the general assembly of the Presbyterian church, on Saturday last, was held in the first precinct police court,
ously turned the tide of mighty war. Slowly amid and treasurer of the church board of education, is a defaulter Newark, on the 29th ult.. M1·s Mattie Graham, wife of the
the gorgeous drapery of flags the cortege advanced to the amount of $10,000. He has ·fied from the city and his pastor, was the complainant. Mrs. Graham testified that Carto the leafy temple of nature, about to be consecrated whereabouts are unknown. Mr. Woodward's family 'are pros- rie PI unkett had been a servant for the Rev. Mr. Graham fourtrated with _grief. His domestic relatio~s were_ particularly teen months, and he had made her the virtual housekeeper.
with the living spirit of humanity and become a spell happv,
and 1t was not known that he was m finanmal difficulty.
and her husband did not speak, and had not for several
in the advancing life of man, to be clothed with im- Mr. Woodward is fifty years of age, and is the father of seven She
months. She had to wash and iron her own clothes, but Carmortality, to be a perpetual influence and joy be- children. He lived in a comfortable home at Ridley Park. rie Plunkett washed for everybody else in the house. She said
cause haunted by the memory of one who bad died He had been connected with the board of trustees for twelve there was no fire or carpet in the basement dining-room where
years, and was chosen to the responsible position of treasurer she lived, while her husband, the servant, and the child1·en
for others.
a few years ago. A month ago, it is said, he tendered his rescomfortable rooms up-stairs. So coolly did her husband
The earth received the noble freigbtage, and over ignation, b_ut it was not accepted.. 'rherewas no suspicion then had
treat her that she once proposed that they separate. Her husit the flowers were laid, and the enshrouding dust; that anything vras wrong. He d1d not make his appearance at band ordered all the household necessaries and sent them to
and then from the solemn music burst forth quick the office on· Wednesday nor on the next day. His son the l!ervant, who locked up everything and acted as mistress
is a clerk in the office, when questionPd by the board de: of the house. "I hav been so mortified and humbled by my
and martial strains. With jubilant notes the trium- who
clared that he had no knowledge of where his father had gone.
said Mrs. Graham, "for this servant, that I blushed
phant army returned again to. its accustomed avoca- When the books were examined it was found that the funds husband,"
in the ,Jresence of my children." 'l'he Rev. Mr. Graham set·cations. Far away gleam the white tents. The taken belonged to the board of trustees, and amounted to $10,- tled in Newark in 1878, as pastor of the Hill Street Methodist
ranks are broken, and over the :fields are seen the 000. He was a man of generous disposition, and when asked Protestant ehurch. Three years ago the cong1·egation divided
a loan seldom refused. He frequently assisted clergymen. on the question of retaining him. lt was said his domestic
glistening bands of soldiers. Suddenly a about comes for
One of his intimate friends said that Mr. Woodward had lost relations were not happy. The fight was carried to the Methlike the vibration of a mighty sea. A single horse- money in this manner because he never asked for collateral odist Protestant National Oonference, and the Rev. Mr. Graman appears, dashing down the lines, waving a white trusting entirely to the bnrrower's honor. Mr. Woodward wa~ ham's character was pussed, but a new pastor was sent to the
banner. An earthquake seems to follow. From known as an exemplary Christian. He was not given to ex- church. He then withdrew from the Methodist Protestant
nor fast living. His house is comfortably fur- church and founded a new religion, with the Bible as the sole
brigade to brigade, from regiment to regiment, all travagances
nished, and his family are thrifty and economical.
rule of faith. He holds services in Association Hall, under the
-ears are bent to catch the accents of his voice, as if
name of the Church of the Messiah.
some marvelous music were in it that the world bad
IN THE ARMY OF THE LORD.
never listened to before. It was indeed a mighty
THE REV. MR. DELo'S SINISTER PREDICTION,
and Mrs. John Emmons. residing in the northeast pnrt
song that that impetuous horseman flung upon the of Mr.
The Lutheran congregation of Brunswick, N. Y., told their
Ionia, Mich., were on Sunday, April 20th. found to be sufair:
fering from a demented condition of the mind, superinduced pastor recently that on account of his attempted interference
"Lee bas surrendered. Lee bas surrendered."
by religious excitement. The Ionia National says that they in school matters his resignation would be accepted. It was
intimated th'at unless the resignation waa forthcoming he
Were ever words so laden with melody and joy? were among the first to join the Salvation Army, and hav been also
attendants ever since. When found they were gravely would preach to empty pews and receive no salary. Not deLightly they went from lip to lip, but left a new regular
siring
to preach the gospel under those discouraging circumdi~;~cussing which one of their children should be offered up as
world behind. What entrancing visions flashed in a sacrifice to the Lord, and had progressed so far as to hav stances, the Rev. Mr. Delo announced that he would deliver
the pathway of that far circling sound. Home was carving-knives in their hands ready for the bloody work. The his farewell sermon the next Sunday. There was a large atAfter reviewing from his standpoint the incidents
seen again, wife and children, the green :fields, the children were immediately removed to a place of safety and tendance.
the unfortunate couple taken to the jail. Since their incar- which had led him to resign, Mr. Delo bitterly assailed the
open door, the tree, the flower, the trailing vine, the ceration there they hav becoJile imbued with the ide11 that the members of the church council, and, in conclusion, said: "I
grove, the pasture, the tumbling brook, the bird in new court-house is to be a tl'mple and that the erelltion is un- hav nothing to fear. I cannot say as much for others, and I
the air, the clear water of the well, the blue of tbe der their personal supervision, hence they stijnd at the win- will be preaching the gospel when ~~ majority of this con~;~re
gation is in hell." The remark created a profound sensatwn.
aky. Sweet winged words pouring from a thousand dow and persistently warn all idlers from interfering with the An
old farmer who had listened attentivly said, In a tone which
On Wednesday Judge Wordworth appointed Drs.
throats, and reverberating in deep undertones of workmen.
Gundrum and Romig to make an examination. They pro- caused not a few to smile, "This may all be so, and perhaps
quivering joy, tones that welled to smiles and tears, nounced it a case of acute insanity. The sheriff at once se- he will be preaching to his old congregation." There 1s a very
that t.Qucbed the day with new magnificence, and cured a permit from the superintendent of the Kalamazoo asy- bitter feeling against Mr. Delo, and threats are openly made
he will be treated to a coat of tar and feathers. An exmade. the stars hang heavily jeweled with promises lum for Mrs. Emmons, and afterwards for the man. The boys that
the Ionia Evening Mail, not to speak of the men, had ~ member of the assembly said, "Giv but the word, and men
of. richer peace than had ever yet made happy the says
picnic at the Salvation Army meeting Thursday night. The stand ready to tar and feather him."
p'er wearied heart of the world.
·
meeting was held on the streets, and on that night a large
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

IJeligions 1/nftlligtl(tt.
What is Going On in the Churches.
EXPELLED.

April 21st.-The Methodist conference has expelled another minister, the Rev. J. V. Given. Tbe allegation
against him was adultery. 'rbe committee's report sustained
the :finding of the board of elders, which body had adjudged
him guilty. The alleged offense was committed in this .city
over a year ago, and since the charges were presented he has
not preached. The Rev. G. E. Smith offered the resolution of
expulsion, and it was adopted. The venerable Bishop Moore
then called the erring brother to the altar, and, as in the case
of Dickson [recently found guilty of the same offense],. took
him by the hand, and counseled him so touchingly that tears
came to all eyes. Mr. Given strongly asserted his innocence.
NEWBURG,

crowd was on hand and whenever the Army started a tune the
"PAINTING 'rHE TOWN RED."
outsiders joined, but sung "John Brown" and similar songs.
At about 10 o'clock on a recent evening, a Catholic priest
Between the two, the Army and the hoodlums, a tremendous entered the saloon at 203 Bowery with two tramps whom he
hubbub was kicked up.
had picked up on the sidewalk. 'rhe three drank whisky, and
the priest paid for it, and gt~ve the men fifty cents each. He
then treated men who were sitting in the saloon, drank whisky
SANCTIFICATION AND INSA)ITTY,
himself again, and, becoming talkativ, s11id he was a Catholic
A dispatch dated May 3d, recites: The Rev. C. H. Harris, priest from Canada. He left the saloon and stood in the hallwho was sent to the Buffalo asylum for the insane, is a raving way of Samuel H. Hadley's lodging-house at 207 Bowery. Mr.
maniac. He was taken to the asylum in irons, and has been Hadley caught him at the head of the stairs, and with the help
violent and noisy ever since. The physicians do not permit of some men he was finally pushed to the stre(1t, where he
any visitors, not even his relativs, to see the demented clergy- clenched with a man and fell, yelling, "Irishmen, help me !
man. He is Preatly excited, and talks about everything and I D.m a Catholic priest !" He struck on his fuce, making his
everybody in his incoherent ravings. The Rev. Mr. Harris is nose bleed. He urose, and, cov~red with blood, staggered to
fifty-five years old, weighs 185 pounds, and has a good phy- the corner of Delancey street, and there rolled in the gutter.
sique, having always enjoyed excellent health. His insanity He was lifted to his feet, and tried to board two or three cars,
was caused by his congregation deposing him from the pnstor- but the conductors would not allow him on board. He blocked
ate of the True Wesleyan Methodist church at Belmont, Al- the track, and a policeman arrested him and took him to the
legany county, for preaching a sermon in which he gave rea- Eldridge street police s•.ation. He was laid on the floor in the
sons why the Methodist doctrin of immediate santification back room. A handsome gold watch and chain and a check,
was in error.
No. 20, of Sweeney's IIotel wore found on him. He had no
money.
IRREVERENT DETECTIVS DISTURB A RELIGIOUS MEETING.

A SIMILAR CASE,

CAsSETA, GA., April llth.-The Rev J. H. Fackler, Baptist,
of Lumpkin, Stewart Co., Ga., was excluded lately from the
Baptist church for drunkenness, lying, abusing his wife, and
bigamy. Under the name of J. H. Price he is now somewhere
in the West. He is also advertised in the Christian lndere. I
know the man well.
W. F. MALDEN.

"Jim" Depew, a married man, residing in Blenheim, Ont.,
while attending a revival meeting in the Baptist church on
March 6th, had his devotions interrupted by detectivs from
Hamilton and Buffalo, who arrested him o·n charges of rob·
bing at Hamilton, and murder at Buffalo. He was taken to
Hamilton.
A SERMONIZER ON 'fHE MOUNT.

s..

turday
A CHURCH ROW.-ONE BROTHER DENOUNCED AS A HYPOCRIT . Rev. Mr. McDonald preached an eloquent sermon
evening at Auburn, Ill., but was arrested at Springfield the
AND A RASCAL.
ALBANY, April 21st.-There was a sensational scene in the
Baptist church of Scotia, a suburb of Schenectady, N. Y.,
yesterday morning. The pastor, Rev. H. J. Whalen, had,
while in Massachusetts, been accused of preaching the sermons of several prominent clergymen as his own productions.
He did not deny having used the sermons in part. It became
known that he had no license to preach. Messrs. Toll and
Marcellus, of the congregation, looked into his record recently
and found that the pastor's license had been taken from him
in Massachusetts. They also found him involved in certain
shortcomings. Yesterday llev. Mr. Whalen read the thirtyfifth psalm from the pulpit, saying it was directly applicable
to hls own case. While the congregation were singing a hymn
he walked out of the church, b]lt soon after returned. He
then said that he understood Brothers Toll and Marcellus had
been looking into his history in Massachusetts, and had returned with stories about his conduct. He then denounced
Toll as a hypocrit and a rascal. Great excitement ensued.
A friend of Toll made a sharp reply, when the pastor excitedly
said, ''Go and tell Brothers 'roll and Marcellus what I say
. about them." The excitement was increasing when Brother
Barker rose, deprecated the diffculty, and said that it should
not go on. The pastor then preached a sermon on the tribulations of David, and at its close tendered his resignation.

next week on a charge of the theft of a horse and a suit of
clothes from 11 man named Foster, at whose house he went
after the religious services for the purpose of Rpending the
night.
AN UNPLEASANT REVIVAL.

A revival had been in progress at the Methodist church at
Hillsboro. III., for several weeks. Among the converts was one
Patrick Henry. A bitter feud had existed between him and
Charles Seymour, an old and prominent member of the
church. A short time ago they shook hands. But in the
midst of the revival, Henry suddenly arose in the audiei;Ice
and began a tirade of abuse agamst Seymour. Henry rushed
to the altar and publicly demanded that his name be erased
from the books of the church, giving as his reao>on for his action that Seymour had called him "a liar and a thief." Henry
then left the church.
A REPOU'f UNAVOIDABLY OMITTED,

We this week omit from our list of religious services under
the local heading that of Grace Episcopal church, this village.
For some time past there hav not been Hny services held there
by the pastor on account of disagreements, the door of the
church edifice being locked aguinst him, it is said by a member of the church. We hav heard that this i~etion wns taken
L~ATIOS DEVELOPED WHILE YOU WAIT.
because certain other members of the church who are objecWe cut this from the Ponca, Neb., Journal: Two evangelists, tionable to the person who did the locking out are allowed to
Woodward and Brookmiller, hav been holding meetings in Da- attend service there. Whether this is true or false, we do not

A BUO'fHER ARTIST.

On the returns that were sent to Police Headquarters on the
3d from the seventeenth precinct was recorded the arrest of
Stephen O'Donnell, a clergyman, on a charge of intoxication.
Policeman Brereton took him to the station-house, where he
slept in a cell during the night .. James O'Conner was registered as the complainant. Father O'Conner is the editor of
the Converted Catholic. He said that O'Donnell is a Catholic priest hailing from Illinois, who visited him to see what
the work he was doing amounted to. He caused his arrest
when he had been drinking freely, because he feared the priest
would lose money that he carried. O'Connor knew nothing
of his antecedents.

-------..-------

THE New York State Sunday-school Association is the name
of a pretentious organization which sends out missionaries to
form Sunday-schools. Its next annual meeting will occur in
June, and to raise money the sympathies of the Christian public are being harrowed by statements of the ungodliness of the
rural portions of New York. One beggar says:" I hav just
been informed of a section of country (in Madison Co.), about
twelve miles long and six wide, where there are no Sundayschools or preaching." He also speaks of a point in the same
county where he gathered a roomful of children for the purpose of arranging a Sunday-school, but "there was not a
Christian in the place." Of a portion of Lewis county, he says:
"Iteligion is about the last thing spoken of in this part of the
state." In Cayuga county he found a woman "who said she
had not been in Sunday-school or church for seventeen yenrs,
and that she had a grown-up daughter who did not know what
Sunday-school meant:" At a point in Oneida county he
recognized the "greatest religious destitution be ever met, a
general condition of depravity and mischief." He traveled
eight miles through a thickly settled section of the same co llnty,
"with numerous hotels, but no Sunday-schools." In OI;J.e district of this county, there was "not a praying man or woman."
The church recognizes that unless the children are brought
up in fear of the ministers, the theological cubs growing up
will hav to turn their hands to some honest work. The money
spent now is capital invested for the next generation.
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The Liberal Club.
constant in his attendance on the meetings of the is with them, and many are the gems of sincere,
Clinton Furbish, a somewhat noted Greenback club, and showed a deep interest in the Liberal sparkling thought, full of helpfulness and good will,
orator, gave the Liberal Club last Friday evening a m?vements of the day. His genial presence will be that crop out in these Letters from Friends. Not
p~ece of his mind, and on the whole a very good missed by many who perhaps never knew his name. always do they bring us joy or pleasure, but somepiece it was, although it did not contain all of the He was a good soldier, and has passed away at an times a sorrow is couched in the message they bring.
truth of Universology. His subject was "Pantarch- honorable old age, and is worthy of our generous One of this character I note in the last TRuTH SEEKER
-a short letter from our friend Henry McElsander,
ism in Politics." The theme and the man and the commemoration.
reporting the death of Philip Foster, a time-worn
The
club
adjourned
at
the
usual
hour.
" other man," the original pantarch himself, brought
veteran in the cause of Freethought.
~gethe7 a crowde~ house, .for all expected quite a
Our friend Foster was a great admirer of D. M.
California Letter.
lively display of Wit and Wisdom. Mr. Furbish was
in favor of a pantarch, but he wanted a practical
DEAR EuGENE: THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 19th Bennett, and THE TRuTH SEEKER was his holiest Bible
pantarch, and not an ideal one. He preferred the seems to me brighter and better than usual, and I can from its first issue. It was our pleasure to deliver
panta~ch who digs to the pantarch who thinks. only wish that it might be found, together with the the oration at his place, Eagle Creek, on the Fourth
What IS the use, said he, of planning out a railroad in g~and o~d Boston Inves~igator, on the table of every of last July. And although the frosts of eighty winyour mind's eye if you don't build, and what is the ~Iberalm the land. If It were so, my work in driv- ters rested on his brow, yet his mind was clear and
benefit to a toiling humanity of a palace-car, if it has mg the plowshare of Freethought would be compar- step firm, and he enjoyed with great delight my alluno place to run, but must lie idle and rot? No ativly easy. Allow me to congratulate you for the sion to Thomas Paine as the leading spirit in founddoubt Mr. Andrews in his philosophical seclusion many able and happy writers in THE TRUTH SEEKER, ing our republic.
So it is our old warriors are passing away one by
has done a great deal of good, but his disciples must who, from time to time, shed light and joy into human
one
to their rest 'neath ihe sod-the body to mingle
not go to dreaming after his fashion, but set them- hearts all over our dear country. To read Herbert
selva to work, and be of some service in the affairs Spencer's "Coming Slavery" as he grapples with the again with Mother Earth, and the mind, we trust and
of to-day.
profound problems of Sociology is to be wiser than hope, to a larger and brighter field of activity. And
The Gr?enback party, said the speaker, is com- before. If he does not furnish a full and clear solu- even should there be no life beyond, the grave
posed mamly of pantarchs. It is devoted to the tion of every question involved in the science of has no horrors for me, and I often :find myself thinkhighest and most progressiv principles. All the human life, be does at least bring to every- subject ing of it as a final rest, just dropping off to sleep, unother parties are failures, but this is the ideal party; the cultured energies of a great mind; to read after disturbed by the cares, sorrows, and friction of life.
the only practical organization for the true reformer. Wakeman is to be swept along with a :flood-tide of Only so that we hav said and done something to make
It was committed 11-ot simply to a certain financial ~o?d things, while the versatil and beautiful compo- our fellow-creatures happy, and the world better for
SitiOn of S. P. Andrews almost smothers one in rain- Olilr having lived in it, we need hav no regrets, but
policy, but to the universal rights of labor
The lecturer was followed by Mr. Cohen, who as bow tints and handsome words, pleasant to read if sleep 'mid the harmonies of nature-one and united
usual gave one of his impetuous discourses, and not easy to remember. To read Putnam is to be with the grass and :flowers which deck the grave, and
c?nvinced of the masterly grip he has upon the prin- one with spriD.gtime's bursting bud or wintry snow·
agreed in the main with what had been advanced.
Ciples
and potencies wrapt up in nature, which, one with the singing birds or zephyr's gentle breath'
Dr. Foote, Jr., vindicated the ideal standard of
in life or death we are not lost. Thus let our old
Mr. Andrews as being in the long run the most use- under his hand, find adjustment for the happiness friend Foster rest loved and cherished by those who
and
mental
culture
of
all
who
grasp
the
spirit
of
his
ful and effectual. Specialists must work in their parknew him best. ·
ticular lines, but above all and in all there should be well-selected language, and to follow where he leads
One other sentence in that brief letter is worthy of
a philosophy of ideas combining specialties so that is like a ride through the beautiful Alameda of San attention. Our friend says that there was a large·atJose-cool,
bright,
and
restful.
the common good is reached harmoniously. Dr.
tendance·at the funeral of Father Foster, but for the
Foote dwelt with especial fervor upon the grand idea · To read Col. Kelso, of California, is to come into want of a York or an Ingersoll nothing was said.
contact
with
a
whirlwind
of
fact
and
logic,
which
ad:vanced by Mr. A~drews that intellectual superiThis should not be so; but better thus to be buried
onty has no more nght to get the better of an infe- fasten on to the mind like fish hooks; and his clear iri silence tltan to call in a man of God to rob our
a~d
terse
criticisms
upon
gods,
devils,
and
holy
virrior in its kind of power than physical superiority in
dead of the victory over superstition of being buried
its kind. The time was wheu the strong man phys- gms come at once to the comprehension of the in the Infidel faith.
ically -ruled merely because he was strong. That masses of our people, and his works need only to be
When we look at the matter in a proper light but
time has passed. Now the intellectual man, the cun- read to be appreciated by every lover of the naked lit!Je need be said at a funeral, only let the proper
ning man, rules simply bec~use he is most cunning, truth.
thmg be said. The "Truth Seeker Collection" conand law and custom back him up. This mere cun- . And then~ for hammer-and-tongs style, with logic tains appropriate and beautiful forms, which almost
ning, however, must be stripped of its power, and hke a dead shot, clear, forcible, and divested from all any kind neighbor could read on such an occasion.
the keen head shall hav no more power to tyrannize ambiguities, commend us to John Peck every time. And if we are Liberals let us shun the superstition
We can but admire the clear, close reasoning, and
than the strong arm.
which offers a willing service to croak like a bird
Mr. Andrews followed, and with his usual breadth the irrepressible spirit of E. C. Walker in maintaining of evil omen over the forms of our loved and dead.
his
honest
convictions
against
legal
prohibition
in
of view admitted all that Mr. Furbish had said, and
And when I die I hope it will be with the harness
'that from his standpoint be might be more correct matters of food or drink, and, right or wrong, he pos- on, fighting the foe, and my friends will see to it
sesses
the
elements
of
mental
power
in
a
marked
than Mr. Andrews himself, for of course the work
that no sniveling saint shall make any capital out
must be done and there must be men to do it. There degree.
of my extremity. For to what purpose is it that I
We
are
always
pleased
with
the
bright
and
spicy
must be Realists as well as Idealists. However, the
hav lived a consistent Infidel if then I am to be handed
handiwork
graces
the
style
of
Miss
Wixon,
whose
shortest path to great reform lies in absolute devoover to my enemies at death? We liv for a printion to the universally right, and from the higher Children's Comer, a most significant feature in your ciple; let us die by it, and be buried in harpaper,
and
I
think
we
may
all
be
proud
to
call
her
view the ideal must never be surrendered for any
mony with the principles we advocate•d while living.
temporary advantage. Its progress might be slow, o~u sister. And then again, in almost every paper I Too often we are pained by the action of weakpiCk
up
I
see
the
name
of
Elmina,
which
in
a
few
but at last it advances with geometrical ratio, and
minded so-called Liberals, who submit to the seraccomplishes in a day what special reforms could not short years has come to be a household word. And vice of those who outrage our dead by a Christian
her
written
words
carry
with
them
a
spirit
strong
accomplish in a century.
and free, and a mental grasp seldom met among the burial.
Dr. Atkinson poured forth one of his transcendental gentle sex. Her logic, though masculin in point of
Our Lyceum school in San Jose is going on splendiscourses, full of subtleties of thought and sparks of power, is permeated by an element of motherly .affec- didly, and Freethought is advancing all over the
eloquence. He was in favor of a "conviction of sin" tion which must endear her to all lovers of truth and coast.
not the old-fashioned conviction, of course-but humanity. Yes, Elmina, go and investigate the spirit
One thing more. Please find within my dollar to
there must be in man an intense feeling, and he pheno~ena for yourself. It is well worthy of your help bring up the deficit in the Monument Fundmust plunge into reform with his spirit on fire, and attentiOn; but let me predict that after seeing the the last act of kindness I will ever be able to do for
realize that there are great wrongs to be remedied, pencil write wit~ out any visible agency, as I hav seen our departed chief, whose memory in loving hearts l
and that one must be tremendously in earnest.
on several occasiOns, you will not then believe in life trust will outlast the granit and marble, And we
Mr. Freeland showed after all that the Greenback after death. Your·organism will not permit it; and hope that a suitable picture of the monument will be
party was not ideally perfect, for it had clashing the- whatever you may see, hear, or feel will not: convince made at an early day for the columns of THE TRUTH
ories of reform, and one Greenbacker did not agree you of supermundane existence. You are a doubter SEEKER, the founding of which was the great work of
with another Greenbacker on the money question. like myself, and I feel assured that the lady who his life.
With many kind wishes for you, Eugene, and the
Mr. Freeland did not agree with the lecturer, and wr~te the op~:p. letter to F. D. Lacy will always rethought in some respects the doctrins he maintained mam a doubtmg Thomas: But then an honest doubt continued success of THE TRUTH SEEKER, let me alwere injurious to the party. Evidently the money is quite as commendable as an honest belief and will ways remain
Your friend and honored worker in the cause of
question is a puzzle yet, and there must be a vast always win the respect of true Liberals. L~t us find
truth,
DR. J. L. YoRK.
amount of thinking done before any political action comfort in honest doubts.
can be taken. It is easy enough to do a thing when
Now of course Ingersoll is one of my gods-not
you know what to do, but when you don't know, then that I worship anything, but I love and admire him
Mr. Kirby Not Satisfied.
the best way is to be a philosopher and do nothing ~s th.e greatest man on earth to-day; not only great
To THE EnrTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Allow
but think.
m hi~ in~ellect ~ut grand in his spirit, manly and me a review of your note on my article, "Is There a
Mr. Wakeman insisted upon the necessity of the p~re m his affechons, as he is unique and chaste in God? A View from N atur6l's Standpoint," as found
enthusiasm of humanity in order to make any per- his style-but we love him most because he has placed in THE TRUTH SEEKER, March 15th.
manent progress. There must be a pantarchism of himself in the gap as no other can do and as Thomas
Thomas Paine, in "Age of Reason," and I, did not
the heart as well as a pantarchism of the head. Men Paine did in his day, against the ~hole world of appear to find a hearty welcome in your paper,
must learn to work unselfishly in order to accomplish shams and hypocrits. Somebody must stand at the though you are careful not to mention Mr. Paine.
great results. The bottom of every scheme of co- head and lead the world of Freeth ought, as ShakIn previous numbers you suggested that I write on
operation will fall out uuless it is based upon a thor- spere leads the world of intellect; and we are proud the existence of God and on the claims of the Bible.
ough altruism.
?f such a ~able spirit as Ingersoll, against whose gen- And having delayed my article in your office some
Mr. Furbish, in closing, claimed that in some re- IUS a~d w~t the combined forces of superstition will two months, you finally publish it, with your note in
spects he had been misunderstood. He believed in beat m vam. A few more such men as Ingersoll the same number, condemning it as unworthy a place
the sublime philosophy of Mr. Andrews. It had done Bennett, and Paine; a. few more such outspoken and "in your scientific TRUTH SEEKER." You style it specuhim good, and taught him many things; but he fearless papers as THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator lations, assumptions, intrusion, "thrusting his creator
wanted some practical outcome; he wanted the fruits a~d the. world will feel the quickened breath of ~ upon us, ipse dixitj'' "we warn him, if Mr. Kirby
of this splendid theory. He wanted Liberals to work higher hfe and being.
knows it all, we can point out the way for him to gain
together; to be friendly; to lend a hand in the great
A closing thought and I hav done. In reading more knowledge," etc.
struggles of the day.
THE TRUTH SEEKER I always turn first to the Letters
Mr. Editor, you simply condemn the whole, Thomas
The president of the club spoke a few words in from .Friends. to see who has been saying something. Paine included; though you are silent as death on
commemoration of Mr. C. G. Mann, a member of the And If there IS one thing more than another which Paine and his "Age of Reason." But you must
club of long standing, who had recently died. He
anchored THE TRUTH SEEKER and our noble cause know your note is just as much directed against my
was an unobtrusiv Liberal, not known to many, but m the heart~ of our people it is this department. quotation from "Age of Reason" as it is against my
of sterling qualities of character. He was almost We belong to the common people, and our Bfmpathy own matter.
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But you condemn both withoat the least attempt Old Testament saints, is indorsed in the New Testa- Jews in the United States are fast losing their faith
at proof. I ask, Is this Liberalism? Is this investi- ment by the "divinely inspired" Apostle Paul, who in Moses and the prophets, because in this country
gationism? I answer, No, not in the remotest sense. holds up Abraham, Jacob, David, Solomon, and other they are free, and no ono has either the despotism or
I did not expect to do what no one bas ever done polygamists, as models and examples to the Christian the power to convict them as" murderers if our blessed
before me-demonstrate the existence of God beyond church. How can Congress, if its members hav ever Lcrd and Savior." But open a persecution against
the shadow of doubt. I only offered what to me read the Bible, and bear in mind that the Protestant them, as Russia and Germany hav done, and immewas the highest proof for the existence of God from churches all consider it an infallible rule of faith and diately they would go back to their ancient faith and
nature's standpoint. And because I did not, could practice-how can they make a secular government ceremonies, and die rather than giv them up. So it
not, demonstrate each and every step in the argument, like ours a blind tool in the hands of the clergy, to would be with the Mormons. Therefore do not saw
we suppose, for this reason, it was counted unworthy kindle the fires of .another persecution ag-ainst the the valleys and mountain-sides of Utah with dragons'
your paper. Thomas Paine doec;~. not, could not, dem- Mormons, simply and alone because they believe in, teeth. Let the Mormons alone. ·They hav violated
onstr .te the existence of God in his "Age of Reason." and some· of them practice, a Bible institution which no provision of the United States Constitution in allowing the practice of the Bible institution called
Yet I should suppose my quotations from him might all western nations hav repuaiated?
be worthy a place in "a scientific TRUTH SEEKER," and
Mr. Potter, of the Boston Index, in replying lately polygamy. Congress has no case against them ex·not be condemned as "intruding his creator upon to Mr. Curtis, says that "the national law declarps po- cept that they continue to disobey an unconstituns," ipile dixit, etc.. Mr. Editor, such sweeping de- lygamy to be a crime." But where does Mr. Potter tional ex post facto law. No one is compelled to liv in
nunciation in the absence of reason or argument can- find this declaration? The Congress of 1862 did Utah, and become either Mormons or polygamists.
not possibly be of credit or honor to a worthy editor pass an act "punishing anil forbidding polygamy" Let the people work out the problem of polygamy in
of a "scientific TRUTH SEEKER," who claims to be in any of the territories. Up to that time polygamy a cold climate by themselvs, and without any legal
.·strictly Agnostic-investigativ. And though some of was a term unknown in all our national or state leg- intermeddling on our part. Let reason hav full sway
the reasons I hav offered fur the existence of God islation. Bigamy, tbe having two wiveP., was the only with experience. Let us hav confidence in the safe
may not be susceptible of demonstration, yet, allow thing in this line forbidden by law. But if 1t case and conservativ nature of freedom, and my belief is
me to say, there is not one of my reasons (or argu- were appealed to the Supreme Court of the United that the year 1900, when it comes, will not find a
·
ments) that can be refuted to ·a demonstration. The States. no doubt that court would pronounce the act polygamist in all this country.
But I greatly fear that if this peaceful policy is not
anti-existence of God has never and (I" presume" of 1862 to be unconstitutional and void. Because
again) will never be demonstrated. And if nothing the law organizing Utah as a tel'l'itory gave the legis- adopted, the l'eligious Bourbons-the microcephalous
is worthy a place in your "scienti.fic TRUTH SEEKER," lature the power of legislating, just like a state, on all idiots who still stick to the belief that it is the busionly demonstrated truth and facts, I think Mr. Ben- subjects not forbidden by the United States Consti- ness of political government to legislate piety and
nett should never hav undertaken such, much less tution ~tnd laws. By Article X. of the amendments good morals into a man, and send him to heaven by
yourself end~avor to perpetrate such.
of the Constitution, ''the powers not delegated to the act of assembly-will not rest till, by the cowardice of
But, Mr. Editor, I put the question to you square, United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by Congress, they transform this government into a beast
Will you undertake to demonstrate the non-existence it to the state, are reserved to the state, respectivly, of prey, and convert Utah territory into a field of
A. B. B.
of God? Or will you undertake to demonstrate thEf or to the people." Hence, a muroer committed in blood and fire.
Enon Valley, Pa.
negativ of any position I hav taken in my article? I Ohio cannot be punished by the United States law;
ask you to undertake to prove that matter is not while counterfeiting t.he coin cannot be punished by
Died.
etern!1l, that life is not a law of matter, that life (as a Ohio law, because Ohio, when sh,e adopteil the
law) 1s not co~eternal with matter, that there are not United States Const.itution and came into the Union,
John Edward Griswold, son of W. S. Griswold and
invisible beings (spirit beings), or prove that such conceded to the United States all her aut.bority in re- Lavin C. Griswold, of Kingston, N. Y., aged six
. bav not existed from all eternity; and that there was gard to money, while she reRerved the right of trying years and six days.
~-----..------no prior being acted in the creation or formation o! and punishing m1crderers. Hence, also, all the states
the human family. Mr. Editor, demonstrate, please, composing the Union reserved to tbemselvs, respectJ.Jectures and Meetings.
the origin of man. And if you are unable, why raise ivly, the right of regulating the relations between Mus. A. E. DE FmESE will giv a free lecture upon the snhthe questions existence of God, or the origin of the sexes by laws concerning marriage and divorce. ject of Religious and Social Intolerance, before the Philom,an, in your "scientific TRUTH SEEKER?"
This is the tt:ue doctrin of state rights. Suppose sophical Association of Bwoklyn, E. D., on Sunday, the lAth.
Please giv us unquestionable proof that there are no t.hat tbe legislature of Massachusetts should pass a
marks of design, "threadbare design," intelligent law dividing the surplus women of the state among the W. S. BELL lectured in Stoughton, Wis., May lOth, 11th,
adaptation and construction, in the vegetable and an- married men, so that every woman could hav a husband. and 12th, and speaks at Utica, Minn , on the 25th, 2Gtb, anrl
imal kingdoms; and that their relation to what is what provi~ion of the United States Constitution, and 27th. On June the 1st, 2d, and :Jd, he will be at Nashun, Iown.
e~illed the inanimate universe is independent of what what law of the general government under it, would
THE annual meeting of the Friend~ of Hnn11m l'rogress
Mr. Paine pleases to acknowledge and call God. Mr. interfere with this arrangement? None. Massachu- will be held in the usnnl place near Waterloo, N.Y., on the
Editor, try some of these points. And do not, as setts is sovereign over her own territory, and can do 31st of May and the 1st of June. A number of Freethought
editor, dispose Qf the worthy Thomas Paine so ItS she pleases in leg-islation, provided she does noth- speakers will be in attendance.
sweepingly, whom you, as Liberals, so unanimously ingo in violation of the Constitution and laws of the
and heartily honor. I respect all men; fear none. I Upited States. Now, a territory, in our political sys- JoHN E. REMSBURG has been lecturing in Kansas. He spoke
ask you to please publish this in THE TRUTH SEEKER. tem, is an irwhoate state, having It right, by the act of in Morril April 26th and 27th: Axtell, 29th and 30th and Mtty
My next shall be on the existence of God, viewed Conf!ress organizing it. to legislate on all subjects 1st; Seneca, 3d and 4th; Handolph, Gth; Leonardville, 7th.
not forbioden by the Constitution; and if there is He speaks in Davenport, Iowa, May 27th, 28th, and 2!Jth;
from the Bible stanilpoint, should you not object.
W:r.r. KIRBY.
anything in the spirit of by-laws. the act. of Congress Mantino, Ill, May 31st and June 1st; Oconomowoc, Wis., June
Yours,
2d; Wausau, Wis., 3d, 4th, 5th.
Doniphan, KansaH.
of 1862, "forbidding and punishing nolygamy," was
What Shali We Do with Mormonism and the clea.rly unconstitutional, since the Utah legislature G.B. REYNOLDS writes from AI toona, Pa.: "I lectured bebad not legislated in favor of a thing forbidden by fore the Liberal League of this city on Tuesday and WednesMormons1
the Crmstitution.
If Massachusett1:1, a full state, day evenings, May Gth and 7th. The interest aroused resnlted
The above is fast becoming what the English call could lflgalize polygamy by an act of her people rep- in my complying with a unanimous request to giv an additional
a "burning" question. If statistics be reliable, in re!lent.ed in her great and general court, why cannoi; lecture on Thursday. The Altoona is a live League, earnest,
thrift and good morals generally, the two essential a t 11rritnry, which is an inchoate state, simply waiting zealous, agressiv. It is fortunate in having for its officers men
of culture, enterprise, and Liberal in every desirable sense of
characteristics of a body politic called a State, Utah to be admitteo into the Union, do the same thing?
territory, in proportion to its numbers, is ahead of
But it is alleged that Mormonism is a hierarchy, the word. '!'hey are among the most successful and highly
all the other states and territories of the Union. The and that the territorial legislature is made up ex- esteemed business men of the city. 'rhe League hav rented
only fault to be found, therefore, and the one that clusivly of Mormons. Well, suppose the state of for their exclusiv use a very convenient and desirably located
has hindered for years its admission into the sister- Ohio had been originally settled by the people of a hall, and fitted it up neat and tasty; its tables well supplied
hood of American states, is the opinions of most of particular sect, say t.he Baptists; and that they pros- with the leading Liberal periodicals. They hav the nucleus
its people, and the corresponding practice by some, pered and increased, naturally and by immigration, of a Freethought and scientific library, which affords the best
so fast that they bought up all the lands for themselvs possible opportunity for friends to help in the good work by
that. polygamy is a lawful institution.
Now, it is well known that when Joseph Smith and t,heir co-reli!:donists Sf\ they came, till ninety-nine- donating scientific and Liberal books. Any friends desirous
founded the Mormon sect, he had no idea of intra- hundredths of the whole population were at present to place books where they will do most good can mail them
the painstaking and efficient secretary, John It. Kemp, secducing among his followers the oriental custom of Baptists. And suppose that they adopted a state to
retary Liberal League, Altoona, Pa. This League realizes the
plural wives; but, as is equally well known, their fel- constitution, and enacted laws under it, by reading need of more perfect organization; the establishment of science
low-citizens stirred up a persecution against the which no one would be abl~ to form ltD opinion schools on Sunday. \Vhy hav we no regular science lossonMormons, killed Joseph Smith, and drove his ad- whether the inhabitants of Ohio were Catholics or leaves so that all could be helped and instructed? Here is
hf'lrents out of the country into a Mexican wilderness. any sect of Protestants, so secular and unecclesiasti- noble work for some one that will insure gratitude of present
When Utah came under our flag, as it did by our cal were they both; _could anyone reasonably object and future generations, and do more for the cause than all the
treaty with Mexico, the Mormons were very weak in that ninetv-nine out of every hundred of her legisla- conventions ever yet held. Prof. W. Seymour lectured on
numbers; and seeing that polygamy was a Bible in- tors and her citizens, were Baptists? This is the Sunday, the 11th inst. Altoona League is bound to progress.
stitution, and practiced by Jews and gentiles all over very case with the Mormons. Their territorial laws 'They cannot command success but they do more deserve it.'"
the eastern world, they resorted to the system as a are excellent. As an inchoate state they hav propolitico-eco-q.omical measure, for the sole purpose of posed a constitution for themselvs, which is also exDil. J. L. YoRK's volume of Freethought poems and lectures
filling up the waste places of their Zion with a popu- cellent and which, if I am correctly informed, says has passed into its third edition, so popular is the worthy
labion of saints. I do not believe that in a northern nothing about polygamy. Their only fault consists doctor on the Pacific slope. The new edition is just ready,
climate, where it costs so much to liv and to bring of three particulars: that a number of the people and will be mailed by the author on receipt of a dollar. His
up a family of children, any civilized man or people practice the Bible institution of polygamy; that the addres1:1 is San Jose, Cal.
would prefer polygamy to monogamy. As to the whole of them think they hav a right to do so, if they
moral character ofthe custom itself, there is no dif- please; aJtd that the legislature is composed of Mor- Wo:.rAN suffrage was defeated in the assembly of this stnte
ference of opinion among the Radicals. They all mon 11•
last week by a vote of 62. nays to 57 yeas. Thirty repubcondemn it because it is a violation of the law of
Well, what shall we do with them? Why, in, the licans and twenty-sevGn Democrats voted in the affirmativ.
nature as taught in the numerical equality of the name of God, let them alone. Every Roman Catholic The opposition to the bill was rather in criticism of its constisexes, and the obvious inference therefrom, that every priest and bishop in the United States has taken a tutionality than against the bill of itself. It is probable that
man is entitled to hav but one wife. The only ques- solemn oath of allegiance to the pope of Rome as a not many years will elapse ere woman will be allowed to exertion is, How shall we best bring about a homogene- temporal prince. They must, therefore, all be traitors cise a right that is as naturally hers as it is man's.
ousness on the part of the inhabitants of Utah terri- to this government. Yet who that is sane proposes
tory with the rest of the people of the United States to persecute them? That division of tbe Protestant HENRY GEoRGE waH announced to occupy Heber Newbn's
on this one subject of marriage? The disgraceful church represented by the" National Reform Asso- pulpit last Sunday, ttnd Hpeak on Moses. But the wardens
proposal of a raid upon the Mormons under the color ciat,ion" propose to put God in the Constitution, of the church were afruid of being compromised by his
of law is headed and tailed by the church people which is only another way of proposing to send every utterances, and requested Mr. Newton to request 11Ir. George
with a brazen-faced inconsistency that would shock heretic and Infidel to jail because he cannot accept to abandon the project. Probably when some of Mr. Georg.l's
the world if history were not full of other similar ex- their standard of orthodoxy. Who wants, before any reforms are ac.,epted, these same warclens will be nmong the
~plea. For polygamy, illust.rateq in the lives of the overt act, to crush them out by law? None. The first to claim t.h~ credit of thorn for tho Christian dmrc~h.
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of Christian morality." Emerson was a Unitarian Being, and the immodality of the soul." One of the
preacher, therefore he must hav studied the charac- last acts in his career was to institute a festival in
ter of Christ, not natural morali~y. Longfellow says honor of God, at whioh he officiated as high priest.
So much for "the French Revolutionistic. Atheist."
"False Claims."-A Discussion of Its State· in his " Psalm of Life:"
It is to be hoped, when this writer next takes up
" Tell me not in mournful numbers
ments.
Life is but an empty dream."
the subject of the French Revolution, that to the
MR. MAIBEN.
virtues
of a truth seeker he will unite that cf a truth
Here
surely
is
no
Atheist,
nor
yet
a
mere
natural
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: One
of my neighbors showed me a pamphlet that had philosopher, for in another song he commences with teller. Continuing his assault upon Atheism, he proC1eeds to Michael Bakouuine and his Anarchistic ideas.
been issued and published from your house, entitled these words:
But
by what authority does ·he make Anarchy and
"
0
gift
of
God!
0
perfect
day
!
" False Claims." The same also appeared in THE
Atheism synonymous? Who authorized him to bring
Whereon no man should work, but play."
TRuTH SEEKER dated Sept. 15, 1883. Now there are
Surely no Atheist ever uttered the first line of this forward Michael Bakounine as the oracle of Atheists ?
statements in it that seem to me so utterly absurd
He has no more right to cull out the extreme radical
and false that it is astonishing that any person of a beautiful song.
utterances
of a Anarchistic agitator and label it "the
As
to
natural
moral~ty
I
mpst
say
but
little,
for
grain of intelligence would be capable of expecting
inevitable
logic
of Atheism,'' than I would hav to
certainly
I
cannot
see
much.
In
nature
I
see
nothpersons to believe it. I will enumerate a few of
ing lovely. Wolves, bears, tigers, etc.; in the fowls present the platform of the last political convention
them.
"Next France. I quote from De Bow's 'Review of heaven, the vultures, hawks, owls, co,rmorants, etc.; as the Christian "Confession of Faith." With much
of the Census.' Roman Catholic, 18,939; Protest- in the fish of the sea, shark, sword-fish, octopus, etc.; that Bakounine has said and written,all Atheists agree;
ants, 598; Jews, 130; Mohammedans, 53; Atheists, in the insectorial world, graE!shoppers, lice, bugs, etc. while respecting many of his views, a great diversity
0. . . . Not one Atheist in the prisons of France, -in fact, all nature teems with death and destruc- of opinion exists. He quotes from Bakounine as
yet a single Atheistical society of Paris numbers tion, misery and pain, and mankind has been strug- follows: "The old world must be destroyed and
gling for age upon age with these hideous.forces and replaced by a new one." Well, this old world, to a
twenty thousand.''
•
. The above is a sample of his first statistics. Not trying to hold his own, and even yet Herbert Spen- great extent, will be destroyed. Old institutions
one Atheist in the prisons of France l Either the cer declares that knowledge never can unveil the must giv place to new. Our social fabric, founded
Atheists of France hav changed since the time of the mysteries that surround us, and that life is the sur- largely upon ignorance and superstition, must be reFrench Revolution in 1789 under the reign of Dan- vival of the fittest-or, in other words, the strongest modeled if not entirely removed. But the instrument employed in tbis work of demolition, so far as
ton and Robespierre, or they hav the better art of only will survive, not the fittest~
Atheists
are concerned, will be the pen rather than
I
must
now
clo.se.
Much
more
could
be
said,
but
liiding, as Robert Burns says, for certainly they did
acts in that period that bring the blush to any civil- as the main ideas hav been broached I need not con- the sword. "The lie must be stamped out and
tinue. If Atheism and Freethought can play .such giv way to truth." This the writer woulJ doubtless
ized human being.
tricks before . heaven's high God as the consider a calamity. "Now the beginning of all
fantastic
Now let me cite to you the inevitable logic of
Atheism in the language of Michael Bakounine in a French Revolution and Nihilism in Russia, and yet these lies which hav ground down this poor world in
speech delivered at Geneva in 1868. I will not quote claim that Christianity is worae, and that the 'Vol- slavery is God." Oh, for a Michael Bakounine to proall the article, for it would occupy too much space in tairian morality is ahead of Wesley or Fenelon, claim this truth from every house-top in the land!
your columns, but a synopsis of its principle as he surely mankind requires a new mode of conveying "Let your own happiness be your only law." With
Christians, the dominant spirit of whose creed is
ideas.
clearly defines it in unmistakable language:
Atheism may be preferable to cant, hypocrisy, and selfishness and cruelty, a practical application of this
" Brethren, I come to announce to you a. new gospel. This gospel admits of no half measures and villainy, but for my part I prefer to take Christ's ad- law would not be conduciv to the world's welfare.
hesitation. The old world must be destroyed and vice to the lawyer: "This do and thou shalt liv" But with the honest, intelligent Atheist, whose
replaced by a new one. The lie must be stamped (Luke x, 28), and leave Atheism, with all its glitter- greatest happiness is realized in making those
out and giv way to truth. Now the beginning of all ing morality based on Michael Bakounine's inevitable around him happy; the case would be far different.
Auguste Comte, one of the earth's noblest minds, a
these lies which hav ground down the poor world in logic, "Your own happiness your only law.''
Trusting that the writer of the above treatis will disbeliever in God, formulated this sublime law:
slavery is God. 'l'he second lie is right.'' After
enumerating a list of evils flowing from these two take this for his text in his next and explain it, I re- "Liv for others "-conscious that in its observance
our own happiness would be secured. ·
JoHNS. MaYBEN.
evils, he goes on to giv his cure. Now be careful to main yours, A truth seeker,
note his doctrins, and see if they are not fundamental
Are Atheists the monsters of vice and immorality
:MR. REMSBURG.
that Christian bigots represent ? Let Theodore
to all Atheism. "Let your own happiness be your
Mr. JohnS. Maiben has written an article in reply Parker, a sincere Theist, say: "They seem to be
only law." "Our first work must be destruction and
annihilation of everything that now exists." "When to my Rochester address, the contenh of which he truth-loving and sincere persons, conscientious, just,
you once begin your work of destruction, take heed requests me to take as a text and explain. The humane, philanthropic, and modest men. They are
that no ark be allowed to rescue any portion of the request is made in the same spirit that a giant with men who mean to be just to their nature, and their
his foot upon the neck of a prostrate pigmy orders whole nature. They are commonly on the side of
old world."
·
man, as opposed to the enemies of man; on the side
Now compare the action of the French Revolution- his victim to arise.
The prison statistics of France, the correctness of of the people, as opposed i;o the tyrant. They are,
istic Atheist in 1789 with the action of the Atheistic
Russian Nihilist of 1869, and note their leading prin- which he does not attempt to disprove, are taken as or mean to be, on the side of truth, of justice, and of·
ciple, "Your own happiness your only law," and tell a pretext to assail Atheists, and the French R.evolu- love." Let the greatest of living preachers answer.
us that Atheism, pure and simple, does not far exceed tion, which he characterizes aR an Atheistic move- Speaking of the Atheists of to-day, Henry Ward
in cruelty any Christian act that has ever been ment. If he has been what he subscribes himself, Beecher says: "They are not beasts nor malignants;
recorded; but the absurdity of calling these men in- a truth seeker, I fail to understand how he can . . . they are not ignorant and vicious, but men
carcerated for crime Christians, no matter what their honestly repeat these stale cleric.al slanders. The of philosophic reputation and great thought, sincere
profession may be, is just as absurd as to say an French Revolution marks the grandest epoch in the men, and we may as well open our minds to it." Let
honest thief or a sober drunkard. Let us define world's history. Its excesses we deplore. But it Prof. Tyndall, an Agnostic, testify: " If I wished to
words and use them in accordance with common would be as reasonable to condemn the sun because find men who are scrupulous in their adherence to
sense. Christ, the author and founder of Cb.ristianity, its light is obscured by a few spots, as to assail with engagements, whose words are their bond, and to
says, as plain as language can be framed, as follows: sweeping condemnation this glorious struggle for whom moral shiftiness of any kind is subjectivly un" l\Iany will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, hav human freedom, because it was attended by some known; if I wanted a loving father, a faithful husband,
an honorable neigh bar, and a just citizen, I would
we not prophesied in thy name; and in thy name deeds of violence.
This revolution was to a great extent a Free- seek him among the band of Atheists to which I refer."
hav cast out devils, and in thy name done many wonThe Nihilists of Russia, too, come in for a share of
derful works?" " And then will I profess unto them, thought movement, but Atheists are entitled to but
I never knew you; depart from me, ye that work in- a portion of its ~lory, and merit a very inconsiderable this critic's wrath. But these Nihilists, or revoluiquity.'' Now if it were possible to speak plainer or share of its shame. The two leading parties that tionists, rather, for Nihilism is a thing of the past, are
be more explicit, I fail to comprehend it. Here are participated in this great drama were th~ party of enlisted in the grandest cause in which man ever lamen represented as casting out devils, doing many the Mountain, led by Robespierre, Marat, and others, bored-the enfranchisment and elevation of their
wonderful works, and prophesying, and yet Christ and the Girondists who gathered around Roland and fellow-men. The deplorable condition of the French
says he does not know them, for they work iniquity. the brilliant deputies of · the Gironde. In the peasant of a century ago is the condition of the RusHe wants them to leave him on the ground, and yet Assembly the Girondists were in the majority, but sian peasant of to-day. "His squalid misery, his
the writer of this address dares to tell us that the in the Convention the Mountain gained the ascend- whole life stands forth full of sorrow, of suffering, of
thieves, prostitutes, murderers, and scum qf society ancy, and, backed by the rabble of Paris, soon ex- outrage. Look at him, exhausted by hunger, broken
are Christians, because forsooth they render to the pelled the Girondist minority.
down by toil, the eternal slave of the privileged
Referring to those parties, Emile Acollas thus classes, working without pause, without hope of revarious wardens of the jails of France their sectarian
titles. Why, they are not even allowed the title of truthfully observes: "Robespierre and the Montagn- demption." Then comes this ".A theistic Russian
citizens in any country. They are in this free coun- ards, disciples of the sentimental Rousseau, were Nihilist." "He tears off the :fine clothes that burn
try disfranchised and not allowed to vote, and yet this Theists like thPir .master. The Girondins, on the into his very flesh; he puts on ~he rough coat and the
contrary, were frankly Atheistic."
writer calls them Christians.
·
wooden shoes ·of the peasant, and, abandoning the
Now, the universal verdict is that the Girondists splendid paternal palace, which oppresses him like
I will now advert to another glaring falsity. It is
where he alludes to Frederick Douglass. He claims constituted the real heart and brains of France. the reproach of a crime, he goes forth among the peothat the negroes as a class were religious, but the They were distinguished for their intellectual attain- ple in some remote district, and there, the slender
most immoral and ignorant class in the country, while ments, for their eloquence, for their heroism, and for and delicate descendant of a noble race, he does the
Frederick Douglass is a Freethinker. Now how any their moderation. If they erred, they erred upon hard work. of the peasant, enduring every privation
man of sound intelligence can call Douglass a Free- the side of mercy. Nearly all the excesses, nearly in order to carry to him the words of redemption,
thinker surprises me. I personally heard him in all the bloodshed, of the Revolution was the work of the gospel of our age. What matters to him if the
London in the year 1846. I purchased his published the Mountain. Not until this party came into power cutthroats of the government lay hands upon him?
history from his own hand. Again I purchased his did the Reign of Terror begin. Thus the cruel acts What to him are exile, Siberia, death? Full of his
history entitled, "My Slavery and My Freedom," that mar the French Revolution were committed, sublime idea, clear, splendid, vivifying as the midday
when I came to this country. In his speeches in not by Atheists, but by those who, like my reviewer, sun, he defies suffering, and meets death with a glance
London, which I personally heard, he declared him- believed in the existence' of a God.
of enthusiasm and a smile of happiness." True,
Robespierre, the central figure in these bloody these revolutionists hav killed a few tyrants, but think
self to ba a Christian, and in his printed works he
claimed to be a Baptist. If I had not these facts in scenes, he represents as an Atheist. Let Robespierre of the suffering and death these tyrants caused. Let
reference to Douglass I would be staggered at the himself repel this charge. "How often, alone with me instance but one of ten thousand cruel acts commany bold statements he makes, such as that the my soul, hav I had nought to sustain me save the mitted by that worst of tyrants, Alexnnder II. When
people consider Guiteau and Jesse James Christians, idea of God ! " " If God did not exist, it would be poor Poland made her last struggle for independence,
whilst we class Longfellow and Emerson as unbe- necessary to invent him," said Robespierre. The one who took part in that revolution was the Abbe
lievers. What monstrous idiocy to use such language! events of the Revolution he referred to Providence. Sierocinski. This patriot was captured and senOne more idea I will touch upon and close. It is In the National Convention he moved the following, tenced to labor for life in the mines of Siberia. After
as follows: "The former were guided by the laws of which was adopted by acclamation: " The French years of toil and privation, he resolved with a few
natural morality, the latter were the legitimate fruits people acknowledge the existence of the Supreme companions to escape. The plot was discovered.
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From the emperor came this sentence, " Seven thouTo call Guiteau and Jesse James Christians, and paint that blush and hang them side by side to show
!!and lashes each/" The execution of the sentence is Longfellow and Emerson unbelievers, he character- the world what superstition does for men!
thus related: "The culprits were stripped to the izes as" monstrous idiocy." Then nearly all are idiHe claims to hav " broached " all the leading
waist, and their hands were tied behind to a bayonet. ots, for few, save those who deem it a virtue to lie for points in my address. Glance through the work and
Each one, by turns, walked along the whole of one Christ's dear sake, will dispute these facts.
say if this be true. Here are gathered a thousand
·
battalion, every soldier administering to him a blow
So very pious was Guiteau, that he could not bear damaging facts. But :five or six of them has he nowith his full strength. A thousand blows fell, and to hear a profane word; while Jesse James was such ticed, and these among the least important ones.
then each miserable, torn, bleeding victim was sent a valiant soldier of the cross that he shot a companion My address was directed against the false assumpback to receive another thousand. On the third for denying the doctrin of endless punishment.
tions of the church. The church claims to be the
journey, all, save Sierocinski, fell dead. Sierocinski
After Longfellow's death, a reader of the New York great conservator of public moralE'. By the teachings
had been kept until the last that he might behold the Sun wrote to the editor asking him whether the poet of her leading theologians, by the testimony of imtortures suffered by his friends. He started on his was a Christian or not. The answer Mr. Dana gave, partial historianR, by a long array of statistics, Idemfearful journey singing, ' God be merciful,' and his for he could trnthfullygiv no other, was, "Longfellow onstrated the falsity of this claim. How has he anwild accents were gradually lost in the thud of the was not a Christian."
swered me? With a tirade against Atheism. The
'
sticks striking his bare flesh, and the commands of
His attempt to prove that Longfellow was not an church claims to hav produced our civilization. I
the general, shouting, 'Strike harder! strike harder !' Atheist was uncalled for. No one has ass6rted that showed that the church destroyed the Greek and
When he received the :first thousand blows he fell he was.
Roman civilization, and that our present civilization
fainting, his blood dropping on the snow. He was
When Emerson died, the Presbyterian said: " He was the work of Rationalism. Has he answered this?
placed upright on a sledge, and tied so as to expose (Emerson) was an eminent and quite attractiv Pagan, The church claims to be the friend of science and
his back to the full weight of the descending rods. living in the nineteenth century, but living a life learning. I showed that she had ever been the enThe unhappy man continued to groan until he was wholly apart from Christ." Said the Rev. N. H. emy of schools and science, and the persecutor of
dragged four times before the battalion. He then Chamberlain, of St. John's Episcopal church,Boston: scholars and .scientists. Does he deny it? The
became silent. The last three thousand blows fell on "Mr. Rmerson was not a Christian and did not claim church claims tha.t we are indebted to Christianity
a corpse!"
to be a Christian." He de:finitly rejected, for reasons for our charitable and philanthropical institutions.
He protests against calling men incarcerated for which he set forth, historical Christianity as a solecism I proved the falsity of this claim and showed that
crime Christians, which he says "is just as absurd as and an error. Some loose talkers hav called him a our noblest philanthropists were Freethinkers. He
to say an honest thief or a sober drunkard." But a Christan; but if he is to be admitted to the Christian has not refuted this. The church claims to be the
" Christian thief" and a "Christian drunkard" are fold, Christianity might as well commit suicide. If guardian of liberty. I showed that she had been
not more paradoxical than an "honest Democrat" sr Mr. Emerson can say there is no need of Jesus Christ the mortal foe of human liberty. He does not deny
a" sober Republican." "Let us define words and and still be a Christian, Christianity is logically dead." it. The church claims credit fm· the abolition of
use them in accordance with common sense.'' I use
"Emerson was a Unitarian preacher." So was slavery, for the elevation of woman, for the temperwords in accordance with common usage, but in their Chainey. But Chainey outgrew the Unitarian faith, ance reform. I showed t~at these reforms were
use this writer manifests an utter disregard both for and so did Emerson. He says that being a Uni- inaugurated by those whom the church was pleased
common usage and for common sense. Christianity tarian preacher, "therefore he must hav studied the to denominate In:fidlills, and that not until they beis a system of religion, and all who accept the divine character of Christ, not natural morality." Unitarian came popular did the church espouse them. The
origin of that system, all who believe the Bible to be preachers do study natural morality, and recognize truth of this he has not denied. The church bollsts
the word and Christ to be the son of God are Christians, Christ as a product as evangelical Christians claim. of our" Christian republic." I showed that our repubregardless of their moral character. A church which
~·In nature I see nothing lovely-wolves, bears, lic was established and perpetuated by men who held
places creed above deeds, which makes salvation rest tigers, etc; in the fowls of heaven, the vulture, hawk, no allegiance to the church-that Paine, Jefferson,
not upon conduct but upon belief, has no right to owl, cormorant, etc; in the fish of the sea, shark, Washington, Franklin, and Lincoln. the men to
deny the paternity of her legitimate offspring.
sword-fish, etc; in the insectorial world, grasshoppers, whom we are most indebted, were Infidels. He has
He quotes from Christ, "Many will say to .me in lice, bugs, etc; in fact, all nature teems with death and not attempted to refute this.
That "False Claims" is wholly free from errors I
that day, L?rd, Lord, hav we not prophesi.ed 111 t~y destruction, misery and pain." And all these agents
am
not vain enough to suppose. But whatever ername, and 111 thy name hav cast out ~evils, and m of death and destruction, misery and pain, were dethy name done many wonderful works? · These sup- signed and created by his God! If such a God ex- rors it contains are not errors of wilfulness or reckplicants will not be Freethinkers. "~nd then .will I isted, in the language of Michael Bakounine, "it would lessness. I fully realize that I do not stand in the
"coward's castle" before a band of credulous folprofess unto th~ID;· I never knew you.
If Christ ?e be necessary to abolish him."
lowers,
wher·e bald assertion counts for argument
God, and ommsment, then he would profess a he.
The ghosts of the French Revolution and Russian
and
falsehoods.
pass for facts. Before I launche~
" Depart from me, ye .t~at ~ark iniq~ity." But who Nihilism seem to haunt this writer continually. With
ar? .these worke~,s of Imqmty? Christ says,. and my these themes his article begins; with them it ends. this little craft I took the precaution to protect It
crit~c re~eats,
Men represented as castmg out Christians hav caused more deaths in a single hour with a triple plate of iron facts. For month& it has
sailed along unharmed, till now this Christian senti~ev~~s, do111g many wonderful W?r~s, and prophes:r- than all the Nihilists hav ever caused, hav slaughtered
nel,
with spy-glass, fancies that he sees some specks
mg.
Not one word ~bout crim.m~ls; so that his more in a single day than fell in Paris during the ten
of rust. He points them out and eagerly expects
effo~t .to prove by Christ that cnr~nnals cannot be years that elapsed from the storming of the Bastile
JoHN E. REMSBURG.
Christians must be pronounced a failure.
to the accession of Napoleon. Yet all the crimes and that it will sink.
"And yet the writer of this address dares to tell cruelties of Christendom receive no word of condemns that the thieves, prostitutes, murderers, and scum nation from him. He sees a hundred million human
A New ldea.
of society are Christians." And why should they not beings offered up upon the altar of Christian superIt may be presumptuous to call anything new.
be? The :first man sent to paradise by Christ was a !:'titian; he sees earth covered with the yellow bones However, the writer has never seen the following adthief, his favorit female companion was a prostitute, of murdered heretics and scholars; he sees the butch- vanced by any other person,. and he has practically
while murderers, next to priests and idiots, draw eries of Constantine, of 'l!heodosius, of Charlemagne, proved its truth within twenty years past. Students
fewer blanks in the celestial lottery than any other and other early champions of the church; he sees the among our truth seekers will do well to note and
class.
Crusades, in which more than twenty millions per- test it.
" Why, they are not even allowed the title of citi- ish; sees the followers of Godfrey in Jerusalem; sees
If you should, after getting a smattering of any
zens in any country. They are in this free country the indiscriminate massacre of men, women, and language, Greek, Latin, German, or other, go to work
disfranchised and not allowed to vote." True, but children; sees the mosques piled seven deep with every day and study that language three hours each
they hav the consolation of knowing that in the sum murdered Saracens; sees the Jews burnt in their day for about two months, you would not be much
total of the church's population to .which Christians synagogs; sees Comr de Leon butcher in cold blood advanced, although you will hav consumed 180 hours.
proudly point as evidence of their strength, each thousa~ds of defenseless captiva; sees the Franks in
If, however, after having a little knowledge of the
forms as big a unit as this writer who disclaims Constantinople, plundering, ravishing, murdering; language-knowing its grammar well enough to conthem.
sees an army of children sent forth to die with cold strue short sentences-you will study five minutes or
"How any man of sound intelligence can .call and hunger; sees their bodies scattered among the ten every day for years enough so your few minutes
(Frederick) Douglass a F1·eethinker surprises me." mountains of Europe and along the shores of the amount to the one hundred and eighty hours, you
How any man of sound intelligencA can dispute the Mediterranean; he witnesses the expulsion of the will become a proficient in the language. Six hours
fact surprises me. He says that in 1846 he heard Moors from Spain, the murder of the Huguenots and a day for one year will not do for you what ten minDouglass declar·e himself to be a Christian. His Waldenses; sees Smithfield and Bartholomew; the utes per day will do in :five years. The writer some
veracity upon this point I do not question. But bear slaughter of German peasants; the desolation of Ire- vears ago determined to learn Italian. He took up
in mind that I was referring not to the Frederick land; Holland covered with blood; he sees Cortez the grammar and studied absorbingly for a few weeks,
Douglass of 1846, b11t the Frederick Douglass of to- and Pizarro cutting down like grass millions of in of- construing meanwhile sentences from the reader, for
day. That Douglass was a Christian once is doubt- fensiv nativs in North and South America; he sees grammar without reading is to choke one with dry
less true. But because the writer stands in the same the Auto-da-fe, where heretics clad in mockery are bran in a parched desert. After about a month, he
rut where he stood forty years ago, he should not led to torture and to death; he sees the Inquisition resolved to read Italian every day for ten minutes
forget that other men hav advanced.
with its countless instruments of fiendish cruelty; he until he mastered it. At the end of three years,
One of the leading Freethought organizations of sees men stretched upon the rack, disjointed, and never having,neglected this task for one day, and conthis country is the Free Religious Association. In torn limb from limb; sees them flayed alive, their fining himself almost strictly to the ten minutes, he
1874, Mr. W. J. Potter, secretary of this association, bleeding bodies seared with red-hot irons; sees their could read Italian almost as easily as English. Withsent an invitation to Mr. Douglass to attend the an- eyes bored out with heated augers, their tongues out dictionary, or stopping to think what words
nual meeting of the society for that year. Here is his torn out, their bodies pierced with a thousand nee- meant, he read most difficult authors, page after page,
answer:
dies; sees them covered with pitch and oil and set on as understandingly as he could English, his nativ
"WAsHINGToN, D. 0., May 15, 1874.
:fire; he sees aged women tied to the heels of :fiery tongue.
"DEu MH. PoTTER: I hav delayed nttention to your kind in- steeds and dragged to death; he sees new-born babes
When a child, the same person was sent to a gramvitation thus long in hope of being able at last to send you nn fl
·
h fl
h th eir
· mo th ers, or mar sch oo1 t o prepare for co II ege on t•ne E ng I'IS h p1an.
affirmativ answer, but circumstances are against me. I cannot ung mto t e ames to perish wit
be present at your Free Religious Convention in Boston. This with their mothers sewed in sacks and sunk into the For three years he was confined to Latin and Greek
is, of course, of smaller consequence to others than to myself, sea; he sees thousands of mothers, wives, and daugh- grammar; for two years more to the readers and to
for I should come more to hear than be heard. Freedom is a ters burnt for witchcraft; he sees Christian Eng- ·Cmsar, Xenophon, etc. After graduating, he underword of charming sound, not only to the tasked and tortured slaves l
·
t
t h
· 1 th G k · th L
who toil for an earthly master, but for those who would brealc the and 111 Hindostan sending her nativs o hell from took to eac a young gir
e ree 111 e an casgalling chains of darkness and superstition. Regarding the Free the cannon's mouth; he sees the persecution of Jews trian or common sense, anti-how-not-to-do-it method.
Religious movement as onefor light, love, and liherty, limited only by in Europe to-day; he sees southern Europe overrun In six weeks that little girl, who never had seen a
reason and human welfare, and opposed to the works of those who with Christian cutthroats; he sees our prisons :filled Greek letter before, was a better Greek scholar than at
con~er~ life and death into enemies of human happiness, who people wish Christian thieves and murderers; he sees hun- least one-half the average sophomoreans of his dav.
the tnvtstble world with ghastly task-masters, 1 giv it hearty welcome.
"
Onl;y: the ~ruth caD: malf:e meD: free, nnd I trust that your con~ dreds of villains in the pulpit; sees helpless girls outN. B.-One may be able to read a language as finventwn w1ll be gmded m thmr utterances by its light and feel raged and murdered by these godly priests. All ently as a nativ, and yet not understand a word in
its P?wer. I know mal?-y of the good men and women who this he views with an approving smile, but when the conversation. To learn by the eye is one thing; by
are likely to assemble With you, and I would gladly share with French Revolution and Russian Nihilism meet his the ear another. Words spoken run into each othe. r
them the burden of reproach which their attacks upon popular
error will be sure to bring upon them.
gaze, he needs must hang his head and blush. Oh, coBfusinglv. "Come here to me" sounds "kumere
''Very truly yours,
FBJJll):J!:)lJCK DouGLASs.''
that a painter were at hand to paint that smile and tumme,r; etc.
HoLT.
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of the readers of ~?e paper by seriousl_y
THE TRUTH SEEKER. l inte~igence
conSidering such "arguments. But now, Mter h s

Kirby to believe this because Lester F. Ward says it.
We only ask him to accept it as he sees its truth.
fatal admissions, Mr. Kirby asks if we will undertake And if he can pe should go to the bottom of these
to demonstrate the non-existence of a God ? Bless facts for himself. Mr. Ward thus explains the origin
your heart, Mr. Kirby, what rules of logic can you of life:
point us to that require the negativ to be first
"The complex stage of aggregation of matter exhibiting life
proven ? No, we will not undertake any such ab- is no longer a hypothetical one. The molar aggregate resultsurdity; neither will we undertake to prove that Mars ing from such are-compounding of the albuminoids has been
is not peopled by men seven statute miles tall, an d discovered. It exists under diverse conditions, and manifests
properties fully in keeping with its exalted molecular characfour nautical leagues round. If you will undertake to ter. This substance discovered by Oken in 1809, and denomdemonstrate the existence of these Martian man- inated Urscltleim, recognized by Dujardin in 1835, and called
strosities, we will listen respectfully, for there would sarcode, and thoroughly studied by Mohl in 1846, who named
be novelty m•the proposition, a spice which your own it prctaplasm, has now passed unchallenged into the nomenwofully lacks. On the question of" God's" existence clature of modern organic chemistry under the last-mentioned
title.
our position is that of Prof. Huxley-" we know
"Protoplasm is a real substance, found in considerable
nothing of what may be beyond phenomena." If our abundance in nature, not only within the tissues of organized
honorable opponent knows more he will greatly oblige beings, but, as we might almost say, in a mineral state, wholly
by making his knowledge public. And as for disput- disconnected from such beings. There is no more doubt that
ing that matter is eternal, that is the very basis of it is elaborated out of the inorganic elements than there is that
1
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the Materialistic philosophy, and completely overthrows the Bible story of creation. No, we shall not
On another page is a somewhat violent letter from take the negativ on that. But if Mr. Kirby is
our western philosophical antagonist. It is not Mr. a Christian, he will. In the first note we wrote
Kirby's fault that he is not on hand oftener. In the for Mr. Kirby's benefit we pointed out the inconsistexercise of our duties as editor we are obliged to ency of his adopting the Materialistic philosophy in
thwart our inclinations as an individual, and defer his this, and the Christian theology of the fall of man
lucubrations till the opportune moment for us to and his subsequent redemption by Christ. There is
make a note of his points arrives. We hav on hand no need of going over the ground again. Whether
between three an,d four hundred communications. life is co-eternal with matter is a problem we h av no
In the nature of things a large portion of them can means of solving. Our opinion is that somewhere in
never see the light. But in doing as near justice to the illimitable past the changes and combinations of
aU as circumstances permit, it is inevitable that some matter hav evolved what we call life. Its microscopic
delay m~st ensue with individual articles. We trust beginning, however, has not been positivly traced, and
this explanation will allay our friend's wrath on that at the present incomplete stage of experiments
score.
it would be presumption amounting to folly to
If our condemnation of the ipse dixit. style of pre- imagin it can be settled, or that even further light
senting " arguments" seems to include Thomas can be thrown upon the subject by a discussion
Paine, we cannot help it. Probably Paine had for between Mr. Kirby and this editor. Further along
a parent the average Englishman, who believed, with will be found the Evolutionists' conclusions upon this

• Mr. Kirby, ofDoniphan, Kan., Once·More.

Solomon (who, by the way, was a heretic, and not a
good orthodox Jew), that to spare iihe rod was to
spoil the child. Such being the case, in Mr. Paine's
boyhood days he undoubtedly threw up the breastwork of a lie to shield himself from bodily chastisment. Yet if he did we cannot regard lying as right.
And when Mr. Paine grew up beyond the reach of
his father's rod he undoubtedly grew also beyond
the petty sin of deception. We venerate Thomas
Paine for his good labors; we honor him for his humanitarian work, and for the powerful aid he lent to
the destruction of superstition. When he writes of
the Bible and Christianity, oi things tangible, seen,
and examinable, he commands respect and compels
agreement with him because he demonstrates the
truth of what he says. But when it comes to a speculation upon what can never be demonstrated, one
man's guess is as authoritativ as another's. Ingersoll
said in one of his lecturf\S that a man could lift as much
nothing as a God. Talk on the question of" God's"
existence is almost wasted words. Nothing but the
probabilities can be considered. The arguments, as
friend Kirby says, "may not be susceptible of demonstration." Thomas Paine, no more than Mr. Kirby,
can perform the impossible.
On this question of the existence of a" God" whole
volumes hav been written, the writers taking every
possible position, yet never coming to an agreement,
nor convincing others than themselvs of the truth of
their speculations. It is this waste of words and time
we wish to avoid. If Mr. Kirby has some evidence
not drawn from his" im1er consciousness "-evidence
historical, objectiv, real, that can be weighed, summed
up, decided upon once for all, and settled to the satisfaction of outsiders, we a.re willing to consider it.
But he says himself that he does" not expect to do
what no one has ever done before-demonstrate the
existence of God." Then, we ask, why did he propose it? If he merely wants to put his speculations
before the world, we answer that hundreds hav done
so, .yet no good resulted, no demonstration was effected. In this admission Mr. Kirby has conceded
the impossibility of performing his self-appointed
task, and acknowledged the sophistry of his own arguments; for some of his reasons, he says further,
"may not 'be susceptible of demonstration." Well,
we do not want such "reasons." If they are not susceptible of demonstration, why introduce them? Is
it his plan to befog the reader and our poor self by
multiplicity of words and high-sounding quotations?
And what need is there to "refute to a demonstration" an argument its author admits is not "susceptibltl of demonstration?'' We would not iusult the

ammonia or common salt is thus elaborated. It is a true chamical compound, in which the proportions of each element are
known. It contains approximately 54 parts of carbon, 21 parts
of oxygen, 16 parts of nitrogen, 7 parts of hydrogen, and about
one part of sulphur and phosphorus.
"The great truth that now comes squarely home to us is
that life is a property of mailer. It is simply the result of the
movements going on among the molecules composing a mass
of protoplasm. It is a phenomenon presented by this most
highly complex form of matter, and which is never absent from
it. To kill protoplasm is to destroy its composition, to degrade
it into a lo,wer order of substance. The activities, powers,
functions, and susceptibilities possessed by this substance,
whose combined effect we denominate life, are but the relations which the substance sustains by virtue of its constitution to the forms of matter around it. They are its properties,
just as astringency, transparency, etc., are the properties of
alum.
"In reaching the substance, protoplasm, we hav not only
reached the fact of life itself, but in its properties we behold
all there is essential to life.
"The moner is Hero's engin, the vertebrate is the modern
locomotiv; the power that propels is the same in both. The
observed advance is not in the force, but in the organization.
"It was undoubtedly in the sea, that great receptacle for
all forms of matter, that the first beginnings of life took place.
In the sea there now exist millions of beings of lowly organization whose bodies consist almost exclusivly of protoplasm,
either in its undifferentiated state, or but slightly modified
into cells and simple aggregate of cells.''

point. The physical scientists are the men to look to,
and we recommend Mr. Kirby to engage Mr. Bastian
in controversy on spontaneous generation.
On the existence of spirits we must again say that
we know nothing beyond phenomena. Our opinion
will not change the matter one way or the other.
Mr. Ward, in his "Haeckel's Genesis of Man," has
During the past few years Spiritualism has been dis- outlined the evolutionist's conception of the developcussed pro and con in our pages by scores of ment of man, which has been a descent in a direct
able writers and thinkers, but we hav yet to learn of line from the lower animals. "Haeckel," whose large
one of them, or of one reader, who has turned volumes Mr. Ward has epitomized, "pursues man's
a mental summersault in consequence. With this genealogy back through the labyrinth of primordial
fact before us, Mr. Kirby must see how futil it forms into the cell, and thence still back until he loses
would be for him and ourself to add our voices to the it in protoplasm. Standing, as man does, at the head
general clamor. But the most foolish proposition of the animal kingdom, and forming the last and highis that asking proof· that spirits hav not existed from est stage of development upon the globe, the history
all eternity. It is impossible to be patient with such of his progress from the lowest form of organic existabsurd propositions. Until their present existence ence must be co-extensiv with that of all other beings.
is demonstrated in a manner which the world cannot It differs, however, from the history of development
resist any more than it can refuse credence to the in general, in not being concerned with any of the
multiplication table, we shall not take the useless branches that diverge at various points from the main
trouble of speculating upon the origin and begin- anthropogenetic stem. This becomes obvious when
ning of spirits.
we commence to study phylogeny, but may be noted
Mr. Kirby also wishes the affirmativ taken on the here as a means of better appreciating the true scope
statement "that there was no prior being acted of anthropogeny. A few illustrations will make it
in the creation or formation of the human family." clear. Not to speak of the entire vegetable kingdom
The object of Mr. Kirby's whole letter, where he re- which is lopped off at the first stroke, we find, as we
frains from personal allusions, seems to be to involve ascend the scale, that one after another the great
us in a maze of speculations as absurd as the mes- branches of the Zoophytes, of the Annelida, of the
sianie idea, and the conclusion to which is as vain to Mollusca, of the Fish~:~s, of the Reptils, of the Ungu~
seek as the fabled heaven of the Christians. He puts lata and Cetacea, of the Carnivora and Rodentia, and
his "God" in all sorts of guises-as a "God,'' as a of many other less important groups, are successivly
being acting in the formation of the human family. passed by and left behind, thus obviating the necesBy his asking us to disprove it, we suppose he holds sity of following out the special genealogy and develthat some being did so act. It remains then for him opment of each of these complicated divisions of natto demonstrate the fact. The assumption is his; we ural history. The history of development of man
know of no logical rule obliging us to demolish his pushes right on, taking such notice only of divergent
fancies. He may present what evidence he has for trunks as is necessary to fix with certainty the posihis theory; and we will consider it.
tion of his line of march."
The gentleman from Kansas Sl!>yS also that if we are
This line of march is outlined with much technical
unable to demonstrate the origin of man, why ques- particularity by Mr. Ward. The primordial ancestor
tion the existence of" God?"-which is about as sen- of all organized beings, of course including man, was
sible an observation as to say to a man, If you don't some form of moner. The direct descendants of the
understand Sanskrit, why question the astronomy of moner " are undoubtedly the various forms of
Ptolemy. Man knows he is here; the question ever amooba. According to Haeckel, neither the moner
recurs to him, Whence did I come? The Christian nor the amooba can be strictly classed either with
says, "God made you." But when we question the animals or with plants." They form, however, the
Christian closely he says he cannot prove it; his rea- base of the animal scale, and are classed as the first
sons are "not susceptible of demonstration." Now, and second terms of the series. The third stage is
Mr. Kirby challenges us to demonstrate our bypath- the animal amoobre, which at one period of their
esis. His fails him, and he, being an investigator, development formed societies or compound individendeavors to get the truth. We will put our bypath- uals, being from that transformed into a "family of
esis, therefore, before him. On the origin of life, we creatures standing at the base of the protozoa, whose
will quote Lester F. Ward, Wi do not wish Mr. bodiei consisted of a simple1 hollow sphere1 tbe wall&
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of which were formed of a simple layer of cells. sought. in the P.rotamnion stock, from which thiB class, prey, he would exclaim," See bow intelligent design is
These were the Plameada," and formed the fourth too, must hav proceeded-perhaps simultaneously manifested in putting both the flounder's eyes on top,
stage. Out _of the plameada developed the Gastrreada,, with the reptilian branch, though in quite a different so as be moves in the mud on the bottom he can see
whose bod1es consisted of a simple sack, open at one' direction. A very distinct race, which Haeckel styles up!" But the intelligent design disappears upon reend. They are counted as the fifth stage in the de-/ the P.romammalia, forming the next or sixteenth stage flection that the creature's habits hav determined its
velopment of organized life. The sixth was a race of· of man's descent, must hav developed out of the shape. Did space permit we could go on and giv
extinct worms, which " originated from the gastrre-J Protamnia, and transmitted all these marked peen- thousands of such illustrations, proving them in deada by the for~ation of an i~termediary germinativ liarities to the entire mammalian clas~. Man him· tail by the experiments recorded by naturalists.
layer, from whiCh the two mner secondary layers 1 self possesses all these special mammalian character- Can Mr. Kirby quote any naturalist's experiments
upon his God? Evolution is proved by objectiv reeventually differentiated. These creatures belonged istic~, and is therefore a genuin mammal.''
to the lowest sub-division of the worms, the Acmlomi,
The seventeenth stage in the development of the alities. Deity is but a subjectiv speculation. We
which, as their name implies, possess no cavity of the human race are the Marsupialia. ''Here the cloaca will leave it to Mr. Kirby's own common sense as to
body (cmlom) distinct from the sack-like stomach. [the excretory opening at the extremity of the in- which is the truth.
They are also without any vascular system, heart, or testinal canal] is divided by a horizontal partition
THE Asbury Methodist church of this city has lost an enblood, but manifest the :first traces of the formation into two distinct orifices, both opening externally; thusiastic and responsiv member. His name is Forbes. For
of a nervous system, the simplest organs of sense, and nipples are formed on the mammm, to which the ten years he has been a feature at the services of that
rudiments of secretiv and reproductiv organs. Out young attach themselvs, and the clavicles are distinct church, and has kept up a running fire of amens, hallelujahs,
of the Acmlomi were developed the Cmlomati, which, from the sternum. In these respects, the marsupials praise Gods, and similar outbreaks whenever the oratory of
the pulpit aroused him from slumber. But Mr. Forbes
still low in the scale, nevertheless possess a distinct agree with all the higher mammals. The lemurs neither trumps nor follows suit. As his pastor says, "It is
cmlorn. The now extinct race which effected this form the eighteenth stage in the anthropogenetic 'Amen I' hit or miss." For instance, when an old and highly
transition forms the seventh stage of anthropogenetic line. They "are' harmless and melancholy nocturnal respected member of the church lay at the point of death,
development. From this point the great articulate animals of a graceful form, and are chiefly confined two years ago, Dr. Ferris, then the pastor of the church, de.
branch swung off, and a little higher the important to the islands south of Asia and east of Africa, and tailed the good man's virtues, and spoke of his unsullied reputation, and his blameless life. "And now," said the minister
branch of the Mollusks." The eigh}h stage" orig- particularly to Madagascar. Their·frequency on the solemnly, "there is a sad prospect that he will pass away
inated out of the worms of the seventh stage by the islands of the Indian Ocean led the English natural- from us soon." Mr. Forbes, roused up from a refreshing doze
formation of a dorsal nerve-marrow, and by the for- ist Sclater to name this once continental, but now at this juncture, and not catching the exact spirit of the remation of the spinal rod which lies below it." "The mostly submerged region, Lemuria, a circumstance mark, cried fervently, "Thank the Lord!" which was, to say
Amphioxus forms the ninth stage in the anthropoge- to which Haeckel has given special prominence by the least, embamssing to the sick man's relntivs. On another
occasion, when Dr. Ferris had performed the wedding sernetic line, and furnishes the :first link in the vertebrate pointing out the many facts which conspil·e to justify vice over two other highly respected members of the church,
chain. It is the only known representativ of the us in the conjecture that here may hav exir,ted the and the young people were standing before him, he offered a
prayer in which there occurred the sentence: "For in heaven
once great subdivision of vertebrates called by true 'cradle of the human race.'"
Haeckel the Acrania, or skulless vertebrates. Of this
"From the lemurs to the true apes," says Ward, there will be no marrying or giving in marriage." and Mr.
wholly unique and extremely interesting creature "the transition is comparativly easy. Linnreus, with Forbes promptly shonted, "Glory to God I" and disconcerted
both the minister and newly weddml pair. Members of the
sufficient mention has already been made. The t13 nth almost prophetic ken, notwithstanding his dualistic chmch hav intimated to Mr. Forbes tbat a diminution of his
stage arose out of the Acrania through a simple en- proclivities, classed man with the apes, lemurs, and enthusiasm would be appreciated, but Mr. Forbes has declined
largement of the anterior extremity of the spinal bats, in his celebrated order, Primates. Blumenbach to accept hints. He hns been in the habit of attending the
nerve and the differentiation of the corresponding fancied he saw in the human foot a pretext for rescu- class-meetings, but a short time ago the leader requested him
part of the chorda dorsalis into a rudimentary cranium. ing man from this association, and accordingly to discontinue his attendance, as he sang so loud that he put
all the others out of tune. A week or two ago the pastor of
The transition to the eleventh, the Selachian or pri- erected for him a separate. order, which he called the church discoursed upon a temperance question, and
mordial :fish-stage, took place through the formation Bimana (two-handed), distinguishing the apes, etc., whenever he made li telling point, or denounced any unof a pair of nostrils and a pair of jaws out of the sim- as Quadrumana (four-handed). This classification righteous practices with particular vigor, Mr. Forbes cried,
ple, circular mouth-orifice of the Cyclo>ltoma. With wa'S adopted by Cuvier, and is the one which has "That's so ! " "That"s so ! " and a few of the members of the
church thought that his remarks were intended to be personal.
the higher :fishes human genealogy is not immedi- generally prevailed among naturalists, down to Hux- This, it seems, capped the climax. Several brothers sought
ately concerned, but only with the lowest sub-class, ley and Haeckel. Huxley, however, gave the whole Brother Forbes, and requested that he become less vociferous.
the Selachii, whose present living representativs are subject a complete re-investigation, and arrived at This the enthusiastic memhor declined to do, and announced
few, and comprise the sharks, rays, etc., but which the conclusion that Blumenbach's order Bimana can his.intention of leaving the Asbnry church to join an Episcoformed, in the Devonian age, the chief population of not be maintained on anatomical grounds. He shows, pal institution, where, like the disaffected darkey, he can
"slosh around nachul."
the waters of the globe, as their singular heterocercal in the most convincing manner, that the distinctions
remains, found in the rocks of that period, abun- alleged to exist between the posterior hands of apes A FEW of the clergy are beginnin~ to see the trend of the
dantly attest. The transition from the Selachians and the feet of man are apparent only, that they times toward reformation in state and church. and are puttin~
a foot over the fence, ready to jump down on the right sicle and
was next to the Dipneusta,whicb constitute t.he twelfth were baRed on physiological and not on morphological cry that they were there all the time. Rev. Carlos Martyn, in
stage. • It was brought about by the natural adapta- considerations. The apes are just as good bimana his sermon last Sunilny, said: "Grave political and sooial
tion of the organs of the body to a partially terres- as men are, and men are just as good quadrumana as abuses exist here and abroad. Labor feels that it is hardly
trial existence. The swim-bladders were transformed the apes." The tailbearing apes, according to dealt with. C1tpitnl regards labor as the attempt of a bPggar
into imperfect lungs, the nasal orifices, which in :fishes Haeckel, are the nineteenth link. The tailless apes to ride; labor thinks that cnpitnl is fraud and tyranny already
on horseback. Labor sayR, 'Get nil you can;' capital says,
hav no communication with the interior of the mouth, are the twentieth. The now extinct man-ape, or 'Keep all you can.' Abroad things are worse. Grave politestablished such a communication, and the . single missing link, was the twenty-first genbalogical stage, ical and ecclesiastical abuses. grown gray and venerable in
auricle of the heart divided into two, thus corre- the twenty-second being the genus Homo, or man as iniquity, lie utterly beyond all hope of reform. Feudalism
still says the ma&ses are born saddled and bridled to be ridden;
spondingly improving the circulation of the blood. we find him thousands of years ago.
priests and kings nre born booted nnd spurred to ride. The
Gegenbaur has demonstrated that the real character
The foregoing is Haeckel's exposition of the vexed Established
church in England hus no sympathy with the peoof the :fins of :fishes is that of many-toed feet. The question Mr. Kirby propounds. Mr. Huxley differs ple. There lies the d11rkened cham her of lubor, that ri"es only
changes tbat led from the :fish to the Dipneusta seem with him slightly in the latter stage, but the two are to toil nnd comes home only to sleep If we were in Moscow
not to hav affected the number of these toes, al- in substa~tial agreement. Of course we bav only or St. Petersburg to-night I would be arrested for preaching
though a certain adaptation of the fins to terrestial given the general outline. The details are but mat- this sermon, and you would be liable to be arrested and sent
to exile before morning; and if your wife or mother ventured
locomotion was perceptible. The next important ters of space. We do not ask our friend to believe .to go to the authorities to nsk whut had become of you she
transformation was to concern this part of the animal it because Huxley and Haeckel say it. But we do might be stripped and flogged for the impudence of the inanatomy. The animals nearest related to the Dip- ask him to read the records of their experiments and qmry and sent to join you in the hell of Siberia. If I were a
neusta are unquestionably the amphibians, with investigations and see just what they hav found out Enropeun I should be a revolutionist. I should hate such a
which the former are frequently classed; but they for certain, and also their premises for the conclu- government and despise the European church. When the
church forgets that its founder was a carpenter, that its chief
differ from them in the important respect of possess- sions arrived at. We hope no one will ever believe apostle was a tent-maker, that its leading spirits in the aposing regular, :five-toed feet. But one conclusion can anything not demonstrable to common sense and tolic day were fishermen, thut its adherents were the poor and
be d!'awn from this fact, and this is that among the reason, and certainly shall not urge Mr. Kirby to the miserable, it is time that society should spew it out of its
many and varied forms of the once great Dipneusta change his mind because some eminent person has mouth .• If the church is to continue to exist it must deserve
to exist, and it can only deserve to exist by nesting low down
class, there was one whose locomotiv organs had be- written that his opinion is thus and so. Physical facts with
the people and keeping in sympathy with every humane
come transformed through adaptation and natural are what the evolutionists depend upon. If there and generous movement."
selection into :five-toed feet, and that from this long were no facts, there would be no evolutionists, but
extinct :five-toed progenitor the present amphibians with all the facts now d.emonstrated beyond cavil WE hav begun in this issue of THE TnuTn SEEKER a new debav descended. The human embryo itself, and that there is no other logical or even reasonable conclu- partment under the heading "Religious ItJtelligence," in
which will be found a quantity of news not printed in the Adof all the higher vertebrates, pass through an anal- sian remaining.
vocate or Ind eper,der.t, where it properly belongs. This collecogous transition. With frogs, toads, and otller higher
We hav gone to such length in this incomplete tion is the result of a casual glance at the daily papers during
amphibians, as we are most familiar with them, the epitome of man's origin that we hav but little room the past fortnight. How long we shall be able to continue this
anthropogenetic line has no direct connection. It left in which to grant Mr. Kirby's other .cequest. department depends, of course. on t!:te activity of the Christian
community. We shall certainly feel gratified, in the interests
constantly hugs the base of the whole group, exhibit- What he calls "intelligent design" is properly of those who love peace, order, and good morals, when mateing direct relationships only with the sozobranchia, "adaptation." For instance: If Mr. Kirby sees a rial for the department no longer existst but when clergymen
which, therefore, form the thirteenth, and the sozura, giraffe reaching for leaves, he would say, "What a like the eminent Mr. Humphrey catch up with the procession
blessing it is that God gave the giraffe his long neck!" nnd even bid fair to head the stately column, there seems to
which form the fourteenth stage.
"The creature which forms the :fifteenth stage of when the fact is the giraffe has a long neck because, be slight room for hope. But the religion of which these misdeeds are the outcome is growing weaker in its influence every
man's genealogy, Haeckel calls the Protamnion. Out for successiv generations, he has been reaching for day. This sweetly solemn thought comes to us o'er and o'er.
of it was developed primarily the great reptilian leaves, and the longest-necked, or fittest, hav surONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
class, from which proceeded later the birds, with vived and transmitted the distinguishing peculiarity
neither of which bas man any direct connection. to their offspring. When Mr. Kirby goes fishing and Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH SEE:KE:R.
The ·origin of the mtunml!Js, however, must ruso be , catches a :flounder, if he paid any attention to his Triru subscriptions of three months for 50 cents.
1
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PATCH GRovE, April 29, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find S3 to continue my subscription
for the best, most Liberal, and best conducted Freethought
journal that I know anything about. -I feel highly gratified
that THE TRUTH SEEKER is so ably conducted. Each number
does high honor to its illustrious founder's memory, as well as
to your reputation. I am also gratified that Mr. Bennett's
Greenwood monument is completed in spite of Christian bigotry. But his best monument is THE TRUTH SEEKER-may it
long keep his memory green.
MARY HuMPHREY.
KEoTA, IowA, May 1, 284.
Mn. EDITOR : For the inlosed fifty cents please send ten
TRUTH SEEKERS, No. 17, with the eloquentlectureof Ingersoll.
As lightning clears the air of the miasma of the mire so does
his orution clear the swampy brains of the priest-bot;nd hosts
of Jehovah. Unresisted, as a snow-plow clears the track, so
his lecture clears nway the rubbish of superstition to make way
for liberty of thought, reason, and common sense. Every sentenee is the" word of God," for God is thought. Some of the
papers may be burnt; some may fall amongst thistles and
thorns, some on bare ground, but some will bear fruit a hundredfold. Let us advance on the whole line.
CHARLES NAUMAN.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., May 1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Being a constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
I wish to tell you how much I like it. Having been brought
up a Christian, it seemed quite blasphemous at first, but now
that I am used to it I feel as though I could not do without it.
I feel as though I was WPII acquainted with moRt of its contributors, and so far like their company well; especially
Elmina. But after having read Mary V. Carpenter's letter to
her (Elmina), and then read Elmina's reply in No. 16, and
then re-read both, I must say I think Mary has confuted
Elmina most effectually. We thought Elmina almoht free
from prejudice, but find she is still quite human, else she
would not make the assf rti<fn that she believes all that do not
enjoy life would cease to love it, and many other statements
as void of reason. Bnt perhaps she did as well as can be expected on the wrong side.
MARY HuTCHESON.
CAWKER CITY, KAN.
MR. EDITOR: I want to talk on paper a little. For many
years I hav seen occasionally an article in THE TRUTH SEEKER
denouncing the Oneida Community and the polygamy of the
Mo\mons, and just now a Mr. J. VanDenburgh has been slandering the Community by calling their institution a gigantic
brothel. I hav been waiting long for some one to support
fueir charges on scientific grounds, and it seems that I shall
hav to wait much longer unless I can be successful in calling
them to the task.
The Libe,rals of the country claim for themselvs the preeminence in submitting all things to the standard of science,
and consequently it is not fair to denounce the practices of
any person or community unless the arguments are supported
on scientific grounds. So now I demand of all persons generally, and Mr. Van Den burgh in particular, to giv these people
the justice of a fair trial.
The fact is, either monogamy nor polygamy is natural, and
the question of which is the bone between us. For this argument I shall call the Community polygamous, as it is simply
promiscuous intercourse; and as to whether there has been 11.
formal, legal marriage, I waive the question.
GEORGE "W. CHAPMAN, M.D.
WEsT UNioN, IowA, April 20, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: My subscription having expired, please find
·three dollars for renewal. THE TRUTH SEEKER has been a
light to me, and light is what I am seeking for. More than
sixty-five years I hav been seeking light from that old book of
fables called the Bible or God's word, and I hav been in clarkness. THE TRUTH SEEKER has proved a light that has lit up
the path of life. That story of God's word given to Moses
making the world in six clays, and resting on the seventh, is
clarkness to me. Then to cap the climax, making man from
dust and woman from a rib. Still worse, letting the devil in
the garden, destroying the happiness of the family. This looks
like a great failure for a god that had the power to make a
world in six days out of nothing But here comes damnation,
damning to all eternity the posterity of Adam for what they
could not help. Is it any wonder that this book should prove
a stumbling-block to man? God and the devil killing .Job's
children and cattle, and afflicting Job to prove that he was a
good man; Joshua stopping the sun to get time to kill h;s
enemies; Jonah taking a sea voyage in a whale's belly", three
days and three nights--oh, yes, Mr. Editor, this is beautiful
stuff to ask a man to believe in this nineteenth century !
J. S. BREWER.
BuRTON, TEXAs, April 21, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I see in nearly every issue of your valuable
journal something about prohibition, and none of its advocates
seems to think rationally on this subject. Being a strict abstainer myself, a varied experience in business for nearly thirty
years in different countries-a close observer withal-has
proved to me most conclusivly that the more laws there are
enacted, the higher liquor license is placed, and indeed the
more you discuss.prohibition and endeavor to force its principles in any manner, the more liquor is used, and deadlier is its
effects. High license tariff causes venders to adulterate the
stuff, and hence the more and sooner it kills. Stop dram
shops, and people will bny it by the gallon or obtain it in some
way, and hence more is used. There is but one way to stop
its use, anc1 that is to prohibit the manufacture and importation of all kinils of liquors. But can this be done? Clearly,
it cannot; there are entirely too many avenues by which it can
be introduced, and, too, such a law would savor of despotism

rather than a free government that we claim for ours. If every
other branch, or spring of water, from Maine to New Mexico
was a fountain of pure liquor, pure and ru:ldefiled, free to all,
I dare· say there would be fewer drunkards than are to-day.
I scarcely ever saw a boy raised by parents that strictly forbid
the use of liquor, but turned out to be a drunkard in the end;
whereas, those who were allowed its free use from childhood
rarely cared to abuse it in after years. I hav employed clerks
who had the name of dnmkards, and would indulge to excess
whenever liquor could be had, but who abstained entirely
when it was handl<Jd and become plentiful every day before
their eyes. While I admit that it is a great curse, and desire
as much as any one to remedy the evil, I am sure the~e prohibitionists are adding fuel to the flames of this vice by their
present course.
H. B. JoNES.
ExmA, IowA, May 1, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I send you herewith money-order for my delinquency to your paper, also for TRUTH SEF.KER ANNUAL. I
hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER since 1877, and hav read it with
much pleasure and many curses. I believe that if Liberals
would keep their private grievances out of the conventions,
and ride their pet hobbies at home, and work together for the
secularization of the government, whioh was the ol"iginal object of the League, we would hav been· sufficiently strong today to force a little favoring of politicians. to us for our vote.
There are votes enough in the Liberal ranks in the doubtful
states to control the elections this fall, or the nominations in
June and July tci'prevent such objectionable men as Edmunds
and other sycophants to the church hierarchy from being nominated by either party.
New York and Indiana are very close, and every vote is
sought after in those states ):Jy both parties. But men get
crazy and think that all errors must be corrected in our movement. Hence every Liberal that had a hobby demanded that
it be championed by the League. The League has been ruined,
and our strength made an object of ridicule by the dissensions
prevailing in it, by the wrangles over foreign questions, such
as the prohibition and postal laws. Good Liberals honestly
differ in opinions on these ,questions, but can agree on the
main question-that of absolute separation of church and
state. If the friends of free whisky and free mails wish to
organize for the promotion of their respectiv views, let them do
RO under an appropnate name and calling, and let us hav the
League, or a new organization, for the sole purpose of taxing
church property, divesting our public schools of religious
teachings, and our armies and legislatureR of hired chaplains,
paid for from the people's money, etc. I hav labored for this
for thirty years, and derive much encourl\gement from the
progress of Liberal ideas, but much chagrin from the crazy
movements of what seem to me to be wild actions of individual
members of what ought to be a united brotherhood.
Yours for union,
J. A. HALLOCK.
MoNTPELIER, IND., April 28, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read with crure the many articles pro and
con on the prohibition of the use of intoxicants, and feel like
sending one brief article for publication in your paper.
A few years in the past California was free to all without law
or restraint. Anarchy prevailed; the most brutal and the
strongest ruled, until the more thoughtful combined and
tried the most offensiv characters in their absence and then
arrested them and inflicted their penalties even though it were
death, and it was thought by many that society was benefited
thereby. At the present time California has a code of laws
punishing crime, and the standard of morals compares favorably with other states. Every human being should come under government. If he is not a law unto himself he needs
outside pressure to control his actions. The same rule ap.
plies to intemperance that applies to other crimes. A crime
in the true sense is an infringement of personal rights, which
certainly is the case with drunkenness, the effect of which is
to unfit the parent to provide for his children, to let them want
for proper home, food, and clothing, the consequence of
which often is premature death-the mother and children
driven into the pitiless storm by the drunken maniac father
and husband, with all the train of evil consequences that
make drinking intoxicants an evil, if we hav any evils, and a
crime if any there be. I do not acknowledge the right to do
that whieh insures evil consequences to wife, children, parents, sisters, and brothers, and all the social ties that are
most dear to humanity. If intemperance is ·a ca3e that does
not admit of legislation, so is murder and all other cl"imes.
Oh, but you cannot enforce prohibitory laws! Do you always
enforce the penalty for murder? yet who thinks of making it
respectable by repealing the laws inflicting the penalties for
that crime. One of the best remedies for drunkenness is to
make it disgraceful and criminal to manufacture, sell, or drink
any intoxicating beverage whatever, and a prohibitory law
passed with a determination to enforce it will exert such influence. I felt that it was truly humiliating that the National
Liberal League should get a majority vote against prohibiting
the nefarious traffic and then be rebuked by only a very few
individuals.. I would propose that the next National Liberal
League Congress pass a resolution with a rousing majority
declaring drinking intoxicants a crime equal in enormity with
murder.
WILLllM ALLEN.
IoNIA, MrcH., April 27, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Thinking it ~pight be well to post you a little
on this part of God's moral heritage, is my apology for this
intrusion (which you are at liberty to publish if you deem it,
or any part of it, sufficiently interesting to be worth its space).
Ionia i~ a young city of about seven or eight thousand inhabitants, pleasantly situated on the banks of Grand river, and is
a live town; has eight houses for spook worship, costing from
one to sixty thousand dollars each (untaxed), and as many expert sky-pilots, besides three or four extras for great occasions
when it is necessary to double teams. Thus happily situated,
we had come to think ourselvs very fortunate, never having
suffered from any great calamity, such as fires, epidemics,

hurricanes, cyclones, floods, tornadoes, or earthquakes. We
had almost come to the conclusion that we were under the
spiritual care of some big spook, when, about two months
since, the Salvation Army struck us all unprepared for such a
calamity-the first heard of it a roan with a red band on his
hat bearing the ominous words, "Salvation Army," came vending the War Ory; then came about a dozen more of both sexes,
wearing like badges, marching through our streets by night
singing loudly (which they are doing now past my door while
I write this), "Blood and Fire! Blood and Fire! Hallelujah, we
will conquer by the sword!" with a long train of boys and
hoodlums in their wake, all joining in the chorus at the top
of their voices. It is probably unnecessary to further describe
their antics and orgies every day, lasting till nearly midnight
every night for the last two months. The rabble, swelled by
the more fanatical of the church people and sight-seers, for
the fun of it is immense, numbered thousands. Lately the
hoodlums drown their singing with their songs and yells, pelting them with beans, rotten lemons and eggs, tin cans, etc.
Last night they threw cayenne pepper, and broke up the
meeting. I send you, herewith, some clippings from our daily
papers showing the work they are doing; several others show
nearly the same mental condition, differing only in degree.
By the way, has it never occurred to your mind that the Salvation Army was purely a Mormon scheme leaving out the more
objectionable features? Surely it is Mormon as far as they go;
a military religion, its members sworn in privately, sworn to
go wherever their superior officers order them at any time, all
under militm-y management and rules; their preaching, if
preaching it could be called, is identical with ·Mormonism as
far as it goes. Salvation, salvation, and saints saved, saved,
saved; it would not do to preach more of it; the same has been
preached by all their missionaries in England, and no polygamy anywhere. Where are the fifteen hundred Mormon missionaries sent out to preach in the United States? Do you
hear of them anywhere else? I think they are going about organizing Salvation Army posts. Those who work them after
thPy are organized are paid by the week, or by the month, and
they hav plenty of money. These are political times; such
thorough organization may be of use to them. Mormonism
means more than polygamy, and is not confined to Utah.
Respectfully,
·
S. M. BAYARD, M.D.
SouTH BEND, IND.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Andrews, in his anpJysis of money (in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of March 8th) seems to drift into the old orthodox channels-" belief is good as fac.t; the ideal is as good as
the real." When Jehovali sat just above the firmament, his
word was law, because it was believed the "cattle on a thousand hills were his;" but when it was learned that the cattle
belonged to other parties, and Jehovah himself was not there,
anil never bad been, the wildcat currency depreciated to zero,
and there has been a theological panic ever since. The fact
is, its promises to pay never had any real value. They represented nothing. Neither does the belief in any promis eonstitute money. Money is a real, tangible promis to pay.
John buys a wagon of James, for which he pays him one
hundred dollars. But, being unable to take the wagon at once,
he requires of James a promis to deliver the wagon on demand.
This promis reads, "For value received I promis to pay John,
or bearer, one wagon, worth one hundred dollars.
(Signed)
James." On his way home John meets George, and trades
the promis of James for a horse. George tradesjt to Peter,
and he goes and gets the wagon, and the promis 1s redeemed.
All the tim<~ the promis circulated it was money. Again, as a
balance of trade, John holds the promises or'James for one
thousand dollars, but as he is worth only five hundred dollars
J111hn requires that George and Peter sign the promis, whose
combined ability to pay is one thousand dollars, and these
promises continue to circulate from year to year, and are
money. It matters not whether these promises were written
on paper, silver, or gold. The fiat of James, George, and
Peter constitutes money, just as long as the one thousand dollars stands ready to redeem the promis. The greenback is ju~t
such a promis, but in addition to the fiat of James, George,
and Peter, the United States, all of us, we, the people of the
United States of America, promis to pay, and the promis is
good a~ long as there is a stripe or a star on the American flag.
Every wagon, horse, farm, river, mine of gold and silver, stand
pl9dged by the honor of fifty million honest hearts and hands
to redeem them on demand.
The unit of value is the day's labor. James mines and coins
one hundred pieces of gold in one hundred days. John raises
one hltndred measures of wheat in the same time. James
calls his pieces dollars. John culls his measures bushels, but
neither the gold nor wheat is money. Money has no intrinsic
value. Intrinsic value means utility. Gold can be utilized,
but not so advantageously as iron, wood, wheat, or even as
paper.
The fiat of the people represented in Congress is the money
of the people, whether it be inscribed on gold, silver, or paper,
and every dollar's worth of property stands pledged for its redemption. This is the way it looks at 827 Prairie avenue, South
Bend, Ind.
J. W. WELLMAN.
WILLIAMSBURG, April 30, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I really confess I was unaware my sympathies
could be so earnestly aroused in behalf of our veteran heroin
of the doctrin of Atheism as they hav been in behalf of Elmina. In fact, I was, viewing creation from her standpoint of
observation, preparing an article for THE TRUTH SEEKER in
justification of suicide.
That this is "a beautiful world," a very beautiful world, to
those who from favvrable circumstances by nature inherit
health of body, health of mind, wealth, and favorable surroundings, there can be but little doubt; but she must also admit beside this truth, very few, comparativly, save in a very
limited degree, enjoy this happy condition; but many, very
many, pine in untold wretchedness the wide world over. Admitting this fact, as she, I think, certainly would, I based my
article on suicide as antidotal to all insupportable misery that
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"flesh is heir to." I was arrested in my determination in sending t?is ?umane article to your paper by reading the able commumcatwns of Mrs. Carpenter, of Mrs. Severance, of Mr.
P~tty, a~d Mr.' Harvey W. Pi~ney, lately published in your
L1beral ~ournal. My heart fa1led me. My symyathies were
touched m her behalf to behold her literary pi umage of a score
of past years bedraggled in defense of Atheism-an effete
philosophy. I. a~ afraid Elmina left school a great many
years ago, and 1s m a state of Rip VanWinkle bewilderment
Some kind-hearted, enthusiastic Spiritualists seem willin~
to pay her expenses to witness some of Dr. Slade's "spirit
sl~te " writi~g a?d other spirit manifestations. A betting man
m1ght bet h1gh 1t would be of little use. The old adage comes
in here appropriately, "You may bring an ox to the water but
you can't make him drink."
'
These enthU'siastic Spiritualists seem to overlook the existence of the two primary forces ever operating throughout
every department of natura. And these forces are known as
attraction a~d repulsion. Define these forces as you will, giv
them what t1tles you may, taste, affinity, like and dislike, rapture
~ental disgust, we will ilnd them still operativ-as
operahv m the vast planetary system of creation as in the minutest pebble on the ocean's beach.
Now, I think it would be safe to wage that in the matter of
:• slate writing,'' as of any other physical phenomena, that such
1s the repellant fiber of her material mind (for Spiritualism is
material or 'tis nothing), that no satisfactory, cone! usiv manifestation could be got in her presence. With Elmina it must
be a matter of growth.
And again, Mr. Editor,. hav you seriously reflected on the
disastrous consequences her sudden conversion would hav on
the thinking world at large, and THE TRUTH SEEKER in particular? It is absolutely frightful! Let us pray.
DAVID BRUCE.

stantly complaining-those who hav their eyes partly opened- one cause, some from another. But there is one who is in the
of their condition. And while they a.re-dragging out miserable moat imminent peril or agony which far transcends any of
lives, millions of acres of land are waiting for their hands to the others; which of these children will her mother heart go
work it. And there are millions of men and wom_en to-day who, out to most? Which will she rush to rescue first? While
if they were offered a good farm, would not leave their miser- anxious to do all that is possible for the others, that one will
able dens in the city, and go in the country, where, with eight claim her first attention. Will it not? How was it in the time
of the great antislavery agitation? The slaveholders told the
hours' labor, they could hav a real haven of happiness.
The blind are leading the blind, and none know the way out Abolitionists to reform their own evils before they attacked
of the fearful, terrible conditjon they are in. A set of fanati- slavery. Those noble reformers well knew that great evils excal coolies are getting up an insane war for the suppression isted in the Northern states, and although condemning wrong
of intemperance. A large portion of them are out of their and sympathizing with all movements to elevate the race, yet
proper places, or they would be in an insane asylum. To talk slavery was the greatest curse, and the voice of the enslaved
of stopping rum selling while cities exist, and money-an en- appealed most strongly to their sense of justice. He speaks
tirely unnatural medium of exchange-is used-the most cor- of human beings burnt to death in tenement houses, thearupting power on earth, unless we except the Christian relig- ters, etc. These facts are horrible. But do they affect one as
though these people were confined in these places and roasted
ion-is insanity run mad.
No, no, my good but deluded brothers and sisters, you may alive by some religious or scientific society? Deliberate torset your hearts at rest, the world will not be reformed for one ture and accidental suffering and death are vastly different
thousand years at least. You can reform yourselvs by leaving things. That argument could hav been used in the days of
these corrupt cities, and go into the country and become pro- the Inquisition with just as much reason. Why worry about
ducers. Every days' labor done in a city is lost. Cities are people being burnt at the stake and tortured on the rack when
vast pauper establishments, hiding-places for criminals and there are so many suffering from other causes? Try to reform
prostitution. A city is no place for a true reformer.- A per- other evils and let the Inquisitors alone, for are they not lason who livs in a city, year after year, cannot consistently boring in the cause of religion? It is the same old sophistry,
preach reform to others. "Physician, heal thyself," comes with merely a change of name and victims-science now, inhome with great force to all dwellers in cities. Cities are un- stead of religion, and helpless animals instead of human benatural gatherings, and it is impossible to do away with crime ings. But the principle is the s11me. A crime is no less a
crime because committed in the name of science. It is no evand intemperance while they exist.
These words are written by an unpopular man, but they idence of the righteousness of an act because the motiv which
will never be disputed. They may be denied in words, but prompted it was good. There can be no doubt that Calvin
they will not stay denied. For forty years I hav been trying when he burnt Servetus was prompted by what he regarded
to solve the question, How shall the fearful evils, the terrible as a good inotiv, and the majority of the people of those times
crimes which run riot everywhere, be abolished? If anyone agreed with him that it WllS their duty to save the souls of the
has a remedy to peaceably depopulate these cities, and abolish people from hell by giving to the stake and tortme those who
were teaching docLrins which they regarded aH false and mismoney as a medium of exchange, he or she is the man or leading.
ERIE, CoL., April 28, 1884.
woman that the world wants. War will· not save or redeem
The legislatures, you say, very properly accept the testiMR. EDITOR: I, with two others, left here directly after Mr. the world; strikes will not accomplish it; shorter hours is not mony of medicnl exper1 s on the subject of vivisection. Ought
Prichard's letter appeared in T:aE TRUTH SEEKER last May. the remedy for this fearfully sick world. The people are sick, the world to hav taken the evi<lence of the slaveholder and InWe followed the route laid out in his letter via San Francisco, they are sick unto death, and most of them are ignorant of the quisitor as to the right and necessity of bondage and bigotry,
_
Portland, and N. P. R. ]11;;1 to Rothdrum, and arrived in the remedy. That there is a remedy I know, but to a real, true regardless of the appeals of their hapless victims?
Much that is now reverenced as science. medic~tlscience espeCoour d'Alene camp. The Montana men, both Liberals and friend they will not listen. They prefer to uphold this sys- cially,
will as human beings progress in knowledge be found
Christians, had been there and failed to filld payable gold on tem of infernalism, "church and state," the very power that fallacious. The science of this age is not infallible. We
Mr. Prichard's claim, and had treated the old man rudely. binds them hand and foot and makes them slaves.
should be careful about accepting all that is claimed for it.
There were quite a number of Californians, one Black-Hiller,
Friends, brothers, and sisters, until you learn to be a " law There is a vast field for the medical profe·sion to Pxpl ·re, but
and some seven or eight-one with his wife-from Rathdrum unto yourselvs," make your own laws, become your own m!\S- as a rule it is utterly ignored by the pt·ofession. Why do they
not investigate the faculty of clairvoyance and the laws of
on Prichard and Eagle Creeks when w.e arrived there. These ters, leave these corrupt cities, and become producers, do not magnet.ic treatment--those powers which enable a person who
had been invited in by private letters vfrom Mr. Prichard be- complain of "hard times," for you yourselvs are the cause never received any medical education whatever to examin, to
fore ever the letter that appeared in T~ TRUTH SEEKER to the of it. Go not to the devil's box, alias the ballot box, which is explain the use and condition of every organ of the human body,
Liberal public had left Bozeman, Montana. Mr. Pritchard only a snare for your destruction. Our only safety is in self- that enable them to diagnose and successfully treat and cure
and the majority of them were members of the Masonic broth- government, which needs no implements of death to sustain, diseases that hav baffled the Rkill of regular physicians with
all their medicrtl science? If the medical profession are igerhood, and all but himself were followers of the prophet of it.
Your friend,
SEWARD MITCHELL.
norant of these things it is time they were informetl, for they •
Nazareth.
are facts, and can be proved by thousands ant! thousands of
JA.cKsoN, MrcH.
The Californians had divided into three prospecting parties.
witnesses.
When these laws are thoroughly understood and utilized in
MR. EDITOR: Having just finished reading Dr. Foote's ~>.rti
One party went to work on a tributary gulch on the right and
the second party on the left of Prichard's creek. They cle on vivisection, in which' he makes mention of myself sev- the treatment of disease the system of torture that has for years
been inflicted upon mankind as well as animals will be at an
sluiced for days andoonly made sixty cents per day per man. eral times, I now wish to write a few words of inquiry and re- end, and a natural, rational, and hum:tne medic&! science will
The third party was put to work by Mr. Prichard on the very ply. My aim is tq be a Liberal and a truth seeker in the high- take its place. All this will doubtless sound visionary to many,
place where he claimed to hav discovered payable gold on the est sense of those noble names, therefore I am always will- but it is the truth, as time will prove.
I hav no excuses to offer for cruelties of sport, as it is called
main creek. Results, 25 cents per day per man. Mr. Prich- ing to hear all sides of every question. All hail to free disard, thinking that they must be leaving gold in the bed rock, cussion in a kindly and Liberal spirit of each and every sub- nor the vanity which prompts some persons to WPar the dead
and
mutilated forms of animals and birds as decorations.
came up, dug bed rock after them, and to his surprise could ject pertaining to the welfare of all living creatures, for it is These are barbarous instincts which the mass of human beings
not get one pay prospect. This was in June, when the water often the only way to arrive at truth in regard to them. If inherit from a savage ancestry, lmt the law of evolution which
had receded over twenty feet from the discovery spot, not- these terrible statements in regard to vivisection are not true, governs the moral as well as the physical nature of the human
withstanding Craig's letter vindicating Mr. Prichard at the ex- there is no one who will rejoice more than myself, for I hav race will ultimately eliminate these brutnl habits and instincts
pense of the Californians. Myself and four others prospected been suffering a mental vivisection of the most horrible nat- from mankind.
In the mean time all that can be done to prevent the cruelty
a tributary, got gold in almost every pan, but out of some forty ure ever since hearing of it, as will be seen by my former let- and abuse of animals, all that can be done to alleviate the menor fifty we tried we only got two payable prospects. One of ter. If they are true, then I desire to reaffirm more strongly tal and physical suffering of humanity, it is our duty to do.
them was a dollar and ten cents piece, alluded to in Mr. Er- than ever my detestation and horror. If vivisection is all that Every living creature possesses certain inalienable rights which
win's letter last October. We also cut across by tunneling Dr. :Foote represents, why is there so much opposition to it in every human being is under moral obligation to respect. The
under the roots of trees an old channel on Pritchard's claim, all countries, especially in England, where anti-vivisection law of justice demands this. Whosoever violates that law
surely suffer the pen~tlty.
the opposit side of the stream from the Californians, with no societies number among their members many of the most m- must
The practice of vivisection should be investigated; if everytelligent and humane people in all ranks of life, scholars, thing is all right and as it should be no harm will ensue, but
better results.
The same discouraging reports were received from Eagle statesmen, etc.? What object hav the opponents of vivisec- if the terrible state of thing~ exist of which we are told, either
creek. Our conclusions were that gold was scattered all over, tion in maKing these statements if they are untrue? Surely in this or any other country, it should receive the attention
that there might be spots that would pay, that Mr. Prichard it is not a pleasant task. As for myself, if it were not for the and protest of the civilized world. Vivisection without the
use of anesthetics or some other means to make the animals
had accidentally gotten on one and had unawares worked it hope of doing some good I would wish I had never heard of unconscious and insensible to pain is a crime which nothing
these
things.
I
would
never
read
nor
write
nor
even
think
of
all out. Mr. Prichard told us not to leave until he could re·
can justify.
Mns. MATTIE C. MITCHELL.
turn from a prospecting tour, but we and a party from Walla them again if that were possible. These terrible cruelties
Walla, W. T., and the Californians left in the beginning of may occur in Europe, it is admitted, but not in this country.
Fashionable Charity.
July before his return. A letter of his in August informed I hope not, but in an article in Scribner's Monthly, published
There
is
not
a county in the United States where
one of om party that he had found gold in payable quantities. in 1880, we hav the testimony of Dr. A. J. IJeffingwell as to
I hav seen mining camps opened up in the wilderness of New the extreme cruelty practiced and permitted in medical col- collections are not raised for foreign missions. In
Zealand, Australia, the Black Hills of Dakota, and Rocky leges in our own country. He says, "I think it may be safely every county there are paupers, and in almost every
Mountain countries, but I can only compare the Coour d ·Alene asserted that in the city of New York, in a single medical one there are "poorhouses" or " county infirm ariel',"
region to what I hav read of the jungles of Africa. I hav lost school, more pain is inflicted upon living animals, as the means where poor or insane need looking after and special
a good summer and winter's work through being away, and of teaching well-known facts, than is permitted to be done for attentions. Although many of these public almshav just arrived home with an empty purse, found my family the same purpose in all the me'dical schools of Great Britain houses are well conducted, there are vast numbers of
had run in debt, and, worst of all, was over six months in ar- and Ireland." I hope that writer was mistaken, and that Dr. them in which terrible abuses are practiced. So far
rears for my TRUTH SEEKER. If I am not asking too much, I Foote is not, but how long will it be before these things are as we can learn, in no case do these church people
hope you will keep sending me the weekly messenger until practiced here, if not already, if public sentiment is not who contribute to foreign missions ever think it necsuch time as I shall be able to forward you the amount, which arouse'd against them and some measures are not taken to pre- essary for them to look after the condition of the
I hope won't be long, and accept my thanks for sending it as vent their occurrence. How much better to begin now, when unfortunate inmates of these places. Annually millyou-hav.
Yours for the truth,
GRIFF. A. Lr,oYD.
this evil is as yet in its first stages and can be easily dealt with, ions of dollars are expended by them on foreign
than to wait until it becomes so powerful as to require some missions, not a penny on the poor of these establishNEWPORT, ME., April26, 1884.
desperate measure to eradicate it. If I understand Mr. Pres. ments. "The law looks after these," is the cold,
MR. EDITOR: Is the "waste basket" full? If not, here is ton's position correctly this is what he aims to do. If slavery heart.less remark and excuse. Would it not be better
an addition to its contents. I hav just finished reading Her- had never been permitted in this country, how much better it to devote some of the money and attention now exbert Spencer's long article in THE TnUTH SEEKER. It fills me would hav been, how much suffering might hav been spared! pended on foreign missions towards caring fat: and
with pa.in and brings to my mind what Garritt Smith once But it was allowed to exist; and what it cost to overthrow air1eliorating the hard condition of our home poor?
said, "Some great men are very little men." Mr. Editor, let its power! It is surprising to Dr. Foote that we make so much
The very fact that the churches keep a watch upon
me tell you that the world will not be reformed. You are in fuss-as perhaps he would term it-over this subject, when
the institutions referred to would do much to prevent
the largest city in this country; when you see any great re- there are so many reforms needing our assistance. I am inabuses that will rise from the selfishness and greed of
form in that "sink of iniquity," will you please report? Lon- terested in every reform, in every movement for the benefit
men.
I make these remarks in no fault-finding
don is a much older city than New York, and London is more of hum~>.nity. Would that my cssh box was large and full
corrupt to-day than it was a hundred years ago. And New enough; I would pour out its treasures for every good cause. spirit, in the hope that they will attract attention in
York will be in a worse condition in another hundred years Had I the millions that lie wasted and idle, no woe and want, some quarters and result in good. I am never asked
than it is now. Now, Mr. Editor, don't think I am fool enough no injustice and evil that I could relieve or prevent would long to contribute to a missionary cause, but I regret that
to think for a moment that any one will be affected or believe curse humanity. So do not shink that we are deaf to other a part at least of this money thus given does not go
what I say. The world is made up of fools and knaves There wrongs because we speak so loudly against this. The case is towards caring for our home poor. Fashionable
are tens of thousands of men and women that crowd into these like this: There is a mother with a large family of children, charity is very liberal toward invisible objects.
C. I.
cities, living miserable lives, some half starved, and are con- for instance. All of them are in trouble or danger, some from
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Edited by Mxss Sl]sAN H. WnoN, Fall RiveT,
Mass., to whom aU Communications for this
Cbrner should be sent.

life Is long whose work Is well,
And be h!B station low or high,
He who the most good works can tell,
Llvs Jongeet thongb he soonest die."

"HIB

An Angel's Visit Explained.
"Mamma said : • Little one, g" and see
If grandmother's ready to come to tea.'
I knew I mustn't disturb her, so
I stepped as gently along, tiptoe,
And stood a moment to take a. peepAnd there was grandmother fast asleep.
"I knew It WM time for her to awake,
I thought I'd glv her a little shake,
Or taP at her door, or softly call;
But I hadn't the heart for that at allShe looked so ~weet and so q nlet there,
Lying back In her high arm-chair,
With her dear white hair, and a little smile
That means she's loving you all the while.
"I didn't make a speck of noise;
I knew she was dreaming of little boys
And girls who lived with her long ago.
And then went to heaven-she told me so.
"I went up close, and I didn't speak
One word. but I gave her on her cheek
The softest bit of a little kiss,
Just In a Whisper, and then said this:
• Grandmother, dear, It's time for tea.'
" She opened her eyes and looked at me,
And said: 'Why, Pet, I bav l U&t now dreamed
or a little angel who came and seemed
To kiss me lovingly on my face.'
She pointed right at the very place I
never told her 'twas only me;
I took her band, and we went to tea.''-Seltcted.

" I

Cousin John's Philosophy; or. It
M.ightBav Been Worse.

S~EKER~

green cedar and" creeping Jenny!" such bits
of dark green mosses, with their tiny blossoms!
such bright, red berries, such glossy winter~
green, with its blood-red plums! such great
bunches of mock golden rod and "life everlasting" all in flower ! such mullein leaves and
dried grasses, as she gathered in the fields
that adjoined the woods ! "Oh, how kind is
natuJ:e !'' she thought, "to make so much
beauty to adorn the dying year !"
But in a few days following she ceased to
sing the praises of the wood, as she made her
appearance with a swollen face and one eye
closed entirely.
''What's the matter with you?" inquired
Cousin John.
"0 dear, I don't know. My faQe burns and
itches terribly."
"Poisoned, evidently. I noticed you had
some dogwood and ivy with your leaves the
other day. But never mind, it might havbeen
worse.,
•
"Oh, how can you say that, Cousin John?
I don't see how it could hav been worse, anyway?"
"Why, my dear, both eyes might hav been
closed up tightly. Whereas now you hav one
good eye with which to observe the difference
between dogwood and sumach. Had you
studied your botany a little more you would
hav been aware of the difference. I will get
you a wash for that face, however, for it detracts, I must confess, considerably from your
good looks, and does not tend to make you
over and above agreeable."
Lying on the lounge that afternoon bathing
her face, Carrie spoke up suddenly:
"Cousin John!"
"Well, my dear."
"How did you come to take everything so
easily? Were you born with just that even
disposition that can find some good in everything?"
"Well, no. I suppose not. I remember the
time when I was fractious and-"
"Cross?"
"Yes, and cross; but, gradually, I learned
there was no use in repining and fretting, that
being cross an<l peevish did not help matters
one bit."
"And then ?''
"Then I reformed."
"Did you drink intoxicating liquors, Cousin
John?"
"Oh no; but other people _can reform, you
know, besides drunkards.
·
"I resolved to make the best of that which
could not be helped, and to think that however bad matters were, they might hav been
worse. Being fretful helps nobody, makes
yourself unhappy, and others miserable.
Cheerfulness is a very desirable quality, and,
if we do not possess it by nature, it is well to
cultivate it to the greatest extent possible.
Do you not think so, my dea,r?"
"Why, yes, Cousin John; but maybe you
never met with many_ misfortunes to make you
feel badly."
"Perhaps not, but I hav met with some
trials. I invested, a few years ago, two-thirds
of my property in what .I supposed was a good
paying investment; butt it yielded no profit,
and finally the concern failed, and I lost all."
"You felt awfully then, didn't you?"
"Well, rather badly for awhile, but I
thought it might hav been worse."
"0 Cousin John ! "
"Yes, for i might hav lost my l}ealth. I
didn't, and I reckon a man's health is wealth.
I was well, and I went to work agaill. Then,.
you remember when I was burnt out-our
place at AlwellJ Everything was consumed
in that fire, so that I had· not even a pair of
shoes to put on my feet, and it was winter
weather too. And no insurance on the pror':"
erty; think of that-a total loss."
"And how did you bear that, cousin?"
"I thought it seemed rather hard, but then
it might hav been worse."
"I don't see how it could, cousin, in that
case.,
"Why, don't you see that I might hav been
burnt myself? That would hav been worse,
sure; so I was thankful that I escaped with my
life."
" But everyone cannot feel so in times of
trouble, Cousin John."
"No, I suppose not, every clover ·cannot
bear four leaves, but the three-leaved clover is
not to be despised. Everybody can cultivate
a cheerful dispositiOn, and it will soon come
quite natural to the one who really tries to
obtain the treasure. Now you try and see
what you can do. And in all days of trial and
trouble, just think that it might hav been
wotse, and your burden will instantly begin
to be lighter and easier to carry."

"How did it happen?" And an amused smile
played on the features of Carrie Howard's
cousin John. Carrie was his ward and lived
in his house and under his guardianship, her
parents being dead. "You look like a little
mud turtle," he remarked, as he turned her
about and lifted her dripping ringlets. "Only
a little while ago you appeared before me in
starched white muslin and beautiful red ribbons, and now, here you are, all spattered with
clots of muddy water, a:nd ;your ribbons draggled and defaced. Why; Carrie ! But there,
there, don't cry; I date say you couldn't help
it"
"Indeed I couldn't, Cousin John," she
sobbed. "You know I started for Eva's lawn
party, and I just stopped for a minute or two
by the pool at the foot of the rock, to see a frog
jump into the water. · He splashed it as he
jumped, and I turned quickly to avoid its getting on my dress, and, in turning, I stubbed
my toe, or something," my foot gave a twist,
and over I went into the pool-oh dear ! oh
dear!"
"In company with the frog, eh ! A pretty
couple you were, I must say.
Miss Carrie and the frog,
Both sat upon a log,
One jumped into the mud,
With a dull splash and thud;
The other, lank and thin,
Just went and tumbled in."
"Oh, don't make rhymes, Cousin John, and
please don't laugh. It is too bad! 0-o--I
can't help crying!''
"But there's no use in boo-booing like that,
my dear."
"Don't you-see-I-can't go to the par-rty, now?"
"0h, yes, you can. 'Vash your face, wipe up
your eyes, put on another dress, and go on.
This affair might hav been worse."
"I havn't another clean white dress, and
how could this trouble be worse, I should like
to know?"
"Why, you might hav been drowned!"
"Drowned in a mud puddle!"
"Well, then, you might hav sprained your
ankle; that would hav been worse, surely. But
come now, get on that pretty pink Mother
Hubbard dress, and run along to the party."
"0 Cousin John, you are so easy about
everything. You never get ruffled, as I do."
"Ruffi.es were not intended for men, only
for girls and little misses that fall into mud
puddles ! But come, come, you will be very
late to the party unless you hurry."
Carrie soon reappeared in a clean dress,
fresh ribbons, and n clean face, and was even
prettier than before.
Awhile after, when the woods were beginning to don their autumn garb, and in spots
were all aflame and aglow with scarlet, russet,
and gold, Carrie went with some companions
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
to gather the lovely leaves and red berries.
A STORY OF THE IUGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
Oh, such a gay time as she had! and such a
basketful of bright-hued leaves, such masses BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
Prtce 10 centl!.
For sale a.t th!B omoe.
of ma:ple, eumach, and elder ! euch sprays of
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Our Puzzle Box.
1
ENIGMA.
My first is in justice, but not in right;
My second is in power, but not in might;
My third is in sorrow, but not in gloom;
My foutth is in sun, but not in moon;
My fifth is in girl, but not in boy;
My sixth is in hope, but not in joy;
M:v seventh is in beauty, in lovely, in meek;
My eighth is in beauty, but not in sweet;
My ninth is in summer, but not in June;
My tenth is in rose, but not in perfume:
My eleventh is in ringlet, but not in curl;
My whole is the name of a sweet little girl;
J. P. HARRISS.
Near Blooming Grove, Texas.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER
APRIL 26, AND MA.Y 3D, 1884.
1. Mrs. H. S. Lake. 2. Garfield.
3.
p
ARM
ALEAK
PRESTER
MATTY
KEY
R
1. Magellan.
2.

WHEN
HOME
EMMA
NEAT

.it.CIJSCELLA.NEOUS BADlCAL WORKS.
t.:xeter Hall. A theololdcal romance. "One of the
most exciting_ romances of the day." Price, paper, 6Q

•ents; cloth. 80 cents.

·

The Heathens ot"the Heat-h. BJWm. .a.tcJloD.

nell~

author of "Exeter HalL" Price. $1.50.

:t'amily: Creeds. By William McDonnell, a11tllor01f
• Exeter Hail." Prlce,clot1J., $1.25; paper,15 cents.
'I':Oe Day ot· Best. By Wm. M.cDO!inell, autnor or
•· Exeter Hail," •• The Heathens of the Heath," etc. Price.
tO cents.
H~story of the Connctl of Nice. A. D. c>11ro
with a Life of Constantine the Great, nnd a general exhf..
oition of the Cllr!Btlan re!Jgh>n In the daya ot the ear}J'
b!>thers. By Dean Dudley. l'rlce,$1.
heroines of Freetaought. uontalmng Blo!f"J.~~ X~fJ~3;~~[ry;~~':\~.\lemale writers. B:r
The Ar,ocrypba» 1iew "l'estoment.. Being al~

~~=J~~P~".; ner~{si~'i."r c":~~~fee: ~~~ce~':,;!''b'r;:i!~'t,~;:~nbo

ties, and their companions, and not Included In the ~;
Testament by Its compilers. Price, $1.25.
sf&f.~~~a~·.~~fx~;,. Al'~~!;$f~k for ooys and girlS,
'l.lle .Cropnet o;. Nazareth; or. A Cnt!ca: .m.

1
2~~r ,!rn~e:~: ~~fs~etl~, ~~'i1 1~~ u an~r~dl~ ~·?".t.
s. L. !'rice, $4.

Origin and JJ.evelopm.ent of" Rt"algionlll
~ff::,~:o~~n~/t~~~~n~~~,;',n~;1~ee~ ~th!Btory and seen
Tile U.oraa. A new Entlsh e ..ltlon of the Koran ot

~~~~~~~r~doi0t~a~1:i~d~rl:.d~hl.;g~~eb~~o~~~~l~A

on by him In Arabia. Price, $2.
The Bible in Indi-Hindoo Or1gln of Heorewallll
lollrlstlan Revelation. Translated from "Le Bible dl/"llB
lnde.". By Louis Jacolllot. Price, $2.
·
'4'rance•Dynamkl Cure lly L3 rloy Sunderland.

. riot} of ·rrance, $1.50; Dynamic Cure. $1.

An .!Eye.o~ener. •• Cltateur, Par rigault." La
rlrun, Doubts or l!;Uidels. By Zepa. Price. cloth.15 centa1

The Legends of the Patriar cbs. By
S. BARING-GouLD. $1.50. The Congregationalist, in speaking of it, S!tys: ·" There
are few Bible readers who hav not at some
time wished for just such a volume. It is
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
be seized with avidity by all students o~
the Bible.

The lllitrtyrdom of Jllan. Embracing

paper, 50 cents. -.

Diibie ot" Bibles; or, Twenty-Seven Divine Reve-

~a;Ao~~~· ;~g~:lti~~fo~ t~gc~\r;~~narbttt'I~g!J·:~;;r~ P~~~t~

ence, hlstory, morals, religion, and general events. Also a

delineation of tho characters of tile p,rlnclpal leroonageo
g;~~ ~~~~~~~/J~~~e~~dp~fc;,x~~00~atlon o their doo.
'!!'he \Vora(l!•s Sixteen Crncitictl Sav:iors;
or, Clll'istlanlty Before Chr:st. Cont<lnlng new and •tart.iug revelations In religious history, which disclose the

~l~.~~~~~o~J~hneo~~1;I;Hit Nc;~T~r~;~ciE~~~ril~'it~~\~h~nd
1

a li~y for unlocking many of Its sacred mysteri"S, besld~~
the four divisions of War, Religion, Lib~ ~~mrf!~~~U:J~v~~toNi~~,"~iteen oriental crucified gods.
erty, and Intellect. A 'York of rare merit,
Bib.lte in the Balance. A text-book for Invest!.
and written in a superior style. By WIN· •ators.
By Rev. J. G. Fish. Price, $1.50.
WOOD READE. New edition. 544 pages.
Old 'I'beolo~y Turned UPside Down or
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75.
. RijFht Side iffp. By Rev. T. B.'.l'aylor, A.M. Cloth,
$l.2t1; paper, $1,00.

The Old Faith aud the New. A Confession. By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAuss,
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
Authorized translation from the sixth
German edition. 13y lYlATHILDE BLIND.
Two volumes in one. The translation
revised and partly rewritten, and preceded by an American version of the au~
thors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss
is too well known by the readers of America to require a single word to be said in
his praise. Price, $1.50.
rhe Outcast. A deep, :finely~written
Radical. story. From the London edition.
By 'VrNwooD READE, author of "Martyrdom of Man." 30 cents.

The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion. Both sides fairly and

Mo1lcrn Thinkers: What they Thmk and Why.
~tt ~- .y~g,~~~lP.wP~f;,f.cio"f~~~l-~. introduction by Rot>.
Superstition in All A;;-cs. By John Mesll>r.
A Roman Catholic priest.

rtoo.

Price, cloth, $1.50;

Antiquity of ChristJ.anity.

pap~:.

By John AI·

oerger• "12mo. 61 pp. Price, clottl, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents.

Essays on Hind, .Matter,Forccs. 'l'beoi·
ogy • etc. By Charles E. Townsend. Extra cloth, 12mo,
lll.J pp. Price, $1.50.
Sequel to Essays. By same author. i'rlce, 1S

'!6Uts.

&.<'riipture SpecuVations.

W1tn au lntroduc-

tivn ou flle creation, stars, earth. pr1ritft1v man, Juda.!gm,
Stevens, .. Extra cloth. 12mo, 41:1 pp.

l'>~1ce~ld6.Y..e.Y. R.

Fa:iith ltJUl Reason ; Heart, Sou•. and Handwork
By Halsey R. i:ltevens. Extra cloth. 12mo, 4!11 pp. l'rlce.
f1.50.
'.o:•ne Modern Thinker. By: varlo~s authors

·::~~~ tib~~~g:~ ~~~dc:o~i~foC:::lat~oe~~~~ v~~~~lr~y. 8~~:

ably presented. By E. E. GuiLD, ex- \GiJ pp. Price, $1.0>'1.
Positivist Primer. Being a series of familiar
Universalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents; ~ouversu.tious
on the Religion of Humanity. By C. G.
cloth, 50 cents.
1Ja.vid.. Price, 75 cents.
'1'>1e
Ethics
ot" Positivism. A critical study.
The Radical Pulpit. Comprising dis~
1
courses of advanced thought. By 0. B. ~fcl3~iD~~~:. f~~~~~~~~tlix~~~e~~g~h?t2~~! ~~¥~ll: ~trfche~
e~.oo.
FROTHINGRAlll and FELIX ADLER, two of
h'nrou;;oh Ro1ne On. A memoir of ChriRtian and
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B. arztjchristian
experience. By Nathaniel Ramsay "\Vaters.
FROTRINGRAM: The New Song of Christ- !Utra cloth, 12mo, 352 pp. Price, $1.75.
mas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test
C.Jhrist of P•~nl. By George Reher. Extrd cloth,
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New 1~mo, 400 pp. Price, $2.00.
(luttivation of Art. And Its Relation to Religious
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The
Puritanism and ,\Ioney-Uetting. By A. R. Coope1·. 12mo.
American Gentleman, The Language of 48
pp. Pric(.~. tlexlble <~loth.85 cents; paper, 20 cents.
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell,
'J'Iile Historical Jesus of Nazareth. By M
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The &.:luesinger, PH.D •• Habu1 of the Vongrega.tion Anslle
Albany,.New York. Extra cloth, 12mo.-98 pages.
American Lady, The Consolations of Ra- Emeth,
f'l'ice, 75 centr~.
tionalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics
',{'he Case A;;oaiust to~ Church. A summary
of the Social Question, Emancipation, of t.he arguments agu.1nsr; G~nity. Price. 50 cents.
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the
Persoual lmlnortality and Other Pa·
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders, . ~:·:.· p~~c.Jl s~~n?s:penlleim. .Extra clot_h, 12mo, us
5
Hav We Still a Religion? Conscience.
Soul .o•roblems With Papers on the Theological
Price, in cloth, $1.
Amendment ~tnd the State Personality ldea. lly Jooeph
Paper, I2mo, G3 pages. Price, 25 cents,
The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J. E.l"eck.
(lont"csstons of 1u1 Inquirer. Why and What
R. KELso, A.M. Price, 50 cents.
Am 1 'I ByJ..tmeii JJ.uktion Ja.rves. J'rice,$1.~5.
Socialis•u an•l Utilit~rianism. By John
Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, Stuart
Mill. l'rlce, $1.50.
Hymns, aml Recitations. Con- $l~~mesis of Fllith. By Anthony Froude. Price,
taining forms for or~anizing societies,
marriage, funeral serv10es, naming of inClhristian aud Deist. Price, $1.00.
fants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
l!iocialisJu, Heply to Rev. Roswell C. Hitchcock.
s,
a Business Man.
Also 525 Liberal anq Spiri~alistic hymns
ltJodern
SyJllposJum. Price. $1.25.
for public meetings, funerals, social gath'I' rial of D. ~I. Bennett. Price, cloth, 15 cents1
erings, etc. To which 11re added beautiful recitations for various public occa- pap~r, 40 cc nts.
Sonte ~list.aJ~e• of~loscs. By Robert G. Inger,
sions. 550 pp. Gloth. 75 ce.. t ...
so](. Price, $1.25.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
'J!'he Oods and Other Lectures. By Robert
88 t:Jtnt.on P1H.r.~. New Yo1"lr
G ingersoll. Price, clotl!, $1.25; paper, 50 centtt.
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'i'llle Obosts and Other I,cctnt•es. By P..ob.

ert t·t. lngcrsoll. I:)rice, clotl.J.. $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

'f'he Oods, etc., ltuul 'I' be Ghosts. etc •• In
')IW vvlume. Price. paper. $1 00.
For the sake of increaRing the number of
What ltlust \Vc Do to Be Savc<JI 't Price, 2~
names in the '' Freetho t1ght Directory," I make cent.s.
this offe~ I will Reud the "Freethought Mag\Vlls Cltrist a God 't Conclu•lons drawn from
azine and Freethinkers' Directory " for July, :q)lltiGoltc writings. By.!!' . .Mensing.t. Price, $1.50.
Abstt•net ot" Coleuso on t.he Pentateuch.
which will be out about July 25th, FREE to
Z.:llllllH"euensi v summary o[ Bishop Colcnso's arwment.
any person who sends his or her name and Al~-;;~~nf
5 ~~~ls.the ..Peututeuch is not historical y true.
post-office address for registry in the "Directory" before June 5th, with twenty-five
Self·Coutradictious of" the Bible. One hun·
dted.and forty ..four propositions, without comment, em~
~ent.
Address,
H. L. GREEN,
uodymg most of tile palpal>le and atrlklng self•contradlc·
2t20
Salamanca, N. Y.
r.tons of the Bible. Price, 25cents.
'l'hc Dha;;-va·d Gita; or, A Discourse on Divine

THRONE
GOLDEN
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Author ~f "Prometheus." "Gottlieb." and

u

Ingersoll

and Jesus."

A Radical romance of pioneer JlfQ. delineating the vir·
tues of natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a
oupematur&l religion; crowded wtth Incident and full of
~rogrei!Btv tde88 and the poetry Of the future.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE
PRIOE Sl.OO.

Matt.ers between Krishna. and Arjuna. By J. Cockburn
Price, $1.75.

Tht>Inp~on.

'rlle Clergy a Source of Dau~er to tire
America," Be})Ubli(•. By W. F. Jam"!es·>n l'r!ce,
~I

00.

Yonlh'c,; Liberal Guide for their Moral Culture
autt l{cligio-...s Enlightenment. By Prof. H . .M. Kottinge~
A.M :!'rice, $l.
Orth<Hlo.c: Hash, wii.h "Cb1tnge of" Diet.
By 'Va.J·rcn

~umncr

Barlow •

.Pr~~.:..,

..

cent:~

-

The Voices. A poe ·,1 In f01>r parts. lly Warren

Bumner R1rl· •w On6 ot V1e most. trcncb;Jnt Y• 1 sensible
'J.'n 'lC';.hm.a Fltl'en:~tl~wns. Uugtha~. ta1,t1 t.nooAo

li~t!r.ec )~

illiWn~ Pra..."t.lc»o ol eoclcolastlclaul e-...n" 1'111:e,

t1-
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Liberal :Meetings.

l Leagues and LibertJ! and Spiritualistic &cie~ in the
l!nited. 8tll!U and· CllnadiJ ~~i~g r'f!Ularly, can ha11 no-

til!ta of t/lrir m.etjngr publuhed m thu column free if the·
officerp»ill aeild tM:ii£ to us.]

.
MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday. afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
WISCONSIN.
MiLWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
H¥~· ¥16 Grandave~ue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Ontic1sms1 and MuSlc.-Admission free.

.l!'REETHOUGHT WORKS.
Ji'or Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text
~ook; comp~ring some of the best teach-

mgs and saymgs of the Bible with those
o~ Sages and Philosophers who lived prevwus to the Authors of .the Bible; also a
Partial Exposition of its Errors. By GEo.
C. DA.RLI1ia-. Price, 50 cents.

(lrllll·
u · as~ Preachers WHAT's~~ BE noNE?
TCHERNYCHEWSKY,

I

IN THE

UIITED STATES AND CANADA
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.

The Figures of Hell; or, The Tem-

ples of Bacchus. Dedlcated to licensers
THIRD EDITION.
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. E:LlzA:sETll
THoMPSoN. A neat little volume of between two and three hundred pages. $1. TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
OHIO,
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets Liberty and :Morality. A. capital full
DILIGENTLY
TRANSLATIONS
ev~ry. Sunday a~ 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
) lecture on these important subjects. By
bUlldmg. ~ptures ~ree .. Communications
W. S. BELL. J. J~amphlet of thirty-six
COMPARED AND REVISED.
can be addr~fisea to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents.
.
·.
MAINE.
PoRTi.Am>.-Dr. H •. A. Lamb has hired Con- SnperstitioB. in All Ages. By JoliN
AUTHOR OF
MESLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, who
gr~ss Ha11, · Congres·s street (entrance on
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etre:
Tetnt~Je· street), wh'llre free meetings, lectures
"PREVENTION
OF ORIME," ETO., "UNpigny and But in Champagne, France,
and discus~ions .are held every Sunday, 2:30
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left
HOLY BIBLE," " HOLY MEN AND
P.~. .Adl;lllt~nce free. Public invited.
as his lsst will and testament to his parWOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
OREGON.
ishioners, and to the world, the work enPoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
titled "Common Sense." Price, cloth,
"HOLY OROSS,"
of :portland, .Or., holds meetings every Sunday
$1.50; paper, $1.
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
at,2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Ad- :Marriage and Parentage and The
.
Sanitary and Physical Laws. For The
mission free.
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
Production of Children of Finer Health
MASSACHUSETTS.
lllen
gather grapes. of thorns, or figs of
and Ability. By a Physician and SanitaBosTON.-Bvston Liberal Club holds meet·
rian. "The virtues of men and women thistles ? "
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
as well as their vices may descend to their
.T.
C.
LELAND,
Secretary of the National
forenoon dt~ -10:45 in the Paine Memorial
children." Price, $1.
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
Building, .Appleton street.--The "Society
severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
of the.,Divine Homo" at same place every
Bible-Whence and What 1 By priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. · Sunday- TheRIOHAllD
B . . WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B. made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
school at 2:30. Admission free.
The questions, Where did the books of Send for the book and see what devourers
PENNSYLVANIA.
the Bible come from? What is their of sheep the shepherds can be."
authori.~y? and, What is the real source
,.A..ItrooNA.-The League holds meetings every
of dogmatic theology? are treated fearWednes(lay evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
PRICE, 2o CENTS.
lessly in the l~ght o.f !Iistory, p_h~osophy,
the LE!ague Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and comparatlv rehgwns. It 1s Impossiand 13th st., third Jloor, entrance on 13th st.
ble to giv even a condensed statement of
PRILADELPHIA.-'-The Friendship Liberal
what is itself a marvelous condensation. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
Whole libraries are here concentrated
814 Girard rivenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
into one little book. Printed in good
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
-BYPITr~UBGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League The Bible of the Religion of Science.
By H. S. BRoWN, M.D. "This volunie is
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
most
respectfully
dedicated
to
those
perSunday (except during the Months of July
sons who will cordially unite with others
and August} at 3 o'clock. A f:ree platform is
to establish the religion of truth and a
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
just government, by the scientific methRevised and Enlarr~ed.
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
ods of reason, experience, experiments
minutes allowed the lecturer tv reply. Clergyand observations. For this is the way t~
men invited tp discuss.
wisdom, and to the material, mental Price, 10 CTIS. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
NEW JERSEY.
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that
AS A
NEWAllX.-Newark Liberal League meets
make peace on earth and good will among
eveey Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
men." Price, $1.50.
MISSIONARY
DOCUMEN';r
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
consist of music, readings, lecture, and dis- Socialism and Utilitarianism.
JoHN STUAllT MILL. Price, $1.50.
cussion, in which all present are invited to
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
are:
Specimen
Days and Collect. By Remsburg
taken. Communicatioi:.s for the -League
The Church and Morality; Criminal StatisWALT WHITMAN. Including autobiograshould be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas, tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
Pine street, Newark•
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four the penitentiaries; the Church and CivilizaCANADA.
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and tion; the Church and Science; the Church
ToRoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
poetry, never before published. Price, $2. and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Ohurch and the Antislavery Reform; the
Lecture Rooms, No.9 Oran:d Opera House.
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture Ingersoll and Jesns.
Conversation Reform;
the Church and the Republic.
every .Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
in verse between the two great reformers.
These pamphlets should be Circulated by
strangers are cordially invited.
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. Price, 10 cents.
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cath- The Sabbath. By M. FARRINGToN. A. dozen at least. Address
arine· street. Reading-room open daily until
TOE TRUTH SIEEiiER.
thorough examination and refutation of
10:30 _PiM. Library .open for exchange of
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
books t!lree evenings per week, and on Sunto foist upon the country their holy day
day afternoons. Free public lectures on
by unconstitutional legal enactmentR.
MAN!
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
The author shows by an appeal not only
A LIBERAL JOURNAL pUblished to promote EDStrangers always welcome. G. ~ Wilson
to the facts as they exist in the nature of UOATION,
CONSTRUCTION, CO-OPERATION, and ORPresident, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
things, but by reference to the Bible, and GANIZATION.
Exponent of the objects, {Jla•torm,
the
writings
of
distinguished
historians
NEW YORK.
and principles of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors.
'ALIIANY.-The Liberal association meets
is no more a holy day thau Saturday.
Weekly at $1 per ann urn. Trial subscribers-throe
every Sunday at V~n Vechten Hall, 119 State
Price, 10 cents.
months-tor twenty cen&s. Specimen copies free;
stree~. sunday-school at 2 P.M.
General
and Liberal names wanted to seni:l sam pte copies.
business meeting and debates and discussions The Reli~ion of Common Sense. By
T. 0. LELAND, Secretary,
744 Broadway, New York.
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 .P.M. The public
5tt
Prof. LIEBRECHT ULica:, of Germany.
are cordially invited to attend; also all LibPrice, 25 cents.
·
erals visiting the city. Admission free.
~AS J Improved or unlmproven lanrls
In the state. For lnAN 'Jm~~.ps,•anywhere
NEw YoRx CITY.-The Manhattan Liberal The Sunday ~nestion. A. Historical
rormatlon,
circulars, etc., ere., wrlr.e to
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
and Critical Review. With replies to an WA'rSON & THRII.PP,
or C. H. CUSTENBORDER,
for a leoture and discussion, at German
objector. By GEoBGE W. BROWN, M.D. 1y13
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. AdPrice, 15 cents.
mission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
Membership fee $3.--The American Spirit- Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol~
umes of 525 pages each-Vols. I., II., ill.,
ualist Allian'ce meets every Sunday afternoon
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525
at :!:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library
33d street.-.-The First Society of Spiritualwithin themselves of most excellent Radists holds its meetings every Sunday in
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper,
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the
service 1lo'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
whole set are taken-paper, 50 cents;
Public cordially invited.--Frobisher Colcloth, 75 cents each.
lege Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway .. The People's Spiritual Meeting every
Sent bJ' Mall f'OJ' FlfiJ' cent•.
The
Trnth Seeker in bound volumes. A.DDRESS THIS OFFTO:E
Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
·
Vol.
I.,
25
cents;
vol.
II.,
50
cents;
vols.
Bnoo:KLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
ill. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII.,
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set
stree.t and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
by express for $15.
Sel"Vlces at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
• • E •1
E. B. McComas, Secretary and General Agent or
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Translated from the Medical Lake Manufacturing Co., wUI be located
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The V 0 ltall'C Ill XI e.
the
French
of
M.
GASTINEAU
by
his
son
during
April and May In Iowa City, Iowa. The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulto:O:
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of wonderful cures ot Rheumatism, Catarrh, Plies,
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
Dyspepsia, Bcrorulous Complaints, Female Comthe life of the great writer never before plaints, and all kinds or sores and diseases or the
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.
skin that are dally being reported trom the use or
for sale.-'-The Eastern District Spiritual
MEDICAL LAKE SALTS. on the Pacific coast, warrant
Conference meets every Monday evening at Why Don't God Kill the Devil? A the Company In establishing agencies throughout
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. all
•be states and territories. Mr. McComns will
forward
one box or MEDIOAL LAKE SALTS to any ad·
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
Johns
School
Board.
By
M.
Bacocx.
25
dreaa
on receipt or Fifty cents-enough to cure .uy
literature on sale. All invited.- The Philocents.
ordinary case above named, Pxcepr, perhaps, Rheusophical Association meets every Sunday
matism, and will warrant cures on reasonable
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's Which : Spiritualism or Christian~ terms. MEDICAL LAKE SALTS contains no lngrs1 dlent not obtained by evaporating the waters or
., A d"
·
b
M
Business College, Broadway, comer of Fourth
lSCUSSIOD etween
OfJJl:S . Medical Ll!.ke, Spokane eo., w. T. Agents wanted.
ity 1
&treet, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially lnHULL and REv. W. F. P.uucm, Paper, 60 1·
o\ddreY
E. B. MoCOMAS,
Vi~e~.
Doors open at 9~0 P.llfo
oents: cloth, 75 oeuta.
2ml6
Iowa. Olty, Iowa.,

By M. E. BILLINGS,

FALSE CLAIMS.

JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Bf

The Great Russian Writer, now Exiled in
Siberia.
This remarkable novel, now translated into
English for the first time, will appear serially,
beginning May 17th, in the fortnightly anarchistic journal,

LIBERTY,
Which, suspended since last December, will
appear again May 17th, and fortnightly thereafter, enlarged from four to eight pages.
'' 'Vhat's to Be Done?'' was written in the cell
of a St. Petersburg prison more than twenty
years ago and is the last work that the author
ever wrote, as he was immediately afterwards
exiled to Siberia by the Czar Alexander II.,
where he is still kept by Alexander III., in obscmity and desolation, his mind and body
shattered, despite the petition for his freedom
sent lately to the czar by the International
Literary Congress held at Vienna. The book
is an absorbing, charming, and artistic work of
fiction, treating the vital questions of love and
marriage from a mdical Nihilistic standpoint.
NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBtiCRIBE
j BENJ. R. TucKER, Edi.tor and Pub.
1A. P. KELLY, Associate Editor.
Subscription price,
One Dollar per year.
Address,
LIBERTY,
Box 3366, Boston, Mass.

FARADAY PAMPHLETS
No. 1.-Tile Relation of' lile llil>irltnal to
thfl' Mar erial l·ll1VC1'8e; lhe ·~"W or. ·Ou•
1orol. New Kdltlon, Knlargcd and Uevtscd By Spirit
M.

Faraday. Prlce,I5 cents.

N8~.l\v:!~!~~"~'~n°~~~::~rom. The Evolution ot

·the Spirit from Matter through Organic ProceBBBes;
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlarged and Uevlsed. lly Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
NoA.fi;i.T.r:a.:..r~:l:.pmeut or tile Spirit

The Origin or Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.
No. 4.-Tt>e Process or Mental

15

o,;;;n~.w

~ct1on1

We '£hlnk. By Spirit M. Faraday. Prloe,

Noi:i.-:-Tilc Origin or tile Cilrlstlan Bell~~:•

How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Ohrlstlanlty, Confessions or Ita Founders. Transcribed
by Spirit M. F11ractay. 208 pages. Price, hoards, 7G
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
Bo}r:,:u~ot

Bethlehem, the Birthplace of

Extract trom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Who

\Vrot~

the New Teslament,.

Extract trom No. 5. Price 10 cent:B.

BOWLES PAMPilLil:T!il.

NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, 01!'
No. 1.-Experlen_,e,. of' !ilamnel Howle!!,

Late editor or the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In
Spirit Ll!e; or, Ll!e As He Now Sees It !rom a SpirItual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp
or OARBIE E. 8. TWING, o! Westfield, N.Y. 25 cents,
LRter PaJ>ers ol"l'olamnel Bowles,

written In August,

1883.

A ISnpplement To No.1

Auu bound sepa.rat.eiY; Mrs. Carrie E. B. Tw!ng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.

No. 2.-ContrastH In !iil>lrlt (,lfe:

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late
. editor or the Bprlng!leld, Mass., Republican, In the
tlrst five spheres. Also a. tllrllllng account of the
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit
world. Written through the hand or CARRIE E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages, Price, 50 cents.
A.chsa W. NJ>rRICII""'" and Mary (Jiark'!l
EXJ>Crlencf's In the f'lrst Ten Spheres
of' Nplrlt l.Ue.

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N, Y. Price

20 cents.

K

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. M. BENNET'!'.

"God's Medicine."

The Trinity, from GibhOI•' History of Christianity.

History offhristianity
A VINDICATION
or some passAges

in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
' an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
1 vo!. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This hook shows wlten, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentimcntst tnanners, numbers, and condition of the
primitive luistians.
"I know of no hook that contains mOI"e real and valtJable information tlpon the orJgin of ChrisUanity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
.
':One of the m?st learned nud interesting books ever
'''rttten and pubhshcd.''-Boston InveHi'gator.
FOR SAl-E AT TRUTH SEEKER OF'F'IO!t.

/
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My Religion.
We are l!ngering by the water-side,
All ready to be ferried o'er;
We walt the serving or the tide
To leave for aye this dusky shore.
'Tis night. BenPath yon spangled blue
A thousand fairy forms unse 'n,
Too subtillzed for mortal view,
Are dancing on the VIllage green.
. The brook that wanders through the vale,
The nowers that spring In yonder dell
To llsten!ng ears unfold their tale.
The fairlea know their language well.
The beauteous rose In full array,
Hath much of heaven tn trs bloom,
And, l!ke a.' guide-post by the way,
Pot--ts to our home beyond the tomb.
The waves that rush betorethe b!1st,
And thunder on yon pebbly shore,
Tell us of other days long past,
Of Iovl~ fr!Pnds we see no more.
Our pas.tons hushed, and without tear
or aught below or aught above,
Angelle beings hovering near
Imbue us with celest!allove.
'Tis not a. duty, but a boon,
WhiCh makes Immortal pleasures sure.
Sun-llght rellected by the moon,
The glot·!ous vrtv!lege to be pure.
All cheerful thought Is l!ght ahead,
Presaging what shall come at last;
All gloomy thought, remorse, and dread
Are but the debris of the past.
And soon, alas! the bigot Jl.!es
From Inner l!ght to tales of yore;
A savage faith his loss a·u ppl!es,
Those angel whispers come no more.
We spurn tbe lies those pages tell
OI devils black, with hoof and horn,
A canting heaven, a burning hell,
Of sour, dysvept!c "tomach born.
No slaves are we to tyrant Gods,
No vassals of another's wlll;
W.e bow beneath no Chastening rods,
But trust in fate and fear no !ll.
Lo f Asia's mllllons yield their breath
Where meager famln ever lowers;
A God whose creatures starve to death
Can never be a God of ours.
We harbor no sectarian trash
WhiCh Christian seers hav said or sung,
We crouch before no scorpion lash
Of Jesus Christ or Brigham Young.
All natural Change Is upward flight,
And death the conqueror of despair.
Whate'er our crime, whate'er our plight,
A better world awaits us there.
Through death's dark vale with lofty trust
We maroh to brighter realms afar.
We leave our fa!l!ngs with our duRt,
As trom and or the dust they are.
For love Is I!fe, and llfe Is love,
And love Inc! ud eth every bl!ss;
And happiest. In the world above
Are those who were the beat In this.
-PAXTON.

--------Book Notices.

DYNAMIC SociOLOGY. By Lester F. Ward. 2
vols., 8vo. Price $5. For sale at this office.
When France pro<luced Auguste Comte she
reached her highest point in the production of
humanity, both her best thought and her most
unselfish feeling, these two by good fortune
being united in the same person. England in
producing Herbert Spencer may be said to hav
done her best work in the same line. There
is no disparagement of what others hav done
in thus saying that, all things considered,
these two hav done the best, and are the
truest representativs, in those countries, of
high intellectual development. But America,
also, is contributing to scientific thought, and
her best production thus far is Mr. Lester F.
Ward with his new science of Dynamic Sociology. He, like the other two, is an original
thiiJker, and a summer-up of the results of
scientific progress. His work is as yet but
little known, and this placing of him in the
same list with Comte and Spencer will seem
to many people a foolish overestimate. A
thorough and careful reading of his book,
however, by anyone who can himself think
and judge of thought, will confirm what is here
said of him. He is not so uniformly solid and
free from fault as Mr. Spencer, perhaps; but,
on the other hand, he is not so limited by any
prepossessions; he is more free, more bold,
and consequently has made a farther advance.
Dynamic Sociology, or the Science of Human
Progress, which is Mr. Ward·s more especial
department, is relativly a new science, and in
taking it up he has gone into a new field, one
apparently r:onsidered of little importance by
previous thinkers, but which he has found
rich in the treasures of knowledge. Static
Sociology, or the science of social order, polity,
or organization, had been treated by Comte
and Spencer; but the dynamic branch has by
English scientists been neglected under the
impression, as it would seem, that the advancement of society was brought about through
natural agencies only, natural selection being
the chief influence in determining. its intelligence, character, and welfare. Mr. Spencer,
1n particular, has virtually discountenanced
the idea that societies could do much, if anything, !or their own progress, the general
result of legislation having been so unfor;

tunate, in the absence of sociological knowl- is refreshing. Its author stands in the extreme there was an older God than the cr~ator. If,
edge on the part of fegislatorii, a~ 'tb )l:a.Y van of the scientific column. He sees with on the other hand, the creator eXIsted at an
rendere'd him b:o'pel~ss of any good b~ tlfat fully-opened eyes and a broad outlook the infini~ distance in. du~ation beyond the point
.
.
. . .. .
at whlC~ the creatiOn 1s assumed to hav taken
means. But here is just where Mr Ward dis- dangers and d!fficu~ties that beset c1v1hzatwn, place, then, of necessity, the pe:iod which lay
agrees with hinl, though without being at all and threaten m sp1te of all the progress yet between himself and the creat1v power was
disposed to justify or excuse ignorant legisla- made to again plunge us into anarchy, subver- absolutely incapable of ever having an end, or
tion. As all other sciences, including Social sion and medieval darkness. He sees no less of ever gl.'owing any less."
Statics, hav their applied phase, and are made clea;ly ·what society requires to secure its
It is difficult to evade the Colonel's conclu·
useful to man only by application, so he be- permanence and continue its development to sions, assuming his premises to be true, and
lieves there is a science of Social Dynamics the perfect stage. What this is is pointed out we do not see how the premises are to be
that has applicability, and that by its applica. in his last two chapters, those on Knowledge evaded,.if we recognize a creator of the universe. In a similarly forcible arid logical mantion, after sufficient knowledge of it has been and Education.
acquired, the same good effects will appear
The first of .these, along with other matter, ner he combats the doctrin of atonement and
that hav followed the application of other givs an analysis of knowledge into its different other Christian dogmas. The last two hunscientific knowledge. As applied sciences thus kinds, and the tests by which its comparativ dred pages are taken up With a humorous piece
become useful arts, so this, when developed value may be lrnowil. The masses of the peo- of rhyme, in which the author's powers of
and wisely-applied, will become a true art of ·ple are shown to be capable of receiving and sarcasm are freely displayed, entitled " The
securing social advancement and well being. understanding much more than they ever pos- De vii's Defense." It as2umes that Old Nick is
As natural selection and other natural in- sessed. The bad results from unequal posses- arraigned for "high crimes and misdemeanfluences hav brought the individual man from sion of it are strongly impressed, and the ors," but is allowed to make his own ·defense,
the ignorant, helpless, and miserable condition superlativ need that whatever scientific knowl- in which he. shows from the record that he
of the savage up to a degree of intelligence edge we hav should be distributed to the whole isn't such a bad fellow after alL
The other book is in pamphlet form, and is
and mo1•al regard; where he becomes free to population.
take control of himself and his circumstances,
But the true genius of the author is seen in entitled "The Real Blasphemers." We havn't
reacting upon his environment· for his own his conception of education. This, the initial the space to giv anything like a synopsis of the
good, so society will by the same natural process, is the functional center for the whole contents of these four lectures; suffice it to say
agencies be raised to a point where it will be- work of social improvement. Yet education that, taking Webster's definition as the stand·come conscious of itself and its powers, and has been going on for centuries, without any ard, not the Illfidel but the clergy are the
by scientific knowledge and use of its forces such marked good effect as it ought to hav, and real blasphemers. He supports his position
will be able artificially t& make itself what it even sometimes with a bad one. He shows by liberal quotations from both the Old and
should be in order to secure the highest well- why. He considers the whole subject, and New Testaments.
If Christians wish to be fortified against the
being of its members, and its own safe per- exposes the defects of all present systems.
petuity. In short, society like the individual, The true secret of strengthening the intellect, queries of their opponents, they should by all
will learn how to liv, develop itself, and be and the real cause of brain injm-y by over- means read CoL Kelso's books, because he is
happy.
work are brought out in plain relief. The ne- one of the most radical Infidels of the age, and
The progress through natui:al influences is cessity of instruction by the state, as the only 1f his arguments can be answered, and· his
termed by Ward the genetic progress. That way of making education impartial, and com- foundation knocked from under him, the priwhich is tq come about by design, by artifici11l municating it to every human being as a mat- vates in the skeptical ranks can be easily routed.
The prices of these books are, respectivly,
method, by intelligent use of means, is called ter of justice, is powerfully enforced. Many
teleological as the most appropriate name, the other things of importance are crowded into $1.50 and 50 cents, and can be obtained by adfinal cause of it being in society itself. This this and the preceding chapter. They are ex- dressing TRE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place,
mode of operation will be characterized by in- ceedingly rich in thought.
New York city. -Sunday. Gazetteer_, Dennison,
vention, and by the indirect .use of contriv·
Finally the author brings forward his plan, 'J.exas.
ances to effect desired results, precisely as in the peculiarity of which consists mainly in the
the application of mechanical or other science matter of instruction, the kind of knowledge
Obituary.
of a lower order than sociology.
that is to be imparted. And this is scientific DIED, at her residence in Colen township, st.
His book is itself an instance of the indirect knowledge in its best form, the most general
Joseph Co., Mich., on Monday evening, April
21, 1884, Mrs. Elizabeth Schoch Thurston,
method. Knowing the necessity of an ac- and the mostpractical truths it has to offer,
aged twenty-seven years and seven months,
-quaintance with the prior sciences to a com- those which giv the widest comprehension of
wife of A. H. Thurston, of Burr Oak Liberal
prehension of sociology, he proceeds to giv an the universe, including man, and the simplest
League, No. 167.
outline of what is known regarding Cosmogeny, explanation of all things, along with those of
Mrs. Thurston was, froin her childhood to
Biogeny, Psychogeny, Anthropogeny, and greatest practical value in all the concerns of
the time of her marriage in Nov'ember, 1875,
Sociogeny. It amounts to nn excellent resume life. All tha·t is most ennobling and most usereared and brought up amid church influence
of all the most important scientific results and ful among the tr«iasures of science he would
and surroundings, but, like so many of the lovconclusions; all of which go toward convinc- hav conferred upon every child in the nation.
ers of humanity, reason, and common sense
ing the reader of the need of some different To this he would add whatever training in who hav outgrown the errors taught them in
teaching from what we now hav.
special science might be required to fit the early life, she too had discarded all myths and
When he comes to Dynamic Sociology proper, grown-up man or woman for any special occu- fables of superstition and stood boldly and
he lays down a scheme like this, though not patfon to be chosen. He offers the abstract proudly out upon the platform of nature and
wholly in the same words.
oui.~iile of II. curiiculum, and hiis fully met the reality, and opposed to myths and ideality.
Happiness is the ultimate end of all effort. difficulty first to be thought of, that ordinary She was a member of the Liberal League, and
Progress is the direct means to happiness. minds will not be able to take in general, ab- was buried in strict accordance with her views as
Dynamic action-intelligent, inventiv, or in- stract, or compr~hensiv ideas.
they had often been expressed by her in life.
direct action-is the direct means to progress.
It is hardly conceivable that any one who A brother of the bereaved husband, Mr. S. K.
Dynamic opinion-correct views of the rela- ha's faith in science can read this book with a Thurston, Officiated, and pronounced one of
tion of man to the universe-is the direct full grasp of its meaning, and not be convinced the grandest and most beautiful discourses
means to dynamic action.
that it furnishes the ~rue key to all permanent ever heard in this vicinity. Most truly was she
Knowledge-acquaintance With the environ- social improvement; that the initial m:eans is one of whom it can be said, "None knew her
ment- (scientific) :is the direct means to ~Elally tliat thr01\.gh ,vhich all the machinery of but to love her." Always cheerful and pleasdynamic opinion.
society is to be operated upon to its greatest ant, a kind word and smiling countenance for
Education-the universal distribution of advantage-its highest ultimate good. No ed- all she met, she made of home a heaven
·extant scientific information-is the direct ucator, no statesman, no moralist, no thinker bright and happy, around which gleamed permeans to knowledge. It is thus the most of any kind, can afford to miss the reading of petual sun'thine and joy. She leaves a little
indirect means to happiness. But it is the silch a *ork ail this. No other one book can boy four years of age, an infant son, a beinitial means to the whole series, and whatever be put beside it as its eqilal in practical value reaved and heart·broken companion, and a
secures education secures knowledge, dynamic for the present time and the Am.erican people. host of sorrowing friends and relativs. Long
opinion and action, progress, and happiness. It is the completest outgrowth of the demo- will it be before the wound ;,..hich so sorely afHence the propriety of bending all social cratic spirit, and proposes the most reliable flicts to-day will be healed.
effort to the securing of universal scientific mode of proceeding tO establish democnicy and
" She liveth long who liveth well,
education, as the most effectiv method for ob- ecJ.li.ality firmly and forever on this continent.
And, be her station low or high,
taining whatever else may be desirable.
A better gift to his country could not be made
She who the most kind words doth leave
The succeeding chapters are devoted to the by a patrio'Uc scientist.
Livs longest though she soonest die."
above six subjects, the discussion being critical,
Of coursA Mr. Ward has a sufficient number
M. P. THURSTON.
systematic, and suggestiv, and having the of faults, and his estimate of religion especially
Burr Oak, Mich., April26, 1884.
effect to show the extreme fimltiness if not may be fairly open to .adverse criticism. But
uselessness of traditional ideas.
we need :riot take up this tisk; it Will be well
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN!
Let us here say that we know of no existing enough done by those who hav a natural anbook so well worth reading for what it con- tagonism to scientific doctrins.
J. L. P.
tains as incidental to its ultimate purpose.
A story· book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
WE are in receipt from the author, CoL John
The chapter on Blogeny presents a new and
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, 81.25. T.h!s very
striking theory of the origin of life; that on Kelso, of California, of copies of two of his excellent work for young masters and m!saes, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
Psychogeny does the same in regard to min.d. works, published by the Truth Seeker Com- has
been Issued at a reduced price ot $1.25, tree ot
Anthropogeny givs a full explanation of all pany, New York. The largest, containing postage. This new edition has a photograph ot the
author
man·s characteristics without resorting to any about 450 pages, is entitled, "Deity Analyzed; volume.which adds very much to thiS Value ot the
but natural causes. Sociogeny analyzes the in Six Lectures." It is one of the most radical
social forces, and shows the genesis of the "Freethonght" publications that has come
more important social institutions, with their under our observation. CoL Kelso is as care- Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price, 20 cents.
defects as at present existing. The author's less of giving. offense, wheh he combats what
THE
YOUTH'S
LIBERAL GUIDE•.
he
considers
error,
as
Col.
Ingersoll;
and
he
view of man and nature is profound and clear;
By Prof. H. Ill. KOTTlNGEB, A.M. Price, $1.00•.
his statement of the scientific doctrins con- writes with remarkable force and energy.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the·
cerning the will is a model of lucid explana. Like the great It. fidel orator, he resorts to ridi- prinCiples of Freethought, at the same time that It·
tncu·lcates moral duties and human rights from a·
tion. The criticism of ethics and morality is cule as well as arguments to convince, but standpoint or pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
remarkable for its originality and boldness, neve~r lacks for facts to do"wn the opposition.
while the doctrin of the connection between We giv the following quotation as an illustraTWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
morality and intelligence is new and especially tion of his style:
valuable. There is plain speaking, though
"Of necei!sity the creator must hav had an
A STORY OF THE BIGH'J.'WAY ALMSHOUSE.
with scientific coolness, upon industry, trade, existence before the creation. But for how BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE·
government, religion, marriage, arid conven· long a. time? If for a finite period only, then,
Price 10 cents.
For BAle at this of!lce,
of necessity, he himself had only a finite e:tisttionality. .A multitude of subjects are touched e)lce; and by going back beyond that. finite
upon, and the book is as full of original period, we hai space and duration existing THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
thought as an egg is of nutriment. Its vigor without any God at all, unless we assume that
l'rioe, 25 cents.
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OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

lPopnlat llwelru .Store.
(Established in 1857.)

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Special Red uctlons on Fine Goods: 1 Pair Diamond
Ea.rdrops, 4 Karats, $335, worth $500. ·1 Pair do., 2 3·4
-1·16 k. $245, worth $350. 1 Pair do., 13·4-1-8-1-:l2 k.
$145, worth $200. Smaller Diamonds In Rings, Pins,
Studds, and llla.rrlngs proportionately reduced. An
ElegBnt Minute Repeater-striking hours, quarters,
and minute•, In extra heavy 18 k. case. $290, Broadway priCe $400. An extra. f.ne 18 k. "Lightning 1·4
Second Timer" In best 18 k. case, $165. cheap lit $225.
One do., "Split Second," latest lmvroved "Double
Timer," $190, worth $275. A beautiful Presentation·
Watch, finest case made In America, large Diamond
1n center, best "Brequet Hair-Spring," Adjusted
American Mvt., $160, worth $250 Laiy'a Watch to
match, equally low ($100). Gt>nts 14 k. solid Gc;ld,
11 Jeweled, American Stem Winding Watches, $50;
Ladles, do., $32.50: do., fancy engraved $35. In 10 k.
Oases, $24. Full (15) Jeweled Mvts., "Adjusted," $10
extra.. 3 Ounce l:!llver Cased Elgin Watches $9. 4
Ounce Sllver cased, Stem Wind, 11 Jewels, quick
train, $16.50. Same Case, Full (15) Jeweled, Pat.
RegulatOr, $22.50; Same case, 15 Jewels, "Adjusted,"
$25. Finer Sllver Watches proportionately low.
Goods c!escrlbed In ally Catalog In the world duplica.ted at same prices or less, sent to any part of the
world and cash rifwnded. if not ent.'rely sa.tilfactory.
Gorham Solid Sllver Spoons, nicely engravf'd, $1,75
pt>r ounce. Best Triple plated Tea Spoons, $2 tor 6.
Table Bpoons,$4. Knives and forks,$3 50 per dozen.
Best Steel Spectacles made, $1. Genuln Pebbles, $2.
Bold by all Opticians for double. If you need a
Wat<.:h, Chain, Ring, Pin, or any goods In my line,
send me a trial order and I wlll pos!tlvly please you.
Refer to Rochelle National Bank.

OTTO WETTSTEIN.

The BIBLE-WHENOE and WHA.T?
BY BICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B,
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Ad<lre88
THE TRU'l'H SEEKJUc.
il3 Clinton Place, N Y

D. M.. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

THE EUREKA

BY

MAGNETIC ·CLOTHING
CURES EVERY l;URM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT 1H.EDICIN.

FOUR.LARGE VOLUMES.
With a steel plllte ellKl"'VIng of the antbor In Vol. I.
and each ·volume lllustnted with forty-seven cute.

.

BY D. M. BENl\iET'I'.

Late editor of Ta• TRUTH l!nn:a, author of" A Truta
lleeker In Europe," "Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times," "The World's sages,Tklnko
era, and Reformers," .. Champions of
the Church," etc., etc.

.Handsomely bound In l'ed cloth, $6.60;
in leather, red edges, $9.60; in
morocco, r.;ilt edges, $IO.liO.
Readers of ToE TEUTH BnKBE know the circumstances
under which this work was written. The last words
penned by the great anthor were for the tonrtb volume
which was nearly completed at ~Is death, a.nd which wlll
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and
burls!. MJ. Bennett was s very pat'ent and faithful
chronicler of the habit" and customs of tl•e dltierent peoples of the many places he visited, The every-day
life ot all nstlonslslala before the readeT by one who has
visited them ana beheld them wtth his own eyes. Par·
tlculllr attention Is paid to the progress of Freethought In
the various countries he visited, and the morality of so.
called pagan nations Ia contrasted with rhe morality of
Christian countries, much t<> the detriment of the latter
The work Iss

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
Founder of Nllilllem and Apostle of Anarch)'.
WITH A l'REFAOE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUOREB,
(Editor o! Liberty.) •
~2 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Pla.oe, New York.

THe 8ABBATrt.

THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Sent to any addre88
GUARANTEED.
letter or In
for

upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR
Pamphlets and all Information by
person free or charge. Bend
Illustrated Pamphlet.

Addre88 all communications to

DR. L. TENNEY,
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cincinnati, Ohio
LADIES' MAGNETIC JAOKET.

Price,

ns.

TESTJ MO ~IALS:

A thorough

BY M. FAHHl.Nii'!'UN.
rbr ut<>tlun of the clallllB.O

ex~mln~tlon ~u<l

Sabbtt.tar1tt.na who t:t.re trylu~ to luttn. upon tue coU.~I.J'y
their hvly da) r1y unconstl..Ut.lonall~gW ~JJ.u...:uneuta. 'l•ne
rt.Uthor shuWt b, tJ.U app..,tt.l uut onli w Lhe tacts tt.~ they
exlst ln the n .ture ux thlugl5, OUL by r~tcr..,uce to I he
Bti.Jle, the Wrl~.olnga or dl15tiuguhdH:td ntstorhs.DI5 and tlle-

~t~~Y~f ~~~:'t~~et~~ ~~~~Jel~t~ll~~~tSa:aly

tll.n

------~--·----

CHRONIC

DISEASES:.~

Embracing those or the blood and Nerves, £1le Dla
el::t..Hes ot .Meu, Lhe DiH~abeH ot Wun.1.~n, u.ud t.lJ.tj vu.ri
CU.UBeb, 1JllY8ictL! Wlli HUCHJ.l, l~atl.iug LO Llle llU:t.ret

OUH

plainlY treated by tl.llloL pluilltJbL uf buol!.s, PLAlJil•
.HOME 'l'ALK, EMBRACING MEDWAL UUMMV.l'l
BEN8E-llt>urly l,OUU vug~s, ~OU lllu•cratlullll, u~ lll ,
E. B. l!'UO'l'E, ur 1:!0 Lextugwu avt>., New York. ;;
Whuru aU

.l~tter~;

Iruw

Lll~ ~::~1ck

!::il.i.uu.lU

JJ~ auur~~~•""

ln lt<> l<~aue rur JllJl. 19, 1878, Mr. !l<>lllletL's '1'.1.1 L ~h
BEEK!ill thus Spt>ul!.s ul Dr. JfUO'l'E auu 1.!1• i1lt>ul.li
vubllcatlou": "We l!.uuw 111m (Dr. Fuutt>) P<>l'Ull!i...)
l:l.llt.l 1nL.llllate.ly, aut.l we SH.Y WlLll au Lll..~ ~ura.u<...o
that l!.uowleoge tmpru·u. LUaL ll<> lli a Jlllili ut tht>
highest luceuuvo

U.lll.l

IUULlVl:h

Wll.Ut;;~ Hl:tj 1.1~ U~en

our claims are. correct In everv particular spent lu lw.tructlllg allll llli!Jl'uvlug Ill• !tJilUW·Il~>lugs
Read the folloWing testimonials, and be cotiVlLleci .
THESE APPLIANCES ARE by glviug HUCh luturnuu!uu H.!:' lli weH cu.lcu!atea to
and that your allm~nts can be eradicated Without ~ue llolcl of MEDIOIN.
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:
euaiJ.le LlltHU L0 b~ JllUfl1 bl1lL1tlt,Y, lllUl'U llH.,lJ,lJ)', aud
to u~ bener u.ud more useru1 weu auu wuwcu. ills

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
.Standing Cured in Thl'ee Weeks.
One Week.

medical Wo1·ks .l)U"I::I~Sl::i tll~ hlgllut;;L valu~, u.u.d ll.av
been illLl'uUuc~u aw.l. L.UoruuglliY roou h.1 lluw.lrt.;)dB
of thotu::m.un~::~ of li:t.llli.llel::l, wuu Lu-Lla.Y Slt&.lld reu.uy 00
bear willing L~:jL.lwuuy tu Llle greu.t IJuu~llL Lll.~y llu.V
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
Uer.lv~u t1u1u Lhe !Jhy~::~wluglcu.l., llyg.l~Jlllc,u.nu ruoru.l
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Blr: After wearing one of .l6BIIDll:j Wll..lch htj lJ.H.d t;U UIJ1,;' llll~JlLUUU.''
your MAGNETIO VESTS for about three weeks, 1
PurciH>t~er• ol !'LAIN .HUM~> '1'.<~.LK· are at Uberty

CINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In·
debted to you for the benefit I hav received from
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap· was entirely cured or Neuralgia of the Heart and
pllances, I can say without hesitation to those af· Side, which had been a source of misery to me for
filcted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar- the last six years. 1 had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken With pa.raly· before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but M:AGNETIO VEST 1 got relief Instantly. With unafter wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com·
H. A. BROWN.
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suf·
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the
time, never found but temporary r<)llef. Since put- who had been under drug treatment tor elgh t years
ting on your applianoe<~ I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakne88:
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, wm soon be well. I would, thereDB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your the Olothlng on TueBday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of etrectlng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIItBT HOUR I HAD THEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T·.1esday, wlll soon be well. Wlll report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appliances which will
etrect a cure 1n a case of Paralysis wlll at the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured In Jess
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied,
change medlcins every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty mlles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the appllcatlon. The lady's name
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief can bde h ad upon appllcat1on at thhls omce, by anyfor the time being.
one es1r 1ng to commun1cate w 1th er.
Ladies, read the following testimony from a ladY who had been sutrer!ng for two years with an Ovar·
ian Tulllo 1·, and·who had been told that nothing. but the knife would save her life, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four montbs' time she Is Perfectly well, and has :O.ot taken a dose ol
medleln since putting on the appliances. Oonsult us when your phvslclan tells you he can do uothlnog
for you; it wm pay you.
SHULLSBVBG, WIS., November 19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all desire ror food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
ot St. Louis, at whlchPlacei was then stopping, all o! whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J UDJor,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had about made up my ml'tln to take the only course that seemed lett to me, and submit to an
operation, when my attention was called to tne ~ureka Ma~n.,t.lc App1•ances. As a drowning man
w1ll catch ataatraw, so did I catch at ltlls faint hope or a cure. Four months ago I pu rrh>tsed a.sult,.of
your appllances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, wlllch had extended entirely acro88 my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, untll now I am
as well as I ever was In my llte. Since putting on the appl!.
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
~heerfuUy recommend them to anyone sutrer!ng as I hav, bellev!ng
that they will do all and more than you claim tor tbem. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MitB. MABY J. STEWART.
Remember that these appl!ances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unllke all other appl!ances in the
market, they Impart no shocke and leaves no sores.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Aronn~ ~e Worl~.

God and the State.

PRICE LIST.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6.00
5.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
4.00
Leg Belts, each,
3.00
Knee Caps, each,
1.50
Wristlets, each,
4:.00
Sleeping_ Caps,
•
18.00
Ladies Jacket.
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Su.\)erftne Insoles,
•
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

to UONl:!UL'l' l'l'8 AU'l'l\UH, Ill perouu or by mall
~'REE. l'rlce ut til<> uew l'upula.r JW!Uuu, uy wall
!JO"u.ge vrevu.lu, only $1.50. Ovmt>uU. table lr<>e
AGEN'l'id WAN'lED.
MUl\U:i .HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
129 EW>L ~~Lh """'t>et, Nt>W llorl!..

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
BY MAIL POST-PAID

KNOW THYSELF

A6rtat Med1ca1 Wurk on Manhood!
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Pllyslcu.l Deblllty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youtll, and th<>
untold miseries resulting from lndlllcretlolli! ur excesses. A book for every ro1tn, young, mlddle-uged,
and old. It contains 126 prescrlpttous tor all acuteand cbronlc diseases, each one or wlllch !a Invaluable. So found by the author, whose experience for
23 years Is such as probably never before fell to the
lOt of any physician. suo vages, bound In beautl!Ul
French muslin, embo88ed covers, full gilt, gua.run
teed to be a finer work in every sense-mechanical,
llterary, and protesslonal-thtm any other work sold
In this country for $2.50, or tile money wlll be refunded in every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sumple, 6 eta. f:l<>nd now,
Gold medal awarded the aut.hor by the National MedIcal Association, to the officers of whlcll he r<>fers
Thill bOOk should be read by the youug tor lustructlon, and by the aiDicted for relle!. It wlll btnetlt
aU.- London /.a.ne<t.
'l'bere Is no member or society to whom this book
will not be uaotul, whether youth, IJarent, guardian,

inatructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.

Addre88 the Peabody Modica! Institute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No 4 Bultlnch st., !loston, Mll.BB., who may
be COlli!Uited on all dlseaoos requiring skill and ex·
perlence. Ohronlc and obstlna£e dllie1186s hav barfled the sklll of all other physcllill8
specialty. Such treated succeaarully
an
o! failure.

HtAL

THYSf:.lf

fi:i:fut Instance

HUPTU RES CUR EDhy

m.r.Medloal Comvonnd nnd Impro..-ed
Ektetlc 8ut•vorter Trusslnjrom 30 to
DO dav•. Rel!ablo referenceo ginn. &nd
otamp for clrcula~ 1 and aa11 Ito IDhat J14por
11010 '""' m11 ad•ormenw>l. Addrou Q~

:w. "Gollllll.laltkrilll,ltltllll a.. ••,.

DR. F.tiLLO WS
Ill a regularly educa~
ed aud legally qu,.lili<ld physlclau, "nd
th~

mof3t sucCeeetul,

""' Ilia practJee wiJJ
vr0ve. He has !or
tweuty years treated
excl uol vly all d laet1B<Is
or the !:lex ual Organs, In which he
stands vre-ern inen t.
Ell'E ll MATOHHIHEA
and I M l' 0 T E N C Y
as tbe result of self·
abuse In youth and

Any or the above garments sent to any addre88 upon receipt of price, and we wrll return the money
If tlley are not aa represented 1n every respect. H you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptome, and we will ad viae you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are otrered at le88 than one-third or what others II.I'e selling worthless appliances for, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality is a hundred rold superior to any other appliance ever otrered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
t-exua.lexcesseain marhav raised five times their own weight six months after being mugnetized, whlle not a single appliance
. u rer years, causing
In the market wlll attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority of such worthle88 appliances having
u I g b t emissions by
so·called magnate made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for a
<Jrcams, loss of eexua.l
moment. All or our garmenta are made rrom the very best material ror the purpose, and will outlaBt any
!JOwor,render.lng ma.rand all other garments now berore the public. Every magnet Is arranged in th;, garments upon lcientifio
rlug<> lmprop~r and uuiHWJlY, etc., are cured perprincipZ.S, and not haphazard as In all the others. We otrer you thererore
manently by an oulalde application In s1x1y days.
NO S'l'OMA.Cil lllEDICIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable <li8COverl<>a, which Is entirely unAnd challenge comparison with any or the ao-ca.lled magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At known to the medl<·al pr<,fesslon. Beud three 2-cent
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" the same time the application of labOr·saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to otrer them
stamps for his "Privata Counselor," giving lull In·
should be In every Liberal's llurary Besides Its lntaluslc abOut
formation. AddreRs Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advertisment.
worth It Ia s memento or one of the greate•t Freethinkers
the world has known-of one who ranks .,.lth Voltaire So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trlfie higher
From tho Ironclad Age.
and Paine In the force and clearness of hts writings.
than ordinary clothing.
"Dr. Fellows Is an outapoken Infidel, therefore no
AddreSB 1HE 1RU1H SEEKER.
R~m•DJber that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and If
or humbug. The Freethinkers or the land
33 Vllnton Place,
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expellBe and we w111 cheat
should glv the doctor their patronage."
lyll
New York city.
refund your money.

Freethinker's History ofthe World.

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

THE RADIOAL .PDLfll1'.
Oomprlalng d1acoun61 ot advanced tbouaht 117

O.JL FBOT.HINQ.HAM and FELIX ADLEB
llJO ot.Amer!ca'l olest!llt thiJUI:ol'L

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.
AGDT8 WANTED IN BVEBY TOWJI Il!l TUB Ullli'l'lW BTATB8. LIBB:BAL OOI'IIMISSIONB ALLOWED
A4l1nU lOr IIU1hl&' ID!ormadollo
DB. L. TENNEY,
Bllce 8~ oor. 11th street. OUIQUIIIatt.O.

THE SUNDAY LAWS,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
Price, 10 OODta.
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cut this
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it to a blank
of pa;per, sign it, get
all your friends and neighbors to Sign 1t, and then send It to tl;ris.()ffice. ·.
REMEMBER that !al•ehood· always aggravates a
fault and makes it more heinous In the eyes ot all
good people. One who always speaks the truth ls
deserving ot great honor. Always bear in mind that
yon hav but yourse!vs and each other to dApen d
upon, and that you cannot expect aid from super.
natural sources, and that you hav no friend above
the clouds who wlll come to your aid when you fall
to help yourselvs.-D. M. Bennett.
WE speak of the veil ot the future, and wish we
rould pull up a corner, at lea.t, and look beyond and
see what Is coming, and yet no supernatural prescience or the future Is given to man, and, I bell· ve,
never ha.s been gtven to him. There IB only one way
or foreea.st!Dg that which Is to come, and that Js pre·
eisely the way In Which we forecast what Is to be the
future of a seed. If I take a flower In my hand with
the bud unopened I can I>rophesy, the conditions
being what they ought, what the llower will be. . .
. I! I know your characters and what your secret
hopes and plans ot life are, what you are thinking
about and what you are planning for, and know
something ot What human life and experience hav
been In the past, 1 can prophesy Into what that kind
of soUl will develop when It comes to fruitage.· . But
beyond this, Which Is the purely sclentlflc posltlon
ln the llght or special laws and regular development
of particular e!fects from particular causes, there Is
no prophecy and there cannot be .. The future ts
dumb. It must still be to ail ot us a cloud Into which
we enter seeing only the flrst step that we take.-M.
J. &vage.

IF you can lo~k Into the seeds of time,
And say which seeds wlll grow and which will not,
Speak then to me, who nel tber beg nor rear
Your favors nor your hate.
-Shak•pere' s l>facbeth.

OF two women, choose the one that will b.av you ..
A CONSERVATIV Is a man Who Will not look at the
new moon out of respect !or that "ancient institu.
tlon," the old one.
·

A PE'riTION FOR STATE SECULARIZATION.
To the Honorable Senators and Members
United States Congres8 :

of the House o/ Representatives o/

the

A republican form of government being based on liberty, equality, and fraternity, as both means and end, involves the separation of Church and State,
whose union is the wor~t form of class-legislation and the most infallible sign. of
arbitrary power. .A. house divided against itself cannot stand. The institutions
of this Commonwealth should be made homogeneous throughout. Impartial
protection of all citizens in their equal rights and liberties, by encouraging the
free movement of mind, promotes the establishment of truth in.whatever direction. Any infringement by government of this absolute equality of its citize)ls
is the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed against th11t natural
"justice" which, as the Constitution declares, this go:vernment was founded to
"establish."
And yet, though the first amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says," Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Chm;cb and
State, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, and so proscribes
other religions and forlli.Jl of belief and unbelief, while taxing these alao for the
support of that special religion.
The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives
among us are:
.
1. Recognition of God and Christianity in State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property'from taxation.
3. Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
Bible.
6. Religious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office.
7. Chaplaincies in the Legislature, the Army, and the Navy.

EvERYTHING harmonizes with me which Is harmo·
ntous to thee, 0 Universe I Nothing for me Is too early
or too late whlcb. !sind ue time for thee. Everything
8. Fast and Thanksgiving Proclamations, which contain theological ideas
le fruit to me which thy Reasons bring. 0 Nature 1
!rom thee are all things, In thee are all things, to that may or may not be acceptable to the citizen.
The necessity for this separation of Church and State is more apparent now
thee all things return. The rast says, Dear city of
Oecrops; and wllt not thou say, Dear city of Zeus?- than ever before, because of tbA still greater diversity of religious beliefs, the
.Ar,toninua.
many forms of dis~ent from the religion which receives State patronage, and the
THE soul moves about with us, the same as our growing signs of sectarian strife and ambition in the arena of politics. And
hancts and feet. It belongs to the body. No man emphasis needs to be given to the fact that the union of Church and State is
everhadaaoulormlnduntllhlsbralnwa.sformed,
t h" d
t ih
l
t ,/' · ht fh d · d ]"
"th
t"
and when his brain goes his mind cannot remain a g, ea .tn ranee o eemp oymen 0 ng me o s In ea mg Wl
many ques lOllS
because It ts simply a quallry of his body the sil.m~ of reform now demanding attention. And most elii~ential is it at all times, and
as any other function. rr a. me.n's mind existed be· especially in the present, in order to secure for the law its due respect and
tore his bo•IY our mode of reasoning would be observance, that the people's representat.ives sho!lld exhibit the strictest fidelity
wrong; but as it has no existence untllatter the for- to their trusts by following the law in its letter and spirit.
matlou ot the bOdy or In connection Wit b. It, we c~nYour petitioners, therefore, pray that immediate action be taken by the
elude that our reason Is physiologically right, and
h
th h
d
f
that Cbrlst!ans and Spiritualists are In error ln talk- law-m_aking J?OWer to bring _into !1-rn;tony e t eory an practice o our governlng ot "disembodied". souls.-Boston Investigator.
~ent. m IUltkl.!l~ .~be f~llowm~. prmCiple a part. of _the fundamental law of the
;, AB]j: .tbere a.ny mark~ol ~i~ii 1 ~~t,tvJu~t~~~ ~~·th; 'fatr'd'''bt'tttn-f:in•dmeritf'to- t:lie'!Upited :StatesdJonsl;.itutr<>zH · ' .,.,,, .. , ,, .'.: ,,; 1 .;.,,;;,.,;:"~··!
world?". If you can answer in'tne'lll'll.rinatlv, I c6iiThe total separation of Church and State, by prohibiting Cong:r-ess or
elude tllat, since justice here exerts Itself, It Is sat· any ~tate County, Municipality, or 'rownship from enacting any law that
lsfled. It yon revly In the nega.ttv, I conclude that f•tVOfS rel'iO'iOll in any Of the eight wayS specified Ol" in any Other Way Or
you hav then no reason to ascribe justice, In our '
.' .
'"'
,
•
•
p
'
'
sense ot th" word, to the gods. It you hold a medl· prOhibitS the free exerCISe there01.
nm between afflrmatlon and negation by saying that
the justice of tlle gods at presentexertsl.tselr In part,
but not In Its full extent, I answer that you hav no
rell8on to glv It any particular extent, but only eo
tar as you see It at present exert ltself.-Hume's
Pr017idwc• and Future State.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL

AT the battle of Zutphen Sir Philip Sidney, after
-ANDhaving two horses slain under him, was shot In the
thigh. Be was a mile from the camp, and was
Obliged to limp In tbat way to his tent. On reaching
the tent, exbausted with the toss of blood, he feebly
called for water. lL was procured wllh some dlffl·
culty and brought to him. As he was about to put
<B. 1\1. ~84.)
the ttagon to his mouth his eye tell upon a poor com·
mon soldier lying wounded a few yards off upon the
Wll'H EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS,
ground, whose piteous eyes were turned toward tlle
refreohlng draught, Sidney forgot his own agony,
put the cup down untouched, and said : "Glv the
water to Jalm; his nece•sltles are greater tban mine."
Fourteen days after that Sir Pblllp Sidney died, In
CONTENTS:
the flower ot·hlslife, but leaving behind him a name
that for Inherent gentlemanllness, for manllneos,
This World. By George Chainey.
for courage, and delicacy, and selt-denlal wlll liv as Introductory. By the Editor.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Maclong as the word gentleman preserves Its slgnlflcance. Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
donald.
Calendar for 1884.
-0. B. Frothingham's American Gentleman.
The Old Free Enquirers' kssooie.tion of New 1883 in England: Ita Struggles and ita Work.
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib- beral Cb.arities.
THB love and admiration which Sir Philip Sidney
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
won from his contemporaries was mainly a tribute
Date of Birth and Death.)
to the singular beauty ot his character. His •hort Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
life was Illustrated by no brll!lant achievement; New York State Freethinkers' Association. By The Population of Our States and Territories.
The Jewish Jehovah. (Illustration.)
H. L. Green.
and his literary genius, thougb. true and exqulsltln
its kind, would scarcely or Itself hav sufflced to ac· The National Liberal League. By T. C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan e.nd the
Devil. (Illustration.)
land.
count to• the fervor or respect he Inspired, But the
purity and noblllty or his nature and the winning The Progress of Libere.l Thought in Canada. Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
Philosophy.
By Che.rles Stevens.
courtesies In whiCh Its gentle magnanimity exThe Sacred Booksof History.
pressed Itself took captlv all hearts whilst he lived Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
Jefferson's Religion.
and hav ever since kept sweet his memory. "Sub' Foreign Freethought Societies.
Useful Mee.sures.
llmely mild, a eplrlt without spot," he livs In tbe The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
As to Time.
history Jr his country as a rare and distinguished What is True Religion? By CharleH We.tts.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
type or English character In which the antique hero Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
Selections,
etc., etc.
ot chivalry Is seen shading Into the graces ol the Sword and Pen. By George E. Me.cdone.ld.
modern gentleman.- Chambers's. Encyclopedia.

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884

IN •wo er three passages Paul makes a marked
distlnct!on between what he delivers as his own
Opinion and what he speaks by authority: ·• The
Lord says, not I;''

11

I==================
.flild# and 6ntl#.

Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled

I, not the Lord:'' ''This I giv

TEACHER to a small boy: "What does the proverb·
say about those who llv In glass houses?'' Boy:
"Pull down the blind."
A NEw YoRK clergyman speaks of raffl.es at church
fairs as" the devll's kindling wood." His satanic
majesty Should not want tor fuel.
"MY husband is vicar of St. Boniface-but 1 don't
attend his church." "Indeed I How ts that?" ''The
fact ls, I-I don't approve of married ,clergymsn !"'

SoME men never lose their presence or mind. A
ll1llwau·kee man threw his mother-In-law out Of a.
window in the fifth story or a burning bu1lding, and
carried a feather-bed down stairs In his arms.
A RHYME OF TliE RAIL.
He c-ame on the car with a stUll)PY cigar,
He speaks with a curious drawl•;.
She close to him clings, decked with ·diamonds and
rings,
With a puppy-dog wrapped In a sha:Wl: .
I bear her repeat, as she flops In a sent;
And playfully toys wft.h his toes,
"Oh, dear little pet! Does I love oo?•. Oo·be1il"··
,_;'hen she kleses Its dirty. p11g-nose.

Tb.e passengers grtn.as It licks her fair chin;
Her lover sits wlst.fully by,
And wtshres his face ln.tlle puppy dog,'ap!aee,
As he heaves a disconsolate sign: · ' · · ·
H~ throws np the sash, and quick as a.flasJJ,.

The puppy-dog·Jifts his red nose-·

' ' ·

;*·

It springs to Hs feet, and leaps from the seti.t,. .
·,·
And a.way through tliti.t-wlndow It goes:; < l , .. ··',{'

A scream of affright; a disconsolate· sight;
A beaurHul woman In woe;
Wbo moans with regret, r~r her puppy-dog pet
That ts left In the river below.
Two lovers that glide o'er the rail, side by side, .. ; ·, · :r
The tear• are all dry on her race:
H!R stumpy ctgar he has thrown rrom'the carHe has taken the puppy-dog's place,
A :PREACHER not rar from Boston found._b,\"ffi~e\t,,~t.' .
onetlmelnasadd!lemma, Hestoppe!llfi!llhl,Sr)!llll•"•
mon and sald: "If I speak sott!y .thlJA'fl'o<i'~you",who ·r
are ln the rear cannot hear nie: If I'f!p'eitk iou\f•'f.. ''
shall certainly wake 1.\P those wbo,arp ,'iiro¥!1! iii'~;~:,~}
THAT was ·a sharp mtritster. 'Yho .st?PJY~d'Iirth~ ·, [
middle of his sermon and sang a hymn.and t)len.e:.:; ..
1 1 d hl
1• h
1
· t' •h
b · ~· ·h· · ·
Pane
mM L ·y say ng: "Z • e l:Jlem ers v~.t e ·•
choir are to do the talking, they~certaln·lY w!H pet-'· •
mit me to do the ·stllglng." • Iqs B!tid thil.p I~ wy;s,(!p •;
still in the. nelghborhoqd ?f the choir ,a~te~ .that,.tl}!f.t q
~fh.~~SH'Y.'~s:$~pt,~_ttb ~ searc~wa~r.ant
to 11~\i tli.&; ·
0
!Ae tiers_ ~o.Mfig tM'ld.st'I1Ymnr'' . :,r.":;;,:;;::,~·~~::~
AGRICULTURAL.
.
We'll graft the lobster on the bop,
The oyster bed we'll gayly weed,
The cranberry jelly tree we'll flop,
And save the macaroni ~eed.

to

..·

The best root sugar we will gAt
By tapping of tb.e hlcl!:.ory-tree,
Horse chestnuts In the spring we'!Vset,.
Tb.at In the autumn colts will be.
We'll prune the climbing sorghum Vine,
We'll dig the rutabaga pear,
The clam sh "ll with the pea entwine,
And both shall, mingling, blossom there.
The Berkshire goat Its wool shall shed,
Tbe Bantam cow shall feed on hay,
We'll milk the ducks, all thoroughbred,
That steal the eggs the squirrels lay.
A SCOTCH minister was somewhat given to exag·
gerat!on In the pulpit,. and wished the clerk, the
next time he did It, to glv a cough by wa.y of a hint.
Soon after he was describing Samson's tying the
foxes' tai!R together. He said, "The foxes In those
days were much larger than ours, and had teela
twenty rut long." "Abem I" came from the clerk's
desk. "That is," continued the preacher, u accordIng to their measurement; but according to ours
tbey were only fifteen rut long!"' "Ahem !"louder
than before. "But as you may thl~k this extravagant, we'll just say that they were ten fnt long."
'"Ahem 1 ahem I" still more vigorous than ever. The
par"on leaned over the pulpit, and ahakiog· his flii·
ger at the clerk, said: "You may cough there all
nlgllt, mon; I'll nae tak' off a single rut more.
Would ye hae the foxes wi' no teels at all?"
THE WEDDING OF THE POETS.
She.-

ln rhythmical frenzy I shiver
On quicksands of soulful suspense,
And watch the rhapsodical river
From my tear-fetchln~ seat on the fence.
Should the th un derbol ts I unch on my lltellgh t
I'll fling thee a basket of stars
That thy brow may errulge In a. bright White
Like diadems ripped out or Mars.
He.It the gods ot all gushing should mate us,
Ere the 11 p-tlngllng laughter has !led,

C6uldst thou sling tn the salt Mleratus
And quiver the dough Into bread 'I
Could •at thou blush In the face of a bUzzard,
Or sigh o'er a cyclone let loose?
Could'st thou tear from the turkey his gizzard
And quench the last quack ot a goose?

by permission, not commandment," etc. HPre Dr.
Arnold Infers that we are to consider Paul as speakIng from Inspiration wherever he does not warn us
tbat "he speaks •s a man." But, unfortunately for
this argument, the apostle expressly declares him·
She.-self to be speaking "by the word ot the J,ord" In at
This ANNuAL is a compendious History of the Freeth ought movement in the United Now plllowed on fern-lear, the curfew
least one case where he Is manltestly and admittedly States. It contains
I hear With my small coral ears:
In error, viz., in 1 Thea. lv, 15.-Greg's Creed nf ChrisMe thinks that It brings back a beef-stew
J2S (}ct.avo Pa!;'Cii,
tendom,
From the ~eep-burted blank of dead years.
A GOOD conscience !ears no witnesses, bnt a guilty with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not Then clutch me a flst!ul of moonbeams
And
wind them around your fair bride,
conscience Is solicitous even In solitude. If we do for a day, but for all time."
That thfl night-hawks may not hear my muse·
Now .ready. Price, post-paid, 25 cents.
nothing but what is honest, let all the world know
acreams
tt; but If otherwise, what does It signify to hav noAddress
TOE TRlJl'H SEEKER OFFICE.
And dream that to thunder they're tied.
body el1!6 know It, so long as I know It myself 1
33 Clinton Place, New York, N. Y.
Ne.-That settles lt, we will die together.
ll«lsera.ble II! he whO ellghts that wttness.-Seneca.
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Jlolts and Uilippings.
JoHN SWINTON alleges that .the monopolists
of Fall River are "black-hearted orthodox
Christians." Mr. Swinton is probably correct.
A petition, signed by Florence Nightingale,
Mrs. Kendal, and many other ladies, has been
sent to the English House of Commons asking
for the passage of laws for the enfranchisment
of women.
·
THE Duke of Marlborough offers to sell
twelve pictures, including the Raphael and
:Rubens pictures of the "holy family," to the
English government.
The price asked is
:$2,000,000.
"You hav heard of the man," .said Spurgeon
'to his congregation the other day, "who diminished his dose of food every day to see on
!how little he could liv, till he came to half a
lbiscuit and then died; but, I tell you, most of
you hav tried on how little religion you could
liv, and many of you hav got to the half bisocuit dose."
A CoLLEGE PoiNT, L. I., clergyman wants
the town a.uthorities to suppress ball playing
-on Sunday, because his Sunday-school scholars desert the church for the ball-field. Perverse generation, to prefer the grass, and trees,
and sunshine, and healthy amusement to a
gloomy, ill-aired church, and lessons on total
depravity and a sulphurous hereafter! •

rather in the safe company of the honest
Vicar of Bray. His subscription to the Thirtynine Articles is undoubtedly sincere, especially
to the ones that would silence Freethought
with the proposition that 'they are not to be
heard.'"
THE Independent narrates a sad case, in which
it has been appealed to for advice An old
clergyman, now a helpless cripple and poor,
who cannot walk, stand, dress or undress without help, some years ago lent money to a poor
student of one of our largest New England
colleges to help him through his course, giving
a note signed by the student and a near relativ. The student died, and three years later
the relativ paid the interest for three years
and a part of the principal, and since then refuses to pay a cent more. He is an eminent
Christian in his town, and for many years has
professed entire sanctification.

THE past week has proved a disastrous one,
says the Mercury, for Parson Newman's congregation. Trustee Grant has been conspicuous
as a partner in the colossal Wall street swindle
of the day. Deacon Sage is sadly encompassed
about by the ungodly, who swear that they hav
been taken in by his puts and calls. And
finally Judge Sedgwick has decided that the
good pastor is only the stated supply of his
church and not the settled pastor. If Dr. Newman has been investing in Grant & Ward contracts, as is rumored, his congregation will do
a kindly deed by dropping their pocketbooks
CoLONEL INGERSOLL, who is an intimate into the collection baskets.
friend and admirer of Joe Jefferson, has just
A NEW YoRK grocer said, "Three cents,"
been presented by him with two landscape when he handed n bundle of kindling to a
monotypes. They are printed from. etched little girl. As the little girl dropped the
copper plates, and Mr. Jefferson is an adept pennies into his hand he said to a bystander:
at producing them. Besides being a genius in "That's the largest bundle of kindling in the
the dramatic way, and in the cultivation of market. It measures just 190 cubic inches.
sugar cane, Mr. Jefferson is an excellent artist Wood is cheap in New York, isn't it?" "About
in oil and other lines of art.
how cheap by the cord?" "A cord contains
421,184 cubic inches. So there must be 1,164
THE Rev. Dr. Wright, a distinguished A.M.
bundles to the cord. At three cents a bundle
of Trinity College, Dublin, has created some
the price is just $34,92 for a cord. Good hemsensation by an article in which he says that
lock like this costs as much as $4 a cord up
many of the fellows of that university do not
the country, but wood-dealers, and railroads,
believe in divine revelation or the existence of
and grocerymen hav got to hav a margin to liv
a personal God. Several are, at the best,
on, you know."
Agnostics, if not Atheists. There is no way
THE number of periodicals issued in New
for disciplining either a fellow or professor for
erroneous views, and so it is a propaganda of York city alone is 625, and that is just the
number of periodicals of all sorts published in
akepticism.-Sun.
the czar's empire, from the Baltic to the Pacific,
MR. RuGG, the colored gentleman who from the Northern Sea down to Turkey and
figured prominently in several recent Long Persia. For the 50,000,000 souls in the United
Island tragedies, and who is under an engage- States, there are 12,660 periodicals. For the
ment with the sheriff to appear shortly at a 101,000,000 souls in Russia there are 625
necktie party, says he trusts in God lind hopes periodicals. It takes only 4,000 persons in
to get a new trial. At the same time, two republfcan America to support one· periodical;
artists visited him and made a plaster cast of
it takes more than forty times as many of his
his head for exhibition. This leaves room, autocratic majesty's subjects to support a
remarks Life, for doubts whether true great- periodical. These solid facts plainly show
ness is a gift or an achievement.
what a republic means, and what an absolute
FRoM a French state paper, lately brought monarchy means, so far as the press is conto light, it appears that in 1770 the following cerned.
Parliamentary decree was solemnly passed
HENRY LABOUCHERE presents these figures
and duly registered under Ring Louis XV.:
for the consideration of English taxpayers:
"Whosoever, by means of red or white paint,
"Our interference in Egypt has cost us in
perfumes, essences, artificial teeth, false hair,
round figures £5,000,000. This invested in
cotton, wool, iron corsets, hoops, shoes with
consols would giv £150,000 per annum. At
high heels, or false hips, shall seek to entice
one penny per meal this sum would enable
into the bands of marriage any male subject
86,666 children to hav a meal on 300 days of
of his majesty, shall be prosecuted for witcheach year forever. The royal family costs, all
craft, and declared incapable of matrimony."
told, about £1,000,000 per annum. This
"GooD Monday mornin' to ye, Mrs. O'Ra- would giv a meal to 600,000 children on 300
herty." "Good mornin', Mrs. O'Flaherty." days of the year. Heaven forbid that I should
"I see they tooked up a collection fur the or· say that it would be better that 600,000 chilphants in St. Stephen "s church yisterday." dren should hav a good meal every day that
"Arrah, God bless thim. An' was Mrs. Ma- they attend school than that we should enjoy
lone there wid her little orphant M~trtin ?" the blessings of royalty. I am not s~ lost to
"Faith an' I dun know; but I hears that there all sense of the fitness of things as even to
wus but two little orphant byes on exhibition, suggest such a heresy. I merely state a statisan' aich wun of 'em wus led around by the tical fact."
hand through the aisles of the church by its
DRAwpoker has a great hold on some people.
father, who done the collectin', you see."It
is their ruling passion-a passion so strong
Kentucky State journal.
,
that conversion cannot stand before it. One
ON Newton's refusal to allow Henry George night this week four Sunday-school teachers
to occupy his pulpit the Brooklyn Eagle and exemplary church-members met together
remarks: "All doubt of Mr. Newton's ortho- in a certain house on - - street. After comdoxy and acquiescence in the powers that be paring experiencEos and discussing the best
must now be considered at an end. He is not methods of instructing the youth how to shoot,
likely to be found in the army of martyrs, but one of the brothers proposed a game of relig-
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ious and sanctified draw poker. It is a very
fascinating and strictly moral game. The
brethren played all night. Each card has an
appropriate Bible text printed upon it. Brother
PRINCE BisMARCK has retired from the presiR - was badly broken up on a flush of
dency of the Prussiun cabinet.
"Come unto Me's," and Brother M-- won
NEw YoRK Truth, the penny daily, has just
$3 on a pair of "Seek Me Earlies." Pious poker
is destined to be a very fashionable game in been sold to satisfy its creditors.
Sunday-school circles.- Winnipeg Siftings.
J. NELSON PooLEY, of Dayton, Ky., lost his
A STRANGE story comes from Paris by way of speech from excessiv use of liquor.
the National Reformer. A lady, who was an enA COLOSSAL bronze statue of Marlin Luther
rolled member of a Freethought Society, died,
was unveiled at Washington on the 21st.
and was buried civilly. Her husband had cut
on her tombstone a heartsease and the word
THE Prilfle of Wales is in PariB, closely
"libre," thus-as the name of the flower is guarded, as it is expected that he is followed
French with the word "thought "-gracefully by Fenians.
marking his wife's views. This lady, Mme.
THE Presbyterian General Assembly adopted
Chandelier, left six children, four of them bea resolution denouncing Sunday papers and
ing Freethinkers, and two of them Catholics.
Sunday trains.
The two latter brought an action to compel the
father to erase the emblem and the word from
A SPARROw has built a nest in the left hano1
their mother's tomb, and succeeded in gaining of the bronze statue of Daniel Webster In Centheir point. It seems rather hard that the tral Park, New York.
feelings of two Christians should be accounted
THE failure of Grant & Ward in Wall street
more sacred than those of the husband and
was followed by several other suspensions, but
wife and four children, who were all Freequiet has since been restored.
thinkers.
SrR· JoHN LunnocK, the scientist, aged fifty
IN the Methodist General Confer!)nce now years, has just married Miss Fox Pitt, who is
in session, a resolution has been offered described as young and beautiful.
severely censuring Sunday newspapers. What
CHAltLES READE, the novelist, died worth
are the brethren really aiming at? Is it the
reading of news on Sunday? If so, why are $500,000. He did not make it all by writing,
the few minit;ters who do not read the Sunday but was engaged in various profitable speculapapers so willing to get the news by word of tions.

Jjlews of! the fleeh.

mouth on Sunday? Do they believe that if
the people could not get secular papers on Sunday they would take more intere£t in the contents of the religious weeklies? Men and
women will read the church papers if they like
them; if they do not, no lack of other reading
matter will force them to peruse what the
religious press provides. Is their protest directed against Sunday labor? Nearly all the
work for a Sunday paper is done on Saturday
night; it is the Monday paper that is made on
Sunday. Do not the majority of city preachers
ride to their churches in horse cars, which
compel man and beast to work? Do they not
require good Sunday dinners over which servants must work? Is not the cream for their
breakfast coffee taken from milk brought to
the city by .Sunday morning trains and delivered at the ministers' houses by milkmen who
are thus obl(ged to do as much work on Sunday as on any other day? Unles.s there are
reasons that do not appear on the surface, the
protest against the Sunday newspaper is merely a relic of Puritan bigotry.-Jierald.
ON the abolition of oaths the American Law
Review observes: "The difficulty which surrounds the question lies in the fact that bigotry and intolerance hav excluded from the
witness-stand a great many honorable and
conscientious men, in whose minds an oath, as
administered, amounts to no more than a declaration that the witness will tell the truth;
and thereby the cause of justice is deprived of
their testimony, and they themselvs are denied the privilege of vindicating their rights by
their own testimony, which privilege is accorded to the most superatitious and dishonest
believer who is willing to take an oath. Take,
for instance, such a state of the law as exists
in Pennsylvania, unless it has been recently
appealed. A judge in Philadelphia adopted a
rule of excluding a witness on the ground of a
want of religious belief, which rule would exclude a judge of long service on the Federal
bench, whom we happen to know, and admit
to the witness-stand the most ignorant ood
depraved negro that can be found on the deck
of a Mississippi steamboat. When Garibaldi
died, and his red shirt was taken off, there
were found upon his body the scars of thirteen
wounds, everyone of which had been received
in fighting battles for the rights of man. The
laws of England, of Canada, and of Pennsylvania wottld hav excluded that man from the
witness-stand, and would, at the same time,
hav admitted to the witness-stand the most
depraved scoundrel that had ever been turned
out of a penitentiary. Such laws are a reproach to the age in which we liv."

U. S. PAYMASTER WHIPPI~E was attacked by
road agents near Fort Buford, Dak., on the
16th. The mules attached to the ambulance
ran away and saved the treasure.
THREE-CARD-MONTE sharpers of Springfield,
Mass., swindled Oliver Utley out of $2,000 last
Friday. Utley is a rich farmer, seventy-three
years of age, living at Southwick.
A nus·.r of Wendell Phillips by Joseph Milmore is to be presented to the Metropolitan
Museum in Central P11rk, New York, to be
placed by the side of Charles Sumner.
GEN. BuTLER recently addressed the Senate
Committee on Education and Labor in favor
of government employees receiving extra pay
for work performed In excess of eight hours a
day.
CrrARLES O'CoNNOR died on the 12th, aged 80
years. He was a lawyer and a pro.slavery advocate, and at many of the Catholic churches
last Sunday prayers were requested for the repose of his soul.
THE Rev. Nathan Hubbell, of the Hedding
Methodist church of this city, denounces divorce as practical polygamy, and wishes the
question of a United States divorce law to be
made a plank in some political platform.
TnE injunction against Parson Newman, restraining him from acting as pastor of the
Madison avenue church, is continued. This
will not prevent his extending spiritual consolation to Gen. Grant in that gentleman's hour
of trouble.
THE Metropolitan Bank of this city followed
suit of the Marine Bank and suspended pay.
ment. George I. Reney, the philanthropist
who has given so many hundreds of thousands
of dollars for charitable and so-called religtl!us
purposes, was presidont of the bank.
HENHY ScHNEIDEn, of Cleveland, Ohio, put
his hand into his chicken coop several days
ago, when a big rooster pecked at it, causing
blooJ to flow. The hand swelled, the swelling
spread over the entire body, and at last accounts Mr. Schneider's death was hourly expected.
WHILE a Mormon elder was waiting at the
depot at Water Valley, Miss., last Saturday, for
several other elders he was assaulted by unknown persons, who emptied a bucket of tar
upon his head. He made his escape. It is
reported from Calhoun and other counties that
the Mormons are making great headway, and
these elders were on their way to a great revival meeting to be held fifteen miles from Water
Valley.
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·---candle; the heart is an ocean boundless .and im- yearR ago when she was the slave of Gen. Bolton. I
measurable. The light dances upon it, but cannot shall insist upon my legal status." .
"It is false!" crie4 Harry. "No such mari;'iage
change it. It rolls on from infinite deeps."
Harry did not understand this woman's heart. ever took place."
Waifs and Wanderings.
"I can prove it," said Sandy. "And I shall prove
He thought that all he had to do was to bow at
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Amy's feet, to say that he was sorry, to sue for for- it in a court of law. Gen. Bolton has the document,
giveness, and all would be as bright as a summer's and is a witness. Slave marriages are binding."
CHAPTER XXXI.
"This is astounding," said Harry; "a lie, a fraud,
cloudless heaven. He had much to learn of a WO·
PRIDE AND LOVE.
man's illimitable soul, of its depth, of its bight, of a crime; I shall resist it to the utmost."
Peace is over the land-the white blossoms-the its capacity for pride as well as for sacrifice, for that
" It will be no use," said Gen. Bolton. " She is not
beautiful winds of summer-the blue and the gold. which makes woman so infinitely sacrificing is that your wife, and can't be. She and her daughter beJoy is in a million hearts.
also which makes her infinitely proud. The humility long to Sandy, and to him she must submit. This is
. The bloom and the perfume of roses overflow the of her devotion is but the reverse of the sovereignty the law."
r.nr. The senses are intoxicated. The sun pours its of her desire. She bends, but she will rule even in
Strange human nature, and Rtrange woman nag?lde~ shafts, and the green earth claps its hands her bending, and will wear the crown while kissing ture, too, the strangest· part of it all. The very
With Joyous exultation. Yet the passionate human the feet of her king. Woman is a bundle of contra- moment that a woman finds she can't do a thing,
heart is not at rest. It surges still in discord and in dictions, and in the realm of love she is as variable that very moment she is bound to do it. The forharmony.
as the winds of summer, and yet she is obedient to a bidden has for her a wondrous fascination. She will
In a quaintly furnished room brilliant with medie- subtile and supreme law. Her contradictions flow to not be compelled. So thE! very moment it dawned
val and modern art, a vivid mingling of the old and wondrous concord when the secret of her marvelous upon Amy's sta:;:-tled and bewildered soul that somethe new, the grotesque and graceful, making a soft passion is touched; but when the order of her being how the meshes of the law were being trajned about
and enchanting picture, fascinating in its contrasts, is violated, and the careless mind of man finds not its her, and she was thrust perforce from Harry, she
Amy and Harry met in stormy and inevitable essential fountain of affection, then woman is a simply resolved that such a thing never should be.
struggle-the proud and loving woman-the way- puzzle indeed-a meteor, a will-o'-the-wisp, an ice- Her pride melted at once. The icy barrier vanished,
ward and loving man.
berg, a thorn-anything but a rose. Fortunate man and only the burning streams of love flashed; and
"I waited for you for years," said Amy. "You who catches the grace of woman's love, and avoids her imperial will declared, "This is my husband.
never came. What woman can forgive such neglect? its tumultuous reverse. Like a god he then revels All the world cannot separate us." And with a wild
It pierces; it destroys."
in the utmost glory of the universe. All the wisdom, leap, with swimming eyes and trtmultuous heart, and
"I was weak and foolish~' cried Harry.. " I was however, of the world camiot make a man thus for- almost dissolving framE), she sank into the passionate
but a child."
tun ate. Like a poet to his inspiration, the lover also embrace of Harry. Sweet and soft could be heard
"I grant it, and I was weak too. I have grown to must be born to this supreme happiness.
the wedding-bells in the clinging touch of lip to lip,
be a woman since, and I have learned that weakness
Amy was not a toy to be played upon, not a flute and the surging of spirit to spirit in impetuous rapis almost a crime."
or a harp, or a clinging vine. She was an original ture. One~ more before all the world heart was
"It is a crime, and I despise myself. But the force, as every true woman is, and acted from her joined to heart, stream flowed to stream in infinite
future is before me."
own center. She loved, but she was not a fool in fountains of delight.
" I know not what that future may be. I cannot loving. Her intellect was implicated with her wild"She is my wife," cried Harry. "I claim her."
trust it. Alas, alas l what is lovE! without faith?"
est emotion; and, more than her intellect, the honor
"It's no use," said his father. "Sandy married her
"Have you no faith in me, not even like a grain of and the integrity of her whole being. The greatest on my plantation. I'll swear to it. You might as
mustard seed, that I may make it grow and be love is always mingled with the greatest pride.
well surrender."
strong?"
Amy could not yield. She had suffered too much,
" Never!" said Harry. " This is too outrageous.
"Ah, faith must be supreme when a woman sur- too deeply, and too long. The slow years had crys- Sandy take my wife ? Sandy take my child? Is
renders. She commits herself to no mere guess. It, tallized her pride until it shone in icy glitter above there a law to do this? I will not believe '.it."
must be an absolute conviction."
whatever stream of love might be flowing in her in"To-morrow will decide the case," said the gen" You despise me?"
nermost nature. She herself could not throw down eral. "Amy is summoned to court with her child."
"I do not. I honor, I respect, but I cannot for- that barrier. Her instinct was stronger than her
"We will be there," said Harry. "It is noli to be
get the long long years I W!lited. They have burned will. She could not, without a sort of inward degra- dreamed of that under the Stars and Stripes, the flag
into my soul.''
dation, yield to the passionate appeals of Harry. of liberty, such a tyranny as this can be uphE-ld."
"I have changed."
There was an insulted womanhood. It might forgive,
"Be on hand and you will find o1:1t," said the elder,
"Perhaps so, but like the sea, to flow in light, and it could not forget. To forget was dishonor.
with a sardonic grin, and both he and Sandy with
then in desolation again. Love wants not the sea,
Harry realized his immense folly; what a miser- infinite politeness bowed themselves out of the room.
but the granit-the immovable.''
Rble creature the world had made of him. It had
A few precious moments there were for love-mak"Is there no hope?"
stripped him of paradise and left him an inward ing ere the strife began.
'
"I can give no hope, for I cannot answer for my desolation, which no outward rank could make other
"My darling, iny darling," said Harry, "my own
heart from hour to hour. I am in a whirlwind of than a burning hell. What was all that the world forever now. The storm drives us together. The
doubt."
could offer compared to this woman's love, so rich, earthquake makes us one. Hell has opened at our
"Give me a chance to redeem myself."
so deep, so powerful, so stimulating, so capable of feet only to make us realize heaven."
From the bights of her womanhood Amy bent low
"Impossible, for I cannot Eurrender. Only by my making every faculty supreme and beneficent. He
surrender can the greatness of your love be proved. might have had this ocean, this star, this marvelous and sweet, infinitely tender, infinitely loving, infiI cannot give the condition, therefore I must forever music in his life, this perpetual morning, and now nitely beautiful.
doubt."
the gates were shut against him; the angels glistened,
"Fate has killed pride. Love is conquered now,"
"Cruel woman!"
but not for his happiness; the sweet eyes shone, but she murmured. " My king and my hero, in you is
"I am not cruel. I am simply a woman. I have not to touch his life with glory. He could only see my refuge and my hope."
[TO. BE CONTINUED. J
a woman's heart. Love is all in all to us. It is the what he had lost-the infinite delight-and over the
star of our life, and it must be perfect or it must be desert of the world's way he must now travel with
nothing. It is our joy or it is our agony; our no fountains to flow, no flowers to bloom, only an "Free Rum" and "Ft·ee Crime" Exchangeable
heaven or hell. 0 Harry, I could have loved you so- outward splendor that would pierce him with a thouTerms.
·
have loved you so! and now I cannot-I cannot! " Rand shafts ·of disappointment. So much for him
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Few
Harry sank to her very feet.
who chooses custom to the demands of his essential persons familiar with my contributions to THE TRUTH
"0 my queen l ·I beg of you, I pray you have being.
SEEKER will, I think, accuse me of narrow-mindedness
mercy."
"Must I go?" said Harry at last, with infinite pain; or intolerance. Hence I ask from your large body
"I will have mercy. I will die for you if need be. "must I bid you farewell?"
of intelligent subscribers a candid and impartial
But mercy is not love. I wish it were; I could then
For a .moment Amy covered her face with her weigi;J.ing of the arguments I set forth in this present
take you to my very heart."
hands. Tears streamed from her eyes like glittering article, without prejudice from their former or an" You bid me then despair; to have no hope?"
stars.
Her frame shook with the immeasurable tagonistic views.
"I am helpless even as you are helpless. It is not agony of her strife.
I will commence with this incontrovertible axiom:
my will, it is my feeling that dictates. 1f my reason
"There is a gulf between us," she said. "I cannot "The good of the one must ever be of lesser imporonly decided, I would cry, Come to my arms; but my cross it. I cannot say come. I must say depart." tance than the good of the many, and hence must; in
instinct is stronger than my reason, and it bids you
"I obey," said Harry. "I will go and bear your justice, ever be subservient to it." To the above axgo. It is simply overwhelming. It is the law of imagR in my heart. Some time, perhaps, this gulf iom might be added another: "All law is, per se, an
love."
,
will roll away, and we can clasp hands amid the infringement of the liberty of the individual."
"Strange law, because you love me you bid me go." blending light. I can only work, true to myself, true
Weighed by the above standards, and in the scales
"Yes, for love is linked with pride. That is its evermore to my best thought. If the reward comes of pure reason, let us see if " the right to get drunk"
strengt.h, its honor, and its glory. True love goes not I shall at least have the joy of knowing that I will stand as "fast colors." It cannot be denied that
not with passion only, but with reverence. The con- have not basely yielded. In my love for you, which Liberalism has its extravagant enthusiasts, who are
science of love is based in pride. It cannot yield to over-domes me like the sky, and makes glowing all quite as fully off their logical feet as, in the opposit
desire. It must flow in honor, in worship, or it the horizon of my life, I will achieve something for direction, is the Methodist ranter and howler. Ex~comes darkness and not light."
myself, something for others."
tremes meet, and absolutely unrestricted liberty, or
"Have I no claims?"
There was silence for awhile. Amy was like im- Communism, is simply Liberalism run mad. Com" None, for you have deserted them long years pimetrable marble, cold and still, as if helpless in the munism is the return of civilization to barbarism,
past by. We must begin anew, and follow our hands of an o'ermastering fate. Harry took her list- and the complete overturning of the rights of the paseparate paths."
less fingers and kissed them tenderly, and turned to citic many by the mad orgies of the blind and bellig" Without hope?"
go with breaking heart.
erent few.
"Without hope, for love seems to mao dead and
He was met by his father, Gen. Bolton, and his
Most intelligent civil beings admit that civil law,
buried, and only a miracle can bring it to glowing factotum, Sandy.
and its enforcement in courts of justice, are abwlutely
life again."
" Why are you here?" he cried. " This is Amy's necessary to civilized existence in the present stage
"All things are possible to love."
house."
of human development. Well and good. It will not
"Outwardly yes, when love is harmonious within.
"Because I knew that you were here," said the Rnffice, then, to shout " Tyranny ! tyranny !'' when it
How fruitfully then it goes forth, the sovereign of elder, "and I wished to see you on important busi- is proposed to suppress the sale of spirits, but rather
the universe, and weaves the brightest things; but if ness."
to endeavor to discuver. if possible, whether "the
in itself discordant, it must be an eternal wreck.
"You can transact that elsewhere."
greatest good so the gre'atest number is conserved
Its very power only makes it more impotent."
"Certainly, but it concerns this woman also."
by their sale, or by their suppression; and also, in
"You are like the sphinx, beautiful and terrible,
"How? What have you to do with her? She is case it be adjudged an evil, as to whether said evil is
You tempt me to destruction. I cannot solve your free from you forever."
of sufficient importance to render it desirable to take
riddle."
"Granted; but not from Sandy, her husband."
legislativ action in the matter. ~ew, v.ery few, will
"Nor I, nor any man or woman. It is beyond
"Sandy her husband? This is infamous!"
claim that the sum of human misery IS not en or"Not at all," broke in Sandy. "I married her, mously augmented by the sale of spirits, and I bereason. It is of the heart. The mind only is a
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"0 thriftlessness of dream and guess!
'lieve "for the good of the many" that this distribu- opium l. oints? Rum undoubtedly works annually
0 wisdom which is foolishness;
. tion of "liquid crime " should be forbi.d~en by ~he one hundred times the mischief in the United States
Why idly seek from outward things
law of the land. If the drunkard only mJured him- that opium does. Is it becau!j,e of our government's
Thll answer inward silence brings?"
selfthe c'ase would be entirely different, but that is but abominable persecution of that most industrious,
It is almost invariably the case that the most puzthe beginning of the evil. The va~t majority of dri;nk- peaceable, and law-abiding citizen, the Chinaman, zling a~d difficult problems are solved by the aimers are laboring men or mechamcs, who, even wzth- that, while pronouncing ex cathedra against the use pleat means.
out drinking, are hardly able-and in many cases ab- of opium, it fills our country with rum-besotted
Then who were the sixteen crucified saviors?
solutely unable-to properly feed and clothe th~m beasts called drunkards? If but one of the two, the Nobodies. Thisisfortunate, in view of the fact thut
selvs, their wives and children, let alone educatiOn opium den and the grog shop, must go, by all means they were all gods, for the killing of sixteen would
and the gradual bettering of their general condition. let it be the grog shop. I do not wish to be under- seem to hav nearly exhausted the stock. That may be
What, then, must be the inevitable consequen~e when stood as advocating the opium joint, but simply as the reason why there is only one left.
liquor is placed within their grasp? One thmg only calling attention to the fact of the very faulty legisIf thepe sixteen gods, saviors, or what not, were
-degradation, want, crime!
lation which forbids the lesser but permits the greater no bodies, then the questioJ?. arises, What were they?
\ I think I clearly demonstrated in my essay en- of the two evils.
There is but one answer: The personified princititled, "Destiny; or, The Free Agency of Man,"
Now a word on another subject. I wish that every ple of the highest ideal manhood-the perfection of
(which was published in THE' TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. subscriber to THE T.auTH SEEKER would make it his all human and divine possibilities-the standard of
5, 1884), the impossibility of " Man'~ Free Agency," or her duty to distribute as widely and wisely as perfection, to which men were symbolically elevated
and hence it must be conceded (bearmg the non-free possible each number of the paper after they are in the initiatory rituals of the mysteries of sixteen
agency of m~n clearly in mind) .that no .ma;n ~an re- through with reading it. I always do, except when different countries.
.
sist temptatiOn beyond a certam defimt bmit, and the paper contains one of my own articles which I
The grand tragedy of Osiris in the Egyptian inysthat it is eminently absurd to claim that "it is a wish to file, and I sincerely hope those who now hav teries, of Promethus in the Eleusinian, of Atys in the
man's own fault if he drinks." This talk is childish their attention called to the matter will do likewise. Phrygian, of Mithras in the Persian, of Hiram Abiff
nonsense, and should be relegated to the realms of The postage required is but one cent per copy. In in the initiatory ceremonies in the first great college
the nursery, where it properly belongs. When more no way can the advancement of Liberal thought be of Builders (Masons) established in Rome 715 years
weight is placed in one scale than in .the oth~r, t~e better conserved than by spreading copies of THE before the Christian era; and finally, to say nothing of
heavier inevitably falls. When more temptatiOn IS TRUTH SEEKER broadcast throughout the land. If the same tragedy in the mysteries of which history
pla~;ed before a man than he possesses strength to everyone reading this will do as I suggest, without givs no account, we hav the grand climax of all
withstand, he just as inevitably falls.
.
reference to what others do, a great good will be ac- human folly in the story of Gethsemane and Calvary.
Now, millions of men are not possessed of suffi- complished, and the .number of persons who r.ead the
The whole story is entirely astronomical in its esocient strength to withstand the temptation of drink- pap~r every week will be doubled, ~nd du~mg the teric or hidden sense, and is symbolic of the death
ing to excess, wkn the liquor is placed within the commg year hundre~s of new subscnbers Will prob- ·and resurrection of the great Astrologue of the
reach of their scanty dollars. The consequence is ably thereby be obtamed. Come, brothers and SIS- ancient skies in the winter solstice or sun stopthat they squander what is absolutely required to tars, all lend a hand for the cause of liberty. E. P.
three days in' the grave of the year, ~nd raised the
prevent suffering to themselvs and families. Liquor,
third day. Thilil same astrological character is
in excess, unquestionably brutalizes a man, hence
to be seen in the Old Farmers' Almanac to-day, and it
another evil is added to the :first. The man goes
Jubila, Jubilq, Jubelum!
is what givs the prophetic life-lines to every child
home, reeling, penniless, mad. He beats, kicks, and
Isn't it !!-bout time this constant wrangle among born into this world, acnording to the nonsensical
otherwise abuses (perhaps murders) his helpless and Liberals and Spiritualists concerning the personality vagaries of ancient judicial astrology, of which the
defenseless wife and little children. He e\ entually of Jesus Christ. and all other gods was settled? modern imitation is a bastard conception.
becomes a pauper or a criminal, and, after doing There has been enough hair-pulling and hair·splitTo elevate a man to the rank and dignity of this
much harm, perhaps becomes a permanent curse, ting, especially among all such as hav escaped the god, who ends up his yearly labors on the antumnal
burden, and expense to society, and yet you say, bonds of the Christian iniquity. It is to be expected cross in the old wine signs, when he sheds his pre"Let him drink," and shout "Tyranny!" when we that a large proportion of Sp1ritualists should stick cious blood, which is wine and nothing else, for the
would protect his defenseless family and ourselvs to their ,Yesus and other idols which they hav carried benefit of man, the candidate for the high honors of
against his violence. If he "ran amuck" through off in their exodus from the Christian church; but the apotheosis, or deification, was in a theatrical sense
your street, brandishing a sharp knife, to the immi- that there should be found men (and women too) slain upon a cross. He was the principal actor in a
nent peril of your own life, yQu would say, "Stop among Liberal writers whose ideas (with all the means symbolic tragedy, and the only person in the pllty
him!" Why? Because your life is endangered. at hand for information) hav not broadened beyond that had no knowledge of his part except as it was
But should you not; as a lover of your kind, as a the thought that the Christ of Christianity was a real revealed to him as he went along.
man, prevent him equally from abusing or murder- person of flesh and blood is a matter of surprise.
To " die in Christ " and be " raised in Christ " was
ing his unfortunate wife and her innocent bab~s .?
So, from time· to time, we are treated to long, to be initiated and raised to the rank and dignity of
I would advocate, under extremelyheavypenalhes, tedious, and unprofitable dissertations on the subject the ideal.
including imprisonment, a law forbidding the sale of of crucified saviors; a subject which, like the rock of
In Masonry, the candidate for the high honor of a
spirits, except when prescribed by thoroughly rep- Sisyphus, involves the victim in a never-ending, still- Master (or Lord) Mason dies as Hiram Abiff, or, what
utable and· duly authorized physicians, from whom beginning toil.
is better, Abi-Albon, which means "father of the
an order for the same should in all cases necessarily
A number of years ago a mountain labored. The building," the "Great Architect" of the universe.
be obtained. I think alcohol and alcoholic· liquors period of gestation was marked by low, portentous
The reader will now discover that the god was
should still be manufactured, unquestionably, as rumblings, something like the "Moodus noises" so killed every time a candidate for the honors of deifialcohol has a myriad of uses besides being a celebrated here in the Nutmeg state. A book was cation was initiated, and the gods, like the old woman's
beverage, and alcoholic liquors are undoubtedly to be born. Great revelations were to be made, and eels, got used to being skinned. And this reminds
of great medicinal value in the treatment of numer- a great deal kept back which could .never be revealed. me that the first real 'l'aksbury case we hav any acous diseases. What I object to is the indiscriminate The day of delivery came. Five hundred copies count of is referred to in John xix, 23: "Now the
sale of liquors. I would hav them sold under as only! A "great cry and little wool," as the devil said, coat was without seam, woven from the top throughgreat, or greater, restrictions as are other poisons, etc.
out." Now, reader, all men WAre initiated absolutely
which really work almost infinitly less harm than
"Greed was brooding and a mouse was born,
naked, and what, pray, has a naked man got on but
does liquor. Doubtless under the most stringent
And it wt~s named' Art Magic.'"
a seamless coat, which is his skin?
law liquor will be drunk, but I believe that fully
Then came "lsi's Unveiled" by Madam Blavatsky,
But I forbear; the subject is too vast for a simple
nine-tenths of the evil wrought by it could be done a really interesting and valuable work, yet there re- newspaper article, and with your permis~:~ion, Mr.
away with. I would not restrict, but, on the con- mained something back which could not be revealed, Editor, allow me to say: I hav a number of lectures
trary, rather encourage thEl sale of malt beverages probably for the same reason that the authoress of already prepared on the subject of the origin of re(beer, ale, etc.), as well as light wines, which would "Art Magic" kept back so much. People with great ligious worship. They take in the whole range of
soon take the place, to a great extent, of the present pretensions always keep back a vast amount ofknowl- the astronomical allegories of the Old and New
" kerosene " and "benzine" whisky, sold over the edge for the very natural reasons that they can never Testaments, and their parallels in ancient mythol":five and ten cent bars." In Germany nearly every- reveal that which they don't know. At any rate the ogy, the virgin idea, and the death and resur~ec
one drinks beer, and in France nearly everyone inference is left upon the mind of the reader of the tion of the gods; and Freemasonry for the first time
drinks claret. Yet very little drunkenness or crime above-named works that the authoresses had been will take the witness stand, and be made to swear to
· is caused thereby, as I can attelilt from residence in initiated into some kind of raw-head-and-bloody- whnt jt knows about the hidden things of godliness;
those countries. In conclusion, let me add that bones fraternity, with a throat-cutting, heart-rending and if there are Liberals who are Masons, and object
I am not a teetotaler myself. In France I habit- ("I will rend the caul of their hearts"), body-slashing, to giving me a hearing, that will be evidence that
ually drank claret, and in Germany beer, and I be- bowel-'burning oath.
their Liberalism is but skin deep.
In the word3 of Robert Taylor, " He who would
lieve both did me good. I am no fanatic, but a
I am open for engagements to lecture before Li?seeker for the light of truth in this, as in all other be privy to "the concealment of anythiag which con- eral or Spiritualistic societies, on terms which will
directions.
cerns another as well as himself to know, is a villain. be satisfactory. Let the sphinx be dethroned!
I believe that the arguments embodied in this ar- He who by any sort of ceremonies could be bound
Hartford, Conn.
S. W. LINCOLN.
ticle are sound, and I am willing to oppose them to by others, or imagin that he had bound himself to
those of Mr. E. C. Walker-for whom I hav much keep such a secret, doth write himself a fool."
Capital's Relation to I.abor.
re~pect-and others who hold views honestly at va- The key with which to unlock the entire mystery The following is the moral drawn by "F. M. 1'. C.:"
riance with my own; and I trust that no friends of the crucified gods is to be found to-day inside of "Labor is capital, as money and property are," on
whom I may hav made by former articles upon other every Masonic lodge on the face of the earth, yet the conclusion of his able article in TriE TuuTH
subjects will think less of me for stating the truth as Masons themselvs are as ignorant of the possession SEEKER of May lOth. Now why do so many confuse
it appears to me with regard to the liquor question. of that key as ignorance can make men ignorant of labor with money, capital, or property, as our friend
6 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
anything.
has just done in the above? Never can the people
P. S.-It may be objected that a man can spend
I hav been initiated into three degrees of Fre~- be made to understand the prohlem of "labor and
his money on beer, ale, or wine as easily as for spir- masonry, in a regularly constituted lodge, and know capital," the true relation they b~ar to each ot~er,
.its. Such, however, experience in European coun- whereof I speak.
till we cease confounding labor With money, capital,
·tries proves is not the practical result. The former
Taylor, in his four lectures on Freemasonry (see or property, or something else that may be found
·beverages do not excite to any such extent as do "Devil' a Pulpit"), brought the entire mystery almost claiming priority to labor.
:Spirits the desire for continual indulgence; they do into the light of the present age. Yet, by some
Labor is not capital, but capital is tbe child of
not intoxicate anywhere nearly as rapidly as spirits; strange fatality, the full solution of the riddle es- labor, or in other words stored labor; and now call
.and the intoxication following their inordinate use is caped his attention; as he failed to note that which transactions of exchange, trade, commerce, or by any
.of a comparativly harmless kind, both to the individ- it would seem must hav been absolutely self-evident other name that you will, it is, nevertheless, only the
. ual and to others with whom he coml}s in contact to him in his reflectiv moments.
exchange of stored labor by labor; and without labor,
-while intoxicated.
Rebold, in his" History of Freemasonry in Europe," stored labor or capital has no power to carry on any
Let me ask, Why should we draw the line of law in a note on "the Hiram of the Freemasons" (he is trade of av.y kind whatsoever. Thus I trust it can
jn such a way as to allow comparativly "free rum," careful not to say Hiram Abiff), givs his readers a 1 easily be seen that labor not only creates capital or
. -while at the same time arresting the keepers of· faint view of the same key:
stored labor, but constantly keeps it in exchange,
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that it was merely an advertising dodge, the efficacy of which
was very apparent, while others asserted that it was a warning
sent down by the Young Men's Christian Association. Whatever the purpose of the documents, they certainly did not prevent Mr. Ingersoll from having a tremendous audience. The
tickets were at a price which the ordinary lecture attendant
would pronounce exorbitant, but, notwithstanding, the great
auditorium was packed, even the space railed in for the musicians being taken, and chairs on the stage selling at a·premium
after the rest of the house was filled. If the Boston peo11l8
can stand such an insult, certainly Col. Ingersoll has no cause
to complain. The solicitude shown by theY. M. a. A. affords
strong proof of the efficacy of his lectures.
THE cowardice and dishonesty of the religious press is generally known, but it has again been shown by the Methodist
Christian Advocate, J. M. Buckley editor. Some two years
ago, "Chaplain McCabe," chief fugleman of the "Board of
Church Extension of the Methodist Episcopal Church," was
particularly vehement in his denunciation of Freethinkers.
While !a.boring in the neighborhood of P. B. Reasoner, a stanch
Liberal of Adrian, Mich., that gentleman addressed a few
plain questions to the valiant author of a "Dream of Ingersollville," touching the Bible and theology, and demanded an
answer. Under date of Sept. 16, 1882, Mr. McCabe replied,
evading answering the questions, but reeommending Mr. ReaA MoRMON missionary has just been sent to prison in Vienna soner to correspond with the editor of the Advocate. The letfor preaching his doctrins. Commenting on this fact the Post ter reads:
Editorial Notes.
this morning says: "The Austrian government at least under"P. B. Ru.soNEB, EsQ., My Dear Sir: Your letter of recent
IN signing the petition for state secularization Liberals stands how to deal with the Mormon question." Yes, it un- date is before me. I am glad to hear from you. Your quesshould add their addresses, in order that there may be no derstands how to do it in the way the Jews delt with Christ tions are reasonable and quite capable of being answered to
chance for the church party to .cry ,, irresponsibility,'' as they and his religion; as the Romans dealt with Ignatius, Polyca:p, the satisfaction of anyone· sincerely desirin& the truth and willJustin, and the other early Christian martyrs; as the Spamsh ing to be convinced. I wish you would wnte out your queswould be sure to do should the opportunity present itself.
Catholics a few centuries since·dealt with their Protestant sub- tions and send them to Rev. J. M. Buckley, 805 Broadway, New
CoMMENTING upon our notorious ex-president's connection jects in Spain and the Netherlands; as the Puritans of New York. He will take great pleasure in replying t~ them. He
with a broken Wall street firm, the Utica Observer ungener- England dealt with the unfortunates who happened to hold a has in his paper, the New York Advocate, a question drawer,
ously remarks that "Mr. Hayes will never be charged with different belief from them· as the Russian government, and and he givs time and thought to just such questions as yours.
having allowed his name to be used by a firm of swindlers. Austria too of to-day per~its Jews to be dealt with by its I am, as you may readily believe, the busiest man in ~he Methbigoted' citi~ens. That, however, is not the American ~ay of odist church. My work takes every moment of my t1me. For
You couldn't get a loan of ten cents on R. B. Hayes's name." doing things. While we detest polygamy as much, if not myself, the gospel of Jesus C_hrist givs me. joy 1~nspeakable.
THE authorities of Newark, N. J., are furnishing the Salva- more, than the Austrians, w~do-not believe in throwing a man You might as well try to convmce me there 1S no llght as to try
into prison because he comes into our midst and preaches doc- to convince me there is no truth in a gospel that brings partionists with free board and lodging. So it seems these itin- trins we do not agree with. We Americans are not perfect by don and peace to my soul, and lifts for me the curtain of the
erants are better off than Christ, who, it will be remembered, any means in our spirit of toleration, but we hav, thank prov- future and reveals to me my own immortality. God bless you
complained that the Son of Man had not where to lay his head. idence, a more truly Christian way of dealing with those who and guide you into all truth. Your questions may not be anA parallel, however, can be drawn between the Newark police differ with us in belief than the Austrians.-Pittsburgh Leader. swered in the paper for some time, owing to the large number
and the Roman authorities of Jerusalem.
We fail to see what grounds the Leader has for claiming tol- always ahead and waiting. But they will be answered in time.
" Yours faithfully,
C. C. M"'CCA.BE,"
eration to be a Christian virtue. The Post is a Christian paper,
MR. J. A. RuTHERFORD, of Dowlin, Lamar Co., Texas, was
Mr. Reasoner then wrote to Mr. Buckley-in fact, he has
yet it applauds the imprisonment of a man who had committed
born January 31, 1799. As he is a little proud of his age, he
no crime, and only differed with the Austrian government in written him several times, l;mt has ·received no answer. Again
wishes us to say, and also wants other papers to copy, that he
religious belief. The Leader's memory is also defectiv in his- he wrote Mr. McCabe, who again referred him to Buckley,
will be pleased "to receive a postal-card from every man and
torical reminiscences. It forgets the brutal persecutions of saying:
woman in the United States born about that time." He wishes
"I am too busy to discuss matters with you. Please write
the Protestant Sonoy in the Netherlands, the torture inflicted
to know who, what, and where? He will try to answer.
upon the heretics in Geveva, and the infernal treatment of to Dr. Buckley. I gave him yours about the sons of Saul.
day he will reply when you least think about it. I wish I
FRANCES PoWER Conn~, "Hon. Sec. and Foundress Victoria the Catholics in Ireland by the Protestant rulers. Toleration Some
could lead you to the truth, which would make you free and
Street Society for the Protection of Animals from Vivisection,'' exists among Christians only when they are weak.
giv you rest. God bless you.
has appointed Mattie C. Mitchell, our eloquent correspondent
"Yours faithfully,
C. a. McCAB:m."
PROF. ADLER recently lectured in Chickering Hall, on
from Jackson, the "honorary correspondent from llfichigan '•
The Advocate of March 27th, of this year, contained an exof the society. Ernest Von Weber has also written her a letter the past and the future of the Society for Ethical Culture. tract from the Canadian Methodist Magazine, in which a London
complimenting her efforts. Elliott Preston is respons~ble for During the lecture, in which he cited many interesting facts journal was quoted to the effect of that of twenty former secconcerning the good work done by the society, the professor ular lecturers, sixteen had again professed Christianity. We
all this.
suggested that the society should become more republican in wrote to Buckley, pointing out that in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
IN forwarding notices ~ his lecturing engagements our jolly its organization. The establishment of a new priesthood
Oct. 20; 1883, was printed a complete refutatwn of this prefriend Bell, who is going up and down the land preaching to was not what was wanted. The members could not apall who want to hear him, writes a few commendatory sen- prove of keeping up the old relations of priests and people, posterous statement, and asked him to tell the truth to his
readers. In a day or two Buckley sent one of the assistant
tences of THE TRUTH SEEKER. "I am,'' he says, "much nor that the cross should be erected to divide these two
pleased with the solid up-to-the-time style of THE TRUTH orders. The priest was, he said, too much of a spiritual editors to this office for a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER alluded
to, whieh we supplied him gratuitously, though it was nearly
SEEKER. I think you are improving it all the time. Spencer teacher, and not enough of an ethical instructor. The
the last one on hand, remarking to the gray-haired errand~boy
and Andrews are well worth reading. And the people must society should be divided into various sections, just as the
that if Buckley was honest he would print the whole truth
come to it sooner or later, that THE 'fRUTH SEEKER givs them societies for the advancement of science in the United States
about Freethinkers. But not a word has the Advocate con.the best mental diet to be had."
and England had divided themselvs. The separate sections tained in retraction of the falsehood, and its thousands of
AFTER several months' suspension Mr. Benj. R. Tucker's of such societies met frequently to consider questions con- readers are undoubtedly firmly convinced that sixteen leading
Liberty again appears. It is doubled in size, and will be issued nected with their several specialities, and then the whole English Infidels hav joined the church, and will bleat it
fortnightly. A. P. Kelly is associated with Mr. Tucker in its society came together at stated periods to discuss predeter- around their respectiv neighborhoods as a convincing proof of
editing, both gentleman being brilliant professional journal- mined questions. He urged the establishment of sections to the power of the gospel. After his futil attempts to get anists. We find in the first double issue a criticism upon Mr. be known as "The Merchants','' "The Industrial,'' " The swers to his questions, Mr. Reasoner came to the conclusion
Spencer's "Coming Slavery,'' in which occurs the following: Lawyers','' and "The Mothers'." The members of such sec- "that all or nearly all of tlae Christian clergy are arrant cow"A very acute criticism of Mr. Spencer's position has been tions would best .know the crooked paths in their respectiv ards or knaves, or perhaps both," and we are strongly inclined
made recently before the Manhattan Liberal Club by Stephen departments whereby men were seduced from the right, and to join him im. his opinion.
Pearl Andrews. Judging from the repGrt in the New York could therefore best suggest some means for improving
F. B. LIVEZEY, the interesting crank of Catonsville, Md.,
TRUTH SEEKim, it is the best thing that Mr. Andrews has said public morals. No man could properly be ethical only on
professes to be willing to accept the offer of one of our correin some time, and Liberty extends him her warmest thanks Sunday. What was needed more than all was the planting
spondents (printed in THE TRUTH lilEEKER of April 26th), and
and congratulations. Room must be found for his remarks of ethical culture in the down-town offices. When it became as we now hav the permission of the gentleman to use his
known
that
a
member
of
the
ethical
society
was
never
before long in the these columns. He shows that Mr. Spenname we. append the letter in full:
cer has never once used the word 'justice;' that he is not the guilty. of false banking or fraudulent bankruptcy, then,
"SQUAW CREEK, IDA. TER., April 6, 1884.
radica!laissezjai1·e philosopher which he pretends to be; that indeed, would the society hav its reward in general apprecia"MR. EDIToR: I received the inclosed [circulars,' Stake and
tion.
He
thought
that
there
must
be
among
the
members,
the only true believers in laissez fa ire are the Anarchists; that
Gibbet in 1883 ' and 'Priest Seaver,'], and not being able to
individualism must be supplemented by the doctrins of equity as in the churches, an outer and an inner circle/the one to fathom them, inclose the same to you.. What I?-nd.of. an a.niand courtesy,; and that, while State Socialism is just as dan- be composed of the hearers of lectures, and the other of true mal is it-bird, beast, or man? If of bud sperues, 1s 1t a bud
of paradise, eagle, or vulture, or a fence-bird? If _of the beast
''
gerous and tyrannical as Mr. Spencer pictures it, 'there is a working members.
order is it hyena, elephant, or lamb? If of the h1gher grade,
higher and nobler form of Socialism which is not only not
PEOPLE passing along Washington street, says a Boston pa- is it ;. Freem!ln, Guiteau, or a gentleman? When. reading his
slavery, but which is our only means of rescue from all sorts per, on the evening of Col. Ingersoll's lecture in that city, nat- Oregon story, it smelled very bad; also that Infid~llty must go,
and degrees of.slavery.' All this is straight to the mark-tell- urally gathered the idea as they neared the vicinity of the etc. But the conscience of a man who would rurculate such
stuff (as it looks to me) ~mst be small, or he ?lus~ hav bee~
ing thrusts which Mr. Spencer can never parry."
Boston Theater that either a fire was in progress, or a street born without one; and 1f one ever sprouted m his body, 1t
if'ow "practical " politicians legislate is well illustrated by fight of absorbing interest had just taken place. The stream never grew to be larger than the little end of nothing whittled
Mr. Abram Hewitt's new tariff bill. A Washington dispatch of humanity which was pouring into the vestibule of the great down and then grou:o.d. I see there are twenty-five silenced
to the Sun of the 16th says:
play-house was insufficient to account for the crowd which had men-at least I always took them to be men from reaC!ing
"Mr. Morrison to-day received a letter from H. W. Oliver, Jr., gathered upon both sides of the thoroughfare, blocking the their writings for I hav the pleasure of the personal acquamtof Pittsburgh, in which, referring to the Hewitt Tariff bill, the sidewalks and extending out into the street. Investigation ance of but ~ne-the one smitten in the cheek. Now, if the
-well what is it? (Darwin lies buried in Westminster
writer says: • The duty on wire is advanced half a cent per
pound. The duty on iron rods, in coils or loops, is advanced showed that the cause of the excitement was a placard printed Abbey~poor man, what enjoyment he may hav lost!) wishes,
from six-tenths of a cent to one and two-tenth cents per pound. in large black letters borne by a man who paced conscien- I will put up two dollars to his one to make his assertion good
Steel wire rods in effect, are made free. Mr. Hewitt, there- tiously back and forth just outside the curb-stone in front of about Infidel assassins in Oregon, and will giv him one hundred
fore modifies the duties on metals as follows: First, he in- the theater entrance. The inscription thereon was after this dollars apiece for every Infidel found engaged in any secret
plot to persecute any sect or denomination in Oregon. Furcrea~es the duty on wire, of which he is one of the largest man- style:
thermore, will giv him one hundred dollars for each one found
ufacturers in the United States, half a cent per pound. SecTHE WICKED
among the twenty-five gentlemen nam~d _who uphold such
ond he doubles the duty on iron rods, of which he is the largSHALL BE TURNED INTO
work for if Infidels are of that class, 1t 1s well the world
est ~anufacturer in the country. Third, he places steel rodR,
shouid know it. Perhaps he better purchase Dr. York's poems.
HELL,
of which ~e is a large consumer, and which he does not manThere he will find echoes from Infidel hearts from the first to
ufacture, practic~ly on the free list. 'Yith the excep_tion of
AND ALL THE NATIONS THAT
the last verse. See especiallyp. 70, v. i; 1?·.71, v.l; p. 73, v. ill;
placing ore and tm plate on the free hst, the foregomg are
FORGET
GOD.
p. 74, v. ii; p, 75, v. ii and iii; 'Only Wruting,' pp. 76, 77, and
about all the changes Mr. Hewitt makes in the metal schedule.
78
especially v. iii p. 86. How much truth found on pp. 94,
Psalm ix, 17.
Mr. Oliver suggests that so far as the met~! schedule is concerned, the bill might be placed on the pnvate calendar and Two men also industriously delivered tracts at the door as long 95' 96 and 97 li~ will learn 'Eternal Justice' on p. 7 (no
sl~ep:rs). If we l{new (J?· 18) such Jitera~ure .came from an
entitled, 'A bill for the benefit of Cooper, Hewitt & Co.'"
as the supply lasted. It was the occasion of Col. R. .G. Inger- angel, let him show his wmgs and w~~:rble h1s vo10e that we m~y
And yet Mr. Hewitt is one of the most patriotic men in Con- soll's lecture on "Orthodoxy," and two opinions prevailed as hear his echoes. For his benefit be 1t known I hav a share m
gress.
to the meaning of the tracts and the placard. Some thought the memorial to Thomas Paine, and hav had for years ; als

Right here now is where labor gave birth to money.
Labor in making its exchanges found it necessary,to
create a medium of exchange to meet the differences
in exchanges, arising from the many values held on
stored labor of exchange. Further than to balance
the differences or debt of exchanges, money is powerless. It possesses neither the power of creation nor
destruction; and to sustain my assertion I will say I
go to the smitp and offer him money for an ax to fell
some trees, but as he wants bread, the exchange can
only be made in wheat, hence my money is powerless; but stored labor combined with labor can
accomplish my object, still, it is labor alone that
possesses power, as stored labor can only feed labor
in carrying out its enterprises.
When you SllY Capital begot Labor, poor Labor
breaks down completely, and sobs under the load of
the stigma. But here comes the most trying ordeal,
when poor crushed Labor is placed on the same level
with money, and now trembling, he awaits to see
what possibly may be brought forth next. Perhaps
some profound political economist will yet find
another aspiring child loudly claiming to be the
father of Labor.
RAY D. CHAPMAN.

SEcTION 7032 of the Ohio statutes reads:
"Whoever, on the first day of the week, commonly cal.led
Sunday, participates in, or exhibits to the public, with or W1thout charge for admitt!11l!Je, in any buildmg,. room, groun~,
garden, or other place in this state, any theatncal or dra~at10
performance of any kind or description, or eq1;1estrian o~ rurcus
performance of jugglers, acrobats, rope dancmg, sparrmg exhibitions, variety shows, negro minstrelsy, living statuary,
ballooning, or any base ball playing, or any ten pins or ot~er
games of a simil!lr kind or kinds, or participant!> iD: keepmg
any low or disorderly house of resort, or shall sell, d1spose, or
giv away any ale, beer, porter, or spirituous liquors in any
building appendant or adjacent thereto, Where any sue~ show,
performance or exhibition is given, or house or place 1S kept,
he or she shall on complaint made within twenty days thereafter be fined in any sum not exceeding $100, or be confined
in the county jail, not exceeding six months or both, at tb,e
discretion of the court."
Recently the "Exeeutiv Committee of the Cincinnati
Evangelical Ministerial Association " called upon the mayor
of Cincinnati and asked that the section be enforced. The
mayor refused to move, alleging that no j\lry could be found
to convict for ''Sabbath" violation. This shows that the people of Cincinnati. hav got their eyes open. Whatever is right
on Saturday is right on Sunday, and any theatrical performance that is unobjectionable on that night cannot become
wrong by the hands of a clock passing a given point.
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remarkably opportune, as the questions involved or more brilliantly illustrativ treatment of the International
price is $2.00 per year.
were now forcing themselvs upon the world more Bible Lessons. The subscription,JOHN
WAGNE:R P:RITCHA:RD.
stron~ly than ever before. The power of wealth was
growmg more and more aggressiv, and the monied
OnTONVILLE, MrcH., May 1, 1884.
JoHN WAGNER PRITCIIARD, Dear Sir: I hav a copy of your
m~n had a greater power over legislation than legislatiOn had over them. Mr. Hough was mainly cor- Christian Statesman sent me to this place, together with your
printed postal card advising me that the central object of the
rect as far as he went, but failed to go.far enough. paper
is to advocate "National Reform," that is, to Christianize
The. remedy will be the development of right men our noble national Constitution and submerge our people in
and women. There must be a conspiracy to do good; the dark slavery of the old world, to wit, church and state.
to take posession of the world and run it in the name Those great-souled men, Franklin, Thomas Paine, Washington,
Jefferson, Adams, Patrick Henry, and others, perceiving this
of humanity.
monster of the old world, took their lives in their hands-dePoet Founting was called upon but his modesty fied the tyrants, and gave ns secular liberty, and you would deforbade him to respond.
'
stroy it ! The very monster the old world is now striving to
Mr. Hunn answered to his name, and took the plat- shake off, you would saddle on to us! You can't do it! The
people are becoming too thoroughly enlightened.· But should
form. He agreed with all that had been said but he it
possibly come in my day, I would fight, for I hav strendesired to see talk supplemented with acti~n. He uously labored the last thirty-five years against this very idea.
The Monument Fund.
I return your paper unopened, and you will please send me
Four weeks ago the deficiency on the monument held that it was the first duty of those present to vote no more copies of it.
DR. T. S. ANDREWS.
for Ben Butler, when the Greenbackers nominated
was $42.58. Since then donations hav been made as him for president. Then thev m11st agitate. Talk
follows:
Pious Men.
wherever you are. "You want to get up here occaFrom the New York Sun,
C. A. Bien,
1 00 D. P. Willcox,
1 00 sionally," said Mr. Hunn, "and make a fool of yourJ. E: ,Marden,
1 00 W. W. Manderfeld,
70 selva, the same as I do." That might inspire some
Mr. George 'L. Seney, lately the president of the
Dr. J. L. York,
1 00 E. Runnels,
70
Metropolitan Bank, has given away hundreds of
C. M. Piper,
55 Mrs. Sarah Clark,
100 other.indi~idual to do li~ewise. Anything was better
Nat. Moore,
75 Henry H. Bigelow,
1 00 th~ mactwn. He admired the Catholic church be- thousands of dollars for religious and philanthropic
Franz B. Woelke,
1 00 Wm. Whittick,
70 cause it was so well organized. The Protestant de- puposes.
Leonard Sevalley,
1 00 W. C. Hake,
75 pominations were nothing compared to it, and for
Mr. A. S. Ha,tch of Fisk & Hatch was conspicuous,
25
J.T.W.,
not merely as president of the Stock Exchange, but
them
he
had
great
contempt.
The
Catholic
could
Total,
12 40
caul~ say to Ingersoll, "Go on, Robert; you are de- also as an enthusiastic supporter of movements for
Leaving still a deficit of $30.18.
stroymg other church organizations but you are not the moral and. religious improvement of his fellowThe lithograph is l;>eing prepared with all possible hurting us." Hr. Hunn's liveliness' was appreciated men. After presiding over the Stock Board during
the week he would even do the work of a lay preacher
expedition, and we expect to be able to send it out and encouraged by frequent applause.
on Sunday in Jerry McAuley's mission. Mr. Hatch
Dr.
Weeks
also
admired
the
organization
of
the
shortly. :Meanwhile orders will be booked for it.
The price, it will be remembered, is 30 cents to con- Catholic church, but disapproved of it as an instru- was, besides, a liberal pecuniary backer of that and
ment of despotism. The people of this country must other religious undertakings.
. tributors to the monument; to other!!, 50 cents.
But Mr. Seney, as president of the :Metropolitan
learn from their own blunders what is good and what
is not good for their welfare. We profit by our mis- Bank, imperilled the property of his fellow stocktakes. The bumped nose which we sustained in in- holders and impaired confidence in the security of
Lectures and Meetings.
other banks by his vast specnlativ ventures.
W. S. BELL lectures in Alexandria, Minn., May 25th and fancy was the first intimation we received that there
Mr. Hatch by his failure brought down also the
26th; Clear Lake, Wis., May 28th, 29th, and 30th; Arcadia, was a law of gravitation. By makingmistakeswefind
Wis., June 1st, 2d, and 3d; Nashua, Iowa, June 8th, 9th, and out what it is necessary to avoid and learn by con- Newark Savings Institution, and appears to hav used
the securities of the institution deposited with hil'l
trast what is good for us.
'
lOth.
Madam Delescluze requested permission to say a house, in an unwarrantable, if not extremely culpable,
THE Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists will hold a
few words, and was received with an amount of en- way. By so doing he has caused untold anguish
three flays' conference meeting in Omro, on June 6th, 7th,
thusiasm which her remarks, being devoted chiefly to among the poor people who had intrusted their savand 8th. Judge Holbrook, of Chicago, and Mrs. L. M. Spencer,
an attempt to ridicul~ Mr. Andrews, served somewhat ings to the Newark Bank. If the outcasts of Jerry
of Milwaukee, are engaged to speak, and others are expected.
to put a damper on. After having rais-d a laugh at McAuley's mission hav blessed him, the industrious
Dr. J. C. Phillips is secretary, and intending visitors can learn
the expense of the pantarch, Madam Delescluze di- poor of Newark must now curse him with much more
of reductions made in railroad fares by communicating with
vul~ed the Socialistic scheme for setting things right, heartiness.
him. Reduced hotel rates are advertised.
Of course the vulgar scoffer will say that all this
whiCh was to force bad people to be good. She would
"SUNDAY, Past, Present, and To Come," is the subject of strip the wealthy community naked, and make them only proves the men to be religious impostors. But
George Chainey's lecture next Sunday morning at German go to work before they should eat or wear a garment. we do not call them so. We do not question their
Masonic Hall, at 11 o'clock. What Sunday has been, almost This. eminently improp~r suggestion was favorably honesty and sincerity. That they both tried to do
everybody knows; what it will be, is a very important problem received by those who did not pause to consider the good for the sake of doil.~g good we hav no doubt.
which no doubt Mr. Chainey will discuss with his usual elo- undignified spectacle that would be presented ifthe The trouble was that the public assumed that because
quence and skill.·. Sunday was originally a pagan festival, and lady's proposition should be carried out.
they were kind-hearted they were necessarily men of ·
it ought in the future to be a Liberal festival. How this will
unswerving fidelity to a trust, sound business judgVaughan,
of
Virginia,
took
the
floor
in
a
Professor
be done our Freethought orator will show, and demonstrate
ment, and firm moral principle.
highly
perturbed
state
of
mind.
Everything
seemed
that the future Sunday when obsetved according to scientific
A man's religious impulses may be good and true,
to hav conspired against him. He said first that Liband artistic methods will be of immense service to humanity.
anJ his enthusiasm for humanity deep and genuin,
eral
organizations
were
composed
of
bigots.
It
is
It is to be hoped that the Liberals of New York and vicinity
but his moral principle may be at the same time unwill show to what good use they can put the Sunday by com- inconceiv!J.ble that the professor here alluded to the
sound and weak.
club
itself,
or
even
to
the
Newark
Liberal
League
of
ing one and all to thif! highly interesting and instrnctiv lecture.
It deals with a subject of vital concern to the progress of Lib- which he is willing to be a member. Then he ~a
From tho World.
eral ideas and the triumph of secular government. Remem- counted a visit which he had paid to John Swinton
The bankruptcy of the gambling bankers and
with
the
praiseworthy
intention
of
instructing
that
ber that the seats are free. Come and bring your friends with
gentleman in the art of running a newspaper. Mr. brokers will play havoc with the professional saints
you, and greet our eloquenb advocate with a full house.
Swinton had listened to Professor Vaughan, and then and reformers.
President Fish is a member of the Union League
remarked: "You are the fifth crank that has called on
The Liberal Club.
me to-day. If you will go and bring in the four Club, and a pious churchman and deacon.
President Seney, who also speculated with the
It would be unreasonable for the reader to expect others I will make over the whole business to you."
funds
of the bank of which he was trustee, is a churchas good a report of the 340th meeting of the Man- But this was not the end of Professor Vaughan's
hattaft Liberhl Club as was given of the 339th be- troubles. A would-be wit had reported his speeches member and a philanthropist who was liberal with
cause the last mentioned was reported by a writ~r of before the club, and reported a lie. (Perhaps this the money he made in speculations, probably to satgreat experience, who has driven the gleaming plow- cannot be denied. The reporter is not responsible, isfy his conscience and his sense of his religious
sh~e o~ his pen throug~ every field where literary however, for Professor Vaughan's statements.) "I duties.
President Eno, who depleted his bank of the nice
gemus IS capable of catchmg on. The present writer am not so· poor," said the speaker," that I must abuse
confesses, like the editor of the Investigator, to being a man because he don't happen to take my paper." little sum of four million dollars, is treasurer of the
an amateur.
Consoling himself with this reflection, the professor Civil Service Reform League, member of the Union
The hall where the club meets has been furnished made his customary speech. The long preface which League Club, and a class-leader in the church.
Ferdinand Ward is a leading ,light of a Brooklyn
with new and, elegant chairs, which, while they are he had inserted made his remarks extend over the
Rights
churcsb, and a member of the Union League
not quite as comfortable to sit in as the old ones, are ten minute limit, and the chairman's effort•to cut it
nevertheless a great deal handsomer. Added to this off at the end of that time were futil. This gentle- Club.
President Dodd, of the Newark Bank, is a pious
the janitor, in a passing freak of extravagance, had man apparently doesn't know when he is well off,
lighted one or two more burners on the chandeliers He has in his connubial arrangements solved the church-member, deacon, class-leader, and Sundaythan usual, and the scene was quite brilliant. Mr. trinitarian problem of reducing three to one, and is school teacher.
Fisk, the broker, is the brother of the great reSabin Hough was the lecturer of the evening, his otherwise an unusual person; but he is not pleased
subject being" Civil Government." He traced the with the attention he has attracted, and his name will former, Clinton B. Fisk, a member of the Union
League Club and a church communicant.
rise and development of government from its origin therefore be omitted hereafter from these reports.
Gen. Grant, the broker, belongs to the Union
Mr. Hough in his closing remarks predicted that
in the paternal type to its ultimate, the republic, He
believed that this country, considering its youth, was this government as now administered could not sur- League Club, and is a member of Parson Newman's
church-militant.
doing very well. But the drift at present was in the vive the close of the present century.
0. M. Bogart, the broker, is saintly in his church
Dr. Paul Carus speaks upon the subject of "Educawrong direction to insure continued prosperity. A
duties and prominent in the Union League Club.
mutually destructiv competition pervading every tion and Liberty " at the next meeting.
President Hatch, of the Stock Exchange, is a shinform of industry, bringing about a survival of the
ing light of the Union League Club, devout in his
Waldng the Wrong Passenger.
strongest though not the fittest, was the result. Nonreligious duties, an expert at leading in the hymns,
producing capitalists on the one hapd and tramps on
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The fol- and an exhorter at the Jerry McAuley Mission.
the other were a heavier burden than industry could lowing explains itself. The sleuth hounds are ever
This is a goodly and a godly list. It shows that
bear. The one remedy was government ownership after the pillars of our liberties, and Edmunds I
society and swindling may walk shoulder to shoulder
and management of the railway and telegraph plant think, is their man for president.
'
and piety and peculation can go hand in hand.
except such portions as bind themselvs to conduct
OFFICE CllRlSTIAN STATESMAN,
their business as the government may direct. The
{ 1520 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADEI~PHIA, P A.
ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
tariff must also be reduced, and finally swept away Permit me to mail yon a specimen copy of the Christian
entirely. The lecture was able and well written, but Statesman, whi6h, I trust, yon will carefully e:x:amin. The Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKER.
purpose of the paper is to disseminate and urge the Trial subscriptions of three months for 50 cents.
not especially enlivening, and a gentleman who sat special
of the important principles of National Reform
near Madam Delescluze, dropped asleep early in the acceptance
although the character and varied nature of its contents mak~
"THE Truth Seeker Annual and ~'reethinkers'
.evening and snored softly.
it especially valuable as a paper for home reading and study.
;Mr. Andrews said the ]ectwe was a good one and No other journal givs a more thorough and reliable exposition Almanac," 25 cents.
one in D. M. Bennett's monument; and when others as worthy
die, I will, if alive, want the honor of acting in like manner.
By the way, if by reading A. Jacobson's book (see paper
marked), we can learn to raise spotted calves, why shouldn't
E. H. Heywood teach us how to raise unspotted men, so they
would not be spotting their fellow-men because they differed
on a subject no one lrn:ows any more of than my old grandmother did when she told me the spotted calf story?
"Any information through your columns will be thankfully
received by me, and perhaps marny others. If that fellow is
another Guiteau, his friends better put him safely away in
Albany.
"Rind regards to yourself and all others who are for justice
and right-Christian, Jew, or heathen, for I hav always found
a few good Christians, and guess James Vincent found one
when he married.
A. G. Cmmo11."
Now let the Maryland gentleman ~roceed with his circus.

)
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to Daphne (near Antioch in Syria), and Onesiphorus Tryphena, and returned to !conium. Here she went
with his family had followed him there. After many to the house. of Onesiphorus. Thamyris, her bedays' fasting, the children got very hungry; but the trothed, was dead, but her mother was living. She
father had no money. So Paul took off his cloak, sent for her mother and said: "Theocleia, my mother,
Acts of Paul and Thecla.
Tertullian and sent one of the children with it to buy bread. canst thou believe that the Lord liveth in the
This book is of undoubted antiquity.
This procured five loaves and some herbs. On the heavens? For whether thou desirest wealth, God
speaks of it as follows:
errand, the child met Thecla astray, and told her that givs it to thee through me, or thy child, I am stand"But if the writings which wrongly go under Paul's name Paul had been distressed about her and praying six ing beside thee." "And .having thus testified," says
claim Thecla's example as a license for woman's teaching and
baptizing, let them know that in Asia, a presbyter who com- days. She hastened to the tomb, :where they were the writer, "she departed to Seleucia, where she
dwelt in a cave seventy-two years, living upon herbs
posed that writing, as if he were augmenting Paul's fame from all refreshed with the food.
his own store, after being convicted and confessing that he had
Thecla wanted to cut her hair and follow Paul; but and water."
done it from love of Paul, was removed from his office. For he feared she might be unable to withstand tem{>taIn this cave she was beset by some wicked young
how credible would it seem that he who has not permitted a
woman (mulier) even to learn with over-boldness, should giv tion on account of her beauty. But she said: "Only men, but, "by the providence of God, shE\ entered
a female (jrnm,ina) the power of teaching and baptizing" (On giv me the seal in Christ, and temptation shall not into the rock alive and went under ground."
Baptism, xvi).
touch me."
At last she went to Rome to see Paul, but the
The
seal
of
the
Holy
Spirit
is
alluded
to
in
1
Cor.
apostle
was dead, and after a short time she also
The story is, that after Paul's :tlight from Antioch
(in Pisidia?) he went to !conium. His fellow-travelers i, 22; Eph. i, 13, and iv, 30. What it was no one died and was buried near Paul's tomb.
She was seventeen years old when she was cast
were Demas and Ermogenes (2 Tim. i, 15, iv. 10). now knows, but we shall presently see that it was
into the fire; eighteen when thrown among the wild
Barnabas is not mentioned at all. These two fellows something material.
Paul said to Thecla: "Wait with patience and thou beasts; and lived to the age of ninety.
pretended to love Paul, and he taught them about
shalt receive the water." Then he sent Onesiphorus
Another MS. locates the cave in a mountain called
the birth and resurrection of Christ.
Onesiphorus, a citizen of !conium, with his wife and his family back to !conium, while he and Thecla Calamon or Rhodeon, and givs a few more particuand two sons, we:rt out to meet Paul that he might proceeded to Antioch (in Syria?). On the way a lara of her life in the cave. She cured diseases ·and
entertain him. Titus (who is not mentioned in Acts Syriarch named Alexander met them and tried Jo expelled unclean spirits. The physicians of Seleucia
unless as Titus Justus, of Corinth) had informed bribe Paul to giv her up. The bribe being refused, called her a priestess of Artemis (the son of Isis and
Onesiphorus how Paul looked, which enabled him to the man attempted to take her by force. She tore Osiris), and as she had interfered with their trade
identify the apostle on the highway; and the writer his cloak and pulled off his crown. Then he led her they sent some drunken fellows to corrupt her. She
describes him as "small in size, bald-headed, bandy- before the governor, who, upon her confession of told them that she was a ·humble old woman and a
legged, well built (or healthy), with eyebrows meeting, what she had done, condemned her to the wild. beasts. servant of her Lord Jesus Christ. The boys seized
This judgment aroused the indignation of the wo- her. She then said: "Wait, m7 children, that you
rather long-nosed, full of grace." Paul smiled, and
Onesiphorus said: "Hail, 0 servant of the blessed men; and one named Tryphena (Rom. xvi, 12), who may see the glory of the Lord.' Then she prayed,
had lately lost a daughter, was permitted to hav the and a voice from heaven said: "Fear not, Thecla, my
God!"
Demas and Ermogenes were offended because they custody of the maiden preparatory to the exposure true servant, for I am with thee. Look and see
where an opening has been made for thee." The
also were not saluted; but the good man condescended to the beasts.
When
all
was
ready
Thecla
was
bound
.to
a
lioness.
;rock
opened and ~a she entered within, it closed up
to invite them to his house to rest themselvs.
There was great joy, bending of knees, and break- But the animal licked the maiden's feet to the as- so that not even a ]oint appeared. · Then the young
ing of bread when they all entered the house of tonishment of the multitude, and the women cried ruffians were baffied, being only able to retain a
fragment of the old virgin's veil.
Onesiphorus. (See bles~ing of the same house in 2 out: "An impious sentence!"
After
this
failure
Tryphena
again
took
Thecla
to
This story may hav been forged by a presbyter of
Tim. i, 16, and iv, 9.) Paul delivered a discourse
commending virginity, retiring from the world, and her home; for her depeased daughter had said to her Asia in the second century, as Tertullian affirms.
in a dream: "Take this stranger in my place, that But we suspect that the alleged forgery was 'only a
baptism.
While the apostle was thus preaching in "the she may pray for me and that I may be transferred redaction of an old story founded on fact. There is
. an uncertainty about the geography which is probchurch in the house of Onesiphorus,'' a maiden named to the place of the just."
The
next
day,
in
spite
of
the
indignation
of
the
ably due to the ignorance of the writer or to aharaThecla listened to him night and day from her winpeople, and especially of the women, she was brought tion of the text. Paul went to !conium from Antioch,
dow close by.
Note here "the church in the house of Onesi- again into the arena, clothed only with a girdle. apparently in Pisidia; but from !conium he went into
phorus," as if established before Paul visited !conium. Lions and be~trs were let loose upon her. A fierce a tomb on the road to Daphne, and from thence into
Theoclia, the maiden's mother, not being able to lioness ran and lay down at her feet. A bear made Antioch. Now Daphne was a clebrated sanctuary of·
induce her daughter to leave the window, sent for her for her, but was torn to pieces by the lioness. A Appollo near Antioch in Syria, whence the ancient
betrothed, named Thamyris, to try his power of {>er- trained lion, belonging to the Syriarch, her accuser, name Antioch by Daphne. And Seleucia was a seasuasion. "For three days and three nights," said then ran upon her, but was killed by the lioness. port town sixteen miles from Antioch in Syria.
the mother, "Thecla does not rise from the window, More wild beasts were sent in. She prayed and then There was another Seleucia Trachea in Cilicia.
We find nothing in the story requiring us to beneither to eat nor to drink.'' Thamyris went and plunging herself in a ditch f1:1ll of water, said: "'In
.kissed his belo.ved one, saying: "Why dost thou sit the name of Jesus Christ I am baptized on my last lieve that it occurred in the first cantury, but, on the
thus overpowered? Turn to thy Thamyris and be day.'' The multitude wept, saying: "Do not throw contrary; several landmarks belonging to the canashamed." The mother and maid-servants wept, but thyself into the water;" and the governor shed tears tury before. When Rome began to absorb the king" because the seals were going to devour such dams of Asia Minor and Syria, the princes were alThecla answerEd nothing.
beauty.''
But she threw herself in, and "the seals lowed, for a time, to retain their titles and some of
Thamyris then went out to learn something about
the strange preacher. He met Demas and Erma- having seen thegl are <?f the fire of lightning, floated their royal privileges. Hence the words, "Syriarch"
genes and promised them money if they would in- about dead. And there was round her, as she was and "Queen," in this story. Thecla's accuser was
form him. They spoke disparagingly of Paul. He naked, a cloud of fire; so that neither could the wild .Alexander the Syriarch, and her benefactor was Queen
Tryphena. But both of these were subordinate to
took the two men into his house and gave them a beasts touch her, nor could she be seen naked.''
tbe proconsul. This state of things existed in the
sumptuous dinner with much wine. They advised
Her accuser now proposed to try some ferocious reign of Augustus, but the race of Syriarch's and
him to bring Paul before the governor Castelios on bulls that he had. The governor, looking gloomy,
Asiatic princes became extinct long before the reign
the charge of "persuading the multitudes to embrace said: "Do what thou wilt.'' So the bulls were
of Nero.
the new teaching of the Christians."
brought, and the maiden's feet being bound, red-hot
If Thecla went to Rome expecting to find Paul
The next morning he had Paul arrested and irons were touched to the tender loins of the bulls
alive she must hav been far short of ninety years of
brought before the governor on the charge of " mak- to make them furious. The animals rushed about,
ing virgins averse to marriage.'' Paul being re- but" the burning flame [of the seals?] consumed the ag~. Those who believe that Paul died in the reign
of Nero cannot make the apostle more than sixtyquired to answer, said that God had sent him to ropes, and she was as if she had not been bound.''
eight years at most, while we make him an octo~ena
reclaim men " from corruption and uncleanness, and
Here Tryphena, who was standing by the arena, rian, and truly "Paul the aged," in the reign of Aufrom all pleasure, and from death, that they may not fainted, and the crowd cried out: "Queen Tryphena
sin"-that he taught only what had been revealed to is dead.'' The governor, in dismay, stopped tbe gustus.
him ·by God, who had sent his own son, who alan e games, and even Alexander, the accuser, asked for
Ideal Perfection and Pro~ress.
h:;,d compassion on a world led astray. The pro- the release of Thecla. "For," said he, "if Cresar
AN ANSWER TO S. P. ANDREWS.
coned committed Paul for a further hearing.
should hear of these things he will speedily destroy
At night, Thecla bribed the gate-keeper to let her the city also 'along with us, because his kinswoman,
I hav reacl with much interest the p"\lblished acinto the prison, where she sat at Paul's feet to receive Queen Trypltena, had died beside the abaci "-i. e., count of S. P. Andrews's lecture in answer to Herbert
near the stage.
·
·
Spencer's" Coming Slavery." So far as the lecture
religious instruction~
Thamyris missed his beloved, and -dnt to search
Thecla· was now set at liberty and clothed in her itself is concerned, I can only say that I heartily agree
for her. The gate-keeper's fellow-slaves said she had own garments. The women shouted: "There is one with Mr. Andrews in all the points he makes, and
gone out of the city, but the keeper himself was God-the God of Thecla.'' Tryphena again wel- feel highly gratified that such a thorough answer
obliged to admit that she was within the prison.
comed the maiden to her home, saying: " Now I be- should hav been made to Mr. Spencer's fallacies; but
This being reported to the governor, he ordered lieve that the dead are raised; now I believe that my I must beg leave to differ from some of the sentithe prisoner and the maiden to be brought before child livs."
ments in some of Mr. Andrews's rejoinder to his
him. The crowd cried out against Paul, saying: "He
After a rest of eight days, Thecla heard that Paul critics.
·
is a magician! away with him!" But the proconsul was in Myra of Lyc•a. So she girded herself and
Mr. Andrews says: "The great question in Socilistened to Paul concerning Christ, and then called a. put on a man's cloak, and taking some young men ology, for me, is not what is necessary to-morrow,
council to try Thecla. "Why dost thou not obey and maidens with her went to Myra, where she found nor what is adapted to the low condition in which
Thamyris,"· said he, "according to the law of the the apostle preaching.
people are to day, but first and foremost, What is the
Iconians ?" She gave no answer. "Burn the wicked
The only reference to Myra in Acts is when he high ideal of a perfect human society?" And follows
wretch," cried out the mother.
stopped there on his voyage to Rome (xxvii, 5); but it by expressing clearly his opinion that the best and
The governor was greatly moved, and having it is hardly possible that he could hav preached in shortest way to progress is to study out" what are
scourged Paul,, and cast him out of the city, he con- that place at that time.
the fundamental principles in regard to what would
demned Thecla to be burnt in the midst of the
Paul was astonished to see Thecla and her com- be a perfect order of human life for perfect men and
panions. Thecla said, "I hav received the baptism, women."
theater.
The crowd attended the spectacle. Thecla "saw Paul.'' The apostle led her to the house of Hermeus
There is one insuperable difficulty about this mode
the Lord sitting in the likeness of Paul"(!) and said, (Hermas? Rom. xvi, 14), where she gave an account of procedure, and that is: How shall we know that
"As I am unable to endure my lot, Paul has come to of her sufferings. And Paul said: "Go, and teach our high ideal of a perfect society is correct? Our
see me.'' Fagots were brought in by virgins, and as the word of God.''
knowledge of the future is altogether dependent upon
Thecla came in naked to be burnt, the governor
This is contrary to 1 Tim. ii, 12: "I do not allow our knowledge of the past, and the past furnishes us
wept. 1\Iaking "the .sign of the cross," she went up a woman to teach;" and to 1 Cor. xiv, 31: "Let your with no safe data that can enable us to conceive what
on the pile. The fire blazed, but God in compassion women be silent in the church; for it is not permitted constitutes a perfect society. Not only it has failed
quenched it with a cloud of rain which came near them to speak.''
so far to furnish an example of a society that posdrowning the people.
Thecla gave to Paul for the benefit of the poor sessed the elements of perfection, but it has also enPaul had found refuge in a new tomb on the rqad some clothing and gold which she had received from tirely failed to evolve a common ide~l of wh11.t would
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constitute a. perfect order of human life for :·perfect
men and women.
.
Mr. Andrews is not the first man who has sought
after this perfect ideal. Christ and his disciples had
just such an ideal, and their followers hav been trying to realize it for the last 1800 years. Mohammed
had also his ideal; so had Brigham Young; so had
Noyes. Comte thought he had discovered the new
order of society, according to the most accul'ate
scientific knowledge; the same can be said of Fourier
and his followers, and the world is full of men who
are certain that they hav found the " fundamental
principles in regard to what would be a perfect order
of human life for perfect men and women." And
when they fail, as all hav, and all will, they, like the
Christians, place the failure on the imperfection of
human nature that is not yet adapted to the perfection of their high ideal.
Now, for my part, I hold very clearly and distinctly
that it has been given to no man, or set of men, to
know what·is a perfect maB, or a perfect woman, or
a perfect order of human life, or a perfect society;
and that no two men of sufficient mind to originate
their own thoughts will never agree entirely as to
wha.t constitutes this high order of.society.
And I further hold that, if there is ·a superior intelligence that controls progress in society, that superi or intelligence alone knows what the ultimate
result will be, and has not revealed it to Christ, Moltll.mmed, Young, Noyes, Fourier, Andrews, or anybody else; and that if there is no such superior in telligence, as Mr. Ward believes, then no one knows or
C'l.n know what the ultimate result will be, for it will
dEJpend upon the concurring result of so many different forces as to defy the powers of calculation of any
man or combination of men.

uals, or society, can also, in their collectiv capacity,
take advantage of their knowledge to satisfy their
collectiv wants, and by calling attention to the advantages offered. by government action as against
corporations and monopolies, offers arguments that
greatly strengthen the Socialist's position.
But this increase of knowledge, this desire to make
it available for the growth of what I call political cooperation, is itself the result of a blind groping after
better conditions, of a feeling one's way along in
or~er to get something to-morrow a little better than
to-day, and not of a high ideal of what constitutes a
perfect order of human Hfe for perfect men and
women.
ALBERT CHAVANNES.
Adair Creek, E. Tenn.

a useful though unecclesiastical ~rticle of furniture
should rather encourage than deter him.

Is Beecher an Honest

Man~

From the Detrmt Evening New•.

Mr. Beecher does not attract quite as much attention nowadays in his lecturing tours as he once did,
but his movements and sayings are still interesting
to thousands of people in every community. To the
disinterested student of contemporary manners he is
chiefly interesting for the unique divergence between
the doctrins he accepts and preaches and the causes
to which, as emb~died in parties and other visible
divisions, he allies himself. In discussion, whether
on the platform or in the pulpit, he adopts theories
against the practical application of which in real life
he
hurls the whole weight of his influence in action.
.A. Late but Promising Device.
In· politics he has been always a free trader in the~
The 297,966th invention filed in the Patent. Office
is due to the cerebral activity of Mr. James Joseph ocy, and a most persistent and faithful high protecBrennan, of Whippany, N. J., and iR described as a tionist in practice. He has talked in glittering sen"combined Holy-Water Font and Poor-Box." The tences against the slavery of tariff, and he has steadclaim sets forth the object of the arrangement as fol- ily cast his vote and influence to continue in power
the ptlrty pledged to protectiv tariffs as the cardinal
lows:
doctrin of its creed and the chief practice of its pol"The hereiu-described article of.church furniture, cousist- icy. He has denounced tariff as robbery, and he has
iug of a combiued poor-box and holy-water font sepo.ra:ted by
a partition, the said poor-box being projected above the font never failed to assist the robbers to their swag and
and iu the rear thereof, and provided with a slit or opening, protect them in its enjoyment. He has a hundred
and having a door, hinged at one edge and provided on its op- times in the last six months declared that the reform
posit edge with a suit>tble lock, and the holy-water font pro- of the tariff in the direction of free trade was the only
vided with a dip-openiug, and a tank, and provided at one end
with a door through which said tank may be removed, sub- political question before the people of this country
worth a moment's consideration, and he has warmly
stantially as and for the purposes set forth."
commended
the efforts of Carlisle, Morrison, and
Below we present a cut designed to convey a more
or less distinct outline of Mr. Brennan's invention. their followers to bring about that reform; yet he inWe are free to say this is not tends doing his utmost to compass the election of a
Republican president, which, as he perfectly well
strictly accurate, but it is the best knows and is ready to acknowlede-e, will defeat the
we can do with the limited facil- reform he pretenJs to desire. Nor does he apparOn the other hand, I m.aintain that the only way
ities of this office, which is not fitto progress is ex.il.ctly the one Mr. Andrews deprecates,
ted up with the necessary appur- ently recognize the slightest occasion for apology or
11 to feel one's way. along in order to get something
tenances for correctly describing explanation regarding this contradiction between
to-morrow a. little better than to-day." I contend
articles of church furniture; and opinion and action.
His attitude on religious and philosophical subthat improvement in society is a growth, not a. manuthe inventor has been thoughtless
jects
presents the same contradictions between utfacture, and that the practical men are those who say:
enough not to furnish us with
terance and action; between theoretical sympathy
"What is the use of going away off a thousand years a correct representation. Taken, however, as a whole,
ahead of us, or five thousand years ahead, for an ideal the resemblance is striking. Thl;l slit or opening in and practical affiliation and association. He runs afand profound thought? Why not take hold of the the said poor-box. projected above the font in the rear ter every novel doctrin of modern science like a child
thing immediately before our hand and do that?"
thereof must of necessity be imagined by the reader, after a new bauble, and frequently with as little understanding of it, and plays with the :flame of AgAnd I further contend that the Socialistic move- but the partly closed aperture shown in this picture no~:~ticism without apparent consciousness that it
merit that Mr. Spencer opposes, and Mr. Andrews is identical with the dip-opening of the holy-water burns the fingers of his theology. He talks with the
sustains, is a growth; that it is due to the blind con- font; and the tank, and the door through which said apostles of modern unbelief, yet insists on standing
sciousness of the laboring classes, who hav no high 1ank ma,v be removed, are both present. The whole within the ranks of the saints. He is we know not
ideal of perfect society before them, but a clear per- device is designed to be placed in the vestibule of a what in belief," for it is impossible to hold him down
ception of the evils of which they are suffering to- church building. The devotee, •pdn entering, dips to any rule of logical consistency; but continues to
day, and feel their way along to a better position. the fu:tgers of one hand in the holy water contained draw a salary as the pastor of a Christian church,
Mr.· Spencer, who believes in the genetic growth of in the said tank, and makes the sign of the cross. and to call himself a Christian. He denies pretty
society, ou~ht to sus.tain this movement, and cer- With the other hand the said devotee is expected to much the whole contents of the Bible, but professes
tainly would if he had not taken such an early stand insert a coin in the slit or opening of the poor-box, still in the pulpit to take it as his guide and rule to
against state interference, so that now he finds him- which is designedly made large tenough to admit salvation. He denies the necessity of Christ's pasself in the anomalous positicn of seeing the evolution traile dollt~rs.
sion for the salvation of man as a monstrous doctrin;
forces in society turn in a direction different from
We hav to trust to luck that Mr. Brennan will be and accepts Christ's divinity without explaining why
what he expected they would take, and foolishly be- pa.ssably well suiteQ. with our humble effort to lay be- a God should undergo such torture for no necessary
lieves that as he was an efficient agent in recognizing fore an appreciativ public the fact that· he is an in- or practical purpose. He scouts at hell; yet talks of
and analyzing those forces, he may by his influence ventor of great attainments; and we further trust salvation, which is merely the converse of hell-as
help to turn them in the direction that he thinks they 'that old subscribers will refrain from fumbling over there can be no salvage where danger of loss or deought to take; while Mr. Andrews, who believes in back-numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER in order to dis- struction does not exist.
progress by teleological action, would certainly op- cover whPnce we hav obtained the cut with which
His struggles with the theory of evolution are as
pose it if it did not happen to agree with some of his this object has been so happily attained.
amusing to a logical philosopher as they must be
preconceived ideas of a high ideal of society, and to
But the significance of this invention consists not painful to a logical Christian. He accepts the theory
form a stepping=stone towards it.·
so· much in the thing invented as in the possibilities and is apparently very proud of it, without underAs to Mr. Ward's position, no one has a higher thereby opened up. If it proves all that is expected standing it; for he talks of the " conservation of enopinion .than myself of his book, "Dynamic Soci- of it, we may soon hear of further inv~ntions; for ergy" and of miracles and special providences in the
ology," but I cannot agre.e with Mr. Andrews that he instance, a patent Bible, opening automatically to any same breath, although the two are absolute contrais the coining man, unless he follows his work by required text, suited for all denominations, from the dictions in terms. He indulges in the cheap liberalothers of more practical value. "Dynamic Sociology" hardshell Baptist down to the Episcopalian; a ma- ity of giving away the foundations of Christian faith,
is important as a compendium of social science. The chine, necessarily more intelligent than the average while :flatterin0 himself that the superstructure is still
student finds in it the condensed knowledge of more preacher, so constructed as to saw off the last part of intact. Accepting the doctrin of evolution, which
than one hundred books treating ofsociological ques- a prosy sermon at any desirable point; an indestruc- was formulated, established, and demonstrated by
tions; He finds also scattered all through it con- tible oyster forchurchfairs; a theological barometer such men as Darwin, Spencer, Haeckel, and Tyndall,
den sed arguments of great value in lecture or debate. that will reveal the presence of a new idea in the at- he rejects their intE:rpretation of it, and sugar-coatBut the original thoughts it possesses, and they are mosphere in time for the congregation to escap? be- ing it with the Yapid theology of such amateur as the
many, are not fully developed; they are only glanced fore it strikes them; a contr~bution box furmshed Duke of Argyll, he swallowil it down, persuading
at, and will hav to be pushed home by much more with a device for extracting cams from the pockets of himself that the sour substance of Materialism which
extended arguments and convincing prooftl bt3fore slumbering worshipers, thus avoiding the disagree- forms its kernel is not only covered, lJut neutralized.
they 'will become practically effectiv; and the ultim.ate able necessity of awakening .them. This last .may be His attempted reconciliation of the doctrin with Theaim of the book is to scientifically prove what the supplemented with a contrivance for conveymg .the ism and Christianity is as absurd as Ctmning's ridiccivilized world has already found in its blind, grop· contents of the box to the pocket of the sext~n Wlt~ ulous effort to reconcile Moses with geology.
ing way, that what mankind needs is an increase and out exciting unpleasant remarklil. Another mve~bv
To attempt to consider and criticise in detail such a
a greater diffusion of knowledge. Of the question, genius in Mr. Brennan's church may g~t ~p an ~m ditWourse as he delivered last night would be as vain
now of much more importance, What kind of knowl- proved virgin, warranted to be "ev~r ~Irgm" With- as to argue a proposition in mathematics with one
edge is of most value. to man? very lit~le is said, ~mc~ out be~ng done in ma~b.le or ~ecess~r1ly Isolated from who denied or ignored al) the axioms of the science.
less than is found m Mr. Spencers "EducatiOn, the pnests, no competitiOn With whiCh to be tole!ated What can be done with a man who will in the same
written twenty-five years ago.
in the church, and all infringements to be ,Pums~ed breath accept two propositions which are as utterly
Mr. Ward advances the idea that society is per- according to law, civil and uncivil. Somethmg n;nght destructiv of each other as are the religious doctrin
fectly competent to take its own progress in its own then follow designed to prevent tru~tees and h1g~ly of miracles and the scientific doctrin that the sum of
hands and under its own discretion, and on that ac- respected members of the comm'?-mty from le~vm,g energy can be neither increased nor diminished ?
count has been highly praised by Comte's followers; town between two days accompa~1ed by the somety s Reasonable people can only pass along with pity for
but he fails to bring any fact to prove it, and curi- funds. Archbishops could be so Improved upon t~at one who lacks the courage to stand or fall by a conously enough in a man of such ability, while he re- they would not embezzle mar? than ~al~ the cash n~ sistent line of reasoning; and who is vain and
fuses to man the possession of free will, and the power trusted to their care by confi.di;ng pari.shwner~. This worldly enough to attempt to win at the same time
to control his life except as circumstances meet him, would be a vast and .most .deenrable. mnovatwn. ~n a reputation for piety and faith with Christians and
claims for society as a whole what he refuses to its fact, the area for mvflntwn and Improvement m for liberality and enlightenment with Atheists.
constituent parts, thus al'guing that it can rise higher "church furniture" seei?s boundl~ss. Mr. Brennan
than its source.
has done a virtuous act m attemptmg to explor~ and
ONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
The great merit of his book is to call attention to work it. He has as yet reached only the ves~1bule. Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the fact that just as the individual can take advan- When he gets insi~e the inner .s~nctuary he wll.l find Trial subecriptions of three monthR for 50 cents. .
tage of his knowledge to promote his welfare by the a larger field and httle com~etihon. ~he un~nstak
indireot mode of action, so the ~ggregate oi individ- able resemblance between his present mvent10n and C4TALOO of our books free on application,
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obstinately to the end that neither the teaching nor the author- Lodge in this city, the endeavor will be made to
ity of the church may hav any influence; and 'therefore they exclude the Templars from the Masonic Temple
preach and maintain the full separation of the church from the on its restoration from the effects of the recent fire.
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT,
state. So laws and government are wrested from the wholesome and divine virtue of the Catholic church, and they want Knight Templarism has also been counteracted, we
Editor therefore, by all, means, to rule states independent of the in- are informed, by the establishment of bodies in what
E. M. MAonoNALD,
B
s'
M
"' stitutions and doctrin11 of the church.
is called the upper degree, variously known as the
0. P. SoMERBY,
u lness anager.
"But naturalists go further. Having entered in things of Ancient and Accepted, the Ancient and Primitiv,
PUBLISHED BY
greatest importance, on a way thoroughly false, through the
Memphis, and Mizraim rites. These bodies are
THE T R U T H SEEKER 0 0 M pAN Y. weakness of human nature or by the judgment of God, who
·punishes pride, they run to extreme errors. Thus the very strong, one consistory alone in this city numbering
aa CUnton Place, New York.
truths which are known by the natural light of reason, as the eight hundred. The Cornerstone also protests against
existence of God, spirituality and immortality of soul, hav no the attempts to engraft Christianity upon Masonry.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. more consistence and certitude for them.
It is, says that journal, "a very serious question,
''Masonry breaks on the same rocks by no different way. It
pregnant with grave considerations touching the wel.Address all Commooications to THE TRU1H SEEKER COM- is true, Freem11sons generally admit the existence of God; but fare and stability of the fraternity.
It is by far a
they admit themselvs that this persuasion for them is not
pANY. Make all Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payahlt to firm, sure. They do not dissimulate that in the Masonic wiser course to avoid temptation, ·and thereby to
C.H.ARLES P. SOMERBY.
family the question of God is a principle of great discord; it is discourage discussion of topics which contain seeds
even known how lately they had on this point serious disputes. of discord."
·
MAY 24, 1884. It is a fact that the sect leaves to the members full liberty of
SATURDAY,
It
is
seen,
therefore,
that
the
pope's
fears
are
not
thinking about God whatever they like, affirming or denying
That the Masons form an
his existence. Those who boldly deny his existence are ad- altogether groundless.
mitted as well as those who, like the Pantheists, admit God immensely strong body is well known.
If their inNow Ready.
Col. Kelso's large book, "The Bible Analyzed, in but ruin the idea of him, retaining an absurd caricature of fluence is in the future to be thrown on the side of
the divine nature, destroying its reality. Now, as soon as this
Twenty Lectures," is now completed and ready for supreme foundation is pulled down ·and upset, many natural liberty, the Freethought party will hav a powerful,
mailing. The work contains 838 crown octavo pages, truths must needs go down, too, as the free creation of this if silent, ally, and more good will come from a secret
is printed on tinted paper, bound in modern colors, world, the universal governmenb of providence, immortality society than such bodies are usually credited with
doing.
beveled edges, stamped sides, and presents, typo- of soul, fixture, and eternal life.
"For domestic society almost all the doctrin of naturalists
graphically, a splendid appearance.
is that marriage is only a civil contract, and may be lawfully
The Bible in the Schools.
The name describes its contents as well as can be broken by the will of the contracting parties; the state has
A
patriotic
service has been rendered the independone by an extended review. Those familiar with power over the matrimonial bond. In the education of the
dent
citizens
of Bloomfield, Iowa, by F. W. Moore,
children
no
religion
must
be
applied,
and
when
grown
up
Col. Kelso's racy style of dealing hard blows at the
clerk of district and circuit courts of Davis county.
Christian superstition and mythology will heartily every one will select that which he likes.
"Now, Freemasons accept these principles without any reenjoy its perusal. The book bristles with plain state- striction; and not only do they accept them, but they en- In December of last year he filed a petition in the Daments of facts and logical deductions therefrom, up- deavor to act so as to bring them into moral and practical life. vis district court asking the issuance of a writ of temsetting all the cherished notions of the churchmen. In many countries which are professedly Catholic, marriages, porary injunction restraining the teachers of the inWe hope it will meet with a very extensiv sale tore- not celebrated in the civil form, are considered null; else- dependent district of Bloomfield public schools from
ward the colonel for his labor upon it. Orders may where laws allow divorce. In other places everything is ·done reading, reciting, or repeating any portion of the
in order to hav it permitted. So the nature of marriage will
be addressed to either the author or THE TRUTH be soon changed and reduced to a temporary union, which can Bible, or singing or causing to be sung any religious
hymns or psalms in tbe school, and also restraining
SEEKER. The price is $3.
be done and undone at pleasure.
" The sect of Masons aims unanimously and steadily also the directors of the school from having these things
Col. Ingersoll's Last Lecture.
at the possession of the education of children. They under- done, or paying out any money for the "encourageThe great demand for this latest utterance of the stand that a tender age is easily bent, and that there is no ment, promotion, or carrying on of any kind of religbrilliant heretic has led to its publication in pamphlet more useful way of preparing for the state such citizens as ious teaching, worship, prayer, Bible-reading, singform by the colonel's authorized publisher. It makes they wish. Hence, in the instruction and education of chil- ing, or ministry of religion." On a final hearing the
dren, they do not leave to the ministers of the church any
a neat book of fifty-four pages and is sold for ten part either in directing or watching them. In many places temporary injunction asked for was to be made percents, On orders of a dozen we make a redulltion of they hav gone so far that children's education is all in the manent.
twenty cents, forwarding that number"postpaid for hands of laymen; and from moral teaching every idea is banThe appellant, who has two daughters attending
$1. The lecture ought to circulate by the tens and ished of those holy Etnd great duties which bind together man the school, sets forth in his petition points that cannot
hundreds of thousands. W auld that every man, wo- and God.
"The principles of social science follow. Here naturalists be too often th:l!ust upon the notice of Christians and
man, and child in the United States could read it. teach that men hav all the same rights, and are perfectly equal impressed upon the minds of fair-minded men. Like
Send for a dozen.
in condition; that every man is naturally independent; that the public school-houses in all our states, the buildno one has a right to command others; that it is tyranny to ing used in Bloomfield was built and furnished and
keep men subject to any other authority than that which emaThe Pope and the Masons.
is kept in repairs by taxes levied upon all the taxnates from themselvs. Hence the people are sovereign; those
If all the pope says of the Freemasons in his last who rule hav no authority but by the commission and conces- papers of the district; and the teachers are hired
encyclical letter, the full text of which has just sion of the people; so that they can be deposed, willing or for school purposes alone a:nd are paid, like the
reached this country, were true, that body would be unwilling, according to the wishes of the people. The origin janitor, out of the school fund raised by impartial taxa magnificent power in opposition to the schemes of of all rights and civil duties is in the people or in the state, ation. Mr. Moore also states, what the defendants
Rome. By substituting the word Catholicism where which is ruled according to the new principles of liberty. admit, that among the patrons of the school exists
The state must be godless; no reason why one religion ought
the pope has used Christianity, however, the gravamen to be preferred to another; all to be held in the same esteem. great diversity of religious belief, some being Chrisof. the pontiff's charges will be more clearly seen.
"Now, it is well known that Freemasons approve these tians, some Jews, some Agnostics, w bile some hav no
It is a habit of the Catholic clergy to recognize noth- maxims, and that they wish to see governments shaped on definit ideas upon the subject, looking "upon all theing as Christian that is not also Catholic, and the this pattern and model needs no demonstration. It is a long ology as an incomprehensible muddle."
anathematizing of Protestants as godless, Atheistic, time, indeed, that they hav worked with all their strength and
Among the school laws of Iowa is one forbidding
power openly for this, making thus an easy way for those, not
etc., is for that reason dishonest. We wish it were a few, more audacious and bold in evil, who meditate the com- persons to teach in public schools without a certifiotherwise; we could look with pleasure upon a world munion and equality of ~ll goods after having swept away cate of capability, and Mr. Moore points out that the
in which no superstition had a place, but as long as from the world every distinction of. social goods and condi- teachers hav no such certificate allowing them to
Protestantism is a religious force, the pleasure will tions."
teach religion, and that if the school-board prescribes

be denied us, notwithstanding his infallible holiness
has sent out word that Freemasonry and Freethought are synonymous. It is fair, we presume, to
say that the pope denounces nothing he loves. Per
contra, he and his church love nothing he denounces.
Taken that way, this anti-Mason encyclical is a plain
picturing of the ways of Catholicism, and shows how
utterly impossible it is for Catholics to ever become
reconciled to a republic, or to liv in one without
plotting for its downfall. The principles most vigorously cursed by the old man in the Vatican are sta~ed
by him as follows:
,"Now, it is the principle of nai:llralists, as the name itself indicates, that human nature and human reason in everything
must be our teacher and guide. Having once settled this,
they are careless of duties toward God, or they pervert them
with false opmions and errors. They deny that anything has
been revealed by God; they 'do not admit any religious dogma,
any truth but what human intelligence can comprehend; they
do not allow any teacher to be believed on his official authority. Now, it being the special duty of the Catholic church,
and her duty only, to keep the doctrins received from God
and the authority of teaching with all the heavenly means
neoessary to salvation, and preserve them integrally incorrupt,
hence the attacb and rage of the enemies are turned against
her.
"Now, if one watches the proceedings of the Masons, in
respect of religion especially, where they are more free to do
what they like, it will appear that they carry faithfully into
execution the tenets of the naturalists. They work, indeed,

Now we had always supposed that the Freemasons
leaned more toward Christianity than toward Rationalism, and a correspondent in this week's paper
says some hard things of them. But the pope's rage
against them makes us suspicious that there may be
considerable heresy in the body. The pope is no
fool, though he is a spiritual and would-be temporal
tyrant, and he manages; through his emissaries, to
keep well posted as to what is going on. An intelligent Mason, who stands high in the order, also informs us that "a majority of intelligent Freemasons,
those who read and think, are Freethinkers." That
this is so is further shown by the efforts being made,
under the guise of Knight Templarism, to "Christianize" the order, as the Cornerstone puts it. The
creed of Masonry, we are informed, is simply Deism,
although the Grand Orients of France, Belgium, and
Holland do not exact a belief in a deity. It is probably because of its Deism that the order is so
viciously denounced by Papists, Baptists, and Presbyterians. The Knight Templars form an extraneous
order engrafted upon Masonry by those engaged in
Christianizing the institution, and some of the Masonic
papers protest against their being allowed to use the
buildings of the order. A bitter war is now being
carried on in the heart of Masonry, and has gona
so far that, at the next meeting of the Grand

the teaching of religion they must hire competent
and certified teachers. Another count is that certain
portions of the Bible are immoral in their tendency
and "unfit to be read in a mixed assembly of people,
and especially unfit to be read in the presence of
persons of tender age."
The answer of the defendants (the teachers and directors of the school) is a very arrogant one. They
coolly propose to Mr. Moore that if he does not wish
his daughters to read· or hear read the Bible he can
hav them wait in the hu.llway till the services are over.
A general answer is also made that the services are
not sectarian, and therefore not in conflict with the
Constitution.
The injunction was asked for before Judge E. L.
Burton, and his decision was rendered December
24tb, he refusing to interfere. The law and precedents cited by the judge are important to be known by
the people of Iowa. He says:
"The plaintiff insists that reading th~ scriptures, repeating
the Lord's Prayer, and singing a religious song must of necessity be teaching religious doctrin of some kind; that the teachers while so engaged are not performing the duties for which
they were employed and for which they are paid; that in a
public school, where all may go, no matter what their religious
belief may be, or whether they hav any or not, any kind of religious doctrin should be excluded. His counsel insists to permit schools to be so conducted is in contra-venti,on of qur Con.
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stitntion, and its practice should be inhibited, and cites Section ble and proper times as the teachers may determin. It is 1 in this state, nor shall any pupil be required to read it contrary
3 of the Bill of Rights:
rightfully in the schools, but no pupil shall be required to to the wishes of his parent or guardian.
"The law-makers certainly could not hav meant that an In"'~he General As~e~bly shall m~k!l, no law respecting an read it against the wishes of his parents or guardian. Subject
estabhshment of· rehg10n, or proh1b1tmg the free exercise to such restriction, I see no reason why a selection from it may fidel's child should be compelled to sit day after day and hav
thereof, !lor shall, any person be compelled to attend an:t place not be read as a part of the morning exercises, provided it is the book read at him or to him, or in his hearing, against his
of ,w,orshlp, pay tlthes, ~axes, or other rates for building or re- not done for the pupose of inculcating some certain dectrin." parents' wishes, and that the child should be exempt only
paumg places of worshtp, or the maintenance of any minister
Next month Mr. Moore's appeal from this outrage- fr?m ta~ng the b~ok in his own han~s an~ uttering the words
or ministry.'
be heard. In his prepared brief he with hls own vo1Ce; or that a Jews chll~ should be com" The section of the constitution referred to was intended to ous decision will
. .
.
pelled to hear the story of the cross as told m the New Testa•
prevent the legislature from establishing any religion as the has got down to bed-rock pnnetples, and 1f the court ment; or that a Catholic's child should be compelled to listen
religion of the state, It was to allow perfect freedom of refuses the petition it will but convict itself of a I,.ck to the reading from the version now in use among Protestants.
thought upon all religious sribjects, and to compel no one to
of common sense or of a disposition to over-ride jus- T~ere c~n be no difierence in. principle between compelling a
pay for the support of a ministry which his conscience or his
tice in favor of Christianity, "At the outset " says child da1ly to repeat, 'There 1s no God but Allah, and Mohamreligious training or belief taught him was erroneous,
Mr M
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d rued is his prophet!' and shutting him up a prisoner in a room
" The framers of our Constitution-many of them, at least- . • . oore,
e 1 e un ers oo
, a
. I~ procee - and let a dervish howl the same thing at him. The public
were devout, God-fearing men ; they were firm believers in the mg lS not an attack on anybody s rehgwn; that school is a common school, where people of all religious begeneral doctrin of the Christian religion, and it cannot with whether the Bible is the last will and testament of liefs, or of no religions belief, send their children to hav them
reason be said that when the Constitutions were adopted it Almighty God to the human race or whether it iR a taught various branches of learning upon which all men are
was intended to ignore the scriptures, the Christian religion, pack of old wives' tales, should m~ke no difference in agree~. It is ~o.t a place to teach particular partisan political
or deity. Such a thought was farthest from their minds; the
.
. ·
.
.
doctnns or rehgwns dogmas; and what we asked of the court
conventions were daily opened with prayer, an~ the first thing the d1scuss10n of this questiOn. The appellant makes below we now ask of this court-to assist us in keeping the
the makeJ;s of our· Constitution did was to recognize the exist- no assa1,1lt on the Bible as a divinely inspired book. common school in just the condition that the law intends it to
ence of God, In the preamble they say: 'We, the people of It is not the province of this court to decide upon occupy; to prevent it from being diverted from its proper
the state of Iowa, grateful to the supreme being for the bless- such questions. Appellant urges only that the com- channel at our expense and in violation of our constitutional
ings hitherto enjoyed, and feeling our dependence on him for
t th
I
·
h ·· h t
d
d guarantees by a school boaTd or a set of teachers who imagin
h 1 ·
•e P ace m w lC
, 0 re~ an that they hav been ' called' to devote a part of their time to
a continuance of these blessings, do ordain,' etc, The legis- man sc 00 1 ~ ~ 0
lature of this state, in section 1764 of the Code, says: 'The teach the Christian Bible, or the place m whiCh to the saving of the immortal souls of our children, in selecting
Bible shall not be excluded from any school or institution ·carry on any kind of worship. He insists that the and reading to them only such passages as teach and are • "alin this state, nor shall any pupil be required to re"d it con- common school is a creature of the law, carried on at cnlated' to teach those peculiar dogmas that best fit in with
trary to the wishes of his parents or guardian,'
the expense of the public for secular education only. said teachers' ideas of the eternal fitness of things, when such
'
. .
. .
.
dogmas are in direct conflict with what 'Ye believe to be com" The plaintiff's counsel says, 'The foregoing section is void,
that it is nnconsti tntional; that to allow the Bible in the pub- ~e makes no war on the Christia~ rehgwn, but m- mon sense, and but the words of the blind· speaking to the
lic schools is to establish some kind of religion: that to al- Sists that the state shall not teach It, or any other re- blind in the dark. lt is rank nonsense and injustice to say,
low the teachers to read it in the schools is to make them min- ligion, to his children; and claims the right to deny as do appellees, that if appellant does not wish such doctrins
isters in one sense of the word.' But we hav seen that such any and all religions, or to select and adopt for him- taught to his children in the pnbl_ic school, be can keep them
construction of the Constitution is not sound. That instru- self and his children the one· that seems to him to be at ~o~e o~ let them stand out m the_ c?ld or dawdle away
theu tlme m the halls of the school bmldmg. Very gracious,
ment does not deny the legislature the power to allow the
true. To speak plainly, as may be necessary to a kind, and considerate, surely! Perhaps they would let the
Bible to be read in the public schools, The legislature has
the same power to say that the scripture shall not be ex- clear understanding of the subject-yet without bit- children remain in the cellar in the coal bin, if appellant
cluded from the public schools as it has to say that it shall be terness or intent to wound the feelings of any-it is should ask humbly enough for the privilege. What crime bas
a crime to labor on Sunday, or that blasphemy shall be pun~ nobody's business what the appellant's religion may appellant been guilty of, or what taint of blood hav his children that they are not allowed access to the public school at
ished by fine or imprisonment.
bo. It is nobody's business whether he bas any at all times when in session, except at the price of having some
"Our laws in many places reeognize the Sabbath as a holy
all or not. Appellant has the right to superintend dreamer's 7x0 idea of divinity pumped into their ears! This
day. Thus courts cannot be opened or judicial business generally transacted on Sunday, Section 191 Code; notes cannot the education of his children, and, in a free country, Supreme Court has hehl, and has reaffirmed the doctrin, that
be protested on Sunday, Section 2091; original notices, except ought not to be compelled to keep them out of school a negro is even entitled to equal rights and privileges in the
in certain cases, cannot be served on Sunday as a general rule, to avoid the unauthorized attempt of an agent of the common schools, and that no yQuth can be denied admission
'Sections 2952, 3028. And under Section 4072 it is made a state to inoculate them with the peculiar religious to any particular school merely because of his color, nationality, or 1·eligion, or the like. (Sec Clnrk vs. Board of Dil·ectors,
crime to hunt, fish, shoot, dance, carry fire-arms, or to buy,or
views which such agent may deem to be a specific etc., 21 Iowa, 266; Smith vs. Ind., Dist. of Keok11k, 10 Iowa,
sell property of any kind, or to do any labor, works of neces518; Dore v.~. Same, 11 Iowa, 689.) If pupils cannot be desity and charity excepted, on Sunday, The courts under this against endless misery."
To the judge's and defendant's reply that reading nied on account of color or religion, a teacher certninly can
section hav also held that contracts made on Sunday are void,
not impose odious terms. Appollnnt's children hav the same
Pike vs, King, 16 Iowa 19; Watrous vs, Blair, 32 Iowa 58,
the Bible and singing religious hymns is not worship,
"In short, the legislature in many ways recognizes the sanc- the appellant retorts that the exercises consume from rights that pther people's children hav; he claims no more,
and will be content with no loss."
tity of the Sabbath or Sunday, It might be contended that
ten to fifteen minutes daily, which make "from :fifty
"If section 1764 should be construed according to the
the legislature had no constitutional power to enact such laws
because to do so would be in the int.est of religion, Men to seventy-five minutes per week-more time than a ideas of the appellees, then it is not a valid law. It is in diwho did not believe in the sanctity of the Sabbath might say Sunday-school de1;otes to the same purpose. If this is not rect conflict with sections 3 and 4 of article I. of the constitution of the state, and therefore ;oid. Section 3 of our Bill of
their natural or constitutional rights wer: infringed upon; worship, what is it then?
Rights is as follows:
that they ought to be permitted to do on Sunday what they
"Is it a theatrical performanoe? If so,. the school is not a
"' 3. The general nssemblyshall make no law respecting an
could legally do on any other day. But they must remember theater. They claim that the songs are sung for the purpose
that this nation is a Christian nation, that the Christian religion of cultivating the voices of the children, Is it necessary to establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; nor shall nn,~ person bo compelled to attend nny
must be recognized, to some extent at least, as a part of the common sing "sacred " songs to do that? It is hardly necessary to place of worship, pay tithes, taxes, or other rates for building
law, Not so far, indeed, as to unite church and state, but far suggest that there are some kinds of .songs that no teacher or repairing places of worsh;p, or the mrtintenance of any
enough to prevent such gross actions and utterances as would would be permitted to introduce into any school, no matter minister or ministry,'
shock the great moral and religions sentiment of the com- how cultivating they might be for the voice, Physical exercise
"Section 1 of the Bill of Rights, so far as herein applicable,
munity.
'
is a good thing, but pupils are not generally allowed to exer- reads:
" In many states blasphemy is punished as a crime, though cise themselvs in making a football of a hornets' nest If said
" '1. No religious test shall be required for any office of
to do so might be by some regnrded as an interference with teachers should devote fifteen minutes a day to the reading of public trust, and no person shall be dPprived of any of his
religions toleration. In Massachusetts such has been the law the Democratic platform, and the repetition of the ordinance rights, privileges, or capacities,· or rendered incompetent to
for many years, and although the subjects of religious freedom of Secession and singing the 'Bonnie· Blue Flag,' it is hardly giv evidence in any court of law or equity, m consequence of
his opinions on the subject of religion,'
and universal toleration are provided for in the Constitution, likely that theywonld be thought serious in denying that they
"A house of worship is a house in which worship is carried
and were long and earnestly discussed in the convention of were teaching partisan politics or something even worse. Or if
1820, no suggestion was made that the statute of blasphemy Lhey should devote the same amount of time to reading a work on, We do not suppose that nppellees will insist that a solwas in violation of the declaration of rights, And more re- on law, or medicin, they conld;10t claim that they were not emn dedication is nece10sary, To the extent of about fifteen
cently, upon a general and careful revision of the whole body teaching law or medicin. Is there any serious doubt in the mind minutes each school day, the schoolhouse in question is a
of statute law in that state, the law against blasphemy was re- of any sane person that the Bible is a religions book, and that it house of worship, and as clearly so as any church in the land.
If singing praises to a God, pmying to him, nnd reading to the
enacted, with some unimportant modification<!,
contains, or purports to contain, a system of religion? No, assembly passnges from his nlleged revelation do not consti"In Commonwealth vs. Kneeland, 20Pick 206, the defendant there is no such doubt; and for the purposes of this case tute worship, it is about time to revise our dictionaries; ond if
was convicted of blasphemy for denying God, Jesus Christ, the petition charges, and the answer admits, that it is a relig- the pE>rson who conducts such exercises is not a minister of
the Holy Ghost, etc,, and the conviction was sustained by the ons book, The people of this country hav learned enough of religion, then a man who habitunlly shaves the beard anrl cut11
the hair of his customers is not a barber, Wo hav nll henrd
Supreme Court,
·
religions liberty to shut the month of the common school
"In New Hampshire, the constitution of which state has a teacher when he proposes to giv to his pupil his ideas of the of 'family worship,' whtch consists of exercises of just the
character complained ot"
similar declaration of rights to that of Massachusetts, the open meaning of that book, All sects of Christians, as between
Mr. Moore pertinently argues that if the General
denial of the being nnd existence of God, or of a supreme be- tbemselvs, are agreed on this, and hav agreed not to trust each
ing, is prohibited by statute, and declared to be blasphemy, other in commenting on the book, 'llhis is all very well; but Assembly can make no law respecting the establish"In Vermont, with a similar declaration of rights, a statute they do not consider that those who reject the book ns a divine ment of religion, how can 1't say that the Christian.~' Biwas passed in 1797 by which it was enncted that if any person message are entitled to the benefits of the public sc.hool with- ble shall be read at public expem;e? If no person should
publicly shall deny the being and existence of God, or the su- out having their children drilled day in and day out in the be deprived of any of his rights in consequence of
preme being, or shall contumaciously reproach his providence hearing of the contents of the book"
his religious opinions, how can he be deprived of the
or government, he shall be deemed a distnrbel' of the peace
benefits of the public school unless he will submit to
To the claim that the Code of Iowa permits the odious and invidious distinctions that ostracize his
and tranquility of the state, and au offender against the good
,reading of the Bible in the schools, and that the pro- children from among their equals? Why must the
morals and manners of society, etc,
"In Maine, with the same bill of rights, they hav the same vision is constitutional, the appellant says:
Infidel and the Jew pay taxes to maintain the minisstatute.
"It is claimed that Section 1761 of the Code authorizes the try of a religion uttbrly repugnant to their cherished
"In New York the universal toleration of all religions profes- use of the Bible in the public schooL It reads as follows: convictions? And what difference is there in paying
sions and sentiments is secured in the most ample manner, It 'The Bible shall not be excluded from nny school or institu- tithes direct or having the money voted by the town
is declared in the Constitution that the free exercise and en- tion in this state, nor shall any pupil be required to read it and the individual assessed to foot the bill ? The
joyment of religions worship without discrimination or pref- contrary to the wishes of his parent or guardian.' What does clause in the Iowa Code empowering teachers to read
erence shall forever be allowed to all mankind in the state; this section mean? It was pnssed, not by the General Assem- the Bible in schools is plainly a violation of Section
with the only limitation, that the liberty of conscience thus bly, but by a small body of men once existing in this state un3 of our Bill of Rights.
secured shall not be so construed as to excuse acts of licen- der the name of 'Board of Education,' which was abolished as
The court to which these arguments are addressed
tiousness, or justtfy practices inconsistent with the peace or soon as it could legally be done, Let us expand this section
is asked to do what the lower court refused to do,
the safety of the state, Notwithstanding this constitutional by inserting within it the meaning of the word Bible, ns given
grant an injunction restraining the further teaching
declaration, carrying the doetrin of unlimited toleration as far in Webster's Dictionary; for we must assume that the lawof religion jn the public schools. Whether it will do
as the peace and safety of any community will allqw, the makers intended the natural, usual, and ordinary meaning of
this or not remains to be seen. We hope that all the
courts hav decided that blasphemy was a crime at common
the word used:
Freethinkers of Davis county will uphold Mr. Moore
law, and was not abrogated by the Constitution-People vs,
"Section 1761. The Bible (the book, by way of eminence in his struggle against the church, and use whatever
Ruggles, 8 Johns 290.
the sacred volume, in which are contained the revelations of
"If; under our law, the Bible is not to be excluded from the God, It consists of two parts, called the Old and New Testa- influence they hav to obtain justice forthemselvs and
public schools, then it can rightfully be read at such reasona- ments.) shall not be excluded from any school oJ; institution their children.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. M.A.Y

BELFAST, May 3, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the TRUTH SEEKER ALMANAC
for 1884, and "Crimes of Preachers," for which find inclosed
fifty cents. I must say to yon that I sent for a trial subscription of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I am much pleased with it.
I hav shown the paper to some and find that it takes splendidly, but the postmaster and several here say that I am
breaking up their churches, and that I ought not to show an
Infidel paper to the faithful. And I hav found that several of
my papers hav not come or that somethi11g is wrong, for I hav
never received them. I shall continue to show my papers, if
I get them, and these books I am sending for; and when my
subscription for the paper runs out, I shall send for more and
try and Bend several new subscribers. Good luck to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, it is doing a great and good work.
Your sincere friend
S. l!,. McOMBER.
AN OPEN LETTER TO B. C. WALKER.
CANYON CITY, Cor;., April 27, 284.
FRIEND WALKER: I hav been looking over your arguments
against prohibition, and hav come to the following conclu·
sions: 1. That whatever arguments you may use against prohibition may be used with equal force in favor of toleration
2. That personal liberties must often be sacrificed to social
interests, and the two essentials are finance and morality. The
first is essential to life, and the other to civilization. If the
liberty to use or use of liquor is a cost to the people of hundreds of dollars more than the benefit they derive from it,
whose ri5hts are paramount-those of few, or of many? I suggest that the rights of the many are paramount, and may extinguish in essentials of society the rights of the few. Friend
Walker, in your opinion does the amount received from licenses to sell liquors balance the damages done by the use of
liquors? Why should a man be required to pay license for doing right, or why should any man be licensed to do wrong? No
man injures society by doing right. However profitable a
business may be to an mdividnal, yet if it proves a damage to
the community their rights must be considered and his business discontinued. Suppose a ·man owns a lot across the
street from you, it is his natural liberty to do what he will with
his own, and he bnilds a hog-pen on it, and fills it with his
pigs. In a short time an offensiv odor floats over to your dimng
room. Would you vote for its removal?
Now, as a parallel, it must be shown that saloons are a benefit to society-first to it11 finances. Is the drinker ever improved in his physical or moral relations? Does the habit of
drinking liquor in any case better the condition of the drinker's family? Does drinking increase his property--make him
more punctual and respectable? My friend, is he the man
yon would vote for to fill an office of important trust? Does
a saloon tend to improve a man's morals, his language, his society, his manners, his intelligence? Do saloons ever elevate
character? If they don't, what are their liberties in comparison with the rightful claims of the thousands?
•
A. B. PIKARD.
THE LA.ND WAR COMMENCED.
BERLIN, N. J., May 10, 284.
Mit. EniTon: There will probably be a most destrnctiv war
in this nation before land-grabbers relinquish their hold on the
land stolen from the people. If all the working classes would
unite and act together for the gPneral good, they would soon
hav a government that would put a final stop to the selling
and giving of land to rich corporations and land-grabbers, and
all could hav land enough, without money or price, on which
to raise food and make comfortable and happy homes. But
the workers, the producers, who are all that are of any benefit
to the world, are crushed down with toil and poverty, and are
slow to move in anything reformatory, and the probability
now is that their rights to land will be restored to them at a
£ 1ture day by bloodshed, rather than by the peaceable method
of the ballot.
As all men bav just the same natural right to land enough
on which to raise food as they hav to life 1tself, and as they
are now b~ing edncateil in regard to their rights, a time iJ coming when they will demand thPm, nnd will hav them, if every
land thief mnst die in tbe struggle. This is just as sure to
eome'as the sun is to shine, notwithstanding land thieves feel
strong and think they are to hav everything in their own way.
Indeed, the land war has already commPnced. In some of the
·western states railroad companies hav run barbed-wire fences
around their large stolen tracts, fencing in the farms of actual
settlers. In. some placN! the settlers hav had to cut the fences
to go in and out. In return, the railroad companies hav begun to burn the cabins of the settlt>rs to drive them off. If
this outrage goes on it will grow a~ fast as Jonah's gourd, and
the railroad stations and the dwellings of the land thieves will
be blown up with dynamite. The w<frkers will not go on to
this battlefield to be shot down like wild beasts, but will inaugurate a war safer to themselvs. I am not encouragi~g this
outrage, but am simply telling what is to be unless Congress
immediately changes its course in regard to the public land,
and warning all of the danger now before 11s; for the land belongs to the people, those who want to cultivate it, and the
people will hav it. The nation is now slumbering over a volcano, and foreigners as well as rich American~ cannot stop
gobbling up 'the land a moment too soon for their own safety,
and the sooner Congress stops selling the people's ian d the
better for aJ1.
J. HACKER.
BATTLE CREEK, MrcR., May 6, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I am now over four score, and hav been a
:Spiritualist since the summer of 1838, and hav been fully convinced in my own mind from what occurred in this state, anil
of which there are yet many living witnesses. I had prior to
the Fox phenomena in 1848 never heard the word Spiritualism
made use of, but whf..t hau occuued ten years before con-
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vinced me that spirits of departed friends and loved ones do
visit those left here in earth life, and I fully, and, I may say,
religiously believe that if the entire human race could be made
to fully realize the true phenomena of spiritual birth in the
human soul crime would be diminished and human happiness would be greatly increased. I hav been and still am·
an open and avowed Spiritualist. My acquaintance with thousands of avowed Spiritualists extends from one end of this
continent to the other, and I hav not found one single case of
insanity, as charged'in that infamous production of Talmage.
A~ the other tissue of falsehoods and infamous lying
charges which he is reported to hav made ought to brand him
as a public nuisance and a lying vilifier of the blackest dye.
Let him look at his Christian adherents the world over, and
he, with his millions of hypocrits clothed in celestial garb, can
find thousands in state prisons convicted of every phase of
crime to one Spiritualist that has ever been convicted in prison
Lot him look at the insane asyl urns all the world over-he can
find hundreds if not thousands of Christians insane to one
insane Spiritualist. Let him look at the slums of New York
and he can find a thousand inmates of Christian professors to
one, if any at all, of Spiritualists. Let him take that king of
all hypocrits that ever walked this earth, A. Comstock, anil
visit the brothels of New York, and they no doubt would be
welcome visitors amongst their Christian inmates, and Ree if
the two can find a single open and accredited Spiritualist
among the thousands who no doubt were and are Christian
professors. If Talmage can show his face among decent and
respectable people after uttering such a tissue of slander and
infamous falsehoods, then he ought to lock arms with his Christian brother Comstock, whose infamous hypocrisy knows no
boundd. If their God or their Jesus can affiliate with snch demons in human form I can but pity such a God or his illegitimate son. That would disgrace even the so-called evil one.
H. WILLIS.
SEBEwA, MrcH., May 3, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: As Mr. Seward Mitchell, of Newport, Maint',
bas taken me to task for my letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
April 12th on prohibition, with your kind permission I will
answer him through the columns of your paper.
Mr. Mitchell writes, "0 my sister, my sister! you know not
what you do, or you would not write such words as you do in
last TRUTH SEEKER. Don't you know, my dear sister, that
in advocating the forcible suppression of a great evil, you su3.·
tain a million times greater? a wholesale system of murder, a
government of force, which, with its partner in crime, the
Christian church, is the cause of all evil." Such are his words
under date of April 17, 1884. Mr. Mitchell, you use pretty
strong language, but I fail to see the point whera, by advoca t
ing prohibition, I sustain a wholesale system of murder, a
government of force. Do you mean to convey the idea that al1
government is systematized murder ?-for I know of no govern.
ment but one of force. You would not .advocate the overthrow of all government, would you? As for sustaining a
million times greater evil, I claim there is no greater evil than
intemperance. It is the cause of more misary, disease, and
death than any other thing in existence. This earth would be
almost heaven if relieved from this cursed cancer of intemperance that is living upon the very vitals of our country.
Ought we not to do as mnch for our weaker brother as we do
for the brute? We ha vIa ws prohibiting the abuse of the brute
creation ·simply because they are not capable of protecting
themselvs. Let us do as much for our weaker brother; let ns
make it possible for the drunkard to reform; let us remove the
saloons from every street corner, and stamp out America's
greatest curse known by the name of friendly treats. Away
with such customs called friendship. I would rather a person
struck a dagger to the heart of my boy than to offer him a glass
of liquor. Better a person filled an honored grave than liv
a dishonered life. ]'or God's sake, •1o not condemn prohibition until you can giv us some surer and safer way of protec-·
tion from the demon irntempemnce. When you can do that
I will cry, Amen. For I believe in liberty as broad as the uni.
verse, when humanity hav advanced far enough to use it without abusing it. But liberty to the drunkard would be like
fire to the child-he would bnrn his own house and his neighbor's also. When man has developed to such a bight that he
becomes a law unto himself, governing and controling his evil
tendencies, then, and not till then, is he capable of enjoying
liberty. I acknowledge that the Christian church is the cause
of nine-tenths of the evil in the world, but I consider God's
especial pet, old Noah, responsible for intemperance, for the
first act he committed on reaching land was to plant the vine
.and get beastly drunk, and man has followed his example
ever since. Now, Brother Mitchell, I should like to hav you
prove your assertion that, by advocating prohibition, I sustain
a million times gJ;eater evil, a wholesale s~·stem of murder.
Until thejl, I remain yours respectfully for pr0hibition, with
all my mind, might, and strength.
MRs. HATTIE REEDER.
HUNTSVILLE, ALA., April 29, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: On the Lord's day, April 20th, I had occasion.
to travel hence to Nashville, Tenn., 147 miles in six hours. I
hav also traveled on week days, or unholy days, when I invariably had an entire seat for myself. On the twentieth, however, the seats not only had two occupants, but, in many cases,
even three, one of the three sitting on the railing, while others
had no seat at all and had to stand. There was nothing extraordinary going on; no fairs or races. How is it that on
Sundays the cars are overcrowded? The idea struck me that
this is a capital opportunity to decide, once and forever, that
most foolish of all laws, the Sunday law, by trying to stop any
and all traffic on that day; people will then come to their
senses and revolt against any and all Sunday laws, and the
country will be f1·ee once more. The way I look at it is, no
government has any right to dictate any one's way of religion,
or to set apart for him a special day for religion. In a republic, especially, one ought to be free, and settle with himself
whether or not to observe one day out of seven, or one day
out of 365, or ovary day in the ye!U'. I fall to see how .A.meri-

cans, frl'eborn, hoasting of their individual rights, suffer themselvs to be handled as they are by the Sunday law. The front
doors of the saloons in the South are closed; also when connected with hotels. Now, from within the hotel you reach the
barro6m, and it is nearer full on Sunday than any week-day.
Why are the proprietors not fined, and the patrons as well?
Either close the barrooms or open them in front.
How an
American who has his individual share ~n this government, a
vote, and what not all, can so forego his manhood as to visit a
barroom on the sly, when his vote could revol.ce the Sunday
law, is a conundrum I cannot solve. Look at Holland-coffeehouses, saloons, theatirs, stores, churches, etc., wide open
on Sundays. Guests sit even outside sipping their wine, exposed to publiJ gaze; still no one cares, beCftuse no one stops
to gaze. How different here, in this b( asted free land! Forbid
Sunday traveling, in fact, everything but going to church, and,
my word for it, the people will come to their senses and determin that any week day is as holy, or as unholy, as any Sunday. Speaking about Sunday reminds me of a Baptist church
I visited in Holland. The service begins at 9 A.M. I entered
at half past e~ht and looked arou:p.d. Slowly the worshippers entered, and were shown to a bench provided with a door.
Scarcely was one seated, when the usher takes a small key from
his vest pocket, inserts it in the lock of the bimch-door, and
the worshiper is locked in, or locked up. The uHher replaces
t~e key is his pocket, and so the maneuver is, kept on.
As
soon as the minister made his appearance in the pulpit, ~he
usher made for the church door and locked it. Fortunately I
was standing near enough so as to slip out, and in this way
avoided an involuntary imprisonment. The churches in Rotterdam are foreign to lotteries prayer-meetings, church dinners, church suppers, protracted meetings, hand-shaking, experience telling, and begging, for the preachers are salaried by
the government.
HENRI PALING.
SALESVILLE, MoNTANA, April 27, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I see a letter m THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 19th,
from S. L Dana, who wants Liberals to come to the Crnur
d'Alene mines. He thinks from Prichard's letter that that
would be a good place. Now for his sake and all others who
think o£ going there, let me giv them some facts. I hav
not been to the mines, bnt I had a chance to go one year ago
with the first t-tampede. I know many of the boys who went
there since, and some of our neigbors are coming from there
every week, so I am better posted than those far away.
In th.e first place there is nothing certain that the mines are
rich, yet there is some gold there. but many who are rushing
there know nothing o1' the country. Last May, when the·
boys went there, the snow on the ranges was nearly to the
top of the telegraph poles, and, on Pritchard Creek, four feet
deep the first of June. Besides, the high water was snch
that no work was done until July. And now the snow is four
feet deep, and of course still falling, and so deep that there is
no chance to get in there onlv on foot, over mountains of
snow ten feet deep. Now a place where snow lies from four
to ten feet deep nine months in a year is no place, no difference how rinh. The •hole country is claimed, and there is no
work to do yet. nor won't be before July. And everything is
high. A friend j~st from there gave me a list of prices: Flour,
$25 per cwt.; pork or beef, 50 cents a pound; coffee and sug~r,
50 cents a pound; meals. $1; lodging, to lie on the floor and
furnish your own blanket. $1 per night. Then there are thousands going in there and coming out busteil, and be ging
their way back. Now you had better take Pritchard's advice,
•· That those who hav good homes had better stay there."
This part of Montana has been wild. There are many men
who hav mortgaged their homes for money, and are gone to
the mines. All this Montana country is "dead flat." since the
Northern Pacific Railroad was completei!; our freight teams
are gone; no work for laboring men; thousands of poor men
out of work ; farmers bankn1pt.
The railroad has been
booming these mines for the money it brings, and every train
is crowded with men going to these mines with scarce money
8nough to get there, and consequently they find themselvs in
the rugged ·arctic region in a climate that they know nothing
of, and poorly clad at tbat, to suffer, starve, and freeze to death.
Now if you hav plenty of money tq spend, and to come sightseeing, make a trip to the mines in Jnly or August, or go to
the Yellowstone Park; but don't think of going to these mines
to. get rich; for one that will get rich a hundred will fail. Just
received a letter from Dr. L. York, who is coming to Montana
in July, and would like to receive letters from friends at various points. His address will be Salt Lake after May lOth.
I hope the Liberals of Monttma will giv him a cordial welcome.
DR. W. J. STOVER.
CALHOUN Co., MICH., April30, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find a criticism upon Mr.
Beecher. [The article is in print u.nder the head, "Is Beecher
an Honest Man ?"-En. T. S.} Whatever (loctrins he has
hitherto taught and denied, he still tells people "it is necesto believe something." He p1·aises :Mr. Ingersoll, who in turn
praises Mr. Beecher, and would fain tell people what to believe.
He would hav us believe that it is not quite time for us to
cease paying 75 per cent on all that we bny for the benefit of
some individuals and corporations, notwithstanding it is a
gross violation of the Constitution. He would hav us believe
in the political economy of the Republican party, which involves only the one question, how much the few may, with
any degree of safety, rob from the many. Now I look upon
politics and religion as the same hell in which men gnash their
teeth, and belief in the creeds of political parties and of religion as the same trap to catch men and depHve them of their
liberties. The story of St: Patrick driving the snakes out of
Ireland and St. George destroying the dragon in England embody the same idea. It means that when they had firmly
established belief in something, they had conquered the
wisdom of the nations and deprived them of them of their liberties.
Mr. Spencer's article on "The Coming Slavery" is the true
pabulum. I am anxious to know how Mr. Andrewa can better
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~is logic. I would be an independent sovereign state, delegatmg only what powers may be cheaper and· safely exercised by
~~~~ther, and for .the good of the body politic all alike, ignoring
divme grace, ~h1eh means special favors.
I am the only one who takes THE TRUTH SEEKER here now
sine~ Mr. Anderson and Dr. Howard are dead. But you must
not Jump to such hasty conclusions, as in a recent editorial,
"that because a man has found the truth for himself, he
cares for no one else." Lam a photographer, depending upon
the public for my living, yet I hav spoken my sentiments with
boldness and firmness, and lost money by it. And I hav found
to my cost that the Freemason elements are the worst enemies
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. They drop it as a cat would a hot biscuit. But I hav some TRUTH SEEKERS out, even in the hands
of church-members, and one of them told m:e frankly, "Well,
sir, I hav had my doubts." Now I tell them that this is the
royal road to progress. Don't believe what I say; believe
nothing, not even the evidences of your own senses; but
doubt, think, and reason.
The right way to stir up such places as this is for some fearless lecturer to strike them, even at a little sacrifice, as I hav
done, at first, and by and by they will hav a high$ay through
the wilderness, and the wilderness transformed into a golden
harvest.
But I must not trespass longer upon your time, for I hav
said more than I intended. My house is portable, and whether
I go or stay I shall be an ardent friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER,·
its grand army of patrons, and its most worthy editor.
W.L.S.

DENVER, Iowa, April 25, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Although a Materialist, I am pleased to see
Spiritualism discussed in a manly, intelligent manner in your
paper. Every intelligent reader understands full well that
abuse and denuncfation are not arguments. I feel well convinced that the publication, week after week, of such letters
as T. Winter writes is well calculated to ·disgust people with
Materialism, and with the papers that publish his senseless
and unmeasured denunciation of Spiritualists.
Nor do I believe the cause of Materialism or Spiritualism is
to be particularly advanced by hiring one thought to be a
leader to investigate either one or the other. Those who are
accustomed to think for themselvs neither hav nor desire any
leaders. What is the testimony of a former Materialist, who
becomes convinced of the truth of Spiritualism, more than
that of thousands of others? That which one has seen is no
evidence to those who hav not seen it. Each must rely upon
his own experience and observation. Though Mrs. Slenker
may witness materialization, and become fully satisfied of the
truth of Spiritualism, that cannot help my case, for her evidence is not mine; and were f disposed to ac101ept mere ipse
dW:it, I should long ago hav swallowed all the isms in the
world.
I hav seen things done by so-called mediums which I do not
understand; but I cannot on that account jump at the cone! usion that they were accomplished by the "spirits'' of departed human beings. And I should be ve~:~ glad to hav some
of your cool, manly contributors, wheth~r Spiritualists or
Materialists, explain; if able, the means by which such things
are accomplished.
In September, 1881, I went to Chicago, as a delegate to the
N. L. L. Congress, accompanied by my wife and her stater,
Mrs. A. N. Wood. We had been requested, by a Spiritualist
friend, to call on one Mrs. Simpson, a medium in that city;
and having an opportunity we sought out her address there,
and visited her. About eleven in the morning we went with
her into a room about 8 by 14, on the second floor. We were
all three Materialists then, and are so still, but were resolved
to make the best possible use of our senses to prevent imposition. At the east end of the room was a good-sized uncurtained window. On the north side of the room hung a picture
representing some Indian. The only furniture ii:J. the room
were four chairs and a so.called table, consisting of an unpainted pine plank, dressed on both sides, one and a half
inches thick, about twelve inches wide, and three feet long
supported by four round legs fastened in auger holes in said
plank. Over the "table" was thrown a small colored tablecloth. The lower sash of the window was raised, and upon
the window-sill was a .common glass goblet, about one-third
full of what I judged to be water, a few pieces of slate-pencils
about the size of a kernel of wheat, and a small slate. There
were two doors leading from the room-one at the west end,
through which we had entered, and the other on the north
side of the room near the east end, leading into another room.
Both doors were closed.
We carefully examined the "table " and ·the cloth covering
it, but could discover nothing about it calculated to deceive,
or that it was other than what it purported to be. It stood
square before the window, and about three feet therefrom. I
took a chair at the south end of the table, my wife took one
at my left, and Mrs. Wood on my right. Mrs. Simpson sat
down near the side of the table, directly facing us, her right
side to the table. She then took the slate, which was clean
and free from any marks or writing, laid it upon the palm of
her right hand, put a small piece of pencil thereon, raised the
table-cloth with her left hand, and put the slate underneath,
and held it against the underside of the table. I laid my ear
upon the table, and could distinctly hear the pencil moving as
if writing, dotting i's and crossing t's. The slate was then
taken from under the table, when I read thereon the following: "Me like all the squaws and braves, and me do for them
all me can." This was signed, "Ski."
Again the pencil was dropped upon the clean slate, and the
goblet was set thereon over the pencil, and the whole was
again put uuder the table, and held by the medium's right
hand with the top of the goblet against the underside of the
table. When taken out there was writing under the goblet,
but the pencil was in the goblet.
Again the slate and goblet as before were held under the
table, and when taken out there was in the goblet a large red

pink, 1\pp&rently just picked·from the stem where it grew.
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Again, Mrs. Simpson took a corner of the slate between the conceded by the able•t modern Biblical scholars that the claim
t~umb and forefi~er of her right hand, and Mrs. Wood of the in~piration of the scriptures is groun<Hess; and m in-

tnined by the ablest scientists that the Mosaic cosmop;ony, or
Bible account of creation, is inconsistent with natural facts
and demonstrated science, and therefore impossible, mythical-thHe is no reliable or probable evidence that a supernatural revelation, as to beginning and ending, cause ani! effect,
has ever been received by the human ·race; therefore, from all
we are able to lParn, with strict regard to truthfulness, Agnosticism unavoidably presents itself as ne~essarily the legitimate
conclusion.
·
Having been a Catholic, as remarked, I continued steadfast
in that creed till about the year 1850, when, after returning
from a Fourth-of-July Paine celebration (two st.Jamboats up
the East River and Sound) on the Paine farm, at New Rochelle,
I called at the office af the Beacon, and the Navigation School,
in Franklin Hall, Franklin Square, N. Y., and procured from
SAN BERNARDINo, CAL., April 7, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: In a late New York paper I find this notice with the editor of that Freethought publication, the teacher of the
school and my Fourth Ward neighbor, Mr. Gilbert Vale, a copy
the caption, "Notes on Ingersoll:"
"A fourth edition of that very interesting little volume of the great original creed-demolishing "Age of Reason," the
called 'Notes on Ingersoll,' by Father Louis A. Lambert. As perusal of which (then for the first time) campletely staggered
a complete answer to the most glaring blasphemies of the self- my ghostly visionary faith, and left it reeling, but not, howHtyled 'apostle of liberty,' this little work is calculated to do
much good, and ought to get at least as wide a circulation as ever"- entirely free from some spasmodic struggles, occasionally
d1d Ingersoll's rude caricature of philosophy. The late Judge for fa-invigoration and former ascendancy, till Mr. Bennett
Jeremiah S. Black once undertook to answer Ingersoll. The and the brave TRUTH SEEKER gave it the coup de pied of annihiNorth American Review for August, 1881, contained a whole- lation.
sale attack on the Christian religion by Ingersoll, followed by
The above notice of Father Lambert's book hns induced me
a defense of Christianity by Judge Black.
"·The literary and legal world were as interested as were re- to look up the North Americrzn Review for the months of August
ligious people, for the two contestants were lawyers of recog- and November, 1881, containing, the first, Col. Ingersoll's and
nized ability; and if one was witty the other was wise; and Judge Black's arguments, and the second, Col. Ingersoll's secthen the subject was of such universal importance. The opin- ond paper; and after a close and attentiv re-reading I am conion that Judge Black had the best of the argument seems to strained to remark that the judicially logiral sledge-l:jammer
hav been shared by Ingersoll himself, for three months after- blows of Judge Black make no convincing impression on a
wards in thfl same Review "ppeared Bn article from him complaining of Judge Black's mode of dEfen9e, attacking both re- reader abreast with science and modern historical and biblical
ligion and the judge bitterly, and .Tudge Black was at -the same criticism, or, in other words, on an att.entiv reader of THE
time informed by the R.evi•·w that it had no room for any reply TRUTH SEEKEU. And in this respect Judge Black most glarfrom him to Ingersoll's attack. The :readers of the Review did ingly betrays an inexcusable deficiency (one, however, being
not know but Judge Black had acknowledged himself beaten, peculiar with the "faithful "might hav been anticipated), and
as no word of explanation was ever given them. It was
through a card from Mr. Black in a Cincinnati journal, and because of the lack of this equipment, a correct understanding
widely copied by other journals, that the publie learned the of the importance of scientific developments, and modern, hiEtruth, to the great discredit of the North American Review."
torical, and biblical criticism-the iogical. powerful blows of
The fact of these "Notes on Ingersoll" already having at- the weat constitutional jurist are expended as impotently as
tained to a fourth edition implies that the work is popular, at the blows of a giant striking in the dark, while to such a
reader (informed on these subjects) the arguments of Col.
least with Catholie readers, and probably able.
I hav some Catholic neighbors who are becoming deeply in- Ingersoll are irresistibly convincing. While exhibiting copious
terested in Freethought, and for their assistance and the ben- learning and the happiest argumentativ illustrations, there is
efit of Catholics in a similar conuition-and there are many- a remarkably singular absence of any pedantic display. The
! would request, as an old patron of THE TRUTH SEEKER, to whole is bewitchingly absorbing, combining, as it does, the inbe favored with a critical review, iri the columns of THE cisiv logic of Junius, the burning sarcasm of Voltaire, and tho
TRUTH SEEKER, of Father Lambert's "Notes on Ingersoll." I delightfully calm, penetrativ reasoning and popular style of
hav not seen the work, but having been a Catholic, I think the immortal Paine. What has herotoforc been considered the
its animus, from a Catholic standpoint, is somewhat gener- most abstruse subject in all literature, science, and philosoally known to me-implicit faith and obedience in the implied phy is made easily comprehensible to ordinary capacity. In
und attributed mysterious verities of almighty God as held and short, the abundance of the material, and its harmony with
taught by the one and only infallible and Catholic church; in advance'd science, giv to the whole argument, on the colonel's
the omnia exeunt in mysterium there is nothing the absolute side, an easy, natural, and unlabored flow, by which it is at
ground of which is not a mystery; in the bonus vir sine Deo once rendered epigrammatic, attractiv, and demonstrativ.
This encounter of two of the most able and prominent citinemo est without a God it is impossible for man to be good
(as, for instance, the saintly Anthony Comstock, the moral par- zens of the country recalls the memorable contest of Massaagon of the Young Men's· Christian Association, and the innu- ehuRetts's and South Carolina's champions, Hayne and Webmerable lecherous men of God of Mr. Billings's book; and ster, for it is truly a war of giants; and it is as impossible to
compare, also, the Godly and Christian adulterous, hypocrit- overrate the importance of the contestants as the issues inical pastor of Plymouth an !I the ec!itorial lying detracts r of volved in the controversy. As a victory in this contest, by the
Lhe religious Observer with the irreproachable character of the champion of religion, would be regarded as a vindication of
Infidel martyr of Freethought, the revered Mr. Bennett; and all that the church has ever claimed-universal, absolute domwit)l the 'apostle of universal mental and political liberty, the. inatioRo~ mental and political, and especially as tbe triumph,
immortal 'rhomas Paine); and., above all, a lively and an un- being achieved by a legal Colossus and Democratic-Repub.
questioning belief in the Catholic church's dearest doctrin of lican statesman of recognized ability and national reputation,
Paul, the ophthalmic, visionary enthusiast, "est antem fides the struggling cause of mental and political freedom of husperanrlarum substantia rerum, argumentum non conspect1Lrum," manity would be regarded with suspicion, if not actually
uow faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of spurned, by the hosts now under the despotic yoke of the
church, and the time of their deliverance, indefinit and rethings not seen.
The metaphysics and casuistry of scholastic philosophy are mote. But by the overthrow of her arrogant pretensions, by
but incidentally adjunctiv in the construction of tbe colossal the champion of humanity, the vast numbers of her wavering
pseudo science of theology-science falsely so-called-the davL tees will nmy take encouragemeut, and on liberation from
foundation principles being really gased on the assumed cer- the superstitious incubus of her debasing Pn.thralmont they
tainty of the Bible miracles, which, being absolutely devoid will hail with ceaseless blossings the name of Ingersoll. For
of fact or sufficient renson to establish the four essential ones in this battle he has met the impetuous onslaught of the de-the miraculous .,_rth of Cbrist, the raising of Lazarus from fiant Goliath, who, emboldened by an unfaltering truAt in a
the dead, the resurrection and asaension of Christ-what folly supposed God, and with supercilious arrogance, vainly and
to be everlastingly ding-donging into our ears the importance sneeringly imagined that the triple-proof arm0r of his ghostly
of the minor ones, and filling tbe world with dissertations, ut- cause was impenetrable, and the victory triumphantly assured
terly incapable of proof, of their authenticity and efficacy- against the imputed empty, insigniftcunt babble of freedom's
the harmless drinking of deadly poisons and handling of ven- champion "speaking an infinit deal of nothing." But the
omous serpents by the apostles and their priestly successors; precision and deadly force of the sling of humanity's ~hepherd
the miraculously holy curativ properties of mineral wells and has humbled hill arrogance, and completely discomfited his
springs-medicinal ·waters of naturally transcendent virtues too confident army.
Col. Ingersoll conclusivly shows the unsoundness and often
and efficacy being in abundance in many countries all over
the world; the stigmata of St. Francis, and, more recent\,f, the absurdity of the premises of the most material and essential
fresh bleeding ones of ~uintly peasant girls; scapulars, Agr~us propositions on which the Christian religion and theology are
Deis, amulets, and talismans, and manual imposition in lieu of based and constructed. To untrammeled reason this of itself
medical treatment as all-heal and preservativ panaceas in sick- would be sufficient for rejection of the whole superstructure,
ness and danger. And what argument is advanced and claimed being \milt on false premises, an insecure foundution. Unas being all-sufficient support for this engrossing and bewil- trammeled reason! Aye, there's the rub! From the presence
dering superstition? Simply that "there is nothing impossi- of untrammeled reason, omnipotent deity of human grandeur,
ble to Almighty God." But what is our knowledge of God? vanish theology and ecclesiasticism, the fell, ghostly fabries
"All nature proclaims him," and "the heavens d~lare his of the intellectual night of dark ages, as in the morning,
bandiwork," and, says Coleridge, "the truth the hardest to nightly, noxious mists by the all-illuming radiance of the risdemonstrate is the one that of all others least needs to be dem- ing god of day. But the serpent superstitious error insidionstrated; that though there may be no conclusiv. demonotra- ously coiling himself nxound the "faithful" heart, and freetion of a good, wise, loving, and personal God, there are so dom of intellect being powerltss in his deadly presence, both
many convincing reasons for it, within and without-a grain heart and soul ar9 crushed by the consequent strangulation,
of sand sufficing, and a whole universe at hand to echo the de- and servilly crouch beneath the dictum of the uncompromiscision-the truth of which it is the least possible to prove, it is ingly despotic "authority " of the church.
On the victorious monumental pillar of commemoration will
little less then impossible to believe." And thus runs, ad infinitum, this emotional, wonderful faith, continuing, as it ever be read, in all coming time, along with name of the conqueror,
has been, entirely and absolutely incapable of demonstration the expounder and ~stablisherof reason, the inspired and ennoas a thing of God, as well as being utterly blind to ev~n plau- bling inscription, born of true science and philosophy:
"Apart from moral conduct all that man thinks himself
,ible reason. To be sure, the admission will not be withheld
that "we are ever in the presence of an infinit and eternal en- able to do, in order to be acceptabli to God, ia merely super,J, F;
ergy, from which all things proceed.'' But as it is generally stitioa and religioua folly."

With her left hand took hold of another corner in the same
manner. They then held the slate under the table, some five
or ili:X: inches from th€1 table. Mrs. Simpson then laid her left
hand upon thfl table and Mrs. Wood held her right hand
thereon. Mrs. Simpson then let go the slate and took her
hand from beneath the cloth, and took hold of the slate again
with the cloth between it and her hand. She then took her
hand away, when Mrs. Wood brought out the slate, with a
fine, fresh, variegated dahlia thereon, apparently with dew on
it, as it wet the slate slightly. .
I hav made this letter longer than I intended, but could not
well omit anything, as I wished to be particular in the descriptions,
M. FARRINGTON.
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EdUed by Mzss SusAN H. WIXoN,· FaU River,
Mass., to whom aU Communications for this
Gomer should be sent.
" His life Ia long whose work 1a well,
And be his station low or high,
He who the moat good works can tell;
Llvs longest though he soonest die."

Our Susie.
I want to tell you to-day about my dear little nieoe and namesake, Susie.
It is not quite seven years ago since she first
came into our home; a wee little cooing,
crowing baby, and from the moment that she
came she began to draw our rove to herself.
All babies are eweet and cunning, but our b_aby
seemed to us the very sweetest and cunm~g
est darling that ever drew the breath of hfe.
Ah, how we kissed her and car.essed her ! How
we watched the unfoldment of her mind-the
development of her body, as it grew in grace
and beauty ! How we watched the fountain
of light and love dancing in her lovely eye~!
. And how wonderful it was when her first httle tooth appeared ! And when she was able
to sit alone, and hav playthings like other
babies, we pleased ourselvs and her with all
sorts of infantile toys.
By and by she began to stand on her feet,
and I WPll remember the half frightened look
in her eyes when she had learned to stand up
n.Ione. But presently she gained confidence,
and by the aid of chairs and our hands she
learned to step, and soon she was walking all
about the room. She had long rides in her
baby carriage, but oh, how delighted she was
when she was old enough to walk ! She would
toddle along laughing, roll on the green grass,
and then up again and rnn gleefully along like
a happy, joyous bird.
Her voice was like sweetest music, and when
she learned to talk it was a delight to listen to
her chattering. And she learned to sing al·
most as soon as she could talk; yes, before she
was able to frame ideas into words, she hummed
the tunes of all the songs she heard.
Her songs still linger on my ear,
Her hands still thrill my heart,
The memory of her loving voice
Will nevermore depart.
Like all little ones, she was sometimes mischievous. One time she pulled up Lucy's
choice flowers; she was about three years old
then, I think.
"What made you do it?" I asked.
"Oh, I don't know," she said. "I suppose
it was the mistiff [mischief] in me that did it."
Once when she wished to go to her "gammoo's," as she called her grandmother, Joe, the
colored man who helped about the place, took
her in the wheelbarrow, an'd brought her to
her grandma's house. "I think Joe is so
nice," said she, "to play he was a horse and
drag me to my gammoo's. When he is old I
will take care of him."
She was generous to· a fault, and had, fre.
quently, to be checked, for she would giv _away
anything that her friends or playmates w1shed
for. She had a great many dollies, and one
large "rag baby" that Henrietta made, and
which seemed to outliv many a saw-du~t dolly.
"It has had many hard knocks," said Susie,
" but it stands the racket dreadful well!"
One Sunday a wounded dove dropped upon
the lawn in front of the house. Susie pitied
the poor little bleeding bird, and asked many
questions concerning it. When it ceased to
breathe, she said, "Why is it so still?"
"It is dead," I replied.
" Do folkses die like the dove?"

"Yes.''
"It is sad, I think," she mused, "but then

the dove can never be hurt' any more."
She was passionately fond of flowers, and
in flower time, she would always oome with
her hands full of loveliest blossoms. She
liked to think of her friends being pure and
sweet like the flowers. When she could find
no flowers, she would gather bright leaves or
grasses. I well remember a bouquet of daisies
and ferns that she picked and arranged her·
self and brought to me. "I knew they would
make you smile," she whispered; "flowers are
smile makers!"
She was a very happy child. She would
often say, "I am taking solid comfort now.
We are all here together in solid happiness."
To her mother and father, she was a precious
treasure, a mollt delightful and interesting
companion, as, indeed, she was to me, and to
all who came in close communion with her.
One day she had treated her kitten rather
roughly in playing with it, and kitty ran away
and hid, but, by and by, she came and nestled
in Susie's lap, purring softly. "I think, mamma," said Susie, "that she has forgiven me!"

By and by, she added sweetly, "And so must
I forgiv those who are naughty to me, and be
good to those who treat me badly, if anybody
ever does."
She was, upon one occasion, reproved for
speaking out when she was angry.
"And must I keep my madness in my mouth
then P" she said.
"Yes," was the reply.
"But it is better not to keep it at all, but
breathe it away in happy thoughts," she said,
smiling.
She was very beautiful, was our Susie,
beautiful physically, mentally, morally, in all
ways a fair and sparkling jewel. She was so
loving, too. She would pause from her play
to put her arms around our neck, and say to
each of her loved ones, "I love you, dear!"
And, in some moment of great happiness, she
would look up and say sweetly, "Ah, I am so
happy, so happy."
Susie never went to school, but her mother
taught he111tat home. She read fluently in the
Fourth Reader, and was well advanced in arithmetic and geography. She took great pride in
reatling the daily newspapers, and was especially pleased with the stories in the Children's
Corner. I sometimes read my stories to her
before they were printed~ and she was the best
critic I ever had.
. ·
"When I am grown, I will write stories, too,''
she said, and I fondly hoped ·that her large
ideality and deep insight into human nature
would develop in that direction. But, alas! my
hopes, plans, and wishes, every one of which
.centered in and around her, were doomed
never to be realized.
There was a slight malformation in Susie's
right hand, and, although she could use a pen
or pencil very ~ell, and had learned to write
nicely, we thought it would be better for her
if the two fingers that were partly joined together, should be 11eparated. A surgical operation was decided upon, and. the fingers were
separated. The surgeons were skilled and anticipated no harmful result, and, for a few
days, she seemed to be recovering, and, in a
week, it was expected the wound would be
healed. But it was not so to be. Diphtheria
set in, and although all that love and the best
medical skill could do was. done, yet it was of
no avail. Our darling, with her splendid talents, with all her grace and loveliness, with
that sweet, affectionate nature, was doomed.
Patiently she suffered for two weeks, and
then quietly fell asleep.
She had always been so healthy and activ,
we never thought that she could die. Death
was for us who were older, not for that sweet,
rich, budding nature-so we thought. She
was the only one, too, the only child, the only
girl, and we felt we could not part with her.
My heart breaks with grief to-day, as I recall
her gentle, loving ways.
When she was well, she would say, as often
as she left me, "Good by, auntie! No one
will hurt me! Don't disappear!"
To disappear was, to her, a very dreadful
thing. Once, when she had been naughty,
her mamma hid from her, and it made a great
impression upon her tender mind. Ever
afterward she used that expression to her
dear ones, "Don't disappear!" And now she
has disappeared; gone from our arms that held
her so closely and so fondly. When I arrayed
her dear little body for a long night of rest, I
clasped the still form to my heart, and begged
for one word to tell me where she had gone.
But the eyes were closed; the dear lips that I
had kissed so often moved not, and no sign
escaped her to tell me whither she had fled.
We had to lay the lovely casket that once inclosed an angel, a priceless pearl of ra;rest
beauty, away in the cold ground. Tokens of
love were showered upon her in her sickness,
and bloomed around her after all was over.
Her feet rested on a star of pansies, herself a
bright and shining star, and the little mound
to-day is covered and heaped with choicest
buds and blossoms brought by her many
friends, herself the fairest blossom of them all.

We call her "lost," and yet, we know
She's saf• from every ill;
No pain shall ever break her heart,
No tears her eyes shall fill.
This thought shall nerve our hearts to strength,
Since she is safe from blight,
Since never any harmful thing
Can hurt her spirit bright.
And while her memory we keep,
The fairest jewel yet,
.
May flowers of hope and peace entwme
These hours of sad regret.

But, like some st~r in glory set,
She was too fmr for earLh;
A lovely bud of promis rare,
An angel from her birth.

of the Generation of Jesus. Fust translation into English. of a rem~r~able Hebrew document, givmg the ongmal from
which the story of Jesus was made up.
20 cents.
,

Sixteen Saviors of None. By KERsEY
GRAVEs

author of the World's Sixteen

Crucifi~d Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,

and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents.
I hav told you, dear children, ab<mt little
cloth, $1.
'
Susie, because she loved the Children's Corner
By
so well, and she loved those, who, from week Six Lectures on Astronomy.
PRoF. R. A. PROCTOR. 20 cents.
to week, gather in that pleasant place; a~d I
thought that I must tell you that one httle Socialism: Reply to Prof. Roswell
darling had gone from our happy circle there.
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's
sophistries fully exposc;,d. Paper, 25
She would like to hav you read this little
cents; cloth, 50 c'lnts.
sketch, as brief and imperfect as it is, and to
remember her in your hearts; and, best of all, Superstition; The Religion of Believe
she would be pleaseil to hav you cherish her
o:: be Damned, an Open Letter to the St.
John's School Board. By M. BABcocK.
memory as an inspiration 'to all good and noble
25 cents.
·
deeds, to pure and elevating thoughts, to the
making of this world brighter, better, and The Adventures of Elder Triptole·
more beautiful for those who still remain in it.
mus Tub. Containivg startling
Gladly would we hav kept our darling with
and interesting disclosures about hell, its
locality, magnitude, climate, employus longer, but it was not so to be. She has
ments, et·c. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERs.
gone away in all her sweet innocence and
15 cents.
purity; gone from pain, sorrow, and trouble of
every kind. Like the wounded dove that died The Besant- Hatchard Debate.
A
two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE
from its hurt, she, as she said of it, can never
BESANT
and
Rev.
A.
HATCHARD
on
The
be hurt any more. Her life wa.s a bright, joyJesus of Nazareth a Historical Character,
ous, and happy one, too swiftly fleeting, but a
and the Influence of Ghristianity on the
song of joy as long as it lasted. We are better
World. Held at the. Hall of Science,
because she was with us so long as she was.
London, December, 1880. 25 cents.
We can never forget her, and time alone can
The Clergyman's "Victims. A Radsoften the sharp pain of her removal from .
ical story vividly portraying the wrongs
our midst. If that bright, intelligent mind
committed by the professed men of God.
continues in conscious existence, we shall
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.
some day see her again. Her little hands will
The
Contrast : Evangelicalism ~nd
be the first outstretched to greet us when the
Spiritualism Compared.
By
burdens of life become too great a weight. But
MosEs HuLL. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
if she has fallen into dreamless sleep forever,
A domestic Radical
we are satisfied to sleep with her, for life The Darwins.
story. By Mrs. ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER,
would always hav a shadow in it, she being
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
absent.
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
And now, we take up life's work again,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
seeking consolation for our loss in action, in
·The
Ghost of St. Johns. By M. BABdoing good, in bringing joy to others, as Susie
. cocK. 25 cents.
made joy and happiness for us.
The New Dispensation!_or, The He~'V'
enly Kingdom. By D. W. HULL. Pnce,
Our Puzzle Box.
95 cents.
1
The Legends of the Patriar chs. By
ENIGMA.
S. BA.Rmo-GouLD. $1.50. The CongregaI am composed of eight letters.
tionalist, in speaking of it, says: "There
My 2 7, 3, 8, is good at supper;
are few Bible readers who hav not at some
My 5, 6, is a smart little worker:
time wished for just such a volume. It is
My 1, 6, 4, 3, 6, is what all must hav;
a thorouahly
interesting book, and will
0
My 3,.7, 4, 1, 6, relates to peanuts;
be seized with avidity by all students oi:
My 8, 7, 3, 4, is a girl's name;
the Bible.
My 2 4, 3, 6, is very useful;
The Martyrdom of Man. Embracing
My 1' 2 7, 3, 5, is not agreeable to do;
the four divisions of War, Religion, LibMy 3' 7' 4 3 for the lion is nothing new.
erty, and Intellect. A work of rare merit,
My ~h~le 'is 'a city in the Middle states.
and written in a superior style. By Wm.
wooD READE. New edition. 544 pages.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES 'IN CHILDREN's CORNER
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75.
MAY 10, 1884.
'
1. Akron. 2. Gladstone. Solved by H. E. The Old Faith and the New. A Con·
Juergens, A. L. Spencer, Rosa Hindle.
fession. By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAuss,
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
Authorized translation from the sixth
German edition. .By MATlllLDE BLIND.
Two volumes in oue. The translation
A Lecture by
revised and partly rewritten, and pre(Jol Robert G. Ingersoll
ceded by an American version of the authors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss
"The clergy know that I know that they
is too well known by the readers of Amer-.
know that ihey do not know."
ica to require a single word to be said in
his praise. Price, $1.50.
One of the best documents to cil-culat!) ever l'he Outcast. A deep, fin.ely-written
printed. %ery man, woman, and chilrl in
Radical story. From the London edition.
the United States should read it.
Every
By \VrNwooD READE, author of "Martyrreader of the paper should eend for a dozen.
dom of Man." 30 cents.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
The Pro and Con of Supernatural
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Religion. Both sides fairly and
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, exUniversalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.
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ORTHODOXY.

RICHARDJS CROWN
HOW HE WON AND WORE IT.

This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling portrayal of Society Life as it
now exists.
The third edition of this remarkable book
has just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
It seems but yesterday she came
D. Weaver. It is a story of thrilling interest,
With light and dancing feet,
thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating,
And bathed my face in laughing glee,
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's
With loving kisses sweet.
Cabin " was to the slavery question, " Richard's Crown" is to the cause agitating the
Shielded in helpful, tenfer arms,
masses of the people of to-day.
Safe from every storm,
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
How could we think that death would touch paper. Beautifully illustrated with eleven
That lovely, blessed form?.
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title
in gilt, embossed on the back and side of the
How know that she so soon would fade,
book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.
So quick would float away,
·
Or that, to chill December blight,
Would change this blooming May?
In every plan, in every hope,
She held the chiefest place,
And every dream of life was bright,
Because of her dear face.

. FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Sepher Toldoth J eshu; or, t~e Book

The Radical Pulpit. Comprising discourses of advanced thought. By 0. B.
FROTlUNGHAM and FELIX ADLER, two of
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
FROTHINGHAM: The New Song of Christmas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test
of Creed Apocryphal Books of the New
Testame~t, The Sectarian Spirit, The
American Gentleman, The Language of
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell,
The Value of the Higher Sentimen£s, The
American Lady, The Consolations of Rationalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics
of the Social Question, Emancipation,
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the
Societv for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders,
Hav \ve Still a Religion? Conscience.
Price, in cloth, $1.

The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J.
Man.-Whenoe and Whither?
R. KELSO, A.M. Price, .so cents.
· By n. B. westbrook, n.n., LL.n.,
Truth Seeker Collec~IOn. of Forms,
Author of" The Bible.-1'\-'hence and What?'
Hymns, and RemtatiOns. ConAbout all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
For sale at this office.

taining forms for or~anizing ~ocieti~s,
marriage, funeral servwes, nammg of mfants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns
for public meetings, funerals, social gatherings, etc. To which are added beautiful recitations for various public occa.
aiona. 550 pp. Cloth, 75 cents.
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THE TRUTH

Liberal Meetings.
r!nited Stllteo and Qlll<ldll mating regularly can hau no00.. of tMir meetings publuhed in thu colu.:...free if 1M
OjlicerB will Bend thein to UB.]

BELT OF LIFE,

MICIDGAN.
M:usnaoN.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.

AND

WISCONSIN.
MILWAUXEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
Hall, 216 Grandavenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
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IN THE

UBITED STATES AND CAHADA
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.

For the sake of increasing the number of
names in the" Freethought Directory," I make
this offer. I will send tht~ "Freeth ought Magazine and Freethinkers' Directory'' for July,
which will be out about July 25th, FREE to
any person who sends his or her name and
post-office address for registry in the "Di- .
rectory" before June 5th, with twenty-five
eent.
Address,
H. L. GREEN,
2t20
Salamanca, N.Y.

IUPROVED

Magnetic Gar 1n en t s.

312 MYRTLE AVE.,
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
BROOKLYN,
N.Y.
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary. For the Relief and Cure ot' All
MAINE.
~·orms ot' Disease in il11
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired ConWor$t Stage11.
gress Hall,· Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
Readers of Tav: TRUTH SEEKER, read the annexed lettP.r
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30 fr\)m
a well-known pnytuctan who a.tt.ended the following
I P.M. ·Admittance free. Public invited.
remarkable case:
Mrs. L--, ala.dy tesldlng In Brooklyn, E. D .. for two
OREGON.
year . sultt'red te·ribly with B uterine tumor; her attendant phys1cian advised an operation, but having grt:at
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League aversion
to the surgeon's kntre. she would. not suumlt to
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday, htt;ed0~::!fi~n~J ~::ln;~~s~dt~Ytre~enA.~~~~ ~::~~~~r~
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st of Febru~:~.ry, th1s year, a body ser., as advised by m:ys~Jlt,
and Madison streets. All are invited. Ad- VIas purcb1:1sed fo, her. ·
'l'he rollowlng letter wm show t.he results and nrove the
mission free.
value of my improved applltUlces ln u.lltorms of di~ease:
Mn 2, !bBl.
MASSACHUSETTS.
MR. D. J. CoTTER, Dear Sir: Thinking you would Ilk~ to
of the following. l notify you.
Bos"roN.-Buston Liberal Club holds meet- know
Mrs. L - , a patient o mlnc, hatl a uterine turner of
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday two years' stanaingand woul•t not consent to an operation;
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial C2:R ~l~~~~ ~~c~~J;~~~.ef ~:1Ie~e~ 8J~~:k~o~~Nt~T~~
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society she did -purchase and we~r them, for ten weeki:!, so she
of the Divine Homo " at same place every now inform~ me. TWO d'ay~ ago 1 wa~ sent for to t~ottend
.:Iunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday- ne, hnd found the tumor bad been expelled endre wllile
atiia~~~~~~:e~~ft~ina.~~~~;~· of this kind before b thA
Bchool at 2:30. Admission free.
appllea.tton of y ur ga.rm~nts~ I shoul. be glad to 1uwe
PENNSYLVANIA.
someintormatlvn ou the polnt DR 'i 1~r~r'PJ::ei.fW~Y •
149 Tompkins ave., llrouklyn, N, Y.
ALTooNA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
COPY.·OF MY REPLY.
MAYS,l884.
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
512 Myrt.le ave., Brookl~n. N.Y.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
DR. A. R. PETTIT, Dear ~ir: Your favor received. In
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
e~ef. t~a~adtn~.h~ri~. ~~vye~~~ ~:~rc~;so:~::n~f
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall, ~~~I
I woufd mu~h Uk~ to s~e the tumor mentioned. in your
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
1
~P~~ j~~-r f~i~~~~~~'gY~.~~~u~\L\~:.~~oa ~ :i~~
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates. ~~~[~n
possible respecting til~ above-mentioned cases, a.nd, tf
THB TBU'r!I SEEXER an.d Liberal books for uece•sary proVIding mv patrono •re w1lllog, will phlce
you to correspondence with them. or the physlclaoM who
sale.
attended tb.em prior to the u~. Of my Gt\rmeuta. I aWa.lt
PrTTsBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League yourreply.
Yours relf,i~H',il~: COrTER.
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
1
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is a~~'sa~'th~· t~:~r~I~ ':i: "t'f,!eE~:'o%si t~:i::'ed ~PD,n ~~~
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture, ~h:~~~~~bo~r t~;tf!:r:ee~~db~~o~:v~ b;;~ !~~~~:~ Cbl
s~ti~fted hlm ot uth-r such cas~ a by letters in my
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15 fully
p sH~ awn from pa·Ues cured and tb.eJr pUysict"ns.
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergy- T!le ab ve apeaks for ltse t, ~a ~he fuJJ name and Pdmen invited to discuss.
~~e:;ly~;~~fe~~:~l~n i:,f.lt~e~,n~nMu~r!'n~ ':n~~~u~l ~~~
aoov~ tacoB.
D. J. CuTTER.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWABX.-Newark Liberal League meets The.ee garments a.re a decld~!d Improvement on anything of tht.: k1ud evtr o.trered, aud unlv produced after
· eyery Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the many
yeu.rs of close study and "ciPntltlc experlment.
League's Hall, 177 Hal&ey street. Exercises Much dtpendiSupon the knl)Wledge ot how to ttpp:y auch
.Many peraon111 hava re"lly good appllanctts ro
consist of music, readings, lecture, and dis- gart.nents.
offer. but. unleal!l they are jl.ldiciuubly ar1d scientifically
cussion, in which all present are invited to
~~f~~t!~~~elntr~,;:~ro~~s~Y
:C~~t~=r~o~;{t;;:;,~{;:!n~a~i
participate.
Admisswn free.
Collection t .eir CR.se, how long.suffertng,
and tJ.ll symptome. would be
taken. Communications for the League advised free of CObt, just what garment lt w uld be n~ C·
essary to ust: to etrcct tt. cure, prlce of s~me, etc. Taey are
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10 madt
t•l :tit all parts •)f tu., body, eWiy of adjustment, aud
Pine street, Newark.
as comtf rt be to use as orJ.lntr.ry uuderwea.r; beln&r we J.
ventlmted, th •y u.rc coot,a..a.d,the 1afu:~loa;of magnetism
CANADA.
lr1to the sysr.em p odur:e a cool. pleasant teeh11g in the
ToRoN"ro.-Secular Society. Reading and ~totj1:!a'::~L~Ukif~X~'l:~~L~J()fro~ tU£fll~~~3~ ~l~
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House. ALYSL::i, N!!.URALGIA. UYSPliP::llA. LOL.UMOTUR
ATAXI '• •PLNaL UlSEAol£, At:iTHJI1A, BRONIJHi·
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture TIS,
VROPSY, TUMOR:;, CANCER:;, aud others not
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and n~c'='sstt.ry lO ment.L>n, asl claim th ,r,utsease in any and all
1 1
strangers are cordially invited.
~tv~~~ f~~~G~ ~ rou.~f~ ~~~~~~~~~~~rfn': ~~tio~b~~a~~~~
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freetbought Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M., at 1310 Cath- i~;'~~~~t~o~g~!~?:Ust~!r~~~~~: ~\J~~(J~a~~~\~~ese~:;i:;~
arine street. Reading-room open daily until ~!n~);~~;r~C:ut~vl~:~~~~Lde ~~~~e~!r~ft:~~~,e~~~t: ~~~~~
becume demagnetized; cuugestion '"nd di~:~ease fo,lJW; it
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of ta
tt1e awa l of .Bac .. , Lumbago an•1 Kidney tronble; 1n the
books three evenings per week, and on Sun- shouLd ·r', RlleumMtism; 1n tne Head, NefraJ~la r .Neuand so ou in auy part of tb.e uuman organfzat,lun.
day afternoons. Free public lectures on ru.!gtu,
Wo ha.vt" u. thousand aud. one dHiertmt names tor dLe .. s~.
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers. thuug~1 produced by and thruugn On\: suurce only, and lt
is by str~IJgbtening the Gangliouic .Nerves, conserving the
Strangers always welcome. G. S. W1lson vlt~-~ol
forcct~, a. d mrustng magu ,t1Hn toto tne aysLe ,1, 1
President, M. O'B. Ward, ~.D., Secretary.
effect so mtJ.ny ma.rve,ous cur~s after ~u utner means have
NEW YORK.
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and debates and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEW YoRK: CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
for a lecture and discussion, at German
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Admission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
Membership fee $3.--The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at ~:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Frobisher College Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. The People~s Spiritual Meeting every
Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
BnooR:LYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--'I'he Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
literature on sale. All invited.- The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordia:lly invited. Doors open at 2~30 P.M.
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THIRD EDITION.
TRANsLATED

ouT

ol!' THE

omGmAL

ANCilNT MAN
IN AME.RlCA.
INCLUDING

NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
COMPARED AND REVISED. ·

Works iri Western New York and
other States, together with Structures in Central .Ame1·ica.

By M. E. BILLINGS,

ByFREDERICK L<\RKIN,lti.D.
Jl""ber of the
..hrwrlcxm .ABiocilleion for the .Ad~ancement

AUTHOR OJ!'
11

PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETO., "UNHOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
"HOLY CROSS,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.

"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, ttwfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood,.but it is a bed of infamy they hav
wade themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

of

Science.

Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations.
290 Pages.

Price, Cloth $1.50.
A.ddreas

THE '£RUTH SEEKER, .
88 Ollnton Place, New York.

FA RA 0 A Y PA M PH L ETS
Noi.:;!f:O~..f.:l:.~m·e~!~: ~r, e8/:!~':r~ 1o!:!

~rol. New l!dltlon, Eolarged and Revised By Spirit
M. Faraday. Prlce,l5 cents.

Ng; 2w:!~!lil'lr".:.n°~~m~~e:from.

The Evolution o!
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processsos:
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlar~ed and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Pl'lce,
10 cents.

NoA.f.i~ "I;:.':aJ!f:J.:~pmcnt or the Spirit
The Origin of Rel!glona. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.

l'io • .a.-Tn e Procet!l!l or Mental "ctJon;

PRICE, !U CENTS.

Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
15 cents.

NoiJi,;-;-The Origin or the Chrit!ltian Rellg•

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlar;;cd.
Price, 10 OW. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.

AS A
:MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated Christianity, Confessions or Its Founders, Transcribed
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
cents: Paper, 50 cents.
KoTe~i.!.ot

Bethlehem, the Birthplace of

Extract from No.5.

Price 10 cents.

Who Wrot .. the New
Extract from No. 5.

Te'ltament~

Price 10 cents.

BOWJ,JI.S J>Al!JJ•RLF.:'I'N.
NEW EDITION Wll'II SUPPLEMENT, OF
No. 1.-EXJ>erleu••eH of !ii1unnel HowleH,

Late editor of tile Springfield, MMs., Republican, ln
Spirit Ltre: or, Lite All He Now SeeB It rrom a Splr·
ltual Standpoint. wrltten through the medlumahlp
of OARRIE E. 8. '£WING, or Westfteld, N.Y. 25 cents.
LAfer Papert!l ot'liiltmnel Bowlet!l,
written In August, 1883.
A. SuJ>plement. To No.1
And tlound S6parately: Mra. Oarrle E. B. Twlng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents,
No. :.>..-ContraHtH in Spirit J.U'e:
And Recent Experiences of BAMUE!- BoWLES, late
editor of the Sprlngfteld, Mll8S., Republican, In the
flrst flve spheres. Also a thrilling account (Jf tile
late President Garfield's reception In the splrlt
world. Wrltten through the hand o! OA 1\ItiE E. B.
TWING, Westfield, N. Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 cents.
A.cbsa w. Sprar,n*''" 11nd Mary CJI&rl<'"

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and C1v1lization; the Ohurch and Scienc('; the Church
:n:.~r:tn'J?-e." the l!'trst ·ren spheres
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Medlum, .ATIIALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Prlca
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the 20 cents.
W oman.'s Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
TWO LtTTLE RED Ml'l'TENS;
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
dozen at least. Address
BY
JENNIE
BUTLER BROWNE
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Prtce 10 centB.
For RA.1A A.t t.htR nmf'A.
33 Clinton Place, NEW YOBK.

MAN!

A LIBERAL JOURNAL published to promote EDUCATION, OONSTRUOTION, Co·OPERATION, and ORGANIZATION.
Exponent of the objects, platform,
failed.
and principles of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
REMARKABLE CURE OF PARALYSIS.
T. B. Wakeman and T. o. Leland, editors.
Nov. 18, IE83.
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
to~~~i~J'ec~~~~?t~'en&~~~~~t!ns~~~~~~ol~~r ~r~qa~~d ~~ months-tor twenty cents. Specimen copies tree:
s-.y the result bas oeea &,ljtonJablng to myt:e 1 and frJends. and LJIJeral names wanted to send sample coples.
Tue first tw' l•ieCi!tS sent gave me su~h ,.ellef hat I nad
T. 0. LELAND, Secretary,
great conf dance ot being ..,ntirely curtd when I obttt.lned
5tf
7U Broadway, New York.
the others, and I waa not dl.!!appvlnt~d My VtttaJyals haa
eutirdy ulsappt!ared and I tr..Ul attugether & changed
wom>J.n, aLd it 1d only two weekt! since I g ·t the 1ull Bt:t.
f Improved or unimproved lands
I autrered very mucll wttu weak»eaa tn m r chedt and
• anywhere l'n the state. For In·
luog!!. Now 1 ca.n slog aod tallc as Weu as ever, also read
a.1oud without the sllgntest difilculty. I ca.u su.feJy recom- formation, ma.pa, ctrcula.ra, etc., etc., write to
WATSON & THRo\PP, or O.H. OUSTENBORDER,
meiJ.d tll"' garments to u.ny perduns antfet1ngus I was.
MB~. E P. I'LH.A~AN'rS,
ly13
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
Ahltnson, :Monroe Uo., 1Yest Va.
P. s.-My daughter has also found great rel!e! from the
use your ~u.ru,umta. See ller not" mclosed,

KANSAS

ot

CURED OF NERVOUS PR<·STRATION AND HYSTERIA.
DR. COTTER, Dear Sir: 1 um very ha,rPv tr> state that
8

~Tc:~l~~r~} ~~~~;~~:!~t~~u~r~;!c'~~~~~~~lo int~~e t~~e~t

tion w my eye my health had be"ome

fd~rtutJy

0

tmpatrtd.

fr~~ rt!e ~~~~~~~ ~aj~~:\~~:~~r~:r;~u~ ~~r~e~~=~tg~~~~
0

to improve. I seemed to 2et new vit-\.IJty, and wltb re·
newed health my sight got wonderfullv better, until now I

~i:!F:b:ri Js~erc~~~vo;¥::ftb~~n!ntfui0fo~r ~hem~eE~J~ i
1
r~:en~~~v~~ £~~lo~~~:rJ»rii~~;~oannd~:/~~ 11i:~::rl~~~;g;
1

1

curing disease wlthnut medicine~
Hoping thousands or o·ht::rs oolJI be cured as I have been,
lam, sir,
Respe~fl~l_;' l.tol'fl'y C. BURTON,
Alderaun, Monroe Uo., West Va,

CURED OF ASTHMA.

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. 1\1. BEN
.....N
.....ET'!I
Sent by Mall for Fifty cents.
A.DDRERS THTR OFFHTF

case above name!!, PXCept, porhaps, RheuWrite or call for pamphlet and all informa- ordlnary
matism, and wlll warrant cures on rel!.BOnable
tion to the inventor,
t~rms. MEDICAL LAKE SALTS COntains DO Ingre-

312 Myrtle .A.ve.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

History ofA~hristianity

"God's Medicine/'

E. S. McComas, Secretary and General Agent of
FEB, 4, 1881.
DR. D. J. COTTER, Dear Sir: I bHd suffered w.tb As~uma the Medical Lake Manufacturing Co,, wlll be located
tor yeara in its worst form, and never tuund anyt!llDJZ' w durlng Aprl! and May In Iowa Olty, Iowa.
The
belp me untll I put on your Garments, in .FeiJrua.ry, 1883. wonderful cures .of Rheumatism, Catarrh, Piles,
since r.ben my A"Lhma nas disappeared, and 1 have not Dyspepsia, Scrofulous Complaints, Female Oom·
been trvuOled about breatb1ng 1u tne least.
Money could not buy th~ Garment• I have If I could not plaints, and aU kinds of sores and diseases or the
skin that are dally being reported from the use of
get more.
l forward yon thla letter hoping lt may be the means of MEDICAL LAKE SALTS, on the Pacific coast, warrant
inducing som~ poor sufl:":!rer to use your bealth·glving the Company In establishing agencies throughout
all the states and terrlt<>rlea. Mr. McComas wUJ
aPPll•nces,
Yours very rezy_e~~f~~RNH.AM.
forward one box of MEDICAL LAKE SALTS to any ad·
818 Sixth street, R,.ctne, Wis.
dress on receipt of F!tty cents-enough to cure any

DAVID J. COTTER, M.E.,

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

dient not obtained by evaporaL!ng the waters ot
Medical Lake, Spokane Oo., w. T. Agents wanted.
Addresa
E. S. MoOOMAS,
:blllli
J.owa. Ohy, Iowa.,

A VINDICATION
of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire'' by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milmau, WciH:k,
an "English Churchman," and olher scholars.
I vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This hook shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its foundtrs, aud what were the
seutimeuts, manners, numbtrs, and condition of lht!
prjmiti ve Christlans.
"I know of no hook that contains more real and val·
uable information uvon the origin of Chrislianity."-

R. G.

INGERSOLL.

•• One oft he most h~arnerl and interesting books ever
written aZJd puhlishcd."-.Boston Investigator.
FOR SAl-E AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICI:,

..
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The Books of the Sibyls.
Where are the books or the Sibyls
The high gods sent to men,
Writ upon leaves or marble
With what Eternal Pen ?
The wise Cumre<>n Slhyl
Had not destroyl3d a line
or those she brought to l'arquln,
0
The three that onee were nine.
If the strong Powers had written
The reign or peace was nPar;
But the words were of swords-not plowshares,
And the prophecy austere.
Gone are the books or the SlbyiH,
Bent down to earth In vain;
But others s• lU more dolorous
In the hearts or Man remain I
-R. H. Stoddard, in Independent.

A Snake Story.
Two moccaslnq once waged a battle,
And much they fought like human cattle;
At ftrst they shook the warning rattle,
Hissing their Ire In snaklsh prattle.
At length, enraged beyond all reason,
Each other's tall they fiercely seize on,
By suction and by "dint o' Bqueezln',"

To swallow each In proper season.
The waning circle now grows smaller,
Wtrh every

sque~ze

and every "swaller,"

In size a saucer-now a dollarThere cannot be much more to "roller."
The little circlet still keeps shrinking.
Their snakeshlps or each other drinking;
The little eyelet now seems winking.
And like a spark goes out a-bllnklng.
Now, Cllrlstlan friends, I know tun well,
You'll not believe the tale I tell;
But If your reasons you adduce,
Why you to It your faith ret use,
These very reasons may be told
I
Against the Bible tales ot old.
J. JL P. BAKER.
Irwin, ](JWa.

An Intere"ting Discussion Revived.
Since the learned S. P. Andrews and the
poetic Mr. PutnaJU hav apparently concluded
their interesting artie! es on "What is Science?"
and settled down to the bottom positions of
their respectiv doctrins, I avail myself of the
privilege of assuming to act as a general critic,
and hope to discover to the readers of your
paper what is the real animus of the writers,
with such other matter as I hope will prove
in leresting to them.
Mr. Putnam's assumption is that matter is
the only substance, and the only thing having
endurance, while mind il'l the result of this
moving material manifested by the changes of
its various forms; and that the highest object
atttlined by matter, as the result of natural
processes, is the prod uclion of the most perfect material forms; that of necessity they
are constantly changing and giving place to
new and better forms which endure for a time
only, but with constant elements of change;
that any mind which may be exhibited by any
of the higher forms of matter (such as man)
is only the incidental result of the action on
motion of changing materittl forms. Hence he
assumes that matter is the real substance, while
mind is nothing. To put it in a somewhat different shape, we might say the whole effort of
nature, in all its wonderful manifestations of
matter and conscious mind, is to produce as a
1·esult a sublime nothing, and then immediately pitch into the worn-out organic qtock,
and work it all over into something else by the
addition of other elements, and finally, in the,
course of Mr Putnam's infinit circle, produce
the same grand and inimitable nothing forever. He consoles himself and his mourners
over the failure of life, and the evanescent
state of mind, that some fragments of a
man's mind may, by the fortuitous circumstances of history, be handed down to a succeeding posterity, and ineorporated into the
life of humanity as a temporary benefit, not to
himself, but to everybody else. And this is
the grand, central, inspiring, and nnselfish idea
of modern Materialism, to realize which it
requires the quintessence of unselfish devotion to humanity-to enable it to eat, drink,
and be happy, for to-morrow it dies.
If Mr. Putnam and his friends expect to
convert the world from Christian superstition
and intolerant bigotry, I fear it will require a
long time to do it by his doctrins; and to succeed, it will be neccessary to produce some
palpable evidence of his affirmations in regard
to matter and mind. And by no means cnn
he sustain his assertion that such are the
legitimate teachings of science. The immortality which he is advocating, while every
word of it is a truth as fn1·s as it goes, falls far
short of the kind of immortality which every
one is seeking for himself. We may induce
ourselvs to believe in various theories about
life, because of our inability to explain nature
from our 1tandpoint; but it will never do to

distinct ego I would glide in: to a confused state
of mind in which I could· not distinguish myself, and would be lost amongst a multiplicity
of forms, so that, whatever comes in cqntact
with me, I am affected thereby and mad: conscious of its and my own separate existence.
I hav, therefore, ·the same evidence of my
identi y that I hav of that which is outside of
me.
Thes~ conditions of life and being ·are transmitted from generation to generation. The
most important consideration at this point is,
how did I become a conscious human being,
feeling motion, sensation, and consciousness?
It came about through the organization and
ascending scale of development and by the
laws of heredity. And here is seen that other
law of life, viz., the progress and development
of Lower into higher forms of life. Let us look
at this. Every human being originated from
two germs, a male and a female germ, the
union and motion of these originating a human
organism by an orderly and natural process,
by means of the life-giving and life-sustaining
elements' of matter contained in these germs,
and by having transmitted into them the conscious principle of life, and the peculiarities of
the parent progenitors. This does not necessitate the influx or association of a spirit independently of the developing germs i;uto a human being, for the spirit is as much an inheritance from the parents as the body it inherits,
and this accounts for the parental characteristics •.
The new-born babe has a conscious life, and
givs evidence of it the moment it takes its first
gasp of air. It immediately s<ttisfies its bodily
wants; it feels the chilling blasts of its" new
conditions, and by an instinct of feeling, superior to the slow process of reasoning or thinking, it huddles close to the source of maternal
comfort. This givs evidence of a consciousness !luperior to ordinary mental processes to
begin with, and this is its inheritance. Therefore man's spirit is the result of a dual inheritance.
The next important step in this inquiry is
the fact that all forms of matter in nature are
advancing to a higher condition. All lower
forms are giving place to higher forms of life,
and always hav been, from the past to this
time, and will- continue in the future. There
are no exceptions·of any account to this law.
It will be observed that all the organic structures and senses and their growth in this new
creature took place in a world where, by the
necessity of the case, they could not be brought
into use, where no exercise of such organs
could be made, and where no direct action
could impress these senses The babe had
feet and limbs, hands and arms, and body developed in a state of being where· they could.
not be used. See its delicate eyes, ears, the
olfactory apparatus. The ey~s formed in total
darkness, hot a ray of light to help on in the
development, except those first received by the
mother, and transmitted by impress upon this
being, a purely unconscious process. Then
its delicate ears, fully formed in a world so silent that even the throbbing of the maternal
MOTION, SENSATION, AND MIND.
breast must hav been as still as death. In
All matter contains motion, from the hetero- short, every element of organic life and being
geneity of its elements. Homogeneity is but was transmitted by means of that umbilical atan assumption; we are bound, for all practical tachment and by which formation took place,
purposes, to take matter as we find it. The not for that abode, but to be used in another;
elementary conditions of matter always did and and in order to effect this these life elements
always will exist. The different elements of constituted a conscious entity similar to its
matter hav a motion peculiar to themselvs, progenitors. This is as true in regard to a huwhen effected in different states and condi- man life as it is in the division and growth of
tions, and the motion in matter is but the law the cells in protoplasmic life, and the one deor mode or effort to impart its motions and pends as much upon a germ or germs as the
conditions to all other matter in contact. This other. It shows that nature is constantly. dolaw accounts for the everlasting commotion, ing work in one stage of life which is to be
changes, and forms of life in a material point progressed and utilized in a higher state.
of view.
The Materialist asserts that all this seeming
The various motions of matter are subject to effort of nature is but the production of the
the law of sympathetic vibration, and are all best physical forms of organic, matter, and that
recognized by the fine material elements con- although the human consciousness and mind
stituting man's organism. He is made sensi- is constantly advancing and growing and acble of them in the same way that any matter ~umulating, even while the body it inhabits
is moved outside of himself, which givs him may be changing and decaying, yet at death of
sensation or feeling. All matter outside of as the body all the grand and stupendous imwell as within man has feeling, is ~oved, and ages of thought must vanish like the mist beresponds accordingly. Every sense which fore the morning rays, which is asserting that
man hns, and there are-at least seven, may be when nature has done her best she makes her
reduced to one sense-the sense of feeling; greatest failure.
but the highest sense of all is the sense of
It is evident, then, that all this fine speculaconscious heing, which man possesses in an tion and theorizing from a human point of
eminent degree. The sense of sight, hearing, view leads us directly and squarely against an
tasting, smelling, and feeling, heat and force, impenetrable wall of doubt and uncertainty,
are all variations of llonscious feeling. Some which we cannot surmount by any human aid,
philosophers boast of only five senses, but nor penetrate with human sight. And just at
they hav more sense than they nre aware of. this human terminus against which all efforts
It is strange that anyone should doubt the dash themselvs in vain, may be heard faint
sense of force or heat, when even a vegetable sounds and slight motions that indicate a soluor tree knows how to grow straight.
tion of the difficult problem for those who will
Many of the senses are compound. When patiently listen and candidly investigate them.
we hear a sound we locate it. So of seeing. I
The man who says he can s"!le as deep into a
am something different from my body. I am millstone as the one who picks it is the most
as sure of this as that everything outside of me likely one to be mistaken.
is som11thing different. If it were not for this
There may be many facts and analogies in

assume the question in dispute, nor hunt for
the answer like a school-boy, and then work
the great problem of life to suit it.
Mr. Andrews, on the other hand, has laboriously shown that there is an objectiv and a
subjectiv world in man; that the subjectiv is
the only conscious one; that it only knows,
and by the process of begripping the external
and internal sensations is mind manifested,
and that accordingly the true process of classification of knowledge is a mental process, and
the true scientific process; that outside of
man and mind there is no· k11owledge. But
the essential point of difference between himself and Mr. Putnam he has not attempted to
offer any argnmentR upon. He has not offered
a solitary argument to show that ~his conscious
inner world would continue after the dissolution of the material form, man's organic
body, has changed and passed away. Mr.
Putnam does not disagree essentially on the
question of the manner in which sensations
are produced, and there is apparently no difference about the fact of what constitutes
scientific knowledge; but while Mr. Putnam
strikes out boldly, and fearlessly defines his
materialistic philosophy, we find Mr. Andrews
obscuring his position with a profusion of
etymological phrases, intended to explain what
are the five senses, and the universological
characters in the form of circles, cubes, triangles, etc., to correspond with them. This
is a matter of curiosity and study. But what
becomes of Universology if Mr. Putnam s
philosophy is true? And how much will it
benefit Mr. Putnam's humanity if our advanced thinkers cannot comprehend it now?
The question is, Does Universology teach
the immortality, or any conscious life in a future state of existence, based upon the life of
this existence? And if so, what arguments
has it to sustain such a position ? Or does it,
in its unlimited accommodation, teach both
immortality and annihilation for man, as Mr.
Putnam's philosophy attempts?
The subjectiv world, then, in which the outer
or.objectiv is analyzed, compared, and classified, is the mental world of man's organization,
and its modes are the only and the true scientific process. All knowledge is, therefore, the
result of classification, and must be a purely
mental process.
The whole modus operandi of nature, according to this view of life, is by means of th8
organic forms of being and feeling, and the
various changes of organic stmcture, which are
constantly producing a more advanced form of
matter in which to manifest conscious feeling
or mind, which is nature's greatest and most
important work; the better minds always
manifesting in the most perfect forms of organization.
·
If iliere is any object at all in nature this
must be it, because it is a universal result.
By the Materialist, the only thing accomplished by nature is the production of m9:terial
forms, while the thing which perceives and
knows of these forms is nothing, and dies with
them.

nature that will lead to both solutions of this
question, but my word for it, there iR but one
direct way, which is to investigate all the phenomena accessible in our present time, and
thereby undeceive -ourselvs about what.can.and
what cannot be done by nature.
The true solution may be had in the human
intelligence conveyed by modern Spiritualism,
and those who nre too .proud or too set in their
egotism may contend and grapple and die in
the struggle, but will never realize the truth
which, according to the production of things
around us, is tending to things above us. We
were developed in a previous world so as to
inhabit this, and are developing in this to in~
habit a much higher and better one in a more
advanced condition, and thus is nature ever
bringing higher things from lower ones.
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
J. R. PERRY.

Stray Scraps.
"Ingersoll says that a man who makes his
family happy in this world can't bo damned
in the next."-Boston Journal, April 28th.
Well said! Does he mean to be understood
that a woman who makes her family happycan be damned?
"The Methodist Recorder says that the Wesleyan body lose as many members every quarter as were saved on the day of pentecost. In
i.ll ustration of this, it states that for the past
three years the add1tion to the membership
has been a thousand a week-162,699 all told •.
But the net increase is only 30,407. Or in
another form, of every ten gained, seven are
lost, one dies, and two only remain to represent the increase."-Boston Journal, May 3d.
Encouraging! and yet quite recently one of
their clergymen boasted over Col. Ingersoll's
assertion, "Orthodox religion is dying out in
the civilized world,",, "Yes, at the rate that we
are building a new Methodist church every day
in the year." Churches increasing in advance
of membership! Out of every ten converted,
seven are lost, one dies, and two remain for
God. What a falling from grace ! Will Methodist Recorder please ·report their destiny?
Rev. Minot J. Savage's Easter sermon.is a
marvel in itself. It contains so many historical
facts, sound deductions, and candid admissions
both for and against ancient and modern
religions, Spiritualism included, that it would
be well if it could be printed entire in a tract
as a model sermon, not only for the orthodox
clergy, but for every believer, unbeliever, and
would-be believer in modern Spiritualism.
Such a summer-land as he depicts and hopes
for would not be a bad exchange from this. I
wish every one could rend the sermon.
His ''Virgin Mary '' in answer ·to Boston
Pilot and Post in THE TRUTH SEEKER, May 3d,.
is a gem. All honor to Minot J. Savage.
Yes, we hav been defeated in our Massachusetts House, 62 to 75, that "disbelief in God,
shall not effect the credibility of witnesses."'
But we shall get it yet. " Maryland Intolerance," "Taxing Chu!ch Property," '' Religio111s
Test of Jurors," and the "Saving the Missionary System of Christianity," make a tremendous
quartet of subjects in May 3d TRUTH SEEKER,
which, with "Editorial Notes," must, by the
Liberals, be kept before the people until not
a vestige of church power over the state remains. Agitate, then, "bretheren," agitate!
and "sillters" be 11ot in the rear in this great
work of emancipating the world from the
tyranny of superstition, priestcraft, and moral
deception, which blinds to the reception of
truth.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
Barre, Mass., .April6, 284.

Ingersoll's "Works.
The Ghosts. Paper,50cta; cloth, $1.25·

•ln. 1{!g~n'f:l:~J3~~~~n"~f/;iJe~~~'en~~.II!";?!b~~~
F~~g,;~ •
llhnots;" Tbe Grellt
.. The Rev.
Bt~.nquett''

u

Alex.t~on-.

der Clark:' u The Past Rises before Me Llke a Dredlll,"
and "A Tr1bnte to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
·

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50'
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G..

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,.
and Prof. George P .. Fisher. Pa-·
per, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;:
cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved t Pa-·
per, 25 cents.

"A N T I C H R l S T ."
Proving conclul1vtr that
TBR 8TORY OF JB8U8 CH;RIST•
lila birth, Ute, trtal, el<ecut1on, ete.-lo a myth.
TRUl'll 8EKKEB Omce.
l'rtce, 12.110.
Ill CUnton !'lace; New Yorll
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Agents. for The Truth Seeker.

TBE EUREKA

JAMEs AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah.
JoSEPH L. ANDREW, Liberal, Mo.
A. ATWooD, Eaton Rapids, Mich.
J. F. BURR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct.
A:. BEBENz, 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco, Cal.
CHRIS. BRoWN, Burlington, Kan.
CRAB. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence,
Mass.
W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge at., Toronto,Can.
A. ERWIN, Lebanon, Oregon.
THo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
B. F. HYLAND, Corvallis,. Oregon.
E. KEITH, Animas City, Col.
D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah.
GEoRGE LoNGFORD, 25 Otter st., Phila., Pa.
H. CLAY LusE, Waynesburg, Pa.
J. S. MANSFIELD, Tucson, Arizona.
JosEPH MABBB, Northampton, Mass.
D. MooRE, Adrian, Mich. Box 465.
FERDINAND PFEISTER, Nashville, Tenn.
W. F. REYllOULD, Salt Lake City, Utah.
C. S. RowLEY, Jackson, Mich.
Dr. J. H. RlioDEs, 5051-2 No. 8th st., Phila., Pa.
A. M. STEVENS, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny
City, Pa.
Mrs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
M. V. THoMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
CHA.RLEs WATTS & Co., London, England.
D. WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
DR. J. L. YonK, Sap Jose, Cal.

God and the State.

MAGNETIC CLOTHING
CURES EVERY ~~oRM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
Founder of Nlh!l!sm and Apoetle of Anarchy.
WITH A PREFAOE BY
OARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE REOLUS.
TrBill!lsted from the French by BENJ. R. TUOKEB,
(Editor of Libertg.)
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Clinton Place, New York.

TH.: &ABBATrt.

THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
OURES OOLD OR MOIST FEET.

BY M. FARRUH:ITUN.
A thorough examination t<nd r~tu~>t~tlon or the claims o
Sabba.tarians who are trytng to lolst upon tue couutry
their holy dll.) hy unconsthur.lonallHgal eu.ctment.s. Tl.l~
AUthor allowr b; an appeal llOt onb 1.0 ~the flict.sl$8 they
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Sent to any addrees upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIB ~~~,.~f ~~~3~et~~~ S~~~ 16l~r.~nt~~eCl:ob' th~u
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all lntorma.tlon by
letter or In person tree ot cha.rge. Send
ANOTHER GREAT WORK!
tor Illustrated Pamphlet.
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Address a.ll communlca.tlona to

DR. L. TENNEY,
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cincinnati, Oh:o
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TESTIMONIALS:
The American and New York News Comthe following test!mon!a.Is, and be couvtnce1 ~ our claims a.re correct In every particular
panies will furnish the paper to news deal- and Read
that f'Our ailments can be eradicated Without tue aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANOES ARE
ers upon application.
THE ACME OF PEBFECTION:

l?opuhu Jnuetru

£ltorc.

(Established in 1857.)

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Special Red uctlons on Fine Goons: 1 Pair Diamond
Esr<lro p~, 4 K ..rats, $335, worth $500 1 Pair do,. 2 3.4,
-1·16 lt. $24,5 worth $350. 1 Pair do., 13·4-1-8-1 ~2 k.
$145, wonh $200. Bwaller Diamonds in R!ugs, Pins,
l:ltu•lds, and Earrings proportionately reduced. An
Eleg ...nt Minute Repester-atr!klng llours, quarters,
and m1outes, In extra heavy 18 k case. $290, Broadway vrlce $!100. A.n extra f.ne 18 k. "Lightning 1·i
Second Timer" In best 18 k. case, $165. cheap ~t $225.
One do.," Spilt Second," lst&t lmvroved "Double
Timer," $190, worth $275. A oeautltul Presentation
Watch, finest case made In America, large Diamond
in center, best "Brequet HJLir-Bvrlng," A<ljusted
American Mvt., $160, worth $250 La ly's Watch to
match, equally low ($100). Gents H k. solid Gnld,
11 Jeweled, American Stem Winding Watches, $.'0;
Lq.dles. no., $32.60: do., laney t>ngraved $35. In 10 k.
Oase3, $24. Fo!! (15) Jeweled Mvts., "Adjusted," $10
extra. 3 Ounce <!liver Cased Elgin Watches $9. 4
Ounce f\llver caged, Stem Wind, 11 J"wels, quick
train, $16.50. Same Oase, Full (16) Jeweled, Pat.
Regulator, $22 50: Same case, 15 Jewels, "Adjusted,"
$25. Finer Silver Wa.tches proportionately low.
Goods described In an~ Catalog In the world dupl!·
ca.ted at same ·prices or less, sent to any· part of the
world and ca•h rifwnded if not entirely 'ati>factory.
!lorhsm Solid Sllver Spoons, nicely engrav.,d, $1,75
per ounce. Best Triple plated Tea Spoon~, $2 for 6.
Table Spoon•, $4,. ·Knives and forks, $3 50 per u<izen.
Best Steel SpectaCles madP, $1. Geauln Pdbbles, $2.
tlold by all Opticians tor double. lf ~ou need a
Watch, Oha!n, Ring, Pin, or any goods ln my l!ne,
send me a trlal order and I will pos!tlvly please you.
Refer to Rochelle National B<nk.

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in TJu·ee Weeks.
One Week.
CINOINNATI, Deo. 19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in·
debted to you tor the benefit I hav received from
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic sp·
pliances, I oan say without hesitation to those af·
llioted aa I hav been that the ettect waa simply mar·
veloue. ~wo weeks ago I was stricken with para.Iy·
sis In my"r!ght a.rin and could not us~ It at a.Il, but
after wea.r!ng a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com·
plaint tor a number or years, from which I hsv B\\f·
fered Intensely, and, a.ltbougb doctoring a.ll the
time, never found but temporary relief. Since putt!ng on your appliances ·I hav experienced great
benellt, and 1t I Improve as rapidly a.s I hsv In the
past two wE>eks, wlll soon be well. I would, there·
fore, recommend to those Buttering ae I hsv your
Magnetic appllsnces ae the only means of etrect!ng
a sure cure.
Yours· respectfully,
WM. NH~. ~L ~~~~'avenue.

0

SHuLLSBURG, WIB., Dec. 11, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear B!r: After wearing· one ot
'l'he History of Ma.rt!age.
your MAGNETIC VESTS ror about three weeks, I
~'he Ulu 'l'estament Divorce Law.
was entirely cured of Neura.lgls of the Heart and
~'he New Testament on lJivorce.
Side, which had been a source of misery to me tor
as a <,!uestlon of Law and Religion.
Divorce
the la.st six Years. I had tried numerous remedies
Rational Deli uct!ons troru .b:stabllshed Principles
before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
Objections
to Liberal Divorce Laws AnSwered .•
MAGNETIC VEST I got rellet Instantly. With un·
Prevention Better tnsn Cu" e.
bounded gratitude, I rema.In
Yours respectfully,
Price, 50 cents. Noa.tly bound In cloth. For sal
H. A. BROWN.
a.t th!s 0(1100.
Ladles, read the following testimony from sl.~~.t1-y
who had been under drug treatment tor eight )'ears
$1.
With nervous prostration IIJld female wesknllss:
BY
MAIL
POST-PAID
OSllOBN, o., Dec. 1~. 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just r«)f :Oived; also
the Oloth!ng on Tuesday last. Fit ..1 perfectly.
FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST Ho : I HAD TREM
ON. Am not joking, and it I lmpr
as rapidly as
I hsv since T·.1esdsy, will soon be
11. Will report
again soon,
Respectfully yo
E. J. K.

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY

Remember that the same appliances which w!ll
etrect a cure 1n a case of Paralysis w1ll at the same
This lady reports herself 1t1rely cured In lees
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA 1n the same than six weeks after puttln on the garments, and,
patient. We do not, llke the Old School Physician, a.Ithough In bed, unable.
get out, wlien sppl!ed,
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless wa.e a
to ride twenty miles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the a lica.tlon. The lady's name
something (11 he Is very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon sp .cation at this o111ce, by anyfor the time being.
one desiring to co
un!cate with her.
Ladies, read the following testimony·trom a lady who had been sutteJilng tor two years With an OVar·
ian Tumo•·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife rR•11d save her l!te, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 agalnBt recovery. In tour monthe' time she Is P. ~...- ut!y well, and haa not taken a dose ol
'medicln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when Yf".•r physician tells you he can do uothlnog
tor you; It w!ll pay you.
· .
SHULLSB'IJRG, WIB., November19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to tall me; I became nervous, lost a.ll de·
sire !or rood, and, !n fact, began to fall rapidly, sot),.>t I became alarmed and consulted several phys!c!ane
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stop:rlx..g, all of whom declared that I had an Ova rlu.n 'J umo•.
and that the only thing that would save m:;·ure would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had about made up my m!!/' <1 to take the only course that seemed lett to me, and submit to an
OTTO WETTSTEIN. operation,
when my attention was raued to 11be lilureku. Magn .. t.te Appl<u.nc .. s. As a drowning man
wlll catch at a straw, so did I P~<tch ar tnls taint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purPhAAed a sult•. ol
your appliances. From ~~-,; very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, wnlch had exte.w.?.;;:i entirely across my abdomen, began to
BY 11ICHA11D 1!. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL. B,
decrease, my P!P"-u oecame less from day to day, untll now I am
a<~ . well ae ! ·ever was In mY life. li!!nce putting on the sppll·
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concern- ances
I hav not taken a single dose or medlc!n. My bowelS, which
ing the literature contained in the Old .and before were constipated, are n\w regular. I would therefore
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages Price, $1. Lheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hsv, believing
A!ldre.ss
THJ> 'l'RUT.t! J:;EEK.Mo.t>.
that they .will do all and more than you Claim for them. I remain,
83 Clinton Pl~ce. N Y
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.

,..>
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The BIBLE-WHEN Eard WHA.T?

D. M.. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike a.Il other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no soree.

FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
With a steel plate 61lKl'aY\ng or the anthor In Vol. I.
and each volnlije !llnstrated with fortY·.seven outs.

HI' D. 1ft. BEN~ET"f',
Late editor of Ta• TIIUTB lluKn. author or " A Trutn
lleege• In Europe," "Gods and Rel!g!ons of Ancient
and Modern Times," "The World's Sages, Think·
ers, and Reformers," "Champtons of
the Church," ete., etc.

.Handsomely bonnd in red cloth, $6.50;
in leather, r~d edges, $9.50; in
morocco, gilt edges, no.oo.
Beaders ot TBB TRUTH SUKKR know the circumstances
under which this work was written. The last words
penned by the great author were tor the fourth volume
wll!ch was nearly completed at >Is death, and wh!cb w!ll
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and
burial. MJ. Bennett was a very pat'ent and faithful
chronicler or the habit~ and customs or tl<e d!l!erent peoples of the many places he visited. Tlle every-day
l!fe or all nations Ia Ia! a before the reader by one who bas
visited them an11 beheld them w!tb h!s own eyes. Par·
tlcular attention !s pa!d to the progress or Freetbongh(, In
the various countries be visited, and the moral!ty or· so·
called pagan nations !a contrasted with the morality of
Christian countries, mnch te the detriment or the latter
Thework!sa

Freethinker's History oftbe World.

.ii.

KNOW THYSELF•

AGmat Med1cal Wor~ on Manhooo!
Exha.usted Vlta.l!ty, Nervous and Physical Debll!ty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and tbe
untold miseries resulting from !nd!t!Cret!OM or excesses. A book tor every man, young, mlddle·agerl,
and old. It contains 125 preacr!prluus ror al! acuLe
and chronic diseases, eacll one or whloh !8 lnvalua.
ble. So found by the author, whose exverlence tor
28 years 1• such as fJrobably never be!ure fell tu tile
lot or any physician. 800 pages, bound In beaUtiful
French mu•l!n, embossed covers, run g!!t, guaran
teed to be a liner work In every sense-mecllan!cal,
literary, and [Jroreeelonal-thau any other work sold
In this country for $2.50, or the money w!ll be re·
funded In every Instance. Price only $l.OU, by mall
postpaid. Il!ustrated samvle, 6 cts. Ben<! now.
Gold medal awarded tbeau1.hor by the National Mod·
!cal Association, to the o111cer• of wh!cll he rarer•
This bOOk should be read by the young tor 1n8truc.
tlon, and by the a1111cted for reller: H wl!! bt nell t
all.-Londof• Lantret.
There !8 no member or society to whom this book
w!U not be useful, wllethor youth, varent, guaro!an,
Instructor, or c!ergyman.-Argonaut.
Address the Pe .. body Medical lMt!tute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No 4 Bu!llncllst., Bosron, Mass., wllo may
be consulted on all diseases requiring •kll! and ex.
ver!ence. Chronic and obstinate diseases hnv bar.
ned the sk!ll of all other IJbYSC!IlJls
specialty. Such treated succest!tully
~i:!'soutan Instance or rauure.
THYS~LF

Ht AL

A TRUTH SEEKER ·

ArounU ths WorlU.

PRICE LIST.

aU PTU RES CUR EObT

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
j).OO
Gentlemen's Belts
6.00
Ladies' Abdominai Belts,
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, ea.ch,
4:.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
15.00
Gentlemen's fests,
1, 00
Sul'erfine Insoles,
Children's garments upon application.

mJ!ledleal Compound and ImproYed

9';8J!~~~nl.fJ~~f:~.T..~::~~niiT"::,.~~~d
otam11 for clrcnla~ 1 otod !'W m whal ~
II"" "'"'mil ad.............,. AddreA GIJt.
:tf• A. GoWI&I,IIamtlllt,IIIDJIM Ill. lr.1'n

DR. F.tJLLO WS

Any ot the above garments sent to any addreoo upon receipt or price, and we will return the money
It tlley are not as represented In every respect. I! you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are otl"ered at I eBB than one-third ot what others.are selling worthleBB appliances tor, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality !8 a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever ottered the
public, and wlll outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put tbrou,gb a particular process, and
hsv raised five times their own weight six months srter being magnetized, wblle not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having
so-caJled magnets made of materia.! no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or reta.Inlng magnet!sm tor a
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast any
and all other garments now before the public. Every ma.gnetls arranged !n the garments upon 1cienttjk
principia, and not haphaZard as In all the others. We otter you therefore

The Only Scientific .Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

Is a regularly ed ucated aud legally quall·
fled phyetc!an, and
tbe most successtul,
as hls ,,ro.ctlee w!ll
pr@ve. He bus lor
twenty years treated
exclublvly all diseases
of the Sexual Or·
gans, In whlcll he
stands pre-en,!nent.
S P E R M ATO ltRH<EA
and JMPOTENUY
as the result or self·
abuse In youth and
eex ua! exceBBeS ln ma.
turer years, cauaing
n 1 g b t emissions by
dreams, Joss or sexual
power,renderlng mar·
rlage lmproper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outs!oe af.J[Jlicat!on In sixty days.
NO S'l'OMA.CH MEDlCIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoverl68, which Is entirely un.
known to the med!ral profession. Bend three 2·cent
stamps for his "Private counselor," glvlng run In·
formation. Address Dr. R. P. FellowA. Vineland, N.
J,, and say where you ssw this advert!sment.

And ·cha.llenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now ottered under that head. At
Thla work and "A TRUTH BEEKER IN EUROPE ·• the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otter them
about
should be In every Liberal's library Besides Ita lntams!c
worth !t !a a memento of one or the greate•t Freethinkers
he. world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trilla higher
and Paine In the force and clearness of h!a writings.
l!'rtnn £ht. Ironcl<zd Ago.
than ordinary clothing.
Addreas 7HFJ 7RU7B SEEKER.
R~m·mb"J" that we are otrer!ng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and It
"Dr. Fellows is an outspokt>n Infidel, therefore no
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectetion, return them at our expense and we will chest or humbug. The Freethinkers or the land
33 Clinton Place.
refund your money.
sbould glv the doctor thelr patronage."
ty~
New York city.

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

rrHE RADIOAL PDLfl'l'.
OOmpr!s!ng d.IICOurses of adVIlllced thOllii:ht .bJ
p.B. F.OTHINGHAJI and FELIX ADLBB
nro ot America'' clearest thlnlren.

I~
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Ol'TO WETTSTEIN'S
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Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.
AGENTS WANTED IN BVBBY TOW!Illll TBB tJliiiTBD BTATEB. LIBJDBAL OOllOII88IONB ALLOWBJ)
t.lldr-1 101' runhel' IJitonDatloD.
DB. L. TENNEY,

a-

street, cor. 11th Street. OlnofDn.!ltf,O.

THE SUNDAY LAWS,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
Prlce, 10 cents.
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Please cut this petition out, attach it to a blank sheet of paper, sign your
name and address to it, get all your friends and neighbors to do.the same, and
then send it to this office.
BE assured it !s far wiser to exercise to the fullest
extent the powers and abll!tiPs which you possess,
and to use the means within your reach, than to call
upon Imaginary beings and to look for help to those
whom you know nothing of. Courage and determl-.
nation can accompl!Rh much, while tlmldlty and irresolution must always prove fallures.-D. M. Bell-

nett.
YET we must confess that there Is evllin human
nature. We know that a certain thing !s right, and
yet there Is the colossal B1'1tlshness of our nature
which Ptands up In arms against us and seeks to corrupt our reason. There is a constant conflict against
this enemy of ours; and it Liberalism means anything, it meane a new assault upon the old, to bring
new controversies Into the conflict. Think of the
story ot Orpheus in the Greek mythology, who de-·
scended Into the nether world In search ot his wife,
but falled of his object, because he was selflsh, because In that region of darkness and de&th-hls heart
shrank, and he thought of return to the upper llfe.
Whoever dares to take up contllct with the powers ef
darkness In the human heart must not greatly value
his llfe, but must go prepared to face· difficulties,
achieve his object, and secure victory tor his cause.
-Feliz .4dler.

A PETITION FOR STATE SECULARIZATION.
To the Honorcible Senators and Members qf the House qf Representatives qf the
United States Congress :
A republican form of government being based on liberty, equality, and fraternity, as both means and end, involves the separation of Church and State,
whose union is the worst form of class-legislation and the most infallible sign of
arbitrary power. A house divided against itself cannot stand. The institutions
of this Commonwealth should be made homogeneous throughout. Impartial
protection of all citi~ens in their equal right_s and liberties, by encouraging the
free movement of mmd, promotes the establishment of truth in whatever direction. Any infringement by government of this absolute equality of its citizens
is the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed against that natural
"justice " which, as the Constitution declares, this government was founded to
"establish."
And yet, though the first amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says," Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Church and
State, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, and so proscribes
other religions and forms of belief and unbelief, while taxing these also for the
support of that special religion.
The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives
among us are:
1. Recognition of God and Christianity in State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property from taxation.
3. Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the

IT Is not the book in the quiet·r;·;;:.-~~at interests !/Bible.
• •
.
•
•
•
.
6. Religw_us _tes~-oaths lD ~ourts of JUStice and on mstalment mto office.
you so much as the busy ways of the world, the cnm- r·
mercia! interests of man, or, It may be, some mf·
7. Chaplammes In the Legislature, the Army, and the Navy.
chanica! craft to which your thoughts are ever tur~8• F ast an d Th ank sgiVIng
· ·
p roc1ama t"I<~n.s, w h"ICh con t aiD
·
th 1 · ..l "d
ing: and your hearts Inclining. How constantly rure
eo ogiCar I eas
such dUierences observed In boys 1 Scholastic taste'f.l that m_ay or may not be acceptable to the Citizen.
weary and stupefy some who are all alert ,as soon a.S '
The necessity for this separation of Church and State is more apparent now
th0 unwelcome pressure is lifted from their minds, Wtil'l ever before, because of the still greater diversity of religious beliefs the
and their energies are allowed their natural play.
:. J .f!
f d"
t fr
th
1" ·
h" h
·
S
.
'
Their aptitude Is not tor classic lore; their delight many .tor~s o
Iseen
.om
e. re Igwn W I~. re~eives tate patrona~~· and the
Is not in Jove at all, but in activ work of some kind, growinh s1gns of sectar~an strife and ambitiOn m the arena of pohtiCs. And
the Interest of .w~lch is o~ an every-day practical emphasiA:_ needs to be given to the fa~t that the ~ion C?f Ch'?-rch and State is
character.-Pnnetpal Tullock.
a g1 eat hindrance to the employment qf rtght methods m deahng with many questions
MAKE me feel the wlld pulsation that I felt before the of reform nUW demanding attention. And most essential. is it at all times, and

Whens~r~r:~rd

my days before me, and the tumult
or my me;

Yearning tor the large excitement that the coming
years would yield,
Eager-hearted as a boy when tlrst he leaves his father's fleld,
And at night along the dusky highway near and
nearer drawn,
Sees In !.leaven the llght of London, flaring llke a
dreary dawn;
And his spirit leaps within him, to be gone before
him then,
Undet neath the llght he looks. at, in among the
throngs of men;
Men, my bro1hers, men the workers, ever reaping
something new,
That which they ltav done but earnest of the things
that they shall do.
-Tennyson's Locks ley Hall.
'TIS well! !rom tills day forward we shall know

That In our ourseJvs our safely must be sought;
'fhat by our own right hands It must be wrought;
That we must stand unpropped, or be laid low.
0 dastard whom such foretaste doth not cheer 1
We shall exult, It they who rule the land
Bt> men who hold Its many blessings dear,
Wise upright, vallant, not a servll band
Who are to judge of danger which they fear,
And honor which they do not understand.
- Word.!worth'1 Sonnetl.

'fJWSE who ridicule vulgar superstitions, and expose the folly of particular regards to meats, days,
Jllll,ces, pictures, apparel, hav an easy 1ask; while
they consider all the qualities and relations of the
objects and discover no adequate cause for that affection or antipathy, veneradon or horror, which
hav so mighty an Influence over a conslde~able part
of mankind. A Syrian would hav starved rather
than taste pig•on; an Egyptian would not hav appro•ched bacon; but If these species of food be examined by the senses of sight, smell, or taste, or be
scrutinized by the sciences of che!"istry, medlcln, or
physics, no dllierence ls ever found bE.>tween them
and any other species, nor can that precise circumstance be pllched on, which may aJiord a just foundation tor the rellglous passion. A fowl on Thursday !s lawful food; on Friday, abominable; eggs In
this house and in this diocese are permitted during
Lent; a hundred paces farther, to eat them Is a damnable sin. This earth or bulldlng, yesterday, was
profane; to-day, by the muttering of certain words,
It has become holy and sacred. Such reflections as
these, In the mouth of a philosopher, one may safely
say, are too obvious to hav any lntluence, because
they must always, to every man. occur at flrst sight;
and where th\lY prevall not of themselvs, they are
surely obstructed by education, prejudice, and passion, not by Ignorance or mistake.-Hume's Essay•.
IT Is the hl~>best merit of our educational system
that It puts Into the hands of every teacher a means
by which he can awaken In the youthful mind a
craving which wlll refuse to be satlsfled with the
scanty pabulum the common school al!ords. It
would be welllf every journal of Influence would
strive to plant larger Ideas or education In the minds
of parents, and to evoke loftier aspirations in the
minds ot cb!ldren, Instead of bellttl!ng Its Importance !n the eyes of the latter, and encouraging •he
tormer to begrudge the necessary expenses.- Toronto
Glob<.

M:EN exist tor the sake ot one another.

them, tllen, or 'bear Wlth tllem.-.4nlonlnu..

Teach

THE way of the transgressor Is-Canada.
A RECENT sclentlflc theory Is to the eJiect that It ls

jlOBS!ble under certain conditions to hear color. We
are very glad to know this, because when we are
walking around at night when it is dark, and we hav
new clothes on, it wlll be gratifying to hear the
green paint that has just been put on our enslaver's
front stoop.
THE sugar tlows out of the maple,
The blossom is white on the llmb,
The fence wears the blll of the circus,
The boys are beginning to swim;
Hotels at the seaside and mountains
To advertise now do not fall,
And the ball breaks the flrst-baseman 's tlngers,
Or rips ol! a nall.
"Now, brudders an' slstahs, I wJll now take up a
collection fur de preacher," said the colored minister to his congregation a few nlghte ago. "An' I
'spec'ful!y' ad wise you ter not put no buttons in de
conterbution hat, as I is goln' roun' my~e'f, an' wlll
take a llstof de button membahsof d!scongergation
an' make them de subjec' ob my sermon de naix
meetin'. Close that doah, dar."
SooN will the merry picnic days
In season roll around,
When, to escape the sun's flerce rays,
We'll seek the shaded ground,
Where ants hav a peculiar knack
or wandering from their bed
And marching up a fellow's back
With a slow and measured tread.
OUR esteemed agricultural nncle, The Rural New
Yorker, published a cut called "A Rabbij-Tlght
Fence." If there is anything tb.at fills our souls
with chaste and lovely music, It is a good !ence-scape.
Blit now we should be happy to see our E. C. bring
out a picture of a fence through which a cow cannot
crawl, over which two women cannot Jaw back at
each other, or a base-bail fly and go through your
window.

"How do you Uke the new minister, Mary?" "I
think lie's just too sweet." "Preaches eloquent ser.
mons?" "I don't know; our pew's too far back to
bear well, but he called the other evening whlle pa
and rna were away, and said he was goln~ to restore
one of the customs of the earlier church." "Did he
g!V you any ldea of what It was?" "Oh, yes; he
gave it to me several times." "What did he call it?"
"The holy kiss."
"EDGAR darllng,
Precious creature l
~ou 're so sweet·
especially in t.b.e present, in order to secure for the law its due respect and
I
want to eat yer I"
observance that. the people's representatives should exhibit the strictest fidelity
"0
Laurie,.my
own!
to their tru'sts by following the law in its letter and spirit.
0 glorious fate,
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that immediate action be taken by the
To be the Poelaw-making power to' ~ring into harmony the theory and practice of our governEt-Laurie-ate,"
ment in making the foi!owing principle a part of the fundamental law of the
"ARE you still a member of the Temple Bspt!st
land by amendment to tk:e-"Uuited--Staoos ConstitutioJH
church?"' 11 Yes," she answered, "but tt:a·v.ery po.-.
key, and I'm getting awfully tired of it." "Tired·
The total separatimi· ..:;.~fih_~urch and
State,
by
prohibiting
Congress
or
T
h •
It l You surprise me I'' "Do I 1 Then you can't
any State, County, M.unicipall<ty, or owns ip from enacting any law that of
lmagln what it is. In Mrs. Sprawl's church they're
faVOrS religion in any Of the eight Wa,YS Specified, Or in any Other Way, Or trying the clergyman for bigamy; at Mrs. Chlzzleton's there's a jolly row among the deacons; Mr. Jorprohibits-the free exercise thereof: ,
klns te!Js me a big scan~a! is brewing in their congregation, and unless something exciting happeD&
In our church pretty soon, I know I shall hav to attend divine worship somewhere else."
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ON one ot the southern rallroads there Is a station
called "Sawyer." La1ely a newly married couple·
boarded the train, and were very loving indeed
'l.'he brakeman noticed the gushing groom kiss the•
bride about two hundred times, but maintained aserene quiet. Finally the station In. question wa&
reached, and just after the whistle sounded thegroom gave the bride a rousing smack on the Up,
and the brakeman opened the door and shouted '
"Sawyer l Sawyer!" "What's that?" responded
the groom, looking over his shoulder at the brake·
man. "Sawyer," replled the brakeman. "Well, I
don't care a d-lf yon did; abe's my wlte."
Gli.ANDPA likes to kiss wee Sallle.
She says no;
Says his whiskers, thlcky and bushy,
Prick her so.
Grandpa's head is smooth and shiny
On the top.
Where the hair began to thin and
Wouldn't stop.
Grandpa kisses; Sallle questions,
So 'tis said,
" Grandpa, why not put your Whiskers
On your head ?"

DUlliNG the overflow, just as the water was creep•
lng up Into the loft of a cabin, an old negro man,
dropped on his kne_es, clasped-his hands and prayed:
"0 Lawd,l'd jes like ter know what l'se eber done
to desarbe all dis heah punishment. Lawd, ef yar
sarvant hab eber tuck nothln' what didn't 'long ter
him, an' he's afraid dat he hab, he's mighty oorry
for hit. Water am all right, Lawd, but too much
eben o' a good thing makes a- man powerful sick."
Just then Col. Mllrldge, who owned the plantatlori,
came In a. boat, and hearing the old negro, cllmbed
noiselessly on to the roof. "Lawd, l'se tried ter be
hones' an-" ·• Didn't you steal Mllridge's hogs?"·
asked the colonel In a deep voice. " What's dat,
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
Lawd ?I' In tones of agitation. "You know what I
said. Didn't you steal Mllrldge's hogs?" "Lawd,.
come ter think er'bout It, bl'ebe 1 did sorter take
hnlter one." "Old man, there is no use in lying to ·
me. I hav been watching you for a long time, and I
hav decided to punish you according to crime." ·
"0 Lawd, e! yer'll Jes' let me oil dis time, I neber ·
This ANNuAL is a compendious History of the Freet.lwught movement in the United wlll do nothln' else ter 'zerb punishment. I 'knowledges dat l'se de blgges' thief In de community, an'·
States. It contains
yer sarvlnt crabes pardon." The colonel began t 0 ,
128 Octavo Page!!l~
laugh and the old man catching sight of him, said,
with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not "I sees yer up dar, colonel. I knowed It wuz yerse'f
all de time. I never stold no hogs nor nuffin' else,"
for a day, but for all time."
cl!mbing out on1•he roof. "Bless de Lawd, colonel,.
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 26 cents.
yer boat am floated erway. Uh, huh. Dat's whut'
Add:ellll
TD£ TKITTD SEEKER OFFICE.
yer gits fur tryin' ter ack de Lawd."-Arkamas Trav:
33 Olinton Flaoe, New York, N.Y. em-,
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J/Jolts and Uklippings.
THE woman suffrage question is to receive
the expression of the legal voters of Oregon at
the June election.
CuMMoo SULEIMAN, a wealthy citizen of Bombay, India, is soon to build and endow in that
city a dispensary for women where female
physicians will be in attendance.
ONLY a third of the ministers now assembled
at the Methodist General Conference are in
favor of allowing women tO preach. Methodism, it appears, is a survival of puritanism into
which new ideas creep slowly-very 'slowly.
THE surplus in the United States treasury
over the national expenditures was $37,000,000 in 1860. It was only $2,000,000 in 1874;
in 1881 it was over $100,000,000; in 1882, over
$145,000,000, and in 1883 it was $133,000,000.
This givs a per capita wealth of .$2.66.
THE directors of the Chicago Driving Park
hav unanimousiy.decided to hav both running
and trotting meetings on Sundays during the
coming summer season. No pools will be sold
or gambling in any shape allowed. Neither
will their be any whisky sold. The idea is
simply.,!o afford the masses an opportunity to
witness good racing on the only day they can
affort to take the holiday.
AT a recent vestry meeting at St. Ethelbugs, Bishopsgate, in London, one of the
speakers complained that, although the rector
of the parish is in receipt of an income of
£1,065 a year, his duties are entirely delegated
to a curate, who receives an annual stipend of
£140 only. It was stated that since the legal
contest between the parish and the rector, on
the subject of ritualistic practices, which
ended in a victory for the church· wardens,
seven years since, the rector had not been seen
in the parish. But he earns his money as
fully now as when he officiated every Sunday.

(

ANCIENT ruins which surpass anything of the
kind yet discovered on the American continent hav been found at Sonora, about four
leagues southeast of Magdalena, Mexico.
There is one pyramid which has a base of
4,350 feet, and rises to a hight of 750 feet. It
has a winding roadway from the bottom leading by an easy grade to the top, wide enough
for carriages to pass over, which is many miles
in length. On the sides of this mountain a
people of an unknown age hav cut hundreds
upon hundreds of rooms from 5xl0 to 16 or 18
feet square. These rooms are cut out of solid
atone, and so even and true are the walls,
:floor; and ceiling, so plumb and level, as· to
defy variation. There are no windows in the
rooms, and but one entrance, which ie always
from the top. The rooms are 8 feet high from
floor to ceiling. On the walls are numerous
hieroglyphics and representations of human
form If, with feet and· hands of human beings
cut in the atQne in different places.
THlil lottery, as a means of raising revenue
for church purposes, lingers as a survival in
the province of Quebec. In Canada the lottery is illegal, unless when utilized for church
purposes; and it is a mine which different denominations work to a greater or less extent.
By the church of Rome, in Quebec, it is made
the means of raising considerable sums of
money. But the growing objection to the lottery,_ which has put an end to it as a means of
raising revenue for state purposes, m most
countries is being gradually extended to it as
a source of church revenue. The rivalries of
denominations do not tend to weaken the force
of the denunciation. A bill now ·before the
legislature of the province to incorporate "The
Grand Colonization Lottery," in which the
drawings may be for $1,000,000 each, is creating a lively discussion. Lotteries are denounced in the bulls as immoral, and strong
advocates of provincial autonomy call on the
federal government to veto the bill should it
pass the local legislature Its defenders deny
the general proposition that lotteries are immoral. The secular journals, published in
the French language, say that in a question of
morals it is for the church to decide, and that
the church has never condemned lotteries as
such, but has rather encouraged them when,
as in this case, their objects are laudable. The
declared objects of this bill are the erection
and maintenance of churches and religious institutions, the settlement of wild lands in the
province, the "promotion of education and
morality," and the establishment of villages
and parishes in parts of the country not now
settled. At the head of the proposed company
is Father Labelle.

THE new lecture by Col. Ingerson, entitled,
"Orthodoxy Dying," is creating a profound
impression at the East. The great Agnostic
especially assails. in his own incomparable
style the new and "improved" Congregational
creed, and lays bare its absurdities and superstitions. The lecture has been published in
full in a number of the leading dailies, and
owing to the extraordinary demand for it, THE
TRUTH SEEKER, t '.wugh publishing it some time
ago, was compe!led to republish it in the issue
of week before last. The blood-stained old
temple of orthodoxy is tottering, and its sins
and iniquities glare htdeously under the electric light of Agnosticism ..,- The Universe.
WHEN the subscription list for the erection
of the Garibaldi monument was opened, the
GEoRGE ELioT's opinion of. the author of
Catholic community at Loreto, consenting for "Night Thoughts" is expressed as follows:
the moment to forget Garibaldi's anti-clerical- "He is equally impressed with the mom enism, and looking at him only as a great patriot, tousness of death and burial fees; he Iancontributed toward the carrying out of the guishes at once for immortal life and for 'livscheme. All went well until the final small ings;' he has a fervid attachment to patrons in
details concerning the inscription, etc., came general, but, on the whole, prefers the Alto be settled, when the religious subscribers mighty. He will teach, with something more
were shocked to learn that the committee had than official conviction, the nothingness of
decided to engrave on the base of the statue a earthly things; and he will feel something
denunciation of Christianity in general, and of more than private disgust if his meritorious
the belief in the famous Loreto " manifests- efforts in directing men's attention to another
tions" in particular. The government promptly world are not rewarded by substantial prefervetoed the inscription.
ment in this. His secular man believes in
THE Monmouth Republican says that a New cambric bands and silk stockings as characterYorker rented a cottage in Asbury Park in the istic attire for 'an ornament of religion and
latter part of April, and expected to take his virtue;' hopes, courtiers will never forget to
family there about May first, but an incident copy Sir Robert Walpole; and writes begging
that happened one Sunday caused him to letters to the king's mistress. His spiritual
change his mind and break his lease. He was man recognizes no motivs more familiar than
walking down Main street about when the Golgotha and 'the skies;' it walks in gravetrain from New York passed the station, and yards, or it soars among the stars. His religcon tinned on its travels without stopping at ion exhausts itself in ejaculations and rebukes,
the Park. The New Yorker opened his eyes and knows no medium between the ecstatic
with astonishment, when he was told by a gen- and the sententious. If it were not for the
tleman that trains were not allowed to stop 11t prospect of immortality, he considers it would
the station on Sunday. "Very well,'' he said, be wise and agreeable to be indecent, or to
"this is a big country, but this portion of the murder one's father; amd, heaven apart, it
United States is too small to hold me, and I'll would be extremely irrational in any man not
locate for the summer in a more civilized part to btl a knave. Man, he thinks, is a compound
of the globe!" And he will, for he went up to of the angel and the brute; the brute is to be
the agent on Monday and had his lease can. humbled by being reminded of its ' relation
celled. ·
. to the lltalls,' and frightened into moderation

by the contemplation of deathbeds and skulls;
the angel is to be developed by vituperating
this world and exalting the next; and by this
double process you get the Christian-" the
highest style of man." With all this, our newmade divine is an unmistakable poet. To a
clay compounded chiefly of the worldling and
the rhatorican, there is added a real spark of
Promethean fire. He will one day clothe his
apostrophes and objurgations, his astronomical
religion and his charnel-house morality, 'in
lasting verse, which will stand, like a Juggernaut made of gold and jewels, at once magnificent and repulsiv; for this divine is Edward
Young, the future author of the 'Night'
Thoughts.'" Reviewing the book in which the
foregoing appears, the Tribune says: "That
the author's estimate of '):'oung's personal
charaCter and the moral spirit of his religions
poetry was just and discriminating, requires
no exten.ded
argument.
The ' Night
Thoughts' was not the work of one who in any
strict sense could be called a religious teacher."
THE Presbyterian General Assembly, after
long discussion, adopted the following resolution: "That inasmuch as prominent among
the forms of Sabbath desecration prevalent in
our times are those to which many railroad and
steamboat companies ,and publishers of Sunday newspapers are addicted, the Assembly
earnestly counsels all our people not to be, as
owners, managers, or employees of any company, nor as shippers or passengers on the
Sabbath, nor as publishers, patrons, or writers
for Sunday newspapers, partakers in the guilt
of these flagrant forms of Sabbath breaking.'•
It will be observed that the General Assembly
only counsels Presbyterians to take no part in
what it denounces as Sabbath desecration.
But why does it not go further, and require
them to desist from practices which it regards
as contrary to the express command of God?
In the view of the highest authority in the
Presbyterian church, nearly all Presbyterians
are guilty of the sin of Sabbath desecration,
and yet, instead of commanding them to abandon their evil courses, and conform their conduct to the divine law, it only advises them to
act differently. It lays down no rule as to the
matter which they must obey under pain of
The Assembly, of
ecclesiastical disciplin.
course, knew that it would be impossible to
enforce such a rule in the churches without
driving out nearly the whole membership.
Especially Presbyterian capitalists, the men
who giv the denomination its substantial support, are almost without exception Sabbath
breakers within the meaning of the resolution
we hav quoted. They buy stocks and bonds
to make profit out of them, and if the profit
is increased by Sunday earnings they are all
the better pleased. So far as we know, the
late William E. Dodge was the only conspicuous Presbyterian who ever refused to own stock
in roads that run on Sunday. Presbyterians,
too, are generally purchasers and readers of
Sunday newspapers, and our neighbor, Mr.
Whitelaw Reid, though a Presbyterian, publishes the Tribune on Sunday. Presbyterians
do not hesitate to use the elevated railroads
and the horse cars on Sunday to go to and from
church, though they could easily walk the distance. We also see on a Sunday long lines of
the carriages of rioh Presbyterians before the
doors of their temples of worship. But if it
is sinful to do tb ese things, the General Assembly is bound in duty to forbid them, even
if the church is stripped bare of the wealth
upon which it depends. If the men who practice them are guilty of "flagrant forms of Sabbath breaking," the church which harbors
them, despite its denunciation. of their sin,
participates in their guilt, and shows an inconsistency which the scoffer will call hypocritical. The truth is that our civilization does not
permit of any such strict observance of Sunday as a Sabbath as the General Assembly
counsels.
But to be consistent, a church
should either revise its teachings as to Suuday
observance so as to conform them to the necessities of civilization, or, keeping its old doctrins, boldly and uncompromisingly enfor<;e
them, on the ground that civilization is doing
violence to the law of God.-Sun.

J/Jtws o/( tht l!eth.
THmTEEN persons died of yellow fever in
Havana last week.
THE broken Newark savings bank promises
a dividend of 50 per cent to its depositors.
HoT weather prevailed in New York last
week. Several cases of sunstroke occurred.
THE Anti-monopolists hav nominated Benjamin F. Butler for president, and the general
has accepted.
ABouT 50,000 persons went from this city to
Coney Island last Sunday, it being the opening of the season.
THE Prohibitionists of W-ashington are pledging themselvs to cut loose entirely from both
the Republican and Democratic parties.
A LITTLE girl was run over in Brooklyn, and
lost her leg. Her widowed mother sued the
railroad company and recovered $10,000 damages.
THE West Side Bank, New York, has stopped
payment. The teller got away with some
$100,000, which precipitated a run and ruined
the business.
JAMES D. Frsn, president of the bursted
Marine Bank of this city, was arrested last
Sunday evening. Ward, the partner of Grant,
has been in jail for several days.
ONE failure has followed another during the
past two weeks, and one bank after another
has gone up. The business community i11
pervaded with general suspicion.
HENRY GEOJ!.UE secured the use of a pulpit
in Brooklyn last Sunday in which to deliver
his lecture on Moses. His utterances on the
land question caused some of the audience to
leave the church.
THE Very Hev. Henry Thomas Edwards,
Dean of Bangor, Eng., committed suicide on
the 24th. lie had been suffering from insomnia, which is supposed to hav brought on aberration of the mind.
THE Atlantic coast has no longer a Russian
church. The one in New York closed about a
year ago; and by order of the Holy Synod of
Hussia, the consul-general has shipped all the
paraphernalia to San Francisco.
AN insane mother in St. Louis last Sunday
cut the throats of her three children, aged
respectivly, 5 years, 3 years, and 4 months,
and then cut her own. Two of the children
and the mother were fatally wounded.
PRESIDENT ScnARMANN, in a speech before
the Brewers' Association last week, showed
from statistics that "hand in hand with tho
growth of the brewing interest the percentage
of insanity due to the use of alcohol had decreased."
THE big bridge between New York ancl
Brooklyn had been open a year on the 24.th
inst. During the year 6,0.83,100 foot passengers crossed the structure, 587,024 vehicles,
and 5,151,220 car passengers. The receipts
were $391,770.
Two well-known ladies of Huntingdon, Ct.,
were arrested last Saturday for purloining
goods from the merchants in Birmingham.
As both are wealthy, ancl members of the Congregational church, it is proper to speak of
their eccentricity as kleptomania.
THE United States Senate has passed a bill
to establish a Labor Bureau for the purpose of
collecting information upon the subject of labor, its relation to capitai, the hours of labor,
and the earnings of laboring men and women,
ancl the means of promoting their material, social, intellectual, and moral prosperity.
M. STANJUKOVlTCH, the publisher of the journal Djelo, which was recently suppressed at
St. Petersburg, Russia, has been placed under
arrest. M. Ostrogorscky, the editor, and
teacher at the same time in a gymnasium, was
ordered to continue the publication of the Djelo
as an advocate of the government's policy or
to resign his position in the gymnasium. HQ
at once resigned.
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lieve he could have told the truth with greater sin- clined to think there was an influence that in the end
cerity. He declared that he had witnessed the mar- made for the best.
This was enough to satisfy the judge, and so Jones
riage ceremony between Amy and Sandy. Of courr e,
having expressed his belief in such a magnificent told all that he knew about the matter~
Waifs and Wanderings.
Hapgood, of course, had no hesitation in declaring
creed, his magnificent lie was received as proper leBY BAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
hls belief. He was as glib as Sandy, and almost as
gal evidence.
·
CHAPTER XXXIL
Sandy's faith in God was a little different from orthodox as Bolton. It delighted him, indeed, to
T H E c ouR T Roo M.
Bolton's. He was a Methodist and did not believe deliver a sermon on this all-important subject.
"There is indeed a God. The heavens declare his
Judge Arno pinned his faith entirely to the law and in foreordination and that sort of thing.
the evidence. W1th a thoroughly cultivated mind,
"I believe," said he, "in the father, son, and holy glory, and the firmament showeth his handiwork.
and in the main a noble and generous disposition, he ghost. That in Adam we fell, and that Christ is our He is omnipresent-not a sparrow falleth to .the
was nevertheless one of those limited 1-1atures who savior, and washed in his blood we shall become. pure ground without him. - He numbers the hairs of our
head. He is father to the fatherless. He is without
can see nothing beyond the established rule. He had as snow, and all our sins will be forgiven."
not a spark of originality. The way of the world was
Evidently Sandy meant to make the most of his variableness, or shadow of turning. He inhabiteth
to him the best way conceivable. What had been chance to sin while he could, and so drive a good eternity. He rides upon the whirlwind. He is a
done was the standard of what should be done. The bargain with heaven. He reasoned, I suppose, that consuming fire. In him we liv, and move, and hav
wisdom of the past ages was the wisdom of all future there was no use in having an atoning sacrifice un- our being," etc., etc.; to the end of the chapter.
Of course the testimony of a man who had such a
ages. Not a dishonest thought was in his mind, but less one had a vast amount of sins to be washed
his thought was only a repetition. It was a photo- away; the more deserved punishment one had to be glowing faith as this must be received in every court
graph, and not a picture; a richly bound copy of what rid of the more satisfactory the arrangement. There in the land, and Hapgood's passed without challenge.
There was some hesitation about Dr. Dobson. He
others had declared to be the truth. He would not would be but little pleasure in forgiveness if one didn't
really didn't believe much in a God. His creed
swerve a hair's breadth from conscience, but his con- have a big thing to be be forgiven.
science was the fixed result of custom. It was an
Sandy meant to get as much out of God's grace as was Atheism, with a certain mixture of Pantheism,
elaborate edition of the powers that be.
possible, to have all he could out of sin, and then, at llnd it was a very nice question to decide whether he
A fine-looking man he was, with white hair that the last, all he could out of redemption. He was a had enough Pantheism to entitle him to giv testiseemed a crown of glory; a pleasant face, a Roman devil of a saint and a most orthodox sinner. He tea- mony in a court of law. Since the doctor desired to
aspect, a bearing full of dignity, a presence gracious tifie~, without hesitation, to his marriage with Amy, say what he could in favor of Amy, he was willing to
and imperturbable. He appeared a majestic imper- and m every way corroborated the perjury of Bolton. make the most of his Pantheism, and the least of his
sonation of justice. Ah, he would have been if what Legally the conspirators had pretty well entrenched Atheism. So he put it this way:
"I can't affirm that I believe in an infinite and allthe world thinks were right, if the voice of the rna- themselves. So far, according to evidence there was
powerful God; but in a God with certain limitations,
jorit.y and the dead past were indeed the voice of a valid marriage.
'
eternal verity. Being, however, but a mixture of
Of course the simple truth could destroy this evi- who is perhaps what you might call a stream of tenerror and wisdom, Judge Arno's reflection of it was dence very easily if. it only had a fair chance. But dency, or the evolution of things. I think the unias apt to be a sword to kill as a scepter to uplift.
the trouble with all our courts is that the truth is so verse is about right, though not exactly right. There
So the drama proceeds, with him as the central hedged in with a thousand formalities that its nat- are some flaws which may sometime work for good.
figure, to dispense justice as it is in the eyes of the ural and serene strength avails nothing. Oftentimes In this sense I can declare that I believe in God."
world, but to dispense with justice as nature pro- it is so clogged that it hesitates as if it were a crim"With this explanation," said the judge, "you are
claims it from those depths which only genius can inal indeed; while in these very formalities falsehood willing simply to say, I believe in God!'·
sound.
has a thousand places in which to lurk and save itDr. Dobson thought a moment, shut his eyes, and
then answered:
The forms of justice were rigidly observed. In self, and, indeed, flourish triumphantly.
"I think I can say this much with a good conevery respect red tape was scrupulously honored.
A vigorous defense, however, was made. Harry
Not a ceremony was omitted. Oh, what a useful was put upon the stand. When questioned in re- science. It's stretching the truth a bit, but under
the circumstances if it's a lie, it's a good, nice, white
thing law would be if it were as fresh and strong on gard to his belief in God, he said:
the inside as it is cut and dried on the outside!
"I cannot say that I believe in the God of the one. It can't harm anybody. Yes, I will make that
Sandy and Bolton had their evidence well mar- Bible, but I believe in some sort of a universal good affirmation."
The judge ruled that the doctor could be received.
shaled, and it was not easily to be overthrown.
spirit which I feel justified in calling God, though it
They both declared that a slave marriage ceremony is absolutely indefinable, and is more a feeling than He had in substance complied with the demands of
the law.
had been performed between Amy a.nd Sandy. A an idea."
The evidence, although somewhat slight and cirforged document signed by a local Methodist min"I object, then, to his testimony," cried Sandy.
ister was produced certifying to this. A marriage "This is a Christian country-is it not ?-and he must cumstantial up to this point, had been worked together with great skill, and formed a substantial
being thus apparently perfermed, the legislative believe in the Christian's God."
statute was produced, declaring that all slave ~mar"Certainly he must," said Bolton. "Harry always basis upon which Amy's own testimony could be
riages were valid.
has been an Infidel, and I don't believe he can given, and be accepted legally at its full value; and,
with any fair-minded judge, would turn the scale in
" Tq.e evidence is overwhelming, your honor, and I legally testify. I objec~."
do not see how you can decide otherwise than that
"The law ?nly requires belief in God," answered her favor. Indeed, it seemed almost certain that
the marriage is legal and holds. Law is law, and Harry, "and m rewards and punishments-that is, in Bolton and Sandy would be defeated in their scheme.
marriage is marriage."
retribution. In this I honestly believe, that they
"Do you believe in God?·"
For a moment Amy hesitated, and then calmly
"You are right," said the judge. "If the mar- who break the law will suffer by the law. In this I
·
riage is proven, then the law must take its course. find evidence of what I call God, but. I do not pro- and firmly answered:
"I do not."
Her husband can claim his rights."
fess to understand this God. He is incomprehenThere was astonishment all over the court room.
" Let me ask a question," interposed Sandy. "This sible and unknowable. I appeal to the judge."
"Do I understand you aright?" said the judge.
is so important that in order to get at the exact truth
The judge had some good sense, and so answered:
we must insist that every point of the law be rigidly
"The law only requires a belief in God. It does "Is it possible_ that you, a woman, do not believe in
enforced."
not define what kind of a God. Whether the Moham- God?"
"I do not," said Amy softly. "I cannot."
" I will see to that," said the judge. "The letter medan's, or the Christian's, or the Jews, or the
"Cannot," said the judge. ''Are you insane?
of the law shall be obeyed.''
Deist's. I decide that this witness is competent to
"I have no doubt of it," said Sandy, "and that the give testimony. He declares his belief in some kind The fool says in his heart there is no God."
"That may be the old story, it is not the new.
truth will be made clear. I·wish to call your atten- of a deity. That satisfies the law."
tion to the fact that under the Jaw of this state no
Harry's evidence bore somewhat strongly against What the fool says in his heart, the wise man says in
one can testify unless they believe in a God-a most that of his father and Sandy; although he could not his head."
"But de you not see evidences all around you,"
wise provision-for surely if one does not believe in of course swear that the ceremony had not been
God, how can we trust his word? There is nothing to .performed. He only proved some circumstances persisted the judge. "See the design manifest in
nature, in the stars, the flowers; everything."
keep him from lying."
that made it improbable.
"Your point is well made," said the judge," and in
Cupples, and Jones, and Hapgood, and Dr. Dab"Design; but for what? for good and bad tothis respect the law must be observed. I shall be son were put upon the stand to tell what they knew, gether. Who can trust the so-called design to make
particular as to one's belief on this point."
which, however, did not legally amount to much, ex- him happy. Does it make all happy as it would if
" Then justice will be done," cried Sandy.
cept to corroborate the drift of circumstances to there were a God? I cannot shut my eyes to the
The first evidence put in by Sandy was the forged what Harry had testified.
misery that is in the world. I myself have suffered
document, but forged so cleverly that it was almost
Cupples, when questioned as to his religious belief tortures unnameable and innumerable. I have
impossible to discover the fact. This was a sort of said that. his head was in a muddle on that point: prayed, and no answer has ever come to my prayer.
marriage certificate, or declaration that the so-called and he did not know exactlywhat he believed, but I have had to rely upon myself, otherwise 1 should
ceremony, so far as slaves were concerned, had been so far as he could find out there was some sort of an have been crushed. If, however, I alone were .the
perfcrmed between Amy and Sandy. This document o:verruling power that after a fashion made things unhappy one, I might pass it by if all others were
bore the signature of a certain itinerant Methodist nght. He thought there was a big devil somewhere happy; for no matter what my condition might be,
minister of much local repute, but since dead. Bol- who had a great deal to do with the management of if all others were happy I indeed should rejoice; but
ton and Sandy both swore to the genuineness of the affairs, and almost wo? the game, but in the end, as millions are more unhappy than myself. lt is born
signature and to the fact of the marriage.
good luck would hav It, was checkmated.
into my soul with unutterable agony, that there is no
" What is your religious belief?" asked the judge.
"So, then, you can honestly say that you believe in infinite goodness. Not my intellect, but my moral
"The law requires, in order that one's testimony God," said the judge.
nature revolts against such a contradiction. .All that
be valid, that he believe in God."
"Yes," answered Cupples; "that is, I believe in has been done tbat we might ascribe to intelligence
"Most assuredly do I believe in God," answered God more than I do in the devil, and I suppose it and love, we must ascribe to man. Man alone helps
Bolton, who was a Presbyterian of the old school. must be one or the other. God on the whole is a and makes better. The universe is neither friend
"I believe in an infinite and eternal God, the maker majority, and so rules; though there's a devilish big nor foe. It is a field as apt to thistles as to roses,
of the heavens and the earth, who has ordained from minority."
whereon we work and make the harvest. This is to
the beginning that a certain number shall be saved
"You can testify," said the judge, good naturedly, me an overpowering conviction, and I cannot deny
and a certain number damned; who has revealed although Bolton and Sandy with righteous indigna- it, not even to save my life or my liberty."
himself in the scriptures of the Old and New Testa- tion declared that it was an insult to God, and the
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
menta; who sent his only beloved son into the world destruction of all morality, to allow such evidence.
that we, believing in him, might be saved; and he
Jones said he had never thought of the matter
.A. Sin 1he Sun Forgot to Mention.
that believeth not shall be damned. To all this I before. He had not bothered his head about the
From tile New York Sun of ~lny 17th,
most devoutly subscribe."
existence of God. He believed in God, for that was
To the Editor of the Sun, Sir: In a recent. paper you slated
" He must be able to tell a pretty big whopper if the way of the world. He· didn't see any particular the Sun was run as a newspaper, and not as a religious weekly.
he believes all that," said Cupples slyly to Jones.
reason for not believing. On the whole, things went Very good; m your enumerating the sins ot a senator (April30)
And certainly, after his confession of faith, Bolton on smoothly, and there was mar~;~ happiness than you dtd not state that the most infamom• sin of Edmunds was
bringing into the Senate a bill for a Constitutional amendment
proceeded to tell a most consumm.ate falsehood, in misery. He di?n't believe in a personal God, for le incorpornting
the Christian God in the Constitution.
the most unctuous and pious manner. I do not be- couldn't conceive of such a being; but he was inG, and Ledge, May 14th,
JA~1ES MoYER,
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The Fate of Christianity.
has been badly cut to pieces. The old prophet's the rule exactly the same as all the rest. When I
Christ~anity will pass away. The great champion glory has departed. We are told that "the changes hear Ib,en talk of the civilizing, elevating influences
of eonsmence; the arrogant power which has caused that are made, particularly in the 28th chapter, trans- of Christianity, I cannot avoid looking back to see
kings and princes to tremble; the boasted faith whose mute nonsense into sense and darkness into light." where I may find testimony in support of these statem~asureless ambition has prm;npte~ 'it to attempt to Let us hav another revision next year and take up ments. The Israelites delighted in slaying people by
brmg the w~ole h_uman race mto Its fold, must be Jeremiah. Again: "The reader of the English text way of converting them; pagan Raine laughed at the
numbered With thmgs t~at _were. With mute elo- can see that two writers were engaged on this poem.'' dying contortions of Christians torn to pieces by
quence the deserted pulpitw~~ speak of man's release How is this? This is another startling statement. wild beasts; in the fourteenth century the Moslem
from _the s_hackles of superstitiOn. The pilgrim will For thousands of years Isaiah has monopolized the fiend, Tamerlane, drenched the soil of India with the
seek m vam for wa~ls that echo the story of a cruci- glory of writing that" noble poetry," and now we can blood of unnumbered thousands of Brahmans and
fi~d redee.mer. Light from the gorgeous stained see t_hat two authors were engaged upon it. If we Parsees for the glory of Allah and the Prophet; for
wmdo_w Will cease to fall upon the bended head 0 f hav Just discovered that there were two authors, it is centuries Catholics and Protestants hav butchered
t~e pwus. devotee. The _sol.emn tones of the organ not unlikely that future revisions may reveal ten, and, one another for Christ's sake, and the terrible Sepoy
Will be stilled, and the stirrmg chant of the choir. furthermore, that no such character as Isaiah had mutiny of 1857, with its devilish atrocities, was the
Hushe?- forever will be the footfall of the usher in the anything to do with it. Again: "The mistakes in the result of Hindoo fear and hatred of Christianity. It
lo~g aisles, !-"nd the sable robe, and cross, and crucifix meaning of single words hav been the_ occasion of is all the same. Supernaturalism, everywhere, ineviw~ll be laid away.
Heavenward-pointing spires errors that would be amusing elsewhere than in the tably and necessarily leads to bigotry and blood. If
Will fall. to ~he ground and become heaps of debris, or sacred text." The old Bible would hav us believe Christianity were really something essentially differbe carried off a~d put to some useful purpose. But, that Job's hippopotamus "drinketh up a river and ent from all other religions, and destined some day
says a good Chnstian brother, "How can this be? In hasteth not; he trustet.h that he can draw up Jordan to dominate the world, I can see no reason whv it did
all_Christian countries, beautiful churches are being into his mouth." We are now told that Job said not commence at the scene of Christ's labors and
bmlt every year. Revivals are being held, at which nothing of the sort. He simply intimated that be- gradually spread in ever-widening circles till the
large numbers of converts are brought to a knowl- cause the hippopotamus could swim, he was not whole earth_ was brought under. its sway. I hav
edge of the unspeakable joys of the religion of Christ. afraid ofwater, even if it should come up to his mouth. asked Christians to giv me a valid reason, consistent
Sunday-schools are flourishing, missionaries evan- But then the man who couldn't swallow the hippo- with the claims of Christianity, why, on the one congelists, and salvation armies are laboring with the potamus story would be but a second-rate Christian tinent alone where Christ's alleged work was done,
heathen, and the day will surely come when all man- any way. What an enlightener is faith! "Isaiah's there are more people who know nothing of the savkind will bow at the foot of the cross."
'satyrs' were nothing but' goats,' and his 'dragons' •or or his scheme of redemption, than all the ChrisThe man who predicts the downfall of Christianity but jackals." Poor Isaiah I a cruel fate has over- tians on earth. And I am still waiting for an answer.
must not place any weight upon feelings of revenge taken thee. And we shall no longer be entertained
An able English writer speaks of Gibbon, the great
prompted by personal injuries ~t the hands of Chris- with accounts of Mr. Belial and his noted sons. They historian, as one of the most dangerous enemies by
tians, nor upon the fact that many people wish it to hav been thrust out. Just think of it. The Bible whom the Christian faith waR ever assailed. "He
go down because they think something better might will be Hamlet with Hamlet left out. The" fir-trees" does not· formally deny the evidence upon which is
be substituted.
that were used for weapons in the old Bible hav been based the structure of Christianity, but he indirectly
: Upon what is Christianity founded, and whither is turned into" cypress lances." Joseph's star-spangled includes that system in the same category with the
the ruling thought of the world. tending? Science coat has been thrown out to the rag-pickers, and the mythologies of paganism." When the world sees
has effectually and forever exploded the absurd Bible children will grieve as for a friend. No good ortho- that there is no myth about Christianity, the work of
story of the creation, and convinced every mind over dox Sunday-school can liv three months without conversion will go on rapidly. Bacon did more for
which reason reigns that a miracle is an impossibil- Joseph's fancy coat. The good old Presbyterian of the liberty and advancement of human thought than
ity. Passing over the filth and obscenity of the York state who has reverently pored over the same all the priests and preachers from his day until now,
Bible without comment, of what value is it to us as a old hide-bound-beg pardon, calf-bound-Bible for but where is the divine who tells us of any great good
history? Granting that Moses, after his death, wrote forty years, till every leaf in it has become the color to the world in which the church had no part? No
his own obituary, and that the sun stood still to allow of an Indian moccasin, will visit his son in Nebraska, existing system of religion had its origin in the field
Joshua to butcher a few more thousands of his fel- and seeing for the first time a new Bible lying on the of rational thought; hence, appeals to reason fall
low-creatures; the accounts of these and similar table, will take it and sit down to read. He will soon powerless in the presence of blind faith. Reasoning
things may hav been of much importance to the He- discover that his favorit Munchausen stories are faculties that hav long been subordinated to the conbrews, but what is there to show that they concern mutilatt3d or missing. Amazement will sit enthroned trol of that vague fear inseparable from supernaturalthe people of the United States any more than does on his brow. When informed that the book he has ism can only resume their nonnal condition by slow
the Koran or the Hindoo Vedas? Nothing. They in his hands is the "correct thing" in good society degrees. I think the living of blameless and happy
are of far less interest to our people than the result now, and that it will probably be "the style" all lives by the majority of Liberals will advance the
of the next presidential election.
summer, the old gent will be disgusted, throw the cause of Liberalism more than the most powerful arAgain: It is not very long since a part of God's book aside, and become an Infidel on the spot.
guments, however eloquently expressed or logically
infallible word was revised and improved by his very
The good Christian pities the poor heathen, little demonstrated. Whenever a worthy, noble deed is
fallible disciples. The new version was somewhat dreaming that Christianity and heathenism are all done by an individual, whatever his views on religdistasteful to that class of beings who would believe one. It is all mythology. The Christian borrowed ions matters may be, it is usually spoken of as a real
that Jonal]. swallowed a whale as readily as they heathen rites to begin with, and the moral codes of Christian act, when in most cases there was nothing
would that a whale swallowed Jonah, if the Bible said Buddha, Confucius, and Zoroaster were just as pure Christian about it. Some Liberals, tllrough the force
so. But what will be thought of the infallible w:,rd as Christ's, and far more sensible in some parts. But of habit, generally let such remarks pass unchalnow that the Old Testament has been so thoroughly then those great reformers were only men, while lenged. This is a great error. Let us hav Chrisrevised that it contains very numerous changes both Christ was God. That makes the difference in the tianity clearly defined, and grant it all the good that
in form and meaning? n the new version is true, Christian's view. Bringing a monotheistic God down belongs to it, but Liberals should be more on their
the old was not. What will become of the multiplied to earth in the form of a man was a bold stroke of guard against admitting these false claims.
millions who went down to their graves with a rock- the founders of Christianity, and the world had just
The foremost nations of the earth hav now reached
rooted belief that the old Bible was true in every reached that stage when it was possible to establish that stage where the fullest and highest cultivation
word just as they read it? Or, if a belief in either the scheme, but they made a great mistake in adopt- of the reasoning, the purely intellectual faculties, is a
of two different books is sufficient to secure salvation, ing the Jewish Jehovah and representing him as a necessity in order to hold their relativ po~:~itions in
why not a belief in any one of three or of twenty? God of love. If they had discarded him altogether the great struggle for supremacy. Faith, fear, mytl1s,
The late revising committees were composed of and manufactured a new God of better character, feelings, sympathies etc., will be more and more negBritish and American scholars, and we are told that the system would hav lived much longer than it will lected, and as these are the sole support of religion,
the reason why many changes were necessary was as at present constituted. Swedenborg would hav Christianity must necessarily decline.
because the translators of King James's version made Christ alone all-sufficient, but his revelations
A Baptist minister of Detroit, in a sermon before a
were ignorant of Hebrew and guessed at the meaning came at too late a date. That old jealous God who state church convention not long ago, said: "The
of words. This is a blood-curdling, hair-raising enjoyed visiting the sins of the fathers upon the chil- conversion of the world to a universal religion will
statement. Think of the teeming multitudes of sen- dren, etc., had secured too strong a foothold to be never come of those who ignore the divinity of Christ
tient beings who compose the population of the most dislodged.
while they praise his humanity." Doubtless the rever. enlightened nations of the earth basing their hopes
Agni, the mediator, and the beneficent Vishnu end brother had good reason to warn his hearers. He
of eternal felicity on the wild guesses of a few zealots were a worthier pair than Christ and his cruel father. was shrewd enough to see that the religion of humanset to work by royal authority, and who knew noth- When ancient nations went to war, they arrayed ity was getting into the church and threatening to
ing of the work they undertook. What if nearly all their gods against each other as well as their men, but supplant mythology. Protestants laud Luther for
their guesses were far away from the truth, and were when modern Christian nations go to war, they array his boldness in bursting a few of the bonds of superwritten down as God's infallible word, and given as a God against himself. Both parties pray to him for stition and giving some impetus to freedom of thought,
sacred and sure guide to us poor ignorant mortals help to overcome the other. The party that is con- but if they could see the logical ultimate result of
who know no more of Hebrew than the translators quered was in the wrong, and God withheld his as- the work commenced by ttle great reformer, they
did? 0 superstition, thou monster odious, how long sistance. The nation with the weaker or less skil- would be filled with gloom inste~d of joy. Since
shall thy baleful shadow blight and blast the fair fully managed battalions is always in the wrong. Luther's time, a multitude of sects hav arisen, every
flowers struggling into, light in the intellect of man?
The Christian smiles at the credulity of the poor one based on that well-known phrase, Fl"eedom of
Thinking of this immutable word that is frequently Buddhist with his belief in 136 hells, but why not a conscience. Freedom has been the watchword all
changing, we are led to ask: -Why not hang our hundred as well as one? The case should be re- along the line. Can any sane man fail to see that in
hopes on the inspired writings of Josh Billings?
versed, however. If Christianity he true, it will be the great ocean of freedom, the central idea that has
We are told that the American scholars in the late likely to need the larger m:mber, but as the Buddhist held these jarring factions together will ultimately
revision were "brave and inconoclastic; the British, looks for final annihilation, one hell ought to answer be lost? Every new sect that is born is a warning
conservativ and careful." This statement givs rise his purpose. Christian mathematicians hav taken stroke on the bell that will ring the death-knell of
to another harrowing suspicion, that perhaps we the measurement of heaven as given in the Bible, and, Christianity. The great religious system has not
havn't got the really simon-pure word yet. Doubt- after allowing half the space for the trinity and his only made many false claims, but it is tardy in acless if Americans had had entire charge of the revis- or their personal staff, hav divided the remainder into knowledgment of favors received. All through the
ion, still more sweeping changes would hav been rooms of confortable size, and they hav come to the middle ages, nearly all the learning and culture that
made. A hundred years hence, will the Bible really conclusion that there will be plenty of room for all the Christian clergy had they learnt from the Jews.
be the same book it was a hundred years ago? If who are likely to go that way for several years to Even St. Paul, when he wanted a better argument
the first translators who ever tackled the Bible had come. But the other place s.eems to be neglected. than he could make, borrowed or:e from a heathen
been Americans, we should probably hav had a book So far as I am aware, no accurate measurements hav poet. There may be no truth in the tradition that
with far less mystery and debauchery and bloodshed been made. We are not told anything about the the early Christians tore out portions of Cicero's man·
in it, ~nd _hence, as au anchor of stupid, unquestion- size of the rooms, nor whether the place is liable to uscripts containing his treatis "On the Nature of
ing faith, It would hav been much inferior to the Bible become crowded.
the Gods," because those portions contained arguas it is; but it w~uld ha:V been a much more readable
Religion, in all ages and all countries, has corre- ments which they (the Christians) felt powerless to
boo~, an~ so plamly writien t~a~ b~t few commenta- sponded with the mental advanceme~t .an? the sur- refute, in case they should be brought forward by
tors brams would hav waxed IdiOtic over it. Isaiah_ :fOundings of its adherents, and Christiamty follows_ unbelievers; but many a legend with a far less likely
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foundation has been implicitly believed for centuries. generally good judgment in secular matters, can emies because laboring in different :fields of usefulWe often hear about revealed religion. Revealed read such rubbish and not see its absurdity, and can ness.
religion, per se, may be a very nice thing, but the term only conclude that such blindness is greatly the
Dr. Atkinson had no criticism of the lecture to offer.
is ambiguous and confusing. It implies that there result of early education, combined with a desire to He deprecated self-reliance. A person should take
is also a concealed religion. Then comes the query: be considered respectable.
counsel. If he did not know what to do, do nothing.
Who has it and .why is it concealed, and wherein is
It is really refreshing, after a short time devoted He was formei:ly a teacher. When his pupils left
the revealed kind better than the other?
to such trash, to read an article in a Freethought him they inquired how they should judge of right and
Much is made of the Christian's consolation in the paper, or hear a lecture from the lips of a Free- wrong without his wisdom to guide them. He said
hour of death. But how vain and hollow sound thinker.
·
to them, "My dear boys, when you go out into the
words telling of a consolation derived from the
I heard Chas. Watts a week or two back lecture on world and into society, seek the company of those
bloody tragedy of the cross, compared with the sub- secularism, previously to which Mrs. Watts recited you most esteem, and take their advice." The doclime composure expressed by those last words of in an admirable manner a poem written for her by tor liked the idea of one overruling God Almighty.
Socrates: "The death to which you condemn me, I Lara, which appeared in last week's Secular Review, It made every molecule in his corpus dance hallelucount a gain rather than a loss. Either it is a dream- and is well worth printing.. I need say nothing re- jab to think of it. "We hav," he said, "too many
less sleep that knows no waking, or it carries me garding the lecture itself; it is quite unnecessary. I God Almighties.''
where I may converse with the spirits of the illus- regret to hear that he contemplates paying you
Mrs. Leonard wished to say that the human being
trious dead.'' Or these words of Cicero, speaking of another visit in August, 'though why he is going I is like the cat-born blind. We should educate wodeath: "No man, then, dies too soon who has run a hav not the least idea. I am afraid he must hav man as well as man. She did not think theology
course of perfect virtue; for glory follows like a gypsy blood in his veins, as he is so fond of ram- should be taught in the schools any more than the
shadow in the wake of such a life.'' The clergy will bling. (I don't mean in his talk, however.) Owing to platform of the Republican party. Every well develcling to the old religion because many of them can this inherent restlessness, I am satisfied that he will oped man and woman, in her belief, was a god. It
do nothing but preach. But there will always be work not take up his permanent abode there; if it were should be the duty, then, of women, to go to work
enough. The man of ability who has something to not for thi!'l characteristic I should hav my fears on and propagate geds. She hoped to further set forth
say will always hav an opportunity to speak, and he the subject. I fancy you must hav treated him too this idea at some future time. Mrs. Leonard took
will hav an audience. Many think that a great relig- well on his last visit; if so, kindly reverse the opera- her seat amid hearty applause.
ion cannot be overthrown without a crash. But tion this next time, and thertlby hasten his departure.
Dr. Carus had no reply to make to what had been
there will be no crash. As the man in the circus at Do not, however, resort to harsh measures, and hurt said, because he was in accord with it all. He could
night watches the last farce and tricks of the clown his sensitiv feelings; but, after he has been with you only thank the club for his kind reception, and return
in the ring till he suddenly :finds himself in the open three or four months, giv him a gentle but :firm hint his acknowledgments to the eminent president for
J.D.
being allowed to addresa so fine an audience.
air, the canvas behind him having been removed, that it is time he was home again.
soon to be followed by the roof, so will the Christian
London, May, 1884.
At the next meeting, being on Decoration Day, the
on the upper seat gaze at the last acts of spiritual
"Festival of the Dead" will be celebrated with apjugglery in the religious arena till his temple of faith
The Liberal Club.
propriate ceremonies.
----~---.has been silently moved away, when, turning, he will
1 Strange and Unnatural Christian Sect
feel his temples fanned with the invigorating breath
The weather was pretty warm when the members
4
of the Liberal Club came together at their 341st reg·• ·
of the new philosophy.
A St· p e t ersb urg correspon d en t of th e N ew York
ular meeting. The ladies were regardlessly radiant
The writer of these lines is no enemy of true relig- in summer apparel. Mr. Wakeman thumped the E ·ventng
· m
leg
t
'n
a
t
I'ssue
of
that
... e ram recoun s I
recen
ion, but he is a firm believer in the resistless .pro- table with his mallet,
·
· 't . t o a sec t of rel'g'o
and said that the secretary paper th e st ory of h'IS VISI
I I u s fa gression of thought,· and that the co-existence of would read the minutes. The secretary did so, and na t'ICS a f ew d egrees worse th an th e Mor m on s· He
Christianity with that progression for all time is an
impossibility. He believes that Christian persecution on leaving the platform was button-holed by Dr. says:
of Freethinkers and Freethought papers is the result Weeks, who advised him to read louder next time. During my stay in Yakutsk, the most northern capital of
Dr. Weeks was thanked by the secretary, who then Eastern Siberia, I became acquainted with members of a comof shortsightedness, because if every Liberal speaker
m n'ty
of Skopzr· 169 men and 124 women living at the vil
1
u
and paper in the world should turn Christian to-mor- Passed along, but was coll.ared by a tall man with a lage
of Marshka, -about ten miles from the -city. The men Irow, and plead the Christian's cause with all their big cane. This gentleman said the secretary read the found to be remarkable characters. I paid a visit to the
ower, the final result would be the same. The tri- minutes first-rate, only no one could hear them. He Skopzi village. Three men [eunuchs] to whom I was first
P
was instructed to go to the door and get his money introduced were kindly and gentle in their ways as girls. Their
umph of Freethought would be somewhat retarded, back. A third gentleman J'umped at the young man, ages ranged from forty to :fifty. One was of excessiv size, tall,
that is all. If a personal God should be recognized
and much puffed out; the two others were withered men, yet
in the religion of the future, it must be a being with and said he wanted. the minutes read off as the former all must hav been originally strong, tall, and good looking.
attributes such as man has never yet conceived, and secretary read them. He was offered the earth. They neither drank intoxicating liquor, they said, nor smoked
The suffering scribe reached the back part of the hall tobacco nor ate meat. Their voices were not so effeminate as
is no(, now capable of conceiving. But however that and wiped away the perspiration which had gathered I imagined I should find, being in fact not much different in
may be, Christianity must "go." No religion can
tone from that of the ordinary run of Russian peasant youth.
alwavs exist on such a foundation as the. Bible, and in profusion on his brow.
It seemed to me that they had retained the voice they posthe tendency of the world's thought is unquestionably · The president read the announcements of meet- sessed in early youth at the time when they were received into
towards still greater freedom.
N. G. W.
ings to be h eld, and spak e 0 f M.an an d T HE T RUTH theOfsect.
the women I only caught a glimpse of two before they
SEEKER, which contained matters of remarkable in- went out of sight. The "sisters," as they are called, did not
terest. He then introduced the lecturer, Dr. Paul show themselvs in the houses. They seem to be as carefully
Our London Letter.
Carns, who spoke on "Education and Liberty.'' He shielded from the vulgar gaze as are the houris of a Turkish
·
th fi t
t'al t fr d
harem. Those that I caught sight of were young, not over
The Religious Tract Society, which is in the pos- held that educatiOn
was e rs essen I 0 ee om; twenty-five at most, fair and comely to view. Of children I,
session of a very large income, a portion of which is not a religious education, which imprisons the mind of course, saw none. The cry of a baby was never heard in
spent in printing weak literature in many known and in a belief, the very reverse of liberty, but the kind Marshka, for the "brothers" and "sisters" do not provide
unknown languages, and shipping the same in con- of culture described by the German word bildung, for descendants. The men complain bitterly of the many re. al t · E li h Th straints placed upon them by the Itussian government. For
siderable quantities to all parts of the earth for the
for which there was no eqmv en In ng 8 •
e instance, they may not sojourn in Yakutsk for more than eight
benefit of the waste-paper dealers, has been greatly death
of a tyrant, he held, would in no case banish hours at a time, and this only during the day; nor can they
exercised in its mind of late at the rapid advance of tyranny. Tyranny exists because people, from lack leave their village in any direction without the written permisskepticism, and has therefore boldly came to the front of education, are not :fitted to be free. All history sion of the police authorities of Yakutsk. The authorities juswith the well-meant intention of stopping the tide, showed that education ruled the world. Education tify this strictness in the belief that they thus prevent the inof the sect from spreading. They say that the comand will doubtless be as successful in the attempt as would abolish intemperance and the social evil, be- fluence
munity is very wealthy and pays well for new converts whenwas Mrs. Partington in her endeavors to keep back cause it would show man that dram-drinking and ever they can get them.
the waves of the Atlantic with her broom.
immorality were not necessary to his happiness, and
The reasons given by the correspondent why men
The desired goal is to be attained by the publication would occupy his mind with higher pursuits. Free- and women join this unnatural sect are much like
of a series of tracts written by various "champions of dam, education, and wealth go together and distin- those which induce people to join other religious
the only true religion, and I hav wasted an hour in guish all civilized nations.
bodies. He continues:
perusing two of them, respectivly entitled "Ernest
Dr.
Carns
is
a
German,
and
his
mastery
of
English
of the men whom I saw had· joined the sect at the age
Renan and his Criticism of Christ," and "Evidential pronunciation is not. yet complete. He, however, of Most
nineteen or twenty. Why thus early in life they renounced
Conclusions from the Four Greater Epistles of St. made himself fairly understood, and his lecture, be- the lusts of the world, the flesh, and the devil I am not able to
· d
say, but I am inclined to think that the reason is frequently
Paul;" and I should say if they are afairsample of the
ll
from remorse after debauched life, and sometimes from the
bulk, any Infidel that is converted or perverted by ing in every way excellent, was we receive ·
Mr. Robert Blissert, taking the platform, said this melancholy produced by disease or abuse. Of the actual joys
them will be neither a loss to the one party nor a
was the best lecture he had ever heard before the of life and love such a young Russian peasant race at twenty
gain tothe other.
iberal Club. Education was king. He employed know nothing that is elevating; his life is spent in, an atmosphere that is morally diseased. and he easily succumbs to
The chief argument of the first-named tract is to L
men
to work for him, and the reason he could get the persuasion of members of the sect or other penitents like
the effect that as Renan does not believe in the divinity of Christ, he is not sufficiently qualified to write more out of them than they could get out of him was himself to undergo mutilation. The pictorial teachings of
most about the business. the Greek church may also conduce to the same end. Not
on the subject with any degree of authority, and due to the fact that he knew
• h uld b
· t d f
many years ago there was a large painting in one of the
e prm e or a churches in Yakutsk which represented the various punishalthough this pretentious pamphlet professes to review This speech of Dr. Carus s s o
and confute his " History of the Origin of Christian- campaign document. Men who were elected to of- ments that awaited sinners of various grades when they came
ity" more particularly the "Life of Jesus," it chiefly fice represented the ignorance of the people, whether to receive their eternal reward. Hell was depicted on a dozen
side or some other squares of the canvas, in each being a victim suspended over
quotes and attacks his "Recollections of My Youth," it was Arthur on the Republican
·
p
1 h uld d the fierce flames that sprang up beneath him, and diligently
eop e s o
e - stirred by little imps of darkne~s. Thus t~;te ge!ltl.eman _hung
which appears to me rather aside from the question bummer on the Democratic side.
under discussion; but this is, as we almost invari- ucate themselvs. As for Mr. Blissert, he was going up by the tongue had been in life, so the r~scrrptron sard, an
ably find, the system adopted by Christian apologists to reform, and then he would be sure there was one incorrigible liar; the one sus:pended by hrs fingers, 9: noted
less rascal in the world.
thief; and the one hung up wrth a hook m each of hrs eyes
of the present day.
had been found guilty of looking with covetous glance on the
Mr. Andrews had observed, as had the lecturer, wife of his neighbor.
.
The second tract, dealing with the evidence from
the epistles attributed to Paul, is equally strong, or that the word " education " did not express the full The picture appears to hav had the effect of making one or
formu- two converts to Skoptism in Yakutsk. A gentleman told me
weak, from whichever point of view you take it, and significance of the idea. He had therefore
t " h· h
that his coachman, who joined the sect about four years ago,
without taking the trouble of attempting to prove the lated the phrase "integral devel opmen • W IC cov- gave the following reasons for his doing so. With a companauthority of the documents, or answering the objec- ered the whole ground. It was worthy of remark, ion he had lived a low and debauched life for some years, both
tions made from our side, contents itself with insist- Mr. Andrews said, that the Liberal Club was grow- generally drunk and both very immoral.. One day, after a d_eing that the reader shall accept them as genuin and ing integral. Formerly every speaker was ~}-sided baucli lasting longer than usual, the twam found thomselvs rn
a condition representing a recovery from delirium tremens,
divinely inspired, and launches forth a host of quota- I·n hi's attacks,· that was now changed to all-stdedness and
without a kopeck in their pockets. 8aid the other to the
tions from these precious letters to prove that the of toleration. No one man is doing all the educat- coachman "Come, let us giv up this life and become Skopts;
gospels are true. Fine reasoning indeed! Had ing. The advocate of the laborer, struggling to giv then we shall hav no more of temptation, and besides, we can
skeptics never had a better case to put forward than the workingman opportunity for self-improvement, is get some ready money if. we join." So they agreed to. turn
Spoptzi. They made therr request k~own, and after 9:n mte:the theologists, we should all at the present day hav doi'ng a greater work for education than he who view
with the elders of the commumty, declared therr readr·
been bumble and devoted subjects of the absurd teaches Greek or Latin, though both are necessary. ness to submit to the ordeal. One day, says the coachman,
superstition called Christianity. I cannot possibly What Mr. Andrews asked was that they should appre- lie was invited to a gathering in the village, and went, quite
understand how people with fair brain power and ciate the value of each other's efforts1 and not be en- , unsu,picious that his conversion was to take place so soon,
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He was t~ere given a ~nk, after which, he says, he remem- reforming nature," and if we were to go according to
llDthmg more 1;1ntil he awoke, suffering great bodily. pain.
His recovery occup1ed about three weeks, and his regrets last ~u~bers, we should be obliged in Eastern states to
to this day. Why the women join the sect I am also' una- mst1tute polygamy in order to giv every woman a
ble to say, but probably for the •same reasons as the men in husband or a part of one. In matters of this kind it
some ca~es; _in ~thers from the desire to be rid of temptation is useful to study nature, but we should remember
and the mclinat10n to the world and its g:9.efs quickly and forthat times change and" circumstances alter cases."
ever.
b~rs

It seel?s; further, that the Skopts employ methods
of securmg youthful converts but little more culpable than th?se ~dopted by their contemporaries of
other denommatwns. Protestants and Catholics
alike warp the minds of children; the Skopts mutilate
their persons. The writer goes on to relate:
Pitiable cases 'are these of the younger members of the
sect, who hav been initiated into the brotherhood or sisterhood by their fanatical parents or relativs long before they
could understand anything of the meaning of the rites which
they were compelled to undergo. In each case the Russian
government interferes, taking away the children, and looking
out f?r e~~loyme~t for them. Th.ese hav all their rights as
Russ1an c1t1Zens 'giVen to them, wh1le their parents or relativs
are outlawed or exiled.
The s.ect is kept up solely by new converts and has increased m numbers since 1859. There was published in St.
Petersburg in 1872 a large quarto work, with colored portraits
of membe~s of the sect, and illustrations showing the methQds
employed m and the results obtained from the rites of initiation. The portraits of the women show faces of intelligence
and great will power. The torture to which the members submit themselvs must be excruciating. And when all is done
th~ traces of the original desires aN not always entirely extingmshed. Seceders from the sect hav told stories of orgies in
which the brotherhood and sisterhood join on their great feast
and holy days, and there hav been two or three cases of backsliding on t}J.e part of female members of the community
which I visited. One woman who left the village afterward
married in Yakutsk, settled down, and had children.

Thus it appears that the Russian government has
upon its hands a religious problem similar to the
Mormon question in the United States. And the
only difference, it may be remarked, between the
Mormons and the Skopts consists in the fact that the
one sect take the lives of the Old Testament heroes·
as examples, while the other adopt the teaching of
Christ--" He that is able to receive it, let him receive
it." They, like Origen, regard themselvs as " able."
It would be something in the form of a blessing to
mankind if these two opposing sects of criminally
religious fanatics could be transplanted-the Mormons from Utah and the Skopts from Russia-to
some uninhabited island, there to settle their differences by the survival of the fittest. And should the
fate of the famous Kilkenny cats overtake them, the
world would certainly hav reason to rejoice.

Religion in the Temperance Movement.
A sensation was caused on Monday morning, says
the Springfield, Mass., Republican, in Athol by the
discovery of the following documents posted on the
doors of various liquor saloons throughout the town:

ence among them refuses to believe in the future of the negro.
Compulsory education of the children and limited colonization
in a colder climate are probably the only means of reforming
the negro.

THE Sunday Gazetteer is a local journal of the Democratic
persuasion, published by B. C. Murray at Denison, Texas. It
What may hav been natural and proper in the past is an able journal, and free. Mr. Murray is a Freethinker.
m~st be revised to day, and our social and·sexua.l re- He has been for some time endeavoring to "awaken the niends
latwns should be amended in accordance with the of order and good society to the importance of insisting upon
"data of ethics," and not established, as A. B. B. police officers doing their duty in accordance with their oaths
wc:>uld hav them, on PO infirm a foundation as the of office." Lately an attempt has been made by the churchmen of Denison to destroy the influence of his paper because,
"numerical equality of the sexes."
as he expresses it, he is " so mentally constituted as not to beYours truly,
E. B. FooTE, JR.
lieve what is contrary to reason and experience"-in other
words, the Christian religion. In explanation of his course
A Few Things in Brief.
Mr. Murray says:
I RECEIVE many copies of Liberal papers for which
"It is even asserted that because this journal is not distinctI feel truly thankful. How gladly I would patronize ivly a Christian journal (what particular kind of Christinnity
all of these papers if I had the ability to do so. Of is not stated), therefore its influence is against good morals. If
givs men and women of different views an opportunity to
course, with my limited time, I could not read them it
exP.lain what they believe, or think, it is held its influence is
all; but I would subscribe for them and help along eVll, just because some dogma of some society or sect is atthe good cause by sending them on missionary er- tacked. The editor of this paper insists that there is no subrands until light should shine in all the dark corners ject too sacred for investigation or discussion. Because an
opinion is not popular is no evidence of its untruth; all new
of the earth.
ideas are unpopular. Even the founders of Protestantism
were unpopular and very decicedly so. But to say that infi, WHO knows what the lunatic Livezey is about? del is another name for immorality is simply false, and those
Why don't Preston make a raid on him as a vivisector? who make the assertion are not honest. Must a man favor
theft because he doesn't believe in the holy trinity, or defend
My friends hav been flooding me with something like murder
because he denies the doctrin of a burning, endless
a prospectus indicating that I, and many others, are hell for the skeptic,? The various teachings of any religious
to be publicly chopped up. Well, I think I may be sect is simply a question of fact. The Catholic believes in
able to pass through the ordeal, but, from the bottom transubstantiation, the Protestant denies it-there is no moralnor immorality about it, and, judging by our own senses,
of my heart, I pity such men as Putnam and Wake- ity
the Protestants hav the best of the argument. The Protman and Ingersoll, and the poor TRUTH SEEKER and estant says the New Testament was inspired by God himself;
Investigator. He has written to me enough to fill a the Infidel doesn't believe it. Here is another question of
good many sheets of foolscap, and I utterly refused fact, and in the light of history, internal evidence, and human
the Gazetteer says the Infidel hus the best of the
to pay any attention to him. And yet, after every experience,
argument. A truth is a truth whether inspired or not, and,
precaution, I don't expect there will be as much left as Ingersoll says, error cannot be made truth though given by
of me as the Kilkenny cats could boast of.
inspiration. It will be a sorry time for this boasted land of
liberty when a newspaper cannot giv free expression to the
views of the people on all questions agitating the public mind,
I WANT to say to Ella Gibson that sex can neither even though the church may brand the sentiment expressed
excuse nor augment the nature of crime. And yet as Infidel."

(it may be a weakness) I would rather see my father THE Church Record, published at San Antonio, Texas, redrunk than my mother.
counts that by dint of hard work a neat and comfortable
I WANT to thank my Liberal friends all over the
cormtry for the many encouraging letters which I
hav received Of course, I cannot answer them all;
it would take all the time. Many may think that I
am a man of leisure, and that it is through neglect
their letters are not answered, but this is far from
the fact. How gladly I would take every Liberal by
the hand and giv him or her a word of encouragement, especially the young, who hav long and useful
lives before them. Press forward, I say-hold up the
torch of reason until the gods and ghosts of superstition shall vanish forever, and the promotion of human interests shall become the supreme endeavor.

"Notice-To law breakers in the traffic of rum and the whole
traffic in the curse in this town: We, a committee of five, hav
given and pledged our hearts and fortunes to suppress the
WILL some of my friends be kind enough to send
whole traffic, licensed and unlicensed abomination. If we are me a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, dated March 3, 1883?
powerless in law, we shall act in our judgment, and apply the
aid given by the Almighty, by the use of his elements such as It would be a real favor, and would be duly acknowlJOHN PECK.
we in our humble way can command. Per order of 'commit- edged and· appreciated.
tee 9f five."
Naples, N Y.

The fact that two saloons hav recently been burnt
gives color to the joke or threat, whichever it may be.
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frame church was erected at Del Rio. On the first of Muy it
was to be consecrated to the service of God; but on the afternoon of the day before, a cyclone swept through the town, and
when the bishop arrived he found the church a heap of torn
and twisted lumber. This was obviously as much as anything a dispensation of providence, yet the editor of the Chu?·ch
Record bobs up serenely and asks for subscriptions to rebuild
the church immediately. From our point of view, it looks
this way: If providence was mean enough to blow down the
house just for fun, then let providence be the loser; and if
the building was destroyed in anger, it is equally flying in the
face of the Almighty to attempt to build it up again. The
Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away, Tho people of Del
Rio must believe that they hav done their duty. They put up
a meeting-house and providence turned it into kindling wood.
He evidently prefers church material in that shape. In a new
country like Texas this is compurativ(y cheap, and the inhabitants of Del Rio will save money by occasionally bringing
round a load of slabs sawed stove length and dumping thorn
on the former site of the St. James church.

UNDER date of May 21th E. H. Heywood writes us that his
trial is to take place on the following Monday or Tuesday,
A STRUGGLE for the possession of the negroes is to be~,'in be- "before Judge Pitman, an orthodox conservativ regarding
tween the Protestant and Catholic churches. Bishop Williams morals." He adds that on this account "the outlook is not
A. Question of Natural Law.
has prepared a pastoral to be read in the Catholic churches, especially encouraging for a fair trial."
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 17th are two state- setting forth that the time has come for an official effort to
ments that arouse my "natural " impulse to talk back. spread the tenets of the Roman Catholic church among the neLectures and Meetings.
Dr. Geo. W. Chapman says, "The fact is, either mo- groes. The bishop imagins that his church can remove from
W.
S.
BELL
lectures
at Clear Lake, Wis., May 28th, 2Dth,
nogamy or polygamy is natural;" and A. B. B. in writ- among the colored people the licentiousness Protestantism has
ing about Mormouism says the radicals " all condemn failed to check. After speaking of the rapidity with which the and 30th; at Arcadia, Wis., June 1st and 2d; at Waumandee,
Wis., 3d, 4th, and 5th; at Northfield, 8th, Dth, and lOth.
it because it is a violation of the law of nature as race is spreading, the pastoral continues:
"Here is this constantly increasing multitude in our midst,
taught in the numerical equality of the sexes; and the
THE Spiritualists of Iowa and vicinity will hold their ,Juno
obvious inference therefrom that every man is en- und the problem to be solved is, Shall they become a dire bur- Mass Picnic on their campgrounds at Clinton, Iowa, on Saturden to to this community or a blessing? Wee1m well askourtitled to hav but one wife." Now, as a radical, I ob- selvs, are they advancing in chastity, honesty, industry, and pay and Sunday June 7tb. and 8th. Speaking forenoon, afterject to the statement that this inference is obvious, morality in the same ratio as they increase numerically? It noon, and evening each day. Tho speakers aro Dr. Juliet H.
or that we hav any evidence that monogamy is more may perhaps be asked why there has been done so little in Severance, Moses Hull, Mattie E. Hull, and others. An adnatural than polygamy. There is too much loose Georgia for them by tile holy church. The reason is evident. mittance fee of ten cents at the gate to dofmy expenses. Evthe very settlement of Georgia, under a charter from the
talk about what n!tture indicates, as there has been In
British government, Catholics were excluded. The tide of erybody invited.
too much dogmatic assertion as to what "God says." Catholic immigration was therefore turned away. The settle- Trm Thomas Paine Society of Frederick, Md., will meet on
Who knows what God wants or ordains? and who ment of Georgia was made exclusivly by Protestants, and few ,June 8th, to commemorate the death of Paine. Aaron Davis,
can know absolutely what nature's laws are? Scien- were the Catholics that came to Georgia after the establishment the secretary of the society, writes: "After tho regular cereof our independence. Even at the present day the number of
tifically, our only way of ascertaining what is natural Catholics
scattered over this territory is but 25,000. The vast mony of the society, the Paine men will march in procession
is to observe the phenomena of nature, and study slave population before the warwas, therefore, owned by Prot- to the cemetery to select a spot whereon they will, at some
their relationship. As to man, he must be considered estant masters. The Catholic priest could not reach the slave. future day, erect a monument to the memory of ThomaA
as an animal, and his habits as an animal examined In spite of disadvantages the clergy of this diocese hav not for- Paine. We do not look upon death with the foreboding horthe colored people. Savannah, Atlanta, and Augusta
from "away back" up to the present time. In the gotten
hav Sunday-schools for the colored people. A day-school wus ror of the Christian church, whose members are afraid they
light of the natural history of man, it must be ac- opened in Savannah under charge of the Sisters of St. Joseph will miss the road after death; but we look upon it as a May
knowledged that he has exhibited all the natural pro- for colored children, and a society for colored men was formed flower, unfolding its beauties to the balmy air."
pensities of other animals in the direction of sexual under the patronage of the African St. Benedict. The order
St. Benedict, which was so great an instrument in God's
irregularity. In primitiv states we find him living of
providence to bring the true faith and with it Christian civiliThe Lecture was a Succes3.
in polygamy, polyandry, and omnigamy, and in these zation to our Christian forefathers, the Goths and the Vandals,
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
later days we find about the same with the addition opened a few years ago their monastery for the Christian .edof one more phase of social relation as exhibited in ucation of the negroes. The work of the Benedictine fathers view of your courtesy in announcing in THE TRUTH
among the colored people in Savannah is growing daily more SEEKER my lecture upon the subject of "Religious
Shakerism. The numerical equality of the sexes does in
value. A branch of the Colored Knights of America, to be
not indicate monogamy as natural law any more than composed exclusivly of colored men, has been successfully and Social Intolerance," before the Philosophical
it indicates a general combination of all systems, and established in the Cathedral parish, and the sodalities for the Association of Brooklyn, I wish to report that the atthe fact that all are co-existent to this day in this one women are a great edification. The two colored schools in tendance was fair in point of numbers, and for intelSavannah taught by the Sisters of Mercy contain about two ligence could not well be surpassed; and though the
city proves, if anything, that man is following out the hundred
scholars. A successful school exists in Washington,
gentlemen were in the majority, there was a goodly
natural instincts which hav followed him frcm "away Wilkes county, and one will soon be opened in Sharon."
back," an~ maintained a sort of supremacy in spite If the Catholics are successful in turning to themsel vs the number of ladies, among them Mrs. Imogene C. Fales,
.of educa.twn in morals or sexual ethics of a higher negro element, it will add about a million votes to the power president of the Sociologic Society, Mrs. Dr. Burns,
prder.
of the church, without increasing the sum total of morality in and others prominent in movements for social reform.
A. E. DEFRIEZE,
.!2 Ebnina truly says, ''w!'l }ll~st be continually the country. The Methodist Bishop Prince from long experi--------~~--------
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Watts, in his hymn book, ing, Mass., were fined five shillings each for scolding.
Were there any men in that town given to scolding?
"This infant is the mighty God,
History says nothing of any such persons. Bear in
Come to be suckled and adored."
mind that the cases I hav referred to are married
Equal Rights for Woman as Well as M.an.
women, all of them. But the single women· are interJohn Wesley, in his hymn book, says:
What a question to be argued in this nineteenth
ested as well in the progress of equal rights, or
"God, who did your souls retrieve,
Died himself that ye might liv."
century! Are women a part of the human race? If
ought to be, as they hav not escaped in times past.
so, why are they not subject to the same conditions
What atonement is required of the partner m Oct. 22, 1648, the kirk session of Dumferline, Scotof law and government that men are? How or why Mary's crime? Nothing. If Mary had hopes of land, ordered that Janet Robertson "shall be carted
was this distinction enforced? We are· utterlv un- equal rights in the new dispensation, how suddenly and scourged through the town and market with a
able to comprehend the enormity of the conception were they blasted-as she was the first one to be hot iron" (Chalmers' History). It is a sin for a woof a design that has subjected woman during the cen- dealt with in that inhuman fashion; and, as an out- man to liv alone. The kirk sessions of Perth records
turies past to conditions inferior to man. It would growth of such conditions, her son, .when on the that "Janet Watson holds a house by herself where
be thought an amazing credulity to believe the dif- cross, and his mother near him, instead of address- she may giv occasion of slander. Therefore, Patrick
ferent treatment that has been accorded to women in ing her by the endearing name of mother, said, Pitcairn, elder, is ordained to admonish her in the
the past did not history hav it distinctly and plainly "·Woman, behold thy son!" Such a remark, coming session's name, either to marry or to pass to service,
confirmed. The first reference to woman, Gen .. ii, from a son, would hav an added sting. We next read otherwise she will not be suffered to dwell by her-.
18: " And the Lord God said, It is not good that the where a woman was adjudged the same treatment as self." It is a sin to liv with unmarried sisters. The
man shall be aione; I will make him an helpmeet for :her husband, for the same offense; but it does not kirk sessions ordains the two sisters, Elspeih and
him." The word helpmeet means a wife. Webster show an advance toward equal rights for woman, as Janet Stewart, that they be not found in the house
says a wife is a woman who is united to a man in the man was stricken dead and no more could be again with their sister, but every one of them shall
wedlock; correlativ of husband. He also says a hus- done to the woman. I refer to Ananias and his wife go to service, or where they may be best entertained
band is one wedded to a wife; the correlativ of wife. Sapphira (Acts v). Paul, a new teacher, steps into without slander, under the penalty of warding their
He tells us that correlativ is one who stands in a re- the arena and says (1 Cor. xiv): "Let your women persons, and banishment of the town. No man do I
ciprocal relation to some other person. We read th.at keep silence in the churches; and if they will learn find ordered to marry or go to service. Why do
reciprocal means mutual, as reciprocal love and du- anything let them ask their husbands at home; for it these godly men deprive these women of equal
ties. Everything, as far as words go, appears to in- is a shame for women to speak: in the church." What rights, not giving them even a choice, for marrying
dicate the equality of man and woman. Whence came said he of the women who were not married? 1 Cor. bas been to the woman going into service? We hav
this inhuman bifurcation between the two that makes vii, 34, 36: "But if any man think that he behaveth looked through all time, and all over the world, to
woman subject to conditions that are neither cor- himself uncomely toward his virgin, if she pass the find equality for woman. · We hav not found it. Hav
relativ, reciprocal, nor mutual? Next we read that flower of her age, and need so require, let him do we gained any knowledge in our travels that will help
when the woman saw the tree was good for food, and what he will, he sinneth not; let them marry.'' If he us in the coming-time, so as to bring about the dea tree to be desired to make one wise, she ate of it, had gone to the bottom of that bottomless pit-once sired result? In 1624 women were scarce and valand gave to her husband. She showed wisdom in believed ,in-he could not hav found worse doctrins; uable, and a fine was imposed on any woman who
giving her husband his share of good things, thereby and yet there are (I had· almost said men) priests so should encourage more than one suitor at a time.
illustrating mutual and reciprocal love. For doing devoid of all sense of equality that they hold up Paul What do the records say about the man-tbe beau
that act, the Lord God said to her, "And thy desire as a paragon of virtue and morality to woman, whom that had two strings to it? Nothing. There has
Rhall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee." he so shamefully maligned. The fact that woman been much said and written during the past few
Unto Adam he said, "Because thou hast hearkened will work to uphold his memory, or even to listen to years with reference to a labor bureau. Massaunto the voice of thy wife, cursed is the ground for fulsome praise of him, only shows what centuries of chusetts was blessed, or cursed, with one from its
thy sRke." We re"ad no more of his hearkening to his degradation, in the name of the Lord, hav accom- settlement. Young women were required to spin as
wife's voice. His example is largely the rule of to- plished. "Wives, submit yourselvs unto your hus- much as the selectmen prescribed, or be fined. How
dav.
bands," is a command that has been obeyeu better would our young women enjoy the supervision of the
i hav referred to this recorded case of different than many others. A few in all ages hav rebelled selectmen, being told how much straw to sew, or
trAatment of man and wife for the same so-called vio- against tyranny. The tyranny borne by the women how much to spin, even though it be spinning street
lation of a command, not as regards the truth or fals- has been of such a character as to hold even the yarn?
i tv of the narration, but because I believe that out germs of freedom within her in abeyance. In 1541,
Young women in the joy of life do not as a rule
of such a cosmogony l1as grown all the disabilities in England, Ann Ascue was tortured, and after being giv this question any thought. The reason is obimpoRed on woman. Leviticus xii, the Lord said that so dislocated by the rack that she could not stand, vious. They continually hear the jeers, slurs, and inif a woman hav a male child she shall not come into was carried in a chair to the stake and burnt alive nuendoes of the older women applied to the women
the sanctuary for thirty-three days; but if she bear a for denying the real bodily presence of Christ at the who hav attained to a knowledge that enables them
maid child, she shall not enter the tabernacle for sacrament. Three men were burnt at the same time, to see and bitterly feel the injustice that their mothsixty-six days, when she must bring a lamb for a and for the same offense, without being dislocated or ers endured, and the inequality still enforced by law
burnt offering, and a young pig-POD for a sin offering tortured, thus showing that woman had no equal on themselvs. Young women, you are marching on
unto the priest, who shall offer it before the Lord, and rights even at the stake. Can she ever be considered to take your places in the decimated ranks of your
make a.n atonement for her. What do we read of the an equal factor in the human race? There is com- mothers whether you choose or not. Time and natman, the father, t.he correlativ of the wife? Not a motion in England, and a company of puritans, or ure are inexorable on that decree. You can chang-e
solitary word. What difference in the treatment of roundheads, are driven by persecution to leave their th.e conditions. See to it now, so that better condia man" and wife for. the Bame act! Can such things nativ land and seek refuge in Holland. They decide tions may be your inheritance when you enter wobe continued? Numbers xxvii, 1-8, is the first ap- to cross an almost unknown ocean and plant a colony manhood. It can only be done by thought that will
pPR.rance of women to dem~tnd property rights. in the wilderness-and for what? They say, " For make you abjure the fulsome flattery and ribald talk
''Then came the da11ghters of Zelophehad and stood freedom to worship God." They urge the Golden of your present position, having all the rights you
before Mm;es, and Eleazar the priest, and before the Rule, "Do unto others as ye would that others should want. Nothing but ignorance can make a woman
princPs, and all the congregation, and said, Our fa- do unto you." That is all that women ever asked for. say, " I hav all the rights I want." When the slave
t.her died in the wildernPREl, and was not against the It would seem that its realization was near at hand. said, " I do not want my freedom, having a kind
Lord in the company of Korah." They gained their The Mayflower took on board her load of humanity, master," it simply showed what slavery had done for
suit., and obtained their father's inheritance, and all and with the blessings, tears, and prayers of the him; it had, as it were, obliterated all his manhood.
in favor of equal rights must rejoice to reail of justice friends left on the wharf for a safe and speedy voy- Many women say they hav bad all of this life that
being meted ont to thPm even once, and but partially, age, she startt•d for the New World. . Many noted they want, and attempt to commit suicide. If it befor it was coupled with a condition that they should names of men appear in the history of that depar- comes known before the deed is accomplished they
not marry out of the tribe, and they married their ture, but the first reference made to the women was are restrained from it and forced to take more of the
cousins. Dtmt xxiv, "When· a man hath taken a wife, when they were sent on shore to do the washing. Is life that has brought them to such a sad strait. No
and married her, and it come to pass that she find no that a prelibation of their equality in the New World woman has a right to say, " I hav all the rights I
favor in his eyes, then let him write a biU of divorce- amongst a company professing to giv up everything want," unless she bas all the rights that a human
ment., ~tnd e-iv it in her bani!, and send her out of the for freedom to worship God? From 1620 to 1624, being can hav. No more, nor no less, ought .:_to
house." What kind of a bill shall the man hav if he one hundred and fifty young women were sent from satisfy her. If women can be found saying, "I hav
find no favor in her eyes? None. The wife has now England to Virginia and sold to the planters for all the rights I want," it ought not to militate against
lost the borrelativ position which she had at the wives, 120 to 150 pounds of tobacco, cash for each. the granting of rights to those who, knowing what
starting of the race. After such a lapse of years it is The women were not allowed to hav the proceeds of they are, dare to demand them, any more than the
sad to think of the change in her position from equal- the sale of their own persons, any more than they attempted suicide of some woman should be given as
ity to an appAnilage to be divorced at the pleasure of were given by law their own earnings. In 1637 it a reason for depriving all women of life. Mar:v Dyer,
her husband. At the beginning it was not good for was customary in Boston to hold meetings to con- a Quaker, was hung on Boston Common in 1658 for
man to be alone. In Job xxv, we read, "How can sider the sermon of the previous Sunday and argue the crime of being a Quaker, by the men who came
man be clean that is born of woman?" Who can the doctrinal points. Females were not allowed to to this country to enjoy "freedom to worship God."
compute the difference between the two statements participate in the discussions. Old Paul's ideas of What injustice! · And, worst of all, to make her
as it affected the woman ? From the time of Lamech, woman held sway.
Anne Hutchinson, a strong- amenable to laws which she was not allowed to take
with his two wives, down to Solomon, with his three minded married woman, determined that she would part in enacting. In 1681 Haverhill, Mass., voted to
hundred wives and seven hundred concubines, I read no longer be debarred from joining in the debates. " enlarge the room in the east end of the meetingof no expression against woman that comes so nenr As the scripture enjoins "the elder women to teach house by making a gallerie therein for the women."
the l1ed-rock of meanness as that in Job does. We the younger," she established separate female assem- Inferiority everywhere. The men hav not been the
need look no farther to decide what treatment woman blies. She was called the "Nonesuch," and her fem- only contributors to this inferior condition of women.
must endure when men accounted the wisest so shame- inin gatherings were styled gossippings, a word be- History shows nothing more plainly than that the
fully degrade her. A new dispensation is coming; fore that time of respectable import. She was cor- women in the past, in season and out of season, aided
what will it bring to woman? She has less to fear dially esteemed by John Cotton and Gov. Vance, and to establish and uphold the church, which could not
in the coming new than man has, as her situation became the leader of a sect. She was banished from be maintained without their efforts; and which, when
cannot prove worse; consequently she has more to 1\fassachusetts, went to Rhode Island, and was finally sustained, bas deprived them of rights accorded to
the meanest male member without any demand for
hope for, although it may prove to be a phantom. killed by the Indians.
We enter the new and are at once confronted by the
We hav looked at the records of the first woman it. The church has always endeavored to hav the
record that Mary, the wife of J osepb and mother of in creation-hav read the indignities put upon laws of all countries made in accordance with their
Jesns, was made to undergo the same degraiJation Mary, the first woman in the new dispensation. Also idea of divine law. One fact we must always bear
that was forced upon woman in Leviticus: thirty- the treatment meted out to the first woman of any in mind. However much at variance the different
three days was she forbidden to enter the sanctuary note in the New World, the only one of the three churches all over the world are as to God and his
for having been the mother of Jesus; also to carrv a who appeared to show a realizing sense of knowing requirements, they are all in unison on this doctrinal
pair of turtle doves to the priest, who should offer what freedom and equal rights mean. Let her name point, the inferiority of woman. The inferiority of
them before the Lord and make an atonement for be honored and remembered for showing resistance woman always bas been, and is to-day, accomplished
her. An atonement for what? For being, as it is to tyranny. In 1649, three married women of Read- through laws that are sanctioned and upheld by the
said, the mother of God!
says:
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church. Outside of law_they hav as many rights as
me~. When a tramp k1lls a woman with an ax in
an illegal ma~mer, all the power of the state is on his
track, and If caught he is punished according
to law, the same as though he had killed a man.
If a tramp has a lawful wife, his treatment of
~er .m.ay be s~ch that people see and realize that he
1 ~ kilhn~ her Just as surely as the other woman was
~llled With the ax, only not so quickly, because done
m such manner as makes it legal. In.the past it was
lawful for the husband to chastise the wife, but as the
years rolled on he was only al!owed to do it ina reasonabl~ manner. To-day he Isuot allowed to do lt
accordmg to law. We can see the change for the
~etter as tbe years roll on. ? What would Paul think
If he could see the change· It would make no differ~ nee what he th?ught a:ny more than it _would what
Brigham Y?ung m1ght _thmk. The ques~wn must be
~ettled .?n Its own merits. Paul has failed to deal
Justly with the wo~en, and must step down ~nd out.
The man w.ho wll~ not gr~nt the. same rights to
anothe_r th.at he claims for h1m~elf Is a scoundrelonly g1v him a chance to carry I~ out .. Paul had the
chance, and the church, upholdmg his treatment ~f
of woman, has had the chance, and both hav used It
to ~he exte~t. of making women sa~isti~d with an inferwr CvnditlOn. The first duty of allis .to cut loose
from l~ad~rs of that stamp, acknowledgmg them as
authority m no manner or way, and refuse to vote for
any one who does. EQUAL RIGHTS FOR ALL!
Mdjord, Mass.
CHARLES C. JoHNSON.
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Mr. Talmage claims that all other Bibles are and how many of the common people possessed a
man-made, I ask what could hav been the object? copy? Is it not a fact that the ~ible was almost exIf man could find an object for writing twenty Bibles, clusivly in the hands of the priesthood? and. could
could he not :find an object for writing one more? they not alter it to suit their own convemen~e ?
What object had Joseph Smith for imposing upon What means had the common people of knowmg
the people with the "Book of Mormon?" What ob- about it?
•
ject had Mohammed? Let Mr. Talmage answer
A.lthough Mr. Talmage declares that "if there had
these questions as he may, his answers will apply to been an element of deception the book would long
the "Book of Mormon," the "Koran," the "Puranas," ago hav fallen to pieces," I wish to inform him that
the "Vedas," or the "Zend-A.vesta," or any of the the book has fallen to pieces many times, and been
others with the same force that it does to his Bible. put together, but never twice al~ke.
.
Does Mr. Talmage know that m the manuscripts of
"Advanced thinkers" seem to gravel the kidneys
of Mr. Talmage terribly. What a pity he could llot the New Testament there were one hundred and
hold the world at a standstill so as to keep abreast of thirty thousand various rea.dings? and does he know
the times! I wonder if he thinks the world will that the authority of the scriptures was not estabcease to revolve because the beetle no longer rolls lished until the sixth century? and that additions ·
thereto were made as late as the fifteenth century?
his ball.
He wonders how the Lord got along without "ad- and that f6r three hundred years different councils
vanced thinkers" before they were born, and how he were overhauling them, and that books which were
will get along without them &fter they are dead. admitted at one council were rejected at another?
Now, I wish to show Mr. Talmage, by historians of
~In the :first place, I haT no doubt that the Lord got
along without them as well as he did without Mr. the highest Christian authority, that he ?annat put
Talinage. In the second place, "advanced thinkers" his finger upon one single passage o~ scnpture and
will never die out. They hav come to stay, and they bring proof that would be arcepted m any court of
will be here to better the condition of humankind justice that it is the word of God:
"For the most important passage in the book of Re':elat.ion
long after Mr. Talmage and his "stand-still" serthere was no original Greek at all, but Erastus wrote It himmons are forgotten.
self in Switzerland in the year 1516" (Bishop Marsh, vol. i,
"Gibbon and Josephus and Prescott record in p. 320).
. .
their histories many things they did not approve of."
''In the time of Simon and the learned BenediCtmes of St.
It is evident that Mr. Talmage is keeping hiscongre- Maur, very great and numerous errors with respect to the
and transactions of those dark a~es were commonly
gation about as ignorant as he could desire, or else persons
received. It is well enough known that m the early days of
he is very ignorant himself, for one of the facts which Christianity mauy silly and frnnd~lent persons con; posed fi?Talmagian Philosophy.
Gibbon recorded and" did not approve of" was that titions narrativs nf the life and actiOns of Jesus Chnst and his
.
.
BY JOHN PECK.
the New Testament was a fraud from the beginning. apostles" (Dr. Smith).
"It was a maxim of the church that It was an act of VIrtue
It is not often that I pay any attention to so-called
" There are scores .of things in the Bible which nei- to deceive and lie, when by that means the interm;t of the
orthodox sermons. But when a man stands before ther God nor inspired men sanctioned." So so! church might be promoted" (Mosheim, vol. i, p 382).
'• For if the truth of God hath more abounded through my
the world, like Mr. Talmage, as one of the great Chris- How djd they get there? Can anything take place
tian lights of the nineteenth century, and preaches contrary to God's will? Was he not alone in the be- lie, unto his glory, why yet am I also judged a sinner?" (Rom.
7~.
a long sermon with scarcely a grain of truth in it ginning, clothEd with almighty power and in:finit iii,"The
copies of the New Testament, of the _g?spels, at.least,',
from end to end; and when such sermon is published wisdom? How did things get in such a bad way hav not come down to us as they were ongmally wntten
.
and read by thousands who believe that 1\'lr. Talmage that he could not sanction them? Did he create a (Lardner, vol. iii, p. 67).
"The opinions, or rather the CODJec~ures, of the learned
is " all in all," and that every word he utters has power greater than his own, and was he too blind to
concerning the time when the books of the New Testament
been duly considered, and who never tak(l any men- foresee the result?
werl' collected into one volume, us also the names of the
tal food until it is chewed and put into their mouths,
How does Mr. Talmage account for the wars of ex- authors of that collection, are extremely diffei·ent. Tbis imI think it is time for one smooth stone of truth to termination commanded by God himself, like the war portant question is attended with great and inHupernble difli·
strike 1\'lr. Talmage in the forehead. I never could againstA.malek, where God is commanded to "slay cnlties to us in these later times" (Mosheim, voL i, p. 108).
"Not long after Christ's ascension into heaven severn! hisendure a ranter, but a Christian ranter turns my both man and woman, infant and suckling, ox and tories of his life and doctrin, full of pions frauds and ftlbnlous
stomach and gets me down to "the bottom of my sheep, camel and ass? (1 Sam. xv, 3.) Did God sane- wonders were composed by versons whose intontionH perhaps
loathing."
tion such barbarism? One would think he must bav were ndt bad, but whose writings discovered the greatest
For a man to trample all truth, and history, and sanctioned what he commanded. On what ground superstition and ignorance. Nor wns this all; productions appeared which were imposed upon the world by fmudnlcnt
reason under his feet, and spit in the face of common can Mr. Talmage justify the murder of these innocent men as the writings of the holy apostles" (Mosheim, vol. i,
sense, and then to hav his ravings spread out before children because a wrong had been committed many p. 109).
"Such was the license of inventing, so headlong the readithe people in the newspapers, shows the amount of generations before thAy were born? Let Mr. Talgarbage the average Christian stomach ~anstand.
mage square the justice of God as written down in ness of believing, in the :first ages, the credibility of transac-41t
derived thence must havbeen hugely doubtful. Nor has
Mr. Talmage represents the extreme orthodox view, the Bible with the ideas of justice to-day if he can. tiona
the world only, but the church of God also, reasonably to comand as he has declared" for the largest liberty in re- I am inclined to thiak that it is 1\Ir. Talmage, and plain of its mystical times" (Bishop Fell).
ligious discussion," and as it is as natural for me to not the " advanced thinkers," who has "landed in a
I might fill a small volume with similar quotations
tear the sheep's clothing from the wolf of falsehood continent of mud."
from the most eminent writers, but sufficient has been
as it is for ducks to make for water, I thought I
In one instance God commanded the women to be given to show that the difference between the facts,
would review the wonderful sermon of Mr. Talmage ripped up alive that unborn children might be mur- as set forth in history, and Mr. Talmage's statements
as reported in the Sunday Tidings of March the 2d, dered. Had these unborn children done something are greater than the difference between " forty " and
from Jeremiah vi, 16, in these words:" A.sk for the to displease Mr. Talmage's Bible God? They cer- " fourty "-sufficient to drive Mr. Talmage to admit
oid paths, wherein is the good way, and walk therein tainly could not hav violated human laws. If spac.e either that he was ignorant of those admissions of
and ye shall find rest for your souls." Mr. Talmage would permit I could cite other commands of God historians, or that he was willing to impose upon his
likes the "old path." No doubt he would prefer the recorded in the Bible equally brutal and diabolical- congregation.
old stage coach to a Pullman. No doubt he would one where all the men are to be killed and all the
Mr. Talmage thinks that some ministers of" adlike to get back to a flat earth and a God that would women who had known men by lying with them, and vanced " thought are doing more· to "hinder the
converse with men and show his "person" as in all the virgins are to be given over to the lust of a world's betterment than five thousand Robert Ingerdays of yore. Mr. Talmage would probably be the brutalized soldiery. If the Bible is true these things solis could do." Does Mr. Talmage realize that if it
Joshua who would put the brakes on the solar sys- were sanctioned by God. And yet Mr. Talmage had not been for these advanced thinkers, he would
tern and make it rain :fire and brimstone at pleasure. seems to be terribly disgusted because " advanced be whipping women and hanging witches, and burnW.hat a pity Mr. Talm<tge could not get back into thinkers" do not get down in the dust like so many ing heretics to-day? Say, Mr. Talmage, wouldn't
the ' old paths!" How he would enjoy the ignorance poodles and do homage to such a bloodthirsty man- vou be proud if you could raise all Christians up to
of the dark ages, and having the world stand still ster.
the high intellectual and moral standing of Robert
for another thousand years! Oh, for the" old paths"
"This book is the last will and testament of God G. Ingersoll?
when there was no education except for the priests. to a lost world, and it bequeaths everything in the
"Now," says Mr. Talmage, "if a man enters a deA.Hything but progress for him. He thinks all :right way, although human hands may hav damaged nomination, and takes a solemn oath, as we all do,
the world is in a fog because he don't see clear. He the grammar or made unjustifiable interpolation." that we will promulgate the theories of that denomsays, "A. great London fog has come down upon the h Mr. Talmage a fool, or does he suppose he is talk- ination and then the man shall promulgate some
ministers in the shape of advanced thought." Too ing to fools? "A. last will and testament" that has other theory, he has broken his oath, and is an outbad that these ministers are so far ahead of Mr. Tal- been altered and amended and twisted and shifted and-out perjurer." Yes, Mr. Talmage, these ironclad
mage. A.re the ministers so far ahead, or is it Mr. by copyists and councils until nobody knows. w:hat oaths hav ever acted as a clog to the world's progTalmage who is so far behind? "A.ll of them," he the original was, or whether there was any ongmal press. These " advanced thinkers" which you so
says, "and without exception, deny the full inspira- at all! What nonsense! Then he compares the mis- much complain of hav never moved ahead one inch
tion of the Bible, and they will all land in a great takes in the Bible-which he admits-to the differ- only as they hav overcome the united strength of the
colltinent of mud, from which, for all eternity, they ence between spelling "forty or fourty." B~t if the men who hav taken the ironclad oath. No matter
will not be able to extricate themselvs."
"forty" stood in a note for forty dollars, and It should how the world may move forward, no matter what
Mud is a great improvement on hell-fire, and I be changed to :fifty or :five hundred-although Mr. new discoveries may be made, there you stand in
think Mr. Talmage ought to apply to the great celes- Talmage might think this little difference of no ac- your iron jackets, and cannot grow or move one inch.
tial patent office and take out "letters patent" on count-the difference would be just eno,ugh, as the The wickednesi:l is not in breaking such oaths, but in
his discovery. It is one of the hopeful signs that Irishman said, to send a man where they sing twice. taking them. [CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]
man is advancing. "The fact that the Bible stands
Why, Mr. Talmage, think what you hav said. You
intact, notwithstanding all the previous assaults on first insist that the Bible has come down to us in its THE North American Review for June opens with an article
all sides, is proof to me that the Bible is a miracle, essential meaning, unaltered and un~dulterated- on "Harboring Conspiracy," by Prof. Henry Wade Rodgers,
and every miracle is of God."
"everything just right''-and then admit that human w)10 examins, in the light of international law, the diplohistory of the United States, and the national ConstituD oes Mr. Tal mage k now th a t th ere are some hands hav made "UDJ. ustifiable interpolation." Three matic
tion, the question .as to how f~r our government _may 11;nd
twenty~· holy Bibles," or sacred histories, besides the new blades and two new handles, and the ''same old most go in suppress1ng plots agmnst governments with which
one to which he refers? Some of those sacred writ· jackknife yet!"
we are at pPace. Henry D. Lloyd, in the same number of
N o, no, il.Lr.
~.~
T a]mage, th a t WI·n nev er d o. Wh ere under
the Rwiew
shows how
every branch
of production
it! corning
. B 1bl e b y many centuries. Can h e
ings an t e d ate h IS
the 'control
of "Lords
of Industry,"
corporations,
and
not see that the argument which he brings to support eternal salvation is on the one hand an~ eternal dGam- monopolies Elizabeth ~tnart Phelps has an article marked
the truth of his Bible will apply with equal force to nation on the other, we want to know Just what od by rare philosoi?bic force upon. the "Struggle for, 111?-mor.talall of these? Let Mr. Talmage ask himself why he has said, and when and where. Now, Mr. Talmage, ity." Other artwles of not less Importance are: "SomologJCal
believes Moses and rejects Mohammed, when all the I wish to show you that you either see through Fullacies," by Prof. ~V. G. Sumner; ·~The Hise and !all 0~
'N
h
1 d 1
1
d
t
t 11
Authority" by President .J. C. Wellmg; "Walt Whttman,
diuerence t ere is between them, one received the co ore g asses ores~ you o no see a a · . .
by Walk~r Kennedy; and a symposium on "Expert 'l'estilaw from the top of a mountain, and the other from
How large was a B1ble before the ar~ of pnntmg- mony," by :aossiter Johnson, Dr. W. w. Godding, T. O'Conor
a temple.
was was discovered? and how much did one cost? Sloane, Dr. Charles L. Dana.
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away that cause of difficulty. Several ·of them were each body the ideas and principles of alL The League
not prohibitionists, but neither were they anti-prohi- has been made a pack-horse until its back is bendbitionists, and they thought that a man's opinion on ing. A little more piled on top of the load will break
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
that question had no more to do with the League than it. Yet Mr. Walker announces that he intends to
his opinion on free trade or protection, or bard money pile the load on. At the next Congress, he says,
E. M. rdAODONALD,
Editor.
"There will be offered resolutions demanding the total and
Business Manager. or paper money.
0. P. SoMEBBY,
When the matter was submitted to vote, thirteen unconditional repeal of every statute which limits freedom. of
PUBLISHED BY
voted for and thirteen against, the chairman casting choice in the realm of letters and art."
We hope our :fiery friend will forbear. If he thinks
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY. hisvoteinfavorofretaining the plank.
88 Clinton Place, New York.
During the past nine months arguments upon this " there must be one national organization making
question hav :filled a good share of the space in THE this demand as a matter of right," let him organize
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. TRuTH SEEKER, but without, so far as we can judge, one, and not saddle the League with an issue
any change in the situation. Those who were prohi- which two-thirds of its members would condemn to
.Address aU Communications to THE TRU1H BEEKER COM- bitionists nine months ago are prohibitionists now, the extent of leaving the League. Mr. Walker talks
violently of liberty, but he will not giv the League
p .ANY. Make Gll Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to and vice versa.
GH.ARLEB P. BOMERBY.
The proposed political platform, of which anti- liberty to confine itself to its rightful purposes.
We must again express the hope that the next conprohibition is one plank, was recommended at Milgress
will frame a platform for Freethinkers; and
SATURDAY,
MAY 31, 1884. waukee as a concession to the German Freethinkers.
upon
such
a platform we nominate for president of the
Without saying_ whether the favor has been returned,
National
Liberal
League
it should be considered whether the League bad any
The Proposed Change in the League.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
call to go outside of its avowed charter objects. We do
of New York.
The auxiliary Liberal League of Chicago recently not think it had, and must agree with those who mainUpon all subjects Mr. Putnam has strong opinions
took a vote on the anti-prohibition plank in the pro- tain that it is better for the League to stick to its
posed political platform of the National Liberal legitimate business of working for the removal of legal of his own, but he would, we know, be content to disLeague. The vote was reached after a lengthy dis- disabilities of Freethinkers, the taxation of church cuss them in their proper place, and, as president of
cussion, brought about by the great dissatisfaction property, the secularization of our public schools, the League, work solely for the advancement of the
the plank had created, some members, according to abolition of religious festivals as appointed by our League's objects.
the Radical Review, even withdrawing from the officials, the removal from public bodies of chaplains,
The Sins of Legislators.
League in consequence of its recommen.iation by the and other measures of the same general character.
National League. Gen. M. M. Trumbull :first
The
June
Popular
Science Monthly contains Herbert
There were also many other planks besides the antispoke against the plank. Mr. Trumbull said-we prohibition one suggested at Milwaukee, which will Spencer's second contribution upon the above subquote from the Review-that as he had been invited hav to be dropped to insure harmony and unity of ject.• Mr. Spencer cannot be accused of sentimento open this question, he would do so simply by lay- action. The proposed political platform is full of tality in his writing. He applies the evolutionary
ing out a ground for debate. The anti-prohibition- stumbling-blocks. The next Congress should allow principles of natural selection and survival of the
ist always took the ground that prohibition was a it to still remain proposed, and devote its energies :fittest with pitiless rigor. It is, perhaps, going too
sumptuary measure. This he denied. A sumptuary to framing a platform upon which prohibitionists and far to say he would let the incapables die off of starlaw, he said, was a law for the purpose of restraining anti-prohibitionists, Democrats and Republicans, free vation and the diseases common to low orders of life
personal habits on the ground of morality, or for the traders and protectionists, Greenbackers and specie and intelligence, but certainly one who should accuse
person's own individual good; to prevent too great basis men, Spiritualists and Materialists, Socialists, his writings of tending that way could cite many
expenditure on the part of those who cannot afford Anarchists, and neither, can unite. In short, make quotations. to justify him. Mr. Spencer places the
individual-and by individual he seems to mean exit, such as, for instance, that all the people should eat a platform for Freethinkers, and for no one else.
at one table, and the same kind of food, in order to
Mr. Walker, of Lucifer, calls the declination of clusivly the" capables "-above society in remedying
repress pride; or a law in England that decided the Messrs. Wakeman. and Leland to longer hold office social evils.
Individual aid, he thinks, "more generally denumber of dishes a man should hav at one meal, be- in the League "a prophecy of struggle," foreshadowcause without the law inequality existed, and high ing "great changes in the Liberal organizations of manded than now, and associated with a greater_
Jiving set an evil example to the. poor, who. became the country." We hope to be excused if we fail tosee sense of responsibility, would, on the average; be
discontented. Then there were laws that decided it. It might hav been so had the Index accepted the given with the effect of fostering the unfortunate
what clothes a man should wear, and a law regulat- olive branch held out by the League president and worthy rather than the innately unworthy." For the
ing the amount of cotton goods people should use; secretary, but its contemptuous spurning of the of- latter class he makes no provision. For "the poverty
but this law was an economic one, made to protect fering leaves the League in the same position as be- of the incapable, the distresses that come upon the
the woolen industry. Prohibition, he maintained, fore, except that Messrs. Wakeman and Leland wish imprudent, the starvation of the idle, and those
could not be classified as a sumptuary law, and in the to resign the offices they hav held so acceptably to shoulderings aside of the weak by the strong, which
debate it was for the anti-prohibitionists to show that all. And certainly they should be allowed to do leave so many 'in shallows and in miseries,' are the deit was. If the people thought fit to prohibit the sale as they please without questioning their motivs. crees of a large, far-seeing benevolence." By "beor manufacture of intoxicants they were perfectly Mr. Walker also thinks the statement that the Com- nevolence," Mr. Spencer does not hold himself comjustified, and the cry of special interest, or personal stock issue is dead is erroneous. In this Mr. Walker mitted to a teleological implication. It is rather such
rights, as it was called, was not to be heeded. He is right. Section 4 of Article III. of the Constitution benevolence as we should attribute to· a farrier who
had worked in reform movements for forty years, and of the League recites that one of the specific objects shot his horse to prevent the creature's suffering; or
the benevolence, if we may apply the word, of a
had heard this argument of personal liberty used to of the League is:
"To defend through the courts, by the combined efforts and ceaselessly whirling millstone which should complete
defend every monopoly or wrong he had ever heard,
as in the case of factory acts, education acts, etc., but means of the Liberals of the country, any American citizen its work of death after having caught in inextricable
he was glad to know that a feeling was· abroad that whose equal religious or moral rights are denied, or who is op- grip a limb of its victim. It is the benevolence of
no cry of personal rights would avail when the inter- pressed on account of any opinions he may hav held or ex- an unfeeling power in nature which causes worlds to
est of the people as a whole were at issue.
pressed on the subject of religion or morals."
revolve and the unfit to die. Added to this concepMr. Stevens replied by stating that this cry of perTherefore when Mr. Abbot and his friends re- tion of the universe, which is purely and coldly sciensonal rights was the sheet anchor of our liberty. He fused to aid Mr. Bennett, it was simply a refusal on tific, Mr. Spencer :finds that the progress made in
admitted that the evils of the drink traffic were great, their part to practice what they preached when the civilization has been solely the result of "men's efhut not so great as the prohibition fanatics would constitution was adopted. It is a part of the business forts to achieve their private ends. Perpetually govhav us believe. All the evi\s arose from the abuse and of the League to :fight for Freethinkers oppressed by ernments hav thwarted and deranged the growth,
not from the use of drink, and why should he be de- the church, and we are amazed that a proposition but hav in no way furthered it, save· by partially disnied the use of a thing because some peoPle were too should be made to practically nullify this clause by charging their proper function and maintaining soweak-minded to control themselvs? He resented suspending the agitation for the repeal of the Com- cial order. So, too, with those advances of knowlthis interference with his personal liberty. There stock law. We are for the repeal of any law under edge and those improvements of appliances by'which
was no knowing where it would end. The great sup- which can be worked such monstrous iniquity as these structural changes and these increasing activporters of this prohibition question were also support- imprisonment purely for opinion's sake, and for ities hav been made possible. It is not to the state
ers of the Gad-in-the-Constitution platform. The this reason, and on constitutional grounds, must vote that we owe the multitudinous useful inventions from
question was, Are we Freethinkers or are we Prohi- for repeal first, last, and all the time. As Mr. Walker the plow to the telephone; it is not the state which
bitionists? He then went on to show how prohi- says, "there is nothing at stake which calls for co-op- made possible extended navigation by a developed
bition had failed, and quoted Gov. Robinson, of eration with the maligners of our martyrs dead, of astronomy; it is not the state which made the disKansas, as authority on the evil results of the prohi- our heroes living."
coyeries in physics, chemistry, and the rest; which
bitimi meatmre there, how it demoralized the people;
We can go a little further with Mr. Walker:
guide modern manufacturers; it is not the state
he also quoted figures from other states. to show that
"The League is bottomed, orshonld be bottomed, on certain which devised the machinery for producing fabrics
there was more crime, and more taxes were paid in de:finit principles, and our duty is to stand by these principles of every kind, for transferring men and things from
towns where prohibition was in force than in others let come what may. We are to defend our colors though be- place to place, and for ministering in a thousand ways
neath the standard of freedom shall rally but a corporal's
where it was not. A lively discussion ensued, but guard. Better a compact phalanx of one hundred true men, to our comforts. The world-wide transactions going
most ofthe criticisms were directed against the posi- held in unity by an idea, than a mob of ten thousand held to- on in merchants' offices, the rush of traffic :filling our
tion of Mr. St.evens; several of the speakers main- gether by the sand rope of compromise."
streets, the retail distributing system which brings
taining that it was not a question of Freethought
True. And that idea should be State Seculariza- everything within easy reach and delivers the neces-.
and prohibition, nor of anti-prohibition, but a ques- tion, and not Socialism, or Anarchy, or Prohibition, saries of life daily at our doors, are not of govern~
tion whether it was advisable to maintain a plank in I or Anti-prohibition. Let all of these hav their sepa- mental origin. All these are the results of the spon~
a platform which was a cause of keeping out many 1 rate organizations, uniting if they please on such taneous activities of citizens, separate or combined,
good members, or to erase the plank, and thus take measures as aU ha.v in common; but not forcing upon Na.y, to these spJuta.ue)llS ac~ivib.ia~ 6. ll'dru O.Hlt3 o iVJ.
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the very means of performing their duties. Divest State Charities Aid Association held on Dece~ber 18, is thus marrowed down to a choice of evils, or the
the political machinery of all those aids which science 1873. Generations ago there had existed a certain substitution of a new order of society, in which jusand art hav yielded it-leave it with those only which "gutter-child," known as Margaret, who proved to tice, even and exact, is accorded to all without demur
state-officials hav invented-and its functions would be the prolific mother of a prolific race. Besides from any. For this the world must look elsewhere
cease. The very language in which its laws are reg- great numbers of idiots, imbecils, drunkards, luna- than in Mr. Spencer's essays. He has set forth the
istered 8Il,d the orders of its agents daily given is an tics, paupers, and prostitutes, the county records difficulties in the way, but to their removal has coninstrument not in the remotest degree due to the "show two hundred of her descendants who hav been tributed nothing but the suggestion that legislators
legislator, but is one which has unawares growR up criminals;" and Mr. Spencer asks, "Was it kindness study the laws of Sociology.
during men's intercourse while pursuing their per- or cruelty which, generation after generation, enabled
sonal satisfactions." ·
these to multiply and become an increasing curse to To Members and Frequenters of the Liberal
In another paragraph he emphasizes his adherence thEl society around them?"
Club.
to the" benevolence" which stamps out the incapables
The" sins of legislators'' is, according to him, that
The last meeting of the season for the Manhattan
-the process of natural selection. "So familiar has. they do not take cognizance of sociologic conditions Liberal Club takes place Friday night, the 30th.
this truth become," he says, "that some apology . of evil like the foregoing, and stamp them out. Yet The exercises are to be appropriate to the occasion.
seems needed for naming it. And yet, strange to ·if society in its corporate .capacity can rightly regu- Mr. Wakeman will speak on the " Dead Past;" Ansay, now that this truth is recognized by most cul- late such things, why not regulate smaller and greater ·drew H. H. Dawson, Esq., will discourse on the "Living
tivated people-now that the beneficent working of but not less positiv evils? Must the incapables be- Present;" and the Great Universal Preacher, Mr.
the survival of the :fittest has be6n so impressed on . come debased criminals ere the state can undertake Andrews, will shadow forth the glories of " The
them that, much more than people in past times, they to modify the conditions of their life?
Future." Mr. Putnam will read a poem. As the
might be expected to hesitate before neutralizing it~:~
Mind, we are not advocating that the state shall friends will not come together again for three
action-now more than ever before in the history of own everything, and the individual be but a child months, we would suggest that those who are
the world are they doing all they can to further the under its parental care. A society organized upon in the habit of purchasing their copy of THE TRUTH
survival of the unfit test!"·
. that basis might indeed become a slavery as repellant SEEKER weekly at the club, should hand the sec'l'o all this it can only be responded that it is true to justice as is the present subjection of the people retary (or send to this office) their names and ad-every word of it; but yet it is not all of the truth; to the monopolistic individual. But the government dresses for a subscription to bridge over the vacation.
there is more to be said just as true, and the wonder may easily be made the agent. of society in its cor- This paper will be sent three months to new subis that Mr. Spencer has not himself said it. The porate capacity to carry out those reforms to which scribers for fifty cents, and, as we hav often remarked,
reason that he has not is probably to be found in individual effort is ~nequal. It is perfectly true, as one of the best ways to help along the cal'lse of Freethe almost universal law that men cease to grow after Mr. Spencer says, that all. the great discoveries, in- thought is to circulate THE TnUTH SEEKER.
arrival at a certain age. Mr. Spencer got so far in ventions, and enterprises, even language itself, hav
his mental evolution; he learned just so much of na- grown up during men's intercourse while pursuing THE Congregational church of Elgin, TIL, publishes the Elgin
ture, and then he stopped. His ideas on the "large, their personal satisfactions; but the matter does not Workman, in which they advertise for Sunday-school scholars.
missionary efforts are evidently made. Elgin is full
far-seeing benevolence" were penned in 1850, a third necessarily rest there. Not asserting that it all could De~perate
of work people, and to them this paper seems to be especially
of a century ago, and he confesses that he has ad hav been done quicker and better by society in its addressed. To get them into the fold on Sundays an article is
vanced no farther.
corporate capacity acting through its agents, and not copied from the Christian Statesman, in which the necessity of
Mr. Spencer's impatience with the response of the at all had not society relinquished many of its rights the Christian Sabbath is pointed out in statements like this:
sentimentalists to his statements of nature's laws is to aid in a supposed public benefit, yet it can be "This portion of time, thus set apart, is sacrei!, and the
desecration of it is an immorality which strikes at the
as just as the laws are inexorable. The sympathy of pointed out that it has all not been done well. In- public
very foundation of social order and of all legitimate authority,
a society, which at one and. the same time supports dividuals hav abused the privileges granted them by and is to be restrained and punished lilce blasphemy and other crimes
say a thousand orphans and disabled men and sends their fellows, and by immoral means grabbed more of similar cfw.racter and tendency."
From the Christian lntelligencer is quotod the following upon
out armies with mechanically perfect instruments of than their share of material wealth, and become opthe subject of opening art galleries and libraries on Sundays:
death to make ~housands of other orphans and dis- pressors as tyrannical, perhaps, as any slave-drivers
"They will also be disappointed if they expect to elevate
able thousands of other men, is not worth consider- the most violent Socialism would produce.
the character or ameliorate the condition of the workingman
ing. The charity of a Wall-street milli()naire, like
Aside from the admitted sins of our legislators in hy Sunday entertainments. The device has failed utterly in
Europe. The Nihilists and the Socialists of the most extreme
the late Daniel Drew, who founded seminaries oaten- not studying Sociology, and applying, or at least ex- sort, who seek to destroy all religion and morality as much as
sibly to teach morality, and then fails, cheating his perimenting from, its principles, they hav committed they seek to destroy social distinctions, who are Atheists and
of the most gross and pernicious profligacy, are to
creditors and ruining hundreds of trusting clients, is worse sins in corrupting the public to looking upon advocates
be found in the towns where art galleries, music halls, theaof a not very beneficial kind.
them as an extraneous power and not as paid agents ters, and all places of amusement are open on the Sabbath.
Every man who has been in Europe knows that these Sunday
But there is another natural and universal law of society in its corporate capacity, to use again the shows
do not tend to diminish the patronage of the wine and
which if recognized and applied would obviate the felicitous phrase of Mr. Spencer. Our legislators beer and liquor shops. We feel certain that they tend to innecessity of state charity or aid to the incapables. hav accomplished this subversion of principle through crease the patronage of such places. And it is perfectly evident that theY are nbsolutely ineffectiv to bring about the moral
It is admirably stated by Mr. Spencer himself. "No the very individuals who hav done so much to advance elevation of the laboring classes. The only benefit accruing
one denies," he says, " that by the accumulation of civilization and to whom "governments .owe the very is that workingmen learn how to make artistic articles. It
would be easy to make f!uch arrangements so that the end
small changes, generation after generation, constitu- means of performing their duties." If the govern- could be attained on other days. It is also to be remembered
tion fits itself to conditions.
No one denies ment owed less to individuals and more to combined that deep moral degradation has been often associated with a ·
knowledge of art."
that people who belong to the same original stock, society, 0 1lr legislators would hav more inclination to
So here we hav three Christian papers asking workmen to
but bav spread into different habitats where they hav study the principles of Sociology and less to oppress make slaves of themselvs by voting for or refusing to ask for
led different lives, hav acquired in course of time dif- society for the benefit of these overrated individual repeal of laws depriving them of one-seventh of their time,
ferent aptitudes and different tendencies.
benefactors. A railroad may be used as an illustra- and otherwise curtailing their liberty to do as they like with
And if no one denies a process of adaptation every- tion, for to railroads is society deeply indebted, and the time not necessarily spent in the work-shop. The Congrewhere and always going on, it is a manifest implica- by them grievously oppressed. To build one of gational church of Elgin must think the workmen are fools!
tion that adaptiv modifications must be set up by these ways " of transferring men and things from
every change of social conditions."
place to place," the public is usually first taxed for a THE Methodist General Conference advises that the Roman
Mr. Spencer has thus stated three premises, from gratuity in the form of exemption from taxation for a Catholics of this country be treated as heathens, and that missions for their conversion to Methodism be established and
two of which only bas he reasoned. One of these two term of years. This of itself givs the right to a voice "administered as foreign missions." To which neighborly
is the "survival of the fittest," which is the founda- in its management. Next, the legislators grant to insolence the Sun suggests that the Methodists will do better
tion of his laisser Jaire or let alone policy, and the other tbJ corporation the right to take any man's land for to look sharply after the members their churches now hold on
is the statement that to the individual is due all its purposes, paying praetically its own valuation. their rolls than to run after the Catholics. "Religious skepticism," it says, "is appearing among the Methodists, and
progress. This last is the reaRon for his cry to all Then often the government (society in its corporate weakening
the force of the body which of old knew only religgovernments to keep "hands off." He has left out capacity) guarantees the road's credit, or givs it pub- ious faith and zeal. Dr. Curry, their chief scholar, confesseB that
of sight entirely his just as universal law of modifi- lie lands to sell. The road, being finally built, is he has come to the conclusion that many of the Bible stories
owned by the corporation, which fixes its own charges are only old women's tales, and that the ancient veneratrcm for
cations of nature by change and adaptation.
If aid of the unfittest were certain to forever keep for transportation, subject to such general laws as the the scriptures as the word of God must slowly disappear.
More than that, this is no time for war among the different
them un:fit, if the law that peoples put into different corporation's attorneys in the legislature may hav divisions of the Christian army. They are confronted by a
habitats acquire different aptitudes and tendencies enacted. These charges are always oppressiv, and common enemy, and their common safety requires that Cathdid not exist, Mr. Spencer's advice to let the unfit made more so by discriminations in favor of partie- olic and Protestant should fight shoulder to shoulder against
alone and let them die out would be sensible though ular points or some weak road concerned in a general unbelief."
cruel. In his" Coming Slavery," Mr. Spencer argues pool. The public remonstrates, but is politely inThe Activ Mind of Youth.
that the poor rates of England produced instead of formed by the individual to whose exertions the road
From the Somerville Journal.
diminishing pauperism. But would this be so if the is said to owe its existence that the public may be "What was cats made for. mother?" asked a Somerville
habitats and conditions of the incapables were damned, and asked in the language of another indi- little boy, who has been scratched by a household tabby.
" Cats made for? Well, I supp:>Be to kill mice."
cbanged for a few generations instead of keeping vidual benefactor, What are you going to do abo~t it?
"Who made 'em?"
them on in the same places? The law of adaptation We instance these facts familiar to all Americans, be- "God made them."
"What was mice made for?"
ia. a larger and truer benevolence than that which cause Mr. Spencer to support his reasoning has
'' 'Vhat was mice made for? For some purpose, I suppose.
stamps out the unworthy incapables as of no conse- quoted Emerson as saying that "most people can For cats to catch, perhaps."
quence in the economy of nature. Yet who and what understand a principle only when its light falls on a "Did God make the mice, too?"
"He did; he made all things."
power can thus help to modify and make the incapa- fact."
·
"Well if the cats is made for catchin' mice, God wouldn't
bles fit to survive but the government or corporate
It is plain that the let alone policy can not be pur- need to make cats if he hadn't made any mice, would he?"
"No, I suppose not."
society? Mr. Spencer relates that one of the conn- sued without the oppression of society. Equally
"What did he make them for, then?"
ties on the upper Hudson in this country used to be plain has history made it that government, considered "Make what?"
"The mice."
remarkable for the ratio of crime and poverty to pop- as a force apart from the people, cannot be depended
"Child, it is time for you to go to school. Hurry or you'll
ulation. The cause came out at a meeting of the , upon to conf6erve the interests of all The <J.ueation bel"te,"
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GANANOQUE, CAN., May 6, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5, to be used as directed elsewhere.
A little band of Liberals in this town hav organized a society,
and the ignorant and narrow-minded bigots are trying hard to
stamp us out with th'eir opinions and threats, but we are trying
to work up an interest in our movement. Some Liberals are
afraid to act with us for fear they will be "talked about."
That is just what WA want in order to advance our eause. We
are trying to organize a quartet club and string band. We
lack a violinist-one who can read music passably well-and
would like to correspond with such a one.
HENRl' SMITH.
Fraternally yours,
Box 614, UPPER SANDUSKl', OHio, May 12, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: As you hav taken such kindly interest in mi
welfare, and given me nn introduction to the readers of THB
TRUTH SEEKER, accompanied by a testimonial of my abilities
profeRsiorially, I should like to get permission to say a few
words in exprP-ssion of gratitude to you and S. A. Stewart, of
Wayland, ani! one or two others who hav written me since you
noticed me in 'THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 29th. For the kind
letter of Stewart's and the birth-day present, I sa.y with all sincerity, please accept my thanks.
I would like to say to all Freethinkers who may hav any
small pictures ·of any kini! they would lilre to hav n crayon or
pngtel painting made of that I will make them very low and
guarantee to sati~fy yon in every respect. The work I do is
not of the ori!inary kini! of-crayon. It is what is callPd stippled or painted, a higher grade of work than the drawings. If
yon will correspond with me I promis I will satisfy you that
you will never get another chance to get good work at the price
I will do it for now.
I do not like the idea of being an object of charity. as S. A.
Stewart, of Wayland, Mich., proposes in your is~ue of May
3d, and take this way of trying to be self-•ustnining. True, as
Stewart says, I hnv been gre<ttly crippled by adverse circumstances and poor health. and for two years past my trouble ha.s
been incrensefl hy the arlrlition of constant sickness in my family. 'This, together with the stringency of money matters and
hllrd times, puts me in rather an embarrassing situation, but
I do not believe that I am half so bai!ly off as hundreds who
are worse in every way than I, and who nre not able to work if
t.hny could get it to do. To them, I would suggest, make your
donations, and let me work. Hoping at once to hear from Liberal friends in regnri! to this matter, and promising to be partial in charges to Freethinkers, I will not impose on your space
farther. With well wishes t.o THE TRUTH SEEKER office forces
and its supporters, I nm
F. E. STURGIS.
Yours respectfully and in gratitude,

jovial companion, and an earnest, stirring lecturer. He inspires confidence and seems to throw a halo of cheerfulness
around him. Though I had known him but a short time, yet
when I grasped his hand to say good-bye at the depot it seemed
like parting with a friend I had known for years.
The editor of one of pur papers went and satin the hall during one of Mr. Reynolds's lectures and then took it upon himself to vilify and misrepresent the lecturer in the columns of
his paper. I think that when he should hav b~en listening to
the lecturer and weighing what he said this editor must hav
been conjuring his brain for some vile terms to bestow upon
Mr. Reynolds in his next issue. We should naturally expect
such actions to emanate from a bigoted believer in superstition.
One of our divines pretended to review Mr. Reynolds's lectures last night, but if I were to tell you about it now my letter
would be too long-perhaps it is anyhow. I may say something about it at another time.
Earnestly yours,
H. CLAl' LusE.
BINBRoosE, ONr., May 1, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed ·find two dollars, for which please
send "Some Mistakes of Moses," "Life of Thomas Paine," by
Gil bert Vale, and a couple of "Answers to Christian Questions." One Mr. Walter intends ghing a serieB of lectures on
the life of Thomas Paine here this summer, and I am determined not to let him hav all his own way, unless he sticks to
the truth, which is not very likely considering that he belongs
to the Ancient Order of Sky-pilots, and is a Presbyterian
at that. Another of the same order announced from his coward's castle last Sunday that Thomas Paine recanted before
death. I took the liberty, on reaching home, to write him a
letter explaining in the most delicate manner that he either
told a wilful falsehood or was mistaken; and now some Chi'istit~ns here wonder how I can be wicked enough to contradict a
man of God. Certainly I had not d01:e so. How do I know
but that Jehovah is again putting a lie into the mouths of all
his prophets or pilots, as the case may be? Or how do I know
that the glory of God will not more abound through their lie?
They must certainly think so.
I drove to Hamilton to hear Mr. Chainey lecture. And
what a contrast between the pure, wise, and beautiful teachings I heard from him, and the hell-fire, blood-thirsty sermons
preached from the pulpits of churches. Mr. Chainey lectures
here again on the 16th. Subject, "Life and Teachings of
Ingersoll."
J. LovELL.

EscANABA, April 30, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Your account reached me first, so I will be the
first to respond. I think if I had done that sooner and not
waited for some one else, you would probably,hav had the
pay for your papers, and been saved the trouble and annoyance you hav been subject to by neglect. I think if THE
TRUTH SEEKER had been as good when it first started as it is
now, you would hav had very many more subscribers than
you now hav. You may rest assured that mi.less some unforeWAl'NESBURG. PA,., May 19, 1884.
seen thing happens to prevent, you will get your pay for your
MR. EDITOR: I wrote yon some time ago that I had engaged paper ere long; then if we can't keep straight, we will order it
Mr. C. B Reynoli!s to deliver two lectures here. Hewashere stopped at once.
MRs. ADELIA. DARLING.
on the twelfth and thirteenth ani! lectured to full houses both
evenings. So far ns I know these were the first Infidel lectSr. CATHERINES, ONT., April 30, 1884.
11res ever delivered in our towu, and if there had been any efMR. EDITOR: Is it not to be lamented that so many sincere
ficacy in prayer I am confident they would never hav been de- orthodox Christians still cling so tenaciously to the old, ignolivered. Strange to relate, however, Christian prayers availed rant, traditional doctrin, taught them by their ignorant preachnaught, and the great Jehovah allowed this "little fat man" ers; that there is somewhere in the skies an omnipotent,
to show up his infnmouR, selfish, unlovable character without omniscient, all-wise, forbearing, merciful, and gracious God,
n murmur. Jehovah is certainly growing less vindictiv, less without body or parts, visible and invisible, three in one, and
• cruel, more just, more merciful. I think he must hav turned one in three; who, in his infinit goodness and plenitude of
Infidel. He is certainly not subject to those fits of wrathful his power, governs all things in heaven and earth, and is
vengeance so common in the days of Moses. Hear what he especially mindful of his chosen Christian people to direct
would hnv done with such men as Mr. Reynolds then-" If them aright? Candid Christian reader, I ask you now for your
thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thv son, or thy daugh- sincere consideration. Your Bible says God created the
ter, or the wife of th.v bosom, or thy friend, which is as thinP heaven and the earth; the earth had no form, void and darkown soul, entice thee secretly, saying, let us go and serve other ness was on its face, on which God's spirit moved. God said,
thou shalt not consent unto him, nor hearken Let there be light, and there waB light. Bear in mind he had
gods,
unto him; neither shall thine eye pity him; neither shalt thou already made heaven and earth, but it seems they did not suit
Epnre, neither shalt thou conceal him; but thou shalt surely your all-wise, omniscient God, for you see he is now altering
kill him" (De·1 t. xiii, 6). But here we hnv it. A young min- them, and, strange as it may appear, he divided the light before
ister sees in 1\Ir. n.eynoli!s's visit to our town the special prov- there was any, which is preposterous. He said, Let there be afiridence of God. Instead of strengthening Infii!els in their be- mament in the midst of the waters (absurd), but the elements
lief he thinks it strengthened Chrhtians in theirs. Ah, in- did not obey him; he had to make the firmament, and divided
deed! Let him lny this flattering unction to his heart and the waters under and above it (preposterous); he then said,
deceive himself if he can. He may also succeed in deMiving "Let the waters under the heaven be gathered into one place"
some of his congregation, but the more intelligent, thoughtful, (this is not true, for you know the waters are not all in one
observing ones know better. Mr. Reynolds has stirred up the place), and it was so. Here the elements again obey him. He
putrid orthodoxy of this town ns it was never stirred up before; then said, Let the earth bring forth grass, fruit, trees, etc., and
and so great is the stench that it is becoming nffensiv to many it was so. The elements again yielded to his request. He
who )lnv long reveled in a mire that ei!ncntion hnd taught then, after the third day, said, Let there be lights to divide the
them 'to believe was unwonted purity. Many of the weak- day from the night (he had already divided the light from darkkneed hav come out more boldly than ever before; some who ness), and it was so. The elements were again obedient to
had never before questioned the wisflom of th~ir dogmatic him. But even after it was so, he then made the two great
faith hav begun to doubt, ani! if the spirit of invesfigfltion that lights (contradictory), and stars, and set them in the firmahas been awttkened is only supplied with proper foni!. their ment. This is not true, for we know they are not set. He
doubts must soon develop into nhsolnte unbelief. Mr. Rey- then said, "Let the waters bring forth abundantly that hath
nolds's lectures were the cause of many Liberal books ani! life." Here the elements did not obey him, for he had to erepapers being disseminated among our people. ani! I hnv great ate great whales, aud every living creature. He then said,
faith in these. Let us once get honest intelligence sufficiently "Let the earth bring forth the living creatures, cattle, beasts,"
aroused to investigate this subject ani! onr part of the conver- etc., nnd it was so.· Again, here, bear in mind, he said it, and
sion is done. 'We havagign~tic work to perform. We require it was so; but afterwards made beasts, cattle, etc., and saw it
big consciences and brave hearts to meet the i!isconragements was good. He then said. "Let us [now it seems there is
that false education and inherited superstition array against someone with him) make man in our image, after our likeus. But the satisfaction of having acted conscientiously is ness." But instead of doing so, he created man in his own
wnrth much more than nil the fame that Mn be derived from image, male and female created he them, and blessed them,
the suppression of honest convictions. To work, then, fel- and saw everything he had made was very good. Again, here,
low-Liberals, in earnest ! Every Liberal tract, every Liberal where is your all-wise God's precious omniscience that he hnd
paper, every Liberal book, every Liberal lecture hns its in flu- first to see his created things before he kuew they were good?
ence in shattermg some body's fllith, in opening some body's On the seventh day he ended hi~> work, rested, and blessfld it.
eyes, in giving someboily a glimmer of the light of trnth.
But after this your Bible says the Lord God (who was that?)
S11ch men as l'!Ir. Reynolrls should be kept diligently at made earth and heavens (God made heaven), formed man of
work. I was instrumental in bringing him to our town and : the dust, etc., planted a garden, put the man into it to dress
hn<l the honor of being with him most of the time dnring his 1 it (did that paradisaical garden require dressing?), and told the
!;tay here. He is n brillinnt conversationalist, a big-hearted, j man he might freely eat of every tree of the garden, @xcept of

the tree of knowledge, etc.; the day he ate of it he should
surely die. Bear in mind this was said by your all-wise, foreknowledge Lord God. He then brought the beasts, and fowls,
etc., to Adam, to see (again, here, he had to see-did not
know it before) what he would call tl;tem, etc. Again, bear in
mind, your almighty, omniscient God, who had previously just
said, "Let there be, etc., and it was so.'' And he had already
created a female, etc. But now your Lord God goes to. work
mechanically, like a finite surgeon, renders Adam insensible
with sleep, then takes one of his ribs (and closes the fissure
with flesh), from which he makes a woman, brings her to the
man, who said she was now of his pones and flesh, and was
taken out of man. How could Adam know all this when he
was in a deep sleep ? Both were naked but not ashamed.
Then one of God's sub til beasts, the serpent, it seems, knew
the precept that the Lord God had given to the man, and
recited it the woman truthfully, saying, "God hath said ye
shall not eat of every tree of the garden." She said, "We
may eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden, but not of the
fruit [no fruit in precept) of the tree that is in the midst [not
so in precept] of the garden. Ye shall not eat of it, neither
shall ye touch it [not so in precept] lest ye die." Again, here
the serpent tells the whole truth (I admire that serpent; it·
would not lie) to the woman, saying, "Ye shall not surely
die, for God doth know the day ye eat thereof, your eyes shall
be opened and ye shall be as gods," etc. When the woman
saw the tree was good for food (how did she know befo~e ·
tasting it), and pleasant to the eye, and would make one wise
(common sense), she, therefore, ate of it, us did also her ]}usband; and as the serpent (not God) had told her, their eyes
were opened. This transit from blindness, unopened eyeP,
to the bright sunlight of i!ay and God's celestial garden, must
hav overwhelmed them with exquisit delight. And now they
knew for the first time that they are naked. Again, how did
Adam (who did not even know that he was naked), with unopened eyes, name beasts, fowls, etc., and know that his wife
was of his bones and flesh, etc., and how was the food plee.sant to the woman·s unopened eyes? Here the ignorant bring
in their allegories, but the Bible writer does not mention
them. Truth never errs, falsehood always. Again, did not
your all-wise, foreknowledge Lord God tell that innocent
man a positiv lie, when he told him the day he eat of the tree
of knowledge, etc., he should surely die? Of all things, I
abhor a lie. Next they hear the voice of the.Lord God without body or parts, walking, etc., and he asked Adam if had
eaten of the tree (had the Lord God's .word proved true the
man and woman would hav been dead), and he told the truth.
He then asked the woman what she had done, and she said,
"The serpent beguiled me, and I did eat;" which you know is
false. The serpent did not even insinuate that she should eat
of tree or fruit, but simply told her the truth; and for this
your forbearing, merciful Lord God .cursed it. Again, here,
ponder well and you will see at once the palpable injustice of
your long-suffering, benevolent Lord God in wreaking vengeance on the serpent for telling the truth. Could not the
serpent hav- justly said, and with the best of reasons, "Lord
God, you told the man the day he eat of the forbidden tree
he should surely die. He did eat of it but did not die. You
lied to him; therefore curse yourself. I told the woman
nothing but the truth; and as I had told her, so it came to
pass. Wherefore cursedst thou me?" Again here the fanatics bring in the allegories; it was the devil that talked through
the serpent. But this only brings out more of their ignorance. If it was the devil, then why did not their just God
curse him instead of the innocent serpent and the ground ?
The Lord God said to the serpent, ''Because thou hast done
this.'? Done what? How he would like to throw the blame
on the serpent! The Bible writer has headed the third chapter of Genesis, "The Serpent deceiveth Eve," which is false,
though many would like to hav it true. Well might God say
the serpent should go on its belly-any simpleton might know
from the structure of the reptil that it could not go in any
other way, and the combined powers of all the most mighty
gods could not make it go on the end of its tail, as the ignorant believed it did before it was cursed. Again, "dust it
shall eat," which is false. We know they eat flesh. It is much
harped on by the ignorant, that Christ was promised, but
there is no such word in the verse. Next he multiplies the
woman's, etc. (obscene), curses the ground. Forbearing, merciful God that ! Next he says, "The man is become as on& of
us" (I hope much better than the one described in the Bible),
and now fears he will eat of the tree of life and liv forever.
Where is that all-powerful God now who just said it and it
was done? Has he lost all his mighty supernaturul power that
he must now physically, like a common man, follow the laws
of nature, and drive the man out of the garden, and mechanically station there a sword that turns, etc., to protect that
wonderful tree?
Respected Christian reader, can you now believe in an
almighty, all-wise, omniscient God who, in his infinit goodness,
would create a man and a woman who he knew from all eternity would not only disobey him, but entail on their posterity
an everlasting curse, sin, shame, misery, and bloodshed? No,
never, never, never ! I sincerely believe if any man or woman
reads the preceding narrativ carefully, he or she will at once
see that the Bible story of the creation is one of the grossest
tissues of falsehoo<is that ever was fabricated by the most illiterate, ignorant, superstitious, and SUJ;ernatural fanatics imaginable. But oh, how I long to see the sun of reason dispel
those snperHtitious, visionarymylhs and phantoms from their
unenlightened minds, and fill them with useful knowledge and
the glorious realities of this world as they are here and now,
and ~ever bask in the illumination of an enlightened existence!
They will ever love truth, sobriety, industry, integrity, justice, and honesty, which will ever actuate them to transact
business with all their fellow-beings in such a manner that
they will not only not be ashamed nor afraid to see them again,
but will always be pleased to see them, and can look every
person full in the fuce. This all intelligent beings are delighted to see. But alas! behold that contemptible, degraded,
mean, low, vile wretch of a lawyer here (St. Catherines, Ont.),
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who, under his holy Bible oath, has proved himself to be a
liar, perjurer, e~be~zl~r, and sneak thie~, and whenever ~e
meets or sees h1s VIctim that he has rumed, he hangs his
guilty, sneak-thievish head, and shirks, skulks, sneaks, and
slinks; and his Christian partner who sings hallelujahs on the
holy Sabbath in his Christian church here has also, after kissing his holy Bible, proved himself a liar, perj.urer, and sham~ful embezzler, who now has to suffer the ternble ordeal of h1s
innocent victim's gaze. The lioly Bible kiss is powerless to
force the truth from these degraded lawyers' desperate falsehood lips. But oh, how delightful . to see that wonderful
mechanism, man and woman, whose noble and enlightened
minds ever actuate their hallowed lips to utter the precious
truth these wretched lawyers, with all their wealth (which
they got mostly by robbing their innocent victim behind his
back), can never enjoy this world, because that terrible, unwieldy load of guilt will hang on their guilty heads whilst
their lives endure. May mysticisms be banished from unenlightened minds, and good morals, justice, kindness, mercy,
charity, and love be instituted instead, and may they ever be
trained physically, morally, and intellectually in all the immutable and philosophical laws of nature, so their greatest desire will ever be to do what is right, not from fear of vindictiv
wrath or punishment, but because it ple:ilses them.
Ever onward with the good cause of secularism. May it be
heralded from pole to pole.
A. MooT.

1

ing others. Seaver says I "cannot see ghosts for other people."
Nor can I t_hink thoughts for other people. But, probably, if
I was convmced that death did not end all, Mary would study
the subject with a desire to learn the weighty influences that
had so wrought upon my "materialistic" mind. We each hav
our personal friends and our own special "field of influence.
If I can influence any one to be moral, temperate, kind,
good, and happy, I shall be very glad, though I do not think,
with Seward Mitchell, thp.t even cities are as depraveil as he
seems to believe them. True, I hav not seen much of cities,
but I thought there was a world of beauty, art, science, love,
and pure happiness in all the cities I was in during my trip
North. That there was also misery, destitution, and crime I
am well aware, though I insist they are only incidentals.
The best way to make a child bad, untruthful, and vicious,
is to insist he is so. But put him upon his mettle as a good,
truthful, and honest boy, and he will strive to make his record
tally with his reputation. Let us, then, look on the bright
eyide and send out cheering words, glad thoughts, and hopeful
messages that lift, elevate, and refine. Friend York says,
"Let us find comfort in honest doubts." Elmina claims to be
an honest doubter as regards the existence of Gods and spirits.
Why, then, is she so culpable? She is willing to go and see,
and should be commended for not doing as thousands are doing, turning her back on the whole thing and calling it humbug.
Truly and hopefully,
ELMINA.

84'"/

pete with farmers that can afford machinery tp conduct them
rightly. We of the Knights of Labor are aiming to establish
co-operation both productiv and distributiv, and we are still
organizing assemblies of that order in this. state. and are meeting with good success. The doctor says, "Quit raising incapables, and commence to raise capables." Such an idea is
a good one, but let us hav a chance first. So long as thousands are compelled from their struggle for existence to put
their children to work in the mines, in--factories, and on the
farms, and the mothers are compened to scrimp, save, and
toil, when they should hav the most congenial surroundings
and plenty of rest, so that their minds will not be in a perturbed condition while those that are to follow us are being
molded, we cannot expect to hav any other class but incapables; while the majority of the people who are proilucing incapables do so naturally from the position of serfdom that
they are in to the capitalists, who are only fifteen out of a hundred. The offspring of those that control the existence of the
many become incapables from their living a luxurious and
riotous life. But when we hav a system of conducting the industries of our country HO that there can be no great rich ones,
there will not be any great poor ones; so the cause that produces incapables will be done away with.
I remember spendin! one fine afternoon last summer with
the doctor, viewing his little stone palace near Cawker City,
that has a great variety of geological specimens studding its
front wall. The sight was very pleasing to the eye .
•. J. H. WmTE.

:BEHOLD WHAT A GREAT FlEE A LITTLE MATTER XINDLETH.
TRE FOUNDATIONS OF RELIGION SRAKEN.
MR. EDITOR: For over thirty years I hav been talking upon
PouGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., April 12, 1884.
OGDEN, May 4, 1884.
the various reforms of the world, advocating anti-rnm, antiMR. EDITOR: If I am not intruding on the liberty of your
MR. El'DIToR: Please send twenty copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER
tobacco, antislavery, equal rights, sexual temperance, and paper by this letter, let me say this: the great question before
common sense, against fables and m;yths; and teaching general the world just now, when the foundations of a particular fe- with Col. Ingersoll's" Orthodoxy." If the balance due on Mr.
g'Jodness as more prevalent than total depravity. In all this tich are fatally shaken; when science denies that Christ, as Bennett's monument is not paid up by. that time, I shall send
we conceive him, ever waao; and when art bewails wildly that an extra dollar. To-day we celebrate the fiftieth anniversary
time,· though I hav, now and then, found an opponent who
should ever hav been, is whether the Christian religion can f>X- of our union as husband and wife. and are hoth in our Atventyused pretty strong language, yet, as a general thing, toleration, ist at all; whether when a few more years hav passed away it third year of our journey through life-still Parnestly graspJoHN A. JosT.
kindness and charity hav tempered their words and robbed will not present to a modern mind the spectacle that paganism ing after truth.
them of their sting.
.
once presented to a mediawal mind. The priests and minisAn Ornamentnl Member of Society.
In view of this, I really fail to understand why my consentters know that the church is in danger, both through attacks
Charles C. Duncan is one of the pillars of Beecher's
ing to simply go and see what I can of Spiritual phenomena
(so-called), and to tell what I see, should raise such a tumult from without and through a kind of dry rot within. Lyell and churcb. He is an elder, a member of the llOVerning
others hav demolished and made ridiculous the Mosaic cosof vituperation, scorn, and ridicule. Perhaps I ought to feel
body, leader in all the <'lasR meetiDI!B, l~>ading- JOpirit
mogony. Strauss and others hav demolished with more or less
complimented by this manifestation of interest, and so I success the Biblical and Christian miracles. No sane man now of the Sunday-school and Bible claRI:lE'B, and, in fact,
would be if I only had the consciousness of knowing that I seriously believes that the sun ever stood still or that an ass may be called one of the chief engineers of tbe Plymerited the notice I am rPceiving. But when I realize how spoke in human speech, or that a multitude of people were mouth machine for the manufacture of saintly prodHe is a day and night toiler in the vinyard
little I know of these wonderful manifeRtations that are puz- ever fed with a few loaves and fishes, or that any solid human ucts.
zling scientists and thinkers, and fairly overturning the phi- form ever walked on the liquid sea.
and never wearies in his solicitude for the welfare of
losopby of ages, ani! also think of my inability to cope with
It is now pretty well agreed that there are substantially souls. Mr. Duncan has now been figuring in another
what so many hav found incomprehensible, my heart fails me, beautiful things in the world which hav precedence over fan- role, and, as results prove, quiet R fieRhly one. Judge
.and I dread the ordeal. Do you know, friends, that I am as cifully beautiful things. The other poets hav taught us the Wallace, of the United States Circuit Court of New
easily gulled as a child? Why, it's a by word wherever I liv, loveliness of nature, the painters hav shown us the loveliness York, has handed down a decision which sets Captain
"Oh! its no use to play a joke on Mrs. Slenker' for she al- of art. Meantime, what does the church do? Instead of ac- Duncan up on a pedestal of greed, selfishnesR, and
ways believes just what you tell her." It is a fact, too, that cepting the new knowledge and the new beauty, instead of malfeasance, and it will probably take the combined
I try to believe in human truth .and human goodness. Being building herself up an6w on the debris of her shattered super- power of Beecher's eloquence and Plymouth church
unwilling to deceive others, I seldom expect to be deceived stition, she buries her face in her own ashes and utters asenil influence to purify the affiictPd brother. The CRptain
by them. But once convinced I am right, it takes mountains wail of protestation. Instead of calling upon her children to has for many years bpen United States Shipping
of evidence to move me. Mary Hutchison is not wrong in giv- face the storm and to build up. new bulwarks against the rising Commissioner at New York at a salary of $5,000 a
ing me a due amount of prejudice. I claim to be simply hu- wave of secularism, she commands them to wail with her or to year. The government allowed the captain a "reaman and plenty of it. But I must insist that "all who do be silent. Instead of perceiving that the priests of Baal and sonable sum" for clerk hire, and the law directs that
not enjoy life would cease to love it." If there is no happiness Antichrist might readily bo overthrown with the weapons
the income from fees shall be turned over to the
in the presen~ and _no hop? for the future, I cannot conceive forged by their own hands, she cowers before them, powerless
1
treasury, after deducting the expenses of the office.
of anyone des1ting 1ts contmuance. I am sur~ I should not, in all the paralysis of superstition, in all the blind fatuity of
For
many years it was noticed that the fees turned
and I should be glad to hav Mary tell me how 1t could be pos- prayer.
sible for any one to to do so. And here is my whilom friend
Mr. Editor, let us look the facts in the face. The teachers in by Captain Duncan did not amount to much, but
and correspondent, David Bruce, crmdemning me for not be- of the new knowledge hav unroofed our temple to the heav- nothing was said about it until the year 1882, when
lieving in one of the m'any gods that hav been conceived of ens, but hav not destroyed its foundations. They hav over- the captain made a report that he bad collected
by the ignorant and deluded creators.
thrown its brazen images, but hav not touched its solid walls. $22,531 50 in fees for that year, and that the "exAtheism is far from "effete." There are more Atheists to- To put the case in other, stronger words, the God who thun- penses" had, strangely enough, amounted to just that
This.led to an investigation, and
daytban there has ever been before since the historical period. dered upon Sinai has vanished into air and cloud, but the God sum-$22,531,50.
The great mass of mind tends to Atheism. Will David please I of man's heavenly aspiration is wonderfully quickened and rare fun it was. The investigators went back through
tell Elmina what views of a God he would wish ber to believe alive. The Bible of wrath and prophecy is cast contempt- the preceding years and found a remarkable condiin_? I must say I am sorry his lot has been cast ~mong the j ~1ous~y aside, but the Bi_ble.of ete~nal poetry _is im_perishabl~, tion of things.
The captain was his own judge of what clerical
m1serable and unhappy, the depraved and the Wicked, the' 1ts w1ld dreams and asp1ratwns bemg crystall1zed m such litsick, the poor, and the starving. But is he sure even thPse erature as cannot die. The historic personality of the gentle help he needed, so he divided up the work of the
are really so miserable as he imagins? Will he pick out fifty founder of Christianity becomes fainter and fainter as the ages office among as many deputies as were DPeded to eat
or a hundred of those whose misery he deems so "insupport- advance, but, on the other hand, brighter and fairer grows the up the receipts. Then he appointeil his four sons as
aule," and watch their lives a few days and weeks, and then ideal which rose from the ashes of that Godlike man. Men the deputies. For instance, in 1882 the re<'Pipts
tell me if they do not enjoy more than they suffer. I hav reject the old miracle, but they at last accept a miracle of hu- were $22 531,50. He paid his own salary of $5,000,
been all over Snowville (mentally) this morning, and could man idealism in one word, though Christianity has perished and divided the rest equitably among the sons.
not put my finger on one miserable, or even comparntivly un- as a dogmatic world.
That year the sons each received $3,648 salary.
happy, person. There are two old men who hav >tpparently
This being so, how does it behoove a Christian minister, eat- Going backward the investig~ttors found that some
but a few weeks or months more of life to liv, but they do not ing the church's bread, but fully alive to her mortal danger, to years the sons were salaried as high as $4,600. In
seem. at all unhappy. There is one large family who seem des- steer his course? Shall he, as so many do, continue to act in 1874, the receipts were very large. That year the
titute of nearly all the comforts of life, but the children dance, the nineteenth century as he would hav acted in· the fifteenth four sons received $4,600 each, and other expeDRPB
run, play, and laugh as merrily as the petted darlings of a -or, indeed, in any century up to the Revolution? Shall he were added up so that the govPrnment only got $123
palace.
base his teachings on the certainty of miracles, on the existout of tbe total receipts. In 1875 the sons were paid
Yonder is an old black woman with a house full of picka- ence of superiority in this world and the certainty of rewards
only $4,000 each as deputies, and from that time
ninnies, and simply living from hand to mouth, yet I hav seen and punishments in another? Shall he brandish the old helluntil the present, the whole receipts r f the shipping
the little bare-footed things skip, dance, and play on the cold fire or scatter the old heavenly manna? Knowing in his heart
office hav been divided between Duncan and his four
frozen ground and their rags fluttering in the wind, and their that these things are merely the cast-off epidermis of a living
sons.
It was quite evident from t.his showing that
white teeth grinning in smiles; while cheery words of mirth- and growing creed, he may, in perfect consciousness of God's
ful pleasure made glad the whole place.
approval, put aside the miraculous as unproven, if not irrele- Captain Duncan's capacity to biPed the trPasury was
I do not deny there is wretchedness, misery, want, woe, and vant, warn the people against mere supernaturalism, proclaim only limited by his receipts. The number of his
crime-rivers and oceans of it-scattered all over our beautiful with the apostles of the Renaissance the glory and loveliness sons had nothing to do with it. If he had had only
earth, but I say it is all exceptional, and this is why suicide is of this world, its wondrous scenes, its marvelous story as writ- one son he would only hav had to pay himself $5 000,
and turn the rest over to the son. If be had had a
exceptional and probably ever will be. In the fifteen years ten on the rocks and in the stars.
J. G. O'HARA.
dozen sons they would simply hav had each to take
we hav lived here, I hav heard of but one self-murderer in all
lower salaries. But that the Duncan family, as a
OAK VALLEY, KAN., AprilS, 284.
the country round, and he was insane.
MR. EDITOR: I noticed an article by Dr. Chapman, of Caw- family, hav been well taken care of nobody will deny.
I may hav "left school a long time ago," but I taught school
fourteen years, and hav been learning in the great school of ker City, Kan., on the land qU:estion. He seems to think that Judge Wallace says under the law nothing call be
humanity ever sincP, though I hav failed to learn anything of t hre£ -fourths of the people in this state are incapable of con- done to recover this money. He can, therefore, only
Gods and ghosts, and may miss doing so even if I go where ducting agricultural operations with profit. It is also claimed expose the conspiracy and leave it to the governspirits are supposed to be manifesting. I think I shall try it, that nearly eighty per cent of those in business make a failure. ment to find a commissioner
._ with more honesty, less
ridicule or not. The money to go is slowly coming in. Mary, Now, what is the remedy? Co-operation of the people in all piety, and fewer sons.
like David, thinks no manifestation will come in Elmina's re- branches of industry will solve the question. Then every coONE of the best ways to help along the cause of
pellant presence. But, really, I don't mean to be repellant. operativ factory or farm would hav the best of superintendIf the dead do liv, I want to know it. Why, I would giv my ents to guide the business right. Such farms as Dalrymple's Freethought is to circulate THE TRUTH REEKER.
bottom dollar to-day to know that D. M. Bennett was "over and Dr. Glem's of California hav the best of managers, and Trial subscriptionR of three mont.hR for 50 cents.
there," and I should one day meet him and all the rest of everything goes on like clock-work. Large farming is carried
"THE Truth Seeker Annual and lfreethizikers'
our heroes who hav gone from earth. But I am not so con- on with all the improved machinery, while small farmers may
ceited as to think my conversion would be a means of convert- lose their farms from having mortgaged them in order to com-1 Almanac," 25 cents.
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several weary hours night approached. He
ate a cracker or two that he found in the pantry, and »ighed heavily.
"0 dear, how lonesome it is here!" he said
.Edikd by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River
Mass., to whom all Communications for th~ aloud. His voice echoed and resounded so
G:lrner shovld be sent,
that it almost frightened him.
"I wish there was a picture to look at, or
something," he said. "These bare walls are
" HIS life IB long whose work IB well,
And be h!B sta,liion low or high,
dreadful blank. No carpet, no chairs not even
Be who the most good works ca.n tell,
a cricket. 0 dear !" he sighed a~ain. " I
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
wish my father wonld come." The dark night
drew on, but still he came not, and Edward
The Mountain and the Squirrel. began to be very nervous. He wished for a
book or· a newspaper, but there was not one in
The mountain and the squirrel
B11d a quarrel;
the house. He had never been fond of readAnd the former called the latter
ing, and had nothing to recall of interest.
" Little Prig."
It grew very dark, and the rain kept beating
Bun replied :
down. One dim lamp he had, but he thought
"You are doubtless very big;
But all sorts Of things and weather
it only made the darkness more apparent. He
Must be taken In together,
screamed out in his nervousness, but the empty
To make up a year
rooms echoed the scream in a hollow, sepnlAnd a ~phere.
chral way that was anything but agreeable.
And I think It no disgrace
Then he talked in a low tone, but ev€ry word
To occupy my pla.ce.
If I am not so large as you,

You are not so small as I,
And not half so spry.
I'll not deny you make
A very pretty squirrel track;
Talents diJXer;·allls well and wlaely put;
If I cannot carry forests on my hack,
Neither can you crack a nut.
_ _ _ _ _,___ _-~R::.·_:_:_W. Bmerstm.

Alone in an Unfnmished Honse.

seemed to call up other words from unknown
sources, and at last he rolled himself in the
buffalo robe and prepared to sleep, but just as
he was about to drop off into the land of Nod
something came rattling along the ceiling and
walls, and his heart began to beat quickly.
"Maybe the house is haunted. I've heard
of such things," he thought, and he covered'
his head with the robe. Edward was very
. .
. .
superstt Itwus on account of his Ignorance. Ignoran peop 1e are nearly always superstitious
in one way or another.
Just then, something touched his hand, and
he shrieked in agony
~
·
•: There must be ghosts in the house," he
whispered, as the cold sweat started from
every pore. "Oh, they'll kill me! they'll kill
me!"
Edward passed a dismal night with the im-

I cheerless

as the walls of that unfurnished
house was horrible.
Mollie, and his parents, were rejoiced at the
good effects of the lesson he had received, and
Edward shuddered whenever he thought of
living alone in an unfurnished house.

3
PUZZLE.
My first is a dwelling;
My second is a dwelling;
And my whole is a dwelling.
What is it?

4
CONUNDRUM.
Why are the crows the most sensible birds
Dear boys and girls who read the Children's
Corner of this grand advocate of all reform, in the world?
THE TRUTH SEEKER, l want to say a few words
lO you, if Miss Wixon will allow me a small ANSWER TO ENIGMA IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
portion of her valuable space.
MAY 17, 1884.
Jessie Eason.
First let me say I love you all, for you are to
----......;.-.~---be the future men and women with whom
Correspondence.
must rest the splendid burden of carrying to a
successful ending the noble work that your
CLEVELAND, May 14, 1884.
f a th ers an d mo th ers are d omg
·
·DEAR of
Miss
WrxoN:
I see
THE TRUTH
now; hence, I SEEKER
May
lOth that
thebymauic
squa~e
sa Y I 1ove you, an d I reJOice
· · that a portwn
·
.,. up en~
of business is likely (if continued) to take
this splendid paper has been devoted to your tirely too much space in the Children's Corner
interests every week. You will now learn, because the end can never be reached if con~
while yet boys and girls, how much better a tinned until time is no more. I hav already
·
•t · t b ecome upright, honest men sands
made of
them
composed
re lig1on
I IS o
numbers,
and ofamthousands
no nearerof
thethouend
and women, d e1"Ight"mg m
· preventmg
· a 11 suffer- than we are to the end of time, and conseing and in doing good, than to believe in that quently I thought it would be more interesting
foolish t~aahing called Christianity, which has to the young readers, and, possibly, to some
made men murderers who hav desolated the older ones, to change it to something shorter
tl;le same
time
equally
interesting.
Fo;
ear th f or pre ttY near1Y two thousand years, and
the at
above
reason
I will
introduce
a new sub/

Be Kind to Animals.

because everybody could not believe the silly
and absurd things that they themselvs did.
Of all duties that every good Liberal should
be happy to perform, none is more important·
d
~nt :ecessary. t~an tth~at h~ hor s~e_ should be
Jus o every 1Ivmg mg Wit whiCh he or she
may· hav any dealings, whether men or animals: But I wish more especially to speak a
few words to you about being kind to animals
b
th h
f .
'
ecause
ey av so few nends, and cannot
s~eak for themselvs. A man or a boy who
will abuse or torment a defenseless animal is
far more of a coward than one who abuses a
human being, for the animal cannot inform
an one h
•t h
b
t
Y
. ow I
as een reated, ~nd thereby
cause ltS tormentor to be pumshed as he
deserves.
No young person will, I feel certain be
gniltyof so unmanly an act as to abuse a p~or,
unfortunate beast, who naturally looks to man
for kind treatment and protection, since he
1b
·
a ors unceasmg1Y for him without pay; surely
the least man can do for his faithful servant
is to treat him with uniform kindness.
I hav often seen thoughtless boys tease
cats and d
h" h I f 1
th
ee
t h
d ogs,h wd Ic
th .
1 sure ey wou1d
no av one a
ey on Y stopped to think
how unhappy their sport made the poor
beasts. No truer mark of a lady or gentleman
can be pointed out than their care for the
animals
under their
charge.
Remember these
·
t
k t
~
creatures canno spea 0 make their wants
known, and often (as in the case of the horse)
make no cry, even if in very great agony.
Recollect always to water and feed animals
v and you wi"ll do m
h t
d
k
regularl
·
th ·"• ·
uc
owar rna mg eu enstence a happy one.
1 will now close with a little poem of my
own, entitled,
BE KIND TO ANIMALS.

"What's the use of so much study, I should
like to know? And reading-what does one
want to read for ?'~
"Why, Edward! What are you talking about?
If you do not study and read, you will not
know anything, hardly," said Edward's sister.
"What does one want to know so much for,
Mollie? It is fun enough for me to play m>trbles, Jly kites, and kick football, I think. Playing suits me to a 't.' I don't believe in so
aginary ghosts for company, and when daymuch studying. Books are a regular nuisance;
light caine, pale and haggard, he did not look
and I don't intend to crack my brains, filling
them with other people's thoughts, now, I can like the brave, hearty boy his father had left
there the day before. He went out with 'the
tell you."
first streak of dawn, and nothing could prevail
"Books are real friends, Edward, and royal upon him to enter the house again until hie
company, as maybe you will find out some day. father came.
With good books one need never be lonely,
Toward noon he heard the clattering hoofs
and, with the ideas of others, you can enrich of his father's horse, and ran with great deyour own mind. You had better pay more at- light to meet him.
tention to your studies, Edw~trd, if you ever
"Well my boy how hav you passed the
'
·'
expect to amount to anything in this world."
time in my absence?" inquired Mr. Beebe.
"Oh, you _mind your business, Mollie, and "-Had" a·joiiy-time, T-suppose."-- --·stop preachmg. Who wants to be an old
" 0 father !" exclaimed Edward "how
bookworm, creeping inside of books and news- could you leave me alone in that unf~rnished
papers all day long!" and with a sudden toss, house? Besides, it is haunted. I know it is.
the first volume of the new history of England Father," said he, lowering his voice, "there
that Edward's father had put into his son's are ghosts in there!"
hands that very morning as an inducement to
"What!" laughed Mr. Beebe. "How do you
be studious, went flying up to the ceiling, and know there are ghosts in the house?"
came down a partial wreck upon a delicate
"Oh, they came and tickled me.
And
1
vase upon the table, breaking it in many pieces~
heard them J"umping rope and dancing all
"There! you've broken the vase," exclaimed night."
Mollie.
"Lively ghosts, weren't they?" and Mr.
"I don't care-I wish it had been the book." Beebe laughed and shook hig sides. "How I
Mr. Beebe, in an adjoining apartment, was would hav admired to hav seen them."
a listener to the foregoing coli\Versation be. "Father, it was dreadful, dreadful! It is no
tween his two children, and was deeply pained.
laughing matter, I assure you," and the poor
His only son, although not a stupid boy, would boy sank down in tears, as he recalled the
play truant at school, and in many ways night's experience.
grieved his kind parents. Mr. Beebe had
"So you don't like the idea of living alone
tried many plans to correct the bad, indolent
habits of his boy, but all to no avail. He in an unfurnished house, Ned ?"
"No, I don't."
would not study; had little taste for reading,
"Couldn't prevail on you to stop there a
and was greatly in danger of growing up an
ignoramus. Fot some time Mr. Beebe sat week or two, could I?"
"No, no, father. I would rather suffer althinking. At length he seemed to hit upon a
most anything then stay there another night."
plan that he resolved to carry out.
"Well, Ned, I suppose you had rather a hard
He had recently purchased a beautiful sumtime
of it, but your ghosts, I fancy, were nothmer residence on the border of a wood near
ing more than rats, and as you are larger than
the sea.
a rat, I think you conld easily demolish a ghost
It was the last of May when he resolved to
of that sort.
pay the place a visit, preparatory to arranging
"But, Ned, to be alone in an unfurnished
it for the summer, taking Edward along with
house 11 few hours is nothing compared to
him.
Arriving at the house after a long ride, they being alone for a lifetime in an unfurnished
rested on the piazza awhile, and then Mr. mind, such as yours. You will not read a
Beebe told Edward that he must remain there book; you will not study; consequently your
until his return from 11 neighboring town, mind, the house you dwell in, is an unfurnished one. If you would be intelligent-if
where he had some business.
"You will find some food in the pantry when you would be a blessing to yourself; company
hungry, and should I be gone all night there for yourself and for others, you must read, reis a buffalo robe for you to sleep on. All I en- flect, study; thus you will brighten, polish,
join upon you is to stay here till I call for you," adorn, and beautify your mind, and become
what I long to see you, a good and noble
said his father.
"That I will, father, and I'll hav a jolly human being. There are over 25,000 books
time chasing squirrels and hunting rabbits." published yearly, about seventy per day. Of
"All right, my son. Be sure you do not course, you cannot read them all, and too
many are not worth the ink and paper on
leave the premises until I come."
which they are printed. But there are good
"No, sir."
Mr. Beebe rode away, and for a couple of books that will benefit and bless you-such I
hours young Edward amused himself roaming desire you to read. I want you to resolve to
in the woods and throwing pebbles in the know as much as other boys, and more.
water, and then it came on to rain, and he went With 11 good, interesting book last night, you
would not hav thought of being lonely, or
into the house. It rained and it poured.
Edward went into every room up-stairs and nervous.
Eaward saw the force of his father's redown. There was not a vestige of furniture,
and presently a queer feeling came over Ed- marks, and resolved to profit by them. The
ward. The rain kept pouring down, and after idea of llis ow~ mind being as blank and

ject, the properties of one 0 _;: the Arabic
charaeters used in numeration; I will call attention to the wonderful properties of the fig11;re 9. No other ;figure possesses such properties. If we multiply the figure 9 thus 9 multip lied by 2 equals 18, and add the tw~ fignres
together they will make the original figure 9·
now muftiply 9 by 3, 9 multiplied by 3 equal~
27, .and add the two. figures tog~ther, they are
agalll: r~duced to 9 • now multiply 9 by 4, 9
multiplied by 4 equals 36, and add the two
figures together, they are again reduced to 9;
and so you may multiply 9 by any number
you please, large ~r ·small, and. by adding the
figures together time after time until the
whole_is reducec~ to one figure, and it i~variably will result m 9; no other figure m the
whole catalog possesses such powers or qnalities,
Respectfnlly,
H. vAN PELT.
·
NEw YoRK, May 4, 1884.
Your aorrespondent, J. K. P. Baker, must excuse me if I venture to criticise his explanation of the formation of "magic squares"
having five cells on each ~side. His '' formnla"
No.1, in THE TRUTH SEEKER, May lOth, is really
drawn from the numerical square No. 2. Why
the letters of the "formula" are so arranged
is the point that needs explanation. For at
least two hundred years there has been no
mystery connected with so-called "~magic-·
squares, and if you will giv the space from
weP.k to week, I will giv such an explanation of
them as will show that like all other problems
in mathematics there is nothing "difficult" in
them
when one
how to make
the prekey
that unlocks
theknows
combination.
Let me
mise, however, that the ~ource of most of the
information we now hav in connection with
magic squares is "Hutton's Recreations in
Mathematics," published in 1814, London, in
two volumes. The work is full of amusing as
well as highly instructiv curiosities.
. every
It is a1ways b es t to b eg1n
investigation
by solving thca simplest problems connected
with it. I, therefore, begin with the simplest
magic square that can be formed, that of the
numbers from 1 to 9 inclusiv. I do not know
Be kind to those dumb friends whose lives are that the following method of forming it has
spent
ever been in print, and it is general for all
I.n. faith~ul service and unflagging zeal;
squares having an odd number on each side.
Toiling, mthout reward, from morn till night It is as follows:
To serve our pleasure-hear their mute
appeal:
" He whom we serve with all our best endeavor,
~ift not the lash! Oh, spare the brutal goad!
Withold not fresh, sweet bed, and generous
meal,
Nor overtask our Btrength with cruel load!"
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
6 Park Square, Boston, Mass.

Our Puzzle Box.
ADDISON.-Your very interesting and instructiv contributions to our puz~le department are too lengthy for the space at our disposal, consequently we are obliged to reserve
some of them for a more favorable opportunity.
Only absolute ne~;~essity compels us to lay them
aside for the present. D. Clark and others hav
also forwarded articles for our Corner far too
lengthy for insertion. Please, dear friends,
do not let this decision prevent you from forwarding brief communications for our depart-·
ment, which will always be welcomed gladly.
-ED.

1
RIDDLE.
You see me in most every place,
With protrusions around my entire face.
When I am used I measure space
And at your will I run a race.
'
Around my body I tightly lace;
Not claiming any particular fame,
But am usefnl to man, all the same.
Now please be so kind as to tell my name.
Burton, Texas.
H. B. J.

9
Having drawn the square indicated by the
heavy lines having nine cells, each side is completed as in the figure by an outside cell
Place the number 1 in any outside cell, and
arrange the other numbers in regular order
diagonally in all the lines containing three
cells. Then take the number 1 from the outside cell and place it in that vacant cell inside
of the primary square which is next b!)yond
the middle line between it and the number 9.
That is, place the number 1 in the cell in
which the letter a stands. Place the number
9 outside the primary square in the first vacant
sqnare above the middle line. This carries it
to b. Take 3, which is outside, to the right,
across the middle line and put it in the first
square after crossing over it. This carries it to
c. Lastly take 7 to the first vacant square to
the left across the middle vertical line or row
of the primary square, that is, to the cell d.
Then erase the outside cells and you will hav
the magic square which has puzzled so many
young people, as follows:
2

9

4

7

5

3

6

1

8

As already suggested, this method of form2
ing this square is general for all squares having
NUMERICAL.
Name the figures which when mnltiplied by five, seven, nine, etc., cells on each side. In
order not to revel"t to it a gain I append th6
the figure wUl giv ll. result in figures alll's.

I
·'
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square of twenty-five cells, formed in this
manner:

Liberal Meetings.
[Leagues and Liberal and Spiritualutic 8ocWiu in the
United State• and Canada meeting regularlv, can lia~ notice& of their m• etmgs published in this co'LIImlhlfru if the
offteers will send thern to us. j

23

f

19

h

15

i

18

a

14

i

,-----------122

10

- - -11- -13 -c19 - - l 21
d
5 1
--116

1'

b

12

8

k

4

, _ - - - - - ---1--lf..--'

11

7

e

3

g

By the rule the number 1, outside the primary square, goes into the first vacant square
inside and above the middle horizontal line
that is, to the square a; 25 goes to b; 21 goes t~
c; 5 to d; 24. to e; 6 to f; 20 to g; 2 to h; 22 to
'; 10 to Ji 16 to k, and 4 to l. Then erase the
outside cells and the magic square is seen.
.6

23

2

19

18

1

14

22'

17

5

13

21

9

12

25

8

16

24

7

20

3

11

Who first invented this method of construct-·
ng magic squares of numbers having an "odd
root" I do not know. It must be regarded as
quite ingenious, but it by no nieans develops
the full solution of the "puzzle." The reader
can now form the square of 49 cells in the
same way.
ADDisoN.

I
·'

'

EDITOR oF CIIILDREN's CoRNER : As the
• magic square" formed of any twenty-five
consecutiv numbers, and which may also be
formed of any twenty-five numbars in arithmetical progression, seems to be interesting
to your young readers, I send you a " magic
square" formed of the numbers from 1 to 36
inclusiv, with the remark,· that it is also true
that any thirty-six numbers in arithmetical
progression may be used. This " magic
square" givs a sum of 111 in every line of
six numbers,.and there are many curious details connected with it if one choses to take
time in discovering them. Notice, for instance, how many combinations of four numbers analogously situated giv a sum of 74.
These combinations, added to the two central
diagonal numbers, 16 and 21, or 22 and 15,
make also tho number 111, of course.
Hereis the square:
31

2

33

4

30

26

10

9

- - -- -- --

5

36

--29 • 7

-- - - -- -- - - - 19 17 16 15 20 24
- - - - -- -- -- -18 23 22 21 14 13
-- - - -- - - - - -12
8
27 28 11 25
-- -- -- - - -- -34 35
1 32
3
6
-The most curious fact in connection with
this square is that by its aid it may be demonstrated that "the world will come to an end "
n 1887, a date that is fearfully near at hand.
ADDISON.

F ARA 0 AY PAM PH L ETS
Noth~'il'~:rf:l~~f:e;:e::t::t'£!~~'}~~o!.~
&rol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit

M. FaradaY. Price, 15 cents.
No. :!.-Origin oC Ltt·e;

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of
he Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses;
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
NoA.fi~~P:a.:!::J.:':.pment of' the S}l'irit
The Origin ot Rel!g!ons. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.
No. 4.-The Process or Mental Action;

Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. ·Price,
16 cents.
No. ~.-The Origin of' the Christian Beltg•
ion.

How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Christianity, Confessions of Its Founders. Transcribed
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
Rome. Not Bethlehem, the Birthplace of
Jesus.

Extract trom No. 6, Price 10 cents.

Who Wrot" the New Testament?

Extract from No.

5,

Price 10 cents.

BOWLES PAMPHLETS.

NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
No. 1.-Experienees oC Samuel Bowles,

La_te editor or the Springfield, Mass., Republican, in
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a Spiritual Standpoint. Written through the mediumsh!p
ot CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 25 cents.
Later _Papers of" Samuel Bowles,

written In August, 1883.
A Supplement To No.1
And bound separatelY; Mrs. Carrie E. B. Twing,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.
No. 2.-Contrasts in Spfrit Life:
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late
editor of the Bpr!nglleld, Mass., Republican, In the
fil'St llve spheres. Also a thr!ll!ng account of t.)J.e
late President Garfield's reception in the spl'rlt
world. Written through the hand or CARRIE E. s.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages, Price, 50 cents.
Achsa W. Spra&'Ue's and Mary Clark's
Experiences in the First Ten Spheres
of Spirit LiCe,
Medium, ATRALDiNE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price
:Wce~t.\1.

WISCONSIN.
Mn.wAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
Hall, 216 Grand avenue.-Ex:ercises: Lectures,
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.

BELT OF LIFE,
AND

Grimes ~Preachers
IN THE

WILSON lA" UIITED STATES ABO CANADA
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.

IMPROVED

Magnetic Garments.

THIRD EDITION.
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
OOMPARED AND REVISED.

OHIO.
312 MYRTLE AYE.,
CLEVELAND.-The L1berul League meets
ev~ry_ Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
BROOKLYN,
N.Y.
bmldmg. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W. I. Irvin<~, Secretary. For tile Relief and Cure of All
MAINE.
Forms of' Disease In Us
W orlit Sta;-es.
PORTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lnrub has hired con:AUTHOR OF
gress Hall, Congress BLreet (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
"PREVENTION. OF ORIME," ETO., "UN·
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2.·30
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
HOLY BmLE," "HOLY MEN AND

By M. E. BILLINGS,

OREGO~.

15

10

MICHIGAN.
· MusKEGON.- Tile Liberal League meets every
Sunday ufternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.

DAYID J. COTTER'S

349

PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Aumission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BosToN.-B.::.ston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2 :30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
AL'.t'ooNA..-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PlliLADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TBUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
· PITTsnURGll.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
League's Hall, 177 Halaey street. Exercises
consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
taken. Communications for the League
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
CANADA.
TonoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms,.No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially invited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Catharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
NEW YORK.
ALBANY. -The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and debates and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEw YoRK CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal
Olub meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
for a lecture and discussion, at German
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. .Admission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents.
Membership fee $3.--The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Frobisher College Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. The People's Spiritual Meeting every
Suuday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
BRooKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett.Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai and Liberal
literature on sale. All invited.- The Philosophical Association meets every Sundal
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wrights
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public eordially invited. Doors open at 2130 l'.K.

WOMEN OF THE

BmLE,"

"HOLY OROSB,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. 0. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, awfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."
COPY OF MY REPLY.
MAYS, 1884.
812 Myrtle ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
DR, A. R. PETTIT, Dear 8ir: Your ravor received. In
reply 1 beg to say 1 have several suoh cases, some of
many years' standing, cur• d by the use or my Garments.
1 would much l!ke to see the tumor ment!one<l. In your

~t:'i&u ~p~r:, ~g~~ r::~~~~~~·ifv~~~uw.!N t~~~o" J.l.!l'1~!
~~~~!':r:."':fr~~lJ'fn;b;:.Yab~£r"~:e~~!,"';;1111';;';,"!:n~np~~~!
1

you In correspondence wit~ them, or the phya!c!sus who
attended them prior to the u•" or my Garments. 1 awalt
your reply.
Yonrs reH'lV{i'P!: COTTER.

PRICE,

~U

CENTS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlaraed.
Price, 10 OTI:I. SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ.

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
g~~~n~~p~~;'P~~.;,~~ ~~~l~~~~Io~~J' ~~\'.!'~~=:~~
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
oJier, bnt unleBB fhey are judiciously and sctent!llcally
These garments are a decided Improvement on any-

thing of the kfnd ever

oft'~red~

and onlJ> produced after

many hears of close study a.nd ac1ent1ftc experiment.

~tY~~e~:~erJ~~:~~.:'J~s~r ~':J;~~:r~~riitt~:~e~~lta~i

tnelr CR.se, how long au:tfermg, and all symptoms, would be

advised tree of cost, just what garment It W·JUld be necessary to use to etract a cure, prtce of same, etc. Tiley are
made to lit all parts of the body, easi of adjustment, and
as comtf,rtable to use as ordinary unilerwear: be!n~~rwe 1ventUa.ted, they are cool, and1the infusion Jof magnetism
Into the system produoe a cool, pleaBant feeling In the

~?tjr:;;:~t~'ifkif~I-VMN.eJZb-~~ v.~::P~1~"fi8~ ~~

ALYSIS, NEURALGIA, DYSPEPSIA, LOCOMOTOR
ATAX1", SPINAL DISEASE, A8TH1>IA, BRONCII1T1S, DROPSY, TUMORS, CANCER:>, and others not

necessary to mention, as I claim th 1ot atsease in any and all

~~~~ f~h'::'}J':~tlro"~f~ ~~~~~~J~~~'::~~~n~~·'lio"..U~~a~~~~
~~.;'6~~~o[g~m~st~:rr.~m: ~o~~~f~s~ .~\~~~J'v":~~g~
~~n~>;1~:~g~~r\~:~~~~~e ~~~~e~!r~~~.:nr~s~~~ ~r~~s
6
Pne~g~:::~~?Ji~~, lJ~b~~~8!~~nK1ddn~~~~~~til~l:~:-~h1!

shouldera, Rheumatism; in the Head, Nefralgla' r Neuralgla, and so on in any part of the lluman organfza.tton.
We have a thousand and one different names tor dtoeese,
though produced by and tbrougll one source only, and it
fs by strenghtening the GangJ1on1c .N erve1:1, conserving the
vital forces, and Infusing magn·H:;tam into the sy1:1tem, I
effect so many marve ou1:1 cures after all ot.b.~r meane have

fa!led.

REMARKA~LE CURE OF PARALYSIS.
Nov.I8,1883.

to~~~~~tf6c~~~~~1t\'eDG~~~~~~t~n s~~~~~~ ~~~r ~fe~~rl :

say the result ha• been aBton!shlng to myself and friends.
Tne Jlrat two Die cos sent gave rue such relief rhat I had
great conf de nee "' being entirelY cured when 1 obtained
the others, and I wus not dl•appolnted My paralysis has

~~~:~~ a~~~ffs~~n~~ t~od w~e'tt~si~~g~e~~~~h~ ~~fin::~

Among the subjects considered by Mr
Remsburg are:
The Ohurch and Morality; Criminal Statis
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Ohurch and C1viliza
tion; the Ohurch and Science; the Ohurch
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Ohurch and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Olinton Place, NEW YORK.

MAN!
A LIBERAL JOURNAL published to promote EDUCATION, CONSTRUCTION, CO-OPERATION, and ORGANIZATION. Exponent o! the objects, plattorm,
and principles or the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors,
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
months-tor twenty cents. Specimen copies tree;
and Liberal names wanted to send sample copies.
•r. 0. LELAND, Secretary,
6tf
744 Broadway, New York.

K AN ..J.A

~ f Improved or unlm]Jrove<l lauds
\.1
IJ •anywhere In the state. For !ualoud without the sllgntest dllllculty. 1 can safely recom- formn.tJon, mR.ps, clrculars, etc., etc., write to
WA'rBON & 'rHRA.PP, or C. H. CUBTENBORDER,
mend the garments to any:J!i'"J~~s ~~~t~nl~~Jt~~·
Iyl3
uo Kansas avenue, •ropek&, Kan.
Alderson. Monroe Co., West Va.
P. B.-My daughter hll8 also f.mnd great relief from the

I suffered very much wlt.tJ weakness Jn tny chest and
lungs. Now I can sing and talk a.a well as ever, also Tea.d

nee ot your ~rwents. See lwr notd Jnclol!ed,

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. M. BENNETT.
Sent by Mall J'or Fifty cents.

A.DDRESS THIS OFFIOE

Medicine."

CURED OF ABTHMA.
E. B. McComas, Secretary and General Agent ot
ua. D. J. CoTTER, Dear Sir: 1 had suffered ~rb. ~:~!na the Medical Lake Manufacturing Co., W111 be located
for years in its worst form, and never found anytbJng to during April and May In Iowa City, Iowa. The
help me until I put on hour Garments, in February~ 1883. wonderful cures ot Rheumatism, Catarrh, Piles,
~~;: tfo':,'t~a ~~~r'b~eat~~~~"\'E~~:r1~':.-sr~nd 1 have not Dyspepsia, Bcroru.lous Complaints, Female Com·
Money could not buy tile Garmentl\1 have It I could not plaints, and all kinds or sores and diseases or the
get more.
skin that are da!ly being reported !rom the use or
I forward you this Jetter hoping It may be the means of
LAKE SALTS, on the Pa.c!llc coa.et, warrant
Inducing some poor suJierer to use your health-giving MEDICAL
the Company In establ!shlng agencies throughout
appl!~nces,
Yours very rew.ett!'VZRNHAM.
all the states and territories. Mr. McComas w111
forward one box Of MEDIOAL LAKE SALTS to any ad·
818 Sixth street, Racine, Wis.
dress on receipt ot F!!ty cents-enough to cure any
Write or call for pamphlet and all informa- ordinary case above named, except, perhaps, Rheumatism, and will warrant cures on reasonable
tion to the inventor,
terms. MEDIOAL LAKE SALTS contains no Ingredient not obtained by evaporating the waters .or
DAYID J. COTTER, M.E.,
Medical Lake, Spokane Co., w. T. Agents wanted.
E. S. MCCOMAS,
Udre88
312 Myrtle Ave., Brooldyn, N. Y.
~rnl6
Iowa Olt}', Iowa,
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A Reply to Mr. Bergh.*

To HENllY BERGH: Your strictures in the
Herald of March lOth upon the meeting of the
"Association for Ameliorating the Condition
The Bad 'Squire.
of Prisoners," held in Stein way Hall, are so inThe merry brown hares came leaping
consistent with that philanthropy you are supOver the crest of the b 111,
posed to possess for the street-vender's horse,
Where the clover and corn Jay sleeping
Under the moonllgllt still;
that I think it dese~vi)lg of a reply. You say
Leaping late and early,
the speakers were " eloquent on the wrongs of
Till under their bite and their tread
the poor criminals, and scarcely a word on the
The weeds and the wheat and..the barley
wrong of the poor public who are their vicLay cankered and trampled and dead;
tims." It is on wrongs we can be eloquent.
A poacher's widow sat sighing
Even Vanderbilt said, "The public be
On the side 'of the White-chalk bank,
damned !" You "believe every subject has
Where under the' gloomy fir-woods,
two sides to it," and ·volunteer to champion the
One spot In the bog throve rank.
public in a style that Guiteau might envy in
She watched a. long tuft or clover,
his palmiest days. You claim that "every man
Wh8re rabbit or hare never ran,
For Its black sour haulm covered over
and wo:man in this country can secure emThe blood or a murdered man.
ployment if they would." This statement is
She thought or the dal'k plantation,
made in face of the fact that tens of thousands
And the h&res and her husband's blood,
of men and women are seeking work and can
And the voice of her lritllgnatlon
not find it. Advertise for an employe, for any
Rose up to the throne or good.
occupation you please, and the street is bom"I am long past walling and whining,
barded with applicants. And if you travel for
I hav wept too much In my life;
work, you are pounced upon as a vagrant and
I've had twenty years or pining.
As an lil·•gllsh laborer's wife;
sent to prison. You so.y, "The demand for
laborers exceeds the supply, and the wages
A laborer In Ohrlstlan England,
paid enormous, compared with those of
Where they cant or a savior's name,
And yet waste men's lives like the vermin's,
Europe." We ask you to read the following
For a. rew more brace or game.
extract from the Herald, which explains to you
There's blood on your foreign shrubs, 'squire,
why criminals are so numerous:
There's blood on your pointer's feet;
"A party of thirty-six Italians will start toThere's blood on the game you sell, 'squire,
morrow to return to their nativ land by way of
And there's blood on the game you eat.
Belgium as steerag~ passengers on the steamer
You bav sold the laboring man, 'squire,
Rhynland. They came to this country a few
Body and soul to shame,
months ago, and were employed as laborers
To pay for your seat In the hottse, 'oqulre,
in building a railroad in Texas.· They say
And to pay for the feed of your game.
they are completely disgusted with their experience in the 'land of the free,' and are
You made him s poacher, yourself, •squire,
firmly resolved never to try their fortunes here
Wben you'd glv neither work nor meat,
again. They complain bitterly of their treatAnd your barley-fed hares robbed the garden
ment in the Lone Star state. They were
At our starving children's feet,
obliged to work knee deep in water at times,
When packed ·In one reeking chamber,
whereby many of them hav contracted rheuMan, maid, mother, l).nd little ones lay,
matism. Having secured their pay on the reWhile ralii pattered In on the bride-bed,
cent expiration of their contract, their first
And th~ wli.lls let' In t,be day.
move was to invest it in passage tickets for
home."
When we lay In burning rever
On the mud or the cold-clay tloor,
The wages in Europe enable the laborer to
T111 you parted us all for three months, 'squire,
liv
aBd appear hearty and robust, as their apAt the dreary workhouse door.
pearance denotes on landing, while the work
We quarreled like brutes, and who wonders?
and wages of the laborer in this country do not
What self-respect could WA keep?
Worse housed than your hacks and your po\ntere, allow the laborer to liv out half his days, and
Worse fed than your hogs and your sheep.
the half he does liv is a life of fear and suffering and poverty.
Our daughters with base: born babies
Hav wandered away !n'thelrshame;
I call your attention to a second e:Ktract
. Ir you:r mle;ea·liliaBiept;·aqtiTre;wn·erimfey·aro; trom-tlie":Ferara:--- -- ---:--· ----- -·
Your misses might do the same.
"While the ferryboat Westfield was off RobOan your lady patch hearts that are breaking,
bin's Reef lighthouse, last evening, on her si:K
W!Lh handfuls or coal and rice,
o'clock trip from this. city, a carpenter named
Or hy dealing out tlanneland sheeting
Heinrich Schaedler, of No. 130 Mulberry st.,
A little below cost price?
jumped overboard. The ferryboat was stopped
and backed to where he was BW~!Jl.ming. A
You may tire of the jail and the workhouse,
line was thrown out, but Schaedler put his
And take to allotments and schools,
head under the water and tried to drown himBut you've run up a debt that will never
Be paid us by penny-club rules.
self. A lifeboat was lowered, and the wouldbe suicide was taken from the water. He said
In the season or shame and sadness,
his wife and children were without food, and
In the dark and dreary day,
lis he had no work he wanted to die. He was
When ocrofula, gout, and madness
taken to police headquarters at Stapleton.
Are· eating your race away;
"A Herald reporter called at No. 130 MulWben to kennels and llverled valets
berry street last night, and on the second floor
You hav cast your daughter's bread,
found Schaedler's wife and three little chilAnd worn out With liquor and harlots,
dren. The place bore every indication of the
Your heir at your feet Ilea dead;
extreme poverty of the inmates, but was
When your youngest, the meally-mouthed rector, SGrupulously clean. .Mrs. Schaedler said that
lier husband had been out of work for two
Lets your ooul rot asleep to the grave,
months, having injured one of his hands so
Wlll you tlnd In your god the protector
that
he could not do anything at his trade. He
Ol the freemim you fancied your slave?"
had, she said, become despondent, and after
She looked at the tuft or clover,
the death of one of their children recently beAlid wept till her heart grew light,
gan to act like one insane.
And at last when her passion was over,
" There is but little doubt that the poor man
Went wandering Into the night.
was driven out of his mind by his inability to
g'et bread for his wife and little ones."
But the merry brown hares came leaping
Over the upland still,
I ask you how far these facts go toward
Where the clover and corn lay sleeping
bearing out your statement that "every ·man
On tile elde of the White-chalk hill.
and woman in this country can secure emLta<enworth, Kan.
H. H. HUTCHESON.
ployment for support."
Denham, in describing poverty, says:
"Such madness, as for fear of death to die,
The Sine;er's Rewar<l.
Is to be poor for fear of poverty."
Oh, once there dwelt a singer In a valley tar away,
Who In the fields with loving art awoke his lute and
This language of Denham, strong as it is,
lay.
simply expresses the truth, for thousands comNow though his song, nor loud nor long, was mit suicide annually from· this very fear.
strangely swAet to hear,
You say, "The multiplicity of criminals is
One day he said, while on llis cheek there gleamed
the laxity of the laws." This completely stula silent tear:
tifies the fable of the sun and the wind in their
" My note Ia low, my strain Is weak, my singing all
contest to compel the traveler to ta);:e off his
ln vain;
coat. Like excites like; business begets busiThe little guerdon I desire I cannot hope to gain.
I do not care for lofty fame, for wealth I do not long- ness; and all experience proves that the more
1 only wish my fellow-men to love me for my song!" murderers you hang the more murders are
committed. The more criminals you send to
The kindly zephyrs caught his Jays and bore them
prison the more there are to be sent. You
far and wide,
"Such songs were never sung before I" the people seem to be disgusted with politics, and
rose and cried.
think "the criminals elect the officials of govThe great king even listened In his palace by the
*This reply to Mr. Bergh was refused by the Herald
AOO,
And said, "Some day we'll send tor him, and on account or "disrespect exPressed toward the
deity." The same reason was assigned by the editor
honored he shall be,"
the Irish World, and, we believe, by John 1/wint.on's
Alas I no herald ever came, the ancient legend saith; or
But when he put his lute away and laid him down Paper The dally Truth agreed to publish It, but
after
keeping the manuscript two week• returned It
In death,
to the writer. Mr. Davenport was obliged to fall
The people made a great ado, and reared a column back on THE TRUTH SEEKER, tbe only paper In N"W
high,
York not afraid or the deity or his antagonist, nor the
In honor or the singer they had lett In want to die. men whom they divide between them. This will ac-8amu.l Minturn Peck, in the Hrrm.e Journal.
count for Ita late appearance.-El>. T. S,
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ernment." In this we can almost agree with Again you take issue with the superintendent
you, judging by our servants at Washington.
of the Elmira Prison, for saying the striped
Your slur at foreigners is in had taste for one garb of the prisoner tends to degrade him. Is
whose "country has but a century's national- this not true in all instances? Would you not
ity," and owes its material prosperity to the feel your father was degraded !if you saw him
labor of foreigners. If we mistake not, the· in the uniform of a footman ? You speak of
largest contributor to the society for protecting "maudlin sympathy" for our brother mandumb animals is a foreigner.
the prisoner. Please inform us what kind of
The rum monopoly you speak of as a mon- sympathy you call that which sheds tears at
opoly, and so detrimental politically, could be the sight of a sea-turtle on his back in an' exbest remedied by permitting free rum, the ten- press wagon, which he would be most of the
dericy of which would be to drive the business time in his natural element. Again you say,
out of the hands of the "respectable." Could "Human justice should be modeled on the
the East river flow with rum, we believe there divine." Presuming our early teachings to be
would be no demand for rum; the coming correct on divine justice, you would make this
generations would learn to shun it as the earth a hot-bed. You "want more prayer."
upas-tree. The glorious example you speak of We don't see how you could hav more than in
in "sometimes arresting a respectable rum the case of Garfield, and less come out· of it.
seller," reminds us of the l!ociety for the pro- We hav known rain come when prayed for,
tection of dumb animals, who arrest the poor but that was when the.wind was right. You
street vender, who is compelled to pay a license claim the deity has the "sovereignty on
fee for the privilege of earning a living, while earth." If so, it is not much to his credit in
the rich owner of the_ Fourth avenue surface view of all the misery and suffering on earth.
horse railroad, whose horses do riot average Yet we are not surprised, if he permitted his
the age of three years; after leaving their na- only son to be killed instead of the devil, who
tiv plains, goes untouched, neither is he com- seemed to hav originated all the mischief.
pelled to pay license to drive four in hand And now, Mr. Bergh, remember the same
through the streets, for the fun of the thing. force of circumstances that gave you your
One word more in regard to what you term position, gave the bullet-headed, bull-necked,
"foreigners."
To whom does the North low-browed their position.
American continent o~e its existence but to
New Yorlc.
·
G~o. M. DAVENPORT.
foreigner11? They wrested the country from
the nativs two hundred years ago. From EngAgents for The Truth Seeker.
land one hundred years later. And in the
JAMEs AsHMAN, Salt Lake City, Utah.
civil war against the Southern states, who stood JosEPH L. ANDREW, Liberal, Mo.
at the front? Indeed, does any sane person A. ATWoon, Eaton.Rapids, Mich.
believe the so-called Union would hav b~en J. F. BuRR, 449 Main street, Hartford, Ct.
sustained but for the imported substitute? A. BERENz. 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco, Cal.
You inquire, "Hav you ever thought of the
Cmus. BRoWN, Burlington, Kan.
possibility, nay, probability, of_ the dangerous 0l!AB. S. CoBURN, 123 Essex st., Lawrence,
classes utilizing their power for their exclusiv
Mass.interest?" Well, this is cool. Whose interest W. B. CooKE, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto, Can.
,
. .
should they use their power for but for them- A. ERWIN, Lebanon, Oregon.
selva? For whom does the capitalist utilize his rHo's FoREMAN, 1414 Chicago st., Omaha, Neb
B. F. HYLANn, Corvallis, Oregon.
power? Please tell us how long since water E. KEITB:, Animas City, Col.
ceased to run down hill, or trees grow upward. D. F. KEELER, Park City, Utah.
We rejoice you are exercised in your mind upon GEoRGE LoNGFORD, 25 Otter st., Phila., Pa.
this subject; and, in view of the fact, the poor, H. CLAY LusE, Waynesburg, Pa,
which we are told we must always hav with us, J. 8. MANsFrii:Ln, Tucson, Arizona.
out-number the rich ten to one. It would JosEPH MABs:ii, Northampt'On, ru::ass.
8. D. MooRE, Adrian, Mic)i. Bo"J. 465.
seem natural for natural causes to take effect FEBDINAND PF:E:i:sTER, Nash'ljlle; Tenn.
sometime. "You demand some power to pre- w. F. RmouLD, Salt Lake'City; Utah.
vent certain persons from taking their seat in 0. S. RowLEY, Jackson, Mich.
Congress when elected." We thought you had Dr. J. H. Rttonli:s, 5051-2 No. 8th st.,Phila., Pa.
STEVEN's, 222 Bea;:~i'.nv.e.,_Alleghen;r
tbat power, and used J;he power effectivly in A. M.
City, Pa.
.
..
.
case of Tilden versus Hayes.
Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENXER, Snowville, Va.
And now you turn your thoughts to Utah, M. V. THOMAS, 344 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
and say, "She should hav no representation in S. B. WRIGHT, 385 Larimer st., Denver, Col.
Congress." And pray, why not? She believes CHARLES WATTS & Co., London, England.
WooLF, 620 No. 5th st., St. Louis, Mo.
in revelation; driven by_per.seeution to the D.
D:a. J.L. YoRK, San Jose, Cal.
wilderness which she has made to--blossom
The American and New York News Comlike the rose, she has become numerous in
spite of you. Pray tell us what you can do panies will furnish the paper to news dealwith the man when you could not crush the ers upon application.
bantling. Again you turn your lamentations
toward Long Island, whose people you term,
"bullet-headed, bull-necked, low-browed
wretches." In this choice malediction you
include the masses generally.
Would it not be well to re-import the missionaries we hav sent to carry the "old version " to the heathen, and hav them take a
twenty-cent copy of the new version to that
lone isle?
Mr. Heywood, of Princeton,
Mass., and D. M. Bennett, of New York, were
sent to prison for endeavoring to remedy the
defects of the "bullet-headed, bull-necked,
and low-browed." Did you lift your voice in
their behalf? Again you are objecting to so
many men and women sympathizing with
those in prison. Will you tell us whom we
shall sympathize with, unless it's the distressed? And she.ll we sebk for the sheep out
of the fold, or confine our attention to those
who need no repentance? Please turn your
eye to an old version of the New Testam.Jnt,
Matt. xii, 7; xxiii, 5, 24; xxv, 39, 40: Mark ii,
16, 17; Luke vi, 36, 37. Indeed, you might
read this entire chapter with profit. Now will
you please turn to John v, 15; viii, 3-11. Do
11ot confine your theology to 1 Cor .. x, 24.
Will you read this extract from the Herald?
"A middle-aged man, clad simply in a
tattered coat and a torn pair of pantaloons,
stepped up to the sergeant's desk at the Oak
street station last night, and, after asking for
a night's shelter, reeled and fell to the floor
dead.
He was evidently an unfortunate
tramp, who had not partaken of food for some
days. His death is attributed to starvation
and exposure.··
You tell us too much clemency is shown
to the criminal, which is in direct contradiction to the divine rule that "to err is human; to forgiv, divine," or the jurist law, that
"ten guilty men better go free than one
innocent one to suffer."
Again you say, "The criminals think no
treatment too good for them." This is natural,
and speaks well for their intelligence. There
should be no abuse beyond confinement from
society, who really make him what he is.

.·,.,.

ORTHODJOXY.
A Lecture by

CoL Robert G. In;rersoll
"The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not know."
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
the United States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should eend for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

RICHARD'S CROWN
HOW HE WON AND WORE IT.

This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling portrayal of Society Life as it
now exists.
The third edition of this remarkable book
has just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
D. Weaver. It is a story of thrilling interest,
thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating,
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "Richard's Crown " is to the cause agitating the
masses of the people of to-day.
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
paper. Beautifully illustrated with eleven
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title
in gilt, embossed on the back and side ·of the
book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this office. _

Man- WhenoP and Whither?
ByR. B. Westbrook, D.D.,LL.B.,

Author of "The Bible.-Whence and What?'
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
For sale at this office.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.
Oomprlslng dlacouraes of advanced thonght bJ

O.B. FBOTHINQHAM and FELIX ADLB:a;
nro ot Amertca'l oler.relt tlliWSen.

l
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THE EUREKA

God and the State.

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

t}lopular

.J~:welru

9tort.

llY

(Established in 1857.)

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Specla.I Red uctlons on Fine Goods: 1 Pair Diamond
Eardrope, 4 Karats, $335, worth $500. 1 Pair do., 2 34
-1-16 k. $245, worth $350. 1 Pair do., 1 3·4-l-8-1-all k.
$145, worth $200. Smaller Diamonds In Rings, PinS,
Studds, and Earrings proportionately reduced. An
Eleg..nt Minute Repeater-striking hours. quartsrs,
and minute£!, In extra heavy 18 k case. $290, Broadway price $400. An extra f.ne 18 k. "Lightning 1-4
·second Timer" In best 18 k. case, $165. cheap ~t $225.
One do., "Split Seconfl.," late.>t Improved "Double
Timer," Sl90, worth $275. A beautiful Presentation
Watch, fiO:est case made in America, large Dl ..moJ>.d
in oentsr, best "Brequet Ht<lr-Sprlog," Adjusted
Amerl<;an Mvt., $160, worth $250 Lo.-ty's Watch to
. match, equally low ($100). &>nts 14 k. solid Gol1,
11 Jeweled, AmArlcan Stem Winding Watches, $50;
L'KIIes, rlo., $32.50: do., fancy eng,raved $35. In 10 k.
Oases, $24. Full (15) Jeweled Mvts., "AdJusted," $10
extra. 3 Ounce Sliver Cased Elgin Watches $9. 4
Ounce Sliver <lo.'led, Stem Wind, 11 Jt>Wels, quick
train, $16.50. Rame Case, Full (15) Jeweled, Pat.
Regulator, $22.60; Same oaae, 15 Jewels, "Adjusted,"
$25. Finer Sliver Watches pro portlonately low.
Goods <!e8crlbed In aB~ Ot<talog In the world duplicated at same prices or lus, sent to any part of the
world and caJh rifunded if not entirely sati!factory.
Gorham Solid Silver Spoons, nicely engraved, S1,75
per ounce. Best Triple plated Tea Spoon8, $!for 6.
Table Spoons, $4. Knives and forks, $3.50 per doz..n.
Best Steel Spectacles madP, $1. Genuln Pabbles, $2.
Bold by all OPticians for double. It you need a
Watch, Obaln, Ring, Pin, or any goods In my line,
send me a trial order and I will posltlvly please you.
Refer to Rochelle National B•nk.

OTTO WETTSTEIN.

MAGNETIC CLOTHING

Founder ot Nlblllsm and Apostle of Anarchy.
WITH A PBEFACE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUCKEB,
(Ed~tor

CURES EVERY FoRM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.

~2

ot Liberty.)

pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Addre88,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Ollnton Place. New York.

·THI:. SABBATH,

THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

BY .M. FA1U~Uil:ITON.
A thorough examination and rututatlun or ~be claims o

Babbatarhms who lll'e r,rylng to

tou~t.

upon tue couutry

their holy II>.) by unconsthutloDilllugal etu•ctmuut.s. The

a:.uthor slloWb b i au a.ppet~.l not only w tll6 ttlt:ts tlB they
exist ln th6 n..~.ture 01 things, but by referuuce to the

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Sent to any addre88
GUARANTEED.
letter or in
for

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE

lllble, the wrmngs or dlat.IUgulsnea ntsturl>.llll and tbe-

upon reoetpt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR
Pamphlets and a.ll Information by
person free of charge. Bend
Illustrated Pamphlet.

Address a.ll oomm unlcatlons to

DR. L. TENNEY,
324: Race Street, cor. Ninth,
Cineinnati, Oh1o
Pr1ce, $lll.

~~~~Y~f ~~~:m~et::a~ ::;~~t!~e~t.u~l~~~c:o~.y

tho

CHRONIC D18EASESil
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Dls
6a.H68 or M.tnl, tl.le Dlti68.!:;6H or Woinen. w .u1 the VH.rl
ous causes, pllysloolanuwctal, leaulug to tile ware
plainly trbat.tod by Llll<t ,!>llilllbSt or I:Nuks, PLAU
.liO.ME '£ALK, EMBltACtNG MEDICAL t;OMMVII

8ENSE-lltnuly l,OUO lJH.gt:s, ~00 1Jlul::lLl'H.L10U8, IJ.)' D' ,
E. B. FOo·rE, ur 120 L~xtiJgLUu u.v~., Nt1w York. o.:
whuw a.H 1t1LLel'tllrurn Lhtd blCk ql.iuulll IJ'd a.uuret~l.h..
ln Ito lt!Bue rur Jan. I9, .1676, Mr. Jl~uuett's 'l'»u1h

SEEKEB<hus speaks or Dr. FOO'l'K auu Ills moul • .._
publlcatiOlll!: "We know lllm (Dr. Fuutel p~roua.• t

and hnlmH.LtdiY, a.ud We tsu.y W llll aU LU'd libi::;Ul'lUU... e

TESTIMONIALS:

tilat kuowleliKe tmpa.rts tuat ile Is a m11.u ur thb
Read the folloWing testimonials, and be convinced our claims are correct In everv particular highest lucemlvs aull mutlvs, Wlluoe l!le ilWl been
Spt!DL
In !lll!Cructlug lllld lmpruvlllg illb r~ltuw-belugs
and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDICIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE
by giving such lulurnuuwu ""' I• Wt>ll caloulated LQ
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:
eulible
til em to be mur<l h~uttily, lltUl'o uuppy, and
llY lliCHAliD ll. 'WESTllllOOK, D. D., LL.ll,
to be better uud more useruJ llleu aut! IWW~ll. Hla
Si~
medloa.l
works P06sess tile iliguest value, aud ilav
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concernbeen Introduced aut! thoruugilly t·euu ln ilunureda
ing the literature contained in the Old and
Of tboue:saulis O! bc.ll11Jlt~ti, \\laO LU~Uu,y t::Hll.llllleu.uy LO
New Testaments. 12mo. 282 pages. Price, $1.
bear wllllnr; tesl!muuy to tile groat o~ueUt tiley ltav
,
OINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1832.
·
SHULLSBUllG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
Addreso
THE T'fWTJ:i S.EEKllh..
Dll. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly lnDB. L. TEl'll'IEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of llerlvell flum the !'h)'sluloglew, ltyglel!lc, auu ruural
ss Clinton Plaee. N v debted
to you !or the benefit I hav reoe!Ted from your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks 1 lessons Which he l.uid ~u ui.Hy lllllJUlUJLl •.,
Purcbat<er~ uf !•LAIN liOM!J; 'l'ALK are &t Uberty
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart Md
D~ M..
pllances, I can say without hosltatlon to thoee af- Side, which bad been a source of misery to me for to t;ONI>UL'£ l'l'S AU'l'liUlt, lu P~r.uu or by ruu!l
!1.1cted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies FHEE. .Price ut l!le IJew PopuJut· Eull!ou, I.Jy mall
veious. Two weeks ago I WIU! stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon u.s I put on the p01<tage prepalll, only $1.60. U.,nt<>lll8 table free
A TRUTH SEEKER
slain my rlght,arm and could not lise It at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With un· AG!l:N'£11! WAN'l'ED.
M.Ultltll HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
after wea.rlng a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
!or one week, oa.n use It quite as well as ever. 1 hav
Yours respectfully
129 E!ist ~Stll street, New llurk.
~Jso been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Com:H A. BROWN
plaint for a number of years, !rom which I bav I!IUf·
·
'
!ered lnten.eely, and, a.lthough doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following teslllmony from a lady
$1.
time, never !ound but temporary relief. Since put- Who had been under drug treatment for eight years
BY MAIL FOST-PAID
tlng on your apPI1&11ces I bav experienced great with nervous proetratloa and female weakne88:
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OBJ!OBl!l, o., Dec. :16, 1882.
past two weeks, w111 soon be well. 1 would, thereDB. L. TEl'll'IEY: Your letter just received; also
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
!ore, recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly,
appl!anees as the only means Of efl'ectlng FELT BETTEB FBOlll THE FIBBT HOUB I HAD THEil!
With a steel plate enarsnng ot the author 1n Vol. I. aMagnetic
sure cure.
Yours resneottully,
ON. Am not joking, and It I Improve as rapidly as
and esoh volmne iUilBtTated ·With forty-seven cuts.
WM. H. CLEMMER,
1 haY slnce T'.leaday, wm soon be wen. WUI report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon:
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
BY D. ID(BENNGTT.
~member that the same appUances which w111
Late editor of TB• TltUTil SDIDill, author of " A Trow
This
lady
reports
herself
entirely
cured
In less
etrect a cure In a case of Paro.!ysls w!ll at the same
lleell:er In Europe," "Gods. and Rell.glons of Ancient
·ume eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
and Modern Times;" "TheWorld's Sages,T&1nka.ltbougb
In
bed,
unable
to
get
out,
when
applied,
patient. We do not, like the 0111 School Physician,
en, and Reformen," "Cbsmp!Oilll of
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the she neverthele88 was able to ride twentY miles In
the Church," etc., etc.
pe.ttent almost to death, he may possibly strike two daYI!I after the application. The lady's name
.Handsomely bonnd In red cloth, $6.150; something (If be Is very skllful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this omce, by anyIn leather. red edg-es, $9.150; In
one desiring to communicate with ber.
tor the time being.
morocco, gih edges. $10.50.
'F~YhllnatArl Vtt.• lffT. No~oorouoa..u.\.1 rlii'D.h...c~.J Dcli.UJ.o.r,
Ladles,
read
the
following
testtmony
from
a
la.<lY
who
nl>llDeen sum.nng Ior •wo years wtm o.n uvar· Premature
Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and the
Readen of TaB TsUTR Suus know the clrcumsta,.oes tan Tnuto>·, and who had been told that nothing but the
knife would save her life, and the chances untold miseries resulting !rom lndlllcretluns or exunder which this work waa written. The Jast words were
as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is P erieotly well, and has not taken a dose ol
penned by the great author were for the fourth volume medloln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your phys!olan tells you he can do notbinog ce886s, A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescri[Jtluus lor all acute
WhiCh WllB nearly completed at his death, &nd Which
tor you; It w111 pay you.
and chronic diseases, eo.cb one of which Ia lnvalua.
now contain an 80tl0Unt of his world-lamented death and
SHULLBB't'BG, WIS., :November 19, 1882,
ble. So found by the author, whose experleuce !or
buriaL M~. Bennett was a very pat'ent and faithful
DR. L. TENNEY, JJear 8ir: About two years ago my health began to faU me; I became hervous, lost all de- 28 years Is such as probably never be tore tell to the
chronicler of the bablta and customs or tl<e dlllerent peo- sire for food, and, In fact, began to !&II rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several pbyslclane lot of any physlc!&n. 800 pages, bound In beau tltUI
ples of the many places be VIsited. 'l'ne every-day or St. Louis, atwblchplacej I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I bad an Ovartan 'I nrnot, ~'rench muslin, embossed covers, full K!it, guaran
life of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who baa and that the ouly thing tbatwouldsave my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly teed to be a 11uer work In every sense-meohanloal,
VIsited them ana beheld them With his own eyes. Par- worse, and had about made up my mltltlcto take the ouly course that seemed left to me, and submit to an llteru.ry, aud professlonal-tilau any oilier work sold ,
when my attention was calle~ehro lbe lilnreJta.·llfa.gn,.. t.ic Appi •a. aces. As a drowning man In this country for $2.50, or the ntoney will be reticular attention Is paid to the progreBB· of Free thought In operation,
w111 catch at a straw, so did I catch at lirls faint' hope of'.acure. Four month& ago I pur~haRed a suit.,or funded in every lnstauce. Price ouly $1.00, by ma.ll
the varlons~nntrles be VIsited, and the morality of so. your
appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tupostpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 eta. Send now,
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality 01 mor, wnlch had extended entirely &or088 my abdomen, began to
Gold medal awarded the author by tlieNalluna.l MedChristian conntries, much to the detriment of the latter decrease, my pains became le88 from day to day, until now I am
Ical
Association, to the oOlcers o! Which be refers
The work !sa
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appll.
Tbls book should be re&d by tile young !ur Instrucances I hav not taken a single dose of med!cln. My bowels, which
tion, and by the aOllcted for re11e!. 11 w111 bt net! t
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
an.-London Lancet.
This work and ''A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" Gheeriully recommend them to anyone sullerlng as I bav, believing
'£here Is no member of society to whom this book
should be In every Liberal's library Besides Its lntalnslc that they Wlll do a.ll and more than you claim tor them. I remain,
W111 not be useful, Whether yoUth, parent, guardian,
Gratefully yours,
MBS. MAllY J, STEWART.
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
he world bas known-of one who ranks with Voltaire
Addre88 the Peabody Medlca11neUtute, or Dr. W.
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
H. Parker, No 4 Bulflncbst., lloston, Mass., who may
and Paine in the force and clearness or his writings.
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
be consulted on all diseases requiring skU! and exAddress :ZHl!J :ZRU1H Sl!Jl!JKl!JR.
market, they lmpiU't no shocks and leaves no sores.
perience. Cbronlc &nd obstinate diB<Jilolles bav b&f·
33 Clinton Place.
fled the skl!l of all other 1Jhyso11W8
New York city.
specialty. Such treated suootlS.IIful!y
!~;,
ri:iaout an Instance Of faUure.

The BIBLE-WHENOE a1d WHA.T?

I

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of
Years
One Week.
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.

BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

.Around tho Worl~.

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY

.Jl.

•

KNOW THYSELF•
AG1tat Med1carWur~ on Manhoool

will

Freethinker's History of the World.

h'-AL

Ingersoll's 'Works.

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25

lnc!ndtnar, ·• Liberty. for Man, Woman, and Child;'
''The Declaration of Independence,' "About Farming
in llUnots;"" The Great Bcmquet:' .. The Rev. Alexan·

:~~ !?~~i;~~tebro ~'t:';n ~~~~g~~~~~,!o!e Like a Dre..m,"

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge deremiah S. Black,
and Proi George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.
·

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

TH YSI:LF

PRICE LIST.

aU PTU RES CUR EDby

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
.•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4:.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50.
Sleeping_ Caps,
•
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Suverflne Insoles, •
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

mJllledlcal Compound and ImforoTed

IJ';BJ!~.~'R:.fl~~f:~r..~::!~"JT":~~:~d
1t&mp for

clrcnla~,

and

!"II ;, tollat papor

IIOV"""mll...,,.....,..,... Addreu Gl»l
:W• .L CJollll&l,llal\k.uli,IIDIM Gt. lr.Y,

DR. P..tiLLO WS
Ia a regularly e<l ucated and legally qunllfled [Jbyelcl~<n, and
the nwst successful,
88 his [Jractlce w111
pr0ve. He hus tor
twenty years treated
excluslvly all dlsoWJes
of tile l:lexual Or·
gans, In wiliCh he
BUilldB pre-emluent.
SPERMATOHHH<EA
Bltd l M 1' 0 '1' E :N C Y
as the result of self·
abuse In youth and
1-ex ual excesse81n ma.-

Any of the above garments sent to any address Upon receipt of price, and we wtl! return the mone v
If they are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what. would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we w111 advise you Who.t would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are otrered at Jess than one-third of what others are selllng worthless appliances tor, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetlcqua.llty Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever otrered the
public, and w111 outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
hav raised flve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, whUe not a single appliance
urer years, causing
In the market w111 attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthle88 appl1ances having
so-oa.Iled magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable Of retaining magnetism for a
u I g h t eml881ons by
moment. All Of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and w!ll outlast any
t.treams, loss of sexual
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon 1aimtijic
vower,rendering mar~
prinClpla, and not haphazard as In a.ll the others. We otrer you therefore
rlage tmvroper and uuhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an ourslde application In sixty days.
Con~tructed.
NO STOMACH :r.IEDIC!N USED. It Is oue of Dr.
And challenge comparison with any of the eo-called magnetic garments now otrered under that bead. At Fellows• valuable diBcoverles, which Is entirely unknown
to the med!r·al profession. Send three 2·cent
the same time the application of labor·so.vlng machinery In our mo.nufo.cture enables us to otrer them
stamps for bls "Private Counselor," giving lull Inabout
formation. Addre~s Dr. R. P. Fe!lows, Vineland, N.
J.,and say where you saw this a.<lvertlsment.
So that we Ca.nsay with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trine higher
Fr&m tht. Ironcl4d Age.
tll8Jl ordinary clothing.
R .. m. mb.,r that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and 1!
"Dr. Fellows Ia an ourepoken Infldel, therefore no
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will cheat or bumbug. The ·Freethinkers of the land
refund your money.
should glv the doctor their patronage."
tys
1

What Must We Do to be

Saved~

Pa·

per, 25 cents.

Marriage and Divoroe.
:By R. D. Westbrook, D :0, LL.:B,
Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?"
CONTENTS:

The True Ideal of Marriage.
Free Love.
The History of Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion.
Rational Ded uctlons from Established Principles
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better tll8Jl Cu' e,
Price, 00 cents. Neatl)' bound In cloth. For sal
at this omce.

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests are made
order, and a fit guaranteed.

t~

AGBNTS WANTED IN lilVBBY TOWJI Dt TBB UlliTBD BTATBB. LIBBBAL OOIIIII88I01'18 ALLOWBll
.ld41'. . !Dr llU1her 1ntonDa$l(lll,
DB. L. TEl'll'IEY,

a.oe

~~treot.

oor,

m

s~

OlD.clii.DatS.O.

THE SUNDAY LAWS,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
Pr1ce, 10 cents.

For 811le at this oll!CQ.

~HE

LBT justice and right be the standard by which
you govern your actions, a.nd never forget that the
grandest thing a man can perform Is to do what Is
rlgh t under all clrcum•tances. The greatest virtue
which men and women can a.ttain to Is to do their
full duty to their fellow-beings, and to do naught
that will cause pain or sorrow to visit a fellow-mortal. That Is the highest duty we are called to fulfil.
-D. M. Bennett.

ri

TROTH SEEi{J'i1R, MAY 31. 1884.

Please cut this petition out, attach it to a blank sheet of paper, sign your
name and address to it, get all your friends and neighbors to do the same, and.
then send it to this office.

A PETITION FOR bTATE SECULARIZATION.
To the Honorable Senators and Members of the House of Represe11,tatives
United States Congress :
·
·

of

the

A republican form of government being- based on liberty, equality, and fraMEN must llv together and work fo~ common objects, even In priest-ridden countries; a.nJ. thoae con- ternity, a~ bo~h means and end, involves the separation of Church and State,·
ditions which, In the course of ages, hav be.en able whose union IS the worst form of class-legislation and the most infallible sign of
to create the moral sense, cannot fall, In some deA house divided against itself cannot stand. The institutions
gree, to recall It to men's minds and gradually to arbit~ary power.
Impartial
reinforce it. Thus It comes about that a great and of this Commonwealth should be made homogeneous throughout.
Increasing portion of life breaks free from priestly protection of all citizens in their equal rights and liberties, by encouraging the
inlluences and Is governed upon right and rational
free movement of mind, promotes the·establishment of truth in whatever direcgrounds. The goodness of men shows Itself In time
Any infringement by government of this absolute equality of its citizens
more powerful than the wickedness of some of their tion.
religions.- Clifford'• Ethics of Religion.
is the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed against that natural
IT Is a good thing for a nation to hav rich mountains-mountains In which mineral treasureP abeund;
to hav broad plains, on which the golden crops of
grain ripen, and rivers on which proud navies go
rorth to the ocean; it Is a good thing to hav all these
things which add to a nation's material wealth; and
It Is a good thing also to hav halls of learning and
galleries of art, for by these the mind Is strengthened
and refined. But It Is a better thing than all this for
a nation to hav virtue, and men who protect Its virtue, for without that all these other things are but
corroding substances that bring on more speedily
and surely the progress of natural decay.-Fe!ix Adler
in Radical Pulpit.
·
' THE great end of life Is not to earn food and clothIng, though this Is to most one of its first and most
pressing necessities. If this were all of life It would
not be worth liVIng. And so the true end of education Is not simply to enable the man or the woman to
earn food and clothing. It Is to develop the thinkIng faculties, and so to raise the IndiVIdual to higher
possibilities of enjoyment and of lnlluence. These
possibilities are quite Independent of the dally employment. The man or the woman who has learned
to think, who has acquired the capacity to enjoy a
good book, to pursue a useful Investigation, to hold
Intercourse :with people of Intelligence and thoughtfulness, to reason soundly and clearly on solid, ~1,
and religious vroblems, which a1·e constantly pre:=senting themselvs for solution, has reached a higher
and happier level of humanity than the less fortunate neighbor. And there Is no necessity for such to
change their spheres of life. With the advantages of
modern labor-saving appliances and the exemption
they btlng from the necessity for exhausting, unceasing toll, there Is no reason why the farmer and
the mechanic should not be the peers In general lntolllt;ence of the lawyer, the doctor, or the minister.
Such au ambition Is worthy of being cherished. by
every youth In this land of schools.- Toronto Globe.
Ho\v we drlftllliewlilte san acrl)!!nn·a·wm!iocean;·
now bright on the wave, now darkling In the trough
of the sea. But from what port did. we sal!? Who
knows ? Or to what port are we bound ? Who
knows ? I at least will shun the weakness of philosophizing beyond my depth. What Is the use of pretending to powers we hav not? What Is the use of
pretending to assurances we hav not respecting the
other life? If there Is a wish for Immortality and
·no evidence, why not say just that ? If there are
conftlctlng evidences, why not state them ? If there
Is not ground for a candid thinker to make up his
mind, yea or nay, why not suspend our judgment?
I weary of these dogmatizers. I neither affirm nor
deny. I stand here to try the case.-Emerson.

"justice" which, as the Constitution declares, this government was founded to
"establish."
And yet, though the first amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Church and
State, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, and so proscribes
other religions and forms of belief and unbelief, w bile. taxing these also for the
support of that special religion.
·
The ways in which this old.alliance between 'Church and State still survives
among us are:
1. Recognition of God and Christianity in State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property from taxation.
3. Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
Bible.
·
6. Religious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office.
7. Chaplaincies in the Legislature, the Army, and the Navy.
8. Fast and Thanksgiving .Proclamations, which contain theological ideas
that may or may not be acceptable to the citizen.
The necessity for this separation of Church and State is more ·apparent now
than ever before, because of thA still greater diversity of religious beliefs, the
many forms of diseent from the religion which receives State patronage, and the
growing signs o£ sectarian strife and ambition in the arena of politics.. And
emphasis needs to be given to the fact that the union of Church and State is
a g1 eat hindrance to the employment of right melhods in dealing with many questions
of reform now demanding attention. And most essential is it at all times, and
especially in the present, in order to secure for the law its due respect and
observance, that the people's representatives should exhibit the strictest :fidelity
to their trusts by following the law in its letter and spirit.
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that immediate action be taken by the
law-making power to b:dng into harmony the theory and practice of our government in making the following principle a part of the' fundamental law of the
lana ·b-y·-anrendmen:ttotme-un1tea··states ConstitutiOn:
·

The total separation of Church and State, by prohibiting Congress or
any State, County, Municipality, or Township from enacting any law that
favors religion in any of the eight ways specified, or in any other way, or
·
prohibits the free exercise thereof.

THE TRUTH· SEEKER ANNUAL
/

-AND-

THE only one of the New Testament writings which
contains a clear affirmation of Its own Inspiration Is
the one which, In all ages, has been regarded as of
tbe most doubtful authenticity, viz., t:ne Apocalypse.
It was rejected by many of the earliest Christian auM. 2d4.)
tborlties. It Is rejected by many of the ablest critIcs of to-day. Luther, In the preface to his translaWITH EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS,
tion, Inserted a protest against the Inspiration of the
Apocalypse, which protest he solemnly charged everyone to prefix who chose to publish his translaCONTENTS:
tion. In this protest one of his chief grounds for the
rejection Is the suspicious fact that this writer alone
blazons forth his own Inspiration.- Greg's Creed of Introductory. By the Editor.
This World. By George Chainey.
Cltrntendom.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Agnosticism and I:rllmortality. By E. M. Macdonald.
WE do not believe that we are totally depraved, we Calendar for 1884.
do not believe the human race Is lost, we do not be- ,The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
1;ork, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib- beral Charities.
lieve In sin, we do not count ourselvs to be "mlserNoted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
--..:;able alnnel:s." We believe In the power of thought,
'Ten
Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
Date of Birth and Death.)
In reasoD, In conscle~C<', In the strength ot our heart
The Population of Our States and Territories.
New
York
State
Freethinkers'
Association.
By
to subdue the world. We believe thatmanlshlsown
The Jewish Jehovah. (illustration.)
H. L. Green.
providence, his own deliverer, his own regenerator.
we do not look for a supernatural redemption. To The National Liberal League. By T. C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
Devil. (illustration.)
land.
us the story of the birth of Christ Is legendary, It Is
a myth. • . . To us the Christian mythology Is The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada. Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
Philosophy.
By Charles Stevens.
like any other, rich and beautiful. It may be, but
The Sacred Booksof History.
mythology still, created by Imagination; a fantasy, Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
Jefferson's Religion.
not believed to be In the domain of history. -Froth- Foreign Freethought Societies.
Useful Measures.
The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
ingham's New Song of Chnistmas.
.
As to Time.
What is True Religion? By CharleH Watts.
ALWAYS suspect a man who a:trects great softness
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic:
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
of manner, an una:trected evenness of temper, and
Selections, etc., etc.
·
·
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
an enunciation studied, slow, and deliberate. These
things are unnatural, and bespeak a degree of mental dlsclplln into which he that has no purposes of
craft or design to answer cannot submit to drill him.
self. The most successful knaves are usually of this
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
description, as smooth as razors dipped In oil, and
as sharp. They a!Iect the innocence of the dovewhich they hav not, In order to hide the cunning of
the serpent, which they hav.-Colton's Lacon.

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884
<1!..1.

"BIG JACK SMALL."

THINK not so much of what thou hast not as of
what thou hast; but of the things which thou hast
select the best, and then rellect how eagerly they
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United
would hav been sought If thou hadst them not. At States. It contains
the same time, however, take care that thou dost
128 Octavo Pa;e!il,
nQt, through being so pleased wl'h them, accustom
thyself to overvalue them, so as to be disturbed if with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not
ever thou shouldst not hav them.-Antoninus.
for a day, but fo:r all time."
Now .ready. Price, post-paid, 29 cents.
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•• I WANT a ChaUcer," said a customer to a clerk in
a bookstore, looking over the list· of English poets.
"Fine cut or plug?" Inquired the young man, putting his hand In his pocket.

BEECHER says that the angels hold their noses
when they look down on a Wall-street man. A Wallstreet man waa never known to steal noses. They
ought to hang on to their pocketbooks.
JUDGE: "Your client had better make a compromise. Ask her what she will take." Counsel:
" My good woman, his honor asks what you will
take." Old woman : " Thanks to his honor ,I'll just
take a glass of warm ale."
"WHAT Is more awful to contemplate," said the
lecturer, glaring about him, "than the relentless
power of the maelstrom?" And· a hen-pecked
looking man In the rear of the building softly re-·
piled: "The femalestrom."
A CONNECTICUT paper raises the following difficult
question: "In waltzing with a young lady not over
seventee~ years, pretty, and one of the never-getdizzy sort, does the young man go around the lady,
or does the lady go around .the young man?"
"MOTHER, what was that you was sayln" about
the children of Adam su:trerln' for some body's sins,
last night?" "What I meant to say wa.a that because
of the ~In of Adam, the father of mankind, In eating
the forbidden fruit, his children all are punished."
"Well, then, accordln' to that, If my pap does something wrong I ought to be llcked·for It, eh ?" "That'll
do sir. Now hurry out after the coal."
A YOUNG man who believes In self-Improvement,
having recently married, suggeated to his wife that
they should argue some question !rankly and fully
every morning, In order to learn in ore of each other.
The first question happened to be, "Whether a woman could be expected to get along without a hat,"
and he took the affirmatlv, and when he was 'last
seen he had climbed up Into the hay-loft and ·was
pulling the ladder after him.
Two guests were seated att~o table In a hotel when
a dog came up to them In a friendly manner, and
sat down by the side of one of them. This led ·the
other· to ask, "Is that your poodle?" uNo," was
reply, "be belongs to the landlord, and a mighty
cunning dog he Is, too. Between us, he Is a· good
deal smarter than his master." "Yes,'• returned
the first speaker, "there are such animals, I know.
In fact, I once owned such a dog myself."

•

THE BONG OF THE TENANT.
With fingers weary and worn,
With knee-caps tender and red,
A tenant strove In his old store clothes
To hit the tack on the head.
Rat-tat-tatTill his head went round In a hum,
And then, with a growl, he .~t. him fiat,
Lament~g a mangled thumb.o·-~-LABT Sunday one of the pastors or' the little village
of Pownal was walking to church, when he saw &
man with his coat off, digging In his garden. The
good man beheld with grief and astonishment, ami,
coming up to the fence, began to recite In a solenm
VOI(Je: "Remember the Sabbath day to keep It holy.
Six days tholi.. shalt labor and do all tliy work-"
"See here," said the man In the garden, looking up,
•• be you ta.lkin' to me.'' •• Yes, my poOr man, I
a.m." ''Wa.l, you needn't worry a.boiit me, theJl. ~
ain't agoln! to do any work; I'm only dlggln' worms
to go a-llshln' with. "

'I

THE performance of the locomotlv whlst!Ei, we are
told, says the Rehoboth Herald, has been systematized on a Western railroad. ·seven whistles are
to Indicate "down brakes;" thirty-two whistles,
"up-brakes;" forty whistles and two snorts a "backup." The Instructions add: "In case of· doubt,
Whistle like the d-1 ;" at street CrOBBing5, ".Whistle
considerably." Again, "·Always whistle before
dlimer. Require the firemen to keep. the Whistle.
valve open during dinner. After dinner whistle
and squ.lrt water, then back up.. Then go ahead
with a whistle, a squirt, and a ring."
·
)IIORE heavy poker playing In late years !)as gone
on In Chamberlain's old club house than In any
other building In Washington city. Fortunes were
made and lost there. The place Is now owned by
the Young Men's Christian Association. Soon after
the change was made a well-known sporting man
dropped In one evening,· a trllle mellow by some
brandy a friend had given him to sample. The
new occupants were holding a praise meeting, and
a dozen of them were singing the old refrain:
" There ls always room for mnre,
Come In I come In I"
He though: he appreciated the situation, and
blandly replied: "No, gentlemen; play out the
·deal. I'll come In on the next hand."

{

THE MISGUIDED YOUTH.
A cowboy dropped Into church,
Intent on goodness purely;·.
He went away up to the front,
And took a seat demurely.
He felt a little out of place,
But thought hfl ought to try It,
And, watching what the others did,
Maintained a perfect quiet.
He didn't make a slngljj break,
Nor show the least dellectlon,
Until a little deacon came
To take the church collection.
The plate came to the eowboy first,
Of course with nothing on it.
He looked up at the deacon, then
Down on the plate a minute.
He couldn't tell th.e game at all,
And didn't dare to do)lbt it.
The more he tried to find It out,
The less he knew about.
At last he spoke right out In church:
" Now look 'e here, old Banty i
Don't try to blu:tr-I'll take tile chips;
Jist sin& ou ~ what's tha ante."
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museums on the Bowery. It is true that many nineteen, all the praying men being drowned,
of the dime museums are humbugs, but so are while the one who refused to pray was the
the Catholic churches and the . Catholic re- only one saved.
"ABE you not afraid of snakes?" a reporter
MADAM CoLOMBIER's "Samh Barnum" has
ME. BEA.DLA.UGH thinks that England's course ligion. This doesn't place· the churches and
in the East .must involve the annexation of the monkey shows in the same category asked Nala Damajante, the Hintloo snake- got its author into jail for three months.
throughout, but the Catholic Union likes that charmer with Forepaugh's circus. "Are you
FIVE of the six murderers hanged on atecent
Egypt. This he deplores.
sort of comparison, and it is a poor rule that not afraid the great anacondas may some time Friday in this country declared that rum had
THE Slavery Abolition Society has petitioned won't work both ways.
crush you in their powerful folds?" And the led them into crime.
the minister of the colonies to stop the flogging
KATE FIELD is very angry at Felt, a Mormon tender-hearted reporter shuddered as he
THE cold weather last week was accompanied
of negroes in Cuba. The minister has promelder. He once told her, in Boston, that no thought of the pictures in the school geograised a stricter execution of the law.
· M9rmon practiced ·polygamy without the con- phy of a snake eleven feet long crushing a full by frosts, which did great' damage to crops in
the Hudson River valley and in New England.
THE recent report of the National Board of sent of the first wife, that women did not ob- grown elephant into a pulpy mass of bonedust
RowELL, the pedestrian, has returned to
and
mince
meat,
preparatory
to
ringing
up
the
Fire Underwriters shows that no fewer than ject to polygamy, and that polygamous families
2,872 hotels in the United States hav been de- were filled with the spirit of peace. · She finds, dinner act in the prodigal son drama. "Afraid England. His wife, who is a mere girl, restroyed by fire during the past eight years, an on visiting Salt Lake City, that his matrimonial of being squeezed to death?" said Nala Dama- mains in this country to. complete her educaaverage of 359 yearly.
career is not proof of happiness incidental to jante · scornfully, "la, no! I lived in Con- tion at school.
A cLOUDBURST on Frenchman Creek, near
celestial
marriage. She delares that when he necticut all my life, and our pastor-his wife
THE Sunday Gazetteer says: "Brother Cox
said
that
women never complained of polyg- wasn't congenial, you know, and he was one the Nebraska and Colorado line, last week,
is going to organize another church in Denison.
of these old bald-headed boys who are always swept away and drowned eleven cowboys who
He says our city has a Democratic Methodist amy and lived harmoniously in it, he quite for- yearning for an affinity and all that sort of
were in camp there.
got
his
mother·s
experience,
that
of
his
father's
church, a Republican Methodist church, and
thing-oh, my, he could just giv a python
CoL. NELLIS BoRDEN and Capt. Lineback,
he insists upon having a Greenback Methodist plural wives, and lost sight of his own secohd
points on squeezing."
two respected citizens of North Carolina,
church. His party wants all the religious ad- wife's broken spirit.
REFERRING to the dynamite scares the San quarreled about a mine in Mitchell county.
Truth was not quite right in its story about
vantages."
Linebeck shot Borden and killed him.
A TREATY was signed on the 14th ult., by the Bismarck compla1ning of being checked for Francisco Argonaut remarks: "Whether the
church
of
Rome
could,
if
it
desired,
and
whistl~g
on
the
Sabbath
in
Scotland.
What
TWENTY persons ascended in a captiv balUnited States and the Prince of Narez of the
Siamese Embassy, for the regulation of liquor he said was: "The English and American mode whether it desires to if it could, arrest this loon at Lille, France, last Sunday. The bastraffic in Siam when conducted by American of Sunday observance is a terrible. form of ty- mode of warfare, we do not know. The insti- ket broke and the occupants fell to the ground,
citizens; and it is now announced that this ranny. The first time I set foot on English soil tution is a very powerful one. It i11 very secret. killing three outright and seriously injming
treaty was the main purpose of the Prince's was at Hull, and I began whistling in the Its Jesuits make splendid detectivs; its confes- the remainder.
streets, when an English fellow-traveler said, sional is well calculated to find out secret crimmission to this country.
AN encyclical letter from the pope was read
'Oh, pray don't.' 'Why,'· said I, 'is it pro_ inal conspiracies, and we are inclined to the
SPEAKING of Sir William Thompson's an- hibited ?' ·'No,' was the reply, 'it's not against opinion that m.ost of the dynamite criminals in the Catholic churches throughout Englnnd
nouncement of a belief in a "possible magnetic the law, but don't you know it's the Sabbath?' kneel before its altars. Nearly all who hav so last Sunday, warning people against joining
serise," the Alienist and Neurologist thinks that I was so angry that I left the town at once and far gone to the gallows hav been Romanists, the Freemasons or other secret societies undur
we might as well be logical and liberal, and took the next steamer for Edinburgh." Here and hav received from the Roman priests a re- pain of excommunication.
~dd to the present senses the touch sense, the the chancellor seem~ to hav whistled along mission of their sins, and hav been ticketed
MR. KINNEY, who kept a boarding-house at
self sense, the power sense, the logical sense, Princes street with impunity.
with a through pardon to Abraham's bosom, Spokane Falls, Mon., has recently sold out
and. the physic, muscular, and electro-magand guaranteed an eternity of bliss. Most of the business for $1,200. His wife was inTHE Roman Catholic bishop of Atlanta, Ga., those persons now awaiting trial hav the daily
netic senses. To divide an(l subdivide is becluded in the sale. She had been unfaithful
recently
addressed
a
large
assembly'of
Sundaylieved to be a growing habit with medical
consolation of religion administered by priests to him, and he sold her, along with the furnischool
children,
and
wound
up
by
asking
in
a
writers.
·
of Rome. Whether the church, in order to ture and house, to the man who had caused
very paternal and condescending way: "And
·
ON Sunday, May 11th, remarks the National now, is there a-a-n-y little boy or a-a-a-ny save its own property, would contribute to the the trouble.
. Reformer, the feelings of the average pious little girl who would like to ask me a ques- protection of property it did not own, we do
IT has been announced that the dangerous
Scotchman and women must hav been sorely tion?" After a pause he repeated the ques- not know. We are inclined to think it would." anarchist, Schwartz, has left New York for
tried by the opening at the aorn Exchange, tion: "Is there a-a-n-y Little boy or a-u.-n-y
SINCE the death and incineration of Dr. Gross Austria, bearing with him a quantity of dynamGalashiels, of the first exhibition of pictures
little girl who would like to ask me a ques- one of the chief social topics in Philadelphia ite. The people of Vienna are very much
ever attempted in Scotland on a Sunday. The
tion?" A little shrill voice called out: "Please has been the cremation of the dead. A corre- alarmed and the newspapers demand that the
collection belongs to a ·L9ndon art dealer. sir, why did the angels walk up and down spondent of a daily paper reports that a move- manufacture of dynamite be made a governDuring the four hours the exhibition was open Jacob's ladder when they had wings?" "Oh, ment is now fairly on foot to organize a stock ment monopoly.
it was visited by upwards of three thousand ah, yes-I see,;, said the bishop; "and now, is company which will build the largest and most
NEw YORK's free baths opened on June 1st.
persons.
there a-a-n-y little boy or a-a-n-y little girl elaborate crematory in the United States. The The city furnishes nine of these useful instiA MEMBER of Professor .Adler's Society who would like to answer little Mary's ques- capital will probably be fixed at $100,000, and tutions for the use of its poorer citizens "'ho
writes to a Boston journal: "The tenement tion?"
the stock will be placed among the wealthy would perhaps otherwise scarcely ever get a
house reform movement h!!.s by far exceeded
THE pope's recent encyclical against secret members of the community. Dr. Leidy, Dr. bath. The baths are open sixteen hours per
our expectations. A Tenement House Buildsocieties givs special interest to some piquant Samuel Gross, and many other distinguished day-four days in the woek for males and
ing Association has been formed, with an alrevelations made not long since with regard to physicians of the city are warm in their advo- three for females.
most unlimited capital, some of the wealthiest
JonN C. ENo, defaulting pres:dent of the
the organization of the Italian Freemasons. cacy of the advantages of incineration over
gentlemen in New York being at thehead of
They hav, it appears, three centers-Naples, burial in the ground. Dr. Leidy speaks with Second National Bank of New York, was capth~ company.
The association is not conRome, and Turin. The Roman Grand Orient, much energy on the subject. "If any city in tured last Sunday m Canada. He had. but
nected with our society, but still is an outcome
though it affects to speak with authority on be- the world ought to burn its dead; that city is $1,000 with him when arrested. "!<ather"
of Professor Adler's lectu11.es on this subject."
half of Italian Masonry, is far less important Philadelphia," said he. "Several of its largest Ducey, a Catholic priest who accompanied
'
AN old woman named Gordon in the north than the Turin section. Both, however, are cemeteries are located on the banks and above Eno in his flight, is not to be found. It is
_ of. Scotland was listening to the account given more ''advanced" than theN eapolitan Masons, the level of the Schuylkill, the stream from thought probable that Ducey has the stolen
in scripture of Solomon's glory, w.hich was read by whom, about a year ago, they were solemnly which we draw our water supply. It does not thousands taken fr0m the bank.
to her by a little female grandchild. When the excommunicated. The number of Masons in require a scientific mind to realize the terrible
DEconATION DAY was observed in New York
little girl came to tell of the thousand camels Italy is small, and tends to grow smaller. But, effect on the health of our people. Much of in the usual manner, with parades, processions,
which formed part of the Jewish sovereign's as in France, Spain and Germany, among the poisonous matter from the thousands of speeches, games, races, and so forth. The
live stock, "What," cried the old woman, "a them are many prominent politicians hostil to graves at Laurel Hill, for instance, finds its Hon. Benjamin F. Butler was in town, and, as
thousand Campbell's, say ye? The Campbells Catholicism. The Turinese Masons are trying way into the water and is taken into the sys- usual, ·received the lion's share of applause as
are an auld clan, sure eneuch, but look an' ye hard to oust the Romans from the position tems of the living. Isn't that an argument in he passed through the streets. PreAident
itself sufficient to enforce the the burning of
dinna see the Gordons, too."
they hold m the confraternity.
Arthur and Gen. Grant might command the
the dead?" This argument comes with double
respect of the populace, but-it was left to Mr.
PARSON NEWMAN, Grant's peripatetic consular
THE bark Athena was bound from Liverpool force at a time when Philadelphia is spending
theologian, said to a small audience in the
Butler to arouse their enthusiasm.
to Quebec with a crew of t'iventy, all told, in half a million of money to excavate for and lay
Jane street Methodist church recently that
PARSON NEWMAN's church giva its pastor a
charge of Captain Lorenzen. On the 29th of a sewer pipe from Manayunk to a point below
"Universal suffrage may prove universal
April, the bark went ashore near Wolfe Island, Fairmount dam, in the hope of carrying off the vacation from June 15th to October 5th. Newmin. A restricted suffrage may be essential to
one of the Magdalen group, in a dense fog. coloring matter and acids that are poured into man gets $10,000 per year salary, and some of
the perpetuity of this republic. The coming
The captain at once said the Athena would the Wissab:ickon and Schuylkill from the pu.- the congregation wish to dismiss him in order
of the stranger has been the downfall of many
soon be no more, and immediately engaged in per, woolen, and carpet mills of that activ man- to avoid paying the $3,500 which he will earn
republics.
Foreign~rs should be in. this
prayer, inviting all on board to join. The ufacturing suburb. It is charged by sanitari- while vacating. The congregation is described
· country twenty-one years before they should
second mate, Hans C. Engoe, endeavored to ans, and not denied, that all the rags and ban- by one of the deacons as poor, the church
be allowed to vote. The typical .American
persuade the captain and crew to exert them- dages from the hospitals and dispensaries of likely to be sold under foreclosure of mortgage,
should govern America." Newman is a typical
selva for their own safety. They paid no heed this great city are sol.d to the paper-makers, and the organ in a fair way to be ruined by a
Christian, believing in liberty for himself but
but continued praying and singing, and no and that the water and acids in which they are leaky roof.
not for others.
AN explosion of dynamite occurred outside
attempt was made to lower the boats. Engoe cleansed prior to conversion into pulp arealTHE Catholic Union attempts to make a returned on deck just as the ba_rk broke in two. owed to flow into the streams about this city. of the detectiv office, London, on the evening
"point" against Col. Ingersoll by saying: A heavy sea broke over him, and he thought It is certainly not a pleasant subject to talk of May 30th. A corner of the building was
"Forepaugh's clown had scarcely gone when himself a doomed man. In some unaccount- upon or to write about, but its gravity renders blown off to a hight of thirty feet. No lives
another buffoon-the notorious Ingersoll- able manner he found himself upon a plank, the theme of too much importance to be ig- were destroyed, but thirteen people in the
came the way with his little side show. Each and on this he drifted ashore, benumbed by nored. So much has cremation grown in gen- vicinity were injured by flying bricks and glriss.
charged fifty cents a head for the performance." cold, and more dead than ~~olive. He found eral favor that the crematory at Washington, The perpetrators of the outrage are unknown.
In New York it costs ten cents to get into a h'mself a short distance from a lighthouse, Pa., has been obliged to refuse to receive bod- O'Donovan Rossa, the Irish-American advocate
Catholic church building on Sunday. That is wLi<Jh he reached next morning after enduring ies for incineration from beyond the borders of assassination, applauds the work, and say~
also the price of admission charg~d by the fearful privations. The total loss of life was of the county.
he expects more of it,

IJloles and gilippings.
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commander. After being killed their bodies were
"Those who deny the Bible, or any part of It, never ready for use. We will pursue this matter without
cut to pieces and the pieces hung to the limbs of a die well." No doubt John Calvin, after roaRting Ser- flinching as long as the end remains unaccomplished.
tree, to which was attached the following inscription, vetus in a slow fire," died well." Torquemada, after
Then what will be the effect of the insertion of the
"Not because you are Frenchmen, but because you murdering and torturing scores and scores of hu- words "lwerty, equality, und fraternity" which occur
are heretics and enemies to God." "Orthodox from man beings for opinion's sake, "died welL" Con- in the first line? They seem to be the recognized
scalp to heel!"
stan tine, who murdered those of his own household, triad of the republicanism of France. Hav not we in
I could fill a volume with the acts of orthodox ty- and then made Christianity the religion of the state, America got anything of our own? Such a small
rants-with murders and robberies and seductions. ,"died well;" while such men as William Lloyd Gar- thing as this may make a material difference in the
If Mr. Talmage is ignorant of these facts, he bad bet- rison, Wendell Philips, Charles Sumner, Ethan Allen, great struggle. Liberty and equality are all right,
ter exchange With the. Rev. John Jasper. Jasper Abraham Lincoln, Thomas Jefferson, and hundreds but fraternity is ofvery doubtful application. I think
would be quite a curiosity up North, and Mr. Tal- of other good and true men could not" die well," I hav seen some more appropriate triads, but cannot
mage would hav a success down South where Jasper because not one of them believed the " entire Bible " call them to mind. We would rejoice to hav identity
has convinced them that " the sun do move."'
from "lid to lid."
of text with you.
"0 man, believing in a Bible in spots, where are
It must be a grand thought for Mr. Talmage that
As the Druidical laws of 1878 testify, we were
you going when you quit this world? Answer. all of these noble, self-sacrificing men are suffering going to make a movement sooner or later on our
. Going into a great to be, so on into the great some- the torments of hell, while such Christian monsters ow~ hook You hav burst forth ahead of us. Take
where, and theri. I shall pass ·on through the great as Constantine, Calvin, Guiteau, and Torquemada the lead, then; your boldness entitles you to the posianywhere, and I shall probably arrive in the no- are going to flit around the New Jerusalem.
tion.
_where."
"This world will never advance one inch beyond
Again, in reference to the term "church." What
It must hav taken a deal of mental training to pro~ this old Bible." Not· if Mr. Talmage and the Chris- ecclesiastical institutions we hav among us are of
duce so lofty a sentiment. I(,e must hav dieted a tian world can help it. No morality beyond that of Latin origin, with the exception of the Greek church,
long time before giving birth to such language. I the bloody old lecher, King David; no knowledge and possibly a little of the Coptic. The English
wonder how much brain food it took to enable him beyond a flat earth; nothing more clean and decent language is hardly a means of criticism in ecclesiasto. produce such a sky-scraping thought. Nothing than the story of beastly old Lot; nothing more ra- tical terms. The Reformation, it is true, brought
but the biggest kind of codfish, and a great many of tional than the Mosaic creation; nothing more hu- forward English translations, or what may be rethem, could fit a man for the effort.
mane than the character of plundering old Joshua.
garded as equivalents, and among the rest the word
Mr. Talmage gulps down "the entire Bible :from lid
Mr. Talmage would like to keep the people in the "church" (kirk) was harnessed in and prostituted to
to lid." He doesn't believe it "in spots"-not a bit "old paths," and make himself conspicuous, not by the cause. Of course it had been used by the Chrisof it. He believes the world was made in six days; elevating himself, but by lowering down the masses. tians before the time of the Reformation. It was
no " indefinit periods of time " for him. He believes What a pity it is that he cannot get the people back popularly used in Scotland and England for the
in the snake story, and the flood story, and the Jonah to the ignorance of the dark ages and once more en- Christian assemblies after the expulsion of Druidism
story, and the Samson story, and if the " Arabian joy the luxury of burning heretics. Make the pea- in all its forms from those countries. But in Wales,
Nights," with "Sind bad the Sailor," had been added, ple ignorant enough, and Mr. Talmage would be a where Druidism continued under the name ef Bardhe is a man of such "unbounded stomach" he could great man. Thomas Paine was great because he ism (its truest name), the wvrd kirlc was not suffered
gulp them all down.
made the people .free. Mr. Talmage wants to bring to be prostituted, and Bardism holds it well clinched
Moses and Aaron .turned all the waters of Egypt himself into notice by forging chains of slavery, and to this day. In Scotland the Christians stole and
into blood. Mr. Talmage believes it. Then the rna- keeping the people in ignorance. He says that "God prostituted the term clachan also, which meant the
gicians did the same with their enchantments. Mr. has not learned anything in a thousand years." whole church-yard, or what was inclosed within the
Talmage understands just how it was done, and if Neither would any Christian if knowledge were not outer kirk (or circus). The.same thing was done in
the statement had been that the waters were turned forced upon him by "advanced thought." All who Wales, where Lhan (or clachan stripped of the interinto blood fifty times in a day, it would all be as easy hav believed in an" entire Bible from lid to lid" hav nal guttural digamma) is used for a parish church
for Mr. Talmage to believe as it is for an ass to ever been fighting " advanced thought." They hav and itR yard; and the reason for this is, forasmuch
talk, or for a woman to turn into a pillar of salt, or tried to hold the world down to the "Old Bible." as the property was entitled clachan or Lhan, which
for a regiment of dead men to mal'ch ·up out of their How desperately they fought for a flat earth! Even was confiscated for Christian use and ownership, lcirlc
graves and never be heard of any more. " I am go- after Magellan sailed around it they quoted scripture and clachan are, no dcubt, two separate terms, both
ing to my father's house; I am going into the com- to prove that there must be some mistake about it. Keltic and Druidic, and each had its own particular·
panionship of my loved ones who hav gone before."
A thoroughly honest belief in the perfection of the signification. Clachan is certainly derived from
How do you know that, Mr. Talmage? How do you scriptures would hold the world down to a level with Gaelic clach, a stone; plural, clachan. Kymmric
know that your loved ones hav gone before, or will the dark ages in which they originated. Doubt is (Welsh), Lhecb, a fiat stone. ClaclJ.an was a term apever follow after? According to the Bible, it is a the mother of progress. None, except a few lunatics plied to the nucleal portion of the parish; and was,
very uncertain thing. If your loved ones happen to like Mr. Talmage, believe that the Bible is a perfect and even is now, equivalent to the Cornish term
be among the rich, they can no more enter the king- revelation from God, and the world will grow better church-town, or the hamlet or village around a parish
dom of heaven than a camel can pass through the as thPir number grows less.
church.
eye of a needle.
Hundreds who hav heard and read Mr~ Talmage's
It is well known that ecclesia originally was applied
Your loved ones must be able to heal the sick, sermon on the" Splendors of Orthodoxy" will regard to the assembly of the Christians. It really meant
speak with new tongues, handle rattlesnakes, taran- it as unanswerable, and yet, in the main, it has no the invited or the calledforth, or perhaps the elect.
tulas, and cobras, drink any kind of deadly poison, foundation in truth. A greater regard for God and Eventually, it was applied to the place of meeting.
and cast out devils, because these are the signs the sCJriptures than for truth and humanity has Wherever Greek Christianity traveled, the term ecclewhich are to follow those who believe; and unless spoiled many men before Mr. Talmage. How long sia wafil on hand. Latin Christianity did not despise
your loved ones .can show these signs and hav been will the people believe a lie, for God's sake?
it for its Greek sound, but took it and used it almost
baptized they are to be damned, and there's the end
My article is now entirely too long. I hav only re- exclusivly. It is the word now in Italian, Spanish,
on't, Mr. Talmage. But, no matter, if Mr. Talmage ferred to points in the sermon which were w~thout Portuguese, and French, and even in Welsh. But
does not find his loved ones there, he will twang his any show of truth, and calculated to deceive. But the reason for its presence in ·welsh ("Eglwys") is
harp and flap his angelic wings, and strut and spread I will say that there is not one paragraph in the but a little different from the cause wherefore it
his tail all the same, for when once a Christian gets whole sermon that is entirely true.
JoHN PECK.
stands in the other languages named. In Italy it did
his little shriveleri-'up soul into heaven, the little unnot succeed the lcirlc, for that had degenerated ages
important circumstance of his wife and mother and The Petition f'or State Secularization Consid- before into the circus (kirkus).
ered by a Druid.
children being in hell don't even rumple his feathers.
All the pagan religion'> institutions difff·red too
"Brooklyn and New York would be better places
I hav read with much interest the text of the "pe- much from infant Christianity for an immediate union
to liv in with Raymond-street jail, and the Tombs, titian for separation of church and state," and am between them, nor would the pagans allow it. In
and Sing Sing, and all the small-pox hospitals emptied ready to co-operate in the matter to the furthest ex- Italy the ecclesia made its own independent start,
on us, than heaven without a helL" Of course every tent of my power, and that without delay. This mat- with and under its own name of ecclesia, a Greek
. Christian will enjoy his heaven a great deal better if ter exactly suits me and matches the general· tenor word of open import, and scarcely a proprietary with
he .knows some one else is roasting in hell.
Rob a of my life purposes. I beg leave to suggest a few any institution previously, any more than the word
Christian of his hell, and his "pipe is out." "Take points. I believe it would hardly do to cut out the assembly is now with us. After the coalition of the
any shape but that." One is three and three is one impression of the text in current 'l'nuTH 8EEKEJJS and ecclesia and the pagan religion, before and at the
-"believe or be damned." Every one of sense use it, and that the only orthodox method is either time of Constantine, the Christians retained the term
knows the class of people who " believe," and there- to copy it or reprint it as heading on petition blanks. ecclesia. The missionaries carried the term to all
fore will never envy Mr. Talmage his " companion- My first impulse was to print off these here; my sec- countries whither they went. It was planted among
ship" when his wings begin to sprout.
and was to get a stereotype of the text. I shall wait the Kymmry, or W elsb, at an early date, and they
"Nearly all the heterodox people I know believe a while in order to see if there may be some alteration hav it to-day; but it is to be remembered that the
all are coming out at the same destiny-Thomas of the text. I shall work with you in this concern missional'ies in Britain, who brought it, were looked
Paine and George Whitefield, Charles Guiteau and most heartily, and continue to do so indefinitly. upon as Hebrroo-Greeb, rather than Hebrruo-RoJames A. Garfield, John Wilkes Booth and Abraham You were quite correct in eliminating the side issues mans, though they might hav set forth from Rome itLincoln."
from the text, as the text will do for Druids as far as self. The lcirlc was a Druidic circle, and in vogue
Yes, Thomas Paine must go to hell, not because its substance is concerned, while in all or aBy respects not only in Britain but even in in Germany. Even
his life was not worth more to the world than a hun- there is no serious objection to it. The words, "f:Jtale the name was in vogue in Germany, and bas condred Whitefields', but because he did not believe as Secularization" are all right; the word "Sabbath may be tinned to this day. 'fhe philology of the term shows
Mr. Whitefield did.
This is the magnanimity that criticised by the Sunday men, forasmuch as Saturday that German and Gothic afford not even the precomes of Christian teaching. "The world is my is the Sabbath both in philology and in fact. Druids tense of an etymology for it. Gaelic and Kymmric,
country, to do good my religion," is a grander senti- hold in memory the history of the terms" church" and both of them, present us with a clear and undoubted
ment than Mr. Talmage, or any minister, or Paul, or "ecclesia," and insist that the ecclesia has no right origin for it. At the same time neither Latin nor
Christ ever uttered.
whatever to the title "church." The terms "religion Greek can afford a root for kirk or circus. For this
How an intelligent man should get those names so and the state" would suit us well. Either a modifi- reason the English Misokeltic scholars and the clergy
jumbled is passing strange. Garfield only believed cation of the terms or the addition of an explanatory hav ransacked everything in order to find a Christian
the Bible "in spots," while Guiteau was "orthodox phrase would please us. We want a prohibition of proprietorship for the word. After a good deal of
from scalp to hePl;" he believed the Bible" from lid the prevalent methods of prostituting the goddess of overhauling they settled on a supposed Greek comto lid;" he has gone home to his "Lordy," and, no liberty to the purposes of religion in any form what- pound, lcuriou-oilcos, meaning "Lord's house!" Mardoubt, Mr. Talmage and Guiteau will twang their ever. You are of the same mind, I see. In order to velous! monstrous!
harps in unison and suck ice-cool lemonade through insure hearty co-operation, the text of the petition
Yet this Lord's-house title may now be classed
the same straw, while Mr. Garfield "will fetch up in should be as satisfactory all around as possible. among what are called secondary or accidental etythe nowhere."
Take it altogether, you hav produced quite a good mologies, provided the fact be noted and kept in reAccording to the Talmagian philosophy, Booth one. Suppose we say, "total separation of religion membrance. Circ, or kirk, is a Kymmric word; also
must be in hell, and Mr. Lincoln could not possibly and the state, by some entitled church and shte," etc.?! a Gaelic; and identical primarily with the present
get int? heaven, because he was an Infidel, so that
I shall distribute blank forms among about 100 [ Kymmric word leer rig, plural of carreg, a stone; hence
they will both be together after all.
leaders, in which case I shall want them printed all kyrch, a circuit, a religious circle, or a procession. ~
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referred to the Druidical circle of stones, which were
sometimes twelve in number, sometimes thirty, sometimes one hundred, etc., but in Cornwall nin.eteen,
the number of the lunar cycle, forasmuch as the
Cornish are the remains of the third sub-nation or
grand tribe, entitled Lhoegrwys ( Ligurians, Lunigeri,
moon-men, moon-rakers). The English nation is a
mixture of the Ligurian grand tribe and various foreign elements, Gothic, Saxon, Anglic, Danish, Belgic,
and Norman. The Kymmry, or first sub-nation, were
children of the sun, and furnished most of the Druids, and built their kirks according to solar numbers. The second sub-nation were the Britons, and
had the care of war, and to them generally belonged
the commander-in-chief of the army. Hence the
reason that in the time of Cresar all the people were
called Britons by the Romans. Nearly every attack
made by the Romans was directed against the territory of the Ligurian grand tribe, which was the agricultural sub-nation.
Such is the kirk in its origin. It is evident the
ecclesia has no claim to it. And even the clachan is
stolen property.
Much more inappropriate still is the term "church,"
applied to a Methodist or Congregational conventicle, as is the custom in America. It is a stealing
again of stolen goods-worse than ordinary thiefdam, for there is some kind of rude honor among
thieves.
I hav digressed much, undoubtedly, in order to
elucidate the cause of a piece of laudable pedantry
to which Druids are prone when they contemplate
their ancient property. Now I will return to the
matter in hand, secularization. You hav eight counts.
That is not quite right. Seven counts would be
well, but a good criminal number is nine, the number of Noah and his ark. Let me see-I hav it-you
hav forgotten the subject of marriage. In several
states of thr>l union religious solemnization of marriage is wedded with the civil law in a very unpleasant manner. It is necessary for the civil law to formally withdraw from the unhallowed touch. Religious people may still hav their rites in connection
with marriage. Marriage is a natural act as birth is
a natural fact, neither of them being per se religious.
Druids hav their marriage ceremony, and one that
for beauty may compete with any other whatever,
and their priests of the white order are in many cases
licensed as such to solemnize marriages by the civil
authorities in the United States. Dmids are willing
to forego this privilege in states where such licensing is practiced, that they may help in the purification of the raped and befouled blessed Virgin, the
goddess of liberty. The proper carrying out of this
point would forever settle the vexed subject of polygamy, which is distinctivly a religious marriage.
Count 7. There are other chaplaincies besides
those named.
Taking a view of the whole subject of secularization, I venture to assert that it was the intention of
the original inaugurators of the American commonwealth to exclude religion just as much as to exclude
George III. from participation in the civil machinery.
It is true that even some of the leaders were religious
and did not hav any idea of killing religion-neither
would they kill George III., were they to get hold of
him, but pamper him and giv him the best beef of
New York and the richest pork of the interior, and
the wines of many lands to wash them down. It is
conceded that tnere must hav been many people in
America in those days who desired a continuation of
state religion, and showed themselvs very officious.
These were confronted with the cold and ominous
absence in the Constitution of any provision for the
fulfilment of their desires. The intention of the Constitution is known to us; it is unmistakable. And
we know that the spirit of the Constitution has been
miscarried and flagrantly thrust aside. The time has
come for something more than a weak protest. Men
and women, sons and daughters of liberty, wake up
and see the perilous situation; seek to be piloted
therefrom without delay. Since the quadrennial
election is close at hand, let us canvass the candidates
with reference to this important matter of separation
of church and state. I hav no doubt that the great
majority of American citizens will favor this reform
eventually, wherefore the necessity of enlightening
them without delay, that the realization of it may not
be unduly protracted.
Yours faithfully, ConAVAR AMERIG, Arch-Bard.
Canaseraga, N. Y.
-----~~-----

CoLONEL KELso's "Bible Analyzed," says T. C. ·Leland, is a
big book, and " analyzed" is a big word. It takes a big book
and a big word to deal with "the book "-the word of God.
Analyze means to pull to pieces, to rip up, to tear down, to
turn inside out, to examin piece by piece and in detail. This
is what tas happened to the Bible under the buzz-saw analysis
of Col. Kelso. Millions of the human race are yet under the
dominion of this Bible. Millions are enslaved by it, and are
suffering torments and terrors on account of it. It is a mercy
to free these slaves and relieve these sufferers. Col. Kelso"s
book will help to do it, or perhaps wholly emancipate any
Christian who will follow him in his analysis. Liberals who
m·e themselvs out of the Bible woods should help their benighted
neighbors by calling their attention to this work. 'fhousands
of inquiring minds would be glall to giv S3 for this medicin and
lllinistration to 11 mind diseased. Let them know of it.

and particulars we shall always differ, but in the
A Reply to Mr. Chavannes.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 24th, Mr. Albert great outline conception of what constitutes true men
Chavannes, editor of the Sociologist, of Adair Creek, and true women, and a true and modelic human
East Tennessee, takes the kindly trouble to review, in society, there has always been, and will always be, a
part, my recent lecture before the Liberal Club, as re- basis of substantial unity. The existence o"f such
ported in a previous number of THE TRUTH SEEKER. words as gbntleman and gentlewoman, as nobleman
Judging from a somewhat slight previous acquaint- and noblewoman, in all languages, bears testimony
ance with Mr. Chavannes, and from a thorough read- to the fact that in all nations and ages gentleness
ing of his interesting journal, I think him in a high and nobility bav been reckoned among the characterdegree competent to the intelligent and effectiv dis- istic properties which should and do indicate the
cussion of the high class of subjects to which he re- superior type of humanity. Without, therefore, the
calls our attention. He seems to me courteous, need even of any new and special' modes of test
candid, and able. If I am not mistaken, he is a man of the the proximately perfect order of human ·
of that logical order of mind that he will know when beings, and· of society, it is obviously possible for us,
he is answered; and it is a pleasure to hold intellect- by a proper analysis of what men instinctivly deem
ual communication with such men, who are really superior, to evolve a general type, of human excellence.'
But as I reaJly mef!.nt, when I spoke the words to
the few.
'
In so far as my lecture was a review of Mr. Spencer, which Mr. Chavannes objects, something far more
it has the good fortune to meet with the entire con- definit, and of a more scientific cast than this general
currence of Mr. Chavannes. · He says, " I heartily instinctiv estimate, it is only fair dealing to answer,
agree with Mr. Andrews in all the points he makes, with more specification and directness, his question
and feel highly gratified that such a thorough answer as to how we are to know the higher type concepshould hav been made to Mr. Spencer's fallacies." tion of men and women and society to be the true
His criticism bears only, therefore, upon certain points one.
Still speaking at first, however, somewhat generof my rejoinder to my critics. The first and main
position assumed by me, to which he takes exception, ally, I will say that we are to previae the future and
is that in which your report makes me say that " the higher outcome of humanity; individual and colgreat question in Sociology for me is not what is lectiv, precisely by the same means and methods as
necessary to-morrow, nor what is adapted to the low those by 'Yhich science previses or forcasts its definit
condition in which people are to-day, but, first and and reliable prognostications in other spheres of beforemost, What is the High Ideal of a perfect human ing. It is one of those curious paradoxes in the hissociety?"'adding that "the shortest way to progress tory of thought, while modern scientists are pretty
is to study out, What are the fundamental p1·inciples loudly and generally affirming, along with Mr. Cha~
in regard to what would be a perfect order of human vannes, that we "can only know the future by our
knowledge of the past," and that our only method of
life for perfect men and women ?"
To these propositions Mr. Chavannes objects, first, discovery is "to feel one's way alorig, in order to get
by asking, How shall we know that our high ideal of something to-morrow a little better than to-day,"
a perfect society is correct ? Then he affirms " that that they in the same breath are affirming just as
cur knowledge qf t.he future is altogether dependent upon loudly, and more trlJly, that the distinctiv office of
our knowledge of the past," and that " the past furnishes science is prevision. Comte affirms, and rightly, that
us with no safe data that can enable us to conceive the absolute test of the arrival of any science at its
what constitutes a perfect society;" that "it has en- culmination or perfected stage of being, is its ability
tirely failed to evolve a common idea of what would to foretell the future with accuracy; as, for example,
constitute a perfect order of human life for perfect in astronomy, to calculate eclipses.
The way in which this contradiction seems to hav
men and women." He then mentions a series of leading minds who hav attempted to achieve such an got lodged in the modern scientific mind is this:<
ideal; and he adds, "When they fail, as all hav and Theology predicates the hypothesis that God created
all will," etc. He holds that it is given to no man to the world for certain definit purposes or ends; that
achieve such an ideal, and that no two "will ever agree he knew the end from the beginning; that·his purpose
entirely as to what constitutes this high order of was the cause-in the sense called final causes, or such
as look to the future or the outcome of things-of his
society."
.
In reply to these positions of Mr. Chavannes, I hav act of creation. The science of final causes, allied
now to say that the few hurried remarks upon which with prevision, or the knowledge of the future, also
he comments were given oratorically, and must not came, in philosophy, to be called teleology (from the
be taken in all· respects too literally. When I said Greek word telos, end or aim). When, then, our Ag"the great question," I meant, of course, the greater nostic scientists discarded theology, they incautiously
question as compared with another, the necessity and discarded teleology also, inveighing agahfst it as someimportance of which were still not· denied. As to how thing purely theological. At the same time they
we are to attain to a high ideal of society, or of true were discovering that the very gist and core of scimen and women, the subject is a large one, and we ence is teleological; which property of science they
can do but little more than to enter upon it here; and announce and affirm under the name of prevision.
then as to how we are to test the accuracy of our
Lester F. Ward is the first among these Agnostic
ideal, my answer is that we are to do so by scientific scientists to bav taken himself out of the snarl by afmethods similar to those by which we test scientific firming and making much of sociological teleology
prevision in other respects. And here, first and fore- (the power of man to foreknow in respect to human
most, I wish emphatically to deny Mr. Chavannes's events), while denying or ignorihg theological ontolassumption that "our knowledge of the future is alto- ogy (or the supposed power of God to foreknow and
gether dependent upon our knowledge of the past." plan with regard to :universal events). Leaving aside
This assumption is virtually the same as to assume the theological question, I stand with Mr. Ward in
that we hav no other mental faculties but observation the stanch assertion that the governing feature of a
and memory. But we hav also reason, which is allied true sociology is to foreknow the outcome to be deequally with the past, present, and future, which sired and aimed at in our reformatory exertions, in
tran~cends mere observation and memory, Rnd which order to devise and apply the best methods of effort
-teaches us what will be, because in the nature of for the accomplishment of those ends.
But I hav still not arrived at the specific and dethings it must be; whether our experience has ever
exhibited to us the same concatenation of circum- terminate answer to the question of Mr. Chavannes.
stances, or not. We work out new problems in math- My answer is, in fine, that there exists a new discovematics every day, and know that we are right, al- ery and a new science of which Mr. Chavannes knows
though no human observation or memory has ever as yet hardly anything, anJ which furnish a new and
been there before-not from any experience, but from supplementary method for conceiving, measuring,
the knowledge of the abstract and guiding principles and testing human character, human institutions, and
applicable in such cases. The statement here criti- human designs, as much in advance of all that I hav
cized, and now prevalent among positivistic scien- previously spoken of as modern navigation by the aid~
tists, has only a very partial and limited aspect of of tb e mariner's compass is in advance of that ancient'
truth. It is true that we hav to walk, as upon legs- navigation which crept cautiously along the shores'
when we look to the present or future-upon our ob- from headland to headland, having no other means of'
servation of the past and upon our memory of that forecasting the voyage than observation and memory•.
observation; but it is not true that we hav no higher This new element in sociological prevision is what I
faculty than those legs, giviBg us prevision or the bad definitly in mind when I spoke as I did at the>
power to foreknow. It is therefore too much to say Liberal Club. It is something specifically new; as
that we are altogether dependent upon them. We much so as was the mariner's compass; and is preare, in a certain low and primitiv sense, dependent cisely of the character of that which 1\Ir. Chavannes
upon them; after which we transcend their range, and affirms, that it never has happened, and never will. It
graduate into the higher spheres of our existence. is a perilous position for any one to assert, these days,
The proposition in question is as if it were to be said of anything, that it never can or never will happen.
that all literature is altogether dependent upon the What I refer to here is U niversology, and U niversology
alphabet and the spelling-book because it is through is too recent a discovery to hav become generally difthem that we get our initiation into literature; and fused in the scientific mind. In order, however, not
this would be again the same as to say that there is to leave this statement banging too much in the air,
nothing in the sublime productions of a Homer, a m· seemingly altogether mystical, I will dose for the
Dante, and a Shakspere, which was not derived from present by propounding the following Universological dicta:
the alphabet and the spelling-book,
Everything, whatsoever, in the whole universe of
I agree fully wit.h Mr. Chavannes, that no two
minds will every agree entirely as to what would being (which is not aborted and inverted into dissoconstitute a high order of society. It is this word lution) undergoes three Successiv Stages of evoluentirely which makes all the difference. In details tion. These are:
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I. A crude, partially chaotic, and primitiv stage;
technically denominated naturismal.
II. A regulated and regulativ, or exactified and
e:x:actifying stage; technically denominated saientismal.
III. An-orderly, adjusted, harmonic, and culminating stage; technically denominated artmismal.
With this chart of human evolution before us, and
here applied within the scope of human affairs, it
becomes possible to correlate the past, the present,
and the future of humanity, with a certain amount
of scientific precision. The human world, until now,
has been passing through its naturismal or semichaotic career. In the present age, with the definit
institution of the science of Sociology, and specifically, with the discovery of Universology, it. enters upon its second or scientismal career; and out
of these combined, and transcending them, with something higher than either, in respect to harmony or
perfection, will ensue the third or artismal stage of
human development.
The career which is thus sketched by the inherent
laws if being, now discovered and demonstrated, as
science, for humanity at large, or the Grand Man, is
the same career which every man and woman must
go through in his or her own individual development, in order to be fitting members for society, in
these several successiv stages of evolution.
In order, then, that we may become intelligent and
efficient co-workers with Nature in forwarding her
designs for a superior, collectiv humanity, it is necessary that we should become able, individually, to read
our ow:n characters, and stages of development, in the
light of the new science. In this manner it becomes
as possible to precalculate and to preal'range human
destiny, individual and collectiv, in its great outline
features, as it is to precalculate and prearrange the
long sea voyage across immense oceans by the aid of a
piece of magnetic iron which points to the north; and
so to abandon, in the major degree, the method of
"feeling one's way along in order to get something a
little better to-morrow than to-day;" as the navigator,
supplied with the compass, has abandoned, in the
main, his watching of the coasts from headland to
headland.
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREws.

The Proposed Change

•
JD

the League.

·To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I. hav
just read your editorial article, entitled as above, and
although I hav but a moment of time, before taking
the cars for the Waterloo meeting, I cannot forbear
sending you my full indorsement of all you say on
this subject. From the first I hav felt that the
League should strictly confine its platform to the
"Nine Demands of Liberalism;" and, until those demands are fully granted, we should not enlarge the
platform.
·
I hav yet to find a professed Liberal in the United
States who objects to any one of these "demands."
And I believe 'that if the Congress of the National
Liberal League will, at its next session, plant itself
squarely on these demands, ignoring all other issues,
it will go forward to victory.
Some time since I asked a leading advocate of
woman suffrage if her society would adopt state secularization as a part of their platform? And she replied, "We cannot afford it, for there are many who
believe in woman suffrage who do not indorse state
. secularization." And she was right. There must be
a separate party for every great reform movement.
I heard Col. Ingersoll say, "If you find two thousand persons who wiH stand upon one specific plank,
add another specific plank, or another question, and
you will cut the number down to one thousand; add.
another, and the number will be diminished to five
hundred; add a fourth specific plank, and you will
hav but two hundred and fifty to indorse it.''
There is much truth in t,hat. Liberals are honest
people, and will not, therefore, compromise their
honest opinions. Therefm'e, if yon intend to unite
a large body of them, you must put, into your platform only those things upon which they all agree.
This is saying nothing against the opinions of otbers. For my part, I am in favor of woman suffrage,
but as there are many Liberals who are not in favor
of it but who favor secularization, I am opposed to
having it a part of the Liberal League platform.
Good, honest Liberals honestly differ on the question
of prohibition, therefore that question does not belong in the League platform. There are Greenbackers who believe in state secularizrttion, and bard
money men who are as zealous in its behalf. Therefore the League should not interfere with that question. And for my part I believe that there are Freethinkers who are equally honest who differ on the
question which has proved such a great stumblingblock, the repeal or the modification of the "Comstock laws," who should be permitted to act together.
I was much pleased with the noble stand taken by
JJfan on this subject of a "new deal," and was sorry
to see that the Index had not the liberality to meet
JJfan's generous proposition in the man·nanimous
spirit in which it was made. If we are to hav a great
union of all our forces each should be willing to concede something for the good of the cause.
H. L. GREEX.

The Goodness of God.
Christians vaunt the goodness of God as the reason why all should believe in, love, and worship him.
Continually they reiterate the following and kindred
texts: "Like as a father pitieth his children, so the
Lord pitieth them that fear him" (Ps. ciii, 13). " The
Lord preserveth all them that love him, but all the
wicked will he destroy" (Ps. cxlv, 20). "But the salvation of the rightl'lous is of the Lord: he is their
strength in the time of trouble. And the Lord shall
help them and deliver them" (Ps. xxxvii, 38, 40).
How can any sane person believe these texts, these
blessed promises, these comforting scriptures, these
pure and holy words of God? Does not every day's
experience prove them falsehoods? If God is our
heavenly father, he is a very bad one. What father
having the right and power to interfere and prevent
would stand by and see his child racked, tortured,
burnt alive? The cyclone, the flood, the mine explosian, the fire, the shipwreck! Does the Lord pity the
sufferers, even as a father pitieth his children ? The
innocent children, the devoutly pious, cry to God for
help, to save them, spare them such terrible suffering.
Yet this loving, merciful God, this heavenly father, is.
deaf to their entreaty, unmindful of their ngony, for
saint and sinner suffer alike. If he has the power
and does so pity them, why does he not spare, save,
relieve, deliver them ?
Can there be a more palpable falsehood than, "The
Lord preserveth all them that love him ?" Did the
cyclone, which Christians tell us is a dispensation of
divine providence, spare the. innocent, the Christian?
Did it not strike the church, and spare the grogshop
and brothel ? In the shipwreck did the righteous
find strength above all others to endure the storm,
the starvation ? Did the Lord help and deliver them,
and destroy only the wicked? In the late mine explosion horror did the Lord help and deliver the
righteous?
All nature in her movements is controled by eternal laws. In the action of t,he forces of nature we see
at times terrible slaughter, but nature makes no distinction, is no respecter of persons; the earthquake,
flood, fire, tornado force all in their way to pay the
penalty.
The physical constitution of man is governed by
law, and every violator of physiological laws must
Ruffer disease and death. The plea of innocence and
ignorance avails nothing. No God, no savior, no
vicarious atonement can save from the consequences.
The texts we hav quoted are among the most prized
in the Bible, yet they are worthless, deceptiv, proved
false by every human experience. If this is true of
the best texts that can be found in the Bible, what
can be the value of the balance-the recitals of wars,
butcheries of maidens and babes, intrigues of kings,
wantonness and immorality of priests and saints ?
Ma,ny think it a waste of the precious space to publish articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER, exposing the inconsistencies, falsehoods, and absurdities of the
Bible, because faith and reverence for it are fast
dying out. No men of science, very few of intelligence or ordinary scholarship, even among the clergy,
but admit certain parts of the Bible hav no reasonable claims to divine inspiration.
But we call attention to the immense amount of
money expended every year in publishing and forcing
Bibles into every house; of the mighty power of the
Sunday-school; and the blind worship and veneration the women of our land manifest for it; how
under the instruction and influence of the clergy the
mothers insist on the children's attendance at Sunday-school, and their study of the Bible lesson, instilling in their children's mind awe and reverence
for the Bible as God's holy word, heaven's best and
most precious gift to men.
·
There is need, not alone of articles in our Liberal
papers making plain the truth, but that in every town
and village Liberals should organize, establish science
schools, t0 counteract the evil influence of the Sunday-schools, so that the rising generation may be releasf\d from the shackles of superstition, and the cruel
bondage of fear, and be helped to rejoice in tbe'
glorious light of science, reason, truth, and common
sense.
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS.
Obituary.
I do not feel like letting pass unnoticed the death
of a noble and remarkable mother in our Liberal
Israel, who, if she was not really a distinguished personage, ought to hav been so. I refer to Mrs. Clarissa
Bartlett Spear Wing, 'widow of Moses Wing, who
died at Brunswick, Maine, May 22d, aged nivet.y-one
years. Mrs. \Ving was a truly noteworthy persnnage, not only for her age, but for her remarkable domestic career, for the wide circle of her influence,
and of the high sentiment of esteem which environed
her; as, also, for her stanch advocacy of every reform. Her progeny has consisted of no less than
thirteen children, forty-nine grandchildren, fifty-six
great-grandchildren, and a small number, not ascertained, of great-great-grandchildren.
For many
}'ears she has resided in Brunswick, Rurrounded by
her numerouR family. It was tbore that I made her
acquaintance, many years ago, but when she was already advanced in years; and I hav seldom met with

any person whose nature, intelligence, and force of
character impressed me more. Every subject of human interest interested her. Religiously educated,
and still retaining her connections with the church,
no kind or degree of radicalism alarmed or offended
her. She sought for and read all the organs of Freethought and progress, and all radical and progressiv
books. This greed for knowledge and new thought
lasted with her until the end. It was only for a
month before her death that she knew suffering or
sickness. In body and mind she was a whole woman.
Parker Pillsbury once remarked of her that she ought
to hav been the president of Bowdoin College at
Brunswick, rather than any one whom he saw in that
seat of learning.
Mrs. Wing was the mother of Mrs. Elizabeth G.
V arnay, of Brooklyn, so widely and fayorable known
for many years past amongst the Liberals of New
York and vicinity; and the grandmother of Mrs.
Varney's daughter Louisa Varni Gardinier, the suecessful Brooklyn artist, whose memorial picture of
your present correspondent was purchased by my
friends and presented to me as a birthday surprise,
some three or four years ago.
. Mrs. Wing was a direct lineal descendant of Elder
William Brewster, and, also, I believe, of Miles
Standish, of the Pilgrims and the Mayflower.
s. p, A.

Lectures and Meetings.
LADIMER KLAEEL, the Bohemian philosopher and Freethinker, will be honored on June 29th at Belle Plain, Iowa, near
which many Bohemians liv, by the unveiling of a monument.
THE directors of the Michigan State Spiritual and Liberal
Association, at a meeting held May 24th, decided to hold their
summer meeting at Nemoka, near Lansing, convening July
25, 1884, and closing August 4th. Distinguished t11lent will
be present, an,d as every effort will be put forth to make the
meeting one of instruction and pleasure, the directors hope
that a goodly attendance may be secured for the whole session.
The Nemolm camping grounds, eight hundred acres, are situated on the banks of Pine Lake, about two mile3 from the
Capitol, on the Chicago and Grand Tl'llnk milroatl; aro easy of
access from all points, and in many ways furnish almost surpassing opportunities for tho pleasu~·e sockor. W. Cronk is
president of tho nssocilttion, and W. R. Alger, of Flint, is
secretary.
C. B. REYNOLDS, the eloquent ex-Adventist preacher, desires
further lecturing invitations. He is hopeful of (loing a groat
work this summer and fall, and will be ploasetl to book engagements for months ahead. He would liko to make a trip West,
particularly in Michigan, wlwrc tue Adventists nro p/cniy, awl
among whom he anticipates he could make many converts to
Freeth ought. But he is not at all particular where or how far
he goes, provided appointments are mado so as not to lose
time. If he can lay out a route, or get engagements in consccutiv order, he will loctnre at very low rates. Mr. l~eynoltls
is a stirring man, ancl will do great good for Liberalism in
every town be visits. He roused the Christians of I>ittsbnrgh,
and filletl the Liberal halls to overflowing. Giv him a call and
keep him at work. If there is a minister in your town who
would like to discuss the issues bctwoon tho church and tbe
Freethinkers, Mr. Reynolds holds himself ready to accommodate.
A LARGE audience assembled at Paine Hall, Sunday afternoon, May 25th, to hear Mr. W. M. Chandler clelivcr Col. Ingvrsoll's famous Dccortion Day omtion, recently published in
"Prose Poems." Horace Sea vet· presided and made tho following introductory address: ''We meet to pay 11 tribute of
gratitude, honor, and admiration to the heroic soldiet·s who
gave their livPs in tho war of the Rebellion for the preservntion
of that Union for which Washington fought and 'fhomasl'aine
wrote. They fought, they tliod, that youancl I might liv in a
land of freedom, where no chattel slaYe shall troad the American soil as long as tho republic stands. May tt enduro forever
as the home of liberty, tho asylum for the oppressed of all the
nations of the earth. As long ns the human rucc shnllsurvivo,
let the memory of those solrliers ho honored and revered. Nor,
in our 11dmirntion of the rleparte<l, shall wo forgd the living,
who from the battle fields where victory Wf1S cleclare<l rct11rned
to cheer homes and make firesides bright. All honor to the
living and the dead of the great Union army, who proserverl
the nntion, overthrow slavery, and eslothlished here alantl of
liberty which, to-day, is the marvel and the ftdmiration of the
world. Our young friend who is to speak to us will reatl that
great oration of our matchless orator, Col. Ingersoll, and I now
take great pleasure in introclucing our young Liberal friend,
Mr. W. M. Chandler." Mr. Chandler said: "I am proucl to
know that Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, king of the platform, in
my judgment the greate5t orator that the English speaking
race has produced, has a heart filled with loYe for man, woman
and child; and that he has the ability and genius to thrill, inspire, and lead them on to the promised land-filled with milk
ancl honey-which thanks to the scientific civilization of the
nineteenth century, is not far off. When a maflS of American
citizens are met to decide which is the best course for the ship
of state to take no one can giv them more light than he.
When 11 jury are' trying to make the scales of justice balance,
no one can better adjust the weights than he. When the
theater or lecture hall is packed with an audience, as the Boston Theater was two weeks ago, eager to settle the disputes
between theology and common Henso, no one can make plainer
which is common sense. When a little group of mourners
stanrl with bleeding hearts around ~he upturned sod, n'? ono
can better wipe away the team of grtef. Anrl when gr;tlttntle
seeks to express her thanks to the soldiers of the ropnblic, liv.
in" ann iloarl who kept the old flag floating above tl1c cnpitol
0 {every Atat~ no one crtn more eloquently giv her voice;" Mr.
T. W. Henry; cornet soloist of the Boston Cadet b~nd, with a
young lady accompanist, furnished delightful mu~lC, antl the
audience went home well pleased.
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so adjust his laws that they may serve the volition of
the petitioner.
In a small village in Pennsylvania, there dwelt a
tradesman engaged in the humble but respectable
occupation of making plow-handles. He had two
The Efficacy of Prayer.
The maddening rush of mighty waters over some sons of peculiar temperament. They were apparently
fearful jutting cliff, the vivid lightning's gleaming devoted, if not consistent, members of the Methodist
:flash, and the reverberating, echoing thunder-peal in- church, and were possessed of an unsuppressible amcite in the mind of the savage a feeling of mingled bition of acquiring public recognition. Their intelterror and awe. In this entanglement of phenomena lects were beneath the scale of mediocrity, and not
his feeble intellect fails to discern law or orderly con- susceptible of much cultivation or improvement.
nection, and he attributes these inexplicable effects The force of their own mental endowments being into a supernatural agency. He sees in the flow of the sufficient to buoy them up before the public gaze, the
cataract the leap of a spirit, and in the crashing thun- arts of fraud and dissimulation were resorted to.
der-peal the hammer-clang of an exasperated God. One dark night, darker than the night that Falstaff
He seeks to propitiate these terrible powers, and he had his immortal combat with the men in Kendal
offers up sacrifices to the demons of the earth and Green, the elder of the two, while returning to
the air. Man, surrounded by incomprehensibilities, his house, was set upon by a robber who struck him
instinctivly appeals to a higher power, and propitia- with a sharp instrument. The blow was aimed for
tion of nature is the first rude effort of supplication. the heart. It had been true to its aim. The knife
struck him directly over his heart; but, fortunately
The savage attributes death a:nd disease to the for him, in his side pocket he had his Bible. He
working of evil spirits, and it is the duty of the med- always carried the precious volume with him, and the
icin-man to exorcise the malignant and supplant it blow of the knife was intercepted in its deadly miswith the good. He is summoned to the bedside of sion by the volume. The robber :fled, and upon
the sick Indian, and appears, attired in the skins of examining the book he found that the knife had
wild animals, covered with venomous reptils, his hair entered it, and stopped at the very page where the
streaming Medusa-like over his face and should·ers, Ten Commandments are, and that the point of the
inspiring awe, if not terror, in the mind of the fever- blade had stopped at the very commandment where
stricken patient. His remedies are exclusivly incan- it says, " Thou shalt not kill." This was a wondertations, and with frenzied pantomimic gesture, ac- ful coincidence. Yet the proof was indisputable.
companied with the wild hubbub of his rattle and his He could show the Bible penetrated by some keen
drum, he pounds the earth, utters demoniacal yells, instrument in the manner above described. His
froths at the mouth, marches to and fro, and blows brother had a still more remarkable circumstance
into the mouth of his patient until he declares him- happen him. He was painting t)Je steeple of a
self better or well. They claim to see the life or soul church, and while standing upon the scaffolding sur~
pass out of the body, and pretend they can seize it rounding the spire, he suddenly stepped off, and was
with the teeth and force it back again. Their func- unconsciously wafted, by some miraculous power in
tions are therefore more spiritual than medicinaL direct contradiction to the laws of gravitation, to the
As the intellect expands, however, the idea of a direct top of a large brick building on the opposit side of
personal volition manifesting itself in the economy of the street. Through a trap door on the roof he
nature retreats more and more. We cease to propi- passed down through the building to terra firma; and,
tiate the powers of nature, cease to exorcise the ma- as a proof of his story, he referred the skeptic to the
lignant spirit from the body of the sick, cease to pray lady who lived in the house, and who had seen him
for things in direct contradiction to natural law.
come down from the roof. This story was published
"At the approach of the Rhone," says Tyndall, "I in the newspapers, became the theme of conversamet in the summer of 1858 a young peasant, who in- tion, and was actually credited by many. Desirous
formed me he had come up to bless the mountains. of exposing this pious fraud, the writer, in company
This was the usual custom of the place, by which he with a number of gentlemen, after urgent solicitasought to entreat the Almighty to make 3uch meteor- tion, finally induced him to prove the authenticity of
ological changes as should insure the inhabitants at his statement in the manner which he proposed.
the foot of the mountains from glaciers, inundations, Upon arriv-ing at the residence where his miraculous
and floods. The diversion of the Rhone, or the deep· transportation occurred, one of our number was just
ening of the river-bed, would hav been of incalcula- about to knock, when he was caught by the arm and
ble benefit to his little flock who dwelt below, but the requested not to do so. The reason was obvious.
priest would hav shrunk from the idea of asking the He admitted frankly his falsehood, and requested us
·omnipotence to open a new channel of the river or to say nothing. This same gentleman studied to be
cause a portion of it to flow over the Grimsall pass a Methodist preacher; and would hav been a successand down the valley of Upharsalia." This would hav ful candidate, were it not, as his brother said, for
been a miracle, but he didn't come to ask the creator "Grief and Regrew." A short time after this miracto perform a miracle, but to do something which he ulous transportation, he took an activ part in a rethought manifestly lay within the bounds of the nat- ligious revival. In the midst of the good work he
ural and non-miraculous. He didn't suppose that was taken seriously ill, and la.y in bed for weeks.
the prayer which he offered would cause the stream The local physicians could do him no good; nor
to roll back upon its source; but beyond the bounda- could they successfully diagnose his disease. As a
ries of his knowledge lay a region where rain was last resort he concluded to try the efficacy of prayer,
generated, he knew not how. He was not so pre- and, at his request, his friends, and neighbors, and
sumptuous as to expect a miracle, but he firmly be- sisters of the Methodist church were called in, and
lieved that in yonder cloudland matters could be so gathered around his bedside. They prayed for him
arranged that the clouds which caused the stream to fervently, he joining in with them in their suprush with maddening torrent might by some process plications. The effect W!I.S magic; his strength
unknown to him be caused to disappear and wane almost immediately returned, and he arose from his
slowly in the untroubled air. The cloud at first, the bed as well as ever.
precursor of the storm, is but a hazy point, barely
In the classic-ctl precincts of Kendal Creek, near
perceptible; a little wreath of mist, it increases in Bradford, Pa., an almost parallel case has recently
volume, becomes darker and denser until it obscures been developed. A young lady was taken down with
a large portion of the heavens. It throws itself into profuse hemorrhage. She became so emaciated she
fantastic shapes, it gathers a glory from the sun, is could scarcely lift her hand above her head. Everyborne onward by the wind, and the fury of the storm thing that human power could do was done for her.
depends upon the comparativ attenuity of the at- The local physicians gave her case up as hopeless.
mosphere. Now we can show that the vesicles form- Medical aid having proved futil, her friends as a last
ing this cloud arose from watery vapor pre-existing resort resolved to offer up prayers to the Almig~ty
in the atmosphere through reduction of temperature. asking for the return of her health. She protested,
We can show how they assume the form they present. but contrary to her wishes prayers were said every
We can assign optical reasons for the brightness or day for her recovery. Day after day from that time
blackness of the cloud. We can explain on mechanical a marked change was noticed .in her condition. So
principles its driving before the wind, and its disap- encouraged were they that they decided to consult
pearance we can account for on principles of chemis- Dr. Collis, of the Boston, Mass., "faith cure." He
try. The calamity the priest wished to avoid was the
was made acquainted with the points in the case.
storm-cloud. In obedience to the laws of nature the He wrote back, appointing a following Tuesday as a
storm-cloud would form, but he firmly believed that day when supplication should be offered up for her
the Almighty in his infinit goodness in answer to his
relief. He advised the assistooce of the Christians of
supplication would so prevent the pl11y of the forces the neighborhood, and between the hours of 3 and 4
of nature that it would fade away in the ethereal o'clock in the afternoon, several devoted parties met
space.
at her bedside, occupying the time in pra.ver. Dr.
In the application-Of law the terms great and small Collis, who remained in Boston, joined in. The effect
are unknown. " The God that molds a tear also was, as in the former case, magic. The dr.v, hacking
molds a planE:t," and the dissipation of the slightest cough which had grated on the ears of the household
mist, by the special volition of the Almighty would be for months immediately left. The marble stonenesii or
as much a miracle as the rolling of the Rhone over death-like pallor of the face was succeeded by a tinge
the Grimsall pass or the rolling back on itself of the of health; the helpless limbs began to show signs of
falls of Niagara.
returning usefulness, and her appetite returned to its
We hav ceased to propitiate the powers of nature, normal state. But this wasn't all; while they w~re
ceased to exorcise the malignant spirit, ceaEed to pray congatulating themselvs upon the improvement in
for things in direct contradiction to natural law, and her condition, she got out of her bed bright and early
Low in our intercessions we be.!5eech the Almighty to !'Wednesday mol'Din~, and she who was~!} helpless as

Qkommunicatioqs.

a babe twenty-four hours before made her toilet,
and came down stairs and ate a hearty breakfast.
Stories of the above type appear almost daily in
the newspapers of the country; "they amaze the unlearned and make the learned smile." They, however, exemplify the indisputable truth that the fruits
of prayer are only developed or garnered among the
lowly, the ignorant, the illiterate and superstitious,
and that it is merely the faint effort of a feeble mind
to gain public recognition by the arts of fraud and
dissimulation. In the annals of the past hav we ever
heard of a Newton or a Laplace being shielded from
the dagger of an asassin, or miraculously raised from
a bed of sickness, through the efficacy of prayer?
It is conceded by the clergy that the age of mir.,acles is past, a.nd contended that the efficacy of prayer
is not dependent upon a miracle, but that the Almighty is addressed only after the manner of the
priest, who merely asked for the adjustment of natural laws, not the change of them. But the adjustment of the law of nature is as much a miracle as the
violation of a law of nature. Jove must grasp the
lightnings in his hand, and the divine or layman who
offers up his supplications to an unknown power incorporates in e-very prayer a request to the Almighty
to work a miracle. We pray for the repose of the
dead, for rain, for the safety of the living from sudden death, from famin, scourges, pestilence, and
plague, and the answer to all our entreaties necessarily involves the working of a miracle. The efficacy
of prayer is therefore dependent upon a miracle. A
miracle is its inseparable concomitant. But the age
of miracles is past, and the efficacy of prayer has lost
its only stable foundation. Scientific laws are invariable and therefore unadjustable. They can only be
obeyed or followed. We may adjust phenomena as
in the case of scientific instruments; but to speak of
adjusting the laws of nature is a misapprehension of
them and of our relation to them. Man modifies
phenomena by bringing them under laws, but he never
varies or changes or adjusts laws in any way whatever. The fundamental laws of modern science render the efficacy of prayer inconceivable. These laws
are the indestructibility of matter; the correlation
and equivalence of forces; gravitation, and the law of
evolution; and in just the proportion as the intellect
becomes able to grasp and comprehend these laws
will people come to rely upon them instead of on petitions to alter them.
Science associates natural phenomena with their
approximate causes, and man ceases to propitate the
powers of nature; the medicin man. givs way ~o the
physician and the surgeon, but agam appears Ill the·
arena of the faithful in the form of the divine and
the humble petitionar, The object desired is the
same· the manner of supplication alone_is different;
the r~ttle and the drum disappear; the intonation
of the voice is calmed, and the environment of civilization and the expansion of the intellect relieve him
of his hideous trappings, but he still seeks to propitiate an exasperated God by self-abnegation and penances; still intercedes at the sick bed of the patient,
and only illustrates the Indian medicin-man in a
higher scale of civilization; still prays for deliverance
from sudden death, from famin, scourges pestilence,
and plague, and but imitates the action of the savage J
who offers up sacrifices to the demons of the earth
and the air. Tbe object desired is the same; the
manner of supplication alone is different.
''
In the fable of Hercules and the wagoner there is
considerable latent sarcasm concealed. It is a fair
illustration of the scientific aspect of prayer. A
wagoner while travelin~ along a muddy road with a
heavy l~ad, becomes stuck in the mire. H~ immediately springs off his wagon, gets down on his knees,
and entreats Hercules to come to his assistance.
Hercules, in obedience to his summons, appears, and
is represented, in the illustration accompanying the
fl),ble, as lying in a recumbent position stretched
out upon a cloud in the sky. He comprehends the
situation of the distressed wagoner at a glance, and
commands him to discontinue his prayer and put his
shoulder to the whtael. He does so, and, shouting at
his horses, their combined strength soon extricates
him from his difficulty.
While the scientist may believe that prayer does no
harm he will not admit that it will do any good; and
he m~y be impressed with the belief that, in the case
of the wagoner, if he _had c?t his pray_er exceedingly short and almost Immediately put his shoulder
to the wh~el, he would hav been sooner extricated
from his difficulty.
But "touching the ways of God with man," the
great~st mind can discover little more than the meanest. In thwlogy the interval is small indeed between
Aristotle and a child; between Archimedes and a
naked savage; and the most emin~nt di':ine, the_ most
learned theologian, or the most illustriOus philosopher, after their. unavailing attempts to fa:tho~ the
secrets of the deity, will be forced to exclaim, m the
language of a boy of eighteen summers:
"Saddened and softened by the whirling flood
Of doubt, anxieties, and troubled thoughts that beat
And surge in my tired brain, I stand and look
Into the trackless shoreless ether, which contains
The unnumbered' secrets of creation's handiwork,
The realm of vacant space, and undisturbed repose,
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Of. emptiness and all that is intangible.
And as I look into vacuity .there comes
Into m;r goaded mind a question which recurs
Whene er struck with that superstitious awe that fills
The breast when one is brought to face infinity.
I gaze into the blue, unclouded, pathless vault above !
Can it be true that the departed spirits now
Of those whose material forms on earth
Flooded with warm l?ve the hea~ts of us poor worldlings,
From the effulgent h1ghts of their elysium,
Look down in pity and in loving tenderness
Upon the toiling, careworn tenants of the earth?
0 spirit of the unknown heavens, is it true
That the graves and sepulchers are only trophies of
The airy spirits that hav burst the vision gate,
And only work ruin of the carnal clay?
0 ruler of the never-setting sun of time,
Creator of the greater and the lesser worlds,
I, thy poor creature, at thy altar bow,
And with submissiv but with longing lips do cry
To thee, This single mystery reveal to me:
Is there immortality for mankind?"

Bradford, Pa.

be~n

I

L. R. P.

A Friendly Word to Ray D. Chapman.•

the scandalous reports that had
brought to his attentio'B. night business with his friends. Brabander's standing was
affecting Mr. Hinman's moral character.
such that his shop was a fatorit depository for trust estates.
FUNDS UNACCOUNrED FOR.

A CHURCH QUARREL-NOTHING MORE•

. The Rev. Hanni!:>al Godwin, rector of an Episcopal church
m Newark, N. J., Is the defendant in a suit instituted in the
Brooklyn Supreme Court by his cousin, Demas Barnes,
to recover $2,000 alleged to hav been advanced to the Hogatype Company at the request of the defendant. Barnes
and G:odwm are cousins, and hav been lifelong friends. Dr.
Godwm owned a process for reproducing plates, and with
Barnes formed a stock company, which turned out disastrously, and he wants to get back his money. Dr. Godwin says
the money was not advanced by Barnes but that he (Godwin)
~eposited with ~arnes some $6,000 or $7,ooo, and that Barnes
Is mdebted to him for a considerabl-e sum.

The staid old Dutch Reformed church-members of Southern Ulster, N. Y., are being split into factions over the discovery that some of the members of the community hav been
dancing at a Rociable. Plattekill, in the town of Saugerties,
has two churches, employing a common pastor. Some years
ago Mr. S. T. Cole was the pastor, and under his ministrations
everything prospered until a series of sociables began. They
at first consisted simply of sitting in the corner and chatting
with the girls, but one evening when meeting at a house where
there was a piano the younger portion indulged in dancing,
and at the next one even went so far as to hire a wicked fiddler, and some even say (although there is no means of verifying the statement) that liquors were drank. This aroused
the consistory, who instructed Mr. Cole not to giv notice of
the next sociable, and to preach a denunciatory sermon conearning them, which he accordingly did. This course so inciensed the member at whose house the sociable was to be held
that he, his family and three other families with whom he was
closely allied by their influence made it so unpleasant that Mr.
Cole resigned his position. Subsequently Mr. Cole was called
to officiate at a funeral and was then tendered the pastorship,
again. He accepted in the face of considerable opposition,
and entered upon his duties. Finding that they had failed in
this, the objectors next sent to the Classis of Ulster county,
asking them to disapprove the call, which the Classis did by
a vote of fourteen to three. The majority hav sent to Mr.
Cole, asking him to come and occupy the parsonage end act as
a "stated supply" for one year, which he ·can do independently of the action of the Classis. As a consequence the
church is in a ferment.

THE RESULT OF EXCESSIV ACTIVITY.

.
. The Ottumwa d!lilY Democrat of April 22d says: We regret
~ announce the msanity of Leon Monett, a well-known and·
h1~hly respected young man of this city. His aberration of
mmd assumes the form of religious frenzy. This is thought
t? be the result of too activ participation in the revival meettmgs held in the city last winter, at which he was a constant
a~tendant and zealous worker. He formerly came to this
mty from Keosauqua, accepting a position with Morrell & Co.,
but subsequently occupying the position of bookkeeper for
V'!· A. Jordan & Sons. While at Keosauqua, several days
s~nce, he manifested signs of mental aberration, and becoming
vwlent he was yesterday brought to this city, and taken to the
asylum at Mt. Pleasant. Another supposed cause which contributed to his present condition is· the loss of an only child
during the winter. It required the united efforts of three men
to handle him while at the depot yesterday.

The little telltale tells of an episode wherejaborers
(first slaves and then free citizens) were capital in
business. As a laborer is not capital unless he labors, I preferred to use the individualization of the
action as substitute for the individual, a method sanctioned for a long time past by distinguished authors
on two continents, with a full and correct perception of what they speak of, and when, indeed, not in
TREASURES LAID UP, BU'J' NOT IN THE SCRIPTURAL WAY.
want of instruction on the part of my illustrious
AN INCOMPATIBLE COUPLE.
The completion of arrangements for the purchase of Father
corrector.
The Rev. Samuel Goldstein, of 237 .East Broadway, says he Taylor's Bethel on Hanover street, Boston, to be used as an
Permit me to utilize the occasion for expressing was
exclusivly
Italian church, has brought to light a curious1 if not
once a colporteur for thaAmerican Bible Society at Cona practical view in the premises, for I am a man of stantinople, and has lately been a missionary for the American criminal, state of affairs in connection with the su bscnptions
labor practice. When Socialists cease to find cen- Tract Society in this city. His wife accused him at Essex for and purchase of an Italian church some years ago. Land
a small brick building were bought, the intention being
fusion in ·every human brain but their own; when Market of assault. She said that while she was sewing in the and
her husband punched her repeatsdly in the right side for the building to serve a few years until such time as sufficient
the_y cease to quarrel about words and interpre- parlor,
wi~h his thumb, and then used language to her which made money could be raised to replace it with a more imposing editations; when they become more tolerant than dog.- her cry. Their daughter, Elinor, a tall1oung woman, t@stified fice. Father Joachin, of the Francis<\an Order, to whom the
matic sectarians are; when they consider with a that her father was continually whippmg her mother. Miss property was assigned, was made pastor of the chur~h, an_d
several years sums aggregatmg $30,000 passed 1~to h1s
good will before they judge as doctrinaires; when Elinor added that he whipped her, too, occasionally. Mr. during
testified that he was forced to leave Constantinople hands for the erection of a new church. Father Joaohm conthey begin to see life and society as they are, Goldstein
tinually
represented that the finance~ were in a flourish~ng
on account of his wife's ungovernable temper. She was getand not as bad blood colors them~then, and only ting him into hot water there nearly every day. One day she condition, but would giv no specific mformation concermng
then, the people can be made to understand that destroyed· clocuments presented to him by the czar of Russia, them. The parishioners subsequently learned that there were
funds; that even the church they then occupied had been
Socialists are of any practical use to them in solving which he valued at $15,000. She promised amendment when no
leaving Constantinople, and for a time had improved. Lately mortgaged by Father Joachin for $10,000, and that he had borthe problem oflabor and capital.
F.· M. F. C.
she had again became violent, and put him to all sorts of rowed $10 000 from members of the congregation, many of
annoyances.

IJtligious 1/nftlligeqct.
What is Going On in the Churches.
WHAT IS THE MEANING OF "UNPASTORAL ?"

The African Methodist Episcopal Conference is going to in-quire into the circumstances of Bishop Hill for "unpastoral"
conduct, which resulted in his deposition. The ex-bishop
claims to be the victim of injustice.
A BLIND MONSTER.

Lizzie Dalton, of Philadelphia, Tenn., who was enticed away
by her unnatural uncle, Fletcher Lowery, a blind preacher,
has been sent to her home by the city authorities. He succeeded in swindling her out of all her inheritance by false
promises, and then left her on the cold charities of the world,
penniless and friendless.

He poked her once in the side.

FELONS PROVIDED WITH UNDESIRABLE COMPANY.

The Sedalia Democrat is affected thus: "That was really a
pathetic scene at the depot yesterday when Mrs. Haley bid
good-bye to her husband, who was going to Kansas City to answer to the charge of a heinous cri!11e. Only two months ago
she was happy in the sunlight of a maiden's joy, young and
merry, yet pure in heart. The man, who is now her husband,
in the livery of heaven. preaching the gospel, teaching piety,
morality, and virtue. In his robes of Christianity he wooed
and won the heart of his young wife. She listened to his
words, and accepted his proposal. She was young, pure, and
innocent; she believed he was true and good. She was happy,
but in her suitor she saw a new heaven of joy and happiness.
She loved him and accepted him for her husband. But that
fount of joy has become one of anguish. The happy, exultant
bride is now a weeping, heartbroken woman. To her the world
is dark and sad; life is dreary; disappointment and sorrow is
her companion. He whom she loved and honored, and whom
she looked on as a model husband, and in whom she gloried
as a man of God, is now among felons in a felon's cell."

them loanlng him their all. One of the creditors finally asked
Father Joachin for his money, and began civil suit against
him. Father Joachin gave bonds, mortgaged his library and
household furniture for $4,000, and then suddenly went to
Emope. The congregation afterward learned that on reaching Europe he had left the prie~t~oo<~, built a costly residence
in Toscana, Italy, and was hvmg m regal ele_gnnce. The
church property wns in the name of the FranCiscan Order,
and the congregation conld get no satisfaction. Father Boniface succeeded Father Joachin, r.nd appea1·ed to adopt the
same tactics. Considerable money was turned over to him.
but he paid nothing, not even interest on the $10,000 mortgage. Father Boniface is also charged with having adopted.
when the parishioners would giv no more money, an nn-Christian-like and brutal course toward them, refusing the last
sacraments to those too poor to pay for them, and extorting
considerable sums from those who could pay. 'fhe Italians
hav now broken away from their pastor and organized a new
society, which will come under control of the archbishop of
the diocese.
THE COLORED TROOPS FIGIIT NOBLY.

We acquire the following from the St. Louis Republican:
"LETTER GENUIN, MAN A FRAUD."
Yesterday afternoon several colored gentlemen called at the
Third district police station and aske<l for the loan of two of
Rev. F. Von Bodenfeld, a book canvasser for W. H. Stelle
TWO WIVES AND PRURSIO ACID.
the stoutest and bravest policemen on the force. They said
.;o., of New York, recently sold books to A. S. Denley and
they
were paticularly desirous that the oflicers should bo brave
Dr. R. H. Williamson, pastor of the First Baptist church of
.. av. John Gordon, but is said after collection to hav failed to
aliver. He exhibited pastoral letters recommending him as Chillicothe, Livingston county, Mo., committed suicide at and mnscular, ns the congregation the1 represented, the
orthy of patronage. Amon~ these was one from the bishop that place on Monday night, the 19th ult. Mr. Williamson Pleasant Green Colored Baptist Church, mtended to try one
' New Jersey. After signing the subscription Mr. Dealey located in Moberly, Mo., a little over two years ago, where he of their elders for bigamy. The trial promised to be very ex~ent a postal card to the bishop and received the following was a great favorit.
Less than a year ago he was transferred cLing and it was likely to end in a rough-and-tumble fight.
telegram in reply: "Letter genuin. Man a fraud. He swin- to Chillicothe. On Monday evening three deacons of the It wa~ not their intention to "fire" the deacon bodily from the
dled many here. Arrest him." Bodenfeld was arrested May church of which he was pastor called on him and after a few church, but they intended to hav him con~ronted iJ?- a public
preliminary remarks told him they had heard that he had a manner in the presence of the congre~atwn by h1s several
lOth.
wife and family in the East. The pastor made no attempt to wives. The brother of one of the wives was to be on hand,
deny the charge, but asked for time to thin~ the matter ove~. and the deacons, elders, the treasurer, the minister and his
THE MA.RKE'f PRICE OF CONTEMPT.
He said he had made an unfortunate marnage, and that h1s entire flock had signified their intention to be on hand and see
The Salvation Army leaders-Captain Robert Graham and wife had deserted him, but before marrying again he had fair play. All the arrangements having been com1•leted, the
Captain "Happy Mattie "-who were arrested in Port Rich- heard that she was dead. He was informed that news had trial of Elder Royal one of the high officials of the Pleasant
mond, Staten Island, on Sunday, May 18th, charged with noisy been received to the effect that she was living in New York Green church, acco;dingly took place in the sanct!1ary of tho
conduct on one of the ma,in thoroughfares of the village, state, and that the probabilities were that the Grand Jury of congregation, on Ninth near Bi<l<lle .street, last mght. One
thereby frightening the passing horses- and endangering the Livingston county would indict him for bigamy. He begged police officer stationed himself near the door and the other
occupants of carriages, were arraigned before Justice Hulse- for time, saying he could make things straight. The deacons near the pulpit which was occupied by the pastor of the
bus on Monday evening. Counsellor Calvin Van Name apol- retired, and Mr. Williams went out for a walk. Not return- church, the Rev'. Thomas Jefferson. Many violent speeches
ogized for their conduct. The court dismissed the accused on ing, search was instituted, and he was found dead, with a vial were made, and much testimony was hl'ard. For a time the
the charge of violating the village ordinances, but fined them labeled prussic acid by his sid~. His wife says sh_e is unable proceedings were very stormy. While all the members were
$5 for contempt of court.
to throw any light on the affair. She thought him to be a. trying to obtain the floor, Elder Royal. unobserved, escaped
widower, and only knows that his first wife's home was in through the f1·ont door. Mrs .. Elder Royal No .. 2, nee_ ~iss
Brookes, testified that she marned the defendant m Loms1ana
New York state somewhere.
"SUFFER LITTLE CHILDREN," ETCETERA.
seven years ago. She could not state tbe exact year, but she
The Rev. James E. Irvine and his wife Mary were arrested
knew it was at the time Hayes was running for the presidency.
LOOKING OUT FOR HIS FRIENDS AND THEN SKIPPING.
in Newark lately, on indictments charging them with assault
He abandoned her at Carondelet about two years ago. She
and battery. Their home in ·woodside, as the northern part
Adam Brabander of Erie, Pa., better known as the Erie had a blank marriage license. upon which his signature and
of Newark is called, was known as the Faith Orphanage. Two County Savings BaX:k, left the city on the nif?ht. ?f. May 21st. her own had been written. The original license she said she
of the young inmates, Frank Redding, aged 12, and Harry His shop closed its doors next day. The hab1hties are re- had lost. After she had made her statement the wildest exRedding, aged 9, ran away during the last week in March, and ported at, $360,000. The assets are not known. The shop citement prevailed, as the discovery was then ma~e t~at Elder
on being arrested accused Mrs. Irvine of treating them had something called a capital stock described as $150,000, of Royal had mysteriously disappeared. Some mmntamed that
cruelly. Their story was corroborated, and Mr. Redding, the which $15 000 had been put up to begin business on. Bra- it was wrong to continue the _trial in. the absenc~ of the_ defather of the lads, was allowed to take them to his home in bander is ~aid to hav lost heavily in oil and wheat. Prior to fendant while others claimed 1t was h1s own fault If he failed
Camden. The case was presented to the grand jury, and in- his departure ho took several thousand dollars out of the safe, to retur~ in time to make a speech in his own de~ense. At
dictments against Mr. Irvine and his wife were found. The and applied it to the claims of several rela~i~s. _The cashi~r this point an old female member of the congregatiOn sprang
accused were held in $500 each.
remains and is not suspected of comphmty m the fail- to the floor and declared she knew the defendant had another
ure. Brabander was ctn elder in one of the leading churches, wife who lived in an alley near Fifteenth street. This was
and a Sunday-school superintendent. Rnns were precipitated vehemently denied, whereupon anothe_r member ~ook the fl?or
A LIBELOUS BISHOP.
upon two other savings banks! but were successfully _met a~d and said she had seen the marriage hccnse of his alley w1fe.
The judgment for over $10,000 obtained by the Rev. Sam- the business not interfered with. Brabander told his family Finally it was suggesterl that the best thing the cong~·egation
uel D. Hinman in a suit against Wm. H. Hare, Protestan that he was afraid to meet the depositors, and must leave the could do would be to " fire" Elder Royal from his proud poEpiscopal missionary bishop of Niobrara, for libel, has been city. On Saturday evening, when the cashier and clerks left sition. It was qnite clear that a man could not expect to be
affirmed on appeal by the General Term of the Supreme Court. the shop, they left Brabander there. He did not set the time an elder in the Pleasant Green colored church and hav a pluMr. Hinman, who has been for many years a missionary to the combination in the safe for Monday morning, as was his cus- rality of wivos. The female members were in favor of allowIndians in Minnesota and Dakota, was removed by Bishop tom and when Clerk Traut came to light np on Sunday he ing Mr. Royal to hold his office, notwith>tanding the evidence
Hare in 1879. He made a memorial to the General Board of fou~d the safe open, and $7,000 which hud been left in the that had bE'en adduced against him. All the men voted to
Missions. It was not considered by the Board, and he pub- shop for Monday morning's business gone. In its place were depose the elder, and as they we:e numerically strong~r than
lished it. Bishop Hare in reply published and circulated the papers of Bmbancler's church tru_<tees, and of his. r:iends tho women the unfortunate officml was hurled fl'OID h1s pedamong the clergy and bishops of the church a statement by whom he had notified on Saturday mght of the conditiOn of estal and e~pelled from the church. Thus ended the t1ial,
which he sought to vindicate himsel!. :ije detailed at length affairs. This indicated that l3rabander hnd been doing a mid- which it W!lfl fear\ld would res11lt lii !l general !lffiay,
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religious predilection, must be, however reluctantly the con- itself as over the surroundings, as some fanatics had circuclusion is arrived at, to exclude religious instruction and ex- lated that there was a petition :filed and submitted by that Inercises from the public schools during school hours."
fid~l. who was about t? tear away all churches and destrQy all
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
This is no new doctrin the state superintendent reh~o_n, burn the :Sib~es, and murder the priests, slay the
Chnstians, etc., which Immense monstra etprodigia were readhas enunciated. In 1838 John A. Dix issued an or- ily
E. M. MAonoNALD,
believed, and the factory rabble and the peasants both utEditor.
der going a short way in this direction. He held tered that I should be shot, and some threatened to tar and
0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
that a teacher might open school with prayer, but feather me. One of the. signers had been frightened and unPUBLISHED BY
must not encroach on the school hours, or exact the doubtedly gave himself away. Others and their houses were
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY. attendance of the children. The next year his suc- al~ost stormed by t~e impetuous-questioners and enraged fanatiCs who were afraid to hav their religion taken away which
ss Clinton Place. New York.
cessor, John C. Spencer, held that "prayers cannot they love so well.
form any part of the school exercises or be regulated . "This commotion could not be much assuaged by a large
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. by the school disciplin." Mr. Ruggles says: "The six-page explanation of the eight points in question which I
principles laid down in these early decisions hav i~s~ed in two copies, and which were read by some intelligent
Address all Communieations to THE TR U1.H SEEKER COM- been followed by every one of my predecessors in of- Citizens to crowds on the sidewalks and in the stores· but the
p ANY. Malee !Ill Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orrkrs payable to fi~e, no distinction having been made between script- .most did not, and others would not' understand·' nev~rtheless
It confirmed the few friends of mine in their belief in my be~HARLES P. SOMERBY.
ure reading and prayers, but each having been held, nevolent and phil11nthropic end"Oavors. The last name is that
in separate and distinct appeals, to constitute no le- of a storekeeper, a new beginner, whom the others want to
SATURDAY,
JUNE 7, 1884. gitimate part of the business of the public schools. ~eat out of .t?wn or ~poll his business by circulating that h&
They will be my guide and govern my action in all signed II' petitiOn agamst the church. Fanaticism and greedi:
_ness admit of n? reasonable explanation-by all means they
cases of like nature which may come before me." . mtend to hav him out. He i;; a good-hearted, Freethinking:
An Important Meeting.
We presume that no more attention will be paid to man, a.nd _will do more for Freeth ought, if once independent,.
The 342d meeting of the Manhattan Liberal Club
Mr. Ruggles's decision than was paid to his two than his signature could avail to. At any rate, if it is yet posheld special services in honor of Decoration Day unpredecessors' orders. Christians are such arrogant sible, destroy these two n11mes; the others do not care, they
der the name of" The New Festival of the Dead."
overriders of other people's rights, such insolent as- even say they would sign it a dozen times. This is, on a small
scale, a time for this little spot of earth 'that tries men's
The hall was filled. Mr. Samuel P. Putnam presided,
sumers of prerogative clearly illegal, so self-compla- souls;' this is an occasion to stir up the stagnant waters of reand opened the proceedings with a neat speech, folcent with the idea that the earth is God's and they ligious stupor and indifference. I had received 11 warning to
lowed by Miss Stivers with a piano solo. This was
his agents, that we cannot expect to see the_ state leave town shortly before I dep11rted, and if I did not intend
succeeded by Mr. Houghton and Mrs. McCune in a
superintendent's instructions to teachers carried out to liv 11mong civilized people; I would not hav left from fear
duet song. Mr. Putnam then read a poem on "Decwithout a legal contest in almost every school dis- of being lynched, but from prudenee and not to be compelled
to do something hurtful in defending myself, hurtful, perhaps
oration Day,'' and Mrs. McCune sang. The first adtrict.
to myself and the cause of Freethonght. Oblige, therefore,
dress was by T. B. Wakeman on "The Dead Past Not
and await further more explicit narration."
·
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Dead." A solo by Mr. Houghton was supplemented
with a speech by Andrew H. H. Dawson, his subject
being " The Living Present." Courtlandt Palmer
read his. poem, "The New-Born Soul,'' and Mr.
Stephen Pearl Andrews delivered an address on
"The Ideal Future." "Home, Sweet Home," sung
by Miss Adelina Peters, closed the services. The
ball was tastefully decorated by the ladies of the
committee, Mrs. Leonard and Mrs. Macdonald.
This meeting marks, in a degree, a new departure
in Liberal gatherings, and shows how the cause may
be brought to public attention by popular and at the
same time appropriate means. The speeches.were
able and important. We expect to lay them before
our readers in ail early issue.
.
The next meeting in the hall is called for Friday
evening, June 13th, in honor of the completion of the
Bennett Monument. On this occasion the monument will be formally dedicated and presented to the
contributors to its erection, and to the L.iberals of this
republic and of the world, to bold and keep in their
care forever. Those who were with Mr. Bennett
from the first, and those consequently who knew him
best and admired him most, will deliver the dedicatory addresses. Let the date and place of the meeting be remembered by those who wish to attend, as
they will be remembered long after-German Masonic Temple, 220 East Fifteenth street, New York,
June 13, 1884.

The Bible Ordered Out of New York's Schools.
The state superintendent of public instruction of
New York has rendered a veryimportant decision in
favor of Liberal ideAs. The decision affects every
school district in the state, and if obeyed will work a
revolution in the existing order of things. We regret, however, that the grounds upon which Mr.
Ruggles bases his order are sectarian and not political.
The order was provoked by the Board of Education of District No. 4 in Orangetown, Rockland
county, which wrote that members of Catholic families applied for permission to allow their children to
remain outside the schoolroom until after the devotional exercises each morning. The district superintendent says the Catholic children had been asked
merely to behave during these exercises, and were
not asked to take any part in them. He says that to
grant the appeal of their parents causes disorder outside the schoolroom, and disturbance and loss of
time when the Catholic children enter the room.
Upon this statement State Superintendent Ruggles
decides that under our law all are equal in respect to
the free exerc.ise and enjoyment of the religious profession and worship; instruction is free, and the cost
is defrayed by a population characterized by dissimilar religious beliefs and modes of worship. He adds:
" If it were possible to devise some limited measure of religious instruction for adoption in the schools, upon which all
these diverse clas~es and sects could h11rmonize, it would be a
gmtifying result. But this is manifestly impracticable and imf'""sihle. Tho only alternativ, theroforo, to proservo the ben0~' t'l of tho constitt¢ional guarantees, in letter and in Rpirit,
anJ to secure to all absolute equality of right in the matter of

A. Connecticut Statute.

From a worker in the NutmEJg state comes this
letter:
" GLENVILLE, U6NN., May 21, 1884.
"To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Can you inform me if by legislativ action the reading of the Bible has been
discontinued in any of the states in public schools? Also in
which?
"We are to hold a school meeting here soon, and I propose to
hav put to vote, yes or no, whether the Bible shall be read or
not. If I argue in f11vor of having it discontinued, and in the
course of my remarks should deny belief in it or the trinity, or
any part of them, would I render myself liable to any action
under Title 20, Chap. viii, Sec. 1, of this state's statutes, viz.,
'Every person who shall blaspheme against God, either of the
persons of the holy trinity, the Christian religion, or tbe holy
scriptures, shall be fined not more than $100,' etc.? Would
you advise running the risk, or submit the vote without argument?
Yours truly,
H. J. M."

A few Western towns hav, we believe, discarded
the use of tlfe Bible in the schools, among them the
city of Cleveland, but the names hav slipped our
mind. Will not friends residing in any place in
which the school authorities hav forbidden the reading of the Bible write us stating how and when it
was accomplished? The information would be valuable in cases of this kind.
The advice we should giv as to the desirability of
of arguing the question in the school-board would
be to go ahead. Connectioot is a pretty pious place,
and its ancient history is badly tarnished by the accounts of Christian persecutions of witches and
worldly-minded people, but it is inconceivable that
its medieval brutality has survived to this day. The
statute is one we think even a Leonard Bacon would
consider to be more honored in the breach than in the
observance. In the last century a court might hav
construed a denial of Christianity into blasphemy,
but not in this century, so full of heresy and religious
bond breaking.
Why not ask the next Connecticut legislature to
repeal this relic of barbaric Christianity?

The Difficulties in the Way of Freethinkers.
The charge is often made by dishonest clergymen
against Col. Ingersoll that he lectures for popularity.
To be sure, as he says, the size of his audiences givs
color to the mild accusation, but other people find it
different. The following letter will giv a clear idea
of the struggles Freethinkers hav to undergo. For
obvious reasons we suppress names, only saying that
it is from a town in Pennsylvania:
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: I hav acted almost too
quick in sending off that petition with these names-not brcause I could hav gotten more names, though this might not
be utterly impossible, but because some of the names represent parties who dare not bo connected with a thing like that.
The fourth name from above and the last name should, if at
all possible, be destroyed from the paper. I presume the paper is yet in your hands and beg leave to entreat you to destroy
these two names. - - - - belongs to the order of the
Odd Fellows. When he signed he neither thought of the inconsistency of the act, though he is a Freethinker in theory,
nor had ho told me of his being bound by an oath not to sign
anything of the kind. Shortly after I had gotten up the names
a terrible commotion made itself felt, as well through the town

A Common-Sense Decision.
The different marriage laws prevailing in the various states hav given rise to much difficulty in the
courts, and been the text for many lurid sermons
from priests who wish, from a business point of view,
to control the ceremony. By giving it a flavor
of " divinity,'' they are enabled to keep the people in
more or less subjection, to the great advantage of their
individual pockets and the glory of the clan.
A recent decision of the United States Circuit
Court for Rhode Island will upset this attempt of the
priests, and remove the cause of judicial complaint
at the diversity of state regulations. The decision isthat in spite of its contrariety to the statutes of the
state in which it may be contracted, a marriage by
agreement in the presence of witnesses, and attested
in writing, is valid and will been forced by the United
States courts.
This simplifies the question of marriage a great;
deal. Marriage is a purely civil transaction, has
nothing divine about it, and only needs the legal protection accorded to any two contracting parties of
legal age and common understanding of the obligations involved.
If this decision shall be generally adopted by the
courts, the necessity for a United· States law is done
away with, and the Constitution spared another
wrench.

Editorial Notes.
"AnAss drum," said Mr. Beecher last Sunday, "is simply
sheepskin over nothing. There is plenty of bass drums in the
pulpit."
A HAZELHURST, Miss., jury united in prayer on retiring to
the jury room, and then acquitted a murderer, of whose guilt
there was no doubt, as the killing grew out of politics.
IN tearing down 11 portion of the Washington Hotel at Bordentown, N. J., May 30th, 11 violin with the name "Thom11s
Paine" bmnded on it was found in the attic. Paine did considerable of his writing in this old inn.
CoL. OLCOTT and Madam Blavatsky are said to be rousing
Paris and London with their theosophy. The madam 11lleges
that the colonel has performed several hundred miracles within
the past few months. "Lord, how this world is given to lying!"
RoMAN C11tholic Bishop Hendriken, of Providence, has
issued a rattling order that may reach beyond the confines of
his limited diocese. He absolutely forbids church fairs or excursions, picnics, festivals, and what not for ostensible religions purposes. He is much more "moral" than his brethren
in Canada, who are the only authorized lottery conductors in
the Dominion.
WALT WHITMAN attained his sixty-fifth birthday on the 31st
ult. There was no formal celebration of the event, and ·he
says he simply called up the happy memories of happier
events to keop him company. He resides in an unpretentious
cottage in Camden, N. J., and is a half par11lytie. His brain
is, however, clear, and he is proud of the fact that he retains
his "poetic" fancies to the last.
E. H. HEYWOOD writes thnt the indictment against him is
"disabled." H. L. Nelson, Esq., son of Judge Nelson, volunteered to argue the motion to quash, and did it so effectivly
that the government "paused." Judge Pitm11n, whom Mr.
Heywood found unexpectedly Liberal and sensible, reserves
Iiis decision, and the case goes over for this term. It is prob.
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able the indictment will finally be quashed, but if tried be~ore
AF~ER describing the monument erected in Greenwood by punished here. As I am going to a place of eternal torment
Judge Pitman,· Mr. Heywood says he "should hav beaten the ~1beral~ and quoting the inscriptions thereon, the Philo- that ought to satisfy them." "Who will the Democrats nomisophw Inqu~rer, of Madras, India, closes: "Truly, the object of nate?" "Tilden, I think."
them anyway."
MR. · BRADLAUGH's trial at the bar for illegally voting in our lives, considered in n purely ethical point of view, ~hould
AT the late blasphemy demonstration in St. James's Hall,
Parliament on the question of his own admission is fixed for be as what the dead hero dictated as above; and it is perhaps
London, Mr. Moncure D. Conway told two stories which adthe
best
unselfish
object
of
man
imaginable
and
practicable
on
Friday, June 13th. Mr. Bradlaugh is kept very busy with his
mirably illustrate, says Mr. Foote, the laws under which he and
legal entanglements, ancl declines two enticing lecturing in- earth. The utterer of these noble words lived true to his
his friends were sent to jail. The first story shows what the
vitations that hav reached him from Wisconsin, and from maxim in word and in,.deed. Mr. Bennett's honest belief in a Christians really mean by their claim to punish those who outcontinued individual existence is a belief held and shared in
Chicago, Ill. There is not much prospect, he says, of his
rage the religious feelings of the Co!llmunity. Out in Ceycrossing the Atlantic this season, though the journey would by some of the greatest and sub1imest intellects of the East lon so!lle Buddhist priests-able, earnest, and gentlemanly
and the West-a belief generally adhered to and sanctioned by
be to him both pleasant and profitable.
the generality of mankind. The belief is merely a hankering men, who are bound to be poor by the vow of their orderMR. TucKER's Liberty tells the story that when that paper of the human heart, a longing of the emotional part of human started n little paper to oppose the Christif\n missionaries.
was first started the editor received n very appreciativ letter nature. Whether demonstrable by science or not-if it could They wrote inn very lllild, not to say timid, lllnnner; and they
from Nantucket, the writer expressing his unqualified approval admit of demonstration at all-the belief in a continued exist- chiefly tried to show, by quotations from our lending writers,
of the political and social doctrins promulgated by the paper. ence is a harmless one-this is our opinion. We close this that Christianity was dying out in Europ~ while the ideas of
The letter closed by saying Mr. Tucker did not neecl to know piece with a thousand thanks to each of the one thousand Buddhism were spreading rapidly. The missionaries grew
the writer's name, and inclosed a dollar for subscriptioo, to be friends who in grateful recognition of the grand services ren- alarmed and applied to the authorities for aid. Thereupon
sent to a post-office box. It now transpires tknt the letter was dered to man in general, and to the Freethought world in par- the English government swooped down upon these poor Budticular, by our much lamented friend and brother, erected the dhist priests, who were striving to defend the religion of their
from n.o less a man than the late Charles O'Conor.
monument to speak out his name and fame for generations nativ land against intruders who tried to bring it into "disbeTBE services at the funeral of Julius R. Meyer, a member of and generations to come. Dear Bennett !"
lief and contempt," and told them that unless they discontinthe Ethical Society, of this city, were conducted by Professor
ued their little paper they would be prosecuted for blasphemy.
Adler. As the friends of the deceased gathered around the
JOHN SWINToN, in his. paper last week, copied the following Mr. Conway found these Buddhist priests in a state of trepidacoffin Mr. Adler said: "There was a vein of pure gold at the from the Liberal Club report in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and tion; they had only published one number, and after the warn.
bottom of the heart of the deceased. At the time when the credited it to Dr. Foote.
ing they had received they were afraid to publish a second.
manners and morals of the business community werenotof the
"Intellectual superiority has no more right to get the better This is the infamous creed which chatters at home about itE
purest, he was a rising exemplar. He had the courage to stand ?fan. inferior in i_ts kind of power than physical superiority in, poor feelings. When it goes abroad, with a government to back
by the flag of those ideas he honored. He was also one of the Its kmd. The time was when the strong ~an, physically, it, it plays the bully on every side. The other story was quite
most cordial supporters of antislavery before and during the ruled merely because he was strong. That time has passed. as interesting. Mr. Conway addressed some nntiv students at
wni:. These are qualities that shine like jewels from out of Now the in~ellectunl ma!l, the cunning man, rules simply Madras, and referred in laudatory terms to the freedom with
because he Is most cunnmg, and law and custom back him
the darkness of the tomb. I am here in the name of you all up. This mere cunning, however, must be stripped of its which speculntiv beliefs are discussed among the English.
to pronolmoe the last words of fttrewell." After addressing a power, and the keen head shall hav no more power to tyran- When his speech was over one of the young Hindoos got up
and said, "Yes, what yon say about your liberty in England is
few words of comfort to the bereavecl fa.rnily, Professor Adler nize than the strong arm."
concluded by saying, "And now, friends, I say the last word,
In quoting this sentiment, which is a,good and philosophi- very fine, but how about Mr. Foote?" Mr. Conway said that he
along, sweet good-night."
cal one, Mr. Swinton committed a number of oversights. In never felt so disconcerted in his life. "My beautiful balloon,"
the first place, he omitted to mention that Dr .. Foote was he added, "was punctured and emptied by that young student's
THE Rev. Henry Warcl Beecher seems to hav created a senmerely calling attention to an idea advanced by Mr. Andrews, question-' How about Mr. Foote?'"
sation among the orthodox clergymen of Buffalo by his recent
to whom, by the way, the members of the club are indebted
LLoYD L. MA.rons, who was hangocl at Onklnncl; Cal., l\Iny
lecture there on the subject of "Evolution and Revolution."
One promil!lent Presbyterian minister is reported as saying: for a good many valuabl~ thoughts. In the second place, the 23d, left the following statement as to his religious icleas:
Liberal
Club
is
not
mentioned
by
Mr.
Swinton.
Again,
no
"I think many of Mr. Beecher's statements were scandalous
"I want to say in regard to religion that I consider the Bible
credit is given THE TRUTH SEEKER for conveying to Mr. Swin- and
the holy spirit the only rules of conduct for man in this
as coming from a Christian minister. I think theyw~<re worse
ton the proceedings of the club. Mr. Swi'llton is an old life, and that my faith is the faith of the established orthodox
even than Ingersoll's. I hav always felt well disposed towards
journalist, and understands, if he does not practice, the church. With regard to Spiritualism, I wish to say since an
Mr. Beecher, and sympathized with him through his late
amenities o.f journalism. He knows, or ought to know, that attempt has been made by the Spiritualists of Oakland to distroubles, but with what he said here on Tuesday I felt very
he dmws his subsistence largely from the ranks of the Free- cover my faith in their system, I therefore Rtnte that I believe
much pained and shocked. I was ashamed of myself for bethinkers. His best correspondents are those who--hnv made it to be the most pernicious doctrin taught to-day. Ancl I rlo
not wish to hnv nn)" medium at any time in the future to preing among the auclience. He said many violent and bitter
their names familiar to the public through the Freethought RUrne that he could communicate with my spirit, or connPd it
things which cannot hnv other than pernicious effect. I don't
press. He has no reason to be afraid of giving credit where with any such system. I hnv no animosity n~ninst tho parties
say that-·there may not be something to be said on evolution,
credit is due, although the net involves the printing of the believing in Spiritualism; it is the doctrin itself that I hate. I
but no minister of the gospel has a right to get up and place
hnv had so!lle intimation that n medical institution would Reek
names of Stephen Pearl Andrews and this paper.
himself in SUGh direct antagonism to the Bible us he did."
to obtain possession of my body after its burial. In vit1w of
the poor health of my wife, as well us for tho shke of the comIT
will
be
remembered
that
when
Mr.
Foote
of
the
London
THIS week we again surrender n portion of our space to
monest decency and charity, I trust that no such attempt will
printing the church news omitted from other religious papers. Freethinker was sent to prison over a year ago, ,J. U. Wheeler, be mane. Such n proceedin~ would be most unkind. I shall
a
dear
personal
friend,
was
announced
as
interim
editor,
bnt
enter eternity without any fen1· or without any doubt. My
' As the season of ministerial vacations is approaching, it is
trust is entirely in the master, and I hnv had the full assurhoped that the amusements indulged in by prominent lights becoming sick, was superseded by Dr. E. B. Aveling. Mr. ance of my acceptance. I believe that every man must be
of the church may be of that innocent variety not necessary to Wheeler recovered fully, it was thought, but he has since gone born of the water and ?f tho spirit, nn.il then he is in the kin~
be recorded in these columns. It is of course with more pain crazy, and was on Sunday, May 11th, taken ton private asylum dom of God, and I behove that there IS no other name given
than exultation that THE TRUTH SEEKER is called upon to·lay for treatment. Mr. Wheeler's insanity is owing entirely to the among men whereby we must be saved, except the name of
before its readers these accounts of aberrant Christians. \Ve prosecution of the Freelhinlcm· and Mr. Foote's imprisonment. Christ. My hope is so strong in him that it bridges over all
would fain leave this unpleasant task to the Advocate and the "When I saw him the last time for months in the Old Bailey, the present trouble, ancl by the grace of God he has saved me.
"LLoYD L. l'.'fAJons."
Independent; but these papers hnv up to the present time been after .Judge North's atrocious sentence on me," says Mr. Foote,
Mr.
Majors
was
formerly
n
Methodist
preacher, president of
"he
was
huddled
up
on
the
floor,
inn
convulsion
of
grief;
and
remiss in their duty. They hav not come to the front in this
n Young Men's Christian Association, and a Good Templnr.
matter so prolllptly as we might be led to expect they would friends who saw him the same evening say that his mind was
by their frantic efforts to fasten crime upon Infidels, or rather clearly unhinged. The bigots had flung their bolts; their The murder for which he was hanged was exceptionally atrocious. His inccntiv was the meanest that ever sways Illlankiu<l
to ff\sten Infidelity upon those who hnv committed crimes. stronger victims were only bruised, but the gentler was pierced
-plunder. Ancl he was a coward ns well us a murderer and a
We trust they will see the pointedness of this rebuke and ·net nncl overthrown. His insane chatterings furnish the· key to
his madness. At one minute he talks about Lord Coleridge, thief. He bud not the nerve to do the deed himself, but bo
accordingly.
and says, 'A fine judgment, my lord;' the next, he cries out, incited two wretches to murder two old men for the sake of
WHEN the Catholic Union has occasion to refer to THE TRUTH 'There goes old Judge North, off with his wig boys, kick it the money they were supposed to hnv in their cabin. Hefnr
SEEKER it generally speaks of us as '' vile." One of our cor- about.' Sometimes he calls out the words 'George William nished his assassins with money and urmR. He directed th~
respondents, formerly a Catholic, who in the Friendly Foote,' with which Judge North commenced his little sermon plun of attack. And when the deed was done and the bandits
columns of May 24th spoke not very flatteringly of Father to me in the dock. As we were carrying him down the stairs returned to him without tho expected plunder, he hastily rode
Lambert's "Notes on Ingersoll," is described by this eminently he shouted out, ' George William Foote, you know the agony to the cabin and ransacked it for money while one body was
Christian paper as an "idiot who loves to pose as a learned and bloody sweat I've had for yon, 'and then, 'Damn old North.' '• still warm on the floor, and the other lying in a fielcl close by.
Infidel." Now we would remind the Catholic Union that it has Mr. Foote adds: "Yes, my dear old comrade, I know it right Then he set fire to the cabin, and watched it burn till the boily
taken upon itself the difficult task of clearing from guilt the well, and I am not likely to forget it. I too can curse, not 'old on the floor was churrecl pnst recognition. Commenting upon
character of Brother Frank, n prominent and activ-rather too North,' for I despise him too much, but the damnable creed his legal taking off, the San Francisco Chronicle says: "If anyactiv-Cutholic, who has been convicted, by due process of which gave that paltry creature the power to wreck n life like thing were wanting to complete the measure of public rlisgu~t
law, of ravishing a child. W1th such n burden as this upon yours." Mr. Wheeler's young wife is being cared for by the inspired by this miscreant, it wouhl be tho record of his last
hours. Under the ministrations of an Episcopal minister, he
his shoulders, we woulcl further aclmonish the editor of the Freethought organizations.
took religion. His last days appear to hnv been equally eliCatholic Union that he has "bitten off all he can chew," and
CoL. INGERSOLL was found by a World reporter last Sntur- vided between appeals to 'the grace of God' and an inordinatl'
is in no condition to knock the chip off the shoulder of an
able-bodied writer like our correspondent from San Bernar- day at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, ns he was prepuring for his de- appetite for ham and eggs. Ho would 'talk to no one but his
dino. When he has persuaded the governor of this state that parture for Washington. The colonel was asked: "Are you spiritual adviser,' and to him he unctuously confessed that in
rape is not a crime when Colllmitted by a Catholic priest, he going to Chicago?" "I don't know. I do not take as much his opinion 'the Bible und the holy spirit are the only rules of
may feel himself better fitted for the task of convincing the interest us formerly. The mutter is getling too personal. conduct for man in this life.' He ~poke of his coming execu.
worlcl that every man is an idiot who does not believe in the The person is the platform. The old issues that ronde the tion as ' an entrance into eternity without fear and without
party sublime hav been almost settled, and the pioneers are doubt.' It never occurrccl to him to think of other entrances
Rorrian Catholic mummery.
getting tired. The Supreme Court abandoned the colored into eternity, such as that of the old men he had helped mur].\IJAy 13th an immense meeting was held in St. James's Hall, citizens of the South, and turned the 'wards of th:J nation' der, or his little daughter, who dierl of grief n few weeks ago.
cruel negligence of the stateR. His 'hope in the name of Christ' was so strong that, together
Lonclon, to agitate for the repeal of the blasphemy laws under over to the tender mercy
which Messrs. Foote, Ramsey, and Kemp were imprisoned. Both parties are divided about the tariff, and there seems to with abundant dishes of ham and eggs, it 'bridged over all
The chairman, of ,the meeting, in explaining these laws, said be a general desire to suit all sides. If we can nominate a present trouble, and, by the grace of God, had mverl' him.
that "the bigots had been entirely powerless to touch Mr. real Republican at Chicago, one really in favor of protecting There was no penitence mingled with the hope, no remorse,
Bradlangh with them, they had only been able to strike Mr. citizens at home-one who believes in the 'Thirteenth and no sorrow for the widow anrl tho children he left behind in
Foote and his co-prisoners. Mr. Bradlaugh proved to be too Fourteenth amendments, ancl is in favor of n tariff for want and shame, no pang of agony when he thought of the
harcl a hitter for them. The bigots tried to fix upon him the revenue nncl reasonable p1·otection, then we will :Onv an en-l gray heads he had tramplecl in biood and dirt-nothing but n
publication of another man-n publication with which he had thusiastic and successful campaign, otherwiRe it will be simply selfish hope for himself, based on a lot of theological cant and
nothing whatever to do. Lord Colericlge described these laws n scramble for office." "Who are yon for?" "I believe strengthened by regular supplies of ham and eggs. To many
as 'ferocious.'
Justice Stephen described them as naked Gresham is the man who ought to be nominated. He is a real reflecting persons the whole performance will appear simply
persecution. Where eminent judges differed it wotild be pre- Republican. He was a brave soldier, an honest and learned disgusting and calculated to turn the offices of religion into
sumptuous on his part to express an opinion. We huv met to- judge, and he has administered the post-office depurtment ridicule. Without intending to embark in religious contranight to help an association to obtain the removal of these laws, with signal ability. He is simple in his habits, fair and honor- versy, it may fairly be question eel whether teachings which so
and I am glncl that we hav expressions of sympathy with our able in his methods, and would giv the country a real, sounrl, obviou~ly tentl to make n theological controversy take the place
cause from many clergymen. Under the Indian Criminal Code honest administration. I do not believe a better man can bo of Pll feelings of home, wife, children, and cluty will long commen could not be imprisoned for blasphemy. England shonlcl founcl. He comes from the right state and from the 1 iJht mand the tldherence of men of common sense, and whether the
not lag behind India in this matter. England shortlcl be 11art of the country. I am saying nothing against the others, revolting mixture of sham piety and real hum and eggs which
trusted with a similar measure of religions liberty. To remove I but I believe Gresham to be the best man under tho circum- marked the closing hours of the murderer's life will not sugthat stigma is the object of our association." Several clergy- 1 stances." "Were you arrested in Philadelphia?" "No. gest the expediency of excluding the clergy hereafter from the
men were present and spoke at the" meeting in favor of repeal.; 'fhat was nil talk. I do not believe the ministers want me. prison cells of the condemned."
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idea would obtain as much in eight as now in ten years, it 1 plan of their mode of procedure to place all men in possession
would be a saving of 6,000,000 of years to the people, besides of a home, and keep them therE). It might possibly gain by a
the costs of money, wear, and tear of that amount of school little criticism. So much for the land question.
time. And after the first eight years it would be that amount
I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER that W. H. Burr does not take
WooD RIVER, On, May 8, 1884.
every year. Just think what that would do toward improving in the Laplace theory of the origin of the world, and I shall
MR. EDITOR: I see that there is still some lacking for the
the intelligence of the nation. But farther, in nearly every not sustain it. But Mr. Burr says that all worlds are growing
monument yet, so I will send in my mite if it is not too late.
state there is a blind asylum, and why should the blind be by meteoric accretion. This he has made no attempt to prove.
Inclosed find one dollar to apply to that fund. Although I
forced to learn an orthography almost as blind? I am profes- The proof would be interesting to me, at least, as I hav always
never expect to see the monument, I am anxious it should be
sor of English phonology.
Yours, •
A. B. PrKARD.
understood that meteorites were deta.ched pieces from one or
completed. to help keep guard over the old TRUTH SEEKER, for
more planets, and consequently this planet was growing by
I should be lost without it. Long may it liv!
MELVIN VILLAGE, N. H., JYiay 19, 1884.
accretion at the expense of another; but if all are gaining by
Mns. SARAH CLAnK.
Mn. EDITOR: I wish to pay one dollar toward the Monument the same process, from where does the material come? I find
Fund if I am not too late. I think it a most worthy object. I that they are composed of the same material as is this planet,
HANovERToN, 0., May 21, 1884.
am one of your new subscribers, and I cannot speak too highly with one exception-the mineral schribersite is not known
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find three dollars to pay for
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is indeed what its name implies, here. But Mr. Burr's article was very short. Perhaps he can
THE TRUTH SEEKER another year. I am a natural Infidel. A
and I could not do without it. I wish that others of my fully explain at more length. I hav no doubt that he is corlittle over a year ago. I first saw Freethought sentiment on pafamily could think as I do about it. My husband says that he rect, though at variance with a host of philosophers, that the
per, when I pulled my feet out of the miry clay and began to
shall never giv up his God or his Bible. Now, reading the heat of the interior of the earth- is produced by pressure of
tell the truth and talk back to ignorant superstitions and vile
Bible made an Infidel of me. Is it not strange how people gravity.
GEo. W. CHAPMAN, M.D.
persecutors. But I don't hav much talk nowadays, for the differ in their opinions?
bigots are givtng me an extensiv letting alone. I bespeak a
There are two churches in this little village, and not to
NORTH BENTON, OID:o, May 19, 1884.
safe voyage for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I would be sorry to hfar belong to one or the other is to be very unpopular, but I am
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $2, for which continue my
of its being lost with John Peck aboard.
J. T. JoHNSON.
willing to be unpopular as long as Lam true to myself. The paper and send me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1884. I
people here are all enemies to progress a.nd Freethought, but cannot do without the paper. On May 18, 1884, in the afterLUDLow, ILL., May 19, 1884.
it is cheering to know that the wheel of progress is moving, noon, while the rest of the family were at the schoolhouse atMn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find one dollar for the Benand I believe that the_ time is not very far distant when ig- tending Sunday-school out of curiosity to see the performance
nett Monument Fund. The dear TRUTH SEEKER, always so
norance and superstition will be vanquished by the light of of the cranks under the guise of religion, and hear them exwelcome to us, is welcomed by our little girl and boy now
truth and knowledge. I am the only one who takes THE plain how Joshua made the sun stand still, and .such like, I
(thanks to Miss Wixon), and the Children's Corner has our
TRUTH SEEKER at this post-office.
sat in the parlor reading THE TRUTH SEEKER, that being my
attention, for the little ones should be served first. It was a
I could not get one to sign this petition. I commence([ in favorit paper. I saw one of the nicest freaks of nature that is
pleasure to hear of Mr. Chainey in last week's paper. He
my own family first, and was met with only insult and abuse commonly seen; in fact, volumes can be learnt from it-more
is an admirable man. W. S. Bell is lecturing in Minnesota
eltiewhere. Wishing you and THE TRUTH SEEKER happiness than could be learnt in Sunday-school in a lifetime. There
on his trip through the West. He is one of our best logiand prosperity, I am
_ Yours truly,
was a turkey hen with thirteen small turkeys in the orchard
cians Wishing you a long and successful life, I remain your
MRs. MARY A. lioRNE.
near the house. I heard a commotion with the turkey hen;
friend,
MELLIE G. NEWKIRK.
she kept up a rumpus for some time. I walked out into the
BEAVER CRoSSING, NEn., May 8, 1884.
orchard to see what the trouble was. I saw in the apple"trees
Bm BEND, KANSAS, May 10, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to say a few words in reply to two hawks, and also tliE' turkey-hen on the top of an appleMR. EDrroR: I send you a new subscriber to-clay, one who
Robert Gunther. In THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 12th, in re- tree. I looked around for the young turkeys, but could see
I think will stay. Rationalism is spreading in this state. I
ply to Mr. Hacker's article on land reform, Mr. Gunther makes none. I sat down under an apple-tree. In about ten minutes
meet many people who express their opinions very freely tosome very wild statements. He says your correspondent, J.
day who would not hav dared to utter them at all a few Hacker, givs himself a great deal of unnecessary trouble in re- the turkey hen flew down and went about five rods, and comyears ago. Just the other day, a very estimable old gentleman, g>trd to government land, and goes on to say the troubles he menced calling her turkeys. She very readily found eleven
that answered to her call. She strolled off with the eleven
one who stands high with the people of this county, said to
complains of exist but they cannot be avoided in the way he tmkeys about eight rods. Apparently dissatisfied, she stQpped
me that he had always had a very great respect for the Bible,
proposes. Now, I think J. Hacker's theory is right and just, and surveyed the premises, and commenced calling, but no
but that it had always been the very hardest kind of work for
and that the evils he complains of can be avoided. If JL per- young turkeys answered. I supposed the hawks had got them.
him to believe it. Poverty is our great trouble out here, not
son obtains money or goods under false pretenses, there is a
having raised much of any crops for the past four years. I law to punish him. If the law is not enforced, that is not the She fussed around some five minutes. The eleven that she
could get you many subscribers if the county would produce fault of the law. And again he says that out of one hundred had with her huddled close togethert and the old one started
better. Accept my very best wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER; persons who pre-empt or homestead land, there is not one back on a run over the eight rods and commenced calling for
the young turkeys. She soon found the two missing ones, and
may it liv for ever. Yours fraternally, S. M. TRAvis, M.D.
who takes it in good faith. That statement is absolutely un- led them to the eleven that were huddled together. Then
true, as far as Nebraska is concerned. I took a homestead in she appeared to be satisfied. Now, how she knew there were
LoWELLVILLE, Omo, May 20, 1884.
Nebraska in the spring of '69, hav lived here ever since, and I two missing is the enigma, for they were huddled close to the
Mn. EDIToR: In reply to Mr. J. Petty in THE TRUTH SEEJrER know that the most of the people who settled Nebraska took
ground, under the grass, and made no noise, and she appeared
of May 10, 1884, I wish to say that freedom of the will, or free their homesteads and pre-emptions in good faith. I do not
not to discover the loss till she got about eight rods away with
agency, and necessity are not irreeoncilable propositions, ~mt think that out of one hundred persons over ten obtained their
the eleven_ The question with me is, Was the discovery of
harmonious and true. In all that we do, we act from chmce, land through fraud. His innuendo concerning the class of peothe last two young turkeys instinct or knowledge? What more
in accordance with the preponderance of motiv or motiv~, the ple who are homesteaders and pre-empters is unmanly, ungencould a man hav done in that stage of development? Such
preponderance constituting the necessity to act j~st as we _do erous, and illiberal, to say the least. If thirty men out of one
streaks of development can be seen in almost all the animal
But at the same time we act freely, always choosmg to do JUst hundred obtain land through fraud, that is no just reason why
race. The development in man is slow. The Bible says man
as we do in accordance with the weight of motiv. And we the other seventy should be deprived of their right to a homehas been on the earth six thousand years or thereabouts;
cannot conceive of free agency at all, only as choosing from stead or pre-emption. I think that the class of people who
science says many millions; yet I hav lived longer than or bemotiv or motivs, and the preponderance constitutes the neces- settled this western wilderness will compare favorably with the
fore steam, telegraphy, etc.
CHESTER BEJ)ELL.
sit.y, and free agency cannot exist without it, for without mo- people of any state in the Union, California not excepted, as
tivs from which to choose there could be no free agency what- to honesty and intelligence.
B. N. TROTTER.
A LETTER TO COL. INGERSOLL.
ever. If Mr Petty goes toN ew York, he goes impelled by mo66 WEST 4TH ST., NEW YORK, MAY 24, 1884.
tiv or motiv8, and yet goes freely, choosing with all possible
HoN. Ron'T G. INGERSOLL, Dear Sir: I see in the TRUTH
BuRTON, TExAs, May 12, 284.
freedom or free agency, to do just as he does. And here we
JYin. EDIToR: No truer words ever fell from a pen than those SEEKER of New York (Sat., April 26, 1884) "A New Lecture
see nec~ssity, and free agency necessarily connected, linked of J. L. Anilrew in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 3d inst. I hav by Col. Ingersoll."
together, and dependent upon each other, antl cannot be fully experienced it all; and seeing this, those solid in my beIn the third paragraph you say: "There was a time when
separated, and both true to nature.
Wr.r. WATSON.
lief hereabouts consider it binding them to act the hypocrit, the astrologer sought to read in the stars the fate of men and
ancl nominally take sides with an institution they abominate nations. The astrologer has faded from the world, but the
MERIDIAN, TEXAS, 1\fay 12, 188'1.
and would assist to overthrow at any time were it safe to astronomer has taken his place."
Mn. EDITOR: I hope that every Liberal in the United States their business interest for them to do so. No few of those
I cannot but believe that you, having alway been an advowill call R. G. Ingersoll and George Chainey to organize on the exist, and hence our strength cannot near be told; they are cate of reason, freedom of thought. and speech, and justice,
principles of secularism as formulated in THE. TnuTH SEEKER counted in the orthoilox ranks, therefore we appear so inferior would intentionally make a misstatement, or, having done so,
of May lOth. The principles as laid down m that nmuber in numbers beside them. Several of my neighbors borrow would not hesitate to retract it were you shown to be in error.
will, I think, stop the good from having to pay the d_ebts of papers of me, and read them eagerly on the sly, that would I wish, therefore, to ask you, Are these your words, and where
the bad. It wns asked in one number of your paper If there be glad to subscribe thomselvs but for the ostracism in busi- is your authority for saying the "astrologer has faded from
was not some one who could lead the Liberals and organize ness, and society as well, they know would surely follow. I the world," or do you of your own knowledge know it to be so?
them into a good working body, and I think you stated that offered to pay the fees of some I know to be good J;..iberals if
You will excuse me for troubling you, but I am very much
there was one man that could if he would. I hav named him they would consent to let their names be enrolled in the Free- interestefl in such matters, and I think if you examin into
in this communication, and he will work if called and called thinkers' ranks for Brother Green, but no, such a thing could the subject you will find that astrologers hav not all faded
aright. I think when he is asked he will lead in the ref?rm .. not be thought of. We need bold lecturers, and plenty of from the world. It is true that they are not as common a~
J. D. Shaw has organized a Liberal r.hurch at Waco, m this them, like Remsburg; may they soon appear, is the wish of they were centuries ago, but that is not for the reason that asstate. Let them formulate a creed or set of articles and send
Yours fraternally,
H. B. JoNES.
trology has lost any of the truths it has always contained, but
men out to preach. 'fell them to go and preach the truth.
P.S.-I giv them the best I can on all occasions, knowing because _of the bigoted theological element in the world who
If I recollect, some hav asked Ingersoll what they should say matters cannot be made worse, for they hav failed as signally to hav Andeavored to carry out the words of the God in the Bible
and bow they should say it. We want a head. It may look starve me out as did their prayer for God to remove me from who is said to hav told the children of Israel, "Thou shalt not
too much like a church, but we can't help that. Some one the earth he made especially for his flocl;:. And judging from suffer a witch to liv," and the so-called civilized nations of late
must drive. The people are ready and willing.
what I see and hear very often, they would readily undertake years hav done everything possible to exterminate astrology,
.
s. D. GREER. the job themselvs but for fear Rome of them might visit the knowing not the difference between it and witchcraft.
celestial abode of gold-paved streets a little premature of
When the persecutions of astrologers hav ceased, and the
their God"s call. I inclose the sum for FREETHINKERs' AL~fANAC; time comes when men will not be reviled, proscribed. or conCANYON CrrY, CoLORADo, April 7, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Having been a teacher so much of my life, and it is both interesting and instructiv, and cheap at the price demned for their belief in subjects that they been compelled
H. B. J.
to admit to be true by rational and unbiase~ investigation1
being thoroughly acquainted with the practical advantages of asked.
then you will find the astrologer has not faded from the earth.
as many letters as sounds, I am often dumbfounded at t~e
You state, "The astronomer has taken his place." This is the
CAWKER CITY, KAN., May 12, 284.
idea that an intelligent people will consent to pay, both m
MR. EDITOR: I bav been waiting several weeks to receive the first intimation I hav ever had that astronomers hav ever
money and time, for the perpetuation of an absolute absu:ditJ·.
I often speak out loud to myself, Why will the people cling to shots from free-lotnd gentlemen. They now seem to hav done, attempted to read the fate of men and nations. You sp~ak
.an inconsistency that does them absolutely no good, but _a and I survive; but not, as some suspect, a land grabber. I dn of the great discovery in astronomy by Kepler, from which
damage at eve;:y step in the path to intelligence_?. And how ~t not own more than two acres, not a great lot, surely, when I we may almost date the "birth of science." Are you aware that
is that Liberals, shaking off the shackles of rehgwus supersti- could hav got 160 if I had liked to, but I am an incapable, Kepler made equally as important discoveries in astrology?
tion should not also shake off as false, damaging, and barbarous and know and acknowledge it. IE I were going to benefit And "Kepler's Aspects," which he discovered, will be known
orthography, I cannot see. Briefly, to show its damage to us, I mankind by a land grant, I should -provide them with money by his name equally as long as his first, second, and third laws
will present a statement. In the New York T1·ibune, some to go where land is to be got, and where they could be useful in astronomy.
Is it not strange that the ancients, who excelled in poetry,
time ago, I saw statistics saying that in the United States if capable; but, I repeat, the great demand iB- to provide for
3 000 000 children begin to go to school every year. Competent the incapable. If I were to tell how I worked it, it would seem sculpture, mathematics, architecture, and also in astrology,
t~•tehers in England and America say that on an average two purely egotism; hence I forbear. But I am a physical incapa- putting it to the test every day for thousands of years,
yr- 1trs of time to every student would be saved in the conroe ble all the same, and I think it is from that fact that I hav never discovered the falsity of it; while, in these days
of his education. Now, suppose we allow ten years for a stu- been more observant and acquired more knowledge in that when very few persons know anything of the subject, every
dent's education under this present system, but under the new direction. I wish the land reformers would giv us a general ignorant person supposes that astrology has been" exploded ?'•
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Probably you were not aware that for thousands of years all '\,having all power, and why there is not a future existence.
ORANGE, CAL., May 23, 1884.
the calculations in a~tr?nomy were made f~r the sole an_d only , Does it not seem likely that if there was a God innocence would
MR. EDr:r:oR: In commencing thif! letter I will remark that I
use of astrologers, similar to the astronomiCal calculatwns of always be protected? Does it seem probable that the innocent am not dyspeptic or bilious neither do I wear a liver pad. It
the present da;r being made almost solely for the purpose of babes' brains would be allowed to be dashed out by a highway is plainly evident to those ~ho hav perused "Aunt" Elmina's
navigation. The only person I hav ever read, or heard tell of, murderer, or that the murderer should outliv his victim-that writings during tke past that her organ of hope is about the
that ever attempted, systematically, to explode astrology, was the innocent babe should writhe in death's agonies, and the same size as "Brother" Beecher's back brain-very large, as
Bishop Butler, author of "Analogy of Religions." He wrote victim sometimes appear to suffer more in death than his mur- classed by phrenologists-and to that fact must we look for a
a number of articles against astrology, but finding he was so derer? Doesn't it seem likely if there is a future life, a heaven, solution of the lucent picture which the affairs of this world
ignorant of the subject, it ocourred to him that he could write that some of our dear ones that hav gone on before would come present to her mind. It is a broad statement to say that nineagainst it with more advantage if be only und~r~tood the back to earth and visit their old home and their friends? It tenths, if not ninety-nine-one-hundredths, of human life is
science. He began its study and ended up by wr1tmg one of hurts us to think that they hav forsaken us. We hav friends spent in comfort and comparativ happiness, and one must
the best works we hav on the science, called "Butler's Astrol- who hav left us that would hav died for us at any moment of either be unfamiliM' with the different grades and conditions
ogy." Why has not his. "Astrology" be.en used as a text book their lives, and whose place we would hav taken on death's sad of society, or mentally color blind, to assert such a thing.
in our universities, like his "Analogy of Religions?" Simply bed, and we can't believe that they hav forsaken us. Why, if The great majority of people in every quarter of the globe
because astrology is not fashionable in our day.
.
I were to die and reach the promised land, no sooner would I are those whose only capital is their muscle, and wealth hll8
Yours respectfully,
L. D. BRoUGHToN, M.D.
land there and see my loved ones I would retrace my journey become so concentrated in the hands of a few that this rnaback to my dear friends on earth, and cheer their sad hearts jority can barely keep soul and body together, to say nothing
and wipe their tear-stained faces, and I would send the joyful of enjoying "comfort and comparativ happiness." They liv
tidings all the world around. We love and care for our friends and move almost automatically, as it were, and organized capPoMoNA., May 12, 1884.
MR. EDr:r:oR: This community has been exercised recently while living, we laugh with them in health, we nurse them in ita! keeps them in a condition of slavery from which it seems
over a law suit between two of her citizens; one a follower of sickness, we weep over them in death, and when burying as though nothing but dynamite could free them. Incipient
the "meek and lowly," the other-well, he is a common man them we cover their faces with tears. We take our last sad revolutions are agitating the whole civilized world, and never
who has not made "his calling and election sure" by becom- look at them, and with hearts of grief and agony we giv them were there such discontent and mental disturbances as now
ing a member of the Methodist church to which the other be- back to their mother earth. In the time of sickness, at permeate the masses of our country as well a~ foreign ones, and
longs; the bone of contention being a piece of government death, and after death for awhile, there are no words sad all because nine-tenths, if not ninety-nine-one-hundreths, of
land which both parties claim. As to the merits of the claims enough to express our grief for them. We see them in our human.life is composed of so much happiness! Reformers in
of the respectiv parties I know nothing, nor is it of any conse- dreams, they appear to be with us, and sometimes in health; every department of life were never so numerous, and though
quence to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. But what I am and we can recall in our waking hours every word we ever everybody is so happy, "Aunt" Elmina has been trying for
desirous that the outside world know is that the Methodisi:B said to them in anger, and in our mind's eye we see them years to rectify the condition of society and bring about the
of Pomona are not a whit behind their brethren elsewhere in do over again every kind and noble deed they hav done for us. millennium by removing this one-tenth or one-hundredth of
deeds of crookedness. The facts in the case are briefly these: We keep waiting, watching, and listening for them. But in misery and unhappiness. If the world is so comfortable and
The. pastor of the little canal-boat and a number of his leading vain. Years roll on, our eyes grow dim; no sound reaches happy, what means this universal protest for more freedom,
members buckle on the armor of their· holiness in defense of the echoless shores, and no tidings ever come from the oppo- more rights and privileges to enjoy life? Why these labor
their brethren in Ohrist, and approach one of the associate sit side of the mystic river, and therefore we think that they agitations and constant complaints from the toiling millions?
council of the bad man-the Infidel-by writing him a letter hav never been called from their sluD;Jber, but are at peace Is it possible there is no cause for complaint except the work(of which I hav a copy), said associate council being a passen- in their " windowless palace of rest "-and who is it that ings of a morbid imagination, and the absence of hope enough
ger in the Methodist barge, also Good Templar and prohibi- is not willing to giv up the idea of eternal happiness .to get to change black into white and darkness into light? If so, let
tionist, begging him in the name of Christ, Good Templarism, rid of the idea <?f eternal punishment? But they say it is the Institute of Heredity instruct the people, so future offand Prohibition, to betray his client; his refusal to accept the .not a question of liking or disliking. Surely not. But if spring can be born with healthy imaginations, and sufficient
bribe for so small consideration and step down and out has there is a God he is certainly as kind and good as a human be- hope to discover happiness in slavery, and ten-tenths of joy
in poverty and suffering, in physical and mental hunger, and
aroused their wrath and set the fires of hell burning in their ing. If not, it is degrading to worship him.
Yours truly,
IsAAc LEMoN, JR.
the cravings of the soul that seek in vain for satisfaction. If
sanctified breasts, and I am informed that they are now
all the trouble lies in the mind and everything is serene and
using every means at hand to cause the unfaithful brother to
happy, if we could only think so, what a pity everybody
retire from the various orders to which they mutually belong.
stricken with poverty, hunger, sickness, disea8e, and sorrow
Here is a church using its combined influence and power,
ITHA.CA., N. Y., May 15, 1884.
conspiring to defeat the ends of justice, prostituting its preMn. EDIToR: The difference of opinion between Mr. Kirby, hasn't "Aunt" Elmina's organ of hope to transform everytended holiness to the level of fraud, in the name of Christ. of Doniphan, Kan., and yourself and others is in regard to thing into sunbeams tinged with joy and peace! How happy
Doubtless their petitions to the bankrupt court of heaven whether there is a God who created man, on the part of Mr. those Russian exiles in Siberia could be if they had her "nornight and morning are ladened with fulsome praises of theu Kirby; or whether he emerged from protoplasm, through self- mal" hope; the thousands of soldiers in foreign lands who are
brother and curses for the Infidel land-grabber, asking piece creation, by along line of evoluting changes from a succession compelled to leave home and friends and serve the best years
and prosperity for the one "altogether lovely," and hell and of form from the lowest to the highest form of animal life of their lives in a standing army to support effete monarchies;
eternal damnation for the other; consigning him to the bot- called man, on your part, and all the arguments from authors the women and children in English mines, forced to toil their
tomless pit, where he will never be able to get either land or on either side are of the greatest extremes, and. from heredi- lives away to gain the mere pittance necessary to ward off starwater, or even gaze upon the feathery tribe.
tary speculations, and a wide departure from the fundamental vation; the thousands of factory operative in our own count.ry
There is enough rascality aud rottenness practiced within principles of nature. And by so doing you detract from nat- who can barely exist, to say nothing of attaining enjoyll!ent
the church, if publicly made known, to consign its members ure (God) the light and power of knowledge. We know noth- and recreation for mind or body; the hordes of povertyto " hades" (wherever that may be). Let their crimes be- ing of animal life except through our five senses. The knowl- stricken wretches in our great cities who liv, the devil knows
come known, and their privilege for wrong doing will cease. edge of chemistry shows the component parts of inanill!ate how, amidAt dirt, disease, and sickness, in ignorance and vice,
Violation of the rights of others in the name of Christ or any matter, that they possess life in every part; and if matter is more like cattle than human beings; the inmates of hospitals,
other supposed deity ought not to be tolerated by a free ancl eternal, then life is co-eternal. Nature never changes, ex- prisons, poor-houses, and insane asylums, and all who liv
law-abiding people. Let every Freethinker absolutely refuse cept by its own inherent laws, and that only in one direc- from hand to mouth with no place to call home! What imto giv money or aid in any manner in the building of churches tion, and that is only in vege~ble and animal manner of life, mense happiness they might all realize without change of conor theological schools; the loss will be felt, and the tax will be- form, growth, maturity, dissolution, or death, which is nat- dition, if they only possessed the requisit amount of hope
gin to fall so heavily upon the members that their numbers ure's transition state. There is more or less time allotted for -the power to look on the bright side, whether a bright side
will diminish, compelling the parson to gain his bread by other this transition state, which is divided and applied to every va- exists or not! Were life such a tragedy as it appears to some,
methods than preying for it. No respect ought to be shown riety of vegetable and animal form, from the lowest to the "Aunt" Elmina informs us that few would cling to it as earto a man who gets a living ~y preying upon the ighorance and highest. The average age of individual man is about seventy nestly as they do now; but the fact is, that makes little or no
superstition of his fellow-being. The parson is of no neces- years. Other animals may hav a shorter duration. So with difference, for we are all born with vitativness, and it is so
sity in this world; let him migrate. Giv him wings and a harp, vegetable life. Death is on our track, and is as inevitable as strong in some that no hardship or misery can lessen it, and
and let him soar "on high" and join the band where his life, and is a law of nature, and we as individuals only Iiv again that, instead of perfect happiness, minus one-tenth, or onemusic may be appreciated; the air here is pure-does not need in our posterity. The only manner of the succession of ani- hundredth, is what wards off death and makes people cling to
him to agitate it. Their teaching is an incentiv to crime; mal and vegetable life is through male and female sexual rela- life. Take the case of a man imprisoned for life within the
they pervert law, mislead and misdirect the young, dwarf tions, and is the inevitable law ol! nature. If we originated stone walls of a penal institution; what makes him cling to
their minds to the narrow channels of theological ideas by from protoplasm through a succession of animal improvement life, with no prospect of freedom? Is it happiness or his
teaching a religion antagonietic to. the wants and necessities and gradation, why did nature change-why not continue the organ of vitativness? The latter, most surely; and to.say peoof this life-in conflict with the joys of a beautiful home here. process? The theory supposes that nature had invented a ple shun death because they are too happy to desire a dreamAbandon the parson and his supernatual teachings, and the new scheme, and was the inventor of speculation. No, friend less sleep, or the existence believed in by Spiritualists, is an
home will blossom with the joyful things of this life; wealth Macdonald, let go all schemes and take nature as our senses error. Elmina can't see why, if life has been miserable, one
and comfort will take .the place of religion and poverty. now find her, with all her variety of forms, which is in every should believe in a continued existence or desire it, for, says
she, sufferings, sins, sorrows, and crimes cannot be exempt.
Drive out the creeds and let in knowledge! Away with the way self-existent and eternal.
Our senses cannot comprehend a God higl).er than man. If there is a continued existence, which I firmly believe, not
phantoms-the supernatural-and deal only with nature and
What, then, do we mean by God? The best definition I can from faith but from satisfactory evidence, we shall be free
her laws, and we will be happy" even unto death."
giv is, the concentration of all the faculties of the mind upon from this physical body, which now confines the spirit and
H. L. SHA.UG.
any object of sense. U a man concentrates his mind or all requires our constant exertions to provide for it. To fill the
his faculties upon a horse, a dog, or a woman, that object is belly and clothe the back is all the majority of humanity can
FLoYD C. H., VA.., April 17, 284.
his god. And he may change this to another object. But nat- do, and the mind, the seat of happiness and joy, suffers negMR. EDr:r:oR: If you will allow me space in your paper, I ure is the demonstration of truth evidenced by all his senses. lect in consequence, and we cannot attain that state of bliss
would like to say a few words on belief of immortality, and on But we need not suppose that nature once was what she is not for which the soul yearns, while the physical acts as a drawthe opinion that death ends all. Some believe that the death now. Nay, she is ever the same, but knowledge with us makes back. When freed from this "prison-house of clay," there
of the body is just the entrance into an eternal life, that all the changes, and that is why I make this assertion, that can be no more slavery; man can no longer oppress his brother
·our life here is simply the child life of eternity, that we man is the embo\liment of the whole of nature, and when this and monopolize land and wealth to such an extent that hunger
hav to die to be born into the spirit life, that our lives will knowledge is obtained we depend for knowledge on nothing and want are enr near. Sickness and pain will hav fled, and
be lives of eternal happiness or lives of eternal pain, and outside of ourselvs. Though we are all immediately con- crime cannot exist when the cause of it is removed. In the
that our happiness depends on, in the first place, our believ- nected, we are created, so to speak, from nature's fundamen- land of spirit, the unsatisfied cravings of the soul here will be
ing the Bible, although it is self-contradictory; in the second tal principle of variety. And when we come to the knowledge gratified, and no physical cause will depress the mind nor replace, you must sell everything you hav and giv it to the poor that classification is a principle of nature we shaH agree to dis- strict its freedom. The happiness experienced in this world
- I hav often said that I wished that some rieh person in my agree, like the stars in the firmament. Though all connected by the favored few, when compared with that in the other,
neighborhood would get in the notion of being saved by that as parts of the universe, yet each star has its special course of will be " as moonlight unto sunlight, nnd as water unto wine. '
clause, but it seems that they ignore that passage of the Bible revolution and they never collide with each other. There is no So why shouldn't we desire a continuation of life, whether
altogether; but it seems to me th.e most reasonable of any, for known law in nature to change the species of animals to make miserable or happy now? Let those who profess to desire anI like to see anyone willing to pay for what they get; but I be- a sheep from a goat, to make a cow from a horse, or vice versa, nihilation reply.
" There is no death! What seems so is transition.
lieve that those who claim the greatest rewards hereafter do but each is a distinct species, and they cannot be changed other
This life of mortal breath
the least to merit happiness, and if there ever is such a time than by improvement, by change in the same species. Thus
Is but a suburb of the life elysian,
as the judgment day to settle up accounts, I believe there will man from protoplasm, or even from a monkey, is preposterous,
Whose portal we call death."
be a great muny false claims presented. The idea of getting and entirely foreign from nature. The study of nature rejects
C. SEVERANCE.
to heaven without living a self-sacrificing life would be like every such idea. When a man by the study of himself finds
beating one's way on the train, or getting into a show on a that he is the embodiment of nature, he at once sees the conALL the early martyrs were not poor. John the Baptist
counterfeit ticket, or cheating. The idea of heaven was born nection between himself and all others, and he ceases at once was "one sent ahead in the wil(Ierness.''-New York Graphic.
of human love. The idea of hell was born of revenge. And all antagonism and becomes an intellectual man, or man of
the idea that death ends all is born of nature and reason. I /reason, and no more fights the variety of organism, but sees
CATALOG of our books free on a.pplioa.t.ion.
wlllllOW giv some of my reasons why there is :not a 1lreator ·its clasaificatiou.
ZENOS KENT.
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My eighth is in colt, not in mane.
.
rivers flow, the birds sing and twitter, the ground, and falling so as to bring my arm upon
beautiful flowers grow, and every other nat- this limb, and under my body, which bent it Read these lines over and you will find them
the same;
ural thing happens upon that day that happens into the shape of a horseshoe, the hand forced
A man ! A man of great fame.
upon any other day of the week, and if there into the soft ground by the side of the broken
Newburgh, N. Y.
R. 0. BlilnT•
.Edikd by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River, is any sin about it the Lord of whom they speak limb. It was a terrible bend. The atms of
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
SQUAREJ.
so much must be guilty of disregarding this children seldom break, on account of the softGmler shmtld be sent.
An island.
holy day by allowing all those natural things ness and toughness of the osseous or bony
A
preposition.
to go on in the usual way. The proper way to matter, but as they become older the bones beTo convey.
" His ll!e Is long whose work Is well,
reason is this. It must be right to do- right come harder and stronger, but more brittle,
A girl's name.
And be his station low or high,
upon any day of the year, and it must be wrong and are then more apt to fracture. The toughNewburgh, N. Y.
R. 0. BERt.
He who the most good works ca.n tell,
Live longest though he soonest die."
to do wrong upon any day, so that the day can ness of the bones are all the worse for children
CRYPTOGRAM.
hav no connection whatever with the good or when they become bent, as it is much more
A., a, b, e, e, e, i, i, L, 1, i, M, n, i1, i', r, s, t
bad of an action; and every act of life must painful to straighten a bent than a fractured
t, U,v,y.
The Gift of Empty Hands.
stand upon its merits or demerits, regardless bone. And I found ft a tough job before I got Arrange these letters· correctly and you'll be
A FAIRY TALE.
of any day or time.
over it.
hold,
They were two princes doomed to death;
Well, our Sabbath-school was held in a large
My companion was much frightened at what A Freethought motto here untold.
Each loved his beautj and his breath;
Newburgh, N. Y.
R. 0. BERT.
barn, the threshing-floor of which was cleared he had done, and, on seeing my crooked arm,
"Leave us our life and we wlll bring
off·and swept. In one corner was an old wind· wanted to run away and leave me, but I held
Fair gifts unto our lord, the king."
A TALE OF TEN TRAVELERS.
mill with a scoop shovel and striking·board on to him with the good arm until he consented
Th<3Y went together. In the dew
Teu
weary,
footsore travelers,
'!ticking
out
of
the
hopper.
On
the
end
of
the
to
help
me
off
with
my
coat.
After
getting
a
A charmed bird befor<3 them new.
All in a woeful plight,
Through sun and thorn one followed It,
sieve, by turning it away from the wall, were full look at my injuries, for I was somewhat
Sought shelter at a wayside inn
Upon the other's arm It lit.
placed the writing materials, books, etc., and marked and bruised besides, we started home.
One dark and stormy night.
A rose, whose faintest fiush was worth
·it was made to do duty as a desk and pulpit, to On my arrival a doctor was soon called, who
"Nine
beds, no more," the landlord said,
All buds that ever blew on earth,
hold the big Bible, etc. In the other end were had great difficulty to get the swollen arm into
One climbed the rocks to reach; ah, well
" Hav I to offer you,
lots of bags of grain that had been piled up out any kind of shape. It was the most crushing
To each of eight a single room,
Into the other's breast It !ell.
of the way, and I remember two ladders form- pain I ever endured, as the operation was slow
But the ninth must serve for two."
Weird Jewels, such as fairlee wear, .
ing a part of the framework to run up into the and coaxing, little by little, until it was straight.
Wben moong go out to light their hair,
A din arose. The troubled host
haymows on either side. These were a con- Some of the family and the neighbors who
One tried to touch on ghostly ground,
Could only scratch his head,
stant temptation to the larger boys, and it was came to see me during the many weeks it was
Gems of quick fire the other round.
For of those tired men no two
quite a job to restrain some of them from in process of healing seemed to delight in tellCould occupy one bed.
One with the dragon fought to gain
climbing up into the lofts. The other tempta- ing me that it was a direct punishment from
The enchanted fruit, and fought In vain;
The puzzled host was soon at easeThe other breathed the garden's air,
tion was to turn the crank of the wind-mill, God on account of my running away from SunHe was a clever manAnd gathered precious apples there.
and one boy came near doing the job, for a single day-school, and I was not sharp enough to see
And so to please his guests devised
Backward to the Imperial gate,
This most ingenious plan:
turn of the crank would hav set the sieves in the fallacy of such reasoning then, and for the
One took his fortune, one his !ate;
motion and scattered the religious documents time supposed it must be so. I did not then
jAIBiC!DjEjFjGjHjij
One showed sweet gifts !rom sweotest lands,
over the barn floor, but his arm was caught in reflect how mean they were making their God,
Tbe other torn and empty hands.
In room marked A two men were placed,
the nick of time and the sacred words remained when, to produce the punishment in that way,
At bird, and rose, and gem, and fruit,
The third he lodged in B,
safe on their shaky foundation, as they prob- he must hav inspired my companion with the
Tt1<3 king was sad, the king was mute;
The fourth to C was then assigned,
ably do to this day in another sense. The petty jealousy of my success in gathering the
At last he slowly said: "My son,
The fifth retired to D.
True treasure Is not lightly won.
middle portion of the barn floor was filled with buttonwood balls which he was too cowardly
In
E the sixth he tucked away,
benches
of
all
lengths
and
various
bights,
but
"Yotu brother's hands, wherein you see
to venture out for. Nor did I reflect on the
In F the seventh man,
Only these scars, show more to me
not meeting the required wants, Tom, Dick, thousands of other instances where boys did
The eight and ninth in.G and H,
T b.an If a klngdo m 's price I found
and Harry were dispatched among the neigh- not get their arms broken when doing worse
And then to A he ran,
In place of each forgotten wound."
bors for chairs, stools, etc., to accommodate things than that. He could just as well hav let
-&lected.
Where
the host, as I hav said,
the outpouring of women and children. It took me fall without the aid of that bad boy's act,
Had laid two travelers by;
considerable time to get started, as everybody but this is the miserable sort of sophistical
taking one-the tenth and lastMy First Day in a Sunday-School. did not know just what to do, and nobody subterfuge and inference that is used to create Then
He lodged him safe in I.
To write a story calculated to instrnct and could tell them, by which delay it took a long in the minds of children those superstitions
Nine single rooms-a room for eachbenefit the reader, it should be drawn true to time to do nothing, and after it was over the that curse the world by degrading human naWere made to serve for ten;
life, and so reproduce the feelings and impres- balance of this "holy Sabbath " was consumed ture, as well as our conceptions of such a God.
And this it is that puzzles me
And many wiser men.
-Selected.
sions which transpired at the time of its occur- in toting home the borrowed benches, stools, The accident I met with detained me so long
rence, while the later or present thoughts are chairs, books, etc., to get the barn in a fit con· that the bright and warm days of the declining
IN CHILDREN's CORNER
•
used to decorate the original facts, and thus dition for farmers' use.
summer had passed away when I again took up ANSWER TO ENIGMA
MAY 24, 1884.
-I was very tired, and continually offered up the busy thread of child life, and then the Sunc
bring the old and new thoughts into one pict1. t;cranton.
ure. When we look back into life we find that my child's prayer, "I wish they would quit." day-school had passed away, never more to be
X. Mylapore, India. Please accept thanks
all our mishaps were brought on by ignorance, My misfortune was to be placed upon a round held in the old barn.
J. R. PERRY.
for your kindness.-ED. CHILDREN's CoRNER.
and a disposition on our part to do as we stool near the wind-mill. In a half hour my
pleased, and act according to our notions; and limbs were completely numb, as they did not
Correspondence.
notwithstanding the pain we were often com- touch the floor. I concluded I could stand it
MYLAPORE,
INDIA, April 14, 1884.
Redeinptiou Cor tbe Hair.
no
longer;
I
must
get
down
upon
the
floor,
pelled to endure, it was much better for us to
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Yon will be surprised to
Without Lead, Sliver, Sulphur, or Deleterlouo Drugs of
snffer and learn than to mope along like an but how to do it was the question. I made get a letter from me; won't you? But I know any
kind. .Pusltlv~ly Restores the Hi•ayest H•lr In
d•Y• to Its orlgln><l color wltbout staining tbe
obedient beast, with no ambition to do or to several efforts; I was in absolute misery. I you, although you do not know me. I hav three
sc~lp. It stops tne hair from falling out and m•kes It
learn for oneself. In truth, without the devel- screwed all my courage up and slid one foot read about yon in THE TRUTH SEEKER, which grow. Powders sent, post-ptt.Jd. to any address on receipt
of 50 cents or $1.
Address.
opment of self-will we could attain to no indi- along the stool leg until the toe just touched comes to friends of my papa every week. I
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
680North 11th street, Phllaoelpbla, Pa.
the floor, and holding on to the top of the am a little girl. The missionaries say I am a 4t23
viduality of character.
little heathen girl, but papa says that missionThe child must necessarily meet with many rickety thing, cautiously I let my other foot aries do not always speak the truth, and that
BOOKS FOR OBILDR_EN I
fa1Iures in learning to walk. It is needless for slide down the other stool leg, but the moment they hav no right to call me such. We like to
mamma to say, " Take care, darling," for baby I let my weight upon the floor, Jown I went read about you in our house. Papa SRys that
"APPLES OF COLD."
is bound to try and sure to fall many times be- plump, drawing the long-legged stool on top Freethinkers love us far better than the misA story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
fore the center of gravity is formed upon its of me. My limbs were so benumbed I could sionaries, and that your paper is, oh! ever so H. WIXoN. Beoond edition. Price, $1.25. This very
much better than the tracts. One missionary
pedal supports, but while it meets with many not stand. This raised a general titter at my left a tract at the house of my dear sister Rani, excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edi tlon, and a seoond
expense,
for
in
spite
of
the
fence-rail
expressfailures, and gets many bumps, it never givs up,
who is married and has a darling little boy. has been Issued at a red need price of $1. 25, tree o!
but will "try, try again," until at last success ions of countenance, it seemed too irresistibly The name of the tract was "Why Will Yon Go postage. This new edition has a photograph o! the
author which adds very much to the value o! the.
crowns its baby efforts, and the joyful discov- funny not to laugh at my predicament, which to Hell?" and Rani came to ask papa about it. volume.
Papa
comforted
her
and
t"old
her
that
happy
was
shared
in
by
the
teachers.
They
laughed
ery goes from one to the other of the happy
days were in store for India, because in America
family that "baby can walk." The baby's first while I cried, both with pain and mortification. and England there were many, many gentleBlakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
tooth and its first few toddling strides are the My teacher (although she had not yet taught men and ladies who were very angry with the
Price, 20 cents.
prime events of every child that comes into me a thing) was kind enough to replace me missionaries for frightening us so much. Papa
THE
YOUTH'S
LIBERAL GUIDE.
is
a
Zemindar
and
has,
ohl
such
lots
and
lots
existence. The lesson to be drawn from this upon the stool pedestal and admonish me not
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00,
This volume atms at the educaUon of youth in the
is that wo had better fail often than never try, to go to sleep, thus aclding insult to injury. of rupees or what yon call dollars in your
country. ' But he says that he will not giv a
of Freethought, at the same time that it
and a little self-will should not be checked too I would like to see a child sloep on such a single rupee to tho missionaries, although they principles
lncu·lcates moral duties ancr human rights from a
abruptly in children, though we know it will "lookout" as that. If they had placed me ask him very often.. He says that they get standpoint of pure reason and oommon sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
giv the darling some pain. Better let it be there for a monitor to overlook the whole salaries. Is it not wonderful, clear lady, that
nipped by a little frost, or· scorched by a hot school there would hav been some sort of sense they shoulcl think such dreadful things of us,
when we are all trying to be so kind and good? TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS
poker, than not to learn the use of fire and in so elevated a position.
Papa says that we must try to do what we conA STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
frost.
The whole proceeding was such a torture to sider right and good and never mind the misAbout 1834 I attended the first Sunday- me that I resolved then and there that I would sionaries, and he says that you will quite agree BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
For sale at this om~"·
"Price 10 cents.
school. The good people of that neighbor- never go to that school again if I could help it. with him. Papa and Rani send their kind respects to you, and I send you a whole heart
hood, wishing to follow after the originator of And this is what came of it.
full
of
love.
SmMUTTI
BANNERJEE.
that institution, old Robert Raikes, the EngBright and early the next Sunday morning I
lish cobbler, of whom they had read, they con- held a consultation with a neighbor boy about
A Poem in Three Parts.
NEWBURGH, May 20, 1884.
cluded to do as that crusty old man said, and the tumble I got off the stool, and we resolved
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
MISs SusAN H. WIXoN: I hav taken time to
gather all the children into some place to cram to dress up and go to the river Schuylkill. He make some puzzles, and if you see them fit
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
their young minds with the same sort of book knew of a large buttonwood-tree that a severe I hope they will be published. I· send yon
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
learning in use in those days. The old man's storm had prostrated, and we could go and three; a square, a cryptogram, and an enigma.
and Impracticable Christians.
motivs no doubt were good, his object being to gather balls, and let the hated school keep it- The answer to J. K. P. Baker's metagram in
Containing a picture o! the
in
No.
19
is
Gladstone.
But
tell
me
please
teach the ragged and neglected children to read, self. This resolution we put into effect by
what has become of our puzzlers: H. VanPelt,
.JEWISH JEHOVAH.
but as soon as the sectarian spirit of the world hieing off about school time to the big tree. It H. Tausig, Maggie L., Mrs. Upsham, Mr.
As Described by the Bible.
took hold of the idea they saw at a glance that had lots of balls on it, and we worked very Baker, and others? Are they tired already?
"There went up a smoke out o! his nostrils, and
o!
his
mouth devoured: ooals were kindled
fire
out
it would be a splendid opportunity to fill the hard cutting and tearing them off until we had Hoping to see some of their puzzles and corwith it" (Psalms xvill, 8).
minds of the young with the mysteries of their gathered about a bushel into a large pile. It respondence, I remain
Prioe, 25 cents
40 pp. Handsomely executed.
R. 0. BERT.
Yours respectfully,
creeds, and so secure them to their churches was glorious fun, but having picked off most

MRS. ANNA CONNEllY'S

TRUTH:

as members when the days of catechism and
installation should come along. In view of
this object the Sunday-school has been turned
into a chmch school, and everything of a secular or a scientific nnture completely excluded.
They are mostly so pious that to speak of .my
nalnml things upon "the Lortl's day" is regarlled as very sinful. They seem to forget
that the same sun shmes, the wmd blows, the

.•·

of them along the trunk of the. tree, it became
necessary to venture out upon the limbs. At
Our Puzzle Box.
this I was only too confident, and my partner,
DoUBLE LETTER ENIGMA.
for some jealousy at my success, began to shake My first is in Freethonght, but not in belief;
the limb I was on. I told him to stop, or he
And. m;y: s~cond is the sam~.
would shake me off· but watching his chance My th1rcl1s m rescue and relief;
he gave the limb a ~ndd~n jerk when down j
My fm~rth in Garfield'~ nalll:e.
.
.
' _.
i My fifth m real, hut not m thmg;
went about SIX or eight feet, stnking upon a 1 And my si;;:t~ is ~lso the ~arne.
part of a broken limb of the tree upon the My seventh IS m tall and wmg;

-

THRONE
GOLDEN
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Author of

u

Prometheus," 11 Gottlieb," and ""Ingersoll
and Jesus."

A Radical romance of pioneer life, delineating the vir·
tues of natural humanity as oppoeed to the hypocrisy of a
supernatural religion; crowded with Incident and full of
~rogresslv Ideas and the poetry of tho future.
PlUOE $1.00.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE
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Liberal Meetings.
[Leagues and Libera! and Spiritualistic SocieM in the
United State& and Canada meeting regularly, can hau notices of their meetings published in this column free if the
officers will send them to us.]

MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
WISCONSIN.
Mn.wAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
Hall, 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.

DAVID J. COTTER'S

BELT OF LIFE,
AND

Grimes ~ Preachers
IN THE

UlllED STATES AHD CAHADA
I

Magnetlc Garments.
312 MYRTLE AVE.,
BROOKLYN, -N.Y.

'rol. New Edition, Enlarged and Rev!B~d. By Spirit
M. Faraday. Price, 15 cents.

Ng;, Wt,~~!gl?an°~0~~e~rom. The Evolution or
the Spirit from Matter through Orga.nlc Processses;
or, Row the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, En·
larged a.nd ReVIsed. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents,
2

NoA.fierT.P:aJ:f:i!~pmen& or the Spirit

From May,
to_May,
1883.
fi__
, _1876
___
_

The Origin or Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.

THIRD .EDITION.

Or, Row We. Think. By Spirit M, Faraday. Price,
15 cents,

IMPROVED

OHIO.

FARADAY PAMPH LET s.

NoiJ-~"if~~rf:lt~f.:'e~:~:~&esl!~~W~~o!!!

TRANSLATED

OUT

OF

No. 4--Tt>e Process or Mental &ctlon;

THE

ORIGINAL No. ~.-The 0ri&'1n or the Christian ReU~·
ion.
Row the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Christianity, COnfessions cit lts Founders. Transcrlb~rl
by Spirit M. Faraday .. 208 pages; Price, boa.rrJs, 75
TRANSLATIO~S.
DILIGENTLY
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
·
OOMPARED AND REVISED.
Rome. Not Bethlehem, the Blrthidace ol

NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS

CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. ·Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary. For tlte Relief and Cure or All
MAINE.
J orms or Dtsease ln its
Woret l!lta;,;-c~.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired ConAUTHOR OF
~ess Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meeting·s, lectures
Readers of TH11 TRUTH S&EKF:R, read the annexed lettP.r "PREVENTION OF ORIME," E".r0. 1 "UN·
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2·30 frvm
a well-known physician who attended the following
remarkable case:
· P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
HOLY BIBLE," " HOLY MEN AND
Mrs. L--, a lady I esiding in Brooklyn, E. D.. for •wo
year ~suffered terribly wtth ~uterine: tumor; her attendOREGON.
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
ant physlctan advised an operation, but bavlng great
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League averston to the surgeon's kntre. sbe would not aul>mlt to
"HOLY OROSS,"
11ome friends having used my ga.rment.s and. been bene.
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday, !t;
tlted ther~by advised her to try tnem. Auout the middle
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st Of Febru~~ory, tl:lis yeari a body set, as advised by myself, AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
and Madison streets. All are invited. Ad- 'WB.3 purchased for her. 1
mission free.
~l~;'f~gp~~~;~ :J~ tf!~~:~: !J'i~~~~:':,~ Kf~e~~;~e
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
Mu 2, 1884.
MASSACHUSETTS.
k~~ ~i ~O:::~~I~:l.f.t,Y;~[frJ~~~~ing you would llke to men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
BosTON.-Bvston Liberal Club holds meetMrs. L - , a patient o: mtne. had a uterine tumor of thistles?"
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday two years' sta.naing and woultl not consent to an operation;
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial ~1'Rt[~~n:~ ~~c~~.Fr~~~~f g:l~e~e~seJ~~M;Io~~N~T~~
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society she did purchase and wear U1em, for ten weeks, so she Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
now inform. me. Two daye ago I was sent for w attend severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
of the Divine Homo" at same place every her
bnd found the tumor h~d been expelled entire while priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
ounday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayst\f,.~~~,;:rt:e~u;8,~ina~~f~~
· of this kind before by the made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
school at 2 :30. Admission free.
application of pnr garments~ I shoul1 be glad to nave Send for the book and see what devourers
some ln!ormatiun on the point DRY1~'1{~~i-cfl'i!~y,
PENNSYLVANIA.
of sheep the shepherds can be."
149 Tompkins ave., BroJklyn, N. Y,
.ALTOONA.-The League holds meeting!! every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
COPY OF MY REPLY.
PRICE, 26 CENTS.
MAY S, 1884.
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
S12 Myrt1e ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
DR, A. R. PETTIT, Dear Sir: Your favor received. In
reply I beg to say I have several su~h cases. some of
PHILADELPRIA.-The Friendship Liberal many
years' standing, cur• d by the use of my Gu.rments. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall, I would much like to see the tumor mentione<l in your
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30 :~"c"~n ~P~':. :g~: f~t~~~~~~·iM~~uwlNu~:l'i,~oa ;f,:t'i~~
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates. possible respecting the above-mentioned ca.ses, and, if
providing my patrons ar~ willing. will place
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for necessary.
you In correspondence with them, or the physicians who
sale.
attended them prior to the u•~ of my Garments. I await
PrrTsBUBGH.-Pittsbnrgh Liberal League your reply.
-BYYours reif1'VI¥fl~: COrTER.
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
Revised and EnlRrl(ed.
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
Price, 10 OTl:;: SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
NEW JERSEY.
These
garments
are
a
decided
Improvement
on
any~
AS A
NEWABK.-Newark Liberal League meets thing of thd kind ever otrered, and onlv produced after
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
6
MISSIONARY
DOCUMENT
League's Hall, 177 Hal~>ey street. Exercises mt•Jch ~~~~J~C:~:~~g~ :~~:~!~~~~~~ ti~~e~':g~~~ such
consist of music, readings, lecture, and dis- ~~re~..:~· u~~.r rb·:;o~~ hi~~i~fo"~!Jl~"n~ a,fcy~l~~~:l'~
IT
IS
UNEXCELLED.
they are v"lueless. Anr uerson writing fur pam.
cussion, in which all present are invited to applied
phlet snd lnf.Jrmatlon: by sending a full statement of
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
participate.
Admission free.
Collection taelr case, how long su1fer1ng, and all symptoms, would be Remsburg are:
free of coat. just what garment It w··uld Ire noctaken. Communications for the League advised
essary to use to e:tr~ct a. cure, prtce of same, etc. They are
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statisshould be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10 mad" to Ilt all parts of tntl body, easy of adjustment, and tics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in
as comtf"'·rt~a.ble to use as ordlnary underwear; beinlil' we 1Pine street, Newark.
ventHated, they arc ct>Ol, and;the lnfusloaaof magnetism the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilizaioto the system produce a cool. pleasant feeling In the tion; the Church and Science; the Church
CANADA.
TonoNTO.-Secular Society. Reading and g?tj!:~,::~'t'il'i>~~I~!~~eJ~li ~: t'M£~11/8~ ~1're and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
N.ll:URALGlA, DYSPEPSIA, LOUOMOTOR
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House. ALYSIS,
ATAX1 '• !!PiNAL DISEASE, ASTH~IA, llRONGif1- Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture TlS, DROPSY, TU~IORo, CANCERtl, and others not Woman.'s Rights Movements; the Temperance
necesBLLry to mention, as I claim th ~to 1sease In any and all Reform; the Church and the Republic.
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and of
tts forms or1glnates from nne primary cuu~e. a breakJng
These pamphlets should be circulated by
strangers are cordially invited.
u~ or the Ganglionic Nerves, preventing a flow of Odic
VItal force from the Medulla Oblong~ a at the base of
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club or
&be brain to various parts of tbe body (j "staa the severing the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cath~~g~e~!r~t~~e~?:~~~ tf~~N
arine street. Reading-room open daily until ~!n~);~~:~g~lri~:~::~~e
THE TRU'.l'H §EE ... E.R,
become demagnetized; congestion R.nd disease foll?w; If
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of in, the sma1Iof Ba.cK.LumbagO ann Kidney trouble; In the
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
Rheumatism i in tlle Heu.d, N efra.lgla nr N eu..
books three evenings per week, and on Sun- sl:lould~trtl,
ra1gla, and so oD. in any part of the buman organfza.don.
day afternoons. Free public lectures on "\Vb have a. thousa.ud and one different names for di .. ettse,
MAN!
produced by and through. one source only, and tt
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers. thougll
Ia by str~nghtenlng the Ganglionic Nerves, conserving the
A LIBERAL JOURNAL publlshed to promote EDStrangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson vital forc~s. and lnfuafog muga<,ltlam tnto the system, I
etfect so many marvewus cures after all other means have UCATION, CONSTRUCTION, CO·OPERATION, and OR·
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary,
failed.
OANIZATlON. Exponent o! the objects, platform,
NEW YORK.
a.nd principles of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.
REMARKABLE CURE OF l'ARALYSIB.
Nov. IS, 1883. T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland, editors.
ALBANY,:._The Liberal association meets
Weekly at $1 per annum. Trial subscribers-three
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State to~ti~1 ~iec~~~~~~tfG~~~~~t~ns~:~~~~o l~;:t ~re~~~rd:
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General say the result has bee a astonishing to mysett and friends, mouths-tor twenty cents. Specimen copies tree;
Tne
first
twu
riecei
sent
gave
me
su~h relief r.ha.t I had and Liberal names wanted to send sample copies.
business meeting and debates and discussions great. conf.dence or being entirely cured when I obtained
T. C. LELAND, Secretary,
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. 'fhe public tbe others, and I was not dlflapp...~lnted My para.lys1s bas
5tr
744 Broadway, New York.
e.atir~::Jy U1sappeared and I am altL'j,!etber a cllauJ.{erl
are cordially invited to attend, also all Lib- wom~t.n,
and tt. 1~ only two weeks elnce I g·1t the full set.
f
Improved
or unlmprove<llands
I suffered very mucb with weakness tn my cheet and
erals visiting the city. Admission free.
•anywhere in the state. For inlung:~. Now I can sJng aud ttt.lk: aa weH us ever, also Tead
NEW YoRK CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal a:ou~
wlth ..ut the sllgntest dlll!culty. I can safely recoru- formation, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, mend the garments to any Persons suffering as I was.
. WATSON & TRRAPP, or C. R. CUSTENBORDER,
MRS. E P. PLKASANTS,
no Kaus<U! avenue, Topeka, Kan.
for a lecture and discussion, at German
Alaerson. Monroe Go .. West Va. 1Y13
Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. .Ad- P. 8.-My daughter has also f,mnd great relief from the
mission 5 cents. Monthly cards 20 cents. use or your M:arwents. See her nota 1DC10Eed,
Membership fee $3.--The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at :l:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Frobisher College Hall, 23 East 14th street, near BroadSent bJ' Mall Cor FlftJ' eenta.
way. The People's Spiritual Meeting every
Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
A.DDRESS THIS OFFIOF
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
CURED OF ASTHMA.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
FEn. 4, 1881.
E. S. McCOmas, Secretary and -General Agent or
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
DR. D. J. COTTER, Dea'r Sir: 1had aufl'ered With Asthma the Medical Lake Manufacturing Co., wlll beiocated
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The tor years In Its worst form, and never found anything to during April and May In Iowa City, 1owa. The
help me until I put on your Garments, in 1-'ebrua.ry, 1883.
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
wonderful cures or Rheumatism, Catarrh, Piles,
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8 ~~~:;~~~~a ~~~~~e~'t~~~~~g~g:r1~~'stand I have not Dyspepsia, Scrofulous Complaints, Female COmplaints, and all kinds of sores and diseases or the
Money
could
not
buy
the
G•rments
I
bave
It
l
could
not
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
skin that are dally being reported rrom the use or
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual gef P,:~~';;rd you this letter hoping It m•y be the means of MEDICAL LAKE SALTS, On the Pacillc coast, warrant
Conference meets every Monday evening at inducing some poor sufl'orer to use your health-giving the Company in establishing agencies throughout
Yours very re~_eg_f~!~RNHAM.
all the states and territories. Mr. McCOmas will
Composite Room, 4th str~~t, C_!)rner of south appll..nces,
forward one box or MEDIOAL J,AKE SALTS to any ad818 Sixth s'rett, R;ctne, Wis.
2d street, at 7:45. Spmtual and Liberal
dress on receipt of l!'Jfty cents-enough to curA any
literature on sale. All invited.-The PhiloWrit-e or call for pamphlet and all informa- ordinary case above named, except,[lerhapa, Rheumatism, and will warrant cures on reiiBOnable
sophical Association meets every Sunday tion to the inventor,
terms. MEDIOAL LAKE SALTS contains no ingreafternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
dient not obtained by evaporating the watera or
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
Medical Lake, Spokane CO., w. T. Agents wanted.
DAVID J. COTTER, M.E.,
street, E. D., at 3 l'.M. Public cordially in-6.ddres.t
E. B. MOOOMA.ll,
2mlli
Iowa Oity, Iowa,
312 Myrtle Ave.~ Brooklyn, N. Y.
Vited. Doors open at 2:30 l",M.

Hy M. E. ·BILLINGS,

v:J::

Jesus.

Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Who Wrot" t.he New Testanaent'l

Extract !rom No. 5. Price 10 cents.

BOWLES PAMPHLE'I'S.

NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
No. 1.-Experieneell of Samttel Bowles.

Late editor or the Sprlnglleld, Mass., Republican, In
Spirit Ll!e; or, Life As He Now Sees lt from a Strlr·
ltua!Standpolnt. Written tllrough the medlumslllp
or CARRIE E. B. TWINO, of Westlleld, N.Y. 25 ceut.s.
L"ter Papers ot' San1ttel Bowles,

written in August, 1883.

A SupJtlement To No.1

And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. B. Twiug,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.

.No.

...

Achsa W. Sltraf.ue111 and IIJ,.ry Clark·~
:n:~r:rr~:i.re
the Ffr!il 'I'eu Nt•llea·e"

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price
20 cents.

THIRD EDI'riON.

DlDlJ+!
JIJ -A.JIJ

..Jf..A..Ifo.JI

FALSE CLAIMS. Parallels in
JOHN E. REMSBURG.

.

KA.NSAs

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. 1\1. BENNE'P.f.

in Sttlrit J,lle:

~.-ConlrR!ItS

And Recent Ex[lerlences Of SAMUEL BOWLES, late
editor or the Bpringtleld, MIUls., Republican, in the
tlrst llve spheres. Also a thrilling account or tl1e
late President Garlleld's rece[Jtion In the spfril
world. Written through the hand or CARlnE E. H.
TWINO, WeBtlleld, N, Y. 142 pages. Price, uO cent~.

1J(1.TTf..:f~
l.f""' ,. ""' ""'""' J..J

AND

T:O:Effi

Other Religions

Being a COmparison or the Old and New 'l'estamen
MYths and Miracles With those or heathen uations of Antiquity, Consider lug also their
Origin and Meu.nillg. Wltl1 numerous lllustmtlons.
The object or the work is to point out the myth
with Which the Old aud New 'l'oBtaments abound; to
show that they were held in common wUh othet· nH
tions; and then trace them to their evldentorigi11Ullll
explain llteir meaniltg.

"It has long been acknowledged by tl1e lllost em!
nent biblical student.s that tho He brow scrlJJLilro

contain a large mytblcni element; but, so far us wu

know, the present is the llrst complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original signlllcation."-Bo•tOJL Cour
ier,

"Never before bas there been given n. volume to
the reading world thll.t shows the research tor tl1e
origin or these mytl1s8J!does this one just publ1sl1e.l
byJ. W. Bouton, ot New York."-Boston 2'mu:s.

"lt is unquestionably true that· the results <•r a
rationalistic study of the Christian scrlptur"s ,.,.
nowhere else so accessible a.s they are now made lu
the work before us.-N, 1~ 8un.
1 Vol. Royal 8vo. Gwth.. About 000 pages.
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Bent postpaid, on recel[lt or price,
Address,
THE TltU'l'R BEEKER,
aa Clinton Place, New York.
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WITH

CHANGE OF DIET.
REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOll.

IN NINE rARTB AND COURSES,
1 A Word from the Cook. -2 Choice Bits for tile
Haah.-3 SeiiBOnefl with Satan to the taste,4 The Chopping-Kntre.-o RIU!h, First
COurse.-6 Rasl1, Second COurse,7 Ha.sh, 'l'hird course,-8 0hange
or Diet, First Course,-9
Change or Diet, Second Oourse,
B7 W..I.RREN SUMNEB BARLOW,

Author or
THE VOICE:> AND O'l'HER POEMS,
Price, 10 CeutH.

'I' he 'l'rttth seel<er.

SKE'rCH OF THE

LIFE AND CHARACTER 01!'
SALADIN.
(W. BTEWAlt'l' ROBS.)
Avery lntereatlng biography or a remarkable man
Prloe 10 cents.
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKRR.

THE

PROBLEM OF THE UNH ERSE,

AND
"God's Medicine.'' Its Scientific
Solution,
WITH SOME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOG Y
By SAJlUE.L P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 cents.

For sale at this offi<'fl

"ANT I CHRIST."
Proving conclusl vly that
TRK B'fORY OF J.B:SUB CHRIST•
Hla birth, rue, trial, execution, etc.-!a a myth. ·
TRUTH SEJtKEB 0111ce.
rrloe, P.UU.
Ill OUatcn l'laoo, New Yorll:
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"Ballynaghfad."
I remember well when I was young,
Ot a jolly smith who gaily sung
In his low, dark shop, 'neath tail, dark trees,
That caught the soul or the summer breeze;
And his voice was sweet as the summer day
Ennobling toll with a simple Jay.
The steel shoes shaped to a rhythmic rhyme,
His gleaming hammer beating time,
And such a chorus the echoes had
When he sung his song or" Ba!lynaghtad."
'Twas a tortuous, dancing, gleetul strain
That carried us over the Irish main,
Where the whlte-palred harpers came and-played,
And we saw the dancers an arrayed
In tbe shamrock's hue, tor the criss-cross reel,
(They danced them then both toe and heel),
And "down the outside," tun or grace,
The couples meet at the crossing-place,
And swaying past each waiting line
Their hearts are held In thrall divine.
And the piper's strains, though otten sad,
Were gay on the green or" Ballynaghrad."

not blacked-and I hir.ed him, principally bei,REETHOUGHT WORKS.
cause he was so different from my other boys.
f!'or
Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
He was a boy, every inch of him, and I had to
tone him down a little, of. course: but he was Bible Balanced. The Infidel's Text
worth any dozen boys I ever had before or
Book; comparing some of the best teachings and sayings of the Bible with those,
since. He is now-you may be interested to
of Sages. and Philosophers who lived prelearn-my partner, and by his industry and
vious to the Authors of the Bible; also a
business ability has at· least doubled my forPartial Exposition of its Errors, By GEo.
tune within the past seven or eight years. - I
-C. DARLING. Price, 50 cents.
accidentally learned that the cards he had in
The
Figures of Hell; or, The Temhis pocket when he first ente:red my store were
ples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers
some that he had bought for his crippled
of beer and whisky. By Mrs. ELIZABETH
grandfather with money earned by shoveling
THOMPSON. A neat little volume of ·between two and three hundred pages. $1.
snow. The sight of those cards would hav at
once prejudiced some men against him."

Liberty and Morality. A capital full

-Boston Traveler.

.!gents for The Truth Seeker.

ARIZONA.
J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.
CALIFORNIA.
A. Berenz, 140 Montgomery st., SauFrancisco.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
And I tblnk tbey sipped the "mountain-dew,"
COLORADO.
Though the smith was temperate; strong, and true;
M. V. 'fhomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
He sang that song or the nowing bowl
S. B. Wright, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
As though It dwelt In hiS Inmost soul.
E. ~eith, Animas City.
And now I know 'twas not the words
CONNECTICUT.
That made bls song like the singing blrd's,
J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
But. a joyous heart dety1ng rust,
KANSAS.
Lighting his race through smoke and dust,
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
An bonest Ute so bri&ht and glad,
MASSACHUSETTS.
He well might sing or "Ballynaghtad,"
Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
And men or learning sought him tbere
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Amid the din otthe dusky air,
MICHIGAN.
Where he whistled and sang, reciting by turns
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
The gems ot thought trom Robert B'urns.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
'Ah. wad some power the g!ttle gle,
MISSOURI.
To see oursei's as ithers see I"
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Thus ready rhymes would smoothly !low
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
For good and m, tor high and low;
NEBRASKA.
For every hap or youth or age ·
Thomas Foreman, 1414 Chicago street, Omaha.
Some llne llasbed trom his tavorlt pa.ge.
OREGON.
That tattered volume on his knees,
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
He scorned the Idler's slotbtul ease,
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
Rending oppression's bolts and bars,
PENNSYLVANIA.
Till his anvil bore the shocks and scars,
George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
And truth was purged or useless dross,
H. Clay Luse, Waynesb-:J.rg.
While the bellows blew Its breath across,
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila.
And the llres of wrath the cool stream bad
A.M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny City.
Bca ttered atar with "Ballynaghtad."
TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
Now this merry ma.n or sterling worth
UTAH.
Has gone the way or all the earth. James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
And I dreamed or him not long ago,
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
And the dream Impressed and thrilled me so,
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
And It seemed so true a.s I wandered lone
VIRGINIA.
Where a klgh wall rose or seeming stone,
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
And at the opening set within
ENGLAND.
Stood he who once the smith had been.
Charles Watts & Co., London.
That window tramed with leaves or June,
The American and New York News ComWhose measured sway was a silvery tune;
panies will furnish the paper to news dealers
And I saw beyond the hills and !lowers
upon application.
or heaven, talrer than all or oursOnly a glimpse, but It said to me,
• Glorious scenes has this summer sea."
And a beautltul race the angel had,
Wheno~
Though the man had sung or "Ballynaghtad."
ByR. B. We8tbrook,D.D.,LL.ll.,
MARY BAIRD-FINCH,
Clearwater, Neb.
Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?'
About all that .can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
Different Kinds of Boys.
pungently presented, with an incidental dis"No more long-faced, sanctimonious-looking cussion of many collateral questions, from a
boys for me," said one of Boston's oldest mer- rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
chants, as he sat toasting his shins before his
For sale at this office.
counting-room fire. "It isn't natural for boys
to look that way, and when they do I can't help
suspecting 'em of being frauds. I hav had at
least three of that description since I started
A Lecture by
n business, and they hav all turned out bad.
Cpl Robert G. Ingersoll.
One of them Atole, and the other two could not
be trusted the minute my back was turned.
"The clergy know that I lrn:ow that thmy
The one that stole came the pin racket on me." know that they do not know."
" What is the pin racket?"
One of the best documents to circulate ever
"A number of years ago a story appeared in printed.
Every man, woman, and child in
a Sunday-school paper-where I would not be the United States should read it.
Every
apt to see it-about a poor boy who applied for reader of the paper should eend for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
work at a large wholesale store. The propriAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
etor told him he did not need any help and
33 Clinton Place, New York.
the boy started to go out. Just as he was
leaving the store he saw a pin on the floor, and,
picking it up, stuck it in the lapel of his jacket.
The proprietor saw him do it, and, thinking
HOW HE WON AND WORE IT.
that a boy so thrifty must be of some aecount, This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
called him back and engaged him to go to work
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling porthe next day. The boy, of course, ultimately
trayal of Society Life as it
now exists.
became a partner in the concern, and subseThe third edition of this remarkable book
quently a millioniare.
"Well, the boy I speak o~ had read the story has just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
Weaver. It is a story of thrilling interest,
and concluded to try to play it on me. He D.
thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating,
dropped a pin on his way into my counting- forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's
room-so as to hav it all ready-and the dodge Cabin'' was to the slavery question, "Richworked just as he hoped it would. I saw him ard's Crown " is to the cause agitating the
pick up the pin and place it in his jacket, and masses of the people of to-day.
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
did, of course, just as the man in the story- paper.
Beautifully illustrated with eleven
called him back and gave him a job. He was engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title
a keen one and no mistake, but he is now in in gilt, embossed on the back and side of the
book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.
the penitentiary for stealing from me.

Man.-

and Whither.

ORTHODOXY.

RICHARD'S CROWN

"The :u.ext boy that applied for work had a
ANOTHER GREAT WORK I
black eye and his shoes looked as if they had
not been blackened for a month. He whistled, I know, coming up the street; nipped a
Founded upon the Lite ot
handful of raisins on his way in, and· stood
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
chewing them with his hat on his head, whm
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated
he asked: 'Mister, do you want to hire a boy?'
Christianity.
I noticed. also, by the way, a pack of cards Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician
and Chemist or the Royal lDBtltutton,
sticking out of his pocket. He had a good,
London, England.
bright eye, though-that is, the one that was
Pl'tce, boards, 75 cents; paper, liO cenm.

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION

lecture on these important subjects. By
W. S. BELL. ) pamphlet of thirty-six
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cents.

SuperstitioH in .All Ages. By JoHN
MEsLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, who,
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etrepigny and But in Champagne, France,
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and left
as his last will and testament to his parishioners, and to the world, the work entitled "Common Sense." Price, cloth,
$1.50; paper, $1.

Marriage and Parentage and The

Sanitary and Physioal Laws. For The
Production of Children of Finer Health
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanitarian. "The virtues of men and women
as well as their vices may descend to their
children." Price, $1.

The Bible-Whence and What 1 By

BOORS
SOLD BYD. Jl. BENNETT.
q,
lli::ll$CELLANEOUS RADJ:CAL WORKS.
.t;xetcr Hall. A theo~cal romance. "One or the
:C:t';.,e~1~~t~~~~~~?ces of t e day." Price, paper, 00
The Heathens ot'tbe Heatb, By Wm . .McDoG
nell, author of "Exeter BalL" Price, $1.50.
FaDlil;'f' Creeds~ By William McDonnell, antllorot
' Exeter Hill!.'' Price, clotll, $1.25; paper, 75 cents-

•·lx:W::;,r~~tf...~!~~eJl~t!/ns~flh~'lfe~~g~\ efc~t~~~
1

lOcents.
JI>story of tbe Connell of Nice, A. D • .,;:,.
with a Life or Constantine the Great,8nd n genera! exhlo
~~~g~~r WD~:~~:."'Jle~~l!V~1~~~$\~" days of the early
Heroines of Freet:Oonrt;bt. t;ontalnmg Blo.
~f.~~ 1.~fr~~i:W~~lre~~~~1 ~:[emale wrltem. lil'
Tbe A:,ocrypbaK .New 'l'estaDlent. llelngal~

~~: !1~P;he ller~~si~'::r c8en~~~e~r ~~~~~':.:'b'h:i!t"':.\."~rlb·

ties, and their companions, and not lnclnded tn the ~
Testament by Its compilers. Price, $1.25.
Bf&fs~:u':a~t.a?${!~. Ap:fg~~,t~.k tor ooye and girl&
'li'JIJ.e L"ropbet o~ Nazareth; or. A Cnt!ca: ln•
1

~f:J ,,lrn~e.!'~: E1'W..~~urr ·l~!~u~;:du "il~r~dl~ ~·~:

B. L. 1'rlce, $4.

-

Origin and fu,evelopUlent of Reug>ontr
Ideas and BeJ!iers, as manllested In· history and seeD
by reason. By Morris Eutsteln. l'rlce, $1.

M~~J!~~~:hlc! 1~e~fe':f1~t~ eli~~~~~ 'UJR:!~~~ ~

~e history of that doctrln which was begun and carried
on by him In Arabia. Price, $2.
The Bible in lndla-Hindoo Ong1n of Heorewan<l
~J~~i"\yR:L';~f:tj~~ 0111 ~{."'l'!~~~~~ ~rom "Le Bible <1"'!"'
'rrance·Dynamic Core lly La .troy SnndcrJsud.
.·rtce of ·rrance, $1.50; Dynamic Cure.$1.
An JEye•Opener. "Cltatenr, Par rigault." Lo
llrun, Doubts o~dets. By Zepa.. Price, cloth, 75 ccnta;
paper, 50 cents. Biible of Bibles; or, Twenty-Seven Divine Reve-

~;io.:'~· ;~gJ:lft~~fo~ t~~cnpJ~~n~rb\l~·~~~r-:~;;ii fd~~'i~

ence, hJBtory, morals, religion, and general events. Also a.

~~~~g:aUg~~~;:eB1~\~";~~rsa':,r eti'a"mY~'tfJg"~fi:;";,~~'1.:

RICHARD B. WESTBROOX, D.D., LL.B.
The questions, Where did the books of
the Bible come from?
What is- their
authority? and, What is the real source
of dogmatic theology? are treated fearlessly in the light of history, philosophy,
and comparativ religions. It is impossible to giv even a condensed statement of
what is itself a marvelous condensation.
Whole libraries are here concentrated
into one little book. Printed in good
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1.

trlns. Bv Kersey Gr-~ves. Price '1\2.00.
'~he Worllel!'s Sixteen Crucified Saviors;
or, Christianity Before Chr!•t. , C9.IIt•1nlng new and start-

The Bible of the Religion of Science.

ert G.lngersoll. Price, cloth, $1.50.
Superstition in All Ages. By John Mes!b-r.

By H. S. BRowN, M.D. "This volume is
most respectfully dedicated to those persons who will cordially unite with others
to establish the religion of truth and a
-just government, by the scientific methods of reason, experience, experiments,
and observations. For this is the way to
wisdom, and to the material, mental,
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that
make peace on earth and good will among
men." Price, $1.50.

ilug revelations in religious history, which disclose the
Qrlentalorigln of all the doctrins, principles, precepts, and

mimclcs of the Christian New Testament, and furnishing

a key for unlock!~ many of Its sacred m~sterles, besides
~~mJ~~~c~gJ~v~!~ of:~~~~."l:r:teen orienta cruc11led gods.

Bible in tbe Balance. A text-book for lnvestL
gators. By Rev. ·J. G. }<'Ish. Price, $1.50.
Old 'J'heoio~y Tnrnefl Upside Down or
Ri~ht Side lfp. By Rev. T. B. Taylor, A, M. Cloth,.
fl.2l>; paper, $1,00.

B:~~~~E!"ns~~~r~~~~s,itii.h!~tr:lr~~~~o~ngY,;~~
A Roman Catb0liC priest.

f!.OO.

Price, cloth, $1.50;

pap~; 1

0

bfrg~:~'\!~~;61°:p.c~.ff:,t~~~!tiJb· ce~~; t a~~r.~~

cents.
Essays on ltiinfl,_ltiatter,Forces, Tbeol•
ogy, etc. By Charles !J:. Townsend. Extra cloth, 12mo,
£04 pp. Price, $1.50.
Sequel to Essays, By same author. Price,~~~
cents.

ti~C!:Ui~!"fr:at~f.~i"!~~';!;;t_~;'r·imi:i~nm:~, ~n;J~~~

Socialism and Utilitarianism. Bf

et.c. By Halsey R. Stevens Extra cloth, 12mo, 419 P!?Pr!ce, $1.50
Fa:l.th anfl Reason; Heart. Som, and Handwork
fl.J!.alaey R. Stevens. Extra cloth. 12mo, 441 pp. Price.

Specimen Days and Collect.

•t.·ne ltlOflern Thinker. By various authors.
1Je1.ng the most u.dYanced speculations in philosophy, sci ..
. .,nee. theology~ h\Ud sociology. Second number. Svo,

JoHN STUART Mnw.

Price, $1.50.

By

Wll'I: WHITMAN. Including. autobiog:rac
phy, hospital sketches, democratic vistas,
etc. Three hundred and seventy-four
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and
poetry, never before published. Price, $2.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

Conversation

100 pp.

PriCe, $1.011:
Positivist Primer. Being a series of familiar
~-onversat!ons on the Rel!glon of Humanity. By C. G.
David. Price, 75 cents.
The Ethics of Positivism. A critical study.
1

ffce~ l)~~f.:', I~~~~~~~~tij,fx~~~e~~g[h~L~~:!~~fgg: ~rf~e~
~.oo.

in verse between the two great reformers.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. Price, 10 cents.

'Irhron::;h Rome On- A memoir or Christian and
antichristian experience. By Nathaniel Ramsay Waters..
El:l,ra cloth,l2mo, 352 pp. Price, $1.75.
(Jhrist ot· Paul. By George Reber. Extra cloth,
_'l,he Sabbath. By M. FARRINGTON. A l2mo,
400 pp. Price, $2.00.
thorough examination and refutation of
Cultivation ot'Art, And Its Relation to Rel!gtoue
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trying Puritanism and Mouey-Uctt!ng. By A. R. Cooper. 12mo,
to foist upon the country their holy duy 48 pp. Price, tloxlble cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20 cents.
'I' he Historical Jesus of Nazareth. By M.
by unconstitutional legal enactmentR.
The author shows by an appeal not only ~~t~~];J~~i~~#ew ~~~i. 0 k!~r~ ~l:,~t:~~~~~~~B ~!':~~~
to the facts as they exist in the nature of P1·tcc, 75 cents.
things, but by reference to the Bible, and
The Case Against tne Chnrcb. A summary
the writings of distinguished historians of the arguments agal!lSt Christianity. Price, 50 cents
Personal lmn1ortality and Other Paand theologians of past ages, that Sunday pers.
By Jos!o Oppenheim. Extra cloth. 1~mo, 98
is no more a holy day thai! Saturday. ~es. Price. 75 cents.
Price, 10 cents.
Soul Rroblmns, With Papers on the Theological
Amendment and the l:lt .. te Personal!ty ldea. By Joscpb

The Religion of Common Sense. By
Prof. LIEBRECHT ULICH, of Germany.
Price, 25 cents.

·The Sunday guestion. A Historical
and Critical Review. With replies to an
objector. By GEoRGE W. BRoWN, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.

Trnth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol-

E. l!cck. Paper, 12mo, 63 pages. Price, 25 cents.

A~'l~ft~~~~: J~~k~~~ J:;~e':.irp~f~e.thJ5.and What
Socialism and lJtilitarianisUl. By Joha
Stuart ~1111. Price, $1.50.
Nen1ests of Faith. By Anthony Fronde. Price,

~.50.

Cbristian and Deist. Price, $1.00.
Socialism. Reply to Rev. Roswell c. Hitchcock.
B:r " Buslness Man.
Modern SyUlposinDl. Price, $1.25.
Trial of D. M. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cento;

umes of 525 pages each-V ols. I., II., III.,
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525 pap-~r, 40 cents.
pag as-thirty tracts or more. A Library
Some ltlistakea ofltioses. By Rouert G.lnger,
within themselves of most excellent Rad- eoiJ. Price, il.25.
Gods and Other Lectnre8. By Robert
ical reading matter at a low price. Paper, G,'{'he
lugersoll, Price, clotll, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the
The
Ghosts
and Other Lectnr<>s. By Hobwhole set are taken-paper, 50 cents; ert· H. Ingersoll. Price,
cloth. $1.25; paper, 50 ccnl8.
cloth, 75 cents each.
The Gods, etc., a1ul The Ghosts, etc., In
DUO vvlume, Price, paper, $1.00.
The Truth Seeker in bound volumes. What Must We Do to Be Save<!ll? Price, 2~
Vol. 1., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vols. cents.
'Vas Christ a God ? Conc!u•lons drnwn from
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII., apostolic
writings. By l''· Menslng:.1., Prico, $1.50•
. VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set
Abstract of'Coleuso on tbe Pentatenci'I.
by express for $15.

A comprenensiv summary of Bishop Colcnso'B ary,umeut.

Voltaire in Exile.

Translated from

5

8

~~~;,~~~ ~~~~ .the

Pentateuch Is not historical y true.

Self·Contraflictions of the Bible. One hun-

the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son dred and forty-four propositions, without comment, em·
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of ~~c:r.i~f t'::~s~a:;.,t.ll"pr,~g:~~~e"n~t striking sclf-contradlc.
the life of the great writer never before
The Bha::;vad Gita; or. A Discourse on Divine
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.Matters between Krishna and Arjuna. By J. Cockburn
Price, $1.75.
Why Don't God Kill the Devil1 A Thompson.
The> (Jiergy a Source of Danger to ltl•e
Series of Essays dedicated to the St. AmcriC<L!!l Uepublic. By W.F. Jamieson. l'r!cu,
Johns School Board. By M. BABcOcK. 25 f1.00.
Yoot.h's Liberal Guide for their Mornl Culture
cents.
an<! Religious Enlightenment. By Prof. H.!o!. KottlngeJ<
,A..M. Price, $1.
Which : Spiritualism or Christian· Orthndo:...: Hash, witb " Change of' Diet.

ity t A discussion between MosES
HULL and REV. W. F. PABXEB.
cents: cloth, 75 cents.

Paper, 50

Dy Warren Sumner Ba.i"low~ Pr1cc.•

lt-

cent:..

The Voices. A poen In fotir parts. By Warren
BnmnerBarinw. One or ~he mosttreuchantyctsenslblo

:;,~~i :~~~e:'g~~=:.~.P.'h':!~o~~~m~~\J.ncoa-
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MAGNETIC CLOTHING

ROCHELLE, ILL.
- Speola.l Reductions on Fine Goods: 1 Pair Diamond
Eardi-ops, 4 Ka.rats, $335, worth $500. 1 Pa.lr do., 2 3-4
-1-16 Jr.. $245, worth $350. 1 Pair do., 1 3-i-1.8-1-32 Jr..
$145, worth $200. Sma.ller Diamonds In Rings, PlnB,
Stlidds, and Earrings proportionately reduced. An
Elega.nt Minute Repeater-striking hours, quarters,
a.nd minutes, in extra heavy 18lr.. case. $290, Broadway price $400. An extra t:ne 18 k. "Lightning 1-4
Second Timer " In best 18 k. oose, i165. cheap R.t $225.
One do., "Spl1t Second," latest Improved" Double
Timer," $190, worth $275. A beautiful Presentation
Watch, finest case made In Amer lea, large Diamond
in center, best "Brequet Hair-Spring." Adjusted
American Mvt., $160, worth $250. La1y"s Watch to
match, equally low lflOO). G~nts 14 Jr.. soUd Gold,
11 Jeweled, American Stem Winding Watches, $50;
Ladles. do., $32.50: do., fancy engraved $35. In· 10 k.
Oases, $24. Full (15) Jeweled Mvts., "Adl us ted," $10
extra. 3 Ounce Sliver Oased Elgin Watches $9. 4
Ounce Sliver cased, Stem Wind, 11 Jewels, quick
train, $16.50. Same Oase, Full (16) Jeweled, Pat.
Regulator, $22.50; Same case, 15 Jewels, "Adjusted,"
$25. Finer Sliver Watches proportionately low.
Goods <!escrlbed In ally Catalog In the world duplicated at same prices or less, sent to any part of the
world and C<Uh riftJJnded if not entirely satisfactory.
Gorham Solid Sliver Spoons, nicely engraved, $1.75
per ounce. Best Triple plated Tea. Spoons,$! ror 6.
Table Spoon~. $4. Knives and forks, $8.60 per dozen.
Beet Steel Spectacles made, $1. Genuln Pebbles, $2.
Sold by all Opticians for double. If you need a
Watch, Cha.ln, Ring, Pin, or any goodij In my line,
send me a trial order and 1 w111 posltlvly please you.
Refer tc Rochelle National Bank.

CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE
WITHOT:JT M.EDICIN.

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
upon reoelpt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR
Pamphlets and all Information by
person free or charge. Send
Illustrated Pamphlet.

Address all communications tc

BY M. FARRINGTON.
A thorough e::mw.inatton and refutation of the cla.ima o
SabbatarJu.ru~ who are tryJng to toJst upon tlle couut-ry
their holy day by unccnstltutlonalleg&l enactments. The
author shows by an appeal not only oo the fseta ~• they
exist In the nature or things, -but by reference w tile
lllble, the wrltlnga ot distinguished lllstorlans llDd tho·
ologlane of past "8eB thllt t!undily Is no more holy tllan
SS.tur<IIIY. Prloe lO cents. ~·or.,..le "t th1a olllae

ANCIENT MAN
IN AMtRICA.
INCLUDING
Works in Western New York and
other States, together with Structm·es in Central America.

DR. L. TENNEY,
471 West Madison Street,

ByFREDERICK Li\.RKIN, M.D.

Chicago, Ill.
LADIES' MAGNETIOJAOKET. Pr10e, $1P.

Jle1nber of 1/<e
.An...-ican .Assocmtion for tM .Advancemenl of Scimc<.

N ently Printed, with Numerous illustrations.
21!0 Pages.

TESTIMONIALS:

OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Founder ot. Nlh111sm and Apostle of Ana.rchy.
WITH A PREFACE BY
OARLO OAFIERO AND ELIBEE REOLUB.
Translated !rom the French by BENJ. R. •.rucKER,
(Ed~tcr or Liberty.)
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
THE '.rRUTH BEEKER,
88 011ntcn Place, New York.

THE SABBATH.

THE

Bent tc any addrees
GUARANTEED.
Jetter or in
tor

lVliCHAEL BAKOUNINE

Price, Cloth $1.50.

Bead the following testimonla181 and be oonVlnce<l
our claims are correct In every particular
and that your ailments can be eraalcated Without the aid ot. MEDIOm.
THESE APPLIANCES ARB
THE ACME OF PERFEOTION:
4

The BIBLE-WHENCE and WHA.T?
BY RICHA:RD

B.

WESTBROOK, D. D., =.B,

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
One Week.

A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo .. 232 pages. Price, $1.
CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBUB.G, WIS., Dec. 11, I882.
Addresa
THlf TRU"l'tl SEEKIU:l.
Dll.. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greaUy In·
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one or
S8 Clinton Place. N V
debted tc you tor the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIC VESTS tor about three weeks, I
treatment, and the use of your MagneUc ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia or the Heart and
.M.
WORK. your
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af· Side, which had been a source or misery to me for
!Ucted as 1 hav been that the effect was simply mar- the last six years. 1 had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stdcken with paraly- before wltho•t benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sfein my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIC VEST 1 ge~t rel1ef Instantly. With unA TRUTH SEEKER
after wearing a suit of your :MAGNETto OLOTHING bounded gratitude, 1 r~ain
for one week, can use It quite ae well as evl'r. 1 hav
Youre respectfully,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia. and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint for a. number of years, from which I hav snrLadles, read the following testimony from a lady
fered Intensely, and, a.lthou~:h doctoring all the
time, never found but temporary rel1ef. Since put- who had been under drug treatment tor eight years
ting on your appliances 1 hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there·
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend tc those su:l!ering M I hav your the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of e:l!ectlng FELT BMTER FROM THE FIUST HOUR 1 HAD 'l'IlJiJM
With a steel plate ensra"fln& ot the e.nthor In Vol. I. a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as
llll.d each volume lllnau-e.ted wltll fol"$y-eeven onta.
WM. H. OLEMMER,
I hav since T·Jesday, wm soon be wen. W111 report
80
Eastern
avenue.
No.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
BY~. D. BEN.NETT,
Remember that the same appliances which w111
Le.te editor of TIDI TKUTB s..nJt, author or" A Trnt11
Thle
lady
reports
heriiBU
entirely
cured
In Jess
effect a cure In a oase of Para.lysls wm at the same
lleeker tn Buropo," "Gode and ReltglollB of Ancient
time eradl06te CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
1111d Modern Ttmea," "TheWorl4'1 &gee, Thlnll:·
although
In
bed,
unable
tc
get
out,
when
apJJI1ed,
patient. We do not, Uke the Old School Physlolan,
era, and Reformers," "Ohamp!ona of
change medlclnB every day untll, after dosing the she nevertheless was able tc ride twenty m1les In
tho Ohurob," etc., etc.
patient almost tc death, he may possl bly strike two days after the appl1catlon. The lady's name
Handsomely bound In red cloth, $6.1i0; something (If he Is very skllful) that brings rel1ef -can be had upon appl1cat1on at this office, by any.
one desiring to communicate with her.
In leather, red edges, $9.1iO; in
for the time being.
morocco, gilt edges, $1&.1>0.
Ladfea, read the following testimony from a lady who had beom suffering for two years with an OvarReaders ot TaB TROTH BuKKR know the circumstances ian Tu:rno•·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her Ufe, and the chances
under which this work WIIB written. The last words were as 9 tc 1 agalnBt recovery. In four months' time she Is P ertectly well, and has not taken a dose ot
penned by the l!l"eat author were for the fourth volume medloin since putting on the appliances: Oonsult us When your physician tells you he can do nothinog
which WIIB nearly completed st ~Is death, and which will for Jlllu; It wm pay you.
now contain an scconnt of his world-lamented death sud
SIIULLSBCRG, WIB., November19, 1882.
burial. MJ. Bennett was s very pst 1ent and faithful
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two yea.rs ago my hsalth began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all deohrontcler ot the hablta and cuetcme ot tile d11ferent peo. sire for food, and, in fact, began to fa11 rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted severa.l physicians
plea of the many pisces he visited. The every-day of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'l'nntor,
Jlfe of all nations 1s laid before the reader by one who hse and that the only thing that would save my me would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
visited them and beheld them with hie own eyes. Par· worse, and had about made up my mllfl'l•tc;take the only course that seemed left to tlte, and submit to an
when my attention wascalle'dito-Wle t<;nreka lllagn .. tic Apploanc .. s. As a drowning man
ttonlar attention 1s psld to the progress of Free thought In operation,
w1l1 catch at a straw, so did I catch at tirls taint hope o! a cure. Four months ago I purchased a·ault,of
the various countries he visited, and the moral1ty of eo- your appliances. From the ve1-y first 1 felt invigorated, the tucalled pagan nations 1e contrasted with the morsl1ty ot mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
Christian conntrlee, much to the detriment of the latter decrease, my pains became Jess from day to day, unt11 now 1 am
The work lea
as well as 1 ever was in my llte. Since putting on the appl1ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, Which
Freethinker's History of the World. before
were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" Gheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as 1 hav, bellevlng
should be In every Llberni•e 11brsry Besides Ita 1nta1ns1c that they W111 do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MBB. MARY J. STEWART.
worth It Iss memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers
he world hse known-of one who ranks .,.lth Voltaire
Remember
that
these
appllances
are
not
worn next the skin, but
and Paine In the fOTce and clearness of hie writings.
over the under-garment, and, unl1ke all other appl1ancea In the
Addresa 'IHI!J '1RU1H SEEKER.
market,
they
Impart
no
shocks
and
leaves
no
sores.
33 Clinton Place,
New York city.
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BENNETT'S LAST

Aronn~

tho Worl~.

Ingersoll's W"orks.
The Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

In flve lectnree, comprising, "The Gods," " Humboldt,"" ThomSfi_Palne.' "Ind1v1dnal1ty," and "Here.
tics and Heres!~''

The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25.
Includlmr, "Liberty for Ma.n, Woman

and Chiid;'

' ' The Declaration of Independence, ' "About Farming

a~lg~i~t::~~~eP~te~t!:n~~f~tr~ ~~~U~~e: ·D~~~~:;

and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses.
cents; cloth, $1.25.

Paper, 50

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 oents.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.
What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

Marriage and Divorce.
By lt D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?"
CONTENTS:
The True Ideal of Marriage.
Free Love.
The History of Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question of Law and Rellglon.
Ratlona.l Deductions fr(,m Established Prlnclples
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better tnan Cu' e.
Pr1oe, 1!0 cents. Neatly b<>und 1n cloth. For sal

~t

UUs otlloe,

PRICE LIST.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts,
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, •
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
&.00
Leg Belts, each,
4:.00
}{nee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, .each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's tests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles,
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

Address

'l'HE 'l'RU'l'H BEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

PLA•N HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOUTK, MD.

'fills JJOok is a plu.ln t~~olk w.IJuUL til~ ll.uma.n system, the
ill.l.blts ot mon t~.nd woru~u. tlle cu.usos ij,Ud prevtJntion of
dh1ease, our 1:1uxual relu.tlulld u.w..t socltLl n~:~.turea. lL ta m~tl·

~Tl0c~~;rt~nd~~~:o~~~~:u ~t~ar~ie;er~~~~~~t~n,~~~ c:!~
0

:t~~ ~e~tt~~e~t~th ~~t~U~J'r~dlf:i~~~~~i!n~~en~~
8

5UO. Bold st

THE TRU"l'H Bll:t>KER omr.e.
SS Cllnton Pis ce. N Y

266th Edition. PRICE ONLY $1.
BY JI£AU. POST-PAID

Exha.usted Vltal1ty, Nervous alld Physical Deb1llty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and the
un\old miseries resul tlng from 1nd1ecret1ons or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 presorlptlona ror all aaute
and chronic diseases, eaclt one of which Is Invaluable. So found by the author, whose experience for
28 years Is snob as probably never before tell to the
lot of any physician. HOO lJO.ges, bound In beau tlful
French musl1n, embos•ed covers, run gUt, guaran
teed to be a finer work In every senae-mechanlca.l,
Uterary, and professional-than any other work t!Old
In this coantry tor $2.50, or the money will be refunded In every Instance. Prloe only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 eta. Send now.
Gold medal awarded the author by the Natloll8ol Mooleal Association, tc the ofllcers or which he rere.rs
'l'hls book shoulcl be read by the young ror lnstruotlon, and by the aflllcted for reuer. It will bu:ulllt
e.ll.-Landon Lancet.

There Is no m"mber of society tc whom this book
wm not be useful, whether youtb, varent, guardian,
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
AddreBS the Peabo<Iy Me<llcal Institute, or Dr. W.
Il. Parker, No 4 Bnlflnch st., Boston, MUBB., who may
be conan! ted on all <llseases requiring skill an<! ex·
)Jerlence. Chronic and obstinate <Ilseasea hav batlied the sk111 or all other physcJans
specialty. Such treated suooeeBfully
fi:~ut an lnstance ot !allure.

HE-AL
THYSElf

DR. F.t;.LLOWS

Any of the above garments sent tc any addreBB upon receipt of price, and we will return the monev
If they are not as represented In every respect. It you a.re uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us wordstatlngsymptcms, and we w111 advise you what would be best suited tc treat you. While our
appUances are otrered at less than one-third or what others are selllng werthless appl1ances tor, yet we will
guarantee that the magnet~cqua.llty Is a hundred told superior tc any other appliance ever o!!ored the
publlc, and wm outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a partlcula.r process, and
hav raised flve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single apJJI1ance
In the market wlll attract the smallest particle of Iron, the maJority or such worthlees appl1ances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of reta.lnlng magnetism tor a
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and w111 outla.st any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon 1cimtifk
principia, and not haphazard as In a.ll the others. We offer you therefore

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
And cha.llenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now offered under that head. At
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery ln our manufacture enables us to o!!er them
about

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

18 a regulArly eduouted and legally quailfled phy&lclan, and
the moat succtlt!Sful,
!1.8 his practice wlll
!Jr<l>ve. Ho has lor
twenty years treated
excluslvlyall dls!>H&'t!
of the f:!e:x ual Organs, In which he
stands pre-eminent.
S PER MA'l'OHRH<EA
and IMPO'l'E:NOY
as the result or sell:·
abuse In youth and
sexual e.xcaBBeB tn mttlurer years, ca.usillg
u 1 g h t emissions by
dreams, loBS Of sexual
I'ower .ren<.l.erlng mar.
rla.ge lm)Jroper a11d unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outalde a!Jpl1catlon In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDIClN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable dlecoverles, whlell Is entirely unknown tc tho medical profeBBlon. Send three 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full ln!ormatlon. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.

So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher

Frrnn 1M Iron<:lad Agt.
than ordinary clothing.
ft.,:rnember that we are o!!erlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appllanoesln the market, and If
"Dr. Fellows 18 an outspoken Infidel, there~ore no
upon receiving the ga.rments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wlll cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers ot. the land
refund your money.
should glv tdlo doct<lr bhe.lr patronage."
~

Ladies' AbdominaJ Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made
order, and a fit guaranteed.

tfl

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THill UNITED STATES. LIDERAL OOMMISBlONB ALLOWED
olddnA for IIU'Ulef 1DtonJU!l20Do
DR. L. TEN~EY,
*71 West ll:adlson Street, Chicago, Ill.

THE

SUNDAY LAWSt

BY J. G. HERTWIG.
Pr1oe, 10 oenta.

ll'or l&le ac tll16 o.lll~

868

fem# oJ g[honght.
Every one's duty lsllrst to provide for himself and
for his own household, but this being faithfully performed a love for humanity Is the next highest and
hollest sentiment he can feel. Humanity Is our
highest object of reverence.-D. .M. Bennett.
WE must respect them that are of kin to us; and,
on the-other hand, we must not forget the relations
we owe to ourselvs and the rights of our own lndlvlduallsm. Among the most precious of them are the
rights of conscience. No one, how near and dear soever, has the right to Interfere with these. No husband has the right to say to his wife that she must
barter away her principles for his sake; no wife has
the right to say that to her husband. No parent Is a
true parent that seeks to hampor his chlldren In the
formation or In the· exercise of their convictions;
that transcends the bounds of' parental authority.
Such a parent should hear such words as these:
Father or mother, I sha.ll never cease to Jove ·and
revere you, or to obey you In all things where you hav
a right to command; I shall always be grateful for
What you hav done for me; I shall always yield
Whatever i; Is In my power to dispose of; but my
convictions I cannot yield; for they are mine neither
to glv nor wHhhOld, and with falthful.aess I wlll
maintain them; for though you gave me llfe, you
cannot, without gullt, take my llfe away, nor can I
violate my own soul, that Is my llfe of llfe. , , ,
Few things we must cultivate-one Is respect for the
ties which nature has given; and the other Is repect tor tho Integrity of conscience, which no man
c~n disregard with safety.-Prof. Adler's Emancipation.
< EVERY young man who has a love for speculation
ought to study Locke's works. He should try to
mllo8ter his great work, the "lnquilry into the Human Understanding," and, at any rate, he should master his
small work, "The Conduct of the Understanding;"
and to make even this llttle treatls his own
thoroughly, and euter Into all its meaning, he wlll
llnd a most bracing and wholesome mental exllrclse,
-Principal Tulloch.
BY theooverdlct of Christendom the human mind
Is Impotent to llnd the truth. The Christian looks
back upon the rellglous development of the past and
lluds H a series of frightful mistakes and atroclou~
blunders; a chaos or superstition; a wlld farrago of
hideous dreams. '.rhere monstrous Idolatries show,
In the judgmem of Christendom, what degradation
the human mind sinks Into when left to Itself
With what dltrerent feellngs the ratlonallst, clear'
minded and Instructed, looks at the same facts! !Ve
aro persuaded that all religions come out of the human mind In the process of development; that they
are all etrorts, and earnest ef!orts, on the part of men,
to understand the conduct, and to get at the secret
ot the universe. Hence there Is no credullty, however blind; no superstition, however dark; no error,
however misleading; no Idolatry, however grotesque;
no delusion, however visionary-that does not represent a phas@ In thlsefrortof the human mind to gain
more llght upon the problems that are !lung down
!nits path.-Frothing/tam's Sectarian Spirit.
TRANSPLANT yourselvs, for a moment, to the coast
of Africa. What Is that burden whlcn yonder naked,
dark-skinned savages are bearing down to the seashore 1 Tb.ey hav slain a victim, a man, and now
they heave It, throw It far out into tlte surf, and the
cry from within Is drowned by the gurgllng of the
waves. And that Is an ofrerlng to the spirit of the
waters, that he shall protect their llsherles.-&liz
Adler.
THE conquest of Asia by European powers Is In
reallty emancipation, and Is the llrst step toward the
eotabllshment of orlentalnatlonallty, It Is needlee 8
to say that Europe wlll never again engage In crusades to llberate servll populations; but the pride
and Ignorance of mllltary despots wlll provoke
foreign wars, which wlll prove fatal to their rule.
Thus war wlll, for long years yet to come, be req ulred
t{) prepare the way for freedom and progress h1 the
East; and In Europe Itself It Is not probable that war
will ever absolutely cease untll science discovers
some destroying force, so simple In its admll!tratlon,
so horrible In its efrect, that all art, all gallantry wlll
be at an end, and battles wlll be massacres which the
reellngs of mankind wlll be unable to endure.Reade's .Martyrdo1n of Man.
AS regards the two famous texts, "He that be_
lleveth not shall be damned," and "Blessed are they
that liav not seen and yet belleved," It wlll comfort
those who wish to preserve their reverence for the
character of a great teacher to remember that one
of these saylngo Is In the well-known forged passage
at the end of the second gospel, and that the other
occurs only In the late and legendary fourth edition,
both being described as being spoken under utterly
Impossible circumstances. There precepts belong
to the church and not to the gospel. But whoever
wrote either of !hem down as a dellverance of one
whom he supposed to be a divine teacher, has thereby written down himself as a man void of Intellectual honesty, as a man whose word cannot be trusted,
as a man who would accept, and spread abroad, any
kind of baselessllctlon for fear of bellevlng toollttle.
-ClijJ'ord's Ethics of Religion.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 7. 1884.
Please cut this petition out, attach it to a blank sheet of paper, sign your
name and address to it, get all your friends and neighbors to do the same, and
then send it to this office.
·

A PETITION FOR STATE SECULARIZATION.
To the Honorable Senators and Memb~rs of the House of Representatives
United States Congress :
·

of the

A republican form of goverii.ment being based on liberty, equality, and fraternity, as both means and end, involves the separation of Church and State,
whose union is the worst form of class-legislation and the most infallible sign of
arbitrary power. A house divided against itself cannot stand. The institutions
of t~is Commonwealth should be made homogeneous throughout. Impartial
protection of all citizens in their equal rights and liberties, by encouraging the
free movement of mind, promotes the establishment of truth in whatever direction.·· Any infi·ingement by government of this absolute equality of its citizens
is the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed against that natural
"justice " which, as the Constitution declares, this government was founded to
"establish."
And yet, though the :first amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says, " Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Church and
State, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, and so proscribes
other religions and forms of belief and unbelief, while taxing these alao for the
support of that special religion.
The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives
among us are:
1. Recognition of God and Christianity in State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property from taxation.
3. Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
Bible.
6. Religious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office.
7. Chaplaincies in the Legislature, the Army, and the Navy.
8. Fast and Thanksgiving Proclamations, which contain theological ideas
that may or may not be acceptable to the citizen.
The necessity for this sepa:t:ation of Church and State is more apparent now
than ever before, because of the still greater diversity of religious beliefs, the
many forms of dissent ;from the religion which receives State patronage, and the
growing signs of sectarian strife and ambition in the arena of politics. And
emphasis needs to be given to the fact that the union of Church and State is
a grea;t hindrance to the employment of' right methods in dealing with many questions
of reform now demanding attention. And most essential is it at all times, and
especially in the present, in order to secure for the law its due. respect and
observance, that the people's representatives should exhibit the strictest fidelity
to their trusts by following the law in its letter and spirit.
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that immediate action be taken by the
law-making power to bring into harmony the theory and practice of our government in making the following principle a part of the fundamental law of the
land by amendm1:1:p.t to the U nited_States Constitution:
.

The total separation of Church and State, by prohibiting Congress or
any State, County, Municipality, or Township from enacting any lawtltat
favors religion in any of the eight ways specified, or in any other way, or
prohibits the free exercise thereof:
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FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.

CONTENTS:

THEY don't say In ,Boston now, "I got the cart
before the horse," but" I placed the artlcul'l.ted clr·
cumlocutory vehicle In precedence Qf the quadrupedal vertebrB.t"e,''
":Krss Me as I Fall Asleep," Is the title of the
latest song. lt Is Intended, we suppose, as a
pointer for young men who take their girls to
church Sunday evenings.
IN the bUzzard country. Man, pointing musingly
over the hills and far away: "Yes, I came West ttl
look after my property. I am looking after It now.
There go the house and bar,n."
"THE tenor of a Harlem church choir Is named
Batter. He can rise up to the highest notes without the least difficulty If the churcb Is warm, but 1t,
stirs hlin all up for· the ladles to spoon on htm.
WHEN Barnum parades his white elephant out
West, we advise him to hav a band precede It with
the sacred air, "Yes, Whiter than Snow." This wlll
establlsh confidence In that extremely moral c~m
munlty, and call out the full quota of Church goers.
"PAP, how big was Adam when he was. borned?"
"He was a man and as large as a man when made."
"Then he never didn't hav any boy fun, did he?"
"No." "And l'ight away got married ? ·~ "Yes."
"Good golly! No wonder he never. laughed none."
WHILE talking to a number of gentlemen, Mr.
Beecher remarked: " [ never speak of a country
nor place authorltatlvly unless I hav previously
been there." "How ·about that sermon of yours on
hell?" asked the wag of the party. Mr. Beecher
took water, whlle the re·st of the boys called for a
more popular beverage.
A WHITE squall caught a party of tourists moving
across a lake and threatened to capsize the boat.
When 1t seemed that the crisis had really come the
largest and physically-the strongest in the party In
!>State of Intense fear said: "Let us pray I" "No,
no, my man," shouted the bluff old ,boatman; "let
the little man pray-you take the oar."
"Is there a dude club In this city?" asked a
stranger, en1erlng the editorial room. "T~ere is,'"
returned. the editor, as he produced a toothpick
from his pocket and laid It on the roll-t{)p desk~
"that's It, and the llrst dude that shows· his head
In this office wlll be brained with it." With a deep
sigh the stranger turned and disappeared.
"I ~EE Sommers has busted." "Yes; he's gone
up." "Did he bust well." "I bav nothing to say
about that." "What Is your opinion of him anyway?" "Well, he being a member of my church
and In good standing, my publlc opinion of course
Is that he's an honorable man, but my private
opinion Is that he's one of the grandest rascals out
of the penitentiary."
THERE AGAIN.
'!;he poet stood at the editOr's door,
And nervously there did he knock;
He'd knocked at that door so often before
His rap did the editor shock.
" What I you here again ?" as the door swung wide,
"And another poem, by jlng I"
"Ah 1 -yes;·I am guilty,''·-th<r poet sighed.
"The subject?" "A Welcome to Spring."
11

'SPACIALLY JIM."

I was mighty good-lookln' when I was young,
Peart, an' black~eyed, an' sllm,
With tellers e.-courtin' me Sunday nights,
'Spaclally Jim I
The llkellest one of 'em all was he,
Chipper, an' han'som', a.P.' trim,
But I tossed up my head an' made fun o' the crowd'
'Spaclally Jim I
I said I hadn't no 'pinion o' men,
An' I wouldn't take stock In him I
But they kep' up a.-comln' In spite o' my talk,
'Spaclally Jim I .
I got so tired o' havin' 'em roun'
('Spaclally Jim I)
I made up my mind I'd settle down
An' take up with him.

This World. By George Chainey.
So we was married one Sunday In church,
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Mac'Twas crowded full to the brim;
donald.
'Twas the only way to glt rid of 'em all,
1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
'Spaclally Jim.
beral Charities.
THE SUMMER GIRL.
Neted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
In winter time you seldom meet,
Date of Birth and Death.)
'Mid society's gay Whirl,
The Population of Our States and Territories.
One half so natural and sweet
The Jewish Jehovah. (lllustrntion.)
As the honest summer girl,
"That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
DeviL (lllustration. )
Her eyes now Sparkle with good heaitil
Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
Her cheeks bloom llke the rose,
Philosophy.
But now she's got, alas! a wealth
The Sacred Booksof History.
Of freckles on her nose.
Jefferson's Religion.
No paint nor powder there you'llllnd,
Useful Measures.
No nonsense In her talk,
As to Time.
All afrectatlon's .left behind
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
In the city of" New Yawk."
Selections, etc., etc •.
She now pronounces all her r's
As plain as you or I,
And she can climb the orchard bars,
And when she does-oh, my!
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
Her knowledge Isn't now confined
To satin and to sllk,
But In the country you wlllllnd
Sbe knows good buttermllk,

Introductory. By the Editor.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Calendar for 1884.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Liberal Press. By Peter Eckler.
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By
H. L. Green.
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Leland.
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada.
By Charles Stevens.
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
Foreign Freethought Societies.
The Ideal World, By Snmuel P. Putnam.
What is True Religion? By CharleH Watts.
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.

WE should embrace Christianity even on prudential motlvs, for a just and benevolent God wlll not
punish an Intellectual being forbellevlng what there
Is no reason to believe; therefore we run no risk by
receiving Christianity If It be false, but a dreadful
risk by rejecting It If It be true.-Co!ton's Lacon.
[Note,-Colton generally speaks sense and his Lacon
Is stlll worth reading; but In the above extract he
drops the sincere and straightforward man and puts
on the qulbbllng priest. As to Christianity, so far
as you llnd It true, and there are many valuable
truths In it and around It, defend It without fear or
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United
favor; and as to what Is false In It, and In the course
of eighteen centures it has contracte<l many false· States. It contains
J2S Octavo Page!i,
hoods, speak out boldly and cast It from you. The
Idea of lludlng safoty In pretending to belleve, when with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not
you cannot a&talu the re,.llty, Is the most mean and
for a day, but for all time."
cowardly cause that a man can pursue. Even Byron
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 2ii cents.
has recourso to the same mode of arguing, but he
spoke friYTI> tho teeth autwards, and If he had always
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
spoken so, his name and fame would, by this time,
33 Clinton Place, New York, N.Y.
hav beeB forgotten.-Hylax.]

"BIG JACK SMALL."

She asks no longer for an lee,
As though she scarce could eat,
But here she calls for bacon twice
And other kinds of meat.
She's not afraid of llshlng worms
That. used to set her crazy,
But picks one up and as he squirms,
Exclaims: "Oh, what a dall!y I"
But, take this malden as you may,
She Is a priceless pearl,
And though I llke her anyway,
She's best as the sun:mer girl,
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Jjlotts and Uklippings.
THE revised Old Testament will be completed ill July and published next autumn.
THERE are thirty-five Mormons and fortyfour Gentiles confined at the Utah Penitentiary.
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six and one-half feet up the trunk of this tree
two more China-trees hav sprouted, taken root,
and grown up as high as the old tree is; and
just half a foot further up the trunk of the old
original tree a peach-tree has taken root, grown
up to fair dimens:ons, and is now filled with
fruit. At another place there is a blackberry
vine and also an elm bush, all in a flourishing
condition."

THE Boston Watchman says that within the
last nine years nearly 800 churches hav been
THE march, of what is called progress, re.
burnt in America.
marks Mr. B. R. Tucker, starting from Europe
A CHURCH of England divine has just pub- and breaking up several peaceable nations en
lished a biography of Judas Iscariot, in- route, all for the glory of God and the elevation of humanity, has made nearly the comtended as an apology for the famous traitor.
pass of the earth and produced some results.
THE following question is to be wrestled with The blessings of civilization and a horde of
by a country debating society at its next ses- missionaries were foisted upon the unobtrusiv
sion: If a Mormon has eight wives and buries Japanese some years ago, and the other day
one of them, how much of 'a widower does he arrived in this country a special embassy from
become, if any?
Japan to examin the latest American improveA PETITION was presented the other day by ments in deadly weapons. The highest civilicertain distressed weavers in Madras to the zation being that which employs the most efgovernor of that province addressed: " To Al- fectiv applianees for committing wholesale
mighty God, care of his E:2cellency the Gov- murder, Ambrose Beirce remarks that "Japan
is now taking the last step upward to the light,
ernor of Madras."
and on the muster-roll of cultivated Christian
A RELIGIOUS weekly tells "how to keep from
nations her name will soon be inscribed in as
going to sleep in church." One way is to
red blood as the best of them."
change your minister; but the most effectiv
A STRANGE story is being circulated inN aples
way is to go fishing in the morning and remain
of an incident that occurred in the church of
home at night to rest.
San Maggiore, where some priests of the soMR. HERBERT SPENCER's work on Education:
has lately been translated into Chinese, having called mission aN preaching. The preacher
already been translated into all the living lan- of the evening had chosen for his theme the
guages of Europe, as well as into Japanese and terrors of hell. The church was crowded.
Chinese and several of the vernacular lan- Near the pulpit stood a figure of the Madonna.
All at once, in the middle of the sermon, the
guages of India.
lights went out, and the figure of the Madonna
THE recent Papal encyclical against the Free- disappeared. The priest, striking the desk
masons is aimed at no less than 138,065 lodges' with an iron chain, cried out: "We.are falling
throughout the world, with 14,160,543 mem- into hell ! Look, the Madonna has fled! Call
bers, whose annual receipts are estimated to on her; call, or woe to us!" The panic was
amount to about 890,000,000, of which sum universal; women fainted, children screamed,
fully two-thirds are expended in charities.
and there was a rush to the doors, which were
found to be carefully closed. At last the
AT a general conference of the M. E. church,
police appeared on the scene, and got the
in Philadelphia, last week, a motion permitting
doors opened, and the congregation escaped
" females " to preach was lost by a vote of 126
into the open air without injury, beyond a few
to 222. , If the sisters would avenge this inbruises and the loss of various articles of
sult, says the Sunday Free Lance; by withdrawwearing apparel.
ing from the church in a body, it would colTHE young people of Norwich, Conn., are
lapse in a holy minute, and its preachers would
be compelled to make an honest living by hard making serious innovations in the old andestablished usages in church worship of that old
labor.
city. In fact, it is dangerous to attend church
RHETORICIANS tell us, remarks Scissors, that service and attempt to enjoy it by indulging
the slang phrases and idiomatic expressions of in the time-honored snooze. Recently one of
one period become the language proper of the the good deacons went to sleep, and on waking
next. If this be true we can expect in the found that a boy had cut all the buttons off his
next revision of the Testament to find the coat. Another good deacon who was enjoying
story of Adam and Eve treated thus: "And his customary nap with his mouth wide open,
the Lord grew hot under the collar at the to drink in, as it were, all the good things, came
manner in which they monkeyed around in near bei n choked to death by a gum drop
the Garden of Eden, and he gave them the which one of the girls in the choir dropped
grand bounce.''
through his mouth into his throat, while
"I DON'T like these comic operas," said Mrs. another was aroused by a lot of spit balls hitPrim to her husband, the deacon. "Why ting him on his bald head. And all this ocnot?" inquired the deacon, as he got out his curred in one Sunday morning. These things
Sunday coat to attend the third consecutiv are regarded by some people as indecorous,
night. "Why, the ballet is rather too void of but the fact probably is that they are only virdr.ess," answered his good wife. "Yes," re- tuous attempts to revolutionize church service
plied the deacon, "but the music is so sweet. in accordance with modern religious progress.
We must take the bitter with the sweet."
A COLORADO farmer having been to a revival
"Yes," insinuated his wife, "some folks like
lots of the bitter." And then she put on her meeting, felt very religious, and as they were
entertaining some city friends he thought the
bonnet to go with the deacon.
proper thing to do would be. to hav morning
"I RES to call de 'tention ob de brudders an' prayers. So the household were assembled,
sistahs ob dis congergation to de conterbution and he began by reading a chapter in the
box. De total receets frum de las' collection Bible; then he requested them to kneel while
'n;10unted to seben cents, four buttons, and a he made a prayer. He commenced. Ten
p1ece ob shabin' soap. Now, if dar be any minutes passed, twenty, then half an hour.
b_rudder ur sistah in dis congergation whutkin The listeners began to grow restless, but still
hb a week on dat sal'ry let de same stan' up. he prayed with unabated vigor, with no sign of
No pusson stan's up. Dat am evidence ye a termination. His wife was in despair; all the
kain't. An' if yer want ter hole up der dig- farm work had yet to be done, beside the
nerty ob de true 'ligion, yers got ter 'crease de house work, and shtl felt sure the kitchen fire
parsimony. De sabior hisse'f kain'tlib on dat would be out and their chance of dinner slim
less de chicken surplus twixt Sundays a~ indeed. She was perfectly in accordance with
mighty brisk."
his wish for morni~g prayers, but to hav them
continued all day seemed literally too much of
THE Chicago Times publishes the following: a good thing. At length, unable to endure it
"A man in Wilcox County, Ala., has a remark- longer, she leaned over and whispered to him:
able tree growing in his yard. It is of the "John, don't you think you hav prayed long
China species, is ten feet in circumference and enough?" "Yes," he replied, "but I don't
its top has been blown away by a storm: but know how to wind the damn thing up!"

{ 33 CLINTON ].>LACE. } $3.00 per year.

THE case of Mrs. Mordecai, a gentlewoman
of Baltimore, who became violently insane in
church during the service on a recent Sunday
evening, was made the more shocking to her
FIFTY thousand persons visited Coney Island
friends by the suddenness with which the last Sunday.
malady appeared, and the absence of previous
R. B. HAYEs, ex-president, announces that
suspicion of danger. In this case the trouble
is thought to be accounted for by the fact that he will vote for Blaine.
the victim had been exposed to the direct rays
IsAAc DAvms, clothier, sold a pair of trousers
of the sun for several hours a day or two last Sunday and was arrested for violation of
before the attack; but cases of the kind are law. This in the nineteenth century.
not rare-, even where no such explanation
THE pope has directed that a special comexists. Maudsley and other writers record
mission of cardinals prepare a protest to French
many instances, and a curiously sad one ocCatholics on the subject of the divorce laws.
curred some years ago in South Carolina. A
GEN. GRANT has severed his connection with
distinguished clergyman of that state went
wildly mad between the reading of his text Parson Newman's church. This is an event
and the beginning of his sermon. He was re- upon which it is thought both the church and
'moved to a hospital, treated for the disease, the general can be felicitated.
and restored to apparently perfect mental
THE annual gathering of the Baptists has just
health. After a considerable period, he under- been held at Detroit, Mich. They report that
took to preach again in the pulpit in which large sums of money hav been raised, but not
his attack had occurred, and again between sufficient to stem the tide of unbelief that is
the text and the sermon he became a madman washing away religious landmarks.
-that time beyond hope of cure.
THE Salvation Army was treated as a nuiA:MONG the first Confederate troops that went sance by the police of Cleveland, Ohio, and its
out from Arkansaw, relates the Arkansato members were arrested accordingly. In LonTraveler, was Parson Geesmore, who enlisted don, Ont., five members were arrested ancl
as a chaplain. He was a devout Christian,
fined for disturbing the public peace.
and his prayers were regarded by the men as
TaE English police say that certain dynamite
utterances from a higher power. Just before
the battle of Jenkins' Ferry, the old man in a conspirators they thought had fled the country
sermon, said: "My dear boys, I hav decided are still hiding in London, they hav reason to
to go into the next fight with you. I don't believe. The government has drawn the atthink a man can properly preach about the tention of the French authorities to dynamiters
evils and sensations of war unless he has ex- in Paris.
MooDY and Sankey hav been invited by tho
perienced the feeling of going into battle.
Now, the next fight in which we engage shall evangelical Ch1-istians of India to visit that
hav me numbered among its participants." country in the interest of the variety of superThe old gentleman rode a large gray horse, and stition represented by those revivalists. The
when preparations for the battle of Jenkins' many converts to Buddhism made by Col. 01·
Ferry were being made, he appeared on his cott and Madam Blavatsky hav alarmed the
snowy charger. Some of the officers begged Christians and led to this step.
him to keep out of danger, but with an expresTnE Rev. Henry Kimball preached a gospel·
sion of heroism he replied that he would en- temperance sermon on the city hall steps in
gage in the battle. The first artillery fire from New York last Sunday. A park policeman of
the enemy shot the horse from under the old German extraction remarked as follows: "Dot
gentleman, and by the time he settled himself beesness is a skin vrom the wort it goes. Efery
on his feet a bullet came along and took off one man at dot dembrance sermon vas droonk, und
of his fingers. He attempted to be calm, but der oder half vas pickpoggets."
just then a ball carried away the right thumb,
and, wheeling around, the old man struck a
FATHER DucEY, the priest who ran away with
determined trot for the rear. "Hold on, par- Eno, the bank president, faced his congregason," called some one. "Hold on hell!'' he tion again last Sunday, and read from the Bireplied. "Ask a man to hold on when the ble, "Judge not that ye be not judged." Mr.
whole damned universe is shooting at him. Ducey is in a position that certainly requires
Take care of your body and the Lord will take the exercise of great charity to absolve him
care of your soul."
from the suspicion of complicity in a serious
JoE CooK's faculty for making himself disa- crime.
greeable seems to improve with age. The LanTHE Rev. Mr. Simpson, of this city, said in
sing 1elegram relates this incident: On Tuesday a sermon last Sunday: "I would that a great
morning, as one of Porter & Goodrich's hacks shrinkage in the nominal membership of the
was on its way to the L. 8. & M. S. depot, a Christian church all over the world might take
traveling man with a heavy "grip " hailed the place and millions be reduced to a few thoudriver and told him he would ride. He had a sands who believe in Christ with all their
freshly-lighted cigar in his mouth, and as he hearts." This is a consummation not altogether
went toward the hack its occupant notified him to be dreaded. Mr. Simpson believes that the
that a smoker could not ride with him. Po- age of miracles will return. It is evident that
litely tossing the cigar aside, he approached the age of misguided enthusiasts is already
the hack, but the occupant again informed him here.
that he could not ride with him, that he had
hired that hack. The man of the "grip " withTHE Republicans in Convention at Chicago
out reply told the driver to go ahead. Arrived last Friday nominated James G. Blaine, of
at the depot, the aristocratic passenger ten- Maine, and John A. Logan, of Illinois, for
dered half a dollar as his fare, but the driver president and vice-president of the United
told him it was, in this case, a dollar; that he States. Blaine won on the fourth ballot, recould ride anywhere in the city for twenty-five ceiving 411 votes against 207 for Chester A.
cents, but if he hired the hack all for himself A:rthur. His nomination was then made unanthe fare was a dollar. The vituperation and imous. Logan was nominated by acclamation.
loud abuse that flowed from that man's tongue Blaine is 54 years old, and is a man of great
is almost beyond belief. "Liar," "thief," ability, but it is alleged that his public record
etc., with the usual stock expressions of a is cloudy. He wac born in Pennsylvania, and
blackguard, flew thick and fast. The station is a member of the orthod0x Congregational
agent, hearing the altercation and knowing Lis church. Logan's age is 58. He has a good
duty as an officer of the law, put in his appear- war record as a general in the Union army.
ance and demanded to know the cause thereof. He was formerly a Democrat. The result of
The autocrat of billingsgate vented his vials of the Convention is a disappointment to many
wrath and ugly spleen on him in terms not fit Republicans and a cause of jubilation with
for publication, but we.s finally obliged to lis- others. It is noticeable that few of the pl'oruten to our " Mack" long enough to be con- inent Republicans were present and the canilivinced that he must both keep still and pay the dates were feebly presented and supported.
dollar demanded. With many threat~ that he No words was spoken that will liv in history
would report Mack as in league with liars and like those of Col. Ingersoll in 1876, when, in a
thieves, he departed. This was the Rev. Jo- magnificent speech, he presented Mr. Blaine
1as the Plumed Knight.
seph Cook, of Boston.
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The New Festival of the Dead.
PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE 342D MEETING OF THE LIBERAL
CLUB.

The Decoration Day services at the Liberal Club
were held at 220 East Fifteenth street on the evening
of that anniversary. The platform was bright with
flowers. Mr. Samuel P. Putnam presided, introducfirst Miss Adelina Peters, who performed a solo on
the piano, and Mrs. McCune and Mr. Houghton, who
sang a duet. Mr. Putnam then read the following
DECORATION DAY POEM.

Nature forever flings its flowers where darkest places are;
Its wealth of life blooms over death and givs to night its star·
Its heart of fi;e breu~s forth in joy, u'nd flumes a deathless glow:·
And summers promis haunts the sense o'er winter's bleakest
snow.
T?-duy t~e roses fill the air, and ov~r all the graves,
Like a bng~t oce.un, _surg_e and rest m many-colored waves.
The soft wmds smg m tnumph us they touch the petals fair
For 'tis the gurnitme of life that glows resplendent there.
'
Fo;r death is life in other form; it is not nothingness;
It IS a change, we know not whr,t, nor· thought can ever guess
What it may be beyond the runge of what we know to-day
But what has lived forever livs in being's endless play.
'
The living pres~nt ~ol~ls the fmit of what far years huv cast,
The stream of tn~e IS nch to-day with heartbeats of the past.
The flowers we giv are nurtured by the blood our fathers shed
Their deeds are wrought into the light that shines above ou;
head.
We backward look for one glad hom·, and pour our service
sweet,
And beams of hope are gathered from memory's crowned
seat;
The crystal yester·duy contains the flush of heavens to be
The collined dust dissolves and sweeps into mOI"n's golden
sea.

0, beauteous flowers! Y_e still c~nve~ the secret joy of earth,
0 er the sud portals still ye wnte of new and wondrous birth·
Ye a_re the language of the sky, jeweled along the sod,
'
Ruymg from every darksome spot message of life ,,broad.
cro~~ of death! and wreath of life, brief glory of the year,
Nutme s eternal gospel, too, beyond the senses' sphere·
.For still your vanishing hues do tell of that. which dieth not
Your very briefness is the grace whence noblest faith is taught:

0

Then cover all the graves with flowers, oh, cover them deep
and sweet;
F!ing roses, lilies, vi~lets, _and make the gift complete,
Till the past shall shme With glory, like a morning on our way
And make the present vivid with love's immortal ray.
'
The_n into the glowing future we puss to grander scope,
While all the flowers of earth become like glittering wings of
hope.
The gifts we giv the dead to-day become to-morrow's fire
By which we still pr·ess on, achieve, and conquer, and u~pir-e.

Another piano solo, rendered by Miss Stivers, and
a song sung by Mrs. McCune, were succeeded by an
address by T. B. Wakeman on " The 'Dead Past '
Not Dead." He spoke as follows:
Mn: PRES!DE:"T, LA.DI~s, A~D GENTLEliiEN : Perhaps the
prmcipal obJectrons to Libemhsm, on the part of those who
~11:ow lit_tle ?r nothinp of it, !'re summed up in the charge that
It IS a wild msurrectwn ugmnst the Past which strikes down
all motiv for the Present rmll nll hope for the Future.
This notion is essentially false. It arises wholly from the
unscientific views of the Past, and its relation to the Present
and the Future, which hav come down to us fi"om the old
Theological and Metaphysical views of the world and which
are found to be chiefly illusions.
'
Under all forms of Theology, for example, the Past dominated all there was of human life and hope by sheer authority
of tmclition or· revelation which claimed to be the voice of
God. The Pnst was the supreme influence, the realm from
whence issued the power of a mighty Priesthootl bindin" the
Present and Futm·e in bonds stronger than ir?on; for they
r·eached not only the bodies but to the ver·y souls of men.
Modem Progress, under the general name of Liberalism has
justly rebelled against this false view, this limitation o-f the
.Past, unsustained as it is hy fuels and evidence, and '~hich is
now seen to be the father of most of the evils and curses
which ufllict the human family. Against such an ii"On-bound
nncl binding tyranny of the Past, let us rejoice that Libemlism has brought relief by a decisiv and victorious insiwrection
;vhic~ givs us ligh,t, liber·ty, and growth. Nor is the Metaphys:
ICal VIew of the I ust much better; under that solution of the
world, the Past was the mother of all of those so-culled "fir·st
pr·inciples" which were assumed us the foundation of all right
and wrong, of Nature, nnd of Law, under· which the lot and
fate of ]\'Ian on em-th must be dominated. 'l'o these abstract
unverified principles every part of the Present and Future
was supposed to be etemally subject. PhilosorJhical schools
· 1e~1ogrs
· t s, un d er th"IS view
·
of IC
of t h e wol"ld, took the place of
the Pnests of Theology and enslaved us in the name of ideas
and abstract notions in the place of the revealed commands of
the gods, us of old.
Thus both of the dominant solutions of the world prior to
science, that of the gods and that of ideas, has enthroned the
~ust us a tyrant, and made the ~resent and the Futm·e merely
Its annexed and conquered pmvmces, to be considered of value
and to be administered only under the dark shadow and the
.
h
.
.
.
Iron, nne ungmg, unprogressiv empn·e of the dead. Right
well, ther·efore, has onr American Longfellow in his noble
"Psalm of Life," protested uauinst this view, u~d sung:
0

self, that the chief object of life was to liv, and that this sun
and star lit H.all of Earth, rev<mled to us by glimpses of the sun
had a mean~~ than which nothing can be more sacred, sol:
ernn, o~ ~ouchmg. '?bY thou "revisit'st the glimpses of the
moon? IS Shakspere s soul-touching query. to the ghost. But
these, our days, a~e the glimpses of the sun shining down up0n
us through the mighty chasm of the Present walled in as it
appeared, on either side by those mighty un~hungeuble' adamantine walls of time, known to us as the Past and th~ Future. Through that chasm of the Present, us through a rampary breach, the whole h~Iman race rises each day and charges
on m. the struggle for ~XIstence, and always with assurance of
certam death. Su~h 1s the picture the great German poetsage, Goethe, has given of the tragedy of human life. His little ve:se suggesting it will haunt for years whoever grasps its
meanmg:
Eine Bresche ist jeder Tag,
A new-made breach is every
· day,
Die viele Menschen erstuer- Which many men are stormmen.
ingWar uuch in die Luecke fallen Let fail in the gap whoever
mug,
may,
·
Die Todten ::dch niemals thuer- Of the dead no heap is form-

m-.
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What a picture, what a vision is this of human life considered as a mighty tragedy ! But why are the dead not forming?
Why is the gap never filled with the dead?
Science with it last solving word answers. That word is
Evolution, and it, us with a magic wand, transforms and unnexe_s t~e Past and the Future to us, to the Present, in a grand
co?tmmty of natural sequence and law. It shows us how we
anse out of the Past, as the realm generativ of all things, and
how we puss on to the Future, the home of all and what we
cull the Present is the few moments of consciou~ness when in
the ~ran~ition we puss the glimpses of the sun, like motes
dancmg m a sunbeam of the darkened room of existence.
U~dei· the lessons of Evolution these three mighty realms of
exiSte~ce cefls~ t~ be tyrannies dominating each other, but are
reconciled us mdispensuble pm·ts of one grand continuity of
memory, activity, and hope. The dead do not form us they
f~ll, for they puss into and become parts of the wall on either
Side,_ and so make the new day ever possible.
Without the Past no Present could be, and without a knowle?ge of the Past, no Presen~ is intelligible, no Future is posSible or worthy of hope. Right well, therefore, has you Committee ordered that on this occasion the Past should be consi~ered as the foundation of the Present and the Future in a
Trilogy of addresses, us the Greeks used to present PI·ometheus as one Tragedy in there parts. He who follows me [Mr.
Dawson] shall speak of the Living Present, and then Mr.
Andrews shall properly close with the Ideal Future
Spiritual things can only be discerne<l by Symbols.· Let our
old_Scundinuvi_un Symbol of_ the Tree Jgdm~i.l, the Tree of Life,
whiCh was their deep-meunmg solution of the world come before yon. now and fix in your minds and hearts the l~sson that
evolution givs of the new view of the continuity of these
three mighty realms of time.
Of this Tree of Existence, of time itself the roots are indeed buried in the realm of the dead, the 'Past, and hidden
from our eye, yet from thence carne all there is of life. The
tn!~~· which symbols the ~resent with all its strength and
U~Ihties, grows fl·om th~m, IS impossible and unintelligible
Without them. Hence unses the glorious Future the head or
full-top of the tree, with its leaves, flowers a~d fruits expanding into the boundless hereafter of aspiration libe1·ty
and hope. This symbol, Tree of Life is 'one of the oidest and
yet one of the truest pictures of existence. Under Evolution
it is more than ever fl'nitful in lessons and admonitions. Truly,
us Goethe said:
"Would'st know the highest, the best?
The tree [this Tree] shall teach it thee.
What that unconsciously is,
Consciously be thou-that is all!"
The first lesson is, that we must accept the Past, not us of
old, a Tyrant, but us our Parent, venerable. venerated belov.ed, immortal, indispensable. Therein must iie our ever·:continuing roots of life. 'l'he Present is but the surface of the
Past. The Present has no meaning, except as by the eye of
law we retr·ace the vistas of memor·y, and learn how we came
to be us we are, and thence lem·n the true prophecy and hope
of the Future. The realm of the dead is the earnest and the
foundation of life, without which it were not, and without the
knowledge of which, life itself is but an idle and foolish moment of sensation; a thoughtless bubble flouting a moment on
the infinit sea of the unknown, then gone forever. Our sublime democratic Poet-Loafer ("I loafe and invite my
soul," he says) has given us an estimate of this lesson of the
Pu1>t, which we should heed. We must get the Past in tme
perspectiv, and never over-rate it in any talk about Greece,
u~d Rome, and the old "art-musters," etc., us I hav so
often heard done even in this club. All the Past's triumphs
huv only a historical value, and are steps to the Present, and
are always less than the Present when truly seen as the
Br·ookl~·n BI·iclge is greater than the Pymmids. But now
hear Whitman:
•
"I conned old times,
I sat studying at the feet of the great musters;
Now, if eligible, oh, that the gr·eut master·s might retmn and
study me!
Dead poets, philosophs, priests,
Martyrs, ar-tists, inventors, governments long since,
Lunguuge-shupem, on ot.her shores,
Nations once powerful, now reduced, withdrawn, or desolate
I dare not proceed till I respectfully credit what you hav left'
wafted hither,
'
I hav perused it; I own it is admirable;
I think nothing can ever be greater-'-nothing can ever deserve
more than it deserves;
·
I regard it all intently a long while,
Then take my place for good with my own day and race here.
Creeds and schools in abeyance,
H t" ·
e mng buck awhile, sufficed at what they are, but never forgotten,
·wit_h accum_ulntions, now corning forward in front,
A
1
f
rnvec agum, I harbor, or good or bud-1 permit to speak,
Nutme, without check, with original energy.

"Trust no future, howe'er· pleasant;
Let the dead pRst bury its dead,
In the name of these states, shall I scorn the antique?
Act, act in the living present,
Why, these are the children of the antique, to justify it."
Heart within and God o'erneud."
Then is it well that as Liberals and us Republicans we
The true view is that the past, present, and future nre im- assemble to honor this New Festival of the Dead who
me_nse and equull~ impol"tant grand divisions of the mighty huv diet1 for us. For the dead are those who people the Past;
umty of human existence. Each is unintelligible without the from thence, from their ums, they rule us with their mighty
o_thers. Bnt modern ~ibe;rnls huv done well in laying ernphu- scepters of thought. They only giv continuance to time, and
SIS upon the PI"esent_m view of the greater emphasis which enable us to enlm·ge our existence.
h~s been h~r~~ofore pven to the Pnst and Futn_re h:y theo}ogy,
The next les~on is that us Liberals we greatly need to deepen
often re<lnci!J" the liesent to a mere prepunmon for them. a our knowledge of the Past, and our feelings of devotion in
vale of ,hmmlmtwn,_ a valley of tears, a pend!Iln~l between the reference to it. Education, culture. development, or us our
~eud I ast ~ntla Life hercuftP;r. ln that VIew It was a great. Germ>m friend (Dr. Carns) said in his lecture before us lust
VIctory to discover that our L1fe wns something in and of it-' Friday, onr up-building ( Bildung) must come from a better

I

kno;vledge of the _Pa~t. All true education, like true chai·ity,
begms at home-Is, m a word, always self education. Let us
then, as Got~e 9;dmonished, ever keep some of the great works
of the Past m literature, art, and history before us. Let us consult them, and breathe their atmosphere daily ·if even for
a few minutes only. Let us in that way learn to ~alculate the
latitude and longtitude of the Present historically as evolu•
tionists, and know our position as children of the Past and as
heirs of time, which is our own seed-field.
'
Thus we should be prepai·ed to honor as this day we are
called to do, those who hav fallen in the fireat struggle that has
made ~ur lund free. Too soon is it, perhaps, to see and honor
them nghtly for the priceless treasures which their blood and
toil hav secured. Only succeeding generations who become
aware of the beneficent consequences can do tho.t. But we can
inaugurate the day, and strew their graves with flowers. We
can rescue their memories and their sacrifices from ever encrouching oblivion and send them down the stream of t~e to
a distant future who shall appreciate, and whose appreciation
shall form at once a heaven and an immortality to those .who
hav made it nossible.
. Nor to the -victOI"s only let us be grateful. They hav risen
high, becau.se they had noble opponents. The lever avails only
because of Its fulcrum-only the conquered could lift aloft the
conquerors. It is a shallow philosophy and a nanow view of
life which says only to the beaten, " Vw victis! Woe to the
conquered." "\Vhen some time be passed over 1 " as Bacon
says, we must say,·" Glory to the conquered; to the lost cause!"
That cause must huv been gi·eut and strong to hav made the
better cause greater and stronger. Thus ever has Humanity
grown by and from its victories. But more than that. The lost
cause al:vuys_hus an equity_ and an element of good, "a spirit
of good m thmgs evrl," or rt never could hu v been striven and
died for by great, honest, and earnest men. When the excitement of the hour pusses, the .first duty of the victors is to inquire for and to recognize-that good which may else be lost.
Ever will it be found that the lost cause has made a mistake
only in its emphasis, or way of rending the lessc•n of the time.
All that they struggled and died for has its side of truth,
which must be recognized and incorpomted in due perspectiv, in the historical progress of the race. 'In our own lund
let us cheerfully recognize it.. State rights ll'ust balance, but
not overthrow, the geneml Umon of Stutes and people. Slavery, to which evolution shows we owe civilization itself,
teaches devotion of the weak to the strong, and of the strong
to the weak. 'fhut devotion was c1efeaterl when the laborer
became a chattel, and not less so will it be defeated in keeping
him us a wage serf.
True perspectiv sees all the religions, revoluti<ms, and institutions of the past us steps of progress. Thus our Republic
must gather the spirit and substance of good from things evil
with noble devotion and impartiality. For all which time has
begotten or may beget are needed in our great Republic us parts
thereof. Indeed, of the whole world it may he said that all
the pal"ts are needed and must be co-ordinated Rnd molded in to
a higher unity, 'the Republic of Man, for all are children of the
great Humanity which in pr·oper time and place hath had or
will huv need of them all.
THE LIVING PRESENT.

A song by Mr. Houghton intervened, and Mr. Andrew H. H. Dawson followed. He said:
MR CHAIRMAN AND LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: When I entered··
this hall this evening, I did not know on what subject I would
be expected t6 address you. The invitation I received requested me to appear here, on the Olvening of Decoration Day,
and participate in the exercises of the club, us one of three
speRkers. I only glanced at the note, but supposing of course
that it was to celebrate this day, I immediately replied that I
would do· so, and went on to say that I felt that there could be
no question of the propriety of my taking part in such a
celebration, and I will now proceed to giv the reasons why I
said so.
On the 6th day of October, 1866, there was assembled in the
Brooklyn Academy of Music us brilliant an audience us ever
challenged the composure of a public speaker. It was a
muss meeting culled to ratify the nomination of John T. Hoffman us the candidate of the Democratic party for governor.
He was to speak himself, and did. The war was just over, the
reconciliation of the sections was one of the great objects of
the Democratic party, and its leaders there felt that it would
be a practical stroke of policy to secure a speaker from the
South for· that occasion, and I was selected; and I now ask
your permission to read to you what I said in the conclusion
of that speech, us you can but find it upprop!'iate to this occasion:
"The South was not the only sufferer in the war. The
North lost many of her bmvest and her noblest sons. Even
amid the storm of battle, <leath seemed ever aiming his fatal
shafts at bright marks.
Therefore, let the North and South
meet as fl·iends in affliction, having common gl'ieis-sucred
sorrows. Let us consign to oblivion's fathomless gulf the
trials and troubles, hatreds and horrors of the past, and let
us teach our lips the language of love toward each other. Ltt
us recur as seldom us possible to distasteful and disagreeable
themes, and let our allusions to the fallen, on the one side and
on the other, be always respectful and kind. Ever·y man who
fell fighting, where his conscience told him duty called him,
won a name that generations yet to be born must rise up and
honor; and let us never desecrate the ashes of these brave
martyrs by the rude trampling of unholy feet.
'On Fume's eternal camping-ground,
Their silent tents are spread;
Let Glor·y guard with solemn round
The bivouac of the dead.'
"Woman is earth's angel. She is the morning star of man's
infancy, the day star of his manhood, and the evening star
of his old age. This is her golden opportunity to play an
angel's part in her country's salvation. Let but the daughters
of the North and the daughters of the South meet with their
:floral offerings annually, on some great memorial day, on the
field where our heroes 'sleep their last sleep,' and let their
flowers mingle their fragrance as their tears full together upon
the lowly pillows of the loved and lost. Let them kneel together there, and let their prayers for the welfare of our corn·mon country rise, us it were, on the wings of the same breath,
and soar to heaven; angels will be in waiting at the portals of
the sldes to bear them to the footstool of the great white
throne; and the God of our country will hear and answer
them; fratei·nul feeling will revisit this !'iven lund; man will
recognize again in man his brother; sectional prejudice will
pass gradually away; radicalism will r·eceive the rebuke it desei·ves, and peace and prosperity, harmony and happiness,
will crown a national glory and grandeur without a parallel
in the annals of ages."
This, ladies and gentlemen, is the first suggestion that ever
was rnr.de, or certainly ever then had been published, of the
day we arf\ here to celebrate. This speech was reproduced by
the press in ever·y state in the Union, and this suggestion of a
Memorial Day was universally approved, and that universal
approval has culminated in a legal holiday; and I trust that
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the members of this club will do one of their own members the the present. At all events, I feel very free her·e to-night to individuals in the audience: he would see whether we were injustice to attribute an allusion to its origin less to a desire to draw upon imagination. I am not here by my own election. telligent or ignorant, whether we we were practical or cmn!ty,
be egotistical than simply to mention a fact with which vanity I_hav been drafted into this service. My subject has been as- or wise or foolish, generous and noble, or mean and contemptshould hav less to do than justice.
Signed to me, and it is "The Ideal Future." I am not, there- ible; he would, in a word, sample us by a simple outlook ~s
But I am expected to address you on the "Living Present," fore, held to scientific certainty, or even to scientific probabil- rapidly and certainly as a paper merchant would sample _var~
and I am called upon to do so when I hav made no preparation ity. By placing me here on this platform with such a subject eties of paper, or a clothier different kinds of cloth. So 1f h1s
for anything of the kind, and must follow one of the profound- and no limitations you hav taken the cap off, or drawn the internal or spiritual hearing were opened, all this, and a thouest thinkers of this age, who has just entertained you with a cork, which might hav repressed the exuberance of my ideal- sand deep things of our natures, would be revealed to him by
dissertation upon the mighty past, sustaining his well-deserved ization and held me nearer to the track of sober reality. I the tones of our voices so soon as we should speak, and if his
reputation for eloquence, and an eloquence, by the way, that is therefore put the responsibility upon you for whatever I may internal sense of touch were opened, if he shook hands with
say or suggest. I hav often talked in this clubalmostasmuch any of us, he would know by the feel of the skin, or by subtle
always instructiv.
It happens to be true, however, that very little preparation under the felt necessity of repressing my ideas as under the. emanations from the l>ollv nf which other men are totally ignois necessary to talk for fifteen minutes about the "Living impulse to express them; but to-night I am emancipated. I rant a thousand particuiars of our spiritual quality and perPresent." No man could hav lived sixty-five years in this hav the whole broad future and all iLs possibilities as my sub- suru{lities. A world full of people thus ripened in their perworld as I h~,tv, without having been well posted by his obser- ject, and, as I hav said, you must take your risk of listening to ceptions would know their true leaders.
Of these subtle powers animals hav much, children hav
vation's upon the subject of the" Living Present." I deny that things extravagant. The word "extravagant" means extraeven the past is dead. I insist it still livs, and must continue vagant, or extra-wandering. And the ideal future is exactly much, women more than men, and Spiritualists, mediums, and
to liv while time lasts, as an. instructor of the present and the the domain which admits of and provokes the utmost extm-va- sensitivs more than ordinary people. Just now, however, tlleHe
occult faculties are being rapidly developed in the world. 'l'he
future; and if the past still livs, certainly the present cannot gance.
be dead. Within the space of fifteen minutes I could hardly
First let us glance at the ordinary industrial and political world is ripening like a peach. The finer kind of human facmake an invoice of the facts which prove this to be, to all in- conditions in the world as they are certain to be in the imme- ulty is rapidly developing. 'l'he peach docs not ripen sudtents and purposes, a living age. I would not hav to go out of diate or not distant future by simply following on in the track denly all over. It begins at the point m0st exposed to the
this great city, where the energy of life is illustrated in so many of what now is. Mr. Dawson has given us a strong outline sun, but the new conditions soon diffuse themselvs, and. beforms and phases, such heaving throbs of power and of prog- view of the immense business energy of those social forces come confluent throughout.
:M:r. Dawson readily affirmed that the world of to-day is
ress1 such wond.erful achievements in the arts, sciences, pro- which are now at work developing the fortunes of humanity.
fessions, and vocations of every description, and above all, in It is as certain as any thing under the sun that these forces will shrewder intellectually, and more variedly powerful pmcticthe onward and upward march of the catholicity of concession, continue to operate to-morrow as they are operating to-day and ally, than the world of any previous epoch; but I noticed that
the resignation of superstition to the necessity of listening with as they did operate yesterday, only with immensely larger dis- when he came to ullude to the matter of goodness, he hesipatience to bold expressions of independent thought, of con- play of power, and correspondingly greater achievements. Our tated and halted. Now, I will supplement him. I hav not
scientious convictions, of newer, brighter, and broader views emphatic and peculiar present is sure to be the precursor upon one particle of hesitancy in affinning that the world was never
of life, of duty, and of destiny, than hav heretofore circum- the same lines of action of a still more emphatic and peculiar so good as it is to-day. It would be a monstrosity if the three
scribed discussion, proscribed enlightenment, and fostered future. In another twenty-five, fifty, one hundred, two hun- parts of our nature-Sentiment, Intelligence, and Activitybigotry, arrogance, and ignorance.
dred years, this whole world is destined to be flooded by an were not developed coincidently. 'l'here wsts never in the
I agree with no member of this club in his views, perhaps, accession of material wealth. This is the age of mechanics, of world so much mildness, gentleness, sympathy, charity; in a
about anything, except the right of every man to the untram- chemistry applied in the arts, and of rapid and all-sided in- word, so much goodness aR there is to-day. The reason why
meled privilege of thought, feeling, and speech so long as they vention. All these are new and extraordinary forces which it seems otherwise is that we are all the time becoming severer
do not insult the feelings or injure the rights of his fellow-men. hstv sprung up in the world in the last century, and hav only critics of oursolvs. Fttults that hav been passed over as a matI can neither run with the hounds of orthodoxy nor hold with begun as it were to-day, to produce their results. All of them ter of course generations ago are now dragged to the light and
the hares of Infidelity, but I can differ with each respectfully, are developing and strengtheriing.with an accelerated ratio. severely and promptly condemned.. When people criticise
yea, _deferentially, for there can be nothing more uncertain The world will be in a few years glutted, as it were, with pro- themselvs. that is the sign. that thoir moral sense has grown
than what is the exact truth as long as it is insusceptible of cluctwn. Prices will decrease on all hands to the verge of the vivid. WhPn we como to confess that we ure little better than
practical demonstration, and there is no sign of the times that labor cost, and commodities will so abound that wealth will a world full of rascals, you may be pretty sure that there is a
furnishes more grateful evidence that this is a living age than me of the effort of exclusiV possession. Equitable distribu- growing modicum of virtue among us. When a sinnei· takes
the strides which popular sentiment is daily making onward tion will be in part devised and will in part force itself upon seriously to repentance, he is close on to becoming converted.
To reQur to the development of the internal senses, there
and upward in tla_e new-found patience of toleration.
the world as inevitable. Mankind will thus hav come into the
One peculiarity about the present is its fore-doomed fate to 'inheritance of a true commonwealth. Poverty is as certain to hav been, probably, no two men who hav lived in the past
having
a profounder spiritual insight than Emtmuel 8wedenbecome the past, which is equally true of the future. Hence be abolished in the future as slavery was to be so in the past.
one of the missions of the present should be to furnish instruc- All men will be rich as the natural and proper corollary of the borg and Charles Fourier. I hav just quoted Swedenborg
upon this general subject. Fourier, in a great measure, intion to the future, when it shall become the past, in onler that freedom of all.
it may inspire the future to emulate its example in such usefulIn the political arena the whole world is inevitably to become tuited the whole pantarchal idea. He forcsttw for the future a
ness when it, too, in the eternal progress of years, shall hav virtually one nation under some form or other of govern- great universal nationality and social order, which he denombecome the past. One of the fatal curses of the present is the mental adjustment. The nations of this world are to-day in inated the Omniarchy, of which the head-center was to be tho
defectiv and incomplete systems of education with which it is the same situation relativly to each other that the American Omniarch. The metropolis, he thought, was to. be Constantihandicapped. Man is born with the shackles of passion upon colonies were at the close of the Revolutionary war-feeling nople. In coining the words Panbtrchy, Pantarch, Puntarchhim.· He is the hereditary slave of avarice, of malice, of jeal- their way toward some sort of transitional confederation, ism, etc., I did little more, while saving a syllable, tlum to
correct the hybriclity of Fourier's terms, anrl introduce puro
ousy, of vanity, of ambition, and of envy, and his education is which will then in turn merge into a universal nationality.
incomplete as long as it leaves him under the control of these
In the mean time the religions of the world will hav gone Greek derivations. In that particul11.r I hav very littlo origiwicked and. wayward passions, the moral effect of which is through that immense and destructiv criticism which they are nality to assert.
Fourier's conception of tho social regeneration of mankinil
painfully illustrated in the recent revelations made in Wall in the midst of now; and so mugh of religious sentiment and
street, where it would seem that a man who had won an im- expression as shall survive the ordeal will hav consolidated it- involved, and was virtually based upon, two immcnHely significant
principles-they, too, virtually, hranehcs of one principle
mortal name by his genius as a soldier, and had woven around self into the one universal religion of humtmity and the world.
him the love of a great people by his services as a patriot, and
The manners and customs of the world will hav become as· -first, Attractiv Industry, and secontl, Passionnl Attraction.
had challenged the admimtion of all mankind, and had been similated and unified on the one hand, while yet admitting of Under the head of Attmctiv Industry, he propounded the
rewarded, not only with the gratitude of his own country, but an immensely greater freedom of fashion and individual pecu- wonderful thought that all the work of the workl will be converted into play, and be performed with delight, so soon as
with the respect of the rulers of the world, could consent, after liarity on the other.
hwing tasted of power, after having acquired a splendid forMeantime the languages of the world will undergo a similar everybody should be helped to do just whut be or she most
tune, could not yet be satisfied, but had to stoop to the dirty transmutation. In any event the world must and will hav loves or desires, with all the necessary opportunity, condibusiness of increasing his wealth by giving, over his own sig- some universal form of speech. If things were to go on in the tions, and appliances snpplied.
By Passional Attraction he meant thllt these immense and
nature, permission to a reckless adventurer to utilize his fame merely naturismal order, the new language of the planet would
and his influence in business transactions that were covered all probably be English, on account of its commercial supremacy, seemingly contradictory bundles of emotions, passions, and
over with the leprosy of fraud. What will the future think of gradually drawing into itself, and smelting with its own sub- desires, which constitute you ancl me and all of us, will arrange
this? Point me to a spectacle, if you can, in the past, of a stance, something from each of all the languages of the wol·ld. themselvs spontaneously-and as certainly antl truly as gmvsimilar character, any more degrading. The great question is, But opportunely, or just at the right "nick of time," Alwato- itation controls the planets-into a grand and harmonious
What should the present do about it-the living present? It the new, scientific, universal language-is discovered, and will social order, as wonderful as a great musical symphony, so soon
is by no means certain, my friends, that we can afford to con- come in, first, for the technicality of all the sciences; second, as conditions of perfect individual freedom nre supplied, and
gratulate the present on all of the life that animates it. We as a general medium of communication among those speaking the right social adjustments provided.
Imagin, then, this whole world artistically and splendidly
hav made progress, it is true, but it is not true that this prog- different languages; and thirdly and ultimately, as the true
ress has brought us nearer to G.od-has discovered anything vernacular of the planet, transcending in excellence all extant reorganized and, as it were, architecturally completed, or, as
whatever in the i"esources of man to establish any firmer and languages as much as the railroad transcends the common our witty Western friends would say, "finished, fen cod in, and
painted." Suppose every acre of this planet cultivuted rmcl
better governments than we hav had in the past. We may hav country road.
embellished as if it pertained to a garden or park, every inrligreater institutions of learning than we hav ever had before,
Recurring to the political aspects of the future, four great vidual
and family housed in a palaeo, education and enlightmore and better hospitals and benevolent institutions, and may political parties will speedily come to compass the whole earth.
be doing a greater amount of good than ever was clone before 'l'wo of these will be parties based upon compulsion, or the enment universally diffused, etc., we then come to the ques-all this may be true, without its being true that we hav power of coercion, and two of them will be based upon the tion, What more and beyond?
Aren't, with all this, things going to becomo a litt.lo monotmade the progress we should hav made in the moral world, in idea of freedom. The two compulsory political parties of the
the higher missions of humanity, and in the spheres of prac- world will be the plutocracy, or the government of wealth, or onous'/ Will not this plethom of good things begin to stule
tical usefulness. The same wickedness is here that provoked the rich men, as it is now being rapidly developed in all civ- upon us? Remember that in the mean time this world is virthe flood. The same trick J aoob played sticking those reeds by ilized countries, and which is substantially identical with the tually shrinldng in size. Wo shall bo mnning quite around
the side of the brook is being played in a thousand forms on such laissez faire doctrin of the political economists, Mr. Spencer it, probably, in twenty-five days. Every part nucl parcel of it
revolving day we liv, and, strange to say, the success of all man- included; and State Socialism, which will be the transmuted will hav become as familiar as a cow p11.stnre. Things will be
. ner of frauds seems to be regarded as one of the signs of the pol!tarchy; politics and government made Socialistic and pa- getting altogether too familiar and trite. I am reminded of
what happened with a certain lady, now in this audience, who
life of the present. Exactly what most distinguishes this age ternal over the manifold interests of the people.
was engaged in a Sunday-school. The question was prois not free from doubt. It might be called, and probably will
While these two compulsory and antagonistic forms of the govbe by some historians, an age of inventions and discoveries. ei>nmental idea will, from now on, be rapidly growing and be- pounded to the class, What the children wished her to talk
Another class of thinkers may characterize it as an age of ac- coming more and more opposed, and yet more and more co- about? One little follow srticl, "'J'ell us about G-ocl." Another
cidents; and as most of those accidents hav been the results operativ in constraining the freedom of the individual, the little boy, still smaller, some four yours of nge, straighteniug
of greed and carelessness, it might safely be christened as other two social, civic, and semi-political parties, based upon up, said, "No; tell us about something else. I/c;W1JJ all about
an age of negligence and of cupidity. Beyond a doubt it is the idea of fre&dom, will be, in like manner, gaining their Uod."
The Soudan and tho Congo, the heart of Africa and the
a living age, and I commit it to you, and you to it, with an ad- seemingly separate and antagonistic, but really co-operativ
monition to watch it, study it, and do all you can to improve it. and unifying, development. 'l'hese are Divergent Individual- center of Asir1, will bav been covered with omnibuses, railroads
and aerial ships, which, however, cannot escapo from our rttMr. Courtlandt Palmer, recited his poem, pub- ism, called technically Anarchism, which simply strives to mosphere. 'l'here will lJe no now placo to go to. Those groat
lished some time since, entitled, "The New Born throw off all governmental control, to relegate the manage- military rmd expeditionary excursions, which bo.v furnished
ment of all human affairs to the pure, unorganized, unregu- such immense stimulation and zest for all the past ages of the
Soul."
lated spontaneity of the people themselvs; and Convergent race, are begrnning to come to an absolute end in this very
THE IDEAL FUTURE.
Individualism, technically called Pantarchism, which looks to age. Already there is nothing loft on this plnnet to find exStephen Pearl Andrews said:
the voluntary, intelligent, and scientific organization of all cept the poles; and we know exactly where they are; we being
I am expected, here to-night, to take the deep and broad human affairs on the basis of a Divergent Individualism already merely blocked out by tho icc.
foundation which has been sunk by Mr. Wakeman, and the achieved, and which can, therefore, be no other than the
Would not this social world, r.rtistically completed and
staid and elegant edifice which has been erected on that foun- orchestration and guided spontaneity of a social world func- filled in with the densest of population which tho planet can
dation by Mr. Dawson, and to put on the dome, and the cor- tionating in freedom.
sustain, be still worse. Like the young fellows in Piccadilly,
nices, and the friezes; to complete the general external decoIn order that the Pantarchal idea of the future of the planet Bloomsbury, and Fifth avenue, would not the whole people,
ration; to hang out a few banners flying in the wind, and so, be realized, other conditions and changes than those called in some sense, he roduced to tho ch!!racter of "eludes?" How
in_ a lof~ier and more aerial ·way, to finish up their work. I political must hav ensued. It is requisit not only that Uni- is this alarming possibility to be obviuted '/
m1ght, m the first place, take issue with a concluding remark versology should be known as a basis and guide, and that Al;Just at this point Spiritnnlism steps in ancl opens out to us
which fell from Mr. Dawson, to the effect that my task must wato should begin to prevail, not only that all the science~ new worlds to conquer. Hight or wrong in fact, the ideal is
be the most difficult one, inasmuch as it is impossible to know should be more and more developed and diffused through edu- an enchanting one. Itemember that I am not pledged to tho
the future. In the first place, I might take direct issue by cation, but also that a certain specific change should hav taken nccuracies of sci2nce, or even to vraisemlilance of probability;
averring that, on the contrary, it is quite possible to prognos- place in the minds and characters of men and women them- it merely lies in my line to tell you what Spiritualism says
ticate the ·future, and in many respects with absolute cer- selva, which cannot, perhaps, be so well described in any other about the matter. It affirms that there is a tine, permeativ,
tainty. The aim and crowning glory of science is prevision. terms as by employing Sweden borg',; phrase, "'l'he Opening aroma! world intuuately allied with, and forming, as it were, a
Science is the true prophet, who foretells within his own lim- of the Internal or Spirit-ual Senses." I will make obvious to part of this world, but of 11 different order, and of unlimited
its, with undeviating certainty. The old religious prophets you what is meant by this human phenomenon. If an individ- dimensions. 'l'he term Spiritualism is already used in several
spoke with such dubious vagueness that the world has been ual with whom the material vision is alone open and ever so senses. _It is sometimes applied to our mere ideas, emotions,
puzzled ever since to know when and how and if their fore- acute looks out upon this audience, for example, he simply and fanmes. Mr. Wakeman uses the term as freely as I do in
tailings hav been fulfilled; but when science foretells an sees the physical nttributes of a certain number of men an(l that s.Jnse, while I am now meaning it in a very different
eclipse the whole world knows that without fail the event will women. They are so tall, and so large, so many blonile and sense. He and I spent a portion of one long session, recently,
occur at the very moment indicated.
so many brunet, with such and such features and dress. He in settling the best technicalities to express this difference
Or I might take indirect issue with Mr. Dawson's remark, might take the most minute inventory of us all in that sense, ttnd we agreed upon the terms Ideal Spiritualism and EnticnJ
and say that ~o~ the very reason that the future is in great part and yet see and know nothing more of us whatsoever. If, on Spiritualism. It is Entical Spiritualism which I now me11nunk~ow~ble.lt rs all the_ more easy to plunge into it thYough the other hand, a person who in addition to all this had his the nssuruption of the existence of a distinctly real spiritual
the 1magmatwn unrestrwted by the severities of history, as in spiritual vision opened were to look out upon this audience, world.
,
the case of the past, or of extant observation, as in the case of he wonld take in at once tlle character of the audience tmcl of
See, then, what a tine thing this SpiritualiBlll is to relieve us
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of our quaJadary and dilemma. A gentleman (or lady) at his
THE PoPULAR FAITH UNvEILED. By H. J. Hardwicke, M.D.
From such community
Published by the author in England.
.
(or her) leisure stretches himself upon the sofa, or leans back
Free opportunity
and makes himself comfortable in an easy chair, shuts his
Flows for earth's children in brotherhood bound.
A
thorough
and
radical
exposure
of
Christianity;
eyes, and rubs his forehead, and sinks readily away into a
By art beatified,
where, in the opinion of the author, it came :from,
subjectiv world, his own internal consciousness; departing
Roused by the good and red.;emed by the true,
from this external world and coming into rapport with that
and where it is going. The historical evidences for
Life
by
love
ratified,
other ghostly world, unlimited by space, immensely variant in
Christianity
are carefully examined; the system is
Through
duty
gratifiecl,
chara~ter, and satisfactory to the most aspiring ideals. To us
Such is the soul sweetest service to strew.
compared with Brahmanism, Osirianism, Mithraism,
standing on the outer side that ghostly world is very tenuous
Nco-Platonism, and other "classical mythologies;"
and unreal; bnt they tell us that for those who enter it, it is
Oh, the nobility,
as real, more real even than this world, and only different in
Ever with heroes and martyrs to stand !
the Bible is pulled to pieces in a scholarly and effeckind-a world made up in some sort of mere thoughts and _
Strong the stability,
tiv manner, and the movement of the church toward
emotions, transcending space and time, as do our thoughts
Sweet the tranquillity,
Rationalism fully exploited. It is a strong book by
and feelings; with motion as swift as thought; and still, in some
Ransomed by hope in earth's Eden-made land.
a skilful writer, and if we may judge by the number
mysterious way, preserving individuality, memory, and all
Taken such attitude,
the essential faculties of the man.
of titles after his name, one of eminence in the mediSouls
so
attempered
attain
the
divine;It must be very convenient, this power of a person to step
cal profession of England.
Widened faith's platitude
out of his body and stand in his shirt, and look at his flesh
By wisdom's latitude,
and bones as he would at his jacket and pantaloons that he
Things of the spirit the realest things shine.
MAN: WHENCE AND WHITHER. By Richard B. Westbrook. D.D.,
has just cast off, and be able in this deshabille to go gallivantLL.B., author of "The Bible: Whence and What," and
ing about the universe.
Achieved this morality,
"Marriage and Divorce." Price $1. Sold here to accomBut apart from these extravagances of Spiritualism, let us
Woman and man their completenesshav won;
modate our Theistic frien<1s.
come back to the more mundane view; let us cast a glance at
Abased animality,
the infinity of outlying space and stellar existence around us.
Mr. Westbrook is not a Christian; neither is he a
Crowned feminality,
When this earth shall hav shrunk to its utmost by our greater
"The woman-soul leadeth us upward and on."
Freethinker.
He is a Theist who has a God-much
acquaintance with it, has become to our feeling, as it is in
like
Spencer's
Unknowable-back
of all phenomena;
fact, a mere peppercorn rushing through space, with every
And so when the birth of us
who rejects evolution along with the Bible, and is to
acre of surface crowded with population like herrings in a box,
Shall to the death of our bodies giv place,
it must be to the last degree aggravating to look out upon thouall intents and purposes a religious guerrilla. The
Then all the worth of us,
sands of worlds filling immensity, most of them many times
book is the best presentation of the peculiar theology
Freed from the earth of us,
larger than the earth, and they brought possibly almost within
held by the Theists that has come under our notice,
Deathless shall liv in the life of the race.
touching distance, to the seeming, by wonderfully improved
and we hav laid it aside for the purpose of again callglasses and telescopes, and yet to be hopelessly and forever
shut out from the possibility of emigrating, by the ponderosity
ing attention to its fallacies-for it is.full of wrong
Holiday
Celebrations.
of our bodies, and the terrible inhibition of the law of gravity.
statements, illogical reasoning, and absurd dogmaHere again Spiritualism comes opportunely to our ~elief. It
It was a very wise thing in the Liberals to celetells us that these seemingly solid corporeal bodies of ours are brate Decoration Day under the name of" The New tism. Yet Judge Westbrook is such a courteous,
scholarly gentleman that his accession to the ranks
not that at all from the point of view of our spirits or s outsthat they are, on the contrary, mere whiffs of vapor, capable Festival of the Dead." It remains now for them to of Freethought would be a gain of great magnitude.
at any moment of being dematerialized and dispersed into thin universalize Independence Day, or the Fourth of
air by mere act of the will, or by some spiritual chemistry July. This government was born of the brains of
SciENCE vs. :r'nEOLOGY, a Practical Treatis on the Nature, Laws,which pertains to us all as our inheritance, but which is as yet Liberals, and whether Jefferson or Paine wrote the
and Properties of Matter. By Charles W. Coker. Cloth,
to most of us utterly unknown; and that again these or similar
$1.25; paper, 75 cents. Sold by Denny & Co., 418 Montbodies may be rematerialized and made again to cover the Declaration o( Independence, it was the work of a
gomery street, San Francisco.
spirit or the soul-which is during all these changes the real Freethinker, and as such should receive the constant
man or woman, while the body is no more than the hair and encomiums of the Liberal speakers and the Liberal
The book sets forth lVIr. Coker's theory of the fornails_ which we clip and throw away, and which grow again as press. Independents' Day should be added to the mation of the earth and solar system; why the earth
they are needed.
1f all this be true, then we see our way clear to Planetary list of Liberal holidays. It should in no wise be con- turns on its axis; why it is driven around its orbit
Emigration. The individual has only to dematerialize, cast sidered a national or local holiday merely, but should around the sun; why the tides ebb and flow; why the
off and disperse hill bo<;ly here, pass as a spirit instantaneously be celebrated by Liberals in every part of the world Mississippi runs up hill; why the magnetic needle
through space to any of the planets, to the sun, to Sirius the without regard to nationality. It would be a grand points north and south, why it varies; the cause of
Dog-star, Ardebaran, or wheresoever, rematerialize, take up
his residence there, enter into business, build cities, make a thing if our Liberal meetings were called in reference the gulf streams, all storms, thunder, lightning, volcorner on city lots in Jupiter, speculate in their Wall street, to some appropriate day, as the Fourth of July. The canic fires, earthquakes, and e'fery other meteoric
and, in a word, do what he will. He is no longer " cribbed, Liberal League, now that it is likely to take a second phenomenon witnessed by man on the face of the
cabined, allll confined." He has found the means of bursting thought, and confine its attention strictly to the pur- globe; the origin of all gods, angels, devils, and their
the coil of this planet>try limitation and has become a free citposes for which it was originated, could very prop- worships, and all religious creeds; the great Bible
izen of the universe.
Perhaps this is a good point to rest at in our imaginary erly recommend a list of Liberal holidays, of which God, Jehovah; how the Lord of Hosts was captured
flight into the "ideal futme." If you wish to go further and Independents' Day should be one. Nothing else can on the battle-field, and kept :from the Jews twenty
know more, call upon me a year hence and I may hav another be done, as you hav already so wisely said, that will years; with numerous other topics, and the religious
budget of suggestions to deliver.
faith of the author.
·
It is Liebig who says that the secret of all those who malce hav a tendency to so quickly and permanently popularize
the
Liberal
movement
as
the
adoption
of
apdiscoveries, is Uwt they regard nothing as impossible.
propriate holidays and appropriate holiday exercises. THOUGHT GERMS FOR THINKERS. By R. F. Judson, Kalamazoo,
After a solo, "Home, Sweet Home," by Miss Care must be taken not to make the number of such
Mich.

Peters, the audience were dismissed.

days so great as to prevent then· general adoption
and celebration. The manner in which they are to
THE NEW-BORN SOUL.
be observed must not be so pedantic or somber as to
BY COUBTLANDT PALMER.
Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again.-JOHN 111, 7. dampen the fresh, vigorous spirit of youth. At the
'.rtwse who can read the signs of the timf\s read In them that the gatherings thus occasioned the Liberals will learn to
Kingdom (Republlc) o! Man lB at hand.-W. KINGDON CLIFFORD.
know each other and to bear the weight of Christian
Of yore, as realities,
observation. They will also open up channels through
Spirits, in dreams, over slumber-land stole;
which Liberal literature will freely circulate. Let us
From such idealitiesDeemed personalitiestherefore hav our days for rejoicing.
LIBER'.rA.
Fancy has fondly created the soul;
Yea, as an entity
Graspless and ghostly, a vision-made man,
-A phantom identity,
Bodied nonentity,
Wafted to heaven when ended life's span.

New Boolrs.
,

But heaven's locality,
Vanished its bounds, to the boundless dilatesSo, thought's totality
Universality
Sheds in the mind and the soul re-creates.
Thus, from past wandering,
Home to man's self-hood his soul has returnecl
Freed from vain pondering,
Zeal no more squandering,
Strong in the strength for which long it has yearned.
The soul a reflector is,
Casting the image of sky and of earth;
No more a specter is,
But the perfecter is,
Pointing the path unto worthiest worth.
The soul is a trinity,
Intellect, will, and affection in one;
This man's affinity
Is to divinity,
17!is is the sainthood by manhoocl outdone.
So now the role of man
In his own manhood on earth shall be played;
So now the soul of man
Finds the true goal of man
Heavenly realms by this world overweighed.
The soul, in humility,
Turns to the infinit, rev'rent with awe,
But sees the sterilit.y,
Feels the futility,
Godheacl to limit in limits of law;
And yet it potential is;
Stars are its chariots, space its domain,
Thought its essential is,
'frn th its credential is,
Science its symphony, Man its refrain,
The soul of HuMANITY
Is the good gained, the Lad quelled through all time;
From dead Christianity,
New-risen sanity,
Saves us baptized in this race-soul-sublime.
Thus in a unity
'.M:iclst nature's processes man will be fonnd;

LEGENDS OF LEMARS, AND OTHER POEMS.
Lemars, Iowa. Price 10 cents.

By ,H. C. Tripp,

These poems, it appears by the preface, were
written for the author's amusement, and published
for the gratification of n:iends. Both objects having
been achieved, we are willing, for one, that the matter should rest.
THE INDEPENDENT PuLPIT. Volume I. James D. Shaw Editor
and Proprietor, Waco, Texas. Mr. Shaw forgets to state
price.

About such thoughts as an advanced Christian who
had read heretical and humanitarian works would be
apt to think. ·Mr. Judson is opposed to theology,
but makes the mistake common to many large-hearted
people brought up Christian of alleging Christianity
to be love, liberty, and human equality, instead of a;
system of supernatural religion. A man who has
such indefinit ideas of language as to make this mistake is not competent, however good thoughts he may
think, to throw much light on the burning questions
of the day. One of his " Thought Germs'' is that
"the proper idea of God is that of the boundless, the:
eternal, the unmeasured and unmeasurable, in whom
all things move and hav their being; recognized by
thought, by spirit, never comprehended, but forever
incomprehensible to human understanding." Which
jargon is evidently the result of studying Presbyterianism, orthodox Spiritualism, and Herbert Spencer.
The senselessness of trying to define the indefinable
seems not to hav occurred to Mr Judson. There aregood thoughts in the book, but the foregoing is not.
among them.

A collection of the first year's issue of the Indepen- THE Co-OPERATIV CoMMONWEALTH IN ITS OuTLINEs; An exposition of Modern Socialism. By Laurence Gronlund. Price
Contains very many
$1. Sold at this office.
interesting articles, editorial and contributed, and
For those desirous of studying Socialism, to
will save the subscribers the trouble of binding their
own copies, which cau thus be disseminated to the which, it is alleged, the political forces of the times
are tending; of knowing just what the social school of
advantage of Freethought.
philosophers want and how they propose to get it;
THE BIBLE: WHAT Is IT? By J.D. Shaw, editor of the Inde- the reasoning by which they convince themselvs of
pendent Pulpit. Price 25 cents. Sold at this office.
the righteousness of their demands and the unrightMr. Shaw is an energetic, capable writer, and eousness of those who differ with them, this book is
in his little pamplet has condensed many of the as good as can be obtained. Probably no book
strongest points made by ancient and modern schol- was ever published that did not contain truth and
arship agaiB.st the inspiration and divinity of the Bi- error in unequal admixture, and this is no exble. He proceeds much in the same manner as Paine ception. It has a large share of both. An author
and Kelso, and makes his points as plainly apparent. who lays it down authoritativly that Henry George
The book is one more stout club with which to has buried Malthus and his facts must certainly be
trounce Bible believers, and if wielded vigorously will admitted to be a partisan. But that is of -slight moment compared to another-the fundamental princileave its mark.
ple of the book; that is, that it is "the state that givs
THE AMERICAN MONTHLY. A new magazine devoted to the us all the rights we hav." It is the individual in
free discussion of Literature and Science, Politics and whom dwell all rights to "life, liberty, and the purReligion. Yearly subscription $4. Single numbers 35 suit of happiness," limited only by the equal rights
cents.
to the same of others. The state is, or should be, the
The June number has a very interesting table of individual's agent in securing those rights, and seecontents, comprising a paper on "Commercial Free- ing to it that the strong do not encroach upon the
dom a Right and a Benefit," by H. K. Smith. "What weak. If the state givs rights, it can also take rights,
Our Tariff is Doing,'' by Van Buren Denslow, a high and a government of that kind administered with all
tariff man. "William Shakspere's and Francis the skill, justice, and philanthropy mankind will evaBacon'H Scrap Books," "Little Nan," "Some Presi- lute into in the next five hundred years, would not be
dential Problems," a story, and other essays.
a desirable governmental investment. The sins of our

dent Pulpit bound in paper.
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present government is that it takes rights from the
people and give them to individuals. It would be no
nearer justice to take from individuals and giv to the
people, calling themselvs the state.
But if the " Co-operativ Commonwealth " will do
half the enthusiastic Mr. Gronlund promises it shall
do for woman, for proper education of the young,
and their training in morals; for the relief of the ineffectiv and vicious incapables who are now a burden
supported in alms-houses and jails, some of the weaknesses of the system might be borne with until they
corrected themselvs. If Mr. Gronlund could only get
the people of some small state like Rhode Island to
test the scheme, it would be well worth the while of
the rest of the United States to pay the cost of the
experiment.
NINETEENTH CENTURY CATECillSM. Also a lecture entitled,
"Civilization the Child of Freeth ought." By Frank
Greene, of Liberal, Mo. Price 25 cents. Sold here.

Here we hav the misdeeds of Christianity, some
medieval and and modern history, the Materialistic
philosophy, and an advertisment of the town of Liberal put into categorical shape and prepared for children's digestion by simple and plain language. Mr.
Greene is a vigorous writer, as the readers of the
Liberal know, and has put much vivacity into his
present work. Take the following from pages 15-16:
Q. Do all Christians take their Bible medicin straight?
A. Ye~c<. All but the mongrels.
Q. Are mongrels plentiful?
A. Yes. They are by far the most numerous.
Q. How do you distinguish the mongrels from the genuin
Christians?
A. By observing their conduct, and comparing it with what
their Bible teaches. Instead of selling what they hav, and
giving to the poor, they invariably keep all they've got, and
gobble as much more as possible.
Q. Where do Christians look for evidence in support of
their religion ?
A. To cemeteries and epitaphs. They are continually referring to the dying words of some general or statesman who
never made theology a study.
Q. Do Infidels reject this testimony?
A. Yes. Infidels are acquainted with the laws of nature
and know that dying is as natural as being born. They hav
no confidence in the statements of those who are scared into
saintship. These death-bed confessions are forced, and unreliable. They are usually made by those who are unable to
do anything else.
Q. What is the object of Sunday-schools, throughout Christendom?
A. Sunday-schools hav for their prime object the collecting
of pennies from children. They are nurseries, calculated to
teach children not to think, and are largely successful.
Q.. What becomes of the money collected from Sundayschool children?
A. It goes into a fund for missionary purposes managed in
such a manner as to consume ninety-nine cents out of every
dollar collected, in getting the other cent to the cannibal.
Q. What is a cannibal ?
A. A cannibal is one of God's creatures with a mouth and
appetite for missionaries. He is a man eater, with no interest
in Jesus.

The book is full of as good hits as the foregoing,
and can hardly fail to afford amusement and instruction to the purchaser.

Acts of Barnabas.
"This book," says the translator (1870) " has more
an air of truth about it than any of the others. There
is not much extravagance in the details, and the geography is correct, showing that the writer knew Cyprus well."
The writer of the book says of himself:
"I, John, accompanying the holy apostles Barnabas and
Paul, being formerly a servant of Cyrillus the high priest of
Jupiter, but now having received the gift of the holy spirit
through Paul and Barnabas and Silas, who were worthy of the
calling and wb.o baptized me at !conium."

But according to the canonical Acts, John, surnamed Mark, did not go to !conium. Hence it is
supposed to be a mistake for Jerusalem; especially
as a little further on, where the writer says, " I remained at Iconium many days," one manuscript has
"Jerusalem,'' and adds, "And we came to Antioch,''
i. e., in Syria.
John informs us that after his baptism he was told
in a vision that his name should be changed to Mark.
He describes in a few words the mission to Cyprus,
agreeing with the account in Acts xiii, until they came
to Perga of Pamphylia, when the two stories differ
materially. In Acts we are told that John left the
apostles in Perga and went to Jerusalem. In John's
own account he says he stayed two months in Perga,
when he wished to go West, but the holy spirit did
not allow him. Therefore he turned, and .having
heard that the apostles were in Antioch (of Pisidia)
he went to them there.
Here he found Paul in bed from the fatigue of the
journey, and offended at him for his conduct in Pamphylia. Nevertheless John ministered to the apostles, though afraid to come near to Paul. Three
Sabbath days were spent there, and during this time
John sought Paul's forgivness on his knees, but without avail. The apostle's great grievanc~ was on account of John's "keeping several parchments in Pamphylia."
When thev were about to leave Antioch the missionaries coUld not agree where to go next. Barnabas besought Paul to go to Cyprus and " oversee his
pwp in his village." Lucius ~ntreated him to take the

3?'3

oversight of his city, Cyrene. (It does no~ appear/ H~re Barjesus had got the start of them, having
from Acts that Lucius of Cyrene was w_Ith Paul gamed ove~ the Jews. They 'Yere not allowed to
and Barnabas at any time on a missionary JOurne:y.) e~ter the mty, bu~ were take~ m for a~ hour by_ a
But Paul had a vision in his sleep calling upon him widow woman of eighty, who lived rutside and did
to hasten to Jerusalem. Thus there was great con- not worship idols. As they departed they shook the
tention. Barnabas wished John to continue with dust off their feet over against the temple in the
them as a servant. Paul refused to hav him, but was mountain, where a multitude of low women and men
willing to let Barnabas take John and go his own were pouring libations.
way. At last .they sought divine guidance in prayer, . ~raveling through desert places they next cal?e to
and after much groaning and weeping Paul fully ap- Citium; but as there w~s a great uproar at the hippoproved of Barnabas's determination to go to Cyprus drome and no one received them, they rested an hour
with John. Barnabas fell down at Paul's feet and at the gate and then sailed to Salamis.
and said, "I go' to Cyprus and hasten to be made
They landed in the islands where there was a place
perfe<.t; for I know that I shall no more see thy face, full of idols, and a high festival was being celebrated.
0 Father Paul." And Paul said, "The Lord stood Here they found Bishop Heracleides again, and gave
by me this night saying: Do not force Barnabas not him instructions about setting up churches. Having
to go to Cyprus, for there it has been prepared for gone into the city, they went to the synagog where
him to enlighten many; and do thou also, in the Barnabas unrolled the gospel he had received from
grace that has been given thee, go to Jerusalem to Matthew, and began to teach the Jews.
worship in the holy place, and there it shall be shown
After two days Barjesus arrived with other Jews,
thee ~here thy_ martyrdom has been prepared."
and hn:ving brought together a multitu~e of. J e_ws,
This separatiOn of Paul and Barnabas is the same they laid hold of Barnabas and bound him, Wishmg
that is described in Acts xv 36-41. But the two ac- to take him before the governor of Salamis. But
counts differ in the followin'g essential particulars:
having learned that a pious Jebusite, a kinsman of
Nero, had come to Cyprus, they did not ta.ke the aposActs of Barnabas.
Acts of the Apostles.
tle before the governor, but dragged him from the
The separation occurs at AnThe separation occurs at An- synagog to Ute hippodrome, and having gone out of
tioch in Pisidia.
tioch in Syria.
the city, they burnt him with fire so that even his
bones became dust. Then they gathered his dust in
It was during their first misIt was just before their sec- a cloth, intending to sink it with a wrapping of lead
sionary journey (Acts xiii; ond missionary journey (Acts
in the sea; but John, Timon, and Rho don stole it away
marginal chronology, A.D. 45). xv; marg. chron., A.D. 53).
in the night and secreted it in a cave with the docuP~ul was directed by the 1 He traveled through Syria ments, where they also hid themselvs.
But the Jews
Lord in a vision to hasten to and Cilicia to Derbe and L:l;"s- having discovered their hiding-place, they fled to
Jerusalem.
tra; and thence to Macedoma.
another cave near the village of the Ledrians. Here
Lucius of Cyrena was presLucius of Cyrena was not they remained three days, until the Jews gave up the
ent as a fellow-missionary.
, sent on either journey.
pursuit of them, when they went to the village of
Limnes, whence they sailed to Alexandria in an EgypThe rest of this book relates to Barnabas, but as it
tian ship. There the writer says he remained preachseems to .be partly historical; we deem it important ing what he had been taught by the apostles, who
enough to giv an abstract of the story.
baptized him and changed his name to Mark by the
Barnabas and John embarked for Cyprus in the water of baptism.
port of Laodicea. This shows that th" separation · We are inclined to believe there is a foundation of
of the two apostles was at Antioch in Syria, which truth in this account of Barnabas, and possibly that
was about forty miles from Laodicea; Antioch in John Mark wrote it originally. But it has been much
Pisidia was five hundred miles distant. Adverse corrupted, and the name Nero has been interpolated.
winds drove the vessel far out of its course. They This book is known to hav existed as early as A.D.
were compelled to stop at several landing-places. 478, when the body of Barnabas (who was probably
At Corasium (perhaps Corcyrus in Cilicia) they con- put to death and perhaps burnt to ashes about 40 n.o.)
cealed themselvs lest some one should discover that was found in Cyprus.
Barnabas had separated from Paul. A storm deThe ministry of the apostle seems to hav been short
tained them three days at the island of Pityusa (north and unsuccessful.
Twice he journeyed rapidly
of Crete), where they were entertained by a pious through his nativ island, making but few converts,
man named Euphemus, whom with his house Barna- and before he had completed his second missionary
bas instructed in the faith. At Anemurium (in journey he was murdered by a Jewish mob instigated
Cilicia) Barnabas converted two Greeks by promising by Barjesus.
to put on them clothing which would never become
soiled. Having baptized them, he clothed them, one
Obituary.
with his own robe and the other with John Mark's.
Mr.
John
P.
Jewett,
the original publisher of
The happy converts gave the apostle money, which
he straightway distributed to the poor. As the ship "Uncle Tom's Cabin," died on Wednesday morning,
was about to sail for Cyprus, one of the seamen, named May 14th, at his home in Orange, N. J.
Mr. Jewett was born at Lebanon, Maine, Augm,t
Stephanus, wanted to go along, but Barnabas would
16, 1814, and was in the 70th year of his age. He
not permit him.
At night they sailed across to Cyprus, landing at leaves a widow and four children.
Mr. Jewett was a son of the Uev. Paul Jewett, a
Cromycita. Here they were entertained at the house
of Timon and Ariston, temple servants. Timon had nativ of Rowley, Mass. He went to Salem when
a fever, which they cured by laying their hands upon quite a youth, finding employment in the bookstore
him and invoking the Lord Jesus. Barnabas also and bindery of John M. Ives, where he worked his
cured the sick by laying upon them the documents way up from the position of oftice boy to that of a
he had received from Matthew, "a book of the word partner, the firm name then being lves & Jewett, and
(or voice) of God, and a narrativ of miracles and continued in that business for several years after Mr.
doctrins." (Query: Was this the Hebrew gospel?) Ives's withdrawal, under his own name, and as John
P. Jewett & Co. He removed to Boston auout.184rl,
At the next town, Lapithus, an idol festival was where be enlarged hi~:~ operatioas, and, in 18G2, bebeing celebrated in the theater. Being forbidden to came the original publi~:~her of Mrs. Stowe'H worldenter the city, they journeyed over the mountains to renowned" Uncle ·rom's Cabin" (which reached the
Lampadistus, Timon's nativ town. Here they were enormous sale of :360,000 in t!Jis country alone);
entertained by Heracleius of Tamasus, then on a visit "The Lamplighter," '' lsaJJ.c T. Hopper," "Beecher's
to his relations. Him Barnabas recognized, having Lectures to Young Men," the superb steel-plRte enmet him at Citium with Paul, where his name was graving, " Bunyan's Pilgrim's Pl'Dgress," and many
changed at baptism to Heracleides. They ordained other popular works. He Wf1S an activ member,
him bishop of Cyprus.
from its organization, of the Antislavery Society of
Journeying over the mountain called Chionodes New England, also a member of the Boston Mozart
(i. e., snowy), they came to Old Paphos, where they Club for nearly twenty years, being passionately fond
found Rhodon, a temple servant, who became a be- of good music; his favorit instrument was the violin.
liever and accompanied them. They met, coming He also held various positions of trust, being trustee
from Paphos, Barjesus, the Jew (alias Bar-Suma, the of a prominent Boston bank for several years among
sorcerer), who recognized Barnabas. Barnabas did the number. He was a warm personal friend of
not go into Paphos (i. e. the chief town, called New William Lloyd Garrison, Han. Charles Sumner,
Paphos), and so they proceeded to Curium.
Governor Andrew, vVendell Phillips, ex-Governor
At Curium (perhaps Curtium) an abominable foot- Rice, Judge Sewall, Henry Ward Beecher, Han.
race was being performed by naked men and women. Elizur Wright, John G. Whittier, D. M. Bennett, and
Barnabas rebuked the wicked city, and the western many other prominent characters.
part of it fell, killing many people; the rest fled to
He was in his later years a stanch Liberal, and
the sacred temple of Apollo. As the missionaries when Mr. Bennett was living delighted in calling
drew near to the temple, they were opposed by a upon him and discussing the condition and spread of
great multitude of Jews at the instigation of Barjesus. Freeth ought.
So they had to spend the night outside the city under
a tree.
WHEN a minister falls, the whole community should pnt on
Next day they visited a village where Aristoclianus sackcloth and ashes, not for the minister's agony-for that is
dwelt--a leper who had been cleansed at Antioch, deserved-but for itself.-Advocate.
sealed as a bishc..p by Paul and Barnabas, and sent to Nay, Brother Buckley, it is not the community whose griefs
his village because there were many Greeks there. we should bewail. It has been observed that when a minister
This village bishop entertained the missionaries for falls there is usually some ruined woman left in the neighborone day in a mountain cave.
hood, toward whom the sympMhy of society can with a PiHO·
Thence they came to Amanthus on the south coast. priateness el:.bale,
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"You fool, you !" thundered Bolton. "What do
you mean, you insignificant puppy?"
"I mean that I am the husband of Amy Bolton,
nee Arno, and I intend to maintain my p-osition. You
can't buy me oft: and you can't kick me oft: I am as
good as you."
"You are a thief and perjurer," cried Bolton. "I
could have you sent to prison."
" And go with me, too," answered Sandy. "Didn't
you swear ·to the same lie I did? You, too, are a
perjurer, as big a villain as I am, and I defy you."
BoHon was astounded. This tool of his who for
years had obeyed his slightest wish, had done his
meanest errands, his most degrading work, who was
the most subservient of sycophants, now mocked
him, and boldly challenged his will as if an equal.
He seized Sandy by the throat.
"Let go!" cried he. "You are no longer my
master."
ag:l~evertheless I'll kill you," burst forth Bolton sav-

"Will you not allow her simple testimony, now that
you know she is your own child?" pleaded Harry to
the judge.
There was a vast struggle in the judge's breast.
Waifs and Wanderings.
It was indeed the terrific struggle between truth and
his sense of duty-a conflict hitherto inconceivable to
BY SAMUEL p, PUTNAM.
a man of his tltlmperament.
CHAPTER XXXIII.
The truth and one's conception of duty do not alTHE LAW AND THE GOSPEL.
ways go together. They will clash sam dimes in the
immense complexities of human life. Truth is both
"There is no doubt of it," said the judge. "She
relative and absolute, while duty is only relative; and
has always worn this?"
when the absolute ~.ruth comes burning into the soul
"Always," answered Bolton. "It was with her
it shivers at times the sense of duty, and for the rnawhen she was brought to me. It seemed of no value;
ment the man is a wreck. He has no compass, until
a mere charm, and I let it remain. I made no
from the new conditions the sense of a new and
inquiries, for it was useless. No doubt the trader
higher duty arises.
picked her up among wreckers. They do sometimes.
The judge buried his face in his hands. He was
I have no doubt she is your child. Her resemblance
shaken as by a whirlwind. The wide realm of truth
to this picture is perfect."
"How blind I was l" cried the judge. "They are
outside of his personal experience flashed upon him
its intolerable radiance, and his being seemed utterly
alike. The eyes, the forehead, the lips, the whole
beautiful face. I gave this to Leonora myself. I
dissolved, smitten by excess of light unto midnight
"Not yet," said Sandy, twisting himself free, and darkness. No star seemed to guide his way. He
made it like a charm of common material outside, but
rich within of most precious jewels. ,See how they fronting his adversary with nimble strength. "Be- could only grope his way back to the old landmarks.
sparkle and fling their light upon her features. Thou ware!"
That was his only safety. Otherwise he would have
Bolton was thoroughly amazed. He was con- been insane.
hast worn this not knowing its hidden wealth, a
"I can only decide as I did," he answered.
secret from all until this fateful moment. It was a fronted by his very self-by a man as devilish, as
"Neither will yield; falsehood is triumphant,''
charm indeed, meager in the eyes of the world, but daring, and as unscrupulous. He was utterlyunprewith a heart of fire. Ah, my child, how welcome to pared for such a dramatic uplifting of the curtain of broke in Harry. "Was there ever such an utter
my old age thou art, like a fresh morning! You Sandy's inner nature and iron purpose. The slave wreck of life because each must cling to the best? If
bring my happiness back again, my youth, my love. was now in a position of mastery, and he showed him- they had a little less conscience then might falsehood
Oh, those days of delight! I met her in Cuba self capable of using his power with unflinching be destroyed; now it cannot be."
The greatest discord of life is not of truth with erbeneath the soft, sweet skies, whose luminous depths energy.
" This is nonsense," said Bolton, after a pause, with ror, but of truth with truth. When will the hidden
shone in her own resplendent eyes. I met her amid
harmony roll forth?
the flowers; and the flowers made bright our mar- forced .calmness. "Let us be friends."
"Certainly. I don't care to fight. That's not my
"Is there no way to annul this marriage?" asked
riage day. The months flew by, and we set sail for
Bolton.
home. All was lovely. The sea mirrored our hap- way; but I will not yield."
"Why not?"
piness as it flashed and rippled in the summer's
"No," answered Sandy. "I am a perfectly moral
"Why not? A pretty question for you to ask. man. You can't touch me on that point. There's
breeze. The moon shed its radiance on our swift
path. We watched beneath its orb the dancing Would you give it up? I guess not, and that's my only one ground of divorce, infidelity, and not a word
wave!', whose mingling crests seemed to weave for us fix. I look out for number one. I don't care for can be declared against my purity."
Of course not. He was a perfect icicle. He was
a path of glory. Suddenly the ship struck a hidden anybody else."
" Think of what I have done for you, and be a too big a villain to Lave a pa1·ticle of genuine passion.
rock. All was confusion. I found myself, I hardly
He was a communicant in the Methodist church, and
know how, with my wife and child tossing amid grateful dog," said Bolton.
"Dog! yes, I have been a dog, but for my own always on his good behavior. His reputation was
waters with only a plank. We floated on. A tem·
pest arose, and we were swept apart. Helpless I purposes. I have let you spit upon me, but I did so the very reverse of his character.
"I scorn you and leave you!" cried Amy.
drifted to safety. You were rescued, it seems, also, because it was for my own interest. I was the under
"Do as you choose, but the money and the child
but doomed to a life of toil, of slavery. How you dog then, and stood· it. I'm not now. I've got my
must have suft'ered. It is over now. I have wealth, chance now, and I shall keep it. It was for Sandy are mine. Over them I have absolute control."
"It cannot be," cried Amy.
and through your mother there is a vast fortune when I let you abuse me, and it's for Sandy now when
which is yours by right. What is that, however, to I'm at tbe top of the heap, with a fortune in my -"It is so," said the judge. "The property and the
oft'spring belong to the husband. So says the law."
the joy of knowing that you are my own child, my grasp of which an emperor might feel proud.
"You intend to keep that fortune?"
"It is an inhuman law. It enthrones a hideous
own child?"
It was an astounding transformation. It was like
"I do. It's mine by law. It does not belong to wrong," answered Amy.
a story out of the Arabian Nights' entertainment, as Amy but to me, her husband. I can use it as I see
The judge was silent. The logic of the law was at
if the lamp of Aladdin had flashed its wealth at their fit. The woman is nothing. Man is the head. Do variance with his sense of justice, but he dared not
feet, and opened the fountains of romance and joy. you think I shall yield one particle of that wealth ? think. For him there was no solution of the grim
The poor wronged woman was crowned with a I'll do just what you would do in the same circum- puzzle.
Sandy's all-remorseless cunning was in the ascend·
queenly luster. No longer was she the unknown, stances. I have learned my lesson well of you. You
ant. The net of the law was over the mother and
the unrecognized, but the diademed. Worth had will find me an apt student."
Bolton glared at Sandy and clenched his fists until child. They might appeal to eternal principles, but
received its fitting adornment. It sometimes does
happen that the inw~rd and the outward touch with the blood ran. He was caught in his own trap and what was the use? That would involve war with sohe suffered the very agonies of hell. He had origi- ciety, and that was destruction. Amy would do it in
harmonious excellence.
In the midst of this happy moment, the rasping nated this very scheme, had paid Sandy five hundred the sublime independence of her womanhood, but she
voice of Sandy was heard, like the hiss of a serpent dollars to carry it through. Now Amy was an allur- could not take Bessie wiLh her. On Bessie society
ing prize, and to be compelled to yield to Sandy, had laid its enormous brutal clutch and claimed her,
in the midst of a symphony.
"This discovery does not debar my right. I claim whom he thoroughly despised, and that too by rea- the victim of its so-called accumulated wisdom of the
son of his own criminal subornation; well, for the ages. .Amy, strong for herself, was helpless for her
my wife."
The judge turned upon him with blazing eyes, and time being, what he felt was equivalent to a good own child, and hence the chains were thrown about
hanging.
her own imperious spirit.
raised his hand as if to strike.
"You yourself so decided," continued Sandy.
They fronted each other like two gladiators. BolIt was an awful dilemma--father, child, daughter
" Alas, it is so !" said the judge. "We are in the ton was at his wits' end. Sandy had the advantage. held in woeful bondage-the inevitable outcome of
clutches of the law. You will not insist?"
He was backed up by law; he could appeal to the the rigidity of law. There can be no absolute stan-·
" Of course he will not," said Bolton. "Things are brute force of civilized society.
dard of its thousandfold application. Law, like pochanged now. I will settle the matter. It won't take
" You stick to it, then?" said Bolton.
etry, should be evermore a new creation-a ceaseless
long. Come, Sandy, a few words in this room."
"I do," replied Sandy, "and you must be my ally, fountain of truth, adapting itself to the million fresh
Bolton and Sandy withdrew for a friendly confer- as I have been yours heretofore. I have stuok to you issues of human life. Crystallize law and you make
ence. Bolton expected to pay a big price, but he through thick and thin, now you must do the same despotism. Law to be eternally just must be flowing
was ready to do so in view of the vast fortune of Amy. for me. I have hated you and served you. Hate me like the effiuence of the sun-laden air.
Like a northeasterly wind full of sunshine, our
"This is an unexpected turn of aft'airs," said Bol- as much as you will, but you must serve me."
ton. "I suppose you feel like coming in for a share
Bolton knew it. He was compelled now to crouch dear old friend Stubbs burst into the midst of our
of the spoils."
before the man that he had kicked and spit upon. unhappy company, unhappy save Sandy, who was in"Of course I do," said Sandy, rubbing his hands He must lift to a dazzling fortune one whom he con- deed a bright and shining light.
delightedly, and grinning almost from ear to ear. " I sidered only a dog.
He must cheat his own son.
"Why, this looks like a funeral," cried Stubbs.
am a most lucky fellow."
He must deprive himself of honor and glory.
"I received the summons, but couldn't come. I
"That you are. This will make you a rich man."
"Your are a crafty villain, indeed," said he.
I didn't see any use, for I had nothing to say. I'd
"Yes, it will."
"I acknowledge that, and we can mutually con- only been a fifth wheel to the coach, but better late
"Of course we must give up the marriage. Amy fess,'' answered Sandy. "We are each of us such than never. Here I am, dropped in for a mol'ning's
is a prize now. Harry could not find a richer wife, mighty villains that we must keep up the partnership." call. But it don't look right. I see clouds. Let's
or one more honorable in descent."
For the first time in his life Bolton was ashamed have it. Perhaps I can mend matters."
"I am exactly· of your opinion," said Sandy. " She of his wrong-doing. He began to see that it didn't
In a few moments the whole situation of aft'airs
is a prize indeed."
pay. No man is so sharp a devil but that sometimes was explained.
"You see the necessity, then, of letting the mar- he finds a sharper one to beat him at his own game.
"It's a strange· mess," he said. "The law leads
riage be annulled. I will pay you ten thousand dol"There's no use of prolonging the interview," said you a wild dance. Thank heaven! there's a way out
lars."
Sandy. "You know what is best for yourself, and I via to-day's Herald, which I bought on my way up,
"You are very kind," answered Sandy, "but I can haven't the slightest doubt but that you'll do it. which contaim the latest news, and the last tergivernot accept that."
Come on."
sation of that acme of justice which we call law.
"Do you want more, you rascal? Don't presume,
Sandy marched triumphantly forth. Bolton meekly Law l why, it's everything by fits, and nothing long,
or I may kick you out."
followed. The master and slave had changed places. its masks, and faces, an ever-changin~ panorama,
"You can do so, but that don't destroy my rights."
"Sandy declines to surrender his rights," spoke To-day this, to-morrow that. It's a magician's tool,
"Rights founded on a lie l Ha, ha !"
Bolton. "You must make the best terms with him and makes marvelous transformations. It's on both
"No matter. The lie is accepted, and the marriage you can."
sides, and reconciles opposites. It's a fixity, and it's
is legal."
"Cannot the case be re-opened?" asked Harry.
a fairy. It whisks its magic wand, and lo! it suft'ers
"You've got me, Sandy. Well, I double up. Take
"Not without new evidence," said Sandy.
a sea change rich and strange. You can't depend on
twenty thousand and make yourself scarce ?"
"Wauld you not testify, Amy?" said Harry.
law any more than you can on a woman's tongue.
"I . won't take twenty t honsand, nor a hundred
"Not if I must take the oath as declared," an- Yes and no follow each other with such rapidity that
thousand," retorted Sandy. "I claim the marriage." swered Amy.
1 you don't know whether the fair one consents or not_
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See here, the law says a slave marriage is valid. Valid year's growth, presenting a truly ludicrous appear- actual cultivator or government lease, shall be adopt-yes, says the latest decision of the court, if th.e ance. Yet man was trying by every known art to ed in restoring the soil to the people, invalidating all
parties freely consent to live together after eman01- keep them alive until he could obtain full title to the titles except personal occupation and improvement,
pation; but if not, there is no binding, legal com- land which the government offered him as an induce- ·and frustrating all speculation in the land market?
pact. The reason is simple enough. While slaves ment. The land was very fertil, producing an abuudShould Henry George's scheme prevail, it behooves
they are things, after emancipation they are persons. ance of vegetation in the form of wild grass, and, us to frustrate reproduct.ion of the old abuses, the
According to law, only persons can marry. Things where under cultivation, as fine fields of wheat as n,ew titles of lease, and allow of no sub-leasing upon
can't marry. Therefore, a slave marriage is not one could wish to see. I saw also a few wild rabbits the basis of soil. There will remain a practical apvalid in itself; it must be made valid by the actual and numbers of prairie fowl which were said to hav proximation to this by the interest paid to capital inconsent of the parties after they become persons, been abundant there at the time of its first settlement, vested in machinery, depots, etc., but the geometrical
and are capable of legal choice. Unless Sandy can but they are gradually disappearing before the re- ratio tax will here giv co-operativ associations-a decisiv advantage over individual capitalists.
prove that since the emancipation there has been a lentless march of man. _
Reverend Mitchell has all the fishes die in rotation,
There are certain expediences which we, especially
full consent to thtl marriage, he has no claim whatsoever. I think, therefore, he had better vamose."
beginning with the smaller in our streams and near in the Freethinkers' wing of the labor party, should
The newspaper was passed from hand to hand, shore, which, he says, " had fed on vegetable matter forbear to insist upon till we are sure of a majority.
and the latest interpretation of the law eagerly read. washed from the cultivated farms," but seemingly It is hard for us to resist the temptation of pressing
It was a gospel indeed.
fails to comprehend that our lakes and rivers were on the public mind at all times and seasons the neJ udge Arno was delighted to find that he could get filled with an abundance of fishes long before there cessity of cutting the state loose from the church, yet
out of the clutches of the law by the law itself.
were" cultivated farms" on our continent (or at least we cannot ignore the actual predominance of clerical
"I see it now," he declared, "but unless it had within thousands of miles of them), to supply the influence over the majority of voters. The labor
been .told me I never should have thought of it. It's. "necessary vegetable matter." He has never noticed horse is not yet old and strong enough to bear the
a shrewd device, but perfectly legitimate. In fact, that these fishes are rapidly diminishing under the Liberal League in the saddle. Its victory is the
it's common sense."
merciless destruction of man. By such reasoning as manifest destiny of common sense, yet it is of second" The law and common sense do make a very the above he hopes to establish the dogma of creation, ary order. It must bide its time. Among minor
happy couple occasionally. The trouble is, they don't and annihilate the" hypothesis" of evolution. Verily, points for instance, however desirable to economize
·keep it up. It's a touch-and-go marriage. Sandy, it may be likened unto a flea that kicked an elephant. Sunday for elections, I should prejudice any other
read and see where you stand," cried Stubbs.
Hoosick Falls, N. Y.
F. s. HaMMOND.
reform measure by connecting it with this in the
Sandy read the decision carefully. He perceived
minds of my neighbors.
being at present but a small minority
at Once that his case was hopeless. Law had put on Let Us E xp Iode Cap1•tal, but Save t he Pieces. f Freethinkers
· m
· t h eir
· camp many
a new face, and he was no longer master. Nevertheo t h e peop1e, an d num benng
less he was diplomatic. He subsided gracefully.
The press teems with platforms or political formulas partisans of privilege who sustain capital in the opHe gave his good wishes to all, and then went. The designed to influence the constitution of parties in pression of labor, while on the other hand, the great
last heard from him, he was running for Congress on the next election, which, did it not embrace issues in- mass of laborers call themselvs Christian, and are
a reform ticket, with every prospect of election. trinsically of the highest import, would still hav for us under church influence, it is impolitic, on a point
That's the way of the world. There's always oppor- the greatest interest, simply because it is the present. comparat.ivly unimportant and on which it is impostunity for an enterprising rascal like Sandy. He is
I do not propose here a special criticism on any of sible to conciliate opinions or feelings, to arouse the
by no means a "miserable sinner," notwithstanding these platforms. I only remark that, whether patent sleepless dogs of puritan prejudice, or whet the zeal
his Sabbath-day confessions. Of course Bolton par- or latent, their general issue lies between capital and of churchmen against labor's rights. King Capital
took of the general happiness. That's the way of the labor.
dethroned and geared in the co-operativ harness,
world too. The saint and the sinner are 80 inextriAttached by my moral convictions to the interests there will be time and chance enough to reform the
cably mixed that if one is happy the other is happy of labor, I am of that popular majority which, by de- human understanuing upon minor points.
too. It ought not to be so; only the good should be fault of intelligence in the mechanism or management
There is another matter vitally important on which
happy, but the bad are happy likewise. The devil of elections, has hitherto been without representation. I fear that Freethinkers no less than other Americans
has a multitude of fine things. He shakes hands
So numerous and p0werfnl are the influences which are too superstitious and mshly inclined to substitute
with the saints over many a villtory. _ It is, however, capital is trained to exercise upon the ballot, that the blind faith for reason. I allude to the premature, if
infinitely better that the good should be rewarded entering wedge of the labor interest can be no other not false, confidence of Socialism in its ideal state.
than that the evil should be punished. It is reward, than minority representation. Cencerning tbe meth- What Uncle Sam has been, during the last century,
not punishment, that in the end makes things beau- ads of arranging this, I hav nothing new to add. we know pretty well, nnd between him and Jehovah
tiful. No hanging ever yet advanced human welfare. ~bserva~ion,. experime~t, an~ reason hay conc~ured it has been "pull Dick, pull devil," as regards justice
_ "Won't Mariar feel good over this?" said Cupples m throwmg hght upon I~. I will but refer m passmg to to labor. But in political, as in t,heological aspirato Bessie as they went arm in arm from the court a letter from H. R?y~r m the Radical Review of Oc~. tions, everybody makes his god after his own image
room. "She was sick a~bed and couldn't come. She'll 27, 1_883. Keep this Issue before the p~ople. ~abor s and then worships it. Will Uncle Sam mend his ways
get well now."
rallymg-cry can~ at be a general. confessiOn of f!J:Ith, or a on account of being elected by us road diggers? On
"Yes," said Bessie, while her eyes flashed glori- pr_ogram of des1demta de ommbus rebu~ et qutbusdarn that point I confess myself Agnostic. Yet it is to this
ously and triumphantly. "And the best medicine alt.es. Its call to t~e polls h!l's th~ shn~k of a dyna- secular hypothesis of virtue that Socialists would conwill be that out of my first pin-money, I shall buy mite bomb shell aimed ~o hi~ ~~pital. nght be~~een fide the supreme and exclusiv function of money maleher a new spring bonnet."
p~st an~ fll;ture, explodmg It m pieces sma, y~t ing. What a privilege, and what a temptation to the
"Hurrah!" cried Cupples, "that always did do without Jarrmg house or store, unl.ess by rap of shenff men who constitute government!
her good, though it was rather hard on me. I'm !or payment of taxes. Nor must It abuse thec?nve~The capitalists want a strong government; they
glad my baby can foot the bills."
1en~e of lar;t_p-posts und~r .prete~t of moral lll~m1- need such to keep labor under foot. They are logical
" And trip the light fantastic .toe at the same ~atwn; pa n tr? pas. So01ah~m, with ~he bal!ot, ndes in equipping thm:r government with sword and purse,
time," answered Bessie. "Here's a kiss and away." l~ke Bacchus m a. car drawn by pa~swnal ~IOns and of wbich we are the obedient soldiers and the humble
THE END
tigers. Its progress to the people s promised land fillers. The interests of labor are pacific, not bellig----~--·___
depends upon keeping these beasts in good humor erent; and it needs no other money than its own exTheolo~y and Evolution.
with the sympathetic juice of friendship's vine. Let change notes. Take from Uncle Sam both sword and
the people once taste the blood of their oppressors, purse, make him work for his living like the rest of
I hav just been reading Rev. Thomas Mitchell's they break loose from the car of state and leave it in us, and let privilege content itself with the honors of
address at the Rocl;lester Convention, and was very the mire.
administrativ wisdom.
much amused at his attempt to prove that all life
Instead of methodical, pacific anarchism, we hav
Those who believe in the necessity of general govupon our earth is dependent on the existence of man, disheveled anarchy; mad mobs provoking while they ernments and their functionnries, may argue that if
and his sketch 0f the gradual death of all animal life justify the sole appeasing voice of the cannon, and, the latter were not highly paid, they would only hook
if man were annihilated. He says: "Man is the only through military despotism, reestablishing the orders the more in an unclerLand way; or else that only rich
animal who clears the land of trees and cultivates the of privilege. Small as is compamtivly the United men would run for oflice, tlnJH to increase their power
soil, sows seeds, plants_ fruit-trees, and reaps harvests. States standing army, capital controls no less effect- and so form a regular t.itlecl aristocracy. Bnt, I doubt
There is no account of a race of men so low that they ivly here than in Europe the fighting material. whether the actual alm~:<es of power and place could
did not do these things, nor of one that did not rear "Money is the sinew of war."
be exceeded by the poorest 1m aves if put in oilice;
and keep domestic animals. Wild wood trees will
Years of social and industrial education must and as long as the mania for governments continues,
grow wherever there is soil enough to sustain any elapse while we are unlearning the fallacies of our there can smel.Y he no harm in trying the f!Conomy
kind of plant; and they will be numerous in propor- political superstition, and simpiifying government to of substituting honors for dollars in all beyond the
tion to the richness of the soil. No cereal or fruit its first principles in the co-operativ farm and work- average daily wages of laborers.
will grow in dense woods, nor even grass for hay." shop. Meanwhile, it is urgent to loose the heavy
Abolish the custom house and indirect taxation
Then after describing the process of the distribution yoke of capital from the neck of labor, prostrate in along with the power of issniPg money, otherwise
of food among the lower orders of animal life in Mo- its half-plowed furrow. Let us transfer this yoke to than every citizen is free to prrss his note where he
saic style, he says: "Let us now suppose the sudden capital, by taxing it in all its forms, real estates and can; make the treasury no longer a premium on rasextinguishment of mankind, and that this catastrophe personal, not forgetting government bonds to tbe ex- cality, and honest men may come to the front.
took place in the spring-too early to sow or plant. tent of a virtually prohibitory tariff for the protecAny Socialist success achieved through the ballot
As a result there would be no harvests reaped that tion of labor. Assuming the last census as a basis, can be only provisional, like shanties built upon a
autumn. By the next spring all the domestic ani- we may calculate the minimum to be enfranchised crust of ice.
mals would havdied of starvation." And thenhefol- from taxation by dividing thetotal number of dollars
The ice of probity, formed under the chill wind of
lows with a short description of the destruction of at which all properties are estimated by the total poverty, rapidly melts unJer the seductiv zephyrs of
each stage of animal life, and ends the passage with, number of inhabitants; then apportion the taxes (ex- luxury. Our landgraves and railroad kings complain
"And before the end of ten years the last two of these clusivly direct) so that beyond the minimum or neg- that the average congressman ruins them in bon bans,
would meet in deadly conflict, after which the sur- ativ point, they shall increase in geometrical rates to bonds, and bonuses.
vivor would die of starvation." This is so silly that accumulation. We must also do a little ex post facto
It is no wonder that the fruges consumere nati hav
his "Syllogisms'' appear like sensible reading beside business for the benefit of Gould, Vanderbilt & Co., such a beggarly opinion of S~cialism, of tha.t Soeialit. Who cleared the vast prairies of the West of with their foreign coadjutors in land speculation. ism, I mean, which begs tho quest-ion of an hnne.,t govtrees? Surely the soil is rich enough to produce an Bond-holders and other creditors of the United States ernment-rara avi.~ in terris, even since the di~covery
abundance of vegetation, yet it does not require the war debt hav already been overpaid, from the mo- of the black swan. Yes, an honest government is the
intervention of man to prevent the growth of dense ment when, for the fictitious though actual estimation petitio principii of modern Socialism, Marxic or
forests there, but instead man is using every means of interest, we substitute the juster rate based on the Gecrgic. Hinc ilke lacrymce.
in his power to cover a portion of the land with such annual increase of real values, after deducting the
What guarantees of honesty there can be outside
growth, and our government offers him an induce- dividend of labor (skill of course included). If we of co-operativ associations, I do not perceive. After
ment to do so, but his efforts are attended with but pay such creditors another cent, it will be either from a century of treasons, let us get, if we may, a r1ay of
indifferent success.
stupidity or else from expediences foreign to jus- honest work out of our government; but I tell you Wl~
Last summer while traveling in northwestern Min- tice, and about which I am ignorant.
shall hav to make hay while the sun shines, and with
nesota, I saw some of these attempts at forest culture.
Next to minority representation comes the land is- big, black clouds looming on the horizon, we ~hall
I saw a few little stunted shrubs of eight or ten· sue. What form of proprietorship, fee simple for the hav our hands full of work.
EDGE1YOhTli.
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the query of Mr. Wakeman appears Mr. Leland States, which, when ratified by three-fourths of the said leg·
islatures, shall be valid as a part of the said Constitution,
observes:
namely:

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

"We are glad to know that all our Liberal contemporaries
agree substantially; first, that there is pressing need of aNational Liberal organization specially devoted to Freethought
Editqr. work and the freedom and enlightenment of the human mind;
E. M. MACDONALD,
Business Manager. second, that a strict Freeth ought platform ought to be adopted
0. P. Som:RBY,
and adhered to; third, that the main platform and principles
PUBLISHED BY
of the League are eorrect; a1;1d fourth, that the action and
THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY. general administration of the League has been, as the Investigator says, 'as good as could be expected when we consider
83 Cltnton Place, New York.
the means and circumstances.' If thanks are due for clear
seeing of the League situation, for considering means and cirPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. cumstances when measuring results, and for their unanimous
agreement that the League should be sustained, then we thank
Address aU Communications to THE TRU1H BEEKER COM- our brother editors most kindly. We also thank them for
pANY. Make ldl Drafts, CJhecks, and Postal Orilms payable to their appreciation of such work as we hav been able to do in
and for it.''

FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.

lJHARLEB P. BOMERBY.

MR. MITCHELL.

JUNE 14, 1884.

SATURDAY,

Dedication of the Bennett Monument.
The friends will meet next Friday evening, the 13th,
at German Masonic Temple, 220 East Fifteenth st.,
as announced last week, to hold memorial services
and to dedicate the Bennett monument to the Liberal public. Music and addresses will constitute the
order of exercises, which is as follows:
1. PIANo SoLO.
2. OPENING ADDRESS.

Miss LIZETTE STIVERS.
DANIEL EDWARD RYAN,
Chairman Monument C~mmittee.
3. SoLO (words written and adapted especially for the occasion),
Mrs. L. M'CUNE.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
4. MEMORIAL POEM.
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS.
5. ADDRESS.
Mrs. A. C. MACDONALD.
6.
"
7. Musrc.
Dr. E. B. FOOTE, Sr.
8. ADDRESS.
E. W. CHAMBERLAIN, Esq.
9.
"
HENRY A. STONE.
10.
"
11. Musrc.
12. ADDRESS.
T. B. WAKEMAN, Esq.

We are promised a num her of the lithographs of
the monument for the occasion, that those who hav
not visited Greenwood may see how the structure
looks.
The following additions to the Monument Fund are
also to be acknowledged:
R. Hazelton,
Mrs. Sanford Terrell
Alex. W. Hughan,
B. N. Trotter,
Mellie G. Newkirk,
A. S. Gockley, M.D.,
Almira Sweek,
Mrs. Mary A. Home,
Dr. R. H. Lamb,
L. Predmore,

$1 00
1 00
1 00
50
1 00
50
22
1 00
1 00
1 00

John Rees,
Evald Hammar
Clifford H. Swan,
Harry L. Gates,
J. Williamson,
Martin H. Hellerich,
Alfred F. Vanta,
T. Theo. Colwick,
R. L. Baker,
Wm. Wilcox,

1 00
50
50
50
70
70
. 1 75
50
1 00
1 00

There seems to be a disagreement between the
editors of Man. Mr. Leland indorses THE TRUTH
SEEKER's position in regard to the League letting side
issues alone, while Mr. Wakeman says that of the
political platform proposed at the last Congress, "the
Liberals hav reason to be proud instead of letting it
be overslaughed and forgotten, and we hope to see it
not only reprinted and circulated, but used to some
purpose before the next canvass is over. Where,"
he asks, " are those who advocated it so ably before
the League?"
To the query we can only say, we do not know.
Those who advocated the platform at Milwaukee hav
rarely been heard from since, and only one plank
created interest enough to cause its discussion. If
Mr. Wakeman had said that, in his opinion, the platform is too important to be forgotten, he would hav
been nearer the truth, for the importance of the subjects embodied in it is a matter of opinion only, and
very wide difference exists among Freethinkers in
regard to it.
On the legitimate objects of the League, however,
there is perfect unanimity, and no divisions periling
the very existence of the body will arise. To show that
this is the opinion of nearly all we quote Mr. W akaman's brother editor, In the same issue in which

the Bible in any school or institution, and it shaU not hav the effect
to impair the rights of property already vested.

"SECTION 2. Congress shall hav power by appropriate legNEWPORT, MAIN
islation to provide for the prevention and punishment of vioTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH lbEEKER, Sir: To defen
lations of this article."
principle do I take my pen to address you. I reacLwith d
interest your criticism on E. C. Walker's position as stated
We find no fault with this until we come to the
THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 31st.
·
italicized
sentence. But that one sentence not only
Of all the readers of your paper there is not one that sees
and admires your ability to defend the cause of liberty more subverts the Constitution as we hav it to-day, but
than I do, but, my good brother, let me say to you in all kind- would when adopted as embodied in the amendment
ness, you cannot sustain yourself against the impregnable po- make this a Christian nation. Its object and effect
sition of E. C. Walker.
would be to legalize evangelical Christianity and
Wendell. Phillips once said, "God did not put me in the
place
the whole authority of the United States at its
world to free slaves, but to do right." Blot out the word
"God," and the sentence is a grand one. Our business as the service to support it.
The last clause of the first section of the amendment
true saviors of the world is not to fear for compacts made by
fallible men, but to contend for a principle, it in doing so we in effect asserts: 1. The Bible is a superior religious
stand alone. The League has already compromised too much, book, not to be classed as /Sectarian, and that its being
and a few more such compromises will ruin it forever. There
is no man in this country that stands on a more impregnable read is not a sectarian practice; 2. That the Bible is
foundation than E. C. Walker, and history will certainlyprove the recognized religious law of the nation.
that my statement is correct.
SEWA.RD MITCHELL.
This of course would prevent its ever being ex-

As Mr. Walker's " position " is to load the League
with a large number of side issues, having no connection with or relevancy to its charter objects, we
imagin the impregnability is a debatable matter. It
seems to us, also, a question of wisdom. The League
was founded to accomplish certain definit purposes.
It was not organized to work for prohibition or antiprohibition laws; nor as a Socialistic or Anarchistic
propaganda. Neither is it a Greenback, Free Trade,
nor Protection and Hard Money Society. It is
simply and solely a League for state and national
secularization. We do not believe in diverting it
:from its purpose. A man may be a member of a
dozen organizations, working zealously for each one,
but he need not fly off at a tangent if every organization does not adopt the isms of all the others.
It is a large undertaking to reform all the evils of
the age, and it will be glory enough for the League
to effect the secularization of the state. When that
is done Mr. Mitchell will find no paper more earnest
than THE TRUTH SEEKER in working for the amelioration of other wrong conditions of life. One thing at
a time, however, is about all that most people can do
and do it well.

This reduces the deficit to $13.81. Nothing but
the bare outlay on the monument and medallion is
charged to this fund. The expense of footstones is
borne by Mrs. Bennett, as is also the florist's bill for
beautifying the lot, a description of which will be
Information for M.r. Gunnison.
given in connection with the report of the meeting.
It seems to us that the writer of the following letWe expect to dispose of enough lithographs to defray
the cost of producing them, and a few friends are re- ter is in the one instance blind to inevitable consesponsible for the expenditure necessary at the dedi- quences, and in the other ignorant of the true situation:
cation exercises.

The League.

"Article 16. No state shall make any law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, and no religious test shall be required as a qualification to
any office or public trust under any state. No public property
and no public revenue, nor any loan of credit by or under the
authority of the United States, or any state, territory, district, or municipal corporation, shall be appropriated to or
made or used for the support of any school, educational or
other institution, under the control of any religious or antireligious sect, organization, or denomination, or wherein the
particular creeds or tenets shall be read or taught, in any
school or institution supported in whole or in part by such
revenue or loan of credit, and no such appropriation or loan
of credit shall be made to any religious or anti-religious sect,
organization, or denomination, or to promote its interests or
tenets. This article shaU not be construed to prohibit the reading of

To THE EDITOR OF THE TnUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav seldom
failed to be pleased with THE TnUTH SEEKER, but it seems that
there are exceptions to all rules. Man is an intolerant animal,
and even we Liberals are sometimes apt to forget our principles under strong excitement. I wish to criticise two of your
articles that seem to me to show a little too sectarian a spirit
for a Liberal.
First, I refer to your editorial against Edmunds et al. The
proposed amendment seems to me to be an excellant one, just
what we hav always contended for; and with only one fault-it
does not go far enough. That, then, is the entire head and
front of the senator's offending. Are not he and the others who
voted for the amendment deserving of praise rather that
blame? It was a move in the right direction, and all reforms
move slowly, especially in Christian brains.
My second criticism is on the articles concerning the sale of
the propaganda property in Rome by the Italian government.
It seems to me that the Italian government is acting squarely
against the plainest principles of civil liberty; first, by taking
private property for public use without due compensation, and
second, doing this to suppress freedom of speech. I think
our government is in duty bound to protest, not in the name
of religion, but in the name of liberty. It is no excuse that
popery is the worst of superstitions, and has adopted similar
tacti?s itself. Two wrongs do not make one right.
I would like your opinion on the above. E. S. GUNNISON.
Mt. Auburn, Iowa.

To make the matter more intelligible, we reprint
the proposed amendment:
" Resolved, By the Senate and House of Representative
(two-thirds of each House concurring therein), that the following article be proposed to the legislatures of the several
states as &n amendm(lnt to tlle Constitution of the United

pelled from the schools unless another constitutional
amendment were enacted. This is as plain as a pikestaff, and unless Mr. Gunnison is anxious to see the
Bible made a permanent text-book he must oppose
the amendment.
The clause further enacts: 1. That no state can tax
church property already existing; 2. And that it is
constitutional to compel non-church-going people to
support the Christian religion.
The argument would be that the Constitution recognizes the truth of the Bible-else why speak of it ?
-that the Bible is nothing without its deity and salvation scheme, that those therefore are a part of our
Constitution. The religion of Protestants would thus
become the supreme law of the land, and woe to the
Freethinker who should dare deny the book sanctioned by the Constitution. Mr. Edmunds is deserving of the severest censure from all friends of secular government. The fact that the God-in-the-Constitution party publicly worked for the bill, expressing their almost complete satisfaction with it, is
enough of itself to make Freethinkers examin its
provisions closely, and a very slight examination
shows its pernicious and dangerous character.
President Arthur's interference in the sale of the
Propaganda property was a piece of political insolence
without shadow of excuse. The Congregation of the
Propaganda has been in existence since 1622. It is
charged with the missionary enterprises of the Catholic church. In the course of over two centuries and
a half it has accumulated an immense property, consisting of college buildings, lands, libraries, museums,
etc., amounting to millions. This property, in common with other church property, never paid taxes,
or in any way yielded revenue to support the government which protected it. To maintain itself the
Italian government was compelled years ago to confiscate a large amount of church lands, buildings, and
personal property. The church owned nearly everything in Italy, and paid nothing. The step was a
measure of self-defense which several nations hav
been compelled to take. This Propaganda property
was not taken at that time, but last January the Supreme Court declared this property liable under the
laws by which the rest had been confiscated.
The situation would be paralleled should the Catholic church, by centuries of exemption from taxation,
systematic thieving from the government treasury,
and persistent begging from and bulldozing of the
people, acquire such a portion of the property of the
District of Columbia that the public burden upon the
rest of the inhabitants became unbearable, and our
government should take forty per cent of the property for arrearages, and allow the original owners the
other sixty, but the property to be controled by the
government.
If under these circumstances Italy should poke her
governmental nose into the affair, she would b~
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tues, and honor the good without qualifying the THE Republican-Leader, of Arcadia, Wis., speaks very favorably of the lecture delivered by Mr. Bell in that town, as may
eulogies by glimpses of hell.
be seen by the following: "The course of Liberal lectures
The common-sense replacement of the few benefi- delivered by Prof. W. S. Bell, and of which we gave notice
cent good points of the present religious sentiment is lust week, attracted large and appreciativ audiences, and ala work not fraught with much difficulty if Humanity be though not all who attended were converted to the Materialistic
taken as the central rallying-point, and its service views advocated by the professor, still it must be admitted by
Funds for Politicians.
made glorious by recognition of its worth. The Lib- all that he handled his subjects with great force and ability,
and a very strong sentiment seems to hav been created in favor
The Court of Appeals of this state has come to eral Club has set an example which may well be fol- of his views. The professor is an attractiv, pleasing, and able
the help of the Lord, or of his institutions, which is lowed by Freethought societies all over the country. speaker, and although strictly advocating his views, seeks net
to injure the feelings of those who disagree with him; and
all the same. That sapient tribunal has decided tbat
.A. Step Ahead.
should he come this way again, he will undoubtedly draw even
it is not a violation of our state constitution to
Although Massachusetts refuied to do justice to larger audiences."
appropriate money for the support of sectarian instiher
Agnostic citizens by repealing the oath law, she
tutions. New York city will therefore continue to
Religious Exercises in the Public Schools.
has
performed
one act which redounds to her credit
be taxed a million and a half every year for the supThe following is the full text of the decision on the
port of such delectable private and sectarian institu- and places her in a more creditable position among
question
of religious exercises in the public schools
tions as the Rev. Mr. Cowley's Shepherd's Fold, in the states. The action is in relation to the Sunday rendered by the st.ate superintendent of public inwhich poor children will be trained in Christianity laws.
struction on May 27, 1884:
Heretofore, whenever a suit for damages for perand the art of living on air.
STATE OF NEW YORK,
DEPARTMENT m· PuBLIC INsTnUCTioN,}
According to this decision, the city is not obliged sonal injuries sustained on Sunday has been brought,
SuPERINTENDENT's o~'l'IOE,
to maintain buildings in which to support its poor, it has been a sufficient defense to plead a violation
ALBANY, May 27, 1884.
· but may farm them out to the lowest bidder, or to of the Sunday law. If, for example, a person was in- In the matter of the application of the board of education of
the institution which can use the most convincing jured while riding on a train on that day, and sued
Union Free School District No. 4, of Orangetown, Rockland county.
argument with the committing magistrate. The the company for damages, the company had only to
This
application represents that the above named board of
that
it
was
unlawful
to
travel
on
the
Lord's
answer
poor may therefore be consigned to the care of the
education "wish to movo unerringly, but firmly, in the matter
sect that is able to pay the highest premium for con- day, and, therefore, the plaintiff was not entitled to of sustaining the reading of scripture and prayer as a part of
the exercises in opening the daily sessions of our public school·"
recover.
verts.
that the boarcl has "not required the children of non-ProtestThe validity of this defense has been repeatedly ant
The court admits that the city is prohibited
families to participate in repeating scripture or tl1e Lord's
by the state constitution from giving money, or loan- sustained by Massachusetts courte, whose puritanical prayer, but hav simply required them to behave with decorum;" that a number of Catholic families "ask that their chiling its credit to private corporations-for instance, a prejudices hav survived all the assaults of common dren be allowed to remain outside until the devotional exerchurch-but it holds that it can, under its duty to sense. The most absurd results of this ruling were cises are concluded," and that "this interference causes much
disorder outside of the room, and tho subsequent entrance of
provide for the poor, compensate any institution for not sufficient to change it. In one case under this these
pupils causes a loss of time and disturbance to class
law,
the
Herald
relates
that
the
plaintiff
had
accomsupporting orphans or friendless children committed
work."
I hav carefully examined the special act under which this
to its care by local magistrates or charity com- panied a funeral from Boston to Mount Auburn on school
was organized to see if there was any provision therein
missioners. The Court of Appeals says, in effect, Sunday afternoon. He was returning to Boston by which might be held to authorize any other or different rulo
that if such an institution hav a special purpose way of Somerville, when he met with an accident and for the government of this particull\r school, in the respect in
question, than that which applies to the public schools organbeyond that of caring for the poor, it may not sustained personal injuries by reason of a defectiv ized under the general law. I do not find any such exceptional
be deprived of public aid for that reason, as it is the highway in that town. In the suit for damages the provision.
By the constitution of this state all people, in respect to tho
fault of the city's officers if the money paid to it is town set up the defense that the plaintiff was travel- free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and wormore than sufficient to maintain the children com- ing in violation of the Sunday law. The latter re· ship, stand upon a footing of absolute equality. Interforenco
therewith, in the way of dif<Crimination or preference, even by
mitted to it, and the surplus is used for its pet relig- plied that attending a funeral on Sunday was lawful legislativ
enactment, is, by the express words of that instruand
proper.
The
Supreme
Court
held
that
the
ious scheme.
ment, prohibited.
onr public school system, within the legal limitations
This decision is, in effect, a constitutional license plaintiff had not violated the Sunday law in goiug to of Under
age anfl residence, instruction is free. The material refor city officials to aid their church institutions from the cemetery, because he had taken the regular and sources necessary for the maintenance of this immense and
the public money. Any one conversant with munici- most direct road. But his return by a circuitous complicated system are drawn at large from a populrttion characterized by dissimilar religious beliefs, observances, modes of
pal politics knows how little 1·esponsibility is felt by route was unneceAsary and for a worldly purpose. worship, and preferences. With such a public furnishing the
officials when'parceling out the people's money. In The court held this to be a sinful deviation in viola- money to support tho schools, supplying them with tho children in attendance, and having C<Junl rights to tho full and
New York a few thousand dollars given to a Catholic tion of the Sunday law, and accordingly decided that equal
enjoyment of all the benefits of the schools, if it wero
protectory or reformatory are returned with interest the plaintiff, being an unlawful traveler on the Lord's possible to devise some limited measure of religious instruction for adoption in the schools, upon which all these diverse
to the unworthy stewards in the shape of votes on day, could not recover for injuries due to the negli- classes
and sects could harmonize, it would be a gratifying regence
of
the
town.
election day. The decision ought to hav been
sult.
By passing an act declaring that the violation of But this is manifestly impracticable and impossible. The only
handed down under the name of " A License to City
alternativ, therefore, to preserve the benefits of the constituOfficers to use the Public Treasury as a Campaign the Sunday law shall not constitute any defense in tional guarantees, in letter and spirit, and to secure to all abFund.'' The support of the orphans and paupers an action to recover damages for personal injuries, solute equality of right in matter of religious predilection, must
be, however reluctantly the conclusion is arrived at to oxcan be compensated very liberally, under this decision. the legislature has relieved the state of a little of the cl ude religious instruction and exercises from the public :schools
There is, in fact, no limit but the sense of responsi· odium left to taint the air by the witch hangers and during school hours.
This conclusion involves the enunciation of no new principle.
bility which the city officials feel toward the people, Quaker whippers who settled within her borders and
An examination of the records in this department shows a
uniform series of decisions by my predecessors, extending
and this, as before stated, will not constitute a grievous shaped her course.
--------~~-----over a period of more than forty years, in substantial conburden to our municipal fathers. They feel more
formity with tho views above expre9scd.
"On the Rack of Persecution."
responsibility to the corner saloon-keepers than to
In 1838, l-Ion. ,John A. Dix, then superintendent of common
When we had finished Col. Kelso's large book, schools,
referring to a former decision in 1837, says (Orders
public sentiment, even though the latter would bear
"The Bible Analyzed," he directed a copy to be sent and Decisions, vol. vi, p. :i!Jl ), "I hav heretofore d~cided that
them out in a good-sized steal if done in the name of
a teacher might open his school with prayer, provided he did
to a Liberal friend of his living a considera.ble dis- not
encroach upon the hours allotted to instruction; and proreligion.
tance west of New York. The book impressed the
likely to get it snubbed, and we only regret that Mr.
Arthur's nasal organ was not made more retrousse by
the Italian government when he yielded to the Catholic outcry. But what could be expected on the eve
of a presidential-election!

----------------

Replacing the Old.
.
.
.
.
We g1v spemal prommence to the proceedmgs of
the Liberal Club on Decoration Day, for the reason
that in them is illustrated an idea we are anxious to
see understood and worked out. In the rapid disintegration of theology now going on, the tendency
is already manifest by some liberal churches to substitute for the meaningless forms of superstition a
h
· ·
r ·
umamtar1an re 1g10n, in which God is replaced by
Man. This work, it seems to us, should be led by the
Liberals who bav forced the church to bitch along to
this plain. Otherwise, when the new order of things
is fairly inaugurated, theologians will claim the
credit of the new movement, tack the name of Christianity to it, and cry that Progress is the child of the
church.
Decoration · Day was a most opportune time to
start the new theology. The dead who die for freedom must always be honored. And it is better to
make a festival of the occasion than pass it in hypocritical mourning. If Christianity be true, probably
nine-tenths of the war heroes whose graves were
decorated on the 30th are now in hell.
Such a
thought can never be the inspiration of a festival.
The religion of humanity, on the other hand, has no
dogmatic destiny for them who may hav died in sin,
but who certainly gave their lives in support of freedom or through patriotism to their state. Humanity
can forget their frailties in remembering their vir-

vided that the attendance of the scholars was not exacted ns a
matter of school disciplin." This was a case in which the
teacher was in the habit of attending in the schoolhouse at fifteen minutes before nine in the morning (nino o'clock being
the hour for opening the school), and devoting the intermCLliate time to religious exercises.
In 183\J, tiuperintendent John C. Spencer, having occasion
ami
mg
names:
"To THE EDIToR ol' THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I sent you an to examin and pass upon the fJUestion (Orders and Decisions,
article in favor of Kelso's book. Do not publish it. I am in the vol. viii, p. 101), says: "Prayers cannot form any part of the
public school, and there is a desperate effort to put me out. school exercises, or be regulated by the school disciplin. If
had at all, they should be had before the hour of nine o'clock,
Last winter I took an activ part in a Liberal meeting-fur- the usual hour of commencing school in the morning, and after
nished the music, and gave a supper for the speakers.
1 !ive in the afternoon. • _. . Both parties hav rights, and it
think it was a death-blow for me here. Or, if you do publish 1s only by mutual and rcmprocnl rcgarcl by each to the rights
it, change the name and place of writing. Being obliged to of the other, that peace can be maintained or a school can
work for the public has closed my mouth, and I am on the flourish. 'The teacher may assemble in his schoolroom before
nine o'clock, the children of those parents who rlosire him to
rack of persecution."
conduct religions exercises for them, and the children of thoHc
What a beautiful state of society that letter shows who object to the practice will be allowed to retire or abHent
from the room. If they pcrRist in remaining they
to exist in that town, and what a blessing Christianity themselvs
must conduct themselvs with decorum and propriety hccomin'g
the occasion. If they do not so conduct, they may be dealt
is to the people of this country!
with as intruders."
On another occasion during the same year (Orders and DeLectures and Meetings.
cisions, vol. viii, p. 87), he says: "Neither the common school
J. W. HAnLAN, M.D., will be glad to correspond with Liberal system nor any other social system can bo maintained unle>is
societies concerning Materialistic lectures. "I am," he writes the conscientious views of all nrc reRpected. The simple rule,
us, "open to engagements to lecture on Liberal topics. I hav so to exercise your own rights as not to infringe on those of
been an elder in the Methodist church, and wish in public to others, will preserve equal justice among all, promote harmony, and insure success to our schcols."
expose the frauds and devilisms practiced in that ch.urch .. I
The principles laid down in these early decisions hav been
will answer calls to lecture in any part of the United btates." followed by every one of my predecessors in office no disDr. Harlan's address is Michigan City, Ind.
tinction having been made between scripture reading antl
MR. JoHN SToRER Conn, president of the Boston Liberal prayers, but each having been held, in separate and distinct
appeals, to constitute no legitimate part of the business of the
Club, intends to start about the 1st of July for a tour through public schools. They will be my guide and govern my action
the Western states. Persons and societies desirous of making in all cases of like nature which may come officially before me.
In the particular case now under consideration, with these
lecture engagements with him, can do so by addressing him at
the Investigator office. Applications should be sent as early as principles in view, and a disposition to carry them out fairlv
possible, in order that the intended route can be definitly fixed. and to respect the rights and conscientious opinions of all, th·e
board of education will, I think, hav no difficulty in avoidinr'
Mr. Cobb is very well qualified to giv satisfactory lectures on further r.ontention and securing harmony in the school.
'
all Liberal subjects, and as we know his ability we recommend
W. B. RuGGLEs,
him to all our western readers.-Boston Investigator
l
Stat~? Superintendent of Public :Wstruction,

person very favorably, and shortly after we received a
letter saying as much. Before it could be put into
t
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~ffl}l'!J from IJ~itnds.
EaST PoRTLAND, OREGoN, May 26, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find 25 cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ALMaNAC for 1884. We are receiving your paper regularly, and we would miss it very much if it should not come.
I hav read with great pleasure Mr. Remsburg's answ~>r to J.
S. Maiben. As I am a nativ of Poland, and know all the suffering and privations, it did me good to see that we hav a
friend in truth.
I remain yours,
C. L. SILvERMAN.
LoRaiNE, ILL., June 2, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: Three cheers for John Peck and THE TRUTH
SEEKER! I think Mr. Peck will find a rich subsistence if his
stomach holds out with his grip on Mr. Talmage, and we all
will hav a share in Peck. I hope my share will be a bushel,
as it is more than a peck now.
Yours fora truthful picture, even of golden gods and holy
pokers,
R. H. WILTS.
PoWDER RrvER, WYo., May 14, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed S3, for which please send
me your valuable paper for one year. I hav just read Ingersoll's last lecture in your paper, and it strikes me as being
more to the point than anything I hav ever read. He surely
givs them plain talk, and as Sullivan doee it-straight from the
·shoulder. I for one wish we had more reformers like Colonel
Ingersoll. I am what is called a cowboy, and I belong to a
·class that are held in h'>ly horror by your average orthodox
Christians. But I would hate to exchange morals with the
average orthodox Christian, for certainly the more I see of
these would-be holy people the less use I hav for them.
Wishing you success in your great and gloriolls work of liberating mankind, I remain,
Yours truly,
C. W. MosGA.REIDGE.
HaRTFORD, ON·r., May 17, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed please find twenty-five cents for the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. I am mad. My postmaster, a hard.
shell Baptist, opens my paper, and has told the elder of the
church that I am an Infidel. I shall not deny it. He thinks
he is going to injure my business. I am a poor. shoemaker,
like the late D. M. Bennett, who will be spoken well of when
my postmaster is forgotten. I gave the elder the two lectures
printed in your noble paper. He found no fault with them.
I take fonr papers, and THE TRUTH SEEKER is grabbed quicker
than any of them when they come. Will send you some more
subscriptions after a while, and I want some more of your
books. Please inform me what books I want to confute this
damnable priestcraft doctrin. I am going to spend all my
loose money for the spread of a good sound doctrin.
PmLIP SLaGHT.
CINCINNATI, 0., June 1, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: You hav not received a line from me for a long
time, not because I am in any sense unfriendly to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, or because I hav been converted to some kind of religious hobby. No; that would be a thing impossible; a backbone Materialist never swerves to right or left, but squarely
and firmly stands on the platform of honest truth, as found
in nature, and there only. Some of your very quizzical correspondents seem to think that T. Winter's Materialism is a
little mite too solid for their stomachs; they seem to relish a
kind of wishy-washy article, neither fish or flesh. But all
such must look elsewhere for a dirt of th11t grade. I de11l in
no mixtures of second-hand principles, but pure, unvarnished
realities; and, as I liv. I will never step down from the pedestal
of truth Materialistic, for that, in lapse of time, must triumph
over every ph11se of superstition.
Yours fraternally,
T. WINTER.
OmoN, MICH., May 26, 1884.
Mn. EmToR: Inclosed plense finrl $1 for the Monument
Fund. I am rather late, but it will count, even if it is the last.
I h11v bern working here for the lnst ten years to encourage
Freethought principles, and for the p11st three years those
principles hav been undermining the strict church teachings.
The churches are lamenting the coldness of the members, with
no 11dditions. We need organizrttion, but there is not enough
Liberal ipfluence here at present to set things going. There
may be a better rlay coming. I hav been distributing Liberal
papPrs here until the church people think I am going crazy.
After being a consistent church-member for fifty-three years,
at the age of seventy-two to make a resolve to be honest
is, they think, something strange-too much for them to believE>. But I am only giving free expression to my honest belief in ignoring an individual supreme beiug,who rules and
governs all actions and movements in the universe of worlds.
L. PREDMORE.
.MAITLAND, Mo., M11y 28, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1, for which please continue my
subscription for such time as it will pay for. I 11m solTY I cannot send more, but will probably be able to scratch up another
dollar by the time this runs out; and, perhaps, it will come as
handy to yon then as now. I am proud to know that there is
such a paper in existence; and the only regret I hav about it
is that its merits and value are not more generally known 11nd
appreciated. I am. also, very proud indeed to note how rapiclly Freethought is gttining ground. Though I am comparativly a young man, I well remember when a man with Liberal
ideas found it prudent to be careful of how and to whom he
talked. But the tables are turning and the "servants of God"
are very cautious when in company with known Infidels.
We hav a nice young town of seven or eight hundred inhabitants; two capacious churches; one l.U. E., the other Christian; tht M. E"s., L!!v Hl vice cnce n month, the other has n
pastor at all at present. We hav neither a resident preacher

KALAliUzoo, MrcH., June 2, E.M. 284.
nor a dance-house, but a happy, prosperous, intelligent com·
MR. EDIToR: Agreeable to your request, I inclose petition
munity, with many Liberals interspersed.
signed by myself and others. I was in hopes to get a long list
Yours,
D. MAXWELL.
of names, but the Liberal element in this place are rather
"weak-kneed" when it comes to action. There is a sufficient
CHESTER, P A.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of May 31st, Mr. John Peck very number to hav a good League in this city, but the excuses
ably reviews Mr. Talmage's sermon. It is such mystified ser- some giv for not signing the petition also express their sentimons that keep the people in darkness and bondage to the ments in regard to fonning a League. One says: "I don't wish
to mix up with religion in any way;" and, "Well, I huv just
priesthood.
If people were taught their duty in a plain and brief manner, commenced business here and I don't wish to offend my
so they coll.ld fully comprehend it, they would become more l'atrons; but then, them are my sentiments."
One thing I do find: those that are constant readers of THE
self-reliant instead of priest-reliant. Religion is looked upon
by many as something very mysterious. There is no duty, in TRUTH SEEKER never refuse to sign such a petition, and on
my opinion, more simple and plain. "The wayfaring man, the whole are more aggressiv and non-compromising with the
though a fool, cannot err." I think the whole requirement is hydra-headed monsters, superstition and bigotry, than any other
embraced in eight words, Liv up to your highest idea of right. class, due mainly to the grand enlightening and uplifting forces
This is a duty that would vary according to the idea of the in- that are paramount in its columns-" long may it wave!" Aldividulll, but nevertheless it is all and the very best we can do though I cannot be a subscriber on account of my finances
being at so low an ebb, yet, through the kindness of one of
in church or out of church.
your readers, I am permitted to hav it to read every week. One
Very truly yours,
R. I. LaMBoRN.
word in regard to the League; there is some talk of reorganiz.
ing the League, anLl, with all due respect to Man and its able
WHAT CHEER, Iowa, May 22, 1884.
editors, I would like to see THE TRUTH SEEKER made the organ
Mn. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3.25-$3 for one year's of the reorganization. There is no paper in the land that
payment for THE TRUTH SEEKER and 25 cents for THE TRUTH would be so effectiv in perpetuating and building up the NaSEEKER ANNUAL. After having had a trial of your paper I .find tional League as THE TnU:rH SEEKER. More solid, genuin
I shall want it as long as I can find money to pay for it. I hav information and death-dealing arguments to superstition in its
read many Freethought papers, but I think yours ahead of the varied forms cannot be found in any Liberal paper in the
best of them.
United States. Others may honestly differ with me, but I
I used to think myself a follower of the Lamb, but I found would like to see as a part of the head of THE Tnu:rH SEEKER,
out when I left bonnie Scotland and came to this counti·y I had "The official Organ of the N ationnl Liberal League."
been following a wild-goose chase. When leaving Scotland
Yours in annihilating ·myths,
ARTHUR C. EVERETT.
my kind, beloved pastor told me if I went to America and did
not take my wife and family along with me God would not anAYER, Mass., May 26, 284.
swer my prayers for their protection. I thought if that was
Mn. EDIToR: My only apology for neglect to renew my subtrue that was not the kind of God I wanted, so I set to work to scription when due is that, in my eagerness to peruse and enjoy
find a better one. And I am happy to say I hav found one in the benefits of the healthy sentiments it contains, I tear off and
place of the old humbug. It was six months before I was able to throw away the wrapper without looking at the tab.
get my family out to this country, and my wife told me the pasThe contributors to THE TnUTH SEEKER are the "lights of
tor asked her once how I was getting along. She told him that I the world.'' Skeptics and Infidels (to churchal creeds and
wa~ doing well and that she was going out to me.
He said, dogmas) hav carried the torch that lighted the world through
"Well, I was rather hard on him, but it was all for his good." the dark, cruel, bloody reign of the Christian church, backed
·wen, yes, it was; it opened my eyes.
ALEX. CLaRK.
by the strong arm of the state, both innocent of promoting human love, happiness, or advancement; deserving the appellation they gave to others-infidel. To infidelity' to church authorAnRoWSMITH, ILL., May 25, 1884.
ity, and fidelity to human rights, is due all the progress of the
Mn. EDIToR: I seldom consume any of your space, but I
world. Jesus, the great Infidel of his time, broke through the
should like to ask our Liberal brethren what they think of the
brazen firmament of religious despotism, and let a ray of light
idea of collecting all the "Letters from Friends" that hav apand hope down upon earth; and the clergy hav been inclus~ri
peared in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and binding them in book form.
ous in trying to stuff his dead body into that aperture. They
They would make several volumes of practical Liberalism, givpreferred darkness to light; a dead, crucified savior to a living
ing the true history of the struggle of honest men all over the
savior; to living, loving, men and women, who dared say with
country while fighting for the principles of justice and right.
their exemplar, "I am the I.ght of the world."
Of course we could not expect to giv any room to the common
If the priesthood had used their efforts to make this world
enemy by printing any of their letters. We hav thousands of
a place of pleasure and enjoyment, taught how to be healthy
our friends who would gladly elbow each other in one grand and happy, a primary heaven instead of a primary hell, what
army of readers during the. long Sundays, while our supersti- a splendid achievement would hav been theirs; what a happy
tious enemies were working themselvs up to a fever heat world would now be ours! Religion would walk with science
saying bacl things about us. If our good olcl wheel horse or
among natural and solid facts; and science woulcl reverently
pioneer, l\'Ir. Bennett, was yet living, the chances would be
bow to righteous and peaceful religion, fraternal and natural
that he would collect the letters, for he was never known to
allies.
leave anything undone that had a tendency to help the cause
Would it not be well to substitute humanity for Christianity,
of right. The letters would be a tribute to the memory of since ·the latter's history is written in blood? The former deMr. Bennett, and a treasure to his wife. A correct sum of mands no human sacrifices, and has no morbid relish for burnt
Liberal ideas, and a bible to the sincere at heart, it would be a
corpses of animals; no admiration for cringing, teasing mendiperfect mirror into which the clergy could look and see them- cants, and reqmres neither prayer nor worship to keep him
selva as others see them. Let us hav them, and inscribe them,
good natured; whose devotees say "Go into the world and
"Letters from Mr. Bennett's Friends." Will some one second
preach the gospel (of peace on earth and good will unto man)
my motion? I wish the letters were more generally reacl.
unto every creature." Later on, another says, "The world
'rnE 'r1~UTH SEEKER is too large to allow us time to read it all is my country, to do good my religion." Transpose these
and reflect upon it well, and read our common dailies too. So if
beautiful sentiments as to authorship, would it lessen their
we had some way to preserve them in the order of their dates,
beauty-be any less divine-less binding in their influence on
we could re-read them at a more convenient season.
human obligations?
Ever a truth seeker and a truth preserver,
PENN KmK.
We may extract some comfort, some co:urage, from the record
of the last twenty-five years. Infidels hav provecl their ficlelW au sniP, UTaH, May 21, 1884.
ity to the cardinal principles of human happiness "here and
Mn.EDITon: I mail you to-day's Salt Lake Tribune, contain- now," despite the hilt of that old flaming sword (whose blade
ing an account of Jo Cook's lecture in that city last Sunday. has been converted into something mightier) which is still
His first sentence was, " Do you know of an Infidel book that wielcled by some to circumvent the spirit of progress. "Let
you'd be willing to put uncler your head for a lying pillow?" US havpeace."
ELIJ"A.H MYRICK.
The reporter thinks Mr. Cook pointed out the failme of the
unbelievers to provide suitable books for pillows; but the reIN CAMP, LAKE Co., On., May 9, 1884.
verse is true, for Infidel books do abolish the idea of a God
Mn. ED!Ton: Please allow me, through your columns, to
ready to clamn us for unbelief, even though belief is impossi- say a few words for one of our Pacific coast Liberals, Prof.
ble. They also abolish all superstition, hence such pillows ·w. J. Dean. About a year ago I listened to a course of exmust be conduciv to peaceful and happy slumber.
perimental lectures on electricity given by him before the
I am glad to see in the same paper a notice that some prom- University of Seattle in Washington Territory.
inent Liberals will reply to Mr. Cook, and I feel sure the reI did not know that he was a Liberal, yet I wondered how
ply will not make him a very comfortable pillow.
a scientist of his ability could believe in spooks and spirits.
There has been a post-office established in this territory
I heard nothing more of him until a few days ago, when, on
lately named "Ingersoll," I presume in honor of the immor- passing through a small town in Jackson county, in this state.
tal Robert G. I say immortal, because I believe he will be as I saw a few hand-bills for a Liberal lecture by W. J. Dean.
immortal as man can be. I think his fame as a great and good I quickly decided to stop over and hear it, and was well paid
teacher will increase as ages roll by, and his sayings be texts for so doing.
for future sermons, and countless thousands be named in his
His subject was "Freeth ought ancl Freethinkers," which he
honor. Which reminds me of a thirty-miles distant neighbor handled in a masterly manner, throwing. out many a nut
who has named his son, a bright baby twenty months old, D. that his orthodox opponents could not easily crack if they
M. Bennett, in honor of that late champion of liberty, the shouid try ever so hard.
founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
He courteously invited the clergy to public discussion and
I think our territory is advancing very rapiclly in Liberal offerecl to reply to any question that might be asked. At
icleas. The Utah commissioners in a late report said: "Utah this an olcl gentleman, evidently not having the iconoclastic
is so changecl from Utah of ten years ago that could the old views of the speaker, asked what he had to offer in place of
style of affairs be restored for a week, the old slavery, the old the religions that he would destroy. The answer was a setrestrictions, the Mormon people themselvs would rise up in tler; I wish I could givit entire. That wound up the questionrebellion. There are forces at work which are all-powerful, ing.
ancl which no restriction, no falsehood, and no superstition
Prof. Dean's style is elear, logical, scholarly, and very
can resist." Which I think is a correct statement, and the courteous. In his pleasing and gentlemanly manner on the
forces spoken of are what the Rev. Jo would consider material stage he reminds me of B. F. Underwood. Like the latter, he
for uncomfortable pillows.
makes no attempt at oratorical flourish. He informed me, in
conversation the next day, that he depended more on the
That such pillows may become universal is the wish of
"force of facts than on oratorical display "-that if you con.
Yours truly,
WM. REYNoLDs.
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vince a man by oratory he may not " stay convinced." He
''would prefer to fully convince one reasoning man to making a temporary impression upon a hundred " And indeed
his style is convincing. He. leaves an oppo~ent nothing t~:
hang to-hardly a show for a quibble An opponent cann0 t
•
go away angry and defiant but to meditate and think At
least this was the effect up;n me, for 1 did not fully clas~ myself with the Liberals. There were some points that wanted
clearing up. Mr. Dean's lecture and the subsequent conver.
.
.
satwn with him together with the reading of two copies
'
of THE TRUTH: SEEKER that he gave me, hav settled my faith.
Yes, friend Liberals, I hav come to stay. And I deem it
giving credit where credit is due to thus speak a word for so
earnest and talented a worker as Prof. Dean.
1 am sorry to say that he is going to stop lecturing-that " it
does not pay," etc. Really this should not be. Such ability
should not be allowed to rust. The Liberals of Oregon and
California should keep him at work.
Yours to "stay,"
LoUis STANLEY.

----
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liever can't become very sound on the temperance question.
MR E
. h
SYRACUSE, N. Y., June 1, 1~84.
. . · DIToR: 1 ad supposed that one could entertam an The parent of all intemperance is lies, and the victims are
popronnpeorn andd giv texpression to such if the language used was slaves. He is the freeman whom the truth makes free, and
an cour eous, f r ee fr om personal"ti
· regar d all are slaves besides. Please don't ask me to prove my asserto
I es, e t c., In
creeds sects parties and 1" •
d t b" t
If tions, even to Liberals, for that requires the ability to remove
to th
'
.'
'
po Imes, an no su Jec onese
the ~~p~fr~nutm oft~eing c~ed a blasphemer, sland~rer, and lies-which all Liberals must know is very hard work-before
thodox ~ den odn _e c~ee and acts of our good, pious, or- the truth can be properly placed. Besides, the work is already
en san n~Igh ors. Not so, however. Some who well done and for sale.
ca11 themselvs Freethmkers handle
d
t
li h th
I know there is a great number of Liberals who understand
· f
an appear o re s
e
use o those terms as a child does sug
1
this question as well as I do, and better, and I know that there
ar-p urns.
is a greater number who don't. and I suggest that Liberals be"Well, ~ve;r dog must hav his way,
come acquainted with the health laws as soon as possible, and
Hav his little bark and little say."
help to kill the gods that hav incorporated t.hemselvs in
When the favorit theory of a man weakens under the presthe medical schools, and are the sustainers of the present inentation of logical truths, and his best argument is the equivatemperance so much complained of, which is removable with
lent of "You lie, sir," he will be apt to make the world think
liber•y and right education only. Let us include the science
his cause is lost. So here comes a volunteer recruit with an
of health first, with all the other sciences, and unite as one
honored and distinguished name on the left and an M.D. on
individual. We represent the best of the human race, and we
the right, that is supposed to stand for docto; of medicin. See
should aim to prove it as soon as possible in every sense of
THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 17th, page 314, where I find Dr.
the word. Never mind the cowards;· they will come fast
Chapman saying that I hav been slandering the Oneida Comenough.
JAMES WILLIAMSON.
MILWAUKEE, On., May 27, 1884.
~ unity. And agai~ he says: "Either monogamy or polygamy
·MR. EDITOR: I was listening the other Sabbath in church to
IS natural. For _th~s a:gument I shall call the Community
a little girl, she being heard in her catechism, and being the
polygamous, as It Is simply promiscuous intercourse and I
MoUND CnEEK, KAN., May 27, 1884.
only one in her class. I. will giv it below. I quote from membav been waiting long for some one to support their cW:rges on . MR. EnrTo.R: Your old friend and long-time subscriber, Maory.
scientific grounds." If science can solve such questions as Jor Schofield, and myself think THE TRUTH SEEKER cannot af. INSTRUCTOR. Who made the world? PUPIL. Dod.
polygamy and scientific intercourse, you are the man, doctor, ford to let the tremendous tangle on finance contained in
I. Who made Adam? P. Dod.
to grapple with them. That is a new idea. It must be an Isaac Cohen's communication of March 29th remain unchalI. What did God make Adam out of? P. Dust of the ear[ original one, and it may be a great one. Step firmly to the lenged.
I. What did God make Eve out of? P. Adam's wib.
front, doctor. Don't be timid. The science of "promiscuous
But for the misuse of the term "value," the first column is
I. What trees stood in the midst of the garden? P. Tree of intercourse!" Agassez or Humboldt never dreamed of that. sound, cl.ear, and distinct. "Value" is a very handy word,
life and the tree of knowledge.
And please tell us what is natural, doc.tor, if neither monoga- but w~en used in the place of "price," or " cost," somersets
I. What did the fruit of the tree of knowledge resemble? my nor polygamy is, and if promiscuous intercourse-the the thmg wonderfully. Tb e value of money is not the cost of
P. Do'no.
.
kind that you call that which is in vogue at the Community- it, since cost is sacrifice, the death of labor. Its value is the
I. What did God tell them should befall them if they paris another kind, refined and superior to that practiced in or- usufruct in use. No price can be fixed on its value, more than
took of the fruit of the tree of kDOwledge? P. That they
dinary brothels. Make the distinction careful doctor for the on air, or the circulation of our blood. L01·d Ruscom, Italian
should surely die.
sake of truth. Don't slander 'the pious Co~munit~. And delegate to the Paris conference, puts the basic principles of
I. What did the serpent tell Eve? P. That Dod knew they
again I ask how many engaged in practicing promiscuous in- money pat on bed rock. "Metal is one thing, money is
wouldn't surely die.
tercourse of the refined or common order it takes to make a another; nature makes metals, law makes money." Nature
I. What did God do to the serpent for peaching on him?
brothel. How many to make a gigantic one-three hundred, creates matter, law creates abstract facts. Hence law and
P. Turst him to trail on his belly all the days of his life.
money can neither be seen, felt, weighed, nor measured. Nor
more or less?
I. How did the' serpent travel before he was cursed to crawl
I hav never discussed the Mormon q'1estion, but it is kindred can Congress regulate the weight or fineness of monry, for it
on his bellyP P. Do' know.
has neither. Neither gravitation nor quality inheres in it. Both
I. What language did the serpent converse in with Eve? to this, and as you hav introduced it, I will only say I conare ex cathedra to it. Congress can regulate the number of
sider
the
Community
woman
privileged
beyond
that
of
the
P. You dot me adin, for I do' know.
cents in a dollar, and that it shall be a legal tender; it is then
I. What kind of a serpent was this? P. A little streaked Mormon. She can only be one of the wives or slaves of the a perfect law-created fact, a fact to liv in use forever; while
man
who
owns
her.
No
aspirations,
and
told
that
only
through
snait.
the fact remains a fact that it was created and issued on cost
I. Why not a boa constrictor, anaconda, or a big Iowa bull that portal will the gates of heaven open to her! While if the from some individual or company, which cost the money canCommunity
woman
is
ambitious,
she
can
proudly
say,
"See
how
snake, instead of a little streaked snake? P. Taus the hedge
celed by its first step into circulation. And, also, it paid the
was so high and tite round er darden, tordin' to Milton, bid many husbands I own. He is my slave, if I am his;" and she is nation's indebtedness to the unit or company, for the cost of
also
ma.ie
to
think
that
theirs
is
a
God.
ordained
institution.
snaits touldn't dit fru.
labor or anything else the nation received for its use. Of this
J. VAN DENDURGH.
The instructor was heard to giv a grunt and say that it could
cost of labor, etc., the nation has tho use and benefit forever.
not be expected of a child so young to answer with the same
Moreover, individual's credit and government's debt created
SIMcoE, ONT., May 24, 284.
understanding that those of riper years would.
MR. EDIToR: I hav just been reading your "Gems of the necessity for law to create money to cancel both individual
Shame them out of it, talk them out of it, lick them out of
Thought" column, and tha second reads, "Yet we must con- credit and national debt. It cannot be done in any other way
it, or any way to get them out.
E. W. CnEssY.
fess that there is evil in human nature. We know that a cer- but by taxes. Indeed, a government worthy the name is in
tain thing is right, and yet there is the colossal selfishness of duty bound to pay its indebtedness to itself by law. No govCLEVELAND, 0., May 25, 284.
our nature which stands up in arms against us, and seeks to ernment should giv a bond or pay interest under any circumMR. EDITOR: With your kind permission, I would like to say corrupt our reason." Now, on my part, I most distinGtly ob- stances. And mark it, on this particular cost that each dollar
a few words in reply to the article entitled, "A Query," in THE ject to such reading in the Gem column of THE TnUTH SEEKER. represents, and nothing else, with law, it is that money is
TRUTH: SEEKER of May 3d. I am surprised to learn that J'vliss It is untruthful, and disrespectful to nature and the column. based.
Did anybody ever hoar the word "redeemed" applied to gold
Colman is an advocate of vivisection, for I hav always given There is no evil in nature except what man himself has put
the· women credit for possessing the most tender sympathies there, which was one of the couldn't-be-helpeds in connection money, so called? St}Il able writers seem determined to sadin regard to inflicting pain in the interest of any cause what- with his growth. It is the work of the gods that he has made dle it on paper money, so called? Now I dogmatically assert
ever, and I never dreamed she Would lend her aid to the cause out of the stock of nothing. Andthis brings me to the idea the man does not, never did, or ever will Iiv who can show or
of vivisection. The idea of experimenting on an animal to find that some things can be made out of nothing, for all the gods point out a scintill1ttion of difference in money. It is always
what is good for man surprises me mdeed. What, is there no were made out of it, especially the Christian God, and made a law-created fact. The concrete material that convoys this
difference between the anatomy of the animal and the anatomy by this wonderful animal, man. Wrong education made the fact from hand to_ hand points out that thing which it-money
of man? I think there is a big difference, but in order that gods, and of course the gods couldn't make anything but -represents; whwh thmg the government that issued the
vivisection of living animals will be of any value to the human wrong education, which produces what we call evil. And I momey-legal tender-received before it issued it; and the norace the system of the two must be alike, or else the knowledgs can easily understand why it should get incorporated into our men tells definitly in dollars what it cost him who credited the
of the one will be of no benefit to the other. How are we, by natures, and thus become a mighty devil; but I could not un- nation. But ~hoosing a costly, limited material to stamp money
studying the diseases of the animal, to learn anything of any derstand how man, wonderful and all as he is, could make a on traverses m many woeful ways its beneficence. Still tho
benefit to the diseases of man? I hav made it a practice for god that made everything out of nothing, and become the fact, like every fact, as truth, is ever the same in essence. Tho
years to watch the phenomena of disease in both man and slave of the god that he made out of nothing, without becom- word'' redemption," applied to money, is a misnomer a conbeast, and hav always found a wide difference between them, ing a partner with the nothing agent, evil; but he has some- tradicti~n. Can justice, hon_est!, ~act, be rodoemeil? ''l'o pay
and I know positivly that in a great many cases it requires an thing to work with now, and I know he can make the slave debts with money, or part with It m exchanges, is no redempentirely different treatment in different persons for the same into nothing again; but he can't do it with nothing, and he tion in any fair, legitimate meaning of that term. It ''must
be redeemed" implies some disability. There is no sin or dedisease, while the animals themselvs differ materially from one don't hav to.
another. It is quite impossible to obtain always the same conAnd now respecting that much-abused word, selfishness, fect in money. It is the summurn bonum benefaction of law·
ditions of the nervous system of the animal upon which you which is used to represent life, which is in itself good, and in to kill debt and credit at every step while the power that mad~
intend to operate. This being the case, how then do you ex- which there can be no evil. With it man lh·s, and without it it livs. But my friend Mr. Cohen Sltys: "'fhat portion which
pect to obtain any but conflicting results? And if the evi- man is not. And it is not even related to nothing, out of which goes back to the support of the government is ' redeemed' by
dence does not agree that is obtained from vivisection, how evil is produced. The more life a man has, or selfishness, us its taxing power." The government's taxing power puts indithen are you going to turn it to the advantage of the human Felix Adler calls it, the better should be that man, if he has viduals under tho burden of a tax debt. 'fhe money, when
race? Dr. Foote says in his article of March 22d that men the necessary knowledge to direct with. And that can be paid in, "redeemed" the maH, by paying his, and not the monhav made experiments on themselvs. If a man wishes to en- bought from the Truth Seeker Company and S. R. Wells & Co., ey's debt-if there was any redemption at all-just as tho
danger his own life for the sake of knowledge, why, he has a of New York. I owe my present existence to the latter firm I greenback redeemed-saved-the nation by use. When 11
perfect right to do so. Indeed, I am not so bigoted as to say I1Jll sure, by stepping into their office twenty years ago lailt government receives money to pay taxes, it must reissue as at
he shouldn't do so, but if he should experiment on another's January, with my blue clothes on. The science of phrenology first, to cancel cost of labor done; it now represents that cost.
person against that person's will, then I should say, "Stop !" helps the growth of the mind, the man, and helps to direct until it is again received, and reissued on new cost to whoeve;
And if he did not stop, then I would say the law should make him and the science of health. To life, economy shows the =eceives it. To receive and not reissue counts nothing. AIHl
If redeemed, as per the true meaning -that is, burnt, and a
him stop. To admit the utility of vivisection to animals would way.
be to admit more than most vivisectors, I am afraid, would be
I hav just been reading Elliott Preston's arguments about bond or gold given in its stead, it is robbery and murder. It
willing to admit, and that is the evolution of man from beast, free rum and free crime, and I find no evil in his selfishness is like burning your house, thc,n giv a bond equal to its worth
'
or at least to hav emanated from the same source, which it or ·life, but I find his necessity to apply .to S. R. Wells & Co. then liv out of doors or be at the cost of a new one.
Therefore, emphatically, money cannot be redeemed, but il.
did. Then the animal is entitled to the same rights as our- for the volumes of the "Science of Health " published about
selva, and should not be put to the torture by force any more eleven. years ago. He does not yet know that it was the god may be smothered and rendered a curse by misuse. It need,;
than man, and I would say to Mr. Eoote that if he cannot pro- that man has made out of nothing, properly called lies, who is no" security," since it is based within itself; but it does ne('tl
duce a better argument in favor of vivisection, he had better responsible for all the present human misery, and Lhat prohi- protection from nation-wreckers and pauper-makers. FroiJI
yield the fort to his far more worthy opponent, Elliott Pres- bition simply means to try to cure one lie with another lie. constitutional "coin basis" money sings: Brothers, truth seEokton. It is needless to say that in one instance, on which he And they still hav possession of Elliott Preston to a certain ex- ers, relief workers! Land free for a free people! National
lays considerable stress, the facts of which I am well acquainted tent, for he believes in unnatural stimulants, and of course be- money stamped on the cheapest, durable, and convenientm 11 •
':ith, having gaine~ the knowledge without the aid of vivisec- lieves in an unnatural means as a cure to a certain extent only. terial, in quantity to zero per cent interest, may save the na.
twn,_ or from studym? the works of vivisectors, having found: He is not able to see that education can remove all the intern- tion from impending ruin. The monopoly of land or moneY
one mstance where VIvisection was useless or needless, I was 1paranee complained of, and that prohibition is intemperance continued, there is no ground for hope. Men, yea, women ,;l
led to look for more, and sure enough I hav found them, and! of a different kind. I believe thi3 knowledge has been stored America! the "stream runs hard;" row for life, row! · Yc,•.
ELIAS LEF.. ·
I hav !ittle dou~t but I will, upon investigation, find that we~ in New York, I will say, thirty years, and yet most people know save the reckless wreckers from themselvs!
can_ ~spens_e With that most cruel of all cruelties, the torture, nothing about it, and the states hav just commenced to put
of livmg ammals, and labor to better the cause of humanity in' it in the schools; but they will hav to put the Bible and Testa"THE Truth Seeker Annual and .Jfreethinken-1·
P. nobler and a better way.
Dl!lNNIS A. LossiNG. ' ment out before it can hav a fair show, bec1use a Bible be-, Almanac," 25 cents.
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Thirteenth Voice. (With f:ujt of Grass.)
And now, I trust that ere we pass,
We'll recollect the sort green grass,
That a carpet ev'ry springtime weaves,
To cover last year's blighted leaves;
Ite use and beauty both combine
To make the wealth or summertime.
Third Voice.

" His lire Is long whose work Is well,
And be his st.atlon low or high,
He who the most good works can tell,
Llvs longest though he soonest die."

The Lesson of the Flowers.
A DIALOG.
First Voice.
0 royal girt or lovely !lowers

That gilds with brightness life's dark hours,
That sortly soothes the heart's dull pain,
An<l wakens It to joy again I
That speaks response to happy thought,
And brighter makes the gayest lot;
To I.Jeauty glvs a double share,
And smooths the troubled brow or care.
From valley, plain, and mountain hlght,
Sweet blossoms rise like gems or light;
And all the land, from shore to shore,
Thus With !lowers Is jeweled o'er.
From garden, woodland, dell, and grove,
'!'heir messages come fraught with love,
!l.nd laden deep with tenderness,
To comfort, cheer, and sweetly bless.
Second Voice. (With wreaths of jWwers.)

No preacher e'er had power to teach
Such sermons as the flowers preach I
Their voiceless lessons plain are heard
By ears attuned to cA.tch their word.
Their perfume spreads In lavish love,

Thus we may rrom the !lowere learn,
Where'er on earth our feet may turn J
or wisdom, justice, love, and truth,
And ways to find perpetual youth;
For earth a very Eden Is,
And run of sweetest, purest bliss.
Around, above, beside, below,

Perfected law doth surely show;
And we hav but to ope our eyes
To find ourselvs In paradise.

Fifth Voice.
0 sweetest month or queenly June J

Thy nowers keep our hearts In tune,
With Nature's heart so grand In tone,
To beat responslv to her own.
We may not solve her problems all,
Nor know her ways or heed her call;
Or know If life Is just as bright
Beyond the pale or death's dark night.
But whether actlv life Is ours,
When we shall drop beneath the nowers,
Or sleep shall press our eyelids down
Beneath an everlasting crown,
We know that here our happiness
Will grow as we shall others bless, ·
That life, unknown or understood,
Its essence Is In doing good.

A Cat Story.

I once lived in the town of Brunswick, in
the county of Rensselaer, New York, and
Like inceiPe from some world above;
owned a farm there. Of course I had all the
And garlands, that we twining wreathe,
Make fragrant all the air we breathe.
domestic animals that were necessary, among
Petted child and soul forsaken,
them cats; and as they became too numerous,
Alike by each the girt Is taken;
we sometimes contrived to get rid of them
The prince and peasant, each receives
when the old cat was not around to know what
Alike tbe fragrance or the leaves.
became of her babes; so, one morning, in the
AnA. thus, true love.the !lowers paint,
The same to sinner and to saint.
absence of the cat, the kittens mysteriously
No titled name their odors know,
(to the old cat) disappeared. The same day
But to all hearts their blessings !low.
myself and my men were in the woods preThird Voice. ( Wtth JJlorning Glories.)
paring our next year's firewood, and in doing
What poet, though with !!Olden lyre,
so, I always selected dead or decaying timber;
And heart, o'er filled with heavenly fire,
and in looking around, I found a large black
E'er has told so sweet a story
oak
tree with a dead top, and on that account
As sings the purple Morning Glory?
we cut it down. As it fell, the dead top and
Fourth Voice. (With bouquet of Forget-JJfe-Nots.)
branches broke all to pieces, and out of it ran
What touches tenderly our thought,
an old squirrel. On going· up to where the
Like blue-eyed, sweet Forget-me-not?
tree was badly broken, I found a squirrel's
0 memories pure or precious friend,
nest with five very small squirrels in it-so
This lovely, mo,lest !lower doth send,
small that they could not crawl away, neither
And through Its mirror, bright and free,
Faces or dear ones we may see.
could they see, for their eyes were yet closed.
Fifth Voice. (With Mignonette.)
I first thought that I would leave them there
And where Its seal hath meekness set
for their mother to find and nurse, but, on
As on the scented Mignonette?
second thought, I !mew that we should work
May such sweetness fold and hover
around there for a long time, and until we
O'er all hurts that we discover.
left, the old one would not come back, and the
Sixth Voice. (With Lilil's.)
little ones would surely die where they were;
What eloquence the Lilies wake.
so I thought I would take them to the house,
Born on the bosom or the lake I
and feed them to my cat. I accordingly put
But queenly crown they ever yield
them in my hat, and when I went to the house
Unto the Lilies or the field.
For kings In cloth of Tyrlan shade,
I called my cat and gave her one to eat, but
Hav never been like these arrayed.
instead of eating it, as I expected she would,
These !lowers won a deathless name,
she began mewing and purring, and licked it
And diadems of lasting fame,
all over, all the time talking to it very lovingly.
When MarY's son, strong, brave, and free,
I sat down to my dinner, and when I had
Walked through the fields or Galilee,
And blessing breathed or love and power,
finished I offered the cat the other four
Upon the simple, blooming fiower.
squirrels, expecting she would eat some of the
rest, even if she would not eat the first one,
Seventh Voice. (W.ith garland of Roses.)
but she licked them, and talked to them as
Soft on the Rose doth beauty rest.
Acknowledged her most gracious guest.
only a cat can talk, but would not not eat any.
So fair and queenly, who can guess
I felt afraid that after all they would perisli.
The secret or her royal dress?
So I caught the cat, and opened the mouth of
Or bY what art the color glows
one of the little squirrels, and held it to where
Within the bosom or the Rose?
there was plenty of milk. In less than two
Eight Voice. (With English Ivy.)
minutes it was aR full as it could hold. I then
And Ivy leaves all lustrous shine,
served the other four in the same way until
Since friendship's name they close entwine.
they were likewise fed, and still the cat would
Without the hand or friend to clasp;
How slight on life would be our grasp I
not eat one. Putting them all in the basket
And earth would be a lonely place
where the kittens had been, I went away to
Without one dear familiar race.
my work. When I returned at night I found
them full and comfortable, and then I conNinth Voice. (With Pansies.)
cluded to leave them to the care of the cat.
In Pansy leaves sweet thoughts we see,
Whlsp'rlng ever-think or me J
In a few days their eyes opened, and they
became very lively and sociable. As they
'1 enlh Voice. ( With ~Myrtle.)
grew up they would come to us, on our laps
But Myrtle glvs tho clllefest grace,
and shoulders, to receive a nut or some good
For Jove hath made Its name and place;
thing, and finally, we taught them to search
And where love's streams unruffied :flow,
That place Is made a heaven below,
our pockets for nuts, and never allowed them
From sea to sea, from shore to shore,
to search in vain; with them it was simply to
A sacred spot forevermore.
"ask and receive," but, as they grew older,
Eleventh Voice. (With bunch of Gjpress.)
they learned to distinguish between our folks
and strangers. As soon as a stranger came to
or mourning souls dark Cypress tells,
or bleeding hearts, and tolling bells;
the house, the squirrels would start and run
or lovell ones parted many a year,
for an old-fashioned tall clock in the corner,
By low green grave and funeral bier.
and climbing to the top would there hide away
Twelfth Voice. (With Snowdrops and Amar- all but their heads, and remain there until the
stranger departed, when they would come
anths.)
down and make themselvs at home. It was
But then, through bitter, blinding tears,
Tile Snowdrop consolation bears,
amusing to see the old cat go to the foot of the
And tells or Janel or purest joy,
clock and call to them to come down (as I
Where happiness knows not alloy;
suppose), but it was of no use, as long as a
Where no corrupting moth or rust,
stranger was in the house. They all grew up
Can change our treasures Into duet.
to be large, fat, handsome squirrels, and then
And amaranthine buds unfold,
That w~. In them, may thus behold.
we were about as badly off as when we had too
Calm and serene, above all strife,
many kittens; so I gave them away one at a
An emblem of etertutl life,
time to my friends, but kept one for myself
That, by and by, tile mystery plain.
, ~Jld the old cat, but that bne, finally, was
Our Joyed opes we may see again

accidentally killed, and I felt the loss more than
if I had lost a cow.
HrnAM: VAN PELT.
Cleveland, 0., May 23, 1884.

.I<'REETHOUGHT "\\'ORitS.
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKEl< Office.

Birth and Death of Rflligions. 1

Our Puzzle Box.

JoHN E. BURTON.

HIDDEN ENIGMA..
In the "Radical Pulpit"
The first is ever found:
" The Darwins " all hav it,
Where'er they abound.
Of the "Clergyman's Victims"
It always is one.
With "Voltaire in Exile"
It never is alone.
In "Legends of the Patriarchs "
It never is " The Outcast,"
And "Socialism'' claims this too,
Yet this is not the last.
In the "Holy Bible," now abridged,
You will therein it find.
" Beyond the Veil," yet in it is,
As this will call to mind.
In "Gottlieb, His Life," 'tis often stated,
With "Thomas Paine" alone
It ever will be related.
His " Rights of Man " without this
Could not very well stand.
In his" Common Sense," "The C1isis,"
Known all over this broad land.
The "Bennett-Teed Discussion"
Presents this pretty rough.
In "An Hour With the Devil"
You find this, sure enough.
In the" Outlines of Phrenology,"
Though strange to speak of this,
It (my last) is always in the Bible,
Which so many revere and kiss.
CMy friends, please seek, and seek and find.
A far-famed traveler it truly calls to mind.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. E. JuERGENs.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER
MA.Y 31, 1884.
1. Hub of .wheel.
2. 15,873x7 = 111111.
3. Mansion-house.
4. Because they never complain without
cause (caws).

BOOKS FOR OBILDREN!

"APPLES OF COLD."
A story-book ror the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXON. Second ed!Lion. Price, $1.25. Tills very
excellent work ror young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph or tile
author which adds very much to tile value or the
volume.

By

Price, 10 cents.

Christian and Deist.

A Business
Man'l; Soci~tlttu<l Religious Views. Bold
and trenchnnt blows ugninst tl10ology
and inhumauiLy. Price, 1.00.

Christianity from a Scientific and
Historical Standpoint. By WJVr. N.
LAunEN, attorney at Law. Content,;: Introcludion, Uurevenlcd Religion, Old
TestamentRelir,,'inn, Eviaence in Rupport
of Christianity, Allegecl Failure of Christianity, Proposed Substitute for Christianity, Conclusion. 50 cents.

Christ of Paul;

or, the Enigmas of
Christianity. . St. John never in ARia
Minor: Irenrens the rtuthor of tho Fonrth
Gospel; The Frauds of the Churchmen
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEo.
REBEn. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2.

Classified Bible Extracts·
Holy Scriptures Analyzed.
CooPER. Price, 25 cents.

Confessions of an

or, the
By RoilEiiT

lnquir~r.

Why

and Whrtt Am I? 13v JAMES JACJrsoN JA.RvEs. Price, $1. 25. •

Cooper's Lectures on the Soul. In
which the doctrb of immortality is religiously and philosophically considered.
Price, 75 cents.

Cradle of the Christ.
Primitiv C!uistmni ty.
INGHAM. Price, $l. 75.

A Study in
BJ 0. B. FRoTH·

Cultivation of Art,

And Its Relatione
. to Religious Pur-itanism and Money-Getting. By A. R. CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp.
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20.

Divine and 1\loral Works of Plato.

Translated from the original Greek. With
introductory dissertations and notes.
Price, $2.50.

be_i~g an
lnqmry Concermng the Infnlhbll1ty, Inspiration, and Authority of Holy Writ.
By the Rev. JoHN lV!A.cNA.UGIIT, M.A., Ineumbent of St. Chrysostom's church,
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50

Doctrin of Inspiration :

Elegant Extracts from the Bible.

(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper
term.) Price, 10 cents.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. English Life of Jesus.
Price, 20 cents.
THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KoTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the ed ucatlon of youth In the
principles or Freethougllt, at the same time that It
Incu-lcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint or pure rel18on and common sense.
Address
THE TRUi'H SEEKER.

TWO LITTLE RED ltliTTENS;
A. STORY OF Tl!E RIOHTWA.Y ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE BUTLER BR0WNE
For ~ale at tills olllca.
Price 10 cents.

ANC!lNT

M~N

IN

AMERICA~

INCLUDING
W arks in Western New York and
other States, together with Structures in Central America.

BY THoJVIAJ;
::>coTT.
Dedicated to those who seok
rather to know the truth of facts than to
look on unhistoricnl pictures. Price, $1.50.

Epidemic Delusions.

A Lecture by
FREDEl\ICK R. Jli!A.nvm, M.D. Price, 10 cts.

Essays on .Mind, Matter, For{;cs, 'l'heologv, etc. By CHARLEs E. TowNsEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404pp. Price,
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same author. Pdce, 75 cents.

WORRS o:P PROF. DENTON.
Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents.
Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit
ualism Superior to Christianity. 10 cents.

Common Sense Thoug;hts on the
ByFKEDERICK L£.KKIN, M.D.
Bible. Price, 10 cents.
Member of the
Amorican Association for lite Advancement of Science.
Garrison in Heaven. A Dream. 10 cts.
Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations. Geology; Tb~ Past and Future of our
290 Pages.
Price, Cloth $1.50.
Address
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

v.rRUTH:
A Poem in Three Parts.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
and Impracticable Christians.

As Described by the Bible.
"There went up a smoke out or his nostrils, and
fire ciut or Ills mouth devoured: coals were kindled
with It" (Psalms XVIII, 8:.

pp. Handsomely

execu~ed.

Pr1ce, $1. 50.

Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts.
Man's rrrue Savio•·. Price, 10 cents.
Orthodoxy ¥alse, since Spiritualism is
True.

Pnce, 10 cents.

Radical Discourses
jects.

on Religious Sub

Price, $1. 25.

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25.
Sermon from Shakspm·c's Text.
Price, 10 cents.

Containing a picture or the

JEWISH JEHOVAH;

40

Planet.

Price, 25 cents.

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION
Founded upon the Life or
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.

How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated
Christianity.
Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician
and Chemist or the Royal Institution,
London, England.

Soul of Things;

or, Psychometric Re
searches rtnii Discoveries. In three vol
umes. Pric<', $1.50 per volume.

The Deluge in the Light of Modern
Seience. Price, 10 cents.
The GO<l Proposed for Our National
Constitution. Price 10 cercts.
The Irreconcilable Records; or, Gene
sis rtnd Geology
25 cents.

Cloth, 40 cents; pa.i)et
-

The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents.
Is Darwin Right~ Price, $1.25.
What Is Right? Price, 10 cents.
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Was He1 or, Jesus in the Light
GARRISON IN HEAVEN. What
of the Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth
A. DREAM.

$125; paper, $1.

PRICB 7BN CJiJN7S.

Address
Ad!lresl

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
SS Cltnton Pl..

Nflw

l'nrlt.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

!IS Cllntonl'Iace, New York

)

Who are Christians 1 Price, 10 cents
Who Killed ltlary Stannard~ 10 cents,
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Liberal Meetings.
[Leagues and Liberal and Spiritualistic Societies in tlu
United Statu and Canada meeting regul4>·ly, can kav notices of tlteir. meetings publi$lud in tltis column free if tilt
offwers will send tlltm to us.]

MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON,-TheLiberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
·Odd l~ellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
WISCONSIN.
MILWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Li]:>eral League
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
Hall, 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
OHIO.
CLEVELAND.-Tlle Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2·30
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
OREGON.
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BosTON.-B.:.ston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschoolat 2:30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
ALTooNA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for· lectures and free debates.
THE Tn.uTH SEEKER an.d Liberal books for
sale.
PrTTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
League's Hall, 177 Hal&ey street. Exercises
consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited. to
participate.
Admission free.
CollectiOn
taken. Communicatio:us for the .League
should be address,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
CANADA.
TonoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No.9 Grand Opera House.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday avenin~. Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially mvited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M., at 1310 Catharine street. R!lading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
NEW YORK.
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and debates and discussions
.at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEw YoRK CITY.-The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
~3d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday m
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
.service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
!Public cordially invited.--Frobisher Col;J.ege Hall, 23 East 14th street, near Broadway. The People's Spiritnal Meeting every
Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.-·-'£he
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday eveuing at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern DiHtrict Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
literature on sale. All invited,-- The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street, E. D., ·at 3 P.M. Public cordially invited. DoorR open at 2:31) P.ll<t.

THE

SUNDAY LAWS,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.

l'rtoe, 10 cents,

1884.

DAVID J. COTTER'S

Grimes ~ Preachers
'' WILS0NIA"UMITED STATES AND CANADA
BELT OF LIFE,
AND

IN THE

From May,1876 to M.ay,1883.

IMPROVED

Magnetic Garments .
312 MYRTLE AVE.,
BROOKLYN, N.Y.
For the Relief aud Cure of All
.f Ol'ms of' Disease in il11
W or&! Stage!!.

THIRD EDITION.
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
COMPARED AND REVISED.

By M. E. BILLINGS,
AUTHOR OF

Readers of Tali

TRUTH SEEKER,

read the annexed lettAr

fr.,m a well-known p!Jyalclan wllo attended the following
remarkable case:

Mrs. L--, a lady r esldlng In Brooklyn, E. D.. for t.wo

year. sutrered terrliJiy with "'uterine tumor; her attend~
an& phys1cian advised an operation, hut having great
a.verston to the surgeon's knire. she would not submit to
1t; "orne friends hl4vfng used my garments and been Uene~

llted thereby advised her to try thclll. A•>Out tile middle
of .H'ebruury. this year. a. body set,, a.s advised by myself,
was purchused fos· her.

"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UNHOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
"HOLY OROSS,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS·.

v~f~: ~¥:;t:,~~~~:J :~g~r~gz:;;·~: ~I'i~~~;:,:~~ Kfs~~~;~e

~r~~ 1 :a~~' t~tasnt\dtig,h~~~- ~ebv;~~ ::hot:;sG:~::n~:

I woufrl mu·.ll like to see tile tumor mentioned lu your

~~t~e:aui~P~~ :g:~ f~i~~~~~~'i{v~~~u~\~, tl~:~7o~ ;!:i~~
1

possibl6 respecting th6

abuv~·mentioned

cases. and, 1f

necessary. providing my patron• are willing, will pl!lce
you in correspondence with them, or the physicians who
llttended tllem prior to the n•• of my Garments. I aw"lt
yourreply.
Yours re~_K';Ji]~ll~: COTTER.
Dr. A. R. PETTIT h&VIog replied. I called upon him

and saw the tumor; it

wa~

the tlbrous tiasue of a lara:e

~tt: ~~loo~hoer' t~:tFJirr':,"e"n'l.'s~db~~,f.~vrt b;;: :~~~~Pe"J Cbi

-BY-

JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlar;;ed.

~go~~~~~g& eased to satisfy any lnqul£~~-mJ~~Tk~~e Price, 10 OT~. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.

~ef~te~;~efut.::iri:J~~~s~y ~~~tg;r~o~u'iir~l:l~~:lta~~

tlJ.eir case, how long sutfermg. and all symptoms, would be
advised free of cost, just wllat garment it w.·uld be nt'C·
essary to use to etr6ct u. cure, pr1ce of su.me, etc. Tiley tt.re
made tf) fit all pans of tue body, easy of adJustment. and
as comtL rtt. bie to use as ordinary underwear; belna- we}.
ventilated, they are cool, aad.the tufusion ,of mu.gnetJsm

Into tbe system produce a cool, pleasant feellng In the

~rJ~:~a':~~'~'Uk'iT~II'lS'~LeJg{J~~ \:'ti£?~~~8~ ~1~

ALYSlS, NJ<URA.l.GIA, JJYSPEP8IA, J..OUO?t!OTOR
ATA.XI-~., SPINAL JJISEASE, ASTHMA, BRONUlH·
TIS, DROPSY, TUMORI>, CANCEHS, aua others not

necessary to mention, as I claim th;.t aisease in any and all
of its forms originates from ,,ne primttry cau.;e. a breaking
up of the Go.Dgltonic .:Nerves, preventing a ftow of OdJc

~~;'£~~~i~0ig~i~?~st~;r~~~ ~g: t?obJ~~f~B~ ~~ttt~eseb:::~g~
1
~!n~)~~~:r~gs~1~ &:i~~~hde ~~g;;eg~r~f::Te~?:S~~: ~j~g~

become demagnetized; congestion &Dd disease foJlow; it
ln the small of Bac~. Lumbago ano Kidney trouhle i 1n the
should·•r!, Rheumatism; in the Head, Nefralgia ror Neuralgia, and so on in any part of the human organ1zatton.
We hayti a thoueand and one different names tor d!aeaae.
thoug11 produced by u.nd through one source only, and it
is by strenght.ening the Ganglionic Nerves, conserving the
vlt;.t,l forct:ij, and mfustng maga~tif!:m Into tne system, l
elfect so many marv~wus curbs after all otner means have
faHed.

REMARKABLE CURE OF PARALYSIS.
Nov. IS, 1883.

to~t:t~J~c~~~~~~eD&~~~~~~t;n s~~¥~~~0 I~~~r ~~~~~~J' :g

the result has bee•l a8tonish1ng to myse tf and frlenda.
Tue first two llieces seut gave me sut~h relfef ·llat I ttad
great contdence o! being Pntirely cured when I obtained
the others, and I was not d1Pappvlnted My ptt.ralysls llaa
entirdy ulsappt:u.red und I am atto~ether a cbangert
woman. and it 1s only two weeks since I g·~t the full set.
I suffered very much witu wett.kness 1n my ell edt tt.nd
lungs. Now 1 can sing and tu.lk tt.s welt as ever, also read

BliY

aloud without the sllglltest dllllculty. I can safely recommend the garments to

any~fR~o~s ~~~1::U1;X~ts:·

Alderson • .Monroe Co., West Va.
p_ S,-My daughter he a also fouud great relief from the
use ut your garments. See her not~ lnclosed,

CURED OF NEHVOUS PROSTRATION AND llYS·
TERIA..
DR. CoTTER, Dear Sir: I am very hB.i'PY t.l state that

~rJti~~r ~~ ~~~~;~a~:~:t~~0Vr~~o~~~!~~~!: nt~'!, tJ~e~~:
1

tfon

to

my eye my health had become fearfulfy impairtd,
0

t~~ rt!e ~~~~~~hnNa~s &f~i:tfrf~:r;gu~v~ir~e~~'r~~~~;
to improve. I seemed to get new vit'llity, and wJth re.

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENr.r
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis·
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Scienc('; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woma12's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Uepublic.
These pamphlets should bE- circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader HeuJ for a
dozen at least. Address

TOE TRUTH SEEiii'AR.
33 Clintnn Place, NEW YORK.

MAN!

Hespe'i,Vijl~

IITR'i: c. BURTON,

Alderson, Monroe eo., West Va.

CURED OF ASTHMA.
FEB, 4.1881.
DR. D. J. COTTER, Dear Sir: I h•d suf!ered wtth Asthma

for years ln its worst form, and never found a.nytlltng to
help me until I put on your Garments, fn February. 1883.
since then my Asthma uas disappeared, and I have not

been troubled about breatblng lu tbe least.
Money could uot buy the Garment• I llave lf I could not
gef fo~!.':."rd you tills Jetter hoping It may be the means of
inducing some poor

appliances,

su.tr~rer

to uae your bealtlJ.gJving
Yours very re~r'lf!~!llP.NHAM.
BIB Sixth s•reet, Racine, Wls.

Write or call for pamphlet and all information to the inventor,

l

DAVID J. COTTER, M.E.,
312 Myrtle Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 4--TI>e Process or lllentl\l 1\eUon;

Or, How We Think. By Splrlt M. Faraday. Price,
15 cents.
No. ~.-The
ion.

Ori~lll

of the Christian Relig•

How the Pagan Priests ot Rome Originated Christianity, Confessions of It.s Founders. 'l'ranscrlbed
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, hoards, 75
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
Rome, Not Bethlehem, the .Birtbttlaee ol
.Jesn10.

Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.

Who Wrot" the New 'I'C!ilanaeut.'t

Extract from No.

5.

Price 10 cents.

BOWLES PAMPHLETS.

NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
No. 1.-Ext>erlenees of Sanuael Bowles,
Late editor or the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In

Spirit Lifo; or, Life Aa He Now Sees It from a SpirItual Standpoint. Written through the me<llumshlp
ot CARRIE E. S. '!'WING, of Westfield, N.Y. 25 cents.
J.ater Pat>ers ot S"Innel .Bowles,

written In August, 1883.

And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. B. Twlng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.

:No. 2.-Cout.I''"'I" tu Sa•ta·lt l.ife;

And Recent Experloncos of SAMUEL llOWLEB, Jato
editor of the S!Jringllold, Mru;s., Republican, In the
first five spheres. Also a thriJllng account or the
late President Garfield's reception In the spfrlt
world. Written through the hatH! of CARRIE E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N. Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 cen11l.
1

A.ct~~,e':ie•~~![~tf.!•~;:'e ~~.~i~sl ~i~!r. s~,'t'::~;:
of NJtirit J.Ue.

Medium, A'rHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N, Y. Prlco
W cents.

TIIIRD EDITION.

RlRTJ+~ Xl.J~TTI-T~
....,.J...J

AND THEIR

Other Religions.

Being a Comparison of tho Old and New TestamNit
Myths and Miracle" with Ihoso or hm<tl,ou ua·
tiona of A.utlqulty, Cousltlerlug 11lso tholr
Origin autl Moaning. With numerous lllustmtlous.
The obJect or tho work Is to point out the myths

with Which Lhe Olll and New 'l'eBU11llOllt:j niJound; to
show that tlloy wure lwLU. ln commou wltll ot!wr nu~
tiona; aud thou truce them to their' ov1UtmLotigi~uuJJ
explain theiJ· mcauiug.
u !L has long IJoentLcknowlodgeLt by the most em!~

nent hlhllcal students that tile Hourew scr1!Jturos

contain a large mythical alemont; l.Jut, so far u.s wo

know, the present Is the first cumpleteanuscilolnrly

atttompt to trace those lllyth~ to their source, and
ascertain their origlual jjlgnUlcatlou."-Boalo;, Uunr~
ier.
H Never lJofore bas thoro
been given a voltime to

the reading worltl tllat shows tho resellrcll !or tlw
origin or tllese ruyth" I1B does Ibis one l u"t pu bllslHHI
by J. W. Bouton, or Nuw York."-lJoston 'l'tmea.

"It Is unquestionably true tllaL tho results or a
rationalistic study or the Ullrlstlau BCl'iJJtU r~>s u.m
nowhore else so accessible as thoy are now made In
the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
1 Vol. Royal Suo.

Cloth.

Alwul600 pag<'8.

Price,

$3.00

Sent postpaid, on receiJ!t or J!rlce,
Atldroos,
'l'HE 'l'lW'l'll SEEKElt,
aa Ullutuul'lt>ce, Now York.

ORTHODOX HASH
IV/1'1I

CHANGE OF DIET.
REVISED ANJJ ENLARGED BY TIIE AUTJIOR.

B.Y WARUEN SlllllN.i>;R B&BJ.OW,

'!'HE VOICEfl

WA'l'SON & 'l'HRAPP, or C. H. UUSTENIJORDElt,
1y13
110 KansllB avouue, Toveka, Kan.

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

Sent by Mall for Fifty eonta.

I am, sir,

The Origin or Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.

A !Ol f Improved or unimproved lltnds
•anywhere lu the state. For In·
K t\"-N.:!· '1:\l_,
formation, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to

have dejrJved from your appli!inCeH and shall aJwtJ.ys bless
the name of Dr. Cotter for his wonderful invention tor
curing disease wttnout medicine.
Hoptng thousands of o .. hers will be cured ae I have been,

~T!!~&~~ Js~eifc a~~~vot~::f~~~h!n~fu?fotr ~LemfieE~ft~ii

No. 3.- The Development or the Spirit
AUer Tran>litiou.

LIBERAL JOURNAL publl"hed to promote ED·
IN NINE I'ARTS AND COURSES.
UOATION, CONSTRUariON, CO-OPERATION, and ORGANIZATION. Exponent of the objec11l, platform,
Word from the Cook. -2 Choice lllta tor tile
and principles of the NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE. 1 A Ha.sh.-3
Sea.t~onod with Satan to the ta.sto,T. B. Wakemuu and'!'. C. Leland, etlltora.
4 '!'he Chopplng-Knlfo.-5 H11sh, First
Cour"e.-6 ll!wh, f:locond Course,Weekly at $1 per aunum. 'l'rlalsuhscrlbers-three
months-Cor twenty cent-s. Specimen copies free;
7 Ha.sll, 'l'II!rll Course,--8 0hnuge
ot Diet, I•'lrHt Course,-9
and Liberal names wanted to senll samjJle copies.
Chango or Diet, Sec•r. C. LELAND, Secretary,
oud. Course,
744 Broa.dway, New York.
5tf

D. M. BENNETT

6

Or, Where Man Comes From. The EVolution of
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses;
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cent-s.

A

newed health my slgllt got wonderfully better, until now I
1

M, Faraday. Price, 15 cents.

No. 2.-0rigin of I.Ue;

FALSE CLAIMS. Parallels in

pr.sse~.ston from patties cured and their physicians.
The abvve speaks for itself, as the full name and sd~
dress of the fehysician is given, and I ha.ve na doubt but

These garmenta are a decided improvement on any..

No. 1.-'I'he Relation of' the Splr:ltnal to
th .. ltlateriallini't'erse; tbe Law ot'tJon•
trul. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. o~~.~ """....._, ""'-'.Jf...A l.f""" .J.. ""-

fully S•tlsfted hlm of other such cases Dy letters lu my

thing of th~ kind ever otrered, and only produced after
many years of close study and ~;cientific experiment.
Much depends upon the knowledge or how to apply such
garments. Many persoue: have retj.lly good app1lances to
offer, but unless they are judiciously and scleutlfically

FA RADAY PAMPH LETs.

A Stll>t>lenaent 'l'o No.I

"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
Mu 2, 1884.
MR. D. J. CoTTER, Dear Sir: Thinking you wonld !Jiw to men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
0
1 1 0
k'i.\:~. £ the ~ ~ ;:.l~~D.t ~?t~fJ.,~'t ..d a uterine tumor of thistles?"
two years' stanaing and woula not consent to an ~peration;
~g'fi~r~·w~~ (:;,cg~d~~~~."f ~~'.:We~e~s"Jn°bu:k~o~<;.N~Td,~ .T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
she did purchase and wear them, for ten weeks, so she Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
now intormt~ me. Two dayl!l ago 1 was sent for to attend severely, ~wfully, infernally cruel work on the
her bDd found the tumor had been expelled entire willie priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
standing, witb out pain or :flow
Have :;uu met wltu anytulnl! of this kind before by thq made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
application of y<.ur garments? I shoulJ ~lad to have Send for the book and see what devourers
some Information _on the point DRY1~'1{-M;;~~l~~Y •
of sheep the shepherds can be."
149 Tompkins ave., Bro,klyn, N.Y.
COPY OF MY REPLY.
PRICE, 2:S CENTS,
?t!AY 8,1884.
Sl2 Myrtle ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
DR, A. R. PETTIT, Dear Sir: Your favor received. In
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1\.DDRESS 'l'HIS OFFJOE

Golden Throne. By

SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Author of Prometheus, Gottlieb, Ingersoll and Jesus. A Radical Romance of
pioneer life, delineating the virtues of
natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a supernatural religion; crowded with incident and full of progresaiv
ideas and the poetry of the future. $1.00.

John's Way.
Radical story.
15 cents.

'I' he

Alamontada: the Galley-Slave. Translated from the German of Zschokke by
bu. G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philosophieal narrativ, intensely interesting.

Prioe, oloth, 75 oents; paper, 50 oents.

~I'll I h

S eCI<er.

SKE'l'CH OF 'l'HE

UFE ANI> VHAitAerrEit OF

S AJ1A U lN.
8TEWAH'l' HOHS.)
very Interesting biography or a remarkable man
Prl~.e 10 cents.
Alltlresa,
'I'HE: TRUTH SEEKER.
(W.

A

THE

PROBLEM OF THE ITNn ERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOG Y
By SA,UUJo;L P. PUTNAM.

A pleasing domestic Price 20 cents.
By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEn.

Author ot
AND O'l'ilER POEMS,

For sale at this office

"ANTICHRIST."
ProV.ng conclnslvly that
THE STORY OF' JESUS CHRIS'!'·
His birth, U!e, trial. execution, etc.-1s d myth.
TRU!'H S.KiiKER Oll!ce.
l'l10e, p.oo.
w CUnton I'Jace, New Yor 11;

-
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Prayer and Potatoes.
An old lady sat in h!lr old arm-cha.Ir,
With wrinkled visage and disheveled hair,
And hunger-worn features;
For days and for 'l'!'eeks her only fare,
As she sat there In her old arm·cha.lr,
Had been potatoes.
But now they were gone; ot bad or goed
Not one was left for the old lady's food
m those potatoes;
.
And she sighed and said, "What shall I do?
Where shall I send, and to whom shall I go
For more potatoes ?"
And she thought of the deaCon over the wayThe deacon so ready to worship and pray'-Whose cellar waa full of potatoes;
And she said: "1 wlllsend for the deacon to come;
He'll not mind m·uch to glv me some
Of such a store cit potatoes."
And the deacon came over a.s fast as he could,
Thinking to do the old lady some good,
But never, 'tor once, of potatoes; He aaked her at once what· WILS her chlet want,
And she, simple soul, expecting a grant,
Immediately answered, ''Potatoes."
But the deacon's religion didn't lle that way;
He waa more accustomed to preaoh and pray
Than to glv his hoarded potatoes;
So not hearing, or course, what the oid lady sal!l,
He rose to pray, with uncovered head,
But she only thought of potatoes.
He prayed for patience, and wisdom, and grace,
But when he prayed," Lord, glv her peace,"
She audibly sighed, "Potatoes;"
And at the end o! each prayer which he sa.ld,
He heard, or thought that he heard, In Its stead,
That same request for potatoes.
·
The deacon waa troubled-knew not what to do;
'TWILS very embarrassing to hav her act 80
About "those carna.l potatoes;"
Bo, ending hie prayer, he started tor home,
But, a.s the door closed, he heard a deep groan,
"Oh, glv tci.the hungry.potatoesl"
And that groan followed him a.ll the way home,
In the midst or the night 1t haunted his room,
"Oh, glv to the hungry potatoes!"
He could bear It no longer-'B.roee and dre88ed;
From his well-1llled cellar taking In haate
A bag or his best potatoes.
Again he went to the widow's low hut,
Her sleepless eyes she had not shut;
But there she sat In that old arm-chair,
With the same wan features, the same sad air;And entering In he poured on the 1loor
A bushel or more from hie goodly store
or choicest potatoes.
·
The widow's heart leaped up for joy,
Her r~e WILB haggard ~d wan no more...
"Now, said the deacon, shall we pray?
"!:~·~:":.!! ~:~~:':d.::::nw:,:::~~ed 1loor
Where he had poured his goodly store.
·
.
And such a prarer the deacon prayed
As never before hie Ups_ essayed,
No longer embarrassed, but tree and full,
He pou_red out the voice of a llberal soul,
And the widow responded aloud, "Amen I"
But S ld no more Of Potatoes
"
·
And you who hear. this simple tale,
Pray for .the poor, and pra-y1ng "preva11 ; "
Then prerace your prayer wlth alms and good
deeds,
Search out the poor, their wants and needs;
Pray tor peace, and grace, and sp_lrltual rood,
For wiedom, and guldanqe, for all these are good,
But don't forget th!l potatoes.

1

-J. T. Pattee.

----,-~---'-'----

"•rJie· ilible. Annlyzed."
I hav just read "The Bible Analyzed," a large
.
and beautiful book, printed in clear an d· p 1am
type, and in clear and plain language. It
would seem as if all that could be said, eithet:
for or against thi~ old book of Jewish mythology, had been said and repeated over and over

But there are 80 few :;ho care to search t:!i,e her strong pen, and that she will liv long to
·
·
·
·b · • · ·convert all Virginia and the rest of mankind
foundations of ,their faith. - They.are . 911?- _m to good_ sense. ·
· ,.• · • ,
.,
the I~l? ·of .t4eoiori, ;nd _reared iJ.ihotigj its
,,.J;· - ·'-- · .
.
..
.
mysteries and mir~cles,li:nd its'form~ and cere.!YJ.B. lt. FRA.Nx, Mill, Wisconsin : "The
Darwins" and "John's Way" will hav a powmonies, so that to believe in them is as "natural erful influence for good. Mrs. Slenker- is
as life," while to reject them requires study, very a'ble;.'her .stories ar\l clothed in lin attracthought, and effort.
. _.·_ tiv gaJ:b, and i~ s:och plain la~age_that they
1 . hope our friends will not only: buy .this are btought mthin the comprehens1on of all
book for its own intrinsic merit, but will choose of us~ ··I love and ve~er!lte her wrjtings;,
:'~ ~. '··
·..,, J0iiN's·,.~A.Y/;.··. :;·.
"; 'fit in preference to some .others .probably just
as good. Select tAis. ()!l~ _l>ecause the writer
Omo Revietf!.; Youpg _people should send
this little story•.. Old folks' Shoulq buy it
Penned it amid poverty an_ d d__esti_'tu_ti_._,on_ ,_penned for
and giv it to some chain-bound friend, that 'i-t
it as a wounded and "almost totally disabled ·• IJ1Ry,J:1e. tlie 1:neans; of ;freeing th_elll ,fr_bm QlQ.
soldier, who received his woilnas" iii the'service theology. The Christian· people distribute
of o.ur country, and is now trying to rear _and their publications _ ~ougliout - tl;i,:e world;.
educate his motherless children by the £mitE? should Liberals reinam ·silent ··an:a let that
of his pen.
·
·
· which they are. satisfied is· false; be 'forced
upon the people without trying -to counteract
I would-like to place before you whole pages tlie influence?.
'
... · ;•,
of this criticism on the lllessec'l'(?) vol rune, if I
had space to do so, for I am ~,;re if you kD.ew
.Agents. for The Trath Seeker.
the nature of the .mental feast here spread for
ARIZONA.
your delectaction, you would be eager to-partake J. S. Mansfield, Tuc11on. ~
Of it.
.
. ,
.
,
CALIFORNIA.
.
If asked which is the most interesting chap- A. B.erenz, 140 Montgomeryst., San.Fr~:ilcisco.:
ter in the book, I think I would say the one on Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cat · .
· :
.. . _
CANADA. .
.
Mira~les. He says: "Convince a Christian tha.t w. -B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge,st., Toronto.
no -such miracles as described in .the .Bible _ _ _
. .. _
COLOIIADO.
.
were ever performed, Rlld you at o~ce ~ake M. v. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., .Denver.
him an ID.fidel. So, on.theotherhand,.con. S~ :B. Wright,-385 LI!-Pm!'lrst., Denver;
vince an Infidel that th_ e
acles described in E. Keith, Animas City.
'
. CONNECTIOU'l'.
the Bible are all genuin,-and
at once make J. F. Burr, 449 Ma.i.Ji street, Hartford..
him a Chris!.ian. • • _ • The man who be- . ..
KANSAS.
lieves; does . flO simply becau,se ,a sufficient. Cliris. Brown, Burlington. .
amount of evidence has been brought to. bear - . .
. . li!ASBA(JHUBETTB.
._ .
. .
upon him to compel hii:n to believe: •• , . elias.- 8. Coblirn; i23 Essex .street, Lawrence.'
Joseph ~sh, North,!iJnpton.
Anciently the··word miracle was synonymous ·. _ _
- · mcmGJ.N.with the word wonder. A :inira_cle. w,as simply S•. D; M__oor.e, Adrian. · Box 465.
something WO!I.derfuL · .. . . • The results of _A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapi(ls.
many scientffi,.c experiments app~ar_ t~ly won-·
_ MI9S~URI. . . .
.
d ful
th l'ght' · - f fie With~ a drop Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Lou1s.
er -as e 1 mg. 0 a r
.
Joseph L. Andrew· Liberal.
of water, or with· Elp_·arks ·_from a ma
__ n's nose;_ :
_ _ ..
_::rEBRASKA:
.
· •
• . ·
.
- ·
.
the converting of- a cotton garinent mto '1ts own' Thomas Foreman, 1414Chicago street, ·Omaha.
weight of sugar; and the causing of large pieces: . ··
· .
· ..
oli~oo"N.
·
of_ iron tO stand in the air:" _All Christian A. Erwm; Lebanon.
·
· ·
·
·
B F H 1 d C rvalliS
B"fble miracles, that are not inYths anii."~al_B~ • · Y a,n ' P~BYL~ANIA.
hoods, are probably "wonderful results of George Longforq, 25 Ot~er st., Philadelphia.
science," just as are the "wonders" reported H. Clay Luse,,Waynesburg.
of spiritual mediums of to-day, _c ~ ~ · '- ~
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 _Nqith 8th st., Ph!!a.
''The Bible Analyzed" shOws that· the book _A. ~._Stevens,.222 Bea.ver ave., Allegheny City.
is an irregular straggling medley of fact and: : .: .. · .. .
• · ~NEss~ ..
fi .
h" . . ' . df bl : . ''t and
: Ferdinan,d PfeiSter, Nashville..,
~tion, 1stocy a_n a e, poe ry
.nonsense., .·.- : ... · ·_.,: ,. '·: , . ·tr~A,H. . ... .
m1racl e anq scumce; · ·I was reading, only a: ,James :AShman,, Salt,I.¥e 011;#..... ·-'
few days ago,._- s... s.erW. 11to~_ ;1he...Qmti116111,r -D.,:p;. :.Tr~e~.m;,hrk:Oi_ty._ _ _ _ : ·. . .,...,.,,.,., ,
describing the persecutions of the early Chris- W: F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
tians and their underground l_ife ~- .t~_e, cat- Mrs;.Elmina D. sl:k~~~owville.
acombs. The stocy made out the -Clinsbians:_-to
. •
·EN. '
be "but a little lowe! th~n t}le ~ngellil,l'but for Charles Watts & Co.,G:t:_~~n.
me the tale was ruined_ by its miracles•. _T4ese• · .: .-~!l!i ;.!~en"!fa~and;--Newc-'£;-ork---New~
were the restoring to life of two pead_men, one pames -will-furmsh the paper to news dealers
of whom h_ad his head !lntirely B!lvered fro~; ·uppi'{. lippl~catiori., · · ·. ·
·
Lis body;. Theile were ·"raised:'' into li.le by
the ·.prayers· of the congregation in the cat-,
acombs, itnd these two downright impossibili·.• B_ ed4:-mpt_ton Cor_ t;be Hair.
t1'es made the whole· story no better t_hl.m a
·
· ·
. Without Lead, Silver, Sulphur; or Deiete:dova Drngi of
fable. Just so does the· one miracle of "turn- any . -kind. ·Positively "Restores the Grayest Hair· In
three
d•ysstops.tlie
to Its oriRinal
·color without
SlBlnlng the
ing all the waters of the laud of .. Egypt into _-sc
..lJl. ·It
ba.lr _trom:·ralllng
ont a~d-inali'~s
It
blood make the Bible .no better 'than_ a book grow•.Powders sent, post-paid, to any address. on receipt
.
.
.. .or 50 ceJ!.til or $1. ' ' A~~K:fts!';Ai>tNA cO~ELLct.''
of fables;_ and theri counting in all the·other .4t2S
-680Notthuthilttel!t,Piill&~elplila;Pa ..
miracles Kelso mentions converts the old book
into a collecti~n far out-rivaling e~'en Esop's
famous volume.~
·
ill
f
,.ByB~B. Westbrook,D.D.,LL.B.,
_Friends, the labor qf ~0 days w· pay or Author of (,The· Bible.---:Whence and What?'
... The Bible Analyzed." Mr. Kelso has sp.ent ·About allthat can be said.for the existence
years -of study, and thought, and labor in PJO- of God and the future life of man, is here
ducing, this
. valuable legacy for Freethought. pungently pres_ anted, with an _incidental dis~
Can you grudge the work of two days if spent cussion of ·many collateral questions, from a
· t• .
·
in pu~cha,se of ;what has cost so· much? 1 rat"tonalis t'1cs.t an dp om
think' I am -Baf!)-in offering to take the book"off . 1 vol, cloth•. Price, $1.00.
the hands of fli:ly Liberal at f1lll price, if, on
For sale at· tllis offiee.
Cl).refully reaafug~it; he- or she concludes it is
nnr
• _

yon

Man.-Whence f),Dd,•Whither.

..
::::l~;:;ea~~?rew;!~r:ct;:~u~dn:bt~ o s~ib~; .::n~o:a !~~~~~:ri~:~;~:!f::~~tcourage- ORTHODOX_Y
Lecture by _
.
00

hav any interest. But I assure you that though
I hav read from Voltaire and Paine up to In_
gersoll, I was really fascinated by the easy,
familiar, and flowing style of this volume of
'Kelso's. It is analytical, argumentativ, and historical; solid, sensible, and.reasonable; merry
humorous, and witty; cute, charming, and cull'ious; and altogether useful, desirable, and
valuable.
No Liberal library will be complete without
it, and especially a League libfary. Hav you
a pious friend or neighbor whom you would
convince of the errors, mistakes, and falsehoods of the Bible? Persuade him to read this
analysis of. the holy .(?) book, and the work is
done.
Should some furious fanatic endeavor to
thrust his stale and effete theology down your
throat, tell him you will read any of the ten
thousand pious books, from any pious__theological library, that he will bring you, if he, in
turn, will read "The Bible Analyzed," and
that you will exchange criticisms and remarks
thereon with him, ad infinitum; for you are
just as certain to win the victory as the sun is
sure to giv us light and life.
It would seem as though one such book as
this would overturn the theology of the world,
and so it would if it were universally read.

ELMINA.

Opinions of Mrs. Slenker's Books.
M. E. BILLINGS: "The Darwins" and "John's
Way •: are exce~lent books.
G. S; BISHOP, Haven, ·Kanll{'s: I am well
1
d · h J 0 h •8 w "
P eaRe Wlt "
n
ay. .
0RUEN C. BURLINGAME, Bunville, N. Y.':
Please send me the best book ever written to
circulate among creedlings, viz., "Jolin's
Way."
·
H. 0 WAGEs, Camlachie, Canad,a: Mrs. 0.
W. and I are delighted with "John's Way."
This country wants more such literature as
that in circulation.
DR. HARGnAVES: "John's Way" 'is. a 'good
work. It is very able. Besides, it is so useful
that I think it would do all parents good if
they read and studied it. The mode of education that is described in the work is not
only interesting but highly instructiv.
"LIBERTY's DISCIPLE:" The book market is
d"eluged with ·trash; we are surrounded by a
:flabby literature. The- intellectual and moral
condition is appalling to the conscious thinker.
Agreeable stories like "John's Way" and
"The Darwins " are elevating and instructiv.
LYMAN_ CAsE, Winsted, Conn. : I like " The
Darwins," and fancy it will be the mean!! of
doing a great deal of good. . I hope that Mrs.
Slenker will keep on in the ·good work with

.

A.

Col. Robert G. In;-ersoll.
''The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not .know." ·
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every m,an, woman, and child in
the United .States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
·: Price, singly; 10cent8; t-w;elve for a dollar.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York;

SPIRITUALISTIC WORKS.
For Sale at T:HE T:auTH SEEKER ,Offl;ce.

A.chsa W. Sprague's and M:ary
-clark's Experiences in the First
Ten Spheres of. Spirit-Life.. P,aper1 20
cents.

After Death ; the Disembodiment of
Man, The World of Spirit, Its Location,
Extent, Appearance;· 'liihabitants, Customs, S~x-and-its,uses,there. · ByP.oB.
.. RlliDO?"E· Price; $_2.00,
.
. ..

·After, Do~matic Theology; What1

MateriaiTsm, or, a Spiritu&r Philosophy
and Natural Religion, By Gn.:a:sB. STEBBINs. Oleth,. 75 cents; pape:r;:~ 50,ci!J)ts;_ •·

Agassiz and Sviritnalism: Involving

the ID.vestigahon of Harvard College Professors in '1857. _By ·ALLEN PUTN:Alll;
author .of <(,Bible . Marvel-Workers;''
"Spirit ·. W orl.Q3,~· ·..!' N~tty a Spirit," etc.
-.-<
This.llterling.;w:ork .•co~.bines in itself the
characteristics .of. memoir, essa~, and. re•
· view. Tb,e matt.er .consid~red 1s. of: ~~~1
interest, to the ·oa]i!ll!, 9t Spmtt!~AA!I~, .!J,P4
readers cannot f!'il o.~ .being: pleased With. -. .,
the treatment which"Mr. PuTJ.uN accords· · ·'' ·
. to it; Price, 25 'cents. · ·

A.Jigelof Horeb•. >By M. B. ·.·o&~.
..

~A

Criti.cal Revii!W of BiblicaLinspiration_
and Divinity. Paper, 10 cen_ts.

A.n~el Voices fro:in the Spirit-World.
lllssays take!l indiscriminately ·.from a
·. large amount written under -angel: in:flu.
ence. By ·J..ums LAwiiENi::m, Dial .and
. Transcribing -Medium,· and Reputed
· Author. Cloth;pp.:400; $1.00. •

An Hour With the Angels· or, A
Dream of thl) Spirit Life. By A. BBIGlUll,
Price, 50 cents.

Answers to Charges in Ge:rier3.f::Be-lief. By Mr.-a.ndMrsA.E. NEWTON.
Price, 15 cents._

A.rmagedd_9n ; . pr, the

pve~hrow of

Romtinism and,. M_onarchy.
BALDWIN. Price, $1.50.

_By S., D.

Baptism of Fire. · An Autobiographi-

cal Sketch. By LUCIFER. Price, 30 cents. ·

Battle-G:rou~ui of the· Spiritn~l Re·
formation. By S. RBruTTAN,_M.D.

The latest and best defense of Spiritual.ism-at once ·a text;.:.book- and· a vfndica.tion. AiJ. iirmllrf from wllich .Spiritualists
. .:Will draw weaJ:lo'lY!1'1orlyears. Price, $2

Bette~ Yiew~·~bf,;~"t#gf' or;:Lif~.'A:ccording to the' l)octnh, "Whatever Is
'Is Right. By Dr. A. B. CHILD. Price; iJt.

Beyond the Breakers. . A Story of

the Present Day. By•Ro:BEBT Dll.E OwEN.·
1finel:y illustrated.-·- Thi~ .!!tl>_l:Y of· Vill~ge
life in the ·West"IS; 1n:nB narro~,and mterior meaning, a. profoundly ·spiritual
story, through and by .whose numberless.
inci,dents, scenes, characters, and narrations is illustrat.ed the great truth of
spirit-life and, c.ommunion. Cloth, $1.50.

Beyond the Veil.

Dictated by the

Spirit of P._ B. Rll!DOLPH, through .the
me-diumship of Mrs, E. H. M'DougLl and
Mrs. Luna ·Hutchinson; Cloth, with
steel~plate -portrait of P. R Randolph.
Price,·$1.50. · • . · _
· .
-_ .._., ·

Biblical Cb.ron9Iogy. _ By :M:. ···B.

CRAVEN. Oontrasti~ the Chronological
Computations of the. Hebrew and Septua'gint Versions,from -Adam to Christ;. Critical Essay on the Geographic~Al Location
of the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents.

Bible in the •Balance. A Text Book

for Investigators. The Bible -w;eighed in
the balance with history, chronology,
science, literature, and itself. With illustrations. By Rev~ J. G. FisH. Clot,h, $1.50

Bible M:arvel-Workers, And the Pow-

er which helped or made them perform
mighty works. and utter inspired W;ords;
together with some- personal traitS· and
characteristics of prophets,.aposf;!el!l, and
Jesus, or :New .Readings of "The Mira.
cles." By ALLEN PuTNAllt.. Price, $1.25.

Book on M:ediums· or, Guide'for Mediums .~And· ID.vocators. By ALLEN CARDmc.
, Price, $1. 50.

Buddhism and Christinnity Face to
Face. By J. M. P:EEBLES. A Discussion between a Buddhist priest and an
·English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents.

from the Bible of the Ages.
R·Jc·H'·A··ft·O'S·.C·R•OW-·-·N· · . Chapters
Compiled by G. B. ST!!innms. Price, $1.5Q
HOW HE WON AND WORE-17:
This iS' a book of 300 pages, embodying the
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling portrayal of Sooiety Life as it
.
now exists.
The third edition of this remarkable book
has just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
D. Weaver. It is a story of thrilling interest,
thoroughly .dramatio, pathetic, fascinatiii~,
forcible, and graphic .. What "Uncle TomB
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "Richard's Crown " is to the cause agitating the
masses of the people of to-day.
Printed in large, new type, on, fine, heavy
paper. Beautifully illustrated with eleven
engravings, handsomely "Qound_:in ~loth; title
in gilt, embt;~ssed on the back and side of the
book, Price, $1.50. FoJ' sale at this office,

Christianity Before the Time of
Christ. By M. B. CRAVEN. With
Quotations from the Ancient Snges and
Fathers, showing the Historic Origin of
Christian Worship. Paper, 25 cents.

Christ and the People. By A. B.
CHILD.

Price, $1.25.

Christ, the Corner-stone of Spiritn.alism. By J. M. PEEBLES. 10 cents.
Civil and Religions Persecutions in
the State of New York. By
THoMAs R.

l!AzARD.

Paper, 10 cents.

·Claims,of· Spir,itnalism. By a Mecii~
cal Man.

Price, 25 cent..

·~

__
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TBE .. EUREKA

MAGNETIC· CLOTHlHG'
CURES. EVERY FORM OF DISEASE

WITHOlJ'l' MEDIC~.~j ·-,

THE
EUREKA·. MACNETIC· :INS·O'LcE.
CURES COLD OR. MOIST'FEET~
"

<

••

~! ~

Sent to any a.ddress upon reoetpt of $1.00. :,:;liVERY PAIB
GUARANTEED. Pa.mphlets and alllnforma.tlon by
letter or 1n persi>D tree ·of charge. · -Bend _:'
tor Illustra.ted. l'a.mphlet.
AddreSs a.ll communtoo.tlons to

DR. L. TEN-~~~l~:¥", 1

Spoons, nicely .~n!'ra.v_.,..,
pl&ted Tea.
Ta''""-'"'roon:llR_,••" :
a.nd forks,
per--dl>zen;
Btee}.Speota.cles ma.de, $1, Genutn Pebbles, $2•.
Sold by a.ll.Optiela.ns_ tor_ double, If you ..need a.
Ws,teh; Oha.tn, Ring, PID, or a.!).y goods tri my line,
;:r~;n~ ~%~J!~!~g,J ;~osttJ,vly plea.se you.

471_ West Madison itreet,
Pnce,·$18.

-· OTTC{WETTSTEIN...

TESTIMONIALS:

The BIBLE~WltENOE and' WHAT?
•

"I

,.

_ llY liiCHAJU>

-

•

]l,

.

'

.

our eia.tms are correct ·Jn -everT<Pa.rtlcular
of MEDIOIN. THESE,
APPLIANCES
·ARF
.
···.'
'
.

·;

WESTllllOOX, D. D., LL.ll,

A ·Book of' Hints and .Suggestions Concern. ing, the. literature contained iD. the . and
New ',!:estameiits. 12mo. 232
$1;
Adlireie'

TBll

Wtth a :atieel -piate : e~?tna ot· the .. ·. '• , . :. .
Blld each volume 111uatrate_d wttli. forty;seven cuta•

• IJ;Y•. D., ltJ.

:QBQ:ET~.;"

lAte .edlllOr · ot;,TJQ: .-TJ<Iml·l!~ .au~~ot-~· A.
kilkerlll Buropli/' .. ~ !Uld:B.a~l)ipf~!"lt, '
and llodem Ttmea," "TheW~ld'al!alea,Tll1Jlk.
era, and R8f0inieri,.. oOliaiD,prou•ot ' .the. Ohuroh," •
etC. · . - ·
-· ·"
Handao1nely. bODDd In 'red elotb, ,6,5,0;
In leatber, red ed,;oes, ,D.IiO;. 1n
moroe~o, gtlt edg~s.f,ie.5o.

·· .·

·

Bead8ra ofTBB.TBVTB- Sum. klii>w tlfe'ctrmunstailoos
ullde• ,whleh thlli work was written~ . The ·188t1 woi'ds

penned'bythe'gteat·author were•:tor tlie foUrth voinmil
iiear!Y'eompleted• at· bhi"deatb, &lld wlilch-'Wtll
which
now contam an· li.ccount of his world.Jamented death and
bnrtal. M.l:~ Bennett was a very- patient. and ta\thfnl
ebrontcler Of tile habits and cnstomi ot tloe ll11I_erent Pt~O·
plea of the many plaCes he vts1ted, The every-day
Ute of an nations 1s l&td betore' the reader by one who bas
vtsited- them and beheld them wtth· h1B own- eyea.
tlcular attention 1B paid to the .P~I)BB of Fre!lthongbt In
the ,varloua countries be vtslted,I!Jld .the. Diorallty ot SO·
called pagan nations 1B ·contrastied wttii the moraitty of
. Ohrlatlan eountrtea, much te, the detriment ot the' latter
Thewarklsa
· ·
--. ''
·

was-

y:ou; it

you~

·

DB. L. Tmm:IIY; Dear Sfr: AbOut two years a.go my health bega.n to
me;.
stre tor food, and, 1n ta.ct,'began to fa.ll ra.ptdly, so that I beca.me a.larmed and~~'""-""""'!.

of St.'LQuts; a.twhtehpla.ce··I was then stopping, a.ll of whom decl&red that
and tha.t the .!>DIY thing tha.t would s_a.v my )Jfe :wo~14 be the knife. About
worse, and bB.d a.bout Ill8o<ie up
.
,to taJr,e thJl only course t~?-a.t
opera.tion, when::Diy attentlon wa.s ·
' tfte:Jilu'rek~-Ma.gnettc A~~~~;!~:'!'ti,~r~~=~1~:
:wtllcil.teha.t&sti:a.w;i!odi!l\ca.teh~
. _ ra;tiit ~~Pei!t'acure. Fo:ur
your a.pplla.nces. From. the .very :llrst I felt 1nvigora.ted, the tu·
mor, which ha.d extended entirely a.croes my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pa.tns beca.me less from day to da.y, .untll now I a.m
as well a.s I ever wa.s 1n my Ute. Stnce putting on· the a.ppll·
Free~biD.k:er'~
lYodd~ ances I ha.v not ta.ken a. single dose of medlctn. My bOwels, whtch
before were constlpa.ted, are now regular. I would therefore
' Th1B wor][ &n!V' A TRUTH S~ IN EUROPE:'
reoommend them·rP a.nyone sutre~lng a.s I bav, be11evlng
ahonld be 1n ev11ry Liberal's llbrary Besides ltslntalnslc cheerfully
tha.t they w111 do.a.ll a.nd,mor&,rthan you elatm fbJ:'them. I rema.tn,
worth 1t Is amemento of one of the greate.ot :Freethl.nkera
"Gra.tefu11y;yours,
IIIIBB. MABY-J, STEWART,
be world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire.
and Paine In the force and clearneBB Of his writings.
Remember tha.t these a.ppl1a.nces a.re not worn J;lext the skin, but
Address 'lHB 'lRU'lB SEBKER.
over the under-ga.rment, and, un11ke all other a.ppll&nces tn the
33 .Clinton Plaee, market, they tmpa.rt no ehookS a.nd1eaves no sores.
New York· city,

Jlistbty: oftJle

Ing~rsoll's'. w-orks.

PRICE LIST.

:The Gods. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

Nerve a~d L~g Invigorators,$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Beltsj
•
•
6. 00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6. 00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
6. 00
Leg Belts, eac!t,
4:,00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.60
Slooping__Caps, .
4.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Su~erfine Insoles,
1. 00
Children's garments upon application.

bo~t,!~llT~~eita:;:'~J'ljSJ::.fi:rl~~~ty~.t'£~ :: Jf~:

tlea and ·Hereti1ef,"

·

The Ghosts. }>aper, 50cts; cloth, $1;25

Includllllf, "Liberty lor Man, Woman, and Ohl1d;'
'• T)le Deelantlon of· Iildependence;• "About Farming

~~llli:~~.\:."i-t~·p~;"~~s~:n~~~% ~~)l.llk~:i>~:~,;

and "A Tribute to lllbon c.Ingeraon."

·

·Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper,· 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Pro,f.,George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.
. .

Iitterviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

Marriage and Divorce.
By ll.. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
Author ot "TheB1ble-Whenceand What?"
COJITEl'!TS :

The True Idea.! of Mat'1'la.ge.
FreeLove.
The History ot M!l.rrtage.
The Old Testament. Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a. Question of La.w and Rellgton.
Rattona.l Deducttons frOm EstabllBhed Principles
Objeettons to Libera.! Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better t11an ou• e.
Price, 50 cents. ll'eatly btlund 1n eloth, For sa.1

.., tilts

'

omoe.

ONE-THIRD THE l,JRICE HERETOFORE CHARG~D,
So tha.t we ca.n sa.y wtth truth, None are so poor tha.t they cannot p1'()Cill'S them, belDg but a. tr11le htgh
tha.n ordina.rY clothing.
·
Remember tha.t we a.re otrerlng you the Cheapest and best magnetic a.ppllances 1n the ma.rket, a.nd
upon recetvtng the ga.rments they do not meet your expecta.tlon, return them at our expense and we w1.
refund your money.

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests· are made t
order, and a flt guaranteed.
ABJDm5 WANTBD Ill' lllVBBY TQWJIP TBB UNITJID BTAT.r& LIBBBAL OOitiRBBIOKS
DB. L. TDNBY,
'71 West Ha.diSOD Sm!et, Oh1CIIB

.t.ll4r. for IDrU*' I~SIOD.
.
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Please . cut this petition out, attach it to a blank sheet of paper, sign your
·name and-address to it, get all-·your friends and neighbors to do the same, and
·th,en send it. to this office.
·

IN politics theimost suceessful men seem to be the
ones who hav the-greatest-glntluence.
-

To the Honorable Senators and Membe1·s of the House of Representatives
United States _Congress :

.

WHEN did George washington take his first ride?
When he took a hack at the cherry-tree.
'

A fETITION FOR _STATE SECULARIZATION.

of the

I
A republican form of government being based on liberty, equality, and fra• ternity, as both means and end, ilwolves the separation of Church and State,
whose union is the worst form of class-legislation and the most infallible sign of
arbitrary power. _ A house divided against itself cannot stand. The institutions
of- this Commonwealth should be made homogeneous throughout. Impartial
.protection of all citizens in their equal rights_ and liberties, by encouraging the
free movement of mind, promotes the establishment of truth in whatever direction. Any infringement by government of this absolute equality .of its citiZens
is the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed against that natural
"justice " which, as the Constitution declares, this government was founded to
l'establish."
·
And yet, though the :fi.rst amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says," Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
prohibiting the free e~ercise thereof," the-re does exist a union of Church and
g_tate, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, and so proscribes
other religions and forms of belief and unbelief, while taxing these alao for the
<;upport of that special religion.
The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives

at.,

IT Is noted as an lntereRtlng fact that the wages of
sin hav not been cut down t~ any perceptible extent
THE cultured malden from Boston wrote to her
friend that she had just been to hear Mr. Joseph
Emmett sing "Pique-a.-bout,"
IT Is said 'hat there will be three women to one
man In heaven. G-osh I but won't we hav a nice time
up there when we lay this burden down 1
LITTLE FLAXEN HAIR:" Papa, It's raining." Papa:
(somewhat annoyed by work In handj: •• Well, let It
rain." Little Flaxen_ Hair (tllll!dly): "I was going
to."

MAINE Is noted more for its water-power than any
thing else. Therefore It seems perfectly na turo.I that
Its natlvs snould tlike so kindly to the tlowlng bOwl
that a prohibition law Is necessa.r}'.
A BUDDING poet recently sent a religious weekly a
s,onnet "To a Devll's Darnln6-Needle,'' and was
gre11-tly surprised at the sancUmoniousness of the
said periodical when It printed his sonnet changed
.so that the title read, "To a Satan's D.---,-·g-Needle."
WE hav It on sound authority that the French government has resolved_to return the exqutsltcourtesy
of our lawmakers In kind. Hereafter a duty will be
levied upon all worke of art Imported Into France
from America; and thirty per cent will be collected
upon all American-made chroinos and other works
of art, such as tob_acco labels, three-sheet pictorial
posters, wooden Indians, Godblessourhome mottoes,
pictures by National Academtcta.ns, advertising fans,
please-shut-the-door signs, and nattv wines.
"Now, my dear," said the candidate's wife, "I
don't wtsh to throw the slightest obstacle tn the way
of your election, and If you choose to turn the house
Into a bear garden, and hav all the loafers In town
tramping on my carpets and lintng my curtains with
pipe smoke and drinking whisky out of my best teacups; I shan't Bll-Y a work. -But I want you distinctly
to Understan~I thll-t U .mother of those_ women's
rights delegations comes to know If you 11-re going to
take a manly stand for down-trodden womanhood-well,thatdelegattonhasgottobetwantyyoorsolder
and keep Its ven down, or I'll Interview tt myself.
That's all, dear." .
·
HOW OATH OLIO PATRIOTS SERVE THEIR COUNTRY.-AN
oPERETTA oF THE HouR. .

among US are:
' - 1. Recognition of God and Christianity in· State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property from taxation. ·
3, Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
Bible.
6. Religious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office. ·
7. Chaplaincies in the Leaislature, the Army, and the Navy.
.,8. Fast and _Thanksgiving Proclamations. which contain theological ideas
that may or may not be acceptable to the citizen.
The necessity for this separation of Church and State is mor,e apparent now
till
t
d'
't
f 1' •
b li f th
t h an ever b e f ore, b ecause o f th e s
grea er 1vers1 y o re 1g10us e e s,
e
many forms of diseent from _the religion which receives State patronage, and the
growing signs of sectarian strife and ambition in the arena of politics. And
emp basis needs to be given to the fact that the union of Church and State is
·-~' · h
lwdS lll
· d eal'mg Wl'th many ques t'lOllS
~ great h:indrq,nce to the emplo yment Ot rLg t met
of reform now demanding attention. And most essential is it at all times, and
especially in the present, in Order to SeCure for the law its due respect and SOENE.-Therear room of O'F'laherl:y's saloon. The patobservance, that the people's representatives should exhibit the strictest fidelity riots sit in secret council around a !able on which are set
to their trusts by following the law in its letter and spirit.
out sundry bo!!les, glasses, etc,
,
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that immediate action be taken by the
FIRST PATRIOT,
·law_-_ m
_____a__kinn-po.xrer.:. tO b__
ri_ng_in
__ t_ Q harmony the theory and practl_·ce_ Of Qur .go:vern-: Hurroo, byes, hurroo for the pathrlot's trade;
....,__ -•-~
--A.betthet::noJl1orta.Ld1d.l-iier.1llldnt:;~----- ----- -..
ment in making the. ~ollowipg principle a_pa.rt of the fundamental law of the To the dtvn I'v_e_J'lll.!'W~Y;~tc]t-iixe and shpade,
!atttt·'ey"amendmtmt to the United States Constitution·: · -~----· ·
And the tlntmtnt's motiie where I once patd me
The total se~aration of Church and State, by prohibiting Con~ress or
rtnt.
' Stat ~ COUn y, VliLllniCipa
• '
I't
T
h• f
t'
th at Sure,
no longer I dolne from a batthered tin can,
11ny
l y, Or OWllS lp rOm enac Ing any aw
I've Dalmonlky's besht since I frlz to this job;
f~VOrS religiOn in any Of the eight WayS Specified, Or in any Other way, Or Here's a health to ould England, she's med me a
~rollibits the free exercise thereof.
- ~- ~--___ -~------III~· ______ _
For 'tis cursln' herself puts the bread in me gob.
SECOND PATRIOT,
'Tis navies we'll hav, byes-all here In me olWlth Alrln's green shtanda.rt a-sallln' the says;
And we've dynamlote, too-here 'tl~, labeled " Ould
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To bring down Johnny Bull to his dastardly knase.
Falx, ,the more of shtarvatlon and misery, too,
-ANDAnd shootln' a~d hangln' bedlvlls the one,
The betther It Is,. byes, for me and for you,
For the shtamps come In tasther and tasther the
wholle.
THIRD PATRIOT,
<~. M. 284.)
wan Ratrerty keeps a schmall grocery shtore,
Where the woman that owns me was down on the
WI-rH E IGHT.EEN FULL-PAGE ILLUS.TRA)TIONS,
schlate
Purty heavy, begob, till the vlllyun he shwore
Not a ha.'porth on thrust anny more should we ate.
"Ye'd shtarve out a patlirtot, would ye I" I said:
,''~~~
CONTENTS:
"For a thraltor and shpy I'll denounce ye, ye
baste!"
This World. By George Chainey.
By tl:H:!-Editor.
Falx, Rlltrerty thrlmbled. From that day, hedad,
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Mac- Upon thrust on the besht of his havtn• we taste 1
:IJ3tr~~ 'cal Calculations for 1884.
donald.
·
·
Jalenda.r or 1884.
rOries of "Di-viZ resaive him!" " More power to yeeB;
.:.'lie Old ee E_nquirers'· Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work •
Nick/")
· York, d the Duty'of Supporting the Lib~ beral Charities.
FOURTH PATRIOT,
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
'ii! eral Pr ss. · By Peter. Eckler.
Ye know the blolnd polper, byes, Terry McGiynn,
Date of Birth and Death.)
rl3n years o Freethought. By G. E. M.
Anate little Bfm the ould bird had put bot
.)lew YorkS te Freethinkers' Association. By The Population of Our States and Territories.
In the toe of a sock hid a tay-pot wldln;
The Jewish Jehovah. (illustration.)
.-~ ; H. L. Green.
-9-'e National' Liberal League. By T. C. Le- "That Old S.erpent, Which ilr Satan and the When 01 heard of It, otr, falx, to Terry wlnt 01,
01 dlscoorsed him, begor, ~f the want and the woe
,. land.
Devil. (illustration.)
')'he Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada. Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of The bloody red tolrant hll-d brought the green land,
And the tlrrlble vlngeance we'd wrll-ke ·on the foePhilosophy.
~
By Charles Stevens.
Sure, he tmptled the shtockln' right Into me hand,
The Sacred Booksof History.
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
Jefferson's Religion.
(Prolonged laughter,)
:Foreign Freethought Societies.
Useful Measures.
Th Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
FIFTH PATRIOT,
As to Time.
Wha · True Religion? By Charles Watts.
"Arrah, where are yez bound," sez I, " Biddy
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.J
: ;lndust
Education. By W. S. Bell.
O'Rorke ?"
Selections, etc., etc.
Sword an Pen. By George E. Macdonald,
(She's a sarvlnt and soft). "Where so fasht now,
Machree ?"
"A passage to bot," sez she, "here to New York,
For the mother at home that I'm doyln' to see."
"Let her watt a while ylt," sez I, "Biddy asthore."
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story,. entitled
Ani\ I shwore how the Glm of the Says wud be free,
Whln the pathrlot byes had a few dollars more,
'
Till, half croyln', she gev ail the money to me.

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884-

~~~n~tory.

'~BIG J

AVK SMALL."

(Boisterous laughter, succeeded by cheering, and a voice,
" We!!, Reilly, ye bate !he divi! I")

ALL THE PATRIOTS [m choru1].
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United Hurroo, byes, hurroo tor the Pathrlot band,
!tates. It contains
And whln we glt lift sure the day will be could,
128 Octavo Page11,
The dlvll may care for the Imerald land,
While the money roulls Into the Pathrlots bould.
'with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not No longer we wrastle with shovelll:nd shpade,
or a day, but for all time.''
We're shtatssmen and warriors-that Is our job.
·
'Now ready. Price, post-paid, 25 cents.
Here'~ae~~alth to ml.ld England, our tortunes she's
Address
THE TRITTH SEEKER OFFICE,
For 'tis cursln' herself puts the bread In our gob,
33 Clinton Place, New York, N. Y.
-Puck,

I

A -JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
· Blltered

Vol.-11. No. 25.{PUBLISHED WEEKLY.}

i/Jofts \and 9ilippings.
JEW!il hay been so persecuted by the Christians· of Limerick lately that numbers hav left
.. the city.

KING THEBAU of Burmah has poisoned his
mother-in-law .. Thus is Christian civilization
doing its perfect work, even a!llong the heathen.
THE Baptist darkies of ~ew York hav just
dedicated their first church. This will probably hav the effect of introducing the razor into
religious worship.
EVERY rl;lligion, like every dog, so to speak,
has its ·day. What Sunday is to Christians
Monday is to the Greeks, Tuesday to the Persians, Wednesday to the Assyrians, Thursday
to the Egyptians, Friday to the Turks, and
Saturday to the Jews~
j'

a' the

Poet-01IIce "!(e., York,!(. Y,. u Secol14-olall KM&er.

Ne-w York, Saturday, June

ROBERT LEITRAM, an Irishman, 80 years of
age, has just landed in New York for the
second time. He is looking for th'e Rev. John
Rodney. :When he was here many years ago,
the Rev. Rodney borrowed $2,000 of him, and
then sent him back to Ireland, telling him he
would send him ~3 per week during the rest o£
his life. Leitham has- never received any
money, and worked his way _to this country
hoping that Rodney would make him reparation.
QUEEN VICTORIA has just attained her sixtyfifth year, an age which has been exceeded by
nine only of the sovereigns of England, c;lating
from the Norman conquest, viz.: Henry I. and
Edward I., who both attained 67 years; Queen
Elizabeth, who lived 69 years; James IT., 68
years; George I., 67 years; ·George IT., 77
years; George III., 82 years; George IV., 68
years, and William IV., 72 years. On June
20th she will hav reigned over the United King_
dom for forty-seven years, a length of time
which has been. exceeded by three of the kings
of England only, viz.,: Henry ill., who
reigned :fifty-six years; Edward TIL, whose
reign reached :fifty years, imd George IlL,
whose reign lasted nearly sixty years. Victoria
is also the oldesi European monarch, with
three exceptions-the emperor of Germany,
who is 67 years oCage; the king of the Netherlands, 67; and the king of Denmark, 66.

SOME of the electors in the south of London
are~said to contemplate bringing forward Miss
Helen Taylor as-a Parliamentary .candidate at
the next election. They believe there iS no legal obstacle to the election of a woman,
although women hav not a Parliamentary
vote.
A NEBRASKA girl recently took the first prize
for blowing the largest soap-bubble at a church
social. Ail the blowing of soap-bubbles is more
THE Christian at Work makes this statem~nt:
a question of wind than anything Elise, we may
soon hear of its becoming a popular pastime An industrial school for candidates for the minamong religious people. The average pastor istry in order to be able to support themselvs
while studying, is urged by Bishop Gallagher,
would hav a walk~over.
·
of Louisiana. "A garden farm,," he says, "de"PAPA," asked a little boy, looking up from
his Sunday-schoollesson, "what are the •wages voted to the cultivation of small fruits and vegof sin ?' " "The wages of siri these days," re- etables, could be easily cared for by young men
plied the old man, earnestly, " depend upon assembled for a course of study, and the procircumstances, and one's opportunities and ceeds of their labor would make·the perpetual
b11siness capacity. But they run up into the endowment-of the institution." 1\llr. Peck, of
the 1\llilwaukee Sun, seconds the motion ably as
thousands, my boy, they run up iil.to the thoufollows: "The experience of watermelon farmsands."
ers and raisers of fruit in the vicinity of theol;N the last census of France no less than logical seminaries would go far to prove that
seven and a half millions registered themselvs such farming would be right in the hands of
as having no religion. Hundreds of curacies the students. They are said to be a great help
remain vacant in that country for want of young to farmers in harvesting their crops, and to do
priests. The Chamber of Deputies has refused the work after study hours, late at night, and
to allow the exemption of ecclesiastical pupils they ask no pay. In fact, it is hard to find out
from the three years' Inilitary service by the who does . the night work. They hide their
overwhelming majority of 386 to 91.
_light under a fence."
Two bank cashiers dropped out of their
THE new French divorce bill which has
places one day last week from the usual cause, passed the lower house allows either husband
and a third began his term of eight years in or wife to obtain a divorce for cause of aduljail. It was not a very good day for cashiers, tery, cruelty, se1ious insults, a sentence of imeither; but it is apparent that there is a good prisonment for dishonesty or offenses against
deal of moral as well as of other liquidation public morals, any ignominious punishment
going on just now. The· returns so far show other than banishment or degradation for poall to hav been Sunday-school superintendents, litical offenses, absence for a term of years. It
deacons, and church-members.
also provides for divorces by mutual consent.
In
the latter case it provides that any couple
ONE of the most suggestiv strokes of irony
upon the rottenness and hypocrisy of modern finding their married life insupportable, but
life, says "Honorius" in the Irish Wwld, is the not wishing to accuse each other of any offenses
fact that among the items of outrageous van- nullifying marriage, can make a declaration
dalism on the part of the president of the failed that they are no longer able to liv together.
Metropolitan bank was the snug sum of $1,- This formal declaration must be supported by
000,000 which he had stolen whereby to endow the acquiescence of three of the nearest relaa Methodist theological college. Whether a tivs of both husband and wife, and repeated
thief or a saint endows a theological seminary four times in the course of a year. Then a
does not probably affect the merits of the the- separation is granted, and at the end of three
ology, but suspicious human nature is ulti- years an absolute divorce, allowing each party
mately to discredit the sources of such theo- to re-marry. Should this bill become a law,
-logical teaching in the belief that the theolog- and it seems likely to, the Chicago courts can
ical.teachers were more or less in conspiracy not hold a candle to those of Paris.
with the banking thief.
A MAINE paper relates that a Portland man,
who reads the scriptures a great deal, after
reading an account of Jesus walking on the
water, decided that he himself had faith sufficient to walk at least over to the cape, and
told his friends of his in~ention. Accordingly,
several gentlemen gathered at the end of.Custom House wharf to witness the performance.
The man of faith was there, but as he had prudently provided himself with two life preservers to use in case his faith gave out, there was
so much ridicule of him that he did not attempt the feat of walking upon the water.
These schemes for transplanting the achievemente of an age of fiction into this era of fact
seem destined in every case to "fall through
lit both ends."
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he holds, is past. He admits that the realm
of prayer is boundless, but does not believe
that it extends f.o the cure of a person in the
last stages of consumption, or to the healing
SAMUEL J. Tn.DEN has written a letter deof a sprained ankle. Thus another miracle clining the presidential nomination for 1884.
turns out to be,-what everyone-of them is and
THE difference in the post-office income for
has been-a fraud.
one year, caused by the reduction of lett~r
THE religious bigots of Boston having im- postage from three cents to two cents, IS
ported Gen. Carey, of Ohio, to answer the ar- $2,204,069.52loss.
guments of Col. Ingersoll against the alleged
Two thousand barrels of oil burnt at Greenmyths of the Bible, the geueral held forth at
point,
across the East river from New York,
the Tremont Temple on Monday evening last.
last Sunday, covering the city with smoke.
The seats on the floor were about half filled,
with a sprinkling of spectators in the lower The loss was $30,000•.
MR. HEYWOOD sends word that the indictgalleries. The daily papers report the speech
of Gen. Carey as a very tame reply to Col. In- ment against him has been qu11.11hed by Judge
gersoll, which it was. As the speaker wished Pitman. This will rejoice every one who knows
to impress the idea upon his hearers, he wpnld the animus of the prosecution.
walk forward to the edge of the platform, and
THE Winchester Arms Company, of New
doubling himself up so as to place his hands Haven, Conn., hav spent $18,500 boring an
upon his knees, would tell off the points by artesian well. The shaft has been sunk nearly
nodding his head very knowingly. He said, half a mile without striking water.
among other things, that Noah's ark was 43,413
A ToURIST CoMPANY in New York proposes
tons measurement, more than the burden of
eighteen of our largest men-of-war vessels to take sight seers from this country to Europe,
which carry three hundred men, and provi- visiting London, Paris, and Glasgow, and resions enough to last them for a year. He also turn them inside of a month, paying all their
·
said that there were not over four hundred expenses, for $200.

A SHORT time ago a lady of Saco, Me., was
reported to hav been Iniraculously cured of
consumption by the power of prayer. The
tidings of great joy were telegraphed all over
the country. Nevertheless, for the perfect recoveryof the patient, a supplementary petition
to the throne was deemed necessary, and the
help of a noted faith doctor was invoked.
This fellow appointed a recent Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock for her friends to join in
special prayer for her recovery. His idiotic instructions were carried out. When asked by
her husband if she felt better, the sufferer replied, "No, but I f"el very strangely," and in
a short time she was dead, and the believers
lost faith in the power of prayer. The editor
of the Maine Banner deplores these proceedings as a course that leads to the rankest Infidelity and skepticism. The day of miracles,

.i/Jtws of tht

quadrupeds in all the ark, and .that the birds
couldn't hav taken up· much room. "When it
was remembered that the ark was three stories
high;" said the speaker, "and all fitted up into compartments, there was room enough for
all the animals, besides a suite apiece for Noah
and his numerous children, and several spare
chamhers for visitO'I's !" Much more similar
verbiage was given to prove Ingersoll was
wrong and theN oah Bible myths truth. If the
appeariince of the countenances of the hearers
was any criterion of their thoughts, very little
stocli: was taken in the address. · The theologians here who hire people to come to Boston to antagonize Freethought lecturersforthe
purpose of bolstering up their effete creeds,
must secure the services of abler men than
Gen. Carey of Ohio. Even then they will not
succeed. It is high time that the religious
myths of the ages should giv place to the common sense and reason of enlightened humaniily.-Banner of Light.
CAPT. KELLY, of Hudson, Wis., has applied
for a patent on an improved device for holding
hymn-books in church. This will fill a want
long felt. There is nothing that tires a man
more than to stand up in church and hold ahymn-book while the congregation is singing,
and nine able-bodied men in ten will hold on
to one side. of a book and not lift at all, but
leave the party holding 'the other side of the
book to bear up under the burden. What a
sigh of relief comes from a man when the last
verse of a hymn is reached, and how natural it
is to begin to close the book when the second
line of the last verse is being sung, and how
he drops into his seat with a dull thud before
the notes of the organ cease ! A man that will
stand up and walk around a pool-table half
the night trying to corral balls in corner pockets, will get so tired in an hour in a church
that he wants rest. A man who can put up a
pair of twenty-pound dumb-bells, and whose
muscles stand out like whip-cord, will get so
tired holding a hymn-book that he will actually
turn pale. A man who can row a boat all day
trolling for black bass, and never feel the effect
of his exercise, will stand up in church with a
thumb and fingers on one side of a hymn-book,
and a frail little woman on the other side will
take hold with both hands and bear all the
weight, an<1einglike an angel, while the wicked
man is languidly touching th!l good book, looking straight ahead over the pulpit, and thinking of a horse race or a baseball match. These
things are wrong; but it is well that a hymnbook rest is to be furnished, because with such
a contrivance a man will hav to brace up and
do his share of the work. The cry to "giv us
a rest," which has so long been heard in the
land, is at last to be answered, and when the
hyinn-book rests are upon the market, and the
wicked man is harnessed up with one of them
under his arm, he will look like a scissorsgrinder, and he will be ashamed of himself.Peck'sSun.

THE president has signed the bill providing
that newspapers weighing less than four ounces
shall be sent through the mails for one cent.
Two copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, under this
law, can be mailed with a one-cent stamp.
THE parading Salvation Army was prohibited
as a -nuisance at Buffalo, N. Y., last week, but
on Saturday, the 14th, four members persisted
in making a show of themselvs and were
promptly arrested and sent to the workhouse.
THREE thousand employees of the worsted
mills in Bradford, Eng., struck last Saturday
for higher wages. Great disorder occurred,
and the windows of the mills were smashed by
the strikers. The stone masons in Bradford
hav also struck.
IT was reported last week that Bradlaugh
had written to the Prince of Wales, as a
brother Mason, asking him to support an
Atheistical propaganda in that order, and that
the prince was much disturbed by it. Mr.
Bradlaugh now denies that he wrote such an
epistle.
GEN. GRANT and wife listened to Parson Newman last Sunday. The parson has bidden his
congregation good-bye for four months, and
will go West. When he gets back the legal proceedings to get him out of the pulpit of the
Madison Avenue church will be resumed in
the Superior Court.
CoL. BLiss, of Washington, has succumbed
to Mgr. Capel and joined the Catholic church.
It is charged that Bliss dreaded the revelations
that were likely to be made regarding his complicity in the Star route affair, and turned
Catholic in order to secure the support of that
church when the crash comes.
FLOWEn and Cleveland are running shoulder
to shoulder in the race for the Democratic
nomination for president. The Hon. George
Hoadly, the Freethinking governor of Ohio,
is hardly receiving the attention his merits
deserve. He is, however, a likely candidate.
A meeting of workingmen in this city last week
ratified the nomination of Gen. Butler.
AT about 9:20 on the morning of the 14th, a
collision occurred on the Camden and Atlantic
railroad between an accommodation train from
Atlantic City and an e:110ursion train from Camden for Lakeside Park, a short distance east
of Ashland Station, N.J. Both locomotivs were
entirely demolished with the tenders, and
seven persons were killed and seventeen badly
injured.
DE LEss:s:PS's canal across the Isthmus of
Panama is reported by a correspondent of the
New York Sun as not progressing very rapidly.
Not more than one-thirtieth of the work is
claimed to hav been done, after three and a
half years' labor. Ten thousand to twelve
thousand men are on the work. De Lesseps,
it will be remembered, promised that the canal
should be opened in 1888,
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Qlommunicatioqs.
Vivisection of Babies.-A Danish Vivisector's
Sacrifice of his Own Child.
E. D. FOOTE, JR., ANSWERED ONCE MORE.

I clip the following from the Zoophilist for March of
the current year:
"A Danish physician living at Samso has had, it seems, the
honor of inaugurating 3 new stage in the progress of experimentation. He has been trying how to produce tuberculosis
in hi.~ own baby. For half a year or thereabouts, he caused the
infant to be fed with milk from a cow suffering from the disease. It was intended to test the 'interesting ' circumstance
whether iuch food would engender tuberculosis in the child.
As usual, there was some uncertainty in the results. The
poor)nfant has suffered from some form of scrofula, but ' doctors differ' as to whethPr lt be-or be not-the consequence of
the diseased cow's milk wherewith its scientific parent so tenderly provided it. The case is debated in the 11th volume of
the 'Scandinavian Medical Archives.'"

tries). Now, then, is the proper time to educate the
children and the masses in regard to this matter, so
that they will not only demand that that now practiced be discontinued (for the sake of humanity and
true progress), but that it may become impossible to
spread the evil; under the sanction of the law. Licensing vivisection appears only tQ make. the matter
much worse; such, at least, has been the case in
Great Britain, where an act granting licenses was
passed some eight or- nine years ago. It serves only
to protect the vivisecia>rs instead of the animals.
Hence, my readers, never favor the licensing of vivisection, for it is only a cloak for concealing the crimes
of science; insist upon absolute, unconditional prohibition of it, or things. will be made worse, not
bP.tter! Particularly let those among you who can
do so, write up the subject for the local press, and
encourage public discussion upon it. I am certain
that this Victoria Street Society ~1 Victoria street,
London, S. W., England,) will gladly forward such
printed matter to all interested parties .as they
may require, as well as furnish all desired information upon the subJ" ect, as to the best method of
organizing anti-vivisection societies, etc., etc.
The editor of the Zoophilist evidently holds opinions similar to my own, relativ to the sentiments of
the advocates of vivisection regarding the point of
sacrificing children to that science ~?), fQr, in the
same issue in which I find the above account of the
Danish physician and his child, I find also the
following:

The italics are my own. The Zoophilist, from which
I copy it, is a very able journal of London, England,
devoted entire1y to combating vivisection, and is the
organ of the "Victoria Street Society fm· Protecting
.Animals Liable to Vivisection," of which I hav freq uently spoken in previous articles. Hence the truth
of the statement may be relied upon as being abeve
question.
This horrible offering up by a father of his own
child, in the interests of vivisection, is the just and
legitimate outcome of a monstrous system of cruelty,
outrage, and wrong. Its (vivis::ction's) terrible effects
"The parallel between the old antislavery agitation and
u•Jon its disciple in this instance had obliterated in our own grows constantly more close. We can rem.ember
h
. h
f th
when an advocate of negro slavery denounced as a tra1tor to
t e eart of the I_D uman a er, not only ev~ry.spark· his country the man who should refuse to 'send back his
of parental offectwn, but had transformed hxm mto a mother into slavery.' We shall soon hav advocates of vivivery demon, delighting apparently in the prolonged ~ection who will d_enounce the m?t~er 'Yho ';.ill not devote her
torture of his littlP., helpless child.
mfant to pat~ologwal research (vmsectwn).
I appeal to the reason-to the affections-of my
Lest it be snpposed (as E. B. Foote, Jr., would hav
1·eaders. How long shall those monsters of cruelty, his and my readets suppose) that the experiments I
the vivisectors, hav their way in free, enlightened hav described in previous articles up·on vivisection
A
· ?
merxca
be exceptional and rare, I will copy a few more, taken
Mothers, ye know not the hour when your own almost at random, from reliable books upon the sub·
little ones may be in danger, for the "lust for cruelty" ject. 1. "Majendie •• (the subject of a poem of my
( as it has been most fitly called) knows no bounds own in a recent paper published in this J. ournal), sac· th h
b
t T k
wh en once arouse d lD e uman reas ·
hin you rificed 4,000 dogs in order to establish the distinction
a monster (I cannot say a man) like this Danish phy- between the sensitiv nerves and the nerves of roosician would hesitate to kidnap a child which had tion, and then sacrificed 4,000 others to prove that
strayed from its home-a monster who had already he was mistaken" (Henry Bergh).
·
1· d
th bl d alt
f th M 1 h f
lmmo ate upon
e
oo Y -ar o
e o oc o
2. Testimony of David Ferrier, M.D. (vivisector),
modern science his own defenseless little child?
Professor of Kings College, before the Royal ComIt is unsafe to permit a pet animal to go out of mission:
one's sight in many large cities, as the dog-stealers
"·Question: What is your practice as to anesthetics?
· · t
d
( wb o oft en st eal so l el Y t o se11 t o vxvxsec
ors an Answer: Except for teaching purposes, or convenphysiological laboratories) are on the alert to capture ience, I never giv them.
all dogs unprotected by the presence of their masters,
"Q. Do you mean to say that you hav no regard at
anu to deliver them over to their patrons, the ruth- all for the sufferings of animals? A. No regard at
less vivisectors. I saw it stated, some time since, and all! I think that a man who performs an experiupon reliable authority, that in Lyons dogs were (on ment has no time for thinking what the animal will
· h
· ·
accoun t of t h e grea t d eman d f or t h em lD t e VlVI- feel and suffer.
secting scliools of that city) actually becoming scarce,
"Q. Do you believe it the general practice on the
and that it was seriously proposed to breed them continent to disregard altogether the feelings of anisolely to supply the vivisectors. As strange as the mala? A. I do.
i-lea may seem to those who hav given but little
"Q. Do you believe that the feeling is different in
thought to the subject, there is a very strong sus- England? A. I do uot think it is; not among-,physpi cion in my mind that a few, at least, of the many iologists."
children which are lost every year (mostly belonging
3. "I hav expressed publicly in the press that anest o poor paren t s wh o h av no a d equa t e means of ascer- thetics, on the whole, hav been curses rather than
taining their fate), hav fallen into the clutches of benefits to the animals. The public hav generally
these scientific (?) monomaniacs. Certain, beyond supposed that anesthetics were used, and hence they
question, is it that, from time immemorial, it has did not feel called on to make any demonstration to
been the burning, unquenchable thirst of vivisectors save animal!'! from pain, and all the while animals
to obtain human victims. This is illustrated by the were suffering, and consequently anesthetics had
serious proposition of two of that fraternity recently, served more to lull the public than the animals"
through the columns of a highly respectable London (Testimony before the Royal Commission of George
newspaper, that condemned criminals should be Goggin, M.B., formerly of Her Majesty's Navy).
given to them for vivisection, instead of being rel4. The Medical Tirnes and Gazette flippantly menegated to the hangman; also by the Danish vivisec- tiona an experiment on a living dog, which consisted
tor mentioned above, who sacrificed his own child. in forcing half a pint of boiling water into the stomA few hundred years ago in Europe (as I stated in a ach, "in order to show that the animal tissue could
former article), many condemned men and women be disorganized; and that the animal, after giving
were at different times given over to the tender evidence of great suffering, vomited blood and died!"
mercies of the vivisectors.
5. Mr. Jesse B. Mills testified before the Royal
Now, my esteemed reo.ders (and, for the most part, Commission as follows:
I thin!{ I can safely say friends as well), if you love
"I am a veterinary surgeon in the Royal Artillery
humanity and justice-if you would protect all at Woolwich.
human and brute creatmes from these demons, in
"Question: You went through college at Edinthis and coming generations, in our own dear land burgh? Answer: I did.
of liberty, exert, now and henceforth, all your influ"Q. '\Vere experiments made there on the occasion
ence in the localities where you reside, to educate to which you refer, to discover any new facts? A. No;
and enlighten your children and neighbors in this simply to demonstrate things that were perfectly well
matter. Form, wherever practicable, clubs or small known to every student, almost; and to gratify idle
societies, all members. of which shall be pledged to curiosity. .
oppose this terrible crime by every means within
"Q. What kind of animals were used? A. Cats
tbeir power. The meetings need entail no expense, and dogs.
as they can be conveniently held at the houses of
"Q. How were they obtained? A. By hunting
members. Depend upon it, sooner or later great them down in the streets at night; and sometimes by
efforts will be made in favor of vivisection throughout a poisoned bait, after which antidotes were used, and
the United States, the more particularly as it appears th 13 animals restored to animation.
not unlikely that it may, before many years, be made
"Q. In the operations performed were anesthetics
illegal in the leading countries of Europe; strong used? A. None whatever.
"Q. What animals were operated on simply for
ahoulders are at the wheel, particularly in England,
to prohibit it, but the struggle is most bitter upon demonstration? A. Horses and donkeys.
the part of the vivisectors, so that it may yet be long
"Q. Were the operations painful ones? A. Vet·y;
before right shall triumph. Meanwhile, here, much the animals were cast by means of hobbles.
vivisection is already practiced (although little, as
"Q. Were experiments made on any particular
compared to what is practiced in European coun- part of the animals? A. No; they were made all over.

h

Q. Were they destroyed immediately after operating? A. No; they were allowed to liv about twelve
or fourteen hours.
"Q. .A:re students also permitted to practice on the
horse? A. Yes."
·
6. List~n to what Brachet, a French physiologist,
has to say of hims~lf: "I inspired a dog with great
aversion for me by plaguing or inflicting some pain
or other upon it as often as I saw it. When this
feeling was carried to its bight, so that the animal
became furious as soon as it saw or heard me, I put
out its eyes. I could then appear before it without
its manifesting any aversion. I spoke, and immediately its barkings and furious movements proved
the passion which animated it. I destroyed the
drums of its ears, and disorganized the internal ear
as much as I could. When intense inflammation had
rendered him deaf, I filled up his ears with wax.
He could no longer hear at all. Then I went to his
side, spoke o.loud, and even caressed it, without his
falling into a rage; it seemed even sensible of my
caresses."·
,
Commenting upon the above "experiment, Mr.
Henry Bergh justly says: "And what was all this to
prove? Why, simply that if one brute has an aversian to another, it does not feel or show that aversion
·
when it has no means of k nowmg
t h at t h e oth er
,
brute is present.'
·
7. George Richard Jesse testified before the Royal
Commission as follows: " I am prepare d to amp1y
and fully establish that the cruelties of vivisection are
not surpassed b:v. any recorded in the history of mank
kind, by furnishing extracts from the boo s written
by these men themselvs; . .
that these practices are becoming a moral ulcer, tending to demoralize mankind and vitiating the minds of the
young."
8. I transcribe the following from Paul Bert's
work, the "Archives of Physiology," val. ii, p. 650:
"Under the skin of a middle-sized dog, six centigrammes of
curare [one of the most frightfully painful poisons known], in
the solid state, were inserted, and as many grammes of the
same substance, dissolvecl in water, were also injected. A few
minutes afterward the animal staggered on its fore paws, walking on the tips of the toes; he then fell and presented all the
signs of being poisoned by curare. . . . He gave out a large
quantity of viscid saliva, and 1vepl very much. I then opened
the windpipe, and inserted the nozzle of a pair of bellows, to
which an intermittent motion was given by a machine worked
by water. In this way an artificial respiration was kept up.
The pneumoqasb·ic nerve was then la·i.d bare and tied, and the same
was done with the scicdic' -nerve [two of the most sensitiv nervetrunks in the entire borly, the dog's sensibility meanwhile remaining absolutely unimpaired]. During ten hrntrs the action
of the nerves wa~ examined hourly. After ten hours of artificial respiration, the animal became three or four degrees
colder, and the next moming it was dead !"

Mr. Goggin thus comments upon the diabolical act:
"Here is a dog under curare dming ten hours, upon whom
the action of the pneumogastric and sympathetic nerves remains intact-or, in plain English, a dog was first rendere4
helpless and incapable of any movement, even breathing, which
function was performed by a machine blowing through a hole
in its windpipe. All this time, however, its intelligence, its
sensitivneHs, and its will remained intact; a condition accompanied by the most atrocious su{feri11g that the im.rtgination of man
crm conceive! In this condition the side of the face, the side
of the neck, the side of the fore leg, the interior of the belly,
and the hip were dissected out, in o?·der to luy bare the various
nerves, and. these were excited by electricity .for ten mortal hours,
dming which the animal must hav suffe1·ed unutterable torment unrelieved even by a cry! And the crowning discovery
made' by the merciless tormentor, and to which he called special
attention, is that during these tortures the miserable creature
urinated."

And he concludes:
"The inquisit.ors then left for their homes, leaving the tortured victim alone, with the clanking engin still working upon
it, till cleath came in the silence of the night and set the aufferer free!"

I do not know what effect the perusal of the above
account will hav upon my readers, but well do Irecall the sensation of sickening horror which crept
over me when I first read those terrible lines. "The
effect of curare itself," says Mr. Bergh," is horrible beyond conception, and even Claude Bernard is of the
same opinion. What, then, must hav been the agony
of this helpless creature?" And this same curare (in
well-nigh universal use by vivisectors) is what that
gentry try to palm off upon the lay public as being
an anesthetic, in order to proceed unmolested in
their devilish work.
Where are you now, Mr. Foote, with your pretty
fables about the mildness of experiments in vivisection? Is there anything yet remaining of them or
you (as a logician)? You espoused a weak and a
wicked cause, and you hav not only succeeded in
proving yourself as ignorant (or worse) in regard to
what you set yourself about to prove, but your disastrous failure has had the entirely unintentional effect
(on your part) of letting in a flood of light upon those
hideous dungeons and charnel-houses where these
nameless atrocities are daily and houl'ly being perpetrated. I believe I am now through with you, having
no desire to further chastise one whose last feeble
defense has disappeared before the army of incontrovertible facts which I hav collated. I take no
credit to myself for your discomfiture; you could not
but fail, for you were in the wrong, and in your position I should hav made no better :figure than you
now do.
Before closing this paper I desire to express my
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warmest thanks to Mr. Eugene M. Macdonald for his
extreme courtesy in according the subject of vivisection so generous a space in the columns of this journal. My heartfelt thanks are also due Harvey W.
Pinney, Esq., Mrs. Mattie C. Mitchell, and J. L.
Tompkins, Esq.

ence, inoculated their own bodies with syphilitic virus.
It appe!ll's to me that any man who knowingly inflicts
upon hrmself one of the most terrible and loathsome
diseases that afflict mankind is little short of a scienti_fic monomaniac, and, unless he has absolutely d~mde~ to forever eschew the office of paternity, he Is
nothmg short of a criminal; for although he has the
indubitable right to make of his individual body a
!azar-h??se, he could up_on no pretense be justified
m entailmg the most ternble of all hereditary diseases
upon his children's children. I may add that I am
not so ignorant of medicin as Mr. Foote believes,
having made it a study and been a regular attendant
at hospital practice for years.
E. P.

its good fruits by the importation of Chinese to starve
our own people
T. R. STEPHENSON.
Lincoln, Cal.
MR. OLDAKES.

TARIFF AND THE FARMER.
If you will kindly allow me the courtesy of using
I had written thus far on the present article when
a small amount of your valuable space, I will endeavor
THE TRuTH SEEKER brought me E. B. Foote, Jr.'s,
to notice a few ideas on tariff presented by Mr. S.
three and one-half column reply to my last open letStebbins in your issue of the 15th.
·
ter to him, as well as Mr. Pinney's letter, in which I
First he says that for sixty years he has been an
notice he (Mr. Pinney) suggests, as I hav, that some
ea~nest a~vocate of protectiv tariff, his main object
of the more ardent among the vivisectors (such, for
bemg ~he mcalculable benefits it confers on thl) agri- ·
instance, as the Danish physician of whose exploits
culturists. In what way? we would like to ask.'- Is
I speak in this present paper), may possibly know
it by building up a spoliation system, by giving a famore of the fate of certain strayed little ones whose
. The Tariff and Labor.
vored class the power to rob and despoil "him of his
fate has never been known, than they would like to
hard ·earnings, while they revel in luxury bought with
tell. Surely a man who would slowly and systemat:MR. STEPHENSON.
the money they hav legally stolen under the guise of
icaUy poi.~on his own child would not hesitate to do the
I hav read with satisfaction Mr. Stebbins's article in protectiv tariff? If that is what the gentleman calls
same or· worse with others whom he could safely en- THE TRUTH SEEKER on the tariff question. His points benefit we want none of it. What is the aim of protrap.
are self-evident and conclusiv. I agree with Col. tectiv~ tariff but to hinder foreign- competition with
Now a few words for Mr. Foote, relativ to his latest. Ingersoll that any party that proposes a return to certam favored home manufactures and how is this
He accuses me of great cruelty in informing noble- free trade will need protection at the polls. But we accomplished but by taxing the co~sumer of foreign
hearted Mrs. Mitchell and the other truth seekers of of the Pacific coast wonder how those who advocate ~oods fro~ twenty to one hundred per cent, averag~h~se atrocities, upon the principle, I presume, that protection for the benefit of labor can be so one-sided mg, I beheve, about forty-five per cent? What is the
It IS better the defenseless animals should continue or blind as to advocate the importation of Chinese. result of this advantage given: our manufacturers ?
to be vivisected indefinitly than" that the sensibilities What benefit the protectiv tariff can be to the Amer- They raise the price of their toads to as near the
of men and women should be roused to indignant ican laboring people when it is so easy to reduce price ?f foreign goods, includ~ng tariff, as possible,
protest by a clear presentation of the subject in all wages to a level with pauper slave labor of China is a and still undersell them, thus giving them the ad vanits horrors. This is, I take it, about the weakest plea mystery to us. Mr. C. C. Johnson, in THE TRUTH ~age of from fifteen to eig~ty-five per cent in the sellhe has yet advanced, and ~he most difficult to support SEEKER of Mar£~h 8th, quotes triumphantly a letter from mg market. The perfectiOn of protectiv tariff policy
by common sense. That Mr. Bergh has hitherto the San Francisco Chronicle with Wen dell Phillips's would be to effectually prohibit the import,ution of
failed in securing legislation against vivisection is the name attached, in which the following curious sen- foreign goods and giv home manufacturers the sole
bes~ of reasons· why philanthropists should redouble tence appears: "In the first place, I hav no fears of monopoly of the market, thus leaving the consumer
thei: e_nd~avors to over~ome and enlighten the apa- the Chinese coming here in such numbers as even at the mercy of ·a greedy and not too conscientious
thette mdifference manifested by our legislators and temporarily to disturb our welfare. Nations emigrate class of people, who would not be slow to t,ake the
the people at large in our country. In England and. gradually; never in tens of millions at a time." Who- advantage. While tariff is to some extent a locoJ
Germany columns of the leading·dailies are filled with ever wrote that-! don't believe Wen dell Phillips question-that is, all sections do not suffer alike its
.the discussion of vivisection, and, as I elsewhere said was the author-must hav made an extraordinary ef- benefits and injuries, and we are not loth to admit
a license law, .supposably regulating its practice ha~ fort to be oblivious to the facts patent to thinking that in son;te sectio_ns, such as Pennsylvania, New
been passed in the former country.
'
men and women. Over one-third of the laborers on York, and, m fact, all of the states where the princiMr. Foote advances the old, worn-out plea of the this coast are Chinese. Not one of them cares a nickel pal industry is manufacturing, it may be of some
ge;ntleness of soul characterizing vivisectors, but I for the welfare of our country or its institutions. Not bene_fit to the farmer, yet we do persistently maintain
thmk the earlier portion of this article sufficiently one of them expects to remain and makfl it his home. thatm the great agricultural disti·ict known as the 1\1isexposes both the motiv and the hollowness of such a ~hey come to ~et the benefit of our glorious prosper- sissippi valley it is a positiv detriment, a burden for
Ity-and. take It away. They are the completest in- which they get no recom~ens~. First,'it compels the
claim.
He al_so hfl:B _much more to say of the cruelty of strument for making the "rich richer and the poor farmer to pay for everythmg m the way of manufactbutchermg, .lnllmg seals, etc. I admit all this is cruel, poorer" ever discovered by heartless greed. China- ure_d goods, a price. artificially enhanced by tariJl',
and should be stopped, but why does he on that ac- men tell me that wages for a grown man in China are while the products of the farmer get no protection or
count, quarrel with me in my endeavor 'to suppress from $2 to $25 per year. They can be brought to no benefit. It compels him to buy in a restricted
another and far more honible cruelty? Mr. Foote California for $10 a bead. There must be at least a market, while he has to sell in a free market, under
professes to be horrified at Professor Mantegazza's hundred millions of laboring men in China. They the open competition of the whole world. When he
exploits, but Mantegazza by no means stands alone. are quite as well informed of the advantages to be ships a bushel of wheat to Liverpool he has to comHow about the famcus-or, rather infamous..:....Pro- gained by coming here as we are.
pete with all other wheat shipping countrieR. He
feasor Schiff, who in ten years experimented upon · Of. course it is selfishness in us that we are not has got to successfully compete with the serfs of Rusfourt_e~n t_housand dogs, given ?ver to him by the willing to giv up our riches to the poor of Asia. We sia or he cannot sell; and it would seem from his tulk
mummpahty of Florence, returnmg their bodies so ~avn't.enough to benefit them a great deal if we giv that Mr. Stebbins had yet to learn that it iA what the
mangled that the man who had contracted for their It all to th_em. The Chinese are superior to us in f~rmer gets for what he exports that fixes the price of
skins found them useless? During the same ten several thmgs. They are so perfectly satisfied with his products, and not what he sells at home. When
years Schiff vivisected, in addition to these fourteen an absolute form of government that they havn't even he takes a load of wheat to market the grain-dealer
t~ousan? dogs, a number of pigeons, cats, and rab- the capacity to understand any other form. They put wil~ giv_ h~m w_hat it is worth at thfl sea-port from
bits, whiCh swelled the total to some seventy thousand up with beatings and all manner of degrading abuse. whwh It ~s shiJ?ped, less the cost of transportation,
creatures. How is this for the work of a single vivi- They will work for half what an American demands, and allowmg him a profit, and the shipper will giv
sector? He was evidently not one of those who con- ap.d lay up money, every dollar of which they send to the grain-dealer what it is worth in Liverpool, less
tente? themselvs with" scratching a newt's tail."
China.
the cost of shipping, and allowing him a profit also.
D;Iven from·_Florence at last by the indignant inIt cannot too often be urged that the Chinese Thus the farmer has to bear all the expense of transhabitfl:n~s, Schiff so_ught refuge in that paradise of build up no industry. He only crowds out white portation, which so far as it is done on railways is
true vivisectors, Switzerland, and he is now pursuing men from those already started, by his power to liv double what it should be on account of the tariff on
his diabolical trade at Geneva, where he at last ac- on "rice and rats."
steel rails, and is a great deal more than it should be
~aunts was "using" two dogs per week. My article Of course the time will come at last when condi- on the ocean on account of having to Lire •foreign
Is already lo~g, an? hence I can touch only briefly tiona will be equalized all over the world. when Amer- vessels; for there is very little Rhipping done on veeupon the n;taJOr pomts that Mr._Foote brings up. I ica_ will be no better place for the laboring poor than sels owned by this government or even private lines.
:epeat agam, and most emphatically, that nothing of Asia, but we beg that our brethren of the East will He has to pay at least two profits, nnd, in fact, hear
Import~nce h~s been discovered by vivisection, and think before forcing us down to the Chinese level. all expemes, and when his wheat is in Liverpool has
the claims whwh Mr. Foote advances hav been aCYain Don't be in a hurry. Let them come up some. We to compete with all whea,t-shipping countries. If he
and again disproved, nor do many vivisectors ~ake want our children to enjoy part of the fruits of our takes a load of wheat to mill to be ground into iiour
w_hat they know to be such empty boasts. Bernard labor. Hair-splitting philanthropy may ue·mand for home consumption, the mills will giv what his
died very recently, and there appears to exist no rea- Communism run to seed, if by thought and industry wheat is worth in market. Thus it is plainly to be
sonable do bt that he
h
t
h t th
d
seen that it is not what he sells at homo thnt fixes tl1e
.
.u
was ones enoug a
e en we succeed in building up comfortable homes, and
"'
of his career to admit that his labors were all in vain. making it so that the" star of hope shines over the price, but what he exports. Now if he was allowed
Mr. Foote calls me a "mere literary feller." .His cradle of the poor man's babe," we must allow selfish to buy where he sells, or where he could buy cheapstock ?f what_ Mrs. ~artington would hav called "op- greed to interpose millions of coolies between the est, we would see no cause to complain. This he is
probrwus epitaphs must hav run low if he feels hope and its fruition!
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ear pu sa"mg
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as areknot all b hoodlums,
.
F as most Eastern papers try to
. se1vs, not with the sword but the ballot. Then let us
through a _window." The discovery of the other ~at- ma e you e1Ieve.
our years ago we took a vote on not cease to agitate till we hav laid this monstrous
ters to whwh Mr. Foote refers are all either failures the further importation of Chinese in that state. Our evil to rest beside its twin brother, chattel slavery.
.
th
ballot is secret, and no coercion was resorted to. The
We shall see how protectiv tariff giv. 8 us a home
1vs, or e1se were gamed from other sources result was 160,000 against Chinese immigration, and market for our crops. The following table tells the
emse
than
vivisection.
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800 for it.
tale:
uswn, e Id me
once more most cordially
I wish to say to every humanitari'an that I·s now so
thank cone
Mr Maeda
f th
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VALUE (mowN.
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YALUF: ExronTED.
·
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or e generous space e has loudly condemning us for our position on this ques- 1850,
$12G,OOO,OOO SGJ:3,70G. Exp't per cent, .005
acco~de~ both sides of the controversy to date, therein tion, that if the time comes when they are compelled 18GO,
170,000,000 1,07G,701. "
"
2 1-:1
mamfestmg the tolerant and unprejudiced spirit of a to wrestle with the Chinese as we hav for twenty 1870,
:J05,000,000 [ 47,171,22G. "
"
H
true Liberal.
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
h
ill
1880,
425,000,000
HJ0,54G,:J05. "
"
3G
6 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
years past, t ey w· view their present shortsightedWe hav at present a home market for only sixtyness as a piece of insanity.
P. S.-A single word relativ to the medical men to
I believe in the protectiv tariff, but do not believe four per cent of our wheat, and depend on foreign
whom Mr. Foote refers, who, in the interests of sci- in the propriety of robbing the laboring man of all markets for thirty-six per cent of it. Whereas, iu,
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the old free-trade times we had a home market at the
very worst for ninety-seven and one-half per cent, and
had to depend on foreign for only two and one-half
per cent of our wheat. This shows us that the agricultural interest has progressed not on account of
tariff, but in spite of it. And now I will giv a few statistics from Ron. Henry J. Phi!lpot's work on "Free
Trade and Protection:

1884.

•

must pay upward of six hundred dollars; for a lying pretense that they are commonplaces of Ohristian sdu
reaper from two to three hundred dollars, which cation."
should ~;~ell for fifty; and so on for every other article
Can the grim old fortress of orthodox faith long
down to the pocket-knife.
continue to withstand the many assaults to which it
Your farmers, counting less than seventeen per is now subjected? Can its defenders resist the fercent of the whole population of your states, may vid and eloquent appeals of Ingersoll; the able and
well boast of selling all their produce-" veal, lamb, indomitable attacks of the Liberal press; the flank
chickens, eggs, fresh brook, river, and lake fish, fresh movements of the Spiritualists, the Nonconformists,
THE FARMER'S PRICES UNDER LOW TARIFF:
ripe fruit of all kinds, fresh vegetables and flowers, to the Unitarians, and the Universalists; the underminI
say nothing of the millions of cans of fresh milk con- ing, disintegrating, and remorseless tests of science,
WHEAT.
CORN.
BEEF.
PORK.
-- - - - 1 - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sumed in our cities." But what becomes of our and the indifference, disgust, if not open treason, of
$1.694
1855
$.890
$8.70
$7.30
produce? Our veal, lamb, chickens, eggs, etc., ·are its ablest soldiers and defenders? PETER EcKLER.
1857
1.853
.741
7.70
9.70
not bought by your manufacturing establishments;
. 1858
1.015
.691
8.90
8.60
1859
for our fresh ripe fruit you giv us no market; our
.799
.769
7.10
8.20
"Good Homer Sometimes Nods."
1860
.981
.726
6.80
7.60
flowers are born to blush unseen, and waste their
1861 •
1.234
.655
10.00
8.20
Our
brilliant
casuist, T. B. Wakeman, in Man, not
sweetness on the desert air; while our billions of cans
content
with
his.
generous triumph in revealing to
of fresh milk must be made use of as best we can,
Average
1.377
.735
8 20
8.40
yielding but a small profit. But for every article we poor Mgr. Capel the religion of Humanity, now as unUNDER HIGH TARIFF.
must buy of you, because most of our states are yet generously knocks their antiquity out of the Hebrew
WHEAT.
CORN.
BEEF.
PORK.
young and hav not the necessary manufactering in- traditions. Poor fellows! Herodotus forgets to
- - ------- - - - - - - - - - - - dustries, you charge us a double price. As for your- write about them. They hav no historians but their
.27 5
$.692
$7.32
1874
$7.32
selva, I think you understand your interest somewhat own, which amount to none at all, because compilers
.877
.736
1875
7.36
8.69
very
well. But let me assure you that, at least in hav chosen to stick the name of Moses before a book
1.109
1876
.600
7.85
7.64
1.092
1877
.548
7.00
8.50
this matter, the East has not treated the West as a in which his death and burial are mentioned; and before the art of printing, how much Ezra may hav
1.318
.562
1878
7.00
6.80
brother.
1.067
1879
.471
6.30
5.70
Our friend also says, "In looking around, the far- added to old manuscripts, nobody can tell. It is
1.243
1880
.543
6.40
6.20
mer
here sees that nearly everything he needs is probably the political success ascribed to the book of
- - - -------------Average
1.156
.586
7.16
7.55
made by his home customers neater, better, and Mormon which has suggested the idea that tradicheaper than the imported article." That is true tional religions and histories, such as those of Jesus
Difference
.161
.149
1.09
.85
enough. Let me tell him why so. The tariff im- and Moses, hav been but romantic compositons of
Thus we see that the farmer's prices hav been act- posed on articles imported is so high that your home theurgic novelists. Very different is the verdict of
ually less under high tariff, and this is not all. His customers can afford to sell perhaps ten or fifteen conscientious archreology. The old ships of theology
living has cost him a great deal more on account of per cent cheaper without any inconvenience to them- are encrusted with barnacles and unseaworthy; but
protection that he has not got and that does the selva, and at the same time realize a good profit not rococo manufactured on purpose to cheat anti.farmer no good. His outdoor expenses hav also been therefrom. This argument is old here in the West, quarians. Invalidate the force of ancient prejudice
greatly increased, thus rendering the farmers, espe- but doubtless our friend, living in a hotbed of pro- by modern reason; kill superstition with the poison
cially in the younger states where capital is not so tectionists, has not heard of it, or ignores it. What- of science; let the spirit of nature preside in her templenty as it is in older states, unable to develop their ever of benefit the East may hav realized from our ple of the world, no longer bedraggled with divine
farms as fast as they could if living and implements protectiv system, the West has not yet reaped any, hypotheses; but don't begrudge the Jews the age of
were not from twenty to ninety per cent higher than and doubtless, under present circumstances, never their old clothes.
Perhaps you will say it is a " fellow feeling makes
they should be.
H. E. 0LnAKEB.
will.
Foote, Iowa.
--If the protectiv system is beneficial to a small us wondrous kind.',. Why not? Better be so kind
MR. HIRT.
tract of country, and injurious to one many times as than unkind. I am a Hebrew, to be sure, after the
There are certain limits to everything, and when large, with perhaps a greater per cent of its popula- fashion of Heinrich Heine, which is, perhaps, like
these are overstepped, even a good thing, or cause, be- tion devoted to agricultural pursuits, there can be being a priest after the order of Melchizedek, my
comes a curse rather than a blessing. So it is with no justice in enforcing such a system, which creates grandfathers' friend.
I suppose somebody had to be born so, and I just
our tariff system. A reasonable tariff is at present a few Vanderbilts, Astors, etc., in a few small states,
absolutely needed. We could not well get along to tyrannize over millions of slaves in the larger took the chances. I don't remember even having
been consulted on the ·matter, and I could not very
without it. But for a number of years it has been ones.
carried beyond extremes to such an extent that it
.And, moreover, if our throats must be cut with a well hav voted on it through my representativ, as the
has created, on one side, some haughty, tyrannizing knife, what material difference if that knife be ballot is a privilege from which, as well as Godfrey's
monopolists, and on the other, we may well say, a lot brought over from Sheffield, England, or from our cordial and the Comstock expurgate edition of mar
of poor, wretched, and miserable beggars and slaves. near New England neighbors? Is not the West ality, the majority of babes still unborn are excluded.
Ingersoll says, "We find by actual experiment that being filled up with the children of the East-your I suggest the addition of a plank for them to the
EDGEWORTH.
it is better to protect home industries." That is very own sons and daughters? And are you willing in woman's rights platform.
true. But h.e has forgotten to say that our farmers, order to now gain ten or fifteen per cent profit yourThe Mummery of Mohammedanism.
too, need protection frem being overcharged for the self, to enforce upon your own children fetters by
J!'roon the Independent.
articles they buy from these protected home indus- which they will lose hundreds per cent hereafter?
tries. If protection is merely given to one party and
Nearly one-third of the human race hold the fierce
Is the West of no more importance than that it
not to another, the "Great Ingersoll" will hav yet should lie supinely upon its back, and let the East faith of Arabia, praying five times with face toward
more to learn by "actual experiment," and that the place its heel upon the former's neck, and crush it Mecca to-day, and all the days; and this night, in the
farmer, too, is an "American laborer." And again, beneath its power? Did you admit us into the streets of Stamboul, when the watchman cries, "Who
" It was once said that protection created nothing Union to be made vour football? Do the so-oft- goes ?" he hears from the Mohammedan, along with
but monopoly; the argument was that way, but the chanted eulogiums on the prosperous condition of his answer, "There is no God but God.'' Well is the
facts were not." Protection gave into the hands of the working class, even of the East, harmonize with Moslem named the Faithful. In the sacred month of
the protected the power to monopolize the prices for John Swinton's articles? W auld they continually Ramazan, from sunrise to sunset, no true believer
the articles they hav to sell. They took advantage be on the strike if they were not actually driven touches food or water. It is the holy month of Pre
of the occasion; hence, I cannot see how the colonel to it?
destination, kept in memory of the revelation of the
can ipfer that the facts are contrary;
.And now, to conclude, let me warn you if you wish Koran, by the archangel Israfel, the word of the un
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 15th, S. Stebbins to retain our Union-that Union as dear to us as it created God which descended in leaves from heaven
has given us an able argument representing New ever dare be to any of you-and if you wish to retain verse by verse, to his prophet. When the weary
England's side of the tariff question. But has he the West as a trading-point, then, sir, giv us at least thirty days of self-denial are ended comes the grand
written one word favoring the prosperity and wel- an equal chance with yourselvs. Giv us free trade fete of Bairam-three days of feasting and revel. At
fare of that broad expanse of territory, the West? when you hav it, and protection when you are pro- night the six thousand lamps of St. Sophia are kin
No, sir; not one. If the honorable gentleman has tected
dled, the many minarets are ringed with lights, show
JOHN H. HmT.
been only "more amused than instructed" by your
ing in the darkness like glittering crowns let down
French Creek, Iowa.
~----reply to your Kansas correspondent concerning this
from heaven. Texts from the Koran burst in illumi
Orthodoxy.
question with regard to the American farmer, let him
nation from slender tower to tower; the mosques,
come West; and then he can, perhaps, by experience,
The Brooklyn Eagle quotes the following extracts rounded domes and taper spires are festooned with
and by aid of an unprejudiced eye, become more in- from a sermon, preached by the eloquent Dr. Parker, ropes of lamps; the Bosphorus reflects trembling
structed than amused. Let him invest in plows, at a convention of the Congregationalists in London. ribbons of flame from the palaces on its shores; and
seeders, reapers, threshing-machines; in fact, a com- It givs a vivid picture from a competent witness, of blazing globes on high flaunt in the face of the stars
plete outfit of farming implements, which he buys the real nature and character of orthodoxy-which seeming close under the sky; the guns of the forts
from his Eastern protected monopolists at twice or owes its origin to medieval ignorance and supersti- thunder; echo answering echo from the girdling
thrice the actual cost to manufacture them; let him tion-and which is here shown to be "like whited towers of the city of many fames, and Olympus,
clothe himself and family with the present high- sepulchers, full of dead men's bones and all unclean- "high and hoar," watches the scene which poet has
priced articles of wear and tear; and, when comes liness.'' Says this independent divine:
never sung and artist can never picture.
autumn, let him sell his few hard-earned bushels of
And yet, compared with its ancient splendors, Con
"Let me say, then, even at the risk of the most crushing
grain at the trifling price his Eastern purchasers self-condemnation, that I know not of any ghastlier irony than stantinople is but the reflected ray from a fading sun
(also speculating monopolists) are willing to givhim; the life of a man who is orthodox in intellect and heterodox set. Once the fitful winds of the Marmora brought
and if, then, he views the balance of his accounts, he in heart. That is the deadly schism which rends the body of gems, spices, myrrh, balsam of furthest India. I vary,
Think of a man boasting of his orthodoxy as to the
will not be heard so loud and so far exclaiming, Christ.
mysterious constitution of the Godhead, and yet serving the gold-dust, silks, carpets, perfumes, came by caravan
"Blessed be the tariff, and palsied the hand that devil in secret sin. [Cheers.] Think of a man callously from Persia and Arabia. Every luxury poured into
would tear it down, or impair its efficacy."
sending others to the blackness of darkness on account of the lap of the most voluptuous of cities, which dis
He says, "What the farmer most needs is a good, theological heresy, and yet sherisbing malice and uncharitable- puted with Rome pre-eminence of riches and num
ness in the secret thoughts of his heart. Think of a man
steady, and reliable market for all he has to sell:" insisting
upon the plenary inspiration of the scriptures, hers.
True, but hav the Western farmers got this? No, sir. and yet being a churl at home, wanting in sympathy, queruIt had been swept by tempests of armies before it
Their wheat is now being sold for seventy cents per lous, exacting, and oppressiv. Men hav been expelled from fell under the scimetar of the Turk. The conquerors
bushel, and less in many places; while it actually the church for heresy, for drunkenness, for adultery, for of the world all came this way-Persian, Macedon ian,
theft; but who has ever been expelled for pride, for hardness Carthagenian, Roman, Genoese, Venetian; and the
costs upwards of a dollar per bushel to raise and sf
heart, for worldliness of mind, for bitterness of spirit, for
market it. Potatoes are sold in all our small towns self-righteousness, for contempt .of the poor, or for censo- walls which circled Byzantium like a regal diadem
for twenty cents per bushel. Corn would be no more riousness of speech? In escaping the vulgarity of crime we were gashed and scarred by catapult and batteringhad it been a good crop; as it is, it brings us almost may hav yielded ourselvs to the refinement of sin. We must ram ages before gunpowder w,as dreamed of. We
not forget that more is said in the Bible against prido than can see the breach over which the last of the Connothing. The same may be said of all other produce. against
drunkenness, and against an unforgiving spirit than
But for a threshing-machine, which, perhaps, costs against intellectual heresy, and we must caution ourselvs stantines looked out, and, foreseeing his destiny,
no more than one hundred dollars to manufacture, we against the subtle danger of escaping those appeals under the asked forgivness of his friends, serenely put off the
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of another country, and assigned his violated contract to the
citizen of the United States. Under such circumstances the
United States was not and could be bound to protect the claim.
This country does not propose to protect one of its c~t!zens. to
our hats for him.
whom has been assigned the grievances of the Citizens of
Col. Kelso's New Book.
another
country. In other words1 national protection is not
TruT the fools are not all dead yet is evidenced by the case assignable.
Blaine knew of that Vltal defect, and called attenTHE BIBLE ANALYZED. By John R. Kelso, A.M. Published
of the man who refused to send for a surgeon to set the broken tion to it, and that ended the case."
by the Truth Seeker Co. Price $3.
arm of his child, relying on the faith cure to get the bones
"What can be said in reference to the Mulligan case?"
This is a great book. Mr. Kelso is a powerful back into place. The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
"That has all been explained by Blaine in Congress. You
reasoner and the reader of this volume, whoever he Children, however, got hold of the case, and two surgeons will remember his explanation, commencing with the statement
may be, ~ust admit the force and truth of his con- were called in, who found that although nature had begun the that he proposed to take fifty millions of people into his conclusions. He is original, anJ. states facts in that reparativ process, the rotary motion of the arm was destroyed. fidenct~. There is nothing left of the Mulligan matter."
"Do you consider his record perfect and unassailable?"
straightforward and impressiv manner that carries It is a great pity that the justice before whom the father was
"I do not. Any man's record may be assailed, no matter
conviction with it. We all know there are errors in brought discharged'him with no punishment. Such inhuman how good, but I don't believe that Blaine can be successfully
the Bible, and Mr. Kelso has pointed them out in a conduct ought to be expiated in lonesome silence. But prob- assailed. In other words, nothing can be substantiated against
him. Garfield, too, was attacked, and probably there never
brave, fearless manner, and makes of his book a ably the justice was a Christian himself.
was a greater storm of vituperation, and yet I doub,.t very much
Liberal gem. It is a timely and valuable offering to
if
Garfield lost a vote. There was certainly more said against
Freethought literature, q,nd no one can afford to be AN insane baker at Paterson, N.J., went around and solemnly Garfield than against Blaine. Besides, all this has been diswarned
his
customers
not
to
eat
any
of
the
bread
they
had
without it, for it is all its name implies:-a full and
counted long ago."
"Do you think the Democrats will be able to nominate any
complete analysis of the Bible, dissecting it bought that day. As some of them had already eaten it, they
at all who will be able to defeat him?"
thoroughly, from Genesis to Revelation. It is began to be seized with nausea and cramp, and sent for doc- man
" I think not. A great many men now imagin that they will
printed handsomely, and covers 833 pages. It has tors. The bread was all right. The trouble was that they be- go against Blaine. They are now making the choice in their
also a fine portrait of the author, whose bright face lieved the insane man. It seems that faith is more potent to minds between Blaine and some other Republican whom they
make men sick than to make them well.
wanted nominated. In a little while they will be forced to
and broad brow indicate just the vigorous intellect
between Blaine and a Democrat1 that is to say between
that is impressed on every page. Col. Kelso is a dis- A coRRESPONDENT recently called attention to the fact that .choose
Republicanism and Democracy-that 1s to say, between Free
abled soldier, and labors under many disadvantages. church and circus were originally identical in meaning. Any Trade and Protection-that is to say, between an English and
He is entitled to all honor for his efforts to emanci- one visiting the Rev. Mr. Talmage's Tabernacle might observe an American policy. When it comes to that most of them
will vote for Blaine. I think most of the Republican papers
pate humanity from the bondage of superstition, and that history repeats itself.
that hav :pronounced against Blaine will find that they hav
should receive encouragement to persevere in his
made a m1stake and will be candid enoU€(h to correct it."
useful labors. We prophesy a ready sale for this
Lectures and Meetings.
"Do you include the New York Times m that category?"
latest work, and trust that this and his former publi"Yes. I think the Times prefers a Republican administra·
CHAINEY AND WALT WHITMAN.-Let every Liberal in New
cations may place him and those dependent upon York and vicinity come next Sunday and hear George tion to a Democratic one."
"Yon consider, then, that the Republican party is by no
him above want.
SusAN H. WixON
Chainey's great lecture on Walt Witman, the most original means dead?"
"I think it will win this time. There is a good deal of vigor
poet in America. No one has interpreted the life and greatEditorial Notes.
ness of this new world with such vigorous music as Whitman. in the Republican party yet, and those who hav been fighting
ticket for many years, after ll.ll, no matter how much they
THE enormous personal popularity of Colonel Ingersoll was He is in the world of poetry what Wagner is in the world of that
may object to our candidate, will hesitate a good while before
never better shown than at Chicago. The Republican melody, and no one has more fully grasped the meaning of they will assist to put the Democrats into power. I never
convention had adjourned early in the day to allow the this virile bard than George Chainey. As dealing with a rep- want to see the Democratic party in charge of the government
delegates time to strengthen their slates and the committees to · resentativ poet, Mr. Chainey's lecture will also deal with the until the Democrats hav become civilized to such a degree
patch up their resolutions, when some one espied the colonel great aspects of American life, with the notable reforms of the that the rights of all citizens of the United States will be reand protected. I never want to see that party in
in the galleries amd shouted for a speech from him. The day, which are demanded not simply by science, but by the spected
power until it is willing that every citizen entitled to a :vote
delegates and people who packed the immense hall paused in spirit of art. His discourse will voice the most advanced and shall vote, and until it is honest enough to count the votes detheir outward movement, and men gathered around Ingersoll splendid Liberalism of the day. This will be the closing lee- posited by all citizens. This, I think, is the feeling of all Re·
and tried to pull him from his seat amid vociferous cheers. ture of the course, which has been exceedingly valuable in the IJUblicans."
"You consider the prospects for success in November, then,
The colonel declined, and "Uncle Dick" Oglesby got up and impulse which it has communicated to the Liberal thought of
bright?"
spoke an hour. At the conclusion of his remarks, in which the city. Let there be a full house, and a generous response quite
" I think the outlook is better than it was four years ago.
he asserted that "when the Republican party had occasion to to our eloquent speaker. The lecture is at the German Blaine, of course, will make a very vigorous canvass. He will
legislate on the tariff, it would do i~ in a perpendicular way, as Masonic Temple, 220 East Fifteenth street, 11 o'clock Sunday hav his forces well in hand and everything will bo done that
it had never done anything of any kind horizontally, and it had morning. Admission free. Please advertise this among all can be, and the canvass will be thorough, aggressiv, and en- ·
thusiastic. I don't mean by that obnoxiously aggreasiv or manever approached anything horizontally, and had never con- friends of the Liberal cause.
liciously aggressiv. It will be carried on in the best spirit."
summated anything horizontally," the crowd again demanded
"How does Logan's nomination suit you?"
THE Pittsburgh Liberal League will hav a Basket Picnic on
Ingersoll, and tried to drag him out. Again unsuccessful,
"I think he is exceedingly strong with the soldier element
Wednesday, the 25th. Aliquippa Grove is the place selected,
Frederick -Douglas was called for, who spoke a few minutes
of the party. He is a good soldier, won great distinction and
and round trip tickets from Pittsburgh are sold at 50 cents; stands
deservedly high with the volunteers; and he is a good
and sat down. For the third time shouts for Ingersoll echoed
from Beaver Falls, 30 cents. Trains leave L. E. railroad at organizer himself, and his record, so far as I know, is perfectly
and re-echoed through the hall, but like the two previous calls
7:45 and 8:30 A.M.; 12:50 and 3:40P.M. Music by Staley's good. I hav never heard of any charge of dishonesty against
were unavailing. The colonel wasn't nominating candidates
him, or that his official position has been used to gain personal
band. Admission by invitation.
this year to hav them refuse' him recognition after election.
ends. I think there is no man in the Senate with a cleaner
THE RomeJ(Mich.) Society of Spiritualists will hold their record in that regard. In the event of a vacancy in the presiMGR. CAPEL has written a book to convert the Protestants. annual meeting at John Landon's Round Lake on Sunday, dental chair he would make a safe man. All his impulses are
He tells them that the Cathoiic is the only divine church; that June 22d, at 10 A.M. All are invited, especially mediums.
patriotic and he is a man of ability. He is a man of strong
common sense and great force of character. The country
the tendency of the times is toward high churchism and InfiMME. DELASCLUZE lectures for The People's Spiritual Meet- would be perfectly safe in his hands."
delity; that the established church of England is a hybrid Cath"Hav you any doubts of the success of the Republicans in
olic without sanction of divine grace; intimates that none of ing at Arcanum Hall, 57 W. 25th st., corner 6th Ave, Sunday
the coming campaign?"
the other Protestant churches are worth mentioning, notwith- evening, July 6th; subject, "The Mad World."
"Of course. Nothing is certain, but my judgment is that
standing the efforts of the leaders to set themselvs up as small
we will succeed. It will require work and plenty of _it_. I don't
popes; says it is better to be subject to one acknowledged spir- The Colonel's Opinion of the Republican Nom- think it wise to underrate the strength of the oppositiOn. The
parties are very evenly divided, and we must remember nnother
ination.
itual despot than to many self-constituted ones; remarks that
thing-that the South is solid, or substantially so. This ghs
the stigmatizing by Protestants of the Catholic church as forRobert G. Ingersoll was seen at the Hoffman House by a thl' Democrats a great advantage. Some enthusiastic Repubeign is insolent and unwarranted, as Catholicism came to this Mail and Express reporter, fresh from the Chicago convention, licans expect to carry West Virginia, nnd others are enthusiascountry with Columbus; and after a defense of the word where he had been to witness the proceedings which resulted tic enough to suppose that we can carry two or three Southern
states. I mnke no such calculations. I think we can succeed
"Roman" addresses his brethren thus: "The tide of indiffer- in the nomination of the "Plumed Knight."
"What do you think of the result of the convention?" he was without carrying a Southern state."
ence, of Agnosticism, of Infidelity, of Socialism, of civil dis- asked.
"Can Blaine carry New York state?"
order, is rapidly rising. God's church can alone stem it.
"I think that Blaine was nominated," he replied, "not by
"Garfield carried it. No one can toll how it is going to go
Numbers and influence and wealth co-operating with the the politicians, but by the rank and file of the party. He is the now. There are many new voters, new questions, and new inspouse of Ch1ist can help ~ do great things to aid in saving choice of, I think, nine-tenths of the Republicans of the West- fluences on both sides. I believe Blaine will carry the strength
humanity from the growing ills. She is the church of your ern states, and I do not believe there is a Republican district of the party. If he loses some Republicans he will gain .votes
in the United States in which a majority of the Republicans
baptism, to w}lom you owe allegiance and obedience, for the are not and were not for Blaine. If any mistake has been made that might not hn.v been ltepublican with any other cand1dn.te,
so that on the whole we hav very good reason to hope that we
saving waters of regeneration are the portal to but one church. it has been a mistake of the party. The result was not brought will carry New York against anybody the Democrats mny nomThey made you not members of Protestantism, but children of about by any trading or trafficking. Blaine was nominated inate. As the canvass proceeds many men now opposed to the
because the Republicans are for him. The fact is, it was im- ticket will come over to our side. I can hardly see how any
the church of God/'
possible to beat him at Chicago."
one who took part in tho convention cnn oppose the ticket. lf
"Is there not much opposition to him now?"
THE Federal- council of the canton of Berne, Switzerland,
Edmunds had been nominated certJtinly George William Curtis
"I
think
there
is
not
as
much
as
there
was
in
the
case
of
would hav expe<1ted overy delcg11_te to hav supporte_d him, and
has refused the petition of the Roman Catholics for the adGarfield after his nomination."
why should he go into a conventiOn and take part Il). the elecmission of the Roman orders to the public"schools. "This is
"How do you compare him with Garfield in respect to fit- tion of the candidate if he didn't expect to abide by the result?
right," says the Rev. Jeems Buckley, D.D. "To allow relig- ness for the office?"
Why should anybody? Had I been a delegate I would hav
ious teachers in the uniform of their sect in the public schools
"I think he will make a better President. I think he has supported the nominee, no matter if he had been my bitterest
is illogical, and would in the end be destructiv of all forms of more executiv ability. Blaine is regarded aY a real American, personal opponent. If any rl_clegate to the ~onvention did n~t
state education." It makes a good deal of difference to. the as the representativ of the progressiv spirit of the country. He expect to abide by the result m case a certam man was nomihas a great hold upon the young men."
nated, he should hav notified the convention."
Rev. Jeems whose ax is ground. He would put the Catholics
"What kind of administration will he giv us?"
out of the schools, but keep the Protestants in. The "uni"There is a general feeling that he would add to our naThe Infidel's Prayer.
form " of a Protestant is a long face and a Bible, and he can tional reputation and to our national importance; that he would
Giv me a God who, thou~h mighty,
·do as much harm in a public school as a Catholic in gown and protect our citizens abroad; that he would enlarge our trade
Is ever a God who is kmd.
cap. There is no logic nor sense in Buckley's position. and lay the foundation for a great and growing commerce."
Show me the God that made me
"Some of his opponents claim t,}.wt he is not a safe man, and
Either Christianity is of that flUpreme importance demanding point to his South American policy as an evidence. What do
With a weak and wavering mind;
its precedence of all else, or it is of no account whatever in yon think on that point?"
Then tell me that he doth hate me
For the work or his own great hand,
the schools. The middle ground occupied by the devotees of
"Stupidity never has much confidence in brilliant men.
And will damn me for my shortcomings,
The man who has quick perception and acts is apt to stun
the German monk is a quagmire oi inconsistency.
And faults that I never planned
the ordinary man, and the ordinary man gets his revenge by
Show me the God whose sole purposecalling him unsafe. 1 never could see any objection to Blaine's
T. B. WAKEMAN is out in a rousing editorial in Man for South American policy. It is certainly of greater importance
Yet having omnipotent powerWill crush in its earthly strivings
"glorious old Ben Butler." Would not our honored friend do that we should be friendly with all the republics on this conA delicate human flower;
better to learn first how Mr. Butler stands on the question of tinent, and I don't see how any harm could grow out of a closer
I'll call such a God a tyrant,
state secularization? When governor of Massachusetts his alliance with those countries. It is certainl;v not for the interest
A hater of things he hath made,
proclamations were more religious than the average sermon, of this country to hav all the other republics hate us and do all
A cruel insensate vandal,
their trading with other countries. If I understand Blaine's
and we havn't seen in any of the platforms on which Mr. But- policy at all, it was one of friendship-that is to say, he deWho~e home is a mansion of shade.
ler is nominated the least reference to the principles of the sired to be on good terms with our neighbors. When that
Show me a God who is gentle,
Show me a God who is just,
secular party. Mr. Wakeman has several times hitched on to policy is understood I think it will be popular."
Show me a God in whom mankind
"What of the connection of his name with the so-called Lanthe "reform" political parties, thinking he saw in them a way
Can repose an infinit trust;
to help Freethought, but every time his hopes hav proved de- dreau claim?"
Then I'll show you a man who is godlike,
"Blaine has explrtined that. He never was in favor of that
lusiv. The Labor party, the GreGnback party, the Anti-mo- claim. There was this vital objection to the claim, and Blaine
Since he came from the hand of a God,
nopoly party, are all afraid to embody the demands of the understood that perfectly: a citizen of another country had a
Who rules by his mercy and wisdom,
Ignoring the chastening rod!
W. CARLETo::-;.
League in their platforms, and.hav not heard Mr. Wakeman's contract with Peru. Peru violated the contract with the citizen

imperial purple, that no man might recognize his cry to giv him a tow. Self-respect would seem to demand a
corpse, and fearlessly went forth to meet the coming different course. It may be that Mr. Butler is friendly to our
cause, but we propose to find that fact out before throwing up
doom.
SusAN E. WALLACE.
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of men and women, in this and other countries, of way of crime. The question I- should think would
attainments in science, and understanding" the law naturally arise in relation to any of his present stateof the correlation of forces" of which he prates so ments, as put by my venerable Quaker friend, "Did
frequently. He claims to be able to explain, but thee lie then, or does thee lie now? " _Consistency is
"One Worl£1 at a Time."
never does, all these phenomena. Were I a spirit, not a scientific attainment, I presume.
This is the cry set up by those who are opposed to capable of returning and manifesting myself to my
The one world at a time theory must hav been the
the investigation of the claims of modern Spiritualism, friends, I know the prospect of such a reception of popular one when the Bible history of creation was
by some professed reformers who hav learned, as it heartlessness, frigidity, cruelty and impoliteness written, this being the only world, and all the others
would appear from the attitude they assume, all there would be amply sufficient to cause me to leave all since proven to hav existence would still remain as
is to know in this universe of ours. Speak to one of such to their satisfied ignorance.
only. lights and ornaments to this, had the "one
these of phenomena that nre taking place in your own
It is well for a man who does not know a thing to world at a time" theory prevailed. It is th.e ignorant
home or that of your friends, and it is met by this- honestly admit it; but it is the bight of arrogance cry of the primitiv integration, and does not belong
it may be scientific, I know it is senaeless-cry of and folly to assume no one else does. Ingersoll's to the present age, and it is because there were spirits
"One world at a time." Now these phenomena in simple admission," I don't know," is more becoming, brave enough and ·wise enough to investigate other
this world are a part of the affairs of this world, and, or, as Burnham says, " I don't know whether we liv worlds and suffer contumely, scorn, and even death
it would appear from their persistence against all the hereafter or not; I hope we do. I think we ought to." itself in consequence from persons living then who
opposition of theological and scientific bigots, they
Elmina Slenker writes to T. B. Wakeman in Man, thought they knew it all, as s<5me seem to now, that
hav come to stay. They are among the persistent "We must go deeper than this, and prove that death we know anything of astronomy with its mighty revforces of the universe, and will not down at the bid- ends all, or turn around and help on the other side- elations.
A few years ago, had some person with clairvoyant
ding of any one.
help prove that we still liv-and then seek for the best
The believers in Spiritualism are counted by mill- mode of obtaining the truest and most useful infor- vision told of the wonderful world then unseen and
ions, and are to be found in every civilized country mation from the beyond."
unknown lying all around and about us that the miin the world. It has encompassed the globe without
That is sensible, and the only position an intelligent croscope has revealed to man, he would hav been
missionaries, without authoritativ leaderships, and unbeliever in Spiritualism can occupy, except that of considered as idiotic or insane, as are those who now
without any sacred books. All of these believers agnosticism in the matter; but I fear it would be tell of the no more wonderful world of spirit existhav been compelled, by evidence that has come to harder to prove that death ends all than it is to prove ence that surromads us, that some day some inventhem, to renounce their previously conceived opinions the reverse, for where could we find our witnesses? tion of man may be able to reveal to the external
and accept what was proven to them. Every one of But were we to ask some of our wise opponents, Can senses of the most spiritually obtuse. Science conthem has demanded and received what to him or her you prove it? they would doubtless reply, "Yes; in stantly compels us to believe facts quite as wonderful
was conclusiv evidence of the fact of individual exist- the law of the correlation of forces." A wise reply as any revelation that claims to come from the heyond. I indorse the words of M. J. Savage in his
ence after the death of the body, and of the power leaving one so thoroughly posted on the subject!
under certain conditions to communicate with those
It is amusing only for its being sad to see some of Easter sermon in Boston. In speaking of Spiritualstill clothed in mortal form. I hav never yet seen these people who hav decided the quE!stion twenty- ism he says: "As to science, I see no right that she has
the person who had a belief in Spiritualism based five or thirty years ago declaring the evidence all in, to turn her back on any fact. And· since she is all
upon what some one else had seen or experienced. keep on the even tenor of their ways, no matter if you the time dealing with invisible forces, the nature of
In this it is distinctiv, and unlike every form of past pile testimoll.y mountains high before them. They which she cannot explain, it could be only arrogance
religions. It has no creed, is unorganized, and simply gently glide around it and resume the same old strain, that could lead her to disregard one of these because
affirms and claims to be able to demonstrate that the thus illustrating another scientific law, that bodies it seemed to be intelligent."
Milwaukee, Wis.
· JuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
death of the physical body does not kill a man; that move in the line of the least resistance, a law as unihe has a continued conscious, individual existence, versa[ in its application as that of "the correlation
and the same characteristics as here; that the law of of forces." This method is illustrated by one of our
Are We Liberal~
progress is eternal, and that the formation of a phys- oldest papers, and a good one too, that is always reDid a question of this nature emanate from those
ical man is not the finis of evolution.
iterating the same reply to any testimony that may who conduct THE TRUTH SEEKim, ·its many readers
Among those who hav carefully and criticaily exam- be adduced to the contrary. The writer will proceed would respond in the affirmativ.. The generous use
ined these phenomena only to be convinced they to relate what he has seen in clairvoyance, for instance, of its columns for the discussion of all cognate queswere what they claimed to be, are .to be found the. of the most remarkable character; his statements tiona related to human rights and happiness makes
names of a few eminent scientists in both' this country strengthened by corroborativ testimony until one it an indispensable necessity to every radical thinker,
and the Old World, who were brave enough and bon- would think the evidence must convince the most and in every home where reason and justice are enest enough to engage in an unpopular investigation, obdurate, but after all the same polite, gentle, but couraged and practiced.
expecting, however, to be able to demonstrate that the decisiv reply is forthcoming: It can not be true, beWhile it is not a matter of surprise, it is a cause
causes were other than those claimed.
cause there is no such thing a'i clairvoyance. If of sincere regret that so many of our Liberal friends
Professor Hare, of Philadelphia, a man of rare er- there is, why do not. the mediums tell where Charlie exhibit such a spirit of bitterness and intolerance
udition and skill, undertook to thus explain the phys- Ross is? That is conclusiv. No matter how much while engaged in opposiDg others, or elucidating
ical phenomena, and after conducting a most: thor- more wonderful the facts stated may hav been, they their own opinions. This intolerance is in great part
ough investigation in his own laboratory, with the did not tell where Charlie Ross was, or the murderer the legacy that Christianity, in its more orthodox
most critical tests that science could invent and ap- of some recent victim.
phase, has entailed upon us, and which is so inply, was compelled, against his expectation, to decide
To persons posted on such subjects, such talk is grained in the marrow of our mental and emotional
in favor of its claims, and he wrote a book, "Spirit- much like a blind man's declaring there is no such characteristics that it seems well-nigh impossible to
ualism Scientifically Explained," in which he givs the thing as light, or a deaf man that no sound is pro- shake it off. As long as this superstitious incubus
modus operandi of his investigations, and the results. duced by striking the keys of a piano. It simply rests upon us, slow indeed will be the march of LibI would reccommend those scientific gentlemen who shows that to spiritual things they are blind and eral ideas. Discard as we may the importance of the
know all about it without any thorough investigation deaf.
emotional tendencies, and exalt as we desire the conI like honest skepticism, am very skeptical myself, elusion of enlightened reason, still it will remain true
to read this work, also Zoellner's "Transcendental
Physics," and Epes Sargent's "Planchette; or, The but I claim honest skepticism will believe one thing for many generations yet to come that the masses of
Despair of Science," carefully, and they will know as quickly as another on the same amount of evi- mankind will be swayed most by appeals to the emomore than at present upon this subject. Professors dence; that an honest, intelligent skeptic does not tional side of their nature. However learned the
Crookes, Wallace, Mapes, and otherlil hav come to sim- care what he believes, so it be the truth. He is will- teacher, howsoever his conclusions prove their advanilar conclusions.
ing to kneel at the shrine of Mother Nature, listen tage for human well-being, is he merely an intellectJudge Edmonds, one of our soundest jurists, one reverently to every voice to be heard, to feel every ual giant, whose appeals simply satisfy the reason,
accustomed to weigh evidence carefully and examin pulsing throb of her great heart, and try and inter- he will fail. We hav to first touch the human heart;
testimony critically, after a most thorough and care- pret all the voices and pulsings intelligently-as a with love and tenderness we must show our nearness
ful investigation came to the same conclusion, and wise physician notes the beating of the human pulse, of kin to them by those influences that won the child
published a book on the subject.
and from its indications forms certain conclusions, and reached the soul of the mother. With this inI might go on and cite hundreds who stand high instead of deciding what the disease is in advance, spiration that lacks intolerance for opinion's sake,
in popular esteem as learned, wise, and good men, and then interpreting the symptons in harmony with we hav within us the elements of true reform. I
who, in spite of their desire to the contrary, and in his decision-knowing that whatever changes of hold that this is one essential of true Liberalism.
spite of the opprobrium attached to such belief by opinion he may be compelled to entertain in the As yet the educational influences of" Freethought"
ignorant theologians and scientists, hav been, by interest of truth will be for the advancement of the hav not wrought out half their mission in connecttheir nativ honesty, compelled to acknowledge that a human race, and his own growth and happiness. ing the old methods of intolerant abuse. Ere this
power outside of the physical body manifested intel- And no one is competent to investigate any subject we who constitute the school of radical thought and
ligence and further gave proof unmistakable of iden- properly until that spirit is attained. 'Would not Liberal ideas should hav discovered the utter iintity, as persons who had lived among us, but were that be a better qualification than to be "more cute possibility of honest minds reaching the same concluwhat we call dead, and that they still continue to liv than a lynx, more heartless than marble, more cruel sian. No one at all cognizant of the earnestness with
as individuals. The great mass of professed scien- than a vivisector, and more impolite than a hyena?" which men and women enlist in what to them seems
But is this spirit of impartial investigation mani- important life-work, however much it may differ, can
tists, instead of investigating these phenomena with
the honest, fearless purpose which should character- fested by the opponents of Spiritualism in the Lib- fail· to giv credit to the workers, and commend
ize all efforts to understand and explain any phenom- eral ranks, where it certainly ought to be? Let's their good intentions. The wordy war between
ena of nature, which certainly it is the province of see. "Bottom Facts" is often referred to by these Messrs. Putnam and Andrews was not as free as it
science to do, decide the case a priori upon the ap- scientific editors as evidence, and I certainly think should hav been from what bordered on the rancorparent hypothesis that there is nothing in the uni- the author possessed all the qualifications required ous and bitter. Of course these giants hav their folverse that has not been discovered and explained, as an investigator in the aforementioned remarkable lowers. Sister Elmina seems jubilant to think Mr.
and that their established ideas must be maintained requisition. In courts of justice, if I am not mis- Putnam, in a few concise words, settles the whole
at all hazards; they, like the pope, are infallible. In- taken, if a witness is proven to hav given false testi- question of the origin of mind and potentiality of
stead of investigating these phenomena, which all many, his evidence is thrown out or impeached, if he matter. I am sure she is true and honest. Many
must admit exist, with an honest purpose, to learn is not sent to prison for perjury.
will come to different conclusions, myself among the
what may be the cause, with the spirit of humility
Now these wise ones, who will smile with incredu- number. To me Mr. Putnam's conclusions hav not
that all true scientists and large-brained, broad- lity or derision at the testimony of hundreds and the odor of newness, and are only fresh in their
souled men possess, they go into an examination, if thousands of intelligent, honest, upright citizens, prettiness of phraseology. In a different form they
at all, prejudging the case, and with a feeling of con- whose words on any other subject would never be are but the bold statement of old-time Materialism.
descension on their part; or, like T. B. Wakeman in doubted, offer in rebuttal this book, the work of a To many good, generous, and pure people they will
JJ.Ian, who declares, "The investigator of Spiritualism self-confessed :fraud, and who, according to his own seem conclusiv, and almost a divine revelation,
bas need to be more cute than a lynx, more heartless admissions, has for years deceived in the most sacred clothed as they are in his poetic imagery. To
than marble, more cruel than a vivisector, and more things of the human heart.
another, and I think much larger class, Mr. Andrews
impolite than a hyena." This shows as much intolA person who would deliberately resort to mean will appear the victor.
erance and injustice as does Talmage or any other and contemptible measures, I care not for what purThe trouble with most of us consists in the fact
theological "crank," and is an insult to hundreds, pose, seems to me to be capable of anything in the that we forget the necessity for this difference of
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opinion, and while too often blaming others for where
Methods of Presentinl! Freethoudtt.
teresting, because we can estimate the worth of the
they stand to-day, fail. to recollect our position yes~
~
constituents.
They are the light artillery in the
terday. Look at the Immense amount of wrangling
1\fr. Ring~r, in TH~ TRUTH SEEKER of yesterday, army of Freethought, and do invaluable work in
between Spiritualists and Materialists, and see the in- sounds ~he nght note m the suggestion be throws out t?eir respectiv neighborhoods by calling the attentolerant flings at each other for opinion's sake; It is concernmg the coming Freethinkers' Convention at tion of the people to the subject, and awakening in
just as true as the sun shines that the present method 9assa~aga ~ake. I hav often thought that the Rad- them a desire to know more, and in getting them to
of discussion will add no well-earned laurels to either 1eals, I:q thell" grand enterprise of delivering the minds take ·our Freethought papers. The heavy artillery
side. We of the incorrigible Spiritual order are not and consciences of their countrymen from the bond- are the thinkers, speakers, and editors, who take the
a whit less conscious of spirit intercourse and con- age of the church superstition, ought to study the bullion of Freethought, hammer it out intq shape, and
tinned life, and instead of finding fault with our Ma- methods adopted by the Abolitionists when thfly un- coin it in the mint of their brains, and by speech and
terialistic friends, we think they hav doBe us good ~ertook !he herculean task of revolutionizing the pub- pen circulate it among the people. One of the standservice. We bav l~oked better to our evidences, hav he se~timent. on the s~bject of American slavery. ing topics of discussion for conferences, during the
detected more readily the spurious, and are more than Knowmg th~t m a republic the people were the source meetings, of a convention should be "the best
ever conscious of the weakness and unfitness of Ma- of all authonty and power, they began by organizing, method for enlightening the minds of the common
terialistic philosophy to satisfy the need a of human first t~emselvs, and then their converts, into societiee, people in regard to the issues we make with the
nature, and to account for phenomena beyond the as a swe qua non to any practical work. Christianity, church." The common people know more on this
reach and present ·methods of modern science.
althou~h it bad some frie?ds in Crosar's household, practical subject than our studious men who do not
Many pure and· honest Materialists, like our dear began .Its work of undermming the old paganism by ~ix much with them, and who do not adopt their
old friend, D. R. Burt, who so recently passed out of ope~atmg_ on the masses of the people. The Aboli- discourses to popular audiences. It is the crowning
•the earthly form, are growing, as he grew, to be more twmsts did so .too. As the· objec~ was to ~nlighten merit of Ingersoll, as it was of his illustrious predetolerant to us, and as he wrote and said to me "I the popular mmd, they sent out mto the villages of cessor, Thomas Paine, that he takes an abstract prindon't know how it is, but the more I mingle ~ith the country, the highways and the hedges, lecturers, ciple, which, in the handling of most other men,
~piritualists the better I like them." And in addi- !Senerall~ t"\yo _by two, who _un?erstood the whole sub- would put an audience to sleep, and dresses it up in
tJon, "Perhaps the wish is father to the thought. I al- Ject of diSCiphn from _begm~ung to end, and whose such attractiv style that the common people compremost ho:pe,_BrotherGeorge, your opinions are correct." souls were thoro~ghlym their worlr. Wherever th.ey hend and rapturously accept it. And it is the comN~w~ this Is no~ introduced as any evidence for our could ge~ an audience of a dozen per~ons they dehv- mon people, not the uncommon people, that we are
opmwns, but simply to illustrate how largely he was ered their message. Earnest and smcere men, no after. All of which is respectfully submitt·:d by
a true Liberal. While conscious that Christian matter what cause ~hey advo<.ate, will always, sooner
AN OLD ABOLITIONIST.
churchianity is crystallized intolerance and supersti- or later,_ get a hearmg. After arranging for a serie.s
Enon Valley, Pa., June 8, 1884.
tion, there is a certain per cent of minds who bon- of meetm~s, the speaker.s would lay down a plan of
estly adhere to Christianitif that are largely liberal the cam~aign, and work"mto each other's hands by a
Vicious Literature.
and tolerant: As a~ong my friends· and acquaint- consecutJv course of reasoning. For instance, A~ in
There
is
a
flood
of humanity ever sweeping toward
ances a portwn of this ele.ment is represented, I will a speech of an hour, waul~ define slave1·y, showmg
not. condemn all with that sweeping denunciation too w~~t ~as the legal status of a slave, and what the Ah- idiocy and insanity. Everyday we read of the youth
many radicals indulge in.
oh~wmsts propos~d to do. He .w.ould be followed by who has started westward after Indian scalps, and
. Another illustration of bad blood crops out in the B, m a half-hours address, dnvmg home the facts the man who has ended his life with the rope or dagdiscussion of prohibition. This discussion has been a~d argumel?ts of A, as a carpenter drives and ger. Every paper that we pick up has in it an acallowed large latitude of time and space in THE ~lm~hes a n!f.Il. At the next meeting B would be the count of some insane· wretch who has either murTRUTH SEEKER. A~ I am personally acquainted with leadmg. speaker, and would show the conservativ nat- dered some of his family or committed suicide.
a number of the disputants, and hav an anxious de- ur~ of liberty, and t~at the. slave, tbe master, and the Vicious literature is corrupting the human race. We
sire to see the question thoroughly sifted the discus- BOil, would all be gamers If free labor were substi- are becoming mentally diseased by reading the
sion was followed closely. I was sorry to' see Brotller tuted fDr slave. Then A follows with an address con- fancies of others and believing them to be facts.
The boy who reads the tales of the West until be
George Gage handled so roughly by Walker and Le- firmator:y of B's position .. By this time the audience
land,. the latter especially, for Brother Gage is not at bec~me mterested, and wished to ~now ~ore o~ the thinks they are real, and is inspired to be a desall such a man as friend Tee Cee supposes him. He is subJect. The s:peakers ke~p u~ this log~cal tram of perado, is unfortunate; but the one that reads and
a grand and noble, if a mistaken, man. I do not say thoug~t, appealmg to the mtelhgence and conscience believes a more ancient novel, which relates incredibe is mistaken. Then, again, they picture Walker as of t~eir hearers; and when the last of the two days' ble incidents of war and bloodshed, not only of this
a horrid fellow, when he is nothing of the sort, and in sessi?ns were closed, every man who came to hear, ~orld, but of other worlds in other spheres, is surely
this game of "teter tater," as we used to call it he is provided he had a bead to understand, and a heart m a more deplorable condition. His imagination is
only on the opposit side of the plank, taking his ride to feel, w_as, hen_c~forth and forever, an Abolitionist. always picturing celestial cities with diamond-paved
down when his opponent goes up, and up when they · Th~re Is a stnkmg analogy h~tween the conditions streets and gates of pearl, inhabited by fairies which
are down. In a late TnuTH SEEKER, a correspondent of th_Is count;r:r forty y~ars ago m reganl to slavery, are half human and half bird. And in his dreams
from Ohio who signs his name "Wm Paulucci "cham and Its conditiOn now m regard to that vast system the poor maniac holds converse with these beaked
pions Walker's position, and pours h~t shot at'Brothe; of superstitioll: en!ren~hed ~n the Christian church. and feathered vagrants of the skies, which exist only
Jamieson by kindly telling him he (Jamieson) is used The whole nahan Is priest-ndden. By that I do not in his own fancy.
This novel, which givs accounts of battles between
up. Now, in this he is mistaken. Brother Jamieson is mean th.at all the peoJ?le are members of the-church,
not used up. Even I hav told him he was angular and believe her doctrms; but tha.t the priest, finding characters called angels, gods and devils, does more
too corri.bativ, attempted too much, and withal a Jittl~ the people ~a~dled and ~ridled by the past, and harm than all others together. It is taught to us
too ambitious, but did not think him used up. Brother ready an? Willmg ~o be ridden, mounts and rides. from the cradle to the grave. No sooner bas the
Jamieson is a good worker. There is nerve pluck and ~e baptizes our children when they are born; mar- child learned to talk than the parents begin teaching
vim in him to keep Brother Walker and ~thers busy ries. ~ur sons and. daughters when they found new it to believe these fairy tales, and to ask favors of t be
fo~ a lo?g time. Used up? not much! Then again f~~;mihes; and o~Ciates on all funeral ~ccasions with boss fairy or god, and even to advise him how Lis
this Ohwan never knew a prohibitionist that was not ~Is doleful platitudes. At t~e late Chicago conven- affairs should he conducted.
This hero is not human like those we read about in
a clo~e-fis~ed chu;rc~-member. For one I am sorry hon, altb?ugh not on.e ?Ian m a h~ndred had a spark
the
western tradition. He is a spirit-a three-bodied
to thmk his assoCiatiOns hav been so limited. I know of what. IS caped rebgwn, the pnest must open the
honest prohibitionists of all shades of opinion-Ma- c~nv~ntwn With ~he ~ockery of prayer. Prie~:>tcraft, monster who made this universe of nothing, and then
terialists, Spiritualists, Catholic and Protestant Chris- with Its mummenes, like the frogs of Egypt, is every- had as much nothing left as he had before; who once
tians, and those who drink the infernal stuff to excess, w~ere. Now, how are we to free the people from came down here and bore an illegitimate child to a
and which latter class pray for it as their only means this bondage? How are we to unhorse the clergy so married woman named Mary; who bad a great oppo•
that t~e people need not go any longer on all fours? nent named Satan, and who first started the human
of salvation.
After reading all sides, I scarcely know where I Why,_ m the v~ry way which the Abolitionists ado~ted, race with Adam and Eve, and afterward drowned the
stand. Practically, I prohibit, and I am not sure I first m teachmg the people on the slav~r:y subJect, world and started our race anew with a family called
would not vote to try the thing if oppOl"tunity offered. ~nd the~, ~hen soundl:r converted, orgamzmg them Noah. 'fhe child that Mary bore was named Jesus,
On general principles, the abuse of it (liquor) is so mto soCieties ~or practi~al work. What we want is and now it is said that Mary is not only Lis mother,
common that at times it seems an unmitigated curse. an e~er-enlargmg const~tuency _of voters, who, when but also his fat.ber's mother, making her Christ's
~xperience with the large majority of those who use the time comes, can act Ill carrymg out our measures grandmother. It is further claimed that Christ is
It, and c•ontend against its prohibition as an infringe- of offense .or defe?se. What m~k~s an act of Co~ God, his own father, the father of 1\'Iary, and consement of personallibet·ty, hav no objection to the dis- gress ommpotent IS th.e fact that ~tIs a repr~s~ntatJv quently the father of his own grandmother, which
enfranchisment of women; in fact, as a rule, they body, and has a. consbtuenc! of fifty o_dd mlllwns ~f makes him the great grandfather of himself.
In every town we hav houses where people spend
scorn the idea of women voting, while the majority people. .":by d~d not the hill for makmg Good Fnof Pro~ibitionists a;e ready, willing, and anxious for day a rehgwu~ fast .day pass the lower ho:use of t~e a day in each week inoculating this fairy tale into
woman s enfranch 1sment. l\Iy judgment as yet New York legislatme? The Senate sanctiOned this the minds of their children. Freeman and Guiteau
holds this question in abeyance, and yet there is n~ new encroachment of the church on the liberties of are specimens of children who were reared in tl1is
d?ubt on my part
the sincerity and honesty of the th_e people. What. s~rengthened the back- bone, and manner.
The hero of this novel was very fond of meat. He
di~pl!tants on the different sides, who ventilate their ~tiffened the knee JOI.nts of ~r. Ruggles, state superopmwns through the medium of THE TRU'IH SEEKER. mtendent of pubhc mstructwn for the state of New did not eat it as we do; but while his slaves roasted
In the discussion of this and cognate questions, let Y?rk, so t~at he put an en? t~ the. mockery ~f prayer, the carcasses of rams and bullocks, he reached biB
us ask ourselvs, "Are we Liberal?" and let what we Bible readmg, and hymn smgmg m ~he pubhc schods head out over the edge of a cloud and let his divine
say and do be a correct solution so that we show by of the state? I strongly suspect It was the knowl- nostrils feast on the ascending fumes.
Incredible as it may appear, the majority of peoour examples that our growth ~nt of the Christian edge that Green's Freethought conventions, which
church system has made us nobler and better men hav been held so frequently, hav a constituency of ple in so-called civilized countries believe this vilo
and women.
·
GEORGE L.:NN.
voters who will punish a politician if he truckle.s to superstition to be actually true. And countries that
are not called civilized believe traditions which are
the church.
I wish to avoid a religious war, which is sure to equally absurd. Vicious literature has its baneful
Comstock's Distinguished Relativs.
come, unless we enlighten the masses who vote and influence ov the whole world.
John Winthrop, Boston correspondent of the New who are the source of all political power in the state.
These works of fiction bav filled the world with imYork Independent, giv.s a little account of Comstock's Hence, conventions ought to be made attractiv by becils. Our asylums are full, and the only alternativ
speech there which was the same old one that we hav having particular subjects discussed, and the pre- is to let them run at large. They build churches,
heard ~ere ad nauseam, and ~hen bolsters up the grams, with the topics and speakers, all announced preach what they call the "Gospel of Jesus Christ,"
great viCegerent by the followmg bit of respectable beforehand. Allow me to say that there is too much and even edit newspapers. They would resist any
relationship :
waste of talent at our conventions, for want of a attempt to pen them up, and if they could be all con. "It adds not a little to the practical bearing of such a man's specific purpose and a plan. One-third the speakers fined in an asylum, there would not be enough peo
hfe upon the youth of the land to know tuat this earnest man
has a brother who resembles him in physique and features present, if they understood each other, would do ple left outside to carry food to the inmates. The
who is an instructur at Philips Academy, Andover, the Rugby more work, and better, than if all manner of subjects disease commonly known as religion is epidemic, and
of our New England."
were discussed by a large number of people. 'fhe the oni.y medicin that will giv humanity relief is sci~
Wn,J.TAM Soorl'.
But Winthrop didn't tell of that other Comstock con!ere!lces ~t such meeting, where the people express entific education.
brother, in jail for stealing a watch.-Man,
BeUwood, I'a.
tbell" views m short speeches, are to me deeply in-
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Two Open Letters.
We hav forwarded letters, of which the following
are copies, to the Ron. James Gillespie Blaine, Republican candidate for president, and the Ron. Benjamin F. Butler, candidate of the Greenback, Labor
Union, and Anti-Monopolist parties:
TO JAMES G. BLAINE.
HoN. JAMES G. BLAINE, Augusta, Me., Dear Sir: When you
were a member of the House of Representative, in 1875, you
introduced the following resolution:
"No state shall mak& any law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; and no money
raised by taxation in any state for the support of public
schools. or derived from any public fund therefor, nor any
public lands devoted thereto, shall ever be under the control
of any religious sect; and no money so raised or lands so devoted shall be divided among religious sects or denominations."
It met with little favor at the hands of your fellow-members, being killed by an absurd amendment originating in the
Judiciary Committee. In the Senate you will doubtless recollect that Mr. Edmunds, one of your antagonists at the late
Chicago convention, offered a constitutional amendment of a
directly opposit character, which only failed by two of having
the necessary two-thirds affirmativ votes. It was well for the
country that he was defeated in the preliminary canvass for
the presidency.
Our object in writing to you now is to ask these questions:
If elected president, will you, in your message to Congress,
recommend a constitutional amendment similar in purport to
the resolution introduced by you into the House? Will you
also do all in your legitimate and legal power to prevent the
payment from the national treasury of the salaries of chaplains in the army and navy? Your familiarity with our Constitution will enable yon to perceive at a glance that the present course in this respect is an illegal procedure.
It is not problj,ble that even the recommendation of the
president would secure the passage of the amendment, but a
beginning must be made, else this country will, in a few years,
experience the dangerous evil of a united church and state.
Millions of dollars are now annually donated by the various
states and the national government to religious purposes.
The only safe way, therefore, is to forever prohibit by constitutional amendment any state, and the national government,
from loaning credit or giving money to any religious or antireligious institution. We await your reply.
TO B. F. BUTLER.
To THE HoN. BENJ. F. BuTLER, Dear Sir: You are the
candidate of the Greenbackers, Anti-Monopolists, and Labor
Unions for the presidency. The sympathies of thousands of
Freethinkers are with one or another of these parties. But
with many, state secularization is paramount to all other considerations. No matter who is elected, this question presses
forward for solution. Either our governmental institutions
must be wholly Christian or wholl;v secular. The impossibility of maintaining them as they now are-secular in theory,
Christian in practice and in law-must be apparent to you, a
deElp student of history.
We are well aware that while governor of Massachusetts
your proclamations were almost pathetic in religious tone, but
we beg to remind you that the world has never decided three
things as to them: Whether the piety expresRed came from an
honest but mistaken heart; whether it was a bid for pious
votes; or whether it was an exquisit satire and well-deserved
rebuke to the pharisaical deRcendants of puritanical bigots.
For the benefit of several thousand Freethinkers, we beg to
be enlightened. And we want to ask you a plain question:
If you are elected, will you in your message to Congress recommend the following, or a similar, amendment to the United
States Constitution?
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM AMENDMENT:
PROPOSED AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE

FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE U. B. CONSTITUTION.
ABTICLE 1.

SEcTION 1.-N either Congress nor any state shall make any
law respecting an establishment of religion, or favoring any
particular form of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or permitting in any degree a union of church and
state, or granting any special privilege, immunity, or advantage to any sect or religious body, or to any number of sects
or religious bodies; or taxing the people of any state, either
directly or indirectly, for the support of any sect or religious
body, or of any number of sects or religious bodies; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the press, or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government
for a redress of grievances.
SECTION 2.-N o religious te~t shall ever be required as a condition of suffrage, or as a qualification to any office or public
trust, in any state. No person shall ever in any state be deprived of any of his or her rights, privileges, or capacities, or
disqualified for the performance of any public or private duty,

however, will speedily be filled, keeping the number
up to thirty. Two thousand dollars a year is a low
estimate to average for these, but putting the figure
at that shows sixty thousand a years spent to establish religion in the navy.
In connection with this subject, the case of the
Rev. J. H. H. Brown, Episcopalian, before mentioned,
is of interest. We are indebted to Methodist hatred
of Episcopalianism for the details of his particular
steal. Not content with getting money he had no
legal right to get, he has gone the government one
better, and drawn money he made no pretense of
earning. He had been in the navy more than ten
years, but until Aprillst of the present year he had
never been to sea, and had but three years and seven
months of shore duty.~ The amount of salary paid
him up to April 1st was ~bout $19,000, or more than
The object of the foregoing is to satisfy ourselvs $5,000 a year for the actual service rendered. The
as to the desirability of Mr. Blaine's or Mr. Butler's details are:
J. H. H. BROWN, LATE CHAPLAIN U. S. NAVY.'
election. We do not propose to vote for any candiJan. 23, 1874
date who is not sound on the question of state secu- Entered service,
July 26, 1875
larization. A similar letter will be forwarded the Ordered to Navy Yard, New York,
July,
1878
Democratic candidate, and we hope every Freethinker Granted leave,
Feb. 10, 1880
Navy Yard, Penascola,
in the country will write the three gentlemen.
Aug.,
1880
Sick leave,
The probabilities are, of course, that no answer Ordered to U. S. S. Hartford,
April 1, 1884
May,
1884
will be returned. The churc)les are, as yet, too Resigned,
$2,400
powerful for a popular candidate to a:ffirmativly Waiting orders, 11-2 years, at $1,600,
6,000
answer these questions. A negativ answer, the can- Shore duty, 3 years, at $2,000,
Leave, 1-2 year, at $1,600,
800
didates know, will mean the loss of a few votes, and Leave, 11-12 year, at $1,900,
1,740
a discreet silence will be maintained.
Shore duty, 7-12 year, at $2,300,
1,340
6,966
A man who has not the courage of his opinions, one Leave, 3 2-3 years, at $1,900,
way or the other, is, however, too destitute of back$19,246
bone to make a safe president. It is better not to Total duty,
3 yr's and 7 mos.
$19,246
vote at all than to vote for an enemy or a friend too Amount paid,
$5,271 per year.
cowardly to avow his friendship. If any candidate At the rate of
No doubt it is better that the chaplains should lie
has doubts as to his position on these questions,. we
idle than that they should preach their superstition
hav none as to him.
to the men and officers, but if they are the promoters
Army and Navy Chaplains.
of the morality they pretend to be, they ought to be
One of the abuses imposed upon the tax-payers of honest enough to . forego worldly wealth for which
the country by the Christian church is the support of they render no equivalent. Imagin the ltev. J. H. H.
chaplains for the army and navy, and in the two Brown rebuking a ship's crew for taking what is not
houses of Congress. Although Congress may make theirs!
no law respecting the establishment of religion, acThe chaplains of Congress get $900 a session.
cording to the Constitution, it has done so in viola- The United States spends annually on these three
tion of that instrument. For many years the politi- services, therefore, about as follows:
cians hav paid but little attention to our national Chaplains in Congress,
- $ 1,800 00
84,600 00
"
"
Army,
charter, and the Supreme Court in many of its de60,000 00
"
"
Navy,
cisions has shown as little regard.
The Army Register for this year shows the full num- Total annual expenditure,
$146,400 00
ber of chaplains allowed by act of Congress. · Thirty
And all this in direct and defiant violation of the
post chaplains distribute spiritual food to a little over Constitution. No sane man would pretend that em28,000 enlisted men and officers, supplemented by ploying nearly a hundred Mohammedan priests to
four coffee-colored shouters for the colored regi- preach to the government employees, was not estabments. The employment of these latter was author- lishing that religion. Yet the church has the impuized by act of Congress July 28, 1866. The others dence to pretend that the employment of Christian
derive their license from an act passed as long ago as preachers on ships and government posts is not an
March 2, 1849. Their relativ rank is as captains of abuse of power.
infantry, and considering ministerial predilections
During the late unpleasantness with our Southern
toward the sisters, it is, perhaps, about right.
sister states, the North had f!. million men in the field.
These thirty-four incumbrances draw from the tax- A chaplain went with each regiment, which consisted
payers of the country wages varying from $125 to of nearly a thousand men. The North, therefore, in
$175 a month. The pay scale is for the first five round numbers, had a thousand chap]ains at $1,500 a
years' service $125 per month; for the next five years, year to te)l God which side he ought to espouse.
$137.50; after ten years' service, $150; after fifteen The Confederates also had a proportionate number.
years, $162.50; after twenty years, $175. Upon re- One thousand times fifteen hundred is one million
tiring they are pensioned at the rate of $112.50 to five hundred thousand dollars per year, spent during
$157.50 a month. There are at present thirteen of the war. In four years, six million dollars were
these retired leeches upon the roster. When travel- added to our national debt to pay a lot of men whose
ing on orders chaplains draw in addition mileage of services were worthless. The expenditure for the
eight cents per mile.
same purpose of the navy could not hav been less
The average drain upon the treasury for these un- than a couple of millions. The people hav been payconstitutional burdens is probably about $1,800 a ing interest on that eight millions ever since. Since
year each. Forty-seven times eighteen hundred dol- the war closed some three millions more hav been
dollars is eighty-four thousand six hundred dollars, squandered on the loafing drones. In the last
a snug little sum to be spent annually to eliltablish re- quarter of a century, Congress has devoted not less
ligion by our law-makers in defiance of their oaths to than eleven millions of dollars to the establishment
support the Constitution.
'
of the Christian religion, and is continuing at the
In the navy affairs are as bad. Chaplains while rate of nearly $150,000 annually.
Where is the authority for this vast expenditure?
getting their sea legs o:a are paid $2,500 a year; after
five years' service, $2,800. If during the initiatory There is none. The churches simply ask it, and the
five years they are left on shore to say their prayers, politicians giv the money. They say it is done in
the people pay them $1,200 per year; after the five response to public sentiment. No doubt it is the
years, $2,300. On leave of absence, or waiting orders, sentiment of the church-members, a paltry third of
doing nothing, they command $1,600 or $1,900, ac- the population of the country, but to assert that the
cording as they hav been the five years or more in great mass of the people sustain this steal in the
the navy. Retired chaplains hold the relativ rank of name of religion is to set a low estimate on t19.e
captains, with three-fourths pay.. There are twenty- mora1ity of the United States. The Democratic press
three of these naval nuisances activly engaged, with and the Republican press of the country are keen in
a round half dozen retired. A few weeks ago there detecting robbery in their political opponents, but
were twenty-four activ, but one, the Rev. J. H. H. not a remonstrance do they utter against this misBrown, Episcopalian, has just resigned. His place, appropriation of public funds. They,_ too, a.re undet
or rendered incompetent to giv eTidence in any court of law
or equity, in consequence of any opinions he or she may hold
on the subject of religion. Jso person shall ever in any state
be required by law to contribute directly or indirectly to the
support of any religious society or body of which he or she is
not a voluntary member.
SECTION 3.-Neither the United States, nor any state, territory, municipality, or any civil division of any state or territory, shall levy any tax, or make any gift, grant, or appropriation, for the support, or in aid of any church, religious sect,
or denomination, or any school, seminary, or institution of
learning, in which the faith or doctrins of any religious order
or sect shall be taught or inculcated, or in which religious
practices shall be observed; or for the support, or in aid of
any religious charity or purpose of any sect, order, or denomination whatsoever.
SECTION 4.-Congress shall hav power to enforce the various
provisions of this article by appropriate legislation.
Will you also do all in your legitimate and legal power to
prevent the payment from the national treasury of the salaries
of chaplains in the army and navy?
You are undoubtedly able to answer these questions at once,
without argument, and we anxiously await your reply.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 21. 1884.
the dominion of the religious power, and see that
only which is for their interests to see. If their professions of legislativ economy are not all sham, let
them aid the Freethinkers in preserving to the national treasury nearly $150,000 a year.
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for and placed il! a small shop where she has the opportunity the persecuted defendant. The inclinations of the
of earning a modest livelihood."
other two judges are not kn~wn. Mr. Bradla~gh won

Several companies hav been formed by the branches an important point on the last day of trial in the deduring the year for the buying or building of per- cision by the court that his act in administering the
manent meeting-places and lecture halls. The rapid oath to himself is not contrary to any known statute.
growth of the society leads Mr. Bradlaugh to caution He lost a point, however, in failing to convince the
Freethought in England.
the branches against contracting debts, and especially court that the speaker had acted illegally in refusing
The National Secular Society of England held its to be careful in the business of each branch. A to administer the oath without having Mr. Bradannual conference June 1st. The annual report, read general building society scheme will by elaborated laugh's religious unbelief proved. The court decided
by Mr. Bradlaugh, the president, contains many items and adopted so soon as the president is relieved of a that this question must be reserved for the decision
of the jury. Several or the Tory members of the
of interest. When· the conference met last year two few of his legal cares.
members of its executiv council were in prison for
By the Burials act of 1880, Freethinkers desirous House, being fearful that Lord Coleridge would prove
blasphemy, necessitating the appointment of a Pris- of being interred in church-yards without religious to be a partisan of Mr. Bradlaugh, endeavored to
oners' Aid Committee. This committee raised for ceremonies must draw a form of testamentary au- prevent the case being tried before him. In this
the help of the persecuted £642 12s. 2d. Testimo- thority providing for the appointment of a legal rep- they failed, but they may be able to work upon the
nials for the prisoners realized £379 3s. 9d. "These resentativ, specifying some friend willing to act at two other judges to an extent sufficient to defeat the
figures/' remarked Mr. Bradlaugh, " giv ground for the funeral. In Belgium, France, and Italy, civil ends of justice.
--------·~·._·-----congratulation, for they mark the strength and or- funerals are very largely on the increase. The legal
The Monument Dedication.
ganization of the party since the persecutions of red tape of English law is one of the blessings conThe meeting for the dedication of the Bennett
forty years ago." At the same time these large sums ferred by a state church.
monument
was held at 220 East Fifteenth street, on
were contributed other large amounts were voluntaIt appears that the children of Freethinkers being
rily given to Mr. Bradlaugh to aid him in his legal educated in Board (corresponding to our public) Friday evt'ning, the 13th. In spite of the oppressiv
contests. In connection with the imprisonment of schools can be withdrawn from religious instruction heat, the hall was full, nearly half of those present
Foote, Ramsey, and Kemp, the report rebukes the on proper application by the parents. Whether or being ladies. T~e services . consisted of music,
home secretary of England for making the statement not the children are compelled to wait in the halls, speeches, and a poem. Mr. Samuel P. Putnam prethat the imprisonment was for obscene libel, when as the Bloomfield, Iowa, teachers request, the report sided. Daniel Edward Ryan, chairman of the MonLord Coleridge had already contradicted that charge does not say. The number of such withdrawals is ument Committee, in an earnest and eloquent
address, formally presented the monument to the
by anticipation.
large and increasing.
Mr. Justice Stephen is thanked for his clear expoThe growth of the science classes maintained by Liberal public. Mr. Putnam read a memorial poem,
sition of the blasphemy laws in all their odiousness, the society has been such that larger quarters are and th<m introduced Mrs. A. C. Macdonald, who gave
and for drafting a bill for their repeal-a bill, how- demanded, and the whole of a floor has been secured some touching and most intereRting reminiscences
ever, which could find no sponsor in a Christian par- in the same building with the Freethought Publish- of Mr. Bennett, drawn from nearly ten years of close
liament. But members of Parliament are now being ing Company. A laboratory will be fitted up, and acquaintanceship with him. Mr. Andrews followed
pressed by the society, and hopes are not unreason- chemical appliances purchased; also a reading-room with further remembrances of the founder of THE
ably entertained that the repeal of the laws will soon with books of reference. Miss Hypatia Bradlaugh Tnu'rH SEEKER. Mr. Chamberlain, one of l\1r. Ben·
be accomplished.
is legally qualified and will conduct the class in nett's most ardent defenders, spoke of the infamy of
The stn;ggle for the abolition of the oath still con- chemistry. Mrs. Besant gratuitously devotes a good the Comstock persecution; and Henry A. Stone, whose
acquaintance with the martyr-hero extendR back to
tinues in England and on the continent. In Belgium share of her time to these science classes.
a bill for the abolition of the judicial oatp is now beOne recommendation of Mr. Bradlaugh's will fit baby hood, paid him a gl_owing tribute. Finally
fore the Belgian parliaml'lnt. In England a large this country as well as England. It is that some T. B. W al{eman, in a magnificent oration, pronounced
number of the clergy of_ the church of England hav earnest friend in every town should watch the local the benedictory words. The addresses were interhad the sense to petition for the substitution of affir- press and constantly contradict the many misrepre- spersed with music. Miss Adelina Peters drew
mation in all cases where an oath is now required. sentations of Freethought and Freethinkers which marvelous melody from the piano; Mrs. McCune sang
One of the members of the Secular Society, the re- find publicity. In several municipal and school board a beautiful song composed for the occasion, and Mr.
port relates, was summoned on a coroner's jury. He elections the cry of "Infidel" and "Atheist" has been Edward Boys contributed to the general harmony
claimed to affirm, and being questioned by the cora- raised against candidates
Mr. Bradlaugh :finds pe- with his fine voice.
Next week we shall priut a full report of the
ner stated that he was an Atheist. He did not refuse culiar pleasure in recording that in every instance
speeches,
which were all of unusal ex:cellence. Tbe
to take the oath; had he gone so far as that the cor- such candidates hav triumphed over their opponents.
meeting was in every way a splendid success. There
oner could hav imprisoned him. He was not allowed
The recruits to the society during the year ending is an increasing enthusiasm in the Liberal movement
to affirm, as the law does not permit it in the case of May 31st number 1,747. Sixteen new branches hav in New York, much of which is due to the enterjurors. In this most states of America are many years been organized. The receipts of the General Fund prise of Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, who is the leading
ahead of the mother country. That the Evidence were some $2,000; the expenditures about $1,800. spirit in our meetings. The name, too, of D. M.
Amendment acts of 1869-70 do not apply to Scotland From the Benevolent Fund has been paid over $600, Bennett is a growing power for good. As all thn.t
has also been emphasized the past year by the abso- with over $400 in hand. Seventy-two branches hav was mortal of the man r11cedes from view, whatever
failings he may be imagined to hav had paRs from
lute rejection by the presiding judge of the evidence received nearly $20,000. Although fewer new mem- the memory. The magnificence of his achievflments
of an Atheistic witness. Mr. Bradlaugh asks the hers were admitted this year than last, the number is being recognized as never before. The faults and
branches of the society to spare no pains to win the of renewals of membership is greater. Besides the the weaknesses of the clay are forgotten. Above all
right of affirmation" without question, objection, or Funds already mentioned, the Freethinkers contrib- these looms the form of D. M. Bennett, the hero the
observation, on the simple demand of the person who, uted about $700 toward Mr. Symes's expenses to ~artyr, the apostle of liberty, t.he central figure
m the Freethought movement of his day.
under any circumstances or in any place, is or might Australia.
And yet, after all, those who did not know him as
be now required by law to take the oath." This
It must be admitted that the organization of the the kindly, generous soul he was, can never appreseems a small thing to ask for, but it will probably Freethought force is much more coherent and solid ciate his crowning merits as a man.
be many years before the Christians of England will with the Englishmen than with Americans. No
grant it.
doubt a great share of the enthusiasm is due to the
Cremation in New Yor]{.
The society will aid the Freethinkers of Paris in constant and unremitting persecution to which, in one
In printing Philip Peabody's communication on
celebrating the centenary of Pierre Denis Diderot, shape and another, the Secularists of England seemed i'?cinera~ion of the dead, w_e deem it an n.ppropriato
the great encyclopedist, on July 30th. Australia doomed, but a good percentage can be traced to the time to mtroduce to the L1berpl public t.he Cremaand New Zealand, being colonies of England, are plans of organization perfected by Mr. Bradlaugh, tion Society of this city. We insert for this purpose
cared for by the English Freethinkers. Some of the whose re-election to the office of president was heart- the exterior and interior plan of the propos~d crematory. Several of the commiAsioners of the comsocieties in those countries are affiliated with the ily unanimous. The society, under his able, if some- pany are Freethinkers. Jamea B. Brown, the presiNational Secular Society, and all are in friendly rela- what imperious, directions, has been put on a busi- dent of the Board, is a Liberal well-known in busitions with its officers. In South Australia an Inter- ness basis. No members or branches are can-ied on ness circles of this city; Dr. Bloodgood, the meuical
Colonial Conference has been held, well attended by the books for show. A wholesome disciplin is main- inspector at the Navy Yard, Brooklyn, is a Liberal:
delegates, and Mr. Joseph Symes, of England, is now tained, which has resulted in a very compact and sf- and all our readers know where Felix Adler standF:
lecturing in Melbourne, being sent to the country for fectiv body. The small size of England, too, favors The other co~m.is~ione~s are Rev. J. D. Beugless, an
advanced Chnst1an n.gamAt whom the only point that
propagandist work on the invitation of the Austra- organization, as all the branches are within a few can be made is that he is the de facto chaplain at the
lian Freethinkers.
hundred miles of the Execativ, and can receive in- Brooklyn Navy Yard; August Schwarzschild, E. C.
A paragraph of the report, which we copy in full, structions at very short notice. Each state in this Cockey, and E. A. Caswell. With tbe religious habits
shows how the society proceeded in a delicate and country ought to show as powerful and numerous a of these three latter gentlemen we are unacquainted.
difficult matter:
membership of the League as all of England. And Th~ capital stock of the company is $25,000, of
whiCh $12,000 or $15,000 bas been subscribed, and
"Your Executiv has to report a very painful case. One of when our League gets down to bed-rock principles
the prospects are good f·Jr the rapid taking up of tie
your members, a sober, honest, industrious, well-conducted we think it will.
remainder. The shares are $25.
man, employed in the building trade, having been defrauded
The cable dispatches of last Saturday convey the
In the center of the building is a room labelEd
of his wages under circumstancas of considerable aggravation, intelligence of the further progress of iHr. Bradlaugh "chapel." The word signifie~ its use as well as any.
unfortunately carried away by ungovernable passion, irritated
by insult and a blow, killed his employer with one of the toward his parliamentary rights. The government We understand the company mtends to maintain 11o
heavy tools used in his trade. The case was carefully investi- action against him for sitting and voting in the particular religious creed, hut allow the manner of
gated and considered by your president, under authority of a House of Commons un the night of February 11th services to be directed hy the friends of the decease• 1
special resolution of your executiv, and counsel was instructed began Friday and continued on the following davs. who can invi!e their own o~ator to eulogize the d( :
parted. This would be m accordance with t.lll·
in the hope to reduce the offense to manslaughter. Though Mr. Bradlaugh conducts his own case, and, the d.isAmerican instinct of fair-play, and an example fu
the jury expressly negatived premeditation, and the man's
good character was shown, the capital sentence was enforced. patch says, more than holds his own with the attar- the Philadelphians and Bostonians to follow wlw;·
Under the supervision of Mrs. Besant, the widow left penni- ney-general. Lord Chief-Justice Coleridge, the pre- shall be completed the proposed similar institutioll.,
less, with one young child and one since born, has been cared siding judge, it is observed, obviously leans toward in those cities.
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#I'om ·Jffititntls.

SHAKOPEE, MINN., May 28, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find six month's subscription
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am not permanently locn<ed here
or I would take it for a year. It is the best paper I ever read.
It has opened my eyes so wide that no Bible or church -can
ever blindfold me again; and you can be assured of a permanent subscriber in me.
J os. ScHRoLL.
Your friend truly,
CoAL CREEK, CoL., May 31, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Please find incloRed $2, for which please send
me twelve lectures on "Orthodoxy," by R. G. Ingersoll, and
two irial subscriptions, as below.
With the petition for state secularization I did what I could
under the circumstances, getting sixty names. I could hav
gotten more if I had had more time. I think I hav got about
half. I asked a Frenchman to sign it. He then said, " Why
did you not come to me sooner? It makes me so glad as if
I had five dollars."
The arguments that I hav bad while taking around the petition are too numerous to mention.
A Liberal Leag11e could be very easily formed at Coal Creek,
and if I come back here next winter I shall try to get it in
order. I think we could interest the people as much as the
parson, if not more.
HENRY BEICHLING.
HuMnoLDT, NEB., June 3, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: There bas ])een a great brenk-up here in the
Presbyterian church. Their minister, the Rev. Kelsey, delivered a lecture on undenominationalism, and he took quite a
liberal view of the matter. It was the straw that broke the
camel's back. A portion of the mossbacks were going to lock
him out, but did not. He was requested by the citizens to
repeat the lecture, which he did in the Opera House. The
house was filled to overflowing, and the end of it is that there
is a split in the congregation, and a wealthy lady here is building a church, the name of which will be the People's Church.
Mr. Kelsey lectures now and preaches in the Opera House,
commanding good audiences, and the Talmage party hav got a
minister that will snit them. He is full of hell-fire, and heavy
on the elect. Thus they are falling, slowly but surely. Let
the good work go on.
A. M. ENoCH.
ST. JoHNS, AmzoNA, May 28, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2, for which send me
the ANNUAL, and the balance I contribute to the Monument
Fund. There are quite a nnmher of so-called Infidels in this
county; in fact, as Brother Talmage.says, "the West is teeming with Infidelity." Brother Talmage is correct in this, and
I hope to liv long enough to see common sense and reason
take the place of fanatical superstition all over our great republic. There are many Mormons in this part of the territOl"y
who believe in and practice t.he precepts found in the Bible,
ancl how in the name of reason the other Christian denominations can rave and hound at them is one of those things which
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ics, through the gambling devices of grab-bags, fish-ponds,
ring cakes, selling pools on the handsomest girl in the town,
etc. And, what is the quintessence of meanness, by their
schemes they wheedle nearly all the money out of nice young
men and imbecil old gnes, who are drawn into these games by
the smiles and wiles of the gentler sex. Really there is much
truth in the rough old miner's words, "God's middle-men hav
the cheek surpassing an army mule" to thus use the angels of
humanity as implements in order to bleed the purses of the
male lobby members of the churches.
And then isn't it a glorious remuneration to be told in the
next priestly harang, " He that disbelieveth will be damned!''
I judge you published some of my former communications,
although I did not see that number of your paper, for I hav
received of late many Liberal papers from all parts of the
United States, and there are none I like, next to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, better than Brother Bailey's Liberal, of Nashville, Tenn.
After I get up a club of trial subscribers for your paper I intend to do so for the Liberal, that rnultmn in parvo little sheet,
which has metal that rings with a clear twang. I hope you will
like my opinion of the little competitor in your trade, for, being somewhat of a chemist, I comprehend no ism or spirit that
does not reHt on a material substratum. Hence I belong to the
same ungodly crowd with Brothers Winter, and Bailey. Trusting you will excuse this verbose epistle, with a promis to be
short and pointed in future, I am
Yours for the truth,
J. E. CLARK.
DETROIT, June 3, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I wish yon would exchange with the Chicago
Exprtss. You and they both need each other. The Express
is ahead of THE TRUTH SEEKER i:n political reform, but they
need THE TRUTH SEEKER tci help them in religions Liberal
ideas very much. While the Liberals are fighting all over _the
branches of religious oppression, while luxury, the root of all
political and religions oppression, is allowed to flourish and
propagate freely, the people of this land, and of the civilized
world, must adopt the truth expressed by Charles Lever in his
"Romance of Sir Jasper Carew," if they ever intend or hope
to be free.
In chapter xlvii he says that "whoever
.
.
.receives in-,
terestls a _slave-owner and whoever p_ays m~erest 18 a. slave_.
Now
m
. here 1s theA key. to all of the .cruue, VICe, and m1sery
.
th1s a~untry.
s Bnck Pomeroy sa1d, the greatest cr1me ever
committed was the sale by Congress to the money-lenders of
the power tohav eighteen hundred and eight millions of money
destroyed in 1865 so that from dire distressful want of money
. '
'
the people m1ght be compelled to go to the usurers and borrow their notes-their debts, called national bank noteswhich are no more money than any other man's notes or debts;
and since 1865, since this damnable bargain and sale of this
nation into slavery, the debts hav increased to fully double the
amount of the entire wealth of the nation. If the Liberals,
instead of petitioning Congress for the secularization of the
states, had given out the heading of a demand for issuing
money to put the people out of debt, it would be striking at
tha root of the evils. It is true that whoever controls the
amount of money in a country controls the lives and happiness of every person in it. Giv us liberty from debt, and the
influence of churches will soon fade away with all other evils.
The debt that the laborers of this country are expected to pay
the interest upon, or hav the burden increase, is full enough
to giv each and every one a good home, and furnish it well,
leaving no more criminal or paupers. Why not work for lib-

ELGIN, May 30, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: In reading my Bible (I bought one at an auction for ten cents) I find there is a .mint of money in it, and I
feel confident that by publishing the inclosed for the benefit.
of the Young Men's Christian Association they will vie with each
other to see who will lug up the patent first and go into the
business. Hoping that some enterprising individual may be
benefited by it, I am
Yours truly,
I. W. ARCHIBALD.
THE INCLOSED-MILLIONS IN IT.
Let a few of the boys get together, get a tot of rams' horns,
go to some city, secure by some honest means a path round
about the city on the extreme outside of it-for if not, the police might pick you up, and as you are on an honorable, praiseworthy mission you don't want to be disturbed by the city snobs.
This done, you are all ready for the pile. All together march
arm:.nd the city seven times, blowing your rams' horns (be sure
they are rams' horns). When you get around five or six times
the inhabitants will be pretty well alarmed. Now is your
time. Just quietly send a delegation to the city council, demanding-don't beg or pray, but simply demand-say two or
three hundred thousand dollars, according to the size and the_
wealth of the town, which if they don't hand out p1·omptly,
tell them you hav only to march rouml their worthless town
once or twice more, as the case may be, when their city will all
tumble down, doing ten times more damage than the paltry
sum you ask them. Don't you see the point? If you do, just
go in and make money. As soon as you are through with one
city go to another, and if the :first one or two cities don't hand
out the dimes just leave them in ruins. Others will soon hear
of it and buy you off at once. Don't you see? It is as true as
scripture. For fear others might try the same plan, I would
recommend the boys to get out a patent right before starting.
It would giv them a better chance, as they would hav Uncle
Sam. to back them if any of the foolhardy cities should kick
against handing out the cash.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
MR. EDIToR: We rejoice and are truly delighted to see that
.
.
.
your glorious and invaluable paper is conhnua11 y 1mpro1:mg.
E vo u t"wn an d progress. are th e or d er of the day .
1
THE TRUTH SEEKER is always in the van of Liberal senti·
l"b
· · n , pure lome
unbounded
.men t , f ree d"1scusswn,
1 er t yo f opm10
b" ,
liberality impartiality and absolute truth.
'
'
May the loyal TRUTH SEEKER
Still continue to wave
" O'er the land of the free
And the home of the brave."
Truth to-day mankind is "seeking,"
Truth infalliblP and grand,
Truth T~UTH SEEKER now is speaking,
Truth true Liberals demand.
Truth, eternal as the sun,
Truth has all man's triumph's won.
Truth all falsehood is denying,
Truth is merciful and just,
Truth God's hell is now defying,
Truth will last when sabers rust.
Truth is infinitly great,
Truth is love, instead of hate.

I cannot comprehend. Consistency is said to be ll jewel, but
Truth, man's interest and glory,
the orthodox churches surely lack this gem, for were they
Truth produces perfect fruit;
consistent in their belief they could not cast stones at the MarTruth is merciful, not gory,
mons. If we take the New Testament as true and of divine
Truth did never persecute.
Truth all humbug does despise,
origin, which I deny, there is not a true Christian in all Chris~?
~aw~
Tmth will banish holy lies.
tendom, unless, perhaps, it be the Mormons, or Mormon •
church. For my part I wish THE TRUTH SEEKER were in every
TRUTH SEEKER is growing better,
HAMILToN, May 25, 1884.
city, village, and hamlet in the United States; that all the
Truth will break God's hellish chains,
MR. EDIToR: I am out on the prairie of Gallatin Valley
Truth will break the devil 's fetter,
chiuches were turned into schoolhouses, ancl the thousands of making an irrigating ditch for farming purposes, some twenty
'fruth, when only truth remains.
clerical drones were forced to earn their living as honest men miles from Bozeman, and hav been for six weeks, and for that •
Truth is infinitly grand,
are obliged to earn theirs.
ALBERT F. BAWI.'A.
'l'ruth does perfect love demand•.
reason I hav neglected to send in my subscription for your
paper for another year. The time expired on the tenth of this
Truth is man's most pure condition,
BunNIP's CoRNERS, MrcH., June 1, 1884.
month, but rest asstued I will send some money as soon. as I
Truth will happiness secure,
MR. EDIToR: I am a regular subscriber of that best of all can go to Bozeman, for I must hav your paper. I received
Truth will be mankind's ambition,
papers, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and if I am not intruding too much six all at once, an{l hav been reading Ingersoll's lecture in
Truth forever will endure.
Truth, on yonder shining shore,
on your good nature, I would like to ask you for a little space Chicago: That alone is worth the price of the paper one year.
Truth, when time will be no more,
in which to say a few words for my old .friend, F. E. Sturgis, One of my friends said to me yesterday, "Joe, you will go
Truth, on the celestial plains,
a1-tist, of Upper Sandusky, Ohio. Mr. Sturgis was formerly a crazy from reading that old TRUTH SEEKER." I told him I
Truth without a rival reigns.
resident of this place, and spent his boyhood days here. I bav would take chances, and I wish more would do the same.
E. N. KINGSLEY'.
known him for many years, and know him to be a gent! eman This is a grand country for Freethought, and the majority of
of f!trict integrity, industrious, temperate, hind-hearted; and the people are Liberal, yet we hav a· few strait-laced roundVINELAND, Jnne 6, 1884.
as for his abilities as an artist, he has few equals, allowing me heads that believe a man must go to hell if he dares think for
MR. EDIToR: Incl~sed find one dollar to pay on THE TRUTH
to be judge. He is a fearless, outspoken Liberal. He never himself. Last winte1· I was working in the mountains above SEEKER another spell. And as you giv space to the assertions
lets an opportunity Rlip to giv old orthodoxy a blow, even if he Bozeman, on the line of the North Pacific Railroad, hauling of Mr. Perry, I hope you will find room for this. I am not in
injures his business by so doing. There is none of the sneak- lumber and coal to the track, and there came one of those the habit of writing, or I would refute all Mr. Perry's false
ing hypocrit about him. As has been said by Mr. S. A. Stew- zealous bigots to the camp with a kind of toy wagon on wheels reasoning, and show up his wild assertions. As it is, I will
art, of_Wayland, Mich., sickness and adverse circumstances in the dead of winter. He should hav had it on runners. It point out a few. In his article in THE 'I RUTH SEEKER, May
hav reduced him to financial straits, and he needs help to get It was a fancy box in a frame fixed with handle and springs 24th, he says, "By the Materialists, the only thing accomupon his feet again; but as he declines to accept donations, as to draw out by, and fasten when pushed in. That box was plished by nature is the production of material forms, while
was suggested by Mr. Stewart, and simply asks for work, and filled with tracts and religious trash which he seemed very that which pe1·ceives and knows of these forms is nothing,
that at a low price, he should receive the patronage of every anxious to distribute amongst us, and which met with so little and dies with them." What Materialist says that that which
Liberal in the United States. And those who are blessed with favor that he soon tumbled to the fact that there was quite a perceives and knows of forms is nothing? Are the senses that
an abundance of the filthy lucre should be liberal and not con- number there that must hav better food for their mental perceive, and the brain which knows, n?t thin~s. Again he
fine him to the low price that he has offered to do work for, but digestion. Next morning after all the men had gone_to work, says the Materialist asse1·ts that all th1s seemmg effort of
should pay him liberally, so that he may get out of present dif- he asked permission to pray with the lady of the house, the nature is but the production of the best physical forms of
ficulties and enjoy some of the comforts of life.
hired girl, and the children. So they had to kneel with him organic matter, and that although the human consciousness is
I believe that I am the only person taking your paper here. through a long prayer, which put them backwith their work constantly advancing, or growing and accumulating, even
'fhere is quite a sprinkling of Liberalism here, but mostly of and which was very annoying to them, yet they had not the while the body it inhabits may be changing and decaying, yet
the skim-milk kind. They lack the moral courage to let their co mage to tell him so, and he, like so many of his kind, was ever at death of the body, all the grand and Rtupendous images of
honest convictions be known. But, Mr. Editor, I am hoping ready to take advantage of a woman's weakness. He wished thought must vanish like the mist before the morning rays,
for better days. THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal publi- to Rtart a Sunday-school in that place. So the next Sunday which is asserting that when nature has done her best she
Ctttions are m,tking imoads fast in the ranks of orthodoxy, and some of the young teamsters went around and gathered from makes her greatest failure. This paragraph contains a numin a few years an orthodox Ch1·istian will be a rarity.
ten to fifteen women and children apiece, and went to a ber of false statements, but the concluding clause caps the
Yours respectfully,
C. A. BALL.
station house to hold Sunday-school. When he t~ld them it climax. When nature produces a perfect physical form, is
was necessary to pay ten cents a head, in the lang11age of this that form a failure? Does it not perform perfectly that for
EL MoNTE, CAL., May 28, 1884.
country, the boys kicked. They did not mind gathering which it is adapted? Witness the ease and grace of motion
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find five dollars to pay for the stanch a sleigh load of women and children, and taking them to Sun- of the perfect physical form; it is folly to call that a failure.
old TRuTH SEEKER one year, and two dollars' worth of your <:lay-school, but they did object to paying ten cents apiece for It is also folly to say that the greatest intellects are failures.
Liberal gospel tracts, as per list within.
them. This long, lank, lazy soldier of the cross was very Is Shakspere a failure? Is Darwin a failure? Is Herbert
I made good use of the dozen "False Claims" by distribut- anxious to save souls at ten cents apiece, but for their sake, Spencer a failure, and others whose thoughts hav benefited
ing them among the pet ewes of the holy flocks, who feed the and for Christ's sake, not one. So ended the Sunday. school mankind, which benefits will last as long as the race? One
more and I ha.v done for the present. He says, "We were
bellwethers upon the wine, milk, and honey of O\U" semi-trap- in the Rocky Mountains.
J. 0. CLARK.
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and feathers , milk an d h oney, h arplil an d hall e1UJ·ahs, gold en the expenses. Besides, they hav to giv a thousand-dollar bond
streets and golden crowns and its vindictiv revengeful king to observe the law, so it can be seen that unless considerable
who would not forgiv us 'for failing to beiieve that which i~ sales can be made no liquors could be sold for any purpose.
was impossible for us to believe. Rather than either, let us Now, let any person look around him and see how easy it
be encircled with the cool arn1s of Mother Earth until she would be to find a person who sells liquor according to law. I
tenderly resuscitates us and brings us again into animated ex- will say that I hav never seen the person _that could do it, even
istence upon her maternal bosom where we may become fra- if he were willing, because he would be imposed upon by
grant by tke dews of night and made joyous by the tinted rays the purchaser. Now let me tell of one example that covers
of morn until again the harvest time comes, and be made to many cases. I know of a young, thriving village eleven miles
serve some useful purpose in the great laboratory of nature, from any other town, and twenty from some. It has a comHuNTSVILLE, ALA.., June 5, 188i.
where no atom will ever be lost and nature's god will be our plete and neat drug store. The owner cannot sell liquor under
MR. EDITOR: "A glorious thing to be crazy about," replied conservator, a blessing far greater than any theological God the stringent law, and the temperance people will not let him
to me an elder of a church whom I met on a Tennessee river ever promised or can bestow upon us.
sell it without complying. Consequently it is not t1one, and of
H. L. SHA.UG.
boat from Cincinnati, Ohio, to Florence, Alabama-720 milse.
course people that need liquor hav to go to other towns to get
"Where do you liv ?"' I was asked. I answered, "In HuntsJONESBORO, IND., June 1, 284.
it, and then purchase other goods that he sells at the same
ville, Alabama, where people are crazy on the subject of reMR. EDITOR: Perhaps a few items from the Freethinkers of time; so his lawful business is ruined, and of course the effect
ligion."
a Western town may not be distasteful to the readers of your is felt by others in other branches of business, as they lose
In Cincinnati, Ohio, I of course looked for that champion of noble paper.
custom at the same time. But there is another and worse
Fl'eethought, Thomas Winter, a hatter by profession. He livs
Out here amid the churches and priests of Grant county, In- feature to this business. If a person is engaged in selling
at 265 W.est Eighth street, behind the cathedral, and in the diana, we hav a few men who dare to think on matters of liquor, and has a neighbor who would profit by his ruin, he
most curious immediate neighborhood of at least six or eight theology, and also a number still fewer who dare to express sometimes complains, and law suits commence. A very large
churches; for right in front of the cathedral is the synagog at their opinions on all subjects. Unless one has an established proportion of the cases are never proven, and very great cost
the corner; two other churches separated by a stable are fifty reputation, however, to become an Infidel here is to become, is left to be paid out of the public funds. We hav one case·
feet from the synagog. In fact, I never in all my travels saw in a great measure, an outcast. We know of but one avowed here where four courts hav occupied several days, at great
as many churches in one mass. The wonder is that Brother Liberal, a drug merchant, who is respectfully recognized by expense, and the defendant has not been convicted yet. Here
Winter is not deaf from hearing the many bells on the Lord's the religionists. All others, however moral, are regarded as is another case: A man sold liquor, quit the business, moved
day. Unfortunately that honest working man was so busy low and hard, and not fit associates for our self-styled respect- away more than a hundred miles, and eight months after was
with his legitimate and useful profession that he could spare able people. It was but yesterday that an aged relativ told followed, brought back, tried, convicted, and imprisoned, but
me but five or six minutes. I wished they were as many my wife that she found a certain neighboring family quiet and was pardoned by the governor. All this was done to make
hours. Mr. Winter sends it right hot-calls a spade a spade, moral, and seemed to be at a loss to know why they were re- official cost and political capttal, and this is but a very gentle
a thief a thief, a hypocrit a hypocrit. The great amount of garded by many as low. Had she but heard spoken the por- hint at the immoral conduct of men to make money out of the
good he could do in the lecture field, if so disposed, in incal- tentous words, "The husband and father is an Infidel," no law. I wish all the world could well understand the operation
further explanation would hav been necessary.
of the Kansas prohibitory law. It would save much money
·
culable. I regret exceedingly I saw so little of him.
A few of our number are trying "to organize a Liberal Club. and time.
GEORGE W. CHAPMAN, M.D.
Seeing a church advertised. for sale, I of course applied. It
is, if I remember well, tha Second Presbyterian church, on We do not know yet whether we shall succeed or not. We
BosToN, June 7, 1884.
Broadway. The sexton, living in a part of the church build- shall hav to content ourselvs with a membership of eight or ten
MR. EDITOR: Since Monday last I reside in the "Hub of the
ing, and looking more a corpse than a mortal, showed me if we do. Could all our young Infidels be prevailed upon to
around. "Suppose I buy the church, organ and all, for a come out openly with their theological views a far more prom- Universe." Provided that the climate proves moreJ'avorable
music school, will I hav to pay taxes?" "Certainly," he said, ising result would be assured. Two or three good lectures are in future than last week, I shall remain here. I left Spring
"for I pay taxes myself for that part of the church I occupy, what we need to bring them out, and to put a few big doubts Forge shortly after I had mailed that petition to you. Among
and as you im.tend the church for secular purposes taxes will in the minds of Christians. We were expecting a Mr. Day, of those who signed are only four who are real, outspoken Libhav to be paid on the church as well." ".The Lord in his in- Portland, Ind., to deliver a lecture on Thomas Paine about the erals, but before I had come there they did not know it themscrutable wisdom has not blessed this church, it seems," I ven- Fottrth of July, but circumstances hav changed the speaker's selva; the rest are also sensible enough not to meddle with
tured to observe. The living corpse replied: "On the con- purposes, and as a consequence the lecture has been indef- church, parson, or salvation, but are rather afraid to confess.
Nevertheless, they wiU now no more deny that they signed the
trary, this is a wealthy church, but its members moved into the initly postponed.
As there are many Liberals who believe that Christianity, petition after the whole town and neighboring farmers hav
suburbs, and built a church there for convenience' sake." The
church, an oblong, gloomy building, impressed me as a sub. though a stupendous fraud, is yet a great moralizing agent, read my three she~ts of "Explanation to the Petition of State
lunar grave, and I was glad to leave it and behold the friendly please permit us briefly to sketch our experience in attending Secularization," and, moreover, as even some church-members
church and Sabbath-school during a great part of the preced- now think, the whole affair not only not anti-religious but
· sun again.
HENRI P A.LING.
ing year. Out of forty church services which we hav attended evidently as undertaken in the interest of 1mre religion and
but three were devoted to moral instruction, and they by the common welfare. To this purpose, for those who may change
PoMONA., CALIFORNIA., May 17, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7.25 for the THE TRUTH SEEKER minister of a half Infidel church (Universalist). In attending their mind after my departure I left two copies of the petition
to the people named. THE TRUTH SEEKER is growing in favor Sabbath-school for months we did not gain a half-dozen moral with them in order that one or the other might yet hav an opin Pomona; the prospect is favorable for its increase in circu- ideas of any kind. Twenty-five of the sermons of which we hav portunity to sign. Shortly before my departure I was in
lation here. I shall avail myself of all opportunities of pro- spoken were delivered in a town having not more than one thou- greater danger than I thought of; a letter from Mr. B. S. Macuring subscribers and showing up to the best of my ability sand inllabitants, yet during a great part of the time sustaining laun informs me that about forty men had conspired to drum
the advantages of Freeth ought in matters of religion. Is there four saloons. Notwithstanding this array of intemperance, we me out of town in one of the nearest nights, to " tar and
any necessity for adopting any of the prevailing religions of do not think that of the whole time devoted to those discourses feather" me, etc, you see-real Western style. The poor,
this world? Do they improve the status of the human race, five minutes in all were given to the subject. Now, the minis- miserable souls, who think themselvs Christians, did not conas practiced through the various church organizations? Is not ters conducting those services were not, as may be supposed, sider that they would then hav played the part of the Jews
thfl believer equally vindictiv and bloodthirsty as is the un- ignorant backwoodsmen, but were intelligent, well-informed whom the Christian gospel represents as the slayers of the
Rabbi Jeshu, who, in the light of advancing historic inveHtibeliever in their doctrins? Is it not a fact that they (the men.
The above is written from memory, therefore if any portion gation, will probably be undressed of all metaphysical and
Christians) figure about equally with the unbeliever in the
criminal records of the country? Do not the crimes of the of it is wrong, it is because our memory serves us falsely. mythological masks and "seamless coats," and appear as a
parson figure up about equal with the crimes of men of other Reader, form your own conclusion. Ours is this: Were we to fearless reformer more or less worthy to stand on the side of
professions? Does being baptized in the belief of the divinity rely on such teaching for our mo~als, we should speedily go to the hundreds and thousands of male and female martyrs who
died in the battle for truth and right. Mr. Editor, I hav exof Christ, as preached and practiced by Christians, prevent the dogs.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has become indispensable to our happL perienced, both in Europe and this country, that the spirit of
the believer from violating law? Does the oath of a Christian
the crusaders yet dwells in the millions of hearts whither the
prevent the Christian from perjuring himself? Is it not a ness. That it may long fulfil its mission is the wish of
G. w. PEELLE.
light of secular culture has not yet entered.
(historical) fact that the greatest crimes hav been perpetrated
Here, in Boston, I found a cordial reception by Mr. H. Sideby Christians in the name of Christ, and for the benefit of the
CAWKER CITY, KAN., May 26, 284.
linger, a very industrious and cultured worker in the sublime
church? Is it not easier for a member of any church to avoid
MR. EDITOR: About every issue of your paper contains an cause of Freethought. 1'hrough him I was introduced to .Mr.
punishment by law, than if he were not a member, or if he were
.. an Infidel? Does a Methodist believe that a Universalist is as article on prohibition, for or against, and I hav read them all; G. N. Hill, who is well known in the Liberal circles of this
good a Christian as is the Methodist? Does any of the Protes- and now it seems to me that few if any writers fully under- country, and whom I regard a true type of Liberal manliness
. tants believe that a Catholic is as much in favor with Christ stand this question. Of course just here ev~Jry generous per- and diligence. I should not be pleased to hav to depart again
as is the Protestant? Does any Catholic believe that the son will say, Oh, what egotism! Don't we all know the seri- from this most cheerful company, in connection with which
Protestant parson is infallible? Does any one but a Christian ous effect of drinking? Is it not all around us, and hav we not even my "weak strength" may prove of beneficent influence
believe in ghosts, and in hell, and rejoice in their existence? a right to save them? Yes, you hav; but it has not been done upon the bigotry and darkness around us. Mr. J.P. Mendnm
Does anyone believe that the Christian hell is of any benefit yet, and after these several years of trial in Kansas I feel con- and Mr. H. Seaver encouraged me with their most friendly reto the living or dead, to the saved or the damned? Or ever- vinced that it will not be done by prohibitory law. Let me say caption. I was surprised to find the Paine Memorial building
lasting salvation by faith, or eternal damnation through lack right here that I hav been a water drinker for f"rty years, and of such magnificent and practical structure. It is, indeed, 11
of faith, is just and equitable according to humane methods am so now. I hav been several years in the drug business, and comforting impression to the mind that was shortly before
of administering justice? Does anyone, with a spark of in- sold liquors; consequently I hav some knowledge of the ways vexed by the the a5pect of Girard College in Philadelphia, a
telligence to guide them in their thoughts, believe that the thou- that are resorted to to get liquor to drink, and when the pro- temple dedicated by a dying friend of humanity to the cultisand mummeries, flumml'lries, idiotic and nonsensical per- hibition question was coming forward I thought of drafting a vation of Liberal knowledge, but stolen by hands who love to
formances practiced in the various churches, hu.v u. teni10ncy bill to be laid before the house, but waited until St. John's be folded in adoration of the God of truth and justice (?).
to elevate mankind to enjoy a higher respect for himself u11d bill had become a law; and on very carefully reading it I .con- May there soon arise in the hearts of this nation the right
his fellow-man, or bring him in closer relations with and win eluded that it was perfect, and would do the business thor- spirit, the spirit of courage and constancy, to claim its own, to
the indorsement of a wise and infinit God thereby, at some oughly. Well, it docs the business just as nicely as a sieve tear from the hands of Rome and her priests the gold that
future time, wafting soul and body to the new Jerusalem, to holds water. It is impossible to write a complete statement of was earned by the callous hands of American free-born labecome the possessor of a harp, and enjoy the exquisit pleasure the difficulty of enforcing the law unless one could command borers; to fling back the lies into the faces of the sham roof waltzing around the big white throne in company with more space than could be afforded by THE 1'RUTII SEEKER. In- formers, to prove that the childhood of this people is passed,
some winged angel, and behold the babe of Bethlehem, and pos- deed, I wish some one would write this matter up in a novel. that they are a nation of men and women, and not the slaves
sibly clasp him in their sacred arms, exclaiming, Hallelujah, It would be the most amusing and instructiv thing ever writ- of Home or a hook translated by the German monk. Before
blessed Jesus, how I love you; my love for you is increased ten. But perhaps it is better left out, as people learn villainy I close permit me to say that many Liberals find fault with the
ten thousand fold, because I am here and you hav been so fast en ought without having preceptors. But, pray, don't manner in which most l•'reethought papers and Almanacs date
good as to consign my darling boy, my loving mother, to ever- think that the liquor seller or the drinker is all to blame. Yet their issues, namely, with the E.M. ~M ("Em nf Man)." This
lasting torment, and possibly the balance of my loved ones I must say that by our law a person can be committed to prison is an enormous long period which would not alone supNseile
yet to come? "This is the way I long hav sought and mourned for his natural life for selling one drink of whisky, while the almost 6,000 years of the Jewish calendar, but which, as
because I found it not." Yes, dear Lord, fill up the bottom- another person may drink a barrel with impunity. But here yet, frustrates all efforts of exact determination. Why should
less pit with brimstone, intensify the heat, increase the pain is the greatest evil to the temperance cause. While this law this period, which in it~ very beginning (1Gl8-1648) is marked
has been enacted, I think, three or four years, I hav never by a most cruel and religious war, be called the" Ern of Man,"
by thy heavenly wrath for their unbelief; blessed privilege!
while interceded by many periods of national welfare and
-Excuse me, ye heavenly band, for not wanting to enter the heard of one temperance person getting liquor according to peace, while really great men and women had lived before
portals of your kingdom. I would prefer to be turned over to law. Of course most people use a little alcohol in wine for Christ, and Gregory, nnd Luther, and Frederick, and Galileo?
his satanic majesty, there to reside with him for all time to medicin, and there is a way provided to law to get it. But it I see the Paine Hall Calendar and some ten or eleven papers
come, hoping, by strict conformity to the rules of the institu- costs something to follow that course, and it makes delay also. hav already adopted in itH place A.s. (Anno Scientiru), wherens
be understood that it is the druggists who sell the it was thought proper also to recur to the year of the-death of
tion, to arouse some little spark of sympathy with his majesty It should
.
.
Giordano Bruno (!GOO), considering him the first martyr of
whereby the fires might be cooled off during the summer most liquor now, and they h~v _to pay the Umt~d Stlltes twenty- true science and philanthropic investigation, but to name the
months. If the record is true, giv me the regions of the long- five dollars a year for the pnvilege, and that, If they sold only period from the cause for which he died.
Yours sincerely,
F. W. Orr.
tailed dePIOll instead of the new Jerusalem with all its fuss for medicin, as the law directs, tlre profits would not cover
developed
previous world so as to inhabit this·• we are
. in. a hi
developillg ~n t s world so as to inhabit a much higher and
~etter one, m a D_~Ue_h m~re adva?ced condition. And thus
IS nature ~very l!nngmg higher things from lower ones." All
human beillgs are. pro~uced and developed in this world; they
grow and ~atur~ ill this world, bod~ and mind together; they
also decay ill this world body and mmd together, and at death
there is no more thought, as thought is but nervous motion.
P. RoTHWELL.
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doing very well, waiting for bites, when Madge
espied a beautiful bank of moss and ferns, and
the fish were immediately forgotten, while both
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River, Madge and Helen went to digging with much
Mass., to whom all Communirotions for this energy. Then there was a great mass of lovely
Corner should be sent.
sweet-williams just beyond, and they must hav
them, and some pretty pebbles from the brook
to put with the moss and ferns.
" HI.!! lire is long whose work is well,
And be his station low or high,
Then Madge climbed a tree for a deserted
He who the most good works can tell,
bird's nest. \Vhile they were resting, and surLive longest though he soonest die."
veying their treasures with much satisfaction,
they heard a great splashing in the water where
they had left their fish lines, and- running
John.
guickly to the spot, they found a fine fish tryJohn Is a farmer, and holds the plow,
ing to get away with one of the lines. It was
Plants the corn, ancl milks the cow;
Harrows and rakes, and tends the grain,
soon drawn out and strung on a forked willow
Digs and hoes, again and again;
twig. As they caught more fish when not fishFaithful and true to every trust,
ing, they set the line and again left it.
·
I'm moved to say, and say It I must,
By the time their basket was full of woodThat or all the lads the sun shines on
None Is equal to my friend John.
land treasures, John returned with a string of
nice trout, and declared he was hungry enough
John Is up with the earliest dawn,
And catches the bluebird's sweetest song;
to eat donation oysters, whereupon Helen
Through pink and gold or morning sky
brought forth the lunch basket, and seating
He scents the clover's sweetest sigh;
themselvs on stones and stumps, they brgan
VIews the millet and scans the oats,
their lunch.
While the linnet sings In thrilling notes,
"Well, Madge," said John, "how do you
That of all the lads the sun shines on,
None Is equal to my friend John.
like rainy day picnics ?"
"IVhy, I had forgotten it was raining," said
You should see the cows come at his call;
'£hey know his step from spring to fall;
Madge, looking about her. "I think it is just
There Is Minnie, Grace, and Katy, too,
splendid.
Nannle, am! Bess, and clalnty Sue.
"Just watch the water and see how pretty it
H those cows could speak I know they'd say
looks when the rain-drops strike it," said Helen.
'.ro-day, to-morrow, and every day,
That of all the lads the sun shines on,
\Vhen they had finished their lunch, packed
None Is equal to our friend John.
away the dishes, and scattered the crumbs for
'.rhen the horses, Kate a.nd Fan, so neat,
the birds, and some in the water for the fish,
They know every by.way, every street
they walked down the ravine to see a water-fall
From Bowenvllle to the market. place,
that John knew of.
And they know, too, each kindly face,
They watched the water dashing over the
And ofttimes say with a gleeful neigh,
rocks, and foaming up in snowy masses where
As plain almost as words can say,
"or all the lads the sun shines on,
it struck the bottom of the basin. Then reNone Is ~qual to our friend John."
turning, they gathered up t_heir baskets and
John has not time for dress and display,
fish, and started homeward. 'Vhen they came
For he Is a toller every day;
out of the woods into the open meadow, the
But tor splendid eyes and glowing cheeks,
rain had ceased, and there was the promis of
You may search the world tor weeks and weeks,
a beautiful sunset. \Vhen they were at home
And then agree wlt.h what. I say,
That though he works hard every day,
once more and the flowers, moss, and ferns
Of all the lads the sun shines on,
arranged in an old platter for fernery; the fish
None Is equal to my friend John.
sent to the kitchen, and the picnic party arJohn Is a thinker, a scholar, too,
rayed in dry garments, Madge said she would
With faith and courage to dare and do,
not care if it rained every holiday if she could
With a heart as tender and as true
hav such a good time.
AUNT MAB.
As a rose just bathed In morning dew;
Manly and pure, upright and free,
Our Puzzle Box.
Nature makes men of such as he.
And I am sure the sun shines on
SQUARES.-HOW THE "FORMULAS '' ARE OBNo worthier one than my friend John.
TAINED.
On a square, flexible sheet draw the square,
John's hand Is brown, but true as steel,
full size of sheet. Place the first number in
A strong, flrm hA.nd, whose clasp Is leal;
It could never lea1 a child astray,
the top cell of the center column. To find the
But onlyst.ralgnt In the better way.
next cell to be filled, bring the top and bottom
And If you knew John from day to day,
edges of squares together, forming a horizontal
You would not think It too much to say,
cylinder, and place the next number in the
That of all the lads the sun shines on,
next cell upward to the right oblique, and conNone Is equal to my friend John.
tinue thus to fill the cells in this oblique line
until you find it alreacly occupied or until you
reach the right-hancl margin. If you find a
A Rainy Day Picnic.
cell in the oblique line with a number already
"Oh, dear," cried Madge throwing herself in it place the next number directly beneath
into a chair, "it always rains when I want to the last and continue to fill as before. But if
you reach the right margin, change the horigo any place. We would hav had such a nice zontal cylinder into a perpendicular one by
time to-day in the woods, and now it is all bringing the right and left edges of the ~quare
spoiled and the girls will be so disappointed," together, and then continue upward in the
right oblique line as before. It perhaps is well
and she scowled and pouted.
"That is because you wanted to hav a picnic to remark that when you fill the upper righthand corner the cell just beneath is the next to
after your own fashion," said John, with a be filled.
smile.
THE WHY.
"Just as if my style is not as good as any
If it were required that only the columns
should
add
alike
we
migh obtain the result by
other style," said Madge.
"Why, I think this is a delightful day," said simple line "zig-zags," thus: ( - 1 2 3 }
and now by bringing the 3 and)
4 5 6
Helen, who was mending an old water-proof the 7 to the blanks in their lines \ 7 8 9 skh·t; "I love a day like this, and I am not go- in the square we obtain the square {31 2}
ing to stay in the house, either."
whose columns will add the same; but 4 56
"\Vhy, Aunt Helen, what can you do out of by double zig-zagging, as I hav shown, 8 9 7
doors a day like this?" Madge asked, in sur- we obtain the same result in every direction.
This same principle underlies Addison's work,
prise.
but somewhat in disguise. His exterior sup"Hav a good time of course," said Helen, plemental cells are really only fragments of
" and if you will go along I will show you how similar squares rtdjrtcent to the primary; and
to enjoy a rainy day out of do01·s. This rain then transferring the numbers temporarily
is just a nice clrizzle-drozzle, such as the old placed in them to the corresponding place in
the primary square. Thus it becomes identideacon prayed for, so we will not get very wet. fied with my method, which carries the "why
Now make haste and put on an old dress and and wherefore" much more plainly on its face.
thick shoes and rubbers, your gossamer, or I can scarcely call Addison's remarks a criticism, but I must thank him for the notice but
waterproof, and we will be off."
In a short time they were ready, Aunt Helen, especially for his own fine work. As ar{. emUncle John, and Madge. John carried three pirical rule it is better than mine. It is all
novel to me. I never saw anything on the subfishing poles, Helen a basket of lunch, and ject before.
J. K. P. BAKER.
Madge an empty one for flowers, ferns, and
.Ii·win, Iowa.
moss. They crossed the meadow, climbed the
NUMERICAL.
fence, and entered the woods where it was
Take 6732 as a multiplicand, and multiply
quite dry. The birds were singing as though
they were glad it was raining. The rain made the salll:e by any figure~ or any number o~ figures, without my knowmg what the multiplier
fine, tinkling music on the leaves, the flowers is, rtnd when it is accurately multiplied, and
smiled in the wet grass, and Madge began to correctly added, then cross off any one of the
think it was not so bad to be out on a rainy figures (not a cipher), and tell me the figures
day. After walking about a mile, they came not crossed off, and l will then tell what figure
H. VAN PELT.
to fl ravine through which flowed a clear stream. was crossed off.
Cleveland, 0.
Here they stopped, while Johh got the fishing
tackle in order, and then they scrtttered along ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER
JUNE 7, 1884.
the stream to fish. John soon went off by him1. Frederic the Great.
self, as he said he could never catch trout
2.
CUB A
when women were around, as they would talk
UPON
rtncl frighten the fish away.
BORN
Madge and Helen determined they would
ANNA
show him that he was mistaken, and they were
3. Universal Mental Liberty.
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Correspondence.
A WORD OF 'WELCOME TO MISS BANNERJEE.
DEAR MiflS BANNERJEE: I wish to send you
just one word of welcome in your distant home
-one word of hearty welcome to THE TRUTH
SEEKER ranks.
It is very pleasant for us here in America to
know that even as far away as India, the seeds
of truth are being sown py that standard-bearer
of liberty, THE TRUTH SEEKER, whom all honest Liberals love so well.
Your father is entirely right in telling you not
to belive what the Christian missionaries tell
you. Even you are quite large and old
enough to laugh at their silly and dishonest
stories.
I hope you may liv to grow up to be a stanch,
fearless Liberal, and do all in your power to
root out the poisonous doctrins that the impertinent and self-appointed saints of Christianity are trying to force upon your countrymen,
almost at the point of the bayonet. Good-bye,
and remember that thousands of eyes hav read
your excellent letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and that thousands of hearts will henceforth
beat in sympathy with your future work in
India.
ELLioTT PRESToN.
6 Park Square, Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
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A story-book tor the young folks. By Mise SUSAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, t1.25. This very
excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a red need price of $1.25, tree of
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
author whloh adds very much to the value of the
volume.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price,
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THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the ed ucatlon of youth In the
principles of Freethought, at the same time that it
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standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
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RICHARD'S CROWN
HOW HE WON AND WORE IT.

This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling portrayal . of Society Life as it
now exists.
The third edition of this remarkable book
has just been issued by its author 1 Mrs. Anna
D. Weaver. It is a story of thrilling interest,
thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating,
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "Richard's Crown" is to the cause agitating the
niasses of the people of to-day.
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
paper. Beautifully illustrated with eleven
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title
in gilt, embossed on the back and side of the
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Liberal Meetings.
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MICIDGAN.
A
MuSKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and Thebpartlcul rs are simp!• to prevent the great Joss that them when puttlntr them on, or taking off surplus honey
mhost ee master~ hav to c-~ntend with annually. Then giv boxes, and not get stung tn the whole operation.
Terrace st. '
t e bees a chance t(} in ere~ se and ~onect surplus uoney to
their fullest capacltv; all of which clill be et\slly aocom. BEE-KEEPING FOR OUR SOliS AND DAUGHTERS.
WISCONSIN.
pllshed by using the kind of h!Vb described In "Kidder's It being the most pleasant\ as well 'lS the most prolltaBecrets of Bee ..keeping."
ble busines" that yousg Peop e can engage in. and at the
MILWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League • fSeewndswto.;rtmhseoBfoboekeasn. d see how easily It can be done with same time remain at home with their parents. The an•
...
thor has known of severa.I young men whe ·commenced
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity ...
THIS BOOK lS A RELIABLE GUIDE
~gr~u~~iee~f &:nb~~.:~ tJi~~e~~e~h~~~:r~h~or..~~!~~
Hall, 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
to ~u persons that keep bees, especially to the novice or doing It easily and with small Investments. We must
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
new be~tnner, as it teaches how all of the troubles and also remember that the women folks often make the best
dlsaj>pO ntments that the bee m.aster Is liable to can be at bee-keepers, and not so liable to neglect them as tbe
successfully overcome, euch us Foul Brood, Dy~I:!Btery, men folks.
.
omo.
Bee Robbery, Rav•ges of Motll M\11 rs. Loss or Queen
KIDDER'S BEE BOOK
CLEVELA.ND.-The Liberal League meets eats,
loss ofalso
bees
in
Swarming
thne,
by tilelr fitgilt to tile for!
h
1 b 1
the great loss in wlnter and e. rly spring manage. s ou d e n the hands of all persons who like honey, and
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall ment, which is usually more than all other ways com- ~!t~:~ t'fi~~e~i:yt~~J~:~~h~~ns?Jlbf~~-t~~~~is~sa~Jl)~
building. Lectures free. Communications b1ned. This booK will also inform the bee ma.E~ter HOW emnellbhed wtth numerous cuts ac.d drawings·. There Ia
BEES WILL INCREASE AND THROW OFF SWARMS
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary. t.o
an enormous extent. all conditions being favorable r~n~~~~hei:.~ts"w~~~~;::,aggot~';;!l~gy~~h"iaps~~·p~~etg,~dny:
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will- bY simply referrln5to the Index, and that w!ll point to the
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Con- swarm once or twice e•ch. with a good hive and right pafne.;~e".!'~t:~Jgu i~~:~~~i':~~e prominently before the
kind of management. In warmer cltmar.· s the bees WJll
k
gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on increase
and swarm to a much greater extent.
:r:~~ob::che:~rC:~R~~: o1~\~ro~~of~~ 8 :gi:i~'tt.~~ atf;t,i
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
0
1
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2.·30 This B~~:!'fu ~~! ~~es~e!~:!~e~~o~Et!· get the ~~tHe~~·.~~~~~~~~~~ {n 'l:~:~~~o~ ~tf.~~e~~~e~,r.,a~g~~
greatest amount of surplus honey, and at the same time not to sell) Free of Charge, otherwise there wlll be the
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
llav It In sn:all packages weighing three-quarters of a usual Patent Fee of Five Dollars to each Individual that
pound to two o three pounds, as may be desired, which Wishes to make and use the hive
OREGON.
will
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e highest
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good PRICv
BO ~'RD BOUND, 75 cents; CLOTH, 85 cents.
season
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mayprlco
calcnlate
on two Inor athree
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PoRTLA.ND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League hun<lrodthepounds
of surplus honey from each old stock
N. B, The directions for hive making wltn cutS, drawof Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday, and from llfty to one hundred pounds from the earlle; ln~s. etc.. wm be Inclosed w!tbln eacll book sold, until
swarmo, especially If they do not over-swarm.
July next. (not Iongor). Now Is the time for all bee-keep.
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st young
NO MORE BEE-STINGS IN MANAGING BEES.
era ta avail themaelves of th1sllberal olfer, which Is aimand Madison streets. All are invited. AdThe Book wm post the bee-keepers how to manage ~;:xtto buy a book at too Regular Price, before July
mission free.
Address
THE ~f:5ra~::J~~!!'New York.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BosToN.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, 'Appleton street.--The "Society
No. I.-The Relation ot' the Sptrttnal to
th('l Material Universe; tbe Law ot'cJon•
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
trol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit
M. Faraday. Price, IS cents.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2:30. Admission free.
No. 2.-0rtgiu ot' Life •
or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution Of
PENNSYLVANIA.
IN THE
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Proce888etl;
or,
How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, EnALToi>NA..-The League holds meetings every
ifJ!e~'ls:md Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
NoA.f.i;;_.T-1-':aJ:f~:~pment or the Sptrtt
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
From May,I876 to May, 1883.
The Origin or Rel!g!ona. By Spirit M. Faraday.
PHILA.DELPHIA..'-The Friendship Liberal
Price, 10 cents.
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
No. 4.-The Pl-ocess or Mental &ctlon~
814 Girard avenue, a~ 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
THIRD EDITION.
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
15o;,;n~.w We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price
THE TBVTH SEEKER and Liberal books for TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL No. G.-The Orlgtn or the_Christian Religsale.
ion.
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Ohr!aPrrTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
t!an!ty, Confessions or Ita Founders. •rranacr!bed
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
by Spirit M. Faraday. ?.08 pages. Price, boards, 75
Sunday (except during the Months of July
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
COMPARED AND REVISED.
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
RoTe~U.fot Bethlehem, the Blrthltlace ot
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
Who W.-ote the New Testament'!'
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. ClergyAUTHOR
OF
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
men invited to discuss.
BOWLES PA!!IPHLE'I'S.
NEW JERSEY.
"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UNNEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
NEWA.RK.-Newark Liberal League meets
No. I.-Experiences ot' Sa1nnel Bowles,
HOLY -BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In
Spirit Life; or, Life A.J3 He Now Sees It- from a SpirLeague's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
Itual
Standpoint. Written through the med!umah!p
consist of music, readings, lecture, and disof 0ARRIE E. S. TWING, or Westfield, N.Y. 25 cents.
"HOLY OROSS,"
cussion, in which all present are invited to
Later Papers ot' Samuel Bowles,
participate.
Admission free.
Collection AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
written In August, 1883.
taken. Communicatious for the League
A SOI>Piement To No.I
should be addressod to J. W. Frankel, 10
A.nd bound separately; Mrs. Oarr!e E.. S. Tw!ng,
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
Medium. Price, 10 cents.
Pine street, Newark.
No.
2.-Contrasts In Spirit Life:
men
gather
grapes
of
thorns,
or
figs
of
CANADA.
A.nd Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLES, late
editor of the Springfield, Mass., Repubfican, In the
ToRoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and thistles?"
T C LELAND Secretary of the National first five spheres. Also a thrilling account of t_he
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
• •
•
'
•
• •
1 late President Garfield's reception In the aptrlt
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture Liberal League, s~ys of th1s book: "This IS a' world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. s.
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and severely, 11.wfully, mfernally cruel work on the TWING, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 cents.
strangers are cordially invited.
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav Ac~sa w.. SJ>raf.!l'e's a~od JtJ;ary mark's
MoNTREA.L.-Pioneer Freethought Club made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
:fl;if:ft0 fJ1e. n the l'ir11t ren SI>heres
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cath- Send for the book and see what devourers
Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oawogo, N. Y. Price
arine street. Reading-room open daily until of sheep the shepherds can be."
20 cents.
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
------~T=JI~J=R~D~E=·=D~I~T~I-0-N--.-----books three evenings per week, and on SunPRICE,
2~
CENTS,
day afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson Addl.'ess THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
President, M. O'B. Ward, M.D., Secretary.
A.ND THEm
NEW YORK.
ALBA.NY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen nastreet. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
-BYtions of Antiquity, Considering also their
business meeting and debates and discussions
Origin and Meaning. With nuat 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
merous llluatrat!ona.
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
'l.'he object or the work !a to point out the myths
w!tll wh!Cil the Old and New Testaments abound; \(>
NEw YoRK CITY.-The American SpiritRevised and Enlart;ed.
show that they were held In common with other naualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
tions; and then trace them to their evldentoriginand
at :!:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
explain tlu:ir meaning.
S3d street.--The First Society of Spiritual- Price, 10 CTB. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
"It has long been acknowledged by the most eminent biblical students that the Hebrew scriptures
ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
contain
a large mythical element; but, so rar a.s we
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
AS A
know, the present Is the first complete a.nd scholarly
1
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
D 0 CuM EN T ascertain their or!glnaislgn!ftcat!on."-Boston CourPublic cordially invited.--Frobisher Col- MISS I 0 NARy
lege Hall, 23 East 14th street, hear BroadIT IS UNEXCELLED.
.:..;.'Never before has there been given a volume to
way. The People's Spiritual Meeting every
A
th
b' t
'd
d b M
the reading world that shows the research for the
mong
e su JeC s consi ere
Y
r. origin or these mythaa.sdoesthls one just published
Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30P.M.
by J. w. Bouton, or New York."-Boston Timu.
BRoOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Ciiminal Statis"It !a unquestionably true that the results or a
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
the creeds of the pri~oners in rationalistic study of the Ohr!atlan scriptures are
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday. tics' showing
·
· ·
Ch
h
d C 1·
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
lVI lza- the work before us.-N, Y. Sun.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission t~e pemtentlanes; the ' _urc an
Ro 18
Cwth .A.b tGOO
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and twn; the Church and SCience; the Church
1 Vii
0
ya vo.
·
ou
pagu.
•
Spiritual papers ai:J.d books for sale.--The and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
$3.00
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton Church a)ld the Antislavery Reform; the Price,
Woman's
Rights
Movements·
the
Temperance
Sent
postpaid,
on
receipt
or
pr!ee,
Address,
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
•
'
bl'
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place New York
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature Reform, the Church and the Repu IC.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
'
·
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
the
thousand.
Let
every
reader
send
for
a
f
Improved
or unimproved lands
Conference meets every Monday evening at
p;) •anywhere In the state. For lnAdd
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south d ozen a t 1east.
ress
rormatlon, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to
THE TRUTII SEEKER, WATSON & THR<I.PP, or C. H. CUSTENBORDER,
2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai and Liberal
33
Clinton
Place,
NEW
YORK.
ly13
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
literature on sale. All invited.--The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
"ANTICHRIST."
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
A pleasing domestic
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth John's Way.
Proving conclnolvly that
Radical ~tory. By Mrs. E. D. BLENKER.
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially inTHX STORY OF JESUS CHRIST·
15 cents.
vited. Doors open at 2~30 P.M.
HI.& birth, life, trlal, e:recntlon, etc.-11 a myth.
Alamontada the Galley-Slave. TransTRUTH SEEKER omce.
THE SUNDAY LAWS,
lated from the German of Zschokke by f'r1r.e. 12.00
88 Clinton Place, New Vorlr
InA. G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philoBY J. G. HERTWIG.
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting. THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
:Prioe, 25 cents.
l'or llale at thJe oJIIcll,
.Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 gents.
J>rige, 10 oente.
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Resurrection of Jesus.

OFFICE.

Showing the

contradictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. 25 cents.

Revelations of Antichrist. An ex-

haustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian era. 446 pages and full index. Price, $2.

The Anonymous Hypothesis ·of Creation. A Brief Review of the socalled- Mosaic Account. By JHIES P.
FuRNiss. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Brain and the Bible.

By EoGAR
C. BEAI.L. With a Preface by RoBERT G.
INGERSOLl,, who says of it· "This book,
written by a brave and honest man, is
filled with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the theologians in the
world." Price reduced to $1.

'rhe Creed of Christendom.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By \V. RATHBONE GREG. One
of the clearest ari.l ablest wol'l>s ever
written. $1.50.

The Essence of Religion. From the
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
red need to 50 cents.

The Godly Women of the Bible.

A

History of all the women who figure in the
Bible. Shurp and telling in style. Pape1·,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

wi·itten Hudical romance. lly Wl\r. Mc:DoNNNLL, rmtlwr of Exeter Httll, Family
Creeds, Day of ReRt, etc. 500 pttges.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Tlw Holy Rible Abritlged.

Contain-

ing the choice pitSSilges rmtl lovely morce~ms particularly plensing to CoMH1'0CI'16~ pages. P~tper, ilO cents; cloth, 50 c!.s.

The .Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIESoN and Rev. JAcOB DITzLEII,
D.D. Paver, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Legends of the Patriar cbs.
S. BARING-GouLD.

By

$1.50. 'l'he UongJ'egationalist, in speaking of it, says: " '1'here
are few Bible readers who hav not at some
time wished for just such a volume. It is
a thoroughly interesting book, aud will
be seized with avidity by all students cc
the Bible.

The Martyrdom of Man.

Embracing

the four divi~ions of War, Heligion, Liberty, and Intellect. A work of rare merit,
and written in tL superior style. By WIN·
WOOD RI,ADE. New edition. 544 pages.
Price reduced from s:~ to $1. 7.5.

The Old Faith and the New. A Confession. lly DAVID l<'mEDEmcH S·rRAuss,
author of tho "New Lifo of ,Jesu~,'' etc.
Authorized tmnslation from the sixth
German edition. 13y MA'l'HILDE BLIND.
Two volumos in one. The translation
revi~ed and partly rewritten, and preceded hy an American vemion of the authors "Pref>ttory l)ostscript." Strauss
is too well known by tho readers of America to recptire a sinf:(lo word to be said in
his praiHe. Price, $1.50.

rhe Outcast.

A deep, finely-written

Hadical story. From the London edition.
By W INWOOD HEAVE, author of "Martyrdom of Man." :JO cents.

'l'he Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion. Hoth sides fairly and
ably presented. lly E. E. GuiLD exUnivorH>lliHt 'clcrgymun. Paper, ::JO c'ents;
cloth, 50 ccmts.

The Umlical Pulpit. Comprising discourses of allvaucccl thought. lly 0. B.
l!,uoTHINGIIA:Ir tmc1 :b'J;LIX ADLER, two of
Americm's clearest thiukers. By 0. B.
FROTHINGHA)I: 'fhe New ~:long of Christm>ts, The Departe<l Years, Life as a Test
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the Now
'l'estament, The Beetarinn Spirit, The
American Gentleman, 'fho Language of
the Old Testament, 'l'ho Dogma of Hell,
The Value of tho Higher Sentiments, The
American Lncly, 'fho Consolations of Rationalism. lly FELIX: ADLER: 'l'he Ethics
of the Social Question, Emancipation,
Lecture at tho Second Anniversary of the
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders,
Hav We Still a Religion? Conscience.
Price, in cloth, Sl.

The Real Blasphemers.
R. KELso, A.M.

By Col. J.

Prico, 50 cents.

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms,
Hymns, an<l Recitations. Con-

taini':lg forms for organizing societie~,
marnage, funeral services, naming of infants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
Also 525 Libeml and Spiritualistic hymns
for public meetings, funerals, social gatherings, etc. To which are added beautiful recitationli for various public oocalliOllll. 550 pp. Oloth. 7S cents.
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VIEW OF A PROPOSED CREMATORY.

.Cremation,

of the outbreak were buried was positivly
alive" with "organisms exactly identical with
The subject of cremation is one that first those found in the vomitings and blood of
~arne prominently before the people of this those who had died in the hospitals of yellow
_eountry about nine years ago. When we con~ fever." Earth was taken from one foot under
aider the importance of the questions involved ground over the remains of a person purled
in the disposition of our dead, those of us who one year before; it was found to be thickly
are at all thoughtful are astounded that until charged with these .gllJ.'ms. There is no doubt
so recent a time no considerable number of that our. cemeteries. are being. prep!lred to be
persons activly engaged in agitating it. .
plague spots to ourselVs and generations who
The first advantage cremation possesses over succeed us.
·
Washington Square was, prior to the year
burial, that I shall notice in this article, is that
of ~voiding disease, which is engendered to a 1806, the Potter's Field of New York•. .A,t that
· far greater extent than is known to most per- day science had not discovered. that the soil,
sons by emanations from decomposing; human saturated with the emanations of decomposing
bodies. Thie disease is spread by contamina- bodies, would continue for hundreds of years
tion of water-courses in and adjoining burial a source. of disease. To this _day it is said that
grounds, by the atmosphere, by reproduction a dense blue haze, several feet deep, rests
from germs that hav been buried-i. e., actually every calm morning over Washington Square;
planted-but not killed. The gra-ve is, there- certain itis that physicians who hav lived for
for.e, in one sense, a disease factory. The epi- many years in its neighborhood declare that it
demics that follow wars are undoubtedly the is impossible to raise thildren on the ground
" crop" of the buried corpses and disease floors of houses in that vicinity; and yet chilgerms. The percentage of deaths is much dren are turned, by hundreds every clear day,
larger in the neighborhood. of ~emeteries than into thls park for health and recreation.
elsewhere; the air of cemeteries contains more
There is not a single large cemetery about
than double the normal amount of carbonic New York, I believe,. where three or more bodies
acid, the proportion being that of nine in cern", ¥erno~ P"~Clt into one grave. In ~he great Woodeteries to four elsewhere. Experiments -at lawn and Greenwood cemeteries this is notoStuttgart proved that poisonpus emanations riously the case; In the "public "part of Calfrom a graveyard, when the number of burials vary cemetery I am informed, a trench is dug
averaged o:b.ly ten per week, were carried by seven feet wide and about eleven feet deep
the wind and were perceptible several hundred· (of length to suit convenience), in which coffins
yards away. Charles Darwin, as long ago as are piled five or more deep.
1837, and Pasteur more recently, hav presented
An advantage which is hardly less important
formidable facts for the reflection of those who than the avoidance of disease is the avoidance
oppose the avoidance of plague generators in of burial alive. The nun1ber of human beings
the cemeteries that surround, and, in too many who are buried alive is positivly known to be
cases, are embedded in our cities; the latter vastly larger tha~ is popularly supposed. It
showed that earth worms bring to the surface is an ascertained ·and admitted fact that there
millions of bacteria from decomposing bodies. are conditions of the body when life is apparEvery instant of time, day and night, over ently extinct wheriit really is not so; not o:b.ly
sixty thousand human bodies are decomposing is thiS the fact, but it may not become extinct
a few feet below the surface of the earth in until an indefinit length of time elapses and
and around New York. (Sir Henry Thomp- the person becomes censCious. To those who
son) "No dead body is ever placed in the soil hav watched at death-beds and seen men die,
without polluting the earth, the air, and the as I hav many times done, this seems not so
water above and below it." Each decompos- hard to realize as it does to those who hav o:b.ly
ing human body generates annually about fifty seen the human body in a state of health, with
cubic feet of carbonic acid gas, and other poi- death apparently far off, or else after death.
sonous exhalations. The blood of pe1'Bons dy- UnfortuBately for society, it is of course but
ing of some diseases may be dried, kept for very seldom, comparativly, that it is known that
years, and pulverized, and yet the germs of any particular person is buried alive; we· hear,
the disease liv with power to produce the dis- however, almost weekly if not daily of cases of
ease.
corpses which accident or some unforeseen
Truly, God must hav devoted. ages of time necessity has caused to be disinterred, where
and thought to hav "designed" so diabolical life had undoubtedly not o:b.ly not been extinct
and wicked a scheme; is it possible to hav any but when consciousness had ensued, as shown
feeling for him but that of hatred and con- by the convulsed features, altered position of
tempt, too great to be expressed iii. all appro- the limbs, flesh of the arms being eaten away,
priate adjectivs in all the languages of the straining eyeballs and otherindubitableproofs.
world? An investigation of the causes of a I recollect of several such cases recently rerecent epidemic of yellow fever in South ported in the New York and Boston papers;
America disclosed the interesting "fact that also of one of a woman who had had a child
the soil of the cemeteries in whic~ the victims partly born in the. coffi.n.

The danger of burlal a{ive is recognized, and
the possibility dreaded by all thoughtful, well.informed men. A" theological student at New
Brunswick was placed in his coffin for burial
some years ago, friends b!llieving and physicians "pronouncing" him: dead. One friend
begged so pefsistently for postponement that
for more than four days after the time fixed for
the funeral he was kept in his coffin, and
finally revived and lived, the accounts said, a
useful life of in!iny years. (From this we are
justified in inferring that he cli•l not become a
clergyman.)
.
li:J. times of epidemics of contagious diseases,
when it is important to get the supposed dead
bodies underground as soon as possible, there
is especial dang~r .of burial •a.live. This was
shown recently at Norfolk and Portsmouth.
The late Charles A. Reed, of Massachusetts,
directed his physician tO sever his head from
his body after death to prevent any error in
regard· to· his being dead;-and-left-him...a..b.e~
quest of five hund:r:ed dollars for this service.
The renowned Garibaldi, as is w.ell known,
left instructions for his body to be cremated,
but they were disregarded; let it be recorded
to the disgrace of those who were responsible.
By a singular coincidence, while I sit_writing,
my eye involuntarily falls on a newspaper of
this morning and on this item:
"They wer: about to bury a grandchild of
Gen. Turner, o:t;Memphi~, when some one.insisted that it should be bathed and slapped on
the back. It is now alive and doing well."
A third advimtage of cremation is it.s economy. This is an advantage that cannot be enjoyed until cremation supersedes burial to a far
greater extent than it has yet done, and, I fear,
to a greater extent than it is likely to do for
some years. It has also been said with much
justice that it is a:!?- advantage that cannot be
fully realized. long after cremation becomes
fashionable, as there is probably no limit to
which eX:tra-yagance might not· and would not
go in having expensiv urns-assuming the act. ual cost of cremation to r.emain constant at .a
low figure-and it is to be feared that the poor
would feel obliged to ape the wealthy in this
respect exactly as they now feel obliged to imitatethemin various ways, and more recklessly
in the case of funerals than of anything else.
Still, under the worst state of a:fl;airs, it is almost certain that the expense of.funerals would
be less than it is at present. If l may be permitted to express my own opinion, I would say
that I think if the ashes were scattered to the
winds in some vacant or wooded spot near the
crematory and thus was accelerated what even~
tually must take place, the return of the elements to nature and their absorpti't>n into other
living bodies, it would be far more poetical and
beautiful in idea, and better in every way; and
not the least advantage would be the tendency
to put the rich and poor on a social level. The
expense attending the funeral of a person who
has died in moderate circumstances is at the
present day somewhat alarming. The cost of
burial lots in Woodlawn or Greenwood is about
$75 pe~ grave. A single grave in a public lot
is $25. An ordinary headstone and footstone
cost about $100, including the expense of
erecting them. Eventually, and perhaps at a
not remote day, all of these graves will be des-

aerated, ancl perhaps not a single body of the
many thousands now buried therein will.find
another known resting-place.
; ·
So far as what is popu:Iai;ly known a~ "sentim~nt" is.entitled to respect, cremation would
.be conduciv. to it in the .opinions of all. those
who are not grossly iguorant of what occurs in
the grave. Not one person out of one thousand
could look at,a human corpse in the various
stages of decomposition without a feeling of
extreme.horror and disgus~. Do not most peo- .
pie assiduously avoid thinking, even for a moment, of, not the actual condition, but what
they suppose is the condition of the body of
any friend? If the truth were knpwn to ail as
it ill to s~me, it,wp~d- b.!J readily admitted that
nothing bu~ extreme and.umicco~ntable ignoranee would keep· alive· the custom of burying
our dead.
One more advantage of cremation that is perhaps worthy of mention here is that the more
ignorariLol._the_Christia..n ._tJ!jJ;J.isters of ~ew
York an,d v{pinity,. notably. Mr.": ':l?alzPage, of
Brooklyn, a1;e opposing it and deno:Up.~ingi~ as
"heathen" and "unchristian." I take it an
unchristian bunal is exactly what.most intelligentand educated men and women-thousands
of whom do not dare to say so~are desirous of
having. No custom is more repugnant and off~nsiv to most educated people than the torre_nt of . ignora~ce, falsehood, :and stupidity
With whwh.wellcmformedpersonsareregularly
and habitually well-nighoverwhelmed at Chti.stian funerals, and of. which the funeral'service
of the Protestant Episcopal church ahnost exclusivly consists. I kliow of no ceremony of
that church-and I am thoroughly familiar. with
all of them-where this 'is so strikingly the
case. The celebration of the "holy communion" is certainly comical, and; on account of
the loathsome cannibal ideas which it contains,
is disgusting, but I do not think the service as
contained in the pra3'er book contains as many
ignorant falsehoods as that of "the burial of
the dead." Surely the lack of the Christian el- ,
ement is to be considered, as one of. the great
advantagesof.cremation. We hear so much of
the failure of the life of the ignorant, wretched
man who died in such a cowardly way on Calvary at all o~her times that we certainly ought
to hav the luxury of forgetting him wlten at the
funerals of those whom we presumably loved
or at least respected. Certainly the adherents
of that religion whose favorit method of immolation has been fire, the slow burning of living
men, women, children, and brutes, should,
from motivs of modesty and delicacy, if not
from better ones, be the last to object to the
comparativly ins~ntaneous burning of a dead
body, especially when it is advocated largely by
philanthropists and from philanthropic motivs.
Can it be that Christians, not having the power,
although far from lacking the desire, of. tarturing people openly at' this day, still wish toretain the occasional opportunity of burying them
alive, as a solace to their tender hearts? Othe:twise what motiv can they hav? Surely the
gods, virgins, saviors, saints, holy ghosts, and
angels in whom they trust ought to hav power
to resurrect a. cremated body if they try hard.
Let them beware of belittling the power of
their God.
In regard to the aotual operation of crem at-
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ing a human body, a few words may not be out
of place. I here quote verbatim from a work
on "Cremation," originally published in the
Princeton Review, to which I am indebted for
many facts that I hav embodied into this arti~
cle:
"The body is borne into the chapel and
placed on a catafalque which stands in front of
the altar. The section of the chapel floor upon·
CURES EVERY FoRM OF DISEASJ
which the body rests constitutes the floor of a
liit, or elevator. .AiJ the funeral service proWITHOUT· MEDICIN.
ceeds the elevator invisibly and noiselessly descends, bearing the body to the basement di.reotly in front of the incinerator, which by
THE
t."\
ineans of super-heated air,-_has been raised to
a white heat within, at a temperature of about
1,500 degrees Fahrenheit. As the door of the
incinerator is opened:toreceive the body, the
OOLD OR MOIST FEET.;:,
in-rushing cold air cools it to a delicate rose_
Sent
to
any
address
upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY i
tint an.i the body, resting on a metallic bed, ·
GUARANTEED. PamPhlets and a.lllntormatlon lly:
cov~red with a_ cloth of asbestos, or of .linen
letter or In person tree of charge. Send
·
soakedin alum, passes over rollers into this
tor Illustrated Pamphlet.
<' ·. · '
bath of rosy "light. Immediately it becomes
AddresS a.ll communications to·
·incandescent, in which condition it remains
until mcineration is complete. This requires
·about an hour per hundred poundsof_theorignal weight. There remains only a few hand- fuls of pure, pearly ashes, equivalent to about
471 West Madison ~treet,
fourper cent of the originaL These are dropped
by means of a lever into the ash,chambJ!r be.low, and are drawn thence into im urn-of terra
cotta, marble, alabaster, or other suitable ma·Pnoe, $18.
terial, and returned_ by means of the elevator
TESTIMONIALS:
to the catafalque. The s.ervice or ceremony
· · ·Read· the following testimonialS, ·and be convinced our Claims are correct In every partlet
being now oyer; the friends of the deceased and
that your a.llments can be eradicated without the aid ot :MEDIOIN, THEB:EJ APPLlANOEB ,·,
find the ashl)s just where they had last seen the THE AO:ME OF PERFECTION:
body of the departed, lind may bear them
thence to the columbilrium or mortuary chapel, Remarkable Cure of Par8Jysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Ye.
'or set them in the border_ and plant violets;
Standing Cured in Tln·ee Weeh
One-Week.
- heartsease, an_d forget-me-nota in them from
.
- OINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882;
.
SllULLBBUBG, Wis.; Dec. _1~ 1&
year to year.
·
. DR. L.·TENNEY-,Dear. Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dea.r Sir: After -wearing .on
· "No fuel or flame substance comes in con- debted- to you tor the benefit I hav ·received from your
:MAGNETIO 'VESTS for about three '\Ve!l.;
tact with the body. The process is aocompa- your treatment, and the use of your :Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of NeureJgla of the Heart
nied.-with no sound or smell or smoke-abso- pliances, I can say without hesitation to those at- Side, which had been a source of misery to me
lute~ nothing -that·.can offend t9-e sensibilities fi.tcted as I -hav been· tliat the- eaect was simply ma.r- the last six yea.rs. I_ had tried numerous t:e~e.
velous. Two weeks ago I.was strloken with pareJy- before: without benefit, but as soon as I put on
of tlie most fastidious;·~· All the smoke ahd vol- sls In .my right arm imd could not use· It at all, but :MAGNETIO
Y]lST I got relief Instantly. Willh
atil products of combustion are passed through after wearing, a suit of·your :MAGNETIO OLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
a regenerating_:furnace ·before being· turrieil tor on!) week, can use it quite as well as ever. ·I hav
Yours respeottully,
1.:.-,,
been troubled with 'Dyspepsia and Kidney OomH. A. BR~
loose into the air, ,af!d .are absoletely purified. SJJso
plalnt tor-a number of yea.rs, trom whloh I hav sufThe process is indeed in every way so decorous fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony trom a ·
and so beautiful _as compared with _other time, never found but_t,empora.ry relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment tor eight::;
methods of disposing of the dead, that it is-de- ting on your appliances l hav -experlenos~ great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and: If I Improve as rapidly as I bav In the
OSBORN, 0,, Dec, 115,.11>
scribed by those who. hav witnessed it as 'fas• i)ast
two· weekS, wlll ~ be w.ell. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received;
cinating,' and scarcely an_ instance is known of tore, recommend. to those sutrerlng. as I -hav yo-qr the
Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perf&
any one havin~ witnessed the process, as thus :Magnetic appliances. as the_ only_ means of eaectlng FELT DETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUl~ I HAD T.
_Yours respecttully,_
ON. Am not loklng, and if I Improve as rapid!
conducted, who has not at once hecome a pro-- a sure cure.
W:M. H. OL~:MER,
I hav since T:leeday, wlllsoon be well. Will re_
noi:mced convert to cremation, whatever may
No; so Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Re~peottully yours,
:E. J.
hav been his pre-existing prejudice;"
Remember that the same appliances wlilch will
This lady reports herself entirely cured 41From this quotation, which explains the e!rect a cure .In a case of Paralysis- will at the same than
six weekS· after putting on the ga.rments, &
·time eradicate OATARRH· or DYSPEPSIA in the same
process far better than I could do without it, patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when app;
she
ne.vertheless
was able to ride twenty m1le•
it will be seen that the popular belief concern- change .medlclns ·every day until, after dosing the two days after. the
application. The lady's n:
patient almost to death, he may possl bly strike
ing it is erroneous.
can
be
had
upon
application at this omce, bY f
something (If he Is very skllful) that brings relief
one·deslrlng
to
communicate
with her.
tor
the
time
being.
. Of course I do- not expect that any considerLadles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been su!rerlng tor two years with ant.
able nu,mber of persons will be at once conian TuDtor, and who-had been told that nothing but the knife would ·save her life, and the.'>oh·
·Verted 'to an approval: of firehi:ation, in conse~ were-as 9 toT aga.IDB1freco'very. IIi tour months' time she Is Perfectly well, and -bas not taken.@. d•
quence of a perusal of this hastily written arti- medleln slli.ce putting on the appliances. Oonsult us when your phyalolan tells you he can do not
tor you; it will pay you.
e! e. I believe, however, that all discussion of
_
_
SHULLSJlURG, WIS., November 19, 1
D:s. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About twoyea.rs B.go my health began to tali me; I became nervous, lost c.
this subject tends to bring about this muchsire ror food, and, 1n fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physl
needed reform; and {tis in consequence of this of st. Louis, at which place I was -then stopping, all of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'l'u>
belief, as well as a firm conviction that the and that .the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew ra
worse, and had about made up my mind ·to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit_·
time when the Christian religion and its ad- operation, when my attention wascalled··to the Eureka JUagneHc Appliances. As a drow!llng
will catchatastraw, so· did I catch at llh1s taint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a; B\'
herents can prevent or -materially postpone your
appllarices.. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu'
necessary changes of customs, as it and they mor, which had extended entirely acroBB my abdomen, began to
decrease,
my
pa.lns
became
less
from
day
to
day,
unt11
now
I
am
hav so frequently done in earlier ages, is for- as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliever past, that I hav written on this subject. ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, a.re now regular. I would therefore
I write in no spirit of .controversy, nor am I Gheertully
recommen!l them to anyone su!rerlng as I hav, believing
willing needlessly to shock or offend even those that they will do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain,
.
Gratefully yours,
:MRS. MAllY J. STEWAliT.
for whom I hav little respect. If we must,
speaking of the past, still say with Rosalind,
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
the under-garment, and, unlike eJI other appllances In the
"Men hav died from time to time, and worms over
ma.rket, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores,
hav eaten them," at least, ·as a consequence of
cremation becoming the custom, let us also be
PRICE LIST.
able to say with Laertes, looking to the "future,
"From h'er fair and unpoUuled flesh may violets spting." _
PHILIP G. PEABODY.

THE EUREKA.

MAGNETIC GLOTBIN

euREKA MAC.NETIC INSOl
CURES

DR. L. ':fENNEY.

48 Wall st., New York.

OTTO WETTSTEIN'S

JPopuhu Jewelrn 9tore.
(Established in 1857;)

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Spec!Bl Bed notions on Fine Goods: 1 Pair Diamond
Ea.rdrops, 4 Ka.rats, $335, worth $500. 1 Pa.lr do., 2 3-4
-1-16 k, $245, worth $360. 1 Pair do., 1 8-4-1-S-1·82 k.
$145, worth $200. Smaller Diamonds In Rings, Pins,
Studds, and Earrings proportionately reduced. An
Eleg11o11t Minute Repeater-striking hours, qua.rters,
and minutes, In extra heavy 18 k. case, $290, Broadway price $400. An extra flne 18 k. "Lightning 1-~
Second Timer" In best 18 k. case, $165, cheap at $225.
One do., "Spilt Second," latest Improved .. Double
Timer," $190, worth $275. A beautiful Presentation
Watch, finest case made In America, Ia.rge Diamond
In center, best "Brequet Hair-Spring,". Adjusted
American :Mvt., $160, worth $260. La'ly's Watch to
match, equally low ($100). Gents 14 k. solid Gold,
11 Jeweled, American stem Winding Watches, $50;
Lout lea, do., $32.60; do., fane; engraved $35. In 10 k.
Oases, $2~. Full (16) Jeweled :Mvts., "Adjusted," $10
extra. 8 Ounce Sliver Oased Elgin Watches $9. ~
Ounoe Sliver cased, Stem Wind, 11 Jewels, quick
train, $16.60. Same Case, Full (16) Jeweled, Pat.
Regulator, $22.60: Same case, 15 Jewels, "Adjusted,"
$25. Finer Sliver Watches proportionately low.
Goods l!escrlbed In say Oata.log In the world duplicated at same prices or Ia•, sent to any pa.rt· of the
world and caoh rift.mcl.ed if not entirely aati.sfactory,
Gorham Solid Sliver Spoons, nicely engraved, $1,76
per ounce, Best Triple plated Tea Spoons $2 tor 6,
Table Spoons, $4. Knives and forks, $3 50 per dozen.
Best Steel Spectacles made, S1. Genuln Pebbles, $2.
Sold by all Opticians tor double. If you need a
Watch, Ohaln, Ring, Pin, or any goods In my line,
send_ me a trial order and I will posltlvly please you.
Refer to Rochelle National Bmk.
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:J?rige, 25 gents,

Nerve and Lnng Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
6.00
Ladies' A..bdominai Belts,
Sciatic Appliances, each,
o. 00
Leg Belts, each,
4,00
Knee Caps, eac~
3. 00
Wristlets, each,
1.60
Slee~ing Caps,
•
4.00
Ladies Jacket
18~00
Gentlemen's Vests,
16.00
Su:eerftne Insoles, •
•
•
1. 00
Children's garments upon application.

Any of the above ga:ments sent to any add:eBB upon :ecelpt of p;:J.ce, and we will return
mt
It they a.re not as represented In every respect. If you a.re uncertain as to what would best suit _your
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to trest you. While
appliances are o!rered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we
guarantee that the mil.gnetlcqua.llty Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever o!rered
public, and will outlast the ga.rments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a partlcula.r proosss, '
hav raised five times their own weight ·alx months after being magnet!~, wh1le not a single applle.:
In the market will attract the smallest PartiCle of Iron, the majority of such worthleBB appliances ha;
so-ca.lled magnets made of materia.! no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism t·
moment. All of our ga.rmenta are made from the very best material for the purpose, and wlli outlast ,
and all other ga.rments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged Jn the ga.rmen!B upon •aUt>•
principia; and not haphazard as In a.ll the others. We oaer you therefore

The Only Scientiftc Magnetic Appliance Ever ·constructed.
And challenge compa.rlson with any of the so-oaJJ.ed magnetlo ga.rmenta now o!rt.red under that head.
the eame time the application of labOr-saving ma.chlnery In our manutacture enables -qa to o!rer them
about

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CIURGED,
Bo that we can say with truth, None are so poor t!lat they cannot procure them, being but a tr111e hi,
than ordinarY clothing.
Remember that we a.re o!rerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, an
upon receiving the ga.rments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expeo.se and we '
refund your money,
·

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made
order, and a flt guaranteed.
AGBlltTB WANTBD UT :BVBBY TOWlllllll TBB UJIITBD STATBS. LIBBBAL OOIIMIBBIONS ALLOW
'-44riM lor~- ~UOQ.
DB. L. TENNEY,
4U West lladlson Street, Chicago, Ill.
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_Please cut this petitio:rf out, ·attach it to a blank sheet~of. paper, sign your'
address to it, get all yol;ll" friends and neighbors to do t4e same, and
tb:en.:'send it to this office. - . ~ . .
·
··
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A ·PETITION. FOR STATE SECUL1.RIZ.!TI()N.

Podhe E[onorq,ble Se;nators and Members of the House of Repr~~ntati'}Jes of the
___ Umted States Oongress,: _
_ .
-- -___ - _ ..
. •A republican form of government being based on liberty, eq~lility, and_fra~
ternity, as both means -and end, involves the separation of Church aJ:).d ~state,
~Ao.~~ union is the worstforill of class-legislation ·and the most 'nifallihie:Si~ of
ar~!~ary power. A house divided against itseU cann?t st8Ji~ ._The i_nstifu:ttio;n~
of "thiS Commonwealth shoUld be made homogeneous througho.ut~ Imp!U"tiaJ
prRtection of all citizens in their equal rights and lil;>erties,"by~ni¢oW:agipg tb,e
ll!ee 1lilovement of mind, promotes the establishment of truth in wpatever direction. - Any infringement by government of this absolilte -e(tua!ity:of its citizens
is ~he parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed against thM n~~otural
"justice" which, as the Constitution declares, this gov.ernment·was !minded to
"establish."
·
·
'_ And yet, though the first amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says,_" Congrea•shall make no ·law respecting an· esta~lishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Church and
Sta~, which gives to Christianity moral and material_ aid, and so proscribes
other religions and forms of belief and unbelief, while taxing these also forj;he
support of that special religion. .
.
-. · The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives
1:1.molig us are:
_
1. Recognition of God and Christianity in _$tate Constitutions.
· · ·2. Exemption oi Church property from taxation. •
~
· \3. Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
·
.,
-. 4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the -Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
Bible.
·
·
, 6. Religious te11t-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office.
.::7· Chaplaincies in the Legislature, the Army; and the Navy.
· ·· 8. Fast and Thanksgiving Proclamations, which contain theological ideas
~gat,may or may not be acceptable to the citizen.
' · ~he necessity for this separation of Church and St~te ·is more apparent now
':li.an·_~ver before, because of the still greater diversfty of religious beliefs, the
many-forms of diseent from the religion which receives State patronage, and the
gro~ing signs of sectarian· strife and ambition in the arena of politics. And
3mp1lasis needs to be given to the fact that the union of Church and State is
'd: gteat hindrance to the employment of right methods in dealing with many questions
of ~eform now demanding attention. And most essential is it at all times, and
)Specially. in the present, in order to secure for the law its due respect and
opse}:vance, that the people's representatives should exhibit -the strictest fidelity
'~o their trusts
following the law in its letter and spirit.
'
Your
therefore, pray that imm~diate action be taken l:ly the
into harmony the theory and practice of our governof the fundamental law of the
'

··~;

·congress'

~i~~~;~~ti€ih~l~;ii~ii~~p,s~-ifii:'iii¥~

'-'"1-Lll'~-'

A BENT pin _on· a 'chair i~ ~indication o_t an ea,rly
spring.
""IF I ·were· in California;" said a ·young fop, in
company the other eveniiig, " I would waylay so me
miner With a bag ot gold, knock out his braiw,
gather up_ the gold,- and ru;,__.. "I think you would
do better to gather up the brains," quietly responded
a young lady.
"WHERE do yoRliv, my little man?" asked a gentleman ot a dlminutiv specimen on -one of our rail·
road trains a feW days ago, "I hav the pleasure ot
residing-" "Never mind," observed the" old gen-tleman, interrupting him; and leaning back; he
thought to himself: " How easy it is to tell a Bostonian!''
A VERY small Speck was climbing up the .milkyway, one moonlight night. "Ah, my little tallow,
where are you trom ?" asked the Big Dipper. -;,Me?
I'm from a grocery store down on earth." " How. do
you come t<i be away up here?" "Oh, I've been getting higher and higher year attar year ; and smaller
and smaller, too." "Thilt's funny. Who areyou ?"
"I'm the bottom ot a- ~trawberry' box."
JAME!I.HENRY'S DESIRE.

He ambled along down the-stone-llecli:ed lane;
And out from his midst there frequently came •
:A. tun-strength cuss-word, deep and low,:-.
As he knocked a nail trom a wanton toe;
And he-wished he was dea.d'n Socrates,
And the robins rl!dlg out a chime from the trees.
And he wished-as he stepped on a business brier,
Which made him rellect, ."by gosh, Mariar"That he wa.s a hundred miles away
From the farm and the meadow.and making hay,
And "Brindle "and "Bright" and the kicking cows,
And the ~Iackbirds sal).g in the alder boughs.

a

Now Poet, who sat on a moss-hid stump,
With his face in a smile and his back In a hump,
Had heard the boy a.s he muttered away;
And he.called him hither and bid him say
What lite he'd choose it he had his pick ?
And the brown thrushes piped from a new-built rick.
.
And the lad looked up with his eyes in mist,
And, cutting a snack ot "Virginia Twist,"
He paused tor a moment, then, child-like, said,
As he dropped on 1118 bosom his old-gold- head:
"Please, Mister Sir, it it's all the same-"
And the thrill ot a thrush trom a hedgerow came" Please, Mister Sir,.'' the boy began,
And tears coursed down through the tuzz and ta.n ;
'"'S if's an the same, an' I had my pick,
I could tell ye so sud dink 'twou!d make ye sick'I'd be a C&!ihier in a savings-bank,"
And the Poet tell over, limp and lank.
And this simple child, with his tender thoUght,
From his sweet_desire his wish has wrought;
And he rides in a ch!U"iot gilt and gay,
And the Poet_ is up_ on the-box, taeysa_y. __ _ _ __

or :~ :~: :~:!<~e~~~:c~:~:~ !:e!~~:r~d l:rii;'
Township
enacting any law that
'
'
·
.....,.,._,.,..,.,_._...,_..,~-!"..,,.ways specified, or in any other way, or
THE w.uL oF THE HEB~:Tuvmous.
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Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884

OONTENTS:

~t~duct9ry.. By the Editor.

This World.

?:Stronomical Calculations for 1884._
dBlendar for 1884.
-:'lie :Old Free Enquiiers' Association of New
i~;'t Y9rk, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib!·-;, •.era! Press. By "Peter Eckler.
r-~"¥ears of Freethought. By G. E. M.
·'.":{ew
\ , York State Freethinkers' Association. By
--· E. L. Green.
_
Che;·'Natioilal Liberal League. By T. C. Le. -land.
~e :Progress of Liberal Thought in Oanada.
.'_ .]3y Charles Stevens.
T:>aiD,e.Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
For.eign Freethought Societies.
.
l.')l~':Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
Whli.~ is True Religion? ·.By Charles Watts.
fndustrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
,3w()td and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.

By George Chainey.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Macdonald.
1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
beral Charities.
·
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
Date of Birth and Death.)
The Population of Our States and Territories.
The Jewish Jehovah. (lliustr_ation.)
"That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
Devil. (illustration.)
Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
Philosophy .
The Sacred Booksof History.
Jefferson's Religion.
Useful Measures.
As to Time.
'fhe Hindoo Prince and Skeptic. J
Selections, etc., eto.

- Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled

"BIG J AVK s:MALL."
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United
3tates. It contains

128 Octavo Pa;-c11,

with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks.
~or a day, Jmt for all time."
"Now ready. Price, post-paid, 26 cents,
Address

It is " not

THE TR1JTH SEEKER OFFICE,
SS Olinton Place, New York, N. Y.

hav made the interesting discovery that the
most -hebetud-fiious-orlilik------aD.""jW!iere within the
bounds of l&titude and longtitude livs in the town

--~

-~~o::_~~ .:.~] edits a newspaper called ,the
Oh, put me away in a grave-yard cool,
Amid verdure damp and dank;
For I am the man whom Dana called
A Hebetudinons Crank.
Oh, bury me deep with a stone on topI am teeling extremely bad,
And lay me to rest where Holman sleeps,
'Neath the weight ot a liver-pad.
Oh, fain would I lie on some desolate heath
Where the jack-rallbit gaily bounds,
By the side ot the good man weighing about
250 pounds.
Wonld you know why I wail in my deep despair,
Ltke captiva their chains who clank?
'Tis because I'm the man whom Dana called
A HebetudinOUB Crank.
I hav tied my head in a moistened cloth,
And cleaned ont my-brain with a swa.b,
And thought and thought what it signilledThat e~ymological gob.
I hav thought, and thought, and thought in vain
What the phrase might signify;
But I never hav gueseed, and I sometimes dream
That.he knows no more than I.
I hav been a very bad man, I know,
I hav murdered my tair -young bride,
And hammered the head ot my cooing_ babe,
And spread him out llat a-t her side,
I've committe-d arson and burglary,
I hav bnsted tun many a bank;
But what in the world hav I done to be Called
. A Hebetudinous Crank?
There are times, of oourse, when my grief is eore,
And myselt I should like to hump,
And sling it back in his false, talse teeth:
He's a pachydermatous chump.
I should like to call him an isotherm,
And a tulmeniferous plug;
And bring the blush ot binomial shame
To_hls antiphlogistic mug.
But I know that I never, no, never on earth,
Can rival that awtul wordThe meanest, and newest, and cussedest cuss
That a mortal has ever heard.
So take me away, and plant me deep,
Where the pattering pine-cones drop,
And the ages that roll will cover my bed
With strata of coal on top.
And aavanta to come, as they dig me out,
From fossilized foliage rank,
Will explain to the world what it is to be
A Hebetudlnous Crank.
-The Victim, ptr Puck.
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their religion. j 'fhe- authqrities hav already
been approached qn the_ subject, and it is believed tbat such chil.nges will be made in the
·
·
laws that persecution for religion's sake will
THE editor of a prominent :religious weekly
be impossible on Swiss territory.is moved to say that in the cas'e of faith cures
both th~ disease ~rid the c~re are invariably
THE following thoughts suggested by a disimaginary.
cussion.on Darwinism will be fully appreciated
THE -former president of a Hartford temper- at this parti<:u:Iilr .time of the year: Miriks:_I
ance society and his wife hav become. ine- don't see why it is that if men originally had
briates, and the Humane Society is looking tails they didn't stay on. Finks-According to
DarwiD., the tails_ dropped off when there was
.after t)lem.
no further use for them. Mfuks-N o further
THE business of the Harvard Cooperativ use for them! Gciod gracious! Did Darwin
Society from February 16 to Ju:Iy 1, 1883, think that? Finks-Cerl.airily. Miriks-Well,
amounted to $3,265.62, and 'this year, _to Ju:Iy I guess he never saw a bald-headed printer setting type in fly time.
1st, it is estimated at $7,005.oo:_, ,
A PENNBYLVA:iru. clergyman recentlyle¢tured
on "The' Life aridEmployments of the Angels.''
A LITTLE girl came. from her Sunday-school
If we were in_ an . autol;>iographic inood:; we in a high state of indignation because her Sunmight say• something on this S]lbject.
day-school teacher had told her that·Jesus Was
a Jew. "Was he a Jew, mother?" "Why,
BAss, the great brewer, spen~ during ~is life-. yes, my dear," said the mother, a little doubttime over £200,060 (fn,religious- bUildings, and
- - fully, as if unwilling to cpncede the objectionhe has remembe:J;~c;l the· Lord in his, will. He
evidently believed in- the Conservativ . cmr of able_ fact, but unable to deny it; "I suppose
"J
he
was a_ Jew.", . "But I thought he was theBeerandBible.. •·
": i:
-'sop._of- God." «·so he is, i:nydear." "I don't
THE Old Testament Revision Committee has see how, then, he could be a Jew," responded
completed its .work, ·with the ~xceptiori ofthe the young sectarian, "for God is a Presbyappendix, which is nearly ready. A final meet- terian. "-Christian Union. ·
ing of the Old Testament Committee has· been
called to sit at the Jeru~alem Chamber in LonTHE State Department at Waship.gton denies
don, the session to commence .on July 1st,' next, .the report that the American minister at Rome
·
has been instructed to act in. concert with the
IT is a singular fact that the ool~st- men iii. miniSters of England, Austria,· ~nd Spain to
either branch of Congress did not hav 'the ad- obtain from Signor Mancini, the Italian minis-vantages of a collegiate education. This ap- ter of fqreign affairs, a mitigation of the deplies to Edmunds, Sherman, -wilson, of Iowa, cision of the Court of Cassation in regard to
Bayard and Penaletonin the S'enate, and to the properties of the Propaganda. The secreRandall, Carlisle, Kelley, McKinley, Reagan, tary of state ~'lays that he has the subject unand Curtin ill the House.
- der consideration to see if the United States
REV. DR. D~EMS tells his congregation to go has any right to act in the matter, but has as
to sleep if they 'feel sleepy. iii church; that yet reached no conclusion.
both he and thi)_Lord will forgiv them, but he --SAM :KALLETON, a· member of the Arkansas
insists that they•must sleep quietly. Dr. Deems legislatur-e, was very fond of offering amendhas what might be characterized as li great menta to bills introduced.. That was the limit
head. If lie can keep·hi,s congregation under of his legislativ capacity. One morning, after
his eye, even if asleep, he knows they are not a night's hilarity, he entered the legislativ hall
committing any sort of deviltry elsewhere.
just as the chaplain was asking divine aid. The
T. THOMAS FoRTUNE, editor of the New Yorlc old man took a chew of tobacco and listened
Globe (known as the "Negro organ")> has in attentivly until the chaplain closed his petition
press a small volume devoted to the problems with an effectiv recitation of the Lord's Prayer.of land anc:J. labor and to the social conditions "Mr. Speaker," said the old man, arising, "I
of his own race in the United States. He calls move to strike out the words 'daily bread' and
it "Black and White," and takes the ground insert' as much bread as may be found necesthat the cause of the laboring classes__:_what- sary for twenty days.' We hav already done
ever their color-is one.-John Swinton's Paper. enough for the flood sufferers."
THE Maori chiefs were taken to St. Paul's
Cathedral, in London, Sunday morning, and
were 60 charmed with the sermon that they
fell into a deep slumber. All savages, if properly dealt with, reasons Peele's Sun, soon fall
into civilized ways, and probably if they would
take the Maori chiefs to church regular, they
wou1.,<;l get their snoring apparatus tuned down
so fine that it couldn't be told from that of a
Methodist deacon.
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THE clergy in the west of England were
formerly devoted to whist. About thp beginning of the century there was a whist club in
a country town of Somersetshire, composed
mostly of clergymen, that met every Sunday
evening in the back parlor of a barber's. Four
of these were acting as pall bearers at the
funeral of a reverend brother, when a delay
occurred from the grave not being ready, and
the coffin was put down in the chancel. By
way of whiling away the tilne, one of them
produced a pack of cards from his pocket and
proposed a rubber. When the sexton came to
announce that the preparations were complete,
he found them deep in their game, using the
coffin as their table.

THE clergyman who furnished ,President
Pierce with a "character" was the late Rev.
Henry Wood, who was rewarded with a consulate to Beyrout, and subsequently a chaplaincy
in _the navy, after Pierce came to the White
House. The romancing nature of the "indorselhel!-t," says the Concord Monitor, was orily
THE platform of the American Prohibition
equaled by the alleged subsequent discovery Anti-Masonic Convention, adopted at Chicago,
by. the author of one of the wheels of Pharaoh's declares that the God of the Christian sCiipchaiiot in the Red Sea.
tures is the author of civil government; favors
the use of the Bible in the schools; asserts that
LAND of freedom as it is and has long been, God requires and man needs the Sabbath;
says the New York Herald, Switzerland cannot demands strict prohibition laws, the withbe congratulated on the satisfactory condition drawal of a!l charters to secret lodges, and
of her laws relativ to religious liberty. The that their oaths be prohibited by law; opposes
persecution of the Salvationists is matter of prison and imported contract labor; pledges
recent history. It now appears that not con- the party to vote for woman suffrage; asserts
tented with driving the Salvationists out of the that the civil equality granted by the Thircountry, th.e authorities are making themselvs teenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth amendobnoxious by attacking all wh? are suspected ments should be extended to Indians and
of having any sympathy with them and by in- Chinamen, that land and other monopolies
terfering with prayer-meetings, temperance should be discouraged, that the government
meetings, and all such. The people, in con- should furnish a sound currency, that the
sequence, hav been thoroughly aroused and n tariff should be reduced, and that polygamy
League of· Common Right has been formed at should at once be suppressed. S. C. Pomeroy,
Lausanne for the purpose of removing all re- of Kansas, Gov. St. John of the same state,
strictions to the free exercise of religion and and the Rev. J. Blanchard, of Illinois, were
of securing to all citizens the free exercise of named for president of the Unitetl States. Of

the 77 votes cast, Mr. Pomeroy received 72,
and his nomination was made unanimous.
For vice-president, J. A. Conant, of Connecticut, was nominated by acclamation. A
THE Prince of Orange died at the Hague on
pleasing reflection in regard to these nominatipns is that the candidates cannot by any the 21st.
THE excursion steamers carried about 75,000
possibility be elected.
people to Coney Island last Sunday;
A msscussiON of what is called telepathy is
THERE is talk of making the first Monday in
opened by the Nineteenth Century. The word
means feeling at a distance the impulse of September a national workingman's holiday.
another mind through channels as_ yet unrecTHE mercury 'in this locality has of late
ognized. There are two forms which telepathic ranged from 95 to 102 during the hotter part
phenome'na are held to assume. One is that of the day.
of simple thought transference, or mind readPATRICK KERNAN, an alleged dynamite agita•
ing, under the control of scientific experiment.
In a mesmerjc or hypnotic condition, and, in- tor, shot his landlord, who asked him for his
deed, without it; experiments are b,eld to hav rent last Sunday.

Jjltws off tht lftth.

shown that impressions or ideas can easily be
transferred from one mind to another by an
act' of will. The .second form is that of a sudden, unexpected impression passing from one
mind to another, as a sort of presentiment or
apparition. The writers treat not at all of apparitions of the dead, but only of the living.
-

/

A NEW danger has been discovered in sanitary organization. Tlie ubiqUitous bacterium,
which. proves to be the. germ of so many obscure diseases, has been found by M. Parize,
a French savant, to take up its abode in brick
walls. Noticing some peculiar mark on the
outside of the wall, he scraped a little off and
placed it under a magnifying power of three
hundred; the resu:It of which was to show
myriads of organisms ·moving about with extraordinary activity. It was the more singular
that this red dust had been covered with a
layer of lime a quarter of an inch thick. Under the impression that the bacteria might h11v
been a superficial deposit, M. Parize then
drilled a hole into the very cent~1; 1~f 'the brick,
and to his great surprise discovered that the
pqwdered material waR full of the same living
organisms, although not in such large quantities as in the external layer. To make sure
that this was not an exceptional brick, he
carried on his experiments at various places in
the walls, and always with the same result,
that the bricks were more or less impregnated
with bacteria, which appear to flourish equally
well in a brick wall as in a saucer of some fermenting substance. There can be very little
doubt that woodwork is often a source of danger from the same cause, a perplexing malarious fever having been traced by the doctors of
San Francisco to certain decayed foundations
and wood floors, which abound in that city,
and w]lich, when taken down, were found to
be swarming with organisms.
AN engineer on one of the ocean steamers
that ply between this port and Liverpool
dropped into THE TRUTH SEEKER office recently
to supply himself with reading matter for the
leisure hours of his next trip across the Atlantic. He showed himself to be full of anecdote
and rare humor such as characterizes the seafaring man. In the course of conversation he
related the-following: The weather was rough
one day, and the ship was tossing wildly about.
A parson who'was on board approached the
captain in a state of considerable trepidation
and inquired if there was any danger. He knew
that he was in the hollow of the almighty hand,
but realized that the said hollow contained
moisture enough to drown him. The captain
referred him to the crew. The preacher
worked his way to the forecastle and found the
occupants swearing at the weather with an emphasis that nearly paralyzed him. He returned
to the captain, and reported that the danger
must be great, as the men were blaspheming
horribly. The captain hastened to reassure
him. Said he: "If the co:ew are swearing, it is
all right; but when those fellows begin to pray
you can put on your ltfe-preserver." The
preacher went off again, filled with new and
serious reflections. Our informant related further that his ship was a favorit one with ministerial tounsts. On shipboard they conduct
themselvs much like other male passengers,
being-invariably on hand when the grog goes
around, and particularly assiduous in their devotion to female beauty. They straighten up
on Sundays, he said, and reml off the service
at the 'head of the table.

THE New York 'limes and Independent, which
hav bolted the Republican nominations, are
being seriously boycotted.
DENIS KEARNEY, the whilom labor agitator,
says that if be had ten million votes Blaine
should get everyone of them.
JAMES G. BLAINE has been officially informell
of his nomination for president of the Unitetl
States, and modestly accepts.
THE Rev. George T Gould, president of the
Millersburg, Ky., female college, has made an
an assignment. Liabilities unknown; assets
$13,000 .•
BALTZER CEHR, of Oil City, Pa., celebrated
his alleged 102d birthday last week. The old
gentleman is considerable spryer than some of
his sons.
GEORGE DERBY, of Berea, got married and
his friends serenaded him with tin pans and a
horse fiddle. He had them all arrested, and
the justice fined them.
INTENSE heat has caused many deaths in
this city during the past week From last
Saturday noon to Sunday noon 144 deaths
occurred, one-third of which were due to the
weather.
A LAw has been passed that telegraph wires
in ihis city shall hereafter be laid undel·ground. In spite of this the telegraph companies continue to put up huge poles, and
string wires upon them.
THE result of Dr. Koch's observations of
cholera, shows that the germ of the disease is
something called bacilli. These, he finds,
exist in water tanks, which become pollutetl
in neighborhoods where cholera is epidemic.
Gov. GEORGE HoADLY, of Ohio, was in New
York recently. He declined to talk about
politics. Cleveland and Hoadly is the prospectiv Democratic ticket for presitlent and
vice-president. The tail, however, is bigger
than the kite.
A CORRESPONDENT of the New York Sun finds
that every relativ of either Blaine or Logan is
already located in a fat position under the
government, including Blaine's cousin, the
Rev. Mainor C. Blaine, who is a chaplain in
the United States army.
PASTOR J. J. WHITE, of Williamsburg, advertised last Sunday to preach on the "Candidates of the Nation.'' The church was
crowded, when the pastor proceeded to talk
about the savior and Lucifer, the candidates
for the government of the world. Pastor
White is something of a humbug.
MRs. ANNA JoHNSON conducts "faith cures'
in this city. The last triumph was achieved
over gangrene in the foot of Juan Ricords,
who says he is getting well rapidly. The usual
trick is for the patient to declare himself
instantaneously healed. To allow prayer time
to effect a cure, is giving patent medicin a
chance ~ compete with the Almighty.
- THE t~elve hour bill designed fo;r the benefit of about 15,000 horse-car drivers and conductors, who now work from fourteen to sixteen hours per day, and which passed both
houses of the New York legislature, has been
vetoed by Gov. Cleveland. Whether this
measure was a just one or not, Gov. Cleveland's
action has not addell to his popularity among
workingmen.
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In throwing off the chains of the church I reasoned it out
And the dead shall still shine in glory,
thus: If men like Bennett go to hell, there will . be very
Still they speak life's grand amen.
little brains 11nd honesty in heaven. Again, therea:re so many
During the singing of this s~ng, rendered in a
grand men and women in the world whose genius and intellect
dominate it, whose honesty and Infidelity are known of all men, clea: cont:alto voice, the lfsteners could hardly reDedication of the Monument.
who will go to the same Christian " hot-box" for like reasons, stram their applause; and at the close Mrs. McCune
that the chances are in favor·of hades being the most desirable received quite an ovation.
Exercises in honor of the completion of the Ben- summer
resort; and if Bennett can stand it, so c11n I. ~
nett Monument, and by way of dedicating the struc- In the light of my freedom as I now enjoy it, standing before
This memorial poem was read by Mr. Putnam:
ture, were held at the German Masonic Temple, 220 a real or imaginary God and facing my sins on my own respon'Twas spring's first jewel in the golden year,
Day, rich with promis and with present joy,
Ea~t Fifteenth st., New York, on the evening of sibility, and not throwing them in a cowardly manner on 11n
Jew dead near unto two thousand years; I say that
Decking the earth with beauty, and the sky
Friday, June 13th. The platform was adorned with apostate
if saints are needed to intercede for sinners, and I am to be conWith thousand signals of resplendent hope.
floral decorations, and American flags were draped sidered as one, I propose to accept as a saint a m11li of whose
'Twas nature's festival, and all its light
about a colored lithograph of the monument. A fine uprightness of life I h11v full knowledge, and th11t man is D. M.
Seemed bursting forth in grass and leaf and flower;
The voice of birds poured trembling with delight·
audience had gathered when, at a little past 8 o'clock, Bennett, whom I appoint to the court of St. Peter in my behalf.
Contmst
his
life,
brimming
with
kindness,
to
the
ex-murThA clouds but veiled the blue to softer fire,
'
Mr. ~amuel P. Putnam called the meeting to order,
derers, the ex-hurn11n butchers, torturers, inquisitors, plunderAnd touched the face of heaven with brighter smiles;
and mtroduced Miss Adelina Peters, who executed a ers,
incendiaries, perjurers, and other devils, who in the name of
The he11rt was jubilant-care fled awaysolo upon the piano so acceptably that she was unani- Christ hav desolated the earth for centuries, canonized saints
And the sharp pains that pierce the struggling mind
mously recalled.
·
by the canons of the church instead of the canons of the opTrying to solve the problem of vast life,
Of good and evil mingled in the web
Daniel Edward Ryan, chairman of the Monument pressed, and see how such a life as Bennett's hangs as a gloristar in a cloudless sky as compared to such tallow dips.
Of shifting worlds upon the maze of time.
Committee, whom Mr. Putnam spoke of as one who ousIt was
All now seemed good, 11ll beautiful, deep bathed
my privilege to know Mr. Bennett inclose friendship,
had come out into Liberalism through reading D. M. and to a limited extent as an adviser. I was drawn into closer
In the effulgence of fulfilled desire.
On such a day, when life's supremest rose
Bennett's writings, read the following report and relations with him when he was beset by the great American
procurer of crirnP, Anthony Comstock. In then explaining to
Was blooming like a crown to every path,
address:
me his reasons for throwing down the gage of defiance to the
I went with eager step, with glowing mind,
To view the gleaming City of the Dead,
DEAR FRIENDs: The Bennett Monument Committee of United States government 11s t·epresented by its human tools
Flooded with life on this sweet gala day;
which I hav the honor of being chairman, has completed' the and villainous l11ws, I saw the gr11ndeur of Mr. Bennett's chllrAfar the sea with circling jewels flashed
work for which it was appointed, and I hav the pleasure of acter a~ a man, an American, and a patriot. For he said the
Along the quivering radiance of the sky;
announcing to you that this meeting has been called for the ?bsceD:Ity laws are a disguise which, while passed seemThe ch11rm of all things lovely filled the air,
purpose <_>f presenting and dedicating the fruits of our mission mgly m and for the interest of morality and purity, are inAnd seemed to draw from out the heart of earth
to the Liberals of the world, and the grand principles they tended to be used in the interest of the Christian church,
represent.
The flaming wreath of everlasting hope.
~ventually to crush out Liberal books ancl papers and InfidelWhile on the vision of the inward self
. In t~e sacred name of Liberty, in the higher one of Human- Ity by working up eventually that all such books and principles
were
immoral.
·
Burst
the far wonder of what death might be,
Ity, th1s Committee presents you with a noble and complete
A sea of joy in life's immensity,
He said some one must suffer by publicly defying the law
monument, reared to commemorate ancl perpetuate the splenSweeping to golden shores of loftier birth.
· .
did life of one of "nature's noblemen," the path-finder of and breaking it., and having the case made as public as possible.
I stood beside the gracious gift-the granit shaftHis argument from a patriotic standpoint was, if in the growth
mental liberty, the great Truth Seeker, D. M. Bennett.
The crystal memory of a thous11nd hearts
. There has been no halt, no lingering doubts and uncertain- of corrupt and unjust laws, they are not resisted we finally beTo him who fought when Freedom's baiDier trailed
ties, about the final success of this tribute of love and admira- come ensl11Ved; and the prompt resistance to bad laws either
Who lifted it from out the dust, and flung its folds'
tion; there ha~ been no thought that the virtues, the kind causes their repeal, or revolution. It was corrupt and oppressiv
To greet the morning of the world's new day.
heart, the gemus and the patriotism that inspired as true a laws that gave us such "traitors" as Washington and American
My soul was thrilled beside that buried. coraeman as ever lived in any age shoulcl fail of fitting and endming liberty.
In view of the fact that there was no justice to be hacl withlt was not buried and it was not dead;
recognition from his friends; and now we the men and women
I felt its life within rn~ throbbing brain,
w_ho k~ew him in life as friend or acquaiiitance, hav laid over out a fight for it, he proposed to :fight, and :fight he did, not for
I felt the touch of an Immortal power,
h1s loVIng. heart the resp0usiv tribute of our own, in the form his own right, not for his own interests, but for those of another
I felt the endlessness of right and truth;
of a beau~1f~l mo~ument be~ri~g on its ~ides ?is grand senti- whom he felt it to .be his duty as a citizen to :fight for"; not that
That manhoocl cannot perish-'tis a star
ments, h!S 1mpenshable prmmples, whiCh b1d all humanity he beli~vecl m the principle of the other's work (in f11ct, he opShining forever in the depths of time,
hope, aye, and believe, that heaven is to be the work of human posed It), but he did believe in ancl fought for his weaker
And death but makes more beautiful its orb,
hear~s and hands, and "this old world of oms" its location. brother's right to enjoy the constitutional right of free speech
Veiling with mystic grace its quenchless :fire.
It IS our proud privilege, in rearing this monument to hav free press, and free mails, and that this morally bankrupt gov~
I
felt the hero living 'neath the mound,
made secure the truth of history as to the life and death of D. ernment had no right to set itself up as a moral censor.
The martyr's soul still burning like the sun,
In conclusion I will add th11t I enjoyed the ple11sure of
M. Benn~tt. S~nndin~ on the gateway of our country, on a
Illuminating, kindling, till my thought
co~!llandmg emmencem one of our rnosi beautiful cemeteries, being the first man to grasp his honest hand as he came out
\Vent forth in energy unconquerable.
vowmg our personal knowledge nf tire man, in enrluring stone o.f the Albany Penitenth;ry. I had the honor of being the
Life grew to wondrous meaning .and delight;
we hav written f-or all time to come the verdict that his !if~ silent 11nd very happy chairman of the committee of reception
Vfork was not valueless, nor high desire;
w~s· t~at of a patriot and a good man, and his death true to the that tendered him a public ovation at Chickering Hall and
Nor that which labors for to-morrow's weal;
1Jrmc1ples he advocated, and to Nature.
wh11~ a glo~·i~us Liber~l earthqu9:ke it was _for the grand old
Nor the ideal splendor of the soul;
In doing this, we challenge the poisonerl fang of Christian mans Chnst1an enemies! How 1t struck mto the vitals of
Nor any feeling for the good and true;
hypocrisy, the lying tongue of orthodox slander, the bloody orthodox bigots, and showed them the boiling, bubbling volcano
Nor any effort of the struggling flesh;
hand of the church, to touch om· noble clead. " One thottSand of Liberal minds on which they were standing, and likely to
Nor any dream of beauty or of joy;
burst fort~ at any t_ime,_ and sweep ~ll over the land. Again,
friends " hav rnade it irnpo.~sible.
Nor any thrill of the ecstatic mind.
Here on the bosom of his nativ land which he loved and hon- at my residence, his fnends gave h1m a good-bye reception
Still flows sublimest efiluence to each deed
or.ed, before t~e second grass W1tS geeen above his grave, his when he WI\S about starting on his tour around the world.
Undying in the gathering stream of time, '
It was a happy occasion, and all felt that the turning-point
fnends hav raised a" beanon" on which the light of imperishStill makes for truth, for virtue, and for love.
able truth stands blazoned O'lt as 11 guide and a comfort to of his life for rn11ny years of joy, comfort, and usefulness was
Thus in fair memory this toiler livs;
those timid11ncl h11lting ones who may ~ather courage from the before him. We bade him good-bye, feeling that our country
Sincere and brave he was-Nature's bold childfearless example of the clend lion and it stands there as an \yas ennobled by such men being born on its soil, and that
Rugged,
like oak, yet kindly, graced with flowers
evidence that a man can be a pror;het with honor in his own hberty was secure while we had SllCh liE! he to uphold and
defend it.
Of beautiful feeling-stern student of the realcountry.
Unflinchingly he faced the naked truth,
There has been no pretense on the part of the committee to . His trip arouncl the world has made humanity richer from
Yet reveled· in the joy of noblest dreams.
build a great monument. Such was not its purpose· the time hts !Sather~d knowledge, and hi:; books on that trip are allilost
Peaceful he was and sought the radiant calm
is to come for that. As it is, it stands in lVIr. Bennett's genera- unnvalecl m the extent and value of their information. He
Of science, 11nd the hights of foremost thoughttion, the fitting expression of the love and respect of his hi ends returned to his nativ land, to proud and loving friends to his
Yet, when the conflict deepened and the stab
and it is their final Yerdict on hiH virtues und deecls.
' honored and beloved wife and associates. We welcom~d him
Of subtle foes was made at Freedom's breast
It remains for future generations to render the justice of a by a public dinner, and made him feel that in real genuin
Quick was he to the front and met the blow '
g1·eut monument to the memory of D. M. Bennett; he it a friends~ip there is much of heaven, and that he had good and
Ancl falling in defeat won noblest crown '
st11tue, 11 noble shllft, a grand institution of learninR or a tem- true fnencls, and many of them. But as his future grew
And seated Freedom on a fairer hight,
ple of liberty in the form of u. great public hall. 'when the golden with happy promis, the thunder-clap carne, and our
And made her promi~ richer to the world.
heritage of his gre11t work has increased his thousand friends hero lay dead. When all seemed to center in him that renFrom prisOJ:~ b~rs he walked to ampler life;
into millions, then on this foundn,tion of f1wts and honor which rlered. his life and services invaluable to our cause he lay down
and died.
'
Yet, deep w1thm, the savage chain was felt
we hav placed for them, let them build anew.
And its clark fnlit was death, surcease of ah
'l'he night of his funeral, we took upon ourselvs the trust
During the progress of our work, many hav suggested that
The body buried in the voiceless sod;
'
the monument fund be nsecl for other purposes than a monu- to erect a monument to his memory, and in asking the disBut fame is his, sweet as the summer's breath·
ment of the nsnal form, to 11ll of which respectful attention ?h~r€ie of this committee, I will say that the gradual and
He is a living thought within our minds,
'
was given; but having in view the pit of sl11nder, lies u.nd dis- msichous growth of power and co!Tuption in all branches of
A memory and!\ glory-to the world
grace into which tho Christian church has cast m~ny noble ?ur government, the dead conscience of Christianity, the slavThi~ gift sh~ll bear his name to deathless light,
names, notably those of Voltaire an<l Paine, it was the sacred t8h fear of the law by the masses, the insane desire for wealth
~rmg~ted w1th .1n:ecious words-his cle~rest thought?uty of Mr. Bennett's friends to make it impossible for saints the l?rowth of m_ono;JOly, the centralization of power, the per~
verswn
of
oonstrtutwns
and
l11ws
as
aa11inst
popular
liberty
~peaJnng to,mtlhons through the shinmg days,
m or out of the church, be their breed ancient or modern to
all
threaten
its
speedy
downfall.
But
I
say
to
you
that
whil~
Making mans hope more beautiful, his death more grand
say _th_at in an.y one of tho virtues he was not us good as ~ny
Life '~!lore beneficent, its toil more high,
'
Christian of his clay_. We hav made it impossible to ln·ing to there are men and women left who build monuments to worth
And JOY more regnant in each humble task.
proof any charge that onr hero and martyr lived any life to devotion, to humanity, to p11triotism, to self-sacrifice the~
but such 11 one as all humanity should be grateful for and liberty will eventually triumph. It is safe. The race of ~oral
After a song by Mr. Edward Boys, Mrs A. C. Macheroes like D. M. Bennett c11n never die out while the golden
Liberals proud of.
donald said:
_Our monument, re11red as it were out of the hearts of his steps th.llt lead up to the cit~del of liberty are guarded by the.
In inviting the general Libeml public to join with us in the
fnends,_ st11nds to-d11y to giv welcome greeting to the coming great mmds of each generation.
ceremonies of formally dedicating to the purpose for which it
of the giant monument to bo misecl to civil liberty· and while
The following song, adapted from Adelaide Proc- was
intended the monumen~ erected to the memory of our
Bartholdi's "Light of Liberty" tnms the waters of our beauti- tor's "The Lost Chord," was sung by Mrs. McCune:
martyr-hero, D. M. Bennett, It seems to me that it is not only
ful b~y into flashing W1tves of gold, to commemorate one infant
appropriate, but that it is incumbent upon those who had the
Behold life's infinit wonder.
step m human progress, onrs is to shed the light of "Universal
priv~eg!l and the honor of knowing the character and the charMen.tal Li_berty " on every stop that le11cl~ to perfect froeclom.
Though the darkne3s of death may come
acteristiCs that placed Mr. Bennett so prominently before the
With this much for tbo monument, I turn to the man whose
Though its shflclows t~Ver tremble
'
public, and enti~lec~ him to be so remembered, to tell to othli_fe it is to commemorate; and here I h11lt, for I hav but little
Over tho bluest dome,
ers, to. th~t public, Just what those characteristics were. When
gift of tongue or ~en to do justice to the good work of D. M.
We know not what is in living,
I was mvitecl·,to speak on this occasion, my :first thought was
~ennett: I leave 1~ fo: the o~ators.o~ this occ11sion to do jusOr
what
we
in
dying
gain,
that I would treat of the relations of the great secular or Libtree ~o h1s grand pnnmpleH, hrs nntmng etiorts in battling for
But we strike one chord of music
eral movement-in which Mr. Bennett was so deeply engaged
the rights o~ Humanity, his self-sacrifice in d11ring the power
Like
the
sound
of
a
great
amen:
-to
the cause of my own sex, the enfmnchisment of woman
of wrong, h1s final tril,mph aucl vindication, his richly deserved
It is a w:ell:known f11ct. that a great many people who hold;
popul11ri!Yl and. his 11II. too early and nncxpectecl death; to 1111
It floodeth our onward 'journey
fro~ prmmple, to the right of woman to take p11rt in political
these ~hmm~ lights of a noble career they will no cloubt pay
Li~e the thrill of a noble psalm,
affmrs, when they look at the superior devotion of woman to
the :fittmg tnbute of oratory and poetry, but with me it must
And 1t touches the struggling spirit
the church, yet hesitate to giv her the privilege of the franand c;an only be the pil;in expression of respect and 11ffection.
With a sense of infinit cnlm.
chise, for fear that the first effect would be to vote "God into
_Th!~ good, unassummg, and honest. man affecterl my life
the Constitution." And there cert11inly is some show of reamightily and moveclmy heart to love h1rn. Now is the proper
It quieteth pain and sorro\v
son for this fear. So I wished to point out to woman what to
ti.me to weave !oving words into unfading wreats to lay upon
Like love overcoming strife;
my mind is perfectly clear, that the work of such men as Mr
h1s grave. Mme rnliy not be the fairest or the sweetest· but I
It seernR the harmonious echo
Bennett is even more in her beh111f than in that of her lord and
offer them as I would were it to tho memory of my own father.
From our discordant life.
master. B~1t. when I came to reflect how few comp11rativly
. Th~ fa~t th11t I am a Liberal and an Infidel, I m11y safely say,
~ad the privilege of knowing D. M. Bennett as I did, and,
IS owmg m a great measure to my first nc'}uaintance with Mr.
It links all perplexed meaninas
m fact, W:hen I remembered what an almost incomparable
~ennett and the stu<ly I gave his charncter. 'l'he great truthInto one perfect peace,
"
oppot"tumty I had of really and truly knowing him, I felt it
fi~c~er released the last bit of a lllOrtg11ge that Christian superAnd trembles away into silence
was :mJ: duty to rec?rd some of the reminiscences of our long
stition hel<l on tny brafn through the logic of his facts, bused
As if it were loth to cease.
an~ mt1~ate acqua!ntance, ancl relate some of the impressions
on nature and natures laws. His profound and exh11ustiv
whiCh h1s personality made upon me.
We hav sought, but we seek not vainly
:presentati?n of nature, coupled with the goodness of his own
'l'his
one
great
chord
sublime,
·
'
On the removal of THE TRUTH SEEKER from Paris Illinois in
1 ~e, the h1qht a~d br~adth. o~ his ~a?-l;ood, the splendor of
That le11ps from. the soul of the living,
Dece~ber, 1872, whet's it had been published as 'a monthly
h1~ Hnmam ty, hts sel f-sacnfimog spmt m the o11use of LiberAnd blonds With deathless time.
four times only, the little b~t:be in sw~tddling-clothes found a
alism, ancl. his gfmnin patriotism, all st~tmpecl him as a son of
cr~clle an~ a horne, and, I might almost say, a mother's care, in
God(" rensed edition," by the Libernlsf:tn<lrlrd) and a worthy
upw;trcl,
but
onward
bright
anoels
Not
0
a httle office at 335 Broadway, which I had rented for my eldexemplar for me.
\Yill fill the to-morrow 1s ken,
'
est son, now editor of THE TRuTH SEEKER, then a boy of

.
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eighteen. A few weeks previous my son had come once more iconoclastic work because they see that it is necessary to be l\Iorris Altman. I think he had hail some correspondence
to New York to engage in his calling as compositor. From done, and it is the highest work that they can do, then it is with him; but he came to me first, as I remember his inquirthat time to Mr. Bennett's untimely death, when I also had their :eligions work, just as truly religious as worshiping God ing how he was to find Mr. Altman. Mr. Altman and he
the privilege of watching the final struggle of expiring nat- or savmg souls. True, you may say that this tearing down is became very intimate and loving friends, and Mr .. Altman's
ure, aml of closing his eyes as he sank into "that sleep that preparatory work-preparatory to ulterior building; that the subsequent de'ath was one of the greatest strokes of ill-fortune
knows no earthly waking," I was in more or less intimate separating is preparatory to uniting on a higher plane; that that eve1· occurred to Mr. Bennett. During these two weeks
communication ~it~ hil;n; my s~m, as_doubtless many of you ~~~~ anal:yzi~~· as it were, or freeing mankind is in ordar to that Mr. Bennett and myself were thus thrown very intimately
are aware, working m his office m varwus capacities, as typetie agam m a true and harmonious oneness. Granted all together, I had, as I said, the opportunity of knowing him.
s~tter. _proo~-~eader, ~ore~mn, et~.; a~d myself, after wo1·king th~s, but then the work is not religions because it involves the But I don't think I came to know him. I regarded him as one
With h1m, Sittmg bes1de h1m at h1s editorial table for an umber tymg together process, but because it is devotion to the high- of a group of devpted, and enthusiastic, and good men, who
of months, being in almost uninterrupted communication with est. The Hindoo mother considered it her highest to throw wished to do something, and hopeil they coulil do something,
hi~, s_hari.ng his confidence, s:ympa~hizing with him, always her babe into the Ganges; the Hindoo wiilow her highest to and were determined to do something; but I didn't read his
belieVIng m him and encouragmg h1m what little lay in my lay herself on her husband's funeral pile; the Christian's high- character as it was developed subsequently in the light of cirpower; and so I propose to record, as I said, some of the rem- est is to honor and glorify God.
cumstances. My spiritual sight wasn't sufficiently open to see
iniscences and relate some of the impressions I derived from
It is in this sense that M1·. Bennett was a religions man; and in that plain countryman the qualities that made D. M. Benmy close acquaintance with him.
if we measure his religion· by the measure of his devotion to nett what he proved to be subsequently; and while he conDid I believe in a "special providence," as I once did I his work, he was a delf[lly religious man.
sulted me, while he told me what he came here for, and what
should hav firmest faith that that special providence directed
The work which he did was the very highest, in his estima- he intended to do, I think I said quite as much to discourage
and controled a course of events that has finally drifted affairs tion, which he could do, almost which there was to be done, him as to encourage him. I painted the difficulties. I had
where they are to-day. Our good orthodox friends would and his whole heart, his whole soul, was in that work. He known of hundreds of instances of similar earnest and honest
dwell, I think, with considerable gusto upon the fact of a very thought of it by day, and he dreamed of it by night, or rather efforts to start this and that and the other enterprise in behalf
wise and good providence, which, seemingly, has so led the his life was the merest alternation between working on and for of reform, almost all of which had sunk into nonentity; and I
two parties-one the simp~e, childlik~, even to boyishness; THE TRUTH SEEKER, and sleeping Other duties he accepted as didn't sense in Mr. Bennett any special power that was going
great-hearted, unselfish, gemal, energetic, resolute, determined a necessity, but they were secondary and subsidiary; but, as I to make him the exception. I had to learn subsequently, by
almost to obstinacy; the persevering, honest, earnest founder said, he alternated between work on his paper and sleep, giv- experience, what, if I had had more intuition, I might hav
of THE ,TRUTH SEEKER and the Yankee country boy, now its ing regularly but three or four hours-from 11 or 12 o'clock to known then.
editor-into each other1s company.
3 or 4 o'clock in the morning-to sleep, taking the remainder
At that time I was engaged in giving a series of Sunday lecA few weeks after my son's arrival in New York, in the 'fall of his rest in his chair at his office table, in cat-naps, as they tures, which I called "Scientific Sermons," the De Garmo
of 187J, I took for him, he being too young to do the business, are called. He would drop off for a miimte or two in the mid- Hall series, whioh Mrs. Macdonald has adverted to, and which
the little office I hav already spoken of, at 335 Broadway, where dle of an article he was writing, or in the middle of a sentence, lasted something more than a year. Mr. Bennett continued to
THE TRUTH SEEKER subsequently found its home.
awaking refreshed, and taking up his pen again seemingly un- attend very frequently, though not always, upon my ministmDuring the previous summer, at a little meeting at 200 Third conscious that he had been asleep at all.
tions upon those occasions; and he became, as he told me,
avenue, instituted by that veteran enthusiast, Mr. Sohwack-Just look at the immense work he did in the few short years subsequently and often, profoundly interested in the idea of
hammer, especially for Mr. Andrews, I had become acquainted after he came to New York-his" Champions of the Church," Alwato, the universal language; although he was not a linwith Mr. Morris Altman, a brother of Altman & Co., on Sixth his •'World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers," his almost in- guist, and didn't propos a charging himself with anything about
avenue, a converted Jew-converted to Infidelity-and it was terminable letters from Ludlow street and Albany, his "Truth it personally, yet the idea became a dominant one with him
through Mr. Altman that Mr. Bennett was introduced to Seeker Around the World,"an amount of work that no one man for the remainder of his life.
Eugene in his little office, and THE TRUTH SEEKER found lodg- could accomplish unless he made that work his religions work.
The next thing that dwells in my memory, wit1:i regard to
ment where it did in New York. Mr. Altman seemed to thinll: Hence I say he waq a deeply, a devotedly religious man.
Mr. Bennett, is one which, curiously enough, I find Mrs. Macthat an office conducted by my son would be a fitting place
Then, again, sentences were continually dropping from his donald has almost entirely forgotten, although she was one of
for the issuing of a Freethought newspaper. And so it has lips which would show to one, even though one did not know the parties immediately concerned in it. I think it was while
proved. From that time forward I was more or less in com- the habit of his life, where his heart was. One I remember, they were still in that little pl"imitiv office in Moffatt"s Buildmunication with Mr. Bennett, always in sympathy with him and will repeat because it showed not only that THE TRUTH ing on Broadway. Mr. Bennett fell, in the midst of his labors,
and his work, and always believed in him. Perhaps, at times, iilEEKER was first and foremost ever, but that he thus early ap- from his chair on to the floor, as if dead, and Mrs. Macdonald
I might hav wavered in my faith in hint had it not been for preciated at its true worth the literary ability of THE TRUTH came to his relief, and called in others, and he was lifted on
the months I sat beside hinl at his little table, and witnessed SEEKER's subsequent and present editor, and also that he al- to his seat; and went home; and probably rested for a few
the thorough honesty of the man, the thorough earnestness ready at that early date had in his mind the consideration of homs; and then went to his work again. Now, it has been
!1-nd ~evotio~ of his. work. I might include1 did time permit, what was to become of the offspring of his own brain and said that be was persecuted, and taken to prison, and that in
m th1s spemal proVIdence, some of the working of events which heart.
consequence of that persecution he was broken clown in health,
):>rought my other son, George E. Macdonald, to New York,
I doubt
It was in the early days of the National Liberal League, just and was a martyr, in that sense, to his persecution.
and into THE TRUTH SEEKER office. He came at seventeen after we had obtained a charter for the Fourth New York, now that fact very much. I believe that Mr. Behnett unconyears of age, entered the office, and learned to set type, worked the Bennett Liberal League. He and I were going together up sciously, thoughtlessly, mmdered himself; just as hundrecls
his way up through different grades~as errand boy, type-setter, to the meeting of that League, to take place in the parlors of and thousands of our highest, and best, and noblest personproofreader, foreman, etc., etc. Although his name does not 0Jlr good Brother Ryan. I called his attention to an article ages are doing, by overwork, by this continuous, uninterrupted,
appear, he is really an assistant editor. He is, as many of you just published in the Boston Inve.qtigator from the pen of the unmitigated labor that yon hav heard described here to-night;
are aware, the reporter of the Liberal Ch~b meetings, and then young literary aspirant, E. M. Macdonald. I asked him with no knowledge of physiological law, or no obedience to
the writer of many humoro1'!S and poetical contributions.
if he did not consider the article " pretty good." "Excellent, it, if known; ancl with utter indifference to results, except imProbably to my dying day I shall not forget my first meet- excellent," he replied, and aclded, "I tell you my mantle will mediate success in what is in hand.
ing with Mr. Bennett. To at all appreciate the relief I felt at fall on worthy shoulders." Alas, how little did we think it
I do not mean that all that was not necessary; hut I mean
the sight of his benovolent face on that occasion, you would would fall so soon !
that it was a f1wt. ,Just in the same manner, it has beon sail!,
hav to understand the state of anxiety I was in. I had taken
I might speak of his other traits of character more in detail, for example, of Homce Greeley, that he was killed by his lnst
the office as a job office, as I hav said. Ml'; Altman and others of his peculiarly easy style of writing, which enabled him so political campaign, when he was candiuate for the presidency.
thought and said that we ought to print Mr. Bennett's paper, successfully to appeal to the masses, etc., etc., but I hav al- I know better. 'fwo months before he entered into that cambut there was no newspaper type in the office, and I had no ready exceeded my time.
paign at all, I being at the rooms of a mutual friend of his
means of getting any. Mr. Bennett might hav started a paper
Just two weeks before he passed to another life (as he and I and mine, in the Astor Honse, Mr. Greeley came in there, and
to liv, or· he might hav started one to die, as in a thousand believed), I saw him conscious fOl" the last time. He was work- said he wanted to lie down on the sofn. He did so, anu as
other cases papers hav been started only to die a few months ing at his desk, but disease had already made and was making he lay on the sofa he fainted; and I remained there four hours
old. Mr. Bennett might be a rascal, or he might be an honest sad inroads uporr his frame, and he was already aware what the over him, laboring to recover him and bring him to, and make
ancl honorable man, and even then the paper be a failure. result would probably be. Turning to me, after telling me him recognize those about him; and he wouldn't allow us to
But he had got into the office, my son had run his credit for how badly he was feeling, he said, "I tell you that unless send-he knew enough to object very obstinately to having a
type, and had gone to work on the January number. I was at they clo something for me, Bennett is simply going out." Two physician called. He finally recovered, and, I suppose, U.idn't
work in a printing office in Park Row, and on my way home weeks later, as I said, we watched his life " go out;" but his giv himself half an hour of time to rest, but went right back
one evening called to see him. As I entered the room, there light-never! When even this granit monument which we dedi- to his work as before. Horace Greeley killed himself; anu
beside the stove sat an elderly man in th(l garb of a downeast cate here to-night shall hav m·nmbled into dust, the light which he was virtually a dead man before he went into that campaign
or western farmer! the farthest looking from a literary man he kindled when he started that little paper in Paris, IlL, will at all.
possible. Unblacliened sho'es, unkempt hair, unshaven face, shine on and on; and as founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER his
The second great occasion upon which I came in any special
a farmer, not an editor, any one would say. Eugene stepped name willliv while mankind love liberty, and men honor the contact with, any close relation to, Mr. Bennett (although we
forward and introduced us. One glance at his kindly, genial memory of our heroic dead.
continued always to hav friendly intercourse) was the day be-face, which so plainly spoke the nativ goodness of the man, and
fore he took his departure for his tour around the world. On
Mr.•Andrews spoke as follows:
a load was lifted from my heart.
The first thought that
that occasion he came to see me, and told me that for that dny,
entered my mind was: My boy has found a father; and so it
When I was invited to speak on this occasion, I first had it almost the first timo in his life, he was at leisure. lie said he
proved. From that clay till the day of Mr. Bennett's death, in mind to find the most leading trait or traits in the character had all his preparations made for sailing, anu that he hadn't
the two stood in the relation of father and son to each other, of li:Ir. Bennett, and to take-them as texts for what I hau to another thing to do, and that he had taken the opportunity to
or rather it were nearer true to say of an elder and a younger say. But on reflection, it seemed to me that his character w~s como and make me a visit; and he remained two or threo
brother.
so exceedingly round and simple that a stroke of genius hours, and seemed loth to go.
The quality in Mr. Bennett's character which impressed it- was requisit in order to see how to carry out that pro'l'hore were apparently two or throe purposes that he had in
self most forcibly upon me was his unimpeachable honesty. gram. Thinking of the matter further, and learning what his mind, one of which was to toll me how much he really and
By this, I do not mean merely honesty in dealing; I mean Mrs. Macdonald was expected to do here, on this occasion, I sincerely and deeply appreciated the kind of works that I am
something far more than that. A man might be as honest as hav thought that it would be more agreeable, and a better use engaged in; and with regard to UniversolOb'Y, that he believed
honesty itself in his commerce with others, but still not pos- of the time, for me to back her up with a series of reminis- in it, because I believed in it, but that he didn't understand it
sess one particle of this trait, so prominent to me in his char- cences in relation to Mr. Bennett.
-didn't profess to.
acter. I mean that unswerving fidelity to his own convictions
His second purpose was apologetic. During the whole period
When Mr. Bennett came to this city, he came directly to my
which prompted him to be ever true to himself. He always house; and for the first ten days or two weeks he made my of TuE 'fnuTrr SEEimu's existence, up to that time, I had apsaid what he meant, and meant what he said.
He uttered headquarters his headquarters-not that he lived exactly with peared in the paper very little indeed. I had tendered several
what he believed, and believed what he uttered. He was me, but that he came there and did his writing, and made it long papers-not longer than Mr. Bennett's own--and healnever ashamed of his convictions. They were so palpable to the center of his operations while he investigated the city and ways found them inappropriate, and crowued them out; but
him that he entertained them as a ma.tter of course, so that the possibilities of his doing something here. During that during the year or two previous to this Mr. W11keman had apthe idea of shrinking from the utterance of them never en- period I had constant intercourse with him, and an oppor- peared very largely in TrrE 'fRU'l'H SJ>:EJmn, and had prod need
tered his mind. It was not anything that he had reasoned tunity to learn of him and his character.
his magnificent series of papers upon Constructiv Hocialism.
·
himself into; but was nativ to his character. And this was
I think I shall hav to diverge a moment, and ask yon to ex- Mr. Bennett's main purpose, then, seemed to me to be apolothe case with all h,is traits. They were part and parcel of his cuse me for saying something in relation to myself and my getic. He wanted to tell mo why it was that he had never done
very nature-"nativ and to the manner born." Like Topsy, past history earlier than that day, but which seems to stand more for tho promulgation of my peculinr thought. He Rl\ill:
"he growed." He was never converted, for he had no need of so related with this subject that it will not be, I hope, found "I am full of ideas of my own that I hav been wanting to get
it to make him just what he was. He was an eminent example inappropriate. The question arises, perhaps, in your minds, out, and that was the first thing with me. We," ex1olainmg
of "the man of the future," of whom Beecher spoke, of those why did Mr. Bennett come to me? Well, the only reason was that he meant himself anu his reaclers-"wc are a plain people.
who are so well-born that they do not need to be born again. that for thirty-five or forty years past in New Yo1·k, I hav been, We understand common language and common ideas, and we
And so of his unselfishness or altruism. 1'hat was another of in a certain sense, a sort of rallying-point for the radicals and don't unuerstand much else. Mr. \Vakernan is just all we can
his most prominent traits. His heart and his pocket were al- enthusiasts, and cranky people of all sorts; that my house, stand. I don't more than half understand Mr. \Vakcmnn; and
ways open. I know whereof I speak. He never refused to which has sometimes, th1·ongh poverty, been reduced very of my readers, I presume, not one in a hundred understands
help another for the sake of keeping a dollar in his own nearly to a garret, and sometimes, through prosperity, sur- him as well as I do, and," said he, "if I see right, yon pn~~lc
pocket.
rounded with comfort, verging on luxury-my house has and bother ·wakeman about as much as we are pnz~leu and
Mr. Bennett was a deeply religiou.q rnan. I mean this in no always been a sort of cross between a hotel and a university; bothered by him. N9w," he added, "your time will hav to
canty sense, but in the deepest, truest, a~:e, in THE TRUE. sense and, somehow or other, I hav been known not only in this come later. I am, I think, just about on a level with the peoof the word; for talk and think as we wlll of the meanmg of country, but abroad, so that pretty much everybody of the so- ple, and Wakeman is a good ways away from the people; tmd
the WORD religion, that element in human nature which con- called cranky type that arrived in New York found out where yon are a goou ways away from Wakeman; and so I hav not
stitutes religion per se-whiuh underlies or pervades all systems Stephen Pearl Andrews lived, and generally reported pretty found the opportunity to do mnch for your thought. But the
of religion, and makes their religion, whatever creed or form early. In fact, it would be a very curious history to know time will come; don't you worry; yon will be heard from, and
they assume-is "devotion' to the highest;' Thomas Paine said, what has occurred of this kind. The persons who aro known it will be all right." That was his second purpose.
His third purpose, in his long visit, was apparently to talk
"To do good is my religion." Now, it was because that was the before the world as reformers hav, a very large proportion ·tf
highest work that he could do, that made it his religion.
them, passed through my school, and hav often actually re- freely about his own affairs, and his hopes, and his fntnre
The word religion-and there is a vast difference between sided with me, from two or three days to two or three ·yea1·s; journey, and his future purposes in the world, when he should
the THINC} itself and the word or term which we use to and in that way a certain centering influence has gone out return. I cannot take the time to go over the ground of all
designate that thing-the word "religion" may mean, ety- which made others know with regard to there being such a that. A great deal was said very freely between him and mo
mologically or otherwise, anything that it is demonstrated to center of curious folks; so that when they came to New York, on that occasion, and, as I said, he lingered, and seemeu unwilling to go. There was also a sort, us it seemed to me, of
mean, but that does not affect the thing itself of which I am as I said, they were very apt to find me.
speaking, that element in our nature \Vhich we caU religion.
Mr. Bennett came to me. He brought me no letters of intro- forcbocling, as though, in a high degree of probability, he
The word may mean "to tie back," or "to tie together;" the duction, because he sensed the fact that no letters of introduc- should never return-never complete his journey; and there
~~i;n~, itself,_ I repeat, is,,'~ devotion t.o the highest." If to tion were requisit-that every earnest seeker, eve1·y earnest was a tenderness and real heartfelt friendliness manifeBted
t1e or nmte "together 1s the the htghest work that we can worker, every enthusiast in behalf of the improvement of toward me, personally, that I had no knowledge of before.
One thing I will mention where I had some influence and
do, then that is our religious work; arid the measure of our human condition, was always welcome. I think Mr. Bennett
devotion t<_> that W?rk is the measure of our religion; but j nst had only one other friend here. I had not been his frienrl, effect, probably, upon the destiny of 'frrE '1'1m'l'H SEEimni allll
now. the Liberals, 1~ seems to me, are engaged in taking apart, knowingly. I knew nothing of him till he arriverl, although that waH in connection with the introduction of improved spelltearmg down, rootmg up generally. If they are doing this he knew of me. He hatl a friend in the city, who was l>Ir. ing- tho modified spelling which is now used in 1'HE 1'RUTH
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SEEKER and in a good many other of the reformatory papers. sion; so, although I might talk to you for hours, I will trespass growth, and in deiip.nce of all that conflicte(l therewith, our
Mrs. Eliza B. Burns, herself one of my early disciples in that only a little upon yom· time while I lay my simple flower upon friend had the courage of a Napoleon. For those who sorline, and myself were, I think, the sources of influence Which the grave of the heroic truth seeker, and pay my homely trib- roweq and suffered he had a heart as sympathetic and kind as
that of the loveliest of women. But, my friends, it is not my
induced Mr. Bennett to adopt that reform. He believed in it, ute to his memory.
It is right that we should come here to-night with music and purpose on this occasion to enumerate the virtues of Mr. Benbut to apply it practically, in the way in which he did, he felt
to be a great step which he shrunk from, as possibly calculated flowers, for we hav cause to felicitate ourselvs and humanity nett, to extol his noble, grand sentiments, recall his ardent
to cut down his list of subscribers, and really to be a great sac- that, a monument is completed which shall fitly show our love and_ devotion to the cause of humanity. 'Twere a waste
rifice; and it was a good while that he was thinking about it, esteem for the truth seeker and at the same time perpetuate of words. Far better revere his memory, emulate his noble
and talking about it, before he made up his mind ultimately to his thought in the world. But this is not the culmination of acts by adopting them into our own individual lives. While
take the step. When he did so, I intimated that very likely he our effort, nor the end of our work. This meeting is only one time shall last, and language remain, his own homespun,
would be discouraged. He said, "You need..D.'t hav any trouble milestone which marks advance in the path of progress, and hearty, and honest writings and sentiments shall speRk far
about that; if I begin I shall never let go; I don't take any we must not rest here, but only pause to observe from some more forcibly and eloquently than tongue or pen of ours. Even
bight the whole field over which we hav come, and point out our own granit monument, beautiful and lasting though it be,
step backward."
that marks his last resting-place; aye, or shaft of brass or
A third and last striking point of contact between him and our future course.
The Chicke1·ing Hall reception on the libemtion of the truth bronze, shall crumble with the l!tpse of time, but the monume was just prior to his death. I omit reference to the public matters, such as his reception on his return from prison, seeker from prison was, ns expressed in the resolutions then ment carved by his master hand shall know no decay. Brighter
and his return from abroad, on both of which occasions !took adopted, " a protest against the obscenity in private life, the and brighter, more gmnd and noble, burnished by the fleeting
part; but as to our somewhat more private intercourse andre- corruption in office, the hypocrisy in the pulpit, and the dis- cycles of time, shall it stand forth a conspicuous guide and
lation, the occasion to which I shall now refer was what I may honesty on the bench, which hav combined to perpetmte the mile-stone for generations yet to come. When the requiem of
outrage upon Mr. Bennett." At that time so great a scare was mighty nations yet unborn shall hav been sung, when the
call the third of the point of contact between us.
'l'he Defense Committee, which you all know al)ont here, created by the report that Mr. Bennett was convicted of ob- cloud-piercing steeples, reared by their hl).nds, their most durahad at the time weekly meetings, called up in connection with scenity that the trustees of Cooper Union, where some of the ble monuments and loftiest domes, shall hav crumbled in dust,
Mr. Heywood's affairs. I am not a member of that commit- most radical meetings are held, closed its doors to the commit- still shall the names of those who hav died or imperiled their
tee, but I hav a standing, and, usually, a special, invitation to tee who sought to engage their hnll for the Bennett reception. lives that humanity might liv, ever glow with increasing luster.
be present at these meetings, and to take part in their discus- Since then what has happened? Only two months ago the
Mr. T. B. Wakeman was called upon fm the final
sions. Being present about three weeks before Mr. Bennett's procurer of crime was thoroughly exposed before a legislativ
death, at a weekly meeting of this Defense Committee, Mr. committee in this city, and a number of conscientious and and benedictory word, and in response said:
MR. PRESIDENT, LADIES, AND GENTLEMEN: This late hour,
Bennett opposed the methods of Mr. Heywood, in a way which worthy gentlemen united in the opinion that no reliance was
seemed to me very illogical, and I so said, and an earnest dis- to be placed upon him under any circumstances. 'l'he knavish the beautiful, graceful, and tmthful words which we hav just
cussion grew up between him and me, which was really ex- priest who so desired the imprisonment of the truth seeker heard in regard to our departed hero, render unnecessary and
cited-almost a quarrel on both sicles-in which I charged upon that he sat in court throughout most of the farcical trial has almost improper any further word than the formal one of
him his want of consistency, the two cases being, as it seemed come to be nn object of contempt and ridicule and the butt of dedication and consecration, which the president calls on me
to me, parallel; and he approving his own course in having the funny men of local papers. It is not infrequent to see in to speak by way of benediction.
Yet those words would be without meaning if you did not
defied the public, and disapproving Mr. Heywood's. The bad the newspapers after his name the desc1·iptiv words, "the
reasoning that he resorted to on that occasion actually pro- liar." That other ecclesiastical busybody who chuckled and for a moment grasp and gather into your minds and bearts
voked me, and I said some harsh and unpleasant things. 'l'he exulted over the shameful incarceration has subsided into in- the substance of what has been said, so that you may know
next week-a week after-he came again, dmgging himself significance. 'l'he judge whose infamous decision in the case and feel wh11t this man has been, and what the cause is, nn~
into the meetiRg. It was the last public meeting, or meeting of Law1·ence led to the Winslow Extradition scandal, who con- will be, which will make hii;U remembered ever more among
.
of any kind, that he ever attended. The same subject came nived with the procmer of m·ime to nssail one of the noblest the lovers of liberty on earth.
Of the mrm, so much has been said that I will not add my
up again; there was the same perversity in his mode of rea- philanthropists that ever lived, and who lent himself to the
soning, the same disappointment to me in the man; but as I assassination of the truth seeker, still pollutes the bench, but store of reminiscences; for I hav many things, too, that I
watched him I saw that he was sick-exceetlingly sick-and he has come to be hated and detested for his brutality and vin- would like to tell of my intercourse with him. As a lawyer, I
that his brain was not working with its former accuracy; and dictivness. The writer who misrepresented our hero and placed was sometimes consulted by him, although on his final trial
I suppresse(l all tendency to reply to him; we all did -deferred him in a false light by his article, "The Apotheosis of Dirt," I was not his counsel, but his fl'iend and his bail. As a lawto his condition; and the matter ceased to be discussed. On is dead. Let us forgiv him, for he knew not what he did. yer, I may plead my privilege not to reveal, as well as the
that occasion he saill, in very nearly the same words that Mrs. The statesman who yielded to the importunities of his mere- time of the evening, now so. far spent, admonishing brevity,
Macdonald has brought to your attention, "If yon fellows tricious wife and withheld the pa1·don he should' hav hastened as good rensons for omitting wh11t I else would be happy to say.
Let me refer, however, to one point, to which our friend
don't do something for me soon, Bennett is going to die." We to giv to the convict whom he knew was innocent has taken up
inquired about his symptoms antl sufferings. He related the more befitting occupation of mising chickens. These men Mr. Andrews has referred, and ns to which, although speakthem, and added that he had "taken all the medicin, of all were the enemies of liberty. If what they did to the truth ing the truth as he did, yet, ns I fear and think, the whole
sorts, that anybody had recommended" to him. ·well, I felt seeker is the outcome of their religion, if their religion sanc- truth was not said, and therefore his remarks might leave
a good deal discouraged in prescribing, under those circum- tions and approves such an outrage as they committed, then I some little misapprehension.
It is true that the undermining process began long before the
stances. I did not know anything that I could do. Dr. Foote, say the world would be better without their religion, and I
senior, took him in charge. We had great confidence in him, say, moreover, that the principles of American liberty which final stroke _came which removed om· friend from us. It is true
and I did not visit the patient immediately again, and the next were violated by the imp1·isonment of Bennett are of more value that Mr. G1·eeley gradually wore out his life to a grent extent
to mankind than nny religion that ever was devised or con- before the final breaking up of his powers. Yet the last great
thing that I knew, he was in the act of dying.
exertion, with its uftliction and strain, was the real blow that
'l'hose are my reminiscences-my remembmnces- with re- cocted.
Contrnst the deceitfulness of these men with the truthful- brought him down. It is true, in like manner, that Mr. Bengard to personalities as between Mr. Bennett and myself. I
don't know that there is anything that I need to add more than ness of Bennett. You remember that he never for one mo- nett's toil for years may hav weakened his heart and brain;
what has been said and implied by the eloquent tributes thnt ment flinched from telling the truth, even when the strongest but the truth, testified to me by himself and by his noble and
temptation ever spread before any man was offered him to fal- devoted wife, is that, although it took many strokes to weaken
hav been made to him here to-night.
Mr. Bennett was an exceedingly rare character, not only for sify his actions, even when he had every reason to expect that his great heart and bmin, it was the lnst stroke-that stroke of
what he was, but for what he did not seem to be. He did not his telling the truth would alienate all his friends whose sup- infamy which fell upon him from that ecclesiastical persecution, and that imprisonment which followed it, together with
carry about him that which made the impression on others, I port and encoumgement were so vital to him.
Contrast, I say, the sneaking characters of the men who hav that severe illness which affiicted him during its early periotl,
think, of the power that was in him; and, consequently, he
which
really weakened his constitution and brought next the
was never a man that aroused the enthusiastic admiration of not ceased to malign him with his truthfulness and fortitude.
cultured people. I think the Boston cultured people felt that I .ca-? im~gjn the grand old hero crying out from the anguish of final stroke which ended his life prematnrely. Many strokes
he was an insult to their prim, precise, and admirable methods, h1s 1mpnsonment even as Latimer cried to Ridley out of the on the solid rock but_prepare for the fracture; the last breaks.
This much only as to the individual. I indorse fully all
and I think that few of that cultured class were great enough flames of persecution: "Play the man, Master Ridley. We
shall this day light a candle in England that will never be ex- that has been said about his honesty, his devotion, his trnthfnlto be just to the greatness of such a man as Mr. Bennett.
tinguished." So Ben nett has lighted a candle for liberty that ness, and the fact that, reaching the great, plain, common
sense heart of the country, he stands deservedly with Thomas
The chairman read this letter from Dr. Foote, no fanaticism can ever put out.
At the Chickering Hall meeting it was resolved "that we Paine as one of the intellectual emancipators of the g1·eat
whose health did not permit him to be present:
pledge ourselvs to continue to do whatsoever tl·ue men and common people of America; nnd as such, if you are just,- and
NEw YoRK, .June 13, 1884.
the lovers of liberty in this country are just with you, he will
To THE FRIENDS WHO DEDICATE: My heart is with you this true women may rightly do to reverse this whole current of remain in his life results for years and yenrs a beacon of living
evening, and I only wish my ears might be also, but for rea- procedure," and it was suggested by one of the speakers that light and hope to millions.
sons that can hardly interest yon I must catch what I can of each person in the audience might in his individual capacity go
So much may we say of the man, for back of him stood n
your enthusiasm and giv the responsiv amens while twenty forth from that meeting and create a healthy public sentiment cause-and what cause? Yon may grasp it one word, 'LAW
miles away from the city. 'rhis is alone my misfortune, and I thnt would prevent in future thl'l enactment of such monstrous against LAW. He was devoted to the new meaning of the word
wrongs under the sanction of the law. I do not know h~w that
greatly regret it.
"law," as the test of liberty und morality, and of the highest
On n previous occasion I think I intimated that if I under- suggestion was acted upon by each, but I do know that hopes of man. He taught the new meaning of the word
stand the tastes and prejudices of Liberals, they do not much public thonght has much changed since those days; and I ask "law"-its scientific meaning. The word "law" has two antnke to monuments, whether of bronze or stone. There are incli- each one of you to go forth from here and to do what you can tagonistic meanings. It means, commonly speaking, now, and
viduals eminent in life who would hardly be remembered when to set right the wrong which was done to the truth seeker. has meant nlmost invariably in past ages, the enforcement of
dead without monuments, and tbere are many now occupying Let no one think he is so poor or so humble, or that his sphere human authority and enactments by means of force and prosepositions to be seen of all men who would hardly receive a pass- is so limited or his opportnnities so circumscribed that he can cutions. 'l'hat human, artificial, legislativ meaning of the
ing thought a centmy hence though parks and monuments be not do something for American liberty.
word "law " is fast becoming the old one, and that great
lavishly ornamented with their effigies. But our late effectiv
Mr. Henry Stone, being introduced, said:
change was the cause in which Mr. Bennett spent his life.
co-worker, our ever-to-be-remembered D. M. Bennett, th1·ew
_MR. P!lF.SIDENT, LADIES, AND _GENTI,EMEN: Po.ssibly, my He was intent upon placing the new meaning of the word
huge stones at the enemies of humnn pmgress, and in rearing the fn_ends, 1t _were better that I refram from addressmg yon on "law" in place of the old. The old, or the authoritativ, meanmonument to his name and memo1·y we but gathe1· them and th1s occaswn, thnt others more able in language, more elo- ing of the word "law" has come down to' us when men did
engmve his own immortal thoughts thereon, so that, though qnent, should occupy the time; and yet, perchance, it were not understand that there were really laws of nature, or of the
dead, our l..tero yet speaketh. The pen of steel has been trans- fitting that one who had perhaps much longer acquaintance worhl around them, and so they took all the law and order
formed into enduring gmnit which rust can never colTode, and with our patriot-hero than most or all others here present they had from the authority of tradition. The savage peoples
some of his best thougilts are as good as rewritten day by day, should offer his feeble tribute of praise on the dedication of hav yet their taboo, which is the root of, nnd answe1·s with
while eyes which hav been blinded by superstition gaze upon the monument erected to the memory of our late friend, D. M. them for, the whole mass of legislation which the civilized
the massiv block one thousand admiring hands hav mised in Bennett, to the care of those who hav contributed toward world has evolved from it. As yon proceed higher in civilizaGreenwood to mark his resting-place, antl to establish a pel·- its erection. Though but a slight token of our esteem, love tion, yon find that this anthoritativ sense of law becomes
manent milestone for those who are inquiring the way to the and reverence, yet it speaks, and shall continue to speak, vol: more and more weakene,d. Contracts and wills tnke the place
land of mental freedom. Onr late brother rests among the umes to the world. From nll over this broad land, from of status and traditions. Just in proportion as people become
Protestant dead, in tl1e gre11t and fashionable burial-place of Alaska's ice-bound shores to Mexico's tropical clime, aye, from more aml more satisfied th1tt there are laws of Nature and of
the Ch1·istian Protestants, the !fl'catest Protestant of them all, with the uttermost parts of the wide world, loving hands hav toiled human evolution, the law of authority falls. The observation
a shaft rising above his ashes which must ever remain a stand- kind hearts hav ye!llned, to sencl their feeble mite to assist i~ of the order of the world around us; the record of the facts
ing protest to the Christian Pmtestants thomsel vs, ns well as the erection of this memento to the memory of him we all observed, disclose an order and a regularity which is the higher
to the superstitions of the mother church, with its relics of pa- learned to love and revere. Could all this band of admire1·s and the true order upon which only human life can be began worship. All who cont1·ibutetl in money or labor to tile meet, from the most aged, whose hoa1·y locks are white with neficently based.
massiv ulock of granit now standing us 1t pillm· to Liberalism in the frosts of time, to the little prattler's at their mothe1·'s knee,
Now, the great movement of the Liberal world and its
Greenwood Cemetery may well feel prond of what has been whose ruby lips delight to lisp his honored name, no hall in thought, in which Mr. Bennett became pl'Dminent, was to
accomplished.
this broad land is capacious enough to giv them shelter. Yet, teach that Nature and her laws were really the proper bases
Though absent, I take you one ancl all by the hand ancl con- as the years go and come, and the centuries pass away into the of human life, instead of the blind traditions and authority of
gratulate you that the rel,igion of humanity has an established dim vista of the past, even so with a thousandfold more rap- the past. Law, as authority, is restmint against liberty. It is
preacher among the th1·ongs who crowd the walks aud drives of idity shall the admirers and lovers of that most noble man, D. the giving up by the individual under restraint-the blind l'ethe most beautiful cemetery on the continent.
llf. Bennett, augment nnd increase to an innumerable throng. straint of a human command or custom--that freedom which
Cordially yours,
E. B. Foo-rN, SR., M.D.
I could not, my friends, even were it possible, wish in some is of the very essence of life. This mstmint, the reason of
A duet was sung, and l.Vlr. E. W. Chamberlain wild outburst of enthusiasm or fickle flight of fancy to picture which he does not know-for very often no good, substantial
our ma1·t~,red friend as more than human. It was fo1· this we reason can exist-makes life a mental and physical prison.
spoke substantially as follows:
loved him, perhaps, more than aught else. Mild, loving, and The reason of it is lost, hecanse it comes down from 11 past
MR. CHAIRMAN AND FRIENDS OF BJCNNETT: "\Vhen I WitS gene1·ons, uoble and true, yet fallible, therein p1·oving that he, wherein the reason of the law was lost, so that the fnith, tradiasked to speak this evening, the invitation was coupled with like omselvs, was at times beset with temptations, and tempted tions, belief only remain.
the pat suggestion that, as there wm·e,to be anum ber of speak- by charms that allure, perhaps sometimes to our detriment and
But under science, which gmsps the mighty world itself, as
ers, my share of the time would necessarily be brief. I did final regret.
but a nnme for order, the word law is designed to mean the
not, therefore, attempt to reduce my thoughts to writing, as
His life was an open book, that all who chose might read. natural order 11s the basis of the life we hav. That is an ensome of the preceding speakcr8 Lav done, and my only pl·ep- Did he JH>lke a misstep, his only care seemed not to cover it tirely different phase of life, thought, and feeling, aml it has
aration to speak has been since I came here this evening. I from sight, hut to apologi~e for ana punish himself by con- given us the modern world and its new life.
now find myself embarrassed hecause, as I tried to collect fessing it to the world. 'l'hen ghoulish fiends, reeking in :filth
For upon this last, this scientific notion of law, 1·ests the
my ideas, interesting reminiscences of l~ennett and recol- and corruption themselvs, sought to whitewash tllPir own very idea of liberty. Liberty is not possible in this world unlections of my relations with him c1·owtl upon me so tumult- l'ecords by blackening his. Such tolled their own death-knell. til that transition is made fmm the old authoritativ wDl'd
uously ~hat ~ am unnble t? choose wllat to present to yon, 'J'hey are as dead to-day as the very mummies in the catacombs "law" to the new scientific order of Nature as law. Upon
and whlle, \nthout concechng that any more earnest or de- of Egypt. But enough .. 'rhe lives of the noble, the good, and the order of Nature law means the line of least resistance;
voted friend of Bennett than myself coultl he chosen to ad- the true m·a ever 11 standing reproach to those who liv in sin tlutt is, the line or direction of the great 11lay of things in their
dress you, I feel thtti J am to be follow eel, ns I htw been l)l'C- and shame.
free, p,asiest course, which is lihe1-ty itself. -The orclin!ll·y moveceded, by tlwse whose eloquence lllO'I'e fiLl;~· adorns this occaIn the cause of humanity, its interests, pl'o3pC'rity, and ments of all things occur according to that free line, so that
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liberty and law, in that sense of the word "law," are always
synonymous. The play of the world's forces is free; the play
of our forces, when we become a part of the world's forces,
is free. It is by this law that we are "emancipated, regenerated, disenthralled," in so far as we annex ourselvs to the
beautiful, free, overflowing order of Nature.
Thus we catch a glimpse of the mission that this man whom
we loved performed. He taught the great common people
that the authoritativ traditions, the authority of the churches,
the restraints which the past throws over the present, are now
unnecessary; that true religion was not in binding ourselvR
back by bonds wh_ich had been thrown upon us from the past,
but that true religion was in uniting ourselvs to the chadot of
the stars, to the powers of Nature, to the order of the world
in which we liv. Of that ~rand emancipation he was largely
the prophet and the misswnary among the plain, common
people of our country. His qualities, as a sincere, plain man,
fitted him for that position peculiarly, and as Mr. Andrews
has just said, it is only those who are broad and general
enough to see somewhat the length and breadth of the mighty
cause in which he was a soldier, who are capable of appreciating his efforts and life.
And now that we may do that, see: Liberty rests upon law,
and morality rests upon liberty. Never forget that. Unless
there is. a choice, a liberty to do right, and also to do wrong,
there can be no morality. For unless there is liberty, there is
no power of choice. Unless there is a power of choice, there
is no morality in our intentions or actions, but merely blind
obedience to force, which is slavery. This man, known and
honored by thousands, was known and honored not as an immoral man, but as their chief emancipator and the guarantor
to them of the possibility of true morality, based upon thS"
laws of liberty. Thus I may say that he is rightly honored by
the thousands, and even the millions, to whom he has spoken,
or yet will speak.
And then, too, in regard to the motiv of human hope, and
the great sanction of morality, he, following the line of thought
of which· I hav spoken, was a true admonisher and prophet.
The conscience under liberty becomes the sun of our moral
day. It is strange to think that in the past, in the olden times
-even the palmy days of Greece and Rome-it was not an independent conscience, but. a sort of public opinion, that all
the people were striving to enjoy. They had a newspaper immortality before the newspaper came. The shalLowness of
ancient history and its heroes depends upon the fact that they
really had no idea of progress, and, therefore, no substantial future to which they could appeal as against the present as the
basis of an: independent conscience. Even the glorious lines of
Tacitus's Agricola close with the prophecy that his hero should
hav the honor-only the honor-of his comrades, and of those
who were immediately associated and connected, as succeeding genemtions in that one single empire of Rome. The Greek
had the same idea. His state and its opinion was his heaven.
It was all there was then. He was dependent upon the public
opinion of the present for the sanction of his moral judgment.
' The basis of morality was increased and enlarged, it is true,
when we entered the Christian phase of thought, because then
there was a heaven-supposed to be, at least-and an appeal
to that from the present and its injustice was possible. We
could open our hearts to that Higher Power aLove, where, it
was supposed, an infinit wisdom, an infinit justice dwelt.
.But now, under the new sanction of liberty and morality,
see how much deeper and broader the_ conscience becomes!
'rhe present homage and present life of the old antique hero
might end, as it often did, in injustice and disappointment, if,
as in the case of Aristides. his neighborhoo<l or his compatriots
disowned him. The ChrillLian heaven it:;elf might fail, because
what erring man could ever .be sure that the infinit justice
would not strike down both him and his conscience as faulty
and unworthy?
B\lt now, under this new evolutional view of life, our heaven
is placed here in our own hearts, in our own capacity to do
good, and in feeling and knowing the infinit consequences of
that capacity and enjoying them as if attained. Under the laws
of evolution and development, we hav at once a guarantee
again:;t Mrs. Grundy of any present public opinion, independent, too, of any heaven, or God in ueaven, independent of
all earthly power, in the grand approval of our own conscience,
and in what it commands us to do, because we know that what
it does is eternal in its fruits and consequences. It is the turning-point that takes hold of both past and future, and is justified by them. Change egotism and egoism to altruism; make
your happiness rest upon the satisfaction that you hav in the
fulfilment of the objects of lifo, which you know will be permanent and eternal as time, and yon are independent of all
mortal men and all gods or devils; your sanction is above all
gods; you become forever your own-the true hero and guide
.and pilot of your life. For the only true heaven is the one
you carry in your heart.
Under that mighty sanction our hero lived and worked as
best he could. He did what he did under the difficulties which
surround the trying life which has been pictured to you. His
heroism was manifest and praiseworthy because it was exhibited often under adverse motivs, passions, and . . feelings (and
he was always too candid in confessing and revealing-them),
and under serious embarrassments which always more or less
hamperetl him. Yet he stuck to his principles of truth aml
liberty nobly, truthfully, usefully, to the bitter end; and for
that we are here to Lear witness and to honor him.
Can a monument honor him? No. Says the wisest man:
Und wo die Freunde verfaulen
Das ist ganz einerlei
0 b unter Marmor-Saulen
Odor im Rasenfrei.
Der Lebende bedenke
Wenn auch der Tagihm mault,
Das or. den Fn;unde schenke,
'Vas me und mmmer fault.

I
I

And where the friends decay
All the same t'will be
Whether under marble shafts
Or in their turf-beds free.
But thoughtful be the living,
Though oft the d~ty is awry,
That he to hiends be giving
·what now and never can clio.

I

Yes, monuments to him were and are nothing; the monument that did amount to something was his own work and the
approval of his own conscience. No one could, no one can
now, add to that. But monuments, needed monuments are for
us; monuments to the cause may indeed be useful. They
may tell a blind and thoughtless people that in this living
cause was an immortal power more durable than bronze, more
solid _than granit. Not to him need we build monuments, nor
for ~1m, but for ourselvs, that we forget not, nor let the generatiOns 1mborn forgot. Thus shall these stones share the endurance of the cause which was his own, become a part of his
immortality and inspire us and the ages to come.
Therefore, my friends, we, with one thousand other compatrio~s, hav raised this monument to the love of liberty more
endurmg than bronze. We hav made it the memorial of a
life which was, and is, _and s~all be typical'of the great cause of
law, of l!lw as the basiS ?f liber~y, and of liberty as the basis
?f morality, and of conscience: That monument, whose image
IS bef~re you, I, as one of this committee, am charged to declare, IS now complete. It stands as a speaking witness of the
man and of his cause. Let it be delivered over to those who
shall came after us-to the lovers of liberty on all this broad
earth, and throughout all the ages, as solewp.l;Y ~eclicated to

the memory of the truth sel)ker, D. M. Bennett, and consecrated thereby to the cause of liberty forever.

Mr. Wakeman's remarks were frequently interrupted by applause, which was also hearty and longcontinued at their close, as had been the case with
every speech throughout the evening. It was after
eleven o'clock when the audience were dismissed.

Some Recollections of au Interesting Event.
To '.rBE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, S1:r; Attending
the dedication services of the Bennett monument,
and hearing his former acquaintances relate their
remembrance of the grand olcl man, hav awakened in
my mind some reminiscences of him that I am certain your readers hav never heard the details of, and
which may not be altogether uninteresting. The
particular occasion of which I would like to speak
is that of the reception given Mr. Bennett by his
employees upon his return home :from Albany. This
matter is briefly alluded to by him in his glad announcement of "Home Again" in THE TnUTH SEEKER
of May·8, 1880. He says:
'-'We ardved here at a little past seven in the evening. . .
All the attaches of THE TnUTH SEEKER were in waiting. The
office was illuminated, speeches were made, songs sung, toasts
given, etc. California wine in reasonable quantity was placed
upon the large imposing-stone in the composing-room, and I
found a wineglassful did me no hfll"m, it being the first drop
of wine or beverage of any kind I had tasted for nearly a year.
The Reception Committee held a meeting in Science Hall
building, which I attended."

This does not tell the whole story. Of course, to
Mr. Bennett, it was but an incident in the series of
grander receptions that were given him; and he
could not giv it the space in his paper that I know it
occupied in his heart. Permit me to relate the circumstances and proceedings.
There were some ten men in the office at that time.
During the imprisonment of Mr. Bennett E. M. Macdonald was raised from the foremanship to the position of editor and manager; I took his place as foreman, and Mr. Henry J. Thomas, since then the editor
of a mercantile journal published in this city, was
proofreader. The boys had been "laying back stiff"
in anticipation of the coming event, which cast its
shadow before in the shape of a huge wicker-covered
receptacle filled with a light variety of nativ wine,
scarcely more intoxicating than an equal amount of
sweet cider. As a matter of fact, I believe anything
in the form of a stimulant would hav been powerless
to increase the exhilaration already felt over the prospect of seeing the "doctor" again. The office was at
that time lighted with ]amps, of which there were
about twenty. These were lit and placed upon the
imposing-stone, mingled with glass bottles, Indian
clubs, and dumbbells, with the wicker-covered object in the center. There was nothing ornate about
the display, but we conceived that the general appearance was cheerful. Old Mr. Bronson, who had
come all the way from Streator, Ill., to welcome Mr.
Bennett home, found his way among the boys, ancl
enjoyed himself, though considerably overcome by
the cordial reception he met with.
About 8 o'clock Mr. Bennett reached the office.
Proceedings were then opened. The cork also was
drawn both of the bottle and of the enthusiasm which
had been hitherto repressed. A few moments of
quiet followed while we shook the hand of the hero;
then the glasses were filled and emptied, Mr. Bennett, as he himself relates, drinking a wineglassful
and finding it did him no harm. For my part, I
do not believe he ever drank anything in his life that
did him more good. Cheers followed in unregulated
numbers. Mr. Bennett addressed a few words of
thanks to the men for this evidence of their joy, ancl
then, admonishing us to " hav a good time," he left us
to attend the meeting of the Defense Committee, of
which he speaks. The meeting of this committee
was called in a room adjoining that where we were
holding services, with a not very substantial p11.rtition
between. As our communion services progressed, the
Defense Committee began discussing the desirability
of adjourning to another part of the building, which
they finally did. This was not so much because their
deliberations disturbed us as because ours made it
impossible for them to present their arguments effectivly.
It was deemed desirable for the printers to offer a
considerable number of toasts, and as guests dropped
in upon us occasionally, the supply of toasting material was eventually exhausted. An intelligent compositor was detailed to procure more. He was a
rollicking and irrespoBsible youth named W endeborn.
It may be worthy of note that this young man did
not immediately return. His absence, it seeined . to
us, was unreasonably prolonged. Search was instituted, and he was found in a neighboring "Weingeschaft" playing a game of ten-point eucher with
the proprietor to decide whether he should pay for
the wine or not. He was induced to return, and
things went on again. Somebody suggested that a
song would not be inappropriate to the occasion, and
the "Isle de Blackwell" was started, the participants
forming in prison file, each man with his hands on
the shoulders of the man in front of him, and all
marching around the imposing-stone. Dr. Foote,
~r., 1\fr. Elliott :Preston's presept victim, dropped

in

and was assimilated. All the current songs were
taken up and executed in turn until exhausted, and
"The Truth Seeker Collection "was brought out and
sung through. Not everybody knew anything about
singing, nor ever sung before or since, but I put it on
record that th~y all sang then.
Mr. Bronson, during all this, was a silent though
apparently appreciativ speatator.
Attention was
finally turned in his direction, and an impromptu
orator explained the circumstances of his presence.
He received three vociferous cheers. But the enthusiasm did not atop here. His hat, of peculiar structure, also got an ovation. Then one enthusiastic
genius, rising to the exigencies of the occasion,
grasped the old man's umbrella, and mounting a
chair, waved it aloft and shouted, " Three cheers for
Mr. Bronson's umbrella!" The response was immediate and overwhelming.
At twelve o'clock Mr. Bennett came in to bid us
good-night, and after a final cheer, all hands went
home, feeling that we had enjoyed a quiet and
orderly meeting, though such, it appeared, was not
the opinion of Mr. Hugh Byron Brown, the proprietor of Science Hall, and he so expressed himself
as we passed by his door. Some printers might,
considering the occasion, hav felt justified in drinking to excess. It was dift"erent with us. True, young
Wendeborn was in the act of leaving the place without his overcoat, and I was obliged to remind him of
that fact. But this proves nothing against his sobriety, because another person committed the same
act of forgetfulness. It was the writer of these lines.
These are the circumstances of the occasion as
they remain fresh in my memory. A word as to
Mr. Bennett's employees. They were loyal to a
man when Comstock was terrorizing .all connected
with THE TRU'.rB SEEKER. Because they knew him
they held their faith in him when others turned
traitors. There was universal sorrow among t.hem
when he clied; and as his bocly lay in tlie temple on
the clay of his burial, they went there in sacl procession, and placed upon his catlin their united offering of 1-lowers.
GEoRGE MAcDONALD.

Goo<l Again.
To •.rnM Em•roit Ol!" Trm 'l'RU'l'H Sm;;Kim, Sir: I refer
to your editorial in the issue of J nne 14th, in reference to the League's work. I think your position is
sound. There would be just as much rf)ason in asking the League to commit itself in favor of or against
Spiritualism as to require it to vote for or againl:!t
prohibition.
The League has a well defined platform, or set of
principles. It is no "compromise," as Mr. Mitchell
seems to think, for the League to refuse to champion
anti-prohibition.
Because 1 do not agree with some Liberals on
prohibition is no reason whatever why I should drag
that question into the League, and denounce its defenders as illiberals because they object.
Prohibitionists are ready to discuss tho question
outside the League to t.he heart's content of the anti's in any publication open to them, or on the stump
or rostrum.
W. F. JAMIESON.

Pipestone, JJiinn.

Mr. Lclaml Protests Humorously.
To •.rnE EniTOlt or-• TnM Tuu'l'rr SBBKEn, Sir: I hav
probably, in my time, by patience and perseverance,
accomplished a multitude of sins; but what particular wickedness of omission or commission I ever
wrought upon Brother George Gage, I hav ~ot the
slightest remembrance. I suppose I am gett1ng old,
and memory failing. I wish George Lyun would tell
me where or when I ever saw George Gage sick and
ministered not unto him, in prison and visited him
not naked and didn't toss him a east-off neck-tie.
I think, and hope, George has somehow mixed 1ne
and the other George up, and by some chance there
will be a basket-hole of escape for
TEl!: Ct:B LEE.

llow Persecution is Carric<l On in India.
The following extract from a letter recently received from India explains itself, and shows that the
enemies of human progress are never idle. Kedarnath Basu is a gentleman of fine culture, of honest,
earnest endeavor with marked ability to do good. It
is to be hoped 'that the base slanders circulating
against him will not be entertained ~or .one ~ome_nt
by anyone in this country, or that h1s smcenty Will
be doubted by any friend of Freethought.
SusAN H. WixON.
Some of the enemies of mental liberty are persecu.ting ~e to their heart"s content, and trJ:ing to put _down ~uy
Freethonght propaganda by mannfactunng rm~l Circu!atmg
base slanders a"ainst my character. 'rhcy me <lmng thmr hcst
to thwart my p;'ojcct of tho Universe, a nowy~1hlication, a~Hl I
learn that they arc sending p11per? conta1~mg clofrtmattonr.
against my character to my fnencls IJ?- AmeriCa anrl Eng_lm_vl,
with the evident intention of deterrmg them from ass1stmg
me. A false Freethinker named K~liprasanna K!lo,Yabisharad
hRs joined the enemies of mentrt~ liberty, the m1mon'? of snperntitinn rm<l bigotry, to help Circulate slancl~rs agamst my
character. Dut you will sec from the persecutwns that we are
KEDATINAra BARn.
11 teadily gaining grouncl.
Berhampu,-, Bengal, ]nr/ir!, JVlay fi, A.s. 284.
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tal qualifications of men. The very qualities that we est or desire for happiness which spurs or leads men
now prize the most may become entirely obsolete. to all manner of crime or wrong. In short, it is. the
We hav seen that change, for there was a time when leading motiv by which men are worked up to enthuphysical courage was the highest attribute of men, siasm in every department of life. And why not utiThe Limit of ihe Power of Reason.
and education was a reproach; and just such changes lize it in the cause of reform? There is no selfishTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav been- may take place not only once but a dozen times.
ness in it unless others are wronged. And this motiv
much interested with Mr. Andrews's reply to my critThe simple fact that Mr. AndrAws aflknowledges which moves and governs the world in all departicisms, and shall make :Qo apology for continuing a that no two _minds will -entirely agree as to what ments will move and govern the world of reform as
discussion which, I hav no doubtr is both interesting would constitute a high order of society is sufficient soon as the people learn that self-interest-enlightand of practical use for your readers.
to disprove his claims to a scientific foreknowledge of ened self-interest-naturally impels or leads to reI believe there is less difference of opinion than I a high order of society.
form· and right conduct in all the departments of life.
had supposed, yet upon some points the difference is
The soundness of scientific hypothesis is tested by It is the interest of all to do right, or to liv and act
sufficiently great to demand a more complete investi- its ability to explain details. It is in explaining de- in harmony with nature, which is the same thing, and
gation.
tails that the Christian logic breaks down. I hav happines can be obtained in no other way, neither in
The difference really all comes from Mr. Andrews's often met Christians or Spiritualists who claimed to this world nor in the world to come. Let this be
objection to my statement "that our knowledge of the hav a pretty clear idea of the condition of things in understood, and reform naturally and necessarily folfuture is altogether dependent upon our knowledge heaven, but a very short cross-examination would en- lows, self-interest being the propelling or leading
of the past." Had I said that it is limited by our tangle them in a mass of contradictions, and very force.
knowledge of the past, Mr. Andrews would be entirely easily show that they had never tried to work out
But· the teachings of the church and clergy hav
correct, and I would be at fault, for, like him, I believe their own belief, but had contented themselvs with been otherwise, and this propelling force perverted,
in the power of reason to illuminate the future, and generalities. And it is the same with the future so- " good works " misi·epresented as "filthy rags," and
to enable us to see what will be, because it must be. ciety. Let us take one single example. I personally ignorance and wrong has been the result. But let
But the question comes up at once: What does believe, and I suppose Mr.Andrews will agree with me, the laws of naturlil, the laws of human nature, and the
this reasoning power work from? Does it require that at some future time the people will so ·thor- constitution of man be understood, and this leading
a basis in the form of knowledge, or can it supply it- oughly understand the laws of health that there will or propelling force will lead or drive the people to the·
self with its own material? Now I hold that reason be no disease. What does it imply? That there right, or to do the best they can or. know in all direcalways works from a knowledge of the past, and is al- will be no doctors, no drug stores, no patentmedicins, tions. The divine laws of nature will then be studied
together dependent upon it, and if its knowledge of no hospitals, no summer resorts for invalids, no win- and learned instead of the human laws of God, writthe past is correct, its knowledge of the future is cor- ters spent in Florida, no nurses, no people moving ten and interpreted by ignorant men in the Dark
rect also; while if its knowledge of the past is false, about in search of health, no early deaths; besides, Ages. The laws of health will also be learned, and
its knowledge of the future is false also; and thus I our systems of education, our modes of life, our forms the people know how to liv and be well, instead
maintain that our knowledge of the future is alto- of marriage, all will hav to be changed to conform to of sick and under the necessity of paying half their
gether dependent upon our knowledge of the past. our greater knowledge. Add to that the extinction earnings for medical aid; and they will save the enorThat is easily proven. Let any man go into a lunatic of war and all that pertains to it, a better distribution mous expense of supporting and paying seventy
asylum and he will find there men and women whose of property, banishing want, and we will hav a state thousand preachers in this country for teaching rereasoning powers are perfectly sound, and if you of society so entirely different from the actual state ligion, which has proved a failure and cursed Chrisgrant their premises their conclusions are perfectly that no one can realize the difference except in the tendom for ages. And then nature's retribution, no
correct; but their premises are false, based upon false broadest details; and yet these are only three of the forgivness, no way of escape, will be learned, instead
knowledge, and their conclusions are false also. The changes that are now going on, and do not take in of substitution; that suffering always follows wrong,
Puritan ministers hav ever been celebrated for their consideration new changes that may take place.
and swindling, and fraud, and embezzlement will be
logical powers, but they reasoned from false knowlThe modern scientists hold that the way to sound carefully avoided, as we avoid putting our fingers in
edge, and the possession of true knowledge enables knowledge is from the known to the unknown, but the fire. If swindlers, gamblers, and monopolists
us to detect the mistakes of their logical deductions. they also realize that the power of reason is liinited, knew their own interests, self-interest would lead
Mr. Andrews brings forward t.he mathematical prob- and depends upon our knowledge of the past; and I them to liv honest lives, and "each for himself"
lem and the use of the mariner's compass to show still maintain that when reason tries to fathom, not would be for all, too, instead of " the devil take th~
the power of reason. But complicated mathematical the near future, not the need of the day, but that hindmost." Yes, self-interest is all right, and leads
problems can oiily be worked out because we hav ac- which lies far beyond our horizon, it fails, always has or drives all mankind, and must be caught and tamed,
enlightened and utilized, or otherwise reform will be
quired sufficient knowledge to giv us reliable data failed, and always will.
WM. WATSON.
to work from. All the mathematical knowledge we
Yet, as I said at the beginning, there is less differ- forever held in abeyance.
Lowellville, Ohio.
possess has not enabled us to find out the exact dis- ence of opinion than I had supposed. In the heat of
------~~-------tance from the earth to the sun, for we hav not yet the argument, if I read his reply aright, Mr. Andrews
acquired sufficient data to calculate it exactly; and had spoken more positivly than he had meant. It
The Country Newspaper.
the mariner's compass is only of use because we hav was because it read like a condemnation of those who
Among the many hindrances to the most useful inan exact knowledge of the place we want to go to. work for the needs of the day that I accepted what telligence may be found the country newspaper. By
It is of no help to us if we desire to sail to an undis- sounded like a challenge, that I was unwilling to see a great majority of its readers it is held infallible, and,
covered country, and surely will not tell us anything it unanswered. As it is, I hav also my ideal of so- as a rule, the man or woman who makes it a point to
as to the kind of a place we will find when we get ciety, and although I hav reached it by a different giv it a thorough and unquestioned perusal performs
there. It is an improvement as to the" means by road, it would agree very closely with that of Mr. the highest duty, and gratifies the last need. The
which men find their way to other lands, but it does Andrews, as defined in his explanation of Universol- editor by his patrons is regarded as a sort of autocrat,
not add one iota to our foreknowledge.
ogy. But I do not take my ideal for my guide, for I andevery word coming from his mighty pen is conBut the most striking example of the failure of know that it is not the result of sound reason, but the sidered too sacred for confutation. As they hold him
reason to enable us to foretell the future, when not sup- work of imagination. I follow the lead of nature as in reverence as being the great exponent of the most
plied with sufficient data to work from, is its failure it places my work day by day before me, satisfied valuable information, so does he stand in awe of them,
in enabling us to foretell the condition of men in a with its daily reward, a daily portion of personal careful to never say anything worth saying, lest he
future existence. After the best investigation possi- happiness. I am one of those who believe that nature excite criticism or shock the over-sensitiv feelings of
ble, the only conclusion the best thinkers hav reached has a clear, objectiv point; that it marshals its forces his life-long admire1·s. Rather than lose one subis that we know nothing about it. Why? Because as accurately and intelligently as the growing plant scriber he will tell a hundred falshoods rather than
we hav no knowledge of the condition of those who prepares fo·r the fruition of its seeds, and that our one truth for truth's sake. Prevarication, subterfuge,
hav gone before, and having no knowledge of the best work is done, not at the dictates of our high and dissimulation are his strong points; in these lies
past, we can hav no knowledge of the future. Even ideal of society, but in doing that which lies near his success. That he possesses religion in any shade
the knowledge that the Spiritualists believe they hav, our hand, leaving the results to the care of Nature or form is the last thing one would think of, his past
ALBERT CHAVANNES.
is built upon their supposed knowledge of the condi- itself.
record bearing no evidence. But if he- deems it a
tion of their deceased friends.
necessity to antagonize something not in keeping with
Self-Interest.
Taking all these facts in consideration, and grantorthodoxy, he almost startles one with his display of
ing, as I fully do, that the reasoning power has been
Mr. CourUandt Palmer, in Man, says: "I know of piety. We are almost overwhelmed with disgust, and
given to us to enable us to foretell the future, I believe but two predominant motivs to human conduct, the immediately perceive what contempt was intended
I am justified in holding to my statement that our one self-interest, which spurs a man to conquest of for. Did this mogul of the rural province possess
knowledge of the future is altogether dependent upon gain and power, the other a ·religious motiv, wbich half the wisdom he imagins, he must be aware that
leads men to acts of noblest self-sacrifice for their his opinions, stale, threadbare, and erroneous, are
our knowledge of the past.
Then the next question is: Hav we sufficient knowl- God and their fellow-men." And he seems to rely on fast becoming obsolete, and he himself must go to the
edge of the advance of society in the past to enable a "religious motiv" to inspire men with enthusiasm wall. There are men to-day who hav a deep and sinus to foretell what the final outcome will be? And in the work of reform, while" self-interest " is spoken cere love of truth, and are growing tired of seeing it
right here Mr. Andrews and myself differ, and I will of as leading to "the old and oft-repeated," and" mad misconstrued and perverted. Being sincere, their
simply state my reasons for believing that we do not efforts of the few to rise again on the ruins of the purpose is to rebuke injustice whenever the occasion
hav sufficient data to enable us to foretell what will many." And he further says, "There must be either demands. Mental liberty is fashioning itself to the
be a perfect order of society.
a revival of despotism, or there must be established a minds of the people, while cowardice, self-interest,
All we really know of the past of society is this: guided spontaneity." Now, whatever may be the and indifference to principle must ere long expiate
For some four or five thousand years society has been meaning of "a guided spontaneity," self-interest the wrongs they hav so wantoiily infiicted. Just now
developing in some special directions. Mankind is seems to be looked upon by him as a motiv which a " quaint old town" rises to our view, venerable with
getting healthier; there is more individual freedom; leads to very undesirable results, and Mr. Palmer its hundred years or so, and orthodox, too, I know,
there is more willing co-operation; there is more pro- seems to be in a quandary or "hard up " for a motiv being "nativ there, and to the manner born." Probduction; there is more land cultivated, and it is under to inspire Liberals with enthusiasm.
ably never since the time of its christening has its
better culture; the facilities for travel and commerce
It seems to me, however, that self-interest, the de- theological peace been broken, never a doubt to disare better; there is less tendency to war and a greater sire for individual happiness, is the strongest motiv turb its placidity. But I am told of late Freethought
desire for peace; instruction is more general and of a that can be brought to bear to work up enthusiasm has invaded its holy precincts, boding a "winter of
better kind; machinery is coming in to more general among the people in opposing the systems of error discontent." Emphatic expressions derogatory to
use, etc. We can safely reason that society will keep and superstition which hav so long held the world in time-worshiped tenets hav set men and women to
on advancing in those several directions. But does ignorance and sin. All mankind desire to be happy. thinking who never thought before. The village
it tell us what a perfect society will be? Not at all, It is this "which leads men to acts of noblest self- newspaper mentions it as though it were an "invincifor we hav no knowledge how far this advance will sacrifice for their God and their fellow-men." It is ble armada." Evidently despite "our paper" there
maintain itself, nor whether any new factor may not this which leads men to avoid wrong and the hell will be in the near future a revolution of thought that
come in and change the whole surface of things. which they hav been taught must follow wrong. It will effectually arouse the inhabitants from their auOne dozen or one hundred new discoveries, each as is this desire for happiness "which spurs a man to pine quietude. When country editors are taught
important as the use of steam or of electricity, may the conquest of gain and power," to honest labor and that it is. their imperativ duty to enlighten themselvs
yet be made, and change not only the physical con- toil, as well as all dishonest efforts to accumulate before assuming the task of teaching others, men will
ditions of things, but change the character and men- wealth at the expense of others. It is this self-inter-lnot hav to forswear religious convictions to obtain

Ukommunicatioqs.
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po!iti~l honors, as is witnessed repeatedly. If an
editor IS not capable of giving his readers the best
he had better step down and out, as there are sam~
who might take his place whose capabilities are uriquestioned.
VIRGINIA E. VANCE.
Concord, Ky.

-------

Facts and Fallacies in Regard to the New
.Testament.
THE CHRISTIAN HEAYEN.
There is no text in the Bible, either 'old. or New
Testament, that describes heaven as a desirable abode
for either saints or sinners after death The New
Testament positivly asserts that in heaven we hav no
especial love or affection for those so near and dear
to us in this life. Yet the parson assures the heart. broken young mother that the death of her beautiful baby wa~ a dispensation of divine providence, the
act Of a lovmg heavenly father to turn her thoughts
to heaven; that. Jesus will restore her dear babe to
her loving arms, and in heaven again she shall read
the love-light in its bright eyes, and her heart thrill
. with joy as she givs and receives ita dear caresses.
The weeping widow is bid by the pastor to dry her
eyes, for in hea-ven she will meet again her dear
loved husband, never more to part. The heartcrushed father moaning over his dead ·child, his
noble boy, the joy, hope, .and pride of his ·life-the
parson declares that son shall liv again in heaven,
· and there father, son, and all dear loved ones shall
dwell together for a.ll eternity in joy, peace, and love
made perfect.
If the New Testament is true, every word of this
oft-used consolation is utterly and wholly false, for
Christ himself positivly declares, "For when they
shall rise from the dead, they neither marry, nor are
given in marriage; but are as the angels which are in
heaven" (Mark xii, 25).
Christian reader, do you realize the force, the true
meaning of this declaration? Those who attain
heaven will be as the angels, who never knew human
love; never had near or dear ones, father, mother,
brother, sister, husband, wife, children, kith, ·nor kin.
And when we rise from th~ dead, Christ says, all
human love shall cease. We become as the angels,
and regard all alike.
Despite your many doubts and fears, your convictions, at times, of the falsity and absurdity of the
teachings of your church, yet you hav bid-reason,
truth, common sense, avaunt ! as you desperately
cling to Christianity in hope of the promised joys of
heaven, the first, greatest, best, and chief of which is
reunion with your dear loved dead.
Would heaven be a place of joy, or even endurable,
if, when you meet those you so truly, dearly loved on
earth, you find they hav no more love or affection for
you than they liav for stranger angels, or the saintly
Guiteau, Jesse James, or the glorified ones who
reached hea.ven via the scaffold and hempen cravat
route?
How we hav been deceived by church, priest, and
parson! In the language of the immortal bard:
"Be those juggling fiends no more believed
Who palter with us in a double sense
And keep the word of promis to our ear
To break it to our hope."

Jesus himself declares there can be no love of husband, wife, mother, father, brother, sister, or children
in heaven. In harmony with this is the declaration
of Christ to the multitude: " If any man come to me
and hate not his father and mother, and wife and
children, and brothers and sisters, yea, and his own
life also, he cannot be my disciple" (Luke xiv, 26).
And the context calls attention to the great necessity of first counting the cost before becoming a Christii\P or trying to gain heaven. "Whosoever he be of
yon that forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be
my disciple" (Luke xiv, 33).
When we hav become so truly Christian; when we
hav learned and practiced the teaching of Jesus and
the New Testament that we hate father, mother,
brother, sister, wife, and children here on earth, we
shall be able doubtless to get along without their
love or any especial love for them in heaven.
The word "hate " in Luke xiv, 26, is translated
from the Greek word miseo, and is found twenty-four
times in the New Testament. Its definition is, "to
detest, to abhor, to regard with ill-will.''
The following is Webster's definition: "Hate-to
hate, abhor, detest, abominate, loathe." Hate is the
generic word, and implies that one is influenced with
extreme dislike. Our savior is said to hav hated the
deeds of the Nicoloitans; his language shows that he
loathed the lukewarmness of the Laodicea.ns; he detested the hypocrisy of the scribes and Pharisees; he
abhorred the suggestions of the tempter in the wilderness.
The learned D.D.'s, in their frantic efforts to explain
away this damaging testimony, claim miseo should be
translated, "love less.'' Even if we accept this
strained interpretation, we then hav Christ's own
declaration that in order to become Christians we
must love less father, mother, brother, sister, and
children, than we do God, Christ, and angels, whom
we hav never seen, whom we are to meet for the first
time on our arrival in heaven.

Christians are fiercely indignant because we doubt
the divine authority for some Bible statements_ They
declare we must not pick and choose-accept what
p_leases us and reject what what we think opposed to
nght and reason. We must believe every word of
God's holy Bible just as it is written, and they quote:
"All f:'lCripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable :(or doctriR, for. reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness; that the man of God
may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good
works" (2 Tim. iii, 16, 17). Will some learned D.D.,
p~iest, parson, or humbler Christian please to harmomze the words of Christ (Luke xiv, 26) with the inspired testimony ofJohn (1 John iv, 20)?
Luke xiv, 26.

I

1 John iv, 20.

"If any man come to me,
"If a man say, I love God,
and hate not [love less] his \ and hateth [love less] his
father ~nd mother, _and wife brother, he is a lia1·; for he
and children, and brethren that loveth not his b1·other
and sisters, yea, and his own whom he hath seen how can
life also, he cannot be my he love God whom' he hath
disciple."
. not seen."

l

Christians promis eternal. life in a heaven of delight,
happiness, and joy. They promis to all w:ho will become devout Christians reunion with their loved and
lost, that they shall dwell together forever in heaven,
1
the home of perfect love.
Where is the authority? Christians claim the Bible abounds in promises of all this. Giv us one
chapter-giv us three consecutiv verses that, honestly construed, even intimate any such thing.
Where is the one single verse that promises we shall
be restored to our dead loved ones and liv with them
through all eternity? We do not ask for " I think,"
" I believe," " I feel assured.'' Giv us the Bible for
it. You cannot, for it does not exist.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.

The Unprogressiv Nature of Religion.
Civil government, as well as society, has yielded
old landmarks and adopted new methods instead,
in order to harmonize present times and circumstances. Old laws are repealed, or by common consent stand obselete; new ones are enacted, not in
honor or obedience of the sentiments of our ancestors; but to meet the necessities of to-day, even the
probable requirements of the near future, and all
tending to accommodate the "living, activ people."
Religion alone refuses to yield a single step; she
alone flaunts her borrowed vestments as of old, when
her ancient priests, gifted with the knowledge of astronomy and other sciences, stood, intellectually, so
high above the average people, as, with slight effcrt,
to make them believe what they chose. They found
the populace ignorant, and determined to keep them
so, but this was not enough; ignorance alone did not
suit their purpose; they added superstition, and by
his combination their schemes were at once successful, and their trade became lucrativ.
And is it not even so to-day? Do not the cler"y
'"'
arrogate to themselvs the power to dictate to their
respectiv flocks, "what they shall eat, drink, wear,
what pleasures they may partake of, and on certain
days what labor they may perform, if any?"'
Happily, "love" is no more the exclusiv birthright
of the priest; the common folks begin to think, refleet, compare, and form their own conclusions; the
black gown and skull-cap are no more shield against
criticism. So beware! ye vicegerents of the great I
am; ye self-appointed guardians of mankind; the
time has come when you must feed the people on
solid food. An empty stomach will no more be satisfied with a promised feast on "glory hallelujahs;"
nothing short of real victuals, immediately furnished,
will stay its cravings.
When a man is poor, aid him in obtaining bread
for his children, but do not rob him of his ,last shilling on the pretext of praying the poor soul of his
departed relativ out of purgatory. If there be such a
soul, at such a place, deserving of punishment, let it
be punished. The body, after decomposition, having
lost all sense of feeling, cannot be punished; and if
the soul, as a part emanating from that whole, which
very many call God, is liable to punishment, "it. is the
whole God who punishes part o/ himself," and if that
affords him pleasure, far be it from us to interpose.
Lancaster, Pa.
A SuBSCRIBER.

Revelation of Paul.
This book was fabricated about the year 380, and
is, therefore, hardly worthy of our notice. It purports to hav been found underneath the house of
Paul in Tarsus. A nobleman living in the house in
the reign of Theodosius and Gratian was told by an
angel three times in a vision to upturn the foundation of the house, and having dug he found a marble
box containing the Apocalypse of Paul.
The apostle being taken up by an angel into the
heavens under the firmament saw sinners punished
and saints rewarded. Within the circle of heaven
he saw the river called Ocean, which surrounds the
whole earth. The city of God was one hundred
stadia (eleven and one-third miles) square, and
bounded by four rivers flowing with milk, honey, oil,
and wine. On the south side, where the milk flowed,
P.e saw all the infant~;~ that King Herod slew.

Outside the city, looking weatward from the river
of the ocean that supports the firmament, he saw a
river into which sinners were cast, some only up to
their knees, others up to the tops of their heads in
the water. At the southwest was a river of •fire,
where the wicked were suffering intolerable torments,
aggravated by torturing angels. In a we]], which
the angel unsealed and from which an intolerable
stench issued, were confined the souls of those who
maintained that Mary was not the mother of God,
that the Lord did not become man out of her, and
that the bread and the wine were not his flesh and
blood. For these, as well as for those who denied
the resurrection, there was no mercy.
Looking up into the firmament, Paul saw the archangel Gabriel coming with a host of other angels to
judgment. Sinners in torment entreated Gabriel for
mercy, causing both him and Paul to weep. Gabriel
said: "Perhaps the good Lord may hav compassion
and grant you remission.'' So when the son of God
came down in great glory at the sound of the trumpet, the sinners appealed to him. And there cam!J
a voice saying:" What good work hav you done that
you are asking for rest ? For you hav done as you
wished, hav not repented, but you hav spent your
life in profligacy. But now, for the sake of Gabriel,
the angel of my 1·ighteousness, and for the sake of
Paul, my beloved, I giv you a night and a day of the
holy Lord's day, on which I rose from the dead, for
rest." For this small remission they blessed and
praised the Lord.
The last scene which Paul was permitted to behold
was paradise, where Adam and Eve transgressed.
Afar off he beheld a woman coming with a multitude
of angels singing praises to her. This woman, he
was told, was the holy Mary, the mother of our Lord.
She saluted Paul and praised him for his good works
in the world. Next came the righteous forefathers
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and the whole succession
down to Manasseh. They said: "We knew thee in
the flesh before thou earnest forth out of the world.''
Then came Moses weeping and lamenting the unbelief of his people. "When the Jews hanged the son
of God upon the cross," said Moses, "all the angels
and archangels, and the righteous, and the whole
creation of thing in heaven, and thingR in earth, and
things under the earth, lamented and mourned with
great lamentation; but the impious and insensate
Jews did not understand; wherefore, there has been
prepared for them the fire everlasting and the worm
that dies not."
After Moses came "Isaiah, whom Manasseh sawed
with a wood saw," "Jeremiah, whom the Jews stoned,"
and "Ezekiel, whom the slayers of the Messiah
pierced.'' "All these things," said they," hav we endured, and we hav not been able to turn the stony
heart of the Jews."
Then came Noah, who said he built the ark in a
hundred years without putting off his coat or shaving
his head; and yet his coat was not dirtied nor his
hair diminished_ _ _ _.,._ _ __

Chl"istianity's J_,cgitimate :Fruits.
To THE EmTOR oF Tzm Tuu·ru SEEKER, Sir: Pm·mit
me to call the attention of your readers more partieularly to the atrocious persecution of a Liberal, Mr.
J. M. Wheeler, who, it is stated in an editorial note
on page 361 of TrrE Tnu•m SEEKEH (June 7, 1884),
acted as "interim editor'' of the London Preethinker,
after the infamous sentence and imprisonment of Mr.
Foote.
You state that Mr. Wheeler's insanity (he is now a
lunatic) was occasioned solely by (Christian) persecution of the Freethinker, and the incarceration of his
friend, Mr. Foote.
Let this stamp of double-dyed infamy rest forever
upon Christianity, and when hypocritical and canting
priests tell us of that beautiful religion of theirs, so
full to overflowing with pity and compassion, point
them to this, and a million other black crimes committed in its name. Let this abomination never be
forgotten by a single Liberal, young or old, who
reads these lines, and if ever hi~:~ or her endeavors to
crush out the bloody ~:~uperstitiun which instigated
this act ~:~hould ilag, the thought of the assassination
of a free and noble intellect will serve as a spur to
renewed and tireless efiort.
In another editorial note on the same page of TnE
TnuTH SEEKEn, you speak of the hanging of Lloyd L.
Majors, and of his dying confession of religious belief.
Like many millions of Christian sneaks (excuse the
word, but it best and most exactly expresses my
meaning), he felt entirely confident that through the
grace of God he would be saved by the atoning
blood of Christ.
It seems to me the whole wretched system called
Christianity never appeared more utterly reprehensible than in this instance. This apology for a man
who said that ''he considered the Bible and the holy
spirit the only rules of conduct for man in this life!'
Beautiful rules of conduct, were they 11ot? First, to~
make a man a murderer, and second, a shamelesR
shuflier who was willing and eager to crawl into
heaven upon the merits of another man! Verily,
great are the glories of Christianity, and of the faithful disciples and apostles of him, the Christ of Nnzareth!
ELLA E. GmsoN.
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The Monument Dedicated.
We giv in full the speeches and proceedings at the
· final and formal completion of the monument. That
the orations would be appropriately eloquent was to
be expected from the well-known ability of the
speakers, but the love they all bore for him whose
virtues they told inspired them to more than ordinary
effort, and consequently each speech is a gem in its
way. Perhaps Mrs. Macdonald mentioned the present editor and his brotherly assistant a few times too
many, but that must be charged to motherly love,
and not set down prejudicial to her usual good sense.
One thing in the speeches that will probably surprise the reader is the ease with which each orator
showed Mr. Bennett to be especially interested in his
particular thought. This is accounted for by the fact
that Mr. Bennett had •more than one idea, and was
the friend of all reforms. But he was preeminently
a Freethinker, using the term in its sense of opposition to Christianity. He rightly held that the church
is at the bottom of about all of the evils humanity is
suffering under, keeping the ignorant and unthinking in perpetual bondage to the idea that God made
them as they are, and therefore it is sinful to repine
at their lot, while to openly rebel against the present
constituted order of society is moral crime of the
most heinous nature. He regarded the abolition of
superstition and mental slav~ry as the grand reform,
inclusiv of all others, and necessary to the achievement of any of them. He was practically an Atheist,
though he sometimes expounded pantheism, declaring his philosophical adhesion to that belief. He was
converted to Spiritualism by phenomena occurring
in his own household and elsewhere, and he reasoned
out a philosophy covering the ground he took of
" Material Spiritualism." It is due to him, now that
he is unable to speak for himself, that these facts
should be known. Though they hav been stated repeatedly, both by himself and by us since his death,
it was only a few weeks since that we joined a party
who were discussing these points as vigorously as we
often discussed them with the hero himself.
We giv also a full-page picture of the monument,
showing its face and one side. Upon the face the lettering is plain, and can easily be read; that upon the
other three sides is as follows. On the second side:
"Demonstrated science may be regarded as the only true
source of knowledge.
"What is called revelation is a snare, a delusion, a falsehood.
'fhose who claim to speak for the gods simply speak their own
thought.
"'l'he gods do not speak; they are as dumb as the rocks,
they are as speechless as the gmve. With Nature it is not so.
'l'o know her is to know the truth, and to study her is to be
wise."

The third reads:

ory as she was to him in life, finding her greatest
consolation in lovingly adorning his resting-place, by
planting flowers around the border of the lot, placing
therein two large .bronze vases filled with flowers, and
two bronzed settees for the convenience of visitors.
An appropriate footstone has also been erected by the
same wifely generosity. The appearance of the lot
is radiantly beautiful, and friends in the vicinity will
find a pilgrimage to the cemetery well repaid.
The cost of the monument, including a bill
not heretofore counted because unpresented, has
been $1,465.65. Of this $1,460.24 has been paid,
leaving only $5.41 to be made up. This exhibit is
gratifying in the extreme, alike creditable to Liberalism and the friends of Mr. Bennett. The work
has been a spontaneous offering of devoted Liberals,
and their generosity is worthy of all praise.
PIOTURES OF THE MONUMENT.
The engraving of the monument, which has caused
a delay of one day in this week's issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, is not designed to supersede the lithograph,
which will be ready soon, but serves merely as an
outline of the latter, and also in a slight way as a redemption of the promis of the committee. The lithograph will be a work of art really to be admired.
Messrs. Buek & Lindner hav spared no pains to make
it as artistic and satisfactory as possible, printing it
in seven colors to obtain the right effects. The medallion appears in bronze, presenting a faa simile of
the monument itself. The foliage of the trees around
presents a natural appearance, and the dim gray
background givs the dark polished granit of the shaft
an imposing and solid look, as though meant to stand
the war of centuries. The inscriptions are all printed
in the lithograph, together with the locality of the
work, method of execution, and date of dedication.
We hope that in appropriate frames they will ornament the homes of all Mr. Bennett's friends.
THE MONUMENT FUND.
Since the last acknowledgment the following donations to the Bennett monument hav been received:
J. Schuh,
F. A. Day,
J. B. Everett,
Henri Paling,
N.H. Wheeler,
C. P. Ludwig,
Mrs. A. R. Tryler,
Jas. M. Ramsay,
Geo. Chamberlain,
Miss Vie Dalton,

Henry J. 'fhomas,
W. R. Barton,
A Friend,
Oliver Gardner,
Alf. Banta,
Mrs. Jno. Curtis,
Chas. W. Bowser,
Jacob Cretois,
W. B. Chamberlain,
25 R. Butterfield,

1 00
70
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
50
1 00
50

1 00
50
2 00
l 00
1 75
50
1 00
70
1 00
1 00

The League Organization.
In replying to what Mr. Underwood terms silly
remarks of Mr. Leland, the Index says:
"In response to this, we stated frankly, but courteously,
that the National Liberal League had by its repeal policy
alienated from it the great mass of Liberals, and it was now
without vitality, influence, or harmony, and that, if there were
to be a convention to form a National Liberal organization (of
tvhich we were in favor), if it could be effected on a wise basis
-namely, the principles of the state secularization), it should
be held without connectirlg with any of the existing organizations. Our suggestion, in harmony with Mr. Bradford's remark, was prompted by the desire only for such action as
should prevent antagonism, and not render fruitless all efforts
to unite Liberals for a common purpose. We knew the League
was identified in the public mind with the obnoxious policy
that had made it a failure; that, until the adoption of this
policy, the League was an object of but little, if any, interest
to the present leaders; and that they would never consent to
a recission of their repeal resolution; or, if this were done,
and the League was put as far as possible in the position it
occupied before the date of the Syracuse Convention, that
neither these men nor those whom they represented would
feel any further interest in it. Now, the attempt is made to
giv the impression that the officers of the Leauge hav made a
most magnanimous offer in the 'new deal,' proposed, and
that the Indem has treated it with contempt. Neither statement is true. We will only add that, when a serious effort
affording any promis of success is made to unite the Liberals
of this country in a National organization, it shall hav our support and co-operation."

out him, and that he would better hav met reconciliation, at
least a step or two, if not half-way? Anyhow he seems to hav
struck a light from some.quarter, and is now in favor of some~
thing. We will take him at his word and see what will coma
of it,
"Here are two questions, preliminary to an all-inclusiv
movement:
·
"1.- In any organization, with the hope and design of including all Liberals, would the Index and its friends approve
of any expression in the new platform in opposition to .;,hat is
now known as ' Comstockism ?' We need an explicit answer
on this point.
"2. If .the Indere and its friends answer affirmativly on the
first question, would they accept the ground taken in the original League Congress held in Philadelphia in 1876-would they
indorse either the Whereas and Resolution introduced by Mr.
Stephen Pearl Andrews, or the two resolutions introduced by
Mr. B. F. Underwood, or would they accept both? We here
reprint all these resolutions so that they and the country may
hav the whole proposition before them:
"MB, ANDREWS'S RESOLUTioNS,
"WHEREAs, There are many symptoms of a growing intention on the part of the religious power to re-establish a virtual
censorship over the press and the post-office, by influence exerted over the several legislntiv bodies, under the_ pretense of
zeal for the public morals, but really in behalf of religions
and ecclesiastical despotism; as, for instance, in procuring a
body of loose, dangerous, and oppressiv.legislation against the.
circulation of 'obscene literature,' under which, it is believed,
some of the purest and best men of the land are at this hour
suffering in prison or stand in danger of their liberties; therefore,
"Resolved, That we recommend to the members of the
League and to the public the utmost vigilance and the closest
scrutiny in detecting and unveiling any such cgnspiracy or conspiracies against the liberties of the people; and that they
should thus commence the accumulation of facts U'pon which
the League may, if found requisit, act specifically to procure
the entire repeal or righteous modification of all such laws."
"Mr. Underwood said: 'I hope the resolution will not be
laid on the table. I think the resolution is not only relevant
as it now stands, but appropriate. I should be sorry to hav
this congress fail to pass a resolution so well defined and appropriate as that. There is not a word in it of approval of any .
wrong act, or of any obscene work. I think it our duty, under
the circumstances, to sustain this resoluti•:m, and I hope it will
pass.' Would Mr. Underwood say that now?
" MR. UNDERWOOD'S RESOLUTioNS.
''Resolved, That this League, while it recognizes the great
importance and the absolute necessity of guarding by proper
legislation against obscene and indecent publications, whatever
sect, party, order, or class such publications- claim to favor,
disapproves and protests against all laws which, by reason of
indefinitness or. ambiguity, shall permit the prosecution and
punishment of honest and conscientious men for :presenting
to the public what they deem essential to the pubhc welfare,
when the views thus presented do not violate in thought or
language the acknowledged rules of decency; and that we demand that all laws against obscenity and indecency shall be so
clear and explicit that none but actual offenders against the
recognized principles of purity shall be liable to suffer therefrom.
"Resolved, That we cannot but regard the appointment and
authorization by the government of a single individual to inspect our mails, with power to exclude therefrom whatever he
deems objectionable, as a delegation of authority dangel'Ous to
public and personal liberty, and utterly inconsistent with the
genius of free institutions.
"If the Indem and its friends will now take that action and
approve that ground, the president and secretary of the League
would also indorse it as the plank on Comstockism in the new
platform, and we think the majority of the National Liberal
League would approve of it.. If all sides should agree on that,
·
and the present officers of the League decl_ine
re-election, as
they propose to do, so as to leave the whole field open for a
re-organization, would not that place the National League • as
far as possible in the position it occupied before the elate of
the Syracuse Convention?'"
·

The president of the League, in Man of even date,
puts his proposition this way:

"BEGIN AT THE START AGAIN.
"To go back to First Principles is one of the best, easiest;
and most non-committal ways of getting out of present differences. Some friends of the Liberal League hav advised that
it begin at the start again, as it did at Philadelphia in 1876.
Our secretary has worked out the suggestion in another column, and certainly it is worthy of serious attention from all
dissenting Liberals.
"We are reproached by those who say there should be some
general union of Liberals, with having induced the League
Congress to do or say something that· prevents a general cooperation. At the slightest intimation that we might be in the
way, we withdrew personally.
"Now, we second the suggestion to let all of the by-gones
be sunk as though they never were, and try to meet on the
original League platform and the proceedings at Philadelphia
in 1876, and start anew.
·
"Men and Brethren, what more can we do? Shall we issue
Judging by this, the Index is apparently in favor the call for the Congress in that form?"

"The object of our lives should be to make this world as
beautiful, and ourselvs and our fellows as happy, as is in our
power.
"I can hardly yield my consent that this is the last of our
individuality; and I fondly think that Father and Mother Nature are able to accomplish the best, greatest, and most dePaine once remarked to George Washington that,
sirable of all problems-a continued individual existence. But of an organization devoted to state secularization, and
promises co-operation. The chief officers of the in considering a certain line of conduct he saw fit to
I am borrowing no trouble about it."

On the fourth, which is shown in· the cut but is League-the president and secretary-understand it
this way, it seems, for Mr. Leland, in last Man, makes
not lettered, is engraved:
"I believe in the eternal powers and principles of Nature, the proposition to the Syracuse soreheads that the
in the superiority of good lives, in acts of kindness toward our League go back to first principles as the easiest way
fellow -beings, and in efforts to spread the light of truth ~ver to a reconciliation. The secretary says:

• the dark spots of the earth.
"Each person must be responsible for the good or ill he does.
Here is our duty, here is our allegiance, and not in the sky
~:~:::~.~· We must make our heaven on the earth, and not in

The burial lot has been beautified by Mrs. Bennett, who is as devoted to her husband's. mel!l-

pursue, the world would hav great difficulty in deciding whether he was an apostate or an impostor. The
same puzzle will· meet the future historian when
weighing-if he hav scales so small-the course toward the League of the Free Religious journal, un" In the article before us Mr. Underwood now writes of a less the program be heartily adopted. It is certainly
National Liberal organization 'of which we [Mr. Underwood] a generous enough C\)ncession to irrational prejudices
are in favor,' and givs the assurance that a 'serious effort to and personal spite. But we question the wisdom of
unhite ~he 'Lhiberals hshallb hf av ?ourHsuptphort and clol-operationd.' making too strenuous efforts to get into the League
as
e genera y expresse
.
.
W y didn t e say t at e ore
Liberal sentiment of the country shown him that he is not Ans- gentlemen whose prevwus efforts hav been directed
j;ai~ed-t}lat or~anil?fs,tiop., Q!' & reorganization, can go on with- , solely to two purposes-ruling and rui:qU:lg the Ql'-
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ganization. Mr. Underwood at Syracuse stultified wise not. Our president is a poor politician to throw view. A majority of those present at the last ConMr. Underwooa at Philadelphi~. If the gentleman himself into the arms of a candidate before he knows gresses hav incorporated other issues, some of which
honestly thinks he WJI.B mistaken in 1876, he has not whether he will be welcome. Of course, if he regards are, in our opinion, grand and noble, and some are
said so; yet respect for his subsequent attitude to Greenbackism or Anti-monopoly as above seculari- not. But the point we make is that it is unfair to the
the League would seem to demavd such a declara- zation o_f the state, he does right in voting for Mr. But- minority to make them advocates of political reforms
tion.
ler. He would be untrue to himself did he do other- they do not like. Members joined the League for
the purpose of getting the Bible out of the schools,
Mr. Leland's activ work as secretary of the League wise.
has shown him the difficulty of maintaining intact an
One more point, and then we will turn to the inter- and other reforms of that nature which are duly specorganization devoted to such .a mass of reforms as esting Mr. Walker, who proposes to issue from his ified. They are now asked to work, among other things,
appears in the platform proposed at Milwaukee. He rustic retreat of Kiowa this fall and commit the for the abolition of the presidency, the promotion of
has all along been in favor of a return to first princi- League to the issue of repealing all laws against ob- co-operativ association, with loans from the public
ples. We are pleased to see that he has converted scenity. Mr. Wakeman remarks that" as well might treasury, public aid to indigent colonists, and to uncomhis distinguished confrere and official superior. It is you order your cook to get up a dinner of one article promisingly combat the so-called Republican and
pleasant to learn, in connection with this conver- only as to seek to run this great nation on the issue Democratic parties-which, however good in themsion, that between the two gentlemen there has never of secularization only. A cook with the motto, One selva, are not properly among the purposes of the
League. To illustrate the unfairness of this, we will
existed any real difference of opinion. Replying to dish only for a meal, is not likely to be engaged."
an editorial in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 14th, in
Mr. Wakeman's ambition is great, and, like Crnsar's, quote a few illustrations from Herbert Spencer:
"Suppose [he says] that nt tho goneral meeting of ~>ome
which we quoted Mr. Leland as gratified that nearly will likely be his ruin. Brutuses are scattered all
all the Liberal journals agt•eed with him in :wanting around in the shape of other political parties who philanthropic association it was resolved that, in addition to
to stick to secularization as the sole object of the want to run this nation. Had Crnsar been content relieving distress, the association should employ home missionaries to preach down popery. Might the subscriptions
League, and Mr. Wakeman as sony that the proposed with guiding destiny instead of taking it into his own of Catholics, who had joined the body with charitable views,
Milwaukee platform should be overslaughed and for- hands, he would hav lived longer, and consequently be rightfully used for this end?"
gotten, Mr. Wakeman says:
Again:
accomplished more. When Liberalism is powerful
enough to elect a president, there will be no need of "Suppose that of the membe1·s of a book-club the greater
" ONE TIDNG AT A TIME.
number, thinking that, under existing circumstances, rifle"Thus says .THE TnUTH SEEE:EII of the duty of Liberals, and doing so. To win a perfectly secular government is
practice was more important than reading, should decide to
tries to make out some difference between the secretary and all that Liberals can logically do as a body of Freeohange the purpose of their union, and to apply the funds in
president of the League as to the objects of the League. There
thinkers. Action to that extent is all that is neces- hand for the purchase of powdor, ball, and targets. Would
i~ no difference, and the point is not well taken, but the conthe re~ be bound by this decision?"
fusion of our esteemed neighbor may be the occasion for us to sary. The precise method of action can be deterAgain:
clear up a general misapprehension. The object of the League mined when there is something to act with.
"Suppose that, under tho excitement of news from Ausis secularizrttion, and all that the word implies, which is cerNow to Mr. Walker. He is, so far as heard from,
tainly one thing, and THE thing as to which we may all be the only person bent on using the League for all tralia, the majority of a Freehold Lan!l Society should det.oragreed. But how can this one thing be attained? Evidently imaginable purposes, from abolishing the presidency min, not simply to start in a body for the gold-diggings, but
to use their accumulated capital to provide outfits. Would
by political action only. That was the main purpose of the
League when it w'as founded, and every Congress has taken to repealing the state statutes against obscene litera- this appropriation of property be just to tho minority? and
measures looking in that direction. But it has been ever man- ture. Quoting our statement that " it is the business must these join the expedition?"
"Scarcely any ono would venture an afiirmativ answer ovon
ifest that this political action must be achieved through a Lib- of the League to fight for Freethinkers oppressed by
eral party organized for the purpose, or else b_y a coalition the church, and we are amazed that a proposition to the first of these questions, much less to the othorB. And
why? Because every one must perceive that by uniting himwith existing political parties. But no such party action comshould be made to practically nullify this clause by self with others, no man can equit11bly lJe betrayed into acts
pels Liberals to adhere to and emphasize their own issue as
one measure only of a groat party. The people, as eYery sen- suspending the agitation for the repeal of the Com- uttorly f01·eign to the purposo for which he joined them. Each
sible man sees at once, will require to know of that party how Ptock law. We are for the repeal of any law under of those supposed minoritieR would propel"iy l"oply to thoso
it proposes to administer the affairs of the country generally. which can be worked such monstrous iniquity as im- seeking to coerce them: ''Ve combined with you for a defined
What will be its policy as to foreign and domestic affairs, the prisonment purely for opinion's sake and for this object; we gavo monoy and timo fo1· tho flll"thomnco of thnL
tariff, revenue, currency, internal improvements, etc., etc.? reason, and on constitutional grounds, must vote for object; on all questions thence ariHing wo tacitly agrood to conform to the will of tho greater ·numbor; but we dill not ngreo
Now, when Liberals and the League project their own issue
to conform on any other quostion8. If yon induce us to join
they are bound to recommend some party or platform with it. repeal first, las~, and all the time," Mr. Walker replies:
As well might you order your cooke to get up a dinner out of
one article only as to seek to run this great nation on the issue
of secularization only. A cook with the motto, One dish only
for a meal, is not likely to be engaged. The secrPtary was
speaking only of the League issue upon which all Liberals
could rally, while I was in the same paper calling attention to
the political measures Liberals were likely to favor in the general management of the country which eve1·y political party
must undertake, if it undertakes administration at all. The
last Congress 1·ecommended the measures it felt would be most
cons:stent with the great question of secularization. 'rhat ?"ecommendation, we regret to say, has been generally misapprehended. It did not make that platform a part of the League
at all, nor bind any one to it. It was an indication of the political drift of Liberal thought, and a very great and most important indication, to which the Liberals hav failed to respond
as they should. The range of Liberal thought seemed to be
below it, and unable to grasp its noble and far-reaching statesmanship. More than one thing at a time seems to confuse its
vision. But things seen in this single way are not properly
seen at all. 'rhings, and especially measures and issues in
politics, ref01·m, and statesmanship, can only be seen in their
relations. The political relations which are implied by and
which consistently go with the policy of secularization, are the
subjects which can alone make that policy visible and practically attainable. We hav been 1·eady to co-operate with any
party which would, with most consistency, bring forward our
issue. The Congress declined to recommend that course, but
projected a platform as the suggestion of a party, thns repeating the attempt at a new party inaugurated in Cincinnati in
1880. But now, as then, the Liberals fail to respond. Lately.
however, the Liberty party and other reform parties hav stolen
their thunder to such an extent that it may seem best to add
our issue to theirs, if we can, and go in with them for Gene:ral
Butler as the best exponent we can find of secularization, and
of the issues and reforms which it implies. Can we not be more
unanimous on this than on any other course? If a now Liberal party is impracticable, what other than the great financial, anti-monopoly, and labor 1·efo1·m candidate can attract
the sympathies and votes of Liberals T'

· As to the disagreement, we are willing to rest the
case. Mr. Leland said one thing, Mr. Wakeman
another; if that is not disagreement, the English language is more marvelously flexible than the Hebrew
tongue appeared when Mr. Huxley stood aside and
admired the grammatical athletics of the theologians
who find in Genesis the records of evolution.
That attempts to affiliate with other reform political parties hav resulted unhappily is natural. Not
one of them has publicly expressed sympathy with
secularization, or embodied a single "demand" in
its platform. Why, therefore, should the League go
to them any more than to the older parties ? If B. F.
Butler will answer affirmativly the questions we addressed him last week, we will work for him; other·

"'rhat is very true in its argued statement, and very good
in its stated determination. There is no 1·oom for any exception here which should allow any law which can work such
wrong to stand. Mr. Macdonald distinctly says that he is for
the repeal 'first, last, and all the time,' of 'any law' which
can be used to imprison for opinion's sake. 'rhat is the position that I assumed when I declared that in the next congress
of the League would be 'offered resolutions demanding the
total and unconditional repeal of every statute which limitH
freedom of choice in the realm of lette1·s and art.' Whereupon
Mr. Macdonald expresses the hope that 'our fiery friend will
forbear,' tells me that if I want an organization which shall
make this demand to go outside of the League and organize
one, and not deny to the League ' liberty to confino itself to
its rightful purposes.' What a jumble of contradictions we
hav here! 'Confine itself to its rightful pmposes ?' Has.he
not just said that one of the rightful purposes ' of the Loaguo
is to defend those prosecuted and persecuted for opinion's
sake on the subject of religion and morals?' that he is' amazed'
that a proposition should be mado to RUspend the agitation for
the repeal of the law denying liberty of opinion? that ho is
for tho repeal of 'any law' which does this?
"Does not a 'state' law do this as well as a 'nationul' law 'I
What is the use of trying to draw diBtinctions where there are
none? Is a prison cell for opinion's sake less dark and terrible because the state of New York instead of tho United States
government sends a man there? Is denilll of lilJerty of thqught
by a state less criminal thnn its denial by the nation?"

We can go a good way with our rhetorical friend
in regard to the repeal of the state laws under which
Comstock has worked much iniquity, but Mr. Walker
knows as well as we that there are publications which
newsdealers should no more be allowed to sell than
druggists should be permitted to hand poison over
the counter to every child or half insane person who
asks for it. We believe in a strict construction of
the Constitution, letting Congress exercise the powers
delegated to it by the Constitution, and no other.
For that reason we think the Comstock statutes
should be repealed. We also shall work fo~ the repeal, as we said, of all laws under which men can be
imprisoned purely for opinion's sake. If under any
present state law men can be thus imprisoned, r~peal
it. But we deny that statutes suppressing those publications manifestly intended to inflame the sexual
passions can be inimical to Freethought. But shall
we endeavor to force our opinions upon the League?
If we had a personal end to achieve, and thought that
in that way we could see success, we might try it, as
the movers of the Milwaukee platform did. But
would it be right? Decidedly not. The League was
organized to compass state secularization; and men
and wome:p. are &sked to join it with that object in

you by professing a certain end, nncl then undertake so1uo
other end of which we woro not ttpprisod, yon olJt11in om· support under falso protenBos; yon excoed tho eXlH"eBsed or
understood compact to which wo committed oursolvs; and we
are no longer bound by yom decisions."

If this does not enable Mr. Walker to see the point
we shall hav to giv him up as one blinded to the bight
of the mountain by too close observation of the dirt
at his feet.

A Suspicious .Attac]{ of Honesty.
Most of the extremely pious people, especially in
the East, it is well known, are Hepublicans. Yet
they seem unable to swallow the party candidate, if
we may regard the religious press as voicing their
sentiments. The Independent bolts the Chicago nominations squarely. The Christian Union regards them
with "unfeigned regret," ancl says that the best Republicans will "stand quiet" in the campaign, having
an "unalterable determination not to support Mr.
Blaine for the presidency." 'l'o the Congregational·ist
Lis nomination is" a sad disappointment." The BalJtist Weekly expresses a like aversion to Blaine, and
the Boston Christian Register, the organ of the New
England Unitarians, says that voters who desire
decent politics " hav no further interest in or use for
the Hepublican party."
Letters from clergymen sustaining these journal!;
in their bolt are also numerous, ranging from Henry
Ward Beecher up and down.
In view of the morality generally prevailing in tho
church, this change of expression is bewildering tu
the onlooker. In the recent explosion of bubbles in
Wall street every defaulter and dishonest bankrupl
was a church-member in good standing; s.nd the
ministerial lapses from virtue hav been alarmingly
frequent of late, so frequent, indeed, that our spacr.
is over-taxed in fulfilling the duty to the public
shirked by the religious press.
If we could regard this sudden cry for honesty in
politics as the turning over of a. new leaf on the part
of the religious public, great credit would be given
them. But the days of miracles are past. There
must be some other reason.
GEORGE CHAINEY gave the closing lecture of tLP.
series in this city last Sunday. His subject W!lh
"Walt Whitman." There has been but one expres-·
sian regarding Mr. Chainey and his lectures; that is,
that the addresses possess unusual literary merits,
and that he is a:p. orator of fine parts.
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I hav tried Communism, and it proved a complete failure. I
hav read everything I could find on the subject, and hav carefully watched the labors of all nations and classes of people,
and am free to acknowledge that I am<Qetinignorance. SomeSACRAMENTo, CAL., June 9, 1884.
times I think of writing a pamphlet on "How to Get a Home,"
MR. EDIToR: Herewith I send $2, for which please giv me
but second thoughts hav always forbidden it, when I thought
credit on subscription to the grand 'l'nUTH SEEKER. It is betthat fools rush in where wise men fear to tread. I hav made
ter than any of the eight or ten Bibles of creeds, because it lamyself a comfortable home on a small scale, commencing
bors for the advancement, elevation, and happiness of manwithout money enough to pay the first week's board, and now
kind. It labors to diffuse light and knowledge among men,
I believe I could repeat it in a thousand different ways. But
while the priests strive to enslave and degrade them.
it took me a long and laborious road to find the way, and hence
SENE!JA,
KAN.,
June
9,
1884_
Yours,
P. V. WisE.
MR. EDrroR: Hav received three copies of your paper, and I hesitate to advise, knowing that many must fall by the way.
GEo. w._ CHAI'MAN, M.D.
find them to be very good, filled with solid reading_ If the
VINELAND, N. J., June 13, 1884
rest
of
th9
papers
turn
out
to
be
as
good
as
the
ones
I
hav
got
Mn. EDITOR: Thanks for yonr specimen copy of THE TRUTH
WARRENSBURG, Mo., June 10, 1884.
SEEKER. I was pleased to notice your petition for state secu- I will renew my subscription.
MR. EDIToR: I received your kind letter of May 29th. I am
There are but few Liberals around here, as the most of the
larization_ I cut it out per order, and hav thirty-one names.
very sorry that my circumstances are such that I -am absoI think I can get quite a number more, but I want to be sure people are German Catholics. John E. Remsburg (whose
lutely unable to settle up my account with one of the best
name I see mentioned so often in your columns) gave three
and send it to you in season.
moral instructors on earth, THE TRUTH SEEKER. The InvestiI am a Spiritualist, but more than that a Liberalist, and feel lectures here about a_ month ago on "False Claims," and on
gator is also one of my favolits. I can't decide which is the
the deep need of Spiritualists and Liberalists uniting forces the lives of "Washington, Jefferson, Franklin, and Paine,"
best: I constantly distribute them among friends and foeswhich were well attended. Some persons who hav looked at
for all our sakes.
Fraternally yours,
to whoever will read them. I frequently send them on misTHE_ 'l'RUTH SEEKER say it is obscene. The same persons read
Mns. JENNIE A. DoANE.
sionary work to my friends in other states.
the New York Weekly, and say it is filled with good, solid readThere is not another Infidel to Bibles and Christianity in
ing matter. As I am but a boy, some persons say I am foolish
CANToN, Omo, June 17, 1884.
this town (of about 6,000 inhabitants) that dares to come square
Mn_ EDITon: Through my son I came in possession of THE for choosing such reading matter, but I tell them I am runout and face the Christian Protestant orthodox music but myTRUTH SEEKER three years ago, and a better paper I never ning my own boat, and wish them to do the same.
self. But I am going to stick to the work if I die by it. I
Yours in search of truth,
FnED. H. KERNEEN.
read. It has boon my Sunday companion ever since I left the
think that I hav accomplished some little good that I know of.
church. I hav paid a good deal of money to the preacher, as
Kersey Graves's "Bible of Bibles" has influenced two preachneither the church nor the preacher's house was paid for, and
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., June 9, 284.
ers, one a Methodist and the other a Dunkard, to quit preachMn. EDIToR: Having just read H. L. Green's hasty letter to
every once in a while the preacher had to hav a little donation.
ing and quit their churches. Of course THE TRUTH SEEKER
But I think now it would hav been better if I had risked dam· you in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 7th, concerning " The Pro- and Investigator did their part,- as did thei:t' tracts and such
nation. I cannot do without THE TRUTH SEEKER, therefore I posed Change in the League," I wish too say that I too concur books as they hav from time to time sent me, which I distribwith him in indorsing all you say or hav said in regard to the
inclose $3.25 for it and the ANNUAL.
DAVID S. AUNGST.
uted.
League confining its platform to the Nine Demands of LiberalI am very sorry that I was unable to send a small amount toism.
We
personally
do
not
object
to
any
of
the
planks
it
conWESTI<'IELD, N. Y., June 1, 1884.
wards completing the Bennett monument. I am sorry that I
Mn. EDI•ron: In reply to the suggestion of A. E. Ringer, tains, but think some of them are out of place where they are. am left out, and I must tell you how much I hav always symplease allow me to ask, Why not make the principles on which Further, those nine demands granted, we will hav accomplished pathized with our late brother, D. M. Bennett, and our cause.
our republic is founded (that the powers that govern are wonders; like getting the black sheep through the gate, all the While under sentence to the Albany Bastile, while lying in
derived from the governed) a leading plank in the -Liberal rest are bound to follow. Besides, there is great danger of Ludlow Street Jail, I wrote to Peter Cooper to see if it was posplatform? A truth demonstrated in every organic form, and going to extremes, which should be avoided. The nine de- sible to so arrange it that I could take his place in the prison
although ignored by the religion and science of the day, seems mands are the sentiments of all Liberals, but not all their sen- and serve out the thirteen months in his place. I got no anto me to be the only basis on which a republic can sustain timents. Mr. Green says: "There are many Liberals that are swer. Then I wrote to Brother Macdonald to the same effect.
itself. Hoping this question will receive the consideration it not in favor of woman suffrage." If this is a fact (which I I got no answer in any shape. From a Christian standpoint
merits in the coming convention, it is respectfully suvmitted. hardly concede), and they (so-claimed Liberals) should be al- the principle of one man suffering for the sins of others is all
lowed to put ali anti-woman-suffrage plank in the platform,
J. TINNEY.
right, but in the eye of the law if I wish to take Mr. Bennett's
we think it would be deserted by all true Liberals. For how
place, believing him to be entirely innocent, and knowing that
any
can
claim
to
be
Liberal,
and
at
the
same
time
deny
women
STERLING, ILL., June 14, 1884.
he could do so much more good to mankind than I could posMn. EDITon: I am able at present to send my own name only, rights they claim for themselvs, thus denying rights and priv- sibly do, the law will not allow the precedent or plinciple to
11s there are very few Freethinkers, Spiritualists, and Infidels at ileges to their mothes, wives, and daughters granted to uned- be carried out. My object in making the offer to serve out
this place where I liv. But I hope every reader of 'l'HE TRUTH ucated foreigners and negroes, is more than I can conceive. If his sentence was to do my best to cause the people everywhere
there be any such, and this comes to their notice, we hope
SEEKER will send in his name, at least.
to think and pass judgment upon the Comstock laws, upon
'l'here should be one more point added in secularizing mar- they will giv their reasons for the same through the columns the iniquity of Benedict's rulings, and, above all, I wished to
of
'l'HE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
and
oblige
their
differing
friend,
riage, which would also perhaps solve the Mormon problem,
see Brother Bennett free, so that his mighty pen might get
H. H. HUTCI!ESON.
and that is, the marriage ceremony should be performed by a
away with ignomnce, superstition, and intolerance.
United States officer, and not a priest or religious preacher of
And this reminds me of one thing, viz., that inside of fifty
any kind, but a legal oflicer, to make it legal. I hope some
DESDEMONA, TExAs, June 6, 1884.
years the world has got to establish and protect mental and
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $2, for which please send political liberty all over this little globe, or it has got to go back
one will prepare a lecture on the same, which should bQ
"What Objections to Christianity?" and "Interrogatol'ies to to barbarism, as it was five or six hundred years ago. The
printed or published in 'l'nE 'l'nuTH SEEKER.
Jehovah."
Yours truly,
F. C. KnAliiEU.
Bible, with its bankrupt system of theology, must go, and poOrthodox Chlistianity in this place is so puny that the breth- lygamy with it. All the beasts-or, in other words, the creeds
l'en can't get up an excitement. There is not a Christian here -with their seven heads and ten horns, must go. Christianity
BunToN, TExAs, June 13, 284.
Mn. EDIToR: I hav received several circulars from one Liv- who is bold enough to undertake a defense of old rotten Josh- is doing its level best against the religion of humanity. One
ezy, who claims the miraculous power of completely silencing ism. In fact, we are afllicted with but one man who believes or the other must go, and the way I look at it this wonderful
all and any Infidels in the land. He calls particular attention in th~ Mosaic creation-that the world is flat, that the sun did nondescript of a God who is described in our Bible must go.
to his answers to letters from Infidels inclosed, which to me is stand still, and that a woman should obey her husband. So Two things can't occupy the same space at the same time, and
quite m·anlcy for a man presuming so much. I don't see how we are in a reasonably healthy condition.
as immutable law is our governor and our god, and occupies
We are opposed to any change in the League. The addition all space, there is no room for the Christian God, and if that
he expects to make plain the foolishness of scripture by giving
of a straw is often sufficient to break the camel's back. Let us be so, what is the use of an Agnostic, anyway? Why not come
us more of the same kind of hash.
I should be on the watch for him if in Ingersoll's or the stick closely to the Nine Demands of Liberalism andffight it square out, call for the proof of his existence, and whenever
president's place, for fear another Guiteau hatl sprung up to out on this line.
the priests, or preachers, or anyone else, can show us anything
\Ve most heartily second your nomination for president of that he ever did that we can't account for without him, let us
receive a divine command to murder some one. He exults in
about the same kind of tirade as Guiteau did before he assassi- the League.
all fall down and worship him, for those are the credentials we
The "sky pilots" in adjoining neighborhoods hav killed- are looking for, and then he will be eligible to a position in our
nated the president, and to prevent another such sad occuryes, hung, crucified, burnt, and forever damned Col. Inger- Infidel constitution.
rence, I think this apostle should be confined.
soll on account of his last lecture. That lecture constituted
H. B. JoNES.
I hav already bothered you too long, but you will hear from
his unpardonable sin. How sorry we should be that there is me again as soon as I can get out of this high grass. If you
no hope now for the colonel's salvation! We hav heard ex- hav any more loose tracts lying around send me a few for disNEw HAvEN, CoNN., June 16, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed please find three dollars to pay for pressions from Christians relativ to this lecture as being the tribution.
Yours for tlie right,
E. BRooKs.
most damaging thing ever given to the public. A great many
'l'HE Tnu-rn SEEKER another year.
people
in
this
state
are
realizing
the
validity-the
truth-in
the
I also send you some circulars th11t I received in April from
GREAT VALLEY, June 10, 1884.
S. G. Lewis, of Grass Valley, Cal., representing a work which charge that" every God is the fossilized nightmare of a savage
Mn. EDITOR: Among the many thoughts that manipulate the
fiber of my brain tissue, is one that I am and hav been your
he calls, "A Revelation in Sexual Science." I gave some of brain."
Wishing THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER every possible :success, I re- debtor since the 15th of last April, to the amount of three
them to some friends, and they wished me to send with them
A subscriber,
A. C. MARTIN, M.D.
dollars in current funds, for one of the best papers published
and get the book, which he would send for 25 cents per copy, main, as ever,
in America-one that is ever welcomed by every thoughtful,
or five for one dollar. We sent the dollar and received five
CAWKER CITY, KAN,, June 12, 284.
free, and progressiv man and woman, while to those that
envelopes, each containing eight pieces of paper, 5x8 inches,
MR. EDITon: I think it was R. W. Emerson who said that take the ipse dixit of thus sayetb the Lord, as the final of all
the contents mostly from other writers. I suppose he got my
name from the "l<'recthought Directory;" and now will yon tell the masses of mankind can understand a principle only as its truth through faith, and without investigation, by all such
what name would "be the most fitt.ing for him, fraud or hum- light falls on a fact. Now, I wish to illuminate a fact in the THE,TRUTH SEEKER is feared and shunned, that is, if they !1lav
bug'/
Yours,
C. ·w. CoREY.
interest of Mr. Hacker, our Liberal free-land man. I will, if the capacity to ever learn there is such a paper, which, we are
he will come here, see that he gets all the lUEd he can work as sorry to say, is the case of but a small number as yet. But
BUTTE, MoN., June 11, 284.
long as he livs. It shall be good land, well situated, deep, then, you know, the chicken must first break the shell and
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $6.30, which please apply asl&di- rich soil, not a tree or a stump on it that would woigh one emerge therefrom before he can be said to to be an independrected. I think your paper is better than ever, especially since ounce, or swamp, or any oth8l' objectionable feature. He shall ent chick. So let TaE TRUTH SEEKER keep right on in the
the "Children's Corner" was started. \'\That tenderness and pay no taxes in any form. It shall be prairie land, and deeply even tenor of her ways, until- the independent chicks shall
pathos in that sketch of "Susie's Death!" John Peck is a plowed, close to the city; or if that don't do, I will buy as constitute a majority, instead of as now a minority, and then
good one; his articles suit my tl\ste. I feel sorry for Elliott many town lots not five minutes' walk from the city, and place each individual chick will know it has as good a right to crow
Preston and Mattie C. Mitchell. Vivisection lll>IY be wrong, him in possession of them on the above terms. Now, Mike, do on its own dung-hill as perchance the mol's pretentious game
but I do not think the doctors use unnecessary cruelty. They you hear me? If you don't come up and take that, shut up ! who would fain hav us believe his ancestral blood was of the
need practice to get nerve for man's benefit.
You don't know any more about the land question than a horse pure Jehovah stock; and then won't we cocks and hens, who
I do:a't use liquor, but sincerely hope these inflammatory does about astronomy. I am just as much in earnest on the hav had the courage to trace his pedigree, crow and cackle
prohibitionists will use more cold language. It is only brutes home question as any man, and I fancy I hav seen some of with joy unspeakable and full of glory?
that abuse whisky. During our long winters, the saloon is a this country and hav been as poor as any one. I hav traveled
And now I will submit my case to the wise decision of yours,
great help to our poor who cannot obtain work; and cabins in twelve states, and upper and lower Canada, and passed the J\llr. Editor and patrons of THE TRUTH SEEKER, whether or no
and wood are very scarce for many an honest workman. They first twenty years of my life in England. I hav been a cripple there won't be a great decline in the general opinion and price
get light, warmth, and reading for nothing, hundreds of them. from infancy, consequently am an incapable, and my sympa- of the Jehovah church stock, all of which I respectfully submit.
And all this must be stopped to save a few chronic drunks. thies are with that class, the only class any one need to trouble I listened to the profundity of a reverend Adventist the
The saloon is all right if used right_
about. All others can take care of themselvs_ I am fully other evening; one of those wise ones who can harmonize the
In regard to human happiness, I think Elmina is right. aware of the greatness of the home question, but as the world Bible and make the fools understand it. He was quite a glib
Those persons who can see nothing but crime and misery on is, I can see no way of bettering it than each one for himself. talker, with a &a!lctimonous connteua,nce, which said ~

~ffiJrS Jrom- tJ~itnds.

earth must be bilious and experts in the use of government
socks. From my own experiencl') and observation, I believe
the majority of the race are happy. I hav had to "rustle "
without aid since I was ten years old; am a cripple, hav no
education, no brains, physlcally weak, and hav always been
poor, but yet I am satisfied witp_ life; am happy though I
"could harrow up thy soul " with tales of suffering. Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER family happiness and good luck,
I subside.
FRED. CooKE.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE Q8. 1884.
actrons, at least, "I am more holy than thou." He said in the
course of his remarks that through the Advent explanation of
the Bible, a representativ Infidel had of lute been converted,
and that he had the pleasure of leading him down into the
water. I asked hinl for the name and residence of said Infidel. He said his name was Williams; couldn't think of given name; said he lived at Steamburg, this county. I said,
"What do you think of the conversion of Brother C. B.
Reynolds to Freeth ought?" He said he thought he was going
to the bad. Said I, "You think him honest, do you not?"
He said he had his doubts still. I asked if he would meet
Mr. C. B. Reynolds at our place, in debate on the question
of the divinity of the Bible. He said no; that he would not
debate witli one who denied the divinity of the Bible. So you
see one must first believe in the divinity of the old tmclition
book in order to get a chance to prove it otherwise. Hocus
pocus, presto, change! under whi_ch box is the little joker
now? Great is Diana of the Ephesians. I am a Spiritualist,
a rational one, I hope, of THE TRUTH SEEKER so1·t. Good-bye.
A. F. ALBRIGHT.
HUNTSVILLE, ALA., June 14, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Who is Livezey? He keeps on sending me
printed or lithographed letters, though I wrote to him that it
would be an easier task for him to d_rink the Atlantic than to
try to convert me, the red-hottest Infidel he possibly could
hav found on the face of the globe. Nevertheless he loses no
hope, it seems, and, to a certain degree, he must consider nie
a dog; the more yon beat him, the more he thinks of you.
One letter is headed, "Two honest men out of sixty Liberalists." What is his profession?
Harper's illustrated weekly takes great pains in photographing Taylor, Worthington, and Bradley, three newly-elected
bishops. Three hard-working printer~ or farmers I would hav
preferred. Bradley (Catholic) is thirty-eight years old, Taylo1·
(J\Ile~hodist) is sixty-three .years old. Both hav found Christ,
and him crucified, and all the balance of the nonsense. The
pithiest, the most true, the most to the point saying I hav
heard or read since my illustrious birth, is Ingersoll's sentence,
"The clergy know that I know that they know that they do
not know."· It struck me so that it has given me lilleepless
nights, and any amount of food for reflection.
HENRI :g_ALING.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., June 14, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $2, for which please continue
my name on the roll of your patrons, as I cannot afford to do
without THE TRUTH SEEKER. I expect to keep its company as
long as I remain in the body. I hav never been so unfortunate ns to belong to any religious organization, church, or
creed, but hav always been an earnest seeker after the truth.
And now being in my seventy-third year, I feel that I am nearing the close of my present state of existence, and knowing
how anxious the church and Christians are to claim Infidels
after thay are past defending themsel vs, their past persecutions notwithstanding, I therefore wish to intrude upon
your valuable space and time, for the first and probably the
last time, to deny publicly any claim they (the Ch1·istians) may
make to me or mine, through THE TRUTH SEEKER to its many
readers. When I hav left the body that I now liv in, I wish it
to be quietly laid away without any display or pompous
parade. I forbid any religious cant or hollow mockery over
it in the way of preaching, praying, or psalm-singing. As I hav
kept clear of such things all my life, through respect for the
body I hav occupied so long, I should not like to see it desecrated after I hav left it. As I believe I shall simply pass
from this stage of action to .a better and happier one, I wish
my friends to so act and be cheerful, and not drape themsel vs
or their house in mourning_
Believing in progression, I expect to take up or continue
life beyond the grave, just where I leave off on this side.
F. WHEELER.
SoUTH DARTMOUTH, MAss., June 15, 1884.
MR. Em;roR: I highly approve of the suggestion of our friend
at Arrowsmith, Ill., under date of May 25th (Mr. Penn Kirk),
that the "Letters from Friends " be published in book form.
"I second the motion," as they say at town meetings.
There seems at. the present time to be a good deal of discussion on the tariff question, some advocating protection, and
others free trade. I can very well remember-say as long ago
as 1842-when President Tyler vetoed the Tariff bill which
passed Congress at that time, and which was in the interest of
protection, that the tariff question was the question in political
circles. The Whig party advocated protection, and the Democratic party advocated free trade. President Tyler, as all
know who are conversant with the history of the United States,
was a candidate for the office of vice-president on the same
ticket whereon Gen. William Henry Harrison was a candidate
for the offioe of president, at the election m November, 1840.
Gen. Harrison and Mr. Tyler were the candidates of the Whig
party, and were placed in opposition to President Van Buren
and Vice-President Johnson, the Democratic candidates. Gen.
Harrison and Mr. Tyler were elected by a decisiv majority over
their political opponents. The tariff, and the alleged extravagant expenditures of the Van Buren and Johnson administration were the leading issues in the campaign of 1840. When,
as is well known, President Harrison had been in the office
but one month he died, and was succeeded by Viee-President
Tyler. When Mr. Tyler vetoed the Tariff bill there was a
rupture between him and the Whig par~y, all the members of
his cabinet, with the exception of Hon. Daniel Webster, of
Massachusetts, secretary of state, resigning in a body. The
Whigs were not very complimentary in theil· language toward
President Tyler, calling him "Captain Tyler," "His Accidency," "traitor," etc.
Passing from Mr. Tyler's administration down to the present time, it would seem that the tariff question has been rather
in the background in consequence of the slavery question, and
the reconstruction legislation of the Congress of the nation,
growing out of the late conftict between the states, occ•pying

its former place. Now, however, there seems to be some prospects of protection and free trade coming to the front again
by entering into the coming presidential campaign as a prominent issue.
I hav read more or less on both sides of the tariff question.
There is very much to be said and written both in advocacy of
free trade and protection. Clay, Webster, Greeley-not to
make mention of others of less note-argued in favor of protection. John C. Calhoun, of South Carolina, Thomas Hart
Benton, of Missouri, familiarly known by the cognomen of
"Old Bullion," owing to his 1,1ndeviating advocacy of hard
money, Gen. Lewis Cass, of Michigan-men very prominent in
the Democratic party-were for free trade. After having read
the arguments, pro lind con, and after having given the question much thought, as also careful consideration, I hav come
to the conclusion that a protectiv tariff builds up and enriches
the manufacturer at the expense of the consumer. I am of
the opinion that if the question of free trade and pl"Otection
were to be fairly and squarely ln·ought before ite people, the
latter system or question wouid be voted down. The Whig
party, from 1835 or '36 up to 1856 (when the party died a natural death) tried to get their system of protection indorsed, but
most signally failed. If the present party in power (the Republican) tries this plan during the ensuing p1·esidential campaign, the chances are that it will fail as signally as did the
Whig party.
EDWIN H. BARTLETT.
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sic, etc., that I enjoyed at class meetings and other religious
D. F. M.um&.
exercises.
Your honest Agnostic fl·iend,

IT IS ALL IN US.
"No man understands any greatness or goodness but his own.
I swear the earth shall surely be complete to him or her who
shall be complete.
.
'rhe earth remains jagged and broken only to him or her who
remains jagged and broken."
Thus writes America's greatest poet, and thus decides the
philosopher when he says, "We judge others from our own
standpoint." And thus it is with all of us. Elmina is glad,
greatful, and jubilant, because her lines are cast in pleasant
places, because she has a heredity of hopefulness, and an appreciativness of the good, the true, and the beautiful. It is
all in her and she can't help it. She has not uninterrupted
health, or wordly wealth, great scholjj.rship and mental genius.
She dwells in a small brown shanty and dresses in calico.
She has dug and delved, and scrubbed and scoured. She has
passed the fiery flames of sickness and death that hav robbed
her of parent, sister, and her only darling girl; but over all
and through all, the bright sun of hope has smiled and
beamed. Sweet flowers hav shed their perfumes, and gay
bird-notes hav threaded their melodies. "From the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh."
Nevertheless, and notwithstanding we allow a broad ma1·gin
for this natural inherent hopefulness, the fact still remains
that even as sunshine abounds more than storms, so does happiness abound more than misery. Wil\ our friend Severance
SouTH BosQUE, TEXAs, June 4, 284.
claim that wealth is certain to insure to its possessor that which
MR. EDIToR: As I was a private church-member for about is most desirable and enjoyable? If all else is compatible,
seventeen years, and an honest believer in its dogmas, with then wealth givs happiness. But as it is, it is the workers, the
your permission I will giv your readers some of the mistakes comparativly poor who liv in huts and hovels, "whoso only
the common people labor under as regards conviction of sin, capital is thoir muscle," that really enjoy the most happiness;
conversion of the soul, being born ag11in, heartfelt religion, not the ignorant and reckless poor, but the middle classes
etc., from my own simple experience.
of life-the laborers and thinkers. I hav been as happy when
For thousands of honest people take the foregoing evi- standing over the wash-tub, or weeding the onion bed, as I
dences as positiv proof of the genuinness of Christianity and hav when threading the mazy dance in a ball room, or riding at
their acceptance with God. First, I was taught that I was a my ease in a palace car.
sinner, and unavoidably so, caused by Adam's transgression as
It is all in us. When I take a walk in the cool, breezy woods,
well as my own, and in order to obtain God's favor and hav a I do not not go along pooping into old decayed logs, or crevices
possible chance of escaping hell and gaining heaven, I must in the rocks, hunting for snakes, centipedes, and lizzards; nor
repent of my sins-and Adam's, too-get forgivness for the am I listening for the howls, snarls, and growls of wild beasts.
same, and as an evidence of said pardon I would be made to But I watch for the shimmer of the sunshine th1·ough the
rejoice for the hope and tho change of heart experienced. All leaves, and look for the lovely wild-flowers that laugh and
these explained and rehearsed on all revival occasions by the smile at me from covert and hedge. I hearken to the myriad
clergy, in whom I had the greatest confidence, I never doubted cheery notes of insect, and bird, and breeze; of the gurgling,
their truthfulness.
laughing rill; and the thousand melodies of nature, and my
When I was about eighteen years old I set about "getting heart is filled to overflowing with "swootness and light."
religion," as we called it, and while attending a Methodist
It is precisely in this way that I go into a neighbor's house.
camp-meeting I was persuaded by my Christian friends, also I do not look into dark closets for hidden skeletons, or undor
the convincing arguments from the pulpit, to go to the mourn- beds for dust and dirt, or com monee Loring thorn with perers' bench and "seek Christ while he may be found." There sonal sorrows or grievances of my own. But aiming to talw
I prayed and was prayed for. I agonized, and was so earnest sunshine along with me, I go full of cheeriness and friendin the matter, anclimagined myself such a sinner, that I felt to liness, and, therefore, meet bright smiles and happy gestures,
be a great criminal in the ey!ls of God, although I never had and hear pleasant grret.ings, kind words, and merry baclinage.
been a bad boy, for I had been strictly moral all my life, had Mr. Severance says, "If this world is so comfortable and
never been drunk, sworn an oath, visited any place of bad re- happy, what means this universal protest for more freedom,
pute, or broken the Sabbath; but I was taught that there was more rights .and privilegeB to enjoy life, and why is Elmina
less hope for a moral person than a desperately wicked one, trying so hard to bring on a millennium by removing tho tenth
and I should plead nothing but unworthiness and total de- or hundredth of misery and unhappiness?" I would answer
pravity. After praying- for hours and trying to perform the that this continual protest for more freedom and more rights
duties required, viz., exercising a living faith in Christ's power is precisely what is keeping people strong, vigorous, hopeto forgiv sins, and waiting for thafproof "which takes no de- ful, and happy. Giv a man all he wants, and what would he
nial," and makes the mourner shout and praise God, the be good for? It is wants, desires, and hopos that stinml1tte
meeting closed for the night and left me without the satisfac- and impel us to continuous industry and keep up competition,
tory evidence. Next morning I went to the brush, away from energy, and life. If we do not work to rectify the tenth or
any human beings. There I prayed and poured out my very hundredth of misery and unhappiness now existent, it will soon
soul in humble, honest prayer and confession to God, after increase and multiply till it becomes nine-tenths and ninetywhich I felt greatly relieved, but clid not shout. On the way nine-hundredths, and this is why Elmina seeks to do her part
toward this good work.
back to camp I met one of tho ministers, who saw that I was
I deny none of the horrors friend Severance so graphically
helped up, and he asked me if I had found the pearl of great portrayed· but to insist that these are the fate of ninety-nino
price. I answered that I felt better than the night before. hundredths of our brothers and sisters, is only to add to the
He said that was good proof that I was on the "king's highway misery by proclaiming its inevitability. Des!roy hope and you
to holiness." This spirit of satisfaction increased, and after crush all motiv for improvement. We hav hved among ".factory operativs" all our lives. Mr. Blenker began work m 11
hearing the next sermon I was exultant in the faith, happy to woolen factory when a mere boy; our son began work in n
know I had escaped hell and had a home in heaven, which is factory when he was so small he had to stand on a block of wootl
enough to make any wretch rejoice. If he is of a nervous tem- to feed the picker, and worked for one cen~ a day, and fath~r
perament he will be noisy; if not, he will be quiet, but happy. and son still make their bread and huUu1· m the woolen mill
And in after years, when any heretical idea woulq come up here, and I will wager that .either of _th~m, as well as any
"hand" now in the factory, will say thmr lives hav boon more
in my mind I would think of these as a positiv proof that the than nine-tenths sunshlne. One lady weaver said, only yeHidea was a suggestion of the devil, and that there was a reality terday, that if she could liv forever right here just as she n_ow
in the religion of Christ, and that I was an heir of God, and a lives, working in the factory for her daily J;lread, and havmg
joint heir with the LQrd and savior Jesus Christ, and accepted her children kept, and never: he:solf knowmg OlfO well day,
that and the love I had for the church and Christian people as she would accept this life m hen of t~e promised he~veu
of Christianity, or any futuro life ever p!Ct~red to her VIew.
a positiv proof-" for we know we hav passed from de!tth unto And right here I echo her statement. G1v me a thommn•l
life because we love the brethren."
more years of just such lifo as I hav had, and 10,000 top of
I hav heard almost hundreds of Christians tell their religious hat and I will take them gladly in preference to being "froerl
experiences, and they coincided with my own surprisingly, fro::n this prison-house of clay." I don't care if there are n
too, which was another proof that I had religion. I hav led in thousand worlds to come. Nature will be nature througlt
them all. Sickness dise!tse, misery, crime, and "unsatisfied
public prayer-meetings, love feasts, class meetings, and had cravings " will be ir{ overy one. Perfect happiness is imposprayer at my own hearth-side. All this I did because I thought sible. It would be stupefaction. I hav never "desired annihilation." I love life. But we don't hav all we love. I adore
it to be my duty.
The first convincing proof I had that there was a mistake beauty, but I am homely; I crave woalth, b~t I am poor; I
somewhere was when I made the acquaintance of a few Infi- worship youth, strength, and '?uscle, but mm.e !1-re fast passing away. No art has yet discovered the ~hXIr of oternnl
dels. I found they were as honest, peaceable, and charitable youth. None will ever find that of et~rnal hfe or unalloyed
as our best Christians, and at the same time I was studying happiness. But all this should only stu;nul~te us to make th,,
phrenology and physiology, with some other scientific works, best of what is and snatch pleasure as It flies; labor for th•·
by Fowler & 'Yells, Spnrzheirn, etc. 1'hese caused· me to en- bright, the beautiful, and t~e good, and look on th~ ~ilv?l'
large my list of books, which I hav given much vah:able time. lining of every cloud that flits over our pathway; reJOICo Ill
the good the world so lavishly bestows, and do what thou
Being a poor man, I could not invest much in books, but read cans't to add to the great ocean of happiness.
and studied what I could get for all they were worth, with the
.
full intent to giv a rational answer to all reasonable questions, "What you giv me I cheerfully accept,
A little sustenance, a hut and a g11rdcn, a httle money, as I
for I believed it could be done from a Christian standpoint.
rendezvous with my poems;
.
But alas for our expectations !
A traveler's lodging and breakfnst, as I Journey through IL~
A5 my letter is already too long, I will close, for I would love
states.
to tell you how, while a Christian, I felt called to preach, etc.; Why should I be ashamed to own such gifts? Why to advertise for them?
and, too, how, since I became convinced that ChriBtianity was
For I myself am not one who bestows nothing upon man tUHl
a myth, I hav such strong inclination to lecture and tell what
\\roman,
I do know about the absurdities of these deluding, emotional For I l)estow upon any man or woman the entrance to all the
evidences; for I hav enjoyed these same soul-cheering, heartgifts of the Universe."
- Whitmun.
ELM!NA.
felt religious feelings at the Infidel gatherings, with good mu-
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Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River,
Mt.tss., to whom all Communications for this
Corner should be sent.
" HIB life IB long whose work IB well,

And be his station low or high,
He who the moat good works can tell,
Llva longest though he soonest die."

'11ry Again.
King: Bruce of Scotland nung hlmsel! clown
In a lonely mood to think;
".ria true he was monarch, and wore a crown,

But Ills heart was beginning to sink.
For he had been trying to do a great deed,
'l'o make his people glatl;
He had tried and tried, but couldn't succeed,
And so he became <tUite sad.
He flung himself down In low despair,
As grieved as man could be;
And after a whlle as he pondered there,
• I'll glv It up," said he.
Now just at that moment, a spldor droPt•ed,
With Ita silken, filmy clue;
And the king, In the midst of his thinking, stopped
To see what the spider would do.
•rwas a long way up to the celllng dome,
And It bung by a rope so fine.
That how It would get to Its c'Obweb home
King Bruce could not divine.
t BOon began to cling and era WI
Straight up wit II strong endeavor;
But down It came with a BIIJlpery sprawl,
AB near to the ground as ever.
Up, up, it ran, not a second to stay,

•ro utter the least complaint;
'rtll !t fell Btlil lower, and there It Jay,
A little dizzy and faint.
ts head grew steadY-again It went,
And traveled a hair yard higher;
'J'was a delicate thread It had to tread,
And a road where Its feet would tire.
Again It fell and swung below,
But again It q1tlckly mounted;
'1'111 up and Uown, no.w fast, uow sJow,

Nine brave attempt!l were counted.
• Sure," ct·letl the king, "that foolish thing
Will strive no more to climb;
When It tolls so hard to reach and ellng,
And tumbles every time."
But up the Insect went once more,

Trunk railroad, and is in plain sight for a clean
stretch of more than two miles, and as it is
made up of many lines of railroads, it has
many colors of cars-red, yellow, green, blue,
white, and brown; while some are green with
great reel shields painted on their sides, and
others are red with white stars; but I cannot
enumerate the many varieties, and as th&y go
gliding along through the blue meadows and
green field:;, they remind one of some great sea
serpent, panting, snorting, and spitting fire'
and steam.
In any direction you may look may be seen
cattle (one involuntarily exclaims, "Cattle
upon a thousand hills"), reel, white, brown,
dun and black; staid old cows, frisky,frolicsome
calves, and bellowing, pawing bullocks. 'l'hen
the horses and colts, the lightcfooted fellows,
how they play and caper! Just across the
road are three of them, "yearlin's," their owner
would tell you; two are black, and one is what
we used to call, when I was one of the little
folks, "dapple gray." How their coats shine
a:; they play " dare" in and on t of the grove,
adding life and picturesqueness to the scene!
Then the birds; oh, the birds! What a lot of
them, and how glad they are to get back; and
how busy they appear to be, hunting places
for building nests! One bluebird awaked me
every morning in April, tapping on my chamber window, trying to see if it could make a
hole big enough to get in, but, he finally gave
it up, so now I sleep in peace. I opened the
window, but he thought he would not come in
unless he coulJ make his own door. 'l'hen
there are the jays, robins, red-headed woodpeckers, blackbirds, meadow-larks, brownthrushes, and snipes, all screaming and chattering at once, filling the air full of sound,
song, and melody, while the mocking-bird,
pe1·ched upon the highest tree in the neighborhoocl, almost sets the bird-world crazy with
his mimicry and teasing.
The Baltimore
oriole, with his red and black plumage, and
the wild canaries, with their soft, yellow
browns and grays, and the red-winged blackbirds, and the bright golden-yellow hammers,
and the little brown wrens, and the reelbreasted robins, flitting in and out, among
tho maples, look like animated blossoms.
'l'hcn, there are the white pigeons, great blue
hawks, and high-stepping and noisy chanticleer, and the mother hen with her little
downy chickens. Isn't there a lot of things,
and little children, too,· with their print
dresses, and sun-bonnets, and the boys in
their straw hats, now here, now there, hither
and thither, into mischief, and out before we
can catch them; getting hmt, and having fun;
laughing and crying, app:nently as aimless
and thoughtless as the apple blossoms borne
upon the wind; now gathering flowers, daisies,
buttercups, violets, wild p:-msies, star-flowers,
and dandelions; hands, hats, and aprons full,
then flinging all away, and off, pell mell, after
one of those living blossom:; called butterflies!
When all tired out, away they go to the barn,
to swing, or roll in the hay, or lie idly on the
tloor, and watch the swallows building under
the eaves; as wild and careless as tho calves,
colts, and birds.
'!'hero is so much room; so much clean
fresh, s wcet-scentecl air; such long straight
roads, with grass, knee deep, on both sides,
allmosaickccl with flowers; so much time to
look at the farm-houses in sight, eighteen of
them, not one nearer than half a mile, and
some four miles away. Almost all hav a bell,
and if one rings half an hour sooner than is its
wont, how all who hear it speculate about it.
Is some one sick? has a tramp frightened the
women? or, has some one come? How we
wonder why one neighbor tmns untler his
sod, while another plants grass ; why one
plants trees and another cuts trees clown-we
can see it all going on, miles away, and wonder and gossip about it. It is like a great living, moving picture, with its emerald hackground, and its framing of oaks and maples.
Ancl then, in the evening, how pleasant it is
to sit and watch the cows go home, "long
strings of them," as the children say! How
soothing the far-away tinlde, tinkle, of the
bells ! How beautifully the foliage of the
trees lights up under the reflection of the setting sun! How plaintiv the note of the ·ringdove ! How sharp and shrill "Bob White "
peals forth his note ! What a time "Whippoorwill" iti having, as he screams faster and
fatiter, until, all out of breath, he is compelled
to stop and gather himself together for a fresh
start! But, mercy, mercy, there is no end to
it all, so I will stop shott oil'.
How I wish yon could all enjoy it as I do,
for I assure yon it i,; a sweet and charming
picture.
E. L. HuLL.

Wonders in Natnral History.

STANDARD BOOKS.

A single female house-fly produces in one
season 20,080,320 eggs. A wasp's nest usually
contains 15,000 or 16,000 cells.
·
A queen bee will lay 2,000 eggs daily for 50
days, and the eggs are hatchecl in three days.
A swarm of bees contains from 10,000 to 20,000
in a natural state; in a hive, from 30,000 to 40,000 bees.
Two thousand nine hundred silk worms are
required to produce one pouml of silk; but it
takes 27,000 spiders to produce one pound of
web.
Spiders hav four paps for spinning their
threads, each pap having 1,000 holes, and the
fine web itself is the union of 1,000 threads.
No spider spins more than four webs, and when
the fourth is destroyed they seize on the webs
of other spiders.
The river Rhine carries to the sea every clay
145,980 cubic feet of sand. or stone.
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'

h

~g ~

50
1 25
1 5U
1 50
2 25
2 25

"APPLIES OF COLD."
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1. 25. This very
excellent work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a secon1l
has been leaned at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. 'l'hls new edition has a I•hotograph of the
author which adds very much to the value of tho
volume.
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75
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55
H!stoVo?t~,~~~.'. ~. • -~~~:·. -~-~~~. ~~. ~~~-~~~·•• ~~ 75
f~Wl~·c~~1lsr!'d'WltJ"irJ3!t.Pr~: l!'B~b~nW:w;,i.;:. ~ uo
ber ...................... ····· .............. 1 00
llook of Scottish Anecdotes. By Alex. Hfslop.. 1 25
CooKery, :Med1cine, and Farming...... . .. . . .. .
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BOOKS FOR CBILDREN!
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60 .ltt
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etc...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 1 00 .1

Common Scu.se Housekeeping. By l'lllllls
Browne ............••••.......•..•. "···· ..•.•
50 05
The Complete Cook Book. By Catharine Stew·
Ah, ms! 'Lis an anxiousmiuute;
art............................................ 85 .1
He's only a foot from his cobweb door,
P.oman Catholicism, Old "nd New................
5U .0
Oh, say! will he lose or wlnlt?
t.~~g~:a1aY!sscA~fi~J.'."i:S~;,;:.; ... ·s;:·.::"hai-i.i8 65 .o
Lamb ...................................... . 90 .10
Steadily, steadily, Inch by Inch,
Rogues'l>Ictlonary. By Geo. W. MatseU .. 75 07
Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. The
Higher and higher he got;
Reminiscences of Saratoga. .By Wm. L. Stone~
00 .12
Tue Phy·iclan. Bound volume ................. . 25 0
Price, 20 cents.
And a bold Ilttle run at the very last pinch
The New York CookBook. By lllarle Martlnelo 85 .10
Put him Into his natlv cot.
Life of Elizabetl>. Queen of England. By .Ag.
lies Strickland.. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 .20
THE YOU'fH'S LIBERAL GUIDE. The Serpent
Charmer. lly Louis Rou.sselet. .... 5U .Zl
' Bravo, bravo l'' the king crled out;
'l'ennyson's Poems Complete. Illustrated. . ... . 15 .22
By
Prot.
H.
M.
liO'l'TlNGER,
A.M.
Price,
$1.00.
"All honor to those who try;
Wars
o!
tbe
Jews,
or the History of the Destrnc.
This volume aims at the education of youth in the
tlon of Jerusalem. By Flavius Josephus.. 1 IJO .17
'l'he spider up there defied despair,
prlnctpJes of Freethought, at the same time that It
He conquered, and why shoulun't 1 ?"
lnci.t!cates moral duties and human rights from a ~'t~~~~~"Jo~~~~:;,~e':'£'ra~Tar.1~"t:;"J~~~'h'I~: 1 oo .19
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
ton.................... . . . . .. ..... ........ ... 2 00 .3
Publlc .Addresses of John Bright, M.P. Edited
And Bruce of Scotland braced his mind,
Addre86
THE 'l'RU'J'H BEEKER.
by James E. Thorald Ro~ers... .. . . . . ... . . . . 1 00 .20
And gossips tell tho tale
The Cedars. More of Chl"d LICe. By Ellis Gray. 60 09
l'hat he tried once more as he trleu berot·e,
The Italians. .A Novel. By Frances Elllot...... 00 11
TWO
LITTLE
RED
MITTENS;
The Romance of the J<'orest. By .Anne Ratcllffe 75 .10
And that time did not ran.
~·amousl'rench.Authors. ByTheophlle Gautier 1 ,5 .13
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWA.Y ALMSHOUSE.
Gill's Life of Poe. I!lus. ... . ....... .. .... ......... 50 .lU
Pay goodly heed, all ye who rear],
Public
Life of the Earl of Beaconsfield. With
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
portrait .... ,............. . ..... .... .. .. .. .. .. 7o .1
And JJown.re of saying, "I can't,·"
Speeches from the Dock, or Protests of Irish J:'aPrice 10 cents.
For sale at this otllce.
'J'Is a cowardly word, and apt to lead
trlotlsm .......... _. ..................... ..
~0 .14
Prince of Wales In India ......................... . 65 09
'l'o Idleness, folly, and want.
Ten Nights Ina Bar Room ....................... . 7!1 :os
Arabian Nights Entertainment ................. . 85 .12
Whenever you find your heart despair
Book of Nature. Intended especially for the
married. II!us............................... 1 00 0
Of doing some goodly thing,
The Rille and the Hound in Ce?;ton~ Ill us....... ci5 .i
Con over this strain, try bravely again,
IIOW
HE
WON
.AND
WORE
I'I.
~g~~r~:r~:t~~~il':,~rk-(Vo~~ 'ititi ~:~~?~e~a~~vgg 2 uu .u
And remember the spiller and king.
edges ....................................... : 2 ua .1
'l'his is a book of 300 pages, em bodying the Goethe's
-Eliza CooL
Poetical Works. Half calf. Marllled
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling poredges......................................... 2 l)(i .1
1\ledlclne Made Easy,or, Universal Healtb Book 75 .1
trayal
of
Society
Life
as
it
A Prairie in May.
Pope sPoetlcai Works. Full gilt. Illus .......... ~ ~~ .1
now exists.
Dante's Poetical Works. -jull !f1;1t. Ilius ........
.I
I wonder how many of the Eastern little
The thircl edition of this remarkable book ~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~d~c~ ~~fs~~f~d~: £~m~n~~~~8 1 25 2
has just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
Kelghtloy . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 1 (JO 20
olks ever saw a great prairie in May.
Works of TlJOUJOS Moore. Argyleedltlon
D. Weaver. It is a story of thrilling intm·est, Poetical
I ]mow some of them hav not, and thi~
Large octa.vl), Bnun<l iu gt'cen u.n•l gutu.
thoroughly
dramatic,
pathetic,
fascinating,
Red bordered ll<l~' s. 1'ull gilt. l\Ju!;... .. 3 00 32
>eantifnl J.VIay mowing, I feel just like trying
Works of JMult'~ Argyle edition. Largo
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's Poetical
octavo. Bound 1:t l>r·.,wu and gold. Htd
o make a word picture of one.
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "RichboNe red !'ages. Fu'l gUt. lllll•.. ... .. ... 3 1'0 .3
Men Wlw Have Htscn . .A book for Boys ......,. 7o .0
The one in this part of Indiana is known ns
m·cl's Crown " is to the cause agitating the Life
of Davy Vrocketr... ... .. .. . .. .. ... . ..... ... . 7G 1
masses of the people of to-day.
the ''Grand Prairie." Just east of us is a long
li:lisha Kent Ku.ue,and Other Explorers..........
75 1
Printed in large, ne1v type, on fine, heavy tl~e~~~d:&~~g~~~~M~i;oi;,; "iii;st· ;,i:· iiit;8in.: ·: ::: +~
Htrip of prairie land called the "'l'wenty
paper.
Beautifully
illustrated
with
eleven
Talne's History of Engllsll Literature. 2 vols.... 3 5U .3
Mile."
But this Gmncl Ptairie is rightly
Uoon~'ctlon of tho Old un<l New 're~ta.engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title Historicai
ments. By Humphrey Prideaux, D.D. 2
named.
8omc of our Eastern folk who m·e
in gilt, embossed on the back and side of the
vola........................................... 2 65 32
!Vlysolc London, or Pbasc~ of Occult Llfe lu the
used to mountains, and rocks, and mighty
book. Price, $1.iJO. For sale at this office.
British Metropolis. By Rev. Cllas. Mor!oe
wnters, might not sec the grandam at first 8ight,
Davfes, D D.............. , .................. .
Bu~hanan ·s Domestic Medicine ................. . 1 %il·:M
bnt it is like Old Ocean, grand in its mighty
w lllttler's Poems. Full gin ... ., ................ . 1 75 1S
Swa!Jian Storie•. By Tbeodore Tilton ......... . 1 30 .12
vastness, beauty, and peaccftllncss.
I hav
Wll'l:l
Free .Mason's.Monltor. By~. A. Davis ......... . 75 .10
Lectures on Art. By John Ru•kln, M.A ....... . 75 06
seen the Atlantic at Cape May, aml at NantasThe Life of James a Garlleld. By J. M. Bundy.. 75 09
CHANGE
OF
DIET.
ket, when I said to my daughter, "How much
Owen Meredith's Poetical Works ................ . 1 25 17
REVISED AND ENLARGED BY l'HE AU1'HOR. H(llllle Comforts, or Things Worth Knowing In
it looks like one of our groat Western prairies!"
Every Household.............................
85 .14
CommonSense 1uBustness ..................
1 00 13
Now, as I sit at my window, I say to myself,
IN NINE PARTS AND COURSES.
He Giveth His Belove1 Sleep. Jfull gllt. Profuaely Ill us. For our Pious reader. ..... ". 1 ~5 06
"How like it is to the ocean!" 'l'he bluc-gras,;
My God to rnec. Fullgllt, l'rorusely
1 A Word from the Cook.-2 Choice Bits for the ...Nearer
ill us. For our p1ous readers... .. . .. .. . .. .. . 1 25 06
meadows, and the emerald green of tho wheat
Hash.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,Oh Why Should tbe Spirit of Mortal Be ~roud?
fields, as the wind plays upon the long, slender
4 'J'he Chopplng·Knlfe.-5 Hash, l!'lrst
Full gilt. Profusely \Ilus. For our pious
readers..... .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 25 06
Oourse.-6 Hash, Second Course,blarles, appear so much like the swells of the
Breaking Waves. Jr'or our pious readers........ 1 25 OB
7 HMh, 'J'hlrd Course,-8 (;Jhange
The American Farmer's Handbook. Sheep.... 2 25 21
sea; an(\ tho orchards, with their snowy blosof Diet, First Course.-9
Callfornlans and Mormons. J3.y .A. E. D. De
Change of Diet, SecRupert........ . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 US
soms, are the white-capped waves. The disond Course,
Richard Wagner a. d the Music of the Future... 1ll() 12
"Grimms
Fatry Ta\ess...................... :. . . . . . 65 \2
tant trees look like clouds, low down in the
By WARREN SUltlNJ~R BARLOW,
Row to Cook. By Marlon Hohnes................ So 08
horizon, and the great farm-houses and barns
Author or
Tbe Danites. By Joaquin Miller................. f>IJ ·'J8
Recoiiectlons of Geo!trey Haml.yn. ~Y Henry
can, by a stretch of the imaf,>ination, bo conTHE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
Kingsley.. . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . •. .. . 65 11
Price,
10
Cents.
'I'
he
'l'rnth
Seeker.
The
Hlllyars and the Burtons... .. .. .. . .. .. ....... 65 11
vertecl into huge vessels lying at anchor,
Leighton CoUrt. A Country House Story........ 65 1"
1\usttn Elllot...... .. . . . .. ........ ..... ..... ....... .• l\5 11
or lighthouses built upon rocks; the little
Ravensboc ... " ................................ ~.....
65 11
Golden Throne. By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. Love
white-covered creamery wagons, darting
and Tralll!i•lon: .A plea for the reallzatlon
Author of Prometheus, Gottlieb, Ingerof known truth and righteousness. By
around from house to house, gather·ing up the
Mary E. Tillotson........... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
soll and J esns. A Raclical Romance of
Sonnets . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . .. ... .. . • . .. S 00 20
cream, look like tiny sail-boats tacking about
pioneer life, delineating the virtues of Shakspere's
The Science of tile Bible; or, .An Analysts of
Hebrew .ll!ytuology. By M. Woolley, M.D S 00
natural humanity as opposed to the hyand dodging the larger vessels, while the newly ANSWER TO PUZZLE IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
Dictionary of the Jllllle. By Dr. Wm. tlm!Ih. 111. 3 00
pocrisy of a supernatural religion; crowd- Marriage
.TUNE 11, 1881.
m the United Star.es. By .A. Cartier... · 5U 06
broken gnmncl !tppears like great sand bars.
eel with incident and full of progressiv 'fhe BtlJlo of Humnnity. Bt .Jules Miclleh t ..... S 00
Two-third:; of a lllile sonth runs the Grand
David Livingston.
Knight
Templurh;m.
llluB .... u•~••;-;.\ . , ...... 100 ~
ideas and the poetry of the future. $1.00.
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Liberal Meetings.
[League• and.Libera! and Spiritualistic Societies in the
U:nited State. and Canada muting regularly, can hav notices of their m.etings pub!i3hed m thi3 co!W1111'1.fru if the
officers will send them to us.]

BEES!

BEES! BEES!

FROM $2,000 TO $5,000

MICirrGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and The part!cul rs are slmplv to prevent the great loss that
moat bee masters havto contend with annually. Tben glv
Terrace st.
the bees a clJance tf) 1ncredse and collect surplus honey trJ
their fullest capacity; au of which can be easily accomWISCONSIN.
pl!shed by nslng the kind of hive described 1n •· Kidder's
MILWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League Secrets of Bee-keeping."
a
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity ~."~~~ir~: ~og~~~d see how easily It can be done with
THIS BOOK 1S A RELIABLE GUIDE
Hall, 216 Grandavenue.-Exei·cises: Lectures,
to nll persons that keep bees, especially to the novice or
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
new beginner, as lt teu.ches how au of the troubles and
OHIO.
CLEVEL.!.ND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.

MAINE.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
and aiscussions are held every Sunday, 2·30
1
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
OREGON.
PoRTLA.ND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BosToN.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2:30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
ALTOONA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PHILADELPHIA..-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue; at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TRUTH SEEKER arrd Liberal books for
sale.
PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss. NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
League's Hall, 177 Haloey street. Exercises
consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, iJ! which all present are invited. to
participate.
Admission free.
CollectiOn
taken. Communications for the League
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
CANADA.
ToRONTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially invited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Catharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
GANANOQUE, ONT.-Gananoque Secular Society meets every Sunday evening at eight
o'clo~k in Acton's Hall. Free Libmry and
Reading Room open all tlay Sunclay. Visitors
and strangers always welcome.
Geo. G.
Meikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
NEW YORK.
.ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M.. Gell:eral
business meeting and debates and discussiOns
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEW YoRK CrTY.-The American Spiritualist Alliance· meets every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Pu blio cordially invited. --Arcanum Hall,
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
and 7:30P.M.
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th str!'~t, C_?rner of .south
2d street, at 7:45. Spintual and Liberal
literature on sale. All invited.-- The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially invited, :Poc.>rB open atl1:30 P.¥,
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dlsappotntments that the bee master 1& liable to, can be
successfully overcome, such as Foul Brood, Dysentery,

Bee. Robbery, Rovuges of Moth M111ors. Loss or Queen
loss of bees In Swarming time. by tllelr lllgbt to tile for:

A

l'U.llLI:3llED AT THE TltU'rH SEEKEH. OFFICE.

~~y ~:::.NG
1

them when putting them on, or taking otr surplus honey
boxes, and not get stung In the whole operation.
BEE-KEEPING FOR OUR SONS AND DAUGH'l'ERS.
1

1

bl~t~nes\~~:!'t'h~~~tu~ :•::~;\:S,';; ~.:,~~ei~~·;J'~~~h"~

su.me time remain at home with their parents. The au..
thor has known of several young men whe commenced
6

~~r~u~~i e~f ;~:ub~~~~ t~~f:e~i6~hg~~:r:h~0Va~~~~!~5

doing It easily and with small Investments. We must
also remember that the women folks often make the best
of bee· keepers, and not so liable to neglect them as the
menfolks.
KIDDER'S BEE BOOK
should be In the b~nds of all persons who like honey, and

eats. a leo the great loss 1u winter and ellrly spring manage. take an interest in the little honey bee. Itcontatns more
is usually more than nll other ways com.
than m11ny books that sell for two dollars, null ts
btned. '1\his bol)lf wlll also inform the bee maeter BOW matter
wttll numerous cuts and drawings. There 1::J
BEES WILL INCREASE AND THROW OFl< SWARMS embell1&hed
no trouble. lose, or d1unage that a bee master has to conto an enormous extent, all conditions betng favorable. tend with bnt what tlle book will glv the proper remedy.
ment~ whi~h

~:ct,oi~uBJog~s u~~e~ret~~c~~t~~~~~~r~~~r~~~ou~reti~Tt~

by simply

referring to the Index, and that will point to the

swarm once or twice eA.ch. with a good. hive and rigb.t pafneo'~d';;~iLi1~~~ht~t~~a~~~~e prominently before the
kind of management. In warmer clunat...,s the bees w111
increase and swarm to a much greater extent.
~f~~o{ob;:c~e~g;d;~~~~; .;}~~~o~~0f~~~a ;tii~i~,a~! al~t1i

GREAT YIELD OF SURPLUS HONEY.
July next, tile prlv!lege of making his Celebrated Patent
This Book will Inform the bee master how to get the Bee Htve. as spoken of in book, for tlteir own use (but
greatest amount of surplus honey, and at tlle same time not to sell) Free ot Charge. otherwise there wlll be the
llav it in sn;all Packages weighing three-quarters of a usual Patent Fee of Five Dollars to eacllludlvlclual that

pound to two o three pounds, as may be desired, which wishes to make and use tile hive
will comm 1nd t, e highest pricf' in market. In a good
PRIUH, BOA.RD BOUND, 75 cents; CLOTH, 85 cents.
season the bee keeper may calculate on two or three
N. B, The directions for hive maklngwltn cur.s. draw·
hundred pouuds of surplus honey from each old stock,
ings,
etc., wlll be inclosed within each book sold, nnt11
and from fifty to one hundred pounds from the earlier
young swarm11, especially if they do not over-swarm.

~~~~.:'mil~g~,lg~e~~2,· oi'~b'ti~~~~~!l~~:~r.;~t~g'j~k:gt
NO :MORE BEE:STINGS IN MANAGING BEES.
pi• to buy a book at the Regular Price, before July
The Book .will post the bee-keepers bow to manage next
Add•·ess

Grimes ~ Preachers
IN THE

UIITfO STATtS AND CANADA

TIIE TRUTH SEEUEU,
33 Clinton I•Iaee, New Yo•·k,

f A RA DA Y PAMPH LETS.
No. I.-The Relation of' the SJ>trltnal to
th.- Material Universe; the I.aw ofc:oo•
t••ol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit
ltl.

Faraday. Price, I5 cents.

No. 2.-0rigio of Lit'e •

Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution or
the Spirit rrom Matter through Organic Processsell;
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 couts.
No. 3.- 'I' he neveloJunent or the Sr>irtt
After 'l'ransition.

From May, 1876 to May, 1883.

The Origin or Religious. By Spirit M. Faratlay.
Price, 10 cents.

THIRD EDITION.

Or, How We Think. By Splrlt M. FaraLiay, Prlco
15 cents.

TRANSLATED

OUT

OF

No. 4.-'I'he Proeest!l or Illental llet.Iou:

THE

ORIGINAL Noi.,?;,-;-Tlle Ol'igtn ot· t.he Cbristiru•lteii~How the Pagan Priest;~ of Uome Orlgluntecl ChriS·
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
tlanlty, Confessions or Its Founders. 'l'rauserlbod
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Prlee, boartls, 75
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
COMPARED AND REVISED.
RoJDe, Not BeUalehmn, the BirthJ~laf!e of

By M. E. BILLINGS,
AUTHOR OF

Jesus.

Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Wlao Wrote t.he New 'l'estarnent?

Extract from No. 5. 1'rlee 10 cents.

BOWLES I•AIIII•HLE'l'S.

"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UNHOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,''
"HOLY CROSS,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.

NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMEN'r, OF
No. 1.-ExJ>erieneet!l of Stunuel Howl<•H,

Late editor of the Sprlnglleld, ll'Iass., Republican, In
Svlrlt Life; or, Lifo As He Now Sees lt from a SpirItual Standpoint. Written through the mecilumRhlp
or OARRIE E. 8. ~'WING, or Westfield, N. Y. 25 cents.
Later Papers ot' Stunnel Bowles,

written In August, 1883,

A. i!IUJ>plenlent 'l'o No. I

"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Liberal J~eague, says of this book: "This is a
severely, ;,.wfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

PRICE,

2~

CENTS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

.
FAI_.,,SE.

And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. B. Twlng,
J'4odlum. Price, 10 cents.

No. 2.-Contrast."' in Spirit I,ife:

And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BOWLF..S, late
editor or the Bprlngtleld, Mass., Rqmblican, In the
llrst five spheres. Also a thi·IIJ!ng aceouut r,r the
late President Gar!leld's recovt!on In the spirit
worlll. Written through the hand or OAilltiE E. B.
TWING, Westfield, N. Y. 142 vages, Price, GO centB.
A.ehsa W. SJ>r,.gue•s and llfury Clark'"
Expericucet!l in the Jo'irst 'J'cn SJ>IIercs
of SJiirit Life.
~0

Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y. PriCe
Couts.

THIRD EDITION.

E:IJlLE

~IYTifS

AND THEill

CLAJl.,~fS.
Parallels in Other Religions.
ll.
Being a Comparison or tho Olcl ancl New 'l'estament

-BY-

JOHN E.REMSBURG.
Revised and Enlarged.

Myths and Miracles with 1hose or heathen nations or Antiquity, Considering also their
Origin and Meaning. WHh numc;rous lllustratlons.
The object or tho work Is to point out the myths
with which tho Old and New 'l'os1aruou!.ll abouud; to
show that they wc;re held In common with othor nntlono; and than trace them to their ovldeutoriginand
explain their meaning.

"It has long been acknowledged by the most emiPrice, 10 C'rl:l. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ. nent
l!lbllcal students that the Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical elomout; but, so rar 11H wo
AS A
know, the present Is the llrst completo ancl scholarly
atttompt to trace these myths to their source, and
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT ascertain their orlglnalslgulllcatlon. "-Boston Cour-

IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsbtug are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the' penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Chmch and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform· the Church and the Republic.
Thes~ pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.

John's Way.

Radical story.
15 cents.

A. pleasing domestic
By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEB.

Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Translated from the German of Zschokke by
IRA. G. l'riosHEB, L.L.B. A deeply philosophical narrativ, intensely interesting.
l'rice cloth 76 cents; paper, 50 cents.

ier,

"Never berore bas thero been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research for tho
origin or these myths as does this one just publishod
by J. W. Bouton, or New York."-Boston Times.
"It Is unquestionably true that the results or a
rationalistic study or the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work before us,-N, Y. Sun.
1 Vol. Royal 8vo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price,

•

•

•

•

•

$3.00

sent postpaid, on receipt or price,
Acldress,
~'HE 'l'HU~'H SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, Now York.

Improvetl or unimproved lands
In the state. For luKANSAS '•anywhere

tormatlon, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to

WA'l'SON
1y13

&

'l'HRAPP, or C. H. CUS'l'ENBOlWER,
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.

"ANT I CHRIST."
Provtng concloBIVIY that
THK STORY OF JEBUB CHRIST•
HIB birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-la a myth.
TRUTH SEEKER Ol!lce.
Price. $2.W.
ss Clinton Place, New Ya'il'-

THE 'fRU'I'H SEEKER ANNUAJA.
l'rice, 25 cents.

Resurrection of Jesus.

Showing the

contrauictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BEr,L. Revised eclition. 25 cents.

Rm'elations of Antichrist. An ex-

haustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian era. 446 pages and full index. Price, $2.

rrlw Anonymous Hypothesis of' Cre·
ation. A B1·ief Review of the socallecl Mosaic Account. By JAMES F.
FuRNrss. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Brain aiHl the Dible. By EnaAn

C. BEAI.L. With a Preface by HoBERT G.
INnEnsoLr,, who says of it· "ThiH !Jook,
written by a bravo and honest man, is
fille(l with brave and honest thoughts.
'l'be urgnments it presentH cannot be answerecl by all the theologianH in the
world." Prico reduced to $1.

The Creed of Christentlom.

Its

foundation contrastecl with it.s superstructure. By IV. n,\'l'HRONE GREG. One
of the clear~st an 1 ahlest wod;s ever
written. $1. 50.

The Essence of' Religion. From the
fierman of L. Pr.;u~~tmAcm. An thor of th
Essence of Clhristitmity, d<'. Iu cloth,
reduced to r.o cents.

'l'lw Gotlly Women of' tlw llihle.

A

IIist.my of all the women wlto1igm·P. in tbe
Bible. Hh~trp tmcl telling iu stylo. Paper,
50 cents; elol h, 7G ceuts.

'l'he Heathens of the Heath. A finelj
written Hadical
DoNNl~Lr., author
Creeds, D1ty of
!Japor, 80 eents;

romance. By \VM. Me:
of Exeter Httll, :J.'amil)
Itest, etc. GOO pages
cloth, $1.25.

'l'lw Holy Uible Abridgetl.

Contain

ing the choice passages ancl lovely mor
ceaus particularly pleasing to CoMS1'0<>K
lG~l pages. Paper, :lO ceuts; cloth, 50 ctH

The ;rnmieson-Ditzler J)ehate.

A

ni11o-clays' dollltto on nod, tho Hihlo
Uhristiauity, mnl LiLoralism. HetweCI
W. F. ,JnrmsoN alHl Uc;v . .TAc:on Dn1-r.1m
D. D. l)aj)er, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Tlte J;egenlls of the Patri:u ehs. By
B. B.mrNG-GouLn. $1.GO. '!'he l!onyregationalisl, in spe:tkin~; of it, says: " 'J'here
are few Bible rearlers who luw not at some
time wishocl for jn:1t snch 1t volume. It is
a thoroughly iutCH'l\Htiu[i lJook, aucl will
lJO Hei7:ecl wiLh avidity hy all students 0
tho BiLle.

The Martynlom of' Mau.

Eml)l·acing

tho fonr cliviHions ol' W:tr, Heligion, Liberty, awl Intel I net. A work of mre merit,
!lllfl written iu. a snpr:r;rn· style. By WIN·
worn> ltJ·~AIJI>. Nmv oclition. 544 page~.
l'riee retlnccrl from ~q to $1. 71i.

'J'he Old l<'aith and the New.

A Con

fession. By DAVJJJ J•'nn:m:n•cu HTHAUss
author of: tho "Nnw Lifn of .fcsuH," etc
Anthori7,ncl tmrlHlation frout tlto sixtl
Gcn·m1tu edition.
Uy MA't'IIIT.vg Br.mn
'l'wo volmueH in one. 'l'ho trrmRiation
rovisncl ancl partly I'ewritten, and pre
ceclocl hy an Ameriean vcmion of tho au
thors "J>rof:ntor.v Postseript." Strauss
is too well known hy tho ron<lm·s of A mer
ica to rO<l'lil'<J n singlo woril to be said in
his pmiso. l'ricn, $l.li0.

l'he Outcast. A cleep, finely-written
Hadirml story. From tho London P<lition
By \VrNwooJJ ltJ•anE, anLiwr of "Martyr
clnm of: JV[an." :!0 r:eulH.

'l'lw Vro awl Con ol' Sn}uwnatnral
ltel il;ion. B"th HitleH fairly autl
:liJiy proseuLecl.
fly K K Gmr.n, ex
Universalist elergylllall. J>apN, :!0 c:ents
cloth, li!J emd.s.

'l'ho lt:ulieal Pulpit. Comprising dis
e .• nrsos ot adv:cne"'l tilonght..

By 0. B

Fno'l'JLJNnHA:'Ir a11cl :FJcr,Ix. Aur.F.n, two o

Amm·iea'H elcnrc:Hf. tldnkers. By 0. B
FnoTHINHJI.A~r: 'f1H~ }Jc·w Honf? of Christ
mas, 'l'he Dop:trtccl YnaTs, Lifo as a 'l'es
nf Ureed, Apocryphal Hooks of the New
'l'cstament, 'l'ho !-;cetarian Hpirit, The
American Gcnt.lmnan, 'J'ho Language of
the Olcl 'l'estmnrmt, 'J'hc lJogm:L of Hell
'J'be V:tlne of tho Higher Sr:ntiments, 'J'ho
AmAri can La<ly, 'l'he Consolations of l'tn
tiou1lliHln. By FgLJX AJJu:u: The Ethic.
of the Hocini QJH:H(ion, Emancipation
Lectnro at Ll10 Rncond Anni V(:rsary of the
Society for Ethical Cultnr,, Onr LeaLlers
H:tv Wo Still a lteligion? Conscience
!'rico, iu cloth, Sl.
'

The R11al Ulaspltemers.
H.

K~o:r.so,

A.M.

By Col. J

l'rieo, 50 cents.

Truth Reeker Colleetion of Forms
Hymns, and Reeitations. Con
taining forms for organizing societies
marriage, funeml services, naming of in
fants, ohituarx notices, epitaphs, etc
Also 525 Liheml and Spiritualistic ltymn
for puL!ic meet.ings, funerals, social gath
erings, etc. 'J'o which nre acldecl beautiful reciiationij for various public occallionl, 550 pp. Cloth, 75 cents,

'l'H~
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Agents for The Truth Seeker.
The Death of Ahab, Homerized.
1 Kings XXII.
Attend, ye powers, at your dread sovereign's call;
Ahab at Ramath Ctllead must fall,
So we decree. Now let the courier speed
With falsehood fired to consummate the deed,
So shall our righteous vengeance be appeased,
When death's cold hand the recreant wretch has
seized.
The courier sped at dread Jehovah's nod,
Approached the earth, concealing all the God.
The holy prophets saw, at once they knew
(A cloud concealed him from the vulgar view),
But hoary,headed Mlcalah alone
.Received an adverse mesaage from the throne, _
Now two huge antlers Zedekiah brings,
And straight approached the throne, where sat the
kings.
o king," he said, and raised the antlers high above
his head,
Then In the solid ground he plunged with rorce.
The earthy fragments llew along the course.
So shall thy sword thy timorous roes disperse.
'Tis God's decree, hiB message I rehearse."
Israel's vain king by God's decree misled,
Urged on the light and In the confilct bled,
His chariot letl the field for him too late,
The perfidy of God had sealed his fate.
When gods essay their vengeful spite to try,
Priests, kings, and people In one carnage lie.
Brooklyn, N, Y.
N. SAWYER,

A Gospel Temperance Orator O:ff
Duty.
The f~ll~wilig.appeared in a recent issue of
the New York Sun. The description of the
'noticeable gentleman" fits the Rev. Mr. Sawyer, who conducts religious revivals under the
name of gospel temperance meetings at the
Cooper Institute in this city:
A GENTLEMAN PRACTICALLY DEMONSTRATES HIS
IDEA OF SIN.
A gentleman of fine physical presence sat in
Mouquin's restaurant in Fulton street at six
o'clock last evening. Other diners could not
help noticing him, although he sat well toward
one end of the long room, and enjoyed such
further seclusion as was ·afforded by a screen
set against the wall on the side of the table toward which he faced. A companion, floridfaced, with shortly cropped black hair and side
whiskers, sat with his back to the screen, a~d
gave orders glibly to the waiters in French.
He also spoke fluently to the head waiter in
German. With his large, noticeable companon he spoke easy, idiomatic English.
i
A quart bottle of red wine and a jug of sel~
zer stood on the table in addition to one or t"jo
excellent dishes.
i
Several in the room seemed to recognize tlje
noticeable gentleman, but no salutations wete
passed,-· .. He· kept· his- face ·steadily· toward -tl:le
screen. He wore a Prince Albert coat buttondd
high up about his sturdy body. His shoulders
looked three feet across, and an observer would
say that it would take a four-foot tape mell!lure
to encircle his chest. His head was small and
round above the ears; his dark hair was closely
cro1)ped, and he was slightly bald just about
the crown. His face was longish and benevolent looking, in spite of its square jaws. His
moustache was especially peculiar. It was
heavy and brown, with a definit broad patch
of creamy white just to one side of the center.
A second quart bottle of red wine was set
upon the table.
The noticeable gentleman. employed strong
Amel'ican idioms in his conversation, such as,
"It is A1, I can tell you." He drank his full
share of the wine. In fact, he never allowed
the beverage to rest for half a minute in his
glass. The instant his companion poured it,
which he did with reasonable industry, adding
a trifle of seltzer each time-presto !-the noticeable gentleman shot it into his interior like
a flash. He was alert, and he got considerably
more than half of tho two fat bottles that were
set upon the table between the hours of six and
seven.
,
At seven the waiter brought two long tapering glasses filled with cracked ice. A minute
later the cork flew with a hilarious sound from
a frosty bottle, and the slender glasses were
filled with champagne. The champagne was
all consumed.
Shortly before eight three new comers entered by the Ann street door. They all recognized the noticeable gentleman, who l'Ose
flushed and pleasantly jovial. One of them
said to •im:
"Are you off to your gospel temperance
meeting?"
"No," he replied; "we are shut up until the
fall for repairs."
.... _
After that tim-e the temperance meetings
which he conducts, which are widely known
and popular, and in which he urges total abstinence, will be continued as usual.

THE 'fRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
l'rioe, 25 oents.

ARIZONA.
J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.
CALIFORNIA.
A. Berenz, 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
COLORAD,O.
M. V. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
S. B. Wright, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
E. Keith, Animas City.
CONNECTICUT.
J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
KANSAS.
Chris. Brown,.Burlington._
MASSACHUSETTS.
Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICmG.u<.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
MISSOUlU.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
NEBRASKA.
Thomas Foreman, 1414-Chicago street, Omaha.
OREGON,
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
l'ENNSYLVANIA.
George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phil a.
A.M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny City.
TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
VIRGINIA.
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.
Charles Watts & Co., London.
The American and New York News Companies will furnish the paper to news dealers
upon application.

D. M.. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Aronn~

tho Worl~.

FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
With a steel plate enaraytng of the ant;hor In Vol. I.
and eacb volume lllnstrated wltb forty-seven cnta.

BY D. '111. B-ENNETT.
Late editor of TH• T&UTB S•IIDll, antbor of ",A Truto
Ieake• In Europe," "Gods and BeUgfona of AnCient
and Modem Tlmea," "The World's Sages,Tklnk·

ars. and Beformera.·• uchamplona·Of
the Church," etc., etc.
Haodson~.ely boond in red cloth, $6.1>0;
in leather, red edges, $9.1>0; in
DI.OrOCCO, gilt edges, UO.I$0.

Readers of TB& TRUTH SuKRR know tbe clrcnmstances
nuder wbiCb tbls work was written. Tbe last words
penned by tbe lll'eat antbor were for tbe fourth volnme
wbiCb wus nearlY completed at his death, and wbiCb will
now contain an account of bls world-lamented death and
burial. MJ. Bennett wa.s a very patient and ialtbfnl
chronicler of tbe babfts and cnstoms of tr.e dl1rercnt peoples of tbe many ·places be visited, Tbe every-day
life of all nations Is laid before tbe reader by one wbo bas
visited them and beheld tbem wltb hiB own eyes. Particular attention Is paid to tbe progress of Freetbongbt In
tbe varlons countries be visited, and tbe morality of socalled pagan nations Is contrasted wltb tbe JUorallty of
Christian conntr1es, mncb t& tbe detriment of tbe latter
Tbe work Is a
·

D. :M. BENNETT'S WORKS.

EVERYLIBER&LSHOULD
POSSESS
THE LIBERAL HY.MN-BOOK.---'160 Beautiful Songs
of Liberty_and Freethought. Read' and sing them
at Home. Read and slng.them at Meetings. Teach
them to tbe Children. Price 25 cents.
DIANA.-Evolutlon In Marriage. The Higher Law.
Altism made practiCable. Unhappy marriages
prevented and cured. PriCe. 25 cents.
BURNZ' FONIO BHORTHAND.-A complete Belt:Jn.'
structor In the art or Verbatim Reporting. PriCe
$1. Bend for circulars.
THE SPELLING REFORM-And How to Help It
Price 10 cents.
The above works sent promptly on receipt of price.
BURNZ & 00., 24 Clinton PlaCe, N, Y.

Man ___;Whenc.~ and Whither.
By B. B. Westbrook, D D., LL.-B.,

Author of" The Bible.-::-Whence and What?'
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from arationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
ss Ollnton Place, New York

ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

A Truth Seeker Around the World

Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
engraving 'of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; inmo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The World's Sages Thinkers, and
Reformers. ·1,1)71? pages, 8vo. Cloth
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges
$4.50.

The Champions of the Church;. Their
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50 .

The Gods and ReligiOUS of Ancient
and Modern Times. Two Volumes.
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges
$8.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series of
letters written in prison.
Price $1.50.

The BIBLE-WH£NOE and WHAT?
BY. RICHARD B, WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B,
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. P1ice, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SS Clinton Place. NY

A Truth Seeker in Europe. .A. series
of letters written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the Intemational Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was. a delegate, followed -by a de
scription of what he saw in- England,
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are .worth the price
of the book. With a steel-plate. por~rait
of the author.· 850 pages. $1.50.
·

ORTHODOXY.
A Lecture by

Col Robert G. In;,;-ersoll.
"The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not know."
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
the United State!! should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE THUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

GARRISON IN HEAVEN.

The Semitic Gods and the Bible

Treating upon the gods of the Semitic
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary;-and the Bible. To the latter 230
pages are devoted, showing that book to
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

Judaism, Chl'istiaulty, and Moham
medanism examined historically
and critically. It is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages
Price, $1.50.

A DREAM.
PRICiiJ 'lliJN CliJN'lS.

.Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER,
ss Clinton Pl.. New Vorlr.

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT. and Rev. G. H.
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Chlistian neighbors. 550 l)ages. Price, $1.

OF

D. 1\1. BE!llVETT.
Sent by Mall for Flfty eents.

A.DDRESS THIS OFFIOE Bennett-Teed Discussion.

PROBLEM OF THE UNn ERSE,
AND

What Objections to Christianity 1
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. MArn divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2: Miracles and supematural achievements hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and _his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; MArn denies. This is
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH

33 Clinton Place,

New York City.

SOME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOG Y
By S.&JJIUEL P •. PUTNAM.

Ingersoll's W"orks.
The Gods.

In five lectnrei;l

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
comprlsl~,

go:~·;d'Je~~:l." alne.'

11

"Tbe Gods," "Hum-

In 1V1dna.Uty.u and u Here·

The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25

• ,I~g~n~~ffb.~~~:~rlgJe:!~~·a~.W~l'_!~~~ F~~J:.~
der Clark," "Tbe Pa.st Rlaes before Me Like a Dream,"
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
tn Ill1nots;" .. The Grant Banquet," u The Rev. Alex-an-

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

TRUTH.:
A Poem in Three Parts.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
Dedicated to Truth Seekers,. Spiritualists,
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
and Impracticable Christians.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court.. upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Containing a picture or the

JEWISH JEHOVAH-

. As Described by the Bible.
"There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and
llre out of his mouth devoured: coals were k1Ddled
with It" (Psalms xvlll, Bl.
40 pp. HandsOmely executed.
Price, 25 cents..

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION
Founded upon the Life of
AFOLLONIUB OF TYANA.

H<?W the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated
Christianity.
Transcribed by Bl'IEIT FARADAY, late EleCtriCian
and Chemist or_ the Royal Institution,
London, England.
Price, boards, To cents; paper, 60 cents.

ANCIENT MAN
IN AMERICA.
INCLUDmG

Betwee11

D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and· Earth. Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

THE

Freethinker's History of the World. Price 20 cents. For sale at this office

Tbls work and "A TRUTH BEEKER IN EUROPE"
obonld be In everr Liberal's library Besides Ita lotalnsiC
worth It Is a memento of one of tbe greate•t Freethinkers
be world bas known-of one wbo ranks wltb Voltaire
and Paine In tbe force and Clearness of bls writings.
Address 'lHiiJ 'lRU'lH BliJiiJKliJR.

Over 700 pagea:

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
·

5 cents.

LteiTogatories to Jehovah. Being
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish
Godship upon a great variety of subjects.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75_ cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giYing many church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Pnpe:r, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilglims in the Land ot' Yahweh:

iilso the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

The First Epistlf of Bennett the
Apostle to the Truth Seekers...
Works in Western New York and
10 cents.
other States, together with StructWhat Must We Do to be Saved 1 PaThe Great Religions of the World.
ures in Central America.
Intel'Views on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

per, 25 cents.

SKETCH OF THE

LIFE AND CHARACTER OF
SALADIN.
(W. STEWART ROSS.)
Avery Interesting biography of a remarkable man
Price 10 cents.
Addreaa,
THE TRUTH BllllilKEB.

10 cents.

ByFREDERICK L o\.RKIN, M.D •
.Metnber of IM

.A.msrican .A.ssociatio'll f{JT' tM .A.dvancemont of Bcienct.

Neatly ·Printed, with Numerous TiluJ!trations.
290 Pages.

Price, Cloth $1.50.
Addreaa

THE TRUTH BEEKER,
as ~lilnton Place, New York.

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.
10 cents.

Jesus Christ. Considered as· an Inndel.

10 cents.

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
linfnl Saintlil and Sensual Shepherdi.-
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THE EUREKA

Store.

/

(Established in 1~57.)

MAGNETIC CLOTHING

ROCHELLE, ILL.
Spectal Reductions cin Fine Goods: 1 Pair Diamond
Ea.rdrOps, .4. Karats, f335, worth $500. 1 P&lr do., 2 34
-1·16 k. $24.5, worth $350. 1 Pair do., 1 3·4.-1-8-1·32 k.
$14.5, worth $"200. Smaller Diamonds In Rings, P!nB,
Studds, and Earrings prop(>rtiollatsly reduced. An
Elegant Minute Repeater-striking hours, quarters,
and mlnu tes, In extra heavy 18 k. case, $290, Br3adway price $4.00. An extra tlne 18 k. "Lightning 1·4.
Second Timer" In best 18 k. case,$165, cheap at $225.
One do., "Spilt_ •Second,"' latest Improved "Double
Timer," $190, worth $275. A beautiful Piesentatlon
Watch, tlnest case made In America, large Diamond
In center, best ":J3requet Hair-Spring," Adjusted
American Mvt., $160, worth $250. Lally's Watch to
match, equally low ($100). Gents U k. solld Gold,
.11 Jeweled, American Stem Winding Watches, $50;
Ladles, do., $32.50; do., fancy engraved $35. In 10 k.
Oases, $24.. Fun (15) Jeweled Mvts., "Adjusted," $10
extra. 3 Ounce Sliver Cased Elgin Watches $9. 4.
Ounce Sliver cased, Stem Wind, 11 Jewels, quick
train, $16.50. Same Oase, Fun (15) Jeweled, Pat.
Regulator, $22.50; Same case, 15 Jewels, "Adjusted,"
$25. Finer Sliver Watches proportionately low.
Goode c!escribed In ally Gatalog In the world dupllc&.ted at liame prices or less, sent to any par-t of the
world and ccuh rif'IJ8lded. if root entirely Ba.tisfactorY.
Gorham Solid Sliver Spoons, nicely engraved, $1,75
per ounce. Best Triple plated, Tea Spoons,$!! for 6.
Table Spoons, $4.. Knives and forks, $3.50 per dozen.
Best Steel Spectacles made, $1. Geuuln Pebbles, $2.
Sold by all Opticians for double. It you need a
Watch, Chain, Ring, Pin, or any goods In my llne,eend me a trial order and I will posltlvly please you.
Refer to Rochelle National Bank.

OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Marriage and Divoroe.
By ll.. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
OONTENTS:

The True Ideal of Marriage.
Free Love.
The History of Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion.
Ratl.oiUL] Deductions.from Established Principles
~~=u~ ~~~;~\j~~~ Laws Answered.
Price,: 50 cents. Neatly bound In cloth. For s&l
at this· otllce,
·

MEDICAL and HYGmNIC WORKS.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

Bent on Receipt of Price.

Trail's Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the Fundamenta.ll;'roblems in Sociology. $1.

What Our ·Girls Ought to Know. By
· Dr. MAllY J. STUDLEY. Price, $1.00.

Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure
ofNervousness. By M. L •. HOLBROOK. $1.50.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code
of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains
and Dangers of Child-Bearing. Edited by
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.

The Relations of ·the Sexes.
Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY.

By

Price, $1.00.

Fi'nit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet.
Price, $1.00.

By GusTAv ScHLrCKEYBEN.

The Better Way~ An Appeal to 1\'Ien
in Behalf of Human Culture through a
Wiser Parentage. By A. E. NEWTON. Price,
paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

New Hygienic Cook Book. Containing Receipts for Preparing a Hygienic
Food. By Mrs. M. M. JoNEs, M.D. 30 cts.

Talks to M:y Patients. Hints on Getting Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
GLEASON, M.D. Price, $1.50.

Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins.

By

Dro LEWis, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.

~renatal

Culture. Being Suggestions

to Parents,

By A. E. NEWTON .. 25 cents.

Aids to Family Government; or,
From the Cradle to the School. By BERTHA
MEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J.
MoRTIMER GRANVILLE.

THE

Price, $1. 00.

Eating for Strength. Including the
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred Receipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered. By
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
·

Marriage and Parentflge. In Their

BY

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE

Founder of Nihilism aud Apostle of Anarchy.
WITH A PREFACE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELIBEE RECLUS.
Translated frOm the French by BENJ. R. •.ruOKER,
CURES COLD OR'MOIST FEET.
(Editor of Liberty.)
Bent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR
62 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
GUARANTEED. Pamphle1B and &11 Information by
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
letter or In person free of charge. Bend
38 Clinton Place, New York,
for Illustrated Pamphlet.

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

Address all comm unlcatlons to

CHRONIC DISEASES

Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, tbe Dis
eases of Meu, the Diseases of Women, and tbe varl
ous causes, physical and socl&l, leading to tbe mare
plainly treated by tbat viD.tnesG ot bOOks, PLAili
HOME TALK, EMBRACING MEDIOAL COMMQl\
471 West Madison Street,
SENSE-nearly 1,0\Ju pages, 200 Illustrations, by D1 ,
E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave., New YorJr. ,
Chicago, Ill· whom all letters !roin the sick should be addreueo..
In Its Issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's '.r»u 'lt.
• Pnce, $18. _
BEEKER tbus speaks ot Dr. l!'OO'.rE and his me<ll.\ii.
publications: "We know him (Dr. Foote) perona.•t
TESTIMONIALS:
and Intimately, and we say with all 'tile assuran<-e
Bead the following testimoulals, and be convinced ~ our claims are correct In every particular that knowledge 1mparts that he Is a man of tbe
and that your ailments can be eradicated wltbout ·the aid of MEDIOIN. THEBE APPLIANCES .ARE highest lncentlvs and mot1vs, whose life bas been
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:
spent In Instructing and Improving llls fellow-beings
by giving such lutormat1on as Is well ca.Iculated to
Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia otthe Heart of Six Years enable
tbem to be
more healthy,
more
happy, and
+.... ,,,.. ..... _ .... _ ••
· - - - . ............
- - ·-..
--

DR. L. TENNEY,

One Week.

Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?"

·

CURES EVERY FORM: OF DISEASE
WITHOUT MEDICIN.

-~·-1

Standing Cured in Tlu·ee Weeks.

B. FooTE, M.D.

Price, 25 cents.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.
By E. B. FooTE, M.D.

Price, 50 cents.

Science i u Story- Teaches Anatomy,

~

CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882,·
SHULLSBURG, WIB., Dec.ll, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you tor the benetlt I hav received from your MAGNETIO VESTS for ·about three weeks, I·
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured or Neuralgia of tile Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those a.f· Bide, which had been a source of misery to me for
tllcted as I hav been that tbe elrect was simply mar· the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with parsJy. before without benetlt, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm -and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIO VEST I got relief Instantly. With Un·
a.tter wea.rihg a suit of your :MAGNETIO CLO'.rHING bounded gratitude, I remain
tor one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
<J.Iso been troubled With Dyspepsia and Kidney OOm·
H. A. BROWN.
plaint tor & number of years, from which I hav suffered Intensely, and, a.Ithough doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady
time, never found but temporary rellef. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
tlng on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benetlt, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBOnN, o., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those sulrering as I hav your the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the Only me8.llll of elrectlng FELT Bl!:TTER FROM THE FIRBT HOUR I HAD THEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
·
ON. Am not joking, and It I Improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
1 hav since T:J.esday, will soon be wen. Will report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appliances which will
elrect a cure In a case of Para.Iysls will at the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured In Jess - _
time eradicate CATARRH or DYSPEPsiA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, una.ble to get out, when applied,,
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief can ~e ~~ upoton appll~tlo~ a~~h~s otllce, by any· 1
for the time being. ·
one es ng comm un ca w
er.
.
Ladles, read the following ·testlm ony from a lady who had been sulrerlng for two years Wltb an Ovar- ·
ian Tu:rnor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her Ute, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she Is P ertectly well, and has not taken a dose of
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us When your physician tells you he can do nothlnog
tor you; It will pay you.
.
I
·
SHULLSBURG, WIB., November19,1882, 1
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de- ,
sire tor food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and ('.Onsul_~d !',!lyeral physicians
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopping, all of whom declared that I haaan Ovarian T.u:rnor
-~'l'"-"'"" ........... ~....... v.o::.:.u.v-.~.·.u·-:w:l':ttl;=-J.!J.i~l"\7i""S't:n.-:a:-·vu.:mrl.:lli.&:...'Q.~-.,·ll' ...
and that the only thing that would save my llfe would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rap Y untold miseries resulting frOm Indiscretions or exworse and had about IQade up my ml'lld~to take tbe only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an cesses. A book for every miUl, young, middle-aged,
operation, when my attention was call6dfto 1ihe Eureka Magnetic Appl1ances. As a drowning man and old. It cont&lns 125 prescriptions for all acute
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at l!hts faint hope of a cure. li'our montbs ago I purchased a suit. of and cllronlc diseases, each one of whtch Is Invaluayour appliiUlces. From the very tlrst I felt Invigorated, the tuble. So found by the author, whose experience tor
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
23 years Is such as probably never before fell to the
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
lot or any physician; 300 pages, bound In beautiful
as wen as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliFrench muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
ances 1 h&v not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
teed to be a liner work In every sense-mechanical,
before were constipated, are uow regular. I would therefore
literary, and professional-than any other work sold
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sulrerlng as I hav, believing
In thle country for $2.50, or the money will be rethat they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J, STEWART.
postpaid. Illustrated SaiDJJle, 6 eta. Send now,
Gold medal awarded the author bY the National MedIcal Aesoolatlon, to the otllcers of Which he refers.
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
•.ruts Science of Life should be read by the young
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
tor Instruction, and by the atlllcted for rellet. It
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.
wm benetlt all.- London La.ncet.
There Is no member of society to whom this bOOk
Will not be useful, whether youtb, parent, guardiiUl,
Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
PRICE LIST.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No 4. Bultlnchst., Boston, Mass., who may
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases hav batNerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
tled the skill or an other physola.ns H~AL
Gentlemen's Belts
•
6.00
specialty. Buell treated successfully
Without &n Instance or failure.
s·
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6.00
tvr•s Mention this paper.
•
'

TH ELF

Sciatic Appliances, each,
5. 00
Leg Belts, each,
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets,. each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
•
4.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
S!Jp_erflne Insoles, •
•
•
1. 00
Children's garments npon application.

DR. Ft.LLO
WS
Is a regularly educat-

Sanitary and Physiologicaf Relations, and
in their Bearing on the Producing of ChilAny of the above gS:ments sent to any add:ess upon :ecetpt Of P:tce, and we will return
money
dren of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
If they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncert&ln as to what would best suit your case
By M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. _Price, $1.00.
send us word stating symptoms, and we Will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are olrered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we will
Our Girls, and Some Of the Things guarantee
the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliiUlce ever olrered the
They Ought to Know. By Dro LEwrs, M.D. publlc, andthat
will 011-tlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
Price, $1.50.
hav raised live times their own weight six months a.tter being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smaJlest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having
Dr. Foote's Plain Home Talk and so-c&lled
magnets made of materi&l no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of ret&lnlng magnetism for a
Medical Common Sense'. By E. B. Foori:, moment. . All of our garmen1B are made from the very best material for the purpose, and. Will outlast any
and all other garmen1B now before the publlc. Every magnet Is arranged 1n the garments upon rcimtijlc
M.D. Price, $1.50.
prU!ciplel, and not haphazard as In all the otbers. We otter you tberefore

Hand-Book of Health Hints. By E.

~,

The Only Scienti1lc Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
And challenge comparison With any of tbe so-called magnetic garments now olrt-red under that head. At
'the same time the application of labor-saving ma.chlnery In our manufacture enables us to olrer them
about

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Physiology, and :ff'ygiene. 5 vols. in one. So that we can say With truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trltle higher
.
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vols. than ordinary clothing.
Remember that we afe otrering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and If
bound separately, $5.00.
upon receiving the garmen1B they do uot meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will
Health M:anua1, Devoted to Healing refund your money.
by Means of Nature's Higher Forces; incl udLadies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
ing the Health Guide, revised and improved.
order, and a :O.t guaranteed.
By EDw;m D. BABBITT, D.M., author of
"Principles of Light and Color," "Wonders. AGDTB WAJITBD IR BVBBY TOWJI' IR TBB UJIITBD S'l'ATBS. LIBJIRAL COIIIMISSIONS ALLOWBD
1.44~ lOr IUfUltr llliOnUISSOII.
DB. L. TBRNIDY,
pf Light and Color." Price, $1.00.
•n West Ulldlaon Street, Oh1cago,lll.

ed and lega.IIy quailtied physician, and
the moet successful,
as Ills practice will
pr0ve. He has for
twenty years treated
excluslvly all dlse&ee
o! the Sexual Organs, In Which he
stands pre-eminent.
B PER MATORRH<EA
aud IMPOTENOY
as the result of selt-

::~:1 !~c![~~~~n :'!

turer years, causing
n 1 g.h t emissions by
dreams, loss or sexual
power,renderlng marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured. per-
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Please cut this ~e~i~on Ol,lt,i&~ach it to a blank sheet of, .P·!Io·per, sign your
name and address to xt, get all' your friends and neighbors to d~ the same, and
i
- , 'I , . . . .
---·
·. then send it to this office. , , .. .. .. " .., ,, ,;, ,
·
! No woman should boTrow the husband of a.nother,
.
:··.
:~;~~~~~~~-~:r·
...

, ; u.ifltltl~.~~~fr_~~'fftnt:o(f

<· · -)

pecause It Is no~go.o1 f~r ~a,nJo;J,>e a Ioan.

To the Honorable Senators and Members. of the House if Representatives
United States Oongre.ss :
·
PUT away thy sorrows as soon and as quietly as thou
canst. Though ma.ny may feel sympathy and pity,
few hav much Interest in hearing of others' amlctlons. The chronic invalid Is too prone to lnftlct
upon friends loJ!g accounts of the aches and palm•
that rack the-tortured frame, not realizing that the
liStener Is generally bored rather than Interested,
while his own su:rrerlnga are multlpled by the ;repetition or them. A semblance or cheerfulness, u bUt
merely to make It pleasant for a friend, will often
react upon one's own feelings and create the very
happiness thus slmulated.-Elmina IJ. Sknker.
SCIENTIFic men who hav conducted the battle on
behalf of the less crude opinions hav generally been
lnftuenced by religious aspiration quite as strongly
as the apologists of the more crude opinions, and so
far from religious feeling being weakened by their
perennial series of victories, It has apparently been
growing deeper ,.nd stronger all the time. · The religious sense Is ail yet too feebly developed In most
of us; but certainly, In no preceding age, hav men
taken up the work of lUe with more .earnestness, or
with more·real faith In the UBseen, than at the pres·
em day, wlien so much ot what was considered all·
lmportal!t hail been co~lgneq to the limbo of mythology.-Jol•n Fit.ke's Unt«n. World.

if the
_

.
A republican forin of government being based on liberty, equality, and fraternity, as both means and end, involves the separation of Church and State,
whose union is the worst form of class-legislation and the J)lost infallible. sig:Q.;Of
arbitrary power. A house divided against itself cannot stand. The in:stitutlchis
of this Commonwealt)l should be made homogeneous throughout. · Iinpartial
protection of all citizens in their equal rights and liberties, by encouraging the
free movement of mind, promotes the establishment of truth in whatever direction. Any infringement by government of this absolute equality of its citizens
is the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed against that natural
"justice" which, as the Constitution declares, this government was·fomided to
"establish."
.
.
And yet, thou:gh the first amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says, " Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," .there does exist a union of Church and
State, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, and so proscribes
other religions and forms of belief and unbelief, while ta.xiJ;lg these also for the
support of that special religion~
The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives
among. us are:
1. Recognition of God imd Christianity in State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property from taxation. :
3. Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
· ·
4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
Bible.
.
.
6. Religious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office.
7. Chaplaincies in the Legislature, the Army, and the Navy.
8. Fast and Thanksgiving Proclamations, which contain theological ideas
that m:ay or may not be acceptable to the citizen.
·
·
·
The necessity for this separation of Church and State is more apparent now
than ever before, because of the still greater diversity of religious beliefs, the
many forms of disf!ent from the religion which receives State patronage, and the
growing signs of sectarian strife and ambition in the arena of politics. And
emphasis needs to be given to the fact that the union of Church and State is
a great hindrarwe to the employment of right methods in dealing with many questions
of reform now demanding attention. And most essential is it at all times, and
especially in the present, in order to secure for the law its due respect and
observance, that the people's representatives should exhibit the strictest fidelity
to their trusts by following the l~~ow in its letter and spirit.
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that immediate action be taken by the
law-making power to bring into harmony the the.ory and practice of our govern:ment in making the following principle a part of the fundamental law of the
:land by amendment to the .United States Constitution:

· . The total separation of Church and State, by prohibiting Congress or
any State County, Municipality; or Township from enacting any law that
favors refigion in any of the eight ways specified, or in any other way, or
prohibits the free exercise thereof.

~;;yth~g,i:d.os~~ ~b~~~~at th~~~~men~-

I-see
or IF
humanity,
respect for Intelligence, reverence for
knowledge, belief In the power or sympathy and
kindnesS, the resurrection of the h uma.n conscience,
fal,th In the power of human achievements, ls growIng, Is spreading. Help It grow. Help It spread.
We shallftnd that there Is not an evil which we can
not easily remove; not a burden that we cannot lift;
not a mischief settled upon ua .Jn America which,
when we will, we cannot break away like dust. It Is
so; all that is necesea.¥Y Is that we should feel that
the human nature In us Is coming to Its rights. And
then the angelS will sing their a.nclent song once
more, but they will sing It in our ownl.. arts, and they
will not only m11ke the prom is of "peace and good
will," but they will fullll It,-, Frothingham's Song of
0/trisl!nas.
MEN will wra.ngle for religion, write for It, ftght
for It, die for It-anything but liv for It.-Calton's
Lacon.
His unhappy end has ca.st Its shadow over Ohrlst's
life. He has been continually spoken of as "a man
of sorrows and acquainted with grief." There Is no
reason to suppose that In any special sense he cor·
responded to the prophetic picture. Undoubtedly
he had his sorrows; undoubtedly he was acquainted
with grief. But unless there had been In his private
life some tragedy of which we are not Informed
these sorrows were not of the bitterest, nor was th~
grief of the deepest. There Is, no doubt, In his language a tinge or that sadness which all great natures,
who are not In harmony with their age, must needs
experience, He believed that he had great truths to
tell, and he found his countrymen unwilling to receive them. Here was one source of unhappiness;
and a.nother he had, In common with all Who are
deeply conscious of the miseries of human existence.
But In no special or transcendent sense ca.n he be
called a man of sorrows or acquainted with grief.
So far as our evidence goes, he was exempt from the
terrible calamities that befall ma.nklnd. Free from
all earthly ties but those of friendship with his
chosen compa.nlons, he was not exposed to ma.ny of
the anxieties a.nd trials which aflllct men-ordinary
men. Dying. young, he did not suJ:rer (so far as we
know) from a.ny serious Illness, nor from the troubles,
both physical and ments.i, that scarcely ever fa11 to
beset a longer life. Bereavement, the.most terrible
or human Ills, never aflllcted him. -Amberle1J' s Analysis of Religious Belief,
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Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884
<:E<.

c

WIr EI EIGS:TEEN FULL -PAGE ILL UST RA.TIONS.

CONTENTS:
This World. By George Chainey.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Macdonald.
1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
Liberal Charities.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
Date of Birth and Death.)
The Population of Our States and Te'rritinies.
The Jewish Jehovah. (illustration;)
"That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
Devil. (Illustration.)
Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
Philosophy.
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Useful Measures.
As to Time.
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Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled

"BIO JACK S.MALL."

THE garden season Is here, and the husband
of the woman Who throws-stones.at-the:hens Is get·
tlng ·himself Into a position to dodg~.
·
WHAT resemblance ls.there between kind words·
and the bald-headed? Kind words can· never die,'
and the bald-headed can never dye, e1th·e_r;··
· 1'
~I

<·

•

•

IT Is not generally known that Tennyson, lri hi's ·
early life, was a grain speculator. In his· .. ,Locks~e:Yi'
Hall," he tells us that he "dipped Into the • future."'.;
AN amateu·~ punster Informs us that some <houses
hav wings, and that he has· often seen a house 'fty;' '
We·thought that no parto_t.a house save the chimney
ftue.
·
· ·
·
·
"I WISH I wail a saloon," !mid a lovlng'womanto:
her husband•. "WilY,?" he Inquire!}, wltll. some
degr,ee .of surprise. •• oh; because you'd run In
$1ghteen m· twenty times a day to see me."·
· ·
. ~- .

FOGG says he dOesn't believe It pays in the ·end to·
get your landlord to make extenslv· repairs.·. Putting new wood into ari' old .building is like. p,uttirig
~ew cloth Into an old raiment.
The r!lnt ·is made··
worse,. '
; "PAPA., what Is the tar!Jr?"asked a. congressman's
little boy. Gazing comp,asslonat,!l!Y,flt. ~El ,:r.quth~iJR
knowledge seeker, -and 'sadly' shakt,ng··hls head,· th'e'·
father replied : "My son, I cannot tell ·a lie; I do
itot know..''
..· ·: ,! ··: < . ·
:
.
A MERCHANT 'who. dled'suddenly, ;,ot long ago, left
on his desk a letter he had. Intended mailing to a
correspondent. An Irish cierk; finding i't, sent_ it'drr
iltter adding the postscript 1 "Sln,ce. :wrlt{Qg ,tli&
above 1 hav died.".
· :-:;' ., 1·
"You seem to.teel unusu.ally ~ell this :u'J.ornlng,"
said an ImP of darkness to his sata.nlo majesty.
'•Yes, Indeed," responded the old sinner, ill.cil;lng
his tall playfully. "I hav just hear<). so.me go,od
hews." "What ls that?" "Bob ingersoll ·ls lect)lr;
tng again."

' A GENTLEMAN' in: Richmond, ta.', ha\tia \ia~tslF
named Joe. One morning he: lay. In bed -till nine
o'clock, but no Joe, and., no ftre. The Impossibility'
of shaving with wate~ thlrty_<!-e_grre~ ,below f1re!lll'!n~ 1 ,
·point bronght impreciltlons 'on' tHe tardy' domest'l'c's'
he.ad, when the door opened and Aunt Polly'lillsurely
bega.n to lJght the ftre. ''Where In thunder (the
historian Is nothi!lg If he .Is not accurate) Is th_a,t 1io0.7
of yours? ·I've'· been' w!'-iting for .him two ble!!sed
hours." "Nof,Mar~~ Tra7_, ~ou m~st'c~~~-J~e,'r.
said his mother In her most conciliating tones, ·"you'
really must 'cuse Joe dis mornin•-Joe's dead."
• '

·. ' ).

! i : ~ -: '~ ! -.--. ~

A couPLE of practical jokers living at ,a .big !lP;
town hotel bought a terrapln.wh1le walking through
the market. the other day, and slipped It Into the
bed of li fresh arrival who. had just registered,,·
They watched that nlgtlt uiit11 'they saw the ne\t.'
comer retire. to bed. In· a few minutes a white·
robed' ftgure began shouting down the elevator shaU.'
for the landlord. When the crowd got up stairs, the
victim conducted the la.ndlord to the : bed,. and
turned down the clothes. "Mister Hotel.Keep~rl'•·
said the strlinger, solemnly pointing tci tbe'terlaptn,'
"I'm from New Jersey, a.nd I can sta.nd most' a.ny.
thing, but either that bug or me has· got to take
another room."
··
··
A. PASTOR'~ POINTED ANNOTATiON.'· ,j <
The London Ol<Tistian. World prints the folloWIJ;lg'
guide to
service, lately handed . to .the English
minister In whose pulpit he was to preach. 'The
order was partly printed and partly written-the
written part being. the a.nnotatlon of the pastor of
the church, who had su:rrered much from . th&:
unwritten order of service observed by the choir ana
the congregation :
Order- Eiv~ing Service.
.
I.-Ballooning by the choir. II•-'--Scrlptures ·read!'·
reverently by the olergyman. III.-Hymn. (Oongregational). IV.-Prayer. (Minister, all alone, ~d!
congregation meanwhile wool· gathering.)
v~:..
Gloria. (Further ballooning by the choir all alone·
among clerestory windows, roof, etc.) VI,-Sermon•. ;
Vll.-Hymn. (Oongregatlonal.) Vlii.-Prilyer. (Min;
Isler all alone, congregation wool-gathering, putting
on gloves, getting .coucha.nt r~dy to spring.) .. .!:~•.-:";"~
Benedlctlqn. (Violent stampede whll~ organ, mpves
orr, sky-rocketing and turning handsprings like·&
drunken Bacc!lante.) X.-Bilence and darknesl!,
and the restored presence Of God I
·

.
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Introductory. By the ]llditor.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Calendar for 1884.
The Old Free' Enquirers' Association of New
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Liberal Press. By Peter Eckler.
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By
H. L. Green.
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Leland.
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada.
By Charles Stevens.
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
Foreign Freethought Societies.
The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
What is True Religion? By CharleH Watt~.
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
Sword and Pen. Bw George E. Macdonald.

A YOUII'G Il,l!'-J;l ~;rites to C01J.SUlt us about; .the· best
pattern or health .. lift.-. We-would suggest helping:'
his mother a little with thtl coal :hod.
'

tlle

A CALLOW ~oung man,
Of the good, go_ody sort; ,
Thought a pretty maid to wed,
And though he strove to win her love,
StroV'e not to win his bread. '
.When her sweet eyes looked Into his;
Hls heart went a ftlp-a.ftopping,
And pent-up love would bubble up;
He knew no way of stopping,
11 Alphonso, dear," the ma.l~e~ a.ske.d,.. , .· · --;,
" Wbere'il come our bread a.nil butter?"
He quickly drew her to his side
A.nd whispered: "If you'll be my-·brfde
We'll trust the Lord for dally·bread;.' ·
And Deacon G~'ll trust us for butter."
.

.

.

~ :1

'"

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT MILLS called Oii 0116
of the younger classes In the Sixth ward school 'to
see how they were getting along in·,geograpby, • .As·
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United the lesson progressed, he asked: "Now If I were to
bore a hole down throl<lgh. the e~inter of·the earth,
States. It contains
where would I ftnd myself?" One of the children
12S Octavo Pagcl!l,
eagerly shook her ~and, for recognition. "NQV!:,;
with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not where would I be ?" asked the professor caUlng oil'
for a day, but for all time."
the child. "You would be in.:..Cln-the bad P!ac.el"
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 21'i cents.
she shouted at the top of her voice. The professor
was considerably shocked at tlie answer, but satls·
Address
THE TBlJTH SEEKER OFFICIE,
fted ·himself with ,saying, "Yo~ are awa:y otr"-~lt
33 Clinton Place;New York, N.Y.
'down."
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Jloits and tllippings. ·
ELDER, THOMAS SM~H, of the Christian
rchurch;. Baltimore, is under the cloud of expulsion for abstracting a $1 bill from the contribution plate he was passing.

A GOAT got into an orthodox Brooklyn church
1the other day and ate the manuscript of the
.minister's sermon. The animal had got fat
·eating tin cans and circus posters, but the sermon burnt out the interior of his stomach and
he died in great pain.
THE Rev. Ralph E._Macduff, pastor of St.
Mary's church, Cleveland, has been arrested
for riding a bicycle on the sikewalk, and fined
and reprimanded in the po~ice court. It ia
evidently the opinion of the court that the
Lord's chari~t is not a bicycle.
A'WASHINGTON ·lawyer has unearthed a.n old
law, still in force in the District of Columbia,
which provides that any man who blasphemes
the Almighty God by using profa~e language
shall be branded on the tongue with a hot iron.
The law was enacted about 1805. It has never
been repealed.
WHY was Noah the best' broker of ancient
time.s? He could float more stock than any
other man.-Puck. And had the entire stock
market under his controL-Boston Post. With
unexampled facilities for watering it.-Phila_delphia Call. After the flood, it will be remembered, he was not so much a "bull" lis bare.
A PRIVATE dispatch received in Boston by
the American Boar<l of Commissioners of
Foreign Missions, <late<l Hong Kong, June
21st, announces tlle total loss of the mission. arybngMorniD.g Star at Kusaie. Anon board
were saved, and ar11 en route to San Francisco
by the steamer Oceanic. This is the third
missionary ship of the same name lost in
Micronesia.

f

New York, Saturday, July 5,1884.

~ 33 CLINTON PLACE.-} $3.00 per year.

MR. P. RYAN owns the Sunnyside Base Ball
Grounds, at Long Island City, N. Y. He permits ball playing on Sunday. Last Sunday
the police appeared and announced that the.
first man who ventured to touch a ball would.
be arrested. Thereupon Mr. Ryan picked up'
a bat and sent a ball whizzing through the air.
He was arrested and held in $100 bail, charged
with breaking the Sunday laws. He will make
this a test case· to see whether a man has a
right to play ball Sunday on his own premises.

THE Canadian Methodists are as intolerant
as the followers of Wesley in this country. Ai
the recent conference held at Toronto a report
was adopted protesting against the running of
CHOLERA is prevalent in Marseilles and
trains, ferries, street cars, or printing~presses
Toulon, France.
on Sunday, and Sunday funerals with parades,
WILLIAM A. BEACH, the eminent New York
and all Sunday parades and marches. The
committee also expressed regret that in the lawyer, is· dead.
construction of the Canadian Pacific railroad
THE shoemakers' strike in Philadelphia has
those in authority permitted the continuance been settled in favor of the workmen.
of work on Sundays. They suggested the apTHE president has nominated Eli H. Murpointment of a commission of three ministers
MR. CHESTER A. ·ABTHUB was approached in and three laymen to confer with the Dominion ray, of Kentucky, t-o be governor of Utah.
New York by a curly-headed flower girl, two goverment for the enactment of laws carrying
JunGE MooRE, of Brooklyn, has refused to
feet high, who said, "Buy a bouquet, miater?" out· the wishes of the conference. The report giv Anthony Comstock warrants for the arrest
The president bought a bouquet of forget-me- was adopted. During the discussion the Sal- of pool sellers on Coney Island.
nota, and put them in his buttonhole. He vation Army parades were denounced as an inCoNNECTICUT Democrats talk of Hoadly an<l
offered the miniature vender a silver coin and tolerable nuisance.
Waller for the presidential ticket. Waller is
a kiss'on the cheek, and she took them both
"THERE is something unutterably pathetic," governor of Connecticut, and very popular.
sedately. About the same time Gen. Grant
and Gen. Sheridan were kissing a dozen little remarks the Mercury, "in the fate of Two
A NEGRO who had slandered several respectgirls in white gowns in another part of the Standing, a noted brave of the Omaha tribe, able white ladies near Caledonia, Miss., was
city. Gen.. Sherman was also kissing ladies in who died in one of our city hospitals last week, lynched last week by a mob. The ladies can
and was buried in Potter's Field. His name now regard their honor as vindicated.
Washington.-lib:.
was a decoration won _by personal valor, he
CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW, Vanderbilt's attorney,
IT is the opinion of the .American Literary and another warrior being the only two left
Churchman that the effect of Heber Newton's standing at the close of a desperate battle in has gone to Europe. His mission, it is said,
lectures will be "to produce the conviction which a party of Sioux were defeated. He ia ~o raise money among the American banker$
that we know next to ·nothing about the real came to New York with a show troupe, and in Europe for the Blaine and Logan campaign.
meaning of the Pentateuch; that its biogra- being taken sick was abandoned to his fate.
THE Virginia Mialand morning express mn
phies are incredible; and, above all, thllt· it Alone and among strangers, he passed away to off the track a half mile north of Lynchbnrg,
contains the record of no divine revelations, the happy hunting-groun·ds of his fathers, and Va., last Sunday, and plungecl into the JamoH
but only a confused account of the natural the red warrior found no white man to giv River. The passengers were released by cutevolution of religious feeling and speculation him a burial worthy of his deeds and name. ting holes in the tops of the cars.
which had taken place through long and very He was only an Indian-a vagabond in the
THE returns already in show that the total
remote periods, and which is here presented land where his fathers had been kings." Here
reductions made in the rents ef the Irish
in the form of a history almost wholly imagin- is an approp1iate text for Father John Beeson,
peasantry by the land commission will amount
ary and ideal."
the red man's friend
this year to nearly $15,000,000. This practiAT St. John's M. E. church, Bedford avenue,
Brooklyl!, last Sunday morning, the Rev; W.
L. Phillips took for his subject, "Heathen at
Home." "Come with me," he said, "to the
dark places of a large city, and I will show you
an amount of ignorance, debauchery, and a
lac1i: of moral distinction that can haraly be
surpassed, if, indeed, it is matched, by heathendom. Look at the dark places that exist at
your very feet before you giv money to foreign
missions. llluminate these dark corners of socalled Christian lands before you turn your attention to heathen ones."

THE Rev. War<llaw Thompson, the traveling secretary ofthe London Missionary Society,
:reports that in all the tribes of south Africa
bad brandy is the greatest curse of the nativs.
Half the chiefs of Basutoland hav a "still" on
most of the time.' The brandy keg, he finds,
does more damage than the powder barrel.
"MY dear friend," said the minister apMuch the same is the truth about the inhabi- proaching the bedside, "are you aware that
tants of places nearer than South Africa.
your lease of life is very short?'. "1-1 am
"LEMONS are remarkably cheap this year," airaid it is," the sick man replied; "the· phy§aid the Sunday-school superintendent to the sician· says there is no hope for me, does he
deacon, while they "4fi're making arrangements not?" "Yes, he informs me that you are rapfor the annual Sunday-school picn.ic. "So I i<lly nearing your end, and I come to offer you
hear," answered the <leacon; "but why do you the co;nsolation which religion alone can ~v."
mention it?" "I was thinking," said the "You are very kind," the sick man responded
superintendent, musingly, "seeing they're so gratefully, "I fear that my life has not been
cheap, that it wouldn't be a bad thing to make all ·that it should hav been in that respect. I
a new departure at the picnic this year, and shall be very glad to talk with you, but "-and
here he spoke very earnestly-" I wish you
put some in the lemonade."
wouldn't say anything to anybody just yet, in
AT the. Clonmel (Ireland) Petty ~essions re- regard to my seekfug the consolation of religcently two women were prosecuted for having ion. I may possibly recover after all, you
burnt a child three years old by placing him know."
naked on a hot shovel. The act was the result
A wniTER in the Pall Mal! Gazette givs an
of gross superstition on their part, the two
women alleging that-he was an old man left by account of an interview which he had with
the fairies as a substitute for a -real child they Cumberland, the professed exposer of Spiritual
ha<l taken from its mother. The charge was mediums. Whether Cumberland is a medium
proved against one of the women, and she was in disguise, or a man who is enabled to duplisentenced to a week's imprisonment.
· cate genuin Spiritual phenomena, probably no
one but himself knows. The writer says: "I
IF the following, from the Boston Congrega- happened, in the course of our conversation,
tionalist, shall hav the effect of undeceiving any to ask Mr. Cumberland whether he was an able
as to the popular folly known as "faith cure," spirit-rapper. In a moment mysterious rapthen the publication of that sheet will not hav pings were heard from all parts of the room,
been, as it has hitherto appeared, ~!together as if in reply to the question. 'You see,'
in vain. Says that paper: "Not all the cases said Mr. CumberJand, 'I can produce all sorts
-- <>f alleged healing by means of ' Christian sci- of knocks and cries, from the still small voice
ence ' or ' faith ' will bear. examination. . We of the infant in the celestial regions to the seknow' of one instance, at least, and hav reason pulchral tones of the tormented spirit, whose
to suppose that there are multitudes of others unearthly groans are so effectiv. I get the still
Where the last condition of the patient wa~ small voice by dislocation of the thumb,' and
Worse than the first. The artificial strength the still small voice spoke in its most melodiexcited by an imagined cure sometimes bears a ous tones. 'The sepulchral tones come by a dillresemblance to. genuin vital force; but the re- placement of the knee-joint-so-' and theseaction, sure to follow in many cases, reveals its pulchral tones reverberated through the room.
'true character. There may be individuals who ' The peronius longus I can now easily work, as
hav been permanently cured by this mode of you hear, although I hav a pair of thick boots
treatment, but we hav never chanced to see one, on.' It was very easily worked, and effect·while we can testify of its failure.'·'
ually."

Jltws olf tltt lfetlt.

THE Christian Register says: "The Presbyterian General Assembly, which recently met at
Saratoga, passed resolutions against Sundlty
papers, Sunday trains, and Sunday mails.
Before considering the effect of these resolutions upon the United States government and
the people at large, it is pertinent to ask what
will be their effect upon Presbyterians themselva? Are Presbyterian business men the
country over willing to giv up theiJ: Monday
morning mail for the sake of stopping the
trains which carried it on Sunday? Are Pres.byterian stockholders in American railroads
willing to giv up the dividends which come
from Sunday travel; or to sell out their stocks
in roads which run trains on that day? And
are Presbyterians willing also to giv up their
Monday papers, because Sunday must be devoted to their preparation ? When our Presbyterian brethren can enforce these resolutions
in their own household, their example will hav
more effect upon public opinion than their
declarations."
THE new Dominican monastery in Newark,
N. J., has been .visited by thousands and inspected with a curious interest. The monastery is a gloomy, square, plain, Gothic structure of rough brown-stone. It has no ornamentation whatever, and is said by the archi·
teet to be a copy of monasteries of the same
order in the Old World. The cells of the monastjlry contain only a bed, a chair, and a table,
with a brown-stone pitcher and a basin. They
are each 8x10 feet, and hav for beds wooden
tables, covered with a tick containing a little
straw:. The prioress of the house was formerly known as Miss Julia Crooks. Night and
day two nuns kneel constantly before the
"host." They all rise at midnight and pray
for two hours. They then return to bed and
sleep until 5:30 o'clock, when they rise and engage in prayer in their cells. At Go'clock they
go to the chapel for private prayer and to assist in the mass. At 8 o'clock a little coffee
and bread are partaken of, and from 8 :30 to
10:30 the nuns work in the community-room.
Devotions follow till 11 o'clock, when a plain
dinner is eaten. Meat is never eaten. From
dinner the nuns go to the cloister or garden
for recreation. Except at this time there is no
conversation in the house save such talk in
undertones as may be absolutely necessary.
There are now in the monastery fifteen full
nuns,. who wear a white habit and a black veil;
six lay sisters, who wear white habits and
veils and black aprons, and ten postulants
who dress in black.

caJly reduces Irish taxation $3 per capita, ftve
millions being the number of that people.
THE Democrats are.stilllooking for an available candidate to run against Blaine for president next fall. It is not thought that Cleveland is strong enough in the N01·th, and Butler is unpopular in the South. But nothing is
the matter with Hoadly, and he is an Ohio man.
GEORGE HALL, a quack doctor, has been arrested in London, Ont., for manslaughter in
killing a deaf and dumb child. He undertook
to effect a cure by administering hypodermic
injections and splitting open the child's
tongue. The child died eight hours after the
operation.
THERE seems to be a marked mortality
among clergymen. Among the prominent
members of the profession the death is noted
of Bishop Simpson, of Phila<lelphia, Methodist; the Rev. James Baldwin, of Lonclon; the
Rev. Henry Koopman, of Paterson, N. J., nnd
the Rev. Henry Belden, of New York.
MISS REDECCA KERDY, of Chardon, Ohio,
has been for forty years an invalid. For
twenty-eight years she bad not sat up. Lnst
week, after an exercise of prayer and faith,
she claimed she was enabled to walk across
the floor, and has since been wheeled around
in a chair. This is called a faith cure.
THE members of the Pan-Presbyterian
Council now in session at E<linburgb, Scotland, went last Saturday to look at the Giant's
Causeway. On the way, the Rev. David
Irving, secretary of the American Presbyterian
Board of Foreign Missions, wll'S so unfortunate
as to tumble out of a car and break his leg.
BUFFALO BILL is giving representations of
the "Wild West" at the Polo Grounds in this
city, employing buffaloes, Indians, etc., for
that purpose. One of his Inclians, named Two
Standing, died last week. His body was sent
to the Morgue. Buffalo Bill refused to bear
the expenses of the interment, and the re<l
man has be en buried in the Potter's Field.
MADISON STANFIELD a powerful negro, Cl'azed
with religio-cs excitement, rnn amuck at Lynchburg, Va., last Saturday. After breaking jail
he ran mile through the village in a nude
condition, brandishing a heavy bludgeon, and
creating a panic in the markets and stores.
The police put hantlcnffs upon him, and he
snapped them like threads. He had to be
literally wrap}Jed in cords before he could be
got back to _the jail, where he was place<l in
irons.
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f/Iotnmuni£;-tfions.
.

Facts and . Fallacies in Regard to the New
Testament.
Heaven, as it really is, according to the New T~stament, is rarely spoken of. For lac~ o~ any s~riJ?ture that describes heaven or even mt1mates 1t IS
in any sense a desirable abode for saints, priests and
parsons quote: "Eye hath not seen, nor ear he.ard;
neither hav entered into the heart of man, the thmgs
which God hath prepared for them that love him "
(1 Cor. ii, 9). This text they wrest, as they. do also
the other scriptures, unto their own destructiOn, perverting it from its plain and obvious purport, 80 as to
make it seem to sustain their creed and dogmas.
Reading the context will convince any one that
there is not even an allusion made to heaven as the
reward of the saints. Both Paul and Isaiah, whom
be quotes (Isa. Ix.iv, ~), ref~r only to t?e advantages
resulting from fa1th m this present hfe. The very
next sentence proves this-" But God hath revealed
them unto us by his spirit." "Now w.e .hav ~ece~ved
not the spirit of the world, but the spmt whiCh 18 of
God, that we might know the things that are freely
given to us of God, which things also we speak" (1 2,
13). The first approach to anything. like a d~scription of heaven in the New Testament 18 found m Hebrews viii, 1-5, and is as unlike the heaven preached
and promised to us as it is possible to conceive.
"Now of the things which we hav spoken this is the
sum: We hav such a high priest who is set on the
right band of the throne of the majesty in the heavens; a minister of the sanctuary, and of the true
tabernacle which the Lord pitched, and not man.
For every high priest is ordained to offer gifts and
sacrifices; wherefore it is of nece~sity that this man
hav somewhat also to offer. For If he were on earth
be should not be a priest, seeing that there are priests
that offer gifts according to the law; who serve unto
the example and shadow of heavenly things, as Moses
was admonished of God when he was about to make
the tabernacle: for see, saitb he, that thou make all
things according to the pattern showed to thee in the
mount.''
We are told heaven is where God and Christ now
dwell. The New Testament declares Christ is in the
true sanctuary, of which that made by Moses was an
exact copy. There are any number of texts to prove
the exact whereabouts of Christ. "We hav such a
high priest who is set on the ~~gbt han~. of tb~ tbr~ne
of the majesty in the heavens (He b. vm, 1 ). WhiCh
be wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the
dead, and set him at his own right hand in the
heavenly places" (Epb. i, 20). "_Seek those th~ngs
which are above, where Cbnst s1tteth on the nght
.
. t
band of God" (Col. iii, 1) · " Wh 0 18 gone m 0
1
heaven, and is on the right hand of God" ( Peter,
iii, 22). Paul affirms that Christ i~ now officiating as
high priest in the real sanctuary m heaven. After
describing the sanctuary of Moses, he declares,
" But into the second went the high priest alone
once every year, not without blood, which he offered
· for himself and for the errors of the people." But
Christ being come, a high priest of good things
to come, by a greater and more perfect ta~erna?Ie,
not made with bands, that is to say, not of this building. Neither by the blood of goats and calves, but
by his own blood be entered in once into the holy
place having obtained eternal redemption for us "
(Heb: ix, 7, 12). "And almost all things are by the
law purged with blood; and without shedding of
blood is no remission. It was therefore necessary
that the patterns* of things in the heaven~ should be
purifieclt with these, but the heavenly thmgs themselva with better sacrifices than these " (Reb. ix, 23).
Reader, make a note of this text. No error of transIators here.
The New Testament asserts that heaven, where
God himself dwells, needed cleansing to be rendered
pure, and that Christ had to take his own blood to
heaven with him to cleanse the true sanctuary.
"And almost all things are by the law purged with
blood, and without shedding of blood is no remissian" (Heb. ix, 22). "We hav such a high priest
who is set on the right hand of the throne of the
majesty in the heavens. A minister of the sanctuary
and of the true tabernacle, which tho Lord pitched,
and not man. For every high priest is ordained to
offer gifts and sacrifices; wherefore it is of necessit.y
that the man hav somewhat also to offer" (Heb. viii,
1, 3). "But Christ being come, a high priest of good
things to come, by a greater and more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands, that is to say, not of this
building. Neither by the blood of goats and calves,
hat by his own blood he entered in once into the
holy place" (Heb. ix, 11, 12). Where did Christ obtain the blood to do this? There is no account in
the New Testament that Christ ever shed his blood.
"fi
.
"d
Christ talked about rnak ing th e s11cn ce-Is sal
to hav left his abode in glory and came down on
•r!ltte1·n (G1·. Ifypor1igma,

ing to !In originnl ).

earth for the sole purpose to shed his blo.od to take
away the sins of the world. . But accordmg to the
positiv and unmistakable testimony of the New Testament, when the time came-in the hour of trialChrist's heart utterly failed him~he lost all h;ope or
faith in a resurrection, lost all faith and tr11st m God
-and died in th.e ang?ish of despair, with h~s dying
breath ~eproachmg h1s fath~r, God, for ?avm~ forsaken h1m; and the record IS that he d1ed without
shedding his blood at all.:
We hear a great deal ab~ut the precious blood ~f
Jesus shed on Calvary.· It 1s the pet theme of pulpit
and hymn book.
" There is !I fountain fillecl with bloocl,
Dr!lwn from Immanuel's veins."

(Fanatics' imagination-vein is the only authority for
such an idea). "Jesus on the cross; for me a sinner
bled." "His precious blood was shed for me." "He
who intercedes above, who shed his blood on Calvary." "Washed in the blood of Jesus," etc., etc.ad absurdurn, ad nauseant.
Christians partaking of the Lord's Supper declare
the bread and wine represent Christ's broken body
and spilled blood. Christ's body never was broken.
Christ's blood never was shed or spilled.
Luke says: "And he took bread, and gave thanks,
and brake it, and gave unto them saying: This is my
body which is given for you; this do in remembrance
of me. Likewise, also, the cup after supper, saying:
This cup is the New Testament in my blood which is
shed* for you" (Luke xxii, 19, 20).
The Apostle Paul declares: "For I hav received of
the Lord that which also I delivered unto you, That
the Lord Jesus, the same night in which he was betrayecl, took bread, And when be bad given thanks,
be brake it, and said, Take, eat; this is my body,
which is broken for you" (1 Cor. xi, 23, 24).
(Is
broken, is omitted in the revised revision, but a foot
says: "Many ancient authorities read, ig broken for
you.")
Now examin the account of the crucifixion by the
four evangelists, and ascertain the facts. Matthew
says no word of piercing his side, givs no faintest intimation that there was any blood shed or spilt, nor
any breaking of his body. Mark seems equally obIivious, givs no hint of anything of the kind. Luke,
so precise in narrating all the incidents of the crucifixion, knew nothing about any shedding of blood
or broken body. John alone makes any reference to
either, and be denies that Christ shed his blood, or
that his bones were broken. He declares it was" after
Christ was dead" that one of the soldiers pierced his
side. "But when they came to Jesus and saw that
be was dead already, they break not his legs. But
one of the soldiers with a spear pierced his side, and
forthwith came there out blood and water" (John
)
·
XIX, 32 , 33 .
It is ridiculous to talk of the wondrous love of
Jesus who shed his blood for us-after he was dead.
But the writer of the so-called gospel of John seems
to bav realized his story of blood and water coming
out of a dead man was a severe tax on human creduIity, and so tries to fortify his assertion by declaring
be was not lying. "And he that saw it bare record,
and his record is true; and be knoweth that be saith
true, that ye might believe" (verse 35). It is, to say
the least, very suspicious when persons defend their
character before it is attacked. If, in a company of
supposed reputable people, we should lose our pocketbook and on stating the fact, one cries out, ''I did
not steal it," we should look no further for the thief.
Even John Wesley admits this was a great miracle
and mystery. He says: "Forthwith there came out
blood and water. It was strange, seeing be was dead,
that blood should come out; more strange, that water
also; and most strange of all, that both should come
out immediately at one time, and yet distinctly"
(John Wesley's Notes on New Testament, John xix,
34).
When any of the evangelists make incredible
statements, they declare it was "that the scripture
might be fulfilled," and in no instance does the scripture referred to hav the least reference or allusion to
Christ. John, after declaring he was not lying, backs
up his assertion by the pretense of fulfilment of
nrophecy. "For these things were done that the
scripture should be fulfilled, A bone of him shall
not be broken" (John xix, 36). We are referred to
Ex. xii, 46; Num. ix, 12; Psalms xxxiv, 20.
Abundance of evidence, three good texts. What
more could be desired? Surely this is proof enough!
Yes. But suppose instead of taking it for granted,
we turn and read, and examin the proof offered.
"In one house shall it be eaten; thou shalt not carry
forth aught of the flesh abroad out of the house;
neither shall ye break a bone thereof'' (Ex. xii, 46).
"They shall leave none of it unto the morning, nor
break any bone of it; according to all the ordinances of the passover they shall keep it" (Num.
)
·
IX, 12 •
Do these texts refer to, are they in any sense
prophecies of Christ? Were they fulfilled by blood
and water coming out of his side after he was dead?
!Ill imn.ge, eflig,Y. copy coneRpon<1·
These texts refer to the lamb of the passover. If

·rPtuifiet1 (Gr. Kafhm·ico, to clennse, t.o rent1er pure>).

'8her1 (Gr. Rlclwno), to poUl' out, gush out, to giY lnrgcly.

the Iamb died from fright before its blood was shed,
it would be unclean, and could not be offered. There
is no parallel between the slaying of the paschal
Iamb, and the crucifixion of Christ. The lamb was
bled to death; died by pouring out his blood.
Christ did not die from loss of blood; his blood wits
not poured out.
·
The third text reads, " He keepeth all his bones;
not one of them is broken" (Psalms xxxiv, 20). How
easily are we deceived by -trusting in priests and
parsons! Read the context and see if this text refers
to Christ. The very next verse says: "Evil shall slay
the wicked, and they that hate the righteous shall be
desolate." If it is true, as is alleged, that verse
twenty was a prophecy of Christ, and was fulfilled at
his crucifixion, then it proves that Christ was slain
because he was wicked, and God forsook him-'-left
him desolate because Christ hated his neighbors.
Where, oh, where ! is the fountain of blood drawn
from Immanuel's veins? We are told "he did shed
his blood. Luke says he did, in the garden of Gethsemane." What does Luke say? "And being in
an agony, he prayed more earnestly, and his sweat
was as it were great drops of blood falling down to
the ground" (Luke xxii, 44). It does not say he
sweat blood, but his sweat was like clots of blood.·
The original reads:
HIDROR HAUTOU HOSI* THROMBOS AIUATOS.

Sweat of him . like
clots of blood.
But the absurdity of this claim is best shown by
the context. This claimed shedding his blood was
when he was praying that he might not die; that he
might be spared from making the sacrifice. The
equally silly subterfnge that he shed his blood from
his hands and feet, by which he was nailed to the
cross, is contrary to facts, common sense, and the
highest and best accredited Christian authorities.
"Was watched, according to custom, by a party of
four soldiers, with their centurian, whose express
office was to prevent the stealing of the body. This
was necessary from the lingering character of t.he
death, which sometimes did not supervene even for
three days, and was at last the result of gradual benumbing and starvation" (Smith's Diet. of the Bible,
Article, Crucifixion).
·
Instead of suffering as never man suffered, the
very reverse is the truth. There is no .record of any
other ever dying by crucifixion so quickly.
Reader, ask yourself if you would accept as sacred
truth such evidences, and be horrified at the exposure
of such deceptions, if they all related to Brahma,
Christna, Mohammed, or Joe Smith? Is it wrong
to expose the fallacies and absurdities of the Hindoos,
the Chinese, the Turks; to dispel their reverence for
the gods their fathers hav for generations worshiped ? Before proceeding to examin the reality
of heaven, and of what the sanctuary consists which
has to be purified and cleansed with the blood of
Jesus, we hav a few questions for priests, parsons,
and Sunday-school teachers, and suggest that honest
Christians should demand and insist on having honest
answers.
If Christ was God, how could he die-cease to exist-and another God no more powerful than himself resur1·ect him? If Christ's body only died, and
his soul continued to Iiv, why did he not resurrect
himself? If Christ's body only died, how could the
death of his body pay the penalty of man's sin, when
the Bible declares, "The soul that sinneth it shall
die?" (Ezek. xviii, 4). How could a God, coequal
with the Almighty, hav prayed in tlhe garden of Gethsemane, "If it be possible, let this cup pass?" If
Christ was God, coequal with the father, did he not
know if it were possible or not? Could Christ be
God, equal with the father, yet not be omniscient?
Is not knowledge, of all things, an essential quality
of a God? W auld a God suffer such agony of fear
at the mere thought of death as to sweat as it were
great drops of blood? Was it godlike to be terrified at making the atonement, which, it is alleged, he
and his father had agreed on since the foundation of
the world, and which he left the high courts of
heaven, and took upon himself our humanity, especially to make? Was it amazing love to pray the
cup mi.ght pass, desiring that all mankind should be
damned rather than he should suffer for three hours
on the cross, knowing that in less than three .clays he
would be alive again, and become the prince of
glory, and dwell in heaven adored by all the saints
and angels for all eternity? If Christ was God, or
equal with God, why did he need the help of an· angel to giv him strength (Luke xxii, 42, 44)? If
Christ was God, how comes it he disbelieved his own
assertions, was false to his own teaching, gave evidence of his own utter lack of hope or faith in God ?
Were not his dying words, " My God ! my God ! why
hast thou forsaken me?"-a reproach ? Could he
hav uttered those words if he had believed the scriptures-" For the Lord Ioveth judgment and forsaketh
not his saints?" (Psalms xxxvii, 28.) Did not this
same Christ declare, "He that believeth not shall be
damned?" (Mark xvi, 16.)
We ask these questions in all sincerity. They
must be admitted worthy of earnest thought. And
'Hnsi, just as if,

ftS

it were something like.
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'if once hon-est Ckristians begin to think, faith dies.
When rea.son !r~ig'lls, superstition abdicates. In the
language cf the noble model truth seeker, D. M.
Bennett, "Oh, for ~ revival of reason, truth, and common sense!"
CHAS. B. REYNOLDs.
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But let us return to the text. God says "any that God drd repent, but believe both statements he
' has cannot.
work ;" man says, "unnecessary work." Man
grown. God has stood still. And just in proportion .Now. I hold that it is perfectly fair to treat the
as man has faith in the sayings of the Bible will he Bible Just as we would a witness on the statld.
stand still. We make progress only as we outgrow When he crosses himself, or states somethina higblv
OUl' gods.
According to the text we must not milk a iml?robahle or utterly impossible, his evidence i's
Infidel Pllilosophy.
cow or feed a pig. All domestic animals must fast entitled to no weight farther than it is corroborfiterl
Ex. xvii, 16: "The Lord hath sworn that the Lord over Sabbath. We must not build a fire even to pre- by other testimony, or supported by circumstances.
will hav war with Amalek from generation to genera- pare a little nourishment for a sick child. If God The Bible should be subjected to the same rule. If
tion." If God was bound to exterminate this people, ever gave such an inhuman command he is the bne not, why not?
Num. xxxi, 7. "And they warred against the M:idwould not common humanity dictate that it should who ought to be " put to death."
Ex. xxxii, 10. "Now, therefore, let me alone, that ianites." 17. "Now, therefore, kill eve1y male am on"'
be done at once and without suffering ? If be had
the power to engulf Pharaoh's hosts in the Red Sea, my wrath may wax hot against them, and that I may the little ones, and kill every woman that hath know;
be bad the power to giv them a sudden and painless consume them." 12. "Turn from thy fierce wrath man by lying with him." 18: "But all the women
· death. Why pursue them "from generation to gen- and repent of this evil against thy people." 14. "And childre~ that hav not known man by lying with hin1,
. eration," with the malignity of a fiend, for four or the Lord repented of the evil which he thought to do keep alive for yourselvs."
I hav said that the Bible God was a slave-holdinrr
five hundred years? Why murder innocent children unto his people." How is this for an unchangeable
for an offense committed by their fathers many, many God? Can God repent without changing ? If he woman-killing, virgin-ravishing God. Don't think "'i
•generations before they were born? Why kill all "repented of the evil which he thought to do," who would set down aught in malice. I would treat Goa
the oxen, and asses, and camels? Had they too of- knows but he has repented of sending Infidels to hell? fairly, but the Christians must not expect me to wash
. fended? In 1 Samuel xv, 3, will be found the last and who knows but he has repented of the hell scheme ?ff God's war paint, and "giv his manners a brush,"
:scene enacted in this bloody drama, "Now go and altogether? . And how does· the Christian know when m order to render him presentable. It is the Chris:smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they bav, he gets to heaven that his New Jerusalem and white tian's Bible, and the Christ.ian's God. I consider
:and spare them not, but slay both man and woman, throne and golden harp will not turn to ashes? Who myself far above such a brutal, savage God, and as
•infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass." can depend upon a God that repents and whiffies for the Bible, much of it is too foul for clean feet to
tread upon. I want no stock in either.
'This scene of carnage, where gasping children are about like a weather-cock?
25. "And thirty and two thousand persons in all,
27. :• Thus saith t~e J::ord God of Israel, Put every
.pressed to the bosom of dying mothers, must yield
•great consolation to the Christian when be realizes man his sword by his Side, and go in and out from of women that hav•not known man by lying with
·.that it was aU done according to the will of God .. No gate to gate throughout the camp, and slay every him." . These, of course, according to verse eighteen,
·man can bend a knee to such a God and maintain man his brother, and every man his companion, and were given over to the soldiery. How is that, my
his self-respect. Pray tell me, ye pious godlings, every man his neighbor; and there fell on that day Christian friend, for a decent God ? Is it any woniler
·why these helpless children should be slain for an about three thousand men." Is this a "thus saith the that he was ashamed to show his face to M:oses?
Lady Sabbatb-3chool teachers, stick a pin down
•offense committed by their ancestors hundreds of Lord," or a "thus saith "somebody else? If the latter, there should be a rule to enable us to distinguish here, and think of this transaction when you tell your
:years before they were born.
Is this your God of justice? Is this the way be between the two. If it is a genuin "thus saith the classes that the Bible is the word of God.
It appears from the statement that after the M:id1manifests his "loving kindness ?" " Suffer little Lord," then he is better fitted to lead a tribe of scalp•children to come unto me, for of such is the ki!!gdom ing savages than he is for our praise and adora- ianites had been slain, and the smoke of the battle
cleared away, there was a division of the spoils,
tion.
'of heaven."
Lev. xx, 10. "The adulterer and the adulteress and it appears (3D) that a part was set apa.rt for the
The Bible God is simply a creation of the imagilia~tion.
He is represented with all the frailties. and shall surely be put to death." Some of the best men Lord, and he received as his share three score and
>passionsof weak, erring mortals. His plans frequently and greatest philanthropists believe that the death one asses. It has long been a question what the
1miscarry. He is compelled to go from place to place penalty should not be inflicted under any circum- Lord did with all these asses. But with those who
~to see what is going on, as in the case of building stances. Under strict construction, the Mormons and hav witnessed the pranks of the Salvation Army, it is
JorrN PRe!\.
1the tower of Babel. He shows his bombast by many others might be proven guilty of adultery. no longer a mystery.
!boasting of his power and his greatness. Like a Would any sane man say they ought to be put to
St. Ann'R, New York.
;passionate man, be gets mad and " swears in his death? This shows that man progresses while gods
TIIF. rnOTFlWl' OJo' A UJR'l'UllllEil CJI'l'I7.F.N.
"Wrath." He shows his egotism by declaring that are stationary. How about David, and Solomon, and
By he!lt. opproRse<l, !lUll disinclinotl lo l'O!IlTl,
jtbere is "none like him." He is vacillating and Jacob, and the hand-maids, and the mandrakes?
I spenu the Sttbb!lth in my hnmhlo homo.
'Changeable, at one time commanding the utter de- Very few men could be found to-day who would say
Borne to my windows, looking tow!lrd tho Wosl,
rstruction of innocent children, at another time bless- that the crime of adultery should be punished by
Come !lnthemR rising to tho winged !lntl blest,
ing them. He created man and pronounced biro death. And yet there are thousands of men who beAncl org1m's po!ll tb!lt qniverR Gn tho !lir,
lieve
that
there
should
be
a
God
in
the
Constitution,
The dwue of' lmm!ln voices blon<ling tlwro;
:good, and then repented of what be bad done. He
'l'lte shriek of tenor, orotund of bass,
:shows that be is low in his associations by choosing and that the Bible should be the foundation of all
Sopr!lno
Hcre!lming in ,J C!l10v!1h's [!Icc,
as boon companions lechers, robbers, and murderers. law. Away back in the dim past men made a fool of
And w!lil of pre!lcber supplic!lting gmco.
He is far below the moral standard of any civilized a God, and the same imaginary God keeps making
A church looms skyw!lrll, mocking B!lhel's hight;
Through windows st!linocl pours in tho v!lrio<llight;
nations, as is shown by his giving over innocent vir- fools of men.
An uncouth tower, oii:enslv to tho eye,
Lev. xxv, 44. "Both thy bondmen and thy bondgins to the lustful embrace of a bloody and brutalized
Givs sheller to !I bell whose !lgony
soldiery who bad murdered their fathers and mothers. maids which thou shalt hav, shall be of the heathen
Finds voice in msping !lnrl scpnlchml sonnrl,
round
about
you;
of
them
shall
ye
buy
bondmen
and
He is vulgar and obscene, using such language as
'l'h!lt gr!ltos the nerves of !Ill the dwellers ronn1l.
would not be tolerated by those who lay claim to re- boudmaids." 45. "Moreover, of the children of the
0 pile of lll'ick !ln<lmonumont!ll stono,
spectability. Such is the Bible God as portrayed in strangers that do sojourn among you, of them shall
Thon'rt re!lred bym!lrtyrs, from their blootl !lnil bon":
the pages of scripture. Let no one think that I say ye buy, and of their families that are with you, which
For every brick !I Sflcrcd life they g!lvc,
And for e!lch Htonc some hero fonnrl !I gmvn.
these things to injure the feelings of any. The char- they beget in your house, and they shall be your
Thy win<low p!IDOH th!lt tint the Annlight.'s floo<l
acter of men will depend, in a great measure, upon posessions." 46. "And ye shall take them as an inH!lv crtnght their buo from S!lcrificifll hloo<l;
the character of the God they worship. Man, to- heritance for your children after you, to inherit them
And chime, !lncl ch!lnt, !lnrl Jn!lmmoth organ'n tono,
as
a
possession;
they
shall
be
your
bondmen
forever."
day, is far in advance of those who fashioned the
Seem eclwes of !I dying m!lrtyr's gt'o!ln.
Nnis!lnce thou nrt to <loity or nt!ln,
Bible God; but be never can attain to his full stature Human slavery is the crime of crimes, and the curse
'l'bon chnre-b of God Almighty !ln<l R!lint Ann.
so long as be adores a God that is a representativ of of curses, because every crime and every curse is
G. E. l\1.
an ignorant and barbarous age. As gods grow bound up in it. It has aptly been denominated the
smaller, man· will grow greater. Ex. xix, 9: "And " sum of all villainies." There never was a man born
to be a slave, nor a man to be a master. Freedom is
A JJaSt 1'Vord with "F. 1\f. F. C."
Moses told the word of the people unto the Lord."
~ beg a small space of TrrE Tnu·rH SEEKER to say
What kind of a God is it that did not know what an inalienable right, and cannot be wrested from a
the people said until Moses told him? It is said that man, all the gods to the contrary notwithstanding. that I did not misunderstand our friend when sub· " every word which we utter is spoken in the ear of Scarcely an enlightened man could be found who stituting the action for the individual in using the
· the Lord;" that he knows even our innermost thoughts; would attempt to sustain slavery as a right. Now, word "labor." I still contend that at no time, nor
that not a sparrow falls without his knowledge. If my pious Christian readers, God is either in favor of under any circumstances whatever, is the laborer or
;these things are so, what use was there of Moses slavery to-day, or else he never inspired the forty- the action capital in business. On the surface, per;mumbling over to the Lord what the people said? fourth, forty-fifth, and forty-sixth verses of the twen- haps, it looks quite clear that the slaves of the South
:Moses did not tell the Lord anything, any more than ty-fifth chapter of Leviticus, for he cannot uhange. were capital in business, but underneath it appears
The Christian who cannot understand that the Bible very different. Now what they were, and all human
:anybody else did.
It is impossible for imperfect man to make a per- God is just a shadow of the morality and brutality of beings are, whether in a state of serfdom or freedom,
1fect God, and here lies the trouble. He is constantly the times in which he originated is too dull to reason is one of the natural resources of the earth, capable
of storing labor or capital. Hence being eapital proreaming short. He did not know whether Abraham and too blind to see.
If a fair comparison could be drawn between man clueing machines, they were as much if not more
would offer up his son or not until he tried him.
Was he everywhere present when he showed his as he is to-day, and man as he was when the above sought for than a fruit-bearing tree, both having
"back parts" to Moses? According to the account, verses were written, I think it would account for the power to produce independent of the possessor. f-Jtill
he did not know what was going on in Sodom until slave-holding, woman-killing, child-murdering, vir- at no time would the slaves or the tree be capital
gin-ravishing God of the Bible. No doubt many (stored labor) in business. Only their products could
he went there to see?
There are numerous instances mentioned in the will shudder at these remarks, but if any will show be.
(Perhaps it will be said I did not understa~d t.be
Bible in which he did not know what was transpiring, that the picture which I hav drawn of the Bible God
and of things which baffied his skill and transcended is not fully warranted by scripture, I will gladly application of the word capital. To me there Is but
retract anything which I hav set down amiss. I one d 10 finition, stored labor Even the natural rehis power.
Ex. xxxi, 15: "·whosoever doeth any work on the admit that it is a terrible picture, but the Bible God sources of the earth are not capital in business till
stored.)
Sabbath day, he shall surely be put to death." I is a terrible God.
Num. xxiii, 1D. "God is not a man that he sh.ould
What the land is to the landlord, waH the slave to
called the attention of a minister to this text, not long
ago, and he said it meant "unnecessary work." If lie, neither the son of man that he should repent." ' his mastel" buth landlord ancl mast~r succeedefl in
Christians, do you believe that God inspired that getting po~session of that ;vbich in nature was
the minister had a right to say that God did not
]mow what he was talking about, I hav a right to language? It is only rational that a man who never intended to be mononohzed; and to.day everysay that he did not talk at all. Man was fa1· more believes in an infallible God should think he could body cries shame slavery; why not shame landlordism?
exacting and superstitious in regard to creed and not lie, and the man who believes in an immutable The two are analogous. If a crime to monopolize ono
of the earth's natural r£:sources in slavery, should it
dogma then than he is now, and God was made to God is forced to believe that he could not repent.
Gen. vi, G. Here it is expressly stated that "it not be as great a crime to monopolize the earth
sanction the cruelty of their observance.
We hav risen far above the rigid Puritanical rules repented the Lord that he had made man on the itself?
The las!, I merely add ~n response to om frim1el's
and observances, and some day we shall find out that earth." Doesn't it look as though this inspiration
the less we hav of gods, and creeds, ancl Christian- business had got a little cross-banded? A man may intimation that I may posrubly he Ollfl of t.hoRe ct·n:r.y
believe that God cannot repent, or he may believe, Socialists.
TI.w D. Cn.w1rAN.
ity, the better it will be for the race.
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The California Constitution.
Some time ago we found an article in a Liberal
journal to the effect that under California's new constitution the churches were taxed, and the legislature
without a chaplain. By courtesy of John Gibson, of
Santa Maria, we hav been furnished with a copy of
the document working these beneficent changes, and
transfer such portions of it as are of especial interest
to Freethinkers. The preamble is Deistical in nature, recognizing" Almighty God" as follows:
"We, the people of the state of California, gmtefttl to Almighty God for om· freedom, in order to secure and perpetuate its blessings, do establish this constitution."
Section 4 of the Declaration of Rights lays down
the broad law that
" The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession
and worship, without disCl'imination or preference, shall forever be guaranteed in this state; and no pm·son shall be rendered incompetent to be a witness or juror on account of his
opinions on n1atters of religions belief; but the liberty of conscience hereby secured shall not be so construed as to excuse
acts of licentiousness, or justify practices inconsistent with
the peace or safety of this state."
The liberty of the press is stoutly maintained in
these words:
"Every citizen may freely speak, write, and publish his sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that
right; and no law shall be passed to restrain or ab1·idge the
liberty of speech or of the press. In all criminal prosecutions
~o: libels, the truth ma~ be given in evidence to the jury; and
If It shall appear to the Jllry that the matter charged as libelous
is true, and was published with good motivs and for justifiable
ends, the party shall be acquitted, and the jury shall hav the
right to determin the law and the fact."
Under section 22 no appropriation can be made
for the benefit of any asylum, hospital, or charitable
or other institution whatsoever, not under the exclusiv management or control of the state, except institutions for the support and maintenance of minor orphans, or half orphans, or abandoned children, or
aged persons in indigent circumstances; and, in all
such cases, without any reference whatsoever to the
wealth or poverty of such institutions, the aid must
be granted by a uniform rule, and it cannot grant
any such aid to one or more impoverished and meritorious institutions without granting the same aid in
proportion to the number of inmates to all other institutions of the sa~e name within the state, regardless of the necessities or merits of the case; and, in
like manner, must grant to counties, cities and counties, cities and towns, the same pro-rata where such
municipalities provide for the support of like persons.
This is just, and could only be improved by compelling each town or county to provide support for their
own paupers and not farm them out to institutions
which are as often prisons as otherwise. The section reads:
"No money shall be drawn fl'Dm the treasury but in consequence of appropriations made by law, and upon wurmnts
duly dmwn thereon lly the controlm·; and no money shall ever
be approp1·iated or dmwn fl'Dm the state ti·easmy fo1· the
use Ol' benefit of any corporation, association, asylum, hospital, or any other institution not undm· the exclusiv manaoement and control of the state as a state institution; nor sh":tll
any gmnt Ol' donation of property ever be made thm·eto by the
state; provilled, that notwitilstanding anything contained in
this or any other section of this constitution, the legislatme
shall hav the power to grant aiel to institutions conducted for
the suppOl't and maintenance of minor orphans, Ol' half orphans, or abandoned children, or aged persons in indigent
cil'Cumstances; such aid to be gmnted by a unifDl'm rule and
proportioned to the number of inmates of such respectiv inmates of such respectiv institutions; provided fmther, that
the state shall hav, at any time, the right to inquire into the
management of such institutions; provided fmther, that whenever any county, or city and county, or city, or town shall lH'Ovide for the Sl~pport of minor orphans, or half orphans, or
abandoned children, or aged persons in indigent circumstances, such county, city and county, city, or town shall be
entitled to receive the same p1·o mta appropriations as may be
granted to such institutions under chul'Ch or other control.
An accurate statement of the receipts and expenditures of public moneys shall be attached to and published with the laws at
every regular session of the legislatm·e."
The constitution in section 25 enumerates thirtythree things which the legislature shall not do, and
the twentieth is " exempting property from taxation."
Article XIII. directs that all property shall bear its
share of burden, in these words:
"All property in the state, not exempt under the laws of
the United 1::\tates, shall be taxed in pl'Oportion to its value to
be as~erttt~ned !Is decided ~y la_w. The word 'property,: as
used In this artiCle and sectwn, IS hereby declared to include
moneys, credits, bonds, stocks, dues, fmnchises, and all other
matters and things, real, personal, and mixed, capable of private ownemhip; provided, that growing crops, pl'Operty used
exclusivly for public schools, and such as may belong to the
United States, this state, or to any county or municipal cOl'poratio!l' within this state, shall be exempt from taxation."
If the legislature had allowed a chaplain to say
prayers at the opening of its sessions, it is difficult to
see how he could hav been paid-and who ever heard
of a minister who didn't want pay for a political job?
-for section 29, of article IV., says:
"The geneml appl'Opriation bill shall contain no item or
items of appropl'iation such as are required to pay the salaries
of the state officers, the expenses of tile government and of
the institut.ions under the exclusiv control and manag~ment of
the state."
If section 30, of same article, had been incorpo~

rated in the New York constitution, a good many
millions of dolll\rs would hav been saved the taxpayers. It ought to be the organic law of every
state:
"Neither the legislature, nor any county, city and county,
township, school district, or other municipal cOl'poration, shall
ever make an approriation, or pay from any public fund whatever, or grant anything to or in aid of any religious sect,
church, creed, or sectarian purpose, or help to support or sustain any school, college, university, hospital, or other institution controled by any religious creed, church, or sectarian denomination whatever; nor shall any gmnt or donation of personal property or real estate ever be made by the state, or any
city, city and county, town, or other municipal corpomtion
for any religions creed, church, or sectarian purpose whateve'r;
provided, that nothing in this section shall prevent the legislature granting aiel pmsuant to section twenty-two of this article."
Article IX. prescribes the methods of conducting
the common schools, section 8 of which prohibits
giving money to religious schools in these words:
"No public money shall e.ver be appl'Opriated for the snppOl't of any sectarian or denominational school, or any school
not under the exclusiv control of the officers of the pnblic
schools; nor shall any sectarian or denominational doctrin be
taught, or instruction thereon be permitted, directly or indirectly, in any of the common schools of this state."
It is also commanded that the University of California "shall be entirely independent of all political
or sectarian influence, and kept free therefrom in
the appointment of its regents."
Section 3 of article XX. provides for affirmation in
·place of the oath, and no reference to "God " is made.
All the official is required to do is to support the constitutions of the United States and California and
perform the duties of his office. "And no other oath,
declaration, or test, shall be required as a qualification for any office of public trust."
Marriage is made a purely civil contract by this
section of the same article:
"No contract of maniage, if otherwise duly made, shall be
invalidated for want of conformity to the 1'equi1·ements of any
religions sect."
Woman's rights are recognized to the extent that
" no person shall, on account of sex, be disqualified
from entering upon or pursuing any lawful business,
vocation, or profession." The right of suffrage is,
however, withheld. Eight hours is made a legal day's
work on all government jobs.

Blaine of Maine.
Some friend sends a copy of the Chicago Herald,
with the following marked:.
"The Rev. Dr. James H. Esop, of the Second P1·esbyterian
church in Albany, N. Y., makes the following estimate of
James G. Blaine, which ought to discount ten times ovm· what
is said by Henry Ward Beecher and other clergymen who do
not know him personally:
"I hav known Mr. Blaine since 1872. Dlil'ing ten years of
that time I was pastor of the church in Augusta of which Mr.
and Mrs. Blaine are members. The satisfaction I take in his
nomination is based upon such knowledge of him as only a
pastor can gain. I believe that I am too true a Republican,
and I know that my conception of citizenship is too h"'igh, to
permit me to ratify the exaltation of any man whose character
has not the true ring. I hav been verynea1· to Mr. Blai11e, not
only in the most trying political crises, but in the sha1·per trial
of g1·eat grief in the household, and hav never yet detected a
false note. I would not be understood as avowing too much
fo1· human nature. I mean that as I hav known him he has
stood loyally by his convictions, thttt his word has always had
back of it a clear purpose, and that pmpose has always been
wm-thy of the highest manhood. In his house he was always
the soul of geniality and good heart. It was always summer
in that house whatever the Maine winter might be without.
And not only his rich neighbors and kinsmen welcomed him
home, but a long line of the poor hailed the retmn of that family as a special providence. In the chmch he is honored and
beloved. 'fhe good old New England custom of church-going
with all the guests is enforced strictly in the Blaine household.
Whoevm· is under his roof, from the p1·esiclent down, is expected to be with the family at church. Fai1· weather o1· foul
t~ose pews wer~ a~ ways well fi_llecl: Not only his_Presence o~.
~abbath, but his mfl~wnce, his w1se counsels, ~Is purse, are
freely devoted to the mter!lsts of the !loble Old ~ou~h church
of Augusta. The hold whwh Mr. Blame has mamtamed upon
the hearts of such great numbers of his countrymen is not
sulliciently explained by brilliant gifts or magnetism; thesecret lies in his generous, manly, Christian character."
It is needless to say this is no answer to our questions. Except that his adhesion to Freethought would
swell our ranks, and the country would be safer in
the hands of an Infidel, we don't care a continental
what Mr. Blaine's religious opinions are. The vital
point is, will he aid in secularizing the government?

The Commandments in Canatla.
One of the professors connected with the Normal
school of Ottawa, not having the fear of God before
his eyes, has formulated the following rules for the
pupils:
"I. Thou shalt hav any other gil'ls but these girls.
"II. 'fhou shalt not make unto thyself any gmven image of
any of these gil'ls, or cal'l'y away any likeness of any girl that
is in the lecture room above, or that is in the lecture room beneath, or that is in the waiting l'Oom beside t~e lecture room;
thou shalt not bow to them nor take walks with them, for I,
the elm wing master, am a jealous elm wing master, and ha v reserved that special right fDl' myself.
"III. 'fhou shalt not smoke upon the sti·eet, for I, the principal, will not hold him guiltless that smoketh upon the
street.
"IV. Itemernbm· the hour of three o'clock on F1·iday afternoon. Four and a half days shalt thou labor and do all thy
work, but in the afternoon of the JHth day, thou shalt tlo no
manner of work, thou, nor thy masters nm· assistant masters,

for I, the principal, 1·equire yoUl' regttlar and prompt attendance in this lectme room, to disperse you to the several ministers of the gospel to attend to your spiritual welfare, which I
fear is sadly neglected dming the rest of the week.
'' V. Honor thy mastm·s, and giv unto them strict and unhesitating obedience, that thy certificate may be gmnted to
teach in the fair Province of Ontario.
"VI. Thon shalt not be out after 9:30 oclock.
"VII. Thou shalt not enter in by the center door nor loiter
in the passages.
"VIII. Thou shall not steal sly winks and looks from those
on your right.
"IX. 'fhou shalt not bear false witness against thy boarding
house keeper if thou findest any foreign matter in the hash,
for she will smely giv thee away to the principal.
"X. Thou shalt not covet the gold medal; thou shalt not
covet thy neighbOl''s marks, nor his learning, nor his ability,
nor anything that is thy neighbDl''s."
The publication of this parody leads the Montreal
Gazette to observe that such "playing upon Bible
phraseology is little less than blasphemous," and
another Canadian editor voices his indignation thus:
"An extmorclinary piece of blasphemy was a few days ago
publicly read for the amusement of the teachers in tmining at
the Ottawa Normal School, being a travesty on the Ten
Commandments, in which the thnnders of Sinai and the oftremuring name of the Almighty are frivolously played with to
make the foolish young men and women laugh. Woe to the
land whose children are placed under the watch and care of
such ti'i:flers. To say nothing of reverence for Almighty God,
the disrespect publicly displayed towm·d their teachers by those
who pa1·ticipated in this piece of profanity bodes ill for the
training of the l'ising genemtion in that most important of all
tho depm·tments of school ti·aining-respect for authority."

The Freethinl(ers' Annual Convention.
To 'l'HE EDITOR OF THE Tnu·.rH SEEKER, Sir: I am receiving from Freethought friends in various sections
inquiries where Cassadaga Lake is, the place where the
annual Freethinkers' Convention is to be held on the
3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th days of September, and the
best way to get there. Will you allow me to answer
these inquiries through THE TRUTH SEEKER? The
place is located on the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley &
Pittsburgh railroad, some ten miles west of Dunkirk
and some fifteen miles east of Jamestown. The following description of the place I take from a circular
before me:
" LOCATION AND A'.rTRACTIONS.
" The Cassadaga Lake Camp-meeting Grounds are
eight miles from Lake Erie, and seven hundred feet
above it; situated midway between New York and
Chicago, one and a half hours by rail from Buffalo,
five from Cleveland, nine from Pittsburgh, fourteen
hours from Cincinnati, sixteen from Philadelphia,
eighteen hours from New York, twenty hours from
Boston and Washington, and twenty-one from Chicago. It lies on the shore of a· beautiful chain of
lakes, three in number, and at an elevation of nearly
fourteen hundred feet above the level of the sea.
Here can be found the perfection of water scenery
with the purity of mountain air. From its great altitude, and the purity of the water and air, malaria,
contagious and epidemic diseases are almost entirely unknown. The grounds are high, and descend
by natural terraces to the water, and the sanitary
condition and safety of the camp is carefully guarded
and protected."
And the following I also cut from this circular,
which will giv desired information:
" ROUTE OF TRAVEL,
"Eastern and western passengers over the Nickel
Plate, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern railroad,
and eastern passengers over the New York, Lake
Erie & Western (formerly Erie railroad), change cars
at Dunkirk, N. Y., and take the Dunkirk, Allegheny
Valley & Pittsburgh to
" CASSADAGA CAMP-MEE'l'ING GROUNDS.
,
"Eastern and western passengers over the New
~ark, Pennsylvania & Ohio railroad (formerly Atlan~
tiC and <h·eat Western), and eastern passengers over
the Buffalo & Jamesto
ra'lroad
change
. t
1
.
wn
CRIB a
.'
AtlantiC and Great 1N estern Crossmg, and take the
Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad for
Lily Dale Station."
To be more de:finit, I will say that persons coming
to the ConVfmtion from most of the cities or large
towns in the United States will find it the cheaper
to purchase excursion tickets to Chautauqua Lake.
These can be obtained very cheap, and then leave the
cars at the crossing of the Dunkirk, Alleghany Valley & Pittsburgh railroad near Jamestown, and then
take the last mentioned road to Lily Dale Station,
near the camping-grounds. But persons coming
from any station on theN. Y., L. E., or W. railroad, or
any of its branches west of Binghamton, will pay full
fare to Dunkirk and then be returned at one-third
fare home. The Dunkirk, Alleghany Valley & Pittsburgh railroad will sell excursion tickets at two cents
per mile from any station on that road.
THE HOTEL RATES.
The following prices hav been established at the
hotel for board: $1.50 per day, for one day and less
than three days; and over, $1.00 per day. Table
board: breakfast, 40 cents; dinner, 50 cents; supper,
30 cents. Lodgings, 25 to 50 cents.
H. L. GREEN, Secretary.
P. S.-Our association has never met in as pleasaut a place before, and never before had arrangements for as cheap railroad and hotel rates, and I
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predict it will be much the largest Freethought
convention ever held. Most of the Freethought
lecturers of this country will be present, and two or
three from foreign countries.
H. L. G.

Faith in Revelation Not Requisit.
The Rev. Dr. Curry, of Chicago, has been elected
editor of the JJfethodist Quarterly Review, an official
church organ. Mr. G. D. Fox, who dates his letter
from the United States Senate, writes to the Sun
that if that paper's recent statement of Dr. Curry's
opinion of the Bible be correct, this election by the
General Conference " only needs to be known to
blow the church to pieces." In anHwer the Sun
remarks:
"Last winter the Rev. Dr. CulTy made an address before
the Methodist preachers of Chicago. What he said, apparently, was not intended for publieation, bnt was rather a confession of skepticism for the ears of his clerical brethren only.
It so happened, however, that one of the preachers present
was a stenographer also, and he took down Dr. Curry's remarks exactly as they came from his lips. Subsequently the
verbatim report, as to the accuracy of which the preacher is
ready to take his oath, was printed, and our remarks concerning Dr. Curry were based on that report.
"Here is a part of what Dr. Curry then said:
"' Bnt we are now standing on the eve of the most stupendous
revolution in reference to the doctrins of the Bible that the
chureh has ever known. Uncertainty and doubt are pressing
upon us. We are not certain of the authorship of the Old
Testament. We cannot tell what part was written by Moses,
and what part by other hands of the books attributed to Moses.
We say David wrote the Psalms, but we know that the Psalms
wore not all wlittcn by David. 'l'heywere written by different
persons at long intervals. No one can tell who wrote the
book of Job. It contains evidences of being one of the oldest
books in the Bible. The Old Testament abounds with 10,000
old wives' fables, which will finally drop out, like a tadpole
loses its tail when it has no further nse for it. It would not
be prudent now for ns to attack those fables in the pulpit.
Bnt I must say there is a great deal in the Old Testament that
is of very little value to religion. It is not all given by inspiration. When yon hav to giv up what your mother taught
you, do it honestly, but do not say much about it publicly.
'l'he revised New Testament is incomparably superior to the
old version; but there are still many things that will hav to be
changed. But I am awfully shy of tho Old Testament. It
has got to be thoroughly revised, and, if criticism says that
any of the books are not gennin, they must go overboard.
Many of the prophecies of Isaiah and other prophets, that are
applied to Christ and the church, had reference to the return
of the Jews from their cnptivity. Let those who attack Robinson (Hobertson) Smith, and others with him, move slowly,
for they may find themselvs standing on the same ground in
the near future.'
"If that does not mean that the Rev. Dr. CnlTy has outgrown his old faith in the scriptures as all given by inspiration, if it is not the langnnge of a skeptic, it has no meaning.
It certainly justifies the remark which our coiTespondent
quotes from the Sun. Of course, if the Methodist church
wants Dr. Curry as the editor of its organ, thnt is its own
business; but it is evident that the Methodists no longer re·
quire that their tettchers shttll hav faith in revelation."

Let Mr. Fox stand clear of the falling pieces of
Methodism.

Mr. Bradlaugh Ai<ls a Nihilist.
Alexander Seminoff, a highly educated Hussian,
who has been living in Cincinnati a short time, and
attracted the attention of scholars, givs the following
account of himself: "My name is Alexander Seminoff.
In 187() I was one of the editors of a secret Nihilist
paper, and, having been convicted of treason, I was
sent to Siberia for an unlimited number of years.
Nihilism, you may be aware, is spread all over the
Russian empire, and the peculiar secrecy of its principles and workings is mainly owing to the fact that
only ten may join together to form a band. Each
band often knows nothing whatever about another
band of ten. Each band works separately. We do
not know even outside of our band who is a Nihilist
or who is not. After editing a nihilistic paper for
two years, I was betrayed to the police by one of my
associates, and was surprised one night in bed and
taken to the prison in Odessa, after having been
cruelly scourged. After an eight months' examination, I was sentenced to three years' hard labor in
Siberia, and to exile as a colonist in the extreme
north of the country. In June, 187G, I was separated
according to legal form sanctioned by the clergy of
· Russia., from my wife and children, and with head
shaved on one side, and twenty-eight pounds of iron
attached to me, I was sent with other alleged criminals to the central prison in Moscow. The journey
lasted fourteen months, and during that time the
knout was used freely on the prisoners. Our desti
nation was Nertschinsk, and on arriving we were assigned to different gold mines. In the mines I worked
from 4 o'clock in the morning until G at night. The
allowance of food per day is two and a half pounds
of black bread half baked and hm·dly palatable, and
a bowl of soup with a small quantity of meat. Morning and evening a cup of tea is allowed. I endured
my suffering for two and a half years. Then I completely broke down, and the doctor of the district declared that I was unfit for work. The rest of my
sentence was remitted, and I was immediately assigned to my place in the colony. It was in one of
the primitiv forests of the north where wolves, bears,
and reindeer dwell. In 1881, toward the end of May,
I resolved, with four companions, to escape without
money or weapons, and with only a knife and tea-kettle. We took the direction toward the Caspian Sea,
through forests and an almost impassable country.
We had no shoes on our feet, and kept ourselvs alive

on fish, game, and mushreoms. In the Tauskian
country we separated, and with only one companion,
Marsilli Mmainnoff, I went on. I soon lost him, and
then pursued my journey alone. At length I arrived
at Astrabad and Teheran, in Persia, where I received
assistance. My hair had grown over my shoulders,
my beard extended to my chest, I had neither shirt
nor shoes, and my face was sunburnt almost to a
black color. An English telegraph operator took
charge of me. He had me washed and gave me
clean clothing. I next went through Turkey and
thence to Switzerland, where I was arrested and kept
in prison for fom months. .A gain I was arrested in
Hesse Darmstadt, and served a term of five months.
I then resolved to find peace in England or the
United States. I met Mr. Bradlaugh in London,
and at his request remained at his house for four
days. Through his kindness, I received means
enough to take me to the United States. I arrived
in New York in January last, and hav been in Cincinnati a few days only; I want to go to Chicago,
where I understand a great many Russians reside."

For Reorganization.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You
don't know how I long to see the Liberals of this
country united, heart and hand, in a national organization. Not only can nothing- be accomplished in
our present disorganized state, but our failure to fraternize is cited everywhere by our enemies as evidence of our tendency to riot, wrong, chaos, and the
devil generally. They may well say that it is a bad
cause which cannot organize and harmonize its adherents.
·
However much we may differ in relation to a thousand and one details, there is one point upon which
all Liberals will agree-the secularization of our
government. Methods to this end which fail to receive the almost unanimous approval of Liberals cooperating, should be laid aside. Carefully and gradually the field of agreement and operation could be
enlarged until all the work was laid off that one organization could successfully carry on.
Nothing need prevent the working of a dozen
special class societies aiming- at specific and secondary objects. Very likely I should myself desire to
take stock in a few of them. I believe in a division
and subdivision of labor. The less variety, the
greater proficiency. One organization cannot do it
all and do it well. Our Christian neighbors hav one national organization called the "Evangelical Alliance,"
and others of various names and purposes, through
all which they wage war ag-ainst us Liberals. They
are combined to tie us hand and foot; let us combine
to prevent them from doing it.
If reorganization and a bran new name is necessary to secure union and harmony, let it be that.
The word League isn't no great shakes for a name,
anyway. If it is a " stumbling-block" to any number of our brethren, let it go. A new banner flung
to the breeze with " Universal Mental Liberty " on
one side, and" National Liberal Union," or" American Secular Union," or any other name, inscribed
upon the other, will serve as well, or better, to fig-ht
under, than our old ones, grimed, aR they are, with
fratricidal gore. No difference now who was right
or who was wrong. Our enemies are after us. Let
us " pool our issues," and roll up our sleeves and go
to work.
S. R. SHEPHERD.
Lea·venworth, Kan.

---------

The Noblest Example of the Age.
Reading of charity, I hav ever thought that a monument sky-reaching should be erected to the memory
of that poor Englishman, Wright, of whom Harper's
made mention some years ago. And the story ought
to be retold for a lesson and example. He was a poor,
hard-working man. Visiting one day a penitentiary,
his soul grew sad at seeing so many unfortunates.
" What becomes of them ?" he asked of the keeper.
"Ob, they almost every soul are sure to get back here
or into another prison."
" And is there no help for it?"
"No! Who will employ them? They are forced to
crime after once getting here."
A grand thought struck his mind. "Can I get acquainted with one about to leave here and visit him
every week? I hav an idea I can save one anyhow."
Permission was given. He formed the acquaintance
of one and told him his object. He arranged to get
him employment in the very shop he himself worked
in. When the prisoner's time expired, he took him
with him to his house. He exacted of him a pledge
that he would help him to redeem two more. In
time they had four workers. Each one coming out
of prison engaged to aid. By Wright's exertions, he
got one or two influential persons to countenance the
work. Ere many years, over one hundred redeemed
men were thus at work, and the keepers of the prisons
declared that in several years not one prisoner thus
taken care of and given work on discharge ever had
got back. Every man was noted for steady industry,
and for taking the same interest in others that Wright
had done.
Here is one of the noblest efforts towards forming
a true brotherhood I ever heard of, and I hope to

call attention to it. The state does everything to
ruin and pervert these unfortunate men and women.
Let individuals join to save them.
C. I.
Oregon, Mo.

Modern vs. Ancient.
" There is nothing new under the sun " was a very
unwise remark of a reputedly wise old king. Yet
how often has it been repeated, apparently in the
sincerity of belief, by cavilers at the host of innovations that ha v ever since been coming in conflict with
ancient doctrins and beliefs respecting every branch
of human thought and action! When Solomon
reigned, the man who could read or write was so
rare an exception as to be an object of curiosity and
mystery. Schoolhouses and education for the masses
were unknown, nor did the common people possess a
right to property, liberty, or even life itself, that he,
as their king, was bound to respect. They were as
completely subject to the will and caprice of the kingas were his sheep and oxen. No law or power stood
between them and his will and purposes. The lives
and welfare of an entire people were as nothing when
weighed in the balance against the pleasure and purpose of a king.
Solomon, with all his wisdom and glory, never saw
a printed book or a newspaper. He never heard of
a post-office, sent a telegram, or talked through a telephone. He never rode on a rail-car, steamship, Ol"
any other conveyance equal in comfort and conven~
ience to a modern lumber-wagon. He never saw an
iron plow, a power-loom, or mariner's compass; while
the Mrs. Solomons never saw a range with hot and
cold water-to say nothing of a sewing-machine, a
patent washer, or clothes-wringer.
A single regiment of men, armed with modern implements of war, would put to almost instant flight
the most numerous army King Solomon ever saw, if
armed as were the warriors of his time. No subject
of his kingdom ever enjoyed the privilege of a trial
by jury, and not even his wisest men ever presumed
that the earth was other than a vast flat surface,
around which the sun, moon and stars revolved every
twenty-four hours, and that they were, as they appear, mere tiny objects, existing simply as attendants,
and for the convenience of the earth. Solomon veritably believed in the ends of the earth, and that rain
was poured from the windows of heaven. Thunder
was to him the voice of a disturbed deity. Comets
and meteors were heavenly messengers presaging
war, famin, pestilence, or other dire calamities,
which were deemed to be the judgments of an offended deity.-Penman's Art Journal.

l'itray Scrap~.
Said the new Bishop Mullaliou at tho l'eoplo's clmrch, Boston, Mttss., 8nnduy, ,June 2d: "'l'hcro ttre some woak Christians thut trmnblo when they sco tho investigations of science,
when they seem to find that this world is millions of years
old." And well thoy may; but the bishop soon10d to find eonsolation in infallible(?) l'tml's assurance: "We know that if
this eurthy honso bo dissol vcll, wo hav tt houso of God not
mado with hunds," etc.
Mr. Gamaliel Bmdford dcserilJOd somo of tho o!Icets of
stock gambling upon legitimate bnsinoss in ttn uddross before
tho Young Mon's Uhristiun Association last evening. -Boston
Joumal, June Gth. Ola<l to hoar it! ,Jnst tho place where
Htock gmu bling should bo dcscriherl, ns most of tho stock gnmhlors anddefanltors are grad nates from the Young Mon's Christian Association, alias tho 'ehnroh,
'J'he Baecnlaureuto sermon <lelivcrod l>y James Latinwr,
D.D., Dean of the University 8ehool of Theology, Boston, is
a marvel of inconsistency. After having exalted theology to
the hights and acenrn•.:y of science, he cases hiH troubled eonscience by dcelaring, "In fact, science and theology rest on
probabilities, ],oth stand on tho samo footing as regards absolute truth." What a whopper!
.
Onr MaHHft<Jhusetts lcgislatnrc, following suit of the National
Salary Orub, voted to pny thmnscl vs $1GO extra for their
persistent alJHenteoism in prolonging the session to ono h nndred
und fifty-fivo days. 'l'ho law against non-\oeovery of dmuugeH
for "pcrsowtl injury on tho JJord's day." was repe~tled.
'Voman Huffrago received tho worst <lefoat 1t ever HnHtumo<l,
and "Consf.itntim"'l prohil>ition" was negatived. '!'he Hepnhlicau national tiekot <loos not snit tho Massachusetts Heform Ulnh (prohil>itiouistH).
'Vho ever heard of It prayer being cheered 'I And yet it was
actually done at the late Chicago ltepnhlicrtn Convention, hecause so full of gcnnin Hcpnhlicanism. And why not"! The
Hebrews nscd to shout in their camp and make a mighty noise
nuto Jehovah. We wish tho reporter had told ns whether
God accepted the pmyer offered, or whether he rojneted it, as
he did the fifty million petitions offered for the life of President Garfield. Haid tho prayer, the ltev. Mr. Bristol, "We
thank thee, 0 Gorl, for the Repnbliettn party !" Indeed! what
httd God to do tthout itH formation, its successes, its corruptions, and its possible <ldeat and dissolution!
Hai<l Congressmen Jlorr, of Michigan, at the ltcpublican
Convention: "God woul<l not huv pnt tho gold, rmd coal, and
iron in the bowels of the land if he Llwught tho Democratie
party waH going to rule tho conn try !tllll abolish the tariff."
Where would he hav put thom-in the sky? Mercy, what a
tumble-not in prices, but on our heads !
A resolution of the Bcpnblicun Convention, Juno Gth: "liesolved 'l'hat it is the duty of Congress to enact such laws us
slmll l'romptly and offocti vly suppress the system of polygamy
within onr territory, and divorce the politienl from the ecclesiastical power of the so-called Mormon ch nreh, mnl that th~
lrtw so cntteted shoul<l be rigi<lly enforec<l by the civil
authorities if possible, all<l hy tho military if nocd be. Tho
people of the United States in their organized capacity constitute a nation, and not a mere eonfedcmcy of states." That's
good. Divorce all political and ecclesiastical power as soon
as you can, and begin on the liiormons, if yon please, Mr. Hepublican Party, Lmt, pray, don't resolve upon military coercion,
lest yon fin<l too bloody work before you get through with all
necessary divorces of state and church.
ELLA E. GIBsON.
Barre, .Mass., ,J nne !J, 284.
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liommnnicatioqs.
An Ebionite Calumny Concerning Paul.
Epi~hanius,

bishop of Constantia (formerly Salamis) m Cyprus from A.D. 367 until his death in 403
was. born of Jewish parents in Palestine. His ere:
duhty and want of honesty were excessiv(Chambers's
Enc.). He tells us a scandalous m:td incredible story
about Paul. The Ebionites, he says, denied that
Paul was a Jew, and asserted that he was born of a
gentile father and mother, but having gone up to J er~salem,_ ~e became a proselyte, and submitted to
cu·cu~msio~ in the hope of marrying a daughter of
the high priest; but not being able to obtain her, he
was enraged, and Wl'Ote against circumcision the
Sabbath, and the law (Epiph. Haeres. xxx 16 'sup
ReL iii, 316).
' .
.
This t,estimony is not only worthless, but is opposed
to Pa_ul s own repeated affirmation that he was an
~sra_ehte of the seed of Abraham, of the tribe of BenJ~mm, a He?rew descendant of the Hebrews, circum~
m~ed the eighth day, and as to the law a Pharisee
Witho_ut fa~lt (Rom. xi, i; 2 Cor. xi, 22; Phil. iii, 5, 6).
Epipham~s only repeated an Ebionite calumny.
T~ere ce~tamly was violent opposition to Paul and
his doctrms until the latter part of the second century, when the Catholic church accepted his epistles
!tS authority.
JOHN THE REVELATOR ANJi> PAUL.
The prevailing opinion that the book of Revelation
was written A.D. 95 or 96, at Patmos, accords with the
tradition that John was banished to that island near
the close of the reign of Domitian; but internal evidenoe points to an earlier date and to Ephesus as'the
place of writing. The book itself shows that Jerusalem had not been destroyed, but that the catastrophe
was impending. Seven kings are spoken of; "five
are fallen, one is and the other is not yet come "
(xvii, 10). Galba was the sixth emperor; or if Julius
Cmsar is called the first, then Nero was the sixth.
Nero died June 11, A.D. 68; and Galba, his successor
reigned till January 69.
'
Early tradition ascribes the authorship of the book
to. the ~postle John, bu~ critical do~bts began with
Dwnysms of Alexandna, who ascribes it either to
John the presbyter, orto Cerinthus. To this opinion
Eusebius was inclined.
J ohii the Revelator does not claim to be an apostle.
He calls himself "the servant of Jesus Christ," and
by implication excludes himself from the college of
apostles in the following passages:
"Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye holy apostles [hoi
and_ prophets (xviii, 20).
"Ancl the wall of the Clty had twelve foundations, and in
them tb!e names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb" (xxi, 14).

a~tioi .kai hoi apostoloi]

Even against such evidence as this Dr. Davidson
argues in fa-var of the apc,stle John as the author;
and his argument would be quite cogent if not only
John, but several other of the apostles, were living at
the time the book was written, which the learned
doctor never dreamed of doubting. For it is inconceivable that in the lifetime of the apostles a book
falsely purporting to emanate from one of them could
hav been accepted as genuin.· It surely would hav
been disavowed by John himself and contradicted by
the other apostles.
But the case is quite different when we consider
that there were two Johns living a hundred years
apart. Eusebius quotes a passage from Papias distinguishing the two, and says:

And to the church of Thyatin:

These denunciations seem to be aimed at the followers of Paul and of his associates, whose doctrins
the author caricatures. The revelator avoids :naming
the false apostles, but in the same connection twice
mentions the Nicolaitans whose deeds and doctrins
he hates (ii, 6, 15). He commends the Ephesians for
hating the_m, and reproves the church of Pergamos
for toleratmg them. Were those deeds and doctrins
essentially different from those specifically denounced? It appears not, according to the revised
translation:
"So hast thou also some that hold the teaching of the
Nicolai tans in lilce mannc1·" (ii, 15).

Nicolas the proselyte wasl!!one of the seven deacons
of Antioch. Irenmus clai~s him as the founder of
the sect of Nicolaitans. Epiphanius describes him
as the originator of this and other immoral sects.
Clement, of Alexandria, on the other hand defends
h~m agai~st the charge of immorality, and ~ays that
his doctnns were misinterpreted by his followers.
Nicolas was a proselyte, and Paul was the apostle
to the gentiles, while John the Revelator was evidently a Hebrew with narrow Judaic views. He
condescends to mention the gentiles but. once and
then in this contemptuous manner:
'
"But t!J.e comt w!J.i<:h i~ without the temple leave out, and
~easnre 1t not; fo:r 1t IS gtven unto the gentiles, and the holy
mty shall they tread under foot forty and two months" (xi, 2).

We conclude therefore that the Revelator meant
denounce the followers of the apostle to the gentiles. One doctrin he held in common with them,
namely, the near advent of the messiah. But that
w~s the prevailing doctrin of the time, beginning
Wlth the book of Daniel, about 168 B.c., and continu~ng u_ntil the _en? of the second century. But there
Is this peculiarity of the Apocalyps, that its author
does not see~ to recognize a messiah as having
already come m the flesh; the" Lamb slain from the
foundation of the world" is yet to appear on earth.

t?

A Modern Elias.
Among the queer fish to be met with in New York
is Bishop S. S. Snow. He preaches sermons on
prophecy every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
corner-of Twenty-third street and Fourth avenue, in
the hall o:f the medical college. This is the hall
where one branch of the Liberal Club held its meetings for a while after the Rev. Charles McCarthy had
succeeded in producing a split in that organization
several years ago. A representativ of THE TnuTH
SEEKER attended upon the ministrations of Bishop
Snow one Sunday recently. Twenty-two persons
were present, including Mr. Snow and the reporter.
A half dozen men and women were gathered around
a melodeon placed in one of the aisles about half way
between the entrance and the circular bar upon which
the pulpi_t is mounted, and these were singing with
such ability as they possessed a hymn which ran thus:
Hark! in ihe wilderness a cryThe herald's voice that loudly calls,
"Prepare the way, the Lord is nigh,
And every voiiee before him falls."

Or _words to that effect. The singers were not espemally talented. An old man with a rasping voice
was looked upon with marked disfavor by the rest of
the choir, but was not in the least disconcerted
thereby.
Bishop Snow opened the exercises by observing
" So that it is here proved that the statement of those is trne that it was not inappropriate to occasionally turn our
who assert that there were two of the same name in Asia, that
thore were also two tombs in Ephesus, and that both are called thoughts backward as well as inward. To carry out
this idea, he read an extract from a letter which he
Jonn's oven to this clay" (iii, 39).
We ~eem it, therefore, possible that the Apocalyps wrote to the Boston Investigator under date of Decemwas wr1tten by the presbyter John; though Diony- ber 27, 1844, explaining that the Investigator was an Insius of Alexandria, who died A.D. 265, says that prior fidel paper, to which he had been previous to that time a
to his time some had set it aside as a forgery by Ce- subscriber, contributor, and also among its agents. "I
was then an Infidel myself," said he, " God forgiv me!
rinthus (Ens. vii, 25).
There seems to be no evidence in favor of an ear- and my unbelief in the Bible was of the most deterlier date for the composition of this book than A.D. mined kind." Under the light of Second Adventism,
68. It may therefore be rega,rded as a description of however, Mr. Snow was led to see the deplorable error
the state of the church in Asia at that time by an or- of his way. His peculiar delusion at present is that
thodox pen. Paul, it will be remembered, caused a he is the Elias and other singular persons foretold in
division in the synagog at Ephesus. That division prophecy. Mr. Snow extracted his text from the
doubtless continued long after Paul's death, even anecdote of the ten virgins, who were engaged, it
down through she first and second centuries. But seems, to carry transparencies in. a procession. Five
the author of the Apocalyps was bitterly opposed to of these were so improvident as to go without oil.
the heretics. In his address to the church of Ephe- The painful manner in which they eventually found
themselvs left is related in full. He then entered
sus he says:
into 1tn argument with himself to demonstrate the
"Thou hast tried them which say they are apostles and are
moral of this melancholy circumstance, directing his
net, and hast found them liars" (ii, 2).
remarks chiefly to a sedate individual seated near the
A.nd to the church of Smyrna:
pulpit, evidently the most responsiv person present.
"I know the blasphemy of them which say they aro Jews When Bishop Snow conceived that he had clinched a
a!lll arc not, but are the ~ynagog of Satan" (ii, !J).
point, he appealed to the sedate individual and inq?ired in a terrific voice: "Isn't that so? Can you
And to the church of Philadelphia:
"I \\·ill make them of tho synagog of Satan whh.:h say they dispute that?" The victim ·nodded and shook his
head in a dazed way. The quJJstioner crowed gleeare Jews and are not, but do lie" (iii, \J).
fully over the sedate individual's humiliation and his
And to the church of Pergamos:
own triumph, and wriggled about in a most contempt'rhott hast there them that hold tho cloctrin of Balaam who uous ~nd exasperating manner. Beyond question,
tangllt to Balac to cast !t stnmLliog-block before the l!hii,lren
o£ brael, to eat tllings sacrWcell tmto idols <tncl to 0ommit the bndegroom, he argued, was Jesus Christ; and by
subtracting 457 years from 2300 days, it was proved
fowjnaiion" (ii, 1-1 ),
.
'
·
;<

that he came for the second time in 1844.

It was;

"Thou snfferest that woman Jezebel, which callest herself hoped that the insignifit:Jant fact that no one had seen,_
a pr?ph~tess, to teach and to seduce my servants to commit the bridegroo~ wou~d not cause any intelligent performcat10n, ancl to eat things sacrificed to idols" (ii, 20).
son to doubt his havmg come at the appointed time ..

He was merely" tarrying," as he had done in the,
parable of the ten virgins. We must not walk by:
sight, but by faith.
·
The sedate individual being now apparently under·
sound conviction as to the foregoing facts, he was·.
tested on the identity of the ten virgins, half of whom.
were confessedly foolish. Were they the Protestant,
and Ca~holic churches? The responsiv person, in the,
extrem1ty of doubt, nodded and shook his head again
alternately. No; they were not the Protestant and'
~atholic churches.
Those institutions were -respectIvly the mother of harlots and the abominations of'
the earth. Therefore the ten uncultivated damsels:
were the Second Adventists. Here the sedate individual momentarily collapsed. "Now," said the,
merciless tormentor, "whose voice was it that awoke
the sleepers when the bridegroom appeared? Who.
was the faithful sentinel ? I know and you know..
You hear him now." The face of the sedate individual gleamed with sudden joy, and he winked know-.
ingly at Mr. Snow.
In about this manner Bishop Snow's meetings are,
carried on. His central object is to show that he is:
the second John Baptist crying in the wilderness ..
Whatever may be his course of reasoning, it is sure,
t~ lead. to that conclusion. He talks familiarly with
his audience. A lady dropped asleep during his discourse. He called attention to the circumstance and I
paused while her escort proceeded with su'ndry
shakes and prods to restore her to wakefulness. The
preacher espied the writer and asked him if he knew
the dimensions of the new Jerusalem that John the
Revelator saw let down from heaven. The writer felicitated himself that he did. This question was followed _up with t~e query ~f the reporter properly
appremated the difference between regeneration and
conversion. No. "Well," said Mr. Snow, "there
are some people who are ignorant beyond belief.
Was Christ ever converted? and yet did he not call
upon his disciples to follow him in regeneration?"
And thus the dis~ourse ~as carried on for a dreary,
vac~ous, and un_mterestm~ hour. The bishop is
ludiCrously conceited, and mtensely overbearing and
insulting toward his hearers, who, evidently attracted
by his sensational advertisments, go to hear him
through curiosity. He is a harmless fanatic, though
as much out of place in an enlightened age as is the
Salvation Army. ~product of the Bible, he may perhaps prove useful m a measure by deterring others
from sacrificing their reason as he has sacrificed his
upon the altar of Daniel the Delirious and John the
Revelator. He is a melancholy example of a good
man gone wrong.

Faith or Trust in the Go£ls.
It has often appeared very strange why faith should
be the leading and essential feature of all the religions
of the world. Hav we not found a solution of the
mystery in this, that faith or confidence is the basis
of the villain's success? Nothing startles him so
much as even suspicion, and investigation is death to
all his vile schemes.
If it is str?n~ evide~ce of rascality or tyranny in
any man to msist on faith or confidence in himself as
the only conditions of a business or other transaction
of vital importance that he has forced upon another
person, would not the demanding of such conditions
be _eq~ally suspicious and unjust in any one, though
claimmg to be a God? Inasmuch as positiv knowledge can only be had by positiv proof, all shades of
belief or faith are evidences that the thing believed
in is unknown. It is conjecture only. Therefore to ask
consent of the judgment without proof is unr~ason
able, and to try to force it is tyranny. So it would
seem to the unregenerated. Brethren, let. us pray
for that sharp, discriminating sense that would enable
us to see that things done by holy persons and in
holy places are quite different from those done by
sinners in the external world.
G. W. BIDDLE.

"The Bible Analyzed."
This work, by John R. Kelso, is to the Bible what
Lord Ross's telescope was when applied to the starry
heavens, a resolver of the composition and mystery
of thes~ crea~i?ns. The la~ of evolution is as clearly
traced m rehgwns and their sacred books as is seen
in the development of worlds and the various orders
of life upon them. He shows conclusivly that the
Old Testament was not written until after the Babylonish captivity, more than five hundred years after.
the death of Moses, and proves that the latte1· could
not hav written the Pentateuch. This any unprejudiced mind will be ready to concede on perusal of
the arguments set forth in the book.
During the Jewish captivity of seventy years among
the Chaldeans, the Jews took on many of the manners and customs of the land to which they had been
re~~ved, and no ~e~s was the change wrought in their
rehgwn and relig~ous worship. They had learned
t~at their religion needed a cosmogony, and explanatiOn of how the world and man upon it came into existence, aa well as a god idea inseparable from all
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worship: Evidently this was cunningly devised by
Hilkiah, the priest, and the scribes he let into the
secret, in finding a book of the law of the Lord on
their return from captivity to Jerusalem, and in which
the Chaldaic cosmogony, or Genesis, was first written, as it bears internal evidence of being produced
at that date. "Of the finding of this book," he says,
"there is something suspicious in the circumstance
that the book should hav been found by a priest.
This was according to the usual course of priestcraft.
Strangely enough, all the sacred books of the world
that hav ever been found hav been found by priests;
and all that hav ever been received directly from
heaven hav been received by priests. There is also
something suspicious in the circumstance that in this
case, as in all others of the kind, the book which· was
· found should happen to contain the favorit doctrins
of the very priest who found it. Without fear of
successful contradiction, I assert that no priest ever
did find or receive from heaven a book whose teachings were at variance with his own preconceived
opinions. In all cases of this kind the book has always happened to confirm, never to change, the previous opinions of the very priest who happened to
find or receive it. In all cases the parties happen to
find just such books as they respectivly happen to
want." Thus was the monotheism of the Jews incorporated with the various orders of deities of Chaldea,
as their names of seraphim and cherubim indicate.
The books of the Old Testament, as well as those of
the New, are proved not to be written by the men
whose names they bear, and that their dates and
authenticity are unknown.
Christianity is shown to be but an outgrowth from
Judaism, substituting Christ as a sacrifice sufficient,
in lieu of the lambs and goats, which were getting
rather too expensiv for the purpose. Then, again,
the Emperor Constantine engrafted paganism into
Christianity, with its idea of demi-gods or media- tors, thence the long succession of popes and potentates of the Catholic and Protestant churches since
that time.
These changes and evolutions are presented in so
clear and forcible a manner that the mind is led
irresistibly to the same conclusions of the author.
1\ir. Kelso has done much in this work to clear the
ground whereon the temple of liberty and humanity
may be reared; wherein art, beauty, goodness, and
moral worth shall receive the homage so long paid
to imaginary deities.
In this analysis the author has gone through the
wilderness of superstition, uprooting obstructions
and blazing the way straight through to the clear
fields of truth.
No one can read this book without feeling that the
scales of sacredness hav fallen from his eyes in regard to the Bible and its God.
The book is beautifully printed in large, clear type
on fine paper; contains over eight hundred octavo
pages, and sells for $3 00. 1\/[r\s. LuNA HmoHJNSON.
Bi13hop Creek, Cal., June 1, 284.

The planets, all the infinit host of heaven
Are shining on the sad abodes of death
'
1'hrongh the still lapse of ages. All that tread
The globe are but a handful to the tribes
That slumber in its bosom. 1'ake the wings
Of morning, trn.verse Bar }a's desert sn.nds
Or lose thyself in the contimtous woods '
''r'here rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound
Save his own dashings-yet-the dead are there.
And millions in those solitudes, since first
'!.'he flight of years began, hav laid them down
In their last sleep-the dead roign there alone.
So shalt thou rest, and what if thou shalt fall
Unnoticed by the living, mid no friend
'J'ake note of thy departure. All thnt breathe
Will sha1·e thy destiny. The gt<Y will laugh,
When thou art gone, tho solemn brood of care
Plod on, and each one as before will chase
His favorit phantom; yet all these shall leave
'l'heir mirth, and their employments, and shall come
And make their bed with thee. As the long train
Of ages glide away, the sons of men,
1'he youth in life's green spring, ttnd he who goes
In the full strength of Years, matron, and maid,
'J'he bowed with n.ge, the infant in the smiles
And beauty of its innocent ago eut offShall one by one be gathered to thy side,
By those who, in their turn, shall follow them.
So liv, that when thy summons comes to join
The innumerable caravan, that moves
'l'o that mysterious realm, where each shall take
His chamber in the silent halls of death
1'hon go not, like the c1narry-slave at night,
Scourged to his dungeon, bnt, sustained and sool.hed
By an unfaltering trnst, approaeh thy gmve,
Like one who wraps the drapery of his eonch
About him, nmllies down to pleasant drean1s.
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Now is the time to work for the best interests of
the country, not for party but for the people. To
your mothers, daughters, and wives are you responsible-ye who hav refused to them the means whereby
they can protect themselvs; for if the ballot is a protection to man it is also to woman. To those whose
interests it is your duty to protect are you responsible for the manner in which you cast your ballot.
Weigh well the situation, for to neither of the political parties of the day can you look for protection.
The aim of the one is the aim of the other-the thirst
for power, and a rush for the spoils. It is to new
principles and a new party that you must look for
salvation; and see to it that the liberties which you
value are perpetuated-which they will not be by
either of the parties which are now in the field, for if
in the struggle the party in power to-day holds sway
you can only expect the continuance of the policy
which is sapping the foundations of this republic; the
policy that permits and fosters the accumulation of
vast wealth in the hands of the few, to the financial
ruin of the masses, is not the policy which should be
sustained by a government of the people. On the
other hand, the battle ·cry of reform has a glorious
sound; but what does it really mean? Only an open
sesame to power and spoils.
Friends, radical changes are needed for the perpetuity of the government which was founded by our
brave sires, who in the dark hour of peril shrank from
no f acrifice. Their lives and sacred honor were
freely laid upon the altar of liberty, and to you they
look to continue the work so nobly commenced.
Rnow rrhyselt:
Another thought. The patriotic women of AmerIf there had never been. another command given
ica,
those whom birth and education hav placed on
to the world, and that one had been obeyed, the
world would to-clay occupy a higher standard in an equality with their brothers, should hav the balprogressiv life than it now does; and how few realize lot. While it may not be expedient at the present
the importance of becoming acquainted with them- time to extend to all women-those from foreign
shores, whose education, or want of it, has wholly
selva!
Man, know thyself, study the laws which govern unfitted them to appreciate or rightly use that sacred
thy physical structure, learn how to preserve the har- symbol of the n·ee-yet to the intelligent women of
mony of the system. The natural condition of the the land it is a crime to deprive them of it. And
body is health, and by becoming acquainted with the your laws should be so amended that all emigrating
laws governing us, and living in obedience to those from foreign shores should necessarily remain here
the same number of years as your sons before the
laws, health must necessarily be the result.
A~d when we hav learned the laws governing our rights of citizenship could be conferred upon them.
bodres we should endeavor to become acquainted Make it an honor to be an American citizen; make it
with our minJs. Learn to think. Too long has the necessary that every voter should hav an intelligent
world allowed the few to do the thinking for the understanding of the political situation, and make it
many. Learn to think for yourselvs, and learn to a crime punishable by both fine and imprisonment
think logically. Keep your eyes open, observe the both to buyer or seller of the ballot. Our schools
events which are transpiring, and learn to trace from should be broadened in their conception. Not only
should professors of political economy be employed,
cause to effect.
Note the religious movements of the day. Observe teaching the fundamental principles of government
the attitude of the various so-called Christian leaders and enabling the young to form correct ideas of both
toward each other. Study the history of the relig- self and national government, that they may be fitted
ious movements of the past. Go back and learn who to use the privileges of citizenship wisely; there
originated them, and where. Follow them and their should also be attached to all schools branches of
histo;y, an? decide for yourselvs whether they are industry, wherein the various trades are taught, fitthe light of the world. Be no parrots, idly prating ting and preparing the rising generation to be selfbut take up the live interests of the day. Lear~ sustaining. One of the surest means of eradicating
their history. Learn the charact~rs of the leaders of crime from the land is to instruct the young of both
political movements; judge of the reasons afltuating sexes in some honorable means of obtaining a living.
Remove all incentivs to crime by industrious habits.
A ll,cqucst Complied With.
them.
.
UOLUl\IllUS, OHIO, Juue 22, 18t;4.
Form your own opinions on all subjects which are Employed minds and hands seluom seek for amuse'.ro '!'liE BDrrun OF 'l'llE 'l'llU'l'il Sn::EKJ!;R, Si'r: Can you uoL vuiJllsh
These are some of the ment or recreation aside from the paths of virtue.
Bryaut's "'.rt.u1llft.topslg" in ·rn~ •.r ltU"l'il i:)EEKElt ·t I Lhluk it it; one of in your power to investigate.
tho must !Jeautlful Lhiugs that was over wrllLoll. It is exeoedlugly methods by which the masses may learn to think for A nation's safeguard and protection is the love of
approvrlate to read ut. thB runeral or an AtlloiBL, a.s H eontatns no tlwFor the time has arrived when every truth and honor that is implanted in the minds of
ology or superstltluu, autl 1 prosumo tllat a ~t·ou.t 1nu.uy of your rea<.l- themselvs.
ert3 llu.v novor seou H.
li"'lt.\NK S. MON'l'GOl\IEUY.
man and woman who has the cause of human progress the rising generation.
'frnt.h tmd justiee iH onr watehword;
at heart should understand the true condition of afTIIANATOPSH:l.
Ever let it he
fairs. On the one hand the church, endeavoring to
Guiding star of lovo and duty,
To him who in the love of nature holds
so
amend
the
Constitution
that
it
will
recognize
the
Danner of the free.
Communion with her visible forms, she spcll.ks
Bible God as the ruler of the people, the one to whom
A various language; for his gayer hours
Mus. J. L. Yorm.
San Jose, Cal.
our homage is due, so that· laws can be enacted comShe has a voice of gladness, and lL emile
And eloquence of l>cauty, and she glidGo
pelling every?ne to sustain the church. Oh, can you
Into his clark musings with a mild
Christian Sntlcrstition in Italy.
not see there I? da~ger ahead? for it is not by fair and
And gentle sympathy, that steals away
honorable legislatiOn that they hope to accomplish
A Naples correspondent writes to the London
'l'heir sharpness ere he is aware. When thought:;
this, but by pious intrigue they hope to pass the Standard: "In the province of Catania, i:iicily, we are
Of the last bitter hour come like a blight
Over thy spirit, allll satl images
amendment at some favorable opportunity when the informed, the festival of San Pilippo, the patron saint
Of the stern ago11y, and shroud, and pall,
friends of human freedom are off duty.
of Calatabiano, is celebrated in a strangely superstiAud breathless darkness, and the nari"ow honse,
On the other hand, the laxity which is manifest in tious manner. 'fhe ignorant population of that disMake thee to slmdder and grow sick at heart,
a large percentage by those who claim to be Liberals. trict believe that San Filippo has the power of restorGo forth, unto the open sky, and list
'J'o nature's teaebings, while from all tn·ounclThey hav thrown oft' the yoke of superstition, and no ing to health all those afllictecl with epilepsy, hysterEal'th and he1· waters, and the dc·>plh of airlonger
fear or accept the teachings of the church, but ics, insanity, or other nervouA maladies-in short,
Come:; a still voice. Yet a few day,;, aml thee
hav set themselvs down and cry, "Peace and safety. that the invocation of the saint i~; Huilicient to cast out
'l'ho ·til-beholding sun shall see no more
W~y trou~lest thou us?" And while we recognize in the 'evil spirit.' On the day of the festival such afIn all his conrse; nor yet in the cold gronllll,
Where thy pale form was llLid, with many teal'B,
thrs one of the laws of nature, a reaction from the flicted persons from all the country arouml are
Nor in the embraec of oceun, shall exist
restraints in which they hav been held in the past, brought by their relations to be cured instantaneously
'l'hy image. Earth, that nourished thee, shall elaim
the
necessities of the case require that they should at the church of Calatabiarw. On arriving they are
Thy growth, to be resolved to earth ug~in,
be aroused, for the enemy is at our very doors, and seized by robust peasants, who attempt to make them
And, lost each human trace, surrcndermg up
Thine indivithtnl being, shalt thou go
the sentries are asleep at their posts. Could we real- kiss the image of the saint, and cry, 'Viva Sant l~'i
'J'o mix forever with the elements,
ize the condition of affairs as it really is to-day we lippo.' Some, as might be expected, are too stupid
'l'o be a brother to the insensible Took,
would start at the danger that threatens. The coil to obey, some struggle furiously in the hands of their
And to the sluggish clod, which tho rndc ~wain
of tLe Jesuitical serpent will, if efforts are not made captors, who then resort to the most savage menus
'l'urns with his share and tremls upon. The oak
Shall send his roots abroad, and pieree thy moll!.
to prevent, entwine itself around the very life of of compulsion, tearing oft' their clothes, pulling their
Yet not to thine eternul resting-place
this
nation. See to it, ye who call yourselvs free- hair, and even biting them, continuing the torture
Shalt thou retire alone, nor eottldst thou wish
men, and ere it is too late avert the danger which throughout the clay until the victims pronounce the
Conch more magnificent. Thou shalt lie down
threatens. See to it that the candidate who is elected sacramental words. This being accomplished, the
With patriarchs of tho infant world-with king,;,
'fhe ·powerful of the earth-the wise, the good,
to be a leader of this great people is a man who can unfortunate invalids are ag!tin consigned to their reFair fori:ns, and h01ny seers of ages past;
be
trusted, for there never was a time in the life of lations, who take them borne with tears of joy, only
All in one mighty sepulcher. 'l'he hills,
thi~>
nation when such watchfulness was necessary as to be bitterly undeceived by finding them later on
Hock-ribbed and ancient as the sun-the vales
at the present. There never was a time since the na- worse than before. This year the same scene waH reStretching in pensiv quietness between;
The venerable woods; rivers that move
tion's birth when danger threatened upon every hand peated, but was ~;oon put a stop to by a police conIn majesty, and the complaining brorJks
as ~ow. . The campaign .upon which you are now on- stable, who in the name of the law arrested all those
That make the meadows grC:en; and, poured around all,
termg Will be fraught w1th weal or woe to the na- who refused to renounce the barbarous custom."
Old ocean's gray and melancholy wastetion's life. See to it that your energies and intiuence
Are bnt the solemn decorations all
Of the great tomb of man. The goldeu snn,
are cast upon the side of right,
CATALoG of our books free on application,
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remain popular with the people whom he is among,
and as a rule all principals study the wishes of the
parents
of their pupils. This guides them in the seFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
lection of the portions of scripture which are read.
Editor. Usually they are from the Psalms, Ecclesiastes, or
E. M. MAcDONALD,
Business Manager. Proverbs, and are unobjectionable to any religious
0. P. SoMERBY,
feeling. We do not call the exercises religious ex erPUBLISHED BY
a OM pAN Y. cises at all. Attendance is, of course, obligatory, for
T 11E T R U T H BEE K E R
the reading takes place in the :first minutes after nine
33 Clinton Place, New York.
o'clock in the morning, and the general contentment
:;:::::::====================.among all classes and sects is shown by the fact that
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.. the tardiness of scholars throughout the city is only
·
two per cent of the attendance, and this percentage
Address all Communications to THE TRU1H SEEKER COM- is not made up of the same children day after day."
P ANY. Make all Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to
Every day shows more and more that there is no
~HARLEB P. BOMERBY.
Isense of decency or justice in the Christian heart.
. Old Thurlow Weed anJ. Arch bishop Hughes parceled
SATURDAY,
JULY 5, 1884. \ out the schools, giving to each as much superstition
===================== as the parents would stand, finding a common ground
J16rJudgingfrom the many expressions of pleasure' in the middle of the Bible on which they agreed, and
reaching us, the engraving of the monument printed: paying not the slightest attention to the ~ghts of any
last week givs great satisfaction. If our readers wish I but the two great sects of fetich worshipers. And
.
. .
.
.
·now Mr. Jasper doesn't propose to change the procopies of the paper contammg It to send to friends, gram. B ecause th e peol?1e aub mi·t WI"thou t prot est ,
or for other purposes, we can supply a few hundred he concludes they like the doses of damnation doled
at 10 cents per copy.
out to their children in the first few minutes of the
'
morning
session. An order of his official superior is
Defying the Order.
set aside, and the Bible rises again triumphant. The
The recent decision of Mr. Ruggles, state super- mugwumps of Christianity are indeed in the ascendintendant of public instruction, on the question of· ant!
1
religious exercises, is undoubtedly fresh in the memory of THE TRUTH SEEKER readers. His decision was
The League Congress.
given in answer to the Board of Education of Union
Why cannot the next Congress of the National
Free Sch~ol of Orange town...This board a~plied to I Liberal Le~gue be held at .cassadaga Lake, immedithe supermtendent for a demswn, representmg that I ately followmg the conventiOn of the New York State
it wished to " move unerringly, but :firmly, in the Freethinkers' Association ? Such a conjunction
matter of sustaining the reading of scripture and would insure a large attendance of Liberals who can
prayer " in opening the school. Children of Catho- not afford the time and money to attend two conferlie families had not been required to participate in ences. It would also enable the League delegates
repeating the scripture or Lord's Prayer, but had I to ascertain the feeling of Liberals as to political and
simply been required to behave with decon1m. The social combinations, and thus aid in determining the
question was raised by a request made by a number action of the League.
of Catholic families that their children be permitted
We somehow feel that the next Congress will be
to remain outside the school until the devotional ex- an important one, as affecting the life of the national
ercises were concluded. The board was unwilling body. Practically nothing has been accomplished
to grant the request, because the "interference causes the past year by the League, and but few new auxilmuch disorder outside of the room, and the subse- iaries hav been organized. Another year of such
quent entrance of these pupils causes a loss of time inertia would paralyze the organization, and render
and disturbance to class work." Hence the appeal precarious its very existence. By meeting with the
to the superintendent for instructions.
New York state auxiliary, it may be stimulated to
Mr. Ruggles took the ground that the only course renewed activity, and by confining its attempts at
to be followed, if the benefits of the constitutional' reform to secular issues, and mapping out a program
guarantees are to be preserved, and the absolute in accordance therewith and prosecuting it vigorequality of right in matter of religious predilection ously, the report of its officers at the Congress in
secured, is to exclude religious instruction and exer- 1885 might be worth traveling a few hundred miles
cises from the public schools during school hours. to hear.
Mr. Ruggles bases his decision upon the constituThe change in place of meeting from Cleveland to
tional guarantee of the absolute equality of all peo- Cassadaga Lake is not violent. The lake is only about
ple in the state in respect to the free exercise and en- three hours' ride east of Cleveland, and the delegates
joyment of religious profession and worship. In- who could attend at the latter place would certainly
struction being free under the public school system, come on to Cassadaga, as the state convention is
the material resources necessary for its maintenance likely to be not less interesting than any former one.
hav to be drawn from a population characterized by To borrow the interrogation of our esteemed con tamdissimilar religious beliefs, observances, modes of porary, Man, What say you, Men and Brethren?
worship, and preferences. It is impossible to devise
a limited measure of religious instruction for the
Woman Suffrage.
schools upon which all these classes and sects could
Several states hav this spring taken legislativ acharmonize, and, therefore, the exclusion of all relig- tion upon questions affecting the natural rights of
ions instruction and exercises, in Mr. Ruggles's opin- the female portion of our citizens. In most casesion, is the only alternativ.
in all where the right of suffrage was asked-the verWhen calling attention to this but a few weeks diet has been adverse to woman. In Iowa both
since, we predicted that no attention would be paid houses refused to even submit to popular vote a proto it by the school authorities of the different dis- posed constitutional amendment relating to the issue.
tricts, and in this we were right. The schools of In Massachusetts the adverse vote was 144 to 50; but
this city are all opened with the reading of the Bible, a small gain in that state can be chronicled in women
and in some cases with religious hymns. This is being allowed to practice medicin-something of a
done in obedience to a by-law of the board of edu- step for a commonwealth so bigoted as Massachusetts
cation which makes it obligatory. The by-law is to take. In New Jersey the proposition led to a
based on an old state law which went on the statute facetious debate in the house, and that is all. In
books of the state in 1851, the product qf a cornpro- Oregon, a state whose newness led people to look for
m~~e between Thurlow Weed and Archbishop Hughes.
a little display of justice, the popular vote is stated
City Superintendent Jasper told a Tribune reporter to be about three to one against the women. In this
a week or more ago that Mr. Ruggles's decision was state only eight votes were lacking in the Assembly
not heeded. "We hav had no trouble," he said, "for to submit the matter to the people, who must pass
eighteen or twenty years on the score of religious upon it in the shape of a constitutional amendment.
exercises, and I do not think any will again arise. In Utah the women may vote, but a bill disfranchisThe teachers now obey the by-law on the subject and ing them is now pending in Congress.
read each morning a portion of the scriptures withIn Pennsylvania, Mrs. Carrie Kilgore, a Freethinkout note or comment. I am bound to see the by-laws ing woman, with a Freethinking husband, has comobeyed, and if a question should arise, I would refer pelled a reluctant court to admit her right to praeit at once to the board. But I do not think trouble tice law. Mrs. Miller also forced the United States
will come. It is to the interest of every principal to al,lthoritil313 to issue a steamboat captain's certificate
1

to her, she passing the examination required of Mississippi pilots. These two victories, and the privilege
of practicing medicin in Massachusetts, are the only
substantial gains made.
A Franchise bill is now pending in England to.
which an amendment was made including the principle of woman suffrage, but Mr. Gladstone declared
that the government would desert the bill if the
amendment was tacked to it, and Parliament voted
the amendment down-271 to 135. Oxford University, however, during the past year, has opened its
honor grades to women, thus, in some small measure.
atoning for Mr. Gladstone's unjust conduct.
~otwithstanding these defeats, we predict that it.
will not be twenty-five years ere the people of this.
country and England will comment unfavorably upon
the conduct of their fathers in denying woman a
right they will then concede she is as much entitled
to as the men.

More Nominations.
The Liberal papers thus far hav maintained a stern
silence as to our nomination for president of the
League, which puzzles us, as they are not wont to
keep still on matters pertaining to Liberalism. If
any of them are acquainted with a better man for
the position than Mr. Putnam, we hope they will not
be shy in mentioning him. But if Mr. Putnam is not
th"
the man they desire, what would they say to IB
nomination for the presidency?HoRAcE SEAvER,
of Boston, Mass.,
who has for so many years edited one of the best
.Freethought pa~ers. in the world. Or if a man of
national reputatiOn IS demanded, why not elect
J A 1\f E s pART 0 N,
0 f New bur yp 0 r t, Mass.,
if he will serve, and some young, energetic man like
Mr. Putnam for secretary?

The Belgian Election.
Belgium, with its five and a half millions of population, mostly Walloons and Flemings, has a large secular citizenship of the sort that goes to the polls and
puts its convictions into the shape of ballots. But
the valorous band hav been defeated by the very
party that will one day or other make trouble for the
American citizen-the Catholics. Political parties in
Belgium consist of the Radicals, the Clericals, and
the Liberals. The Radicals are the extreme secularizationists; the Clericals are Catholics, the Liberals
standing midway between, with a pronounced leaning
toward the Radicals The Protestant population
is only about 15,000, mostly Calvinists. For long
years the Clericals hav been out of power, though
pushing the Liberals hard. The population of
Belgium is chiefly Catholic, and on a measure for
the revision of the constitution the Radicals could
muster only eleven votes. But the Liberals needed
aid in other measures, and to gain it made concessions which alarmed the Catholics and united
them in the election which has just returned the old
Clericals to power. The chief issue in this contest
has been the secularization of education.
Previous to the recent election the government
was substantially anti-clerical and secular. There is .
no state church in Belgium; ecclesiastical appointments are exempt from government control; andreligious liberty is guaranteed by the fundamental law.
These principles, if logically carried out, would render
educational institutions not only tolerant, but strictly
secular. As long ago as 1850 the lycees, or intermediate echools, were reorganized on the basis of secular or lay instruction. In the primary schools the "
influence of the clergy remained supreme. They not
only taught the catechism, but directed the course of
instruction and selected the books. The Liberals
revised in 1879 the Education laws, resorting to the
same compromise which had been effected in the intermediate schools. They did not prohibit religious
instruction, but they restricted it to certain hours and
required the clergy to confine themselvs to the catechism. The clergy were no longer allowed to choose
the books and to control the courses of education.
The primary, like the intermediate schools, were released from ecclesiastical domination.
The religious sympathies of the Liberal party are
mainly with the Radicals, and a complete secularization of Belgium's schools might hav been looked for
had not this national disaster overtaken her. But
Catholicism is bound to go sooner or later, and as
Protestantism does not seem to flourish on Belgian
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soil, Liberalism must ultimately win back the position it has temporarily lost. Indeed, the opinion is
generally prevalent that the Catholics will not dare
undo the good work already accomplished, for fear
of uniting ags.inst them all the disaffected political
.forces, cutting short their lease of power. It is feared
t.hat an attempt will be made to re-est~~oblish the relat.ions of the Vatican with the government, but this
·would probably lead to the reorganization of the
ministry, and though the Catholic press of neighboring countries advise not only this but the recommittal of the schools into the hands of the priests, it is
not Jikely to be immediately attempted.

Bradlaugh Defeated Again.
The indictment against Mr. Bradlaugh on this ocoeasion was for sitting and voting in •he House of
Commons as a member for Northampton, after administering the oath to himself, and after having
been verbally ejected by the speaker. The "crime"
.charged is misdemeanor,and the jury has found him
,guilty on all the counts.
Of course it is disappointing to Mr. Bradlaugh.
He certainly has right and justice on his side, and
law that leaves these defenseless is tyranny of the
most odious kind. Mr. Bradlaugh had what seemed
to him good grounds for expecting a different verdict; but the one given only confirms the impression fast spreading that in England a .Freethinker
has no rights the Christian is bound to respect.
result of the trial, the cable reports, is everywhere
regarded by the orthodox as a triumph of Christianity over Atheism. On the night of the rendering of
the verdict, one of the Queen's counsel-spoken of
as a veteran-said, "It is illogical, but it is legal, and
the fact is that reverence for the forms of Christianity
has become an ingrained part of English common
law." It is doubtful if this eminent fawyer realized
the full import of his words, and what they really
meant, which is that the church "tried" Mr. Bradlaugh, and not the court. But that it is true there
;appears no room to doubt. England is a good deal
more concerned in this verdict than Mr. Bradlaugh
'can be, even though it should result in bankrupting
him or sending him to prison.
The case will be carried to the Court of Appeals,
:and the defendant is preparing a long list of exceptions to the ruling of the court. The Freethinkers
of England are contributing generously to defray the
expenses. Mr. Bradlaugh is in no wise daunted, and
the unequal struggle of one man agains~ the great
English government will be continued while life
holds, or until the victory is won.

The

Editorial Notes.
SoME time ago the Canadian ~Methodist Magazine printed an
m·ticle by the l~ev. W. Harrison, in which that writer quoted a
London jonrnal to the effect that "of twenty Infidel lecturers
and writers, sixteen hav abandoned their Infidelity and openly
professed their faith in Christ and their joy in his salvation."
Why the London journal took the number twenty out of which
to distinguish sill:tecn hypocrits is not known. He might hav
taken three hundred-there are probably that number of Freethinkers in England as prominent as those mentioned; but the
object was doubtless to show that four out of fivll had recanted.
This was the first fraud in the matter. The Christian Advocate,
of this city, copied the article referred to. Dr. Aveling, of
London, took the subject np and showed (1) that not all the
persons claimed had recanted; and (2) that scarcely one was a
representativ Infidel. The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER
wrote to the editor of the Advocate, admonishing him of these
facts and asking f9r a correction. This is the way the Advocate
printed his letter:
"To THE EDITOR OF THE CHRISTIAN ADvOCATE, Dear Sir: I
see that in your issue of March 27th, you reprint from the
Canadian Methodist Magazine an article of the Hev. W. Harrison, in which he quotes a London journal to the effect that of
twenty Infidel lecturers and writers, sixteen hav abandoned
their Infidelity and openly professed their faith in Christ and
their joy in his salvation. Allow me to say that tbi s is incorrect. In the - - - ---of Oct. 20, 1883, the paper of which
I hav the honor to be the editor, I printed a long and complete
refutation of this charge of apostasy so ind nstriously circulated
in England and in this country. If the story is not absolutely
without foundation, it is so nearly so as to come under the
stereotyped heading' Christian Falsehoods.' As you hav given
the wrong information to your readers, I shall expect you in
justice to your readers in this country and in England to print
the correction.
Yours, for humanity,
----"
The omissions denoted in the foregoing by dashes are " THE
TRUTH SEEKER" and "E. M. Macdonald." Dr. Buckley
(editor of the Advocate) devotes three columns to the subject,
leaving it finally exactly whero it stood before, with the exception that he knocks off two from the Rev. Mr. Harrison's
statement, and admits that only fourteen recanted from their
Infidel opinions. We cannot help admiring the courage of
Dr. Buckley in advocating a cause in which he must necessarily make so feeble a defense. Wbat we can complain of,
however, on behalf of the readers of the Advocate, is his
omissions in his published copy of our letter. The name of
THE TRUTH SEEKER,· at least, should hav been printed, that

the religious public might know who it is that the Rev. Dr.
Buckley is discussing this question with. If the fear was that
some good Methodist might obtain a copy of this paper and
thereby hav his convictions shaken, then Dr. Buckley has
little confidence in the stability of those convictions when
assaulted by the logic of Freethought. In this respect the
Advocate is fur behind the Catholic Union. That paper prints
THE TRUTH SEEKER in italics whenever it feels inclined to call
it a vile Ingersollite ·or blasphemous sheet, which occurs
nearly every week. Dr. Buckley adds that "some of the
ablest Infidels we hav ever known hav renounced Infidelity
and become Christians." Will Dr. Buckley giv their names
and testimony to that effect, " not necessarily for publication,
but as a guarantee of good faith?" The fact is that Freethinkers do not become believers except under some st.rong
religi_ous excitement, which, as in the case of Bishop Snow,
weakens their intellect and takes away their reasoning
faculties.
CoNsiDERING Sir John Lubbock's bill to restrict the hours of
labor in England to twelve, Mrs. Besant says: "A day of
twelve hours is brutal. Suppose a 'young person works for
twelve hours; he or she, if 'young,' ought to hav at least
nine hours' sleep; a growing animal needs many hours of repose. But if, out of the twenty-four, twelve hours are to go
to labor and nine to sleep, what is left for education, for
play? If the law fixes twelve hours as a 'fair day,' that law
will largely govern custom. I declare that a 'legal day'
should be eight hours on five days in the week, and not more
than five hours on the sixth. If the labor is of an exhausting
cho.racter, these hours are too long. For a shop, with its constant breaks of employment, they are fair; but if labor is to be
continuous, these should be shortened. How can the producers become educated and refined if they are to be worn out
by physical labor, and given no opportunity for mental endeavor? Full education, and time also for mere play, are the
rights of every human being. That such a claim should seem
exorbitant is the condemnation of our present social system.
There ought to be none who has not the opportunity of appreciating all that is fair in nature and in art. And it must be
remembered that 'opportunity' includes the precedent culture which is necessary to such appreciation."

IT is the opinion of the editor of the Methodist organ that
provided dancing is prohibited, " there is no good reason why
a picnic may not be a means of grace." Historical accuracy
impels the remark that few things hitherto, except Methodist
camp-meetings, hav proved a more prolific source of disgrace
than the average religious picnic. Dancing is by no means
the worst thing about it.
THE board of commissioners hav decided to no longer pay
$1,200 per year for a preacher in the insane asylum on Ward's
Island, and whoever wishes to officiate in the capacity of chaplain for that institution will hereafter do so free of charge.
We shall now see how much interest is taken in the salvation
of the souls of lunatics, apart from a money consideration.
HERETOFORE blasphemy has not been considered a legal
offense in New Zealand, but a new code is being considered
by the colonial parliament into which the Christians hav injected this "crime." The Freethinkers of the colony are vigorously protesting through their paper, the .Free!hought Review.
THE coming Plenary Council of Roman Catholic Primates,
to bo held at Baltimore, will discuss the subject of "Round
Dances," and the "Duty of the Church to the Negro." In
respect to the latter, we would suggest that the let-alone doctrin would prove the most profitable to the colored man.
CoNGREGATIONS are now sending their pastors into the conntry and to foreign parts for a few months. Ostensibly this is
to giv the preachers a respit, but if the truth were divulged it
would probably be found that it is merely a dodge of a suffering people to get a little rost for themselvs.
THE Chicago 17-ilmne dubs the Independent Republicttns
"Goorge William Curtis's Salvation Army." Nothing needs
salvation more just now than politics. Some of the political
candidates are especially in neod of it.

Literary Notices.
G. P. PuTNAM's Sons hav in press a volume by Capt. R. C.
Adams, entitled, "Travels in Faith, from TrP.dition to Reason."
Price, $1. 25.

WM. HANSON has written, and U!e Fowler & Wells Co., are
publishing a book entitled "'l'he Fallacies in Progress and
RELIGious prejudices become involuntarily beneficial when Poverty." It is expected to be an answer to Mr. Henry George.
they are exercised in the interests of justice. For instance,
MR. It. S. SmELINGER, of Boston, writes to Mr. Putnam as
the reading of the Bible and other religious exercises in the
public schools of Sharon and Sharpsville, in Mercer Co., Pa., follows: "I hav read your 'Waifs and Wanderings,' the story
will probably result in a law suit. The Roman Catholics com- that has been running through TnE TuuTir RF;Erom. I must
plained to the bishop of Erie, the Right Rev. Tobias Mullen, let you know that I think it is ono of tho grandest productions
that the teachers and directors of the Sharpsville and Sharon that I ever had the pleasure of reading. 'l'bo scene at the
public schools were compelling their ahildren to attend objec- death of Columbus was fino, gl·and!'' "Waifs and Wandertionable religious exercises upon pain of expulsion. The ings" is soon to be issued in book and lJ!Impblet form. In
bishop advised the Catholics to keep their children out of paper covers the price will be GO cents; cloth, handsomely
school until rtfter the devotional exercises. 'l'he tm1chers pun- bound, $1.00

ished this tardiness by expulsion. The state superintendent
of instruction did not sustain this action. The Catholics will
now go to the courts to compel the discontinuance of all religious exercises and the reading of the Bible in the public
schools.
Mn. REMsnuRG held, during the past week, at Stewartsville,
Mo., a debate with the Rev. Mr. Green, a champion of the
chutch. Of Mr. Remsburg's lecture at Davenport, Iowa, Der
Demokrat of that place says: "Mr. John E. Remsburg held his
third and last lecture in the German 'fheater last evening,
His, 'False Claims,' was one of the grandest lectures of the
three he gave in thi~ city. The speaker pointed out neady
all the claims of the churches, and he plainly and forcibly
demonstrated that they were false. Mr. Remsburg leaves for
Chicago this morning, and ho will in the next few weeks lecture in different cities of Illinois and Wisconsin. May he soon
return. His lecture of yesterday hrts made him many friends,
of which the lively applanse frequently interrupting him
yielded evidence."
GRACE CHURcH, in this city, has for years been minus an
appropriate spire. A. subscription of $50,000 was therefore
raised, and up to June 24th a marble steeple had reached the
bight of 171 feet. Then the foot of the derrick, used for
hoisting the stones, slipped, and a workman named Simpson
was caught beneath a rope and killed. Another man was severely injured, and a shower of huge stoneH, knocked loose
by the arm of the delTick, went crashing through the roof of the
edifice, doing some five thousand dollars' worth of damage.
An $800 window was shuttered by a swinging rope. Whatever
was the design of this accident, it is beyond doubt a dispensation of Providence, and the religious world will now proceed
to bring forth the royal diadem and crown him Lord of all.
A FooD REl'ORM SociETY bas been organized in this city,
about twenty-five persons meeting at Dr. Holbrook's Hygienic
Hotel one day last week for that purpose. Dr. Holbrook was
chosen president. One speaker announced that only about
one-tenth of the Americans were healthy, and that the consumption of animal flesh was the cause of this state of things.
Mr. Henry Chubb, a Quaker, contended that the eating of meat
was against the teachings of the Bible! Well, who cares if it
is? 'fhe main question to be considered is whether the eating
of animal flesh is detrimental to health. Experience haR not
yet proved that it is-or that it is not.
THE Catlwlio Union and 1imcs, of Buffalo, demands the legal
suppression of Ingersoll. Somehow our pious contemporary
don't seem to hav "caught on to" the spirit of Americanism,
but plods along as though it were enjoying the times of Philip
the Second and Torquemada, when the roasting or racking of
a few thotisand heretics was only a pleasant diversion for the
faithful. And our p. c. also tags right on after the pope in his
Quixotic crusade against the Masons. Wbat a curious physiological phenomenon it is, that when an old codger in Rome
takes snuff some six or seven millions of people three thousand miles away should all sneeze in concert !

'l'HE Popular Science .Monthly for July, has a long and very
interesting article by Herbert Spencer on '' 'l'he Groat Political
Superstition;" a statement of the allvantages ami disadvantages
of Colorado for invalids, by S. A. Fisk, M.D.; an exposition of
the "New Theology," by a Rev. Mr. Lyon, who makos it out
to be an improvement and purification of tho old; a paper by
Grant Allen on "Our Debt to Insects," and ten other essays
of more or less permanent value. Taken year in and year
out, the Popular Science is one of tho very best of the
monthlies.
THE Freethinkers' Magazine for July is a good average number. Among the more noticeable articles are those of S. P.
Andrews, Elizur Wright, George Chainey, A. B. Bradford, and
our voluminous correspondent, Elliott Preston, who contrasts
Buddhism with Christianity in its protection of the lower aBimals. Mr. Andrews's dissection of roforms andBreformcrs i~
spicy reading, and Mr. Wright has considered the ovils of
Sunday laws in his well-known incisiv way. Mr. Bradford
livs a good deal in the past, and the lessons he learned in Abolition days are valuable hints for the present. We expect
eloqnence and beauty from Chainey, and his short communication in no wise rlisappoints the expectation. Humors are in
the air that Mr. Groen intends to locato in r~iberal, Mo., but
this number of his Directory fails to confirm them.
SoME suggestions for the improvement of the existing jury
system are presented by ,J ndgo Uobort C. Pitman in the N()r/h
American RevieiJJ for July, under the title of "Juries and ,Jurymen.'" " American Economics " are expounded by Professor
Van Buren Denslow. ,Judge Noah Davis writes of" Marriage
and Divorce;" Dr. P. Bender, whose subject is "The Annexation of Canada," sets forth the advantages likely to accrue to
the Unitod Stutes from the absorption of the Canadian provinces; Professor D. MeG. Means, in an argument "Government Telegraphy," subjects the management of the post-offiee
to a most searching criticism; Charles 'f. Congdon writes of
"Private Vengeance;" and, finally, there is a sympoBium on
the "Future of the Negro," by Senator Z. B. Vance, Frederick
Douglass, Joel Chandler Harris, Senator John 'f. Morgan,
Professor Richard '1'. Greener, Gen. S. C. Armstrong, Oliver
,Johnson, and others, which is interesting reading. The No1·!h
American Review can be ordered through this office. Single
numbers are 50 cents; $5 per year.

Locating a Baptist.
April 11th, W. F. Malden, ofCasseta,Ga., wrote us:
"The Rev. J. H. Fackler, Baptist., of Lumpkin, Stewart Co.,
Ga., was excluded lately from the Baptist church for drunkenness, lying, abusing his wife, and bigamy. Under the name
of ,J. H. Price be is now somewhere in the West. He is also
advertised in the Christian index. I know the man well."

June 18th, A. Butterfield, of Ingalls, Kan., locates
Mr. Price. He says:
"Price is preaching a little way west of here. It is tho
same chap. He had to run away from Iowa on account of seducing a young girl, and I think he will leave here soon for
swindling some three or four different parties."

4Q6
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RAYMOND, June 14, 284.
MR. EDITon: Please find inclosed $4, which place to my account. I am glad of the move of Sh;ter Elmina to investigate
Spiritualism. But if ohe has not got the bug out of her ear
that made ito way in there when she wao on a visiting tour
some time ago, I should like to hav her rise and cxp lain, because according to her own report she then made she could
not account for what she received from the strange medium
whom she visited. Now if what little she then received cannot
be accounted for, what is the need of more evidence from the
same source?
We hav a good many Liberal people in this part of Kansas
-MaterialiotH, Spiritualists, etc.-but they are too much like
myself-too much wood about them.
Yours for free speech, free press,_ free mails, and equal taxation,
C. W. NoLAND.
GALT, ONT., June 16, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: I am highly pleased with your paper, and
will always subscribe. I hav been kept busy reading books
that friends gave me. I hav some sweet times talking religion to my companions, who are commencing to think
the same. I am now an enemy of religion. There is plenty of
it here, Salvation Army and Gm;pel Army. They make quite
a stir on Sundays, and if they go to heaven I think I will.
1'hey are a terrible class. If I saw you I could tell you better.
Mr. Laird helps me on, and what I don't know he tells me.
There are quite rtfew Freethinkers here, although they won't say
anything. But I can't keep it in, and will not as long as I liv.
I hav been 1·eading up Ingersoll's works, and they are immense.
I am a barber, and hav plenty to talk too. Some think I
should not talk religion, as it will injure business. But if I
do my work right, religion will make no difference. I will
close at l)l"esent, and will do what I can for 1'HE TnurH
SEEKER.
J. D. BRUCE.
CINCINNATI, 0., June 20, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: I bav but little time to write, in consequence
of a rush of business. Ilut hard work and clear thoughts are
often close company. Now, friend Macdonald, I do find in
Freethought papers what seems to me the very reverse of
clearness of thought. From my ~;tanclpoint, much of it looks
about ao clear as mud, and how such opaque icloas can
emanate from anything claiming to be sane, is to me a puzzle.
Now were we not all born? Yes, that is one fact; and do we
not now liv? Yes, that is another fact; ancl another and positi v fact is that we shall die. 'l'hese three facts are clear and
manifest. Nolie can dispute or deny it, and neither before
the first fact or the last is anything positivly known. We
exist from moment to moment by nature's forces acting by
and through organic matt3r, and so long as that organism io
unimpaired by any cause o1· causes, life h; intact, and works
its way physically and mentally to the end. And whenever
the lungs ceaoe to respire, and breathing is no more, that,
sir, is death! And beyond this last and final fact nothing is
or can be known, and all the strange and proofless assertions
to the contrary are the result of misconceptions, false conclusions, or wilful and perverse inclinations, growing out of
ignorance, or a plastic mind easily controlecl by clerical sophisly or cunning tl'ickery. Sh-, :Materialism is as clear as the
no9n,day sun. But evm·y phase of supernaturalism is a fog
bank, and those who would be wise should wash the blinding
bandage of superstition from their minds, and clearly see that
Materialistic philosophy is the standard of truth, and all
should fQllow it as a grand and solid thing for happiness.
T. WINTER.

ings for the honest Christian. That I am not one is simply a worth the price of the book, let alone the information, dates,
streak of good luck. An investigating disposition and alack etc., it contains.
I found but one fault, and laid it down with a sense of disof faith was my savim.
SEE MoRE.
appointment that Ella E. Gibson's name was not in the list of
prominent Freethinkers and refmmers. No one acquainted
MELVIN VILLAGE, N. H., June 23, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find three doH.ars, for which with her writings and labor in behalf of Freethonght can dil5please send me THE TRUTH SEBKER for one year. I am rather claim the justice of her name being in the list. She has writbehind the times in not renewing my_subscription sooner, but ten, leclm·ecl, and talked for years, sometimes for no compendid not intend to be. And I cannot tell you how much I hav sation, and in most caoes for scarcely enough to meet her exmissed its weekly visits. It is but a very short time since I penses. Laid on a bed of pain and weariness nearly all the
commenced to take your valuable paper, and it has been to me time for the past three years or more, her greatest oorrow is
indeed an intellectual feast, and to take it once is with me that she cannot be at her life work-fighting old theology.
With best wishes for the prm;perity of THE 'l'lmTH SEEKER,
to want to take it alway~;. So you may count" me as a life· long
'fruly yours,
WINEFonD V. AsPINWALL.
subscriber. I am alone, as it were, in Freethought. I hav I remain
many foes to fight. It is truly astonishing with what tenacity
the people hold theh- creeds and dogmas here, and I am opposed in my own family. My husband is agrdnst mo in my
opinions, as it is not the way that he has been taught to
believe.
I attended a funeral yesterday, and to prove the literal
resurrection of the dead the preacher said that Aaron's rod
budded and blossomed, and bore fruit, and he spoke of the
golden pot of manna that kept fresh for hundred~; of years.
That is the kind of cloctrin that suits Lest here. Yet I think
there are some, if they would be honest, and would clare to
tell what they think, who would not believe the Bible. 'l'here
are a great many hypocrits who belong to the church for the
sake of being popular. I hav a little son who attends church
and Sabbath-school. He has no other society. 'l'here is no
other for him. And the seeds of error are being sown in his
young mind, which in later years will be hard to eradiate.
Yet his father wishes it, and the circumstances are such that
I cannot very well control them.
It was my good fmtune to hav an Infidel father, who, when
I was very young, tried to instil into my mind "principles of
truth which I hav never forgotten-that the Bible is not
the word of God, but an imposition on the world, and reading it myself has convinced me that it is so.
Wishing you every success, I remain, yours ever in the cause
of truth and mental liberty,
· Mns. MAnY A. HonNB.

['l'he omission of Miss Gibson'~; name was an oversight that
can be remedied next year.-ED. 1'. S. ].
HELENA, MoN., June 18, 1884.
Jilin. EDIToR: Knowing that many of your Westem readers
personally knew and loved my lnte wife, I send the accompanying obituary and poem for publication in 'filE 'fnUTH
SEEliJ>R. Hespectfnlly yours,
C. B. VAUUHAN.
Dmv.-At Helena, Mon. 'fer., June 4, 1881, Jessie, wife of
C. B. Vaughan, aged 33 yea1·s. Mrs. Vaughan was fmmerly
Mrs. Dl'. A. A. Howard, and had many friends in Nebraska,
Nevada, and Califomia. 'fhe following poem exp1·essiv of her
belief was read at hel' funeral:
THERE IS NO DEATH.
There is no death ! The stars go down .
To l"ise upon some fairer shore;
And bright in 'heaven's jeweled crown
They shine forevermore.

A LETTEI\ TO 1\iiSS WIXON, J!"UOM A SPili!TUALIST.
SoUTH RoYALToN, VT., June 17, 1884.
DEAR l'IIIsS WixoN: I hav just read in THE TRUTH SEEKER
yonr very touching article on ''Our Susie." I cannot keep
silunt. Yon say, "If that bright, intelligent_ mind continues in
conscious existence, we shall some day sec her again." Yes,
my friend, you will see her. There is no room for doubt.
That dm·ling spirit is near yon every hour when yon think of
her. All our loved ones who hav left us in the form are still
watching over us to bless us. I lcnow, and therefore must
speak.. l'IIy hem·t goes out in deepest sympathy to all who
mourn the loss of dear kindred and friends. I wish to tell everybody what I do know, that their hearts may be comforted.
All alone in my humble homo they (spirit friends) come to me.
I wish I could find words to express my joy and happiness in
communing with the bright spirits that come to me. It is as
near a hmwen as I ever expect to enjoy, even in the sweet summer-land. Why, my friend, when H. B. A. was with us on a
visit a few years ago we were blessed with tho presence of more
than sixty old neighbors, friends, and relativs. They not only
spoke their names, but shook hands as heartily as when in the
form, and expressed great joy to meet us again; also wrote
letters full of ttffection and instruction to us all, with spirit
hands. Now, these are truth.~ which we know. There is no
guess-wDl'k o1· mistake in what I write yon. I know that those
called dead are more alive than when in fleshly bodies. Oh, that
every aching heart could know and believe these glorious facts
as I myself do ! To me there is no death in all this mighty
universe. Life-life immortal and progressiv to the enclless
ages of eternity-is the l'ich boon of humanity. How can any
student of nature fail to read the great and glorious facts
which she teaches in the tiniest blade of grass, 01; in the ever·
shining orbs over our heads, which are
" Forever singing as they shine,
The hand that made us is divine."
With best wishes, your friend,
l'IIns. H. J. SEVERANUJo;.

.
J nne 22, 1881.
l'IIlL Enrron: Imagin my surprise last Sunday morning when
I opened your paper to find a private letter I sent you published. Allow me to giv you the medal as the prince of bl unclc1·ers, 1}1> I much rather tho article mentioned would not hav
been published. Ilut I htw learned the fact that if you want
a mist1tke _made in handsome shape, gi v it into the hands of a
man. In~;tinct belongs to woman, reason to man. But allow
me to express my private opinion by saying instinct is superior
to. reason. A man may theorize a month, and nine times out
of ten he will accept the first opinion of his wife.
If it is a fact that you object to priv1tte letters from ladies, I
will hereafter stamp all my correspondence to yon with indelible ink, "Public!" I will forgiv the offense by yom publishing this explanation. 'fhe trouble I mentioned was not, as I
seemed to infer, a public move, but from a private individual,
whose family are said to belong to the Catholic church, a
family whose ignorltnce and onpcrstition can hardly be
equaled-people who are not satisfied to believe in a future
hell, but keep up a miniatme hell here, hot enough to raise
tropical fruits for a milo square.
Our Board of Eductttion is composed of men and women
who are courageous enough to clare to do right, and when they
face a man who io blue!;: in nature, though he may be white externally, they dare to oay, "Get thee behind me, Satan."
The world moves on, and the ungentlemanly wretch who
made such a desperate effort to giv me a rest found he was
playing barn-ball, and no one hurt but himself. His present
appearance reminds me of a dilapidated rooster after a thunder shower. In the language of Peck, I am a Liberal from
head to foot, now and ever more, independent as the clay is
long, and a firm believer in a heaven and hell, devils and
angels of love and mercy, here on earth. Having all these on
hand, it seems a waste of time to look farther. While the religious creeds seem like so many dad demons that hold their
victims with a mesmeric grasp, powerless by reason of early
education and surmnndings, still we as Liberals should entice
them out of the darkness, and into the broad road of light, into
channels of new thought, by love and kindness, instead of fire
and smoke aml the cp~el jest. I hav but the kindest of feel-

LouDoNVILLE, N. Y., June 22, 188'1.
Mn. EmTon: It has been a long time since I wrote to the
dear old TnUTH SEEKEll, and I want to do so to-day, to thank
l'IIr. Preston for his efforts in behalf of anti-vivisection, and
yon, l'IIr. Editor, for pubishing his articles on the onbject.
I confess that the reading of those same articles was harrowing in the extreme to my nones. I thought I would not read
them, but sometimes' the horrible has such a fascination, you
know. I hope Mr. Preston will continue to agitate the subject, with your help, and thus giv it an airing and publicity
which it so richly- deserves.
.
There is ocarcoly a medical work or journal that docs not
contain reference to some vivisector's expmiments. I would
rather die by slow suffering, pain, and torture than that one
poOl' little dumb rabbit or faithful little clog should suffer tortme that I may li v. Moreover, I don't believe that the doctore leBI·n much by such inhuman processes, anyway. It io
more to satisfy curiosity and the developed boyish fiendishness that liked "to see 'em wiggle." It's a proclivity of your
oex, Dr. Foote, to which "vivisection for scientific purposes"
is a plausible excuse. Medical colleges are not all of the nice
character of the ones the doctor is acquainted with, nor are
all tho students of his bent of character, unfortunately.
It is really kind of the doctor to be so solicitmu; of .our
nerves, and I doubt not ho is a great fl'iencl of ours, but really,
yon know, one does not like a sneering reference to one's
"weakness," even by one'H best friend, and the aoctor's way
of referring to our sex was scarcely chivalrous.
Although TrrE 'fnurn BEEKER ANNUAL has laid en my table
since last March, it was not until last week that I gave it a
thorough perusal, and considered my time well spent in so
doing. The character sketch of "Big Jack Small" wao well

There is no deat.h ! The dust we tread
Shall change, beneath the summer showers,
To golden grain or mellow fmit,
Or rainbow-tinted flowers.
'fhe .gmnit rocks disorganize
To feed the hungry moss they bear;
The forest-leaves drink daily life
From out the viewless air.
'fhere is no death! The leaves may fall,
The flowers may fade and pass away;
'l'hey only wait through wintry hours
'l'he coming in of May.
There is no death! An angel form
Wnlks o'er this earth with silent tread;
He bears our best-loved things away,
And then we call them " dead."
He leaves our hearts all desolate,
He plucks our fairest, sweetest flowers;
'fmnsplantecl into bliss, they now
Adorn immmtal bowers.
'l'he bird-like voice, whose j0youo tones
Made glad these scenes of sin and strife,
Sings now an everlasting song
Amitl lhe tree of. life.
And when he see:-J a smile loo bright,
Or heart too pure for tainL and vice,
lie bears it to that world of light,
'fo c1 well in Paradiso.
Born into that undying life,
'l'hey leave us but to come again;
With joy wo welcome them-the same,
Except in sin and pain.
And ever near us, though um;een,
The dear, immortal spirits tread;
For all the boundless universe
Is life-there is no dead.
HUNTSVILLE, ALA., May 8, 1884.
Mu. EDITou: Suppose Talmage was a shoemaker, but had a
mligions literary bend or" mind, and that no one encouraged
him by substantial means to change his vocation. Suppose,
further, that some godly man died, a relation of 1'almage's, and
left the following last will:
"In the name of God, Amen ! I, being of sound mind, do
bequeath to my chilchen and their heirs and assigns all the
prayers I hav made for their welfare during the last forty years.
I bequeath to them the result of all my lifetime toil in their
behalf. I bequeath to them the Christian religion, that has
done so much to comfort my sorrows, in the hope it may comfort them in their sorrows. I bequeath to them a hope of reunion in the land where the1'C shall be no parting. May they
share and share alike in etemal riches. 1 be<pleath to them
tho wish that they may avoid my errors and keep anything that
may hav been right. In the name of the God who made me
and the Christ who redeemed me, and the Holy Ghost who
sanctified mo, I make this last will and testament. Witness
all the hosts of heaven. Witness time. Witnes:-J eternity.
Signed, sealed, and delivered in this, my dying hour, with the
love and tears of father or mother."
Suppose, finally, thttt some ungodly man, als~ a relation of
Talmage's, died at the same time, and left this last will:
"In the name of God, Amen! I being of sound mind, do
make this my last will and testament: I bequeath to my chilchen all the money that I hav made and all the houses that I
hav built; but I rob them of what I got from my f1tther. I
hav squandered that lJy my own impenitent and wt>rldly life.
Let my children ~;hare and ohm·e alike in the c1isappointment
aml the injustice and tho everlasting outrage. Signed, oealoll,
and delivered in the p1·esence of God and man, ancl1tnge!s and
devils, and all the generations of earth and heaven and hell.
January, 1884."
'fhe question is (as we know Talmage to bo a pions man,
even in his shoemaking vocation), which of tile two wills would
he accept, or would he remain by his "last" and refuse the
houses, etc., which the so-called ungodly man bequeathed to
Talmage? The question is not fair, I think, because the answer is clear.
And yet both wills are Talmage's own
words of January 6th, on the Lord's clay, at the Brooklyn 1'abernacle. The text was from Samuel-" ·whoso son art thou,
thou young man?" I must confess with me the choice would
be easy enough, and unless Talmage be an angel of angels he
would like to accept the houses, and call the godly testator a
fool of fools.
The Rev. Holy Dr. Talmage speaks also of holy nursery
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rhymes. I think I 'hav read considerable, including in part
the Bible, even, but I never read or heard of a holy nursery
rhyme in .my life, and were a pious sister in the country to ask
me to bring her a holy nursery thyme book from a city, say
Cincinnati, I fear that Thomas Winter even would be unable
direct me where to buy it, on this globe or in heaven.
HENRI p A.LING,

42'1'

death and burial, and science tells us that the creation story\ taught in them; und it is none of my business. I would not
is not. true; und that is the foundution upon which the whole deprive them of their liberty to read their best loved book
fabric of the Christian religion rests; und, if the foundation is any sooner than I would an Infidel of reading Paine's "Age of
false, any system built upon it cunnot be true.
Reuson."
.
But there can be no blame 11ttaohed to those holding to the
I make it my business to sign every j)rotest I can against
belief in such silly, impossible and dogmatical views, when Christians forcing school-children to read or hear the Bible
we consider that our characte:s huv been formed for us in- read in schools. I would just as reudily sign a protest aguinst
stead of by us, by our organizution at birth and the circum- having Spiritualism tuught in the public schools; and against
M unRAY, 0., June 22, 284.
stances und influences surrounding us from thut time to the Materialism too. I do not believe in teaching "oxys" at all
Mu. EDITOR: In accordance with your request in regard to present. In our infancy and childhood before our minds had to children; they huv enough to leurn, and beliefs will make
., A Petition for State Secularization," I hav compliell inasmuch begun to develop und were susceptibie of being impresRed themsel vs in time, and they should be natural ones-not
as I hav signed it, and as many of my friends as I could induce. with any ideas that our dear parents saw fit to teach or in- taught. And yet were I compelled to choose between the
I might probubly get more to sign the petition had not 11 cer- strnct us in, it would hav been just us natural and 118 easy Bible or alcoholism, I would take the old book. A child, left
:tain event occurred in this place which can be briefly stated as to hav been trained in the religious creed of the Jew, the to itself, would not road it enough to injure it, even though
follows: Mnl'Iay is 11 small mining village depending entirely Mohammedan, the Buddhist, or any other as that of the it saw every old lady und man in its vicinity reading it. But
·
· 1a t e d , as 1't were, f rom any ot h ermine Chriotian ·, and how could we be to blame for 'being 80 trained• not so with spirits; the Bible only hurts those who indulge in
.upon th e one m1ne,
1so
'l
·
· quest'wn 1s
. one o f a any more than we were to blame for· the circumstance of our it, but whisky hurts to the third and fourth generation. Bef
,some our or fi VG m1 es. Tb.e m1no
1n
number of mines owned anll controled by a "syndicate, birth, as we had no control over any of these ovents? Hav- lief in any certai_n direction is not absolutely incurabl~ in 11
known by the name of "c. & H. c. & I. Co." On the 9 th ing been taught from infancy the importance of implicit well-balanced nnncl; the effect of alcohol upon the children
inst., the "syndicate" suspencled operation in this mine for faith in any of these creeds, they hav become ours, and are, as ofhabitualclrinl~ers isthattheyare liabletoha_vthei~mindsclo
an indefinit period, thereby necessitating the miners of this ·it were, incorporated into our very being and it is no easy stroyecl before b1rth, and not only that, but the1r boclws dwarfed
·
matter to rid ourselvs of them. The first' stop 1·8 to begin to and their forms racked with desease. I will not furnish Bibles
place to either remain at home and starve with their families,
doubt their truthfulness, ·and this doubt leads to a more dilli- for my children to read in public schools, neither will I compel
or go to the expense of moving away. Some hav gone one
investigation, and in this we are led to see how easy them. to attend in time for devotional exercises. I explain my
way, some another. AH I said, had it not been for the above gent
1
scattering of the men, I might hav been able to get more it was for an ignorant people to draw upon their imaginations ~ot~vs to teachers, anc when they _see I ~m honest in my consigners. As it is, I hav done the best I could. Inclosed find to account for things they did not oomprehend. Henoe, the vwtwns, they always r?,;pect my WiShes 111 the matter.
petition.
creation of gods and spirits good and bad; and these myths
I would n~t send children t? school w~ere the~ were taug~t
we hav been taught to believe are real beings, without 11 ny good that. to depn ve them _of formmg tho opm_m hab1t, or arsoniC
If it would not be intruding too much, I would like to insert
h b t
t b
h b t
h
h b
evidence of their being such other than imaginary.
a 1 , or o a_cco a I '. or any ot er. a 1t '.11hose whole _tena few quotations from a work that I am now reading, which I
d
1
t f
h
In the same way arose a belief in witchcraft, which was as _ency was ov1 , was an m er erence w1t the1r personal liborthink will be interesting to some, for I am certain it was to me.
t
firmly believed in ulil any other spiritual phenomenon, and les.
The work is entitled, "Our Wild Indians: Thirty-three Years'
Al h 1·
· · t
b
f 1
'th
which cost the lives of many unfortunate homely-looking peoco o ism iS JUS as ane n as e1 er, or all the othem comPersonal Experience among the Red Men of the Great West.
b' d
d t
t · t 't
1 ·
ple, and others. It_ only req\lired 11 higher de0oree of intelli- 1ne , an
o res r1c 1 s Ha e 1s no more a trespass upon
A popular Account of their Social Lif~ Religion, Habits, etc."
1 l'b t th
't · t
1
f · f
gence to rid ourselvs of the belief in witchcraft, and as the hu- persona 1 or Y an 1 18 0 compe men to re 1'!1111 rom sellBy Col. Richard Irving Dodge.
·
·
t · t _, fi h
t
.
t
man race rises to a higher intelligence by becoming acquainted mg pmsonec1 mea , or am eu s , or urmng 1oose among our
In writing about the religion of the Indian, the author, on with the sciences and the laws of nature, a belief in kingcraft, c1ef ense1ess CJ't'JZenH a 1o t of ra b'cl
1
· 1s un1 cogs,
or WI'ld amma
page 100, says: "The Indian is as reliaious. as tho most devout
c1
d
t · 1
ghostcraft, and priestcraft will follow in the same wake. We mnzz1e an unros ramec ·
.,Christian, and lays as much stress on form as a ritualist. He
I kn
h ·
d
f · h
are evoluting toward that point, and jt is only 11 question of
ow one person w o lS a goo illustration o th1s obby of
believes in two gods, equals in wisdom and power. One is time when it will be reached, though all the influence
·
d'
'd
1
·
ht
II
·
f 'd h'
f
of self- ill 1v1 na l'lg s.
· e lS so a Till
IS por cct free d om-to d o
the Good God. His function is to aid the Indian in all his interested parties, such as kings, priests, and ignorant church us h e P1eases-is
· gmng
·
t o b e oncroac h oc1 upon t h at h o IS
· the
undertakings, to .heap benefits upon him, to deliver his enemy people will be raised in opposing the spread of a higher intel- 1augh'mg-s t oc k 0 f hi's per·sonal f non
· d s. I! 0 lS
· one o f th o 1Jell t
into his hand, to J)rotect him from danger, r)ain, and privation. ligen co. It is ha_rd work for self-interested parties to lose sight men 1·n th e wo rlc1 • an·'u 1'ntellcot u all Y r ath or a b ove th e average,
He directs tho successful bullet, whether against the enemy or of their individual selfishness for the benefit of the human b u t h'IS persona1 f ree d om 111most " ge t s away " Wl'th h'1m. 0 n
against the beasts of the field. He provides all the good and race. Perhaps my expression of these views may be far in ad- 0 ne occas1'0 n ho accompan1'ec1 a party of lal'es
c I t o a f a n wus
P leasurable things of life. Warmth, food, J. oy, success in love, vance for the less thinking part of the community to realize b eac h , w h ere tb ey u'' er 0 t 0 spen d th e d ay. II· e con11
c on1Y
distinction in war, all come from him.
their truth, but they are not the less true for that. People re- stay to see them comfortably settled, when his busines,; com<;The other is the Bad God. He is always the enemy of each qmre
· to be educated to hear and nnclerstand, as well as to l)ello '1 hr'n1 to rotur·n hollle · ·Before staJ·t 1'ng h o1no h o enII ec1
individual reel man, and exerts to the utmost all his powers of speak and write. Though we hav all been enclowed with 11 his wife and said: "Now bo sure to take the fivo o'clock boat.
harm against him. From him proceed all the disasters, mis- faculty for thmking,
·
11b on t
yet that faculty is but little employed by Do not forget 1't on any acco11nt · Do not lot mo \"orl'Y
"
fortunes, privations, and discomforts of life. He causes all a very largo number, except how to make a living and accumu- yo11 · I nJust not bo cr'!IIDj)O<l· by !IUX!'oty· I muc·t
., hav ovor·y the pain and suffering; he brings the cold; he drives away the late wealth, while the higher branches of our intellectual fac- thing just right, or I can't hav liberty." And he kept repeatgame; he deflects the otherwise unerring bullet; from him ultios are allowed to lie dormant.
ing this until one of the ladies said: "Soo horo. Did it evor
.come defeat and wounds and death.
It is fortunate for the human race that there hav been 11 few occur to you that it might encroach upon the liberty of ,;orne
"The Good God is always the Inclian's friend and assistant in leading minds which hav been directed to scientific investigu- one of 11s ~"l·x or e1'ght \"omen
folk".,, all able · to take caro of
"
-everything that he wishes or J)rOlJoses to do. If the Indian tion, .and hav arrived at conclusions founded upon facts that o11rselv".,, and got home I"J.thout
any assi."'unco
f•·om
yo 11 • to
·•
.,,
'
desires to steal a horse or tho wife of a friend, to kill another are capable of demonstration to be facts, and not dependent take that five o'clock boat '1 'rhor·e m1'ght bo S11ch 11 th1'nrr
., tt".,
Indian or raid a settlement of whites, it is the Good God to upon imagination or 11 croed-b~und faith, ancl the number of our wishing to go ~;ooner, or wo might conclude to wait an
whom he turns for countenance; and it is by his assistan..ce these minds are greatly on the increase, as the light of scion- hour longer on tho beach. And in that case whoso liborti01;
that he hopes to accomplish his purpose.
tific truth is being disseminated; it no longer satisfies an en- shouhl wo consult-yours, to whom it cannot make ono par" The Bad God always thwarts; and from the lameness of a lightened mincl to profess to believe what ho does not believe, ticle of difi'eronce, or our own? It ill six to one, remembet·."
horse to final death, every annoyance, mortification, or disaster or in a creed that he really knows nothing about. The differSometimes this thing of personal liberty is a wonderful conis attributed to the direct influence of the Bad God."
ence between a scientist and 11 religionist is, the one knows and veniont thing to hav around. But I hav seen it usod where it
Further along in the same work, the author, on page 110, tho other believes. To say, I believe, is only equal to saying, d1'cl not look well ' to say the least · That k1'nc1 of l1'bor·ty-lov says: "There is a curious point of resemblance between the I don't know. All the faith in the world will not change a ing folks uro generally pretty hard to liv with. They generally
beliefs of the wild Inclians and the Christian. Both believe in truth to an untruth, nor an untruth to a truth, though it is said want all there is of it, and every body elso is expected to too
two great beings. 'rhe former believes in a God and a devil, to remove mountains, which is false, and if any one believes it the mark. 'rhere are several kinds of liberty that would be
equals in power r.nd wisdom. Christians believe in an om- will, let them try.
JonN.RAY.
better were they somewhat fottorecl. Public opinion wouhl
nipotent and all-merciful God; but are so inconsistent as to
be tho most ao<Jeptable anchor, but if that can't be had, somebelieve ina devil, who, over humun conduct and human souls,
thing else must do. ~'oo much oxclusiv liberty is not good
has ten times as much power as the Good God."
HonART, IND., June 8, 1884.
for thieves, libortins, monopolies, priests, bosses, classe,;,
It will be thus seen that although there is a "curious point
Mu. EDITOll: Is thoro any other thing in this world that custos, or males, either in the family or government. Bnt
of resemblance" between the two beliefs, the wild Indian's comes so hard as it does to be truly "Liberal?" How plainly all together do not compare in hideousness to crime-making
is the most reasonable of the two.
manifest the trouble is in writing on the questions that are establishments commonly callccl distillmies, and their outlets,
"Ashamed to be a Christian!" I for one would be ashamed, discussed in THE 'rRUTH SEEKER; prohibition and the Bible, saloons.
and be classed by historians with the savage Indians of the for instance. Some one writes an article on prohibition and
What would be thought of a community like this? A man
West, and they one count ahead. We cannot be surprised portrays the evils resulting from the liquor traffic, and pleads has a lot of dog-berrie~;. They aro sweet, and our children liko
at them for believing as they do; but for civilized people it is for Liberals to take hold and help crush the monster body them. Ho gets a nice hall, and puts his poisoned canclies up
remarkably strange. They hav had no chance whatever of and soul; show3 what a blight and mildew it is upon our fair in fine style; puts screens to his cloom, and flowers in hit>
developing their reasoning faculties; while we hav every land; what a hindrance it is to growth; how it stunts our windows; has a fine band inside that discourses sweet mu,;io.
chanco in the shape of colleges, the press, in fact, in almost youth, starves families, and impoverishes tho many for the Our little folks naturally run in. He shows his ware,;, anu
any conceivable way; and yet with all the benefits of the latest enrichment of a few, etc. We read and think what a splendid tells them to buy; it will maclo them dance, and sing, and foci
inventions, discoveries, and so on, the Christians hav not ad- thing that is, and long for the ability to add our mite of in- wonderfully nice. 'l'hey see somo one who has oaten ono.
vttnced religiously beyond the wild Indians of the West. Not flnence in the same direction, and think, of course, every Lib- He is witty, ancl thoy laugh at him. 'l'ho fellow behinu the
being satisfied with being back of the age thomsel vs, they want eral in the land will say Amen, and join hands in the warfare. counter says, "Just ono won't do you any harm; try it."
to put their God into the Constitution and keep us all back.
But, .right in the next column, we will find an article from 'rhey nro persuaded. One is swallowed. Next day another.
Probably I hav made this letter too long, therefore I will con- another Liberal, all on tho other side of the q ueBtion; some- In a .fow clays it takes two, and so on. 'l'he dose hus to Le
elude by signing myself,
body who almost flies all to pieces because somebody wants increased until the fatal number is reached, and tho victim dies
Yours for state secularization,
D. E. LEWIS.
to interfere with his "personal liberty;" aml from reading tho in agony! How long would such an establishment be allowecl
essay one would be led to believe that alcoholic stimulants to stand? Would tho fathers and mothers stancl idly by and
were the sum total of man's necessities. Who wo-cld dttre to declare that man's persomtl liberty to kill their children F.hould
interfere with his right to do as he pleased? Whew! mercy! not be intereferecl with? No, you know better. Lynching
'YELLAND, ONT., June 1, 1884.
lVIJ;, EDITOll: I hav been induced to pen the following lines words ure too weak to express the horror and disgust at the idea would be considered too goocl for him. And yet we hear
from the circumstance of some of my Quaker friends having of such interference. He bus a right to drink what he pleases; people who claim to be capable of teaching truth and jusmade me the subject of discourse in their sermons, and also oat what ancl when he pleases, and read and write as he pleases. tice fairly ranting for fear just exactly such a traffic shall
in Horne printed pamphlets, which they hav sent out, giving But go slow, and sec what other rights ho has. Isn't it as- be interfered with, 'l'o my mind a person whose liberties
me an aclvertisment. While having one foot in the grave, tonishing? He claims not only the Liberal right of ruling his depend in any degree upon the continuance of the li<JUOr
and while a member of their religiotlS society and indorsing own conscience, but of ruling everybody else. vemands the traffic, as it is carriml on to-rlay, is in a deplorable condition,
their religions creed, I had mistakenly, like Mother Eve, given right of abolishing Bibles, and tearing down religious .institu- and should not be held up as an example for our childron to
way to temptation, repudiated their religious creed, and re- tions, and playing hob, generally, with everything he don't copy; no matterwhetherhe clrinks the liberty-giving bevomge
or lets it alone. You say it don't hurt a stomach it does not
signed my right of membership in their society, which in their like.
opinion woulcl hav been my passport at the entrance-gate of
I am, probably, very obtuse, but, for the life of me, I can't come in contact with. No, but it does hurt the brains anu
·some celestial city, the whereabouts of which I confess my see why his liberty to drink is of so rrluch more importance body of the child of the man or woman who indulges in the
ignorance. They, like myself, were brought up and trained than some other person's liberty to road or believe as ho use of it when begetting that child.
Tho rulers of Germany see these evils, and make it a crime
to believe in a religious superstition founded upon a pleases. I do not understand why the prohibition of the sale
false basis, in the clays of ignorance, and perpetuated by a of alcohol is trespassing upon personal liberty, any more than for a boy under sixteen or eighteen years of age to use spirituous
cunning and designing priesthood, pretending to hav a sort of the prohibition of the Bible in schoolw is trespassing upon the or malt liquors, as it unfits him for the army and other
divine commission to act as agents for the Jewish ,Jehovah or liberty of some conscientious Chrintian (for I believe there are athletic pursuits.
How long shall woman weep, and youth debase himself,
Christian's God in expounding or explaining bis will, as writ- such). I know old people whose most happy hours are spent
ten in an old book (as they say by divine inspiration), but by in reading the Bible. They revere it; ancl do just as ChriHt while men make laws making it possible for a man to hav a
whom or when written there is no satisfactory evidence to commanded when he said, "Search the scriptures, for in them good moral character, and at the same time make fools of men
show; !Ye know that Moses could not write an account of his ye think yo hav eternal life." 'I' hey do think eternal life is and paupers of whole families?
ELv!llA L. HULL,

w
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surface, and hence be lost to the sportsman., the present, givs hints on solving puzllles, con-!
~~~
Upon one occasion this happened to a hunter) tains quite a collection of diagrams, a list of I
who hacl Spung with him. When his gun went the various kinds of puzzles, a list of journals I
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Ji'aU River, off, down went the duck, and in pounced the having a puzzle department, and also names
Mass., to whom all Communications for this dog (Spang could tell just as well as the and nom de plumes of puzzlers, etc. It is au
Chrner should be sent.
hunter when a duck was hit), and swimming interesting little work of 72 pages, and is of
BY
to the spot, he went round and round, watch- value to puzzle makers and solvers.
Joltn R. Uelso, A.M.
ing for the crippled duck to come to tho surEn. CHILDREN's CoRNER.
"Hie Ute 1B long whose work Is well,
face, and hav his fun in catching it, but no
And be his station low or blgb,
He who the most good works can tell,
duck came. At last he got as ncar to the
Our Puzzle Box.
CONTEN'.rS:
Llvs longest though be soonest die."
place as he could, where the duck had gone
TRANSFORI\IATIONS.
The
Old
Testament.-Tbe
New •.restament.-Tbe
down, and up went his tail, and he slipped
Creatlou.-'l'be Deluge. -'!'be Exodus.-Tbe Mira1.
cles or the Blble.-'rhe Errors or tile Blble.-The
uniler
the
water
like
a
streak,
and
in
less
t.ime
Transform
a
key
into
a
nobleman.
The Children's Hour.
Propbecles.-'.rbe Devll or Satan of the Blble.-'.rbe
than I can write it, out he came with the dead
Heaven and the Hell or the Blble.-'l'be Sabbat.h of
Between the Elark and the daylight,
2.
the Blble.-The God or the Blble,-The Messiah or
duck in his mouth, and laid it at the hunter's
When the night begins to lower,
Savior.
:rransform a circle into a file.
feet. The man noticed that the duck's bill
Crown octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Sent
Comes a pause In the day's occupallons
by mall, post paid. Pt·tce, $3.00.
contained the roots and tuft of grass into
That I~ known as the Children's Hour.
3.
Adtlress
T)IE 'l'lWTB.SEEKER,
which it had fastened its death grip. He was
33 CUnton Pl., New York.
Another style of transformation is thus:
I bear In the chamber above me
Show that a large body of troops are expenso astonished at this performance that, in re".rbe patter or llttle teet,
EsPRIT FonT.
And the sound or a door that Is opened,
lating it, he deolared the dog knew more than siv.
And voices sort and sweet.
he did ! The sagacity of this act was the
WITH
4.
From my study I see In the lamp-llgbt,
crowning glory of Spang's reputation as a
worm-sQUARJJ:.
CHANGE
OF DIET.
Descending the broad ba.ll•Stalr,
duck hunter. He did another thing, however,
1. A fish;
Grave Allee, and laughing Allegra,
REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR,
that was much more important, and exhibited
2. A female name;
And Edith wltb golden ba.lr.
an equal or greater amount of shrewdness.
3. A part of the bo<ly;
IN NINE PARl'S AND COURSES.
A whisper, and then a. sllence,
4. A geographical name;
My·niece, at that time a mere child, on a SunVet I know by tbetr merry eyes,
6.
A
plant.
1
A
Word
ft·om
the Cook. -2 Choice Bits tor the
day visit, by some means ran away from her
They are plotting and planning together,
Hasb.-3 Seasoned wltll Satan to the taste,H. E. JUERGENS.
To take me· by surprise.
mother and the rest of the company, un4 The Cbopplng-Knlfe.-5 Bash, First
Cout·se.-6 Hash, Second Course,noticed by them for a time. She went around
5.
A sudden rush trom the stairway,
7 Bash, 'l'blrd Couree,-8 ebange
the corner of a storehouse at the side of which
ClLI.RADE.
of Diet, First Course,-9
A sudden raid from the ball!
Change or Diet, SecBy three doors lett unguarded
was a wharf for unloading boats; for some
The other day as I di<l take
ond Course,
They enter my castle waUl
A walk down into town,
reason this child wanted to play in the water,
By WA.RK.EN SUl'lN.ER BA.RLOW,
I
took
with
me
my
noble
"Jake,"
They climb up tn my turret,
and getting a stick, commenced striking into
Author ol
Of color he was white an<l brown.
O'er the arms and back ot my cball·;
the canal. The dog probably heard the
'l'BE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
'Ve
walkecl
along
about
two
squares,'
If I try to escape, they surround me;
Price, 10 Cents.
'l'he 'J.'rutb Seeker.
splashing of water, and he slipped around
And met a man, who first did do,
They seem to be everywhere,
And second right on my noble "Jake,''
the cornet and to the wharf. Just then the
They almost devour-me wltb kisses,
Who into a rage quickly flew;
child was missed, and great faars were had
. Their arms about me entwine,
I on the man my whole dicl set,
that she might hav tumbled into tlm water
Tm I think or tbe lltsbop ot Bingen
Who not a whole rag on him left.
from the wharf. 'fo ascertain this in the
The oldest reform journal In United States, Is
in his :M:ouse-Tower on the Rhine.*
Pittsbur'.fh, Pa.,
H. E. JuERGENS.
publlsbed every Wedneeo:lay at the Paine
shortest
time,
the
company
ran
out
upon
a
Memorial Bulhllng, Boston, Mass.
:Oo you think, 0 blue-eyed bandlttl,
canal-briclge,
from
which
place
they
could
Because you hav scaled the wall,
By JOSIAH P. liiENDUM.
Coul£ln't
Quarrel.
look down upon the dangerous wharf, where,
Edited by HORACE SEAVER.
Such an old mustache as I am,
In the depths of a fores·t there lived two PUI(JE, ,3.00 per annum; SIDKie COitles
Is not a match tor you all ?
to their astonishment, they beheld the child
seven cents, SJtecbneu copies sent on r4'•
I hav you fast tn my fortress,
close to the water's edge striking into it, and foxes who never had a cross word with each ceittt ot· a two•cent staom)t to pay posta~te.
other.
One of them said one day in the po- The In~estigator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In rellg
And wlll not let you depart,
Spang holding on to her clothing. She litest fox language:
ton; or In other words, to universal mental Uberty. Inde
But put you down Into the dungeon,
pendent In all Its discussions, discarding superstitious
wottld_oc.casionally strike at the dog, when he
''Let's quarrel;"
In the round-towet· ot my heart.
theories or what never can be known, It devotes Its ooJ.
"Very well," said the other, "as you please, umns to things or tills world alone, and leaves the next, If
would let go, but the moment she turned to
And tbero I will keep you forever,
there be one, to those who bav entered Its unknown
stl"ike at the water he wouhl take hold of her dear fl"iend; but how shall we set about it?"
shores. Believing that It Is the duty or mortals to work
Yes, forever anti a day;
"Oh, it cannot be ditlicnlt," said fox number !or the Interests or this world, It confines ltsel! to the
clothing,
and
t1·y
to
pnll
her
away.
The
comT111 the walls shall crumble to ruin,
one. "'fwo-legged people fall out, why not ~~~~~n°i ;~l~~~r:n~n;~~ 1for ~tsu~;o:i1.Yo~ tt~!~~'lfoea~~
pany watched this performance with excited we?"
And molder In dust away.
0
1
-Longfellow.
astonishment and wonder for several minutes,
So they tried all sorts of ways, but it could ~<>J~t~~.~':,~~cre~'::'~t~~O:J ~ ~s~t~!~~!;:fi;.rJ'i:~~ .:\.n'kv:;~~~:
please
send
your
subscription
tor
six
months
or
one year,
~Bingen ts a town on the Rhine, where the river 18 , until my mother was able to get around the not be done, because each would giv way. At
~ngJ~,r~gt:~e ~~tw~!!~~~ wi~~ te,e cii,~~~~~':, :m;~::'~
narrow and runs between very blgb rocks. Mice- !large storehouse, and secure the chilcl in her last nnmber one brought two stones.
Tower (der Maeusetbt·um) Is bullt upon them, and Is
A
h
"11
f S
"There," said he, " you say they're yours, JoncreT
so called !rom the belle! tbat Arcbbls&op Batto, or arms.
s soon as t e chi c . was sa e, pang and I'll say they're mine, and we will quarrel
1\Ietz, wbo speculated In grain during a famln, w.as jnmped over the wharf, and swam from sixty and fight and scratch. Now I'll begin. These
FREETHOUGIIT NOVELS.
gnawed to death there by mice In the year 069.
to 11 hundred yards down the canal, and stones are mine."
The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
"Very well," answered the other, gently,
brought out her bonnet which she had dropped
written Radical romance. By WM. McOur Dog Spang.
into it, and which he knew was floating away "you are welcome to them."
DoNNELL, auth01· of Exeter Hall, Family
"But we shall never quarrel at this rate,"
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Our dog Spang was a wonderful being, while he waR preventing her from falling into
01ied the other, jnmping up and licking his
Pl"ice reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
and attained a great reputation. He was a cross the water. This lady remembers the faithful face.
$1.25.
between the shepherd's dog and water spaniel, care of our clog Spang with emotions of
"You old simpleton, don't you know that it
Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoNof medium size, jet black, with the exception thankfulness anclaffection to this day.
takes two to make a quarrel any day?"
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall.·~ Price,
of a streak of white npon one foreleg, and a
No matter what floated along that canal, if
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
gradual shading into yellow tufts of hair ap- Spang saw it, ont it must come; if he
Exeter Hall. " One of the most excitBOOKS FOR CHILDREN!
proaching the feet; and a pair of yellow eye- thought it useful he would bring it home; if
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
brows, which, at a distance, looked like an not, it might lay upon tl:te bank. A merchant
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
extra set of eyes.
one day threw into the canal two two-gallon
"APPLES OF COLD."
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A story-book tor the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
This dog possessed a very friendly disposi- bottles which hac! become dirty with lin~ee<l
A Rttdical novel of marked ability. Equal
B. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
tion; and was inclined to wag his caudal ap- oil. Spang jum1Jed in an<l brought them excellent
work for young masters and misses, has
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
pendage before every stranger if in company out, and carefully carried them by the neck, passed through a vo1·y large edition, and a second
bas
been
Issued
at
a
reduced
price
or
$1.25, tree or
wit.h one of the family, for then he took it for one at a time, and laid them at mother's feet. postage. 'l'bls new edition bas a photograph o! the The Outcast.
A deep, finely written
granted that the person must be a friend or on They were scalded ont and used in the family author which adds very much to the value or the
Radical story. From the London edition.
volume.
By Wrnwoon READE, author of Ma1·tyrintimate terms with us. Becanse of this trait, for more than fifty years, a 1·eminder of the
dom of Man. 30 cents.
he was a general favorit, and enjoyed the good many intelligent acts of this good dog.
A romance of
will of the whole village; was not oftenThe lesson to be drawn from this is to bring Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. Gottlieb : His Life.
Price, 20 cents.
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
abused, and could visit anybody's yard without into view the laws of association; that is, assowritten by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.
fear of insult or bad treatment. He was fond ciation molds the character and develops inA Domestic Radical
of children, and often would go to school to do telligence in the animal world. All domestic THE YOU'fH'S LIBERAL GUIDE. The Darwins.
story. By Mrs. ELM!NA D. SLENKER, auBy Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
tricks and play for the boys. His foots con- animals are more intelligent by being associThis volume alms at the education of youth In the
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
sisted of jumping through a hoop, shaking his ated with the highest intelligence, or man. The principles ot Freetbougbt, at the same time that 1t
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
Inculcates
moral
duties
and
human
rights
from
a
paw, jumping over a stick if not held up too traits of character hav been taught ancl im- standpoint of pm·e reason and common sense.
50 cents; cloth, 76 cents.
high, and qnietly walking under it if it was, pressed upon certain clomestic animals, and
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The Cl~rgyman's Victims. A Radwhich would create rounds of merl"iment; bnt, fitted them to be useful and proper associates.
ical story vividly portraying the wrongs
above all else, he was a great diver and swim- The dog, horse, etc., exhibit so mnch use be- TWO LIT'fLE RED MITTENS;
committed by the professed men of God_
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 centRmer; he would paddle about in the water for cause we hav bestowed so much care and afA STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
hottrs, bringing ont sticks, and diving to the fection on them. If yon want animals to love BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
bottom for stones that had been shown him, you, yon must love them. This principle exKERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
For sale at tbls office.
Price 10 coots.
and he rarely got the wrong one if he was per- tends to every creature, and I think that even
Sixteen
Saviors or None. By KERmitted to see it before it was thrown in. '!'his a reptil can be made to care for and protect
SEY GRAVES, anthor of the World's Sixteen
was often done by breaking off a piece or in you if you can love and protect it. The Indian
Crncified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
some way marking the rock. He would dive snake charmers prove this. It shows also that
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
HOW
HE
WON
.AND
WORE
I1.
cloth, $1.
down and open his eyes under water, and hunt love is a unive1·sal elemental feeling which may
aronnd until he got the right one. In my be cultivate.i and exchanged, one with another, This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the Bible of Bibles ; or, Twent.y-seven
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling porDivine Revelations, containing a descripchildish anxiety, I was often afraid the boys until we insensibly glide into that happy frame
trayal of Society Life as it
tion of twenty-seven bibles and an expomind
which
produces
that
supreme
state
of
would drown him when in hunting, he would
now exists.
sition of two thousand biblical errors in
known ~~s the love of universal nature. The
remain under water so long.
science, history, morals, religion, and
The third edition of this remarkable book
He was, in consequence of his training, very mind will then rest satisfied, and will regard has just been issned by its an thor, Mrs. Anna
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
expert in duck-shooting. The river at certain the life we liv as the most gracious gift that D. Weaver. It is a story of thrilling interest,
the Christian Bible ancl an examination
portions of the year would be lined with squads nature, under favorable conditions, has be- thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinatin~,
of their doctrines. Price, $2.
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Toms
J. R. PERRY.
of wild ducks, and the hunter would shoot stowed upon us.
Cabin '! was to the slavery question, " Rich- Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
them from the river bank, and no matter how
ard's Crown" is to the cause agitating the
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery DoTo Our Puzzlers.
far out, if a duck was hit and crippled, Spang
masses of the people of to-day.
mains. Price, 35 cents.
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy The W OI'ld's Sixteen Crucifie(l Savwould spring into the water and bring it to the
Mr. H. E. Juergens very kindly offers as a
shore. He did one act in this line that brought prize to the first one solving the word square paper. Beautifully ilhtstratecl with eleven
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title
all his dog knowledge into play, and raised and charade which appears in this number a in gilt, embossecl on tho back and side of the
Containin~ new and startling revelations
in religious histOl"y, which disclose the
his repntation to the top notch of doghood in copy of a book on puzdes, entitled, "Puzzle- book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.
ol"iental origin of all the cloctrins, 'pl"incithat region. It often happens that if a duck domina Nntshell." The answers may be forples, prece}Jts, and miracles of the Chrisis shot, it will dive down, and feeling the warded to my address, and the one who givs
tian New Testament, and furnishing a
THE SUNDAY LAWS,
instinct of death, will fasten into anything in the first correct answer will be entitled to the
key for unlocking many of its sacred
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
the shape of grass or roots it may find, and book. The book givs a brief sketch of "the
mysteries, besides comprising the history
1
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00
thus held by a death grip, will not come to the mystic art" from before the Christian era to
For sale at thle office.
l'rlce, 10 cents.
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Liberal Meetings.
[Leagues and Libera! and ~iritualiseic 1/ocV.ties in tr..
United Stater and Canada meeting regula.rly, can hav notices of their meetings published in this colu'ITII'!jree if the
office:.-s 10i!! send them to m.]

MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-TheLiberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
WISCONSIN.
MILWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal Leagtie
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
Hall, 216 Grandavenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.

BEES!

J<'U.EE'l'HOUGHT WORKS,

BEES! BEES!

FROM $2,000 TO $5,000 A
i~~:y~~::~.NG
Theb parttcul rs are slmplv to prevent the great loss that 1them when putting them on, or taking otr surplus honey

~oat

ee masters hav to contend wtth o.nnuallh. Then glv boxes. and not get stung in the whole operation.

t~~lr~~,'h~~th~~~~~&, 1 ~';1T:,sre:~1c~~~;t~~rga~f1i'O,.~~~ t' BEE-KEEPING FOR OUR SOllS AND DAUGHTERS.
pllslled by using the kind of hive described 1 n .. Kidde~!,;

It being tile most pleasant, as well as tile moot pro1lta-

Secrets of Bee~keeplng 4 u

ble boaines11 that young veoJJle ean engage tn, and a.t the
1

PUBLISHED AT THE Tl\UTH SEEKE!t OFFIC!ll.

Resurrection of Jesus.

Showing the

contradictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. 25 cents.

Revelations of Antichrist.

An ex-

haustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the
reign of 'fiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his discipleR, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian era. 44G pages and full index. Price, $2.

a ~::~~:r~: ~og~e~~d see how easily It can be done with tt~re h~~~~g::~~ •;. ~~'::.! ;~~~gt~~n P~'j,".,nt~m~l~en~~d
THIS BOOK IS A RELIABLE GUIDE
~'gr~u~':,~e~f ;e;nb~~i~ tA~~e~~e~hg~~:r:h~0~8:,"~k~~
to aU persons that keep bees, especially to the novice or doing It easily and wltll small Investments We
must
new beginner, as it teaches how all of the troubles and also remember that the women folks often mB.ke the best
disappointments that tile bee master Is liable to, can be ot bee-keepers. and not so liable to neglect them u.s the
successfuUy
overcome,
such
as
Foul
Brood,
Dyseatery,
men
folks.
OHIO.
Bee. Robbery, Ravages of Moth !t{tllars, Losa or Queen,
KIDDER'S BEE BOOK
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets loss of bees In Swarming time, by tllelr 1llgllt to tlte for should be In tl e hand f 11
h0 lk
loss tn wlnter and etirly spring manage: take an tntere~t in thesl?tu~ h~~r:~~~: 1 ~n~fn~yinan~
every Sunrlay at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall eats, also the great
1
1
~~~~·.
w~~~~
b
~
~~fN{
..
~~~~
~l:;'~
~
b~~~~"t:',a':it'!frs
com.
matter
than
many
books
that
sell
for'
two 'iton.ua. an.f~a The Anonymous Hypothesis of Cre0
building. Lectures .free. Communications BEES WILL INCREASE
0 THROW
11 OFF SW },!R~Wl, emlJelllolled With numerous cuts and drawings.
AND
There Is
ation. A Brief Review of the so.u S
no trouUle. loss. or damage that a bee master has to con.
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary. t o an enormous extent, a1I conditions being favorable.
tend with bot what the book will glv the pro er remed
calle<l Mosaic Account. Ry JAMES F.
.
MAlNE.
The old stocks will frequently swann three or !our times by simply referring to the tnde:;, and that wiltpoint to t~e
FunNIRS. Cloth, 50 cents.
·
each, anc.l oft times the tlrst swarms thrown otr will page where it is fully explaineil.
PORTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Con- swarm once or twice each, wltll a good hive and rlgllt In order to bring this book more prominently before the
kind of management. In warmer chmates the bees Will mass of bee keepers the Author proposl& to giv a a pre 'rhe Rrain aJHl the Bible.
By EDGAR
gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on Increase
and swarm to a much greater extent.
mtum to each purch~ser of a book, from this d"at~ untii
C. 13J,HL. With a Preface by ltOBEJt•r G.
'femple street), where free meetings, lectures,
GREAT YIELD OF SURPLUS HONEY.
July next, tile privilege of making Ills Celebrated Patent
!NomnsoLL, who says of it· "This book,
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2 ·30 Tills Book will Inform tile bee master how to get the Bee H.ye, as spoken of In book, for their own use (but
greatest amount of surplus honey, and at the same tlme not to sell) Free or Charge~ otherwise there w111 be the
written by a brave and honest man, is
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited,
llav It In sn:all packages weighing three-qna.rters 01 a usual Patent Fee of Five Dollars to each lndlvl<lual that
lilled with brave and honost thoughts.
pound to two o.:- three pounds, as may be desired, which wishes to make and use the htve
OREGON.
'fho arguments it presents cannot be an~~~o~'fh~\~!'- kee~~:~~~ pr~~fc~fat':a~:e:woI~r atfi~~~ PRICI!, BOARD BOUND, 75 cents; CLOTH, 85 cents.
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League hundred pounds of surplus 'boney from each old stock
swered by all the theologiotns in the
N. B, Tile directions for hive making wltn cu!B. draw.
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday, and from 1!fty to· one hundred pounds from the earlier lngs, etc.. w!ll be Inclosed wltbln each book sold, until
worlil." l'rice reduced to $1.
July next, {not lon~er). Now Is the time tor all bee-keepat 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor.·1st young swarms, especlal.ly It they do not over-swarm.
NO
1110RE
llEE-STINGS
IN
MANAGING
BEES.
~r:
tta
ati~~
t,!'eg'!'i/:~
%:ll:J£e!l~f::U
otrer,
Which
Ia
stm.
The Cn~ed of Christendom.
Its
and Madison streets. All are invited, Ad- The Book Will post the bee-keepers llow to manage next
g
Price, before July
foundation contrasted with its supermission free.
Add••ess
'I'IIE 'J'RlJ'I'H SEEUER,
structure. By ,V, RA•rHBONE GREG. One
MASSACHUSETTS.
33 Ulintou l'lace, New York.
of the clearest an•l ablest wol'lm ever
BosToN.-B.:>ston Liberal Club holds meetwritten. $1. 50.
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
The Essence of Religion. From the
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
No. I.-The Relation of the Spiritual to , Germnn of J,. FEVlmBACH. Author of th
Building, Appleton street.--'fhe " Society
tht> Material llutverse; the Law ofclon•
Essence of Clll'istittnity, etc. In cloth,
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
trol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit
()
()
M. Faraday. Price, 15 cents.
reduced to 50 cents.
.Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. SundayNo. 2.-0rigln of Life •
school at 2:30. Admission free.
Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution or 'l'he Gotlly Women of the Bible. A
PENNSYLVANIA.
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses;
History of all the women who fiKUre in the
IN THE
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition EnALTooNA.-The League holds meetings every
Bible. Sh .. rp an<l telling in style. Paper,
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
1 i~rffe~~~nd Revised. BySplrltM.Faraday, Price,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
the r.eague Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
NoA.i~i;-r~}·:...!!fa~~pmeut or the S},trlt 1'htl lleatheus of the Heath. A finely
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
written ltadical romance. By W~r. McPHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
I Price,
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
10 cents.
DoNNEr,r., author of Exeter Hull, Family
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. GOO potges.
I No. 4.-'l'he Process or Mental &cuon;
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
PapeY,
80 cents; cloth, $1.25.
T
H
I
R
D
E
D
I
T
I
0
N
•
Or,
How
We
'l'hlnk.
By
Spirit
M.
Faraday.
Price
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
lG cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
TRANSI.A.TED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL No. a.-'l'he Origin of the Ubrt!itlau Rcll~t· 1'ht~ Holy Bible Abridged. Containsale.
ion.
ing the choice passages aml lovely morPITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal Leagne
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Chriscoans ptuticnlarly plcotsing to CoMs•rocK.
tianity,
Confessions
ot
Its
Founders.
Transcribed
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
lG!l pages. l'nper, 30 cents; cloth, fiO cts.
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
1 by Spirit M. Jo'araday. 208 pages. Price, hoards, 76
Sunday (except during the Months of Jnly
I cents; Paper, GU cents.
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
A
COMPARED AND REVISED.
~ · Ron• e. Not Bethlehem, the Blrtbplace ol 'rhe .Tamieson-Ditzler Debate.
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
nine-dotys' debotto on God, the Bible,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
E:~.~~~~irom No. G. Price 10 cents.
Christianity, aml Liberalism. Between
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergy·
'J Who Wrote the New •t•e,.tan•ent'l'
W. F. ,JAMmsoN and Uov. JAcoB DrTzLER,
AUTHOR OF
Extract from No. G. Prlco 10 cents.
men invited to discuss.
D.D. l'tUJer, 50 cents; cloth, 75 oenta.
«
,
BOWLES PAltlPHLE'l'S,
NEW JERSEY.
'l'be Lege ntis of the Jlatriar ehs. By
PREVENTION OF ORIME,
ETO., "UN- ·
NEW EDITION wn·H SUPPLEMENT, OF
S. BAI<ING-Uour,n. $1.511. 'l'llo l.lmrJrer;a·
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
1 No. 1.-EX),erleuces of S•unucl Rowles,
ti01wliHI, in speaking of H, says: "'l'lu3re
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
HOLY BIB LE', " "H0 LY ME N AND
1
Late editor of the SjJrlnglleld, Mili!H., Repu~lican, In
·are few lliblo reaolem who ltav not nt Honul
League's Hall, 177 Hah;ey street. Exercises
"
' Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Bees It from a Svlr)ltnal Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,
time wiMhed for just Huclt a volume. It is
consist of music, readings, lecture, and dis"HOLY OROSS "
\·or CAllRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfleld, N.Y. 2G cents.
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
cussion, in which all present are invited to
'
l Later Papers of' SaiUltel Rowles,
be sei7.e<l with uvidity by all students oi
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS. '· written In August, 1~~3.
the Bible.
taken.
Communications for the League
A. s ...,.,.e.neiU To No. I
should be address.,d to J. W. F1·ankel, 10
Embracing
.
---And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Tw!ng, The Martyrdom of' Jl[an.
Pine street, Newark.
"By thelr fruits shall ye know them I Do f Medium. Price, 10 cents.
the fonr divisions of War, lteligion, Lib·
men gather grapes of thorns or figs of No. 2.-Contr••!lts In St,trlt Life:
erty, and Intellect. A work of rare merit,
CANADA.
.
,
'
And Recent Experiences or SAMUEL BOWLES, late
and wlitten in a superior style. By WrN•
ToRONTo.-Secuhlr Society. Reading and thistles?
editor or the Sprlngfleld, Mass., Republican, In the
wooD ltEADEl. New edition. 544 page11.
:tlrst five spheres. Also a thrilling acconnt uf the
Lecture Rooms, No.9 Grand Opera House.
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National late President Garfleld's reception ln the BIJirlt
Price reduced from $:J to $1. 75.
Open every evening and Hnndays. Lecture· Liberal
League, says of this book: "This is a world. Written throngh the hand or CA!lltiE E. S.
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and severely, t~wfully, infernally cruel work on the •.rwiNG, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages. Price, GO cents.
'l'hc Oltl Fa.ith and the New. A Con~
strangers are cordially invited.
fe,~iou.
l{y Jhvrn li'Iwmi~Hr<:H STRAUss,
bnt it is a bed of infamy t.hey h~v .Ac~~ ,e':ie:~~rsafuu:~e ~~~~.. l~f.:l: 8t! 11~::J~:
MoNTREAL.~Pioneer
Freethought
Club priesthood,
made themselvs, and they must he m 1t.
of ~I>irit J,lfe.
P
autltor of tho "N cw Lifn of J csuH," etc.
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cath- Send for the book ancl see what devourers
Medium, ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price
Autltorizc<l
trau~lation from tho sixth
arine street. Reading-room open daily until of sheep the shepherds can be."
:_~o_c_e_o_ts_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
German edition. .Uy MATIIILm' Br.rND.
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
1'wo volumoH in one. 'l'llo translation
TIIIRD EDI'I'ION.
books three evenings per week, and on Sun- revise•l ana parlly rewritten, ana pre·
day afternoons. Free public lectnres on
PRICE, 2/i CENTS.
11.'111'
J:Trf
co<lool hy an Amcl'ican versiou of the uuSundays as advertised in local newspapers.
thm·s "Prefatory Postscript." Stranss
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
is too well known by the renders of Amm··
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
AND THEIR
ica lo rer1nirc a single word to bo said in
. GANANOQUE, ONT.-Gananoque Secular Sohis praise. Prien, $1.50.
ciety, meets every Sunday evening at eight
rJw Outcast. A deep, finely-written
o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Library and
1
of
Ha<liorll Htory. From the London edition.
Reading Room open all day Hunday. Visitors
1 Myths and Miracles with l hose of heathen na·
By \VPlwoon READE, author of "Martyr·
and strangers always welcome.
Geo. G.
-BYI
tiona
of
Antlqn!Ly,
Considering
also
their
olom of Man." 30 cents.
Meikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
NEW YORK.
'I'he Pro and (;on ot' Supematural
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
Religiou. Both sideH fairly and
: The object or tile work ts to point out the mYths
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
alJiy l'l'oHented. By E. E. UurLD, ex·
with which the Old and New •.restaments abound; to
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
Revised and Enlarged.
show tllat they were held In common w!Lh other naUnivcrHalist clergymnn. Paper, 30 cents;
tlollB; and then trace them to their evldentoriginand
business meeting and debates and discussions
cloth, /j() centH.
erplain l!teir meani11g.
at 3 P.M. Leeture at 7:30 P.M. The public
' r .. It ha.slong been acknowledgert by the most em I- 'I'IHl Jt:ulical Pulpit. Comprising disare cordially invited to attend, also all Lib- Price, 10 CTI:l. SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ.
:nent IJI1Jilcal stn<lents that tile Hebrew scriptures
eoursc:s of utlvanc"ol thouglit. By 0. B.
erals visiting the city. Admission free.
I rontaln a large mythical element; IJnt, so fur as we
!Cno'l'IIINGIIAM and li'Er,TX Anum, two of
1 know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly
AS A
NEw YoRK CrTY.-The American Spiriti
atttempt
to
trace
these
myths
to
Lhelr
source,
and
Amcrier•'H
clearest thinkerH. By 0. B.
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
DOCUMENT i ascertain their original slgnlllcatlon."-Boston GaurI<'HCJ'l'lll~WITA~r: 'l'ho New Kong of Christat ~:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West MISSIONARY
mas, 'l'hc J!e]lflrted Years, Lifo aH a 'l'est
33d street.--The First Society of SpiritnalIT IS UNEXCELLED.
/li"';•, Never before ha.s there boen given a volume to
; the roarllng world that shows the research tor the
of U1·eecl, Apocryphal Hooks of tlte New
ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Among the subjects considered by Mr. I origin of these mythsasdoesthls one just published
'l'estament, 'l'loe FlectrLrinn Spirit, 'fhe
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning Remsburg
are:
! byJ. W.llouton, or New York."-Boston Ti>neB.
American Gnntlmnan, Tho Language of
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:15. Seats free.
The Church and Moralitw· Criminal Statis-! "It Is unquestionably true that the results or a
the Old 'l'estamcnt, 'l'ho Dogma of Hell,
Public cordially inviteii.--Arcanum Hall, •
•
J '
•
•
, :mtlonaliBtlc stndy of the Christian scrii•tures are
'l'ho Value of tho Higher Sentiments, The
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The Peo- ttcs, sho.wln~ t~e creeds of the pr1sone:.:a. 1n : nowhere else so access!IJ!e 8.'1 they are oow made In
American Lady, 'l'lte Consolations of Raple's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30 the pemtent1anes; the Church and C1V1hz"J 1 the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
tion; the Church and Science; the Church: 1 Vol. Royal8vo. cwa•. About GOO pages.
tionalism. By FELIX Anr,ER: 'fhe Ethics
and 7:30 P.M.
$3.00
of the Social Question, Emancipation,
BnoOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the:' PJ•icc
All dress,
Lecture at the Second AnnivPrsary of the
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton Church, an~l the Antislavery Reform; the / Sent p'ostpnld, on receipt or price,
Woman
s
Rights
Movements;
the
Temperance
1
~·HE
•.riW'l'H
SEEKER
Flociety for Ethical Onltnro, Onr Leaders,
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Reform;
the
Church
and
the
Republic.
!'
33
cunwu
Place,
New
York.
Hav We Still a Holigioll ? Conscience.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
'fhese pamphlets should be circulated by tj•
' Improved or unimproved Iande
Price, in cloth, $1.
free. 'Public cordially invited. Hberal and
the
thousand.
Let
every
reader
send
for
a;\
ANSAS·anywhere
tn
the
state.
For
InSpiritual papers and books for sale.--The
'l'he Real Blasphemers. By Col. J.
J formation, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton dozen at least. Address
R KBLso, A.M. Price, fiO cents.
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
.
WA'rSON
& 'l'HHAPP, or C. H. cus•.rENBOimER,
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
'
l ly13
110 Kansas avenue, •.ropeka, Kan.
33
Clinton
Place,
NEW
YORK
..
j
::::_:_
_________
_;_
____
_
Truth
Seeker Collection of Forms,
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Hymns and Recitations. Con·
"ANTIC H R 1ST."
Conference meets every Monday evening at John's Way.
taining forms for organi~ing societies,
A pleasing domestic f
Provtng conclnstviY that
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
marriage, funeral services, naming of inRadical story.
By Mrs. E. D. :'lLENKER. !
THE 8TORY OF JEBUII CHRIIIT•
2d street, at 7:45. Spirituai and Liberal
fants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
15 cents.
·r
literature on sale. All invited.--'fhe PhiloHl.a blrtll,llfe, trtal, execution, etc.-l.a a myth.
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns
TRUTH sEEKER omre.
sophical Association meet~ every Sunday Alarnontada the Galley-Slave. Trans- ,
for public meetings, funerals, social gath·
lated from the German of Zscltokke by~ l'r!oe. ,?..00.
sa Clinton Place, New Yo•r·
afternoon in the Assembly Uoom of Wright's
erings, etc. To wllich are added beautiBusiness College, Broadway, comer of Fourth
ful recitations for various pu blio oco11·
IRA G. MosHER, JJ.L . .B. A deevly philo-'
'
U'I'H SEEl{ER ANNU 'L
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting .. ; THE 'fR .
·
A
•
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially in11i0111, 550 pp. Cloth, 75 oenta.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
~
:Price, 25 cents.
vited. Doors open at 2~90 l'.M.
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Some One Has J.ie(l.
BY LAROY SUNDERLAND, D.D.
Ex-revival Minister or the Methodist E. Church.
An old theologic idea!
That inspires us with faith and with wings;
Elliptical. odd, very queer,
When reviewed with the total of things;
A legend, a myth, Jewish story,
Of the first mistake ever made;
A blunder for God's great glory,
And followed as ministers' trade;
A fable from heaven above us,
A burst from the upper clouds;
Sung in churches by Christians who love us,
And believed by the credulous crowds;
A barbarian Bible idea,
As to how God's failures begun;
And of which all the saints, year by year,
Shout glory for work that is done;
A wreck of the race in still wrtter,
Brought about by an ever-wise God,
Was a holy biblical slrtughter,
Queer enough, and certainly odd.
Was not that rt calamity horrid,
Not by the de'il, but a friend;
And thus was eternal war ordered,
Nor will it hav ever an end.
Of all failures this was the first one
What God's wisdom has failed to expect;
He started his boilers and burst one,
And his plans and hi'! hopes became wrecked.
Life's voyage began when all its sail were
spread,
When thiR wise God announced with great
snrp1ise,
That all his officers and crew h11d mutinied,
And then turned backward and fled to his
skies.
And this·all-wise God has remained unknown,
Even to all his priests that go between,
Ensconced so high upon his heavenly throne,
As if ashamed thereafter to be seen.

E. C. Walker in Lucifer.

His plan a faihtre, this God cried aloud,
His fat was then thrown all into the fire;
When he decended from hiR cloud,
Of erring Eve and Adam to inquire.
Catastrophes by God were brought about,
As horrible for each one as for yon,
T!ien nature's. order· should hav been wiped
out,
Its very vitals smitten through and through.
From that depravity comes all our pain,
Our sorrows, sicknesses, and grief,
No exit from God's adamantine chain,
Doomed e'er to suffer, and without relief;
The work of living, and of death the fears,
Beyond all any one can know,_
A spark of transient joy, with many tears,
Succeeded by an everlasting woe.

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
Hence that Pandora's box ha~ opened wide,
Wh~nce all this mischief ever. known hall
ARIZONA,
come,
.
J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.
That no sky-captain any way can h1de,
.
CALIFORNIA,
And hence was born to him one ba_stard son. A. Berenz, 140 Montgome1-yst., San.Francisco.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
And what a birth, and false, too false to .tell,
CANADA.
How many of that cirCUJ?Stance ~av heel;
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
And of damnation endless m a burmng hell
COLORADO.
Lies hav been told and falsehoods multiplied.
M. V. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
And still they say sin haR the more increased, S. B. Wright, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
The whole race has been growing worse and E. Keith, Animas City.
CONNECTICUT.
worse;
All prayers hav failed, while every saint and J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
KANSAS.
priest
Is urging on us now that fearful, hellish Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MASSACHUSETTS.
curse.
Chas. S. Cobum, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
Oh! what a monster knot of holy lies,
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Black lies above six thousand years long;
:MICHIGAN.
By Christian gulped and swallowed with closed S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
eyes,
.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
And worshiped in t~is prayer and prmse and
:MISSOURI.
song.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
As .to that story of a talking snake,
NEBRASKA.
II nmanity still smiles and sneers with scorn;
The race should hav been stopped with that Thomas Foreman, 1414 Chicago street, Omaha.
OREGON.
mistake,
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
And unto Adam no more sons been born.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Hence, here and now, to you I hav explained,
Why good men fail the heinous wrong ~o see; George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
In false icleas they hav too long been tramed, H. Clay Luse, Waynesb:ug.
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila.
Wrecked by a myth upon the open sea.
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler sb·eet, Pittsburgh.
MORAL.
A.M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny City.
TENNESSEE.
Our emotions of faith, of hope, and of fears,
Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
Come from trust in a mythical God;
UTAH.
When the mind overshadowed by false ideas,
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
Fails to cognize the holy fraud.
D. F. Keeler, Park ·City.
The isms are blown as soap bubbles are,
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
That float and are wafted around;
VIRGINIA.
'fhat balloon is inflated with faith as with air, Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
And, punctured, must fall to the ground.
ENGLAND.
Charles Watts & Co., London.
Q11incy, Mass., June 22, N.E. 108.
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And, thus, our race has long been tossed
about,
With nondescript like this as guide,
Of him, the race has always been in doubt,
As well.they knew, sometime, some one had
lied.

The book before me contains 833 crown octavo pages and is, mechanically, a credit to the
enterprising publishing house which issues it.
Good paper, excellent type, fine press work,
all combine to make it one of the neatest books
sent out by Freethought pu'IDlishers.
· ·· Col. Kelso is one of the most slashingly vigorous of the later school of American writers,
and in the work now under consideration
there is no diminution of mental or physical
power. In these twenty lectures he givs the
"scriptures" a very severe but not uncalledfor overhauling, and "sends home" another
screw in the coffin-lid of superstition. The
lecture upon the ''Sabbath of the Bible" is
especially valuable and should be printed as a
.separate pamphlet and sold cheaply for distribution among ignorant and bigoted Sabbatarians.
We hope that Col. Kelso will receive his reward for the labor and sacrifices performed in
the preparation of this book in the form of extensiv sales, for he certainly has struggled
through much that would hav appalled less
devoted champions of truth; and then the intrinsic merits of "The Bible Analyzed" should
secure for. it an extensiv reading.

And thus it is tho mind is first deceived,
By preaching when a wound is made,
From the San Francisco Universe.
And sick by faith, they are by faith relieved,
And thus we hav the priest's and preacher's
THE BmLE ANALYZED is the title of a new
trade.
work by Col. John R. Kelso, whom we are
proud to claim as a Californian. Col. Kelso is
No Christian can hav any solid base.
the author of two other works which hav atThey choose the sky to rest themselvs upon, tracted the attention of Rationalists and ChrisAnd to the clouds they pray for saving gmce, tians. The volume before us is a book of 821
And fail again, as God has always done.
pages, has a copious index, and is embellished
The Christian world united prayer hav made, by a portrait of the author, which is decidedly
And failed, for murdered Garfield when he military in its contour. We hav read with care
"The Bible Analyzed," and pronounce it to be
died,
'Twas thus in faith that all the churches prayed, an honest work. The" sacred volume" is subto a severe criticism and from its own
And now they know again some one has jected
pages are given positiv proofs of its fallible
lied.
origin. We hav always looked upon the Bible
as being of human origin, a record of the heThe drift of that old book is but a dream,
roic Jewish race, a truthful picture of the faults
To judge us human beings by,
and failings of "the chosen people," who are
And damn us all to fires of hell agleam,
of
us and amongst us for all time. If any man
All from a mythus hidden in the sky.
thinks that the Bible is aught else let him peIn the beginning thus this Godhead failed,
ruse this work. We hav had occasion to critiAnd still his glory is forevermore proclaimed cise, in a severe manner, the former works of
Upon hiRown, the snbtil serpent, he has railed, Col. Kelso, but in this, his later effort, there is
. And hence that rep til, innocent, was blamed. a seriousness and dignity worthy of a man who
tries to dethrone myths consecrated in the
God swelled with anger on an unborn race,
hearts of millions. The work is published in
And still on anger doth he love to feed;
fine style and is from the printing press of THE
An equal Cltrse is in his saving grace,
TRUTH SEEKER Publishing Company, 33 ClinWhen God himself is powerless to succeed. ton Place, New York City.
And all the curses by the human tongue,
Increased ten times ten million million fold; *THE BIIlLE ANALYZED IN TWENTY LECTURES j
by John R. Kelso, A. M. New York: PubAnd all the popish curses launched, and said,
lished at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 33 Clinor sung,
ton Place. 1884. Price, $3.00.
Fall far below this story herein told.
Ere born we all are blasted and accurst,
To God the glory, now and ever more;
Yet, in this monster still the Christians trust,
And on their bended knees his name adore.

GOLDEN
THRONE
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Curses like these the devil in hell would shame, Author or "Prometheue," ·,Gottlieb," and "Ingersoll
and Jesus."'
Bnt not a devil could perfo1·m such things;
A Radical romance or pioneer life, delineating the vir·
And o·n mankind then still put all the blame,
tnes or natural humanity as oppoeed to the hypocrisy or a
And thu~> the pulpit preaches, prays, and supernatural
religion; crowded with Incident and full of
sings.
~rogreB8IV !deBS and the poetry o! the !uture.
PRICE Sl.OO.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICF
Thus of a myth that fills unbounded space,
Ancl shows us how that he himself has lied;
For many that he failed to save by grace,
He tells us in his heart of heart he cried.
In this Godcraft credulity has always sailed;
Its captain has been out of sight so long,
We overlook how he has always failed,
Or else there ever could hav been no wrong
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ftm# oJ .lfhonght.
IT Is grand to show kindness even to the brute ere·
at!on, to the animals which are serviceable to us, and
minister to our 'needs and comforts; and then how
much grander to be kinder to human beings whose
needs are greater and whose ·oorrows are often niore
acute.than those of animals! Man bas already made
great progress slnce he began to rise from the low
estate In which he first found himself, but the prog·
ress Is but sl!ght 1n proportion r.o what he Is capable
/of. He has done well, but helscapableof doing stlll
much more.-D. M. Beanett.
THE true hero Is the one who does right, regardless
of lfs and buts; he alms for truth, justice, and for
the highest good to the greatest number. He does
not say, "Will this bring me the most good, glory, or
honor?" but "Wlll It be right? Wlll It be just?
Wlll It result In tho best ends for h umanlty ?" This
Is the position that leads to true heroic martyrdom;
to the only sacrifice of ~elf that Is just and rlght.-Eimina. D. SlenJc.:r.

"VERILY, I say unto you, this generation shall not
pass away, tlll all these things be fulfilled" (Matt.
xxlv, 3!). See also Mark xlll, 30; Luke xxxl, 32.
Also Matt. xvl, 20; and x, 23. H these predictions
really proceeded from Jesus, he was entirely In error on the subject, and the prophetic spirit was not
In him; for not only did his advent not follow close
on the destruction of Jerusalem (A.D. U). but eight
een hundred years hav since elapsed and neither he
nor the prellm!nary signs which were to announce
him hav yet appeared. If these predictions did not
proceed from him, then the Evangel! at has taken the
Uberty of putting Into the mouth of Ohrlst word~ and
announcements Which Ohrlst never uttered.- Greg's
Oreei!. of Ohrutendom.
IT seems a very hopeless thing, nowadays, to try
to hold any minds by the mere bonds of autho;rlty.
The Intellectual air all around 1R too astir for this.
There Is no system of mental seclusion that can well
shut out the young from experiences the most opposlt to those to which they hav been accustomed. The
old safeguards which were wont to luclose the rellg·
lous me as with a sacred chain no longer do so. Even
those who rest within the shadow of authority do so
In many cases from choice rather than from habit
They know not what else to do. They hav goue In
quest of truth and hav not found It; and so they hav
been glad to throw themselvs Into arms which pro·
tess an lnfalllble shelter and aeek repose there.
~'hlsls not remedy for doubt, but despair of reason.
And no good can come In this way.- Principal Pulloch.

IT Is asserted that the doctrln of the lmmortallty
of the soul and of happiness In a future state g!vs us
a solution of that distressing problem-the misery of
the Innocent upon the earth. But In reallty It does
nothing of the kind. It does not explain the origin
of evll and It does not justify the existence of evll.
A poor helpless Infant Is th-rust Into the world by a
higher force; It has done no one any harm, yet It Is
tortured In the most dreadful manner; It Is nour·
!shed In vice and crime and dlseiiSe; It Is allowed to
suJTer a certain time and then It Is murdered. It Is
all very well to say "that afterward It was taken to ev.
erlastlng bllss; but why WIIB It not taken there dl·
rect ? H a man has a chlld and beats that chlld for
no reiiBon whatever, Is It any palllatlon of the crime
to say that he afterward gave It cake and wine ?Reade's Martyrdom of .Me1n.
IT Is almost as dlmcult to make a man unlearn hls
errors as his knowledge. Mal-Information Is more
hopeless than non-Information, tor error Is always
more busy than Ignorance. Ignorance Is a blank
sheet, on which we may write; but error Is a scrlb.
bled sheet, on which we must first erase what Is writ.
ten. Ignorance Is contented to stand stlll with her
back to the truth; but error Is more presumptuous
and proceeds In the same direction. Ignorance has
no l!ght, but errors follow a false llght. The conse·
quence Is that error, when she retraces her footsteps,
has farther to go before she can arrive at the truth
than lgnorauce.- Colton's Laccm.

Please cut this petition out, atta~h it to ~. bl!Wk ~h~et of paper, sign your.
n,ame and address to it, get all your· friends arid neighbors to do the sa.me, and·
then send it to this o:ffi.ce. . ·
· · ·
·
· ·
·

A PETITION FOR STATE SECULARIZATION.
To the Honorabk Senators and Members of the House of Representatives of the
United States Congress :
A republican form of government being based on.liberty, equality, and fraternity, as both means and end, involves the separation of Church and State,
whose union is the worst form of class-legislation and the most infallible sign of
arbitrary power. A house divided against itself cannot stand. The institutions
of this Commonwealth should be made homogeneous throughout. Impartial
protection of all citizens in their equal rights and liberties, by encouraging the
free movement of mind, promotes the establishment of truth in whatever direction. Any infringement by government of this absolute equality of its citizens
is the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed against that natural
"justice " which, as the Constitution declares, this government was founded to
"establish."
And yet, though the first amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says, " Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Church and
State, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, and so proscribes
other religions and forms of belief and unbelief, while taxing these also for the
support of that special religion.
.
.
The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives
among us are:
1. Recognition of God and Christianity in State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property from taxation.
3. Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
Bible.
·
6. Religious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office.
7. Chaplaincies in the Legislature, the Army, and the Navy.
8. Fast and Thanksgiving Proclamations, which contain theological ideas
that may or may not be acceptable to the citizen.
The necessity for this separation of Church and State is more apparent now
than ever before, because of the still greater diversity of religious beliefs, the
many forms of diseent from the religion which receives State patronage, arid the
growing signs of sectarian strife and ambition in the arena of politics. And
emphasis needs to be given to the fact that the union of Church and State is
_a...g.r.eat hindrance to the employment of right methods in dealing with many questions
, of reform now demanding attention. And most essential is it at all times, and
especially in the present, in order to secure for the law its due respect and
observance, that the people's r~presentatives should exhibit the strictest fidelity
to their trusts by following the law in its letter and spirit.
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that immediate action be taken by the
law-making power to bring into harmony the theory and practice of our government in making the following principle a part of the fundamental ·law of the
land by amendment to the United States Constitution:

The total separation of Church and State, by prohibiting Congress or
any State County, :Municipality~ or TownshiP. from enacting any law that
favors religion in any of the eignt ways spec1fted, or in any other way, or
prohibits the free exercise thereof.

No, my son, do not laugh at; young woman be··
cause she cannot throw &stone'wtth accuracy; when.
y 0u shall_ b.av married her. you . may find that her·
awkwardness In· propelling mlsslls Is her. chief"
charm.
.
"LET me see," thoUghtfully said a man who was·
looking at an old well, "the windlass needs repairs,.
the bucket leaks, the rope Is rotten, and the curb··
lng Is defectlv, but considered as B. hole, I think It·
wlll do."
AN Oswego paper describes a fire by saying that
"the red flames danced In the heavens, and flung·
their fiery arms llke a black funeral pall, untn Sam·
Jones got on the roof and doused them out With a.
pall of water."
A YOUMG man sent fifty cents to a New York adver··
tlser to learn "How to make money fast," and was·
advised In reply to glue a $5 greenback to the bottomc
of his trunk. Having neither greenback nor trunk,.
he Is stlll unable to make money "fast."
"MAMMA," said a llttle girl, " do all the wicked'
go to the bad place?" "Yes, dear." "And all the·
good people go to heaven?., "Yes." "Atn•t some·
people wlckeder than other people?' "Yes, I suppose they are." " Well, I think that the people who·
are not so very wicked ·ought to go to the bad place·
only In the winter time."
"YOU are beginning to grow old," said the rasp·
berry to the strawberry, as they peeped over the•
edge of the new style half· pint quart boxes at each·
other; "but [ must say you glv lndlcatlons of being·
pretty well preserved." " Oh, you be jammed,"
said the strawberry, and then, ll.B the grocer carried;
one of the boxes orr, the conversation was d!qcon'
continued.
AT a meeting Of the Austin LlteraryOlub, not long:
-since, during the discussion the president spoke of
printing having been Invented during the fifteenth·
century, whereupon one of the grad uatlng class or
the University of Texas, who happened to be present,.
laughed derlslvly, and said. "That's all bosh, I've·
got a • Life of Ohr!st' In my room, and he llve<l niore·
than three thousand years ago."
BAYS Oscar Wllde : " My marriage Is Intended to•
reallze a poetical conception I long hav enter
talned." That Is pretty good for Oscar, but It wlll'
certainly take time for him to fully understand'
whether his • • poetical conception " wlll be fully"
reallzed. It would hav been better for Oscar to hav·
kept bls mouth shut for the prooent anyway, then.
nobody would hav known of hls ambition In case It"
proved ltfallure. Oscar's wife wlll probably objec II'
to "clubs," etc., just the same as ordlnary.wlves do ..
-Peck's Sun.
"AH, my dear friend," said the clergyman, "you•
should not feel that way, but rise above your ene··
mles." "Rise above 'em is It?" retorted the angry·
man, " Rise above 'em? I wlll do that very thing If
I ever get him near .enough to me so that,I can knock:
him down and walk on him l" The clergyman con·
alders It a hard case to adjust, and has given It up·
for a bad job, but he keeps watch of the murder col·
umn ·or his local paper, to see !£ the man has really
made the effort to rise above his enemy.
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THE superstitious man considers not that the most
genuln method of serving the dlvlnlty Is by promot·
lng the happiness of hls creat urea. He stlll looks
out for some more lmJ.Iledlate service of the supreme
being, In order to allay those terrors with which he
Is haunted. And any practice recommended to hlm,
Which either serves to no purpose In llfe, or otrers
the strongest violence to his natural lncllnatlons,
that practice he wlll the more readlly embrace, on
account of these very circumstances which should
make hlm absolutely reject lt. It seems the more
purely religious because It proceeds from no mixture
of any other motlv or consideration. And If for Its
sake he sacrifices much of hls ell.Be and quiet, his
claim of merit appears still to rise upon hlm In pro·
portion to the zeal and devotion Which he discovers.
In restorln!: a loan or paying a debt, his divinity Is
nowise beholden to him, because these acts of justice
are what he was bound to perform, and what many
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
would hav performed, were there no God In the unl·
verse. But If he fast a day, or g!v himself a sound
whipping, this has a direct reference, in his opinion,
to the service of God. No other motlv could engage
hlm to suo!l austerities. By these distinguished
marks of devotion he has now acquired the divine
favor. and may expect, In recompense, protection
This ANNtiAr. is a compendious History of the Freethonght movement in the United
and safety In this world and eternal happiness In States. It contains
the next.-Hume'• Natural Hutory of Religion.
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Show not their mealy wings but to the summer;
for a day, but for all time.~·
And not a man, for being simply man,
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 26 cents.
·
Hath any honor; but honor for those honors
Thas are without hlm, as place, riches, and favor,
Address
THE
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Prizes of accident oft as merit.
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-Shakspere's Troilu3 ani!. Orusida.

THERE Is more theology and !ogle on tap In th El'
brain of tlie small boy than 1n that of the dlgnllled•
D.D., and It Isn't every man who wears a seven and'
a quarter hat that gets the best of him. ''The Ilona'
didn't llke Daniel, did they?" asked" ShaVey Head,"
of hls well-poeted papa. "Oh, yes, they did. The'
Lord made the Ilona llke hlm, so they wouldn't hur'·
him." "Well, when God makes me llke anyth!J:ig li
eat It, I do." "Yes, yes. Go away, chlld. He made•
the Ilona hate Daniel." "Then Why didn't they bite'
him?"

WHlLE Rome was yet burning, and Lucullus Peli•
naruni, the editor of Tke Daily Quiritan, was employ·
lng every means to catch the early malls, Titus
Qutbblerlus, the musical critic, arrived In hot haste.
"What nmvs from the fire?" eagerly Inquired tb&
enterprising Roman journallst; "hav the Dlocletlati
baths succumbed to the devouring flames?" "Of
that I hav no Information," replled Titus Quibble•
rlus, the musical critic; "but I hav here a two-col•
umn crltlclsm of the violin fantasia performed to•
night by our most august emperor, Nero. I find
that In the seventh andante passage of the third
symphony he slurred the descending fourth note of
the D In alt, allowing the Instrumentation of the
contrapuntal adagio to staccato with a vibrato qualIty Into an Inordinate pianissimo llorlturl. "- Ohicag<>
News.
'
ADVICE.
What'er you hav to say, my friend,
Whether witty, or grave, or gay,.
Condense as much as ever you can,
And say In the readiest way;
And whether you speak of rural artairB",.
Or particular things In town,
Just a word of friendly adviceBoll your MS. ~own.
For, If you go spluttering over a page
When a couple of llnes wlll do,
Your butter Is spread so much, you see,
That the bread shows plainly through,.
So, that when you hav a story to tell,
And.woald llke & llttle renown,
TQ make quite sure of your wish, my friend~.
Boll your MS. down.
DRESSED for church, she stood before the mlrreft"
admiring herself, and mentally observed that she'
never had appeared more lovely. The candid•,
crltlc, however, would hav declared that her llgur..
was not In just proportion, for she was very tall and
thin, and her h!ght seemed greater than It actually
was, In consequence of a bunch of ostrich plumes
that floated In snowy masses over her hat. "Yes,
I know I am handsome," she said; "but I can't
help It;" and, turning to go out, caught sight of her
llttle brother standing in the doorway. "What are
you doing there, Bob?" she asked sharply. "Look·
lng at you, Fanny?" returned the artless chlld.
"What do you want to be staring at me for ? "
"'Oause you look just llke a long-handled feather
duster." And sitting all alone In church that morn·
lng she wondered hOVI she would feel If Bob got the
measles and died.

.-
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J!Jotes .-_and f/ilippings.
A GIRL· pupil in the drawing class of an
Omaha convent school was punished for banging the hair of St. Cecilia.
LoUisiANA seems determined on the suppression of the press, having passed a law imposing a license fee~ of five dollars on every
newspaper man.
IN the Philadelphia directory the name of
"Carr\e Kilgore, lawyer," is given in large letters, and underneath it the name of "Damon
Y. Kilgore," her husband, in small type.
THE Rev. R. Hodgson, an English vicar,.
who has taken the lecture .field, ·reconciles
science and religion by arguing, that preAdalnite remains are nothing more nor less
than fossil angels.
·

nate their own. candidate. Anything more
ridiculous than the nomination of Pomeroy by
any class of reformers could· not well be
imagined. To mention only one fact, Pomeroy, at the time when he was driven out of
public life for bribery and corruption, was a
leading member of a prominent secret society.
This savory person is now put forward as the
special representativ of mora:lity, r~ligion, and
opposition to secret societies.- Times ..
MuLLEn's ORPHANAGE, at Bristol, Engla;nd,
is protected by prayer, and not by sanitary
arrangements. There is, in consequeuce, an
actual outbreak of typhoid fever, seventy cases
and four deaths; and this is the third attack
this year. In the debate with David King
f?urteen Y~ru:~ ago, Mr. ~ra~aug~ drew attention to a Simi _ar stat~ o t. mgs m _the same
Orphanage, then noticed m the daily press,
and in 1880 Henry Varley, on the authority of
Muller's agent, charged him with falsehood.

"You had .better make haste with your
Ca&mvonous'plants that lie in wait for, and
breakfast, deacon," said his wife,·" or we'll be
late to church. Don't you want ·a cup of entrap unsuspecting insects, hav long been
coffee?" "No, I guess not," the good old known. Now Prof. Baird sounds a warning
against a voracious fish-eating plant. The
deacon replied .• "Coffee keeps me awake."
queer feature of the story is that this bladderA COLORED lawyer of Baltimore sets forth in vert has hitherto been carefully introduced
a petition to the Senate that he has acquired a into the government's carp ponds as food for
thorough legal training; and yet laws of Mary-· the fish, nobody surmising that it makes the
land exclude him from practicing his proa,s- fish its own food. The carp might well comsion in that state solely on account of his color. plain of misplaced confidence against their
"UNLESS thi~ nation returns to the ways of protectors. An old poet notes that plants
the pilgrim fathers who mixed their prayers "are, with constant drinking, fresh and fair;"
·with their labors and duties," said the Rev. but it is evident that some of them also eat
James Chambers last Sunday, "the republic fish.
will not last." Another conversion to the GodIN his Sunday morning prayer, a Wisconsin
in-the'-Constitution party!
minister prayed the Lord that such of his conMn. BnADLAUGH and Mrs. Besant state, in re- gregation as were speculating in wheat might
sponse to Mr. Green's invitation to be present be brought to a realizing sense of their iniquity
at the Convention of the New York State by losing heavily. During the next week
Freethinkers' Association, that it will be im- wheat dropped nine cents per bushel, and
possible for either of" them to cross the Atlan- twenty-three members of the congregation
tic this summer. Charles Watts, however, had such cold feet that they couldn't stand
still. The week after that there was a meetwill be on hand.
ing of the congregation to see about raising
A YOUNG gentleman while calling on his girl the minister's salary, and the result of the
asked for her hand and heart and was accepted. meeting was to cut it down from $1,500 per
He told her that he had had something on his annum to $800. ,As one of the kickers answered
mind for a long time, but was afraid she would in explanation: "We had them Milwaukee
get mad. Says he: "I hav two brothers in chaps right by the short hair, ~nd this fellow·
the penitentiary." "That's nothing," replied had to jump in and request the Lord to knock
she; " I hav two brothers in a theological us endways. If he wants more'n $800 a year
seminary."
let him buy lottery tickets and pray~for 'em
THE clerical triumph in Belgium is already to hit."
bearing its natural fruit. The building of
THE funeral of Mrs. Elizabeth A. Hatch, the
schools has been stopped. Now, as of old, wife of Mr. A. L. Hatch, of Astoria, L. I., octhe clergy object to the eating of the fruit of curred on July 2d. Her only daughter, a
the tl'ee of knowledge. Their gains are threat- beautiful girl of about nineteen years, died in
ened by the education of the people, and 1877, and, in the belief of the parents and of
between the church and the school no peace many others, her spirit appeared frequently in
is possible.
their house and went about the different
Fon the terrible crime of lying on the grass rooms as in the days of her life. So firmly
in City Hall Park, a New York police justice were Mr. and Mrs. Hatch convinced that they
has sentenced two colored men to prison for thus enjoyed the presence of their dead child
ten days each. To prevent further deeds of that their grief over her death was greatly rethis dreadful note the New York police and lieved. Up to the time of Mrs. Hatch's last
courts are so busy that they hav no time to illness, her parents hav not for a moment
look after the little misdemeanors of peculat- doubted that she was frequently and visibly
ing bank presidents and unfaithful cashiers. with them, and Mr. Hatch is still firm in that
conviction. Mrs. Hatch died June 30th, and
THERE was quite a ripple of excitement, says the services were prior to the removal of the
the Toronto Mail, in the Division Court before remains to Vermont, where they will be inJudge McDougal on the 3d. W. N. Sears, ·of terred. A large number of friends were presNo. 139 Church street, was the defendant in ent. On an easel at the head of the casket
a11:.action on an account. He entered the wit- was a large, life-like portrait of the deceased
nr~ss box to giv evidence, but refused to be daughter, and below it a smaller engraving of
- sworn. He said he was not-a Christian, and her as she is reported to hav frequently apan oath would not be binding upon him. His peared bending in misty outline over her
honor sent .for a copy of the statutes, and mother as the latter sat at a piano. In adqifound that he had power to allow the witness tion to the services of music and prayer, there
t() affirm, which was done.
was an address by Mrs. Nellie Brigham, the
IT appears that the Prohibitionists who, in Spiritua~st lecturer.
CHURCH "lawn parties" hBv be{m very fashthe J;nterests of religion and morality, hav
nominated for the presidency that Christian ionable in Norwich, Conn. Two or three hunstatesman, en-Senator Pomeroy, better known dred church-members, ladies and gentlemen,
as "Old Subsidy Porn," are oilly a part of the in summer attire, gather on the lawn of a felProhibition party. The Pomeroy Prohibition- low-member, play tennis and croquet, and eat
ists desire to prohibit secret societies, and a ice-cream under the trees. The latest party
quantity of other things, as well as the sale of was unfortunate in furnishing a practical test
spirits. The majority of the Prohibitionists of the efficacy of prayer. The First Baptist
think, on the contrary, that it is better to pro- S,ociety worships in a large fashionable Gotl;tic
hibit one thing at a time, and they intend to church under the maples on the west side.
hav a convention of their own, and to nomi- They are one of the most influential denomina-

tions in the city. The most elaborate lawn
party of the season was appointed for a recent
Wednesday afternoon on the spacious grounds
<>f John H. Ford, one of the members. It was
important that the weather should be auspicious, and on the Sunday preceding tlle pastor,
the Rev. Mr. Dickinson, and all the congregation, joined in a fervent special petition at the
morning and evening sessions that the heavens
lnight wear an unclouded face on the appointed
day. There was no reason to apprehend rain.
None had fallen for nearly a month. The sky
was like steel and vaporless, the earth baked
with the droutll. On Wednesday afternoon,
just as the party were gathering, a thundercloud rolled over tlle sky and a deluge of water
fell all the afternoon and until the middle of
next day. It was the heaviest rain in several
years, over five inches of water falling. The
members of the First Baptist Society are at a
loss to account for the phenomenon. · Outsiders think that the prayer gauge must be out
of order.
LoNDONDERI\Y, Ireland, ill greatly excited
over an affair which· has cropped out from the
Orange-National feuds. During vespers in
one of the Catholic churches a man wild with
excitement entered the church door and yelled
at the top of his strong voice, "Look out, you
damned Papists !" Then he rau down the center aisle, howling and cursing as he went. He
reached the sanctuary rail, and with a bound
he passed over the rail and ran up the steps to
the altar. This he attacked, and succeeded in
breaking to fragments the benediction pieces
standing outside the tabernacle. He then
leaped upon the altar table and cursed the
people and priest. Disrobing himself of his
coat, vest, and p1;1ntaloons, he danced upon
the altar, and then snatched up the communion cloth and tore it to pieces with his teeth.
Finally the officiating priest and a number of
men rushed upon the intruder. He was hurled
from the altar, and would hav been torn limb
from limb but for the interference of the
priest. The man made a desperate resistance,
and was not overcome until some policemen
handcuffed him. He had taken such a firm
hold with his teeth upon the communion cloth
that it had to be cut away from his mouth. It
was ascertained that he was an Orangeman of
weak mind who had become hopelessly demented during the recent exciting political
events in Derry. He was removed to an asylum.

J/Jtws olf the

lfeeh.

THERE were twenty deaths from yellow
fever in !Iavana last week.
THE workingmen of this state hav pronounced against Cleveland.
RICHARD A. Pnom·on, the astronomer, arrived in America last Sunday.
SoME 4,000 persons witneRsed a Spanish
bull-fight at Dodge City, Kan., on the 4th.
THE Democrats in convention at Chicago
this week hope to nominate the next president.
THE cotton duck mills of Hooper & Sons at
Woodbeny, Md., which employed some 1,200
hands, hav shut down.
THE Rev. Dr. John A. Broadus, of the Washington Avenue Baptist church, Brooklyn, fell
unconscious in his church while preaching
last Sunday. It was an attack of vertigo.
Mn. P. RYAN, of Long Island City, N. Y.,
has not been able to vindicate thfi right to play
ball Sunday on his private grounds, and last
Sunday the players were stopped by the
police.
THE cholera at Toulon and Marseill<'s,
France, is thought to hav reached its maximum. The inhabitants of those cities are
leaving their homes by the hundreds to escape
the disease.
THE survivors of the Seventeenth Regiment
Connecticut Volunteers hav erected a monument at Gettysburgh, Pa., to the memory of
their comrades who fell in battle at that place
on July 3, 1863.

Mrss MuLLER, who is a member of tho London school board, a woman suffragist, and a
property-holder, refused to pay taxes on her
house until she should be allowed to vote.
She was sold out by the sheriff.
Miss LuLu HunsT, the so-called "magnetic
girl" of Georgia, is in New York. According
to those who hav witnessed her exhibitions,
the feats of strength which she performs may
be accounted for by- an enormous muscular
development.
A TORNADO swept through tile southern part
of Sionx City, Iowa, on the evening of the 4lh,
wrecking a bell-tower, two churches, aml
several other buildings. In Macon, Sangamon,
AMONG the other vicious and "dangerous and Christian counties, Illinois, on the 5th,
doctrins" which the pope says the wicked buildings were blown away, and crops deFreemasons promulgate, are the following: stroyed by a cyclone.
"That men hav all the same rights, and are
JonN L. SuLLIVAN, the pugilist, was too
perfectly eqUI~l in condition; that every man
is naturally independent; that no one has a drunk to spar with Mitchell at the match
right to command others; that it is a tyranny to arranged to take place in the Madison Square
keep men subject to any other authority than Garden in this city last week, and many thouthat which emanates from themselvs. Hence sand people were thereby disappointed. Mr.
the people are sovereign; those who rule hav Gibbs, the temperance advocate, immediately
no authority but by the commission and con- !lent Sullivan a pledge with the request that
cession of the people, so that they can be de- he sign it.
posed, willing or unwilling, according to the
MusiC was furnished in Central Park last
wishes of the people. The origin of all rights Sunday, and the largest crowd ever seen in the
and civil duties is in the people or in the state, park gathered to hear it. This is the first Sunwhich is ruled according to the new principles day music give:n at that place. In Fairmount
of liberty. The state must be godless; no Park, Philadelphia, fifty thousand people enreason why one religion ought to be preferred joyed themselvs. The fourth Sunday hand
to another; all to be held in the same esteem." concert on Boston Common was listened to by
Well, now, all that may be very " dangerous" large crowds.
and "incendiary" over in Europe, but it
THE American lacrosse team has returned
sounds all right over here. We believe this
from
England after repeated victorious conUnited States government is founded on these
tests with British athletes. They report that
very Masonic principles. If that is all the
they were rather shabbily treated by the Britpope has to say against the " free and accepted
ishers. Myers, the American champion runMasons," then we, an impartial outsider,
ner, is winning easy victories over the pedesneitller a pope nor a Mason, shout: "Long liv
trians of London. Lawn tennis and cricket
the goat!" and hack him against the bull to
teams from this country are also meeting with
win every time. Back him head first at that,
success in England.
too, that's the way a goat backs most effectTHE Fourth passed over New York witllout
ivly. And by the way, in Ireland, which
we believe is a Catholic country, and outside doing the city any serious damage. There was
of Ireland certain Irishman, whom we believe rain in the afternoon, and noise all day. Fireto be Catholics, are bravely fighting with their crackers that made a report as loud as a young
mouths, and laying down their lives, in their cannon were frequently exploded. Nervous
minds, for these very same principles of people suffered. It required the exercise of
liberty, equal~ty, and the reign of the common great patriotism to repress the wish that the
people. The horns of the goat appear to be Americans of Revolutionary times had been
everlastingly licked,
exalted.-Hawk'1Je.
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A Letter from Scotland.
CHRISTI AN I"T Y AND SECULAR I SM.

On the evening of Tuesday, June lOth, in Mr.
Long's quaint-looking Mission Hall, Saltmarket,
Glasgow, there was reserved for all true lovers of
controversy one of the most enjoyable of intellectual
treats. Under the presidency of Mr. James Allan, of
the Glasgow Eclectic Society, a pub!ic discussion of
some repute in the history of dialectics took place between Mr. Harry Alfred Long, the accredited Calvinistic champion of local orthodoxy, and Mr. Charles
Watts, the well-known Secular leader and Freethought advocate from London. Mr. Watts, it will
be observed, has been, during the short interval allotted him from his journalistic duties in London,
activly engaged in Freethought propagandist work
beyond the Tweed, delivering a regular course of lectures on the principles of Secularism, and the fallacies and delusions of the popular creed, and had on
the previous evening, as pre-arranged (or predestinated), fought a well-contested battle with Mr. Long,
in the Secular Hall, Ingram street, on which occasion
the latter assumed the defensiv. Implementing the
articles of agreement, it was Mr. Watts's turn to combat the orthodox champion on the Christian platform,
confronted with an audience chiefly composed of Mr.
Long's most spirited retainers, and a fair representation of advanced thinkers n:om our local branch, with
of course the usual following of conventional nondescript Christians.
At eight o'clock precisely the stately figure of the
secular champion, accompanied by the chairman, was
observed passing through the hall on the way to the
dialectic stage. This, it need hardly be said, was the
signal for loud and prolonged cheering from all parts
of the hall, which was densely crowded. The reception accorded Mr. Watts on this as on all other occasions, was a most enthusiastic one-the harbinger
of beneficial results in the future. This is highly
gratifying to the noble cause he advocates, as it contains in it the germs of an intellectual emancipation
of the people, inciting them to a studious course of
impartial investigation and honest inquiry.
The few introductory remarks of the chairman past,
it was Mr. Long's duty to take the initiativ by attacking "Secularism Entirely Wanting in Authority," the
subject selected for the ensuing two hours' discussion. Generalizing the matter of the first speech,
which lasted half an hour, the fatalistic Hercules contended that Secularism philosophically considered
was baseless, unauthoritativ, and without leader, human or divine; that the followers of this uninviting,
earth-born philosophy were the children of wild
caprice, and without a goal when the cold, blank mantle of death descended upon them. Frail barks, destitute of chart and compass, they were mercilessly
tossed about in the tempestuous waters of that illimitable ocean of Agnosticism, lJfare desperationis
tenebrosum.
The following may be accepted as a fair specimen
of his reasoning on this particular point: "Suppose
we form a meeting under the presidency of a gentleman elected for the evening, we pass certain rules;
can we make them into laws? We can for ourselvs,
but not for the community. The people outside
would take no notice, any more than they do of those
of Good Templars, Freemasons, Foresters, or other
friendly societies. They make rules, not laws." Leaving aside reiteration, inconsistencies unpardonable,
and the inharmonious use of incidental inferences, it
would be foreign to the purpose of the present article were we to recall to memory Mr. Long's exhaustless repertoire of stock arguments; suffice it to say that
a great deal of the matter introduced into the first
and subsequent speeches was of a nature irrelevant
and extraneous to the subject matter under discussion. This is admittedly one of Mr. Long's
prominent argumentativ qualities, and one which he
has acquired, need it be said, after a lengthy apprenticeship extending over twenty years and more. A
young and inexperienced opponent, animated with
honesty of purpose, though not inured to the wily
tactics of dialectic warfare, as practiced on the Christian platform, would not attempt the cunning and
evasiv artifices of the Sautmarket predestinarian, but
would boldly attack the debatable points, bravely perishing in the heroic but futil attempt. Mr. Long has
at last realized in its fulness the truth underlying the
grand old secular maxim, that life, with all its drawbacks, vicissitudes, and future prospects of an endless exiatence in the devil's crematorium, is really
worth living, and when he "runs away" from the
subject matter under discussion, he evidently intends
to "fight another day," either with Mr. Watts or his
worthy colleague, commencing where he left off and
ending where he commenced, which was some~here
in the neighborhood of the Feejee Islands or Timbuctoo, for, alas ! such is the controversial life of a
Christian dialectician.
Mr. Watts on rising to reply to the in doctrinal
points raised by his opponent was most courteously
received. And as the brilliant oratorical powers of

this distinguished secularist are well known to all
readers of secular literature on both sides of the wide
Atlantic, it would be serVing no end or purpose were
they .to be again dilated upon in the present pages.
His arguments, as might hav been anticipated, were
crushing and conclusiv. All the points of his adversary were closely scrutinized and the fallacies exposed. Though Mr. Watts did not deprecate the
secular and utilitarian teachings of the book divine,
the pillar and ground-work of Protestant faith, yet he
declared it to be a book of human origin, which,
with all its lofty sentiments and sublime teachings,
inspiring men to deeds noble and good, it also contained much that was pernicious and impracticable
in this enlightened age, and on which account it was
highly detrimental. Referring to a future life, he
said the present life is a reality, and that all our ideas
regarding a future or transitional state of existence
were chimerical, vague, and undetermined, a mere
speculation begotten of selfishness and cherished by
the illiterate and ungovernable multitude. The best
preparation, he averred, for the acceptance of a future
state of existence, assuming the possibility of such,
was a life well spent in the present state-" Virtue
hath its own reward."
At ten o'clock the discussion was brought to a termination, nothing untoward having happened to mar
the enjoyment of the evening, and the disagreeable
services of the chairman, as he anticipated at the
outset, were never, during the evening, called into
requisition.
About three years ago, when the same gentlemen
confronted each other in hostil attitude, it will be remembered that a great number of the "convinciv arguments" adduced by Mr. Long were only brought
forward to be rebutted by the very effectiv replies
of the secular champion. The. same were again I'esuscitated from the dead, amongst which may be
mentioned the ameliorativ effects of Christianity in
the Feejee Islands, which Mr. Watts at once attributed to the intellectuality of the human race, the
introduction of the public press, and the benign influences of an advanced civilization accruing therefrom.
Christian charity at home and abroad was another
theme on which he frequently descanted. Mr. Watts
had to again point out the fact that hospitals, and
other similar institutions for the alleviation of human suffering, had been in existence in many of the
highly civilized states of the ancient world at periods
long anterior to the advent of Christ, leaving out of
the question the systematized, ethereal code known
as modernized Christianity. Mr. Long evidently forgot to mention the Mitchell Library, the Buchanan
Institution, and many other unsectarian educational
institutions in close proximity to the classic Saltmarket of Glasgow, that were the gifts of secularists,
who do not look for their individual reward in the
skies, but considered the moral and intellectual wellbeing of the race of primary importance.
BANDERILLERO.

Our London Letter.
The latest clerical dodge for getting money is
somewhat ingenious if true, and as it has been reported in more than orle of the daily papers, and
has met with no contradiction, there is no reason to
doubt its correctness. At South Kensington, a pianoorgan is being taken around the streets, and worked
by a footman in livery, contributions being collected by a clergyman, whose name, however, is not
given, and who solicits donations, which he receives on
a silver salver. His ostensible object is to procure
funds for the relief of the outcast poor in his district,
but anyone with but a slight knowledge of the ways
of the clergy may easily imagin how the money is
bestowed, and what is its ultimate destination. The
report of an inquest held at Croydon, near London,
may perhaps throw some litt.le light on the matter.
A poor woman died there a week or so back, and,
according to the evidence given, she was receiving
the munificent sum of 3s. 6d. (about 85 cents) per
week from the parish authorities, half of which she
had to pay for her lodging, the other portion being
considered sufficient to find her in food. She was too
ill to work and increase her means in any way. It
appeared in the course of the inquiry that she received visits from " Christian '' district visitors, but
that they never gave her either food or money, but
considered that they had sufficiently done their duty
toward her by reading tracts and ministering to her
spiritual welfare to the neglect of her physical wants.
This is perhaps a fair specimen of the "immense
amount of good" done by "self-denying Christian
helpers" of both sexes who instead of wasting their
precious time in the frivolities of the word, devote
their lives to the glory of God, and the assistance of
the poor and needy. Christianity of the present day
must indeed hav a hardening effect upon the hearts
of its adherents. No one but a modern Christian
could go into the wretched abodes of the victims of
civilization, and see the suffering caused by insafficient food and foul air, and calmly read them a tract,
or a chapter from the Bible, instead of at once relieving the bodily distress so apparent. For bread they
giv them a stone, and the coldest, hardest stone they

can find, and then complain that the poor are so ungrateful, and don't receive their visits in a proper
spirit. Were they not so weakened, and their spirits
so broken by their hard struggle for the bare means
of subsistence, they would, I should think, kick such
visitors from their doors, and in many cases such
treatment would be only too well merited.
Year by year appeals are made to the public for
funds to support these missions, and the immense
amounts collected and squandered by officialdom, and
wasted in the publication of the utterest trash that
ever emanated from the mind of man, would go far
to relieve the helpless poor amongst us.
Atheists are often taunted because they do not possess hospitals, and so-called charitable societies; and
it should be one of our proudest boasts that we
don't require them, for the Atheist has more of the
milk of human kindness in his bosom than the
pietist, and relieves want before he sees the
wretched object dying of starvation, and past all help.
I am quite willing to admit that there are many
Christians better than their creed, and many Atheists
worse than theirs; but as Christianity is supposed to
hav such a humanizing effect upon those who believe
in it, and Atheism such a demoralizing effect upon
all who accept it, surely there ought to be such a
vast difference apparent between the two that its
effect shall be apparent in every act of their lives.
Every believer should be superlativly good, and every
unbeliever superlalivly bad. The believer should
always wear a beautiful expression on his countenance, and a halo of glory round his head, while the
unbeliever should show to the most casual observer
by his gloomy and forlorn app(larance that the blackness of despair was continually gnawing at his heart,
and that he was perpetually enduring the pangs of a
bitter foretaste of the eternal fires to which he was
doomed before ever the foundations of the earth
were laid.
J. D.
London, June 19, 1884.

Al Koran.-Tlle Otller Book of Divine Revela·
tions.
The best authorities in statistics giv the following
round figures !,LS the numbers of the followers of the
different creeds on this globe:
Buddhists and Brahmans,
Christians and Jews,
Mohammedans,
Heathens,

740,000,000, or 51.53
400,000,000, or 27.86
180,000,000, or 12.53
116,000,000, or 8.08

per cent.
"
''
"
''
''
"

Total,

1,436,000,000, or 100 per cent.

Thus it appears that while the Bible is the book of
revelation-this means the book of divine communication-to about one-fourth of all human beings, the
Koran is the book of revelation, of divine communication, to about one-eighth of mankind; or, for two
Bible readers-if all Christians and Jews were Bible
readers-there is one Koran reader on the face of the
earth. It would thus appear that although American
Freethinkers hav bestowed prevalent attention on the
Bible on account of their immediate surroundings,
the Koran deserves a share also of their interest and
of their investigation.
While in younger years a student at one of the
justly renowned polytechnical institutions of Central Europe, and an enthusiastic Christian, I came
into friendly intercourse with a young Constantinopolitan, sent to the same institution by his wealthy
parents. As would be natural for a Christian trained
to missionary instincts, on one of our promenades I
turned our conversation to religion and creeds. As
all Christians do, I felt eager to bestow on my friend
the benefits of Christianity, and began to speak about
the holy book, the Bible. My Mohammedan friend
patiently listened to me for a good while, and when
I paused he asked, " So, now ! hav you said all you
wanted to say?" And when, with the customary
reservation of good Ch1:istians, I answered, "Yes, for
the present," he drew out of his pocket, to my great
astonishment-no, not a dagger or a pistol, as Christian imagination would be apt to hav it-no, not that,
but a Bible; and then he proceeded as follows: "I
knew it would come, you Christians are suchmeddling people, so I prepared for it. Now, if I
prove to your own admission that your Bible lies
right on its first page, will you cease bothering me
with it, and permit our conversation in future to exclusivly be concerned in matters more worthy of our
attention?" I willingly conceded, because I expected
to be able to explain the history of creation in the
Bible to be typical of what geognosy had taught us
of the origin of natural things. My Mohammedan
friend opened his pocket Bible at its first page, and
therefrom read: "And God made two great lights,
the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser
light to rule the night: he made the stars also."
And then vehemently closing the lid of the holy
book, he proceeded, "What did he make, if anything, but one light and one reflector, and not
two lights?"
Being both of us students in exact sciences, it would
not do for me then to attempt covering up the biblical
misstatement by theological :interpretation.
We never spoke thereafter about religion again;
but I afterwards learned the young Turk had become
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- a citizen of the great republic of Freethinkers and
Agnostics, which, during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, is extending its realm at a higher rate
of conquest than Christianism or Mohammedanism
did in the ea~ly stages of their history.
RELATION BETWEEN BIBLE AND KORAN AS STATED BY THE
KORAN ITSELF.
Chapter v of the Koran, entitled "The Table,'' or,
also, "Contract," contains amongst others the following, the "we " used meaning divinity speaking
through Archangel GE,tbriel:
"God formerly accepted the covenant of the children of Israel;
and we appointed out of them twelve leaders; and God said,
Verily I am with you; if you observe prayer and giv alms, and
believe in my apostles, and assist them, and lend unto God on
gooc1 usmy, I will surely expiate your evil deeds from you, and I
will lead you into gardens wherein ri-vers ftow; but he among
you who disbelieveth after this, erreth from the straight path.
·wherefore, because they hav brolcen their covenant we hav
cursed them, and hardened their hearts; they dislocate the
words of the Pentateuch from their places, and hav forgotten
part of what they were admonished, and thou wilt not cease to
discover deceitful practices among them, except a few of them.
But forgiv them and pardon them, for God loveth the beneficent. And from those who say, We are Christians, we hav
received their covenants, but they hav forgotten part of what
they were admonished; wherefore we hav rai-sed up enmity and
hatred amon9 them till the day of resurrection; and God will
then surely decla1·e unto them what they hav been doing. 0
ye who hav received the scriptures, now is our apostle come
unto you, to make manifest unto you many things which ye
conceal in the scriptm·es; and to pass over many things. Now
is light, and a perspicuous book of revelations come unto you
from God. Thereby will God direct him who shall follow his
good pleasure into the paths of peace; and shall lead them
out of c1arkness into light by his will, and shall c1irect them in
the right way. They are Infi'lels who say, Verily God is Christ
the son of Mary."

worship of saints and images in particular was then
arrived at such a scandalous pitch that it even surpassed whatever is now practiced among Romanists. *
~bus Mohammed found idolatry amongst his own
!1atwn, and corruption amongst other nations, as an
mstigation to reform. To aid him in such reform,
he found among his own countrymen their three
great virtues, eloquence, expertness in the use of
arms and in horsemanship, and hospitality.
F. M. F. C.
• From Boullainvilliers' "La vie de Mohammed." But it
should here be said that when Bonllainvilliers wrote these
lines, he knew not of what the second half of this century
would produce in the way of pilgrimages of noble France to
Lourdes (an apparition of Mary in a tree), Italy to Rimim (a
picture of Mary moving eyes), Bel~um to Verviers (image of
St. Mary with a black face), and Ltermany to Kaevelaer and
Telgte (doll-images of St. Mary), or he would hav known that
Rome was still going from bad to worse. It will not be long
before we shall hav on this continent, also, a miraculous image
of St. Mary, as the object of adoration for Catholic pilgrims.
It is bound to come.

Mr. Perry-Mr. Rothwell.

purpose he may refuse to gratify that hunger;_ be
may hav planned .a: fast, or be may want to starve h~m
~elf. The world IS full o~ facts to show that the m~nd
~s a po~er gre~ter. th_an Its body, and usually c?ntrols
It Withm certam hmits, and t~e ~ore mentality the
man possesses, the greater will his control be over
the p~ssions ?f the body.
. .
~he pursmts o~ the ast~onm;ner, ~atb_emahm,~n,
philosopher, and mventor, m usmg his mu~d to a~scover things not directly in reference t? his _bodily
wants shows a mental world of thought m whiCh the
physi~al body is subordi~ated ~0 the hi~ber wants
of the mind. The body mfluen ·es the mmd only to
remind it of its own wants, :~1d does it mainly
through the involuntary nerves, lJut is a ~ere ~er':ant
to the higher reason, and usuallJ: doEs 1ts b1d~mg.
The body and mind are not one thmg, but ~wo t~u~gs,
intimatel.v connected and related, but sbll distinct
things. If this is not so, it ought to he shown to the
contrary.
Respectfully,
J. R PEnuY.
·wilkes Barre, Pa.
_.._

______

______

ViYisection of Human Ueings by the llumlrells

of r.l'housamls.
I had concluded, on account of the abundance of
A
WORD
TO ELLIO'l'T PRESTON,
-good matter always on hand for the paper, I would
not trouble you for a while by writing on any subject;
I hav just finished reading the article of Ell!ott
but just as I was sweetly reposing in my oblivious- Preston in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 21st. In It I
ness and indifference to the mental world, I get a find these words:
nudging from P. Rothwell, of Vineland, who points
"Now, then, is the prop_er time to odn Jato the c~iltlren an·d
out some of my errors in regard to what constitutes the masses in regard to th1s matter, so that they will not only
Materialism, and wants to know what Materialist demand that that now practiced be cliscont.inned (for the salw
says that "that which perceives and knows of mate- of hum11nity and t.rne progress), but that it may become impossible to sprearl the ovil under the s11nction of the In w.
.
,
rial forms (the mind) is nothrng?
In answer, I will Licensing vivisection appears only to 11_1ake the ~at~cr mneh
inform him that the gentleman I was criticising, Mr. worse; snell, at least, has been the case m Gr~at. BntaJ~J, where
THE ORIGIN OF AL KORAN DESCRIBED IN ALMOST THE'VERY
Putnam, says so. In his" Problems of the Universe" an act gmnting licenses was passed .s<?me mgh~ or nme yean;
WORDS OF CHRISTIAN HISTORIANS.*
ago. It serves only to protect the VIVJsectorH. mst?ad of ~~o
he has gone into an elaborate definition of the subject animals.
Hence, my readers, never favor.tho hcen~mg of VIV~
The religion of the Arabs before Mohammed, which of mind, and uses a number of illustrativ terms to
for it is only a cloak for co~~ealmg tho ?r~l!les of A~l
they now call "the state of ignorance," was idolatry convey the idea that mind is nothing but action, and section,
ence; insist upon absolute, uncomhtwnal prohibitiOn or 1t,
in its Sabian version, but there were also great num- that action is the result of the changes in matter. 01' things will be mad~ worse, not better."
bers of Christians, Jews, and Magians among the When matter does not act, there is no action and
A great principle was never enunciated in better
Arabs. The Sabians revered a supreme being, but consequently no mind. And this is the general terms than Mr. Praston has employed in the above
paid adoration to the stars, or to the spirits of the thought held by Materialists. Again he inquires,
The crimes he ~a~ls u:poD: all rig~t-~inded
stars, also. Their creed took shape in many and se- "Are the senses that perceive, and the brain which quotation.
and sympathetic people to JOin h1m m makm_g Imposvere ritualistic exercises, and in the offering of sacri- knows, not things?" It seems that the gentleman sible are deserving of the severe condemnatiOn be so
fices, but different from the Jews. They ate not makes no distinction between sensations and percep- bravely pours out upon them. He has my sympathy
thereof, but burnt them all. Prohibition included tions, and the organs by which they are conveyed to and my "good-speed" in his noble endeavors.
beans, garlic, and some other pulse and vegetables. the mind. Every one admits that the brain is a someBad as it is to permit a class of peaple to legally
Their "Kebla," or the place to which to turn when thing; but the perceptions of the mind must pertain use dogs, cats, and asses with cruelty that by some
praying, appears to hav been the favorit star of the to that realm of thought which many say is not a fortunate accident such persons may discover somedevotee. Their pilgrimages were directed for un- substance. If Mr. Rothwell will be kind enough to thing that will hand their names down to p::>sterit:r
known causes to a place, "Harran," in Mesopotamia, explain the difference between an idea of thought as great discoverers, it is still worse to license-that
and to the Egyptian pyramids, believed to be the and a barn door, or the brain that generates it, I is, enable to act under the protection of the law-a
sepulchers of Seth and his two sons, Enoch and Sabi, shall feel under obligations. By all means make an large class of people to vivisect hundreds of thouthe latter being considered as the father of their effort to expose all Perry's errors. That is what is sands of human beings, the fathers, brothers, som,
sect. Of the Bible they acknowledged the book of wanted-more light.
and even mothers, sisters, and daughters of society.
Psalms exclusivly, but they had other sacred books,
I think the friend has misunderstood !Tie, or he Does this sort of thing go on in civilized and Chrisamongst others one written in the Chaldean idiom would not a~:~k the questions he does. I hav not said tian lands? It certainly does. What is the object of
called the book of Seth, discoursing on topics of that when nature produces a perfect physical form, these human vivisectors? To liv without labor. Dc1
morals. Christianity had never affected them further, the fact of death shows it to hav been a failure, or they succeed in living upon the humanity they vivibut that they had accepted John the Baptist as a that a Darwin or Shakspere was it a failure. What I sect without laboring themselvs? They do. ''Tell us
prophet, and by alliteration to Sabi they called them- do say is this: The. mind which inhabits a physical the manner of it. I may as well be hanged as tell the
selvs in consequence Saba, this is " the host of body is the better. The thought that moves the manner of it."
heaven." The Koran later on called them "the people form is better and higher than the form, no matter
However, let me call attention to another passage
of the book."
how beautiful it may be. At death this beautiful in Mr. Preston's able paper:
It sounds strange whe:a George Sale, in his book, body decays, but not an atom goes to waste; every
"4. The JY[cdical 'l imr.s and Gazelle flippantly mentions an ex"The Koran Translated," on page 16 of his prelim- part and parcel of it is economically re-utilized and
periment on ali ving dog, which co~sisted in forcing half a pint
inary discourse, states: "Some of the pagan Arabs ·made to adorn some other part of animated nature; of boiling water into the stomach, 'm order to show that the• anbelieved neither a creation past, nor a resurrection to but that better part, that mental engin, force, imal tissne conlc1 he disorganized; cmd that the aultnal, aft,,r
come, attributing the origin of things to nature, and power, mind, is lost to itself, diffused and annihi- giving evidence of great snffering, vomited hloorl and died.'"
their dissolution to age." These words were written lated-lost, say the Materialists. Now what I say is
The license which the law givs in nearly all Chrisbefore Darwin had ever published a line, and the that to save every atom of the defunct body, and de- tian lands is to do to human beings a more atrocious
author was not aware how subtle theology made a stroy the most important thing that pertained to it, thing than pouring a pint of boiling water into the
distinction between the nature of matter, and the is a failure, and argues that nature is only engaged stomach· it is to pour into the stomach a quart or so
supernatural existence of metaphysical individuality. in the everlasting work of producing physical forms of alcoh~l. Such a quiet and comparativly easy death
Sage at many places proves his adherence to the high that are perishable at most; while if that spirit were as vomiting blood and dying does not follow this exchurch of England, and thus had no cause to color in to draw out of this decaying form its most vital pro- tensiv vivisection of humanity. The human being
the premises. The sciences the Arabians chiefly cul- duct, and continue to liv on and progrese, it would thus vivisected with alcohol dies the horrid death
tivated before Mohammed rose were three: 1. His- argue a profitable result instead of the contemptible which follows an attack of delirium tremens. No
tory and genealogy of their tribes; 2. The knowledge failure which an elaborate process to produce noth- b'east ever suffered anything more terrible. No~hing
of the apparent movements of the stars and of their ing as a final result involves. If Shakspere and is more certain than, as Mr. Preston has explamed,
influence on the weather; 3. The interpretation of Darwin are a success to us and posterity, it does not license only makes the matter worse, ~iving the c~lor
dreams.
argue that they are a success to themselvs; and here and sanction of the law to the abommable practice.
If such was the state of religious affairs in Arabia, is where the difference comes in this question. Is a I am for prohibition on this very pri~ciple. Ju?ge
the Arabians were not entirely without knowledge of man a success to himself? Does consciousness per- Pitman the same who quashed the mdiCtment agamst
what was going on in the so-called Christian world. tain to a refined mat6)riality?
Mr. Heywood, will probably be nominated by the
Even when relying on ecclesiastical historians excluI do not believe that friend Rothwell has studied Prohibition party for the vice-presidency before this
sivly, Christianity must hav had some peculiar effects all the facts of nature, and I doubt his authority for little communication to the ever onward and upwarc1
on the nations which had adopted it. Let me quote saying as he does, " that the body and mind decay TnuTrr SEEKER can be published. Would it not be
from Risant's "State of the Ottoman Empire," p. 187, together, and at death there is no more thought, as wise for the Liberals to struggle for the prohibition
where he states as to these nations that they were thought is but nervous motion." If he could prove of every wrong ?
LmEHTA.
" far from being endowed with activ graces, zeal, and these assertions, the whole question would be settled;
devotion, and established within itself with purity of but if he proves this instead of taking it for granted,
Illinois State J,eague.
doctrin, union, and firm profession of the faith." On it will giv him something of an undertaking instead
To
THE
Em
Ton
oF TrrE Tnu'rH SEEKEF, Sir: I should
the contrary, what by the ambition of the clergy, and of mere assumption. How does he know that conwhat by drawing the abstrusest niceties into contro- sciousness, having evolved from or by any other like to hear from the Liberals of Illinois, and espeversy, and dividing and subdividing about them into means associated with the most advanced organic cially from the members of the State Lib~ral Leagur,
endless schisms and contentions, they had so de- forms, will, at death, cease to be so a~sociated in the in regard to what their wishe~ may be m r~feren~e
stroyed peace, love, and charity from among them, future? What facts has hA to prove It? Does mat- to holding the annual State Liberal ConveD:tiOD:, th!s
and instead thereof, continually provoked each other ter send out thought, or does thought act on mat- year. If it is their wish to hav the conventiOn It Wlll
to that malice, rancor, and every evil work.t The ter? Can a man build an engin, or does the matter be necessary for them to express their willingness to
compel the man to form it? If the mind is merely contribute something toward the necessary expenses.
I am no longer &ble to bear the bulk of the burden
*Much in this chapter is taken almost ve1·bally from George action or nervous action, then the real actor must be
Sale: "The K01·an,'' London, F. ·warne & Co., as well as from his b~dy, while we know that a human being is a lone. Address ms at 302 State street, Chicago,
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
·
Boullainsvillier's "La vie de Mohamed;" " State of the Otto- duality, having a conscious being that acts on the Ill.
Ji,. F. Fou.ET,
man Empire," and P1·ideaux: "Life of Mohammed."
body, and is, in turn, acted upon by the wants of the
Sec. State L. L. of Ill.
body. A man may be intensely hungry, but for a
From Prideaux's p~·eface to his" Life of Mohammed."
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mittee be made up of such well-known, earnest Lib- Ieffort, the many Liberals throughout the country
erals as T. B. Wakeman, of New York; F. E. Abbot, would aid us in building a hall that would accommoof Massachusetts; J. H. Burnham, of Michigan; G. date a large audience in this city, that would be conW. ~aldwin, of Pennsylvania! G. H. Walser, of Mis- troled by Liberals, and would be open for any LibMr. Walker Coming Around.
souri; John C. Bundy, of Chicago; E. C. Walker, of eral speaker. Why should it not be so? It is true
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your Io":a; ~- H. Burr, of Washington; Byron Adonis, of that our city is very bigoted, but still we hav a fine
reply to Seward Mitchell you say, "As Mr. Walker's Cahfo~ma; Dr. H. Lamb, of Maine;. Joseph Gillson, band of willing b~t unable patriots who would erect
position is to load the League with a large number of of Ohw; Dr. J. R. Monroe of Indiana, and others a temple to Freethought if they were able. With a
side issues having no connection with or relevancy to ~rom the states and territories not named of equal little liberal aid we could erect a fine building simits charter objects, we imagin the impregnability is a mfluence and ability; and then, forgetting all past ilar to the one in Boston, owned and controled in the
debatable manner." Will you be so kind as to name differences, all go to work in earnest for the sole object same manner, and the stockholders would also realize
e':en on~ of this "}trge number" of side "issues" of state secularization, and I am sure that the great re- a fair dividend from their investment. Who will
with whiCh I am k; .ng to "load the League?" You form that was so nobly inaugurated by Mr. Abbot, speak first?
W. I. IRVINE.
certainly cannot re~ to the Milwaukee platform, for and those who met with him at Philadelphia, July
Cleveland, Ohio, July 3, 1884.
in your editorial t9 which Mr. Mitchell referred in 4, 1876, will go forward to victory in the near fuhis criticism of you there was no attempt made to ture. · Many of us hav despaired of ever seeing such
Christian Persecution.
connect me therewith, yc ur strictures of me follow- a union of the friends of Free thought, but this is a
ing your review of that, and being upon an entirely day of sudden and remarkable occurrences, and it
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In a
different matter.· As a matter of fact, I opposed looks now as if such a desirable state of things might recent number of _THE TRu'r.H SEEKER I see a letter
the adoption of most of those resolutions, and hav be brought about. If so we will giv our old friend from a very dear fnend of rome, to whom I had sent
since given ihem a lengthy and unfavorable review in A. B. Bradford, the credit of first suggesting it, and .a copy of. ~y new bo_ok, " The Bi~le Analyzed," and
Lucifer It is true that I voted for the anti-prohibi- too much praise cannot be given Messrs. Wakeman who~e opmwn of sa1d b?ok I W_IBhed given to the
tion plank. It was before the congress by no act of and Leland for the magnanimous course they hav Pl~bhc; ~O!fi the letter m questwn I le~rn that my
mine, but it expressed my sentiments, and I gave it taken in this matter.
fnend s opmwn-a favorable one-was g1ven to THE
my vote. But I am not at all anxious to make that
You make the suggestion in your editorial article TRUTH SEEKER for publication. From the same letter
question a part of the League work. All this, how- this week, that the National Liberal League Congress I learn further that t~e publication of this opinion
ever, it is not particularly necessary to dwell upon meet at Cassadaga Lake at the same time that the was stopped by my fnend, who, as she expresses it,
for the reason that there was nothing in the article of New York State Freethinkers' Convention meets was "on the rack of persecution," and who feared
mine in Lucifer which you criticised which referred there. I hav just written to the board of directors of that the publication of _an opinion favorable to my
in any way to the Milwaukee platform. Where, then, these grounds and hav got their permission to hav book would add t.o the bitterness of that persecution.
are your" large number of side issues?" Purely and the Liberal League hold its Congress there the 8th
In ~egard to tL1s matter you well remark, "What a
solely in your imagination, my dear sir. Re-read my and 9th da~s of September, th~ two days following beautiful state of society tha_t letter _sh?w~ to. exist in
"Reforming the Lines," and your criticism of it, and our conventwn, and I take the hberty, through your that town, a~d what a blessmg Chnst1amty IS to the
you shall find that the only point of serious disagree- columns, to invite the board of directors of the Na- peo_Ple ?f this country!" What !1 'l;>eautiful state of
ment between us was in regard to the propriety of tional Liberal League to hold their coming Congress somety, mdee_d! And yet the Chr1stmns of that town
the League demanding the repeal of all obscenity at the time and place here named. By so doing we are no more mtolerant than are their brethren of all
statutes, so-called. You agreed with me that it was will bring together the largest assembly of Free- other to_w~s and cities in which they are largely in
not the time to cease the agitation for the repeal of thinkers that was ever convened on this continent. the . maJonty. Indeed, though many weak-kneed
the Comstock (national) statutes. You showed that Now I hav had my say, I hope everybody will be free Chnstians now try to deny the fact, Christianity is
such agitation was in no way extraneous to the orig- to speak their own sentiments. Let us all unite and essentially an intolerant religion, and the whole hisH. L. GREEN.
tory of th~ Christian church establishes this fact beina! obj~cts of the League, ~nd in taking this view of work for h:berty and humanity.
the subJect you uttered sentiments which I hav enteryond all dispute.
.
tained and expressed ever since the discussion of
The fact that persecution does not now prevail to
t?is matter was sprung ~po~ us by the seceding fac1\h•. Putnam's Nomination Seconde<l.
so ho!rible an ~xtent as it prev~iled durin~ ~or~er
twn. Where are the "side Issues?" I again ask.
From the Pittsburgh Truth.
ages IS due entirely to the dechne of Chnsbamty,
You demand the repeal of the national obscenity
THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 31st nominates for pres- and not to its g.re~ter p~wer. Without fear o~ suestatutes; I demand the repeal of all such statutes. ident of the National Liberal League Samuel P. Put- cessful contradiCtiOn, I assert that the Christian
Behold what a great smoke a little fire kindleth! nam, of New York. We know of no Freethinker bet- church never abandoned any form of persecution, no
Out o~ this one divergtance of opinion hav come (in ter qualified for the position than Mr. Putnam, and matte1' ~ow horrible that form _might _be, so long as
the mmd of Mr. Macdonald) a "large number of side if elected believe he will perform the duties of that she r. tamed the power to use It. With equal fearissues," etc., with which I am trying to "load the office with an ability and dignity equal to that of Mr. lessness, I assert that she has never admitted that
League."
Wakeman. If it is not too late we will seeond the her persecutions of the past were wrong; that she
Admitting, for the sake of argument, what I deny nomiEa.tion. We regret that Messrs. Wakeman and has never renounced her pretended right to perseas a matter of fact, that to demand the repeal of state Leland dt•sire to resign the offices they hav 80 ac- c_ute; and that she has never disclaimed her inten" obscenity" statutes would be a side issue, and we ceptably filled.
twn to renew .those persecutions, should she ever refind that your "large number" is reO.uced to one!
.Col. Ingersoll in Cleveland.
cover her lost power. I further assert, and defy
And yet your whole reply to Mr. Mitchell rests upon
suc_cessful contradiction, that tlie religious toleration
this fundamental misstatement of my position. But
Col. R. G. Ingersoll lectured here a few evenings whiCh .does now, to some extent, prevail in several
is the deman? which I would hav the League make since to one of the largest and most intellectual a.udi- countnes, ha~ bee~ brought about, in spite of the
really a side 1ssue? In a word, havwe even one side ences ever assembled in this city. It was the finest c~mrch, by L1berahsm, her natural enemy. Chrisissue left as a basis for your assertion? I aver that audience I ever had the pleasure of looking upon in tmns, then, must hav a monstrous amount of ...cheek"
it is in no sense a side issue, that it is part and par- this or any other city.
to. arrogate to t?~mselv~, as they do, the credit of
eel of the de~and which you yourself favor. You say
A prominent Liberal of this city has this to say this better conditw;n w~ICh, as t?ey well know, has
that you are m favor of the" repeal of any" law which about the event in the Sun, the leading Sunday been b~·ought ~bout, m spite of their utmost endeavors,
attempts to limit freedom of oPinion. Does not a journal of this city:
by thetr enemies, the Liberals.
.
state faw do this as much as a ~national one? Hav
INGERsoLL AND ms AUDIENcEs.
. Even Jesu_s, the reputed founder of Christianity-you not attempted to make a distinction where there To THE EmToR oF THE SuN: The immense audience assem- 1f th_e teachmgs of the New Testament be any auis no real difference? InJ·ustice is inJ"ustice whether bled in Case Hall on Friday evening to listen to Col. Robert t_honty-was himself an embodiment of bigotry and
G. Ingersoll's lecture on "Orthodoxy" (and his audiences in
t 1
A
committed by a state or a national court. The other cities are about the same) must certainly set the clergy m o erance. " nd whosoever shall not receive you
League stands upon insecure ground, and in an in- to thinking, if it does not totally refute the statement made nor hear ~our words, when ye depart out of that
defensible position, 80 long as it does not make this some time since by one of the ministers of this city (Rev. T. house, or mty, shake off the dust of your feet. Verily
I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for the
fight as a matter of principle, and demand the "r,:- F. Hildreth), who said:
" The devotees of Ingersoll you will find in the rum-shops, 1 d f S .:1
peal of all law limiting freedom of choice in the in the brothels, and in all the dens of infamy throughout the an
O!,lOID and Gomorrah, in the day of judgrealm of letters and of art."
land. You will find that they are those who under the guise ment, ~han for that city" (Matt. x, 14, 15).
In conclusion, your "large number of side issues" of honesty overthrow public morality and decency."
"Thmk not that I am come to send peace on
resolves itself into a difference of opinion between you A grosser slander was never uttered. For a more respects- earth; I came not to send peace, but a sword. For
and me regarding the dangerousness and criminal- ~~c~ddbea~~ej{~l~~~gdiU ~;~!.~~/~;~;~etfo~ :::e~~ic~=~~~ I am come to set a man at variance against his father
ity of state as compared with national "obscenity" fact that so many young folks were present.
and the _daughter against her mother, and th~
statutes. Will you not frankly say so, as becomes a Will the Rev. T. F. Hildreth dare to include such an audi- daughter-m-law against her mother-in-law. And a
man who desires to deal J. ustly with his fellows?
ence in his category of devotees?
man's foes shall be they of his own household" (Matt.
34 35 36)
The failure of one of our great dailies to report a c1iscourse
E. C. WALKER.
which attracted so many of our best citizens, while so much of x, ' '
·
-----~---its space is daily given to" baseball," "horse-racing,"" wrest"And found in the temple those that sold oxen, and
The National Libet·al League.
ling,•· and "slugging matches," etc., etc., shows either an ig- sheep, and doves, and the changers of money sitting·
norance of the growing skepticism toward "Orthodoxy " or a And when he had made a scour~ e of small cords he.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRlT'l'H SEEKER, Sir: I am perverse and wilful endeavor to mislead the peopl'e and (b
·
'
much, gratified to observe the spirit of reconciliation bolster up orthodoxy.
Y assaulting them in a ruffianly manner, and being
sustained by a mob of ruffians) drove them all out
that seems. to be abro~~:d in the Freethought ranks,
The paper referred to as refusing to notice the of the temple, and the sheep, and the oxen·, and
and to notice the seemmgly honest effort.from vari·- colonel's lecture 1. s one of th e m ost I"ntoleran t Jour·
poure d out the changers' money, and overthrew the
ous quarters to reorganize the National L1"beral nals toward the· Cath oI'1cs th at I hav ever rea d · A s t ab les " (J_ ohn ii, 14, 15). The parenthesis is mi·ne.
League at its next congress on a basis that will be a contemporary ha s express e d I·t, "the e d"t
· af rai·a Th e P. art1es here driven out by Jesus and his mob
I or IS
acceptable to all parties. And as I notice a number of the pope's toe· "
h ad Just as good a right in the temple as had he and'
of nominations hav already been made through your
The lecture was practically the same as delivered in they were engaged in a much more hono.rable l..u 81· _
columns for the new officers, allow me to nomi·nate a other ci·t·es
• th e au th or' s own ness than that of assaulting peace.able people,JJwi"th
I , an d was d e1·Ivere·c1 m
board of directors that, in my opinion, would unite impressiv and 1"nstrue t·IV styl e.
un.1a_wfu1 weapons, ave.rturning tables, etc., and comall the friends of state secularization:
0 ur some
· t y (th e L eague ) IS
· st ea dilY gammg
· ·
in mittmg other acts of mexcusable rowdyism.
For President, Col. HonERT G. lNoEnsoLL.
· I b e1·1eve, a th"mg th at h as come
m em bersh"Ip, an d IS,
"If any man come unto me and hate not his father
For Secretary, SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
to stay
d
'
For Treasurer, CouR'J'J,AND'l' PALMER.
It . .
h
b
an ~?other, and wife, and children, and brethren,
i
.
.
.
.
Is very roue to our regret t at there was no and si_ste_rs, ~~a, and h~s own life also, he cannot be
For Chairman Natwnal Executiv Committee, B F. place in the city that would accommodate a larger my dism:ple. ~Luke xi~, ~6). This i~, undeniably
UNDER;voon. .
.
, audience than the hall procured for Col. Ingersotl ~u:e Ch;ristmmty; and 1t 1s also, undemably, the reChairman Fmance Committee, Mrs. Judge MAT'l'm (lue largest in the city), for many were turned away hgwn of pure hate. · So is the following: "
KREKEL.
.
.
.
.
1 iron• Lhe ticket office, being refused even the privi- he that believeth not shall be damned" (Ma~k ~vi.
I am sure If the election Is. unammously tendered lege vf otauding room, so large was the attendance. 16) · Could th e fo11owers
'
of such a teacher be othe"-'
t,o C o1. I ngerso ll b Y a11 sectwns of the Freeth ought' Every seat in the hall was reserved and sold before
· th b ·
~
party o_n a platf_orm such as is now proposed, he will the evening of the lecture, besi"des many ti"ckets for WISe
an naturally
Igots and
persecutors?
See same
how quickly
and how
Paul
follows in this
strain·
accep t It , an d h IS name woulrl be a tower of strength : standing room. I think that if the Liberals of our "If
h
·
for the new monument. Then Jet the national com- city woulJ only stir themselvs a little and make an that any
manrece1ved,
pr~ac . any
~ther
unto(Gal.
you than
ye hav
let lum
begospel
accursed"
i, 9).
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These are all undeniably Christian teachings of
the very highest authority, and they undeniably require all true Christians to hate and to accurse or
devote to destruction all unbelievers, and all hereti~
cal believers. And this is just what all true Chris..:tians hav ever done. They hav never· recognized
unbelievers and heretics as possessing any rights,
except the right to be burnt at the stake, and then
damned to eternal burnings after death. He that
does not hold these views is tinctured with unbelief
or heresy, and cannot justly claim to be a true Christian: ·
Let us, then, not blame Christians for being persecutors, since they cannot be the former without being
the latter. Let us labor for the overthrow of the
system of religion which makes persecutors of otherwise good men and women. While Christianity
exists, persecution will also exist.
The friend whose persecutions called out this
article is a delicate little woman-a widow who is
dependent for her own livelihood, and for the support and the education of her· children, upon her
eamings as a teacher in the public schools. She is
a woman whose intelligence and refinement render
her an ornament to society, and whose goodness
renders her a blessing. And yet Christians are now
standing between her and her means of earning a
support, and are threatening to take those means
away if she dares to publicly express her favorable
views of Liberalism in general, or of my new book in
particular. I regret exceedingly that I hav innocently added anything to the burden of her persecutions. As the matter stands, however, I will ask, as a
personal favor, that every reader of this article will
place it in the hands of some Christian friend, and
let him see what his religion really is, and what it is
doing. I hope that every Liberal, who feels able to.
do so, will also place the book in question in the
hands of a Christian friend, and let him see whether,
for indorsing such a book, a worthy widow and her
children should be deprived of their means of living.
Please order this book at once.
For nearly thirty years, I hav been almost constantly exposed to these same forms of persecutions.
Being a disabled Union soldier, I, like my fair little
friend, am now dependent for a livelihood principally
upon my earnings as a teacher in the public schools.
And if the indorsing of such a book as "The Bible
Analyzed" calls forth so bitter persecutions against
her, how much more does the writing of the book
call forth persecutions against myself. How long I
shall be able to hold my position in the public schools
I do not know. If every Liberal who is able to do
so would buy one or more of my books, I would not
need to teach any more at all, and would giv my
whole time to the noble cause of Liberalism.
]Jfodesto, Cal., June 28, 284.
JoHN R. KELSO.

Notes from Dr. J. L. York in the Lecture·fiehl
of Montana.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: Please
find inclosed nine dollars for THE TRUTH SEEKER, to
be used as directed in private Jetter.
That our friends who are interested in the movement and cause of mental liberty in the far West may
know where I am and how goes the battle, I send,
as before, my notes from the lecture-field.
My first appointment on the trip found me at Eureka, Nevada, where I gave six lectures to splendid
audiences, I trust with good results.
The orthodox religion is quite faded and thin
among these som>oof toil who delve in mother earth
for the precious metals. And a gospel Sunday is out
of the question in the mines; in fact, the sound of
pick and shovel and the roar of the smelting furnaces
goes on night and day, year in and year out. A mining town in the mountains is an unhealthy place for
religion-too busy to think how Christ died, but not
too busy to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and turn out to
a radical Freethought lecture.
.
Thanks are due at Eureka to Geo. Gavin, C. B.
Bidwell, and Jason Burlingrune for the comforts of
home and kindness during my stay.
The next place was Salt Lake, where my story was
brief, as I found on aiTival that the celebrated Gerald Massey was already advertised to open a course
of lectures on the following day. I, however, spent
the day in calling on some of the friends of THE
TRUTH SEEKER in Salt Lake. I made a huiTied visit
at Farmington on the way to Ogden in order to shake
hands with Henry Souther and Hector Haight, two
warm supporters of our noble cause in its struggle
against the Mormon deviltry.
Taking the northern line, I passed through Utah
and into Montana, over a wide stretch of country,
beautiful in its wildness and rich in mineral wealth
and stock-raising, reaching Butte City right side up
with care.
This is a most thriving camp of about ten thousand people, and without doubt the richest on the
Pacific coast since the days of the Virginia bonanzas.
The people here were hungry for the gospel of nature, and responded by full houses for six nights.
Many thanks are due here to W. W. Filkins, Dr.
Whitford, and others, and especially to our friend
Fred Cook, one of nature' I> nobleme;n, for m11ch kind-

ness in helping us to do our work in Butte City.
With the promis to return in two or three weeks for
another course of lectures, I turned toward Bozeman,
a fine little town of about fifteen hundred people on
the North Pacific Railroad, where I am advertised to
giv a course of four lectures, and where I am at the
present writing.
There is a large Liberal element in this little city.
I hav had the pleasure of meeting Dr. Stover, a stanch
Infidel, who writes sometimes for THE TRu'rH SEEKER;
also Thomas Burk, former president of the Liberal
League here. I am also made happy in meeting our·
old-time friend, Mrs. Judge Davis (formerly Belle
Chamberlain), who in former years canvassed the entire Pacific coast in the interest of Liberalism. Her
many friends will be glad to know that she is pleasantly situated in Bozeman, surrounded with every
comfort. And well she deserves comfort and rest
after her long struggle against povel'ty and religious
prejudices, against which she battled for many years.
Next week I will be in Helena, and the week following in Butte City again, after which I am going
to giv a short course in Deer Lodge, and thence move
on to Missoula, and thence to Spokane Falls,
Cheaney, Walla Walla, and so on down the Columbia
to Portland, Oregon.
I hav thus sketched the route that readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER may be on the lookout and help me,
that I may help them, in the name of universal mental liberty.
.
With many kind regards for you and yours I am
Yours for the whole truth
'
'
as ever,
·
DR. j_ L. YoRK.
---------

The American Party.
Not long ago a convention of the American party
was held in Farwell Hall, Chicago. I try to keep
slightly posted oD political matters, but I was so
densely ignorant that I did not even know that we
had an American party in this country. Butler
should hav been nominated. He is the champion
nominee in the wide world, and the other places so
far as heard from. I learned by the papers that an
American party not only exists, but it has a" mission."
During Senator Pomeroy's address on "The Mission"
he said, "The adopted citizen should hav all the
rights of the nativ born." He advised the committee
to make this a " conspicuous plank'' It would hav
been instructiv to the convention and the people generally if the senator had pointed out and explained a
dozen or two of the rights that are enjoyed by the
nativ born but denied to the adopted citizen of this
country. If he referred to the clause in the Constitution relating to the presidency, his "conspicuous
plank" was decidedly lin-American. Such is the consistency of party-makers. He advised the committee
to be concise and pithy in the statement of their principles. The statement was pithy. Pith is a soft,
spongy substance. Below are a few sections of the
platform, "which was fervently pronounced to be
'God's platform' by Dr. Blanchard."
The first thought that occurred to me when I read
that was, If it is God's platform, why not send it to
heaven and hav it read before the gods and angels?
We hav no use for it here. Most of the inhabitants
of this country are human beings, and would not
know how to commence a campaign on a "God's
platform:"
"We hold: 1. That ours is a Christian and not a
heathen nation, and that the God of the Christian
scriptures is the author of civil government, and is
accepted as our supreme ruler." '.rhe first sentence
implies that the country is discussing the question
whether this is a Christian or a heathen nation, and
that it is necessarily one or the other. The fact is,
there may come a time when it will be neither. The
word " heathen" may be made to cover almost any
meaning you please. It has undergone so many
changes of meaning and been so differently construed
that it is worthless as applied to a nation. With
each Christian it nearly means everybody who does
not belong to our branch of orthodoxy. Where did
the God of the Christian scripture originate civil
government? How many books has he written on
that subject ? Did he ever say anything about a republic or an American party? God may be accepted
as our supreme ruler, but who are meant by "our?"
The handful in Farwell Hall or all the people of this
country? If the former, they are welcome to their
ruler but if the latter, the statement is untrue.
2. '"That the Bible should be associated with books
of science and literature in all our educational institutions." Supposing the Bible to be p~rfectly tr~e
and the best book on earth, why should It be asso'Clated with books of science and literature? Our aducational institutions are not supported for the purpose of teaching or studying the Bible. Is it not sufficient that the Christians hav the privilege of studying the Bible in their churches and their homes~
Students who wish to become learned in science and
literature hav no time for studying the Bible while at
school or college.
3. "That God requires and man needs ~ sabbath."
That plank is so explicit that an Infidel might stand
on it. Nothing is said about a cessation of business
or going to church, or singing, hymns, or anything
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of that kind. The man who sawed out that plank
must hav been one of the party who prepared the
timbe1· for Noah's ark. Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7 relate
to prohibition, secret lodges, prison labor, and patents.
8. "We hold to and will vote for woman's suffrage." That is a very "short hold" indeed. I fail
to see how they can "hold to" something that doesn't
exist, and if it were, a reality there would be no need
of voting for it.
Section 9 demands civil equality for the Indians
and Chinese American party on "God's platform."
10 and 11 relate to ru:bitration and monopolies.
12. "That the general government should furnish
the people with an ample and sound currency." 13
relates to tariff and taxes.
14. "That polygamy should be immediately suppressed by law." Clear as mud ! Could anything be
more definit? The American party on God's platform has solved the polygamy question. Inasmuch
as Congress has made some heroic efforts to suppress
polygamy by law, but withotlt fhttering success, it
would hav been really refreshing if the new party had
given us a page or two of explanations of the modus
operandi in this little suppression operation. Through
some inadvArtence a few sections that should hav
been appended to the platform were omitted. They
are as follows:
15. That every Infidel and Spiritualist should be
compelled to attend some Christian church at least
three times every Sabbath, and kiss some minister's
toe once each month.
16. That the property of any Freethinker should .
be confiscated and given to any Christian neighbor
who may happen to be in need.
17. That the sum of $9,000,000 should be dmwn
from the United States treasury and expended in
Bibles, and that every Infidel should be compelled to
buy at least ten Bibles.
18. That every child attending the public schools
should be taught that the earth is fiat and has four
corners.
19. That the government should furnish each of
the founders of this party with an ample suit of
clothes having an ample supply of ample pockets to
hold the ample currency, and each should hav an office with an ample salary attached.
20. Inasmuch as our party will need recruits, the
government should appoint an ample exploring committee (from the persons here present) to search the
earth-and the stars, if necessary-for ·a race of men
without brains.
And this party went seriously through the mockery
of nominating candidates for president and vice-president of the United States, appointing a national
committee, and a special committee to notify the
nominees of the honor they had received. It reminded me of a group of six-year-olds playing "keeping house," or "school." It is humiliating to one's
national pride to think that, in the year 18tH, in this
favored land, a band of professedly intelligent persons can be found, capable of giving utterance to such
pitiful imbecility, such inexcusable idiocy, as the
above so-called platform.
Were it not for my strong faith in progression, I
should sometimes be tempted to think that man has
already passed the culminating point in intellectual
development and is lapsing toward barbarism again.
Liberals, wake up! Don't doze oil' to Bleep as long
as that Bible is allowed inside of an American school
building. Get that Bible out, then take a little nap
and be ready for the next move.
N. G. W.
Tm: following bit of controversy bctweon the Independent and
the (}entml Presbyterian h; funny. The omniscioneo of the editors seems to be cqur~l to that of Uod himKelf, but ttn unconverted layman can only wonder how they hoth found out so
nccumtely what iK God'H intention toward tho Hinncr. We
quote from the Jnclepenclent:
"• rrhe !'Osition o! the lmlt~pwderLt is that a. man is uol undor condem·
nation for the stu o! A(rn.m, but ouly paaaes under coudemnu.tlon when
ho himself begins Jlersonally to sin. 'l'illa, the lnd,pendent adml•s, he
will cerlaluly do, just us the jJO!ntor dog will lnovltably hav the In·
HtiuclS Which bolong to that breed Of dogs.'

"That iH very nearly a correct Htatement of tho facts a,; we
Hec them. It procccdH:
u • If this is u. true account of tho cu.ee, then
eertaluly the most mlseralJ!e.'

"Wo hav not noticed
is mont miserable.
u'

~;uch

or ali

crou.turo8 wo u.ro

to be the case, except !IH all Hin

We "inherit," without any fault of our owu, u.IJroveuslty to aiu.'

" [True.}
"• Which we cannot resist, which no man hu.'i ever resistetl.'

" ['Vhich we elm rcBist, which we onght to resist, which
millions of sainto hav resiHtcd with great succeos, thongh none
with such entire success as to hav avoided all oin from the beginning of their moral life.]
"• Antl wfj are undor G•Jd's wrath and condemnntio·1 for a nat.ure

which we eanuotlwlphavlng any more thau a voluter <log can
his lnstlnclB to act Ill a l•nrtleuler WltY.'

he!~

"Never never! Gael condemns no man for what he does
not rlo hn~self; no man for what he inhcritH; no man for the
'nature' which came to him without his will.
"• "God Is angry with tho wicked every day;" but why Is he angry
with mou rorc)mmHtlug sins which thoy canuo\ hell> any more than
a dog can help barking or blt!n ?'

"He certainly i.~ not. He would he no God if ho were.
'J'he wlt.Jle point of the mystery is that man inherits from his
ancestorH a nature which io hi:; misfortune, not his guilt. Hr
must resist it, or suffer God's jusJ. <lispleasure."
'fhat settles it,
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~omnutnifalions.
Whatever Is, Is.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You
may, perhaps, remember that heretofore I hav contributed a few articles for THE TRUTH SEEdR, under
the heading, "ls Mind Material?" in which I argued
only one side of the question of the existence of
mind, as well as of everything else that exists in the
universe, to show that if Materialism was true, as
held by Materialists, that mind and all other phenomena in nature were the result of material organization, then evolution would be chargeable with
everything that Materialists find fault with, including every system of idolatry-all the different gods
that men hav imagined had an existence and hav
worshiped; and every ism and fraud that has ever
existed-the Jew-god and Christianity, and every
humbug, from the year 1 (if there ever could hav
been a year 1) down to the present time; for if
the material organization of matter is the cause of
all things, then all things are the result of that cause;
and according to that theory, whatever is, not only
is, but whatever is is right, or, if wrong, would be
attributable to that cause for its existence; for there
could be no ether cause. Having thus summed up
my arguments, and answered some of my critics, I
proposed, at some future time, if I had time and
was so disposed, to present some arguments in
favor of a spiritual or eternal intelligence theory;
and as I see the subject still elicits continued discussion by S. P. Andrews, S. P. Putnam, J. R. Perry,
Otto Wettstein, and others, under the headings of
"Universology," "The Problem of the Universe,"
"Final Causes,'' "Spiritualism," etc., I hav been induced to present a few thoughts of my own on the
subject under discussion, and convictions that I hav
entertained for several years; and thought that, for
the sake of a little variety, and to avoid monotony, I
would take a new text. And, first, to begin a new
departure from my former train of thought, I will
take up the quest.ion presented by Otto Wettstein in
hiRreply to Mrs. Heddon, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov.
24, 1883, page 746, where he says: "If you say God
created, we say who created God?" and in an editorial reply to Wm. Kirby, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
Nov. 17, 1883, page 726, where the question is stated
to be, first, "Is there a god," and second, "If there
is, did he hav anytb.ing to do with preparing the different Bibles now existing?" and again, in an editorial reply to John S. Parish and S. E. Cooley, in
THE TnuTH SEEKER of Feb. 16, 1884, page 105, where
eternal is described, and very truly, as being endless
both ways, and has always existed, never could hav
been begun, and as every effect must hav a cause,
the conundrum is presented, If. God is an effect,
what or who is the cause of God? and then asks:
"Giv it up, do you?" and then says, "Well, here is
the answer: There is no such being as is described
in the Bible and called God." As to the God described in the Bible I shall not differ from the
editor, but as to the idea that there is no God, I
shall beg leave to dissent from that view of the question.
To ask the question, Who made God, or what or
who was the cause of God? is just dodging or beging the very question at issue, and just as positivly
denying the existence of God, as to say so in plain
words, and assert that there is no God. For if God
could be created, he would not be God. A created
being would not be eternal in existence. God must
be eternal to be God, as Mr. Editor says eternal
means endless both ways, and could never hav been
begun. And so must God be; could never hav had
a beginning, and can never cease to exist. And as I
stated in one of my former articles on the Materialism of mind, I do not believe that God can commit
suicide. I believe that to be one thing that God,
infinit in power, cannot do. And so God cannot be
an effect of a cause. There must be one cause without a cause-eternal. That alone is God. But the
Materialist asks how can that be that is inconceivable,
therefore impossible l That theory givs nothing to
stand upon-that it is necessary to hav a material
basis-something tangible, something conceivable.
Then I would ask how could matter be eternal? The
same question will apply to the material. It is just
as inconceivable how this material universe could
hav eternally existed, as that an intelligent supreme
being could hav eternally existed. It is entirely
useless for us to begin where we are and trace back
the succession of effects and causes in nature to find
the beginning, for there can be no beginning. Something must be eternal, or no thing could be. The
fact that I exist is the proof that there is an eternal
existence. And, reasoning from the principles by
which we are governed in all the transactions of this
life, and in compliance with which we learn all we
know or ever can know, we must an·ive at the conclusion that the eternal cause is an intelligent cause;
for we know as surely as we know that we exist, that
in all the transactions of this life on this earth, everything is the result of the exercise of the intellectual
powers of the mind of man or the inferior animals;
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that mind is the power, though invisible, propelling
and governing all the multifarious business operations, scientific investigations, discoveries in the laws
and forces of nature, in the astronomical, geological, chemical, and in every department of science;
and everywhere mind is all and all. The activ, intelligent force that plans, supervises, and through
these material organisms of ours, which the mind
uses for the carrying out its desigRs, executes those
plans and purposes. Wf3 can see in all these operations going on all around us the evidence of intelligent design for the accomplishment of a purpose.
This, if we would only stop to think how it is so, presents as great a mystery for us to solve as the eternal
existence of God. We cannot explain how the mind
makes this body move at its will and do its bidding
any more than we can explain how God could hav
eternally existed. Now if we can see the same evidence of intelligent design in all the works of nature
as far as we can scan t~e universe, then we hav the
same reason to believe in an intelligent power that
controls the operations of nature, and directs everything with a design for the accomplishment of a purpose, that we hav for knowing, as we do, that mind is
the intelligent power that plans and controls all the
operations of mankind in the transactions of this life.
Mr. Putnam tells us, on the page of THE TRUTH
SEEKER referred to (7 42), that mind is not a substance,
tp.at it is simply phenomena, a manifestation. We
cannot make it identical with pure existence, for it
has no independent life. We cannot conceive of it
as existing in itself, while we can so conceive of matter. I think that I citn conceive of mv own mind as
an identical existence, independent 0 (this body, and
that I can conceive of it or recognize it in no other
way but as an identity, as my ego, myself, though I
cannot see it as I see material objects. Yet I can see
it with my mind's eye, as is sometimes said-in other
words, the mind can recognize itself. I can recog~
nize my own thoughts, and I can recall them from
away back in the years past, and reconsider them,
and pass judgment upon them as to their value and
their influence upon my actions and the formation
and development of my character and present condition in life. Will the Materialist tell me that this
power, this facility, is all the result of a peculiar rnaterial organization, and then tell me in the next
breath that these materials are constantly changing
under a process of evolution, so that in the course of
about seven years every particle of my present organism will be changed, and be composed of entirely
different particles of matter from those of which it is
now composed; and if this is true, then how is it that
the mind does not change? How is it that these entirely new and different materials get possession of
and hold on to the old thoughts? Why doesn't the organism of the mind change with the body? I know
that I am the same; I am that I was when I was as
far back as I can remember-not more than five years
old. I think these facts prove that we can make the
mind identical with pure existence, and that we can
conceive of it as existing in itself as certainly as we can
of matter. In fact, we can conceive of it in no other
way but .as an identical, pure existence. We can
conceive of no possible connection between the mind
and the material organization of this body. We can
not explain how they are connected-how the mind
controls the body. All we know is that it can and
does-that the mind is the power, the body the machine.
But if it could be proved that mind is the result of
material organization, instead of being the result of
the direct fiat of the Almighty, it would make no difference as to the result, only as to the mode of producing that result. Whatever is, is; the how and
the why are questions open for discussion. If the
mind is the resalt of material organization, then that
is God's way of producing that result, that is all. I
believe in evolution, but an evolution with a God to
back it up.
As to design, Mr. Putnam tells us, as all Materialists do, that ''ocience sweeps the endless heavens with
its telescopic glance. It continually discover matter,
but not mind. There is no evidence of what we call
intelligence." No wonder that mind cannot be discovered in that way, for the discoverer is looking for
a material mind, and there is no such thing to find.
Might as well look for the end of eternity. But when
the assertion is made that there is no evidence of
what we call intelligence, I beg leave to dissent, and
must deny the truth of that assertion. He says there
is "simply orderly force, but orderly force is not mind.
It is law, and the existence of law does not indicate
mind. Law is not a thing, it is a mode, and this
mode always has been, always will be," etc. This is
assertion with a little truth mixed in to make the assertion pass, if it will, for truth, like bogus coin, with
a little of the genuin coin mixed in. Orderly force
is not mind-it is Jaw; but orderly force is the best
possible evidence we can hav of intelligent design.
Law is for a purpose. It orders a course of procedur~, ~o carry out a design, to accomplish a purpose.
It IS JUSt as much an evidence of intelligent design
as the Victoria Bridge over the St. Lawrence River,
which shows the design of making a passage-way for
locomot~v eng ins and trains of cars over that strea!ll

of water, which would be utterly impossible without
that bridge. And so with all the laws of nature.
They are God's rule of action, that is all. They all
speak for themselvs. They are for a purpose, to direct us in the right way to the truth, and if we vialate any of them we must and surely will suffer the
consequences, suffer the penalty that follows every
violation of any law. Mr. Putnam says the movement of the stars, the wondrous magnificence of their
procession, does not indicate anterior mentality. If
law began to be, I grant that the supposition of a
mind to begin it would be reasonable. But as law
never began, mip.d -as a cause is superfluous, and
therefore in the eyes of science there is no such thing.
If the movement of the stars and the stability and
order of the universe, the regularity and precision of
the movements of the planets if they had a beginning,
do not iBdicate anterior mentality, then I do not
know what can do it.
If the eyes of science cannot see the evidence of a
mind in the laws of nature-whether they ever begun
or are eternal could make no difference-then those
must be blind eyes, or the eyes of a false science.
If the whole spirit of science is toward unity, and
seeks to resolve every force into one force-and this
is the goal of all analysis-goes from the complex to.
the simple, and the more simplicity it finds the more
satisfaction it finds, and never will explain the universe by two things, but eventually by one, then all
science has got to do is to accept the theory of one
supreme, self-existent, eternal intelligence as the
cause of all things, to reach the goal of analysis, and
it is done. But Materialism will never do that, never
reach that goal. Mr. Putnam says the source of
mind is protoplasm, that this is amply demonstrated,
but does not tell us how that is demonstrated. It is
simply assertion without a particle of proof, and that
if we destroy protoplasm we destroy mentality-that
is another assertion without proof. "Let human intelligence entirely vanish, what we call the material
universe would still exist." That does not prove that
protoplasm is the source of mind-that the material
universe exists after human intellect has vanished--'because it has not been proven that protoplasm is the
source of mind. It is merely assumed that it has
been p1·oven, by making the assertion, that is all.
Just like most of the arguments that are advanced to
prove that mind is the result of material organization,
no argument at all, nothing but assumption.
But to continue the investigation of this design
question. I hav heard it <Lsserted that there was
nothing in the works of nature that gave any evidence of design, and those who. advocate that theory
generally go as far away in the universe as they can
for their facts or fictions to substantiate those views,
far away beyond the comprehension of ordinary intellects; to the fixed stars, the nebula, the milky
way, the formation of worlds, or something of that
sort, to confuse and bewilder the mind instead of coming right home to familiar and well-kriown facts to
prove the truth of their theory. Now, I propose to
commence here with myself, and what is true in respect to myself would ·be true in the same manner
with every other person in the world. The eye
shows design. Nothing could be plainer than that
the eye was constructed for the purpose of vision for
seeing, and a most wonderful piece of mechanism it
is, too, and answers the design for which it was constructed completely. There can be no mistake as to
the design of that organ for the purpose to which it
is applied, giving us a view of the outside world, by
means of which we can store our minds with knowledge that could be obtained in no other way. And
the ear is another organ peculiarly constructed for
another purpose-to aid us in our intercourse with
the outside world in cases where the eye alone would
be useless, but where the sense of hearing would be
of the greatest advantage to us-perhaps the means
of saving our lives, and of the greatest service to us
in thousands of ways here in this life. That organ
shows design, if anything can do so-that it was constructed for the very purpose for which it answers.
Nothing else could supply its place. The hands are
constructed for a purpose, and they answer the design, fulfil the purpose for which they were peculiarly
formed. There is no mistake about it. They are all
right .for the use they are to be put to. If anything
shows design, these members of the body do, and so
with the arms. The length, the joints, the proportion, and everything about their structure show design. The feet show by their peculiar construction
that they were designed for the very purpose of
walking and balancing the body in an erect position
in our movements from place to place here on earth.
But it is needless to enumerate every member of
our body. Every organ of our physical system shows
design, an intelligent design, and the fact that all
these peculiarities are the same in all the millions of
the human race proves that they could not hav come
by chance. . But they must be in accordance with
fixed laws, and the result of one, and only one, designer and maker.
I will just refer to another of Mr. Putnam's statements in the article heretofore mentioned on page
742 of THE TRUTH SEEKER, November 24, 1883. He
sltys: "Let it be distinctly understood what we mean
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by saying that mind is the result of matter. We do with any such nonsense as that I am an entity, an bav an inalienable right to purchase where I can get
not mean that it is a form of matter. Mind is not ego by myself, or that any intelligent existence is, the best and cheapest, without paying another man
matter, however subtil and ethereal. Neither is it though Mr. Putnam calls himself an ego, which I sup- or set of men anywhere from one to hundreds per
a property of matter, or quality, or attribute; neither pose he would hav us understand to be an intelligent cent for the privilege to do so.
is it an entity or thing. It is simply a process. It is being, and applies the same term to others, as Mr.
Are consumers a commodity, that a corner can be
a movement, an activity. The soul of man is not a Andrews, that he recognizes as an ego different and made upon them, the same as wheat, corn, or other
substance; it is action, action, action-wonderful, separate from himself, as if be was something more commodities? Giv me the exclusiv ri!:;ht to manumagnificent, far-reaching, piercing, and penetrating; than an action, which be says is not an entity or facture an article of general use and· prohibit the
but action, and nothing more. Why this action, thing, but simply a process, a movement, an activity. consumers (my commodity) from purchasing elsecalled mind, results from certain organizations of I bav made these references to Mr. Putnam's propo- where, and I could get tolerably well off, or, in other
matter, is more than we can tell. That problem, at sitions as to th': origin of mind because they seem to words, I would be well fixed.
pr.esent, is not solved. It may be eventually, but the come within the how of what is, is, the same as the
Out upon such stuff! Giv us freedom, loosen ~be
difficulties are immensely simplified the moment question of intelligent design is introduced to show shackles which are being drawn around us, whiCh
we admit that mind is a process and not a thing.'' bow the universe came to exist as it does, whether are sapping our very life-blood and making us slaves
Now just let us take a peep at this logic. How is this organized and controled by an intelligent designer, to monopolies and money corporations.
The history of our country will bear me out when
mind, that is not a form of matter, that is not matter, or evoluted from inanimate matter into the various
that is not a property of matter, or quality, or attri- forms and phenomena exhibited in the works of na- I say tbat the country prospered the most when
bute, neither an entity or thing, going to act? I should tare, without design, or .whether evolution is not the nearest free trade, and vice versa.
l\1. E. RosE.
like to know. How is nothing going into action, won- result of a designing, invisible intelligence, so that if
Yoms truly,
derful, magnificent, far-reaching, piercing, penetrat- mind is the result of material organization, as is
East Rodman, N. Y.
ing, but action and nothing more? Well may he say claimed, it would amount to the same thing; organthat this problem is not solved. Can we conceive of ization only being the means or process by or through
Liberal Chl'istianity.
a movement, unless there is something to move? Of which the result is accomplis~ed, the intelligent deFrom The New Thought.
action unless there is something to act? Could a signer acting back of this evolution, or in this evoluOf all the inconsistent humbugs in this world, tha
greater absurdity be presented to our understanding tionary process, as I believe, for I cannot conceive it one known as Liberal Christian is the most sublimely
than such a proposition as that? And that is, really, possible that intelligence could exist here with us, as ridiculous. There is no such thing as Liberal Christhe solution of Materialism, and nothing more or we know it does, without an intelligent cause. I can tianity; there can be no such thing. That which is
less. That is the argum~mt to prove that there is no understand plainly enough that such a cause must be Liberal is not Christian, that which is Christian canGod-simply nothing, with the bottom knocked out eternal. But how it is eternal I cannot understand not be Liberal.
Christianity is a scheme to save fallen man. Hellof that, to carry out the inconsistency of such non- any more than I can understand how I exist. Yet I
sense offered as argument. Is it any more incon- know that I am, and that what is, is, whether I can deserving sinners are by its manipulations to learn
ceivable how there can be an eternal existence, in- understand ,it or not. If I do~'t kno~ that I exist, bow to escape justice and get a heaven, to which
telligent or material, of which we hav the positiv evi- then I don t. kn?W t~at anythmg exJsts, an~ t~ere they could never by their own merits hav been endeuce, in the fact that both exist, or the material, at may be nothm~ m existence after all, and this Idea titled.
any rate, which Mr. Putnam admits, than that noth- place.s everythmg out ?f the range of .reason. But
Now, there are thousands who call themselvs
ing can act in such far-reaching, piercing, penetrat- tha~ Is what I must believe-that all that appears to Liberal Christ.ians who do not believe the fundamening a manner, as is described in that statement? I be IS not, that the throng~ of thousands upo? thou- tals of Christianity. If man has not fallen, how can
qannot see that the admission of such a proposition sands of men, w.omen, children, and .everythmg else he be restored ? If there is no hell, from what will
as that is lessening the difficulties of solving' the prob- that we see movmg on the face of this our earth are
n? If Jesus · s a man only how can he
lem of the universe, but on the contrary, can only not; th~~ it is all a ~i~take; that I am not .here my- b~ua s!:~~:or between Goid.and man? '
Dr. Thomas, for instance, wanted to remain in the
see that it would be utterly impossible to solve any- ~elf, wntmg and thmkmg, b~fore I. can ~eheve there
thing in that way with nothing. Most wonderful is IS no God, no eternal, self-existen_t mtelhgen?' at the Christian church. The Methodists very consistently
science! Mr. Putnam says, as I understand him from ~ead of and all through all, and m all, the hfe of all turned him out. He had no affiliation with them.
statements made in the same column just preceding hfe! the suprelll:e rl_ller, the sou:ce of.all power, ever He believes none of their dogmas; why should he
this peroration of action, action, action, that the only actmg and movi~g. m t~e ma.te~Ial umv~rse, th~ same want to train with them? The Methodists are tryway to escape the force of this reasoning, that mind as my soul or spint exists Witbm, and IS the hfe and ing to raise men out of depravity and save them from
is not the result of protoplasm or material organiza- power.t~at ~akes me the I am that I am.
bell; and all this by the blood of one of their gods.
tion, is to affirm that we know the outside universe
Dehmt, Mwh.
JAMES HALE.
Dr. Thomas holds no sentiments in common with the
solely through mental action; that is, that we infer
Methodists; they did right in disfellowshipping
the existence of the material universe from the operaProtectiv 'l'ariff.
him.
Protectiv tariff is a stimulant to the manufacturer . Now, if doubters, Infidels, Spiritualists, and protion of the mind; we only know mind directly, it is
said, and, from that direct knowledge, we reason to -what liquor is to the inebriate. A little does at greasers generally would cease to bow to the Grundy
the existence of the universe itself. This seems a fi rst , b u t after awhile th e system craves more, the fami'ly-I'f they would come out and say, "Ohristianvery plausible assertion, and, if true, says Mr. Put- first quantity ceases to be sufficient to satisfy the dis- ity has become a synonym for exploded superstitions,
nam, of course mind is the reality, and matter the ordere d organs of acquisitivness, whic h d emand and therefore I am not a Christian," the Christian
· t e d th e secon d superstition would soon be consigned to sleep in its
shadow. But what mind is the reality? S imply my more, more; an d may b e d enomma
own mind. The universe, I infer; and Mr. Andrews d ownward st ep from man h oo d's t rue con d't'
I wn of grave along with other exploded follies.
and all other minds, I infer. I don't know that the independence-the first step being when they stooped
Let us no longer try to galvanize into respectable
universe exists. I don't know that Mr. Andrews ex- to the d egrad'mg positwn
· · of ask'mg tb e many (con- 11'fe the putrid carcass known as Christianity,· a carists. I only know that I exist.
sumers) to giv to the few (manufacturers).
cass which should long since hav been buried from
Mr. Andrews is the shadow of a shadow, the inferFrom self-reliance. to abject dependence is the cer- sight.
ence of an inferemle. This is simply nonsense. I tain result of intemperance and of protection.
think so, too-simply nonsense; for in the first place
There is no bottom to this quagmire of false pol tPam1thlct Notices.
there is no evidence to prove that it is true; and in ical economy. The debasing habit of asking alms of "Tho J,ogeiHl of Gantama Bndrlhn." is n mine in itsolf, an<l
the next place, what difference could it make with the government at the expense of other classes of should bo roall by every Libcml, tbcn presented lu C.:ltristians.
the mental action of the mind whether it was the re- a nation is sure to bring its own reward. Not long Only fi ccn ts.
sult of protoplasm or not? and again how could it before the delirium tremens willbegin to show itself. In Jrtmes Beeson's "Essay on the Ownership of T,and"
reason at all if the mind is nothing but an action, The system bas become too much saturated to unload (Water Valley, Miss.) I find mnch to admire and nothing to
the result of protoplasm or material organization, and itself, and it sees "snakes in its boots," or, in other condemn.
Professor Gmyston's Normal Sehool, Liboral, Mo:, should
not a thing or entity? The reason must be in the words, failure stares them in the face. It is death be well prttronir.ed by Liberals. Pleaso take notice and eend
protoplasm or organization, of which the mind is the to stop and death to go on. Their business has been for the announcement eircular.
valnahle mrtttcr crowdcrl into 4.G pages it has never
result, action only, and nothing more. But I know carried on with borrowed capital, or, in other words, heMore
en my good fortune to rearl than is found in "Tho Biblethat it is myself-my own mind-that is reasoning, profits hav been stolen, outrageously taken from What Is It'!" by ,J. D. t>haw, odilor rmd proprietor of tlto Jnrlcand that all my actions and conclusions are the re- other sources than legitimate ones. An unhealthy penllenl Pulpit, Wnco, 'l'oxas. Price 2S cents.
sult of that reasoning. If not, then I do not know state of manufactures is brought on-a surplus of Professor ,Joseph Henry's'' Essa,ys on Deaths and Funcmls"
well wortlt the attention of Froethinkom who rlo not wish
that I exist; and if I don't know that I exist, then I products without a corresponding consumption. aro
to he entombed in ort11odox fashion. Your hum],]o sorV>tnt
don't know anything. So that if we assume t~at the Foreign markets are shut off, and shops bav to shut positivly forbids U11"!) services following her rlcath. 'fhe promind is the result of protoplasm, we are in Just as down, f,nd laborers hav to suffer for the necessaries fessor's address is i'ialina, 1{anst!H. l'nmphlct, 25 cents.
bad a muddle as if the mind came to be in some of life. Commerce is ruined; products hav cost so "Separation of i'itatc and C.:lturch," by Karl Heinr.cn, is by
tho most muicnlrmd host work I llltv ever read on the subother way, as a separate and independent thinking much that they cannot be sold in foreign ports with- far
ject. He advocates "churclt annihilation as an organir.ed
power, as it is just as capable of solving the problem out loss; and the cry is "More, more! giv us more! power of tlto priests to use the bcliof for the enslavement of
of the universe as if it was derived from a cabbage- (whisky) subsidies in the shape of protection, or we the bolievem, for tllo plnwlor of the people." Prico 10 couts.
Professor A. B. Bradford's lecture on the "Model Saints of
head.
die."
Old Tustnment "should be rend to eYcry religiousmtuience
I hav always supposed that I was a being, an enIf the true physician prescribes that which com- the
at least once n month, that a trno knowletlge mny he gained
tity, some ego, myself, intellectually, but am now in- mon sense teaches, a lessening amount of stimulant of the Bible cltamctcr of the heroes antl heroius of C.:hriHtian
formed that I am only an action, and nothing more. and an increase of manhood, the whole pack start in canonization, u.s clergymen, superintendents, and teachers of
That is, that all that I know myself by, and all the a moment and he has to take himself off. But the t>nmlay-schools carefully avoid mentioning tho salient points
the lives of those diHtingnishcd gentlemen and ];ulios.
intelligent self I know myself to be, is nothing but false, the fraud, and quack puts in his appearance, in "Something
New. A Society C.:allod the ~ational or Antian action, but a pretty long one, for I can remem- and with his flattery agrees with the patient that it Cltristian Burial Society " organized recently m Boston, Mass.
ber back quite a length of time, and of performing a is more which will relieve him, and receives great Membership foe, 2ii cent8. Tho society, frc51 o_f expense, will
great many actions myself, but all those actions were patronage and large sums of money, and great is the furnish a Freethonght speaker at fnnemls w1thm one hundred
miles of Boston. Libemls now can hav no excuse for rmtronof short duration-did not last as long as I hav. quack.
i;~ing Christian sorvicos on those occasions. For further parThey ended as soon as they were performed, and that
There was never in the world's history a more false ticulars see Boston Jnvcsli~frtlm·, .June 4th, and address Goo. N.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
was all there was of them; they hav gone into theory promulgated, unless it was the Christian doc- Hill, State st., Boston, ::1-fasil.
oblivion. But I am here yet. I hav performed many. trin, which is also protecting in its teaching-pro- Bm-re, 1Vass., June 1, 284.
a day's work in my life, or at least I supposed they tecting the guilty rascal from the punishment he
were within my lifetime; retired to rest at night, and richly deserves.
"'l'm: foundu.tion of faut is a good thing, even for the most
hav arisen again in the morning, and supposed that
When manufactured articles can be shipped to dif- impassioned rhetoric," says tho Ch1-islirm Advocate. "Ono of
it was all correct, did not know or think that my ferent parts of the world and sold at a profit, then our preachers •'Ot it into his mind that a lJrothor had been
burnt ~oscuing one of his cllildron. Bnt in point of
actions knew anything of themselvs which they must we will hav a commerce again, and not before. When terribly
fact the brother was intoxicrtted, and went to sleep in a brickhav done if they were !ike me, if I am only an action. we take articles of food to foreign countries and ex- kiln. Tho congregation scoffed wlten the preacher made
I never heard any of them say that they knew what change for things that they can make cheaper than a pathetic roforenee to the honorablo scars of the lleroic
was going on, and they hav all died out, and I am here we can make them, their laborer will stay there and fath<:r."
yet, a stationary old action, too rough and solid to not trouble us, and our own laborer will be benefited
be killed off very easily. Rut science must prevail, thereby.
"TrrE Truth Seeker Annual and .l!'reethinker!l'
and there is no sense in trying to overcome science
If I obtain money by my industry, I claim that I Almanac," 25 cents.
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and he assumes that it is intelligent. Supposing all
things were exactly opposit to what they are-Mr.
Hale would hav seen design in that, too, and could
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
hav adduced precisely as logical reasons for so doing.
But in "design," as Kant says, our intellect
E. M. MA.ODONALD,
Editor.
admires a wonder which it has itself created, for
Business Manager.
0. P. SoMERBY,
"how can we speak of design, knowing the objects
PUBLISHED BY
only in one form and shape, and having no idea how
THE TRUTH BEEKER OOMPANY.
they would appear to us in any other? What nat33 Clinton Place, New York.
ural contrivance is there which might not be imagined to be rendered more perfect in design ?" The
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
arrangements in nature in whi~h design is apparently
seen are but the result of influences acting according
Address aU Communications to THE TRU1H SEEKER COMto natural law. Nature makes many abortiv atpANY. Make .all Dra:fis, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to
The Petition for State Secularization.
tempts, which fail because conditions change. What
!JHARLES P. SOMERBY.
When this petition was first printed it was the in- design is there in a blasted potato-field or frost-bittention to present it to this Congress, but the heated ten peach crop ? In the perpetual struggle for existJULY 12, 1884. political campaign upon which the country is just ence, as shown by Darwin, only those forms are able
SATURDAY,
entering has forced everything else to one side, and to sustain themselvs which possess some, however
the
prospect of getting the " prayer '' acted upon was feeble, advantage over their contemporaries. What,
Sunday Concerts in the Parks.
not considered propitious. Mr. Curtis, the mover in then, could the design hav been in bringing into exThe pressure of enlightened public sentiment has
this matter, agrees with us that the' postponement istence the weaker forms of plants and animals, which
at length become strong enough to overcome the
will be advantageous to the interests of Liberalism, the "supreme intelligent being " must hav known
opposition of the churches of this city to Sunday
and it is so ordered. By pursuing this course the would perish? "The multitude of living beings," says
open-air concerts, and last Sunday Central Park was
list of signers can be greatly lengthened, which will De Jouvencel, "presents itself before us not as the
filled by thousands of men, women, and children
add correspondingly to the effect. There is nothing execution of a natural plan, but as a historical result,
whose opportunities for listening to good music are
the politicians fear so much as a long list of voters continually modified by a multitude of causes which
restricted to Sundays and evenings.
who mean business. If the League had a thousand hav acted consecutivly, and in which every accident,
Every year the park commissioners hav been asked
auxiliaries, with each a membership of a hundred, its every irregularity, represents the action of a cause."
to change the time of the weekly concerts from Satdemands would be almost immediately granted. This being so, if every action has a cause, the chain
urday to Sunday afternoon, but the churches hav
A petition with a few hundred thousand names of cause and effect cannot be broken, and there would
been solidly opposed, and the commissioners refused.
rightly presented and vigorously advocated will lim- be no necessity for the "suprAme intelligent being "
This summer the pressure has been greater, and the
ber up the knees of the members of both houses.
after he had put in action the first cause. .And that
opposition less, for during the past year great strides
Roll up the names !
brings us right around to the cause of offense to Mr.
hav been made in Liberalizing public sentiment.
Hale, who says that " to ask the question, who made
Orthodoxy has lost its grip in this town, and Sunday
Mr. Hale's Errors.
God, is dodging or begging the very question at isdiversions are common and cheap. The commisIn a voluminous contribution in this week's issue sue." But he will see that it is imperativ that it be
sioners hav felt the change and drifted with the tide,
Mr.
James Hale essays some criticism of Mr. Put- asked, for if God is the "Great First Cause," he is
and the result is that the people are now to be
nam, Mr. Wettstein, and, incidentally, the editor. In and must also be the Great First Action, and if every
favored every Sunday with a magnificent classicalthe sinuous course of his manuscript he makes some action has its cause he is his own cause, its action, and
music concert.
luJicrous
errors in reasoning. For instance, he asks the result-a manifest impossibility.
Philadelphia has enjoyed such for the past three
those
who
reason that if everything that exists has
The only alternativ, therefore, is that matter is
weeks in Fairmount Park, last Sunday the press rebeen
created,
"God,"
provided
he
exists,
must
also
eternal,
and has been acting eternally, and that the
porting some fifty thousand listeners. The music is
hav
been
created,
how
it
can
be
that
matter
is
eter"Great
First
Cause" never could hav existed. But
furnished by private business enterprise, the traditions of the city forbidding the authorities to use nal; and he says "it is just as inconceivable how this this latter hypothesis is . perfectly demonstrable.
material universe could hav eternally existed, as that United to matter is force, revolving in the same
public money for "desecrating the Sabbath." For
an intelligent supreme being could hav eternally never-ending cycle, and emerging from any form in
four Sundays past Boston Common has been visited
existed."
the same quantity it entered. Force may be latent,
by thousands, attracted by music provided by the
but is never lost, and in all places where it is maniIt
seems
surprising
that
Mr.
Hale
does
not
see
city. Though this has been the rule for six years,
the absurdity of thus placing upon an equality a fested may be reduced to its sources, or to the other
the Lord has not destroyed the place. At first the
product of the imagination and a reality, a specula- forces that contributed either directly or by convermusic was sacred, but that feature has been dropped
tion
and a fact. That matter is eternal is logically sion to its expression. Force, as heat, light, electricgradually, as the people preferred such lively airs as
demonstrable;
that there exists an intelligent su- ity, etc., etc., is inherent in matter, inseparable from
"Milliken's Galop" and Meyerbeer's "Robert the
preme
being
is
not
demonstrable in any way. It is it, and co-eternal with it, and like it can never be
Devil." In Chicago, Milwaukee, and other Western
solely
a
speculation
of philosophy, and an assump- Clreated or destroyed. Matter and force is the
cities Sunday is an enjoyable holiday, and though the
tion
by
theology.
In
a knowledge of this "being" eternal pair from which hav evolved all the combinapreachers of all these places predict a rapid journeywe
are
no
farther
ahead
than the world was two or tions in the universe-plants, animals, men, all the
ing of the populace toward the lower regions, the
three
thousand
years
ago.
All we hav is empty organic and inorganic things. This conclusion is
world moves on without any catastrophes traceable
words
and
names.
Ideas
of
"God
" hav proceeded the only escape from the vicious circle which ends
to this source.
from
innumerable
religious
fancies,
which, in turn, where it started by asking, Who made God? ModAll these signs mark the disintegration of Chrisoriginated
in
fear
of
natural
phenomena
and igno- ern natural science, Buechner says, has pretty much
tianity, and the triumph of common sense. A superance of their cause. "God" was the hobgoblin of emancipated itself from the empty notion of design,
rior entertainment is better than a cast-iron statute
the nursery of the race, and the priests the self- abandoning the assumption to those who contemto empty the loafers' chairs in the corner saloons.
elected nurses who kept the children quiet by men- plate nature rather with the eyes of the feelings than
tioning in scared whispers his terrible name. In this with those of the intellect. For as there was a time
Mr. Walker.
Mr. E. C. Walker denies that he has given any evi- age men hav mostly outgrown this gross conception, when no organic life existed on earth, and a time
dence of a desire to load the League down with a but, unable to account for all the mysteries they will come when the physical forces now existing will
"large number of side issues," and says that in as- behold, some conjure up a "Supreme Intelligence," be plunged into night and death, what, in the presan "Absolute," or an "Infinit Energy." The differ- ence of such facts, are the pompous phrases of a phisuming that he does so desire we are in error.
This is pleasant, truly. Mr. Walker is coming ence between these conceptions and the ideas of the losophy about the designs which became accomaround, and bas changed his mind since last year. early man is precisely the difference existing be- plished in the creation of man-what are the life and
But we must correct him on one point. It was ex- tween the knowledge men had then and that which efforts of man himself compared with the external,
they hav now. One conception is no more demon- inexorable, irresistible march of nature? There is
actly the Milwaukee platform we had in mind in restrable than the other.
no need nor room in the economy of this nature for
plying to Seward Mitchell, and we understood Mr.
The material universe, on the other hand, or mat- a supersensual supreme intelligent being.
Mitchell to mean the same. Mr. E. C. Walker was
ter, is here. It is seen, felt, weighed, tasted, heard,
a member of the League Committee appointed in
smelt, analyzed. Not a particle can be destroyed,
A New Liberal Industry.
1882 at St. Louis to draft a body of "issues," and renot an atom created. It is, therefore, immortal, eterport at Milwaukee. Mr. Walker accepted the misB. F. Butler is the .cause of two ridiculously basenal; the changes taking place in its forms are but
sion, and made no protest then against the League
less remarks in the last issue of Wakeman & Leland's
the accretions and dissolutions of organic and inormaking new demands. When the platform was prepaper. One is by Mr. W. T. Doty, the writer of the
ganic tissues, and not creations and utter extinctions.
sented at Milwaukee, he, representing the minority
"Secular Notes," the other by Mr. Wakeman himIt has passed to an axiom that out of. nothing nothof the committee, spoke against a few only of the
self. Mr. Doty proclaims that
ing can arise. But until something can be created
planks. The report, prepared for us at the time by
intolerant opposition to Bradlaugh is like that against
from nothing, matter must be admitted to be eternal. B~ "The
F. Butler in this country."
the secretary and revised by the president of the
A fiat creation is an impassibility, and complete anLeague, reads:
In defending his political hero Mr. Wakeman says:
nihilation equally so. This is scientifically established,
"E. C. ·walker, representing the minority of the same, read a
"
General Butler has been wise enough to obtain a compeHow absurd, then, to comreport dissenting from a few radical declarations and demands and cannot be denied.
tence, but he has worked hard and done it honestly in law, polns they exist in the report of the majority. It was received pare the existence of the material universe with the itics, and war. In doing it he has justly cared little for party,
with the understanding that it be considered in connection existence of that which is and can be at best but but he has been true to common honesty, to the union, to the
with the majority report."
speculativly cognized! "No man hath known God rights of labor, of financial reform, and Liberalism whenever
he could do it a service."
If he objected to a few only out of some thirty new at any time."
propositions, we submit that the expression "a large
Mr. Hale sees, also, design in thin(5B as the;r ar~,
Now, we hav no hatred of Mr. Butle:r. In the light
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number" was justifiable. Or if he objects to most of
them, say two-thirds, there would be left ten new
planks-a very large number considering their nature.
But all this is a side issue itself. Mr. Walker, at
Milwaukee, did not object to the League being made
a horse on which every member could pile his individual hobby. He objected to the planks that controverted his ideas, that is all. Had the platform been
entirely anarchistic, anti-prohibitory, and radical on
the marriage question, those lengthy and unfavorable
reviews in Lucif('ff' would hav been UllJlecessary. His
present letter is a model of how to seem to say it,
but not to.

THE T R UT11 SEEKER, JULY 12 1884,
or present knowiedge, we woti.id as soon vote for him
as for Blaine, or any man the Democrats are likely to
nominate. But to compare Butler's position in politics to Bradlaugh's is to show lack of historical accuracy-or the other thing. To claim for him services
to Liberalism is prre and gratuitous assumption.
Man should leave to the regular party papers the
labor of creating virtues for a candidate.
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tion of principles then be as simple as possible. Let League. We must inaugurate Mr. Greeil;s method.
us affirm the principle without abatement but let its Our president must make a business of being ptesithousand-fold interpretation and expres~ion be for dent, and not hold the office merely as a side issue
each . man's . earnest search. While undeviating of a busy life, although, essentially, he may be the
touchmg basiC truth, we will be thoroughly inclusiv best man in our ranks, but having the pressure of a
as ~o the methods by which it shall leap to life and laborious profession, he is not the man we want, beact~on.
\Ycrds are necessarily sectarian, and hav cause the hour demands a whole man, and not a half.
split manktnd into innumerable creeds. The truth A whole man is worth a thousand half men.
itself has never yet divided manj it is the.verbal outThe League has done little or nothing the past
come of truth that has done this. Let us avoid :vear; it has made no record simply because it has
The Liberal League and a New Departure. m~lt!plicity of words, let them be few and strong1 lacked this trained and devoted leadership. Messrs.
In view of the best interests 0f Liberalism, and stinmg and comprehensiv, that shall unify and not Wakeman and Leland are eminent in ability, but
the vast results involved, 1 think there should be a separate. Words are but counters, symbols, andre- they haY had other duties to perform, and so the
full and frank expression of each one;s opinion. flectiona of ideas! and to put the word in the place teague has su:fl'ered vitally, and I believe that
'!'here sho~d be no reserve or. fal.Ee delicacy. lt is of the ideas is, of all things; the tt1ost illiberal.
another year or two of such half leadership will denot a questiOn of men, but of prinmples ii.nd methods
donce~ti'ation, no compromise, bttt tiberality of stroy the future successfulness of the League. On
this matter I speak with the lttlnost frankness, beof action. . We must do what is wise no matter at method, IS what I would insist tlpon,
what sacrifice. it is not for this oi' that man's sue- . Furthermore, in regard to political action, I think cause I deeply feel the necessity of the holir--that
cess we aim, but for the advancement of our cause It should be e~tirely negativ, and not positiv. What we must hav a new method, or the next quarter of a
and so the welfare of the world.
' we should do m that line is included in the Nine De- century will be frittered away in mere disintegrating
To me Liberalism is the life of humanity and mands. Let us make good these demands, and we effort. The next meeting of the League will make or
being everything, the simple truth should be sp~ken, shall do a very great and far-reaching work. Upon mar its destiny.
I recognize fully the merits of Mr. Wakeman. He
for no sure progress can be made except by the most these demands we are united, but when we attempt
absolute square dealing with one another. We talk ~?re the~e will be division in our ranks. Positiv po- is a representativ man indeed. No one is more
together on this great subject as friends and not as htical actiOn must be left to other organizations. I worthy in himself of the honor of being the presienemies. The motivs of nona should be impugned am not much in favor of positiv political action any- dent of the League. He would, therefore, still be
If we are thoroughly honest, the noblest counsel~ way. The ballot, as things now are, is a compulsory my choice if he could surrender to the interests of
will undoubtedly prevail.
for~e,, and cannot be aggressivly used by Liberals the League every other pursuit, and devote himself
Let the dead past bury its dead. If mistakes hav until It has changed its character and become simply without distraction to the advancement of our cause;
been made, those mistakes cannot be changed. We a moral power. I am entirely in favor of a volun- but if he is so bound with his professional engagemust turn to the future and make the most of the tary form of government. This is the ideal toward ments, if other interasts and duties are so peremptory
opportunities that lie before us. We Jearn from the which every true reformer must aim. The ultimate that he cannot, as he himsrlf declares, make this
past, but we choose and act for _the time to come.
of human government is what Stephen Pearl An- surrender, we must, as a matter of principle, accept his
I think that Mr. Wakeman
I~ .the first place, I will say that I fully indorse the drews so well names a guided spontaneity, and to at- declination as final.
positiOn taken by the editor of TttE TnU'l'lt SEEli:Elt. tain that our present brutal form of state administra- should, without reserve, express his mind on this
There must be cor;centration of effort. The League tion must be overthrown. Hence the League must matter, in order that, without making unpleasant
cannot do everythmg. It cannot take up all the re- confine i~self to negativ political action, to limiting complications, we can select some new man on Lhe
forms of the day. Each reform must hav its sepa- the functwns of the state, to cleaning out ecclesiasti- basis of the new method. Since Mr. Wakeman derate method and law of growth. The business of the cism and all tyranny1 and so prepare the way for a clares that he cannot assume this responsible position,
l.Jeague is to furnish the ba~is of all re£orms1 namely, finer evolution of social harm~ny. Th~ positiv: work I would suggest another brave and gifted Liberal-absolute free t,hought. This is mission enough for of ~~e Leas:ue. should b~ enttrely soctal, ~u.tside of George Chainey-as Mr. \Vakeman's successor, a wan
any on~ orgamzation, and in the present state of the. politiCs, bmldmg li:J? ~eighborhood amemt1efil, and of national reputation, of noble thought, of eamest
world IS the grandest mission of all. Freedom of urging moral and artistic developments upon the basis spirit, and eloquent tongue. Free, as I understan<l
him to be, from other pursuits, he can, without doubt,
thought has not yet been attained1 nor its correlativ, of Freethoug~t.
,
.
.
freedom of action. Man is yet in the toils of superCo~centr!l'~10n, no ~om;prom1se, hberah~y of method, giv himself wholly to the League's work, and infuse
stition and slavery, and no reform can ever advance negativ politiCal a~t~on m accord~nce with the Nine into it new life and hope.
It is not a question of men, however, but of princito assured victory except in the atmosphere of lib- :Oe~ands, an~ posit~v. wo.rk only m the larger life of
erty. Let us hav liberty, scientific liberty, and sometyj of whiCh pohtiCs Is t?e mere. shel~. eventuall.Y ple, of a right method of action. I will not vote for
every true reform will be successful.
t? be sloughed off-these will furmsh nght condl- any mere figure-head, or any man to giv us respec•tability; or any man, however good in himself, who
I affirm this, therefore, to be the one and all-con twns for the success of the League.
troling purpose of the League. It should insist
I now come to the most important point of all-a can render but a portion of Lis .tirue. I want for
upon freedom and confine itself to this one issue, and change of method of leadership. If this change is not this place in which so many high intm·ests are
~ake perfect the condition of human progress, and made, we can, I think, win only partial success; if centered, a whole man. I believe that all Liberals
giv ample room and range to every thought and wish. made, we know not what power we may attain in a will see the wisdom of this, and will insist that Lo
It should create a lib~rty so glorious and stimulating few short years. I mean this: we must put at the whom we select for our strwdard·-bearer shall be
that every generous Impulse shall be most fruitful, head of our forces, we must choose for the president selected not simply for his reputat.ion, hut becauPe
and every keen insight and lofty ideal be made prac- of the League, a man who can devote his entire time to he can giv himself without stint to the interests of
ticable. .
the qtfa1:rs of the League, who shall make this the busi- the League.
Let us meet by all means at Cassadaga Lake in
But while I believe in concentration, I do not be- ness of his life. We do not want the tenth, or the
conjunction
with the New York State Ji'reethinkers'
Jieve in compromise. I hate compromise. It is third, or the half of a man's time and energy, but the
always a backward step and a sacrifice of the eternal whole of it. No man can meet the demands now Association. Let there be a representativ gathering.
truth. Compromis~ for the sake of a larger follow- made upon the League unless he givs himself heart Let each one be courageous in the expression of his
ing is death to every noble enterprise. It is the and soul to the work. If he is immersed in other views. Our method of work is of the utmost imporrefuge of the weak, the wavering, and the faithless. pursuits, if he has some profession or business out- tance. The cause is infinit.ly greater than any one
Better a corporal's guard and the truth, than a whole side of the League to make drafts upon his attention man. Never were the opportunities of the League
army and half the truth. Half a truth is sometimes and vitality, he cannot be the man for the place, how- so great as now. But if for want of boldness and
worse than a whole lie, for it detracts, tortures, be- e_ver great his ability or enthusiastic his spirit. The insight thesfl opportunities are not rightly seized,
Iittles the conscience, and corrupts the moral nature. time has come when the president of the League they will not soon be presented again, and LiberalHitherto the League has been true to principle- must be married 'to the League-take it for better or ism will receive a wound in the house of its own
it has been loyal to the fundamental verities of worse; surrender all else, and fling himself into the friends. I hav spoken on this matter my innerruoRt
Freethought. If now, after having achieved so much, ~eat work t.hat lies before him. No vast movement thought. Those who know me will know that I speak
it should turn back, put its flag at half-mast, and m human history has ever been successful without from no interested motiv. I hav nothing to gain or
strive for anything less than absolute freedom, I this entire leadership. ·Rome has withstood the lose by what the League may choose to do. Messrs.
am frank to say that I should hav no more interest onsets of modern progress by means of this leader- Leland and ·wakeman hav called for an expression of
in the League. It would turn to dp.st and ashes. It ship. The churches to-day are vigorous because opinion, and here is mine for what it is worth. 'l'heJe
would hav no rallying-cry and no inspiration. It they hav such devoted officers. Let the church must be a new departure indeed; not, however, iu
would be but a feebler form of orthodoxy. It would straggle along as Liberalism has straggled along the way of compromise, but in fulness and greatneBs
help rivet some chain on tortured and struggling hitherto, and whe;e w~uld it be at t~e end of ~ hun- of work; and hence I am in favor of the election of
humanity. No, let us be true, no matter how small dred years? It IS tramed leadership that bmlt up some man like Cbainey, who can devote Lis whole
our numbers. Let us vindicate the unalienable rights the church, W?n all its v.ictories, and ~av.es it to-~ay time to tlJe cause. Unless we adopt this method of
of every human soul. Let us be the pioneers of from destructiOn. Tramed leadership IS what Lib- leadership, the power of Liberalism will not be felt
advancement. Let our call be the trumpet call of er~lism must hav, or" it cannot combat with the as it should be felt, both to-day and in the hereafter.
SAMUEL P. PU'l'NAM.
absolute sincerity and tmth.
skilled hosts of the church. The church has thou-------4~-----Concentration of effort on fundamental ideas sands of trained and devoted captains. Should not
• with no compromise whatsoever, should, I say, be th~ LiberaliRm hav at least one? Look at ~he success of
Mil'S Gibson Pleased Also.
law of our future work, otherwise there will be no Bradlaugh and the secular movement m England, a
To THE Em.Ton oF TriE Tuu·l'H SEEKEH, Sir: It is not
juices and no fruit. The tree we hav planted will die success· that never could hav been attained except surprising that "the engraving of the monument
and the waters of life flow on to nourish some nobler Bradlaugh had given up all else and made leadership printed last week givs great satisfaction," and let me
growth.
the work of his life.
'add my feeble testimony" to the Jist of delighted
But while I abhor all compromise, I am in favor of
Lo~k . also at the New Y?rk State Freethin~er~' friends.
My sister regrets that Mr. Bennett's hand
the most inclusiv methods of action. I do not be- Assomatwn. Where would It hav been to-day If It could not hav been visible grasping the pen. It is a
lieve in passing so ma.ny resolutions. Resolutions had not b~en for the strenuous devotio~ of H. ~· very aecurate likeness of Mr. Bennett as I first boamount to nothing. It is action that tells. Liberty Green to It? s~ccess? He. gave everythm~ to t~IB held him in 1874, though, perhaps, somewhat more
is not a doctrin, it is a growth, and slowly does the work-all his hf~ and .all his energy-and m spite youthful and less fraught with that deep thoughtfulworld understand its immeasurable meaning. Lan- of .enormous dJfficulties, what a success . he has ness and care-worn expression apparent in late years.
guage is limited, and if we undertake to bind people achie':ed! If ~r. Green had been en~ag~d mother My engraving is already framed and adorns the walls
with resolutions and platforms, then our area of fel- pursmts, and giv.en. only a part ?f .his time to the of" my den," awaiting the receipt of the more artislowship is contracted-not by a principle, but by a cause of the ~ssomatwn, that,assom~twn to-day would tic lithograph.
method of expressing that principle. When the hardly be ahve. Mr. Greens meetmgs hav been the
I wish to add that I agree perfectly with your Boatime comes we must express ourselvs, of course, and mos~ successful and rregnant ever held upon this ton correspondent, R S. Sidelinger, in his. estiwnte
speak in clarion tones, but better, far better, the con~ment.. And why.? ~ecause of the thoroughly of the merits of S. P. Putnam's " Waifs and Wanlightning deed than the thunder of a long string of busmess-hke manner m whwh he has labored.
derings," and am glad it is to reappear in r.. book.
resolutions. Too many are satisfied with high soundWho can build up a great paper without giving Its sale is already assured.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
ing phrases. These may do for a time of peace, but his entire time to it? Who can build up a great
not for a time of war. In war we want the vigorous business without unqualified attention to it? And
"THE Truth Seeker Annual and ~·reethinkers'
blow, not merely the br~ve word. Let our declara~ so with the work that now lies before the Liberal Almanac," 25 cents.
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;;:--~d------------i~~rst meeting held since our organization was perfected., supposes to be hell's hard market, h~ill find the toil--~:;~s

~~t.tn S.

We hav large numbers of names on our books, and wish every
place in Wisconsin containing a Spiritualist represented at our
next meeting. So, friends, send the secretary your names,
with one dollar, which will constitute you a voter in all business matters pertaining to our society.
The railroads extended the courtesies of reduced rates to
attendants, and no doubt the same will be given at the next
meeting. The attendance was good throughout, and the interest marked. Representativs from Chicago, Milwaukee,
Fond duLac, Oshkosh, Ripon, Oconomowoc, Weyauwega, and
Milton Junction were present. The meeting clooed with best
of harmony. The next meeting will be held at Omro, Sept.
5th, 6th, and 'i'th, 1884.
DR. J. C. PHILLIPS, Sec.

as soon as the bargain is through.
In one line of his cirCltlar he requests Mrs. Severance to
reply to his stuff. In another he impudently remarks that he
CORTLAND, OHIO, June 2\J, 1884.
"became disgusted with the littleness of woman controversy in
MR. EDITOR: Who is this F. B. Livezey? He has sent me
an eight months' tilt wtth Madam Slenker." I should judge
some Circulars, which I clo not understand. I cannot comthat to be an exhibition of his reasoning faculties, "divinely
prehend his meaning, unless it is ridicule, which seems to be
inspired." I can rather guess Mrs. Slenker got a fair exhibihis sole object. I consider him a lunatic at large. He is runtion of his bigotry in an "eight months' tilt," and I feel like
ning down the best men and women we hav in the ranks of
congratulating her upon getting rid of him at this late date.
Freethought without any excuse whatever. He givs no cause
I do not admire the manner of Livezey's tactics in the least.
for complaint. Well, the time is coming, I hope, when I can
If Liberals do not feel disposed to engage in a literary duel
be able to procure Mr. Bennett's ancl R. G. Ingersoll's works,
with him, he ought to hav sense enough to not hound them
as well as other goocl reading your catalog contains. I lencl
into public by hectoring their friends regardless of their
tho good old 'fRuTH SEEKER to all my neighbors who wish to
wishes. Livezey is a schemer, and don't you forget it. If his
reacl it, and I think you may look for some new subscribers
name and manner of work stands for a complete system of
DRIFTWOOD, PA., June 30, 1884.
shortly. I never tire of hearing Elm ina speak her words of
relir\ion, I should think it no small service to the cause of good
MR.
EDITOR:
Please
find
inclosed
my
subscription
for
next
wisdom. She livs the life she was born to liv, ancl takes pleassense and good taste to point out the contrast between his
ure in making everyone happy within her reach-also many year. I cannot do without THE TRUTH SEEKER. In this or- magnificent pretensions and his miserable performance.
other contributors to THE TRuTH SEEKER. Wishing you suc- thodox village there are very few of us Liberals. The orthoRespectfully,
PENN KIRK.
dox party in this community hav often insulted me with such
cess, I remain,
Yours truly,
J. D. WHEELER.
remarks as this-that if they believed as I do they would rob,
OGDEN, UuH, June 2'!, 1884.
ST. JOHNS, AmzoNA, June 21, 1884.
murder, steal, or do anything that they desired. What a deMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find petition for state secularizaMR. EDITOR: In THE TRuTH SEEKER of the 14th, the $1.75 sire! One of the same class came to me one evening to borwhich I hacl the honor to contribute towards the Monument row five dollars to aid him in time of· great distress. I am tion signed by myself ancl others, some of whom hav been
Mormons, and who now reject it in every part that pretends
Funcl is accreclitell to Alfred F. Vanta, which is wrong. I am poor, and could not do it. He insisted, and finally said he
to a saving power through John Taylor, and revelations from
a professed and outspoken Liberal; hav been for over twenty would swear to his God, giving him the privilege of paralyzGod to him. That Mormons are becoming more sensible to
years, and do not cleny my faith. Therefore, I do not want ing him if he did not pay the money. The time is out when it
the light in which they are held by "Outsiders," that being
my contribution accredited to another or fictitious personage. was to be paid, and that party is living and well.
the name the Mormons gave _the other Christian orders, is
If there is honor in erecting monuments in memory of our
An acquaintance came to my house two years ago, and diecl
perceptible. Here in Utah they designate us Liberals as Infiheroes (oo.d I esteem D. M. Bennett one of them), and as I after some months' illness. I took care of him cluring the time
dels, or.any persons that will deny the system of creation as
hav in a small way assisted in this matter, I wish to go cor- and heard the last worcls he uttered on this earth, in which he
shown in the Bible. But as a general thing they giv us
rectly upon recorcl. 'Tis true my contribution was a mere statecl that he did not believe in the orthodox hell, and had no
creclit for having more sense than the orthoclox Christians
mite, nevertheless I think myself honored in honoring the fear of the like. I buried him in my lot in the cemetery.
who believe to a certain extent in the same book, and then
memory of D. M. Bennett, and under these circumstances one After all wns over, the orthoclox said that I prevented the
only that which suits th~ir case best. They also make us Libnaturally wishes to be properly and correctly represented. I clergy from coming to see him, which is false. He was buriecl
erals or Infidels arbitrators of any disputes they may hav with
care not who knows my views in matters of belief, nor how according to his own desire. They often say they would like
outside Christians.
often they are howled from the house-tops. They are matters to hear what I would say when I come to clie. If I die in my
Another thing I will speak of happening here. A day
that concern no one but myself, and not being 11 hypocrit, I right mincl it will be the same as now. I hope you may Iiv
or two after Blaine's nomination at Chicago, the Republicans
W. ScoTT.
s11y just what I think, and think just what I say. Please make long and prosper.
here had a rally with torches, and a Rev. Mr. Atchinson, of
tlte necessary correction in the spelling of my marne.
the Methodist Episcopal chlll'ch, macle a speech, or attempted
ALBERT F. BANTA.
AxTELL, KAN., June 22, 1884.
to clo so. What a speech ! more like a camp-meeting sermon,
MR. EDITOR: I inclose the following, which I wish you to where God and the state were continually getting mixed up.
LuZERNE, N. Y., June 28, 1884.
publish:
He was a Republican, but would waive his claims on the
Mn. EDITOR: I hav cut the petition out, and hav a few names
Died, in Greeley, Col., June 13, 1884, from the effects of an party if he could get recruits for the Methodist Episcopal
on it-all taxpayers. I am what you will call a tinker, and injury received years ago by playing base ball, Louis K. Ma- party, ancl would insure them an easy victory (he being one
travel in Sarutog!t and Warren counties. I talk the petition son. The deceased was born in Boston, Mass., about thirty- of the ballot counters). I take your paper through a newsup, and explain it. They all know that I nm a Freethinker, two years ago. His father moved near Dubuque, Iowa, and is dealer here, the only one coming' that way. The dealers beand those I speak to are in favor of the churches paying taxes, a successful farmer, where Louis received a good education, ing goocl Ch~istians clon't order it in aclvance for fear it might
and will vote th11t way, but are afraid to put their names down and about six years ago came to Netawaka, Kan., bought and eventually be the only order had here. There are quite
for fear somo person might see them. A few years ago people improved a farm, and married Elizabeth Wilson. He then a number of truth seekers in this city. We take pleasure in
wore offended at me for talking about the Bible and religion, sold that and moved to this place; bought and improved a forwarding THE TRuTH SEEKER to those whom we think most
but it ain't so now. I hav parties at· night in different houses fine farm here, which they now own. He was for years the need it.
J. H. PARKs.
as I travel along. I can talk better than I can write. They only one taking THE TRUTH SEEKER here, but partly through
all think I am bold in saying what I do, and it is a wondar his influence the cause spread until there has been as many
CAWKER CITY, IU.N.
,;orne religious person don't kill me. If any one can prove as twenty-five-copies sent to this office regularly. His ChrisMR. EDITOR: 'fHE TRuTH SEEKER is just now striking such
what I say iH wrong, they are at liberty to show it up. I like tian mother gave him a Bible and told him to read it. It said: Thor-hammer blows on the advance political ideas of the
to come across the silk-stocking paupers who liv on the stu- "Prove all things and hold fast to that which is good." It times that it seems almost impossible for me not to try to be
pidity of the people. My pr·ofession suits me to spread the also said: "The dead know not anything; neither is there any one among them. This Kansas is an advance state, but our
light of tmtl1. I find some bloodthh·sty Christians who will work or device in the grave whither thou goest. A man hath city press is in the hands of the fossils, so I hav no chance to
do most anything for the love of their God. If the taxation of no pre-eminence over a beast; all die and go unto one place." put in a word; and although I hav been favored with a place
church property comes before the people, there will be a big That did not satisfy one seeking after a knowledge of the fu- in THE TRUTH SEEKER several times, I pray you let me hav
vote in favor of it. Please send mo the TRUTH SEEKER AN- hne, so he investigated Spiritualism, and in that he found the just one little space to giv just one new political idea relativ to
JOHN HAl\T.
NUAL.
exposures of tricksters, and that it required a medium; that the much-vexed question of protection versus free trade. It is
no word came direct to him, so he took for his motto, "To do the most common argument of the protectionists to say when
PROVIDENCE, June 12, 1884.
good is my religion," and no man came nearer living up to his told of the law encouraging partial or local Rdvantages, "Oh,
lVIR. EDITOR: In last week's TRuTH SEEKER Mr. Wm. Watson profession. Charitable to a fault, his word was as good as the well, we are all one people; it helps us all." So now I wish,
replies to Mr..J. Petty. Perhaps it is bad form for me to" put bank; a good provider in his family, a faithful officer, an in- parrot-like, to say, Yes, we are all one people, and before the
in my oar," but I trust to be pardoned. I understand Mr. dependent radical thinker and talker; kind hearted as a child, post-office law we are all treated the same, and tr·eated well,
Watson to mean that choice of action may co-obtain with the and ready at all times to giv his views on medicin, politics, and there is no complaint. So the new idea I wish to advance
impulsion by tho str·ongest motiv, and yet the former be free and religion; all of which were of the most advanced sort. He is for the government to be the carriers of all things with the
aml inclependent of the latter. 'fhis reminds me of an inci- lived a good and useful life. " The worlil: is better for his same uniform .rate of charges. The difficulties between the
dent. When I was a lad I was very wilful. Not having a having lived." He leaves a wife and two children; father and East, West, and South are at once settled, and settled justly.
father, I generally had my own way. But I had a big uncle mother, brothers and sister, to mourn his loss, all of whom A bushel of wheat raised in Kansas or Colorado will bring as
who was not afraid of me. One day mother wanted me to go hav the sympathy of his many warm friends.
much to the producer as one raised in western New York, and
E. w. MINER.
a keg of nails made in Pittsburgh will cost no more in Kansas
to market. I would when I got ready. A deep-toned museulin voic.e sounded from another· room, and I got ready quick.
than in Cleveland. I know that this will meet with a terrible
When out of sight I was pouting and sauntering along, and in
opposition until it is well ventilated, but no longer. I can reARROWSII1ITH, ILL., June 29 • 1884 ·
member when letters were char·ged according to the distance,
a sudden rage threw the basket ahead af me. I at once found
MR. EDITOR: Yesterday I received a roll of Livezey's circular
and it is not many years since postage to California was double
myself seated on tbe strong hand of my uncle and wafted
letters. I laid them aside until to-day to read. The weather
through tho air at a terrible speed in the direction of the
that east of the mountains. Remember we are all one family,
baskot. I was impelled by such a str·ong motiv that I chose has been tolerRbly WRrm, and you bet I hav had a soporific and that some of us in the West and South hav contributed
them. This man Livezey seems determined,
game at re"dJ'ng
"
thousands of millions of dollars to the encouragement of manmy course ut once.
Now, friend Watson may be right, but I consider free by the help of circulars, to gain the "pearly portals" of noto- ufactories in the East, and this even would be no favor. It is
agency ancl freo will as superfluous terms when applied to riety. If I was in the oroide business I should admire him ·butplacingthelaborofeverymemberofthefamilyonanequalactions which are attributed to motivs. When a new and for his brass. His manner of introducing himself is as shrewd ity, and if this idea has not its foundation laid deep and sure in
as a sharper, and does not savor of crankiness, either. His
stronger motiv supersedes the present ono I will stop writing.
that ever-memorable declaration that men hav the same right
plan is to engage Liberals in some kind of correspondence.
For instance, suppose I learn that 1y starting at once I can Then he will garble their letters, interlacing his replies in the pursuit of happiness, I am unable to comprehend the •
get a million dollars in Europe, I shoul.cl not write this article,
meaning of language, as also the meaning of all of one family,
through them, hektographing a lot of them and sending them for certainly it can be of no use to be of one family if one gets
for with a million I could start lots of Freethought journals.
w. P. BLYTHE. to near friends of the Liberal he thus engages. If the Liberal the ponidge and the other the spoon.
takes no note of his correspondence, he hektographs it to the
GEORGE W. CHAPMAN, M.D.
Liberal friends anyway, and thus thrusts himself upon them
O~rno, Wis., June D, 1884.
unasked for. Of course a man will read a circular letter about
SOLDIERS' HoME, MILWAUKEE, 'VIs., June 27, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Please giv space in your columns for a brief his friend, and Livezey, knowing this, manages to hector himMR. EDITOR: Let this 50 cents go to the Monument Fund,
report of the meeting held at this place June 6th, 7th, and 8th. self into the most sacred places. In this his manner reminds
lest it be completed before I hav a chance to put in. My
'!'he speaker·s present were Judge Holbrook, of Chicago; Mrs. me of a trickster instead of a gentleman.
L. M. Spencer, of Milwaukee, and G. H. Brooks, lately from
I hav come to the conclusion that the "cause of Livezey" subscription ran out May 12th, when I wrote you in regard to
is uppermost in the mind of this celestial sign-post. Ther·e my prospects for keeping up my paper. They are growing
Kansas.
'fhe judge's lecture was mainly his own experience in his is one proposition with reference to the study of human brighter. The Mexican Pension bill I mentioned has passed
investigation of Sph·itualism, and was well received. Mrs. nature that I find to be absolutely and universally true. the Senate and will soon become a law. Never, since the
f:ipencer's were given under control, and after each gave tests That is, men hav numerous ways of acting for self-interest- time that the old Jewish God and his partner, sometimes
to the audience, doscr·ibing spirits, etc., which were mostly the more indirect, the surer they are working toward that end. called the devil, conspired together to try the patience
recognized. Mrs. Spencer is not what the majority would cnll The gambler throws his dice for money, the priest throwil his of their servant Job, has the patience of any body been tried
a first-class speaker, but is growing rapidly, Rnd without doubt moans and groans for dreams; others seek to balk an imag- like the patience of those few old survivors of the Mexican
at no distant day will stand in the front rank of reformers. inary hell by self-kindled hells, going through the world eye- war. We never lost a battle, and often five to one against us.
She is doing a grand work in Milwaukee. G. H. Brooks is a less and tongueless, sexless, crippled, deaf; either to shame We added to this government in two years and two months
young speaker, having been in the field but a short time. He their godR or make themselvs stronger to suffer than hell is to more wealth than we possessed before. Our bill has been
speal's in a semi-trnnce from questions given him by the audi- harm. But we gain nothing by knowing this, except the kicked and cuffed about between the two political parties in
ence, and I predict for him a brilliant future. The discus- pleasure, if it be one, of multiplying useless words. And, if Congress for ten years. Forty years, nearly, hav elapsed since
s ions throughout wel·e highly practical at each session. This Livezey chooses to buy heaven with his circulars, in what he that war, and now they grudgingly giv us the bare outlines of a
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living, eight dollars a month. It is true that "Some of us who
rendered service in the late war, also receive the beneflts of
those national homes where the government has kindly furnished us with both priest and preacher, who take turn-about
in holding the inmates in ignorance and confusing their minds
with samples of hell and heaven. When I came here over
two years ago, I found THE TRUTH SEEKER on our readingroom _ta~le, ~ut last fall, through the influence of priestcraft
and villamy, It stopped; orthodoxy got in its work and deprived
us of the only means by which we could confrol!t them with
their lies. However, it did not hurt the paper much, for I
doubt whether they ever paid for it. It had t1le effect to cause
some few others to scratch around and get a TRUTH SEEKER of
their own, which is doing nearly as much good as when it lay
on the reading-room table.
Mr. Editor, I wish yon would tell Puck to show us how
Blaine looked when secretary of state, rushing out of bed at
midnight to issue resolutions of condolence to send to the
Russians to let them know how bad we Yankees felt when
their e'mperor's life was in danger. And when Pttek gets this,
I guess you had better put the rest in the waste basket if it
ain:t h~ll, as my friend, Ben Parkins, tells me that self-p;eservatiOn IS the first law of nature; and he i:r a philosopher and
must know.
Yours for truth,
NELSON HuNT.
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one day t~at Jesus was in the earth to be the three days that 1 though the gentleman's answer was good and all true, the soJesus said he should be in the earth. I will say that cial relations existing with me are quite different. I am proud
they :were indefinit periods of time; and if anyone should find to say, in the first pltwe, th>t my wife is too well read in Eng1
any lik~ statement in the Bible, they must remember that if !ish dictionary not to know the meaning of the word Infidel,
~here IS· any apparent contradiction in reference to time and she knows exactly what I mean when I say I am an Infim that holy book (?), they can account for it in that way.
del. And then, again, she knows me too well to ask any such
I hav made one unbeliever in Christianity, and hav decided foolish 'luestions, 'so I cannot expect any such question from
three who were wavering and in tormenting doubts.
her, but if she or any other person ~hould ask me why I am
I will continue to look out for subscribers, and will report an Infidel, what would I answer? My first answer would be:
as soon as I can.
"Well, I hav read and studied the alleged word of God and
the evidences. I find these are not suffi Jient to satisfy me
that they emanated from any other than imaginary and ambiBENToN, TEXAS, June 28, 284.
Mn. EDIToR: I am glad to see that the subject of cremation tions persons who perceived in nature and observations of the
is agitating the minds of the people; there can possibly be no planets the s,ame God which Infidels of to-day recognize, but
sound arguments presented against it, but much more good are honest enough to say they know nothing of."
As a fnrther answer to the question why I am an Infidel,
reasons for its ad0ption than the few sensibltl ones set forth
in the article which appeared in your last issue. It quickly I hate a hypocrit; I despise a man that cannot be what he is
does what we know is bound to .ultimately take place by and say what he thinks, regardless of public opinion. I do
the slow and disgusting process of decomposition of the not mean to say that all church-members are hypoerits, but I .
body, the matter devoured by worms, and the bones to do menn to say that no preacher or teacher in any orthodox
mold and crumble into dust. If there is anything revolting church knows what he is talking about, and consequently
to our senses, it is the latter method of disposing of the dead. ought not to be tolerated as lmch; and if I should help to supThere is nothing more purifying than the disintegration by port them I am untrue to my belief, and consequently I would
fire, but, like religion, the minds of people hav been educated be a hypocrit. I despise a man that will join the church simto abhor incineration as a heartless method; they think God ply because he thinks it is to his financial interest to do so.
would hav more trouble in collecting the gases, and fixing If the church is right, go f01· it and support it like a man to
SYRAcUsE, N. Y., June 28, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: And so the Monument is finished and tender them up to look respectable that finn! day when graves will the extent of your ability, and if it is wrong, st>lmp it out, as
loving friends hav consecrated it to truth; hav l~ft it-with us' open for the dead to rise. Viewing all these absurdites in a you valuo the future welfare of your children. If the Biblo i~
the friends of him whose memory it commemorates, and t~ sensible light, it stlikes us that the world is composed of lu- true, support it; if it is a lie and a humbug, kill it. My advice
W. H. P.
all of the present and the coming futme generations to be natics, rather than the sensible people we claim to be, to all is, "Search the scriptures."
helped by its history in our work for the world. I 'would although we ce.n look back on the dark ages when people
ITHACA, N. Y., June 28, 1881.
gladly hav been with you in your most interesting evenmg miracled, and attributed it to some unseen something that
Mn. EmToR: If you please, once more I introduce myself to
service, but surely there was no need of other speech or pres- some giv the name God, and others by some other nickname.
ence, so many good things were said, and just the appropri- We can see progression, it is true, but how slowly it comes! At your columns in the capacity of Freethinker. Freethonght is
ate things, by every speaker; but I want to say that I think the same mte, thousands of years, perhaps, will be required independent of all outside influences whatever. It is not
nons more appropriate than Mrs. Macdonald's. It was the to evolute the masses from the silly superstitions that so many shackled with Bible histories or authm·s of any kind. It is
fitting occasion to introduce to the lovers of THE TnuTH are sadly diseased with now; but when the time does como inclosed in a world entirely its own. In a word, it is born of
SEEKER its present editor and his brotherly assistant. Not happy w1ll be those fortunates that then hv. 'l'hen the poor true liberty, ani! thinks for itself. It is not contaminated with
once "too many times" does the mother tell of the devotion and helpless and needy will receive the aid that is now worse books, papers, lectureH, or sermons of any kind, but is a star
of these young men to our departed hero; and are we not every than squandered building fine churches and paying large sal- of its own glory. Nature has formed it in a moral sense with
one of us more interested, if that were possible, in the success aries to such drones as inhabit these useless edifices, dis- capacity to explore its own tr rritory, with !\ view to the k~owl
of the paper, when, through this well-timed introduction we claiming a teaching that, if followed, would demoralize a good edge of all advance territory of other connecting worlds. I•'irst
of all, primary knowledge begins at home; then all advance
know that these, our friends, mother and sons, hav from' the people.
When this useless tirade can be dispensed with in the halls knowledge in Freethought step by step must bo, not only in
time of its fi1:st entrance into New York, a little four-month-old
without home only as it was held close to the hopeful heart of Congress, in the army and navy, and every other depart- theory, but in practical proof. When we graduate in thcsn
of its great originator-this woman, mother of ~;ons, opened ment, and the millions saved that arc now wasted annually, we first principles, our capacity expands, nnd we take in by the
wide her arms and helped its young life to grow, till now it will see less pauperism, Jess crime, better morals, and in every same rule of independent Freothonght tho lmowledgo of all
has become so large, so beautiful in its entire make-up, that way a hap1)ier people; our taxes will no longer be a burden to the great variety of worlds outside of us, and hohoid the true
we wonder how anybody can afford to be without it ? Surely keep down the poor and oppress the rest. 'l'he thousands of connecting link in tho great body of dual, aninml, and mom!
this was what we all wanted to know, and most sincerely we sleek, well-fed, well-uressed impostors who are living now from nature, and whatever our membership mny bo in tho hody, it
thank Mrs. Macdonald that she has told us the story in a true, the sweat of the laborer's brow will themselvs become self- shall be to our glory. 'l'here are two general principles in nf\womanly way. I trust she may always hav reason to be as supporting, or else can starve and don their celestial robes and tnre which are, with others, fnnllamental; and those twain aro
proud of these sons as she is to-day, and that as editors they wings to embark for the promised land of milk and honey, cold and heflt, light and darkness in the material world and
good and evil in the animal wodd. Ancl theso are th~ balshall keep up the character of THE TRUTH SEEKER until its where the expense will be far less for their keeping.
ancing poles. We cannot appreciate the one without the
Yours
truly,
for
reason
and
reform,
H.
B
..
JONES.
fame shall be such " that it shall be read and known of all
P.S.-I wish to add my acquiescence in what you say to Mr. other. A contrast is inevitable, without which everything
men.'r
Massachusetts seems by her judges and lawyers to hav be- Sewart Mitchell, in reference to those side issues. As you say, whatever would become monotonous, or sameness, and would
come quite ashamed of the pm·secution of Mr. Heywood, and we shall hav done a great work when we accomplish the main yield no pleasure. Variety is a fundamental principle in onr
constitution.
'l'hen let us yield to everybody's theory of
so has quashed the indictment. I trust we shall hav a rest issue for which we are striving. If a man is sick, the principal
thought, which will feed good or ovil, and koep up tho connow, and be able to giv attention to something more agreeable cause of which proceeds from the liver, or some other orgnn,
trust. And this is the very lesson to be lcnrnocl. We all mise
than saving good P!lople; we hav enough to do in saving bad first relieve the grand cause, qnd the rest will right themsel vs.
the standard of good (or pretend to), and repudiate tho evil
people, though I confess to being more interested in people- Let us by all means, I say, bind our whole energies to relieve
thnt is in us, and we use means to feed it in spite of onrscl vs,
human people-than in anything either above· or below hu- the grand cause of all trouble, "superstition," and the rest
though we pretend to reject it; yet it prevails. Look at tho
of
the
work
goes
easy.
But
should
we
attempt
to
do
those
manity. I suppose if only I were allowed" suffrage," I should
prevailing evil habits of mankind over the world in exccssiv
be interested in some political party, certainly not in saving minor evils, in which there are at present such diverse opindrinking, tobacco-using, and opium-eating. What great revothe Republican; and as it has thoroughly damned itself, I ions, we lose, in a measure, the co-operation of many good
lution is going to reform it? rrohibition can never prohihit.
workers for the main cause.
should not be needed for that purpose, so I may as well try to
Wo must either hy a general legislativ net cef\He to mnke it
Yours
for
solid
organization,
H.
n
..
J.
"bide my time." With a good hand-shake with all the lovers
throughout the world, or prohihit children from its use, which
of humanity, I am, as ever, your co-worker. and friend,
READING, KAN , June 24, 1884.
is impossible, for it is hereditary or impregnated in their conLucy N. COLMAN.
" \Vhut do yon want_ to be an Infidel for?"
ccption. Every sober person aclmowleugcs the damnahlo evil,
"I don't want to be an Infidel. I would like to believe ev- and often restrain thomsclvs to get riel of it, but cannot. The
erything I read, hear, and see; or rather, I wish there might evil habit is an epidemic, and prevails through the world.
- - June 30, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been unable to do anything, as yet, be nothing written, or said, or shown, that is not evidently to And also lascivionsness, if possible 11 greater evil, prevails
about getting subscribers for the club I said I was going to to my mind true, and then I could not be an Infidel."
through the world. In taking a retrospcetiv vi ow of these
make up. They do not allliv around here, and I am obliged
"You are the strangest man I ever heard talk. What I mean great prevailing evils, Preethonght is made to exclaim, Whflt
to go slowly. I am working as hard as I can, and think I is, why don't you believe there is a God, and in the Bible, and shall we do to bo saved from ourselvs? Then to look into the
political world, to behold the dishonesty, theft, and corruption
shall hav two or three more subscribers at least. I am pleased go to church and be respected like other folks?"
"J\!Iy dear, it appears to me yon arc the strange one. I of every kind prevailing in our lnw-mnking and legislativ halls,
with THE TRUTH SEEKER, and you can put me down as a lifeis sickening, and nmhs one think tbo halnncing poles are nulong subscriber, as I never intend to be without it as long as I never said I did not believe in God."
" Well, what is the difference? You say yon are an Infidel." er1ual, and the gref\tcr pcrcontngo is on the :;ide of ovil. 'l'his
liv. The only regret I hav is that I hav not been a subscriber
"My dear, there is a great difference. I will try to explain. brings to my mind 11s a side issue to this subject the famil inr
ever since the paper was started. I will do all I can for the
cause and for your paper, but I cannot do much here. I am Infidelity means simply non-belief in whatever alleged fact is vi.<;its (referred to by Mr. Bennett in his travels at tho East)
ashamed to say it, but I hav to get my paper directed to me presented to the mind. If you were to say, '.'l'hcre is a God,' by lVIclchizedec, the perpetual priest, who is said to bo without
under the name---, which is not my name now, nor the and I should say, 'I don't believe it,' I am an Infidel to that heginning of days or end of lifo. The knowludge and eflicacy
name I go by, as I go by my step-father's name. The people alleged fact. When you speak of nw ns an Infidel I admit it of such wcrificial priest applies well here between good and
up here are confounded, bigoted fools, but they will find some without defining in what regard, from the fact that the world evil. In all histo1·y evil seemed· to be the prevailing power,
of their number Infidels if they stay here awhile. If you pub- has applied the word when not otherwise defined as meaning for in every decade of tho past, as far as wo hav knowledge,
the principle called evil has prevailed. It is said in the 13iblo
lish any letter from me, do not publish my name or where I one who denies the Bible as being the word of God."
"Do you mean to tell me that you can believe in C~od and that "I the Lord create good, find I crente evil. I the Lord do
am, as I am under the same conditions as that gentleman who
all these things," meaning that it was noedfnl and natural that
was "upon the rack of persecution." But I hail that as a be what the world terms an Infidel?"
"Certainly I do."
there should be a contrast or a distinction, and to corroborate
good omen, for it shows their inability to maintain their hobby
"Well, the church folks and preachers and Sunday-school this, Jesus said it must needs be thut evil or offenses come;
against Infidels. You giv Christians a capital letter to their
followers, so I giv Infidels the same. I am a Pantheist, and superintendents and all say that you and Bob Ingersoll and so in every sense a necessity for good and evil is established.
always was, although I hav been under the influence of Chris- the Infidels don't believe in God, devil, or anything, except to But the over-balancing of good with evil seemed to require a
tian training. I never knew a happy day while I was a Chris- argue and make fools of yourselvs, and I just want you to keep perpetual mediator or sacrificial priesthood to draw the line
tian, and I wonder how thinking men feel. As soon us I com- your mouth shut, so that the church folks and respectable of lJalancc, and satisfy good, and this must be the leading
menced to think, I doubted the whole system, and the otrug- people will call on us"
character of the future, or good will bolt and war will &ucceed.
Mr. Editor, this much of a conversation was overheard thiH But whatever the result, Freethonght will stand upon hm·
gles I endured to get out of thA glamour of the accursed imposition I hope I shall never undergo again. I now take morning as it passed between man and wife, us she was ur- dignity of individuality, secluded nnd safe in her own quiet
care of my health, do 'an the good I can, and I must say I ranging her toilet preparatory to parading the aisle of the world. She may he a spectator in tho clash of worlds or sexthink I lost nothing and gained a good deal by renouncing Methodist church, of which she is a member. As she utteretl nal excesses, but she will sail over tho prevailing flood of impurthe last words she slammed the door through which the wor,!B ity, whose wflterH may cover the highest mountains of Je"i~la
Christianity.
0
I will send for some more books as soon as I can get my came to me, and I thought, "There is very little sense in what tiv halls. In every phnse of human affairs evil is feflr.ed and
things straightened a little. I hope THE TRUTH SEEKER will she has said, but how many hundreds of Infidels there must provided for by the perpetual office of sacrifice and the law of
continue to prosper, and that it will keep gaining subsmibers be who are placed similarly in their family relatiom; by the punishment. I<reethought from her high standpoint of indountil it becomes known and appreciated all over the world. egotistic, false teachings of the church and their studied ef- pendence equalizes all these differences by accepting hoth
You can rest assured I will giv it all the aid and advertising I fortB to impress upon their listeners the idea of degradation good and evil as the undivided possessions of hm· territory.
and shame to all who do not bow at the foot of the cross !" No amount of force can change nature, but Freethought must
can.
1
I see in my "Thirty Discrrssions," etc., that Mr. Ben- And I thought of the first question and what would be my an- accept the situation, and good and evil will balance themselvs.
Yours truly,
ZENas REN:r.
nett wanted to know how Christians make the two nights and swer if the speaker had been my own wife addressing me. AI0
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this sketch could hav been present and enjoyed pie (who know nothing of real science) to be
Agents for The Truth Seeker.
with me the scone; that you could hav seen great men? No, I am sure you would never
ARIZONA.
the great cases of butterflies arranged like believe it, yet it is true.
J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.
CALIFORNIA.
stars and flowers, and the case of birds, as
Now, just think how you would feel to hav
Cresshrook Cottage.
well as the stuffed animals on the mantel- your own dearly-loved dog, who eats every day A. Herem~, 140 .Montgomery st., San Francisco.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
Now I am going to tel1 you about my visit to piece. What a good time you would hav had ! from your hand, thus treated !
CANADA.
Cressbrook Cottage, on the New Boston road.
Mr. James ·warburton, the owner of the cotBelow I will giv a little poem of my own, in W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
I did not go that way, however, to reach it, tage, is a spinner in a cotton mill. He is a which the faithful companion and friend of
COLORADO.
but took a nearer cut, through Oak Grove Cem- nativ of England, and has always worked in a man appeals to yon all to protect him from M. V. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
S. B. Wright, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
etery, where the silent sleepers are scattered mill in the " old country," and in this.
his cruel, remorseless enemies.
E. Keith, Animas City.
all about in that beautiful "city of the dead,"
How did he get such a pretty home? you
Dear children, when you grow up, please reCONNECTICUT.
and where we recently laid away our dal"ling ask Well, I will tell you. He earned it by member what the poor dog says (or would say, J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
little Susie in all the beauty and loveliness of hard labor, honest !abO!". I remember only a could he speak), and use all your influence to
ILLINOIS. ·
her fair young life. Pausing by the tlower- few years ago the lot on which the cottage protect him from those wicked, heartless men. F. F. Follet, 302 State street, Chicago.
KANSAS.
covered mound, we thought of her sweet and stands was but a boggy swamp. Mr. WarburTHE DOG'S APPEAL FOR MERCY.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
gentle ways, recalled her affectionate little ton bought it, and people inquired if he was
MASSACHUSETTS.
All-potent man ! let not thy powe1·
sayings, her loving eyes, and the pure expres- intending to build him a saw-mill.
Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Esse::l!> street, Lawrence.
Abuse that trust we place in thee !
sion of her face, while the hot tears fell upon
"Never mind," he said. "You wait and To guard thy life our own we giv,
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
the flowers above her resting-place. With a see." Now, all the time he had to work was
MICHIGAN.
And o'er thy faithful friend will be.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
sigh, we went slowly on to the lower end of the early in the morning, before sunrise, ere it was
Oh, spare us from the erne! knife !
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
cemetery, and th1·ough a gateway, thence down time to go to the mill, and after six at night,
Let not the loving, kind, brown eyes
MISSOURI.
a lane that would hav delighted your eyes with holidays, and, perhaps, Sundays, and when- That gladdened when they met thine own,
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Become a worthless, miscreant's prize !
its wealth of red and white clover, its little ever he could get an extra hour. Well, with a
Joseph L. Andrew, Liqe1·al.
NEBRASKA.
oceans of buttercups swaying and dancing in wheelbarrow he carted sand and dirt, and filled
We cannot speak, else should o nr pmyer
'l'homas Foreman, H14 Chicago street, Omaha_
the breeze, pme white daisies, clustering wild in the low, wet places, covered up the bogs,
To pity melt his stony heart
OUEGON.
roses, fmgrant sweet-brier bushes, floods of and made a high and dry lot; then he built Who touches every spring of pain
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
elder blooms, dainty grasses, and feathery ferns, Cressbrook Cottage, so-called from the brook
Discovered by a hideous art !
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
cndrlling beside great "pudding stones," and below, where water-cresses grow.
PENNSYLVANIA.
What is our crime, that we must bleed,
George Longford, 25 Otter st , Philadelphia.
mossy rocks, between which ran tiny streamAll his life he has shnnned strong drink,
The martyrs of a senseless cause?
H. Clay Luse; Waynesbmg.
lets, and little purling, babbling brooks, into never tasting alcoholic stimulants. Sober, in- Oh, is it thus they would repay
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila.
A love which every wrong ignores?
which I saw leap, with a sudden plunge and dustrious, of steady habits, he has brought
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
splash, two great, green, long-legged frogs, as himself to this lovely pass-the ownership of Ye are the lords of earth and sea,
A. M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave_, Allegheny City.
f afraid I had come to disturb their medita- a comfortable, handsome, happy home, which
And there is scarce one distant land
TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
ions on the rock.
he never could hav had if he had spent all his Where we are not, with watchful eye,
Found ever at thy side to stand! ·
UTAH.
Bluebirds trilled their flute-like notes over- earnings in alcoholic beverages. It is the
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
head, while thrushes, robins, and other wild- drink, the beer, that is the secret of many a Was ever, in recorded time,
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
One dog found faithless to a friend?
vood birds welcomed me with sweet songs, or man's ill fortune, eating up his earnings, inW. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City;
Then
why
for
us
thy
bloody
knife,
Jeeped clown from their sheltered nests in the flaming his blood, destroying the brain, paraVIRGINIA.
And pains which heart of fiends might rend?
all trees that shaded either side.
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
lyzing the intellect, and making the toiler, as
ENGLAND.
Yarrow, mulloin, hardhack, and laurel, all well as the idler, a poor, miserable drudge and Our mouths are dumb-we can but turn
Charles Watto & Co., London.
True eyes to you in mnte appeal,
in bloom, and budded golden rod, nodded and poverty-stricken dependent all his d~tys.
Oh mercy! mercy! heartless man!
The American and New York News Combrcat,hed perfume on me as I passed.
Mrs. Warburton, the quiet, gentle wife and
Know that our frames, like thine, can feel. panies will furnish the paper to news dealers
I must tell you a little anecdote about our helpmate of James Warburton, possesses a
upon application.
common field mullein. An American lady in romantic and interesting history. Her father Oh, pity· us who love thee well!
List to our dread, despairing cry !
England was taken to see a rare plant brought was an officer in the British army, but she was Oh, spare us, ye who still be men!
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN!
'rom her nativ land, and regarded as a ve1·y early left an orphan, and was adopted by the
Is there no friend-no succor nigh?
choice specimen. 'l'hey called it the "Ameri- regiment, which was stationed in th~ East InYea! there doth swell fl mighty shout
can volvot plant.". When the lady looked at it dies, where she lived all her early days. She
Which rolls in thunder through the land,
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
she 1·ecognized at once its light yellow flower, has been in many parts of India, and also spent Uplifteil by the foes of wrongH. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work for young ma.sters aml misses, has
sLiff stalk, and broad leaf. An amused smile some time on the island of St. Helena. The
A stern and swift-increasing band!
passed through a very laJ:ge edition, and a second
crept over hm· face, as she said in her straight- gentleman in whose family she lived assisted Yes, wronged dumb friends, our tireless arm ha.s
been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
forward Yankee style, "Good Lord ! 'tis mul- in laying out the remains of the great NapoShall rest not till thy latest foe
author
which adds very much to the value of tho
lein!" adding, "Very good for sore throat."
leon. Both Mrs. and Mr. Warburton are full Doth sink to earth to rise no more,
volume.
And thou art free as winds that blow !
Now and then a late dandelion peeped up, of interesting reminiscences of other days, and
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
ts if to tell how much it was in love with life it is pleasant to be in their beautiful home and
Honorary
and
Life
Member
of
"The VIctoria Street Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
and all its blessings.
to listen to their instructiv discourse.
Society for Protecting Animals from Vivisection;"
Price, 20 cents.
I hav told you about Cressbrook Cottage united with the "International Association for the
.J nst around the comer of this flowery lane a
Suppression of VI vlsectlon," London, England;
few paces, and we were at the gate of "Cress- that you may see what one man, and he in Total
Life Member of "The Great German League Against
YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
brook Cottage," to reach the threshold of humble circumstances, may do. Not only has the Scientific Torture of Animals," Dresden, Ger- THE
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
which we passed up a box-bordered path, on he, with the assistance of his wife, won this many.
This
volume
alms at the education o! youth In the
6 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
either side of which bloomed gay flowers in home of his, but he has not failed to improve
lncu:lcates moral duties and human rights from a
arListic beds, from the centml and largm· of his mind, ancl is well posted on past history as
standpoint of.f~:e~ason ~:E~~u~'ks~'i:~KER.
Our Puzzle Box.
which m·ose a cunning little martin box.
well as current topics. He takes an a<itiv in:::inch gemninms, roses, honeysuckles, ver- terest in all that ·is going on, is a devoted
1.
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
NUMERICAL ENIGMA.
l.enas ! Such evergreens, fruit-trees, and friend to the labor interests, and a bright,
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
The whole, composed of 13 letters, is formed
grape-vines, snggesLiv of mellow . pears and witty, and interesting correspondent of several
like a top.
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
bunches of sweet grapes !
newspapers.
The 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 is a molusk. The 10, 9,
For sale at this omce.
And I must not forget about tho hens and
Yon would hardly believe, to read his
Price 10 cents.
12, 13, is hard. The 8, 11, 7, is a nickname.
chiclwns and the one duck, whose little homes printed correspondence, and to hear him talk,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. E. JuERGENS.
aro as guiltless of dirt as the garden is of that at nineteen years of age he could not read
weeds. A young and thrifty orchard promises a word. Yet such was the case.
2.
RIDDLE.
fair fruitage by and by, and a kitchen garden
He is proud of his success in life, and justly
HOW HE WON AND WORE I7.
whispers of new potatoe~ and groen corn, with so. He does not boast of " mansions not made On fluttering wings. I early rose,
This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
In no exalted flight;
lots of lctLnce and cucumbers long before the with hands, eternal in the heavens," but he is
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling portrayal of Sooiety Life as it
days begin to shorten.
very sure of Cressbrook Cottage and its pleas- The lily in the shade that blows,
Not purer or more white.
now exists.
The pre~ty white cottage is nestled down in ant surroundings, for it is unencumbered by
The third -edition of this remarkable book
the midst of all this beauty, like a jewel in a debt or mortgage, and there is nothing shad- At eve or morn 'twas pleasant sport
has just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
Adown the stream to glide;
casket of emerald, away from tho dusty street, owy or unreal about it.
D. Weaver. It is a story of thrilling interest,
I helped my mother to support,
in tho midot of plenty of room, plenty of pure
We may learn a lesson of prudence, sobrithoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinatin~,
And never left her side.
air, peace and plenty all around.
ety, industry, and thrift from this spinner in A reckless man, who sealed my doom,
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Toms
Cabin" was to the slavery ·question, "RichResolved a prize to win,
Inside that gem of a cozy cottage is the the m1ll. A favorit quotation of his is the folarcl's Crown " is to the cause agitating the
happy fan;ily. Aquariums, with water ferns lowing, which I hope you will remember and Dragged me remorseless from my home,
masses of the people of to-day.
And stripped me to the skin.
and mosses growing cheerily in them, and practice:
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
He cropped my hair, that skin he flayed,
a waiLing tho goldfish that are coming to in" Since life forever will not last,
paper. Beautifully illustrated with eleven
And then, his ends to seek,
habit them by and by. Ove1·head, mingled
Let us improve the passing hours,
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title
He slit my tongue, because, he said,
Correct tho present by the past;
with baHkeLs of tlowers, bright-plum!lged
in gilt, embossed on the back and side of--the
He thus could make me speak.
The future may not long be ours."
book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.
cantuies trilled sweet songs, while in another
'Twas done-my name and nature changedLooking about that pleasant home, with its
room a sky-lark sat contentt~d in his cage,
For love of hateful gold,
THE
seemingly not caring Lo som· aloft, as is the carpets, pictures, bhds, and flowers, with its With many victims bound and ranged,
To
slavery
I
was
sold.
custom of the lark, who sings his sweetest modern conveniences, we can but commend
oongs when highest in the heavens. Like the Mr. Warburton's course as worthy of imita- I'm slave to any man, or all,
AND
tion, and if generally followed there would be
prisoner of Chillon, this lark might say,
Yet do not toil for pelf,
And though I'm ready at the call,
brighter,
better
times,
and
many
happy
homes
''In quiet we hav learned to dwell;
I cannot work myself.
with as sweet and attractivsurroundings as has
My vory chains and I grew friends,
Your tears and smiles I can excite,
WITH SOME
vine-covered, rose-embowered Cress brook CotSo much a long communion tends
Your inmost thoughts revealing,
To make us what we are."
tage."
Can giv you sorrow or delight,
CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOG Y
And yet I hav no feeling.
'l'hen there was a parrot, an African-gmy
By SA.U.UEL P. PU'I'NAM.
Long persecutions I hav seen,
The Dog's Appeal for Mercy.
parrot, with dark, mossy wings and red tail.
But this I must avow,
You should hav heard him whistle, shriek, call
Dear boys and girls who read the" Children's
Price
20 cents. For sale at thiR office
I think I never yet hav been
the chickens, laugh, and gossip. He can say Corner," I wish, to-day, to speak a few words
So badly used as now.
-Old Almanac.
A and B, ancl with care might perhaps learn to you, through the kindness of Miss Wixon,
the whole alphabet, but I fear it would take a about our good, faithful friend, the dog.
good many years to do it.
Nearly everywhere upon the earth where
BY
By ancl by some children came in, bright lit- man is found, the dog is by his side to protect
MICHAEL
BAKOUNINE
tle girls and sturdy boys, and oh ! they had him and his goods from all harm.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Founder of Nlhll!Bm and Apostle of Anarchy.
such fun with the parrot! and such keen enWITH A PBEFAOE BY
Would you believe that men falsely called Author of ,. Prometheus," .. Gottlieb," and "Ingersoll
joyment romping in the fields and gathering "scientific" (which properly means learned)
OARLO OAFIERO AND ELISEE REOLUB.
and Jesus."
great bouq nets of daisies and other wild blos- could be found cruel and wicked enough to A Radical romance of pioneer life. delineating the vir. Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUOKEB,
(Editor of IA"berty.)
soms. I thought how pleased my little niece slowly torture and torment our dear good tueaof n&tural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a
'
lanpernatural religion· crowded with Incident and full of
52 !'ages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
would hav been to hav formed one of their friend, the dog, only to make their names ~rogre 88 tv tde81! and the poetry of the future. .
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ullmber. I wished, too, all yon who will :read famous, and to l:>e considered by ignorant peo- PRIOE $1.00.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE
33 Oll!lto!l Pl&ee, New io:r!t,

"APPLES OF COLD."

RICHARD'S CROWN

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE
Its Scientific Solution,

GQL DEN THRONE

God and the State
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The Bible Analyzed.
From the Davies Go. (Ind.) Democrat.

By John R. Kelso, A.M.
833 pp. Price $3.
This book is what its name indicates-an
lltialysi,; of the Bible, ahu as such is as much
supmior to the only othe1· work of the kind we
hav ever seen, Hitchcock's "Analysis," as an
unabridged dictionary is to a spelling book.
It is a book that no Bible reader, and especially
no student of the scriptures, should be without. It is written in plain, earnest, and easily
understood language-clean English, and not
burdened with words found only in late editions of the dictionaries. It is p1inted on clear
paper and new type of a size and style plain
to read, is well bound in good cloth, and is an
ornament to the center table or library. The
book contains a fine portrait of its author, who
is a handsome, scholarly-looking man, yet one
who has seen the dark side of life, as we learn
from the preface to his book, in which he says:
"Being almost totally disabled by wounds
received in the service of my country; being
destitute of means; being often deprived of
employment; and having a family of motherless and homeless children to support and
educate on my limited earnings, my home
while writing has been an old deserted warehouse; my seat an empty goods-box; my
table a board propped up; my food has been
often soda crackers or bread alone; my bed
has been but little of anything, and my company has been the bats that hav kept up
their monotonous circlings over my head.
And yet, under circumstances apparently so
hard, aruid surroundings apparently ilO cheerless, my energies hav never flagged. I hav
all the time been proud, independent, hopeful. I hav all the time felt that I was engaged in a good work, in a work that was to
benefit my fellow-men long after my eyes are
closed in etern!ll slumber."
Col. Kelso is an old soldier, having won distinction in the war of the Rebellion, and being
a p1·ominent member of the G. A. R. These
facts, notwithstanding the merit of his book
alone demands it, should insure for it an extensiv sale.
THE Bi:BLE ANALYZED.

FALL RIVER, KAN., June 20, 1884.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
hav given the great work, "The Bible Analyzed," by the Ron. John R. Kelso, a careful
perusal, and esteem it a very valuable addition
to Liberal literature.
The work is analytical in character, not burdened with quotations and references from the
writings of the ancients.
The chapter on Miracles is the most masterly effort I hav ever read on this subject. It
really seems that a belief in such foolishness
should end with the appearance of Kelso's
book as darkness flees from the rising sun.
The three chapters on Creation dispose of a
large amount of orthodox nonsense. A personal God, worlds manufactured out of notlling, talking snakes, the bone foolishness, and
other kindred topics are held up in the light
of reason, common sense, and ridicule.
It is my p1·ivilege to be intimately acquainted
with Col. Kelso; was with him when he first
conceived the idea of writing "Deity Analyzed"
and heard his first lecture on that subject.
He is familiarly called Ron. John R. Kelso,
having represented Missouri one term in Congress soon after the close of the Rebellion.
We call him Col. Kelso because he was a colonel in the Union army, and commanded a detachment whose special business was to attend
to the welfare of bushwhackers. We call him
Professor Kelso because he is a distinguished
euucator and master of the languages. He has
tasted the sweet and the bitter of life, from
living feasted at the president's table in the
White House, d~wn to eating kernels of corn
scratched out of the dirt where mnles had
previously been fed. He began life as a Methodist minister, but had too much largeness of
heart to remain long in the "service of God."
He never uses a pop-gun when a Dahlgreen i.s
needed. Whatever he assails feels the blow of
a sledge-hammer.
His touching yet modest allusion to himself
in his preface is too true. Devoted to his work,
with a heroic confidence in the great good he
is rendering to his fellow-man, there is no sacrifice he would not make, and no privation he
would not endure, to accomplish his object.
The Liberal world, everywhere, cannot but
welcome his work, "The Bible Analyzed," as
a valuable addition in the great battle for Freethought.
P. VAN HYATT.

The Freethinkers' Magazine

Liberal Meetings.

l~eagues and Liberal and Spiritualistic 8owiv• in
l!mtcd Sta_ter and Canada !"ceting regularly, can hav no-

J
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tices of thc.r meetings publuhed in thil colu,... f
if tilt
ojlicerswillstndtMmtow.]
rce•

MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-TheLiberalLeaguemeetsevery
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall; corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
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FALSE CLAI"'tS.
.lJ~

-BY-

JOHN E• REMSBURG
---

Revised and Enlarged.

WISCONSIN.
MILwAUKEE.-The lltiilwaukee Liberal League Price, 10 CTI:l. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
AS A
H~l~, ~16 Grand ave~ue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Cnticisms, and Mus1c.-Admission free.
MISSIONARY DOOUM~NT
OHIO.
CLE~D.-The Liberal League meets
. ev~ry_ Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
budding. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed toW. I. Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress -street (entrance on
Temp~e stre.et), where free meetings, lectures,
and d1scus~1ons are held every Sunday, 2·30
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
OREGOS.
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings evm·y Sunday
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
"
BosTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton st.reet.--The "Society
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2 :30. Admisllion free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
ALTOONA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TRuTH SEEKER an.d Liberal books for
sale.
PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
taken. Communications for the League
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
C.ANADA.
ToRONTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially invited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Catharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
GANANOQuE, ONT.-Gananoque Secular Society, meets every Sunday evening at eight
o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Library and
Reading Room open all <lay Sunday. Visitors
and strangers always welcome.
Geo. G.
Meikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
NEW YORK.
ALBANY. -The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and debates and discussions
at 3 P.M. ·Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEw YORK CITY.-The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at :!:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
and 7:30P.M.
BBOOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory J;[all, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
'iterature on sale. All invited.-- The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
atreet, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially in-

!or July Is out, and Is ror sale at •his oJllce. The
contents are as l'ollows: The Impeachment or ChriP·
tlr<nlty, by Francis E. Abbot; The New-born Soul, a
poem, by Courtlandt Palmer; Unlvers<tl Union Reform, by Stephen Pearl Andrews; Sunday Laws, by
Hon. Eiizur Wright; Science and Theology, hy Geo.
Chutney; Agllators, by A. B. Bradford; A Plea !or
the Rights or Animals, by Elll )tt Preston; Hints to
Speaker& and Writers, by John Btoltze, M.D.; All
Borts-Eclltor al notes; Freethought Directory; Extracts !rom Letters; Advertlsments; Business DIvited.
rectory.
Price 25 cents.

Doors open at 2~ r.:ar.

Correspondence Solicited.

A middle-aged, honorable gentleman or some
means, talr ability, and excellent habits, wishes to
correspond with a Liberal lady ten or fifteen years
his junior, with suitable mea.ns. One preterred who
has good health; Intelligent, something or a musical ta.lent, congenial, and willing to reciprocate her
aJtectlons
with that or a good husband ror ll!e. Ad• dress B, Box
24, Masonville, Del. Oo., N.Y.

IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

1t

TIIIRD EDITION.

"'rn. "*" v
1.1YTI-IS
B.·il1-.L:t..
AND THEm

Parallels in Other Religions.

Being a Comparison or the Old and New estament
Myths and Miracles With those of heathen nations ot Antiquity, Considering also their
Origin and Mean!Bg. With numerous Illustrations.
The object ot the work Is to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
show that they were held In common with other na·
tiona; and then trace them to their evident origin anu
explain their meaning.
"It has long been acknowledged by the most eminent biblical students that the Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so rar as we
know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, anu
ascertain
their original signification. "-Boston Cour33 Clinton Place, NEW YOBK. ier,
"Never betore has there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research ror the
origin or these myths as does this one just publlsheu
by J. W. Bouton, ot New York."-Boston Times.
"It Is unquestionably true that the results or a
rationalistic study or the Christian scrlptur~s are
nowhere else so accessible as they a1·e now ma<le In
the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
1 Vol. Royal 8vo. Clot,.. About 600 pages.

Grimos ~ Proachors
IN THE

UIITED STATES AMD CANADA
From May, 1876 to May, 188.3.

Price,

•

•

•

•

•

$3.00

Bent postpaid, on receipt ot price,
A<ldress,
'.rHE TRU'l'H SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Ingersoll's W'orks.

THIRD EDITION.
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
NEWSPAPERS, AND wrrH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
COMPARED AND REVISED,

By M. E. BILLINGS,
AUTHOR OF
"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UNHOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
"HOLY OROSS,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: "'l'his is a
severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they mnst lie in it.
Send for the book and see what clevonrors
of sheep the shepherds can be."

PRICE, 21i CENTS.
Addresfl

THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

The Ghosts.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

IncludtnR, ·• Liberty for M&n, Woman, o.nd Child;'
''The Declaration of Indopenllonce,·' 1''About Farmlng
In Illlnols;" u 'rho Grant Danquet," "1 hO RtlV. Alext\n~
der Clark.'' "1'he Pu.at Hlaes before Mo Lllce u. Dronm,,.
and "A Tribute to KlJon 0. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses.

Paper, 50

cents; cloth, $1.25.

'l'be Christian U.eligion. Ry R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

fnterviews on 'l'ahnage.

Paper, $1,00

cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1

Pa-

per, 25 cents.

COMPLETE WORKS,) in One Volume, HalfCalf, $o.OO.

ORTHODOXY.
A J,ectnre by

Col, ltobcrt G. ln;;-crHoll
"The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not know."

One of the best documents to circulate ever
printeu. ]~very man, woman, and cLiltl in
the United StateH should read it.
Eve1·y
Noirf.:!T~~rfa~1 ~.'i!?~~~!~:~:::esl~'J~~~lo!:! rettdm· of the paper should send for a dozen.
1-rol. New Edition, Enlarged und Revised By Spirit
Price,
singly,
10
cents;
twelve
for
a dolhu·.
M. Faraday. !"rice, 15 cents.
Address THE 'l'IWTH SBEKElt,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Ngi-,2w~~!glt't:.n°~!ni'!:jrom. The Evolution or
.. - -- - - - - the Spirit !rom Matter through Organic Processses; - - - - - - - - - - or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price, The BIBLE-WHENCE and WHAT?
10 cents.
DY RICHARD D. WESTBROOK, D.D., I.L.D,
NoA.lie..'t:P:a.:!r~:!~pment or the SplrU
A Book of Hints and Suggestions ConcernThe Origin or Rellglona. By Bplrlt M. Faraday. ing the literature contained in the Old aml
Price, 10 cents.
Now 'J'eAtaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
No. 4.-'l'lle ProeeSH or Mental "cuon~
AddreBB
THE TRUTH SEEKKR.
Or, How We Think. By Splrlt M. Fara<lay. Price
ss Clinton Place, N Y
15 cents.
No. G.-The Origin or the C~hriHii••n ltell~·
Improved or unlmvmved lnnila
o;)
•anywhere In the BLI\te. l'or lnion.
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Uhrls- formaUon, maps, circulars, etc., etc., wrlt.e to
tlanlty, Confessions or It.• Founders. 'l'rauscriJJed WA'l'flON & 'l'Illit\PP, or 0. 11. CUfl'rENJJOHDER,
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, hoardR, 75 Jy13
110 Kansas avenue, 'l'opeka, Kan.
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
Rome, Not Bethleh<Jm, the Blrthttlaee of
Jesus.
"ANT I CHRIST."
Extract rrom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Proving concluslvly tllat
Who Wrote the New Testament'!'
Extract !rom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
TH.K STOHY OF J.ESOB CHRIST•
His birth, life, trllll, execution, etc.-11 a mytb.
BOWLES PAMPHf,ETS.
THUTH BEKKER Oftlce.
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
9S Cltnton Place, New Yo· Jr.
Price. $2.00.
No. I.-Experiences c.f Samuel Bowles,
Late editor ot the Springfield, Mass., &publican, In
Spirit Ltre; or, Lite As He Now Bees It rrom a Bvlrltua.l Standpoint. Wrlttsn through the medlumRhlp EVERYLIBERALSDOULD
ot CARRIE E. S. TWING, or Westfleld, N. Y. 25 cents.
POSSESS
Later Papers oi· Samuel Bowles,
'l'IIE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK.-lGO Beautl!ul Bongs
written In August, 1883.
of r.lberty and Freethought. Read and sing them
.& Snpt>lement 'J'o No.I
nt Home. }tead anu sing them at Meetings. •reach
And oound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. B. Twlng,
them to the chlldren. Price 25 cents.
Medium. Price, 10 cents.
DIANA.-Rvolutlon In Marriage. •.r!Je Higher Law.
No. 2.-Contrasts In Spirit J,lfe:
Alllsm
made practicable. Unhappy marriages
And Recent Experiences O! 8AMURL BOWLFi!, late
prevunted and cureu. Price 25 cents.
editor or the Springfield, Mass., Rq>ublican, In the
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account or the BURN7.' FONIC SHOJt'rHAND.-A complete Bel!-Instructor In the art ot Verbatim Reporting, Price
late President Garfiel<l's reception In the spirit
world. Written through the hand ot CARRIE E. B.
$1. Bend tor circulars,
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages, Price, 50 cents. 'rilE SPELLING REFORM-And How to Help It
.&ehsa W. Spraf.ue's and Mary tJiark'l'l
Price 10 cents.
:tl;if~f,nltle.n tbe First Ten spheres
•rhe a hove works sent promptly on receipt ot price,
Audress TBF. 'rRTTTH RREKEJl.
Medium, ATHALDmE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y. Price
:J3 Clinton Place, N. Y,
20 cents.
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'11 HE TRUTH SEEKER JULY
son for conduct unbecoming ministers. Johnson is accused of disobedience to lawful authority. He has gone to two of the Sea Islands
to strengthen the backbone of the congregaWhat is Going On in the Churches.. tions there that hav joined in the insurrection.
The boycotted parson of Morris Brown church
THE DEVIL FISHING.
applied in the Superior Court for a mandamus
[The appended poem is deemed highly ap- to ·compel his congregation to reinstate him.
propriate to this department.]
A CITIZEN COERCED BY. A PRIEST WITH A SHOTThe devil sate by~ the river's side,
·
The stream of time, where you'll always find
GUN.
him;
The Rev. Thomas O'Flaherty, the ¢ieposed
Casting his line in the rushing tide,
. and eccentric priest of Auburn, N. Y., who
And landing the fish on the bank behind now lives in seclusion in the town of Sennett,
him.
Cayuga county, was arrested in Auburn on a
charg• of assaulting his neighbor, Earl GurHe sate at his ease in a cosey nook,
nee, with a deadly weapon. Gurnee asserts
And W!!B filling his basket very fast;
While you might hav seen that his deadly that one night last week O'Flaherty came on
premises with a shotgun, which he pointed
his
hook
at him, and compelled him at its muzzle to
Had a different bait on every cast.
march over to the ex-priest's house, where he
He caught 'em as fast as a man c01ild count;
was detained and threatened for about two
hours.
Little or big, it was all the same;
One bait was a check for a lar~e.amount,
An assemblyman nabbed 1t, and out he
THE CAPTAIN. OF THE HOST GOES WRONG. ·
came!
Captain Mer~~y Little, of the Muskegon,
He took a gem that as Saturn shone; Mich., division of the Salvation Army, failed
It sank in the water without a sound,
to return to her boarding-house the other
And caught a woman who long was known
night, which greatly excited her comrades,
As the best and purest for miles around.
they reporting her as probably abducted to the
Sometimes he'd laugh, and sometimes he'd chief of police next morning. Later it was dis·
covered that she had spent the night in the ofsing,
fice of a shyster real estate and insurance
For better luck no one could wish;
And he seemed to know for a dead sure thing agent. At the court-maria! Friday night she
made no denial, saying simply that she was
The bait best suited to every fish.
sorry. She is a very pretty but very ignorant
Quoth Satan: "The fishing is rare and fine!"
English . girl of .about eight~en years. The
Then he took a drink-somewhat enthused; army is not so noisy since the captai~'s fall
But yet a parson swam round the line,
Y. V. T.
And e'en the most tempting baits refused.

IJeligions ifnitlligtt(tt.

------~-----

IN IMITATION OF ABRAHAM.
He tried him with gold, and with flashing
gems,
A
boy
named Andy Adams, at North ~reek,
Hung fame and fortune upon the line;
near Wheeling, W. Va., who became msane
Dressing gowns with embroidered hems,
on the subject of religion, has mtirdered his
But still the dominie made no sign !
mother and an eight-year-old sister. The boy
A woman's garter went on the hook;
has been arrested, and the series of" religious
" I hav him at last," quoth the devil, brighten- meetin~s which he attended has been stopped.
ing;
The .neigh:t>ors called at the house and made a
And Satan's sides with laughter shook
horrible discovery. The mother and daughter
As he landed the preacher as quick as light- were both dead. The. former had her head
ning!
mashed, and the latter s throat was cut f~om
ear to ear. The bo! was foupd crouch~d m a
corner. In re~ly to quest.IOns he said tJ;e
THE PETULANT POP OF THE PISTOL.
Lord had tol~ him to offer his mother and ~ISAt 7 o'clock on the evening of June 7th, ter as a s~cr1fice1 and the Lo~d would bnng
Samuel Armstrong, of Dallas, Texas, was shot them to life agam. The cabm presented a
and killed by the Rev. Olin Mumsford, Bap- ghastly appearanqe. Bl?od was everywhe~e.
tist. The murderer was captured and locked The mother was ktlle~ With an ax, an~ the BIBup. The dispute between the two gentlemen ter's throat was cut With a butcher kmfe.
was as to which was a thief.
A THOROUGHLY BAD MAN.

A church quarrel at Sebastopol, Col., has
unearthed incidents in the career of the Rev.
J. C. Crisman, Presbyterian, that are unfit for
publication. He has, if reports are true, com.mitted nearly all the crimes prohibited by the
decalog, and beat· his alleged wife besides.
THOU SHALT NOT STEAL

The Rev. Thomas H. Smith, of Baltimore,
Md. is 72 years old, and for many years
prea'ched Christ and him crucified. ·For seven
years he was deacon in the Christian church of
Baltimore. Recently he stole money from. tp.e
contribution basket. The church authorities
expelled him. ·
THE LARCENY OF A HEART.

A wealthy old citizen of Marion .township,
Ohio, haq brought suit against Rev. J. H. Halsey for $5,000 damages, sustained by reason of
the reverend gentleman's having alienated the
affections of and led astray the young and
handsome wife of his venerable parishioner.
The developments in the trial were highly sensational.
PREACHED RELIGION, BUT STOLE.

J. H. Cole has been arrested at Bowling
G:l·een, Kentucky, for robbery. He said he
was the agent of Fairbanks, Palmer & Co.,
book dealers, of Chicago. He exhorted the
the prisoners in the county jail on Sunday, and
when Cole was arrested some of the stolen
property was found in his possession.
THROWN

BACK

UPON A LONG- SUFFERING
WORLD.

The Rev. A. F. Vedder, now in state prison
serving a sentence for adultery, and abetting
criminal malpractice in the case of Miss
Walter, has, through counsel, had an ecclesiastical trial before the Presbytery of Albany,
N. Y. The result was that the Presbytery deposed the defendant from the ministry and
excommunicated him from the church.
THE CLASH OF RESOUNDING ARMS.

"I hav a breech-loading, double-barreled
shotgun and a pistol at the parsonage, and I
intend to defend myself if I am attacked. You
can count on that." Such was the language
of boycotted Parson Washington, of Morris
Brown church in Charleston, S. C., when told
that his rebellious flock would probably move
upon the parsonage. The leaders of both factions in the African Methodist rebellion are
getting bloodthirsty and slinging mud at a terrible rate. The church is represented by Presiding Elder Jefferson and the Rev. Samuel
Washington, and the rebels by the Revs. J. E.
Hayne and W. E. Johnson. Botil of the rebel
preachers havbeen deposed byBishop Dicker-

A MAN MAY PRAY AND PRAY, AND_ BE A VILLAIN STILL.

Mrs. Noble, a wealthy widow, and mother of
a handsome daughter, living at Quaker City,
Ohio, married John Evans, a singing teacher,
about a year and a half ago. Not much was
known of Evans previous to his coming there,
but he became a leading church-member. Four
month!! ago the daughter left home, as she said
she did not want-to be dependent. The family opposed the arrangement, hut sh~ enter~d
the f>tmily of a fanner near Zanesville. SIX
weeks ago. she came home rnuch emaciated in
appearance. The doctor said she had had a
.fever. There were ugly mmors about her and
Evans but as he stood high they were little
heeded. The girl soon died. A few minutes
before her deat)l she tried to say something
about Evans, but was not understood. Evans
stayed in town and appeared so devout that the
matter was soon forgotten. On Sunday the
mother found a letter written by the daughter,
in which she charged Evans and the doctor,
who said she had a fever with a criminal offense. Evans was burnt'in effigy, and ordered
to leave within three days, under pain of death,
which he did. Where he went is not yet
known. The doctor has been arrested.
ANOTHER PASTOR TAKES THE BROAD ROAD.

The community of Westover, in the township of Beverly, Ont., is greatly excited over the
departure of Rev. J. D. McColl, who had been
for a couple of years pastor of the Baptist
church there. The organist of the church was
a Miss Shaver, whose parents are respectable
people living near' McColl's house. The organist and the minister were naturally thrown
much into each other's company, but no evil
was suspected. Some time ago Mrs. McColl
fell sick, and at the earnest request of the
minister Miss Shaver went to his house to assist in the care of the children. When Mrs.
McColl recovered she found a package of addressed envelopes and some medicin which
excited her suspicion. These she took to Mrs.
Shaver, and the result was that McColl was
accused of undue intimacy with the young
woman. He denied it on his honor, and assured his wife and the girl's mother that their
suspicions were unjust and unfounded. His
wife was not convinced, but nothing was done
for a short time until the clergyman announced
that he was going away. He sold property and
some goods belonging to his wife as well, but
she received none of the money. Then he
took his wife and seven children to her father's
home in Bothwell. Returning to Westover he
preached his farewell sermon, and went off to
the. states. He settled at Dover, Ill., and as
far as is known he is there yet. From Dover
he wrote to Miss Shaver, inclosing her money
for expenses, and she followed hrm. The infatuated girl walked from Westover to the
Brock road, and took the stage to Dundas.
Her sisters wrote to McColl, reproaching him
with his infamous conduct. He had the audacity to reply that he had done all for the
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best and that the love between himself and
the ~nfortunate woman who followed him w~s
unconquerable. The chances are ~hat .he ;viii
desert her in a short time as he did hiS wife.
He-says he proposes to· go on with his work in
the ministry.
AN INCIDENT IN THE LIFE OF A MINISTER.

The Rev." Dr. Merkle, -who, by the grace of
God and John Kelly, holds the office o'f coroner, was so wroth one day. recently th.at he
swore like the army in Flanders. He hv~ at
No. 422 East Fifty-first street, and was JUSt
sitting down .to hi~ first repast, whe.n ~.~art
drove up and a policeman summoned him to
look at the body of a man who appeared to be
a 'longshoreman, and who was found in the
East River at Forty-seventh street. The Rev.
Dr. Merkle stifled his ·disgiist and ·curtly told
the -officer that his home was not th,e morgue ..
Socin after another cart brought to the house
the body of Edward Binder, who s1iot himself
in Central Park. This time the Rev. Dr.
Merkle vented his anger so that -the air was
blue and the bystanders were aghast at the
scop~ of the reverend gentleman's vocabulary.
In the afternoon the Rev. Dr. Merkle expressed
himself forcibly and freely in regard to the
matter. "Eets a tam shame," he exclaimed,
"and ·2e polees should no patter. Shust
thunk my house meestaken for ze morgue.
Cot ta:n eet, eesent eet a shame to preeng poddees to a man's house in ze morning? Meester
Vite pleez do and find owit who vas dat poleez:nan. I vant no more brozeeshuns of pod"
~11\es to mein house." Keeper White promised
to find "owit. ·~
.
A DOCTOR OF SEVERAL DIVINITIES..

From a Western paper the following incidents in the career of a man of God are learned
of: San Jose, Cal.; has a first-class sensati?n,
A minister who sailed under the holy-sounding
title of the Rev. B. S, Gardner, D.D., about
two weeks ago had his lustful regard excited
for a girl of'fourteen while he was in the act
of administering to her the ordinance of baptism. Soon afterward he set about accom"plishing her min, and succeeded by persuad-ing the girl that there was no harm in her
yielding to the desires of ''a man of God." .
The lecherous impostor would stand up m
tile pulpit and preach the love of Christ while
the victim of his lust sat in the audience .. The
Times of that city says of him: "On Sunday,
the 8th inst., he was dismissed from the congregation as an unwortily member. Three
weeks·ago he made over all his property to his
wife fearing probably that a suit for seduction
might be brought against h~. He is ch~rged
with crimes the nature of which stamp him as
'a scoundrel of the deepest dye. While officiating as a minister of. the gospel he· seduced
several young girls, whose names are withhel~
from publication for reasons that all appreCIate. Taking advantage of their tender years,
and of their faith and trust in him as an expounder of the gospel and a teacher of moral
truths he deliberately wrought their min.
That he has been permitted to remain in the
city after such actions is. a mystery to us.
That he will leave after this publication may
be taken for granted."
BLACK BUT COMELY, AND ALSO VERY IMMORAL.

The Rev. H; Davis, formerly pastor of the
African Methodist Chlll'ch· at Elmira, N.Y.,
was expelled lately by the unanimous vote of
the New York Conference, in session at the
Bridge Street· Chu~c~, Brook~yn. · The char~e
against the pastor IS Immorality. Pastor DaVIs
is represented as one of the handsomest men
of his race, and well calculated to inspire the
giddy members· of his flock with admiration.
He went to Elmira two years ago with his wife
and family. His presence created a sensation
among the female members of his flock. They
feted and flattered him, and the apparent
pleasure their attentions gave him excited the
attentions of the older members of the congregation. Mrs. Johnson, the pretty wife of Barber Johnson, appeared perfectly infatuated
with Pastor Davis, and he appeared to return
her affection.
Theh conduct excited suspicion, and about
six months ago a scandalous discovery was
made. Johnson told his wife that he was going to New York on a Saturday night to be absent until Monday. As soon as he had taken
his departure, Mrs. Johnson, it is charged,
sent a letter to the pastor. After Sunday
morning's service Pastor Davis informed his
wife that he had a pulpit to " supply " in the
country, and upon leaving her he went directly
to Johnson's house, and spent the afternoon
with Mrs .. Johnson. He even overslept himself, and did not get to the churc~ in the evening service at all. The congregatiOn gathered,
but were told by Mrs. Davis that her husband
had gone to the country, and. they were just
about separating when Johnson suddenly appeared on the scene. He was greatly excited,
and his face was of an ashen hue. Calling
Deacon James, Elder Jackson, and otiler officials aside, he communicated to them the fact
that the pastor had been at his house and not
in the country at all. The elders were horror-stricken, and it was determined to hav the
pastor who had so- disgraced himself expelled.
The. case was discussed at great length in
tile conference. PastorGoodeysuggested tilat
Davis be suspended for three months.
Pastor Dardis moved as an amendment that
Pastor Davis be suspended for six months.
Rev. ·Horace Talbot moved as a substitute
that he be expelled. "He has been giiilty of
grave offenses," said the indignant pastor,
"and ought to be punished to the full extent
of the law." His motion. was put and unanimously carried.

CONFESSION JiOR THE GOOD

OF THE SOUL.

There hav been some remarkable developments in connection with the wholly unexpected retirement from the pulpit ?f .the Rev.
Jon a than H. Dally, late pastor of 'J!imty M~th
odist Episcopal church, Jersey C1ty. He Is a
young married man, and became the pastor of
Trinity church in March last, for three years
previous to which time he. was pastor ~f the
Market Street church in Paterson. His appointment to Trinity church was made by the
Newark Conference at the eamest reques~ of
the leading members of the congregati?n.
Being an eloquent speaker and of plea~u:~g
manners he soon became a general favont m
Jersey City and under his ministrations the
church me~bership rapidly increased. Recently without notifying any of the officers of the' church, Mr. Daily a~sente~ ~m
self from his pulpit, and UJi>On ~nvestigat10n
it was learned that he and his Wife had gone
to Woodbrldge, N. J., o~ th~ previous da;y.
Neither Mr. Dally nor h1s Wife has been m
Jersey City since, and it was stated by one of
the officers of the church that the pastor had
retiredin disgrace from the pulpit, and t~at
his resignation was in the hands of the presiding elder. It was also learn_ed that Mr. D~lly
had made to the presiding elde~ a confes_siOn
admitting a criminal intimacy _mth a wo~a.n
known as Annie Stewart. ThiS woman, 1t IS
said while Mr. Dally was pastor· of tile Market Street church, applied f?r admission to tJ;e
parsonage one evening, saymg that s~e was Ill
and without friends. Mr. Dally admitted her
to liis house. In a short time she recovered,
and an intimacy then sprang up between her
and the pastor. The woman then revealed to
Mrs. Dally the story of her husb~nd'~ downfall. Taxed with his fault by h1s WI~e, Mr.
Dally confessed all to her, begged forg~vness,
and :was pardoned. The woman then threatened to expose all if she was ejected from the
bouse, and a horrible existence began for the
preacher and his wife. The burden became so
terrible that Mr. Dally was frequently tem~ted
to call in his brethren ani! confess everythmg.
In the. mean time, Mr. and Mrs. Dally made
every effort to rid themselvs of the woman's
presence. In vain the;y tried to get ~er pla~es
to liv. It became plam that she d1d. !l'!t mtend easily to lose her hold upon the m1mster,
and he turned her out of the house.
She then ·swore· out a warrant for his arrest
cin a charge of infidelity, and learning of tilis
the disgraced pastor fled, and t~e woman has
also disappeared from Jersey City.

A PENITENT

PREPARED FOR CONFIRMATION.

The following is translated from the.Swedish
paper Svinslca Follcets Allehanda, published at
Litchfield, Minn.: ' . ·
"Scarcely had the publ!c's excited_ feelin.gs,
caused by the crime agrunst morality which
not l'oi:J.g ago was committed within the Minnesota Conference, been stilled, before again
within the same conference an even more
abominable crime was committed by one of its
pastors. A mmor of this has a longer time
been around in circles where events of this
kind generally are discussed and judged before
the public get a clear insight into them. We
·also hav long had a partial knowledge of the
alleged deed, but hav been unwilling to lay it
before our readers until sure facts in regard to
the sall!le had been gathered, Now the veil
has fallen, and the crime stalks forth in all its
horrible nakedness. Hemlandet, the church's
own organ, has this time declared it roundly,
and with few but sharp words scourged not
only the crime now comm~tted but also other
abuses within the church. Meanwhile, were
it not our duty as publishers to impartially
communicate to our read&rs events of more
prominent weight both within the state and
church's dominions, we would rather hav left
the designated priest-scandal untouched, and
this partly because we come somewhat post
fesium with it, and partly because it is not un·known to us how recklessly one or another of
the 'synod's-' organs proceed against those who
in one way or another hav happened to step
on their tender corns. Yet we cannot but
herein see a remarkable Nemesis divina, as we
believe that we hav found that more than once
the Augustana synod has seen the mote in the
brother's eye, but has been unwilling or unable to discover the beam in its own. But
now to the matter in question. N. G. Dahlstedt, pastor of the Augustana congregation of
Carver, East Union, arid Jordan, and secretary ..
of the Minnesota conference, was intmsted
with the momentous and l'esponsible calling to
prepare the scarcely sixteen-year-old girl, H.
Qvarnstroem, of Jordan,.for her first commuuion. It is understood that the girl was not
well enough grounded in the Swedish language, for which reason the pastqr, to be enabled to impart to her the needed knowledge
of Christianism, took her home separately, for
the purpose of by these means to get her prepared for confirmation with the other children.
But during this the pastor's desire for unchas~
tity so wholly overpowered the soul organ that
he committed crime against morality with his
own penitent. Dahlstedt has J;imsel.f c~>n
fessed his crime, and Mter due mvest1gation
was expelled from the ministry."
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There Is no member ot society to whom this. book
Dro LEWIS, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian,
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.
P R.I C E LIST.
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medlca.l Institute, or Dr. w.
Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions
H. Parker, No 4 Bulflnch st., Boston, Mass., who may
to Parents. By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and exNerve and Lung Imrigorators,
$ 6.00
perience, Chronic and obstinate dlseasos hav batAids to Family Government; or, Gentlemen's
tled the skill o! all other physclans
Belts·.
..
6.00
From the Cradle "to the School_ By BERTHA
specialty. such treated successfully
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6.00
MEYER- Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
without an Instance or failure.
L:vr4R
Mention this paper.

DR. L. TENNEY,

..:.-r·~·t.'t'll:. \..0.:. . ; .••

Youth; Its Care and Culture. . By J.
MoRTIMER GRANVILLE.

Price, $1.00.

Eating for Strength. Including the
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred Receipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred
Ever-Recurring . Questions Answered. By
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.

Marriage and

P~en_tage.
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Their

HEAL
THYS£.LF

Sciatic Appliances, each,
5. 00
<!,00
Leg Belts, each,
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
1.50
Wristlets, each,
Sleeping_ Caps,
•
<!.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles,
•
•
•
1. 00
Chlldren's garments upon application.

DR. FELLOWS
Is a regularly educat-

Sanitary and PhysiOlogiCal Relations, and
in their Bearing on the Producing of Children of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
Any ot the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the money
By M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
It they are not as represented In every respect. It you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word.statlng symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
Our Girls, and Some of the Things appliances are otrered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances tor, yet we will
They Ought to Know. By Dro LEWIS, M.D. guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever otrered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
Price, $1.50.
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In
the market will attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having
Dr. Foote's Plain Home Talk and so-called
made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a
Medical Common Sense. By E. B. FooT:E, moment. magnets
All or our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and wlll outlast any
M.D. Price, $1.50.
.
and all other garments now before the pu_bllc. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon 1cientljlc
principZ.., and not haphazard as In all the others. we otrer you therefOre
.

Hand-Book of Health Hints. By E.
B. FooTE, M.D.

Price, 25 cents.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.
By E. B. FooTE, M.D.

Price, 50 cents.

Science in Story· Teaches Anatomy,

The Only Scientific Jlagnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
And challenge comparison With any Of the so-called magnetic garments now otrt.red under that head. At
the same time the application or labor-saving machln.Sry In our manutacture enables us to otrer them
about

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Physiology, and ifygiene.- 5 vola. in one. So that we can say With truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher
Price,. $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vola. than ordinary clothing.
Remember that we. are otrertng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and 1t
bound separately, $5.00.
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we w111
retund
your money.
Health Manual, Devoted to Healing
by Means of Nature's Higher Forces; includLadies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made
ing the Health Guide, revised and inlproved.
order, and a fit guaranteed.
·
By EDWIN D. BABBITT, D.M., author of
.A.GDT8 W.A.lltTBD 1!1 BVBBY TOWJl" IN TJIB UNITBD STATES. LIBBB.A.L OOMMIBBIONB ALLOWED
"Principles of Light and Color," "Wonders
1.1111..- rOr hlrtllll' lntormaUOq,
DB. L. TENNEY,
of Light and Color." Price, $1.00,
4.71 West Hadtson Street, Chicago, Ill.

to

ed and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful,
as his practice will
preve. He has tor
twenty years treated
excluslvly all dlseusos
of the Sexual Organs, In whlc!J he
stands pre-eminent.
BPEHMATOHRH!EA
and IMPO'J'ENCY
as the result of selfabuse In youth and
sexual excesses In maturer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss ot sexual
power,renderlng marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH Mll:DIOIN USED. It Is one ot Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medical profession. Bend three 2-cent
stamps tor his "Private Counselor," giving tull Information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows. VIneland, N.
.T
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lN no country and of no country hav greater ~Is
representations been made, In none-hav high hopes
been more thoroughly disappointed, and In ·none
hav more arrant falsehoods been told i In the matter
or falsehoods, past and present, Palestine beats the
world. A fragment of the religion of the latter country, but founded upon Its errors and containing
much of Its untruth, has been Imported and adopted
by other nations; and being comparatlvly fresh and
new It still exhibits considerable life; but as whatever Is based upon error cannot endure, so this paganism engrafted upon Jewish stock IS bound to follow In the wake of Its predeceseors, to go. Into ruins
and be counted among the relics of the past.-D. M.
Bennett.
"IF It Is not true I do not want to know It, ,-Is an
expression on the Ups of hundreds, and, I am sorry
to say It, these lips are generally those of women.
Men want to know; men dig deep, soar high, and fiy
far. Women sit at home. fioat on the surface, and
are content to believe Instead of knowing. This Is
why man keeps the upper hand and- retains the ruL
lng power. Knowledge Is power. Let woman once
resolve that she will hav the truth, let It be what It
may, that she will know, and not simply believe, and
sl!e wlll find such a deep, pure joy In tlie blessed experience of real knowledge that she will no longer
be content to remain In child-like Ignorance, satls.
fied to swallow any fable or 1lctlon, so long as man
ells her to, but she will cling fast to truth and tolow where. It leads, till she ts owner or herself and Is
a perfect Independent, self-supporting Individualthe real halt of man-hts !)qual and counselor-his
guide and friend-the eame as he Is hers. Then.
and only then, will our gr.eat and glorious land of
llbsrty and equality deserve Its name; and then, and
only then, wlll this name be a real and actual truth.
· -lillmina .TJ, Sl""'k,...,

~

ALAS 1 for Malden; alas'! !or Judge,· · ··
- For rich replner ~d household drudge 1 .
God pity them both I and pity us all,
Who vainly the dreams of youth recall.
For of all sad words of 'tongu9 or pen,
The saddest are these: "It might hav been I"
-Whittier's Maud Muller,

I HAV read of a king of Spain who, having Inadvertently expressed some compassion tor one of the
victims at an auto dafe, WIIB condemned to lose one
quart of his blood, which the lnqulsltor-generallnslsted should be publicly burnt by the hands of
the common hangman In the great square of Madrid.
Here we know not Which most to despise, the inon.
arch that could su bmlt to such a sentence, or the
proud priest that could pronounce it. The most
~alllng or all fetters, those riveted by superstition,
well belltted the people that could tamely behold
uch an Insult altered to their klng.-Oo!ton's Lacon.
No man·wm hinder thee from living according to
he reason of thy nature; nothing wlll happ!ln to
hee contrary to the reason of the universal nature.
What kind of people are there whom men
wish to please, and for what objects and by what
kind of acts? How soon will time co;>er all things,
&nd how many has It covered already 1-M• .A. .Antoninus.
IT Is at least a right and wise feellng tor the young
o cultivate-that there Is no form of honest work
which Is really beneath them. It may or may not
be suitable for them. It may or may not be the
species of work to which they hav o.ny call. But let
them not despise it. The grocer Is equally honorable
with the lawyer; the tailor with the soldier. It Is
ust as really becoming a gentleman-It we could
purge our minds of traditional delusions which will
not 1\tand a moment's impartlal'•ex:amlnatlon-to
erve behind a counter 8s to sltiilot'.-~:d·esk, to pursue
a handicraft as to Indite slaw•p&'pei', or'write.im article. The only work that Is
honorable Is work
•f higher skill and more inerltorlolls excellt'nce. It
s the qualities of the workman, and·not the name or
nature of the work, that Is the source of all real
honor and respect.-How to Succeed in Life, by Principal
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Marrowfat, ." I never knew that our dog_ :Eir.tin(j' ~ad
much lntelllgencs until last Sunday, when he followed us to church and slipped unobserved Into the
PflW." "I should rather accept that as an evidence
of hls piety," Interrupted the visitor. "What proof
did he glv of his sagacity?" "Why~ he slept during
the whole sermon."
RULES OF COURTSHIP.
The manly youth who would a malden woo
Will profit It he keeps these rules In view:
Be not pr~clpltate nor yet too slow;
Be not abashed at a rebult or so.
If she Is unresponslv, dtstant, cold,
Tile wooer should be delicately bold;
lf she Is timid, dlftldent, and Shy,
Don't fret, she'Il1lnd more courge by and by.
Let not her first refusal glv distress;
A woman's no ts often meant tor yes.
APRETTYBostonschooima'amandayoutbofmlen
sedate Were parting 'In the evening beside the gar-'·
den gate; IDs hand and heart he'd altered her,ln a
grave and sober way, And she, with quiet dignity,
had named the happy day; He lingered at the gate
with her, and lj&ld, In accents low," There Is a l.Jttle
favor I would ask before I go, A favor never asked
before; sweet malden, It Is this, A lover's privilege,
that Is all, a-sweet betrothal kiss." "It you'll walt,"
the malden whispered, with her color rising high,
Till r remove my spectacles, I'll willingly compiy."
MARJORIE'S KISSES.
Marjorie laughs and climbs on my knee,
And I ktss her, and she kisses me.
I kiss her, but I don't much care,'
Because, although she Is charming and fair,
Marjorie's only three.
., But there will come a time, I ween,
. When, If I tell her Of thts little scene,
· ·, She will smile and prettily blush, and then
' I shall long In vain to klBB her again,
When Mar;Jorle's seventeen,
A BUMMER IDYL.
Now shy
\nd bashtullovers elt upon th!l stoop
And sweetly spoon, ·
fv hlle downward summer's first m usketos swoop
With weird, low tune,
And high
~d higher up the eapphlre skies
>.,
· She cllm bs the moon,
i,,d eyes look love to loving eyes,
.P
And sigh greets sigh.
The frog
A> .nocturne warbles to his ltstenlng mate
·
In accents low,
·
I' he youth perceives the hour Is growing late,
And he must go,
·
.. :. ·< :-l~.::_;
I
.. ' . ' ._,,. Yeij,ij{,'jf(.';' , ' . . c
';Ie klsees her a wild good-bye;
. \
Meanwhile, oh, woe I
';rate pa, with angry ey.e,
Lets loose t'lle dog.
Few moons
, ..._''er gazed upon so harrowing a sight
With smiling face;
A youth, wild yelling, flying with altrlght,
A dog In chase.
Still croons
The frog within the sedgy' pool,
While from the race
The dog returns with mouth crammed full
Of pantaloons.
-Somerville .TMIJma:T.

PICKED UP 011' TBB COLLEGE CAMPUS
To-day! we stand on the threshold! We etand
there I Waiting I TO be asked ln. Life 1 Is a river r
We meet It boldly. Hope, ·ool1.rage, and higb )D·nrpose thrill our· hea;rts:l ··We cannot tear as!de tb&
veil that hides the future from our view. ~e ·future I Is before us. Tqe past I Is behind ns r 'l'lle
·present. however, stays right by us. We do nottear
it. We press bravely on. Onward and upward t
The hour strikes. the noontl<!e of the world. With
resolute hand we grasp tlie shadows on ~be dml.
Behind us Is the school. A long way behind us, the
most of it. Before us lies the world. We aeoopt it.
Grave are the responsibilities of the trust: Lifelong Will be the labor of reform. We haT :pat eur
hands to the I!low, and we will never look back until
we get to Canada. As the years roll on-wh1eh they
will probably do-we will never forget our a:ima
mater; but we will shake things up on the- street
ourselvs, and If there ts any re·hypotheeatmg to be
done, Inquire within. Hoc tempore, the world Ia In
bad form. VIce rules the world. Bonos ...,.., take
back seats In the convention. Lupus sits in the blgb
plag,es and judges the people In the gates, while
Agnus ekes out a precarious existence in th-e wool
business. Our rulers wallow In vice. The temples
of commerce are as dens of thieves. 'Mistrust, guHt,
~nd suspicion stalk through the land, nudus membraAll this has come to pass whtle we were at college.
But we will reform all this sort of thing now. Not
this week, beca>Ise this week the gods look down
frOm high Olympustosee the boat-race. Nextweelf.
the world holds Its breath while our baseball m&telll
Is played; and the week after that the sun &t&nds
still 'up6n Glbeon, and the moon In the Valley of Aja.lon, while we play the closing game of lawn-tennis
for the championship. But after that we'will momit
our bicycles and go ·forth conquering and to• conquer. Life I Is an ocean! Let us, then; cleanse-Its
Augean stables or thts blighting leprosy, and beard
thts lion In the bud,-and, In the gathering gloom
which marks the footprints of· decay, throttle.- It In
Its cradle ere yet Its black Wings shall strike Its
fangs deep Into the soil or Ainerlcan freedom; and
with a Judas kiss betray our fondest hopes and
brightest dreams Into the sand-swept waste of this
sirocco-stricken maelstrom that yaWIIs _at our feet,
. waiting tor some self-sacrificing Curtlus to. lay the
!U' at the root of thts deadly Upas-tree that shadows
'all the land with the lurid light of Its baslltsk eye,
Which, syren-llke, charms with Us deluslv song, only
to chill Into pulseless stone with the Gorgon horror
of Its lcr blast -&bert J. Blwdelte in Brooklyn Eaf1le.
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.SPIRl'l'UALISTlC WORKS.

Fm· St~.fe at ',rl;IE TRUTH S:t:EKER Office
Ach~a W. ,. Sprague's auu Mary

. . Clark's Exper~iences iti the l!'it·st
Ten Spheres of Spirit-Life. Pttper, 20
cents.

, BY

.Tolm R

Kelso,

A~l'tl.

After Death ; the Disembodiment of
Man, The World of Spirit, Its Location,
Extent, Appearance, Inhabitants, CusCONTENTS:
toms, Sex: and its uses there. By P. B.
RANDOLPH. Price, $2.00.
Tile Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creatlon,-The Delnge.-The .Exodus;-T.b·e· Miracles: or the Blble.-The E~ors or the Blple.~The After Dogmatic Theology, What·~
Prophecies. -The Devil or .Satan or the Blble;-'-The .
Materialism, or, a Spiritual Philosophy
Heaven and -the Hell ot the Blble.'-The Sabbat)l Of
and Natural Religion. By GILES B, STIIlB· tlie B!ble.-The God of tile Blble,..:.The Melislah or
:BINB. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Savior.
.
Crown octavo,. 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Bent
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
·
Agassiz aud Spiritualism: Involving
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
the Investigation of Harvard College Pro33 _Clinton Pl., N e'W .YOrk.
. · fessors in 1857;
By ALLEN PuTN~~
author of "Bible Marvel-Workers,
"Spirit Works," "Natty a Spirit," etc.
This sterling work combines in itself the
WITH
characteristics o~ memoir, essay, and reCHANGE 0 F DIET.
view. The matter considered is of vital
REVISED . .AND ENL.ARGED BY THE .AUTHOR.
interest to the cause of s·piritualism, and
readers cannot fail of being pleased with
the ·treatment which Mr. PuTMAN accords
IN NINE PARTS AND COURSES.
to it. Price, 25 cents.
1 A Word from the· Cook. -2 Choice BitS for the
Angel of Horeb. By M. ·B. CRAVEN.
Haah.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,' The Chopplng-Knlfe.-5 Hash, First
. . A Critical Review of Biblical Inspiration
Course.-'6 Hash; Second Course.and-Divinity. Paper, 10 cents.
7 Hash, Third Course,-8 c;Jhange
of Diet, First Course,-9
.. Angel Voices froin thf;' Spirit-World.
Change of Diet, Sec"Ef!says taken indiscriminately from a
ond Course,
large amount written under angel influB7 WABB.EN SUMNER BABLOW,
ence. By JAMES LAWRENCE, Dial and
Author o!
Transcribing :Medium, and Reputed
THE VOI<iES AND OTHER POEMS,
Author. Cloth, pp. 400; $1.00.
Price, 10 ()ents.
The rrnth Seeke:r,

0 R T H 0 D 0 X HASH·

An Hour With the Angels· or, A
Dream of the Spirit Life. By A. :BRIGHAM,
Price, 50 cents.

fBE BOSTOI IIVESTIH!TOB,

The oldest reform journal In United States, ts
· published every Wednesday at the Paine
·
Meinorl!!-1 Building, Boston, 'Ma.s.S.
By JOSIAH P .. MENDU]IJ.
Edited by,. HORACE BEAVER;
PBI()E, f3.00 pe:r ·ailnUDl; s:IDgle copies
seven cents. Specimen eopies sent on :re•
ceipt or a two•cent stamp to pay posta~rc.
· The lnvu!itlator Ia devote<! to the Liberal CBlise In rellg
!on; or tn other words, to universal mental Uberty. Inde
pendent In all Ita discussions, discarding auperatltloua
theories of what never CBn be known, It devotes Ita col·
umns to things or this world alone, and leaves the next, If
there be one. to those who hav entered Its unknown
shores. BeUevtng that It Ia the duty of mortalll to work
for the Interests or tlritl world, It .conftnea Itself to the
tlitngs or thla Ute entlrelJ'. It has arrived at the age of
ll.ftycone years, and asks tor a auti{iort from those who are
tonil of sound reasoning, good reading, reliable news, an.
ecdotea, science, art, ana a useful famUy journ&l. Reader.
please send your aubecrlptlon for stx months or one year,

Battle-Ground of. the Spiritual Re-.
formation. By S .. B. BRITTAN, M.D.
The latest and best defense of Spiritualism-at once a text-book and a vindication. An armory from Which Spiritualists
will draw weapons for years. Price, $2

lon.crer

Better Views of Living; or, Life Ac-

Answers to Charges in General Be. lief: By Mr. and Mrs A. E. NEwTON.
Price, 15 cents.
Armageddon ; or, the Overthrow of
Romanism and Monarchy.
By S. D.
BALDWIN. Price, $1.50.
Baptism of Fire. An Autobiographical Sketch. By.LuciFEB. Price; 30 cents.
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FREETHOUGUT NOVELS.

corft.~-ng

·

·Is Right.

t.o the Doctrin, "Wl:4atever Is
By Dr. A. B. CliiLD. Price, $1..

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely Beyond the Breakers. A Story of
written Radical romance. By WM. Methe Present Day. By RoBERT DALE OwEN.
Finely· illustrated. This story of village
DoNNELL, au~hor of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
life in the West is, in its narrow and inPrice reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
terior meaning, a profoundly spiritual
$1.25.
story, through and by whose numberless
Family. Creeds. By WiLLIAM MeDoN_
incidents, scenes, chara(}ters, and narrations is illustrated the great truth of
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall.'' Price,
spirit-life and communion. Cloth, $1.50.
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
Exeter Hall. " One of the most excit- Beyond the Veil.
Dictated by the
ing romances of. the_ day." Price; paper
Spirit of P. B. RANDoLPH, through the
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
mediumship of Mrs. E. H. M'DougLl and
NathanielVaughan. Priest and Man.
Mrs. Luna Hutchinson.
Cloth, with
A R!<dical novel of marked ability. Equal
steel-plate portrait of P. B. Randolph.
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
Price, $1.50.
MACDoNALD. .404 pages, $1.25.
Biblical .Chronology..
By M. B.
The Outcast.
A deep, :finely written
CRAVEN. Contrasting the Chronological
Radical story. From the London edition.
Computations of the Hebrew and SeptuaBy· WINwooD READE, author of Martyrgint Versions from Adam to Christ; Critdom of Man. 30 cents.
ical Essay on the GeogJ,"aphical Location
.
of the Garden of Eden. Paper, 10 cents.
Gottlieb : His Life.
A romance of Bible in the Balance. A Text Book
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
·
written by
P. PUTNAM. 25 cents;
for Investigators. The Bible weighed in
•
A D
t'
Radi a1
the balance with history, chronology,
The D al'WlllS.
omes lC . ·
c
science, literature, and itself. With ill usstory. By Mrs. ELMINA .D. HLENKEB, autrations. By Rev. J. G. FisH. Cloth, $1.50
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and. numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, Bible M~vel· W:orkers, And .the Pow50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. · ·
. er whiCh helped or made them perform
The Clergy~~n's Vic~i~s. A Radmighty works and utter inspired words;
ical story vtvtdly portraymg. the wrongs
together with some personal traits and
committed by the professed men of God.
characteristics of prophets, apostles, and
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.
Jesus, or New Readings of "The Miracles." By ALLEN PuTNAM. Price, $1.25.

s.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By KERsEY GRAVES, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors ; The Bible of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents;
cloth; $1.
Bible . of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of twenty-seven bibles and an expo"
si tion of .two thousand biblical errors in
science, · history1 morals, religion, and
general events. Also a delineation of the
characters of the principal personages of
the Christian Bible and an examination
oLtheir doctrines. Price, $2.
Biogr~p~y, of Satani or, a. _Historical
ExpositiOn of the Devtl and his Fiery Do;.· ' mains. Price, 35 cents.
The World's. Sixteen Crucified Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelationsin religious history, which disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrine, principles, precepts, and miracles of the Christian New Testament, and furnishing a
key for unlocking many of its sacred
mysteries, besides comprising the history
of sixteen oriental crucified gods. $2.00

Book on .Mediums; or, 'Guide for Mediums and Invocators. By ALLEN CABDEC.
Price, $1. 50.
Buddhism and Christianity Face to
Face.
By J. l\f. PEEBLEs.
A Discussion between a Buddhist priest and an
English clergyman. Paper, 25 cents.
Chaptets from the Bible of the Ages.
Compiled by. G. B. STEBBINs. Price, $1.50
'Christianity· Before the· Time of
Christ. By M. B. ClRA'VJm,, ·With
Quotations from the Ancient Sages. and
Fathers, showing the Historic Origin of
Christi!<n Worship. Paper, 25 reuts.
Christ and the People.
CliiLD. Price, $1.25.

)3y A. , B.

Christ, the Corner-stone of Spii'itual·
ism. By J. M. PEEBLES. 10 cents.
Civil aild Religious Persecutions in
the State of New York.
By
THoMAS R. HAzARD. Paper, 10 cents.
oClaims of Spiritualism. By a Medical MaR. Price1 25 cents.
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THE Christian at Work remarks that "in E:agTHE announcement has been made to the
land, where the beer shops are opened on Sun- congregation worshiping in St. Peter's Catheday evening, it is found that the game of dral, ill. Cincinnati, Ohio, that marriages will
cricket has weaned many.young men from their hereafter be solemnized only in the morning.
"THE Sons- and Daughters of the Order of temptations;" and admits that in this country This rule has been adopted by Archbishop
THE 12th inst. was Orangemen's Day. A
St. Luke " is a colored organization in St. "a boy who is playing ball is at least honestly Elder for the reason that it is more Catholic procession at Cleaton, Ireland, provoked a
Louis. The members believe St. Luke was employed." In the light of these facts, how- for marriages to occur. during the morning riot. A Catholic was shot by an Orangeman.
black.
ever, the Christian at Work thinks the Sabbath hours, and that the custom of afternoon and
ANARCHIST HANISCH, of Vienna, has been
BmLES are no longer to be found in: water- should not be broken by ball playing. If Sab- evening weddings is one which fashion has
sentenced to ten years' imprisonment. He is
ing-place hotel ·parlors and bed chambers. bath-keeping is more desirable than temper- dictated, and it divests the ceremony of much
charged with having attempted the life of a
Formerly the Bible was as much a part of the ance and healthful exercise, that paper may be of its sacredness. As a consequence, it is policeman.
·
furniture as the match-safe. ·
right; otherwise, not.
held, the vows are often 'lightly taken, and
BENJAMIN P. SHILLARER, the humoi·ous
WHAT many conf!ider the- most valuable
"You swear positivly that it was on Sunday divorces hav multiplied. Before proceeding
writer under the name of "Mrs. Partington,"
relic in Italy is the sword Balaam wished he morning that you heard the woman shout for further it would be well for the archbishop to
celebrated his 70th birthday at Chelsea, Mass.,
hadhad inhishandwhen the ass spoke. It help?" "Yes,yourhonor,positivly." "This con.Sult those contemplating marriage as to
on the 12th.
'is t~e glory of a convent at Albano.
affair occurred some months ago. Couldn't it what time in the day they would prefer to hav
FRANCE has made certain propositions to
Every Other Saturday quotes the late. Thomas hav been Saturday morning, or Monday morn- the ceremony performed. A marriage that
G. Appleton as describing a conveyancer· as a ing, instead of 'Sunday morning?" "Impossi- will not hold if done in the evening is not of China, and unless they are accepted immediately the French will open fire on the forts at
" seraph gone to seed." A few days since a ble, your honor." "But why?" insisted the much account anyway.
Shanghai,
China.
Boston pastor, speaking of a confrere, alluded judge. «.Man's memory is not infallible. Why
THE acknowledgment of the injustice aufTHE dynamiters of this cityhavdeclared for
to him as "a dear old moth-eaten angel.'.'
are you so positiv that it was Sunday morn- fered by woman under the existing condition
THE· B:ome Protector tells the story that one ing ?" "Because when I first heard the cry for of things in Norway is slowly but surely gain- Blaine. The Independent Republicans of
of Philadelphia's most popular "pastors" help I was out in the back-yard digging angle- ing ground in the public mind of that country. Philadelphia hav also given in and will vote
Some two years ago the legislature, after con- for the Plumed Knight.
gave his Sabbath-school a picnic rec~ntly, worms."
"WHAT is that. invisible power," asked an siderable opposition, passed a law placing
" the most conspicuous feature of which was
THE cholera epidemic at Marseilles and
the permitting of large numbers of young girls Austin Sunday-school teacher, "that prevents women on equal terms with men in regard to Toulon, France, has not abated. Last Sunday·
the wicked man from sleeping, that causes admission to studies at the public university there were nearly one hundred deaths from
to smoke cigars.'"
THE Christian Register admits that 118 "men him to toss about on his pillow, and what of Christiania, from which they had until then the disease in those cities.
build houses 118 ~hey build creeds and institu. should he do to enjoy that peace that passes been excluded In the same year the first
THE police of Newark, N. J., believe that
. tiona, that they may hav 11 settled home; but all tinderstanding ?" "Go to the drug-store female t>tudent entered the university. As they hav caught the man guilty of the Phmbe
there is nothing in this world that can pre- an:d buy some insect powder. Ma sent me for an unavoidable consequence the Odelsthing Paullin murder committed at Orange last Novent mutation, and sooner or later the sign~ a dime's worth last Wednesday, and we ham1't lately passed a law granting women the right vember. His name is Davis.
board appears, 'For Sale or to Let,' 80 this felt-" Johnny Spilkins would hav gone-into to graduate from the. university, most characSoMlllDODY is reported to hav attempted the
is the sign-board which orthodoxy is putting particulars as to the ful'ther workings of the teristically the only one member opposing
up on some of its old dogmas, and the .former "invisible power," if his sister, who is a little that bill being a minister of the established blowing up of the train upon which the emtenants hav moved to better quarters."
· older, and has ten times as much sense, hadn't chnrch. Another step which may lead in the peror Francis Joseph of Austria was suppoHed
pulled him down.
direction of the emancipation of women was to be Iiding, last Saturday. No damage w as
MoNTE _CA.RLO, with its infamous gambl_ing. .
. . .
.. .
recently taken by· the same legislature. The done.
hells, which ar~ ~eported to h~v caused ~hirtyTHE Um~anan AssoCiatiOn_IB petitiomng the government spends every year thousands upon
EvANGELIST MooDY is returning to America.
two case.s of SUICide alre~d~ thi~ season,. Is co~- que~n. agamst the At~anaslll.n Creed. They .!1!2.!!BilnJl!LP..f d,~l!~ll on PJ~.blic schools for
He
believes that London is now the most I"e1
_______respondmgly o~J}J.rulnx m 1 t": P ety _ Rom 9 -:""- -~n!t.lilrA..to...b<>;toJ.d--thirteeu-~ero-o,~ee.:tlmt- boys, but hitherto •not one. single cent has
ligious city in the world, and that the United
s~preme, and no ~rotestant IS allowed to dis- Without doubt ~hey sh~ll ~.e~h e;,erlastmgly.· been appropriated for schools for girls, those
States is more in need of missionaries than
t~but~ tracts or _Bibles, or to ope~ a c~urch. They resen~ this o!fiCial.. msult . as a great schools having been left entirely to take care
Piety IS the readiest means of making VICe re- offense agamst theu rehg10us feelings. Poor of themselvs or to the care of the communi- England is.

an~·

Jltws olf lht lffttk.

Uilippings.

spec~able. ~orship ~odand obey. the church,
and It doesn t m~tter.If ~ou do ~~ ~our fellow-man and dnve him mto a SUICides grave.
TEN years ago a penniless man, with a peculfarly shaped head, made a bargain with a
London professor of anatomy by which the lat..
ter was to hav the head on payment of the
man's funeral expenses. Meanwhile the man
became wealthy, and when he died the other
·day his friends tried to avoid fulfilling the contract. But the professor insisted, and the
matter is to be brought before the law courts.
Pending the decision, the defunct gentleman
has been buried with his head on his shoulders.

A DISPATCH from Richmond, Mo., of July
lOth, says: "Joseph Smith, II son of the founder
of the Mormon church; Alexander Smith, T.
1
W. Smith, and W. H. Kelly, the committee
appointed by the Mormon conference at Salt
Lake, are now in that place comparing the
'Book of Mormon,' as at present published,
with the original manuscript in the possession
of David Whitmer, of Richmond. Mr. Whitmer claims to be one of three persons who saw
an angel giv graven plates to Joseph Smith,
and this manuscript is a copy of_ the plates
made by the prophet himself, and is the only
one in existence. Why the comparison is
made is not stated.'' Well, we don't see why
the Mormons hav not as good right to revise
their Bible as the Christians hav to rewrite
theirs.
THIS good old story is going the round.s
again: Mary was. a buxom country lass, and
her father was an upright deacon in the Methodist church in a Connecticut village. Mary's
plan of joining the boys and girls in a nutting
party was frustrated by the unexpected ar. rival of a number of the "brethren" on their
way to the conference, and Mary had to stay
at home and get dinner for the clerical guests
of her father. Her already ruffied temper was
·increased by the reverend visitors themselvs,
who sat about the stove and in the way. One
of the good ministers noticed her wrathful impatience, and desiring to rebuke the sinful
manifestations, said sternly, "Mary, what do
you really think will be your occupation in
hell?" "Pretty much the same as it is on this
earth," she replied, "cooking for Methodist
ministers."

things, and do they fee! a religious insult so
keenly? Yet they hadn t t~e pluck_ the o~her
day to _support Mr. Geldart.sresolut10n a~amst
the Wicked blasphemy la~_s. . Freethi:akers
may suffer twelve mont_hs . solitary co_nfineme?-t; bu_t poor dear U~.tanans ~ustn t hB.V
~heu feelings hurt by rehgr~us rubbish uttered
m churches that they don t attend.-London
Freethinker.
ABouT a year and a hal£ ago the Rev. Father
Tiernan died while assistant pastor of St.
Cecilia's Roman Catholic church, Brooklyn.
The pastor was the Rev. Florence McCarthy,
who was in the courts a short time ago for
criminally assaulting a servant girl. An executor for Father Tiernan's estate was appointed
by Bishop Loughlin, but no executor was appointed by the surrogate. Mrs. Mary Smith,
a niece of Father Tiernan, believes that the
priest left some thousands of dollars, and she
has aommenced an action for an accounting
against the executor, who, it is supposed, has
either diverted the property to his own use, or
turned it over to the church.
h• must go on record to the credit of the
Christian press that there is one religious humbug which it refuses to unanimously indorse.
This is what is popularly known.as the "faith
cure." Says the American Literary Churchman:
"The Rev. Mr. Sloan, who was obliged to retire from his parish, Christ Church, Stratford,
Conn., presumably on the ground of what
most sensible people would consider a monomania, has set up a ' Faith Mission ' in the
same place. This seems to be a schismatic organization for th~ purpose .of curing disease
without medicin or surgery by 'faith' or
prayer. It is idle to discuss this kind of non.
sense. If anything in the world could make
religion justly contemptible, it would be the
establishment in connection witll every parish
of a 'faith mission.' Cannot Mr. Sloan bring
the whole matter to a successful issue, not by
practicing on the susceptibilities of nervous
and hysterical invalids, but by restoring by
prayer and faith a lost leg? Everybody can
see with his ow:a eyes whether a man has one
leg ortwo; he could also see thenewleggrowing and grown. We are free to say that weregard the whole business as a disgusting parody
of tile Christian religion."

ties. In ord~r to test the system of joint education for boys and girls, the legislature appro~riated some hundred dollars 11 year for 11
public school in some little town on the condi.tion that the joint education system should be
adopted. Insignificant as this appropriation
may appear, still, if this system proves itself
to work well it is likely to be generally
adopted, and then at last the future women of
the country will get their share of the public
education, and thus be enabled to do their
share of the public work.

WILLIAM RossiTER, in the Nineteenth Century,
debates the Sunday question as follows: "Why
is it desired to open public institutions on Sunday? 1. BecfiUBe there are many people who
cannot go on other days, but who could and
would go on Sundays. 2. Because it is good
for people to visit such institutions at any
time, even on Sunday. 3. Because, being national property, the people (who are the owners) should be able to enter at any time they
desire to do so in any number. 4. Because it
is self-evident that people who work long
hours on week-days (and there are many who
do so) ca~ot go at all except on Sunday. This
is especially true of shopkeepers, assistants,
and laborers." Mr. Rossiter adds: "Why is it
desired to keep them closed on Sundays? Because to open them deprives, or would deprive,
many of their day of rest, since the attendants,
etc., would hav to work. But many do work
on Sunday in church, chapel, Sunday-school;
and perhaps no work in the world is more useless than that of ringing a church bell for an
hour or more every Sunday in a town where
everyone has abundant means of knowing the
time. Domestic servants work nearly as much
on Sunday as on other days. Policemen and
soldiers are employed by the public. So that
it is not Sunday work, but needless SIIDday
work; not Sunday work that is, but Sunday
work that might be, that is objected to. But
since it is right to employ policemen to protect
property and preserve order, it might be as
well to employ museum assistants in the work
of education, which tends to remove the need
of policemen." '!'his argument was old before
Mr. Rossiter thought of it, but he will now
hav an opportunity to realize how little argument is worth to those who never reason.

SoME young men in Stonington, Conn.' serenaded Deacon Wheeler, of that town, and the
deacon came to the door with a pistol and fired
at the crowd. He was placed in the care of
the sheriff.
A PETITION is being circulated asking f01· the
abolishment of the music afforded to Sunday
visitors at Central Parkin this city. Last Sunday the second concert was given to an immense concourse.
THERE is a complaint among the churches
that new hymns and hymn-writers are needed.
This want should not be very long or keenly
felt while "The Truth Seeker Collection," the
"Liberal Hymnbook," andDI". Weeks's "Songs
of the Morning" are in print.
JoHN SwiNTON calls attention to the following facts. The inference is left to the ingenuity
of the reader: "Jim Blaine was nominated by
the Republicans at Chicago on Friday (Hangman's Day), June 6, 1884. Governor Cleveland
was nominated by the Democrats at Chicago
on Fliday (Hangman's Day), July 11, 1884.
The only candidate in the field not nominated
on Hangman's Day is Gen. Butler, who wns
nominated at Indianapolis, Thursday, May 29,
1884."
PARSON NEWMAN has been preaching at
Coney Island. The Christian Intelligencer hns
this unappreciativ notice of his efforts: "Uoney
Island entered upon its usual deiiecration of
the Lord's Day last Sabbath. At the Manhattan Beach Hotel there was a so-called religious
service. The pulpit consisted of a card table
on which a champagne basket was placed, and
a white cloth cast over the whole. Over this
arrangement R9v. J.P. Newman preached a
short sermon.''
THE Demo~rats in convention at Chicago
last week nominated Governor Cleveland, the
present governor of New York, for president
of the United States, and Thomas A. Hendricks, ex-governor of Indiana, for vice-president. Gov. Ben Butler was there, but his
name was not presented to the convention.
What he will do with his Greenback and Antimonopoly nominations is not known, for as a
delegate to the Democratic convention it is
supposed, as a matter of course, that he will
support the Democratic ticket.
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present the distribution of so much money might hav "either to drain the lands or communicate between
the appearance of faCtious largesses. Trajan in his. the lake and the river;" and he wishes Trajan to
answer agrees with Pliny-indeed they rarely differ "hav the glory of executing what kings could only
about anything-and grants him full power to do as attempt."
The Forged Letters of Pliny.
he pleases. Can it be possible that the emperor · "As if," says a former commentator, " an emperor
The famous letter of Pliny to Trajan concerning troubled himself about such trifles?
of Rome could not do more than a little king of
Christianity in Bithynia early in the second century
Bithynia." This criticism the translator makes a
3. In letter 52 Pliny says:
we would willingly accept as genuin if we could.
"Upon examining the public expenS~es of the city of Byzan- ludicrous attempt to answer. "It is much more probChristianity began about 75 B.c., and was preached tium, which I find are extremely great, I was informed, sir able," says he, "that this critic should be mistaken in
by Paul in Asia Minor until about 20 B.c. It is quite (Domine), that the appointments of embassador, which they his objection than Pliny in his compliment, and
yearly to you with their homage and the decree which
b
.
likely, therefore, that small congregations of believers send
passes in the Senate upon that occasion, amount to 12,000 though he will hav it to e a 1Ittle king, it is more
in a martyred messiah existed in Bithynia and other sesterces [$480]. But knowing the generous maxims of your reasonable to suppose our author meant some great
provinces of Asia Minor as early as the beginning of government, I thonght proper to send the decree without the king of Persia."
the first century, or more than a hundred years embassador."
The emperor returns a favorable answer to the
before Pliny was made governor. Marcion, who
He further says that he has saved to the city $120 scheme, but says:
came to Rom.e with Paul's epistles about JI..D. 138, by dispensing with an envoy to Moesia, and he wishes
"You must first carefully examin the situation of this body
was the son of a bishop in Pontus. In the reign of to know whether these economical acts meet the em-· of water, what quantity it contains, and from whence it is supAugustus, Pontus was partly absorbed into Bithynia, peror's approval. Trajan answers affirmativly, as plied; lest by giving it an opening in the sea it should be totally
·
drained."
and after A.D. 63, they were spoken of as one province, usual.
Ponti et Bithynia (Smith's Gr. and Rom. Geog. ). GalNow what had the governor of Bithynia to do
How ingenious! Trajan knows that water runs
atia bounded Bithynia on the south, and joined Pon- with By:zantium, the capital of the province of Thrace, down hill! And Pliny answers, saying that the emtus on the east.
on the other side of the Bosphorus? But even sup- peror's apprehensions are agreeable to that sagacity
But we are compelled to discredit the letter of posing that Pliny had jurisdiction over that province he so eminently possesses I But not to be outdone in
Pliny for two cogent reasons heretofore given (Rev. or city (now Constantinople), would he write to Tra- sagacity, Pliny thinks he has found a method of keepof Ant. p. 32), which we now repeat.
jan about the paltry saving of $700 in all, when mat- ing the water in the lake. In letter 69 he says:
1. The writer flatly contradicts himself. He first says ters of a thousand times greater magnitude required
"A channel may be cut from the lake to the liver, and a
that he has never been present at any trials of Chris- his attention? In letter 46 he tells of $200,000 be- narrow slip of land left between them."
tians, and then tells about subjecting two female ing wasted in his own capital, Nicomedia, in buildBrilliant ideal But this intervening ridge he
slaves to torture, but discovering that they were act- ing an aqaeduct, and proposes a further large expenuated by an absurd and excessiv superstition, he diture in procuring water from another source. And thinks may not be necessary:
"For, in the first place, the lake is conRiderably deep, and
deemed it expedient to adjourn all further trial until in letter 48 he says that Nicea has expended for
he could consult the emperor. The Latin word for a theater over $400,000, the foundation of which in the next, by damming up a rit'er which runs from it on the opposit side, and turning its course as we shall find expedient, the
trial in both instances is cognitio. The governor of is insecure, and the walls are cracking; therefore, h e same quantity of water may still be retained. Besides, there
Bithynia could not hav contradicted himself thus; it wants permission to discontinue or destroy the work. are several little brooks near the place where it is proposed
Such large expenditures are in striking contrast with the channel shall be cut, which, if skilfully collected, toil!
was the blunder of a forger.
2. In this letter of ninety-eight lines, the word the paltry ones, and we cannot resist the conviction supply the lake with water in proportion to what it shall dischm·ge.
if you should rather approve of the channel's being ex"Christian " occurs seven times; "Christ" three times, that these letters were fabricated b Y a literary crank Bnt
temlecl farther and cut narrower, and so conveyed di1·ectly into
and " Christianity" once; and in Trajan's answer of about the end of the second century.
the sea, without nmning into the river, the reflux of the ttde will
4. But there is yet a stronger evidence of forgery. return whatever it receives from the lake."
eighteen lines, " Christian " occurs twice. In none of
the rest of the letters is either of these words to be We quote from letter 50:
After taxing our intellectual faculties to understand
found, or any illusion to Christianity.
"Bordering upon the territories of Nicomeilia is a most exten- what this writer meant, and coming to the conviction
But there is reason to suspect that all the letters siv lake, upon which the commodities of the country are easily that he did not know himself what he meant, we at
of Pliny are spurious. He was proconsul of Bithynia ~tnd cheaply transported to the high road, but from thence last happened to think that there could be no tide in
about A.D. 110. Some say 103, but that is a mistake, f~~o~~~veyed in carriages to the seaside at great charge ~tnd the Sea of Marmora, which is only an enlargement of
as Gibbon has shown in his "Vindication." The
the river that conveys the waters of the Black Sea
only other work of Pliny that we hav is "A PanThat "most extensiv lake" was never more than into the Grecian archipelago. And upon consulting
egyric of Trajan." If he wrote the letters he .was a ten miles miles long, as may be seen by a map in Vol. the American Cyclopedia we find that. there is "no
literary coxcomb. Imagin a volume of letters by the IV. of Rawlinson's Herodotus. It there has two observable ebb and flow" in the Black Sea, and" no
late Edward Everett beginning thus:
streams running from it, one directly west about te.n tides" in the Sea of Marmora.
Here, then, we discover that the forger has "given
"MY DEAR MR. SMITII: Yon hav frequently pressed me to miles and emptying into the gulf on the Propontis
make a select collection of my letters (if, in truth, there be (Sea of Marmora) near the city of Nicomedia (not himself away." Living at some plact:l on the. Mediany which deserve a preference), and giv them to the public. then built); and the other running northeasterly terranean, where the tides were sensible, he supposed
I hav selected them aecorrlingly."
about twelve miles and discharging by two branches that they existed everywhere.
We hav expressed the conviction that these letters
For "My dear Mr. Smith," read, " To Septitius," into the river Sangarius, which empties into the
and you hav the first letter of Pliny. He selects two Black Sea about twenty-five miles further northward. were fabricated about the end of the second century,
hundred and thirty-seven for publication without a Here is a map of Bithynia outlined from Rawlinson's, or some fifty years after the. death of Pliny. Tertulsingle answer-as if he had taken care to keep a. copy representing the lake as it was 450 years B.C. And lian refers to the two letters concerning the Chrisof all he wrote, but did not preserve the replies of we hav subjoined two different modern m<tps which tians, and Eusebius repeats what Tertullian says. It
is possible, therefore, that the passage in Tertullian
his distinguished correspondents! His inordinate do not agree as to the outlet of the lake:
vanity is exhibited in quoting poetry in praise of
is an interpolation, in which case the forgery of the
himself; in descanting upon his own orations, and in
letters of Pliny may be assigned to the third or fourth
repeated self-laudation. If we are to believe him,
century.
he and Tacitus were the two great writers of the
time, and as a leading lawyer, he commends himseH
The Great Confutant. ~
for never having received a fee, reward, or present!
The great Talmage came to our Western capitals
Credat, L.L.D.!
to answer Ingersoll, who had preceded him a week
After giving to the public nine books of his own
or two. Judging by reports, Talmage is·a very great
letters, as requested, he condescends in the last book
natural orator; for he has a very poor voice, an unto publish forty-eight answers of the emperor. This
pleasant manner, and repulsiv appearance. Yet ere
looks suspicious; but there are other reasons for dishe is through with his oration, all sense of these and
crediting the tenth book, even if the other nine are
of his ludicrious mannerisms is completely lost in
genuin.
admiration and sympathy. One thing I liked espe1. At the beginning of the tenth book the English
cially about him; that was his simple, unostentatious
translator (William Melmoth, 1746) makes the followway of traveling, so admirably in contrast with the
ing significant note:
pride, pomp, and circumstance that some others ex"The greater part of the following letters were written by
hibit. No special palace car, no toadying attendants,
Pliny during his administration of the province of Bithynia.
no glorifying committees to salute, introduce, and giv
They are of a style aml character ext1·emel1j different from those
him valediction. So, at least, he came and left here.
in the p1·eceding collection, whence some critics hav injudiciously
But the man seems not to hav the remotest concepinferred that they are the production of another hand, not
considel'ing that the occasion necessarily required a different
tion of what an argument is, like so many others of
manner.''
his cloth. It was astounding to hear this literal Bible
believer and interpreter set out in his assault on
Pliny having announced at the outset, in obedience
Robert the Great by telling his hearers that "false
to the oft-repeated request of Septitius (Smith?), a
in one, false in all "is the universally admitted maxim.
selection of his own letters for publication, letters adAny book or witness or statement that makes a false
dressed to Tacitus, Suetonius, Quinctilian, and all
assertion on one point is rightly taken to be false in
the noted authors of that time, together with some
all. And so he goes on to set up a man of straw and
that appear to be not contemporary, departs from the
original plan in the tenth book, and givs fifty comPliny wishes to improve the navigation of this pelt him down. No book was ever so open to this
mon-place and unimportant letters of Trajan. Why "most extensiv lake" by open.ng a canal between it objection, and no speaker, as Talmage and his Bible.
Not that he wilfully misstates, but he is utterly indid he not assign a reason for such .a departure ? and the sea. He says:
.
.
.
capable of criticising the book or his creed. He
And having made the departure, why did he not giv
"It only remains then to .send .hither, If you sJ:all think quotes just enough to satisfy himself. Thus, to show
some excuse for suppressing the far more important proper,
a surveyor or an arch1tect, m order to examm whether h' f ll .
th d f t t'
tt
·
d t
letters of his other distinguished correspondents?
the lalce lies above the level of the .Yea ( !), the engineers of this 1 IS a amous me o o :ea mg m.a ers, .m or er o
2. Many of the letters in the tenth 'Qook are of too province being of opinion that the former is higher by forty show that the flood story IS not an Impossible one, he
says it was not such a great deluge after all, for the
little importance for the consideration of a proconsul, cubits."
Is it possible that the learned Pliny did not know country where it happened was a kind of valley or
much less of a Roman emperor. In letter 117 Pliny
whether the lake was higher than the sea? If it was bowl-shaped region, and the writers spoke of the
says:
"It is customary in this city [Nicomedia] upon anypel'Son's lower, no stream would run from it, and its water affair as they saw it. He forgets his book says, "Not
either taking the manly robe, solemnizing his marriage, enter- would be salt.
If a stream ran out of it to the gulf, a soul that breathed was left alive; even the fowls of
ing upon the office of magistrate, or dedicating any public or to the river Sangarius, then, of course, the lake the air perished" (save Noah, ete.). So he takes up
work, to invite the whole :Senate, together with a considerable
And all the maps we hav the great subject of polygamy, which it seems lugerpart of the commonalty, to a feast, and to <listl'ibnte to each of w:w higher than the sea.
the company one or two denarii. I re'}nest yon to inform me seen, ancient or modern, which represent the lake A.t soil accuses the holy scriptures of upholding. He, in
whether yon think proper this ceremony should continne to be all. hav it discharging its waters one way or the other, reply, says the Bible mentions many things. It
observed, or how far yon approve of it."
or both ways.
speaks of murder, lust, sin of all kinds, but does it
The writer then speaks of an old unfinished c~nal therefore approve them ? By no means. As to this
A denarius was equal to fourteen cents, and Pliny
13uggestecl that when there were a thousand persons in the neighborhood, cut by some former kmg, polygamy, this infamous slander on God and ~ible,

f/kommunifttlions.
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let us see. False in one, false in all, Mr. Ingersoll. his children throughout all the countries,!' etc. "And and Texas· Ch1-istian Campbellite paper are at war,
If you hav falsely accused on one point, you are false he desired many wives." But afterwards it came to The former believes it its duty to defend the gospel
in all things. How many wives did God make for pass that Rehoboam forsook the law of the Lord and against Campbellism and ''many other false systems."
Adam? Ah, bah! How many wives had Noah? all Israel with him. From the context we may be- I hope you will be glad to learn that a Christian
And so on, mentioning some few others. But David lieve polygamy was the law of the Lord. Certainly paper has at last been found which voluntarily told
had several wives. True, and was he not punished ? if such loose talk as Talmage has is argument, we the truth.
IKE PHILLIPOWSKI.
Solomon had many wives; }Vas he not punished? might logically so conclude.
JJ!Iarlin, Texas.
Every man spoken of in the Bible who thus violated
Chronicles givs short sketches of all the kings,
GOVERNOH ROBERTs's ADDRESS.
the laws of God was punished. "False in one, false telling how this one obeyed the Lord even as David [The question of methods of moral instruction in ptl'blic
in all." Down you must go, Bob Ingersoll. You did. Some are mentioned as having wives. We ~chools ~vas taken np an~ diRcussed by sev:en ed~cators. Durthey all had many wives. One -~ng t~e r':lterch!lnge of vr~ws much wa~ sa1d agamst the use of
hav by half quotations and misconstructions slandered know that of course
.
.
.
mtoXIcatmg drmks, and m condemnation of places of resort
our holy book by these horrid accusations.. ·Shame J oash (2 Chron. XXIV) did espemally _serve God all where beer and wine were dispensed. While the various phases
on you ! See how with one flash from my light I hav the days of Jehoida, the high priest of this god, and of moral instruction were being commented upon, the qneswho gave the poor young man, his king, two wives. tion of the constitutional excluRion of Bible reading in public
exposed you.
And thus he replied to Ingersoll, and no doubt Here certainly is recognition, historic, theocratic, schools was propounded, a~d Governor Roberts called upon
Thi h' h
. t
to answer. In reply, he srud:]
.
f
.
nine-tenths of his audience were carried away to_ an d reli g10us,
o polygamy.
s 1g pries was
judge by the applause. Successful oratory is the art such a good man his life was miraculously prolonged .MR: PRESIDENT, LADIES, AND ~EN'J'LE~~EN: The .c?nof destroying reason for 'the time; one is so capti- to 130 years, we may infer, and he received a grand stitutiOn o~ the state of Texas, m makmg yroVIsiOn
vated and deliciously thrilled he does not want to burial for his good in Israel, both to God's and fo! e~u~at10n, t?ok charge_of the free pubhc schools
David's house. After this, J oash left God and wor- withm Its territory. It IS to be done by a fund
think.
.
Now the orator is unconsciously guilty of the very shipped groves and idols, and wrath came upon already accum~lated by t~e sale or le~se of lands
"false in one, false in !til," he accuses in his oppo- Judah for it. After him came Amaziah whose heart that hav been m former times appropriated to the
nent. Such a mode of arguing is precisely equiva- was with God, but not perfectly. Nothing is said of purposes of education. I_ will ~a;y just here that
alent to this: the James boys are accused of having his wives, and perhaps therein he was imperfect even there are not less than thirty milh?n. acres of land
robbed the trains; of having broken into banks and as David was not. But this Amaziah was an amazing yet unsold, and there are sever~l mllhons of dollars
robbed them; of having committed murder. An- good man; for on one occasion, when favored by the - I forget the exact. amount--:-m the sha~e of lands,
swer: This is a false accusation and I will put you Lord, he made an immense slaughter, and carried and other means, whiCh const1tute the avalla~le fund.
down at once, and as you are false in one, you are back other ten thousand captivs whom he had thrown The state proposed t~ take the _schools mto her
false in all things. Thousands of people hav seen the from a high rock. Later he brought back an idol cha~g.e-not to the detriment of. pnvate schools. In
James boss riding in the cars peacefully. They are from some great victory, and setting it up, began to addit~on she now adds the taxatiOn ~f the people for
on the best of terms with all the conductors. It is worship it. Surely the most surprising fact about carrymg_ out the same purpose, whiCh may amount,
known that at one time they prevented a frightful all these favorits of Jehovah, his intimates for whom as standmg now, to some twenty cents on the one
accident by warning .a train of a lost bridge just be- he works his miracles, is this proneness of theirs to hundred do!lars, ad valorem taxes, and one-fo~rth of
fore it reached the spot. They patronize banks; de- wDl'ship any idol they happen to capture. Perhaps the occupatiOn tax, a~d one ~ollar poll tax, with the
posit largely in them; always keep their money in their quick desertion of their theocratic friend is perma13:ent. fund. Thi~ co~stitutes the only amount
banks. As to murder, robbery, and the like, why, the merely another exemplification of the saying," Famil- to be distnbuted, and IS qmte a large amount.. Who
HoLT.
pays the taxes? Everybody who returns theu poll
James boys are the kindest-hearted, most chivalrous iarity breeds contempt."
Oregon Mo
tax. Who are they? What class do they belong to?
and benevolent beings that liv. Then, innumerable
'
·
Very nearly all classes in Christendom. There is the
instances might be referred to showing their excellent
Englishman, Irishman, Scotchman, German, ItaliaE,
dispositions.
Matters in Texas.
Frenchman, Swede, Norwegian-all of different
As to the polygamy charge against the Bible, let
To
THE
EmTOR
OF
THE
TRUTH
SEE~ER, Sir: The in- creeds and religion. Now, it was thought, by those
this be said: Within its covers there is not one single
direct prohibition of it, although its whole action closed c.lipping from the Galveston News is an ad- who framed this constitution, that as those people
from Alpha to Omega transpires among people where dress delivered before the State Teachers' Associa- were all required to pay taxes to educate the rising
tion, which met at San Antonio on the 24th, by that generation of the country, they should hav equal
polygamy was practiced on the largest scale, and, what
stanch Liberal, Gov. Roberts, of Texas. I send it to rights in the schools to be carried on by the public.
is worse, concubines and slaves were held. -And yet
you knowing that you will be glad to publish in your
laws are given upon about every li!nbject of human columns the utterances of the only governor in the Now, what means· did they adopt? I say this constitution indicated a fund 'by which this should be acaction, and recorded in that book, that applied to a
country who was plucky eaough to resist that mawk- complished. The fund thus raised by taxation and
time, at least, of sixteen hundred years. Laws are
ish sentiment which would hav made him com- donation should be giv:en to no sectarian schools.
given as to treatment of wives, slaves, and concubines
mander of the Lord's host in Texas.
The Jaw that has been passed in pursuance of that
that recognize polygamy. Thus, for one instance,
The great and only Dr. Dietzler, who is said, by constitution is intended to carry the same idea,
" if a man hav two wives, one beloved, the other
his admirers, to belong not merely to the church milhated "etc. (Dent. xxi, 15). (See Exodus xxii, 16.) No itant, but to- the church triumphant as well, is here I do not now recollect the exact language of the law,
but it was designed to carry out that idea. There is
-distinction· between marrie-d anli sfng1e men in -siicii
fighting
in
the
cause
of
the
meek
and
lowly
Naza·
a difference of opinion as to what the word sectarian
cases. Polygamy is regulated by statutes; thus, while
a wife was living, the sister of the wife could not be rene, and though he handles his mind batteries with means. Sectarian in one limited sense means Bapmarried to her husband (Lev. xviii, 18). So mother the well-known skill of his class, the public, generally, tist, Methodist, Episcopalian, etc., and in another
and daughter could not hav the same husband (Lev. and even a few believers, appear to be rather disap- sense it means the religion of a sect. I think that is
xx, 14). A priest could hav one wife-a virgin (Lev. pointed in him. Indeed, I hav noticed since his what Webster would tell you is the meaning. It
·visit, as well as that of Clark Braden, who honored means the religion of a Jew, Turk, or Chinaman. · It
xxi, 13, 14). Slavery, the fountain of conc-abinage,
is established by a statute that is perfect. Would us seme months ago, that such lectures succeed would mean not only ths sect in the ordinary charrather in making men, who had till then concealed acter-it would mean any sort of religion, or none at
thttt our Congress and state law-makers made their
their opinions, bolder and more outspoken-and not all. For instance, the Liberalists, who do not agree
statut.es so clear, plain, and undoubted as is Lev. xxv,
in their favor either.
with the orthodox doctrine of the day. Now, as
44-46. . No queliltion as to interpreting the meaning
It is unnecessary to tell you that he confines him- to the people paying the taxes that constitute the
could arise. Who shall be slaves, how, whose, "and
self to the same old line of so-called argument which fund that educates the children, the most liberal hav
they shall be your bondmen forever." All is told in
has been worn threadbare by frequent repetition and thought there is to be no species of religion at all in
tersest, apt language. Provisions as to new wives refutation. Nor can he be blamed; he does his best.
taken (Dent. xxiv, 5). (See also Numbers v, 27, 28) It is his cause which is weak. It is true the reverend the Fchool. Now, the question arises, can a Catholic
teacher teach a school without having the children
-the most of the chapter for the Theocratic Method of
gentleman might hav made less use of such epithets put a cross on their forehead? Is it practical for any
Assuaging Jealousies. Here is a method worthy of a
as "liar," "ignoramus," and various other "argu- one of the Christian denominations to teach without
patent. The water therein mentioned should be
ments" of a like nature; still, when a learned man giving some sort of bias in favor of that denominaprepared by some Ayer, Radway, or Pierce, and sold
has brought himself so far as to favor such a cause, tion? If such a thing is practicable, it must be perin bottles. No house should be without it. Jealous nothing that he says or does need excite surprise.
missible. The Jews are a very large class in this
husbands could hav a constant quietus for their pasAs for his lecture, in only one instance does he state, and pay a large amount of taxes. It is wellsions, and frisky wives a monitor. How be it if Talmake an effort to prove what he advocates. He at- known the Jews would be very highly offended if the
mage preacheth a sermon upon that text ?
tempts to make Moses and the geologists agree by New Testament were used, and the Catholics if the
Well, do not the foregoing squint very strongly quibbling and garbling, and by reading out such Old Testament. I take it that the founders of
toward polygamy and its worse sister, concubinage? parts of the Bible as suit his case, leaving his de- our system thought that the teachings of religion
Not one word of inhibition. It is like the Missouri vout hearers in blissful ignorance of the context-- should not be of such a character as to bias the mind
liquor law-all regulation, no prohibition.
no one being less conversant with the holy book than of the children in any particular section. This is my
But the wicked polygamists were punished. Let the average Christian.
idea of it, and that, I think, is a view which lawyer
us see. David, the man after God's own heart, the
For the rest, he disposes of Ingersoll by calling and statesman in this case will take of it; that
man of numerous wives, was punished for the him a liar and "Bobby." He laments that such an as all contribute to accumulate this fund, all ought
matter of Uriah the Hitite-for murderously getting "ignoramus" as Beecher should presume to speak on to enjoy an equal advantage. Now I would say
one of the wives. In fifty places David is spoken of so vital a subject as religion; and declares Draper a something about my German friends. I go to their
as the great example of what God's own friend should second-class man. He proves (to his own slltisfac- gardens and never see anything wrong about them.
be. "His heart was perfect with his God all his days;" tion) that Huxley is either a knave or a fool, and that I hav never seen any one party more polite, and with
and such like references are made repeatedly. Here Darwin forsook his favorit theory. He complains, more gentle principles, than that I hav seen in
is one (see 1 Kings xv, 5): "Because David did that bitterly, that Infidel lecturers can go to Boston, Chi- the Turner hall at Austin. I would right here say
which was right in the eyes of the Lord, and turned cago, and New York, and meet large audiences, who that, in my opinion, based on a very long experience,
not aside from any thing that he commanded him all express their appreciation in loud applause. Why is the very best way to encourage the drinking
the days of his life, save only in the matter of Uriah the worthy doctor does not go and do likewise does of wine and beer. You never saw any one, after
the Hitite." See also the references there made. not appear. He prefers to come to such centei:S of taking a glass of wine or beer, who wanted to do
How about the many-wived and myriad-concubined refinement as Marlin and gather together nearly some violent act. Drunkenness is the disgrace of our
Solomon? He also was so intimate with Jehovah seventy-five people, and proceed to tell them that country; and in defe:nse of our colored citizens, I
that the latter came to him in visions. Notwith- Shakspere, Milton, Napoleon, Washington, and sun- think it is the best education that has ever been instanding this intimacy, it seems another god, old dry other great men were Christians, leaving it to be troduced in the state of Texas, as it banishes strong
Baal, had more influence with Solomon in his latter inferred that, as a consequence, we should all believe drink and the infamous habit of drunkenness. Wine
days. It was for this that Jehovah got after him.
as they did in the matter, an "argument" not en- and beer do not put the Old Scratch into their
Let us consider Rehoboam, his son (2 Chron. xi). tirely original with him.
heads. Whisky does, and brandy too. There is a
He for a long time followed the law of the Lord at
The Blanco Star- Vindicator anounces that the de- wide field of morality that ought to be introduced
first. He had the old man's love for women. He bate between Revs. Dietzler and Sweeney, on the into the schools, that does not intrench upon any· was always "taking," and "loving," and "desiring." subject of "Baptism," will take place on July 18th, body's ideas of religion, and this is the purpose of
For three years he and "they," "those who set their whereupon the Galveston News, rejoicing,_ says: "It the const-itution and laws of this country. If they be
hearts to seek the Lord," walked in the _ways of David will giv Dietzler a chance to abuse his opponent and wrong, why, it is for the people to renovate them. I
~md Solomon. " And he dealt wisely and dispersed giv the papers a rest." The Weatherf(YJ'd JJ[ethodist giv it as my opinion it is not wrong.
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Ukommnnicatioqs.
A Call for the Eighth Annual Congress of the

National Liberal League.
All citizens of the United States, whether they hav
heretofore acted with this League or not, who believe
in a secular government and a secular republic, separation of church and state, the equality of all citizens before the law, without distinction of creed or
race or sex; justice for all, and privileges and monopolies for none; the need of universal secular education, free speech, and a free press as the basis of universal suffrage, are invited to appear or to be represented at the Eighth Annual Congress of the National
Liberal League, to be held at Cassadaga Lake, Chautauqua Co., New York, on Monday and Tuesday, the
8th and 9th of September next (at the close of the
New York Freethinkers' Convention at that place).
The League has for its objects the purposes above
stated, and has sought to carry them out by securing:
1. TrrE TOTAL SEPARA'riON OF CHURCH AND STATE; this is
the first and chief object of the Leagee, and includes among other things the taxation of church
property and the suppression of sectarian appropriations; and,_ as necessary to that general object, the League insists upon,
2. The protection of all citizens in their equal religious, civil, and political rights, without regard to
religious belief or want of such belief.
3. The universal, secular, and scientific education of
the people, so as to emancipate them from the
prevalent superstitions.
4. The impartial, secular administration and enforcement of the laws by secular authorities only,
who shall be directly responsible to the people.
5. The inviolability of the mails, and their impartial
• administration for postal purposes only.
G. Freedom of the press and of speech, without any
censorship except responsibility before the jury
of the country for any abuse of that freedom.
Year by year we find that the above principles and
measures are openly or covertly violated more and
more in every state and by the general government,
and chiefly through church influences. Any sect,
church, or "religion " that militates against these
principles openly or covertly, directly or indirectly,
is tbe enemy of American liberty and of the American
people. The League is opposed to churches and
" religions " only as they are opposed to liberty all!i
to the rights of man, the ~eneral education ~of the
people, and the progress of mankind.
All American citizens, therefore, to whom these
principles and objects commend themselvs, should
rally to their support by a common and permanent
organization, which is now the National Liberal
League, and should make it the nurse and defender
of freedom in every town and state as well as in the
nation. In no other way can "the blessings of liberty," the birth-right of American freemen, be effectivly maintained. At this Congress it is designed to
revise the basis of the League so as to make it so
broad and Liberal that all who sympathize with its
general purpose may co-operate with it to the end
that a general union of all citizens of Liberal sentiments may result, and that new officers of the League
may be selected without regard to past differences.
All Charter and Life Members of the League, and
all delegates from local Auxiliary Leagues, will hav
votes in the Congress. Each Auxiliary is entitled to
send five delegates-its president, secretary, and
t.brea other members-to the Congress. Annual
members are entitled to seats in the Congress, and
to votes by the permission of the Congress.
Combine, then, for your common defense, for generrtl secular education, and for the firm support of
the essentials of free inRtitutions. Let it not be
your fault if, in the growth and prosperity of our
people, their liberties and yours are frittered away
ani! lost!
Dated New York, July 12, 1884.
T. B. W AKEiiiAN, President N. L. L.
ELrzuR WRTGH'r, 1st Vice-President.
T. C. LEr.AND, Secretary, 744 Broadway, New York.

Miss Gibson Makes a Nomination.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: With
clue regard for all the names proposed for a League

· _, t
•t
t ·
·
preSiuen , perm I me o mqmre why the man whose
"meetings," Mr. Putnam declares, "hav been the
most successful and pregnant ever held upon this
continent," would not make a good League president?
l\T p t
1
(
T
S
r. u nam a so says see HE TRUTH EEKER, July
12th), "Where would the New York State Freethinkers' Association hav been to-day if it had not
heen for the strenuous devotion of H. L. Green to
·t
?" F
1k
1 8 flnccess.
irom persona nowledge I can anRW<'r, nowhere! Therefore, I present the name of H.
L. Gr~en for o~u· next League president.
l\Iy mterest m this association did not commence
]
I b
h t
b
t th
· t"
W lfU
ec_ame a c ar er ~em e! a
e _orgamza IOn
of the Natwnal League m Philadelphia, 1876, but

dates back to its very incipiency; hence my desire
that none of the disaskrs befall it pointed out by
Mr. Putnam and others. Again, I inquire, why not
giv the presidency to the most indefatigable worker
in our ranks, and one who has earned such a reputation as Mr. Putnam justly awards him?
Will "N. G. W." giv the names of the candidates
nominated for president and vice-president by the
"American (or Gad-in-the-Constitution) party?"
Bar1·e, Mass., July 11, 284.
ELLA E. GmsoN.

A Vigorous Protest from Mrs. Severance.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I am
amazed at reading Green's nominations for the proposed new deal. Wouldn't there be liable to be harmony with such men on a committee as Walker, Abbot, Wakeman, Bundy, Adonis, etc.! Wouldn't it be
a fine thing to hav a man like Bundy, who is at every
possible opportunity defaming such men as Wakeman, and others equally good, and traducing the
League on every possible occasion. A man who will
for some little personal pique or for a difference of
opinion flood the country with vile libelous charges,
and in every possible way try to injure any one who
will not bow to his august decrees-men who are capable of resorting to such measures as did he and
Underwood to try to stab to death a brother editor
and Liberal while unjustly imprisoned, and helpless
to defend himself-the latter of whom Green himself pronounced dishonest and repudiated !-no, sir!
no such men as these are wanted, or could be of use
in the League. Men who must rule or ruin-a million of such men would not be worth a hundred men
and women like those who compose the League today, who are strong, honest, r{lliable, self-sacrificing
adherents of principles which are vital, and which
they will maintain. If the new deal means any such
incongruous combination of elements, it means a dishonorable death, and the sooner it dies, the better
for Liberalism. There will be no backward movement of the League, or I am greatly mistaken in my
estimation of the quality of the metal now composing it.
JuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.

One World at a Time.
From the showing of our excellent ally in Milwaukee it is evident that she goes for two worlds-and,
maybe, more than two, as " spirits " hav reported
f rom N ep t nne, J u PI"t er, an d th er P1ane t s. B u t sh e
is mistaken when she supposes Liberals opposed to
the investigation of spiritual phenomena. All the
Liberals I know are in favor of investigation. Those
·
t• t d th
t h th 1 t f "th ·
e mos av e eas al
lll
Wh 0 h av lDVeS Iga e
mystical phenomena.
And if, as Mrs. J. H. Severance seems to think,
spiritual phenomena belong to this world, I beg of
her to tell us why modern mediumship was delayed
so long after the race had begun. Modern mediumship was born in a "haunted house'' in 1848. If we
suppose that the angels two hundred thousand years,
more or less, had been fully cognizant of all forms of
human suffering, and yet they did nothing for our
relief, does not seEm to tell much in their favor.
vVith the modern "rap " I hav been familiar from
the first, in 1848, in the Fox family, till the last one
this day. And my opinion is that those scientific
men, and others, who hav investigated mediumistic
phenomena the most, hav the least faith in them.
Still, we hav humanity's hope for the future, that
it must be better, whatever that state may be. We
submit to nature's order that in death annihilates our
connection, as it does our knowledge, of this world.
But my object is not to argue any question here with
Mrs. Severance. I wish rather to suggest to her how
numerous the unknown factors in her theory are;
and how many of the bottom facts she has overlooked
in her contribution.
A Mr. Truesdell has published a popular book on
what he calls "the bottom facts." But Mr. Truesdell is himself a medium, and of that class of human
beings upon whom "spirits " depend for all they
know of us, or our world. He is himself a "bottom
fact," a 1:d failing to appreciate that fact, his book is
a deception, and somewhat of a fraud.
All we know, or can know, of Spiritualism 'is the
phenomena. We do not know how or by whom they
are produced, except that the brain of a medium is a
factor, and all else is unknown. Thus: 1. We know
nothing as to the personal identity of an invisibility,
nothing as to their origin, their number, their sexhood, character, occupation, food, dress, disposition,
mating, nor the world they innabit. And it seems
·
enough for us to know that they do not belong to our
world, especially when we bear in mind the number of
mediums " under spirit control " that hav committed
suicide, and, too, that hav reported themselvs
mothers of "spirit babes," begotten by "spirit
fathers."
2. We do not know that the invisibles would ever
hav !lllSWered to the name of" spirit" if this term
hau uot ueen at first suggested by Mrs. Fox in that
"haunted house."
3. We do not know that spirits hav any external
senses by which they can obtain any external
k
l d
f
.
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4. We do not know that spirits sustain any relation to us except what they assume to gratify the
medium and interested parties.
5. How do you prove that spirits sustain any relation to this physical world ? Spirits hav declared
that they were from the planets.
6. How do you prove that death is not the annihilation of our memory, and all our relations to this
world?
7. How do you prove that all the knowledge that
spirits evince of us is not obtained by contact with
this earth?
8. How do you prove that there is ever more than
one spirit to each medium?
9. How do you arrest, try, and punish an invisible
criminal?
For Spiritualists I hav feelings of kindness and respect. And I could wish they might become a power
sufficient to wipe out ancient mediumism from the
face of our planet. And but for these unknown factors, and were the subject really all that the enthusiastic faith of its victims estimates it for, it would hav
done this long ago.
A RusTIC.

Livezey's Growls.
It is hardly worth while to bother with Mr. F. B.
Livezey, but as Mr. A. G. Church challenged him
through our columns to make good his assertion
about "Infidei assassins," and as Mr. Livezey has responded in a characteristic circular, it may be due
to him to hear what he has to say. The "proof" he
alleges reads:
"I hav been called upon by A. G. Church, of Squaw
Creek, Idaho, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 24, 1884, page
324, to prove my charges against Infidel persecutors. I here
consider one of many cases. 1st. Are not letters from friends
and foes and articles from newspapers to be accredited as
proof of a thing? 2cL If letters and newspaper articles charge
a shooting upon a man, are they not proofs that the shooting
was done. 3d. Is the statement of a surgeon who extracted
the ball not proof that a victim was shot? 4th. Is the statement of a witness who saw the assassin chase his victim,
shoot him, fell him to the ground, and hollo, 'I fetched him,'
not proof of the sltooting? 5th. Is the statement of a man
who was knocked down immediately after the shooting of man
No. 1 by the butt end of the assassin's pistol, breaking his
nose, no proof of the murderous tirade of the assassin, additionally, when, immediately after this, the same pistol was
pointed at and within a foot of a lady's face, all in or at the
door of a church on Sunday? 6th. Is it not proof that the
victim No. 1 was shot, when his wife writes that it reduced
him to the point of death, and the both of them had to flee
the state of Oregon to avoid a repetition, leaving behind a
thrifty farm, earned by their own exertions? 7th. Is the published statement of a well-known Infidel of the county in
which the shooting happened, not a proof of it, when it reads,
in part, thus: 'Shooting a human being is deplorable in most
cases, but the regret in this case is that the ball didn't take a
more fatal course 'I' 8th. I£ the nssas~in's own mother acknowledges him to be a 'well-known Infidel,' is that not
proof that he was?"

While Mr. Livezey carefully suppresses names and
places, it is not difficult to determin what is meant.
There is no doubt that a case of shooting once
occurred in Oregon. The perforated individual was
the Rev. L. T. Nichols. The kind of a man he is
was th'us explained by the New Northwest, published
in Portland, Oregon, a year ago last May:
A blight has recently fallen upon several families in Yamhill county, and one or two in Lafayette, through the preaching of a certain "Christadelphian," who induces his followers, chiefly women, to forsake all earthly ties, and "separating themselvs from the world," become a "peculiar people,'
ready to induce and endure all sorts of martyrdom in this
life that they may be of the favored few who are to enjoy the
"first resurrection" and so inherit "eternal life." Every
clear-headed person can see through the veneering of this
man's preaching. It is Mormonism, pure and simple, and
will end by the avenging bullet of some outraged son or busband, unless the sanctimonious wolf in sheep's clothing can
elude them till he gets hold of property enough to line his
pockets in the name of the "church," and then, of course, he
can get away with the swag, women and all. He is already
coaxing his followers to go with him to the "holy land,"
which to the initiated means Utah, or some other place where
the dupes of an unnatural religion may get their eyes open
after it is too late to help themselvs. At present they are
stark crazy through the influence of his magnetism, and can
no more be reasoned with than so many March hares.

The reason of the shooting is told at length by a
Lafayette (Or.) correspondent of the Yamhill Reporter.
The account was printed in these columns July 14,
1883, as just previous to this Mr. Nichols had challenged the Freethinkers of the coast to debate with
him. It is from this account Livezey quotes, and
we print it again entire:
Last Sunday, the lOth of June, about 11 o'clock, A.M., news

was brought to town that Rev. L. T. Nichols, Cltristadelphian
preacher, was shot and fabally wounded, while preaching to
his congregation. Dr. Galbreath was called out and found
the man· wounded by a pistol ball. The shot had taken effect
about two inches to the left of the spine and just above the
hrp joint; the ba1l, glancing, passed around among the mnscles of the left side and lodged within about two inches o£
the navel. Had it passed through the cavity, it would probably hav been fatal; as it is, the injury is but slight. Of
course the shooting caused some excitement, and the "Soul
Sleepers" (Christadelphians) and their creed was pretty
thoroughly canvassed. I picked up so much of their history
as you get here:
About five or six years ago this man man Nichols arrived
here in this county from Salt Lake. He professed to come
with a revelation and a mission. By this revelation he was
commanded to establish a new church, with a set of tenets,
new in some respects, hut smacking strongly of Mormonism
in ~heir general features. The pr~cipies of his doctrin ;eqmred that all members should be mdependent_?f the outside
world; that they must abandon all ornament, either personal
or otherwise; that education, except enough to read the Bible,
was worldly and must be shunned; that members should in-
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dulge in the holy kiss; that all property owned by members
myriad voices of the living present >tre calling upon the church
Mormonism Again.
belonged to the Lord, and_that he was the agent of the Lord;
to arise and stand forth as the light of the world and the salt
that food must be of the simplest kind-no tea no coffee no
So many remedies having been reeommended for of the earth. 'l'his, I think, is the actual position of the worksugar, no leaven in the bread, and no seasoning of any kind;
ing masses of the lvlethot'!ist church. In their zeal for tho
that all house ornaments and musical instruments must be the practice .of the Bible doctrin of polygamy in Utah, acce}ltance of Christ as a present Ravior, and in their earnest
and
all
havmg
so
signally
failed,
I,
a
resident
here
thrown a~ide; that they must not giv testimony, vote, or take
expectation of a blissful immortality, they may not draw Ho
any :part m the go;ernment of the state, but to be governed ~or t~e last twenty-three years, and somewhat famil- tightly the cords of doctrinal and historical orthodoxy; but f
by h1m_ as the ~ord s deputy; that a parent having a child not Iar With the features and phases of Mormonism, would am confident that the great body of the church is sincer~, ancl
belongmg to hiS church should be disowned and discarded· humbly suggest a last and, I am sure, a lasting cure that they hav no esoteric doctrins which they are ashamed or
that they should hold themselvs entirely aloof from other~
afraid to proclaim."
and loo!r oil: them as mere worldlinps, whose society would be ~gainst the evil. My plan would be worth while tryIf Dr:- Curry does not know how to say what he
contammatmg; that the only thing that could keep a believ- mg before the Rev. Talmage's amputation method
ing wife tied to a non-believing husband, or vice versa, is the s~oul~ be resorted to. It is this: Let Congress cease means, and treats so important and grave a subject
force of the law-a force to be set aside as soon as possible. ti?kermg up, mending, amending, and patching their as the authenticity and authority of the scriptur€S
With these tenets he went amongst the people and- sucwith carelessness and thoughtlessness, we are surceeded in getting a number, mostly ignorant, soft-headed bills ~or the suppression of polygamy or any other
women, under his control. ~ few men joined him, but the doctrm founded upon their word of God, the Bible. prised that the Methodists, at their general confergreater part dropped the busmess when they saw its drift
Instead of sending us richly-endowed ex-senators, ex- ence, made him the editor of the review which exFor a while things went along smoothly, but in time' the congressmen, etc., as commissioners to execute their presses their most serious and deliberate thought.
man became bolder and demanded more sacrifices· for inBut, of course, he knew what he was talking about,
stance, that children should be turned over to hi~ espe- inefficient laws, let Congress appropriate a few t-hou- and what he said was the result of the same kind of
sand
dollars
annually,
say
for
three
or
five
yefll's,
to
cially the girls, for religious training.
'
Soon a discontented muttering was heard; there was alto- eac~ of some such men as John E. Remsburg, George study and the same reading which hav led so many
gether too much meddling in family matters. Husbands and Chamey; Charles B. Reynolds, and, if it could be, to other theologians to the conclusions he declared in
sons be15an to ~ee that Brother Nichols was more potent at Col. Ingersoll. Send them as missionaries to reason unmistakable language. The track he had been
the family fireside than they were; food was cooked according
to N~chols, wives an_d t;hildren were dressed by the same au- argue with, and talk to the people. In a few year~ traveling is well beaten, and very familiar to those
thonty, nnd all family mterconrses were conducted according hence the result would be no kingdom-building in who hav kept up with the march of modern religious
to the letter of his law.
Utah, no polygamy, no necessity for political inter- skepticism.
It was observed that in practicing the holy kiss Brother ference, because there would be no priestly interferNor is there any use in attempting to reconcile
Nichols was chaste enough with the old and ugly sisters, but
the young, good looking ones always received a vigorous hug ence here. This people would be as loyal as any views like those of Dr. Curry and the Rev. Heber
and a lingering on the kiss that looked altogether too carnal' other in the Union. Utah would be admitted as one Newton with the creeds and doctrins of Christian
and in some cases, where the sister was buxom, smacked de~ of the great states. Our educational facilities, now so theology. The two are utterly antagonistic. If you
eidedly of the lascivious. Of course all this could hav but one much hindered, would be greatly furthered.
take away perfect faith and substitute reason, the
result. Husbands objected to having everything about them
supernatural basis of the church is gone; there IS
Such
<1.
change
effected
by
such
men,
means,
and
ala Nichols; even in kissing their wives they must conform to
his rule. Husbands objected and wives persisted; family methods may not suit Talmage, God, and the Chris- nothing left for it to stand upon except a code of
troubles followed where peace had reigned and ought to reign. tians, but I am more than ·confident of the good re- morals not peculiar to it.
There were separations because of it, and men were compelled sults from personal observation and experience in the
to threaten Nichols's life if he came about their houses because
'l'esting the Caullillates.
of it. But th_e fellow p~rsiste~l. He invaded the family pri- town where I liv. Only fourteen years ago the inhabFron• the New Thought.
vacy and advised the Wife agamst her home interests a,.,ainst itants here, one and all, were perhaps more devoted
everything that is considered lawful and sacred, and 'th~y be- to Mormonism and all its tenets than their brethren
The editor of THE Tnu'l'H SEEKER has written a letlieved in him.
One point always appeared plain in this man's labor and of the surrounding settlements. At least that was ter to both James G. Blaine and Benjamin F. Butler,
that was, that he never bothered himself much about any only what the highest church authorities here asserted. asking each of them to commit himself fairly on the
s':ch _as_ had property, or a good_ prospect of getting it. Among Now, what a change! The majority, if not avowed proposed amendment to the United States Constituhis VICtims-for we may call his adherents nothing else -is a Freethinkers, are so tinctured with Liberal views and tion. He asks each of them, if elected, to in their inlady of this town, Mrs. Martin, wife of the late Frank Martin. ideas that only one polygamous marriage has been augural or in a message to Congress recommend an
Mrs. Martin had_consi_derable 1n:operty in her 9wn right, and
her husband dymg Willed all his to her, but stipulated that contracted during that time. Sunday meetings are amendment to the Constitution, "that neither Conthe minor heirs should be properly educated. Soon after Mr. but slimly attended; tithing, none, or, if at all, flow- gress nor any state shall make any laws respecting
Martin's death, Nichols, who had an eye tobullll\lss, managed ing in as slow as molasses in cold, winter weather. an establishment of religion, or favoring any particuto get the complete control of Mrs. Martin, an~e result was
soon apparent. She took her chiltlren from school forbade The cause of this falling off was several years ago as- lar form of religion, or prohibiting the exercise
their associating with the older members of the fa~ily, and cribed by the then bishop to the fact that " there are thereof, or permitting in any degree a union of church
was about to send her daughter, about eleven or twelve years so many Tom Paine men here." And I knew and and state, or granting any special privilege to any reold, to be instructed by Nichols, and declared that her prop- know his expression was correct. As for legislating ligious body, or taxing the people of any state either
erty belonged to the Lord, which was readily understood to be Bible religion into or out of any community or indi- directly or indirectly for the support of any sect or
equivalent to saying that it belonged to Nichols. About the
same time rumor had it that all Christadelphians were obliged vidual, the experiment has too long and too often religious body." Or "that no religious test shall
ever be requ_ired:?f anybody as a condition of suffrage,
to turn their property into cash, and gather together in one proved a fruitless task, for
community. Mrs. Martin's children and her mother, Mrs.
"Convince a man against his will,
or as a qualificatiOn for office; that no person shall
Burnett, of McMinnville, all used their best efforts to change
And he is unconverted still."
be deprived of the privilege of testifying in courts of
the · lady's mind, but to no purpose. She remained fixed.
To send out Christian reverends with the_ir Bibles justice in consequence of religious opinions. That
'fhen her oldest son, "William, returned, and he and James
stood guard over their mothm's home and fairly drove Nichols here would be worse than useless. An Orson Pratt neither the United States, or states, territories, or
and his dupes off by force and threats.
(the ablest Mormon apostle) would not hav been municipalities shall be permitted to make any gift,
Last Sunday Mrs. Martin went to the church, a grove about
one mile south of this place, and the boys followed to take her necessary to come out victorious in the debate with grant, or appropriation to any church, sect, or faith."
The above is simply a condensation of the principal
home. When Nichols saw them he valiantly took to his heels. the Rev. Dr. Newman upon the question whether the
Notwithstanding he had taught his people that he eonld not Bible sanctions polygamy or not, for anybody con- points of a very able and quite lengthy letter. Of
be hurt, he took himself off lively, and, as his friends say, versant with the book would hav more than matched course, neither candidate will pay any attention to it.
while he was running, James Martin pursued him on horseThere are other worse enemies-enemies of more
back, and shot him in the back. He had taught his dupes that the doctor.
The Mormons say that Jehovah has talked this power before the people to-day than the churches,
he could not be hurt. That was a part of his revelation. Now
they knew that he lied to them.
matter over with Joseph Smith; and did he (Jehovah) an? the candidate who brings that issue into the came
Shooting a human being is deplorable in most cases, but the not talk, and often upon similar topics, in former pa1gn would lose more than he could possibly gain.
regret in this cn,se is that the ball didn't take a more fatal days? Certainly. And is he not the same as he was
While we do not ask a president to propose the
course. \V e are told that there is no law to protect a houseabove amendments to the Constitution, we would not
hold from such scoundrels as this fellow; that under the name four thousand years ago? Ye Christians, answer.
of religion any man can force himself on the privacy of a famJJfilton, Utah.
L. P. Evrrour.
vote for one who was opposed to them; and while
ily, regardless of all decency, and do such mischief as he
there is a small party of bigots in the United States
pleases. If this· is so, then every man must be a law unto
threatening our liberty, it is well that the other side
himself, and the revolver the arbiter, and any man who atA Methodist Minister's Heresy.
claim a hearing. This move on the part of JHr. Mac~
From the New Yarlc S~tn.
tempts to destroy family relations must know that he takes
his life in his hand when he does so. The better way would
A very intelligent New Haven Methodist writes to donald, if it does not set the candidates to thinking,
be, when such as Nichols appears in a community, to giv him
t 1 th "th
d t th ·
f
R
will make others think. It will open up new quesnotice to leave or be strung up to the first tree. Had Nichols us a eng WI regar O e views O the ev. Dr.
been treated thus, severalfmnilies now separated might be still Curry touching the scriptures, and more especially tions for discussion, and thus, though it is doubtful
living happily together. Allowing such men to ply their vo- the Old Testament. Dr. Curry, it will be remem- whether it will change a single vote, it will stimulate
cation is not religious liberty; it is but giving license to swin- bered, confessed that a great change had come over thought in the right direction, and is, therefore, a
cllei'S and libertins, and the sooner people and governments h"
· d "th
d t th B"bl
h
good move.
take that view of it the better. Away with them, to prison or IS mm Wl regar - 0 e I e, which e was disIf the political campaign can be made an occasion
the gallowr;!
posed to now treat in a spirit of doubt and criticism
for
showing how much money this professedly secuof
using
the
pistol,
rather
than
with
the
reverential
faith
with
which
he
While everybody regrets the necessity
lar n-ation is even now wasting on chaplains, in Conyet the Martin boys hav the sympathy of nearly all the conn_ formerly approached its pages.
try, except it may be a few perverse cranks, who always man_
These sentiments, our correspondent very truly gress, legislatures, armies, and prisons, it will be a
age to he on the opposit side of every question. But the gen_
eral expression is sorrow that the ball did not take a moro fata1 says, do not represent the position occupied by the good work. The government of Ruslilia kept a bear
course, whoever fired it-which the Martin boys deny doing Methodist church, but he suggests that Dr. Curry at public expense for many years. It was supposed
Frontier justice is apt to be rough and hasty, but may hav spoken in haste and heat and without having the government would go to pieces without a real
it is usually justice. A preacl1er who in places where made "a deliberate, thoughtful study of the field." live governmental bear. But a government bear
the revolver is a familiar toy interferes between man "I still cherish the hope," he says further, "that happened to die just when anoLher one could not be
and wife must necessarily hold his life lightly, and if there is some misunderstanding which can be ex- procured to take its place. 'l'he government somehow fuanaged to get along without it. So it was
he loses it has no one but himself to blame. Had plained with honor to all."
Mr. Nichols let the women and girls alone; had he
It seems to us, however, that it is useless to cherish learned that the bear was a needless expense and it
been less anxious to hav his dupes consecrate their any hope of that sort. What Dr. Curry said was was abolished.
Our costly bear is the religious services in Congress,
property to the Lord-meaning Nichols; had he been taken down by a stenographer, and it was so plain
less ready to greet with holy kiss-in short, not to go and positiv that therE-' is no possibility of a misunder- legislatures, prisons, asylums, and armies.
over the disgusting details of his career, had he been standing with regard to it. Moreover the sentiments
A Case of Constl-uctiv Insult.
anything but a scoundrelly Christian adventurer, he were uttered by a man who stands at the head of
would not hav brought upon himself the punishment Methodist theologians, and who, presumably, had
M. Labeau, the sexton of the Catholic church of St. Laurent,
he did. It is perfectly plltin for what he was shot; come to the conclusions he expressed only after a in Montreal, had an old grndge against a :t.Ir. 'l'urcotte, a promthe only mystery being why he was not shot sooner. careful study of contemporary biblical criticism. If incnt member of the congregation. He wished to insult him,
Mr. Livezey intimr.tes that he has several more as he at all deserves his reputation, it is an impertinence and he took a novol methorl of 'loing iL One Sunday while he
good cases as this, but we imagin that until he finds to assume, as our correspondent does, that he talked wan taking up a collection he omitted to present his enemy
some a good deal better Mr. Church will keep his money without a knowledge of his subject.
with tho plate, although the latter h~td his money in his hand.
in his pocket.
But., so assuming, our Methodist friend proceeds The sexton passed him by with a contemptuous glance, and
to try to help Dr. Curry out of his scrape by suppos- Mr. 'l'urcottu was obligell to put his money back again into his
·
"h
11
t" th'
pocket. However, he determin e<l to get even with the sexton.
THE pleasa-nt creed of the last sect discovered in mg
e rea Y mean
IS:
I'•or h ~nng_
· th us " w1c
· k ecII y anu·' deliberately" omitted to preRussia is that it is the bounden duty of the faithful
"To enforce in strong language the truth that we are com- sent him w1th the plate, he sned him and laicl his clamarres at
to slay all those who do not agree with them in their mandecl to believe not on Methuselah or Nebnch>ulmzzar, but Sl DO. The ease was triorl before the Superior Court ol':Monreligious views, and it is said that numbers hav on our Lord -Jesus Christ; that the 01<1 'l'estmnent must find h·eal, and resulted in a jndgment aoainst the wicked sexton
its support and glory in the New, anrl that it is unwise to pin who was compelled to pay over to Jlilr. 'l'urcotte the sum of fiv~
already paid the death penalty for non-conversion. our faith on the mummy sleeve of a remote past when the, dollars to inrlemnify him for the injury he had caused.
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flommunicatioqs.
Facts and Fallacies in Regard to the New
Testament.
When and where do saints obtain their reward?
The main dependence of Christians to establish their
pet dogma of the immortality of the soul is the record in Luke xvi, 19-31.
This scripture is either parable or recital of facts.
It cannot be part parable and part fact. It is alleged
it must be recital of facts because it commences with
the positiv assertion: "There was a certain rich man,"
etc. But the by-all-acknowledged parable of the
unjust steward in the same ·chapter commences with
the same words: " There was a certain rich man,"
etc., verse 1.
Parables are allegories. Christ explains this in the
parable of the "Wheat and the Tares " (Matt. xiii,
24-40). He says: "The sower is the son of man·
the field is the world; the good seed are the childre~
of the kingdom; the tares, children of the wicked
one; the enemy that sowed them, the devil; the harvest, the end of the world; the r@apers are the angels." If Rich Man and Lazarus is a parable, Rich
Man does not mean a rich man, or Lazarus a beggar,
but are taken to represent something else. "Without a parable spake he not unto them " (Matt. xiii,
34). Thus the going to heaven or hell at death
theory is left without a text to sustain it.
Some, in despair, at lack of all scripture to uphold
their chief and darling dogma, insist it is not
parable, but recital of facts. Even allowing this, we
hav already shown there is not one word about righteous or wicked, good or bad, saint or sinner. It
simply says: "The rich man was clothed in purple
aD.d fine linen, and fared sumptuously every day.
The beggar named Lazarus was laid at his gate, f~ll
of sores." It does not even intimate that either possessed or lacked faith. It says no word of going to
heaven. " And it came to pass that the beggar died
and was carried by the angels into Abraham's bosom;
the rich man also died and was buried " (Luke xvi,
22).
It is claimed "Abraham's bosom" is heaven, or
means heaven. Where, in either Old or New Testament, is the text that justifies such an assertion? If
it is relation of facts, then, indeed, it asserts all the
beggars with sores go to Abraham's bosom. What
a capacious bosom the old patriarch must hav!
Let us examin a few texts bearing on this point:
"Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the
day of God, wherein the heavens being on fire shall
be dissolved " (2 Peter iii, 12). If Abraham's bosom
is heaven, then Abraham's bosom is to be on fire
until it is dissolved. Then all the saints in heaven
would need a drop of water to cool their tonguesquite as much as the rich man. When Abraham's
bosom is on fire, would not that make hell for all th{l
saints.?-to say nothing of being exceedingly uncomfortable for the old gentleman himself. "Nevertheless, we, according to his promis, look for new
heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness " (2 Peter iii, 13). Beggars and all other
saints who go to heaven will find it hell at last,-" for
the heavens being on fire shall be dissolved." In all
se1iousness we call attention to the Bible declaration,
"Heaven, the host of angels-all in heaven-shall be
dissolved in fire." "And all the host of heaven shall
be dissolved, and the heavens shall be rolled together
as a scroll; and all their hot:>t shall fall down, as the
leaf falleth from the vine, and as a falling fig from
the fig-tree" (Isa. =xiv, 4). This fire is to be ignited
by God himself. " Looking for and hasting unto
the coming of the day of God, wherein the heavens
being on fire, shall be dissolved, and the elements
shall melt with fervent heat" (2 Peter iii, 12).
If the teaching of the church is true, that the
righteous go to heaven at death, the Bible declares
they will be burnt up, dissolved in fire, when the great
and terrible day of the Lord comes.
If. this scripture, rich man and Lazarus, is 'fact,
. how about verses 23 and 24? "And in hell he lifted
up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abraham
afar off and Lazarus in his bosom. And he cried
and said, Father Abraham, hav mercy on me, and
~end Lazarus, that he may dip the tips of his fingers
m water, and cool my tongue, for I am tormented in
this flame." This, if a recital of facts in regard to
the condition of the righteous and wicked after death
teaches that those in heaven constantly witness th~
tortures and writhings of their dear loved ones in hell;
listening to their shrieks of agony, their imprecations
and vain cries for mercy.
'
What ecstatic bliss, what perfect happiness, for a
mother in heaven to daily and hourly witness the
burning and horrible sufferings of her children !
What a desirable heaven !
CHRIST'S COMFORT FOR 1\lOURNERS

But, fact or parable, how can our Christian friends
claim such in~erpretation of this scripture in support
of a theory drrectly opposed to the plainest declarations of Christ and the New Testament?
At the grave of Lazarus, Jesus, desiring to comfort
1be sorrowing Martha, did not, after the manner of
the modern p11rsoP, tell herI "Your brother is better
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off; do not weep for him, he has gone to heaven, is
with the angels singing glad hosannahs around the
throne of God." But he said, "Thy brother shall
rise ~gain<' Surely Christians ought to be willing to
adm1t Chnst gave her the very best consolation passible. " Martha saith unto him, I know that he shall
rise again in the resurrection at the last day" (John
xi, 23, 24). Now, if Lazarus had gone to heaven, and
the record ~ecla:es he ~ad been dead four days; if
he was revelmg m the JOYS of heaven, why did not
Jesus correct her and comfort her with the information? Instead of this, he confirmed her in the theory
that the only hope was in the resurrection.
"Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection and
the life; he that believeth in me, though he were dead
Y.et shall he liv" (25)-Ly and through the resurrec~
twn. " And whosoever liveth [until the last day, or
day of :esurre.ction, of which both, were speaking]
and believeth m me shall never die '-shall be translated-(1 Thess. iv, 16-18). Was death regarded as
the door to glory by Jesus when he raised Lazarus?
If so, how cruel for Christ to command him to come
b~ck fro~? the realm.s of glory, to take off his wings,
giv. up h1s crown, res1gn his little harp, forsake the
somety and songs of angels, and return to this world
of sin and sorrow!
Again, when the Sadducees who denied the resurrection came to Jesus and asked him if a woman had
seven husbands, whose wife shall she be, not at death
but at the resurrection-" And the seven had her:
and left no seed; last of all, the woman died also.
In the resurrection, therefore, when they shall rise
whose wife shall she be of them, for the seven had
her to wife? Jesus answered, When they shall rise
from .the dead, they neither marry nor are given in
marr1age, but are as the angels which are in heaven "
(Mark xii, 22-25). And Jesus calls attention to the
utter unconsciousness of the dead, and because of
that unconsciousness the necessity of a resurrection.
" And as touching the dead that they rise" (26, 27),
he refers to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, whom they
knew to be dead and buried. Now, as proof that
they must hav a resurrection, and were not then alive
or in heaven, Christ declares, "For God is not the
God of the dead, but of the living.
Christ most positivly a:sserts none hath ever
ascended up to heaven. "And no man hath ascended
up to heaven but he that came down from heaven
even the son of man which is in heaven" (John iii'
1?)· Spea~ing to his disciples in regard to going t~
h1s father m heaven he declared even his disciples
not even the beloved'John, could go to heaven. "Lit~
tle children, yet a little while I am with you, ye shall
seek me, and as I said unto the Jews, Whither I go
ye cannot come; 80 now I say to you " (John xiii, 33).
David is indorsed as a perfect saint both in the
Old and the New Testaments. "Because David did
that which was right in the eyes of the Lord, and
turned not aside from anything that he commanded
him all the days of his life, save only in the matter of
Uriah the Hittite" (1 Kings xv, 5). "And when he
had removed him, he raised up unto them David to
be their king- to whom 18 h
t t"
d
said I hav f~und Dav'da tho e gavef eJs m~ony, an
'
1 '
e son o essie, a man
after mine own heart, which shall fulfil all m will "
Y d d
(Acts xiii 22) C rta"nl "f
into hea~en ~t d:athi
I.da~~d on;. etv~~ a_scen. ·ed
'e tavl t 1 · . ell .e m_spldi~
Peter, On the day Of P n ecos , espema y mspn·e m
his utterances by the Holy Ghost, declared: " Men
and brethren, let me freely speak unto ou of the
patriarch David, that he is both dead and luried, and
his sepulcher is with us unto this day." "For David
is not ascended into the heavens" (Acts ii 29 34)
Paul indorses this declaration: "For David: aft~r h~
had served his own generation by the will of God
fell on sleep, and was laid unto his fathers, and sa~
corruption" (Acts xiii, 36). All the teaching of Paul
is to the same effect: "For if the dead rise not,
then is not Chr · 8t
· d
f "th .
.
1 rruse ; your ai IS vam; ye
are yet in your sins. Then thev also which ate
fallen asleep in Christ are perished".(! Cor. xv, 16-18)
If Christ be not raised, your faith is vain. How could
this be if faith in Christ
ld ·
. t h
,
won msure gomg o eaven
at death ? What matter to them if their immortal
soul, the real man, the conscious entit , was en· a in
the delights of heaven? What need they careJ abou~
the body if their faith would insure their soul's 8 alvation?
" Then they also which are fallen asleep in Christ
are perished." How could David hav perished if his
s?ul went to heaven at death ? But the Bible positivl:t declares he had not ascended into heaven. Like
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and all the rest of the saints
they must lie unconscious in the grave till the resur~
recti on.
Paul taught this in regard to himself and all the
saintly Christians: "If after the manner of men I
~av fo?ght with beasts at Ephesus, what advantageth
1t me 1f the dead rise not? let us eat and drink· for tomorr?'Y we die " (1 Cor. xv, 32). A modern' priest
?r mimster would roll up his eyes in mingled astonIshment and horror. What advantageth you, Paul?
Much every way. Don't you know at death you go
at once to h~n.ven? No matter, then, resurrection or
no resurrectwn,.you are sUI·e of dwelling with Jesus
and the a,ngels 1~ heaven. But Paul knew nothin~

J

of this theory. Speaking of comforting those who
are mourning over the death of dear loved ones,
he declares: "For this we say unto you by the word"
of the Lord, that we which are alive and remain unto
the coming of the Lord shall not prevent them which
are asleep. For the Lord himself shall descend from
heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel,
and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ
shall rise first. Then we which are alive and remain
shall be caught up together with them in the clouds
to meet the Lord in the air; and so'shall we ever be
with the Lord. Wherefore comfort one another with
these words" (1 Thess. iv, 15-18). Not at death, but
at the resurrection, Paul claims Christians hav hope
of heaven. Learned doctors of divinity tell us that
our soul is part of God, and therefore must be immortal. Even the souls of the wicked must liv forever-in everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and
his angels.
It is by all admitted that a vast number more
wicked than good people die. If wicked souls go to
hell, then the greater part of God is in hell. Ch1istian friends, do you believe your own doctrin ? Does
God send the biggest part of himself to hell for the
devil to roast and torture, thus triumphing over God?
Can any being be God, and be unjust? Impossible; for the moment. it is proved a God is unjust,
that moment he is dethroned. It must be admttted
by the most bigoted worshiper of Jehovah that none
of us were consulted in regard to the time or epoch
in which we liv in this world.
Let us suppose a case. A man lived a hundred
years ago; he lived a most exemplary, earnest, de·
v,out Christian life. At the age of sixty he happened
to be presented with a copy of Mr. Thomas Paine's
"Age of Reason." He read, thought, reasoned, and
of necessity lost faith in Bible inspiration and church
creed, while thus disbelieving died, and was damned
(the loving, pitying Jesus declares, "He that believeth not shall be damned "), goes to hell, where there
is weeping !tnd wailing and gnashing of teeth.
To-day a man sixty years old dies, who has been
an unprincipled, degraded wretch, living a vile life
of brutality and sensuality. He dies and goes to
hell. Where is the justice? Why should the good,
pur~, noble m~n, whose only o~e~se was the exercise
of h1s reason m regard to rehgwus matters a few
days before death-why should he hav to endure
?ne hundred Y.ears more of hell, tor~ure, and burnmg than the miserable wretch.wh? d1ed to~day?
On the other hand, a man died m the faith a hundred years a~o (to avoid any quibble about his going
to hea':en, .smce e~ery one of the thous~nd and one
deno~matwns cla1m .they alone are God s chosen and
pecuhar pe?ple, v:e will send by.the all-acknowledged,
sure, .safe, hghtnmg expr~ss, w~th fre!3 pass, baggage
~erm1t checked through, mfall1ble, duect route, bee
hne to the ~rms of ~ esus an~ the eternal real_rn~ of
glory) i he hve~ a mi.serable hfe of drunken~e~s, v~ce,
and crlm.e, endmg With the brutal murder of h1~ wife,
three children, and aged mother. On the scafl:old he
waul~, after_t~e us~al custom, assure the spectat~rs
that he reJOiced m the love of Jesus; he was w1lling to die, for he was going to his blessed savior, who
h d
"t all ll th d bt h
d h h d b t
' a.
a pal 1
e e
e owe ; e a
u
one regret, as he IS about to be borne by the holy
angels to the ~osom of his blessed savior, and dwell
forever in the JO:VS of heaven-that his wife, his little
h "ld
h ·•
ld
he. 1 .renh, and . ltshpoohr od d~dot~er,thco?ld. neve~tmh eett
lm m eaven, . ey a
le m
elr sms, 'Yl ou
one prayer, and m the mercy and love of his dear
heavenly father they were doomed to eterna~ hell.
B_ut ~e hop!3d to meet all who hll;d bee_n so ~md to
him smce his ar.rest! t~ose ~ear ~lst~rs m Chnst :vho
~ad ~een so _lovmg m tendmg ~~m .m the cell, brmgmg him chmce flowers and dehcam~s; the holy and
reveren~ gentlemen w~o had led _hn~ to Jesus, and
the sheriff who had so mdulg:ed h1m m all he ~~~ed
for. Blessed Jesus, holy savwr, I come to thee.
A d th h ·.cc
th h
·
t l"
·
. n
. e s .erlll, per e empen crava me, swmgs
himstrrught mto the arms of Jesus. .
.
A man of 9reat beneyolence, practical piety, a benefactor of h1s race, d1es to-day. He, too, goes to
heaven
Wh ·
·
· ·
. Y_should the ~~serable crrmmal who only comphed w1th the cond1twns ~y feru: of the scaffold hav
one hundred years more of th~ JOYS of heayen ~h~n
the good and noble man, who hved a long hfe of virtue and benevolence?
CHAB. B. REYNOLDS.

I

·a

'fhe Government Has too Much Power Already.
Would it not be a good idea to make our state
free school system a national system, and in this
way get a free school system in an and each state?
Also make it entirely free from all kinds of sectarianism ? Compel parents and guardians to send their
children, of school age, a certain number of weeks
or months to these schools ? In this way the nation
could assist to furnish the means to aid the state to
educate into science. Leave the sects religiously to
teach their doctrine independent of our national free
schools. By teaching the sciences the nation would
be putting the minds of the next generation on
guard against error in all forms, be it Roman Catholic, or Mormon, or orthodox, or any other.
The ne:s;t generP.tion would hav scieD.tific truth a.s.
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a basis to reason from, and be better able to keep
clear of error in any and every form.
Is this not
the only remedy from all the dangers to this nation
as a nation?
I put this thought to the well wisher of the good
of this nation, and ask the question, Am I right?
South Lowell, .Ala.
J. K. DEAR'rH.

Duplicating the 'l1ricks of the " Georgia Wonder."
MUSCLE, NOT MAGNETISM.
From tlte New York Sun oJ tlte Uth inst.

seemed calculated to ,;hake the nerves of an unsophisticated Hm·st are now pu22ling N ortL.ern audienc~s. 'rhen Miss MatGeorgia girl. Finally the slim young m>lll, whose sl1irt fro"!lt tie Lee Price, living not more than ten m~Ies from the home
was now ruined, and whose hair was tumbled, succeeded m of Miss Hurst, developed the same mystenous powe;, and has
also gone abroad to illustrate the-new type of Georg:ra womanobtaining a moment's silence.
"I wish," said he, in a voice that seemed rather nervous, hood. Now a third and more remarkable cnse has d~veloped
in Atlanta, the lady being Mrs. U. ]<', Coleman, the wlfe of the
"that the audience would tell me what they want."
The audience was entirely willing, and did so for five mi?- superintendent of the Atlanttt cotton factory, and a lady of
utes more. The only words the slim young man could dis- great worth. Mrs. Coleman had seen the wonderful Lulu
tinguish were " dude," "chair," "cane." and, " Sling her ont." when she was in this city, and her husband had felt her peThen the tall man who had become cairn, and who proved to culiar and inexplicable power. About t~n days ago_ Mrs. Coiebe Dr. W. E. Forr~st, began to speak. Nobody heard him, mn.n accidentnlly nscertained that a chmr wo~1ld y1eld to her
hut at the end a fat man was sitting in the chair, and the doc- touch and twist in omy direction at her will without the u,;e of
tor was getting ready to do what the Wonder had done. He muscular power. She impouted the knowletige to her husband,
did it. He put both hands against the sides of the chair. 'rhe and repeated trials were made. These trials only strengthened
·one toward the spectators was passiv and idle, as had been Mrs. Coleman's power, and convmced her husbnnd that she
that of the Wonder, but the _other, not in sight, grasped the could repeat Lulu Hurst's freaks.. Mrs. Coleman n~ade.
chair with a ?-rm grip .. ~nd w1~h ~.reat ease threwd~:efa\~~~ t.he discovery known to her fnends, and last. mght
on the floor JUst as Miss Luln s ~~ght hand hada moti~n tore- ,111 ite a number of invited guests nsse~bled m the
young Men's Christian AsRocmtion rooms to Witness h,er first
the crowd yelled more, and the shm mnn made
_
tre_at, but was prevent~d by the rr;en on the stn:ge. H~ walked public manifestation of the strange power. Mrs. Colman
deJectedly back and Bald, '·Let him hold a chmr aml keep men was, at first, somewhat emharras~ed, but as s~e procee~ed
f rom f o;cmg
·.
• th e balcony
with her task she became calm, and Sl:cceeded m eve~~thmg
1·t t o .th e fl. oor. " . "~ man If!'.
. consti
..
tuted himself umpu·e, and smd everythmg mnst be fan. an she undertook. A stick hold by Mr. t>cott and Mr. lumball
the tall man nmst grab the ch11ir the way the girl did .. When was made to pass rouml freely, despite strenuous efforts to
h ~ h a d d one so. h.aJf a d ozen men, ~nc
· I.u d"m," the shm
one hold it still. One of the gentlemen wns co.mJ~elletl,_vory m1wh
r Whe~
against his will, to giv llp a Jlleastmt Ch~ll" Ill. Whloh he_was
pitched for the cha1r, but could n~t force 1t ~o the floo .
the crowd came to f?r the last t1me ~he hgilts were tur~~~ sitting, the chair turning o-yer and throwmg ~~~ ont, w,hile ~
table was raised almost enhrcly from the tloor Simply b) Mrs.
down, and the Georgia Wond_er, the shm young man, and
Colman holding her hands upon it. Th<; masterp~eco wots pervery ~lond young man ~ad disappeared. .
.
.
formed
when Mrs. Coleman took a wallnng cane m her hand.
W1uie some were lookmg _for them, ot~ers bad a htt~e ~10t on
the stage. The do_ctor recmved an ovati?n from admuers who She held one end, and by simply touching the other end to
pre~sed around ~!m ~o c~,ngratul~,te h1m. ~ man who was the edge of the table made the table stand on two legs only.
variOusly. called Wr1ght and
Sanford . by the crowd During the entire entertainment t!Ie gentlerr;en 1~resent
around h1m menaced the d<?ctor an~ called hun ha~·d names. watched closely, bnt could detect nothmg resN1lblmg ~nckery.
The doctor, no match for ~1m ph~swally. stood up hke a man, They all declotred that the lady's power wm; somethmg wonand the crowd backed h1m voCiferously. The man called derful and whilo all said thott sbo was C<[Ual to Lulu Hurst,
"Wr~ght" and "Sanford" did not last as long as the Wonder. some decloued she excelled her. l\Irs. Coleman iH at tho s~tme
loss as Miss Hurst was to account for the power she comHe diSappeared suddenly.
The following is the explanation of one of our cor- mand,;.
respondents, resident in Georgia, of the modus opeGoing to the Show.
d" f M. s Hurt. It appeared in the Augusta
ran t O
I~
S
" Oh, dear ! it has been the longest day I ever
(Ga.) Chromcle:
EDITons CHRONICLE: Credulity is like jealousy; it "doth knew" said a lady to me this evening (Sunday).
"Well von should hav gone to church," was my
make the meflt it feeds upon'."
.
By the papers I see that Miss Hurst has fallen into the hands reply. ,: There were three ,.special a~tractions a~.d
of the doctors, and has completely captivated them. 'rhey several minor ones there. l! nst, there was the whiLe
seem to be astonished at her ability and aclmowlodge that Hhe
has wonderful "occult force." I am sure I hav no objection negro lady from Frankfort. She was no~ only the
to whatever subtle power Miss Hurst may possess. But are fairest but one of the best dressed women m church.
the doctors sure that she has the "magnetism" or "force" She came in with a coal-black negro and sat in the
attributed to her which they detected?
negro gallery, looking like an angel in a crowd of
The idea has gone out tliat Dr. Rains and oth~rs made a test
of her "psychic" force, and seemed to be convmced that she troglodytes.
"Then there was the daughter of our merchant
had the marvelous power, by the mere touch of her hands, to
hold up a chair, overcoming the efforts of two or three men to prince, just home f~·(lm ?er comme~~en;ent, and
put it to the floor. But it appears it did not occur to the doc- dressed in pure white, With an exqUJSit love of a
tors and the lnwyer to reverse the order of things. and Jet two
or even one man hold the chair and request Miss Hurst to put bonnet ' and other feminin fixin'{s to match.
" The third attraction was the presence of Mrs.
it to the floor by all the "})Sychic force" she may possess. It
may seem strange to those who hav never tried it, but almC?st Hall the daurrhter of one of Snowville's greatest
any lady can hold a chair in ~er hands and successfully I'esist prea~bers, ancl'"'the V.:ife of a noted eva~gelist_; and
the efforts of two men to put It down to the floor.
The feat of swaying a stout mnn about, and pushing him she is also the whilom belle of our little village.
down on the stage, to the ast.onishmen_t of ".skeptics" and de- She is just in from her St. Louis home to ":isit mot~er,
light of the believers, while he is hol~mf( w1tl?- both _hands a sisters and brothers, and other home fnends. She
chair firmly pressed to his breast, whiCh has g1ven M1ss Hurst was ex.'quisitly dre.ssed in peacock-blue silk, and was
such renown, any girl twelve years old can do, as cnn bo
readily demonstrated. The explanation is this: Let a stout the center of all eyes.
"Then there were several minor attractions-a lady
man for instance, hold a chair, grasping the front part, the
post' with both hands, firmly pressing the back of it to his with a long white plume; another dressed this way;
breast· then let the "magnetizer" put the palms of the hands and another just the reverse."
upon t'he bo~tom of the chair an:I gently press. with.~ s!ight
" Yes but what of the men ?"
swaying mollon until the person Is thrown off h1s eqmhbnum;
"Oh,'nothing of note, only Mr. P. bad ~rip~ apple
then put one hand, just the palm if you wish, Of!- tho hack. of
the chair, and turn the person aroun~, or s~ay h1m from mc~e with which he was taunting some of the gn·Is till one
to side, and if he holds on to the chmr he Will soon fall. H1s of them finally snatched it from him."
struggling is to maintain his balance, which the holding of
" And the preaching?"
the chair prevents. Generally the bewildered man throws the
"Well, the expected stranger failed to put in an
chair away to keep from breaking his neck! and co!J-ver_ts all
the skeptics. Very little force, when adrOitly apphed! IS re- appearance, so Dr. B. gave us a short sermon-nothquired to do this. No electric power nor magnet1~m 1s con- ing new, though."
c81·nccl in it. Some persons are much more cas1ly thrown
It seems from all I can gather that the " going to
about than others.
The umbrella trick which astonished the lawyers and doc- church" of the present group here convened amounts
tors anrl made a " cyclone" of the lawyer's umbrella, as tho to a view of female loveliness enhanced by beauastonished reporter stated, is a very simple thing. Any little tiful dress goods and lovely millinery, and us I've
girl ten years old can produce such 11 "Burke county cyclone"
with the umbrella as described at the meeting of the doctors. no curiosity in that line, and I've beard ";rou
The modus operandi is this: Place an open umbte~la over any 'uns" all describe the show, I hav been a gamer
little girl or young lady and a man, and let her shp her hands by remaining at home, for I've written several artiover the staff, to electrify it, if you please, then suddenly fi_irt cles for the press and half a do<~en letters, and this
it up, always requesting the person un~er the umbrella w1th
you to catch it and hold it down when 1t starts up. As ~oon afternoon Mr. s.' and I took a long walk to Grayas the person lays hold of it, the operator mu~t sud_denlg Jer}r sentown to call upon a friend. I enjoyed every step
it down over both of their heads, and tangle It up m the hmr of the walk around the mountain path, through green
of the head. Then she must fumble about awhi~c to disen- lanes and grassy fields strewn with ripe dewberries
grtgo it, and as soon as it is partlaily free (never nun<l tho follow's eye) suddenly thrust it over th~ h_eads ?f t_he wonder- and with oxeye daioies laughing cheerily at us and
struck bystanders, whose dnt~ is to HCI)Ie 1t as rt liws. In tl:e inviting us to gather a wild-flower bouquet for the
scramble it soon breaks into pwces. 'rhe more that llllll at 1t mantel vases at home as a reminder of the Sunday's
the better the marvel. I hav pcrformerl this "prodigy" re- outing.
E L~iiNA.
peatedly. It requires no "odylic force" to c_auso au umbrella
July G, 284.
to hrcak in pieces, if a crowd of men pull at 1t.
'l'he whirling of a chair hy J~utting the palms of the h•:nds
on the hind posts is very easliy acc?m:plrshed. A ye_ry httle
A. Nomination tor Secretary.
practice will make anyone expert m 1i. After slidmg tho
To 'l'liE Enr•l'ou m· TriE TuuTir SEEJmn, SiT: Believing
palms of the hands over the po~t. the c~air leanil~~ a lit~le, a
slight twitch of the. muscles w1ll turn 1t over.. lilere IS no that the declination of the office of secretary of the
ruac,netism about 1t or necessary. Tile fact 1s, the occult National Liberal League by Mr. T. 0. Leland is more
po\~er or force attributed to, or claimed by, certain individuals exists in the credulity of the spectators. Now, I do not sincere than the recent declination of Mr. Samuel J.
pretend to say that Miss Lulu Hurst claims any "occult force" Tilden and considering that nominations for the place
in doing what she does so well.
~
he will leave are now in order, I would like to sugHowever, rliscussions of this character, a_bo~t ~h_e marvel- gest for the next secretary of the League Mr. Charles
ous, tile magnetic, or electric power of. c_crtam md!vid!J-als, remind me of tho wrangle over a propos1tlon a corwnn kmg sub- B. Heynolds, of North Parma, N. Y. I make tbis
ruitted to tile savants of France. Of course the king's <lues- nomination knowing the earnestness of Mr. Reynolds,
tion had to be discnssec1. It was this: "Take a given number and believing that the labor of the position wou~d n?t
of pounds of water, acld to it a live !ish, ancl the weigh~ would be a hindrance, but rather an advantage to hrm m
not be increased." The doctors chsputocl over the smgular
phenomenon for several day,; without arriving at any Hatisfac- the prosecution of the work he has chosen for himtory solution of the paradox. At this crisis a wag suggested: self. I can see how the work of secretary could be
"Suppose we test the matter." '!'he water anrl tho fish were very advantageously combined with that of Liberal
carefully weighed, and the discussion was suddenly close<l
lecturer, and Mr. Reynolds is the man above all
FrAT JusTITIA.
others within the range of my observation who could
be relied upon to run the mill effectivly and well.
~lORE QUEER WOMEN IN GEORGIA,
New York, July 5, 1884.
E. W. CHAMBERLAIN.

Wallack's Theater 01)ened at half past seven o'clock last
evening, but long before that hour a gre~~;t crowd of persons
had gathered on the steps. At half past mght o'clock the curtain and the lights went up together, and the slim young man
who discoursed so sensibly the night before did the same
#
th
mg agmn.
Behind
the young lll>tn, and far back on the stage, sat a tall,
h a t looking young woman all in black with the exception
0 fe hr yr- 'cheeks which ware r'ed and her hands which were
'
'
very ewhite an:d ' large. When the young
man got through
speaking on his own account he introduced the young lady in black
as the Wonder, and invited any gentleman among the spectators to come on the stage and see what she could do. A dozen
men accepted the offer, and all the performances of Monday
evening were repeated, even to the piano, which played ex~
actly the same tune.
The biggest man on the stage was invited to come out and
hold an umbrella over the young lady's head. He did so. He
was then told to holl!l one hand in front of his face, so that
the umbrella wouldn't hit him. That he also did. Then the
Wonder put the palm of her hand against the umbrella and
the slim man told the big man not to let the umbrella ~ove.
But it did move, and so clid the big man and the Wonder.
When a whirlwind of evolutions around the stage had calmed
down, the umbrell~ was .turned inside. out and otherwise
wrecked,_and thebigmanand_t~eGeorgmWonde~·wereboth
very red m the fage and perspmng freely. The b1g man was
satisfied, and went away, while others tried the powers of the
Wonder one after another, all with the same result. None
could hold the umbrella still, but all, when they retired to
the rear of the stage, agreecl that there was no magnetism
about the \Vonder! but that there was a great deal of muscle.
The spectators d1dn't hear these remarks, however, and
stamped, whistled, and clapped in token of very great delight.
One young man, very blond, in a very blond suit, afforded
the spectators especial delight. Not only was he pushed
hither and thither .at the will of the Wonder, but when she
let go of him he spun rouf!-d and ~ound, as though he ~ad
sprung from the grasp of M1ss Lulu mto the vortex of a whulwind. The more he spun around the more the spectators
were delightad, but the gentlemen on the stage notiCed that
when he stopped spinning he smiled very sweetly, and they
thought that he did not show enough agitation for a young
man who had met a Georgia Wonder for the first time, and
h>td passed through the experience of a dry leaf in a gale of
wind. When several ~mbrellas, all alike, and all rather weak,
had been eternally rmned? the Wonder passed to other exe~·cises. A stout cane was g:rven to a gentleman, and he held 1t
with both hands in front of him, and about two feet apart,
and was told not to move w~ile Miss ~ulu put the palm of
one,o_r both of her hands a~amst the stwk and used her ma~net1c power. The man tned not to. move, but h~ couldn t
help it. The next gentleman who tned the expenment was
the one who had loaned the stick, He was thick set and very
poiverful, and although he hrtd to move more or less, he
moved very little, f!'nd when his expe:iment was concluded the
Wonder showed s1gns of greater fatigue than he. A dozen
othe~·s tried the cane experiment with va1:sing resu!ts, all
movmg around more or less, but none very VIOlently, w1th the
exception of the original blond young man, who w_as as much
affected hy his endeavors to ~old the cane as ?Y h1s ~fforts t_o
keep the umbrella from movmg. He spun Just as mdustnously for one experiment as for. the other.
In the following experiments first one and then two men
vainly endeavored to hold a billiard cue st~ndy, a~cl one after
another ~ll;cceeded, after a severe struggle_, m forcmg one end
of the b1llmrcl cue to. tho floor. When th1s ~?-ad been done for
the thircl or fourth t1me, an old gentl~mun Ill the fron~ row,
with a red face, who had been hreathmg hard and trymg to
make the top of his head smooth"r with a silk handkerchief,
concluded that he had solved the mystery. He ~trose and
said impressivly: "She's got electricity stored in her shoes.
I want her to take off her shoes and stockings, and then we'll
see how she does it." The red-faced man smiled a satisfiell
smile, as though ~e had ~olv~d the problem,_ hut ~he slim m>~n
in the swallow-tmled smt chd not agree w1th him, and saul
kindly: "I'm sorry,_ sir, but the yom~p lady does not take off
her shoes and stockmgs on th_e staf?e.
The spectators laughed, wh1le :Miss Lulu look<:d daggers at
the man who had hinted that her shoes were h1g en~mg~ to
conceal electric batteries. A young man on the stage, mspued
hy the elder one's example, got up a theory of his own, a;'ld
announced in a loud voice tha.t the stage wns ~harged Wl~h
electricity, and he could feel it m the bones of h~s feet. H1s
idea won little favor, and he sat down a~d keJ,>t h1s feet off the
floor. The packed house had become 1mpatlent and showed
anxiety for more wonders, so Miss Hurst continuec1 her exhibition. 'rhe largest J?fl:ll left .on the stage, r_md se:veral others
after him, held a chall' Ill th~Ir arms and tned vamly to ke_ep
therusclvs ancl it from movmg around tile stage whef!- M1ss
Lulu wanted them to do so. A!ter_thatshe ilehl. tile chmr, and
as many as could get a hold of 1t tned to force 1t to the floor,
but had the greatest difficulty in doing so. 'rhus ended the
peaceful ~alf of the show..
.
'.l'he cha1r was put well Ill front on the stage, and .M1ss Lnlu
twirled it around and around with her hands. Several gentlemen sat on the chair, and she threw them out of it without
apparent effort. A tall gentleman, with. a pink in his coat
lapel, had been on the stage from the first, and hacl been
among the most unsuccessful i~ _his ~ffor~s to defeat the wond~r. 'J'he ~an who felt el_ectnmty m h1s feet even accused
him of bemg an accomplwe. But he was not. When the
third or fourth gentleman had been thrown from the chair he
walked to the ec1ge of the stage, and, while trembling with excitemef!-t, said:
. .
"•rh1s wholo business is a fraud from begmn~ng to end.
Anybody here can do anything that she has done. I can do
all these tlicks myself. Why don't she hold a cane still; or
press a chair to the floor, if she h~ts this wonderful power?
I'll hold the chair and let her try it."
The tall man ti·ied to say more, but everybody was yelling at
once. The slim man was screaming in his ear and waving his
arms, and the very blond man began to look dangerous. For
at least five minutes a perfect uproar reigned. Everyborly who
had a voice used it. and Miss Lulu alone stood calm and selfFrom the Atlanta (Ga.) Constitutwn.
possessed, in the r:Uidst of a wild uproar, in which everybody
Georgia is winning a great reputat!on ab_road as b?ing tho
yelled, whistled, stamped, shouted, and groaned, and which home of electric women. '!'he manrfestatwns of JYI!ss Lull'
o
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SATURDAY,

~WE wish that our subscribers who are in arrears would make a special effort to pay up. During
the summer months our book sales are small, and
we hav to depend upon the subscriptions coming in
to pay expenses, which are just as heavy now as ever.
We know that business generally is dull, that " times
are hard," but the amounts are so small individually
that it would seem no one can be inconvenienced by
paying his dues, while in the aggregate they foot up
large, and mean everything to us. It is unpleasant
to us to dun our friends, and money is never asked
for till imperativly needed; now we must hav it to
pay bills with. A good many hundreds of dollars
are due on subscriptions, so we are not asking a
favor, but simple justice and square dealing between
friends.

The League.
The point made by Mr. Putnam in last week's issue,
that the president and secretary elected at the coming
Congress of the National Liberal League giv their
undivided attention to the affairs of the League, is
well taken. These officers, at any rate, should go into
the field and labor unremittingly for the advancement
of organization. By doing this they can undoubtedly build up the League to represent in some degree the expanding forces of Freethought The
Investigator, also, seems to think this should be done.
Because he is not able to take the stump, to go among
the people and help them form strong auxiliaries, the
old veteran, Horace Seaver, declines to. be a candidate for the presidency. He is obliged to us, he says,
for our courtesy in nominating him, but he "objects
to the nomination as entirely unfit, for if elect~d we
[Mr. Seaver] would not be able to attend to the duties of the office, and that is a sufficient reason for
declining it." Mr. Seaver adds it is his opinion that
"a more activ, enterprising, and a younger man
should be chosen," and he names as among those suitable for the energetic prosecution of the League's
business Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, Mr. John E. Remsburg, Mr. W. S. Bell, Mr. H. L. Green, Mr. George
Chainey, Mr. Walter C. Wright, Dr. J. L. York, or
the Han. A. B. Bradford. Either of these gentlemen
would suit THE TRUTH SEEKER, but an exceptionally
good nomination was that made by Mr. Putnam-his
friend, George Chainey. Mr. Putnam himself is our
first choice, for we know him to be a good man. He
is enthusiastic, industrious, economical of resources,
and possesses executiv abilities of a very high order.
Without his labors-rendered gratuitously, in season
and out of season-the fine meetings we hav held in
New York the past winter would hav been impossible. We still stick to him for first choice; but as he
has nominated Mr. Chainey in his place, we defer to
his wishes, but suggest that the ticket be:
For President,
GEORGE CHAINEY,
of Boston;
For Secretary,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
of New York.
With both of these gentlemen in the field, working
for all they are worth, we think the number of good
live auxiliaries could be doubled. Mr. Chainey is as
eloquently persuasiv a speaker as we hav; Mr. Putnam is second to only Chainey, besides being a
harder worker. We think they would make a strong
team, and we move they be given a trial. Several
attacks on legally entrenched orthodoxy hav been
made the past year, such as Mr. Moore's suit against
the school "authorities of Bloomfield, Iowa1 the

attempt to repeal the legal discrimination against
Atheists in Masschusetts, and the decision of Supt.
Ruggles against the Bible in the schools in this state,
which will hav to be enforced through suits of interested parents, but we hav heard nothing about the
National Liberal League being in any way in any of
them. This is not right, for the League was formed
expressly to help fight such cases; but Abbot's example of shirking has been followed b;y the present officers, not from lack of interest in the cases, but from
lack of ability to adequately aid the suers for equal
rights. What we think desirable to see is something
done, some tangible reason put forth for supporting
the organization. At the coming Congress we hope
to see some steps taken to put the organization on a
working basis; let the members raise funds for the
National League to use, or do the work themselvs.
The auxiliaries can help the National officers by getting up lectures, social meetings, or concerts which
will pay a few dollars each, and in this way a fund
can gradually be gathered. The present officers hav
been unable to do anything for lack of means. The
responsibility for this rests with the Liberals of the
whole country, and upon them, it seems to us, the
responsibility for the League's future existence must
continue to rest. If they take hold ea;rnestly, much
can be done; if they do not, nothing. The League
may hav the best officers in the world, but unless
backed up their official existence is practically useless.
We do not say this in any spirit of fault-finding.
The present management has done all it could. with
the means at command. But the point we argue is
this: If the League at the next Congress cannot take
steps to command more means of action; cannot
draw to its support men and women willing to work
for its objects, it might as well be disbanded as a
National organization, and the auxiliaries be converted
into such Liberal clubs as their members prefer.

The Catholic Church and the French Govemment.
The people of France can be divided into two religious classes-the Atheistic and Catholic. Since
Calvin's time Protestantism has not had an extended
nor strong hold upon Europe outside of Germany,
and the Fatherland is not a conquest of which the
Protestants can boast. German scholarship is synonymous with Rationalism, and has largely affected
the whole world. The Atheistical population of
France comprises the educated and governing class;
the pope of Rome holds the peasantry and unlettered
workmen. The church is yet subsidized from the
national treasury, but this is done as a measure of
policy, and not from love of the church, or with intent to benefit her.
The influence of the Vatican upon the French government is small, and apparently growing smaller.
Measures intended to deprive the church of all her
privileges will probably be advanced at an early
date. The situation, as stated by M. Paul Bert in a
London review, is bad for Rome. The government
is in the hands of Radicals who hav no respect for
religious pretensions. The Radicals are, however,
divided as to the best method of rendering nugatory
the Catholic power. One party, led by M. Paul Bert
and M. Ferry, are in favor of continuing the present
relations of the state and church, as "from one point
of view a state church is a crippled church, the government stipends being at once a prop and a gag."
M. Paul Bert, who was formerly Minister Of Public
Instruction and Worship, is, says a Protestant journal, an astute and dangerous enemy of Rome. It is
enmity and not friendship that leads him to advocate
the retention of the Concordat.- He would continue
to pay the salaries of the priests that he may control
them, but he would enforce rigidly the terms of the
contract. This agreement was made in 1801 between
the pope and Bonaparte, and adopted by the French
Chambers in the following year. By this convention, known as the Concordat, the French government bound itself to support only the bishops, whose
number was reduced to 51, and the cures, or established rectors of important parishes, of whom there
are only about 2,500 in all France. It did not agree
to PlloY the incumbents licensed by bishops, who officiate in the rural parishes, and form the great majority of the working clergy. The first grant for
Catholic worship made in pursuance of the Concordat did not reach $400,000. The state also reserved thE} ri~ht of nominatin~ the bisho~s, who in

turn were to nominate the our~s, but the latter could ·
not officiate without government approval. Neither
does the Concordat make mention of religious associations, all of which had been prohibited in 1792,
but some of which hav during the present century
been recognized by legislativ or administrativ ordinances.
Considering how the triumph of M. Paul Bert's
wing of the Radicals would affect the church, a paper
not particularly friendly to Agnostics says:
"We can understand, then, why Catholics feel no special
gratitude to M. Paul Bert for announcing himself as a champion of the Concordat. That instrument in her hands would
become a Shylock's bond, and be used to bring about a widely
different relation from tJhat which, in spite of recent changes,
still subsists between the state and the church in France. lie
would giv to Catholicism nothing which is not called for by
the st1ict letter of the contract, and he w9uld press to tho uttermost al~ the concessions that can be turned against it. Now,
there is no doubt that if the contract wrung from the papacy
by the first consul were to be construed by an implacable
enemy, the little finger of Paul Bert would prove thicker than
Bismarck's loins, and whereas German Protestants had.
scourged the Roman chul'ch with whips, French Agnostics
would chastise it with scorpions."

The opposition to Bert is led by M. Clemenceau.
His plans are to abolish the Concordat, and hav the
state deny "not only support, but every species of
recognition to all religions organizations." The criticism passed upon this course by M. Bert and his
followers is that it would giv the church more power
than she now possesses. The clergy, they say, would
artfully construe it as persecution, and, laying this
view of it before the ignorant and superstitious peasants who form the bulk of the Catholic strength,
embitter them against the government to an extent
sufficient, perhaps, to change the complexion of the
government at succeeding elections. The opponents
of M. Clemenceau regard it as certain that the clergy
could, in such a case, wring more money from their
dupes than they now receive from both the government and the people.
There is, of course, much truth in this. M. Paul
Bert may be a more dangerous enemy to Rome than
M. Clemenceau and his method better calculated to
keep the church under. But that is a narrow and
sectarian way of looking at the matter, and justifiable only as a matter of political policy. The Catholics in the past hav committed the grossest and most
inhuman outrages upon the liberty of the people,
and there is no reason for supposing that the church
has lost the will to still further curtail the rights of
the individual; but after all, for the hono.r of humanity, for the credit of the great and growing body of
Freethinkers, not alone in France, but the whole
world, Agnostics in power should do what is right,
even if not the most expedient. Church and state
should be totally and eternally separated.
The
errors of the past should be rectified as speedily as
possible. A man has a natural right to be a fool, and
if the Catholics can sustain their church in France
without state aid, let them. But any compromise
the state can make with them can be only a "league
with death and covenant with hell," for a reversal of
administration would ena.ble the church to swell the
"Worship budget" from the few millions of dollars
now voted to as many millions as the country could
stand without a revolution. The right way will, in
the long run, prove to be the best statesmanship.

Giving in

Marri~e.

A recent refusal of a police justice of this city to
perform the marriage ceremony, oil the ground that
he had no authority, has produced a ripple of excitement, and been the cause of a close examination of
the statutes and precedents bearing upon the subject. With one exception the laws of this state are
exceptionally clear and common-senseful. This exception is the provision allowing the solemnization of
the rite by "ministers of the gospel." That the
preachers hav this right can never be admitted by a
Secularist. Giving power to them is a recognition
of Christianity at variance with our national Constitution, and abhorrent to the sense of a secmlar community. The Revised Statutes, chapter viii, reads
that marriage may be performed by " ministers of
the gospel." What gospel? The gospel of Buddha?
the gospel of Mohammed ? the gospel of Mormon Joe
Smith? Of course not; the gospel of Christ is meant.
And this gospel of Christ is getting to be the abomination ofthis country. It obtrudes itself everywhere.
It seeks to control everything. The minister of the
gospel comes with the doctor at births, and stands at
his side at the burials. Christianity is too ubiqui~
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tons. it runs the family, the school, and is trying to da~ ~f rest should be characterized by a calm and studied inrun the government. Our statutes recogltize it in actmty.
indirect ways, and with or without the citizen's con- . "THE church first, then politics," says the Advocate. This
sent, the " minister of the gospel" is an altogether 1s contrary to the spirit of the old adage, "Between two evils
too prominent personage in a great many of his af- choose the least."
fairs. ·
.
.. . ·
Lectures and Meetings
The offimals authorized by the statutes of the state
.
'
to ratify the marriage contract are "mayors record-' _JoHN E. REMSRURG, L~beral lecturer, of Atchison, Kan.,
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Excepting everything personal to myself, I wish to
second with all my mind and heart the new departure therein proposed. I trust a much better man
than the one he nominates may be found for president.
Mr. Wakeman, our retiring president, has several
times asked me to consent to be nominated for the
office.
For various reasons I hav thus far declined. If,
. .
.
.
.'
Wlll start East on a lecturmg tour in August.
how, ver, the annual congress should take up the
ers, and aldermen of mties, Justices, and JUdges of
.. .
courts of record, judges of the city courts and jus- I _THE Ne:W England Spmtuabst Camp-meeting Association program laid down ·by Mr. Putnam, elect .him as
t'
f th
" Th
ffi .
'
. I will hold Its Eleventh Annual Convocation at Lake Pleasant secretary, and pledge itself both in word and deed
~ces
e. pea_ce.
~se o mala perform no "di-I (Montague, Mass., on the Hoosac Tunnel route), from Au- to support us in the field, I should not decline. But
VIDe serviCes m marrymg couples; their functions gust 2d to August 31st next. Many prominent Spiritualist this can only be settled in convention.
are similar to a notary public's in witnessing a signa- speakers w_ill be i~ attendance. Amusements in the form of
In the mean time, let the whole field be surveyed.
ture and affixing his seal as an attestation that it is concerts, rmk skatmg, parties, readings, and dancing will bo Let each one speak his mind freely and frankly.
genuin.
afforded.
The bugaboo of Comstockism is so tattered and torn
The law upon the subject of marriage is essentially J. L. A:NnnEW, of Fort Scott, I{an., has made engagements that it can no longer scare away even a blind bird.
secular. All interpretations of it agree that the con- to. lecture in Illinois, beginning about the middle July. Ite All ought to be equally satisfied by this time that
t
t · . .
';1ll be p~e~sed t_o hear _from any Liberals or Liberal organiza- anything beyond negativ political action can only
_rac IS CIVI 1, and the only formality necessary is tlie tion desmng h1s serviCes. Mr. Andrews has made partial disintegrate, instead of integrate. I hav traveled
bona fide agreement of the parties, in the presence of anangements to lecture in Texas, and would like to con·e. almost as much as any man in this work, mixing
witnesses, to enter into the relations of husband and spond with those in that state in want of a Liberal lecturer, so mostly with Liberals. It has been my business to
wife.
that he may hav ample time for arranging details. His fees, study their wants. I hav corresponded with thouhe announces, will be reasonable. Mr. Andrews may be ad- sands. I am thoroughly convinced that the great
New York, by thus holding, has done much to take dressed at Fort Scott, Kan., in care of Professor D. D. Bryant. need of all is live, activ men in the field, possessed of
power from the priests of the gospel and put it where
such personal gifts as shall giv them large audiences, ·
it belongs-in the hands of the people. The recent
who shall find it to be to their practical and imme"The Great Convention."
decision of the United States District Court of Rhode
This is the year of conventions. All hearts and diate interest to promote organization and local acIsland, that such marriages are valid all over the minds are full of them. Through them the leaders tivity. Ll'lcturing as a private enterprise does good;
country, adds to the value of the law as a precedent of ~he future are to ~e selected. Through their loud still if the lecturer should speak as the representativ
of a live and effectiv organization, his work would be
for other states that m'ay throw off the grip of the nmses and harsh discords floats a sweet strain of
far more productiv of good.
music,
promis
of
better
days
to
come.
Above
the
"ministers of the gcspel."
The first thing to be done by the Annual Congress
smoke and roar of battle shine stars of hope that tell
to put its principles into the most compact and
is
us of peace, of purity and reform. For many days to
Persecution in Erie County.
come the country will be agitated with the strife and fewest words, and to lay down a program of activ
When the League gets into fighting condition it rivalr;r of op;rosing forces. The pessimist will see in work; next to elect the two best men offered among
our workers and speakers who can giv their whole
will be in order for it to take hold of cases like this ~~ ~his ~othm~ but weakness and insanity. The op- time to the offices of president and secretary; last,
timist
w~l se_e m ~very torchlight procession human
as telegraphed from Erie, N. Y., July 9th. The dis~
nature ~Ight.mg I~S path to victory, and progress re- but by no means least, fix upon a salary for each to
patch reads:
generatmg Itself m the baptism of its own enthusi- be paid out of the money they raise. This salary
"For haying one Sunday, to prevent certain clestruction of a~m. The cause may see~ to some unworthy. The may be made large enough to pay them in full for
cut hay from rain, Farmer James Sampson, of Fairview town- difference between parties and candidates will no their services, or in part, leaving them free to make
ship, this county, was arrested to-day and held for trial under doubt ~e _magnified out of proportion. Still while something by lecturing.
The successful missionary of a Liberal gospel can
ah ancient unrepealed statute. He is an Ingersoll follower, the maJority can be so excited and drawn from
Tavern
ai1d When waited on by the committee from the church said private to public concerns, we should preserve our not travel far without scrip and purse.
keepers and depot restauranteurs are not given to
he would stop work if they could convince him that God would faith in the worth of our race.
save his property over Sunday."
But the. great con~entio~ of the year is yet to be entertaining angels unawares. To command an auheld.
This conventiOn will make but little noise. dience needs a decent suit of clothes and a clean
Perhaps Mr. Sampson is fully able to hold his own
When the
Th~ papers, many of them, will think it unworthy of shirt, as well as an eloquent tongue.
alone against the forces of iniquity-otherwise known
notiCe. Others that mention it will only sneer at it committee meets the lecturer at the depot his appearas the Christian church-but if he could hav aid and as a congress of cranks. And yet it will be in a true ance must not make them want to hurry him down
moral backing from outside it would render his little sense the greatest convention of the year. Its plat- a back street to the hotel for fear the people will see
martyrdom more tolerable, and while the town is form will hav more truth and less folly than all other him before the seeling hand of night hides the threadstirred up over the case if the League could flood platforms combined. Its triumph will bring more bare condition of his wardrobe.
I often see, and hear it stated, Liberals are poor.
the place with circulars and arguments against the JOY and truer prosperity to mankind than the success That, however, is false. I generally find among
retention of such laws on the statute books, sleeping of any other party.
I need hardly say I mean the combined Convention them many of the most prosperous people of the
Freethinkers could undoubtedly be found, and an of Freethinkers and National Liberal Leaguers to be town.
There are a thousand professed Liberals in this
auxiliary League perhaps be formed.
held the first w~ek in September, at Cassadaga Lake,
Such an outcome would teach the Christians to be N. Y. Here will gather the representativs of the country who could pay one hundred dollars each uer
mighty careful how they invaded a citizen's rights only people who hav yet learned the meaning of lib- year, and never miss it. Why don't they do it? Because they are stingy? No, not by any means. Simon the strength of a statute passed in the gloomy erty; who really both in word and deed wish to de- ply because we hav not made it wor~h their while to
stroy every form of corruption and slavery, and exmorp.ing of the country's life ..
tend to every other man, woman, and child the right do it. Meet in convention; put the right men in the
each t~ b~ happy in their own way so long as they field; let them show by their deeds what they can do·
'frrE Rev. J. H. Vincent, D. D., of Chautauqua, has faith in do not u;lfrmge upon the equal right of any one else. call for the money, and it can no more refuse to com~
We all
God, but intends to keep his powder dry. In the course of Here will come the men and women who are no than water can avoid running down hill.
his splendid speech, delivered at Woodstock, Conn., July 4th, longer capt~vs to the skies; who, instead of seeking know that any promis of money to be paid to the
and printed in the Independent, he says:
through pam and self-denial to find happiness be- officers of the League must be contingent on their
"When man forgets and forsakes some other possible hold, yond the grave, hav learned how, through the truth ability to inspire the rich Liberals to giv it. Hence
the men selected must hav faith in their own ability.
and trusts God in lieu of personal fidelity, he has as little of nature, to find heaven right here and now.
right to find rest in his faith as hav captain and crew on a
The advant~ge of such recognition, however, by the
Through
all
the
past
the
best
devotion
of
humanfoggy sea when bridge and foremast are deserted, and the fog
ity has been wasted upon the skies, consumed in use- Congress Will be great. It says to the rich Liberals
horn silent."
les_s
smoke of sacrifice that has only smirched the "It is your duty to help the weak." It binds th~
It has been ascertained by experiment, we believe, that
bright
firmament above us. Instead of this waste officers of the League into a close relation with tho
with proper attention to details and appropriate safeguards,
organization. It makes their personal interests denumerous difficulties hav been surmounted without any faith we would gi~ ~ll that we hav to giv to the jof and
pendent on the development of the League. It will
comfort
of
hvmg
men
and
women.
If
there
are
in God at all. On the other hand, many a ship has gone down
enable them when not otherwise engaged to say t.o
and carried with it a large number of persons distinguished for Gods and angels, it is their bounden duty to serve
the Liberals in towns unacquainted with their own
their piety. The three missionary vessels named the Morning and comfort us, not ours to serve them. The strong
This world is ours
Let us strength, "Provide a hall and pay the actual expenses
Star, lost in the Micronesian Islands, may perhaps hav been in must help the weak.
the Rev. Mr. Vincent's mind when he spoke the words which possess it and enjoy it to the utmost. There is enough and we will come and hold a meeting." I think that
we hav quoted.
for all if no man wrong his brother. Half the money the president and secretary should spAnd six months
now thrown away on the skies, devoted to the needs of each year traveling together. Their combined
TrrE committee appoint11d to revise the books of the Old
of
man, would make the light to shine into all dark- official in~uence and speaking ability would giv to
Testament hav finished their task. When the result of their
each meetmg the character of a convention. In the
labors shall be given to the public it is supposed that we shall ness, and cause the flowers of health and comfort to course of the year they ought to speak at least in two
blossom
at
every
hearthstone.
This
is
our
gospel.
know exactly what the deity meant to say when he wrote the
hundred different towns. In such places where
Bible. Whether the distinguished Author will be permitted How to carry the glad tidings to all is the great the~e is organization they should st_udy its needs, giv
question.
to revise the manuscript, or whether corrected proofs of the
Upon the essential principles of Liberalism we are advice and encouragement toward Its greater develsame will be forwarded to him at his summer residence, is a
opment. ""Where there is none, they should do their
secret of the press which has not been divulged. It is a mel- all n:greed. Being yet in our infancy, we are yet only best to start it. Occasional reports of their progress
ancholy fact that of the twenty-seven members of the Revis- findmg out the best methods by experimm::.t-like
little children learning to walk, we hav stumbled should be furnished to all the Liberal papers, so that
ion Committee, twelve hav died since the work began.
along thus far by apparent failures. But each fall the Liberals of the entire country may be cheered
with the history of the progress and promotion of
IN the Rev. Joseph Cook's Fourth of July oration, the fol- ?as t~ken ~s nearer ~he truth. It is not my purpose
m. this article to reVIew the history of the National organization.
lowing passage occurs:
This is my advice to the coming Congress. It will
Liberal
League. With all its mistakes, so-called I
" The ostrich buries her thin, wilful head in the sand and
~hinks her whole l?~dy covered. In circles, only half edu~ated am satisfied. Whatever has been done was do~e be a great event, coming, as it will, in conjunction
m morals but aspnmg, great is the American eagle, greater is with good intentions. But the time has come for us with the New York State Freethinkers' Convention.
the American peacock, and greatest is the American ostrich.'•
to walk forward with more assurance and a firmer Let this discussion go on, so that from many minds
What does that mean? Who is the American ostrich? Is step.
Thus far most that has been done has been we may gather up the scattered rays of wisdom and
it Cook?
provisional. But we are now entering upon the for- combine them into a torch that shall flash the light
of freedom on.
GEORGE CHAINEY.
SPEAKING of the weekly Sunday concerts in Central Park, mativ period-from the laboratory of experiment
emerges
into
light
the
bright
crystal
of
concentrathis city, the Independent remarks, "We do not like it; but
"THE Truth Seeker Annual and ]freethinkers'
what can be done!" Why, do nothing, Brother Bowen. The tion and definit purpose, sketched for us in last
attitude of a man who does not believe in a rational use of the week's TRUTH SEEKER by our friend, Mr. Putnam. Almanac," 25 cents.
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cially in the last quarter of the present century, to do such
THE OLD AND NEW.
foolish things is discouraging to those who hav outgrown all
BURTON, MICH., June 28, 1884.
such superstitious nonsense. If those who pretend to be
Mr.. EmTor.: Of the old and now I shall speak in a theaChristians understood and actually believed the fundamental logic sense. From a careful and thorough examination of the
TO '£HE PEOPJJE 01•' JAMESTOWN, OHIO.
I saw a letter from one of the good Christian citizens of cloctrins of the Bible they profess to believe they would never subject I am fully convinced that in the days of Jesus, the
Jamestown to a friend of his in the far West in reference to be guilty of such folly. The Bible, which purports to be the apostles, and church fathers, and down to A.D. 150, the godthe Jamestown cyclone which occurred last April, in which he word of God, says that he is an infinit God-infinit in all his head of Jesus was not believed in, as taught by the 'l'rinitarians
asks the question, '' IIow did it happen that Ho few were killed attributes, infinit in his purposes and designs; unchangeable of to-day. The nightmare had not seit.e.d the bmins of wanand badly injured?" He then goes on to say that the general -the same yesterday, to-day, and forever; without variable- dering, hunted, and frightened Christians as they were disanswer by the people of Jamestown is, "Intervention _of prov- ness or ~:;haclow of turning; who will do all his pleasure; persed by various persecutions over th~ different countries
idence." Suppose we examin this specious answer a httle and whatever he has proposed that will he perform. Who with bordering on the Mediterranean Sea and its tributaries. The
see if it is satisfactory to all the people of Jamestown. If God one grain of the commonest kind of common sense and a mod- personality of the Holy Ghost was not taught and accepted by
intervened to save the lives und property of some, he pur- icum of reasoning would be foolish enough to pray to such a the then Roman Catholic church until A.D. 450. Jesus was
posely destroyed the lives and property of others. This is not God? The idea of changing the mind of au unchanging God believed in as a divine person, as the son of man, as the mesonly logically but actually true. What a comfort it will be to or of getting him to do something he had not proposed doing siah, but that the father through him did the works; He was
those who hav lost relativs, friends, and property to be told is simply ridiculous. If he was subject to change at the in- believed in as the m!t'nifestation of the divine power in perthat God in his infinit wisdom and goodness has seen fit to stance of prayer the most vivid imagination would fail to pict- forming what were called miracles, as healing the sick, casting
take from them their dearest treasures, especially to those poor ure a being so fickle. If God had anything to do with the out demons, raising the dead, as was supposed, the power or
widows who hav lost all their earthly goods! What consola- Jamestown cyclone hill purposes in regard to it were unalter- agency heing the same as that controling good and gifted metion it must be ! And yet I will venture to assert that if those ably fixed decillions of years before the little planet upon diums to-day. The field is largo, and I cannot amplify or
present proof in a short article confirmatory of every imporwho were killed had funeral sermons preached for them, which Jamestown stands-or stood-was in existence.
It seems to me that the untimely death of President Garfield tant statement. In A.D. 325 a church council was called by the
something very similar to what I hav just said was preached,
and in all probability in the same sermon they were told that ought to satisfy the mind of any sane person in regatd to th(l Roman emperor Constantine the Great, being the first Chris~
God is no respecter of persons. If they were not, they ought, efficacy of prayer. When the whole civilit.ed world prayed tian emperor, to convene at Nice, in Asia Minor, to settle the
for his recovery, God would not or could not grant their re- exciting controversy long and bitterly maintainecl between
for the Bible says so.
'l'hose who claim that they and theirs were saved by a spe- quest, notwithstanding he has said in his book that whe:e two Arius and Alexander, both bishops of Alexandria, in Egypt.
cial act of providence are ten-fold more self-rightllous, arro- or more are agreed concerning a certain thing he Wlll do In this first Nicene council Arins was condemned and banished
• gant, and selfish than the Pharisee _who thanked God that he that thing. My own opinion is that a crazy Christian's bullet with some bishops of his party by tho Trinitarians. Arius and
was not as other men. If God in h1s wrath proposed destroy- and the probes of two or three quack doctors were too much his party taught the unity of God. The Trinitarians taught
ing certain persons and property in ~amestown o~ account of for him. They were about as hard for Lim to contend with as there were three Gods in unity, equal in power and glory.
their wickedness, why was he not as Jnst and mermful to them were the iron chariots of the people of the valley whom he Under the lead of Constantine this latter dogma assumed oras he was to those of old whom he intended to destroy, viz., said he could not drive out because they had chariots of iron. ganic form, and has held a prominent place in tho Roman
Anyone who prlltends to be an Infidel and has no more sense Catholic and Protestant churches to the present time. Down
Nineveh Soclom and Gomorrah, etc.? Why did he not tell
them th~t they had the most wicked little city in the world, than to buck against a cyclone with a prayer ought to be sent to the council of Laodicea in A D. 363 the Old Testament, or
and that their abominations which they wrought under the sun to some benevolent institution for imbecils and idiots or hav Hebrew books, were considered the only sacred and inspired
were more than he proposed to stand, and unless they re- some one appoinfed to look after him. Infidels-so-called- books by both Jews and Christians. At t~is council Origen's
pented. in llackcloth and ashes he ":oulcl positivly cyclone who hav become such by long, careful, and impartial investi- list of sacred books or parchments was accepted-vi<:., all the
them or gi v them a dose of fire and bnmstone? Had he thus gation of the laws of nature and a thoroughly philosop~ical books of the Old Testament, with Apocrypha, as in the Donay
warned them, I hav no doubt they would hav repented in mode of reasoning in regard to the cause or causes of thmgs, or Catholic Bible. Those of theN ew Testament--four gospels,
sackcloth-or almost any other cheap cloth-and ashes-or never pray to any God for anything, from the fact they know thirteen epistles of Paul, and all the others nearly as we now
almost any other kind of dirt that was convenient and dirty. their pmyer will not be answered. If there was such a God as hav them, except the epistle to the Hebrews and Revelation
I hav no idea that those who suffered such sad and irreparable the Christians' God it wotlld be very unjust in him to answel" or John. After many controversies these became parts and
loHses had the least suspicion that they were so much more an Infidel's prayer when he never answers the prayers of his helped complete what was called the Stwred Canon, A.D. 3V7,
professed followers except when they happen to pray-though which was prononncecl by church leaders the infallible word of
deserving of punishment for their sins than th~ir m~re fortunate neighbors who suffered not at all, and yet 1f themtorven- generally very ignorantly-for something in accordance with God, and assumed mastery over the human conscience inlands
the laws of nature, like the old lady in Cincinnati when the where the Christian Bible was accepted. Since then, under
tion theory is true they must hav been.
flood was at its highest prayed that the waters might not rise
'!'hero is another phase of this providential question worthy six feet higher. And they didn't. Some thought it was be- church rule, men hav not dared to reason on theological questions, only to simply learn what the book said thron_gh the
of examination. It is in regard to God's destroying his own cause the old lady prayed.
priests, then, like abject, cringing slaves, served God m fear.
property, tho God-houses, built for his own ~pecial glory and
All heathen and all ignorant and superstitions people are
worship. A 1-lpringfielcl, Ohio, paper, speakmg of the James- humbled by such things as cyclones, earthquakes, volcanoes, J!'ew in those dark ages could either read or write. The Bible
town cyclone, says, "It seemed to hav traveled out of its way and floods. Having no idea of their true causes, they suppose was in the hands only of popes, bishops, priests, and monks.
to destroy churches," and such actually seems to be the fact that some angry God or demon is thus venting his wrath upon These only were its interpreters, and their schemes of dominin almost if not in every case. In Fort Madison, Iowa, on the them for something they hav done that displeased him, and ion and aggrandizement gave awful color to its teaching.
third day of July, 1876, a tornado destroyed $60,000 worth of so they go at once to propitiate him by debasing themselv~ in When the book assumed mastery, progress in ethics and rechurch property and not more than $1,000 worth of other tho dust of humiliation or by sacrificing to him some obJect ligious knowledge ceased, and man became its cringing slave,
property all told. 'l'he churches that suffered tho gre>ttest most dcm· to their heal'ts. The Christian gets down on his and only as he has dared to throw off this galling yoke, this
lolls wore the Catholic and Baptist, both new and elegant. T~e knees and beseeches in sepulchral tones his God, whom he priestly bondttge, and return to the plain morality and religion
Catholics hav never been able to restore their church to 1ts presumes is somewhere in the skies, in hearing distance, just of Jesus, Confucius, Christna, Hillel, and many of the grand
former elegance. 'l'he Baptists restored theirs, except a bell. out of danger, waiting to be asked to stop the stor~ or other religious souls gone before-tho plain, simple, and exalting
'l'hey hav not been able to replace the bell, w~ich was broken pestilence. All sorts of debasements and genu.fl.exwns were worship of a loving father; the communion, comfort, and help
by the fttll. 'l'hoy mortgaged tho church_ to rmse money tore~ first learnecl from the lower animals. It is natural for tho do- of angels, once human-has his religion been rational, peacepttir the damage clone by t_he storn1, wh10h mortgage has _re- mestic animal to get down and crawl up to his angry master. ful, hopeful, and elevating. ·'!'he Christianity of to-duy is a
mained on it until this spnng, when, by the long and persist- The language of such acts is, "See how humble I am. You monstrositv; Jesus knew nothing of it. The pomp, parade,
pride, and.show of popular churches would again thrust the
ent efforts of its present pnstor, it was raised, to tho joy of can't strike such a poor humble creutnre as I am."
spear and press the thorny crown npon-thehead of the masthe members. But alas ! how· fleeting were their joys ! God in
Scientific Infidels never debase themselvs, never prostrate
hill infiuit wisdom and goodness saw fit to send another cy- themselvs in the dust before any supposed celestial being. ter, should he appear in their courts and teach and heal the
eloue last Monday a-fternoon and knock it down again. We The dust of humiliation is.-nover found on their knees. 'l'hoy sick as in the long ago. Along the bloody centuries, the clogwould suppose they would take the hint thin time and lot it stand up like men and claim the right to think_ and act for mas of the fall, eternal punishment in a lake of literal fire
stay tlown. We would be like the Dutchman who had_ ~ub themsolvs, answerable only for their acts to thClr fellow-man and brimstone, pardon of sins, three Gods in one, eternal life
scribed largely to build a church and was afterwards sollmt_ed at tho bar of justice; and to no person, or bar, for what they and bliss in heaven, hav been held as essentials of a religions
for money to put a lightning-rod on the church. He sa1cl, think or believe. They seek out through nature herself t_he faith-in every possible way, through pope, priest, monk, and
"No· I hav helped to build a hoi1se for de Lort; now if he causes of all her motions and changes, submit themselvs w1th cardinal, they hav been fastened upon the souls of men,
choo~cs to dundor on it and knock it down he docs it nt his dignity to the inevitable, strive to prevent all that ~s prevent- women, and children.
Men hav not dared to reason upon theology, only in subjecow u oxp ens e."
able that is detrimental to their well-being, and stnve to ameIn Mount Pleasant, Iowa, several years ago, a fine church liorate the condition of their fellow-men and make them happy tion to the infallible book. Men will reason fairly on all
edifice (Baptist), just finished at a c~st of $50,000, was ~e now and here, and are satisfied that the future will take care questions except on religious subjects. Here their reason is
palsied from long disuse. The idea that the Bible is inspired,
stroyecl by a tornado. 'l'ho Presbytenan church, also a fine of its own. Their motto is, One world at a time.
and
is the only rule of faith and practice, hangs like a nightone, was destroyed, and little damage dono other property.
In conclusion, I will say to those of you who hav lost
In this city last fall u cyclone "seemed to travel out of its relativs, friends, or property, or any or all of those~ my sym- mare upon the souls of men. 'l'o break this spell, to induce
way" to destroy a God-house. And so we might go on and pathies are with you, and did my circum_stances ad~1t I would men to read all scriptures as the works of men of barbarous
fill a volume with such cases. There are more God-houses show my sympathy in a more substantia~ way. Should ~on ages, as they would any other human production, is the main
struck by lir<htning in proportion to their numbers than al- ever build another dwelling, don't be foollsh en~ngh to thmk hope of the world. The dark ages of a thousand years was
when the church had her way. When Luther broke with her
most any other kind of property. It is getting to be actually
you hav been purged from all the sins _that ~rmg _cyclon~s,
dangerous for ministers of tho gospel to conduct religious ser- and that your present scourge and snffenngs Wlll be 1mmumty it was not on the question of church dogmas, but on her asvices. I saw accounts of several being killed by lightning against the same in the future. If yon do, i~ the l~nguag~ of sumption of divine power over the souls and bodies of men.
within the last year while conducting religions services-one the West, you _will " got left." The best 1mmnmty agamst In fact, he brought with him and fastened upon his adherents
while in the act of ptononncing the benediction at the head of cyclones is a good cyclone cellar, and the best prayer you can all the church myths of 1,500 years, including transubstantiation. Lutherans now hold that in the sacrament the bread
the grave.
make is to make that kind of a cellar.
'l'hese things are very clisconntging. Doubtless many will
Fred Douglass said when he was a sla¥e he no~d to pray an<l wine become by priestly manipulation the literal body
remember the sad account given several years ago of a crew of God to set him free. But the best prayer, he sa1d, he over and blood of their master. All Roman Catholics hold the
some three hundred nnd sixty minioters of the gospel who made he made with his legs when he ran away. Probably the same view. The church has tried to subsist upon this fiction
wont clown with tho vessel in which they were sailing. An
best way to make a cyclone cellar is, when you dig your hous~ of body and blood until her spirituality has become pamlyti?.
Infidel tho only person saved, put his trust in a good life- cellar at the same time dig a narrow cellar from some part of
Did Jesus teach the fall of man? If so, where? What he d1d
preser~cr which he had taken the pre~aution to hav with him. it out' into the yard as far as desired; build the wall up with not teach is no part of Christianity proper. Modern Chl:isHe had no faith in prayer. I myself would sooner put my the main cellar wall;. leave a door between it and themaincel- tianity rests entirely upon the teachings of Paul. The en~n·e
trust in a good life-preserver on such an occasion than in the
lar; arch over the cyclone cellar; let the top of the arch be at scheme of salvation is based upon the fall. In the commg
prayers of all tho world and tho power of all the godo thrown
least one foot below the surface. At the end leave an opening "age of reason" that dogma must fall, and the e_ntire bloody
in.
large enough for an adult to escape. Over this hav a trap- scheme built upon it. Then the hopes of men will rest upon
'l'he sumo Christian citizen said in his letter that "some who
door that fastens below. There should also be an aperture at the scientific basis of natural morality, where virtue brmgs
professed to be Infidels admitted that they prayed to God
or near the outer end to admit air. Fill up and sod over the happiness, and vice misery, here and hereafter, and. me~ can
when the cyclone struck them." ·wen, I must confess that
calculate results as they would eclipses, without callrng 1n the
cyclone cellar, hav a substantial door betwe~n the main and
was tho most nonsensical thing I ever heard tell of an Infidel
scapegoat.
The sooner we leave tho air-castles and anchor on
cyclone cellar, and when you see a cloud commg that giVs omdoing. I am not at all surprised at the people called Chri~
this stratum the more promptly will reason and common sense
inous signs of clangel' get all your family into the cellar, close
tians who hav not emerged from the ignorance and supersticome to our 'rescue. The so-called olclligh ts are growing dim
the doors, and sing, "Blow away,_ gentle breezes." You will
tions of their ancestors, the Jews and pagans, from whence
and fading from human sight. They must giv place to the
be as safe as Jonah was in the fish's belly. Don't be afraid of
they aot nwst of theil" religions, doing such foolish things.
new. They hav been weighed in the balance and found wantbeing laughed at by your neighbors for being a coward. That
All p~ople whom we call heathen, and especially the ignorant
ing, The new is on hand and at the door. Telegrams hav
kind of thing is played out in the West, and see~ng Jamestown
and superstitions of all religions, under such circumstances is in the cyclone's way, you had better take warrung. The man been received from "across the blue sea," from the immortal
pray to their snpposccl angry gods to stay their wrath. But who takes the best care of his family is nwst fit to hav one.
homes of many of the best of our race. Thousands hav
for those who profess to be civilit.ed and enlightened, CISpe·
MELA.
shown themselvs iJl materiali;;::ed forms to the joy and J_Jerfect
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satisfaction of their earthly friends under the strictest test
conditions. Some mediums are deceivers, and bav sought to
make merchandise out of the hopes of men. But the greater
part are true, honest, and self-sacrificing. Did they not positivly know they were chosen messengers of loving friends, to
giv to the world important facts, they would not act in that
capacity subject to obloquy, slander, and misrepresentation.
But millions know immortality is a scientiAc fact. It can no
longer be gainsaid. Demonstration bas settled it as a sublime
and glmious truth. · What matters it if the church, true to her
evil habit of crushing out every idea that militates against her
methods, cries devil, humbug, mind reading, psychology, etc.?
What matters it if Brothers Winter, Sunderland, and many
others object? They hav not reached or fail to appreciate the
proofs, though as demonstrable as chemistry, clairvoyance, or
magnetism. Some are color blind. Some are spirit blind, or,
in other words, do not perceive spiritual facts, ideas, and
laws. They are not to blame. It is constitutional. They lack
the orgaiis or faculties. The germ is there. When the shuck
is cast off open vision will develop it "over there." The errors
of fifteen centuries cannot be removed in a day. The battle
will be long and heavy. Organic and hoary myths, intrenched
in college, church, and school will hav to be met in open field,
and vanquished under the guns of truth and reason. Giv the
iconoclast room. Let the images be broli.en. The builders
will come in season and construct anew on a scientific basis.
In autumn the "sere and yellow leaf" of forest and field givs
no evidence of rejuvenation. But when the new life from sun
and rain forces root and bud, all nature dons her finest robes,
the throbbing, teeming, and radiant world is made more balmy
and glorious by past decays. So the old faiths must giv place
to the new, and the tl!eological debris of the past ages givs sap
and nutrition to the religion. of ·science for the healing of the
nations. But what do telegrams from the land of the immortal reveal to us~ He that hath ears to hear let him hear:
"There is no death. What seems so is transition.
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life Elysian,
Whose portal we call death."
There is no pardon for sin. Its conseqnences affect or
injure man only, and will be outgrown. There is no angry
and avenging God, only one of law and love. There is no
endless torture to any one human soul. Sorrow and suffering
are disciplinary, work repentance, and result in moral progress and conseqnent elevation to higher grades, and others
are constantly taking their places for the same object; and all
are moving onward and upward under the law of progress.
Man never fell as taught by the church, and consequently
was never lost, only needing culture and moral elevation.
There is no resurrection of the physical body, only of the
spiritual. Man is not saved through the blood, merits, and intercession of the master. Every man is his own savior, and
must depend upon himself. The world of mind and matter
·is ruled by nnchanging laws, and happiness is found in studying and obeying them. Suffering adheres to the transgressor
only. It cannot be transfered. All truth is based upon
science, and science is a classified form of knowledge. There
is no sin where there is no injury either against God or man.
There is no sin against God as the soul of matter or the universe, because there is no injury, and hence no pardon to be
granted, and the laws of nature become their own executors,
and for the wrong-doer there is no escape only in ceasing to
do evil. Pardon is a license to crime. Penalty is a remedy to
deter from evil. Exact justice can in no wise clear the guilty.
'l'his power sweeps away all vicalious offerings for sin. The
sinner may and should repent, reform, and outgrow sin's conseq nences. "Happiness is our being's end and aim," and
our capacity for it is simply illimitable. If we will learn to
comply with its conditions it is ours forever. No moral obliquities can invalidate this inheritance of endless happiness,
only postpone. .The lesson of all the ages past, compressed
and voiced in thunder tones, is, Obey nature's laws and be
blessed; disobey and s11ffer. Pain, smTow, and suffering are
needful agents in the economy of nature. They develop the
moral and spiritual powers, and are the most efficient educators. They contlibute largely to the supremacy of the moral
sentiments, without which man would be a remorseless savage,
unloving and unloved.
These are some of the revealments through media in the
face of old superstition, to encourage, elevate, and bless the
wretched, hungry, starving poor of every race and clime. Encouragement in the line of progressiv development is the
world's greatest need. How cheerless the outlook if death
ends all! Let us eat, drink, and be merry, for to-morrow we
die, and all love, hope, culture, reason, and consciousness go
out in darkness and silence; and o'er our disintegrating forms
the storms of ages break. Human life, with its pains, trials,
and snfferings, only a riddle and a curse. No future chance
to correct errors, gain new ideas, triumph over failures; no,
nonght bnt a long oblivious sleep. The temple demolished,
and the oracle dumb. Believe this who will. It is their
light. But better views will ilhtmine and cheer the heart in
the good time coming. One of the mightiest agencies to
speedily endow the soul of man, and send it forward with rail_
road speed on the solid and graded track of moral and in teL
lectual progress, is right parentage and good ante-natal influences. No act involves so much as right procreation. Love,
pmity, health, and content, with pleasant surronndings, should
overshadow every prospectiv mother. Parentage should be
held as the greatest of all human sacraments. Then will
spring to life children of love, health, and happiness, and
with prophetic eye we may
" See a grand race our spacious courts adorn;
See futnre sons and daughters yet unborn."
Forms outwrought in beauty's classic mold,
Iri wealth of love and nativ charms untold,
With loud acclaim will ever bless the day
We sent them down this shining, guiding ray,
'!'hat throngh all fnture time will light their way.

D. I!IcmiE, M.D.
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SAN FRANcisco, June 2D, 1884.
praved men, men in whose ears the clink of coin sounds
MR. EDIToR: As an Infidel, I am truly glad to know that so louder than the wail of the widow and OIJlhan, men who can
many of your readers are alive to the most dominant political stand the piteous appeals of broken hearts and ruined homes
question of the times. Need· I say I refer to the prohibition but who fear law, and by bribery and corruption control poof the liquor crime? This movement is an Infidel movement, litical parties, and seek to rnle our courts as well as onr jails
and bas reached its present position through the Infidel's and penitentiaries. Onr Constitntion does not sanction the
mode of advancement-scientific investigation. Science has personal liberty contended for by some of your correspondshown that alcohol is a poison, and hence total abstinence ents, and by the whisky criminals throughout our country
from intoxicants is a duty. If this is true-and I challenge Chief Justice Taney says, "If any state deems the retail inits denial-then prohibition of the sale, except for useful pur- ternal traftic in ardent spirits injurious to its citizens and calposes, should be the law. The one is the logical sequence of culated to prod nee idleness, debauchery, or crime, I seo noththe other. I am aware that theoretical objections to prohibi- ing in the Constitution of the United States to prevent it
tion hav been eloquently and subtly put by our Brother from regulating and restricting the traffic, or from prohibiting
Walker and others. But there are certain practical questions it altogether if it thinks proper (5 Howard, 67u). I bav said
connected with this issue to which experience can giv indis- that prohibition is the most dominant qnestion of the day,
putable answers, and which out-weigh, in the minds of ordi- and if my letter wero not already too long, I would provo that
nary people, the sophigtries of theoretical objectors. With it involves moro dollars and cents, effects morals, industry,
the opponents of prohibition,- liberty is a favorit word.. But education, and political economy, more than an:~-· or all questhe liberty for which they coritend is the liberty of the high- tions combined which now engage the attention of the
wayman when he puts his pistol to his victim's head, and says, American people. When it comes to pass that the great po"Your money or your life." It is the liberty of the rum rob- litical parties of our country will not take cognizance of a
ber when he, by the magic influence of music, and with the ques~ion involving such vital interests, because of the lll'I'ofair faces and sweet voices of women, induces the young and gant dictations of this trnffic, is it :r;wt an evidence thtLt these
inexperienced into his saloon, and puts the poison to his lips parties hav outlived their usefulness, and is it not the duty of
and says, "Your money and your life." The personal free- patriots to cast their ballots with higher aims than the serving
dom contended for by the opponents of prohibition has been of a whisky conHpiracy '!
the boast of all tyrants who hav robbed and enslaved manHeaders of 'l'rn; 'l'I\UTH SBEKER, if you desire to perpetuate
kind. It is only another name for licentiousness, and is the this Infidel government, join hnndM with the bmvc, true man
foe to true liberty. What is liberty? This may seem a strange and woman of the prohi!Jition party, "who with one band on
question to ask the intelligent readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, the heart and the other on tho altar of their country" bav
but it seems to me that some of your correspondents are ig- vowed to •• pnlverizo the rum power."
GJo:onm; '1'. BmJuE.
norant of its true meaning. Their writings are merely an
LA CnossE, Wis., July ·1, 188-1.
echo of the demands of the poison venders, who c!aim the
right to debauch and destroy our people with their villainous
Mn. Em•roR: I see Elmina bas boen reviewing 1\fr. Pntnant's
stuff, as an inalienable right. Liberty has been invoked by book on the ''Problem of tho Univor~o." I haY not soon tho
the perpetrators of all crimes, and all forms of licentiousness book I hav only scon Elmina's quotations from it.
Now, Mr. Editor, with your p.:mnission I willroview the few
and vice hav sought to hide behind the mask of personal
rights and individual freedom. But what is liberty? Consult- sentences which sho has quoted. He says, "Mind is not proping the dictionary of our own language, we find that "civil erty," and then claims, "It is a proceHs, and is limited." What
liberty is an exemption from the arbitrary will of others, which an idea-to be talking and writing about nonentities which m·e
exemption is secured by established laws, which restrain but words-woi.·ds without substance or signilicalion. Yon
every man from injuring or controling another. Hence the aver, "The soul of man is action, ftu·-rmtching, and pcnetmtrestraints of law are essential to civil liberty." Heferring to ing." Now, if the soul is action, far-reaching, and pcnetmting,
the lexicons of Greece and Rome, to whose splendid achieve- it must be something; then what is it '!-for a hundred noucnt iment we Infidels point to disprove some of the claims of the tics will not make a body. Yon claim, "Sciencu sweeps tho
church, we find that there can be no such thing as liberty eternt\l heavens." Hav yon hoen there with yunr shy Hcienc
without prohibition. Ask the grand old heathen Cicero whut and seen it sweep'! What an absurd expression! Yon ILver
was the meaning of the liberty which warmed the hearts of "Law is not a thing," bnt tult! it is" tL modo." Now, whiLl
his countrymen and gave to the world tho glories of Homo? a mode? Let us see what Worcester SILys about it. IIo says,
And he replies (in his "Officus "): •' One thing, therefore, "Mode is truality, manner o( existence." Now, manner and
ought to be aimed at by ail men-that the interest of each '1 uality of existence IH'O not oxistonco itself. II ore is a lot o
individual, and of all collectivly, should be the same, for if gab again about nothing. As for law, it presupposes a law
each should grasp at his individual interest, all human so- maker, or giver. Who is the giver or maker-yon, Mr. Putciety will be dissolved. And also, if nature enjoins this, that nam? You assert, "'l'hc univorso is matter, and it is force."
a man should desire to consult the interests of a man, who- Now, if matter exists throughout all space, as yon Sl\y, whcr
ever he is, for the very reason that he is a man, it necessarily is your space for force, for yon add thoy both exist." You
follows that, as the nature, so the interests of all manl!ind is claim it is not an "iron bnt a flowing universe." How ridicua common one. If that be so, we are all included under one lous! You add, "If wo fly in the face of lliLllll'e she is ou
and the same law of nature, and if this, too, be true, we are enemy," nml then ttsscrt there is "onlcrly force." 'Vhat
certainly prohibited by the law of nature from injming orderly force and " nature mu· enemy!" Yon claim, ":For co
another. But the first is true, therefore the last is true." .I Hashed into the steamship, tho palace car," and so on. I would
say this is a complete refutation to the sophism of the per- think it flashed in the wttter that is in the boiler, if at al
sonal liberty defenders. Ask Freethinking Germany what Now, I unhesitatingly deny that force is anything of itself, or
she understands to be the liberty which bus so brilliantly any other of your attributes. Bnt if yon think tlilfcrcntly, giv
illuminated her historic heavens, and through her distinguished rue their length, bretulth, density, nncl thickness. I class tLl
Infidel philosopher and statesman, Baron Wilhelm von Hum- such words with power, BJmce, attraction, repulsion, and so
boldt, she replies: "The right of nature, when applied to so- on, which to my view hnv no exiHtcnco in themsclvs. Bnt yon
cial life, condemns all actions in which one man encroaches do not mean that. Yon confound attributes of cxiHtc:rwo with
on the due province of another, and hence includes all those existence itself, which I think is almnrd. If your wortls lta v
any meaning, they must signify Bomcl.ltiug that exists. :From
cases in which the injury arises from a blamable oversight, or what Elmina says ttbont your boo],, I think sbo duos not unwhen it is always associated with the action, or with such a derstand it. 'l'o my view, what I htLV seen of it, it is most all
degree of probability in the consequence that the agent either attributes. You remind mo of whtLl tL German once sairl-perceives it, or becomes accountable by overlooking it. But " Some :mens know some dings, but :more almoHt noddings."
that the state should rest here seems justly questionable, And further adds, "Somo professors mit pig beads htLV too
much talk, and not enough think," which l think is Lho case
especially when we consider the importance of the injury to with you.
I am your well-wisher,
J. l'Jo:Ttl':Y.
be apprehended, and the possibility of rendering the rc~tric
tion imposed on freedom only moderately hurtful to the citiW~G:-t'l'WOHTn, D. '1'., July ll, 188·1.
zen. In such a case it is clear that the right is undeniable on
Mn. EurroR: Inclosed fintl draft for$G.85; please sollll books
the part of the state." This is a complete answer to our us per inclosed list. 'l'ho last hooks sent I lwv read nud
honest opponents, and "pulverizes" the ¥aporings of the ptLsscd to Liberal friends, who hav read and passed to the
poison vendors of our country. Ask the Infidel author of tho next, and I think they bav atldetl their milo towartl~ rooting
Declaration of Independence what was his conception of lib- out old superstition. About two wecl;s ngo a Methodist clergyerty, and then turn to his inaugural address of 1801: "With man was called from n neighboring town to preach a funeral
all these blessings, what more is necessary to make us a happy service. During his remarkH ho s1Lid ho unde:rstood this was
and prosperous people? Still one thing more, fellow-citizens, a nest of Infidels down here, antl fnrthermore went on to sny
a wise and frugal government which shall restrain men from that any m:m that did not lJClicve tlw Hiblo was not half a
injuring one another, shall leave them otherwise free to regu- man, but more a fool. He chose a very appropriate place for
late their own pursuits of industry and improvement, and theso remarks, for out of respect to the monrners he waR
shall not take from the mouth of labor the bread it has allowed to go his way. But he ruined church prospects in
vicinity, as nearly all of our business men are Liberal in
earned. This is the sum of good government." I envy no this
belief, and all were hit the samo way. I read the old 'l'nuTrr
man's receptiv capacity who can't see that 'l'homas J efterson SEEKER, and then pass it around.
W. h HoRToN.
believed in the principle of prohibition. Let us take a look
at another Infidel document-the charter of our liberties, the
OAK PoiNT, WASH. TEn., .June 3, 1881.
hope of the world, the Constitution of the United States:
Jilin. EDITOR: I see that by the lOth of this month my timo
"We, the people of the United States, in order to form a more for THJo: 'l'nuTll SEJm~;R is np. So inclosed find $3 for another
perfect iunion, establish justice, insure domestic trauquility, year. I am getting signers for the petition, and I will forward
provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, the same in a few days. But instead of petitioning, I think
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselvs and our pos- that the Liberals should demand; and if every Liberal would
terity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United cast his vote independent of party politics, it would soon
States of Ameli ca." I say that the liquor traffic docs the very make a change in our oflicc-boldcrs and law-makers.
Yours for indcpondence in politics and religion,
opposit of the things for which our government was organized
L. c. DVllAUNllARST.
to accomplish. It is not justice to license 200,000 unscrnpulous men to pander to depraved appetites, and kill yearly
1\Iu;roN, On., June 30, 284.
100,000 of our people. It is not justice to protect these
Mu. Em•roR: Inclosed we send you some names for the petraders in tears in a business which, according to eminent tition. When we go ar~und with such a paper we bav an
physiologists, in bringing into existence every year thousands opportunity to find ont who the Liberals nrc. '!'here are nll
of American children with alcoholic constitutions which pre- sorts of excuses given. Some who profess to be Liberals
dispose them to disease, paupelism, and crime. It is not refuse their signature for fear it will hurt their business. I
establishing justice, nor promoting any of the objects for tell such that I would sil?n it if I knew it would make a punwhich our Constitution was adopted, to encourage a business per of me. A man who IS afraid to do what be knows to be
'f. V. NICJ.!OLs.
the very nature of wbich i~ to attract iuto it principally de. right i!; uo mau at all. Respectfully,
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herrings! "They must hav been poisoned,
"Now Benny," said she, "I dare not let you he would hav been had he persisted in his
and it's too bad, too bad!" And sure enough, be present at the ceremony for fear you will early methods of playing jokes.
there lay a dozen or more, fat, handsome tur- do something dreadful, and make us all
keys, apparently lifeless and inanimate, upon .ashamed. So you will hav to remain in anOur Puzzle Box.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, FhU River, the ground.
other room until it is over."
Mass., to wlwm all Communications for this
1.
"I
suppose
I
might
save
the
feathers,"
said
"Oh,
please
let
me
see
you
married;
please
Cbmer should be sent~
A
MATHEMATICAL
CUIUOSITY.
the bereaved woman, and she proceeded, with- do," he pleaded. "I will be good, indeed I
~Vrite all the digits except the figure 8 thus:
out more delay, to pluck the turkeys of their will, Maria, if you will only let me come in.
"His lite Is long whose work Is well,
123·15679.
fine dresses. When she had finished her work, I never saw a wedding in all my life."
And be his station low or high,
lVIultipiy the above by 9, and the produc~
shesatdownandcriedheartily. Anhourlater ,"Well,ifyou promis to behave, you may
He who the most good works can tell,
will be all1's. Double the·multiplim·, and theLlvs longest though he o;oonest die."
she went. to bury their dead bodies, when, come in, but be sure you sit still and say noth- product will be all 2's. Add the first multito her astonishment, one by one, tl:te turkeys ing."
plier (9) to the last, and the result will be
all 3's. · And by adding the first multiplier·
came staggering, and reeling toward her, look"Yes, Maria," said Benny very demurely.
Baby Belle.
ing sheepish and ashamed.
When the hour for the interesting ceremony (9) to the last for a new multiplier, the result.
0 trustrul, soft, brown eyes that Beek my own l
"Gobble, gobble, gobble," said the old gob- arrived, the guests were all in their places, will be all 4's. So on by adding the first mul0 pure, white palms, I clasped so close In mine!
tiplier (9) to the last one, it raises it one numbier. "Where are our coats and neckties?'
but Benny was absent. After a search he was bei: higher each time, so that the result can be
How could I labor, sevei·ed rrom thy side?
"What was the matter with the creatures, I found and bade to come in.
How could I rest, denied thy kiss divine?
made any figure you like.
H. VAN PELT.
"I will be there in a minute," he answered.
Cleveland, Ohio.
"My daughter I" In these words some sweet spell wonder? How comical they do look, anyway!"
and Mrs. Temple surveyed them with curious "May the cat come, too?"
lies:,
2.
Which wins me from Fame's weary field or strife. eyes.
"Yes; Benny," said his mother. "Come
Weaving anew my web of shattererl hopes
REBUS.
"Gobble, gobble, gobble, gobble!" shrieked right along."
Lying long dormant 'neath a loveless life I
the old father, shivering like a leaf.
Presently in he came, and just as the cere- Five letters do my magic name compose,
'l'hou art mine all, sweet cnlld .. There Is no dream
" That means that they've been drunk !'• mony was about half over, in came Rebecca, Which any one can curiously dispose.
In all my future where thou, too, art not!
said Ben, looking over the stone walL "Big the cat, making a great racket, and causing a My first one by itself, as I'm alive,
No scene were fair without thee; for, alone,
Will count twolhundred times the entire five. •
fools!. they hav been stuffing themselvs with titter to run through the assembly. Benny My second is no less a standing wonder,
Alike were palace proud, or peasant's cot!
the cherries that I threw out. Idiots! not to had split some large walnuts through the can- It counts just nothing by itself, or under.
IUss me again, my darling l thy sweet breath
know any better than that! I knew men would ter, and stuck them on Rebecca's four feet with My third's a paradox, yon my depend,
Fanning my cheek like some celestial breeze!
Bleep, little malden, all the wealth or earth
be such fools, but I did think turkeys might shoemaker's wax. You can imagin what a piece It's just the middle of a midge-tail's end.
Against thee weighed were dro~s-all gold beneath know better," and Ben winked at the creatures. of work she made of walking, and how ridicu- My fourth is two third's of an ox's eye,
Sometimes you'll find it in a pumpkin pie.
the seas!
One Sunday afternoon, Benny's mother had lous she appeared as she went up in front of My fifth you'll see on any cloudy day,
invited the minister and a few friends to tea. the bride and uttered a prolonged me-ow !
In yonder sky resplendently gay.
KISS ME GOOD·NIGHT.
She got everything ready before she went to
Soon after this oecurren!)e Benny went away My whole's the talisman that rules mankind.
1Oradle-Song for Baby Belle.)
church, set the table, and left Benny to keep to school, and the strange boys there com- If you can't guess me now, you must be blind.
Kiss me good-night! 'l'he perfumed breeze
-Old .Almanac.
house till she returned with the company.
menced a system of hazing, as they sometimes
Steals through the casement; and, afar,
'l'he wavelets beat the sllv'ry sand
When she came, accompained by the minis- do with fresh boys in college. One night they
3.
'rhat shimmers 'pon the harbor-bar l
ter and .two or three friends, Benny met them secured a rope about Benny's person, and
ANAGRAM.
I\lss me good-night! Ah, little one,
at the door with a smiling countenance. There dragged him quite a distance, unheeding his
A word of seven letters,
Thou knowest nought or earth's dark strHe;
was a roguish twinkle in his eye, however, and cries and pleadings to be let alone.
Two letters a male-three a femal~,
No sorrow yet Its shade hath cast
his
mother
was
almost
afraid
he
had
been
in
"Poor
Nebuchadnezzar!
and
poor
Deacon
Four
letters a brave man, and the
Athwart thy young and sinless !He.
Whole a brave woman.
mischief, but everything appeared as when Plunkett!" said Benny. "This reminds me of
KIss me good-night I Thy rosy palms
LAURA LANE.
she had left, and her misgivings were put to how I used to torture them. I wonder if they
I press In mine, I stroke thy hair.
flight.
can
ever
forgiv
me
!"
Ah, can It be the rates shall rrown
ANSWER TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
They were ~til seated around the table, and
When the Fourth of July came. some bovs
'Pun such as thee, divinely fair?
JULY 5, 1884.
the minister very solemnly invoked a short invited Benny, who was home enj~ying a va~a
Kiss me good-night! Ere In thy bed
1.
blessing. Then the covers were removed from tion, to celebrate with them Independence
I ilLY thee down to take thy rest,
Key, Quay, ·wharf, Pier, Peer--Nobleman.
Where visions bright shall haunt thy dreams
the dishes and, instead of the oyster stew, Day. They had a lot of fireworks, firecrackers,
Amid the" Islands of the Blest!"
roast beef, etc., in every dish appeared only Roman candles, "nigger-chasers," skyrockets,
2.
Kiss me good-night! The la.ahes droop,
beans-raw, uncooked beans.
pistols, torpedoes, and a tar-barreL Benny
Circle, Ring, Wring, Twist, Wind, Twine,
Deep-Crlngo<l, upon thy velvet cheek;
"Benny," said the mortified woman, "I was among the foremost to hanclle the fire- String or Cord, Line, Row, Rank--File (Sol'l'by sunny curls sink on my breast,
am ashamed of you! What do you mean by works, and set them off.
diers).
And nature's sweet repose bespeak l
such conduct?"
By and by, amid the reports of rockets and
'l'ben slumber on; no harm shall come
3.
"I only meant to hav a little benediction!'' snapping of crackers, there came "' bang, a
•_r,, thee, ror I am by thy side,
Corps-Core.
said
Benny,
with
a
grave
face.
fizz,
lots
of
smoke,
and
a
dreadful
smell
of
Till, joyous, on tbe jocund morn,
Heart-Hart.
His father frowned, and. bade him bring on powder and singed eyebrows.
'l'hy lustrous eyes are opened wide I
Stag-Deer.
the
edibles,
which
he
had
hidden
ere
he
snbPoor
Benny
was
a
sight
to
behold,
with
a
ELLIOTT PREHTON.
Dear-Expensiv.
1'\ Park Sr['Ull'e, Boston, Mass.
stituted the beans upon the table, at which blackened and burnt face, hair, eyebrows, and
good humor was restored, and the long faces hands dreadfully singed, and his clothing disA Funny Fellow.
.Agents for The Truth Seeker.
were changed into smiling ones.
arranged. Oh, how his face smarted ! how his
HOW R~ WAS CUR~D OF l'RACTICAL .JOKING.
After this, Benny was sent to his grand- eyes ached ! and his hands ! oh, how badly
ARIZONA.
"Now, Benny, will you try to be a good boy, father's, hoping that he would turn over a new they were scorched !
J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.
CALIFORNIA.
and not cut up any more caperA? You do act lel\f and cease playing practical jokes.
"If mother's hens and the old rooster felt
so; I don't know what to do with you. What
His grandfather lived in an old-fashioned like this when I blew them up, I pity them, A. Berenz, 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, CaL
clocs make you behave so, Benny?"
house, in which was a huge kitchen and an that's all!" and he groaned in agony.
CANADA.
"I don't know, mother. I suppose I was ample fire-place. In this kitchen, religious
After awhile, like all other boys, Benny W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
born to behave just so, or else I wouldn't," and meetings were wont to be held once every two grew to be a young man, and one time he went
COLORADO.
Benny adroitly threw a loop that he had been weeks. Indulging his love of fun, Benny had on what was termed a "racket" with three M. V. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
S.
B.
Wright,
385
Larimer st., Denver.
making on the end of a line, right over Neb's incurred the displeasure of Deacon Plunkett, other young men.
While enjoying the
E. Keith, Animas City.
head, and drew him, yelping along the floor.
who had sharply reproveil. him for his irrever- "racket," Ben drank several glasses of whisky,
CONNEC'l'ICUT.
Neb was the name of the dog. His whole ence during meeting-time, and commanded beginning first with root beer. 'fhe effects of J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
name was Nebuchadnezzar, but they called him to sit beside him at the next meeting, the whisky overcame him so much that he fell
ILLINOIS.
him Neh for short.
and see if he could be kept in a prayerful down. His companions dragged him to a sa- F. F. Follet, 302 State street, Chicago.
KANSAS.
"You hurt the dog, Benny. Oh, why don't frame of mind.
eluded spot and lef!; him. Two rough men
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
you act better?" and Mrs. Handy looked
When meeting night came, Benny seated came that way and robbed him, not only of his
MASSACHUSE'l'TS.
grieved and sorrowfuL
himself demurely beside Deacon Plunkett on money and gold watch, but most of his cloth- Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
"Well, I will act better, mother, see if I the long bench attached to the old-fahioned ing, so that when he came to his senses he shiv- Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICHIGAN.
tlon't," said Benny, kissing his mother fondly loom, that in the winter-time was suffered to ered with cold.
as she tied her bonnet strings preparatory to remain in the kitchen. Overhead, depending
"Where's my coat and my necktie?' he S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
A. Atwood, Eaton Hapids.
going out.
from the beams, were bunches of herbs, oat- asked dubiously of the wind. "And where's
MISSOURI.
In the course of an hour, when she returned, nip, life-everlasting, double tansy, wormwood, _my gold studs, and sleeve-buttons, and my Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
what did she see bnt all her preLty hens, Daisy, and thorough wort; strings of red-peppers, vest? And what's the matter with me, any- Joseph L. Andrew, LiberaL
NEBRASKA.
Dolly, Matilda, Angelina, and all the others some long skeins of blue yarn 'that had just way?" gazing around, bewildered.
who had no names but common Biddy, half been dyed, and, among a lot of other articles,
"I guess you've been drinking," said an old Thomas Foreman, 1414 Chicago street, Omaha.
OREGON.
shorn of their beautiful plumage, and flutter- a small but very full bag of mustard seed.
man on his way to market in the early gray of A. Erwin, Lebanon.
ing about in a dazed and bewildered manner.
A string of red peppers fell down, and the morning. A woman was in the wagon with B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
"Why, what is the matter with the hens?'' Benny stood up to replace them, when he the man, and she said loud enough for Ben to
l'ENNSYL \"ANIA.
she inquired in some alarm.
espied the bag of mustard seed. With his hear, "Maybe he knows how my turkeys felt George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
Nannie, Ben's little sister, spoke !quickly, knife he made an incision, and out dropped a when they made a meal of wild cherries one H. Clay Luse, Waynesbnrg.
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila.
"0 mamma, Benny blew up the hens, and mustard seed, one, two, three, and more, right time!"
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
the old rooster, too!"
on top of Deacon Plunkett's bald head, and
It was Mrs. Temple. Ben sneaked along A.M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny City.
"Blew them up? How did he blow them from thence rolled down to his neck, and dis- like a culprit, walking worse than Rebecca did
TENNESSEE.
up? Tell me, Nannie."
appeared inside his collar.
when her feet were stuck up with shoemaker's Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
UTAII.
"He put a lot of corn on the flat rock, and
The deacon scratched the bare place on his wax, and she was waddling along on walnutJames Ashman, Salt Lake City.
called them all there to hav a lunch; then, head, and rubbed his shoulders against the shell shoes.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
while they were eating, he made a ling of gun- loom.
He had often promised he would do better, W. F. Reyboulcl, Salt Lake City.
powder all around them, and put a fuse on it,
VIRGINIA.
Benny never smiled, but watched the mus- and would turn over a new leaf. This time
and then he lit the fuse! And the hens went tard seed descend, while the deacon prayed he actually did turn a leaf. He saw how his Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.
up in the air, and the feathers flew in all di- for greater faith and more knowledge.
love of fun had made others unhappy, and Charles Watts & Co., London.
rections ! And, mamma, they cackled and
Presently Benny slyly pulled the stick from honestly declared that what he would not wish
The American and New York News Comsq nailed, awfully!"
its place in the loom, where it held the bench done to himself he would never do.
panies will furnish the paper to news dealers
Of course Benny had a good scolding, and upon which he was seated in place, and, sudHe saw, also, that "rackets," if followed up, upon application.
you would think he would not hav meddled denly, with a jerk, down went one end of the would destroy him, soul and body, and he rewith tho fowls again. But not long afterward, plank, and up went the other upon which solved that his first " racket" should be his
his father sent him to throw out a lot of w1ld Deacon Plunkett sat, and away went his head last.
cherries that had been soaked in alcohol, and t.hrongh one of the long skeins of yarn !
He became a good, wise, and honest man,
what did he do but carry them out in a vacant Benny rolled head over heels on the floor, and although he hac1 a great love of jokes, he
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
lot, and call the neighbor's turkeys, who gob- laughing to himself at the figure Deacon Plun- was careful that they were always innocent,
Author ot "Prometheus," u Gottlieb," and "Ingersoll
hied them up in short order.
kett made, as well as at the troubled and and that no creature, not even a fowl or cat,
and Jeans."
"Uh, clear, dear!" said old Mrs. Temple, astonished faces of the audience present.
was harmed thereby. There was great deal
A Radical rom~uce or pioneer Ute. delineating tbe vir"my lovely turkeys are all dead," and she
1'he next morning Benny was sent home in of merriment in his nature, but it was purified tues of natural bamanlty ~• opposed to the bypocrlsy of a
religion; crowded wltb Incident and tull or
rushed into her house in great ngitation. There disgrace, and found his oldest sister was soon by experience, and although he was called a oapernatural
~rogresslv Ideas and tbe poetry or tbe tature.
t.hey lay scattered about the yard as dead as to be married.
"funny fellow," he was liked far better than I'RIOE $1.00.
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THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE MYTilS

MICHIGAN.
AND THEm
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Being a Comparison of the Old and New estament
Revised and Enlarged.
Terrace st.
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen nations of Antiquity, Oons!der!ng also their
WISCONSIN.
Origin and Meaning. With nuMILwAUXEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League Price, 10 CTI::!. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
merous !llustl·at!ons.
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
AS A
The obJect of the work Is to point out the myths
Hall, 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
' MISSIONARY DOCUMENT show that they were held In common with other nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

JOHN E. REMSBURG.
_

OHIO.

60!Plain their meaning.

CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
bulldmg. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed toW. I. Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
PORTLA.l!D..::_Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2·30
P.M. Admittance free, Public invited.
OREGON.
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BosTON.-Buston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society
of the Divine Homo " at Baine place every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2:30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
ALTooNA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the L_eague Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PHILADELPHIA..-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
• o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
PITTBBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except d~ring the Months of July
and August) at 3 o clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWABK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
ev~ry.Sunday

League's Hall, 177 Hal&ey street.

Exercises

consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
taken. Communications for the League
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
·
CANADA.
ToRoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No.9 Grand Opera House.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially invited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
meets every Sunday, at 3 P.M, at 1310 Catharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and· on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
GANANOQUE, ON~·.-Gananoque Secular Society, meets every Sunday evening at eight
o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Library and
Reading Room open all day Sunday. Visitors
anci strangers always welcome.
Geo. G.
Meikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
NEW YORK.
ALnANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and debates and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEW YoRK CrTY.-The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
and 7:30P.M.
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clo()k. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Libeml
literature on sale. All invited.-- The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially in-

vited.

Doors open at 2-.SO I'.K.
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Parallels m Other Religions.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

THE TB1JTH §EEKER,
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.

Grimes ~ Preachers

"It has long been acknowledged by the most eminent b!bl!cal students that the Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so far as we
know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original s!gn!llcat!on. "-Bo•ton Cour-

ier,

"Never before bas there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research for the
origin or these myths as does this one Just publ!shed
by J. W. Bouton, of New York."-Boston 7'imes.
"It is unquestionably true that the results or a
rat!onal!st!c study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
1 Vol. Royal 8vo.

Price,
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Cloth. About 600 pages.
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•

$3.00

Bent postpaid, on receipt or price,
Address,
THE 'rRUTH BEEKER,
33 Ol!nton Place, New York.

Ingersoll's 'Works.

IN THE

UHITEO -STATES AHO CANADA
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
THIRD EDITION.
TRANSLATED

OUT

OF

THE

ORIGINAL

NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
COMPARED AND REVISED.

By M. E. HILLIN GS,
AUTHOR OF
"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UNHOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
"HOLY CROSS,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, ~twfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book aml see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

PRICE, !U CENTS.

The Ghosts.

Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
Including, ·• Liberty ror Man, Wom&n, and Ch!!d ;'

'• The Decla.ratton of Independence;' ••About Farming

~~fg~~i~,t,'',:~t~8P~:ta~ta~:ntil:r~t;~ i:t~hli:ee: ·J;~ea.~,;

and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses.

Paper, 50

cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion.

Ry R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage.

Paper, $1,00;

cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1

ORTHODOXY.
A I.ecture by

Col Robert G. Ingersoll.

trins of the Church.
B.rnLow. 10 cents.

From the docBy W AJ1REN SmmEB

Image Breaker (the). By

JoHN E.
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together,
25 cents.
Separately, 5 cents each. 1
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In:
to!erance; 3.· Washington an Unbeliever;
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and
Wesley; '.rhe Christian Sabbath.

Iuft.del's or Inquirer's Text-book, bemg the substance of thirteen lectures ou
the Bible. By RonBBT CoOPER. $1.

Ingersoll in Canada.

A Reply to
Wendling, Axchbishop Lynch "Byiltander," and others. By ALLEN PRINGLE.
15 cents.

Is Life Worth Living.

By WILLIAM
H. MALLOOK. Contents: The New Impo~t of th~ Ques~ion, Morality anci the
Pnze of Life, Socwlogy as the Fountain
of Morality, Goodness ns its own Re·
ward, Love as the test of Goo<lness Life
as its own Reward, The Superstiti~n of
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality
and Natural Theism, The Human ltac~
and Revelation, Universnl History nnd
the claims of the Christian Clmrc'h Belief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, s'um.

Jehovall Unveiled;

or, The Character
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A new
ancl valuable book. 35 cents.

J{neeland's National Hymns. 35 cts.
l{orau (the). A new English edition
of the Koran of Mohammed, to which if:
added the life of l\IIohnmmou, or the his·
tory. of that doctrin which WitS begun ltntl
carried on by him in Ambia. !'rico, $l.GU
Two volumes m
one. From the latest London e.lition.
$1.50.
.

of Nature," etc. •.rranslated fl'om the
French by ANTIIONY C. MIDDLETON, M.D.
Price, $1.00.

Life of Paine.

Dy J. E. REMsiJuno.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

One of the best documents to circulate ever
p1·inted. Every man, woman, and child in
the United States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKElt,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry

----~

The BIBLE-WHENCE and WHA.T?

No, !i.-The Origin or the Cllristi,.n Relig•
IOU.

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated Ohr!s· EVERY LIBERAL SJIOULD
tian!ty, Oonress!ons of Its Founders. Transcribed
P 0 SSE SS
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
THE LIBERAL HYMN·BOOJI.-150 Beautiful Songs
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
o! Liberty and Freethought. Head and sing them
RoTe~n!ot Betlllehem, the Birthi>Iace of
at Home. Read and sing them at Meetings. Teach
them to the ch!ldren. Price 25 centa.
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
DIAN
A.-Evolution In Marriage. The Higher Law.
Wllo Wrote' the New Testa10entT
Alllsm made practicable. Unhappy marriages
Extract !rom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
prevented and cured. Price 25 cents.
BOWLES PAMPHLETS.
BURNZ' FONIO BHORTHAND.-A complete Self·In·
structor In the a.rt of Verbatim Reporting. Price
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
$1. Bend ror circulars.
No. 1.-EX)>eriences oC Sa1nuel Bowles,
Late editor of the Spr!nglleld, Mass., Republican, In THE SPELLING REFORM-And How to Help It
Spirit Life; or, Life AB He Now Sees It from a Bplr·
Price 10 cents.
!tual Standpoint. Written through the med!umshlp
'l'lte above works sent promptly on r"ce!pt or price.
of OARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westlleld, N.Y. 25 cents.
Address 'I'HE 'I'RTI'I'H fl!iEKF.T<
33 Cl!nton Place, N.Y.
Later Papers or Samuel Bowles,
written In August, 1883.

Man.-WhenCtl and Whither.
By R. B.

Westbr~k,

D D., J,J,.R.,

Author of "The Bible.-Whence and What?
About all that can be said for tho existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidcntltl discussion of many collateral questions, from a
Achsa W. Sprague's and Mary ()Jark'a rationalistic standpoint.
Experiences in tile First Ten Splleres
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
or Spirit LiCe.
Medium, ATIIALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y. Price
Addresa
ssTCfnl'o!0ii!~:,~Eo~~ork.
20 cents.
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLE'l, late
editor of the Sprlnglleld. Mass., Republican, In the
llrst llve spheres. Also a thr!ll!ng account of the
late President Garlleld's reception In the spfr!t
world. Written through the hand or OARRIE E. s.
TWING, Westlleld, N.Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 centa.

If, .Then, and Whe:u..

Life of Thomas Paine,

K ANSA

No. 2.-Contrasts in Spirit Life:

a.n Essays on
Christianity. By MoNCUBll D. CoNWAY
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of
London. $1.50.

"The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not know."

FARADAY PAMPHLETS.

And oound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twlng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.

Idols and Ideals, with

to Eugenia; or, A PreservaCOMPLETE WORKS, in One Vol- Letters
tiv Against H:eligious Prejudices. By
ume, HalfCalf~ $5.00.
Baron D'HoLBAoH, author of the "System

BY RICHARD B. WI'HTnROOK, D. D., LL.B,
A Book of HintH an<l Huggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
AddruBS
1'HE TRUTH BEEKER.
Noih\;'il'~~rf:.•t~f.:'-e:~e:~:ie8l!~~~o!.~
83 Clinton Place. N V
t-rol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit
M. Faraday. Price, 15 cents.
CI y Improved or un!mprovod lands
~ •anywhere In the state. For !nNg~,2w:!~!glr'!n°~!,1!Nrom. The Evolution or
mat's, circulars, etc., etc., write to
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses; tormatlon,
WA'rSON
& 'rHRAPP, or 0. H. OUBTENBORDER,
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, En- 1y13
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
larged and Revised. By Bp!r!t M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
"ANT I C H R IS T ."
NoA.f-ii"rT'l~:a.J!r~:i,:.Pment or the Spirit
Proving conclus!vly that
The Origin of Rel!g!ons. By Bp!r!t M, Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.
THE STORY OF J:ESU8 CHRIST•
No. 4.-The Process or II ental Action:
His birth, U!e, tr!sl, execution, etc.-II a mytb.
Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price
TRUTH BEEKER Olllce.
15 cents.
SS Clloton Place, New Yo r.
f'rlr.e. $2.00.

A Sn)>plement To No.I

For Sale at THE TRUTH SEii1KER Office.
Hume's ~ssays. Essays and treatises
on vanous subjects. By DAVID HuME,
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's
li~e and writings, to which are added
dialogues concerning natural religion.
Price, $1.50.
.

Letters of Junius.
Pa-

per, 25 cents.

------·---~------~-

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

) ntEETHOUGH11 WORKS.

author of
"Common Sense," "Rights of Man,"
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and
explanatory observations on his writings.
By Grr,nERT VALE. $1.00.
for the practicalization of known trn th.
By MARY E. TILLO'l'SON. $1.00.

Love Ventures

of Tom, Dick, antl
Harry. A Spicy Nnrmtiv. "An,l they
were naked nncl not ashamed." 50 ccntH.

Man's Nature and Development.

By
HENnY GEORGE ATKINsON, P. G. S., and
HAmnE·r MARUNEAU. $1.50.

Modern rrhinkers: What they rrhinlr
and Why. (Principally on Soeial
Science.) Jly VAN BEUREN DENSLoW LL.
D., with 1tn introduction by R. G. J~gcr
soll. With eight portmits: Comtc, Swcdenborg, Achtm Smith, Jeremy Bentham
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer:
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 p,lges. $1.50.
Its J~aws and Methods. By Prof. J. R. BucHANAN. A new
method to conquer crime, disease and
misery, which churches, colleges' nnd
governments have signally failed to do.
$1.50.
Moral Physiolog-y; ABriefand Plain
'l'reatis on the Population Question. By
RODERT DUE OWEN. (lO cents.

Moral Education:

llortality of the Soul

tality of its Elements.
PEI,LEGRINI. 10 cents.

and the ImmorBy A. SNIDER DE

Myths and Myth-Makers:

Old Tales
ancl Superstitions interpreted by comparntive Mythology. By JonN FisKE, M.A.
I~L.B., of Harvard Collego. $2.

Origin and Development of IWligious
Ideas and Ueliefs, as manifested
in history nncl seen by reason.
IUS :J!'rNBTEIN.
$1.

By Mon.
'

Ol'thodox Hash, with a Change of
Diet. By WARREN SuMNEn BAnw~>.
10 cents.

Paradise J.,ost;
Cnst Out.

or, The Great Dragon
GO cents.

Personal Immortality and Other
P:qHWS. By JOSIE OI'PENHEIM. Ex:tra cloth, 12mo 98 pages. 75 cents
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claimed he. "The other day I heard the Mr. Moss's health was rapidly giving way.
FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
.
washerwoman .say that she 'was .saving up Ifol!-ghou~ qf tpU and gr~at m~ntal anxie~y Published at .THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.'
But few pe~sons are. aware to. w~at exte?t moneyto buy a. feather bed; 80 1 went and had reduced his weight from 170to 110 pounds;
photography IB used, directly or mdirectly, m sold· her mine;" then· added, with a merry besides, he had almost· become incapable of A.dvimcement of Science.
The Inthe various arts and trades. To even enumer- laugh "feather beds are very unl!ealthy to sleep. J;Ie seldom slept over two hours out of
augural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL,
ate its various applications would make a very sleep' on, anyway. We _will pick out a__soft tile" twenty-four; and then orily for a few rriO-·
delivered before the British Association
of Science.
for the. Advancement
long list. The production of engraved plates board it will make us grow straight."
·
menta at a time, while his ·aver patient wife
Portrait
and Biographical
Sk£>tch. With
Also
Th: $10 was soon spent, and still other diffi~ sat by his bed and applied .wet cloths to his
containing opinions of Prof. H. HELMfor printing purposes by means· of photography is at present exciting great interest, not culties to be surmounted; more chemicals fevered brow. He looked like a man in the
HOLTZ, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and
only in this country, but all over Europe; and were needed. Nothing remained but a small last .stages of. consumption,.; Qne Saturday
Sir HENRY 'I'HOMPBON on prayer. Price,
. cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone,
new processes are being introduced with such cooking-stove and· an old-fashioned rocking- night their bookke_eper ·announced- a small
npi"ditY 'th~t
· 1oom
· of Mrs . M oss '_s f am ily ; gai·n for ·the lnst
m· onth~. ·. This favorable anin paper, 15 cents.
.
r~
. ~ I·t I"s diffic-ult to keep trace of chair, a sort of h. err
~
them.
and her mother had charged her never to part nouncell)ent brought abp-g~ q1rltll:Bt p~is~ ynth Amberley's Life.. of Jesu~. His Char. Attempts were made in this line some t":'enty- with it, for it -would bring bad luck to the Mr. Moss. He went home ,in, 11, ve:cy: happy
acter nnd Doctrins. From the Analysis
of Religious. Belief. By VISCOUNT AMBERfive years before Daguerre's great discovery fall1ily.' So the stove went first; Mrs._ Moss state of .mind, and" til.lit' .riight: he; s'lept BG
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
was announced to the world, and it has been said cheerfully, "It made the room too hot; soundly that his wife watched by his bedside
held by some writers to be owing to the early besides, I will giv up tea, and I can make throughout, the. night~he waa .so . cal_m . 4I1d Chronicles of Simon Christianus.
. 1e we nee d upon
·
moti"o'nle· 88. ·that she
fea.re'd . his .. end wa·s. .riear.
Histhe
Manifold
Wonderful
Adventures
.
in
Land ofand
Cosmos.
A new
scripture
e xp en· men t s mad e b Y N"Icep hore Niepce (Da- yc;JUr coffee and cook wh at 1Itt
guerra's partner) in this direction that we owe our alcohol lamp." A few more chemi~Jals After ten or twelve hours he awoke,. greatly
(evidently inspired) discovered by 1. N.
he invention of photography. After the ex- were still needed.. Mrs. Moss was again equal refreshed, and from that time Jae continued to . . FIDEL. From· the English. Very Rich .
periments of Niepce, the next t? attempt this to the emergency-the old chair was sold; but gain-in health and strength.
'
PricEJ, Jl5 cents.
was Fox Talbot. Soon after this many o_thers this time, as she drew out the money, the tears
The second. year the company began to pros" Crimes of Preachers in the' United
entered the field; among the most promment came to her eyes, but when she sil.w the. sad- per, and. Mr. Hobart wail soc;m .paid. back the
StateR·.·.' By_ M:. E. BILLINGS. Shows how
of these we may name Dr. Donne, Prof. Grove, ness of her husband's pale lloli.d haggard ·face, $10,000 he had advanced to the l)oncern. Afthick and fast the godly hav fallen from
grace. Price, 25 cents.
George Matlriot, Fizeau,· N egre, Poitevin, and she said cheerfully, "Never mind; we will soon ter that their. prosperity continued for several
Paul Pretsch.
liv in our own home, and hav all the nice years. But Mr. Hobart was getting old, and Deity Analyzed and' th~ Devil's DeThe first, however, to achieve a complete furniture we want." Success was still far in his health grew feeble. Under tilese circumfense. In Six Lect'ures by Col.
practical success in this line was one of our the future. Mr. Moss went back with a heavy stili:ules he became loth to e:x;pend more money
JOHN. R. K:ELso, A.M. These are among own countrymen, John C. Moss, who was born heart to "sticking type," while Mrs. Moss for new improvements, while on the other
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and
n 1838, in Washington county, Pa. In 1856 kept on with their.experiments.
hand Mr. Moss, being ~n:the prime of life, was
sho1;tld be read by everybody. $1.50.
he married Miss Macy A. Bryant, the only
Many such domestic . dramas had ·.to :Qe eager to go on jncr.!lasing tile facilities to mee~ Last Will and Testament of Jean
daughter of a widow lady. In 1858 he was passed through before success finally crowned the growin:g de~and;fortheir work.; ,DissatisMeslier, a curate of a Roman church
engaged in tlie photographic business in their efforts. We shall only menijon .one faction gr~~tci-qB,lly si)]i:nnit up between them, sp
in France, contai:D.ing the best of his writMonongahela City, Pa., and while reading an mo~e instance.
. . . . Mr. Moss named a sum which he would be
ings. 25 cents. .
accoUiitt of some experiments made by Prof.
It was after they had commenced practically :willing to giv or take. for the business. Mr · :Nathaniel Vaughan. A r~dical novel
Grove, in which he tried to produce engraved working their process in a smrul way in their Hobart and his friendS bought out th,e interest
of marked ability. By FREDERIKA MAcplates by etching out the daguerrean imagP, own dwelling. They had what they. con~ oqhe Mos~ faJ;qily. -Mr.. Moss was then free,
DONALD. 404 pages. Price reduced to •
but having failed to get his etchings deep sidered a large order on their hands, al!d their and·with ali the capital 'he needed; and with
$1.25.
enough to be of any practical value, it occurred chemicals were, as photographers wpuld say, his long years of practical experience and N;ttnre's Revelations of Character;
o Mr. Moss that by using Prof. Grove's method "kicking·, badly. One part of their process· many new improvements and inventions which
or Physiognomy illustrated. The
he could etch through the thin coating of sil- failed them entirely; the chemicals would not :he had never felt warranted in introducing
science of individual i(raits portrayed by
ver on the daguerrotype plate, and then change wor:K as they had worked before. ·Day after :previously, he immediately set about fitting up
the temperaments and features. Til usthe plate to another solution which would act day passed, but still they could not succeed. on a large scale. ,.
.
.
trated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH
upon the copper and not act upon the silver, The time was upfor the.deliveryof the plates, · In the spring of 1880 the l;Ioss Engra,ving
SIMMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
. · means get th e reqmre
· d d ep th·
$3_00;
$4.00; morocco, gilt
an db y thIS
and they were getting fairly desperate; they Co. was fo.rmed., m"th John C. Moss· as· p·resid
$4leather,
5
H e t old h IS
.• WI"fe of h"IS p 1an. "Why no t t ry saw that one part of their. process must
·
e ges, · 0·
be dent and ·supen"ntende.nt·, hi"s· wife, M. A.
it at once?" said she, "and I will help you." radically changed before they could ever sue- Moss, as trl!asurer; their son, Robert B. Moss, New England and the People up
"But I hav no galvanic battery, and there is ceed. They had scarcely slept for several assistant superintendent; and Jas. E. ;Ramsey
There. A hu:niorous lecture. By
none t o b e ha c1 m
· thi space;
1
b esi·aes, I ca n n ot nights. Mr. Moss h a d d eVIse
· d one meth od and :H·enr·y ·A. Jnckson,· old and tru'st.ed ·emGEORGE E. MACDoNALD. 10 cents.
spare the money to buy one if there were." of overcoming the difficulty which seemed to ployees, as secretary and assistant secretary.
"Can't you make one yourself," said she._ "If him faultless in theory, but ·still it failed in This company was a great success from the Poeket Theology. By VoLTAIRE. Com.
prising terse, Witty, and sarcastic definiI only had some copper and zinc plates I hav practice. Mrs. Moss insisted that he. had not start, and is now the largest establishment of . tiona of the terms use.d in theology.- The
all the chemicals," he replied; "but there is given it a fair trial About two o'clock in the the kind in the.world.. Their place of business
only edition in English. 25 cents. .
no such thing for sale nearer than Pittsburgh." morning Mr. Moss sat down. upon _tile side of is at 533, 535, 537, and 539 Pearl street.
·The Legends of the Patriar ehs. By
Mr. Moss, though in his forty-seventh year, • · S.BAB!NG-GouLD... $1.50. The_ OongregaHis wife disappeared for a few moments, and tile bed, worn out and in utter despair. .Tired
then returned with their copper kettle and nature soon gave way and forced sleep upon is in the best of health, a:iid loo~ younger than . · · tionalist, in .sp·eaking of it, says: "There
are few Bible readers who hav not at some
zinc washboard. "They would do," said he; him.
he did when we :first remember him some
time wished for ju~t such a volume. It is
" but, oh, my ! how your mother will scold if
When he ~woke in the morning; he saw by twelve or fifteen years ago.
a thoroughly interesting book, and will
we cut them up; they are almost new." the bright smile on his wife's weary face that · . Mrs. Moss wa~ in rather feeble health for
be seized with avidity by all students of
"Leave that to me," said she; "mother is out, she had overcome the difficulty. She had pre- S!Jveral years after the,death of her beloved
the Bible.
and we will get the battery made before she pared for him a good breakfast--a hoi loaf of mother and an only daughter; but she rides The Martyrdom of Man. Em bracing
comes back." So they went to work with Graham bread, with fresh butter, and a pot of out almo_st daily, has. regained mt~ch of 'her ·
the four d.ivisions of War, Religion, Libmight and main, and by bringing the sugar- steaming coffee. Mrs. Moss had remained up. wonted energy and cheerjulness, and seems to
erty, and Intellect. A work of rare merit,
and written in a superior style, By Wm·
]Jowl and the teapot into requisition· for. bat- all night, and had repeated the experiment enjoy the fruits that, with ·her husband, she
WOOD
READE. New editjon. 544 pages.
tery cells, they soon had the battery com- with complete s 11ccess. No king's feast was labored so faithfully to earn.-Anthony's PhoPrice
reduced from $3 to $1. 75.
pleted; but before they had time to clear away ever eaten with so much relish as that little tographic Bulletin.
the scraps their motiler came in. She didn't family enjoyed their plain and simple. breakThe Old Faith and the New. A Con~
The engraving of the Bennett M01:mment,
fession. By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS,
scold just then; she couldn't; she only held up fast, for it seemed to them that the last diffiauthor of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
her hands and gazed in stupefied amazement. culty had been overcome; The order was which is so much admired by the readers of
Authorized translation from the sixth
That night they managecl to get all their ap- speedily finished, and the proceeJs sufficed to THE TRUTH HEEKE:&, ill tbe work of the Moss
German edition. ."By MATHILDE BLIND..
pliances in their sleeping room and then, in supply. their most urgent. wants. But their Engraving Company, as is also the splendid
Two volumes in one. The translation
likeness
of
Col.
John
R
Kelso
which
nppears
stocking feet, they experimented nearly all troubles were ·far from being at an end. Their
revised and partly rewritten, and preceded by an American version of the aunight. Before morning they had produced outfit, though sufficient for experimental pur- in his "Bible Analyzed."
thors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss
their first plate. It was all bad but one little poses, was not suitable for practical work.
is too well known by the renders of Amer~
patch, about as big as one's finger nail, and However, they gained ground little by little,
ica to require a single word to be said in
that, as Mrs. Moss expressed it, was "Just until they found it necessary to takea place of
his praise. Price, $1.50.
beaulif!J.l, and almost as deep as a well." Alas! business in New York city. They fitted up a
rhe
Outcast. A deep, finely-m·ittep.
alas! greatinventionsarelikeTopsyin the story loft at No. 26 Cedar street, but still labored
Radical story. From the London edition.
of Uncle Tom's Cabin, who said: "I neverwas under great disadvantages for want of capital'
By WmwooD READ:E, author of "Martyrdom of Man." 30. cents ..
born; I growed."
and skilled workmen. Here their. work began
BY
In their exultations that night they did not to attract considerable attention, and Mr.
The Pro and Con of Supernatural
.J'ohn R. :Kelso, A.lti.
realize that nearly ten years of constant ex- Moss was induced to engage in a stock comReligion~
Both sides fairly and
pelimenting under the most trying circum- pany with a view to working the process on a
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, exUniversalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents;
stances, often in great poverty and want, would large scale.
CONTENTS:
cloth, 50 cents.
In 1870 the Actinic Engraving Co., was
roll away before they would be able to make
The Old Testament.~The New ·Testament.-The The Radical Pulpit. Comprising distbe first plate that would be paid for and used. formed; but as his associates had no experi- Creatlon.-The
Deluge.-The Exodus.-The MiraHe soon gav up the photographic business ence in the business, and could giv. him but cles or the Bible.-The Errors or the Bible.-The . courses of advanced thought. By 0. B.
Prophecies.-The
Devil or Satan of the Bible.-The
FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER, two of
and commenced the publication of a country little assistance, and were willing to invest but Heaven and the Hell
or the Bible.-The SabbatP. or
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
newspaper. This was not successful; so he a small 'amount of money, he was 'worse off the Bible.-The God or the Bible,-The Messiah or
FROTHINGHAM: The New Song of ChristSavior.
went to Philadelphia and worked as a journey- tilan he had been before· the company was . crown octavo; 833 pp, Splendidly executed. Sent
mas, The Departed Years, Life as a Test
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
man printer through the day, and spent his formed.
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Testament, The ~Sectarian Spirit, The
evenings and Sundays in reading ·nnd experiFor nearly a year and a half be struggled
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
American ·Gentleman, The Language of
menting, his wife assisting him in everything against adversity, and was finally compelled
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell,
he did. Through the day she would purchase to witharaw from the company in which he
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, 'J;'he
and mix the chemicals, and get everything jn had lost all of his first outfit. He soon affer
American Lady, The ()onsolations of Rationalism. By F:ELIX ADLER: The Ethics
readiness for him. Many, many times success entered into an arrangement with Rev. Mr.
HOW HE WON AND WORE 11.
of the Social Question, .Emancipation,
would seem so near that he would giv up his Hobart, who agreed to loan $10,000 for a half This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the
employment and they would devote all their interest in a new company to be formed. The
most graphic, vivid, and thrillin~ porSociety for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders,
trayal of Society Life as It
time to experimenting, until n~t only their Photo. Engraving Co. was incorporated in the
Hav We Still. a Religion ? Conscience.
little savings were exhausted, but until they spring of 1872, and opened an establishment at
now exists.
Price, in cloth, $1.
had sold everything that could be disposed of. No. 21 Dey Street, but had barely commenced
The third edition of'this remarkable book
The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J.
On one occasion, having sold nearly every- operations when they were completely burnt has just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
R. KELso, A.M. Price, 50 cents.
D.
Weaver.
It
is
a
story
of
thrilling
interest,
tiling but a feather bed, a gift froml\irs. Moss's out.· They immediately fitted up again at No. thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating,
g

Tho Bible Analyze~.

RICHARD'S CROWN

mother which they had resolved never to part
with, he said that if he had a few dollars more
to buy chemicals, success would be sure.
Overhearing the remark Mrs. Moss quietly left
the room, and in a short time returned witil
hnRt.y steps and presented to the astonished
eye of Mr. Moss a $10 bill.
"Why, Mary! where did you get that?" ex-

62 Cortlandt street.
The first year proved very discouraging, as
new apparatuses had to be constructed or purchased, and above all employees had to be
patiently and carefully trained to perform
their respectiv duties, it being an entirely new
branch of industry for which no skilled labor
could be procured; and to make matters worse

forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "Richard'!! Crown" is to the cause agitating the
masses of the people of to-day.
PrintedBeautifully
in large, new
type, onwith
fine, eleven
heavy
paper.
illustrated
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title
in gilt, embossed on the back and side of the
, book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms,
Hymns, aD{l Recitations. Con-

taining forms for or~anizing societies,
marriage, funeral serVIces, naming of infants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns
for public meetings, funerals, social gatherings, etc. To which are added beautiful recitations for various public occa•
•ions. 550 pp. Cloth, 75 cent&,
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TBE EUREKA

Marriage and Divoroe.

MAGNETIC .CLOTHING

AUtllor ot "The Bible--Whence and What?"

:By R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.:B,

JUS.T PUBLISHED.

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,

CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT MEDICIN.

BY

ROBERTQINGERSOLL

OONTENTB:

~~:e~:e~deal of Marriage.
The History or Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question or Law and Religion.
Rational Deductions trom Established Principles
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws AnsWered.
Prevention Better than Ou' e.
Price, 60 cents. Neatly bound In clotll. For sal
at thiS omce. ·
·

This. new book is a gem. It is a model in
THE
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
E~RE,KA
88 Ollnton Place,NswYork.
brightest, best ever issued.
~t contains, b~sid~s the celebrated "DecoCURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
rabon Day Orat10n, never before published
Embracing those ot tile blood and Nerves, the Dis
an~ all . the ~amoti.s -.. tributes" heretofor~
eases of Men, the DiSeases of Women, and tile varl
Sent to any address upon receipt ot $1.00. EVERY PAIB ous
prmted m_vanous·shapes; but never brought
causes, physical and soot&, leading to tile mare
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all information by
plainly
treated by that plainest ot bookS, PLAlll
together till now; many other gems selected
letter or in person tree ot charge. Bend
HOME TALK, EMBRAOlNG MEDIOAL COMMQ:W
for Illustrated Pamphlet.
from. the ~:~peeches, arguments, lectures, letSENSE-nearly 1,000 pages, 200 illustrations, by Dr,
ters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
E. B. FOOTE1 ot 120 Lexington ave., New Yorlr. ~·
Address all communications to
of the author.
whom all letters trom the sick shoUld be addreHe<.
In Its iSSue tor Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's Tllli'lh
. The work is· designed for and will be acSEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOl'E and hiS meat.·.;.
cepted by, a~miring fri~nd~ as a rare perpublications: "We know him (Dr. Foote) perona.>l'
sonal sou vewr. ~o h~lp It serve this purpose,
and intimately, and we say With all the assuranLo
that knowledge Imparts that he iS a man or thl>
a fine steel portrait, With autograph facsimile,.
471 West Madison Street,
highest incemiVII and motivs, whose life hW'! been
has been prepared e~:~pecially for it.
spent in instructing and improving his fellow-beings
In the_ mor~ elegant s_tyles of binding, this
ChiCD"'O,
Til.
by glvlng such intormation as is well calculated to
-o
enable them to be more healthy, more happy, and
volume IS emmently suited for presentation'
P:n.ce;
$18.
to be better and more usetul men and women. His
purposes, for any season or occasion.
·
· .LIJUJ'.LIId:l
.
IM.
·ONIALS·
..
medical workS possess tile highest value, and hav
. In workmanship the volume is a .master-.
been introduced and tlloroughly read in hundreds
TEST
piece. The type is large and beautiful· the:
ReM the following .testimonials, and· be_6Qnvln•ed _ our claims a.re correct in every particular ot thousands ot talnilies, who to-day stand ready to
f!-D.d
tllat
your
anmente
ca.n.b.e
era.dica~d
without
the
ald
or·
MEDIOIN;
THESE
APPLIANCES
ARE
bear wlllinr; testimony to the great benefit theY hav
~aper heavy and ricJ;tly _tinted; the press~o:rk:
derived from tile pbysiologica.l, hYgienic, and moral
taultless; a;'ld the bmding, as perfect as the; THE AOME· OF :PERFEOTIO'N:
·
·
.
lessons which he has so ably imparted."
best ~atenals. an~ skill_ can prpduce. . The Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Purchasers ot PLAIN HOME 'rALK are at liberty
to CONSULT ·ITS AUTHOR, in person or bY mall
boo~ IS quarto 1n size, and contains 248 pages.,
One Week•
Standing Cnred in Thl·ee Weeks. FR,EE.
Price ot tile new Popular Edition, by mail
No Item of expense has been spared to makei
postage prepaid, only $1.60. Contents table tree
AGENTS WANTED.
the work wort,!ly of aut110r and public.
i
OINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
.
.
SRULLBBUBG, WIS., Dec, 11, 1882,
MURRY HILL PUBLISHING OOMPANY,
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one ot
PRICES.·
.
·' DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in·
129 East 28th street, New York'.
Sllk-clot.h', beveled edges, gilt back and s~de, $2 50: debted to you tor the benefit I bav received trom :your 1\iiAGNETIO VESTS tor about three weeks, I
Halt:calf1 mottled edges, elega)it ~ibra.ey style, 4, 50. your treatment, and tile use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured· of Neuralgia ot the Heart and
Fun Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine
7 51) pliances, I can say. wttllout hesitation to those at- Side, which had been a source· o·r misery to me for
ANOTHER GREAT WORK
Full· tree calf; highest possible style and 11.~ish, 9 oo 11. icted as I hav been tbat the e:tr®t WaB•sinlp~y mar- tile liJSt siX years. ·I had .tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paralY- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
~.ent to aily' ad!lress; p_diltpaid, oii. receipt
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief instantly, Witll un. pnce.
THE. TRUTH SEEKER, ' . : after wearing a suit ot your MAGNETIO OLOTHLNG ··bounded gratitude, I remain
Founded upon the Life ot
tor one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfUlly,
33 Clinton :PL; NeY.<York.
also been troubled witll Dyspepsia and Kidney OomH. A. BROWN.
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
--------~---,.-..:...-~;.__:..___ ·plaint tor'a.number of years, from Which I hav suttered intensely, and, rutllough doctoring ail tile
Ladies, read tile following testimony trom a lady
How the Pagan Priests ot Rome Originated
li.IEDJCAL and HYGIENIC WORKS-.'~ time,
never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment tor eight years
ChriStianity.
.JD.
ting on your. appliances· I bav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
Transcribed bY SPIRI~ FARADAY, late Electrlolan
benefit, and it I imPr9ve. as rapidly as. I hav in the
OSBORN, o., Dec. 15, 1882.
and ChemiSt or the Iloyal Institution,
Sold at Tim TRUTH S'EEKEB Office.
past two weeks, Will soon be well; I would; thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; alSo
London, England.
Sent on Receipt of Price;
tore, recommend to those su:trering as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Price,
boards, 75 cents; paper, 60 cents.
Magnetic appliances as tile only means of e:trecting FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRS~ HOUR I HAD THEM
Trail's Sexual Physiology. A Sci en~ a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and if I improve as rapidly as
tific and Popular Exposition of the FundaWM. H. OLEMMER,
I ha.v since T:tesday, wlll soon be well. Will report 1.'HE SCIENCE Ol, LIFE. ONLY $1.
, ·
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
BY M.t.JJ, POS'l'~J>.tt.IJ).
mental Prob1ems in Sociology'. $1.
Remember that the same appliances which will
WhatMOurJ Girls
Ought
to
Know.
By·
e:trect a cure in a case ot ParalysiS will at the same
ThiS lady reports herself entirely cured in less
s
time eradicate OATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
D r, · ARY' • TUDLEY. Prioe;·$1.00.
: patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although in bed, unable to get out, when applied,
Hy~·ene of the Brain, and the Cure change medlclns every day until, after dosing the, abe nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In
patient almost to· death, be may possibly strike' two days after the application, The lady's name
of ervonsness. By M. L. HoLBltOOK. $1.50. something (If be Js very skilful) that brings rellet can be had upon application at this otnce, by anyParturition Without~Pain. A Code tor the time being.
,one desiring to communicate with her.
of Directions 'for Avoiding most of the Pains
Ladies, read the tollowing testimony. from a lady who had 'been surtertng for two years with an Ova.r... ----..nd.~iJ.d.:.Bea....:.o.~
· ...1&~¥.·-IL"d~be.en....Wld.:tlla.t.Jl.Qthin&.llllLtP.~...kP.U.e;JV..o.qJ.d, Mo)'e.J.l.er, JUe~,e,n,d,tlle ·!lhances
r·
M L ·H · · ·
M·D' ·:: p'~~··' ·: ~~··~~ .· ! were as 9 to 1 agMiist·recovery. In tour months" ttme· She 'is pertectly well, and baa not taken a dose ot
\ medicin since putting ·on tile appliances. Oonsult us when your physician tellS you be can do nothinog
. . OLBROOK, · · . nee, $1.00.
By· tor you: itwmpayyou.
The. Relatl·on·s· of 'the
• . . Sexes·•
.
·
·
.
.
.
Bl!ULLBB'l!liG, WIS., November19, 1882.
Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY. Pnce, $1.00.
DB. L. TENNEY, Dea.r
About two years ago my health began to· tail me; I became nervous, lost all de:
E:x:hausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Deb\llty,
Fruit
and
Bread
A
Natural
and
Sci.
stre for food, and, -in fact, began to· fa,il rapidly, so. that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
.
.
•
of St. LouiS, .at which place I was then stopping,lall of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'I'UIIlor, Premature Decline in Man, Errors or Youth, and the
entifiC D1et.
By 'GusTAV SCHLICKEYSEN. and tllat tile only thing tllatwouldsave my life would be the knife. About si:x: months ago I grew rapidly untold miSeries resulting trom indiscretions or exPrice, $1.00.
worse, and had about made up my mlitd•to take the only course that seemed lett to me, and submit to an cesses. A book tor every man, young, middle-aged,
operation, When my attention was called!to-the Eureka. Magnetic Appl1a.nces. As a drowning man
old, It contains 125 prescriptions tor all acute
The Better Way. An Appeal to Men will catch at a straw, so did I catch at tll'is taint hope ot a cure. Four months ago I purchased a•suit•.of and
and chronic diseases, each one or which is Invaluable. So found by tile author, whose experience for
in Behalf of Human Culture through a your .appliances. From tile .very 11.rst I felt inVigorated, the tu·
23 years is such as probably never before tell to the
Wiser Parentage Bh A E NEWTON Price mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
r: ·
•
· ·
·
' decrease. my pains became less trom day to day, until now I am
lot of any physician. soo pages, bound in beautiful
paper, 2o cents; c1ot , 50 cents.
as well as I ever was 1n my life. Since putting on tile appliFrench muslin, embossed covers, run gilt, guaran
te.ed to be a finer work in every sense-mechanical,
• • Cook .uOO
v
k • Cont a1n· ances I hav not taken a single dose of medicin. My bowelS, which
New H yg1en1C
before were constipated are now regular. I would therefore
literary, and professional-than any other work sold
in tlliS country tor $2.50, or the money will be reing l~eceipts for Preparing a Hygienic cheerfully recommend tll~m to anyone su:trering as I hav, believing
funded in every instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
Food. By Mrs. M. M. JONES, M.D. 30 cts. that they wll! do all and more than you claim tor them. I remain,
·postpaid.
Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now,
1M'
p
t
H" t
G .
Gratefully yours,
Mns. MAlly J. STEW AliT.
Gold medal awarded the author by the NatlonallliedTalks o .JD.Y a 1en s. m s on et- Remember tllat these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
to the otncers of which he refers.
lcal
Association,
ting Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
This Science of Life should be read by the young
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
GLEASON, M.D. Price, $1.50.
for
instruction,
and
by the atnlcted !or relief. It
market, they impart no shockS and leaves no sores.
will beaellt all.-London Lr>ncet.
Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins. By
There is no member ot society to whom this book
Dro LEWIS, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
wll! not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian,
inStructor, or clergyman.-~rgonr>ut.
PRICE L 1ST.
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No 4 Bulllnchst., Boston, Masa., who may
Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions
be CO!!SUlted on an diseases requiring sklll and exto Parents. By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.
perience. Ohronlc and obstinate diseases bav bafand Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
fled the skill of all otller physcians
Aids to FamiJy Government; or, Nerve
specialty.
Such treated euccessrully
Gentlemen's
Belts
•
•
6.00
From the Cradle to the School. By BERTHA
without lm instance of tallure,
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6.00
MEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
tyr48
Mention this paper.
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CHRONIC DISEASES

DR. L .. TENNEY,
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THYSELf

Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4,00
3.00
Eating for Strength. Including the - Knee Caps, each,
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
Wristlets, each,
1.50
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred ReSleepin~ Caps,
•
4.00
ceipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred
Ladies Jacket·
18.00
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered. · By
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
•
•
1.00
:Marl"iage and Parentage. J.n Their Su~rftne Insoles, •
Chlldren's gannents upon application.
Sanitary and Physiologic& Relations, and

Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J.
MoRTIMER GRANVILLE.

DR. FELLOWS
iS a regularly ed ucat-

Price, $1.00.

in their Bearing on the Producing of Children of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
Any of tile above garmente sent to any address upon receipt ot price, and we will return the moneY
if they are not as represented in every respect. It you are uncertain as to what would best suit your ·case
By M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
send ·us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While~ 1
are o:trered at less than one-third ot whatothera are selling worthless appliances tor, yet we.. uJ
Our Girls, and Some of the Things appliances
They Ought to Know. By Dio LEwis, M.D. guarantee tllat the magneticquallty iS a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever o:trered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet iS put through a particular process, and
Price, $1.50.
hav raised five times tlletr own weight si:x: monthS after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
in the market will attract tile smallest particle· of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances haVing
Dr. Foote's Plain Home Talk and so-called
magnets made or material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable ot retaining magnetiSm tor a.
Medical Common Sense.. By E. B. FooTE, moment. Allot our garments are made trom the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast a.ny
and all otller garments now betore tile public. Every magnet iS arranged in tile garments upon 1cimUjkl
M.D.. Price, $1.50.
principia, and not haphazard as 1n all tile otllers. We o:trer you therefore

Jland-Book of Health Hints. By E.
B. FoOTE, M.D.

Price, 25 cents.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.
By E. B. FooTE,. M.D.

Price, 50 cents.

Science i t1 Story; Teaches Anatomy,

The OnJy Seientiflc Magnetic .Appliance Ever Constructed••
And challenge comparison with any ot tile so-called magnetic garments now olfvred under that head. At
tile same time tile application ot labor-savtng·machinery in our manufacture enables us to orter them
about

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Physiology, and Hygiene. 5 vols. in one. so tllat we can say witll trutll, None are so poor tllat tlley cannot procure tllem, being but a trifte higher
ordinarY clothing.
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vols. tllan
Re111e111ber that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in tile market, and it
bound separately, $5.00.
upon receiving tile garments tlley do not meet your expectation, return them a.t our expense and we 'Wlll ·
refund your money.
.
;

Health :Manual, Devoted to Healing

Ladies' .Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests are made to.
by Means of Nature's Higher Forces; incluQ..
ing the Health Guide, revised and improved.
i
order, and a flt guaranteed.
By EDWIN D. BABBITT, D.M., author of
AGBNTS WANTBD IN BVBBY TOWlllllll TBB U'NITIID STATES. LIBBBAL OO:MMISBIONS ALLOWBD
"Principles of Light and Color," "'Wonders
Ullt'NI lor ftlrtbflr ln!ormal~®.
DB. L. TENNEY,
of Light and Color." Price, $1.00.
..
•'11 W"t Ha.diSon Street, Ohicago, Ill.

I

ed and legally qua.ll·
fled physician, and
tile most successful,
as his practice will
pr0ve. He bas tor
twenty years treated
exclusivly nil disea.aes
of the Sexual Organs, ,in which he
stands pre-eminent.
8 PERM A'l'OHRH!EA
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of selfabuse. In youth Anll
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THERI!lls one miracle peculiar to John (II, 1-11) of
so singular and apocryphal a character a.s to call for
special notice. The turning of water Into wine at
the marriage feast In Cana or Galliiee ha.s long
formed the opprobrl um and perplexity of theologians, and must continue to do so as long as they
persist In regarding ·it as an accurate hlstorlca.I re.
latlon. None of the numberless attempts to glv anything like a probable explanation of the narratlv
has been attended with the least success. They are
for the most part melancholy specimens of IngenuIty misapplied, and plain honesty perverted by an
originally false assumption. No portion of the gospel history, scarcely any portion of the Old Testament, or even of the Apocryphal narrative, has such
unmistakable mark~< of fiction. It Is a story which,
If round In any other volume, would at once hav
been dismissed as a clumsy and manifest Invention. In the first place, It Is a miracle wrought to
supply more wine to men who had already drank
much-a deed which has no sul!;jj.blllty to the character of Jesus, and no analogy to any other of his
miracles. Secondly, though It was, as we are told,
the first of his miracles, his mother Is represented
as expecting him to work a miracle, and commenc'
biB public career with so unfit and Improbable one.
In the third place, Jesus Is said to havspoken harshly
to his mother, asklpg her what she had In common,
and telling her that his hour [for working miracles]
was not yet come, when he knew that It was come.
Fourthly, In spite of this rebuii, Mary Is represented
stili expecting a miracle, and this particular one, and
as making preparation for It, S.he Bald to the servants, "Whatever he ea.!th to you, do lt,".and accordIngly Jesus lmml'dlately began to glv orders to
them, Fifthly, the supei'lor quality of the wine, and
the enormous quantity produced (135 gallons), are
o bvlousiy fabulous. And those who are familiar
with the apocryphal gospele hav no difficulty In
recognizing the .close consanguinity between the
whole narratlv and the stories of miracles with
which they abound.-Greg's O>·eed of Christendom,
[NOTE.-The miracle of Cana was at any rate a good
beginning, but to think of the same omnipotence
being drawn upon to procure a penny to pay his
taxes (Matt. xvll, 27). What a falllng oii was there,
my countrymen I A truly fishy story.-Hy!ax,
GOD ha.s not put ·us In to a world where life and
death depend upon the accuracy of another man's
calculations, or the question a.s to Whether he Is
minded to tell the truth. The great question a.s to
what klnd.of a universe this Is; as to what kind of
a God manifests himself through Its laws-this Is
not a matter or doubtful history, but of scientific
verity. Then as to the nature of man, what kind of
a being he Is, according to what Ia wa he needs to llv
In order to develop himself, In order to organize
Into societies and states, to attain his hlghes; possible welfare. This Is not a question of doubtful
historic testimony, It Is a matter of scientific obser.
vatlon, experiment, and verification. Again, as to
what evil is, as to the causes of crime, or pauperism
or all those Ills that undermine human happiness:
that shadow the world, and blot out the light or
heaven-these are not matters that depend on testimony; they are questions for observation, for experiment, to be settled by the sclentl!lc method.
And so of all great problems-those of religion, those
or morality; the deepest questions or society and
statesmanship, and all practical control and .conduct
of life are not those concerning which we need be In
any doubt. They do not depend upon any gospel,
or Bible, or book, or testimony of any witness who Is
niiw dead, They depend upon the great facts and
laws all around us, In whose arms we are, In whose
presence we stand, In whose power we llv and
breathe. They depend upon those things that are
open to the observation and experiment of the
wprld, -M, J, SaviJge,
··

"CAN a man be a Christian and not be an act!v
politician In a republic?" Is the subject of one or the
Continent's prize essays. We don't know about the
actlv politician; but It seems difficult for a man to
be a Christian without being an absconding bank ,
president or cashler.-Puck. ;

<E. M. Q84.)

HOME.-A happy well-ordered home Is a paradise.

Blenker.

"HOW did you. like, the doctor's sermon?" said
one to his companion, a.s they were walking home
from church, " First-rate. I always liked that sermon ...

Freethinkers',. Almanac for 1884
WITH EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRAJTIONS.

It ·Is a place where love, joy, peace, and true happiness abound. It Is a refuge where rest, quiet, and

contentment abide. It Is a storll-house to which we
carry all our treasures and place them therein In
safety. It Is where w.e work, eat, sleep, read, play,
talk, and are ourselvs at our very best. It Is where
we llv, love, and are best beloved. Is It a wonder,
then, that poets sing sweetest of home; that artists
paint home as the most delightful of all spots;
and that love:t:s picture the home they will create as
the abode or all that fancy can Invent, or Imagination can conceive aS choicest, best, and loveliest?
Blessed be the sweet, magical word home, and may
every heart feel Its worth, and every hand help to
make more and stili more homes to bless and beautify onr own joyful and happy earth.-Elmioo D.

OFF for the summer-Flannels.

~':~h,~

ALL gods and religions hav been based upon the
great untruth of supernaturalism; au hav been
composed largely of the same gross falsehoods, and
all hav been Inimical to the best Interests of the
human race. All hav fallen short In &IIordlng to
man the truths he needed, all produced darkness
Instead of light; all proved an Incubus Instead or an
aid; all augmented the evils of Ignorance Instead of
Increasing knowiedge.'-D. M. Bennett.

·o 0 NT EN '1.' S:
Introductory. By the Editor.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Calendar for 1884.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Liberal Press. By Peter Eckler.
Ten Years of Freethouglit. By G. E. M.
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By
H. L. Green.
·
·
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Leland.
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada.
By Charles Stevens.
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
Foreign Freethought Societies.
.
.·
The ldeal·World, By Samuel P. Putnam,
What is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
Sw?rd and Pen, By George E. Macdonald.

. LILLIAN: "What a queer title for a book I" Mary:
"What title?" Lillian: '"Not. Like Other Girls.' "
Mary: "It Is rather odd, Is It a novel ?" Lillian:
This WQ:t:ld. .By George Chaine;y.
"Yes. I wonder what the heroin can be If she Is not
Agnosticism and· Immortality. .;By E, M; Mac.· like other girls?" Mary: "If she Is not like other
donald.
glrle r guess she must be a boy.''
1883 in England: Its Strugglils and its Work.
Liberal Charities.
"TELEMAOHUS, don't let me hear you laughing· at
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving ·I!- woman again because she can't sharpen a pencil.
Date of Birth and Death.)
When you want something In that 'une to laugh at,
The Population of Our States and Territories. do you just contemplate a man cutting out a paper
The Jewish Jehovah. (illustration.) ·
. pattern with a pair or scissors, .bY th.e united eiiorts
"That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the or his right hand, lower jaw, and two-thirds or his
·nevit (llius~ation.)
..
:tongue...
Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools .of
AFASHioNABLEAustlnladywlisyery!puch.shocked
Philosophy. .
last Sunday at hearing the stra.iDs of an operatt9 air
The Sacred Booksof History.
that were warted from a nelgbOrlng beer saloon.
Jllfferson's Religion.
"The pollee ought to stop that profane music on
Useful Measures.
Sunday," she remarked Indignantly, "Why, that's
As to Time:
the same air we heard this morning ln. church,'! re·
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic,
marked her husband, ."Yes, but that's a dliierent
Selections," etc., etc.
thing.'' "What's the diiierence?" "We had our
best clothes on then. That mak,es all the d!IIerence
In the world,"

MARK TWAIN tells this story of Mr. Bergh: A lady
was talking with Mr. Bergh one day; and chanced to
Ad<led to the foregoing is a splendid . st6ry, entitled
speak of a tr!Eind or hers who had lat·ely been travelIng out West, In crossing the' troritler It became
necessary that the father, mother, and three chlldren should cross a somewhat swollen ford. Their
only beast of burden was a mule. So the father
placed two or the children on Its back, then plunged
In and led the beast In with· him. It swam obeThis ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Fre.ethought movement in the United diently behln(l. him, and all reached the other shore
States. It contains
In safety, At the man's bidding the Intelligent mule
returned to where the mother and child were wait128 Octavo Pages,
Ing to cross.. The mother, fearing to put too heavy
with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers .in our ranks. It is ''not a burden on the already tired animal, put only the
-for a day, but for all time."
child upon Its back, bade him hOld f&llt, and, with a
'Now ready, Price, post-paid, 2:i cents.
prayer, ied the animal to the water's edge. They
plunged In, swam bravely ror a time, then were seen
Address
THE TRlJTD SEEKER OFFIVE,
to struggle and go down. "Oh, think, Mr. Bergh,"
33 Clinton Place, New York, N.Y.
said the excited and pitying lady, "just think what
must hav been the feelings of that mother as she
saw her darling child lost In the depths of that black
water I" "True, oh, too true," sighed Mr. Bergh.
"But did you ever thlnk, my dear lady, what must
hav been the feelings of the ·mule?"

"BIO JACK S'MA:LL.".

BEES!

BEES! BEES!

FROM $2,000 T0.$5,000 A i!::::::NG
m~~~~:~:'le:-: g~~ ~~g:,Vte~J'~Iftn;;~:a'f[,~"ti~~;~;

the bees a chance to Increase and collect snrpins lloney to
their fullest capacity; all of which can be easily aocom.
pUshed by using the kind of hive described In •· Kidder's
Secrets of Bee-keeping."
Send for the Booka.nd see how easily It csn be done with
a few swarms of bees.
THIS BOOK IS A RELIABLE GUIDE
to all personS that keep bees, especially to the novice or

~l'.!ll~~,~~~e.fn::f~a~~~~~eh~as~~r0fs t/l:b{:~~?~a~~

successfully overcome, such as Foul Brood, DyseBtery,

~::li'b~~~'fn ::!~~~ftl~~~hby~R:ii~"il~~~ ~ t~~ef~~:

them when putting them on, or taking off surplus honey
boxes, and not get stung In the whole operation.
BEE-KEEPING FOR OUR SON.S AND DAUGHTERS.
It belng.t.he. most pleasant as well ... the most proJI.ta'
ble buslnes• that young peopie csn engage tn, and at the
same time remain at home with their parents, The au.
thor has known of. several young men whe commenced
the culture of the bee In their teens, and a~e now making
more money th•m their fathers who run the farm, and
doing It easily and with small Investments. We must
also remember that the women folke often make the best
of bee-keepers, and not so liable to neglect them as the
menfolke.
_
KIDDER'S BEE BOOK
should be In the hands of aU persons who like honey, and

ests, also the great
Iii winter and e~rly spring manage.
ment, which Is
more than all other ways com. ~~~:~ ~~~~e:,!:;'ytifi~~~~~~~n.~~bf~~· t-.:~%~~J''j~
blued. This boo
IBo Inform the bee maoter HOW emuelllohed with numerous cuts and drawings. There IB
BEES WILL INC
AND THROW OFF SWARMS
to an enormous extent, all conditions being favorable. r~nt,f~~heh~f~~~~~~a~~o~~llr gj;~h~a~:~~:~~~~~:·
by slm/l!yreferrln~o the Index, and that wiD point to the
1
0
r:ct~ ~n"J glt' =l:et't~en~~:.'!!.".!"di~r:r~~':iJitu:rl~
pa:fneo~d::~~t~i:; t~:f,g~i"~gre prominently before the
1
rrr:A:'ii'f o::,~~~e=~r. e~hw!"~heracfi~d~ 1geag~e~\~~i
1
:::r:~~.,~>::c~e::;:r:o.:~: oi':!'~o"o~~o~..g~s l'/:1f iii.~~ au"lft'ti
Increase and swarm to a much greater extent.
July next, tile prlvllege of making his Celebrated Patent
GREAT YIELD OF SURPLUS HONEY.
Bee Htve,aa spoken of. In hook, for their own ase (bnl
This Book will .Inform the bee master how to get the
greatest amount of surplus honey, and at the same time ~~~.!f::mn~r::e ~ cDI'vl't~f~~'1~s~~tef:d~~u~f tt~~
hav It tn sll!all packages weighing three-quarters of a wishes to make and use the hive
pound to two o. three POUnds, as may be desired, which
PRICE, BOARD BOUND, 75 cents; CLOTH, 85 cents.
:!:So~¥t~'li'~e1 k~e~'f~~ta pr~~fc!fai!'a~:er.\voI~r at~~~g N. B, The directions for hive making wttn cuOB, draw.
hundred poullds of surplus 1'toney from each old stock, tn~s, etc., will be Inclosed within eacli book sold, nntll
and from Jlfty to one hundred pounds from the .earlier
young swarms, especially If they do not over-swarm.
~~~:=~~h<r~!:.'!S:~~·of~~~t~~':i':l~r-::~~g~~k:~:
NO MORE BEE-STINGS IN MANAGING BEES.
ply to buy a book at the Regula.r .E'rlce, before Angus
·
The ·nook will post the bee.keepers how to manage next
Address

THE

God and the State.
:BY

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
Founder or NlhlliBm and Apostle of Anarchy.
WITH A PREFACE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Translated trom the French by BENJ. R. TUOJIEB,
(Editor or z.,;-bertg.)
·J;2 pages, octavo. Price 16 cents. Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
88 Ollnton Place, New York.

1f"E3:f~JllJ~~!!"New York.

FREETHOlJGHT NOVELl'i.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance, By W111. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family'
Creeds, Day of Rest, . etc.
500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,

$1.25.

Family Creeds. By WILLIAM McDoN·
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall,"

Exeter Hall. "One of the most exciting romances of the day."
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents,

·ORTHODOX HASH. Nathaniel Vaughan.

l.

WITH

l

CHANGE OF DIET.
REV;SED .AND ENLARGED BY THE .AUTHOR,

I

'

IN NINE PARTS AND OOUBSEB.

1 A Word trom the Oook.-2 Choice Blts.for the
' Ha.sh.-8 ·sea.soned with Satan to the taste,4 The Chopplng-Knlfe,-5 Hash, First
aourse.-6 Hash, Second Oourse,7 Hash, Third Oourse,-8 €h&Dge
of Diet, First Oourse,-9
Change or Diet, Second Course,
By WARREN SlJMNER BARLOW,
Author of
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
Price, 10 4Jents.
The Troth Seeker,

Price,

cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
Price, paper

Priest and Man.

A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERixA
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25,

The. Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition.
By WINWOOD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life.

A romance of

.earth, heaven, and hell,
Beautifully
written by S •• P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.

The Darwins.

A Domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENXER, author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
·

THE· HEATHl!N IN HIS BLINDNESS.·
"This.'' 'said the r~tur;.ed missionary to thA p,,.
Heathen whom he had brought over, "Is a church.''
And the Poor .Heathen greatly admired the church,
By and by he asked :
"Who Is the rat man with the big watch seal, who
looks at the church as though he thought. some or
putting on a $50 bay window and raising the rent
$5oo a year?"
"That Is a trustee," said the retlirned missionary.
"He does moat of the praying, I suppose?" said,
the Poor Heathen, who In his blindness. knows very
little about the way we do these things.
"No," said the returned missionary," he don't
believe In praying; he Is a Bob Ingersoll man and
believes that nobody deesn't know nothing and that
they know that he knows that they know he knows
they don't. He Is not a member·or the church, but
he Is a good, clear-headed business man, good man·
ager, strong on real estate deals, and so he's a trustee. Doesn't take very much or a Christian to be a
trustee, except In the country, In town a church
o;,Iy wants, a good business man for trustee."
"And who Is the man WhO stands In the door and
glares at the people as they pass In, and tries to keep
them out?" asked the Poor Heathen.
"That Is the sexton," replied the missionary, "He
doesn't believe In opening the church for religious
·services at all. He says the church was built to hav
swell weddings In, and that for preaching and
prayer meetings and other side shows of that nature
the trustees shoUld hire a hall."
'
"Who Is the very yo.ung man who pushes people
out of the way that he may hav room to pass In, and
stoops very low as he enters the twenty foot door and
sits directly under the steeple lest he should strike
his head when he stands up?"
" That," said the returned missionary, "Is the
new superintendent of the Sunday-school. They are
all that way at first. By and by, when he hi}S forgotten every line or his beautiful speech, when there
are dlstlngu.lshed strangers present, when he has
started the wrong tune to an entirely strange hymn,
and corrected himself by strlkhig the right tune on
a key so high that the chimes of Normandy couldn't
ring second .bass to It; when he has !lunked, fatr,
square, and outright, on the first ten question In his
question boo:, he will know less by a ton than he ·does·
now, and be a good, useful, earnest, and humble
superintendent. He's only young and new, like an
August persimmon/'
"Here comes the owner of the church," the Poor
Heathen said, "He looks as though he had decided
to make pemmican of the sexton and trustee, and
not hold any service to-day,"
"No, that Is not exactly the owner of the church,"
the returned missionary said; "that Is the leader or
the cllolr."
"Who Is that meek, .timid little man who Is trying
to creep In without letting the sexton seo him, and
who has just taken oii his hat to .the leader of the
choir?"
•• Oh, that Is only the pastor or the church," the
returned missionary replied, "Will you go Inside?"
·And the Poor Heathen said he would, because he
rather guessed 'rrom their looks, the sexton and the
leader of the choir had made up their minds to
settle that morning which of the two shoulll take
the church and run It,"
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Wesleyan Theological students are just
and Uklippings. . likeTHEother
college boys, only a little more so,
IN Japan every newspaper employs a man
whose sole occupation is to go to prison whenever a court orders that punishment for the
editor; a new application, only, of the idea of
vicarious puD.i.shment.
A BROOKLYN clergyman declares that "the
eternai glory of heaven would be incomplete
without· a background of infinit woe to set it
in relief." That clergyman is hereby nominated for the background.
I
A GRADUA!l'E of the Michigan Theological Urii·
'Varsity went to St. Paul,-where, failing to get
into a pulpit, he went to ·sawing wood, He
now makes $2 a day and owes no man a cent.
For a theological graduate, this man is a phenomenal success.

~kllll ..._,;

the divinity that is supposed to hedge in shaveling theologians as well as kings being insufficient to prevent them from getting excited on
lemonade and cigarets, and abusing everyone
with whom they come in contact. Their disreputable performance on a recent journey
from Middletown to East Haddam is reported
by the Connecticut press as scandalous in. the
extreme. Their piety is kept for dress parade.

{ 33 CLINTON PLACE. ~ $3.00 per year.

are forced to hold their sides with laughter.
Put away your Bibles, read them in your
closets as the childish prattle of your anceators, and no smile of ours shall disturb your
tender recollections.-.Liberty.
MR. SPURGEON has· been unbosoming him·self to the PaJJ. Mall Gazette. Some of his views,
·observes the London Freethinker, are worth
"noticing. For instance, he says that wealthy
N o:il.conformists are only kept in the Liberal
ranks by their hatred of the state church.

J!bws o!f lite lffeeh.
A CONPOURSE of people too numerous to be
counted listened to the music in Central Park
last Sunday,· There was no disorder.
ENGLAND has agreed to loan the government
of India £140,000,000 for the purpose of making extensions of their railway system.

THE threat of France to open fire on the forts
of Shanghai has caused China to look with faThis is what we hav always con~ended. At vor upon a peaceful method of settling its difbottom, religious people take sides in all public ferences with the Frenchmen.
disputes on religious grounds. Abolish the
THE cholera, which began at Toulon and
state church and it will then be seen that the
Liberalism of nonconformity has been a his- Marseilles, France, is spreading over other
torical accident. By and by all great issues parts of the country. More than fiv('l hundred
wilT be cleared. We shall see on the one side people hav. di~d of the disease.
Christianity and Conservatism, and on the
THm czar of Russia had it in his mind to
other Freethought and Republicanism. Mr. visit Warsaw, but defers the excursion now
;Mn. TucKER, in Liberty, thus outlines the
Spurgeon also gave his view of the efficacy of that he finds a plot exists to blow up the royal
political campaign: "One party nominates for
prayer. He needs £8,000 a year, besides the palace at that place. Happy czar I
president its strongest man, who is a rascal;:
endowment for his Orphanage; and, says he,
PRESIDENT VIELE of the Park Commission•
the other nominates nearly its weakest, who "is
"I ask God for it, and he sends it." It is difers says that the Sunday concerts in Central
ficult not to cry out "hypocrit," in reply to
a ·nonentity; and between this knave and this
Park will go on, He is satisfied, he says, that
this statement. Mr. Spurgeon tells thousands
nobody the workers of the country expect and
are expected to choose the way.of their solvaof people, as well as the Lord, that he wants the sensible public approves of them.
A CORRESPONDENT of the Chicago Inter- Ocean
ti_'on f;om the present economic chao~." That
money; and when the cash arrives it always
A cuRious document, evidently drawn up by
,
·claims to hav discovered scandalous frauds in
is the anarchistic view of it.
·
comes
through
human
channels.
Let
Mr.
a lunatic, has just been recorded in Worcester,
A CREMATORY is to be built at Buffalo, N. Y., Mass, It is a deed of one-half acre of land in Spurgeon tell the Lord only, and see if that the construction of the Lincoln monument at
Springfield, Til., which threaten the fall of the
says an exchange, modeled after the famous Ashburnham, Mass., with buildings. It states personage will supply his wants. He knows entire structure.
one at Milan.· No flame, but intense heat, that "I, Oharles Hastings, of Ashburnham, be_tter than to try.
THE Rev. Mr. Bristor, of Newark, N.J., who
will be used tO reduce the bodies to ashes. The gentleman, in consideration of the love and
THE' _Ministerial Union of Trenton, N. J.,
just escaped conviction on a charge of unhas
high temperature ~ afforded through pipeS' good "will of the Lord Jesus, and one cent met in that city May 26th, and adopted a resofrom a movable. heater, which will be connected found· on the premises of his, the rightful lution requesting the authorities to suppress natural crime by the stealing of important
with the furnace. The required heat by this owner of all lands, as recorded in the first the sole of newspapers on Sunday, and urging papers bearing on his case, is now sued by his
method must be 800 degrees, and it will take book of laws, the Bible, fiftieth psalm of King "all good citizens to discountenance and in lawyer for counsel fees.
THE Washington monument at Washington,
four hours to reduce a body to ashes.
David, 9th, lOth, 11th, and 12th, and 28d, and every way seek to repress this and all other
WILLIAM SMITH, a blind man, peddled lead- 24th verses, the receipt whereof I do herebi_ !1o:unn...of.-Sa.bba.th--desecution," ·To this the D. 0., has reached a hight of 488 feet, aud is
pencus on unaonam BH"88L. .t:te was arrested ~>_•· • grant ·and convey unto _the-r;Qra J'es~s, Sunday Gazetteer remarks: "These meddlesome now the highest structure in the world with
t to the almshouse for vagrancy. His the supreme ruler of the urn verse, a portion clergymen might just as well resolve that the the exception of the cathedral at Cologne, in
d
a~f 8 s~nft ol
b
. 1 h01
.d
. of the late .Colonel Joseph J ewitt's land," etc. sun shouldn't shine as far as the result is con Prussia, which is about 500 feet high.
Wld •1 et
okneh, ecamfe medadnc d • y,han one It is hoped that the new owner of this real cerned They are ~elimous mossbacks fully.
ay as wee s e was oun
ea m er room
ill
b k
k'
·
b'
•
JusTICE DELEHAN~Y, of Long Island City, N.
'th p ans
. -green spa tt ere d over h er face, an d a session,
estate w not be ac ward about ta mg pos- a century. behind the times · Sunday
papers
WI
.
.
Y., has decided in the case of Mr. P. Ryan, ar·
glass half filled with beer and the poison stood
are published becau~e ~he re_adin~ pubhc d~- rested for playing baseball on Sunday, that
on a table. Dangling from a nail_ on the otherTHE '5 faithful" from this country, remarks mand them, and as 1t IS the mtelhgent pubhc boll-playing when indulged in as a Sunday
wise bare wall in a. broken frame was the a Protestant journal, who purpose visiting that read, and intelligence shapes the govern- pastime is not a crime. Mr. Ryan was there'
Italy, and enjoying the pleasure of kissing the ment, there is no danger of a few clerical big- fore discharged.
motto. "God biess our home!"
.
pope's toe, will be saddened to learn that his ots suppressing the Sunday papers. The aniWnn..E Father Hennessey, a Roman Catholic
TRUTH and justice are immutable and eter- holiness is so troubled with an ingrowing nail mus of these attacks upon 'Sabbath desecranal principles-always sacred and always ap- as to render the least pressure on the foot in- tion' is apparent. The masses prefer the. priest, was distributing consecrated wafers last
plicable. In no circumstances, however ur- tensely painful. Fortunately, however, this newspaper to the stale and effete sermons such Sunday in the cathedral in Jersey City, he was
gent; no crisis, however awful, can there be affiiction is confined to one foot, and the preachers as those who congregated in Trenton stricken down with a hemorrhage. The physan aberration from the one or a dereliction of pope has substituted the left foot for the dish up weekly to their sleepy congregations. icians who were summoned pronounced his
the other without sin. With respect to every- right in this important aeremony. The true When the clergy advance to that point that condition critical,
thing else be accommodating; but here be un- Catholic will find no difficulty -in believing they can edify better than the Sunday paper,
BLAINE has written his letter of acceptance
yielding .and invincible. Rather carry your that the left foot is the right one when the there will be no need of resolving against this of the nomination for the presidency. It is
integrity to the dungeon or the scaffold than pope says so; and we see no reason why the form of 'Sabbath desecration.' The Sabbath mainly an argument for protectiv tariff, but
receive in exchange for it liberty and life. exercise may not be just as charming and de- (and Sunday too) was made for man, and the favors a peaceful foreign policy, and the ex·
Should you ever be called on to make your lightful, just as rational and philosophical, just clergy will not be allowed to monopolize it in termination of polygamy among the Mormons.
election between, these extremes, do not hesi- as religious and profitable, with the great toe t~ese United States of America."
He holds that "it is a· good land which the
tate. In every situation a dishonest man is of the left foot as of the right one, It is a
Lord our God doth giv us," and pleads for the
ceremony, however, that does seem a little out . THE Roman Catholics of New Jersey hav sacredness of the ballot.
detestable, and a liar still more so.
THE editor of the Christian Advocate has fol- of harmony with the intelligence' of the nine- complained for several years that their clergyTHE women of Wequetequock, Conn., were
men hav not been pennitted to giv religious
lowed the example of his clerical brethren teenth century.
instruction to the Roman Catholic children in some time ago denied the use of the schooland gone to Europe. He assures his readers
IN attempted rebuke of Ingersoll's disposi- the State Reform School at Jamesburg, and house to hold religious revivals on the ground
that they need feel no alann as to the conduct tion to make sport of the Bible, Henry Ward that Protestant clergymen were given every that the crowd which they drew together were
of the Advocate during his absence, as he has Beecher recently said: "1 would like to see opportunity to teach all the children. On July in the habit of damaging the interior decorawritten a sufficient quantity of editorial mat- the man who would bring down the cradle in 2d a resolution was passed giving a Roman tions of the edifice. The gentle damsels thereter to last until his return. It looks, indeed, which his children had been rocked and split Catholic clergyman the privilege of visiting the upon ·armed themselvs with axes and crowas though the conduct of the paper should be it up for firewood and laugh to set;l it .burn. school one hour in each week. Trustees bars, and smashed their way in, overpowering
the occasion of the least apprehension. It is What sort of a man would he be? When the Helme and Swain t_endered their resignations, a dozen men who opposed th&ir entrance, and
the conduct of the absent editor which should child is gone and in some moment the mother and it was said that Supt. Eastman would also inflicting a crowbar wound upon the hand of
be the subject of special prayer. As he states finds in the drawer a little shoe that the child resign. Supt. Eastman says that the Rev. the prudential committee. The prudential
that he is about to crowd three years' vacation wore, she is bathed in tears, though the child Ruesing, the Roman Catholic pastor at James- committee has now called a meeting of the
into one, it is feared that he intends to paint has been dead for years and years; natural af- burg, does not go to the Home because he can voters of the district to decide whether a suit
some qf the oriental towns brilliant occiden- faction leads us to repeat the children's little not giv the children of his faith separate in- shall be brought agaiilllt the assaulters and
tal red.
broken language. The prattle becomes dear to struction. Of the 314 boys in the institution batterers.
FRANCIS GALTON, who has been investigating us, and the little garments that would be ab- 130 are Roman Catholics, and the superintenTHE relief ships Thetis and Bear hav found
the heredity of genius, concludes that the surd to put upon the grown man's back we dent claims that for the better _disciplin of the the survivors of Lieut. ·Greely's Arctic explor·
brain of a child naturally tends to develop the hang up and look at as our children's heritage, children they should all be taught by one ing party. These were seven in number,
faculties, more or less equally commingled, of as belonging to them." But this absurdity, moral instructor. Another officer of the Home eighteen of the original twenty-five having died
both its parents. . This general rule is, how- Mr. Beecher, is just what the Christians are said that clergymen of all denominations could of starvation and exposure. The survivors
ever, modified in the first place by the superi-\ guilty of. Suppose the mother in question, under the r-ules of the board hold divine ser- were found on June 22d, five miles off Cape
ority of one sex over the other. In some fam- instead of hanging up the garments of her vice on Sunday, but it must be done under the Sabine, in Smith's Sound, on the coast of west
ilies the influence of the father's intellect, or child to cherish as mementoes, should don them rules of the management. There is no rellllon Greenland. The men rescued were at the
want of intellect, is conspicuous in all the and parade the streets therein. Would she why a Catholic priest should not be allowed to point of starvation when found. The Greely
1
children, and prevails altogether over that of . not cut a most ludicrous figure? And if her talk to these young convicts, provided, of party had been further north and west and
the mother. In other families, the positions sanity were not questioned, would she not be course, that the convicts are willing, But per- made more important discoveries than any
are reversed, and in many instances some of rightly ridiculed? Yet you, Mr. Beecher, and haps when they hav served out the tenus to previous explorers in that uirection. But for
the children resemble one parent and some the 1 your fellow-Christians, don the outgrown gar- which they hav been sentenced they will feel the lack of food the expedition would hav
other. Sometimes they are like neither parent, ' menta of a barbarian theology and persist in that they hav satisfied the law without under- been successful and returned in safety. The
1
but an uncle, aunt, or some other collateral walking the streets at noon-day; and then weep going this additional infliction. Punishment expedition sailed from St. Johns, Newfound! because Infidels, clad in more modern garb, carried too far becomes torture.
relativ.
land, June 7, 1881.
ELLIOTT PRESTON wants this printed. The
name of the paper from which it is taken he
does not giv: " We regret deeply to lear:il. that
in the celebrated Johns Hopkins University at
Baltimore there exists at present one of the·
largest and most activ physiological laboratories in the world, and from whence the cries of
tortured animals are heard in the other departments of the building. It is stated that
Professor Huxley, having visited Boltimo~e a
few weeks ago, inspired the trustees of the
University with' the ambition to ob~ain dis·
tinction for their institution in this .. field of
glory. The professor of physiology is Dr.
Martin, of Cambridge; a pupil, we believe, of
Professor Huxley."
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a}:mse to think before they aim their poisoned shafts
at the hearts of earnest, honest men.
H. CLAY LusE.
Waynesburg, Pa., June 15, 1884.

people are deceived The ingredients of the antidote
seem to be: praise and misrepresentation of Christianity, denunciation and misrepresentation of InfiAn Antidote Analyzed_.
delity.
INTRODUCTION.
Here is the way the good doctor does up Infidelity:
In the Waynesbur~ Messenger of-May 20, 1884, apMB E
LIBERALISM.
"If Infidelity was a poaitiv institution, if it baa
peared a lengthy art1cle from the pen of A. G. Cross;
· DITOB:
any documentary proof, then it might .be a subject
.
h' h th
't
.d t k
d
. "The mousin~owl ~ay strike, but the eagle's flight is above for argument; but as it is a mere negation, and conIll W IC
e wn er un er oo to " anti ate, if may 1ts reacl~, _and his sunlit home far beyond the strength of its
be, the pymmic poison that drops _frQm the. tongues feeble.Yision."
·
·
·
sists wholly in the rejection of testimony, the repudiand flows from the pens_ of moderii Freethinkers and · ·Just so.
ation of evidence, and the denial of facts, logical, arso-called Liberalists;'' Feeling assured that our peaThere are :brave ·a.nd hb'nest ''ttferi Who 'haY dared gumentative, and inductive reasoning is out of the
pie had imbibed nothing poisonous from the tongues to substitute the torch of reason for the darkness of question."
and pens of Liberals, and fearing that the poisonous ?redll;lity; who, instead of crushing their first honest,
Easy, isn't it?- Just as easy as rolling off a log to
slanders and misrepresentations of which his medicine mtelligent doubt with the leaden weight of bigotry, disprove of it in that way. After writing the above
was largely composed might have a deleterious influ- ~ave searched diligently for its founaation and found long sentence I imagine I can see the antidotal sage
ence upori some of his convalescing patients, I felt it lt firmly planted on the. indestructible pillar of rea- lean back in his chair, draw a long sigh of relief, and
my duty to reply to Mr. Cross in as courteous a man- son; who have weighed the evidence and found the soliloquize thus: "Ah, how nicely I have disposed of
ner as the nature of his attack would permit. I did -Christian religion to be unsupported by anything that! Now I shall not be expected to notice any of
so, and presented my reply to the editor of the that appeals to unpr,ejudiced intelligence as worthy those Infidel arguments that puzzle me so, but I can
Waynesburg Messenger for publication, supposing, of of be~ief; who areproud of the term Infidel so op- go on and misrepresent Infidelity and laud Chriscourse, that he would have enough respect for fair- probr10us to some, and who frankly voice their. senti- tianity to my heart's content."
ness and gentlemanly courtesy to extend to me the ments in spite of flippant scorn and heartless tyranny.
Now, doctor, there are a few things that we Infidels
same privilege he had granted my opponent. But it
These men have too much humanity, too much noble do not just understand. Of course we would not ask
is with reluctance and a blush of shame for my manhoo?, to be affected _by the invective and misrep- a man so wise, so learned, so logical, as yourself to
brother-man that I am compelled to make known this resentat10n of persons who may differ from them in come down from your high pinnacle of logic and at?ditor's a?solute refusal to grant me the rightful priv- opinion.
tempt to argue with us. But you have asked a few
ilege of h1s paper to defend an honest belief, for whose
Let the "mousing owl" strike-and hoot, too, for questions which we shall endeavor to answer in the
virulent attacks he had freely surrendered more space that matter.
course of our letter. Will you be kind enough to
than I desired. He first refused on the ground that
The Infidel has built his home with justice, mercy, answer some of the questions Infidels are constantly
my communication was too long. Besides the arti- and human kindness on the sunlit rock of reason, asking?· If you will answer them satisfactorily, we
cle to whic~ mine was a reply, this editor had, in a far beyond the "feeble vision" of those who have no think you might do great good for your cause; and
subsequent Issue, published a much longer communi- defense. for their "striking" save _that of waning we think you could conscientiously depart from your
cati~n from ~r. Cross on the same subject, and he populanty.
high standard of logic for a few moments in order to
admitted havmg another then in type. I explained
"Now and then somebody examines, and in spite do so good a work. Don't say," All the so-called arto him that my article would not occupy as much of all keeps his manhood, and has the courage to guments of Infidels have been answered." That's too
space as two of Mr. Cross's, and that he could pub- follow where his reason leads. Then the wise get much like the schoolboy who, when he doesn't like
lish it in two issues; and, finally, I agreed to con- !ogether and repeat wise saws, and exchange know- to admit his inability to answer the question asked
dense it to the length of Mr. Cross's first article. mg nods and most prophetic winks. The stupidly him, says, "I know, but you know, too, and I don't
Utterly bafil.ed in this excuse, he was compelled to wise sit owl-like on the dead limbs of the tree of want to tell."
find another. He then urged that he was running a knowledge and solemnly hoot."
"Is darkness·anything but the absence of light?"
~ecu_lar paper, and d.i~ not want to get "mixed up"
Dr. A. ~· Cross has felt called by duty to adminis- asks the learned, logical doctor. If we take science
m discussiOns on rehg10n; that my article would call ter an antidote to those who may have imbibed "the and common sense for our guide, no. If we take the
forth another from Mr. Cross, and I would want to pyremc poison which drops from the tongues and Bible as authority, yes. Notice: "And God said, Let
reply to that, and he didn't know where it would flows from the pens of modern Freethinkers and so- there be light, and there was light. And God saw
stop. He also took the pains to inform me that Mr. called Liberalists."
·
the light that it was good; and God divided the light
Cross's ar~icles were not interesting to his readers;
Well, giving antidotes is in the line of the doctor's from the darkness." If this means anything, it means
that he Wished he had not published th·em, and that profession, and he is certainly to be commended for that light and darkness were two distinct substances
he would not publish any more. Of course this was endeavoring to prolong the life of the "most intelli- that God could mix up and divide at his will. We
all very gratifying. But I replied that I didn't know gent. and benevolent religion known to mankind." are not told where he put the light· nor where he
nor care what kind of a paper he might pretend to Nor should he be censured because the antidote fails put the darkne3s-or absence of light-but he dirun; that I was not attempting to introduce any new to do the work intended. The physician administers vided them. He did this, too, before he created the
qepartment in his paper; that if he didn't want to get the medicine that his better judgement teaches him sun. After he had made the sun and moon and the
" mixed up" with religion he had proceeded in a very will be most effectual, and if the disease proves an other heavenly bodies, he set them in the firmament
strange manner when he published three lengthy incurable one, he has, at least, done his duty.
'' to divide the light fL·oxn the da.rhnooa.'' Sinoo Lo
articles on the subject; that if he intended to exclude
Mr. Cross is not to blame because his religion is had already made this division, this office of the
such matter from his columns he should have done so not capable of a strong defense. It is a matter of heavenly bodies would seem unnecessary.
when the act would have done no one an injury; that surprise, however, that intelligent men should believe
Infidels cannot understand how the earth and the
Mr. Cross had presented one side of the question-all in a religion capable of no stronger defense than the whole planetary.system could have been created ·in
I asked was the privilege of presenting the other side. applal!lse of its growth and popularity, and the vilifi- six days. Scientific. knowledge and common sense
I told him that if he did not regard my article as cation and gross misrepresentation of its opponents. give the lie to the statement. Infidels take the posireadable, I should consider him perfectly justifiable This is the defense he has presented. It is the one tion that the permament, indestructible, unchangein rejecting it, but that if he debarred me from the hurled from every pulpit in the land.
able phenomena of nature are much stronger proofs
use of his columns on any other grounds I should
Man, from an inherent quality of his nature, is than an old, patched, contradictory, unreasonable,
consider it a palpable and gross injustice. I also loath to place himself in a position conspicuously dif- easily changed, _anonymous, coro bination of poetry,
agreed to make the communication final on my part. ferent from the majority of his fellow-men. Most fable, and obscenity. Infidels would like to know
He admitted my article to be well written, and, thus especially is this true when such a position will bring how you reconcile the absurdities of this book with
left without a shadow of an excuse, simply refused. upon him the contemptuous sneers and rfdicule of a the character ascribed to the one who is claimed to
Now, I am not going to inundate the Waynesburg multitude of good but thoughtless people. Preachers be its author. If you consider the days of the creaMessenger and its editor with abusive epithets. On realize this fact, and it is the weapon w~th which they tion st.ory as "good whiles," Infidels would like to
the other hand, I am inclined to view his unkind, un- keep the cowering, thoughtless, superstitious multi- know what your author meant by bounding each of
fair action with a great deal of alleviation. I have tude within their folds. They flaunt before their them with an evening and a morning. If the seventh
simply stated the facts, from which all will see his un- credulous congregations the great prestige and influ- day was a " good while " of millions of years, didn't
just, unfair, uncharitable position.
ence of the Christian religion. They throw them- God take a long rest? · And since he blessed and
The majority of the readers of the Messenger are in- selves into a storm of pathos and extol the so-called sanctified that "good while," and commanded us to
tolerant Christians; who, this editor no doubt feels, beneficeut results of Christianity. They roll up the keep it holy, should our Sabbath extend through
would ostracize him were he to publish my communi- whites of their eyes and bawl about the love and millions of years instead of twenty-four hours? If
cations; and I suppose his fears are not altogether mercy of Jehovah, the infamous character of Infidels, "day" means "good while" in this particular inunfounded. Do not understand me as justifying him and the danger and wickedness of Infidel teachings. stance, why does it not mean the same in all the writon this ground. I merely mention this consideration Thus they wind their accursed chains of fear around ings of Moses ?
as palliating in some degree the unfairness of his act. the innocent hearts of childhood and crush the youthInfidels would like to know if you believe the world
He is now a slave to an intolerant, tyrannical master. ful intellect with burdens of prejudice and bigotry, is only six thousand years old. According to the
I hope to see the day when I can grasp him by the and then exclaim: "See what a power we are!"
- Bible, it is but six thousand years since its creation.
hand as a free and honest fellow-Liberal, unfettered
We should certainly not presume to dispute with Do you believe it?
by the chains of bigoted superstition, untrammeled a learned M.D. as to what is poison and what is not.
Is God omniscient ? If so, didn't he know when
by the fear of an intolerant patronage, and unbiased He ought to know. Yet we would commend to his the slimy serpent was in the garden enticing one of
by the voice of popular opinion. That day of eman- consideration whether or not he may hav, at a casual his children? If so, why didn't he kill the serpent,
cipation is rapidly approaching, and I hope the editor glance, mistaken something for poison that is just or invite his snakeship out? He is omniscient, and
of the Messenger may liv to enjoy its beneficent influ- the opposite. We ask that before giving any more must have known what his serpent was at. He is
ence.
antidote he give this material that he is pleased to omnipotent, and could have prevented the interview.
I have sworn unceasing warfare against a system term pyremic poison a more careful analysis than the Yet he did not. As a consequence, thousands of us
of religion that I believe to be absurd, pernicious, substance of the antidote alre!l.dy prescribed would poor mortals are going to hell every year. Are we
and revolting. Justice forbid that I, like my Chris- indicate.
to conclude that God is all-merciful? Tell us frankly,
tian foes, should wage this warfare with bigotry and
I should be pleased to notice some of the pyremic doctor, is this in accordance with your ideas of
intolerance!
poison that has dropped from the tongues and flowed mercy? But he sent his only son from above to die
Being debarred from the rightful medium for pre- from the pens of that little army of grand and noble for us, and atone for our sins. Oh, did he? Well,
senting my reply to Mr. Cross, I present it in the fol- souls who have stood up for truth and humanity. what kind of justice and mercy is that? Do not nalowing pages, just as written for the Messenger. All But I fear I should take up too much space, so I de- ture and all established laws of justice teach us that·
I ask of my readers is a fair and impartial examina- sist. I simply ask you to search the writings of such punishment should be inflicted upon the transgressor
tion of its contents. Having granted me that courtesy, men as Robert G. Ingersoll, H. W. Longfellow, Jas. and not upon one who is innocent? Here are two
the~ are at liberty to praise or condemn, as their bet- E. Emerson, D. M. Bennett, and Chas. Darwin, and violations of this simple, self-evident law of justice.
ter Judgment prompts. I am in earnest, and solely if you don't succeed in finding any poison, turn to We can be in no degree responsible for Adam's sins,
desirous of knowing the truth. To those who are the " book of books," and read the twenty-third yet God compels us to suffer for them. We do not
willing to point out in a kind and gentlemanly man- chapter of Ezekiel.
hesitate to say that this is the most despicable, heartner what they consider my errors, I am ever ready to
The doctor's article is so filled with disgusting mis- less violation of justice recorded of. gods or men.give my most courteous attention. We would kindly representation that I am loath to wade through it; Think of millions of men suffering on account of the·
ask those who are so fond of wielding the weapons of but it is by such misrepresentation that a great many sins of one man whom they never knew except

sun all day without putting a particle of food or ~ater
between his lips. He does this to please his goa, and
I doubt not he is sincere. In our late war the Southern people put their hearts BO earnestly into their
cause as to sacrifice much wealth and many lives in
its defense. Yet we have never considered these facts
as evidence that the Mussulman has the true religion
or that human slavery was a just institution.
Had the assault upon Fort Sumter continued to
the present time, and had the defense proved equal
to the attack, could the government of the United
States, in the face of Europe and all the world, rightfully claim a substantial victory?"
By no means. It is not wise to count chickens before they are hatched; neither is it wise to count
victories before they are won. If the Confederates
had continued their attack on Fort Sumter until today, a:ad had found, and should still find, their own
forces strengthening and those of the enemy weakening, could they not reasonably expect that victory
would finally be theirs?
We know not whence the doctor gleans his statistics
to show the progress and following of the Christian
religion, but it is unimportant. We do know that
Christian statements in regard to these matters do
not harmonize. You will notice he gives the population under Christian governments. I suppose the
doctor calls this a Christian government, yet a Christian paper is responsible for the statement that
nearly fourty-four per cent of our people are unbelievers. It is not difficult to get accessions to a popular belief from the ranks of the unthinking and ignorant, no matter how unreasonable that belief. Yet
we wonder how many of the four million claimed to
have been received into the church remained in it.
If I were to tell you that Christianity is a waning
power you would not believe me, because I am a
wicked blasphemer-an Infidel. So I shall let tbe
Christian pulpit and press do it for me.
TheRev.HenryWardBeechersays,"Thereisamong
educated thinkers a growing impression that Christianity is losing its hold upon men, and that the
church is a waning power."
Says the Rev. Mr. Newman, of the Methodist church,
Washington, D. C.: "Within the next decade, aye,
within the next five years, Christianity will be tried
as it was never tried before. There are men in England and America to-day who will bring to the
assault a ripeness of intellect and a breadth of view
unequaled by the past."
The Rev.T. DeWitt Talmage exclaims: "Oh,we have
magnificent church machinery in this country; we
have 60,000 American ministers; we have costly
--·with-NoDih.--:S,.,ir-Nea.h'W11.~-~-arunknrd-(-fren;-ix,~'21);· ·childieh,-ma.ligna.nt ·slanders against its antagonists? music; we hav great Sunday-schools, and yet I give
Maybe Noah deceived God and made him think he So plainly are they slanders that they need no reply. you the appalling statistics that in the last twentywas a better man than he was. However this may Why should Infidels hate truth? Why should Infi- five years the churches of God have averaged less
be, we have to record another signal failure of om- dels hate Christ and his church? Is not unbelief in than two conversions a year each. There has been
nipotence, omniscience, and infinit good to people a Christ the only thing that could cause any one to an average of four or five deaths in the churches.
·world without wickedness. God drowned a whole hate him? If he were the meek, loving Jesus you How soon at this rate will this world be brought to
world full of people in order to get clear of wicked- endeavor to represent him, would we not naturally God? We gain two, we lose four. Eternal God!
ness, and then spoiled the whole business by saving love instead of hate him? Do you suppose you will what will this come to? "
a drunkard, and wickedness still exists. No telling get the world to believe that such men as Darwin,
Bishop Gilmore, one of the ablest Catholic divines
how soon he will get mad at himself again and send Huxley, Spencer, Tyndall, Haeckel, Carlyle, Arnold, says: "Religion is fast passing away. , , The
us into oblivion.
Ingersoll, Emerson, Longfellow-men whose whole crowds that hasten to listen to a Beecher preaching
Infidels would like to know if you believe that God lives have been devoted to a search for truth-do a religion without Christ, and applaud an Ingersoll
had sense enough to know he was calling himself a you, I ask, expect anybody will believe these men to preaching bold and open Infidelity, tell in words that
fool when he inspired Solomon to write (Eccl. viii, 9), be haters of truth?
find no contradiction whither we are drifting."
About parallel with what we have quoted above is
Said the late Rev. Dr. H. W. Bellows: "If you
.. Anger resteth in the bosom of fools." Lest you
should deny that he did· so, we shall ask you to turn the sentence in which the doctor speaks of" men who believe what the men of science, the philosophers,
to Jer. viii, 20, and read, "Therefore thus saith the try to be unbelievers." The doctor knows very well the poets, and the critics believe, you cannot believe,
Lord God, Behold mine anger and my fury shall be that a man's will has nothing to do with his belief, except in a genllral way, in what the creeds and
poured out upon this place, upon man and beast, and except it may prevent him from examining proofs. churches generally profess."
upon the trees of the field, and upon the fruit of the If he examines the evidence, he may will what he
The Rev. David Watson wails thus: "The great,
ground, and it shall burn and it shall not be pleases, but his belief will be in accordance with and the wise, and the mighty are not with us.
,
quenched."
what reason d10tates. Did I believe in the Christian These men, the master minds and imperial leaders
Nice business for a God that says, "Anger resteth religion, and, at the saDie time, speak of it as I do, I ·among men, the Comtes, tne Carlyles, the Goethes,
in the bosom of fools," isn't it? He pours out his should feel sure of an incontestable title to the tho Emersons, the Humboldts, the Tyndalls, the
anger andfury upon the dumb brutes and senseless warmest corner of hell. So, I say, once for all, the Huxleys, if you will, are called by us Atheists, are
trees!
very fact that a man openly professes Infidelity is ab- outside our most Christian church."
Number xxi, 4: "The Lord said unto Moses, take solute proof of his sincerity; while professions of
The New York Times gives testimony: "Many feel
all the heads of the people and hang them up before Christianity carry with them no evidence of sincerity as if a tremendous wave of skepticism was sweeping
the Lord against the sun, that the fierce anger of the except that which rests in our confidence in the pro- over the intellectual world of England and America,
Lord may be turned away from Israel."
feasor's honesty. There are many reasons why weak- and carrying away all the oldest and most revered
In 1 Chron. xiii, 7-10, we read that some of God's kneed, unscrupulous Infidels should clothe them· landmarkf:l, and in this calamity they-find the younger
people had God's ark in a cart, and Uzza was actin.g selves in the popular robes of Christianity; but none and more enthusiastic minds especially involved."
as God's ox-driver, and because "the oxen stumbled," why the Christian should make professions that he
Smilar expressions of "p;iest.s of the dying fait~"
Uzza very naturally and innocently put forth his must believe will send himself, and perhaps others, could be quoted almost ad tnjinttum. But we desist.
hand to hold the cart; and the anger of the Lord was to hell.
What is the matter with the doctor's figures? In the
kindled against Uzza, and he smote him because he
All the doctor's verbosity in endeavoring to show face of such a "glorious showing," what mean these
put his hand to the ark; and there he died before that Christianity is influential and widely believed wails and lamentations?
God." In the same book, xvi, 34, we find this: "0 might have been spared. We have never denied
Having finished his long line of figures, the doctor
give thanks unto tbe Lord; for he is good; for his this. But whether a cause has three hundred or proceeds:
mercy endureth forever."
three hundred million followers has nothing to do
"Can Infidelity, with all its boastings, make a corWe are continually reading in the "book divine" with its justness. Everybody believed once that ·the responding f:lhowing? How many temples has it
of God's anger being kindled against somebody or earth was fiat and stationary, but you see that didn't rea~ed ?. Has it dedicated . one? . It once had a
something. Yet God is omniscient and:' anger rest- make it so. The followers of Mohammed number shrme m the great metropohtan mty of New York;
eth in the bosom of fools."
about 200,000 000. Brahmans numbers about 175, but that has disappeared from the face of the comIs it wise for a man to become angry with a dog 000,000. Buddhism has a following of about 500, munity. Can it boast of a solitary regular convocaand vent his wrath upon him in blows and kicks? 000,000. These religions make a good showing in tion? It once had a temple in Boston, but ~hat fell
Do we not rather admire the tranquil wisdom and spite of the vast amount of time and money spent in under. the . she.ri~'s ham~er.. How man~ JOurn~ls
mercy of that great man, Sir Isaac Newton, who, Christian missionarv work.
does It mamtam? Can It pomt to one mfiuential
when his dog Diamond overset a candle among his
The doctor's figures to show that Christians' hearts paper? And what is its literature? Has it publishpapers and destroyed the almost finished labor of are in their cause are also unnecessary. We have ing houses of which it might be proud? The books
many years, only exclaimed, "0 Diamond, Diamond, always admitted that they have much more heart w.Uich it has printed, are they not a drug on the
thou little knowest the mischief thou hast done?" than brain in their cause. So faithful is the Mussul- market? And what of its annual gatherings?"
The knowledge of man compared with that of God man to his religion that he will toil out in the bot l It is plain, doctor, that you know almost nothing
through the pages of history! Justice? Mercy?
What is justice? What is mercy? To accommodate
the Bible we must have new definitions for the terms.
Again-Christ could have been in no way responsible for.our sins, yet God punished him oil account of
them. Infidel as I am, bad as the Christians would
make me, I want to incur the· punishment that follows my transgression. I want no innocent one to
suffer for my folly. Accursed and despised be the
doctrin that one man's sufferings may atone for
another's sins!
In Gen. vi, 5, we read: "And God saw that the
wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that
·every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was
·only evil continually. And it repented the Lord
·that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved
:him at his heart. And the Lord said, I will destroy
cman whom I have created from the face of the earth;
both ~an and beast, and the creeping thing, and the
fowl of the air; for it repenteth me that I have made
:them."
What kind of omnipotence is it that couldn't make
ra perfect man ? What kind of godliness is it that
would create a world and place a man and woman of
bis own creation on it and command them to be fruit:.
ful and multiply, and when they had obeyed the com·
:mandment to such an extent that the world became
:abundantly populated, would, at that late day, repent
that man had been made, and decide to destroy "man
:and beast and creeping thing, and the fowl of the
:air " from the face of the earth ? If man was a failure, whose mistake was it? Didn't God make him?
What kind of a God is it that would get mad because
something he had made didn't turn out as his omniscience expected, and drown a whole world of innocent people, including the inoffensive brutes of the
field and fowls of the air? Being responsible fpr
man's eXistence here, God ought certainly to have
:sent him back to the oblivion whence he had brought
bim without the infiictioB of pain. Why didn't he
take them up to heaven as he did Elijah?
But he didn't drown everybody. Noah and his
three sons and their wives he saved as the select few
with which to people again the world. Now, in selecting this man whose progeny were to scatter over
the whole world, we should naturally have expected
God to select a perfect men. But if this were impossible, why didn't he kill Noah, too, and try his hand
on making another mud man? He could certainly
not have made a much worse failure than he did in
his first attempt when he pronounced his work good.
But I suppose he had run out of the right kind of
mud or something, so he preferred to take a new start

must be less significant than the knowledge of the
dog compared with that of man. Is it wise for an
o~nipotent God to become angry with man-a little
pigmy of his creation whom he can control at
will?
Lest the doctor should become forgetful of the
goodness and mercy ~f his God, I shall quote a few
more extracts from that wonderful book.
Ezekiel ix, 5, 6: "Go ye after him through the
city and smite; let not your eye spare, neither have
ye pity. Slay utterly old and young, both maids and
little children and women."
If God gave such a command as that, I wonder
what kind of a command the devil would have given.
Isaiah xiii, 16: "Their children also shall be dashed
to pieces before their eyes; their homes shall be
spoiled and their wives ravished."
Hosea xiii, 16: "Samaria shall become desolate;
for she hath rebelled against her God; they shall fall
by the sword; their children shall be dashed to pieces
and their women with child shall be ripped up."
"God is love."
Infidels would like to know what kind oflove it is
that inspires such indiscriminate butchery as this.
Infidels would like to know how Christians are going to make peace with their God ior keeping the
first day of the week· as Sabbath instead of the
seventh, as the Bible distinctly commands.
The,re are thousands of other things they would
like to hav.e explained, but for the present we must
desist.
We have taken a few extracts from the book upon
which your religion rests, ·and which you claim was
given by divine inspiration. If we have not misquoted, and if the conclusions we have drawn from
our quotations are just, then your religion is worthy
of the contempt of every intelligent, honest human
being.
We ask, in all kindness, that, in your next " antidote," you either show where we have misquoted, or
drawn unjust conclusions, or else come out frankly
and admit that you too are an Infidel.
"Ten years ago, when Christianity was filling Christian lands with her divine beneficence; when the
clergy were learned, pious, and zealous; when the
laity were devout, liberal, and abundant in their
charities-then, without a reasonable provocation,
but from sheer hatred of the truth and malignity
against Christ and his church, the Infidels of Europe
and America combined to overthrow the most intel·
ligent and benevolent religion known to mankind."
Shame on you, doctor! Have you no better defense for the religion you so highly extol, than these
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about Liberalism. V{ e shall endeavor to give you Paine, it was dedicated with interesting exercises mind or matter, exists, and always has existed,. as a
sonl:e light.
adapted to the occasion, a large congregation of Lib- dualityj that every entity is composed of two activ
elements which might be designated as its positiv or
You want to know if we can make a corresponding erals being present.
showing with Christians. So far as the string of
" A building like Paine Memoris.l standing on a negativ condition. Or, to be more clear, everything,
figures is concerned, we cannot; but in the matter of prominent street in a large city, with a marble bust to exist at all, needs its counter or opposit. Elecprogress the showing is much more encouraging and of Thomas Paine on its front, and marble tablets con- tricity could not act without its negativ. Heat needs
hopeful.
taining many of his mottoes placed so conspicuously its opposit, cold. Bitter must hav its sweet. Light
Have we not grounds for encouragement in the that the passer-by is attracted and stops to read them, must hav its darkness. Strength must hav its weakwails and deploring appeals that are welling up from and thereby learns the sentiments the author-hero ness, wisdom its folly, pleasure its pain, goodness
the Christian pulpit and press? Have we not a held, must do very much to disabuse the slanders its evil- the great puzzle of the reverend decglorious showing when men of the Christian cloth against Mr. Paine, and teach the public what kind of tor. Everything exists. in resultant quality only comadmit that the great, the wise, and the mighty are a man he was. The Memorial is a fitting tribute parativly, as either of these two elements are in exnot with them, but with us? And do you blame us to the patriotism of Thomas Paine, as an apostle of cess. Even vice is virtue in excess.
Even man, in the examination of his own mind as
for boasting that the great scholarly thinkers of the civil and religious liberty, and a useful structure
age are outside the church? Is it not something of where lessons of Liberalism and Freethought are a metaphysical being, finds himself a duality. He
which we may be proud that the men who achieve taught every week. We hope similar edifices may finds he possesses these two elementary principles.
the greatest results in the way of education and soon be erected in every state in the Uniori, and the He is never alone; he is in constant debate with himknowledge ate the men who have least faith in the public learn to appreciate truth without error, big- self. He is ever thriving for the accomplishment of
some desire, some personal gratification.
Christian religion? Cast into oblivion the names of otry, or superstition."
Paine, Franklin, Jefferson, Adams, Madison, HamilSpeaking of the last Freethinkers' Convention at
Man deserves the highest condition cf happiness;
ton, Lincoln, Garrison, Phillips, Comte, Humboldt, Rochester, N.Y., the doctor says: "But as I happen a blissful tranquility, but there is an activ, restless
Goethe, Shelley, Byron, Burns, Gibbon, Hume, Vol- to know something of that convention, let us open spirit within him always at war; "self-love to wage,
taire, Carlyle, Emerson, Arnold, Longfellow, Mill, the door and look in upon it." Then follows a jum- but reason to restrain." And when he trenches on
Huxley, Darwin, Tyndall, Haeckel, Spencer, and bling of stuff that is too childish and silly, as well as the healthy condition of his own nature, or the rights
Draper-blot these names from the pages of history, 'too vilely false, to quote. Be honest, now, doctor- of his fellow-man, he becomes wicked, and sinful,
and what a blank it leaves! Infidels, every one of what do you know about that convention? Were and the abhorence of the sanctified, and instantly
them! Some of them were not antagonistic to Chris- you there? You didn't glean that stuff you have requires the prayers of all the saints to restore his
tianity, but none of them believed or do now b.elieve given us from any of the secular press of Rochester, moral tranquility. Even in the spirit domain, if man
in its fundamental teachings.
which gave us fair and favorable reports. Yo.u didn't expects to loll about listlessly in a condition of blissIn 1836 Abner Kneeland was tried in the Supreme get it from the Sun or Herald. Where did you get ful inactivity, he will find himself mistaken. There
Court of Massachusetts for blasphemy. The prose- it, anyhow ? Do you expect anybody to believe it? cannot be imagined a condition of inactivity. Antagcution was based upon these words uttered by Mr. Ah, no; instead of opening the door of that conven- onism is the propelling principle of progress.
Will our thoughtful sister, Elmina, rise and enKneeland in his paper, the Investigmor, "He believes tion you have opened the door of your biased brain
in a God, which I do not." Mr. Kneeland in his de- and revealed a huge propensity for silly misrepresen- lighten us and the doctor about this " resting in
D. BRucE.
fense claimed that the comma was erroneously in- tation. You failed to tell us that Christians had a Jesus?"
Brooklyn (E. D.)
serted after " God," and that it was not his intention representative in that convention, in the person of
------~~------to express disbelief in a God, but belief in a different Rev. Thos. Mitchell, who in response to a kind in viThe Hurst Phenomena.
God from that of his opponent. He was, neverthe- tation from Liberals was there to defend Christianity
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: At this
less, convicted and imprisened. To-day there are against T. B. Wa,keman. You failed to tell that he
thousands of people in the United States openly proved unequal to Mr. Wakeman in debate, yet had season I am more adept at dipping the oar than the
avowing disbelief in any God without the least fear manhood enough to give a favorable account of the pen, but the tricks of the "Georgia Wonder" l:J.av'
of punishment. Then Kneeland's Investigator was the convention. His words were, " I was never treated lured me to spend an evening in the city; and as I
only Freethought journal in America. To-day we better in my life." You failed to tell that such dis- had the pleasure of being "waltzed " around the floor
publish and support scores of Liberal papers. To- tinguished men as Chas. Watts, of England; Han. with a chair, under her smiling yet irresistible influday we have nearly three hundred Liberal Leagues Elizur Wright, Dr. T. L. Brown, George Chainey, ence, I felt like coming forward to testify in her bethat hold meetings and work in harmony with Samuel P. Putnam, John E. Remsburg, Courtlandt half. Let me first say that, after viewing a whole
the National Liberal League. But our greatest Palmer, and others, spoke from that stage. You performance, and experiencing a part of it, I was
achievements probably lie within the church herself. failed to tell us that among the list of speakers were fully convinced that she is no humbug, trickster, or
The churches are drifting away from orthodoxy and the names of Mrs. Judge Mattie Krekel, Susan H. athlete; and though she has more opportunity than
preaching more of humanity. Like the tadpole, they Wixon, Amelia H. Colby, and other cultured, intelli- anyone else to know and feel the manifestation of the
"power," she really knows no more of its how and
are gradually losing their tails, and we hope ere long gent ladies.
to see them come out full-developed Infidel frogs.
Before you attempt to enlighten the people in re.: why than do her subjects or her audiences.
My personal observations lead me to formulate the
Preachers are dropping a tenet here and a tenet there g ard to Liberalism again, in justice to your readers
following propositionR:
in their creeds until some of them have very little of please learn something of it yourself.
1. No one ought to publish theirviews about Miss
Christianity left except the name. Beechers and SavTo my readers I would say before closing that I
ages and Newtons are becoming more and more nu- have adopted as my creed these words of Thomas Hurst's power without experiencing its influence.
2. A strong man will become "winded," wet with
merous and are carrying large congregations with Paine: "I believe that religious duties consist in
them. Brilliant leaders in the church-Chaineys, doing justice, loving mercy, and endeavoring to make perspiration, and considerably exhausted by from
Milns, Reynoldses, Burnhams-are stepping out into our fellow-creatures happy.'' I can no better express three to five minutes' effort in opposition to her power.
3. Miss Hurst will wrestle with from thirty to fifty
the broad sunlight of Freethought.
my rule of action than with these words of William
Have we influential papers? THE TROTH SEEKER Lloy~ ~arris?n:. "I will be as har~h as truth, as ur:com- men during two hours without any evidence of havhas climbed up from an eight-page monthly to a six- pro"!1'~.%ng asJu~twe.
I am ~n earnest; I w~l~ not ing exerted muscular power.
4. Her power is manifestly greater with some than
teen-page weekly, has a wide and profitable circula- ~quwocate; I ~ll not exc~fe; I w~zz. not retreat a s:.ngle
tion, a list of able and scholarly contributors, and is ~nch, and. I w~ll ~e he~rd.
An?- w1~h Emer~on, We with others, and with a few she fails.
5. It is not always the heavy-weight or athlete
an influential paper. The Boston Investigator was feel that mall duectwns the hght _Is_break~ng; t~at
founded in 1830 by Abner Kneeland, and is to-day a re~s~n, the no_blest ~d pur~st r~hgwn, will find 1ts with whom she fails; and most such hav succumbed
to her power.
strong and influential paper. Lucifer, Man, the Bad- ab1dmg home m our msbtutwns.
H. CLAY LusE.
6. A strong man can do most of her feats, but not
ical Review, the Ironclad Age, the Independent Pulpit,
without very evident muscular effort, as manifested
and many other influential and progressive papers
Dr. McCosh and the Question of Evil.
by contortions of countenance, braced positions of
make out the list.
It is told of Dr. MeCosh, of Princeton, that once, lectur- body, reddening face, and panting breath.
Have we publishing houses of which we might be ing before the senior class on Leibnitz's theory of the reason
7. Her exhibition of holding a chair from the floor
proud? The Truth Seeker Company have a large of evil, he was interrupted with the question, "Well, doctor,
publishing house in New York, and the Boston Inves- why was evil ever introduced into the world, anywayP" "Ah," with only one hand on it while four or five men strug( t h
· B t
d f
th
he replied, "you hav asked the hardest question in all phi- gled to put it down, and of raising a chair with a
~ga or as one lll
os on, an
rom
e prosperous losophy. Socrates tried to answer it, and failed; Plato tried heavy man in it, simply by placing the palms of her
business they are doing we should judge their publi- it, and he failed; Kant attempted it, and made bad work of
cations are by no means a drug on the market. What it; Leibnitz tried it, as I hav been j;elling you, and he begged hands on the back of it, cannot be imitated by the
temples have we reared? Have we dedicated one? the whole question; and I confess I don't know what to make most muscular man.
8. In trying to hold a chair quiet while her hands
Let us see. Josiah P. Men dum occupies part of of it myself."
Paine Memorial as a publishing house, and probably
The above extract was cut from our sage daily, the are upon it, one is not aware of any mental influence
knows at least as much about it as the doctor; so we New York Tribune. What do its conductors mean or mesmeric effect, but if he makes up his mind to
will let him describe it:
by dragging before the public the reverend ~actor in hold to the chair he feels that he must go with it.
9. The motions do not seem to be guided by her,
" This fine building, devoted to Liberalism, is lo- this ridiculous manner ? I can hardly beheve the
nor
to hav any intelligent or wise direction; the
cated on Appleton street, in the city of Boston, Mass. event took place as here represented. Why, sir, its
It is a very attractive place for lectures, discussions, answer involves the whole authenticity of Mosaic movements are forcible this way and that, while she
meetings, concerts, and assemblies of a sucial and history of creation; and to answer which, honestly merely follows about to keep her hands on the chair.
10. With her hands placed over those of her subnational character. Here the friends of progress and conscientiously, would absolutely be taking a
ject, when any muscular effort would surely be felt
meet together, and in a friendly manner present and mean advantage of the doctor's orthodox position.
defend their different views on religious, political,
The great difficulty with all our theologic pundits by him, the manifestation of power is sometimes just
reformatory, or conservative measures.
is, their calling compels them to stumble at the idea as evident as when her hands are on the cane or chair.
The explanation of all this is " easier said than
"Paine Memorial is a large brick building with of a sudden creation of everything in nature our eyes
atone trimmings, five stories high, and contains three behold. They become perplexed at the operations done." The wiseacres and quack wits hav their say,
large, convenient, well-lightt~d halls, viz., Investigator and evidences of the universal law of progress every- as usual, and some of them hav even essayed to imiHall, Paine Hall, and Kneeland Hall, with waiting where surroun.ling us. But the bold, untrammeled tate; but I saw Dr. Forrest's ridiculous efforts, and
and retiring rooms, and large pleasant parlors. On thinker will not cramp or limit his observations of it is a pity he could not hav been where I was to see
the lower or ground floor are two stores, one of which the developments of nature in the matter of time to himself, and to compare his own awkward exhibiis occupied as the Liberal bookstore, connected with millions on millions of cycles of years, even if he has tions of brace and pull with her graceful and easy
the Boston Investigator. The editorial and composing to trace creation backward into the misty realms of attitudes.
I claim only to be an m.: prejudiced observer, and
rooms occupy a part of the upper story of the edifice, imagination. He is greatly encouraged in his rehav
no explanation to offer. Naturally, I am so confrom the top of which the visitor may have a fiD,e view searches as he finds fashionable theology based on a
venerable absurdity. This is peculiarly an age for stituted that I always endeavor to trace phenomena
of the city of Boston and its suburbs.
"The land on which the memorial stands was pur- the examination of first principles, both physically to natural causes, believing there is no supernatural,
but I am not of those who think they know it all,
chase~ in the spring of 1874, and on the 4th of July and morally.
·
followm~ the corner-stone was laid with appropriate
The thinker, without attempting to examin into and that the substance and forces of nature hav no
ceremomes. The work was pushed forward from the antiquity of spirit or matter, or on their unity, new surprises for us.
The Hurst phenomena are not new or unparalleled.
that time with rapidity, and on the 29th of January, observes that in tracing nature retrospectivly, even
French girl did similar things in 1864, as investiA
l875, the anniversary of the birthday of Thomas. into its atomic condition, every entity, either in
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gated by competent observers and reported in the
Atlantic Monthly of that year, and it is being reported
from various parts of the United States that other
women are able to rival Miss Hurst. The phenomena
are no more wonderful and obscure than were the
first discoveries of electrical force, and may yet be
shown to be related to it.
We know the earth is full of activ currents of force
and latent supplies, and we hav knowledge of some
methods of calling them forth. Perhaps Miss Hurst,
without knowing how to do it, h>ls the knack of drawing upon these forces for certain irregular manifestations of power, and it may be that we shall all some
day acquire the art for useful practical purposes.
Mr. Burt, long a subscriber of THE TRU~'H SEEKER,
but now deceased, fully believed that he could, by
his will, influence natural forces of earth and air,
and Miss Hurst's will power has done more than all
his assertions did to make me think there's something in it. It is important that all man's latent
faculties and powers should be understood and .developed, and, perhaps, by the time humanity shall be
evoluted so far as to be safely intrusted with a will
power over the forces of nature, we shall all be endowed
as Miss Hurst is, but more liberally, and with a more
intelligent control of it.
Yours truly,
Larchmont, N. Y.
E. B. FooTE, JR.

The Land War.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your
is.sue of May 24th I told your readers that the land
war had commenced. · The following slip sent me by
one of your readers, of Leavenworth, Kansas, will
show how the wal' is progressing:
Correspondence of the Kansas City Times.

ARKANSAS CrTY, RAN., April 18, 1884.-0ne of the most
remarkable cyclones that ever visited this section of the country, and at the same time the most perfect in its demolition,
swept over that portion of the "Cherokee strip" just south of
this section of the Kansas line last Sunday night, and, returning, was equally destructiv and remarkable on the following
night. It was remarkable because of its narrow width, zig-zag
course, and peruliar destructivness. It was not more than a
foot wide and about in the shape of a Virginia worm fence,
destroyed fencing, tearing down posts, and, in some cases,
absolutely pulling out the holes.
Your special took a ride to the scene and foundthe description inadequate to the facts. Hefoundtwentymilesof barbed
wire fencing down, the posts awry, the stays gone, and in
some cases the holes obliterated. Close examination revealed
the fact that every panel of the wire was neatly, sharply, cut
close to t4e post, as though done with nippers, and every
strand lying on the ground. The posts had, some of them,
been pulled out and were missing, as well as all the stays.
Just inside the Ransas line, across the road from the north
side of this fence, were found two heaps-about a car load-of
barbed-wire on apool.a,-·whioh w<>s-to-ho.Y·boon-ahortlyused in

fencing more pasture. Thts had been set fire to and literally
burnt up. I could hardly believe it possible until examination explained: The wire is wound on pine spools and is then
immersed in coal-tar, as a paint. Kerosene had been poured
into the tube of the spools and over the heaps. Ignition was
powder-like and combustion easy. In each heap were burnt
holes through to the. ground, th~ melted metal rur.ni~:~;g together like Iava, lookmg not unhke cooled "lob-lolly.' [I
express you a lump taken from the pile.] The little not
melted was totally ruined; of the car load of barbed wire not
a yard is fit for use.
Immediately on the line between Kansas and the "Cherokee strip" in the Indian Territory-but inside of this state-is
a line of thriving farms, whose owners hav snatched from the
desert and made to blossom like the rose their acres of Ransas soil. - A common road separates these farms from the
barbed wire fencing of the Htandard Oil Company. Long
miles of the jagged cruelty stretch annoyingly before these
hardy tillers of the soil, shutting out from their stock the green
fat of unlimited pasture and completely cutting off the timber.
To add insult to injury a car load of wire for further use in
fencing the twenty-five miles square for the Standard Oil
Company had been dumped down right in the front yard of
one of them.
Mutterings of distant thuuder had been heard; lately it
grew portentously; and last Monday and Tuesday nights the
remarkable cyclone above described burst ur>on that fence,
followed it all the way round the twenty miles, cut every
panel only pausing in its sweep to send a lightning streak into
those'heaps of barbed wire in that ml'd farmer's front yard.
The anent of the Standard Oil company immediately put
United States Marshals H.eed and Rarick on the hunt after the
cyclone. Evidence, sure, was found against six men, and the
agent, Pink Fouts, posted to Winfield (the county seat) to consult the company's attorney, W. P. Hackney, Esq., who told
them he knew of no redress. He hasted to W1chita to get
United States Commissioner Hatton to issue warrants; but he
told him he had no power to do so. In final despair he telegraphed to United Htates Attorney Hallowell, at Topeka, but
he electrified Anent Fouts with the message: ''No law to cover
the case· thest;ckassociation are trespassers, as were all other
stock m~n on that strip."
The agent returned and reported to the anxious deputy marshals Reed and Rarick, "We are beat and could do nothing;
bL1 t ~e will get a law passed that will cover the case." !magin the feelings of the expectant marshals. The penalty was
said to be $500 in each case, and here went $3,000 up the flume
as quickly as that fence went down.

less, as it should be, except to those who want to cultivate it with their own hands. But there are so
many thieves in Congress who hav in their own
hands large tracts of stolen land that they will not
enact the necessary laws, and the war will probably
go on until the land thieves are killed off. And JlQW
i~ is the duty of every worker, at whatever occupatiOn, to be careful who they vote for in the future.
Let none vote for a president, nor any other officer,
m;til he ~as publicly given a solemn pledge that he
will use hiS utmost endeavors to hav all the public
land reserved to be given in farm lots to those who
will cultivate it without the labor of hired slaves.
Will my friends in all parts of the Union send me
papers containing any article on the land question,
either for or against free lands, with the articles
marked ?
J. HACKER.
Berlin, N. J.
--------~-------

Magian Myths.

To Mr. Lincoln, whose interesting paper on Freemason mysteries appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
May 24th, I would apply for information about
Mithras, the details of whose mythology escaped my
notice, .if they exist either in the studies of Dupuis,
" Origine de tous les Cultes," in those of Au que tel
du Perron on the Zend books, or other memoirs such
fJB I could find in the library of Harvard University.
Ignorance of German prevented my consulting other
works particularly recommended to me by Theodore
Parker, and with which your kindred range of study
has probably familiarized you.
From what slight mention I found of Mithras, I
inferred that he was regarded like Apollo, as the
sun spirit, and that to him must attach the esoteric
or spiritual sense attached to the fire-worship ceremonial; but concerning his connection with Oromasd,
I found nothing. He was not classed with the amchasbands or superior genii of nature. Had he, like
Atys, Osiris, Adonis, Jesus, and other solar men, a
distinct human legend? With regard to Jesus, of
course, it is fair to-discriminate between the ethical
and the cosmological traditions. Poor, good man!
he little dreamed, when raised upon his cross, of the
gratuitous mockery to which his memory was destined in this fine solar company, theatrically born
every 25th of December, killed and resuscitated every
Easter week. This role was expedient for the church
propaganda in times and countries wedded to the
old solar ritual. A gentle fusion thus was effected
between the two mythologies, before humanizing
them with the personal virtues of Jesus. I translated
the_ legends pertinent to this theme, adding my own.
comments, in 1853, "Zend-Avesta and Solar Religions_." I should like to know who has a copy of this
work, which is now out of print, and the plates stolen.
The myth of Mithras would hav the more interest
for us, because the Hebrew messianic idea is reputed
to hav been borrowed from the Magian while the
Jews were Persian subjects. If so, while they were
borrowing, why did they not take a wife for messiah?
The Zend legend prophesies of that function as connubial, and executed in duet which is more feasible.
M . Ei • L AZARUS, MD
, .
----------

'l'he New Deal.

learn something from the political parties. They are
willing to accept all who will aid them. Really the
old Comstock issue is dead, and it is now proposed to
reorganize on the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
Why should anyone object to that?
Freethinkers are rather independent people--so
independl\nt that it is difficult to organize them. If
the:y do not agree, they are all sure they are right, and
none of them like to get on their knees and ask forgivness for their past course of action. And no one
should be required to do so. Let each hold tenaciously to the opinion that they hav been in the right
in the past and are so at present. And then, as we
hav found solid ground upon which we can all stand,
let us cease our bickerings and unite all our forces,
and go to work in harmony. For myself, I will not
accept any position but that of private in the ranks,
and I do not know a man or woman living but I will
cordially work with in the attempt to secularize the
government.
It has been suggested that the society take a new
name, something like "The United States Secularization Society." Possibly it would be best to do so.
All these questions will come up at the Congress at
.Qassadaga, and I hope will receive the intelligent
and candid consideration of all present. I was very
much pl9ased with Courtlandt Palmer's article in last
week's JJ:fan, and hope it may be copied into THE
TRUTH SEEKER and other of our Liberal journals.
"Let us hav peaco," and also renewed resolution to
accomplish more than we ever hav in the past.
Truly yours,
H. L. GREEN.

Plans for the New York Crematory.
A plot of land has been purchased in Newtown, L.
I., by the Uuited States Cremation Company, and
ground is to be broken for a crematory in about two
months. The secretary of the society, E. A Caswell,
said recently: "The directors of the company are to
meet once a week until one of the many plans presented by architects is adopted. Then the work will
go right on. The building will hav a rich effect without any pretentious ornaments. The chimney will
be in the shape of an obelisk. Much delay was
caused by listening to the wishes of some of the directors regarding the site of the crematory. These
directors thought it ought to be on Manhattan Island,
in order that it might be within easy reach of every
op.e in the city. They were anxious, too, for a stylish
edifice. In both considerations they were finally
overruled for the following reasons:
"The crematory at Newtown will be opposit to
the Lutheran cemetery, and on very high ground,
overlc;>Oking New York city on one side and Sheepshead Bay on the other. It can be easily reached from
th@ Seventh street, the Twenty-third street, and the
Ninety-third street ferries. The crematory will be
ninety minutes from Madison square. It is about
equi-distant from either end of New York city. The
price of the land was less than it would be in New
York, and hence more money was left for a building.
"The land cost between $2,000 and $3,000. Of the
capital stock of $25,000 there has been $14,000 taken.
The building we expect will cost from $12,000 to $15,000, and a crematory furnace after the pattern of
that at Gotha, Germany, one of the best we know of,
and in which hundreds of bodies hav been burnt,
will cost $3,000. We hav a complete description of
the Gotha crematory, and are going to improve on
it, we hope. The general plan for the building will
include reception rooms, and a chapel or hall, with a
catafalque at the remote end of the room, and a pulpit or reading desk beyond the catafalque and near
the wall. Neither the body nor the coffin will be
seen after it is plac~d in the catafah1ue, unle~ it is
desired by those in charge of the last rites. Of
course there will be different arrangments at the
funerals, according to the wishes of thosl' interested.
Probably the usual way will be to place the body
with the coffin and flowers or gifts, if desired, on the
catafalque, over which will be a covering or pall,
which will hide the coffin from view of the audience.
Then the body will be lowered into the furnace, and
before the services are over the body will be half
consumed. There can be no complaint that it is a nuisance, for the neighborhood of the Lutheran cemetery and the outskirts of Williamsburgh are lugubrious already."
"Won't the chance of quickly and completely getting rid of a victim tend to increase murders by
poison?"
"No. Unless a reputable pbysician givs a death
certificate the body will not be received."
" What will be the charge?"
"Not over $25 or $30 for each incineration. The
operation will be over in an hour. No flame touches
the body. The temperature of the furnace will be
2,000° Fahrenheit. Hot air destroys the body inside
of an hour, leavin;~ a residue of pure white ashes
weighing about four per cent of the body. 'fhese
the friends may take away with them. The crematory wlll be in operation before winter."

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
already presented one ticket for the consideration of
your readers for the officers of the Nat1'onal L1'beral
League. Will you allow me to present another, that,
I think, ought to be elected? For president, ExRev. J. H. Burnham; for secretary, Ex-Rev. Samuel
p • p u t nam; f or chairman of committee, Ex-Rev.
George Chainey. These three are all working positions, and I know of no three nersons that could fill
them any better. I believe Mr. Burnham would be
acceptable to a large portion of the L1'berals. He I·s
very popular in his own state, where he is best known,
especially with all Spiritual friends, although not a
Spiritualist himself. Then he and Chainey should be
kept constantly in the field building up auxiliary societies. Then we might hav as other officers, CourtIandt Palmer for treasurer, and Mrs. A. C. Macdonald, of New York, as chairman of the finance committee. That would place a maiority of the board in
~
New York city, with one member in Boston and one
in the West, Michigan. They should not all be taken
from the two great Eastern cities, and I am sure it
uld
wo
giv much greater satisfaction to hav the president selected from the West. And I know of no
one in the West who would giv better satisfaction
than would giv better satisfaction than Brother BurnCongress and the land-grabbers, you see, committed ham. I learn from a friend of Mr. Underwood; of
the first offense. Congress first encouraged and the Index, that he would not accept of any office this
sanctioned the great sin of stealing land, and then present year on account of his editorial duties, but
the land thieves, in their greed, fenced in the land of that, if a good ticket is elected and such a platform
actual settlers with the land they had stolen. The adopted as has been proposed, Mr. Underwood will
settlers had to cut the fences to pass out and in, and giv the new movement his hearty support. And I
then the grabbers burnt the cabins of the settlers; feel sure that he and his friends on that side of the
and now the settlers hav made made a greater de- question would be satisfied with Mr. Burnham and
struction of the fences. And so the war will prob- the others I hav mentioned.
ably go on until the railroad stations and the habitaI notice that Mrs. Dr. Severance is not as yet pretiona of rich land-grabbers will be blown up higher pared for reconciliation. I am sorry for that. And
- - - - - - -=than kites.
my old friend Walker is still on the war-path. But
" THE Truth Seeker Annual and J!'reethinkers'
Congress in one hour's time could stop all this, if we hav got fight in us, and it must come out, why
kill land speculation, an~ make land entirely worth-, not direct it toward the common enemy? We can Almanac," 25 cents.
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g[ommunicatio1(s.
A. Call for the Eighth .Annual Congress of the
National Liberal League.

•

All citizens of the United States, whether they hav
heretofore acted with this League or not, who believe
in a secular government and a secular republic, separation of church and state, the equality of all citizens before the law, without distinction of creed or
race or sex; justice for all, and privileges and monopolies for none; the need of universal secular education, free speech, and a free press as the basis of universal suffrage, are invited to appear or to be represented at the Eighth Annual Congress of the National
Liberal League, to be held at Cassadaga Lake, Chautauqua Co., New York, on Monday and Tuesday, the
8th and 9th of September next (at the close of the
New York Freethinkers' Convention at that place).
The League bas for its objects the purposes above
stated, and bas sought to carry them out by securing:
1. THE TOTAL SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE; this is
the first and chief object of the Leagre, and includes among other things the taxation of church
property and the suppression of sectarian appropriations; and, as necessary to that general object, the League insists upon,
2. The protection of all citizens in their equal religious, civil, and political right.a, without regard to
religious belief or want of such belief.
3. The universal, secular, and scientific education of
the people, so as to emancipate them from the
prevalent superstitions.
4. The impartial, secular administration and enforcement of the laws by secular authorities only,
who shall be directly responsible to the people.
5. The inviolability of the mails, and their impartial
administration for postal purposes only.
6. Freedom of the press and of speech, without any
censorship except responsibility before the jury
of the country for any abuse of that freedom.
Year by year-we find that the above principles and
measures are openly or covertly violated more and
more in every state and by the general government,
and chiefly through church influences. Any sect.,
church, or "religion" that militates against these
principles openly or covertly, directly or indirectly,
is the enemy of American liberty and of the American
people. The League is opposed to churches and
"religions " only as they are opposed to liberty and
to the rights of man, the general education of the
people, and the progress of mankind.
·
All American citizens, therefore, to whom these
principles and objects commend tbemselvs, should
rally to their support by a common and permanent
organization, which is now the National Liberal
League, and should make it the nurse and defender
of freedom in every town and state as well as in the
nat;on. In no oth~r way can "the blessings of liberty," the birth-right of American freemen, be effectivly maintained. At this Congress it is designed to
revise the basis of the League so as to make it so
broad and Liberal that all who sympathize with its
general purpose may co-operate with it to the end
that a general union of all citizens of Liberal sentiments may result, and that new officers of the League
may be selected without regard to past differences.
All Charter and Life Members of the League, and
all delegates _from local Auxiliary Leagues, will hav
votes in the Congress. Each Auxiliary is entitled to
send five delegates-its president, secretary, and
three other members-to the Congress. Annual
m4illlbers are entitled to seats in the Congress, and
to votes by the permission of the Congress.
Combine, then, for your common defensfl, for general secular education, and for the firm support of
the essentials of free institutions. Let it not be
your fault if, in the growth and prosperity of our
people, their liberties and yours are frittered away
and lost!
Dated New York, July 12, 1884:.
T. B. WAKEMAN, President N. L. L.
ELrzuR WRIGHT, 1st Vice-President.
T. C. LELAND, Secretary, 744 Broadway, New York.

A Proposit1on from Mr. A. B. Bradford.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am
glad to noti~e the disposition of our radical brethren
to consider the present and the future of the National
Liberal LeaguE>, as an agency for the spread of Freethought. I, too, bav an opinion on the subject, and
it is expressed in a series of resolutions which I shall
ask the New York State Freethinkers' Association to
adopt, during its approaching meeting at Cassadaga.
I send them to you for publication in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and my object is to lay them before the minds
of our brethren in good season, so that when the
time comes for discussion and action, we may bav
matured thoughts expressed on this practical subject.
I confess to a blush of shame at the smallness of
the sum sug@ested in the resolutions, as the pay of a
general agent. The man we need for this responsible and self-denying work must bav a thick skin, and
a courage and perseverance which never dream of
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defeat. In any of the Christian sects be would I was att~mpted to be est~blisbed in 1634, that leading:
readily command a salary of jive thousand" a year. Puritan clergyman, Cotton, preached a powerful ser-.
But in the beg nning of a great movement like ours, man against any ebange; and be only reflected the,
aiming, as it does, to overthrow the fortress"of super- policy of the Puritan church. Says the historian,.
stition which i~ bas taken eighteen hundred years to Redpath: "Every shade of popular belief was closely·
build up, sacrifice must be the order of the day. A scrutinized; the slightest departure from orthodox:
reformer, before be strikes a single blow, must lay doctrins was met with a charge of heresy, and to be,
out his accounts to sacrifice wealth, honor, reputa- a heretic was to be an outcast."
tion, position, and all else that men bold dear, on the
-How they loved liberty!
altar of truth and righteousness. Respectfully,
. In 1637, "Mrs. Anne Hutchinson and her friends
Enon Valley, Pa., July 15,1884. A. B. BRADFORD.
were declared unfit for the society of Christians and
banished from the territory of Massachusetts." The
THE RESOLUTIONS.
crime they were guilty of committing was, insisting
1. Resolved, That in view of the truthful maxim, on the right to speak in public.meetings.
"In union there is strength," the New York State
In 1643 the English settlements of Piscataqua,
Freethinkers'' Association, assembled in convention Providence plantation, Plymouth colony, and the
at Cassadaga, respectfully suggest to the National Island of Rhode Island, were refused admission into
Liberal League, which is soon to meet in this place, the confederation of New England colonies on acwhether or not it would be good policy to drop the count of their entertaining some heretical belief.
name taken 1876 at its organization, and assume the
In 1656 two Quaker women arrived in Boston,
title of" The American Secular Union," as more ex- Anne Austin and Mary Fisher. "The two women
pressiv of our principles and purposes, announced to were caught and searched for marks of witchcraft,
the world in the "Nine· Demands of Liberalism."
their trunks were broken open, their books were.
2. Resolved, That we respectfully recommend that burnt by the hangman, and they tbemselvs thrown
the Radicals of this country, constituting such an into prison. After several weeks' confinement they
organization, should confine their efforts to the one were banished from the colony. Before the end of
purpose of secularizing the general and state govern- the year eight others bad been arrested and sent back
ments, and destroying the present unconstitutional to England. The Delegates of the Union were imand dangerous power which the church practically mediately convened, and a rigorous law passed that.
exerciPes in our politics; leaving all other projects of excluded all Quakers from the country. Whipping,
reform, important as they may be, either to the future the loss of an ear, and banishment were the penalwhere they belong, or to other bodies of citizens who ties for the first offense; •
the other ear cut
may feel a particmlar interest in them. ·
off for the second, . . . and the tongue bored
3. Resolved, That as a pre-requisit to secularizing through with a red-bot iron for the third " (Redthe state, the people who compose the state must be path's History U.S.).
enlightened as to the history and claims of the organIn 1657 Anne Burden was beaten with twenty
ization known as the Christian church, and the dan- stripes for preaching against persecution. To enjoy
ger to which popular liberty is now, and always bas life, to ·liv in peace with these Puritans, one bad to
been, exposed by its officious intermeddling and dic- believe precisely as they did, or, if disbelii'Jving, the
tation in political affairs. This enlightenment can mouth must be sealed as close as it is in death. No
only be effected by a full, fair, and free discussion, questions or arguments allowed. This secured unathrough the press and the platform, of the preten- nimity and piety, and diffused genuin Puritanism.
In September and October, 1659, four men and
sions of this vast and powerful body, showing the
people who bav for ages been misled by its influence one woman were arrested for heresy. The men were
that there is no ground whatever, either in history, immediately bung. The woman, after being led
criticism, or reason, for the claims it makes.
to be executed with a rope around her neck, was re4. Resolved, That if the National League shall take prieved and banished, to be bung if she ever returned.
the aforesaid suggestions in the kindly spirit in which She returned, and was bung. Twenty-seven others
they are ofl'ered, we would earnestly recommend the were thrown into prison to await trial, when public
executiv authority to employ for one year, as an ex- indignation forced these Christian, liberty-loving
periment, a suitable person to act as a general agent, Puritans to repeal the outrageous law and let the
whose duty it shall be to visit societies already prisoners go free.
formed, to organize new ones, to a.waken an interest
In 1692 witClhflrn.ft. broke out at Salem. 1\Ia!':u:t. n
in the cause by lecturing and by personal visitation, bad its origin in a person troubled with a nervous
to procure readers of, and subscribers to, our Radi- disorder. There was a quarrel between two factions
cal newspapers and other periodicals, and to act in in the cburcb, and the dominant party utilized this
popular superstition to secure their ends. Such was
all other ways calculated to promote the cause.
5. Resolved, That if such suitable man can be found the beginning of Salem witchcraft. But the fosterin our ranks to render this much needed· service, this ing band of a bigoted church soon swelled the superassoci'ation pledges itself to raise one-half of a salary stition to fearful proportions. One hundred and fifty
of $1,000 to support such an agent in the field; leav- were soon thrown into prison. Fifty-five were toring the other half to be raised by the otber societies tured into telling abominable falsehoods, and twenty
now composing the League; the agent to make quar- were executed. To doubt the reality of witchcraft
terly reports to the executiv authority of his prog- was considered a heresy worthy of death.
Cotton Mather, the exponent of the Puritan church,
ress in the work.
the bead and representativ of the New England
Something .About New England Pm·itanism, clergy, preached in favor of this persecution and sat
There bas been a vast amount of laudatory effusion at the trials for witchcraft, and decided when there
expended over the superior enterprise, intelligenee, was sufficient proof to condemn. He wrote a treatis
and virtue of the New England Puritans. Their on "Witchcraft," "expressing his great thankfulness
zeal for justice, their love of liberty, their desire to that so many witches had met their just doom." And
promote education and advance civilization, bav been this impudent book received the approbation of the
said and sung, and their praises proclaimed both president of Harvard College.
The Puritans bav sold the widow's last cow, last
long and loud. The efforts of their worshipers are
those of the lawyer, who is bound to win his case, hog, and last bed to pay the church tax. They had
right or wrong. They are not striving to bring out great reverence for God, and Sunday, and the Bible,
the whole truth and do the subject exact and even but no sympathy for suffering humanity. These are
the people who were called "Puritans " because they
•
.
.
justice.
.
It is true the Puntans possessed an mdom1table believed in the right to interpret the Bible for themwill, great courage, patience, perseverance, and deter- selva. This is the way they took to scatter light,
mination; they had inherited these qualities from and love, and liberty, and intelligence throughout
the old North Sea robbers, from whom they bad re- this country.
Is there any class of persons so religiously blind
motely descended. They also bad a fiery religious
as
to believe it is that kind of influence that bas
zeal that persuaded them to suffer and die for their
belief, and to hang the person who doubted it. They shaped our civilization, given us our genius and eneducated their children, and with them labor was terprise, and fixed our national cbrracteristics? Ten
honorable. But they were bigoted, superstitious, thousand factors bav been at work to do this, the
and intolerant, and a person of Liberal ideas could least of which is genuin New England Puritanism.
Until Puritanism became humanized, civilized, libnot liv in the colony.
At their first election of officerfl, held on board the eralized, and modernized, a free thought could not
Mayflower before they landed, Nov. 9, 1620, every exist, and where there is no free thought there is no
·
person was allowed to vote. After eleven years, in progression, and man is·a slave.
The Irishman who builds a railroad or canal, the
1631, the Puritans having bad mpreme control, an~
an opportunity to develop their real inwardness, a German who drains a wet farm, the farmer who
law was passed restricting the right to vote and hold clears off his land or improves his stock, the inventor
office to church-members. Oaths of obedience to who brings better machinery to perform our labor,
magistrates were required; taxes were levied on all the capitalist who invests his money in useful imto support the Puritan church, and a law also passed provements, and the thousands of others of God's
to enforce attendance on public worship. Such was laborers, are all of them important factors in the
the liberty given by uuadulterated Puritanism when progress of civilizat.ion. But tbe men who fold their
it bad the power. For opposing this policy, Roger bands and depend on prayers don't push the world
Williams was banished in the dead of winter, and along very mucb.
Genuin Puritanism is dead. The pure article bas
for fourteen weeks wandered in the snow through a
desolate forest, living on parched corn, roots, and vanished and gone, but its ghost returns at regular
intervals to receive the adoration of its blind woracorns, and sleeping at night in boll(}w trees.
When a more representativ form of government shipers. A little wbolesl)me criticism and a little
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healthy referen1le to hi~t.ory. oc~a.sionally ~ill hav a ern farmer, which to a certain extent is a truth, and be abused and plundered, and in time create a whole
tondency to make the visits of his gbostsbip less fre- this, too, like the incidental fact of building up mo- nation of outl<tws, cutthroats, and villains.
. J. R. PERRY.
quent. Then F?urth
July orators w~ll not slobber noJ?oli~~. is to be deplored, but, as I bav shown, a low
all over them with tbetr verdant effusiOns, and cler- tariff ~11 not help his case. If people will pioneer
gymen will not pour forth bJ: the pailful t~eir lauda- too rap1dly, and push out into territory much in ad- A Short Method with Mr. James Hale's God.
tory eulogies upon the Puritan fathers Without any vance of established markets, they must suffer from
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: We are
regard to historicalfacts.
poor markets and speculators, simply from the fact under no necessity of drinking a barrel of vinegar in
During. all this persecution for opinion's sake, this that other industries bav not yet overtaken them. order to ascertain whether or no it is sweet wine!
unreasonable and unrighteous dictation of what a But to shut down our workshops, and import their And it seems not to hav been apparent to Mr. Hale,
person must believe to enjoy life and peace among produ?ts, .would only enhance the difficulty, by that if, indeed, there were any such a personal omthese bigoted, dogmatic, and intolerant Puritans, crowdmg mto the farming districts the multitudes niscience as be supposes, be would be under no necestbere wai;J an element constantly striving for more re- thrown ·out of employ, and thus make still more sity of filling four or five of the broad columns-of
ligious liberty, more freedom of conscience, more po- farmers, and poorer markets. To make this country THE TRUTH SEEKER to prove it l Surely it is enough
litical rights and ·privileges. . After a length of time a success, and to benefit the farmer most, is to pro- for the priests, and those victimized by that old barthis spirit of toleration and liberal ideas permeated teet American products, and pu!;!b home manufactures barian book, to boast of an omniscient God, that has
the whole of New England. As they came in con- c~ose upon ~he _heels of the agriculturist. The expe- " created " a race of thoughtful minds, that bav no
tact with the rest of the world their sectarian bigotry rience to this t1me has been that the best tariff for mental capacity for knowing him! Manifestly there
disappeared and they became a very different people. ·protection bas afforded the most revenue, and ena- are only two methods for dealing with this "God"
Don't l~t this important point be forgot. The world ~le? the government to pay its debts, with a flour- idea. One is, the long method, "by faith," the Bible
bas changed them more than they bav the world, IShmg country !lnd plenty of money in the treasury, idea, "by faith" (Heb. xi, 1-6). And by this method
and the genius and spirit of American institutions which cannot be done by any low tariff system.
you may bav one " God" or a million, or three gods
was developed more in spite of than on account of
It is a most singular fact that the question of man- like the Christians. The other method is the
the genuin Puritan -elemept.
S. H .. EwELL.
ufactures was the foundation cause of our nationality. scientific; this is a short one, and in time it will auLord Pitt declared in Parliament tbltt the" American persede that method of "faith" recommended in
Tariff.
· colonies should not be allowed to manufacture a hob that old barba~·ian book. And what is the verdict of
I do not often dabble in politics, but when I see nail," which policy at last culmi:J?.ated in our making science? It is that, in the whole of things, in all
such glaring advantages taken of statistics as are a tremendous tea party in Boston.harbor. What the worlds, all phenomena, there is but one substance,
shown by the article of Mr. Oldakes in THE TRUTH English government failed to do for the colonies she and its affection or quality-force. There is but one
SEEKER of June 21Rt, and the unfair comparisons of has been continually since then attempting to accom- force, and one matter, uncreated, but without begin· f rom a wor d of pl'sh
high and low tariff,_ I cannot re fram
I by fr ee t.r ad e, a n d. bas emp1oye d va n' ous secret ning or end·, never more nor less in the whole of
· t'Ie.," WI'th p1'1 es of B ri't'ISh gold t o b rmg
· 1't ab ou t . things. One force, self-controling and progressiv,
some
caution in that direction.
He notices the low tariff from 1855 to 1861, and We hav lots of influential newspapers to-day advocat- evolves all the phenomena, in all worlds and all
· f
t d
b' b
'd b y E ng1'ISh manufact - minds. All result from
nature's order and laws.
.
Co mpares the prices of wheat with what be calls the mg ree ra e, w 1c are pa1
· t y IS
· a samp1e Humanity itself is the resulting phenomenon evolved
d tb e Iat e Cobden Cl u b some
rices
of
the
same
from
1874to
1880,
in.ordertosbow
urers;
an
P
·
· th e way of socm
· 1m
· fl uence t o by these forms of force and laws. Now, in Mr.
the inJ' ustice of high_
tariff as discriminating against of wb at can b e d one m
· a poI
l't'1ca1pom
· t •.
Hale's long argument, he bas pointed out no place,
the farmers of the country._ But why, doesi be gen- gam
·
no bole, for his " God " to come in; notbi.ng for his
tleman omit ·the high or highest tariffs from 1861 to
Any person who has been observant as'to the ef- "God, to do. There is nothing outside of nature.
1874 in his showing? Simply because during these fects of bigb and low tariff upon the whole country
Quincy, JJfass.
LARoY SuNDERLAND.
years the highest prices.. obtained for whea~, and since the compromise of 1833, ought to be able to
would hav defeated his pet scheme. It would show settle that policy very easily. From 1833 to 1842 we
The Petition.
that extraordinary prices were bad for wheat; that bad the most wretched times that America ever saw;
Frmn the Index.
in 1866 to 1868 flour went from nine to sixteen dol- and the "bard times," as they werA called, reached
Progress bas been made in the work of obtaining
dollars per barrel and retailed something higher in their worst in 1843, when our industries were com- signatures to the petition for state secularization.
many parts of the country; that the general wheat pletely prostrated, and the markets so glutted with But, as it was only started near the close of this seacrops and trade bas never been better; and if high foreign manufactures that it required several years sion of Congress, it appears advisable to keep it betariff or any tariff causes the activity or depressien, to consume them after the tariff of 1842 went into fore the public until the next session. Events which
why not giv high tarifftbe·advantage ofa fair showing? operation. The government was so ·kind to the free hav occurred since the petition was put into ci.rculaW e bad a money crisis in 1857 which bad much to trade policy that, at the request of English manufact- tion demonstrate more clearly than ever the neces·
do with the price of wheat. Th"e Morrill Tariff bill urers, it built bonded warehouses in Boston and sity of action on the part of Li.berall3. The Republiof 1861 and 1862, which was in force during the war, New York to store up their goods, and even favored can party has just pledged itself to the "separation
and was in some respects a prohibition, made a better them so far as to hold millions of dollars' worth of of the political and ecclesiastical powers " in the
condition for the farmers, as well as all other classes goods almost free from storage, permitting the low territory of Utah, " by the aid of the military, if
...of labor, tbananystate of things we hav bad in this duties to be paid on removal. It was the most need be."
country -etllier-b~tore-orsurce-;-so far as ttr~nl:rance- -sl:nnnefu:1·policy-bb:at.-e-rerwa5--pracliced-upon a at1'ug-·
· · .. Be we men, tmd ,.uffer suoh dU.hanar ?"
ment of values of all kinds was concerned. We gling people; but it raised the importance of tariff
What is good for Utlth is good for Massacbusett;~
could afford then to pay internal revenue on manu- and protection to such a white beat that, in 1840, the and the District of Columbia, and any place where
factures, and thus suppol't the government, in addi- free trade party was overthrown and a new policy of float the Stars and Stripes. It was proposed in the
tion to getting higher prices for labor of all kinds, protection substituted. When a petition twenty United States Senate, the other day, to appoint a
and including wheat.
miles in length was presented to John Tyler, the act- superintendent of tb~ schools of Utah, in order to
His argument is that the farmers of the West want ing president, praying for a tariff for protection, and prevent the teaching of the Mormon religion in those
s. low tariff, so as to enable them to procure farming by which mea~s the tariff of _1842 went i~to effect, be schools; and this clause of the bill was only withimplements, etc., in a cheap market. The fallacy of declare~ that 1t came t~ him as a "voiCe ~rom the drawn at the last hour, or minute rather, when it was
this will be seen at a glance when we consider that peoplE!.
The Democratic party succeeded m partly conclusivly proven to that "honorable" body that
comparativly few farming implements of. a_ny ki!ld defeating the J?Olicy by_ declaring James K. Polk to no church books of any description were _ever heard
are imported. In fact, we bav no compet1t10n wtth be a better tanff man t~an Hen~y Clay, and Geor~e of in these schools. But what greater right, I ask,
any foreign nation in farming implements. We make M. Dallas gave the castmg vote m favor of the t~riff bas the Bible than the Book of Mormon in the pubthe best, and stock the whole West at prices lo~er at of 1846, after se~retary Robert ~-.Walker had laid _a lie school, even though it were no~ true, as it is, that
any time than the same can be bad anywhere m the draft of tb.at tariff before the British ?-ouse before It the latter condemns polygamy, while the former sanewide world: The idea of a tariff of from twenty to ~~s submttted to our Congress; whwb acts of po- tions and upholds it? Nay, would the teaching of
ninety per cent on these tools is a freak of the imag- hti?al .treachery then condemned the party, fr_om polygamy in our schools be any greater crime than
ination, and cannot be found on our custom house wbwb It can neve~ recov~r under a free trade pohcy, prayer, trinity, and blood atonement?
books.
a~d a large !?ort10n of 1ts rank and file to-day are
Here, Liberals, is your opportunity. Let us take
A good deal is being said about building up mo- fair on the tariff que~;tion.
the Republican party and the Senate of the United
nopolies at home by creating flourishing times by
Our nation has always been prostrated under a States at their word, and insist that "the political
means of a bigb tariff. When men talk thus, they low tariff, and prosperous under a reasonably high and ecclesiastical powers" shall be separated through,
concede the whole argument in the case. To admit one; and while I should not advocate prob,bitory the domain of this republic, and in the doing of this
that a bigb tariff will build up anybody in America is duties, I cannot from my observations these fifty that no favor shall be shown to any religion, be it
to admit what is claimed· for it. The misfortune of years, and a contrast of the two policies, help but see Mormon, Christian, or Pagan.
T. W. CuRTIS.
creating riches for a few may be a thing to be reme- the vast advantages to be derived from a sound
died, but it is an undoubted argument in favor of policy of protection for American industries; and to
Hearty lmlor.~cmcnt.
the doctrin that a tariff will promote industry here. prevent monopolies my method would be, that any
From 1//JI Invesliqator.
And bad as it ma:v be, it can be no worse than favor- cOrporation, after paying definit expenses, should be
Mr. Samuel P. Putnam bas an able article in the
ing the outside world and thereby creating monopo- compelled to pay dividends to the general govern- last New York TRUTH SEEKER recommending Mr.
lies and riches abroad. If industry creates riches ment; and for charter privileges, and to obviate ex- George Chainey for the office of next president of the
for the few, and only a comfortable livil!g for the cessiv individual gains, I should favor an additional National Liberal League. Mr. Chainey is well qualimany it is certainly much better for us that those wealth tax to be paid on all excesses over and above fied in e'V'ery respect to discharge the duties of that
xiche~ should be made in America than in Europe, certain accumulations, and I should make the tax office in a satisfactory manner, and the welfare of the
for by the incidents of change and death those riches higher in the ratio of accumulations. This would League will no doubt be promoted under his ~dmin
in some way will by our institutions, find in time a bav the effect to induce certain successful money- istration. If Mr. Wakeman, the present effectiv prf3sure distribution'.
makers to divide and distribute amongst their rela- siding officer, should resign, we would like to see Mr.
Anotber argument in favor of a somewhat high tivs and friends, and thus to avoid the excessiv tax Chainey occupy his place.
tariff is that it is the tpost general assessment upon levies. It would be doing a vast good by an early
-------..------all classes of people for the support of the g:overn- distribution of their excessiv wealth. yvha~ I wou_ld
Representatfv Men.
ment, much more equitable than could be devised by do to wealth I should do to that article I~ all 1ts In our own opinion, Mr. Unl1erwoocl an<l :Mr. Wakeman
any possible system of internal revenues! and ha~ tb_e shapes-money, lands, and goods of ~very kmd. To are the most representativ Liberals in America.-Radical
merit of creating industry at the same time, ~bile 1t make lands or money as free as ai~ and :water, ~~;s Reuiew . .
How about Col. Ingersoll?
affords opportunities for emigration to Amenca, and many (would-be reformers) talk of, IS an Impractian increase of population. The emigration, enor- cable scheme; or to expect any government to take
A coNGREGATION of Middlesex was dreadfully
mons as it is we can stand at least for a while, but into its management all the railroads and commercial
to import laborers by the ~illions every year, and at enterprises of a nation is too absurd to think of. If shocked on a recent Sunday at seeing the oldest
the same time open our ports to the manufactures ()f it cannot find time and legal force enough to punish deacon, who bad been sitting in the clover-patch in
the world, and thus in addition supply ourselvs. with a few ~tar Route thieves, what. would ,!t do wi~b front of the church, begin to throw back somersaults
labor already done, is a policy so manifestly rmnous plundenngs of the whole natiOn of speculativ and go through a most violent series of gymnastics.
that I wonder bow any man of sound political judg- droppers," who by book or crook would manage to The sympathy was general when it was known that
ment can advocate it.
get at the head and management of these enter- tbe first bumblebee of t.he season bad mistaken the
We bear much complaint in reference to the West-' prises? It would render the government a thing to leg of the good man's trowsers for its nest..
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!JfiirWE wish that our subscribers who are. in arrears would make a special effort to pay up. During
the summer months our book sales are small, and
we bav to depend upon the subscriptions coming in
to pay expenses, which are just as heavy now as ever.
We know that business generally is dull, that " times
are bard," but the amounts are so small individually
that it would seem no one can be inconvenienced by
paying his dues, while in the aggregate they foot up
large, and mean everything to us. It is unpleasant
to us to dun our friends, and money is never asked
for till imperativly needed; now we must bav it to
pay bills with. A good many hundreds of dollars
are due on subscriptions, so we are not asking a
favor, but simple justice and square dealing between
friends.

Mr. Bradford's Propositions.
On another page we print a letter from the veteran
Liberal, A. B. Bradford, which embodies three direct
changes in the policy of the League. . These are:
1. A change of name.
2. The return to first principles in the scope of the
work undertaken.
3. The pledging by the New York State Freethinkers' Association of $500 towards paying the
salary of an agent to work in the field.
1. The first of thesA, it seems to us, is unnecessary.
Had the name "American Secular Union " been
adopted at the outset, it would bav been an admirable one, as in itself it determins the nature of the
organization. But to change now would look like
backing down. We agree with Messrs Putnam and
Cbainey in "no compromise." The mistakes of the
League need not be looked upon as time entirely
wasted, but as a gathering of experience necessary to
its growth, and valuable as a guide. What the
League's Christian enemies may say of it we do not
care. And if its present opponents within the Liberal ranks will not rally round the standard when its
course shall be clearly defined, and includes only
those objects upon which all Liberals must, in the
very nature of things, agree to, then it will be plain
that they care more for their own triumph than for
the cause they profess to love.
2. We were the first to ask for the return to first
principles, or, in other words, to confine the attempts
of the League to Freetbougbt work. By doing so
we believe that the state laws now discriminating
against Freethinkers in the matters of oaths, enforced
support of churches (indirect but no less enforced),
and other legally collected contributions to Christianity, can be repealed. But it is only by united
effort that this can be done, which united effort
cannot be bad on a platform embracing all the "reform" issues of the day. Therefore, the second of
Mr. Bradford's propositions has our cordial indorsement.
3. The third suggestion is also a good one. We
hope the State Association will adopt it. The
League should, in our opinion, authorize the president and secretary, provided they enter the field and
remain continuously employed, to raise and retain
$1,200 each for their services, which, with the privilege of lecturing, will enable them to support themselva and families, and pay their traveling expenses.
They should also be authorized to print and distribute tracts, to go before legislativ committees, to
employ legal counsel when necessary, and to take all
needed steps to counteract and render barmlelll:! the
influence of the churches on our government,

It will be remembered that in a recent number of
the North American Rwiew, copied by us at the time,
Philip Schaff, an eminent Christian scholar, made the
statement that:
"There was a time when dissenters were fined, imprisoned,
e:x:iled, and even hllllged, for religious opinions, to the extent
of the power of the civil authority of our free country, even
in the enlightened state of Massachusetts, and such persecution was justified on the basis of the union of church and
state."
Dr. John Hall, in the Tribune, now says this is not
so. He makes the bold assertion that:
"The simple hist01ical truth in the premises is that no person was ever hanged- or otherwise executed or punished in
Massachusetts for religious opinions."
The banishment of Roger Williams and the executions of Quakers in Boston, Mr. Hall contends,
were for political and not religious reasons, and he
cites Bancroft and other authorities in proof.
It can, however, easily be shown that Dr. John G.
Hall is mistaken. In his zeal to defend Calvinism he
forgets many things that convict him of partisan untruth, only one of which we will mention now, as
but a few months ago a full statement of the doings
of the early Christians was made in these columns.
In 1833 Abner Kneeland was arrested, indicted,
and tried for blasphemy for saying that he "did not
believe in the God which the Universalists d.id."
The verdict of guilty was affirmed in the Court of
Appeals, and in 1836 Mr. Kneeland was sentenced to
two months' imprisonment, which sentence was executed.
This is an incontestable 1fact, the witnesses to it
are living, the -court records show it, and even DJ·.
J obn G. Hall's brazenness will be found insufficien.t
to cover the spot of blood on Massachusetts' famE).
Other cases of perRecution for religious opinionr:t st~e
almost as easily shown, but this is enough to conviet
the preacher of falsehood.

French Freemasonry•
According to the London Freemason, that order in
France is filled through and through with Atheism.
d b
At present, it says, French Freemasonry stan s efore the world utterly ignoring the name of God, and
welcoming within its pale not only Voltairean Deists,
but those "who say in their hearts, There is no God."
It is also stateJ that religious Freemasons are getting
discouraged at seeing "the skeptic, the Positivist, the
open unbeliever, brought to the fore."
This stdte of things grieves the good Freemason,
which declares " God" to be the Great Arcbiteknos
of the order, and a doubt of his existence a heinous
crime, of which it can hav no tolerance. Until, therefore, the bad French Masons believe in " God "-or
say they do, if they don't--the pious-minded are advised to bav no intercourse or fellowship with them.
Did it never occur to the editor of the Freemason
that the French brethren hav as good a right to rule
tbemselvs, and believe as they please, as the English
lodges? Such a thought would console him, and
relieve him of the necessity of expressing intolerant
ideas, which may sometime come back to plague the
author. It is the opinion of an eminent Italian gentleman, now living in Rome, that there are a great
many heterodox Masons scattered throughout the
world. The Freemason may yet find itself lonesome
in its piety.
IN tlie course of his mental evolution, Mr. H. W. Beecher
has every now and then driven a peg to mark where he had
got to. The row of pegs is now quite formidable to the onlooking Christian. They are arranged about as follows:
1. Rejected the Creation story.
2.
"
" Fall
"
3.
"
" Hell
"
4.
"
" Atonement "
Sunday he stuck another, which is:
5. Rejection of the Resurection story.
In the course of the remarks made while driving this peg
Mr. Beecher turned off some sensible paragraphs, and some
that the unconverted will find confusing. A couple only are
worth quoting: 1. "I am not one who believes in the resurection
of the literal body, nor that literally my bones shall be
covered again witll my identical ftesh 1 and blood flow ill

these veins and arteries; E.evertheless I will never drop the
language of the days when people did believe it. 2. The resurrection of the body is not to be accepted as a scientific
fact. Innumerable troubles beset the steps of those who, instructed now in science, yet find it hard to tear themselvs
away from old teachings that this very body is to rise again.
But we are to hold to it by imagination. I am not to believe
in it by my intellect; but I will believe it by my imagination."
IN a report deploring the frequency of divorce, adopted at
the last conferE)nce of the Methodist church, occurs this pas- .
sage: "Unchastity is a nest wherein are bred sin and crime,
while an unchaste people are a pest in a political body." If
the conference had not adjourned we would respectfully represent to the august body that a closer tethering of Methodist
ministers would in a great measure remove the cause of many
divorces. Statistics prove that the ordained followers of :J•hn
Wesley are just the "pest in a political body" that the r'~ort
complains of.
JAMES G. BLAINE, in his letter of acceptance, says not a
word about the separation of church and state, though he
devotes considerable space to the Mormon question, which is
a matter of far less interest and importance. His remark
near the close of his letter, that "it is a good land which the
Lord our God doth giv us," is peculiar. It is a tradition
handed down to this generation by good auth01ity that the
men who fought and died in the Revolutionary war were in a
measure instrumental in giving us the country we inhabit.
PRESIDENT VmLE takes the right course in ignoring the petition of the Sabbatarians in regard to the music in Central
Park on Sunday. The concerts were furnished in response to
a popular demand, and no person of sense will say that musio
is any more sinful in the Park than in a church, or on Sunday
than any other day. These Sabbatarians are what Mr. Dana
might well characterize as hebetudinous.

At Rest.

s

At h er b ome Ill
· St• Cloud , N .J. , on un d ay, J u 1y
13th, after suffering for several years with consumption, Jennie Macdonald, . wife of E. M. Macdonald,
passed to her rest. She died in the belief which for
many years she had held in common with her busband, finding consolation in the love and kindness of
her family and friends, welcoming death as a surcease of the suffering which no skill could allay, and
dreading it only as it separated her from the bright
world and those she held most dear.
Funeral services were held on the 15th at the
house of Mr. Andrews. The room was filled with
those whom death had made mourning friends. At
the bead of the casket a table stood laden with floral
offerings. Mr. George Cbainey delivered the funeral
discourse. He spoke as follows:
DEAR FRIENDS: In such an hour as this I always feel that
silence is more eloquent than speech. If I could utter the
grandest words of all the orators, the wisest words of all the
philosophers, and the sweetest words of all the poets, your
hearts crushed with grief would say with the sorrow-stricken
Hamlet, "Words, words, words." We are here to comfort, as
best we can, dear friends out of whose sight has gone in this
young life so much of the light and beauty of their lives.
But our silent presence speaks louder than anything 1 can say.
Real love is seen and felt best in the warm clasp of the hand
-the eyes that are soft and tremulous with its light, and in
loving, thoughtful deeds. In the chamber of death aml grief
we are brought to feel, more closely than at any other time
or place, our common human relationship. One touch of nature makes the whole world kin; sooner or later all must
mourn. Death and woe are our common heritage. The sunniest life is sometimes flecked with shadow. Friend after
friend departs-who has not lost a friend? It is only through
the memory of our own heart's sorrows that we can enter into
the feelings of our friends to-day. FQrtunately for our poor
hearts, after the darkest night of grief comes the morn of some
new day of joy. The flowers of hope, crushed to earth beneath the pitiless storm of grief, rise refreshed beneath the
smiles of the warm sun of human love and sympathy. Time,
also, is a great restorer. Companionship with nature in her
kindlier moods medicins our grief and proves to be like the
innocent sleep-balm for hurt minds. The divine bard, Shakspere, in the first act of Hamlet, disperses all the gloom of
night and death when he says:
" But look! the morn, in russet mantle clad,
Walks o'er the dew of yon high eastern hill."
Our grieved hearts would seek to hide themselvs in dark and
gloomy places, and to find comfort in sad and mournful rites.
In this we are unwise. Life brings enough sorrow at its best,
without aiding it by putting on mourning, or shutting out of
our lives the all-healing sunlight. Fortunately, we are learnof nature to comfort ourselvs with the soothing influences of
flowers and music instead of adding to the sadness of death
with the dark and gloomy supllrstitions of the past that hav so
often made a mockery of grief and an auction of consolation.
It was not my privilege to know intimately the dear one
whose loss we mourn. I remember her bright and winning
face and her sweet voice when she sang for us in some of our
Libeml meetings. In the early summer of the season and of
life, that sweet voice has been hushed in dan.th, and the home
of our brave young editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER been deprived
of her beautiful presence. How gladly the great army of
readers of this paper would comfort and cheer him in this hour
of sorrow if they could! We and they all hav learned to love
him for his good work as the successor of the martyred Bennett. His position has been a difficult one. The influence of
Mr. Bennett having been so largely a personal one, many predicted that the pap~r must die with its founder. But not
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only has he kept the grand old TBUTH SEEKEB up to the point music like the warbling of a bird. She was nearly board in its entirety the Christian mythology. Mr.
of interest at which he received it, but carried it so far beyond persuaded to accept a belief in a future life Some Westbrook keeps hold of the central myth, and in
that even his enemies hav confessed that the paper is improved. · ht
th
h
b b
·
'
But could the readers hav seen how this labor was being per- eig e~n _mon 8 a~o, W ~n her a Y died, she won- that sense he is not a Liberal. It may be a careless
formed while every day he saw the light of his home fading dered 1f It was to hv agam. And Mr. Bennett, who use of the word, and reprehensible; if so, he will pray
out, and the hours he should hav spent in rest passed in the had but a short time been dead, would he not find forgiv us.
sick chamber of his wife, I am sure they would hav felt the her little babe and care for it there as she knew he
The statement that he rejects evolution might hav
warmest ~ove for him as a m~n. as well as ad~irat~on for him would in this life if it had no other friend? But been clearer had it been written that he rejects the
as an editor. As he has mmistered to theu enJoyment, so
.
.
now, I trust, they will minister to his comfort by doing all they w~en death came, If beyond the sea of time .the results of evolution. It is true that he formally, and
can to support him in his great work. As one of these read- dymg eyes beheld a farther shore, she gave no sign. by word of mouth, accepts evolution, but his evoluers, I would say to our editor, Accept the earnest sympathy and With almost latest breath she spoke good-bye to tion is "merely the uniform processes in which every
most heartfelt compassion of our hearts. I am sure that in husband and mother and so speaking sank into un- product has an antecedent, every effect a cause "
t~s I shall echo the sincere feeling of all the thousands of your consciousness and di:d.
friends and patrons.
.
. , (p. 59), and not that science which, beginning with
As Freethinkers we hav no comfm·t to offer at the grave bet- .Words are many-t~ey cannot pwtur~ grwf, protoplasm, shows the orderly succession of life till
ter than the fellowship of human love. I am not a priest. In friends are strong and kind-they cannot brmg back man, the highest and best, is reached. Evolution
the presence of death my eyes are as blind as yours. For long the dead; resignation to what is inevitable-that may from him receives only lip acceptance, of little value
I strove to look beyond the hights-but death to me is still the at least, we hope, teach us to suffer and be strong.
in the face of sentences like these: "It [natural sestrange country from whose bourne no traveler returns. I
lection] has no doubt contributed to his improvement
Iillow that as long as love and death endure many will imagin • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
and elevation, but it is impossible to conceive how it
that they see the glint of stars shining on a fairer land, and
Dr. Westbrook Demurs.
could hav developed man from a clot of jelly reposhear the hushed. footsteps of unseen travelers from that far
distant bourne.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your ing in thJ depths of the ocean." " The fact is that
But the longer I liv the more I am convinced that even if notice of" Man-Whence and Whither?" in your last all impartial and profound thinkers cannot but feel at
this hope is ever to be realized, and we are in some·sweet issue, is calculated to misl!)ad your readers. You times that natural selection .
is wholly inadElysian fields to liv again with our loved and lost, our joy say, "Mr. Westbrook is not a Christian, neither is he
equate
to
account
for
the
stupendous
results which
will there and then be .the sweeter by every moment we hav a Freethinker."
everywhere exist in the world." It is easy enough
forgotten it in our desire to make this world a little more of a
If by Christianity you mean the system of theology
paradise. Let us then daily toil and strive to make some one held by Romanists and Orthodox Protestants, I am to sneer at "clots of jelly," but it will be somewhat
else happy, to plant a few flowers in some waste corner of the
'f b Ch · t' · ·
h t
earth, and then though death for us be the dreamless sleep of not a Christian. But 1 y riB Iamty IS meant t a difficult to convince the reading public that the
eternal rest, the race livs on, growing grander and nobler every principle of natural religion which Augustine said writer of the foregoing lines is an ardent supporter of
day. So &hall we join that choir invisible, whose music is the "has always existed among the ancients and was not Darwin and Haeckel.
gladness of the world: So shall we ever help on the right side absent from the beginning of the human race," and
One of Mr. Westbrook's wrong statements is this:
in that great conflict that is constantly Widening the skirts of of which Professor Tyndall says, " The facts of relig"We try to grasp the idoa of the eternity of matter, and
light, and making the struggle with darkness narrower. To ions feeling are to me as certain as the facts of phys- find it impossible. It certainly cannot be demonstrated, and
reappear again only in the grass or flowers, or to be a part of ics," and of which Renan says: "But nothing is more therefore it is nothing but a subtel'fuge for ignorance-a
the unconscious dust of the most cowmon highway; along remote from the truth than the dream of those who guess."
which living feet nm on errands of mercy and justice, were ·a seek to imagin a perfected humanity without religA man who could deliberately write that can hav
million times better than the immortality offered us either in ion." . . . "Devotion is as natural as egoism to
little respect for reason, or must be blind to the conheaven or hell by the orthodox religion. But, friends, no a true-born man "-then I am a Christian.
matter what I say, death cannot appear other than death.
If by "Freethinker," you mean an Atheist, I am clusions drawn from unquestionable premises. As
Here it is waiting for each of us as the last price we must pay not a Freethinker, and in this I am backed by Dar- was pointed out in the comments on Mr. Hale, it has
for the boQn of life.
win and the most advanced scholarship of the world. become an axiom that " out of nothing nothing can
Some would teach us that we must prepare to die. But our But if by" Freethinker" you mean one who believes come." Even if Mr. Westbrook's God formed the
business is to liv-to liv. Life is _health, strength. Let us in the exercise and publication of Free-thought, then,
seek for it by taking care of our bodies. Life is t hough t, as I plainly proclaimed myself in the Investigator of universe, he must hav had something out of which to
reason, knowledge. Let no day pass that does not enrich our April 30th, I am a "Freethinker of the Freethinkers." whittle it. Matter exists, and is neither creatable
minds with some ray of wisdom. Life is love. Let us win It is about time we understood whether Freethinkers 1lor destructible. The only avoidance of the idea of
love by making ourselves lovable. Then when death comes must subscribe to a fixed, narrow creed, a shibboleth eternity for it is to demonstrate that it does not exist,
we can say: I hav proved what life can giv. I hav had joy of negations, or whether they are to be left to the or that it is capable of perfect annihilation, or that it
,and sorrow. I ha~ experienced all the pleasures of the senses. exercise of Freethought and free-speech, without be- can be created at pleasure. Perhaps Mr. Westbrook
I hav known the JOys of thought, and above all I hav loved ing held up to contemPt as "religious guerrillas" as .
a~d been loved. So t~at now, 0 ~eath, ':hether thou art .0 u are leased to class me. I am sorry to 'find will favor the world by making just a little new
. I1Igh_t_~r day-the foldm~_?r unfold!ng of w.l!!g~::-et.ernsl_rest ~ ~owca;lled-'lrtberal!ralriiiUclron;ne--spti'1t -=a.LL=·
.
,
,
.
or ~ternlll-fel.lc~ty;r-g:tv tl:iee we~come and smk mto thy mys- of in~lerance and bigotry as among the orthodox
An " absurd dogmatism of the gentleman s IS
tenous arms Without fear and Without regret.
sects themselvs. You say I" reject evolution." This found on page 102 of his book:
The burial took place at Woodlawn Cemetery, a few is as big a "mistake" as "Moses" ever made, and
"But we are pressod with the common querieH, Where did
miles north of New York. When the coffin had been rivals Joseph Cook in his genius for misrepresenta- God originate? Who m11de him? We oannot answer those
lowered, Mr. S. p, Putnam stepped forth from among tion! I ~ay ~istinctly on page 80, "The gen~ra~ la'! questions, but it does not follow that he does not exist. There
the friends who had gathered at the grave, and said: of evolutiOn IS as real as the l~w o_f graVItatiOn. are many things we cannot account for, the reality of which
And on page 82, I say, "EvolutiOn IS an acknowl- we never question. If we could answor all possible questions
'!.'he fewer words we utter at a time like this the better, for edged fact among well educated men." The most about God, he would not be God. If Lnplace had found God
words can but feebly express the thoughts and feelings that charitable conclusion is that the writer of the in scanning the heavens with his telescope, or if Lawrence
possess us when thus overshadowed by the awful beauty of "notice" of my book had overlooked chapter iii.
had found him with his scalpel, he would not hav been the
death. Sure I am that we are made richer by this hour's expeI thank you, Mr. Editor, for speaking 80 flatter- infinit intelligence and power. Such a God as cultured reaIi~nce, for we realize more deeply and tendel'ly than ever the
ingly of me as a "courteous scholarly gentleman," w:m discovers in tho scientific method cannot be seen with
bonds of human friendship. As we go forth from this sacred and I always hope to merit such compliments. I either telescope or miCl'oscope. 'l'ho finito cannot comprcspot into the great battle of life, our heart and hope blend really had imagined that I was already in the ranks hend tho Infinit; tho lessor cannot coutnin the greater. 'l'he
together in the ineffable memory of this dear friend who is
child cannot tell whero his father came from, but ho neverof Freethought. But it seems a "gain of such mag-. theless had 11 father.,
now invisible.
We cannot solve the mystery of life. It has unknown deeps. nitude" has not yet been realized. Perhaps I shall
According to this reasoning the strongest proof of
Neither can we solve the mystery of death. There is no reve- take a step in advance when you point out the "fallation. Each heart must find its own hope and comfort. But lacies, wrong statements, illogical reasoning, and ab- God's existence is the very fact that we cannot find
just as spring follows winter, even so from our darkest sor- surd dogmatism," of which you say my book is full. him. For if he is found, that isn't " him," but some
rows comes a light to make new joy for our way. In the I am a truth-seeker and hav much to learn and hav ignisjatuus that vanishes when touched. After
often been obliged to revise my opinions; but I feel
shadow of death 'we see the stars of eternity.
This young life has not perished. It has been and it yet sure that I shall never admit that Free-thought reasoning thus, to remark that God exists for all
that, is dogmatism-if not absurd, certainly grawill be a stream of beauty, though it flows on unseen. Be- means conformity to the conclusions of others.
cause she has lived and loved we are better and stronger, and
You are certainly very kind, Mr. Editor, to keep tuitous. Mr. Westbrook acknowledges that the
the world of our affections is enriched. Therefore to this my book on sale "to accommodate your Theistic Theistic postulate is an assumption, and the assumpdear friend we say, Farewell! we leave thy body to the dust- friends." It might be impertinent to inquire how tion is God. A trained scholar of Mr. Westbrook's
but thy bright face lingers in memory still. We cannot forget many books you would hav left upon your shelves if
thee. Thou art .an impulse to our onward life. We know not you should establish a Liberal (?) index exgurgatorius ability ought to know that constructing a theory and
what thy fate may be-but it must be beautiful, even like the and exclude all Theistic and Spiritualistic publica- then trying to find facts to sustain it, is not the scientific method. The evolutionists first found their
flowers which spring from the dark bosom of earth. Over thee tions!
R. B. WESTBROOK.
we strew the flowers, symbol of the thoughts within us of the
facts, and on them based their theory. The two
1707 Oxford street, Philadelphia, June 14, 1884.
dead which can never die. Sweets to the sweet. And from
methods constitute the difference between deductiv
thy fair and unpolluted flesh may Violets spring.
and inductiv reasoning. Mr. Westbrook need not
Our objections to Mr. Westbrook's book can be
As Mr. Putnam spoke the words, " sweets to th8
be told which is scientific and which metaphysical,
shortly
summarized. As stated they were:
sweet,'' each friend came forward and dropped upon
which stands and which falls. The mistake of the
1. A rejection of evolution.
the coffin a bouquet of flowers. Nothing could be
book is found here. The author has used as evi2. That his book is full of fallacies, wrong statemore appropriate or more touching in its. effect.
dence that which he sets out to prove. The strength
ments, illogical reasoning, and absurd dogmatism.
of such a procedure is net great enough to need
But first let us say that Mr. Westbrook i& too familSo passes from life to death another from out
elaborate confutation.
our little group. The shadow has fallen, and in its iar with dictionaries and accepted etymological auOur friend's remarks about an index expurgatorius
darkness disappears the wife, the mother, the friend, thorities to need enlightenment on the meaning of
were probably written in a heated moment, and call
the singer of sweet songs. As a wife, none was ever "Christian." To be a Christian one must believe the
for no special comment. Our book-trade is conmore true, as a mother more indulgent, as a friend creation story and the fall, because on them hang
ducted on the principle that governs th~ course
more steadfast; and as a singer it seemed to us that heaven and hell, and several other everlasting things.
of the paper-to do good. We never "write up" a
none could so disclose the melody of the human Mr. Westbrook now proclaims himself an evolutionbook just to sell it.
_.._
voice. She sang at Chickering Hall when thousands ist, consequently he is not a Christian. This is easily
gathered to welcome home the founder of THE TRUTH shown. But that he is not a Liberal is not so easily
A aoon way to promote the cause of Freethought
SEEKER; at Watkins when the Freethinkers went shown. On all secular matters probably Mr. West- is to get trial subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER. To
there to their annual meeting; at all our League brook would work with us; but "Liberal" in this such the paper will be sent three months for fifty
meetings here; and at home she filled her house with country has grown to mean those who pitch over- cents.
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THE NUMERICAL EQUALITY OF THE SEXES.
AD.uR CREEK, E. TENN., July 10, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The question of polygamy is being discussed
in your paper, and I notice that Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., takes
Qbjection to monogamy being called natural, and polygamy
condemned as a violation of the law of nattue as taught by the
numerical equality of the sGxes. I would call the attention
of the persons interested in this discussion to a fact that bears
upon the question and that I hav never seen mentioned yet.
While it is probably true that there is an equal number.of
men and women, yet, as for some reason women marry earlier
than men, it is equivalent to an excess in the number of women
as far as marriage is concerned. Let us suppose, for argument's sake, that women marry at twenty and men at twentyfive years of age, and that both average to liv till they are fifty
years old. Then a woman would hav thirty years of married
life and man only twenty-five. Thus if five men of twentyfive were to marry five women of twenty, at the death of the
five men their widows would hav each five years to liv that
they could spend in the married state, or twenty-five years between them all, so that five men could each hav two wives for
five years, or one man six wives for five years, or one man two
wives twenty-five years, and yet defraud no men from their
chances of marriage.
This fact, that women marry earlier than men, accounts for
the large number of widows and old maids; and also for the
number of persons that liv in irregular sexual relations, and
of itself overthrows the arguments in favor of monogamy as
hased upon the numerical equality of the sexes.
I am, myself, no friend of polygamy, for I consider it an infringement upon the equal rights of the sexes; but I believe
that all those who desire it should hav the right to practice it,
rtnd I hav no doubt that it would be found much better adapted
to a certrtin stage of civilization than monogamy; but I am far
from believing that monogamy is a natural state; on the contrary, I believe that, as it is understood now, it is entirely artificial, founded upon the needs of private property, and has to
be enfol·ced by law and public opinion.
What would be the tmly natural relation of the sexes, no
one can tell, for time alone will evolvn it when the question
will hav bee:a taken out of the control of religion, authoritativ
morality, public opinion, and when production will hav become so abundant, and so evenly distributed, as to leave all
persons free to follow their inclinations without the thousand
and one restraints by which our lives are now regulated.
ALBERT CHAVA...""1NES.

their life and strength for freedom's might, receive there the
baptism of love, truth, and fraternity, and ever will you bless
your stars that you went to Cassadaga.
A lover of truth and scorner of intrigues,
GRACE L. PARKHURST.

Inot
for one fact, and that fact leaves us in the dark. If matter formed all the different objects in existence, under nevervarying laws, I would ask, where did the laws lilome from? It
is not only illogical, but absurd, to say that matter created
laws, then turned around and produced objects out of itself
by using the laws it had created. Laws of every being in the
universe are only creatures, and not creators. Now, Mr. Orthodox or Materialist, where did your laws of nature, as you
call them, come from? Can any of you answer? There are
millions of different laws in existence, but not one that created itself, or one that matter brought into existence. Should
you deem the above worthy of space in your paper, I will, at
some other time, giv my opinion how law came into existence,
when I hope to be able to show that it did not take an orthodox God, or a Materialist's matter, to produce law.
I. D. SEELY, M.D.

HIGHLANDS, N.C., July 3, 284.
MR. EDITOR: If for a short time longer you will excuse me
for not paying the price of the dear old TRUTH gEEKER, I will
try to see you paid up soon. I am paying the price, in some
small degree, at least, it cost its grand old founder, whose
sympathies ran over the walls of prejudice everywhere for the
oppressed of all grades, great or small, high or low.
I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since I first became
acquainted with it and its honored editor at Wolcott, N. Y.,
and I would feel lost without it. My business has been dull
all winter, and continues so up to the present time. We hope
to see it liven up after the Fourth. I sent you our local paper
STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., July 3, 1884.
with the free puff for Freethinkers, which will show what kind
MR. EDITOR: About a fortnight ago, one Rev. J. M. Green,
of Christians we hav here. We hav more Freethinkers than of St. Joseph, Mo., came to our g"dly and priest-ridden town,
the numbers stated, of all kinds, but only ten are as yet edu- Stewartsville, Mo., to lecture against· Infidelity, and, his
cated up to an understanding of themselvs and the demands friends said, to totally destroy the Infidels, and knock R. G.
before them, else the Christians would hav no power to injure Ingersoll entirely out of the ring.· I went to hear him speak
my business. But it seems that that is the thing we are to in the Methodist church, and must say that if low slang and
look out for. When I came here they had no organized church, vile abuse will destroy Infidelity, then it was certainly deand Christians and all society were very kind and fraternal, stroyed.
but the money and influence of a very wealthy lady of an overMr. Green then challenged any Infidel to meet him in a disbearing nature soon brought about a change in the condition cussion. I offered to discuss with him then and there. He
of society. First, a Presbyterian minister was obtained to re- refused on the ground that it was Sunday, and not a fit dayside here, and to organize a church, and now they are building for Infidels, I suppose he nieant--,-but said he would meet me,
up a very grand church, and I sometimes think that as that or any other Infidel, even R. G. Ingersoll himself. After
goes up I must go down, or my living, rather.
three or four weeks a meeting was agreed upon to take place
We hav great advantages here for a healthy resort for winter at the Opera House in Stewartsville, on the night of the 30th
or summer, and I believe I could do well if it we1·e not for of June, between Mr. J. E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kansas,
this Christian opposition. Several hav told me that if more and J. M. Green, of St. Joseph, Mo. On the day appointed
such men as I am come here good Christians will hav to leave, both men were here, and the Opera House was well filled.
and the minister says I am tearing down the work he is build- Mr. Remsburg delivered his lecture, one of the finest ever
ing up. Of course you see the drift. I must be starved out given in this part of the country. But where, oh! where, was
in order to sustain the holy cause. Several of the Presbyterian the destroyer of Infidelity? Instead of coming to the hall, as
ministers come up here every summer, but never stay with us, was agreed upon, he organized a meeting in the Methodist
and worse, I be-lieve the influence of the pious frauds is very church, and tried hard to get all the people to go his way,
damaging to my business.
.
JosEPH FRITTS.
but made quite a failure. He dare not meet ns! He dare not
[Mr. Fritts keeps the "Highlands House," at Highlands, let his followers hear the other side, or else, like Othello, his
Macon Co., North Carolina, which he advertises as follows! occupation would be gone. This is only one of the many
"Altitude nearly 4,000 feet. Summer resort, unsurpassed for cases where they hav agreed to meet Infidels in an open field,
equable climate, pure, invigorating air, pure, cold, spring and failed to do so. Does this not show conclusivly that their
water, and grand mountain scenery. All whp try our very
long, cool, and delightful summers, whether they come from cause is a bad one. All ought to read Mr. Remsburg's lecture
the South or the North, the West or the East, are alike pleased, delivered here. It shows what the Bible and Christians hav
and pronounce this the best place east of the Rockies for those done, and what the Infidels and Freethinkers hav done. It
who seek health and natural scenery. Invalids are greatly shows where ignorance and superstition most abound, there
benefited. No musketoes and few flies. Our quiet town of the Christians with their hell-making God flourish best. But
300 inhabitants is very beautifully located in a large valley on
FruENDsmP, N. Y., July 13, 1884.
the crest and northwe~t slope of the Blue Ridge, about four where education and intelligence hav found their way, FreeMR. EmTon: For nearly three years my pen has been mostly miles from the Georgia line. The hotel is situated in the cen- thinkers and Infidels are fast coming to the front. 'l'he
silent-impaired health; hence no brain force. But the tocsin ter of the town. Twenty-five minutes' walk to the top of Mt. world dc>es move, and so do the people. We are now just
notes from the watchtower of Hon. A. B. Bradford, the trum- Satula, giving one of the mountain views of the whole range. beginning to see light. May the good work go on till priestpet call of ::>. 1:'•. t"utnam, and the rallying words of H. L. :lili.vo :ro.i.loo' a .....:...... o. -t.o tho top o£ -t:.ho. -Fnrnrl1HtWhit.As::::ir1A Mnllnt.A.in craft, lJ115uL~y, n.n.d ouporotition are thinBg o£ the pnot. They
Four miles to the falls of the Cullasaja. Other grand peaks,
Green, Esq., infuse and enthrill my soul, and should speak to scenes, and waterfalls too numerous to mention, all within are fast fading away.
the heart and conscience of every true Liberal. To the res- easy distance. Good rooms. Pleasant suites of rooms for
Inclosed please find one dollar, for which you will please
cue, to action! is blown on every breeze. Truly the times are families, plainly furnished. Table supplied with the best the send me two copies of the "Crimes of Preachers," and a few
propitious. Yet how many sit supinely content with personal markets afford. Terms, $1.25 per day; $6 per week; $20 per of J. E. Remsburg's " False Claims." They are doing good
ease? And those, too, calling themselvs Liberals, arrogant month (four weeks). Special rates to families. Satisfaction missionary work here.
S. N. BRADFORD.
guaranteed. Come to Seneca City, Walhalla, or Tululah Falls,
that they ure not orthodox. Does not the history of the late or via Asheville to Webster or Franklin, and take hack from
A LETTER TO ELMINA.
past-our leaders immured in felon"s cells, the encroachments either place for Highlands, or Cunningham's stage from Frankof 'the church, the vigilance of the Gad-in-the-Constitution lin to Highlands.)
SouTH RoYALTON, VT., July 14, 1884.
movement-challenge to action, to watchfulness, to vigilance?
DEAR SieTER: Are you sincere in saying you would giv your
Not words alone, but actions, deeds, are needed. Wise, able
XENIA, OHm, June 18, 1884.
bottom dollar to know that our departed liv again? When
leaders, counsellors; able, fearle&s presses-these should and
MR. EDITOR: It is amusing to see our wise men on the old every quarter of the globe is being filled with the wonderful
must be appointed, established, and sustained. The National fogy plain of religion, and our wise men on the Liberal side doings of those very spirits whom you so long to hear from
Liberal League must be made a success-a triumph. Let one of religion, cross swords and spar away from one year's end and know that they exist; when the sick are healed, the
and all resolve to attend the Cassadaga Freethought Conven- to another, without giving us middle men one fact to improve lame made to walk, and mourners are comforted, can you
tion and the conjoint League Convention. Numbers giv en- upon. One says that a great or little God made everything still say, I don't know? Why, right here in South Royalton
conrRgement and influence. Only let the Liberals and those that exists out of nothing, when any fool knows that nothing village we are having cures donli through a woman's organism
only yet half evoluted come within the influence of these earn- does not exist. The other side says that matter is all the God which surpass any recorded in the Bible, except the raising of
est, devoted leaders who will then champion the cause from there is, and that is the only cause that exists. I believe the the dead, and may yet hav that, so many are in a tranee and
the rostrum, and selfishness and supine inaction and indif- last theory to be as foolish as the first. If the orthodox God are being buried alive. Mrs. W. S. Russell is a farmer's wife
ference will be shamed and retired. Then the hoarded dollars exists, he or she is an object, and no object ever placed itself about fifty, I should judge. She first began to hear voices tell:
will flow into the channel that is to giv life, new impetus, the into existence; hence there must hav been something or some- ing her to go and doctor an old man who had got hurt by a
real sine"·s to this movement which is struggling to lift hu- body prior to their god, or such a god could not exist. The fall. Very reluctantly she did go, and by laying her hands on
manity from superstition's chains, fetters, and darkness, into above position is not a debatable one, as there is no reason or him and rubbing, she cast out the pain and cured him. Since
light--,-the glorious light of love and freedom. Although Lib- philosophy in existence that can upset the truth. On the then she has treated all kinds of sicknesses. One little girl
eralism has made vast strides, yet the coils of superstition, the other side, the Materialists say just as the orthodox do, that twelve years old fell and injured her spine so she was parworld's fear, enslave the thousands, and to few indeed is it an there was a time when matter was without form and void, but alyzed from the waist down-could not feel a pin if inserted
easy or even possible condition to think, speak, and act with by and through its own inherent powers it has made millions in her flesh-for nearly two years. The doctors said she
freedom. Religious prejudice ramifies all business pursuits; of objects out of itself. This theory is just as untenable as could never walk. Her father carried her in his arms up into
its devotees are still dictators. This must be overcome, and the other, and neither to me is true, as both positions are Mrs. Russell's rooms. 1The next day she walked. Her crutches
equality of rights and beliefs established. Absolute Free- only based upon assumptions, without one particle of proof. are left for any caller to see. It is needless to tell you her
thought is the basis of all reform; to establish this is the mis- That matter always existed I b~lieve, but I do not believe that parents were almost crazed with joy, for she was the oldest of
sion of the league; its pe1·petuity ami advancement the aim matter of itself has, or ever had, one particle of power, either the family, and they were very short of what some hav more
and method of all Liberal organizations. Therefore let not to act upon itself or any other object. I care not what kind than they know how t() get rid of. She is now at work for two
the standard bearers flag in energy, vigilrmce, defense; or ag- of divisible matter you may take, it is impossible for any man dollars per week.
gressivness until sectarian influence has become a thiug of the living to demonstrate that matter has one particle of power
Another poor cripple, who had not set his foot down on the
past, and all religions or no religion shall stand equal before or motion unless it is acted npon. Now the great question floor for twenty years, was made to walk by one or two treatthe law and public sentiment.
for our wise men on either side to demonstrate and under- ments; says two thousand dollars would not tempt him to be
Either Col. Ingersoll, Geo. Chainey, or S, P. Putnam would stand, is this, What is it that acts upon and through matter, put back as he was before. He livs here, and is well-known
be a tower of light as president of the League-either of the and places millions of objects in existence? If it is not the among the people. Cancers and tumors are being cured and
trio who can giv the "whole man" to the work. From our orthodox God, or the Materialist's matter, what is it? I dAfy removed from the system. Many cases of lameness caused
limited outlook, Geo. Chainey seems the man, his soul is any man living to prove that a God ever produced one single by rheumatism hav been cured. S_he has all the patients she
girded for and in the work; other professions or business en- object out of matter, or that matter, under any conditions, can treat in this vicinity and in towns around. Now, Elmina,
vironments do not command him as they do Col. Ingersoll and ever proauced one single object out of itself. Again, the above please tell me what does these cures? Facts are stubborn
things. I hav just received a blessing on my poor head from
S. P. Putnam, and the present honored president, T. B. Wake- being facts, what did form objects out of matter?
I do not deem the orthodox theory of creation worthy a good Brother Seward Mitchell, by way of a postal. Many
man. With "concentration, no compromise, and liberality of
method" as motto; and Chainey " of noble thought, earnest comment, as to me it is a false theory, and nothing else. The thanks. I take no credit to myself for that letter to Miss
spirit,•and eloquent tongue " as president, victory would seem Materialists, in my opinion, are, as yet, far from solving the Wixon. I merely obeyed the promptings of the spirit. Also
assured.
problem. When we reason from analogy, we become satisfied received a note of thanks from .Scranton, Pa., from a mourner.
One word more: May evel·y Liberal appoint himself a com- that all planets are heavenlybodiesJ that hav sufficient oxygen
Now I wish Materialists in all candor to tell me why the·
mittee of ono to advance the cause, disseminate its literature, surrounding them to produce a certain amount of light; hav bereaved heart so hungers and cries out after knowledge and
and urge to united action and effort all within his influence. human beings upon their surface, the same, or nearly the will not be satisfied when the loved ones are laid .away out of
Let" Ho! for Cassadaga"' be the greeting and the effort; canvass same, as the earth, and came into existence in the same way. sight. Not long ago I received a card from an aged man
your towns, wards, and cities, and assemble en masse at the The l\Iaterialists claim that it is the laws of evolution, at- asking me to tell him what real evidence I bad that there was
beautiful camp-gronnds, inbreathe the inspiration, listen to the traction, and development that giv the power to matter to, another life. Poor old man, be was in the dark, groping his
~loquence, tbe glorious 140spel of freedom of those who giv form objects.
This would be a very plausible theory were it way into the cold grave, and not one ray of light could he see
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beyond! My heart aches with sympathy for all such, and
gladly would I giv them light, and hope, and knowledge too,
of the life which awaits every child of earth. These are my
humble views, and why should any true Liberals hav any objection to them? In union alone can we as Liberals do our
work for humanity. Let us hav harmony of action, and giv
the same freedom to others we wish to enjoy, and we can
move mountains and fill up valleys until the earth a garden
shall indeed become! Men and women shall walk together as
brothers and sisters in all the occupations of life, and make
one family here as they will be in heaven.
I hav just received from Brother H. L. Green a certificate
of membership of the Freethinkers' Association of New York.
Many thanks. I will labor for the cause in my humble way.
Liberty and freedom to do right shall be my watchword in the
future, as it always has been in the past.
MRs. H. J. SEVERANCE.

the htlp of Combe, Huxley, Darwin, Bennett, Paine, Elmina.,
and a host of others, I hav succeeded in doing, so that I feel
cleaner and safer in this life, and this contin"ued, than any of
my acquaintance that say they hav been cleansed from all sin
by the blood of the Lamb.
Now you all see at my age I hav only twenty-seven years
~eft for reading and reflection, and in view of all that is, and
JB to be known, how very, very little it is that I know. Thus
you see this is sufficient excuse for my not attempting to eulogize our friend and hero, D. M. Bennett. But Robert Ingersoll says in his lecture, "Con;~e, let us be fair now; let us be
honest, good friends," etc. We agree with him. Then let us
look at this cleansing by blood. Does it not cleanse too much,
or too many? The most of our criminals to-day, according to
our religious press, go direct from the scaffold to heaven.
Now, let us all be fair. I am when I say let me go to hell, or
hades, at least-with good, solid, social women and men, including D. M. Bennett and many others. They cannot keep
us there long, let us pray.
M. B. DELANO.

bors' rights are considered to be as sacred as our own, we shall
cease to keep dogs to plunder, rob, and steal; to kill sheep
and frighten children, or to take bread from the little one's
mouths. If, now and then, a dog saves a life, ten more are
lost from dog-bites, or might be saved from starvation by food
fed to useless, mangey curs. Each man loves his own special
canine, and so would he love a bear or wolf if he had one as
a companion and a pet. One might pet a black snake, but
what right hav we to let it go into the yards and homes of our
nPighbors, and frighten, annoy, and, perhaps, bite them?
True, this is a free country, but no one is free to do wrong.
If a dog can be kept at home and insured against annoying
others, perhaps there is no wrong in owning it. Nor would
there be in owning a cobra or rattlesnake.
Truly,
ELMIJS'A.

ONEIDA., July 8, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER another
year. Its weekly visits are like those of a tl"ied and true friend,
like a guide upon which we can ever rely. It is sure to bring
BURTON, TEXAS, June 17, 284.
something good. The articles from the pen of John Peck are
MR. EDITOR: In the working of the notorious murderer and alone worth the price of the subscription; and many others
thief, Majors, in California recently, we hav another example are very interesting and instructiv. I liv in a town of churches
of how the recruiting agency for heaven works, but withal, and grog-shops, and of course we hav plenty of Jesus and him
no doubt, the devil was ahead, as the poor old man he bad crucified. The Salvation Army nuisance is here-- they get
murdered for his cash had no time to thus prepare.
some recruits from the dregs of the town. I hav attended one
It certainly does seem that. our law-makers are blind to the meeting. It reminds me of a play that I used to take pa1·t in
injustice of society, by allowing this silly practice of priests forty years ago, when I attended school, that we called "Old
interfering with criminals condemned to the gallows. The Bloody Tom." They seem to hav a great deal of trouble with
very object the law intends as an example to others is the old orthodox devil. While they were quarreling with his
defeated in a very great measure by this course, from the fact satanic majesty, one of those old-style hymns came to my mind
it detracts from many of the terrors that the execution would that used to be sung in the churches. I thought I could imotherwise hav, and here is where some of the demands of Lib- prove upon it a little. And now I will send it to you and see
eralism will. work well for the good and safety of law-abiding how you like the improvement:
citizens, as well as in many others, if we should ever get them
Now I can read my title clear
To liberty below,
allowed To abolish the clergy from all state and government
I hav no jealous God to fear,
affairs is sure to cause a healthy reaction that is so much
As Clnistian people do.
desired.
·
When
priests against my soul engage,
It cannot be denied that the thieves, murderers, and wrongAnd hellish darts be hurled,
doers generally, nearly always take on a full cargo of prayer
Then I cnn smile at pious rage,
and faith to sustain their consciences in all sorts of rascality;
And fnce a Christian world.
and why should they not?
Let Talmage now in fury storm,
Believing in the· Bible they can find where it upholds
And showers of brimstone fall;
murder, theft, rape, concubinage, and anything else, and in
His ranting cannot do me harm,
I
do not scare at all.
another place it commands, "Thou shalt not kill." But, if
you do kill, why, it's 0 K. God will forgiv you if you only
But journeying onward thou my soul
To the spirit home of rest;
ask. Can there be anything more silly? Indeed, the thief on
And not a sulphurous wave shall roll
the cross is constantly being pointed out by the aerial pilots as
Across my peaceful breast.
one of God's double-geared means of salvation, the most inI guess I hav scribbled about enough for once. I shall send
famous doctrin, in my opinion, ever preached, and calculated
to inspire the faithful to thieve and murder. When our conn- for a few books as soon as I can spare tho money. Also for
try becomes enlightned enough to elect such men as Col. our noble martyr's picture, D. M. Bennett.
Hespectfully,
G. BEEDEE.
Ingersoll president, then, and only then, can we look for true
reform.
H. B. .JONES.
GARFIELD, COJ~., .July 4, 284.

ST. Lours, MICH., July 6, 1884.
EDITOR: I hav been a reader of your TRUTH SEEKER
for the last three years or more, it being the first and about
the only Freethought paper I ever read-having been a devoted Methodist until I was over sixty years of age, endeavoring honestly to lay up a treasure in heaven; but for many
years, while serving in the church in the capacity of leader,
etc., there were many glaring inconsistencies which I never
could reconcile with reason and common sense. For instance,
we should always be ready to giv a reasonable answer for the
hope that was within us. Our Christian poets said there was
"a heaven over yonder skies, a heaven where pleasure never
dies; a heaven I sometimes hoped to see, but feared again 'twas
not for me "-for if the righteous scarcely be saved, where will
the ungodly and the sinner appear-the question being asked,
"Are there few that be saved?" and the declaration made that
"many should be called, but few chosen-many should come
and the door would be shut."
It seems they expected a happy admission, set forth their
claim as having cast out devils and in Christ's name· done
many mighty works. They appear to hav been true believers,
but they made some sad mistakes and were denounced-" depart from me, ye workers of iniquity; I never knew you."
After volumes of thought on the seeming contradictions and
uncertainties of salvation, or of anybody being saved-for if
we kept the whole law and offended in one point, we were then
guilty of the whole-it occurred to me that there really would
be few saved ... Then, again, should I accidentally be saved
myself, how would I feel .not to find in heaven the mother
whom I lost when I was a child, and many of my children, and
the multitude of friends I hav? In my serious meditation my
religiolf was not very satisfactory to me.
Again, when I read the various do!Jtrins from the different
sects, their different theories filled me with. utter confusion.
Calvinism ran something like this: God did decree before all
things just what he meant to do. From out the wreck of hnman souls he'd save a very few. What a horribl_e_(JQnceptiC>_!!
------- -------- --- --·-:tV:rrN NEAPOLIS'0 1Y.UNN;, dUly ·~;· -;!15'1'.
-.- ofalUStanagooa·Gocn - - - - - - - - - ---· -·MR. EDITOR: For one of your most pious readers please giv
Since reading THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its many able contributors who labor for the good of their fellow-beings, and this pious poem a place in the very pious and logical TRUTH
suffer imprisonment in the cause of humanity; whose purity SEEKER:
TRUTH.
of purpose is unquestioned, and who could be trusted to anyTruth, a poem of instructions;
thing, and anywhere, I wish to say to a~ I my Methodist friends
Truth for Liberals to read;
and everybody else that I depend entirely upon good behavTruth from logical deductione;
ior; and if perchance any of us should do anything wrong, if
Truth does Christian's faith exceed.
Truth, if fully understoodit is ever made right we'll hav to do it ourselvs. I do not beTruth is universal good.
lieve God ever said, " Go kill the Canaanites, the women and
Truth do seek and find.
the children too." Yon know it isn't right.
Truth
is precious and we love it;
And as for prayer, why, that won't change God's purposes,
'fru th most high and holy aim;
you know, for he has fixed all things by law to rule this world
Truth above all else we covet;
below.
Truth does giv eternal fame.
Oh, how I rejoice in Freethought, this new and_ cheerful
Truth, should God and heaven failreligion ! It is growing very rapidly. The seal es of Ignorance
Truth will triumph and prevail.
Truth do speak and mind.
and superstition are'dropping fast.

Mn.

Let us blame no one for anything,
We're undeveloped yet;
The more mistakes and blunders here,
The clearer light we'll get.

0 you mighty host of Freethinkers, how I admire you all!
You hav come up out of the horrible pit of miry clay; and
you are well established.
I hav just been reading D. F. Marrs, of Texas. How I admire his thoughts! How I love to read Freethought I I do
not expect to meet any of you. I livhere in the woods. I get
THE TRUTH SEEKER regularly and I hav your company constantly; and how cheerful I feel ! I think my last days are
being my best days.
If I should mention you all by name the list would be too
long. Allow me to mention one-" my man," John Peck. I
would giv a dollar to shake hands and see him five minutes.
But I must close. I enjoy a constant love-feast with you all.
Your honest Agnostic friend,
C. P. LUDWIG.
SouTH HARnE, N. Y., Jnly 2, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: We would like to say something in honor and
memory of the lofty and great hero! D. l\'L Be~net~, but what
can we say after reading what was smd atlhe dedication recently
by Mrs. A. C. -Macdonald, 8. P. Andrews, T. B. Wakeman, and
all that was said there? We can add nothing but Amen and
Amen!
.
Considering all things, Mr. Bennett, we think, was a wonderful man. Few realize what is sure to come of his real life and
teachings. He was closely allied to nature and her laws, and
when such laws are better known, then D. M. Bennett will be
more fully appreciated. He is t) this age what Thomas Paine
was to 1776-the former a great neutralizer of the gods, the
latter of kings and tyrants. Together they show the dnality
of nature.
To-day I am sixty-seven years old, having spent twenty
years in sleep, ten in unconscious youth, and about ten more
lost in extricr;ting myself from and above false teachings from
my father (who wa~ a preacher) and other friends; which, by
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Truth is truth seeker's ambition;
Truth the glory of the past;
Truth, improving man's condition;
Truth is now progressing fast;
Truth is union, love, and light;
Truth will all mankind unite;
Truth do always heed.
Truth THE TRUTH SEEKER is tellingTruth that all mankind should prize;
Truth THE TRUTH SEEKER is sellingTruth, instead of holy lies.
Truth is logical and light;
'fruth was Bennetts great delightTruth to prove and speed.
Truth we BRek and find;
Truth we speall: and mind;
Truth we prove and heed;
Truth we love and speed.
E. N. KINGSLEY.
VALLEY FALLS, KAN., June 3, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Please state in your valuable paper whether
the taenirL echinoccus, or parasite which is described in Mrs.
Blenker's "Darwin's," really exists in the dogs of this country,
and I am sure you will oblige several of your readers.
Respectfully,
YouTHFVL READER.
MRS. BLENKER'S REPLY.
To "Youthful Reader" I would say that the article treating
upon the tape-worn in dogs was taken from one of tb<O most
reliable hygienic papers, The Oneida Circular, and the author
of it refers us to such high authorities as Prof. Verrell, Dr.
Krabbe, and Dr. Cobbold as proof of his statements. We
rely-on geologists for our information concerning drift deposits,
glaciers, rocks, formations, the coal age, etc., and on botonists
as to classes, species, and natural localities of plants and trees,
and on astronomers for facts concerning stars, moons, planets,
comets, and eclipses. And why not rely on medical authorities as to the origin of diseases and their nature?
The dog must go. It is only a question of time. When
hunting for wild game is no longer a pastime, and our neigh-

Mn. EDITOR:·! dO not WlRD to trUUUle you llll Llltl lllUt", utn

I hav circulateu another petition, and therewith I proceed to
sencl you twenty-one names of petitioners for state secularization. This one I circulated here in Garfield and in l\Ionnrcb
Land. Freethinkers are not very numerous here. The barvest is plentiful, bnt the laborers nre few. It is very bard
work climbing these mountains looking for Freethinkers; hut
just as soon as I can find that mountain from whence I can
see all the kingdoms of the earth I shall go up and take a look
around. I hav been above timber-line quite often, and hav
seen but a very small portion of the United States-! ot alone
all the kingdoms of the earth.
Neither Garfielrl nor Monarch is tormenteu with a church,
and perhaps that is the reason I hav not seen a single intoxicated person here, and Monarch is Llesscd with six saloonR
and Garfield with one. It was here proposed to start a Sunday-school, but the undertakers thereof could not make the
riffle. It is deemed that the public school is better. A priest
came around bore last summer to take up a collection for the
sisters, and after getting a few dollars he got on a spree. Mr.
Editor, as I am not your commander I do not wiHh to giv yon
orders what to do anu what not to do, hut I do helieve it woulrl
be a good idea to bav the '' Iron-clnrl and Manna .Series"
bound in volumes, and also the "Truth Seeker Tracts" from
No. 140 to 1G3 with Nos. 11, 12, and 13 of "::>cicntific Serie:l.''
But the question is, will it pay to do it?
HENllY BIHCI!LING.
NonFOLK, NEn., .July V, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I am a constant reader of your paper, but not
a subscriber. .Jobn Geiger, a gentleman living here, sends it
to me, hoping, as he says, to open my eyes on superstition.
Now, Mr. Editor, I wish to ask one question, ancl I hope
you will giv it space in your paper. Nearly all your radical
writers go in for liberty; they hold Bob IngRrsoll above Cbl"ist
because, they say, he does more good. Now, I ask, ut any of
Bob Ingersoll's lectures did you ~ver know of any one going
out and inviting those that were destitute to come in and bav
this blessed gospel preach eel to them? Bob Ingersoll is a Ia wyer- what more need be Hnid'l-but if Liberals are so lib~rnl
why not giv a poor workman, or poor workwoman a cbanro~
to bear your Almighty God'/ '.!'rnly yours,
An SLOCt:~r.
[Mr. Slocum must be looking for r. free ticket. His case is
anticipated by two Boston young mc n who made a wager ns to
whether the colonel would giv them passes, and when bo
did, paid the price and hnd the passes framed as a quietus on
just such gentlemen as ~Ir. Slocum.- ED. T . .S. J
RocHEWrEn, July 3, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which please send the
worthy TnuTII 8EEKEl\ one year to the address below. Am
ple'\sed with it in most all respects, and hav received it I·eguIarly since you received my subscription, or rather from the
time I ordered it. Yon may use my name as being in favor of
the petition for state secularization.
Yours as ever for truth,
l\I. E. LISCHER.
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know that the old Greeks and Romans made
the owl an emblem of wisdom, and dedicated
it to Minerva, who was regarded as the goddess
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, FaU River, of wisdom and liberal knowledge ?"
Just then the owl uttered a fearful screech
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
that sent Etta and her mother running from
COrner shiYUld be sent.
the room, at which Stephy and his father
laughed immoderately.
" His llfe is long whose work is well,
"Never miml, Stephen, we will keep the
And be his station low or high,
He who the most good works can tell,
owl, anyway, no matter what they say, and
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
you must feed it and care for it."
"That I will, father.
I'll look out for it;
never fear."
A Child's Night-Thoughts.
Stephen was Mr. Diggles's son by a former
They put her to bed In the darkneBB,
wife, and Etta was Mrs. Diggles' daughter by
And bade her be quiet and good;
a former husband, and the two c.:hildren did
But she sobbed In the alienee, and trembled,
not get on very well together. They might
Though she tried to be brave a.s she could.
hav lived very happily, but Etta and her
~'or the night waa so real, so awful!
mother were always thinking that Mr. Diggles
A mystery closing around,
Like the walls of a deep, deep dungeon,
thought more of Stephen than he did of them,
That hid her from sight and sound.
and being each of a fretful disposition, they
So stlfltng, so empty, so drearyhad a hard time of it all around.
'fhat horror of lonellness black !
"He brought the ugly bird home just to
She fell asleep, moaning and fearing
please Stephen; I know he did," Etta said to
That morning would never come back.
her mother. "I've a great mind to kill it."
A baby must bear its own sorrow,
"I know that is why he brought it home, but
Since none understands it aright;
it will not do to kill it, for we do not know
But at IBBt from her bosom was llfted
what might happen to us if we did," and Mrs.
That terrible fear of the night.
Diggles shook her head. I don't know but
One evening the hands that undressed her
owls are in league with magicians and things!"
Led her out of the door close by,
And bade her look up for a moment"Pooh! I don't believe that. AILd still we
Up into the wonderful sky,
don't know. His eyes look like eat's eyes. Oh,
Where the planets and constellations,
I think it is just dreadful to be so tormentedDeep. rooted in darkness, grew
how he did screech!" Etta shivered, and drew
Like blossoms from dark earth blooming,
up her shoulders. "I wish he'd pick Stephen's
All sparkllng with slivery dew.
eyes out."
It seemed to bend down and meet her"You shouldn't say so, my child."
'fhat luminous purple dome;
" Can't help it-an old screech owl!" and
Sue waa caught up tn a glory,
Where her baby heart was at home;
Etta began to stamp her feet ant:l kick:
Time went on and Etta and Stephen had
Like a ah-lld in its father's garden,.
As glad as a chlld could be,
many a word·battle about the bird, and Mrs.
In the fe~llng of perfect protection
Diggles fretted and sputtered away, 11nd tried
And llmltless Uberty.
to prevail on Mr. Diggles to get rid of it someAnd this had been all around her,
way, but he paid no attention to her, and the
Whlle she shuddered alone In bed!
bird lived and throve under Stephy's manage'fhe beautltul, grand revelation
ment.
With ecstasy sweet she read.
One day, however, the owl was observed to
And she sank Into sound chlld ~lumber,
droop, and th~ next morning Stephy found him
All folded in B!Jiendors high,
dead in his cage.
All happy and soothed wl th blessings
Breathed out or the heart of the sky.
"Oh, my owl, my owl!" he sobbed.
"What's the matter with your old owl?" inAnd I doubt not in ltke manner
Might vanish, as with a breath,
quired Etta.
The gloom and the lonely terror
"It is dead," sobbed Stephy.
or the mystery we call death.
"Glad of it!" chorused Etta and her mother,
------~------L_u_cy La.·com,
as they exchanged glances.
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"What did you bring that horrid old owl
here for?" exclaimed Mrs. Diggles, with a
frown, as Mr. Diggles deposited on a chair a
great brown owl with solemn, yellow-brown
eyes that seemed always saying, " 1 know a
great deal more than you giv me credit for!"
"I shall hav to take care of it, I know," continned Mrs. Diggles. "I always do hav to
look out for your sq uinels, rabbits, horned
toads, and all other outlandish jiggeries that
von litter the house of with. Oh, dear!"
" "I'll take care of him myself, Tabitha," said
Mr. Diggles. "Who knows but what he may
be of great service to some of us yet!"
"Great fiddlesticks! Who wants such a
horrible looking thing as that. about the house?

.. :r.·n
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and so he did. When he was brought home,
Mr. Diggles said he looked almost as good as
new.
"But he can't wink," said Stephy, "and he
can't eat, and he can't screech."
"There's your bird of good omen," sneered
Mrs. Diggles ·, "and now you've been to the
expense of stuffing him, what does he amount
to? I shouid like to kn.ow."
"He.may be a bird of good omen, after all,"
said Mr. Diggles, as he n_laced the owl, that
wO'nld screech no more, on the top of the oldfashioned clock in the corner.
"Is he mine, J·ust the same?" asked Ste1)hy.
"Just the same, my boy, he is vours always,"
"
and Mr. Diggles patted his son's head.
"Stuffing and all?'" said Etta sne~ringly.
"Yes, stuffinoa and all," replied Mr. Diggles.
When Stephy was sixteen he took a notion
to go to sea. His father tried to dissuade him
from the idea, but nothing would change his
mind that was fully made up, and to sea he
went.
He started on a whaling cruise, and 'vas
"
gone three ye~rs. He came home with some
money, some bits of wisdom, and splendid
health, but he did not remain home long.
He had breathed the air of liberty that a "home
on the rolling deep" inspires, and, restless
and uneasy, he longed to be riding over the
bounding billows again.
Etta and her mother had never noticed him
a great deal, and were secretly glad to hav
him away. His father, who was growing aged,
and who loved him clearly, did not want h1'm
to go, however.
"I shall never see "''OU again, my son," he
said, with tears in his eyes.
"Oh, you must not think that," said
Stephen.
"I cannot liv always, you know," was his
answer. "However, if you wish to go, you
are old enough to choose, and I will not stand
in your way more than I did at first. But if
you
do not find me here when you come
back-"

~::lee the old fool wink! Such great staling eyes!
'l'hey say owls associate with ghosts, and all
such creatures that go prowling about in the
night time,'' and Mrs. Diggles sighed heavily.
"I thought may be Stephy would be pleased
with it, and Etta, too. It might amuse them
both," suggested Mr. Diggles.
"I'm sure Etta would not so much as look
attheuglyold creature," snapped Mrs. Diggles.
" Woulcl yon, Etta?"
"No, indeed, ma," lisped Etta. "I hav
something else to think of besides such an illlooking object as that, winking and blinking
at nothing...
At that moment Stephy entered the room.
"0 father, it's a regular owl, a night bird.
Where did you get it? What a splendid fellow! What horns! My! but he's a beauty."
"There! I knew you'd like to hav it," said
his fat h er, gleefully. "It is only the common
American screech owl, but it is a handsome
fellow, nevertheless. You can study up about
the owl family, and you'll find it quite interesting, I dare say. After all, owls are of
great use to humanity."
"How? in what way? I should like to know.'"
snapped Mrs. Diggles.
"0 h , by destroying the mice, destructiv insects, beetles, and the like."
"You'll find your stuffed owl," laughed
"It's a bird of ill-omen, anyway," said Etta.
' 1Ul the poets and learned people say so."
Etta.
"Yes, and take care of it Stephen," said his
"Yes," said her mother, "the scriptures f a th er, " an d d on 't 1et It
· get destroyed."
speak disparagingly of it, and almost everybody
H e s hippe d f or anoth er three years, and
ooks upon it with horror."
was soon off for the Arctic seas.
"B
h
ecanse t ey do not know any better,"
When it was nearly time to be thinking of
a ugh eel Mr. Diggles. "We will hope this coming home again, he heard that his dear old
• d · 1 b8
t>Ir wil
one of good omen. Do you not father was dead, and then he felt no mchna-

I

tion to return, but, in. another port, again ished women when the news came out. St
shipped for a still longer cruise.
phen's own accumulations, of course, added to
He met with some drawbacks, but he always his means. .
·
maintained his integrity, though he picked up! "Who would hav thought it?" said Etta,
some sailor phrases, <>f course, and used some ''such a poor old tramp as he looked to be."
pretty rough language. Unlike many sailors,
"We cannot always judge by appearances,
he saved what he earned, and placed it in that is true," remarked Mrs. Diggles. "If I
savings banks whenever he went into harbor, had supposed he was so rich, I would not hav
so that, eventually, he had a snug little sum slighted him, I am sure."
of money, all his own, that he had earned
"That old owl was a bird of good omen
himself. After awhile he resolved to go home after all," said Etta. "But I wonder if he will
-he had such a longing to see the old place turn us out now," and she sighed wearily.
once mo~e, and, besides, he knew his father
Stephen did not turn them out, but he built
had quite a little property that should by himself a new home, and with his money he
right belong to him. He had just been ship- makes many people happy. He regards wealth
wrecked, and was in a sorrowful plight when as a means to do good, and many a wanderer
he presented himself at the door of his old has felt to heartily bless his name. He does
home.
not follew the sea now, but while he helps his
"Good evening!" he said to Mrs. Diggles.
fellow-men, he makes a specialty of assisting
"And what do yon want?" inquired that shipwrecked sailors, and rumor has it that he
lady.
will erect a Home for that class of our common
"A night's longing, if you please. Do you brotherhood in memory· of his fath~r, and i
not know me?"
will stand in place of a marble monument
"No, I don't. I snppose you are a tramp." more enduring and superior, inasmuch as i
"I am Stephen Diggles. Do yon not know will bless and help the poor and unfortunate,
me, Etta?" As he was bronzed by exposure, as no marble block or granit pile can do.
and bearded by time, he did not wonder they
did not recognize him.
Our Puzzle Box.
"I do not know you, I'm sure," said Etta.
1.
"I hav no acquaintance with tramps. What
THE BISHOP OF OXFORD'S RIDDLE.
makes your clothes so ragged ?"
I hav a large box, two lids, two caps, two
"I hav been shipwrecked, and lost all I had
musical instruments, two established meas
on board."
ures, a great number of articles that a car
"It's too bad-I'm sorry for yon, but, of penter cannot dispense with; then I hav
course, your father is dead, if you are Stephen, always about me a couple of good fish, and a
and things are changed, and-and-and we great number of a smaller size and tribe, two
cannot entertain you here," said Mrs. Diggles, lofty trees, some gaudy flowers, and the fruit
of an indigenous plant, two peaceful llllimals
with dignity.
and a number of smaller and less tamed tribe
"1-I-don't see the-old owl, anywhere," also, a fine stag, a number of whips withou
said Stephen, glancing up at the old clock.
handles, two halls or places of worship, some
"Oh, the stuffed owl!-why, where is it, weapons of warfare, and a number of we\tther
cocks, the steps of a hotel, the House of Com
Etta?"
mons on the eve of a division, two scholars
"I put it in the attic. I suppose yon know, and some Spanish grandees to wait on them
if you are Stephen, that your father made his What am I?
will, and ths homestead and other property is
2.
ours, as long as mother lives. I wrote yon at
the time."
WORD SQUARE.
"Yes; I believe you did. But I -would
1. A celebrated naturalist;
like to-hav-the owl," said Stephen, slowly.
2. A relativ;
3. A flower;
"I shall not dispute your right to it, I'm
4. A tribe of Indians;
sure;'' laughed Etta.
5. An animal;
Taking a light, Stephen went slowly up the
6. A bird;
stairs, and amid the lumber of the attic he
7. A part of the human body.
picked up the old stuffed owl and came down
LANCASHIRE LIL.
with it under his arm.
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was in the attic, and said to him as he came
1. Strombnliform; 2. Quill.
in the room with the owl, "I suppose you can
stay all night-I see it is b<lginning to rain.
The bed room 1'n the back cliambe 1's t o
GEORGE CHAINEY
r no ccupied you can sleep there c
h
t
• an
e no , Wishes to enter into correspondence with Lib
Etta?"
erals throughout the country in reference to
"I don't care - he look s l'k
1 8 a t r a mp, I' m lecture engagements for the coming season
sure " sa1'd Etta brush1'ng past h1'
Mr. Chainey needs no recommendation from
'
'
m.
"No• I th a nk you, I'll fi 11 d a 1oc1gmg
· some- us. We print below a few of his indorsements
where I guess
Good ni'ght" A d off h which certainly are the strongest testimonials
•
' ·
·
n
e
went the poor sh1'pwreck 8 d '1
ever given to any Liberal lecturer, except In
•
s!ll or.
"A sailor isn't afraid of a little wetting," gersoll, in this country:
· t o th e ye 11 owCOL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL: ''Mr. Chalney is one
Sill·a h 8 1augh'mg, an d 1oo ki ng m
or the best thinkers In this country. He has a won
brown eyes of hi's owl
·
der!ul command of language, is full of Imagery,
After some c1elay he fottnd a sh lte fo th comparison, antithesis, !ogle, and beauty. He reels
•
e r r e what he says with his whole heart, and perceives it
n1'ght and was soon so 1111d
I
H d'd
•
as eep.
e I with his entire brain. He is perfectly honest, and
not know what possessed him to take away for that very reason is Intellectually keen. Down
the owl but he fanci'ed 1't was a remembrance right honesty In such a man Is genius. He gtvs a
true transcript of his mind, and glvs it with great
'
of h'IS boy1'sh days ' a bo Y!S
· h f reak h e th oug ht . power. He ts well acquainted with the church
H e went to s le ep th'm k'mg o f th e recap t'Ion h e knows 'all the ways of the theologian, and under
stands the inside of the whited sepulcher of super
had met w1'th at hi's old ho me, of h'IS d ea d an d stttion. His lectures stir me llke trumpets. They
are lllled with the loftiest sptrtt. Eloquent, logtcal,
gone father ' and' lastly
· , o f th e poor old c1us t y and poetic, they are as welcOme and refreshing as
1
the breeze of morning on the cheek of fever."
8 t ff 1
u ec ow ·
"Mr. Ohatney ts a large, well formed, though
As he slept he dream ed · He tho ttght m
· h'IS
rather round.shouldered man. wears no beard, and
dream that the owl came and stood on the side in these days of crops would be called along-haired
man. He has a btg head and broad face. He ts an
of his bed, and winked and blinked as it used orator.
Hts eloquence ts his chief fascination. His
to·, that p r esently 1't began to spe ak .
periods are models of oratorical beauty, and though
ordtnarlly
unimpassioned he occasionally becomes
" I' m a b'Ird of goo d omen, " 1't sa1'd .
intensely strong in his dramatic e:trects. He ts stn
"How d o I know th at ?" h e ask ed . ' ' My gularly graceful of gesture. Hts methods tnsptre
with a conviction of Lis honesty. Hta elouutton
f a th er use d t o say that, b n t h ow can I t e11 th a t one
is masterly. His voice ts magnetic, powerful, ftex
lble, very pleasing. Hts sentiments are beautifully,
you are?"
painted sacrilege. He would make a famous actor.'
" K noc k th e s t u ffi ng ou t of me an d see, " -Scranton
Daily Rtpublwan.
screeched the owl.
"Mr. Chatney's lecture was one of the ·most brlll
oratorical e:trorts ever dellvered tn Creston. We
At that instant, Stephen was awakened by a !ant
doubt tt any lecturer, other than Col. Ingersoll,
1on d erash . H e h ear d a scampermg
·
of ra t s as could use so much of beautlful metaphor."- Creston
he hastily lighted a match to see what was the Commoner.
"Mr. Chatney's enuncla.tlon ts perfeut, his sen
matt er. HI's owl had b een k noc k ed d own an d tences forctble and Impassioned. Like Ingersoll he
has
the happy faculty of clothing an Idea In such a
th rown upon th e fl oor b y 'h
h
t
1
o e ungry ra s, anc pecullarly taking form, that at first thought the con.
h a d , ev1·a en t1 y, f a11 en apar t , as th e fl oor was trary
idea seems an absurdity and an Imposture."
st rewn WI'th a num b er of papers. Ittook on1y Syracuse .Morning Herald.
· t e t o 1'1ght th e 1amp, an d St ep h en th en
Address for particulars
a mmu
began an examination of the papers, which he GEORGE CHAINEY, 33 Clinton Place, N. Y.
di scovere d t o b e U m't ed St at es b on d s to th e
va1ne of severa1 th ousan d d o11ars, to ge th er
THE
WI'th a 1arge b unc h of na t'10na1 green b ack s,
sewed tightly in a leather bag, and all labellea
· h'IS f ath er•s h an d an d a dd resse d t o h'1m m
writing. There was also a last will of his
Working the Year of Science
father, revoking all former wills by him made,
And the Common Computati'ons.
and <riving all the property he possessed, too·
"'
AI m a n a C F ore ver•
gather
with the contents of the owl, to his only
""n
S
h
. 1.
f M
Showing the day or the week for any day of the
son tep en, after amply prov1c Ing or rs. month for all time oast and present and to come,
Diggles chtring her lifetime.
and other useful Information. Price, 40 cents: three
S0 S h
.
t once and for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
11
tep en was a nch man a ~
'
, 4t30
canvassers address
L. Martin.
Mrs. Diggles and Etta were two hifihlY astonBrunswick, Ga.
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Liberal Meetings.
LLeagues and Lt"beral and Spiritualistic Sor:idie$ in tTte
United. States and. Canada meeting regularly can
ticeg of their meetings published. in !hit col..,;_. fru if tTte
officer• will Bend. them to us.]

"'"'no-

MICIDGA.N.
Mus.KE:GON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, comer of Western ave. and
Terrace st.

FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

JOHN E. REMSBURG.
-

Revised and Enlarged.

WISCONSIN.
MILWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League Price, 10 CT~. ~INGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
meets every Sunday evening at Fraternity
AS A
Hall, 216 Grand avenue.-Exercises: Lectures,
Criticisms, and Music.-Admission free.
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT

•
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IT IS UNEXCELLED.

CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed toW. I. Irvine, Sec"retary,
MAINE.
PoRTLAND,-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance· on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
P.M Admittance free. Public invited.
OREGON.
PoBTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BoBTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society
of the Divine Homo" at same place every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2:30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
ALTooNA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PHILADELPHIA.....:.The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Haill,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
PITTBBUBGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWABK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza.
tion; the Church and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

_I,oog:nA 1p Jlell .l'Z7_Ha.}_gey a+ro·"

p__. ......
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consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
•ll.ken. Communications for the League
should be addressod to J, W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
OANADA.
To:aoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. . Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially invited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Catharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
GANANOQUE, 0NT,-Gananoque Secular Society, meets every Sunday evenin!l at eight
o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Library and
Reading Room open all day Sunday. Visitors
and strangers always welcome.
Geo. G.
Meikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
NEW YORK.
AL:BANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State.
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and debates and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEw YoRK CrTY.-The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
and 7:30P.M.
B:aoOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
literature on sale. All invited.-- The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially in-

vitod. Doors open at 2:80P.M.
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Parallels m Other Religions.

Ingersoll's "Works.

UIITEO STATfS AND CAHAOA
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
Some Mistakes of Moses.
cents; cloth, $1.25.

Paper, 50

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
and Prof. George P. Fisher. PaOOMPARED AND REVISED,
per, 50 cents.

By M. E. BILLINGS,
AUTHOR OF

tt

PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO.,
HOLY BIBLE,"

tt

tt

UN-

HOLY MEN AND

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.
What Must We Do
per, 25 cents.

to

be Saved 1 Fa-

WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
COMPLETE WORKS, in One Vol" HOLY CROSS,~~~~--~---· ~ . ----~ .....IUUA~_Unlf'C"H":. ..\IL~f)..- ~- -AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
·severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

ORTHODOXY.
A Lecture by

:Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A new
and valuable book. 35 cents.
J{ueeland's National Hymns.

35 cts.

J{oran (the). A new English edition
of the l{oran of Mohammed, to which i~
added the life of Mohammed, or the hi Atory of that doctrin which was begun nncl
carried on by him in Arabia. Price, $J.GO
Letters of Junius. Two volumes in
one. From the latest London edition.
$1.50.
Letters to Eugenia; or, A Preserva_.tiv Arminst
Religious Preiudices.
Bv
..: DH.roJ.f'
.J.::l:VJ..I.Dll.VU.) a.u.Uu.VJ." UL "\iu"
~J D\t"lfi
of Nature," etc. Translated f1·om the
French by ANTHONY C. MIDDLETON, M.D.
Price, $1.00,
.1J

Life of Thomas Paine, author of
" Common Sense," '' Riglits of Man,"
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and
explanatory observations on his writings.
By GILBERT VALE. $1.00.

The BIBLE-WHEN uE a1 d WHAT?

Medium. Price, 10 cents.
No. 2.-Contrasts In Spirit Life:
And Recent Experiences ot SAMUEL BoWLES, late
editor ot the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the
first five spheres. Also a. thr!II!ng account ot the
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit
world. Written through the hand or CABBIE E. B.
TWING, westfield, N.Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 cents.
Achsa w. Spra&'Ue's and Mary Clark's
Experiences In the First Ten Spheres
or Spirit Ltre.
Medium, ATHALDINE SI£ITH, OsWego, N.Y. Price
20 cents.

Is Life Worth Living. By Wrr.LrAM
H. MALLOOK. Contents: The New Import of the Question, Morality and the
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain
of Morality, Goodness as its own Reward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life
as its own Reward, The Superstition of
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality,
and Natural Theism, The Human Uace
and Revelation, Universal History ana
the claims of the Christian Church, Belief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $l.GO.

"The clergy know that I know tliat they
know that they do not know."

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

Al!~JPfo~e,::~:~a':'a~e~~·Jrs. Carrie E. B. TW!ng,

~~ ntEETHOUGiiT WORKS.
For Sale at THE TRUTH SWER office.
Hume's Essays, Essays and treatises
on various 'subjects. By DAVID HUME,
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's
li~e ana writings, to which are added
dialogues concerning natural religion.
,
Price, $1. 50.

Life of Paine. By J. E. REMRnuna.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

PRICE, 2:i CENTS.

FA RADAY PAMPH LETS.

d

Col Robert G. Ingersoll

One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, wom1m, and chila in
the United States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should Rencl for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for n dollar.
Address THE 'l'IW'l'H SEERER,
33 Clinton I>lace, New York.

No. I.-The Relation of' the Splrltnal to
t;hft Material Universe; tbe Law of' COn•
trol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit
M. Faraday. Price. 15 cents.
No. 2.-0rir;tu of' :LUe_;
Or, Where Man Comes 1rrom. The Evolution ot
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses;
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday, Price,
10 cents.
No. 3.- The Development or the Spirit
Arter Transit.ion.
The Origin ot Rel!g!ons. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.
No. 4.-Tbe Process or Mental Action;
Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price
15 cents.
No. ~.-The Origin or the Christian Relfg.
Jo~"tb.e Pagan Priests ot Rome Originated Chr!st!anlty, Confessions ot Its Founders. Transcribed
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pa.ges. Price, boards, 75
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
Rome, Not Bethlehem, the Birthplace of
Jesus.
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Who Wrote the New Testament?
Extract trom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
BOW:LES PAMPHLETS.
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
No. I.-Experiences of' Sa•nuel Bowles,
Late editor ot the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In
Spirit Lite; or, Lite As He Now Sees It from a. SpirItual Standpoint. Written through the med!umsh!p
ot CABBIE E. B. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 25 cents.
Later Papers ot' Samuel Bowles,
written In August, 1883.

47?'

Being a. ComparisOn ot the Old and New esta.ment
Myths and Miracles With 1hose ot heathen nations or Antiquity, Considering also their
Origin and Meaning. With ~uIdols and Ideals, with an Essays on
merous !Uustrat!ons.
Christianity. By MoNCURE D. CoNWAY,
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of
The object ot the work Is to point out the myths
London. $1.50.
With which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
show that they were held In common with other na·
tiona; and then trace them to their evident origin and If, Then, and Whell. From the docezplain their meaning.
trine of the Church. By WABBEN SUMNEB
" It ha.s long been acknowledged by the most emiBARLow. 10 cents.
nent b!bl!cal students that tile Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so tar as we
know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly Image Breaker (the). By JoHN E.
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together,
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original signification." -Boston Oour·
Separately, 5 cents each. 1.
25 cents.
ier,
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In"Never before has there been given a volume to
tolerance; 3. Washin~ton an Unbeliever;
the reading world that shows the research tor the
origin ot these myths as does this one just pu bl!shed
4. Jefferson an Unbehever; 5. Paine and
byJ. W. Bouton, ot New York."-Boston Times.
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath.
... It Is unquestionably true that the results ot a
rat!onal!st!c study ot the Christian scriptures are Infi_del's or Inquirer's Text-book, benowhere else so accessible a.s they are now made In
mg the substance of thirteen lectures OD
the work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
the Bible. By RoBimT CooPER. $1.
1 Vol, Royal 8vo. OltJU.. .About 600 pageo.
Price,
•
• ;
•
•
$3.00 Ingersoll in Canada.
A Reply to
Bent postpaid, on receipt ot price,
Address,
Wendling, Archbishop Lynch "ByTHE TRUTH BEEKER,
stander," and others. By ALLEN PRINGLE.
33 CI!nton Place, New York.
15 cents.
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Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry
for the practicalization of known truth.
By MARY E. 'l'ILLOTSON. $1.00.

I ..ove

Ventures of Tom, Dick, and
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they
were naked ana not ashamed." 50 cents.

BY RICHARD D. WESTBROOK, D D., LL.B,
Man's Nature and Development. By
A Book of Hints and Hnggestions Concern·
HENRY GEORGE ATKINSON, F. G. S., and
ing the literature contninc<l in the Old and
HARRIET MARTINEAU. $1.50.
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Modern Thinkers: What they Think
Addr•••
TH.I> THU1'H SKEKU~.
33 Clinton Plu.ce. NV
and Why. (Principally on Social
J Improved or un!mproverllands
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLOW, LL.
•anywhere In the state. For InD., with an introduction by R. G. Ingerformation, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to
soll. With eight portraits: Comte, SweWATSON & 'THRA.PP, or C. H. CUSTENBORDER,
denborg, Adam Smith, ,Jeremy Bentham,
1y13
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
ancl Ernst Haeckel. 384 p.1ges. $1.50.
"ANTICHRIST."

KANSAS

that
STORY OF JESUS CHRIBT·
His birth, ute, trial, e:o:ecutlon, ete.-1.1 a mytb,
THUTH BEEKER O!Hce.
83 Clinton Place, New Yo
Price $2.00.
Proving conCIIII!!VIY

THE

IJ'.

Moral Education: Its I~11ws and Methods. By Prof. J. R. BumrANAN. A new
method to conquer crime, disease, anll
misery, which churches, colleges, ana
governments have signally failed to do.
$1.50.

EVERY LIBERAL SIIOULU llloral Physiology; A Brief and Plain
POSSESS
'l'reatis on the Population Question. By

THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK.-150 Beautiful Bor·gs
o! Liberty and Freethought. Read and sing thorn
at Home. Read and sing them at Meetings. Teach
them to the ch!Idren. Price 25 cents.
DIANA.-Evolut!on In Marriage. The Higher Law.
Alfism made practicable. Unhappy marriages
prevented and cured. Price 25 cents.
BURNZ' FONIC BHORTHAND.-A complete Belt-In·
structor In the a'rt ot Verbatim Reporting. Price
$1. Bond tor circulars.
THE SPELLING REFORM-And How to Help it
Price 10 cents.
The above works sent promptly on receipt ot price.
Address 'I'BF! 'l'lln'I'FI RFEKF><
33 Cl!nton Place, N. Y.

Man.-Whenog and Whither.

By R. B. Westbrook, D D., LI•. B.,
Author of " The Bible.-Whence and What ?
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from 11
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Addres1
THE TRUTH BEEKKB,
88 Clinton Place, l'!ew York,

RoBERT DALE OwEN.

60 cents.

Mortality of the Soul and the Immortality of its Elements. By A. SNIDER DE
PELLEGRmi. 10 cents.
Myths and Myth-MaJrers: Old T11les
and Superstitions interpreted by comparative Mythology. By JOHN FrsKF., liLA.
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2.
Origin and Development of Religious
Ideas and Reliefs, as manifested
in history and seen by reason. By 1\'[0R·
Rrs EmsTEIN. $1.
Orthodox Hash, with a Change of
J>iet. By WARHEN SuMNER BAnLo"l\.
10 ceDts.
Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon
Cast Out. 60 cents.
Personal Immortality and Other
Papers. By JosiE OPPENHEIM. Extra cloth, 12mo1 98 pages. 75 cents.
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Echoes of a Rational Sunday.

l'se dun got a nuff oh dis ole worl',
BOORS
SOLD BY D. 11.. BENNETT.
Wash me, wash me;
I!>
.
Fur sin :flies roun' in a reg'lar whirl,
.llllSCJELLA..NEOUS BAD.lCAL WORKS.
Wash me, Lawd, sum mo'.
hxeter Hall. A theolOgical romance. •• One of the
I'd be might hungry afore I'd steal,
:.'~Ns;e~1~1t~~WtJ ~~'{t~ce• ot t;hu w.y.·• Price, paper. Gil
Hole me, hole me;
The Heathens ot"the Heath. B7 Wm. )4o1)olo
Won't dribe my hogs in anuder man's fie!',
nell, aut b. or of "Exeter Ball." Price, $1.11();
Jo'a•n iiJ>: c.-eeds. By William McDonnell, aatllor Oi
Hole me wid yer han'.
• .Exeter Hall." Price, c!Qth, $1.25; paper, 'l5 cents.
I lubs 1-Iars' Paul an' Peter, too,
'l'ne Day of" Best. By Wm. McDonnell. author ot
•· Exeter Hall," .. The Heathens of the Heatll," etc. Price.
Hole me, hole me;
lOcents.
An' I wants to wear salvation's shoes,
Hiistory ot the Connctl of" Nice. A. D. o:4l!.
Hole me in de han'.
With a Life of Constantine the Great, and a general exh'
An' er come er long, ole Judy, an' sing ter de ~~lK~rs~f t~eD~~~~Jle~~lii!~l~~~$t1~e days of the eariJ
Lam'·
Heroines of· F.-eetoont:ht.. tJontalrung llloCome er lon'g, Jasper, come er long Sam;
graphleal Sketcb.es of Freethongnt female wrltera. 111
Mrs.
Sara A. Underwood. Price, f1.7t>.
We'll go up yonder where a groan ain't heard,
'.I' he Apocryphal .New 'l'estament.. Being at
An' fly allaroun' wid de wings of a bird.
•ue ,rospe!B, epistles, and other pieces now extant attrlb·
Oh, dance roun' David's harp.
~~~. a~dtn;er:s~:~~~~f.;'~~i~~ ~l f~~u~ehJ~k ~~ w.:~
Let me go 'fore the ole red rooster crows;
Testament by Its compilers. Price, f1.25.
Lif' me, lif' me;
Rfli~Jl::Sa~~?.Vf2,n. AP:rc'~,filk tor ooyaandglr•
Long 'fore de dew is on de rose,
Tllle .Cropbet o~ Nazareth; or. A Cntlca: !no
Lif' me up on high.
qulry lnto the Prophetical, Intellectual. and Mom! Char·
acter or Jesus Chrlllt. By Evan Powell Meredith, 1!'. A.
Ole Job's biles was bo'n on de earth,
f!. L. l'rlce, $4. ,
Lif' me, lif' me;
From the Eagle.
~rigtn and ID.evelopment of Re•Igiona
But
da
couldn't
last
airter
his
secon'
birth,
Such frequent efforts are made to deprive
~:~e'!:o:::n~l~1~~~~?d;~,:'i'~nlf;:1~ee~ ~thllltory and seea
Lif'
me
up
ter
de
sky.
the people of Brooklyn of .any sort otamuse·ment on Sunday, that the accounts given by'" When I gits up dar I'll hafter laff,
M~h~~J!,r,~:hlc~ fie:d~f1~~~ ej"f:~1~¥ ~~R:~':d~
the history of that doctrln which was begun and carried
our New York, Philadelphia, and Boston conPush me, push me; .
ou
by him In Arabia. Price, $2.
temporaries respectivly of the many thousands Ter ole ole Aaron without his calf,
The Bible in lndl-Hindoo OMgln of Heorew and
of happy and orc1erly persons who were pe~
l·hrlstlan Revelation. Translated from "Le Bible dl>na
Push me thru' de gate.
lnde." lly Louis Jacoillot. Price, $2.
mitted to enjoy the liberty of listening to de· ~·l'ance-Dynamic Cure By .La &y Snnderlau4.
lightful music in Central Park, Fairmount and I'll walk aroun' on de streets· ob gole,
. rice of Trance, $1.50; Dynamic Cure, $1.
Push me, push me;
Boston Common last Sunday read like a roAn JEye•OJ!ene.-. "C!tateur, Par .ngault." Le
mance located in some other and less governed Wid a ham bone tied ter a sassafrass pole,
.8run.
Doubts ot 4>ftdels. By Zepa. Price. cloth,15 cen_ta;
Push me 'fore it's too late.
paper, 50 cents. ,_
country than ours. It seems incredible that
the Commissioners of Central Park should hav An' er Polly, an' er Dina, an' er Tony, come
n,ible of' Bibles; or, Twenty-Seven D!vlne Reveventured to brave the moral prejudices of the
~~,\o,:, ~~:lft~~go~ t~~c~\,P;~~~~fb\'bi~~~~-:~;;;r~ P~~~'i~
er long,
clergy and the physical objections of the polic'e Fur ter
'prise de Lawd wid er mighty sweet encc, h..1story, morals, religion, and general events. Also a
so far as to furnish rational amusement to the
~;~g~ag~~'M~"B1g\'.:""~~'i{sa~f eti'.,'h,f~'tf'Jga~l~&"e1~';flo':,"
song,
mothers and fathers, husbands and wives, and We's gwine
up home whar dar's no mo' pain, trlns . .By Kersey Graves. Price ~.00.
the attendant young ones who are inseparable Whar de leaves ain't scorched for de want ob
'.l'.'i!te \Vo.-.Ja•s Sixteen C.-ucified Saviors;
or, Christianity Before Chr!st. Containing new and start·
from them on Sunday, ancl allow 60,000 pera rain.
sons to listen to an afternoon concert. We
J:l~n~~y~~~~Y't,n~r ~~~ [g~gJ~~~r~:~~nJ~~cs~ P~!s,"~~~. !g~
Oh, dance roun' David's harp.
mimcles of the Christian New Testament. and furnishing
can only account for it by the fact that the
a key for unlocking many of its sacred m~sterl•s, besides
clerical inquisitors and guardians of our puriy;~mJ'~~~~'1J~v~!~to~~g~,"J~teen orienta crucified god&
tanical Sabbath hav left t:lie ·Wiclred city to its
lliblte in the Blllance. A text-book for lnvestlfate while they spend their expensiv holidays
[lators . .By Rev. J. G. Fish. Price, $1.50.
abroad and thnt without the prohibition
O..id Thcol()gy Turned ·Upside Down olt'
preachers the police of N ewYork hav not moral
Bi~ht Side Up. By Rev. T. B.'raylor, A.M. Cloth.
stamina enough to repress innocent recreation.
~1.25; paper, $1,00,
It is, perhaps, more extraordinary still that
B~~~~E~nsroe~rt8~1\hih11:~ tp~l~~i~fo~ngy~b:
on Boston Common the fourth Sunday concert
BY
crt G.lngersoll. Price, clotll, $1.50.
of this season was given last Sunday afternoon.
To the great credit of this once superstitious
A s:,~~~s~:M~H~ Wle~~· trf~~-clo~&.J$P,~~~:~~~;
.Jolln R. Uelso, A..Itl.
il.OO.
,
and persecuting city, in which a man who
whistled on the Sabbath would certainly hav
(J~~:~,r~~;61°:p.cr..rl~t~~~!t~.
ce~~~
t~~~r."'\~
lost his tongue or his ears, the municipality
CONTENTS:
cents.
has for the past six years expended many thouThe Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
sands of dollars annually upon these Sunday CreaUon.-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Mira- o:;~~lc~
J'l!~~E.~:,>,:~e';d~~~~sc'io'rn?~t
afternoon concerts during the summer. Great cles or the Blble.-Tb.e Errors or the Blble.-The 10.1 pp. Price, ~1.50.
Prophecles.-The
Devil
or
Satan
of
the
Blble.-The
crowds assemble on these· occasions and areal- Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-Tile Sabbath of ce~1;?nel to Essays, By same author. Price, ia
ways perfectly orderly, as human beings gen- the Bible.-The God or the Bible.-The Messiah or
erally are when rational liberty and amuse- Savior.
~~J~~
Crown octavo,
833 pp,
Splendidly executed. Sent tl~e:,ii~~n:;:.,t~f.~:;.~~'!!A~~:;Im~~~:~.
etc.
By Halsey R. SteveW>. EXtr"' cloth, 12mo, 419 rm.
VV'="' r:--•..1
'D ..
l.h·lron '0:1 :::ll
•.
mepJ.,al3ullJ~g't'tlRLt&-JlHl.; w u" uurn otner cities U:[ .LlltlolllAddrees
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Faith ;t.~d Reason; Heart, Sou1, and Jia.ndwork
where an increaRe of individual liberty and of
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
J3y
Halsey
R.
<>tevens.
Extra
cloth.
12mo,
441
pp.
Price.
Sunday amusements is being tried so successfl.50.
fully encourage us in the hope that the occuFREETHOUGHT WORKS,
'j'lie J!lodern Thinker. By various anthors
_13e!ng the most advanced speculations in philosophy, sci·
pation of these venal inquisitors and censors
i8Jc~P.
t~~~~~~~·l.rx~d sociology. :lecond number. avo,
will soon be gone and that Brooklyn may be as Published at THE TRuTH SEEKER Office.
well provided with Sunday recreations as New
Positivist P••imer. llelng a series of familiar
The In- ![l',.",;;~;"'~~~g:, ~~ ~~,:'ts~eliglon of Hnmanl~y. By (). G.
York, Boston, and Philadelphia. Of such Advancement of' Science.
augural Address of Prof. JoHN TYNDALL,
recreations music is undoubtedly the most
'i'>Ie Ethics of I•osHlvisin. A critical stuay.
delivered before the British Association
popular and humanizing, and is the best antifor the Advancement of Science. With fi~e~it~~~e".],~l~~~~~~ulx~~ie~~[h~f~;,~~~~2f~~; ~trtt~e~
dote to depraved tastes and sensual excesses.
Portrait and Biographical Sketch. Also ~.00. ··,
·L.'brough Rome On. A memoir of Chr!Rtlan and
containing opinions of Prof. H. HEL~r
The style of Sunday amusement that is now
experience. By Nathaniel Ramsay Watem.
HOLTz, and articles of Prof. TYNDALL and antlchri:stlan
E"1,m cloth,12mo, 352 pp. Price, $1.75.
permitted in Brooklyn is described by the
Sir HElmY 'l'HOMPBON on prayer. Price,
(11ll'ist of Paul. ·By George Reber. Extra cloth,
Ea,gle as foilows:
"
cloth, 50 cents. Inaugural Address alone. l<mo, 4UO p p. Price, $2.00.
in paper, 15 cents.
Cnlti vatton of' Art, And Its Relation to Religious
There is one troupe of genuin colored men
Purltanlsm ttnd .'doney.Gettlng. By A. R. Cooper. 12mo
who sing well and accompany themselvs on Amberley's Life of Jesus. His Chal• <IS pp. Price, tlcxlblc clotll. 35 cents: paper, 20 cents.
musical instruments. They hail from the clas'l'J!le ilistorical Jesus of' .Nazareth. By M
acter and Doctrins. From the Analy:si~ Sctu~singer,
PH.D., HabiJi of the Congregation Anshe
sic region of Crow Hill. They combine the
of Religious Belief. By VracoUNT AMBER- .Mmcth. Albany, New York. Extra clorll,l~mo, 98 pages.
songs of the Mulligan series with camp-meetPrice, 75 cents.
LEY. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
ing melodies, greatly excelling in the latter.
'I' lie Case Against tne Church. A summary
The young people are not long in catching the Chronicles of Simon Christianus. Of Lhe arguments against ChristianJty~ Price, 50 ct.!nts~
refrain and at a distance one is reminded of
His Manifold and Wonderful Adventures
Pe•·sonal l•n•nortaiUy and Other Papers. l.ly Josie Oppenheim. Extra cloth, 12mo, 98
the orthodox camp-meeting. A hymn which
in the Land of Cosmos. A new scriptnr<e PQ:ges.
Price, 75 centa.
took well put the believer on the back of a
(evidently inspired) discovered by J. N.
Soul k'l'Oble>ns. With Papers on the Theological
Methodist mule in the ride to glory, the more
FIDEL. From the English. Very Rich. Amendment !llld the State Personality Idea. l.ly Joseph
E.l·eck. Pa.per, 12mo, 63 pages. Pl"icc, 25 cents.
striking verses being as follows:
Prrce, 25 cents.
()out'esstons of au Inquirer. Why and What
I'se got on de back of de Mefodis mule,
Crimes of Preachers in the United Am I'( By James Jackson Ja.rvcs. Price, $1.~5.
Sinner donn' ye stan' dar lookin' like a fool;
States. By l\1. E. BILLINGs. Shows how a:~flnf1~sl~~lc'::$~~50:utilitarilmism. By John
De bridle bit am silber, de saddle am gold,
thick and fast the godly h.nv fallen from
:Nemesis oC Faith. By Anthony Fronde._ Prloe,
An' l'se boun' fur to go to Aberham's fold.
grace. Price, 25 cents.
fL50.
An' I'll ride,
and Deist. Price, $1.00.
Yes, I will,
Deity Analyze<l and the Devil's De· Ch.-istian
Reply to Rev. Roswell c. Hitchcock.
An' I'll ride right on to glory!
fense. In Six Lectures by Col. D.rSocialism.
"B uslne•• Man.
JoHN R. KELso, A.M. These are among
l'se sunk my sins in de savin' pool
Modern Symposium. Price, $1.25.
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and
An' got on de back of de Mefodis mule·
Trial of D. J!I". Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cents;
pn.p~r, 40 cents.
.
should be read by everybody. $1.50.
An' here 1 stick like a big black leetz '
Some l!listake• ofl'lloses. By Robert G. Inger.
'l'ill de ole mule stomp on de gold'n streets!
so!t.. Price, i1.25.
Last
Will
and
Testament
of
Jean
An' I'll ride,
Gods an<l Other Lectures. By Robert
Meslier, a curate of a Roman church G 'Jfhe
Yes, I will,
ltlgersoll. Price, clotl.l, $1.25i paper, 50 cents.
in France, containing the best of his writAn' I'll ride right on to glory!
'!file Ghosts and Other Lectures. lly Rob.
ings. 25 cents.
e:rt ('!.IngersolL Price, clotlJ, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
Oh! come from de chu'ch an' de Sunny-school,
Gods, etc., atul The Ghosts, etc •• In
Nathaniel Vaughan. A radical novel ouo'l'IIe
A.n' see me ridin' on ile Mefodis mule;
y.)lume. Price, paper, $1.00.
of marked itbility. By FnEDERillA. MA.cDem Baptists ain't got no sort of ~:;how,
\Vhat Must 'Ve Do to Be Save<ill 'l Price, 2~
·
DONHD. 404 pages. Price reduced to cents.
A.n' I'll make dem 'l'istoble bosses blow!
$1.25.
'Vas Uhrist a God 'l Conclusions drawn from
An' I'll ride,
t\P02tuUc
wt•itJugs.
By
J.!'
•
.Mensinga..
Price,
$1.50.
Yes, I will,
Natnre's Revelations of Character; Abstract of Colenso on the Pentateuch.
An' I'll ride right on to glory!
A comprcnensiv summary of Bishop Colenso's a.r~ument.
To THE Em.-oR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
The inclosed remarks on the religious condition of Brooklyn are from the Brooklyn Daily
F.agle. I am not certain that they are worthy
of publication, but it is certainly very amusing
to hear our "American citizens of African descent'' warble their pious notes.
Gibbon, in his ''Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire," says that "a metaphysical religion may appear too refined for the capacity
of the negro race." But in this the great historian was mistaken. The African is a born
theologian. The mysteries of the Christian
religion are to him as familiar as household
words. His faith surmounts all difficultieH,
and his intellect is unvexed by doubt. He,
therefore, rides the " Mefodis mule" with a
picturesque grace entirely his own.
New York, July 9, 1884. PETER EcKLER.
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The BiOle Analyze~.
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The spirit with which the singing was executed, not less than the odd mannerism of the
colored men, gave the hymn increased interest.
'l'he hat was sent around and returned with a
goodly sum. 'l'his pleased the performers and
they responded with anotper camp-meeting
melody. The audience being unable to join
in the song whistled the time with all their
might and beat time with their feet. The bellt
vemes were as follows:
·
Oh, Master Jesus, take mil home,
Wash me, wash me;
B.ake off my sins wid a curry comb,
Wash me whiter den sno-ow.

or Physiognomy lllustrated. The

5

science of individual traits portrayed by
the temperaments and features. illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By JosEPH
SIMMs, M.D. 650 pages, 8 vo. Cloth,
$3.00; le!lther, $4.00; morocco, gilt
edges, $4.50.

Nelf-CoJitradictions ot' the Bible. One hun

drcd and

propositions, without comment. em·

¥h~~~~~ 0~1~ti~r~ge~~:~~.na. and Arjuna. By J. Cockburn

10 cents.

POCket TheOIogy. BY VOLTAIRE. Com~
prising terse, w1tty, and sarcastic defl.nitione of the terms used in theology. The
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The Bha~vad Git.n; or, A Discourse on Divine

New England and the People up
'fhere. A h umorou~:; lecture. By
GEORGE E. MAcDO!I'ALD.

8

frrl6~~~ ~~~~ .tlle l_,entateuch is not historical y true.
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T1ae CJier~y a Source oC Danr.:er to the
•merictclll i'te}>ublic. By W. F. Jam1eoon. Prlce,
$l.UO..
Youlh'>:LiberaiGnide ror their :Moral Culture
and Ucllgloua Enlightenment. By Prof. H. M. Kottl.nge~
A.M. I'rlce,$1.
OrtliCldo.c: Jiash~ with " Change of' Diet.
By Warren l:!nmner llor10w. l'f,c •• " cent::..
The Voices. A poe n In fonr part•. By Warren
Sumu.,.-n:uiow. One oi the lllOSLtrcnclunt Yet sensible
M~t!ree on &he ne:.tons, flUPcr.stJtlofis, !loguw.ft, tt:1d r.uooo
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ANOTHER NEW BOOK:

479

TBE EUREKA

Marriage and Divorce.

MAGNETIC CLOTHING

Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?"

New l Eloquent f Elegant r Splendid l

By R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,

CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.

BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
.
The work is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is a masterpiece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
best materials and skill can produce. The
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
l'RICES:
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gllt back and side, $2 50
Half-calf, mottled edges, elegant llbra.ry style, ~50
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely tlne,
7 50
Full tree calf, highest possible style and finish, 9 00
Sent to any address, postpaid, OB receipt of
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,'
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
sa Clinton Place, New York.
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
CHRONIC DISEASES

Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Dis
upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR e~Wea of Jllen, the Diseases ot Women, and the varl
ous
causes, PhYsical and social, leading to the mar<>
Pamphlets and all information bl:"
plainly treated by that plainest of books, PLA!ll.
person free of cha,rge. Bend
HOME 'l'ALK, EMBHAClNG MEDICAL COMlii<Jll
Illustrated Pamphlet.
SENSE-nearly l,OUO pages, 200 111ustrat1ons, by D1.
E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave., New York . .:
Address all communications to
whom ail letters !rom the sick should be addre>~e~
In Its Issue !or Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Dennett's Tll u 'lh
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. l!'OOTE and his men!,;;.,
pub11cat1ons: "We know him (Dr. Foote) perona .. )
and Intimately, and we say with all the assurlill~~

Sent to any address
GUARANTEED.
letter or In
for

DR. L. TENNEY,

tbA.t lrno'gl'\Qr1.-.n.

471 West Madison Street,
.u..._.,....,jj;)

Chicago, Til,
MA.GNETIO JAOKET.
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Pnce, $18.

TESTIMONIALS:

Bl
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~

Read the following testlmonla.J.s, and be convlncecl _ :mr clatms are correct In every particular or
and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aid of MEDIOIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE ~:
THE AOME OF PERFEOTION:
le
to

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
One Week.·
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.

OINCJINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. ll, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you for the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIO VESTS for about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those at, Side, which bad been a source ot misery to me for
!llcted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNE'l'IO VEST I got relief instantly. With unafter Wea.rlng a suit of your :MAGNETIO CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours reBllectfully,
alSo been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney OomH. A. BROWN.
p!alnt for a number of years, from which I hav suffered intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
.1IL
A
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostt·atlon and female weakness:
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
past two weekS, will soon be well. I would, thereDB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
Sent on Receinl 0 £ Price.
fore, recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
"" :J
Magnetic appUances as the only means of etrectlng FELT BETTilli FBOI\1 THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM
A.
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not Joking, and If I Improve as rapidly""
WM. No.
H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T:lesday, will soon be well. Will report
t1"fi. c an d p opul ar E xpos1"t"IOn of t h e F und a80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
mental Problems in Sociology. $1.
Remember that the same appliances which will
etrecta cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured In less
.- J S
p ·
$ OO
time eradloat0 CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than slx weeks after putting on the garments, and,
D r . ,.,.
.oo..a.J<Y . TUDLEY.
nee, 1 . .
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, wlien applied,
~·
change medlclns every day untll, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
o f ervousness. B y M . L . H OLB:ROOK. $ 1. 50. something (If he 18 very skllful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this of!lce, by anyA.
for the time being.
one des1r!ng to communicate with her.
of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been sutrerlng for two years with an Ovar-~- .and_llana.&_s__Qf Chll B rjn a EditecLJlY. ~~~~~~~!,..~~.?~~._ ~~~-~u~l,'tt1!!Mu~~~~liJi~1 t u~~e....~~~~ ...~~,~1-\l JW,Y~u~~J!t~v'tn.'l~&:.ucl:l~~~~.
M. L. HoLBRoOK,"M.D. ~bee, $1.00.
medlc!n since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog
tor you; It will pay you.
8HULLBB'l'RG, Wrs., November 19, 1882.
' Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY. Price, $1.00.
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all deA.
sire tor food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several !Jllyslclans
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopplng,lall of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'I unwr,
entifi.c Diet... By GusTAV ScnLICKEYSEN. and that the only thing that would save my ll!e would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
p · "$1 00
worse and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
nee,
· ·
operation, when my attention was called ro the Eureka Magn.,tlc Apf>ltanc""· As a drowning man
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a suit_ of
in Behalf of Human Culture through a your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tu· ser Parentage. By A. E. NEWTON. Price, mor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, untll now I am
paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
as wen aa I ever was In my life. S!nse putting on the appllances I hav not taken a Bingle dose of medlcln. My howell;, Which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
. ing Receipts for Preparing a Hygienic Gheerfully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hav, believing
all and more than you claim tor them. I remain,
F 00 d • BY M rs. M · M · J ONES, M · D · 30 CtB. that they will doGratefully
yours,
MBB. MABY J. STEWART.

lUEDIC 'Land HYGIENIC WORKS.
Trail's Sexual Physiology,

CONTENTS:

The True Ideal of Marriage.
Free Love.
The History of Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
Tho New Testament on Divorce,
Divorce "" a Question of Law and :Rellg!Ull.
Rational Deductions !rom Established Princlplce
ObJections to Libera.! Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better tnan Cu' e.
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound in cloth. For sa!
"'t this ofllce.

Sci en-

What Our Girls Ought to Know. By

\I
·~

FJ
1><
A(

J
.ruunued UllOn the Life of
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated
Cllrlstla.nlty.
Transcribed by SPI!UT FARADAY, late Electrlolan
and Chemist or the lwya! Institution,
London, England.
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cenw.

'l'HE SCIENCE OJ!' Ll.FE. ONLY $1.
BY l!lA.IL POS'A'•PAID.

Hy· ene of the Brain, and the Cure

Parturition Without Pain.
Code
a..
The Relations of' the Sexes. By
Natural and Sci·_
Frnl•t and Bread,
The Better Way. A.n Appeal to Men

wl

New Hygienic cOOk Book. ContainTalks to :M.y Patients. Hints on Get-

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
ting Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
over the. under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
GLEASON, M.D. Pi-ice, $1.50.
market, they impart no shockS and leaves no .sores.

Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins.

By

Dro LEWIS, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.

Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions
to Parents.

By A. E. NEwTON. 25 cents.

Aids to Family Government; or,
From the Cradle to the School. By BERTHA
MEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J.
MoRTIMER GRANVILLE.

Price, $1.00,

Eating for Strength. Including the
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hunc1red Receipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered.
By
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.

:Marriage and Parentage. In Their

PRICE LIST.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
6.00
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4:.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleepin~ Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Yests,
15.00
Su~erfine Insoles,
•
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

Sanitary and Physiological Helations, and
in their Bearing on the Producing of Children of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
Any of the above garments sent to any adtlress upon receipt of price, and we will return the moneY
If they are not as represented In every respect. I! you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
By M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are otrered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances ror, yet we will
They Ought to Know. By Dro LEwrs, M.D. guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever otrered the
public, and will outlaat the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
Price, $1.50.
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, whlle not a single appliance
In· the market Will attract the smallest particle ot iron, the maJority or such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a
Medical Common Sense. By E. B. FooTE, moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and wlll outlaat any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon lcientijk
M.D. Price, $1.50.
principlel, and not haphazard as In all the others. We otrer you therefore
.

Our Girls, and Some of the Things
Dr. Foote's Plain Home Talk and
Hand-Book of Health Hints. By E.
B. FooTE, M.D.

Price, 25 cents.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.
By E. B. FooTE, M.D.

Price, 50 cents.

The Only Scientific :Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
And challenge comparison with ·any of the so-called magnetic garments now otrt-red under that head. At
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to otrer them
about

Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Deblllty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors ot Youth, and the
untold miseries resu!Llng rrom Indiscretions or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all acute
and chronic diseases, each one of which Is lnvaJuable. So found by the author, whose experience for
23 years Is such as probably never before !ell to the
lot of any physician. WO pages, bound In beautiful
French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
teed to be a llner work In every sense-mechanical,
literary, allll lJrofesslunal-than any other work sold
In this country for $2.50, or the money w111 be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
!JOBtpald. 111ustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now,
Gold medal awarded the author by the National MedIcal Allsoclatlon, to the omcers or which he rerers.
'l'hls Science of Lire should be road by tho young
for lnstt·uctlon, and by the aflllcted for re11ef. It
w1!1 be.1etlt ali.-London Lancet.
'l'here Ia no member or society to whom this book
w111 not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian,
Instructor, or c!ergyman.-Aroonaut.
Address Llle Peabody Medical Inatltute, or Dr. w.
H. Parker, No 4. Bu!llncllst., Boston, M!Ws., who may
be consulted on a.il diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate dlse~~aes hav baf.
!led the skill of all other pllyscla.ns
specialty. Such treated successfullY
Without ..n InstalleR or fallure.
1Yr4.8
Mention this paper.
~

HEAl
THY'"'ElF

DR. F.t.LLOWS
Is a regularly educat-

ed and legally qualllled llllyslclan, lilid
the most successful,
aa his J,ractlce wm
preve. He has for
twenty years treated
excluslvly all dlse~~aes
of the Sexual Organs, in which he
stands vre-emineut.
S I> E It MA'l'OlUU!iliA
and IM!•O'l'ENOY
as tbe result of selfabube In youth and
oex ual excesses In maturer years, causing
n 1 g h t em!Bslons by
dreams, loss of sexual
vower,rcnderlng marriage lmvroper and unhappy, etc., are cured per.
manently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MED!ClN USED. It Is one or Dr.
Fellows' valUable dlscoverle~, Which Is entirely un·
known to tho medical profession. Sond three 2-cent
etamps tor Ills "Private Counselor," giving full Information. Address Dr. lt. P. Follows, VIneland, N,
J., and say Where you saw this advertiament.

From the Ironclad Age.
"Dr.Fellowsls an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
Physiology, and Hygiene. 5 vola. in one. So th&t we can say with truth, None are sc poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher ''heat or humbug. The l!'reethlnkers of the !ant!
should glv the doctor their patroi!llge."
1}'!1
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vola. than ordinary clothing.
Remember that we are ot!erlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances in the market, and U
bound separately, $5,00.
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expen.se and we w1ll
refund your money.

Science in Story; Teaches Anatomy,

Health Manuai, Devoted to Healing

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a flt guaranteed.

by Means of Nature's Higher Forces; including the Health Guide, revised and improved.
By EDWIN D. BABBITT, D.M., author of
AGBli!TB WA!ITJW IN EVBBY TOWN Illl TBB UliiiTKD BTATES. LIBBRAL OOM'MI88IONB ALLOWED
"Principles of Light and Color," ""Wonders
t.Mr- for fUrther lntoi'IIUIUODo
DR. L. TENNEY,
of Lisht and Color." Price, $1.00.
£71 West Madison Street, Chlcago,lll.
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BY general consent It Is thought that no system of
morality Is equal to that which comes from believing
the Christian system or religion; and to doubt lls
claim Is held to be the worst of Immorality, the
worst of sins. There Is no greater absurdity than
this. Belief Is not a matcer of choice, not a matter
of wlll, but with people of good Intelligence It Is a
matter dependent upon evidence. It Is not a person
or sourHl mind who believes without evldence.-D.

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884
<E. M. 284.)

M. Bennett.

THE Idea of gospel Inspiration Is received, not from
any proof that It so. but from an opinion or feeling
hat It ought to be so. The doctrln arose, not because It was provable, but because It was wanted.
Diviners can produce no stronger reason for bellevng In :he Inspiration or the gospel narratlvs than
heir own opinion that It Is not likely that God
hould hav left so Important a series of facts to the
ordinary chances of history. But, on a little reflection, It will be obvious that we hav no ground whatever for presuming that God will act In this way or
In that, beyond what premises analogies may furnish; and In th,ls case no analogy exlsts.-Greg's
Greed of Christendom.

are

SOii!E of the city churches
closing for the sum·
mer. The devll, being accustomed to the heat, will
not shut down.

-AND-

Wrl'H EI GHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRA,TIONS.

CONTENTS:
Introductory. By the Editor.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Calendar for 1884.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Liberal Press. By Peter Eckler.
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By
H. L. Green.
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Leland.
The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada.
By Charles Stevens.
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
Foreign Freethought Societies.
The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
What is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.

This World. By George Chainey.
Agnosticism and Immortality. . By E. M. Macdonald.
1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
Liberal Charities.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
Date of Birth and Death.)
The Population of Our States and Territories.
The Jewish .Jehovah. (Illustration.)
"That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
Devil. (Illustration.)
Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
Philosophy.
The Sacred Booksof History.
Jefferson's Religion.
Useful Measures.
As to Time.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
Selections, etc., etc.

Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled

"BIG JAVK

.l
"THOU, too, sail on, 0 Ship of State!
Ball on, 0 Union, strong and great I
Humanity, with alllts fears,
With alllts hopes of future years,
Is hanging breathless on thy fate!"
IT Is clear that to prove such a miracle as the re
appearance In life of a man who had been publicly
slain, the direct and concurrent testimony or eye wit·
neeses would be necessary; that two or more should
state that they saw him at such a time and place,
and knew hlm'--and that this clear testimony should
be recorded and handed down to us In an authentic
document. This degree of evidence we might hav
had-this we hav not. We hav epistles from Peter,
John, James, and Jude, all of whom are said by the
Evangelista to hav seen Jesus after he rose from the
dead, In none of which epistles Is the fact or the resurrection even stated, much less that Jesus was seen

~l~·~~~ 'Lff~tt"ttr~gb~llfe¥~~fiftf~ 0t.'W~

h:ivh t:JB}gt e~1~

A Wl!STEBN paper says: "Mr. Meeker, of Argo,
Col., has a duck that laid an egg with a nickel embedded in the yolk." This is not a freak of nature.
It is a newspaper lle.
"BEGOBBA, I've always been a Dlmmycrat, but
I'll vote for Logan this tolme," exclaimed an enthusiastic Irishman on the glorious Fourth. When
asked his reason, he replled, "Shure an' the papers·
sez he murders the Englleh, and be the powersOI'm
down on the English I"
JoHN L. SULLIVAN has returned to Boston from
his triumphal tour across the continent. It is understood that Mr. Buill van wllllecture this year be·
!ore the Concord School of Philosophy on "The.
Whatness of the Finite Henceforth; or, the Ultimate.
Environment ot the Protoplasmic Germ; a Monograph In Four Rounds."
BISHOP WUBT2BURG, a noted clergyman, used to
delight In telling a joke at his own expense. He was
walking In a meadow, when he meta little shepherd
lad. " What are you doing, my son?"' said the
bishop. ''Tending swine, your reverence.'' •• How
much pay do you get?" "One ftorin a week." 11 I
am also a shepherd," continued the bishop, "but I
hav a much better salary." "That may all be, your
reverence, but then I suppose you hav more plga
under your care." replled the boy.

"LUOY," said Rutherford B. Hayes a few days ago
as he was mixing some dough for the little chickens, "did you hear that -General Grant has lost ali
his money In Wall street?"' "Yes," answered Lucy
This ANNUAL is a comp!lndious History of the Freethought movement in the United In a dry, husky tone of voice, "I read something
about it in the papers. That comes of not having a
States. It contains
wife that Is able to take care or him and his money,
128 Octavo Page!l,
Rutherford. You never lost any money in Wall
with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is " not street, did you?" 11 No, ma'am," said Rutherford.
"Well, just let me know when you do." "Yes,.
for a c1ay, but for all time."
ma'am." And Rutherford went out to feed the cunNow ready. Price, post-paid, 26 cents.
ning little new spring chicks.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,

33 Clinton Place, New York, N. Y.

BEES!

BEES! BEES!

FROM $2 7000 TO $5,000 A ~~t!.v1{!-!!~NG
a few swarms of bees.

Creed.

CHOOSING a wife Is very much llke ordering a meal
In a· Paris restaurant when you don't understand
French. You may not get what you want, but you
will get something.

S~MA~LL."

dance that the belle! In Christ's resurrection was
very early and very general among the disciples,
but we hav not the direct testimony of any one of
m~~eb~:r~~~le:: g~~ i~~~!:t~J>;:~tn;;~~aW;.at~~~nt~r; t~i~.:;.~~nn~~~~~~t~~"g~~~h~r;~~\~lf,~~:tY~~~ns honey
the twelve, nor of any eye witness at all, that they the bees o. chance to tncreQBe and collect surplus honey t'> BEE-KEEPING FOR OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS.
saw him upon ea~th after his death. Many writers their fUllest capacity; all of which can be easllJ' ar.comsay, "he was seen;" no one says, "I saw him alive ~~~~:t~ ~~ ~~~-\U~~~~~~\\ of hive described In • Kidder's bl~\~~\~~.\ht'ha'f~~\,~~a;:~;l:"c::l~n":,.~~eltf~~~i~~f:'.;
same time remain at home with their parents. The an•
In the flesh."- Greg's Creed of Christendom.
Send for the Book and see how easily It can be done with thor has known of several young men wha commP-nced
THE new faith-the creed that I explain to you
from Sunday to Sunday-may be expressed In a few
words. Undoubtedly, In J>art, It allows of great differences, but the substance or It Is thus: that an unknown and unsearchable force lies behind creation.
protects and Impels us. 'rhe course of things has
been from tile lowest rudimental beginning onward
and upward to the present point, and Is destined to
pass beyond this point to unimaginable splendor.
'rile world of man lives, Is growing, Is making from
year to year, ay, from day to day. The race or man
Is making. Man Is the real creator. Man Is the real
caretaker. Man Is the ultimate ruler. Therefore
tile actual movement of the worl<l depends not upo~
tills personallnrllvldual, of whom it Is said that he
touches tile spring to open the organized forces wblch
drive tile wlleei.-Frothingham•s Life as a T.st of

HIS REVEBI!lNOE (pointing to a braying donkey):
"Pat, d'ye hear yer mother calling to ye?"' Pat:
"Shure an' I do, Father."

THIS BOOK lS A RELIABLE GUIDE

~~r~u~':,Z:e~f ;~:nb~~~fr t~iffe~e~h~~~:r:h~0"fa.~~~!~~

~~; o~~~~~r&i ~~!~~e~~~rtrm~~hby~~~"~"lft~~~ ~ t~~ 0f~~:

KIDDER'S BEE BOOK
should be In the hands of all persons who like honey. and

to ll.ll persons that keep bees~ especially to the novtce or doing It easily and with small Investments. We must
new 11egtnner~ as tt tflu.ches how aU of the troubles and also remember that tlle women folks often make the best
disatJPOlutments that the bee master is liable t.o, can be or bee-keepers~ and not so liable to neglect them a.s tt,e
succ,·ssfully overcome, such oa Foul Brood, DyseBte.ry, menfo1ks.
also the great loss in winter and early spring manage. take an Interest In the little honey bee. It contains' :ore
ment, whh:h is usually more than all other ways cr,m. matter than many books that sell for two doUars. a,;..t Is
emnellfahed with numeroua cuts a.~.;d drawings. The"·~ Js
esta~

~~0~~- w1t~ ~~"RETS'~ol'll~!f'J~'b~eb;;,a~WfR~~

~.:'n~~m:'i,~:"wY.'"af~~a~~otf~nt g~~~h~a~;~~~~~e~· a~:

to au enormous extent. all conditions being favorable.

J.:i,11 ,ol~n"Jog~ ~~~e~ret~~enk!!.t!:~~r~:r~~~ouci"rrtl~r1~ by slm/lly referrlnJ!\ to the Index, and that will point to the
pafneo~:{~jt~~:g ~~=t~;,a~':,';~;e prominently be for.' the

~r:J~f o:r~~~~e:J~t erghw:r1~~racfi~~te~1 'fgeag~e!"\~~~

~f~~0iob::c~e;Jre:~a:~: o1U:\~~~~ol~~ 8 &t~i~a~: a.n~~~i

increase and swarm to a. much greater extent.

Aug. next, the privilege or making his Celebrated Patent
GREAT YIELD OF SURPLUS HONEY.
This Book will Inform the bee master how to get the Bee H:ve.as spoken o! in book~ tor their own ll&e (but.

~~~~P~!i~n:P;:e "1r c:t~~"D~~~:'t:,s~a~~ef~dm~u~f tt~~
f,~;.ay~·f:~g,~'fit ~~~:i&l~ :~fs'ilih~n~h~!e~~~~~~~ ~r: wishes
to make and nse the hive
pound t.o two o: three vound.B, a.s may be desired, which

PRICH, BOARD BOUND, 75 cents; CLOTH, 85 cents.
1
N. B, The directions for hive making wltn cnts. draw·
hundred pouods of surplus honey from each old stock, lngs,
etc., will be Inclosed wlthlu each book sold, until
and from fifty to one hundred pounds from the earlier Aug. next.
(not longer). Now Is the time for a)l bee-keep..
young swarms, especially if they do not over--swarm.
ers te avail themselves of this liberal ol'!er. which Is slmNO MORE BEE-STINGS IN MANAGING BEES.
plv to buy a book at the Regul!lr Price, before August
Tbe Book will post the bee-keepers how to manage next
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Address
33 ()linton Place, New York.

:O~~o~'fh'!;'£I:e" k"e."Jf~'ii',~f'~lc~fat~"J:e;wo ~r at~~~~

'l'HAT man Longfellow twists a few simple words
about a medltatlv dawdler, anti a bridge, and the
moon, and the water. and a church clock, Into the
simplest rhyme; and lol tile hardest wretch who
ever· read mathematics cannot hear It sung without a
sensation In his throat and a mist before his eyes.
Arrange the wortls any ather way, and they are dull
and meaningless; alter a syllable and the magical
music Is broken Into discord. So the notes that
BY
make "Hope •raid a Flattering Tale," or "The Last
Rose o! Summer," would make a serlo-comlo etlllo- MICHAEL
BAKOUNINE
plan melody, lr you twisted them another way; and
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle of Anarchy.
It Is, after all, the arrangement that makes the genWITH A. PBEFA.OE BY
Ius. . . . You and I will sit still and enjoy ourCARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Beivs, my dear, happily conscious that every day a
hundred aching brains are racking themselv~ to Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUOKEB,
(Editor or IA"berty.)
find out something for our advantage-from the
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
amiable philanthropist who devotes his attention to
our kitchen stoves, to the monomaniac who tries to
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
find for us the philosopher's stone.- Miss Braddon's
88 Clinton Place, New York.
Sir Jasper's Tenant~

FREETHOlJGHT NOVELe.

God and the State.

ORTHODOX HASH.

A WISE minister would rather preserve peace than
gain a victory, because he knows that even the most
WITH
successful war leaves nations generally more poor,
always more profligate than It found them. There
CHANGE OF DIET.
are real evils that cannot be brought Into a list of InREVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR.
demnities, and tile demoralizing Inti uence of war Is
not the least of them. The triumphs of truth are
IN NINE PABTS AND COUBBES.
the most glorious, chiefly because they are the most
J,Joodless of all victories; deriving their highest Jus- 1 A Word from the Cook. -2 Choice illta for the
tor from the number of the saved out of the slaln.Hash.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,Colton" s Lacon.
4 The Chopplng-Knl!e.-5 Hash, First
Course.-6 Hash, Second Course.YET much remains
7 Hash. Third Course.-8 0hange
of Diet, First Course.-9
To conquer still; peace hath her victories
Change of Diet. SecNo lees than war; new foes arise
ond Course.
Threatening to bind our souls with secular chains·
By
WA.RREN
SUMNER B&.RLOW,
Help us to save free conscience from the paw '
Author of
or hireling wolves, whose gospel Is their maw.
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
-Mileon"s Sonnets.
Price, 10 Cents.
The l'rntb Seeker.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely
1

A WORLDLY man stood In the :Milwaukee & St. Paul
Depot last Sunday afternoon waiting for a train to
take_hlm north, when he-was approached by a sol·
emn-fa.ced young man who handed him a tract entitled, "A. Guide to Holiness." " I wish you would
read this," remarked the young man. The worldly
man glanced at the title and laeked up, saying, " I
ain't going that way, but if you hav got. a guide to
"omA

cool t=mmmAr1ne nlace where there's nlentv of

good fishing, trot 'er on tan· I'll buy lt." The young
man turned and walked away. feeling that his efforts in a good cause would be better appreciated In
Africa.

A WICKED, unregenerate, and profane man once
journeyed through the South, In the land that Is
over against Mason and Dixon's line, and behold he
met a large multitude upon the way; and he said
unto one of those whom he met, " Whither go ye ?"
And they answered him, " Even unto the baptism,"
which is after the manner of that country. And he
turned about and followed them even unto tl9.e rink
whereat they did baptize. Now, It so happened that
when the preacher had washed away a slough of sins
and was about through, the profane man from the
San Juan, who stood by the shore, seeing that the
preacher was aweary and that he approached the
bank tor to come out, put forth his hand to aid him;
but behold, When he put forth his hand the preacher
rallied and jerked the worldly man from Ban Juan
Into the water and proceeded to baptize him with the
usual extempore remark8. The profane man sought
again and again to excuse himself, and even with
tears to set rorth that he had not been regenerated,
and that owing to the panic he had failed to meet
with a change of heart, but the preacher would not
listen to it. He immersed the ungodly man from
San Juan, and asked how he felt. Forgetting for the
moment the peculiar circumstances by which he was
surrounded, the profane man answered that he felt
0. K., but it would be a d--d long time before he
attended another baptism.

A YOUNG man who was recently converted at Har·
rison's revival was going up-town last· Wednesday
written Radical romance. By WM. Mcevening, and on the way he passed by Ingle Street
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc.
500 pages. Church. He noticed that the church was lighted up,
and then he remembered that probably their prayer
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
meeting came on that evening, so he smool.hed his
$1.25.
curls with his hand and entered. Five minutes had
By WILLIAM McDoN- scarcely elapsed before the minister rose up and
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, thanked the Lord that a young newspaper man had
checked his Wild career and come to Christ ror blesscloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
Ing; then he eyed the young man who had just come
"One of the most excit- In, and asked him to lead In prayer. Now it haping romances of the day." Price, paper pened that the young fellow had never prayed in his
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
life, and was complotely caught off his guard by the
The cold sweat oozed from his brow, and
Priest and Man. request.
he felt his breath gradually leaving him. He
A Radical novel of marked ability; Equal
clutched wildly to regain It, but it went ·upward to
to George Eliot's works. By FBEDEBIKA
the ceiling, and there danced for an instant or two.
MAcDoNALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
One second passed-two-then three--and yet not a
A deep, finely written word was orrered up. The minister was kneellng,
Radical story. From the London edition. his head was bowed In his hand, and the congregaBy WINWOOD READE, author of Martyr- tion, too, were bowed down. The young man gazed
vncantly around, and observing that no one was look,
dom of Man. 30 cents.
ing, he stealthily left his seat and made a sneak for
the
door and slid out tor home There is no telling
romance of
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully how long the congregation remained upon their
knees before they ventured to look up, but when
written by S. P. PUTNAM. 25 cents.
they did they probably called on some older brother
Domestic Radical who had more experience In wrestling with Satan.
story. By Mrs. ELliiiNA D. SLENKEB, au- The ya"llng man has been dodging the members of
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible, that congregation ever since, and goes along the
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, streete looking ahead wl th a wlld and harassed look
that Is painful to behold.-Eu<~nsvil!e Argus,
50 cents, cloth, 75 cents.
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ilotes and Uflippings.
BOWDOIN COLLEGE, at Brunswick, Me., has
made Blaine an LL.D.
SPURGEON, the great English preacher, is laid
up with the gout, but as he does not use his
legs ior gesticulating purposes, his oratory is
not impaired. Talmage should not eat too
much rich food, or it may interfere with his
eloquence.
IN Russia, the people are bound to hav blood
at any cost. The latest slaughter is being indulged in by the Christians. Whenever a
Christian finds a man that doesn't believe in
his religion, he prepares him for a funeral
ceremony by gently choking him to death, or,
if the man is long-winded, they run a knife
into him.-Peck's Sun.
MRs. BEsANT, in the National Riformer, says
that Mr. Bradlaugh was a member of the Grand
Lodge of Masons of England until the Prince
of Wales was elected Grand Master, when he
sent in his ce~·tificate and withdrew on account
of the notOliously immoral character of the
prince. Yet Mr. Bradlaugh's Atheistical opinions had been proclaimed openly throughout
the kingdom for upwards of twenty years.
"THis is all nonsense about Russia being
behind the times," said a Wall-street banker
who was reading a newspaper to another gentleman. "I don't know, but I don't think
there is much civilization in Russia." "You
don't, eh? Well, just 1·ead this account of a
government official having gotten away with
10,000,000 rubles. If that's not a sign of civilization, then we Americans are a race of barbarians."
FREDERIC HARRISON, the distinguished writer
and Positivist,_says_in.-.the .Freetho'llght Reuiew
(Wanganni, N. Z.) that Henry George is trying to import into England the morals of a Californian bandit and mail-robber.
This is
hardly correct, for Californian bandits do not,
we suppose, justify their actions to their victims. If Mr. George is a bandit, he is one with a
benevolent purpose, though we approve as little as Mr. Harrison does of some of his doctrins.

•

A GERMAN Catholic bishop has sent around
a circular urging all the faithful in his diocese
to offell up prayers for newspaper ·editors.
This is very kind of the bishop, but the man
who does not take or pay for a newspaper
needs praying for first. There is really no
occasion to offer up any special prayers for
editors in Germany, as they are, for the most
part, included in the general prayer for those
who are in prison and under bonds, or in any
trouble of mind, body, or estate.
SoME time ago the emperor of Japan issued
an edict prohibiting a particular class of public
discussions. The Tokio Times thus explained
the government order: "Great numbers of
unsanctioned debating assemblages hav been
held, the speakers in which hav often proclaimed the extremest theories of Communism,
and, arguing upon the basis of Proudhon's
maxim that 'property is robbery,' hav ex, pressed a lively dissatisfaction with the relativ
pecuniary condition of classes in Japan. It is
not thought advisable that sedition and Socialism be quite so freely advocated; hence the
edict, which applies exclusivly to unlicensed
gatherings for the purpose of general and po_
litical deliberation."
MASSACHUSETTS is becoming SOmewhat
alarmed at the growth of illiteracy, as she may
well be. The last census showed that there
were in the state 75,635 persons above the age
of ten who could not read, being 5.3 per cent
of all persons above tha.t age, a proportion
which is exceeded by no other Eastern state
except Rhode Island. The last legislature
passed a law which it is hoped will tend to
check the advance of this percentage. It provides that any person who employs a minor
fourteen years of age who cannot read and
write shall forfeit from $20 to $50, and that any
person who employs a minor over fourteen
years of age who cannot read and write, providing such minor has been for one year a
resident of a city or town wherein free evening
13chools are maintained, shall forfeit from $50
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to $100 for every such offense, to go to the
benefit of the evening schools.
AFTER August Roddert attempted suicide at
Woodhaven, L. I., recently, a story got abroad
which connected his name with that of Mrs.
James Solly. Roddert had been treasurer of
the Congregational church, and Mrs. Solly was
the secretary of Daniel's Band, a temperance
organization in the church. The church took
the matter up, and expelled both. Neither is
now in the village. Just b.efore church time
on Sunday morning, Mrs. Solly's husband appeared before the church door and inquiied
for Dominie James. His manner made Mr. J.
Prall, one of the members, ask him why he
wanted to see Mr. James. He replied that the
Congregational church had ruined his family,
and he wanted satisfaction. He then stood in
front of the church, and warned people not to
enter. "It will ruin you," he said. "It is
worse than hell. Dominie James and the
church-members are all hypocrite." When
Mr. James approached "the church with his
wife, Mr. Solly shouted, "Here comes the
gray-headed old sinner." Mr. Prall cautioned
Mr. James to keep away. When it was proposed to send for Constable Abrams, Mr. Solly
shouted: "Sam Abrams won't arrest me. I'm
a God-fearing man, but you're a lot of scoundrels. I'll stand in front of this church every
Sunday until I break it up."
ONE of the funniest things in the presidential campaign is the posing of "Old Subsidy
Porn" as the candidate of the religion and
morality party. Truly, "politics make strange
bed-fellows." The handful of righteous men
who desire to save this political Sodom from
destruction by abolishing secret societies, putting God in the Constitution, enforcing prohibition in the nation, and doing various other
things too numerous to mention, and who rejoice in the name of the American ·prohibition
party, hav certainly selected a most worthy
representativ of the good, the beautiful, and
the true. It does not take a long stretch of
memory to recall the time when Senator
Pomeroy was driven out of public life for
bribery and corruption. The scene in the
Kansas legislature, where York shook the intended purchase money in the face of the senator, is almost too fresh in the public mind to
let the cloak of reform cover up Pomeroy's
record. u~t that time "Porn" was a member
of a sec:r'gf, society, too. But then he may be
the best;;rund of a candidate after all, on the
same prlnciple that a reformed drunkard
makes the best temperance lecturer, because,
owing to his familiarity with all that is disreputable in politics, he can " speak by the card."
MR. SPURGEON said very naively that he did
not depend upon advertisments or any lay
methods for his charitable income-about
£10,000 a year-but simply on prayer. Thlly
prayed for cash, and God sent the cash. This
sounds strong, no doubt, observes the London
Truth, but it never seemed to occur to him that
Spurgeon and his tabernacle are about the
most colossal form of advertisment going in
this or any other country, and that the intense
esprit de corp,s of several thousand more or less
self-righteous and conceited persons, is next to
the seductions of rank and fashion, about the
most formidable as well as the most secular
agency for levying charitable moneys in existence. We do not grudge him or his people
their beliefs, nor would we damp anyone's
faith and ardor in Mr. Spurgeon'e good causes;
but do not let us hav prophetic and religious
"bunkum" where explanations of a quite
sublunary nature will suffice. As for Mr. Mul·
ler, at Bristol, who also prays for cash, he obtrusivly noises abroad the fact that he is constantly asking heaven for five-pound notes,
and that a number of children will starve if
he doesn't get them. ·What is this (unconsciously, no doubt) but an advertisment exactly fitted to draw cash from the pockets of
all who believe in the power of prayer? However, I don't wish here to criticise Spurgeon in
any unfriendly spiiit. We are all proud of
him; we all deceive ourselvs a little about our
motivs, and overestimate our own importance,
when, perhaps, we hav not quite so much real
importance as Spurgeon has to overestimate;
only I must say that for a man who openly
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professes "Calvinistic theology" and "Puritanical morality " Mr. Spurgeon certainly
takes a smiling, if rather narrow, view of life
on Beulah Hill, and from that pleasant vanTHE authorities in England and Ireland still
tage ground appears to contemplate,'the pre- discover immature dynamite plots and condestination to eternal torments of the great cealed ammunition in both countries.
majority of the human race with tolerable
THE French continue their war in Madagasequanimity.
car without success, being repulsed in an at''YoUNG FREETHINKER " writes to say that tack of 1,200 men upon the Horas June 26th.
"in many instances the words of the Bible are
LoNG IsLAND, the site of so many recent
untrue as applied to our own times," and he
tragedies, was aroused on July 22d by an atsays: "Take the passage, 'Are not two spartempted outrage at Ravenswood upon a young
rows sold for a farthing?' I say they are not."
German girl of fourteen years, who, however,
Oh; well, I agree with "Young Freethinker"
managed to escape before the villains, two in
that the passage quoted may not apply to this
number, could accomplish their purpose.
day and this generation. But th»t is the fault
ON July 20th Lizzie Bradley, a demented
of the generation; the Bible is all right. It is
only we who are wrong. Two sparrows were young girl living near Pittsburgh, wandered
sold for a farthing then, and I don't suppose away from home, and after several days was
that inspiration itself could foresee that, in found in a dying condition near a fishing camp
in the year 1884, in the United States of Amer- up the Monongahela River. She had been
ica, a race of human beings would wring from outraged, maltreated, and robbed by the men
a starving neighbor $1.75 for a spring chicken of the camp, fifty of whom hav been arrested.
no bigger than a robin, or $2 for a squab three
THE violence of the cholera is decreasing in
days out of the shell, and would sell a peck of Toulon and Marseilles, but incteasing in surpeaches in a two-quart basket, and would make rounding villages. The total number of deaths
butter out of dead cattle, and when their chil- in France since its outbreak is 1,000. The numdren asked for bread would giv them a prep- berof cures is 500. The total number of places
aration of alum, and would catch imported in that country in which it has appeared is
sardines off the coast of Maine, and would sell fourteen. Many hav committed suicide through
''bob veal" in the public markets, and would fear, or upon first attack, and many become
mix split peas in the coffee and sand in the insane. The present epidemic, however, has
sugar. I suppose it was the intention to burn not the same virulence that has characterized
the old glolle up before a generation arose that previous outbreaks, appearing to hav attacked
was capable of doing such things. Of course sickly individuals rather than whole sections
you can't make the Bible fit our day, my son. of the population. It has appeared at Spezzia,
Omnipotence couldn't do that without making Italy, having been carried there by an Italian
a hopeless wreck of the Bible. But you can workman from the arsenal at Toulon.
make our day and generation fit the Bible?
STATEMENTS which hav been published that
Suppose you try that. Commence at the other the leaders of the Anti-Monopoly party hav
end of the bridge, and by the time you get Wall become dissatisfied with Gen. Butler, because
street fitted to the Sermon on the Mount ypu of his delay in issuing his letter accepting the
will be gratified to see that youhav landed the Anti-Monopoly nomination for president, and
country safely on the old "two sparrows for a hav therefore decided to work for Cleveland,
farthing" basis.-Robt. J. Burdette.
are contradicted by John F. Henry, president
MR. JosEPH SYMES has gone to Australia as a of the National Anti-Monopoly League, who
Freethought missionary, and he finds much says: "The fact that Gen. Butler attended the
sympathy with our cause in that land. He is Democratic National Convention as a delegate
not a sanctimonious hypocrit in a white choker, does not, as reported, appear to us inconsistent
but a vigorous gentleman, able to defend his with his position as nominee of the Anti-Mocause and friends, if we may judge by a para- nopoly party. In his own time he will probgraph from a letter he wrote to Mr. Bradlaugh. ably address a letter to the Anti-Monopoly
He was on board a steamer returning from a party through me, and I hav every reason to
trip to Adelaide, a port some forty-eight hours believe that the letter will be a stinging refrom Melbourne, when he "was nearly in a vie~ of the letters of the other candidates.
fight." Mr. Symes tells the story as follows: We shall then go on and nominate our presi"A fellow in the shape and garb of a gentle- dential electors in the different states in the
man, and speaking the English language with interest of the Anti-Monopoly and labor men,
tolerable correctness, calling himself a mer- and of the so-called Greenbackers. Blaine
chant, began in the most disgusting manner to took six weeks to prepare his, and Cleveland's
abuse Mr. Bradlaugh, of whom I soon found is yot to come. Possibly Gen. Butler desires
he knew about as much as my umbrella. I to see how Cleveland will straddle the tariff
warmly resented his conduct, and soma very plank."
high words passed between us. Then he proTHE National Prohibition Convention was
ceeded to abuse Mrs. Besant, and our words held at Pittsburgh, Pa., July 23d and 24th.
became more fierce. I told him he must be a It resembled in many respects the old time
low scoundrel to abuse people so much his su- antislavery conventions, but differed, however,
perior in the style he adopted. He threatened in having a much larger proportion of orthoto throw me overboard I I stepped toward dox ministers. It was profusely supplied with
him and invited him to try his hand at it, pamphlets and tracts and other means of prowhich he declined to do. I denounced him in pagating ideas. The sessions were opened by
the most vigorous language I could command, the singing of ".John Brown" and similar
and the passengers gathered round me, at first songs. Upon the vote all nominations save
with a good deal of clamor, putting questions that of Ex-Gov. P. St. John, of Kansas, turned
by the dozen. 'Giv us a Freeth ought lecture!' out to be merely complimentary formalities,
cried one whg evidently knew me. 'I am on he being unanimously elected. The platform,
private property, and hav no right to do that,' which was adopted with acclamation and no
said I. 'If you want a rational discussion, opposition of any moment, arraigns both Reappoint one of your number, and let us speak publican and Democratic parties with severity.
alternately,' continued I.
Things became It is backed by a mass of voters which is causcooler, and a discussion ensued, of about two ing anxiety to both old parties. The number
hours long, not, hovever, arranged as I de- of votes they will cast is estimated at from half
sued, but more or less desultory, my chief op- a million to a million. The Prohibitionists,
ponent being a Mr. Walker, secretary of the says th.e Sun, are a highly respectable body, in
Adelaide Young Men's Christian Association. dead earnest, and cannot be persuaded or
At the close I had gained a great many friends, bribed out of their opinions. Under ordinary
and the slanderer discovered that he had made ciicumstances their votes would be thrown
a mistake, and was most silent and grave for against Mr. Cleveland, because the Democratic
the rest of the voyage. On the other hand, Convention has adopted an unequivocal decseveral passengers had private and genial con- laration against liquor prohibition; but as
versations with me respecting the views I en- they will support a candidate of their own,
tertained upon religious and social subjects. and as most of them were originally RepubliThus Freethought is propagated by the very cans, it remains uncertain which of the two
abuse which unscrupulous and ignorant fel- great parties will be helped and which will
be damaged by their action,
lows direct against it."
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further than the first half of the fifteenth century has toxy. In consequence, the Catholic may leave his
the closing books of the "Annals." The MS. first dis- confessional box ~igh~hearted, as well as lightcovered which supplied the last six books is lost, and pursed; wh;ereas sm with the ~oo? Protestant h~s
The Annals of Tacitus a Forgery.
that which contains the whole (i: e., :first six and last the depressmg force of a chronic d1sease. ThaiT 1s,
six books) is of an age that nobody can determin. , supposing id~ntical temp~ra~ents; ~or the Italian
. Before concluding our life of Paul, we deem it nee5. A. speech of Claudius is given in the "Annals. may season his maccarom with doctrms that would
essary to remove the only vestige of heathen testi- In 1528, more than a hundred years after Poggio stiffen out an Englishman, just as a bear don't mind
mony as to the crucifixion of Christ under Pontius wrote that -speech, a copy of the genuin speec~ was taking arsen_ic enoug~ to kill a deer, and fowls fatten
Pilate. For two years the passage from the so~called discovered· at Lyons, totally unlike the fabncated on nux vomiCa that kills the hawk.
"Annals" of Tacitus concerning the persecution ·of one in the "Annals."
Infinitesimal doses of venom, such as are infused
6. London is described as "remarkably celebrated by insects of the temperate zone, like the doctrinal
Christians by Nero has served as the strongest prop
of historical Christjanity, next to the now admitted for the multiplicity of its merchants and its com- impression of a fashionable church service leave on
forgery in Josephus.
modities" in the reign of Nero, A.D. 60. If it existed fat skins B;Dd ":ell_ pa_dded c?nsciences but a_ moderate
In 1829, Robert Taylor proved th<tt Cornelius at all at that time it was a very insignificant town. and transient IrritatiOn, whiCh yet rankles m the onTacitus never could hav written such a passage. In A.s late as the fourth century the people. of London sophisticated mind of earnest youth. Conscience,
1878, further evidence was adduced by us to prove were only exporters of corn, and importers of polished then, begins to scratch, and this may go on to a
the forgery.. We discovered that in the description bits of bone, toys, and horse-collars. Poggio's de· chronic ec~e~a .or Iic~en ~urios~s, that leaves no _1'~
of Nero's persecution the author of the "Annals" pia- scription of the city answers to 1420 when he was pose. Cmnmdmg with diathesis, a sermon may IDIgiarized a passage from Sulpicius Severns, an elegant there.
'
tiat.e persistent neurosis, usually of the llypochonChristian scholar, who died A.D. 420. In the "Annals"
The
author's
sojourn
in
London
also
accounts
driac, or occasion great distress in tende;r ~ouls, ~ho
,
7
we found a sentence of twenty-five words, eighteen for an obscure passage in the "Annals," in which he ha': yet se~se enough I!lft not to show It m somety.
of which are identical and consecutiv in Severns. If says that "a form of government based on a selec- This morbid sense of smfulness rarely fasten~ up~m
the learned Christian father had found those words tion and conjunction of the commonalty, the aristoc- criminals, or ?n person~ o~ a strong a~gressiv will,
in the writings of. the heathen historian, .he surely racy, and a monarch, if realized, cannot last." Such but torments mnoce_nt viCtims of a false Ideal. Th~t
would hav credited and not stolen them. Such tes- was the constitution of the English government in crown of tho~n~ which yo~r _Jesus_ wore up the hill
timony in favor of historical Christianity was too 1420, and it seemed to be unlikely to stand.
of. Calvary! ~ilhons _of Chnshan~ si.nc~ hav worn, and
valuable to be slighted by churchmen in the year 400.
He
speaks
of
the
oracle
of
Apollo
Clarius
as
still
wear, mside the1r skulls. Sm !s! like dust, ~very
,
8
Nor does Severns introduce into that passage the existing in the reign of Claudius. Strabo, who lived where, and the mos_t wholesome soilis_but d_ust m the
names, Christ, Christian, or Pontius Pilate. These in the time of Augustus, says that in his day it no eyes of the housewife. And her doctrmal biaS makes
are added by pseudo Tacitus in the fifteenth century. lon<Yer existed.
·
a sin of dust. She often thus gets dust upon the
Cornelius Tacitus is supposed to hav been born
9~ He limits the reign of Bardanes in Babylon to brain, Io~k~ for it everywhere, ~d never will rest till
about A.D. 53. But this is based upon a letter of less than a year, and has him die in early youth by sbe ge_ts It m her lung_s. Lunatic asylums are popuPliny in which he speaks of himself and Tacitus as assassination-A.D. 47. Bardanes reigned long, lived Ions with c~urch do_ctrms .. Now, the keene_r th!l pangs
"nearly of the same age" (B. vii, 20); and another to a good old age, and died a natural death (Philos- of neuralgia, or the more mtoler~ble the Itchmg, the
in which he says he was "but eighteen years of age" tratus's IJife of A.pollonius).
.
gre~ter t~e demand ~or. morphme, chlorofor~, and
at the time of the eruption of Vesuvius, which was
10. He speaks of the capture of Nineveh m the pahe~t-k 1llers for palhatwn. The more m?rbid the
August 24, A.D. 79 (vi, 16). From this the date of reign of Claudius. Strabo says that not a trace of it c?n~mence, the greater the d~mand for pnestly mePliny's birth is fixed A.D. 61 or 62. But we dispute was left in his time and Lucien tells us it was de- diatwn, and the larger the mcome of the churches.
the authenticity of the Letters of Pliny.
stroyed when the Assyrians were overthrown. The Like hypochondria_cs, whose ailm~nts ·fori? the~r
The author of a masterly work published in London statement in the "Annals" is probably taken from Mar- staple of con'!ersatwn, ~~e neur~Ig1 c. consmence Is
in 1878, entitled, "Tacitus and Bracciolini," without cellinus an unre11a
· of the f our th cen- e t ern all y pra t mg or wr1t m g of 1t·B sinfulness
It
- bl e hi st onan
.
•
discrediting the Letters of Pliny, controverts the tury, whose work was discovered by Poggio.
caresses it~ pe~ ev_ils; there is no piece of interstatement in those letters that Tacitus and Pliny were
ll. The author of the "Annals" is the originator of ference wh1c~ 1t w1ll resent _more t~an ~he attempt
"nearly of the same age;" imd adduces most cogent the blunder by which the Emperor Augustus is called to !?rove to It that these evils are Imagmary.
evidence that the former was born at least as early as Octavianus instead of Octavius his real name.
If some reader astraddle on the fence, between the
A.D. 44, and. was t~?refor_e r,ast_ seve~,ty-th:ree when
12 . He has falsified history 'by making Cumanus moral night and d~y worlds, has a chr?ni_c aff~c~io_n
he paused m wntmg his History, which would and Felix for a time joint governors of Judea. Cu- for t~e pet word, sm, let us respect ~~s.mdemSJm_;
hav made him eight:y or ninety when he began the manus was governor of the Samitarians; after his but 1f he would Iear_n what true conviCtiOn and re" Annals " (chap. i).
banishment Claudius sent Felix to be governor of pen t_ance mean! Iet h 1m rea d , pe~e t ra t e, an alyze, and
Three unquestioned works of Tacitus hav come Judea Galilee Samaria and Perea (Jos. W-ar ii l2 reallze the somal truths dramatized by Eugene Sue
· down to us-namely, his "History,'' "Germani ens," § 8 ). '
'
'
' . ' ' i~ the Co~nt Dariveau of that nob_Ie ,;omance, "Marand "Life of Agricola." The "History," which is
13. So much bad Latin has been published m the tm Lea Miser~s des Enfans Ff;ouves.
. .
unfinished, begins with the reign of Galba (A.D. 68), ".Aimals" that scholars hav imputed to Tacitus a want
In the trop1cs, wh~re the b1~e of the A.byssm1an fly
because, as he says, others had written Roman his- of knowledge of his nativ tongue. For example, in ~ay ~rove fatal, cler~cal doctrms prove ~qually so, as
tory up to that time most admirably. If, therefore, he that work a monosyllabic preposition is often placed 1n Hm~~stan, Mexico! _and some Afncan country
afterwards wrote the" Annals" embracing the time of between a substantiv and an adjectiv or pronoun, as Iat~ly. visited by Tums1an explo~ers ( Popula~ and
Tiberi us, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, he performed "lacu in ipso," "judice ab uno,"" urbe ex ipsa." This Sctentijic Monthly), where the Man tn the Moon IS the
a work that he knew to be superfluous.
usage is tolerated in poetry, but not in prose-writing; brother of ~llah and or~hodox God. Tempera~e_nt,
The following statement in Taylor's "Diegesis" (p. it is not found in the other works ascribed to Taci- doubtless, IS here an Important factor. Rehgwn
393) is fully confirmed by the researches of the author tus, nor in any of the ancient Latin prose writers. rarely strikes i~ very deep_upon ~he sanguin temperaof "Tacitus and Bracciolini;" whose name is supposed In short, the genuin works of Tacitus are free from ment, th?ug~ It may readily exmte to dangerou~ comto be Mr. Ross: _
all the grammatical blemishes found in the "Annals." bats, as m time of the Crusades, etc. To estimate,
"The first publication of any part of the 'Annals' of
however, the influence of churches by their doctrine
Tacitus was by Johannes Vindelinus de Spire, at VenTheological Re-Creations.
is fallacious. You can't tell a cow's milking qualities
ice, in the year 1468 [1469 or 1470]; his imprint
by the sound of her bell. Clerical venoms are, at·
being made from asingle manuscript. . . . From
We premia by declaring our love and veneration worst, but accessory to the main objects, power and
this manuscript . . . all other manuscripts and for sincere disciples of Jesus, the Nazarene, wpose pelf.
printed copies of [this part of] the works of Tacitus supreme modern type has been Oberlin, of Steinthal.
Doctrins are words; words form language, and
are derived."
It is needless to remark that such characters no more language is the art of concealing our purposes. The
Robert Taylor did not suspect the whole of the than Pope's humble Man of Ross can be touched by more absurd a doctrin, the fitter to rivet attention;
"Annals" to be a forgery. Mr. Ross has proved it, both the generic term" parasite." True and appropriate for as a chalk line drawn on the floor before the nose of·
by internal and external evidence. Some of his points the rank and file of priests, of all ages, countries, and a chicken will fix it to the spot more effectivly than
we now briefly present:
faiths, it suffers other special exceptions where the placing a board there. Doctrine, portentous and
1. Three passages in the "Annals" agree almost ver- priests, as in Egypt and Peru, hav been also the na- sinister, like that yon eternal flaming hell, wakening
batim with Sulpicius Severns. (The last ona of these tional scientists and administrators in the practical wonder and fear, vibrate through brains whose susis the passage we also discovered in 1878.) In the economies of the state, embracing agriculture and ceptibilities, in the sleep of ignorance, are cumulativ
first one, out of twenty-one words sixteen are identi- the useful arts. On the same principle, though as by imagination. Such doctrine, so conditioned, most
cal and almost consecutiv in Severns; in the second, but a volunteer militia in the army of industrial e:ffectivly relax the sphincter of the purse.
seven out of eleven are the same; in the third, eight- progress, we except from the stigma of parasitism
Churches are organisms constructed for the absorpeen out of twenty-five. But Mr. Ross points out that the Benedictine monks, who :teralded Europe's re- tion of property. The Catholic church, with its
in the last passage Poggio changes cum to ubi, which naissance in their revival of horticulture. Rari nan- Jesuit proboscis, is the most complete organ of this
is a grave grammatical error. Severns was too good tes in gurgite vasto.
'
I?arasitic function possessed by humanity, or which
a Latin scholar to write ubi for" when," but Poggio
THE CLERICAL PARASITE.-A.mong animal poisons are takes possession of it. Archimedes might die of envy
in the fifteenth· century, though one of the best Latin- distinguished the viruses and venoms. The v:iruses in contemplating the perfection of its mechanism.
ists of his time, makes frequent errors of that sort, as (some of which are now known as nucroph;ytiC) oc-_ Cumulating depletory faculties which adapt it to the
might be expected.
casion diseases of a regular and characteristic evolu- exploitation of either capital or labor, it adds to the
2. It cannot be discovered that a single reference tion and catastrophe more or less grave, from chiCken- tenacity and abdominal capacity of the tick, which
was made to the "Annals" by any person,from the time pox to the malignant pustule. The venoms are char- expands with the occasion, the ubiquity of the flea,
when Tacitus lived until shortly before 1469, when acterized by their aplasmic potency, fluidifying the psalmody of the musketo, and the Briarean tenVindelindus of Spire first published the last six books, blood, and determining extravasation, which facili- tacles of the pieuvre, or octopus (see Hugo's "Travailforty years after their discovery by Poggio.
tates this aplasmic venom-which, for the bloodsucker leurs de Ia Mer"). Do you begin to understand the
3. It is generally supposed that Jornandez, bishop but a trivial accessory to its purpose, is for its prey benevolent subtlety with which divine providence
of Ravenna, A.D. 552, refers to the "Annals " in speak- an affiiction far greater than the loss of blood. Over disposes of its victim creatures for the nourishment
ing of" Cornelius etiam annalium scriptor;" but the with some in a minute or two, with others it contin- of priestcraft?
passage quoted is about Meneg in Cornwall, and is ues several days. Of some insect bites the wound
"Did you eber see de debbie,
nowhere to be found in any ancient Roman writer. is mortal or chronic diseases result from them. We
Wid 'is iun spoon and shubble,
Furthermore, the name " Annals" was not given to are thus 'prepared to expect very serious results from
A_ pee pin' troo,a brush pile,
·
·
· b y th e c1enc
· al msec
·
t m
· I·t s parJ1s
these books by anyone until 1533. In all the MSS. consmence-pmsonmg
. afore day?
.
.,
.
the title is, "A.b Excessu divi A.ugusti Historiarum asitic suction. Such is the nature of church venoms.
From the mculpabon of moral theology by lunatiC
Libri,'' and the title of the genuin work of Tacitus js, How subtle may be divined by the humility of kings, asylu!lls, just~ce requiJ;es allo":ance for cases ~n wh~ch
"A.ugustm Historim Libri." In 1574 Lipsius dis- in kneeling before popes who kick ?ff their ~rowns certam doctrm_s hf,v given then: c.olor. to the msamty,
tinguished the two works by calling one "Annals," -a la mode ancienne. Slaves of clerical doctnns hav but only as adJuvants, other or1gmatmg causes havand the other "Histories." Jornandez, therefore, just as much will left in face of their masters, as may ing pre-existed. In many observed cases, however,
suffice for a sheep to' get shorn.
_and in at le~st one of ":hich I hav certain knowle~ge,
never heard of the "Annals" of Cornelius Tacitus.
4. No MS. whose existence can be traced back
The Catholic church economizes this woorara for the neuralgia of consCience was absolutely and armfurther than the 16th century contains the whole of its own clerical administration and revenue. The ply the effect of religious convictions, and was dissi-:~he "Annals," and no MS. that can be traced back Protestant declareij for laical and democratic auto- pated as soon as religious meditation and the prayer~
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ful mood were replaced by industrial and social
activity.
Radical cures require change of site and occupation, in rural life especially. Spade-work has great
healing power over doctrinal disease. Voltaire's
- genius is most subtle and evinces profound observation in sending, by the force of circumstances, his
Dr. Pangloss lot of crazy philosophers to find natural
clire in garden work for their subsistence.
Reason, being antipathic to superstition, is preventiv, but is feeble as a curativ.
· The emotional sphere having been compromised,
it is through emotion that curativ agents influence
most directly. Humor and wit, which season reason
with fun, and shake the diaphragm with laughter,
acting thus at once upon the brain and sympathetic
ganglia, are more potent than reason alone.
Voltaire's shaft hits the bulls-eye on the target of
superstition, while the serious D'Holbach or sentimental Rousseau glance aside. Paine's emotional
prescriptions combine the sense of the absurd with
indignation. Their American disciple, Col. Ingersoll, carries the masses, while Parker and Renan sway
only the judicious few. Bakounine is superior to all
of them by the integrality of his sweep over the compound superstition of state and church. What prostrate humanity now needs to raise it is a genius combining Bakounine and Proudhon with the wit ofu
Voltaire. What has Proudhon to do with it? Proudhonstruck-adeath-blow at financial parasitism, by the
institution of the Labor Exchange Bank,* eschewing
all state intervention. Government stopped this by
his imprisonment.
The state or general government, the church, and
capital, under its three forms of usury, monopoly,
and stock-jobbing, are all alike parasitic, useless, and
cumbersome, demoralizing and depletory on labor.
Solidary in their conspiracy against humanity, no one
of them can die alol).e, for each will be perpetually
reproduced by the others. The integral medicin of
absorbent substitution kills this parasite trinity by
that of the Labor Exchange Bank, faith in justice and
charity, and organized co-operation. Let the evolutionists who dethrone the miscreating God of parasites help us to evolve a god of hones_t men from the
realization of these principles.
EDGEWORTH.
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We are either Liberal or intolerant; and the time caption of the Salvation Army, coming nearer and
has come for personal examination and decision- nearer the ideal of the Liberal thinkers, and more
which? If Liberals, let us liv out the first great prin- and more in harmony with the demonstrations of
ciples of Liberalism, do justice, love mercy, and en- seience.
deavor to make our fellow-creatures happy, freed
In. view of this fact, it would seem, at first glance,
from the shackles of superstition, illumined by the that the Liberals ought to make their peace with the
light of truth. We are under obligations to co-operate Republican party-but then there is the nomination.
with heart, energy, and pocketbook in the endeavor Is James G. Blaine a man the Liberals can consistto help others to the same joy, peace, freedom, and ently support? Who will ans"ier this question, bearhappiness we experience. Is it just, is it merciful, to ing constantly in mind the fact that Cleveland vetoed
leave friends and neighbors to grope in the dark a bill which a Democratic legislature had passed to
quagmires of superstition, when with a little effort we fee their Catholic adherents out of the state treasury?
could lead them out into the broad, green fields of Some day there will be a Dt1mocratic legislature, perscience and freedom? Why should not Liberals of haps a Democratic Congress, and there will be no
all shades of opinion unite in the great and noble sturdy Cleveland at the head of public affairs to lay
work of disenthralment of honest hearts from the upon sectarian bills the eternal fiat of the executiv
meshes of superstition and priestcraft, in educating veto.
children in the glorious and ennobling truths of
When we come to this closer inspection, it appears
science, in cultivating love of nature, the study of her that for this coming election the choice of the Liblaws, and inciting a spirit of self-sacrificing effort in erals is between, not Blaine and Cleveland, or the
securing universal mental liberty?
Republican party and the Democratic party, but beHow can this be effected but by thorough and effi- tween the "Republican party, with its more Liberal
cient organization ? In view of the importance of the principles, and Cleveland, the sturdy defender of the
matter, will others of our leading Liberals, following people against the aggressions of the Catholic church.
the example of Brother Putnam, giv the subject their
The implication is that the Liberals are really of
earnest attention, and write out their views for THE that growfng new party which never yet has put a
TRUTH SEEKER, Investigaior, and other leading Liberal candidate of its own into the field, but still has a
papers?
marked influence upon the political features of the
Would it not be advisable for Brother H. L. Green country, the independent voters. This is a gun-squad
and the executiv committee of the New York State that fires wherever it will do the most good. Very
Freethinkers' Association to engage the best availa- consistently it may support Cleveland this fall and on
ble talent to prepare, and at the evening sessions of a recurring election support a candidate of its own
the Convention present, plans and suggestions for or of any other party. Here is an attempt to go bemaking the National Liberal League more effectiv, hind all parties and cliques and cast a vote which will
and devote the morning sessions to ten-minute represent some great principle which is on the point
speeches, discussing the suggestions of the speakers of being crucified by the stupid or selfish political
of the previous evening, and interchanging their demagogs.
opinions on this subject, so that at the Congress of
The Independent Voters is the name of the party
the League prompt, intelligent, and effectiv action which at the present time best fits the purposes of
can be taken, and it be made plain that it is to the the Liberals and which givs them an opportunity to
interest, as well as the duty, of Liberals of all shades support a candidate who is liable to be punished for
of opinion to become activ, zealous, working mem- an act which is demanded in the very Demands of
bers?
Liberalism. John Kelly and his heelers are against
If it proves impossible to so remodel the League Cleveland for this very veto. If for this they are
that it will meet the necessities of the times, then against him, is that not reason enough for us to be
make ·a new departure-form an organization that for him? Whom shall we reward, if not those who
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
act in accordance with our demands ? Can we expect
will.
officials to do our bidding if we do not sustain them
North Parma, N. Y., July 16, 1884.
*For details on Labor Exchange banks consult Wm. B.
for so doing? So far as Liberalism is concerned,
Greene's pamphlet on "Mutual Banking."
How Ought Liberals to Vote?
this is the only issue the present campaign offers.
On which side shall we be found?
LIBERTA.
The National Liberal League.
For a long time this has been an unsolvable prob-While the nomination of favorit distinguished Lib- lem. Just at this time it is quite as difficult as ever
The Old, Old Question.
erals for the presidency of the League is engaging so before. The Liberals hav themselvs neutralized
much attention, will it not be well to remember that whatever of influence they might hav had in poTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: "What
change of officers can never of itself effect the needed litcal matters by dividing their votes among the vari- will you giv us in place of Christianity?" is a question
change in the organization, practical working, and ous political parties. What is the result? Both the often asked by many people, who, not being quite
efficacy of the League ? True, much depends on the great political parties of the republic opened their certain their own unaided efforts will enable them to
president, and, if we mistake not, very much more on national caucuses with prayer, and one of them closed attain perfect happiness in eternity, endeavor with a
the_ secretary. Both must possess ability, energy, with "Praise God, from whom all blessings flow.'' sort of passiv complacency to convince themselvs they
perseverance, tact, and judgment; and, as Brother S. This in a country where Jefferson, Paine, and Frank- implicitly believe in the alleged promises of Christ,
P. Putnam, in his very able article in THE TRUTH lin served as chief patriots.
and cling to them as the infallible sheet anchor of
SEEKER, so wisely suggests, they should giv their
Only one thing is plain: the Liberals hav not dis- hope to ward off all temptations of the flesh in this
whole time, devoting heart and soul to the work. Yet posed of their votes in a manner to make themEelvs world, and exempt them from all possible danger of
the most able and efficient officers will fail to insure respected by the politicians. Having no title to the hell-fire in the next. We presume the professing
success without the earnest, constant, practical co- sympathy or support of any party now in existence, Christian will admit that none but those of pure life
opemtion, of not alone its present members, but all it would seem that the only thing left for them to do truly merit eternal happiness. But we hav only to attrue Liberals. It is lamentable to look over the field, would be to form a party of their own; yet this is for tend a few Sundays at any church to be convinced that
see the vast amount of brain and money available, and grave and sufficient reasons impracticable. For this the average church-member is no more to be relied
yet how very little is being accomplished.
year, at least, the Liberals must support one or all on for strict business integrity or general moral purOnly by agitation, by presenting facts, awakening of the parties now in existence. Let us look over the ity than his Infidel neighbor. It follows then as a
thoughts, and discussion can we hope to attain the ground and see where most consistently they can lo- logical sequence that the mere profession of religion,
much-needed thorough and perfect organization that cate their fealty and their sympathies.
or a passiv acquiescence in its absurd tenets, does not
shall giv us a live, working, branch League or LibButler does not represent the Liberals. He poses infallibly purify the morals, or, as Christians felicieral lyceum, with its regular weekly meetings, in simply as the demagog of the laboring men. He is tously express themselvs, regenerate the carnal nature
every school district in the United States.
very pious when he thinks votes can be obtained in of man. Can we be so stupid as to think a mere tacit
We depend on the National Liberal League to se- that way. There is no one the Liberals can less af- belief in any set of dogmas can regenerate the human
cure more united and efficient work in behalf of sec- ford to support than a hypocrit. The Democratic heart? The mind must first be educated and puriular government, equal rights to all, a true, responsi- party is the party of the Catholic church. It is the fied before any permanent improvement is possible.
ble liberty, and advancement in all that pertains to mission of that party to gratify Ireland and the pope. The believers in the Bible, being imperativly limited
truth and scientific knowledge.
The Catholic vote is not large-not larger than the as to what they shall or shall not believe, never can
The League should be reorganized with a view to Liberal vote; but it is compact, it always goes in one become advanced students in natural science, in geothe benefit, not alone of avowed Liberals, but of thou- direction. It counts for all that it is worth. It has logical knowledge, or a rational comprehension of
sands of honest hearts who are looking for beacon still another advantage: it not only votes all together, those more abstruse philosophical laws forming the
lights to lead them from the errors of the past-from but with a large number of other voters. Should the only true guides to mental advancement. What does
useless rites aBd ceremonies to principles of reason, Liberals form a party of their own, it would be really it signify to become perfectly versed in the Mosaic
right, and truth, and to the harmonizing that large their own. It would avail nothing because of the account of creation and yet remain profoundly
class who are seeking a higher plane of thought and paucity of its numbers. Every voter in that party ignorant of the fact that what is there recorded is, if
action.
would hav to shoulder all the mud that has ever been we place any reliance on modern geological discoverWe hav no right to expect the triumph of uni- heaved at the Infidel; only the few Stalwarts of the ies, utterly incapable of being reconciled with science
versal mental liberty until thorough organization has Liberals would be found working at the poles. The or reason? An understanding of Darwin, Spencer,
brought all Liberals to realize they hav an indi- Liberals cannot afford to join the ranks of the Cath- Haeckel, Huxley, or Tyndall, that bright constellation
vidual work to do now, this very day, and every day, olic party and help to rivet the chain which the pope of chosen spirits who hav illuminated our favored
and a spirit of emulation is aroused. They best shall is gradually weaving around the republic. Not far century, must totally wreck one's childish trust in the
work, who best agree.
distant is the day when the minions of the pope W!ll scriptural rendition of insolvable phenomena, and
Hobby-riders and I-am-ites hav often forced people demand public support for their nun-taught schools stamp the account of creation, so soon succeeded by
to think, opened up discussion, induced investigation, in this republic. To defer that day, even unto eter- the fall of man, with its attendant horrors, to be the
and so far hav done good work. But however lauda- nity, is the sworn determination of the Liberals. senseless vision of an uncultured brain, The author,
ble or praiseworthy their hobby or pet ism may be of Nothing is clearer than that the Liberals will not par- or, more properly speaking, the authors of Genesis
itself, when they refuse their support and earnest co- take of the Democratic oyster.
had conceived a crude image of an unknown someoperation in efforts to secure the secularization of our
The Republican party is as distinctly the party of thing beyond human power, but as yet had not basked
government bec!l'use they cannot hav their pet ism the Protestants as the Democratic is of the Catholics. in the effulgent rays of true knowledge, which can
grafted on the Nme Demands of Liberalism and com- Liberals, it is true, are much more in sympathy with only be truly said to be divine.
pel all to ride their pet hobby-horse, in s~ason and the former than with the latter. And while the CathTo-day, with all the aids we hav from every clime,
out of season, they cease to be Liberals and be- olic church stands fast by its infallible pope, its wa- and every type of intellect, the beginning, its how
come intolerant cranks, intolerable bm·es a~d should fers, and its mass, the Protestants are breaking up and when, remain an insolvable mystery still. How
pe ignored.
'
into hundreds of sects-each new one, with the ex- human life1 with its vivifying and etherealizing eiiJ~
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sence, the intangible soul, first became a part and hope to see Right finally triumph, and Trnth mainparcel of infinity, man may never know. Yet of this tain her gentle sway over the minds of men?
Such an arcadian condition of life terrestrial is cerwe are positivly assured; creation, as the spontaneous
result of omnipotent volition, could not hav been the tainly most desirable, in place of the sordid and
modus operandi. We are irresistibly forced to seek hypocritical civilization which is so glaringly the rea solution of the grand problem by some mote rea- sult of religious beliefs founded on preposterous falsonable method. But with Moses how easy it ap- lacies. So long as the seeds of groveling superstipeared as the effect of divine volition; God, the bar- tion are sown on every hand, we can havno true civbaric term for the incomprehensible, created this ilization permeating the great mass of mankind.
endless universe at one supreme effort. From a con- While men passivly yield obedience to the usurped
dition of absolute chaos-dark, shapeless, lifeless- dictum of priestcraft, they will, in effect, retrogress,
this long slumbering vacuity suddenly took on the for it is a law of nature that nations cannot remain
rapt harmony of infinity, and life and time began! physically .or intellectually immobil; hence true enImagin the stupendous change-absolute nothingness lightenment, to exist at all, must ever steadily advance.
becoming instantaneously replete with life and soul The slime of debauching superstition is being instilled
and immortality! What had been up to that mo- daily into the minds of the young. The priestly
ment wrapt in night's most somber mantle suddenly brotherhood never slumber. The present occasion
blooms radiant with life, animation, the rays of su- is ever being dextrously improved. They lurk with
pernal intelligence! Only an uneducated and yet smooth address and unctuous smiles in all the highvividly imaginativ mind would hav conceived the ways and byways of life, their only aim being ever
Mosaic process-Titanic, certainly, yet utterly antag- and always to perpetuate their influence over the
onistic to evQry effort of nature as we behold her at minds of their unsuspecting dupes. Often in conthe present day. Anyone making it a study will not templating the various phases of human life, it has
fail to observe that nature's processes are ever slow; seemed to me our modern millionaires would do well
her evolutions may require centuries ere any radical to reflect that their lives, having only the prestige of
change is quietly accomplished. The causes culmi- wealth to perpetuate their fame, must ever be utterly
nating in volcanic eruptions or the action of earth- ignoble compared with those whose intellectual
quakes are doubtless snail-like in their respectiv works hav lastingly benefited the human race.
careers. But we cannot cite volcanic action as an
Compare, if you please, for a moment the infinit
illustration in the child theory of creation, for we mine of mental wealth which Charles Darwin left as
must remember that as yet cause and effect were un- his grand legacy to remotest posterity, with the palknown, only a creator existing as the supreme ruler try heap of coin so basely acquired by a soulless
of an utterly dead, endless vacuum. And the Chris- Vanderbilt or Gould. How immeasurably superior
tian is duly trained to believe his soul's salvation is and enduring the heartfelt tribute of respect paid to
imperiled if he even doubt this primitiv theory true, unselfish genius, rather than the fleeting adtouching a something man will never ·know with ab- miration of the fickle crowd, which fawns and flat-·
ters only to despise and forget when the vain pageant
solute certainty.
We take a long stride down the ages, and lo ! we of gaudy wealth has passed by!
This, my friends, is the precious seed I would like
hav the divine conception of Christ, his immaculate
birth, his god-like nature blended with human form, to see take root in the mental and moral world-an enhis life absolutely spotless and radiant with miracles! lightened understanding of natural cause and .effect
Blasting the fig-tree and raising the dead seem cer- -rather than linger unsprouting in the deadly shade
tain evidence of divine power, surely. But can we be of this blighting upas-tree, Christianity. And I wish
perfectly certain those miracles were in reality ac- to see implanted in the hearts of all the purpose, ever
inviolate, of living here so that the approach of death
complished ?
To understand how easy the performance of a might well be greeted with a fearless smile. Iwould
miracle-related by flying rumor at the time, and hav no grinning monsters lurking in the infinit vista
subsequently recorded on the page of partisan his- of eternal love. In their place let there be the calm
ory-we must ever bear in mind that in ancient times resignation of a pure soul to the dispensation of that
any phenomenon not directly understood was igno- all-pervading spirit of which the humblest life forms
rantly attributed to the exercise of supernatural an inseparable part.
Christianity based exclusivly on supernaturalism
powers-in other words, to the intervention of a god
and
unreasoning faith in impossible incongruities
or goddess. Had they possessed an intimate knowledge of the laws of nature, this stupid belief in mir- can never grant man the all to which he justly aspires.
acles could never hav obtained. A. liberal diffusion We may bend the knee of superstition to the anthroof scientific knowledge was utterly unknown; igno- pomorphous idol, vainly styled Jehovah, and yet be
rant rumor and magnifying tradition supremely ruled infinitly removed from true civilization. So long as
the herd. Just imagin, if you will, the total annihila- that loathsome relic of barbarism-a belief in miration of the printing-press and all its wonderful mod- cles-forms part and parcel of our every-day life, we
ern triumphs. Realize, if you can, the mental stul- halt lamely on the imperfect level of pious savagery,
tification, the utter dearth of every grand idea, each and are to all intents and purposes even below the
D. T. Ross.
noble sentiment the "art preservativ of arts" has worshipers of Isis or Diana.
infused into the great throbbing soul of the human
race! Just this hapless condition, neither more nor
Prohibitory and Sumptuary;
less, represents man in the time of Moses, and again
AND To MY CRITICS.
four thousand years afterward, at the advent of [ExPLANATORY.- The following is composed of parts of sevChrist, the printing-press as yet unknown to eral articles written last winter and more lately, and for which
redeem man from his long slumber in the terrible the editor did not find room. He returned them to me reLethe of barbarous ignorance. How easy, then, to cently with the request that I should condense them into an
•t• th
· I f
·
article of fair length. This I hav endeavored to do, though
promuI gat e b Yt ra d I lOll e mirac eo creatiOn·1 The the task has necessitated the elimination of much of vital imspurious record once established, a religion based on portance to the discussion, including all of my reply to Mr.
other miracles, eagerly swallowed by the untutored Ray.]
dupes, followed as a matter of course. The priestI am somewhat surprised that even "Liberta"
hood next became a necessary adjunct of human so- should take the position he does regarding the use
ciety. From time to time the fiction would naturally of the term, "sumptuary laws," when it is rememrequire bracing and strengthening. We hav the grand bered how completely I destroyed his argument upon
culmination in the fictitious birth of Christ, and his that very subject in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 28,
many spurious miracles-the deceitful records of ly- 282, to which "Liberta '' and our readers are respecting priests, each and every one setting at utter de- fully referred.
fiance every known immutable law in the grand barIf my opponent thinks that the quotations which
mony of nature. It may be pertinently assumed that, he makes from Bauvier's Law Dictionary are any help
even allowing Christ to hav bee~divine, he could not to him, he is assuredly welcome thereto. Whatever
set nature's laws aside and be consistent. A. God, to the avowed objects may be, th~:~ end sought is the
be a God, must be perfectly in accord with his own same-the limitation of individual expenses; and
laws. Even omnipotence-supposing such a power that, too, for the declared reason that such luxury" is
to exist-cannot violate a law stamped by the A.l- opposed to public policy." Why, what is the greatmighty fiat as immutable. We must candidly con- est evil of intemperance, as asserted by temperance
~ess, the1;1, .that miracles can only be performed by ly- men and prohibitionists alike ? Is it not the waste
mg traditiOn to further a selfish end; and here, in- of labor fruits in the purchase of intoxicants, and the
de9d, we hav the only rational key to the entire busi- consequent misery brought upon women and chilness.
dren, and the drain upon the pocket of the tax-payer?
I think no more need be said to convince any The expensivness of the drinking habit is one of the
reasoning mind that this is the true solution of all standard arguments of the prohibitionist, used by
supernaturalism. Would it not appear reasonable to him invariably in support of his proposition. Sumpsuppose that any religious system based so evidently . tuary laws are laws intended to curtail " the expenses
on _e:ror as is Christianity would inevitably sink to of the people;" prohibitory laws are laws intended to
obhvwn? And such, undoubtedly, will be its ulti- accomplish the same purpose-so asserted by prohimate fate, for the human mind cannot always be en- bitionists, by them everywhere loudly proclaimed and
slaved, although it would seem as if the very last use most sharply emphasized. The prohibitionist avers
the multitude ml.ike of reason is to think. I hav that prohibition will prevent extravagance, will limit
asked myself the question, as I jot these lines, Will expense in the matter of drinks. A. law which does
the ~orld eve: happil.Y arrive at that stage when vir- this is, by the authority which "Liberta" quotes,
tue, m unsullied purity, shall rule supreme in every a sumptuary law, and yet he waxes mighty wroth
human heart? Will strict business integrity, un- when I state that sumptuary laws and prohibitory
biased by selfish motivs, unstained by even a shadow laws are essentially the same. And yet "Liberta"
of suspicion, become the rule in daily life? Can we . talks glibly of my asserted ignorance or dishonesty !

In my previous article, referred to above, I quoted
Webster upon this ~ery point, and I now reproduce
his definitions: ''Sumptuary-relating to expenses;
regulating expenses or ·expenditure." " Sumptuary
laws or regulations-such as restrain or limit the expenses of citizens in apparel, food, furniture, or the
like." "Libert a" says that prohibitory laws will "restrain or limit the expenses of citizens" in drinks;
authority says that this is the province of sumptuary
laws.
Again, Webster defines a prohibitionist to be "one
who favors prohibitory duties in commerce." If this
does not show the generic relationship of " prohibitory" and "sumptuary," then language has no meaning.
But this is not all. Bauvier says that sumptuary
laws "originated in the view that luxury is, in some
of its degrees, opposed to public policy, and that the
state is bound to interfere against it," referring to
Montesquieu. But why opposed to "public policy?"
The natural inference is that luxury tends to immorality and crime, as most moralists hav asserted, and
that this tendency should be nipped in the bud by
a cutting off of supplies. Now, the second leading
argument of prohibitionists is precisely similar; they
assert that intemperance leads to immorality and
crime, that it tends to make men bad citizens, and,
therefore, the state should, by prohibitory laws, cut
off the supplies.
In a word, sumptuary laws were enacted to curtail
the expenses of the people as a matter of public policy; prohibitory laws are enacted to curtail the expenses of the people, and as a matter of public policy. In the first inst!tnce, we hav an interference
with the private business concerns of the individual,
ostensibly for the public good-i. e., to prevent immorality and crime. In the second, we hav a like
interference for. the public good-i~ e., to prevent im~
morality and crime. But "Liberta" will doubtless
object-it is a common dodge of the sumptuary
champions-that whereas sumptuary laws say what
shall not be bought, prohibitory laws prescribe what
shall not be sold. There is a distinction here, but
the difference is less than the difference 'twixt tweedle
dum and tweedle dee. When you deny the means
to a given end, you deny the end. The right to use
implies the right to buy; ihlil right to buy involves
the right to sell. To deny the right to sell is to deny
the right to buy, and to deny the right to buy is to
deny the right to use. When you prevent the manufacture and sale of a certain article, you prevent its
use. Whether or not the attempt succeeds makes
no difference in the intent. And the buyer and ·user
is equally a criminal with the manufacturer· and
seller.
Suppose that we hav an interdict laid upon the
manufacture and sale of broadcloth coats-we will
not stop to consider the reasons for such interdictwill" Liberta" contend that this is not sumptuary,
that the right of the citizen to buy and wear is not
interfered with? Where would be the difference
between such a law and the prohibitory·law, so far
as the right of the citizen to purchase and use is
concerned?
"Liberta" may now bring on some more " discriminating writers" and invoke a little more " authority," but I would kindly advise him, for his own
sake, to be a little more "discriminating" in his selections.
"Liberta" does me too much harm in attributing
to me the direct or indirect authorship of the Seventh
plank of the Milwaukee platform. He must aim his
scatter-gun at larger game, at better known and
more influential Liberals than I. And our friend
should know that the resolutions adopted by any
Congress of the League are but the expressed opinions of the majority which adopts them, and are not
in any sense binding upon dissentients. This principle was made very clear during the discussion of
the postal law repeal resolutions, and it is a mystery
to me how an anonymous writer, who evidently did
not attend that Congress, can consider himself compromised in any way by the action of those who were
there.
"Liberta" has strayed upon personal liberty
grounds toward the close of his article, and I am
persuaded that he, consciously or unconsciously,
copied this, with which I am very willing to close,
from the utterances of some anti-prohibitionist: "If
we are, indeed, such miserable creatures that we cannot be moral and decent unless contreled by some
authority, let us, in justice to ourselvs, hunt up a
master and submit ourselvs unto him."
Friend Jamieson says that he is "pelted with epithets" because he regretted that by the Seventh plank
of the Milwaukee Congress the League was made
"the tool of the rum-selling power," as he alleged.
The facts of the case are, as the readers of THE TRu'rH
SEEKER know, that I never called in question Mr.
Jamieson's right to dissent from that plank, that I
simply repelled his most uncalled for and ungenerous
reflections upon the character and motivs of those
who voted "Aye" upoR that question. I "pelted"
no one "with epithets," but I did characterize as they
deserved the epithets he heaped upon the personal
liberty members of that Congress.
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Itisnouse,Mr.Jamieso_n;youcanno~butfailinyour speciJ?en of friend Walker's logic?" No, to both Liberal movement hasyet produced. While others
attempt to obscure th~ Issue _by trymg to make it qu~stwns; and it is a specimen of friend Jamieson's hav been disputing with each other as to how they
appear that some one Is abusmg you for dissenting logic-_
. an. d. a very poor specimen of a very poor should organize, what "planks" should be put in,
from
the Seventh
Youwhich
well know
that it was
not your
opinions plank.
and motivs
I criticised
but Sl_le~Ies It Is, too. Talk about the "logic of the pul- and what left out, he has go:p.e ahead and organized.
pit, and " subtle sophism ! " · Certainly our friend He has proved himself a man of deeds. He has ret
'
ra ~.er y~urt:nfair reflections upon the opinions and should be ~ good judge of both, judging by the fused to harbor animosities against his brethren who
mo Ivs 0 0 ers. In support of this it is only neces~ sample h~ _givs us. If to be opposed to wrong con- differ from him in opinion or methods. He has
sary to quote this passage from your last letter: "It duct legit.Imately leads to the suppression of wrong modestly worked, and' organized the greatest Liberal
may be, too, that the men and women who passed it ~onduct . ~y law, t~en to be opposed to wrong opin- association in this country. He has had the genius
[the Sevent}l resolution J are as strictly temperate as I 10~s _legitimately mvolves ·the suppression of wrong to perceive the genius of Liberalism: diversity of
~are. b,~· If they are, they hav ~ queer way of show- opmwns by law. And the converse of this must be opinion. This diversity is deplored by some, but it
n;g It.
Queer to your conceptiOn, perhaps, my dear true also; if we favor right opinions and right con- is the grandest feature of mental liberty. Intellectsir, but you hav no grounds for insinuating that T. duct, then, according to Mr. Jamieson's logic, we are ual freedom leads to-variety of thought and expresB. Wakeman, T. C. Leland, \W. F. Peck, Juliet H. bound to favor their inculcation and enforcement by sion. It is inevitable, and desirable. Diversity of
Severance, A. B. Severance, Mrs. H. S. Lake, and ~aw. _The fallacy of Mr. Jamieson's assumptions lies thought puzzled and baflled the church, puzzled and
sc_ores of other 'Yell ~own Liberals who disagree I~ this, that he assumes that the question of the almost baflled the Liberals. The church sacrificed
wit~ you l!pon t~ns subJect are one whit less temper- rightfulness, or righteousness of actions is what is at freedom of thought to unity. Thousands of Liberals
ate m their habits than yourself. Into this one short issue, whereas that is not th~. question at all. We hav stood ready to commit the opposit mistake, to
paragraph you hav condensed all to which I objected all agree that righteousness is very desirable, that sacrifice unity to freedom of thought. But liberty
m your first. note, and conclusivly proven that I was wrong con?uct should be condemned; but we divide refused to accept any sacrifice. It demands justice
completely Justified in criticising the tone and ani- wrong actwns into two general classes crimes and and truth.
mus of said note.
.
vices, and we include intemperance in the last, while
H. L. Green has organized thousands of Liberals
But further along in his last letter friend Jamieson prohi~itionists place it in the first class. Thus we on a simple, natural platform as broad as the extries to mend the matter a little by attempting to perceive that whether or not we are in f~vor of panded heavens and compact as the Catholic chlilrch.
show that the church could as easily prove a lack of wrong conduct, that is not the question, the issue
Pipestone, Minn.
W. F. JAMIESON.
interested connection with the slave power of the between us being whether we should supress all
.
ante-bellum days as temperance anti-prohibitionists wrong conduct by law. Prohibitionists say, Yes; we
Nommates Col. Ingersoll and Mr. Green.
can their lack of pecuniary connection with the rum say, No.
The following resolutions were offered and passed
power. Hesaysthatthechurchclaimsthatwefound
Another sample: "Because I saythat'Libertyis unanimously by our League at a meeting July22,
fault with the Abolitionists because of their methodE', Virtue's mother,' I was not aware that I stood com- 1884.
but that she "was as much the friend of freedom as mitted. logically, to the notion that Ruin is the daugh- WHEREAS, the present officers of the National Liberal League
Abolitionists dare be." Of course there are no facts ter of Liberty." This, of course, is intended to prove (president and secretary) hav announced their determination
to supp~rL this asserti?n· In the first place, the that the suppression of t~e liquor traffic by law would to ~~~~:A~~-~~~ti~:~ a~~mbers of St. John's cin.) Liberal
church did hav a pecumary connection with slavery. not be in violation of the principles of liberty. Let League, No. 03, believing that no individual is more worthy of
The spokes~en of its various branches knew that to us see how this works. " Because I say that 'Lib- honor than those who devote their lives to driving superstition
declare. ag.amst slavery was to arouse against them ei:ty is Virtue's mother,' I was not aware that I stood from all places where it has been planted by Yioious religions,
the preJUdiCes of the masses' an d t o very rnat eria
· · 11Y commi'tted , 1ogiC
· all Y, t o th e notion that Christianity and
holding those in highest esteem who hav done most to
emancipate the human mind from the horrible incubus of an
lessen the ;eve~ues of the chm.:ch. New Engla~d ~s the daug~ter of Liberty." By a parity of reason- angry, vengeful, irresponsible fetish they call God;
~anufacturmg mteresis bowed m cowardly submis- mg, accordmg to the canons of the Jamieson textTherefore, we wish in some manner to record our thankfulswn before the gold god and under the lash of the book of logic, that gentleman is bound to demand the ness to those pioneers of Freeth ought, both living and dead,
o_verseer; and the church North, as a body, dared not ·suppression of Christianity by law !
w~s ~~;e:~set ~~;~~ei~:~~~~~;~~~fi:J{we wish to tender
risk the loss of popular favor .and the dollars of those
There come to me through the mails numerous in- our sincerest thanks and heartiest apl?reoiation to the Ameriwho fattene~ on the. unreqmted labo;r of the sla_ve. quj.ries relativ to the discussion on prohibition which can citizen who stands in eloquence w1tbout a peer; in sagaoThe connectiOn-the mterested, pecumary connection has been going on in THE TRUTH SEEKER for some ity without an equal; in courage and in ability without a
-between the church· both
and South and the years. Friends are urging me to notice some of the superior
living or in history-a man whose name and noble
t' North
t
work will liv long after priests, and presidents, and kings
sl ave power ~as ;ffiOSt I.n Ima ~ and powerful. . On the many critics 'Yho ha~ attacked me since my last arti- shall be forgotten.
other hand, 1t Will be ~mpossible for. Mr. Jamieson to cle appeared m this JOurnal, among which critics may If possible, we woulcl request this honored citizen to giv his
show such a connectiOn, or anythmg akin thereto, be named Elliott Preston and A.. B. Pikard.
mighty talents exolusivly to the liberation of the mind of man,
between
·
to that end, and for the purpose of effecting a more per.
. the .rum power .and th e L I"ber als wh ose opm. I nee d not say th at fresh h an d s h av advanced noth~ and
feet union of all phases of l!'reethought, we suggest that the
IOns and actwns are at Issue between us.
mg new, for that fact is self-evident to all thinking presidency of tho New National Secular· Organization be
In the second place, the church opposed the Abo- men and women who hav closely followed the discus~ tendered unanimously to Robert G. Ingersoll.
litionists, not because of their methods particularly, sion which for more than two years has been carried Furthermore, recognizing in M:r. H. L. Green one of the
put because they sought to brill"'
organizers
outside
Liberalism, we think
"' into disrepute and on through the columns of THE TnuTH SEEKER, and abest
mistake
wouldeither
occurinside
not toormake
himofse~etary.
to d~stroy-a-Bible institution. The church, through one side of which has been chiefly conducted by me.
Resolved, that the thanks of the League be tendered to the
its representativs, defended slavery as a divine insti- But in spite of the fact that whatever is yet to be said present National Liberal League officers for their unselfish
tution, and hurled the Bible at the heads of May, and must be, in the main, only repetitions of what has al~ and arduous labors.
Phillips, and Foster, and Garrison, and Lucretia Mott, ready been said, I should be very glad, for the sake '.rRuTH
Orclered,
thatand
a copy
these
resolutions
be sont to '.rHE
SEEKER
Man, of
with
a request
to publish.
and their co-workers.
of new readers, to continue the discussion if the
JoHN BaLMER, President.
As there is. no parallel between the attitude of the ~ditor is willing, for I esteem it a subject of vital
W. G. KNIGHT, Secretary.
church toward slavery and our attitude toward the Importance-one forced upon us in multiform ways
Brother Gardner Preaches A Sermon.
liquor traffic, as Mr. Jamieson vainly claims, so, also, by the po~ent . moralists of the press, rostrum, and
"I
has bin wonderin' if our orthodox religiun am
there is no parallel between slavery and intemper- halls of legis~atwn. .
. .
.
One word m clo~mg on the general prmmple m~ not a leetle queer," observed Brother Gardner as the
ance, save that both are evils, as is Christianity, tobacco using, etc.
volve?. I can easily understand how Freethinkers triangle sounded and the meeting settled down to
Slavery is the exploitation of man by man, the can disagree among t~emselvs .reg~trding. the exist- business. " De odder day dar waa a hangin' across
forcible denial of the right of contract, of the right ence of a God, the contmued or Immortal hfe of man, de ribber. A man who had nebber darkened a
of locomotion, of individual initiativ, of the right to etc.; I can unde;stand how they m!ly natura~y differ church doah, as any one knew of-a man who had
possess and enjoy the fruits of one's own labor, upon such ~ubJ~cts as. the marnage relatwn, the followed a low-down bizness a.ll his life-a man who
of the right to form and continue social and sexual finances, votmg, mdustrial, and other problems, but had eber sot a bad example to de youth of the land,
. relations without interference from any " owner,'' how any Free~hinlcer. can espouse pr.ohibition is the was hung for murder. It was one of de coolest an'
and of the right to a voice in the enactment of laws deepest! most mexphcable of mystepes. ~ hav bon- most bloodthirsty crimes of the aige. · De murderer
by which one .is to be governed. These rights es.tly tried to pl~c~ ~y~elf at the pomt of view of the was tried by an honest jury, giben ebery show fur
slavery denies and forcibly alienates; intemperance LI?eral (?) prohibitwmst, but I" co~d find no. su.~h defense, an' the verdict was, guilty. De sentence of
does nothing of the sort. Intemperance is a personal pomt. When I re~ched that _pomt-no pm.nt I de law was carried out, an' our orthodox religiun
vice, and, like all other vices, it may lead to the was no longer ~ Liberal, stan?mg up?n a LI~er~ took a hand in. It sent preachers to the murderer's
iDjury of others, and the remedy for this is to platform, reaso~u~g upon t~e lme of Lib~r~ prmm- cell to coax him into a change of heart. It sent men
be sought and found nowhere else than in the scien- ples, but a Chns~Ian, s~andmg u~o~ a Ch~sban plat- dar to sing de hymns dedicated to God. It sent
women dar to tell him dat he war gwine straight
tific education of all, and the sweeping away of all form, and followmg a lin~ o_f Chnstian logic.
from
the scaffold to glory.
statutes which limit liberty and deaden enterprise.
Ye.ar.s .ag<_>, when ~ Christian, I was also an ard.ent
"When dat man walked out to die he believed
Prohibition is of the same genus as slavery, possess- prohibiti?mst. T~1~ was the only natural, logical,
ing many of the characteristics of the latter tyranny. and consistent positiOn I could the~ t~e. But all hisself a martyr. He talked about de support which
It, too, is a denial of the right of contract, of individ- was changed when I accepted the prmcrples of Fr.ee- de Lawd was givin' him. His voice jined in singin'
ual initiativ, of the peaceful possession and use of thought, fl:Dd I must now say, at the nsk of .bemg 'Nearer, My God, to Thee.' His life had been one
the results of one's own toil--all this directly, while called a bigot by those ~ho are th~mselvs s.o bi&"oted unbroken career of sin. De climax was a foul murindirectly it is guilty of opening the door for the ad- that they would by fines, confiscatiOn, f!'Dd Impnson- der. An' yit he was made to believe dat religiun
mission of nearly all the other evils of which slavery ment coerce those who cannot agree with them, that would sail him straight to heaven's pearly gates !
"My fran's, if religiun takes a murderer to de same
was guilty.
no man who accep~s the fu~d~mental principles of
Says Mr. Jamieson: "Prohibition is no more Freethou~h_t,_ kn.owmg what It IS that he accepts, can heaven dat it does de man who has lived upright all
his days, I doan' want it!
a contradiction of personal liberty than was aboli- be a prohibibon~st. .
.
.
.
"I speak to you in de most solemn airnestness
tion. If I am illogical, let us hav the proof, and not
Yours for a LI~eralism consistent with Itself, and
when
I tell you dat dis horrible burlesque-dis abmere assertion." Pffl' contra, prohibition and personal bott<;>med upon hberty.
E. C. WALKER.
surd mockery-dis farce played by lunatics around
liberty are at the antipodes, and so are prohibition
Kwwa, Kansas_.________
a murderer on de gallus-am sufficient to bring our
and abolition, and the proof you will find above, and
Unity in Diversity.
religiun into vile contempt, an' to make sinners do11bt
in the files of THE TRUTH SEEKER for the last two years,
dat it am anything beyond a vagary."-Detroit Free
where I hav adduced it, Ossa upon Pelion. AboliTo THE EDITOR OF THE TnUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
Press.
tion demanded personal liberty; prohibition denies splendid letter of S. P. Putnam, in THE TRUTH
it. The old antislavery struggle is dragged into the SEEKER of July 12th, shows clearly that he grasps the
Back Numbers Wanted.
discussion of many questions by writers whose zeal true idea of the Liberal movement. I second the
outruns their logical acumen, and whose argument nomination of Mr. Putnam for our next president
To make our files of this year perfect we need a
is completely refuted by the lessons it gave to the of the National Liberal League, provided he can giv few copies of THE TnuTH SEEKEn of April 5, 1884.
world; and Mr. Jamieson's present contention is a himself wholly to the work in accordance with his Anyone having a copy of that date to spare will
case in point.
own lucid Ht;atei?ent of the ne~ds of the office.
tl b .
b
.
.
Again says Mr. Jamieson: "Does it logically
H. L. Gree~ IS my next ch<_>Ice. Indeed, I do not grea Y 0 hge Y mailing It to this office. In payfollow, because I am heartily in favor of the right of know but he Is ,my first. chmce, because I think he ment the sender may select any ten-cent pamphlet in
the people to promulgate even wrong opinions, that fills Mr. Putnam s prescribed requisits in every par- our catalog. We would also like, on the same terms,
I am equally in favor of wrong conduct? Is this a ticular. He is practical, and the best organizer the, a few numbers of March 15, 1884.
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qiommunicatioqs.
What Mr. Andrews Told the Union Reform
League.
I write for the purpose of making you a short report of the meeting and proceedings of the sixth annual convention of the Union Reform League, which
occurred here the fourth, fifth, and sixth insts. Of
that organization I hav since the third meeting had
the honor to act as president. Ezra H. Heywood is
secretary, and Mrs. Mina M. Egli (late of Switzerland, now of Dakota) is corresponding secretary. A
special interest attaches to the meeting of this year,
as it is a sort of glorification over the immense triumph for the cause of Freethought and the freedom
of the press which has recently occurred through the
decision of Judge Pitman, at Worcester, quashing
the indictment against Mr. Heywood on the charge
of obscenity. The first impression that has gone
forth, I believe, is that that decision-as such is usually the case in the quashing of indictments-related
to the matter of form, as to the manner of bringing
the action only, and that it merely lets Mr. Heywood
off in this particular case, but without reaching the
principle involved. This is a total mistake. The decision goes centrally to the merits of the case, and,
coupled with that of Judge Nelson, in the previous
case, at Boston, in the United States Court, virtually
reverses the whole current of rulings in the case of
Mr. Bennett by Judge Benedict, and puts the whole
subject on the grounds which we hav all along contended for. I will in a subsequent communication
take up and expound that matter; and so I will confine myself now mainly to giving an account of the
convention.
Personally I hav been here something more than
two weeks, enjoying the fresh air, the splendid scenery, and the serving hospitality of this Mountain
Home. On the 4th of July the convention opened
promptly at half-past ten o'clock, and continued during the three days, with three sessions each day, forenoon, afternoon, and evening, often inordinately prolonged from the seeming impossibility to procure adjournments, even for meals, the interest in the discussions overmastering the more mundane appetite;
the evening discussions and business being prolonged, the last two days, till midnight or later. The
town hall where we hav held our previeus meetings having been burnt during the past year, this
convention was held in the ample parlors of the Heywoods' (Mountain Home). The first session was
inaugurated by the reading of the Declaration of Independence by Alfred E. Giles, Esq., the able lawyer
and publicist of Hyde Park, Mass.-who was improvised into the chaplain of the occasion, and continued
subsequently to officiate in that capacity at all the
more solemn passages of our proceedings.
At the first session Mr. Heywood, in an opening
statement, briefly noted the origin, history, and purpose of union reform, urging the necessity of associate effort, to appeal all questions of reform, law, and
morals to personal sense of right and duty in the
nature of things. In the afternoon Lyman A. Wiley,
of Newfield, Mass., known among us as the Dennis
Kearney of the East, gave one of his impetuous and
electric speeches on the labor and money questions.
Friday evening and one session of Saturday were
given to the temperance question, and the discussion
between Prohibitionists and moral suasionists was
lively in the extreme. The speakers were, especially:
P. B. Southwick, of Berlin, formerly of the Hopedale
Community; Deacon J. T. Everett, of East Princeton,
one of the most influential citizens of Princeton; A.
H. Wood, of Lunenburg, the Nestor of reform in this
whole region, and the youthful and genial wit of near
upon eighty years of age; Wm. J. Melvin, the rising
young journalist of Clinton; Mr. Giles, Mr. Heywood,
and myself. Saturday evening was given to the free
love question. Mrs. Egli opened the debate with a
lucid, philosophic, and fearless statement. She was
followed by Mrs. Wm. J. Melvin, and Mrs. J. S. Laigley, Mr. Southwick, Mrs. Heywood, and others. Mrs.
Heywood's talk was spiced, as often happens, with
audacities which even radical reformers are not much
accustomed to hear, but nobody seemed to be
alarmed or worried, and so free speech was vindicated. One sessicn was given entire to Mr. Massena,
who read a long but very instructiv paper on European Socialism, with an account of special investigations made by himself into the conditions of labor in
the so-called '' black " country of England. Part of
another session was given to another gentleman from
Europe (prudence prevents recording of the name)
in exposition of Anarchism and Nihilism. Frank T.
Howe, of Nashua, N.H., and M.A. Worth, of Waltham, Mass., added their contributions.
In fine, cne session of the convention was given
to an exposition of Alwato, one to an exposition of Universology, and oDe, the concluding
session, to the nature and affairs of the Pantarchy.
The session given to Alwato proved, I think unexpectedly to the audience, intensely interesting. Indeed, I hav never found any subject in which all sorts
of people, the old and the young, thf;l lea~ned and

the unlearned, can be more deeply interested than
in tlie analysis of speech-an account of what we do
and can do with our mouths, and language generallywhen the subject is rightly handled. My six years
of service in the introduction of phonography and
the spelling reform, many years ago, provided me
with an experience which makes me always sure of
commanding the interested attention of my audience
on that class of subjects. I addressed myself on this
occasion especially to Master Hermes Sidney Heywood, a ten-year-old boy, and Miss Vesta Heywood,
to whom we were indebted for our music. Phonetics
and the spelling reform, going beyond the one Ianguage, English, culminate in a universal alphabet-one alphabet for the whole world-a unitary dress for
all languages; and Alwato goes the additional step of
being the one language for the whole world-wears
that dress. Phonetics (the science), the basis of phonography and of the universal alphabet, is itself based
upon the axiom, "One sign to one sound, and one
sound to one sign." Alwato is based upon the further-on discovery that every sound, vowel, and consonant has a natural and inherent meaning; so that
a universal language is one of the things which is,
in the nature of things; and only awaited our discovering faculty-the same in that respect as music.
Universology is based on the similar discovery
that unlimited things-infinitudes-like time, space,
substance, etc., are like the vowel sounds in language,
continuant, uninterrupted, and, therefore, one-like
or unismal, while limits-things finiting other things
-lines, edges, boundaries, etc., are like consonant
sounds, breaky, discontinuant, interruptiv, and therefore two-like or duismal; so that there is an analogy
or fundamental similitude between the make-up of
the universe, with its infinitudes and boundaries, and
the make-up of language, with its vowel and consonant sounds-which then goes further and proves to
be a universal analogy or similitude between the elements and the combinations of elements in the
make-up of any given sphere of being and the elements and combinations of elements in the make-up
of each and every other sphere of being. This subject is somewhat more difficult, and requires a little
more pluck, and more of the true student spirit, to
be fully interested in it, and to master it. Its immense importance is known, however, to the few who
hav etudied it.
But the main subject among those especially assignod to me at the convention, and that of which I
wish to giv a little further account, especially of
what was transacted in that connection at the last
meeting, is the Pantarchy. Three years ago the
Union Reform League resolved itself into an auxiliary of the Pantarchy, but that action has remained
somewhat barren of results. It was probably little
more at the time than a generous and graceful complimenttome-a sort of vote of confidence, from which
by the constitution of the Pantarchy it could withdraw at any moment, and which, therefore, it felt
safe in rendering; and did not, as I knew, imply any
very vital understanding of or interef3t in Pantarchism.
That matter was left, therefore, to rest, and go for
what it might, and not taken as a foundation to
build upon. But, on this occasion, finding that there
were two persons present newly known to me, who,
from their reading, and from the expositions they listened to, seized with avidity and profundity of comprehension, and strong conviction, upon the central
principles, the need, and the feasibility of the Pantarchal institution, and who were willing and anxious
to lend their names and pledge their efforts for the
more thorough founding of the Pantarchy, I resolved
to take this opportunity for a step in advance in that
direction. These two individuals were Mrs. Min aM.
Egli, a lady of learning, remarkable clearness of perception, and the courage of her opinions, recently of
Zurich, Switzerland, and more recently from Dakota,
from which distant territory she came to attend this
convention. The othe.r is Monsieur L. F. Massena
(Pierre Qniroule, his nom de plume), from Paris,
France, a grandson of the distinguished General and
Marshal Massena, of the first (Napoleonic) empire,
himself a traveling correspondent for years past of
Parisian and London newspapers, with a roving commission to visit all the countries of the world. His
address is 12 Union street, London, England. Mrs.
Egli is a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and through it
and some correspondence had formed her very decided
opinion of the Pantarchy before I met her here, where
she still remains, and can be addressed {or the present. To Mr. Massena the whole subject was new.
The first passage between us was this: I handed him
a copy of the "Transactions of the Colloquium,"
which bears upon the cover the motto of the Colloquium, which is also the motto, and, in fact, the fundamental constitution of the Pantarchy, as to its
whole conception-these words:
MoTTo.-"In things proven, Unity; in whatsoever
can be doubted, Free Diversity; in things not trenching upon others' rights, Liberty; in all things,
Charity."
Mr. Massena had no sooner glanced his eye over
this motto than he exclaimed, with great energy and
appearance of conviction, "That is the grandest platform that I hav ever seen or heard of; a,nd the first

one upon which I am willing to base my. life purpose,
along with all who will stand upon it." As I hav
piqued myself upon this last work of condensation in
expressing the ultimate basis of all true human intercourse, which cost me much thought and effort-almost more than I hav spent upon anything else I hav
ever done; and as I hav been not a little chagrined that
my Radical friends hav made so little use of it--hav,
indeed, manifested so little appreciation of it, I was,
of course, greatly flattered and pleased at this offhand verdict of an intelligent European. · Further intercourse with Mr. Massena convinced me that his
extended and varied travels and adventures all over
the earth, and his extensiv acquaintance with the
languages and with. the habits and the needs of the
various peoples, had peculiarly qualified him to grasp
the idea of the political side of the Pantarchy-as the
future type, beginning now, of the future government
of the world. He has already lectured and written
on subjects leading up to the idea. I think I may
say, indeed, that. after myself in this particular, speak;ing frankly, he 1s the first man I hav ever met who
has distinctly developed what I may call a planetary
ambition, in the good sense of the word. By this I
mean the conception of the unification of mankind as
the immediate feasible thing, leading us to begin at
once and to work practically and earnestly by proper
device of methods to organize the One Government
for the Whole World. The nearest and most distinct
approach to this conception which I hav found in any
book, not of my own writing, is the following rem!J.rkable passa~e extracted from Lester F. Ward's" Dynamic Socwlogy:" "It therefore becomes the interest
and the duty of society, throwing off the yoke of
government, in the odious sense of that ill-conceived
term, to establish a truly progressiv agency, which
shall not only be a product of art, but which shall itself be an art. The institution, like all true arts, must
be based upon the recognition of the reality and reliableness of the natural forces with which it is to
experiment, and whose laws it is to utilize. These
forces are the so-called social forces, as defined in a
preceding chapter. The science which treats of
them is Sociology. The art which consists in their
application [which is the mode of their application J
may still, for the want of a better term, be called
·government. But the present empirical, anti-progressiv institution, miscalled the art of government,
must be transformed into a central agency of social
sciences, which shall stand in the same relation to
the control of men in which the polytechhlc institute
stands to the control of nature."
All this is pure Pantarchism; and is, indeed, so
named by Mr. Ward himself elsewhere. It is a precise description of the University State, the central
organization of the Pantarchy, as planned, programmed, and intended by me. Others here and in
Europe are talking vaguely of the Universal Republic,
the Parliament of the World, etc., but no other writer
has so sensed the fact as Mr. Ward has, that the government of the future must and will be reduced to
the organized results of science applied to the Collectiv Life of the World. And yet even with Ward
this is, as yet, a mere speculativ programming of the
idea. He does not propose to do anything about it
here and now. The actual Pantarchy goes the step
farther, and enters upon the work of practically organizing 'this universal government of the future into
a real, concrete working existence-of course in mere
germ, but as a thing which is to grow and fill the
whole earth. The Pantarch is simply the volunteer
head-center who undertakes to lead in this enterprise
of promulgating the idea, and getting it into working condition, of rallying the scientific world to become practically reformatory, and of rallying reformers to become scientific, and then artismal. That I
should assume this office myself, at least for the time
being, is inevitable, if the thing is to be done, as there
is nobody else who appreciates the conception, apd is
willing to giv the necessary time, labor, and de.votion
to its practical outworking.
·
These remarks apply more especially to the political side of the Pantarchy. It has numerous other
branches-domestic, educational, inter-communicativ
(lingual), artistic, religious, etc. In the general
sense, including all these, in embryo, the Pantarchy
has been inaugurated for more than twenty years, has
had a name to liv, and has had a somewhat filmy and
unrefined existence; but has been steadily engaged
in necessary preliminary work. It has even not been
altogether without a treasury based on the idea of
voluntary tribute. Some thousands of dollars hav
been contributed for publication, and other contingencies. A single gentleman has paid in more than
a thousand dollars-he being a B.igh Church Episcopalian, and not willing that his left hand should
know what his right hand executes. But until the
present occasion there has been no formal inauguration of the Political Side of the Pantarchy as a High
and Scientific sort of Internationalism, looking to
the bringing of all the nations and peoples of the
earth into political unity. It was the presence, here,
on this bright Fourth of July, and afterwards, of Mrs.
Egli, the lady, scholar, and traveler, and of Mr. Massena, the world-wide traveler, earnest reformer, and
prospectiv inte:rnationa,l statesman; with the com·
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plete int.elligence all:d deep interest they manifested work of a more serious kind, it would not be reached tain Ash, Lieutenant Colwell, and the chief engineer
in respect to the des1gn; an~ the ~resence also at the b!.a repre~siv law any more than by the existing pro- arrived, and we at once began to administer small
convention of· several A.mencans Just returned. from ';BlOn for hce.nse. Now for figures: 44 persons held doses of food of the lightest description. The men
prolonged and critical European travel, who gave hcenses; 32 licenses were made use of; 535 experi- at first were ravenous and loudly insisted on getting
their sympathies and prospectiv cooperation, which menta were performed; 290 were made with anes- more and more food. We refused to gratify their
determined me to choose this occasion to inaugurate, thetics, and the subjects killed before return of sensi- wishes, fearing disaRtrous results from over-eat.ing.
formally, this Political Side or Section of the Pan- bility; 177 were experiments in inoculation-some 55
"The launch was dispatched to the steamer, and
tarchy; and these were the events which occurred: of these without anesthetics, but causing no more brought on shore to our assistance Drs. Ames and
Premising that, in so far as individuals can stand for direct pain than vaccipation. The inspector's re- Greene and Commander Schley. Preparations were
nations, Mrs. Egli represents the republic of Switzer- port concludes, "The amount of direct or indirect at once made to convey the party on board. All the
land,_Mr. Massena the republic of France, and my- suffering from the performance of physiological ex- records were gathered up, and everything worth savself the United States-the three great republics of periments during the past year was wholly insignifi- ing was carried down to the launch. We left nothing
the world-it being in the·true order that the repub- cant, and limited to about 15 animals." I hav no- behind but some clothing and a few cans of the
.lies should enter the Pantarchy first, .as being nearer where denied that vivisection may hav been accom- wretched food on which Lieutenant Greely and his
to its design.
panied by unnecessary brutality since its inception, men were living for weeks. · This consisted chiefly of
I concluded a somewhat prolonged exposition of but this is true of other good institutions, or such as scraps of sealskin cut up in small pieces about the
the Pantarchy 1n thit::; sense, on this last evening of hav been considered good. There is less brutality size of a cent piece. It had been stewed and conthe convention, by stating a technical distinction be- in the enforced service of domestic animals, less in verted into a kind of broth, with some shrimps and
tween Pantarchists and Pantarchians (see "Constitu- the education of children, less in penal and insane ·seaweed. This repulsiv stew formed the sole diet of
tion of the Pantarchy "), to the effect that students of asylums, and very much less in the propagation of Lieutenant Greely and his unfortunate comrades."
the principles of Pantarchism and who favor its pur- creeds; but in all directions there is as much room
poses sympathetically, but without becoming formal for improvement as in the practice of vivisection; and
Popular Creed.
and proposed members of the organization, are de- probably in no other direction is progress more rapid
"I
believe
in
Capital,
Father Almighty, maker of
nominated Pantarchists; and the formal and pro- and more in accord with humane ideas.
weal
and
woe,
and
of
all
things
visible and invisible.
fessed members are known as Pantarchians. The
E. B. FooTE, JR.
And in one power, Usury and Increase, the only bedifference is something like that between the congregotten Son of Capital, begotten of the Father before
gation and the church-members in church affairs. I
Wasted Millions.
stated that I hav good reason to believe that every
The English church is enormously rich. Precisely all dues. Money of money, wealth of wealth, very
person present was a Pantarchist, but that only two, what its income is the two archbishops who are at cash of very cash, begotten, not made, being of one
Mrs. Egli and Mr. Massena, had proposed the~selvs the head of the establishment .alone know, and they substance with capital, and whereby all things are
and been accepted by me for full me~bersh1p. I keep that knowledge to themselvs; but with tithes, done; which for us m<:ln and for our perdition came
then greeted them as fellows, extendmg a ha~d _to glebe, pew-1·ents, and other· sources of revenue in- forth from the bottomless; and was invented by
each, and the ceremony was concluded, except m 1ts. eluded, the income is over $50,000,000 per annum. 'anra sacrajantes,' and incarnate of the virgin money,
financial aspect. A. small single piece of money was Some of the most valuable propm·ty in the United and was made gold, stamped, and established also for
then put into my hand b_y each. of the new memb~rs, Kingdom belongs to the church of England, which our fleecing under all governments. It is conjured
to symb?lize the prinmple of VoluntarJ: Taxatwn, has held it ever since it was _taken away from the with and buried and made to rise again, according
upon whiCh the new order of &"over?~ent 1s founded. Roman Catholics and bestowed by Henry VIII. on to the bank books.
" And I believe in ' anra sacra fames,' the Lord and
Ofthefund th~splace~atmydispos1twn,Ithenturned his church to make the fealty of the n~wly created
over (appropnated) mnety per cent. to Mrs. H_eywood bishops certain and sure. The archbishop of Canter- Giver of Business, which proceedeth from Capital
to be applied by her to the loc~l :work at Prmceton, bury has an income of $75,000 a year, and the archi- and Interest, which with the Father and Son together
auxiliary to the Pantar~hy, reta~nm~ ten per cent of epis0opal palace given him as a residence besides. are worshiped and glorified; which spake by the econthe amount, as the spemal co_ntnbutwn to the su.sten- The fortunate holder of this pleasant position is the omists. And I believe in one all-gathering and illimThrift. I acknowledge one and every dodge
tation of _tl..te center. And, ~n ~?e, I then app?mte~ Right Honorable and Most Reverend Edward White itable
the
fleecing of the poor, and I look for the Kingfor
Mrs. Egh as one of my sem1-m1htary helpers (1~ this Benson, who succeeded Archbishop Tate in 1882.
dom
of
Iniquity and eternal plunder to come-amen."
new Salvation Army), aide <!e camp~the first appomt~d He has a staff of seven persons, the head of which is
with that title-and appomted Mr. Massena Courier a dean, the Very Rev. R. Payne Smith, who receives
to the· Pant.archy abroad, with the prospectiv office $10,000 a year, and six canons-one an arch-deacon- A New Zealancl View of the Potmlation (!u~stion.
of Embassador.
.
. .
who each get $5,000 a year, and has also a large
From the Freethouyht Review (lVanuanni).
The special logement of the Umversity-state, as household of officials, such as prebendaries, minor
There is no part of Mr. George's book, " Progress
the Head of the Pantarchy, is the University of the canons and other clergymen. The other bishops are and Poverty," more open to criticism and refutation
Pantarchy. Such an institution has been chartered paid as follows: Right Hon. and Right Rev. John than the chapters on Malthusianism. To tell the
under the Special Act of Congress for the District _of Ja.ckson, bishop of London, has $50,000 a year; Irish people that they may be as reckless and imColumbia.
Circumstances hav hitherto fixed 1ts Lightfoot, bishop of Durham, $35,000 (his dean, the provident, in ·this one respect in the future as they
working center at New York, at and near my home Very Rev. C. W. Lake, is allowed $15,000 for assist- hav been in the past, if they can only get rid of land( of course, also in an embryonic way, for the want. of his superior, which he does by preaching one sermon lordism, is to encourage them to sink into a more
men and means). Circumstances now see~? to pomt a week); Edward Harold Browne, bishop of· Win- helpless condition than they hav yet experienced.
- to the development of a branch of the Umversity at chester, $35,500; Right Rev. James R. Woodford, Whatever increase of wealth or of food may take place
this place, as a summer resort of the students, an~ bishop of Ely (it is he of whom Thackeray speaks in consequence of political or economic changes, it is
a summer school of Philosophy, Science, and Um-. under the thin disguise of "the bishop of Ealing,"), certain that, unless the prudential or other check be
versal Reform.
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS.
$27,500. The bishops of Bath, Lincoln, Oxford, applied, the population will rapidly rise to high-water
Pr/,nceton, Mass., July 11, 1884.
Salisbury, and Worcester each receive $25,000, and mark of the means of subsistence.· If the ecmwmic
the others are paid from $22,500 to $15,000, and rent were confiscated to-morrow, and every occupier
finally, the bishop of Sodor and Man, who has neither lived rent free, the enfranchised tenant would be able,
Foote-Note on Vivisection.
cathedral or dean, gets $10,000 annually, principally no doubt, to increase his family connections; though
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: After for doing nothing.
we are afraid we should hav to allow for the fact that
reading Mr. Preston's last communication on vivisecthe rentless landlord might at the same time be comtion I concluded to make no reply, for two reasons.
The First Sight of Greely.
pelled to reduce his. The circumstances determining
Firstly, because he was manif~stly u~willing to disFrom Mr. Norman, the ice pilot of the Thetis, who the population a nation may contain are too complex
cuss the sul;lject from the pOl~t of VIew of my fir_st was the first to enter Lieutenant Greely's camp, the to enable anyone to arrive at an estimate worthy a
criticism-that it is relativly ummport.mt as an evil; following graphic report has been elicited:
moment's consideration. But one thing stands out
and, secondly, because, as.I hav vreviously said, I do
"A.t 8 o'clock on the evening of the 22d of June, as an indubitable scientific conclusion, that a people
not consider it of enough Importance to occupy much having found a record previously three miles north who hold it a virtue to bring as many children as
of your space. To forti£~ my position, .I had I?ade a of Cape Sabine, we proceeded in the steam launch to possible into the world, will quickly meet with that
few clippings from the da1ly press, of WhiCh I will now the spot indicated as the camping ground of the check included in the Malthusian category which adonly offer the suggestiv titles, though any one subject Greely party. A.s we approached within two yards mits of no quibbling over terms-the giant specter of
could be written up in as lurid a light, and with as of the shore we saw a man staggering down the hill- starvation and premature death.
heart-rending a pen picture, as Mr. Preston's last side toward the ice fort. He held a small flag in his
Mr. Moncure D. Conway conveys to an interviewing
presentation of details of vivisection. The headings hand attached to which was a piece of a handkerchief. representativ of the Poll Mall Gazette a vivid picture
are: "'Wanton Butchery of Deer in Canada;" "A This he feebly waved. A.s soon as the steam launch of British India. " The population," he says, "grows
Bill Before Parliament Prohibiting Wanton Shooting struck the shore Captain Ash, of the Bear, and my- thicker and ever thicker upon the soil, increasing by
of Pigeons;" "The Buffalo Chase"-a slaughter of four self jumped on the shore. The man proved to be millions the number of paupers-for they are all more
-hundred buffaloes during three weeks by one hunt- Long, one of the Greely party. He wore a haggard, or less paupers-festering and squalid in their mising party in Montana, just for sport. One clipping ghastly look, and was scarcely able to stand. He ery." '.rhe interviewer appears to hav been touched
I would like to quote here:
muttered out his words. They asked him how all by the description, and he asked: " What, then, 1\Ir.
"Recent dispatches state that. a great deal of indignation hands were. He replied, ' There are seven of us left.' Conway, do you think should be done?" "It is diffihas been excited over the reported condition of insane women I ran up immediately to the place where he pointed cult to say what," said Mr. Conway with a smile,
in the county poorhouses throughout the state of IndiaJ?-a. out the camp. Captain A.sh and Lieutenant Colwell "unless we are to appoint Mr. Bradlaugh to under'.rhe secretary of the state board of health an~ the SUl)ermtendent of the insane asvlum hav been makmg a survey of went back to the launch to bring some pemmican take a general Malthusian apostolate throughout
these poorh01tses, and the condition of things is terrible.' biscuits and some stimulating drink. When I reached India." A. grave word spoken in jest. The rapid
Superintendent Fletcher states: 'If one could tell half the within a few yards of the tent I cried out, 'Cheer up, increase of population is due to the absence of those
truth about the poorhouses of Indiana, aJ?-~ t~e treat!llent of Greely.'
'Is that you, Norman?' faintly replied checks which before the advent of British rule held
the women in them, the insane and the Idiotic, I beheve the
women of Indiana would move upon them ~nd tear t~em down. Lieutenant Greely, who knew my voice, although sway-the massacre of miJlions in merciless wars a?d
There is a fine opening for reform, and If you Will awaken three years had elapsed since I bid him fa;:ewell in periodical famins. These checks are removed, while
sentiment on the subject, you cannot fail of doing great good.'" the Proteus in Lady Franklin Sound.
·
the prudential one has not been supplied. "In
This is an object more worthy of humane effort
"A. fierce storm was blowing and the tent had India," our authority further remarks, "the first duty
and a philanthropic purse than the formation of _an fallen on its wretched occupants. I cut and tore it of man is to breed. The women are mere child-proanti-vivisection society. But now I come to the pomt open, entered and there saw with horror the pale, ducing machines." Christian missionaries no doul;>t
that led me to open up the subject again. Mr. shriveled form of Greely lying in the middle of the increase the mischief as far as they are able by the1r
Preston's last appeal was that all good people should camp, encased in his sleeping bag; Ellison, with idle cant about the "providence of God.'' It is in this
exert themselvs to prevent the legal license of vivi- hands and feet lopped off by frost since the first of field science can work out its ends beneficently, and
section under restriction as in England, and it is the the previous year; Beiderbeck lay down listlessly in redeem by a gradual process myriads of human beings
report of work done under such licenses (published front of Greely; Connell, pointed at by his comrades from national and individual degradation. Mr. Conin the Medical Record of July 12th), which I would as dying, was reclining in a motionless posture on way observes that all the educated Hindoos he met
call especial attention to. The extent of the evils of Greely; Brainard lay down alone under the shelter were Freethinkers, and it is to them we look with the
vivisection in England can be fairly judged from this of a corner of the tent, and was separated to the eye hope that knowledg(:) will be "brought home to every
report, I suppose, and if th~re is any clandestin from his coD.lrl\d()~ in miefortune. Immediately Cap- village commuue,
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eralism are allowed. Let us hope that the editors lectures, ·for the distribution of literature, and for
will dare to argue for the other pointfJ as ably as they activ campaign work generally. In turn the parent
society helps the branches by furnishing counsel for
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These sums were all received shortly after the publication of the dedication services, and were evidently
the visible signs of a generous emulation as to who
should pay the last dollar. They are entered· as received. Mr. Edgar's, Mr. Tilley's, Dr. Horton's, Mr.
Breedlove's, Mr. DeLano's, and ·Mr. Carr's subscriptions were all needed, and twenty-one cents of Mr.
Wm. F. Davis's. The subsequent subscriptions are
subject to the order of the donors, and will be credited in any way desired, as will any sums hereafter
received. If we may be allowed, we suggest that or~
ders for lithographs would be appreciated, as the cost
of that will be between two and three hundred dollars, but a small portion of which has been so far received. The lithographs ought to hav been ready ere
this, but the perfection of the drawing-the first not
being quite natural-has consumed much time. We
are promised it now, however, very soon. But any
disposition of the money will be acceptable to us, so
long as our friends are suited.

~We wish that our subscribers who are in
arrears would make a special e:ffort to pay up.
During the summer months our book sales are
small, and we hav to depend upon the subscriptions coming in to pay expenses, which are just
as heavy now as ever. We know that business
generally is dull, that " times are hard," but
the amounts are so small individually that it
would seem no one can be inconvenienced by
paying his dues, while in the aggregate they foot
up large, and mean everything to us. It is nnpleasant to us to dun our friends, and money is
never asked for till imperativly needed; now we
must hav it to pay bills with. A good many
hundreds of dollars are due on subscriptions, so
we are not asking a favor, but simple justice
The Lea~e and the Nashville "Liberal.''
and square dealing between friends. It is usual
The
Nashville Lihfffal is usually a bright paper, but
for papers to exact pay in advance, but we hav
its aged editor must hav mislaid his spectacles when
never adopted the rule, believing that Liberals he read the paragraph from THE TRUTH SEEKER critiare honest enough not to cheat the printer. cised by him as follows:
But the accommodation sorely tries our re- "The noble TRUTH SEEKER, in speaking of the National
League, and of the supposed inefficiency of some of
sources, and the readers ought not to force us to Liberal
its officers, closes its article by saying:
wait longer than they can help.
" 'If the League at the next Congress cannot take steps to

The Pulpit and Press at Odds.
The step recently taken by Park Commissioner
Viel,e in changing the weekly concerts given in
Central Park from Saturday afternoon to Sunday
afternoon has awakened about all the latent bigotry
in the churches of this city. Since the first concert
the preachers hav been untiring in their efforts to
hav the playing stopped. ' The general opinion of the
ministers is the same as that of the Connecticut Pnritans, who smashed the organ, that Sunday music is
of the devil, and is one of his most potent weapons
to win souls from God. They take the ground that
this is a Christian country, and that one day of the
week has been consecrated to Christianity; any violation of this day is, therefore, a violation of their
rights. Argument with them has no effect. The insolence of their demands never seems to occur to
them, and the deniers of their claims receive no
courtesy.
In this fight, however, the people hav the aid of a
force more potent than the pulpit-the press. With
no exceptions worth noting, the great secular
papers are against the clergy. Of course the relig,ious press is a unit in backing up the churches, but
its influence is small upon the general public. The
Times, Sun, Hfffald, Star, and the best evening papers
speak out openly about this question, and advise the
ministers to acquiesce in what they cannot help.
The time has gone by, the dominies are pointedly informed, when they could control the people's amusementa. John Calvin might regulate the dress and
manner of the Genevan laity, Knox, Wesley, and
Mather might tyrannize over their followers, but this
being the nineteenth century, and people not being
all fools, the clergy must confine their efforts to the
religious sphere. Any exceeding of duty will be rebuked by loss of prestige and power. When the
clergy are found against the people, the people will
leave the clergy.
.
The result of this is another victory for freedom,
and another broken link in the chain supernaturalism has riveted on men. With the great press on
our side, it cannot be long ere the demands of Lib·

command more means of action, cannot draw to its support
men and women willing to work for its objects, it might as
well be disbanded as a national organization, and the auxiliaries be converted into such Liberal clubs as their members
prefer.'
"It was certainly unfortunate for this grand leader of Freethought to even hint about 'dis banding' the League under
any circumstances."

This is nearer caviling than criticising, and applies
to neither our sentiments nor words, but only to Mr.
Bailey's careless misapprehension of them.
In the first place, we never said that some of the
officers of the League are inefficient. They hav unundoubtedly done as much work for the League as
any men could do who were obliged to earn their
daily bread first and labor for the organization second. If the League officers could hav had their families provided for so they coul,d hav given their time
to the work more would hav been accomplished.
That they can do this in the future a salary should
attach to the offices of president and secretary of the
League, and these officers should go into the field
and earn it.
We said, "disbanded as a naiional organization,"
leaving the local Leagues to be converted into Liberal clubs-as they now are, in fact, for their allegiance to the parent League is only a formal one, with
no benefit to either. And really, what is the use of
paying office rent, clerk hire, postage bills, etc., unless some good comes out of the expenditures? The
Leagues should be brought into closer relations, the
auxiliaries having responsibilities to the national society and deriving benefits therefrom, and the whole
should be consolidated and activly supported.
Questioning a gentleman from London the other
day, a Liberal of enthusiasm, we learned one reason
for Mr. Bradlaugh's great power in that country. It
comes from the strong organization of the National
Secular Society, which has branches in all parts of
England, whose officers are in constant communication with the officers of the parent society. Nothing
of importance to Secularism can transpire in any place
without some Liberal learning of it, and giving information to the nearest branch, whose secretary sends
the information immediately to London.
The
branches IU'e also local committees to :prepare for

Man and Brute.
In a paper in the current North American Review,
Mr. George J. Romanes discusses the question of
mind in men and animals-whether they differ only in
degree, or whether man's is of another order altogether, having a different mode of origin, and distinct
traits. On this subject there is a wide divergence of
opinion, even among the scientific evolutionists, but
its importance is too plain to be passed over.
In early days, before evolution, we were taught
that men had minds, God-given, of course, but that
the reasoning faculty the Lord had endowed animals
with was instinct. This theological distinction between man and the brute Mr. Romanes passes over,
as " it rests upon a dogma with reference to which
scientific inquiry has no point of legitimate contact."
This well-phrased disdain of Christian standards is
not exceptional with Mr. Romanes. · It permeates all
our scientific literature, and is one reason for the dislike theologians entertain of science and its votaries.
Observing th~t it has been established that the
principles of evolution apply to the phenomena of
mind as we find them presented in the lower animals,
and that we hav satisfactory evidence of these phenomena being all due to processes of a natural and
continuous development, the causation of which is
now in a large manner ascertained, ,Mr. Romanes
attempts to prove not only the mental evolution of
man, but to show the principles which hav been concerned in the process. He first considers the question on purely a priori ground. There is no dispute
that the process of organic and mental evolution has
been continuous throughout the whole region of life
and of mind-with the one exception of the mind of
man. Therefore he holds, as reason one, that it is
highly "improbable that the process of evolution,
elsewhere so uniform and ubiquitous, should be interrupted at its terminal phase,'' as it must be if man's
mind is of a distinct order from other minds, or reasoning powers, found to exist. This he considers a
very strong point, the presumption that there can be
no such break in the chain of evolution being so
" considerable that it could only be fairly counterbalanced by some very cogent and unmistakable facts
showing a difference between animal and human "
minds " so distinctiv as to render it . . . impossible that one could ever graduate into the other."
Second: It is unquestionable that the mind of every
individual human being presents to actual observation a process of gradual development or evolution
from infancy to manhood, and that in this unfoldment
from a zero level to, it may be great genius, there is
no sudden break, or leap of progress, such as the
passage from one kind of mental
to another
might be expected to show. Everyone, from their
own experience in watching the growth of. children,
can bear Mr. Romanes ou+.in this. Third: It is also
a matter of recorded observation, from documents,
traditions, antiquarian remains, and flint implements,
that in the history of the race there has been a steady
growth from barbarism to civilization, and no traces
of "cataclysmic" jumps are anywhere found. This, the
last of his a priori considerations, Mr. Romanes concludes proves that if the process of evolution was interrupted between the anthropoid apes and primitiv .
man, it must hav recommenced with primitiv man
and since then been continued as uninterruptedly in
the human species as it previously did in the animal.
This hypothetical break between the anthropoid apes
and early man Mr. Romanes holds to be antecedently improbable; and, if analogy is worth anything
as a guide in reasoning, he is right, for the principle
of continuity in nature, as he says, is the principle
found by men of science to be the one most often verified when introduced as a hypothesis to temporarily
bridge over a chasm or break in discovered facts.
Mr. Romanes then proceeds to review impartially
the objections found by the psychologists to this
theory of continuous evolution in mind as well as iii.
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Physical bodies. It used to be held that animals were by the mathematician, which may contain in an ea- A. Call for the Eighth Annual Congress of the
· citizensNational
Liberal
League.
unconscious machines, but he concludes that the sily manipulated form the results of a long calculaAll
of the United
States,
whether they _hav
theory has been given up by all whose opinions in tion, no part of which could hav been conducted but heretofore acted with this League or not, who ~eheve
such a matter are worth considering; and he likewise for the use of other symbols of the same kind. So in a secular government and a secular ;epubhc, s~I?
sets aside as of no consequence the distinction once that, to put the matter briefly, we may say with Max aration of church and state, the equality of all mbmade between human and brute psychology that the Mttller, that the growth of thought and language is zens before the law, without dis~i:~10tion of creed or
one is rational and the other not, for he contends that coral-like; each generation of living thoughts se- race or sex; justice for all, and _PriVileges and monopthe rationality of brutes-meaning by rational merely cretes around itself the staple forms of words, which olies for none; the need of umversal secula: educ~tion free
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at that place).
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unquestionably opposed to all the facts of observa- "Analysis shows that it consists in the power of pred- New
tion; and he finds in Locke the first opponent with ication, or of making a propomtion, which is the ex- stated and has sought to carry them out by aecurmg:
objections worthy extended consideration. Locke pression of the power of forming a judgment. Thus l. TH~ TOTAL SEPARATION OJ<' CHURCH AND STATE; this_ is
held that the mind of the brute differs from that of far, men of all schools of thought are in agreement,
the first and chief object of tlle Leagt~e, and mman in not being able to form abstract ideas. To even Mr. Mivart conceding that 'if the brute could
eludes among other things. the taxation. of church
this Mr. Romanes observes: "Now, it must be ob- think "is" man and brute would be brothers.' I
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The one great distinction, and indeed the only one their kittens in trouble; and a· hundred other in- measures are openly or covertly violated more and
which can be shown to obtain ·between the two orders stances might be given. It is true that in none of more in every state and by th~ general government,
of mind in question, consists in the power which the these instances hav we any evidence of predication, and chiefly throu~h ,church I~~uences. . Any sect,
human mind displays, not merely. of forming abstract properly 80 called. But we hav the germ of it. And church, or "religwn ' that mll~ta.tes aga~nst_ these
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intelligent ammal, viz., the parrot, w IC m many three other members-to the Congress. Annual
one he seta for himself. In the first place, he finds cases certainly uses vocal signs as names-whether members are entitled to seats in the Congress, and
that "all the emotional and intellectual ingredients these vocal signs are words the meaning of which it to votes by the ..permission of the Congress.
Combine, t.hen, for your common defense, for geuof animal psychology are identical with those of has been taught sounds imitativ of those made by
human, so far as they go." This being so, the differ- the objects na~ed, or, as is sometimes the case, eral secular education, a_nd !or. the firLm t Bl;l£P0 rtt ~f
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this growth accoun e or y envnonmen an ex- a nut. Whether th1s nomma IV s ~ge o . anguage I_n people, their liberties and yours are frittered away
perience? Mr. H. Lewes has s~own, says Mr. R~- the ape was first reached by arbculatwn, or, as IS and lost!
manes that in animals as well as m ourselvs, there IS more probable, by vocal sounds of other kinds, and
Dated New York, July 12, 1884..
a "logic of feelings.'' That is to say, familiarity with gestures, is immaterial. In either case t}le advance
'~· B. WAIO£MA~, Presi~ent N. ~· L.
the circumstances of his life has given man a logic, of intelligence which would thus hav been secured
ELizuR Wn7;~ 1stdVICe-Eres~e~~·
or grouping together of laws. He is also a?Ie to rea- would in time hav reacted upon the sign-making fac· T. C. LELAND, Secretary, 7
roa way, ew OI .
son about his own thoughts. Whether ammals are ulty, and so hav led to an extension of the vocabuLiterary Notices.
in any measure able to do this, there is no question lary, both as to sounds and gestures. Sooner or later TuE North American Review for August contains an article
that they can and do adapt their actions to circum- the vocal signs, assi&ted by gestures, and even lead- by ,Justice James v. Campbell on "Th~ Encroac~ments of
stances thus evincing a logic of feelings. Reasoning ing to a gradual advance of intelligence, would hav Capital " which will command the serwus attentwn of all
that this proves the common origin of both, Mr. Ro- become conventional, and so, in the presence of suit- readers: Itichard A. Proctor treats of "The Origin of Comets " and succeeds in presenting that difficult subject in a
manes shows how it is that men hav gone so far, men- able anatomical conditions, articulate."
light so clear that persons who hav little or no rostronomy can
tally, beyond their brute ancestors. The reason of
Mr. Romanes has entered, in discussing this sub- follow his argument. "Are We a Nation of Rascals?" is the
this is the power of speech. "A very little reflec- J·ect, upon one of the most difficult of the pr_ oblems startling title of an article by .John F. Hume, who shows that
' says, " lB
. enough t 0 8 h 0 w of how l'mmense ar1•81'ng from the general acceptance of evoluhon, and utntes
tion," he
~ COtlnties and municipalities in the United l:;tates havf
t 8 0 f th
ht
already formally repudiated, or defaulted in the payment o
a service are verbal signs as instrumen
oug · the endeavors of its expounders to folio~ the proto- interest on, an amount of bonds and other obligations eq~al
By giving to an abstract idea a name we are able, as plasmic germs up through successiv stages of life _to to the sum of the national debt. .Judge Edward?· Lormg
it were, mentally to handle it, to compound it with man. Physically, his origin may be taken as settled; Its finds a "Drift toward Centralization" in the recent Judgment
. al ab s tr a cti'ons of the same kind ' and twenty-two stepshavbeen traced; an d I·r 1\:r
oth er symb o1IC
.u'.J.r. R omanes of the un1'ted S'totes
~ Supreme CourL on the power of the fedso on till we arrive at verbal symb 0 l 8 0 f mo.re an d can determ 1·n the psychological problems ever pre- e ral government to issue paper money, ~n_d
. inh the o_pinion hof
f
the minority of the same court renclerea m t e smt for t e
more complex qualities, as well. as of ~onceptwn _ur- senting themselvs, his labors will be second to none Arlington property. Julian Hawthorne writes o~ "'.rhe Amcrther and further removed from Immediate perceptiOn. in value. In his present paper-which is but au epit- ican Element in Fiction " and there is ar symposmm on "ProWords are thus like the steps of a ladder, by the help ome of his forthcoming book-he has, we think, hibition and Persuasion:" by Neal Dow and Dr. Dio Lewis.
of which we climb into high_er an~ higher regions of made a large contribution to evolutionist literature.
abstraction; they are also like coms or bank notes,
A GOOD way to promote the cause of Freethought
into which we manage to condense a large amount of
is to get trial subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER. To
that value which we term meaning; or, to use a still
"THE Truth Seeker Annual and b'reethinkers' such the paper will be sent three months for fifty
cents.
closer analogy, they are like the symbols employed_ Almanac," 25 cents.
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amount that you require for three months, hoping that at the govern it, I don't see why mules and jackasses should not hav
W. T. CoLLIER.
end of that time they will wish to continue in the knowledge a fair show.
which they can gain by the perusal of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
EL
IowA, June 15, 1884.
Yours, etc.,
JoHN D. PoWERs.
PHILADELPHIA, July 10, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Ever since the first proposal to erect a monu1\fR. EDITOR: Inclosed find three dollars for the paper for
ment to the memory of our dear Bennett, it has been my inDEADwooD, DAK., July 9, 1884.
the ensuing year. Permit me to congratulate you on the able
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.30, of which giv me credit on tention to drop my "mite" into that Fund. To that end you
manner in which the paper is edited. Every number is full
subscription for $1, and apply the balance to the Monument will find herewith $2-$1 for the Monument Fund, the balof interest and shows the untiring industry of its management.
Fund-that is to say, $1 of it-the thirty cents is for the ance as elsewhere designated. Here, in our village of seven
Yours respectfully,
JoHN B. MAKINS.
hundred inhabitants, we are all blest (?) with four church
picture.
I hope you will encourage -the movement to reunite the houses, and as many church organizations, with two· others
CARROLL, IowA, July 6, 1884.
Liberal forces at the coming League Congress. It seems to struggling for a foothold. But we also hav a good graded school,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find petition for state secularization
me that Underwood's resolution on the obscenity question, as and enough good stanch Liberals to run it; and with the help
containing eleven names. I hav handed it to men who called
adopted at Philadelphia, and as it stands to-day, covers the of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and some other Liberal papers, books,
themselvs Infidels, yet they would-not sign. One man said
and tracts, the thing is about equalized or neut1·alized, and, on
the public money wus never appropriated for religious pur- ground sufficiently to satisfy the most jealous liberty-lover in
the whole, Freethought is gaining every day.
'
the
land;
while
our
divisions
are
certainly
most
deplorable,
poses. He believes· that all religions are frauds, yet he is willI don't know if this scribbling will ever see the light, but
ing that the Bible should be read in the schools, and the Jesus and are making us a laughing-stock to all sensible men, and
our enemies in particular. Inasmuch as it has been charged if it does, I want to say that, as for myself, I came into this
crowd nursed and encouraged in every way possible.
that Freelovers hav captured the Liberal League, it would, in world without any wish on my part, and shall fight the leavRICHARD CoNWAY.
my judgment, be wise also to refute such sentiments by ing of it to·the last minute. If I ever existed before I came
to this world, I cannot remember it. And if I am to go to
proper resolutions at the next session.
DowAGIAc, MICH., July 15, 1884.
another world after this life is done, I hav no knowledge of it
Respectfully yours,
D. P. WILLCox.
MR. EDITOR: I hav this moment finished reading S. P. Putnow. As to an an infinit God, I, not being able to conceive of
nam's article in last TRUTH SEEKER, of the 12th inst., and it
the infinit, consequently cannot conceive of an infinit God.
VINTON, July 12, 1884.
so fully expresses my sentiments in regard to the "new deMR. EDIToR: No man venerates the illustrious dead more If I was always in existence, and did not know it till I was
parture," also the right man for leader, that I cannot refrain than I do; but I never thought very much of monuments of forced into this world, and if I am to be forced out of this
saying Amen, and Amen. I, too, hate compromise and policy. marble or brass to enable us to remember them. But I do into another world by any kind of a God, or any other kind of
He says, "Giv us the whole man." Then I say, Place woman believe a good deal in monuments of goodness, of good deeds, law, I am satisfied he, or it (the law), will be as kind to me
by his side, and all will be well. Never will the League suc- noble thoughts, and great truths, that lift up the fallen, re- hereafter as now; and this is about the turn of mind of
ceed till this is done. Heed my words!
ABBIE KNAPP.
lieve distress, and make the world better for having been in most of the Liberal element here. I am much pleased with
it. Monuments of that kind will always endure, and never your paper, and as &oon as I am able, financially, shall work
HIGHLANDs, N. C., July 10, 1884.
feel the molding touch of time. Hence the reason of my hard for a Liberal reading-room here. Yours, with my heart
MR. EDirou: Would it be possible or practicable among
JAMES CooLEY.
not subscribing to the Monument Fund -long ago. But since and money in the work,
Freethinkers to save and keep up a fund-as the Christians do
I hav seen a picture of the beautiful shaft, and read the wise
-to pay one or more good Liberal lecturers to spread the truth
SAINT JoHNs, A. T., July 10, 1884.
and truthful sayings of our mutual friend on it, I feel like
among the people by lectures and circulating of Liberal docMR. EDITOR: I had, all along, supposed the "crank" Guidropping a flower, however small, on his grave. So I will
uments among such communities as are indifferent to or unsend a little-enough to make the balance an even $5. With teau, who went thundering down the gallows, to be the chief
able to hire lecturers? There is in every village the nucleus
of cranks; but it appears, however, that the state of Maryland
kind and loving regards for Mrs. Bennett,
of a Freethought organization, that, with a little assistance,
can claim this (dis)honor, for she has yet within her borders
I am truly her friend,
M. BRANIN.
might be developed into a successful, self-sustaining society.
the crankiest of cranks. It is to be hoped, for the fair rep•
Respectfully yours,
JAMES RIDEOUT.
utation of Maryland, that the "fool-killer" will soon pay a
Sr. PAuL, MINN., July 17, 1884.
visit to that unfortunate state.
Of the two cranks-GuiWASHINGTON, IND., July 14, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will please find a notice of a lect- teau and the Catonsville crank-! prefer the first named.
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed $1.00 is to pay my subscription to ure delivered py Col. H. G. Ingersoll last Sunday night at the Both were insane after a little notoriety; the first capped
THE 'L'RUTH SEEKER four months, to November 22, 1884. I hav Grand Opera House. The extract is taken from the St. Paul the climax of his idiotic ambition by swinging from the galno fault to find with THE TRUTH SEEKER except its willfully Daily Globe, a paper by no means favorable to his views, nor lows, while the other, if left severely alone, will finally die
wrong spelling, and would like it still better than I do if you likely to giv a too glowing account of the interest manifested within the walls of some institution for confirmed imbecils.
printed fewer articles on Spiritualism, which I consider a grand by the people. This was his second appearance in this city. In his correspondence for July 2d, he talks very incoherently
humbug. I like the paper well enough to continue a sub- 'rhe Young Men's Christian Association had two or three of its of "mad-houses,"" str!.lit-jackets," etc., which leads one to
scriber, and I think the editorials, articles on the tariff, and advocates stationed near the Opera House distributing tracts, believe his wandering, ill-balanced, and rapid brain must
Miss Wixon's department, worth many times the subscription as is customary in such cases. Their texts were from 1 Tim. i, hav, in some undefined way, a misty premonition of his fuprice of it. I want John Peck's "Infidel Philosophy" printed 1-17. The tracts were put into use to turn the masses from ture fate.
in book form. It woulcl make one of the grandest works ever the " wide road that leadeth to destruction." The tracts were
" This ready man at every meeting rose,
published.
Y
JoHN A. GEETING.
headed "Orthodoxy," and were supposed to giv a better definiSomething to hint, determin, or propose;
And grew so fond of teaching, that he taught
tion of the subject than Col. Ingersoll. They made very poor
MuRRAY, 0., July 16, 284.
Those who instruction needed not nor sought."
reading, but many occupied the time looking them over until
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of July 12th I see that no imme- the colonel made his appearance on the stage, when everySome people (the Maryland c:rank is one of them) are never
diate action will be taken in regard to state seculurization thing but what he was saying seemed to be forgotten. From so happy as when they can attract attention from their supethrough Congress, Mr. Curtis and yourself agreeing that it the beginning to the end the attention was most marked, while riors; and the more fool, the more "cheek" they will display
will be better to postpone the matter until a more convenient the rounds after rounds of applause that burst forth all to the world in order to attain this pinnacle of their ambition.
season. By following in this direction it will enable us to in- through his lecture showed how much the audience appreci" When Truth and Reason are our friends, we seem
crease the number of signers. Consequently I took around ated his rare eloquence and humorous sallies. The success
Alive! awake!-the superstitio1is dream.
another petition this morning and succeeded in securing a few which has attended this lecture should be encouragement to
Oh! then, fair Truth, for thee alone I seekFriend to the wise, supporter of the weak.
names. I hope that every Liberal who has read THE TRUTH. other Freethought speakers to try the same field. Hitherto
From thee we learn whate'er is right and just;
SEEKER of July 12th will act likewise. Let us work with re- they hav fought shy of this place, and this is probably the
Forms to despise, professions to distn1st;
newed energy. Roll up the names. In the language of reason we hav no Liberal society here, although the churches
Creeds to reject, pretensions to deride,
Brother H. L. Green, "Let us all unite and work for liberty are by no means strong.
And follow thee, to follow none beside."
F. W. GREAvEs.
and humanity."
D. E. LEWIS.
A. F. BANTA.
MARco, FLA., July 15, 1884.
HoRNITos, CAL., July 4, 1884.
,SEATTLE, July 6, 284.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read all that I hav seen or heard o-f as
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, for which you will coming from Col. Ingersoll, and in point of religion I agree
MR. Emron: I hav gone very greatly out of my usual way
pleuse send 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER for one year to the inclosed with him in toto. But I think he is rather hard upon us in the to-day and visited the Young Men's Christian Association, and
address, and the balance place to my credit. I hope to get South. The colonel should remember that Massachusetts was now to make amends I will endeavor to write and tell my Libmore subscribers soon. The new subscriber whose name and once as much of a slave state as South Carolina. Massachu- eral friends a part of the subject of the meeting.
address I inclose is a No. 1 millwright, and an intelligent and setts found out that capital payed better in cotton machinery
The music, from the "Gospel Hymns," was very fine, and
outspoken :Freethinker. He is building a quartz mill for me. than in slaves. So she ran her slaves off South, sold them for to a Christian I should think would be soul-stirring. After
I took out to the mine several bundles of TRUTH SEEKERs, cash, invested in cotton machinery, and then found out that which the sixth chapter of Matthew was read, and the text sew
which I hav sewed up in three-month volumes since January slavery was wrong. The North proclaimed their states free. lected, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteous1, 1880. Also Radical Reviews and big little Man, for the men They preached it in their pulpits and taught it in their schools, ness, and all these things shall be added unto you."
to read in their off-hours. In the course of two weeks I will until the rising generation thought that God would hold them
The first speaker said that it was an absolute fact that all
hav the mill finished, when I will hav more men to work, and responsible for its existence in the United States.
those who put their trust in God never were known to suffer
will keep them stocked with Freethought reading, by which
Now comes in what I object to. You sold us this property; want. He said: "Last night, as I was returning from the readmeans I hope to procure more subscribers.
got value received for it; whipped us, and took it away from ing-room, I was hailed by !t man who asked me if I was a memR. w. BARCROFT.
us because you were the most powerful. Where is the jus- ber of the Young Men's Christian Association. I said, 'Yes;
tice in this case ? I don't say that the negro sliould not be what is wanting?' 'I want a place to sleep.' 'You hav been
free, but I do say I don't think it was fairly done, after selling dissipating, hav you not?' 'Yes,' said ths man. And so it
NoRTH WoLCOTT, N. Y., July 14, 1884.
MR. EmroR: Inclosed please find $2, for which send me the us the property and getting pay for it. I think it would hav goes," said the preacher. "Out of hundreds of cases of destitution that hav come under my observation, not one has been
following list. I am very much pleased with the Bennett been right to pay us for it if you wished to free it.
The negro can never make a respectable citizen of our coun- a Christian." Said he, "Show me the man who has devoted
monument, and think it is elegant, and a fitting tribute to the
dead hero whose name and principles it represents.
try. I would rather hav a Chinaman for a neighbor than a all his life and services to Jesus who is in want.'' Whereupon
I think THE TRUTH SEEKER is growing better all the while; negro. Nine-tenths of the crime committed in the South is the following thoughts entered my head and would not down:
and I could not afford to be without it, for it is a source of done by negroes. No respectable white p~rson will invite a What do they say, then, of the thousands of poor women who
mental food that strengthens and enlightens the brain that negro into his house, or sit at his table. There is a law against do now and always hav devoted their lives and their best
feasts upon it; and I only wiRh that every individual bowed intermarriage in this state. You had as well think of making energies to the cause of Christ, but hav been dragged down
down in the slavery of ignorance and superstition could re- a courser out of a donkey as to think of making a president of and down by the force of circumstances-possibly sickness or
ceive the blessed liberty and light shed abroad by the glo- a negro. It is only the lowest grade of white people that as- disease, possibly by the drunkenness and other vices of their
husbands, who may hav died and left them destitute with a
rious old TRUTH SEEKER, edited by E. M. Macdonald.
sociate with them in the South.
·
Yours for Freethought,
C. H. BETTS.
Do you think you could by hunting the negro portion of large family of children to support without meuns, starvaAfrica or the United States find an equal to D. M. Bennett? tion staring them in the face, and nowhere to go for relief exWooDSTOCK, Vr., July 7, 1884.
No, it is not in the race to produce such a head. I wish to cept to "seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness?"
MR. EDITOR: I look upon your paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, as state a case that occurred near here some time ago: They were About the only way he is apt to provide "all those things
the highest type of a journal in all respects, with one excep- trying a negro, and insisted that a majority of the jury should that are to come afterward " is to take them hence to that
tion. I am a Spiritualist-this you"knew before; I hav not be negroes. They got all but one negroes, and elected a big- "bourne [according to the belief of the church] from whence
changed. But my knowledge of that world to come increases lipped fellow foreman. They soon agreed and went before the no traveler returns,'' or allow them to drag out the remwith age, from my intercourse with those that hav gone on judge; the judge called for their verdict. The foreman said: nant of their days in misery and want; and more than likely
before me. They return and do communicate, and I do see and '' Wergit! I war in the room dar Wid de boys; I didn't see no in spite of her prayers and seeking her children will grow up
hold communion with them as when on eurth. I hav one or wergit." The judge looked at the white man in thejuryandsaid: around her a disgrace to the human family.
two friends whom I wish to hav know what is going on out "Were you never on a jury before?" "Yes, sir,'· he said.
Another speaker told how long he was seeking Jesus-that
of their beaten track. I know of nothing that will increase "Why were you not appointed as foreman of the jury?" for four years he watched the members of the church, trying
th~ir desire to know of these tl1ings more beneficially than your Pointing to the thick-lipped foreman, he said: "They elected to find one among them worthy for him to follow, that should
paper, and I will send you their names and remit to you the that gentleman." If tbe bone and siuew of Florida has got to be to hi!ll an example, At la2t he found Christ J es1.1s1 and in
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him he put his trust. Oh, thought I, what a pity ! How sad
that in all his four years of watching he could not find one
Christian worthy to lead him in the way he should go ! I don't
believe he realized how that sounded, and possibly I was the
only one in the audience who noticed it.
Another said: "Our savior did not come to the earth to
promis us rewards if we did good actions, but commands us to
'seek first,' etc., after whieh, that we might not be afraid to
take him at his word, he gave the promis that '8.11 these things
shall be added unto you.'" "Consistency, thou art a jewel."
Respectfully,
L, E. H.
WALTON, IND., July 9, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad of the move of Mr. R; S. Shepherd
in a plan for the reorganization of the Liberal League. Its
present form needs remodeling. The s.ecular organization of
the government is all we want at the present time, and no
more. After this is obtained there will be ample time for
something else. Mr. Shepherd suggests a new name, and that
is what we· hav got to find. It is useless to talk about the old
name; giv a horse a poor name, and nobody wants him. The
name, "Liberal League,'' never sounded weil to me at any
time. Mr. Shepherd givs three names. Two of them will do
well; the other will not. He says: "A new banner flung to
the breeze with 'Universal Mental Liberty' on one side and
'National Liberal Union,' or 'American Secular Union,' or
any other name, inscribed upon the other, will serve to fight
under as well as, or better than, our old ones, grimed as
they are with fratracidal gore." Please scratch out the second
name, "National Liberal Union." The word "Liberal "is what
I object to. It is a good enough word, but is liable to be
abused. "Liberal " sounds as if there might be too much familiarity connected with its significatlon. 'fhere is a maxim
that reads in thi'l wise, "Too much familiarity begets disgust."
As I said, "Liberal " is a good word in its place, but is liable
to .run to seed. Erase that second name, and I will be
well pleased with the new names; and I think everybody else
will, whether o. Freethinker or a dependent thinker.
It would be well enough to hav an eye on this thing. I hav,
myself, belonged to several organizations where there was too
much familiarity, and it produced no good, but always
harm. Correct principle is what will make our shilJ sail clear
of breakers. Get right, and stick to it, and we are safe. Secular organization of our government will suit everybody but
sore-headed Christians. We need not care for them. It is
sound heads that we want.
I see our old "virtuous" friend, Winter, is in the Materialistic, crude form yet. I wonder if he would not like to remain
so for a hundred or more years. I should not blame him for
it, if so. ·ram quite glad that he is so brisk at his venerable
age,
Yours, etc.,
E. VAN BusKIRK.
MILLINGTON, MAss., June 26, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Two numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER received.
The paper is new to me, though after hearing and reading of
it we love the. name, and trust it is truthfully applied; for
there are few people who do not prefer truth to error; and the
more earnest, humble, and loving we are the sooner we grasp
the golden fruit; and of course to learn the truth, even of this
world, we must place ourselvs in a receptiv condition. So
also, in regard to spiritual truths, which we learn by a somewhat different course of study. Some seem to be fitted by
nature to easily learn material truths, while others more readily catch the spiritual; and then again others are so organized
that almost in their virgin purity are spiritual truths unfolded
to their vision; and they likewise as easily master the material
things of earth. The receptacle is pure, and nature in her
loveliest moods caressingly lingers there.
But to take the world as it is: we watch the dear children who
cluster around us, we note their different natural qualifications-how easily one masters his mathematics, while another
will puzzle himself with the same, the supject never being luminous to his vision, but perhaps will grasp the artist's pencil,
and-behold theresultof his ready genius! And still another,
to whose nature either subject would be foreign, but with
spirit eye so clear that, although his little playmate had passed
the confines of mortal life, he still sees and plays with him as
before he awoke in spirit life. Of course instances of this kind
are rare; so, also, is the perfect artist or inventiv genius, but
occasionally they flit before us in their power and beauty.
We love the soul that strives to break asunder the chains of
darkness which like a girdle hav environed this earth so long,
and say all hail to the workers whose hearts are alive and
, whose hands are ready to work for the uplifting of humanity,
thereby causing untold blessings to the human family-also to
those we term the brute creations, the helpless creatures, subjects of human kindness or abuse.
L. SKINNER GoonNow.
FAST CHATHAM, N. Y., July 17, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find three dollars for arrears
and continuance of your indispensable TRUTH SEEKER.
In our little village of about two hundred inhabitants and
two churches mine is the only Liberal papm· received at this
post-office. Still, I think there is a decided growing Liberal
sentiment manifest among us, as our churches ~re not as well
ttended as in years gone by, while prayer-meetmgs are barely
~ept alive by the exm·tion of our Methodist "sky-pilot " and a
few leading members of both churches, and every year see~s
to mark a further decline of orthodox zeal. Our Baptist
church changes pilots about once a year, and stands unoccupied about one-half of the time at tha~, as each new advocate
of "believe or be damned" finds the dunes are not forthcoming according to expectation, concludes that his "call " must
hav been for the man standing next to him, and soon vacat~s
for a new adventurer fresh from some theological school, wmting for a vacancy, brimful of creeds and dogmas, dou~tless
expecting to astonish the world by unveiling the mystenes of
godliness that no rational mind can possibly understand, hoping that eventually he may rival some Talmage and s~cnre a
Jlalary that will ll<:JCUfe him from not only w&nt, b1lt toil, care,
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an d anxiety, so common to the lot of mortals. While I do not performances." Now, does friend Noland suppose he could
wish to, and hope I do not betray confidence I cannot but go and see these thaumaturgical performances and "explain"
compliment our late Baptist clergyman for his' frankness and them all? Would it be fair to accuse him of having a "bug in
honesty, expressed in an evening chat on his calling. He had his ear" because he could not see farther into a mill-st_one
lately been questioned for instruction as to the meaning of the than it was possible for him to do? One by one these tric~s
opening of the first chapter of John the Evangelist, to wit: of magicians become public property, and the whole pub.hc
"In the beginning was the word and the word was with God, can perform them. This is what we are aiming to do wrth
and the word was God; the saU:e was in the beginning with spirit phenomena. We want to keep on witnessing it and tellGod. . .
And the light shineth in darkness, and the dark- ing what we see and hear, comparing notes and observations,
ness comprehendeth it not,''· etc., etc. As he desired my and putting on record the unexplained, till by and by the colopinion on the meaning of this holy preamble, I could not but lected ex1Jerience will be sifted and resifted till all the chaff
acknowledge that to me it was a mere jargon of words, without and bran is taken out, and if there is any real flour fit for food
any positiv importance or meaning, like many other 1mssages we will hav it preserved for future use. I shall try and do my
in this "peerless, priceless" book. And he honestly ac- little, and I hope all who feel interested will help me. If any
knowledged that he was in the same fix. And I am happy to friend who is mediumistic at home cares to invite Elmina to a
say he vacated his charge, and is now engaged in an honest, free seance, he or she may feel assured of her gratitude, and
honorable calling, with a good prospect of success, and does her desire to giv a fair and truthful narrativ of the matter.
not feel compelled to make something vastly mysterious and Means being scant, my stay will necessttrily be short. Hot.el
wonderful out of nothing as a means of livelihood. In this bills will prevent a long one, but better do a little than sit inconnection, with your permission, I will attempt to giv a short activ while there is so much need for work. Yesterday I spent
history of this close communion church, that some seventy most of the day weeding and hoeing the garden. In Septemyears ago was in its zenith, centered near my nativ rural neigh- ber I hope to labor in other fields. And "what will the harborhood, when my grandfather's strongest interest seemed to vest be" time only will decide. I shall do my best, and that
be centered in its success, as a deacon, and occasionally as an is all anyone can promis with prospect of fulfilment.
expounder of its "word." At that time our zealous elder "Of the progress of the souls of men and women
could take almost any text from the Bible and preach the same
Along the grand ro!Lds of the universe,
sermon all well spiced with baptism by immersion, and endAll other {!rogress Is the needed emblem and sustenanceing with the indispensable prerequisit, "For Christ's sake."
Forever alive, forever forward.
But, strange as it may appear to a" true believer," notwith- "They go! 'fhey go! I know that they go,
standing the thousands of prayers that hav been presented to
But I know not where they go;
.
.
But I know they go toward the bestthe throne of grace for the 1nosperrty and success of thrs chu~ch
Toward something reat.- Whitman,
by the long list of elders that hav been "called" to preside
g
ELMINA,
over its interests, all based upon the sacred promis that "the
prayers of the righteous availeth ·much,'' the congregation,
PoMONA, CAL., June 15, 1884.
once numbered by scores, with its revivals, baptisms, and
MR. EDITOR: The arrival of 'fHE TRu'rH SEEKEI\ of June 6th
crowded sacramental occasions, is now a mere corporal's guard
created some stir among the faithful in Pomona. At their
-a fact I hav several times alluded to when importuned to
Wednesday night session of banded-knee work they petitioned
take my worthy grandfather's place. One zealous elder, conthe great what-is-it on account of the Infidel blasphemer who
siderably older than myself, who had formerly been intimate
dared to make known through THE TRUTH SEEKER their deeds
with my grandfather, and was not satisfied with my criticisms,
of crookedness with other "worms of the dust." What par.
felt called upon to overthrow and demolish my skepticism on
ticular language was used on the occasion referred to I am
the authenticity of the book. He wished to know what ttere
unable to giv, as it was only inten(led for the keen ear of the
was in the New Testament that I doubted or could not underjug-handle savior. But it is safe to presume that, as the holy
stand. My re1Jly was that with me the book called " the Revpetition was couched in the usual wording of the holy scrapelation of John the Divine" contained many passages and
book, it was ejected with such power that it exploded diwords utterly meaningless and uninteiligible, among which I
rectly at the feet of the mediator with so much force that the
alluded to the 19th and 20th verses of the fourteenth chapter.
great white throne was rent in twain, knocking all the holy
I said, "First please inform me what meaning, figure, or metbirds then congregated hors de combat. As this was l>rohably
aphor are we to understand by the sentence, 'The great winethe first shot from these quarters that ever penetmted the
press of the wrath of God,' or by the 20th verse: 'And the
heavenly kingdom, it might hav been mistaken for dynamite
wine·press was trodden without the city, and blood came out
and charged up to the fiends of England. On commlting the
of the wine-press, even unto the horse bridles, by the space of
map of the United States they had but little difficulty in locata thousand and six hundred furlongs?' There, elder, you hav
ing the magazine in California and the battery in Pomona. As
me honestly confounded. I can't wool that." Explanation
no judgment from on high has been vi~ited upon us up to
(apparently in anger): "I suppose it means a great blooddate,
we feel safe, and hav concluded to offer this our prayer:
pond. Is that what bothers you so?" And here my ins true_
A FREE'£RINKER' S PRAYER.
tion closed, and I was still left to wander in darkness as to the
importance of the great Revelation John so "especially comMost wonderful nature, the God that is: thou hast seen fit
missioned from on high."
through tlle workings of thy great laws to produce and bring
into existence upon the face of this earth a variety of things.
Yours in the cause of truth and progress,
J. M:. BARNES.
Among others thou hast evolved men-some with intelligence,
others with a superabundance of ignomnoe and superstition.
"RISE AND EXPLAIN."
Being cognizant of these facts, we make bold to address theo
SNOWVILLE, VA., July 15, 1884.
in behalf of this latter class. They hav through their igno"I am glad of the move of Sister Elmina to investigate rance of thy great laws become superstitious in the extrem<>,
Spiritualism. But if she has not got the bug out of her ear and hav through their distorted imaginations arrogated to
that made its way in there when she was on a visiting tour themselvs knowledge and laws superior to and in conflict with
some time ago, I should like to hav her rise and explain, because according to her own report that she then made she could thine. ~'hey hav instituted a court and a code not in harnot account for what she received from the st1·ange medium mony with thee or thy intelligence. They hav appointed
whom she visited. Now, if what little she then received can judges not known· to any of thy worldly people, at whose court
not be accounted for, what is the need of more evidence from we are not allowed to plead or in our own way present our
the same source?-C. W. Noland.
cases. We are now being arraigned before this bankrupt court
Mn. EDITOR: If friend Noland expects Elmina to account (with night sessions) for trial. 'l'he witnesses hav been tamfor all she sees while she is trying to learn something of Spirit- pered with, the jury has been "caved down the bank," the
ualism, he will doubtless be grievously disappointed. Does attorneys hav been filled with holy water even unto" slopping
he think this ism would hav created all the furor it has for a over·" the songs of heaven hav permeated their entiro anatquarter of a century if any single man or woman could hav omy: 'fhe fables of the past will be rehearsed at the trial;
accounted for and explained the phenomena? Even the let- the tragedy of Calvary's hill will be offered as evidence agninst
us. The blood of Jesus will be sprinkled at our feet to intimiter that was mysterious in the seance I had in Washington may date us. All the crimes perpetrated in the name of any other
be accounted for in several ways. 'fhe medium was a near God for the past eighteen hundred years will be charged to us.
friend of the cousin I was staying with, and she knew I was Opposition to the father, son, and holy ghost, and to their
there, and hence may hav heard me talk, and thus knew what agents or indorsers, Bpooks and spook-houses, all the phanwas wrong with my vocal organs; and her knowing my cousin's toms of the skies, both winged and wingless, will be our crimes.
We will be styled pagan, Mohammedan, Jew, Infidel, Atheist-relativs may hav accounted for the names given me as of pres- all this, and more, too, will be in the indictment against us.
ent spirits at the time. All this did not occur to me then, but We want a fair trial and no misstatement of facts; but we shall
it did afterward. The fact that mediums are all the time try- want in vain, for the whole court and clan is corrupt.
And now 0 God of nature, we arc not so bad; we are not in
ing new devices and dro1Jping old ones as fast as explained or
thy laws; we do not desire to disobey thy manexposed shows there are probably natural explnnations for opposition
dates· we would not murder or wrong our fellow-being. We
most of the phenomena. In Baltimore u German not very bav n~ desire to take that which does not belong to us, even
long since performed the most wonderful feats of Spiritual- though it were as free as water. We would not attem1>t to
ism, and yet assured his audience it was all trick and sleight- bribe our fellow-men for Chrisfs or anyone else's sake. We
of-hand. A friend in New York with me a year or two ago will not placo ourselvs in a false position for the gods of the
skies. We are not desirous of forcing our companionship upon
said: "Mrs. C. and I went to see Herrman perform last night. the
"elect." We would not willingly be transported, body and
We got a seat but a few feet from him, and there, right before soul, to the "New Jerusalem," for money, marbles, or chalk.
our eyes, in the full blaze of gaslight, we witnessed tho most We prefer to remain with thee and thy people for all tilJ!e in
marvelous manifestations of spookery, and yet were assured preference to joining the "band on high." We are hap~JY
they were but sleight-of-hand. He brought out a little cab- hero, ·and enjoy ourselvs extremeiy well in all that is. We aein the good things of this real world; hav no taste for
inet on legs, let the 11 udience go up and thoroughly exam in it, light
that of another, or desire to be educated to its wants. We love
turn it over, and test it in .:;very way, insi(le and out. Then he our family better than we love ,Jesus of Nazareth or the God
brought in a little trunk (mainly of gluss), and submitted that of Moses. We delight in Freethought and liberty of the mind,
to like handling, all right out in full light and sight of the in preference to the. slaverY: of ~he creeds; Y! e dislike hypocaudience. Then he put a large man in the trunk, so all could risy and hav but little farth m hypocnts m general. fhe
see him through the glass sides, tied up the trunk with ropes songs and prayers of the _faithful only amuse, but _do n?t
frighten us in the least. Pwus groans and heavenly srgha m
and locked it, put it inside the cabinet and locked that, and in- our behalf only arouse our mirthfulnes_s, and a profound syms~ntly hands and arms were thrust through the openings, and pathy for the groaner. We do not anticipate in this contest
vowes talked, and upon opeBing the cabinet again there was the loss of health or appetite by their holy antics, and sincerely
an e~pty trunk;--the man had vanished. He took a large, live trust that the farce so valiantly begun will not end in a tragedy,
rab_bit out of a. httl_e scrap of paper that the audience had ex- for we arc averse to deeds of blood. So blow away, ye ho!y
hand· tune up your harps of a thousand strings. Toot your
arumed, gave .It a h~tle toss right up before a thousand watch- ram/horns aR of old. Your divino music is harmless to us,
ful eyes, an~ It v~mshed before their gaze. It was wonderful. who are anchored on the rock of Freethonght and common
From 8 untilll 0 clock he amused a large audience with such sense.
H. L. S:aAUG.
0
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in the faces of those he meets, but sees no r likes to be outrun even by steam. On he goes of the death of your little niece Susie, and felt
bright little Binney, no blue.eyed, fair-haired to the left, and by the water-side, and the pict- very sorry for you in your affliction; she was
such a dear little girl. It must be very hard
Grace, and no baby Pauline, reaching up her ure is a very pretty one. Across the blue for you to become reconciled to her loss. It
chubby little hands to caress his glossy mane waters, npon which dance many a white sail, seems so strange that those who are so bright
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River,
Mass., w whom all Communications for this and arching neck. Perhaps he wonders, too, may be seen the mammoth steamer Pilglim at and smart should be taken away; but diphwhere the grandfather has gone who used to the dock, waiting for her load of passengers theria is a terrible disease, and many families
Corner shoUld be sent.
drive him away liP Highland avenue and- and freight. Other steamboats and sailing are made sad by its entrance into them. Please
accept our deepest sympathy, even though it
around the big poJ!d; unknowing that he, also, crafts are going out and coming in, while above, comes late. I hav been away to Spencer for a
" His life Ia long whose work Ia well,
has
penetrated
the
mysterious
shades
of
the
on
an
elevation,
is
the
busy,
thriving
city,
with
And be his station low or high,
while. Went in May, and returned last Monsilent city. And he must miss the mother of its work-places and homes, its spires, domes, day. It had been so long since I was there i11 the
He who the most good works can tell,
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
those dear little children whose heart went and school.houses, its cleanly streets and summer that it seemed like a new place to me.
with them when they left her arms so empty, wealth of sheltering foliage, and the blue shy It is very pleasant there now and I enjoyed my
very much; hav been almost sorry I did
and her home so desolate.
overhead flecked with wreaths of cumuli, and visit
not stop longer, we hav had such miserable
My Moth(lr.
dotted
with
stars-which
we
do
not
see,
weather since I came back, so much dampness
"Come, oh, come!" were the words that
The parental, In two loves so joined,
here, and it was so dry and pleasant there.
sounded in her ears, until she could resist that because it is daylight.
Makes authorjty and duty;
A wealth of wild roses are blooming among My uncle and aunt were quite well; they are
loving call no longer, and fell asleep to gently
And In Its constant fulfilment we find
quite
anxious to go to Saratoga, but I think it
pass into the land of silence with all her loved the rocks on the bank all along, and hand- rather doubtful if they do, as it is not convenConcord, perfection, and beauty.
somer
blossoms,
the
living
children,
play
hide~
ones gone before.
ient for them to leave home.
'J'here Is a Charm In that name of mother,
and-seek among them. Blackey likes to pause
I hav finished my silk quilt; it is quite pretty;
A sr,ell never to be broken;
Blackey is a handsome creature, of fine form
a moment to watch them, and also to take a I hope you will come to the Cape sometima
A love never known by any other,
and jet black coat, adorned with a white star
look at Bealky's dry dock, where, nearly al- and see It. I am greatly obliged to you for the
Whatever loves hav been spoken.
in his forehead. He is shy and sensitiv, and
ways, may be seen a vessel or two undergoing pieces which you sent me for it. The superMy mother dear, the truest friend to me,
when younger would start at a piece of paper
intendent of the Universalist church in Spencer
repairs.
Who sweetly softened all my painin the road, or at anything strange or grofelt badly because I was coming home so soon;
In this journey I follow after thee;
. Turning to the right, Blackey knows well he was quite anxious to hav me join his Suntesque. But he is more matnre now, and
Thine, to me, Ia the sweetest name.
the way to Brayton's point, for he has taken day-school. I told him I was no fit subject
would not shy at anything, unless, possibly,
And o! all the names known on earth,
his mistress there many times in the course of for a Sunday-school, as I had hardly been in
at
a
fashionably
dressed
"dude
"
or
a
drunken
One there Ia sweeter than another;
his life, and when he hears her say, "I do not one for ten years. I expect I quite shocked
man.
He
will
even
stand
boldly
by
and
watch
It Is that name that I obtained by birth,
feel
just right to. day," he knows as well as can him, however; I thought I w11s about tired of
When I heard the name of mother,
being invited in when I did not wish to go. I
the steam cars go past without the quiver of a
be that a drive to the shore will revive her must close now; shall be much pleased to hear
muscle. Sometimes a pebble gets in his shoe,
Her ear was open to my Infant cry,
sinking spirits, and infuse new life and health from you when it is convenient for you to
As helpless In her lap I Jay;
and then he walks lame, when Charley has to
write, and should be very glad to hav you
in both brain and body.
For that maternal smile I always sigh,
get out and remove the obstacle, when he trots
"What fine stone walls !" he has heard me come and see us. With love from father,
And feel its absence here this day.
off with great pleasure.
say, when I hav been one more in the carriage. mother, and myself,
Her eye was ever open to m'y wants,
Yours affect,ionately,
S. HEuRs.
Occasionally he will make believe he has a And he looks over the meadows and pastures
And she gave me the first supply;
stone,
or
something,
in
his
shoe,
and
go
very.
As !or the cooling brook the thirsty pantswhere the cattle are grazing, and almost stops
lame.
'
Alas I that one such friend should die.
to see, when I say, "See ·the chickens, and the
Correspondence.
Charley gets out and makes an examination, pigs, and the jet black ones, playing like
In all her manners, kindness; and so bland,
A young roan with Liberal views wishes to corre.
but
finds
nothing
there,
when
Blackey
will
So winning to the wayward Child I
Iambs, while the old mother looks on, c0n- spond with a few plain, Intelligent, true-hearted ladles under thirty. Object: 11 suitable, matrimony·
toss his head, kick up his heels, and start off tented and proud of her big family."
Soft and gentle was that maternal hand,
Ladles Interested will please respond freely.
That often held mine when she smiled.
on a gallop, as much as to say, "I was only
C. B. Herman, Bridgeport, 0.
Address
Then there is the great farm house-but I
2131
fooling ! 0 you great goosey, you !"
The aroma o! her genial spirit,
don't like its leaden color, though in the comBlackey is a horse that has no ambition to fort of living in it one would not mind the
Her iove, her patience-and so kind I
GEORGE CHA.INEY
Let me her hopes and virtues Inherit,
climb long hills, and will generally stop at the color, maybe.
Is the bliss I desire to find.
Wishes to enter into correspondence with Libfoot of one and look over his shoulder. In
And then there are fields of waving oats,
The past, In all my plays, that mother bore,
horse language that is an inquiry if he must go potato-patches all in white blossom, giving erals throughout the country in reference to
And so, all through life, to the end;
to the top of that hill. After a minute or so he promis of hidden health and wealth in the lecture engagements for the coming season.
And this so made me love her all the more,
Mr. Chainey needs no recommendation from
seems
to say,
beds beneath the thick green leaves-that is, if
As counselor, umpire, and friend.
us. We print below a few of his indorsements,
"Well,
if
I
must,
I
must,
and
I
guess
I'll
the
bugs
do
not
destroy
them
before
maturity.
Memory, faithful to Its holy trust,
which certainly are the strongest testimonials
make up my mind to do it;" and then away
A thick .wood, full of deep shadows and
Keeps her Image before me still;
ever given to any Liberal lecturer, except Inhe
goes,
wishing,
probably,
that
there
were
0! all the loves I know, her's was the first,
glistening with glossy leaves, proud with tall
gersoll, in this country:
And It soothes me now as It ever will.
fewer hills in this life for horses to tread.
trees, whose swaying branches seem to whisROBERT G. INGERSOLL: "Mr. Chalney Is one
If left to himself Blackey would always stop per of hiding rabbits and slimy serpents, as ofCOL.
Filla! love her memory green will keep,
the best thinkers In this C0untry. He has a wonNever to be loved any less;
at my gate. He has called so many time~ to well as wildwood flowers, twining grape-vines, derful command of language, Is full of Imagery,
antithesis, logic, and beauty. He feels
Now laid In humanity's lap to sleep,
take me to ride that he stops at the gate of aromatic herbs, and soft, velvety mosses. The comparison,
what he says with his whole heart, and perceives It
She remains a power to bless.
with
his
entire
brain. He Is perfectly honest, and
his
own
accord,
stamps
his
feet,
looks
toward
birds
sing
gaily
among
the
trees,
secure
from
LAROY SUNDERLAND.
for that very reason Is Intellectually keen. Downthe door, and neighs.
interruption in their homes among the deep right honesty In such a man Is genius. He gtw a
Quincy, Mass.,~July 14, N.E, 10~.
"I suppose you know what the neigh recesses of the forest glades, and the wild true transcript of h's mind, and glvs It with great
power. He Is well acquainted with the church,
means," said Nettie.
flowers bloom and fade among the birds and knows all the ways of the theologian, and underBlackey.
stands the Inside of the whited sepulCher of au per"Certainly I do," I replied. "It means, berries.
stltlon. His Ject urea stir me like trumpets. They
"Horses know considerable, don't they?" 'Aren't you ready to go out? Come, get on
A turn again in the road, past lovely scenery, are filled with the loftiest sptrlt. Eloquent, logical,·
said Charley.
your things!' And if I do not hurry, he stamps farms through which wind Lee's and Vole's and poetic, they are as welCome and refreshing as
breeze of morning on the Cheek of fever."
"They know too much to be abused, and in- again, which means, 'Why, how slow you River, make a sweet and attractiv view. Flow- the"Mr.
Chalney Ia a large, well formed, though
sulted, beaten, and dliven so feal"fully as they are! I'm impatient to be going. Come along, ers and ferns grow all along the country road- rather round-shouldered man, wears no beard, and
In
these
days of crops would be called a long-haired
often are," I said. "Now just look at Blackey you Sue!'"
side, and, in their time, wild strawberries peep man. He has a big head and broad face. He Is an
here-do you not suppose he knows when he
He knows all the nice drives in this vicinity, out from the long grasses. Passing a . little orator. His eloquence Is his Chief fascination. His
periods are models of oratorical beauty, and though
is well treated? And would he not know also, east, west, north, and south, but he has a very railway station, all at once we come to a bend ordinarily
unimpassioned he occasionally becomes
very quick, if ill-treated ? There is not so indulgent mistress, and hence he is never in the bay, and we are at the Brayton beach, Intensely strong In his dramatiC eJiects. He Is singularly
graceful
of geAture. His methods Inspire
much difference as one might think between overd1iven, never goes hungry or thirsty, nor and the water is kissing the shore as it slowly one with a conviction
of his honesty. His elocution
horses and some sort of folks! I hav thought is suffered to get very tired, although he has recedes, while an old man digs clams, pausing Is masterly. His voice Is magnetic, powerful, fiex.
lble,
very
pleasing.
His
sentiments are beautl!uily
sometimes, when I hav seen men apply -the traveled many a long mile in his day.
now and then to take a long breath, or, per. painted sacrilege. He would make a famous actor."
whip to a poor, patient, hard-working, and
He has heard us admire the lovely view up haps, to take in the loveliness of the panoramic -Scranton Daily Rtp1lblican.
"Mr. Chalney's lecture was one of the most brill·
oberlient animal; that the four·footed creature the Iiver, and across it, and has listened to scone before him-rich meadows, farm lands,. !ant
oratorical eJiortseverdelivered In Creston. Wo
was the best of the two."
stories of wise Weetamoe, the Indian woman, historic Mount Hope below; in front the wide doubt If any lecturer, other than Col. Ingersoll,
could
use so much of beautiful metaphor."-Greston
Blackey threw back his ears and walked and sachem of the Pocasset tribe, who was expanse of salt water, and the city across it on Commoner.
solemnly on as if he comprehended and ap- drowned in the liver while attempting to cross the left. The view is exquisit, the pure air
"Mr. Chalney's enunciation Is perfect, his sen.
forcible and Impassioned. Like Ingersoll he
plauded what I said.
intoxicating, and I always feel as if I did not tences
it at Slade's Ferry, in the long ago time.
has the happy faculty of Clothing an Idea In such a
I hav been acquainted with Blackey several
Blackey has heard us speak, also, of the far stay half long enough in such a lovely spot.
peculiarly taking form, that at first thought the conidea seems an absurdity and an lmposture."years. I knew him when, young and dashing, away past, when the plain at lVIechanicsville
One day, Charley unhitched Blackey and led trary
Syracuse Morning ,(Ie:rald.
he dragged a carriage.full of happy children, was, probably, submerged, and was a part of him into the water to wash his feet, though he
Address for particulars
with their mother, away out in the country, and the river, but is now dry land, and dotted over would not go till Charley took off his shoes and GEORGE CHAINEY, 33 Clinton Place, N. Y.
by river roads into the pine woods, spicy and with homes and manufactories, and I fancy went into the water also.
fragrant with rich odors, and bright with nat- he knows the spot on the hillside near the
Returning home, a load of hay was just
ure's gallant plumage. The birds sang and river, close to the road, where low, dark stones ahead, and Blackey snatched a mouthful, and
for
The
the children laughed, while Blackey would mark the place where repose the ashes of those thus all the way on to the bridge he would contents are as follows: The Impeachment ofChrlf·
tlanlty,
by
Frnncls
E.
Abbot;
The
New-born
Soul,
shake his head and whisk his tail as if he, too, citizens who once owne-1 the land with which keep snatching· mouthfuls, running up to the poem, by Courtlandt Palmer; Universal Union ltea
were gay and glad with the little ones. How now their bones commingle, unheeding that the load and then walking slowly till that was de- form, by Stephen Pearl Andrews; Sunday Laws, by
Hon. Ellzur Wright; Science and 'J'heology, by Geo,
oft"n he would turn his head as if to see that roadway was made right through their resting voured, then trotting up to the load again, C
llamey; Agitators, by A. B. Bradford; A Plea for
they were all there! And how careful he al- place, uncaring that civilization has pushed slyly helping himself, and so on all the dis- the Rights of Animals, by Ellbtt Preston; Hints to
sueakers
and Writers, by John Btol\ze, M.D.; All
ways was that he should not step on them if and jostled their dust carelessly, as it erected tance.
Borts-Edltortal notes; Freethought Directory; Ex·
they chanced to play around his feet ! But shops, saloons, factoiies, and houses thereon.
If the dliver chanced to turn his head, tracts from Letters; Advertlsments; Business Di·
Prloe 25 cents.
alas! the children hav gone now-not grown
Such are the changes of time, and from the Blackey would look another way innocently, rectory.
out of baby clothes into stalwart manhood and dust of the burial-ground with its dead past as though he never thought of newly mown
beautiful womanhood, but silently gone away arise the life and industry of the living present. hay all his life. Don't horses know?
in their bright and joyous childhood into the
Well, I should say they do. Blackey knows,
Blackey knows well the way over the "new
INCLUDING
unseen realm. Perhaps they are growing bridge," for his head is often turned that way, and Mrs. P. will never part with him till the Works 'in Western New York and
there in that fair land-in some fair land-and and he seen ts the saltish air as he trots over shadows fall, and, his work done, he lies
other States, together with Structexpanding with grace, knowledge, wisdom. I the long bridge, until he reaches the draw, down to rest.
ures in Central America.
do not know. I only know they are absent, and then, glancing up at the notice, "DrawOur Puzzle Box.
somewhere; that we hear no more their sweet Walk," he sedately changes his trot into a
ByFREDERI«JK LI\.RKIN, M.D.
Membe:r of the
and merry voices; that the bright smile, the soldierly step, and walks across the draw, ANSWER TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
American Association for tke A<Wancement of Scienct.
JULY 19, 1884.
gleeful song, and joyous laugh exist now only looking demurely at the Captains B. and S.,
in meUlory. But all intertwined with it is the who, leaning over the rail, are watching the
1. Rebus; 2. Money; 3. Anagram; 4. Heroin. Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations.
290 Pages.
fond hope that sometime, somewhere, we may fish and the ripples of the river. Sometimes
Price, Cloth $1.50.
see again the fair, fresh faces, beautiful in Blackey has to halt until the great draw swings
Correspondence.
their innocence and purity-that their dear back to allow a stately three-masted schooner
Addres.s
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
EAST DENNIS, July 6, 1884.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I hav been thinking of
voices will, sometime, be heard again, and or a cunning little tug-boat to pass through on
their sweet smiles dispel the memory of the a journey up the river to Somerset or Taunton. writing you for a long time, and hav intended
shadows that now linger about our pathway.
Across the bridge, Blackey knows the favorit to write, but every week there has been some- TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
thing to occupy my mind and time. I hope
A STORY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
No doubt Blackey sometimes wonders what way to the left, and he dashes on rapidly, you will not think I hav forgotten you entirely,
has become of the dear children who once especially if he hears the rumble of the rail- for I certainly hav not. I read your letter to BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
played around bis heels, as he looks wistfully way train on the bridge overhead, for he dis- the Investigator of a few months ago speaking
Prioe 10 cente.
For sale at tbla o1lloe.
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Liberal Meetings.
[Leagues and Libr:ral l!!td: Spiritualil!!ic Socie~ ill tM
United: States and Canada meeting regularly, can Ita~ notices of their meetings pUblished this colum.. free if the
officers will rend them to us.]
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MICIDGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.

FALSE CLAIYS
1
-BY-

THIRD EDITION,

'

BIBLE MYTI-18

JOHN E. REMSBURG.
. AND THEIB
Parallels m Other Religions.

Being a Oompar!l!on or the Old and New estament
Myths and Miracles with those ot heathen na. t!ons ot Antiquity, Oons!der!ng also their
Cr.EVELAND.-The Liberal" League meets Price, 10 CT~. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
Origin and Meaning. With nuev~rY. Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
merous 1llustrations.
AS A
buildmg. Lectures free. Communications
The object o! the work Is to point out the myths
can be addressed toW. I. Irvine, Secretary. MISSIONARY DOCUMENT With which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
show that they were held In common With other naMAINE.
tions; and then trace theni to their evident origin and
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
ezplain their meaning.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Con"It has long been acknowledged by the most emiAmong the subjects considered by Mr.
graBS Hall, Congress street (entrance on
nent b!bl!ca.l students that the Hebrew scriptures
.Temple street), where free meetings, lectures, Remsburg are:
contain a large mythical element; but, so tar a.s we
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis- know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2·30
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
P.M. Admittance free •. Public invited.
their original signification." -Boston Cour·
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza- ascertain
ir:r,
OREGON.
tion; the Church and Scienc('; the Church
"Never
be!ore has there been given a volume to
PoRTLAN;D.-The Auxiliary Liberal League and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the the reading
world that shows the research for the
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday Church and the Antislavery Reform; the origin ot these myths as does this one just pubi!shed
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance by J. W. Bouton, o! New York."-Boston Timer.
"It Is unquestionablY true that the results or a
and Madison streets. All are invited. Ad- Reform; the Church and the Republic.
rat!onal!st!c study ot the Ohr!stian scriptures are
mission free.
These pamphlets should be circulated by nowhere else so accessible a.s they are now made In
the thousand. Let every reader send for a the work betore us.-N, Y. Sun.
MASSACHUSETTS.
1 Vol. Royal Bvo. OliJth. .About 600 pa.ga.
BosTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meet- dozen at least. Address
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price,
•
•
•
•
•
$3.00
Sent postpaid, on receipt or price, Address,
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
33 OJ!nton Place, New York.
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
Sunday aftemoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2:30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
ALTOONA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
IN THE
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
•tn.~g~n~~~ia;~t~~e".:'I
!ri'Je:e~~e~~.W~!'Ab~~~ F~~g.~
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
llllnots;"" The Grant Banquet,"" The Rev. Alexan·
der Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Ltke a. Dream,'•
THE TRUTH SEEKER an.d Liberal books for
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
sale.
PITTSBURGH,-Pittsburgh -Liberal League
Some Mistakes of :Moses. Paper, 50
THIRD EDITION.
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
cents; cloth, $1.25.
Sunday {except during the Months of July TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergyand Prot George P. Fisher. Pamen invited to discuss.
COMPABED AND REVISED.
per, 50 cents.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
Interviews on Tabnage. Paper, $1,00;
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
AUTHOR OF
cloth, $2.00.
League's Hall, 177 Halsey st:.;eet. l~xercises
consist of music, readings, lecture, and dis- "PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UNWhat Must We Do to be Saved 1 Pacussion, in which all present are invited to
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
partiCipate.
Admission free.
Collection
per, 25 cents.
·~ken.
Communications for the League
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
COMPLETE WORK~ in One Volshould be addreas"d to J. W. Frankel, 10
"HOLY CROSS,"
Pine street, Newark.
ume, HalfCalf, $o.OO.
CANADA.
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
ToRoNTo.:_se·cular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No.9 Grand Opera House.
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
A. Lecture by
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll
strangers are cordially invited.
thistles?"
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
"The clergy know that I know that they
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cathknow that they do not know."
arine street. Reading-room open daily until Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of severely, t~wfully, infernally cruel work on the
One of the best documents to circulate ever
books three evenings -per week, and on Sun- priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav printed. Every man, woman, and child in
themselvs, and they must lie in it.
day afternoons. Free public lectures on made
the United States should read it.
Every
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers. Send for the book and see what devourers reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson of sheep the shepherds can be."
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
Address THE TRU'l'H REEKlm,
PRICE, 2:i CENTS.
GANANOQUE, ONT.-Gailanoque Secular So33 Clinton Place, New York.
ciety, meets every Sunday evening at eight
o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Library and
Reading Room open all day Sunday. Visitors Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. The BIBLE-WHENCE r..rd WHAT?
BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.B,
and strangers always welcome.
Geo. G.
Meikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
A Book of Hints and Suggestions ConcernNEW YORK.
ing the literature contained in the Old aud
ALBANY.-The Liberal asso.(liation meets
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Addresa
THE TRUTH SKKK!Ui.
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State Noih:l;"if~:r~:ltJ~f.:'e::e:~&fl~~t:,~~o~
38 Clinton Place. NY
l>rol.
New
Edition,
Enlarged
and
Revised
By
Spirit
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
M. Faraday. Price, 15 cents.
C". t Improved or unimproved lands
business meeting and debates and discussions No. 2.-0rlgln of' I.Ue •
~ •anywhere in the state. For In·
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution or
maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to
are cordially invited to attend, also all Lib- the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses; !ormation,
WATSON & THRA.PP, or 0. H. OUSTENBORDER,
or,
How
the
Spirit
Body
Grows.
New
Edition,
Enerals visiting the city. Admission free.
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
larged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price, 1Y13
NEW YoRK CrTY.-The American Spirit- 10 cents.
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
"ANT I CHRIST."
at :!:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West NoA.fierT.Jt:a.:r:t:-:.pment oc the Spirit
l'rovtng conclns!VIY that
The
Origin
of
Rel!g!ons.
By
Spirit
M.
Faraday.
33d street.--The First Society of SpiritualTHE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST•
ists holds its meetings every Sunday m Price, 10 cents.
4.-The Process oc Mental .&ct:ron:
H!.B birth, l!fe, tr!sl, execution, etc.-11 a mytb,
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning No.
Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price
TRUTH SEEKER OIDce.
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free. 16 cents.
BS Clinton Place, :New Yo ,._
Publio cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall, No. I'S.-The Origin oc the (Jhristian Rellg• Pl1ce. $2.00.
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The PeoJon.
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Chr!s- EVERY LIBERA. L SIIOlJLD
ple's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30 t!an!ty,
Oontess!ons ot Its Founders. •rranscrlbed
POSSESS
and 7:30P.M.
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 76
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society cents; Paper, 60 cents.
THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK.-150 Beautiful Songs
o! Liberty and Freethought. Read and sing them
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton Ro_re:u.:.ot Bethlehem, the Birthplace ot
at Home. Read and sing them at Meetings. Teach
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
them to the children. Price 25 cents.
Extract
from
No.
6.
Price
10
cents.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
DIANA.-Evolut!on In Marriage. The Higher Law.
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and Who Wrote the New Testament?
Alf!Bm made practicable. Unhappy marriages
Extract from No. 6. Price 10 cents.
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
prevented and cured. Price 25 cents.
BOWLES PA.IIIPHLETS.
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
BURNZ' FONIC SHORTHAND,-A complete Sell-InNEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
structor !n the a.rt o! Verbatim Reporting. Price
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
$1. Send !or circulars,
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature No. I.-Experiences oC Samuel Bowles,
Late
editor
of
the
Springfield,
Mass.,
Republican, In THE SPELLING REFORM-And HOW to Help It
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual Spirit Lite; or, Lite As He Now Sees It from a SpirConference meets every Monday evening at Itual Standpoint. Written through the med!umshlp !'rice 10 cents.
The above works sent promptly on receipt or price.
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south o! 0ARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 25 cents.
Address THE TRTTTB BEEKER
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal Later Papers ol' Samuel Bowles,
33 CJ!nton Place, N.Y.
written
In
August,
1883,
literature on sale. All invited.- The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday A. Supplement To No. I
And oound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Tw!ng,
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's Medium.
Price, 10 cents.
By R. B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth No. 2.-(Jontrasts In Spirit Life:
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordiA.lly inAnd Recent Experiences ot SAMUEL BoWLES, late Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
editor ot the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the
v;t,.(!
nn'lrq OtHm n1 '.l :30 '1'. M.
About all that can be said for the existence
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account ot the
late President Garfield's reception In the sptrlt of God and the future life of man, is here
TilE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE. world. Written through the hand or CARRIE E. S. pungently presented, with an incidental disBy Prot. H. M. KOTTINGEB., A.M. Price, $1.00, TWING, Westfield, N.Y. 142 pages. Price, 60 cents. cussion of many collateral questions, from a
This volume alms at the education ot youth In the A.chsa W. Spra11:11e's and Jtlnry <:lark's rationalistic standpoint.
principles or Freethought, at the same time that it
Experiences tn the First Ten Spheres
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Inculcates moral duties and human r!ghte !rom a
of' Spirit LU"e.
Medium, ATHALDINE S!IUTH, Oswego, N.Y. Price
Address
TIIB TRUTH SEEKER.
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
!Ill Clinton Plaee, New Yorl!:.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
110 cents.
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Ingersoll's 'Works.
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By M. Ea BILLINGS,

ORTHODOXY.
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"\ FREETHOUGH'r WORKS. '
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Burne's Essays. Essays and treatises
on various subjects. By DAVID HUME,
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's
life and,< writings, to which are added
dialogues concerning natural religion.
Price, $1.50.
Idols and Ideals, with .n Essays on
Christianity. By MoNcuuE D. CoNWAY,
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher o:
London. $1.50.

If,

Then, and Whe:u.. From the doctrins of the Church. By WARREN SUMNER
BARLow. 10 cents.

Image Breaker (the). By JoHN E.
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together,
25 cents.
Separately, 5 cents each. 1,
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant In.
tolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever;
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath. .
Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-book, being the substance of thirteen lectures OD
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1.
Ingersoll in Canada.
A Reply to
Wendling, Archbishop Lynch, "Bystander," and others. By ALLEN PRINGLE.
15 cents.
Is Life Worth Living. By WILr.rAM
H. MALLoox. Contents: The New Import of the Question, Morality and the
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain
of Morality, Goodness as its own Reward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life
as its own Reward, The Superstition of
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality
and Natural Theism, The Human Rae~
and Revelation, Universal History and
the claims of the Christian Church, Be
lief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50.
Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Charactei
of the Jewish Deity Delineated. A new
and valuable book. 35 cents.
J{neeland's National Hymns. 35 cts
J{oran (the). A new English edition
of the Koran of Mohammed, to which i~
added the life of Mohammed, or the hiR
tory of that doctrin which was begun ana
carried on by him in Arabia. Price, $Ui0
Letters of Junius. Two volumes in
one. From the latest London edition
$1.50.
J,etters to Eugenia; or, A Preservativ Against Religious Prejudices. By
Baron D'HoLBAOH, author of the "System
of Nature," etc. Translated from the
French by ANTHONY C. MIDDLETON, M.D
Price, $1.00.
Hfe of Paine. By J. E. REMsnuRa
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Life of Thomas Paine, author of
"Common Sense," "Rights of Man,'
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and
explanatory observations on his writings.
By GILBERT VAT.E. $1.00.
Love and Transition: A Plea in poetry
for the practicalization of known truth.
By MARY E. TILL01:SON. $1.00.
Love Ventures of Tom, Dick, and
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they
were naked and not ashamed." liO cents.
Man's Nature and Development. By
HENRY GEORGE ATKINSON, lf. G. 8., and
HARRIET MAnTINEAU. $1.50.
Modern Thinkers: What they Think
and Why. (Principa1ly on Social
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLow, LL:
D., with nn introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. With eight ~ortraits: Comte, Swe
denborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham,
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pages. $1.50.
Moral Education: Its Laws and Meth
ods. By Prof. J. H,. BucHANAN. A new
method to conquer crime, disease, and
misery, which churches, colleges, and
governments have signally failed to do.
$1.50.
Moral Physiology; A Brief and Plain
Trentis on tho Population Question. By
HoBERT DAT.E OwEN. 60 cents.
Mortality of the Soul and the Immortality of its Elements. By A. SNIDER DE
PELLEGRINI. 10 cents.
Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales
and Superetitions interpreted by comparative Mythology. By JoHN FISKE, M.A.
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2.
Origin and Development of Religious
Ideas and Beliefs, as manifested
in history and seen by reason. By MoB ..
RIB EINSTEIN.
$1.
Orthodox Hash, with a Change of
])iet. By WARREN SuMNER BARLOW.
10 cents.
Paradise Lost; or, The Great Dragon
Cast Out. 60 cents.
Personal Immortality and Other
Papers. By JosiE OPPENHEIM. Extra cloth, 12mo, 98 pages. 75 cents.
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Kelso's "Bible Analyzed."
This is a brave book; and a valuable addition
to the scientific criticism of the Bible. The
Bible is a thoroughly misunderstood book, and
before its genuin worth can be appreciated
there must be a conclusiv exposition of its
barbarism and falsity. Col. Kelso has made
an earnest effort in this direction. H~ has put
his heart into the undertaking, and every line
throbs with the intensity of his conviction.
He b<tttles with the Bible as the great enemy
of human progress. He may giv a one-sided
view of this eventful literature, but he givs an
entirely truthful one, displayed with keen and
masterly logic. The folly of the orthodox
theory of' inspiration is fully exposed. The
Bible cannot be a divine revelation, even supposing there is a God to make such a revelation. It does not accord with our ideas of justice, of purity, and of truth. As an infallible
revelation it presents a hideous picture of its
author. • It shows him to be a savage despot,
and the upholder of the greatest wrongs and
crimes in human history~ This theory of the
Bible is fearfully corrupting; it is an insult to
man's best thought. It must be put away, and
the dissecting-knife must be used without compunction in order that we may see the essential rottenness of bibliolatry, which is a dead
monster in the path of human improvement.
Mr. Kelso has done a grand work in flinging
the severe light of common sense upon this
superstitious reverence. He has performed
his task nobly, with the vehemence of an
iconoclast indeed; but with the spirit of the
scholar and the philosopher. I can heartily
recommend his admirable criticism. It contains a fund of information for the radical. It
sweeps away an immense amount of trash and
prepares for a mote progressiv view of these
ancient records. I am sure that Liberals will
giv to this strenuous worker and to the fruits
of his labor a universal welcome.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Catholicism Dying Out of Mexico.
W. A.

Or~{fut,

Freethinker, in Church Union.

CITY OF MExico, March 10, 1884.
Verily, the Catholic church is having a hard
time during these latter years. Bismarck has
laid a heavy hand on it; in France it is an outcast; and in Italy, home of the holy father ever
since Peter's, crucifixion, heresy so abounds
that few men ani bold enough to go to church;
and the man who either fears, respects, or
obeys a priest is regarded as little better than
an idiot.
The church entered Mexico as a wonderful
miracle-worker, with the winged god, Cortes,
at its head, but to~day almost all of its glory is
lost. Few are left to do it reverence except
the peons, the very lowest class, not one in ten
of whom can read or write. In the year 1859
one-third of all the real and personal property
of Mexico belonged to the church, including
vast tracts of fertil land and great blocks in
the heart of the chief cities. When Juarez,
the renowned "Upsetter," put his hand on the
helm of state, he gave things new direction.
He confiscated the property of priests and of
the church. He abolished convents. He
drove out the nuns. Even now, when the
Juarezian hostility is somewhat refaxed, no
priest is permitted to appear on the street in
the garb of his order, and there is a law that
no house shall be the residence of more than
one nun. I think it was a nun I met this
morning on the street, attired externally like
any other woman, her white cap barely visible
beneath the folds of a heavy black woolen
shawl drawn over her head.
The parade of the church has eve.rywhere
been discouraged; its noise and pompous ceremonies are everywhere crippled by law.
Monks and nuns hav moatly been expelled,
some convents are falling to ruins, many are
deserted; and at Zacatecas and Monterey they
hav become hotels. It is said there is only one
church in Mexico at present undergoing repairs. Many churches hav become factories,
some are used as barracks, others as warehouses, and a few, it is said, as breweries, and
even as barns, like the Cologne Cathedral in
the wars of Napoleon. Some hav been sold
by the state for a few dollars. If they were
more portable I would bring one home as a
relic.
As in Italy and in France, inscriptions of
adherence hav been exacted of every church,
and painted prominently on the facade. Here
every church that survived Juarez has been
compelled to raise a flagstaff on its front, where
the national colors are displayed. It should
be added, however, that this is not always required, as the republic of Mexico is divided
into twenty-seven states, one territory, and
one federal distriqt, and these states, having
greater power than our own, hav enacted restraining laws of various degrees of severity.
In the states of Michoacan and Talisco, for instance, the power of the clergy is still strong;
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while in Yucatan, which I visited last week,
they are not allowed to appear in their vestments in public; and in this city no church
bell is allowed to be rung for more than three
minutes at a time, nor oftener than once in half
an hour.
Yet it must not be inferred that the spirit of
the Catholic church is entirely broken, by.any
means. It is still activ, if not dominant. With
the French army and Maximilian they fought
railroads and telegraphs, declaring their arrival
to mask the invasion of the devil; but when
Juarez, the great image-breaker, came back
and shot Maximilian, it prepared the way for
that revival of railroad building that took
place under President Porfirio Diaz, introducing the nineteenth century-the new order of
things. The prescience of the church has been
justified, and the iron Wfl.Y and the iron wire
hav proved indeed its enemies. The church
is losing power day by day; day by day the
spirit of unbelief grows strong. As on the
continent of Europe, few educated men go to
church at all, and many forbid their wives and
daughters to attend the confessional. But the
nativ peons-the poorest and most wretched
class-are still mainly subject to the priest.
In many-provinces and states they yield him
implicit obedience. Even boycotting is carried
on in this spirit of fanaticism; in many of the
rural districts the peons refuse to work for a
farmer or a manufacturer who is not in favor
with the priest. Lilre the unlettered peasant
of Italy and Austria, the peon of Mexico is still
the bulwark of the church.
Walking down the Puente San Francisco today I saw an unusual flutter ahead of me.
Fifty people gathered in half a minute on the
sidewalk, where a carriage had stopped. A
man stepped out of a carriage and walked into
an open door bearing something in his hands.
On the instant all fell down upon their knees
on the pavement and in the street, some, indeed, dropping supine upon their faces-everyone but three of us. One of these last was
a well-dressed lady, who drew her Spanish lace
more closely around her head and glided away,
and the other was a man in a silk hat-a Spaniard too, I think, who cast upon them a smile
of pity and walked on. Presently the prostrate peons scrambled to their feet again,
robed, all of them, in the nativ costume, each
in two garments of coarse white cotton cloth.
and some with sandals, but most of them bare
of head and foot.
I hav visited the cathedral, too-the largest
in North America. It stands on the great Aztec temple where sixty thousand living human
beings had their quivering hearts torn out and
offered reeking to the horrible god. In no cathedral of Europe did I ever see so many people at their devotions as knelt there to-day
before the various shrines. The confessional
boxes were mostly occupied; the priests sitting
with face exposed and a listening ear, and at
the other side a well-dressed lady murmuring
with a fan shielding her face. There were no
peons at confessional; they were all kneeling
with upturned face to some gaudy object of
devotion, or, with their faces bent low, kissing
the wooden floor. One peon from the rural
districts knelt serenely behind a bag of corn
which he had set upon the floor in front of
him; another had a string of live chickens
around his neck, hanging head downward and
sending up a gentle peep of pain as he counted
his beads and said his prayer. Perhaps he
prayed that he might get a good round price
for his chickens-quien sabe?-and perhaps if
they could hav prayed they would hav supplicated to be let loose after long hours of torture.
As we passed out, a haggard woman sitting
behind a long table covered with folded papers outside the door stopped us with a vehement gesture and besought us, as we valued
riches, to buy one of the thousand lottery
tickets upon the table, for this was the last
chance, and the ticket would draw the magnificent prize to-morrow. Would we fling away
such a splendid opportunity? We would; and
we turned around to look at the curious Aztec
calendar stone that leaned against the wall.

A Plucky Woman.
From the Bo•ton Commonwealth.

We found a genuin smacking of heroism in
the recent refusal of Miss Mueller (or Miller),
in London, to pay taxes on the property she
held. The law, as we all know, is very ready
to read to women responsibilities that should
only exist with certain rights that are universally denied her. If women commonly revolted
against this injustice the effect would be good,
prompt, and final. Miss Mueller, we understand, is in no sense different from other women who hold property except in the fact of
being rather more than ordinarily interested in
the movement for woman suffrage and in being
pluckily determined to assert that interest practically. In due course of law she was assessed,
as are other women, by the state, But here the
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parallel breaks off rather abruptly. For, instead of timidly and unquestioningly paying
her taxes after the manner of the generality of
the sex, she refused to acknowledge the justice
of the tax so long as she was denied suffrage.
As the law is materially stronger than an isolated
person, the officers in fair time arrived and destrained a certain portion of the recalcitrant's
personal property. This is the usual course,
which the victim can only ineffectually protest
against. But it is well to note in conclusion
that the woman who suffers in this case is not
weakly stunned under the blow; she simply
goes to work anew to make this "outrage"
impossible for the future.
If all women would do as this one has done,
the cause of woman suffrage would receive
an unstemmed impetus. The protest is simply
of kind with that announced by the American
colonists when they led the way to revolution.
The principle is one we are apt to forget, but
it is unanswerable. We in America are readier
to make it the basis of our claims for republicanism for men in Europe than to giv women
the benefit of it at home. England is, in respect to women, no more an offender than the
United States. Arguments used against woman suffrage are often so mean, and so unlike
those we would urge if the rights of men were
at stake, that they resolve male "superiority"
into absolute dishonor. Is it square and
manly to force theory into a fitness with irreconcilable substance? And yet we do it with
the hasty and inJ;xcusable negativs we put
upon the female right to vote. It is not lilrely
that anyone could explain fairly just why the
English woman should be the victim, as she is
now,. of an unjU3t national spirit. It is, of
course, said that the taxes should hav been
paid first, and the protest then made, but the
effect, as is evident, is greater as chosen by
Miss Mueller. The colonists never would hav
won their cause on such a mode of procedure.
There is a fresh and conclusiv pluck in the
act selected.

Stray Scraps.
AT Bates College commencement, Lewiston,
Me., June 26th., Annie Maria Bracket read a
thesis-" Modern Civilization Based on Christianity." Doubtless the girl-child treated the
subject thoroughly, and we Liberals may now
hold our peace, as the question is settled forever.
"ONE can do nothing without God,'' said
Rev. Philip Brooks in his Bacealaureate sermon before the Harvard class '84. Then Guiteau was right; God helped him ·assassinate
President Garfield; and without God Judas
Iscariot could not hav betrayed Jesus Christ.
CHARLES DuDLEY W ABNER in his Phi Beta
Kappa oration, Dartmouth College, June 25th,
referred to the "mind cure " craze in Boston
as " evidence of singular credulity and inclination to delusion." Did he forget that himself
and every Christian are worse deluded in a
credulous scare about a young Judean tramp
1800 years ago curing somewhat after the same
fashion; yea, even to the raising of j;he dead(?),
the healer himself being a sample proof of resurrection?
SAID Mrs. Livermore at the late Boston anniversaries: "It is woman's especial duty to advance the work of churches." If this is true,
will woman vote God in the Constitution or
out of the Constitution? The American party
(Gad-in-the-Constitution), in their platform at
Chicago last month, resolved: "We hold to
and will vote for woman suffrage." Yea, because thlly realize the value of woman's vote,
ala Mrs. Livermore; while the two large, popular parties scorn her aid as an interference.
IN his Baccalaureate sermon, June 29th.,
President Seelye of Amherst College said in
reference to the dynamite scare and threats:
"Yon cannot put down social disturbances by
social science. When men hav bound themselva in the chains of a false doctrin, you callnot liberate them by proving the doctrin to be
false. The purpose which has chosen the
falsehood prevents one from seeing that it is
false." Oh, how true is this of Christianity;
Would that Professor Seelye could see that he
is picturing himself in his mistaken description
of heretical scientists. Social science no more
failed to put down those six Amherst seniors
who were to hav graduated the next day, but
were expelled because they" roused the whole
neighborhood early Sunday morning by riotous behavior," than did the harmonious religion of the prince of peace in which the faculty
had instructed these drunken Amherst senior
rowdies, the majority of whom probably were
the sons of doctors of divinity: " A party of
Amherst seniors roused the whole neighborhood of that part of Amherst village known as
' East street,' early Sunday morning by riotous behavior. They broke the door of the East
street Congregational church, pounded upon
the doors of private residences, and broke several windows; A large party of citizens assembled, and with the aid of constables captured the whole party but one. Six seniors
were bound over by Judge Thomason a charge
of drunkenness and riotous behavior, and their
case comes up on Wednesday at the very hour
that they would hav graduated. Under the
college rules the offenders are no longer mem·
bers of the-institution. The names of the men
arrested are G. W. Wadsworth, John H. Noble,
E. H. Sawyer, C. W. Eustis, A. W. Whitcomb,
and S. E. Appleton."
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FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
With a steel plate onaraT!ng or tne anthor In Vol. I
and each volume IIJUBtrated With forty-seven cnta.

BY D. M. BENNETT,
Late editor of Ta-. TII.UTH l!nn-., author of ""A Truto
Beeker In Europe," "Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times," "The World's 8ag68,Tillnll:-

ers, and Reformen,'' "Champions of
the Chureh." etc., etc.
llandsoDJ.ely bound in red cloth, $6-riO
In leather, red edges, ~9.ri0; In
DJ.orocco, gilt edges, $10.()0,
Readers of TaR TRUTH SnKIIR know the circumstance
under which this work was written. The last words
penned by the KJ"eat author were for the fourth volume
which W!IB nearly completed at bls death, and which will
now contain an account or his world-lamented death and
burial. Ml. Bennett was a very pattent and faithful
chronicler of the habits and customs of tl<e dltrerent peo
plea. or the many places he visited. The evory.day
life or all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has
VIsited them ari<l beheld them with his own eyes. Par•
tlcular attention Is paid to the progress or Freethought In
the various countries he vlslted, and the morality or so·
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality o
Christian countries, much te the detriment of the latter
Theworklsa

},reethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH BEEKER IN EUROPE"
should be in every Liberal's llbrary Besides Its intrinsic
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers
the world has known-or one who ranks with Voltaire
and Paine In the force and clearness or his writings.
Address 7Hlil 7BU7H SElilKEB ..
33 CUnton Place,.
New York city •.
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Talks

to

My Patients. Hints on Get-

DR. L. TENNEY,

One Week.

Standing Cured in Three Weeks.

Cll!IOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In·
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir : After wearing one of
debted to you for the benellt I hav received from your MAGNETIC VES'.rs tor about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap· was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those at- Side, which had been a source of misery to me for
JlJcted as I hav been that the· effect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with para.Iy- before without benellt, but as soon as I put on the
sts In my right aa-m and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With unafter wearing a suit ot your :MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respoottullyT . __
JJ.lao been troubled With Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. llll.OWli.
plaint for a number of years, trom Which I hav suffered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lad.
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight yeari.
ting on your appllances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness :
benet).t, and if I Improve as rapidly as I hav 1n the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be wen. I would, thereDB. L. TENNEY: Your letter lust received; al&
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means ot e!Iect!ng FELT BETTER Fll.Olll THE FIRST HOUB I HAD TllEll.
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not loklng, and If I Improve as rapidly a.
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T:Iesday, Will soon be well. Will repor•
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appllances which wm
This lady reports herself entirely cured In less
effect a cure 1n a case of Paralysis will at the same
time eradlcaoo CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and
patient. We do not, like· the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied;
change medlclns every day until, attar dosing the she nevertheless wa.s able to ride twenty mlles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
something (If he ls very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this office, by any.
one desiring to communicate with her.
for the time being.
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been sulierlng for two years with an Ovarian Tu~nor, and who had been told that .nothing but the knlte would save her lite, and the chances
werJ>as9tolagalnstrecovery. In tour months' time shelspertectlywell,and has not taken a dose or
medlcln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can <lo uothlnog
for you; It will pay you.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEll', Pear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all desire tor food, and, In fact, began to fall ra[lldly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of St. Louts, at whlcb place I wa.s then stopplng,Jall of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'hun or,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapl<lly
worse, and had about made up my mlll~ to take the only course that seemed left to me, an<l submit to an
opera.tlou, when my attention was called'to the Eureka lllagnetie Appltances. As a drowning mtu
wm ca.tch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchase<l asult•. o
your appliances. From the very Jlrst I felt Invigorated, the tu·
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pa.Ins became less trom day to day, until now I am
as well as I ever was 1n my life. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose ot medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, believing
that they Will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.

By

Dro LEWIS, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.

Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions
to Parents.

By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.

Aids to Family Government; or,
From the Craclle to the School. By BERTHA
MEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J.
MoRTIMER. GRANVILLE.

Price, $1.00,

Eating for Strength. Including the
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred Receipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundrecl
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered. By
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.

Marriage and

P~re~~:tage.

~n

Their

PRICE L 1ST.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3. 00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
•
4.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Su:{!erfine Insoles, •
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

Sanitary and Phys10logrcal Itelations, and
in their. Bearing on the Proclucing of Children of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
AnY of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the moneY
By M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
It they are not as represented In every respect. It you are uncertain aa to What would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we wm advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
Our Girls, and Some of the Things appliances are offered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appliances tor, yet we will
They Ought to Know. By Dro LEWis, M.D. guarantee that the magnetic quality ls a hundred fold superior to any other appl1ance ever offeNd the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
Price, $1.50.
haY raised Jlve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle ot Iron, the malorlty ot such worthless appliances having
Dr. Foote's Plain Home Talk and so-called
magnate made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a
Medical Common Sense. By E. B. FoOTE, moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlaat any
M.D. Price, $1.50.
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garments upon •eimtijf.c
prlnciplu, and not haphazard as In all the others. We otter you therefore

Hand-Book of Health Hints. By E.
B. FooTE, M.D.

Price, 25 cents.

Sexual Physiology for the Young.
By E. B. FooTE, M.D.

Price, 50 cents.

Science in Story; Teaches Anatomy,

RICHARD'S CROWN

Sent to any address upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAUl
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by
HOW IIE WON AND WORE 11.
letter or 1n person free ot. charge. Send
tor Illustrated Pamphlet.
This is a book .of 3.0~ pages, embodying the
most graphic, VIVId, and thrilling porAddress all communications to
trayal of Society Life as it
now exists.
The third edition of this remarkable book
has just been is~ued by its author, Mrs. Anna
D. Weaver. It Is a story of thrilling interest
471 West Madison Street,
thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating'
and graphic. What "Uncle Tom·~
Chicago, 111. forcible,
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "RichPnce, $18,
ard's Crown" is to the cause agitating the
mass_es of t~e people of to-day.
TESTIMONIALS:
Prmted m large, new type on fine · heavy
Read the following testimonials, and be convlncecl _ our claims are correct In every particular
and that your aliments can be eradicated. Without the aid ot MEDIOIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE l)aper.
Beautifully illustrated with' eleven
THE AOME OF PERFECTION:
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth· title
gilt, embossed on the back and side ~f the
Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Yeat·s in
book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
ting Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
GLEASON, M.D. Price, $1.50.
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins.

83 Clinton Place, Ne;r York.

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION
Founde<l.llpon the Lite of
Al'OLLONIUS OF TYANA.

Row the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated
Ohrlstlanlty.
T"'n.nAI"'.r'h.-.~1

\.. . ,. .

c:;, .. ,,.. ........ ,n -

~,

....

lfiiOW THYSnF. . . .

AGreat Medical Work on Manhood!
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and the
untol<l miseries resulting from Indiscretions or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 121> prescriptions for all acute
an<l chronic diseases, each one of which Is lnvalua.
ble. So found by the au thor, whose experience tor
23 years Is such as probably never before fell to the
JOt Of 8.flV J}_hypfP,fnn

Q(ifl '"H>"'nCI.

h()u~(i

ffl hAQ'ltffiJ'

. -'·"IS no n1emb()i: of SO-~l~ty ~:.VhOm this ~OOk
will not be useful, whether youth, )mrent, guardian,
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
Ad<lress the Peabo<ly Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No 4 Bultlnchst., Boston, Mass., who may
be consulted on all dlseaaea requiring skill and experience. Ohronlc and obstinate dlsoases hav batlieu tho skill ot all other physclans
specialty. Such treated successfully
without an Instance of !allure.
~Elf
lyr'8
Mention this paper.
\t

HEAL
THy

DR. FtLLOWS
Is a regularly ed ucat·

ed and legally qual!·
Jled physician, and
tbe most successful,
as his practice will
prove. He has for
twemy years treated
exclustvly an dlsellties
of the Sexual Or·
gans, In which lle
stands pre-eminent.
S PER MATORRH<EA
an<l I MPO'l' EN CY
as the result or eel!·
abuse In youth and
sox uaJ ~xcess~e in maturer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual

power,renderlng mar·
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cureu permauently by an outside a.pvltcatlon In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDWIN USED. It ls one of l>r.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, Which Is entirely unknown to the medical profession. Send three 2-cent
stamps tor hls "Private Counselor,'' giving tull In·
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say Where you saw this advertlsment.

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
J<rom tM. Ironclad Age.
And challenge comparisOn With any otthe so-called magnetic garments now o!Iued under that head. At
"Dr.Fenows 1s an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
the same time the application of labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otter them
cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers ot the land
about
should glv the doctor their patrona{le. ",
lYll
ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Physiology, and Hygiene. 5 vola. in one. so that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trllle higher
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vols. than ordinary clothing.
Re~ne~nber that we are offering you the cheapest and best magnetic appllances In the market, e.nd If
bound separately, $5.00.
upon receiving the garments they do not meet Your expectation, return them at our expense and we wlU
retund
your money.
Health 1\lanual, Devoted to Healing
by Means of Natu~e's Hig~erForc~s; includLadies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests are made to
ing the Health Grude, reVIsed and 1m proved.
order, and a fit guaranteed.
By Enwrn D. BAllBITT, D.M., author of
AGBl!ITS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN TBB UNITBD BTATBS. LI»l!IBAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWlm
"Principles of Light and Color," "Wonders
l.dllflll tor IUnbor lufOI'IIIadoll.
DB. L. TENNEY,
of Light and Color." Price, $1.00.
•71 Wee~ Ma.dleon Btreet, Chicago, Ill.

~ UPTU RES

CUR EDbr

"':r11ieillcal Compound nnd ImproTed
~~8tl'.l !Supporter Truss injrom 30 I<>
' · ii!O day•. Reliable r<>ferencea ~hen. Son4
·~•mP for elreula': 1 am! ~II m '"11«1
ft'Oto '"'" m11 . , . . , . . . . _ .&.d.dHII ~1}.

,.,P.,.

,
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THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Prioe, 20 oents.

TH~ TRtJ*l~:H. SEEltEll,

AUGUST

~. 1884.

N. Y. State Freethinkers' Association.

IT does not ronow, then, because we cannot beJieve
that or which there Is no evidence, that we are Immoral. A credulous person may be very de!ectiv In
morals, while an Incredulous person may hav the
best moral character. MoraJity Is to be measured
by actions, not by oplnlonn.-D. M. Ber~nett.
THE common reeJing, no doubt, Is, that as all supernatural power Is the special g!tt of God, he would
not hav bestowed It upon any but the good, nor tor
any purpose but that or 'conferring blessings and
Where Held -The Speakers Engaged-The Hotels, Railroads, etc.
spreading truth. But this Inference Is wholly at
variance with the analogies or the divine economy.
All power Is the girt or God-the power or Intellect,
tile power or rank, the power of wealth, as wen as
the power or working physical marvels-yet, are
these given to the good-alone, or chiefly? Are these
bestowed on those who employ them excJuslvly, or
THE NEw YoRK STATE FREETHINKERS' AssociATION, in accordance with its established cusmainly, In the service or mercy and truth? Would tom, has invited the Freethinkers of all the other states, and also of Canada, to meet them
not the reverse or this statement be nearer to the in annual Convention, nt Cassadaga Lake, N. Y., on the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th days of
!act ?-Greg'< Creed of Christendom.
September next.
'l'IIE same Cicero, who sftected, In his own !smlly,
THE SPEAKERS.
to appear a devout reUglonlst, makes no scruple, In
a pubJic court ot judicature, or treating the doctrlns
The following well-known speakers hav been engaged to address the Convention: Thadot a future state as a ridiculous !able, to which nodens B. Wakeman, of New York; Miss Helen H. Gardner, of St. Louis; Courtlandt Palmer,
body could glv any sttention.-Hume's Essays. ,
of New York; Charles Watts, of London, England:·Allen Pringle, of Selby, Canada; Col.
NATURE now beckons us; the advancing season John R. Kelso, of Modesto, Cal.; George Chainey, of Boston; J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw
warns us to leave the confined atmosphere or the city City, Mich.; Mrs. Dr. Juliet H. Severance, of Milwaukee; Stephen Pearl Andrews, of New
and seek those pleasant fields where we shall draw York; Dr. John Stoltz, of Chicago; William S. Bell, of Boston; Judge R. S. McCormick, of
our inspiration from the follntaln head. Nature of- Franklin, Pa.; John E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kansas; Lyman C. Howe, of Fredonia, N.
fers you her tent. Nature wiJJ glv you her exhorta- Y.; M. E. Billings, of Waverly, Iowa; Hon. A. B. Bradford, of Enon Valley, Pa.; Charles B.
tions. Nature wiJJ cheer and Inspire you with her Reynolds of Rochester, N.Y.; Samuel P. Putnam, of New York; Dr. William F. McCorundying prophecy. Never does It seem to me hsv mick, of Franklin, Pa.; and Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., orthodox, of Philadelphia, Pa.
the flowers been so besutl!ul, or their rragrsnce so And the following hav also been invited, the most of whom are expected to be present:
Intoxicating. Never does It seem to me has the earth
Hon. Elizur Wright, of Boston; F. E. Abbot, Cambridge, Mass.; Horace Seaver, Boston;
decked hersel! with such wonderful verdure as In
Luther Colby, Boston; Judge Arnold Krekle and Mrs. Judge Krekle, of Kansas City, Mo.;
this "merrle month or May." Everything blossoms
James
Parton, of Newburyport, Mass.; Judge Carter, of the Supreme Court of the District
anew and an exuberant life Is visible In the ground.
It is possible that
Behold, then, our temple Is prepared ror us. 'l'he of Columbia; and B. F. Underwood, editor of the Index, Boston, Mass.
giants or the rorest make Its piJJars; the azure vault Col. Ingersoll will be present' and address the Convention.

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION;

OF the Levltes It Is solemnly declared In Deuteronomy that they haY "no part nor Inheritance with
Israel," and that "the Lord Is their Inheritance."
But" the Lord" Is soon seen to be a very substantial
Inheritance, Indeed. From those that orter an ox or
a sh~ep the priests are to receive "the ~boulders. the
two cheeks, and the maw;" while the first rrults or
corn, wine, and on, and the first rrults or the sheep's
fleeces are to be given to them (Deut. xvlll, 1-5).
Moreover, giving to the priest Is declared to be the
snma thing as giving to the Lord (Num. v, 8), A simiJar notion, always fostered by ecclesiastical lnlluence, has Jed to the vast endowments be•towed by
J•lous monarchs and wealthy Individuals upon the
Christian clergy.- Vl8count Amber ley.

A MONTANA girl has been kidnapped by a bear.
She probably got one hug rrom the bear and ronowed
It off.
" 1THE pootlest woman or an Boston," said Micky
Muldoon on his return !rom the H>tb to his home In
Kensington, "Uvs In Philadelphia."

THE Rev. Joseph Cook calls himself a psndenom.
lnationaJist. What a great many other people call
him doesn't make such a wholesale Inroad Into the
aJphsbet.-Norristown Herald.
"W1IAT Is this?" exclaimed a BurJington Js1y, as
she opened a Jetter and something like a crumpled
postage-stamp !ell out "Oh, yes; I remember now.
It's that Boston bathing suit I ordered ror Nellie.''
"JUST to thiilk," said a Vassar graduate, "here's
an account or a train being thrown rrom the trs ck
by a m!Bplsced switch. How utterly careless some
women are about leaving their hair around I" And
she wen't on reading and eating caramels.

A COMPANION piece to the song, "Where Is My Boy
To-night?" has l>een Issued, entitled, "My Boy,
Where Is Your Father To-night?" Thlq Is wrong,
very wrong. Boys should not go to Inquiring too
much where the fathers are. F'lthers are Usble to
be an rlgh t I! the boys are.
"ARE you a Theosophist?'' Inquired a St. Louis lady
or a briJJisnt Bostonlenne, who was visiting her. "A
what?" ejaculated the young lady rrom the Hub.
"Oh, dear, no; we hav no

popular professional singers in
A TRAMP stopp13d at a house on Main street the
be found in Western New York, other day and asked ror something to est. "Which
the occasion.
Professor H. H. do you Jlke best?" asked the hired gtrl-" steak or
engaged.
chop?" The tramp meditated a minute and then
repJied, "Chop." "Step right this w,.y," said the
hired girl; "here's the ax and there's the wood·
THE PLACE OF MEETING.
pJJe."
The location where the Convention is to meet is one of the most pleasant and pictur"YES, they are excellent boots," said the shoeesque in the state. It is described as follows in a circular issued by the Association: "The dealer to the young lady purchaser,'' they wm wear
-Jassadaga Lake Camp-meeting Grounds are eight miles from Lake Erie, and seven hundred Jlke Iron." "Do you think the buttons are sewed
~eet above it; situated midway between New York and Chicago, one and a half hours by rail on securely?" she asked. ''They are: the boots are
from Buffalo, five from Cleveland, nine from Pittsburgh, fourteen hours from Cincinnati, supplied with the old maid's wedding button, a new
,sixteen from Philadelphia, eighteen hours from New York, twenty hours from Boston and Invention." "Why Is It called the' old maid's wed·
Washington, and twenty-one from Chicago. It lies on the shore of a beautiful chain of ding' button?" "Because it never comes otr. ''
lakes, three in number, and at an elevation of nearly fourteen hundred feet above the level
Now the small boy, loudly wsiJing,
of the sea." The Association last year erected on the grounds an amphitheater, with a seatMisses both his pants and cost;
ing tmpacity of twenty-five hundred people, with the seats in a semi-circle, which givs every
While he's In the river trsiJing
one present an opportunity to hear all that is said from the speaker's platform.
They were eaten by the goat.
Now the fool who goes ~-ss1Jing
ROUTES OF T:R~VEL AND R~ILROAD R~TES.
Just to rock the cranky boat,
Will gstn strengtn wnue tney are bsiJing
Eastern and western passengers over the Nickel Plate, Lake Shore & Michigan SouthOut the water from his throat.
ern railroad, and eastern passengers over the New York, Lake Erie & Western (formerly
A GERMAN gentleman of esthetic proclivities reErie) railroad, change cars at Dunkirk, N. Y., and take the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley &
cently sst In a London restaurant where Oscar Wilde
Pittsburgh railroad to the "Cassadaga Camp-meeting Grounds."
Eastern and western passengers over the New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio railroad (for- occupied a table. Oscar calJed ror a bunch or violets,
merly Atlantic & Great Western), and eastern passengers over the Buffalo & Jamestown stuck his nose Into them, Inhaled their perfume, and
railroad, change cars at the Atlantic & Great Western Crossing, and take the Dunkirk, Alle- remarking, "I hsv dined," paid his bill and passed
out. The German esthete reflected ror a moment
~hf'lny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad to Lily Dale Station.
To be more definit, persons coming to the Convention from most of the cities and large and then ordered a cake or Limburger cheese. Arter
towns in the United States will find it the cheaper to purchase excursion tickets to Chau- Inhaling the perfume he e' claimed, "I sJzo hs!
tauqua Lake. These can be obtained very cheap; and then leave the cars at the crossing of mit tag gehsben," and roUowed Wilde.
the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad near Jamestown, and then take the
NOVEMBER POETRY.
last mentioned road to Lily Dale Station, near the camping grounds. Persons coming from
0 besutl!ul ship, with your booms all set,
any station on the New York, Lake Erie & Western railroad, or any of its branches west of
And the gang-plank heaved ashore,
Binghampton, will pay full fare to Dunkirk, and then be returned at one-third fare home.
Pray, gather the boys In out or the wetThe Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad will sell excursion tickets at two cents
Oh. gather them In to-day,
a mile from any station on that road.
Ere you sail to the creek sway.
With your decks knee-deep with goreThe boys aU covered with dust and sweat
THE HOTEL RATES.
And bleeding at every pore.

Radical Pulpit.

IT Is worse than useless to deplore the Inevitable.

"I am a man ot enter pries," remarked the burglar as he Inserted his jimmy Into the safe-Jock.

such thing In Boston. The BulJivsn fist, you know,
Is the only popular one In Boston now."

THE society Which foimued cne u., •"-'"> .
vf
Hsrtrord University-one or the most Liberal In
America-prescribes that rree encouragement be
given to the serious, Impartial, and unbiased lnves.
tlgation or-what ? Why, the prior. Impartial, and
unbiased Investigation or Christian truth I So you
soe truth has a Iabell A thing Is not true when It Is
The following prices hav been established at the hotels for board: $1.50 per day, for one
simply true-It must be Christian truth I You hav day and less than three days; and over, $1 per day. Table board: breakfast, 40 ce~ts; dinheard or Christian charity and Christian gentility, ner, 50 cents; supper, 30 cents. Lodgings, 25 to 30 cents. The hotel accommodatiOns are
and now we hear of Christian truth.- Felix Adler, sufficient to entertain all who may attend.
-Shelley.

BING the early melon and cucumber, ''We're
cramping to-night In the old cramp ground."

"Why, a Theosopbist."

Its dome; the purJing streams murmur therein their
benecJictlon; the whispering winds wart the songs
THE SINGING.
or countless cllorlsters through Its Jesty aisles; and
trom arar the sounding bell peals, rorever and torProfessor A. D. Lane, of Olean, N. Y:, one of the most
ever, Its solemn anthem to the lntlnlt.-Radical Pul- the state, accompanied by as good a quartet of voices as can
pit flrn(, 4dle>~·.
has been e:r>g!'~<Jiito provide the musical entertainment for
H~n;·wiio sang for the Rochester Convention, has also been

THE professions to which Jl!e Invites the young are
or very various kinds; and the question or choice
among them, as It Is very Important, Is sometimes
also very trying and dllllcuJt. Rightly viewed, It
ought to be a question simply or capacity. What am
I fit !or? But It Is more 3asy In many cases to ask
this question than to answer it. It wiJJ certainly,
however, fac!Jitate an answer, to dlsem bar ass the
mind or prejudice. The field or choice Is In this
manner lett compsrativly open. Work as such, I! It
be honest work, Is esteemed, not !or the adventitious
associations that ma.y surround It, but because Ito!rers an appropriate exercise ror such powers as we
possess, and a means or sel!-support and lndependence.:-How to Succeed in Life, by Principal Tulloch.

IF you need rresh sir, don't go to the sea-shore;
It's salty there.

H

Salamanca, N. Y.

L.

GREE~

1

Secretary New York State Freethinkers Association.

0 beautiful creek with the ssJtne name,

Be good to the ship, we prayBe kind to the gang who hsv lost the game
And, wearied of worldly charms,
Forsake political arms
And ssiJ In the ship a way;
Oh, d ulJ their ears to the sound of !arne,
With the dash or thy salty spray.

P. S.-I am glad to announce that the Truth Seeker Company will hav an agent on the
grounds with a large assortment of Freethought publications for sale. The editor of TnE
" Oh, I do so much Jlke this book," 5ald a lady,
TRUTH SEEKER will, as heretofore, make full reports of the proceedings. Other reports of pu ttlng aside, with a weariness that could not be
the Convention will be published in the New York Herald, the Buffalo Courier, and other concealed, a work rrom the pen or a realistic novelsecular papers.
H. L. G.
Ist. "Everything Is so natural. Why, It speaks of
the heroin stopping on the stairway and tying her
shoe." "Very thriJJing," repJied her husband,
"Oh, no, dear, It Is not thrilling, but It Is so real.
That's what I call fine art.'' " It was no doubt necessary ror the young lady to stop and tie her shoe,
but I don't know that It was art. Anyone, or even
On Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 8th and 9th, tbe:
slight digital education, can tie a shoe.'' "Oh, you
don't understand. The mere act or tying a shoe
lmpJies no art, but the tact that the noveJist should
bav spoken of anything so natural, Is art.'' "Then,
In your opinion, high art must be easily attained.
THE rellglon or tile Africans, whether Pagan or
I am thinking of writing a piece or high art. I reel
Moslem, Is suited to their lnteJiects, and Is, there.
t,he Inspiration. Glv me pen and paper." Turning
tore, a true religion; and the same may be said or
WILL HOLD ITS
to a table, he busied hlmsel! with writing, and then,
Christianity among uneducated people. But Chriscalling his wire, said: "Here Is a chapter !rom my
tianity Is not In sccorclsncewlth the cultivated mind;
forthcoming book: ·A calf stood In the Jot. A horselt can only be accepted, or rather retained, by sup.
EIGHTH ANNUAL CONGRESS
fly buzzed among the leaves or a peach-tree. A
pressing doubts and by denouncing Inquiry as Bin.
gray-headed man, with a gouty Jlmb, blew his nose
ruJ. It Is, therefore, a superstition, and ought to be
and Jet down the back window. The cal! switched
destroyed. With reBpect to the services which It
At the same place.
his tall. A hawk flew over and a Chicken squawked.
once rendered to clviJiza.tion, I cheer!ully scknowJ.
The cal! held up his head and said, 'Bah.' A dog
edge I hem, but the same argument might once hav
In his call for the Congress the President of the League invites "all citizens of the jumped over the renee and cautiously approached
beNl advanced In ravor or the Oracle at Delphi, without which there would hsv been no Greek culture, United States, whether they hav acted with this League or not, who believe in a secular the calf. The calf snorted and looked Intently at the
sud, thererore, no Christianity. The question now republic, separation of church and state; the equality of all citizens before the law, without dog. The cal! said, 'Bah,' and the dog tucked his
1", not whether Cllrtstianlty sssl3ted the clviJization distinction of creed or race or sex; justice for all, and privileges and monopolies for non~; tall and jumped over the fence. Now, my dear, Is
or our ances10rs, but whether It Is now assisting our the need of uniyersal secular education, free speech, and a free press as the basis of um- not this resJistlc?" "It's disgusting." "It Is perrectJy natural. Take, ror Instance, the old man
own clviJlzatlon. I am firmly persuaded that what- versal suffrage."
All Charter and Life Members of the League, and all delegates from local Auxiliary blowing his nose. How ll!eJike It Is 1-qulte as much
evat· Is Injurious to the Intellect Is also Injurious to
moral Il!e; and on this conviction I base my con- Leagues, will hav votes in the Congress. Eaeh Auxiliary is entitled to send five delegates- so as the picture or the young lady who tied her
duct with respect to Ctu·lstlsnlty.-Reade's !Jlartytdom its president, secretary, and three other members--to the Congress. Annual members are shoe. I make you tired, eh? I see that you do not
entitled to seats in the Congress, and to votes by the permission of the Congress.
like realism. "-Arkansaw Traveler,
o,f Man.
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religion taught in the schools. He declared
that some great special efforts should be made
to inculcate religion, to prevent so much crime.
He then returned home, and by the leniency
A LAI\GE part of the town of Emporium, Pa.,
TnrnTY-SiiK men and nine women committed
of his proAecutors was allowed to plead lunacy,
has been destroyed by fire.
suicide for love- iii Italy in 1883.
no resistance being made for his family's sake.
FRANCE and China, it is reported, will t·efel'
A PITTSDUllGJI man has gone to an insane
THE peculiar sect known as the "Shaking their difficulties to the United States for arbiasylum because both of his babies were girls.
Quakers" deserve credit for many of the use- tration.
He wanted a boy.
ful inventions of the present. More than half
THE rear pottion of the United States Hotel
a century ago they first originated the drying
A STATIONER in Glasgow has been forced by
at Washington fell in on August 3d, burying
corn
for
food,
and
they
first
raised,
of
sweet
a ring of ministers to discontinue the sale of
seven employees, of whom some are fatally
papered, and vended garden seeds in the presIngersoll's lectures. They terrorised him
injured.
ellt
styles.
From
their
first
methods
of
preeventually through his landlord, and when
M:rss LILLIE DEVE!lEAUX BLAKE and other
paring
medicinal
roots
and
herbs
for
market
the alternativ was " cease selling Ingersoll or
sprung the immense patent medicin trade. female suffragists dissent from Miss Anthony's.
starve, with your wife and children," he had
THE Rev. Samuel McChesney, once a Meth· They began the broom-corn business. The Blaine manifesto, and are enthusiastic for
practically no choice. The same Glasgow
ministers, remarks the Freethinker, are often odist presiding elder, is pastor of the Metho- first buzz-saw was· made by the Shakers at Cleveland.
GREAT excitement prevails among the
loud in their praises of Christianity as a religion dist Episcopal church at West Amsterdam, New Lebanon. This is now in the Albany
and of Tribe's Hill, N. Y. His salary is fixed Geological Hall. The Shakers invented me- Shakers over the elopement of a prominent
of tolerance.
at $300 per year from each church. He says tallic pens, first made of brass and silver. All female membex, Miss Mary Americus with a
FoB nine seasons a little sparrow with a de- he has received only $15 since February, and distilled liquors were abandoned as a beverage neighboring farmer.
formed foot returned with each summer to the that his Jamily hav lived on charity most of by the Shakers sixty years ago, and du1·ing the
AN organization has been formed at Washwindow of a Boston woman and tapped at the the time, and ofttimes hav not had enough to past forty years no fermented liquor of any
pane. She always received him kindly, and eat. This week Willis Moshex, of Amsterdam, sort has been used, except as a medicin. Pork ington proposing to import foreign laborers of
finally fell into the habit of making him a who held a mortgage on McChesney's horse, and tobacco are also numbered among the all grades under contract at low wages to supply the demand for cheap labor throughout the
special cake. This summex on his fimt call he foreclosed the mortgage, and the pastor will "forbidden articles."
country.
alighted on her hand, showing plainly that he hav to walk from one church to the other on
THE Daily Leader, Ean Claire, Wis., pays its
was ill. She carried him out into the fresh Sunday, a distance of three miles. That's
LAI\GE numbers of Irishmen attended a conaix, but he would not fly, and died while she nothing. Christ's salary was less than $15, compliments to Comstock in this vigorous vention held in Chickering Hall, thi~ city, un"The
New
York
society,
engineered
by
style:
still he!d him.
and the only horse he had was a donkey-and a creature one of whose aliases is Anthony der the auspices of the Irish-American IndeExPElliMENTS by Professox Maggiorani, of that wasn't his.
Comstock, has published its usual yearly pack pendents, and, declaring their independence
Rome, to ascertain the influence of the magnet
A DISPUTE has arisen between the Roman of lies. The society, engineered by the creature of the Democratic party, pledged thousands of
upon the animal organization gave results Catholic and the Greek orthodox clergy at one of whose aliases is Anthony Comstock, votes to Blaine.
which are likely to modify the uses of mag- Jerusalem under circumstances which cannot claims to hav seized during the year nine hunTnE revision of the Old Testament, which
neto-electricity. Eggs placed in the current but provoke a smile from ordinary rational dred pounds of obscene books, eleven hnndred it was hoped would be out this year, will prob·
were delayed in development, were smaller beings. The facts of the case are these: The ditto photographs, and one hundred and thirty- ably not make its ttppoarance before e11rly in
than the average size, and some of them ap- stone of the fioox of the chapel of the Virgin seven negativs for taking the ilame, and a hun- 1885. Nothing is positivly known of any
peared without the yolk. The chickens wexe in the holy sepulcher is so woi:n or otherwise dred and sixty-five thousand nine hundred changes made in the old version, the revisers
precocious (a sign of organic inferiority), were damaged as to require its removal and replace- pamphlets, circulars, cards, etc., of like de- on both sides of the Atlantic having preserved
born lame or rickety, and showed remarkable ment by a new stone. The duty of carrying scription. The old story about publishers ad- strict secrecy.
disturbances at the nervous centers.
out this work is claimed both by the Catholic vertising for the names of children all over
CAPTAIN SHELTON and his two young daugh·
and the Greek clergy, and feeling mn so high the country is repeated with scarcely the variFouR million dollars is now fixed upon as
ters, aged respectivly 19 and 21, while travelamong these xeligious fanatics that the pres- ation of a lie. It has for many years been
the sum which China inust pay for having
ing through Texas in a carriage for pleasure,
ence of Turkish troops alone prevented the known to all who hav given the subject any
killed or wounded forty or fifty French soldiers
rival parties from deciding the important ques- attention that the society engineered by the at a halt on July 30th went bathing, when the
at Lang-son. This is only one twenty-fifth
girls, getting out of their depth, were drowned,
tion by a recourse to blows. The matter, creature one of whose aliases is Anthony Compart of the amount originally suggested as a
the father being compelled to shake them off
stock exists for the purpose of blackmailing
finally, has been referred to the porte.
suitable indemnity for the offense, yet it makes
to
save himself.
newsdealers and booksellers and obtaining
THE abolition of public or official prayers by
the violation of the Tientsin treaty of May 11th
THE Prohibition party of the county of New
money under false pretenses from the few who
an expensiv luxury. When, however, the the French legislature has led to much very
are still foolish enough to believe such tales as York hav laeld a convention and passed the
probable results of even a ten days' war are heated discussion. It authors maintain that
following resolution: "We hereby mutually
the above."
considered, it is evident that China will show it means simply that the state has no religion
pledge ourselvs to each other, that we will enI
MUST
nail
to
the
pillory
of
European
opinimmense capacity for money-saving by quietly and has nothing to do with religion. But some
tirely sepamte ourselvs from the Republican
of the bishops declare that it is a formal repu- ion a characteristic example of the position of
paying her fine of four millions.
and Democmtic parties, and from all other poin
Siberia.
It
happened
to
Olga
Liouwomen
diation of God, a denial of his existence by the
A nAND of the pope's enemies took food and state. M. Paul de Cassagnac, who says he is batovitch, one of heroius of the " trial of the litical parties not opposed to the liquor crime."
drink outside the walls of Rome on a Sunday a pious man, sides with the unbelievers or fifty" at Moscow, where the Socialist propaMoR~ investigation is being made into the
and then ente~ed town through the Angelic " laicizers," as they prefer to be called, but for gandists gained to so remarkable an extent the corruptness of the police and detectiv forces
Gate, within a stone's throw of the Vatican. On a reason peculiar to himself, viz., that he does sympathy of the public. On the 30th of Au- of this city, the cause of the movement being,
seeing the policemen and soldiers guarding the not pray for the republic lest his prayers gust, 1883, on passing Krasnoiarsk on the way as is usual, the protests of the press-the
Vatican entrance, the band of fire-eatexs should be answered, and a form of government to her destination in Eastern Siberia, she was World, in particular, having partially exposed
shouted: "Spies! assassins! Death-away with which he hates should profit by them. This, called before the "ispravnik" (chief of the the scheme of the protection of influential
them!" and set to work caning them and stripsays the Evening Post, is probably the oddest police of an arrondissement), who told her she and moneyed criminals by the executiv authorping off their cockades and epaulets, but were expression of belief in the efficacy of prayer must exchange her own clothes for a convict ities and by the courts. Could these infamous
finally arrested and imprisoned. Such rows
dress. But as she was condemned to transpor- practices be fully exposed, there would be a
yet produced.
are frequent in the neighborhood of the Vatitation by administrutiv order, and not to hard sensation in this city exceeding even that
AT a hallelujah pxayer-meeting in Norwich labor, she had a right to wear her own clothes.
can, and Leo XIII. would certainly be attacked
following the exposure of the Tweed ring rasone night last week, according to the bulletin This she tried to oxplain to the ispravnik. At
by the roughs if he entered the streets.
calities. At the door of the notorious opium
of that city, many of the well-dressed women her first words, however, he bQcame furious,
joint, 13 Pell St., and the others in the vicinA METHODIST preacher, one Caruther, in became so excited at the declaration of one of
HoH Co., Mo., has disgusted the people of the the leaders that plumes and finery are a bar- and repeated that she must not only change ity, policemen stood last Sunday nod~ing
county by his ill treatment of his sister. She rier to the full enjoyment of sanctification that her dress, but do it then in the bureau before cordially to the visitors. Several complamts
married a gentleman of high respectability and they pulled off theix bonnets, tore from them everybody. To this unheard-of intimation were made during the week by citizens who
good habits, but against her reverend brother's the ostl'ich plumes, flowers, and ruches, and Olga Lioubatovitsch answered by a categorical had been causelessly clubbed in various parts
will, she being several years above the legal threw them crumpled upon the floor until refusal. Then at !i. sign from the police officer of the city by members of our "finest."
age. The reverend man forbid her his house, there was a pile sufficient to fill a half-bushel his subordinates seized hold of the prisoneJ: in
AMONG the crimes of the week brutal assaults
never again spoke to her, and persistently basket. The prayer meeting was kept up in oxder to undress her by foxce. A barba1ous upon women seem to foot up the largest numstruggle
ensued.
This
crowd
of
men
began
to
slandered hex. To cap the climax of his spite, full force all night and long after sunrise next
ber, some eight or ten, commi~ted mostly by
when his sistex died he persisted in his course, morning. Religion and rum, observes the beat this woman, to pull her hair, and tear off tramps, being reported from different states.
her
clothes.
8o
long
as
she
kept
her
feet
she
would not speak to the husband at the funeral, Winsted Press, seem to hav a sinlilar effect on
Thxee murders are reported-one from Falls
and kept up his abuse at the very grave. So many people, and whether a woman fuddled defended herself as best she could, but the Village, Conn., where Andrew Gorman was shot
chief
of
police
by
a
violent
kick
felled
her
to
much for the mild influence of religion.
with religion isn't a bigger nuisance than a man the earth. This is how she herself describes by Edward Halstead, the trouble being over
"Yms, six," said an enthusiastic citizen of a fuddled with brandy is a very nicely balanced this infamy: "I fell into a kind of stupor. I women; and another at Fayette Court House,
remember confusedly how the heavy boot of Ala., where, in a drunken quarrel, Simpson
new Western town, ''we've got a right smart question.
ONE C. W. Thomas, a very pretentious, pi- the ispravnik struck my chest. Some one was Lindsey '.lnt Villa Finch's throat from ear to
town, stranger. Why," he continued, impres·
sivly, "it's only six months old yet and it's got ons person of Oregon, Mo., a lawyer withal, pulling my hair, another was striking my face ear, killing him instantly; while another dri~k
two hotels, forty-eight beer saloons, twenty- having been long suspected of various larcen- with his fist; the rest were tearing off my crazed man, in Maysville, Ky., after runnmg
seven gamblin' places, foux drug stores, to say ies of a petty nature, was arrested last June clothes, and at last, naked, crucified on the amuck through the town, shot an_old and innuthin' of gxocery and clothin' stores, and the under three warrants, for stealing postage door, in the presence of a crowd of men, I felt offensiv colored man, as he sat in his own
best half-mile track west of the Missouri." stamps, stamped envelopes, tobacco, books, all the shame and horror of a woman vio- doorway. Two suicides were committed.
"Any churches?" asked the stranger. "Any morphine, etc., pleaded guilty of one charge lated. Frightened of their own deed, the Edward C. Steers, the son of one of the
what?"
"Churches." "You mean them to get away from the sheriff, turned off to cowards fled, and when I recovered conscious- wealthiest planters of Louisiana, shat himself
bnildin's with a long pint sticking up in the Kirksville to deliver an address to the students ness I saw around me only my companions, at lUchfi.eld Springs, N. Y., from unrequited
air?" "Yes." "No, we hain't got any of them. there, and then, at the state convention of pale as death, while Fanny Moriness was writh- love; and at Charlotte, N. Y., Frederic Hutter,
Thar was some talk about buildin' one, but we teachers at Sweet Springs, read an address, in ing in hysterical convulsions.''-" 8tepnialc" a well-to-do citizen,. ,poisoned himself, the
the causa being an unhappy marriage relation
1inally allowed it would look too dudish."
which he complained that there is not enough ,n" 'lo·day."

1/Jotts and Qllippings.

To three Milwaukee lawyem who put in bills
amounting to $25,000 for services in settling an
estate worth $32,000, Judge Thomas Drummond said: "Gentlemen, you consider yourselva good lawyers. How much more are your
services worth to your clients than mine to the
people? You hav charged $25,000 for sixty
days' service. Could you not be content, each
of you, to take my pro rata for the same time?
These charges are infamous. They are such
as men who are scoundrels and thieves at
heart would make. This charge of $15,000 is
cut down to $1,500, those of $5,000 each to
$500. Repeat such a piece of rapine ip. this
court and I will disbar every one of you."

Jltws of( tht 1/tth.
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rate of many thousands of miles an hour, can take purely physical. But not being physical, the chemipossession. For instance, it is utterly inconceivable cal process of digestion cannot possibly take place,
how the spirit of a person, or a greater spirit, "God," and consequently spirits must liv during all eternity
can, at any time, come within range of a planet while without food. But this ~gain is contrary to the tesA Realistic Meditation.
sweeping through its orbit and not be instantaneously timony, and contrary t·o natural history, as no organism can exist without food or nourishment for any
It is Sunday. Relieved a few precious hours from annihilated.
Again,- while it is readily conceivable to all how length of time. A. sp1rit masticating food, then, is ii:nthe burdens of the store, I read once more the late
letters of your estimable correspondents, Macdonald, the breath (to use a vulgar phrase) should leave a possible, but a spirit not masticating food is likewise
Heddon, and Perry, in their able defense of immor- man, or how .light and electricity-being simply an impossible.
It is claimed that the wife shall join her husband,
talitv. I am anxious-determined-to be convinced aggregation of inorganic matter or atoms-may peneof this happy fate in store for us, but in spite of my trate his chamber walls or doors (all matter being the father his child, etc. But these relations are
earnest endeavors, in spite of my longings, in spite of porous), it is absolutely inconceivable, I insist, how also impossible withou,t the physical. The happy
greatest flights of fancy, it is utterly inconceivable to an organic body or spirit, in the shape and size of a family circle, now the highest condition of bliss
me how a person can liv when he is-dead. I no man, can first escape from the body, leaving it entire attainable, must cease when the bodies lie under the
sooner gather the ethereal elements in my imagina- an<~ perfect, and then make its escape through the sod. The propagation of children being, of course,
tion and attempt to shape them into a "spirit," when solid walls or closed doors and windows without impossible, the relation of husband and wife could,
the fairy bubble vanishes in the air and I am forced either leaving an opening in wall, door, or window, at.most, continue only as friends. The difference in
to the conclusion that if such beings exist and hav corresponding in size to its diameter, or else resolv- the ages. of father and son, also, being but a few years
their abode somewhere within the realms of space, it ing itself first into original particles and escaping comparativly, after a few or ten thous(tnd years the
is beyond all human conception, and a thing and lo- like all inorganic matter through the pores of the parental relation also would entirely disappear. And
cality and condition purely miraculous and supernat- material through which it passes, and thus, of in the case of the wife who died, and whose husband!
ural. We know of nothing else like or similar to it course, meeting with instantaneous disintegration and married a second, and a third, and a fourth wife, as'
is often the case, and vice versa, what condition of
in nature; no science can demonstrate it or locate it. death.
~~t us suppose the case of a dying girl.
The connubial bliss is in store for such an unfortunate one•
It becomes a matter of blind faith or speculation,
.
which the masses may embrace with ardent joy, but sp1nt has left the body and has miraculously emerged during all eternity?
And the notion generally conceded by spiritists, that.
which the true philosopher must regard as a popular into the cold and bleak atmosphere of a winter's day.
phantasm. While all other organisms coming in con- A. fierce tempest rages, and the piercing wind and heaven is a place of mansions is, if true, purely miractact with man may be seen, understood, dissected, snow sweeps everything before it. What becomes of ulous. If not miraculous, who is their builder and
.and analyzed, the spirit form alone, while often visible our frail spirit, so tender and fair? Even a robe, as architect?
Clothes necessitate soil and a climate like ours to
and tangible to the most ignorant, can never be seen, yet, is not forthcoming, and nude and helpless it
heard, or felt, much less be analyzed and resolved into must proceed on its weird and fearful journey to the raise the cotton; planters to grow, gather, and ship
its component parts, by the wisest of men. While spirit world. Up it soars, higher and higher, until it; also miHs to manufacture it into cloth; and tailors
all other forms which occupy space may be reduced it reaches the regions.of perpetual snow. But here to make it into garments. This necessitates mechanto their constituent elements, spirits alone hav no el- is no resting-place, and on it goes beyond the clouds, ics to build the ships, and mills, and sewing-machines,
ements or parts-are composed of nothing! While where breathing to a human being becomes impossible. and this necessitates furnaces, and fuel, and mines,
all other bodies hav weight., a spirit, or ten thousand But still the frail traveler soars up and up until, be- and teams to haul the material, and many hands to
of them, would not turn a scale the width of a hair. hold! it finds itself upon the brink of our atmos- perform the menial labor, in heaven, even, as upon
"While the human form is composed of bones and phere, revolving through space at the rate of a thou- the earth; and behold, if the innumerable hosts of
sinew, tissue and flesh which giv it size and shape, sand miles an hour. But it escapes from its perilous spirits are clothed and dwell in mansions, the same
the spirit form, said to be identical in outline and voyage and soon finds itself beyond in space, the life of drudgery now in store for a vast majority of
form, yet is composed of nothing. While the func- world sweeping on in its mad career! On again it mankind is awaiting them in heaven, and once there
tions of the human body are perforJUed by organs soars, on, and on, until finally, safe and sound, it they must work, work forever, with no prospect of
•
and brain and nervous system-in all, the most sub- reaches that "beautiful shore." Here it is speedily ~~mre~m&~!
It will be apparent now, if my crude way of extle and complex organism ever evolved-the identi- robed in a spotless robe of white (but which never
cal functions are said to be produced by spirits with- needs washing), and then finds itself among a group pressing myself properly conveys my meaning, that
out these organs. They see without eyes, hear with- of friends and relativs, long dead on earth, but now no life is possible or conceivable, which, when propout ears, speak without organs of articulation, think glad to welcome our young· friend to the spirit erly viewed in all its phases, is not the same life over
again which man is doomed to lead on earth, and
without a brain, and move about without either legs world.
or wings. Fingers they hav not, but they can always
If this is not a fair description of the journey all that an eternal life without toil and care, without
hold a pencil to write in locked slates; their limbs spirits are supposed to make, will some one please pain and misery, is but a happy dream, which never
are missing, but they can clasp their loved ones firmly describe it more consistent with supposed facts. It can be realized.
Divested of our physical bodies, as we shall be, and
in their arms. Flux and influx of air take place with- cannot be done. All is miracle; all strange, all unout lungs, digestion without a stomach, circulation natural, from beginning to end; and, as for me, I consequently forever denied the pleasure of the gratwithout blood. The hair of the head is prolific, yet would rather be excused from ever making that trip. ification of the desires of the physical nature, which
the originallies well preserved within the grave. And
And the " evergreen shore "-how about that? now, though we may not realize it, are the only things
this hair especially is remarkable; it will grow and There hav been nearly as many descriptions of it as making life endurable, forever denied sleep-the
grow a few years until it has assumea a graceful there hav been mediums, and no two alike! Some downy bed, the three meals a day, the embrace of an
length and then, behold the miracle-it will grow no place the spirits here, there, and everywhere; some affecti0nate wife, the kiss and prattle of our little
more, forever no more. And the nails on their toes and mi. one planet, some on others. Some hav them ones, luxuries like wines, fruits, desserts, candies, or
fingers, and the hair on a gentleman-spirit's head and hovering around us all the time, their sole occupa- cigars, the happy gatherings around the festiv board,
face, are subject to the same law of growth for a very tion being to guard Spiritualists not yet dead. Some family reunions, song, music, art, and oratory, the
few years, and then will remain in statu quo forever. say there are regular changes of the seasons, and opera and drama-as all these will be impossible in
And teeth are formed, but not of enamel, and never some insist on an eternal spring-time, and flowers heaven, as can easily be demonstrated-what then, I
decay; and infants and children here grow into beau- which never cease to bloom. Some say the lower ask in the name of reason, js left to constitute an eter.
tiful men and women spirits, and then also stop and animals, even the faithful horse or dog, do not follow nity of unalloyed bliss ?
Let me sleep, forever sleep. As my condition, so to
remain eternally the same. The aged here are re- us, while others insist that all animals, including verstored to youth, the blind will see, the lame walk, and, min, snakes, and oysters, may be found in the sweet speak, during the eternity preceding my birth was
last, but not least, all hav the appearance, and size, bye-and-bye! All, however, are inclined to concede not a cause of regret; as the condition of the unborn
and form, and sex, of living human beings, without a the "eternal spring-time " and immortality to millions destined to liv hereafter, but now virtually
particle of the matter which originally made the hu- birds in "heaven," as falling leaves, and a winter's dead or annihilated, is no cause of fear or dread, why
man being.
storm, and no winged songsters, would hardly con- should we mourn or fear to enter again that eternal
sleep which knows no grief or sorrow?
form
to their ideas of eternal bliss.
And the spirit world-pray, where is it? Alas!
But Christians say we will hav a harp, and spiritists
But all Christians and spiritists alike, being natour scientists, with the aid of our strongest telescopes,
hav failed to discover those mystic shores. As the urally modest, insist that: 1. Spirits must be clothed; insist there may be music and song "up there."
strength of the mighty disks has been indefinitly in- 2. That spirits must partake of food; 3. That family But again a fearless logic inquires, Whence your harps,
creased, and the explorers of the heavens hav penlil- relations and reunions will be possible; 4. That there whence your pianos, whence your voices ? Spiritual
trated the realms of space into depths inconceivable, must be mansions or other grand architecture in the harps and spiritual catgut may be accepted by some
yet all is but a repetition_ of our own grand system, sky, etc. Without all this, life, of course, would be as a consolation to their faith, but such childish notions must forever be barred in a philosophic disand nowhere a spirit world. All that is claimed for intolerable during all eternity.
this is idle speculation, theory, the cunning devices
But alas! like all other ideas about spirit, when cussion. They may be taken for granted, but can
of avaricious priests and cranky visionaries, or the the above propositions are submitted to a ray of logic never be proven.
There is no such a thing as "spiritual substance."'
conflicting testimony of hundreds of deceived or de- and reason we instantly discover their absurdity.
ceiving mediums.
If spiritists from the first inception of the idea had All is blind, unconscious force, which, physical condiIf the spirit world is a reality, it, like the spirits insisted that spirit!; were made and returned to us in tions being favorable, may evolve the primary lifewhich are supposed to congregate there, is abso- like condition, they would not hav placed such a germ which in time, by due process of evolution, may·
lutely unlike all natural worlds or localities, and also formidable proof in the doubter's reach that the produce man. All this is but a chain of purely
entirely miraculous and supernatural. And the whole idea is a vain delusion. For surely old clothes physical causes and effects. But man can think,
modes of communication or travel to and from this are not immortal. And cotton cloth is only woven reason. This is a function of this creature, man. It
the spirit world are also unlike any other mode of lo- from cotton raised the usual way, and woolen trou- is purely local, individual, began with him, and must
comot;on known to us, and, like the ascension of sers made only from the wool off of a real live end with him. But while mind, like life, must expire
Elijah and Christ, again purely a miraculous process. worldly lamb. Yet when was a spirit ever seen with- in each individual, it will be eternally reproduced in
All is mystic, strange, incomprehensible, unknow- out clothes? Are they not always pictured by Chris- the future, as it ever has been in the past.
Rochelle, Ill., July 25, 1884.
OTTO WETTsTEIN.
able.
tians in flowing robes, and by our modern mediums
It is a well-known fact that no body, or at least no always seen in the identical garments known to hav
delicate organism, as a spirit form necessarily must been worn by them while living, often stored away
National Liberal League.
be (if spirits exist at all), can, by any modus op6f'andi in chest or closet, or perhaps worn, at the very moAN
AMENDMENT
TO THE CONSTITUTION, AND A NOMINATION,
known to us, rise beyond this world's atmosphere ment when worn by a spirit, also by a needy survivor?
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
without being immediately doomed to destruction. And yet, in spite of this fact, mediums invariably
No two bodies can occupy the same space at the sanie describe the clothes worn by the spirits they behold constitut-ion of the National Liberal League makes
time, and while it is easily conceivable how light may -which fact only proves that, being radically de- no provision in case of absence or disability of the
penetrate a pane of glass, or electricity an iron or ceivrd about the clothes, and imagining they see when president.
Article 6 reads: "The officers of the National Libstone wall (this process being like flour falling through they don't see them, they are likewise deceived in rea sieve), yet_ the spirit body-being organic if a reality, gard to the spirit in the clothes, and imagin they eral League shall be a president, six or more vicepresidents, etc." These "six or more" may be orand occupymg space 2x6 feet-must positivly abandon see when they don't see it.
the space it occupies, before any other body,
If spirits eat, they must hav organs to digest food namental, but are quite too numerous to be useful.
~specially a planet sweeping through space at the -liver, stomach, etc.-and the process would be I would respectfully offer the following suggestion:

Ulommunicafioqs.
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ffl:l' a~ intent is concerned, to any mere matter of tech- article. It is a protest against the weakness ·and
mcality or form, but that they go directly to the gist babyism of our present namby-pamby social ideas;
of the whole matter in dispute between the obscenist- the prevalent ideas of proprietists in the community,
persecutors and the reformers and thinkers who claim and which the obscenity-prosecutors are endeavoring
the righ~ to discuss any subject whatsoever in their to continue and intensify, as against the more robust
own way, in so far as they deem necessary to the morality of the new and coming age, which will talproper elucidation of their ideas. The decision, in ~rate and approve the freest discussion of every subfact, in qu~shing the indictment upon these points, Ject. I hav lived in an English-speaking community
overrules, m so far as the authority of this decision in the South, where to talk of legs, or to speak of
goes, the whole current of adverse rulings which were pricking one's finger, would hav been pronounced by
made in Bennett's case, in Heywood's first trial, and the universal verdict as the most outrageous obelsewhere, when these cases were sprung upon the scenity; while in England a word is used every day,
country, and when the bench and the bar had not as as the name of a current coin, which is never heard
yet been called to any thorough examination of the in America, except among 'boys and youths in a sense
subject. We are greatly indebted to Mr. Nelson for most offensiv to our ideas of morality, so greatly are
having come thus gallantly to the defense of the notions of this kind mere matters of neighborhood
The Heywood Trials, and the Recent Triumph right, and for having so industriously unearthed these limits. And yet the great nation of the United
of Freedom of the Press.
mc;>re recent and more ~e.asonable decisions, setting States is engaged, through its courts and hired agents,
In my report of the convention here in my last aside the musty authorities of an earlier date and a in determining for us when we hav said a naughty
communi_cation, I promised to subsequently giv some more conservativ age; for, while reformers do not in word-under a penalty of ten years' imprisonment
ac_count, m the nature of a partial review, of the great the main, rely on any authority not based upon r~a- and five thousand dollars fine!
trmmph of free speech and freedom of the press in son and abstract rights, still it is a great additional
It is grandly to the credit of .Tudge Pitman that he
~he _recent ~ecis!on c;>f Judge Pitman, quashing the bulwfl:l'k of strength to find that honest and enlight- says, "The rights of the majority of well-to-do, popumdiCtment m this third and last raid upon Mr. Hey~ ened JUdges hav already decided in favor of justice. lar people are rarely imperiled; courts exist to prowood on the charge of obscenity. I proceed now to
I~ .connection with this recent and most important teet the rights of minorities, of unpopular citizens;"
fulfil that promis. District-Attorney Hopkins ordered deCisiOn, let us recur to the other trial before Judge in which I now learn that he follows the dicta of Hon.
Mr. Heywood to trial May 26th, before Robert c. Nelson, a report of which is just now for the first J. G. Abbott, of Boston, then chief justice of the SoPitman, judge. Mr. Heywood had prepared a motion time published by Mr. Heywood, in concert with the perior Court of Massachusetts, in a memorable series
to quash, and expected to conduct his own defense, Defense Co~mittee (New York), and a copy of which of decisions, thirty years ago.
This is the only true position, but is greatly in adas he had done the year previous, in Boston, in the should be m the hands of every lover of liberty in
United St!l'tes Court, Judge T. L. Nelson presiding; the land. At the beginning of the trial Judge Nel- vance of where the majority of even professed reformbut, to his grateful surprise, H. L. Nelson, Esq., a son threw out "The Word· Extra," because the alle- ers practically stand. It is of the utmost importance
practicing lawy~r of fine repute, of Worcester, and a gation in the indictment that it "is too grossly ob- that they come to see and feel its righteousness, its
son of Judge Nelson, just mentioned, who also resides scene and lewd to be placed on the records .of the beauty, and its grandeur as a social doctrin. It
at Worcester, in this county, volunteered his services court" is untrue. He asked Mr. A.lmy, the acting means that the more I disapprove, or even loathe and
to present and .argue a motion to the same e:tfect. prosecuting attorney, to say on what passages in abhor, the ideas that my neighbor is uttering, by
Here, then, were ass.embled Judge Pitman, a stanch "Cupid's Yokes" he based the same charge. Mr. mouth or pen, the more am I bound, the more lowly
free-trader, an old-lme free-soiler, a.nd temperance A.lmy replied that he had not yet selected the "ob- am I summoned, to stand by and defend his right to
advocate, a m!_l.n whose antecedents hav associated scene" portions. "Then," said Judge Nelson, "you utter them; and when anyone feels called on to hedge
him more or less, for many years, with reformers and must read the whole book before we proceed further." and apologize for such adhesion and defense by addwhose rulings show him to hav a true sense of p;inci- Mr. Almy stumbled along through it, noting the "ob- ing, "But I don't approve of the idea," or words to
ples, and citizens' rights; Mr. Nelson, the zealous and scene" passages, but did not find the" worst" (best) that effect, as if such approval in any degree were inenterprising young lawyer, now for the defense;
ones.
Judge Nelson said, "The court is robust volved in the doctrin, it generally implies that he is
S. B. Hopkins, the prosecuting attorney, son of the enough to stand anything in that book," and out it Bot quite firmly intrenched in the grand idea of the
well-known Erastus Hopkins, of Northampton, and went. "But your action involves acquittal of the de- doctrin itself.
Vesta and Hermes, the Heywood children, whom, as fendant on the two first counts of the indictment"
In conclusion, I wish to quote the conclusion of
usual; Mr. Heywood had dramatically brought in his said Mr. A.lmy. "Can't help that," replied Judge Mr. Heywood's defense speech in the United States
train. Mr. Blackmer, the previous prosecuting attor- Nelson; "I do not rule on alleged obscenity, but sim- Court trial, an oration in the face of great danger,
~ey who had conducted the preliminary examination ply say the allegations in the indictment that the which will, I feel certain, enter into permanent
m a zealous and persecuting spirit, the Lord had now works are too obscene to be spread upon the records English literature beside the great speeches of such
taken to himself; but the recollection of the hard of the court is not true."
men as Emmet, Chatham, and Burke, when pleading
blows Mr. Heywood had dealt him on that occasion
The courts are great educators o{ the people in for life imperiled or for the rights of man:
s~ill lingered in the court house. The citizens' peti- the matter of making close, but all-important, dis"Your Honor, chosen to the seat of reason, with eye quick
twn, and the protest addressed to the prosecuting tincti<?ns which the common mind is apt to overlook to see subtle falsities, as well as plain equities; with ear atofficer, which I had somewhat elaborately drawn, and and disregard. Nothing is decided in either case on tuned to the indwelling harmony of things; guided by natural
to which I had procured the signatures of t..,_e
citi·- the right or wrong of Mr. Hevwood's
opinions on in
justice, which was before governments and will survive them
-"~
-<
that jnclicioufl use of power assured by intelligence and
zens of Princeton, had also been circulated, and placed the matters in question, but only, in the one case character-will render such decisions as the heart of commonwhere they would do the most good, stirring up the that, right or wrong, he has the perfect right to utte~ wealth inspires. Hitherto under this statute Freelovers and
interest of the public, so that the case was no longer them, and in the other caRe, at this point, that it was Freethinkers selected by his alias 'agency' to be 'stamped
the obscure affair, to be hurried through unobserved, false to state, as the prosecuting attorney had done out; we, negroes of to-day, hav had few rights which obscen. th · d · t
t
ists were bound to respect. Sad, indeed, is it that hitherto
which those who began the prosecution had hoped to 10 e 10 IC men' that the language used was too ob- liberty has come mainly through martyrdom; that 'by the
make it.
scene to be placed upon the records of the court- light of. ~11;rni~g heretics: we track tl;te bleedi~g feet of Prog;
. The following is an abstract of the parts of Mr. that is, to be reinstated, and again brought before the ress-crvihzatwn advancmg from pnson to pnson, from gibNelson'-s brief bearing on rights of opinion, com- public for examination and estimate; and to be read bet to gibbet, from stake to stake. But there are instances
th f
b th
bl' f
where official power becomes liberating Providence, as when
merce, and association:
ere ore Y e pu IC; or to place it upon the rec- Judge Harrington of Vermont said to a slave-hunter,' Show
"First, as to the importance of alleging the intent. The ords of the court is to republish, or re-introduce it to me a receipted bill of sale from God Almighty, and you may
Muss. cases are, Commonwealth vs. Filburn, 119 Mass. 297; the public-not too obscene, therefore, for all pure hav this man;' as when Lord Mansfield's ruhng made every
vs. Barrett, 108 Mass. 302; vs. Bean, 11 Cush. 414; vs. Clifford, and decent and fair-minded people to read and pon- human foot free that stepped on English soil; as when myriads
8 Cush. 215; Tully vs. Commonwealth, 4 Met. 357.
d
d d 'd
f th
l
y· t ll th
of Itussian serfs were liberated by Alexander H.'s potent
"In Commonwealth vs. McGarrigill, Superior Court (Sufer an
em e upon or emse vs.
Ir ua y, ere- word; which was echoed in the stroke of Lincoln's pen that
folk), 1855, Abbott, chief justice, says, as to the necessity of fore, this was a decision to the effect that the lan- freed four million slaves here. 'rhe prosecutions under this
allegin~ knowledge in an indictment under this statute: 'Gen- guage was not, in the opinion of the court, obscene statute since Nov. 2, 1872, not only disgrace the noble word,
erally, mtent, knowledge, is of the very essence of crime, and at all, although the judge did not choose to put it 'Law,' and make government the synonym of contempt, but
there must be very strong reasons shown to exist to take any that way b t
· d t th
d · d' tl th
record a page in history which will burn and blacken before
case out of the npplication of the general rule. There cer' u arnve
a
e en 10 Irec y;
us all eyes as time advances! I hav no fears that this medieval
tainly appear to be no such considerations applicable to this saving the jury the trouble of deciding upon a fact barbarism now rioting here under the forms of law will reverse
case; and to hold that this offense may be committed by a which was so patent to a clear-minded thinker that fundamental guarantees of liberty constitutioned in these
blind man who sells books for a livelihood, and who happens it needed no jury in the matter.
states. True, Comstockism is a loathsome, deadly, secret disinnocentlv to sell an obscene publicat1'on would be ooiv1'na a
ease·, but perhaps your honor is to medicin it, and you, gen•
'
o·
o
Two
observations
occur
to
me
her·
e.
One
I·s
the
constructwn to the statute manifestly harsh and not required
tlemen, are the bearers to c11rry out its compost remains; perby rules of law.'
very kinky and peculiar nature of laws and court haps the time has come when a judge of 'the quick and the
"In United States vs. Carll, 105 United States 611 (last case trials on this question of obscenity at all; and the dead,' and jurymen, strong in natural health and self-respect,
on subjeGt), Judge Gray held that it was necessary to allege very unique and trying position in which a defendant will say to this contagious effect, 'Thus far, but no farther 1'
knowledge under a United States statute aaa 1'nst pas 1"ng u
Be that as it m11y, my effort to vindicate citizen right, aa0 ainst
• money, eve~?- though th~ statute did onot purport
!l to co
n- is placed, different from what
terfmt
make
.. happens I·n any other lecherous, murderous assault, thus far i.s done, and I hav no
knowledge essent1al to the crrme. In Chitty's Criminal Law kind of trials. The charge is that he has said some word to uns11y, or step to retmce. Intrenched behind our
(vol. II! p. 42), his fo~m of an indi~tment for distributing ob- naughty words, or that he has shown a naughty pict- Massachusetts Bill of Bights and the Federal Constitution,
scene literature contams an allegatwn of knowledge 'intend- ure, and if to show that he has not done so-here behind the Declaration of Independence, and Plymouth Rock,
ing thereby to corrupt the morals of youth.' Thes~ authoribehind Lincoln's and Alexander's emancipation decrees, and
ties overrule Heard's Criminal Law, the Massachusetts book comes in the kinkiness of the situation-he wishes to Magna Charta, behind the Protestant Reformation, Christia~
which all lawyers use in drawing up indictments.
repeat the words or show the picture to his judges, ity, and every other utterance of the infinit word, I say with
"Second, as to the indictment not alleging to whom printed or to the public, who are in part his judges, he will, Luther before the Diet at Worms, 'I neither care nor dare repaperwas distributed. In all the fornis this is alleged. Heard in the very act of doing so, repeat the offense.
In tract anything; it is neither right nor safe to do so against conCriminal Law, p. 585. So in all the adjudged cases, Com~ th
science. Here I take my stand; I can do no otherwise.' You,
0
monwealth vs. Holmes, 17 Mass. 336; vs. Tarbox, 1 Cush. 66·
er words, he cannot show that he is not guilty, or gentlemen, and your honor, will also obey your sense of right.
vs. Lawrence, Worcester, May T. 1878. So in indictment~ ev~n tell people what he is accused o/, without, thffl'eby, '.rhe adverse verdict, five years ago, ruined my business, broke
for illegal sa~e of intoxicating liquors, it must be alleged to -10 the very act of defending himself-committing a up my home, turned my family penniless on the street, took
whom the hquor was sold-Commonwealth vs. Thurlow. 24 new crime, if crime it happens to be. Even the nrose- my liberty, and, well-nigh, my life, caged in tomb 52 of DedPickerina 374· vs Doyle 11 R I 574 So 1'n 1'nd1"ctments f 0 r
t'
ffi
ham hell, with clipped bead and in felon's uniform, my phys0
• must
•
•
• • whom
•
The ical vitality slowly but irrevocably breaking under the tarturillegal gaming
allege
with
game was played. cu Ing o cer is guilty of the same offense.
Bishop on Stat. Crim., § 894. So for larceny and adultery o~her observation is to commend the peculiar and ing rigors tof even a liberal jail. As the days, weeks, months
must be alleged to wh~m pro~erty stolen belonged, or with discreet conduct and nice choice of just the right wore heavily on, and sympathetic, indignant, throbbing hearts
who~ ~efendant .committed crm;te. It is an elementary rule word in this particular ruling by Judge Nelson. He in many states echoed my protest, these precious children in
of cnmmal pleading that the cnme must be described with
· tl
d
their temporary, charitably-provided abode, again, again, and
great particularity."
qme y, an with subtle irony and reproof, says that again asked, 'Mamma, wb.y does not papa come home?'
he thinks the court is robust enough to endure any- 'Why does papa not come home?' Gentlemen, shall I go
Judge Pitman's incidental remarks were liberal thing there is in "Cupid's Yokes," or in Walt Whit- home? Freed from thevindictiv clutch of a foreign spy, shall
and sensible, showing that if Mr. Heywood had been man's "Leaves of Grass·" which means of course I once more be allowed to-mind my ~m_n bu~i~ess? Liberty,
tried before him his rulings would probably haV th at . all ng
· ht -min
· d e d an' d d ecen t peop1•e, an d the' home,
and loved ones whose wants 1t 1s rehgwn to supply,
whose society it is heaven to share, are indeed dear to me.
ranked him with Lowell, Nelson, and Treat rather pubhc at large, should be equally" robust." I thank But what shall it profit one to hav freedom himself if others
than .with Clarke,
Aldrich, and Benedict. .
'
th e JU
· d ge for th at word. This idea of a moral ro- ~ink 11;n~er. the pestilential bre!lth of repression? If the
.
It IS obvwus, by !1' glance at these po10ts, that al- bustness, which is not overcome or dismayed by 1· ag~nt s Will ~ust long~r ba law m state a~d gosf!el m church,
though they arose 10 the form of a motion to quash every approach to f b'dd t · .
.
rf wrth your ard he agam slave-pens me m a prrson-vault to
h · d· t
t th d · d
·
.
.
or I en opiCs, IS a very preciOus wait and waste away in my narrow home of iron and granit
t e 10 IC men B1 ey I not 10 the least relate, so 1 suggestiOn, whiCh I propose to recur to in another until the rude corpse-box bears back ·this body-form to my bethat the first clause of Article 6 of the constitution be amended by striking out the words, " six or
more vice-presidents," and the words, "A. vice-president, who shall perform all the duties of the president, in case of the absence or disability of that
officer," be substituted.
And then, in hannony with the noble sentiment
of the "Call," "the equality of all without distinction of creed, race, or sex," I would nominate for the
position one whose high standing, tried we l'ih, and
great ability, insure. the hearty and unanimous indorsement of Liberals of every shade of opinion-for
vice-president of the National Liberal League, Mrs.
H. S. Lake, of Milwaukee, Wis.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
North Parm.t, N. Y., July 19, 1884.
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reaved family, even then tho ultimate result will be worth to
the world all it costs me and mine; weak things will confound
the mighty; others and still others with increasing, invincible
numbers will rise in my tracks, and the good fight of faith
will go on, until freedom to acquire and impart knowledge on
all subjects of human interest; the right to hav, print, and
mail honest opinions, is assured wherever the Federal-union
flag floats."

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS.

More Biblical Criticism from Modern Orthodoxy.
In order to giv some of our TRUTH SEEKER readers
who hav not seen the lectures of Professor W. Robertson Smith on "The Old Testament" an idea of the
views of this profound biblical scholar, I undertake
an abridged exposition of some portions of· them.
Professor Smith occupies a chair at the Aberdeen
College, Scotland, and doubtless regards himself as
perfectly orthodox, although his frank confessions of
his views would make the orthodox of twenty-five
years ago open their eyes. He sets out by declaring:
"The ordinary laws of evidence and good sense must
be our guides, and we must apply these to the Bible
just as we would to any other ancient book."
He declares that the scribes had the sole control
and transmission of the Bible, and that Ezra was
the father of the scribes who originated in the later
times of the Old Testament. As Ezra lived during
the later years of the captivity, many centuries after
Moses, and even David and Solomon, and about five
hundred years before Christ, what became of those
parts of the Old Testament that are supposed to hav
been written by Moses, Joshua, Solomon, Samuel,
Isaiah, etc.? According to Professor Smith, there
could hav been very little, if any, of those books in
existence. There were traditions handed down orally,
and possibly a scrap here or there of some writing
on bits of leath~r. The old Hebrew language had
long ceased to exist. It ne-ver was a written language, nor was its successor, that was called Hebrew,
a language fully written. Professor Smith denies
that these books were written by the men whose
names they go under. Even Ezra and Nehemiah
were not written by Ezra and Nehemiah. Theybear
evidence that they were written long after-as late
as Alexander the Great's time. When the language
we now know as the Hebrew became written, matters that had been deli;vered orally, as having been
originally uttered by certain men, were written with
such additions as had naturally grown to them. For
instance, Moses don btless received the Ten Commandments from Jehovah (when Jehov.ah received them
Professor Smith does not say), and these, with possibly a few statutes, Moses had left to the Hebrews.
In time, more ordinances grew up necessarily.
These would all pass down to posterity as the laws
of Moses. This will account for some books bearing
the names of certain prophets, etc., as they do. The
law was continually changing from century to century, yet always bore the name of Moses to giv it
authority.
As to the text, he says the scribes chose that which
~e now hav at quite a late time, and that they had
no great skill. They worked from a false point of
view-their objects being legal, not philological. The
Jews, for ages, worshiped images, called their God
Baal, and supposed they were worshiping the true
Jehovah. In Hosea's time the word Baal was felt to
be dangerous to true religion [that is, to some other
true religion.-HoltJ.
That anyone can exercise such enlarged common
sense in criticising the book itself, and yet fail to
use the same common sense in estimating the character it givs to the creator, will strike us as not a
little strange. It only illustrates the wonderful capacity in the human mind to be inconsistent.
He declares that a large portion of the Old Testament writings are anonymous, are of composit origin,
and hav been edited and re-edited in different ages,
receiving additions or modifications at the hand of
each editor. Whoever owned a roll of manuscript,
owned it as his own property, there being no such
thing as a property in books in our modern sense. The
next owner or copyist would make his own changes
by interlining and marginal notes, and these would
all be incorporated by the next copyist. For the
r6lls were very perishable, and written with ink easily
blotted out. Copyists looked to the meaning rather
than the pen, not having our sense of the importance
of word-for-word copy. To show what differences
grow up, he. compares several verses from the Hebrew and Septuagint-which last he greatly prefers,
and with reason. For instance, take 1 Sam. xiv, 18:

I

Hebrew.
Septuagint.
"And Saul said to Abiah,
"And Saul said to Abiah
Bring hither the ark of G.od. Bring hither the Ephod, fo;
For. the ark was on that day, \ he bare the Ephod on that day
and the children of Israel."
before Israel."

He cites several more verses throughout the Bible
to show the difference. In fact, the difference is as
that between black and white. Take Jer. xxvii, 5-22.
The Septuagint leaves out verses 7, 13, 17, 21, and
about half of verses 1, 8, 10, 12, 18, 19, leaving the
whole narrativ much simpler, more natural, and
~ore forcible. The very titles to chapters are often,
lf not always, inserted by some unknown writer.

"Not only the language, but the meaning, is entirely
different in many parts."
"All the historical books are anonymous, with the
single exception of Nehemiah, in which the author's
name is prefixed to the first chapter. Why do not
the authors giv their names? Because the public
was interested in the substance, and cared not who
wrote it." "This remark is not equally applicable to
lyric poetry, like David's eulogy on Sanl and Jonathan." "Nor does it apply so strongly to the sermons of the prophets. There are indeed a certain
number of prophetic writings with no title; these
were probably never spoken, but were composed in
solitude." "The chief example of anonymous prophecies is the last twenty-seven chapters of Isaiah."
Isaiah was a separate volume, even to Christ's time.
See Luke iv, 17.
The custom of putting an author's name to a book
as the title soon grew. That part in which the
custom is most fully carried out is Psalms. The
Septuagint ascribes some to David which the Hebrew version does not, and so conversely. The
frequency of this ascription to David in the Septuagint is proof of an increasing tendency to do this.
We know this continued till nearly all the Psalms
were supposed to be of David. The same is the case
with even the New Testament. Many manuscripts
prefix the name of Paul to the epistle to the Hebrews, "although it is quite certain the oldest copies
left it anonymous," says Prof. Smith. With considerable portions of Jeremiah and Isaiah it is evident
these prophets never had anything to ·do. Most
readers regard the prophecies as having been written
and posted up to date. Such is not the case. "They
were uttered at various times, and very unskillfully
compiled."
So of Proverbs, which is regarded as a single composition by Solom'on from first to last. " But here
again we find such transpositions as show the book is
a collection of various proverbial books and tracts."
Had Professor Smith adopte~ the beautiful simplicity
and striking terseness he so much admires in the
Septuagint it had been better for his readers. But
in that case his terrific assanlts on our esteem of the
scriptures were too apparent. Perhaps he thought
that decency here required an abundant use of words
to hide meaning. As to Proverbs, the prefessor admits that the book no doubt has some proverbs of
Solomon, but embraces in addition a variety of other
matters from other sources.
Coming to Kings and Chronicles, and criticising
the way in which the history of reigns after Solomon's
are narrated, he says, "'+here is what critics call the
framework of history, and there are the details within
that framework." He says the notices of the accession and death of each king, with certain stated particulars, and referenc~ to the royal chronicles of Judah
or Israel, are the framework, and bind the whole together. But the details within the framework are
not a continuous story, and are plainly by different
hands. Some of these details in the Septuagint are
referred to a different time or place, or are omitted.
He refers to the "inextricable difficulties " of the
story of David and Goliath in one version, in 1 Sam.
xvii. David is at court, a friend of Sanl. Then suddenly there is a campaign, yet David is not along;
he is with his father, who sends him to his brothers,
who treat him with too much petulance for a favorit.
Yet at the close of the chapter he seems utterly unknown at court. But in the Septuagint, vet·ses 12 to
31, and verses from the 55th to the 5th of the next
chapter, are omitted, and we thus get a natural account.
The Old Testament Apocrypha is found in the
Septuagint side by side with books we call canonical.
He explains this by the like fact of apocryphal New
Testament books having been regarded as of equal
authority for long periods of time. The line was not
sharply defined. The idea of canonicity was not
fixed. Even while New Testament books now held as
canonical were still disputed, the epistle of Barnabas
had not been definitly relegated to a lower place.
"The line between the old and the new cannot be
drawn with precision as to time, for the Psalms are
in part considerably later than Ezra. The difference
can be felt, rather than described."
As to any volume containing all the books of scripture in the times before Christ, we know that was out
of the question. In one passage of the Talmud a
volume containing all the prophets is mentioned as a
singularity. Very few persons could ever dream of
having them in a collected form. Daniel did not
probably exist in its present form till after the time
of the Maccabees.
We know as a matter of historical fact that the
Pentateuch, as a whole, was never put into operation
as a rnle of Israel's life until Ezra. "The theory tbat
it was given in the wilderness before they entered
Palestine is erroneous. The prophets did not abolish
the Pentateuch, or Levitical system. On the contrary, it is just as prophecy ceases that we find this
code solemnly advances to authority, for the first time,
under Ezra." So says Professor Smith. If anyanything will make ordinary Bible readers open their
eyes, the above will. It will be observed how different Smith's method is from Bishop Colenso's. Co-

lenso begins with Exodus, certain facts and figuree
being premised-as that the Hebrews went into
Egypt some two hundred and over years before, seventy-two in number, and at the exodus are about
three millions, with much cattle. Bearing this in
mind, and knowing what th~:~ increase of population
is at best, he wonders how such an increase conld be
-how Dan, for instance, who entered Egypt as one
person, conld then be some sixty thousand men,
armed, and fit for war; how two midw:ives could
serve for some three hundred births per day; how
these millions could suddenly get up and start with
all these old persons, and infants, and cattle, about
2 o'clock A.M., and march ninety miles in three
days, and cross the Red Sea in a few minutes,
as it were; how they could find rest at Elim
under seventy palms, and water in twelve wells;
how the priests could perform all these services in a
camp of three millions, and eat so many burnt or sin
offerings, etc.; and he concludes the whole narrativ
is a tissue of blunders and nonsense, and Moses
never wrote it. Joshua is even worse from the beginning. He passes Jordan even as Moses did the
Red Sea; he circumcises the six hundred thousand
and more men in a day, and carries them through
signs and wonders greater than Sindbad ever saw,
or Mnnchausen recorded.
But Pl'Dfessor Smith examiri.s the subject in the
concrete, and. shows, not only that the details might
be abused, but that the whole affair, according to
our ideas, is a mistake. All that vast mass of material called the Old Test<tment, with but small exception, never was recorded in any way till a very
late time, by whom we know not. Some of it existed
as oral tradition from some time possibly prior to
Ezra, 500 B.c. As to the prophets, had the Jews believed them, we had never seen a word of their say··
ings. Because the Jews disbelieved they wrote down
some things to testify in after days. The Psalms
were gradually introduced for the temple worship,
and it is absurd to ascribe them to another who
died before ever a temple was built. As to the Levitical code, and most of the ceremonials and ordinances of the Pentateuch, it is plain the greatest
kings, prophets, priests, and seers never knew anything of them. Many of the chief favorits and confidants of Jehovah practised just the contrary, and
supposed they wet·e doing right. The greatest of
the prophets denounced such observances.
It was not till Israel ceased to be a nation that its
people livea under "the law.".
Such are a few of the important facts clearly
po1nted out by this reverent and profound Biblical
scholar of the land of Presbyterianism.
Oregon, Mo.
HoLT.

Ml'. Hale to Ml'. Sunderland.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, Sir : Will
you permit me to reply, through the columns of your
paper, to the rhodomontade of Mr. LaBoy Sunderland
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 26th, page 471, against
my article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 12th, on the
"Existence of a Supreme Eternal Self-Existent Intelligence," that I call God. He says, after complaining
of the hardship of having to drink a barrel of vinegar, to find out whether or no it was sweet wine, that
if there were any such personal omniscience as he
supposes, it wculd be unnecessary to fill four or five
of the broad columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER to prove
it; and then goes on to say that it is enough for the
pt·iests, and those victimized by that old barbarian
book, to boast of an omniscient God, etc., as if I had
taken my god from that old barbarian book-which
is false inference. My god was not taken from that
old book, and if Mr. LaBoy Sunderland will look at
my article in THE TRUTH SEEKER, he will find in
the first paragraph that God of that old barbarian
book, the Jew God, classed with all the different
gods that men hav imagined had an existence, and
hav worshiped under every system of idolatry, and
with every humbug, ism, and fraud that has ever existed from the year one-if there ever conld hav been
a year one-down to the present time. I would thank
Mr. LaBoy Sunderland to confine himself to facts in
his statements, and not misconstrue what I hav said
and misrepresent my position and the ideas I hav
advanced. And again, he asks, What is the verdict
of science ? It is that in the whole of things in all
worlds-all phenomena-there is but one substance,
and its inherent quality-force. There is but one
force and one matter-uncreated, but without beginning or end-never more nor less in the whole of
things. One force, self-controling and progressiv,
evolves all the phenomena in all worlds and all minds,
all results from nature, order, and laws, etc. He says,
"In Mr. Hale's long argument, he has pointed out
no place, no hole, for his god to come in, nothing for
his god to do." There is nothing outside of nature.
If Mr. Sunderland will only read the last fifteen or
sixteen lines of my article in THE TRuTH SEEKER of
July 12th, page 439, he will see that my god is a full
match for his force, and has quite as much to do in
running this universe as his force has, and that Mr.
Hale's God can fill as large a hole, or as small a hole,
as his force can; and that if this force, which he has
substituted for my God, only possessed the intelli-
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gence of this God of mine, and knew what it was
doing, and why it was doing what is being done-was
not an insensate, dummy sort of a thing, operating
without knowledge or sense, like a volcano, or the
expansion of water __by heat or frost-it might pass for
a sort of lackey for the true God of nature.
For further reply, I will refer him to my article in
THE TRUTH SEEKER. If he will read it as it is, and not
misconstrue and pervert it, he will come out. all right.
Most respectfully yours,
JAMES HALE.
Detroit, July 29, 1884.

...

Softening the .Asllerities.
F1·on' the New Y<>tk Sun.

1\'IY DEAR Mn. EDITOR: I find in to-day's Sun the
following:
" TOM MOORE WROTE IT.
,; To THE EDr.roR OF THE SuN: Sir: Who wrote the
poem beginning:
" ' Oh, ever thus, from childhood's hour,
I've seen my fondest hopes decay?'

" CoNS'l"AN'.r."
'
Will you please tell me what poem Tom Moore
ever began with those lines? In the middle of a sentence in " LaHa Rookh " I find:
" 'Twas bright, 'twas heavenly-but 'tis past!
«

()h, ever thus, from childhood's hour,
I've seen my fondest hopes decay;
·I never loved a tree or flower
But 'twas the first to fade away;
I never nursed a dear gazelle,
To glad me with its soft black eye,
·But when it came to know me well,
And love me, it was sure to die!"

But who wrote this parody?
" I :q.ever had a bit of toast,
However good and wide,
But it always fell on the sanded floor,
And on the buttered side !"

" Even the great Homer nods.''
It is permissible to soften the asperities of politics
with literature. Very truly your friend and servant,
Lowell, July 30.
BENJ. F. Bu'l'LER.
We think Gen. Butler nods a little in his parody
quotation. The second line does not begin with the
word "however." The line should read:
"Particularly good and wide."

But what a tremendous meeting will assemble to
greet General Butler when he makes his first speech
in this city-say about four weeks hence. There will
be no asperity about that, nor any decay of childhood's hopes; and Butler can begin his oration just
as he pleases.

Our Maligners.
From the Philosophic Inquite1', Madras, India.

SE.E~KER.
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read philosophy in its highest phases, or that his mind
is enveloped in the mists of superstition and prejudice. Nor is his allegation that Mr. Bennett was
conv~cted for the publication and selling of obscene
and Immoral books and imprisoned in his own land
well founded. It appears to hav been recklessly
taken up from the report of a certain lying missionary who wanted to make money by traducing the
characters of men who are in advance of the times,
and who in consequence are adjudged criminals by
interested bigots who will not permit others to think
or write as they would wish to. The truth is, Mr.
Bennett was imprisoned for a crime similar to the
one for which Mr. Bradlaugh was convicted in "the
land of liberty," and bigots must look up to that land
with great pride for the wise manner in which people
are still prevented there from thinking otherwise than
as the clergy would wish them to do on the subject
of religion and morality, delinquency being punished
with no less than rigorous imprisonment. Such is
the law in Christendom. Shame, that it should be
preserved in the statute books and administered by
men who call themselvs Christians. Strange, that in
a land of complete religious freedom like the one we
are now in, anyone who pretends to the least culture
should consider that the barbarous law in Christian
countries which now punishes Freethought with imprisonment, and which in olden days used to punish
it with loss of life after protracted torture, is a righteous one, and that the sufferers therefrom are immoral men.

A. Real Enjoyable Sunday·Scltool Picnic.
"Oh, but haven't we had fun to-day!" exclaimed
a young lady to some of her companions, as they settled down in about fifteen seats, a young man and a
maiden to each seat, with one or two disconsolate
young men left over, as is the rule with picnic parties. " I don't care if it was a Sunday-school picnic,
I've had one of the best times. Say, Charley, what's
that on your pantaloons? You must hav been sitting down on the pie. Say, Mary, were you with us
when [ outb1·eak of laughter]-when the minister
[another outbreak]-when the minister kneeled
down to ask the blessing on our lunch there by the
big tree, the one that ---" Here occurred the
third laughing fit and the first pause for breath.
Mary improved the opportunity by replying that she
was not there, wherever it was, and to inquire what
was so funny. "Well," resumed the first maiden,
"Rev. Hobbs lunched with us. We spread our things
out on the grass, and so he kneeled down to ask the
blessing [more laughterJ. It-it makes me laugh so
I can't tell it. Well, as I said, he was kneeling down.
He started out to say, 'We thank thee, Lord, in the
name of thy son Jesus Christ,' but no sooner had he
said this than he jumped about five feet up in the
air. You ought to hav heard the way he spoke those
last two words. He just yelled 'em out as if he was
swearing. It was shocking, and we girls started to
run away, when Jimmy Johnson came and told us
what the matter was." "And what was it?" "Well,
just as the minister reached the ' J e '-a horrid wasp
bit him right through his pants."-Chicago Herald.

The Indian Messenger, the leading organ of the Sadha.rana Bmhma Sornaj, contains in its issue of June 3d
a long paragraph from " one who has read many of
the publications of the Theosophical Society with
great care," containing some unmerited remarks and
innuendoes against the leaders of the Theosophical
Appreciate(} Sympatl1y.
Society, especially against their alliance with the
late lamented D. M. Bennett, of the United States.
At the last regular meeting of the Gananoque
One of the charges brought against this association (Ont.) Secular Society, held in Acton's Hall Sunday
is that that Society's organ givs gratuitous advertis- evening, the following resolution of condolence was
ments of Infidel publications and American and Eng- moved and carried:
lis1~ works on, Atheism, and that the theosophical
We learn with deep regret of the death of the wife
leaders hav publicly defended Mr. Bennett against of WHEHEAs,
our esteemed co-laborm·, E. M. Macdonald, cdif,or of the
the vile insinuations and baseless charges brought New York TrtU'l'H SEEKEI\j
Resolvecl, 'l'hat the Gananoque Secular Society tenders its
against him by the vulgar-tongued Joe Cook, and
others of his stamp, in view to discredit the Society sympathy to lYir. Macdonald, and asstues him of the most
sorrow shared by us in this his great grief.
in the eyes of the unwary public who do not often heart-felt
Signed, on behalf of tho Society,
wish to inquire into things themselvs, but are content
GEo. G. MJHKLI~, President.
HENHY SMITH, Secretary.
to be led by anyone who calls himself a public man.
JonN GnAN·.r, 'l'reasurer.
From the spi1it with which the above charges were
urged against that Society, we cannot help thinking
SYRACUSE, N. Y., July 27, 1884.
that they were written by one who hates InfiDEAR BIW'l'HEU MAcDONALD: It was with great sordels, and who, not caring to know the truth about
what he writes, wants to hold the Society up to the row that the Liberals of Syracuse and vicinity learned
ridicule of the unthinking portion of the reading of your sad bereavement in the death of your wife in
public. The writer, for aught we know, may either reading the grand and beautiful words of JHessrs.
be a Christian of the " low and meek " type, or a Chainey and Putnam. Mr. Chainey expressed in
Brahmo of the New Dispensation class. Whatever it words what we would like to say better than any of
may be, it is certain that the writer, whether he has us could do. Yet we cannot let the occasion pass
read with care much or little of the theosophical without expressing to you our heartfelt sorrow and
publications, is one who is unwilling to do the fullest sympathy in your great affliction.
We hav therefore
justice to the aims of that august body. His readiness to identify the teachings of Occultists with mod- Resolvecl, That in the death of your estimable wif(J the Liberals hav lost a valuable member from their ranks, and you
ern Materialism, or Atheism, in view to raise an un- and
yours a true und noble wife and friend. And though
merited. prejudice in the minds of those who are words are but feeble comforters at such a time, yet we hope
sluggish enough not to inquire into the problem of you will accept this as evidence of our sympathy and friendE. A. WooD, President;
existence themselvs, and to face the conclusions which ship.
'V~r. liiALCoL~r, 'l'rensurcr;
a rigorous logic would lead one to-his readiness, we
HENHY NoxoN, Hecrctary;
repeat, is simply suspicious. The c1·itic under no- of the Syracuse Liberal Club; and one hundred other Liberals.
tice, in his natural zeal for things dear to his cherished convictions, remarks that "it is an utter misPERSONAL.-! hav received, in addition to the resouse of terms to call this theosophic discovery a basis lutions of these societies, a great number of sympafor religion-for religion without love and gratitude
and spiritual aspirations is a misnomer." We need thizing let~ers from valued_friends. I am sure they
not go the length of showing that the above remark were not mtended for prmt, and I would reply to
savors of Christian cant and puts beyond doubt the Ieach if I could, but the task, in addition to my other
fact, either that the writer has not sufficiently labors, is too great. But from a full heart do I 1·e-

turn thanks to each and every one. From Humanity
must consolation be sought in times of trouble, and
from Humanity alone can it come. "Help for the
living-hope for the dead;" and help and hope proceed only from warm hearts. Words cannot recall
her to life, but a continuance of that work in which
she so fully sympathized can ease the pain of separation, and make her memory a hallowed and a sacred
thought, a stimulus to effort, a constant inspiration
in the right. If possible, her high ideals shall be realized, and then I shall be willing to lay down my
bmden and join her, whether it be for good or ill,
whether to enter Nirvana or a spilitual activity.
To tb e friends who hav m·itten me with tenderness
and cheer I again return thanks.
E. M. MACDONALD.

Editorial Notes.
'l'nE Catholic Examiner says that the religion received by thEl
negroes from Methodists and Baptists is a ''ghastly sham."
W. F. Jal\liESoN, Pipestone, Mimi., is at lecture work, and
has commenced the campaign early, having had large audiences in July at Marshall, Minn., several evenings in succession. Address for lectures at Pipestone, Minn.
THE tax-collector has handed his bill to the London JJ1reelhinlcer. Ono of his items is: "2s. 31-2d. foronoyear'svicar's
maintenance." Mr. Foote thinks that if his particular vicar
hus any oonscience the victuals he pmchuses with that sum
ought to choko him, Mr. Foote p~tys his school-tax with enthusiasm, for it will, he thinks, in tho long run choke all the
vicars on earth.
"FA'l'HEH" LAMBEH'r's "Notes on Ingersoll," hav had a circulation away and beyond its merits, being buoyed up by
Christians who, by reuson of their slight acquaintance with dialectics, thought they saw in its shallow reasoning a reply to
tho unanswerable logio of Freeth ought. It was handed to us at
the Rochester Convention, but we never could see how it descrveJ the consequence of a roply. Tho Catholic church provides all its students for the priesthood with a set of answers
to all tho Rationalists' objections to theology. 'l'hese answers
are ingenious, as tho Romish church has in hot· ranks the best
of sophists, but nono of them can Htand for a momont when
closoly analyzed. Pastor L1unhert has used the stereotyped
formula, and with no moro success than his predecessors.
But as many of our roadors hav heard of the book and want
to know what it is like, we yield considerable space this week
to a volunteer review of the work.
'l'nE attempt to raise money to pay ofi the enormous debt
of Archbishop Purcell seems about to be abandoned. Tho
Catholic 'Telegraph macle an appeal to the Catholics of the archdiocese to contribute money toward this purpose, and a subscription list was opened by the Hev. P. J. Goetz. Father
Goetz has now withdrawn this list, in consequence of an interview with Archbishop Elder, who refused to giv his public
approval to the schome. Tho archbishop, in alotter published
in tho Catholic Telegraph, denies that he ever forbade tho list;
or expressed disapproval of it. lie admits that he told Father
Goetz that ho wus -publishing his list in a paper which was in
an "nttitude of defiance to authority;" but adds that amends
hav since been made by it. The Catholic church robbing the
outside world is a familiar sight, but to deliberately and publicly steal the earnings of its own dupes-bosides frightening
them into giving a good portion of their property-reveals a
depth of depravity startling oven if not unexpected.
TnE verdict against Mr. Bradlaugh for the crime of voting
in Parliament without having taken the oath is not by any
means the end of oven that attempt to suppress him. The
verdict is without legal effect until judgmont shall hav been
hea1·d, first in support of a motion for a now trial, then in support of a motion to enter judgment for him, and again in support of a motion for arrest of judgment. 'l'his fight, which
he publicly announces he will make, may put the end ofi for
years, for if oven all these motions aro rojcctod he will go to
the Court of Apponl, and from tho Court of Appeal to the
Houso of J_,ords, if that ancient nuisnnce is in existence at the
time. If a now election of mom hers of Parliament be in the
mcantimo ordorcd, ho cau ho rc-electo<l hy Northampton, and,
going up with the first forty rnombcrs, swear himself in with
them, and no redress can be had by tho Christians oxcept they
resort to the stttko or dungeon, for it is the legal method of
beginning a new parlimnent.
Du. CumlY, of Chicago, who chamctcrizcd tho Bible !ts "a
lot of old wives' fablos," was ut tho last Genoml Conference
elected editor of the Methoclist Quarterly Review. In the first
number under his editorship appears an article by Dr. Milton
S. 'l'erry which givs away the whole Pentateuch. Mr. Terry's
paper states that "the Pentateuch contains a number of passages which cannot, without doing violence to sound critical
principles, be attributed to Moses as their author. 'l'he Pentateuch, especially the hook of C+cncsis, contains documents
of various dates and authorship which hav been worked over
into an orderly and homogeneous whole. 'l'he laws of the
Pentateuch wore either unknown, or else largely neglected and
violated, during most of tho period between the conquest of
Canaan and the J:ahylonian captivity. 'l'hc books of Exodus,
Leviticus, and N urn hers show different stngeff of legislation,
and Leviticus contains a noticeably fuller and more elaborate
priestly code and ritual than appear in Dt<utcronomy." Dr.
'l'erry's assent to these propositions is stated in these words:
"We are frank to say that we regard the above propositions
as simple statements of fact." This is certainly ·cautious
enough, but none tho loss conclusiv. Between Dr. Curry and
his contributor the Bible gets hard rups, and if the Methodist
church propoB<'-S to continue thdr membership its "Disciplin''
will hav to be amended.
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Many more equally conclusiv internal evidences of
forgery are adduced and elaborated by Mr. Ross.
The external evidence of forgery is also irresistible.
Poggio Bracciolini (pronounced Bratsheoleny) was
sec:r;etary to several successiv popes during a period
of forty years. In erudition, intellectual ability, and
power of writing, he was without his equal. In some
qualities as a writer he was superior to Tacitus. He
wrote the fable of "The Old Man, the Boy, and the
Ass."
In 1418 he went to England with Henry Beaufort,
bishop of Winchester, afterwards cardinal. From
142~ to 1422 he. was co.nsta~tly complaining in ~etters
~o his bosom friend NIC~oh, seventeen ~ears his senof unfulfilled promises by. the pnnce . prelate.
His benefice was only 120 flonns a year, With hard
work; .and when ~twas exchan~ed for anot~er ~orth
£40, with less duties attached, still he was dissatisfied.
In February; 1422, came an offer of new employment of a very mysterious character, which his friend,
Niccoli, who. seem~ to hav been at the bottom of the
scheme, advised him to undertake. If he would do
it, his countryman, Fiero Lamberteschi, would endeav?r to ,frocure. for him .in thr~e ~ears 500. g~~d
If he will make It 600, writes Poggw, I
segums.
will at once close with his proposal.
I like
the occupation to which he has invited me. I hope I
shall be able to produce something worth reading;
but for this purpose, as I tell him in my letters, I requir~ the retirem,~nt and leisure that are necessary
for literary work.
. This mysterious task appears~~ hav been the forgmg of the hopel~ssly lost add~twnal books of the
" History " of Tamtus, and palmmg off the forgery on
Cosmo de Medici, a wealthy patron of learning and
special admirer of Tacitus.
In June, 1422, Poggio writes to Niccoli:

pontificus, Angelo Arcomboldi, afterwards bishop of
Milan, produces the first six books of the "Annals,"
incomplete.
The composition of the first six books (five, as now
divided) is superior to that of the last six, as might
be expected, being later work; but they are all by
the same hand. The presumption is that, emboldened by the success of the first forgery, Poggio endeavored in his old age to complete the whole work,
sixteen books, but was surprised by death in 1459.
The manuscript was left to his sons, and was not
made public until it came into the hands of the last
surviving son, who was in a position to use it with
the collusion of a competent scholar like Arcomboldi.
The first six books, like the last six, contain errors
that Tacitus could not hav made, as, for example:
1. The writer tells us that before the time of Claudins only two generals, namely, Sylla and Augustus,
had exercised the privilege of the enlargement of the
pomoerium. Commenting on this, Lip~ius says: "I
am not going to defend you, Cornelius; you are
wrong; an enlargement was also made by Julius
Cresar who was 'pitched' in [intery'ectus J between
these two."
2. We read in the "Annals" that Julia, the only
daughter of Augustus and wife of Tiberus, after Ianguishing in exile for twenty years, banished by her
father, and deserted by her husband, and supported
only by the bounty of her mother, "~ug?sta" (Scribonia) died in the first year of Tiberms. In the
fourth' year of the latter's reign, he ordered a coin to
be struck in honor of his wife Julia. That coin is
preserved in the National Collection in Paris.
3. The author says that at the funeral of Drusus
" the images of the Claudii and the Julii were bo:ne
around his bier." Drusus belonged to . the LeVIan
family and not to the Julian. The mistake ~s so palpable that Lipsius and other .modern editors hav
substituted Liviorum for Juliorum.
But we forbear to adduce further evidences of so
palpable a forgery and will only note again what Mr.
Ross further says ~bout the oldest manuscripts:

"Giv me the leisure and the time for writing that History,
and I will do something you will approve. . . . When I
reflect on the merits of the ancient writers of history, I recoil
with fear from the undertaking; though when I consider what
are the writers of the present day, I recover some confidence
in the hope that if I strive with all my might I shall be inferior
to few of them."

"The manuscript in the Mediceo-Laurentian library is known
as the Second Florence manuscript. All the other manuscripts of the last six books of the 'Annals' are copies of it;
as James Gronovius puts it, 'emanated' from it; just as the
other Florentine manuscript is the only one containing all the
books of the 'Annals,' or, as Ernesti says, 'It is unique; we
hav no other manuscript of those books."'

His first intention was to go from England to Hungary, where he would be unknown, but in the summer
of 1422 he returned to Rome, where as secretary to
the pope he had a small salary and little or nothing
to do.
In May, 1423, he writes to his friend Niccoli to
send him without delay all his notes and extracts
from books. In October he speaks of the " beginnings of any kind peing arduous and difficult; what
the ancients did pleasantly, quickly, and easily, was
to him troublesome, tedious, and burdensome." In
November he begs Niccoli to get him a map of
Ptolemy's geography and send him several historical
works, particularly Suetonius and Plutarch.
But now he begins to see the impracticability of
forging additional books to the History of Tacitus on
the plan of that author, for the want of material.
So he suggests another scheme of fabrication just as
audacious.
Iu January, 1424, he implores his friend Niccoli to
seek out Cosmo de Medici and tell him of a great
discovery in a far-off town in Germany of two large
volumes containing the ten Decades of Livy's History. This was a trumped-up story by which he
hoped to be relieved of his present difficult task; he
could forge books of Livy much easier than of Tacitus, and if Cosmo could be caught with this fly, Poggio would be able in a short time to make his fortune.
Already he had made discoveries of ancient manuscript, either alone or in company with other scholars,
and fabulous sums had been paid for such discoveries. In fact, he was occupied with that sort of business nearly all his days, and may hav forged other
ancient books.
But the new suggestion did not tempt Cosmo; Livy
was not his fa.vorit author. Poggio therefore had to
proceed as best he could. Three years and a half
elapsed when mysterious utterances passed between
him and Niccoli with respect to Tacitus, and after
nearly two years more, in the spring of 1429, a monk
is said to hav brought from a convent in Saxony, near
the borders· of Bohemia, the last six books of what
are now known as the " Annals " of Tacitus.
The forgery is completed in Poggio's fiftieth year.
He has earned his five or six hundred gold seguins,
which is a fortune in 1429, equivalent to fifty or sixty
thousand dollars now; and for the rest of his life he
can indulge his long cherished wish of devoting himself to literary undertakings. From that time until
his deatll, at the age of seventy-nine, his published
works number at least fifteen, many of them valuable.
Fifty-three years after his death, when his fourth
son, a man of sixty-eight years, is holding the same
office that his father did before him, John de
Medici, who has just become Pope Leo X., offers a
reward of 500 gold seguins for the discovery of new
copies of ancient Greek manuscript or Roman works;
and in less than two years his thesaurum questor

There was no necessity of making many transcripts
of the latter codex, for printing had come into use a
good half century before it was found-or, more properly, said to hav been found-in the Abbey of Corvey.
At the end of th-e Seeond Florence manuscript is a
note purporting to be written by Salustius, a heathen
philosopher of the fourth century. But the codex is
written in Lombard characters, which were not in use
in Italy until the sixth century.
Again we quote Mr. Ross's words:

Th e A nnal s 0 f T aCI•tns A F orgery.-Con t•mue d·

w:,

" This copy in the Mediceo-Laurentian Library in Florence
of all the ' Annals ' of Tacitus cannot be traced further back
than to the possession of a man who flourished in the days of
Leo X. and the Emperor Maximilian I.-JohannesJocundus, of
Verona; so that it turns out on careful investigation that all
positiv knowledge of this manuscript stops at the commencement of the sixteenth century, exactly as all positiv knowledge of the other Florentine manuscript stops at the commencement of the fifteenth century."

Mr. Ross lays no special emphasis on the passage
in the " Annals " conceiving ·Christ crucified under
Pontius Pilate, nor does he deign to notice Robert
Taylor, who first proved that passage a forgery. But
he draws an ugly portrait of the forger-a rare
scholar, the brightest intellect of his time, but devoid
of principle, delighting in obscenity, addicted to lewdness, prone to calumny, and fond of depicting vice.
He lived in a notoriously immoral age, just prior to
the Protestant Reformation. Hence, as might be expected, his pretended History of the Cresars is totally
unlike that of the gentle Tacitus. It is a counterfeit
record of court scandal, and shamefully exaggerates·
the vices of the Roman emperors.
Nero is said to hav set fire to ancient Rome, A.D. 64,
and to hav charged the crime upon the Christiana,
who were "already branded with deserved infamy,''
and upon whom he "inflicted the most exquisit tortures." Did Poggio believe it? Of course not. And
it is not a little singular that he should omit to mention either Peter or Paul, who, having escaped the
mythical slaughter, were reserved for special martyrdom at the hands of the same anatllematized emperor.
The citizens of Florence placed a statue of Bracciolini in the church of Santa Maria. In 1560, the
reigning duke of Tuscany transferred it to the interior
of the sacred building and placed it among the twelve
apostles. The group is not altogether an inconguous
one-twelve shadowy apostles and one brilliant impofltor.

An Explanation Wanted.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Does
the petition for the impartial protection of all citizens
which appears on the last page of your issue for June
11th include women? If it does not, then, though
the petition were granted, and all the " citizens " enjoyed their absolute equal rights, there .still would
exist a national crime, committed against that national justice for all the people which, as the Constitu-

tion declares, this government was founded to establish, because the women who compose the best half
of the people would still continue vainly striving for
the rights which are so unjustly withheld.
But if it does include the women, we ask why it
does not say, "people,'' instead of" citizen"-then it
would also include the Indians. For the Fourteenth
Amendment declares:·.. All persona born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States, and of
the state wherein they reside."
The Fifteenth Amendment says: "The right of
citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States, or by any
state, on account of race, color, or previous condition."
Thus the law is as plain as words can make it that
not only women, but Indians, are nativ-born citizens,
and are justly entitled to the free enjoyment of their
religion and laws upon their respectiv reserves, which
are theirs either by heritage or by treaty stipulations,
precisely the same as the Shakers and other co-operativ parties enjoy their respectiv creeds and customs upon their own domains. This fact suggests
another item which needs explaining. Why is it
that with the Nine Demands of the Liberal League
there is not one for the protection of the Indians
against official outrage, much greater than the evils
prayed against in .all the nine put together ?
The Indians are not only compelled to liv under
the control of the different churches, and to hav their
children taught their conflicting creeds, but whenever the whites want their land, as in the case of the
Modocs, and the great tribes under their respectiv
leaders, Sitting Bull and Chief Joseph, an army is
sent to drive them off or put them to death. Canby
and Custer both perished in this sad attempt under
national authority.. Other tribes are now threatened
by acts of Congress which are passed un!'ler a show
of justice, of which the following are specimens that
I cut from the Jacksonville, Oregon, Times, and the
Ashland Tiding~, of July 4, 1884:
"The sale of 640 acres of the Umatilla reservation, ordered
thrown open by Congress, has closed at Pendleton, over
4,000 lots having been sold. The appraised value of the land
was about $60,000, but the sale realized over $200,000."
"One of the finest farms in the United States is said to be
that of E;ank Vaughn, on the Umatilla reservation, says the
Walla Walla Journal. Features are 900 acres of wheat, 480
acres of barley, fifteen acres of Russian oats, thirty of miscellaneous vegetables; 160 acres of pasture, 600 acres broken for
fall sowing, and an orchard planted and in thriving condition;
600 or 700 chickens, countless clucks, a large number of hogs,
and hundreds of horses and cattle; good residence and fine
barns and outbuildings; an abundance of the best machinery;
the land all fenced; several h1mdred thousand feet of lumber
hauled from the mountains; 150 cords of wood. This year's
crop is magnificent. The wheat is as high as an ordinary
man's head, and very thick. Mr. Vaughn calculates to clear
$22,000 from this year's products. On the 18th of May, 1883,
the land was an unbroken prairie, with no sign of cultivation.
It now blooms like the rose."

The Umatilla Indians are more civilized than
those who call them savages. They never were at
war with the United States, but were forced from
their nativ homes to liv a thousand miles south, in a
sickly c<hmtry, where hundreds died of fever.
The fo1lowing extract was from a letter published
in the Council-fire at Washington, but so far as I can
learn it was not noticed by any other paper:
"We Western men wish it to be understood that we do not
approve of Gen. Howard's moving the Indians (510 in number) from Camp Harney in Oregon to Washington territory,
360 miles, starting in January, when the ground was frozen a
foot deep, covered with snow, very cold, and the Indians not
half clad. I am sure that the settlers did not demand this
needless suffering.
"The horrors of this trip in mid-winter can never be described. Men, women, and children, well and sick, were
crowded into ox-wagons and jolted over the rough and frozen
ground; women were taken in l~J.bor, and the sick were frozen
dead and stiff before reaching their camps. The weird wailing
of friends for t.he dead was enough to melt the hardest heart.
Such a siglit, I pray God, I may never witness again."

Another letter in the same paper has the following:
"My head and heart are full of bitter memories of the indignities which hav been heaped upon the Indians by scores
of military men. Many hav left their half-breed children to
perish-worse than full-blooded Indians, who are never brute
enough to desert their own offspring. I hav witnessed no
grief more sincere than Indian woman suffer from being
brought to shame among their own people by army officers,
and then left unaided to provide for their children."

Col. Meachem, the editor, adds: " I know these
writers to belong to a class often called border ruffians, of whom there are thousands married to Indian
women, whose conjugal affection is unequaled, and
infinitly superior in every element of honor to those
who seduce the mother and desert the child."
With these facts before us, I respectfully suggest
that the following be added as a Tenth DeJIHtnd of
the Liberal Leagues and to the petitions to Congress:
WHEREA.s, the Indians are citizens, and are entitled to all the
protection of the government which their circumstances need
for the enjoyment of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; therefore,
Resolved, That the appointment of missionaries and the military should be chiefly to instruct, and to restrain the lawless
w bites from aggression.
Resolved, That all difficulties should be settled by arbitrators, mutually chosen.

Respectfully,
Talant, Oregon.

JOHN BEESON,
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and that. the offices of bishop and clergyman wi~ be .
as much frowned upon as are those of slave-dnver
"I will pray the father, and he shall giv you another. com"Reconciliation " is all the go in the Liberal ranks and overseer at present.
forter that he may abide with you forever, even the spmt of just now. Reconciliation, union, and harmo:r;ty are
The two former of these titles mean just the same
;truth" (John xiv, 16, 17).
. .
, 2 0 . all right--are very desirable, in fact-but there IS such thing to the victims of the first-mentioned. tyranny,
18
ili,"1 ere the spirit of the Lord is, there
hberty ( . · or. a thing as sacrificing matters of much greater moment that the two latter titles do to the last mentiOned.
for the sake of securing thAm, and thus secured, they
Even if it were possible to keep the great mi~d. of
In proportion as the human race _becomes enlight- are very apt to take to them~elvs w!,ngs and fly a~ay. humanity in binding to a special ide~l, as all rel_1g10n
ened, it strives after liberty. The Ignorant only ~e
I am one of the " irreconcilables, and I hav failed is obliged by its nature to demand, It would still be
content to be slaves, and the struggle for. freedom Is to discover a single valid reason for offerin~ any t~rms an immense wrong so to do, for what our race most
the cause of progress. C~rying on this struggl~, to the so-called" modifiers." The questwn at ISsue needs is not "tying to the highest," or any other sort
men constantly advance to higher and nobler cond1- is one so vital, one so intimately interwoven with of chaining to some variety of faith, but simple frefltions of life. Abandoning it, they retrogade towards every fiber of the Freethought mantle, that I cannot dom to investigate, liberty to be truth seekers; and
the lower state of mere animal existence.
see how anyone upon whose shoulders it has fallen free reason will in the long run, do far better than
Christianity promises to instruct the ignorant, and can for a moment giv his assent to any scheme for fettered reason 'can ever do, concerning either high
to free the slave, but her utterances are false and governmental doctoring of the fountains of knowledge or low ideals.
·
misleading. Her spirit, instead of guiding her dis- under any pretext, however specious. I reject, wholly
In the words of the gallant and eloquent Col.
ciples along the highway of truth, conducts them and in detail, as unworthy of consideration, the argu- Ingersoll, what is needed. is :' Room-:-~oom for the
·into the by-paths of error. In the place of bestowing ments of those who claim that the state is a moral or human mind," and any bmdmg-rehgw-~p~n t~e liberty, her efforts hav ever been directed to_ binding religious person-is a person at
and with. this the- intellect, however light it may appear to be, Is mevitthe world in the iron chains of thraldom.
ological assumption goes the basis upon whwh rests ably a clog and fetter to proper mental growth and
The knowledge which is calculated to benefit ~s all obscenity statutes, as well as all other so-called action.
does not consist in fanciful dreams of an uncertam "moral" legislation.
,
Blind, unreasoning, or bounden devotion to even
future, but in a practical acquaintance with the
For this central reason I demand the repeal of all the best of objects is objectionable, because any such
world which we inhabit. It is a knowledge of our- such statutes as those which are familiarly known as fett.er upon the mind works injury to the broadest
selvs and our fellow-beings. It results from a study the "Comstocklaws,"whetherenacted by a municipal mental culture; and yet this is precisely W:hat-eyery
of the means which are adapted to render their lives council, a state legislature, or a na~ional. C~mgress. real religion, because of its binding name, IS obhged
and ours happier and better. This science is wi!Jlin There is no difference between them m prmmple, and to demand or be false to itself.
the reach of humanity, although it can be acqmred they vary only in degrees o~ dang~rousness.
. .
A.nd inasmuch as the special business of ever!
only by slow degrees, each generation adding to the
So thinking, it has been 1mposs1b_le for me to J?lll species of religion is the binding of thought, It
inheritance left by its predecessors. But ~hat the in the cry for" reconciliation" which is now swellmg follows as a matter of course, that the greatest
:stock may be increased, we must not fall mto ~he through our ranks. I see no gain to be derived f~om mental' slave is the best specimen of the tribe; and
·delusion that we already possess all that we reqmre. a temporary union with those who only a short. time this is a condition of things that ought to m~ke even
The blind faith and implicit obedience taught by re- ago made such fierce war upon the repeal pohcy of religionists feel like calling off the dogs of faith.
1igion are the worst enemies t.o. huma~ P;t"~gress. So the League. A. platform which shall be satisfactory
With Freethought on the contrary, the person who ·
far as they influence commumt1e~ or mdividu~ls t~ey to them cannot be so to the earnest Radicals, and one keeps reason the mo~t free from straps and bindin~s
keep them in the darkness of Ignorance, and bmd upon which the latter can h?nestly stand must be as is the best specimen; and what a n?bl.e contras~ .this
upon them the fetters of' slavery.
white-hot iron to the modifiers. The prophets o,~ presents to the bound and gagged d1smple of rehgwn!
The statements contained in the passages at the this new dispensation of harmony cry, "Peace, peace!
A.s no person can be both free and bou~d at the
head of this article are, like most scripture texts, when there is no peace.
same time the attempts of some Freethmkers to
absolutely the reverse. of fact. Only by ~eeki:r;t~ for
The7:e can be no true secul~ization which includes write them~elves down as devot~es of a reli~ion can
truth ~an. we. disc~ver It, and the do~matic spmt of in its program a pres~ and ma1l less than completely only end in ludi?rous fai~u~e, for 1f secular philos?p~y
Christ1amty IS entrrely oppo_sed to this search. Hap- free from the meddhng beaks of. both ch~r~h and and goodness IS a rehgwn, then, of. course, It ~s
pily the spirit of humanity Is stronger than that oi state. There can be no compromise here; It .Is foll_y wrong to teach any of its principles m the ~u?Iw
any religion that was ever pr?mulgated. Ye!l'r after to hope for an honorable umon of these rapidly di- schools, exactly .as in the case of any other rehgwn,
year, day after day, it pro':es Its strength.. First on~, verging forces. And the sooner we make up our and consequently no philosophy and goodness could
then another evil doctrin Is c~st .t~ t~e WI_nds. A.rt1- minds to this, and proceed firmly and resolutely on be taught in them at all.
. .
cles of faith are GOns~antly dimmis~mg 1ll numb~r, our way, the be~ter.
.
Liberals onght to liv above such childishness, and,
Hitherto, or s~nce the .fall of 1880, the pohcy of the dropping the name as well as the game of. me~tal
while those that rem am ~e becommg more elas~w,
as the religion of humamty becomes blended ~Ith League upon this ques~wn has been that .of antago- slavery, should endeavor to bec~me ~rde~t sCientists,
the religion of ~he c~mrches. ~ast g~neratwn~ nism to national obs~emty statutes, and tamt, or, more thereby adopting a culture ~~wh hfts Its followers
united with Pilate m askmg Jesus, What Is truth? accurately, avowed, mdorsement of ~tate laws touc~- unto bights of moral and spintual ~xce1lenc~ never
Like him they received no answer. Now men turn ing the same matter. Thus were formed ~wo dis- even attempted, much less accomplished, by any refrom the dumb oracle to ae~rch the open pages of tinct camps in~o ~hich could gather th~ friends of ligion of cither ancient or IJ?-O?ern times.
.
the book of nature, and seekmg they. find.
. . Liberal orgamzatwn, the camps res;pectivly ?f th?se
Under any bona jidtJ rehgwn, you must remam
Hence the rapid strides with whwh hum!a.mty IS demanding repeal and those favonng modificat~on chained to its ideal, whatever that may happen to be,
advancing. Every day men throw off s.ome C?f. the only of the national obscenity stat~tes, but ag;ree1~g and are not allowed to go any higher, .but ~nder
shackles imposed upon them by the1;r rebgi.ous in the main, if not wholly, concernmg the des1rab1l- glorious Freethought you can change to h1~her Ideals
teachers. The time when credence was g1v~n to Idle ity of morality laws.
·
.
whenever you please-a very necessary liberty, but
folks because they were indorsed by those m power,
Of course, at bottom, there was no real difference one utterly impossible within the bounds of any true
and submission yielded to tyrants because they ~ere between these two positions, but the repealers were religion.
"the Lord's anointed," is fad~ng f.rom our v~ew. on the side of decentralization and of local. self-govThis religio, or binding, to some special _way of
The world is a brighter, happier, better dwe~hng- ernment, and h~nce they had the symp~thies of_ an~ thinking, is wrong, however exc~U.ent the fa1th :you
place for us than it was for o.ur ancestors. It will be enlisted in their ra~ks many of ~he _ex~emists, are tied to, and alth?u~h superst1t1~~ a.nd bar.barJsm
brighter, happier, better still for our descendants who cannot see how It le~sens a mans suf_'fermgs to be hav always deemed 1t r 1ght to thus . crib, cabm, and
when we shall hav passed away.
. .
. .sent to prisoB, for no crime, by a state mstead of a confine" the human intellect, the vowe o.f rea.son and
If it be a fact that ":where th.e _spmt of the Lord IS, federal court. .
the logic of civiliza~ion are fast showmg It to be
there is liberty," then IS the spmt of the ~o~d absent
These extremists, a~ong w~om I of co~se number wrong, and its abolishment must surely f.ol~ow. It
from all religious bodies? The most Christian com- myself, though not ~a?sfied with the attitude of the all comes down at last. to this, .that true rehgwn conmunities are those where tyrant~ hav most power. League, were yet Willml? to tak~ hal~ a .loaf, and ~elp sists in binding the mmd, hopn~g ther~by to prevent
Wherever freedom may be found It ca~ ?e ~rac.ed to the League in so far as It 'Ya~ right m Its war a~amst all change from its particular. faith, while true goodthe exercises of human reaso~. Chn~tiamty mcul- the common foes, the Christians a~d the modifie~s. ness consists largely in breakmg .all such fe~ters, thus
cates only blind faith and ent1r~ obed1en~e, and re- A.nd so we never hav attempted to mtroduce genum leaving the mind free to follow virtue, acqmre knowlligious people are only toler~nt m_propor.twn as t~ey repeal resolutions.
edge, and !nstitute prowess through the only.means
admit a mixture ?f. secu_lar1sm With their teachml?.
But now. that overtures hav been made to the mod- by which It can practiCally ever be done, v1z., unThe doctrin of or1gmal sm assumes tha~ the pur~mt ifiers, the time has come for the ~ght to ass~me a trammeled reason. Even the lea~t and most humanof knowledge and the exercise of the will are cr1m- triangular form, and I h~pe that ~h1s .opportumty for itarian of religions is, li~e a mild f?rm of chattel
nal and caused the ruin of the human race. That us to challenge the pubhc attentiOn m be.half of our slavery, a crime against hberty and vntue, for upon
do~trin is the foundation on which the churches are righteous principles will not be lost. It Is a matter the complete emancip~tion of thought depend the
erected. Hemove it, and they tumble to the ground of the deepest regret to me that I cannot be at the freedom and hope of umversal man. GEo. N. HrLL.
-no fall, no atonement, no first Adam, no need for a Congress this fall, but I trust th~t s~me clear-headed
Bm;ton, Mass., July 2G, A.B. 284.
co d
reformer who shall be there will mtroduce repeal
----- ____,.....,.h__.___
se T:e iiberty which Paul offered the
resolutions having the right ring
covering the
'f'he Hurst Phenomenon.
exactly that which preachers hav always been willmg whole ground. It is of no use to temporize longer; the
To 'rHE Enrron oF TnE TnU'rH S~tEKEn 8ir: E. B.
to allow their hearers. It was the liberty to listen ~o League has been placed in a P?sition where it must l!'oote Jr. has "dipped his pen " to befog the readhi's teaching, to believe his utterances, and. adopt ~Is go backward or forward-or dw.
E. C. WALKEn.
'
'
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e rw s o . Iss urs
f
d
t
principles but nlilver to dissent rom or Ispu e WI
Kiowa, Kan.
hav been explained ov~r and over again, bu~ the pubhim.
ye followers of me" .(1.
16).
lie seem to care nothmg for the explanatiOns. Dr.
libertv is that which secularization IS spreadmg
Freetllought vs. Bond 'l'hought.
Foote ought to know that no one can do a trick at
throughout the world. It means fr~edom o~ t~m;tght,
The word "religion" is derived from relig_io- first trial with grace and ease, any more than a man
speech, and action, restrained only m each mdiV?d~al
f
t tl
th fir t tt
t
A. A. B
. . .
case by the equal rights of others. What Christian "binding;" and Freethinkers, there ore, .tre B ric Y can skate with ease at e s a emp .
liberty is, let the apostle himself explain. "Let every correct in declaring th&t, however benev?lent any. resoul be subject unto the higher powers. For there ligion may appear at first glance, its ulti~ate obJect
I WILLINGLY rank myself with that class wh? hav
f G d th
th
t
be
are
or
must
be-unless
it
would
prove
false
to
Its
namerelinquished
all ambition., except t.hat of dl.!iadmg a
is no power but o o ; e powers a
- to put fetters of some kind. upon. the freedom of
dained of God" (Hom. xiii, 1).
h h ll
f peaceful and agrE~eable hfe; there IS a me. mm conThose were dark ages when the doctrins of Paul, thought; and this is a practiCe w lC a 1overs o dition to which I desire to conform, neither com.
manding nor being commanded; but always preservfalsely attributed ~o Jesus, ha? power over me:r;t· humanity should resist to the utmost.
The world stood still, or was agitated, not by sentiA. "religion" that does not atte~pt. to bm~ .the ing my liberty.-Socmles.
ments of benovolence and humanity, but by those of mind is no religion at all, because bmdmg-reltgwcruelty and oppression. Luckily fox us, we go on, being the plan, and the human mind being .the prey,
WHY dost not wait for thy e'ld in tranquility,
daily repeating the act attributed to our first parents, it necessarily follows that mental bonda~e IS always whether it is extinction or removal to another state?
plucking fruit from the tr~e of. knowle~ge. Thus and everywhere the ultimate aim and obJect of every A.nd until that time comes, what is sufficient? Why,
surely, if slowly, ignorance. IS bemg bamshed from genuin relit:>"ion. I ea~·nes~ly_ hope, t~erefo;re, that what else than to venerate the Gods and to bless
among us slavery put to flight, and we are enable.d the time will come when rehgwn-or, I~ pl~:~.En£- them, and to do good to men and to yractice tolerIen s
. t? M. A A t
to exclai·m' . "Where the spirit of man is, there IS lish mental slavery-will be as abhorren to a
Of l'1·berty as is i.ts twin barbarism, chattel slavery, ance and self-restram -+rL • ..<':1 • ..t1'1l omnus.
E • J • B OWTELL.
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We wish that our subscribers who are in
arrears would make a special effort to pay up.
During the summer months our book sales are
small, and we hav to depend upon the subscrip·
tions coming in to pay expenses, which are just
as heavy now as ever. We know that business
generally is dull, that 4' times are hard," but
the amounts are so small individually that it
would seem no one can be inconvenienced by
. paying his dues, while in the aggregate they foot
up large, and mean everything to us. It is un·
pleasant to us to dun our friends, and money is
never asked for till imperativly needed; now we
must hav it to pay bills with. A. good many
hundreds of dollars are due on subscriptions, so
we are not asking a favor, but simple justice
and square dealing between friends. It is usual
for papers to exact pay in advance, but we hav
never adopted the rule, believing that Liberals
are honest enough not to cheat the printer.
But the accommodation sorely tries our re·
sources., and the readers ought not to force us to
wait longer than they can help.
J@""

A. Constitutional Crisis in England.
Just now England is in a ferment over the refusal
by the House of Lords to read a second time the
new franchise bill. Popular meetings are being held,
attended by tens of thousands of men, all clamoring
for a more liberal franchise act, and denouncing the
Lords for standing in the way. The upshot of the
tumult will probably be, unless the House of Lords
recedes from the position taken, that new Lords
favorable to the bill will be created by the Commons,
or if not sustained in this, Mr. Gladstone will appeal
to the country, and a new election be held.
This new franchise bill would create about two
millions of new voters-citizens who hav heretofore
borne the burdens of, but had no voice in choosing,
the government. The House of Commons is emphatically in favor of the new act, it is championed
by the responsible representativ of the crown, and
its justness is acknowledged by even the House
which has blocked its passage. But the Lords decline to help it along until they shall be satisfied
it will not peril their position as the aristocratic clog
6n the wheels of government. These hereditary
rulers are afraid of the two millions of votes they hav
disfranchised so long. The contest is, therefore, an
effort on their part to preserve their prerogativ-in
other words, to stay the tendency towards democracy
everywhere visible in England. It is a fight between
hereditary and representativ government. Either
the ministry and House of Commons must do the
bidding of the Lords, and acknowledge the supremacy of the aristocratic principle of government, or
the Lords must bow to the will of the representativ
House.
Ita this contest the church has a vital interest.
Democracy means disfstablishment, and disestablishment means the loss of millions of pounds of revenue
per annum to the fat and worthless drones who occupy
high official stations by virtue of their own skill, and
that of their predecessors, in playing upon the fears
of the people. Money for the church is now collected from every rate-payer in England by the state;
should the ~wo be separated, the church must beg

•

instead of having it stolen for her. Naturally in this
crisis the church is with the Lords.
But neither the church nor the peers will be able
to delay for many years the advent of the bright
time for England when her government shall be a republic, and her church dependent upon voluntary
contributions for support. The Freethinkers of the
United Kingdom are pushing ahead to this, and,
outside of them, the number in favor of disestablishment is almost a majority, and the advocates of a republic are rapidly increasing. Ten years will witness great changes in England. It is doubtful if the
Prince of Wales ever occupies the throne his mother
must, in the natural order of things, soon vacate.
And Bradlaugh will be the Paine, if not the Washington, of the English republic.

The Mormon Bible.
Richmond, Mo., is a place that has had fame unexpectedly thrust upon it. The cause of its glory is the
residence within its limits of David Whitmer, .the
only surviving member of the combination of what
one paper calls fools and knaves who founded the
Mormon church. Mr. Whitmer declares that he has
in his possession the original manuscript of the Book
of Mormon, and several members of that branch of
the Mormon church which does not uphold polygamy
hav recently called upon him for the purpose of comparing late editions of the book with the so-called
original text.
Upon the origin of this Book of Mormon lay authorities very generally agree. It was written by the
Rev. Solomon Spaulding, a graduate of Dartmouth
College, "who amused himself by composing historical and speculativ romances relating to the origin of
the races that formerly inhabited this continent:•- One
of the manuscripts of Mr. Spaulding was surreptitiously obtained by Sidney Rigdon, who took it to
Joseph Smith, whose scheming brain devised the
monstrous fraud of Mormonism. Smith declared it
to be a translation of the gold plates he pretended he
had found under the direction of an angel of the
Lord, buried in the soil of Ontario county, this state.
The manuscript now in the possession of Mr. Whitmer is a copy of this made by Oliver Cowdery, from
dictation of Smith, who concealed himself behind a
suspended blanket and pretended to translate from
his golden plates. Whitmer was such a dupe that
when Smith published his book he testified that an
angel of God came down from heaven and placed before them the plates of which the book was said to be
a translation. The existence of the plates was still
further testified to by Christian, Jacob, Peter, and
John Whitmer; by Joseph, Hyrum, and Samuel
Smith; by Hiram Page, Oliver Cowdery, and Martin
Harris; but this last personage, according to a Rev.
Dr. Eddy, denied that he had ever seen the plates or
made a certificate. The fraud was fully exposed by
Mr. Spaulding's relativs, but "the exposure was unavailing with the delirious converts. They clung to
it as thousands of Christians cling to the Pentateuch
as the work of Moses, even though the whole world
knows better. The original Book of Mormon denounced polygamy in these words:
" There shall not any man among you hav save it be one
wife; and concubines he shall hav none. For I, the Lord
God, delighteth in the chastity of women."

This prohibition occurs twice in the same chapter,
"Book of Jacob," ii, and polygamy is denounced
again in the "Book of Mosiah," vii. All the editions
of the Mormon Bible contain these prohibitions, but
they are annulled and superseded by a special revelation to Joseph Smith, in 1843, by which plural marriage is enjoined.
Mr. W. H. B., of Washington, whom our readers will
hav no difficulty in recognizing, in a letter to the Sun
of this city exposes, upon internal evidence, the humbug of the book. He considers only the beginning,
but in the first five pages he finds ample reason to
condemn the clumsiness of the attempt. The story
goes:

Red Sea in three days (the shortest distance to its
eastern gulf being 160 miles in a straight line, or to
the Gulf of Suez 200 miles), there is no river emptying into the northern section of the Red Sea, nor, indeed, any considerable stream in the southern half.
The Book of Mormon repeats whole chapters of
King James's translation of the Bible, with only the
slightest variations, caused by careless reading or im~
perfect memory. Twelve chapters of Isaiah (ii-xiv)
are copied out into the second book of Nephi. The
entire Sermon on the Mount, with some omissions
and additions, is found in the "Book of Nephi, the
son of Nephi."
'
The pretended translator of the mythical plates
Mr. Burr finds to hav been a blockhead and a lunatic.
The grammax is shocking-for example: "When they
had arriven;" "which fleeth from the shepherd and
scattereth, and are driven and are devoured;" "should
hav wore these bands;'' "how had ye ought to;''
"neither is there any conditions;" :• all mankind
which ever were ever since the fall of Adam;" "consider on the blessed state;" "I hav spoken plain:"
"whm;e flames ascendeth;" "with all your whole soul;"
"him who has created you and art preserving you;"
"had ye not ought to;" "I saw wars and rumors of
wars;" "did rebel against us, yea, against I, Nephi
and Sam." Hundreds of similar instances might be
cited.. The story continues that after a few years,
and further travel in the wilderness, the family pitched
their tents on the shore of a sea which they " called
Irreantum, which, being interpreted, is many waters."
Here Nephi, with the help of the Lord, built a ship,
and using a" compass which had been prepared of
the Lord," he navigated the sea. Two of his younger
brothers, born in the wilderness, m·utinied and
bound Nephi; but then the compass ceased to work,
and in order to save themselvs from shipwreck they
unbound their brother, who took the compass again,
and it did work. Nephi also prayed for the storm to
abate, and there was a great calm. By-and-by they
reached the promised land, where they cultivated the
earth with " seeds brought from the land of J er usalem." They found cows, oxen, goats, asses, horses,
and " all manner of wild animals which were for the
use of men." There, also, they found gold, silver, and
copper ore, out of which Nephi made the plates, and
upon these plates he "did engraven the record;" which
record, he tells us at the beginning, ia " in the language of his father, which consists of the learning of
the Jews and the language of the Egyptians."
There is no doubt that such a book needs revising
as badly as does the Christian Bible. In f'!'ct, the
histories of the two books are much alike, except
that the authorship of the Book of Mormon is better
established, and has never been made the subject of
discussion in quite so many councils. But there is
no danger of running counter to fact in saying that
one contains quite as much truth as the other; that
the inspiration of Joe Smith was as real as that of
Moses; and that the Bock of Mormon is as much a
revelation from God as the Christian scriptures.
Christianity has no solider basis than has Mormonism; Christ was no more the Lord's chosen than Joseph Smith; without their St. Pauls and Brigham
Youngs, neither would hav been known to-day. Mormonism, however, is valuable as showing how religions
grow, and a hundred parallels could be drawn between it and the stupendous system which for fifteen
hundred years has beguiled and misguided a large
portion of the civilized world. Both are inferior in
many ways to pre-existing and contemporary faiths,
Christianity, especially, as it existed up to the sixteenth century, being no improvement on the pagan
mythology it supplanted. Mormonism omits much
of the lasciviousness of the Old Testament, and
Smith's subsequent polygamous revelation is no lower
than the plain teachings, by permission and practice,
of the saints figuring in the "holy " SCl'iptures. Why
the Christians should hate the Mormons is incompre~
hensible to us, unless it be because hypocrits dislike
those who practice openly what they only do in private.

Lehi, having incurred the wrath of the Jews, and being
in danger of his life, is warned by God in a dream to depart
from Jerusalem with his family, consisting of a wife and four
Back Numbers Wanted.
sons,.the youngest of whom is Nephi. This in the first year
of the reign of Zedekiah, the last king of Judah (610-588 B.c.).
To make our files of this year perfect we need a
The family journey three days in the wilderness, and pitch
few
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 5, 1884.
their tent "by the side of a river of water,'' ''near the mouth
thereof,'' which river, the writer says, his father called "Laman, Anyone having a copy of that date to spare will
greatly oblige by mailing it to this office. In payand it emptied into the Red Sea."

Here the fabricator, comments Mr. Burr, has ment the sender may select any ten-cent pamphlet in
"given himself away." Aside from the impossibility our catalog. We would also like, on the same terms,
of a family w~in~ a ~ou:rney fro~ Je:r;~s!lolem to th~ Ill few numbers of March 15, 1884.
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Politics.
Lately we hav been the recipient of many inquiries
as to the standing of the various political candidates,
and for which the Liberals can most consistently vote.
Now, we are not the keeper of men's consciences~
do not aspire to dictatorship in politics, and deprecate
the efforts in that direction of some of our leaders.
The regularly constituted parties in the field are
the Democratic, Republican, Prohibition Home Protection, American Prohibition, National Christian,
Anti-Monopoly, Greenback-Labor, and Benjamin F.
Butler. The two leading candidates are, of course,
Grover Cleveland, and James G. Blaine, representing
respectivly the Democratic and Republican officeseekers. The candidates of the other parties, in the
o:rder named, are John P. St. John, ex-governor of
Kansas, Samuel C. Pomeroy, better known as Old
Subsidy Porn., Jonathan Blanchard, and Benjamin
F. Butler, who is a candidate of the three last
named. Mr. Cleveland is a broad-minded Presbyterian-that is, a Presbyterian who has partially outgrown his creed. He is the man used by the County
Democracy wing of the Democrats of this state on
account of the immense majority by which he was
made governor of the state. His "boss" is Daniel
Manning, proprietor of the Albany Argus. This wing
is the Protestant branch of the Democracy, and Mr.
Cleveland has been the object of much Catholic
abuse. This abuse is the result of two vetoes-one
of the appropriation of $20,000 for the Catholic Protectory, the other of an item in the supply bill for the
special employment and payment of Catholic clergy
ministering to convicts i11 the prisons under the exclusiv contl'Ol of the state. The reasons for the first
veto was that the support of the Protectory was more
properly chargeable to New York city, whose juvenil
delinquents are sent there, and for the further reason
that the grant would tend "to subject the state
ti·easury to demands on behalf of all classes of sectarian institutions, which a due care for the money
of the state and a just economy could not concede,
and which would yet hav a justification in precedent."
If Mr. Cleveland honestly held these views, and has
the courage of his convictions, it is surprising he did
not veto all the. sectarian app1·opriations, instead of
just this extra one for the Protectory ! The reason
for the second veto is this, as stated by his managers
for the campaign: " In aU cases of official action concerning charitable or religious bodies, Governor
Cleveland has
asked, ' What are my powm·s
as the servant and agent of the whole" people ?' And
as a public officer he has felt unable to assent to the
disposition of public moneys for any purpose not
strictly public." If Mr. Cleveland had always lived
up to these words, more religious institutions than
the Catholic Protectory would hav gone without their
appropriations.
Payment of Protestant chaplains
in the state prisons is no more a public need than the
payment of Catholic clergy. A one-sided record will
not suit Liberals. Strict and invariable justness is
what is demanded from ou1· rulers, and that would
veto every appropriation of money for religious uses.
Mr. Cleveland has not been consistent in this, and
has shown himself, we think, more anxious to hit the
Catholics than to promote state secularization.
Mr. Blaine introduced in 1875 in the House of
Representativs a resolution for state secularization.
So far as it went it was complete. We hav quoted it
twice this year, but it is short, and we will again introduce it:
"No state shall make any law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; and no
money raiserl by taxation in any state for the support of public schools, or derived from any public fund therefor, nor any
public lands devoted thereto, shall ever b~ under the control
of any religious sect; and no m?~eys so raised or la~ds ~o d~~
voted shall be divided among rehgrous sects or denommatwns.

So far as we know all of Mr. Blaine's utterances on
this subject hav been in keeping with this resolution.
Col. Ingersoll once told Horace Seaver that Blaine
was" a thoroughly Liberal-minded man." Information from other sources has convinced us that the
Republican candidate is a Freethinker. But-and
the "but" in this case is a big one-'-he is a politician,
and knows where the votes are. He permits his
or,.an, the New York Tnbune, to make him out a very
pi~us New England Congregationalist, and in his short
speech to the notification committee he used the
word God as glibly as his pastor could; and his letter of acceptance makes reference to the great care
that mythical personage is supposed to exercise over
this country. I£ Mr. Blaine is a Freethinker, he is
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also a bit of a demagog, and we hav little respect for will be plenty of time for that at Cassadaga Lake. · There, we
that kind of people-too little to vote for him. For thoroughly agree, it will be a very serious matter not to forfeit
the u11efulness of the new organization by the election of unfit
the sake of popularity and a second term he might men to office."
extend favors to his country's enemies.
Following, as it does, this paragraph, the foregoing
Jonathan Blanchard, the candidate of the National
is funny:
Christian party, is the Gad-in-the-Constitution man.
"Split up in hostil factions, the Liberals of America hav
He is a representativ 'of his party, and the bare men- remained weak, and failed of some of the great aims which it
tion of the name is sufficient. No right-minded man, is their special mission to realize. OppresstJd by this sense of
no patriot, will ever vote for a united church and failure, they are now making efforts to unite and concentrate
their forces on the one issue concerning which there is general agreestate.
·
Mr. Pomeroy is the nominee of a party composed ment'-state secularization. This movement toward union ha.y won
the favor and support q( nearly all Liberal y'ournals, as well as qf
of about equal parts of prohibition and God-in-the Liberals throughout. the counl?1J."
Constitution. The platform is particularly strong on
If the basis of state secularization has already been
"Christian morality," and on the principle ·that a agreed upon by nearly all the Liberal joul'llals and
noted drunkard makes a good temperance orator, prominen~ Liberals, it would seem that the plan of
Mr. Pomeroy poses as the candidate of virtue. His action is well determined, and that the nomination of
pose is s~atuesque but very impracticable.
officers who will not "forfeit the usefulness of the new
Ex-Gov. John P. St. John is the regular Prohibi- organization" is very timely. The action at Cassation candidate.~ The party platform embraces many daga Lake should be calm, deliberate, and well
goQd things-the planks on money, public lands, thought over. The best men for the purposes conwoman suffrage, etc., being just in their outcome, templated should be put in place. In a convention
whatever the motiv influencing their insertion-but which may be heated, and must be hurried, mistakes
it, too, is nauseatingly pious. It begins by acknowl- can easily be made. Much better is it to discuss all
edging "Almighty God as the rightful sovereign of matters beforehand.
all men,from whom the just powers of government are
derived," and closes by prasing their God " for the
Is Mr. Walker Pre11aring to Sece{le 1
presence of his spirit." As the fundamental principle
In the latest issue of Lucije1· this appears, signed
of the American republic is that governments derive
"W.:"
their just powers from the consent of the govemed, this "The latest suggestion from TnE 'rnu'l'H "SEEKER and from
party is plainly not the one for the suffrages of true llfan in I"egard to the League Congress the coming fall is that
American citizens. As Dr. 1\'lonroe alliterativly, but it will be held at Cassadaga Lake, New York, immediately folpertinently, puts it: "When the battle is between lowing the adjournment of the National Couvention of the
beer and the Bible the sensible moral man can stand New York State Freethinke1·s' Association. 'l'his would be
practically a surrender to the latter body, and a verification of
aside and let it rage. If to be rid of gin ·we must my predictions regarcling the results of the umlue prominence
embrace Jesus we beg to be excused. A sober com- given the Rociety by the eastern Liberals.
munity we want to see; but if that sobriety must be "'rhe idea of hohling a National Congress or Convention of
bought by a surrender to the church-by the putting any kind in New York is absurcl. Do Now York Liberals
that the centers of population and of Itadical thought
of Jehovah in the Constitution-the price is too high, imagin
aro east of Ohio? Do they hug the delusion that after 1\ state
and we cannot purchase."
society shall htw, to all pmctical intents and purpoHes, abWith the Anti-Monopoly and other reform partiee sorbed the Nntional Liberal Longue, woof tho West Hhnll
who hav nominated 1\Ir. B. F. Butler, we are heartily maintain our connection with the metmuorphoserl association
in the far East? Has it never occurred to them that it is posin sympathy. But with us state secularization is the sible for us to form a ·western Frcothinkem' Association, or
paramount issue. It transcends all others in impor- Northwestern and Southwestern :Freethonght societies? IIav
tance, for it is the bedrock on which must rest all they never heard of the Brotherhood of Humanitarians, with
just government. These parties hav not seen fit to headquarters at Liberal, Mo., which is rapidly spreading and
but tho adherence of Western Leaguers to enahlo it to
recognize thi~:> claim, and we do not propose to go into needs
Hmother out every League west of tho Mississippi'/ 'l'o be
their society u11invited. So far they hav given no sure, the latter association is Hlightly indefinit and somewha~
evidence that they would be more favorable to our namby-prunbyish, but this will not he for long, I think, and it
purpose than the old organizations. Indeed, Butler's is taking hold of educativ, construetiv work with no small derecord is more barren of Freethought sentiments than gree of vigor and with large promis of success.
"'l'o hold the Congress of the League at Chicago, or MilBlaine's or Cleveland's. He belongs to the worldly waukee,
or St. Louis, is no hardship to eastern Liberals.
church-the Episcopal-which is next door to Roman- Even then, delegates from west of tho Mississippi find their
ism in forms, if not in faith. But as Butler has not expense bills larger than those of their New York and MasS!tyet accepted their nominations, it may be premature chusetts brethren, while Paciiie coast Preethinkors find it alto discuss him as their candidate. He is a party by most impossible to get so far cast, even as the above named
cities.
himself, and if his utterances at the Democratic con"'l'o sum up all in a word: Do tho New York commrleswant
vention at Chicago are his platform, there is nothing everything?
W."
in it to attract Liberals, as such, however much they
Bolting is a freeman's 1·ight, and is quite the style
may sympathize with the reforms he is.popularly sup- this summer. Mr. W. has au undoubted right to
posed to represent.
start all the Western, Northwestern, and SouthwestAnd so, surveying the political field from the eleva- ern associations he pleases, and so far as they work
tion of secularization, we see no opening for the Lib- for secularization we will help them if we can. But
eral forces. On general principles it is always well such societies could hardly be called national.
to go with the progressionists, if such there be, but
it is questionable which is the least desirable-a good A COIIRESPONlJJW'£ of a Hoosic Palls paper is traveling West.
candidate of a bad party, or a bad candidate of a When he reached Carthage, Mo., he heard of LiLeral, and in
good party. In the present mixed state of affairs we his letter discourses of that place as follows:
see no other way but for each to work and vote ac- 'l'here is a town some forty miles from Carthage thnt perhaps is worthy of mention. It is the town of Liberal, situated
cording to the best light attainable for his (it ought on
the Fort tlcott nnd Gulf Itailroarl, surrounded by rich, rollalw to be her) individual self, or join Mr. Tucker's ing prnirie, anrl bountifully supplied with rich gifts of the
creator, bnt, surrounded as they are with every evidence of 11
party and refrain from going to the polls. And by- supreme
grand master, the inh!tbitants hav boldly stepped
and-by the Liberals will hav strength to form out and declared themselvs irrevoc!tbly opposecl to all seca party with the high aims that actuated the Re- tarian clmrches and church organizations. They boast with
seeming pride that they hav no church, no preacher or priest,
publicans in the days of Lincoln, or, earlier still, and no saloons. They hav no hell, no God, no devil, no dewhen Jefferson taught the principles of govern- bauchery, no drunkenness. 'l'hey believe in but one world at
a time and a heaven of their own making. Every person is
ment which hav made his name a synonym for esteeU:ed by his or her mental worth, rnther than for the
pure democracy, a government of, for, and by the amount of faith he or she may poEsess. 'rhey recognize the
of man, woman, and child. 'l'hey substitute a good
people. There is a wealth of true statesmen in the nobility
hall, with staging and furniture, suitable for amateur plays,
country, and no lack of work for them to do, but un- for the church which they use on Sunday llights. They hav
for lo'ng sermons, reading room and library for safortunately they are not in the front, ancl the work is lectures
loons, social gatherings instead of pmyer-n!eetings; "'l'he Age
lost sight of in the scramble for pelf and power.
of Heason " by 'l'homas l'aine, for the Btble; Ingersoll and

A Delphic Utterance.
The Radical Review is good enough to observe that
"Some of om Liberal contemporaries in the East are already
amusing themselvs with suggesting candidates for the offices
of the new organization to be formed. Is the politician among
even us? It would be now encouraging to note a lively discussion of ihe principles that arc to form the basis of the new
Liberal organization. Let us first elaborate such basis, and
agree on a plan of action, before we waste much time in praising our friends and commending their election to office. '.rhere

his works for Jesus and the New 'Testament. They hav morality without religion, prosperity without a God, happiness
and harmony without the 'l'en Commandments. They hav
become truly Infit!elized, and bav built up thoir town on the
principle of manhood without sectarianism, and hnmrmity
without superstition. 'L'hcy practice the art of doing good,
being happy, industrious, sober, and independent. They hav
no short-cuts to glory and flowery beds of ease, but go on the
principle that ~very man shall earn what he gets, and get
what he earns. There no m11n is ostracized on account of his
disbelief in any of the popular religions, but it ·is the Wol'st
place in the world for a person to go to lead a profligate and
wayward life. Drunkenness and its kindred vices are not toleratecl. All the good in mtm is cultivated, and bacl discarded.
Such is life in some parts of the "far West,"
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THAT INFIDELITY?
NEWPORT, ME., July 20, 1884.
IV!B. EDITOR: If the sentiments advocated by your correspondent George T. Bruce represent Infidelity, then Infidelity and
Christianity occupy the same platform, and advocate the same
principle, "Believe or be damned." The Christian church
neecl hav no fears of Infidels at present. Com~>tock, you hav
a friend in California.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
IS

MILWAUKEE, Wis., July 21, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Please discontinue the notice of the Milwaukee
Liberal League, which you hav kindly inserted in your column of "Liberal Meetings" for some months past. We hav
adjourned till September 7th next, on account of hot weather,
camp-meetings, etc.
Our present League has not only proved a success, but has
demonstrated the fact that such a society can be maintained
in this city. We had about sixty members, with new accessions at every meeting, and hope when we meet in the fall to
swell our numbers to an even hundred.
Who will be the coming president of the National Liberal
League? Wakeman c&n't be beat, but he declines to longer
serve. Then let it be Col. R. G. Ingersoll, if he will a.ccept.
I know of no one who would be more acceptable to the Freethinkers at large. He is not only a "big gun," but always has
plenty of ammunition to fire off.
R. A. STUART.

for one lecture. And I am frank to say I believe the editor is
right. So Liberals need not hav any fears when Dr. York is
coming that he will fail. Let Liberals write him, for he is as
good as any you hav anywhere.
Well in our little school here we hired a nice young Christian lady from the East to teach for us. The first thing she
did was to open school by reading the Bible and prayer. The
Christians were well pleased, and soon began to whisper
around of me, "What will he do?" I waited patiently for
two weeks, when I copied the Montana school law and sent it
to her. That ended the good Chlistian services. The good
lady said that was the first time she knew it was contrary to
law to pray in Montana. My good Christian neighbors were
horrified that the law of 1\fontana was such, and that any
poor devil would object.
Now let our friends throughout this territory of Montana
see that no public school uses the Bible, for it is contrary to
law.
Dn. W. J. STovER.
CAWKER CITY, KaN., July 21, E.M. 284.
MR. EDITOR: I am just in receipt of C. Garwood's report of
the fund to procure for old man Hasket a hundred dollars'
worth of bees that are believed to be sufficient to enable him
from thi~ tim~ to earn his own living, and it seems that afjer
two months' trial he has not been able to procure them-that
out of thousands of what are called Liberals just eighteen hav
respondecl. These hav done well enough, but there are not
enough of them. Now I wish to speak in language not to ue
misunderstood. I would not giv one damn for a million of
such sham Liberals. If they hav no better love of suffering
humanity than that, all their professions are nothing but bosh,
and they would clisgrace the devil's frying-pan. I promised
in the beginning that if the sum was not made up I would try
again, and I shall, but if the Infidels don't rush to the front
and pei·manently help that man I shall never pay one dollar
in any shape into any Infidel institution or charity, or for any
Liberal paper, lecture, or book, or for any similar purpose;
but I will be a miserable, mean, avaricious hog, and hoard up
every cent that I can lay my hand on to keep me in old age;
for that is 'just the way these Infidels will treat me in my necessity. His with the most terrible feelings that I write this,
for I hav carefully, for long years, watched the illiberality of
self-styled Liberals. If to help the poor is not the first article
in any creed or belief, I care not to hear any other thing its
supporters hav to say.
Gzo. W. CHAPMAN, M.D.

where heaven they say is located; the former that the spirits
float aroun~ in .the air am~ngs~ us, and can b~ called up, as .a
drove of pigs IS fed, and reviewed by certam ones at their
will. On~ is abo~1t as ~ooli~h as the other, and no really sane
man, I thmk, believes m either.
Yours for solid facts, and success for our cause,
H. B. JoNES.
---AuRORA, OHIO, July 27, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I was somewhat flattered with hopes when I
became a life member of the Liberal League that a new republie might spring into existence. But I found that I was not
yet through with disappointments, and the invitation is now to
meet at Cassadaga and "deal" anew. It is admissible to deal
over sometimes after mistakes, if the parties wish to continue
the game.
In my long acquaintance with THE TRUTH SEEKER and its
patrons, I hav learned that there is a great variety, of opinions,
social, political, and religions, among Liberals. With many I
stand in about the same relation as I do with church-members.
With them, I am wanting in faith, and when I find one as
faithless as myself, he is perhaps looking at me across a political gulf.
It does not look encouraging, but if well shufll.ed up we may
get a new trump, and new hands; and this does not avoid every
difficulty, since in games somebody is always to be beaten, and
in our case success is for all.
I think of going to Cassadaga and trying a rubber in a fair,
gamey way, ancl if lilY partners do not like me there is plenty
for me to do at home in the future.
As to a new name, let me suggest, "The New Republic."
This squints politically in time-so much the better-Jeffersonwarcl.
I discover that you hav made some use of "The New Theology," by the Rev. George G. Lyon, in the Popular Science
J'Ionthly. Every Sunday I hav the pleasure of hearing him,
and it is useful to listen to a large-minded man. He is trying
to dress up the old theology so as to make it more acceptable
to modern taste. His" New Theology," however, if joined
with our "New Republic,"would make a union of church and
state noways alarming.
N. EGGLESTON.

ELMIBA, MrcH., June 22, E.M. 284.
Mn. EDITOR: I notice in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 21st
that Mrs. Severance finas fault with the motto of" One world at
a time," and claims that the phenomena of Spiritualism belong,_ to this world's affairs. I believe that all theological
men claim the same for theirs. Now, I, being a Materialist
ancl unacquainted with spiritual phenomena, would like to
nsk him a few questionB, which I hope he will kindly answer
for my enlightenment. Fhst, in order to retain our identity,
we must hav a material form, must we not? If not, how shall
we distinguish between two nothings? If the animal, man, re,tains such identity, does not all matter retain such identity? If
_ PnovmENCE, ABK., July 20, 1883.
so, then what would there be to produce new identities or
forms? We, as Materialists, claim that the change called
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of your paper from time to
death only changes this form and looses this identity, the mattime for several years, my father, J. Petty, of LaCrosse, Wis.,
ter going back to produce other forms.
Death only ends the
being one of your correspondents, and sending me a copy now_
MT. VEnNoN, IND., June 30, 1884.
form, not the material, nor does it set it aside beyond the power
ancl then. You allvocate the principles that I like, and as I
MR.
EDITOR:
Inclosed
please
find
$3.00
for
THE
TRUTH
of reproduction. It seems to me that such a process would exhad but little Sunday-school nonsense rubbed into me while
haust the material of this world of ours. Will the doctor SEEKER. Remember I am slightly in arrears.
young, I am very stubborn in my way of thinking.
Ideas on different subjects crowd on me so quickly that I
please answer, and .accommodate a Materialist whose motto is
I hav always tried to avoid crowding my views upon anyone,
hardly know what to write first. Thanks to Mr. Hacker .and but being a school-teacher, I am compelled to express myself
"One world at a time?"
G. G. GABRION.
other Infidel agitators, Congress has at last begun to make in a manner which clearly shows my clisbelief in that relic of
land-robbers disgorge. I see the growing popular sentiment
DowAGIAC, MICH., July 20, 1884.
barbarism, the Bible.
MR. EDITOR: I hav this moment read Mrs. Juliet H. Sever- is even echoed in the National Republicaa platform.
Almost every lesson in the natural sciences will bring up
If Mr. Talmage means to say that previous to 1870 Spiritance's" Protest," in your pape1·of the 19th inst., and I wish to
the subject in some shape or other. A. preacher picked up A.
ualism
caused
more
insanity
than
religion,
I
wish
to
say,
on
add mine most earnestly. She has expressed my sentiments
J. Davis at my boarding-house, and declared from the pulpit
exactly. No such men as Bundy are wanted in the League. my own responsibility, that he is an ignoramus or a liar. In that I was an Infidel, and warned the people not to send their
We hav no use for them. When honorable, whole-souled proof of this I will trot out some figures. Just watch and see children to me for instruction. Yet, in spite of his denuncimen cannot be found to officer the League, then turn it over if they don't "work like niggers." Quoting from the official ation, my qualifications as an instructor gave me a fair patronto the women. Ancllet me say, right here, that the National reports of the Pennsylvania Insane Hospital, I find that from age.
Liberal League will never succeed till it does justice to woman. the year 1841 to 1847 the institution had 3,041 inma~es. 189
I hav been torm.ented with questions, and discussions hav
And now I wish to write upon another subject, so will not of them, or more than one-twentieth of the entire number, been forced upon me-not for the purpose of finding facts, but
"extend remarks," liB the preachers say. When THE TRUTH were insane from religious excitement. Cases caused by Spir- faults-until I am ready to saciifice my property, and everySEEKER of ,Tune 28th came to hand with the beautiful engrav- itualism~O,OOO. In the Longview Lunatic Asylum, of Ohio, thing but my opinions, to seek a more favorable location.
ing of the monument, I resolved that ere the 19th of this of 2,305 patients received up to date of report in 1870, 36 men
I know that there are thousands to-day who are in the same
month (Which was the elate of Mr. Bennett's visit here at om· and 57 women were suffering from religious excitement. Vic- condition, and who can sympathize with me. My object in
home, and which was yesterday) I would forward you money tims of Spiritualism-none. In the Northern Ohio State Lu- making this statement is that you may print it in THE TRUTH
enough to pay the last dollar of indebtedness before the anni- natic Asylum, during the years 1858, 1862, 1865, 1868, and SEEKER, so that all Liberal-minded people m~y communicate
versary came again, but by being from home I hav failed to do 1869, 764 patients were received, of whom 35 suffered from with me in regard to making my home and following my proso, and now if it has not all been contributed please let me the religious craze. Spiritualism is here charged with 5 caseR. fession among them, untrammeled and free from prejudice.
know immediately, for I want to, before the Convention ancl Out of many such reports now in my possession I giv only one
I hav a good education, a fine set of philosophical apparatus,
0ongress are held, hav it said, "It is complete !" Please no- more extract. The report of the Central Ohio Lunatic Asylum and quite a respectable library. I am unmarried, in fine health,
for 1865 states that from 1839 to 1865 3,583 patients had been
tify me, and oblige an ardent friend of D. M. Bennett.
and in the prime of my usefulness, but prefer teaching school
received. Christianity had made 354 of them crazy; SpiritualYours most thoroughly,
ABBIE KNAPP.
to following any other vocation.
ism, none.
CHAs. 0. RowE.
Anyone knowing where I can find an opportunity of buildDIANA, TEx., July 17, 1884.
ing up a good institution of learning with a reasonable hope
Mn. EDITOR: I will now forward you the petition for state
BENTON, TEx., July 26, 2H4.
of success will oblige me by wiiting to me at Providence, Searcy
secularization, with one dozen names attached thereto. I reMR. EDITOR: 1\fessrs. Putnam's and Chainey's able discourses Co., Arkansas.
D. L. PETTY.
gret that I hav not been able to obtain more, as was expected. which appeared recently in THE TimTH SEEKER show those
Some found objections to it and would not sign. Every Free- gentlemen worthy of any positions the honorable body of
July 20, 1884.
thinker and Liberal throughout the whole country should Freethinkers may bestow upon them. With such officers, and
MR. EDITOR: Since sending you names of persons whom I
send up his petition. State secularization is the one thing also many others able and willing to assist in leading our thought likely to subscribe for your paper I hav each time
that is needed. I hav delayed forwarding longer, perhaps, worthy cause, only proper co-operation and reorganization eagerly looked at the signatures of the correspondents and
than I should hav done; but I wished to obtain all the names by the Liberals in every part of our country is necessary to also the headings, in hopes of seeing a name I had sent you,
I could before doing so.
insure our cause to succeed and its strength to be felt in the but either you hav not yet come to my list or the stupidity
I hav been taking THE TRUTH SEEKER nearly two years. I near future. To that extent politicians will pay respect to upon the religious question prevents their subscribing-or
like it better and better, and would not be without it.
our demands, and priestcraft will no longer feel that it some of the many other obstacles.
I hav been trying to do some missionary work with it, but only holds the lines of power in this country-that was inSix dollars' worth of Liberal documents, purchased last
hav not yet been able to obtain any subscribers. I think it tended by its framers to be a free land instead of a church December, hav enabled my imbecil Infidel cerebrum to achas shocked the faith of some and set them to thinking. The despotism, which it is fast drifting to now. I consider the complish one task of which I am proud. A cousin who has
great trouble is getting the people to read and investigate for work before us second to none in the history of this so-called long been contemplating the missionary field, and who for
themselvs. Superstition has been so deeply instilled into free America; not even in independence declaration days, for several years did missionary work at home, a most worthy lady
some that I fear they will never be able to see the error of if let alone it will soon drift into a far worse monarchy than and devoted friend, hacl vowed that she "would never read
their way. Thanks to the genius of the age, error is being ex- when under England's rule. The fears that Franklin, Paine, any of Ingersoll's works," and up to this spring had been true
posed and dislodgecl, and truth is taking its place. Haste, ye and others of those days expressed seem really to be now fast to her word, when we again chanced to meet and the subject
wheels of time, and bring the glorious day when one of the realized. I fully agree with Mr. Putnam in advising no again arose concerning the foreign missions. Little by little
most gigantic frauds that was ever known shall be no more. concessions, or swerving from our true cause and duty to I inculcated my ideas of Infidelity, till she consented to read
Yours for free speech, free press, complete secularization, please the fancies and quibbles of any set. As he says, we -seeing that she was mistaken in her supposition that we
and equal tax.
J. M. WooDS.
desire all the aid we can get honorably, but to make conces- were insincere in our statements. Ingersoll's "Mistakes of
sions of what we know to be right, to side with any form of Moses," his "Interviews on Talmage," and a goodly number
DR, YOllK IN MONTANA.
superstition, would add no moral strength, in my opinion, to of Liberal tracts, also Gibbon's "History of Christianity," hav
our side. We would only be giving them a cudgel to flail us placed her where I myself am-among the Atheists.
SALESVILLE, MoNT., July 17, 1884.
JVIn. EDITOR: This distinguished Freethought lecturer has with. I can see not a particle of difference in this ghost-belief
I talk only to my most trustworthy friends-those who know
been delivering a series of lectures to crowded houses in Boze- business. It is all a huge humbug. When a human being my daily walks and whom I know will shield from publicity
man cluring the last week, and expects to continue this week. dies, he is very dead, and no raps or noises are'ever made by my standing should they not themselvs be converted.
I bad the pleasure of meeting him and hearing too. I found him or her afterward. It is strange to me that Spiritualists
Next week I shall send you another order for books, but can
him to be a nice gentleman and a good speaker. He handles deny the truth of the Bible, and yet often quote from it to only buy a few. Money. with me is a rarity. However, my
l:is subject well. The editor of the foremost paper in Boze- prove the ancient beliefs in ghost stories. The only difference bills you will never find standing. I pay as I go, and go as I
man said to me that he done better than Henry Ward Beecher I can see between them and Christians is that the latter be- get paid. I am now wishing the adclress of some manufacdid when he was here, whom they paid five hundred dollars lieve the spirit goes somewhere beyond the moon and stars, turer of photographer's supplies-Infidai prefered. I only
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wish equipments. for taking ".tin-types,:• or pict:u:es on a tin
plate, for a traveling car, and m the sprmg I antiCipate huckstaring in groceries and working at the cheese business until
I get enough money to complete my education. If you can
giv me the address of a wholesale grocecy house, also, you
·will be doing a favor. However, it is the photographic supply
manufacturer which is now most needed. I want Infidels if
you can find them without inconvenience to yourself, and I
should hold before each Liberal the necessity of encomaging
his Liberal friends in preference to Christians-even to discommodity. The reason is obvious. All I ask you to publish
is the addresses of those two business houses, and by doing
so you will not only do a favor for which I am thankful, but
advance the cause, as each Infidel helped givs an impetus to
the canse, and we are eager that the canse advances.
Very kindly yours,
R. A. CHAR.
[We know of no Freethinkers engaged in the bnsinesses
mentioned; but E. and H. S. Anthony, 591 Broadway, dealers
in photographic supplies, and Austin, Nichols & Co., cor. Jay,
'Hudson, and Staples sts., wholesale grocers, are reliable and
worthy firms, and considerably patronized by Freetbinkers.ED. T. S.]
CARTHAGE, Mo., July 3, 284.

Mn. EDITOR: After three months' trial subscription. to THE

I~g
it would not be recognized, he wrote underneath it, "This
IS a dog." He says, "I hav no education; no brains." He
didn't need to speak of that, for anyone who may read his
epistle would infer that at once.
The communications from Albert Cbavannes and Wm. Watson are good, and written in a style easily to be understood.
C. B. THoMPsoN.
SEATTLE, WY. T., July 13, E. !I:[. 284.
MR. EDIToR: In your issue of July.Gth is an article on woman suffrage, Wyoming territory is not given credit, as it
seems to me it should hav been, for having granted to its
women the right of suffrage. If I may 11gain be allowecl space
in your valuable paper, I shall be happy to giv some testimony
in regard to the result.
Women havbeen empaneled upon the grand and petit juries
all over the territory, and the highest eulogiumG of praise hav
been accorded them, by both bench and bar, for the uniform
good judgment and conscientious manner in which they hav
performed such duty. Your correspondent has the honor of
being a member of the grand jury in Seattle at the next term.
of court. And I wish to testify that I fai 1 to see why an ordinarily intelligent woman is not as competent to perform the
jury duty as the ordinarily intelligent man. And I believe
women on the juries are necessary to purify and elevate the
machinery of the courts.
It is necessary before a municipal election in this territory
to hav a registration of voters. We are to hav an election here
in Seattle to-morrow (the 14th) for city officers. Seven hundred women hav registered. This year, for the first time in
the history of Seattle, a mass convention was called for the
purpose of nominating a ticket. A platform was· adopted demanding a strict and rigid enforcement of the city ordinances
and laws, and required that the candidates should be honest,
efficient, and sober men.
Women bav from the first taken an activ part in the campaign, and hav called down some insults on their devoted
heads from those who are opposed to law and order, but many
of us bav been glad that this opposition has formecl a part of
the issue, because it has thereby spurred many lukewarm
women to action, and aroused the chivalry of hosts of good
men, and brought them to the front as agitators of all that is
best in politics.
I am proud to say that this year our officers are tho servants
of the women citizens of the territory as well as the men, and
that we, the women, are in a position to demand the strict
enforcement of the law, and as nearly all the laws thnt are
violated are those regulating the liquor traffic and its accompanying evils, we are earnestly working to elect men who will
carry out our wishes in this respect.
To conclude, I, with thousands of others who hav folt the
shackles of inequality lifted from our shoulders, could not be
induced to remove and exchange our f1·eedom from this territory to any state in the Union. We feel grief and pity for our
sisters all over the land who are yet in bondage.
Yours for equality,
LAURA E. HALL.

to be an honorable man, and such a oharge·against him naturally hurts. He is at present just recovering from a long fit of
sickness, and is not able to speak for himself. I trust you
will publish the accompanying letter to Corey and thus giv an
injured party a ohance for defense.
AN OPEN LETTER TO C. W. COREY.
Sir: Your letter in THE 'l'RU1.'H SEEKER denouncing S. G.
Lewis, of Grass Valley, will, if allowed to go unquestioned, do
Wl'Ong and injustice to a very worthy man. Neither "fraud"
nor "humbug" is a word that can be truthfully applied either
to Mr. Lewis or his publication. I feel qualified to speak in
this matter, for I set the type for printing the leaflets, and am
the author of one of the papers they contain. I know that
much of the matter in them was never before in pi·int. In the
first place, you mistake the number of the.pages. There are
twenty-four pages, containing the choicest thoughts of the best
writers on the sex question, carefully selected by Mr. Lewis
and arranged in paragraphs, numbered so as to be readily referred to in his private correspondence with those who seek
his advice and instruction. The leaflets were not at first designed for publio circulation, but the flattering reception they
havmet from intelligent men and women has induced the publisher to giv them a wider circulation. One lady in Michigan
writes that she bas been studying this subject sixteen years
and finds tt clearer light in these few pages than ever foun(l
before. She says she considers them worth a dollar a page,
and orders a dozen copies to distribute among her friends.
Several publi~ speakers buy in large quantities and keep them
for sale. I certainly think that had you read the tracts candidly you woulcl hav found value received for your money. If
not, then it must be bocauso yon know so much already that
further study is for you superll.uous. There are always a few
such wise persons in every community. Their words do little
harm where they are known, but publishQ(l in Trm TRuTH
SEEKER they may, like thistle down carried by the wind,
finally lodge where they will do mi3chief.
It may be true that most people would prefm· them in pamphlet form, and they will very soon appear in that shape, when
I will sencl you another copy.
RACHEL CA~IPBIILL.

TRUTH SEEKER, I feel that it is as indispensable to me as the
blood of Christ is to the Cbristia.n, and a good deal more useful. As long as I am able to scrape up a dollar or two you can
count on me as one of the regulars in the line of your subscribers. I am poor physically and financially, but rich in
mental freedom from gods and devils, and the creeds and
isms of superstition. One dollar is my pile now, so date my
subscription as far ahead as it will pay for, and by that time
I may earn a few more cart-wheel "In-God-we-trust's," and
thus swap my trust in God for a better trust in THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
I see in your "ANNUAL" that we are credited with a Liberal
League at this place. We had one here about four years ago,
but it died of chronic formality and dry rot. We had members of ability-in fact, the best brains and morality in townCAWKER CITY, KAN., ,July 25, 188-1.
but a few dudes and dudesses who had part control were too
MR. EDIToR: Some one-perhaps the author, the good old
timid about hurting the feelings of their Christian friends to
man, Lewis Masquerier-has sent me a pamphlet on "Socitake an aggre~siv course, hence the earnest Liberals got disology, or the Scientific Reconstruction of Society, Govemgusted, and it collapsed. We bav a good many Liberals here,
ment, and Property." I suppose this comes in consequence
but too many of them are moral cowards and stand in awe of
of a short article in '.rim '.rRu'rH SJCEKEH to friend Hacker on
that miserable ogre, popularity, and are but little help to our
the "homo question;" and I suppose I am oxpcctod to say
cause.
something about it, or get converted to it and Rtart to liv it
It was my misfortune to bav to spend last summer in the
out. The first is all I can do. I can giv my opinion of it,
little, rusty, moth-eaten village of St. Johns, Ohio. An orthobut to liv it out is impossible. It is strictly scientific, ancl I
dox friend of mine had heard that I was an Infidel, and the
can't be that. Why, if I wore to liv a life of strict scientific
first chance he got when there was a crowd in front of the
precision, I should bo of no more use than one of a set of
post-office he bounced me on religion, ancl I tell yon it was
mathematical instruments, and would make no more progress.
just fun, for me at least. For I always am outspoken and in
To be happy, I must make some mistakes, and then take
earnest on politics and religion, and some of the most pious
pleasure in correcting them. I must notice the ignorance and
of them had to leave the crowd, while the others stood around
mistakes of others, and set them a hotter example; but, ahove
with open mouths and horrified faces, for lo! I was the first
all, I must add to my conduct scientific principles slowly, as
real live Infidel they had ever seen, and they were disappointecl
necessity and capacity present themselvs. In short, I must
that I did not hav cloven feet, horns, and the other tnmming
BRANDoN, July 17, 284.
act myself. I hav no doubt. that Sir Isaac Newton, two hunthey suppose belongs to the devil. I tried to get a chance at
MR. EDIToR: We bav quite a number of Freethinkers here, dred years ago, made and Jlnblishod most valuable discoveries
their parso~, but he avoided me as he ';ould a pestilence. I but very few clare come out and state their honest opinions, in the sciences, useful to me, as to all other men; but alas!
bad a standmg challenge out to debate With anyone who would 1 for fear of wounding the feelings of Christian friends and in- I am ignorant of them, find hav neither time nor capacity to
accept, but alas! I had to bottle up my thunder.' No one felt juring their own business. You can't blame those who depend learn them; so I must be content with the little goocl that
like taking up the cross to fight for Jesu.s. I did so~e good, for their living on the public for keeping their belief to them- comes to me through others who hav learned and do apply
however, for I .sowed the seeds of doubt m s.everal mmds, and selvs, for they hav wives and children to support.
them. I think it quite reasonable that the land could be so
when they begm to doubt they soon grow mto- Free~hought.
If the truth were known, we hav but very few of those who divided that all should hav some, or at least a claim to soma,
I want to s~nd yon a few items before long conc~rnmg some may be classed as intellectual who really believe in the ortho- and that the rules of geometry could bo used to m11ko the
of God's soul-msurance agents, the preachers. I will send you dox faith out and out. They are not believing much in the road to the market shorter, as 1tlso to tho school ancl the
a few names of Freethinkers who might subscri~e for THE bell cloctrin, and this is but the entering of the thin end of the church, but I know that if I were to start out with 11 license to
•_rRUTH SEEKER if you would send them sample copies.
wedge that is to upset the whole fabric of the Christian super- pick my men and women to connncnco with, having the menWishing you success, I am,
Fraternally yours,
stition.
tal capacity to carry out such a scheme, my life would be gone
WATSON HEsToN.
We hav all the leading denominations here, and it is a heavy before I could find fifty such individuals. And still the prin
tax on the community to support them all. The churches are ciple may be true, Lut it is applicable only to a people moro
well
attended simply because there are no other places wh11re advanced than the present.
ST. CATHERINES, 0NT., July 1, 1884.
A few years since a society of Grangers, with lots of ceoMR. EDIToR: It is to b(l hoped that you hav no more such the people can see and be seen. The ladies are the mainstay
nomic truths, was started here, but it was vory soon 11 comletters as Fred. Cooke's in the last TRUTH SEEKER. He com- of the churches. They attend church as a. matter of comse,
plete failure. The people were intelligent enough, but not
and the gentlemen follow just on their account.
mences all right, and gets on well, till he presumes to feel
We hav some good Liberal papers in this province, ancl the honest, and the very idea of economy collected the most avasorry for Elliott Preston and Mattie C. Mitchell, who require
first and foremost is the Winnipeg Siftings, which strikes right rlmous men. 'l'he chief of tho society hero killed his neighbor
no sorrow from him or anyone else. They are sound to the
and left. at every form of rascality. It fairly whipped Profes- to get 160 acres of land, when he had twice that amount alcore every time. He says vivisection may be wrong, but he
sor Bryce on the observance of Sunday. The professor was ready, and is now in state prison for life for tho crime. 'l'ho
does not think the doctors use unnecessary cruelty. He says
horrified at the idea of excursions on Sundays, and went after finest of closet-concocted theories aro f1tllacious when put in
they need practice to get nerv~ ~or ~an's benefit. !f that is
all the editors for advocating such sinful recreations, as if practice. When Herbert Hpencer was in New York, he was
his opinion of the practice of VIVIsection, I do not thmk much
they knew nothing about what they were writing about. The asked what was his opinion of the future of America, and he
of it. If those who attempt the practice of surgery require to
Free Press argued strongly for Sunday excursions, and had the said be was not ablo to tako in all tho factors in tho caso, conperpetrate such cruelty upon dumb animals as is known to be
best of the argument with Puritan Bryce, but the Siftings serluently could not make a reliable prediction. 'l'his is just
perpetrated in the practice of vivisection to get nerve for
showed him up in his true light. Of course it would havbeen what is the matter with all our social reformers-they cannot
man's benefit, they had better leave it alone. If. nature has
against the interests of the Presbyterian church to sanction take in all the factors in the caso. But nevm·theless it is best
not given them nerve enough to pursue such busmess propSunday excursions, and it is this selfish motiv that the profes · to try. Man is progressi v. ,Just now I think of a little pi ceo
erly, it would be better for all conc.erned if. t~ey would pass
sor had in view when be came out in the press against such a of my own history in that line. About forty years ago aVerout into the country and till the soil for a livmg. What say
mont school-teacher, then in Canada, spoke in eulogistic
movement.
you, frien-ds Elliott and Mitchell? .
.
The most of our editors are really at heart Freethinkers, and terms of George Com be'8 "Constitution of Man." This titlo
Then notice his remarks upon the liquor busmess. He says,
are as Liberal as they dare be at this present moment. The seemed queer to me, as I knew of nothing but man's physical
"I don't use liquor, but sincerely hope those inflammatory protime is soon coming when they will be able to write 11s they constitution, and not much of that; but by a friend going to
hibitionists will use more cold language. It is only brutes
Cincinnati I procured one. This friend was a Scotchman, a
think, and then orthodoxy wiU be strangled.
that use whisky." He says that during our long. winters the
I take a deep interest in your presidential election. I would Presbyterian, dyed in the wool; but he read it before he gave
saloon is a great help to our poor who cannot obtam work, and
like well to see Cleveland elected, and the Liberals should it to me, and remarked that he thought these books lecl to
cabins and wood are very scarce for many an honest workunite in supporting him, for they can expect fully as much Infidelity. I did not scare, but after reading of natural laws
man. '.rhey get light, warmth, and reading for nothing, hungood from the Democrats as from the Republicans; if so just I could not comprehend them, and I most sincerely wished
dreds of them. And all this, he sRys, must be stopped to save
giv them a trial. The Republicans hav bad their own way too that without being a criminal I coulcl be sent to prison to hav
a few chronic drunkards. The saloon is all right, if used
a chance to completely master that book. So it was laid on
long.
right.
.
Wishing THE •_rm;TH SEEKER all manner of success, I remain the shelf for about six or seven years. During this time I had
Now, who ever heard such reasoning upon the liquor quesdone considerable promiscuous reacling, and by some cl:iance
Yours for the truth,
D. McMILLAN.
tion. All this to "save a few chronic drunkards "-when there
that I do not now remember I took up the book. And now I
are millions of them-not one of which, I presume to say,
understand it as easily as a school primer, and from that day
GRASS VAI~LEY, ,July 8, 1884.
to this I bav measured all things by the natural laws first
would be guilty of reasoning so foolishly. "The saloonl'>I:n. EDIToR: In your issue of June 28th you publish a letter ~aught mil by that Infidel book .. So
this experie~ce I think
keepers are very kind to the poor during our long winters."
Haven Conn in which he denounces 1t reasonable that our mutual fr1end s books on Somology may
Query: Who pays for the whisky in the meantime, and where f rom Mr: corey, 0 f New
'
.,
. .
yet lead men to the truth. But just now there are hungry,
"
does the money come from, and who feeds the wife and chil- Mr. Lewis as a frautl and humbug. Now, Mr. LeWIS IS fin ol.d homeless people, and it is a duty we all owe to the world at
subscriber to T~E ~RUTH SEEKER, and yo~ hav advertised Ins !large to do our bes~ to help them; a~d at another time I will
dren?
In his wind-up he puts me in mind of a youth I once heard publication, whwh Is really a work of merit. He has beon.ecl- try to offer a few hmts on that questiOn.
GEoRGE W. CHAPJ\IAN, M.D.
of, who penciled up a picture for a dog, and when done, fear- itor and proprietor of a newspaper for many years, and cla1ms
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children in general, they were soon dried by The six digits themselvs can be placed at the
the new scenes presented along the road as points of a hexagon, and it will be found that
d d
·
the "results" already spoken of always prewe procee e on our JOUrney.
serve the hexagonal order, though one or
For many monthB, and even years, the scenes other digit may take the lead. There is probl!klited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fl:!U River,
Mass., to whom aU Communications for this of the old home would come back to me in ably a number of eight digits which can bearmemory and in dreams, ere I had learned the ranged at the points of an octagon with similar
Corner should be -sent.
deeper lesson that life had more of sorrow or more surprising phenomena. Has such a
than of ·oy.
number been. ~iscovered? Perhaps s?me of
" HIB lite Is long whose work Is well,
Years Jro11 e d on, an d , th ough not many our mathemat1mans can pursue the mqmry.
And be his station low or high,
miles distant, I only revisited the old home
He who the most good works can tell,
Correspondence.
. Llvs longest though he soonest die."
once more, when I was about to leave for anBISHOP
CREEK, CAL., July 15, 284.
other clime, perhaps never to return. I
Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Dear Editress: I send
went
alone
to
this,
to
me,
hallowed
spot.
No
Loving Hands.
you a piece or two for the Children's Corner of
one had lived there for years; its solitude was THE TRUTH SEEKER, and will contribute more
Loving hands, wee, chubby fingers,
unbroken, save by the singing of the birds from time to time. I. wish to make a suggesFrom yon cradle stretched to me,
tion, that the best articles of this juvenil deand the twittering of the chimney-swallows.
Dearer tar than gems or silver,
Make me more than king to be.
It was in the early summer, all nature partment be selected, and be put into a first
and second reader for schools, that the chillooked lovely and full of joyous life, and I dren of Liberals may hav some better food for
What were wealth of "all the Indies,"
could
almost
hav
persuaded
myself
that
I
had
It ot love, and thee, bereft ?thought and instruction than what is contained
Not within lite's glowing quiver
but awakened from a troubled dream to find in many of the school-books now extant.
One bright, golden arrow lett.
Yours,
L. Hu·rcHESON.
myself a happy child again, had it not been
[In_reply to the above, and also to similar
for the tall grass waving around the doorsteps
What were scenes ot pomp and splendor,
Where the servll knee might bow,
suggestions, we would say that there is a probaand in the beaten path.
To the fiood ot fond a1Iectlon
I first went to the spring, and it was with bility that the stories and sketches which hav
Whelming all my being now ?
some difficulty I found it, for the large log appeared in the Children's Corner will shortly
0 my son! where thou art steeping,
that was wont to lie partly over it had rotted be gathered together, and presented to the
With thY blue-veined lids shut fast;
away,
and the elder bushes that used to shade public in book form. We hay long been of
Fancy weaves her web of wonders
it were gone, letting in the burning rays of the the opinion that books and newspapers of a
In my brain-too !air to iast.
sun, that had well-nigh dried it up, and I could high moral tone, introducing current topics of
I can see thee grown to boyhood,
hardly
believe that the little insignificant pool general interest, should be read in our public
With a mind beyond thy task;
before me was once the deep water I used to schools in place of the stereotypecl "reader."
Draining draughls of purer knowledge
Learning In truth's light to bask.
gaze down into with awe, and watch the little We may not hope such recognition for our
"peters" run about upon its smooth sur- forthcoming volume, but we trust it will find
Loving hands ( And now I press them,
a hearty welcome in many home.s and by many
While the te,a.rs tall thick and fast;
face.
For our country needs my soldier,
·
I pushed aside the rank weeds that grew firesides.-ED.]
And this look may be my last.
upon its margin, and stooped down and drank
Loving hands! From fields of glory,
a last draught from its pure waters. I then
CLEVELAND, Omo, July 18, 1884.
Where thy name hath now renown,
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I am twelve years old.
went to the house, no one having lived in it
Comes the long-expected letter
for years, and ~ucceeded, after a time, in I am a boy, and I hav just got a new bicycle.
To thy far-off natlv town.
It goes like blazes and can outrun my uncle's
opening the door, which grated upon its rusty horse Jim. My mother is dead, but I hav a
Loving hands hav penned Its pages,
hinges, reverberating through the empty halls father and one sister, Hannah. I had another
'Pon the ghastly field of death,
and chambers with a sud, hollow sound, sister, Lucy, but she died with the canker-rashWhere full many a gallant warr lor,
which, with the stillness that reigned around or measles, I forget which. I am going toN ew
Yielded up his latest breath.
and within, quite over powered me. I seated Hampshire, pretty soon, next month, and you
" General" now; and men are ask lug
bet I shall hav fun catching brook trout. Permyself in an old chair wherein my grand- haps I will send you some in a box. Hannah
Whence hath come their chosen chief;
And the nation's eyes are on thee,
mother used to sit and tell us children fairy says some red raspberries or maple sugar
With a. truthful, high belle!.
tales, that made the earth more beautiful than would be more appropriate; so look out for
War hath furled her bloody standard,
when stripped of this pleasing illusion-for it berries and sugar in about two weeks or so. I
But, within the people's heart,
was with pain that I learned, in after years, think you are real good, Miss Wixon, to make
Thou hast won a place enduring,
that the little fairy only existed in the imagin- such a nice Children's Corner. Hannah says
And must play the statesman's part,
you are splendid, and so does father. He says
ation.
he would rather see you then anybody else he
Crown'd with honors, then, I see thee
While
sitting
there
alone,
looking
around
knows of. Yours truly,
RoLAND L--.
In the nation's forum stand;
P.S.-When you get the raspberries and
upon the floor, walls, and ample fire-place, I
High among their Iotty leaderssugar,
you
will
know
it
is
from
me,
R. L.
thought.of the winter evenings, of the happy
' Mid the magnates of the land.
faces
that
once
clustered
there
about
its
bright
Thus I muse, till !Hful fancy
Book Notices.
hearth. I went out, feeling that our homes
Peoples all this shadow'd room
With thy !lrlght, unclouded future
here are but "wayside inns" along the journey SciENTIFIC PnooFs oF Two PmliiORDIAL PRINCIPLEs-Conscious ancl Unconscious Ele(For I reck not ot the gloom).
of life.
LUNA HUTCHINSON.
ments-Comprising the Universe; conseLoving hands! It death but spare them,
quent
Materiality of Mind, and Dynamic
'£hey shall all my care repay;
Our Puzzle Box.
Will-Force for Potential Laws; and so of InAnd my age shall be transfigured,
telligent Creation of Phenomena from CoREBUS,
Gazing on thy glad• young day.
eval Unconscious Matter; with Necessary
Five letters do my mystic name compose,
Loving hands and hearts about me,
Origin of Finite Minds and their Immortality.
Which anyone by study can disclose.
As life's day draws nigh Its close;
By Charles E. Townsend. 16mo, cloth, pp.
My one, by itself, I plainly see,
To the last shall bloom the lily288. New York: Published at the TRUTH
To the last shall blush the rose.
Is worth a hundred times my number three.
SEEKER office.
6 Park S'luaJ"e, Boston, Mass.
ELLIO'TT PRESTON.
My last is ten times more than my third,
The author of this volume suddenly deceased
But, stranger still, in England I hav heard
in September last, shortly after having read and
'l'hat
my
fifth
weighs
a
fraction
of
a
ton,
Leaving the Old Home.
corrected the proof-sheet of its last pages.
And is worth a dozen score of number one.
When we were told that the next day we My fourth ranks far below the rest,
Until 1848 he was activly engaged in business
were to move to our new house near the vil- But for everyday use is much the best.
in New York city, where by industry and strict
lnge, the news was received with great delight Still, when for downright comfort you reck- integrity he acquired an independent fortune,
oned,
by 'us children.
and in that year retired, with the intention,
You always wanted several of my second.
As I ran eagerly from place to place collect- Now when you guess my name, you will find afterward fully carried out, of devoting his
ing my toys and playthings, that I knew would That my existence is "all in your mind."
time to his favorit studies, which were wholly
be left behind unless I got them secreted in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
EsPRIT FoRT.
of a metaphysical class. The result of those
some of the large boxes that were being
studies was the adoption by him of the doctrin
packed with things of which mine were miniA. Remarkable Number.
set forth in the essays forming this book, some
ature representativs, there would come over
The discussion which has taken place with of which hav been given to the public in perime feelings of sadness, especially on visiting respect to the remarkable properties of the odicals, while many are here.for the first time
the spring, walking down its well-beaten path, figure 9 givs interest to the followiRg com- published, the leading points of which are so
where I might come no more; passing 'the old munication, published in one of the daily fully stated in the title above given that we
tree with the rope swing still hanging there, pallers:
Attention was drawn in the newspapers, two need not repeat them. He believed the proofs
whore so often my pulses had been made to or three years ago, to some of the singular of the truth of the doctrin he advanced on a
thrill with that joy only known to childhood's qualities of the number 142,857. It was then new basis of scientific ~tnalogy and induction
pointed out that this number, when multiplied to be "opposed to all inadequate Atheism, or
happy hours.
'.!'hence I ran into the garden to take a last by any figure up to 6, reproduces its own digits, know-nothing Agnosticism," and a rational sublook at the flowers that I had tended with the results being successivly (2) 285,714, (3) stitute for all mystical Theism.-Banner of
428,571, (4) 571,428, (5) 714,285, and (6) 857,much care, and it seemed to me they turned 142. When 7 is the multiplier the result is Light.
their sweet faces to me for a farewell kiss, as 999,999. This, I think, is as far as the invesCOL. KELSO'S BOOK.
I bent down and pressed them to my lips; tigation went at the time. It has since ocFrom the Sunday Gazettw·.
while tears gathered in my eyes as I saw my curred to me to experiment further, and I
A few weeks ago the Gazetteer, in a brief nomother from the window observing me, when multiplied by all the numbers up to 45, and
I asked permission to take some pink roots then by various higher numbers. This led to tice, acknowledged the receipt of Col. Kelso's
the following observation: If the digits of any latest book, entitled, "The Bible Analyzed."
and violets with me, which she readily granted. multiple of 142,857 be separated into sets of We hav not had time to peruse the whole book
Soon I had these and other things of ours six, measured from the right hand, and these carefully, but hav examined it enough to dissLowed away in the capacious wagon now sets of six be added together, the final result cover that its pages are full of solid facts, and
will always reproduce the original digits, un- the logic of the hard-fisted order, that downs
about to start for our new home.
On going out, I looked back at the house, less 7 be a factor, in which case the final result sophistry every blow. We find the following
will always be 999,999. An example will illus- notice of this handsome volume in the San
and the windows stripped of their curtains trate this: Let us multiply 142,857 by 1,373,- Franciscp Universe, which givs a general idea
stared upon me like eyes glazed in death, and 625. The result is 196,231,946,625. Separat- of its character:
the stillness of a graveyard rested on all ing into sets of six, and adding 196,231 to 946," 'The Bible Analyzed ' is the title of a new
around, when, as we moved on, old Chanti- 625, we hav 1,142,856, which by the same op- work by Col. John R.. Kel~o, whom we a~e
cleer, whose clarion notes had so often aroused eration becomes 142,857. But if we multiply proud to claim as a Califorman. Col. Kelso 1s
by 1,373,624, which has 7 as a factor, the re- the author of two other works which hav atme from my morning slumbers, flew upon the sult is 196,231,803,768, and the addition of the tracted the attention of Rationalists and Chrisfence and gave us a parting salute.
two sets of six digits produces 999,999. I hav tians. The volume before us is a book of 821
Near the road where we passed along was raised the original number as high as the pages, has a copious index, an~ is ~mbel~ished
our play-house with its little mud chimney, twelfth power, producing a row of 62 figures. by a portrait of the author, wh1eh 1s de5JH1edly
where we had made pies and cakes of fairy- The observation is uniformly true up to this military in its contour. We hav read w~th care
point, and presumably so ad infinitum.
''l'he Bible Analyzed,' and pronounce 1t to be
like dimensions, and the pieces of broken
The factors of the number 142,857 are 3 x 3 an honest work. 'l'he 'sacred volume' is subcrockery were still upon the tiny shelves. x 11 x 13 x 37. They may be re-arranged for jected to a severe criticism, and from i~s own
.\gain I felt the tears start, but, like those of convenience of multiplying, as, 11 x111 x 117 . pages are given positiv proof~ o~ its falhble or-

1gm. We hav always looked upon the Bible
as being of human origin, a record of the heroic Jewish race, a truthful picture of the
faults and failings of the 'chosen people' who
are of us and amongst us for all time. If any
man thinks that the Bible is aught else let him
peruse this .work. We hav had occasion to
criticise, in a severe manner, the former,works
of Col. Kelso, but in this, his later effort,
there is a seriousness and dignity worthy of a
man who tries to dethrone myths consecrated
in the hearts of millions. The work is published in fine style, and is from the printingpress of The Truth Seeker Publishing Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York City."
Col. Kelso makes one statement in a way
that would convey the impression that the author was writing with the historical evidence
before him, but which we hav never been able
to authenticate to our satisfaction, although
we are aware that Paine and Robert Taylor both
make similar assertions. We allude to the
statement that at the memorable council of
Nice, in the fourth century, the New Testament canonical writin~s were selected by vote
of the council. We should be pleased if Col.
Kelso would giv his historical authority for
this statement. We do not wish to be understood as saying he has no authority, only that
the authority has not been met with in our
reading.
·

--------Stray Scraps.

PRESIDENl' G. D. B. Pepper said in his Baccalaureate; Colby University, Waterville Me.:
" As our Lord was taken into an exceeding
high mountain, and there in one glance saw
all the kingdoms and their glory, felt all the
concentric multitudinous power of their motivities, so does the advancing civilization of
successiv generations carry men up the mount
of vision higher and higher," etc. Now is 'not
this stupid talk to young men in a university
who hav been taught that this earth is a sphere?
Perhaps the president regards the whole transaction figurativly, as he very judiciously
omitted th9 propelling power of his satanic
majesty in elevating his Lord and savior into
the mountain, so eloquently described by
Matthew, Mark, and Luke. "Surely he would
be a fool who would deliberately choose ill usion instead of reality." Then why should
Col. Ingersoll, and the rest of us who are not
fools in other things, choose the illusion of
Agnosticism instead of the reality of Christianity, as you and yours accuse us? Hav a care,
or your theory will prove too much in its application to yourself. " He will go under and
perish who substitutes a dream for a fact."
Indeed; how about Joseph's dream in regard
to his espoused wife, Mary? Did he substitute
a dream, for a fact ? Divines should be cautious how they repudiate " dreams,'' since the
foundation of the Christian religion depends
on a dream and dreams form such a conspicuous necessity in God's infallible word of fact.
SolliE years ago, Dr. 1\'IcCosh, of Princeton
College, was lecturing before the senior class,
and "had been discussing Leibnitz's view of
the reason of evil, to the effect that mankind
was put upon the earth because there was less
evil here than elsewhere. One of the seniors
inquired: 'Well, doctor, why was evil introduced into the world?' 'Ah!' said the doctor, holding up both hands, 'ye hav asked the
hardest question in all feelosophy. Sukkrates
tried to answer it and failed; Plato tried it,
and he failed; Kahnt attempted it and made
bacl work of it; Leibnitz tried it and he begged
the whole question as I've been tellin' ye, and
I confess (gnawing at his thumb knuckle)-!
confess I don't know-what-to make of it myself."
ELLA E. GrnsoN.
Barre, Mass., July4, 284.

GEORGE CH.AINEY
Wishes to enter into correspondence with Liberals throughout the country in reference to
lecture engagements for the coming season.
Mr. Chainey needs no recommendation from
us. We print below a few of his indorsements,
which certainly are the strongest testimonials
ever given to any Liberal lecturer, except Ingersoll, in this country:
COL. ROBERT G. lNGBRSOLL: "Mr. Chalney Is one
of the best thlnkArsin this country. He has a wonderful command ot language, Is full ot Imagery,
comparison, antithesis, logic, and beauty. He reels
what he says with his whole heart, and perceives It
with his entire brain. He Js perfectly honest, and
for that very reason Is Intellectually keen. Downright honesty in such a man Is genius, He glvs a
true transcript of his mind, and glvs It with great
power. He Is well acquainted with the church,
knows all the ways of the theologian, and under.
stands the Inside of the whited sepulcher of superstition. His lectures stir me like trumpets. 'l'hey
are filled with the loftiest spirit. Eloquent, logical,
and poetic, they are as welcome and refreshing as
the breeze of morning on the cheek of !ever."
" Mr. Chalney Is a large, well formed, though
rather roun<l-shouldered man, wears no beard, and
In these days of crops would be called a long-haired
man. He has a big head and broad !ace. He Is an
orator. His eloquence is his chief fascination. His
periods are models of oratorical beauty, and though
ordinarily unimpassioned he occasionally becomes
Intensely strong in hif3 dramatic e1Iects. He Is singularly graceful ot gesture. His methods Inspire
one with a conviction of his honesty. His elocution
!s mu.aterly. His voice Is magnetic, powerful, flex.
lble, very pleasing. His sentiments are beautitully
vain ted sacrilege. He would make a famous actor."
-Scranton Daily Republican.

"Mr. Chalney's lecture was one or the most brill.
!ant oratorical efforts ever delivered In Creston. We
doubt It any lecturer, other than Col. Ingersoll,
could use so much ot beautitul metaphor."- Creston
Commoner.

•• Mr. Chaluey's enunciation Is perfect, his sentences forcible and Impassioned. Like Ingersoll he
has Lhe l.mppy faculty or clothing an idea In such a
peculiarly taking form, that at first thought the contrary idea seems an absurdity and an lmposture."Syracuse Morning .Herald,

Address for particulars
GEORGE CHAINEY, 33 Clinton P!a.oe1 ~.

Y.

THE TRU'rH: SEE:KER~ AUGUST 9~ 1884.
Liberal Meetings.
[Leagues ana Liberal "nd Spiri.tualistic SocietieJI in tho
United States and Canada meeting regularly, can hav no
tices of their meetings published in this colu,., fret. if tho
officers will send thellt to us.]

MICIDGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.

/THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
-:-AND-

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884

omo.

<E. M. 284.>
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
WITH EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRA,TIO NS.
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed toW. I. Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
CONTENTS:
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures, Introductory. By the Editor.
This World. By George Chainey.
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2.·30 Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. MacCalendar for 1884.
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
donald.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
~OREGON.
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib- Liberal Charities.
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday, Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
'
Date of Birth and Death.)
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st New York State Freethinkers' Association. By The Population of Our States and Territories.
and Madison streets. All are invited. AdH. L. Green.
The Jewish Jehovah. (Illustration.)
mission free.
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
MASSACHUSETTS.
land.
Devil. (Illustration.)
BosTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meet- The· Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada. Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
By Charles Stevens.
Philosophy.
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
The Sacred Booksof History.
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society Foreign Freethought Societies.
Jefferson's Religion.
o£ the Divine Homo " at same place every The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
Useful Measures.
Sunday aftemoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday- What is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
As to Time.
school at 2:30. Admission free.
Industi-ial Education. By W. S. Bell.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
. PENNSYLVANIA.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
Selections, etc., etc.
ALTOONA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
PITTSBURGR.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United
Sunday (except during the Months of July States. · It contains
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
128 Octavo Pagclil,
'lllaintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
iollowed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15 with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergy- for a day, but for all time."
men invited to discuss.
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 25 cents.
NEW JERSEY.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEI{ER OFFICE,
NEWARK.-Newark. Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
33 Clinton Place, New York, N. Y.
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
"nken. Communications for the League
should be address"d to J. W. Frankel, 10
1
Pine street, Newark.
CANADA.
ToRONTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No.9 Grand Opera House.
Open avery evening and Sundays. Lecture The part leu! rs are simply to prevent the great loss that
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and most bee masters havto contend with annually. Then giv t~~~.~~~nng~~~~~ttiln":/no~h~rw~~~~~~~:t~~g~us iloney
the bees a chance to increase and collect surplus lloney t'l BEE-KEEPING FOR OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS.
strangers are cordially invited.
their fullest capacity; all of which can be eas!ly accom.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club g~~~;t~ ~~~~~:.{~~~~~~~~of hive described In •· Kidder's bl~tbbuWi.~N't'ta'f~~t~l:a~:~;l:"c::l!n":a:~e!~~~tl:~~L'!;
time remain at home with their parents. The aumeets every Sunday at 3 P.M., at 1310 Cath- Send for the Book and see now eas!ly It can be done w!til same
thor hna known or several young men whe commenced
arine- street. Reading-room open daily until a few swarms of bees.
I':~r~u~~~ee~f
i/::nb~~~~ ~~~tre~~e~hg~~:r~h~o;;.;.n;fk~~~
THIS
BOOK
18
A
RELIABLE
GIDDE
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
It eas!ly and wltil small Investments. We muat
books three evenings per week, and on Sun- ~"e~u J'ti~~~:;,~\~~~~h'::·u~~·;lla~l tt~e t~;o~gj~~~~& doing
also remember that the women folks often IHnke the Uest
day afternoons. Free public lectures on d!sappolfntments tilat the bee master Is liable to, can be of bee-keepers, and not so l!able to neglect til em as tbe
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers. successfully overcome, such as Foul Brood, Dyse»tery, menfolks.
KIDDER'S BEE BOOK
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson ro~: oft~~Wrl ~~~e~~~ft!~~~hby~~~~~sik~~~ ~~ t~~~~~: should be In the ilands of all persona who like hooey, and
eats,
also
the
great
loss
in
winter
and
6brly
spring
manage.
take
an
Interest
In
the little honey bee. It contains more
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
ment, which is usually more than all other ways com- matter Lha.n many books that sell for two dollars, and ts
GANANOQUE, ONT.-Gananoque Secular So- ~~Jf~~· w1t~ F*~n'ETs"k" 01WEr¥'J~1n1ve~Fn;,.•~w.fn~~ embelUshed with numerous cuts O.Ld druwlngu. There ia
ciety, meets every Sunday avenin~ at eight to &Jl enormous extent, all conditions betng favorable. ~~n~C:t~heb~:~h~g~~ng~ot~~ui gV~~.r~r::d~~~~~~:~e\~~3~~
o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Librai·y and ~~c11~ 1~ntiJ 0g~s :f!it1er: 6t~~enJi~t~'!~~~~rr:r~~~ou~fl 1 ~fi, by simply referring to the Index, und that will point to the
1
Reading Room open all day Sunday. Visitors
P":fneo';~e";t,'t,~~:~ i&t~t~::'~~~re p·omlnentlv before thG
1
1
and strangers always welcome.
Geo. G. ~rn·J~r og,~<;,~~e:.l~t ern~~~~racfi~~te~ Ige ag~e: ~~f ~t~~o~b::c§e;Jre:~~~~;! o1~tl:~~,~~ 0f~~~ 8 (g~~~~~~~ au~rt,i
increase and swarm too. much greater extent.
Meikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
Aug. next, tile privilege or maU!ng hla Celebrutad p,,tent
GREAT YIELD OF SURPLUS HONEY.
Hive. as spokeu ul in book, tnr thetr own um (bur.
NEW YORK.
This Book w!ll Inform the bee master ilow to get the Bee
not to sell) Free of Charge, otherwise there will be the
greatest
amount
of
surplus
honey,
and
at
the
same
tfme
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets hav It In sn:all packages weighing tilree-quarters of a usual Patent Fee of f"lve Dollars to each lnd!vt.tual that
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State pound to two o' three pounds, as may be desired, willc'b wishes to make a.nd u:~e the lltve
PRICF., BOARD BOUND, 85 cents.
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General :O~~o'i:'.'fu~·~~e" kC.e~~~~~r~rc!fat~·,;:et\vo I~r \~~~~
N. B, The directions for hive making wltn cuts. drawbusiness meeting and debates and discussions hundred pounds of surplus honey from each old stock, Ings,
etc.,
wUI
lncl~Jaed within eacb book sold, untU
from fifty to one hundred pounds from the ea.rller Aug. next. (not be
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public and
longer). Now Ia the time for all bee.keeJl.
young swarms, especially If they do not over-swarm.
era tf) a van tbt:mselve~:~ of tbts !tberal offer. whtcb Is Kimare cordially invited to atte!ld1 also all LibNO MORE BEE-STINGS IN MANAGING BEES.
ply to bny a book •u the Uegu!Jir Price, berore Sept.
erals visiting the city. AdmiSSIOn free.
The Book w!ll post tile bee-keepers how to manage next
NEw YoRK CrTY.-The American SpiritAddress
THE 'J"RU'I'H SEl!liER,
33 UllutOJ• I•Jac... New J"ork.
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of SpiritualFREETHOUG 11'1' NOVEL~.
ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
The Heathens of the Heath. A. finely
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
written Radical rmnance. By WM. McBY
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
MICHAEL
BAKOUNINE
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The PeoCreeds, Day of !test, etc. GOO pages.
ple's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
Founder of NlhlllBm and Apostle of Anarchy.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
and 7:30P.M.
WITH A PREFACE BY
$1.25.
BROORLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUOKEB, Family Creeds. By WrLLIAM MeDoN·
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
Rtreet and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
(Editor or Liberty.)
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
62 pages, octavo. Price 15 centB. Address,
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Exeter
Hall. "One of the most excitSpiritual papers and books for sale.--The
83 Ol!nton Place, New York.
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
street meets every Saturday evening at 8
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
A Radi~;al novel of marked ability. Equal
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
WITH
Conference meets every Monday evening at
to George Eliot's works. By FREDEJUKA
CHANGE
OF
DIET.
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR.
The
Outcast. A. deep, finely written
literature on sale. All invited.-- The PhiloRadical story. From the London edition.
sophical Association meets every Sunday
IN NINE PARTS AND COURBFil.
By WINwooD READE, author of Martyrafternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
dom of Man. 30 cents.
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth 1 A Word from the Oook. -2 Oholce B!tB. for the
Hash.-3 Sea.soned with Satan to the taste,street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially in! The Ohopplng·Kn!fe.-5 Hash, First
Gottlieb
: His Life. A. romance of
vited. Doors open at 2:30P.M.
Oourso.-6 HashJ. Second Oourso.earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
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what Ingersoll meant when he_ said, "Water
always runs down-hill:"
Page 23, Mr. Lambed says God did this,
that, ancl the other thing. He givs no opinion,
givs it as a fact above comment. Father,
Lambert's "Notes on Ingersoll." hut
you were not there, ancl hav no personal
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: knowledge of God's doing all these things.
Herewith I send you a. book of "Notes on In- Consequently, even if he dicl, you are not acgersoll," by Rev. L. A. Lambert. The only ceptable as a witness in the case. You only
wonderful feature of it is that it purports to be heard so, and those who told you hav been conindorsed by thirty-two editors. That may not victed of falsehood, ancl you know it. Among
seem very remarkable, and yet it is quite a their misrepresentations is this: They said this
wonder that the press (only of the United earth was as flat as a pan-cake, a:r..cl covered
States and Canada) should contain thirty-two over like a gypsy wagon, and all hands believed
moral prostitutes-for prostitutes they must be, it until an Infidel learned them better at the
as this little work, though very full of sar- risk of his life, ancl now I don't know of anycasm, has not the material to excite thirty-two one but reverend Brother Jasper that believes
I ittered men unless it be in the way of disgust. it. Father Lambert analyzes science pretty
r 1'1• book opens with a falsehood in the well with borrowed language, but when he
diU~.., of an introduction by the publishers, comes to a question where his own intellect
da1a11ng Father Lambert's work has broken must come into play, that is where he shows
dv wn the barriers of sectarianism. 'l'he hun- how little there is in him except borrowed
ch eu,; of different Christian creeds are by no knowledge.
IDeans amalgamized, although they may join
Page 24, he says, in comparing the weight of
forces to fight their common foe-human rea- clouds ancl rocks: ''Density is a circumstance
son.
in the case." So far he and Ingersoll agree,
The preface, by Father Cronin, is about but there the latter stops and says he knows
as foul and as complete a sample of Christian not; while Lambert proceeds and says: "The
venom as can be produced. Yet it is no wonder, difference is to be traced to the will of God."
as not much less could be expected from a per- The only difference is that one only says what
son professing to believe that the greatest sin he knows and the other says much more than
possible is to be intelligent. Were the book he knows anything about.
to be by Father Cronin, I believe very few rePage 36, Lambert says: "Crime is the result
spectable readers would read any further than of human liberty." 'fhe difference between
the preface. To say the least, it is a very poor that and the truth is little. Had the father
recommendation for the work. Father Cronin's said, "Christian liberty," instead of, "human
·clamoring at tlte venom contained in the great liberty," he would hav said the truth for once.
Infidel's expressions, about to be exposed, re- The French and the Spanish inquisitions, the
minds one of the poor artist who thought it burning of Servetus, the murder of Garfield
necessary to inscribe over his drawing " This ancl of Freeman's children, were all caused by
is a horse." Itogues are very apt to predispose Christian liberty. Father Lambert, ignorance,
fools whichever way suits their purpose best bad education, ancl fanaticism are great sources
but honest, intelligent readers, who choose t~ of crime, but a still worse one is the oppression
coolly decide a case on its real merits, very of the weak by the strong, abuse of authority,
naturally feel disgusted when the attempt is etc. In this Canada, where civil authorities
made at them.
allow the priest to be more Catholic than you
I will not follow Father Lambert all through clare be in the United States, I could sicken
and note all of his sophism, as it would occupy your heart, if it is at all susceptible, telling you
much more space in your valuable columns of honest, well-meaning families living the
than the case is worth. I confine myself to a most miserable life possible, often ending in
few remarks as I read through this volume of crime, on account of fathers and mothers opnonsense.
pressing ancl enslaving their children, particPag"' 12, Father Lambert says: "If Mr. ularly their daughters, under the direction of
Black has been guilty of personal detraction the priest, who, instead of helping the parents
. as Mr. Ingersoll insinuates, he has done wrong'; to make their daughter proof against encroachbut in attacking a live man like Mr. Ingersoll ments on good morals by helping them to teach
he has shown more courage and manliness her ~ood principles, directs them to enforce
than the latter has exhibited i.n his detractions prohibition in everything the young girl may
of Moses dead." Mr. Ingersoll attacks no show any desire for. The mother must never
dead man, only his law, or rather an absurd lose sight of her danghter-mi.1st always be beand tyrannical law enacted by living priests tween her ancl the boy-particularly such boys
and ascribed to a dead Moses. If Mr. Lam- as the priest may not like-and if she ever fails
bert's insinuation of cowardice means anything to clo so he refuses her those sacraments withat all, it means that a law, no matter how bad out which a firm· believer in the nonsense
it m!ty be, once enacted and its author dead, thinks himself eternally damned. The consemust ever be respected and obeyed. Such quence is that this house is turned into a little
being the case, Abraham was a big coward, hell, where there is continually some scolding,
Jesus Christ was another, and we are all cow- crying, or pouting clone. The neighbors will
ards to-day for finding fault with Mormonism all hav a hand in it, some siding with the
-Joseph Smith is as dead as Moses.
mother and some with the daughter. The girl
Page 15 contains a mess of nonsense I would under such oppression becomes bold. Of
like to see a thoroughly scientific man gaze at, course she is young, and not yet wise and charjust for the benefit of the pitying grin it would itable. On· seeing that her mother and the
bring onto his face. There, in among a lot of priest hav no more confidence in her virtue
scarcely intelligible balderdash, he says: than they hav in that of any four-legged brute,
"Change supposes succession, and there can she loses all respect for herself. She runs away
be no succession without a beginning, and if she can, ancl who with depends very much on
therefor limitation. Thus we are borne out who is willing to run with her.
by reason, experience, and common sense."
Father Lambert, crime may be the result of
"Change supposes succession "-of events, not human liberty, but only with the slave who
of existences. "No succession without begin- believes that liberty is a sin, and is so wearied
ning "-ofeffect, not of the material that caused of his slavish existence that he must enjoy libit. " Therefor limitation "-of the duration of erty to extremes before his craving can be satthe phenomenon, not of the substance that en- isfied. Prohibition ancl oppression, on the
acted it. "Thus we are borne out "-of noth- contrary, is, somewhat, a success with fools
ing, though Father Lambert may be very much only. All intelligent enough to claim the
relieved after his discharge of such a dishonest right to .liv their own life. are by prohibition
argument. Father Lambert's argument re- led to crime. That the uncalled for oppression
minds me of the boy's new pants made out of ancl false t~aching of Christianity, together
his mother's old petticoat-the pants were new, with the injustice it practices, and its support of
but not the cloth.
governments and monopolists to practice likePage 16, Mr. Lambert says to Col. Ingersoll: wise, are the chief causes of all evils on earth,
" Why should you try to convert the world to is pretty well proved by the fact that one can
your way of thinking?" etc. The inference is always tell what is the prevailing religion of
derogatory to the dignity of the colonel, put- any locality by finding out the evils practiced
ting him on the level with Christian dudes who most in the place. Show me a place exclusivly
say to the people, in substance, as follows: inhabited by Infidels-not neglected Chris"You don't know anything, can't be made to tians, but Infidels whose opinions are the reunderstand anything, so you must hear me, .sult of Freethought--and there I can almost
believe all I say to you, and obey all my com- defy you to find cine single evil, judged from
mands." While Ingersoll says: "Hear me if nn unprejudiced human standpoint.
you will, and ascertain the truthfulness of my
Page 37, Father Lambert says: "While adutterances; then, with your own judgments- mitting
the existence of sufferings in the world,
which I presume are as good as mine-form the Christian does not, and is not, bound to
your own conclusions."
admit that they are the result of the design
Page 17, he says: "Why condemn kings as or plan of God in creating the universe."
tyrants, and priests as hypomits, if they are the This point is decided by a single question, viz.:
helpless victims of the unalterable forces of When Gocl created the world, did he, or did
matter?" Col. Ingersoll says that matter is he not, know that all his dear children would
indestr11ctible, but when did he ever say that suffer on earth, and that the majority of them
it was unalterable in form and effect? Inger- would suffer eternally? 'fhis question admits
soll does not denounce kings as tyrants and of only one short reply, which is, "Yes," or
priests as hypocrits out of malice, nor for a "No "-no theological dodge about it. It can
mere amusement, nor do I believe he has much not be that he did know and yet hardly behope of persuading them to amend their ways, lieved it. One of two things is the case. He
but he intends to make it impossible for them dicl know, or he clicl not know. Christians can
to continue their career of tyrants and hypo- choose whichever horn they please of the dicrits by raising their dupes above their villain- lemma, then kneel down and worship either a
ous practices. The colonel knows perfectly fool or a fiend.
well that so long as there will be calves on the
I aill the father of one boy. I clicl not make
market there will be butchers to skin them.
him alone, but I dicl my part to the best of my
l'age 18, Father Lambert givs a lesson on the limited ability, using the best, but yet imperlaw of gravitation that must be invaluable to fect, material that I possessed. I call him a
Ingersoll, particularly when he treats of water pretty good boy, circumstances all considered;
running up-hill. I suppose the colonel did 1 am even a little proud of him, yet he is
not know that the water did somehow find its not perfect, he has no wings to bear him to me
way up after running down-hill, but thought (a distance of fifty llliles) as often as I would
there was an immense water-making instru- wish to see him, and he may even lack of belllent somewhere on the Rocky Mountains. But ing perfect in many other respects. He is cerstill, while reading this sophistry, it occurs to tainly not what he would hav been had I been
one's mind that possibly tho reverend gentle- almighty. Yet I would not damn him by any
man understands better than he pretends to means. I would not even allow the Christian's

Gocl to damn him unless he clamnecl me along
with him. The greatest puniBhment that could
be infticted on me would certainly be to lock
me up in heaven and my son in hell. There
would be another Lucifer in heaven to disturb
peace. Christians hav a happy way of forbidding God's wisdom to be measured in a human
measure, and still they weigh his responsibility
on a human scale without adding a single
notch for the Almighty.
Page 37, Father Lamb.ert says: "To those
who see in man's nature ancl de~tiny nothing
higher than the grasshopper, or the potatobug, etc., there must be something inexplicable
in the sufferings Cif this life." That is as much
as to say, "Brethren: believe even a fiction.
If you cannot believe it, keep trying to convince yourself that you ought to believe it in
order to be happy, and by all means always
say you do believe it whether you do or not."
It is fortunate that none but fools need to be
rocked to sleep in a fiction, as none but fools
could succeed. Wise people are too well aware
that to wish an impossibility can never make
it a fact, so they direct wishes toward possibilities, and their appreciating faculties toward
facts.
Page 42, Father Lambert says: "God's justice is infinit." I would like to know what is
infrnit justice. If justice is to giv each one
his just due, that is not infinit; if to giv eome
more than their clue, that is injustice; and if it
means to giv all hands more than their due,
that is impossible to God or man. A whole,
no matter what the volume may be, divided in
any given number of shares, can only yield
each one his just clue. If God is as wise as
they claim he is, he should certainly hav a better conception of justice than we hav, but it
cannot be that what is justice in his sight is
injustice in our sight. The very fact of his having made it so would be the worst kind of injustic_e, particularly as his advocates claim that
he created us in his image. How could he, in
justice, create us in contrariwise to himself ancl
call us a fac simile of the 0riginal? Father
Lambert approves of Judge Black's saying
that we hav neither the jurisdiction nor the
capacity to judge of the justice of God. He
is evidently a little ashamed of it, or he would
not shade it over by explaining that "The
finite cannot be the measure of the infinit."
This last dodge means nothing; we all admit
that. That is, all admit that a quart measure
cannot measure the immense body of water
contained in the ocean, but it will measure a
quart of water, even if that quart of water is
part of that immense body. We cannot describ~ an object that remains beyond the extent of our sight, but anything within our
sight we can tell the color of, just as well as
God or any of his priests can. If God created
all that exists he could, undoubtedly, instruct
me as to the lay of the land and the climate
at the North Pole, but he can learn me nothing of the kind about the Pacific Coast from
San Francisco to Santa Barbara. I was all
along there and know it myself. I do not
claim infinit knowledge, but I claim to know
this much: If God created Lord Lansdown to
receive $50,000 a year for his useless presence
in Canada, and me to work hard and liv poorly
every day to help bear the expense, and calls
that "just," he surely dicl not create me to his
image, for I can never see it so. According to
Judge Black and Father Lambert, God has the
easiest position on earth. I don't see but
what I could fill the place as well as old Jove
himself. Nothing to do, only let events take
their natural course, and compel everybody
to approve of it, right or wrong. By the way,
if such is infinit wisdom, I, along with many
others, may hav been greatly mistaken about
somebody's wife whom we considered a marvel
of imperfection at her offset in life, and has
been ever since growing more so, for the reason
that she could always accede to praise, but
never could bear to be contradicted. A great
deal of fault was found with her when, through
her seeming neglect and mismanagement, she
would ruin everything within reach of her influence-even her own health-and cause everybody about her to share in the disagreeable
consequences. After all, she was probably all
right, and, like the Lord, her justice was "infinit," and her ways past finding out. Who
knows?
Since human judgment is not to be trusted,
when this woman set fire to the premises b_y
carelessness with a kerosene, lamp, who knows
but it was one of those visitations of the Lord,
and a real God-send, possibly to divert the
mind of the servant girl from a criminal relish
of the sweet kiss she had got at the departure
of her beau that evening? ·Since the best
judgment of the wisest may be all wrong, why
talk, write, or think? What is the use of
brains, anyway? There is no need of intelligence to obey. Fear alone 'vill do that.
Page 53, Ingersoll: "Reason is the result of
all experience."
Comment by Lambert:
" When you make reason the result of experience, yon destroy its proper entity." I say,
Father Lambert, reason has no entity. The
entity is in the power of reasoning only. The
first reasoning is brought about by our senses,
and is developed faster when help eel by teaching. I hav had a good illustration of this very
lately: A child just beginning to walk could
not be persuaded to keep away from the hot
stove till he burnt his fingers, and one burning
dicl not suffice, but he burnt them several
times. When he burnt his little fingers he of
course felt the pain, and cried, but must touch
the stove again. His young mind, or thinking
powers, were so undeveloped that it required
several of those painful operations to lead his
mind into a speculation as to what might be
the cause of the pain he suffered every time he
touched the hot stove. In this case, which
was it, Father Lambert, reason producing experience, or experience producing reason?

Father Lambert says that the individual, min us
reason, is incapable of apprehending experience. The reason here mentioned is elsewhere identified as the soul. Such being the
case, his reverence must admit that a horse has
a soul, for I am aware that a horse apprehends
experience. To con.vince Father Lambert of
this, I would direct him to go into a good pasture, coax a horse to him a few times with salt,
and then use the same means to decoy him
into hard and painful labor-say to be boxed
up into a horse-power, and perform the monotonous rolling of the logs all day-ana see how
long it will be before the horse refuses his
salt at that price. If Mr. Lambert had said
that " individuals can apprehend experience
only in proportion to their reasoning power,"
it would hav been nearer the truth. Father
Lambert is not sincere, and I dare say he
knows his ways are not fair, but writes for one
class of people only-the believing class. He
takes Mr. Ingersoll to task for his bad use of
language, and in doing so he himself distorts
language to the utmost of his crooked inability.
Page 128, Ingersoll says that, besides the
good ancl the bad, there are the mistaken. Lambert, in his comment, tries to make it appear
that there is no third class in this scale, that
the willfully mistaken are bad, and the honestly
mistaken are good. I am sure he knows better.
A " willful mistake " may be said as slang,
but there is no such a thing as a willful mistake. A deed is willful only in as far as its effect is known by the performer. Thus far it
is no mistake. The mistake commences where
the knowledge ends, consequently it is not
willful. Hence Father Lambert pardons all
mistakes; consequently he is no Christian. According to his tl:ieory, all Infidels are going to
heaven in spite of his Roman Catholic teeth.
Any man possessing a bit of common sense as
big as a mustard-seed will admit that no one
will knowingly consign himself to eternal torture for the sake of a belief, if he can acquire
ancl possess it; and if he cannot, it is an honest mistake; and, according to the divinely inspired judgme:r..t of Father Lambert, he is good.
In regard to sincerity, we Infidels hav the advantage over Christians. One can easily conceive of hypocrits professing to believe in
Christianity, with all the inducements-political, social, and pecuniary-there are for so
doing. In fact, the hypocrit is the most successful, for while he may hav no hope for the
future on one side, on the other side he has
no fear, and is therefore better able to take
advantage of those who believe the fables they
imagin he does. But a hypocritical Infidel
would be a man who believed that his conduct
will produce his eternal ruin, and while Infidelity is at a discount in all human pursuits, a
hypocritical Infidel is simply inconceivable.
Page 131, Father Lambert: "Why question
the fact that llilatthew, llilark, Luke, and John
wrote the gospels, any more than to question
the authorship of the works attributed to Josephus, Homer, Shakspere, and others which
you [Ingersoll] do not question?" Father
Lambert, Josephus, Homer, and Shakspere all
wrote believable things-common sense. That
makes all the difference in the world. It
takes much less evidence to convince people
that two and one make three than to persuade
them that one and two make one. If I told
you that my grandfather came from Bordeaux
in an old-fashioned sailing craft in six weeks,
yon would say, "He must hav hacl pretty
favorable wind," but on the strength of common evidence you would probably believe it.
But if I should acld that ten years later my
grandmother, a virtuous olcl lady, who had
never known man carnally since my grandfather had left her, came to him leading her
own three-year-old son, furthermore_ that the
old man, shocked at the apparition of a .stepson, jumped home in two bounds, traversing
the Atlantic from Newfoundland to Ireland at
the first leap, would you not begin to question
the veracity of my statement, first questioning
as to whether I believed it myself or not, and
if so, on what evidence had I been so convinced? I would .say that my father had told
me, and minutely related to me how his parent
got up on a big stone about a mile west of St.
Johns, ancl in an instant was alighting on the
mountain of Kilkenny. Would you not plead
that my father was not there to see him, and
ask why the old man did not jump home at
once, where somebody knew him, ancl he
could be identified and accredited for his great
feat? Should I take you to Ireland and show
you the print of his feet in the rock, would
you not say, "Those holes hav been there a
thousand years; St. Patrick made them," and
show me how they are worn out of their former shape by your dupes drinking holy water
out of them? Would you say that, or would
you be ashamed of it? Should I further
claim that my grandparent could and did invest me with power to do likewise, would you
not request that I take the famous leap before
believing that the old man dicl? Father Lambert, I think the foregoing explains pretty
well the difference in the credibility between
the two sets of authors above mentioned.
Page 132, he tries to demonstrate the truth
of the gospels on the strength of their success.
If there is any weight in that argument, Joe
Smith's Bible is ten times as true as that of
Jesus, because Mormonism is making headway
ten times as fast as Christianity did in the
same time, and that with the disadvantage of
more light than there was in the world when
Christianity began. But would it not be more
reasonable to attribute this success to the fact
that Joe and Jesus both got their first recruits
from among fishermen, well-diggers, and such
like, ignorant enough to be easily deceived, and
miserable enough to be easily bribed, until the
business got to paying enough to attract smart
hypocrits.
Page 132, Mr. Lambert cites a number of
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authors of the seconcl, third, and fomth centuries, as having not denied or questioned the
real existence of Christ. Father Lambert
t.hose men had something more important t~
att~nd t~, and that probably accounts for
thmr haVJ.ng been suffered to liv and write at
all. Those me~ p~o:t>~bly knew how far they
could ~arry thmr crrtrCism and save their lives.
. Poss1bly t~ey had been made that wise by the
brtter expenence of the Gnostics who had all
been killed and their work destr~yed for saying that Christ had never had a real human
existence, but had only appeared in visions as
a specter.
Page 168, Father Lambert says: "The upright or downright Atheist will no doubt be
treated as the upright rebel or traitor is treated
by the government whose laws he defies and
whose authority he rejects." Where and' how
Father Lambert can see any comparison between an upright Infidel and a traitor, is more
than I can tell. However, according to the
foregoing, God is so averse to people who
cannot believe as they are bid that he will
treat all sudh as rebels and traitors. Of course,
he will c_ast ~hem i~ hell, and people his
heaven w1th !riB favonts-fools and hypocrits
who can beheve, or pretend to believe, any
fables, no matter how absurd and irrational
if the priest says they must believe it. But
this seems to be somewhat contradictory to
what the same father said in another comment, viz.: That in the eyes of God (or of the
church, which is all the same) the honestly
mistaken are gooCl. This is probably a paradox.
The cause of so great a difference between two
men's ideas, whether from a different way of
thinking, or the entire absence of thought
from one or the other party, I don't know.
But Father Lambert thinks that life must be
dreadful to one who sees no difference between
a man and a potato-bug in their eternal destiny, and I think that if Father Lambert really
believes in such a God as he and his church
describe, he must wish he was a potato-bug.
I am sure I would.
Page 170, Ingersoll: "A ·being of infinit
wisdom has no right to create a person destined to everlasting pain."
Father Lambert's comment: "Passing the
question of right, which is to no purpose here,
who holds that God created any being to be
damned? God created man to enjoy happiness forever, and no man will be damned but
he who damns himself." There, do you see,
readers, God has the right to do right or
wrong? I do not dispute his right to do
wrong, but what I question is the possibility
of his ever having such a desire. I suppose
Father Lambert can explain that out. But
that man was created to enjoy happiness forever, is either a lie or a failure; that we all
know; and if none will be damned but he who
damns himself, we need not fear for anyone,
even if the Catholic church says that a large
majority will be damned, as none but fools
would do that, and Father Lambert will not
suffer a fool to be damned, even if he wants
to be.
Father Lambert, your God did not create
you. The Roman Catholic church created
you, and you hav created your God. In the
main you resemble your old bigoted mother,
and your God rlilsembles you; but, owing to
the civilizing influence of your surroundings,
your offspring does not resemble his grandmother. In a pinch she could be made to disown him. The only characteristic your God
retains of his grand-parent is selfishness. He
will hardly damn anyone, but would hav all,
if possible, bow to him, and contribute to his
support.
I hav got a God, too-one I created to my
own image. His first commandment is that
omitted by your God, and often called the
eleventh commandment, "JIIIind thy own business." That and the Golden Hule are the whole
substance of my creed. My God's virtues are
three -wisdom, strength, and beauty. He
enjoins me to be ~s happy as I can while .I
liv and to trust h1m for the hereafter. H1s
pr~scription for happiness is justice, love,
temperance, and fortitude. The result he guarantees to correspond with my exactness in
following the prescription. With this _prescription I keep myself as healthy, and hv as
happy, as anybody of equal means, and never
pay a cent for prayers, or hav to swallow any
bitter medicins. This I say for the bene.fit of
the reader not for Father Lambert, who will
undoubtedly disapprove of my hygienic motle
of treatment, as he makes his living by selling
the very drugs I deprecate.
Mr. Editor, publishing the foregoing might
be objectionable from the fact that it advertises Father Lamberfs book, but the objection
drops low when we consider that fools never
read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and should any of
your readers be thereby led to read Lambert's
famous "Notes on Ingersoll," it would only
show them how rotten and weak are the props
of the Roman Catholic religion--the mother of
all Christian creeds.
0HAS. LA.PERCHE.
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DR. L. TENNEY,
471 West Madison Street,
Chicago, Ill.
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TESTIMONIALS:
Read the following testlmonlals1 and be convinced _ our claims are correct In every particular
and that your ailments can be eraalcated
without the ald of MEDICIN. THEBE APPLIANCES ARE
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
One Week.
CINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1832.
.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I teet greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one or
debted to you tor the benefit I bav received from your MAGNETIC VESTS tor about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Bide, Which had been a sourc<~ of misery to me tor
flicted as I hav been that the eJiect was simply mar- the last six years. I bad tried numerous remed les
velous. .Two weeks ago I was stricken wlth paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis Jn my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIO VEST I got rellet lllBtantly. With unafter wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
ror one week, can use It quite as wen as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
alSo been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint tor a number or years, from which I hav sufLadles, read the following testimony troni a lady
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and if I Improve 88 rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be wen. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
tore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means or ertectlng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and It I Improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I ha.v since T:lesday, will soon be wen. Will report
· No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appliances which will
Th!B lady reports herself entirely cured ln less
eJiect a cure In a case of Paralysis wlll at the same
time eradicaVd CATARUH or DYSPEPSIA in the same than st.x weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physlclan, although In bed, unable to get out, when applled,
change medlclllB every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty mlles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the appllca.tlon. The lady's name
something (It he Js very sklltul) that brings rellef can be had upon appllcatlon at this otl1ce, by anyone desiring to communicate wlth her.
tor the time being.
Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady who had been su1Ierlng for two years wlth an Ovarian Tumor, and who had been told that notnlng but the knlte would save her Ute, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is P ertectly well, and has not taken a dose ol
medlcin since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tellS you he ca.n do nothlnog
for you; It wlll pay yqu.
SHULLBBL'RG, WIS., November 19, 1882.
. DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to tall me; I became nervous, lost all de·
slre for food, and, in fact, began to tall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopplng,&all or whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'l·umor,
and that the only thing that would save my lite would be the knlte. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had about made up my mlnd to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operation, when my attention was called•to the .Eureka lllagnetic Appl1ances. As a drowning man
wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch at tb:IS taint hope or a cure. Four months ago I purchased a.sult.or
your appltances. From the very first I felt lnvlgorated, the tumor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
88 well 88 I ever was In my lite. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowelS, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
c.;heertully recommend them to anyone su1Ierlng as I hav, b.elievlng
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no Shocks and leaves no sores.

PRICE LIST.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
Ladies' Ab<lominai Belts, •
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
4.00
Sleeping Caps,
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Su~erfine Insoles,
•
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application~

Clinton Place, NeiHork.

CHRONIC DISEASESii

Embracing those or the blood and Nerves, the Dla
eases or Men, the Dlse!l.>!es of Women, ll.lld the va.rl
ous causes, pllyslca.l and social, leading to the mare
plainly tre!l.Led I.Jy that plainest or books, PLAI.bl.
HOlliE TALK, ElllBRAClNG MEDICAL COMM(IJI
SENSE--nearly 1,000 pages, 200 lllustratlons, by D1,
E. B. FOO'l'E, or 120 Lexington ave., New York. ;:
whom all letters from the sick should be addre•e•'In lts Issue !or Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's .TDli~h
BEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOO'.rE and his menl,;O.,
!JUbllcatlons: "We know him (Dr. Foote) perona..:~
and Intimately, and we say wltn all the assuran~o
that knowledge Imparts that he Is a man of thb
highest lnoontlvs a.nd motiva, whose Ute has been
spent In Instructing and Improving hiS ft>llow-belngs
I.Jy giving such lnrormation as IS well calculated to
enable them to be more healthy, more happy, and
to be better and more useful men and women. His
medica.! workB pOBSeBJ3 the highest value, and hav
been Introduced and thoroughly read In hundreds
or thousands or famllles, who to-day stand ready to
bbar wllllng testimony to the great benefit they llav
derived from the physlologlcat, hygienic, and moral
lellBons which he haa so ably lmparto<l."
Purchasers or PLAIN HOME 'l'ALK are at liberty
to CONSUL'.r r.rs AU'.rHOU, In pet·son or by mall
FUEE. Price o! the new Po!Jular Edition, by mall
postage prepaid, only $1.60. Contents table !reo
AGEN'l'S WAN'l'ED.
li!UHRY ll!LL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
129 East ~8th stJ.·eet, New York.

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION
Founded upon the Lite or
Al'OLLONIUB OF TYANA.
How the Pagan Priests ot Rome Originated
Clnlstianlty,
•.rranscrlbed by i:ll'Il\IT FARADAY, late Electrician
o.nd Ohomlst of the !loyal In8tltutlon,
London, England.
Price, boards, 76 cenw; paver, 60 cents.

'fHE SCIENCE OF LI.I!'E. ONLY $1.
BY ltlA.II. J.>OIS'l'-I•A.ID.

;1

KNOW THYSELF

AGreat Medical Work on Manhoo~!

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physlca.l Deblllty,
Premature Decline InMan, Errors or Youth, an<l the
untold mlserles resulting from !ndlscretlollB or excesses. A book fol· every man, young, mld<lle-ageu,
and old. It contalllB 125 prescriptions tor all acute
and chronic diseases, each one or which Is Invaluable. So found by the au thor, whose experience ror
23 years Is such as probably never before tell to the
lot or any physlclan. 800 pages, bound Jn beautltul
French muslln, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
teed to be a. finer work In every sense-mecha.nlca.l,
literary, and pro!esslonal-tha.n any other work sold
Jn this country tor $2.50, or the money will be refunded ln every Instance, Prlco only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 eta. Bond now,
Gold medal awarded the author by the N~<tlona.l MedIcal Association, to the otl1cers or which lle refers.
This Science of Lite should be read by the young
tor lllBtructlon, and by the allllcted tor rollof. It
will bO"-ellt a.ll.-London Lancet.
'.rhere ls no member or society to whom this book
wlllnot bo useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
Addresa the Peabody Medica.! Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No 4 BUlllncb st., Boston, MtWs., who may
be COllBUlted on all diseases requiring sklll and experlimce. ubronlc an<l obstinate diseases that hav
ballled the skill or all other phyalcla.ns
a
.
specialty. Such treated successfully
without anlnatance ottallure.
tyri8
Mention this va.per.

HEAL

THYSELF

DR. FB.LLOWS
Is a regularly ed nca.

ed and legally qual!·
fled physician, and
the most successful
as b Is practice wlll
prcove. He has tor
twenty years treated
excluslvly all dlse!U'!es
ot the Sexual Organs, In wblch be
stuntls pre-eminent.
S P E U MA'l'OUUH<EA
aud IMP 0 '1' EN C Y
M the result of selfabuse ln youth and

Any of the &bove garmenta seut to any address upon receipt ot price, and we will return the money
It tney are not as represented In every respect. It you are uncertain 88 to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and wo will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are offered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances for, yet we wlll
guarantee that the magnetlcquallty Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever offered the
public, and wlll outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet IS put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight sl.x months after being magnetized, whlle not a single appliance
Jn the market will attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made or materl ..lno better than hoop-Iron, and not capable ot retaining magnetiSm tor a
moment. All of our garments are made !rom the very best material !or the purpose, and Will outlu.st any
and all other garments now be tore the public. Every magnet Is arranged ln the garments upon rcientiftc
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We o1Ier you there tore

sexual exeosses in ma-

turer yea.re, causing
nl g h t emlsslollB by
dreams, loss of sexual

power,renderlng marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per·
manently by an outsl<le a)Jplicatlon In sixty days,
NO STOMACH MEDIClN USED. It Is one ot Dr.
Fellows' valuable dlscovflrles, which Is entirely unknown to tile medical proresslon. Send three 2-cent
The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Eve-r Constructed.
stamps tor his "Private Counselor," giving full lnAnd challenge compariSon wlth any of the so-called magnetic garments now o1I~red under that head. At tormatlon. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you aaw thiS advertlsment.
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to orter them
about
From. t"M Ir<mekld .Age.
ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,
" Dr. Fellows IS an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
So that we can say wlth truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trifle higher cheat or hv.mbug. The Freethinkers or the land
should glv the doctor their patrona~:e.",
1yll
than ordinary clothing.
•
Rt~member that we are o1Ier1ng you the cheapest and beet magnetic appliances In the market, and !!
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expen.se and we w111
retund your money.
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order, and a fit guaranteed.
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As Important as It Is that man should possess the
right faith, know ye that no man Is justifier! by faith
alone: only so far as faith leacls to ~oocl works Is It a
justification to him who embraces it. When faith
ancl works are comparecl, works stand tar ahead. It
even may be salrl It matters little what a man believes, so his actions are rlgh t. It Is wrong to say
that faith Is to be accounted tor righteousness; tor
liDless a man's works are or a righteous character
there Is no righteousness In him. It Is true that.
faith without works IS dead. Be not deceived, no
man's faith can be a justification to you, no more can
any man's works be a justification to you. Every
man must perform good works hlmseu lr he would
hav the justification which good works afford.-.D.

N. Y. $tate Freethinkers' Association.
THE SEVENrH ANNUAL CONVENriON;
Where Held-The Speakers Engaged-The Hotels, Railroads, etc.

M. Ben11<tt.

TIGIIT pants are going out or fashion. Tile number or tight me111n pants will probably always remain j1,1st the same, however.
'l'WO heads may be better than one; but somehow
!t takes considerable argument to convince a man
who has been up all night or that tact.
"SAI\Ino, kin you tell me why dey lnwarlably take
de pennies from de children at de Sunday-school ?"
"Course I kin. Dat Is to get de centsob de meetln."
THE most trying circumstances In which a boy can
be Is when another boy Is In the alley winking at him
and his rather Is offering him a nickel to carry In a
load of wood.
MILD GENT (to fisher-boy): "I'm sorry to hear you
were the worse tor liquor last night, Sam; you take

SWEAT Is the destiny or all trades, whether or the
brow or or the mind. God never allowed any man to
do nothing. How miserable Is the condition of those
men which spend their time as 1r It were given them,
not lent; as lr hours were waste creatures, and such
as should never be accounted tor; as If God would
take this tor a good bill or reckoning : Ite:m, spent
upon my pleasures forty years! 'l'hese men shall
once find that no blood can privilege Idleness, and
that nothing Is more precious than that which they
desire to cast away,- Bishop Jiall,
Is life worth living? Is not Ute worth living
tor to him who can believe that he llvs In a world
organized, as we know this world Is, with the myriad
stars every night, with the unceasing sun that has
been pouring Its creatlv beams tor millions or years
upon this poor planet, and will go on to do so tor
millions or years to come-Is It not worth living tor,
to be In a world where there are all these questions
to be asked and answered, all these problems waitIng for solution; where there Is nobody that does not
lack som sthlng that we can glv with our hands, with
our hearts, with our brains, with our simplest faculties? Is It not worth while to think that when we
hav done our utmost, and lalrl ourselvs down to our
quiet sleep, the everlasting forces will still go on,
making the world more and more glorious, and the
lot or man brighter and brighter, and bring about
the consummation to which we hav added our little
trlfieot help?-Frotltingham's Life as a Test of Oreed.

THE NEW YoRK S·.rATE FREETHINKERs' AssoCIATION, in accordance with its established cus- after your father." Sam: 11 No, sir; father never
tom, has invited the Freethinkers of all the other states, and also of Canada, to meet them leaves none to take."
in annual Convention, at Cassaclaga Lake, N.Y., on the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th days of
THE country girl gets even with her city cousin
September next.
when she' writes: "Pa has got the house foil or pay
lng boarders, you know, else we should like to hav
THE SPEAKERS.
you all here spending the summer."
"PA," said Brown's little Tommy," It you died
The following well-known speakers hav been engagecl to adclress the Convention: Thad11
I guess so," anelena B. Wakeman, of New York; Miss Helen H. Gardner, of St. Louis; Courtlandt Palmer, would you still be a lawyer?"
swered
Brown, "For how long?" asked Tommy.
of New York; Charles Watts, of London, England; Allen Pringle, of Selby, Canada; Col.
John R. Kelso, of Modesto, Cal.; George Chainey, of Boston; J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw "For attorneyty," replied the Inhuman Brown.
City, Mich.; Mrs. Dr. Juliet H. Severance, of Mil waukee; Stephen Pearl Andrews, of New
THE definition or a kiss given by our hired girl Is
York; Dr. John Stoltz, of Chicago; William S. Bell, of Boston; Judge R. S. McCormick, of very expresslv: "A klssls an awful bolt or lightning
Franklin, Pa.; John E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kansas; Lyman C. Howe, of Fredonia, N. mixed up with very llt.tle thunder, and spread upon
Y.; M. E. Billings, of Waverly, Iowa; Hon. A. B. Bradford, of Enon Valley, Pa.; Charles B. one pair of Ups by another with a stave from a sugar
Reynolds, of Rochester, N.Y.; Samuel P. Putnam, of New York; Dr. William F. McCor- barrel."
mick, of Franklin, Pa.; ancl Richarcl B. Westbrook, D. D., orthodox, of Philadelphia, Pa.
•·SEE here," he said to hls clerk. "I don't mind
And the following hav also been invited, the most of whom are expected to be present: letting you off a day now and then to attend yoar
Hon. Elizur Wright, of Boston; F. E. Abbot, Cambriclge, Mass.; Horace Seaver, Boston; grandfather's funeral, but I think you ought to hav
Luther Colby, Boston; Judge Arnold Krekle and Mrs. Judge Krekle, of Kansas City, Mo.; the courtesy to send a few or the fish around to my
James Parton, of Newburyport, Mass.; Judge Carter, of the Supreme Court of the District house."
of Columbia; and B. F. Unclerwood, editor of the Inde.cc, Boston, Mass.
It is possible that
NEW YORK has discovered that dlv1rces are being
Col. Ingersoll will be present and address the Convention.
procured there very secretly. This Is a shame.
The greatest publicity should be given In all caees.
Some people would rather read divorce trials than
THE SINGING.
dime-novels.
IN reporting a summer-night festival last week, a
Professor A. D. Lane, of Olean, N. Y., one of the most popular professional singers in
the state, accompanied by as good a quartet of voices as can be found in Western New York, Jersey O!ty editor spoke or a Miss McGee as being
has been engaged to provide the musical entertainment for the occasion.
Professor H. H. "au fait," and the next day the paper had It "all
teet." And yet Governor Cleveland recently parHall, who sang for the Rochester Convention, has also been engagecl.
IN the pursuit or knowledge, tollqw It wherever It
doned a proof-reader.
Is to be round; like fern, It Is the produce of all ellNEW YoRK girls hav been kissing horses. We
THE PLACE OF MEETING.
mates, and,llke coin, its circulation Is not restricted
judge from this that there Is a great dearth of negro
to any particular class. We are Ignorant In youth,
The k>cat.ion where the Convention is to meet is one of the most pleasant ancl pictur- mnrderers in the jails or the metropolis. The
from Idleness, and we continue so In manhood, from
country learns too late that Cllastlne Oox filled a
pride; tor pride Is less ashamed of being Ignorant esque in the state. It is described as follows in a circular issued by the Association: "The longtelt want.- Atlanta Constitution.
than of being Instructed, and she looks too high to Cassadaga Lake Camp-meeting Grounds are eight miles from Lake Erie, and seven hundred
"LET us go down to the depot and see If any or our
find that which very often lies beneath her teet. feet above it; situated midway between New York and Chicago, one ancl a half hours by mil
'l'hererore condescend to more or low estate, and be from Buffalo, five from Cleveland, nine from Pittsburgh, fourtoen hours from Cincinnati, friends hav come In on the train." "But tile train
tor wisdom what Alclblades was tor power.- Colton's sixteen from Philadelphia, eighteen hours from New York, twenty hours from Boston and Is two hours behind time. What's the use of go\ng
Washington, and twenty-one from Chicago. It lies on the shore of a beautiful chain of down there now?" "What's the use?" exclaimed
Lacon.
the other. "Why, the saloon across the street from
ALCIBIADEB was naturally a man or strong pas- lakes, three in number, and at an elevation of nearly fourteen hundrecl feet above the level the depot Is not shut up, Is It?"
sions; but his ruling passion was ambition to con- of the sea." The Association last year erected on the grounds an amphitheater, with a seatTHEY were sitting on the sora In the front parlor,
tend and overoome. This appears from what Is re- ing capacity of twenty-five hundred people, with the seats in a semi-circle, which givs every
and he was holding her little hand In his own.
lated of his sayings when a boy. When hard pressed one present an opportunity to hear all that is saicl from the speaker's platform.
Suddenly a thought seemed to strike her, and she
In wrestling, to prevent his being ohrown, he bit the
asked sweetly: "Adolphus, are you a • bolter ?'"
hands or his antagonist, who let go his hold and said,
ROUTES
OF
T.Rt\.
VEL
AND
RAILROAD
R&.TES.
Just then the old gentleman's footsteps sounded on
11
11 You bite, Alclbiades, like a woman.,
No,'' said
the top stair, and as he Wildly grabbed his hat,
he, "like a lion."--Pluta·tch's Lives.
Eastern and western passengers over the Nickel Plate, Lake Shore & Michigan South- Adolphus answered: "Yee, darling; good-bye."
IF bodily pain and disease be the legitimate and ern railroacl, and eastern passengers over the New York, Lake Erie & Western (formerly.
A LADY residing at the North Shore recently took
traceable consequence of imprudence and excess- Erie) railroad, change cars at Dunkirk, N.Y., and take the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley &
her little three-year-old daughter In bathing with·
if pleurisy or consumption follow by natural law Pittsburgh railroacl to the "Cassadaga Camp-meeting Grounds."
Eastern and western passengers over the New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio railroacl (for- her. The water was very cold, and the little one
exposure to Inclement weather In weak rrames-lr
neuralgia be the legal progeny or organic decay or merly Atlantic & Great Western), and eastern passengers over the Buffalo & Jamestown clung closely to her mother's neck, her teeth chat·
shattered nerves-lr sterms follow laws as certain as railroad, change cars at the Atlantic & Great Western Crossing, ancl take the Dunkirk, Alle- terlng In anticipation of a dip. It came at la3t, and
as she emerged dripping from the water she gasped:
the law or gravitation-how can prayer bring about gheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad to Lily Dale Station.
To be more definit, persons coming to the Convention from most of .the cities and large " 0 mamma, tell Jesus to turn on the hot water J"
the cessation or pain, or the lulling or the storm, tor
A 1\IISS Is as good as a mile,
the relief or the suffering, or the rescue or the Im- towns in the United States will find it the cheaper to purchase excursion tickets to ChauA kiss Is as good as a smile,
periled man? Is not the prayer for such cessation tauqua Lake. These can be obtained very cheap; ancl then leave the cars at the crossing of
But tour painted kings
clearly a prayer for a miracle?- Greg's Creed of Chrig- the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad near Jamestown, and then take the
Are the beautiful things
last mentioned road to Lily Dale Station, near the camping grounds. Persons coming from
tendom.
That are good for the other man's pile.
LUCIAN observes that a young man who reads the any station on the New Yo1·k, Lake Erie & Western railroad, or any of its branches west of
history or the gods In Homer or Heslod, and finds Binghampton, will pay full fare to Dunkirk, and then be returned at one-third fare home.
A BEAUTIFUL maid at White Bear
their factions, wars, Injustice, Incest, adultery, and The Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad will sell excursion tickets at two cents
Sat down on a bumble-bee'S lair,
other immoralities so highly celebrated, Is much a mile from any station on that road.
And then the eert breeze
surprised afterward, When he comes Into the world,
Was full or mad bees,
to observe that punishments are by law Inflicted on
shrieks, and wild walllngs, and swear I
And
THE IIOTEL RATES.
the same actions, which he had been taught to asUNANSWERED CONUNDRUMS.
cribe to superior beings. The contradiction Is per
Summer roses die?
The following prices hav been established at the hotels for board: $1.50 per day, for one
haps still stronger between the representations given
willows weep ?
us by some later religions, and our natural Ideas of clay and less than three days; and over, $1 per day. Table board: breakfast, 40 cents; dinWhy do the { Yankees all like pie ?
babies creep ?
generosity, lenity, Impartiality, and justice; and In ner, 50 cents; supper, 30 cents. Lodgings, 25 to 30 cents. The hotel accommodations are
proportion to the multiplied terrors or these relig- sufficient to entertain all who may attend.
happy days all pass ?
H
L.
GREEN,
sigh ?
Ions, the barbarous conceptions of the divinity are
Why do the lovers
Salamanca,
N.
Y.
Secretary
New
York
State
Freethinkers'
Association.
multiplied upon liB. Nothing can preserve untainted
{ horse and cow eat grass?
fishers
lie?
the genuln principles or morals, In our judgment of
bearded lions roar ?
human conduct, but the absolute necessity or these
P. S.-I am glad to announce that the 'rrnth Seekflr Company will hav an agent on the
Why do the birdies sing ?
principles to the existence or society. U common grounds with a large assortment of Freethought publications for sale. The editor of 'rHE
ancient maidens snore,
conception can lnd ulge princes In a system of ethics 'rnuTH SEEKER will, as heretofore, make full reports of the proceedings. Other reports of
And vow they do "no such thing ?"
different from that which should regulate other the Convention will be publishecl in the New York Herald, the Buffalo Courier, and other
HE was tall. He was dilapidated, He was dead
persons, how much more those superior beings, secular papers.
II. L. G.
broke. He waved his arms aronnd and shouted:
whose attributes, VIews, and nature are so totally
"Last January, Jay Gould said that Union Pacific
unknown to us I Suret superis suajw·a; the gods hav
was worth par. Wllere's U.P. now?" Echo anmailms of justice peculiar to themselvs.-Hume's
swered. "Last March," continued the dilapidated,
Essays.
" Jay Gould said that Union Pacific was worth 90.
How calm was Pericles when, crushed by misforWhere's U.P. now?"' Echo answered some more.
tunes, deserted by the Athenians, all his family per"Last May,'' the dilapidated shouted at the top or
On Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 8th and 9th, tbe
Ishing by the plague, to Which at last he tell a vichis voice, "Jay Gould said that Union Pacific wa• a
tim himself, still ordering the affairs or the state till
bargain at no. Where's U.P. now?" Echo whooped
the last, counting the least or them Important, and
up for the third time. "Last June,'' he said, as he
his own Ute nothing I How calm was Socrates, when
wildly pawed the air, ''Jay Gould said that Union
the fatal polson was already working within him,
Pacific was a fat thing at 50. Where's U.P. now ?"
parting from life without a signor emotion, and with
"Been down to 28, and don't you forget It," said a
words or wisdom still lingering upon his lips I Such
bystander. "And where ml ?" "Bound for the
WILL HOLD ITS
calmness In the highest trials hav been; and wherJay Gould Idiot asylum I" "K'rectl Shake! Come
ever It has been, It was an evidence or the utmost
~tnd see me I" he chuckled,as he disappeared towards
unselfishness. We must vel! our sorrows, and make
the river.- Wall Street News.
·
EIGHTH
ANNUAL
CONGRESS
little or our griefs, nor trouble others with our arrllctlons. We must not pity ourselvs so much, nor
nurse our sorrows, but look up from our own little
At the same place.
Freethinkers' Meeting.
lives to those great eternal orbs that work above
A Camp-Meeting of the Northwest Kansas Freeand around and within us; we must bow to the Inthinkers' Association will be held at the Fair
In his cn.ll for the Congress the President of the League invites "all citizens of the Grounds
evitable and confide In the lnvlslblo.-Pelix Adler in
In Concordia, Kansas, beginning September
United States, whether they hav actecl with this League or not, who believe in a secula1· 2d, and terminating September 7th.
Radical Pulpit.
Prominent speakers from abroad will address the
republic, sepn.ration of church and state; the equality of all citizens before the law, without
To hide the truth Is ovll, and beeeems
distinction of creed or race Oi' sex; justice for all, and p1·ivileges and monopolies for none; meetings each day.
general InVItation Is extended to LiberaliSts and
A
But Ill the soul or one or noble birth.
the neecl of universal secular education, free :Speech, and a free press as the basis of uni- Spiritualists
to come and take part In the meeting.
-Sophocles.
versal suffrn.ge."
The clergy are InVIted to be present, and time will
be
divided
with
them.
All
Cha;ter
and
Life
Members
of
the
League,
and
all
delegn.tes
fl'Dm
local
Auxiliary
AT past torty years or age I hagan to relish Ute
Wa guarantee a tree platform to all for the dis·
without drawbacks; for ten :years I lmv been vlvltlly J.. eag_ues, w1ll hav votes in the Congress. Each Auxiliary is entitled to send five clelegates- cusslon
of all subjects of Interest to the people.
conscious or its delights. -.~.lfiss Aladineau's Autobiog- its president, secretary, and three other members-to the Congress. Annual members are
By order of the Committee,
entitled to seats in the Congress, and to votes by the permission of the Congress.
3132
JoHN BETHEL, Chairman,
,·aphy,
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me. Me tell what believe; me believe your pect the consideration and respect due a lady.
Christian religion-all damn nonsense!" I fear 1 'rhose who consider these remarks as intended
the Maori king will be of the same opinion at for them will of course criticise us. If they do
no very distant date. Christians who preach ; we shall feel that we hav not used our pencil
MR. BRIGHT has written a letter condemning
THE Texas cattlefever is spreading,
one thing and practice another must expect . in vain, and if showing up the folly and meanAmerican protection.
1
THE Lansing (Mich.) Republican intimates these little snubs from-well, " the noble sav- ness of their ways can induce them to reform
SEvERAL Anarchists hav been sentenced to
for the good of society we shall be amply rethat Lansing hack-men and railroad officials age."-Liverpool Evening &press.
imprisonment in France.
think Rev. Joe Cook is a hog.
warded.-Dayton Gazette.
IN accepting the Democratic nomination for
Mrss LULu HuRST has gone to Brooklyn,
A PROMINENT Chinese official has become a governor of Illinois, Carter Harrison said:
IT is quite plain that the moral tone of the
Christian. If he is going to be like some Chris- " Gentlemen, I hav carefully read the platform I West is a little highe~ than th~t ~f the East. where she draws full houses.
tian statesmen we hav in this country, the Chi- adopted by your convention, and cordially ac- A few days ago the Clty of Lomsville was torn
GREAT and disgraceful tumult has prevailed
nese government will do well to keep an eye cept and indorse it; and your declaration that 1 up about the exposure of a nude picture in the during the late sessions of the French Congress.
1
on him.-Texas Siftings.
men are capable of self-government and are shop windows of the prominent fine art
A GRANT has been made to the Queen's Colnot to be molested in their personal rights, ~ dealers, and now the towns of Hillsboro and leges in England in spite of Mr. Parnell's opTHE N.Y. Weelcly Witness winds up an ediwhile they do not injure their neighbors, is· Mattoon, TIL, are making war on the" Mother position.
torial in favor of the Prohibition candidate by
especially to be commended. Here this issue 1 Hubbard" dress affected by the young ladies.
saying that "the Lord Jesus is the only leader
THE Dutch steamer Amsterdam was wrecked
between the parties is broadly defined. It is ' This picturesque costume is held to be imto whom the ·witness acknowledges entire alle1
the province of the Democracy to stand ·be- proper, "because it tends to an indecent ex- off Sable Island, N. S., on the 6th, ,md four
giance." So there's another candidate in the
tween the people and any and all attempts to posure of the person." The marshal of the lives lost.
field, exclaims the Winstead Press. He can't
THE United States forces are concentrating
curtail their personal liberties." If Mr. Har- town of Mattoon, in order to prevent the
be elected. We won't hav any lords in office
1
rison practices what he preaches he ought to demoralization of society, has issued an order in large numbers in western Kansas for the
in this free country.
make a good official.
directing his subordinates to arrest all women purpose of ejecting every white sqatter on In.
found on the street wearing the "Mother dian land.
AT a meeting of the Spiritualists of WashingLIZziE MINER, a bright, pretty girl, who Hubbard" dress. We do not know what vaton, D. C., it was decided to organize into a
BENJ. BuTLER announces in a letter to the
society to advance Spiritualistic views in the worked in Brainard & Armstrong's silk mill in riations hav been added to the " Mother Hub- Sun his intention to " stand by the nominafall of the year. Mr. John B. Wolff was· N e;r _London, and who was made ins~ne by the bard" since it wound its way to the breezy tions of the Greenback and laboring men and
elected president; M. C. Edson vice-president, rehgw~ preached at the street me?tmgs of ~he prairies, but here in the East it is considered Anti-Monopolists."
and Joseph Steiner secretary and treasurer. Salvatw_n Army, has bee~ placed m a hospit~l neither immoral not demoralizing, even when
THE corn41r-stone of the pedestal of BarAs soon as the society gets into working order for the msane. She fanCled that Satan was m worn by big girls. It is simply picturesque.
tholdi's great statue of "Liberty" was laid on
pursuit.
of.
her
soul,
and.
that
only
by
t?e
con_
We
fear,
adds
the
World,
that
Kate
Greena board of six managers is to be elected. Meetthe 5th with, curiously enough, Christian and
ings to be held as soon as the hot weather is stant smgmg of Salvatwn songs he might be away's heart will be broken when she hears of
kept away. Members of the Army called on the performances of these wild Western offi- Masonic ceremonies.
over.
her, but she becam~ more violent, and had cials.
A SHOCK of earthquake was felt on tho lOth,
THE Mahdi is a radical total abstinence man, convulsiv fits. She IS getting well. At a re-,
and a second slighter shock on the 11th, in
down to coffee and tobacco, which he won't cent meeting of the Salvation Army an exhorTHE execution of the provisions of the reeven allow in his camp; in fact, he lately gave ter advised a large gathering of women to dis- cent treaty between Germany and Russia, the Middle and New England states. l'anic
a refugee 150 lashes for smoking a cigarette. card corsets, as they "are an invention of the ' whereby the former power agreed to eJCpatriate prevailed, but the accidents caused were
But he makes up for this by having thirty-nine devil." Many of the women went home and. the Nihilist refugees and other subjects who trivial.
MICHAEL CuFF, a policeman of this city,
wives, and keeps within the letter of the law, cast away the offending article of dress.
/ hav fled to Germany from Russia, has been
while in a state of intoxication on the 6th arwhich only allows four wives at a time, by an
. .
. .
' begun in earnest, and is working great hardingenious system of temporary divorce, by
Truth, of this City, the enterpnsmg young ships on scores who hav settled down in Gar- rested and locked up a respectable and unofwhich he always has thirty-five spare wives in paper which three years ago prosecuted a' many and made therein new homes for them- fending lady. He has been discharged from
waiting.
cru~ade agains~ the." dives" of Ne~ Y_ork selvs. The majority of the immediate victims the force.
1
THE spread of cholera in France is renewed,
WHILE the jury was deciding whether or not which resulted m therr almost total extmctwn, of this treaty are the newcomers, all of whom
Mr. Bradlaugh had, at the moment of his tak- is now agitating for the extirpation of a large hav been officially ordered to leave the coun- and greater alarm than ever prevails. In Enging the Parliamentary oath, such a belief in a proportion of the employment agencies of the try within a fortnight. Those whose affairs hav land there are hundreds of cases of English
supreme being as rendered his taking of the city, which it has discovered to be merely become so fixed by long residence as to require cholera, and in Italy the Asiatic form of the
Parliamentary oath valid in the eye of the law, panders to pr~stitution. Shocking stories are more time to settle up hav been given permits disease is raging.
report has it that the Lord Chief-Justice and to~d of the rum of t~ousa~ds of h?nest and with a six months' extension of residence; but
'rHE charge of former immorality and seduchis two learned colleagues, waiting for the friendless young f~rmgn girls seekmg ~~rk. 1 only on the security of good bondsmen that tion against Cleveland, on account of which
verdict, whiled away the time by constituting Meanwhile, the pohce and detectiv authorities, they will at the termination of the specified Rev. H. W. Beecher and others refused to supthemselvs a rough-and-ready jury to decide _u~de: . whose eyes. these and all . the other time peaceably quit the empire. As might be port him for president, is now contradictedwhether or not there _is any supreme being at Imqmties of the Clty hav been gomg on for supposed the ordinance has been the cause of with what truth cannot be determined.
years~ remain as;inactiv as e~er! save for an great hardship and suffering to many who hav
all.-Star.
THREE packages of dynamite wrapped in
occaswnal
scurrilous denunClatwn
of Truth
· G ermany, an d b eco me soCla
· 11y
.
.
.
. 1ong resi·a e d In
MR. WILLIAM L. GILBERT, the wealthiest and. hke re.former~ for. t~eir "mter.~erence m connected with the districts in which they hav copies of The Irishman were recently found in
the letter-box of the post-office at Nottingham,
man in Winsted, Conn., took a trip to the Cats- affairs outside their legitimate field.
dwelt. ~any of this class, to avoi.d e~pulsion,
Eng., being no doubt intended to explode
kill Mountains the other day, and to set a good
"I WAS mighty thankful for that ndn we hav apphed for letters of naturahzatwn from when stamped and wreck the building.
eJCample to poor folks he appeared at the station in West Winsted, dinner basket in hand. got yesterday," said a Texas Siftings· man. the German. government, b~t! although able
FRANCE's difficulties with China, which it
"Yes, it did the corn a world of good. How to comply With all the conditwns of the law,
While waiting for the train he put the basket
was
hoped would be amicably settled, hav
many acres hav you got planted of corn?" hav been invariably refused the privilege.
down in one corner of the room and busied
" I've got no corn planted this year at all. I This conduct on the part of the German gov- instead grown more violent, and war has comhimself explaining to the people the advanwasn't thinking about crops." "Well, then, ernment has provoked an outburst of indigna- menced, the French being so far victorious.
tages of economy. The train came, Mr. Gilbert
France still continues its Madagascar war.
got on board and went off, forgetting to take how can the rain benefit you?" "You see, I tion on the part of the Liberal press.
THE sultan of Morocco has caused the masd~n't often get a d,ecent di~ner at home, as my i LAST winter the Faubourg St. Germain inhis basket.
wife says she cant cook m hot weather; but troduced what were known to French soc· t sacre of a whole tribe in Angara, Kabila, beA NEW savings bank, with the attractiv name yesterday there was to be a church picnic, an~ as bals blancs, and this summer the Socia:i:t~ cause they asked for French protection. The
of "'rhe Security," began business in Newark, she fixed u~ a l~nch basket f~r t~e preachers of Paris hav organized what they call!es fetes men were killed, and the women and children
N. J., yesterday. It was formally dedicated table, but It ramed so the piC~c could not rouges, for the instruction, diversion, and made slaves. War with France is probable.
with prayer by the Rev. Dr. Taylor, of the come off. To keep the preachers lunch from profit of children and very young people who
'l'nE trades labor demonstration at HamilFirst Baptist Church. This is an excellent spoiling we had it for dinner, and it was the they ho
.
,
.
.
pe, WI"11 b e a genera t"o
I n of F ree t'h.Ink'- ton, Ont., Can., on the 4th, was an immense
idea, says a daily paper. Banks should be best dinner
I ve had SI~ce we wer~ marned. ers in their riper years. The first of this success. 'l'he procession was a mile long. The
opened every morning with prayer for the
There was no end. of. chickens ~nd Jellies and year's Atheistical fetes has been held at Belle- noteworthy feature was the marching of a
special guidance of the presidents and cash- that sort of alleviatwns. Don t tell me that viii
.
. ,
e, an d we11 b ore ou t I•ts name, everyth"Ing large body of young women, cotton and shoe
iers. But the stockholders should watch
ram yesterd~y didn t do any good. It was th~ being red, from the dresses of the children, operativs.
while the clergymen pray. "Watch and pray," most refreshmg shower we hav had for years. '
t f h
th Ph
·
t th
mos o . w om wore e
rygmn cap, o e
AMoNG the dozens of murders reported durshould be especially the motto i~ the Newark Texas Si'"tings.
~'
decoratwns of the hall, the flowers on the bon- ing the week ending Aug. 9th the large masavings banks.
PEOPLE who profess religion should try to be netts of the citoyennes or in the button-holes of jority were caused by drink. Many fatal acciBEFORE the Maori king leaves England he just a little consistent. It is certainly not in the (we should say citoyens) present being also dents also occurred to intoxicated persons.
will get so shrewd an idea of the worth of our accordance with the teachings of the scripture crimson. Amusement was not the only object Kentucky heads the list with thirteen murders,
missionary enterprise and our Christian mo- to backbite, dead-beat, and belittle those who in view, nor, inde3d, the principal one. Free- six being due to election quarrels.
rality that he will probably learn to call one honestly differ with them on a question whillh thought principles an:d doctrins were inculTHE Commissioner of Emigration on the 4th
bigr,try and the other poclcet. I remember a greatest minds hav tried to solve. Two things cated on the young folks, as well as Socialistic
colonial baronet telling me of a certain old we despise. One is the narrow-minded bigot theories. They were exhorted between their detained twelve immigrants, and on the 5th
Maori !ervant of his who had ridden behind and hypocrit, who thinks he has secured a games to hate religion and to hold priests in forty-four, and will retnrn them to the parts
him for twenty years, and professed all that mortgage on heaven, but who in fact is work- contempt. The flagrant injustice of the exist- whence they came, as they had no money,
time to be a devout Christian. One day his · ing hard, consciously or unconsciously, to take ing order of things was illustrated by CUoyenne trades, friends, or prospects. This pauper
master engaged him in confidential talk, and up his abode in those regions to which he Rouzade, who reminded her youthful hearers immigration is fast increasing of late.
begged him to say what he recommended as would hav all go who are not as narrow-minded that "stonemasons, miners, and carpenters
A GREAT reform demonstration was held at
the best means of converting the Maoris to as he. The other is the meddlesome, back- were less paid than the deputies of President Birmingham, Eng., on the 4th. The Hon.
Christianity. The worthy baronet was taken r biting creature of the feminin gender, who so Grevy; that railway servants received a lower John Bright proposed to limit the power of the
aback at th? rej?i~der of the old Maori,_ whom far forgets herself as to "we~r _the breeches," salary than railway engineers," and so on, House of Lords to veto legislation. The "dihe trusted ImpliCltly, and whose fidehty had who is only happy when she IS m her element an of which was iniquitous, seeing all men vine right" of kings was denounced as dangerhitherto borne every test. "Master," said he, 1 of prying into the affairs of other3, meddling, were equal and should enjoy identical advan- . ous, and the claimil of the peers to a similar
with an odd twinkle, "you ask me, you no ask and backbiting. Such a creature cannot ex- tages.-London Standard.
'right characterized as "ridiculous figments."
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The Ghost of Religion.
Prom the Nineteenth Crntury.

In the January number of this review is to be
found an article on Religion which has justly
awakened a profound and sustained interest. The
creed of Agnosticism was there formulated anew by
the acknowledged head of the Evolution philosophy;
with a definitness such as perhaps it never wore
before. To my mind there is nothing in the whole
range of modern religious discussion more cogent
and more suggestiv than the array of conclusions the
final outcome of which is marshaled in those twelve
pages. It is the last word of the Agnostic philosophy
in its long controversy with Theology. That word is
decisiv, and it is hard to conceive how Theology can
rally for another bout from such a sorites of dilemma
as is there presented. My own humble purpose
is not to criticise this paper, but to point its practical moral, and, if I may, to add to it a rider of my
own. As a summary of philosophical conclusions on
the theological problem, it seems to me frankly unanswerable. Speaking generally, I shall now dispute
no part of it but one word, and that is the title. It
is entitled "Religion." To me it is rather the ghost
of religion. Religion as a living force lies in a different sphere.
The essay, which is packed with thought to a
degree unusual ev<m with Mr. Herbert Spencer, contains evidently three parts. The first deals with the
historical Evolution of Religion, of which ~'Ir. Spencer
traces the germs in the primitiv belief in ghosts.
The second arrays the moral and intellectual dilemmas involved in all anthropomorphic theology into
one long catena of difficulty, out of which it is hard
to conceive any free mind emerging with success.
The third part deals with the Evolution of Religion in
the future, and formulates, more precisely than has
ever yet been effected, the positiv creed of Agnostic
philosophy.
Has, then, the Agnostic a positiv creed? It would
seem so; for Mr. Spencer brings us at last "to the
one absolute certainty, the presence of an Infinit and
Eternal Energy, from which all things proceed." But
let no one suppose that this is merely a new name
for the Great First Cause of so many theologies and
metaphysics. In spite of the capital letters, and the
use of theological terms as old as Isaiah or Athanasius, Mr. Spencer's Energy has no analogy with God.
It is Eternal, Infinit, and Incomprehensible; but still
it is not B.e, but It. It remains always Energy, Force,
nothing anthropomorphic; -.such as electricity, or anything else that we might conceive as the ultimate
basis of all the physical forces. None of the positiv
attributes which hav ever been predicated of God
can be used of this Energy. Neither goodness, nor
wisdom, nor justice, nor consciousness, nor will, nor
life can be ascribed, even by analogy, to this Force.
Now a force to which we cannot apply the ideas of
goodness, wisdom, justice, consciousness, or life, any
more than we can to a circle, is certainly not God,
has no analogy with God, nor even with what Pope
has called the "Great First Cause, least understood."
It shares some of the negativ attributes of God and
First Cause, but no positiv one. It is, in fact, only
the Unknowable a little more defined; though I do
not remt'mber that lVIr. Spencer, or any Evolution
philosopher, has ever formulated the Unknowable in
terms with so deep a theological ring as we hear in
the phrase "Infinit and Eternal Energy, from which
all things proceed.''
The terms do seem, perhaps, rather needlessly big
and absolute. And fully accepting Mr. Spencer's
logical canons, one does not see why it should be
called an "absolute certainty." "Practical belief"
satisfies me; and I doubt the legitimacy of substituting for it "absolute certainty.'' "Infinit" and
"Eternal," also, can mean to Mr. Spencer nothing
more than" to which we know no limits, no beginning or end," and, for my part, I prefer to say this.
Again, "an Energy "-why un Energy? The Unknowable may certainly consist of more than one
energy. To assert the presence of one uniform
energy is to profess to know something very important about the Unknowable-that it is homogeneous,
and even identical, throughout the Universe. And
then, "from which all things proceed" is perhaps a
rather equivocal reversion to the theologic type. In
the Athanasian Creed the Third Person "proceeds"
from the First and the Second. But this process has
always been treated as a mystery; and it would be
safer to avoid the phrases of mysticism. Let us keep
the old words, for we all mean much the same thing;
&nd I prefer to put it thus. All observation and
meditation, Science and Philosophy, bring us "to
the practical belief that man is ever in the presence of
some energy or energies, of which he knows nothing,
and to which, therefore, he would be wisa to assign
no limits, conditions, or functions.'' This is, doubtless, what Mr. Spencer himself means. For my part,
I prefer his old term, the Unknowable. Though
I hav always thought that it would be more philoJ3ophical not to assert of the 'Unknown that it is

Unknowable. And, indeed, I would rather not use
the capital letter, but stick literally to our evidence,
and say frankly " the unknown."
Thus viewed, the attempt, so to speak, to put
a little unction into the Unknowable is hardly worth
the philosophical inaccuracy it involves; and such is
the drawback to any use of picturesque language.
So stated, the positiv creed of Agnosticism still
retains its negativ character: It has a series d propositionA and terms, every one of which is a negation.
A friend of my own; who was much pressed to say
how much of the Athanasian Greed he still accepted,
once said that he clung to the idea "that there was
a sort of a something." In homely words such as
the unlearned can understand, that is precisely what
the religion of the Agnostic comes to, "the belief
that there is a sort of a something about which we
can know nothing.''
Now let us profess that, as a philosophical answer
to the theological problem, that is entirely our own
position. The Positivist answer is, of course, the
same as the Agnostic answer. Why, then, do we object to·be called Agnostics? Simply because Agnostic is only dog-Greek for "don't know," and we hav
no taste to be called "don't-knows." The Spectator calls us Agnostics, but that is only by way of
prejudice. Our religion does not consist in a com"
prehensiv negation; we are not forever replying
to the theological problem; we are quite unconcerned
by the theological problem, and hav something that
we do care for, and do know. Englishmen are
Europeans, and many of them are Christians, and
they usually prefer to call themselvs Englishmen,
Christians, or the like, rather than non-Asiatics or
anti-Mohammedans. Some people still prefer to call
themselvs Protestants rather than Christians, but the
taste is dying out, except among Irish Orangemen,
and even the Nonconformist newspaper has been induced by Mr. Matthew Arnold to drop its famous
motto, "The dissidence of Dissent, and the Protestautism of the Protestant religion." For a man to
say that his religion is Agnosticism is simply the
skeptical equivalent of saying that his religion is
Protestantism. Both mean that his religion is to
deny and to differ. But this is not religion. The
business of religion is to affirm and to unite, and
nothing can be religion but that which at once
affirms truth and unites men.
The purpose of . the present paper is to show
that Agnosticism, though a valid and final answer to
the theological or ontological problem-" What is
the ultimate cause of the world and of man ?"-is not
a 1·eligion nor the shadow of a religion. It offers
none of the rudiments or elements of religion, and
religion is not to be found in that line at all. It is
the mere disembodied spirit of dead religion; as we
said at the outset, it is the ghost of religion. Agnosticism, perfectly legitimate as the true answer of
science to an effete question, has shown us that relig~
ion is not to be found anywhere within tbe realm of
Cause. Having brought us to the answer, ''No cause
that we know of," it is laughable to call that negation
religion. Mr. Mark Pattison, one of the acutest
minds of modern Oxford, rather oddly says that the
idea of deity has now been _,,defecated to a pare
transparency." The evolution philosophy goes a step
fmther and defecates the idea of Cause to a pure
transparency. Theology and ontology alike end in
the Everlasting No with which science confronts all
their assertions. But how whimsical is it to tell us
that religion, which cannot find any resting-place in
theology or ontology, is to find its true home in the
Everlasting No! That which is defecated to a pure
transparency can never supply a religion to any
human being but a philosopher constructing a systern. It is quite conceivable that religion is to end
with theology, and both might in the course of avolution become an anachronism. But if religion there
is still to be, it cannot be found in this No-man'sland and Know-nothing creed. Better bury religion
at once than let its ghost walk uneasy in our dreams.
The true lesson is that we must "hark back," and
leave the realm of Cause. The accident of religion
has been mistaken for the essence of religion. The
essence of religion is not to answer a question, but
to govern and unite men and societies by giving
them common beliefs and duties. Theologies tried
to do this, and long did it, by resting on certain
answers to certain questions. The progress of
thought has upset one answer after another, and
now the final verdict of philosophy is that all the
answers are unmeaning, and that no rational answer
can be given. It follows then that questions and
answers, both but the accident of religion, must both
be given up. A base of belief and duty must be
looked for elsewhore, aud when this has been found,
then again religion will succeed in governing and
uniting men. Where is this base to be found?
Since the realm of Cause has failed to giv us foothold, we must fall back upon the realm of Lawsocial, moral, and mental law, and not merely physical. Religion consists, not in answering certain
questions, but in making men of a certain quality.
And the law, moral, mental, social, is pre-eminently
the field wherein men may be governed and united.
Hence to the religion of Cause there succeeds the

religion of Law. But the religion of Law or Science
is Positivism.
It is no part of my purpose to criticise Mr. Spencer's memorable essay, except so far as it is necessary
to show that that which is a sound philosophical conclusion is not religion, simply by reason that it re•
lates to the subject-matter of theology. But a few
words may be suffered as to the historical evolution
of religion. To many persons it will sound rather
whimsical, and possibly almost a sneer, to trace the
germs of religion to the ghost-theory. Our friends
of the Psychical Research will prick up their ears,
and expect to be taken au grand serieux. But the
conception is a thoroughly solid one, and of most
suggestiv kind. Beyond all doubt, the hypothesis of
quasi-human immaterial spirits working within and
behind familiar phenomena did take its rise from the
idea of the other self which the imagination continually presents to the early reflections of man. And,
beyond all doubt, the phenomena of dreams, and the
gradual construction of a theory of ghosts, is a very
impressiv and vivid form of the notion of the other
self. It would, I think, be wrong to assert that it is
the only form of the notion, and one can hardly suppose that Mr. Spencer would limit himself to that.
But, in any case, the construction of a coherent
theory of ghosts is a typical instance of a belief in a
quasi-human spirit-world. Glorify and amplify this
idea, and apply it to the whole of Nature, and we get
a god-world, a multitude of superhuman divine
spirits.
That is the philosophical explanation of the rise
of theology, of the peopling of Nature with divine
spirits. But does it explain the rise of Religion?
No, for. theology and religion are not conterminous.
Mr. Spencer has unwittingly conceded to the divines
that which they assume so confidently-that theology
is the same thing as religion, and that there was no
religion at all until there was a belief in superhuman
spirits within and behind Nature. This is obviously
an oversight. We hav to go very much further back
for the genesis of religion. There were countless
centuries of time, and there were, and there are,
countless millions of men for whom no doctrin of
superhuman spirits ever took coherent form. In all
these ages and races, probably by far the most numerous that our planet has witnessed, there was religion in all kinds of definit form. Comte ca1ls it
Fetishism-terms are not important; roughly, we
may call it Nature-worship. The religion in all these
types was the belief and worship, not of spirits of any
kind, not of any immaterial, imagined being inside
things, bnt of the actual visible things themselvstrees, stones, rivers, mountains, earth, fire, stars, sun,
and sky. Some of the most abiding and powerful of
all religions hav consisted in elaborate worship of
these physical objects treated frankly as physical objects, without trace of ghost, spirit, or god. To say
nothing of fire-worship, river, and tree worship, the·
venerable religion of China, far the most vast of all
systematic religions, is wholly based on reverence for
Ea.rth, Sky, and ancestors treated objectivly, and not.
as the abode o:f subjectiv immaterial spirits.
' Hence tbe origin of religion is to be sought in the'
countless ages before the rise of theology; before,
spirits, ghosts, or gods ever took definit form in the,
human mind. The primitiv uncultured man frankly·
worshiped external objects in love and in fear, ascrib-·
ing to them quasi-human powers and feelings. Alii
that we read about Animism, ghosts, spirits, and uni-·
versal ideas of godhead in this truly primitiv stage•
are metaphysical assumptions of men trying to read·
the ideas of later epochs into the facts of an earlier·
epoch. Nothing is more certain than that man every-·
where started with a simple worship of natural objects. And the bearing of this on the future of religion is decisiv. The religion of man in the vast·
cycles of primitiv ages was reverence for Nature as·
influencing Man. The religion of man in the vast·
cycles that are to come will be the reverence for Humanity as supported by Nature. The religion of
man in the twenty or thirty centuries of Theology
was reverence for the assumed authors or con trolers
of Nature. But, that assumption having broken up,
religion does not break up with it. On the contrary,
it enters on a far greater and more potent career, inasmuch as the natural emotions of the human heart
are now combined with the certainty of scientific
knowledge. The final religion of enlightene-d man
is the systematized and scientific form of the spontaneous religion of natural man. Both rest on the
same elements-belief in the Power which controls
his life, and grateful reverence for the Power so acknowledged. The primitiv man thought that Power
to be the object of Nature affecting Man. T~e cultured man knows that Power to be Humanity itself,
controling and controled by Nature according to
natural law. The transitional and perpetually chang~
ing creed of Theology has been an interlude. Agnosticism has uttered its epilog. But Agnosticism is
no morB religion than differentiation or the nebular
hypothesis is religion.
We hav only to see what are the elements and ends
of religion to recognize that we cannot find it in the
negativ and the unknown. In any reasonable use
of language religion implies some kind of belief i~
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a P?wer outside ourselvs, some kind of awe and' no~ effect any of its work without such quality or re- about it." "But how am I to learn to do my duty?"
gratitude fell for that Power, some kind of influence latzon. It would be hardly sane to make a religion "Oh! for duty you must turn to the known, to moral
exerted by it over our lives. There are always in ?ut of the Equatqr or the Binomial theorem. Whether and social science." And a mother wrung with agony
some sort th.es.e thre~ elei?ents-belief, worship, con- It was the religion of the lowest savage, of the for the loss of her child, or the wife crushed by the
duct .. A. rehgz~n which giv~ us nothing in particular Polytheist, or of the Hegelian Theist; whether the death of her children's father, or the helpless and
to ?f'lteve, nothmg. as an ~bJect of awe and gratitude, object of the worship were a river, the Moon, the the oppressed, the poor and the needy, men, women,
wh~c~ Las no special relation to human duty, is not a Sky, Apollo, Thor, God, or First Cause, there has a]- and children, in sorrow, doubt, and want, longing
rehgi.on at all. It may be formula, a generalization, ways been some chain of sympathy-influence on the for something to comfort them and to guide them,
a logzcal postulate; but it is not a religion. The uni- one side, and veneration on the other. However somethi ug to believo in, to hope for, to love, and to
versal presence of the unknowable (or rather of the ruilimentary, there must be a belief in some. powel" worship-they come to our philosophlilr and they say,
~mknown) substratum is not a religion. It is a log- influencing the believer, and whose influence here- "Your men of science hav routed our priests, and
zeal po~tulate. . You may call it, if you please, the pays with awe and gratitude and a desire to conform hav silenced our old teachers. What religious faith
first axiOm of smence, a law of the human mind or his life thereto. But to make a religion out of the do you giv us in its place?" And the philosopher reperhaps .better the univers~ po.st~ate of philosophy. Unknowable is far more extravagant than to make it plies (his full heart bleeding for them), and he says,
But try It by every test whzch mdzcates religion and out of the Equator. We know something of the "Think on the Unknowable."
you will find it wanting.
Equator; it influences seamen, equatorial ,peoples,
And in the hour of pain, danger, or death, can any
'J;'he points which the Unknowable has ill common and geographers not a little, and we all hesitate, as one think of the Unknowable, hope anything of the
with th~ object of an;y religion are very slight. and was once said, to speak disrespectfully of the Equator. Unknowable, or find any consolation therein? Altars
superfimal. As the umversal substratum it has some But would it be blasphemy to speak disrespectfully might be built to some Unknown God, conceived as
analogy with ot~er. superhuman objects of worship. of the Unknowable? Our minds are a blank about a real being, knowing us, though not known by us
But Force, GravitatiOn, Atom, Undulation, Vibration, it. A.s to acknowledging the Unknowable, or trusting yet. But altars to the unknowable infinity, even metand other abstract notions hav much the same kind in it, or feeling its influence over us, or paying grati- aphorical altars, are impossible, for this unknown can
of analogy, but nobody ever dreamed of a religion tude to it, or conforming our lives to it, or looking to never be known, and we hav not the smallest reason
of gravitation, or the worship of molecules. The it for help-the use of such words about it is un- to imagin that it either knew us, or affects us, or anyUn~nowable has managed to get itself spelt with a meaning. We can wonder at it, as the child wonders body, or anything. As the Unknowable cannot bring
capital U; but Carlyle taught us to spell the Ever- at the" twinkling star," and that is all. It is are- men together in a common belief, orfor common purlasting No with capitals also. The Unknowable is ligion only to stare at.
poses, or kindred feeling, it can no more unite men
no doubt mysterious, and Godhead is mysterious.
Religion, is not a thing of star-gazing and staring, than the precession of the equinoxes can unite them.
It c~rtainly appeals to the sense of wonder and the but of life and action. And the condition of any such So there can never be congregations of Unknowable
Trinity appeals to the sense of wonder. n' suggests effect on our lives and our hearts is some sort of vital worshipers, nor churches dedicated to the Holy Unvague and infinit extension, as does the idea of deity; quality in that which is the object of the religion. knowable, nor images nor symbols of the Unknowa?nt ~hen Ti~e and Space equally suggest vague and The mountain, sun, or sky which untutored man wor- ble mystery. Yes! there is one symbol of the Infinit
mfimt extensiOn. Yet no one but a delirious Kantist ships is thought to hav some sort of vital quality, Unknowable, and it is perhaps the most definit and
~ver professed that Time and Space were his relig- some potency of the kind possessed by organic be- ultimate word that Clan be said about it. The preIon. These seem all the qualities which the Un- ings. When mountain, sun, and sky cease to hav this cise and yet inexhaustible language of mathematics
knowable has in common with objects of worship- vital potency, educated man ceases to worship them. enables us to express, in a common algebraic forubiquity, mystery, and immensity. But these quali- Of course all sorts and conditions of divine spirits are mula, the exact combination of the unknown raised
ties it shares with some other postulates of thought. assumed in a pre-eminent degree to hav this quality, to its highest power of infinity. That formula is (m"),
But try it by all the other recognized tests of re- and hence the tremendous force exerted by all re- and here we hav the beginning and perhaps the end
ligion. Religion is not made up of wonder, or of a ligions of divine spirits. Philosophy and the eutha- of a symbolism for the religion of the Infinit Unvague sense of immensity, unsatisfied yearning after nasia of theology hav certainly redueed this vital knowable. Schools, academies, temples of the Uninfinity. Theology, seeking a refuge in the unintel- quality to a minimum in our day, and I suppose Dean knowable, there cannot be. But where two or three
ligible, has no doubt accustomed this generation to Mansel's Bamton Lectures touched the low-water are gathered together to worship the Unknowable,
. imagin that a yearning after infinity is the sum and mark of vitality as predicated of the Divine Being. there the algebraic formula may suffice to giv form
substance of religion. But that is a metaphysical Of all modern theologians, the dean came the near- to their emotions; they may be heard to profess their
disease of the age. And there is no reason that est to the Evolution negation. But there is a gulf unwearying belief in (x"), even if no weak brother
philosophers should accept this hysterical piece of which separates even his all-negativ deity from Mr. with ritualist tendencies be heard to cry, "0 x", love
transcendentalism, and assume that they hav found Spencer's impersonal, unconscious, unthinking, and us, help us, make us one with thee!"
the field of religion when they hav found a field for unthinkable Energy.
These things hav a serious side, and suggest the real
unquenchable yearning after infinity. Wonder has
Knowledge is of course wholly within the sphere of difficulties in the way of the theory. The alternativ
its place in religion, so has mystery; but it is a sub- the Known. Our moral and social science is, of is this: Is religion a mode of answering a question in
ordinate place. The roots and fibers of religion are course, within the sphere of knowledge. Moral and ontology, or is it an institution for affecting human
to be found in love, awe, sympathy, gratitude, con- social well-being, moral and social education, prog- life by acting on the human spirit? If it be the latsciousness of inferiority and of dependence, commu- ress, perfection, naturally rest on moral and social ter, then there can be no r'eligion of the Unknowable,
nity of will, acceptance of control, manifestation of science. Civilization rests on moral and social prog- and the sphere of religion must be sought elsewhere
purpose, reverence for majesty, goodness, creativ ress. And happiness can only be secured by both. in the knowable. We may accept with the utmost
energy, and life. Where these things are not, relig- But if religion has its sphere in the Unknown and Un- confidence all that the evolution philosophy asserts
ion is not.
knowable, it is thereby outside all this field of the and denies as to the perpetual indications of an ultiLet us take each one of these three elements of re- :Known; In other words, Religion (of the Unknowable mate energy, omnipresent and unlimited, and, so far as
ligion-belief, worship, conduct--and try them all in type) is ex hypothesi outside the sphere of knowledge, we can see, of inscrutable mysteriousness. That return as applicable to the Unknowable. How mere a of civilization, of social disciplin, of morality, of prog- mains an ultimate scientific idea, one no doubt of
phrase must any religion be of which neither belief, ress, and of happiness. It has no part or parcel in profound importance. But why should this idea be
nor worship, nor conduct can be spoken! Imagin a human life. It fills a brief and mysterious chapter in dignified with the name of religion, when it has not
religion which can hav no believers, because, ex hy- a system of philosophy.
one of the elements of religion, except infinity and
pothesi, its adepts are forbid deB to believe anything
" By their fruits ye shall know them " is mystery? The hallowed name of religion has meant,
about it. Imagin a religion which excludes the idea true of all sorts of religion. And what are the in a thousand languages, man's deepest convictions,
of worship, because its sole dogma is the infinity of fruits of the Unknowable but the Dead Sea ap- his surest hopes, the most sacred yearnings of ,his
Nothingness. Although the Unknowable is logically pies? Obviously it can teach us nothing, influence heart, that which can bind in brotherhood generasaid to be Something, yet the something of which we us in nothing, for the absolutely incalculable and tiona of men, comfort the fathe<rless and the widow,
neither know nor conceive anything is practically unintelligible can giv us neither ground for action uphold the martyr at the stake, and the hero in his
nothing. Lastly, imagin a religion which can havno nor thought. Nor can it touch any one of our feel- long battle. Why retain this magnificent word, rich
relation to conduct; for obviously the Unknowable ings, but that of wonder, mystery, and sense of hu- with the associations of all that is great, pure, and
can giv us no intelligible help to conduct, and ex vi man helplessness. Helpless, objectless, apathetic lovely in human nature, if it is to be henceforth limtermini can hav no bearing on conduct. A. religion wonder at an inscrutable infinity may be attractiv to ited to an idea that can only be expressed by the forwhich could not make anyone any better, which would a metaphysical divine; but it does not sound like a mula (xn); and which by the hypothesis can hav nothleave the human heart and human society just as it working force in the world. Does the Evolutionist ing to do with either knowledge, belief, sympathy,
found them, which left no foothold for devotion, and commune with the Unknowable in the secret silence hope, life, duty, or happiness? It is not religion,
none for faith; which could hav no creed, no doc- of his chamber? Does he meditate on it, saying, in this. It is a logician's artifice to escape from an :J.wktrins, no temples, no priests, no teachers, no rites, no quietness and confidence shall be your strength? ward dilemma.
One word in conclusion to those who would see
morality, no beauty, no hope, no consolation; which One would like to see the new Imitat'io Ignoli. It
is summed up in one dogma-the Unknowable is was said of old, Ignotum omne pro magnij'u:o. But the religion a working reality, and not a logi~Jal artifice.
The startling reductio ad absurdern of relegating reeverywhere, and evolution is its prophet--this is in- new version is to be Ignotum omne pro divino.
deed "to defecate religion to a pure transparency."
One would like to know how much of the Evolu- ligion to the unknowable is only the last step in the
The growing weakness of religion has long been tionist's day is consecrated to seeking the Unknowa- process which has gradually reduced religion to an
that it is being thrust inch by inch off the platform of ble in a devout way, and what the religious exercises incomprehensible minimum. And this has been the
knowledge; and we watch with sympathy the des- might be. How does the man of science approach work of theologians obstinately fighting a losing batperate efforts of all religious spirits to maintain the the All-Nothingness? and the microscopist, and the tie, and withdrawing at every defeat into a more imrelations between knowledge and religion. And now erubryologist, and the vivisectionist? What do they pregnable and narrower fastnes!!. They hav thrown
it hears the invitation of Evolution to abandon the learn about it, what strength or comfort does it giv over one after another the claims of religion and the
domain of knowledge, and to migrate to the domain them? Nothing-nothing;~ it is an ever-present attributes of divinity. They are so hopeless of conof no-knowledge. The true Rock of Ages, says the conundrum to be everlastingly given up, and per- tinning the contest on the open field of the known
philosopher, is the Unknowable. The paradox would petually to be asked of one's self and one's neigh- that they more and more seek to withdraw to the
hardly be greater if we were told that true religion bora, but without waiting for the answer. Tantalus cloud-world of the transcendental. They are so tarconsisted in unlimited Vice.
and Sisyphus bore their insoluble tasks, and the Evo- ribly afraid of an anthropomorphic God that they
What is religion for? Why do we want it ? And lutionist carries about his riddle without an answer, hav sublimated him into a metaphorical expressionwhat do we expect it to do for us? If it can giv us his unquenchable thirst to know that which he only ''defecated the idea to a pure transparency," as one
no sure ground for our minds to rest on, nothing to knows he can never know. Quisque suos patimu1' of the most eminent of them puts it. Dean Mansel
purify the heart, to exalt the sense of sympathy, to Manes. But Tantalus and Sisyphus called it Hell and is separated from Mr. Spencer by degree, not in kind.
deepen our sense of beauty, to strengthen our re- the retribution of the Gods. The Evolutionist calls And now they are pushed by Evolution into the
solves, to chasten us into resignation, and to kindle it Religion, and one might almost say Paradise.
abyss, and are solemnly assured that the reconciliaa spirit of self-sacrifice-what is the good of it? The
A. child comes up to our Evolutionist friend, looks tiol!. of Religion and Science is effected by this religUnknowable, ex hypothesi, can do none of these things. up in his wise and meditativ face, and says, " 0 wise ion of the Unknowable-this chirnera bombinans in
The object of all religion, in any known variety of and great Master, what is religion?" And he tells vacuo. Their Infinits and their Incomprehensibles,
religion, has invariably had some quasi-human and that child, "It is the presence of the Unknowable." their Absolute and their Unconditioned, hav brought
sympathetic relation to man and human life. It fol- "But what," asks the child, " am I to believe about them to this. It is only one step from the sublime
lows from the very meaning of religion that it could it ?" "Believe that you can never know anything to the unknowable.
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Practically, so far as it affects the lives of men and is the most powerful and dangerous of all the creed- wrong direction, to deceive the unwary and catcli
women in the battle of life, the absolute and Uncon- bound foes of liberty-is altogether out of proportion votes, as also to keep enthusiastic buJ;Ao misguided
women at work, only to rob them at last. No Liberal
ditioned Godhead of learned divines is very much to the little service received in exchange.
the same thing as the Absolute Unknowable. You
We hav often been told the Liberal vote is neutral- can vote with the Prohibition party. There is but
may rout a logician by a " pure transparency," but ized because divided among the various political one way that Liberals can consistently vote, and the
you cannot check vice, crime, and war by it, nor train parties. All reform movements are suffering in the rule will hold good for all time. It is to vote the
up men and women in holiness and truth. And the same way. The thinking, progressiv, and the truly ticket that presents, in both platform and candidate,
set of all modern theology is away from the anthro- patriotic element among America's voting population most largely the feature of progress. Of all party
pomorphic and into the Absolute. In trying to save hav never received due recognition from the govern- platforms now before the people the Greenback and
a religion of the spirit world, theologians are aban- ment. The present machinery of political party Anti-mo:rwpoly are in this respect alone worthy of
doning all religion of the real world; they are turn- organization in its working effectually places the support. Gen. Benjamin F. Butler is the nominee
ing religion into formulas and phrases, and are tak- power entirely in the hands of the ignorant masses. of both. No man has been more unjustly maligned.
ing out of it all power over life, duty, and society.
Back of these the demagog rules and rides triumph- We notice "Liberta" falls into the common error.
I say, in a word, unless religion is to be anthropor- antly in power. Party machinery, as at present It is not" spoons" this time, but "hypocrit." People
phic, there can be no working religion at all. How organized, was designed by aristocrats, and for a who stigmatize thus mistake the man. There is
strange is this new cry, sprung up in our own gen- monarchical form of government. It is just the nothing inconsistent in his position as delegate in
eration, that religion is dishonored by being anthro- thing on which demagogs and despots may flourish, the Democratic convention, because he had been by
pomorphic! Fetishism, Polytheism, Confucianism, and well calculated to make public life odious and a portion of his fellow-citizens named as their nomMedieval Christianity, and Bible Puritanism hav all distasteful to honorable men. It supports at public inee for president. A great man's methods are not
been intensely anthropomorphic, and all owed their expense an army of idlers who contrive to get a liv- like those of everybody. Butler is a great man.
A. L. KERN.
strength and dominion to that fact. You can hav no ing out of politics, but who, otherwise, might seek a
••
religion without kinship, sympathy, relation of some more honorable means of livelihood, and become
human kind between the believer, worshiper, servant, useful citizens. It givs the ignorant masses the
'l'he Tariff Question.
and the object of his belief, veneration, and service. almost entire voice in shaping affairs of government,
It is eminently proper that THE TRUTH SEEKER
The Neo-Theisms hav all the same mortal weakness and in effect offe1·s a standing premium for ineffi- should try to find out the truth upon all questions
that the Unknowable has. They offer no kinship, ciency, or for dishonesty in public office. With such having a bearing upon the welfare of humanity in
sympathy, or relation whatever between worshiper political machinery, the people of the United States this life, and since the tariff qutstion is one of these,
and worshiped. They, too, are logical formulas be- cannot reasonably expect much of their elected I would be pleased to hav something to say on this
gotten in controversy, dwelling apart from man and officers, whether in high station or in low. The subject.
the world. If the formula of the Unknowable is (x11), stream does not rise higher than its source. As long
The question of tariff is a part of the greater quesor the Unknown raised to infinity, theirs is (nx), as such machinery prevails, the thinking and pro- tion of taxation, and cannot be properly discussed or
some unknown expression of Infinity. Neither (xn) gressiv citizens of this nation can do but little for understood until the greater question is disposed of.
nor (n.x) will ever make good men and women.
their country. Their influence may be felt, but it is The question of taxation arises out of that of raising
If we leave the region of formulas and go back to indirect. The only direct action is by and through a revenue for public purposes. To discuss the questhe practical effect of religion on human conduct, we the ballot-box. But here we are confronted with tion fairly, we should resolve it into its simplest form
must be driven to. the conclusion that the future of defectiv machinery, made so designedly, that, what- -How should public revenues be raised? This quesreligion is to be, not only what every real religion ever else it might do, it should serve first of all the tion might bring us to consider a second question
has ever been, anthropomorphic, but frankly anthro- conservativ and despotic elements existing in all first, namely, How are public revenues raised, and
pic. The attempted religion of Spiritism has lost; one governments. It is, consequently, altogether out of how much do we raise?
after another, every resource of a real religion, until place in a republic founded on the great truth that
The people of the United States raise by all kinds
risu solvuntur tabulce, and it ends in a religion of Noth- governments derive their just powers from the con- of taxation, federal, state, an·d municipal, about $700,ingism. It is the Nemesis of Faith in spiritual abstrac- sent of the governed. If, then, all power has its source 000,000 annually. Reckoning interest at ten· per
tions and figments. The hypothesis has burst, and in the people, the more direct and simple the ma- cent, this represents nearly one-quarter of the entire
leaves the Void. The future will hav then to return chinery is made the better and more efficient it be- wealth of the· country. In other words, we hav by.
to the Knowable and the certainly known, to the re- comes. The machinery at present in use possesses taxation made nearly one-quarter of the entire wealth
ligion of Realism. It must giv up explaining the none of these qualities. It is encumbered with end- of the country public property. Let us consider how
Universe, and content itself with explaining human less complicatwns until it is almost worthless. It this tax is levied.
life. Humanity is the grandest object of reverence offers a good illustration of "how not to do it." Let
We raise $366,000,000, or more than one-half of
within the real and the known, Humanity with the us look at it a moment. If the truth set forth in the the entire sum, by a tax on consumption. That is,
World on which it rests as its base and environment. Declaration amounts to anything, it is this. We, the we add the tax to the price of goods, and people
Religion, having failed in the superhuman world, re- people, are the power and the government. We go must either pay the tax or do without the goods. We
turns to the human world. Here religion can find to the ballot-box to elect or select our officers. We raise $220,000,000 of this tax on consumption in the
again all its certainty, all its depth of human sympa- know what policy we want carried out, and know shape of a tariff, and $146,000,000 is raised as internal
thy, all its claim to command and reward the purest who we think will best execute the duties of the va- revenue. Now, it will be observed that people pay
self-sacrifice and love. We can take our place again rious offices to that end. Every voter then feels di- this tax on consumption in proportion to what they
with all the great religious spirits who hav ever rectly his responsibility, his dignity, and his inde- consume, and they should consume in proportion to
molded the faith and life of men, and we find our- pendence. His natural desire to promote by his vote the number of consumers, ~.e. in proportion to the
selva in harmony with the devout of every faith who the general welfare would be stimulated. With size of their families. Therefore the tax on consumpare manfully battling with sin and discord. The minds free from the slavery and prejudice which tion may be regarded as a national fine inflicted upon
way for us is the clearer as we find the religion of party machinery inflicts, reformers could appeal to people for having large families. To punish people
Spiritism, in its long and restless evolution of thirty the people with some hope of efficient results at the for having large families will cause them to avoid
centuries, ending in the legitimate deduction, the ballot-box. But while enslaved to party there is having families altogether. It will cause young men
religion of the Unknowable, a paradox as memorable little hope. Year by year passes, and no decided to remain single, and when young men do not marry,
as any in the history of the human kind. The alter- progress is seen. The demagog is master; the voter young women cannot. This in turn leads to demornativ is very plain. Shall we cling to a religion of a slave. The man elected to public station is in the alization, to prostitution and fceticide, and all other
Spiritism when Philosophy is whittling away spirit same humiliating situation. He owes his place to forms of the social evil. To illustrate this, let us
to Nothing? Or shall we accept a religion of Real- party. The welfare of the country becomes a matter suppose that A and B are two young men, each havism, where all the great traditions and functions of of secondary importance-with many, a matter of no ing a capital of $1,000. A marries, and in the course
religion are retained unbroken?
importance at au: These ~.jngs are all apparent to of time he is the father of eight children. He spends
FREDERIC HARRISON.
practical observers. Politicians make no secret of his earnings, and the $1,000 too, in feeding, clothing,
their corrupt methods. And why should we expect and educating his children. B does not marry, and
"God's Ways are not Man's Ways," and Mr. any better fruits from such a. vicious system of rna- the girl he should hav married becomes a social
Butler's are Diiferent from Hoth.
chinery, or why try to reform and then lament our wreck. B invests his $1,000 so that at the end of
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRurH SEEKER, Sir: The ill success as long as we are compelled to work with twenty years it is worth $5,000. The United States
question is agitated in your columns, How ought such defectiv tools? But he is a good workman, government has made A pay tan times as much of the
Liberals to vote? A correspondent, "Liberta," dis- indelld, who can produce a good piece of work while tax on consumption as B, because A married and
cusses the subject at some length, but leaves us at yet using poor tools, and this is the requirement it lived a respectable life. This has helped to make B
last with the question unanswered. He expresses a · seems that is laid upon the reforming and progressiv a rich man, and A and his children poor. Other
preference, however, for Grover Cleveland, and claims elements in society and government at the present young men notice the result and act accordingly.
that the said Grover Cleveland is a sturdy defender time. Let us see if we can master it.
Our cities and villages are full of young men who do
The practical question, of course, is, What shall we not marry, hence the social evil. Let those who adof the people against the aggressions of the Catholic
church. Here surely we hav an anomaly. The do now? The Liberals hav been voting for the past vocate a tariff, or any kind of tax on consumption,
writer admits--what we all too well know-that the twenty years, mostly with the old parties. The prin- distinctly understand that they are promoting and
Democratic party, which Cleveland represents, is the ciples and platforms of the~:>e parties-barring the encouraging prostitution, fceticide, and all those
party of the Catholic church. As the chief executiv slavery question-are the same to-day as they were horrible evils which are caused by people no~ marryof the state of New York Grover Cleveland put his twenty years ago. The Liberal vote has, therefore, ing and becoming heads of families. They are advoofficial veto on a bill that unlawfully proposed to take exerted no direct influence either upon the party pol- cating that a fine should annually be levied on those
money from the public treasury for the benefit of the icy or upon the workings of the government. The who do marry, and upon those who, .after marrying,
Catholic element in his party. In doing so he sim- reforms accomplished hav not been achieved by increase the size of their families. Let those whe adply performed an act of duty that ought reasonably means of the ballot-box. A vote cast for either of vocate a tariff clear themsel vs of this charge if they can.
A large portion-probably one-half-of the reto be expected of any executiv officer sworn to sup- the old parties is, therefore, practically equivalent to
port the constitution of his state, or who agreed not voting at all. Liberals are asked again to repeat mainder of the $700,000,000, or $167,000,000, we raise
to do so in accepting the office. Surely the peo- this folly. Is there anything, we ask, in the present by a tax on improvements. People work, guild houses,
pie hav a right to demand this much of every officer, situation that would encourage the belief that if we barns, mills, stores, ·etc., and we .tax them on these
no matter by what party elected. But in these days did so the results of the future would be any differ- things. That is, we raise $167,000,000 by taxing
of degeneracy in politics it indeed seems to hav be- ent from those of the past. We fail to find it. If people in proportion to the amount of work they do;
come a rare virtue in any public officer to serve his experience teaches anything, it is that there is noth- and, just as there is no way of escaping .the tax on
country before his party. And this, in the view of ing gained by voting with the old parties. Let us consumption but that of having no family (and in
thousands of .cases this means the murder of offyour correspondent, is a matter of such importance glance at the new.
and significance that he proposes Liberals should
Prohibition may be a good cause. Certainly very spring), so there is no way of avoiding this tax on
vote for Cleveland to reward him in some measure little can be said for maintaining the American grog- improvements but that of ceasing to improve, or, in
for his good conduct while governor of New York. shop. But the present organization, as shown by the other words, ceasing to work. Just as the tax on
Are Liberals prepared to vote for the Catholic party party platform, reveals the cloven hoof and dragon's consumption is a fine levied upon people for marryin this country? We think not. The sacrifice that teeth of priestcraft.. The primary object appears to ing and having children, so the tax on improvements
every Liberal would make in doing so-voting with be, from the platform, to put God in the Constitution. is a fine levied on people for working. But these
and for a church that in numbers and organization The cry for temperance is simply a shout in the methods of taxation are unjust and diabolical. No
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true Liberal or moral man should uphold either of
them.
.
But the meanest of all the methods of raising publie revenues is that of fining people who violate the
law. A man gets drunk, or beats his wife, and society, under the pretext of correcting the wrong, takes
a portion of his property from him. If there were
only two families in the world and the head of the
one family should get drunk, or beat his wife, would
that justify the head of the other family appropriating his neighbors cow? Can two wrongs make a
right? Can society improve the morals of the individual by taking from him property to which society
has no claim? Society has no more right to property
that it has no claim to, than a private individual ha·s,
and the fact that a man does wrong does not giv society any moral right to his property.
.With the exception of the poll tax, about which I
need say nothing, the only remaining tax to consider
is the land tax. We hav seen that people pay the tax
upon consumption in proportion to what they consume, that they consume in proportion to the size of
their families, and that it may be regarded as a fine
levied upon people for marrying and having children.
We hav seen that they pay the tax on improvements
in· proportion to how much they improve or work,
and that it may be regarded as a fine placed upon
people for working. But people pay the tax upon
land in proportion to the amount and value of land
they occupy. The only way to avoid paying the tax
on consumption is to liv single, or, if married, to Iiv
without having children. The only way to avoid the
tax on improvements is to stop working, liv in idleness. But the way to avoid the land tax is not to
oc~upy lll:ore land t~an one needs.. The. one crying
evil of this country IS that the land 1s bemg bought
up and held ?Y those who do not ~ee_d it and do not
want to use 1t. In the state of MIChigan, for example! there are 36,000,00_D acres of ~and, 28,0_00,000 of
which are held by their owners m an ummproved
conditien. Now, if we should increase the tax on
land values the only way the owners of these lands
could avoid paying it would be to let go of the lands.
But this, _instead of being an evil, would be the greatest blessmg that could possibly occur, for then the
lands would be open for settlement by those needing
them for homes. If we would abolish the tax on consumption and on improvements and raise the $493,
000,000 now raised by those taxes, on land values, in
less than ten years there would not be 1,000,000
ae1·es of unimproved lands held by private individuals in Michigan; 27,000,000 out of the 28,000,000
would eithe1· be owned by small farmers or else added
to the public domain. It would be the same in all
the states of the union, and young people would not
then hav to go fifty miles from civilization to find
government land on which to start homes. Nor
would they hav to pay anybody else for the privilege
of locating on unimproved land.
Let those who advocate a tariff, or any tax on consumption, understand that they are advocates of immorality, of prostitution, of fmticide, of poverty, and
all the evils of a degraded state of society. Let them
understand that they are opposing the principles of
freedom and a higher and grander civilization. Let
them understand that there is only one honest and
just tax, and there never can be any other, and that
is the tax on privileges, the tax on land values, on
mines, and everything which nature has given for the
equal benefit of all. Raising our public revenues
from these things is the simplest and most effectual
method of making these things public, or, in other
words, dividing them equally among all, as they
should be.
J. G. MALCOLM.
Topeka, Kansas.
--------~~------

Mr. Walker Explains.
Yes, "Mr. Walker's coming around" -coming
around to correct some of your little mistakes, friend
Macdonald.
It may hav been the "Milwaukee platform that
we [you] had in mind when replying to Seward
Mitchell,'' but it was not the Milwaukee platform
that I had in mind when writing "Re-forming the
Lines," and that was the article which you first criticised, and in that criticism you made no reference to
the Milwaukee platform. Mr. Mitchell attacked you,
not because of anything that you had said, or even
hinted, in regard to my position on that platform,
but because you antagonized me partially in regard
to the obscenity statutes.
Here is the clear and indisputable proof of this.
Mr. Mitchell said: "Sir: To defend a principle do I
take my pen to address you. I read with interest
your criticism on E. C. Walker's position as stated
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 3bt."
Now, this was the" position" of mine which you
had assaulted. Let the reader turn to THE TRUTH
SEEKER of May 31st and he will at once perceive that
that" position" in no wise trenched upon the Milwaukee platform, that it had to do solely with the obscenity statutes. It is no use, comrade; it is a clear
case of" mistaken identity" on your part.
So much for the original subject; now a few words
in reference to some other matters which you brought
up in your last article. It is true that I accepted a

position on a committee on political action, appointed in this county to get up a Liberal League, and when
at the St. Louis Congress of 1882. I was yet slightly it was organized some its members refused to pay
imbued with state Socialistic ideas though in an in- twenty-five cents to get a charter, and so we "played
formal meeting of that committe's at the rooms of out."
.
.
Dr. and Professor Severance I took decided g-rounds
The truth Is, not a few Liberals (?) are so pervaded
against any new plank that should commit the League by the spirit of greed that they hav no deep and
to political action in defense of principles for which abiding love of truth and humanity. The love of
I subsequently refused to vote at the Milwaukee the "almighty dollar" is "spread wide and deep," as
Congre_ss. And during the year, in my correspond- Blair _says, ".over the ~?~I." Their Liberali~:n is a
ence With Messrs. Garrick and Stephens, members of ~eg~t1v, passiv power, a hght under ~ b~shel.
Oh,
the committee, I found myself at variance with them If Ltberals had the zeal and enterprise m the cause
on almost all new planks proposed.
of humanity which the orthodox hav in "the cause
WheR the time for }.olding the Congress of 1883 of Christ," what a power ~hey would be! We would
arrived I had become convinced that political action hav five papers well sustamed where we now hav one
was no part of the League's proper work, and I struggling to liv. We would hav ten times as ~any
started for Milwaukee intending to make a fight free halls and lecturers. We would hav a natwnal
against most of the resolutions which I had reason to university of a thousand students, where naught but
believe would be submitted, and which were submit- truth and humanity would be taught. We ~ould
ted. But I was coming down with malarial fever and hav a capacious and comf?rtable retreat fo; the mfir_?l
was unable to activly participate in the deliberations and aged veterans who, like myself, hav piOneered Ill
of the Congress. I was not present at all the ses- poverty and persecution, and "borne the hea~ and
sions, and when there was scRrcely able to keep my burd~n of the day." _We would hav co-operati_v in·
faet, speaking but for a few minutes twice, and voting du.stnes, whe~·e the ~tberallaborers _would be Ju.stly
but ~few times. If I remembe1· rightly, I found my- paid and ~ece1Ve their o"!n· W~re Liber~s orgamzed
self m the majority but twice, once on the adoption and combmed as are their enemies, the Nme Damands
of the famous Seventh plank, and again when a prop- o! Liberalism would be respect_fully ~ea:d ~nd conosition to levy a compulsory tax upon all members of s1dered, and soon granted. L1berahty Is, m fact, a
local Leagues for the support of Man was voted mighty force, but as yet mostly latent and unorg.andown.
ized. Very little of that. force is yet in workmg
As to the "thirty new propositions," it is neces- order. LiJ:>era~s are _so different in the kind and desary to say that several that are called such are di- gree of their Libemhty and reforms that they often
rectly or indirectly derivable from the old platform obsttuct and oppos~ each othe1·.
.
.
of the Leagae, while as to the one-third of these
·when we are allimpell~d. b~ the right motivs,_ a~d
which I am credited with supporting-why, they ex- pe~~aded by the true altrmstiC, ms~ead _of the ego~Isti_c,
ist only in the imagination of our genial editor. But sp~nt, we shall feel that humamty IS our obJectiv
suppose that more than this was true, suppose that I pomt, and to m1J,ke all free a:nd happy, and ~upply all
had favored all the propositions, "new" or otherwise, ~a;nts, and help each other, IS the only real hfe worth
what then? Still the statement "a large number of hvmg.
side issues,': would not hav be~n justifiable, for nei0 ye Liberals "!ho c~n spare much, a~d hav
ther Mr. Mitchell, I, nor Mr. Macdonald in his first enough left, who Wish to maugurate the anti-orthoarticle, had the slightest reference to th~ Milwaukee dox, human life on earth, and develop true manhood,
platform.
.
I implore you to realize the joy of doing good, to giv
"Had the platform been entirely Anarchistic anti- that you may reap more abundantly. Let us liv and
prohibitory, and radical on the marriage que;tion," act like Liberals, not bigots.
J. H. CooK.
Mr. Macdonald thinks that I would hav been satisColumbus, Kan.
fied. My good sir, had the majority of the delegates
----------been Anarchists, there would hav been no vote for
Excursion Rates to Chautauqua.
To THE Enrron OF THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: There
political action at all. Then we should hav had none
of this talk about a political platform. Try again.
is ·hardly a town of any size in the Northern states
As I said in my previous article, I am not anxious from which there are not established excursion rates
to hav the Loague commit itself on the liquor traffic to Chautauqua. These tickets can be used by perquestion, and I had no hand in introducing that sons desiring to attend the Freethinkers' Convention.
plank at Milwaukee, but voted for it in preference to Allow me to giv a few of these rates from some of the
remaining silent and dodging the issue.
principal towns:
And the "marriage question!" Who said anything
NEW YORK, PENNSYTNANJA, AND OHlO RAILl\OAll.
about that? That charge is an old one, owing its From Meadville, Pa., $a.OO; l•'mnklin, Pa., $3.21); Oil CJity,
paternity to Mr. H. L. Green, and it was born some Pa., $3.25; Warren, Ohio, $5.20; Clovelaml, Ohio, $[).75;
Ohio, $5.25; Havenna, Ohio, $5.50; Kent, $:,.75;
time late in the fall of 1880, shortly after that gen- Youngstown,
Akron, $ii.75; Creston, $fi.:lG; Ashland, $7.2fJ; Hprinl-(lield,
tleman's ignominious defeat at the first Chicago con- Ohio, $U.71); Dttyton, Ohio, $10.21); Cincinnati, Ohio, $11.50.
gress. It was as true then as it is now, and it had
NEW YOHK, r~ARFJ l!.RII~, AND WI•~H'l'Ii;ltN HAif1ROAD.
not then, nor has it at this time, even a bowing ac- From New York city, $18.50; Philaclelphia, $l7.GO; Newark,
quaintance with the facts. I never hav tried to in- $18.1)0; I'ort ,Jervis, $13.00; DepoHit, $10.1)0; Binghnutpton, •
7!i; Elmira, $6 50; Avon, $5 10; Dnnsvillo, $1i.!i5; noehester,
fluence the actions or utterances of the League on $8.
$1) liO; Balovia, $1.20; Attiea, $4.20; Lockport, $:1.80; HornollHth~ marriage question. I never spoke in any of the ville, $1.25; Wellsville, $3.20; Uuha, $2.20; Bradford, Pt~.,
four congresses which I hav attended upon that sub- $1.70.
JlAJJrJMO!lF: AND OliiO 1\AILilOAD.
ject, nor introduced a resolution touching it.
From ColnmhnH, Ohio, $!1.8G; Newark, Ohio, $!).8G; ZnneRNevertheless, it is my undoubted right to do either villc,
Ohio, $10.00; Chicago, Ill., Sl!l.20; Definneo, Ohio,
or all of these things, and I may yet; but up to date SlUJO; Mount Vernon, Ohio, $!J.(JO.
there has not been the slightest occasion for the acFltOM DF:'l'l\01'1' (HTEAM NAVWATION),
S8.50. · 'l'ickets sold at the foot of W11yne street, and foot of
cusation.
E. C. WALKER.
Third street.

Liberal Principles and Orthodox Practices.

N.Y., W. H., AND JHJFl<'AT,O.HA.H,HOAD.

From New York city, $18.50; Poughkeepsie, Slfi.OO; Albany
and T'roy, $13.00; Hehencct1tdy, S12.:Hi; Little Falls, $10.1.5;
Utica, S!l.25; Syracuse, $7.50; Clyde, $6.GG; Hochester, SG.OO.

"The kingdom of heaven " and the republic of
man are based upon opposit principles and purposes.
I tt · · t th
t '' d all f th 1
crNraNNA'l'I, WABAHH, ANJ> MICHHtAN RAIJ,ROAD.
na ammg o eoneweare o o
or egory llonton Hnrton,Slll.!lf!; Elkhart, $11).00; Wabash, $H.7G;
of God;" while the other is based upon the glory and .Jancsboro, $13. 71); AnclerHon, SH.20.
grandeur, the worth and significance, the growth and
Mr<:HwAN cF.N'l'HAr. nArLnoAn.
enjoyment of man.
I<' rom Uhic111(o, $21.00; Ypsi!lmti, $~1. 70; Ann Arbor, $10.00;
God-ism is a pyramid inverted, with its base in NileR,
;r,,ck~on, S12.:lG; Battle Creek, Sl:l.:lfi; Kalmnawo, S15.05;
Slfi.OO; E11ton Jtapicls, $1:1.:lf); (frand lt1~pirls, $15.80;
"airy nothing," while man-ism, or humanity, has the Hagiwnv, s 12 . 31); H>~.Y City, Sl2.8ii; Honth Bend, SlG.\JO.
broad earth or universe for its basis, and its superN. v. c:rr.N-rnAr. AND u 11 DsoN rtrv1m RArr.noAD.
structure will be a fully developed selfhood or man- N. v. City, Slll.fJO; Ponghkeepsie, Slli.OO; Hndson, Sl1.50;
hood. Gods and devils must be killed, that humanity Albany awl 'J'roy. Sl:l.OO; Hehcnodarly, S12 :H>; J;ittle l!'alls,
may liv. As truth and science advance, so error SJO.JG;
Utica, S!J. 2G; Home, S~I.OO; Hvra"ufle, $7.5fi; Clyde,
Sfi.GG; Roehester, SG.OO; Anhurn, 87.1)0; Canan<lagwt, $6.15;
and mythical beings recede and vanish. The living Batavia, s:LUO; Brockport, $5.00; Niagam Falls, $3.1)0.
temple of humanity of the future muet be based
r.AKB snoRE ANn MIUUWAN ,;ou'J.'JIEHN ItArLnoAJJ.
upon the firm rock of nature's truth and her higher From Erio, S2.2G; Youngstown, SG.2G; Asbtalmla, s:l.ilG;
law of right, justice, and humanity.
l'ainesvillc, S1.8fJ; Cleveland, $!).75; Elyria, SG. 75; Clyile, $8.How many who call themselvs Liberal are truly soh,
75; Frecmont, S!J.05; Toledo, $10.30: Detroit, $ll.1G; Tecum$11.80; Adrinn, Sll.GO; Jonesville, Sl:l.OO; Albion, l:l.40;
and fully inspired by humanitary impulses, and the Coldwater, $13.75; Sturges, S14.GI); Kalamazoo, $11).30; Ailehigher and better life to which their professed prin- gun, $lG.OO; Grand Hapids, S1G.0:3; Chicago, S2l.OO.
ciples, when practiced, will lead them?
rrT'l'snunu AND LAKF. ElliE IurLRoAn.
The true and consistent Liberal will not only op- From Pittsburg, S7.00; lleaverFalls,
Sli.10; Brighton, SG.JO;
5 50
7
pose orthodoxy with tongue and pen, but denounce, Wanipnm,
$G. 0; New Castle, S · ·
PITTHDUllG, l'OltT WAYNE, A:-!D CHICAGO 1\AILROAD.
and renounce, all its dishonest and unmanly practices, From Lima, o., Sl2.75; Fort Wayne, Ind., $15.00; Chicago,
laws, customs, usages, fashions, and institutions. S22.00.
The work of Liberals has been, so far, necessarily
I>E:-<~snvANrA nAILnoAn.
distinctiv, but it is time they began to be constructiv From Harrisburg, Sl4.65; Baltimore,22Sl8.80;
Lancaster, $l6,55
-and try to practice what they talk and write. I GO; Philadelphia, 517·GO; Altoona, S · ·
care but little how Liberally a man talks 'While I
These tickets will take you either to Jamestown or
know that he is scheming to get something for noth- Dunkirk. From either place it is but a few miles to
ing, to liv off from the labor of others-who is a land- Cassadaga, where the Freethinkers' Convention and
monopolist, usurer, or belongs to any ring or corpo- the Liberal League Congress are held ..
ration that robs and enslaves the wealth-producer,
H. L. GnEEN, Secretary.
and is thus a God-ite in character and practice, and
P. S.-All the Freethought journals ~tre requested
not a Liberal or humanitarian. I worked two yeanJ . to copy the 11.bo-ve.
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The Laws of Logical Proof.
To THE EDITOR o:F THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It has
been with some degree of interest that I hav watched
for what to my mind would be a satisfactory answer
to those Christian believers who deny the force of
Infidel or skeptical argume:nts on account of their
negativ character.
While I am ready to admit that skepticism as to
any positivly established religious belief must necessarily be negativ, yet to fully comprehend the subject
it seems necessary that we first understand exact.ly
what relation skepticism really bears to such belief.
Were we discussing the merits and demerits of af:firm&tiv as conipared with negativ evidence on a legal
question, from a legal stlmdpoint, these objections
might hold good, but they will hardly apply to religion. All laws brought into existence by man, whether
by legal enactment or established by usage, and
whether observed by savage or civilized societies, are
artificial and arbitrary, and supposed to be based
upon the principles of justice and equity, the violation of which renders the transgressor liable to pros. ecution; but the evidence in the case is not to prove
whether the law itself is based on certain principles,
but whether he has actually violated a law already
established and understood. Therefore positiv evidence proving a different fact may be necessary as
rebuttal or as an offset against the affirmativ. But if
we were absolutely ignorant of law, and knew nothing
either as to the intent or meaning of the laws given
by the great law-giver Lycurgus, except what we
learn by studying the effect produced on those who
lived under them, it might be a long time before we
would be able to prove affirmativly their exact intent
and force, while many probable or assumed theories
might be positivly asserted.
Thus it is especially with unenlightened or primitiv man in his study of religion and natural law. His
conclusions must be drawn through inductiv reasoning, much of which as he advances necessarily negative previously established beliefs. Being ignorant
of causes, he mistakes appearances for the real, and accepts effect as cause, upon which he builds a pyramid
of positiv deductions, and, like the student ignorantly
starting out with wrong figures in a problem, his error continues to increase as he proceeds; yet positiv
evidence to his mind of its correctness lies in the fact
that his additions and subtractions hav been made
strictly in accordance with mathematical rules. Let
us take as an illustration the savage who believes his
own shadow, as well as the reflected image in the
water, to be spirits, and that the echo is the voice of
the dead, and determin, if possible, what part negativ truths play in the evolution of mind from the savage to an enlightened state, assuming, as we must,
that superstitions are gradually dispelled in proportion as a better understanding of natural law is had.
When the ignorant savage believed his shadow to be
a spirit, there was no skepticism to negativ the belief, and to him it became a fixed fact by actual observation as presented to his senses. But when the
laws of light became better understood, what was
proven? Simply that the absence or the absorption
of light causes shadows, a positiv scientific fact, it is
true-but no positiv or conclusiv evidence to him
against the existence of spirits, even in the form of
shadows, because spirits are not supposed to be governed by natural laws, and would be as likely to appear in the form of shadows as any other way. Now,
if his belief in spiritual shadows has been shaken by
science, there still remain reflections~ in regard to
which science may be as much in the dark as religion, therefore with the ignorant and superstitious
they must yet be regarded as spiritual. There is no
positiv evidence to the contrary, and the fact that
skepticism and science fail to bring such proof becomes one of the strongest arguments in its favor.
In the absence of generalized ideas no grounds for
skepticism exist, and there is not lacking positiv
proof that the reflected image is a supernatural existence.
A.s yet there is but one way for a skeptical thought
to hav . crept in, and that is to look back and
remember how he was deceived as to shadows-so
might he not be mistaken as to reflections?
But the superstitious were never known to reason
thus. It is the nature of religion to let loose when it
can holP. on no longer, and then again to fortify just
beyond the lines gained by natural philosophy.
Now when science has made another stride, and is
able to show philosophically that reflections are appearances caused by th~ reflected rays of light in a
natural way, what has been done?
Simply o:ne more fact has been added to the scientific world, and possibly seeds of skepticism sown
among believers in old errors. But it has not been
proven that spirits cannot, nor do not, actually appear in the pool over which he stands; and should religion solemnly affirm that departed spirits do appear
in this manner, Infidelity would be powerless in offering a single positiv proof to the contrary; because
science deals exclusivly with natural things, and can

not penetrate the spiritual realm for its evidences,
therefore scientific facts can only displace religious
assumption by their negativ influence, and notions
of the supernatural can be removed only by long
familiarity with .negativ truths. Yet, after having become familiar with the interpretations of science as
to shadows and reflections, having learned to look
upon them as simple and altogether natural, and having forgotten how ignorant and superstitious he once
was in making these a part of his religion, he triumphantly points to the towering cliffs, from whose craggy
walls responsive shouts are returned to him who
calls, seemingly to challenge the skeptic for an answer.
During the long childhood of mankind and the
tardy development of natural science the mind became fortified in its belief of the supernatural, and
the echo, in the absence of correct data, like many
other unaccountable things, became a positiv spiritual phenomenon.
But when, after long ages of experience, science is
able to explain echoes upon philosophical principles,
let us again ask ourselvs what kind of evidence
wrought this change in belief. Was it not the development of a positiv scientific fact, the effect of
which was to stimulate negativ thought, instead of
any attempt of proof that ghosts do not or cannot
answer him who calls in this identical manner?
When the mind becomes fixed in the belief of any
supposed Supernatural phenomenon, which, from its
very nature, cannot be positivly disproven, nothing
but the negativ effect of some other real or supposed
fact can cause a change in belief.
Let us now come down to a period in which we
may hav a better realization of religious credulity
in superstitions that were established by positiv evidences-to the time when bad spirits were known
to be the torment of almost every household; when
in every churn was found a witch, and in every boiling-pot a hideous tormentor or when demoniacal spirits rode every storm-cloud, and in:immerable witches
twirled through space on broomsticks. No demons
in hell, nor angels froll). heaven; no immaculate conceptions, nor heavenly ascensions; no risen Christ's, or
crucified gods, ever presented such a phalanx of
positiv proof in their support as witchcraft is able to
boast. Not only is it fortified with the evidence from
priests, but from the humble and honest citizen.
Not only do we hav the word of honest Christians,
but evidence upon oath of the most trustworthy individuals. Not only is the truthfulness of witchcraft
testified to by legal enactments, but by holy writ.
Against the blighting curse of these witches high
courts of justice hav lent their protecting arm-not
in the support of truth, or in defense of the helpless,
but in obedience to a positiv religious idea. Innocent
men and women were made to pay the death penalty
upon the evidence of the best and most devout
Christians. Indeed, was there ever a belief in supernatural agencies better attested by affirmativ evi_
dence?
Now, will he who harps upon the negations of
skepticism inform us when, where, or what positiv
proof was ever produced that witches did not ride
through air on broomsticks; that those who were
cast into the water and rose to the surface were not
possessed of devils; and that ghosts and hobgoblins
are not actual existences? But we do not believe in
them now. And Why? Is it owing to anypositiv evidence brought against it by religion? The Bible
said, "Suffer not a witch to liv," and Christians followed the imperativ command. But in spite of positiv evidence and divine commands, the gradual
blending of skepticism and common sense in which
the masses learned a reasonable and rational interpretation of natural phenomena has forced out the
most positivly proven superstition with which mankind was ever cursed.
Now, I am aware that all religions when they become unpopular are regarded as superstitions. But
can there be shown a single instance where religion
ever freed itself from a superstition without its votaries
first becoming skeptic, or by giving weight to negativ
proofs?
Truth will bear us out in the statement that, with
comparativly few exceptions, twenty-five years ago the
entire orthodox world believed in the existence of a
literal hell of fire and brimstone, where wicked souls
were punished " according to the deeds· done in the
body;" where it was taught that "the worm dieth not
and the fire is not quenched;" where the "smoke of
their torments ascendeth up for ever and ever." Few
in those days had the hardihood to express a doubt
in the existence of that awful pit which Jehovah declared was " prepared for the devil and his angels."
But it is nevertheless true that in our day it is almost
as difficult to find a man who will admit that he ever
believed in a literal hell, as it is to find a slave-holder
who will admit that he once defended negro slavery
because of its divine establishment. Now, why this
decline in faith ? Why should the interest in an institution whose stock till recently had been at a premium-it being so valuable in saving sinners-meet
with so sudden a decline? One explanation, however, may be given, namely, that Farrar, Beecher,
and other skeptics had been watering the stock with
the negation"! of ske~ticism, ~ntil many of the lesser

shareholders began to entertain doubts whether
the whole might not be merely a positiv superstition, especially since Col. Ingersoll has been able· of
late to make more money out of it than the clergy.
Now will some believer inform us what kind of evidence we hav, and from whence came the proof, that a
lake of fire and brimstone does not exist ? Hav we
not the same high authorities in its favor? Has there
ever been any positiv proof to the contrary? Can
there be' any such proof, except as some positivly assumed or demonstrated fact or facts tend to negativ
such a belief? Nevertheless, all along down the line
religion shrieks: "Negations!" "What. has skepticism done to enlighten man?" when, in fact, it is the
negations of skepticism that religion dreads, because
this is the rock upon which religions hav more than
once gone to pieces.
It is true that skepticism has not been able to bring
positiv proof from a religious standpoint that the
world was not made out of nothing by a personal
God about six thousand years ago, but skepticism has
demonstrated a positiv scientific fact which negativs
such a belief, and stamps it as a positiv superstitious
error.
It is true skepticism could not giv positiv proof to
one viewing it from a supernatural standpoint that
the earth was not made flat, and that the stars were
not set in a solid firmament, like so many brass rivets
in a boiler-head, while the whole was held in position
by the outstretched arm of an industrious Providence.
But in the mind of a Copernicus was conceived a
positiv scientific fact, which developed into skepticism, and its negations were found powerful enough
to explode positiv religious theories.
It is true skepticism was never able to step upon
the platform of faith and prove by eye-witnesses or
positiv evidence that Sakya-Muni, the ninth incarnation of Vishnu, did not descend from heaven as a
white elephant conceived as a five-colored ray of
light, and that he was not borne from the right side
ofthe Virgin Maya; nor has skepticism attempted to
prove by positiv evidence that a ghost did not descend
from heaven and hover over a virgin, or that the
creator of a thousand worlds did not become a father
unto himself. But skepticism has performed a
greater and grander work. Instead of wasting its
energies upon superstitious dogmas, it has erected
the breastwork of science before whose facts religion
stands aghast, and in whose ranks the enlightened
mind is steadily moving on to truth. Positiv errors
hav never been able to withstand the neutralizing
effect of scientific knowledge. While science moves
slowly, especially in a savage age, it does not stop to
war against spirits, ghosts, Ol' hobgoblins, but moves
steadily forward, establishing a fact here and one
there. It seeks not to prove or disprove positivly
established dogmas. Skepticism cares not whether
they stand by positiy assumption, or fall by the battering and grinding process of experimental knowledge. Thus one by one they go, while step by step
the mind of man is freed. And it is from this view
that religion has ever regarded skepticism its most
deadly enemy. But this it has ever been, from the
Bushman who had positiv proof of the spiritual entity
of his own shadow, down to the enlightened Christian of to-day, in imagining the shadows of nature to
be supernatural. But after skepticism has forced
superstition, step by step, backward, in ages yet to
come, there will doubtless still remain enough that
is mysterious out of which to formulate positiv dogmas and supernatural religions. And partially established scientific facts must ever appear as negations
to accepted theories until such facts become so well
established and so overwhelming in their character
as to preclude positivly assumed errors.
Chillicothe, Mo.
J. H. D.

Liberalism in Marshall, Minn.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A. more
delightful state in which to travel in the summer time
does not exist, as far as I know, than this, Minnesota.
You will bear me witness that I hav been singing its
praises in prose for the past dozen of years, and every
summer season has found me, wh · n practicable, moving up and down and across this land of promis and,
unlike Palestine, fulfilment. Here among these lakes
-Lake Benton, Lake Crystal, Lake Sylvan-the scenery is so enchanting that one has a longing after endless life to secure time enough to enjoy it all. A.s I
passed near L~e Benton, on the railroad train, a gay
party of young folks were tripping along from the
tiny steamer upon which they had just taken an excursion all around the island to the summer resort hotel.
A.n old friend of mine, Dr. J. L, Armington, who
formerly lived in Northfield, this state, and one of
the attendants of my course of lectures there in 1870,
wrote me the Macedonian cry to come and try my
hand on Marshall. From Pipestone on hot Friday
afternoon by rail and stage, I reached Elkton, D. T.
Thence to Tracy, Minn., where I landed at 6:30 Saturday night-and no train on the branch to Marshall,
for'the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad spoils about
two days a week on account of its superabundant
piety. I had telegraphed the doctor that notwithsttlJlding railroad delays I would get there if I had to
walk. To three livery stables I went-all they hav in
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Tracy-and
coUld not
~ire a span oLquick steppers to urge
take me twenty-one
miles
to my lecture appointment. f t k~pon all able t.o d o so th e d u~y and advantage hasten to exalt Pasteur's recent (alleged) discovery of
H_ere was a fix .. The liveries all engaged for Sunday
a mg extra .copw~ to loan .to fnends and neigh- a cure for hydrophobia. That is the latest humbug
d
If
ors, wh? thus m therr turn Will become subscribers. put upon the tapis.
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
rl es..
the railroad was too pious, the Jehu's were By so domg o~ lecturers would promote the happi· Honorary Member Victoria Street Society, Lifenot pwus enough. A lecture course to begin on Sun- ness of _our pat1ent, hard-working, long-~uffering Lib- Member Great German League, etc.
day at thr~e o'clock was a:t stake, as well as my word. eral editors .ll:nd publishns, confer vast benefits on
P.S.-I second with all m mind the nominatio~ of
It looked like a twenty-mile walk. In desperation, I Lthose they v1s1t, an_d help d_ ouble t.be numbers of the Col. Ingersoll for the presl"!dent of the League. I
turned to a drayman-" I want to hire a span to take e g
B t h 1 ffi
t ffi
me to Marshall." Said he, "I hav a brother who will
a ue.
u w 1 e e men o cera a:nd lecturers believe his name would wield greater power than
tak
may b~ very great helps, and our dependence in time those of any twenty Liberals who could be named
e !Ou there." At half-past four o'clock in the of spec1al need, the main del?endenc~ of every Lib- and his eloquence is second to Sbakspere alone.
'
mornmg we were whirling over the prairie, and made eral should be on ~elf, all domg the1r very best, all
·
E p
the twenty-one miles in two hours and fifteen min- they can, all the t1me. In every school district in
· ·
utes,
Christianity and Prou-ress.
A I for which the doctor pa.id my driver five dollars. wh1'ch fi ve L'b
1 era1s res1'de, why not at once meet and
s grasped him by the hand·r said: "Doctor, it is organize as a Liberal League, commence holding reg. . .
.
~
.
fourteen years since I saw you. It seems good to ular weekly meetings, and, if no suitable hall can be . How amus~n~ 1t IS t? see WI~h what dogmatic egogreet old-time friends."
obtained, meet at each other's houses? Seek to at- h~m our Chnst!a~ b~lievers cling to the idea that the
Marshall is a·pretty prairie town, surrounded by a tain independence; develop home talent. Let each ~I'?l~ ~d Chnshan~ty were the only foundation of
magnificent country. The orthodox churches hav a one ~ommence canvassing for our Liberal papers, and CIVIlization,. and cla1m that all progress. and !1~
strong hold here, albeit there are many wandering loanmg Liberal books and pamphlets. Then at the vance~e~t mall that tends to benefit mankmd or1g1goats that do not like sheep-pens. At three o'cloCk meeting relate experience and items of interest. nate_d m. It: Not Ion~ ago I he~J:l'~ a Baptist prea~h~r
a fair-sized audi13nce greeted me, and the attendance Name subjects to read up and discuss. ShoUld sev- say m his very knowm~ and ongmal s~yl~ that .I~ It
has steadily increased, although it is mid-summer eral be suggested, decide by lot. Let one be ap- had not been for the B1ble and the Chrtstian religwn
and short evenings. The fact is, summer time is a~ pointed to make an opening speech of fifteen minutes; man. woUld be no !urther advanc.ed than a mUle. I
good for lecture work as winter time. We hav learned then hav five-minute speeches, pro and con, and the hav JUSt been readmg the St. LoUIS E_vangel~st (I think
that the time to hold lectures is the whole year round. chairman keep all sharp up to the subject and time. t?at tru~h seekers shoUld r~ad all_ Bides), and I no~ne of the most interesting debates I ever held was Strive to excel in making all speeches easy to be un- tiC~ a p1ece from one who s1gns h1msel:f " B. H. B.,"
m the hot month of July, in Linesville Pa. with the derstood, and, above all, interesting to the children. which, I pr~~m~e, means "Big-.He~ded ~lockhead."
Met~odist, Rev. A. N. Craft. It lasted t~enty-four If there is any musical ability-vocal or instrumental He says:. _Did you ever real1ze mall Its force the
sessiOns, two hours each, two sessions each day. -cultivate it to the utmost. Remember success truth that It 1s the free?om _of the gospel alone which
Men _left harvest fields to come and hear. Camp- in any enterprise can only be attained by vigorous, h_as ~~de many
the mfen~; forms o_f _free~om posmeetmgs held by Freethinkers, Spiritualists and persevering effort. Many a noble enterprise bas slb~e.
And aga~ _he says: The poht~cal liberty of
Christians,, t~onged for weeks together, sho~ that failed from lack of unity. ·Energy and slackness are which we boast 1s m a l~rg,~ ,';lleasure, 1f not wholly,
the old obJectiOn that people are too busy in the sum- equally contagious. Some fear that at best they could du~ ~o the gospel of_ Chnst.
Hume, who hated the
mer to at.tend meetin~s has no. force. Any speaker accomplish but very little, so they do nothin . Yet rehgwn of the Puntans, had the candor to conf~ss
'!ho can mstruct and mterestwill find hearers at any if all will do the little they can, the granl ob'ect that they had been _the great co~se.rvators of English
time; he will compel a.hearing.
will be speedily attained
CHAS B R
J
freedom, and American freedonus m a great measure
~ear~y all my supporters here are Spiritualists,
·
· · EYNOLDS.
the harvest sprung from seed sown by the Puritan
which 1s. the strangest thing that has happ_ ened in
Th I
t
f
y·
t•
R
fathers
of New England."
·
my pubhc work for the past six years, ever since I
e ncorrec ness 0
lVisec IOU eports.
"B. H. B." takes the position that because the
hav t~en up m;y: he~etical abode in "Doubting
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Dr. E. Puritans as a class had faith in the gospel of Christ
9astle.
~he family With whom I am stopping dur- B. Foote, Jr., makes so misleading' a statement in Mr. Hume stood ready to admit that all their
mg the delivery of my five lectures are Spiritualists, THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 2, 1884, avd one so noble effol'ts toward advancing education and freeM:. Joseph Scott and wife, formerly of Lake City, eminently unjust to the anti-vivisection cause, that I dom came from the Bible and their faith in its teachMmn. Dr. Armington is a Spiritualist-the gentle- must beg a brief space to "show it up." I think 1t ings.. He might as well hav said, and with a great
man who engaged me to come here and stir up the is his "last straw," and he clutches at it most tena- deal more propriety, that he knows the history of the
orthodox pool. But they are the broad-gauge kind. ciously; but, nevertheless, I must deprive him of it in United States because he had read" Robinson CruThey are not like orthodox sectarians who cannot af- the interests of justice and humanity. He triumph- soe." I would like to hav" B. H. B." inform us where
filiate with a man that does not believe as they do, antly quotes the last English "Vivisection Report," in the Bible he can find any teaching that could hav
no m~tter how m~c~ he_ may work for the good of to prove the extremely small amount of cruelty prac- suggested ideas of freedom and liberty. On the conmankind. The Spmtualists here are Liberal enough ticed in England at present, under the .vivisection trary, I can show, and Infidels are continually shownot to expect a man to muffle his convictions though license act. I quote the following complete refuta- ing, that the Bible teaches physical slavery; and carantagonistic to their own. This is mental freedom. tion of Dr. Foote's claim from a very able article on tainly our daily experience with such people as " B.
On no other platform hav I consented to stand dur· this subject by Miss Frances Power Cobbe, foundress, H. B." shows conclusivly that its effects upon the
ing twenty-four years of public speaking.
and, for nearly ten years, honorary secretary, of the minds of believers leads to a mental slavery not calW F J
Victoria Street Society for Protecting Animals from culated in the least to stimulate that sense of politi..:__ _ _...,____ . · AMIESON.
Vivisection. It appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette of cal freedom possessed by our Puritan fathers.
June 17, 1884, and was reprinted in the Zoophilist
He says again, "The best common school system
The National Libera"'. League.
(the organ of the society) for July, 1884.
of the old and the new world owes its origin to the
"But there is a reason for something more than vague sus- Bible and the church of Christ." This last stateThe Nine Demands of Liberalism and complete
secularization of our government can be secured, picion of the untrustworthiness of these r0seate returns. It ment doubtless, at first thought, may seem to many
that during several years, when Mr. Busk bas cried 'Peace! quite true, but I propose to show it to be false. If
thousands of honest hearts be released from the is,
peace!' to the compassionate heart of England, there has cerb
C
shackles of superstition, and the Liberal League be- tainly been no peace to the unhappy victims of vivisection. it e so, then hristianity is iNdirectly the cause of
In
the
returns
issued
in
1879
for
1878,
the
inspector
says
that
Infidelity,
because
Infidelity is the direct result of
come a mighty power for the defense and promotion
of the freedom and happiness. of mankind, if all Lib- 'in sixteen cases alone is there reason to believe that any con- education. Our common school system springs from a
erals will but earnestly unite and work-not for self siclerable amount of suffering was directly inflicted.' This, desire to educate our children, that they may know
however, was one of the years during which Professor Ruther- of themselvs the false and the true, and not be
and pet notions, but for the general good.
ford was activly carrying on those experiments on dogs which
One of the great needs of the National Liberal hav been denounced on all hands as of almost unparalleled obliged to take somebody's say-so for it, as the hordes
League is a lecture bureau, so that loss of time and severity, and of which his own reports are to be found in t.he of church people do.
British Medical Journal of 1877, 1878, and 1879. Again, in the
That desire for education was fostered by the art
long journeys to and fro over the same ground may inspector's
report of 1882 for 1881, Mr. Busk, after mention- f
· t'
f
ing
the
inoculation
experiments
performed
during
the
year,
o
prm mg, and or centuries the Bible was the book
be avoided, and thfl cost of lectures materially lessened. Opportunity should be afforded for consulta- goes on to say: 'In the other experiments of a different kind of instruction, especially among the poor. I doubt
tion and mutual instruction of its lecturers in regard the only pain endured would be that attending the healing of if the Mayflower had on board, when it landed on
wound and the necessary confinement, or, in some cases, by Plymouth Rock, any other book. Consequently the
to the services required of them, and the best and athe
action of drugs administered. The number of cases in
bl
most effectiv methods of work. Instead of the repeti- which trifling suffering of this kind was caused might be ten youn_g were o i~ed to ohtain their kr;owle~ge of
or
twelve.'
Yet
in
that
same
year
of
1881
there
took
place
at
readmg
and
spelling
from that book. Even Ill the
tion of the same manuscript or stereotyped matter at
all places, the bureau officers should consUlt with Uam~ridge, according to Professor Micha~l Foster's Jou1·,nal qf past century the common schools of New England
(January, 1~82) 1 the whol~ sene~ of Dr. Roy s ex- had no other books in school than the Bible Webthe leading Liberals of the place in regard to the ~Phy_swlogy
penments on dogs, whiCh mcluded d1splacmg the spleen, and t ' El
t
S ll'
b k
d D
l' ' ·
abal s An thwants and condition of the people. Then select the dissecting out all the principal nerves of the body, and irritat- s er.s e~en ar_y ' pe mg- oo , 9;f1
most available lecturer, who shall prepare to speak on ing them for hours; experiments which havbeen described by metlC. The B1ble was the readmg-book, and was
just what shall especially meet the wants of that par- !ln experienced physiologist as 'trul:y awful,' a~cl of which it read three times a clay, and the teacher was comenough to s~y that the re.flox actwns des~nbed. could not pelled to be a devout Christian that he might laarn
ticUlar time. Explaining the aims and objects of the IS
hav
b~en obtamed from ammals rendered msens1ble by an- the young idea h
< d
esthetics.
.
ow to sh oo t , a n (1 th en -:re b'I_go"e
League, and inducing all who are in favor of the secularization of our government, and the Nine Demands "Such is the confirmation which Mr. Dusk's reports receive Godlings get up and tell us that the Bible IS the
of Liberalism, to become members of the League, from some of the few authontic extraneous sources of infor- foundation of knowledge. The history of the United
mation to which the public has had access!"
States, history of England, or any other printed
shoUld never for a moment be lost sight of.
And, again, in another portion of the same article book, would hav done as well-and far better, because
The work on the rostrum, although its importance
the youthful minds of our ancestry would not bav been
can.u.ot be overrated, is really but a small part of the (Miss Cob be's):
labor League lecturers should do. Their whole time "In the above remark, that Mr. Busk is a 'great partisan poisoned by the dishonest dogmas of their teacher.
against the anti-vivisection movement,' Mr. Reid was supWhile it is true that some Christian denomination
while in the field shoUld be devoted to arousing a ported
by an official letter in my hand~, w~erein M.r. ~usk is generally at the head of educational institutions
spirit of emUlation in the wcrk of distributing Liberal styles that movement a 'senseless and m1sch1evous ag1tatwn.' . .
.
. '
literature, encouraging the workers, awakening from With this knowledge of his sentiments it is not uncharitable It Will not do to say that they appreCiate educatiOn
apathy the indifferent, convincing the almost per- to suppose that when he, a wealthy gentleman, undertook the more than Infidels. The Christian church is and
and (if fairly carried out) invidious office of in- ever has been ambitious to convince the world of its
suaded, soliciting donations from the affluent, and inglorious
spe~ting the cloings of _his ?rethren, members cf the Royal faith.
The educational ir:.stitutions are generally
inducing all to become activ, zealous members of the So01ety, and other physwlog1sts, Mr. Busk was moved· rather
.
. .
League. Lecturers should diligently study and be by a desire to see justice done to science, of which he is a founded by ~hanty, and some d~nommu~H.>nal church
prepared to advise mE>mbers in regard to the best, votary, than to animals, for whom he has never, I believe, generally Circulates, through Its ambitiOn to get
ahead of the others, a paper, and the Infidel, with
most economical, and efficient methods of distribut- manifested the smallest sympathy."
A pretty man, certainly, to put on guard over a the rest, pays his money. And our" B. H. B." tells
ing Liberal literature, and they shoUld, in every place
they visit, both by precept and example, encourage body of vivisectors to see that they did not exceed us that it never woUld hav been done but for the Bithe faithful, persevering attention to this work. The their license! About a parallel to that of "a good ble and the religion of Christ.
In all great movements for public good some or- ·
printing-press is the great chief educator, and is really shepherd" (in this case the British government)
our main reliance. Every lecturer should be an selecting a supposably amiable wolf to stand guard ganization is obliged to act, and until the Infidels of
agent for the sale of Liberal and scientific books, as over a flock of sheep, said shepherd being fully per- our country become better organized they will act
well as canvasser for our leading Liberal papers, and suaded that the wolf would keep off his brother with any organization to further their cause, which
use diligent endeavors to induce all to subscribe, and wolves much more efficaciously than woUld a shep- is to promote education and reason, which the Bible
and the religion of Christ does not favor.
pay in advance, not alone for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and herd dog.
I am greatly surprised that Dr. Foote did not 1
W. H. PENFIELD.
two or more of our other leading periodicals, but
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lEi"' We wish that our subscribers who are in

arrears would make a special e:ffort to pay up.
During the summer months our book sales are
small, and we hav to depend upon the subscrip·
tions coming in to pay expenses, which are just
as heavy now as ever. We know that business
generally is dull, that· "times are hard," but
tbe amounts are so small individually that it
would seem no one can be inconvenienred by
•
•
• •
paymg his dues, while m the aggregate they foot
up large, and mean everything to us. It is un·
pleasant to us to dun our friends, and money is
never asked for till imperativly needed. now we
•t to
b"Il
"th .A ' d
t h
mus
av I
pay I s WI •
~00 • many
hundreds of dollars are due on subscnptions, so
.we are not asking a favor, but simple justice
and square dealing between friends. It is usual
for papers to exact pay in advance but we hav
• •
'
•
never adopted the rule, behevmg that Liberals
are honest enough not to cheat the printer.
But the accommodation sorely tries our resources and the readers ought not to force us to
•t I '
th th
h I
Wai onger an ey can e P·

Bible merely as to its literary merits." In his brief
in answer, Mr. Moore, the appellant, used the following sharp language : "We started out in this case with
the proposition that the public school is not the place
in which to teach any kind of religion, and we propose to stick to that text. In the wish-wash of unrestrained gush of section IV of appellees' argument
there is an evident attempt to divert us from the
true question at issue in this case. There is a great
to-do made over what some men, not unknown to
fame, may hav said about the Bible. Whether they
said it or not, we don't know; no book and page are
cited; some of the men purport to hav been sick
when they used the language attributed to them.
However that may be, their opinions do not prove
the facts to be as they say. We lesser lights, unknown to fame, also hav our opinions, and are protected by law in them.
" Whether the Bible, ' considered merely as to its
literary merits,' is a great and good book, is a question of taste, and this court may well refuse to conaider that matter. It is a question for the literary
dude, the expert in the esthetics of literature. A lie
is a lie, no matter how gorgeously decorated; a
saloon is a sink of iniquity, no matter how gorgeously
furnished. If the Bible, as a literary production, is
of the-character claimed (and remember that that is
only opinion), it is so much the more dangerous to
the peace of parents upon whose children all its
blandishments are used. We object to the Bible
being read to appellant's children, or their being
compelled to stay out of school to avoid it, and
appellees answer, in effect, that it is one of the most
taking and seductiv literary works in existence. A
queer defense, certainly.
"Suppose these teachers should introduce into the
school, as paper-weights, on the children's desks, a
lot of Smith & Wesson No. 38 caliber revolvers,
loaded. If we should attempt to enjoin their use in
that manner they would probably urge in their defense th.at 'cons~dered merely as to their artistic and
mechamcal ment they were unsurpassed; that as a
source of esthetic delight, no other mechanism could
for a moment compare with them; that they were not
there t,o shoot anybody, but simply as paper-weights
-very necessary things.' No court could for a moment consider such a defense. This same reasoning
applies to the 'sacred songs' of which we complain.
"Now, this Bible is a religious book; it is so admitted on all h. ands; it is loaded with doctrine about

The Bible in the Schools.
The writer of the following is in a hotbed of Chris- gods and devils, and is liable to go off at any time.
tian bigotry, and on several occasions has applied for We complain of the matter of the book; appellees
aid in his contests with the bigots, but no question praise the manner of the book.
is easier answered than this:
"We allege in our petition that the Bible contains
GLENVILLE, CoNN., July 26, 1884.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will you please
state through your paper what you consider the best answer
to the Christian statement that "If the reading of the Bible
in the public schools does no gooi, it certainly does no harm."
Yours truly,
H. J. M.

Leaving aside all considerations of good or ill,
there are many reasons why the Bible should be excluded from the schools. In the first place, our
government is not religious. The intention of the
Revolutionary fathers was to separate church and
state. That they are separated when the tax-payers
are compelled to pay for the reading of a religious
publication in the public schools is a preposterous
claim. The school is a creature of the law, carried
on for secular education only, and its use to teach a
sectarian religion is a plain perversion of its purposes.
As well might the Koran be introduced-" If it does
no good it certainly does no harm," the Mohammedans might say. · But the question is a much broader
one than the mere " good or harm " of the practice.
It is a question of principle. Section III of our
Bill of Rights was intended to prevent the establishment by state legislatures of any state religion.
This necessarily stops the teaching by the state of
any religion, Christian or pagan. Yet the state is
now compelling by law the reading of a religious
book, and its reading is a teaching of the doctrine it
contains. In most states compulsory education bills
are in force. A child is bound to go to school, and
of course bound to read the Bible. How can any
one contend that in such cases our guaranty of religous liberty is not violated ?
In a suit to restrain the teachers from reading the
Bible in the common schools, brought by F. W.
Moore, of Bloomfield, Iowa, the trustees in their own
defense used this argument of "if no good, no harm,"
and quoted the opinions of several eminent gentlemen upon the subject, They also" considered the
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many passages that are unfit to be read in a mixe
assembly of people, and are especially unfit to be
read in the presence and hearing of persons of tender
age. Appellees do not deny this allegation, but try
to break its force, by saying that they read such
h
passages as are calculated to inculcate (what t ey
deem) morality, purity, and honesty, and recognize
and teach the existence of a God, a future state,
etc."
We do not see, either, how anyone with a knowl-

edge of what the Bible contains can say that if its
reading does no good it certainly does no harm, nor
how such a plea can for a moment be admitted. If
it is wrong to teach falsehood, those who force a book
filled with errors upon children unable to help themselvs are certainly doing harm. And before the
Bible can become a fit book for children to study its'
truth must be demonstrated. Although revised
many times, the Bible has page after page of filth certainly calculated to do harm to youthful minds. The
book is the keyston~ of polygamous teachings, and has
always been the inspiration of bigotry, the reference
book of intolerance, the fountain from 'thich flow
narrowness, jealoasy, and 11ectarian wrangling. It
is inconceivable to us how anyone can gain the truth
by studying a falsehood, become moral by poring over
stories of immorality, or pure-minded through reading an obscene book. We know the teachers never
require the children to read the bad portions; but
do they for a moment think the child does not? The
book lies on the school desks all day long, and the
teacher cannot watch every scholar every moment to
see that he does not surreptitiously glance at the
forbidden pages. But leaving its immorality out of
•

.

.

c~nSideratiOn for .a moment, w~ do not thmk ~he

Bible makes a desirable compamon for a studymg
child. Before it is fit for that the erroneous physical
errors mu11t be elimin!\ted. To say tbali God Qf~Ptted

the world by a word is unsatisfactory to the child, for
even a child's reason will question the manifestly impossible. Who created God ? comes as natrirally to
its lips as the question, what he made it from. The
child who has seen the wriggling snake trying to
crawl under a stone by the roadside as he came to
school has hard work to understand how it ever
talked; and it will take more than assumption of infallibility to make him believe that the forefather of
the donkey cropping the thistles in the field ever
preached a sermon to a man. It is cruel to make
him say he believes this or go to hell. That 175,000
birds, from the humming-bird to the vulture; 3,600
animals, from a mouse to a mammoth; 1,300 reptile;
and about 2,000,000 insects, were crowded into a box
550 feet long, 92 feet wide, and 55 feet high, with
provisions enough to last over a year, and that they
lived with only what air they could get from a little
hole twenty-five inches square on the top, is very
hard for the most youthful mind to understand. To
be compelled to do this or go to hell seems to us as
very cruel.
The Bible is crammed full of utterly incomprehensible mysteries, and yet it must be believed. It can
not be expected that what furnishes innumerable
points of controversy for learned theologians will be
simple to school children, and the only object of sectarian school boards in placing the Bible in public
schools can be to make converts to Christianity by
bending the twig that the tree may grow up leaning
toward the crthodox vineyard, so that the fruit can
drop into the priests' wide-open mouths. In their eyes
the end is so important that it justifies any means,
however unconstitutional and unfair.
The Republic and the Church.
· Mgr. Capel is out West; and has been lecturing to
limited audiences. At St. Paul, the other night, he
spoke to th~:~ text," The Catholic Church the Best
Friend of the Republic." The substance of what he
said is found in the_ following:
It requires no small courage to venture on such a subject as
I announce for my lecture this evening. It has been always
and repeatedly asserted that the Catholic church is the opponent of liberty and progress as exemplified in American civilization. It is therefore a bold thing for me to affirm that the
Catholic church is the best friend of the American republic.
I trust that you hav all come here in one spirit, to hear the
truth in a fair-minded way. In order to clear the way for what
I hav to say, I wil~ first consider an objection which I hav
heard raised again and again. The point raised is this: If
your church makes the best sort of citizens, as you say, why
is it that they are so numerous in the prisons and penitentiaries?
I do .not admit the truth of the assertion that a majority of the
inmates of these institutions are Catholics. I insist that we
endeavor to educate our children up in physical, mental, and
moral matters in such a· way as to make them good citizens.
The trouble is the American people 'hav demanded of us that
we omit everything above the mental in school disciplin. As
long as they prevent our carrying out our idea, they hav no
right to charge us up with the consequences of their restrictiona. Moreover, it is to be remembered that a large proportion of those within the sway of the church are foreigners, who
hav recently come to this country, and hav yet to learn to obey
its laws and be educated up to good citizenship.
I assert that the best and greatest friend that this country
has is the Catholic church. There are three reasons why this
is so: First, It is the essence of the Catholic teaching-that is,
Catholic civilization to develop the individual. Second, It is
the essence of Catholic doctrin to hold sacred the family as the
basis of the state. Third, We regard all power in the state as.
coming from God Almighty, and so worthy of respect.
The recognition of the importance of the individual man is
a distinctiv characteristic of the English-speaking races. We
hold that the redemption of Christ is effectiv for each individual man, as if no other man existed, though we are often
accused of making nothing of Christ and everything of the
Virgin Mary. We look upon each individual man as a manifestation of God's glory. We believe that every individual
man comes into the world with so much grace as will enable
him to do the work given him to do. We believe there is an
individual creation, an individual redemption, an individual
work an individual responsibility. We train our children
from' very early years to regard their individual responsibilit~-,
their capability of sinning and of receiving salvation and absolution. In impressing on the individual citizen his duty of
avoiding ill and doing good are we not conferring the greatest
benefit on the community at large? It is for just that end that
every archbishop antl priest in this country is working every
day. It is charged that the only object of the church is to acquire territory, to extend its sway, to overthrow the Constitution and provide for the pope what he does not enjoy in other
cou~tries. It is false. Our one object is to make men good,
honest, and virtuous, worthy citizens here, and fit for the citizenship in the world beyond this.
I pass to my second point-th_e s~credness of the fam~ly, as
the basis of the state. In the ag~tation o~ the matter of divorce
you will always find the Catholic standmg up boldly and repudiating the demoralizing influence of divorce. -No priest
will perform a marriage in which either party has violated a
former marriage vow. Husband and wife may be obliged to
liv apart, b1:1t if trl\e Qatholi.cst ueithet Qonsiders himself ot
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herself free to marry again. Then we teach our children that it is determined by whom it is to be wielded. There is no quostion
they must love and honor their parents throughout life. In here of the forms of government, for there is no reason why
thus honoring and exalting the home and the family, cherish- the rnle of one or several should not be approved b:y the
ing the individual duty and responsibility, and providing for church if only it is just and tends toward the common good.
its proper unfolding in the home life, I again repeat my prop- Accordingly, justice being observed, people are not forbidden
osition that the Catholic church is proving itself the country's to provide themselvs with that kind of government which is
best friend.
most suitable to their genius or the institutions and customs
The Catholic church says all power is of God. The parent of their ancestors.'
has no real authority over the child except as it is given him
"There is also a growing disposition among a class of Cathby God. In like manner, the right to liv together in society olics to teach that in some things the priest receives his power
and constitute a government is of God. The authority of your from the people. There iJ'! also a disposition to draw lines,
president is one thing, the fact that this man is president is and to confine the priest within limits that neither God nor
another. It is not you that givs the power to your president, religion can permit. The priest is not appointed by the peothough you constitute one of your number to exercise the God- ple, nor does he receive his power from the people. He regiven authority. The Catholic church makes no contest with ceives his power from God, and the people are commanded to
any form of government. Recognizing in the govermnent the seek the law from his lips, 'for the priest's lips should keep
authority of God, we teach our people to respect and obey knowledge.' 'He that hears you hears me,' said Christ,
that authority, whatever form it takes. The state does not speaing of his priests, and 'he that despises you despises me.•
m.ake the citizens, though the citizens constitute the state. 'Go teach' are words that leave no doubt as to the right of
The object of the state is to conserve to us our liberties and priests to teach, or the duty of the people to listen.
rights, only restraining them where one individual's liberties
''Because the people supply the means for the support of
interfere with another's. The Catholic church does not inter- religion they frequently assume that they, and they only, are
fere with the domain of the state in any way, but considers it to manage the temporalities of the church. Frequently even
its duty to teach me to respect its authority. Religion and under the plea of assisting in the management of the tempopolitics do not conflict with the Catholics. In the matter of ralities, the laity also assume to dictate to the priest in spiritpolitics, the church bids every man to act according to the dic- uals, the more when he teaches the law of God on matters
tates of his own individual conscience.
appertaining to government, or the duties· of subjects to
Having thus gone over my three main points, I wish to touch rulers. The assumption of this class of men is that in matters
upon one or two general features of the question. This is the of state the priest must be silent, forgetting that governments
most heterogeneous people on the globe. Representativs of and· states, and the relation of citizen to citizen, must be
every land and clime flock to _your shores, and are to be founded on the law of God, and that the priest is guardian,
kneaded and molded into a unified people. In this work of and, under the direction of the church, the interpreter of the
unification the Catholic church is playing a most important law of God, and thaJ; cons"equently in all matters of civil life
part. There is a struggle going on between capital and labor. appertaining to faith and morals the priest has a right to speak,
Your public schools-I say it unreservedly-are fostering a dis- and the people are required to listen.
"This will no doubt be a doctrin offensiv to modern Liberal_dain of common toil. Your girls coming forth from your
schools are unwilling to stoop to domestic service.. Your ism, that seeks to eliminate God from society, and to teach
young men think that they are not expected to toil in the com- that all power comes from the people. But because a doctrin
mon callings. The Ctttholic church discourages all such ideas is unpopular it does not prove it untrue. Truth is often very
and is performing a valuable service in developing a class of unpopular. Neither Christ nor his doctrin was popular. Governments and states and peoples are alike subject to the law of
faithful, conscientious working men and women.
Mgr. Capel is a brilliant Jesuist, but if the fore- God equally as the humblest. Governments hav no more
right to do wrong than individuals. 'All power comes from
going is the best he can do for his client the case is God,' and the church is the witness and guardian of reveladesperate indeed; It certainly does require a good tion, as well as the interpreter thereof. From her the world
deal of courage to stand before even such unintelli- must learn the law of God, and the law of man must ever be
gent audiences as are usually found listening to subordinated to the law of God. It is untrue to assert 'that
power comes from the people.' 'All power comes from
Catholic orators and deliberately affirm that Cathol- all
God,' by whom 'princes rule and the mighty decree justice.'
icism is in any sense a friend to popular government "Guided by these doctrins, Catholics can easily see that
and general education. But priests are generally though they may be associated with the clergy in the managecredited with possessing elastic consciences, and this ment of temporalities of the church, yet they must never forget the reverence and respectful obedience due to their pasnew proof was har\'lly needed.
tors, nor the loving and mutual co-operation due them in all
Mr. Capel may himself believe what he told his the works of religion. Let, therefore, the laity heartily cohearers, but we doubt it, He is not the only Cath- operate with the clergy, being ever mindful that in unity there
olic in this country, though perhaps the ablest apol- is strength, and in love and harmony there is peace and union
ogist in the lecture field. The Catholic prelates are with God."

supposed to speak with authority in their pastoral
letters, and if this republic is receiving aid from that
church, the utterances of the Cincinnati council are
strange reading. That council, it will be remembered, stated plainly and authoritativly the attitude
of the church toward the government of the coun,try.
A slight comparison of the principles there set forth
with the claims of Mgr. Capel will enable all to see
the hollowness of his pretensions.
A famous declaration, well known to Americans,
proclaims that " all men are created free and equal."
We were told by this Cincinnati council only two
short years ago that this " doctrin is pernicious. God
alone is free; the church is . the interprter of his
revelations, and men hav no right to reject it. Nor
are all men equal," continued this council. "It is
ordained by God that some shall rule and some shall
be ruled. Those who are appointed to rule hav rights
that subjects hav not. Bishops and priests are appointed to rule; ifto rule, then they are above those
whom they rule. The cry of equality is the cry of
the idle and the weak."
Another most significant utterance, and one we
desire to set out in contrast with Mgr. Capel's boast
that Catholicism is friendly to republicanism, is this:
"With the popular doctrin that all men are equal, there is
also steadily growing the doctrin that 'all power is from the
people, and that they who exercise authority in the state do not
exercise it as their own, but as intrusted to them by the people, and upon this condition, that i_t may be recalled by th~
will of that same people by whom It was confided to them.
This is not Catholic doclrin, nor is it the doctrin of the scriptures
which teach, 'By me kings reign, by me princes rule, and the
mighty decree justice.' 'Giv ear, you that rule people! fo~
power is given to you by God, and strength by the most h~gh.
• Let every soul be subject to the higher power; for there IB no
power but from God and those that are ordai~ed of G_od_.'
"While on the one hand the Catholic doctrin thus distmctly
teaches that all power comes from God, we must not be understood as teaching that the people are not permitted a voice in
the form of government under which they shall liv; on the
contrary we teach with the sovereign pontiff, Leo XIII., now
gloriously reigning, 'that they who are to be set. over the ~a
public mn.y, in certain cases, be chosen by the will and deCision of the people without any opposition or repugnance to
Catholic doctrin. By this choice the ruler is designated, but
1·ights of government are not conferred, and power is not given, but

How Mr. Capel can justify his lectures with these
plain words is more than we can see. If he is not
ignorant of them-and it would be impudent to
accuse him of being-he certainly is unscrupulous in
his advocacy of religion.

--------A. Contrast.

The managers of Girard College would do well to
study the example ·of the editor of the London Secular Review, Mr. W. Stewart Ross. A gentleman who
much admires his teachings having made over to him
a house and grounds, together with nearly five thousand dollars, with which to conduct a secular school,
Saladin (Mr. Ross's nom de plume) placed the money
in bank in his own name and that of a Christian gentleman, who must countersign every check before it
can be paid. This arrangement was entered into by
Saladin's express desire, so that he can furnish the
best evidence at any time that the benefaction never
enriched himself personally, even to the extent of a
single farthing.
The difference is great between the act of the Freethinking guardian of a Freetbought school and the
conduct of the trustees of Girard's magnificent bequests.

Editorial Notes.
A FEW weeks ago Dr. J. L. York visited Bozeman, Mont.,
delivering a series of Freethought lectures. 'rhe result was a
League with seventy members. Comment is superfluous.
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ity, and the minister's influence too insignificant to need counteracting.
FoR exhibiting in a shop window copies of an English Freethought paper, the Sydney Tribune says the members of the
Secular Association are to be prosecuted. The police, it says,
"are on the track of these shameless blasphemers," and it
hopes th"y will be sent to jail where they will be "brought to .
their senses." The Sydney Tribune is devoted largely to
chronicling the doings of gambling sports.
THE Salvation Army in England hav been pounced upon Ro
often that they hav put the following stn.nza in their songbook, and sing it lustily when arrested:
" There'll be no policemen there,
There'll be no policemen there,
In the mansions above,
Where n.ll is love,
There'll be no policemen there."
THE compln.c!lncy with which the Catholic church teaches
one thing and practices another is seen again in the recent
declaration of the Superior-General of the Jesuits, who says
that secret societies bring "ruin" to Christian states, " while
the Virgin Mother's help of the Christians has alone destroyed
all heresies in the whole world." If there is a worse secret
society in the world than these ·self-same Jesuits the world is
not yet apprised of the fact. In view of the great number of
heresies now rampant it looks. also, as though the statement
reg[\rding the Virgin was a little apocryphal.
WILLIS :Mo_DANNALD, of ~ilton, Oregon, is making an effort;
to secularize the government of his state. To that end he hn.s
had petitions prepared, and wants the address of every Liberal in the state to whom to send them. We do hope that he
will receive prompt and generou!l help in this reform. W o are
convinced thn.t there are thousands of Freethinkers scn,ttere.:l
throughout Oregon, and if they will put their shoulders to the
whe10l they can accomplish great good. It was much easier to
prevent the extension of slavery than to put down the war it
led to. So it will be easier to get religion out of comparativly
new state governments than out of the old ones where it is so
firmly intrenched. Let every Freef;hinker in Oregon write to
Willis McDannald, Milton.
WE print this week Mr. Frederic Harrison's criticism of
Herbert Spencer's Unknowable, with some incidental setting
forth of his own interpretation of Positivism. Mr. li1trrison
calls the Unknowable the "Ghost of Iteligion." Our noxt
issue will contain Mr. Spencer's defense of hi~ Unlmownblo,
with something more than an incidentn.l atlttck on the""' theology " of 1\'[. Comte, which he labels "Retrogroasiv Holigion."
It is only fair to Mr. Harrison, however, to say in tulvnneo
that a criticism of Auguste Comte is not a criticism of l!'roderic Harrison, who, while holding to the fundamentals of
Positivism, is not a slavish follower of the emiuout .l!'ronchman, but a man his equal in ability, and in some rospocts his
superior. The discussion is o. big one, between big mon, and
all Libemls interested in "Com;tructiv Liberali~:~m" will do
well to read both men carefully.
J. 1\'[. WHEELER, associate editor of tho London li'teelhin/ce>·,
who was driven insane by the cruel imprisonment of his
friends Foote, Ramsey, and Kemp, has recovered his reaHon,
and is again at work. His afiliction he owes to Christian
bigotry and superstition; for the happy hours of recovery he
has, he says, been indebted solely to l<reethinkors. In resuming work upon the paper he writes:
"No thinking person can pass through HO terrible an illness
as mine without reviewing those great problems of life nnd
death upon our ignorance of o. complete solution to which the
priests in o.JI nges hav traded. 1\'[y return to sub-editorial
duties on the Freelhi11.lcer is proof thllt my convictions are unaltered, and that I deem my best work lies in the ohl path of
endeavoring to eradicate superstition. Without clisparagin~
any who take part in the world'll necessary labor, it seems to
me that there is no nobler taBk than to aid in mental emaueipation. Our worst enemies are always within. Superstition
ill the fellest of tyrants, blighting and devastttting the whole
life. Political and social roform are hopeless where the people
are slaves to religious terrors. Everywhere freedom and progress hav gone hand in hand with emancipation from superHtition. At tho present time we hav a Htill worso onemy. Hnperstition is countenanced by hypocrisy. Many who lmv ~ivc<n
up the time-worn dogmas, and who in private ontirely repndiate Christian nonsense, are foolishly afro.icl of avowing tlwir
unbelief in public. Whilo these are playing at prctendiu~ to
believe that they believe, the bigots are allowed to hav their
own way. 'rhe clergy, onraged because they know th1tt """
know thn.t they know thoy don't know, o.re banded to lwejl
down Infidelity, which really means information upon things
supposed to he sacred. They fight under the protection of: 11
long established and well endowod orgnni;;;ation. Ou their
side aro the wealth and inherited prejudices of ttges-on otus,
modern scienco and criticism, with no\V. hopes and ttspirations
for the futuro of man upon this oarth. It behooves, then, nil
who throw in their lot with the new cause to fight its battle
earnestly and determinedly. No Froethought soldier can be
spared. Recruits ready to speak out on occttsion are wantetl,
and are happily appearing on all sides."

A. Wisconsin Meeting.
The Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists
will hold its first annual meeting, for election of

IN England some of the merchants find it pays to advertise
officers and other business, in Omro, Wis., Sept 5th,
themselvs as Freethinkers. The proprietor o£ the "Coach
6th,
and 7th. The speakers engaged are A. B. French,
and Horses" attaches to his announcements "Preeihinlcer and
of Clyde, Ohio, and Mrs. H. S. Lake, of California.
National Rrformer taken."
CHARLEs WATTS will reach this country Sept. 1st, in the
Cunarder Gallia, which leaves Liverpool the 23d inst. He
will accompany the New York delegation to the Cassadaga
Lake meeting, at which he will deliver two or three addresseR.
He is open to lecture engagements, and may be addressed n.t
this office.
WE hav received several copies of a Western paper containing a ministerial attack on Col. Ingersoll's character. The
charges are a revamp of Clark Braden's mendacious pamphlet,
and we cannot see that any good would come by further
stamping them as lies. Braden is too dishonest to be author-

The Cross Concert Troupe will furnish the vocal
music. The Chicago & North-Western Railway will
return all who pay full fare to Ripon or Oshkosh for
one-fifth fare. The St. Paul road will not giv reduced rates, consequently those coming on that road
will buy round-trip tickets. Hotel rates as formerly
-$1.25 per day. Should the Wisconsin Central
.road giv reduced rates, will publish in time for those
interested. All Liberals invited. A limited number
will be entertained by the Omro friends.
·wM. M. LocKwooD, Pres.
DR. J. C. PmLLIPS, Sec.
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daily. I am in hopes I can interest enough in the work so we' mortality of the soul. The science of phrenology showed
can start a League here this fall. It makes the pillars of the conclusiv~y that the mind of man was adaJ?ted to f~ith, just as
church groan when they see me scattering such works as the much a~ It was adapted to food, or to hght, whi!lh presup.
.
posed light. From the fact, therefore, that the mmd of man
last ones sent among their flock. But still I find that more was adapted to faith, it was a logical proposition that it must
Los ANGELES, CAL., July 29, 1884.
edtor ov the truthseaker, deir sir. i am only 10 yers old and and more of them come to me and ask for something to read. hav faith in something, which it acknowledges to be its supsYours respectfully,
W. L. HoRTON.
dor. From the fact that man was provided with moral ormy little bruther only 8 yers old, and he is sik al the time and
gans, ample proof was adduced that he was intended as a
so is mother. She is not abel to work & i thought if our liberal
moral and religious being, and not merely as an automaton.
frends cod help us a little bit we wood be very thankful to reThe moral organs were placed on the top of the brain,
LA CRossE, Wis., June 15, 1884.
seve it, as we hav got no frends here. direct to
MR. EDITOR: I hav just discovered in THE TRUTH SEEKER which went to show that man's moral nature was intended to
MARGARET A. GRAHAM.
of June 7th that Mr. Watson has been reviewing my article on predominate over everything else, and from the positions of
the organs of intellect it was evidently intended that the in"Free Agency," and, as I think, contradicted himself. He tellect and the organs of morality were intended to be co-exsays, "We act from choice freely," and then adds, "We are istent, and to work in harmony one with the other; and from
NoRWALK, PuTNAM Co., FLA., July 27, 1884.
necessitated to act just as we do." If this is the case, where the very fact of the existence of the reasoning organs it was
MR. EDITOR: As I hav gone into the fruit-growing business
is our choice ? And, to cap the climax, he asserts: " If I go proved that men should hav an intelligent philosophical rehere I would be pleased to correspond with a few readers of
to New York, I go impelled by motiv, and still I am' a free ligion, and not merely a blind and senseless faith.
Professor Fowler argued that the fact of the existence of an
THE TRUTH SEEKER who are in that business in California,
agent to do just as I do !' "
organ of adoration of the deity in man was absolute proof
Oregon, Washington, and other parts of the country. Am
Now, let me ask Mr. ·watson a few questions. Can you be- that there was a God to worship and to receive such worship,
also in hopes to hear from parties in foreign countries, such
lieve that two and two make five? Can you believe that black and it was equally true that such organs had to be used and
as Australia, Japan, China, and southern Europe.
is white? Prove that man can hate that which is agreeable, exercised in order to keep them in full and activ existence.
Yours truly,
THoMAS PAINE FRANK.
and like th1tt which is disagreeable to him. Prove, also, that It was also necessary that the exercise of these functions
should afford pleasure in order that the other faculties might
man by the force of his willing can think snow is black. Then be operated and work in concert.
you will gain your point. My. opinion is, we never move a
The same arguments were applicable to the theory of the
ST. JosEPH, Mo., July 29, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find $3 to apply on a joint or think a thought without being moved to it; and as immortality of the soul. The continued and steady longing
for a future life which existed in the human mind showed
my subscription to the good TRUTH SEEKER. My time was up in physics there can be no effect without a cause, so in morals that
there must be a counterpart. Human life was the steady
the first of June. I was not waiting to be dunned. I had the there can be no opinions or feelings without cause. And what instance of progress from its infancy to dissolution. After
cause
is
in
the
physical,
motiv
is
in
the
moral
world;
so
that
money put away all this time for you, waiting to be able to go
death men became superior beings. Their animal faculties
to the post-office with it. I am no longer young, and often there is nothing free in the WO?"ld. And, I will add further, man were subordinated to their intellectual, which were perfected
very feeble in warm weather. This is my excuse for this is the sport of circumstances, and circumstances are the sport and spiritualized. In ordinary life age marked the increase
of the faculties; therefore it·was superior to youth, and young
of him.
Your well-wisher,J. PETTEY.
neglect of you.
peoJ?le were inferior to old people. It was impossible to beAnd now that you are in trouble I wish you to know that X
lieve that after man had fully developed his mental and spiritual faculties, and after the deity had raised him to ansympathize with you with my whole heart, and hope all who
WILLIAMSTOWN, Omo, July 22, 284.
are in debt to the Truth Seeker Company will send the small
MR. EDIToR: The explanation of the Augusta, Ga., Chronicle exalted pinnacle, that he 'would dash him into atoros,_provided that immortality was the better thing. One of the facamount right away to you.
ELIZARETH B. DILLON.
of the modus operandi of Miss Hurst, July 19th, calls my own ulties which was quickened on earth was the love which excase to mind, and I will ask some astute philosopher to explain. isted between parents and children; and in a future state this
MERIDIAN, TEXAS, July 25, 1884.
I am what is called a medium for spirit manifestations. faculty would be perfected, recognition taking place, and a
MR. EniToR: Liberals must kill the devil-if he is ever Through my influence or occult power, I cause a heavy stand more acute intensity of the power of love being prevalent.
killed-as R. G. Ingersoll did the policeman, only more so. to float through a room. I will then -retire into a remote Beyond the grave none of the faculties were destroyed, merely
perfected; the limited human understanding would there be
Don't let them crawl off and die; kill them on the spot.
corner of the room, or even leave the room and shut the door limitless, the desires satisfied but etherealized-the soul and
Can't you get up a good thing on the pagans of Madagascar? after me, after saying to the controling spirits, "Do not let mind, in fact, wrought out to their highest point of spiritual exFrom the best information that I hav they are governed any person or persons cause that table (or stand) to touch the ultation and glorified immortality.
bithe same laws that the Jews were in regard to their relig- floor," and then I will defy all the human force that can be
ion, and the missionaries had to quit the country on that applied to cause it to .touch the floor until I ask the controling
ARROWSMITH, JLL., July 25, 1884.
account.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find one of Livezey's circulars.
force to allow it to be done. I will say, "Put that stand or
This is what I want to say. and say loud-Liberals, if you table on Mr. A.'s, B.'s, or C.'s head," and it will be done in- I think by the reading of it and its general ring that he has
nre going to do anything, unite and take the word of truth in stantly, notwithstanding all the oppoRing force that may be been converted to Infidelity. The very fact that he has conyour mouths and kill all the devils that you may meet, and applied, and there will be no mistaking of the one named, cluded Talmage is a hyposrit is proof that he is sincere in
do it111uickly. Selah.
S.D. GREEN.
though the room be crowded, as is generally the case. This I what he says. Reprint his circular. It will speak for itself,
hav been doing -for the amusement of the spectators, with and do. the cause good. Score one more. Livezey says he
CLEVELAND, 0Hro, July 21, 1884.
scores of other manifestations. This power has only devel- knows "that Infidelity is as catching as cholera." He ought
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for another year. I am happy oped in me within the last six months, notwithstanding I am to know-he seems to "hav it bad" in this circular.
Respectfully,
PENN KmK.
to say I cannot do without Tli:E TRUTH SEEKER. It is really now in my fifty-sixth year. I do not attribute it to spirit
the best paper published on this continent-allowing me to power.
LIVEZEY TAKES AN INFIDEL VIEW.
Yours truly,
B. D. EvANs, M.D.
"Mr.- Edholm, having lived among the Mormons for the
be judge. I hope you will excuse me for being so negligent
last twenty-three years, and having been a close observer of
in not remitting when due. Many thanks for your confidence
LEMOORE, CAL., July 15, 284.
their tendencies, comes out in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 19th
in me.
MR. EDIToR: If we understand aright, the indebtedness on with the rather novel proposition that Congress appropriate
The death of Father Bennett was a terrible blow. I could the Monument Fund has been fully canceled. And in read- a few thousand dollars to pay a few Infidel lecturers to go out
not hav felt it more to hav lost a brother, for I feared his place ing of Mrs. Bennett's devotion and deep solicitude, with as missionaries to argue with the Mormons and spread the
could not be made good. I really trembled for the dear old attendant honors, for him in whom her very being was cent- sweets of Infidelity over the acidities of their custom. This
TRUTH SEEKER, for fear it might go down, but am happily ered, sympathizing so truly in his grand life-work; and inas- plan, as revolting as it may seem to the churchman, is cermore humane, just, and even Christian, than tlie bardisappointed to know t,hat his successor is capable of filling much as we rejoice in the monumental symbol reared to his tainly
barous extermination policy advocated by hypocrit Talmage.
his place so acceptably. There are few such men as D. M. blest service, in immortal token of the universal cause of For my purposes, insomuch as I hav found Infidelity the best
Bennett in this world.
D. BoniFIELD, M. D.
spiritual liberty, we ask, as co-workers too in this benign vantage ground for my own reformations, I heartily approve
field of living justice, that she accept our small offering to of it, though I would regret the loss hereabouts of the misassist in beautifying the sacred spot consecrated in memo- sionaries. I know that Infidelity is as catching as cholera."
WHITEHAI.L, MrcH., July 20, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3.50. Please send riam with that towering shaft to him.
Many thanks, Mr. Editor, for knowledge obtained of your
'rRuTH SEEKER ANNUAL and "Answers to Christian QuesMoscow MILLS, Mo., ,Tuly 29, 284.
tions," and the balance appiy on the glorious old TRUTH early experience, and that of your brother. I am glad the
MR. EmToR: With a light heart I am seated at my desk to
SEFJKER. And now I will say a few words in regard to the old mother soul voiced her devotional sentiments, that your in- express my high appreciation and admiration for your paper,
superstition c11lled the Christian religion. The pietists hold terested patrons may learn of some possible struggle in early the grandest and best reform journal in America, if not in
meetings in our schoolhouse Sundays, and sometimes evenings life in manly youthful ambition for so noble a cause. .The the world. Long m11y its precious and glorious banner wave
during the week. The attendance is, as I am informed, from mother love is the warp through her whole speech. It is o'er the land of the free and home of the brave-until, at
ten to twenty. We hav a Liberal Literary society here, that right, it is well. Receive our tribute, editor and assistant least, all the evil of the Christian church may be swept from
meets in the same house once in two weeks during the winter. editor, for the stand you hav taken in sustaining those mighty the face of the globe. I can say without any fear of contra:
pillars resting upon your shoulders, received from those dear diction that the filthy, polluted jaws of the Christian's pitiful
'rhe average attendance is about two hundred.
And right here I will allude to a reprehensible practice of hands and that mind which established our glorious TRUTH God are growing weaker all the while. In my community,
my brother Liberals, and that is the practice of giving money SEEKEI~. Never may its future become darkened or its wide Lincoln Co., the churchmen are so near being buried in and
that goes to sustaining the church. The old hag would die influence lessened, is the ardent wish of your faithful sub- with the past that they hav no more preaching. There are
SARAH GREGG Fox.
out in less than ten years if it were not for that most pernicious scriber,
many good Liberals here. They are young in the faith, bU:t
P.S.-It does our hearts good to look upon ~he picture of that we all know the suckling babe has to crawl before it can walk.
habit of Liberals.
JoHN SHUEY.
fine monument. We hav ours already framed, and want, We hav thousands of Infidels in Missouri, but the most of
when they are ready, one of the lithographs, as an adorning them as yet keep still about their faith ,in Infidelity. Mr.
CINCINNAT£, 0., July 4, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The last copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER contains presence in our home. With dear Elmina, we worship all William Foster, of this vicinity, says that we Liberals cannot
S. G. F.
prove that Infidelity has got one good principle in its platmuch interesting reading. What has been said at the dedica- beautiful things.
form. I told Mr. Foster that I would prove to him that our
tion of the Monument was well said. I much admire the
BURLINGTON, KAN., July 29, 284.
platform had not got any flaw in -it-but Mr. Foster was notRtructure. It looks unique, and is a fitting emblem to the
MR. EDIToR: I inclose for publication in THE TRUTH SEEKER there. He would not argue the subject in question at all.
memory of a brav(l" man. I had much respect for Brother
Bennett, although he gave me an awful scolding once because the remarks of Professor 0. S. Fowler, as given in the Kansas Mr. Livezey, of Catonsville, Md., sent me one of his "CircuI would not believe in the dogma of a future state of existence. City Times, in answer to Col. Ingersoll, in the first Baptist lars to Infidels," stating that he silenced thirty or forty of our
But all that is bosh, and I respect his memory just as if we church of Kansas City. Why I request the publication of his most scientific Liberal writers and lecturers of this coun1 ry,
The civilized world
' believed alike. Since his death, I hav wished that he, if alive, remarks is because in 1846 Professor Fowler was denounced Hon. Robert G. Ingersoll included.
could make known to me the bottom facts of this disturbing and anathematized as one of the vilest of Infidels by about knows that Mr. Livezey's statement is a black lie. I wrote
dogma. Nothing as yet has changed my views. They are all of the clergy all over the country; and I know whereof I an open card to the liar in question and told him to please
sound to the core that death is the end of life: Materialized speak, fer I was a subscriber and an attentiv reader of the keep his Christian slime at home. I suppose he has done so;
effigies are impotent with me. My sense is quite too hard for Phrenological Journal of that day, and I was admonished by at any rate I hav not heard from the sneak since.
our pretended soul-savers not to read it, for it was a very danYour for universal mental liberty,
C. B. HuN1"ER.
such bungling necromancy. It won't do.
gerous publication. But the Fowlers' writings were HomeoYours, etc.,
T. WINTER, Materialist.
pathic potions of Infidelity. Still, they in part commenced
MILwAuKEE, Wis., July 29, 1884.
WENTWORTH, DAKoTA, July :1!6, 1884 .
the evolution of our present force of Liberals. And I know
MR. EDITOR: Is our country progressing? It is doubtful.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $8 . Please send me for myself and others of my acquaintances, and about my age, Why? Behold the untaxed temples of superstition, scattered
"The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers,"leather bound, that they first commenced the agitation of thought which is in vast numbers over our btlautifulland, where bigotry, superand "The Champions of the Church," leather. Last list of always the beginning of wisdom in our minds, and by which stition, and consummate nonsense are forced upon an enlightbooks received
d 1c d h
I thi k th
- b
t we hav evolved out of the quagmires of superstition.
ened public, through the indirect aid of state legislation. 0
an p a e w ere
n
ey WI11 e mos
OHms. BRowN.
needed. Hav examined Col. Kelso's book, "The Bible
shades of Paine, Franklin, and Jefferson! look down with
Analyzed," and think it the best thing I ever saw. No one PROFESSOR FOWLER CONCLUDES THAT THEBE IS A GOD, AND THE scorn and contempt upon these theological cranks. The selfbut a poor, worthless, blind bigot can read Col. Kelso's book
soUL IS IMMORTAL.
conceited Jo Cook, the wide-mouthed maniac, Talmage, the
without being impressed with the solid truths and sound reaProfessor 0. S. Fowler delivered an interesting lecture last half-and-half go-as-you-please Beecher, and thousands of thei:r
night, by request, at the First Baptist Church, to a large
soning given by him. As a reference-book I consider it price- audience, upon the subject of "God and Immortality." stamp, are confusing the people in this enlightened nineteenth
less. My office has become headquarters for several stanch Speaking phrenologically, Professor Fowler said there was century. And with what? With beautiful selections from the
Liberals, and the calls for Freethought works are increasing , ample evidence both as to the e;xistence of a God and the im- holy scriptures. For instance-how God so loved the wo:rld

1ftti1Jrs Jrom Jlt[itnds.

•
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at
.
d one time
d that he submerged it in wat er near1y five miles
eep; an ' l~ter on, in order to persuade the world to "fear
the Lord t~eJ.r God, and serve him, and cleave unto h'
d
swear by his name,"
allowed his servant J osh ua t o stop
lm, an
.
the
sun, that he might see to exterminate his enemies.
.
.8 anctified
.
nonsense .1 senseless blunders ! A. school-boy could make u
a bettoc tale. No wo~der that the Jews were always in troubl~
and never succeeded m anything until their God forsook them
Butd' our holy cra.nks
tell us that the ways of G o d are past·
fi
.
n ~gout. The more_is the pity. What in the name of reason 1s the _use of a God if we are· never to understand him or
find out h_ls ways: But alas ! we never shall, unless his partcalled the devil ' divulges th e secret, as
hner, ·who 1s sometlll.es
.
e did when God hed about the fruit of the tree of knowledge
"In the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely di " ·a·
G d "Th
e, sal
o · .
ou sh.alt not surely die," said his partner. Now,
who hed? For mstead of dying in that day, it must hav
seemed as though he never intended to die, for he lived to be
almost a thousand, years old · However, if the We smtnser
t · t
Abbey crow_d don t succeed in finding out some of God's ways
after spendmg about twenty years' time and several hundred
thousa~d dollars, we may as well save our time and money
a~d walt a few thousand years for a new revelation. But, my
fnends, we m_ns~ h?pe that not only in our own country, but
w~erever Chnstmmty has left its damning blight, there is or
will be progress.
NELSON HuNT.·
BUTLER, N. J., A.ug. 1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I received book and tracts in good order. Was
highly pleased with same, and was abundantly rewarded for
so tiifling a cost.
In addition to this, I will add the following feeble effortone drop, as it were, in the falling of the great freshet of Freethought, from which many may drink and be satisfied-and
request its publication, if space will allow, in THE TRUTH
SEE~ER, for the benefit of all who read its pages nnd share its
sentiments, and worship at the shrine of universal mental lib·
erty.
OUR CREED.
Tune: "Safe Within the Veil."

Universal mental freedom
I~ the standard of our creeds;
Th1s we hold in brilliant colors·
"fis the coming, pressing need.
Chorus:-O.rthodox and priesthood fail
Smce the bark of science set sail.
D;op the falsehood out of sight;
Llv for freedom, truth, and right.
Truth reclaims us from all darkness;
Frees us from the sword, the jail.
Error leaves our mental visionScience lifts the mystic veil.
The Christian's mental dream of heaven,
Paved with gold for human treadWhat an error to befall them,
When the earth reclaims her dead!
Martyrs of our creed hav perished;
Hav they lived for us in vain?
This the source of all progression,
And our high and noble aim.
GEORGE KRAHMER.
EL MoNTE, CAL., July 18, 284.
1\fR. EDITOR: The lnst five-dollar lot of books cnme to hnnd
in good condition, and is feeding crumbs of common sense to
a few emacinted brains who are in need of a morsel of Libernl
food in order to improve their mental health.
I see in your quotntions from Article IX of the California
constitution in your issue of July 5th that "No sectarian or
denominational doctrin shall be taught, or instruction thereon
be permitted, directly or indirectly, in nny of the common
schools of .this state." Yet in this county, and, I think, all
over the stnte, " Gospel Songsters " are used indirectly as textbooks to teach Jew, Infidel, and all non-sectarian families'
children that old orthodox myth, "Jesus is my all, and in him
I trust." These Protestant hymns are sung three or four times
a dny, to mold the plastic brains of our youth to believe in the
Christian dogmas, in order that when they grow up to be men
and women they will think it n duty to help support the 81,71 'i' parsons, who toil not, neither do they spin. And only that
many in these so.cnlled free nnd republican United States!
Think of the cool assurance they possess when they say to their
sleepy audiences: "'\Ve [the preachers) are the chief engineers
thnt run the car of progress that has enlightened and civilized
humanity." While the real truth is, all they do, or ever hav
done, is to hold up to the mental view of their deluded henrers nn ideal paintmg, tinted, spotted, striped, and darkly
shaded in the stale blood of a mythical Christ. Yes, from four
to six times a week, not to mention protracted meetings, their
hearers are washed, bathed, and pretendedly snnctioned in the
blood of Jesus-a man who, if ever he did liv, was only a human being-taking the Bible evidence, for there is not a place
in it where he said he was truly the son of God. Make all we
can of the priestly story, he was only an itinerant prencher,
who, parrot-like, repented the mnxims nnd snyings of his pagan superiors. As a doctor, if he lived in this nge his laying
on of hnnds and his clay-and-spittle treatment would brand
him a quack. As a citizen (take the Bible story for it), he was
a rebel to the laws of the land in which he lived, and only suffered the death pennlty of the capital punishment, which was
in his time the lnw of the nation. Like the two thieves, he
was a malefactor (see Luke :x:xiii, 32), and died like nny other
Christian Climinnl, calling on his God to help him, instead of
relying on the muscles of his legs to keep out of the sight of
old .Judas, his Christian pal, who turned state's-evidence
against his chum. Query: Why don't the parsons say nnything nbout the blood of Judns? He surely took nn activ part
in the snlvation gnme, for he snved God from coming down
from his throne and tramping about among the common solcliers nnd crying out, "My son, where art thou?" as he did when
he wanted Adam in the garden. And then if Judas hnd not

pointed out Jesus, who can _(if Christians), doubt but Christ
could ~av escaped to the mountain, and there by praying and
preachmg succeeded in appeasing the wrath of his heavenly
fath~r, and .maybe got a change of venue, and fared better
outside of Pilate's jurisdiction ? Then, if Christ had escaped
the ~rucifixion fnrce, what a blessing it would hav been for humnmty to hav saved the vinegar, gall, wine, myrrh, and hyssop, and many thousands of hard-earned dollars that hav been
paid to the priests for the many shiploads of splinters and nails
from the reputed veritable cross on which the Christians
pi~ned their blessed redeemer ! But how strange thnt the
rehc-hunters hav never found n little shoe, a bib, or tucker, or
even one lock of yellow hair, that belonged to.the infant savior ! Why did not- some taxidermist preserve one little sparrow that took wings and flew nway when he was making mud
cakes and mud sparrows with his playmnte (see Apocrypha)?
Can't they find anywhere one little pop-giln, or a little elder
':histle, or one little box, or a jack-knife, a hnmmer, or any
httle tool used or made by Ch1ist during his service as a cnrpenter with his father Joseph for eighteen long years? Strnnge!
strange! not one of all these, nor even an emblematic one-not
one fac simile ! Still the priesthood can find an abundnnce of
emblematic flesh and blood on every communion day. And
they can commune as often as the chief of the bnnd deems
it requisit tore-swear his deluded followers, for fear they Will
mutinize and join in with those who uphold common sense
and science.
J. E. CLARK.
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each one's pni·t triumph over the old belief in the absurdities
of nn ancient production, with its contradictions and untruths, palpable to every close observer."
One of the members wns heard to remark after the reading
of the above: "That essay contained my sentiments exactly,
but I should not hav thought it the place to read them."
And why not? The religionists think all times and all places
proper to dish out their hash to us poor Infidels, but if we
return the compliment it is a tenible thing. For my part I
think we hav held back, borne and forborne long enough, and
it i8 now our d nty as Liberals to put a way our fears of losing
our popularity and step mnnfully forth and defend our cause.
R. M. MoCALLUl\!.
Respectfully,

TEMPERANCE "COUNTRY COOKING."
NEWPORT, ME., Jnly 19, 1884.
llfR. EDITOR: When Horace Greeley edited the New York
Tribune he took a trip in the country among farmers, and when
he returned he wrote an article for his paper on "Conntl'y
Cooking," criticising severely the manner of cooking of farmers' wives.
·
I hav taken a great many such trips myself, one of which I
hav just returned from, and for the benefit of your over-zealous
prohibition COI·respondents I hav a word to say. I hnv long
~een satis~ed thnt the food question underlies the drink questiOn-that mtempemnce cnn never be nbolished until there is
~ radicnl reform in the kind of food people ent, but especinlly
m the mnnner of cooking. It is no libel on nnyone to sny thnt
MouNT UNION, OHio, Aug. 1, 1884 .
at least three-quarters of 11ll·the food to be found on the tables
MR. EDITOR: In om school district, which is chiefly com- of fnrmers is not fit to be taken into thestomnc)l. My present
posed of Methodists and United Brethren families, we con- feelings are nothing new on the all-important subject, for some
eluded to hav a Literary Society started for the benefit of both five years ago, when I wns in Wnshington, D. C., I offered 11
children and parents, or whoever might choose to join the resolution in a meeting that" the stomnch is the seat of wnr."
society. A protmcted meeting was going on in an adjacent Many times I hav since thought how I ever could hav stood up
neighborhood a part of the time, and many of our members before an nndience and offered such a resolution, but experiattended that, and thought it both proper and wise to favor enoe hns pi·oved the truth of my words, "the stomach .is the
the Literary Society with essnys upon religious subjects, seat of wnr "-that never until the people hav clean stomachs,
thickly interspersed with quotntions from and eulogies upon mnde so by a more henlthy and better-cooked food, cnn inthe Bible, etc., which were quite edifying, no doubt, to the temperance or war be abolished. That people's passions
believer, and which the Liberalist or skeptic was no doubt ex-. are set on fire by the nnhenlthy and badly-cooked food I hav
pected to swallow whole, and keep his mouth shut nfterwnrd. not n doubt. I hav seen men sit down to eat fried ham when
But one of the members, being somewhat exercised, wrote and the thermometer registered ninety degrees in the shnde, with
read the following essay, which caused as much of a sensation a pint of clenr fat in the plntter, when I know that said fiLt
as though a thun:derbolt had fallen in their midst:
wns worse for their stomnchs than alcohol. And most of the
"THE BIBLE.
bread is only an npology for hrend. The longer! livthe moro
"Inspirntion is the good which shines into our souls from I nm sntisfied that as an nrticle of food pork is an abomination,
God, or from good in whatever form.
And as God is good and, ns n physician once said, ":fit only for savages." And
the inspirations from him must necessnrily be good and fo; where is this article, pork, which Christians take into the s!fme
our good. Truth, wherever found, is a righteous inspiration, stomach they do n pnrt of their God, mnde? In a filthy sty,
and evil, ns the reverse, should be denounced and eradicnted. reeking with the stench of the hog's own excrement. And n
Why, then, should our love nnd reverence of any book lead ltii.'ge part of the food of hogs is eaten in a trough that is never
us so far as to tolerate the bad, and call that truth which, were washed, and thousands of hogs eat their food thrown in among
it by itself placed before us, we would shun and despise? their own excrements.
We are endowed with discernment to discriminate right from
And this food is wnshed down with what Horace Greeley
Wl'Ong. Why not use it alike in all cases? If in our works on called "a muddy preparation cnll eel coffee." I nm sorry to
science nnd morality we :find anything which; measure"l by say that not only Christians, but Spi:titunlists; keep these
our discernment of truth and right, would be found wnnting, filthy brutes, hogs, and eat them, and sell their nice lambs to
we relentlessly cast it out. But in an isolnted instance we the drovers because they are too ignomnt to keep them for
stick to the whole, both good and bad, of a certain book, nnd their own use. But this is not all of the sad story. A largo
denounce to the bitterest end anyone who mny question its portion of the men, and sometimes n womnn-and a Spiritualdivinity, and by so doing allow reason to be overthrown by ist, too-use the twin abomination, tobncco.
superstitious prejudice. The Bible contains mnny true and
And with this state of things universally with the young and
beautiful things, but while it is looked upon as n divine book old, our prohibition friends try to make themselvs think they
it cnnnot but be a curse to humanity. Were its teachings can stop the spread of intemperance by lnw. Wait a hundred
carried out it would be destructiv of the intelligence, liberty, yenrs, my friends, nnd your children will see your folly. I
and happiness of mankind. It has maintained slavery, burnt would not hnv it understood there are no exceptions to this
witches, benten nnd frightened thousands of children to denth, state of things, for there are-noble QXCoptions. But I do say
obstructed and denounced science and educntion, declaring thnt seventy-five per cent of the food tnkon into the stomach is
that the wisdom of man is foolishness nnd that we can only not fit to eat; thnt it cnuses disease, insanity, and premiLture
get wise through fnith and prayer, drugged the souls of its death; that fried hog, and the heating, poisonous grease that
devotees to sleep, made them indifferent to the possibilities of has come out of it, and is eaten by millions of gallons, has dono
humnn progress, destroyed the finest works of nrt, burnt the more to curse the mce than ever rum did; that all the laws
grentest libraries, encouraged licentiousness, degraded woman that can be made and hacked up by an army, and a navy aK
to a slave, uphelcl the monstrous infamy of polygamy, au- strong as the Spanish Armada, can never stop the tide of
thorized Jesuitism, which says it is right to do evil that good intemperance nnm the people hav clean stomachs.
may come of it, encouraged dishonesty and insincerity, made
When the seventy thousand priests in this country, together
thousnnds insane, filled the heart of man with hntred for his with the so-cnlled temperance lecturers, will tench the people
own flesh nnd blood, hnunted his mind with horror, nnd the lnws of health, tiLke up the questions of food, right genercovered the world with blood. Whnt other book cari bonst so ntion, advocate shorter hours of labor, and an incrense of p11y
long a catalog of errors and horrors? Yet we nre told to for the snme amount of work, the abolition of all lawH thnt
peruse it prayerfully nnd these unseemly portions will melt make usury legal, the abolition of the army and the navy, and
away as the dew before the rising sun, nnd we will see and many other reforms thnt must some timo come, and then wait
tnke it as n whole, will accept all between its lids. But is patiently for the people to grow up to a knowledge of these
this our highest idea of right ? 1\fuch of the very best con- things, we may hope to see a better state of society.
tained in the book was uttered long before Christ came to
Tho fanntical crusade to drive the people to become temperearth. Why revere the copy more than the original? We are ate is only retnrding the real, the true, lasting temperance
a people in captivity, held in thraldom by the teachings of work, making it fnr more difficult to redeem mankind than it
our forefathers, who thought it sacrilege to utter a word against otherwise wouhl be if they were snved by educntion, the
the Bible. But n dny will come-yen, has alrendy dawned- world's true savior.
nnd the spell is broken, and men worthy of the unme are
The above words, hnstily written after hanging up the scythe
stepping forth, dnring to think for themselvs, halting not for are put on paper for the sake of doing good, and if they are
ancestral belief, public opinion, or pecuniary advantage, ready not true, he or she who will point out their errors is my best
to subscribe to no creed but to the truth and right. But the friend.
SEWARD :r.flTCHELL.
true brotherhood of humnnity will never come save through
P. S.-Who i~ it that is going to be a traitor to the cause of
the destruction of every idea of a God in whose name men liberty nnd an enemy to D. M. Bennett by proposing to get
hate nnd persecute each other, who encourages a man to do a back into the Liberal League that detestable trnitor, John G.
wrong on a credit, who sends good men to hell and bnr~ ones Bundy? Does he suppose thnt D. M. Bennett has no friends
to heaven. These things hav done hnrm enough. They hav left to remember the doep-dyed sconnclrelism of Bundy and
cast a shadow in the sunlight of the heart of every good and. Abbot whe~ they made their simultaneous attack on that grand
tender man and woman. ·we must not weave laurels round and noble man when he was bound in prison? It is time
these nbsurdities foi· fenr we may shock the sensibilities of enough to take back an enemy when he asks forgivness nnd
those who hnv believed them to be divine. Friends, regret shows signs of repentance. Look at the villainous attack on
not that the anchor has broken from the old moorings, and the pure and spotless character of Moses Hull and Juliet H.
that yon are invited to sail forth upon the sen of being in Severance by Bundy, and copied into Heywood's lnst Word.
search of new truths. Many white sails dot the joy-crested A person who will tnke the hand or be seen in the society of
billows before you; while those on board cheer e&ch other in .John C. Bundy is an enemy to D. M. Bennett and the cause of
their search for a land of summer and beauty. What though liberty. The attack ttat Bundy made on Mr. Bennett was
you know not the end of the voyage? Truth will be your worse than murder, and I hav more detestation for him than I
polar stnr, and the breath of love will fill the sail, and the hav for the miserable Comstock. Let him cleanse his foul soul
joy of life your hearts, and a desire to do right and act grandly ·before he attempts to appear in decent society.
S. M.
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all seemingly strange things in natill-e will, by 'splendid rabbit. That poor animal ll,ad its)
ANOTHER NEW BOOK!
study, unravel them all.
nerves so worked upon that when Mr. Sautee
_
The odor of musk is so fine a material and caught it, I never heard such pathetic cries; New! Eloquent! Elegant [ Splendid!
permeates the air so fully that one drop placed he dragged it out of its cosy retreat and held
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River, in a corked vial, by which the odor can pass it in his arms, but its cries were too pitiful to
JUST PUBLJ:SHED.
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
off, will last for twenty years.* There is an in- withstan~-in fact, it melted. ~is heart i~to 1
Corner shiYI.dd be sent.
sensible perspiration passing from our bodies, compassion, and he spoke to It m a consolmg
by means of which all wild animals detect us a way, and said," Well, since you take it so hard, I
" His life Is long whose work 15 well,
long way off. For this reason a hunter who and life seems !lo sweet to you, I will not be
And be his station low or high,
understands his trade will always get on the the one to deprive you of it; you shall hav
BY
~
He Who the most good works can tell,
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
wind side, or will hunt against the air current another chance," and putting the rabbit on its
so as to giv his dog a chance to get the first feet, it bounded away, while the dog was held~ ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
sniff of the game he is in search of before it back, no doubt surprised at his lost labor.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
Her Birthday.
gets away, as it surely would if the wind were
Mr. Sautee, in commenting upon the inci- every respect. In fH.ct, one of the richest,
How well I mind me of the day,
blowing in the direction of the animal. And dent, said, "If I had the government of this brightest, best ever issued.
Tinted with August gold,
It contains, besides the celebrated '~Deco
it is by means of th1s fine material passing wicked world, and could not make it better
I held her, laughing In my arms,
Our baby, one year old I
from our bodies that our dog, who is familiar than it is, rather than destroy it I would do as ration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
How fond I watched her Infant charms,
with us, will be able to detect our trail and fol- I did with the poor rabbit, I would giv it printed in various shapes, but never brought
And kissed her dimpled face,
low it, when a dqzen other persons hav gone another chance." And, no doubt, everyone together till now, many other gems selected
Wblle close I folded to my breast
in the same direction, for the reason that no who reads this will agree that it surely needs from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letHer form of matchless grace I
ters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
two persons emit the same odor. The reason, it.
And when, on silver will'gs, Time sped
of the author.
then, that dogs can hunt, is because of a keen
The lesson I wish to impart is that smelling
Twelve months again away,
The work is designed for and will be acThen sweetly llaped her loving voicesense of smelling what has passed off into the is a chemical effect, produced upon the nerves cepted by, a_dmiring friend~ as a rare per" I two 'ears old to-day I"
air and lodges on their nerves. I was very by a deposit of material substances, which act sonal souvemr. To help it serve this purpose,
Her llttle feet had learned to cllmh,
much amused upon one occasion to see the upon them analagous to the touch felt on any a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
Her hands learned mischief, too;
effects of this sense upon a dog. A gentleman part of the body, or the sense of a heat picture has been prepared especially for it.
Yet, watch and ward o'er her to keep
In the. mor~ elegant s~yles of. binding, this
had caught a red fox, and after securing him impressed upon the retina of the eye; in fact, volume IS emmently smted for presentation
Was pleasure sweet and new.
with
a
muzzle
and
chain,
brought
him
from
smelling
is
like
all
the
other
senses,
a
feeling
And when three years had seen her mind
purposes, for any season or occasion.
"
the mountain into the village. When he got of a material substance, but so fine in its qualUnfold In beauty brightIn workmanship the volume is a masterTo her the e.arth a wonder-land,
piece.
The
type
is
large
and
beautiful·
the
to the hotel steps, in showing .his fox, the ani- ities as to evade all modes of measurement,
An Eden of dellghtmal, anxious to escape, jumped into a drift of and, in consequence, is said to be imponder- paper heavy and richly tinted; the press~ork
r kissed her pure and stainless lips,
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
B'IlOW,
and holding him by the chain, he had able. If this explanation of the philosophy of best materials and skill can produce. The
Hoping, trusting, the whlle,
quite a tussle to get him out of it, but he finally smelling is too difficult for any of our intelli- book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
That she might never know earth's woe,
Its harshness or Its gull e.
did, and took him into the hotel. Standing gent boys or girls who read the Children's Cor- No item of expense has been spared to make
upon the stoop I noticed a large red hound '"ner to understand, I advise them to consult the work worthy of author and public.
Four years !lew gaily, swiftly on,
PRICES:
Four joyous years of love;
coming along in an unconcerned and careless with older persons, and to use the dictionary, Sllk-cloth, beveled edges,
gilt back and side, $2 oO
With hrllllant hopes and many plaus
way, but suddenly he took the scent of the by which means the mystery of scent in ani- Half-calf, mottled edges, el(lf(ant llbra.ry style ~ 50
Each year was thickly wove.
Full
Turkey
morocco,
gllt,
exquisitely fine, ' 7 50
fox, and bristling up in wonderful astonish- mals will be exploded.
J. R. PEBRY.
Full tree calf, highest possible style and finish, 9 00
Her prattllng voice, her merry laugh,
ment at such an odor in a village, his dogship
Made happiness complete;
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
Our Puzzle Box.
And music sweet was to our ears
hardly kn'ilW what to make of it, but knowing
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ANSWERS
TO
PUZZLES
IN
CHILDREN'S
CORNER,
The patter of her feet.
that he could not be mistaken, he made a
33 Clinton PL, New York.
JULY
26,
1884.
Five years old I her precious mind
ferocious bound into the snow-drift, and not
Unfolded day by day,
1. The human frame.
finding the fox as he expected, he threw himAnd promla gave of gracious worthMEDICAL and HYGIENIC WORKS.
2.
Audubon.
self
upon
his
haunches,
and
tossing
his
head
A gem of brightest ray.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Uncle.
into
the
air,
he
cried
out
with
all
the
power
of
Proudly we watched her onward growth,
Dahlia.
&nt on Receipt of Price.
As !led the hours away,
his lungs in disappointment, sorrow, and rage.
Ute.
Nor thought we that our jewel bright
It was the most expressiv howl I ever heard
Trail's
Sexual
Physiology. A ScienBear.
Was abrlned In mortal clay.
tific and Popular Exposition of the Fundafrom a dog, and when he took up his line of
Owl.
mental Problems in Sociology. $1.
Slx years, at length, came quick and sure,
Nose.
travel, he seemed so dejected that I believe he
Rose-crowned and diamond-tipped;
must hav had some notion of committing suiWhat
Our Girls Ought to Know. By
As bright as though each year had been
Dr. MARY J. STUDLEY. Price, $1.00.
cide in disgust, as he kept up a low growling
In rainbow colora dipped.
and moaning cry as far as I could hear him.
Hygiene of the Brain~ and the Cure
In sympathetic grace abe grew
ofNervousness. By M. L. HoLBIIOOK. $1.50.
A sweetest friend to be;
I imagined he was swearing at his bad luck,
Before her words-•·I love you, dear J"
as some foolish people are in the habit of do.
Parturition
Without Pain. A Code
All clouds would quickly !lee.
story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains
ing when their emotions are .too strong for H.AWrxoN.
Second
edltlon.
Price,
$1.25. This very
Seven years oldl-thls August day
and Dangers of Child-Bearing. Edited by
their judgment. Scent acts precisely the same excellent work for young masters and misses, has
Is gay with birds and !lowers;
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
passed through a very large edition, and a second
in
regard
to
odors
as
hearing
does
in
regard
to
has been issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
'fhe purple pansies bloom as bright
postage.
This
new
edition
has
a
photograph
of
the
sound-when
we
hear
a
noise
we
locate
it,
beThe
Relations of the Sexes. By
As when, In other hours,
author which adds very much to the value of the
Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY. Price, $1.00.
cause the lines of vibration and their undula- volume.
We wreathed them on our darllng's head,
With leaves of ivy greentions act in such a way as to carry the mind to
Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Sci
Herself the fairest, brightest !lower
the most central point of disturbance, or center
entific Diet.
By GusTAV ScHLICKEYSEN.
Our eyes had ever seen.
THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE. Pr·ice,
$1.00.
of commotion; and just in the same way are
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
Her birthday 1 and, through misty tears
we sensible of the location of a stove, which we
This volume alms at the education of youth In the The Better Way. An Appeal to Men
I look in vain to see
principles of Freethought, at the same time that it
in Behalf of Human Culture through a
detect
by
means
of
the
variableness
of
the
raHer lovely face, her wondrous eyes,
lncU:lcates moral duties and human rights from a
Wism Parentage. By A. E. NEWTON. Price
diations of its heat, so that in playing the game standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
With love-light turned to me;
papm, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
For sllent Is the voice I loved,
of ''Blind man's Buff" we can always know
Still are the danolng feet;
New Hygienic Cook Book. Contain
how to avoid the hot stove, if we are careful·
And wrapped in dust are ali the hopes
ing Receipts for Preparing a Hygienic
TWO Ll:TTLE RED MITTENS;
enough to observe this rul.e.
'I' hat once made life so sweet.
Food By Mrs. l\'L M. JoNEs, M.D. 30 cts.
A
STORY
OF
THE
RIGHTWAY
ALMSHOUSE.
this
lesson
on
dogs
by
relating
a
I
will
close
August 3, 188~.
Talks
L<i My Patients. Hints on Get
circumstance
that
took
place
once,
which
goes
--------~-----BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
ting Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B
to show the persistency of some breeds, and
For sale at this oll!ce.
Price 10 cents.
GLEASON, M.D. Price, $1.50.
The Instincts of Animals.
the certainty of their knowledge. Dogs sel- ---------------------Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins. By
Many persons hav an indistinct idea of what dom lie, and can usually be relied upon in
GEORGE CHAINEY
Dro LEwrs, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
is called instinct in animals, and to show that searching for game. They will not act like
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.
Wishes to enter into correspond.ence with Libit is a feeling which has by usage impressed it- many men, endeavoring to deceive you
erals throughout the country in reference to Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions
self upon the memory, I will relate what I hav with tneir hypocrisy, but are mostly honest and
to Parents. By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.
lecture engagements for the coming season.
often witnessed in dogs that were trained to true to their instincts. Up_on this occasion, on
Mr. Chainey needs no recommendation from Aids to Family Government; or
hunting.
the way home after a hard day's hunt, we came us. We print below a few of his indorsements,
From the Cradle to the School. By BERTHA
It will be noticed that different breeds of to a rocky patch and noticed our dog, Spy, smelMEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
which certainly are the strongest testimonials
dogs hav different instincts, or, in other words, ling around the heap of stones, first on one
ever given to any Liberal lecturer, except In- Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J
there are some kinds of dogs that can scent a side, and then on the other. At last his ma~; gersoll, in this country:
MoR'riMER GRANVILLE. Price, $1.00,
fox much better than any other kind of ani- ter told him to come on, but Spy would cock
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL: "Mr. Chalney Is one
mal, while a setter, or pointer, will smell birds his ears up and wag his tail, and look so of the best thinkers in this cnuntry. He has a won- Eating for Strength. Including the
derful command of language, Is full of Imagery,
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
a long way off, which a dog trained to fox- pleased, as though he would say, "Come comparison,
antithesis, !ogle, and beauty. He feels
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred Re
hunting would not notice. '.rhis, then, de- back, I hav something here," and then he what he says with his whole heart, and perceives It
ceipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hlmdred
with his entire brain. He Is perfectly honest, and
pends on training, and shows a development would busy himself in smelling around again. for that very reason is intellectually keen. DownEver-l'!.ecurring Questions Answered. By
M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
of memory of the different kinds d odor. One We indulged him for some time, and finding right honesty in such a man is genius. He glvs a
true transcript or his mind, and glvs it with great
peculiarity in far-smelling animals is owing to him determined to stick to it, we went back power. He is well acquainted with the church, Marriage and Parentage. In Their
their long noses. A short-nosed dog will not and commenced kicking about the stone heap, knows all the ways of the theologian, and underSanitary and Physiological Helations and
stands the Inside of the whited sepulcher of superin their Bearing on tho Producing of' Chi!
be as acute m detecting game as one that has a but could get nothing out. At last hill mas- stition. His lectures stir me llke r.rumpeta. 'fhey
dren of Finer Health and Greater Ability
long nasal protuberance. 'l'he greyhound, ter told him he thought he must be mistaken, are filled with the loftiest spirit. Eloquont, logical,
By M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
and poetic, they are as welcome a•1d refreshing as
which has the longest nose, however, is an ex- there was nothing there; but the dog put his the breeze of morning on the cheek of fever."
"Mr. Chalney is a large, well formed, though Our Girls, and Some of the Things
ception to this rule, simply because he, by a head down and barked into the heap as much
They Ouglit to Know. By Dro LEwis, M.D.
rather round-shouldered man, wears no beard, and
constant habit of depending on his eyes, has as to say, "I know better." We then went to in
these days or crops would be called a long-haired
Price, $1.50.
not developed the sense of smell. He, be- work to uncover one stone at a time, and, after man. He has a big head and broad face. He is an
orator.
Hls
eloquence
Is
his
chief
fascination.
His
Dr.
Foote's Plain Home Talk and
ing so long-legged and sharp-eyed, has ac- working until almost night, we came upon a periods are models of orll.torlcal beauty, and though
Medical qommon Sense. By E. B. FooTE,
ordlnarlly unimpassioned he ocaaslonally becomes
qurred the faculties of keen sight and extraorM.D. Pnce, $1.50.
intensely strong in his dramatic errects. He is sindinary speed, but is a failure on a still hunt.
• An entire room has been known to be per- gularly graceful of ge•ture. His methods inspire Hand· Book of Jlealtll Hints. By E.
It seems hard to understand why a dog can fumed with musk for thirty years, and no one with a conviction of bla honesty. His elocution
B. FooTE, M.D. Price, 25 cents.
is masterly. His voice Ia magnetic, powerful, llexsmell a bird, or a fox, and know the direction perceptible loss of weight in the musk ob- ible, very pleasing. Hts sentiments are beautifully
t has gone, and follow up the trail until it is served; and specimens, it is said, hav been painted sacrilege. He would make a famous actor." S{1xual Physiology for the Young.
-Scranton Daily Republican.
By E. B. FoOTE, M.D. Price, 50 cents.
overtaken, but when we consider that the air preserved for a hundred years, the odor re"Mr. Chalney's lecture was one of the most brills perm<Jated with the odor, and that it affects maining the same. It is the product of the Iant oratorical el!ortseverdellvered in Creston. We Scien~e in Story; ';reaches Anatomy
male of an Asiatic animal known as the musk doubt If any lecturer, other than Col. Ingersoll,
Physiology, and Hygtene. 5 vols. in one.
the nerves by a certain kind of chemical ac- deer, and is supplied to commerce by China; could
use so much of beautiful metaphor."-Oreston
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vols.
tion, just as pepper would affect our noses if chiefly, two or three drachms being worth Commoner.
bound separately, $5.00.
"Mr. Chalney's enunciation is perfect, his senthrown into the air, it becomes a very simple fifteen dollars; but the crafty Chinese are in
tences forcible and Impassioned. Like Ingersoll he
and easy problem for any boy or girl to under- the habit of adulterating the same so that the has the happy facultY or clothing an Idea in such a Health Manual, Devoted to Healing
by Means of Nature's Higher Forces; includ
stand. There is nothing so simple, when the genuin article is hardly known in trade. When peculiarly taking form, that at first thought the coning the Health Guide, revised and improved.
musk is first taken from the animal, travelers trary Idea seems an absurdity and an imposture."natural conditions are all taken into account say that those near its influence are in danger Syracuse Morning .ficrald.
By EnwrN D. BABBITl', D.M., author of
md there is even no ruy:;te1·y about it. '.rh~ of hemorrhage from the nose, and it often
Address for particulars
"Principles of Light and Color," "Wonders
habit of relying upon cause and effect to settle brings on headaehe.-En.
GEORGE CHAINEY, 33 Olio.ton Place, N. Y.
of Light and Color." Price $1.00•
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andLJ~:!~~ ~~~~~i8~~·8ociet~ int~ei

l!nited 8ta,la and O'anada !"eeting tegularly, can ha1J no.
tit:e$ of their meetings publlo8hed in this columo. free if tM

officers willsmd thtm. to us.]

MICHIGAN.
MuSKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
OHIO.
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
ev~ry. Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
buildmg. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings lectures
ari.d discussions are held every Su~day, 2·30
P.M. 4-dmittance free. Public invited.
OREGON.
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday
at 2 o'clo~k, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
BosroN.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Building, Appleton street.--The ·"Society
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Sundayschool at 2 :30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
ALTooNA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PRILADELPBIA.-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except during the Months of July
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
iollowed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply; Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWABX.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
League's Hall, 177 Hal!ley street. Exercises
consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion, in which all present are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
•aken. Communications for the League
should be addressed to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
C.ANADA..
ToRONTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No.9 Grand Opera Honse.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. . Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially invited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer . Freethought Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Catharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
GANANoQuE, ONT.-Gananoque Secular Society, meets every Sunday evening at eight
o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Library and
Reading Room open all day Sunday. Visitors
and strangers always welcome.
Geo. G.
Meikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
NEW YORK.
AL'BANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 Stat&
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and debates and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEW YoRK CITY.-The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday m
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
and 7:30P.M.
BBoOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--Tha
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturda_Y, eveni.ng at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Sp1ntual literature
for aale_--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
literature on sale. All invited.--The Philosophical Association meets every Sn.nda;r
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wnght s
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially in.ntAd. Doot'B open at 2:30 P.M.
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never heard that Thomas Paine and Ethan us that part of the Bible is not to be read. past issues, and the National Liberal League
Allen had anything to do with the Revol ntion. Where did he -get his authority to say that? as such is to liav nothing to do with it.
In Man of May 31st you quoted from Lucifer
Good Christians must hav been scarce among Who is to decide which parts are to be read,
our noted men, for the speaker made a great and which not? He said that you might as an article headed, "Re-forming the Line.Western Notes.
leap from John Adams to Daniel Webster. He well say that the whole of a medical work The League and Libe:rty," and signed "W.,"
A BRIEF REVIEW OF A LECTURE BY TilE RE"I'. TE! said that Webster declared that if he was pos- should be read, or else throw away medical that gave the ring of a manly Man; and I want
DEUM WITT(Y) TALMAGE, D.D. (DRIVEL DIS• sessed of any superior abilities, he ascribed it science altogether. What do you t!J.ink of that. it now understood that on this question I stand
PENSER),
to his habit of reading the Bible carefully. I logic for a D. D.? He compares" the Bible to a with" W.".in Lucifer, and will still stand by
This year I visited the pleasant summer re- don't know whether Webster ever said that or medical work. The whole of those works are the League in helping to carry out the Nine
sort of Island Park, in northern Indiana. The not, but if he did he either uttered an untruth read, and, besides, they do not pretend to be Demands of Liberalism, and most fully indorse
pions look which I wear when I vist such or he was as thoroughly steeped in supersti- inspired. The Bible is said to be the pure its position in reference to the repeal-of what
places probably deluded some people into the tion as any clown. DoeJ> Talmage believe that word of God, and is thrust into the ha!ld of are commonly known as the Comstock lawsnotion that I was a rather pions sort of person, Webster or any other man ever acquired legal every man, woman, and child who will take it. laws that were hatched in the Christian church,
perhaps a deacon, for in less than ten minutes acumen and oratorical power by reading the Why is anything left in it that is not to be the object of which was to put a check on free
after I reached the grounds a lively, pleasant- Bible? He said the Infidel creed was some- read? Does Talmage honestly believe that the speech, free mails, and a free press. And it
faced lady accosted me, saying, "Excuse me, thing like this: "I believe in-nothing, the authors of the Pentateuch considered part of was by the help of these laws that unprincipled
sir, but aren't you interested in the Sunday- waker of-nothing, who descended into-noth- that work indecent literature, or knew that it men were enabled to persecute, prosecute, and
school?" Aa soon as I recovered my breath I ing. I believe in the Agnostic church, the would ever be so considered? He denied In- imp:t:ison one of our noblest Liberal leaders,
was tempted to say that my soul was fairly communion of-nothing, etc." He then re- gersoll's charge that the Bible is a cruel book. whose sufferingA in a dungeon entailed on him bathed, as it were, in certain burning ques- peated a part of the apostle's creed with great "Show us the victims of Bidle-reading," he a disease that laid him in an untimely grave.
tions pertaining to the blessed Sabbath-school solemnity, after which he proceeded to demol- says. He commenced at a large number and And I feel that I should belittle .myself now to
work, but for some reason such talk has grown ish his opponent. But unfortunately his op- came down by degrees to ten, five, one. "There giv up these aims and fall in .line with the Insomewhat unfamiliar to me, and I was obliged ponent was not Ingersoll. He was a little man is not-one," he solemnly declared. It is of no use dex, Religio-Philosophical Journal, Comstock, &
to confess that I was not completely absorbed who had been hiding among the mountains of for Ingersoll, or anyone else, to argue with a Co., whom I charge with. being at the foundain the work of leading little ones to the master
Ingersoll be- man who has the braz.en impudence to stand tion of this unjust, unrighteous, and malicious
Mr. Talmage's imagination.
during the hot weather. I heard three doctors
lieves in something. The nothing party are up before an audience and make such a state- prosecution. No, Mr. Editor; others may take
of divinity -lecture, and rE)verends of lesser
those who believe in an incomprehensible, ment as that. He never heard of St. Bartholo- such a course as they choose, but as for me, I
note were there "too numerous to mention."
three-headed, old-bachelor God," with a son as mew, of the Inquisition, of the Puritans, of never can giv my name and means to work
Dr. Thomas, of Brooklyn, N.Y., seems to be
old as himself-they are probably twins-and Freeman, the child-slayer. He said that In- with such until they bl'ing forth fruits meet
a very fine man. He lectured on "Nat ural
who made the world out of-nothing. Talmage fidelity scrapes no lint for the wounded, givs for repentance, which as yet they never hav
History," and his lectures were instructiv and
S. D. MooRE.
denied the charges that the Bible sanctions no bread to the hungry, etc. I tried to be done.
interesting. I could not help thinking that if
.Adrian, Mich., June 10, 284.
polygamy and that it degrades woman. He charitable, but when he said that I could not
he would throw theology aside and devote
said that Adam, and Noah, and several other resist the impression that he deliberately lied.
himself to science and the diffusion of general
gentlemen had only one wife each, that David He boasted that all the colleges of this counknowledge he would be a very useful man. On
had more, but he got well paid for it. (Per- try were under Christian cont:rol, and all those " The Church the Worst House of
Thursday, July 28th, Dr. Lyman Abbott, of
Prostitution There."
haps that is the reason he took them.) The of Germany, except Heidelburg, and there, of
New York, delivered un address to the Chaua. a. Post in Chicago Express.
audience would hav been willing to grant that cou:rse, everything is going to the bad. He
tauqua Literary and Scientific Circle. The adTalmage had made one point in the case if he had lived seven years near Girard College, and
One
day
last week we ha:d occasion to go ~o
dress would hav been well enough at a polithad told them the chapterii and verses where he knew that the faculty were all Christian. one of the railroad depots m the heart of this
ical meeting, but it was inappropriate on that
it is stated that David and Solomon were pun- I fear his statement is too true, but no Chris- great city.
occasion. The doctor gave a picture of a poor
We were to meet there a friend who was to
ished because they took more than one wife, tian minister could publicly mention Girard
come on an afternoon train.
man crowded into one of the tenement houses
and for no other reason. He said, "God per- College unless his moral sense was terribly disWe walked from our office to the depot, and
of New York, surrounded by want and dismitted it, but he didn't sanction it, just as our torted. The doctor exhibited some ingenuity finding it a fuH half-hour to train time conease, praying to the God who seems to hav
government permits it, but does not sanction in constructing a series of ladders, precipices, cluded to extend our walk beyond; and into a
forgotten him. I was in hopes Mr. Abbott
it." That kind of reasoning may deceive the etc., reaching down to the depth of meanness portion of the city with which we were unacwould tell us why God refuses to answer that
very elect, but a man who has been born only to which a man must descend who would take quainted.
A very few minutes sufficed to bring us to a
poor man, and the thousands like him. But
once will be apt to remember that our govern- away Christianity and giv nothing in its place. district of a character such as those of our
he didn't. He hurried away from the unpleasment does not, as yet, lay claim to omniscience He doesn't want any of the "don't know" re- readers who are unacquainted with cities, or
ant subject, and said something about Jay
ligion of the Agnostics. "I know," said he. whose acquaintance is limited to occasional
and omnipotence:
Gould and the workingmen. On Friday TalMr. Talmage mentioned Miriam and Deborah Perhaps he does know, but I was convinced trips to the principal centers of trade in cities,
mage spoke on " Ingersollism "to an immense
and a few other ancient ladies who gained re- that he was mistaken,. for in a building only a can hav little conception of.
Every second building was a house of prosaudience. He has a powerful voice, which,
nown and ought to hav had the ballot if they few rods from where he was speaking were a titution as was clearly evinced by the number
when allowed to flow out naturally at a certain
didn't, and this proves that Ingersoll has number of Christian books for sale, and on the of youn'g women standing at the doors, or sitpitch, is sonorous and pleasing, but harsh and
slandered the good book. B:~~llid one well- back of each was the single word "Creeds."
ting idlv at the windows gazing into the street.
guttural when he tries to be impressiv, and
The remaining buildings were occupied as
established legal maxim was,· !'False in one
Talmage says he thinks the bone from which
ridiculous when he attempts to be pathetic, thing, false in all." I thought the reverend
woman was made was taken from Adam's right ·saloons dance-houses, second-hand clothing
stores, pawn shops, and. a~ occasion~! filthyand this is quite often.
gentleman was laying down a dangerous stan- side instead of the left. That settles it. Tal- looking grocery or rag-picking establishment.
It is a little strange that Talmage doesn't redard for himself, and so it proved. His false mage thinks the bone was taken from the right
Squads of dirty children, from the little
alize that he honors Ingersoll more than Lib- statements were many, but he took the chances
side, and that smashes Ingersollism into very toddler of two years to the dwarfed and
erals do. Liberals don't recognize any such in his eagerness to find just one false statesmall pieces. And so he talked for about an stunted child of six or seven, of both sexes,
thing as Ingersollism, and it is safe to say that ment of Ingersoll's. He did his beat to make
hour and a half, shooting his arrows at random, but all ofthem too young to be of any service
in the pursuits of sin and crime by which their
Mr. Ingersoll never thought of having any ism the people believe that if Ingersoll should
and utterly failed to disprove one statement parents obtain a living, were amusing themattached to his name. The work of Freethought make an untrue statement at the commence-.
that Ingersoll has ever published. From be- selva as beat they could upon the sidewalk and
is many times too great to be fastened to_ the ment of a lecture, he might speak for two hours
ginning to end there was not a sentence in his in the alleyways.
•
·
name of any man living, or who ever has lived. after that and every word of the lecture would
Among them were many whose faces showed
lecture that .showed scientific research or suBut perhaps the title was allowable, as Mr. necessarily be false. Every time he thought
intelligence,
but
not
one
who
was
not
filthy,
perior debating power. He did the best he
few who were not ragged, while a portion
Talmage said he spoke in reply to Ingersoll's he had weakened Ingersoll's position he would
could, but his subject presented difficulties were barefooted although it was in the first
lecture on what he was plettsed to call "Tal- repeat, "Fa-a-a"alse in one thing, false in all,"
that no talent could overcome. I was informed days of December, and the writer was clad in
magian Theology." He disclaimed any per- speaking the word false in a very loud tone,
the next day, on good authority, that some overcoat and fur cap. Through this district, '
sonal animosity, and, in proof of his siJieerity, and drawing it out nearly as long as he could
church-members who attended were bitterly and between the two rows of buildings dehe invited Mr. Ingersoll, when he shall hav without taking breath. He ridiculed Ingersoll disappointed. There were many present, too, voted to such purposes and furnishing such a
been converted to Christianity and joined thEl for bringing in "that bone" so often in his lect- who went more to learn something about In- school for future citizens of the republic, flows
ministry, to preach his first sermon in the ures, meaning the bone that the Lord took gersollism than to honor Mr. Talmage. It is a not inconsiderable tide of traffic; and laborBrooklyn Tabernacle. When the chairman out of Adam. He said that Ingersoll would safe to say that at least one-half of those who ing men, and possibly laboring women, must
pass through it in going to and from their
rose to present the speaker, fearing that the make some sneering remark about the Bible, went expressly to hear the lecture would not daily toil.
enthusiusm was oozing out, he requested and five hundred idiots would say, "Oh, yes; hav been there if the subject had been anyI hav said that the buildings not occupied
everybody to wave their handkerchiefs and giv that's so, that's so." Five hundred idiots in thing else. The papers hav published accounts by saloons, rag-picking establis.hments, dirty
Dr. Talmage a grand salute. Of course hun- one audience! How large must that audience of many failures this summer, and now it is groceries, pawn shops, and ~he like-of each a
dreds responded, but it was a ridiculous farce. be? How many idiots are there to the thou- my sad duty to add another to the list. Sad- few except the saloons, which were numerous
-v/ere houses of prostitution. With these latter
I doubt very much if the distinguished speaker sand of our population? Say there are ten. ness prevails.
I include the church which stands near the
felt highly honored at such applause as that. That would giv an audience of 50,000. Again,
Answer to Ella E. Gibson's question: S.-C. beginning of the row, and which, if sins of
omission
are to be taken in to consideration, is
He said that Voltaire, after writing two hun- it may be all right, but, being ignorant of He- Pomeroy, Kansas; J. A. Conant, Conn.
largely responsible for the existence of the
dred and forty volumes against Christianity, brew and Talmage, I can't quite see why areN. G. W.
others.
renounced Infidelity, and begged that he nowned D.D. from the great City of Churches
Oh, no; the church was not built there for
might be buried in consecrated ground. I should travel eight hundred miles to defend
the purpose of carrying a knowledge of Christ
don't care whether Voltaire recanted or not. his Bible from the attacks of a man who can A Few Words for " Man," if He to these sinful outcasts.
The church was built first, as was proven by
A truth Oll!Je uttered can never be anything elicit only the applause of idiots. This seems
Wants to Be Manly.
the evident age of the structure, and by the
but a truth. If Voltaire's writings were true, to me very much like a reflection on the doc[The following article was sent to Man. But fact that costly brown stone churches are_ not
a thousand subsequent denials could not affect tor's audiences. If he did not think they were it was returned with the apology: "We hav
built in such localities, or for such purposes.
their truth; if they were not true, a thousand likely to go to Ingersoll's meetings there would so much about organization we cannot publish
No, the church was first built, and under
it
all,
and
now
the
need
of
the
discussion
is
repetitions could not remove their falsehood. be no need of talking to them about Ingersollthe shadow of its steeple these pest-houses of
pretty
much
over,
so
we
return
the
manuThe speaker opened his comt, and called the i~m. The reverend speaker said that it was
sin and iniquity hav been established and are
script." Will the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER
case of Infidelity vs. Christianity. First wit- absurd for a man who knew no Hebrew to at- please find room for it in his paper, so it may now flourishing. This could not hav been
ness, Robert G. Ingersoll. "But how shall tempt to expound Genesis, who knew no Greek be known where I stand on this matter?-S. D. possible if the church had taught as Christ
commanded, and this is wh;y w.e say the church
he be sworn? We shall be obliged to swear to expound Sophocles, who knew no Latin to M.].
is the worst house of prostitution there.
him by the spots on the sun and the nebular expound Horace, who knew no English to exAnd now to those who are tempted to conMR. EDITOR: I notice the subject of a reorhypothesis and the aurora borealis, etc." He pound Shakspere. That is true enough, but ganization of the National Liberal League has demn us for our saying we wish to put a quesdrawled out these words in a mocking, con- when did Ingersoll undertake to expound been brought forward for the consideration of tion.
Do you believe that this state of affairs
temptuous tone, and several people giggled_ Genesis? I am of opinion that he believes it its members, and that the present president
would hav existed in that community if that
And that is Talmagian logic. People who went is beyond the wit of man to expound Genesis and secretary hav given notice that they de- church had taught, both by precept and
expecting to pear an able argument were kept in accordance with historical accuracy, scien- cline serving another year. In response to exam pie, the things which Christ taught?
Had the pastor of that church, and its memthere in a densely packed crowd on an in- tific facts, and common sense. If I am mis- this, the 1i~dex lays down the plan to be
tensely hot day listening to such stuff as that. taken in this statement, I hope I shall be cor- adopted by the Liberals at large, if they wish bers, not shown that they loved wealth and
so-called "respectability" better than they
He said that John Adams, the founder of this rected. Ingersoll's first attempt to expound to form a national Liberal organization, in loved their fellow men and women; had they
government, was a good Christian. But he did Genesis will probably be in the course of that something of the same dictatorial manner it in their daily business transactions practiced
not dwell long on this point. He seemed to first sermon in Talmage's church. In reply to assumed in giving advice to the League a few the great truths which Chr1st taught, do you
think that he had blundered upon dangerous Ingersoll's question, "Why don't the clergy weeks before it met in annual convention at not believe that their influence would hav
ground. The name of Adams might possibly read all the Bible in the pulpit?" the doctor Syracuse in 1878; and it givs this timely warn- been sufficient to hav kept that community
pure?
recall the name of Adams's successor. Mr. says, "There are parts of the Bible that were ing to this national Liberal organization before
If you do not, then hav you less faith in the
Talmage utterly ignored Washington, and not intended to be read." Think of that. it is born-that it is to hav nothing to do with influence of Christ's teachings upon society
Jefferson, and Franklin, and, of course, he This noted divine makes a long journey to tell the National Liberal League, or with any of its and the hearts of men than has the writer ~~

fl!ommuni~ations.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, AtJd-usT
this article, for he believes that if the true doc-~
trins of the great master were proclaimed from
the pulpits of the land no such plague-spots
would long exist anywhere, much less spring
to life under the very shadow of the churches.
The church professes to teach righteousness
justice, and mercy.
'
What it really does teach is vastly different.
Unrebuked of its pastors and sanctioned by
its teachings, the members of the church
:practiceJextortion without mercy, and weigh
Justice by statutory enactments of which they
hav secured the passage by bribes.
For theft they hav substituted usury, and
for highway robbery the safer crimes of stockwatering, and corners on the necessaries of
life; and hav built churches and paid pastors
with the money of which they hav thus robbed
the people.
Do they think they can rob without impoverishing their victims?
Do they expect those whom they hav robbed
and impoverished will respect the Christ who
is preached of .in churches built with the proceeds of the robbery?
Does the church think that the victims
of such subtle schemes for robbing as usury
and stock-watering will not attempt to match
the cunning which devised those schemes,
with the cunning of the pick-pocket and
sneak-thief-the intellectual strength, which
has forced upon society the acceptance of such
infamous schemes, by the force of arm that
wields the sand-bag and bludgeon?
Are they who hav prostituted their sonls to
devising or upholding such schemes for heaping up riches beyond their needs, fit to preach
repentance and purity to those who hav prostituted their bodies in order to get bread?
The evidence in the case proves that they
are not.
It proves that the prostitution of their
bodiea by the victims of such unholy schemes
for wholesalE! robbery is but the natural fruit
of the prostitution of souls to the spirit of
greed, upheld and made respectable by its
alliance with the church.

Freethinkers' Meeting.
A Camp-Meeting of the Northwest Kansas Freethinkers' Association will be held at the Fair
Grounds In Concordia, Kansas, beginning September
2d, and terminating September 7th.
Prominent speakers from abroad will address the
meetings each day.
A geJ;terallnvltatlon Is extended to LiberaliSts and
Splrttuallsts to come and take part In the meeting.
Tlie clergy are Invited to be present, and time will
be divided with them.
We guarantee a free platform to all for the discussion of all sublects of Interest to the people.
By order of the Oommlttee,
3l32
JOHN BETHEL, Chairman.

.ncim~s ~ Preachers
IN THE

UIITfO STATES AND CANADA
From, May, 1876 to May, 1883.
THIRD EDI'I'ION.
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
COMPARED AND REVISED.

Hy M. E. BILLINGS,

"HOLY CROSS,"
-!AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
'men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
tthistles ? "
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
lLiberal League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

pRICE, 21) CENTS.

AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. M. BENNETT.
Sent by Mall for Fitly eents.

;ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE
'THE SUNDAY LAWS,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
frtce, 10 cevte.

For Bille 11,t thlll otll<:Q

Marriage and Divorce.

THE JlUREKA

MAGNETIC CLOTHING
CURES EVERY FORM. OF DISEASE
WlTHOUT M.EDICIN.

~ji

THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Bent to any address
GUARANTEED.
letter or In
for

upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR
Pamphlets and all Information by
person tree ot charge. Bend
Illustrated Pamphlet.

Address all communications to

DR. L. TENNEY,
471 West Madison Street,

Divorce ·a.a- ~Q-;-;estl~;;;t Law and Religion.
Rational Deductions from Established Principles
Objections to Liberal Divorce Luws Answered.
Prevel;ltlon Better than Cu' e.
Price, 50 cents. Neatly b<>und In cloth. For sal
a.t this omce.
88 Ollnton Place, Ne\Y York.

ANCIENT MAN
IN AME-RICA.
INOLUDINO
Works in Western New York and
other States, together with Structu;res in Central America.
ByFREDERICK Ltl.RKIN, M.D.
Mt:mber of tht

.A.....,..ican .Association fur tht .Advancement Qf Scienct..

Neatly Printed, with Num{'lrous Dlustrations.
290 Pages.

Chicago, lll.
dA.VJ:I.-"''-·

Price, Cloth $1.50.

Pr1ce, $l8,

Address

TESTIMONIALS:
Read the following testimonials, and be convinced ~ our Claims are correct In ever!' particular
and that your ailmente can be eradicated Without the aid of MEDICIN. THEBE APPLIANCES ARE
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in Thi·ee Weeks.
One Week.
CINOJNNATI, Dec. 19, 1882,
BRULLBBUBG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1BS2.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one or
debted to you for the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, r
your treatl)lent, and the use of your Magnetic ap- waa entirely cured or Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those a.r- Bide, Which had been a source ot misery to me tor
ll lcted as 1 hav been that the errect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With unafter wearing a suit or your :MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
'lolso been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney OomH. A. BROWN.
plalnt for a number of years, from which I hav surLadles, read the following testimony from a lady
tared Intensely, and, although doctoring an the
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and remale weakness:
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0,, Dec. 1G, 1882,
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, thereDB. L. TENNEY: Your letter lust received; also
fore, recommend to those surrertng as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of errectlng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not loklng, and if I improve as ra.pldly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T'J.esday, Will soon be wen. Will report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J, K.
- Remember that the same appliances which will
errect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured In leas
time eradlcatr.> CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. we do not, llke the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied,
change medlclnS every day until, alter dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief can bde hlradl upon application a.tlththls omce, by anylor the time being.
one es ng to communicate w
her.
Ladies, read the following testimony from a lady who had been sutl'erlng for two years with an Ovarian 'l'u.nm-, and who had been told that nothing but the knife :would save her life, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 a.galnst recovery. In four mo nt.hs' time she Is P ertectly well, and has not tal< en a dose o!
medlcln since pu ttlng on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog
for you; Uwlll pay you.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., November19,1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to tall me; I became nervous, lost all desire for food, and, In tact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and oonsulted several physicians
of St. Louis, at which piBce I wa-s then stopplng,lall of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'l'umor,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had abollt made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operation, when my attention wascalled'<to the Eureka Magnetic Appliances. As a drowning man
will catch at a straw, so did I caooh at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a _suit_ of
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, wnlch had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would there tore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sul!erlng as I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MI\S. MARY J. STEWART.

THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New Yorlt.

The BIBLE-WHENOE atd WHAT?·
DY niOHARD D. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.D,
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concern·
ing the literature contained in the Old and
New 'festaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Addreeo

THll: TRUTtl t>RJJ:IUI.K
811 Clinton Place. NY

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS CHRIS£ A FICTION
Founded upon the Ltre or
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated
Christianity.
Transcribed by BPilUT FARADAY, late Electrician
~~ond Uheml~t o! the Royal Institution,
London, England.
Price, il(Jill'dB, 76 cent"; )Ja.per, 50 centl!l.

THE SCIENCE 01!, LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY JIIAJL POH'l'·P.&ID.

Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from Indiscretions or ex-

cesses.

A hook for

AvAJOv 1'YHnl

......... ~lnl1'

mtclclle-JU!ec.t.

Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

AUTHOR OF
'"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UN·
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE," -

i6; 1884.

PRICE LIST.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
Ladies' .Abdominal Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5. 00
Leg Belts, each,
4,00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping_ Caps,
4.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles,
•
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.
Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the money
If they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit y_our case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are orrered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthleal! appliances ror, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever olfered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
hav ra.lsed five times their own weight six months arter being magnetized, while not a single appliance
in the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the llUiojorlty of such worthless appliances .bavlng
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism tor a
moment. All of our garmente are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arrang~d In the garments upon 1cimti;fl<
prinCiples, and not haphazard as In all the others. We ol!er you therefore
_

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
And challenge comparison With any or the BO-Called magnetic garments now olft.red under that head. At
t.he same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to olfer them

about

s ut ~e~~~~~~~!~~e-- .

THYSELF

DR. P.t;J.JLOWS

Is a regularly ecluca
ed and legally qualified physician, and
the most successtul
as bls practice will
pr<>ve. He has tor
twenty years treated
excluslvly all dlse!loBes
of the Sexual Organs, In which he
stands pre-emlnent.
B PER MA'l'OHRHCEA
aud lMPO'l'ENCY
as the result of selfabuse In youth and
sexual excesses In maturer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power ,reuderlng marriage ImProper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH liiEDICIN USED. It Is one of Dr,
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medical profession. Send three 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full In·
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J,, and say where you saw this advertlsment.

l!rom tht Ironclad .Age.
ONE·THillD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,
" Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
'!o that we can say With truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trilla higher cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers of the land
•.han ordinary clothing.
should glv the doctor their patrollBoll:e."
1}'3
Remember that we are olterlng you the cheapest and ~at magnetic appliances In the market, and 1f
.1pon receiving the garments they-do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will
refund your money,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.
!.GENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN Il!! TB:lillJNITED BTATF& LIBliiBAL OOlltlMIBBIONB ALLOWliiD
\Mrees ror IUJ:'ther IDlennJit!CD.
DR. L. TENNEY,
•71 Weat l/ladlson Street, Ohlcago,lll.

\
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N.. Y. ~tate Freethinkers' AssociaMon.

MR. EbliWNDS's feelings are hurt because Mr.
Greely forgot to name an Iceberg after him.
MlSS MAMIE ANDEBBON. has made the Interesting
discovery that the tomb of the iate Miss Jute Capulet
Is at the bottom of a cake-oven.

WHEN Coosar happened to see some strangers at
Rome carrying young dogs and monkeys In their
arms and fondly caressing them, he asked, "Whether
the women In their country never bore ariy chlldren ?" thus reproving, with a proper severity, those
who lavish upon b,rutes that due only to mankind.
In the same manner. we condemn those who employ
that curiosity and love of knowledge which nature
has Implanted In the human soul upon low and
worthless objects, whlle they .neglect such as are ex.
cellent and useful. Our senses, Indeed, by an eJiect
almost mechanical, are passlv to the Impression of
outward objects, whether agreeable or otrenslv, but
the mind, possessed by a selt-dlrectlng power, may
turn Its attention to whatever It ohlnks proper. It
should, therefore, be employed In the most useful
pursuits, not barely In such contemplation as may
nourish Its facultles.--P!utarch's Lives.

THE SEVENrH ANNUAL CONVENriON;
t

t

Where Held-The Speakers Engaged-The Hotels, Railroads, etc.

ALL the horses seem to be more successful In
lowering the records this year than ever before. The
bank presidents are with them.
"I THINK I'll take a run out Into the ,suburbs,'
said a New Yorker. "Where to?" asked his partner.
"Oh, I guess I'll go out to Boston."

"BOYS, can you tell me anything remarkable In
the life of ·Moses?" asked a Sabbath-school teacher.
"Yes;·slr," shouted one of the boys: "he broke all
THE NEw YoRK STATE FREETHINKERs' AssociATION, in accordance with its established cus- the commandments at once."
tom, has invited the Freethinkers of all the other states, and also of Canada, to meet them
in annual Convention, at Cassadaga Lake, N.Y., on the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th days of_ AN Indiana man who was recently hanged nodded
to a minister who desired to glv consolation just beSeptember next.
fore the drop tell and said: "I'll see you later."
The minister IR sorry he said anything now,
TOE SPEAKERS.

•

The following well-known speakers hav been engaged to address the Convention: Thaddens B. Wakeman, of New York; Miss Helen H. Gardner, of St. Louis; Courtlandt Palmer,
of New York; Charles Watts, of London, England: Allen Pringle, of Selby, Canada; Col.
John R. Kelso, of Modesto, Cal.; George Chainey, of Boston; J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw
City, Mich.; Mrs. Dr. Juliet H. Seve1•ance, of Milwaukee; Stephen Pearl Andrews, of New
York; Dr. John Stoltz, of Chicago; William S. Bell, of Boston; Judge R. S. McCormick, of
Franklin, Pa.; John E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kansas; Lyman C. Howe, of Fredonia, N.
Y.; M. E. Billings, of Waverly, Iowa; Hon. A. B. Bradford, of En on Valley, Pa.; Charles B.
lteynolds, of Rochester, N.Y.; Samuel P. Putnam, of New York; Dr. William F. McCormick, of Franklin, Pa.; and Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., orthodox, of Philadelphia, Pa.
And the following hav also been invited, the most of whom are expected to be present:
Hon. Elizur Wright, of Boston; F. E. Abbot, Cambridge, Mass.; Horace Seaver, Boston;
Luther Colby, Boston; Judge Arnold Krekle and -Mrs. Judge Krekle, of Kansas City, Mo.;
James Parton, of Newburyport, Mass.; Judge Carter, of the Supreme Court of the District
of Columbia; and B. F. Underwood, editor of the IndeiJJ, Boston, Mass.
It is possible that
Col. Ingersoll will be present and address the Convention.

THE young, If they know their own happiness, will
carefully cherish the love of nature, not as a mere
pastime, nor as a mere sensuous delight, but as a
constant source of Intellectual life and Illumination.
Let them go forth Into Its open face with the problems that torment them, with the books that puzzle
them, with the thoughts that are often a weariness
and distraction; and It Is wonderful what a quiet ra(l.lance will oft'en steal Into their hearts-how burdens wm be lifted up and the vision of a contempla.tlv faith dawn upon them In glimpses, If not In perfect outline.-Principal Tulloch.
NATURE never did betray
The heart that loved her; 'tis her prlvllege
Through all the years of this one life to lead
From joy to joy; for she can so Inform
THE SINGING.
The mind that Is within us, so im'press
With quietness and beauty, and so feed
Professor A. D. Lane, of Olean, N. Y., one of the most popular professional singers in
With lofty thoughts, that n~lther evil tongues,
the state, accompanied by as good a quartet of voices as can be found in Western New York,
Rash judgments, nor the sneers of selfish men,
has been engaged to provide the musical entertainment for the occasion.
Professor H. H.
Nor greetings where unkindness Is, nor all
Hall, who sang for the Rochester Convention, has also been engaged.
'fhe dreary Intercourse of dally life,
Shall e'er prevall against us, or disturb
Our cheerful faith that all we behold
THE PLACE OF MEETJ,NG.
Is full of bleeslngs.
-Wordsworth's Tint,rn Abbey.
The location where the Convention is to meet is one of the most pleasant and pictur.esque in the state. It is described as follows in a circular issued by the Association: "The
"BE still,
Cassadaga Lake Camp-meeting Grounds are eight miles from Lake Erie, and seven hundred
White Kantakal be still, and bear me now
feet above it; situated midway between New Yqrk and Chicago, one and a b,alf hours by rail
'l'he farthest journey ever rider rode;
from Buffalo, five from Cleveland, nine from Pittsburgh, fourteen hours from Cincinnati,
For this night take 1 horse to find the TRUTH,
sixteen
from Philadelphia, eighteen hours from New York, twenty hours from Boston and
And where my quest wm end yet know I not,
Washington,
and twenty-one from Chicago. It lies on the shore of a beautiful chain of
Save that It shall not end until I find.
lakes, three in number, and at an elevation of nearly fourteen hundred feet above the level
Therefore to-night, good steed, be fierce and bold 1
of the sea.'' The Association last year erected on the grounds an amphitheater, with a seatLet nothing stay thee, though a thousand blades-ing capacity of twenty-frye hundred people,, wit~ the seats in a semi-circle, which givs:every
Deny the road I Let nel ther wall nor moat
one present an opportumty to hear all that IS said from the speaker's platform.
}'orbld our filght I Look I If I touch thy fiank
And cry, • Oh, Kant.aka I' let whirlwinds lag
liehlnd thy course I Be fire and air, my horse I
To stead thy lord; so sha.It thou share with him
~·he greatness of this deed which helps the world;
Eastern and western passengers over the Nickel·Plate, Lake Shore & Michigan SouthFor therefore ride I, not for men alone,
ern railroad, and eastern passengers over the New York, Lake Erie & Western (formerly
But for all things which, speechless, share our pain Erie) railroad, change cars at Dunkirk, N.Y., and take the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley &
And hav no hope, nor wit to ask ror hope.
Pittsburgh railroad to the" Cassadaga Camp-meeting Ground!!."
Now, therefore, bear thy master valorously I"
Eastern and western passengers over the New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio railroad (for-Lnrd Buddha to His Steed, in Edwin Arnold's Light
~erly Atlantic & Great Western), and eastern passengers over the Buffalo & Jamestown
of Asia.
'railroad, change cars at the Atlantic & Great Western Crossing, and take the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad to Lily Dale Station.
To be more definit, persons coming to the Convention from most of the cities and large
towns in the United States will find it the cheaper to purchase excursion tickets to Chautauqua Lake. These can be obtained very cheap; and then leave the cars at the crossing of
the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad near Jamestown, and then take the
last mentioned road to Lily Dale Station, near the camping grounds. Persons coming from
any station on the New York, Lake Erie & Western railroad, or any of its branches west of
Binghampton, will pay full fare to Dunkirk, and then be returned at one-third fare home.
The Dunkirk, Allegheny V~tlley & Pittsburgh railroad will sell excursion tickets at two cents
.a mile from any station on that road.

A MEMBER of the Kentucky legislature, whe attended a service at the Episcopal church at Frankfort, was asked how -he Ilked It, and he replied :
"Purty wen; I rlz and fell with them every time.'
LITERATURE, It seems, atrects the consumption or
certain beverages. An enormous trade In aerated
waters has arisen since Byron, in "Don Juan," com ..
mended the virtues of soda-water. This may also
account for the enormous trade In whisky since the
Bible first published the story of Noah's defiance of
prohibition doctrlns.-Puck.
WE don't blame him. too. In an old-faehloned
church In Phlladelphla the choir roosts In a gallet·y
above the pulpit, and the pastor Is seriously contemplating resignation It the men and women singers do not cease their careless habit of dropping
peanut-she Is down on his bald head while he Is
preaching. The best place to keep the average
church choir Is down In the cellar. It Is not so apt
to sour, and then It can't be heard so distinctly.

THE HOTEL RATES.
The following prices hav been established at the hotels for board: $1.50 per day, for one
day and less than three days; and over, $1 per day. Table board: brealdast, 40 cents; dinner, 50 cents; supper, 30 cents. Lodgings, 25 to 30 cents. The hotel accommodations are
sufficient to entertain all who may attend.
.
'l'HE "llltemgem reaaeyr" nas, wi&nout aouo~~
served that the more peculiar are our friends' ~·n
lons, the more " touchy they are about them;" that'
their sensltlvnees about them varies. In fact, In the·
nverse proportion to the popularity of their theories. ·
'rhus one may expross one's own Ideas In comparatlv
safety to a Tory or a Radical; but It Is highly dangerous to venture on such a course with a Vegetarian, or a Liberalist, or a Homeopath. Always In expectation of ridicule, these good folks scent, In every
word, the fiavor of otrense, and woe be to him who
treads upon the tender topic. And of all susceptible
gentry that adorn our planet, the bellevers In Splrltuallom are the most thln-sklnned.-James Payn's
Under One Roof.

PERii'APS as correct a deftnltlou of the soul as can
be given Is: that part of man Which enables him to
think. It Is, therefore, the same as the mind; and
as that depends on the brain, there can be no soul or
mind where the human brain Is lacking or gone.
This seems to be the teaching of physiology, and It
Is probably the truth. But It Is common to speak or'
soul or mind as existing after the death of the body
yet this does not appear possible, from the fact that
the soul or mind Is part of the body, or allied with it.
-Boston Investigator.

IN a popular point of view nothing can come up to,
or, at any rate, exceed, Dr. Isaac Watts's deliverance
ou this subject. "How do you know, my good chlld,
that yon hav a soul?" "Because I hav something
wlthlu me that can think and know; can wish and
tleslre; can rejoice and be sorry, which my body
cannot do.''-·Afather's Catechism.
BE of good cheer. Speak thou the truth,
And then thou shalt not fall.
-811phocles.

"THE moon Is waning," Elfrida said, sitting a
little closer to Ethelred to keep off the malaria.
"Yes," said old Sir Marmalade, her sire, who crossed
the piazza at that moment; " and the swain Is
mooning. Haw, haw, haw I" and he was gone.
Ethelred shuddered and drew Elfrida to his side
untll she had to· breathe In her mind. " Thank
heaven," he said earnestly, "that the moon Is not
waxing 1 I tremble to think what a loke it might
hav suggested to him."
A BARNYARD IDYL.
A city girl, with bang and curl,
And fr1Ils and fionnces fine,
Went with her uncle forth to see
The mllkmald mllk the kine.
And as she stirred among the herd,
She shook her rustllng sllk,
And cried, "0 uncle, where's the cow
That glvs the buttermilk?"
"GEoRGE, dear," cried Eveline, "do you suppose
heaven Is as nice a place as people say it ls?" "Well,
really, Eveline, as -1 hav never been there, I cannot
say; but from what 1 hear, the society there Is very
select.'' "Everything Is bright and golden there, ·
Isn't It, George?" "Yes, darllng. The streets are
paved solid with gold blocks. Golden bricks make
the houseA, and only specie payments are allowed.''
" Well, then, George," archly said the malden, as
she nestled closely to her lover, "It everything Is so
golden, why don't the gllty get In?" But the answer
came not. He had gone to be a cowboy.
A YOUNG woman from the country was suing her
ex-sweetheart for breach of promls, and· the lawyers
were, as usual, making all sorts of lnqulsltlv Interrogatories. "You say," remarked one, "that the
defendant frequently sat very close to you?" "Yes,
sir," was the reply, with a hectic finsh. "How
close?" u Close enough, so's one cheer was all the
<ettin' room we needed.'' "And you say he put his
arm around you?"

••No, I didn't.''

"What did

you say, then?" "I said he put both arms around
me."'
Then What?"
He hugged me." c•very
hard 1" "Yes, he did. So durn hard that I came
purty near hollerln' right out.'' "Why didn't you
.
H L.GREE~
• holler?'" .. 'Cause." 11 That's no reason. Be exSalamanca, N. Y.
Secretary New York State Freethinkers 7Association.
plicit, please. Because what1'' "'Cause I was
afeered he'd stop.'' The court fell otr the bench and
P. S.-I am glad to announce that the Truth Seeker Company will hav an agent on the had to be carried out and put under the hydrant for
grounds with a large assortment of Freeth ought publications for sale. The editor of THE the purpose of resuscitation.
TRUTH SEEKER will, as heretofore, make full reports of the proceedings. Other reports of
AN evangelist from the East made a tour to Texas
the Convention will be published in the New York Herald, the Bufftllo Courier, and other
recently for the purpose of saving some of the dessecular papers.
H. L. G.
perate denizens of the Lone Star state, He opened
hi first meeting In what Is known In the state as a
" tough town.'' About thirty hard-looking male cit·
lzens comprised the audience. After the good man
had discoursed a Ilttle and sung several revival
hymns, he requested that a collection be taken up to
On Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 8th all(} 9tb, the
carry him further Into the state. A tall and fierce·
looking Texan, armed to the nape of his neck,
passed his sombrero around, with the significant
remark, "Guv liberally, boys; you've seen the show,
and we ain't the men to beat any showman.'' The
result was that every man contributed something,
and when the hat was passed to the evangellst he
WILL HOLD ITS
examined the contents and then remarked: "I find
In this hat four dollars, fifteen cents, and two overII

II

NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE
EIGHTH ANNUAL CONGRESS
At the same place.

In his call for the Congress the President of the League invites " all citizens of the
United States, whether they hav acted with this League or not, who believe in a seculai'
republic, separation of church and state; the equality of all citizens before the law, without
distinction of creed or race Of sex; justice for all, and privileges and monopolies for none;
the need of universal secular education, free speech, a:r;~d a free press as the basis of universal suffrage."
All Charter and Life Members of the League, and all delegates from local Auxiliary
Leagues, will hav votes in the Congress. · Each Auxiliary is entitled to send five delegatesits president, secretary, and three other members-to the Congress. Annual members are
entitled to seats in the Congress, and to votes by the permission of the Congress.

coat buttons."

''That ain't a squa.r· deal," yelled

the fierce man who had taken up the collection, as he
mounted the cbalr. "The man who put them buttons In the hat will redeem them at fifty cents
apiece, or there'll be hell here In the toss of a cent "
"Make no disturbance, my friend," pleaded the
evangelist, holding tbe supposed buttons In full
view. "I will-" A shout and considerable laugh·
ter en t otr the evangelist's remark, and the tall man,
without dismounting from the chair, said: "Mister
Preacher-man, you're clean otr on overcoat buttons.
Them ain't no buttons; them are chips, good for
fifty cents' worth of llcker In any gin-mill this side
of the Rio Grande. They'll alsogltyoucooked grub,
stranger, ef yer appetite needs It," The explanation
was satisfactory, and the meeting etosed.
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right hand under a sole-cutter in the shop
where he was employed and allowed the die to
fall and cut the hand completely off. He is
only twenty-one years of age.

:133 CLINTON PLACE. }$3.00 per year.

rounded with spacious verandas. The admin- !
istration is by a governess, with two assistants
.
.
and
mothers that volunteer to serve. The
children are generally brought there in .the i THE cholera still rages in France and Itair.
BARTHOLD!' a. statue of Liberty has eyes
.
.
which, measure six-feet frQm corner to corner.
"IT's a pity," remarked a preacher, "that the morning and taken to their homes at night, I
but a few make it a permanent home.
1 THE Liberal demonstratiOns at Brussels were
•·-d
h
·
world
is
so
prone
to
be
untruthful."
"Well,
·.Au. . ·,Yet .s e IS unable to see a fund large
largely attended.
h
1
Yes, rather," replied_a layman. "I hav noticed,
•
•
•
THE education of animals in general, and
·:enouf:l. . to comp ete her pedestal.
.
for some time past; that the evil has been grow- especially of such as hav become more or less·1 THE Anti-Monopolists ?n. t~e ~6th no~m
. THE Paris municipality has just selected the ing, and not only in great things, but even domestioated, has for some years engaged the nate~ A. M. West, of MISSISSippi, for VIce. names of forty new streets. Among the names about small things lies will be told." "True, attention of Mr. William Hosea Ballou. a mem- · preSldent.
are"Darw·
· t-B euve,., -very true " answered
·• the layman sadly. " I
.
m, ""G
. eorge San d""S
,
am
ber of the American Association for .the . Ad- I LATE returns of the sinking of the steamer
" Henry Rein
"
d
"
G
t"
D
"
'
, e, an
us ave ore.
was .reading only yesterday that 'Heaven lies vancement of Science, a resident of this city. : Gizon by collison off the coast of Spain giv
A "PRAYER HosPITAL" has been ·.opened in about us'in our infancy.'" Then the preacher His researches hav been much aided by friends . the loss at over 100.
,
Erie for the reception of persons who are given put on his hat and went out to commune with who, in reply to advertisments inserted in vari-,. IT is now reported that the Greely party
up to death by physicians. The Norristown the hitching-post.
ous jour~als, ~av ·forwarded to him photo- practiced cannibalism. Lieut. Greely denies
Herald thinks that" Prayer Hospital "is a new
A RELIGious "paper chuckles over the cool graphs of mtelhgent oats, dogs, and horses, to. all knowledge of the matter.
name for a cemetery.
'
summer having kept more people in town to gather with detailed accounts of the mode in
AN attempt was made on the 15th at BurhngGEORGE WHITE, of Bakersfield, Cal., hasn't attend the churches, but laments that revivals which these animals were trained. Mr. Ballou
are not- gotten up in cities to meet the new thus acquired a vast mass of material, but, he- ton, Iowa, to blow up with dyn~mite the. resia very good opinion of the average camp-meet.
T
state of things. "Summer revivals," it says, ing anxious to make his knowledge as perfect denoe of the attorney prosecuting the hquor
mg.
he other day, d1,1ring a quarrel, his "are so rare that a 'cause must be found in the as ·possible, he now advertises in. the N. Y. dealers.
brother told him that he was· as immoral as a
defectiv faith of the churches. Souls are con- Herald for further "incidents of intelligence
MAGGIE SMITH, late of the Salvation Army,
camp-meeting ..nd he turned and shot him.
verted at camp-meetings. There fervor and and mental evolution in animals." He states was sent to the Kings county penitentiary yes" I TIIINK it's outrageous," said Mrs. Spar- faith win the promised bles!jings." Are not his belief that there will be perfected within terday by Justice Walsh, of Brooklyn, for
rowgraf!B; ·"here it says in thll._paper that .St.' conversions at camp-me_etings due to the pas- the next hundred years a system of communi- stealing a watch .
. John has been nominated for president. It's sions being .more lively in hot weather than in cation between man and animals.
GENERAL BUTLER'E~.oampaign has been gotten
bad enough making fun of live people, but cold?
under way, and arrangements hav been made
JOHN
C.
ENo,
the
New
York
banker
who
re,
·whim ·they begin lugging in the apostles it cerTHE Eev. Richard Fuller, of Maryland, died
for a tremendous reception on the 30th of this
tainly is too much."·
reoc.'ltly, leaving a will bequeathing his estate cently hypothecated a few hundred thousands month, for which, it is feared, no hall large
and found it congenial to his personal comfort
THE Paris Journal des Debats has good reason .on certain conditions to the Eutaw Place Bapto put himself beyond the reach of the United enough can be found.
to believe that in the week in which the Divorce tist church "for the worship of Jesus Christ
States officials, has taken up his residence in
THE Indianapolis Sentinel has published the
act comes into force two or three million peti- . according to the faith and doctrins of the 'Said
Quebec, where he has rented a fine house statement that Blaine seduced his present
tions will be presented to make separations di- Eutaw Place Baptis~ church and the Orthodox
splendidly furnished and been joined by his wife in Kentucky and then fled to Maine; that
vorce. The. French ·are a mercurial people, Baptist churches." Judge Stewart of the cirfamily. There are some hundreds of poor the young woman and her father followed
loving a little and not for long.
cuit court at I)altimore has declared this clause
people who hav been ruined by John's knavery him, and he married hei" at the point of a
of the will void, holding that in a country
THE United Trades Unions of the Eastern where no state church exists it is not within and they would giv him a quit claim on their shot-gun. Blaine has commenced suit for
deposits for the privilege of a brief interview. libel.
District of Brooklyn hav requested the park
the province of a court of equity to decide
But Eno's enough to keep out of their clutches,
~commissioners to change the tim~ for the park
what is orthodox and what is not.
A MAN named Francois, arrested in Texas
and will probably become from this time forth
concerts from Saturday to Sunday, on the
THE Frankfort Gazette tells how, at a recent a loyal subject of Her Most Gracious Majesty, for miscegenation, has appealed from" the deground..that as they now are, the workingmen,
large convivial reunion of students in that city, whose little speck of Caftadian land is a refuge cision as conflicting with federal law, and an
· ·. -:.: :w:hj)'pay.for.them, ·cannot enjoy them.
one of them proposed the health of Prince for all the rascals who are alert enough to get activ contest between federal and state al!thorQURATE (to new villager): "How is it, Mr.
Bismarck in a little speech giving reasons for there in time. As if to add to this rascal's ities is. taking place. Warrants hav be!ln
Blank, I never see you at our church?" Mr. so doing, but was interrupted by hisses. When
issued for the arrest of Gov. Ireland and other
knavery, comes the later intelligence that he
Blank: "The fact is, I hold the responsible he had concluded a government functionary,
prominent officials.
is going to prosecute those Canadian officials
{>Osition of cashier and confidential clerk in a who participated in the little festival, rose and
MR. BLAKE, the attorney or the Law and '
who assisted the United States authorities in
large. mercantile house, and by becoming a
Order League of Burlington, Iowa, after besaid: "Prince Bismarck is great,· but the Ger- trying to secure his extradition.
member of any religious body I should insure man nation is greater. The prince has done
ginning the prosecution of a saloon keeper
LoNDON, with its population of 4,000,000,
my instant dismissal. · Good-day!''
before a justice of the peace, settled the matgreat things, but the.German nation has done
takes precedence of all other great cities in its
A XENIA (Ohio) Presbyterian church refuses yet greater. I propose, then, the toast, 'Long
ter by exacting from the saloon keeper $250,
list of periodical publications, which number
to giv money to any Inissjonary board which life to the German people.'" It was drunk
which was paid into the League's treasury.
nearly 2,000. These hav an annual circulation
aids "congregations usi.llg instruments of mu- with loud and prolonged cheering.
He has been arrested.
of about 1,017,000,000 copies. Paris, with a
, sic in the worship of God." Will these Xenia
Tm;; clergymen of the Established church in population less than 2,000,000, issues 1,553
AN Anti-Prohibition mob gathered in Iowa
people refuse to enter the portaJs of heaven England are using every possible device to in- periodicals, and these hav an annual circulaCity, Iowa, on the 13th, and attacKed a proseuntil they hav the assurances that there are crease their congregations, reduced to a mini- tion of about 1,100,000,000 copies, so that in
cuting lawyer named W. H. Bailey, stripped
rio harps in the hands of the saints?
mum .during the summer.
Among other fact the citizens of Paris are mote liberally his clothing off, and tarred him. His life was
W. W. CoRCORAN, 'the Washington b~nker and means they hav latterly been in the habit of supplied with daily and weekly provender than narrowly saved by a deputy sheriff. The mob,
benefactor, has added to his goLd works by employing is that of displaying conspicuous their British neighbors. In fact, it is estimated many of them crazed with drink, tried to catch
foundmg the School of Science and Arts in posters, giving the subjects of their sermons, that the journalistic products of Paris amount the principal witness, named Swafford, and
connection with Columbian University, and said subjects being of. a sen.sational nature. annuBJly to almost one-tenth of the entire is- would hav hanged him had they found him.
among the professors will be Newcomb in as- Among these subjects are, "Thieves," "Sui- sue of the globe. New York and Brooklyn, A constable was severely cut with knives.
tronomy, Abbe in meteorology, Gill in zoology, cides, ~ and "Darkness." But one enterprising with a population nearly equal to that of Paris, The roughs for an hour had possession of ·the
clergyman at Chelsea has outstripped his produce 587 publications, with an annual cir- street, the sheriff's force and the city police
Ward in botany, and Fristoe in chemistry.
brethren
by posting the walls with large-let- culation of about 516,000,000; Berlin produces being powerless.
A CORRESPONDENT of the Fruit Recorder says
536; Vienna, 482; Madrid, 253; Brussels, 233;
he has boiled leaves and stems of tomato plants tered bills reading, "Hell! Hell! Hell!"
. AT the New York state labor convention,
TIIE parade of the Brooklyn liquor-dealers Rome, 213, showing a gradual diminution un- August 11th, an attempt to choose a Cleveland
until the juice is all extracted, and finds the
liquor deadly to caterpill:ars, lice, and many and brewers on the 14th bore transparencies til St. Petersburg is reached, with a population man for chairman was defeated. Cleveland
other enemies of vegetation. It does not in- with the inscriptions: "Down with temper- of 667,963, 11' .d a newspaper issue of 183; and was censured for action considered hostil to
jure the growth of plants, and the odor re- ance laws," "Equal rights to all men in busi- Moscow, with a population of 601,969, and labor. ·None of the presidential candidates
was declared in favor of. The sentiment for
mains a long time to disgust insect mara1-ders. ness," "One flag, one country, two lagers, and only 57 periodicals. ·
three cheers for Jacques Nichols." A small
THE Freemar]!s Journal says: "The only sin Butler was strong with individuals. A deleM. LEVAT, a learned member of the French
cart labeled as belonging to the last named gen- recognizable by Freemasonry is disobedience gate from Troy expressed the belief that if the
Academy of Sciences, has just discovered that
tleman carried a cheerful charcoal sketch of a to its laws or the divulging of its secrets. Let question came before the convention Butler
melons contain a somewhat considerable protightly corked gin bottle mounted upon pipe- American and English Freemasons recoil from would hav a two-thirds vote. Chairman Blair
portion of alcohol. This gentleman decortistem legs inscribed "Citizenship and justice," the truth as Mr. Bradlaughhas stated it; let congratulated the Ia bor organization of the
cated three kilograms of melon, put it through
on a dead run for a goal marked by a corpu- them say they can no longer be connected with state on securing the popular expression by
.a course of sclentifi.o treatment, and obtained
lent barrel labeled, "Beer." In hot pursuit ·a sect openly anti-Christian, and really they 139,000 majority in. favor of abolishing contherefrom Jive liters of alcohol, perfectly norfollowed a nondescript figure equally attenu- cease to be Freemasons. If the English Free- tract prison labor, and charged the Senate with
mal and usable.
ated, with a long, coffin-shaped face and pen- masons ' excommunicate ' Mr. Bradlaugh they defeating the bill providing a substitute for
MR. STUART CUMJJERLAND, the mind-reader, dulous ears. It was chalked down as ''cold excommunicate themselvs. ·If they say that such labor. The Child Labor bill, still more
gave some successful experiments on Saturday water," and its ears were burdened with the they cannot be affiiliated with those who openly important, was lost in the Senate. "Every
at Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild's new seat words "venom " and " bigotry."
declare their hatred of God, they cut themselvs effort should be made," he said, "to defeat the
at Waddesdon, among his subjects being the
Co-oPERATIV baby farming is a success at off from the communion of Freemasonry. candidates this fall who are backed by these
Prince of Wales. Mr. Cumberland was blind- Guise, France. In a late issue of Le Devoir, Lord Carnarvon, who is a very powerful per- Senators, unless a written pledge is given that
folded. The prince thought of an animal. the offieial organ of M. Godin, who is the son in the English lodges, may protest against they will vote for the child labor, ten-hour,
Mr.- Cumberland took his left hand, and in two governor of the familistere at that place, it is the encyclical, and point to the 'respectabil- and other bills in our interest. The necessity
or three minutes traced a rough outline of an stated that the birth rate under his communal ity' of so many Masons. But 'respectability' of this legislation is well known to the working
·elephant.
system is about the same as in French towns of·1 is no argument. Pontius Pilate was a very re- women of Utica, Cohoes, and other cities of
IN obedience to what he considered a com- the same population, while the infant mortality : spectable man in the estimation of the Jews the state. The Mechanics' Lien bill, State
mand from God, M. J. Kinsley, a young shoe- iB fifty per cent less. The baby farm comprises and Romans. If any 'respectable' Freema.. Printing bill, Twelve-hour bill, Life and Limb
maker of Randolph, sqockingly mutilated him- a baby house and a baby garden. The house 1 son, with a glimpse of the horrible beginning bill, and Stonecutters' bill are measures which
self yesterday. Evidently he had been medi- contains one hundred beds ·and one immense 1 and end of the sect to which he ignorantly be- can all be enacted into laws if the men who
1
tating on the lines, "If thy right hand offe~d play-room, especi~lly fitted up for its in.mates. longe, a~ks: 'What i~ truth?' he will find his voted against these bills are defented at 'the
polls,"
·
~hee, cut it off," for he deliberately placed his I It opens flush With the garden, and IS sur- answer m the encyclical Humanum genus.
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~eluliou.
Retrogressiv ReJigion.
BY I!ERBERT SPENCER.

In days when dueling was common, and its cocle of ceremonial well elaborated, a deadly encounter was preceded by
a polite salute. Having by his obeisance professed to be his
antagonist's very humble servant, each forthwith did his best
to run him through the body.
This usage ·is recalled to me by the contrast between the
compliment with which Mr. Harrison begins his article, '~The
Ghost of Religion," and the efforts he afterward makes to destroy, in the brilliant style habitual with him, all but the·negativ part of that which he applauds. After speaking with tooflattering eulogy of the mode in which I hav dealt with
current theological doctrins, he does his best, amid the flashes
of wit coming from its polished surface, to pass the sword of
his logic through the ribs of my argument, and let out its vital
principle-that element in it which is derived from the religious ideas and sentiments that hav grown up along with
h~1man evolution, but which is inconsistent with the creed Mr.
Harrison preaches.
So misleailing was the professed agreement with which he
commenced his article, that, as I read on, I was some time in
awakening to the fact that I had before me not a friend, but,
controversially speaking, a determined enemy, who was seeking to reduce, as he woulcl say to a ghostly form, that surviving element of religion which, as I had contended, Agnosticism
contains. Even when this dawned on me, the suavity of :iVIr.
Harrison's tirst manner continued so influential that I entertained no thought of defending myself. It was only after
perceiving that what he modestly calls "a rider" was descl·ibed by one jmunal as "a criticism keen, trenchant, destructiv," while by some other journals kindred estiruates of
it were formed, that I decided to make a reply as soon as
pending engagements allowed.
necognizing, then, the substance of Mr. Harrison's article
as being an unsparing assault on the essential pm't of that
doctrin which I hav set forth, I shall here not scruple to defend it in the most effectiv way I can; not allowing the laudation with which M1·. Harrison prefaces his ridicule to negativ
such rejoinders, incisiv as I can make them, as will best serve
my purpose.
A critic who, in a recent number of the Edinburgh Review,
tells the world in very plain language what he thinks about a
book of mine, and who has been taken to task by the editor of
Hnowletlue for his injustice, refers to Mr. Harrison (whom he
describes in felicitous phrase as looking at me from "a very
opposit pole") as being, on one point, in agreement with him
(Kuowledge, March 14, 1884). But for this reference it would
not hav occurred to me to associate in thought Mr. Harrison's
criticisms with those of the Edinburgh Reviewer; but now
that comparison is suggested, I am struck by the fact that Mr.
Harrison's representations of my views diverge from the
realities no less widely than those of a critic whose antagonism is nnqnalifiecl, and whose animus is displayed in his ih-st
paragraph.
So anxious is Mr. Harrison to show that the doctrin ho
would discredit, has no kinship to the doctrinR called religions,
that he will not allow me, without protest, to nse the language
needed. for conveying my meaning. The expression "llll Intinit and Eternal Energy from which all things proceed," he
objects to as being "perhaps a rather equivocal reversion to
the theologic type," and he says this because "in the Athanasian Creed the Thin1 Person 'proceeds' from the l<'irst and
the Second." It is hai·d that I should be debarred from thus
using the word by this preceding use. Perhaps Mr. Harrison
will be snprised to learn that, as originally written, the expression ran-" an Intinit and Eternal Energy by which all
things are created and sustained;" and that in the proof I
stmck out the last clause because, though the words did not
express more than I meant, the ideas associated with them
might mislead, and there might result such an insinuation as
that which M1·. Harrison makes. 'l'he substituted expression,
_which embodies my thought in the Jllost colorless wr.y, I cannot relinquish because he does not like it-or rather, indeed,
because lie dOeR not like the thought itself. It is not convenient to him that the Unknowable, which he repeatedly
speaks of. as a pure negation, should be represented as that
through which all things exist. And, indeed, it would be inconvenient for him to recognize this; since the recognition
would prevent him from asserting that "none of the positiv
attributes which htw ever been predicated of God can be used
of this Energy."
Not only does he, as in the last sentence, negaiivly misdescribe the character of this Energy, but he positivly misdcscrihes it. H.e says-'' It remains .always J~nergy, Force; nothing anthropomorphic; such as electricity, or anything else
that we might conceive as the ultimate basiB of all the physical forces." Now, on page D of the essay :Mr. Harrison criticises, there occurs the sentence-" The final outcome of that
speculation commenced by the primitiv man, is that the
Power manifested throughout the Universe distinguishecl as
material, is the same power which in ourselvs wells up under
the form of consciousness;" and on page 11 it is said that
"this necessity we are under, to think of the external energy
in terms of the internal energy, givs rather a spiritualistic than
a materialistic aspect to the Universe." Does he really think
that the meaning of these sentences is conveyec1 by comparing
the ultimate energy to " electricity?" And does he think this
in face of the statement on page 11 that "phenomenal manifestations of this ultimate energy can in no wise show us what
it is 'I" Surely that which is described as the substratum at
once of material and mental existence, bears toward us and
towanl the Universe, a relation utterly unlike that which electricity hears to the other physical forces.
Persistent thinking along definec1 grooves, causes inability
to get out of them; and .1\lr. Harrison, in more than one way,
illustrates this. So coznpletely is his thought molded to that
form of phenomenalism entertained by M. Comte, that, in
spite of repeated denials of it, he ascribes it to rue; and does
this in face of the various presentations of an opposed phenomenalism, which I hav given in the article he criticises and
elsewhere. Speaking after his lively manner of the Unknown
Cause as "an ever-present conundrum to be everlastingly
given up;" he asks-" How does the man of science approach
the All·Nothingness?" Now J\.I. Comte describes l'ositivism
as becoming perfect when it reaches the power to "se representor tons les divers }Jhenomenes ohservables comme des
cas particuliers d'un r;eul fait general
. . considerant
comnw absolument inaccessible, et vide de sens pour nous, ht
recherche de ce qu'on appelle les causes, soit premieres, soit
finales" (" Systeme de Philosopl1ie Positive," vol. i, pp. 5, 14.);
and in pursuance of this view the Comtean system limits
itself to phenomena, and deliberately ignores the existence of
anything implied by the phenomena. But though .i\I. Comte
thus exhibits to us a doctrin which, performing "the happy
dispatch," eviscerates things ana leaves a shell of appearances

~3. 1884..

with no reality inside; yet I hav in more than one place; and
in the most emphatic way, declined thus to commit intellectual suicide. So far from regarding that which transcends
phenomena as the "All-Nothingness," I regard it as the AllBeing. Everywhere I hav spoken of the Unknowable as the
Ultimate Reality-the sole existence; all things present to consciousness being but shows of it. Mr. Harrison entirely inverts our relativ positions. As I understand the case, the
"All-Nothingness" is that phenomenal existence in which M.
Comte and his disciples profess to dwell-profess~ I s!ly, because in their ordinary thoughts they recognize an ex1sten~e
transcending phenomena just as much as other people do.
That the opposition between the view actually held by ~e
and the view ascribed to me by Mr. Harrison, is absolute, Will
be most clearly seen on observing the contrast he draws between my view and the view of the late Dean Mansel. He
says:
"Of all modern theologians, the clean came the nearest to
the evolution negation. But there is a gulf which sepamtes
even his all-negativ deity from Mr. Spencer's impersonal, unconscious, unthinking, and unthinkable energy."
It is quite true that there exists this gulf. But then the :r:ropositions forming the two sides of the gulf are the op})osJts of
those which Mr. Harrison represents. For whereas, ill common with his teacher Sir William Hamilton, Dean Mansel
alleged that our consciousness of the Absolute is merely "a
neg>ltion of conceivability;" I hav, over a space of .ten pages,
("First Principles"§ 2G) contencled that our conscwusness of
the Absolute is not negativ but positiv, and is the one indestructible element of consciousness "which persists at llll
times, under all circumstances, and cannot cease until consciousness cellses "-hav argued that while the Power which
transcends phenomena cannot l:Je brought within the forms
of our finite thought, yet that, as being a necessary dlltum
of every thought, belief in its existence has, among our beliefs,
the highest validity of any; is not, as Sir W. Hamilton alleges,
a belief with which we are supernaturally "inspired," but is
a normal deliverance of consciousness. ·Thus, as represented
by Mr. Harrison, Dean lVIansel's views and my own are exactly
transposed. Misrepresentation could not, I think, go further.
The conception I hav everywhere expressed and implied, of
the relation between human life and the Ultimate Uause, if
not diametrically opposed with like distinctness to the co~
ception Mr. Harriso~ ascribes to me, is yet thus opposed m
an unmistakable way. After suggesting that (xn) wo~1ld be
an appropriate symbol "for the religion of the Infimt Unknowable," and amusing himself and his readers by imaginary
prayers made to (xn); after making a subsequent elaboration
of hisjeu d'esp1·it by suggesting that (me) would serve for the
formula of certain modern Theisms, he says of these:
"The N eo-Theisms hav all the same mortal weakness that
the Unknowable has. They offer no kinship, sympathy, or
relition whataver between worshiper and worshiped. '.rhey,
too, are logical formulas begotten in controversy, dwelling
apart from man and the world."
Now, considering that in the article he has ,before him there
is in various ways implied the view that "the power which
manifests itself in consciousness is but a . differently conc1itionec1 form of the power which manifests itself beyond consciousness "-considering that here ancl everywhere throughout my books the implication is that our lives, alike physict>l
ancl mental, in common with all the activities, organic and
inorganic, amid which we liv, are but the workings of this
!'ower, it is not a little astonishing to find it described as simply a "logical formula begotten in controversy." Does lVIr.
Harrison really think tl1at he represents the facts when he
describes as "dwelling apm't from man and the world," that
Power of which man and the world are regarded products, and
which is manifested through man and the world from instant
to instant?
Did I not need the space fOT other topics, I might at much
greater length contmst Mr. Harrison's erroneous versions with
the true ones. I might enlarge on the fact that, though the
name Agnosticism fitly expresses the confessed inability to
know or conceive the nature of the Power manifested through
phenom<~na, it fails to indicate the confessed ability to recognize the existence of that Powm· as of all things the most
eertain. I might make clear the contrast between that Comtean Agnosticism which sr1ys that '"l'heology and ontology
alike end in the Everlasting No with which science confronts
all their assertions" (Harrison, Zoe. cit., p. 4\J7.), and the Agnosticism set forth in "First Principles," which, along with
its denials, emphatically utters an Evedasting Yes. And I
might show in detail that l\IIr. Harrison is wrong in impl,ring
that Agnosticism, as I hold it, is anything more than silent
with respect to the question of personality; since, though. the
attl'ibutes of personality, as we know it, cannot be c?nceJved
by us as attributes of the Unknown Cause of thmgs, yet
"duty requires us neither to afiirm nor deny personality," but
"to submit omrselvs with all humility to the established limits
of our intelligence" in•the conviction that the choice is not
"between personality and something lower than personality;"
but "between pel'Sollfdity lind something higher" ("First
Principles,"§ 31), and that "the Ultimate Power is no more
representable in terms of human consciousness than human
consciousness is representable in terms of a plant's functions"
("l~ssays," vol. iii, p. 251).
But without further evidence, what I hav said suiliciently
proves that Mr. Harrison's "criticism keen, trenchant, destructiv," as it was called, is destructiv, not of an actual doctrin, but simply of an imaginary one. I should ha~dly hav
expected that Mr. Harrison, in common with the" Edmbnrgh
Reviewer," would hav taken the course, so frer1uent with critics, of demolishing a simulacrum and walking off in triumph
as though the reality bad been demolished. Adoptil:~g his own
figure, 1 may say that he has with ease passed h1s weapon
through lind thwngh "'l'he Ghost of Religion;" but then it is
only the ghost; the reality stands unscathed.
"
Before passing to the consideration of that alternativ doctrin
which JVIr. Harrison would hav us accept, it will be well briefly
to deal with certain of his subordinate propositions.
After re-stating in a succinct way, the hypothesis that from
the conception of the ghost originated the conceptions of supematural beings in general, including the highest, D.nd after
saying that "one can hardly suppose that :Mr. Spencer would
limit himself to that,'' lYir. Harrison describes what he alleges
to be a prio1·, and, indeed, the primordial, form of religion.
He says:
"There were countless centuries of time, and there were,
and there are, countless millions of men for whom no doctrin
of superhuman spirits ever took coherent form. In all these
ages anc1 mces, probably by far the most numerous that our
planet has witnessed, there was religion in all kinds of definit
form. Comte calls it fetishism-terms are not important;
roughly, we may call it natme-worship. The religion in all
these types was the belief and worship not of spirits of any
kind, not of any immaterial, imagined being inside things, bnt
of the actual visible things themselvs-trces, stones, rivers,
mountains, earth, fire, stars, sun, and sky" (P. 498).
'.rhe attitude of discipleship is not favorable to inquiry; nncl,
as fanatical Christians show us, inquiry is sometimes thought
sinful and likely to bring punishmEont. I do not suppose that

:Mr. Harrison's 1·evorence foi' lVI. -Cornte has gone this length;
but still it has gone far enough not only to cause his continued
adherence to a doctrin espo,used by lVI. Comte which has been
disproved, but also to make him tacitly assume that this doc• •
trin is accepted by one whose. rejection o£ it was long ago set
forth. In the "Descriptiv Sociology" there are classified and
tabulated statements concerning some eighty peoples; and besides these I hav hacl before me mo.sses of facts, since collected concerning many othe1· peoples. An induction based
on ove'r a hundred examples, warro.nts me in saying that there
has never existed anywhere such a 1·eligion as that which lVIr.
Harrison ascribes to "countless millions of men" during
"countless centuries of time." A chapter on "Idol-worship
and Fetish-worship" in the "Principles of Sociology," givs
proof that in the absence of a developed ghost-theory, fetishism is absent. I hav shown that, whereas among the lowest
races, such as the Juangs, Andamanese, Fuegians, Australians,
Tasmanians, and Bushmen, there is no fetishism; fetishism
reaches its greatest hight in considerably advanced societies,
like those of ancient Peru and modern India; in which last
place, as Sir Alfred Lyall tells us, "not only does the husbandman pray to his plow, the fisher to his net, the weaver t6
his loom, but the scribe adores his pen, and the banker his
account-books" ("Religion of an Indian Province"). And I
hav 1·emarked that, "had fetishism been conspicuous among
the lowest races, and inconspicuous among the higher, the
statement that it was primDl'dial might hav been held proved;
but that as the facts. happen to be exactly the opposit, the
statement is conclusivly disproved" ("Principles of Sociology,"§ 1G2).
Similarly with Nature-worship: regarding this as being partially distinguished from Fetishism by the relativly imposing
character of its objects. In a subsequent chapter I h~tv shownthat th1s also is an aberrant development of ghost-worship.
Among all the many tribes and nations, remote in place and
unlike in type, whose superstitions I hav examined, I hav
found no case in which any great natural appearance or power,
feared and propitiated, was not identlfiecl with a human or
quasi-human personality. I am not aware th!lot Pwfessor Max
Muller, or any adherent of his, has been able t,o produce a
single case in which there exists worship of the great natural
objects themselvs, pure and simple-the heavens, the sun, the
moon, the dawn, etc.: objects which, acco1·cling to the mythologists, become personalized by " a diseuse of ~an~~age."
Personali:r.ation exists at the outset; and the worship ISm all
cases the worship of an indwelling ghost-deTived being . .
That these conclusions are necessitated by an exhaust1v examination of the .evidence, is shown by the fact that they hav
been forced on Dr. E. B. Tylor notwithstanding his original
em1nciation of other conclusions. In a lecture "On Traces of
the Early Mental Condition of lVInn," delivered at the Royal
Institution on the 15th of lVIarch, 18ll7, he said:
"It is well known that the lower mces of mankind account
for the facts and events of the outer world by ascribing a sOl't
of human life and personality to animals, and even to ph>nts,
Tocks, streams, winds, the sun and stars, and so on through
the phenomena of natme. . . . It would prob':bly ndd. to
the clearness of om· conception of the state of mmcl which
thus sees in all nature the action of animated life and the
presence of innnmemble spiritual beings, if we gave it the
name of Animism instead of Fetishism."
·
Here having first noted that the conception of Fetichism
delived by D1·. Ty lor from multitudinous facts, is not lik~ that
of lVIr. Hanison, who conceives Fetishism to be a worship of
the objects themselvs, and not a worship of thei;r ind":elljng
spirits, we further note that Dr. '.rylor regards th1s ascnptwn
of souls to all objects, inanimate as well as animate, whwh he
p1·oposes to call Animism rather than ]<'etishism, as being pl'imorclial. In the earlier part of hiR "Primitiv Culture," pnb1ishec1 in 1871, we find are-statement of this view; butfurt?er
on we observe a modificRtion of it, as instance the followmg
sentence in vol. ii, p. 100:
"It seems as though the conception of a human soul, wh.en
once 'attained to by man, served as a type or model on Which
he fl·amed not only his ideas of other souls of lower gracl_e,but
also his ideas of spiritual beings in general, from the tm1est
elf that sports in the long grass, up to the heavenly Creator
anclltuler of the world, the Great Spirit."
Am1 then, in articles published in Mind for April and
for ,J nly, 1877, Dr. Tylor represenLed himself as holding a
doctrin identical with that set forth by me in the "Principles
of Sociology;" namely, that the belief in a human ghost is
original, and that the beliefs in spirits inhabiting ~nanimate
objects, giving rise to Fetishism and Nature-worship, are derived beliefs.
.
An emphatic negativ is thus given to Mr. Harrison's assertion
that "Nothing is more certain than that man everywhere
started with a simple WOI'ship of natural objects." And if he
holds that "the bearing of this on the fnture of religion is decisiv "-if, as he says, "the religion of mlln in the vast cycles
of primitiv ages was reverence for nature as influencing Man,"
and if, as he infers, "the religion of man in the vast cycles
that are to come will he the reverence for Humanity as supported by Nature "-if, as it thus seems, primitiv religion as
conceived by him is a basis for what he conceives t~ J:>o the
religion of the future; then his conception of the rohgwn of
the future is, in so far, baseless.
And now I come to the chief purpose of this article-an exof that alternativ faith w.hich lVIr. Harrison has on
sundry occasions set forth with so much eloquence. As originally designed, the essay, "Religion: a Retrospect and Prospect" was to include a section in which; before considering
what the futme of rElJigion was likely to be, I proposed to consider what its future was not likely to be; and the topic to be
dealt with in this section was the so-called Heligion of Humanity. After collecting materials and writing ten pnges, I began
to perceive that, besides being not needful for my purposes,
this section would form too large an excrescence. A further
feeling came into play. Though I had fo.r many years l'?~k:ti
forward to the time when an examinatiOn of. the PosJtJvJst
creed would fall within the lines of my work, yet when I began to put on paper that which I had frequently thought, it
seemed to me that I was making an uncalletl-for attack on men
whom I had every reason to admire for their high characters
and their unwearying efforts for human welfare. The result
was that I put aside what I had written, and g1_1ve up ~y longcherished intention. Now, however, that Mr. Han'lson has
thrown down the gauntlet, I tnke it up, at once willingly and
unwillingly-willingly in so far as acceptance of the challen~e
is concerned unwillingly because I feel some reluctance m
dealing hard' blows at a pers?nal fri~nd.
.
~nrprise has ~een the feeling habitually prodnced JU me. on
observinu the mcongrmty between the astoundmg cllllms
made by the propounder of this new creec1, and the great intelligence of disciples whose faith appenrs proof agains~ the
shock which these astounding claims produce on ordmary
minds. 'rhose who, from a broad view of human progress, hav
gained the general impression that "the individual withe1·s,
and the world is more and more," must be disinclined to believe that in the future any one individual will impose on the
world a government like that sought to be imposed by M.
Comte, who, unable to influence any considerable number of
ami~ation
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men while ~e lived, consoled himself with the thought of absol ~.tely rnlu~g all men ~fter h~s death. Met, as he complained,
by a conspuacy of sil~nce, he was nevertheless confident
that, very ~hartly becommg converts, mankind at larcre wo11ld
hereafter hv and move and hav their being within his elaborated form~las. Papal assumption is modest compared with
the. assumptiOn of "the f~under of the Religion of Humanity."
A smgle pope rna;y: canomze a saint or two, but M. Comte undertook the canomzation of A.li those men recorded in history
whom he thought specially worthy of worship. And such a
canonization !-days assigned for the remembrance with honor
of mythical personages like Hercules and Orpheus and writers
~uch as Terenc.e and Juvenal;' other days on which honors like
m degree are giVen to Kant and to Robertson to Bernard de
Palissy and to Schiller, to Copernicus and' to Dollond to
Otway and to Racine, to Locke and to Freret, to Froissart ~ncl
to _Dalton, to Cyrus and to Penn-such a canonization ! in
Whi.ch these selected men who are the Positivist saints for
ordinary clays, are headed by greater saints for Sundays with
the resn}t that S~crate~ and Godfrey are thus placed on~ par;
that wh1le a clay IS dediCated to Kepler, a week is dedicated to
Gall;. Tasso .has a week assigned to him, and Goethe· a clay;
Mozart presides ov~r a week, and a day is p1·esidecl over bv
Beethoven~ a ~eek IS made sacred to Louis the Eleventh and
_a clay to Washington-such a canonization ! under which the
gr~test ·me_n, giving their names to months, are so selected
t~at Fredenc the Second and St. Paul alike bear this clistinchoJ?-; G?tenbe:g Ul~d Shakspere head adjacent months; and
While B!Chat g1v~ his n!'me to a month, Newton givs his name
to a week ! Th1s, whiCh recalls the saints' calendar of the
Babylonians, among whom, as Professor Sayee shows "each
day of the year had been assigned to its particular deity or
P!J:tron.saint" (''Records of th~ Past," vol. vii, p. 157), exemphfi.es 1n but ~me way M. Comte s consuming passion for reg~~latmg postent:y, and the colossal vanity which ~ed ~im to behave th13;t mankind would hereafter perform .the~r daily actions
as he diCtated. He not only settles the hierarchy of saints
who are above others to be worshiped, but he prescribes the
forms of worship in minute detail. Nine sacraments are
speci~ed; pray~r is to ):>e made t~rice a day, for the" daily expresswn of theu emotions, both m public and private;" it is
suggested that future men should use Italian ("System of
Positiv Polity," vol.-iv, p. 85); and it is a recommended "rule
of worship" of the person you adore, that " a precise idea of
the place, next of the saat or the attitude, and, lastly of the
dress, appropriate to eA.ch particular case" (" Cat;chism,"
p. 100), should be summoned before the mind. Add to which
that in the elaborate rubric the sacred sign (replacing the sign
of the cross), and derived "from our cerebral theory" (he had
a phrenology of his own) consists in placing " our hand in
succession on the three chief organs-those of love, order, and
progress." Of banners used in " solemn processions," it is
directed that "on their white side will be the holy image; on
their green, the sacred formula of Positivism," and "the symbol of pur Divinity will always be a woman of the age of thirty,
with her son in her arms" ("Catechism of Positivism," pp.
142, 143). Nor was M. Comte's devouring desire to rule the
future satisfied with thus elaborating the observances of his
cult. He undertook to control the secular culture of men, as
well as that culture which, I suppose, he distinguished as
sacred. There is "a Positivist library for the nineteenth century," consisting of 150 volumes, the list being· compiled for
the purpose "of guiding the more thoughtful minds" (Ibid,
p. 38). So that M. Comte's tastes and judgments in poetry,
science, history, etc., are to be the standards for future generations. And the numerous regulations of these kinds are in
addition to t}!e other multitudinous. regulationH contained in
those parts of the highly elaborated" System of Positiv Polity,"
in which M. Comte prescrib9S the social organization, under
the arrangements of which "the affectiv, speculativ, patrician,
and plebeian" classes are to carry on the business of their
lives.
·
It is, I say, not a little remarkable that a hight of assumption
exceeding that eve): before displayed by a human being-a
self-deification along with the deification of Humanity-should
not hav negatived belief in the general cloctrins set forth by
him. One might hav thought that by exhibiting a lack of
mental balance unparalleled among sane people, he would hav
wholly discredited his speculations. However, recognizing
the fact that this is not so, and assuming that Jill. Comte's disciples discover in the Religion of Humanity propounded by
him a truth which survives recognition of his--eccentricities,
let 1~S call them-we will now go on to consider this proposed
creed.
·
·
.To those who hav studied that natural genesis of religion
summarized in the article Mr. Harrison criticises (and set forth
at length in "The Principles of Sociology," Part I), it will appeA.ranomalous that a proposed new and higher religion should
be, in large measure, a rehabilitatioJ?- of the religion wit_h whic.h
mankind commenced, anil from whiCh they hav been msensibly diverging, until the more ad~anced.among t~em hav quite
lost sight of it. After an era durmg whiCh worship of the dead
was practiced the world over, alike by savages and by the progenitors of the civilized-~fter a~?' era of slow ~m~rgence from
this primitiv religion, durmg whiCh the prop1tiatwn of ghosts
completely human was replaced by th.e. propitiation of compA.rativly few super~1~m~n g~osts or spmts! and finall:r by the
propitiation of a spmt mfimtly tmnscendmg humamty, and
from which human attributes hav been gradually dropped,
leaving only the most abstract, which are themselvs fading;
we are told by the Positivists that there is com!ng !l:n e!a in
which the Universal Power men hav come to beheve m Will be
ignored; and human indiyidual~ties, regarde~l now singl;Y .and
now in their aggregate, Will agam be the obJects of 1eligwus
feeling. If the worship of the. dead is n?t to .b~ completely
resuscitated, still the proposal is to res?smtat.~ 1t 1~ a form but
partially transfigured. Though there IS no ~ll'ection. to offer
at graves food and drink for ghosts, yet pubhc worship of the
so-called "Great Being Humanity," "must be performed in
the midst of the tombs of the more eminent dead, which
tombs are surrounded by a sacred grove, the scene of the homage paicl by their family and their fellow-citizens;" (" Positiv
Polity," vol. iv, p. 139); while "at times within each c?nsecrated tomb, the priesthood will" s?perintend the honormg of
that good man or woman ("Catechism," p. 137): proposed usages analagous to those of many ancestor-worshiping peoples.
Moreover again taking a lesson from various races of pagans,
past and presel?'t, there is t? b~ "a dome~tic altar," at which,
in kneeling attitude, adoratwn 1s to be pa1d to "our own personal patrons, our guardian angels, or household gods" (" Positiv Polity," vol. iv, pp. 1~0, 101); these bei~g pers?ns living
or dead. And as exemplified by l\.f. Comte s worship of Ciatilde de Vaux the praying to a beloved person or wife may be
continued fo; years; recalling the customs o.f mul~i~udin~us
peoples who invoke departed members of theu fam1hes, A.Slllstance the Balonda, among ;vhom. ~f the. ".spot where a fa.~
vorit wife has died . . • 1s revlsltecl, 1t 1s to pray to her
(Livingstone, "South Africa," p. 314).
.
Now omitting for the present all thought about the worthiness of these objects of worship, aJ?-d consiclerin& only the general nature of the system, there arJses the questwn, How hap-
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pens it that while in other respects M. Comte delineates human 1 edge of words double the numbel' of marks which they giv to
evolution as progressiv, he, in this respect., delineates it as knowledge of things? 'l'h1tt, it seems to me, is not a very worl'etrogressiv? Beyond all question civilization has been a shipful degree of intelligence which fails to recognize the
gradual divergence from primitiv savagery. According to his obvious truth that there is an Order of Nature, pervading alike
?WU account, the advance in sociA.l organization, in knowledge, the actions going on within us and without us, to wl.Jich, from
rn science, in art, presents a certain general continuity. Even moment to moment, our lives must conform under penalty of
in speculativ thought, Mr. Comte's formula of the three stages, one or other evil, and that therefore our first bnsiness must be
the theological, the metaphysical, and the positiv, tacitly as- to study this Order of Nature. Nor is estimation of t!Jis intelserts movements in the same direction toward a final theory. ligence raised on contemplating the outcome of t.his estabHow happens it, then, that with an advancing change in other lis!Jed culture, as seen in Parliament, where any prupo,ul to
things, there is to occur a retreating change in one thing- jndge a question by -rcfer0nce to general laws, or "abstract
along with progres,ion in all else, retrogression in religion'!
principles,'' RH lhPy nrc ,.,died, is pooh-po.ohed, with the tacit
This retrogressiv character of the Comte1tn religi•>n is shown 1wplication t!Jat in soci.tl nihtirs there is no natural law, ancl
in sundry olher \\·uys-being, indeed, somet.in1es c:i,LincLly ad- where, as we lately saw, 300 select spokesmen of the nation
mittecl or avowed. Thus we are told that "the clonmin of the cheered frantically when it was decided that they should conpriesthood must be re-constituted in its integrity; medicin must tinue to vow before God that they would maintain certain aragain become a part of it" ("Catechism," p. 50), as from savage rangements prescribed for them by their great, great, great,
life upward it was until modern times. Again, education has etc., grandfathers.
been slowly emancipating itself from ecclesiasticism; but in
On turning to the moral manifestations, we find still less
M. Comte's scheme, after the sacrament of initiation, the child that is calcuhtted to excite the required religious feeling.
passes "from its. unsystematic training under the eye of its When multitudes of citizens belonging to the classes <listinmother to the systematic education given by the priesthood" guished as ''the better," make a hero of a politician whose sole
"Catechism," p. 129); just as, after a parallel ceremony, the aim throughout life was success, regardless of principle, and
child does among the Congo people (Bastian, A. "Africanische haveven established an annual commemoration of him, we are
Reisen," p. 85), and as it did among the ancient Mexicans obliged to infer itlat the prevailing sentiments are not of a
(Torquemuda, Juan de, "Monarquia Indiana," book ix, chaps. very high order. Nothing approaching to adoration is called
xi to xiii). And, knowingly or unknowingly, M. Comte fol- forth by those who, on the death of a youth who went·t"J help
loweclJ;he lead of the Egyptians who had a formal juclging of in killing Zulus, with whom he bad no quarrel, and all that
the dead by the living. Honorable burial was allowed by them he might increase his chance of playing despot over the
only in the absence of accusations against the deceased proved French, thought him worthy of high funeral honors-would,
before judges; and by M. Comte it is provided that after A. many of them, indeed, hav given him the highest. No feeling
prescribed interval the priesthood shall decide whether the of reverence arises in one's mind on thinking of people who
remains shall be transferred from their probationary resting- looked on with approval or tolerance when a sailor of fortune,
place to "the sacred wood" reserved for the "sanctified." who has hired himself out to an Eastern tyrant to slay at the
Most remarkable of all, however, is the reversion to [Ill early word of command, was honored here by a banquet. A public
type of religious belief in the prescribed worship of objects, opinion which recognizes no criminality in wholesale homicide
animate and inanimate. In "Table A, System of Sociolatry," so long as it is committed by a constituted politicA.l A.nthority,
there are times named for the "Festival of the Animals," no matter how vile, or by its foreign hired agent who is indif" Festival of Fire," "Festival of the Sun," "Festival of Iron," ferent to the right or wrong of the <jnestion at issue, is a pubetc.
lie opinion which excites, in some at any rate, an emotion
But now, passing over M. Comte's eccentricities and incon- nearer to contempt than to adomtion.
sistencies, let us consider on its merits the creed he enuuciThis emotion is not ch1mged on looking abroacl and contematecl. In aclclition to private worship of guardian angels, or plating the implied natures of those who guide, and th.eimplied
household gods, there is to be a public worship of the "Great natures of those who accept the guidance. When, among a peaBeing Humanity." How are we to conceive this Great Being? pie professing the religion of peace preach eel to thorn genoration
Various conceptions of it are possible; and more or less un- after generation by tens of thousancls of priests, an assembly relike conceptions are at one time or other presented to us~ Let ceives with enthusiasm, as lately at the Gambetta dinner, tho
us look at them in succession.
toast, "'rhe French army, the highest embodiment of the
By M. Comte himself, at page 74 of the "Catechism of Pos- French nA.tion "-when, along with nomimtl acceptance of
itiv Religion," we are tol.cl that we must "define Humanity as forgivness as a Christian duty, there goes intense determinathe whole of human bemgs, past, present, and future. 'rhe tion to retaliate, we are obliged to reprobate either the feeling
word whole points out clearly that you must not take in all men, which they actually think proper, or the hypocrisy with which
but those only who are really capable of assimilation, in vir- they profess that the opposit feeling is proper. On finding
tue of a real co-operation on their part in furthering the com- in another advanced society that tho seats of highest culture
mon good." On which the first comment suggesting itself iH are seats of <lisciplin in barbarism, where tho test of manltoo!l
that the word "whole points out clearly" not limitation, but is the giving and taking of wounds in fights arising from triviA.!
absence of limitation. Passing over this, however, and causes or none at all, and where, last year, a singln cl1ty witagreeing to exclude, as is intended, criminals, paupers, beg- nossed twenty-one such encounters in one university; we m·e
gars, and ail who "remain in the parasitic state," it seems that reminded more of North American Iudians, among whom tortwe are to include in the aggregate object of our worship, all ures constitute the initiA.tion of young men, th[tn of civilizml
who hav aided, now aiel, and will hereafter aiel, social growth people taught for a thousand years to do goo!l oven to enemies.
and development. Though elsewhere ("Catechism," p. 427) Or when we see, as lately in a Dlttion akin to tho last, that nn
it is limited to those who "co-operate willingly," yet since oiJicer who declined to break A.t once the law of his conn try
"the animals which voluntarily aiel man," are recognized as and tho law of his religion by fighting a duel, wns expelled
"integral portions of the Great Being," and since the co-op- the army, we are obliged to A.dmit that profession of a creed
eration of slaves is as "voluntary" as that of horses, we seem which forbids revenge, by those whose deeds emphatically ascompelled to include, not the superior men and classes only, sert revenge to be a duty (almost as emphatically as do the
but even those who, under a coercion such as is used to do- lowest races of men), presents Humanity under an aspect not
mestic animals, hav helped to subdue the Earth and further at ail of the kind which we look for in "the adomble Great
the material progress of Humanity. And since the progress Being." Not reverence, not admiration, scarcely even respeet,
of Hll.manity has been largely aided by the spread of the is caused by tho sight of a hundred million pagA.ns lllA.S<JUOmdhigher races and accompanying extermination of the lower ing as Christians.
races, we must comprehend in our conception of. this worshipI am told that lJy certain of .M. Uomto's diHciples (thongh not
ful Great Being those who, from the earliest savage times, hav, by those Mr. Harrison represents) prayer is addressed to
as leading warriors and common soldiers, helped by their vic- '·holy'' Humanity. Had I to choose an epithet, I think" holy"
tories to replace inferior societies by superior ones; not only is about the last which would occur to me.
bloodthirsty conquerors like Sesostris (who is duly sanctified
in the calendar) but even such cannibals as the Aztecs, who
"But it is only tho select human beings-thoAe more espelaid the basis of the Mexican civilization.
cially who are sanctified in tho Corntist calendar-who are to
So far from seeing in the" Great Being Humanity," as thus form the object of worship, A.nd, for the worship of such, thol'O
defined, anything worshipful, it seems to me that contempla- is the reason that they arc the benefactors to whom we owo
tion of it is calculated to excite feelings which it is best to keep everything."
out of consciousness.
On the first of theHo statements, ma<le by some adherents of
But now, not to take the doctrin at a disadvantage, let us M. Uomte, one remark mnst be that it is A.t variance with M.
conceive the object of the Positivist's adoration under a better Gornto's own definition of tho object of worship, as <juoted
aspect. Let us consider what claims to godhood maybe maclo above; and another remark must be that, admitting AUch sofor the Humanity immediately known to us. Unquestionably Ject persons to be worshipful (and I do not admit it), there is
M. Comte's own doctrin, that there has been going on an evo- no more reason for womhiping Humanity as a whole on tho
lution of mankind, implies that such portion of the "Great strength of the best samples, than there is for worshiping an
Being Humanity" as is formed by our own generation, is bet- ordinary individual, or ev 8 n a criminal, on the strength of the
ter than the average of those portions which hav heretofore few good actions which qualified the multitudinous indifferent
lived ancl died. What, then, shall we say of this better por- actions and had actions he committed. 'l'he second of these
tion?
statements, that Humanity, either as the whole defined by M.
Of course we mnst keep out of thought all the bad conduct Comte or as represented by these select persons, must be
going on around-the prevailing dishonesty shown in aclulter- aclorell as being the produeer of ovorything which civiliz 1ttion
ation by retailers and production of debased goods by manu- has brought us, ancl, in a measure, even the creator of our
facturers, the inefficient and dawdling work of artisans, the higher powers of thought and A.ction, wo will now consider.
many fraudulent transactions of which a few are daily dis- Let us hear M. Comte himself on this point:
closed at trials; though why we are to exclude the blame"'l.'hus each step of sound training in positiv thought
worthy from our conception of Humanity, I do not under- awakens pcrpctu[tl feelings of veneration and gratitude; which
stand. But not dwelling on this, let us contemplate first the rise often into enthusiastic aclmimtion of tho Groat Being,
intellectual traits, and then the moral traits, of the people who is tho author of all these con<jnosts, be they in thought,
who remain after leaving out the worse.
or be they in action" ("System of Positiv Polity," vol. ii, p.
Those whose mental appetites are daily satisfied by table •!G).
talk almost wholly personal, by gossiping books and novels,
Whrtt may hav been the conceptions of "veneration and
and by newspapers the contents of which are usually enjoyed gratitude" entertained by M. Comte, we eannot, of course,
the more in proportion as there is in them much of the scan- say; but if one not a disciple will examin Lio consciousness,
clalous or the horrible--those who, on Sunday, never working he will, I think, quiekly perceive that veneration or gmtitudo
out their own beliefs, receive the weekly dole of thought felt toward any being, implies belief in the conscious action
called for by their state of spiritual pauperism-those who, to of that being-implies ascription of a prompting motiv of a
the ideas they received during education, add only such as are high kind, and deeds resulting from it; gratitude cannot be
supplied by daily journals and weekly sermons, with now and entertained toward something which is unconscious. So that
then a few from books, having none of their own worth speak- the "Great Being Humanity" must be conceived as having
ing of; we may be content to class as respectable in the con- in its incorporated form, ideas, feelings, and volitions. Natventional sense, though scarcely in any higher sense-still less urally there follows the inquiry--" Where is its seat of conto include them as chief components in a body exciting rever- sciousness '!" Is it rlifiuscd throughou~ mankind at large?
ence. Even if we limit attention to those of highest culture, 'That. cannot JJe; for consciousness is an organized combination
including all who are concerned in regulativ functions, polit- of mental states, implying instantaneous communications such
ical, ecclesiastical, educational, or other, the displays of in tel- as certainly do not exist throughout Humanity. Where, then,
ligence do. not call forth such an emotion as that which M. must be its center of consciousness? In l<'rance, of course,
Comte's theory requires us to entertain. What shall we say which, in the Uomtean system, is to he the leading State; anrl
of the wisdom of those, including nearly all who occupy influ- naturally in Paris, to which all the rn:tjor axes of the temples
entia! positions, who persist in thinking that prepamtion for of Humanity arc to point. Anyone with adequate humor
successful and complete living (which is the purpose of ra- might raise A.musing questions respecting the constitution of
tiona! education) is best effected by learning to speak and write that consciousness of the Groat Being supposed to be thus
after the manner of two extinct peoples, and by gaining know!- locali;:ed. 13ut, preserving our gravity, we hav simply to recedge of their chief men, their superstitions, their deeds of war, ognize the obvious truth that Humanity has no corporate conetc.-who, in their leading school, devote two hours per week seiousness whatever. UonsciouAness, known to each as existto getting some ideas about the constitution of the world they ing in himself, is ascribed hy him to other beings like himself,
are born into, and thirty-six hours per week to construing and, in a rneas111'e, to inferior beings; and there is not the
Latin and Greek and making verses, nonsensical or other, A.ncl slightest reason for supposing that there ever was, is now, or
who, in the competitiv examinations they devise, giv to knowl- 1 ever will be, any consciousness among men save that which
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ntal than by the wish to add to men's ligion: a Retrosp,ect and PrC?spec.t" ~av ~ffected its .argument.
e:rists in them indiviilnally. If, then, "the Great Being, who
Many years ago as also by 1mphcat10n m that article, I conis the Author of all these conq nests," is unconscious, the emo- war.'· m': erm or me . •
gr~~~c~~o::- most clearly shown how little either any aims of tended that while Sc~ence shows th~t we can kn?w phenomena
tions of veneration and gratitude are absolutely irrelevant ..
It will doubtless seem a paradox to say that human evolution n ideal "Great Being" or any philanthrophic aims of indi- only, its arguments mvolve ~o denmi of a~ EX!stence beyond
with all its marvels, is to be credited neither to Humanity as ~duals, hav hitd to do' with civiliza.tion, by .an instance whiHch ph~~omena. kin ~c:~m~~ ~~~~ ie~~~~1tsd~~~t!~ ~r~~~v ~~~~·
0
•
an aggregate, nor to its component individuals; but the pa~a M Comte himself refers to as provmg our mdebtedness.
e opmwns are no
.
.
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dox will not be difficult to justify: especially if we set ou.t Wlth sa· 8 . "Lan ua 9 alone mi ht suffice to recall to the mind of an ultimate negation, as the presenta~wns of my v1ew rna e Y.
some analogies. An apt one is supplied by that "thmg of eleryone ho~ c~mpletely e~ery creation of man is the result Mr. Harrison and Sir!ames Step~en 1mp~y, a~d tfey .h':v d~~e
beauty" the Eupleclella or "Venus's flower-basket," now.not of a vast combination of efforts, equally extended over ti~e noth.ing to show t~at Its outc.o~~ lS ~etatlv. a o~::t:i~ker:
~.me gal
,
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uncom~on as a drawing-1·oom ornament. This fr.agil p1ece and space" ("Positiv Polity," vol. ii, p. 48). Now nothmg thes1s many years ago .mam ':'ln~
of animal architecture is not a product of any consmons m·eat- is more manifest than that language has .been produced classed !Is ortb<_>dox (" F.1rst Pr~mpl~s, h§ 26¥ and /:hss; e _
e e~1
ure, or of any comb~nation of conscious creatures. lt_i~ the neithel' b the conscious efforts of the imagined "Great Be- afte;r th1s long mterval, lS that oug t e na ure o
framework unknowmgly elaborated by innumerable cihated ing who 1s the Author of all these conquests," nor by the con- ity. ttransce.nding appeilara~cesli~~n~oyt ~~ ~~o'X~' ~~~~ha~~!~
·'
ff t
f · li ·d a! men Passing over that in ten- exrs ence lS necessar y 1mp
monads-each a simple nucleated cell, with a whip-lil~e appendage which serves, by its waving movements,, to a1d ~~e B?IDUS e. ~r s o me Vl u'ch o ~rs durin the later sta es of though no conception of this Reality can be framed by us, yet
i~ona~
~~nnmg
orfe
wo~~isw~~deni!ble
that
d~ring
those
e~rlier
that
an
indestructible
consciousness
of
it
is
the
very
basis
OJ
drawing in and sending out of sea-water, from whwh nutntiv
1
their essential structures and our intelligence (Sir James Stephen,, who appears P.erplexe matter is obtained; and it is simply by the proclivities which 8\ngms ~.p~og sst 0 Ianguaaes
0
ages w lc gave
.
t
'th t th ·
by the distinction between a conceptiOn and a consmousness,
these monads hav toward certain modes of growth and secre10
the e;o~~ n::tf.~::~~af~~ i~n ~heo~an ~h~ will find an explan~~on of it in ~·First ~r~n.ciples,".§ 26),:and
tion, that they form, without the consciousness of any one, or ;oc~.bula~i~~
0
0 9
robabilit said a.v (i. e. grant, or I do not find, either m Mr. Harnson's cnt1msms or Ill those ~f
of all, this complicated city they inhabit. Again, t~ke the en lOll
1~ w ?n
scussldgs 11 £and su .?'follows had no idea that Sir James Stephen, any endeavor to prove the untruth of th1S
case of a coral island. By it we are shown that a mult1tnde of fi~st,,twhen
80
insignificant individuals may, by their sep.arate ~ctions ~arr~ed ~ ~~18) so-:n 0 11 af · c(which b~came gif' and then if) he thesis. Moreover, as orig~ally ela;borated and~~ recently r~m~ ap : ~": gw
· · i'f 0
The ori ·nal a _ stated my argument was m the discovery by Smence that 1t
on withou,t concert, generate a structure 1mposmg by 1ts Blze y
!~· like an franae In could ~ot do more than ascertain the order among phenomena,
8
and stability. One of these palm-covered atolls standing up w':s h~lpmg to lllltlate a grammat~:
phcatwn
of
thd
wor~~ra~ge
to
C?
obJe
!hat
the act ;ould there was involved a tacit confession of impotence in presence
out of vast depths on the Pacific, has been slowly built up by co~or, was rna e Wl. ou consmousness
d l't'
of the Mystery of Things-a confession which brought Scieftce
coral-polyps while, through successiv small stages, the oeean- pr~se~tly leaddto enrhchmS:t ~f~hT;angr~ag~ by ~~i~ ~~ 10a~ad1 into sympathy with Religion; and that in their joint recogni9 11
10
bottom bas ~ubsided. The mass produced by these brainless adJectlv. An so t roug ?u ·
e mmu
:tion of an Unknowable Cause for all the effects constituting
and almost nerveless animals-each by its tentacles slowly modifications which hav, Ill th<_>usands of yea~s, g:t~en to the knowable world Religion and Science would reach a truth
drawing in such food as the water occasionally brings, and at human speech its present perfectwn, arose as ran om c .anges
t th t ' I do not see that anything said by my .
intervals budding out, plant-like, a new individual-is a mass without thought of irr:provement; and the good ones msen- ~~w:o:asoshake:~is position. I held at the outset, and conexceeding in vastness any built by men, and defies the waves sibly spread as servmg better the purposes of those whq tinue to hold; that this Inscrutable Jlljdst~nce which Science,
in a way which their best breakwaters fail to do: the whole
them. .
,
.
.
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in the last resort is compelled to recogmze as unreached by
structure being entirely undesigned, and, indeed, absolutely adopted
1
unknown to its producers, individually or in their aggregate.
afnd
Prepared by these analogies, everyone will see what is viduals at !?resent, .w~ must say th.at language, havm~ been tiall the same relaf;on as does the Creativ Powe; asserted by
meant by the paradox that civilization, whether contemplated evolved dunng mens l~tercourse without t~e least desl~n on Th/1
. and that when Theology, which has already dropped
in its great organized societies or in their material and mental their parts of conferrmg benefits, a~d without the famtest mano ~1~he anthro omorphic traits ascribed, eventually drops
products, can be credited neither to any ideal "Great Being consciousness of what they were clomg, affor~s no dreas~~ the fast of them t?e foundation-beliefs of the two must lieHumanity," nor to the real beings summed up under that whatever for regarding them with that "veneratwn an gra I·a ti' 'S o f ar as I see, no endeavor has been made
come 1 en ca1.
d d
abstract name. Though we cannot in this case say that t d , h' h h 9 th' k 1 e
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show
that this is not the case. Further I hav con ten e •
u
e
neither the aggregate nor its units hav had any consciousness
originally and in th~ ar~icle na~ed, that this Reality transc~nd
of the results wrought put, yet we may say that only after
"But surely 'veneration and gratitude' are due somewhere.
considerable advances of civilization, has this consciousness Surely civilized society, with its complex arrangements and ing appearance (which 1s not s1mply unknown, as Mr. Harnson
existed on the part of a few. Communities hav grown and involved processes, its multitudinous materi~l prod.ucts and thinks it should be called, but is proved by analysis of the
organized themselvs through the attainment of private ends, almost magical instruments, its language, smence, hterature, form of our intelligence ~o be unknowable) ('.'First Principles,"
mostly plll'sued with entire selfishness, and in utter ignorance art must be credited to some agency or other. If the ' Gre~t part I, chap. iv), standm6 toward the Un1verse a~d towa.rd
of any social effects produced. If we begin with those early Being, Humanity,' considered as a whole, has n.ot create~ 1t om·selvs in the same relatwn as an anthropomorphic Creai:qr
stages in which, among hostile tribes, one more numerous or for us-if the individuals who hav co-operated m produc~ng was supposed to stand bea1·s a like relation with it not only to
better led than the rest, conquers them, ana, consolidating it hav done so while pursuing their private ends mostly With- human thought but t~ ,human feel~ng-:-the gr~dual :eplacethem into a larger society, at the same time stops inter-tribal out consciousness that they were either furthering or hinder- ment of a Power allied to humamty m certam tra1ts, by a
wars; we are shown that this step in advance is made, not ing human progress, how happens it th~t such ~enefits hav: Power which we cannot say is thus allied, leaves unchanged
only without thought of any advantage to Humanity, but often been achieved, and to what shall we attnbute achievement of certain of the sentiments comprehended under the name religious. Though I hav argued that in ascrib~ng to the Ununder the promptings of the basest motivs in the mind of the them?"
. knowable Cause of things such human .attributes as e~o"
most atrocious savage. And so onward. It needs but to
To Mr. Harrison, if his allegiance to his master· is unquah- tion will and intelligence, we are usmg words which,
glance at such wall-paintings as those of the conquering fied no answer which he will think satisfactory can be given;
Hameses at Karnac, or to read the inscriptions in which As- for 'M. Comte negativs the recognition of any cause for the whe~ th{rs applied, hav no corresponding ideas, yet
syrian kings proudly narrated their great deeds, to see that existence of human beings and the "Great Being" composed I hav also argued that we are just. as much de~?arred
personal ambitions wel'e pursued with absolute disregflrd of of them. It was one of his strange inconsistencies. that, from denying .as we are fro~ affirmmg ~uch attr1but~s
human welfare. But for that admiration of military glory with though he held it I~gitimate to i~quire into the evolution of ("First Principles," § 31); ~1n?e, as. ~l.tl.mate analysiS
which classical culture imbues each rising generation, it would the Solar System (as 1s shown by h1s acceptance ?f the nebular brings us everywhere to alternativ lmposslbllitleS of t.hol!-ght,
be felt that whatever benefits these kings unknowingly wrought, hypothesis), and though he treat~ of hi?-man somety as a prod- we a1·e shown that beyond the phenomenal order of th1~gs,
their self-praising records hav brought them not much more uct of evolution, yet all tha.t :egwn lJ:-n€1 ~etween the f?rma- our ideas of possible and impossible are irrel~va~t. No~hing
honor than has been brought to the Fijian king Tanoa by the tion of planets and the ongm of pnm1t1v man, was mte.r- has been said which requires me to change th~s .v1ew: ne1ther
row of nine hundred stones recording the number of victims dicted by him. To those, however, who accept the doctrm J.\llr. Harrison's statement that "to·make a rehgwll: out of the
he devoured. And though the outcome of those struggles for of organic evolution, eithe;r with or without the doctrin. of Unknowable is far more extravagant than to make 1tout of the
supremacy in which, during European history, so many mill- evolution at larue the obvwus answer to the above questwn Equator," nor Si~ Jam.es Stephen's description of the Unkno.wions hav been sacrificed, has been the formation of great na- will be that if "bv~neration and g1·atitude" are due at all, they able as "like a g1gant1c soap-bubble not burst .but blown. thi~;
tions fitted for the highest types of structure; yet when, here- are due to that Ultimate Cause from which Humanity, indi- ner and thinner till it has become absolutely Imperceptible,
after, opinion is no longe1· swayed by public school ethics, it vidually and as a whole, in common with all other thin$s, has seems to me applicable. One whC? says tha~ because the Inwill be seen that the men who effected these unions did proceeded. There is nothing in embodied Humanity hut what finit and Eternal Energy from. w.bwh all. t~mgs proceed, can
so from desires which should class them with criminals results from the properties of its units- properties. mai!llY not in any way be brought Wlthm the hm1ts .of human conrather than with the benefactors of mankind. With gov- prehistoric, and in a small measure gen.erated by somal hfe. sciousness it therefore approaches to a nonentity, ~eems to me
el'nmental organizations it was the same as with social If we ask whence come these properties-these structnres like one who says of a vast number that because 1t passes all
consolidations: they arose not· to secure the blessings of and functions, bodily and mental-we must go fo; our. answer possibility of enumeration it is like nothing, which. is also inorder, but to maintain the ruler's power. As the original to the slow operation of those processes of modification and numerable. Once more when implying that the Infinit and
motiv for preventing quarrels among soldiers was that the complieation through which, with the aiel of surrounding con- Eterual Energy manifested alik~ within us and witho~t us,
army might not be rendered inefficient before the enemy, so, ditions, ever themselvs growing more involved, there hay been and to which we must ascnbe not only the mamfestathroughout the militant society at large, the motiv for sup- produced the multitudinous organic types, up to the highest. tions themselvs but the law of their order, will hereafter
pressing conflicts was partly that of preventing hindrance to If we persist in putting question beyond q~restion, we. are car- continue to be under its transfigured form, an object of religthe king's wars, and partly that of asserting his authority. ried back to those more general causes wh1ch determmecl the ious sentiment· I hav implied that whatever components of
Administration of justice, as we know it, grew up incidentally; structure and composition of the Earth during its poncentra- this sentiment disappear, there must ever survive those which
and began with bl'ibing the ruling man to interfere on behalf tion · and eventually we are carried back to the nebulous mass are appropriate to the consciou.sness ~f a mystery that cal!-not
of the complainant. Not wishes for the public weal, but wishes in ~hich there existed, undistinguished into those concrete be fathomed and a power that IS ommpresent. Mr. Harnson
for private profit and power, o1·iginated the regnlativ organ- forms we now know, the forces out of which all things con- and Sir James Stephen hav said nothing to invalidate this poizations of societies. So has it been, too, with their industrial tained in the Solar System hav come, and in which there must sition. Lastly, let me point out that I am ~ot concerns~ to
organizations. Acts of ba1·ter between primitiv menwere not hav been as Professor Tyndall expresses it, " the promis and show what effect religious sentiment, as here~fter thus I?-~dlfi~d,
prompted by thoughts of benefits to Humanity, to be event- potency ~fall terrestrial life." Whether we contemplate such will hav as a moral agent; though Mr. Harnson, by r1dwuhng
ually achieved by division of labor. When, as among various external changes as those of stars moving ten miles per sec- the supposition that it will make good men and women, .seei?-s
peoples, on occasions of assembling to make sacrifices at sa- ond and those which now in hours, now in years, now in to imply that I hav argued, or am bound to ar~ue, that 1t w1ll
cred places, ROme of the devotees took with them commodities centuries arrange molecules into a crystal; or whether we con- do this. If he will refer to the "Data of Eth1cs ·• and other
likely to be wanted by others who would be there, and from template'internal changes, al'ising in us as ideas !mel feelings, books of mine he will find that modification of. human natwhom needful sup1Jlies could be got in exchange, they never and arising also in the chiek which but a few weeks since was me, past and future, ~ ascri~e in the. I?-ain to the c.ontinuo~s
dreamed that they were making the Ji.rst steps toward estab- a viscid yolk, we are compelled to recognize everywhere an operation of surrounclmg somal cond~t1?ns and e~ta1led hab1ts
lishment of fairs, and ever.tually of markets: purely selfish Energy capable of all forms and w~ich has b~en ev~r assum- of life: though past forms of .the rel~gwus con~cwusness h~v
desires promptecl them. Nor on the part of the peddlers who, ing new forms, from the remot~st t1me to whwh sCience car- exercised and future forms w1ll I beheve exermse, co-operat1v
supplying themselvs wholesale at these gatherings, tmveled ries us back clown to the passmg moment. If we take the influence~(" Data of Ethics,"§ G2).
How then does the case stancl? Under "ltetrospect," I
about selling retail, was there any beneficent intention of ini- highest product of evolution, civilized human society, and nsk
tiating that vast and elaborate distributing system which now to what agency all its marvels must be credited, the inevitable aimed to sho~v how the religious consciousness arose; and unexists. Neither they nor any men of their time had imagined answer is-To that Unknown Cause of which the entire Cos- der "Prospect," what of this consciousness' must remain when
criticism has done its utmost. My opponents would hav sucsuch a system. And the like holds of improved arts, of inven- mos is a manifestation.
ceeded had they shown (1) that it did not arise as alleged; or
tions, and, in large measure, of discoveries. It was not phiA spectator who, seeing a bubble floating on a grea~ river, (2) that some other consciousness w:ould remain; or (3) that
lanthropy which prompted the clearing of wild lands for the had his attention so absorbed by the bubble that he 1gnorecl
purpose of growing food; it was not philanthropy which little the river-nay, even ridiculed anyone w~o thought .that the no consciousnel!s would remain. '.rhey hav done none of these
by little improved the breeds of animals, and adapted them to river out of which the bubble arose and mto whrch 1t would things. Looking at the ~eneml results, i~ seems to me .that
human use; it was not philanthropy which in the course of presently elapse, deserved recognition, would fitly typify a while the things I hav sa1d hav n?t been d1sprove~, the thmgs
time changed the primitiv plow into the finished modern plow. disciple of JVI. Comte, who, centering all his higher sentiments which hav been disproved are thmgs I hav not sa1cl.
Wishes for private satisfactions were the exclnsiv stimuli. The on Humanity holds it absurd to let either thought or feeling
successiv patents taken out by Watt, and his lawsuits in de- be occupied ~ith that great stream of Creativ Power, unlimChristian Civilization a Failure.
fense oi them, show that though he doubtless foresaw some of ited in ::\pace or in 'l'ime, of which Humanity is a transitory
"De
odder ebenin' I heard an orator say dat dis
the benefits which the steam-engin would confer on mankind,
Even if, instead of being the dull leaden-hued was de aige of wisdom,'.' rema.rked Broth.er G_ardner
yet foresight of these was not the prime mover of his acts. product.
thing it is, the bubble Humanity had reached that stage of
K 1 01 b
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The long concealment of the methods of fluxions by Newton, iridescencA of which, happily, a high sample of man or woman as the meeting of the L1me l n
u opene lll peras well as the Newton-Leibnitz controversy which subsequently sometimes shows us a beginning, it would still owe whatever feet harmony. " Let us analyze de assertion an' see
arose, show us that while there was perception of the benefits there was in it of beauty to that Infimt and Eternal Energy what it am made of.
Fur ebery one perfeckly
to science, and indirectly to Humanity, from the discoveries
out of which Humanity has quite recently emerged, and into healthy man, I'll fin' you nine who am ailin'.
De
made by these mathematicians, yet that desires to confer these which
it must, in course of time, subside. As with thousands
bl
benefits were secondary to other desires-largely the love of of lower types of creatures which h'lv severally illustrated the majority smoke, chew, drink, keep onreasona e
scientific exploration itself, and, in a considerable degree, "the truth that the life and death of the individual prefigure in hours, an' prepar' demselvs fur de grave at fifty.
last infirmity of noble minds." Nor has it been otherwise with
space the life and death of the race, so with this highest Consumption, liber complaint, dyspepsia, kidney disliterature. Entirely dissenting, though I do, from the dictum brief
type of creature, JVIan; a beginning and end to Humanity are
a1 ·
h
t'
• r f }a am ebery
of Johnson, that "No man but a blockhead ever \Vl'ote except no less certain than the beginning and end to each. human be- ease, neur gia, r euma IBm, an sc 0 u
, .
for money," and knowing perfectly well that many books hav ing. And to suppose that this relativly-evanescent form of day complaints.
Drunkenness, gluttony an Immobeen written by others than "blockheuds," not only without existence ought to occnpy our minds so exclusivly as to leave rality no longer excite surprise.
Dat's de seed fur
expectation of profit, but with the certainty of loss; yet I hold no space for a consciousness of that Ultimate l~xistence of plantin' de nex' ginerashun.
.
it clear that the majority of authors do not differ from other
it is but one form out of multitudes-an Ultimate Ex"Fin' me one perfeckly healthy woman an' I'll fin'
men to the extent that the desire to confer public benefit pre- which
istence which was manifested in infinitly-varied ways before
af
l
dominaLes over the desire to reap private benefit; in the shape Humanity arose, and will be manifested in infinitly-varied you fifty who am ailin'.
Take bo sides of de o~g
of ~atislied mu bition if not in the shape of pecuniary return. other ways when Humanity has ceased to be, seems very est square in Detroit, or any odder American mty,
And it is the sume with the delights given to mankind by artisan' it won't average two healthy women, no matter
tic prorl.uels. The mind of the artist, whether composer, strange-to me, indeed, amazing.
And. here this contrast between ~he Positivist view and my how clusly de houses am built.
Neuralgia, rheumapainter, or sculptor, has always been in a much greater degree own
v1ew, equally marked now as 1t was at first, leads me to .
.
· l h "'
oceupied by the pleasure of creation and the thoughts of re- ask in what respects the criticisms passed on the article-" Re-) t1sm, weak backs, near-sightedness, ternb e
e~.,r
1
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aches, an' cancers, tumors, an' a dozen odder ailments
am keepin' de doctabs busy. Paint, powder, thin
shoes, thin clothes, reckless exposure, late hours an'
a total disregard of common sense in ebery:fi.ng am
de cause. Dat's de groun' on which to sow de
wheat.
" De nex' ginerashun in dis kentry will need to
double up our idiot an' insane asylums. State
prisons an' jails will need to be enlarged. Honesty
an' morality will be strangers in de land an' friendship will hav a mighty lonesome time. De seed an'
de groun' am ·ready, an' de crop will come in due
time."-Detroit Free Press.
·

A Model Organization.

It appears to be a growing practice, and one attended with satisfactory results, to relieve the dryness of the ordinary proceedings by some entertainment at the meetings.
Musical and dramatic
sketches and occasional balls are given by some
branches for this purpose. This is found especially
valuable in attracting ladies to the meetings. The
co-operation of woman is held to be of the utmost
importance, as it rests with the female sex chiefly
to protect the next generation from the corrupting
influence of theology.
As almost every important town in England has its
branch, any matter of interest relating to Freethought
which may appear in the local press, or any sermon
or lecture which may be delivered bearing upon the
subject, is almost sure to be noted and reported to the
society. By this this means misstatements are corrected and movements prejudicial to liberty are
checked in the bud.
It is scarcely necessary to add in conclusion that
the National Secular Society is largely indebted for
its usefulness to the activity and energy of its constantly re-elected president, Mr. Charles Bradlaugh.
242 W. 48th St., New York.
E. J. BoWTELL.

breakfast for the cat when she throws off her disguise ! I had supposed that <;mr Y'f estern Radica~s
by this time would hav cut therr wrsdom teeth, but rt
ia plain, from their having enlisted under the banner
of " God in the Constitution," that they hav not even
cut their eye teeth.
If we indulge for a moment in the fanciful supposition that the Prohibition party were in power, the
only hope of the people, who would then discover
themselvs to be the mice, would be that the clergy of
all the sects, like a troop of vultures over a fallen
sheep, would quarrel and fight among themselvs for
maste1·y, and make such a hell of it as to frighten the
mice into their holes, from which they could see the
performance of the Kilkenny cats repeated, to the
joy of the world.
Oh, when will men learn that government by legislation has nothing to do with men's opinions on
any subject; nor with their private morals; that while
crunes are punishable by law, vices are amenable only
to ethical and physiological considerations?
B.
1

The progress of Freethought in England during
the last 9.uarter of a ~en~ury has been mainly due to
the admrrable orgamzatwn of the National Secular
Society.. Befo~e entering upon a description of the
system of workmg adopted by this society, it may be
well to giv a statement of its principles and objects
· as defined in the rules.
"The National Secular Society has been formed to
Pray or Figllt-Which ~
maintain the principles and rights of Freethought,
Blank petitions h~v been sent out for signature,
and to direct their application to the secular improveasking for state secularization. I bav no objection
ment of this life.
The Cat, the Meal, and the Silly Mice.
to those signing that wish, but for myself, I hav long
"By the principle of Freethought is meant the exsince stopped praying to a God, and hav made up
The
Prohibition
party,
inheriting
the
medieval
ercise of the understanding upon relevant facts, and notion that political government is omnipotent to do my mind to pray to man no more.
independent of penal or priestly intimidation.
Years ago I prayed for woman suffrage and things
reform, both in religion
"By the rights of Freethought are meant the lib- everything in the way of
the platform of their prin- of like nature without a favorable answer. A few
and
morals,
hav
erected
erty of free criticism for the security of truth, and the
ciples and policy, and hav placed upon it their can- years sincfl I prayed to a pious fraud for the pardon
liberty of free publicity for the extension of truth.
didates for president and vice-president of the -no, not the pardon, for he bad committed no crime,
"Secularism relates to the present existence of United States.
but the release-of Brother Bennett from prison, with
man, and to actions the issue of which can be tested
Allow me to point out to the readers of THE TnuTH what success is well known; and I hav made up my
by experience. ·
SEEKER the revolutionary and anti-American character mind in the future to fight for my rights, making the
" It declares that the promotion of human improve- of such principles by placing them in contrast with best show I can in the cause. I am of the opinion that
ment and happiness is the highest duty, and that those fundamental ones on which this republic rests. if Liberal,s and all professing to be reformers would
morality can be tested by utility.
· The Declaration of Independence of 1776 is a part pool their issues and pull together at the ballot-box,
"That in order to promote effectually the improve- of our constitutional law. It cont11ins the founda- something might be done towards forcing upon the
ment and happiness of mankind; every individual of tion principles for the carrying out of which the Con- minds of those whom we elect to act for us in ruling
the human family ought to be well placed and well stitution and government of the United States are and governing this American republic the fact that
instructed, and that all who are. of a suitable age mere agents. They are axiomatical in their char- we hav rights and dare those rights maintain. But
ought to be usefully employed for their own and the acter, and a test by which it may be known whether as long as we continue to vote in the old party ruts
general good.
a man is a patriot or a traitor to ·his country. That and for the old party hacks, we may pray until the
. "That human improvement and happiness cannot the reader may see the utter and eternal antagonism stars fall without success. How many of the signers
be effectually promoted without civil and religious between these two sets of principles, I place them in of the petition for the release of Brother Bennett
liberty, and that therefore it is the duty of every indi- parallel columns:
voted four years ago ? How many of them will vote
vidual to activly attack all barriers to equal freedom
this fall to continue in office the same persons whose
PROHIDI'l'ION PLA'l'FOI\M.
of thought and utteranCe for all upon political, theo- DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
acts helped to make that petition a necessity and the
"'L'he Prohibition· party in incarceration of Brother Bennett in a criminal's cell
logical, and social subjects_
·
"We hold these truths to be
"A Secularist is one who deduces his moral duties self-evident, th11t all men are national convention assem- a possibility? How many of those who hav signed or
.
h' h
·
created equal; that they are bled, arJlcnowlege Alrniqhty God
from consi derat IOns w IC pertain to this life, and endowed by their creator with as the righiful sovereign qj" all will sign a petition for state secularization will this fall
who, practically recognizing the above duties, devotes certain unalienable rigbts; that men, from whom lhe just powers step up to the ballot-box and cast a vote for the one
himself to the promotion of the general good.
among these aro life, liberty, qj" govemrnmd are derived, to who, in his letter of acceptance, says, "'l'his is a good
.· "The object of the National Secular Society is to and the pnrsuit of happiness. whose laws human enactments land the Lord our God bath given us "-when we all
· · 1
·
That, lo secure 'these rights, gov- should cor!form, and that peace,
dissem~a:te t he ab ~,ve prmCip es by every legitimate ernmeuts are instituted among prosperity, and happiness only hav heard that it cost seven years of hardship, privameans In 1ts power.
men, deriviny their just 11owers can come to thfl people when tion, suffering, and very many lives to get old EngThis society has about twenty branches in London, from the consfnt qf' the governed; their laws of the national and land to giv up her claim to this land, and many of
and about one hundred in provincial towns, besides that whenever anyfonn ,f!( rtovem- slate qovernnunls are in accord us know full well that it cost us four years of strife,
.
1 ·
I
· ·
d
me11L becomes deslt'Uclw qf' lhe.~e with the divine ·will."
thousands of lives, and millions of money to preserve
some 111 the co omes.
ts executiv IS compose of a ends it is the 1·iqhl of the peapresident, vice-presidents, SeCretary, treasurer, audi- ple to alter or to aboliHh it, and
it integral? Surely the Lord om God is good to us to
tors and members of the council. The members of to institute a new government,
make it cost us this much. Together the Christian
the ~xecutiv are elected annually at the general con- la;rn~ its foundation .01! su?h
and
the Liberal will go the polls and deposit the
.
.
prmClples, and orgam~mg Its
same ballot; the former aggressiv and confident of
ference, w1th the excephon of the last named, who powers in such form, as to
are chosen by the branches, one for each branch. them shall seem most likely to
success, the latter praying and hoping for a crumb
Those members of the council who reside more than affect their safety and happiof comfort to fall to his share. Arm-in-arm the Gadtwenty miles from the place of meeting of the ex- ness."
in-the-Constitution man and t.he petitioner for state
ecutiv are termed corresponding members. All propIn the left column the Declaration asserts that secularization will step up to the box and deposit
ositions touching the business of the conference are government derives its just powers, not from the Jew- their vote for the party whose representative came
forwarded to them a month before each conference, ish, Christian, Mohammedan, or any other God, but so near making it impossible for a Liberal to
and they are allowed to vote upon them by letter. solely from the consent of the people who arfl gov- liv and maintain his self-respect under the stars and
The central offices of the society are at the Hall of erned; and that the function of government is, not to stripes of this so-called asylum for the oppre_ssed of
Science, Old Street, City Road, where lectures are please any God, or promote his glory, but to secure all nations, religions, and opinions. Side by side, the
delivered to large audiences on every Sunday through- to all men the enjoyment of their natural right to Prohibitionist, the Anti-Prohibitionist, the rum-seller,
out the year. Science classes are held during the life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
and the drunkard will deposit the same ballots, and
week in the winter season, and meetings for purposes
The Prohibitionists positivly deny these principles, for those whose acts ofiicially hav made Prohibition
of interest to Freethinkers occasionally take place.
and in the very first sentence of their platform hasten a necessity, and at the same time an impossibility.
Each branch has its own place of meeting, where to. affirm the old European doctrin whose history is Now, is there no one to lead us or to instruct us how
the members and friends of the movement assemble written in blood and tears, that governments derive to work out our salvation? Where are our Ingersolls,
at least once in every week. The proceedings are their lawful powers from God, and not from the pea- our Wakemans-why are they silent? Hav we no
Moses to lead us out of this wilderness of religious
generally opened by a discourse on smhe theological, pie !
political, or scientific subject. This is sometimes
Well, in the process ol legislating the reader in· bigotry, and church rule, this slough of political corgiven by a member of the branch, and at others by quires, How is a government to ascertain whether ruption, monopoly, and crime 'I Where are the
a special lecturer. Discussion is always invited, and God approves, or disapproves, of a certain bill voters of the two hundred and seventy Liberal
debates are often carried on with considerable skilL brought before the legisfature for its sanction? Why, Leagues? Are they so bound to party as to cast
On special occasions, when a popular lecturer is bless your dear simple heart, God has reverded his principles aside and still keep voting to forge the
engaged by the branch, it is customary to ~ire some will, finally and conclusivly, on all subjects, in his chains of slavery stronger and stronger, to bind them
larger building, usually a theater, or good-stzed hall, word called the Bible, and the clergy are the sworn closer about us until strife and bloodshed alone can
for the purpose. Should a lecturer be secured for a and authorized interpreters and expounders of that break them?
Now, I am a Spiritualist of more than thirty years
Sunday, he usually givs three lectures on that day. word. And in this country, the state legislatures,
All expenses of advertising and rent of hall are borne exercising their powers in their grooves, and Con- in the faith. I expect to liv the balance of my days
by the branch, and the balance remaining after ex- gress, exercising its powers in its grooves, are to wait in this belief, and then pass on to a realization of its
penses hav been. deducted is J?aid to the lectur~r. . upon the clergy, who are God's ambassadors and truth. But I am willing to lock arms with the strongThe subscriptiOn to the Natwnal Secular SoCiety Is mouthpieces, and thus find out the will of Gnd. This est Materialist, and pledge myself to support no man
one shilling per quarter. The branches forward one- is the way the pope of Rome, with his cardinals, for office who will not pledge himself to state secularthird of each member's subscription to the parent so- bishops, and priests, dictated legislation to Europe ization. Then let us unite upon one issue-dropping
for the time all other issues if necessary-press that
ciety. In connection with the society there is a be- for a thousand years.
nevolent fund for assisting old and distressed FreeThis is the way the Presbyterians of Scotland, dur- forward with united effort, and when that point is
thinkers, and advancing loans without interest to ing the reign of the Solemn League and Covenant, gained, pick up another aud work for that with might
those who may be in temporary difficulties. E '<ch ruled the people of that country with a rod of iron. and main, aB.d we will soon make them feel our
branch makes an annual collection in aid of this fund. And tbi;; is the way the Prohibition party would rule power. Then let us stop praying to others; stop
There is also a "Propagandist Fund" for sending us if it were in power. The Prohibition platform is calling each other hard names and fighting among
lecturers to towns and villages where no branch is the meal; the cat under the meal, her claws sheathed ourselvs, put on our armor and :fight our common
Yours for state secularization,
organized, and for carrying on open-air lectures and in velvet, is the Gad-in-the-Constitution principle; enemy.
WILLrA•I S. LoGAN.
discussions in certaill localities. This work has re- and the poor silly mice are those Freethinkers, East
Hazelton 1 Dakotc~ 7'er. 1 Aug. 10, 1884.
suited in much practical good.
and West, whose ambition seems to be to become a
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4. Number of new members received during the date of p~yments, and ~!'mounts paid, also the sum
total r~ce1ved for fees and dues during the month
month.
5. Total amount of membership fees and dues re- and the amount paid. over to treasur~r of state League:
Secretary of Natwnal League shall, on receipt of
ceived during the month.
6. Number of new subscribers to periodicals ob- such. re~ort, forward to the secretary of such Lea):. ue
The National Liberal League.
pubbcatwns, tracts, and pamphlets of the National
We hav vital and ennobling truths for the ameli or- tained.
·
League
to the full value (at publishers' prices) of the
ation and salvatipn of mankind. Our only consistent
7. Number of books and pamphlets loaned.
total amount paid by such League to its state treascourse is a constant aggressiv activity in bringing the
8. Number of tracts and periodicals loaned.
urer.
light of truth before the people. This can only be
9. Number of books and pamphlets sold.
The National League can obtain needed tracts and
10. Number of pages of tracts and number of
effected by thorough organization, and the consepublications, purchasing such large quantities at onequent judicious distribution of Liberal and scientific papers given away.
Every member is supplied with blanks for state- half discount on publishers' regular prices.
literature.
Thus all the needed blank reports, the expenses of
Our main hope, our chief helper, our chief savior menta of from 6 to 10, to be filled out each week, and
all
the state Leagues, and the salaries to the officers
and redeemer, is the printing press. we hav talent handed to the secretary.
in the Liberal ranks far greater in proportion than
The· secretary of the district League shall make of the National League, can be paid without one cent
in any Chtistian denomination. We hav as much of quarterly reports of sum totals of all reports re- of expense to the members of the League, for they
the spirit of self-sacrifice, devotion to our cause, and ceived from Leagues in his district to the secretary would receive needed publications to the full value
love of om fellow-creatures.
of the state League immediately after each quarterly ?f ever~ cent they paJ:' to their state Leagues. For
What is needed is a systematized plan of work, meeting of the district League. The secretary of the 1Ilustratwn, suppose-m this day of small thingswhich shall encourage and incite all to earnest ef- state League shall make semi-annual report of sum the total membexship of the League was' only five
fort.
totals of all district reports to secretary of the N a- thousand members. ~his would giv $2,500 monthly
How many good and true men and women might tiona! Liberal League, blanks to be furnished by the dues, $1,250 to be paid to state Leagues who would
be rescued from the cruel bonds of bigotry, fear, and latter. The secretary of theN ational League shall pre- retain one-third, or $416.66, and pay C:ver balance
'
$833.34, to Nationl!l League.
superstition, might become activ workers for truth pare semi-annual report of the sum totals of all reThe National League would hav to send out $1 250
and humanity, ~nd in their turn bring liberty, joy, ports received from the state and joint state Leagues,
hope, and happmess to others, if the organization and publish tbe same in the leading Liberal papers. worth of publications-actual cost to Nati~nal
$625-leaving balance $208.34. This is for
of the National Liberal League can be perfected, so District League meetings shall be held quarterly at ~eague,
only
one
month.
that it shall fulfil its mission!
such time and place as shall be determined by vote
The state Leagues wo1.1ld receive $4,999.92 for the
Much can be done without brilliant lecturers or at district League meeting. All members in good
grand meetings. These are at suitaple times great standing of Leagues within the district are members year to meet their expenses, the National League
helps, but not by any means first essentialfl. They of that district League.. District League officers shall $2,500 to pay their officers-and this is not counting
the membership fees, which would pay stationery,
may very_safely be reserved for especial needs. Many meet with each League in their district at least once postage,
blanks, etc.
most worthy Liberals reside in small villages or in each quarter. District League meetings shall be
But far above all the best part of it is the immense
places where, even if the expense of lecturers could attended -by one or more state League officers, or amount of the very best Liberal literature that would
be met, the people are too prejudiced to attend, and when that is not possible, by proxies appointed by thus be .carefully and judiciously circulated, the
little good could result.
them. The state League officers, by and with the
constant mtercourse and social relations maintained
Before the advent of the lecturer there needs a advice and consent of the district League officers, among all Liberals, and the steady progress made in
work of preparation, a thorough canvassing for the shall appoint suitable lecturers for every such meet- securing universal mental liberty.
sale of Liberal books, securing subscribrrs for our ing. The annual meetings of each of the state
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS.
best periodicals, and the careful, judicious distribu- Leagues shall, when possible, be so arranged that the
N.
Pm·ma, N. Y., August 5, 1884.
tion of tracts and papers.
president and secretary of the National Liberal
In almost every school district there are those who League can be present. Preceding every such state
Mr. Wettstein Rebuked.
develop into efficient labo:rers. What work could be League meeting, by and with the advice and consent
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, St'r: Mr.
more noble, more praiseworthy? How better pro- of the state League's officers, the subjects to be premote the happiness of our fellow-creatures? Many sAuted by lecturers at such annual meeting shall be Wettstein's article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of August
persons who ~an never hope to excel as public speak- decided on, and the best available talent to present 6th is, no doubt,Jntended as a burlesque representatign of Spiritualistic views. It seems to me, however,
ers, who cannot even hold their own in an argument., such subjects be engaged for such meeting.
By this system an immense amount of the very best to be a conglomeration of truth and error, inconsistcould as distributors of Liberal literature become as
When he says:
useful, and do as important and effectiv work in up- Liberal literature will be placed in the hands of peo encies and misrepresentations.
building the League as some brilliant orators and pie, who will through personal solicitation be inter- "Spirits alone hav no elements, or parts-are comdebaters. Such persons, guided by the pure aud ested to thoughtfully read it. The pro,QTess being posed of nothing," it is a palpable misrepresentation
ennobling principles of Liberalism. living liv:es of he- made, difficulty occurring, the exact condition of the of the Spiritualistic view-unless he believes so himDf>volence,love, and integrity, wield a powerful influ- work in everv place in the United States, will be self, and givs it as his own view that there are spiritsence. They could go from house to house in their known to the National Liberal League officers. Just " composed of nothing." But as he does not believe
neighborhoon. talk to the people of the ~tims and ob- the help needed can be supplied at just the time most in spirits at all, it is evidently a gross misrepresenta- ·
jects of the League, its meetings, amusements, etc., needed. The smallest League, the most lowly mem- tion, and a very convenient false premia from which
and, once a little interest aroused, hand out tracts, her, will be cared for, helped, cheered, and encour- to draw false conclusions when trying to ridicule
and loan books or paper.s.
ltged. All the best lecturers and able workers will Spiritualism.
In speaking of spirits, when he says, "it is beyond
Very many could help themselvs financiaJiy as well be kept constantly in the field and be found employas the cause by canvassing for such books as, "A ment just where their special talent and ability can all h~~an concepti.on, and a thing and locality and
Truth Seeker Around t.he World," Ingersoll's lect- be made most serviceable. The Nationttl Liberal conditiOn purely miraculous and supernatural," it is
ures, Huxley on "The Origin of Species." 'I'o those League will take no backward steps-does not aban- a misrepresentation, for Spiritualists do not believe
not sufficiently advanced to appreciate such works, don its design; on the contrary, it enlarges its foun- in the " miraculous and supernatural," and unless
or those who prefer to read novels and' stories, Me- dation, and builds it broader, deeper, more massiv, Mr. Wettstein does and intends to indorse miracles ·
and supernaturalism, he either ignorantly or otherDonnell's "Exeter Hall," Putnam's "Golden Throne," and endurable.
FINANCE.
wise makes another false basis for false conclusions.
would sell readily. And people thus once started
Tbe question, however, of future, or continued life,
We need tracts and leaflets on the aims and objects
in thinking for themselvs are readilv induced to careis not to be settled by ridicule based on misrepresenof
the
National
Lioeral
League,
especially
on
the
Sabfully read Paine's "Age of Reason."" Ingersoll's "Ortation, false premises, and false conclusions, no matter
thodoxy," Remsburg's" False Claims," subscribe for bath question and the exemption from taxation of bow often repeated. Nor is the evidence that spirits
church
property
and
ministers-tracts
that
will
apLiberal papers, and become activ members of the
liv, and make themselvs known to their friends, to be
League. In the language of the lamented D. M. peal to the reason and giv facts in such a manner as set aside by deductiv reasoning from· imaginary
Bennett, " Oh, for a re"Vival of reason, truth, and not to shock or so inflame prejudice of Bible wor- theories. The evidence of their life, force, and intellishipers that they will, not finish reading or giv
common sense!"
thought to the subject. We need tracts especially gence is overwhelming. They hav been identified
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.
adapted to new .fields, that we can scatter in the by thousands as their loved ones, neighbors, and
To this end, we respectfully suggest for careful strongholds of the enemy; tracts carefully written friends who had gone before, and are known just as
c~msideration and amendment the following proposi- with especial view to incite people to discuss these one person knows another, and unmistakably ide~ti
tiOns:
questions and think for themselvs. We ought to fied in various ways to the entire satisfaetion of those
That the officers of the National Liberal League place three million of such tracts in the hands of the wit.h whom they had been acquainted, just in the oruse every endeavor to obtain the names and ad- people during the next year. This would pave the dinary way of proving identity.
dresses of Libers.Is in everv school district in the way to doubling the circulation of all our best LibYes, we hav the testimony of thousands and tens
United States.
•
eral periodicals. The gross injustice and evil re- of thousands, that the spirits liv; and no matter
That they prepare, and the secretary mail to each sults of our government granting especial power and whether Mr. Wettstein knows where, or how, or not.
address obtained, a circular stating the aims and ob- p~ivileges to churches, priests, and parsons must be And if he doesn't know about their clothes, and how
jects of the League, and proposed plan of work, ear- la1d before the people. To this end, a million copies they manage "a second, and a third, and a fourth
nestly requesting co-operation.
of Paine's" Age of Reason," Ingersoll's" Orthodoxy," wife," it is not strange, for thllre are a great many
That the officers of the National League at once and Remsburg's "False Claims," should be in the things that he doesn't know; though it is, no doubt,
convene the officers of all Leagues in each state hands of people who hav by the National League k1:nd in him to feel some concern about the matter.
(when there are less than five working Leagues in a tracts had their interest in these subjects awakened. Then his concern about the spirits coming "within
state, t.wo or more states might be united as joint To accomplish this, every person over eighteen years range of a planet while sweeping through its orbit "
state Leag-ues), elect officers, and organize separate of age on joining the League shall pay one dollar is evidence of a kind heart. He thinks they might
state and joint state Leagues. Counsel with state membership fee, and fifty cents monthly dues-dues to be "instantaneously annihilated," and no wonder he
feels concerned. Then he is troubled about horses
League officers in the division of their states into dis- be paid monthly in advance.
tricts. State League officers shall convePe the memThe treasurer of each League shall retain one-half and dogs, "snakes and oysters." Then again he is
bei's of all Leagues in their respectiv districts, elect of all money so paid in, for the use and benefit of the afraid of being" forever denied sleep, the downy bed,
officers. and organize district Leagues.
League, and shall each month remit the balance or three meals a day, the embrace of an affectionate
All Leagues shall hold reg-ular weekly meetings remaining half to the treasurer of the state League. wife, the kiss and prattle of our little oiJes, luxuries
(except during summer vacation), and make regular
The treasurer of the state League shall retain one like wines, fruits, desserts, candies, or cigars," and
monthly reports to the secretary of the district clear third of all moneys so received for the use of the then exclaims, "Let me sleep, forever sleep."
Let not your heart be troubled, Brother Wettstein,
League (blanks to be furnished for this pnrpose by state League, and forthwith remit the balance or rethe state League). Said reports shall state:
maining two-thirds to the treasurer of the National for there is no danger. You say, however, that
"some place the spirits here, there, and everywhere;
League.
1. Total number of members in good standing.
2. Number of members present at each regular
The secretary of each League shall make report some on one planet, some on others;" and although
meeting.
each and every month to the secretary of the National that may look singular, yet they may be mistaken, and
3..Number, occasion, and particulars of any extra League, giving name and address of every p~>rson such not the case at all. Why, even you and I might
meetmgs.
who has pa,id membership fee or monthly dues1 with be mistaken, strange as it may seem to you-but we
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when we w:i~e about the spirit j non~JCed and slandered in unmeasured terms by the DemoStray Scraps.
world;, the employmen~s. of sp1nts, "the hair of the ' m:ntiC party, and. a reward was offe:ed in Mississippi for his
Mr. Blaine almost confessed to conversion to cohead over there, whiCh you say "is prolific" and head, dead or ahve, and a declnration was made that if his
"remarkable," and "will grow and grow a f
~ea_d could be obtained, it wonld be stuck o~ ~ pole to let the education of the sexes at the commencement exerand then behold th
·· I
. .
ew years, mggers see the ~-d rascal" that was ent10mg them to rtm cises, Colby Univflrsity, Waterville. Maine, July 2d.
•
, H m1rac e-It Will grow n? more, ~ Kam;a;s. Such 1s the class of men he is now praying to lord
1orever no more.
But may you not be mrstaken 1t over h1m, as he has prostrated his manhood and crawled in He thoug-ht the 450 bright girls of Vassar should bav
brother? "And the nails on their toes and fingers ar~ the Blime of Southern Democracy. I am al'rohibitionist and a due admixture of bright young men from Colby
subject to the same law of growth for a very f w know that St. John's cause is suicidal to the canso of tey{,per- for mutual stimulation. Let me inform Mr. Blaine
e
ance.
H 'VrLns
year_s, an d th en WI"II remain in statu quo forever."
·
' · · that a majority of the undergraduates are marked
thoroughly by the bitterest hostility to co-educaAgam I say, may you_ not be mist~~en? Even if
What Caused tl1e Earthquake.
tion. Be that as it may, hurrah for any progyou learned these thmgs from spmt communica·
.
tiona, they-the spirits-may be mistaken and no
Professor ~eorge H. Merrrman, of Rutgers College, ress inside of the Republican party, especially mansuch calamities overtake the celestial inh b't t New Brunswwk, ~as made the cnist of the eal'th a ifested by it.s -presidential candidate.
The Rev. Wm. Taylor (colored), chosen bishop of
And I hav sometimes· thought tbat th
a I an
study, and has wntten on the subject. He said to a
1
t thf 1
·
ey were no Sun reporter·
at the late M. E. General Conference, PhilaAfrica
a ways as ru u as they might be, especially when
"
·
·
.
·
communicating to those who were disposed to find
While facts enough regardmg the extent of the delphia, gave a very remarkable discourse on prayer
fault. There is no danger Brother W tt t . . tb earthquake of Sunday hav not come to hand to ena- in the People's Church, Boston, July 6th. The rich,
laws of nature are' always th' e same ande .stein, 'lel ?Je me to speak en the direction-of the earth wave or ripe enthusiasm gave ns a "Jasper" every time.
na ure
take care-of the future ·and th
·•
't WI
..
1t s 11ecu1"1ar fea tures as compare d WI'th oth flr earth _ Conspicuous among the new bishop's scholarly utter,
ere IS no necess1 y 10r
ak
t
tb ·
b · ·a
t th 1 t t ances were: "For the fulfilment of such petitions
you to go into an etm·nal sleep to avoid calamities in- qu _es .. ye some mg may e sai as o
e a es
cidont to the hair and toe-nails in future life.
conviCtiOns of students ?f science on the nature of (according to God's will) we ilo not hav to wait the,
Laurelville Aug 11 18S4
W W
t.be earth below the pomt any man can penetrate. hundredth part of a minute.'' How encouraging!
'
.
'
.
M.
A'I'SON·
Th at may Iead us t o guess m
. t eII"1gently at the cause The telephone is nowhere compared to it. After all
of enrtbguakes.
our praying, God's will is triumphant. He will not
Red-Hot Politics.
"You know the long received theory of the nature grant our request unless he has a mind to, and then
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: I must of the interior of the earth was that it is a molten it comes in the hundredth part of a minute.
At the chapel dedicatory services at Asbury Grove,
pronounce. it stran_g~ that y~u, in giving your views ~ass. and that we· move around on a crust ~nvelop
on the varwus po~1 t1 caJ factwns ~ow agitating this mg the earth, and caused by the cooling off of this Hamilton Camp Grounds, July 2d, the new bishop,
country, after passmg over some srx or seven differ- mass on the outside. It is undoubtedly true that Mallahan, said in his address " For a gennin, earent pa:ties, each of which, like the devotees of every about thirty miles below the earth's surface the tem- nest meeting there was nobody who could equal the
Chnshan church, thinks its own platform and pur- perature is so high that. everything is in a melte<l old-fashioned red-hot Methodists." True, very true.
pose the only one worthy the vote of the community, condition. We know this, because we hav learned No one can dispute that for Christian fanaticism the
acknowledge your sympathy with that het.erogeneous that every fifty feet we penetrate into the earth Methodists bear off the palm. So brag away, sir, we
mass beaded by Butler & Co., not one of whom ever there is an increase of temperat.ure of about 1°, and will not put np Pocassett Freeman nor Guiteau to
uttered a word of rebuke upon the damnable mur- at a distance of thirty miles the beat is so great that match you, for they were heroes in their fanaticism,
ders of the midnight assassins of the South, or a any substance we know of would melt.. Perhaps thfl not cowards. The Bible, he said, was to be taken for
word of censure upon hundreds of others of the evils. melted mass is in the form of a liquid. That wonld what it was. Its sentences and· its truths were unafllic~ing o_ur country. No; Ben Butler is so wrapped be certain but for the immemm pressure on it. The changed, and it stood to-day exactly as it was two
. up. m. his Democracy-Greenback-Anti-Monopoly pressure is estimated at 10,000 tons on 1t squ~tre foot. thousand years ago. What a falsity ! "The revision
f~Sion~ that he never utters a word against the most Of course scientific men cannot experiment with of the New Testament had done little to improve it."
g1gant1c land-monopoly and tyranny on this earth in maHer at a high temperature with a· presRure of Improve it! Can finite man improve on God? Eithe solid Democratic South.' Look at that noble 10,000 tons to a square foot, RO we can only guess ther giv up its infallibility o1· man's tinkering with
resolution of J. G. Blaine's, December, 1875, worthy what may be its condition. In talking- about this God's word. If the Bible has not changed fn two
of the thanks of every Liberal Freethinker in our melted mass thirty roUes under us the term' water- thousand years its ministers and interpretations hav
since my meager remembrance, sixty years ago.
land. Will you please print the inclosed article on substance' is used by geologists.
St. John~one I contributed to a Michigan paper?
"B.ow great is the disbmce through this water- Brother and sister Freethinkers, only think of a sane
Please, if you can, giv the name of one Northern substance we do not know, but it is certain that its man saying in this day of intelligence and science:
Democrat who ever gave a dime to assist those 20,000 density increases more ann. more, gradually, until the "If we are not to believe the story of Noah and of
of refugees from the South. I repeat that if we elect interior of the earth is soliil, probably. from the in- Jonah, then it is not worth while to hold another
Cleveland or Butler we will hav a solid Democratic conceivable pressure, 1 000, 2,000, or 3,000 miles from camp-meeting. God once took a whole man up into
South, with a solid Democratic North, and you and I the surface. Sir William Thompson has demon- heaven when he translated Elisha, to illustrate im. anJ every friend of freedom and liberty will soon strated that the earth must hav a core much denser mortality and to show men what could be done for
become the vassals of the dictators of the solid South. than the land and water we liv on. He points out them were it not for their wickedness." Could creFor sixty-three years hav I watched the solid S~uth. the fact that if a shell only thirty miles thick sur- dulity and ignorance go further? Need more be said?
It seems to me that Dr. Foote, Jr., in THE Tnu'l'H
She is to-day as disloyal as she was in 1860, only let rounded a molten liquid mass extending from one
her hav the power.
H. WrLLrs.
side of the earth through the center to the other side, SEEKEH of August 2d has failed to make a parallel beBattle Greek, Aug. 11, 1884.
then the moon, tbrough the law of gravitation, would tween vivisection and ·~wanton butchery of deer in
THE souTHERN ExoDus.
displace the liquid or gas in the interior of the earth Canada," ''wanton shooting of pigeons," the buffalo
In the winter of 1879, the Democrats of Mississippi and the to such an extent that the earth's crust would bulge chase in Montana, and cruelties practiced upon inSouthern states commenced one of the most murderous and out in the direction of the moon, making a tide in sane and idiotic women in insane asylums and county
crnel raids on the colored people ever known in the annals of the solid crust of the earth, as certainly as the skin poorhouses throughout the state of Indiana. Why
history. Thousands were driven from their homes, and their of an orange bulges out when you squeeze the .fruit object to Elliott Preston and other humanitarians
scanty effects were stolen by the Democratic Ru 10ux and between the palms of Y. our hands. And this would working against vivisection, because deer are wanmidnight wanderers. A few of the poor blacks made their
way to Kansas and founrl that in that Republican state they be evident to us because the ocean tides would be tonly butchered, pigeons wantonly shot, buffaloes
would be protected in their rights and assisted in securing almost, if not quite, imperceptible to us. To with- chased and killed for sport, and demented women inwork and homes. Soon those few pioneers conveyed to thei1· stand the attraction of the moon, the earth, Sir Wil- humanly treated? Why not let each one, or each
:gersecuted friends the glad tidings that Kunsas would receive Jiam says, must be as rigid as steel.
class, work in his, or their, own chosen field to l'oot
all. that might come, and in a few weeks a stumpede was made
in vast numbers to the bank of the Mississippi River, to tuke
"So we hav the theory that the crust of the earth out all cruelty, and not each one light the others and
the steamers passing up the river. So great was the exit that floats on and imposes an immense weight on a water- their movements for the amelioration of mankind and
ELLA E. GwsoN.
in a few months the planters became alurmed about the labor substance, which is inconceivably hot. Now, as to the brute creation.
required for their crops. Still the poor creatures continued to the way an earthquake may be caused. Suppose
Barr-e, Muss., Aug. 2, 284.
go. 1'hen those Bourbon Ku Klux resorted to the pursuit of
· t
· kl 1
d 11
f
the fleeing fugitivs, robbing them of everything, even to tal{- IDOlS ure trw ec gra ua y, year a ter year, through
ing from the little children their bread and casting it to their this crust into the heated mass. In our atmosphere
How Shall We Yote ~
dogs or into the river. Yes, they went so far· as to threaten steam would be produced. Thirty miles below us
eve1·y steamboat captain with death if he took on those poor the pressure is so great that it is not likely that
How ought Liberals to vote t ," Liberta" says,
negroes. Itepublican captains were not to be intimidated, and steam could be g-enerated. One thin"', though·, the "The choice of the Liberals is between, not Blaine
took on thousands, while Democratic captains would pay no
"
heed to the appeals of the poor starving men, women, and pressure of 10,000 tons to the square foot, a pressure and Cleveland, or the Republican party and the
childl"en.
exerted in every direction, would be increased. Democratic party, but between the Republican party,
'l'housands were robbed of everything by these uanmable Some effect must 'be produced down there, and it is with its more Liberal principles, and Cleveland, the
Ku Klux
classes,
and had
to hide
and easy t o see th a t 1"f one p1ace m
· th e ear th' s crust is st ur d y d e f end er of th e peopIe agums
· t th e aggressiOns
·
bushes
unclmurdering
caves to wait
for boltts.
Such
was in
theswumps
Democratic
rule in the solid South. Such is it to-duy. At that time St. weaker than another naar the region where the of the Catholic church."
John was governor of Kansus, elected by the Republicans. He water trickled in, then 'the weakest place must stan'
Now, does anyone believe that Blaine less than
wuB then a noble man. He took hold with ull his might and the. strain.' It is not unreasonable to suppose that Cleveland will be "the sturdy defender of the people
soul to help those thousands of poor, sturving creatures, ±ice- this pressure below might be 80 great that the earth's against the aggressions of the Catholic church'(' I
ing from a tyranny more damnable than history givs any acl
count of. Gov. St. John appealed to every charitable man covering was shifted a little to adapt itself to the think not. 'l'hen t 1e choice of Liberals is between,
nnd woman in the Northern states to ussist Kansas to eend pressure from below. This shifting of the crust is, not Cleveland and Blaine, but between the Democlothing and means to support those starving people, driven in fact, the earthquake.
cratic party and the Hepublican party, " with its more
from their homes by the most savage horde of murderers that
"I believe this theory has the greater reason on Liberal principles.''
ever trod this aarth. Gov. St. John's appeal was nobly responded to. By whom? Not by one Democrat in a thousand; its side, because earthquakes are almost always in
Each of our great politica1 parties has a load of
but by Republicans. I was often, when asking for old clothes the reg-ion of volcanoes, and volcanoes are almost al- superstition to carry.
The He publican party is
from Democmts for the blacks in Kansas, answered, "No, let ways in or near the ocean.
freighted with the Protestant church; the Demothe d - d 'niggers' take care of themselvs." In no instance
"Another theory of earthquakes is that as the cratic party with the Homan C11tbolic church. From
do I remember o£ getting a rag froru a Democrat-not even
·
ff
h h
th
h
th
from Democrats who were loud in their appeals for money, earth IS very grailually cooling o the crust is thick- W ic of ese av we
e most f ear ?
clothing, flour, and seeds for their white brethren in Kansas ening on the uncler side, and cracks or fissures on
I hav thus far adhered to the Republican party
in their misfortunes.
the under side of the crust many miles deep may 'because that party is the enemy of Catholicism, the
Now, in the face of ull those facts, ex-Gov. St. ,John, like G. occur in consequence of the enormous pressure, so most powerful and most dangerous superstition of
W. Jnliun. Thom_us W. Higginson, and hundreds of other Incleb
· · h
f ·
pendent Republicans, hav tnrnetl tmitors to the principles of that the water-substance rushes into a new position the age, and ecause It IS t e best nend of popular
human rights once so nobly advocated by them, and are doing with a force that would knock a continent out of education, which alone can save us from that supereverything .in their power to giv supremacy to the party which shape if it took place on the earth's surface. That stition.
•
J. E. REMSBUHG.
they hav so long denounced .. I 11m grieved to see Gov. St. motion would be sufficient to produce a vibration
John take the course he does m denouncing the Republican
·
A aooJJ way to promote the cause of Freethought
party in unmeasured terms for not doing what the Democrats thirty miles distant.
never hav done nor never will do. Look at the government
"Whatever the cause of the earthquake on Sun- is to get trial subscribers for TuE TnuTrr SEEKER. To
officers who hav been m_urde:ed by_ Democ.ratic illicit dis- day," added Professor Merriman, "I think the earth such the paper will be sent three months for fifty
·
tillers in the South, wh1le d1schurgmg thmr duty as such · "th
·
h
"t t k 1
h
'th
ttl d cents.
officers. Why St . .John s~ould denounce the only party that ~n
e regwn w "t~re I o_o fp acde bas.kei. ter se e
gave him honor and prommence is to me strange indeed. Hi~ mt~ ~ new pos1 ~on .or IS orce
ac Ill o an old
" TrrE Tru~h Seeker Annual and J!'reethinkerf!'
~oble and humane cause when govern~r of Kan_sas sank deep positron from whwh 1t was pushed by former eartbAlmanac," 26 cents.
mto the hearts of every true Repubhcan, while he was de- quakes."
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ions against our government, should the claim for a tion, whose officers, to say the least, seem insensible to -the
danger as they smile upon the lusty young rival. It is so easy
division of school money not be allowed.
to build up the "greatest Liberal organization " with the colThere is, there can be, no doubt that Roman umns of all the great Liberal jo1liilals opeli for the instant
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT,
·catholicism is the deadly foe of free secular educa- insertion of notices, calls, etc., while other organizers hav to
Edito tion not only in Belgium but everywhere. It is also wait weeks .for their notices to ap~ar.
E. M. MA.onoNALD,
B .
M
r. the unforgiving enemy of republican institutions,
0. P. SoMERBY,
usmess anager. and of the United States government. This is a George Chainey says: "The buga~oo of Comstockism is so
tattered and torn that it can no longer scare away even a blind
PUBLISHED BY
political question that will come up for solution bird." This is beautifully non-committal, but as George
THE T R U T H · 8 E EKE R 0 0 M P .ANY. within a few years. It plays no unimportant part in Chainey followed Ingersoll out of the League in 1880 because
33 Vltnton Place, .New York.
the politics of New York this fall. The church is of this " bugaboo," and as he has since groped his way back,
shrewd enough to glove its hand, but the Demo- I think that I hav a clue to his meaning.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. cratic nominee for president will lose many votes be- I herewith start a penny subscription to buy a map of the
cause of his vetoes of the two bills favoring Romish United States for the use of New York Liberals that they may
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COM- aggressions. One influential Catholic paper, if not know there is a well-settled country west of the Ohio river.
P ANY. Make all Draft-s, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to more that we hav not seen, is advocating the election
CHARLES P. BOMERBY.
of Mr. Blaine, whose mother was a Catholic, and Says W. F. Jamieson of H. L. Green: "While others hav
been disputing with each other as to how they should organize,
other Catholic journals heretofore found in the Dem- what 'planks' should be put in, and what left out, he has
- AUGUST 23, 1884. ocratic ranks are sitting on the fence, with the excuse gone ahead and organized. [No matter about fundamental
SATURDAY,
that politics are not within their province. Strange principles-they are only trifles.] . . . He has organized
they should not hav remarked the incongruity of thousands of Liberals on a simple, national platform as broad
The Church in Politics.
mixing religion with worldly affairs till their party as the expanded heavens and compact as the Catholic church."
The recent victory at the polls of the Clericals of nominated a man who had prevented them from
But aside from these very practical facts, a crowd is not the
first consideration in the mind of the real reformer. In the
Belgium is bearing the same bitter fruit that all making a twenty thousand dollar steal!
And this issue is bound to intrude more and more epigrammatic words of E. A. Stevens, "If League Congresses
clerical victories in government hav borne to the
into American affairs as the church grows in power are held only to catch a crowd, ·a minstrel troupe could do that
people.
far more effectually."
·
and
wealth. It will ere long demand serious considThe populace of Brussels is up in arms. On Sunday, the lOth inst., two immense counter demonstra· ation, and undoubtedly will hav to be met at the Mr. Wakeman says that "the ablest speakers and organiztiona were held by the Liberals and Catholics. Had ballot-box. As was said by a western journal when ers" will attend the Cassadaga Congress, and among these he
the processions not taken different routes it is thought the priest raised his voice against the public school, has good reason to hope will be Col. Ingersoll. When did
Col. Ingersoll become an "organizer?" If my memory is not
that severe bloodshed could not hav been prevented. " It is a political question which involves very impor- at fault, the occasion when he made himself most activ in a
As it was, the few personal encounters that took place tant results. If a church so powerful in its numbers Congress of the League was the very time Mr. Wakeman had
were the result of priestly arrogance. The leaders and its influence as the Roman Catholic church has to exert to the utmost his great powers of pleading and of
of the Liberals strenuously enjoined their followers determined to set itself in hostil opposition to our argument to keep this famous " organizer " from disorganizto abstain from using force, and the injunction was system of free and non-sectarian schools, it is a dec- ing the whole institution.
generally obeyed.
laration of war against the public institutions of the Mr. Wakeman also informs us that Mr. Underwood" recThe immediate cause of the present turmoil is the country. It is an aggressiv display of ecclesiasticism ommends new officers be chosen who hav not been parties to
ministry's School bill, the school question having which strikes a blow at everything held dear by former differences in the League." I imagin that they will be
been the focus of disturbances in Belgium for several Americans. It raises the issue of ultramontanism, well known Liberals! So well informed and having such posiconvictions on vital topics! Mr. Underwood is evidently
years past. Last June, among many causes which clericism, or vaticanism, as a distinct issue to be tiv
enamored of our present method of choosing jurymen, and
led to the overthrow of the Liberal ministry, the determined at the ballot-box. The first thing to be wishes to adopt the system in the League. The less a man
chief was the enforcement of the law compelling each done in a civil war of this character is to ascertain knows the better chance he stands of being a juryman.
commune in Belgium to maintain an undenomina- who are the friends of the government, and who are
tional school, whether the commune were an exclu- the friends of the church-to call the roll, that all AJ; a Liberal, I am compelled to ~tdmit the truth, no matter
how much it may pain me, and I am pained to admit that the
sivly Catholic commune, Protestant, or anti-clerical. may respond whether they are soldierS of the Con- Liberal, T. B. Wakeman, shows very poorly beside the ChrisWith the fall of the Liberal ministry, a new bill stitution or soldiers of the pope. It is well to re- tian, G. W. Curtis, as a political moralist.
was introduced by the present Catholic ministry, member that this is a government of majorities; that
This exhibition of spleen is childish, the flings at
which establishes a sort of local option, but is so un- such questions are capable of peaceful solution; that
fair as to merit the severest condemnation, and it re- if a majority of those clothed with the electiv privi- Messrs. Green and Wakeman being especially silly.
ceives the united opposition. of all outside the Catho- lege favor an ecclesiastical government, and the sub- Mr. Green did not originate the notion of holding the
lic church.
jection of our country to priests; if they favor a union Congress at Cassadaga Lake, and should not be criti~
This fight between the Secularists and the Catho- of church and state, in which the state shall be sub- cised on that account. He has no scheme to further;
lics is a foreshadowing of what is in store for this ordinate to the church, and the church take its di- feeling the delicacy of his position, he does not want
country when the church shall hav grown stronger. rection from infallible Rome,.they hav the right to so and will not accept office in the League. He is, of
During the administration of the Liberals of Bel- change our Constitution and our laws as to bring course, interested in the League, and, like the rest of
gium the government said practically to the village about this result. It is desirable to understand this us, wants to see something done besides talk, but he
authorities, that they must maintain public schools issue, that we may meet it with the intelligent firm- does not propose to bolt and form Northwestern and
for educational and not religious purposes. The ness that becomes American citizens who love their other associations if his ideas are not accepted by
Catholics were not forced to send their children to country, its government, and its institutions better everybody. The New York State Association,·of
these schools, but could, if they chose, support than they love the church of Rome, its pope, or its which he is tr..e very efficient secretary, is not a rival
parochial institutions of their own. The objections dogmas. This is not a new question, nor is Oakland of the League. But if it were, what of it ? The
to this on the part of the church party were the the only place in whi<lh it has arisen, nor is Father more organizations we hav the more Liberals are
same as we hear from that body in this country-the King the only priest who has asserted it. It is as made, and the more enthusiasm aroused. The State
double expense of taxation, once to the state, and old as the papal hierarchy. It is as universal as its Association is an annual gathering of Freethinkers
once to the priests. They clamored for a division of empire. The Roman Catholic church can not liv in who embrace the opportunity to g~t acquainted and
the school fund, just as the Catholics in the United the sunlight of Freethought and free speech that hav a good time, while also enjoying the speaking, and
States will demand at first a pro rata share of the comes from free schools. It is only a power of in- learning how the came is progressing in all parts of
school funds, and next a monopoly of education, un- tellectual darkness. It can only flourish in ignorance. the country. The Association is an auxilary League,
der the pretext that to the church, as the keeper of It is a thing of superstition and bigotry. It has in but there its connection ends.
The retirement of Messrs. Wakeman and Leland
morals, rightfully belongs the care of the children. it no element of enlightened progress. The country
Mgr. Capel has already voiced the first of these de- that it dominates is arrested in its intellectual devel- from the presidency and secretaryship of the League
mands in this country; and but the other day he opment. It stagnates. The people become slaves is of their own proposing. Mr. Leland's health is so
was the guest of a Teachers' Association of a Western to the priests, and the state loses dignity, power, and poor that he cannot attend to the duties of his office.
Mr. Wakeman wants to resign the presidency because
rank among nations."
state.
he thinks his personality has kept many out of the
The cry of the church in all countries is that secuThe League.
League who would otherwise hav joined and done
lar schools are godless. Astute priests ring the
We are sorry to see on the part of some of our efficient work. His motiv is honorable, and does him
changes upon this charge until their followers are
Western
friends, and noticeably Mr. E. C. Walker in great credit. Besides, he cannot devote his whole
wrought up to a pitch of frenzy against heretics, and
Lucifer,
indications of peevishness and ill-feeling time to the work, and it seems necessary that whoever_
placed in an attitude of revolt toward the government. This it is that makes Catholicism such a dan- arising from the action of the officers of the League take the offices now filled by him and Mr. Leland
gerous element in a republic guaranteeing and main- in calling the Congress at Cassadaga Lake. A few of shall giv their undivided effort to the purposes of the
taining religious freedom for the people. Three Mr. Walker's utterances in the last issue of his paper organization. We hav supported George Chainey
years ago this summer the pastor of a Catholic may be quoted to show the state of mind at present and Samuel P. Putnam for their successors because
both gentlemen hav assured us that if the League
church on the Pacific coast gave notice to his parish- affiicting him:
ioners that he would deny " absolution" to all the Ella E. Gibson, who is said to be cognizant of the identity should see fit to elect them, they would take off their
children of his parish who attended..one of these of our sweet-tempered friend "Liberta," nominates H. L. coats, go to work, and see what could be done. Havgodless schools. A New England priest also issued ~:::ef;o;::;~e~!a~:h;o~a!o;:~,L~~l:a!oL;eas~:~ th~at ing others dependent upon them, they natnrally must
___
be authorized to retain from moneys collected by
a similar proclamation. Between these extremes of
It
is
so
easy
to
build
up
a
state
organization
"broad
as
the
lecturing
and other sources a sufficient amount to
country in the past ten years scores of parallel
cases hav occurred. The same pope rules the Catho- e:1.:panded heavens " in a thickly inhabited state, while at the keep the pot boiling.
same time eriro~ling mem~ers ~tnd drawing revenue from. every
We see nothing in all this to arouse antagonisms
lic forces here and in Belgium, and as Mgr. Capel part
of the Umon, chargmg twenty-five cents for a certificate.:.
.
.
.
'
said in a lecture last winter, at the word of command, of membership aud giving a twenty-five cent magazine aa pre- yet 1ll-feelmg has cropped out m some quarters. In
sharp as the click of ~ trigger, he can array his mill- mium, sapping ~b,e stren~th o~ the e~sting nations~ o:rganiza- business circles the West ifl intensely jealous of the
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East, and we fear some of our friends hav not risen
above this petty· jealousy. Why it should be so has
not been made clear. For ourselvs, we do not care
whether secularization of the government is accomplished by men from the East or West, North or
South. And all we ask of our next officers is that
th~~ shall be men of character, of reputation, and
abtbty, and shall all go into the field. It won't do
for our president or secretary to sit down in a back
otfice and wait for something to turn up. That has
been tried, and the turning up is not, at this writing
perceptible. An ornamental head-unless very orna~
mental, like Ingersoll-will prove of not much use
Between usefulness and beauty, usefulness has th~
call in this practical age.
We h~pe that the League will pay attention to this
de.ma~d'for working officers. C. B. Reynolds has, in
thi~ tsrm.e of THE TRUTH SEEKER, some suggestions
WhiCh Will also be found of service. Let them be
st:ndied and utilized. And we hope, too, that in the
d.Iscussion ~f the future course of the League, the
disputants Will preserve an equanimity of temper and
sweetness o~ disposition that shall be an example for
church bodies to emulate. Acerbity is not a convincing trait to exhibit, and will not be likely to lead to
that harmony and unity of action without which the
League may as well hold no Congress, for all the
work its meeting is likely to accomplish.

The Big and Heavy Discussion.
Mr. Spencer's article in this issue is long, but will
amply repay careful perusal. As a formulator of
scientific conclusions, and exhibitor of hard facts, Mr.
Spen~er has ~o living equal. But his philosophy is
negativ, and m no way makes for that righteousness
which is indi:oJpensable in the coming religion.
Comte, on the other hand, whom Mr. Spencer dissects with cruel minuteness, put out a philosophy
which makes too much for righteousness. Like the
Christian theology, the Comtean doctrin ignores hard
facts. A system of religion which deifies woman
and le~ves her out of practical affairs-puts her, as it
were, m a velvet-trimmed glass case on the mantel
b~t.f~rgets to giv her air and food, is surely open t~
cntiCism.. A pur~, sweet woman is the best specimen
·of humanity obtamable, but a worship of even her is
fraught with trouble. But modified as Mr. Harrison
modifies it, Positivism is probably to furnish the religious incentivs of the future. . Worship is a bad
word to use, but in the sense that worship is emulation, imitation, a striving to liv the good, it may be
allowed in connection with the central idea of Positivism, which is humanity, as all we can know, and to
the improvement of which aU the efforts of "religion "
· should be directed.
While Spencer may be taken as the exponent of
Ir;dividualism, the teacher of the let-alone-and-trustto-evol~t.ion doctrin, Comte may stand as the representativ of Authority. One philosophy places the individual above society, makes him the· unit; while
the other regards society, in its corporate capacity,
a.s the rightful controler of individual actions. Upon
the first is based the claims of the Anarchists; upon
the other rests Socia.lism. These two sectarianisms
are the practical outcomes of the two philosophies.
Both, it seems to us, hav their strong points, and
both hav their weaknesses. The true integral philosophy must reconcile all differences. Mr. Stephen
Pearl Andrews claims that he has discovered this
all-sided system, and next week he will occupy about
as much room as Mr. Spencer has in showing how
both.Mr. Harrison and M. Comte and Mr. Spencer
are all right, and wherein they are all wrong. His
paper deals more particularly with the speculativ, or
metaphysical, aspect of the debate, but he asserts
that Universology is just as applicable to the practical affairs of this world-and the next-as it is to the
settlement of abstract questions, such as the existence, behind and beyond phenomena, of Spencer's
"Infinit and Eternal Energy from which all things
proceed," or of the Positivistic "All Nothingness,"
or dead blank wall of unknowableness. Mr. Andrews
clearly sets aside Mr. Spencer's Unknowable, but he
as plainly differs from Mr. Harrison in his estimate
of the force behind, or cause of phenomena. This
he must necessarily do in his role of the Great Reconciler and possessor of the Universal Science.
Whether he has made everything plain, or not; can
be seen by our readers next week We ask for his
paper a careful study, because Universology is either
a. great discovery, or a gre~t-mistake.

Hamlet or Hercules.

537'

~et Liberalism

hav all the keenness, subtlety; spiritLet it think deep
and
h1~h, and scour all the realms to which the imcules ?f the ~ineteenth century? Will it waste its
~or~e m pure mtellectual questioning, doubt, and hes- agination of man can be admitted. Let it dwell
Itation; and unpack itself in words words words? within, and pierce the secret of the universe in the
Or w~ it, seeing the evils ef the time: discov~ring the study of its own beating heart, but let it beware of
only right remedy, take hold with manly action and Hamlet's outwar.d weakness, the pale shadows of his
destroy some of .the monsters that bar human prog- inward musings.
Let Liberalism be as grand in action as it is subress? N? one Will deny the necessity of thought, and
the admrrable acumen of the intellectual Dane is tle in thought. Let there be no contrast between
needed in ~he discussion of the vast problems of it and Hercules such as the melancholy Dane
human destmy that present themselvs for discussion; acknowledged of himself. Let it be the best wo1·ker
of the day; the wisest, the most practical, the most
but thought should not be "sicklied o'er"
vigorous, the most destructiv of matter-of-fact
" A~d ent.erprises of great pith and moment
evil, the most constructiv of human earthly goodness
With th1s regard their currents turn away
here and now.
And lose the name of action."
The greatest tragedy of life is the apparent conWe must not be so ideal that we oam:{'ot meet the
flict.
between the beRt thought and the noblest acpractical wants of to-day. We must not be so subtle
in our. ~nalysis that we cannot put together into tion. How many seem obliged to sacrifice their
some hvmg body the truths that we hav so painfully highest intellectual perception for the sake of work !
gathered. Hamlet was, indeed, a radical. He went The sad trouble to-day is thttt the thinker is not
to the roots of things. He would not believe ewm a worker, and the worker is not a thinker. The tree
the ghost of his father. He would hav grounds of knowledge seems not to be the tree of life. Analmore relevant than this. He would sift and analyze, ysis destroys synthesis, and synthesis, to be at all
question and doubt, until he had got the very fotm- available, it appears, must be built upon what is, and
dation and essence of the whole matter. He was a not upon what ought to be. The ideal and the real
noble Freethinker, indeed, but after all a poor re- find no common ground. To be thoughtful is to
fo:rmer. He was never ready for action. Some in- withdraw from the activities of life. To be activto be in harmony with social forces-is too often to
trH~ate thought or other was ever luring him from the
plam duty of the hour.. When forced to some great surrender one's best conviction of what is true.
It is the mission of Liberalism to solve in part, if
Issue he was truly hermc, and no man could act with
more splendid energy, but he was only by fits and not wholly, this mighty problem-to join Hamlet
starts a Hercules; and finally the greatness of his life with Hercules, to blend the thinker with the worker,
to make the world conform to that inward vision of
ended in a tragedy.
. Is there ~ot much c;>f .thi~ Hamlet-like introspec- glory which haunts the universal soul of humanity.
twn,.analysis, doubt, hm1tatwn, and almost despair Liberalism is to maintain the purity of our ideal, and
in Liberalism. t?-day? J?oes it not lack faith in pres- still transmute it into the practical; to insist upon
ent opportumties? Is It not haunted by an ideal thought, and yet to make thought evermore a founthat somehow seems to separate it from the world of tain of life. Highest thought and highest life-that
action? Does it not dwell too much in the future? is the dream ef philos0phy and the hope of science.
Does it not trust too much to the mere drift of cir- Is it an impossibility? I think not. The keenest,
cumstance, and the vague outcome of evolution? Do deepest thought can still be harmonious with tlle
not many of those who hav won the bights of thought most fruitful activities; but not on the. old basis of
isolate themselvs from social reform because they too Christianity, or even of our present ci vilizatiou.
deeply see that they must ever work in imperfect There must be a readjustment of the essential eleconditions? There is an immense amount of thought ments of human progress; the future must be somethus wasted in abstraction. Because one cannot use thing more than a repetition of the past. It must be
his whole thought, he will use none of it, and like an up building anew of humanity, with finer perception and mnre exalted attainments. Let, Liberalism
Hamlet, be unpregnant of his cause. ·
never desert the standard of its high thought, but let
Now, I would no~ by any means say that there
it
also hav faith in man, and believe that what is best
should .be less thougJ;~t, less analysis, less speculation,
less philosophy, less Idealism. There should be the in thought can through the toils of a Hercules be
utmost insight, the keenest· perception, the highest made victorious in all the stream of human effort.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM:.
ideal, the noblest understanding of one's self, and the
universe, but this power of the intellect must be
'l'lw f,eagne Congress.
brought from t~e abstract into the concrete. Thought
To •r1m EmTon OJ•' 'l'nE 'l'nu'l'n Sm.;rrEn, Sir: Allow
~ust not le~d Simply to doubt. Doubt is the beginnm.g of philosophy, but the eud of philosophy is me to make a point for the consideration of lhe
actwn. The great Hamlet must be transformed into coming League Congress.· I think this Congress
the great Hercules. The superb thinker must be a should make an effort to organize all the working
superb worker. Thought must flow to life, for to liv I,iberals of the country in one grand associ11tion. I
with every faculty aflame is the supreme manliness. think a direct membership is what the National
Hamlet was but half a man. Hence the awful trag- League needs. The number of working Libemls is
edy of his care~r. The sovereign graces of intellect very limited-that is, those who are ready and willinrr
and heart whiCh he possessed did not save him. to furnish the sinews of war. For this reason alou;
They only made more tremendous the failure of his if n? other, the ~uxiJiary J_,e,tgues can only be or~
practical life. Hamlet never ceased to doubt. He gamt~ed and mamtamed in the larger citi11s and
was continually dividing, dissecting, seeking some towns. I will take this place to illustmte. At least
new point of view. His philosophy was ever dynamic, one·t~ird, if not fully one-half, of the population are
always on the move. It was never static; that is, it skeptics. I know of but four or five at this writing
never seemed to arrive at any basic point of action. iu a population of live thousand, who can he de~
It afforded no chance for a grand conviction or faith pended upon aR permanent supporters of a Liberal
around which the struggling soul might gather its organization. If these small numbers, with a like
proportion through the United States, could be orfaculties and plung~ into successful achievement.
This was the sublime characteristic of Hercules. ganit~ed in a national association, it would giv a
He knew what he wanted to do, and he did it with all membership, at the lowest figures, of 44,000. Ar1
his might. He saw evils that must be overthrown. annual fee of one dollar each would giv the snu~r
"
He did not bother himself about their origin-his little sum of $44,000.
Would it not be well forthe coming League Condetennination was to put an end to them by the most
vigorous straight-from-the-shoulder blows that he gress to draw up an earnest appeal (inserting the Nine
could gi v. Hercules had plenty of thought, no doubt. Demands) and send one or~ mo1·e copies to every
He was divinely gifted, and was intellectually the known Liberal in the United States and Uanadtt?
Organize! should be our watchword. However in
peer of Hamlet; but every whit of thought the hero
had went into burning action. He was synthetic, this organit~ation we need those only who are willinrr
concrete. Thought was not to him an "airy noth- to contribute a few dollars for the future welfare of
ing." It had "a local habitation and a name." It the race. The work of the Liberal organizations for
was a living power. Hercules devoted himself to some time to come must be, in a large measure, of
this world. He recognized that he was in it and of an educational character.
Mr. Editor, I am well pleased with your ticket
it; that be must work out his destiny in conjunction
with the circu!Jlstances by which he was sur- for president and secretary-Messrs. Putnam and
rounded-that he must conquer his circumstances- Chainey, or Chainey and Putnam. Mr. Wakeman
and that if he could not make them best he should in li'Irm of July 2Gth, says that they could both tak~
make them at l~ast better. Hamlet was subjectiv, the field and devote their whole time to the work·
Hercules was ob]ectiv. Hamlet looked witain; Her- but if the Liberals are not going down into thei;
cules without. Hamlet waited for a favorable oppor- pockets to supply the means to keep them in the field
tunity and trusted to the inspiration of the moment. better disband and fight it out through the Liberai
W. H. PEPPER.
Hercules made his opportunity, and compelled the press.
ministry of high impulse. Hamlet reached no thor- .J. E. RE~r~nunG left home on his fall tour August 15th. He
ough conviction; he was constantly a dreamer, and is enfj:aged to cleliver hom one to five lectures in each of the
seemed to play with fate. Hercules was tremen- following towns: Fremont, Neb.; Blair, Neb.; Riverside, Iowa;
dously in earnest, because he was swayed by a deep- :Moberly, J\Io.; Sterling, 111.; Pilot, Ill.; Dwight, Ill.; CadJOn,
rooted faith in the reality of the world and of him- Ind.; Sturgis, Mich.; Bowling Green, Ky.; Nashville, Tenn.;
self. He did not believe in ghosts or shadows. He J3rac1ford, Ohio.; Ludlow I<'nlls, Ohio.; Wayneshnrg, Pa.; Alhad no metaphysics and no theology. He had flesh toon•t, Pa.; Lansc1alc, Pa.; Chalfant, Pa.; Doylestown, l'a.;
and blood, a strong arm, a generous soul; and so he CaHsadaga Lake, N.Y.; Welhmd, Ont.; 'l'orouto, Ont.; Belle.
went to work.
ville, Ont.

Will American Liberalism be the Hamlet or Her- uality,, yea, dreaminess, of Hamlet.
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. JICARILLA MINING CaMP, July 30, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed petition for state seculari;,;ation.
I am ashamed to sencl so small a number of signatures, but
when I tell you that all the men in camp signed bnt one you
will excuse me.
JaMEs DnAKE.

cause it dare publish both sides of any question. Let us hear
both sides, and then if we hav those scales called justice, juflge
and decide honestly. I once tried to be like the little bird in
its nest-open my mouth and swallow everything that was
told me, but my stomach rebelled, and so I commenced my
investigation. I like to talk with good men, so I asked the
best minister we hav got in our place-! say best because he
is <1nite a good man, 1·egardless of his theological views-what
he knew of God. Finding that nothing buta direct answer
would satisfy me, he snid God was imaginary. I thanked him
and told him I liked to hear the tl"Uth, even spoken by a minister.
From an Infidel friend,
S. H. ELLINWOoD.

CARROLL, low.<~., Aug. 8, 1884.
M11. EDIToR: Undoubtedly there is not a single Freethinker
who has not a strong desire to see, personally, our leading
Freetbonght lecinrers and writers. It is impossible for all of
CaNToN, lLr•. , August 3, 1884.
them to hav that pleasing gratification; I would therefore £ugMn. EDITOR: The honest administration of the government
gest., with a view of !tffording a pnrtial satisfaction, that '.ruE
Tnunr SEEKEll prints a picture each week of one of them. should be prefemble to all other issues. The Democrats say
the ltepubl~!Jan officials did steal. They admit the charge,
Do not omit youroelvs and Elmina.
A. S. GocKLEY, M.D.
ancl reply that the Democrat officials will :;teal too. If there
is no difference in these charges, we should throw the two
TO UJlAS. LAPERUHE.
corrupt old parties overboard at once. No honest citizen
NEwPoRT, ME., Aug. 10, 1881.
Thanks for yonr instructiv criticism in TEE '.rRuTn SEEKER wants to vote for a pack of thieves. But hold ! it won't do to
of August \Jth on "Father Lamhm·t" (I would call him by the jump at conclusions. There is a vast difference between the
name his parents gave him if I knew what it was, as I am op- above charges. In the one case you keep voting admitted
posed to all titles or hamlles to names). It is worth the pl"ice thieves into office, while in the other you refuse to vote for a
of the paper a year. I wrote Mr. Lambert for a copy of his man with a clean record because the thief says he will steal.
book, bnt he did not send it-1 supposed for the reason I did It might do for a Christian who believes in the vicarious atonenot call him "Father." His name is not half so respectable ment of making the innocent suffer for the guilty, but it
won't do for a Liberal.
JonN W. ARno:rT. •
as that of a hod·oarl"ier.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
SPRINGFIELD, Wrs., July 30, 1884.
J\'lR. EDITOR: We would like to say something in honor and
memory of the late great hero, D. M. Bennett. But what can
we say that has not been said? I am very happily surprised
at the success of the great paper that he founded, THE TnUTH
SEEKFn. Inclosed you will find $2.00-$1.50 for three new
subscriberR, 25 cents for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, 25 cents
fm "Self-Contradictions of the Bible," and "False Claims.".
Some of my neighbors don't allow their intellect to believe the
orthodox twaddle, but will allow their imagination to believe
as much as Henry Ward Beecher.
C. K. PneLrs.

P:).~4
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CINCINNATI, Omo, Aug. 9, 1884. ·
MR. EDITOR: I suppose a few words from the pen of the
old and outspoken Matel"ialist of the West will not be treated
with scorn and indifference, so I here honestly and boldly
assert that the leading articl!J published in TnE TnuTn SEEKER,
by the pen of Otto Wettstein, of Illinois, is unanswerable. It
strikes down all the air-castle phantoms of the imaginary and
fanatical believers in another life after death. Life is but
once, and begins and ends here, and all the preaching, wl·iting, and sophistry to the contrary cannot change or overthrow
this fact. It is just as much a part of nature to die as it is to
be born. We knew nothing before birth, and we shall know
nothing after death; and thus the truth will stand solid when
all the thin and senseless p ban toms of superstition are extinct.
'rhe time will come when all these vain delusions will be
treated with ridicule and not seriousness. It is all born of
ignorance, and still supported through ignorance. Get riel of
the ignorance, and all the phantoms will banish.
Yours fraternally,
Tnos. WrNTEn, Materialist.

CALISTOGA, CAL., Aug. 1, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: We hav j11Rt read the burial service of M1·s.
lVIacclonalcl, ancl think it much more appropriate ancl beautiful
1.hnn the sm·vices WEI used to hear. We are glad to know
there are people who can open their hearts of love and sympathy Ro grandly and so sweetly, and speak words of comfort
and of sense. Such things make us feel akin to all mankind,
nncl draw us toward the noble and the good. With feelings
JoRDAN, MINN., July 19, 1884.
of kindness for the living, and hopes and farewells for the
MR.
EDIToR:
Inclosed
find
$5.00-$2.50-to renew my subdead, we join with friends in their silent sympathy for the
wounded spi1·it of our friend the editor of TEE TRUTH SEEKEu. scription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $2.50 for a new subscriber. I sometimes wonder how I got along without TnE
J. C. WEYnmcmT;
TnuTn
SEEKER so long. But you can now set me down for a
M. J. WEYBRIGHT and family.
life-subscriber, although it is not a great while since I became
a permanent one at all. Yet I hav been well acquainted with
BuRTON, TExas, Aug. 8, 284.
l\IIn. EDrroR: Inclosed I send you petition with what names its unrivaled merits as a F1·eethought journal for many years
I lwd time to procure. There are very many who would be past. And I hav quite a library of Freethought literature
pleased to see it succeed, that hav no sympathy whatever for purchased from the late lamented D. M. Bennett. I verily
dogmas, any more than I, bn_t for fear of being ostracised by believe that I was born an Infidel: I am now over fifty years
their Christian customers and neighbors they are cautious as of age, and for the last twenty-five or thirty years I hav been
to expressing their real opinions. This is the case to a greater an uncompromising, outspoken Freethinker, never hesitating
extent than one would imagin in this part of the country. and to express my honest convictions whenever any orthoclox
I judge otlwr places are the same. Hence it is that the money, Christian gave me the opportunity of so doing. I shall do all
which is the real power, is on their side. But we hav abun- that lies in my power while I liv to shatter the accursed
dance to encourage the good work forward, and these weak- shackles of the accursed superstition.
I shall write you before long in regarcl to some other matkneed ln·othren will gradually come over, and our cause is
sure to sncceecl in the encl. We can leave our children no bet- ters, and hope to send you some more subscribers. In the
TnollrAs KNOT'!'.
ter legacy than a free government, with those demands firmly meantime I remain, Yours fraternally,

Ithey
and all2holiness bands, and also show the unbelievers wherein
are neither tweedledum nor tweedledee.
_
Y.ours for truth,
----

J. ·E. CLARK.

MINNEaror.Is, Jl'hNN., July 18, 281.
Mu. Em'l'olt: Inclosed find a Christian tirade on Ingersoll's
recent lectUl"e in Minneapolis. 'l'ho writer states that "the
best intelligence of the nineteenth centlll"y has outgrown the
superstitions of the past, and yet retains all.the essential doctrins of Chri::;tianity !" Was ever statement made more absurcl,
foolish, and false? Agrtin the writer says: " Ingersoll's few
arguments are the stale and oft-repeated sophistries of the
Atheists and Infidels of all time." You, Mr. Editor, will observe that this tirade produces no proof of the existence of a
raging, roaring, unmerciful, revengeful, 1tnd infinitly cruel
deity. Nor does this modern prodigy demonstrate that eternal
misery is better than eternal sleep. This pious tirade is a disgmce to Minneapolis and to tjle common sense of mankind,
without producing one single argumuut of proof. If eternal
sleep is mDl"e desirable, more just, more merciful, more philosophical, and true than eternal punishment and misery, are
not Atheism and Infidelity superior to cruel Christianity and
eternal woe? Can any Christian blatherskite, blasphemer,
and blackguard of the Minneapolis Evening Jo1trnal successfully, logically, philosophically, and truthfully prove Christianity better than Infidelity? We pause for a reply.
E. N. KINGSLEY.
BuTTE, MoN., Aug. 1, 281.
Mn. EDI~ron: I believe your readers will be pleased to know
how Freethongl:::.t is progressing in the Rockies. Dr. J. L.
York, the noble. champion of mental liberty, has vhlited us,
and eloquently arrnigned revealed religion before the bar of
reason and common sense. Large and intelligent audiences
greeted his efforts, and joined hands with him in organizing a
Liberal League. &lventy-five pers·ons joined the first night
(July 20th), and elected Ex-mayor Dr. 0. B. Whitford president; J. C. Singer, vice-president; F. Cooke, secretary; executiv committee of nine, etc. On July 27th the doctor gave
the last lecture of his course to at least five hundred personssubject, "Romanism and Our Schools." It was an intellectual dynamite bomb in a London of ignorance. His many
friends regret that engagements in Helena and Bozeman caused
him to say farewell. While the effect of the worthy doctor's
wo1·k was at a white heat, behold! the king of omt01·s, R. G.
Ingersoll, struck us. On August 1st, 2d, and 3d, the Opera
House was jamn~ed to hear "Orthodoxy," "J.Vhat Shall We
Do to be Saved?" and "The Liberty of Man, Woman, and
Child." From the rear seat to those reserved on the stage, a
more delighted, magnetized audience never gathered. All
praised him.
The Liberal League has Recured a hall and intends to work
hard for Liberalism.
Respectfully,__
FRED CoOKE, Sec.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., July 18, 1881.
M:u. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3.00 for renewal. Not
sorry you put the price back to $3.00, as it is well worth it. I
don't see why religious people like papers that giv only one
side of a subject. The only way I can learn is by reading or
hearing the opposit sides, then drawing conclusions. The reason I like TrrE Tnu:rn SEEKEI\ better than any paper I ever
read is that it givs our opponents a chance to express their
side; and the editor don't call them fools, knaves, and other
beautiful names. But I do wish the Liberals woulcl get a
little more liberal. If they coulcl get to that point where they
could allow their brothers and sisters to differ with them in
opinions, and not apply the lovely names to each other that
the different Christian sects clo, I think all would aclvance
much faster. If a man has an hone»t conviction he likes to
express it very strongly, and he has a right to do it. If his
brother or sister has an honest conviction opposit to his own,
and it should be expressed in as strong language, the first
party should try to meet the second party with arguments,
not abuse.
J. F. Macoilnmn.

DowmN, TEx., July 21, E.~r. 281.
MR. EDrroR: I am the same grandpa that requested you to
tell your readers that I was born .January 31, 17!19, and that I
wished everyone living in the United States who was born
at that time would drop me a postal card telling who, what,
and where. Well, I yet liv! My condition of dotage still increases. I fear I am becoming egotistic. I feel like bragging.
I put myself in mind of that meek man Moses, who said,
"Now, the man Moses was very meek, above all the men that
were upon the face of the earth" (Nnm. xii; 3). I feel like
telling you and yom readers ofsome of my goml deeds. I loved
a book from my em·liest recollection. I hav tolcl but one criminallie h1 my life. I hav n~t used profane language since I
was about eight years old. I never would take what did. not
belong to me. I was exceeding industrious ancl careful, having a place for everything and everything in its place. I was
very kincl an,d obedient to a widow mother. It was said by a
wise preacher that I was the most momlly courageous person
he ever saw. I was a fatherless boy at thirteen or fourteen
years of age, and joinecl the Methoilists at that time, with my
mother. I prayed in my mother's house night and morning,
even when an Infidel uncle was on a visit with us. I never
was in a house of prostitution in my life-never a lecher.
Never had a fight. N eve1· was drunk, although I had a
drunken father. ::ligued the pledge in 183~1, and hav kept it
sacred. Ibv not swallowed a gill of spirits in fifty years: I
dismissed my tobacco twenty-il ve or thirty years ago, after
ha"ing used the filthy wcjld more than thirty years. I try all
my acts and deeds by conscience. I aim to ncvo1· crook a finger or wink an eye unless conscience approves. I hold th1tt I
am my own judge, and thrit I hav no other judge. What conscience condemns at the moment of action must not be clone.
Mental agony is the only hell. 'l'o regret a sin is a virtue, anc1
will be rewarded. Thus we pay our debts.
J. A. ltU'l'Hl~HFOI:D.

EL JliloN'rE, CAL., July 18, 284.
Mu. EDrTon: I hav the picture of the monument framed and
hanging by the side of Paine, Bennett, and Ingersoll. This
one is goocl, but I want the better one when it is issued. I
being a druggist, and a Freethinker (like Bennett), it is natural I should like the old hero. For thirty years I hav been
boycotted in business, ridiculed by the believers in superstition, and lectured by milk-and-water cow~trdly Liberals for
openly avowing Infidel doctrins.
I hav 11 list of sixty unbelievers in this vicinity, still only
three of all that number dare to bmvely defy Mother Grundy,
and oppose tho pagan myths that hav for ages held manldnd
in ignorance and poverty. I am trying hard to get these
wishy-washy Libemls to take the Liberal papers, and to orFENTONVILLic, Jlfrcrr., August 3, 188,1.
ganize Liberal Leagues, but nearly all clnim they are too poor
M 1:. EDITOH: Seeing my time is nearly expired, and not in pocket, or they fear the ghosts of the church.
being willing to mbo a single paper, l will remit at once, beI will soon write to my old friend, Dr. ,J. L. YoTk, to lay out
li evi ng it is right to do justice uude;r all circumstances. Yon a field in this section, and see if he can't throw a ray of light
v«U count on Ule as a life-subscriber. I like your paper be-! into the foggy camps of the Baptists, Methodists, Campbcllites,

Eu·rTJr., MoN., Aug. G, 1884.
Mn. Enrron: The far north-west territory of Montana, so little noticed in the columns of your Freethongbt pttper, has
been my home since 18M. I hav seen the territory without
law or order, with road agents, thieves, allll m urclercrH on the
trail of all honest men, who, uniting and fighting against odds,
inch by inch, with the left wing of l'rice'::; army, ultimately
established n government for the people-soma of ";hom now
rend 'l'nE 'ruu·rrr H.~<:ImEn and liv.
Our resources are great. Especially profitable is farming
in the large and prodnctiv valleys of the rivers of Big Hole,
;Jeffe1·son, l'IIallison, Chtllatin, Ruby, ttml Missouri, which contain more arable laud than the states of New York, Ohio, and
Indiana, nml are coucec1ec1 to produce more cereals and hardy
vegetables to the acre than any other part of the globe. One
hundred and ten bu.shels of wheat httv been harvested from
one acre in the Bitter ltoot valley.
Inexhaustible bunch grass covers our mountainR nnll foot
hills, where thousands of cattle and oheep lu:x.nriate in fatness

incorporated, and all supe1·stitious and objectionable laws repealed.
Fraternally yours,
H. B. JoNES.
ADmAN, Aug. 5, 1884.
MR. EmTOR: I bav just finished a careful reading of the last
great work hy Col. ,J. H. Kelso, and my opinion of the book is
that; it is by far the ablest and most comprehensiv wo1·k of the
ldml that bas all yet been given to the world. I am well aware
that tbiH is saying a great deal, but I hav read the writings of
nearly all of the great Infidels of Europe 1tnd America, and in
my opinion Col. J(elso's last work, "'l'he BibleAn!tly:wd," has
many points that are superior to any and all of them. It is
really, as its title indicates, an analysis of the unholy Bible.
Jt, iH a book that should be in the hands of every minister of
the gospel an<l every Bible-believer, of whatever denomination, and, of course, every Lil,eml that is able to get one. I
can only say that I hope the colonel may reap a golden harvest for the mental toil an<llabor it has cost him to produce it.
r. B. REasoNElt.
HELENA, Jill oN., July 25, 188'1.
Mn. Enrrou: Dr. J. L. York, the intrepid champion of mental liberty, recently gave three lectures at this place on " Evolution," "Inspir~tion," and "Individuality." The doctor is a
forcible and eloquent speaker, and handles his subjects with
n mastedy ability that carries convincing evidence to the candid listener. Col. R G. Ingersoll, who is billed to speak here,
will hav to look well to his laurels if he presents facts in a
more concise and able manner than Dr. York.
We hav no rack or orthodox 13astile here, and hence are
free to demonstrate the superiority of knowledge over blind
faith ariel superstitions bigotry. Knowledge is poison to orthodoxy, which is fast passing away under the sledge-hammer
blows of such men as York, Ingersoll, and the hosts of other
earnest workers for mental liberty.
A. C. VoTAW.
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summer and winter, producing better and jucier beef and
mutton than can be grown in any part of the East.
Our mines orsilver and copper are apparently inexhaustible.
We ship more l!ilver bullion and copper matte than any other
·point in the world.
We are prosperous and happy in spite of the church-enslaveil condition of a majority of our people·, which feebly begins to giv way to reform, truth, and freedom. Wbo says not,
.then, tha,t a glorious future awaits Montana, with all her farming, gr~zing, and mineral advantages? Truth dawning, approachmg nearer and nearer, soon will supplant churches,
ign?rance, and superstition with school-houses, education, and
enhghtenment.
Wben all this is aceomplished, and the autumn of life begins
to fade to golden hues, how sweet to refer back upon the
flowery path of youth, and follow manhood to old age, diffusing knowledge and love from natural laws and nat11re's god,
finding the paths on either side strewn with noble words and
nobler· deeds by him who loves his fellow-man as all true
hearts love nature's beautiful plan!
. The b~ds ~hat blo.om into flowers in spring time, permeatmg the air With their fragrance until blasted by the autumn
winds, are tile children of nature unfolding science to the appreciativ mind, and driving superstition from ignorant brains.
Nature's bountiful supply of truth through the agency of
Freethought, Liberal men is beginning to be heard in defense
of the right, in defense of the neglected poor, in defense of
the reformed, and in defense of all that men hold dear and
sacred in their social and domestic relations. A man of this
class has recently visited all the important cities of our territory, in the person of Dr. J. L. York, giving in each place a
series of instn10tiv and eloquent lectures, freeing the minds of
many from orthodox tyranny, and establishing Liberal unions
wherever possible.
On his heels comes the renowned Ingersoll; who, by the
power of his eloquence, so~thed the griefs of the sorrowing,
dried the tears of the priest-ridden weeping, cheered the
('l,rooping spirits of the downcast, and implanted hope in the
breast of the hopeless, thereby banishing from the minds of
many the fear of an angry God, and the dread of a burning
hell. Yours for truth and reform, 0. B. WmTFonD, M.D.
SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., July 28, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: I regret to trouble you so often, but some sanctifie•1 rascal has got my last week's TnuTH SEEKER, Saturday,
July 19th. I would hav informed you at the tim!l, but I didn't
know but it had stopped, as my subscription 1·an out May 12th.
But hnving received the copy of July 26th, I am encouraged to
mention the loss of July 19th. In my last lettel', which you
kindly ,published, I said in speaking of my prospects, the
Mexican Pension bill has past the Senate, and will soon become a law. But alas! the ways of our Congress are lil'e the
ways of the Christian God, tlley are past finding out-at least
until the poor devil who puts confidence in and serves them
finds himself in a worse condition than before he rendered
service. That was a house bill, and passed-Aye's, 226; No's,
27. It also passed the Senate with amendments, but failed to
become a law, as Congress adjourned before the two houses
concurred. It now stands as unfinished business on the calendar, the first to be acted upon next winter, and to be pushed
from day to day without interruption until it is a law, or is
rubbed out of existence.
Mr. Editor, I hav a thousands thanks to offer for tihe good
fortune you hav thrown in my way by inserting my name in
the great TRUTH SEEKER. By your kindness in so doing I hav
had sent to me a Freethought Directory, from H. L. Green,
Salamanca, N.Y., and a certificate of membership in the New
York State Freethinkers' Association. In my Directory I read
tlie names of friends and old acquaintances in all parts of the
country. I hav also had sent to me from other parts much
valuable reading matter-but nothing that reaches the heart
like the old TRUTH SEEKER.
I hav been an Infidel since I hav been anything. None of
your Agnostic or Know-nothing sort, but Infidel for all the
term is worth. I find that a combination of circumstances
shapes the lives and governs the actions of men. Nearly
fifty years ago I rea<l the Bible in school-not as it is sometimes read of late years, but as a school-book. I remember
well myself and another poor boy having one Testament between us. We took turn-about in reading verses. No explanation, no comments, were made by Peter Davis, our teacher.
I took great interest in the tales I read, and p!lrused thorn at
every opportunity. Being an orphan boy, no care was taken
as to my religious training by Aaron Baldwin, Sen., whom I hail
for a master in those days, although he was most damnably
orthodox and as cruel as the God he worshiped. Fortunately
I. was not considered worthy his theologic care, and hence I
escaped that most damnable of all delusions, the Christian
doct1·in ..,
I am working steadily in getting names to our petition for
church secula1ization.
Yours for truth, NELSON HuNT.

•

RrcnFoRD, VT ., Aug. 1, 1884.
PRA.CTICAI• CHRISTIANITY.
How little of others we know !I
How little we know of ourself !
How little we know' of the book,
The Bible that lies on the shelf !
How much we run after a priestOur Little, Chase, Puffer, and Smith!
How much about heaven we know,
Of hell, and the devil, and myth !
The Christians know all about God,
About ghosts and the angels unknown.
They zealously worship t_he priestsHaY built them a pulpit and throne.
Goildess Fashion much we admireThe pride, the l?omp, an.d the show.
We trust in salvatiOn by faith,
Because we so little do know.

For no Bibles do Catholics care;
At this all the Protestants snee1·.
'fhese both to theu images bow,
And worship them year after year.
But a voice to our reason cries loud,
And bids us in knowledge inci·ease,
" Oh, hadst thou in season but known
The things that belong to thy peace !"
From truth real harmony spl'ings;
F1·om falsehood come discord and painThe curse of the aged and youth;
To avoid it we labor in vain.
The Christians pretend to preach peace,
With murder strewn thick on their trackWith fire, and fagot, and wheel,
With thumb-screws, pincers, and rack.
How many hav died at the stake !
Their suff'rings no mortal can tell.
'Twas said, "JT!St _believe as we do,
Or else we will send you to hell.
" We are sure we hav got the true faith;
Our difference you must not regardThough our sects are one thousand aml one,
By faith we are sent by the Lord.
" By faith we've all got the power,
The keys of the hell and the heaven;
Unless you obey, our God saith
You all never can be forgiven."
To keep up this sham priests engr.ge;
They preach, pray, sing, holla, and yell,
" Oh, stop you, dear sinner, immortal soul !
One step more and you'll be in hell.
" We are sur!l that our Jesus is Christ,
Our evidence proves that is true,
For he was begot by a ghostOur aunt and our granny said so.
"Three persons make up just one God;
The Ghost, Christ, and Yahweh were oneThe God, the Christ, and the Ghost,
The Holy Ghost, fatller, and son.
" By faith, simple faith, in the priests'fhe easiest thing upon earthOur sins are forgiven, crimes blotted out
That we've done since we had our birth."
We bow to the infallible priests,
Though the greatest of cheats among men.
We'll hang to their coat-tails till death,
Then go up to heaven who can.
" If we are all traitors, steal, lie, and rob,
Quarrel and murder and fight,
Gud never will damn the people of God,
Because each believeth just right."
ADDENDA.
Every egg we buy is surely trod,
Everyone a wretched sinner-saint.
All are the people of a priest-forged God;
By hireling priests we're freed from taint.
To all my old friends, most sincerely,
J OSJWII NOYES.
DIAMOND, Mo., Aug \l, 1884.
Mn. EmTon: I inclose you another three months' subscription. After nearly half a year's reading of THE TRu'rii SEEKER,
its continuance seems to be an indispensable requisit. Like
the serial stories in the literary papers, something further
seems always necessary to clearly elucidate the subject under
consideration.
I hav been distracted by more conflicting theories and
opinions since I commenced reading your paper than in all
my previous life. 'l'o escape the mental torture induced by
so many antagonistic dogmas, I hav sometimes thought seriously of crawfishing back to papal infallibility. I am ready
to indorse and espouse any theory our Liberal brethren may
adopt, relativ to the creation, the origin of life, and the ultimate destiny of all things. Only make it a fixture. Don't
keep o'ne everlastingly on the rack of uncertainty. I hav boen
hustled about from pillar to post, like the tennis ball of fortune. I hav had more religions during the last six months
than Proteus had shapes. I hav been like that fellow in English history who seemed to be
"Not one, but all mankind's epitome;"
and he
" Who in the course of one revolving moon,
Was blacksmith, chemist, fiddler, and buffoon."
Hather than suffer such continual vacillation it would be better to adopt the "fanatic faith" so eloquently described by
Thos. Moore in the following lines:
" '.rhe lover may
Distrust the vows that steal her heart away;
Alchemists may dou~?t
.
.
'l'he shining gold i,he1r cruCible g1vs out;
But faith fanatic faith, once wedded fast
'l'o some dear falsehood, hugs it to tho last."
Even such a despicable foundation would be better than no
foothold at all. However, it is l)erhaps "better to weai· out
than to rust out." I am still a stanch Liberal and recogr..i~e
the fact the mission of TnE Tnu·rii SEEKER is to giv expression to the views of all Liberals, no matter how diverse such
views may be, and I often enjoy these cliscussions vastly, fatal
as they may be to my Rtability.
I am very thankful to you for having thrown open your columns to the propagation.· of that grand Hindoo principle,
"kindness to animals." We need a gre~tt deal of that special
principle of heathenism engrafted upon our boasted Christianity-such heathenism as is shadowed forth in that beautiful poem, "Hero and his Dog," in which YadiJ.;bthira absolutely refuses to enter the celestial gates, even at the urgent
entreaty of the god of the sky, unless the hound, his faithful
companion through woe and weal, be permitted to accompany
him. How does that compare, my Liberal friends, with the
spirit of Christianity? I advise all Liberals to procure "'l'he
Light of Asia" and read it for themselvs. It will amply repay
the trouble and expense.
During fourteen years of wautleriug life in the Southwest, I
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hav witnessed numberless scenes of the n:ost revolting cruelty
to animals, !lspecially to horses and cattle. Why, only the
other day a fellow in this Christian neighborhood yanked a
fine, gentle mare over backwards and broke her leg. The ortlwdox devil himself wouia be ashamed of such atrocity.
Children, boys, and young men are permitted by their sanctified parents to torture tho domestic animals at pleasure.
Dogs, cats, horses, and cattle, each in their turn, are the victims of their wanton cruelty. 'l'he idea of mentioning heathenism in the same day with such a damnable pi,.nciple! And
right here I beg leave to express my appreciation of the noble
and persistent efforts of 1\ir. Blliott Preston toward the sup~
pression of this savagory. In his eloquent appeals to Libemls,
both in prose and verse, in behalf of the poor dumb creation,
he has manifested a zeal and ability worthy tho highest praise.
He has also placed us under obligations by his contrilmLions
to Infidel literature. I h1w read many of his Liberal poems
which, whilo manifesting unmistakablo tokens of genius, display a fealty to our cause in every line. His numerous productions display ample versatility, fortil imagination, and copious invention. 'l'hey embrace in their ample scopo the humorous, the pathetic, the weird, and tho sublime. Mr. Preston seems to hav swept "through each mode of the lyre"
with consummate skill, >tnd is doubtless destined at no distant day to rank with the most distinguished literary men of
the nation. I. trust he will pardon me for using bis name
thus publicly; but I feel it to be, though but a poor tribute,
due to his laudable efforts in our cause; and I am not one of
those who believe in freezing a mnn out by cold indifference
dming life and then raising monnments and howling requiems over his worthless rem11ins after he is gone. Ever the
friend of the good cause, I am, yours truly, Jos. TowsLEY.

I NATIONAl, MILI'l"ARY Ho~m,
( Mn.wAuJmE Co., Wrs., .July 31, 18iH.
Mn. EnrToR: Your favor of the 28th inst. is received, anrl we
are all very glad to hear f1·om you. In I"eply wonlrl say that
'l'HE TRUTH SgEREn hns been discontinued in our library for
the lnst six months. Prior to that time we hnd 11 copy hero
every week, and it wns rend !IS steadily ns nny paper in the
library, for we hav a great many Liberals here, which our
J.Jeague will show; but our officers are all ortboilox, and never
forget to throw every obstacle in the way of Freethonght. We
sprung a trap on the governor at the time wo stru·ted om· Veteran Liberal League he1·e, and secured tho hall for LihPra]
lectures only. Our League was already formed, anrl the firHt
thing they knew our posters were on the bulletin hoar<l, strctin[:( that the Veteran LilJOral Longno wonltl hav a free lecture
in om hall every Wednesday nt :l r.M. Well, th(\y ditl not
know what to make of it, nor wlmt to tln with it, hut ns it wns
started, the ollicers knew thnt it would make a hig howl in
the papers here if they sh011ld break it up, ltntl for Llmt ronson,
ancl that renson alone, wo are allowed to continue our meetings. We hav 11 chaplain who is an J~piscopaliau, or Church
of England man, but whoso b11Hincss is pl"incip~tlly in our
groves escorting our governor's wife around. It is the common
talk of the Home, as well as in Milwaukee, and to say they aro
"as thick as two peas" is a very cool way of expressing it.
But the United States pa~-1; llim iivo lmnrlrerl dolJr,rs a year to
come np here and hold meetings twice a week. Then we hav
a Catholic priest wlw gets the same pay, llllt not tho ~nme pe·rquisits. But as this placo is under a roign of tenor, no one
clare to mw a word, but these are the facts.
I am not able to subscribe for your valnaulo pnpor at present, but hope soon to be. 'Ve first petitioned onr governor
for tho use of our chapel one evening in each week fm· Liberllllectures, but he told me he could not giv ns the chapel,
as that was strictly for religious purposes, ln1t s~tid he would
giv us the theater as soon as he could get it cloaretl out, it then
being full of beds. Fio wo Lad to await his plcrtsuro. Our petition was signed by eighty-seven mem!Jors to start with, and
we hav over a hundred now, 1mrl would hav lmrllivo hnwlrcll
members by this time had it not been for tho intimitlation of
our officers and prieHtH, and even now they aro trying every
mmtns in their powe1· to break nH up. No political Hpeceh iH
allowed on those grounds, and they lmv rt spy at all of our
meetings to see if any of our speakers SIL.Y anything about politics, so that they can h,,y grounds for breaking m; np. But
notwithstanding nil this, we propose to hold tho fort, and don't
you forget it.
As far as the management of tho Homo is eonccrno<l, it conltl
not possibly be worse. I h>tv written aunrnlJOr of lctt,ers >LlJOnt
the true inwardness of the 1(muo, and Homo of them hnv J,eon
pnl>lishml, hut since this OongroHHiounl co1nmittoe hnH been
rtppointml, I think our oflicers lmv given the prtpors 11 little
huRh-monoy, for they will not pul>lish any more of our !etten;
unless they are complimentary to tho oiliccrs. I hav a letter
in my podwt now, but can't get it puhliBhcd, as I hav no
money.
.Now, in regard to political Hpcaking on tlJcA<J grounds. I
would like to ask you if it is not an outrrt(.(O. Who should hav
a right to know what is going on if tho men wlw saved the
country when our money wall only worth twenty-five cents on
the dollar are denied the privilege?
We are all old men here, and it makes me feel good to sec
so many old men who are JJilwml and do not fear to die in
that faith. Our president, Mr. ,Jason ]{ ellogg, is an old gentleman eighty-one years of ago, and rather feeble, r;o I clo most
of the writing for him. I am the vice-president of tbo League.
JASON ](J,;LLOGG, Pres.
G~:o. W. HAm;, Vice-Pres.
P. S.-Among our fuvorit speakers nre Mrs. Dr. Severance;
Col. Hoberts, of Texas; Dr. Brown; Mr. Grossman, editor of
the German F'reidenlcer; Mr. Stark, of New York city; Mr. Godfrey; Mr. Olmsby, and many others too numerous to mentioiJ.
The Liherals of Milwaukee hav kinrlly vohmteered to furnish
us with spenl{ers, and so far we hav never been short, for
which we feel very grateful. One of our comrades here talwR
your papm·, and through him we get a chnnco to read it. lie
is our secretary, Benjamin Barluu by name.
G. H.

I
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I'll tell you how he came to be known as
Post-office Jack.
It wus eleven or twelve years ago that this
dog, lean, lank, mangy, and hungry-a very
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, FaU River, tramp dog-walked into the post-office, and the
Mass., to whom aU Communications for this
door being open, he went straight into the
Corner should be sent.
money-order department, and looked wistfully
into the clerk's face, as if soliciting an order to
"His lire Is long whose work Is well,
be cashed.
And be his station low or high,
"What are you in here for, you mean-lookHe who the most good works can tell,
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
ing cur, you?" said the clerk, sternly.
"You just get out of here, you, sir! Clear
out !" and the clerk helped him out with his
Old Fashioned Games.
boot.
[In playing the rollowlng games, a syllable Is adThe dog took the matter good-naturedly, and
dressed to each player by the reciter, and the one to
whom ralls the last word Is counted out, and so on, sat down in the lobby a.nd licked himself. He
untll all are "out,'' when some "forfeit" ts decreed evidently did not resent injuries, or lay up ineach one, to bring them In again.]
sults, for presently he received another kick
u· Intery, mlntery, cutery corn,
and a cuff without remonstrance. He walked
Apple-seed and apple-thorn;
away to the door and stood there, looking soWire, brier, limber lock,
berly up and down the street, till another clerk
Five mice In a flock,
took notice of him.
Sit and sing by a spring"Poor fellow!" said he, patting him on the
O-u-t spells out."
head. "I guess you're hungry by the looks of
"Onery, twoery, hickory, Ann,
ye."
Flllason, rollason, Nicholas John;
Queevy, quovy, Irish Mary,
The clerk went out and bought some crackers,
StrliJga.lum, strangalum buck."
and returning, fed them to the dog, who ate
" Onery, twoery, ickery, see,
them like one almost famishing. That was his
Huckabone, cruckabone, tlllabon-e-e;
first meal in the post-office. He did not go
Ram, pang, musk! dam,
away, but lingered near his new friend, and
Strlddledum, straddledum, twenty-one."
when night came manifested no disposition to
"Ikkamy, dukkamy, aligar, mole,
retire to other quarters, bnt curled himself
Dick slew alllga stum;
upon a rug and prepared for a night's rest.
Hlkka, pukka, Peter's grin,
J<"ltz William."
From that time to this, Jack has considered
himself an attache of the post-office. He
"Onery, twoery, tickery, tee,
Allble, lacklble, lee;
was christened Jack by general consent, and
First you pump the American line,
in due time was regularly licensed, a collar
Rumbley, bumbley, twenty-nine."
procured, and his name, number, and owner" Que's all. two's all, zick a zan zoe,
ship engraved upon the same-" Post-office
Hurl-a-moo, crack-a-moo, peneral-e-e;
Jack."
Plm, porn, musr1ue don,
Of course he has his favorits among the
Strig-a~lum, strag-a-lum, twenty-one."
clerks, feeling, perhaps, a greater bond of sym"Eeny, meeny, kitie. ki-nan,
pathy between those who specially befriended
Who shall be the soldier's man;
him. He seemed to regard himself as special
•ro drive the horse, to beat the drum;
'.I'ell me when the enemies come;
watchman of the old post-office, but when it
0 u-t spells rottoma, bottoma, dish-cloth,
was moved into the new government building,
0-u-t epells out."
Jack seemed to resign his position in favor of
Aner, mayna, dickery, dick,
the regularly appointed policeman.
Della, dolla, dominick i
Jack knows when the mails are due from the'
Hltecher, pltecher, domlnlcker,
East, West, North, and South, and is always
Hi, pon, tusk. u
on hand at the sorting of the letters and paCrickety, crackety, too,
pers.
'J"hls Is ror you;
He frequently takes short rambles about
Wlckery, mlckery, lick,
Ickery, thlckery, click,"
town, calling at various houses where he has
acquaintances, and stopping,. sometimes, to
dinner, or to tea.
On the Sunny Side.
Old men, and maidens, brokers, bankers,
HI and whoop-hooray, boys!
and little boys alike, stop to say, "Good mornSing a song or cheer,
ing, Jack," and little girls pat him kindly on
Here's a lwllday, boys,
Lasting haH a year I
his head as he passes. He looks up with a
Round the world, and half Is
·pleased expresgion in his honest eyes-Jack
S!Jadowwe hav trl@d;
has beautiful eyes, if he is not otherwise handNow we're where the laugh Issome-wags his tail, and walks graciously on,
On tile suuny side!
I remember one day when John and Charley,
PlgeoiJs coo alJ(l mutter,
two of the clerks who havbefrie·nded Jack most,
Strutting high aloof,
went to call at a house where sorrow had set
Wllere the sunbeams !Iutter
'l'hrough tile stable roof.
its seal. Jack was with them, and he walked
Hear the chlckeus cheep, boys,
from room to room as if in search of the little
And the hou, with pl'lcle.
one whom he had so often seen, and whose
Clucking them to sleep, boys,
merry prattle he had so often heard, but who,
On tile sunny side!
alas! had fallen asleep, and lay then in the
Hear the clacking guinea,
awful stillness and sacred beauty of death.
Hear the cattle moo,
Hear the horses whinny,
Jack miHsed her, and wondered, no doubt,
Looking out at you l
. what was the mystery of it all.
On the hitching-block, boys,
So we all wonder, and know as little of the
Grandly satisfied,
mysteries of life and death as Jack.
See the old peacock, boys,
Once in awhile Jack undertakes to travel
On the sunny side!
tho route with a carder, but he soon gets tired,
Hob! us lu the peach-tree,
and returns to the office.
Bluebirds In the pear,
Blossoms over each tree
OccA.sionally he goes with . Edgar, another
In the orchard there!
clerk, home, and a few times he has been with
All the world's In joy, boys,
him to carry letters, but the last time he
Glad anrl glorified,
stopped at the house, looking up at him as
As a romping boy, boys,
much us to say, "Yon go on, and I'll wait here
On a sunny aldol
till yon come back. It is too hot for me toWhere's a heart as mellow ?
day. I say, it's an awfully hot day, Edgar."
Where' a a soul as free?
Where Is any fellow
But Jack is growing old and feeble. His
We would rather be?
teeth
are poor, and he is troubled wit;h rheuJust ourselvs or none, boys,
matisim. There are times when he limps
\Vorld arouud and wide,
Laugh lug to the sun, boys,.
badly, and one can see that Jack's days are
On the sunny Bide I
not many or long in this world, and many will
-Selected.
say, "Poor Jack!" when he is no longer seen
--------~~-------trotting along the streets, or reclining on the
Post.-office Jack.
post-office steps.
Jack iH such a funny looking dog-you can
Jack's predominating good quality-and he
ot help laughing whenever you see him. He has few bad ones-is good nature. He was
is fat, wund-bodiecl, short-legged, gray-whis- never known to be "cross" or peevish, not
kered, and gray-headed, and when he walks even when suffering severely from rheumatic
he waddles.
twinges. So Jack, in his humble, dog-fashion,
Everybody knows Jack-Post-office .Jack, as teaches ever the lesson of goodness, amiability,
he is called-and everybody has a kind word kindness-and a great lesson it is, for none of
for him. He is not very handsome, and fan- us can hav too much of thut sweet good natciers of bird-clogs, pug-dogs, Bi)aniels, or the ure that helps to make this world a pleasant
wontlerful St. Bernard dogs. would turn up place to liv in, not; only for ourselvs, but for
their noses at Jack, poor ,Jack, who cannot everybody else about us.
boast of a pedigree like some famous dogs we
read of. He has some traces of the Scotch
'' We Get What We Carry."
terrier, an unmistakable tuft of hair on his
forehead showing A. Clescent from noble ancesMY DEAR YouNG FRIENDs: As I am a dear
try, but terribly mixed up with plebeian blood, lover of children, I wunt to tell you a story. I
~o that he is recognized simply as a mongrel. tell it because I want to do you good, and I
11

11

want you to remember my text as long as you
liv. Some years ago I went to liv on a farm in
Massachusetts. Before I got there I was told
there was a school-house near by. At first
thought I felt a little unpleasant, as I had
known some families to hav trouble with the
scholars. But I immediately resolved that I
would "capture those children," or, in other
words, make them my friends.
As I approached the house I was to occupy,
I saw the school-house close by. I had heard
that the owner of the farm had been at war
with the. children, and I felt I could not afford
to hav those little ones my enemies. In a few
hours I met them on the road going home. I
spoke to them kindly, and shook hands with
them all-it was a small school. Near my
house was a pump, and, as Ghildren often want
water, I bought a new tin cup and hung it on
the pump. Soon the boys came to the door to
ask for water: I told them to always help
themselvs freely. As, the object of this letter
is to do good, let me say I was greatly pleased
to notice, as I did, that when a boy opened the
door and stepped into the house, he took off
his hat. It pleased me the more because for
thirty-five years I hav never crossed the
threshold of any door without removing my
hat, or sat five minutes in any house with my
hat on. Opposit the school-hoi1se was my
orchar(l, and I had a great quantity of sweet
apples, which the children are so fond of.
When the apples were ripe, I told the children
to always help themselvs, without ever asking
me. I also had a few pears and some grapes,
which I picked off and carried into the schoolhouse and gave to the children.
Now, let us see whether "we get what we
carry." Nearly opposit the school-house was
a useless stone wall, which I wanted removed.
But I had neither horse nor oxen, and some of
the stones were too heavy for me to handle
alone. But I felt an earnest desire to remove
the wall, and I went to work alone. In a short
time the children were let out for recess, and
without a word from me, every boy came running to me, and the way they took hold of
those rocks did me good, I assure you. They
had only a few minutes to spare, but at every
recess, and at noon, t):ley came and helped me
until the rocks were nicely piled up, just as I
wanted them. I could not hav belie--.:ed had I
not seen w1th my own eyes, how much those
boys could lift. And never in all my life did
I enjoy a job of work as I dicl the removal of
t1at stone wall. As soon as I cut my hay the
boys came to me to know if they could play
ball in my field. I said: " Play ball ! yes,
clears; and I will go and play with you !" I
knew they would injure the grass ground some,
but I said to myself, What is a hundred or two
of hay to the pleasure of those manly boys?
So. occasionally I went over and played with
them. Now, the result of this was, when the
school was about to close, and they were to hav
an exhibition, both scholars and teacher came
to me and invited me to come into the school
and talk to the children. And when I was
called upon to speak I took for a text, "We
Get What We Carry." If we carry love and
good will, sunshine and pleasant words, we get
love and kindness in return. We are sure to
"get what we carry." A short illustration on
this point, and I close. A Christian lady near
by me has a plot of ground close by a schoolhouse. When the boys play ball they accidently throw their ball ·over into this lady's
yard. Instead of picking up the ball ancl with
pleA.sant words. giving it to them, she keeps it,
and with very cross words scolds them and
threatens them with the law. The result is
they hate her, and take pains to annoy her in
many ways. So you see, my dear children,
she gets what she carries.
Now, I captured or made friends of all those
clear children, and all by kindness. My dear
young frienclf!, let me in closing tell yon th!tt
it pays four-fold to carry love, good will, and
sunshine all through our lives.
Your friend, ' SEWAim MrTCIIELL.
Newport, Matne.

She shortens without brevity;
:S:e to confuse the "devil,"
And in his leaden levity,
To hold his high head level.
'.rhen with " the head and front of his offending''
Hap'ly our poet here makes ending.
'Tis of all merits first and best
A thousand blent in one.
"The wicked cease, the weary rest-"
Simply-our puzzle's clone!
And ends at the beginningReader, forgiv the pun,
The paradoxic sinning!
For be assured in ages past
Infinit wisdom vast
Beheld the puzzlers joke,
And thus prophetic spoke:
"Last shall be first-first, last,"A paradox divine,
But its fulfilment mine.
And now with egotistic pride,
Four times within ihis crystal tide
Baptised "I" may be spied;
Even like a fish "I" bathe, "I" glide,
Quadrupled thus "1'' there reside,
The four-in-one of this great stream,
And thus excel the great supreme.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
ANSWER TO

REBUS IN CIIIT.DREN's . CORNER,
AUGUST 9, 1884.
The answer to this rebus I can see,
For the first letter surely must be D,
Which ranks a, hundred times my third,
Which is V in the middle of the word.
For the last we will place the letter L;
And as fifty it fits very welL
Of the paradox I now see the sense,
As a pound is worth twelve score of pence.
The fourth letter I, very neatFor use, the " eye" cannot be beat.
We place an E for second if you please,
And for comfort 'we will take a lot of E E E's.
The whole in the mind takes pesition
As a creature of rank superstition.
E. F;
TO PUZZLERS.
·where are all our merry puzzle makers and
solvers? We hav received only two answers to
Mr. Juergens's kind offer of a few weeks since,
and those were both wrong. We hope soon
to hear from all our friends who hav made our
·puzzle box so interesting in times past. Original matter for this department shall always
find a cordial welcome.-ED.

T RUT B:
A Poem in Three Parts.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
and Impracticable Christians. .
Containing a picture or the

JEWISH JEHOVAH.

As Described by the Bible.
"'£here went up a smoke out or his nostrils, and
fire out or his mouth devoured: coals were kindled
with It" (Psalms xvlll, 8).
40 pp. Handsomely executed.
Price, 25 cents.

GEORGE CHAINEY
WiHhes to enter into correspondence with Liberals throughout the country in reference to
lecture engagements for the coming season.
Mr. Chuiney needs no recommendation from
us. ·we print below a few of his indorsements,
whi!)h certainly are the strongest testimonials
ever given to any Liberal lecturer, except Ingersoll, in this conn try:
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL: "Mr. Chainey is one
or the best thinkers In this country. He has a wonderrul command or language, is rull or Imagery,
comparison, antithesis, logic, and beauty. He reels
what he says with his whole h"art, and perceives It
with his entire brain. He Is perrectly honest, and
ror that very reason Ia Intellectually keen. Downright honesty In such a man Is genius. He glvs a
true transcript or his mind, and glvs it with great
power. He is well acquainted with the church,
knows all the ways or the theologian, and underBiands the Inside or the whited sepulcher of superstition. His lectures stir me like trumpets. They
are filled wllh I he Jortlest splrtt. Eloquent, logical,
and poetic, they are as welcome and refreshing as
the breeze of morning on the cheek oC rever."
"Mr. Chalney is a large, well rormed, though
rather round-shouldered man. wears no beard, and
In these days or crops would be called a long-haired
man. He has a big head and broad face. He Is an
orator. His eloquence Is his chler fascination. His
periods are models or oratorical beauty, and though
ordinarily unimpassioned he occasionally becomes
intensely strong In his dramatic effeets. He Is singularly graceruJ of ge"ture. His methods Inspire
one with a couvlction or his honesty. His elocution .
Is masterly. His voice Is magnetic, power-ruJ, flexIble, very pleasing. His sentiments are beauttrully
painted sacrilege. He would make a ramo us actor."
-Scranton Daily Rrpublican.

Our Puzzle Box.
A PUZZLE.
'.rhe verb to be, four times we see,
Forward, backward, then repeat;
Next backward, forward,
A something horrid
The printer's eye to greet,
And corrugate with frowns of hate
The inky "devil's" forehead.
But in these last, as thus we've cast,
One letter we hav borrowed.
" To borrow trouble
Makes it double "The proverb here holds fast;
Yet borrow ease, ancl, if you please,
You now may break your fast
On palindromic tart-Or something of that sortFilled in with printer's peas.
Your poet with your cook agrees
They should be short;

"Mr. Chalney's lecture was one or the most brilliant oratorical efforts ever delivered In Creston. We
doubt tr any lecturer, other than Col. Ingersoll,
could use so much or beauttrul metaphor."-Creston
Commoner.

"Mr. Chalney's enunciation Is perrect, Ills sentences rorclble and Impassioned. Like Ingersoll he
has the happy raculty oC clothing an Idea In such a
peculiarly taking rorm; that at first thought the con-•
trary Idea seems an absurdlt.y and an lmposture."Sy1'acuse .Morning flerald.

Address for particulars
GEOltGE OHAINEY, 33 Clinton Place, N. Y.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I

UAPPi.ES OF COLD."
A story-book ror the youug rolks. By Miss SUSAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work ror young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a red need price or $1.25, rree ot
postage. This new edition has a photograph or the
author which adds very much to the value or thll
volume,
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Agents lor The Tt•nth Seeker.
ARIZONA.

J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.

CALIFORNIA..
A. Berenz,140 Montgomery st., San Francisco
MICHIGAN.
-ANDDr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
MusR:EGON.-The Liberal League meets every
CANADA.
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
Odd Fellows' Ho.ll, corner of Western ave. and
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Terrace st.
COLOUADO.
OHIO.
M. V. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
<E~ M. 284.)
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
S. B. Wright, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
ev~ry. Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
E. Keith, Animas City.
WITH EIGHTEEN fULL-PAGE ILLUSTRA.TIONS.
building. Lectures free. CommunicatiOns
CONNECTICUT.
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.
J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
MAINE.
ILLINOIS.
F. 1?. Follet, 302 State street, Chicago.
CONTENTS:
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired ConKANSAS.
gress_ Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures Introductory. By the Editor.
This World. By.George Chainey.
1\I.A.Il:{E.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Macand discus~ions are held eve;y _Sunday, 2.·30 Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
B. C. Hussey, ·oakfield, (Postoflice, Smyrna
Calendar for 1884.
P.M. Admittance free. Pnbhc Invited.
donald.
Mills).
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
OREGON.
~IA.RYLAND.
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib- Liberal Charities.
Oliver
P. Taw, 532 W. Baltimore st., Baltimore.
PonTLllti>.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
MASSACHUSETTS.
Date of Birth and Death.)
at 2 o'clo.ck, P.M., at NonpaDeil Hall, cor. 1st New York State Freethinkers' Association. By The Population of Our States and Territories. Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
and Madison streets. All are invited AdJoseph Marsh, Northampton.
H. L. Green.
The Jewish Jehovah. (illustration.)
mission free.
·
MICHIGAN.
The National Li_beral League. By T. C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
MASSACHUSETTS.
land.
Devil. (Illustration. )
BosTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meet- The Progress of Liberal Thought in Canada. Some of the Ancient and ll'l:odern School_s of A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
MIBSOUIU.
ings for essays and. criticisms. every Sunday
By Charles Stevens.
Philosophy.
Dr.Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
forenoon at 10:45 m the Pame Memorial Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. llfendum.
The Sacred Booksof Histpry.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society Foreign Freethought Societies.
Jefferson's Religion.
NEJJUASliA.
of the Divine Homo '' at same place every The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
U sefulMeasures.
Thomas Foreman, HH Chicago street, Omaha.
Sunday aftemoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday- What is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
As to Time.
Olll~GON.
school at 2:30. Admission free.
·
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
The Hindoo Prince and Skeptic.
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
Selections, etc., etc.
PENNSYLVANIA.
B.
F.
Hyland,
Corvallis
.
.ALTOONA.-The League holds meetings every
PENNSYLVANIA.
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
Goorge Longford, 2G Otter st., Philadelphia.
the L~ague Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
I-I. Clay Lnse, Waynesbmg.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
Dr. J. H. Hhodes, 50G 1-2 North 8th st., Pbila.
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
W. F. Schade, 370G Butler street, Pittsbnrgl1.
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
A.M. Stevens, 22213eaver ave., Alleglwny City.
814·Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
'l'ENNJ~RSEE.
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
UTAH.
sale.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the Upited W. F. Ueybould, Salt Lake City.
Sunday (except during 'the Months of July States. It contains
YIHGINIA.
and August) at 3 o'clock. A free platform is
12S Octavo Pa~c~~,
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,·
ENGiu\.NJ),
iollowed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15 with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not
Charles WaLtH & Co., I"ondon.
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergy- for a .day, but for all 'time."
'!'be Ameriean and New York News ComNow ready. Price, post-paid, 25 cents.
men invited to discuss.
panies will fnrnish th(\ p11rer to newH tlm1lerK
NEW JERSEY.
Address
THE
TRUrO
SEEit.ER.
OFFICE,
upon
application.
NEWARK.~Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
33 Clinton Place, New York, N.Y.
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
consist of music, readings, lecture, and discussion; in which all present are invited to
· participate.
Admission free.
Collection
•aken. Communications for the League
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
- Pine street, Newark.
CANADA.
The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25
TonONTO.-Secular Society. Reading and
-Lecture Rooms, No.9 <.A-and Opera House.
'• 1-fl~~u~:~ia;~ft~~~f If.gJe~~~~e~~~~~~?Ab~ti~ F~~~?oi~
tn Ill1nots;n The Grant Banquet,"" Tho Rev. AlexanOpen every evening and Sundays. Lecture
The partlcul rs are slmp!v to prevent tile great Joss t!Jat bt!Jocxmes,"::lulednnpotutgtelnt gsttullo<;,mfnontlloerwt~kollengopoerrr..stufornpl.us honey der
CJu.rk,"" The Past !Uses before Mo Like l\ Dreu.m/'
moat bee masters hav to contend with annually. Then giv
...
"'
u
...
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and the
bees a chance to lncre•se and collect surplus honey t·> BEE·KEEPING FOR OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS. and "A Trtbute to Ebon (),Ingersoll."
strangers are cordially invited.
their fullest capacity; aU of which can De easily accomIt being the most pleasant, as weU st.B the most profitaMoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club g~~~:~-~I ~~~-~~~~i~~~~, of hive described in ''Kidder's blc busines't tllat your~g people can engage in, and at the Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cath- Send for the Book and see how easily it can be diJne wlth ~ti~eh~~~:;:ri~~ a;c~~~T ;-~~~~gt~~~ P:~::,n~~m~~~en~:d
cents; cloth, $1.25.
the culture of the bee in their teenP, aod are now making
arine street. Reading-room open daily until a few swarms of bees.
THIS BOOK !S A RELIABLE GUIDE
more money t!Jan their t.tbers who run the farm, and
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of to all persons
that keep bees, especially to the novtce or doing it caslly and wtth small tnve~:~tmcnta. We must
books three evenings per week, and on Sun- new beginner, as it teH.ches how all of the troubles and also remember that the women folkH often mu.ke the best The Christian Religion. RJ R. G.
day afternoons. Free public lectures on disappointments tba.t the bee master ts lfable to, can be ot bee-keepers, and not so JJable to neglect them as the
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
KIDDER'S BEE !lOOK
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers ~ucc~sfully overcome, such as Foul Brood, Dyoentery, men folks.
and Prof. George P. Fisher. PaStrangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson lo:; of ~~~~rfr{ f:X~~1~~\~~~~ht.>y~~~~~sfit~~ ~ t~~~~~~ ehould be in the hands of an Persons who like honey, and
per,
GO cents.
ests, also the great loss in winter and e11rly spring manage. take an Interest in the ltttle honey bee. ltcuntu.lnH more
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
ment, wlllch is usuu,lly more than all other ways com. matter Lhan manY Uooks that sell for two dollars, and Ia
GANANOQUE, 0NT.-Gananoque Secular So- ~1~~~·w1il~ ~*~kn'Eigl~ol'Mi~{TJ~Q{Ve~n~':lraeJ; fR~~ em»elltAhed 0with
numerous cute and drnwlngH. 'fhere ts
1
8
1
ciety, meets every Sunday evening at eight to an enormous extent, all conditions being favorable. f~n~~~~~eb~ t W~l~~th:Ggot~ ~1lf g~~~~:ga~~~~~~~~etri1~d~: Interviews on 'L almage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth,
$2.00.
o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Library and ~~C~l~i:n~ogfts ;{{1lef:et~1~enJ%t~~~~~~rihr~~~ou~trti~?I~ by simply referring to the index, a••d tlJu.t wm point to the
Reading Room open all day Sunday. Visitors w
t I
b
lth 8
d hi
d i h
pafneo'i'Jt::~~t~~:gu~hJ:t>R~~~~~~e pt(!mfneutJv Defore til"'
o~~~~~e:C~t er~ w:rmer cfi~ates i:geagee~ .;uf
.,
0
and strangers always welcome.
Geo. G. kt:J~f
increase and ewarm to a much greater extent.
~~~':no~b::cYxe;S:':~a~::~ o1~~;~~,k~ f~~'::iH lg,~t ~~~~.~~ u.u~~~~~j What ~lust We Do to be Saved 1 PaMeikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
GREAT YIELD OF SURPLUS HONEY.
Aug. next, tl1e prfvllege or making his CeleiJrated f't<tent
per, ~5 cents.
This Book will inform the bee master how to get tlle Bee B1ve. as epoken uf tn bt>ok. for their own 1Ho (!Jut
NEW YORK.
greatest am.ount of surplus boney, anll at the same tlme not to sell) Free of Charge, ot.Iu~rwlse there wtll !Je the COMPJJE'l1E WORifS, in One VolALBANY.-The Liberal association meets hav it in an:all packag~a weighing three-quarters of a usual Patent Fee of fl'fve DoJJarw to each fndivlduu.I t.hu.t
ume, Half()alf, $5.00.
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State pound to two o three pounds, as may be deeired, which wishea to make and u ,e t.he hive
In "good
PHICI', l!O.!.HD IlOUNlJ, 85 conts.
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General will commmd \ e hfgheat prfc~ In market.
0
0
t~~~~a~h~o~~dsko~er;:Pf:::1wC:~~u~~~
~a~1i
0~J
:l~~~e
N.
B,
The
directions
fur
htve
making
wltn
cutH.
drawbusiness meeting and d11bates and discussions and from fifty to one hundred pounds from the carl1e; 1 lngs, etc., wm IJe fncl •sed wJtldn eaclJ book aold, until
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public young swarms, especially if they do not over-swarm.
I Sept next. (not longer).0 Now 1a tbe time
for all bee-keep..
are cordially invited to attend, also all LibNO MORE BEE·STINGS IN MANAGING BEES.
~l: tg,a&~~ ~1C~~~;;,!v;~ [u!h}~~~~'i.!"~1 p~~~~·. w0~1f0~~s ssJ~:
A J,.,.,ture by
erals visiting the city. Admission free.
Tile Book will post the bee.keepers bow to manage noxt
NEW YoRK CrTY.-The American SpiritAddress
T.IIE 'J'RU'I'Jf SEEHEJt,
Col.
Robert
G. Ingersoll
3a Ulinton J•Ja<o.,.New Yorl<.
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon ------~--------------- - - - - - - at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of SpiritualI FREETHOUGIIT NOVEL~.
"'!'he cler,-:,ry know that I know that they
ists holds its meetings every Sunday In
The Heathens of the Heath. A finely know that they tlo not know."
Republican Hall, 55 We~t 33d street. Morning
written Radical romance. By WM. Mcservice 11 o'clock; evemng, 7:45. Seats free.
BY
·DoNNEr~r~, author of Exeter Hall, l•'amily
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
One of the best document~> to circulate ever
MICHAEL
BAKOUNINE
Creeds, Day of neHt, etc. GOO pages.
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The PeoFounder of Nihilism awl Apostle of Anarchy.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, printed. ]~very mrm, woman, anrl ehil<l in
ple's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
the United StateH Hlwnld read it.
Every
WITH A PREFACE BY
$1.25.
and 7:30P.M.
reader of the paper shonl<l scml for a do:r.·en.
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELI SEE RECLUS.
BnooKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUCKER, Family Creeds. By WILLIAM MeDoN·
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
Address 'l'l!E 'J'ltU'fH HEEKlm,
(Editor of Liberty.)
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
cloth, $1.2u; paper, 75 cents.
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Exeter Hall. " One of the most excitf Improved or unimproved lands
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
38 Clinton l'l&:e, New York.
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
~·anywhere In tho state.
For In·
formation,
maps,
cJreulars, etc., etc., wrJte to
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
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.
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Parallels in~ Other Religions.

Being a. 0 0 mpa.rlso~ of the Old and New· estament
·"''
Myths ii.nd ·Miracles with those of heathen lla'
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. Origin and Meaning. With nu.•
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·which was nearly completed at biB death, and wl)lch wlll
.- .now contain an o.ecount"of hiB world-lamented death and
'.burial. MJ. Bennett ·waa a very patient .and faithful
. ..~. ·chronicler of. the habits and cuotomo of t~1e dlll:erellt. peo.
':'- :,'
pies or the many ple.eea he vlolted, The·"every.day
-:,;, ... - .... -JI!e of anriatlonololald before the reader by one who hao
· · · vlo1ted them.an<l beheld ·them with hl• own eyeo. l'ar·
,.,, : - ·ttcular attention Ia paid to the progreos of Freethbright In
·'
the varlou• coimtrleo he visited., .\Uld the. morallty or oo.:.:-..~.:-~.l!!!~l\Pc'~~~~o~ _IB ·OOJ1tra8ted. Wl~ii til~ 'inorailtY of
·< · · Ohrlottan countrleo, much to the detriment or the latter
The Work !o a
·
-.
'

..l!~reethinker's History of the Woi-ld.

ThiB work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROI'E"
sl!ouid be ln ·e.ver.Y Liberal'• llbrary Bealdes Its lntrlnslc
worth It Ia a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinker•
the world baa known-of one· who ranko with Voltaire
and Faint\ In the force and clearneoo of hiB wrltlngo~.
.
AddreBB 2HB 1.RU1.H SEEKER;
.33 Clinton Place,
New York city;

THE··

·,'~PRUBLEM

OF THE UNIVERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,

PRICE LIST.

WITH SOME

CRITICISMS OJl' ·uNIVERSOLOGY
By s.(;,il.UEL P. PUTNAM.-,
<·

P~ce

2o cents.

For sale at this office

THE
·__

.. -'

fEBPETUAL CALENDAR,
Working the Year of Science

And

the

Common

Computations.

An. A.lmanac Forever,
Showlno the day of the week for a· y day of the
month for all time va•t and present and to come,
and other useful Information. l'rlce, 40 cents: three
for $1,
Address !HE TRUTH SEEKJ~R Office.

;;_'(.,-.

The Bible Analyze~.
BY

John R. Kelso, A.M.

Nerve ttnd Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
· Gentlemen's Belts
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
. 6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
6.00
Leg Belts, each, - • ·
4:.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
WristletS, each,
1.60
Sleeping_ Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket .
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
lo.OO
Superfine Insoles,
•
•
•
1. 00
Children's garments upoll: application.
AnY of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the moneY
If they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating s:Ymptoms, &nd we wlll advls.e you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are offered a.t Jess than one-third of what others are sell1ng worthless appliances tor, yet we wl!1
guarantee that the magneticqua.llty Is a. hundred fold superior to any other a.ppll&n<ll! ever offered .the
publlc, and wlll·outlast the garments themselvs, Every magnet Is put through a pa.rticnla.r process; and
ha.v taised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, whlle not a. single a.ppll&nce
in the market wlll a.ttra.ctthe smallest particle of !ron, the maJority of such worthlesS appliances having
so-called magnets made of ma.terlaJ no better th&n hoop-Iron, and not capable of reta!nlng :magnetism tor a.
moment, All of our garments are made rrom the very best material for the p1ll'pose, and will outlast any
and a.ll other garments now before the publlc. Every magnet Is a.rr&nged in the garments upon lcillntljlc
principia, and not haphazard as in ali the others. We o.trer you therefore
,
· .

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

And cha.llenge compa.rlson with &ny of the so-called magnetic garments now otrt.red under that head, At
OONTENTB:
the same time the a.ppllcatlon of la.bor-sa.vlng machinery in our m&nutactrure enables· us to offer them
The Old Testament--The 'New Testament.-The a.b~ut
·
. orea.tion.-'rbe Deluge.-The Exodus.-The MlracJe9 of the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
Prophecies.-The D<Wll or Satan of the Blble.-The So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, be!Dg but a tr11le b!gber
Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of than ordtnary clothing,
Rem .. mber that we are offering you the cheapest and. best magnetic appliances in the market, and It
the Blble.-The God of the B!ble.-The.Messla.h or
upon recelvtng the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them a.t our expense and we will
SaJ:~~n octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Sent refund your money.
by mall, post paid. !'rice,$.~. 00.
-Address
THE TRUTH REEKER,
33 Ollnton 1'1., New York.

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CJURGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests are made to·
order, and a fit guaranteed.

.THE TRU'l'R SEEKER ANNUAL.
\'rice;

25

cents.

·

.,'

OINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 188\1.
·
SHULLSBURG, WIS., ·Dec, ·11, .1882,
DB, L; TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly In•
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After,weartng one of
debted to you for the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIO VESTS for about thfee weeks; I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic a.p- was entirely cured of Neuralgia.· of the Heart .and
pllances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Bide, which had been a. source of misery to me for
fi lcted a.s I hav been that the effect :-qas simply mar- the last'six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two.weeks ago I was strlclien with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis in my right arm and could not use. It a.t all, but MAGNETIO VEST I got rellef Instantly, With .unafter wea.rtng a suit of y'our :MAGNETIO OLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
.
for one week, can use It qu.tte as. well as ever •. I ha.v
Yours respecttUllY;"
.
lllso been tr0f1bled with p,yspepsla. and KidneY ComH •. A. BBOWJ:i, . :
plaint for a number of years, from which I ha.v suffered intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testfmony trom a. ladytime, never found but temporary. rel!ef. Since put- who had been u.nder drug treatment for eight years
ting on your a.pplla.nces I ha.v experienced great with nervous prostration and femal!J weakness:
benefit, and if I Improve as rapidly as I'hav in the
OSBOBN,.O., Dec. 15, 1882,
past two· weeks, wl,ll soon be well. ·I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your Jetter just received; a.Iso
fore, recommend to those suffering a.s I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last, •. Fitted _perfectly.
Magnetic a.ppllances as the only means Of effecting FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST l[OUB I HAD THEM
a sure cure, ·
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and 1t I !Diprp:Ve as ~ap.ldly as
· WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T·~esda.y, wrn soon be well. ~W1ll report
No. 30 Eastern a.venue.
a.ga.ln soon.
Respectfully yours;·... · .· ·E: J, K.
J;temember that the 'same a.ppllances wliich wlll
effect a. cure t11 a case of Fara.lysts wlll a.t the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured In Jess
time eradlcaw OATARRH or DYSI'El'BIA tn the same than six weeks after putting on th.e .garments, and,
patient, we do not, like the Old School l'hyslclan, although In bed, unable to get ollt; when a.pplled,
. dl 1
d
u 'til ft r d 1
the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty mlles In
ch ange D1 e c ns every a.y n ' a e · 08 ng
two days after the a.ppl!eatlon, · The lady's ·name
patient almost· to death, he may possibly strike
something (if he is very skilful) that brings rellef oa.n bde hlrald u~n appll~tloten a.ti_t~hhls otnce, by any·
for the time being.
~
one es ng
commun ea w
er.
La<lies, read the following testimony from a. ladY who had been suffering for two years with &n Ovar•
ian 'l'unw•·, and who had been told that nothing but the _l[,ntfe would save her l!fe, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 ag~t recovery, In· four months' time shels I!erteetlywell, and hall. not.taktln·ll, dose of
. med!clti since pu~ on the. appliances; Oonsult us when your physician tells you he can do nothJnog
tor you; it wlll pay ydll..
·
. .
~
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Noyember 19, 1882,
DB;L, TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became· nervous, losta.ll desire for.food, and, In fact, began to fa.!! rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted severa.l.physlc!a.ns
of St. Louis, a.t which place I was then stopplng,ja.l! of whom declared that I had a.n Ovarian '.l'nmor,
and that the only thing that would save my me would be the knife. About six months ago I grew:.r~p!dly·
worse and had a.bo\lot made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and· submit to a.n
operation, when my attention wasca.l!ed·.to the Eureka Magnetic Apr•Itances. AHa drowning man
will catch a.tastra.w, so did I catch at tMs faint hope of a. cure, Four months ago I purchased a.·sutt•. or
your a.ppllances. From the very tlrst I felt Invigorated, the tumor, which had. extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pa.lns became less from day to day, untll n9w I a.m
as well as I ever was In my Jlfe. Since putting on the,a.pplla.nces I ha.v not taken a. single dose of medlcln, My bowels, 'which
before were constlpa£ed, are now regular, I would therefore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I ha.v, belleving
that they wlll do all and more than you cJa.lm for them. I remain,
'
Gratefully yours,
MBB, MABY J. STEWART.
Remember that these a.ppllances are not wom next the skin, .but
over the under-garment, and, unl!ke all other a.pplla.nces in the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

AGENTS WANTED IN EVJmY TOWltl IN TJlB UNI!l'.BD 8!l'A!l'BS. LIBDA.L OODIIIIIION8 AL.riJWJm
DB. L.. TB!m:er;
''11 West :H&d~n Btree~.OiliC&$0! IlL

A.&l&lna ror ~Un~~er tnronnauoa,
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CUR:ES EVERY FORM. OF DISEASE
WlTHOUT M.EDICIN.

··

'0 t

Marriage and·

MtGIETIC CLOTHitffi

AND'TREIB

_erpp(il,in tkeir meaning,
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Divoro·~.
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TuRNIPs ted tO she.ep, are- said to mike muttqn
tender. Wllf aabbages ted· to lawyers make 'legal -- ··
tend,e"r? · ·

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL
CONVENTiON;
.
.

Where Held-The Speakers Engaged-The Hotels, Railroads,· etc.
/-

-

,

·

~
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WHEN a young man attempts to put .his ~11!
a.round a girl; she can repulse him polltely by tell· ·· ·
!ng him to "W!j.lst not, want not;"
NEW servant:· "o:ti., If ·you haien't any children I
·can't ·oome, because-whenever anything Is broken.
there wlll be no one to blame it <in but.: ;me."
"0AMPAIGNI1es," dtd you s~y? Nc:.,_slr;·Jullt ·a.t · -.
tb,!S. moment the campaign Is not ·lying.. She.. 113·
standing on her back hind legs and madly pawing
therur.
·

· '
·
.ttE:orrA~rro·N: .in moral philosophy: Prote.Bsor....o
.THE:NEW YonK STATE FREETHINKE).!S' Assoc;u.TioN, in accordance with its established·cu's
mother in view when She spanks an
tom, h"'s.invited the Freethinkers of all the other states, and. also of Cana(la, to meet t)lem II1~ec•rrllgllble ·ch1i!l?"- v~ glrl.,-rises, biushes,
in a!lnual Convention, at Ca,_ssadaga Lake, N. Y., on- the 3d; ·4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th days of and sltlido_wn. · · · ·· ·
·
~eptember next.
·
·
· . ·· ·
.· ·· •- · ·
·
"JONES is .a m1sei"ly:ma.ii,:but Is very.pleasan.t,"·
said .Brown. "·Yes," replied Smith, "l;mt.' It, is his •
THE SP·EAKEBS.
mlserlllless thaf mak6s him· pleasant."· ·"HoW's
"Why, don't you see, he hates to .lose ._an:r• . .-·
, ·rfh~;follo.:wing well-known speakers hav been engaged to address-the Con:vention ~·Thad
keeps: his temper." · .
.. ·
de'ilE!. B; Wakeman; of New York; Miss Helen H. Gardner, of ·St. L9uis; Courtlandt Palmer,· thing, and therefore
.~
. .
. .
" - . . l ::' :~
of'.Ne~:York; Charles Watts, of London, England; Allen Pringle, of Selby, Oanada;.Ool.
A "SWEET girl graduate" at.the·June commence••
[o.1~n 1 ;R. Kelso, of Modesto, Cal.; George Cbainey, of Boston; J. H. ;Burnham, of Saginaw
read a very clever original essay entitled .
·City; 'Mich.; Mrs. Dr. Juliet H. Severance,-of Milwaukee; Stephen Pearl Andl'ews, .of New '.'Deceit a. Crime." ·:Next· da.y'she paid fifteen dOl•
.York·· Dr: John Stoltz, of Chicago; William S. Bell, of Boston; ·Judge. R. S. McCormick, of Iars tor a.·new set 'or bangr, and bought.a. oorset With
F~arr!Jdin; Pa.:-; John E. Remsburg, of Atchison; Kansas; Ly~an C. Howe, of Fredonia; N. Iii.'uch plumpnesS where It would .do the most good,
;Y.;~. ~- Billings, of Waverly, Iowa; Hon. A. B. Bradford, of EnoJ;J. Valleyi ~a.; Charles B.
took dinner the other.·
-l:teyJ;J.'gl<;ls, of Rochester, N.Y.; Samuel P. Putnam; of New York; Dr. Wilham F. McCor-. A OOLUlltBI,A. county
'mic;k; of. Franklin, Pa.; and Richard B ..Westbrook, D.D., orthodox; of Philadelphia, Pa. day at the Putpam .House. Tlie walter recited the
An~ the following hav also been invited.,. the most of whom are expected to be present: blll offa.re: "Roast beef, Veru;:and lamb, baked• heart,
Hon;~Elizur Wright, of Boston; F. E. ,4bbot, Cambridge, Mass.; Horace Se~ver; Boston; boiled tongue, corned beef ..arid cabbage, and beet··
.Luth,er;.Qolby, Boston; Judge Arnald Krekle and Mrs. Judge Krekle, of KaJ;J.sas (Jity; ~o.; steak pie." "They'll do;" replled. the v!BI.tor;. /
Janie~s. Parton, of Newburyport, Mass.; Judge Carter, of the Supreme Court of the -District "bring 'em along qul!Jk."
.~f Oolu'rnbia; ·and B. F. Underwood, editor of the Jindero, Boston, Mass.
It is· po)lsible that
" WHY Is that cup-of tea :llke truth?'' a.Bked the
·oqh ~gersoll will be present and addr13ss the <;Jonvention,
·
head or the family, pointing to'the cup of tea by tlie ·
side of his plate. '! Te•hee I" giggled his wife; •It
.don't know. Why Is· it?" "Because It's my '·tea.,
THE SINGING.
and wlll prevail." Then his Wife loQksd sorrowful
. . ..
A. D. Lane, 'of Olean, N. Y., one of the most popular
singers .tn and asked h,lm what he ~d oe~n drinking. ,
the stllote, accompanied by as good a quartet Of voices as can be found in Western New YO!'~,
"I UNDERSTA~D, professor, t}J.at you u,re opPOi!!id'
Q..aii]>een engaged to provide the musical entertainment for· the occasion. Professor H. H. to il.dmlttlng women to a. college course," " That Is
H~'!l· .:w~o sang for the Rochester Con~ention, has a.lso been engaged.
my position ex8.ctly."_ "Hav ·you·. any obJections to .
glvlngyol!i' ressons?" ''lt<Jn!l fn the least; they ,·
a.re all embraee'd in one/• ·. "What Is that?" ~·I
THE PLACE OF MEETING.
married 8. ladY With a. oollegia.te--Muca.tlori."
, . ,Th~·location where the. Convention is to meet is one of' the most pleasant and pictnr•
BENEATH a. shady tree they sat;
esguein the state; It is described !loS follows in a'circular issued by the Association: "The
held her hand, she held his hat;
Cassadaga. Lake Camp-meeting Grounds ar~ eight miles from Lake Erie, and s.even hundred
I held my breath and]a.y right fiat;
f'eet lJ.b'ove it; situated midway between New-York and Chicago, one and a half hours by rail
·They:·klssed:--1 aa.w them do it.
fiom :Buffalo, five from Cleveland, nine from Pittsburgh, fourteen hours from Cincinnati1
He held that kissing wa.S'no crime;
fii;teen·from Philadelphia, eighteen hours· from New York, twenty hours from Boston and
She held her head up every time;
Washington, and twenty-one from Chicago: It lies on the shore of a beautiful chain of
I held my peace and wrote this rhyme
iil.kes,''tlireeii:t number, and at· an elevation of. nearly fourte.en hundred feet above the level
While they thought no one knew it•.
; ·'' ~
df the, sea." The Association last year erected on the g:r;oimds an amphitheater, with a seatA
JAMAICA,
L.. cl., young. man had his girl· o~t
~>;
ihg citpacity of twenty-five hundred people, with the seats in a semi-circle;which givs every
ca.rrlage•ridlng
tire
other
cevenlng,
and
the
horse
-...>./~····
one present an opportunity to hear aU that is said from the speaker's platform. '
.,..-·
.. .':.
.
I
took fright and ran away; ln turning a corner the
,c:c,,·
·
was overturned~ and· the youn~ la.dy··wa.s":.-: ' ~ ~ , ,<.
ROUTES OF
RA.ILitOAD
to' tlie'eartir; tttlf b'ody -of the ca.rrla.g'e lylnt.c•o .c... "~~~
heavily across her waist. She was rendered uncion· ·.
· .•. ,:~!c
...
and western passengers o:ver the
Plate, Lake Shore & 'M:ichigan South- scions. When she WS{I released from her. perilous
ern· railroad, and eastern passengers over the New York, !Jake Erie & Western (formerly position she elowly opened- het ey:_es, as conScious-'.
Erie)' railroad, change cars. at Dunkirk, N. Y., and take the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & ness slowly returned, and faintly gasped: " D~!l'! _
-squeeze ine-qulte.,-sil, haid-ne_~t-t!me-John.":
Pittsburgh railroad to ~he "Cassadaga Oamp-meeting _Grounds." , .
. ..
. ·Eastern and western passengers over the New York, Pennsylvanm & Ohio railroad (forTHE telephone girl was dozing, whe~ there came:
ine'rly ~Atlantic & Great Western),_ and eastern passengers. ov~r the Buffalo & Ja~estown a. spirited call. She hastlly'put her ear to the re' ·
railroad, change cars at the Atlantic & Great· Western Crossmg, and·take the Dunkuk, Alle- celver, after spltefullyrlnglng a reply, a.n'd l;lea.rd •
i>heny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad to Lily Dale Station.
"Hello!" "Hello!" she replied. "Giv me Rev.
" , To be more defin.it, persons coming to the Convention from most o! tb,e. cities and large Obadiah Beecher," The Rev. Obadiah was swltcbecl ·
tdwns in the United, States will find it the cheaper to purcha.se excursion. tickets to Chau- on, and the conversation ·proceeded as follows'
bauqila Lake. These can be obtained very cheap; and then leave the cars. at the crossing of ''Hellol" "Hello!" •iis thlsRevvOba-" '"Yes;
~he. J)unkirk Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh. railroad near Jamestown, and then take the what do you want?" shortly~ ,•lwhy, Mr. neecher, I
last men~ion~d·road to Lily Dale Station, near the camping grounds. Persons coming from wanted to tell you that we failed utterly to ·raise ...
j!.ny station on the New York, Lak11 Erie & We,stern railroad, or any of its branches west
the balance of your salary to-day. We, are st111 $000 ·
Binghampton, will pay full fare to Dunkirk, and then be returned at one-third fare home. short." ·.. That Is provok!ng~very pro-" here ,the
(rile Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad will sell excursion tickets at two cents girl switched mi a. man· who was d unnlng a. slow'
~mile from any_ station on that road.
customer, and the opinion of :,Rev. Beecher was ex·
pressed by him as .follows: ~" YoQ. are too· cussed
shiftless tor any use. If you don't get the rest of
THE HOTEL RATES.
that money by to-morrow noon I'll send a constable ·
after you-blanked If I don't. I'll be blauktybla.nk·
. The.following prices hav been establis.hed at the hotels for board: $1.50 per day, for one blanked If I can llv, and_ keep up a. whole. churcli.
day'a_nd less than three days; and over, $1 per day. Table board: breakfast, 40 ce~ts; din- full of paupers to boo~. · I'll be Jo-bla.uked It I'll
ner; 5Q.' cents; ·supper, 30 ce.nts. Lodgings, 25 to 30 cents. The hotel accommodatiOns are stand It, i•ll pound· the '!Dla.nkety blank stuffing
sufficient to entertain all who may attend.
_
out of you If you don't bring me the rest of th!J.t
- .
H L. GREEN, .
·.
money. I won't sell you whisky on.the sly fl.!ld pre~nca, N. !Secretary New York State Freethinkers' Association.
tend It's hominy on the halt-shell, any longer.''
Now the godly man Is on trial tor prc:.t~ty. li.nd·
.. •'·~;· S.-:-I am glad t6 announce that the Truth Seeker Company will hav an a~ent on the drunkenness, and the telephone girl 113 the most.iil··
gro~iids with a large ai:\Sortment of Freethought publications for s~le. · The editor of THE nocent witness-in all. :Bloomlngtop.~ · ·
TR~Til SEEKER will, as heretofore, make full reports of the proceedmgs. Other reports of
THE Ohrist!an Age tells the following anecdote of'
the'Oonvention will be published in the New York Herald, the Buffalo Courier, and other
the Ia.te Rev. Dr. Hatfield and his choir-master; :M:r;.
seqi:ila_r papers.
H. L. G.
Jones, who wa.sgett11!8 up a. grand musical perform~
ance by his choir of an anthem he had composed to:
the words of one of Watts's psalms.. The first verse'
1 ·:
ends With the words"Oh, may my' heart In tune be found,
.
'
Like :Oa.v!d's harp of solemn sound."
On Monday and Tuesday, Sept.. 8th and 9th, the
Mr. Jones came to his pastor to get hie appro'V'af 'of
a change of these lines. 8o as to read...,.·
" Oh, may my bea.rt be tuned within,
r\
Like :Oayld'!J sacred ·vlolln."
: <;
.
But the dootor said he could Improve even that, a.tid <
:
.-·
be wrote, to the amazement of Mr. Jones-'
·
" Oh, may my heart go diddle, didle,
WILL HOLD ITS
Like unto.Da.vld'e sacred !lddle,"
:Mr. Jones sang the psalm as written by Watts. 'W<J
haven't hea.rd whether the doctor was prosecuted,
EIGHTH ANNUAL CONGRESS
for blasphemy.
"Do you knoW," asked old Jones of Blll GlllsoU1
At the same place.
As he shuilled the cards tor a deal,
" Why the· gals is anus a. sea.rchln'
'In his call for the Congress the President of the League invites " ~11 cit~zens o£ the
In that madder lot, owned by Jim :tlea.le'l';
' United States, whether they hav acted with this League or not, who beheve m a s~cular
;rep'(!blic, separation of church and state; the equality of all citizens before the _law, Without " Why, cert," answered Bill as he Bnte,ed,
" They grow clover down thar, you know,
:distinction of creed or race Oi' sex; justice for all, and privileges and monopolies ~or non~;
An' the gal what glts a tour-lea.ver, ·
the'·need of universal secular education, free speech, and a free press as the basis of umIs sa.rtln to ketch a. beau. "
versal suffrage.''
,
·
. ,
,
All Oharter and Life Members of the League, and all delegates from local Auxthary "Yer see," went on the oid Bl.nner,
Leagues, will hav votes in the Congress. Each Auxiliary is entitled to send five delegatesAs he scooped In the pot wl tb a. smlle,
its president, secretary, and three other members-to the Congress. Annual members ar.e " It's jest llke thrs queen an' tour acesentitled to seats in the Congress, and to votes by the permission of the Congress.
They're bound fer to rake In the plle,• 1
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iarities. Mr. Kepler, ·hdwever;··happe:p.ed to
beinthenextroom,and.catchiJi.gthefellow
~rattempting to kiss hls wife, beat and kicked
~".-.
him out of the'house. He then had the Sil.lva.
.THE-cowner of a •Q&mp-meeting ground in tion soldier arrested, and in default of bail he
.,- ':l;~,;::c-O,~njrectl.cut has ruined the profitableness of was_ sent to jail•. His pockets were :filled-with
c:;:;,~~;;;;;;o',~)h:isi:li'ol?erly by introducing an. electric. light. copies of tile War Ory.
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;AltiCHMOND, Va.,
has
a prize
Jor the best essay on self-su_pportmg employment forth ladi · th S th
t t "
'
.e
es m e ou ern s a es.
AT a recent church dedication .at. Stratford,
Conn., __a match game. of cricket between the
priests and the choir was 11 feature of the attractions.
.
LILLIJ!l DEVEREAUX BiA.xE, it is stated,-has
come out for Cleveland, repudiating the manif(lsto of Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Oady
Stanton in favor of Bi!une. "

per year.

· Jltws of tht 1/tth.

feeble way. I am revising both books, after
!llYOWnfashion." "lsittrue,C\)lOnel,that
Mr. Beecher, Mr.. Til.lmage, and yourself are
partners in a sheep ranch?" "Not exactly
MR. HENRY GEORGE BoHN, the English
partners; sir," said the colonel, as he .moved author and publisher, is dead.
·
away, "but we are til.lking of writing a series
of theolo¢clil books in company. Good-day."
THE cholera continues its march in Europe.

~Independent

~:::~~c:e~~:

~~~~8.1-mine

. TliE Rev. Dr. Henry M. Scudder, of Chicago,
has with.drawn from the sup- It
:::::t::d
who was for many years, a missionary in India, port of Gov. Cleveland on account of the Bufdisaster n'ear Shamokin, Pa., on the 21st.
expresses. the opinion that "for unmixed falo scandil.l. · We understand, says the Even' '·, -; •>wicked)less and utter moral,· depravity-no city ing Post, tllat this change of front is made by
IN the British provinces, New England, and
: :• '\:..
of Asia .could equru· Chicago or New York," Mr. Bowen, the proprietor of the paper, New York, the hay crop is n~arly 30 per cent
· ~'~"
and that this continent has -a c1ass of villains aga~st the 'tiews of Dr. Ward,- the editor, and less than last year.
;_J_....J~_i_~.·~.S.?~:•.':.'
"lower and meaner. than the lowest and mean- Dr. Twining, the J'IBBooiate editor. The article . THE king of Ashantee, in Africa, recently
.·.- -est in India dr China." And yet New York in wliich the change is announced takes the died, and three hundred subjects were_killed
&lil.d Chicago send missionarfes to those co~- ground that one act of personal ·impurity, if at the funeril.l in his honor.
tries. Perhaps it is the biist'thing that can be proved, is ·sufficient· to condemn anybody. In
GEN; GRANT, since his financial ill fortune
done, both for the cities and the missionaries; this regard the Independent takes considerably befell him, is reported to be writing a history
higher ground than the New Testament. We of important events of the war.
· , · THE revision of the Old Testament does not but poor Asia!
IT
is
~are~day
w!J,en
a
Christian
wife
cannot
can only congratulate it on the state of perfecTHE authorities of Upper Burmah, in Asif!,,
~"'include the Apocrypha. ,But it is riot inlprob. able, that some members Of the committee will furnish her husband with some degree ~f.con- tion which transcends the words of him who hav captured 235 robbers between Mandalay
and Bhamo. Fifty of ~hem hav already been
. ·~contiiiU:e'to meet and· undertake a re-rlsion of solation.. Take the following diil.log as an in~ said "go and sin no more."
stance: "No" sa\dFogg, Iileditativly, "I don't
.
.
crucified.
•the Apocrypha qn the same principles.
·
h
t
'
t
·
·
.
th
'd·
IN
Macmillan's
Magaztne
a
wnter
quotes
the
f ear w a may come o me m ano er wor. ,
...
,
. . . h
J
THE czar of Russia and the emperor of Gert f d · th t fi.ll
"th · rt of 'followmg as Carlyle s opnnon oft e man esus
A SUBBCRmE_R from: Benton, Texas, sends. the "t · t'h
I Is e ac .0 ymg a
s me WI . a 8o
Cliri. .. "I did
fi d Ch . t th t
d- £- many will meet early in September. It is held
following ponundrum: "Why are parsons like nameless dread. ~I don't like the idea of crossst ·
not n
. r).B
a poun o
.., __k ;
_, ·
f ·a f
fresh-butter character which people hav made that Russia desires to cultivate friendship with
·- bi-okers? Because both deil.l in'futures:'" We ;mg th e wu
nver. · 1 w.ways was a rm o wa.
h .
. h
Germany.
"
"Y.
h
ldn'tl
t
th
t
1 ~elieve·the responsibility for this joke liesorigter, yoJ:! kn
. ow. . ous ou
e
a w0rry of him. On the contrary,·
.
. be IS ahman
. Wit _,11
THE ocean steamer Oregon has beaten all
-"
li d M 'F. "
·a·
h
· 1 did great deil.l of anger m him, ut t e anger ....
i~ly with the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher. ·
you,_ rep e : rs. • • ·you
av a sp en
on the right side. He il.lways has e. sharp word previous records by running from Queenstown
Tm: Hebrew popul!ltion
of
St.
Louili!
are
up
chance
to
dry_
your
clothes
when
you
reached
to
·t
to
th
Pha
.
Wh
h
ha
·
·
·
··
·a· ,
·
re urn
e
rlSees.
en one w o s to Sandy Hook in 6 days 10 hours. The dis·in arms because one of their number has been the ot~er 8~ e. .
.
kept the Ten Commandments asks him whether tance is 2,818 miles.
r~f11sed the iease of a residence, on the groUnd ..QUEEN VICTORIA iS muQh. troubled by the· that is not enough he tells him no:-' Leave 8.11
THE Woman Sub:rage party hav accepted the
of's clause in leases already granted; that i:J.o wicked conduct of her son-in•law, the Gr':nd thy riches and follow after me.'" • . • •
Jewish family shall oe allowed to occupy any .Duke Louis of Hesse-~armst~dt. _According Speaking of the indifferenGe o{ the people 'of in'titation of citizens of B~ffalo to ho~~ their
house·in the row. ·
· _to ~h? late.st.repo~s, he IS see~g still_ another our times toward high-minded men, he said: state convention in the Young' Men's Christian
Association Hrul, Oct. 8t1Iran
''MY dear brethren," s~id the mihls~~r, lean- matrimomal alliance, not~thstandin~ the "If Jesus Christ were to come to-day,. people
fug for:ward and speaking very earnestly," in t~ouble~ brought about ~y his ~organatiC mar- would not even crucify hini; they would ask THE First National Banlt· of Albion, N.Y.,
:· • ~~-this excessiv warm and oppressiv weather I ~e ~Ith. Mme. Kalamme. H 18 _latest fancy, him to dinner, a1;1d hear what he had to say, has suspended. President A. S. Wariier has_
fled. He was a victim of Wall-street specula. ·" ._ :.· .. : cian. excuse a little drowsiness during the ser- It .Is smd, IB toward a lady who IS connecte_d and make fun of it."
}:~J[)f.j;;;~t~·, ~lltQI,l;cf\ut:I'-AO. ·wiilh,.·i?h'a.twl>:'\I>;"'BJi!:d_,
~d fith the_ d~cal c,ou~ at Darmstj:ldt,_ but who IS A WRITER in the Brooklyn Ea;gle has hap- tion. The defalcation is large.
L(~~::> ,. lteep"aw1i:R:Il'wlii'i:e~tn:e"c'Oll'eeti6D:'i~·,.lle'iD:tftiiJi:eD' m)lch. his mfenor m rank. She IB il.ls~ ve'?. paned across the sort of clergyman that is fa- GEN. BUTLER is reported to hav said that he
:;;t;\~.._•·-.:· up:~··
· ··. ·
··
·
much younger than the grand duke and 18 said
will withdraw his name as a candidate for the
/,/:: ;~'o· \ " ' THE mayor of Belton, Texas; issued his to be very beautiful.
-:~~: ~=~~dn~~~b~~h;::str.e!:~e ~:c~:~~ presidency on condition thl't Cleveland ~hould
:;'; 0-r,;;
proclamation last week cil.lling on the clergy
IT is described as having been an impressiv to his deserts: He is wont to visit his parish- il.lso withdraw and Thurman be nominated in
"~ound about" to pray for rain. Let us see, scene in Brussels on Saturday two W(leks. ago ioners about lunch or supper time, and will al- his place.
'If
soliloquizes the Sunday Gazetteer, Belton is in when 200 Burgomasters and 300' other mem~ ways stay when he is invited-sometimes until
KATE SMVLBEY, of Fort Plain, N. Y., is still
Bell county. That. is the benighte~ region bers of the Communal Councils throughout. he is invited-to partake. One good liver in alive after an alleged fast of 166 days. Severil.l
wl:tere Dr; Russell was horsewhipped a -few the country met in the Hotel de Ville, and his parish got tired of this. Next time the physicians think she eats slyly, but the family
years ago. for not ~~ing a Christian.
with right hands extended, swore to make use clergyman cil.lled· it was supper time and the clainis she does. not. She is able to converse
of all legal means to defeat the new. education fa mily were seate d at t h e evenmg
. mea1• H e faintly with Visitors.
THE new Old Testament knocks the bottom
bill
and
to
vmdicate
the
"right
of
the
people
was
brought
into
the
dining-room
and took a
1 t f th R
·
Nihi"li
h
011t of at least one standard "proof-text"- to public instruction by the state.'' At the
ANoTHER P 0 0
e ussmn
sts as
chair near the window. He talked, but did not come to grief. The intended victim was Col,'
.-"viz: "In my flesh shall I see God.'' The revised version has it, "Yet· out of my flesh," demonstrations which followed the next day seem at ease. "Will you do as I am doing?" Sazonoff of the Russian gendarmerie. The
etc. Those who believe in the resurrection the Clericals are2 said to hav numbered only asked the head of the family, who had before plot was discoveretil in time, and· twenty or
him a crisp leg of pork, with apple sauce. thirty arrests hav been made•
. of the identical bocly which is buried will hav 8,000 as against 0,000 Liberals.:- Times.
THE Christian Leader says': ''So, then, Her- "T.hank you," said the pastor, rising and preto look for a new buttress to their theory.
THE Very Rev. Patrick Terry, dean of St.
bert Spencer is assailed as a Theist, or for not paring to move his chair to the table; "I don't
THOSE who laugh at the idea of woma.n's
hi
lf
Patrick's churQh, Chicago, was sitting in his
being an Atheist. He defends "mse cau- care if I do." "Then go home and eat your
competing with man in the professions will bef f
d
residence last Sunday evening in conversation
·
tiously, but with his usual array o acts, a:r;t supper with your wife and family," was the
as.tonis:tJ,ed, BlliYB the Burlington Free Press, to
with friends, when his head suddenly drOpped
really takes sides with the theologians. In response
:k!).ow .that.a Western physician' writes pathet- other words,he is obliged to postulate a power
·
forward, and in ten minutes he was a corpse •
.,icruly to a newspaper complaining of tlie con- in the universe adequate to account, not for
THE Rev. Joseph Powell, of San Francisco,
SERIOUS anti-Jewish riots hav occurred at
--duct of a female doctor who has taken·away all the separate phenomena, but for the whole recommends a novel method of preventing the Ekaterinoslav, in Russia. Fourteen houses
·.y·_
·- his :Pa.ti~nts ap.d left him on the brink of star- series. He declines to name the power, but propagation of crime. In a paper recently and shops belonging to Israelites were ran. vation:· this modesty need not disturb us. Mr. Spen- read before the Congregational Club of that sacked and demolished. The Hebrews de· ·
· h av b een driven cer and Mr. Huxley are now both eligible for a city he treated of the law of heredity, and f en d e d th emse1vs VIgorous
·
1y. T wo of th em·
· M eth.odi st misswnanes
-· T. HE
. out of Celaya, Mexico, by a ~ob·. Their house .'liberal • pulpit.''
claimed that as things were at present crim- and one Christian were killed f!>nd many per~was broken open, and they were forced to take
MR. WooDWABD the vicar of Folkestone inals were born and bred such, and that the sons wounded.
refuge in a small room- in a house near by. 'England 18. three p' arts Catholi"c and the other' only efficient way to apply the " ounce of pre•
· d f
h
'
'
vention," which here as elsewhere was better
ON the morning of August 24:th,-Fenimore
Clayton, of Middlefield, N. Y., took his two' ·H. ere th ey were b. e~ege or a~ our or more, part Protestant. He is constantly ignoring
_and the mob had Just broke~ I~ the _door and the line which separates the two divisions of than "the pound of cure," according to the year-old son out into the yard and shot him
w..ere about to mas_.sacre t_he nnssionan.es, when the Ch..;~ti·an church, notWI"thstanding th·e per- common proverb, was to bring in the services
h h h d
.
H
•
d 1
d C th 1 i
d
•=
of the slirgeon and forever depnve confirml)d, throug t e ea ' With the remark: " e is
· .some mo. unte. po ICe arnve • a _0 IC sm a~ sistent efforts of the people's churchwarden to
now in heaven and better off." Clayton is a
Me.'ho di_sm, I.t seem~, are no t a daPt ed t 0 nnx keep him in order. He recently bought a vicious, and criminal persons of both sexes of farmer about 30 years old, and was suffering
harmomously one With the other.
chil.lice of Mgr. Capel. One medallion on it the power of propagation. He proposed that ftoom delirium tremens.
confir~ed drunkards, thieves, licenti()UB perIT has lately transpired that when Hart- represents the Virgin Mary catching the blood sons, and all who had been twice convicted of
W,rn has opened between France and China.
lliann the Nihilist was with Sophia Perovskaja issuing from the side of the savior as he hung vicious and criminal acts should be subjected The bombardment of Foochow by Admiril.l
(hang~d in 1881) .;orking at the mine, beneath upon the cross. The chalice is used in the to the proposed treatment, and that children Courbet's squadron began at 2 o'ciock last ~at
a line of railroad, with the view of killing the parish church, to the great offense of many of of vicious and criminil.l parents, who at the age urday, and ended at 8 o'clock. Only one Chiczar while passing, he be_came in need of funds the parishioners.
of twelve years exhibited, as in most cases they nese battery replied. The arsenil.l was de-to finish th~ work, and S?phia su~gested ~hat
THEY tell all sorts of queer stories about Col. would do, a decided proclivity to the evil ways strayed. Seven Chinese gunboats were sunk,
· lie pawn hiS watch, which he did for mght Ingersoll. Here is one from a Cleveland of their progenitors, should be subjected to the and two escaped. The French fleet sustained
. .:--·
"
ro~bles. This· absence of the watch ?~used paper: A reporter called on Col: Ingers.oll the same treatment a.s a prophylactic. He recom· no damage. The European settlement was
him subsequently to make an en;or m the other morning, and had a short conversation mended this, not by way of vengeance or even not disturbed.
.
... time of firing the match, and to tlris the czar with him. "Is it true," asked the reporter, punishment, but as a safeguard for society,
THE United States steamer Tallapoosa was
"that you wrote the Thirty-Nine Articles?" which was now in danger of being overrun and run down and sunk by a coil.ling schooner in
owed his. life.
EnwA.IU> LoNKDA.LE, a member of the Salva- "It is not true. I only wrote thirty of them. swamped by the vicious and criminal class, Vineyard Sound, off the coast of Massachusetts,
tion Army, cil.lled at va:rious houses in Wilkes- Mr. Theodore Tilton wrote the rest." "And which seemed to hav a power of propagation on the 22d. ]'our men were reported drowned.
barre Pa. and stated that by applying a plas- the Westminster catechism?" "I aided on greater than was possessed by those who were The Tallapoosa was in seJiVice during the war·
ter h; couid with the aid of earnest prayer, that. I looked up the 'history of Adam and virtuous and moril.l. A few of the· clergymen as a blockade, transport,~d dispatch vessel.
remove spots, pimples, etc., from the skin. 1 Eve; discovered where Cl\in got his wife, who took- part in the discussion which fol- Of late she has got the . .. e of being Secre.
-At the house of J. -N. Kepler he was il.llowed painted the ark red, and read the proof." lowed, favored the views of Mr. Rowell, ,but tary Chandler's pleasure~boat. She was 240
:to-try his skill on_ Mrs. Kepler, ,and no one "Did you aid in the preparation oLthe Re- 1 most of them dissented therefrom, and some feet long and ·35 feet wide. Age, 2{ years,
1-Tonnage, 650; displacement, 1,270.
being in the room he· attempted undue famil- vised Edition?" "I am aiding 8.11 I can, in my of them quite strongly.
·
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whatsoe-ver. I am asserting that it is ~ne of what Mr. Spencer "show," like a map on the surface typifying, at the opposit
.
has so happily characterized as pseud-ideas,,or words merely, extreme, the Overt Depa1-tment of Universal Being.
It is of the inner or Occult Sphm·e which figures analogio~tllY
not charged with any real thought. It 1s not competent
to express the notion of negation to which Mr. Hai·rison or symbolically in the philosophy of Mr. Spencer, as the Unwould confine it; for even 1wthings, as we habitually speak of knowable, of which I hav now specially to treat. That which
Frederic Harrison and Positivism; and Herbert them,
are knowable as somethings "defecated to a pure trans- is internal, substanciv, occult, is also (in the usual constittlSpencer and Agnosticism.
·
parency," i. e., they remain as transparencies; and transparen- .tion of things) vital, and the hidden source of Force or :E!nergy:
BY STEPHEN PEAllL ANDREWS.
cies are attenuated somethings. Hegel pointed out the fact as, in the human body, the entrails, called "vitals," and. the
For two thousand years, at least, the term Philosophy has that the knowable or thinkable nothing is only a less real nerve centers, and the mind itself, which are the sources of
been confined to metaphysics, which, it was assumed, founded, something, or, in other words, that negation is also affirmation; the corporeal strength, Energy, or Force. Mr. Spencm· recin that sphere of abstract thought, that broad generalization but an unknowable anything is unthinkable, and is never, ognizes this analogy when, repudiating the negativ theory of
of truth which constitutes the higher scientific domain; from therefore, by any possibility even, thought about. It is; in ·the Unknowable, he says:
"In pm·suance of this view the Comtenn system limits itself
which also, it was assumed, that the special sciences emanated, other words, the verbal promis, to the ear or eye, of an idea,
or grew as branches. Since Bacon, and especially within the with no idea lying back of the promis, to redeem it. It is a to phenomena, and deliberately ignores the existence of any·
last half century, this current of thought has been reversed; bad bill in the currency of limgnage. It cannot be it which thing implied by the phenomena. But though M. Comte thus ·
and the present theory is that the only sane philosophy is that is concurred in and relied on by these two great thinkers, exhibits to us a cloctrin which performing' the happy dispatch,'
which consists in a generalization of and from the special sci- either to refute the anthropomorphic theologians, or to replace eviscerates things and leaves a shell of appearances· with no
ences; and philosophy, among scientific men, now means their postulates. In this extreme sense of the phrase, if sense reality inside; yet I hav in more than one place, and in the
simply the most general aspect of· science or the sciences. it can be called, they would both be constrained to abandon most emphatic way, declined thus to commit intellectual
This change, and the continued use of the word philosophy in it, if they had ever so entertamed it. And yet it is only in suicide."
I shall state here for the information of those readers who
two such opposit senses, is embarrassing, and it is better to some such extreme rendering of the supposed idea, or in some
designate the new school of philosophy, technically, as "Sci- vague or undefined sense, that they two can accept the Un- may happen not to be "posted," that "the happy dispatch,"
is
the Japanese polite way of alluding to the habit of thAirs,
knowable
as
common
ground
of
agreement
to
stand
on,
even
ento-philosophy;" although, in current speech, the term phiin their antagonism to the "spiritists." We will, the~·efore, which we hav come to know under the name of hari kari, and
losophy will continue to be prevalently employed.
Among the great names representativ of broad scientific consider the discussion of this second subject of their agi·ee- which consists in ripping open the abdomen and letting out the
generalization, or Sciento-philosophy, of our clay (o1· nearly so) ment as exhausted, and will pass to the consideration of the bowels, and that "evisceration" means the same thing-the
are, in a pre-eminent way, Auguste Comte, (now dead) in first among their several g1·ouncls of difference; that which re- letting or taking out of the entrails. Mr. Spencer compares,
therefore, here, the Unknowable with the viscera or entrails,
France; Herbert Spencer, in England; Ernst Haeckel, in Ger- lates to this same subject-the Unknowable.
Here, on the side of the disagreement, M1·. Harrison finds the within or "Inwards" of the human or animal body; and,
many; to which illustrious trio we may now unhesitatingly add
Lester F. Ward, in America. With Haeckeland Ward we shall the contents of this limbo of the Unknowable to be pretty of course, the knowable o1· phenomenal world with the bodyhav little or no further concern on this occasion than thus nearly pure nothingness, "a sort of a something about which walls, covered by the skin which p1·esents the body externally
naming them. Our present affair will be with Mr. Harrison, we can know nothing;" while Mr. Spencer infills it with pretty and phenomenally to others.
We hav now gained a position from which we can illustrate,
as an advanced advocate of the Comtean philosophy-Positiv- much all there is of vitality, energy, and reality in existence;
ism-and Mr. Spencer, in propria persona, in defense of Agnos- inclentifying it with Force, his "prime-postulate," and the from this same symbolism, the natural, and nearly inevitable,
ticism, and the al!ie,1 cloctrins intimately associated with his most affirmativ conception of Being. He says that " not only tendency of two reasoners, and sometimes of the 2ame reaname. I place the name of Mr. Harrison first in this mention objectiv nature, lmt man himself is the ultra-manifestation of soner, incautiously, at different times, to pronounce this whole
only because he was the first to make assault in the contention this most real essence." He speaks of "that Power of which region, the viscerismus, negativ, or nothmgish; and otherwise
now about to be alluded to-the same which has been spread man and the world are products, and which is manifested to pronounce it tb.e most affirmativ or somethingish possible;
throu(Sh man in the WOl'lcl from instant to instant." He adds, as just shown by allusion to the vitals. Substituting the inner
at large before the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
That these two great representativ systems of Sciento-phi- "I m1ght make clear the contrast between that Comtean Ag- sphere, above described, for the visceral interior of the human
losophy, the most prominently now before the world should nosticism which says that 'Theology and Ontology alike end or animal body-the sphere or globe form being less subject to
come, at some time, into open collision, was inevitabl~; and I in the Everlasting No with which science conf1·onts all theh- the Artistic Modification to which natme is addicted in her
hav long been awaiting that result, because it offers a great assertions,' and the Agnosticism set forth in 'Fil'St Principles,' higher works, and so the more pdmitiv type; as the fish skeloccasion for a sample of the application of Universology and which along with its denials emphatically utters an Eve1·lasting eton, being lower in the scale of development, better illusits allied pmctical philosophy-Integralism, as the mea'ns of Yes." Again he speaks of "that g1·eat stream of CreativPower, trates the typical plan of the vertcbml skeleton system. at
adjustment and scientific reconciliation between all contest- unlimited in Sp_ace and Time, of which Humanity is a transitory large, than the skeleton of man or the higher animals-it will
ants in all spheres-without, however, dispensing with their product." And, still again; he says: "Whereas in common be perceived, on 1·eflection, that, if we follow inwa1·dly, in
differences, or impairing, in any sense, the utility of those c1if- with his teacher Sir William Hamilton. Dean Mansel alleged thought, the con verging radii, we reach finally the center,
ferences; which 111·e affirmed universologically to be as essen- that our consciousness of the Absolute 'is merely a negation which tends powerfully to become represent11tiv of this whole
tial, useful, and every way desirable as is their reconciliation of conceivability,' I hav, over a space of ten pages, contended inner sphere; somewhat as the astronomer represents the enor harmonic co-ordination in a larger, and the largest possibl~ that our consciousness of the Absolute is not neg!ltiv, but tire body of the sun by the sun center. But this center, so
scheme of ideas._ Neither Positivism, nor the Synthetic Phi- positiv, and is the one indestructible element ·of conscious- reached, is, then, peculiarly wmbiguous, and contradictory in chw·losophy (Mr. Spencer's entire system) claims any special new ness 'which persists at all times, under all circumstances, and acter; and this fact is the gist of the illustration now sought
for. It is either the very focus, pivot, or source of all the outdiscovery (of a key for unlocking the universe of fact and ideas) cannot cease until consciousness ceases.'"
"Fm·ther," he says, "I hav contended originally and in the streaming force or forces of both bodies, the inner and the,
or the distinctiv character of a Universal Science, in the rigor~
ous sense of that term. They are, rather, merely grand en- article named, that this Reality transcending appearance, outer; or it is, on the contmry, the vanishing point into the,
cyclopedic digests and systematic co-ordinations of what has w4ich is not simply unknown, as Mr. Harrison thinks it ideal Infinit (the infinitly small), and, as it were, beyond it,.
been already achieved, and has come to be known. Univers- should be called, but is proved by analysis of the form of our into the 1·esulting Nothingness-as we may chance or choose·
ology, ,qn the co~trary, makes, specific~lly and emphatically, intelligence to be unknowable, standing toward the Universe to regard it. Hence this inner, real, substanciv, vital, forceboth of these cla1ms, and, therefore, as 1ts function intervenes and toward ourselvs in the same !'elation as an Anthropomor- bearing sphe1·e, considered with all its inherent potency, be~n all controversies, as magistmte, umpire, or judge-holding, phic Creator was supposed to stand, has a like relation with it ing, symbolically, the God-center, whether the personal God!
m a word somewhat, the same relatwn to all the opposing not only to human thou~ht, but to human feeling." "I hav of orthodoxy or the quasi-impersonal God of Spencer, is, if
systems of thought as the planet, as a whole, with its mathe· also argued that we are Just as much debanecl from denying taken affi1·mativly, that Unknowable which is the all-powerful
matically measured rotundity, holds to the particular conti- such [human] attributes, since, as ultimate analysis b1·ings us embodiment of Affirmation, Life, and Force, or, if taken negnents, quarters, and countries of the earth. And since, as yet, everywhere to alternativ impossibilities of thought, we a1·e ativly, it is the Quasi-nothing, the Unknowable "defecated into
I am, doubtless, the most prominent representativ of univers- shown that beyond the phenomenal order of things, our ideas a pure transparency '' of Mr. Harrison, and his mental congeners. Mr. H111-rison then represents Mr. Spencer as holding
ological lore, I betake myself to the ground of this combat, to of possible and impossible are irrelevant."
command a peace, and to arrest these two desperate duelists,
The first question which urges itself upon our attention he1·e the views which he (Mr. Harrison) himself deduces from the
and save them from mutual murder, and a further great scandal is: How is it possible, and what is the reason, in the nature of chift inward to and beyond the Inmost of things. Mr. Spenand lese maJeste against the commonwealth of scientific and things, that two schools of able thinkers-Hamilton, Mansel, ce!' then, in turn, accuses him of utter misrepresentation.
philosophic intelligence. They hav already done each other and IIanison on the one side, and Mr. Spencer on the other- But, there has been, doubtless, no misreprese~tation, in purgreat damage-severely wounding each other, and greatly need should be driven, in construing the Unknowable and Absolute, pose. The sin of Mr. Harrison was, at the most, a too rigorat least, the friendly intervention of the higher authorities: to diametrically opposit conclusions-on the one hand giving ous abiding by his own orde1· of logic; forgetting, neglecting,
Mr. Harrison has frankly avowed, in addition to his laudable to the conception the utmost negativ, and on the· other hand overlooking, in his certainty that such results follow from such
desire to co~rect the errors of Mr. Spencer and the, perhaps, the utmost affirmativ char[\cter? At all events, the fact is so. premises, what Mr. Spencer had said and repeated, in defining·
natural, desire to avenge old scores for Mr. Spencer's previous The issne is distinctly made up, and is an all-importunt one; his position. Jlilr. Bpencer, on the contrary, with less respect
assaults on Comte and Positivism, that he has "a rider" of since the Absolute, being for Mr. HalTison, Positivist though for mere abstract consistency and with more respect for the
his own; or the ulterior purpose of forwarding his own per- he be, as well as for the metaphysicians, almost a pm·e nega- practical facts of nature, turns himself about abruptly at the
sonal views. The 1·eacler will already hav perceived that I tion, there is no place left fo1· him to plant a religion except real ultimation of his mental traverse inwardly; 1·everts from
too hav a" rider;" and that I make my appeamnce on the field in Humanity, so that this first grand point of difference be- the real inmost center of things; looks back to the real world,
not merely to save the lives of the contestants, and vinclicat~ tween him and Mr. Spencer is the source of all their subse- and finds in that center and turning-point an outward-tending
the dignity of the Republic of Letters, but that I am perhaps quent differences. Yet they are alike utterly powerless to fountain of all forces, " the InfiniL and Eternal source froin
still more desirous of establishing my own right t~ act as ~ break, for themselvs, the deadlock which divides them. Unity which all things proceed;" or "by which all things are cremagistrate. In pursuing my complex purpose, I shall giv at- can be evolved from this, their fundamental oppositness, only ated and sustained." There is, only, here, a perfectly nattention, firstly, to those rare points in which the two contest- by 1he aid of another system of thought, which deals in deeper ural misunderstanding, incident to the inherent ambiguity of
ants happen to agree, and shall then turn to the consideration analysis than that which Mr. Bpencer has called ultimate. this crucial instance of Universal Being, spontaneously directof the subjects of their difference.
The case with the naturismal sciento-philosophical elementa- ing these two men into their diametrically opposit modes of
The points of agreement between Mr. Harrison and Mr. tion, whether Positivist or Agnostic, is like that of the Syllabic aspecting that inner and occult sphere of Being which they
Spen_cer ~re, mainly: 1. That Mr. Spencer has, in a previous Alphabets with which the art of phonetic writing commences, hav erroneously concurred in denominating the Unknowable,
treat1s, giVen the ccup de grace to the orthodox theological and which, in the main, are displaced, subsequently, by that or the Unknown; for it is, as we shall see, neither; but merely
views t,ouching this general subject of controversy. Mr. Har- deeper analysis of sounds which furnishes the True Alphabet that department of universal things which is known after
rison says he (M1·. Spencer) has made an "army of the moral giving a letter to each distinct elementary sound, vowel, o; another sort; and only less clearly perceived, cognized, articand intellectual dilemmas involved in all anthropomOl'phic consonant. Universology comes in to furnish that ultimate ulated, classified, and defined, than the overt or phenomenal
theology into a long. catena of difficulties, out of which it is analysis and the True Alphabet of Thought, with all philosoph- sphere of existence; and they hav therefore only to bow across
hard to conceive any free mind emerging with success." But ical discriminations and solutions, whi.ch is requisit to provide the line which separates their positions, conside1· their honor
in case the theologians shall not consent to consider them- a basis for explanation and reconciliation in all those spheres as satisfied, and be the best of friends ever after.
selvs dead, the powe1· of Universology to solve othenvise in- of speculation which are left vague or unreconcilable in their
The normal type of conception unde1· which we habitually
solvable difficulties may be put to its severest test, at some dissidences, from the lack of thoroughness in previous analyt- idealize the Universe, is that of a globe or sphere, or rather of
futme time, at this point of difference between them and these ical methods, Universology will, therefore, throw a flood of two spheres, adjusted to each other as above described-all our·
two champions who 111·e united against them: I am not now light upon this ftrst and fundamental difference between Posi- speculativ, mental, and moral ideas being derived, by metaphor,.
called on to grapple with that question, and I shall leave it tivists and Agnostics, justifying them both, showing that each from material fqrms and objects. Every globe is, in fact, as to
untouched. 2. 'l'hey are agreed that Agnosticism or the doc- has an indispensable portion of the whole truth, and that the its prime division, these two spheres co-apted as one-as inner·
trin of the Unknowable-though fo1· other reaso~s and pur- larger and all-embracing philosophy of Integmlism will com- and outer. Everything, in the universe of things, is uncon-.
poses Mr. Harrison dislikes the terms-is true doctrin as bine and correlate them in the higher and complex unity of sciously construed by us as having a Within and a Without, a .
against the theologians, and for the purpose of putting an complete knowledge.
subjectiv and an objectiv presentment; so that our assimilation,
end to the controversy with them.
It must, in the first place, be obse!'Ved here that the Abso- of the human body with its viscerismus or "inwarcls-clep111-t-.
I hav here coupled Agnosticism with the Unknowable as if luto-Absolute and Absolute Unknowable being utterly non- ment" and its head-and-trunk walls (its outwards) to these two.
they were synonymous ... Etymol?gically, ho:v~ver, they are existent even in thought; utterly inconceivable, and for us, spheres is far more than a rhetorical illustration. It is a rad-·
not the same, unknowab1hty denymg the possibility of know- therefore, pure nothing; and as such, to be eliminated from ical, scientific analogy, and equivalent to a logical demonstm-·
ing, in respect to that to which it is applied; while Agnosticism all questions of philosophy, what remains for us is the distri- tion for those who understand the newly-discovered Science of
may mean merely the expression of the characteristic modesty bution of universal things into a Sphere of the Less Knowable Analogy. Still, this point of the two antithetical aspectual
of science, which is forbidden by its own nature to claim and a Sphere of the More Knowable; or the Quasi-Knowable presentations of the inner, occult, and substanciv sphere of
knowledge beyond the limits of its acquired possession. It and the Knowable; or, what is the same thing, into The Occult things is so central, crucial, and impo1-tant, in all philosophy ·
~s, therefore, only to the Unknowable with the implications of and The Overt Departments of the Universe, whatsoever these may that I will not tmst it, for ordinary 1·eaders, to one illustrati~
1ts etymology, and to Agnosticism in so far as it is used in the prove to mean-like the Cryptogamous anrl Phanogamous dis- figure (that of an inner an clan outer globe), but will introduce
same sense, that I shall here giv the first attention.
tribution in Botany. More strictly, the case is like that of a another illustration from the struc>ture' of language-a sphere
And here I venture to assert that there is no such ~hing, in circle or sphere, in respect to the radii, which, in the inner of things which is intimately related to all the domains of
any absolute sense, as the Unknowable. To assume 1ts exist- half of its rotundity, converge towards the center where they thought. But before pl'O?eecling to it, let me diverge to reence is a contrac1iction and a logical absurdity; for if it were end; and which, in its outer half, tend outward towards the mark that Mr. Spencer, dissenting from the negativism of his
existent, we should not know of its existence; could neither rim or surface where they terminate, diverging more and more opponents, in respect to the absolute, commits the error, no
affirm nor deny it; should, in fact, never entertain the idea of as they go away from the neutral belt which intervenes half less serious for sound philosophy, of going over as unguarclit, either to affirm or deny it; because, again, to know that way from the center to the circumference. There results an eclly to the. other extreme. He says: "So far from rega1·ding
anything is (or is not) is to know it, already, in the most fun- inner solid sphe1·e, with the radii near each other, and con- that which tmnscends phenomena as the 'All-Nothingness,'
damental particular of the knowledge which we can hav of verging, condensed, matted upon each other (substance like) I regard it as the All-Being. Everywhere I hav spoken of the
any subject whatsoever. It has ceased to be the unknowable more and more as they approach the center, and an outer Unknowable as the Ultimate Reality-the sole existence; all
the1·efore, f1·om the instant that we know and can affirm that shell-sphere, whose radii diverge outwardly from the neutral things present to consciousness being but shows of it. Mr. Harit is or exists.
From that onward we may know less or more belt to the surface, reporting themselvs there as points scat- rison entirely inverts our relativ positions. As I understand the
of the details of its existence; bnt nevermore is it unknow- te~·ecland suncle1·ed from each other; marking Configumtion case, the All-Nothingness is that phenomenal existence in which
able, o1· even unknown for us.
or Form (articulatoid) rather than Substance or Reality. The M. Comte and his disciples profess to dwell-profess, I say, beI am not now commenting upon JVIr. Spencer's idea, as inner or substanciv sphere is also hidden or occult, typifying cause in their ordinary thoughts they recognize an existence"
covered by the tm;m Unknowable, but upon the appropriate- the Occult Department of Universal Being, and the Morphic, tmnscencling phenomena just as much as other people do.
nesH, or mappropnateness of the term to express any true idea or Phenomenal, or Appare:nt Sphere consisting more of mere
'.rhis is pure Spinozism, and makes the substanciv sphere of
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-things become the sole real existence; whereas the phenomenal .sphere, the "shows" are jus' as essent_ial, in the abs?lute, as that which causes the "shows "-which, I suppose, 18
what St. John means when he says that the logos; the discriiJ?-inativ principle, not only was with God, b11;t ~as Go~. It IS
, an error of transcendental philosophy, this mto_ which. Mr.
Spencer has fallen, as gross as any which he finds m I;£amilton
and M~tnsel· but inverse. There is not any such thmg anywhere as th<J All-Nothingness or the All-Somethingness.
Everywhere and in all spheres, are the affirmativ and negativ
elements of Being the occult and the ovt"rt, balancing, or
partly balancing each other-and the gr~at con0rele spheres
merely signify the dominance and subdommance of these elements. Let Mr. Spencer, or anyone, fancy himself reduced to
a inere sack of entrails, and then, the sack also taken away, and
he has, in this destitute situation, a precise, ~o~poreal image of
the conceptual Universe as he has sketched 1t m the above extract. His own allusion, previously quoted, to "the happy
dispatch" (hari kari), and to '' evisceration" makes this analogy and illustration peculiarly arl hominem. One of the most
fundamental formulas of Vniversology is: The Inexpugnability of Prime Elements; whiCh means the ever-presence of two
opposit elementary factors in all spheres of Being.
The relation of the subjectiv Hum11n sphere, the mind,
to the objectiv Human sphere the body, or of the Snbjectiv
and the Objectiv generally, is analogically the same as the
relation of the badly named Unknowable to the phenomenal sphere of things at large; and M. Comte far better
and more correctly, states the fact when, in propounding his
fifteen fundamental laws, he says that there is a greater confusedness or more obscurity, (or as it were, more huddling) between the phenomena of the Subjectiv sphere, which, therefore, needs to be elucidated by a reflex light cast from the study
of the Objectiv. And so Mr. ~pencer, wiser in his practice than
in his theory, treats the world of phenomena as a very real
world, while he, on the other side, contrary to his theory, often
introduces very essential discriminations into the heart of the
Unknowable. One of his disciples, Mr. Chadwick, in the Index,
thus states, very prettily, this characteristic of the master: ''But
these expressions are not representativ of Mr. Spencer's most
habitual thought nor of its worthiest implications. The abyss
of his Unknowable is not one of total gloom. Some visions
of solemn beauty do gleam within it. Some rays of clear light
do escape from it. He does not fling us into bottomless
negation and leave us there. The conditions which Martineau has insisted on are realized in the completeness of his
thought. There is some alternation of light and darkness, of
inner silence, and 'a stir of upper air.'"
·
Let us now recur to the subject of language as a special illustration, in its structure, of the co-existence of a substanciv occult, and less cognizable factor, and of a morphic, or pheno'menal, discriminativ, articulativ, limitary, and more observable
and more cognizable factor; and, in this connection, I shall
treat of the similar doubleness in the constitution of knowledge
itself, and indeed, of all things. In fact, the analysis of knowledge must still, in a degree, somewhat precede that of speechrepresentation, though the two will go along harmoniously
together.
'fhe assumed demonstration that it is impossible to know what
Mr. Spencer calls the Unknowable, or that the human mind
is incompetent to know certain things, rests on a false understanding of what constitutes knowledge. His definition is only
of one-half of the whole :field of knowledge, precisely as his
"phenomenal sphere of being,'' the overt world, is only onehalf of the total universe, or world-the other half, the
so-called Unknowable, being really the occult, or for us less
readily knowable sphere. 'rhe truer statement is, however,
that Mr. Spencer has given to the term knowledge a too
limited assignment of meaning. He makes knowledge wholly
relativ, and to be merely the mental assignment of any observed phenomenon ·to a class, a correlating of it with some
other knowledge already possessed. His disciple, John Fiske,
says that all knowledge is classification. How then can knowledge, or the process of knowing ever begin? What is to be
said concerning the first phenomenon, before the mind is
charged with any other knowledge, with which to classify, or
to which to relate the newly obderved fact? Mr. Spencer's
definition holds good of co-gnition (kno\ving with something
else), which is relativ knowledge; he assuming all knowledge
to be relativ; whereas relativity is only one of two co-operativ
elements or factors, of which all knowledge i~ constituted.
The other element or factor is the absolutivity of knowledge, or
that which impresses itself upon our minds directly, apart
from and prior to all classing or relating whatsoever; or else,
as transcending it ulteriorly and elementally.
Every act of knowing (coming to know, Impression) involves the conjunction of these two elements, as precisely as
every syllable in speech (Expression) involves a consonant and
a sonant (vowel) element, in conjunction. Mr. Spencer's mistake or omission, in the defectiv inclusivness which he givs to
the meaning of the term knowledge, is the same in kind, or
analogically, as that of the early Hebrew writers, who recognized and wrote only the consonants1 omitting the vowels.
The phonographers do the same thing, but knowingly; and
merely as a convenient device for abbreviation and rapidity. Just, then, as there is a sonarit (sounding) and a
con-sonant (with-sounding) element of vocal expression, so
there is a se:nsorant (sense-giving) and a con-se:nsorant (withor-accompanying sense-giving, or relationizing) element in
Mental Imp1·ession; which is the fundamental aspect of knowing, knowledge, or the process of coming to know.
The consonant element is the cul-o_tf, the limiting, or finiting,·and so the relation-making and relation-marking, element
of expression; while the vowel is the unlimited possibility of
continuous voice, (not cut-off), and so may be regarded, analogically, as the infinit and eternal element. It is also relativly obscure, or occult, mixed or mushy, substance-like, stufflike, reality-like, in a word, the contrast, throughout, of the
more obtrusiv, rigorous, and definit element, the consonant.
'I'here is, nevertheless, in the vowel sound, by Inexpugnability, a subdominance or minor proportion of limitation,
which manifests itself, externally, as modulation (mouthshaping short of actual cut-off or interruption) and which
·internally permeates the whole mass, the body of the "klang,"
or sound, as vibration; and if, with metaphysical acumen,
anyone should insist on eliminating all limitation, even this
more subtle kind, from vocality (vowel-dam), the result would
be that all sound would cease-the ultra-negativ outcome of
absolutism, along with Mr. Harrison-and we shr:mld hav left
.e"ither entire silence, or thos:J special silences or rests which
intervene between sentences, words, syllables, and sounds,
which enter into the make-up of speech; the Nothing being,
therefore, after all, as important as the Something in the constitution of things; whether, for instance, as here, of language, or of Universal Being-i. e., we should hav negation or
the negativ element of being lingually illustrated. On the
other hand, while consonant-sound is, theoretically, mere limitation, cut-off, relation, line, placo where realities both meet
and go asunder, yet, by Inexpugnability, it is so imbued with
vocality, and so borrows a portion of its being from the vowel,
thnt it is only heard, or has any existence as sound, by virtue
of such borrowed vocality; while metaphysical or logical con-
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sistency which should insist upon eliminating from it every- edge to synonymy with cognition, he feels the necessity of a
thing but its own intrinsic nature, which is line without struggle with the difficulty of not having any generic term ~or
breadth or thickness, would carry it into absolute nothingness. all kinds of mental certainty. Knowledge is rightly gene~·!C,
This is what happens, analogically, and ontologically, when it and gnition and cognition, o1· gnosis and co-g nos is, the specmlis affirmed, as by Spinoza that " all limitation is negation •·- ties. No author has properly the right to make ~ necessary
although this may be understood in another sense, in which it generic term specific, while leaving us thereby dest1tuteof any
is practically true; namely, that the limitation is the negation fitting generic expression.
If the grolmd were untrodden, the following woul<l be th_e
(or hindrance) of the (further) extension of that which is limited-i. e., in this case, merely that the consonant is the limit; proper etymological distribution of the words here appropnately involvE>d:
ation of the otherwise perpetually continuing vowel sound ..
But, apm·t from these more metaphysically tmnsceudeut.ll
1 :J. 01.guosi~; Roeondary knowledge, in relation
poRsibilities and liabilities, the vowel sountl rclllains bUhsLmGNosrs 1
to other l,nowledge.
tially tho typf' (in hugnago) of r.~ality, with only <'hong't of
or
~ 2. Ag-gnosis (for ad-gnosis); direct knowledge,
limitation involved to secure its existence; and the consonant Knowledge. 1
whether sensational, or higher insight.
the type of Limitation, with only so much of reality as to cause
L1. A-gnosia, not knowledge; i(n)-gnorance.
its sonancy; or make it heard, at all.
But there are two practical objections to this, arrangemen~.
Hence, 1. In Vowel-dam we hav the illustration of Reality; The first is that with our slovenly EngLish habits of pronunCI2. In Consonant-dam we hav that of Limitation, and 3. In Si- ation, a-gnosis and ag-nosis would be pronounced e~actly
lence, or the Silences, which intervene, we hav that of Nega- alike. The other is that the Greek word gnosis has acqm~ed a
tion-and these three are Kant's three Fundamental Catego- well-understood asignment with philosophers to the specu~:lty
ries of the Understanding, or of our Knowing faculty. Thus of a kind of direct knowledge. For this reason the followmg
we are conducted back to the realm of knowledge, and must arrangement is preferable.
seek there, for the same three Categories ; only two of
r 3. Cognosis, or Cognition, indirect or relativ
which Mr. Spencer has recognized at all, and only one of
I
knowledge.
which he has included under the name of knowledge. These KNoWLEDGE 2. Gnosis, direct or absolute knowledge.
three are: 1. Sensorance (Sensation--the substrate, occult,
L1. Agnosia, not knowledge.
.
limitless, causal and primitivly forceful element of knowledge);
The effect of the imperfection of Mr. Spencer's classifica2. Cbn-sensorance (Co-gnition,) the articulativ, discriminating, tion is that it throws him, in popular estimate, upon that negclassifying, cor-relating element of knowledge, and 3. Un- ativ and phenomenal side of Agnosticism where he persistently
knowledge (total ignor~tnce, i(n)-gnorance, non-gnorance, not- refuses to be placed.
knowledge-as a whole-or the intervening patches of unMr. Harrison says: "Why an Energy? The Unknowable
supplied knowledge or lapses of information). Stripped of may certainly consist of more than one energy." Mr. Harrison
explanations these are: 1. Reality; 2. Limitation: and, 3. does not insist; but this is a very pregnant inquiry. There is
Negation-the Limitation-department being that alone which present in every individual occurrence, in the whole universe
Mr. Spencer dignifies by the name knowledge.
of occn;rences, that which coincides, by analogy, with myselfIn the chance-begotten structure of our ordinary languages, hood when conscious of willing to act, and acting, in consethe same mistake has been incurred, which has been repeated quence; and which coincides, in the. sa~e manner, with the
by Mr. Spencer, with all his acumen, in the philosophical arena. Substantiv or Pronoun in the Nommat1v Case to the Verb.
We hav the words con-sciousness and co-gnizance, and the There is no more any one corporeal-real, universal force, perverb co-gnize, for the relativity of knowing; but we hav failed meating Nature, and pro(lucing ~II effec~s than there is one
to form and retain the more radical bases, sciousness, gnizance, universal consciousness in humamty-whwh Mr. Spencer afand gnize, for the absolutivity of knowing; although we hav firms there is not-or one universal Nominativ Case in Gramborrowed the Greek gnosis, which has been used by philoso- mar governing all instances of verb action, and filling the
phers in that sense. • It can hardly be imputed to Mr. Spencer, enti~·e grammatical field. I say wittingly "no more," for I
or any other thinker, as a marked personal defect, that he has sho.Il come back subsequently upon the question whether there
not been able to transcend the limits imposed on him by the is n soul of reality differing from the corporeal-real, in such
imperfection of our extant languages. It is only by the deeper illustrativ instances.
analogy of the absolute structure o~ language only of late
'l'he corporeal-real element, in any action, the body of the
discovered as a mirror of the workmg of elementary prin- action coincides with matter. There is, then, force, the exciples, that any one could be liberated from t~e tmmmels of ertiv ~lement which we recognize as present in every transacthose disguises of the nature of thought whiCh reslllt from tion or occurrence that which coincides with our own experilingual deficiency. Mr. Spencer, indeed, and every other great ence of the exertiv'ness which occurs in us when we act. But
thinker appeals often and confidently to analogy; but neither these instnnces of individual exerti vness are all single or sep~
he nor anyone else has understood analogy well enough to se- arate instances not made confluent or blended-ecccepl by us
cure anything like absoi:nte success in ~he use of it. _A g7eat ideally in a distinct act o.f" menlnl yeneraliznlion, which in so far
discovery had to be awmted. No subJect becomes sment1fic- as either Mr. Harrison or M1·. Spencer knows, or would tHlmit,
ally understood, in any adequate degree; until it is studied for has no objectiv sullstantinlity wluttever. Neither of them is
its own sake, and on its own ground, as a subject of scientific authorized to predicate any ideal conflnenco or unit:y of _thingK,
investigation; and not merely as auxiliary to something else. persons (consciousnesses), or acts, and then enuow 1t w1th corFo1; example, language, as to its etymology and glottological poreal energy. Yet Mr. Hpenc~r doe_s this, concerning, tho
laws was studied, incidentally, as the helper of literature, cosmical forces Mr. Harrison chssentmg; and Mr. H>trr!son
many hundred years without developing any proper science of does it concerni~g the socittl incliviuual consciouRne~ses, Mr.
language. It was only, when, less than a century ago, a group Spencer dissenting. If either of them ever gains authority to
of German students entered ex prqfesso upon the study of the do so they must borrow it from their· spiritist neighbors-A.
structure and glottal laws of language, that the great modern Wilfo,rd Hall, for example, with his do_ctrin o~ Spiritual Subscience of Philology or Glottology was developed. And so, stantialism-some other element of bemg, whwh has not yet
now it is only for the first time, among a similar group of been introduced into this discussion by any of us. Upon
students expressly concerning themselvs with analogy itself, their own ground, as mere positiv scie_ntists,. they are f?rever
in the b~som of the Universological School, here in: America, precluded from assuming any c?llect1v u~1ty of a_cts ill the
that the great new, and in a great sense, fundamental science Universe or of consciousnesses Ill Humamty-Wh!Ch, neverof Analogic has been developed.
theless they mutually assert, or deny, in these diil'erent but
We hav been treating, hitherto, of the elementismus of coincident cases, as snits, arbitrarily, their different views.
langnage (phonetics, sounds). This is what in language corMr. Spencer must, at the least, either become atheistical to
responds to Metaphysics altogether.. The elaboriBJ;nus of Ian. his newly discovered God-principle in Nature, a sort of vital
guage carries us :UP to the realm of ~rammar, whwh_ corr~s principle in the Universe, or he must _yield the point to _the
ponds with Physws. None of the philosophers, deahng With Comtists that there is a common consmousness for Human1ty;
the world at large, hav ever made this great leading discrimi- and Mr. Harrison must abanuon the idea of a unitary soul for
nation properly; nor could th~y hav ~one so without t_he aid Humanity, or yield to Mr. Spencer his demanu for the recogof this analogy of language. W1thout 1t, our sub-analogies are nition of a universal soul.
liable to become very mixed. So the vowels, denoting reality,
'l'he confluent unity, antagonizing the divergent variety, is
denote Force also, in a deep, metaphysical sense; the force the same principle, in both cases. It is fundamental with Uniupholding all things; but mo:e generally! Mr. Spencer, _in versology that there is always anc! i_n ?ve:y.thing a_conf~ne~t
speaking of force, means physwal, mechamcal force, the lm- unity co-operativ with an antagom~t!C md1 Vld_ual (h vers1t,Y m
gual analog of which is up in the grammatical domain, in the constitution of the higher or mtegral umty-the Umsm,
respect to language;, and especially concerns the N ominati_v the Dnism and the Trinism-as the incvitttule and invariable
(the activ agent, subJect, cause) and the Verb (process, transi- constituents of Universal Being. Universology, therefore,
tion the transitiv procedure to the objectiv, etc.). To per- decides with Mr. Spencer, as against the implication of Mr.
sue 'this train of analogical illustration would take us too far Harrison's q nestion, that thero is indubitably, a :mit':ry eft~c
afield. J,et us adhere to the vowels and consonants.
tiv potency permeating all N ature1 as w~ll as a~ m~mty of_ mThe reality which vowel-dam represents, when the same idea dividual instances of force; and domdes w1th the Comtlsts agamst
is transferred to the human body, constitutes and includes Mr. Spencer thttt there is, and must be, a collectiv conBciousthe flesh-and-bone-mass, composed of their molecular and ness in Humanity as well as individual consciousnesses;
atomic constituents; and then the limitation, which consonant- whether we are as yet fully awake to the experiential percepdam represents, consists of the joints or jointings of the body- tion of it or not.
mass with a special implication of the bones or skeleton, the
'l'he second difference between Mr. Harrison and Mr. Spen"an~tomy" as closely allie~ with . the joints. 'fbe phonog- cer to be noticed which however, has been alludeu to, and
raphers call their words wntten without vowels (the conso- which is a branch'of what has been considered, is that which
nants alone), skeleton words. The consonants are habitually is exl?.ressed by Mr. Spencer in th~s~ w~rus: "In pursuance
know as "articultitions," and the joints are also called articu- of th1s view the Comtean systelll lumts 1tself to phenomena
lations (little jointings). Both consonants and joints are the and deliberately ignores the existence of anything implied by
relating inter-ligating (intellect-like, as in co-gnition), or tying- the phenomentt "--implying, on his part, that the Spencerian
together department of the things which they concern.
System as he elsewhere ailirms, punetratos to the heart of
Here Mr. Spencer, taking cognition for the whole of knowl- things 'and looks out from within. Availing ourselvs of the
edge, and holding the whole of_ the phenome~al world to be huma~o-corporeal tmalogy now established (the human body
relativity (articulation), comm1ts the absurd1ty, by the anal- type) we can exactly illustrate what Mr. Spencer is here inogies hardly less ludicrous than that of the sack of entrails tending to say. While claiming _that he a!1d his sy~tem refor the absolute, of making the whole phenomenal world equal side as we hav seen, in the entra1ls of umversal tlnngs, the
merely to the joints of the huma~ or anim!ll bo~y, wiLh a mere vitai center, he charges that Comte, Harrison, and the others
suggestion of the bones-better, if the carwatunst could _effect of that school inhabit the outer walls, or rather the face of
the illustration-to leave the bones out altogether, and picture those walls, where posters and nd,vertisments. are ~lsnally exthe joints alone, unaccompanied and unadorned b:y a~ything hibited-the place of" shows." Charles Fonner saul long ag_o,
else whatsoever. This would Rurpass the reahzatwn of of Frenchmen his fellow-countrymen, that they dwelled Ill
Sidney Smith's aspiration, of a hot day, to take off his flesh the skin of th~ Grand Man, and noborly understood him; but
and sit in his bones.
·
Comte was a Frenchman, and by the aid of Mr. Spencer's
So recurring to thought and knowledge-sensation, con- symbolism the matter begins to become intelligible. But we
scio~sness direct knowledge, gnilion as contr11sted with co- must giv to this outerness a broauer. i~clusion than the mere
gnition is 'that which coincides with vowel-dam in speech, and skin. It means the bony framework, JO!llts, and flesh annexed,
fiesh-m'ass in the human or animal body; and co-gnition (knowl- skin, traits,lor features, wrinkles, and all of the ~iscriminati>:,
edge proper-Spencer) is that which coincides, analog~cally, limitary elaboration of the body, as contrasted with the semiwith the joints or articulations, and the consonants; m the formless splanchnic region within. What then shall we say
physical embodiment, and. ~n speech .. As I _h_av said, Mr. of Mr. Harrison, who repudiates formality,.formulw, theology,
Spencer includes only cogrnllon under h~s defimtwn of knowl- and the like in trying to get at tho working basis of reality
edge; still it is frankly conceded that he IS not so. much under for his religion'! Why, that he is quarreling with his own
criticism here, in this regard, on the ground of h1s real idea, as bones, as a partisan of the more vital muscles .. But a muscuon that of his verbal modes of expression. He abundantly lar religion alone is not adequate. Both partws must learn
admits and affirms, on various and all occasions, that con- that they must coalesce and embrace "the whole animnl ;" if
sciousness is om basis of all thought and certainty, and the they would attain to that Intcgralism which is indispensable
most sure of all our assurances, while yet he denies to it the to cm.npleteness.
The third great difference pronounced between the two
name of knowledge properly so called; but can any better
title be conceived of to the name of knowledge than the utmost contestants in this notable controversy iR, that Mr. Harrison
degree of mental certainty'! The very word (con-)sciousness holds Humanity to be worshipful, and Mr. Spencer holds
is from the Latin scio, 'I know.' Degrading the word knowl- quite otherwise, I shall make but slight comment on this
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point, especially as I seem to previse, that it is here that Mr.
In the final grand shock of the encounter between these two JYir. Spencer has illustrated by his analogy. But, then, by a
!:farrison will exhibit his brilliant power of repartee and log- contestants, it is llir. Spencer who draws the first blood. On sudden impulse, some one casts a side-glance, in the midst of
ICal eloquence in reply; a power of which he is the pre-eminent the relativ priority of Ghost-religion and Nature-worship or his own rollick, at a friend or a stranger in a neighboring seat;
master; and I hav no wish to attempt to anticipate him in a Fetichism, he has, I should say, on this cursory diag:i10sis, too the glance is reCiprocated, and each is struck at the same infield so remarkably his own. I shall merely observe that Mr. effectivly winged his antagonist for any promis of a healthy stant with the fact that the other is stirred in the same way
Spencer might as well advert to the epithelial scales upon the recovery. llir. Harrison, following confidingly Comte, who as himself. .The fun is hightened by the mutualltyof the recsurface of the human body, to prove the individual man to be never investigated, but only thought, was badly grounded in ognition. Presently they glance at others; and others at ·
a scaly ?r a scabby fellow, as to cite the short-commings of the particulars; while llir. Spencer is, doubtless, the best furnished them. A common consciousness (Alto-euplectellisni) bursts
into being, of the utter comicality of the situation, carHumamt:r ?f the past to belittle the divine personality of the with facts on these subjects of any man living.
r_ace, upnsmg from age to age toward its transcendent des- ·In the second bout, on the worshipfulnes!l of humanity, I ried to its utmost bight by that very consciousness. They
tmy, at the head-ship of the concrete universe. Man, as a judge Mr. Spencer's triumph will prove to hav been more ap- lahgh at each oth(jr, and with each other, and are overwhelmed
race, he says, has no concrete consciousness; which means parent than.J real, and will turn into a defeat, as I hav indi- and penetrated all through by the inner sense that everybody
is engaged in enjoying the same fun.
only that he is not yet conscious of any such consciousness; cated.
What is it which has passed from one to another in that
or rather t~at he is not conscious of being conscious of any
In the third bout, in llir. Spencer's attack on the Comtean
such cons~wusness;_ but, as he says of the Positivists, on doctrin and polity, he is more successful; but not wholly so. momentary glance of intelligence, and which, literally, "in the
~nother pomt, he thmks and knows like other men; and every He scatters his strength in random blows, and attacks in twinkling of an eye," has converted a merely mechanical conmsta~ce of sympathy between any two is an instance of race- piecemeal, instead of striking at centers, or showin~ up, for cert of unconscious acts into all uncontrollable gush of con?onsciOusness. :\-nd all sympathy is Altruism, and Altruism once and all, the intrinsic defect of the Comtean philosophy. scious and sympathetic emotion?
Ask A. Wilford Hall, with his doctrin of Spiritual SubstanIS to be the dommant of the practical religion of the future
The final criticism on Comte, in this respect, remains, thereprecisely as the great child-soul of Comte-I think he kne~ fore, still to be made; or remains rather uncompleted by tialism ! If the merely "mechanical-causal" theorists,
Buechner
and Haeckel for instance, should catch a glimps of
as little of the world, of real men, as an infant--intended to Spencer than exhaustivly accomplished. It is, in a few words,
this superior manifestation of mind-force, they would enter
affirm. I shall advert aga:in to this question of race-conscious- somewhat after this order:
ness.
Comte undoubtedly missed, entirely, of any right under- upon a higher phase of scientific development, which is as yet
The fourth and last and paramount great difference to standing of the dawnin~ spirit of the new chilization. He terra incognita for them. There are some noble souls already,
~hich I shall now. call attention, between these contestants, was never born into the Idea, never penetrated with the radical in the world, who are, Itt least partially, awake to this common
Is, that Mr. Harnson, following Comte, propounds and de· conception of Individuality. He was essentially medieval. consciousnes!l of mankind. If a score or even a less number
fends the Religion of Humanity; while Mr. Spencer defends He looked for every thing to unity, organization, and compe- of Frederic Harrisons existed, and if they chanced to "look
the thesis that the gist of religion is in the comprehension and tent authority. He, therefore, mistook the developing genius each other's way, they might perhaps be the first in the theworshipful regard for the "lnfinit and Eternal Energy from of this age, and failed to comprehend the drift and "place in ater to rouse the gra.ud eclat of the world's new birth into
which all things proceed." This is again by the symbolism Nature" of the really leading nations and peoples of the world, hilarious happiness; and of the dispersion of the gloom and
now established, the grand final issue, no~ directly made up and their progress along the lines of more and more indepen- spiritual deadness of the past.
It will be the supreme effort of Pantarchism, glimpsed at
between the Vit_al Force of the Universe, dwelling at the In: dence of the individual, more and more self-assurance, and
most, and working outwardly, on the side of Mr. Spencer, and more and more contempt for the arbitrary prescriptions of by Ward, to lift all mankind suddenly, by a concert of intha~ I?us.cular effectivness and comprehensiv practical energy, leaders and saints. He never attained to any adequate notion fluences, reaching from the lowest material to the highest
~esi~hng I~ the ?~ter walls, limb~, and features, and manifest- of the meaning of Protestantism, qr Republicanism, or Social- spiritual ;;ources, into this Collectiv Consciousness of the Race
mg Itself m positiv work, which is demanded by Mr. Harrison. ism, the three great rising, commanding, and leading forces -demonstrating to all minds their Unity of Intarests; and
It takes but a glance of the eye of an Integralist to see that in the world-the growing end of the huge vine of human what may be called the Solidarity of their Common Destiny.
Comte uses the terms spiritual and material as freely as any
both are alike requisit and indispensable parts of the totality progression. He only knew them as inversions of the true
of the social synthesis.
ordBr of progress, to be clipped and overcome by the spirit of churchman, but in a, sense quite peculiar to himself. Spiritual, with him, relates to humanity as a higher sphere of
Mr. Hanison has predicated, indeed, both necessities in Catholicism.
these striking words: "'.rhe religion of man, in the vast cycles
Comte was bred a Catholic and remained imbued with that Nature than the Cosmical; and he calls the tendency of the
lower
cosmical sciences to encroach on the higher spheres of
that are to come, will be reverence for Humanity as suworted character during his lifetime; and Catholicism is a religion for
bij ~Ufture."
J\IIr. Spencer, on the other hand, unhesitatingly the world's infancy, or non-age; and not for adult men and science-that, with Buechner, for instance, to trace all Vital
admits al~ of tl~e anthropic attributes of religion affirmed by women; save that, by the universological Jrinciple of Termi- phenomena to Chemism and Mechanism-" the materialization
llir. Harnson; mdeed, affirms that the Infinit and Eternl}l nal Conversion into Opposits, or, more especially, by the An- of the sciences;" and the counter-tendency-to anthropomorphEn~rgy culminates, in manifestation, in the intelligence and tithetieal Repetition of the Lowest in the Highest, it will be a ize, or anthrophize (man-form-ize or man-ize), all the forces
fe_elings of man. The road ought, then, to be a short one which legitimate tendency of the adult world, as it gets through the and forms of lower Nature-" the spiritualization of the sciences."
will reconcile them--by the univer~ological method. They first wild period of the enjoyment of its new-found fi:eedom, Ward, following Comte, contrasts habitually Nature-meaning
~eed o~ly perceive that they ar~ looking through t~e telescope to revert to somewhat more of the gentleness of its childhood. lower Nature-and llian, as a superior Nature, or department
~rom di!ferent en~s; and that, mother words, theu difference But that must be superimposed upon the achieved and estab- of Nature; so that some modification of super-natumlism, some
Is ?nly m emphasis-which may readily be so changed as will lished habits of a fully developed individuality; and not be in- intrqsion of a Dualism counterparting the llionism, seems insmt the purpose at the time intended.
compatible with them. Comte, with no understanding of inevitable; and the spiritual sphere of things is to be, in some
. But_ in the mean time the war rages. Explanations and rec- these facts or laws, resorted, as llir. Spencer has so abund- form or other, sufficiently distinct to claim some appropriate
tiil.catwns are still to be made. Revision of statements made antly exhibited in illustrativ instances, to a child-method of technical recognition in philosophy. So, llir. Spen Jer says,
by each party will hav to be considered. And, firstly let me ruling child-like men; or to the almost insane supposition of "Now on page 9 of the essay Mr. Harrison criticises, there
say that Mr. Harrison's contrast, so insistently put by bim be- the possibility of prescribing the dictates of his personality, occurs the sentence-' The final outcome of that speculation
~ween ~te.ligion and T_heology, will 1?-~t hold &ood. Theology judgment, and will, as the mle of action of coming generations; ~ommencecl by the primitiv man, is that the Power manifested
Is a defimt and essential part of rehg~on. It Is the skeletonic a method out of all harmony with the time, and with any times rhroughout the Universe distinguished as material, is the
framework of ideas which upholds the whole fabric. This which are likely to come again on this planet. With all his same power which in ourselvs wells up under the form of
whole discus~ion is theological. One of the prime questions greatness as a comprehensiv agglomerativ conceptualist, consciousness;' and on page 11 it is said that this necessity we
?f :r'heology IS ~o determin what is the true religion; and this ·which was really immense, and with an ambition nearly large are under, to think of the external energy in terms of the inIS Just th!lt whi~h '!e are. trying to do. A religion without enough to compass the. world, Comte was a child-man, in the ternal energy, givs rather a spiritualistic than a materialistic
th_eology Is na_vigatiOn. Without a chart; an army without a presence of -the immensely expansiv and pro~ressiv social aspect to the Universe." Spencer educes his spiritualism
sm_ence o~ tactics; music without a Thorough Bass; a great forces which are rapidly developing themselvs m the world: from the lower cosmical sphere, sweeping up through the
e~fice without an architecture; a molluscous animal body and chiefls through those very causes of growth which he re- whole scale, while Comte and Harrison recognize Humanity,
without a skeleton; a soft mush of fleshy parts without back- coiled from, through his conservativ instincts, organization, above Nature, as the peculiarly spiritual domain, basing it,
nevertheless, on Nature; the Great Being, in the terms of
bone! sca:puhc, cra~ium,. or phalanges. Here, again, Mr. and surroundings.
Harnson IS quarrelmg with his own bones joints, outlines
On the other hand, llir. Spencer, who is eminently in accord Comte, upon the Great Fetich. Spencer merely puts the emtraits, features, and wrinkles, in the behalf ~f the mere flesh with, and pre-eminently a representativ man, almost the rep- phasis on the Infimt and Eternal Energy from which all
mass, without any such limiting element; with form, in a word, resentativ man of the reigning social spirit and intellectual things proceed, and Harrison on Humanity.
Surely, then, these two doctrins ought not to be difficult of
as against substance or stuff.
manly hardihood of the day, is hardly more satisfactory than
1'he solution here is, that: There are three fundamental fac- Comte, when judged from the universological standing-ground reconciliation. Both, in their conjunction and mutual necestors in the human constitution, individual, or collectiv: 1. of criticism, or measured by the requirements of integral hu- sity to each other, were intuited and adumbrated in that
Sentiment, 2. Intelligence, and 3. Activity. This is Comte's man development, as conceived of by us; the fanatics of the sublimest dogmatic utterance ever addressed to human accepto~vn doctrin and precise terms; drawn from the metaphysi- new order of sociological ideas. What seems to us his undue ance: ''Love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and thy
cmn~, but adapted to the social sphere, and made practical confidence in the sufficiently satisfying results of the mere free neighbor as thyself."
In the first branch of this wonderful epitome of religious
by ~m. There are, then-and this is universological-and es- fight between strong people and weak people, in a general mepecially, there are to be, three corresponding grand Institu- lee, under the unmodified action of natural forces, belongs, we duty, there is the recognition and paramount assumption of
tions in Society: 1. Religion, 2. The University-State (law- think, to the hobbedehoy period, the crude boyhood of the Mr. Spencer's Infinit and Eternal Energy from which all
dom ), and 3. '.rhe Business W oriel- the Heart, the Head and development of the race; which ought soon to begin to giv way things proceed, and in the second branch the. full and exthe Hanel of the Social Synthesis or Grand JYian.
'
to the sweeter culture of refined man and woman. We accept treme assertion of Altruism, preceding Comte and the religious
All of the three social {actors are equally in and through all the Comte's grand coupling of the Invariability of Law with the positivism founded on it. What science and the new forms of
th;ee social institutions. l'l,eligion is dominantly Sentimental, Modifiability of Phenomena by Human Intervention. It is philosophy do is to rally the intellect to the clear understandwith the two annexes of activity (worship, life, and conduct) the flower of the old Theology that it givs to man the high dig- ing of these fundamental principles; and to eliminate mystery;
a~d intelligence; which in this sphere is Theology. The Univer- nity of being a co-worker together with God, a partner in the except the ultimate mystery of being itself; and that excessiv
SI~y-state (school and legisl~t~re) is dominantly Intelligence, concern, instead of a mere lackey. Spencer seems to us veneration which, converted into sanctimony, superstition, and
With_ the two annexes, activity (study and regulation) and hardly to assign to us any such partnership with Nature. He priestly assumption, has "dealt damnation round the land,"
sentiment (love of learning); a11d Business is dominantly Ac- has nothing very specific to suggest for men to do. He is the and cursed the world with bigotry and hate, in the place of
tivity, with the two annexes, sentiment (love of wealth) and philosopher minus the reformer; while Comte evokes our sym- love.
But the principles remain forever true, and will reconstitute
business-intelligence; or thus:
pathy by being the reformer plus the philosopher-all his phil. Heligion equals Sentiment plus Activity, plus Intelli- losophy being intended merely as a basis for a wiser and more religion in harmony with science, philosophy, and practical
energetic human activity. And so llir. Harrison always in- life.
gence.
It may be assumed with confidence that there has never been
2. University-State equals Intelligence plus Activity, plus spires us with a high purpose; when, even, we do not see our
a deep intuitiv perception of the race which the Supreme
Sentiment.
way to accept all his theories and methods.
3. Business-World equals Activity plus Sentiment, plus
These reflections conduct me back to Mr. Spencer's denial of Science will not ultimately recognize as true, and confirm; so
that High Science has within it the power of reconciliation alIntelligence.
a common consciousness in humanity.
The symbolism here is, in full canonicals, this: The female
He says: "!twill doubtless seem a paradox to say that human together beyond the diverse schools of philosophy, and extendbody, with its soft lusciousness, is the type of religion-with evolution, with all its marvels, is to be credited neither to hu- ing to every religious dogma of all time. The New Catholic
heart, head, and hand of its own. The male body, wit~ its manity as an aggregate, nor to its component individuals; but Church of the Future will hav in it as many colors as Joseph's
angular hardihood and severity of outline is the type of the the paradox will not be difficult to justify: especially if we set coat; as many mansions as there are in "my father's house;"
University:State; and the Youth (or "Ju'nker ") body, male out with some analogies. An apt one is supplied by that or as many aspects as the infinit variety of universal things.
First and chiefly, Atheism, Theism, Pantheism, and Agnosti?r female, Is the type of the Busine~s W~rld, or Activity. But 'thing of beauty '-the Euplectella, or' Venus's flower-basket,'
If the whole were to be representedm a smgle body-for which now not uncommon as a drawing-room ornament. This fragil cism will be reconciled as merely different aspectual statements
the female body is preferable-then the trunk, centered and piece of animal architecture is not a product of any conscious of a truth which is too immense and too various to be formurepresented by the heart, and especially the lap and bosom creature, or of any combination of conscious creatures. It is lated by any single utterance, and all other and minor in(''the J;>osom of the _Chu~·ch "),symbolizes Religion; the head the framework unknowingly elaborated by innumerable cili- stances of reconciliation will follow in their due order.
Pantarchism, in this regard, is the installation of the Fourisymbol!zes the Umversity-State; and the limbs symbolize atecl monads-each a simple nucleated cell, with a whip-like
l:>usiness Activity.
appendage, which serves, by its waving movements, to aid the eristic principle of Alto-euplectellism, or High Harmonic At, For those w_ho hav conceived a prejudice against religion, drawing in and sending out of sea-water, from which nutritiv traction or charm, as paramount over, but integrating, the
on account of Its perversion and wickedness, it is well to show matter is obtained; and it is simply by the proclivities which Spencerian principle of a scattering and wastefullaissez:faire
the fact that each of the great social factors with its accom- these monads hav toward certain modes of growth and secre- or go-as-you-please, and the still farther back, moi·e retropanying institution, has, in addition to its norn'Ial development tion, that they form, without the consciousness of any one, or gressiv, Comtean principle of tradition, prescription, and peran inverse and repulsiv presentment, as its foil or back-grounl of all, this complicated city they inhabit." And so of the sonal authority-of a Guided Spontaneity, predominantly reand that religion is no way different, in that respect from th~ coral animals; and so, says Mr. Spencer, of the co-operativ placing a helter-skelter, chaotic free competition, on the one
others, except in the sense in which we are more shocked at activities of man. Let us call this low, mechanical form of hand, and an enforced or compulsiv system of order on the
the deg~·adation 0f women, and that woman when bad bas unlhoughled concert of action, for the sake of a technicality, other hand.
In conclu2ion, one word on the chief defect, had in common
th'e genius of being worse then man.
The f~llowing tabula- Natural, or Mechanical, or the lower variety or sort of Euplection will show .this important point clearly:
telti:sm-Basso-eupleciellism; and then I shall be understood by the two systems of Sciento-philosophy which hav here been
when I allege that there is another, a specially human, or especially reviewed-the Comtean and the Spencerian-in reJl. Normal-Love, devotion, goodness.
~piritual higher style· of Nuplectellism-Alto-euplectellism--latent spect to the social sphere. Neither of them has the slightest .
I. SEN'£IMENT.
12. Inverted--Hate, persecution, badness. m humanity; and ready, at any moment, to spring into domi- intimation or conception of any law of Commercial and Social
1. Normal-Wisdom, impartiality, justice; nant activity. The combination of these two may be called Equity. They make no appeal to the god of Equation-which
may, after all, hav something to do with the ".Religion of the
Co-euplectellism.
Il. 1N'£ELLIGENCE.
the true and the right.
{ 2. inverted-Folly, cheating, injustice.
Let us, then, take another, and, in its lower stage, a paral- Equator." In this vital element of individual justice the
lel analogy with that here adduced by Mr. Spencer. Suppose American backwooclsman, Josiah Warren, is yet to become the
Normal-Generous, Progressiv Enter- a comic actor, who, by his quips and facial grimaces and funny re-founder of both systems, and the means of rendering them,
prise, beneficence, voluntary self- ":ays, has completely fixed the attenti v interest of every indi- in the supreme sense, truly sociological.
taxation in behalf of the godd and VIdual spectator in the house; and that a ripple of intense joltrue.
lity is moving the mind of every one of them; but each individA GOOD way to promote the cause of Freethought
;rn. AcTIVITY.
Inverted-Business Greed, invasiv con- ual is attending directly and absorbedly to the actor, and is is to get trial subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER. To
quest, grab game; hunkerish with- wholly unconscious that everybody around him, the houseful
holding; and obstinate reaction and of other individuals, is thinking, feeling, and acting precisely . such the paper will be sent three months for fifty
conservatism,
as he is. This is Basso-f)uplectellism; or exactly repeats what cents.
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Freethought Propaganda.

principles and throwi~g revelation overboard. Those
all the
Their
notions of right and wrong, cruelty and mercy, freedom and tyranny, are distorted. When they admit
that some of the vile actions recorded of the divinity
cannot be true because they are inconsistent with his
goodness, their human virtue is getting the better of
their religious faith. When they perceive that no
being so wicked as the Bible God ever existed, humanity has wrought the cure, and faith is banished.
E. J. BowTELL.

"They that be whole need not a physician, but they that ~ho receive the Bible as God's word, believe
are sick" (Matt. ix, 12).
mfamous tales recorded in the Old Testament.
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"Bible Myths and Their Parallels in Other Religions;"
and Graves's book, "Sixteen Crucified Saviors."

Editorial Notes.
This is a remarkable passage of scripture. Unlike
most other passages, it is true and teaches a useful
DrscussiNG the "Church Question in Italy," a writer in a
lesson. It is wise to rescue the few pearls that may
religious journal of a recent date says: "To the impatient obbe found in the Bible from the rubbish by which they
server the religious problems so intimately connected with
are surrounded. It is profitable to apply all sound
the church question in Italy seem to indicate the renewal of
doctrin to the helping onward of our own cause.
the struggle in a new phase, namely, that between faith and
Our object is the advancement of the human race.
reason. But he does not take into consideration the peculiar
characreristics that distinguish the present struggle from that
It is to do good to our fellow-men. The greatest
in former times. As Professor Nippold well observes, there
benefit we can confer upon them is to heal those who
has scarcely ever been an epoch in the history of mankind in
are incapacitated by sickness from taking part in the
which bolder dogmas hav been proposed in the name of religFuneral of Mrs. Lizzie Palmer,
great struggle of life. It is by mental rather than by
ion, and bolder negations expressed in the name of science,
physical energy that the greatest works are accomWIFE OF CHARLES E. PALMER, AT SOUND BEACH, CONN.
than now. On the ono side there is the 'infallible' pope,
plished. The thinkers and workers labor together
Mrs. Lizzie Palmer, aged thirty-four years, died on and on the other a phalnnx of scientists and philosophe1·s,
for the common advantage, but the success of their
mutual efforts depends more upon the former. If Monday morning, August 18th, of malignant typhoid disagreed as to their theories and hypotheses, but united in
the thinkers think ~ightly, their influence prevents the fever. Her death was a sudden and severe affiiction their efforts to destroy fnith in God and the Bible. In Cathoworkers from actmg wrongly. Therefore it is a to her husband and many friends. But she dies lic countries, like Italy, there is >t fearful abyss between the
nobler and more important task to " minister to a with blessed memory, and her last words were those fanaticism of papacy and the cold, but not unheeded, negamind diseased " than to "giv sight to the blind or of comfort, reconcilation, and promis. She was the tions of science and philosophy. This abyss, bridged over in
daughter of Frederick Wilson, one of the old stanch Protestant countries both by the spiritual life and evangelizing
hearing to the deaf.
activity of the different religious denominations and a genThe worst evil that can affiict the intellect of man Liberals of New England. Through her influence ninly religious literntn're, is in Italy only thinly co';ered by
and
that
of
her
father,
her
husband
finally
came
from
i~ ~eligious belief of ft!lY kind. Deluding him with
the (ironico-Jesuitical) skepticism of the intelligent classes,
VISIOns of an uncerta.m hereafter it causes him to the orthodoxy of his birth into the light of Liberal- and the indifferent stupidity of the ignorant masses."
ism.
Mr.
Palmer
and
his
family
are
among
the
most
neglect the realities of his present condition. Confining his affections within the narrow bounds of his respected inhabitants of Sound Beach, and almost THE saying that one must go from home to get news is exown little sect, it excludes from his heart that real all of them are advanced thinkers. Charles Palmer emplified by the following paragraph cut from the London
charity which the spirit of humanity would otherwise has ever been courageous in the expression of his Nali01wl R~j(mner:
"In the National R~f'ormm· for May 25th (page :362) we
e?J-courage and. develop. Fixing his attention on the views, and no doubt has deeply disturbed the minds
Sl~ly ~ab~es whiCh constitute its foundation, it keeps of his Christian neighbors; but his life has been a quoted from the Christian a story, professing to he taken from
paper called The 1hilh, of an Infidel young man alleged to
h1m 1~ 1gnor~nce of facts, a knowledge of which is noble vindication of the value of his principles. His ahav
been struck dead while deltvering 11 blasphemous pray or
e.ssent1al to h1s progress and happiness. The unbe- wife, the deceased, was one whose life was ever sweet at a Young Men's Christian Society, date and place not given.
with
service,
with
purity,
and
with
joy
born
of
the
liever possessed of mental health and strength is a
It turns out that the paper called The 1'rulh is published nt St.
whole man.. The believer, in the truest sense of the duties of this world. Her faith was founded in Louis, Mo., and is edited by the Hev. J. H. Brookes, who now
to hav had the information from the Uev. W. Stayword, i~ si~k, for his brain, fed upon fancies and false- science, and she lived the life of reason and human- professes
ity. The services were held in the Congregational maker, Presbyterian minister, Pass Christian, Mississippi, who
hood~, 1s l?J-Capable. of assimilating solid truths.
pretends
to h11v the story from Dr. T. N. Angin, of BirmingTh1s brmgs forc1bly home to us a duty which too church, and it was filled to the utmost by those who ham, Alnbama, who is supposed to state that the young man
many are apt to forget: Although they hav ceased came to mourn the loss of a wife, a mother, a friend was a Dr. A. T. Jones, of Birmingham, and that the incident
to hav any belief in religion themselvs they appear and neighbor. The services were conducted by happened at Gainsville, Alabama, date not given."
If any of our friends know anything of this case we shall be
to consider it a trifling matter that ~thers should Samuel P. Putnam, of New York.
The following is the substance of his address:
happy to publish tho facts and thus nail another Christian lie.
continue to believe. Thev know that the doctrins of
We cannot penetrate the veil of death. We confess our We strongly suspect that it is the story of the Jenkintown,
ChristianitJ: are false,, but do not fully realize that
ignorance.- No priest and no church can giv us one gleam of Pa., blasphemer retold, with additions by the clergymen menthey are evil. Expenence has taught them that its light.
This, however, we know, if our friend livs she livs in
moral system does not make men better, but they do a world "as beautiful as this, where the same laws guide and tioned.
not clearly see that its tendency is to make them the same justice prevails, where the same reward is given to THE New York Eveninr1 Post makos the following startling
worse. Thus they rest satisfied with the freedom virtue and the same luster to the pure and noble character.
admissions as to some of the groat men whose virtue haR hithwith hope and courage we meet the inevitable, Let
which they hav themselvs obtained and make no at- usThus
obey the lesson of the earnest life which has now passed erto been supposed to be unassailable: "'l'he standard by
tempt to emanc~pate their fellows. 'They hav not yet into the invisible. Would she not tell us to turn from which some ministers now propose to exclude Cleveland from
become humamzed. That dark spirit of Christian the decaying flesh to the immortal purpose by which it was high place would hav prevented Washington, I•'ranklin, ,Jeffer~elfishness ~hich once led· them to expect happiness animated? Would she not point to the grandeur of the son, Hamilton-not to go any further-from taking any promand bid us to liv according to the simple truth? She inent part in the foundation of the American Hcpublic. It
m heaven, With the larger half of mankind in hell has truth
has passed forth into the immortality of the race. Her indileft its unholy mark in their hearts. The pure 'rays viduallife has surrendered itself to the life of all. She is now would hav excluded from office in England nearly every great
of human sympathy hav not yet penetrated through of the "choir invisible whose music is the gladness of the statesman and rcfonner of the last h undrcd yeltrH, except, perworld." A dear wife, a noble mother, a true friend, a faithful haps, Uomilly, Wilberforce, and Gladstone. It would hav
and dispelled the dark cloud.
a brave thinker, a sincere worker, we crown her as we visited nearly every prominent politician in the Ucpublican
It is no argument to say that some Christians are woman,
would crown a queen, with all the loveliness of that nature in
good men and women. We all know such and ap- which she so firmly believed. We crown her with the flow- party since 18GO with populiu odium. It would, had tho Dempreciate their virtues. We only regret that they are ers and stars, symbols of that eternal beauty which cannot ocrats chosen to apply it, hav defeated one Ucpuhlican candidate for the presidency by charges worse by far than Clevenot better, which they all might be had not religious pass away.
land's, in that they added the sin of broken vows to the sin of
training caused them to substitute a false for a true
After the body was lowered into the grave and
motiv. The good man does good for its own sake, covered with the sod and flowers, Mr. Putnam said: -incontinence." 'fhe Post might hav further clabomted its
point by mentioning 11 few biblical heroes by way of comparandnot for the sake of himself or any god of his own
We do not say "dust to dust" with the old thought of the- ison.
imagination. He regards all living beings as objects ology, for the dust is not inert. It is alive. It is the flowing
MR. l3RAJJLATJGII recently lectured in Cardiff, South 'Vales,
equally entitled to his benevolence. This is the garment of the universal spirit. It is the constant expression
to an audience numbering about 2,GOO. Though prolmbly the
spirit of real goodness which all religions tend to ex- of life.
When we sing in. the new hope that old-time triumphant majority of tho audience diJfered from the lecturer in his retinguish in the heart.
hymn, "Nearer, My God, to Thee," we do not mean nearer to
Our plain duty is not to hide our light under a some far-off abstraction in the skies. We only mean to what ligious sentiments, they 1tll agrcccl that he wns shamefully
bushel. When Christianity is extinct, and not till is best in ourselvs. God, if anything, is goodness, truth, treated by Parliament. At one of his hits against tho prevailthen, the pulse of humanity will beat healthfully, and beauty, oilr own highest ideal. Let these great thoughts in- ing religion of the country, a butcher int~rruptcd him, but was
us and illuminate us out of the heart of nature.
ejected. The dealer in meat returned, and, gaining the platpure blood flow freely through the veins of the com- spire
Farewell to thee, thou noble dead ! In the chambers of form, attempted to assault Mr. Bradlaugh with a stick. The
munity. The man who, satisfied with his own cure, memory thou shalt shine, in the halls of hope thou shalt be
does not make known to others the danger of the be .crowned. Blending with all that is beautiful in the nat- South Wales Dai~lj News reports that "then the audience witdisease, and point out the remedy, may be an honest ural world, the trees, the flowers, the waters, the tender blue, nessed a sight which rejoiced thorn exceedingly. The hercuthe eternal stars, thy life shall ever be an impulse in our lives lean form of Mr. Bradlaugh moved out to his opponent,
unbeliever, but is a most illiberal Liberal. Let those to heroic service for humanity.
grasped him, and soon he WitH over tho platform, and was for
who are now whole remember the sick who hav need Fare thee well, fare thee well! In death and in life we are that night cffnced." 'l'he News adds that" after keeping the
of the physician. The sick are the children whose one; for the universe and humanity are one; and in the sub- meeting enthusiastic for an hour and a rpuutcr, Mr. Bradlaugh
minds are poi~oned with Bible and hymn-book. limity of death we join heart and hand and consecrate oursolvs ended apparently with an impression croatccl on this audience
Purge the schools of the loathsome infection, and anew to all that is best in human work and worth.
which will not soon die in tho present course of events."
send the physician with the wholesome medicin of
PnoFI,HHOR ,Jur,rus EIJTINn lately took a journey to Arabia
human science. They are the criminals and paupers
Crucified Saviors.
to obtain an Aramaic inscription at 'l'eima. He was succosstaught to continue in crime and poverty by stateCAREY, IowA, An~. 4, 1884.
ful. From the time of HUkiah, including Shapira and Bryenpaid chaplains. Stop the chaplains' pay, and turn
To THE EDITOR oF THE 'l'RTJTH SEEKER, Sir: 'Vill·you please
them out to earn an honest living. They are the tell me through the columns of your paper the names of the nios, scarcely a religious antic1narian haH been known to fail
in finding whatcvm· fragment of religious writing he chanced
church-going population, whose eyes are blinded by "Sixteen Crucified Saviors?"
A SunscrunEI:.
to be in pursuit of. Professor Euting's "discovery" in enthe parsons till they see men as trees walking, and
Kersey Graves, to whose work we presume our graved on a stone. 'l'ho date of the writing is set back to the
fail to distinguish cruelty and abomination from juseighth century before Christ., contemporary with the book of
tice and holiness. Send among th('m the physician, correspondent refers, givs the list as follows:
,Job. According to this, the engraving, with the exception of
that the light of reason may dispel the darkness of 1. Chrishna, of India,
Crucified,
1200 B.C.
.Job, is older than any part of the Bible, and reads something
600 "
faith.
2. Sakia Muni, Hindoo god,
"
like tho one hundred aiHl nineteenth Ps>tlm. It is in order to
Let Freethinkers awake to the fact that Christian- 3. '.rhammuz, of Syria,
1160 " appoint a committee of distinguishecl theologians to revise it.
"
5G2
ity is a foul pestilence which infects the air we all 4. Wittoba, of the Telingonese,
"
"
G22
Mu. CnAm,Es 'VATTS is cxpcctbd to arrive in thiH city Sept.
hav to breathe. We hav before us a missionary duty. 5. lao, of Ncpaul,
"
8:H " 1st. II e will accompany us to Cassadaga Lake, rcmnining
When we find the disease we must apply the remedy. 6. Hesus, of the Celtic Druids,
"
G87 " there till the close, and then proceed to 'l'oronto, Ontario. He
But we must not do this work in the spirit of the 7. Qucxalcote, of Mexico,
"
506 " comes with thirty lectures prepared, as his circular announces,
churches. Fire, sword, and persecution hav ever 8. Quirin us, of Home,
G•J7 " which he is anxious to deliver in any place the Libemls may
been their weapons, for their cause is allied to tyr- !). (lEschylus) Prometheus,
1700 " specify. For terms, etc., address him caro of 1\Ir. ,J. A. Risser,
anny. Gentleness, moderation, reason, are ours, for 10. Thulis, of Egypt,
72i)
18G Hichmond street, 'Vest, 'l'oronto, Ont.
we are on the side of humanity, equality, and liberty. 11. Indra, of Thibet,
coo "
Alcestos, of Euripides,
12.
"
By disseminating among them l!'reethought literaBucKL~~Y, of the Christian Advocate, is in Europe.
While
1170 "
"
ture; by bringing to their doors Free thought lectures 13. Atys, of Phrygia,
1200 " passing through London he visited the International Health
14. Crite, of Chaldea,
"
and discussions, we must introduce and encourage
725 " Exhibition, and was "much interested" in the show of bees.
Bali, of Orissa,
"
doubt in their minds. Faith is essential to revealed 15. Mithra, of Persia,
GOO "
16.
THE American Bible Society has, during the past year, dereligion. The moment they begin to question-to
For further information see " Gods and Religions voted $762,000 to spreading the scriptures. The American
try and square their doctrins with their natural ideas
of right and wrong-they are acting upon human of Ancient and Modern Times," by D. M. Bennett; Bible Society and its money arc soon partecl.
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and names], under the titles of Ormuzd, Mithras, and
passed over upon her fair neck!" God Almightyon personoo
Aha.riman. We find Ormuzd to be identical with the [our]
the neck of a heifer !-Or the sun making its last cross- Perydh and the A-Wen of mid-summer, and to stand for the
ing there before entering the 30th degree of the Lamb Creator and the Principle of Good, just as Plennydh stood
-which ? Mithras, the person fication of the sun in with us. He was represented in picture as a Winged Sun,
Mithras.
the old Magia_n system cutting the throat of the zodi- with his wings as the wings of a dove; and he was the Ions or
Golden Dove which is so famous in some of the Oriental
To the kindly questioning of Dr. Lazarus in a re- a cal Bull, and the Jewish priest, even· of the present Myths. But as for Ahariman, he is identical with Avagdhu
day,
cutting
t.he
throat
of
all
animals
eaten
by
his
of Mid-winter, almost entirely composed of the Principle of
cent number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will answer 1
and more so than Siva of the Hindoos; and we find that
hav only read extracts from the ·works of Dupuis and people, and the Freemason (another- slave of igno- Evil;
an unrelenting and eternal war subsisted between him and
rance)
swearing
to
hav
his
"throat
cut
from
ear
to
a few other reputed authorities. The only rational
Ormuzd. And as to Mithras and his spouse, they are Hu
ground which I feel that I can take is that the Per- ear," are all of the same kind of cloth, and no doubt [Hea or Hesus] and Morgwen. Mithras, in the character of
sian Mithras, like all other gods of the ancient world, symbolize the cutting of the throat of the zodiacal [our] Alawn was considered to be the Sustainer and Mediator,
and he was regarded as in himself a Triplicate God, and somewas a solar myth, a mere personification of the sun, Bull in the last great sacrifice before the sun en- times
entitled Mithras Triplasias. This one, namely, the sechaving had no personal existence, but quite likely tered the sign of the Ram.
ond person in the trinity, even here again [i.e., in the Persian
All
fire-worship
was
nothing
more
nor
less
than
identical with the astrological man of that old system
theology], we find to hav been incarnated as the Savior of the
of judicial astrology by which the world was evidently sun-worship, and to think of making a distinction be- World.
"Of Mithras it is related that he descended from heaven,
in a measure (through a method of priestly interpre- tween the two would seem to me to be the bight of from
his. eternal throne in the Sun, • and came down to put on
tation) governed. That he, like many other gods, had nonsense.
flesh upon earth, for the purpose of enabling him to guide, rea "human legend" is very probable; yet that is no
Sun or fire worship is the most natural, and hence form, and save mankind from destruction; that he was born_ ·
evidence of its truth, especially in view of the fact the first. We of to-day unconsciously worship the out a rock (in reference, no doubt, to the Ark-Stone-the Ark
that about all other mythical characters had a human sun. All animate and inanimate nature worships it. of the Sun, as well as the Cave, which were symbols of the
Womb of the black Virgin, Mother of Hu), and that at the time
legend. The more wonderful and impossible a story, What would the world be without it?
of the winter solstice (Alban Arthan), and the night of his birth
the easier it is for a fool to gulp it down. Mankind,
Christ on the cross of Calvary labeled "I. N. R. I." was called "The Night of Light." Then after having accom~
or, more properly speaking, the riff-raff, were governed shows him to be a personification of universal plished his mission, he is represented as having ascended again
in those olden days as now-through their ignorance. nature, as those letters truly signify, being the ini- to heaven, to the bright regions of glory and bliss;·
"The baptism of Mithra was in vogue and famous in the
The very fact that th~ birth of Mithras has been tials of fire, air, earth, and water (see Taylor's works). East
long before ever a Jew existed in this world.
fixed at almost the exact period of time when the In order to be saved we must pass through fire (St.
"Hu, or Ormuzd, Seed of the Woman, that is, the son of
vernal equinox ceased to occur in the old sign of the John's Day), be doctored by the Holy Ghost (healing the Black Virgin of Midwinter, born of the Sea of Hades, we
Bull is very significant of his astronomical birth and wind or gust), be baptized in the water, and buried further identify with that Roan who had the lower-part of his
body in the form of a fish, and who formerly was engaged in
character. He is represented on ancient monuments in the earth, and rais'ed from the dead. Leave out preaching
to the people of Babylon. Sometimes among the
as a beautiful youth clad in flowing raiments, wearing either one of those elements, and no life could exist Babylonians, the Persians, and Assyrians he was portrayed in
picture-work as a Winged Sun, and often in the similitude of
a Phrygian bonnet, and thrusting his swo!d into the on the planet.
throat of a bull. This settles the astronomical character
I would say to Dr. Lazarus that the best works a man from his middle upward arising out of that Winged
Sun, with a bowt in his hand, as likewise it is related of the of Mithras. The time of his birth is fixed 2250 B.c., I hav read. on this subject are the Jewish and Chris- word
of God in the book of Revelation. See further at pp.
which, according to modern computation, fixes the tian scriptures, Burrett's "Geography and Atlas of 53, 92, 93 of "Ancient Glory of the Kymmry."
period of his pretended birth within 150 years of the the Heavens," Rabold's "History of Freemasonry in
The foregoing extract is an instance of the manner
time when the Ram became the vernal sign, and the Europe," Robt. Taylor's works, and Dwight's "Grecian
in
which oriental myths are capable of interpretation
Bull, which for 2,150 years had led the heavenly hosts, and Roman Mythology." But a study of the Bible,
was slain. This carries us back also to the Ab-ram-ic with a tolerable knowledge of ancient astronomy and before the blaze of Druidic light, but it is shrrt and
age when that old personification of Time saw a ram history, is far better than trusting to the deductions meager compared with the articles on Chrishna and
caught in a thicket, and the Lord told him to use of even the best writers on the subject. I hav only (the non-historical) Buddha to be found in the same
CoRAVAR AMERIG.
mutton for sacrifice instead of his boy Isaac-the read extracts from the works of Dupuis and a few work.
same ram, lamb, sheep, and mutton which finally be- others who are quoted as authority.
*Note 104. The name of Huan applied to the Sun in our
came the principal factor in our Christian mythology.
The fatal mistake of M. Dupuis was in locating Bardism signifies the Dwelling of Hea.
This zodiacal Bull is identical with the bull Aphis, the origin of the twelve signs in Egypt instead
tNote 105. "A bow in his hand," that is, a bow to shoot
of Egypt, the Mithraic bull of Persia, the white cow of in the temperate zone of the earth, where the forth his rays, with which Hea fights against Avagdhu, prince
of India, the heifer of Judea, the calf of Samaria, and greatest intellectual and spiritual development is of winter, darkness, and destruction.
of Aaron, and the unicorn of Job and David-" uni- always found. The civilization of ancient Egypt was
icorn" being a false translation of the word reem (see an outgrowth of its physical condition, a fertil valley
Webster). The reem was an animal of the ox spe~ bounded by sandy deserts. It is, no doubt, to the
What Theosophy Really Is.
cies, and unquestionably used by the astronomical Aryan race that we must look for the true source of
In THE TRUTH SEEKER for June 7th there appears
priests of the more northern :pations as the symbolic the highest and best ancient civilization-for that the following editorial note:
sign for the month of t.he vernal cross. "Save me mighty .stream of intellectual and spiritual unfold"Col. Olcott and Madam Blavatsky are Raid to be rousing
from the lion's mouth, for thou hast heard me from ment which, flowing from the East toward the West, Paris and London with their Theosophy. The madam alleges
the horns of the unicorn" (reem); the ecliptic pass- gave rise to the habit among the more Western na- that the colonel has pelformed several hundred miracles
ing directly between the horns of the reem (or bull), tiona of looking for the "wise men from the East." within the past few months. . . ."
and David being the astrolog of the ancient skies, It is quite likely we hav in this idea a recognition of
Now as Theosophists hav every sympathy with the
and no man is necessarily on the horns. "But I am the spiritual powers of the Indian Gymnosophists Freethought movement, being in every sense Freea worm, and no man ''-that is, a worm when in the (the naked teachers-" Gynosophist: naked philoso- thinkers, and as the above statement is (inadvertently)
sign of the Scorpion-"and despised of the people,'' for pher"-Webster). All men were initiated naked into untrue, the writer has taken it upon himself to enthe reason that the Scorpion was the great sign of the mysteries, and so in a symbolic sense they are deavor to present to your readers a few notes upon
evil. See Psalms xxii.
to-day. These wonderfully endowed men, the Gym- the subject of Theosophy and the society which is
· We are told by learned dunces that the ancients nosophists, were the "wise men from the East!'
its advocate. The objects of the Theosophical Soknew nothing concerning the recedence of the signs
"The terrible scenes of the initiation into the mys- ciety are as follows:
·
back from the sun, miscalled according to Burrett teries were well calculated to try the nerves of the
First, To form the nucleus of a universal brotherthe "precession of the equinoxes," until the time of most courageous. The Mithraic mysteries were cele- hood of humanity, without distinction of.race, creed,
Cleostratus, 550 B.c., and that he was the discoverer. brated in subterranean temples, as among the ancient or color.
.
Let us see.
,
Hindoos, which were called the retreats of Mithra"
Second, ·To promote the study of Aryan and other
"For Israel (the stars) slideth back as a backsliding (Rebold). The necropoli of ancient Egypt, the Eastern literature, religions, and sciences, and vindiheifer: now the Lord will feed them as a lamb in a "quarries,'' so-called, under the temple of Jerusalem, cate its importance.
large place'' (Hos. iv, 16). Now, if a "backsliding the vast excavations under ancient Byzantium, and, in
Third, To investigate the hidden mysteries of na- .
heifer" does not mean the heifer of the zodiac which fact, the temple crypts of the ancient world, were used ture, and the psychical powers latent in man.
did slide back, I would like to be informed what a for the same purpose. "The aspirants for the priviWhat is Theosophy, then, or what does it profess
backsliding heifer is.
lege of initiation submitted to proofs so terrible that to be? It professes to be nothing more nor less
When the heifer of the zodiac slid back the vernal many became insensible." The mysteries were the than the long-looked-for reconcilat.ion of science and
cross occurred in the 30th degree of the the celestial real colleges where all who proved themselvs worthy religion. It shows that religion, to be worthy of the
Ram, or Lamb. "Now the Lord will feed them as a and well qualified were admitted and instructed in name, must be based upon experimental science, and
lamb in a large place." It seems to me that symbolic physical and moral science (for the two were com- that science is unified or bound together by religion
language could hardly be made plainer. No longer bined), and the {earful scenes to which the candidate -in short, that men must hav a reason for their
bull beef, but mutton, for sacrifices. "Ephraim is was subjected, were well calculated to cultivate true faith, that faith begins where knowledge ends.
joined to his idols; let him alone." Ephraim is a per- physical and moral courage. Men were tempted by
That science and religion are divorced at present,
sanification of the old sign oftheBull,and no man. The women who were initiates, and who acted their part scarcely any thinking person will deny. Among our
meaning of the word is, "He that brings fruit "-that in the ceremonies, and for the male candidate to yield scientists and literary men, orthodox religion is .
is, the old fruit-bringing sign, in which the sun per- to their temptation was death to the weakling. This looked upon as an exploded farce (vide Herbert
formed its " spring's work," but it has gone back, and lets in a little light on the Adam and Eve perform- Spencer's "Religion-a Retrospect and Prospect,"
"the fools who can't see it" are joined to their idols; ance. The candidate was fasted forty days with food recent number of Nineteenth Oentary magazine, and
they are Ephraimites, bullites, heiferites, calfites where he could lay his hand on it. He was tempted the scientific attitude in general is that of pure Agor cowites, according to the BJmbol used for with gems of gold and diamonds, yet the first false nosticism.
Ephraim the fruit-bringer. They stick to beef when, step showed him unworthy of the divine honors of
With so-called orthodox Christianity, Theosophists
to be in harmony with their god, the sun, they should the apotheosis, wherein he was to be raised to the hav not the slightest sympathy. They hold that the
use mutton for sacrifices.
rank and dignity of the god of the mysteries; but hav- doctrin of a vicarious atonement is pernicious and an
Again, "Thy calf, 0 Samaria, hath cast thee off; ing entered the sacred vestibule he was lost to the incentiv to evil. They look upon Christ as one of the
mine anger is kindled against them; how long will it world forever, and death ended his career. "He· Seven Principles, which a little study of occult scierice
be ere they attain to innocency?" (Hos. viii, 5). In that endureth to the end shall be saved." Let the shows to compose the unity to which nature is proother words, How long will it be before they learn sphinx be dethroned !
S. W. LINCOLN.
greasing. Some call that principle . Christ, some
their calf has slid back, too? And I may as well
Hartford, Conn.
Chrishna, some the son of God. Some call it spirit;
.. ask a similar question, How long will it be ere Libothers (especially occultists) call it, in a metaphysical
erals and Spiritualists will stop their inconsequential M.ithras Subjected to the Light of Druidism. and yet real sense, matter. In Theosophy we come
speculations and useless wranglings on subjects they
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: For into the region of exact science. We bring humanity
can never settle, and turn their attention to the the benefit of Dr. M. E. Lazarus (see THE TRUTH on all the planes, material, moral, and spiritual, into
elucidation of this grand old science, and true key SEEKER of July 26th, p. 469) and your readers, I hav relationship with corresponding planes external to
to the bottomless pit of all theological bedevilment ? translated the following passage from PP· 66, 67 of itself; and all the various religious writings, such as
Let us guess the mind-destroying old riddle, and expe- the latest published work of the Maxime-Veneraud the Vedas, the San1chya, the Puranas, the Upanishads,
rience the pleasure of seeing the Christian sphinx Myvyr Morganwg, LL.D., and Arch-Druid of the Isle the Zend Avesta, and the New Testament are, when
plunge headlong into the dark waves of eternal obliv- of Britain, and Chief Bard Universal:
rightly and esoterically understood, indicativ of the
ion. · Once more: "Ephraim is as a heifer that is
"The trinity of the ancient religious system of the Persians course which human nature ·must pursue in harmotaught and and loveth to tread out the corn, PU.~ J. '\V!ls ~omposed of :rlennydh, Alaiwn! and A,vatsdhu ~DruiA~<> nizing with the coamos1 of which it ia the center.
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---------------Contrary to the teachings of un_educated Christians;" world as much of the1'r knowled. ··
th · ·t
f stop until he reached a shady grove, several miles distfillt. He
. - l .S ocie
· t y mam
· t ams
· th a t the Imp
· ul ~e 1mt1ati?n
· · . . will permit, that Madam
ge H.
as P. eir
ri es o is beardless, good-looking, and twenty-five years old. Elder
th e Theos?ph Ica
Blavatsky,
who escaped from Conder's, says they had just finof nature IS for good, and· hence that to be good IS a Russian of rank and fortune, and Col. Henry S. OI- Thompson,
ished singing when the mob rushe'B. in, seizing Conder, who
to be natural.
cott, an officer of distinction in the American civil was at the gate. Elcle1· Gibbs had just tf!oken up a Bible when
one of the mob, David Hinson, deliberately leveled his gun
" Before Beginning and without an Encl
war, are the Chelas chosen for the mission.
and fired, the charge passing through Gibbs's body, killing
As Space eternal and surely sure,
The Society was founded in New York in 1875 him
instantly. Hinson then took aim at Elder Thompson, but
d th
'
Is fixed a power divine which moves to GoodOnly its Laws endure."
'
an
ere was compiled and prepared that marvelous Elder Berry grasped the gun with both hands, and a scuflle
COJ:?PeD;di~m of authorities, "Isis Unveiled," much of ensued. The mob fired on Berry and he dropped to the floor
Large and important works hav lately been con- which, It IS an open secret, is the work of the mahat- dead. Thompson rushed for a back door, but-at that instant
a woman with a babe in her arms passed between him and
tri~uted to m~isting ~heosophical literature, among ma.~. Shortly aft~r its inauguration, the operations Hinson. The latter lowered his gun and Thompson escaped
whiCh are "Isis Unveiled," by H. P. Blavatsky, editor of the parent somety were transferred to India over to the woods.
of the TheosopMst; "The Perfect Way; or, the Finding which continent and in Ceylon there are no~ no Conder's two sons then rttshed in, Martin grappling with
of Christ," by Dr. Kingsford and Edward Maitland fewer, than ninety branch societies. There are branch Hinson, who drew a Derringer and snapped it at Conder, but
to fire. Some one else then shot Conder, killing him inof the London Hermetic Society; "The Unpublished societies in Odessa, Corfu, Holland Paris London failed
stantly. While Martin Conder was struggling with Hinson
Writings of Eliphas Levi," the occult scientist of New York, Rochester, St. Louis West I~dies and his half-brother, James l't. Hudson, ran to the loft to get a gun.
France; "Esoteric Buddhism," by A. P. Sinnett Australia. Besides the general c~uncil compo~ed of As he came back two men clutched him, but he wrenched
president of the Simla Eclectic, now of the Londo~ representativ men from all parts of th~ world there awny and shot Hinson, who was standing in the door. One
of the mob shouted, "I'll hnv revenge," nnd fired immediLodge, Theosophical Society; "The Occult World," are thirty-four. officers (many of them gradu~tes) of ately on Hudson, who rlied after half an hour in tenihle agony.
by same author; and the "Lectures on Archaic Re- t~e parent some~y alone, all working without peen- The mob outside then repeatedly fired through the window,
ligions and Theosophy," by Colonel H. S. Olcott mary remuneratiOn (presenting rather a contrast one lond entering Mrs. Conder's hip, causing probably a fatal
Several charges were emptied into the bodies of the
president of the parent Theosophical Society. All to tl;t~ missionaries in this respect) for the cause wound.
dead elders, the mob taking malicious pleasure in riddling
these are harmonious in their teachings. They raise of smence, nature, and humanity. The London them. Hinson's friends carried off his body. 'J'he other dead
the phenomenal to the noumenal, the historical to the Lodge Society (to which the writer has the honor were buried in Conder's yard.
allegorical, the material to the spiritual or sublimated to belong) and the London Hermetic are both flourmaterial, the real to the ideal, which is in turn the ishing societies, containing men of light and leading: A Call for the Eighth Annual Congress of the
only real. They demonstrate beyond a doubt the The former devotes itself more exclusivly to Aryan
National Liberal League.
essential unity of science and religion, and deal fully literature and science, the latter to that of Hermes
All
citizens
of the United States, whether they hav
with the subtle metaphysical questions regarding ~rismeg:istus. To becc.n~e a fellow of the Theosoplrmatter in its higher sublimations.
ICal Society (F.~· S.), It IS necessary that the candi- heretofore acted with this League or not, who believe
in a secular government and a secular republic, sepIt may be well to try to know something of the date should be mtroduced by two existing members aration of church and state, the equality of all citiwho
certify
to
his
good
faith
and
character
and
that
I'eal founders of the_ Theosophical Society, viz., the
zens before the law, without distinction of creed or
mahatmas if the him,wat. Now who and what is a an obligation should b.e given as to. keeping secret race or sex; justice for all, and privileges and monop-..
c~rtain. signs and passwords. A branch may, at the
mahatma? ·
olies for none; the need of universal secular educaHaving proved to ouraelvs that the only true discretwn of the presid~nt, be composed solely of Co- tion, free speech, and a free press as the basis of unif/
religion is the natural religion, it follows necessarily Religionists or Non-Religionists under its own exec- versal suffrage, are invited to appear or to be repre~
t~at the only men who are truly religious are those utiv officers. Thus it will be seen that the Theo- sented at the Eighth Annual Congress of the National
who hav caught the inner meaning or scientific sophical Society is an intellectual brotherhood com- Liberal League, to be held at Cassadaga Lake, Chau-.
essence; and as we hav shown, or attempted to show posed of men of different races, different ranks and tauqua Co., New York, on Monday and Tuesday, the
that all religions are but phases of one natural truth' creeds. This is what every religion professes to be 8th and 9th of September next (at the close of the
i~ foll?~s that men, by work~ng out their purifica~ h~pe!ul of ~tccomplishing; but up to this point all New York Freethinkers' Convention at that place).
twn, nsmg from gross to subhml).ted matter, from sin n;nsswnary movements, except in secular and educaThe League has for its objects the purposes above
to virtue, from Maya to reality~ though born in dif- tiOnal matters, hav proved but lamentable failures.
stated, and has sought to carry them qut by securing:
In
conclusion,
let
us
press
upon
your
readers
the
ferent places on the globe, must sooner or later come
together into relationships of intellectual and spirit- fact that there is essentially nothing supernatural 1. THE •roTAL SEPARATION Olo' CHURCH AND STATE; this is
the first and chief object of the Leag1~e, and inual. h.armo~y. Now, as we know that knowledge about Theosophy or Occult Science, phenomena socludes among other things the taxation of church
being
but
expressions
of
the
higher,
and
hithcalled
(rehgwn) Is power, and as there are multifarious
property and the suppression of sectarian approdegrees of knowledge, we see that men who are at a erto generally unknown, laws of nature.
priations; and, as necessary to that general ob~
There
is
no
religion
higher
than
truth.
certain stage of material and moral evolution can
ject, the League insists upon,
W. T. BnowN, B.L., F.T.S.,
form no definit conception of the intellectual, moral,
2.
The
protection of all citizens in their equal relig..
Asst.
to
Col.
Olcott,
Pres.
and material strata which may be above. Accordious, civil, and political rights, without regard to
.Adyas ( JIIadras ), Indw.
ingly the withholding of higher strata of knowledge
religious belief or want of such belief.
from those who might misapply and misuse the same
3. The universal, secular, and scientific education of
is not only advisable but (for the welfare of humanSigns of the Times.
the people, so as to emancipate them from the
ity) absolutely necessary. As humanity liveth after
To THE EDrroR OF THE Tnu·rH SEEKER, Sir: I know
prevalent superstitions.
birth (for metempsychosis can be demonstrated to
be scientific and essential for a harmonious ethical that your paper is not a political party organ hired 4. The impartial, secular administration and enforce.
b
to play tunes weekly to please your employers, but
ment of the laws by secular authorities only,
philosophy), nsea y its own effort perceptibly higher that it is an independent journal giving news on all
who shall be directly responsible to the people,
in the scale of sublimation, it gets ultimately to a subjects affecting human interests. Therefore, I
5.
The
inviolability of the mails, and their impartial
point where knowledge is so greatly enlarged, and send you as news-for I hav not seen it announced in
administration for postal purposes only.
power accordingly so enormously increased, that it is any of our Freethought papers-the fact that the
an absolute necessity to keep back from those not Greenback and Labor Party, of which General 6. Freedom of the press and of speech, without any
censorship except responsibility before the jury
yet prepared for ita reception the fruits of its en- Butler is the presidential nominee, has a plank in its
of the country for any abuse of that freedom.
larged experience.
platform of principles which carries out the first of
Thus
we
see
that
human
nature
has
been,
is
now,
th
N'
D
d
f L'b al'
·
h
.
·
Ye11.r
by year we find that the above principles and
d '11 b th
d h
e me eman s o
I er 1sm, viz., t e taxatwn cif
1~ 0..k a.1ong th ~ church
~n w/ h' te
e s~m~;R~~ _ ~en.
prope1·ty. It is as follows: "Fifth, .All private measures are openly or covertly violated more and
Ill~ 0 hi~ ory,.we n f t~~8• ums agJ w~~e men, propP7'ty, all joi·ms of money, and obbgations to pay money, more in every state and by the general government,
an ma a mas m every ~1 . m .eve~y 1an ·
ese are should bear their just praporlion if public taxes. We and chiefly through church influences. Any sect,
church, or "religion" that militates against these
the men who, by th~ rehgiD-sCientific.. process we hav demand a gradu~ted income tax."
spoken ,of, ha': r~Ise.d the~selvs
from. earth to
It is certainly encouraging to see how the princi- principles openly or covertly, directly or indirectly,
Their.. miracles and w~n~eis are the pies of radicalism are permeating the public senti- is the enemy of American liberty and of the American
heaven.
theme of all religiOns and sacred wntmgs, and al- ment. The state superintendent of schools in New people. The League is opposed to churches and
though by the _populace they hav been reckoned to York, as far as his authority goes, has enforced the "religions" only as they are opposed to liberty ·and
be gods, yet they thtl.mselvs hav not, and d~ not, Fourth Demand of Liberalism. And a large political to the rights of man, the general education ·of the
·
~ake ~ny such professwn~r The reas?n for their re- party has indorsed tlie First Demand, and, if in people, and the progress of mankind.
All American citizens, therefore, to whom these
tireme~t and careful guar mg of their secret know.l- power, would be compelled to tax church property
edge IS twof~ld: (1) because t~ey ~o.uld not hv like all other private property.
INDEX .• principles and objects commend themselvs, should
among humamty and preserve their spintual power
rally to their support by a common and permanent
-the gross, impure, magnetic emanations being
organization, which is now the National Liberal
stifling and degenerating; and (2) because the putChristians Murder lliormons.
League, and should make it the nurse and defender
ting of the spiritual (i.e., sublimated material) powThe methods by which Christians convince relig- of freedom in every town and state as well as in the
ers into the hands of the uneducated masses would ious opponents of their errors received another ill us- nation. In no other way can" the blessings of libbe ten times worse in its results than the disclosure tration the past week in east Tennessee. For sev- erty," the birth-right of American freemen, be effecof the most potent factors of modern destruction, viz., eral months past a handful of Mormon elders hav tivly maintained. At this Congress it is designed to
dynamite and gunpowder. They know and realize been canvassing a portion of Tennessee in the inter- revise the basis of the League so as to make it so
more fully than w~ the tendencies ·of unregenerate est of their superstition. They hav not taught nor broad and Liberal that all who sympathize with its
natu1·e, and accordmgly, for ag~s, the Occult Brot~er- attempted to practice polygamy, well knowing that general purpose may co-operate with it to the end
hood has carefully guar~e~ Its treasures, dealing the inhabitants would resent the introduction of that that a general union of all citizens of Liberal sentith~m out only to Chelas ~d.Isciples), who, a~ter unde~- peculiar institution. Notwithstanding their forbear- ments may result, and that new officers of the League
gomg .a. course of trammg, un~er their masters ance in this respect, warnings hav been repeatedly may be selected without regard to past differences.
All Charter and Life Members of the League, and
superVIsiOn, ~or years, ~r J permitted: to enter t.he served upon them, which hav, however, been disre. path of pr~ctlCal Occultism, and are. mtrusted with garded. Their presence and preaching in the state all delegates from local Auxiliary Leagues, will hav
the handhng of the secret forces of nature. T~us bav now led to a tragedy disgraceful in inception and votes in the Congress. . Each Auxiliary is entitled to
now 'Ye learn that what has often passed fo.r fictwn monstrously cruel-women and children being among send five delegates-its president, secretary, and
con tams ~ ln:rge amount of fact, .a~~ the ~I.~t.ory of the victims. We copy a special dispatch to the New three other members-to the Congress. Annual
members are entitled to seats in the Congress, and
Glyndon m the late Lord Lytton s Zan om IS that York World from Nashville:
of an unsuccessful probationary Chela. The Brother- Elders Thompson and Berry had announced a lVIormon to votes by the permission of the Congress.
Combine, then, for your common defense, for genhood, as it now exists (for it has never been extinct), meeting for Sunday at the house of James Conder, a convert,
is described, as far as by an 'outsider it can be and were joined by Elders Gibbs and ,Jones, who had been eral secular education, and for the firm support of
described, by Mr. Sinnett in his " Occult World" canvassing Hickman and Lewis counties in the interest of Mor- the essentials of free inRtitutions. Let it not be
h' h 'll · ~h
d
p1onism. Jones started for the house of a man named Garrett,
(T rii bner & Co., L ond on )' W IC WI giv • e rea er a mile and a half distant, and when half-way fourteen disguised yom fault if, in the growth and prosperity of our
a more comprehensiv idea of the " Brothers," and of men rushed from a thicket, twelve armed with shot-guns and people, their liberties and yours are frittered away
and lost!
their connection with the Theosophical Society. The two with large pistols. All wore long gowns.
Dated New York, July 12, 1884.
reader there will find that the secret and august fra- ,Jones threw up his h~nds. 'fhey forced him ~cross a field,
t the utter d arth of spirituality in punching him with t~e1r guns, an~ finally left h1m guarded by
'1'. B. W ~EMAN, President N. L. L.
t ern1't y, 1ook'ng
.I. O
e
"
. . . , one man, the 1·est gomg to Conder s house. Jones soon heard
ELrzuR WnraH·r, 1st Vice-President.
modern rehgwn and to the grossly materialistiC I firing whe11 the guard, saying; "My God! they hav fired
tendency of acienoe1 has resolved to disclose to the amon'g women and children," told P,im to run. J<mes did not T. C. LEJ,4N:P1 StJcret!W:'y, 744 Broadway, New York.
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wife and mother would not collapse its Puritan walls,
though the sentiments of the speaker and listeners
't h
are not sueh as could b e approve d b y th e w1 c
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Vexed Congregationalists.

Parallel Superstitions.
" How Buddhists Pray," is the title of an article
now going the rounds of the religious press. It is
intended, doubtless, to indicate the depths of superstitious depravity to which the "heathen" are sunk,
but when viewed from the standpoint of Freethought
impartiality toward all superstitions, it throws considerable light upon the origin of the peculiar superstition that has been inflicted upon this country by
European ecclesiastics. It also shows the common
basis of all supernatural religions. By piecemeal we
quote the article nearly entire.
_ Buddhism, the pious press forget to mention, is
several hundred years olde;r than Christianity. Its
superstitions, then, clearly are not copied from the
Christians. But let us compare the matter in detail
-the Mongolians with the Christians of this civilized
country.
"Almost nine out of every ten Mongols you meet,"
we are informed, "will hav rosaries in their hands."
Well, that proportion is considerably larger than the
Christians can boast in this country. The Catholics
who exclusivly use the rosary here are only about
one in eight (7,000,000 in 53;000,000) of the popula~
tion, and the openly professed Christians about one
in three (17,000,000 out of 53,000,000). Let us be
thankful for that.
Some of the Mongols are depraved enough to hav
two rosaries, and

The hatred which regular orthodox Christians entertain toward scientific thought and Freethinkers is
again brought out, this time over an almost open
grave.
In another column will be found an account of the
death of Mrs. Lizzie Palmer, of Sound Beach, Conn.
The services, as conducted by Mr. Putnam, we conceive to hav been appropriately beautiful. Certainly
his words, as given by our report, were infinitly
more respectful to the dead and cheering to the living than the mocking promises of orthodoxy.
But the churchmen of Sound Beach, which is a
hamlet two miles west of Stamford, are up in arms
because the discourse was delivered in the church.
They claim the " sacred edifice" has been desecrated,
and in the daily papers their complaints are loud and
long. A. reporter of the Sun of this city found the
pastor of the congregation standing on the steps of
the building the Saturday night following the funeral.
He was radiant in white choker and vest, and held in
his hand a bunch of tickets to a secular entertain- "By the time the worshiper has got round both strings of
ment to be given within, which he was exhorting the beads, he has said one hundred and eight times one hundred
eight prayers. One of the prayers most commonly used
public to purchase. His plaint to the reporter runs: and
consists of six syllables."
"I should not hav permitted the funeral to hav taken
How does that parallel the. Christian rosary? This
place in the church," he .said, "had I not been assured that
way.
The Christian instrument is
the services would be conducted by a regularly ordained minister of the gospel. A friend of Mr. Palmer's family applied
to the chairman of our church committee for the use of the
church, and, after the matter had been referred to me, consent
was given on the condition above named. Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, of New York, came to conduct the services. He told
me that he had been an ordained Presbyterian minister. He
felt that in view of the condition that had been attached to
granting the use of the church he should say this much, and
that he was not now strictly a regularly ordained orthodox
minister. On assuring me that nothing should be done or
said at the service that orthodox people would consider offensiv, I permitted the use of the church.
"He began the services by reauing a regular jingling poem
on some scientific subject, and he closed them with an address in the same line and shadowed throughout the spirit of
Materialism and the doctrin of evolution. The scriptures
were not referred to or opened once during the service; there
was not a prayer or an amen; the name of the savior was not
mentioned, and that of the supreme being was mentioned
only once. At the grave there was neither prayer nor scriptural reading, and the only hymn that was sung was 'Nearer,
My God, to Thee." There was and is much feeling in the
congregation on the subject, and the matter is causing a great
deal of talk. The majority of those who attended the funeral
were Freethinkers, though, of course, a good many of my congregation were present. There will be a funeral to-morrow
(Sunday) in the church, which will be conducted with an
evangelically Christian burial service, and it is expected much
interest will be manifested, as something of a protest ·against
the services of last Thursday. Part of the Freethinkers here
are indigenous to the soil and part are imported. It is quite
a hot-bed of them."

The insinuation of the Rev. Martin Kellogg is that
deception was practiced to obtain the use of the
building, and the direct statement is that he would
not hav allowed the services had he supposed them
to be other than orthodox. The insinuation we are
in a position to deny point blank. Mr. Putnam deceives no one. He is honest in every fiber of his being, morally and intellectually. A. close acquaintance
of years warrants us in saying this. The church was
hired from the chairman of the board of trustees,
and the case seems to be that that individual's humane
impulses overcame his religious bigotry, for which he
is now sorry, as the congregation are censuring him,
and he invents the cry of deception to shield himself.
He could easily hav chosen a nobler course, but
scarcely a meaner. However, if the building can
stand being used for a secular entertainment without
desecration, we should think that sheltering a mourning group performing the last offices for the dead

~nd so men and women spend much time and energy in t~e

so-called prayi~g, hoping thereby to make merits which will,
among other thmgs, cancel their sins."

.
.
. ·
D1d the writer of th1s never listen to a New Engd
d
·
?
·
· ·
1an
eacon saymg gr~ce · Or an Episcopal mmister . on
Or a Catholic before .
. Sunday mormngs?
.
ret1rmg, or at meal time, or when kneeling before
th -'t ? Th fl
d
h · _,
manner of
th e dw ar . . e h uency an - mec amcw
.
e eacon, 1n a urry to get to work m the field, are
lik th
ttl f h
M
very e e ra e o t e pagan ongol: "0 Lord,
bless the food_ of which we are about to partake, and
which thy bounty has provided; may it strengthen
us and enable us to the more glorify the giver. We
ask it for Christ's sake, Amen !-pass the bread."
Three times a day this stereotyped formula is repeated-hastily in the morning, very hurriedly at
noon, and as fast as the words can be repeated
at night, so the hired man can get through supper
and get the chores done. And alongside of an
Episcopal, the indifference of the wretched oriental
woUld seem earnestness incarnate,. Episcopalianism
is the lazy man's religion. Prayers are ready
printed, rules and forms for everything arA laid
down in the book, and religious duty is done when
they are mumbled never so shiftlessly. But Catholic
can discount the most expert Mongol of the East.
He can cross himself so rapidly that his motions are
lost like the individual spokes in a swiftly revolving
wheel. Re can repeat a pater or an ave so quickly that
it can't be told whether the father, son, or Virgin is
the subject of his remarks. His fingers tell his
beads on the rosary as rapidly as the prayers are
evolved from the machine of the Mongol described
in this next paragraph:

a

"But mouth repetition is a slow process; and, to expedite
matters, a praying-wheel has been invented, into which are
put a large number of printed papers; the wheel is turned
round, and by this simple act all the prayers contained in the
machine are supposed to be repeated. This is a wonderful
acceleration. The wheel is fitted on to a handle, which a man
can easily hold as he walks about; and thus it comes that men
may be met with examining their cattle or going from one
place to another, whjrling their prayer-wheels all the time."

But the Catholics long ago could giv the heathen
points. The poor Mongol's machine is an individual
contrivance. The Catholics pray by wholesale.
They giv out the contracts to the priests, who do it
cheap by large lots. No heathen association extant
can rival the " Purgatorial Association " of McConnelsville, 0., in the extent of appliances and facility
for turning out work. A.t least, we never he'ard .of
the Buddhists sending out advertising appeals like
this:

"A series of prayers prescribed by the Roman Catholic
church. The Greater Rosary is a synonym for the whole
series, and is made up of three lesser rosaries. Each of the
three lesser rosaries contains five decades or mysteries. Each
decade contains one meditation upon one of the fifteen mysteries of the faith, one pater noster, or repetition of the Lord's
Prayer, ten ave marias, and one gloria patri. The name rosary "THE PURGATORIAL ASSOCIATION.-SPREAD OF AN ORGANIZATION
also designates the chaplet or string of beads used in the repINTENDED TO DO A GREAT CHARITY.
etition of the rosary. The pater nosters are marked by large
"McCONNELSVILLE, MoRGAN Co., 0., l
beads, and the ave marias by smaller ones. The beads are of
.
July 7, 1884. f
various materials, and are blessed by the pope or by some duly "To THE EDITOR oF THE CaTHOLIC REVIEw:
"The Purgatorial Association continues to grow rapidly.
authorized ecclesiastic. The beads serve as counters during
We are now saying about fourteen decades of the rosary every
the recitation.''
The Mongols hav the faith to carry their rosaries week, for the poor souls. Persons wishing to unite with us
in this devotion may send their names, plainly written in
in their hands. Search a Catholic, and one will be English, to the Rev. S. S. Mattingly, McConnelsville, Morgan
found concealed somewhere, either around the neck Co., 0., and also inclose a postal directed to themselvs, for
or in the pocket. Often besides will be found a answer to their application.
"The obligation on the part of the members is one 'Our
" caul," or cross, or relic blessed by priest or pope.
Father' and ten 'Hail Marys,' or one decade of the rosary
The "Greater Rosary " answers to the one the
every day for the souls in purgatory. The benefits derived by
Mongol uses" to count his individual prayers;" the the members of the association are: (1) One mass, once a weelr,
little rosary can be used by Catholic or Mongol pro de junctis, for the spiritual and temporal welfare of the
to "keep record of each complete set of prayers that members, according to each one's intention; (2) a memento is
hav run round the whole rosary." Only the poor made every day in holy mass, according to the intention of
member. We takes these rosaries, said by the members of
benighted Mongol does not appear to hav a big bead this association, every day to holy mass with us and ask God
for a pater noster, and a little one for the ave marias. to hear our prayers and liberate those suffering souls. . Other
The loss is the heathen's. He has not kept pace with benefits for the members of this association are being sought
modern improvements and the rapid strides of civili- for by us, and that we may be successful, we ask the prayers
of the members.
S. S. M."
zation.

"Fourteen thousand decades of the rosary " means
Then, again, the Mongol has one special prayer of
that
the ears of the Virgin ache from hearing 140,000
six syllables:
prayers
to her every week from this one institution
"Ask one man what these ~ix syllables mean, he will tell
you one thing; ask another, and he ·will hav another version alone; but the father escapes with 14,000. Perhaps
of the meaning; ask a third, and he will most likely giv an they think the father has more important business to
answer which all will agree in, namely, that it does not matter attend to. It .is asserted above that the Mongols bewhat they mean; tbe efficacy depends not on the meaning, but
lieve that "the more repetitions the more efficacy,"
on the repetition of the prayer."
but
what shall be said of these 154,000 machine prayHow like the Christians! Ask a Methodist what
ers?
A. charge of blackness comes with bad grace
one verse in the Bible means, and he will tell you
from
the
pot, addressed to the kettle. Are human
one thing; ask a Baptist, he will hav another version
machines
any better than wooden? If God is moved
of the verse; ask a Unitarian, and he will tell you,
much
speaking and vain repetitions, why conwith
like the third Mongol, that the letter killeth, the
demn
the
Buddhists
for lightening the task by laborspirit alone giveth life, and the main thing is to
saving
machinery?
If saying Hail Mary ten times a
believe with all the heart. Prayer is of the underday
moves
the
father
once, will saying it twenty
standing, not by set forms. How like the heathen
times
move
him
twice?
It seems to us that if numMongol ! and precisely as satisfactory.
bers are desirable, the Buddhist machine is the more
"Acting on this belief, the Mongols rattle away at their
prayers-paying no attention to the meaning, whether they economical. It requires no food, while the priests
know it or not. Each repetition is believed to· hav a certain must be luxuriously fed; the machine wears no·
(lfll,_cac:t'; the more repetitions, therefore_,_ the_ more efficacy; clothes, drinks no wine,. produces no illegitimate'
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children, needs no foundling asylums, monasteries,
and nunneries, while the priests do and require these
and innumerable other things.
But another Buddhist parallel to Christian superstition is found in family wheels for family prayers.
The operators are the same in both cases-the old
women:
"In some tents there is a stand in which is placed a large
wheel, bearing about the same relation to the hand-wheel as a
family Bible does to a. pocket Bible. A thong is fixed to a
crank, the inmates taking their turn in pulling it; but the
aged grandmother usually spends most time over it."

Family wheels and family prayers, in which one
member grinds out both, are strikingly similar. The
old crone turning the handle and the old crone
crooning passages of scripture from the depths of
her easy-chair are· first cousins, if not nearer relativs.
A turn of the wheel, and a prayer goes up. A chapter read, and God is pleased. If true worship lie in
the intent, God knows Of one as quick as of the other;
and where is the difference?
. .
Really, the. parallels
between the two superstitiOns
.
. .
are most
. strikmg. But why do not the rehgwus pa.
pers
pomt
out ?. An argument
·
· t' them
f
. for the plenary
msprr~ wn o. the .scriptures c~ e.asily be f?unded on
the universality of the same rehgwus sentiment.

'
\
'

beauty of the scheme is made plain. · The Faithists
are religious people, but worship only the " one true
God " J ehovih, the creator. "Their rites and ceremoniei are more imposing than any that hav ever
been practiced, and yet they are given only as a matter of education and disciplin." While not placing
themselvs under the guidance of spirits," angel communion" is taught. ".The Tae" is composed of an
Inner and an Outer Council.' Any of the homes or
families will constitute an inner council, but there
is to be only one outer council, and the king-pin
thereof will receive large benefits. The members
draw no pay for their services. All will be provided
with homes, food, and clothing. But members can
not be accepted, according to the circular, " until
they giv in all their earthly possessions and isolate
themselvs from the customs, usages, and vanities of
the world." The scheme is nqt yet well under way,
the Tae only having been in existence a few months.
But " a call for volunteers has been responded to
from nearly all parts of the United States, showing
th at 0 ur H eavenly F ather h as re ally provt'ded the peop ze for sueh a great an· d h o1y work," an d a1 so, we
may add, I'f th e st at ement IS
· true, th at all th e foo1s
ready to part with their money and liberty at the
solicitation of a few fanatics are not yet dead. The
plan of "The Tae" is thus indicated by the new holy
writ:

lence. Prospectuses of the kind issued by the
Faithists are to be distrusted. Concealed behind
the altar in the "temple of worship, opened in subdued light," there may be a scheme not quite so
happy in its results as the hooked fish sees on the
surface. Religion has been used so many times as
a bait that its temptingness may now be .discom( ,ed.
Let Joe Smith remain the last of the prophet~.

Interestbig News.
Editorial in Banne.· of Ligkl of the 23d ins t.

By reference to a letter from Cassadaga Lake, in another
column, it will be seen that George Chainey, the Liberal lecturer of this city, has seen enough of the phenomena to convince him that Spiritualism is a truth;· and- that on the 13th he
publicly avowed his new faith, or rather newly acquired
knowledge, and renounced :r.Iaterialism.

The following is the letter referred to:

CASSADAGA LAKE CAMP-MEETING.
To THE EDITOR OF THE BANNER OF LIGHT: During the past
few days we hav had' lectures from Mrs. E. C. Woodruff, J.
H. Randall, Mrs. R. S. Lillie, George Chainey; and others,
while the phenomena of Spiritualism hav been witn~ssed
through some of the best mediums in the ranks. W. A. Mansfield is sustaining and increasing his reputation for the phase
of slate-writing, having more business than he can easily attend to. Mrs. E. S. Silverston, just come from Lookout
Mountain meeting, givs circles for tests, and her psychometric
readings are very perfect. That jolly but not ethereal lady,
Dr. J. M. Clark, attends to the ills that flesh is heir to, and to
see her laugh is better than a tonic; and other mediums de"The Tae."
serving of mention did space permit, do their good work day
Some months ago the world was startled by the
"There shall be two Councils, an Inner one and an Outer
by day. Walter Howell made us a pleasant but all too short
pro~uction of a new Bible.
It was labeled by the one, and the twain shall be :known as THE TAE.
a visit, and Bishop A. Beals dropped in and told us of Spir"The Inner Council shall be within the place of Jehovih's
author, "0ahspe." It was produced, we believe, by J.
itualism in the West. Dr. A. W. Edson and wife hav come
chosen, the Faithists in Him, after the manner of my Holy
B. Newbrough, a dentist of this city.· Mr. Newbrough Council within the place of the second resurrection of in from Lansing, Mich., and at the time I write J. F. Baxter
is moving among the people like an inspiring presence.
was of course inspired to write it. In the composi- heaven, whose chief I am.
The sensation of the week at this place is the conversion
tion he had a decided advantage over the -Hebrew " The Outer Council shall be with the world at large, after of George Chainey, the great Liberal orator of Boston, to a
prophets. They were hampered in their expression the manner of my sub-Holy Council, which dealeth with mor- belief in the Spiritual philosophy. That gentleman, after
by the incompleteness of the Hebrew language, tals and with the spirits of the first resurrection who dwell on having evolved through the stages of the Methodist and Uniearth.
which had no vowels, punctuation points, or spaces "Each and every Council shall hav a chief, and his official tarian ministry into a full-fledged Freethinker, was brought by
seeming accident to this place, where investigation of varibetween words. Thus very much was left to the acts shall be founded on the base expressed in the Book of aous
phenomena produced a conviction of the truth of imimagination of the translators, who found little diffi- Disciplin, to wit-, "hav not the Uzians resolved their col- mortality, and placed him upon the highest round in the
culty it making the Bible read several ways, accord- leges .into pupils and teachers? and jurisprudence, so that ladder of religious thought. He bravely renounced Materiing as their predilections ran to . golden harps or testimony and not the judge governeth the decisions? Out of alism, and on Wednesday, the 13th of the month, in a lecture
the wisdom of the government of the college, and the judge's
brimstone. Mr. Newbrough, however, livs in the position in court, thou shalt find the key for the decrees of upon the subject, "My Religious Experience," he crossed the
Rubicon of doubt and boldly planted his standard upon the
nineteenth century, which has several modern im- the chief.'
field of modern Spiritualism. In his''lecture he reviewed
"An
individual
member
within
the
colony
shall
not
transact.
_provements over the B.C. centuries. Among these is
his entire experience in and out of the church, pictured the
the type-writer. When this modern prophet felt in- business on his own account with the Outer Council nor with mental struggles which he experienced in breaking away from
the Uzians, even as the angels in the second resurrection in old associations, and related the history of his labors in the
spired he sat down before his machine, closed his heaven manifest not in places below them.
·
eyes, and gave to the world a chapter or two of holy "Though on earth, and in case of valuable bequeathment to field ot Liberal thought. He confessed the dissatisfaction
which he had felt at the lack of enthusiasm among the Libwrit. When the Oahspe was completed it made a an individual member already in the colony, he shall hand the erals, and considered it due to the Agnosticism which they
bulky volume which the modest dentist found beyond matter over to the Inner Council for benefit of the fraternity. profess. A mere negation has no vital force, and a system
"As to the second resurrection in heaven your God hath which can only deny will never giv birth to a great organizahis means of printing. Recourse was had again to
Whosoever will free himself from all things below shall tion. The grand truth which he now has grasped fills him
divinity, who, or which, assured the author that he said:
enter therein. Moreover, I said: Go found a place of second with a high enthusiasm, and will be the motiv power of a futneed not let his heart be troubled-the hard cash resurrection on earth in like manner.
ure career of usefulness to his fellow-man. Instead of going
which skeptical printers demanded would be forth"Now therefore let this be a law amongst you, that hence- upon the stage, as he had contemplated, he will direct his
coming. Thereafter, Mr. Newbrough asserts, he was forth whosoever joineth a colony shall put away all Uzian efforts to the dissemination of the noble teachings of the Spiritual philosophy. The horizon of his mind had been bounded
in the habit of finding thousand dollar bills tucked possessions and bondage ere he become a brother with you.
"And if a wife desire to enter, and. her husband will not,
under his office door and of mysteriously receiving she shall say to him: 'Not I,' but Jehovih putteth us asunder; by the limits of this mundane life; now his mental vision
pierces beyond the grave, and in the abyss of eternity he
by mail large sums of money, until enough was on for I go not after the things of earth, but my Father in heaven.' sees gleaming the star of immortal life. He has gone to Ontahand to print the Oahspe. Having received the con- And she shall depart away from him.
rio to fill an engagement, but returns immediately to remain
"And if a husband desire to enter, and his wife will not, he throughout the season.
tents of the book by divine inspiration, and of course
GnArHo.
gratuitously, and having been given the lucre where- shall say to her: 'Not I, but Jehovih putteth us asunder; for
I go not after the things of earth, but my Father in heaven.'
Extractfr<nn the Buffalo Express's Report of his Speech of C!Wj'esBion.
with to satisfy the sordid printer, it would seem that And he shall depart away from her.
After two years of labor he found that Agnostics had little
Mr. Newbrough ought to hav presented the volumes
"But when an applicant for membership is encumbered enthusiasm in propagating their ideas. A mere negation has
to the world, to the end that the new revelation with a house, or land, or other earthly possessions; he shall not the vital force of a grand Hving truth. He became dismight be duly blown abroad. But Mr. Newbrough donate the same to the Outer Council for the benefit of the heartened, and began to think of preparing himself for the
stage, confident that the drama can be made a grand instrupersisted in charging $7 for the sacred volume, fraternity."
ment for the propagation of truth. But for a seeming inciAs
the
worldly-minded
would
say,
it
was
a
great
and thus many thousands of poor people hav been
head that concocted the Oahspe, and one well calcu- dent which brought him to Cassadaga he would hav carried
kept from a knowledge of the new gospel.
out his purpose. That star for him has set, but a far grander
But it appears that enough hav heard of the Oahspe lated to take care of itself in the matter of wealth. one to-day shines in its place. When he came here he had no
to found a new sect. It does not require a large Christianity, Mormonism, the Oneida Community, more expected to become a Spiritualist than he had expected
number to do this. Jesus Christ, Joe Smith, and the Shakers, hav all been drawn upon for the prin- to jump over the moon; but now he can no more doubt the
of spirit communion than he can doubt his own physical
other reformers, began at first with one. Then the ciples of the scheme, in which benevolence and su- fact
organism. If we can believe our own senses, we know that
perstition
are
inextricably
entangled.
It
is
the
old,
sect grew. Perhaps the Faithists will grow. At any
those who sit before me are but a few compared with the cloud
rate, we shall watch with interest the progress of the old story of using love and kindness fer selfish ag- of immortals who listen to my words. Between slates are
new sect, whose intentions and doings are set forth grandizement. The " Outer Council '' is but a dis- written communications from loved ones in their own handguise for a high priesthood, and like all priesthoods writing. In dark circles where all are adults, childish fingers,
in a circular just forwarded to us.
will
inevitably obtain the lion's share. Communities soft and delicate, lovingly caress the cheek. I ask for no
"The Tae of the Faithists "is the beginning of "a
more proof, for I do not need it. I make this confession first
community unlike anything that has been tried be- founded on "divine revelations" are to be distrusted. to you, because to you I am indebted for my experience-and
fore in any part of the world. It is to be built up with Even though beginmng with seeming fairness, they that experience I would not part with for all the gold of earth.
children." Herein the Faithists show a marked de- are easily perverted. Mormonism was as decent as I now experience a new desire to pray-not to an unknown
but to the arisen friends who stand by our side and know
gree of worldly wisdom. But the children are to be any alleged supernatural religion at first. But new God,
our griefs and wants-not in a formal, ritualistic way, but as
be
had.
Type
writers
are
compararevelations
can
benefited, as may be seen from a clause of their infriend calls upon friend for sympathy and aid.

corporating charter: " The object of our Association
is to gather in and care for foundlings and orphans,
and other unprotected infants, and to found them in
a colony or colonies on western lands, where we shall
procure a tract of sufficient size; to prohibit the sale
and use of intoxicating liquors, and where the children may be educated and raised out of sight of
drunkenness and profanity, so common in our large
cities."
The children thus taken are to be instructed in
the new Bible, Oahspe, in which the grandeur and

tivly cheap, and inspired "prophets " are thick as
huckleberries. Once settled in communities, the
Ed,:torial in Jame paper.
leader of the Faithists, li),i:e the Mormon elders, can The speaker was filled with a greater enthusiasm than at
reduce their servile followers to the most abject con- any of his previous lectures, and fairly outdid himself in elodition of mental and physical slavery by simply get- quent flights and touching pathos, alternately moving his audience to Htormy applause and tearful silence.
ting an appendix revelation to Oahspe.
When people co-operate they should co-operate for THE benediction of all connected with this office rests upon
their own good and share the profits of their own Mr. B. Hussey, 0£ Aroostook county, Maine, for the gift of
labor. No "Outer Councils" should be allowed to about twenty-five pounds of the best honey that the little busy
monopolize the products of a whole community's toil, bee ever improved each shining hour putting inside a hive.
even though disguised under the name of benevo- . May long life attend him who makes so good a use of it!
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Jl~iends.

very illogical and so wide of the truth. Sir, the world breath- brother stands high as a saint. He has a wife, too, but how
sad and broken she looks, toiling over the wash tub and in
lessly waits for the great secret.
Yours in friendship,
the kitchen, cooking for several boarders, while he luxuriates
T. WINTER, Materialist.
in his corpulency sitting in the shade! Still, in the face of all
WAsHINGTON, D. c.; Aug. 15, 1884.
this, women are the great supporters of the church.
OsAGE MISSION, KAs:, Aug. !J, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.00, for which continue
We need women educated for the lecture field as well as
MR. EDITOR: I am pleased to see everyone favoring harmony
the grand old paper four months longer. It keeps up its in the National Liberal League at the next Congress. Stand men, and in my opinion onr cause will drag slowly until there
well-earned reputation nobly, l!ncl the press of the country is by the original Nine Demands. Secularize the state in all de- are many mOl'e Wixons, Slenkers, and Miss Gibsons in our
beginning to fall into line. Light is dawning. Hell is gono partments. Let no other issue be allowed to enter this or- land. Children are early taught superstition by mothers, and
and the sulphur smoke has lifted. All Liberals should vote ganization. We hav, each and ali of us, ten thousand ideas once the seed is plantad, it's hard, indeed, to eradicate the
for Ben.
H. M. BuRFIELD.
and notions that it would be a blessing to the world to hav poisonous weed.
Yours for success,
H. B. JoNEs,
adopted and practiced. Let us form all the societies necessary
DowAGIAc, Mrcrr., Aug. 14, 284.
BURLINGTON, KAN., July 20, 284.
to carry them out. But don't pile them all on the back of the
l\fn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.50 to pay for •_rrrE TRUTH National Liberal League. It will be too great a strain for any
i\:In. EDITOR: I inclose you my photograph, and $ •. 00 for its
SEEKER until .Janun.ry 1, 285. We send the extra fifty cents one back. When the League shall hav secularized the state worth in "False Claims," by our Kansas Liberal, John E.
for not paying at the commencement of the year. Long liv we can retire it with honor, as Garrison clicl the Abolition Remsburg. I hav sold 126 copies of Ingersoll's last lecture on
•rrrE TRUTH SE~;KER. We wish its. name was The Civilizer. We party and the LibemtoT when negro slavery ~ItS n.bolished. "Orthodoxy," commencing about June 1st, and am selling one
think thn.t would be the most appropriate name, for we con- And the good to the world that will result from our achieve- occasionally yet. I hav made it a point to sell as mariy to
sider all supernaturalism heathenism.
C. A. CoDDING.
ments will quite equal that secured by Garrison and his co- young men as possible, and hav placed one in the hands of
laborers. Green, Putnan:, Chainey, or Burnham will any of three of our city clergymen. I hav learned that two and three
MINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 10, 1884.
them be eminently fit for presidents and secretaries. But hav reacl the same pamphlet. It is more difficult to int!·oduce
Jilin. EDITOR: I desir-e to express my hearty appi·eciation of
pray don't ask them to work for less than $2,000 and traveling "False Claims," aR Brother Remsburg is not as popular yet
your paper, and send beneath the name of a solid Infidel as a expenses. The money must be raised to suitably pay the as Ingersoll.
·
new subscriber. Minneapolis has been my home for only six officers of the League.
Will
•_rHE
'.rRuTH
SEEKER
giv.
us,
its
readers,
the
status
of
. H. L. R. ,JoNES.
mont.hs, yet I hav made a goodly number of Infidel friends.
Butler, Blaine, and Cleveland on orthodoxy? Butler was inThis will inform friends in Maine and elsewhere that I am just
PoMONA, CAL., July 28, 284.
trusted with the petition that was presented to the House of
as much of an Infidel as ever, just as proud of letting the world
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which please send "Bible ·Represontn.tivs a few years ~go for the _repeal or modificat~on
know it in a quiet kind of a way.
Myths." I inclose petition for state secularization. It is in n. o~ the Comstock law, and I JU_dge by hi~ spe~ches that he IS a
Yours for truth,
GEo. S. PERKINS.
dilapidated condition, owing to careless handling. The wealth Libe~·al. And we als~ hav a. nght to clam~ him on accoun~ of
represented by the thirty-two sianersamounts to two and one- the mtereot he mamfests m the elevatiOn of -the labormg
TO OT'£0 WETTSTEIN.
half million dollars-more tha~ the combined wealth of the classes. The Greenback or legal tender cause is gaining
l\IY DEAlt BROTHER: Yom· communication in the last 'l'RUTH entire Christian element of the township in which Pomona is slowly but continuously, here in the West, and I hope to hear
SEERJm chills every clrojJ of blood in my veins, and makes me located. I could get more signatures by presenting it to Chris- that Butler has polled a heavy vote all over the country, if not
sick and sad. A thousand icebergs anchored around me would tians, those who hav had their ·names registered in the "lamb's el~c~ed. And. if th~ Democrat~ h~d no~ committed political
not affect me hn.lf as much. If we Spiritualists are mistaken, book," when they were infants. But 1 prefer to hav only men smcHle at ChiCago m not nommatmg him--to please the old
if "death ends all," even then our belief is more cheering, for who hav broken down the walls that the God of superstition Shylock, monopoly-if they had. taken him instead of C!e_veit is the only philosophy or religion that has any incentiv to had erected around them and so numeronslypictureJ at every land, he would be our next president. That was the opmion
noble lives, the only belief that lms any sweet, soul-elevating point with his bigoted agents, the parson, the holy man of of a number of the ?ther parties .. -~he _late decision of our
music in it. With not one note of beautiful, sweet music in God, the expounder of creeds-often the destroyer of virtue, Supreme ?onrt has gi_ven the Pr~hibitw.mst the blue~, a~d the
your eold philosophy, what is there in it to cheer our sad lives? the mvisher of reason, the blighter of the joys of life, the soo~er olct o_rthodoxy IS clefeated I~ makmg another hnk m h~r
It mA.y feed you, my brother, bllt to my warm, loving soul it is curse of the world in which we Jiv-to hav men who hav the cham to nmte church and state m that scheme, the better It
sad and chilling.
Your friend ancl brother,
moral courage to stand, as rocks, impregnable by their (the will be for the people.
CHRIS. BRoWN.
SEWARD l\IrTCHELL.
Christians') false readings, and hurl them back wrecked, shatMILwAUKEE, ORE., Aug. 12, 1884.
tered, and demoralized. "The world does move," and men
CENTRALIA, !Lr,., Aug. 12, 1884.
1\'IR. EDITOR: I was out to one of those camp-meetings the
are being moved by the great power of Freethought on to a
MR. EDrroR: The Liberals of this city hav been honored with happier condition.
other day where they consider it a sin to pray out loud and be
H. L. SHAUG.
a lecture by Mr. J. L. Andrew, of Fort Scott, Kansas. l\fr.
heard for your much speaking. But they will hop up and spat
An•lrcw is a clear, forcible, and logical speaker, convincing
their hands and declare that they are anointed and sanctified
EAsT: BRoADWAY, Aug. 12, 284.
his hearers very soon of the correctness and truthfulness of his
MR. EDIToR: I am very well pleased by your analysis of the by the Holy Ghost. So after it began to die down, the minarguments. The impression produced by this gifted and presidential candidates. You hav hit the nail on the head. ister raised both o{ his hands and ordered the front seats
talentecl orator has won for him the golden opinions of the Liberals really hav no candidate to vote for, and the only ob- cleared. Then reaching his hands out over the audience he
Liberals of this city n.nd surrounding country. He is a young ject they can hav is to change .the order of things, and then it said: " All you tnat wishes for anything, come and kneel down
mn.n of fine personal n.ppearance. His gestures are elegant may be "out of the frying-pan into the fire." There is one at this anxious seat-the least thing you may desire, either in _
and impressiv. From here he goes to Kentucky to meet en- thing reasonable~Liberals will be not far from right to go the earth or in heaven~come and kneel at this anxious seat."
gagements to lecture. On his return to Kansas, we hope to other way from the church.
They commenced stringing in, and :finally all got down but
be fortunntc enough to engage him to giv us a regular conrs e
I wish the name of the National Liberal League could he me-thirty-five all told. Then he reached out his hands as
Yours very respectfully,
of Libemllectures.
changecl~that is, the word League. I don't know if it con- though he wanted to get me right around the neck, and says,
WILLIAM LEE, Sn.,
veys to other minds the same meaning as it does to me, but it "Come! come!-anything that you least desire either in earth
Secretary Liberal League.
seems inconsistent with the search after truth and the pro- or heaven." I saw that he meant me, and I rose up _and said
fessions of Liberals. It seems to be, or mean, a combination that I could not think of one single thing that I really desired.
NEw YoRK, Aug. 10, 1884.
for some secret purpose, which perhaps is not for the good of Said I, "I hav enough of this world's good to last me while I
l\In. EnrTon: On page 503 of THE TRUTH SEEKER's issue of the world.
stop here, and I don't feel as though I wanted any more; and
the \lth inst., "A. A. B." takes E. B. Foote, Jr., to task for
I don't believe in our humbling ourselvs too much to as for heavenly or spiritual things, I hav a fair share, for I was
wtiting a most rational article about the "Georgia Wonder." the slanderous vagabonds who hav resorted to every means to sanctified by the Holy Ghost." "Glory to God!" he yelled.
"A. A. B." asserts thnt "the tric.ks of :Miss Hurst hav been injure their betters because they could not rule them. It will Said I, "The sanctification of the Holy Ghost carries its mark
explninecl over and over again, but the public seem to care only make them feel that they are of great importance, and with it, and the mark is a spiritual gift. Paul tells you ali
nothing for the explanations." If, as he affirms, Mr. Foote accomplish nothing for the good of the cause. Let them alone, about it so plain that we need not make any mistakes, and he
has " dipped his pen" to befog the readers of •_rHE '.rnuTH would be my advice, unless they first showed a willingness to that has a spiritual gift may claim sanctification by the Holy
SEEKEU, will he not do the same to enlighten them. I would co-operate and drop their misrepresenting course.
Ghost, ancl no others hav a right to make the claim." By that
suggest, however, that if he has never attempted to put a chair
time he had squatted by the bench with the rest, and I picked
M. E. RosE.
Yours truly,
to the floor while Miss Hurst had her hands upon it, nor has
up my hat and left. .I got off about forty rods, turned around,
even been to sec others do it, his efforts to enlighten readers
made a very low bow, and bid the camp good-bye.
PRESCOTT, IowA, Aug. 3, 1884.
of 'l'rrE TRUTH SEEKER will be much more likeiy to befog them
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $27.00 for books, which please
E. w. CRESSEY.
than Mr. Foote's, as that has evidently been the effect upon send as per inclosed list.
the public of all the explanations(?) which hav so far appeared.
THE TRUTH SEEKER was never better~in fact, it improves
PACIFIC, Mo., Aug. 11, 1884,
Come, Mr. ''A. A. B.," let us know all about it.
MILEs.
with age. In the foremost row of the able corps of correspondMR. EDITOR: I thought! would accommodate you with those
ents stand Charles B. Reynolds, John Peck, and Holt, on the back numbers you called for without saying a word, but, dear
.Bible. Andrews, Putnam, and Bradford cannot be over-esti- friend, it seems impossible for me to do so because of what I
SEWARD, NEn., Aug. 12, 284.
MR. EDI'l'OU: After a long time I make another effort to pay mated in their line. Elmina has become familiar to and ad- read. As a rule, insult is heaped on injury. Much I hav
my subscription clue 'l'HE TI\UTH SEEKER. I hav read your mired by every reader. E. C. Walker, J. L. York, and a host suffered in body and mind; much through what is denounced
as a fraud and a humbug. That is, being subject to spirit
paper from the first number. It arrives here in Nebraska of others~especially Miss Wixon-merit praise.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is growing grander and greater. Its control and influence. I say, all this injury, all this ridicule,
promptly.
I would li.ke to attend tho Congress this fall, bnt it is too field for operation is widening. It is sowing the good seed, and these names of fraud, idiots, and what not, are very bitter.
far awn.y. I attcncled the Congress in St. Louis in 1882, and it preparing the minds for a peaceful earthly future, when super- I, together with all those who believe in such, am confronted.
naturalism shall be n belief of the past, and when all dare and denounced foi· their writing. Here, again, is this " Realwas a happy treat for me.
I aru staggered about our election. I think I'll balk until avow their honest belief and not conceal their name and resi- istic Meditation" of Otto Wettstein occupying the first and
foremost place in THE TRUTH SEEKER, as though it was the
some pledge is made which the Liberal League demands. I dence for fear of being persecuted or ostracized.
I, like many others, depend on my labor for a livelihood, greatest truth, when, in reality, it is the sheerest nonsense.
am now in the seventy-third year of my age, and am anxious
yet I never fail to giv theology a stab whenever an oppoi-tu- He, the almighty, self-created, fails to create a spirit. The
that something be " clid" pretty soon.
If we in this place could hav one week of Liberal lectures by nity presents itself, ana, therefore, my heterodox views are well clements that he gathers vanish. 0 my! 0 my! and that is
a good orgttnizor, wo could boast of one of the best auxiliaries known, inasmuch as after reading THE TRUTH SEEKER I gen- evidence per se there are no souls~ no spirits. Are such ideas,
in the West. 'l'his young city of Seward (two thousand inhab- erally send it around where I think it will do the most good, such assumptions, not idiotic? Let me ask this mighty reasoner, has he made himself, or is his capacity-the power of
itants) is alive with Infidels. We proclaim our principles on hoping thereby to gain some adherent:; to Freethought.
his state-a mighty reasoner, as he is himself? Hav the laws
Yours truly,
JoHN W. YEADON.
all occasions.
H. L. BoYEs.
which constitute him created him, or he them? Now I deCINCINNATI, Omo, Aug. 15, 1884.
BENTON, TExAs, Aug. 12, 284.
mand of him, and them (his kind), to say which. Only a fool
Mn. EmTon: The laws of nature, like nature itself, hav ever
:MR. EDITOR: Preaching and drouth is the order of the day can talk the way he does. What? organisms may be analyzed
existed. Neither nnture nor its hws n.re the production of any in these parts. As farmers hav no crops to gather, they are and resolved into their component parts by man, and yet that
power or force ~npcrior to or distinct from itself. No God, passing the time in thanking "Gaud" for all his mercies. which does it has, after all, no real existence? And with this
gods, or any ideal spirit pow or, in which Brother Seely seems 'l'he long-prevailing drouth that is parching crops up so fast same" none-real," this same "nonentity," he would underto believe, hath one iotn. to clo with nature's forces or laws. is sent by the Lord to humble. us into submission, they say. take to analyze, to dissect, a human soul or spirit, nature's
'l'he universe is an eternity, antl all its motiom; to everlasting 'Ihe Baptists are howling away on their third week, and not whole and total ego! You! who declared in the lron- Glad Age
activities are within its own inclepenclent supremacy.
one, I hear, has gained yet, but a few knelt at their seats a that this world was but an insignificant dot! What must you
But tbe eternity of matter, as a universe, cloth not imply few nights ago after the proposition of the acting clown, to compare to it? Now, answer. If there were no spirit, no
that animal life, including man, is also eternal. The eternal thus show their preference whether, at any time, they preferred mind, or entity, what could analyze, what could solve the obexistence of nature is one thing, and the transient existence of to go heavenward than the other place; and hence they are ject, what·could judge of cause and contend it itself as the
animal life is another. The one is an eternal entity, the other encouraged to continue the Lord's fight. I heard the local condition? Now, I want you to come right out on that. Tell
is not. Will Brother Seely clearly state what is the name of preacher of this church remark the other clay that "women us, deluded Spiritualists, what sort of matter your matter is
the entity or force which he assertR acts on matter, but is not were the first starter of evil, and to this day three-fourths that can claim such prerogativ of conceiving. Has it never
matter, either in name or properly, but something quite dis- of all crimes and mishaps to men in this world might be traced occurred to you, sir, that spirit is not a concrete affair, and
tinct? Let Brotber Seely show wherein Matedalists are so to woman's doings." This js true J3ibll;l docb'in, and t)lis good. docs n9t bear t)le sa!lle relation to the object sense? Is corn
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the same as whisky, or wine as grape? How would you prove
it? How would you prove man a spirit when he is·dead?
Your whole three columns contain nothing that, has a rational
relation to matter and spirit. You talk a great deal about
game, but never once call attention to the hunter which is
spirit.. Whether the spirit world is a reality or not, thought
has obJect, and so has the dream, and you know it. Does that
not prove such a state? Ah, but you cannot apply it, you say.
That is just what i_s the matter. Because .it is in spirit, that is
the why.
A. H. KRUGER.

the mind dE:Jcays with the body, and at death there is no more
thought, as thought is but nervous motion." It is not necessary to hav studied all the facts of nature to know that the
mind decays with the body. I hav known several instances,
and· I will refer to the account of the death of Mr. Weed,
where it is stated that for some time before his death his mind
failed. And Mr. Emerson, I believe, for some time before his
death showed proof of mental decay.
In conclusion I will refe1· to Mr. Perry's last assertion. He
says the body and mind are not one thing, but two thingsintimately connected and related, but still distinct things.
BouLDER CREEK, CAL., Aug. 7, 1884.
This is equal to saying that a bell and its sound are not one
Mn. EDITOR: Here I am, back in California. I hav been thing, but two things-intimately connected and related, but
traveling since May, and hav been able to get and read but .still distinct things. Can . Mr. Perry show that sound is
five or six copies of the good old TRUTH: SEEKEI\ in all this thing?
Respectfully,
P. RoTHWELr•.
time. You are no doubt sending my Tnm.·n SEEKER to
Russellville, Tenn., where I sto.pped for over two years. I
Bunn OAK, :Mrcn., Aug. 12, 284.
could not endure the enervating heat of the South. I was
MR. EDIToR: In a letter published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
raised there, and lived there until I was twenty-five years of August 2d, 1\'Ir. John A. Gm·ting says he would like the paper
age, but hav lived from 1850 to 1881 here in California. I hav better "if yon printed fewe1· articles on Spiritualism, which I
lived longer in this state than in any other, so this is properly consider a grand humbug." Did not Mr. Gerting feel conmy home; and I am proud of it, chiefly because it is one of scious of a little selfishness creeping over him when he penned
the most Liberal states in the Union, and that you know is that remark? No matter how grand a humbug Spiritualism
equivalent to saying it is one of the most enlightened. I love may be, there are m~tny estimable citizens who sincerely
this climate. It is warm -yes, we may even say it is hot, but believe that a pure and valuable philosophy may be estabthe cool breezes prevent the sun from baking our brains into lished on its alleged facts. and those persons ought not to be
suporstitioits pancakes, as in Tennessee and the most South- deprived of the privilege of making their statements. Being
ern states. I find that the Jehovah doctrins flourish best in an Agnostic, of course, I hav yet to see the first particle of
hot climates, and am fully convinced that the gentleman who evidence that any such thing as a spirit ever existed, but THE
invented the idea that evil spirits are most effectually punished TRUTH SEEKER comes nearer my ideal of a Freeth ought paper
in the hottest of all climates, had utterly failed to observe how j tlst because it admits an occasional article on Spiritualism,
very favorable extreme heat is to the growth of superstition.
the tariff, and other questions upon which its readers are cerI am behind for the year of 1884, but will pay up soon. I tain to disagree. The present management cannot be too
hav hardly been here long enough to get my breath good yet, highly commended for showing clearly that the pipe of bigotry
but hav found a man who wants to try THE TRUTH SEEKER for is entirely out in THE TRUTH SEEKER office; and let me add
three months. I think, judging from the way he talks, he will that the moment it is lit that moment the influence of the
become a permanent subscriber. I send you the postage paper will begin to decline. Instead of being an annoyance,
stamps. Please send TRE TRUTH SEEKER to the address of it is a real pleasure to me to see the supreme and loving consaid man, viz., Boulder Creek, Santa Cruz Co., CaL-there, I fidence in Spiritualism shown by such persons as :Mrs. Severhav forgotten the name of the man. I will go right off to the ance. See how happy she is in her rock-rooted faith, and
adjoining place and see him. Later.-! hav been to see him how sure that the object of her devotion is a fountain of blessand now inclose his name:
WM. L. WARLEY.
ings at which thirsty wayfarers hav already been greatly refreshed, and whose streams of joy will flow yet more copiously
in the good time coming! But I would kindly suggest to those
ST. JoHNs, ARiz., Aug., 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Before reading Col. Kelso's book, 1 wrote to a very confident persons that it would place them on safer
young lady cousin of mine who resides with her parents in the ground, and they would convince just as many if they would
town of Modesto, California, to get her opinion of the colonel; use the word believe, instead of lcnow, when referring to superand knowing her to be strictly orthodox, I expecteclshe would natural things. No man Tcnows anything that cannot be demgiv the colonel a real Christian send-off. Here is what she onstrated. There may be a degree of probability so great that
says of Col. Kelso: "As to Col. Kelso, I do not know him per- we are almost forced to r~gard it as equivalent to certainty,
sonally, but papa is well acquainted with him, and says Col. but if any element of proof is lacking, we should not use the
Kelso is a good man, and that everybody likes him. Papa says word know to express our opinion of the matter. It is stmnge
the only objection he has to Mr. Kelso is on account of his In- that there are intelligent people in this country at this day
fidelity. By occupation Mr. Kelso is a teacher, and a good one who cannot see that a positiv assertion either for or against
too; he is also a poet, and occasionally writes poetry. Papa the existence of a God or a supernatural world, is simply a
says he is strictly honest in all his dealings." Her orthodox waste of so much breath that might be better employed.
opinion of the colonel would not hav biased me one way or the Wherf all the data and conditions of proof are absolutely
other; I simply wrote to get her views out of mere curiosity. wanting to a proposition, the "I believe" of the old church
It is strange the Christian press ca~" see one redeeming vir- creeds is as strong an expression as any one is justified in maktue in an Infidel. No matter howL Jnorably he may act toward ing. In regard to politics I am glad to see that the course of
his fellow-man, if he but holds independent views on religious THE TRUTH SEEKER is above reproach. There is much tempmatters contrary to the established dogmas, he must be ostra- tation to mix in political discussion, but to do so continuously,
cized. This proves their weakness, for if their so-called relig- even though briefly, wo,uld prove ruinous to any Free thought
ion is of divine origin, and not an institution of man, they paper. No matter how independent the paper may be, it is
should not hav come to fear for the result, as the omnipotent, poison to its influence to be giving frequent expressions of
whatever or whoever that may be, certainly has the power, ac- opinion in regard to candidates, parties, political squabbles,
cording to the Christian view, to take care of his own affairs etc. An editor of a Liberal paper cannot be too careful of
I hav too high an opinion of the human understanding, too those dangerous reefs. On political matters TnE TRTJ'l'H
much confidence in the natural common sense of mankind, to SEEKER wisely says but little, and even less, I think, would be
believe for a moment that a single Bible-pounder of the pe- still better. I hav a smaller Liberal journal in mind that
riod, who possesses as much 1·easoning power as a clam, can would do well to heed the above remarks. N. G. ·wATILINs.
or does believe the divinE-origin humbug; but on the other
hand, he or they know full well the Christian religion, and all
CHARMING DALE, ARIZONA, June 18, 1884.
others, are mere inventions of man, gotten up for his own selfMR. EDITOR: Books and your explanatory letter arrived toish interests.
day at Charming Dale. · So you see that Charming Dale is
Inclosed please find three dollars, for which send one "Bi- still here and is likely to always remain here.
ble J\!Iyths."
Now for a story, and a true one. Honor iH the subject of
Go on with the good work, enlightening all who desire to my story.
know the truth. Hoping that truth and reason must prevail,
In the year 1867, I emigrated with my family of wife and
I am
Yours in the cause,
A. F. BANTA.
five children to this country. Neither pen nor tongue can
describe the difficulties through which I passed in journeying
VINELAND, N. J., July 28, 1884.
to and making a permanent settlement in this country, so the
J\!IR. EDITOR: Mr. Perry, in his criticism of my last commu- narration of the many skirmishes with the nativs, the robbing
nication, states that Mr. Putnam says that that which perceives of my stock, the burning of my house, the stealing of my
and knows of forms is nothing. If I understand Mr. Putnam, crops, we will leave only to be remembered among tbe things
he says that that which perceives and knows is matter, but that were. But after arriving here all my energies wore bent
that perception and thought are not things. When I ask, Are to the building up of this country, and especially its educathe senses that perceive and the brain which knows not things? tional interests. And as the result of one branch of my efforts,
J\!Ir. Perry says: "It seems that the gentlemen makes no dis- Charming Dale sprang out of its wild and naturally worthless
tinction between sensations and perceptions and the organs condition into a lovely garden surrounded by cosy dwellines
by·which they are conveyed to the mind. Now, I ask, if it is and several work-shops, and ornamentecl with artificial groves
the mind that perceives and knows of things, of what use are of both wild and fruit-bearing trees, and shrubbery both useorgans to qonvey sensations and perceptions to the mind? ful and ornamental. Every season-yes, every day-has added
e kno,w there are nerves that lead to the brain, but what new luster to the charms of Charming Dale. Its location is
nerve leads to the mind? Again, Mr. Perry says, " '.rhc on a generally-travelecl road, the mail route, which, before the
thought that moves the form is better and higher than the coming of the A. P. Railroad, was the most popular, a daily
form, no matter how beai.ltiful the latter may be." Now, this mail, with its eastern terminus at Prescott, the capital of the
assertion I deny, for it is on the body that thought and its territory, and its western on the Pacific coast, pasHing daily.
quality depends. The body is not that gross thing Spiritual- I secured the establishment of a post-office, and was myself
ists would hav us believe. It is self-acting, it generates its the })Ost-master for three years, during which time a sorics of
own force, and builds up its own frame; it feels by the use of mail robbing from registered packges was committed in the
its nerves, and thi.'hks by the action of its brain; it needs no office at Prescott. The post-master there was a Christian, activ in:his church, but coy and utterly reticent when it was disparasite to prompt or guide it.
.
Mr. Perry asks, "·How does he know that consciOusness, covered that a robbery had been committed in his office, and
having evolved from, or by any other means associated with, although he did not do the -robbing, yet being responsible,
the most advanced organic forms, will at death, cease to be so therefore he used his Christian position to cast the suspicion
associated?" I know it because the dead form is not conscious. upon me. The detectiv agent-a fawning villain-used every
Consciousness is only evolved by a living organic form. Again effort in his power to convict me, and twice placecl me under
he says, "I do not believe that fliend Rothwell has studied all arrest, seized my office, and all the paraphernalia belonging
the f~J.Cts of nature, and I doubt hi& authority for saying that thereto, and after giving me duplicate schedule receipts for the
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same he stole them, leaving me nothing whereby I could establish my rights or claims against the government. He
grossly misrepresented me in San Francisco and made no returns to Washington of the amount of postage-stamps he took
from me, without which there was a small balance due
me from the government, and in posting up the auditor issued
a small warrant in my favor, which I sent by a gentleman to
San Francisco. It was repudiated, and the bearer inslilted,
with the statement, "That is from tho· mail-robbing postmaster."
The mail matter which you sent was unfo1-tunate enough to
fall into the San Francisco office, and, no doubt, to continue
the insult, it was returned. If it had been allowed to come
on I should hav received it at my nearest post-office. I am
au Infidel in the entire sense of the word, which is only
another name fm· a truly honest man-honest to the worlcl,
and honest to the convictions of his own senses. When they
ceased to persecute mo, one of the deputies in the Prescott
office, fearing that they would spot him, cnt his own throttt,
ancl thus relieved the wol'lcl of his presence and the only
witness against the rem!dning one. And thus the matter
stands to-day. It has never been sifted out, and probably
never will, while I stand in the oyes of government oflicials as
'a mail robber. T,embling now as I am on the vc1·ge of the
grave, justice will never be done mo. But as long as I liv,
Charming Dale is my address, and damn the government
offiehtls that refuse to forwa1·d my mail matter.
Yours and THE TRUTH SEEKER's forever,
S. C. lloGERs.
lliCIIFORD, VT., July 2G, 284.
MR. EDIToR: "But without faith, it is impossible to please
God. For he t.hat cometh to God must believe that God
exists, and is a rewarder of those who diligently seek him"
.,(Reb. xi, 6). Here it iH intimated that some one may come to
God and not believe he exists, or that he is a rewarder! The·
devil will hav no such folks, if thc1·e is a devil. In this text
is shown the grand secret of priestcmft. '!'bore is not in the
world to-clay one particle of goo·d eviclenco, to prove to our
sober reason atld senses that there is such a real entity as the
,Jewish or Christian's God in the universe, asiao from nature.
What is nature? Answer. Boundless space, and all it contains. But all priests of superstition, Brahmnn, Bhuddist,
Zoroastrian, Mohammedan, Egyptian, and all others, hav fabricated names, ltnd made them persons, real Almighties, who
created all things out of nothing. So each of the thousands
of gods is the only true and living God, and every Heet is the
only true superstition, religion, idolatry. Tho ,Jewish, Christian God is omnipotent, omnipresent., omniscient, 1tnu immutable. He who does not believe 1tn omnipotent God could not
drive out the Canaanites, hecnnso they had chnriots of iron,
shall be damned! He who does not believe thnt an omnipresent, immut~tble God C!lllle down to see if A<l>Lm and Eve
were in the garden.trap, and talked with N01th about drowning the wol'ld, and came down to HPe the Towet· of Babel
(Gen. xi, 5), and came down to seo tf the Sodomitos had done
as he heard they hacl-" If not, ho woulrl know "-(Gen. xviii,
21); also came down upon Mount Sinai (Gen. xix, 20)-he that
believeth these things not shnll be damned. Who can believe
thnt an immutable, unchangcalilo God could m1tke the universe and })ronounce it very good (Gen. i, 31), and be sorry
afterwards, and grieved at his heart? We lmv no evidence
that the Jewish God ever made one man know th!tt stlch a
thing ever existed. We wonder that a being with such ILttributes as are ascribed to him did not mako everybody know
positivly. Proof conclusiv that there is not sueh It thing!
Then the J csuR, that came into the world to save sinners,
tasted death for every man, claimed that he was co-equal and
co-eternal with the Jew God, and nover made one person, even
his own mother, know that he was anything but the carpenter's son, at which trncle he worked until ho began to be about
thirty years old, and had increased in wisdom and stature (Luke
iii, 23; ii, 52). Wonder when God Almighty began to be nbout
thirty years of age! What year was it Jesus would not allow
Simon Barjona, or anybody else, to •call him Messiah? He
forbid anyone to tell it. Yet we are all to be damned if we
do not believe he was perfect God and perfect man, of the
same substance, power, and eternity with the father (Methodist creed, Art. 1 and 2, ;John ,Wesley; also soe Athanasius).
JosuH did not reveal to Himon thnt he was Messi11h, but said
his father had (Matt. xvi, 17). F!tith is the gift of God. We arc
saved by hope. We arc saved through fear. Wo m·o snvotl
by faith. ''.Faith cometh byhearing" (Hom. x, 17) a thousand
differing mystagogs who. tell lies in a pulpit for a snlary. Ali
promis hoaven to those who employ them. All HuporHtitions
faith is equally sincere-all a human damning curse. Heal
things here aro all we hav got It capacity to deal with. Wo
know nothing about Gocl, dovil, heaven, holl, or f'tttuo life,
only what priests tell us. Wo know not what ;my Bible
means, only as we hire a priest to toll us. 'l'l11tt is our faith
or. which we rely. It is a great mystery that tho Christian's
God, who knew enough to make the universe out of nothing,
could not manage it without an Abraham, nud MoHes, giving the keys to Simon Barjona, the Snt!tn and the pope, now
his vicegerent on earth: There are some twenty toxts in our
Bible that affirm we shall hnv no knowledge or conseiousness
after we are dead. What if. there are as many that lcacl us to
think that when wo are dead wo arc 11ol dead, if all priests do
'ailirm it for a salary? God don't know, or ho would not hav
made our Bible to support both notions. Who knows that
man individually willliv after ho iH dead? No God has told
us; we hav nothing but priests babbling for a sahn·y. Ever
since two men lived on earth, tlte law of humanity has re'1uired: "Do to others as yon would hav them ilo to yon.
And do not to others what you would not hav done to yourHelf." Which coverH all morality and virtue-the whole duty
of man. All else is hypocrisy.
,JosEPH Non;~.
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"About sunset, Aunt Avis began to look up happy, peaceful, and glad that she had
heart can wish for, as to comfort, physically,
are yet not happy. The rich and those who the road, and to listen for the sound of horse's reached the end. She accumulated, by. her
hav the most luxuries are sometimes the most feet. She kept the table waiting, nor would industry and frugality, a handsome fortune,
miserable. They suffer the same as the poor." she eat one mouthful till he should come, but and went away owing no one anything."
Edited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, FaU River,
" It was ·a sad life, wasn't it ? " said Susie,
she gave the children their supper and ·put
"Did Aunt Avis hav to suffer?"'
Mass., to whom aU Communications for this
"She dld-very much. She was not rich, them to bed. There were no near neighbors, crying softly.
G>rner should be sent.
"It was, and yet a very noble one, We
except in her good health and happy spirits, and she was alone with her children. It was
in August, and warm weather. Night came on may learn a useful lesson from that sad and
but
she
did
not
suffer
simply
because
she
was
"Hla lite Ia long whose work Ia well,
poor-oh, no! Very early she was trained to with its lengthening shadows, and still he did troubled ·life. She had many virtues, was
And be his station low or high,
He who the most good works can tell,
work, to use the foot-wheel, the spinning- not come. The merry song was hushed on kind, forgiving, generous, industrious, and
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
wheel, and the great looms that made the Aunt Avis's lips as she watched and waited. prudent. The sick found in her. a tender
yarn she spun into cloth. She had little time What could )lav detained him so long? She friend; the sorrowful, a ready sympathizer,
to play, as girls hav in these days, but when grew anxious and tearful. Presently the moon and faithful, kind, and true she was in all the
This Life is What we Make It. she did play she po doubt enjoyed it as much carp.e up, and, in the bright moonlight, she relations and trials of life. She did not sink
Let's oftener talk or noble deeds,
as any girl does to-day. She was witty and. could see a long distance up and down the under misfortune, nor sit down and· grieve
And rarer or the bad ones, .
Nine, ten, eleven over her great troubles. Her days were spent
lively, and made many friends. In course of narrow country road.
And sing about our happy days,
time she became a young woman, and then she o'clock by the hour-glass, and still he did not in activity, in doing good, and, if there is a
And not about the sad ones.
We were not made to !ret and sigh,
had lovers. Among them was a young soldier come. Throwing her blue and white apron heaven anywhere beyond this world, we feel
And when grlet sleeps to wake It,
of the war of Hi12. Aunt Avis was· bright. over her head, she went out in the dead of the sure Aunt Avis deserved- its best and highest
1Brlght happiness is standing bysmart,
and industrious. He thought she would night, and walked a little way up the road lis- joys."
This lite Is what we make it.
"She ought to ha'V something good to make
make him a good wife, and he wanted to marry tening. Tall ferns and golden rod with its
Let's find the sunny side or men,
heavy yellow clusters of flowers grew on either up for all the bad that fell to her lot here,
her.
After
a
brief
courtship
they
were
marOr be believers In It;
ried, and began housekeeping. And we may side of the road, and brushed her clothing as auntie, hadn't she?"
A light there Ia In every soul
"Yes; I think she should hav some recomThat takes the pains to win it.
suppose that Aunt Avis was as happy as the she passed. There was no breeze stirring, and
Oh l there'a a slumbering good In all,
birds when they begin nest-building in the the stillness was oppressiv, only broken by the pense. But she-left a bright example Jor us
And we perchance may wake It;
spring of the year. She worked and sung all call of some night bird, or some animal as it to contemplate .. We must not sink under
our hands con taln the magic wand; •
day, just as the birds do. By and by there fled swiftly to its home amid the sumach and trouble, but be brave, and look above it all.
This Ute Is what we make it.
CRme a sweet little ba]?y to her-a new, fresh, and young maples. Back and forth sl!e walked We must forget sorrow in useful, activ work
Then here's to those Whose loving hearts
little
life, as bright and beautiful as the rosy at intervals, straining her eyes and ears, watch. for the go.od of othe1·s."
Shed light and joy about them I
"Yes, auntie; and Iiow, will you please put
ing, listening, with,. heavy, aching heart the
morning."
Thanks be to them tor countless gems
We ne'er had known without them.
"I s'pose she was happier than ever, then,'' whole night through, and still he did not come. Aunt Avis' story in verse so I may commit it
Oh ! this should be a happy world
"The next day a messe:p.ger was dispatched to to memory?"
said Susie.
To all who may partake It;
"Yes, dear, if you want me to,'' said I.
"Yes, she must hav been. The world sud- the mill, and returned at night with no tidings
The fault's our own It It Is not"Right off?" ,
denly grew broader and brighter, and she felt of the missing husband and father, who had
This lite Is what we make It,
"Yes, right off. Here it goes:
-Boston T,•anscript.
a new and stronger interest in life, when she not been even at the mill. Day after day,
Aunt Avis once was young and fair,
held that little bud of a human being in her night after night, Aunt Avis watched, waited,
--------~---------With comely face and soft brown hair;
fond, motherly arms. And after awhile when listened, looked for the return of her husband.
Aunt Avis.
Her voice was tender, sweet, and low
The
summer
fled
into
autumn,
and
autumn
As murm'ring brooklet's gentle flow.
"Won't you tell me about. my Aunt Avis?" another 'wee darling ' came, and she had two was lost in the winter, and still he came not,
In time came suitors her to woo,
said little Susie one day. "You know she is little chubby babies to care for and love, she nor were ariy tidings heard of the wanderer, or
With words of hope and promis true;
dead now, ancl I went to the funeral. It was doubtless thought she had reached the acme of his horse. Ah, how Aunt Avis trusted and
From all, she chose the soldier brave,
of
human
happiness.
Of
course
she
had
to
all so strange to me, for I never saw her so
And unto him her whole heart gave.
hoped for his coming! How she s.corned the
work
harder
than
ever,
but
she
was
young
and
still before. Poor Aunt Avis, she is resting
thought of his faithlessness ! He would come,
In sweetest trust, they then were wed,
now," and Susie breathed a little sigh, and strong, not more than twenty, and she did not he must come! He could not so heartlessly
"For"better and not worse,'' he said.
mind
hard
work,
but
toiled
and
sang
merrily
drew her chair close to mine. •
And all their days were days of joy,
desert her and his little ones-she would not
Aunt Avis was "great-aunt" to little Susie, all day. At that time they lived in a secluded believe it. Many nights $he would go out in - Brimfull of love without alloy.
spot
away
over
by
the
'
swamp
meeting-house,'
Aunt Avis felt her bliss complete,
by her father's side, and "aunt" by courtesy
the road, and look eagerly, tearfully, hopeOf heaven sure a foretaste sweet,
to almost everybody in her neighborhood, so, as the little church was called. People in those fully, for his approach, but he never came.
far-off days ate coarse food, and a great deal of
When babies two came her to bless
with others, I, too, called her aunt.
There was no telegraph then, no railway, as I
With wealth of precious happiness.
"Will you begin now?" inquired Susie, with corn and rye meal. They carried the corn hav said, only the slow, plodding stage coach,
that
they
raised
on
the
farms
to
grist
mills,
and
One mom .the husband, smiling, said,
her usual impatience.
but by-and-by Aunt Avis began to watch for a
As to the door his horse he led,
"Yes," I said, "I will begin now, and you had it ground into meal. The mill that ground letter from him. But all in vain. The months
" Dear wife, I go to mill to-day,
for Aunt Avis wail a good long distance off,
may ask all the questions you like."
But not long shall I be away."
lagged along until they grew into a year, and
Children like to ask questions. It is their not far this side of the city of Providence, in that year went to make other years, and still
He kissed her lips, so red, so sweet,
Rhode
Island.
One
day
Aunt
Avis
·said
to
her
And kissed the babies, faee and feet.
right to do so, for everything is new to their
he did not come.
" Good-bye,'' he said, "my darlings three,you.ng minds, and they are entitled to civil, in- husband, 'We are almost out of meal, dear,
One
baby
sickened
and
died,
and
its
dear
litAnd keep the supper warm for me."
did you know it ?' "
telligent, and comprehensiv answers.
"'Is that so?--then I must go to mill to- tle body was laid away in the ground.
Aunt Avis watched him ride away,
"Aunt Avis .was born ninety years ago, in
The song did not return to the lips of Aunt
morrow. It is a long journey, and I shall hav
Her fond young husband, bright and gay,
Dighton, a pretty town on Taunton River."
Avis
again,
and
slowly,
painfully,
she
realized
Then cheerily to her work she turned,
"Ninety years is a good long while, isn't it, to start by break of day.' And the father of that she was alone with her one boy, to battle
With spinning flax all day concerned.
the two pretty babies tossed the oldest one in
auntie?"
At length 'twas time for him to come,
the air, and said, 'What does daddy's boy want with life as best she could."
"Yes; almost a century,"
"She didn't die, Auntie?"
He who had made the light of home;
meal for?'
" And what is a century?"
Aunt Avis laid her work away,
"No, she could not die, because she was ex" 'To make some hastee poodin' !' lisped the
W ond'ring why he should so long stay.
"It is a period of time-a. hundred years.
pecting
her
husband
every
day,
and
she
felt
little fellow, then three years old. 'It is dood.'
She watched the shadows slanting west,
Well, when Aunt Avis was born-"
''I think it is good, too!" laughed Susie. that she could not die till he came.
And rocked her babies to sweet rest.
"And what is it to be born, auntie? .What
"She
had
to
put
her
mind
to
the
business
of
"It does very well for a change."
No supper would she touch, till he,
does it mean ?"
Her husband dear, with her should be.
"Joel Barlow wrote a long poem to Hasty living, providing for herself and the little one
"It means that a new being is come into the
But daylight into twilight crept,
still with her. 'I must work, or I shall go
Pudding. He says:
life of this world, to grow from babyhood into
Till night upon earth's bosom slept,
wild-! shall be a raving maniac,' she said.
And still she waited there alone,
childhood; to expand, develop, progress on to 'I sing the sweets I know, the charms I feel,
"And
so
she
toiled,
early
and
late,
and
only
My morning incense, and my evening mealWaited the coming of her own.
womanhood or manhood, according to sex; to The sweets of Hasty Pudding. Come, dear wept in the night, when everbody else slept.
hav interests, hopes, joys, and fears; to work,
Ten-eleven-twelve !-the midnight hour
bowl,
" She toiled and saved, for he might return
Wrapped in darkness leaf and flower;
to plan, to love, and to grieve and be sad and Glide o'er my palate, and inspire my soul.
poor and desolate, she sai.d. People proffered
Anxious, she listened at the door,
sorrowful; to make mistakes and blunders, The milk beside thee, smoking from the kine, her means, but, 'I am not a pauper, nor a
For ne'er had he so stayed before.
Its substance mingled, married in with thine,
sometimes; to finally grow aged and-"
beggar,' was her reply; 'I will make my own
Shall cool and temper thy superior heat,
That night, and many nights the same,
"Yes, but go on about Aunt Avis."
way,' and she did.
And save the pains of blowing while I eat.'
She watched for one who never came;
"Well, we must suppose she was a healthy,
"After awhile she built a comfortable home,
Listening, waiting, night and day,
"He thought Hasty Pudding superior to 'Hoehandsome baby, and was loved, petted, and
Till youth and beauty lied away.
cake,' 'Johnny-cake,' or 'Corn-dodgers,' and and began to hav a bank account, and as the
played with, and that her parents made many
years went by, "there was no need for her to
ended his poem thus:
Oh, what suspense, and doubt. and dread!
plans for her, and had many bright hopes for
-work so hard.
Was he alive, or was he dead?
her future. This was a new country ninety 'Fear not to slaver; 'tis no deadly sin.
"'But I must work,' she said;.' I cannot be
For since that morn that dawned serene,
Like the. free Frenchman, from your joyous
and a hundred years ago, and Aunt Avis did
Horse, nor rider, ne'er was seen.
idle and liv.'
chm
not hav advantages that little girls hav to-day. Suspend the ready napkin; or, like me,
"Youth and the meridian of life passed, and
One babe soon vanished from the earth;
Everybody spun and wove all the cloth that Poise with one hand your bowl upon your the weight of years came upon her, and in her
The oi.her in fair manhood's worth,
knee·
was used in making the garments that they
Passed sudden into dreamless sleep,
old age her idolized son, her only stay and comAnd left her all alone to weep.
wore, and it was not of the finest quality Just in the ~enith your wise head project·
fort, was swept from her. He died, and left
Your
full
spoon,
rising
in
a
line
direct,
'
either, but it was homespun and durable."
'
her alone, except one granddaughter.
With her, to labor was to pray;
Bold as a bucket, heeds no drops that fall
"What is homespun and durable?"
With earnest work she wreathed each day,
"Nobody understood the great sorrow that
The wide-mouth'd bowl will s•uely catch them
And every night, through shado~s dim,
"That which is spun at home, and durable
all.'"
overflowed her heiiart then."
She kept the supper warm for him;
is that which lasts a long time."
"Poor Aunt Avis!" said Susie, sadly.
" Well, go on with the story; it is all true,
And waited still with hopes and fears,
"Aunt Avis was durable, then, wasn't slie? isn't it?" and Susie raised her beautiful eyes
"Everybody said, 'Poor Aunt Avis!'
Through the mists of seventy y~ars,
She lasted so long-ninety years."
inquiringly.
"But that did not help her any !" and Susie
Till patience, industry, and thnft,
"Yes, she was durable. She was of good
In gloomy cloud made shining rift.
"Every word. The next morning, bright dropped a tear upon my hand.
stock?"
"No; but it was sweet to hav sympathy in
and early, the horse was saddled and bridled,
" To sit and think " she said, "would kill,
"What do you mean by good stock?"
a bushel of corn in a bag was swung across the her trials. She did not sink then, even, but
But work bids sto~ms of grief, 'be still.'"
"I mean that her parents and grandparents horse's back, and Aunt Avis brought the smallc toiled on, and sat by the window looking still,
And though her heart was sad and sore,
She toiled till wealth came to her door;
were healthy, and not diseased; that they were est baby, only three weeks old then, for its occasionally, for the one who never would
With it she many comforts gave,
firm aitd hardy, had good blood and good con- papa to kiss, while the other baby clung around come in this world. In her burial lot in the
And some, from sin, her hands did save;
stitutions, and gave the same to her, which is his knees and said: 'Daddy tiss me, too,' which cemetery she caused to be erected a marble
And her good deeds to young and old,
the best hm·itage under the sun. Do you un- he clid, and then, taking the face of Aunt Avis tablet inscribed with her husband'<~ name, and
Returned in love, a thousand fold.
derstand?"
between his two hands, he kissed her, telling the date of his departure from his family,
Pure, and more pure, grew her sweet face,
"Yes, auntie-go on."
her to keep the supper warm, as he would, after the words, 'Left his home.' When she
Saintly, in tender, holy grace,
"There were no steamboats, railroads, tele- perhaps, hav to wait for the grist, and would was ninety, she was still hale and vigorous,
Until she entered into rest,
~raphs, telephones, electric lights then; no not, probably, return till nightfall.
By ninety years crowned and carest.
Then he but a settled melancholy was in her features,
stoves, no carpets, no gas, not any of the mod- mounted his horse and rode away whistling.
even when she smiled. She tried to be cheer0 woman's love and woman's trust!
ern conveniences that are considered indisFaithful, till dust doth enter dust!
"Aunt Avis went on with her work, nursed ful and pleasant to all, and was respected by
pensable to comfortable living, nowadays."
If blessings wait beyond the pall,
th~ babies, and sang lullabies to them all day, everybody who know her. Some exposure
Aunt Avis, thou deservest them all.
"But I suppose people were just as happy while she thought of the lover husband gone caused her illness, and, when it became apthen a8 now-don't you think so?"
to mill. Now comes the strangest part of this parent that she had completed her journey in
"Perhaps happier. Surroundings do not story."
life, she felt glad, and went out of the world THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
'{>rice, 25 cents.
make happiness. Some who hav all that
"Yes, auntie."
that had brought her so much life-long sorrow
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MICIDGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.

_
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~AND

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884
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CLEVEI.AND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.

CE. M. 284.)
WIT:ii EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRA.TIONS.

MAINE.

CONTENTS:
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb-has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures Introductory. By the Editor.
This World. By George Chainey.
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30 Astron01nical Calculations for 1884.
AgnosticiSm and Immortality. By E. M. MacCalendar for 1884.
P;M. Admittance free. Public invited.
donald.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New 1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
OREGON.
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Lib- Liberal Charities.
Po;BTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
eral Press. By Peter Eckler.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
of Portland,- ()r., holds meetings every Sunday Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
Date of Birth and Death.)
at 2 o'clo~k, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st New York State Freethinkers' Association. By The Population of Our States and Territories.
and Madison streets. All are invited. AdH. L. Green.
The Jewish Jehovah. (illustration.)
mission free.
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Le- "That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
MASSACHUSETTS.
land.
Devil. (illustration.)
BosTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meet- The Progress of Libe;ral Thought in Canada. Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
By
Charles
Stevens.
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
Philosophy.
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial Paine Memorial. -By Josiah P. Mendum.
The Sacred Booksof History.
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society Foreign Freeth ought Societies.
J efferaon's Religion.
of the Divine Homo " ~~tt same place every The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
Useful Measures.
Sunday aftemoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday- What is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
As to Time.
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
school at 2:30. Admission free.
The Hindoo P1ince and Skeptic.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Selections, etc., etc.
ALTooNA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, comer of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
Added to the foregoing is a splendid story, entitled
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
SU Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal ·books for
sale.
PrrTsBURGR.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every ,
This ANNUAL is a compendious History of the Freethought movement in the United
Sunday (except d:•ring the Months of July States. It contains
and August) at 3o 'lock. A free platform is
128 Octavo Pagelil,
'll!aintained. Exercises consist of a lecture
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 16 with contributed articles from many of the most popular writers in our ranks. It is "not
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergy- for a .day, but for all time."
men invited to discuss.
Now ready. Price, post-paid, 2S cents.
NEW JERSEY.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
NEWABK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
33 Clinton Place, New York, N.Y.
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
consist of music, readii>..gs, lecture, and discussion, in which all p~ esent are invited to
participate. Admission free.
Collection
faken. Communications for the League
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
YEAR l{EEPING
Pine street, Newark.
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A HONEY BEES.
CANADA.
ToRoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
them when putting them on, or taking orr surplus honeY
The partlcul rs are simply to J'revent the ~eat loss that boxes.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
and not get stung In the whole operation.
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and ~~s~~;se a~ts!~~~ ~~~~r~~~~e~nd~fte~~~~~Jltis '£~~~~!~ BEE-KEEPING FOR OUR SONS AND DAll'GHTERS.
their fullest capacltki all of which can be easily accomstrangers are cordially invited.
1
MoNTRJ!lAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club ~~~~;~ ~~ ~!~:~~~~lng~~. of hive dei!Crlbed In •· Kidder's bl!\!'u~~~~~st!'t'ha~~~tu~~a~:g;l:"c:; ~n~~~el;::~";l~~~L",;
same
time
remain
at
home
with
their
The aumeets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cath- Bend for the Book and see how easily It can be done with thor has known of several young men parents.
wh8 commence4
of bees.
0
arine street. Reading-room open daily until a. few swarms
~~r~u~~iee~f ;::nb~~i~ tf~~~ei~e:hg~~:r:h~ fa~m~~~~
THIS BOOK IS A RELIABLE GUIDE
.10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
doing It easily and with small Investments. We must
11
6
68
books three eveniogs per week, and on Sun- ~~ tfeerrgg:r~ha~tt~ t~~~~e s 'h~~e;lr~l t~e t~;o~gr~~:g~ also remember that the wotnen folks often make the best
dlsappo,ntments that the bee master is liable to, can -bo of bee-keepers. and not so liable to neglect them as tbe
day afternoons. Free public lectures on ~uccaesfuHy
overcome, such as Foul Brood, Dy:Bfl11tery, men folks.
KIDDER'S BEE BOOK
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
~~:
olfb~~Wrl
~!~~~~ttl~~~hby~g~'j~"fi~~~ ~ t~~~~~: should be In the hands of all persons who like honey, and
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson ests, also the great
loss in winter and early spring manage.
1
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
ment, which is usually more than all other ways com. :~:t:~ ~f.~etfe:a ~yt~~~~~~~h~~ns~~l bf~~· t~~ %J~is~sa.~J>~~
This bO(H< will also Inform the bee maoter HOW emlJeJUshed with numerous cuts and drawings. There Is
GANANOQUE, ONT.-Gananoque Secular So- otned.
BEES WILL INCREASE AND THROW OFF SW ARMB
1
to
an enormous extent. all conditions being favorable. ~~n~~~~heb~?ts';v~~~~~a~~oti ~tlr g?~~hz:ga~~~~~:~e~~~:
ciety meets every Sunday evening at eight
by
simply
referring
to
the
Index,
and that will point to the
o'clo~k in Acton's Hall. Free Library and ~~~,ol~:dtog~s :f~~e~ret~~en!rst~~~~r:~r~~~o~trtt~fl~
Readi~ Room open all day Sunday. Visitors k!:~z:;f 0~~~~~e~i~~- e~hw:i:era.cft~~t~1 1~eag~er~~l' pafneo'i.f:J~,,lt~1:;~hl:~g~i~~re prominently before the
0
and strangers always welc?me.
Geo. G. increase and swarm to a. much greater extent.
:~~o~b::c~e;gre:~~~~: oiU:~~o&~ f~~~s ;gi~ 1 ~S~~ au':tt~i
Meikle, President; Henry Snnth, Secretary.
GREAT YIELD OF SURPLUS HONEY.
~esg~~~~~~ ~~ ~o~~.nfo~ 1 ~h~,~e~r;~e~IH~ti~f,~~
This Book will Inform the bee master how to get the ~:f·H~:;:
not
to
sell)
Free of Charge, otherwise there will be the
NEW YORK.
greatest amount of surplus houey, and at the same time usual Patent
Fee of ~'lve Dollars to each lndlvlrlual that
It In sn!all packagoB weighing three-quarters of a
ALBANY.-The Libeml association meets nav
pound t.o two o. three pounds, as may be desired, which wishes to make and use the hive
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State will comm•nd t, e highest prlco In market. In a good
PRICK, BOARD BOUND, 85 cents.
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. , Gell:eral ~~a.~g~e~h~o~~~s ~~e~iipl~:lbo':~~u~~~~0 ~a~1i0of:f ;e,~~~
N. B, The directions tor hive making wltn cur.e, draw.
lugs,
etc.,
will
Inclosed within eacli book sold, until
business meeting and debates and discussiOns •nd from fifty to one hundred pounds trom the earlier Sept next, (not be
longer). Now Is the time for all bee-keep.
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public young swarms, especially if they do not over.swa.rm.
ere
to
avail
themselves
of this liberal o!ler, wblcb lo elm.
NO MORE BEE-STINGS IN MANAGING BEES.
ply to buy a book at the Regular Price, before Sept.
are cordially invit~d to atte~d 1 also all Lib- The
Book will post the bee-keepers how to manage next
erals visiting the City. AdmiSSIOn free.
Address
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NEw YoRK 01TY.-The American Spirit33 tJUnton Place. New York.
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at :!:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of SpiritualFREETHOUGHT NOVELS.
ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
The
Heathens of the Heath. A finely
1
Republican Hall, 55We~t 33d street. Morning
BY
written Radical romance. By WM. Mcservice 11 o'clock; evenmg, 7:45. Seats free.
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall, MICHAEL BAKO"(TNINE 1
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The PeoPrice reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle of AnarChy,
ple's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
WITH A l':REFACE llY
$1.25.
and 7:30P.M.
OARLO OA.FIERO AND ELIBEE REOLUB.
.
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society -rransiated from the French by BENJ. R. TuOKEB, Family Creeds. By WILLU.M MoDoN·
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
(Editor of Liberty.)
1
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
62 pages, octavo. Price 16 cents. Address,
:
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
THE TRUTH sEEKER,
· Exeter Hall. " One of the most excitfree. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
ss Ollnton Place, New York. i
ing romances of the day." Price, paper
Spiritual papers and bo.oks for sale.--The
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
-street, meets every Saturday evening at 8 0 R T H 0 D 0 X
HAS
H.
Nathaniel
Vaughan. Priest and Man.
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
WITH
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
to George Eliot's works. By FREDEliiXA
Conference meets every Monday evening at
CHANGE OF DIET.
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
A deep, finely written
2d street at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR. The Outcast.
literature' on sale. All invited.-- The PhiloIN NINE PARTS AND couRSES.
Radical story. From tlie London edition.
___
By WmwooD READE, author of Martyrsophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's 1 A word from the Cook. -2 Ohoice Bits !or the
dom of Man. 30 cents.
Hash.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the tasts,Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
4
The
Ohopplng-Knl!e.--6
Hash,
First
Gottlieb
: His Life. A romance of
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially in.
eourse.-6 Ha.eh, Second Course,earth heaven and hell
Beautifully
vited. Doors open at 2:30 P.JL
7 Hash, Third Course,-8 0hange
. •
•
·
of Diet, First eourse,-9
wntten by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.
1
Ohange
Diet, BeeThe Dal'WlnS.
.
A D omest'IC R a IC a]
ond ofCourse,
I
Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans1
WA.RREN SUMNER B.t.RLOW,
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, aulated from the German of Zschokke by
Author of
thor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
Iru. G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philoTHE voiOEB AND OTHER POEMS,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
BO:J?hica.l· narrativ, intensely interesting.
P:rice, 10 Cents.
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50 cents, cloth, 75 cents.
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I

I

------------------ i

I
I

a·

ji

The Ghosts.

Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25

1

'· ~g~ui!~~t8.;~~~bne~~ {gJe:!~~·e~~,W~!lb~~~ F~~~~~

In Illlnota;"" Tho Grant Banquet," .. The Rev. Al&xan ..
der Clark,'' .. The Past Rises before Jde Like a Dream,"
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses.

Paper, 50

cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. R;y R. G.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
IUld Prot George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage.

Paper, $1,00;

cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Sayed 1

Pa-

per, 25 cents.

COMPLETE WORKS__, in One Volume, HalfCaJf, $o.OO.

ORTHODOXY.
A Lecture by

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll
"The clergy know that I know that they
know that they do not know."
One of the best documents to circulate eve:!'
printed. Every man, woman, and child in.
the United States should read it.
Every
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

K AN SA Sr

Improved or unimproved lands
•anywhere in the state. For in•
!ormation, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to
WA.TBON & THRA.PP, or 0. H. OUBTENBORDER,
ly13
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.

The Clergyman's Victims.. A Rad·
.

ical story vividly portraying the wrongs
committed by the professed men of God.
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.

BOOKS FOR OBILDREN I

"APPLES OF COLD."
~story-book

tor the young folks. By MIBB SUSAN

l'r. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very

ex.Jellent work !or young mastsrs and miBBes, has
passed through a very large odltlon, and a second
has bel'n isBued at a red need price of $1.26, tree ot
postage. This new edition has a photogmph of the
author Which adds very much to the value of the
volume.
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'l'he Fiddler of the White BreastWater.

If you'd put it away in the bank you would
hav
$91.25 in a year.
But a quarter a clay isn't hal£ what you waste,
If you count your occasional sprees;
.
What you waste will well pay for yeur board
and your clothes,
And the rest you can save if you please.

Grimes ~ Preachers
IN THE

As a grand old harp, his violin
Had a world of unsung music in,
So shut off your treating, and walk when you
Sweet as the notes of an Alpine horn;
And Uncle John was a Saxon born,
can,
And giv up the e:s.citements you've craved,
And the. power that thrilled his trembling hand
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
Came clown from the shores of his Fatherland; And you'll be quite surprised .at the end of the
year
_
'!'hat Fatherland with the flowing Rhine,
THIRD EDITION,
At the tidy a moun~ you hav saved,
Whose hills were red with the Autumn wine,
Where mountain tops in lone-clouds dim
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
Had sung of evolution's hymn.
Twin Songs of F1•eedom.
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
Though the children played in the corner near,
From the Bostcm Investigator.
DILIGENTLY
TRANSLATIONS
He lent no eye nor list'ning ear,
A WORKMAN AS GOOD AS A lUNG.
But kept to the spirit sweet within
COMPARED
AND
REVISED.
The lords they may flaunt in their laces,
That dwelt with him and his violin.
But these bright-plumaged birds never sing;
As be drew his elbow to and fro
They grow rich 'pon their land-rents and
With a heavenly light on his face aglow,
plunder;
We often thought of th€ pair that died
-AUTHOR OF
Oh, "A workman's as good as a king!"
As standing there at the father's side.
His darling Bessie-she surely came,
"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UN'!'hey may prate in their places of power
And tlle babe tllat had no earthly name,
That the current that flows in their veins
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
Entrancing his soul, inspiring his face
Is a "blue blood" that's finer than ours,
With tlle peace of tlleir final dwelling-place.
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
But the freeman such falsehood ~lisdains !
Not the grieving wind o'er the western hill,
"HOLY OROSS,"
O'er
their
heads
mutters
low
the
deep
thunder;
Nor the gliding log in the hungry mill,
The earthquake is slumb'ring beneath;
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
Nor the leaping flames, with roar and din,
And the kings, at the wrath of the people,
Could dull the tone of that violin.
Soon shall flee from their keen, fanged
His eyes so pale, of German blue,
"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
teeth!
Transformed with song they bloomed anew,
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
Borrowin-g dyes of the purple aster;
From the wrath of a down-trodden tJeople
And the chiming chorus rolling faster,
They hav ground, like a worm, in the dust, thistles?"
Then moaning sad, with a cadence low,
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Hav enslaved by their mail-coated minions,
Or soft and sweet as the streamlet's flow,
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
Hav debauched to their infamous lust !
Reminding us of the sleeping daughter
severely,_nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
Alone by the spray of the White Breast-water. Oh, arise, ye bruised, down-trodden millions! priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
With
this
shout
make
the
firmament
ringAnd was it fancy, or did I dream?
made themselvs, and they must lie m it.
Perhaps 'twas the mist from a silver stream;- With the lesson the new age doth teach .ye,
Send for the book and see what devourers
'!'hat
"
a
workman's
as
good
as
a
king
r•
But something flitting to and fro
of sheep the shepherds can ·be."
'l'rembled upon his fiddle-bow,
Look afar o'er the .world's mighty chess-board !
Stirring the locks of his thin gmy hair
lVIark ye well yon vast game that is played
PRICE, 25 CENT§.
That touched the Lack of his home-made chair. 'Twixt tyrants, besotted with power,
One with the gift of second sight
And the workman, poor slave to his trade !
Said my cll·eaming was partly right;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Poor slave, who receives but the pittance
He who dwelt in the soul of things
Of
a
child,
that
the
king
of
the
land
And walked in the sheen of angel wings
Saw, a winter's night while the fiddler played, May bedeck him with diamonds and purple,
While he laughs at the workman's demand !
Two misty shapes that softly laid
Their gentle hands on his waving hair,
Witness
Ireland, submerged by her sorrow,
Around and over his high-backed chair,
The tears that her children hav shed;
Caressing his cheeks with tender grace,
-BYSee her infants, slow-wasting by hunger,
Bringing a balm to his aged face;
Where
gaunt
famin
nightly
doth
tread
!
While mortal eyes but marked the glow
Of the fire dancing swift or slow,
Look 'pon Russia, where, wilder and fiercer,
Chasing the shadows about the room,
The hurricane howls through the sky,
Revised and Enlar;-ed.
Through the great wheel's rim or lumb'ring With portent in a no distant future
loom,
The tyrant's destruction draws nigh!
Mong skeins of yarn from the brown old rafArise in your might, 0 my brethren !
Price, 10 CTI::l. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
ter,
For the new age salvation doth bring,
That echoed the children's rippling laughter.
AS A
In the message it bears to the nations,
Outer vision, with many a flaw,
That "A workma:n's as good as a k\,ng!"
Could scarcely credit the things he saw;
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
Unknown to the world or Uncle John,
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
A P)EAN OF LIBERTY.
His inner sight was beaming upon
I sing of the Knights of Labor·
'J'he shadowy side, where an angel master
Among the subjects considered J:>y Mr.
Of the peasant that guides the ploughIn white robes came, and sweet and faster
Remsburg are:
Of the hardy mariner, who doth tempt
The thrilling anthems rising o'er usThe Church and Morality; Criminal StatisThe storm with his fearless pl"Ow.
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
He heard above the angel chorus,
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza'J'ho' he never could tell how grand it seemed,
I sing of the Knight of the Anviltion; the Church and Science; the Church
'But then," you say, he "only dreamed."
Of
the
myriad
sons
of
toil;
and
Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Mayhap he did, but this I know,
And I sing of the vampires, high in place,
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
An orchestra swayed that fiddle bow,
Who fatten upon their spoil !
Woman's Rights MoYements; the Temperance
ltevealing a grace that was more divine
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
'fhan is often seen at the saintly sb1·ine.
I sing of the haughty landlord,
These pamphlets should be circulated by
Bom of the peaceful rest within,
Who extorts beyond his due
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
Sweeping the chords of his violin,
From the beaded brow of the artisan,
dozen at least. Address
A master mind wrought the infinit glow,
To waste 'pon his menial crew !
And laid the spell on his fiddle bow,
THE TRUTH SEEit:ER.
Yes, I sing of the Knights of LaborSweet as the voice of the angel daughter,
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
Of the shameful wrong they've borne;
Sleeping near ·to the White Breast-water.
And
I
sing
of
the
doom
of
man-made
kings,
Uleo?watfr, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
And of Liberty's glorious dawn !

UIITfD STATfS AND CANADA

By M. E. BILLINGS,

FALSE CLAIMS.

JOHN E. REMSBURG.

I behold, in no distant future,
A giant power arise;
In childhooil'~> clays I climbed an antique stair, And ten thousand years of insult
Flash forth from its flaming eyes !
Leaning on columns, rich with quaint device;
Ten thousand years of oppressionAnd saw a sky blue as the heaven of Home,
'J'en thousand yea1·s of shame,
A stately charger, worth barbaric price;
Fire the zeal of this threat'ning giant,
Whose birth froin the people came!
A noble knight, in suit of armor gray,
A gentle girl, upon a palfrey white,
Would'st know the name of this champion,
While a fierce lion sacred kept the path,
Who, ere long, shall level to earth
He challenged harmful beasts_ to deadly All its kings-all its purse-proud rulersfight.
Vain puppets of royal birth?

'l'he Wounded Dragon.

Then know ye its name, it is "Justice;"
And often they essayed to wander on,
And the will of the people cries
But a vast, loathsome dragon held their way;
rhe knight flung fearful darts to wound him In a deaf'ning shout that kindles
Fresh flames in the giant's eyes:!
sore,
The maiclen·s glance was pure and bright as
tremble, ye arrogant sovereigns !
Yea,
day.
Lo! your doom it is writ on the wall,
As it was in the court of Belshazzar,
I read, you listen to my simple tale,
And your thrones and your temples must
For Ingersoll hath slain a dragon vile;
fall !
While Scorn and many a doubt blocked up the
way,
They shall sink at the blast of the trumpet,
And Truth stood calmly near with patient
E en as Jericho's sunk in the dust,
smile.
ALHAZA.
For the maelstrom draws nigh in the future,
To engulf your oppression and lust !

FA RA0 AY PAMPH l ETS.

Noi.:~"i}'~~rf.:'/t~f:e~:e:~~e8/.'!r.:'.:~~~o~:!

trol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Splr!L
Faraday. Price, 15 cents.
No. 2.-0rlgln of" Lire •
Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution or
the Spirit rrom Matter through Organic Processses;
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, En·
la1·ged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
NoA.f.iuT.P:a.:fJ~~pJDent or the. spirit
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price, 10 cents.
No. 4.-The Process or Mental &ction;
or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price
15 cents•
Yo. :>.-Tbe Orlgtn ot" the ChristiRn Reii~C·
ion.
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Christianity; Confessions or Ita Founders. •rranscrlbed
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
Rome, Not BethlebeJD, the Birtbi>Iace ot
Jesus.
Extract rrom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Who Wrote the New Testame~>tT
Extract from No. li. Price 10 cents.
BOWLES PAMPHLETS.
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
No. I.-Experiences of" SaJDoel Howle!!!,
Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican, iii.
Spirit Life; or, Life As He Now Sees It from a SpirItual Standpoint. Written through the medlumshlp
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, Of Westfield, N.Y. 25 cents.
Later Papers ot· Samuel Bowles,
written In August, 1883.
A SnJ>pleJDent To No.1
And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twlng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.
No. 2.-(Jontrasts in Spirit Life:
And Recent Experiences Of SAMUEL BOWLES, late
editor ot the Springfield, Mass., Republican, In the
first five spheres. Aloo a thrilHng account of the
late President Garfield's reception In the spirit
world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y. Hit pages. Price, 50 cents.
&chsa W. St>ra~ue's and Mary ()lark's
Experiences in 1-be First Ten Spheres
ol" Spirit LICe.
Medium, ATHALDlNE SliiiTJJ, Oswego, N.Y. PtlCtl
M.

Dollars aml Cents.
Oh, take courage-be joyful, poor workmen,
For the day of destruction draws nigh,
I'll write you a ballad on dolla1·s and cents,
When the crown shall be rolled in the gutter,
Every line shall be perfectly true;
And "Liberty" w_rit o'er the sky!
Aud I'm writing these verses on purpose, my
fl"iend,
[P. S.-Con-espondence and acquaintance inTo present a few home truths to yon.
vited.)
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
A quarter looks small when you're out with the
6 Parle Square, Boston, Aug. 8, 1884.
''boys,"
l~ifty cents or a dollar soon goes,
THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
And a ride on the cars or a beer is but five,
By Prof. H. M. KoTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
Which is "nothing"-as everyone knows.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
If you squander a quarter each day of your principles or FrBethought, at the same time that it
moral duties and human rights from a
Inculcates
life,
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Though it may seem remarkably queer.
Addreas
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER.
2f:leellts.

WANTED.-A SMAL_J, FARM.
'J'he subscriber, a practical farmer, wishes
to corr~spond with a free woman, who is also
a. Liberalist and the owner of a small farm,
with a view to co-operation in farming~
Address with particulars,
SEWARD MITCHELL,
2t34
Newport, Maine.

ANCilNT MAN
IN AMERICA.
INOLUDING
Works in Western New York and
other States, together with Struct-urea in Central America.
ByFREDERICK L&RKIN, M.D.
Memb~ of tM
Ammican Associatilm f<Yr the Advancement of 8cit:nce.

Neatly Pl"inted, with Numerous llluatrationa.
290 Pages.

Price, Cloth $1.50.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

The BIBLE-'-WHENOE and WHAT?
BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B,
A Book of Hint8 and Suggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pagea. Price, $1.
Address
!i'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
sa CUnton Place, NY

Tlte Freethinkers' Magazine
for July Is out, and is for sale at this office. The
contents are as follows: The Impeachment of Chri~
tlanlty. by Francis E. Abbot; The New-born Soul, a
poem, by Courtlandt Palmer; Universal Union Re
form, by Stephen Pearl Andrews; Sunday Laws, by
Ron. Ellzur Wright; Science and 'l'heology, by Geo.
Cha1ney; Agitators, by A. B. Bradford; A Plea ror
the Rights or Animals, bY Elliott Preston; Hints to
Speakers and Writers, by John Stoltze, M.D.; All
Sorts-Editorial notes; Freethought Directory; Extracts rrom Letters; Advertlsments; Business Directory.
Price 25 cents.

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. M. BENNETT
Sent by Mall tor Fifty centa.

-A.DDRERS TI-lTS OFFHl F~

THE SUNDAY

LAWS,

.

BY J. G. HER'l'WIG.
Vrlce. 10 cents.

EVERY LIBER&L
PO~SESS

SHOIJJ~D

-

THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK.-150 BeautifUl Songs
or Liberty and Freethought. Read and sing them
at Home. Read and sing them at Meetings. •reach
them to tbe children. Price 25 cents.
DIANA.-Evolution in Marriage. The Higher Law.
Altlsm made practicable. Unhappy marriages
prevented and cured. Price 25 cents.
BURNZ' FONIC SHORTHAND.-A complete Self-Instructor In the art or Verbatim Reporting. Price
$1. Send !or circulars.
THE SPELLING REFORM-And How to Help it·
Price 10 cents.
'fhe above works sent promptly on receipt of price.
Address 'l'B:E TBnTH SF.EREll
33 Clinton Place, N.Y.

RICHARD'S CROWN
HOW HE WON AND WORE 11.
This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling portmyal of Society Life as it
now exists.
The third edition of this remarkable book
has just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
D. Weaver. It is a story of thl"illing interest,
thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating,
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "Richard's Crown " is to the cause agitating the.
masses of the people of to-day.
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
paper. Beautift~lly illustrated with eleven
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title·
in gilt, embossed on the back and side of tht3'
book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.

Man.-Whence
and Whither.
By R. B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What
About all that can be said for the existenceof God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral queatione, fi·om 111
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
sa Clinton Place, New Yorlr,

TliE NEW VERSION.
Lectures by Georr.;e Cltaincy.

IN EXPLANA'l'IO.foOfE~~ff.Wll:s~ROM GI£NESIEi
CONTENTS:

The New Veralon.
Extraordlnary8alnto.
Nothing.
Prlestcmft.
UtoplaR.
The Heart of Yahweh.
The Deocent of M~n.
The Folly of Solomon.
The Wandering Jew.
Self-Respect.
FairPlay.
Priest and Prophet.
A Blbllcalllomance.
The Hope or the World,
Iconocla.am.
Bricks Wlthot7t Straw.
Celestial Barbarism.
The Man Jesus.
Divine Brigandage.
The New Religion.
Printed on a dne qo.allty or paper, handsomely bound'
1ncloth and uniform In size with first bound volumu
Prh:e $1.00. .t'or sale a~ this olll~e,
·

TiiiRD EDITION.

THE EUREKA

BIBLE 1,1YTI-IS

By R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.

AND THEm

Para.ll~ls

MAGNETIC CLOTHING

in Other Religions.

Being a Comparison of the Old and New estament
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their
Origin and Meaning. With numerous Illustrations. .
The object of the work Is to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
, show that they were held In common with other nations;. and then trace them to their evident <n"igin and

CURES EVERY }'URM. OF DISEASE
WlTHOUT M.EDICIN.
THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

ezplain IJ!eir meaning.

" It has long been acknowledged by the most eminent biblical students that the Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so far as we
know, the present is the first complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original slgnlficatlon."-Boston Courier,
"Never before has there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research for the
origin of these myths as does this one Just published
by J. W. Bouton, of New York."-Boston Times.
"It Is unquestionably true that the results ot a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made lu
the work before us.-N, Y. Sun.
1 Vol. Royal 8vo. Cloth. About 600 pages.

Price,

D. M. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.
A TRUTH BEEKER

Aroun~ ~o Worl~.
FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
With a steel plate enlf&'t'lng of the autllor In Vol. I.
and each volume Illustrated with forty-seven cuts.

BY D. M. BENNETT.

1

CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Sent to any address
GUARANTEED.
letter or In
ror

upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR
Pamphlets and all Information by
person free of charge. Bend
Illustrated Pamphlet.

Address all communications to

DR. L. TENNEY,
471 West Madison Street,

$3.00

Sent postpaid, on receipt of price,
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Plaee, New York.

Late editor of :rx• T111TTH l!uxn, autllor of "A Trutn
leeker In Europe," "Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times," "The World's Bages.Tlllnkers, and Reformers,'" "Champtons of
the Church," etc., etc.
Handsomely bound tn red clotb, ,6.1>0;
In lea.tber, red edges, ,9.1>0; in
morocc&, gilt edges, $IO.GO.
Readers of TBE TRUTH SnKli:R know the circumstances
under which this work was written. The last words
penned by the gTeat author were tor the fourth volume
which was nearly completed at l•ls death,, and which will
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and
burial. Ml. Bennett was a very patient and talthful
chronicler or the habits and customs ot tlte di!Ierent peoples ot the many places he vlalted, The ever:v-day
lite ot all nations Ia laid before the reader by one who has
visited them antl beheld them wltl! his own eyes. Particular attention Is paid to the progreBB of Freethought In
-• the ·various countries he vtslted, and the morality ot socalled pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality ot
Christian countries. much tG the detrlme~t of the latter
Theworklsa

Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and" A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE"
should be In every Liberal's library Besides Its Intrinsic
worth It Is a memento or one of the gTeate•t Freethinkers
the world has known-of oue who ranks with Voltaire
and Paine In the Coree and clearneBB or his writings.
Address 7Hjj} 7RU1H SEEKBR.
:J3 Clinton Ph\Ce,
New York city.

THE

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOME

Price

20 cents. For sale at this office

THE

PERPETUAL CALENDAR,
Working the Year of Science
And

the

Common

Computations.

An Almanac Forc;ver,
IShoWin• the day of the week for a· y day or the
month tor all time oast and present and to come,
and other usefu\lnrormatlon. Price, 40 cents: three
lor:U,
AddreSB THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

Tho BiDle Analyze~.
BY

.John R. Kelso, A.M.

author ot '"l'he Bible-Whence and What?"
OONTENTB:

The True Ideal of Marriage·.
Free Love.
'J'he History or Marriage.
'l'ho Old 'J'estament Divorce Law.
'J'he New 'J'estameut on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question or Law and Religion.
Rational Deductions !rom Established Principles
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better than Cu' e.
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound In cloth. For sal
"t this omce.
83 Cllnton Place, Ne" York.

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION
Founded upon the Life or
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.

How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated
Christianity.
Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician
and Chemist of the Royal Institution,
London, England.
Price, boards, 76 cents; paper, 50 cents.

TRUTH:

Chicago, Ill.
LADIES' MAGNETIC JACKET.

Pr1ce,

$18,

TESTIMONIALS:

A Poem in Three Parts.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.

Read the following testimonials, and be convlnc l I that our claims are correct In every particular,
and that your ailments can be eradicated without the aJa or MEDWIN. THEBE APPLIANCES ARE Dedica~ed to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
and Impracticable Christians.

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
One Week.
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.

CINOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you ror the benefit I hav received from your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use or your Magnetic ap- wa.s entirely cured or Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Side, which had been a source or misery to me for
tllcted as I hav been that the eJiect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
sis in my right arm and'could not use It at all, but MAGNE'l'IO VEST I got rellet Instantly. With unarter wearing a suit or your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bonnded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectruny,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney COmH. A. BROWN.
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav sufLadles, read the following testimony from a lady
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
time, never found bnt temporary reller. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
ting on your appllances I hav ·experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benefit, and If I Improve a.s rapidly as I bav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
tore, recommend to those suJiertng as I hav your the Clothing on Tuesday last. Fitted pertectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means or el!ectlng FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD 'l'REM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not Joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since 'l'"~esday, Will soon be well. Will report
No. 80 Eo.stern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that,the same appliances which will
This
lady
reports
herselt
entirely
cured
In less
eJiect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the salne
time eradlcaro 0A TARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks arter putting on the garments, and,
although
In
bed,
unable
to
get
out,
when
a[ll>lled,
patient. We do not, llke the Old School Physician,
change medic Ins every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles Jn
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
something (If be Is very skilful) that brings reller can be had upon appllcatlon at this olllce, by anyone desiring to communicate with her.
ror the time being.
La<Ues, read the following testimony rrom a lady who had been aull'erlng for two years with an Uvar•
ia.n •runtot·, and who,had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour months' time she Is Perfectly well, and has not taken a dose o!
medicln since putting on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog
for you; It will pay you.
SHULLSBURG, WIB., November19,1882.
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all desire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopplng,(all of whom declared that I had an Uvarlu.n 'l'umor,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had abo>Lt made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operation, when my attention wa.scalled to the Eureka Dlu.gnetic Apf•l1u.nces. As a drowning man
wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch ar this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a'sutt•. or
your appliances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became lesa from day to day, until now I am
as well as I ever was In my lire. Since pu ttlng on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sull'erlng as I llav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

PRICE LIST.

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOG Y
By SAJi UEL P. PUTNAM.

Marriage and Divoroe.

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
().00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts,
5.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
4:.00
Leg Belts, each,
3.00
Knee Caps, each,
1.50
Wristlets, each,
4:.00
Sleeping Caps;
18.00
Ladies Jacket
15.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
Suverfine Insoles,
1. 00
Children's garments upon application.
Any or the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the moneY
lrthey are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are otl'ered at less than one-third or what others are· selling worthleSB appliances for, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appilance ever oll'ered the
pubilc, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle or Iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for a
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and will outlast any
and all other garments now berore the public. Every magnet Is arranged In the garmente upon rcientijlrl
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We oJier you therefore

The Only Scientific .Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

<Jonta!ning a picture of the

JEWISH JEHOVAH.

As Described by tho Bible..
"There went up n. 1:unoke out or lila nostrils, and
fire out or his mouth devoured: coals were kindled
with IL'' (Psalms xvlll, ~).
40 pp.

fVl.ndsomoly executed.

Price, 2G cents.

''ANTIC H R 1ST."
Proving conclualvly tllat
THK STOIW OF JESUS CRRIII'l'

l:lls UlrtU, Ute, trial, execution, etc.-la a myth,
'l'lW'J'H SEI£KI£R OJIIco.
~2.00.
33 Cllnwn Place, Now Vmll-

Price,

'l'JU.i

SCIJ~NCE
Hl'

OJi' Ul'E. ONJ..Y $1.

~JAil.

l'ON'I'·l'AIU.

KNOW THYSElf

AGrea\Medlcal Work on Manhoo~l
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors ot Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from lndlscreUons or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescrllJtlons ror all acute
and chronic diseases, each one of which. Is Invaluable. So found by the au thor, whose experience for
23 years Is such as probably never before rell to the
lot or any physician. soo pages, bound In beautiful
French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
teed to be a tlner work In every sense-mechanical,
literary, and professional-than any other work sold
In this country for $2.50, or the money will be reruni:led In evory Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cis. Send now.
Gold medal awarded the au thor by the National MedIcal Association, to tho officers or which he refers.
'J'hls Science or Life should be read by the young
ror Instruction, and by the amtcted tor relief. It
will boolefit all.- London Lancet.
'!'here !s no member or society to whom this book
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
Addroll8 the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No 4 Bulfinch st., Boston, Mass., who may
be corumlted on all diseases requiring skill and exparlance. Ohronlc ana o bst!nate diseases that hav
ba!llod the aklll or all other physicians
a
specialty. Such treated successrully
without an lnRtance of failure.
lyr'B
Mention this paper.

HEAL
THYSELF

DR. F.LLLOWS
Is a regularly educat-

ed and legally quaillied phyaJclan, and
the most successful
as his practice wIll
pr0ve. He has tor
twenty years treated
exclua!vJy all dlsouaes
ot the Sexual Organs, In which he
stands pre-emlnen.t.
S PE U lHA'l'OHHH<EA
and IMPO'I'ENOY
as the result of seUabuso In youth and
F<ex ual excesses in maturer years, causing
n I g b t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,renderlng marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside alJpllcatlon lu sixty days.
NO S'J'OMACH MEDWIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medical proteSBion. Bend three 2-cent
stamps for his "Private COunselor," giving full Information. Addresa Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N,
J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.

And challenge comparison with any or the so-called magnetic garments now oll't.red under that head. At
CONTENTS:
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to oJier them
about
From the Ironclad Age.
'J'he Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
"Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken Infidel, there tore no
Creatlon.-Tbe Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracheat or hum bug. '!'he Freethinkers of the land
cles ot the Blble.-Tlle Errors or the Blble.-The
ly8
Prophecies -The Devil or Satan or the Blble.-'l'he Bo that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being bu't a trlfie higher •hould glv the doctor their patronage."
Beaven and the Hell of the Blble.-'J'he Sabbath or than ordinary clothing.
Rememb"r
that
we
are
otl'erlng
you
the
cheapest
and
best
magnetic
appliances
In
the
market,
and
If
the Bible.-The God or the Blble.-The Messiah or
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will
lla~:~~n octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. Bent rotund your money.
by mall post paid. Price, $3. 00.
ro-,:ltiedloal Compound and lmpro'Yed
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER,
~o Snt>I>Orter Truss in}rom 30 I<>
33 OJ!nton Pl., New York.
90 d.al/1. Re!iabl.e reference• gl'ren. Bond
1tamp for circnla~, and oa11 "' oohal P"IIW
AGJIIl.'iiTB WAl.'iiTJIID ll.'il EVEBY TOWN ll.'il TBB UNITJIID 8TATJII8, LIBJIIBAL OOMMI8BIONB ALLOWED
V"""'"'"'ll ...Werm~ .&.ddreu ~
DR. L. TENNEY,
il.cldrtlt tor lllJ.'tMr Jofonna&Joa,
· ~ . :W. A. ~llal\kTWtlellrM II&., !J,~
'n Weat Madison Street, Chicago, lll.
•
frice 1 25 cents.

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.

THE TRU1.'H SEEKER ANNUAL.

1UPTURES CUREDbr

·OBI

DESPISE the hypocrlt, the liar, the defamer, and
thJ man who atte npts to do a deep wrong to a
brother In the name of purit-y, of higher morality,
and or superior virtue, Worse than all other mean
acts are those performed by hypocrlts under the
cloak of purity and virtue.- D. M. Bennett.
BEFO.RE my meals, and after, I let mysel! loose
from all thoughts, and I soon forget that I ever studled; a full mind takes away the body's appetite no
less than a full body maketh a dull and unwleldly
mind. Company, discourse, recreation, are now
seasonable and welcome; then .prepare for me a
diet, not gluttonous but medicinal; the palate may
not be pleased, but the stomach Is, nor that !or Its
own sake; neither would I think any of these comforts worthy respect In themselvs, but In their use,
In their end, so far as they may enable me to be•ter
things. If I see any dish tempt my palate, I fear a
serpent In that apple, and would please myself In a
wilful denial; I rise capable of more, not desirous;
not move Immediately from my trencher to my book,
but arter some Intermission. Moderate speed. Is a
sure help to all proceedings-according to the old
saw, Fcstina l<nte [make haste slowly]-when those
things which are pro3ecuted with violence of endeavor or desire, either succeed not, or continue
not.-Bisltllp Hall (1574-1656).

IF the Christian believes that he and he only has a
divine revelation; that the truth has come to him
supremely If not excluslvly; that his books are the
sacred books, and all others are profane, then he
must believe that the man who does not accept his
belief does not accept the truth; Is In the bonds of
error, Is on the way to death. And believing that
truth, and truth alone, saves, he Is convinced that
the unbeliever-the more sincere the more stubborn
-Is not In the way of salvation, and must be reclaimed from his delusions. Henqe the melancholy condition of the rellglo !IS press all over the
country- a condition that Is a reproach and a scandal to charity. I undertake to say that I f.av never
seen a religious paper that had the conscience to be
fair to opponents, that dared to be honest, that w<JUld
be just, that was able to glv Its due to any form of
hostll opinions, that could take a position of even ordinary kindness toward the heretlc.-Frothingham's
Secta>ian Spirit.

VIRTUE has this peculiar property, that at the
same time that we admire her conduct, we long to
c~py the example. The goods of fortune we wish to
enjoy; virtue we desire to practice; the former we
are glad to receive from others; the latter we are
ambitious that others should receive !rom us. The
beauty of goodness has anattractlv power; It kindles
In us at once an actlv principle, It forms our manners, "nd lnfiuences our desires, not only when,represented In a living example, but even In a hlstorl~al
example.-Plutarch's Lives,

WE hav seen that miraculous power In any Individual Is no guarantee for the correctness of his
teaching. We hav seen that If the doctrine Which
,Jesus taught approve themselvs to the understandIng, and the uncorrupted heart, they are equally
bln<'!lng on our allegiance whether he wrought mlr.
acles Ia the course of his eareer or not. And If the
truth that God Is a loving father, and the precept,
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself," derive
no corroborat!Qn from the resurrection of Lazarus
or the youth or Naln, neither can they from that of
Christ hlms<;>lf.-Greg's Greed of Christendom.

N. Y. ~tate Proethlnk~rs~ AssociaMon.
THE SEVENTH ANNUAL CONVEN·riON;
Where Held -The Speakers Engaged-The Hotels. Railroads. etc.
•
THE NEw YoRK STATE FREETHINKERS' AssociATION, in accordance with its established cus
tom, has invited the Freethinkers of all the other states, and also of Canada, to meet them
in annual Convention, at Cassadaga Lake, N. Y., on the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th days of
September next.
·

THE SPEAKERS.
The following well-known speakers hav been engaged to address the Convention: Thaddeus B. Wakeman, of New York; Miss Helen H. Gardner, of St. Louis; Courtlandt Palmer,
of New York; Charles Watts, of London, England: Allen Pringle, of Selby, Canada; Col.
John R. Kelso, of Modesto, Cal.; George Chainey, of Boston; J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw
City, Mich.; Mrs. Dr. Juliet H. Severance, of Milwaukee; Stephen Pearl Andrews, of New
York Dr. John Stoltz, of Chicago; William S. Bell, of Boston; Judge R. S. McCormick, of
l!'ran=klin, Pa.; John E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kansas; Lyman C. Howe, of Fredonia, N.
Y.; M. E. Billings, of Waverly, Iowa; Hon. A. B. Bradford,' of Enon Valley, Pa.; Charles B.
Reynolds, of Rochester, N.Y.; Samuel P. Putnam, of New York; Dr. William F. McCormick, of Franklin, Pa.; and Richard B. Westbrook, D. D., orthodox, of Philadelphia, Pa.
And the following hav also been invited, the most of whom are expected to be present:
Hon. Elizur Wright, of Boston; F. E. Abbot, Cambridge, Mass.; Horace Seaver, Boston;
Luther Colby, Boston; Judge Arnold Krekle and Mrs. Judge Krekle, of Kansas City, Mo.;
James Parton, of Newburyport, Mass.; Judge Carter, of the Supreme Court of the District
of Columbia; and B. F. Underwood, editor of the Index, Boston, Mass. It is possible that
Col. Ingerooll will be present and address the Convention.

THE SINGING.
Professor A. D. Lane, of Olean, N.Y., one of the most popular professional singers in
the state, accompanied by as good a quartet of voices as can be found in Western New York,
has been engaged to provide the musical entertainment for the occasion.
Professor H. H.
Hall, who sang for the Rochester Convention, has also been engaged.

THE PLACE OF MEETING.

FOR tyrannicide, In the ancient and proper sense
of the word, a strong case may be made. When a
man like the first or second (sic) Bonaparte, Intrusted
with the national force, uses that force to crush the
liberties of the nation, and to make himself a. deB•
pot, placing himself by the same act aboYe the reach
of public justice, what can the commonwealth do
but arm the hands of private citizens ? The Roman
law under which Crosar fell, outlawing and d~:v.otlng
to death whoever dhould attempt to usurp superior
power, whether politic or not, can hardly be called a
breach of morality. A Frenchman who had shot
down Louis Napoleon on the day ot the Coup d'Etat
might well hav been deemed by his countrymen a
patriot, and, I! he had lost his own lite, a martyr.-

"Well," returned Jack, "I had a.

MAN that Is married to Woman Is of many days and
full of trouble. ·
In the morning he draws his s~lary, and In the even·
Jng,
Behold, It Is gone.
It IS a. tale that Is told;
It vanlsheth, and no one knows whither It goeth.
He rlseth up clothed In the chilly garments
Of the night,
And seeketh the somnambulant paregoric
Wherewith to soothe his Infant posterity.
He cometh as a horse or ox
And draweth the chariot of hls oJl'sprlng.
He spendeth his ~hekels In the purchase of fine
linen
To cover the bosom of his
Family.
Yet himself Is seen at the gate ot the city with one
suspender.
Yea! he Is altogether wretChed.

COLORED

LITHOGRAPH
-OF THE-

D. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.
SIZE, 22 \X 28 ~·

NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE
WILL HOLD ITS

THE BRONZE MEDALLION
PRINTS AS LARGE AS A CABINE'.r PHOTOGRAPH,
THUfl GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

EIGHTH ANNUAL CONGRESS
At the same place.

In his call for the Congress the President of the League invites "all citizens of the
United l:ltates, whether they hav acted with this League or not, who believe in a secular
republic, separation of church and state; the equality of all citizens before the law, without
distinction of creed or race Oi' sex; justice for all, and privileges and monopolies for none;
the need of universal secular education, free speech, and a free press as the basis of universal suffrage."
All Charter and Life Members of the League, and all delegates from local Auxiliary
Toronto Bystander (April).
Leagues, will hav votes in the Congress. Each Auxiliary is entitled to send five delegates. .
-t~
HE who·, Jn the silence of his own thought, plans a its president, secretary, and three other members-to the Congress. Annual members are
crime, has upon him the ~uilt or the deed,-Juvenal. ":llti.tled to seats in the Congress, and to votes by the permission of the Congress.
·,.;.

made you go?"

wife, and I loved peace, Tom, so I went."

P. S.-I am glad to announce that the Truth Seeker Company will hav an agent on the
grounds with a large assortment of Freethought publications for sale. The editor of THE
TRuTH SEEKER will, as heretofore, make full reports of the proceedings. Other reports of PRINTED IN SEVEN COLOHS ON TH:E
the Convention will be published in the New York Herald, the Buffalo Courier, and other
BES'.r LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
secular papers.
H. L. G.

On Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 8th and 9th, the

nus.

TWO soldiers lay beneath their blankets, looking
up at the stars. Says Jack : " What made you go Into the army, 'l'om?" "Well," replied Tom,· .. rnad
no wife, and I loved war, Jack, so I went. What

The location where the Convention is to meet is one of the most pleasant and picturesque in the state. It is described as follows in a circular issued by the Association: "The
Cassadaga Lake Camp-meeting Grounds are eight miles from Lake Erie, and seven hundred
feet above it; situated midway between New York and Chicago, one and a half· hours by rail
from Buffalo, five from Cleveland, nine from Pittsburgh, fourteen hours from Cincinnati,
sixteen from Philadelphia, eighteen hours from New York, twenty hours from Boston and.
Washington, and twenty-one from Chicago. It lies on the shore of a beautiful chain of
lakes, three in number, and at an elevation of nearly fourteen hundred feet above the level
WHAT A WOMAN CAN DO.
of the sea." The Association last year erected on the grounds an amphitheater, with a seatShe can say" No," and stick to It for all time. She
ing capacity of twenty-five hundred people, with the seats in a semi-circle, which givs;every can say "No" In such a low, soft voice that It means
one present an opportunity to hear all that is said,from the speaker's platform.
"Yes." She can sharpen a pencll I! you glv her
plenty of time and plenty of pencils. She can dance
ROITTES OF TR& VEL AND RAILROAD RATES.
all' night In a. pair of shoes two sizes too small for
Eastern and western passengers over the Nickel Plate, Lake Shore & Michigan South- her, and enjoy every minute of the time. She can
ern railroad, and eastern passengers over the New York, Lake Erie & Western (formerly pa.ss a display window of a draper's shop without
Erie) railroad, change cars at Dunkirk, N. Y., and take the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & stopping-If she Is running to catch a train. She
can walk half the night with a. noisy baby In her
Pittsburgh railroad to the "Cassadaga Camp-meeting Grounds."
Eastern and western passengers over the New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio railroad (for- arms without once e:!:presslng a. desire to murder
merly Atlantic & Great Western), and eastern passengers over the Buffalo & Jamestown the Infant. She can appreciate a kiss from her
railroad, change cars at the Atlantic & Great Western Crossing, and take the Dunkirk, Alle- husband seventy-five years after the marriage cere·
mony has taken place. She can su1fer abuse and
gheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad to Lily Dale Station.
To be more definit, persons coming to the Convention from most of the cities and large neglect for years, which one touch of kindness or
towns in the United States will find it the cheaper to purchase excursion tickets to Chau- consideration will drive from her recollection. She
tauqua Lake. These can be obtained very cheap; and then leave the cars at the crossing of can go to church and· afterward tell you what every
the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad near Jamestown, and then take the woman In the oongregatlon had on. and In some rare
last mentioned road to Lily Dale Station, near the camping grounds. Persons coming from Instances can glv a faint Idea of what the text was.
any station on the New York, Lake Erie & Western railroad, or any of its branches west of She can look her husband square In the eyes when
Binghampton, will pay full fare to Dunkirk, and then be returned at one-third fare home. he tells her some cock-and-bull story about being
The Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad will sell excursion tickets at two cents "detained at the office" WIthout betraying In the
least that she knows him to be a colossa.I Ua.r. She
a mile from any station on that road.
·
can-but what's the use? A woman can do anything
New York, Lake Erie & Western RaHway -Excursion Rates. or everything, and do It well. She can do more In
Rates quoted from the first three places are to both Chautauqua and Jamestown, the a. minute than a man can In an hour, and do It better. She can make the a.Ileged lords or creation bow
others to Jamestown.
·
New York or Jersey City, $18.50; Philadelphia, $17.60; Newark, $18.50; Paterson, $17.00; down to her own sweet will, and they will never
Newburg, $16.75; Goshen, $14.75; Montgomery, $14.50; Middletown, $14,00; Port Jarvis, know it. Ye~. a. woman can do evel'Ythlng, with but
$13.00; Lackawaxen, $14.00; Honesdale, $13.00; Hancock, $14.00; Deposit, $10.50; Susque- one exception; she cannot climb a tree.
hanna, $9.75; Binghamton, $8.75; Owego, $8.00; Waverly, $7.25; Elmira, $6.50; Corning,
$5. 75; Bath, $6.50; Bloods, $6.45; Wayland, $6.40; Livonia, $5.80; Avon, $5.40; Geneseo,
NOW READY!
$5.70; Mt. Morris, $5.95; Dansville, $6.55; Rochester, $5.50, Caledonia, $5.25; LeRoy, $4,80;
Batavia, $4.20; Warsaw, $4.65; Attica, $4.20; Buffalo, $2.75; Tonawanda, $3.20; Lockport,
$3,80; Niagara Falls, $3.75; Suspension Bridge, $3.75; Clifton, Ont., $3.75; Addison, $5.50; THE MAGNIFICENT
Canisteo, $4.40; Hornellsville, $4.25; Almond, $4.00; Andover, $3.50; Wellsville, $3.20; Scio,
$3.00; Belmont, $2.85; Belvidere, $2.75; Friendship, $2.55; Uuba, $2.20; Olean, $1.80; Carrolton, $1.25; Limestone, $1.50; Bradford, Pa., $1.70; Little Valley, $1.70; Cattaraugus,
$1.65; Perrysburg, $1.40; Dayton, N. Y., $1.30; .Dunkirk, $2.15.

WHATEVER weakens or disorders the Internal
frame, promotes the Interests of superstition; and
nothing Is more destructlv to them than a. manly,
steady virtue, which either preserves us !rom disastrous, melancholy accidents, or teaches us to bear
them. During such calm sunshine of the mind,
these specters or false divinity never make their appearances. On the other hand, while we abandon
ourselvs to the natural undisciplined suggestions of
our timid and antlous heart, every kind of barbarIty Is ascribed to the supreme being, from the terrors with which we are agitated, and every kind of
caprice, from the methods which we embrace In order to appease him. Barbarity, caprice, these qualIties, however nominally disguised, we may universally perceive, form the ruling character of the deIty In popular religions. Even priests, Instead of
correcting these depraved Ideas of mankind, hav often been found ready to foster and encourage them.
THE HOTEL RATES.
The more tremendous the deity Is represented, the
The following prices hav been established at the hotels for board: $1.50 per day, for one
more tume and submlsslv do men become to his
ministers, and the more unaccountable the meas- day and less than three days; and over, $1 per day. Table board: breakfast, 40 cents; dinures of acceptance required by him, the more nec- ner, 50 cents; supper, 30 cents. Lodgings, 25 to 30 cents. The hotel a~commodations are
essary does It become to abandon our natural reason sufficient to entertain all who may attend.
H L. GREEN.
antl yield to their ghostly guidance and dlrectlon.Salamanca, N. Y.
Secretary New York State Freethinkers' Association.
Jfume's Na·t. Hist. of Religion,
How cruel it Is not to allow men to strive after the
things which appear to them to be suitable to their
nature, and profitable I And yet, In a manner, thou
dost not allow them to do this when thou art vexed
because they are wrong. For they are certainly
moved toward things because they suppose them to
be suitable to their nature and profitable to them.
But It Is not so. Trust them, then, and show them
. the right way, without being angry.-M. A. Antoni-

THE first cyclone happened In Edenl It was a perfect h urry-CIIin.
ISN'T It curious that Bar Harbor should, be situated In suCh a strictly temperance state as Maine?
A couNTRY girl, getting o1f a train at Saratoga, was
asked I! she might be helped to alight, and she replied that she did not smoke.
MR. BLOWER'S wife asked him to buy a thermometer the other day, but he declined, saying: "No, my
dear; we will walt until next winter, when they will
be much lower.''
"WELL, well!" said old Mrs. Gumbo, ll.8 she laid
down her morning paper. "So they've rescued poor
old Greely alive 1 I do hope that Horace'll take hold
of the P,';bune again, and edit It ·sensibly, like he
used terl"
CLERGYMAN (on his way from church, to the ~on of
a parish toner rather addicted to h untlng on Sunday): "Illy little boy, I didn't see your father at
church this morning. I am afraid he does not !ear
God." Young heathen: "Oh, yes, i guess he does.
He took his gun with him this morning."

The lithograph is designed for fram·
ing, and will be a treasure for all Lib·
erals.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
to subscribers to the Monument Fund
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Ad·
dress this office.
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received any of the honors which were afterwards heaped upon him by his admiring countrymen." These things are discouraging; but
it is an ill wind that blows nobody good, and
"WHAT is the highest of God's creations?" the happiness of Mr. E. H; Heywood over the
asks a Sunday-school teacher. "The moun- present moral aspect of things will probably
tains," replies the intelligent pupil.
fall little short of hilarious joy.
ELIZABETH CADY STANTON makes the stateONE of those unnaturally bright children
ment in the North American Review that "it
who are always getting people into difficulties
was at a Jewish polygamous wedding that
was at a prayer-meeting the other evening
Jesus performed his first miracle, and polygwith his mother, when he asked aloud: "Ma;
amy was practiced by Christians for centuries."
say, rna, who was Dinah Moore?" "Hush,"
A MAN at West Somerset, England, broke whispered his mother, cautiously; "it's a
his neck while drunk not long ago. It hap- hymn." . "No, it ain't, rna," continued .the
pened that his grandfather did the same thing, hopeful; "it's a woman's name. Say, who's
and the intelligent coroner's jury brought in a going home to Dinah Moore?" "Willie," said
verdict of "Died by the hereditary visitation his mother, in a ghastly voice, "you're disof God."
turbing the meeting; it means going to heaven
A MINISTER was endeavoring to convince his to ·die no more." "Dine no more ? 0 rna,
hearers of the fallacies of Darwinism, when he don't they eat anything there?" His mother
observecl that they were not paying proper at- explained as well as she could, and Willie sat
tention. "Brethren,'~ said he, "when I am still for half a minute, his bright eyes roving
trying to explain the distinguishing peculiari- about the church. Then he asked, in a shrill
ties of the monkey, if you wish to understand whisper: "Ma,isGodoutof town?" "No,
them you should look directly at me."
no," answered the distracted woman, faintly.
A LITTLE girl, the daughter of a clergyman, "Then what's Mr. Kelly running this meeting
relates Dr. G. J. Romanes, was watching her for, rna'?" continued the sweet child. The
father write his sermon. "Papa," she asked, choir sang him down, but as the meeting
" does God tell you what to write in a sermon?" closed with a moment of silent prayer his
With some little hesitation he replied in the gentle voice could be distinctly heard.
affirmativ, whereupon he was ignominiouslyGENERAL BuTLER, being asked to explain his
nonplussed by the further question, "Then, position in the presidential race, related the
papa, why do you scratch it out again?"
following anecdote: A married couple, someUNDER the title of "The New Calendar of what advanced in years, took passage on a
Great Men '' the Positivist Society of England Hudson river boat for Albany. The husband
· propose soon to publish a work edited by Fred- was a loving one in his way, and his being
erick Harrison, and containing short notices of crabbed at times did not make any difference
each of the 558 persons whose nan~es appear with the ways of his wife, who was as affecin the Positivist calendar drawn up by Auguste tionate as a wife should be. On the way up
Comte. The aixp. will be to make the work a the river the husband had the misfortune to
'handy manual of the history of the cause of fall overboard. As he went over, he caught a
civilization, as understood by th,e founder of rope which dangled by the boat's side. The
the _religion of humanity.
speed of the boat caused him to bob up and
A MAN is running for governor out in Kansas down in the water, his head now in and now
on the following platform: "Whereas, we hav out, the good wife in the greatest alarm crying
absolute prohibition in the constitution and out: "Hold on, husband! Hold on, for my
laws of Kansas, which ought to be satisfactory sake !"-the injunction to hold on for her sake
to the Prohibitionists, and whereas any person being particularly emphasized. As soon as the
can get all he wants in almost any town in the boat slowed and the half-drowned husband
state of Kansas, which ought to satisfy the could gain breath, he shouted back: "Hold
Anti-Prohibitionists, therefore, be ·it resolved your tongue, you fool! Don't you suppose
that we are in favor of letting well enough I'll hold on for my own sake?" Mr. Butler
alone, and opposed to disturbing the present will probably "hold on" through considerasatisfactory status of the prohibition question tions not wholly unconnected with his own_interests.
by restibmission to the people of the state."

Jilolts and Qilippings.

A CLERGYMAN recently told his congregation,
in describing heaven, that "it will always be
Sunday there." The Norristown Herald thinks
that this assurance ought to please base ball
nines, since the decision of a New York judge
that there is no IiiW against playing baseball
on Sundays; and persons who devote the day
to fishing may make extra efforts to get there;
but the small boy who is obliged to accompany
his parents to church twice a day, and attend
Sabbath-school in the afternoon, will be apt to
go into training for some other place, where
Sunday doesn't come oftener than once a year.
THE evening before Daniel Webster died his
physician repeated to him the words, " Thy
rod and thy staff they comfort me," and Webster replied, as if in sympathy, but too weak to
complete the sentence, "Thy rod and thy staff
-the fact-the fact-I want." Here the matter rested as at first reported. A Bostonian
now givs what he declares is the true account,
as it came to him very directly. Webster asked
whether he was likely to liv till morning. Dr.
Jeffreys, not willing to giv a positiv answer, re.
peated from the twenty-third Psalm. Webster
saw the evasion, and in a clear and rather severe tone said: "'Thy rod and thy staff !'-the
fact, the fact I want !" He desired an answer
t0 his question.
AccoRDING to a writer in the New York
World, cases like that of Cleveland are not unknown among great men. The writer says:
"Aaron Burr was chosen vice-president in the
year of 1800, when he was forty-four years of
age. His reputation as a libertin was certainly well established by that time. And Dr.
Benjamin Franklin was well known to be the
father of an illegitimate son born in the early
part of the last century before the doctor had

FoR many years Mr. Parke Godwin, of this
city, has been an advocate of Socialistic theories. One of his recent statements is this:
"It is clear that in order to advance the wellbeing of the people, industry must perfect its
organization." Now, says John Swinton, he
has just cut down the paltry wages of his
horny-handed compositors; he has just entered
upon a war with the printer's union; he has
just had a strike in his office; he has just filled
his frames with those outlaws scornfully called
"rats;" he has just done his best to crush the
slight attempts now being made to "organize
labor;" he has " taken advantage of the cruel
power which capital has over labor;" he has
required his laborers "either to accede to his
terms or starve;" he has enforced the worst
features of the "system of bargaining which
has been substituted for true equity in the relations between labor and capital;" and he has
thrown scorn on his declaration that "every
man is equitably entitled to the ownership of
the fruits of his labor." Instead of assisting
the workers in their struggle for organization
and life, he has -gone back shamefully on the
theories which he has so often propounded.
It is pitiful.
THE Toronto Through Mail has been attacked
with a fit of profound reasoning, and in the
following narration shows how an exhorter
sometimes mistakes the effect of his labors.
The Through Mail says: It is curious how a
startling sentence will affect people who are
sleeping soundly, sometimes, when suddenly
and energetically spoken. The other morning,
on a.through train nearly all the passengers were
lying back in their chairs, sound asleep, when
a crazy man jumped up and shouted at the top
of his voice: "The devil is chief cook and

bottlewasher." "Amen!" shouted a preacher
awakening with a start. "Rah for Blaine and
Logan," roared an Irishman. "Three times
and sold for twenty dollars," bawl~d an auctioneer. "I object," snorted a lawyer. "I
call your hand," said a gambler. "Whoa-haw,
Buck," cried a farmer. "Me little dawling,"
sighed a masher. "Hit 'im again," said a
boxer, and then the lawyer hit the preacher
with his grip-sack, and the auctioneer rapped
the masher over the head with his umbrella,
and the Irishman kicked the gambler, and t].!e
farmer bit the Irishman's ear, and there was
more fun for a few minutes than that crazy
man ever had in the same length of time
before, and he imagined that his preaching
and exhorting was converting them all.
THE origin of miracles is thus commented on
by the reviewer of the New York Time.~, in considering a recent publication entitled, "Dictionary of Miracles:" " As to many of the legendary myths, they arose undoubtedly from a
habit of adaptation. It was customary in ecclesiastical houses to adapt heathen tales and
to spiritualize them, and so many mythological stories were arranged to suit the religious
thought of the day. From the realms of pure
invention these stories became in time to be
accepted as absolute facts. Even in medieval
times, if Origen is to be taken as an authority,
he believed that the end sanctified the means,
for has he not said, 'Falsehood is quite lawful
when told to promote Christianity.' In times
of credulity it is impossible not to imagin that
there were prestidigitateurs and fakire, thaumaturgists-call them what you will..:..men whe
had nimble fingers, or who callecl in to play
mechanical adjuncts, who really astonished by
their performances ignorant but honest people. Had Miss Hurst lived in the times of
Ferdinand and Isabella, and exercised her
trickery, she might hav been made either a
saint or a victim of the Inquisition. Troubled
brains hav- other eyes than those that really see,
and visions and dreams are more absolutely
impressed on some minds to-day than are the
actual facts. Some persons might, as the
author states it, find objections in seeing subjects of this especial character anatomized and
laid bare, but it cannot be denied that disputes
on topics relating to miracles require for their
discussion pathology rather than theology."
THE following case, says London Society, was
related to me by a bishop of the church of
England. There was a man who had officiated
as a clergyman in a large town for about fifteen years. At the lapse of that time it was
accidentally discovered that he was an impostor. A new bishop came, or tho man went into
a new diocese; anyhow, the request came that
he would produce his letters of orders. Letters of orders are rather precious and remarkable documents; if once they are lost they can
not be replaced. The pseudo-clergyman replied, expressing his great regret that, in the
course of a removal, the letters had been hopelessly mislaid, but hoped that the length of
time during which he had served in the diocese
would be considered a sufficient voucher. 'rhe
bishop wrote back to say that he regretted the
loss of the letters of orders, and that it would
be quite sufficient if he gave exact dates,
which would enable him to refer to the diocesan registry. T1J,e imposture then became
known. It was a matter of great anxiety to
settle what had best be done under such circmnstances. Of course a very large number
of marriages had been performed during these
fifteen yearlil, not one of which was legal. The
first suggestion was that an act should be
passed making these marriages legal. There
were objections to this course. It was considered that an immense deal of pain would
be caused by the publication of the invalidity
of these marriages, and that peculiar hardship would be done in the case of children,
where one or both of the parents had died in
the mean time. On a certain evening there was
a solemn discussion between the bishop of the
diocese and the home secretary, the result of
which was a communication to the villainous
false clergyman that, if he left England immediately and forever, proceedings would not
be taken, but that otherwise he would be prosecuted,

Jiltws olf lht JMttlt.
THE Cassadaga Convention of Freethinkers
occurs this week.
IN Kentucky the Prohibitionists hav nominated a full electoral ticket.
VERMONT went Republican last Tuesday by
a majority of from 23,000 to 25,000.
AnNoux, the millionaire broker, has just
cleared $2,500,000 by a corner in corn.
BuTLEn had a big mass meeting in this city
last Saturday night. Great enthusiasm was
manifested.
IT is affirmed that the clergyman who started
the Cleveland scandal was once "chnrched "
in Indiana for lying,
A cmcus car was burnt near Greeley, Col.,
last week, containing sixty men, many of whom
perished in the flames.

THE advent of a religious lunatic flourishing
a revolver created a stampede from a Salvation
Army in Ottawa, Can., last week.
THE various labor organizations of New York
had a monste1· parade last Monday. Nearly all
branches of labor were represented. Some
15,000 or 20,000 men were in line.
DISPA1'CHES received at Boston from vmious
parts of New England report heavy frosts recently, particularly in New Hampshire, Vermont, and Connecticut. Crops were seriously
damaged.
THE coinage at the United States Mint for
the month of August was 1,200,000 dollars,
1,402,000 five cent pieces, 1,8\JO,OOO cents,
making 3,992,000 pieces, with a total valuation
of $1,284,000.
THE wreck of the U. S. steamer Tallapoosa
has been examined by divers. She is badly
smashed, and the opinion of the divers is that
it will cost a large sum of money to raise the
sunken vessel.
THE Mormons of Salt Lake City hav held
memorial ser~ices in the great Mormon Tabernacle in honor of the missionaries murdered
by their fellow-Christians in 'rennessee. Seven
thousand people were present.
FrvE hundred policemen will accompany the
czar of Russia from St. Petersburg to Warsaw.
'rhis measure is deemed neeessary to prevent
the czar's enthusiastic subjects from blowing
up that gentleman with dynamite.
IN the conference of the colored Methodist
church at Baltimore last week charges of being drunk and voting against prohibition were
preferred against the l~ev. C. Brown, a member of the committee on temperance.
0RANGEMEN numbering hundreds attacked
the Roman Catholic church yacht at Henley
harbor, St. Johns, N. F., on the 25th ult., and
threatened Missionary Father Lynch with
death. 'rhey tore down the papal fiag and
tarred the yacht.
THE Chinese hav proved themselvs 11nequal
to the French in the handling of big guns, and
the latter hav reduced the fortifications at
Foochow.
The Chinese authorities hav
ordered all French vessels in the leading
treaty ports to be attacked,
THE steamer Britannic landed over GOO emigrants in New York last Saturday. The commissioners of immigration refused to inspect
them unless they were re.embarked, and the
officers of the steamer refused to allow them to
return. While the quarrel remained unsettled, the emigrants spent the night on the
wharf, exposed to one of the severest rainstorms of the season.
Miss FRANcEs E. WILLAnD, now in Maine,
says that three h1mdred speakers are in the
field in that state setting forth the arguments
in favor of the constitutional prohibitory
amendment to be voted on Septem her 8th;
that the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union, led by Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, of Portland, are activly engaged in the canvass, and
that a majority of 50,000 is expected for the
amendment,

THE TRUTH
U!ontntnni~ations.
God's Love for Man.
'God is love (1 John iv, 8).

This is a favorit text with preachers. It deals with
the attribute they most delight to ascribe to their
divinity. They teach us that it was purely for the
exercise of this quality of love that the universe was
created. God had, according to them, existed from
eternity perfectly happy in himself. At length it occurred to him that his infinit self was an insufficient
object for the exercise of his infinit love, and he resolved to create finite beings to supply the deficiency
of his own infinity. He began by creating angels,
beings like himself without bodies, parts, or passions.
These beings, for some time, fulfilled the object for
which he made them. That is to say, they added
their finite love of him to the infinit love with which
he loved himself. At length, one of their number,
whom he had made superior to all the rest, and most
like himself, rose in rebellion. Infinit knowledge of
course foresaw this. Indeed, finite intelligence might
hav apprehended it, for the being most 'like God
would naturally desire most to rule over all. This
angel, called Lucifer, persuaded one-third of the
other angels to join him in setting up a rival kingdom. God commanded Michael to head the faithful
remainder and attack the rebellious host. His army
was twice as numerous as Lucifer's, and he had an
omnipotent ally, so he gained the victory. He drove
·Lucifer and his followers out from the presence of
God. God was present everywhere, but Michael
drove them beyond that, and threw them into nowhere. Hell is nowhere, and in hell they were confined forever. . However, being confined in nowhere
does not hinder them from going everywhere when
they hav a mind. They are always going to a.nd fro
upon the earth, and occasionally visit their old master in heaven; at least, one of them did in the days of
Job. ' Here we see the love of God as shown towards
the fallen angels. He sentences them to everlasting
imprisonment, but he givs them greater liberty than
they possessed befor-e. He changes them into devils,
but they are devil a bit the worse.
God's first attempt at creation thus turned out a
failure. He had made these angels on purpose to
love them, and he found himself hating the poor
devils with a truly devilish hate. He tried again, for
it would never do for omnipotence to giv up so easily.
This time he made man. The angels, whom he had
made out of nothing, not having given him satisfaction, he employed a fresh material. He used the
dust of the earth. His object in creating man was,
as theologians inform us, to fill up the places rendered vacant in heaven by the defection of the angels.
But the devil interfered again. Out of malice to
mankind, they' say, he sought to bring them down to
his own miserable condition. Perhaps they are
wrong. It might hav been out of sympathy for them
that he wished to save them from the eternal monotony of the heavenly choir. The supposition has just
as much of probability and far more of generosity.
God had created man in his own image and likeness, but nobody has yet succeeded in discovering in
what the resemblance consists. God is a spirit without parts, uncreated, eternal, infinit in all perfections.
Man is, or at least has, a material body composed of
parts-mortal, weak, and imperfect. Certainly the
likeness does not appear upon the surface. Unfortunately for t!:;eir own purpose, divines hav asserted
that God has no passions, or we might detect a resemblance between the divinity of the scriptures and
many wicked tyrants who hav reigned upon earth.
He is a jealous god; he loves, hates, inflicts chastisments, and acts from caprice precisely as despotlc
rulers hav always done. He orders blind obedience
in some absurd triviality merely for the recognition
of his authority. If his subjects displease him, he
brutally punishes or destroys them. If they please
him by a more than ordinary amount of knee-worship or psalm singing in his praise, he condones their
most atrocious crimes. For worshiping the gods
they hav been taught to adore, he condemns whole
nations to extermination, and converts their possessions into perpetual pensions to enrich the descendants of his favorit, Abraham. But jealousy, anger,
hatred, and revenge are passions in the human breast,
and passions hav no existence in the nature of
God.
Now the devil, undertaking to win the newly
created man and woman over to his side, had reason
to exclaim, "God is love," for, in spite of their quarrel, that divinity had made his task a remarkably easy
one. In the garden where he placed Adam and Eve
he had planted a tree, the fruit of which he forbade
them to touch. He surrounded them with animals
inferior to themselvs, and without the power of
speech. Among the lowest of these animals was the
serpent. The devil caused the serpent to approach
Eve and address her in her own language, whatever
language that was. Eve was naturally surprised at
· hearing the dumb beast speak, and when he told her
that he had acquired this power by eating the forbidden fruit, she readily believed him. .It would hav
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been impossible for her to hav doubted him, for,
being unaware of the existence of evil, she could hav
had no suspicion of falsehood. He further told her
that if she and Adam ate of the same fruit, they
would .become " as gods, knowing good and evil "
(Gen. iii, 5). They were originally made in the likeness of God, but the likeness does not appear to hav
included this rather important branch of knowledge.
It is evident that God had need of the devil's assistance in completing his work.
Our first parents having eaten of the tree, found
that the father of lies had told the truth, and the God
of truth had-well, his love was too great to allow him
to keep his word. He had s~~oid, " In the day that
thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die" (Gen. ii,
17). "And all the days that Adam lived were nine
hundred and thirty years" (v, 5). Perhaps he
thought that as Adam had committed evil when he
did not know it from good, it might be well to giv
him the chance of avoiding it afterwards. However,
he flew into a terrible rage, and cursed as only gods
and their favorit ministers can curse. He cursed the
earth and made it steril, so that it should yield no
fruit except after long and wearisome labor. He
cursed the sea and the air, and made them liable to
storms and tempests. He cursed the animals which
had no share in this transaction. He condemned
them to prey upon and devour each other; to lead a
life of suffering only to be terminated by a death of
agony. He cursed the man and woman, with all
their progeny, to the end of time, making them the
victims of every sort of disease and misery, condemning them to toil and sweat for their daily bread, and
at last to die in torment and in pain. The serpent
he sentenced to go upQ.ll his belly, and feed on dust.
Only the devil, the author of all the mischief, he let
pass unscathed.
Yes, it must hav been God's love that prevented
him from carrying out the sentence he had pronounced. He wished man to liv on, feeling that the
sword was suspended over his head, might at any
moment fall, but that he could never hope to escape
it. He wished that first pair to be fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth, that he might hav millions of subjects on whom to lavish his divine affection. Years rolled on, the globe was numerously
peopled, yet none returned his love except Noah and
his family. So he drowned all the rest. The unchangeable, infinitly happy God "repented that he
had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at
his heart" (Gen. vi, 6). The God who is love said,
"I will destroy man whom I hav created from the
face of the earth; both man, and beast, and the creeping thing, and the fowls of the a;r" (verse 7). As
objects on whom to lavish his love, God had only one
poor family left--and the fish, which certainly enjoyed
an unusually bountiful repast.
If God repented that he had made man, he surely
repented that he had destroyed him. The earth was
soon repeopled, and Noah lived to see his own descendants divided into nations and tribes of every
possible variety of complexion, laws, and customs.
We might imagin that all the children of the patriarch
would· be entitled to an equal share in God's love,
but it was not so. He selected the Jews as his own
people, and allowed other gods to take possession of
the rest. Still he remained a jealous God, and commanded his worshipers to make war upon and destroy all surrounding tribes. In this he manifested
his love by a cruelty more detestable than the bloodiest earthly tyrant has ever displayed. It mattered
nothing to him what might be tbe moral character
of his subjects. It mattered nothing what means
they might employ to carry out the mission on which
they were sent. It was sufficient that they did carry
it out, and slaughter all who bent the knee to Baal,
or any opposition divinity. Abraham might seek to
rise in the world upon the prostitution of his wife;
Jacob, by robbing his brother and swindling his
employer; Moses might slay the Egyptian in whose
land he dwelt; the whole of the children of Israel
might, nay must, borrow their neighbor's goods, and
flee the country with their booty. But one thing they
must not do; they must not let their hearts be
touched with pity or compassion; they must not
spare the life of one individual among those surrounding tribes. Not the old man tottering upon
the extreme limit of his existence; not the youth
looking forward to a life of happiness and pleasure;
not the father nor the mother; not the children playing round their knees; not the little infant clinging
to the maternal bosom. " Kill every male among the
little ones, and kill every woman that hath known man
by lying with him. But all the women children that
bav not known a man by lying with him, keep alive
for yourselvs "(Num. xxxi, 17, 18). Oh, the horror of
that time ! Those fair lands but yesterday flowing with
milk and honey, to-day flowing only with blood, and
reeking with slaughter. Yesterday peace and plenty
all around; to-day, overrun with fanatic wretches, killing, destroying all they touch. In vain does the
strong man catch up arms and strike in defense of
all that is dear to him. In vain do the feeble and
the helpless cry for mercy and for quarter. The
courage of man, the tears of woman, the shrieks of
infancy, are alike unavailing. The command of the
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Great J·ehovah has gone forth, and must be obeyed',
" I am that I am;" " Thou shalt hav none other godS'
before me." It was war which Jehovah had nro-'
claimed against his neighbor gods. It was a ~war·
like that which any petty African king might carry'
on against the wealthier and more peaceful tribes'
who dwelt in his vicinity. Mars, Jupiter, Apollo,
might ruls the civilization of the West. Brahm a and
Vishnu might hold sway in the far East. The men
of the North might bow down to Odin and to Thor.
These were distant gods, and mighty nations owned
their sovereignty. From the divinities of Egypt he
turned his back and fled. But Baal, and Moloch;
and the other gods of adjacent tribes, few in num- ·
bers, but possessed of rich domains, on these he
wreaks his jealous fury, and forgets altogether his
much vaunted attribute of love. It may be that his
ways are not as our ways, but they much resemble
those of the savage who has advanced but a little
from the condition of the parent brute.
How God loved his chosen people! How he must
hav loved them, when all the infinitude of his love
was. lavished upon them, and the rest of the world
totally excluded from participation in it ! What
evidence he gave them of his love ! For forty years
he kept them wandering in a wretched wilderness,
around the borders of a land he had promised them,
but never permitted that generation to enter. Daily
he fed them with manna from heaven, at the monot~
ony of which they sickened till they turned from it
with loathing and disgust. And when in their
hunger and misery they thought with regret ~ven of
the days of their slavery, and longed after the fleshpots of Egypt, he sent among them fiery serpents,
and all sorts of plagues. He encumbered them,
wretched wanderers and dwellers in tents as they
were, with a multitude of idle laws and ceremonial
observances which would fill a volume. And when
the last of that unhappy generation, save Caleb and
Joshua alone, had died in that dreary spot, he permitted their descendants to enter and take possession
of the promised land.
For centuries after, God so loved the world that
he kept all nations, save the one, in ignorance of his
existence. He let each god hold his own, and it was
a fair competition among the many gods which could
do his best to civilize and refine, or brutalize and degrade the human race. At length the Jews themselva, frequently led captiv by superior nations, began
to blend with their ideas of Jehovah the more human
attributes of their conquerors' gods. Judea became
a Roman province, and the world was p,repared for a
mighty change.
It seems strange that the love of an infinit God
could exhaust itself within the short space of human
life, yet Jehovah had, during all this time, never revealed to his chosen people that any existence
awaited them beyond the grave. It is true that in·
the later periods of their history, such an opinion had
found its way among them, but it had crept in from
without. They had discovered it, not in the law and
the prophets, but in the imaginat:lons of pagan poets,
and the speculations of heathen philosophers. The
rich and prosperous were slow to adopt this opinion,
and forming the sect of the Sadducees, clung with
true aristocratic convervatism to the old teaching.
The poor and suffering, however, gladly welcomed
the idea that in another world the injustice they suffered in this would be rectified. The priests, also,
who saw the power the new doctrin would confer
upon them, became its willing advocates. In addition to this, another and more universal opinion prevailed among the Jews. They were a conquered people longing for independence, and they believed that
a messiah would soon appear who would restore to
them their kingdom. They were ready to flock to
the standard of the first fanatic who might set himself up as he· that was to come.
In an obscure village of a despised province,
among the poorest of the poor, there dwelt a man
said to be descended from the royal stock of David.
He was somewhat advanced in years, but had a
young wife and son. The revolutionary ideas, which
were probably ·the frequent topics of conversation in
the little shed where his father carried on the
humble trade of a village carpenter, appear to hav
early influenced the mind and behavior of the boy.
At twelve years of age, when he should hav been
with his parents, he was found in the temple with
the doctors, "both hearing them and asking them questions" (Luke ii, 46). His mother rebuked him, saying, "Thy father and I hav sought thee sorrowing.
He said unto them, How is it that ye sought me?
Wist ye not that I must be about my father's
business?" (verses 48, 49.)
Thus early, if only the account be true, did the
youthful Jesus strike the keynote of his future character. His professed followers hav since confused
him in their minds with love incarnate, but he was
merely a rebel with a bitter tongue, that brought
trouble upon himself, but without strength of character and calmness of judgment sufficient to qualify
him for an able leader. Young, of an excitable temperament, with a tendency to insanity, flattered by
the attention of a few ignorant fishermen and vagrants, he began to imagin himself the future king
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of the Jews. Suffering irom poverty he commenced
at Erie, learn the exact condition of affairs and deTb e Tariff.
to preach the gospel to the poor. · '
cide on the advisability of making a gra~d effort.
~HE TRUTH. SEEKER of August 16th contained an
We are t?ld that his preaching was the gospel of
If favorable, they should notify the secretary of the
artiCle
~n the tariff question, by J. G. Malcolm, that
lo.ve,. of umversal, perfect, infinit love. " In the beNational Liberal League. The officers of the League
gmnmg was the word, and the word was with God was UDique and amusing if not convincing. The would at once send on the tent and the very best
author
ought
to
hav
a
copy
of
it
framed
and
preand ·~fe word was God " (John i, 1 ). And "God i~
available lecturer, thoroughly posted on the Sabbath
Jove (1 John, iv, 8). "And the word was made se~ved as a relic for tbe amusement of his grand- que~tion, with a full supply of Sabbath tracts, and
:!lesh and dwelt among us" (John i, 14). Love itself children. ~r. Malc_o!rr; is . evidently sincere, and copies of J. N. Andrew's "History of the Sabbath."
m human form, with human heart and human voice I hav no desrre to critiCise his motives in the least ?'h~ secretar;r of the National Liberal League would
o~e of ourselvs. What may we not now expect fro~ but I canna~ refrain from saying that that article wa~ msuantly notify every slate League of the facts, and
his words a~d. from his deeds? Infinit love must the most wildly absurd production on tbR subject sen~ out an urgent call to every local League in the
e!llbrace al~ m I~s affection. It can make no distinc- that I hav ever seen in print. It would take "too Umted States for help-cash donations volunteer
tion of natwnahty or rank. The tiniest insect and much space to go over the whole article and com- musicians, vocalists, distributors, and 'canvassers
the most exalted seraph must alike be objects of its ment on each point, but I will speak briefly on two (none accepted but those indorsed and recommended
bounty. I~ can hate none, loathe none, despise none, or _three. Mr. Malcolm says, "We add the tax to the by their local and district League officers). At least
but spread JOY and happiness all around. "Woe unto price of ~oods, and people must either pay the tax twenty such volunteers could be used relays each
y;ou that are rich ! for ye hav received your consola- or . do Witho~t the goods." The gentleman has week if necessary. They s~ould scatt~r, and only
twn. Woe u~to you that are full ! for ye shall hun- plamly fallen mto the old, old error of supposing that one or two board at a place, m private families as far
goods hav a n_atural or inherent price or value, and
~er" (Luke VI, 24, 25). This is not the language of
as possible.
mcarnate love, but of a poor carpenter's son. " The every cent paid for them above that price represents
Hav the best choir possible, and let each volunteer
a
duty
or
tax.
The
fallacy
of
this
idea
is
so
easily
fa~er shall be divided against the son, and the son
seek
to interest musicians and vocalists of the place
agamst the father; the mother against the daughter shown,. and has b~en shown over and over again so to take part. Let the secretary of the National Lib·
many
times,
that
It
would
be
useless
to
show
it
again
and the. daughter against the mother; the mother-in~
to those who are determined not to see it. Mr. Mal- er~l League divi~e village and five-mile circuit of
~aw agams_t her daughter-in-law, and the daughteradJacei?-t c_ountry mto ~man. di~tricts, and apportion
m-law agamst _her _mother-in-law" (xii, 53). These co~m. wo~d hav us believe that the terrible social each distnct to the chief distributor and assistants
~vii m all Its forms i~ the result of the tariff, and that
~re not ":ords msprred by divine love, but by human
so that every family would be sure to receive pro~
Jealousy m the heart of a fanatic leader. " I am not If eve;ry your:g man would get married and rear gra~s ~f the meetings, be visited by the distributor
a family of· eight children or so, our moral atmos·
sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel "
and InVIted personally to attend, and furnished with
(M_att. xiv, 24), could never hav been uttered by in- :Qhe_re would be entirely purified. This shows the tracts on the Sabbath question, adapted to create infimt love, although it might hav been spoken by ~Imitless scope of a man's imagination when he terest and arouse investigation; next by canvassers
IS m~unted on a hobby. There is about as close a
Jesus, the bigot Jew.
for one of our best periodicals; then by another disrelatiOn between the tariff and the social evil
For two years Jesus traveled about his own countributor with "History of the Sabbath," to sell or
as there is between chicken raising and astronomy.
trJ:, partly as a religious teacher, partly as a political Whe_n a lustful, incipient libertin is plotting the se- loan; then by another canvasser for another of our
agitator. In ~o.th respects he ignominiously failed. ductiOn of. a gi_rl, or is in any way led to believe that ~eading p_apers, ea.ch and all trying to create interest
Instead of stnvmg to elevate the condition of the
m attendmg meetmgs and securing members for the
her chastity Is 1?-ot temptation-proof, how much
_ p~ople, he taught them that happiness was to be ob- ~ho~ght does he giV to the tariff question as a factor League.
tamed through poverty and persecution sorrow m hiS pu;rposes? There is too muuh marrying and
~eetings should be advertised by large, handsome
meeiD,:tess, an~ humility. Luckily for ma~kind; hi~ unmarrymg now. It would be a grand blessing pamted posters on every barn and billboard; posters
t~achmg h~s m only a few very instances been practo this ~ountry if, by a fine or some other means the and dodgers kept on every available place.
tically car~Ied out. Those who adopted it in early productwn of " large families," and small ones 'too
Weekly reports, with all items of interest, should
ages. fled mto deserts.. In more recent times they sue~ as many now existing, could be prevented: be sent by the secretary of the National Liberal
hav mclos3d themselvs m convents. In either case I Wish I co~d make Mr. Malcolm, and ten thousand League to the secretary of every local League in the
the. result has been the satne. They lived aliens to others, reahze that the reckless, unchecked union of United States, with urgent appeals to use best efforts
their own race, stra~gers to the hopes and fears, the thousand~ of persons total~Y. unfit to marty, and the to get such reports and items in local newspapers.
Does anyone doubt the result of such efforts? Once
strug~les and the tmls, the sympathies and kindnesses
propagatiOn of "large famihes" of children who are
of their fellow-men. For the love of love they 1ived ment~lly, morally, and physically unsound, is re- thoroughly organized, and within two years every state
unlo"Ying and unloved, forsaking the real to dwell in sponsi?le for a large percentage of the prostitution should hav a number of such tents and tabernacles
the Ideal; and when they died and passed away and vice that surround us. Mr. Malcolm givs not for emergencies (the National Liberal League ca~
this livii?-g, moving, breathing world went on and a ~YP<?t~etical case of two young men, and seems to attend to them), but kept constantly at work in places
never missed them;. ~or though they had been in it, thmk It IS wrong that A, with a wife and eight chil- where interest has been awakened by labors of local
they had not been of It, and had conferred upon it no dren, s~ould pay more tax than B, who is single. Leagues, and no suitable hall can be obtained.
Oh, b_ut _the expense? It would be but trifling.
blessing to entitle them to its remembrance or regret. W auld It be nght for B to support A's children? He
. If Christia~ity ~e a religion ~ounded by a god who condemns the practice of allowing speculators to buy The rr;aJ_on~.Y of places would be self-supporting. But
IS love, truly It displays but httle sign of its divine an~ hold large tracts of land for speculation and in wh ~tt If It did cost ? Are we Liberal only in name
'
origin. Jesus is said to hav given a mark by which this I am hea1·tily with him. But he get~ into a and stingy braggarts in fact?
Let us sow the good seed of love and truth, and we
his followers might be recognized. "By this shall dense fog before he gets through with this point.
all men know that ye are my disciples if ye hav love He. proposes to shift $493,000,000 of revenue from shall reap a harvest of sweet peace and joy in that
one to another" (John xiii, 35). But' who are those articles of consumption to the land, and says, " The we hav not lived altogether for ourselvs. I~ no way
that show this mark of fraternal affection ? Those only way the owners of these lands could avoid pay- cal?- we so ~ell prepare for death or another life as by
who for eighteen centuries hav persecuted, impris- ~ng it ":auld be to let go of the lands." Exactly. It domg all m our power to make this a useful and a
on,ed, and put to death, when they could all who IS possible they would be able to do which they happy one. In the language of the noble, self-sacridiffered from them in opinion? Those wh~ hav car- chose of these two things, but they would not ficmg truth seeker, D. M. Bennett," A life of uprightried war and bloodshed on the globe to spread the do both; and long before even a considerable part of ness, actuate~ by !1 desire and effort to do good to
knowledge of Christianity? Those who maintain that the above sum was raised, they would " let go of the our fellow-bemgs, IS sure to bring happy results. Our
the glory of God is exalted by the torture of an err- lan~s," _and t~en _the anticipated revenue would duty and our field of action is here, among the sons
ing brother or sister in eternal flames? Those who vamsh mto thm air. Putting the burden on the and daughters of men. Let us seek to make each
say, whether from high _places or from low, whether lands of ~ctual farmers would not mend the matter. other happy, and the world better for our having lived
from the cathedral pulpit and the papal chair or in If a mans ta;xes are $100_ for all purposes, what dif- i~ it." "Those lead the happiest and most peaceful
some mise;rable vill~ge chapel, or over the teapot e~en~e. do~s It make to him what he pays it on? If hves who seek most to benefit those around them."
and the gi_n bottle m an. old woman's meeting, " If his hvmg IS taxe? $~~0, and his land nothing, or his Instead of dwelling in solitude upon the barren
any man thmk not as I thmk, believe not as I believe land $100, and his hvmg nothing will he care much islands of ~gotism and selfishness, how much better
and happier to organize, and all earnestly unite in
do not as I do, let him be anathema maranatha ?'~ which way it is?
'
Surely of none of these can we say that they bear the
We will all be happy when we find a country where efforts for the general good. Exchange the brazen
stamp of charity. On the contrary, we are com· there are no taxes to pay, nothing to do but raise trinkets of egotism and ~pleen for the golden chain
pelled to admit that Christianity has only proved "larg~ families," and call on the government-if of_ love. Let ~ll help bmld each other up, instead of
another, and the worst, element of discord in human there IS one-for all the. money we wish, with which lymg awake mghts to devise missils and epistles to
life. And so if God is love, he even yet remains hid- to support them; eat, drmk, and be merry, etc. No tear each other down.
Let us hav a live, workin~ Liberal League in every
den from us, and the world knows him not.
matter how hardened an old sinner the tariff may be
Will it be ever so ? Will he always be hidden ~ hope Mr.. Mal col~ will not again attempt to blast place where there are five hve, earnest true Liberals
under the dark cloud that human malice and preju- Its repulatw_n _entirely by spreading scandalous re- and let the desire of each and all be, ,: Who best ca~
work; who best agree." We can then make our
dice hav raised to conceal him from our eyes ? Shall ports about It Just before election.
N. G. W.
de~_ands with_ po~er; for in union is strength-in
we never see him as the loving, gentle, and merciful
effiment orgamzatwn, assured
father, but only as the cruel, blood-thirsty tyrant and
,..... victory.
OHM\. B. REYNOLDS.
'l'he National ISberal League.
oppressor? Perhaps we may. Possibly when a few
more generations hav passed away, when the intellect
A Uberal for President.
of man shall hav become more developed and his TENTS FOR SUMMER.-l'OR'rAnJ,E TABERNACLES FOH WINTo TH_E_Enrron ?F THE TnuTrr SEEKER, Sir: The sev~
heart better trained; when Moses and Jesus shall hav
TER.-CARRY THE w,\R INTO AFRICA.
taken their places beside Jupiter and Apollo; when
One ~f the a~vantages of thorough organization of e~al politiCal parties hav nominated men whom they
national and religious prejudices shall alike hav been the Natwnal Liberal League would be its ability to W_ISh to s~e elected to fill the positions of president and
swept away, and Christianity be remembered only as do efficient work in such cases as that of Mr. Samson VIce-president of this grand and glorious republic
a dark blot in the world's history; the race of men of Erie, Pa., arrested for saving his hay on the Sab~ None of the parties, so far, hav seen fit to present ~
platform that we, as earnest Liberals can conscienmay unite in one common religion, the worship of bath (i. e., Sunday).
truth wherever it may be found, one common code of
Among the first things for which the National Lib- tiously indorse and support. The;efore I would
morality, each to do his best for all. Then they may eral League should solicit dona.tions would be to pur- humbly_ suggest that when t~e next Liberal Congress
"Say: "We hav found the god unknown to our ances- chase a GO-foot diameter tent, and a EJay 20x80 porta- meets m September, candidates be nominated to
tors. He dwells not in heaven far away, but here i~ ble board tabernacle (made in sections, quickly be voted for to fill the positions of president and
our own hearts and minds. He has no terror for us, erected or taken down, transportable without liabil- vice-president of the United States. The time will
for he threatens us with no evils, visits us with no ity to dama~e)-the tent for summer use, the tuber- surely come when there must be an entire separation
of churc~ ~nd state; a~d why not try it now, when the
wrongs. He teaches the ignorant, feeds the hungry, nacle for wmter.
clothes the naked, and heals the sick. We hav found . Often a suitable hall cannot be obtained while it country IS m such a mixed condition, politically?
Seaver and Remsburg are the names I would. sughim, and we know him for the trne god for the real 1s ~enerally easy to obtain a suitable lot in~ good !agest, both earnest workers, and both well known rep~
divinity is Humanity, and he is love." '
catwn to erect a tent or tabernacle.
242 W 48th street, New York.
E. J. BoWTELL.
Had the League been or_ga~ized and in working resenting the East and West, the old and young.
or~er, the officers of the distnct League in which
I would like to see action taken in regard to the
Erie was located would immediately on hearing of matter, and I hope the delegates at the Convention
" THE Truth Seeker Annual and l!'reethinkers' the case of Mr. Samson hav notified the officers of th will propose something of the sort.
state League, making an appointment to meet thez!
Boston, Mass., Aug 101 284.
R. S. SIDELINGEI\,
Almanac," 25 cenw,
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Mr.· Charles Watts's 'l'hinl Visit to America. of his own in matters political and social. What he people, whatever their views may be, who are going
From "The Present Day," edited by George Jacob Holyoake.
admired in Mr. Watts was, that he had always been to heaven, and that if there is a hell, a place of punOn Wedriesday, August 16th, Mr. Charles Watts on the side of constructiv Secularism, and in the ishment in the next world, really bad people are the
was entertained at dinner at Anderton's Hotel, by country to which he was going he would doubtless ones who will sUffer there, and she does not _believe
various well-wishers, previous to his third visit to be a valued addition among public advocates, and there is any sin in honest doubt. This lady, as I before stated, was very activ in this church until now.
America. The editor of this journal occupied the would well earn the success they all wished him.
chair by request. The company included Mr. Mead,
Mr. Hall gave a bright and amusing account of I think she had the largest and most intelligent Suntragedian; Mr. Barnes, artist; Mr. Hall, dramatist; his platform encounters with Mr. Watts. Though day-schoel class in the church. And some time since
Mr. Sadler,' poet; ··Mr. Macdonald, literateur; Mr. not holding his opinions, he respected him very she invited her Sunday-school class, this young
Winks, political agent; Mr. Wade, and others.
much for the unfailing temper with which he main- clergyman, and a few other young people to her home
for a social visit. And behold, they, the young peoThe first toast given by what the Americans call tained them.
"the chair," was, "The United States of America,
The chairman then gave the health of their guest, ple and the young minister, committed a heinous (?)
and the Dominion of Canada-CJountries which, had which was received with many· demonstrationlf of crime while at her house. And what was it? They
spent an hour or two in her private parlor dancing.
our relations with them been dictated by the senti- regard and friendly wishes.
ments of the people, instead of the aristocracy,
Mr. Charles Watts, in an animated and effectiv And the good brothers and sisters of the church,
would be our welcome rivals in progress, and our speech, acknowledged personally to each speaker whose limbs }.av become too stiff for this kind of
allies in war."
the kindly words which had been said of him. He sport, were filled with indignation, and they soon
The chairman said the object of the assembly was expressed his gratification that the chair was oc- made it very disagreeable for the young preacher and
to wish their guest health, usefulness, and success in cupied by Mr. Holyoak e. He said his brother John Mrs. B., the lady at whose house the groat crime was
the larger England to which he was going. Mr. was trained in the school of Secularism, with which committed. And the preacher left, and Mrs. B. has
John Watts, whom many present knew, was several the chairman's name was identified, and his own withdrawn from the church. And this Mrs. B., I am
years connected with what was known as the Fleet constant desire was earnestness and sincerity should sure, was one of the best women in the church, and
Street House. He had ability, and clear discern- guide his public life, and that his advocacy should now she is driven out into the dark and beggarly
ment that things which !"elated to this world were never be wanting in due consideration for the opin- elements of the world. So we see that always and
distinct from those which pertained to another. ions of those who differed from himself. He had everywhere the church drives out its best members,
When his brother Charles, the guest of the evening, al":ays been a part_isan. of that form of Fr~et~ought for the church is not a comfortable place for a really
A FREETHINKER.
entered public life, he gave promis of like discern- which meant practical rml?rovement! and h~s aim was good person to remain in.
ment and capacity. A few years ago he made a stand .to expound that constructiv ~eculansm, whiCh taught
Marriage-What Is It1
for quality, and taste, and separateness in Secular what was t.o be done, why It should be done, and
literature. Against my interest, I thought it my duty how to do It.
.
.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: During
to take his side, by which I incurred the hostility of
Mr .. T. Mead, m terms whiCh we .could not well re- the last few months, I hav read in THE TRUTH SEEKER
his adversaries who were far more able to do me port m these columns, proposed m grateful terms and in other Liberal publications several articles
harm than he ~as to do me good, but it would not the health of. the. chairman, w~om. he said he had bearing directly or indirectly upon the subject of
. hav been a good sight that a young advocate should heard speak m Ahson street, Birmmgham, f_?rty-five marriage. All of these articles hav been ably written
be seen standing up for the credit of Secular litera· years ago. .Mr. S.adler also spoke words whiCh were and hav contained some valuable truths. The writers,
ture, and find himself friendless. But Freethought, a very plea~mg tribute from a young man.
however, seem to be writing from entirely different
The chair~an acknowledged ~he courtesy of the standpeints of opinion in regard to what marriage is.
like universal suffrage, does not necessarily bring
wisdom with it all at once, though it affords a new toast, and said those who knew h1m were aware th~t They seem to be using entirely different weights,
means of acquiring it; and difference of opinion is he alw~ys held that ~here could be no leade:ship measures, and standards of comparison. The consesometimes treated, as Christians treat it, as a per- ~mong mdependent thmkers, save the leadership of quence is that they hav made no progress in detersonal offense. But this should discourage no one, Ideas, and that gave a c~ance to all: H~ was glad mining the question of polygamy, or anything else
since variety of ideas is the attribute of Freethought, when ne':l' men appeared m the field m whiCh he had involved in the discussion. They hav gone into the
and difference of opinion, when well formed, is a new chosen himself to work,, and the abl~r they were the debate without first defining their terms.
I now
form of light, In the country to which Mr. Watts better for the truth-If th~y had_ It. He charged propose that each of them, and as many others as
is going, he will find more varieties of view than exist Mr. Watts to convey fro~ him a _fnendly message to wol,lld like to participate in the discussion, giv us, in
among us; but utter diversity of view is compatible !he Free_thought ConventiOn, whiCh he would attend a concise form, l!is or her definition of marriage.
with unity and personal friendliness, provided in- m Amenca next month.
.
When we hav arrived at an agreement as to what
dependent thinkers make no dishonoring imputations
Mr. Tovey, the secretar_y of the dmner, gave .an constitutes marriage, we can easily determin whether
against each other. It is owing to the acceptance of agreeabl~ account ~f .the Circumstances under whiCh polygamy is or is not an admissible form of marriage.
this rule that he, the chairman, was able to be pres- the me~tmg had o~Igmated, and reported two handThere are only three possible sources from which
ent that night. The object of the Secular Review, of some g~fts to the dmner an.d the guest from Mr. H. marriage could hav been derived-only three poswhich Mr. Charles Watts afterward became the pro- G. Atkmson, an.d ~- Damel Rtker. Afterwards a sible bases upon which it could stand. These are
prietor, was to maintain Secularism as a new form of remarkable remtatwn by Mr. Mead, and songs by god, man, nature. I say three sources-three bases.
Freethought, which should be self-dependent, not Mr. B~rnes and othe.rs concluded th~ fo~r ~ours' I do this, however, simply for the benefit of those
needing any theology as its basis. The Secular prin- ente:ta.mment to their guest, who will sail m the persons who believe in the existence of gods. So
ciple teaches that morality has the clearest sanctions Gallia m a few days.
far as Liberals are generally concerned, the gods
in science and experience. If a man comes in per_ _ _ _...,_ _
might be omitted from the discussion.
sonal contact with fire, his shriek is the confession The Best Members are Driven Out of the
If, however, marriage was derived from a godof the error of his ways. There is no doubtful inChurches.
source, and if it does rest upon god-authority, then
terpretation that burning is unpleasant; doctors,
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A few from which god or which set of gods was it derived,
spiritual and medical, agree in its meaning. If a years ago a young preacher was installed as pastor what is the exact definition of it as given by this god
man falls into the water and cannot get out, he knows over the Congregational church of this village. Rev. or this set of gods, what rightful authority does ·this
that the condition of things is unsatisfactory, with- J. K. Beecher, of Elmira, preached the installation god or this set of gods hav over us here in America,
out any revAlation. All the prophets, and all the sermon. In a conversation that I had with him after and when did this god or this set of gods begin to
apostles, cannot make the thing clearer; nor can the the meeting, I said to Mr. Beecher: "I hope this be unable to run this institution without the aid of
reading of all the chapters in the Bible, nor all the young man has some thought, and will be able to priests, of legislatures, etc.?
collects in the prayer-book, save the man who is sink- giv the people here some valuable ideas. For,
Again, if marriage was derived from a man-source,
ing. There must be secular help rendered to do that. although I am not a Christian or a believe1· in ortho- and if it does rest upon man-authority, then from
Well, all departures from justice and truth in life doxy, I would like to attend church once in a while what man, or what set of men, was it derived; what
are as capable of being shown to be fatal in their if we had some live man to talk to us Sundays." is the exact definition of it as given by this man, or
way, unless change of action takes place. We know, Beecher said: "I can assure you that you will be in- this set of men, and what rightful authority does this
therefore, that human evil may be averted and miti- terested in the preaching of Mr. C. He is a live man, or this set of men, hav over us here in America
gated by material means. Is there no pathos in young man. Go and hear him." And I took Mr. generally and in Utah particularly?
the uses of science as the providence of life ? What Beecher's advice.
Finally, if marriage was, or rather is, derived from
is there in there-measurement of the ark, or in critAnd I did find Mr. C. an earnest, bright, seem- nature's eternal and unchangeable laws, and if it
icising the inevitable errors of humble, untaught ingly honest young man, desirous of learning what does rest upon the authority of these laws, from
Jewish fishermen, which can move the heart like the was true and just, and, so far as he was able, putting which none of us can escape, then what is its exact
discovery that "each man, in his own hand, bears the it into his Sunday sermons. Although, of course, form as determined by these laws, and is polygamy
means of canceling his own captivity," and that of having been graduated from an orthodox theological clearly excluded by these laws?
~
others under evils otherwise absolute ? This brings school, he said many things that were chaff to me, yet
In its social bearings, if not in its political bearthat intelligent "peace of mind" which is all the he put so much real wheat into it that I liked it, and ings, also, this question of marriage is the most immore widely attainable because it does not "pass un- I attended his church nearly every Sunday; and portant one now before the American people. It is
derstanding," and which never perishes while our often Monday mornings he came into my office and of special importance, too, to those who, like myself
days remain. If Mr. Watts will use his powers of we, in the most friendly manlier, discussed his pre- (let all marriageable women re-read the last two
public speech to report that there is a form of Free- vious Sunday sermon. This young man soon became words), are candidates for election to the matrimonial
thought of this nature in England, he will make popular with the intelligent young people of the office. When a few others hav given their definitions,
an addition to the knowledge of many whom he will town, and the church seemed to prosper. But soon I will venture to giv mine, though I am not at all
address, without endangering that prosperity which a few heresy hunters got after him, and he felt it his sure that I know what marriage is.
his friends now wish him.
JOHN R. KELSO.
duty to leave the church and go to teaching. Since
The vice-chairman, Mr. T. Mead, a valued friend then the church here has had quite ordinary and
of .Mr. Watts, th!ln spoke, who said a very long ac- quite orthodox preaching, and, of course, is very weak. A. Freethought Newsdealer and the Sunday Law.
quaintance with Mr. Watts had increased his regard
But a few months ago this church procured the
To •rHE EnrroR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I infor him, and the appreciation of his genial character services of quite an able and Liberal theological stu- close you three slips cut from our Nashville paper,
in private, and what he considered his not incon- dent from one of the theological schools to preach for the Daily American, which I desire you to read.
siderable public usefulness. He, Mr. Mead, had a short time, on trial. He seemed to be, as I learned Nashville becomes more and more an ungodly, priestalways found Mr. Watts on the side of progress, and from those who heard him, an unusually able youag ridden town. The church party has control of this
though he had great ardor and eloquence, his obvi- man, and all were pleased with him. But now, as the city. They passed a very stringent Sunday law
ous aim was to be just to those who differed from saying is, " the fat is all in the fire," and the young about a year ago. Even the sale of a newspaper on
him in opinion.
man "must go," or has gone. It came about in this Sunday was a violation. I was arrested on the first
Mr. W. F. Winks, son of the Rev. Mr. Winks, of way: One of the most activ members in the church Sunday for selling a newspaper, so alleged; was fined
Leicester, a Baptist minister of repute, with whom was a Mrs. B. She happens to be the neighbor of five dollars and costs. I appealed to the Circuit
the chairman once held three nights' controversy, the writer, and we know her to be a very worthy Court. The case was there decided in my favor, and
gave an anecdote of the regard in which his father woman in the capacity of wife and mother, a woman then the city appealed to the State Supreme Court,
held his old opponent. Referring to Mr. Watts, who we believe from day to day is trying as best she but this court is composed of a set of moral cowards,
Mr. Winks said he had considerable knowledge can to liv what she calls Christianity. But she is no who were afraid of the church influence, and thereQf advocates, aud he had very decided opinions hypocrit, and no bigot, and she thinks that it is good fore rendered a decision in favor of the Sunday law.

·/

THE TRUTI:-1
Our fight had one advantage for our cause. Our enemies got scared and sort of modified the law, which
givs only newsdealers and ice cream and fruit vendors and drug stores the right to sell on Sunday, while
the other businesses must be closed at 10 o'clock A.M.
on Sunday morning.
Now, our boys do enjoy themselvs on Sunday by
baseball playing; hence the fight by these intolerant
preachers, who are afraid that by these enjoyments
their purse will lose a few nickels. The public in
general would be with us if we only had one amongst
us to take up the cudgel and giv the religious people
some good licks in a true sledge-hammer style. I
desire you to send me immediately all pamphlets
pertaining to the Sun<~ilY law question, and if you
hav some articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER, send me the
respectiv numbers of those old TRUTH SEEKERS. I
desire to collect all necessary material to enable me
stand successfully a newspaper controversy. Some, thing has to be done. If you could spare some time
and devote a small space of your valuable paper to
this question, you would receive the heartfelt thanks
of all our Infidel friends here.
F. PFISTER.
Nashville, Tenn.
_______.._
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An old hymn guage of one of our citizens," Christianity was indeed
murdered in the house of its friends last Thursday
" God moves in a mysterious way
night." The public schools of Axtell still stick to
His wonders to perform;
the old version.

be recognized, is in the near future.
reads:

He plants his footsteps on the sea,
And rides upon the storm."

And from out of this storm of party politics and
struggle for power, the right will come uppermost.
The rights of man shall yet be recognized, and the
stars and stripes shall float over a nation of free men
and free women.
MRs. J. L. YoRK.
San Jose, Cal., Aug. 12, 284.

Obituary.

Harvy Roser, near Portland, Jay Co., Ind., died of
consumption, August 1, 1884, aged twenty-three
years and one month. His illness, which he bore
patiently, lasted eighteen months. He was a young
man of more than ordinary intelligence, and was respected by all who knew him; a Liberalist in the
full sense of the word, and died maintaining that beRed-hot Politics, and How to Vote.
lief, though his Christian friends made every effort
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, FHr: In THE to induce him to abandon his belief for that of orTRUTH SEEKER of August the 16th is an atticle from thodoxy; but he gave them no encouragement. He
Mr. J. G. Malcolm on the tariff question, which de- was satisfied with Liberalism.
serves to be carefully read and studied. It ought to be
an eye-opener to many protectionists--of manufactW. F. JA~nESON gave a funeral discourse at Currie,
urers, not of home laborers, for these are not pro- Minn., on Sunday, Aug. 24, to a church full of peotected, but deluded thereby; as immigration is not ple, over the remains of Selden Shepard, son of Dr.
restricted, the Chinese excepted lately.
Shepard, formerly residing near Bay City, Mich.
Protection is an artificial help. Like a stimulant
to a sick person, it is not natural, and will not do in
A Slander Nailed.
the long run; but the "protected" come never to the
Thought.
To ·rHE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In his
time or end to giv it up willingly, and as they are in
· The watchword of the day is progression; and not power, will of course try to keep it. No matter how communication to THE .TRUTH SEEKER last week, Mr.
only of to-day, but since time began. Each cycle has much profit the protected make, they will never pay Stephen Pearl Andrews characterizes Auguste Comte
been stamped with evidence that evolution, that great any more,. for all that, to their laborers than starva- as a "comprehensiv agglomerativ conceptualist," and
intimates that Mr. Herbert Spencer is no better.
·
power which men call God, was bringing the world tion wages.
up and out of the chaos and darkness of its earlier
Now a little red-hot politics. I was an Abolition- The charge furnishes grcund for an actionable cause
conditions.
ist before there was a Republican party of high prin- against the publishers. So far as is known, the charIn all ages man has recognized a power which gov- ciples, and when this party was born voted for its acter of Mr. Spencer's mother was above reproach.
erned the world, and in his ignorance and fear has ticket when yet in the minority, but since the war Let the politicians hav the monopoly of scandal.
A SPENCERIAN PosrTrvrs'l'.
invested that power with supernatural attributes. has closed it has become a party for thieves and
Washington, Aug. 30, 1884.
And in all ages hav there been those who hav as- plunderers, at least as bad as, if not worse than, the
sumed unto themselvs authority over the people, Democratic ever was. It is a party to enrich the rich
claiming that they were the agents of that power, manufacturer, the bank and railroad corporations,
Poetic lmt Profane.
commissioned by it to enforce what they claimed to with presents and privileges, and put the taxes
After a bee stings once, the naturalist
be its wishes or commands. And through their love mostly on the laborers and the middle class. Mr.
Says it dies.
of power and greed they hav held the masses in the Malcolm's land tax, as proposed, would be just and
'l'he Spiritualist says there is no death.
bondage of fear, ignorance, and superstition, and like right; but besides that tbere should be a graduated
Now, who lies 'I
If there is no death, then nature's law
an iron rod the church has held that power over the income tax. To every thousand dollars income add
Should be amended,
people, fattening upon their poverty, and fighting the one per cent up to ninety or ninety-five per cent. Such
To kill that cursed busy bee
God they claimed to worship.
a tax would hurt no one, except those overgrown
That hath offended.
· Evolution rolls on. "'Tis only man that suffers, and rich, which are ·most always a curse to a country, selAlas ! 'tis sad to learn such things
Soar up to heaven on whistling wings,
through that suffering does he lea'rn wisdom. N e- dom a blessing. Let the capital pay the taxes, and
And dwell in summer-land,
cessityis the propelling power which develops thought not the families, as it is the case now.
With their damned stings.
National banks ought never to hav been allowed
and brings into activity the dormant powers, through
NELSON l!UNCJ.'.
which he is enabled to throw off the conditions which double interest on nine-tenths of their capital.
bind and enslave both mind and body in the superWhy does the government keep for years about
Stray Scraps.
one hundred and fifty millions stored up in the treas- A BosTON clergyman states he feels that, as a minister
stitious thraldom of the church.
'Tis thought, that unseen lever, which is potent to ury and hav it watched, while it has to pay interest of the gospel, he cannot indorse or vote for Mr. Cleveland,
overturn the religious systems and the empires of the on its debts, and when its income since the war has since having discovered his deficxion. Why not? His God
world; time and thought, working hand in hand, are closed always was larger than its expenses? Is there is the reputed father of 11 child who was not the son of its
mother's husband, and this child is the quasi founder of this _
destined to bring the world up and out of the super- a sane individual who owns, say $20,000, and pays gospel
of which he is the minister.
stitions and bondage of the past into the glorious interest on it, and will carry around or keep hidden
SAID
Senator Hoar at Concord, Mass., .July 24th, at a meetin
the
house
$2,000?
light of liberty, reason, and science. Thought is the
of the Republicans, quoting from .James Russell Lowell's
What business has this Republican party govern- ing
great highway of progression, and the great crime of
Bigelow papers: "The right to be 11 cursed fool is human.
the church is that it has suppressed thought, that ment to make itself the keeper and watchman of the It's common, as a general rule, of every man who is born of
libertv of conscience has been denied to man, and rich man's money, to store his gold and watch it, and woman." 'l'hen it is not common with men who are not born
pope and priest hav arrogated to themselvs the right for his convenience giv him certificates. Does this of woman, those who are born of horses, monkeys, dogs, cnts,
etc.? How is that for the Bible, the author of the Bigelow
to do the thinking for the world. But the day of good (?) government take care of the poor man's sav- papers,
and Senator Hoar for sound statement? And yet when
myths and superstition is past, and though the priest ings? By no means.
our distinguished senator uttere<l the foolish scriptural n.phorTurn
the
rascals
out!
Any
party
long
in
oilice
will
may mumble o'er his creeds and strive with all his
ism he was greeted with "great laughter and applause."
might to sustain his tottering altar, the battering detlilriorate, and should be changed from time to time.
A MmAcur,ous EscAl'E.-Willinm Strange, one of the memrams of truth are leveled against its walls, and with No better time will ever come than now to punish bers of the Bicycle Club of Brockton, had 11 miraculous escape
every blow science casts her rays across the dark- the Republican party for its sins by turning it out, to from instant death Friday morning. He was walking along the
ness, and time only is needed to complete the work; improve it thereby, if it is possible. The Democratic tracks of the Old Colony Itailroad near Soule';; lumber-yard
when he W11s struck by the Woods Hall express, commonly
and as the darkness of the past givs place to the glo- candidate is a man of unblemished honesty, to the known
as the "Flying Dude," and was thrown twenty feet
rious light of reason, and man is enabled to think for contrast of the Republican candidate, who, as is into the air. He landed by the side of the track, and when
himself, he does not fear to stand face to face with proven, has enriched himself by the aid of his high picked up he was found to bo unhnrt, barring a severe shaking
truth, seeking to know t4at which he has been taught office. I hav no love for the Democratic party, but up and a few bruises. 'l'he ",Flying Dude" was making fortyfive miles per hour when it struck Strange.-Boslon JournaL
were the mysteries which were not for man to know; when the Republican party followed other leaders Is it not about time that such statements came to an encl in
he has learned that these mysteries were but the than Sumner and Greeley it went to the bad.
our respectable dailies? I hav seven by me equally ridiculous.
No Abolitionist, nor any knowing, sensible man, If God was intending to work a mimcle, why did he hav the
blind with which the church has sought to hide from
him the key to the great storehouse of knowledge will admit that the Republicans hav given to the car strike Htrange at all, and throw him twenty feet into the
air? Had he been suspended in the air 11 few feet, in the
which science is throwing open to the world, and blacks the vote for justice's sake. No, it was simply sight of !til, directly over the car, and there remained until the
from whose inexhaustible supplies the world can for- done for policy's sake, to make the blacks followers to train had passed, or been set out Ly tho roadside while the
the Republicans, to keep themselvs thereby in office "Flying Dude" was making forty-five miles per hour, and
eve!' draw.
then set Lack again, there might Le some reason in labeling it
But the church is not the only foe to progression and power.
a "miraculous escape." A sham miracle that, when some one
Turn these rascals out.
FnEDK. KoEZLY.
which thought has to wage war against. Kingcraft,
escapes rtn accident every day, nnd some one is killed every
New Yodc, Aug. 22, 1884.
an outgrowth of priestcraft, has to be driven from the
day, and no God interferes! Hav done, Mess1·s. Editors, with
such folly, or admit that you can swallow ,Jonah, the whale,
world, and its fostet child, monopoly, which is only
the sea, and all that in it is.
'fhe ltev. John Jasper's Rival.
kingcraft in embryo; but thought and time will acAT the New England Assembly, Framingham, Mass., .July
complish this. For as the mind expands and is capaFrom the Axtell, Kan., Anchor.
~Ir. Yan Phow Lee, one of the Chinese students cnlled
ble of new thought, the avenue by which the people
When the Rev. Jasper, the somewhat noted col- 23d,
home by the government two years ago, but who is now recan be liberated ftom the thraldom of the money ored preacher of Richmond, Va., raised his voice and leased
from his vassalage to the empire and has re-entered
kings of the world will be opened. Thought is to said: "Bredren, you gets up in de mornin' and sees school at New Haven, first spoke on the difference between
take the place of war, and arbitration will be the po- de sun in de east, and in de ebenin'you sees it in de the family disciplin of this land and his own-" the former
tent power which shall bring the world into a condi- west-I tell you, bredren, de sun do move,~' he. was were very severe in case of n.cciJent or disobedience. He
wished he had the privilege of kissing all the little girls betion where war shall be unknown.
given credit for hiiving some originality, but we did fore him." No doubt, no doubt. We see lVIr. Y. P. Lee is fast
The evils which exist in the United States to-day not know that he had any disciples until last Thurs- becoming Christiani,.;erl hy his clerical teachers (who shall say
are the results of conditions through which the gov- day evening. The Hon. John E. Remsburg, after de- civili,.;ed ?), when he selected, from the thousands of Snndayvictims, "all tho little girls" to kiss, and "nary" boy.
ernment has been passing. Time will bring change. livering an eloquent lecture on" False Claims," in- school
Ancl yet his amatory wish was greeted with laughter by the
The great heart of this nation is ttue and loyal to the vited discussion, and one of our local divinities ac- holy crowd of shepnrrls and saints. Ham Chandra Bose
government, and it will see to it that the ~overnment cepted the invitation. In course of his remarks he spoke of his once being an idolater, worshiping the monkey,
is loyal to. the people. The stars and strrpes do not brought down his digit with terrific force on the ete., and told his Chinese brother that the life of females in
country would exclude him effectually from his coveted
float over a nation of slaves, but in everyone's breast Bible, and made the somewhat peculiar statement his
osculatory gmtifications, as marriage occurred before birth
that
the
world
was
flat.
The
audience
was
slightly
thtobs a heart that will stand by his countty, his liboften, and a! ways before nine years of age. And yet these
erties, and his rights. The government of the taken aback at his utterance; the house came down. Chinese clericals are instructing the elite of Boston in the way
We believe this man should be pulled off the track. to Zion with their faces turned thitherwards. The conference
United States'was not formed in the interests of any
the evening of the same day discussed, "Bringing Children
party, but for the people. Evolution is still at work. Mr. Remsburg is a Freethinker, but an intelligent on
to Christian Decision." Mothers, keep watch of these holy
Order will take the place of this chaos of political man, and to hav a champion of religion get up in an kissers, whether Chinese or Amm·ican, if you wish to preserve
strife, and a party of the people, and a government argument and make the statement that ''the world is those little girls pure and unspotted from priestocracy.
Barre, Mass., Aug. 22, 28'1.
- ELLA E. GrllSON.
of the people, in which the rights cif the people will flat" does not help the case one bit. To use the Ian-
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g[ommunicatioqs.
An Idle Day.
DEAR GENE: You will remember that when I stated
to Mr. Somerby my intention of going on a vacation
by sea and land, he interposed the objection that I
would not be admitted aboard any boat that sailed
from New York. He thought I looked too much like
a Jonah. With his words in my mind, it was not
without some misgivings that on July 23d I applied
at the office of the New York and Portland Steamship line for a ticket on board the Franconia for the
latter place. But I passed in the fare to the clerk,
accompanied by my card, and after an elaborate survey of both, he handed me a ticket on which the
number of my berth was written and my name painfully misspelled. So far, thought I, Somerby was
wrong.
Later on it began to look as though our business
manager had made a close guess. In less than thirty
minutes after leaving the wharf we bumped into the
Sound steamer Rhode Island. She was sound no
longer. We carried away the rail on her starboard
quarter abaft the wheel. I don't vouch for the
maritim architecture of that sentence, but if it is
incorrect you know enough abo\1-t repairing accidents
to splice it. As for ourselvs, the projecting prow of
our boat was broken off and far around with fragments strewed the sea. Down went the anchor,
the cable Jmstling out through the iron-rimmed hole
at great speed, and with a noise like that made by a
train of cars. When it had been ascertained that
the sailing qualities of our boat had not been impaired, the chain hustled back again, winding itself
about a capstan which the crew revolved by means
of handspikes. I noticed that the exercise of turning the capstan fast enough to take in-the slack of
the cable as it pushed itself out of the water caused
the men to perspire and swear freely. When the
anchor had climbed aboard, we resumed our course,
and as we pushed our battered nose along up the
-East River we were the object of general interest and
remark. The ·accident was due to the carelessness of
the captain of the other boat. The only regret expressed aboard our vessel was that we had no bowsprit. In that case we wOuld hav "lifted the whole
saloon off the Rhode Island."
The excitement caused by the collision had scarcely
been got under control when the windiest shower I
ever experienced came down. out of the northeast.
Chairs and stools moved hastily across the deck and
brought up against the lee rail. The awning snapped
and flapped, and broke a stanchion or two before the
crew could take it in. A large number of the passengers soon sought their staterooms to be alone. I
hung to the rail in a sheltered place on the lower
deck, and watched the elements, and thought again
of Somerby's prediction and of the luckless man who
journeyed long ago from Joppa to Tarshish. I would
not, like him, go to sleep in the stern of the vessel,
for, by a strange coincidence, the stateroom assigned
to me was farther aft than any of the others. The
rain soon ceased, and off to leeward I noticed that a
whale was blowing water up into the air. Occasion·
ally he threw a portion of his black and shining carcass above the surface of the water, and fluked his
tail in a vicious manner that I did not like. His eye,
if )llY imagination caught its expression aright, had
a wicked gleam and was turned toward me. The
parallel between ·my case and Jonah's seemed to
grow more striking. I looked into the mess room.
The crew were talking about something, but the purport of their conversation I could not catch. I
glanced at the interior of the cabin. An old Scotchman had brought the Bible up close to the window to
catch the last light of the fading day, and at the head
of the page where he had opened the book I beheld
the word " JONAH." That appeared to settle it.
Somerby's reputation as a prophet was vindicated,
and I could only await the last act which should fulfil his dire prediction. Resolved to await it patiently,
I entered the cabin, sat down at the table, and proposed a game of eucher to a man who, I afterwards
found out, was a Methodist minister. The scheme
did not work. He was engaged in committing to
paper some illustrations which he had drawn from
recent events, namely, that we should be constantly
prepared to die, in anticipation of collisions and
storms; but, in case we were suffered to survive such
adversities, we should submit to the divine will and
patiently and cheerfully continue to Jiv. Such resignation impressed me deeply, and, so impressed, I
hunted up my berth and slept soundly until the
breakfast bell rang. The storm had by that time
abated, no leviathan was to be seen, the old Scotchman was seasick in his berth, and I had missed the
chance to spend three days sitting on the back tooth
of a whale, looking out for land. It doesn't follow
because a man can buy paper close and work up the
book trade, that he is necessarily a prophet.
Now that I hav demonstrated the truth that the
language of prophecy must not be pressed too closely,
I would like to go back and bring up another chapter in my experience. When I went aboard the

Franconia, the first person to attract my attention
was a rather short and rotund gentleman sitting in
the after part of the boat. He was regaling his mind
on a copy of Harper's Weekly, and extracting material
encoumgement from a lunch-bag which lay on the
seat beside him. I took his dimensions mentally according to my best judgmeilt, and catalogued him as
either a dynamiter or a clergyman. I thought he
might be the former because he had such a guileless
and inoffensiv look about him. In that regard, as
well as in general make-up, he strikingly resembled
the Anarchist, Henry Appleton. He had also, as I
learned when he inquired the time of day, the full
voice and distinct articulation peculiar to men accustomed to public speaking. But added to all, he bore
a look of sanctimony mingled with good nature that
made me incline toward the ministerial theory. His
mouth was alternately pursed in deep reflection or
broadened in a smile. We made ourselvs neighbors
without much formality, and maintained a conversation on casual topics until we began passing through
the quick water of Hell-Gate, when my new acquaintance inquired if that was not "Hurl-Gate." After
that I knew he was a preacher, and put the question
to him direct. He ackn0wledged modestly that it
was his blessed prerogativ to break the bread of everlasting existence to a congregation of Methodists in
Blairstown, New Jersey. I gave him my name and
occupation, together with a copy of the Ohristwn Advocate and Boston Investigator, which I chanced to hav
in my pocket. He read the :Advocate attentivly, but
handed the Investigator back to me with a thoughtful
countenance and a sad shake of the head.
Another thing happened which would hav convinced me that this man was a clergyman, even if I
had had no other source of information. When the
shower came up of which I hav spoken, there w~re
several young and interesting ladies occupying the
upper deck. I gained the lower dec].: in advance of
these, and was standing near the companion-way
when they attempted to descend. The stairs were
steep and narrow, and an ill-mannered and audacious wind blew the drapery of the ladies about in
such a manner that both hands were needed to keep
it properly adjusted. Their descent was therefore
attended with some embarrassments. I was about
to step forward with what grace I could command
to help the girls down, when something swept past
me with a rush as though borne on the wings of the
blast. It was the minister; and in less time than
it takes me to write these words, or you to read them,
each individual female had slid through his hands
and was in the cabin. I bear him no grudge, for my
chagrin at being relieved of so pleasant a duty was
altogether swallowed up in admiration of his monumental nerve.
Next day the parson and I met again upon deck.
The sun was sparkling upon the water of the Atlantic,
the breeze just fresh enough to cool the air, and the
ship rolled easily with the slight swell. Under these
softening influences I wondered how any man could
keep his mind strung up to the rigidity of Methodism.
I looked compassionately upon my reverend companion, and tried to think scarcely less of him because
he believed in everlasting fire and worms. I argued
with myself that I would avoid a discussion of religion with him, and would speak kindly to the erring.
Perhaps unkindness made him so. But the conflict
was inevitable, in spite of my endeavors to avert it.
I don't know what opened the ball. I can only remember that before I was aware of it he was talking
to me of the peace that passeth understanding, the
glory of God, the truths of the gospel, and so forth,
and I was firing back at him questions that he could
not answer, with a directness that he could not ignore. I had not read Col. Kelso's " Bible Analyzed "
for nothing. When he finally made the remark,
" Great is the mystery of godliness," I concluded that
I might rest the matter there. That is the dodgecorner of the believer. You cannot drive him out of
it, and if you press him hard he loses his temper. So
we drifted away to other topics; talked some of philosophy, of poetry, and of personal experience. In
the first we were tyros, in the second both could
quote the same passages, while in reminiscence and
rare anecdote I readily yielded him the palm. Ho
told me stories of temptation resisted and unresisted;
how sometimes a brother clergyman fled from the
Delilah, and how at other times he did not, until I
began to believe that the life of a preacher held out
somQ substantial allurements after all. Then he
turned to the trials that beset the man of God-the
difficulties, for instance, of writing a weekly sermon.
Congregations, he said, were often cold and unsympathetic, and could not appreciate a good sermon if
they were so fortunate as to hear one. Before such
assemblages of people he had worked himself into a
perspiration and shouted himself hoarse over the sins
of the world. But no response came, an!l he would
leave off where he began. With the remark from him
that there wasn't difference enough between us to
quarrel over, I bade the Rev. Mr. Conklin good-night.
I parted from this gentleman at Portland, Me. with
considerable regret. He invited me to visit his' town
and attend his charch, and I told him we would be
glad to see him at T:a:E TRUT!J SEEKE11 office wh~never

he chanced to visit New York. He took a boat for
Orr's Island, and I wandered about the depot waiting
for the train which should carry me away to the
Aroostook.
I hav spoken of an old Scotchman whom I saw
reading the story of Jonah aboard the boat. At the
depot in Portland I found him seated upon his valise
with the book of Psalms in his hand. He recognized
me, and placed himself under my guidance. He was
bound for some point in the province of New Brunswick, and our route would be .the same for a long
distance. We took a short walk together through
the elm-shaded streets of the city. Before we had
proceeded a hundred rods he stopped short and inquired,
"Young man, may I ask what place of worhip you
attend when at home?"
Now, I had had enough of religious discussion in
the company of the Rev. Mr. Conklin. I was more
interested in looking at Portland. I was willing the
old gentleman should make use of me as a guide and
interrogation point, but if I must purchase his society at the price of a theological debate, then I should
hav to try and struggle through without it. So I
told him that I didn't worship. I didn't like to break
the Sabbath day by going to church. I further in·
formed him that I was a member of the Freethinkers'
Association, believed Ingersoll to be doing the great- .
est work of any ·man on earth, living or dead, and
wound up by giving him a card bearing my name and
calling. I thought perhaps that would paralyze him
and he would go back to the depot and wait for the
train alone while I explored the city. But it wasn't
his day for going back. He made me his confidant
right away, stated the condition of his soul toward
God, and wanted to know if I thought he stood right
with the master. I assured him that in my judgment
he was solid with Saint Peter, and would undoubtedly be furnished with an expensiv harp. He drew
considerable consolation from my assurance; but
wished I could also be brought to enjoy the comforts
of his religion. I could not see that he was any more
comfortable than myself, and his soul worried him
more in a minute than mine had troubled me all my
life. On the cars this man talked me to sleep, still
harping on the same old string. _There ought to be
some remedy for this sort of religious persecution.
No person is safe from it. I could enjoy talking with
the minister, because he was a man of intelligence
and thought, but this Scotchman is dogma personified, and rel~gion has only furnished him with the
capacity to become a bore.
Portland is th~ first city I had ever seen flourish·
ing under the prohibitory law. There has been so
much discussion of prohibition in THE TRUTH SEEKER
that I 'took great interest in it. The steamer Franconia I had found to .be manned by men from Maine;
and all were prohibitionists from the deck up. The
steward regarded the liquor question as something
slightly more important than that of human slavery,
and rum-selling was in his judgment a capital offense.
I tried to discuss the matter with him frmn that point
of view, and inquired as to the workings of the prohibitory law in his nativ state. He acknowledged
that it did not prevent the surreptitious, or even
open, sale of ardent spirits, but jumped at me with
the proposition that under the present law Maine
bas fewer lunatics in her asylums, according to her
population, than New York, and demanded peremptorily that I should furnish an explanation for that
alleged fact. Now, I hav no prejudice against the
prohibition of liquor-selling; I believe it would be a
good thing; but the man was so arrogant that! found
he could not be reasoned with, and I closed the discussion with the remark that the emptiness of Maine's
asylums might posSibly be in some measure accounted
for by the fact that all her lunatics were not shut up.
Near to the wharf where the boat landed its passengers is a place that looks like an express office. I
entered it in search of a time-table. Back of a low
partition was a room with a bar running across one
side of it, behind which stood a man smoking a short
clay pipe. In answer to the jocose inquiry if he sold
whisky, to my astonishment he set a bottle and glass
upon the counter. I tested the contents of the bottle by the sense of smell; it was whisky, but more
abominable smelling stuff never saluted my nostrils.
I told the man that was rotgut, and he laughed sardonically. Between that place and the Maine Central depot whisky shops are conspicuous; and, standing upon the steps of the station, one can count no
less than half a dozen places where, unless they hav
some innocuous liquid that much resembles whisky
in smell and color, ardent spirits can be obtained.. I
learned that, as election time approaches, no officer
of the law who hopes to be again called to serve the
people will endanger his prospects by meddling with
a saloon keeper. 'rhe sympathy of the mass of voters
is not with him. The result is that drinkers can get
all the liquor they want by paying for it; but the re ...
mark of Artemas Ward applies here, that " the liquor
is not so good in temperance hotels as it is in other
hotels." The modus ope1·andi of drinking in a hotel is
something like this: Two men approach a tavernkeeper, and one inquires if he sells liquor. The reply
is in the uegativ. He then leads the way to a private
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- room, takes a-jug out ·of a trunk, and pours some of
. its contents into a pitcher, which he sets before his
guests. The men turn out their dose, the landlord
places them back to back, and in that position they
raise their glasses and empty them. Neither has
seen the other drink, but each is pretty confident
that the other has just turned into his interior a dose
of something that he would be better off without.
They tell of a man here who manufactured a barrel
of liquor according to a recipe which he had read.
Turpentine was among the ingredients. Fortunately
he never sold it. He drank the first dram himself,
and it killed him.
I spent five hours looking about Portland. It is
mainly made up of dwelling-houses. What occupation the people follow as a general thing I could not
determin; there certainly are not manufactories
enough to keep them busy. Fishing, clam-digging,
and ca.rting about cedar shingles were the most
prominent industries I observed. At Portland I
bought a ticket for Houlton, Aroostook Co., Maine,
concerning which place and vicinage I will discourse
next week.
Your affectionate brother,
GEORGE MACDONALD.

More Politics.
To 'l'HE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I am
pleased to see that you are a good enough Liberal to
giv your patrons a hearing on the seemingly complicated political situation. But for myself, speaking
from a genuin Liberal standpoint, I assert that there
is nothing " complicated " about it at all. But a majority of your correspondents on this question seem
to be in great trouble as to .what is best to do in the
coming contest. Now, this is the biggest conundrum
that I hav had to wrestle with in this year of grace,
1884; and why? Because, after a true Liberal, who
knows anything about the history of the parties in
the field, has read their platforms, I think there
!;hould be no cause for hesitation, as there is only one
thing that he can consistently do, and that is to vote
for Butler. "And why Butler?" methinks I hear
some one say. Because his official record is clean, and
the only one that challenges investigation of his
official action, and he stands on and indorses the only
platform that contains any progressiv principles. Such
being the case, I pity any Liberal who cannot see his
way clearlJ> for he is a blind adherent to partyism,
and all that that implies. Every intelligent Liberal
knows that the two old parties hav outlived their usefulness-one livs on tradition, the, other on dead
issues and pretense. They were called into existence
to perform a certain work. That being accomplished,
they obstinately refuse to recogn~ze the demands of
the present. While we do not claim that the Na- tional platform covers the whole demands of Liberalism we do claim that, either directly or indirectly, it
me~ts a very large portion of them, because its sole
aim and object is to establish that equality between
the people under this government designed by its
founders, and upon which its permanency absolutely
depends, or history is a gigantic lie. And this me~ns
a more just distribution of the products of labor, whiCh
means more home comforts and a higher culture and
development of brains for the laborer and his children. And hence he becomes less and less the tool
of politician and priest.
In conclusion I would earnestly make two suggestions. One is that you, Mr. Editor (if you deem it
compatible with the best interests of your paper),
publish in THE ~RUTH SEEKER the platfo~ms of the
four parties now m the :field. The other IS that not
only should every Liberal. procure an~ re~d Gen.
Butler's ringing address which appears m this morning's papers, but that every ~iberal League. hav .it
read in their meetings and discussed. I beheve m
getting all we can an~ developing our forces to the
end that we may obtam more.
JorrN WAnr..
Paterson, N. J., Aug. 19, 1884.

'l'o the Liberals' and Freethinkers' Conventions
of' 1884:.

the mind from grasping at the reforming of all these
priesthoods at once. I make the same attempt to instruct these conventions that I did last year to instruct our so-called land-reformers in that body, that it
is the great quantity of land and ruling power that the
aristocracies of Europe hav entailed upon themselvs
that hav produced such a hell there, and not the
righteous and inalienable right and title of entailment~ For if a separate, equal, and perpetual share
of the soil were entailed upon every human being as
their natural right, with the privilege only of each
sex exchanging them with each other, but never to be
alienated by sale or debt of any kind, none would
ever be without a home, tha power of employment,
and the means of a living.
I endeavored to call the attention of the congress
to the ease with which we could, as nearly all the
land in the United States is now surveyed into townships and sections, locate homesteads by entailing a
certain quantity of the lands of all the present and
future owners, so that all could organize by townships and vote direct for law, instead of candidates,
throughout every state; rule themselvs by townships,
and thus begin in the United States the last form of
society, that of an inalienable farmstead self-governing democracy, thus establishing the true system of
the moral world, which has been delayed four centuries longer than the true system of the physical
world, by Copernicus, in consequence of all its institutions becoming founded upon erroneous principles.
But congressmen can appreciate their salaries far
more than these thorough principles of a true form
of society. They cannot soar over an earth converted into a landscape of farmsteads and parks combined, surrounded with forest trees on their boundaries; with fruit trees next; with cereal and vegetable
fields and lake in the center; and with barn, wind mill,
and electric mill combined to grind fibrous plants,
fruits, cereals, and the electric light and fire for the
neighboring dwellings.
LEwis MASQUEUIER.

Christ Not Crucifie{l Under Pontius Pilate.
It is now easy to account for the bewilderme-nt of
all who hav undertaken to write the history of primitiv. Christianity. From Eusebius down to Renan
they hav been hoodwinked by the false accounts of
Christ crucified under Pontius Pilate. The fact that
a Jesus was stoned and hanged for sorcery in Judea
about 75 n.c. was scarcely known even to learned
Jews when gentile pens fabricated the gospels that
now survive, describing the event as happening a
hundred years later. It was an audacious and a
clumsy fraud, but in an uncritical age it was successful. The contradictions of the gospel writers are
fatal to the historical truth of the story; and in some
of the narrativs that were extant in the time of Eusebius there was a fatal blunder in regard to the year
of the crucifixion. Pilate was appointed procurator
in the twelfth year of Tiberius, which was A.D. 25 or
2G. This Eusebius proves by Josephus, and then
remarks:
"Hence the fraud of those persons is plainly proved, who
lately, and ul other times, hav given currency to certain spurious
acts against ow· .~avior, in which the very time C!f' Ihe drde proves
the falsehood of the inventors. For in the fomth conHulship of
Tiberi us, which was the seventh year of his reign [A.JJ. 20 21]
those things are said to hav occurred, which they htw dared
to say respecting his salutary suffering [i.e. crucifixion]. At
which time indeed it is plain that Pilate was not yet appoin.led
over Judea, if Josephus is to be credited, who pluinly says, in
the work already cited [Ant. xviii, 2, §2, and 4, §2] that l'ilate
was appointed procurator of Judea by Tiberius, in the twelfth
year of his reign" (Ens. i, 9).

Thus it appears that as late as the fourth century
there were those who alleged that Christ was crucified A.D. 21.
Eusebius is very indignant at these propagators of
falsehood, and finds it as easy to upset their chronology as the "Man of Sin" does to detect the false
chronology of Luke, which the first church historian
accepts without question. For example, take the
very next chapter of Eusebius: Following the text of
Luke, he says that in the fifteenth year of 'fiberius,
which was the fourth year of Pilate, Jesus Christ was

earlier interpolation about John the Baptist was
quoted (though erroneously) by Origen a hundred
years before, Eusebius, perhaps, was not cognizant
of the later interpolation of the passage concerning
Christ.
The attempt to fix either the year or the day of
the alleged crucifixion has always failed; the problem
remains unsolved. In the early part of 1882 a Mr.
W. T. Lyman wrote as follows to the London Standard:
"~'he old idea that our Lord's passion and resurrection occurred A.D. 33 (given in most Bibles which hav dates in the
margins) was founded on the traditional belief that he was
about 33' years on earth. . . . ~'he only real doubt about
the dato of the resurrection is whether it was A.D. 2!) or 30.
Now astronomy tells us that the full moon, which would he
Paschal in tho former year, fell on l:iaturday, April H\th, whioh
is inconsistent with the circumstances narmted. But in A. D.
30 that full moon was on 'l'hursday, April Gth, on which day
tho Passover meal was eaton [at evening], and our Lord suffered the next clay (in our reckoning [but] tho same day in the
Jewish), on which other observances connected with the Passover were still to be kept. 'l'his, then, I hav little doubt, w~s
the true year· and if so of com·se the first Easter was on Apnl
9th, on which day we sh!tll this year celebrate its !tnnivcrsary."

Another theologian, Justice Joseph P. Bradley, of
the Supreme Court of the United States, has undertaken to solve the problem, and he figures out the
same result as MI·. Lynn did before him. His honor
says:
"~'here were only three years from A. D. 27 to A. n. 35 incl usiv
in which tho 1st of Nisan, and consoquently the 15th of Nisan,
happoned on l!'riday, and those were A.D. 27, 30, and 3:1, the
last of which is very doubtful. But tho crucifixion could not
hav happened bofore A.D. 28, and probably not Inter than A.D.
31. 'l'hereforo, the year 30 is the only one which satisfies all
the conditions of the problem. It docs satisfy them, becnuse
it givs opportunity for J csuH to tench publicly for nbout three
years, and to attend three l'nssovers during his min!stry; ur
four, according as it commenced before or aftor Ap1:1l 3, A.D.
27. Now, since in A.D. 30 tho 1st of Nisan fell on l?r1day, the
24th of March, the 15th fell on Fridtty, the 7th of April, which
was the day of the crucifixion."

We now quote McClintock and Strong's Cyclopedia
on the same question:
"Tho results of strict lnnttr culcnlation indicate o11ly oue f!f
the si:c years mentioned [form A.D. 28 to :13 inclusiv], viz, A.D. 20,
in which the 14 Nisan wtts tho 18/h (I( March anrl Fridl!y. If
a cortttin laxity as to the rule ho allowo!l, a 14.th NiHan ruay
possiuly hav f1tllen on the 3d of April, Frillay, in A.D. :~3. But
if in compliance with tho ttpparout import of the lirHt throe
gospels, withont explanation from the fourth, it iH contonded
thttt tho crucifixion took pl1tco on the day aftor [!] the ]'assover, the year may hav lloen A.D. 30, in which tho 15th Nisan
fell on Friday, 7th April; or A.D. 33, in which it wus (in strictneHH) Friday, 3d April" (Art. Chronology).

This writer differs from the other two when he says
that the 14th of Nisan was the Passover day, unless
he means by the 14th the beginning of the Jewish
15th at sunset. He also contradicts them in saying
that the 15th of Nisan, A.D. 30, was the day afi,er the
Passover. The 14th was only the preparation. At
sunset, when the 15th of Nisan began, the lamb was
roasted and eaten; the next day, 1:. e. the 15th, was the
holy convocation (see Smith's Bib. Die). But the
three calculators agree that the 15th of Nisan, A.D. 30,
was Friday, April 7th, as it certainly was, for the full
moon fell on that day. It is also true that March 18,
A.D. 28, was Friday, but it could not hav been the 1Gth
of Nisan, because the Jewish Passover never occurs
before March 21ith. Therefore Ghriot, was not, crucified
on a Passov('}f' Ji'T'iday A.D. 29.
Nevertheless, that was the year fixed by the early
fathers. Clement of Alexandria positivly affirms that
Jesus suffered in the fifteenth year of Tiberius (A.D.
29); and Tertullian fixes the day March 25th (Mise I.
To the Jews, 8). The ancient Syriac documents discovered in 1841- 7 place the crucifixion in the same
year (Ante-Nicene Lib.). The early fathers were
therefore consistent in limiting the ministry of Christ
to one year. Irenmus, however, insisted that it must
hav been at least twenty years, and that Jesus lived
to be an old man (Heres. ii, 22, ~4, G). Hippolytus,
a disciple of Irenwus, repeated substantially the same
strange blunder (Itefut. x, 2!1). Both accepted the
four gospels as authority, and believed that Christ
was crucified under Pontius Pilate, whose procura.torship ended A.D. 37. Ireuwus also averred that
Christ died on "the sixth day of the feast," instead of
the first or great P.assover day, and that it was "the
day of the preparation," 1:. e., for the sabbath (Heres.
v, 23, §2). And Tertullian made a similar mista~e in
saying that it was March 2Gth, which, though Fnday,
was a whole week after the full moon in March, A.D. 2D.
But if the crucifixion was on the Passover day as
described in the Synoptics, there seems to hav been
no Passover Friday between A.D. 28 and 33 inclusiv,
but April 7, A.D. 30; so that upon the evidence adduced, judgment must be rendered in favor of Messrs.
Lynn & Bradley.
But, unfortunately for the cause of Christianity,
every gentile theologian, from Clement of Alexandria
down to Mr. Justice Bradley, has been misled into a
fatal error by the forgers of the Synoptic gospels.
Every learned Jew knows that the great Passover
day was never allowed to fu.ll on Friday; and that the
Jews never tried or executed anybody on that holy
day. And the forger of the fourth gospel knew this
whe:::J. he described the crucifixion as occurring the
day before the Passover.

Will these conventions please to widen their pro- ~~n~i;!:~t~~~\::.a~8. T:~~ ~~~t s~h~!~i~a:~~~~~i;
gram and recognize that there _is a la~dlord, monopo- now holds that Jesus was only twenty-nine in that
lizing, and also an office-holdmg priestho~d, as -yell year ? They are all compelled to admit that he was
as a religious one, that hav been and are still cursmg born at least four if not seven years bejore the Chrismankind throughout all ages? The landlording tian era.
·
priesthood has been and is st~ll rapidly mo_nopolizing
But not only was Eusebius hood winked by fabrinearly all the soil and reducmg the labormg masses
h
d
. d b·f
·
· t
cated gospe1s; e was eceive
y orgeries Ill erto a helpless state of tenure, h_ ireling slavery,f and
h
polated
in
Josephus.
He
devotes
a
chapter
to
"
The
pauperism, by a rentage exceedmg the power 0 . t e Testimonies respecting John the Baptist and Christ,"
whole business of society to pay. Both the hereditary in which he quotes the spurious passages in Josephus
and the elected office-holding priesthood, headed by concerning John and Jesus-passages which were
kings, presidents, governors, and legislativ oligar~h- admitted to be forgeries by David Blondel, a French
ies believed by the ignorant to represent the hb- Protestant divine who lived a hundred years before
erty interest and happiness of the whole people, are Dr. Lardner. Having adduced these forged testitaxi~g them to the amount of half their labor, while monies, the pious historian waxes wroth again at the
the landlords lay the whole tax upon their tenants propagators of "spurious acts against our savior,"
and extort nearly all the other half of their la~or for denouncing them in this manner:
to
thems elvs·' while these so-called rulers appropnate
·
h
"When such testimony as this is transmitted to u~ by a histhemselvs unchecked, enormous salaries, With t e ex- torian who sprung from the Hebrews themselvs, both respectpenses of' wars made by themselvs, and which the ing John the Baptist and our savior, what subterfuge can be
destitute people hav to fight. And yet, there is still left to prevent those from being ~JOnvictecl. ,t,les!.itut~ of all
a masculin priesthood that has enslaved womankind shame, who hav forged the acts a~mnst ~hem 1 (bus. 1, 11.)
TEACHEI\: "What is me~JJ:ut by the almighty hand?"
ally long that must be reformed.
Some hav suspected that Eusebms forged the paseqNow, it is only a narrowness of view that prevents, sage in Josephus concerning Christ. But as the Pupil: "Four aces."
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the top of the head to the soles of the feet, remain sane; cursed
A Mystery Adequately Accounted For.
may he be by Jesus Christ, son of live God, with all the
We are in receipt of the following letter from an
power of his majesty, and 'may there rise against him heaven,
with all the virtues which it contains, so as to deliver him to esteemed correspondent in Red Rock, Montana:
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
the eternal punishment, if he does not repent and confess his
" To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In your paper
fault. :Amen. May it happen to him ! may it happen to yon say that according to the Rev. Dr. Eddy, Martin Harris de.lll. M. MAonoNALD,
Editor•
him! Amen."
nied that he evEir saw the plates of the Mormon Bible or made
0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
It is well for Mr. Maguire that this is the nine- a certificate to that effect. Now, I hav had a son of Martin
PUBLISHED BY
teenth and not the sixteenth century. As it is, he Harris in my employ for some time, and I hav every reaTHE TRUTH SEEKER OOMP.ANY. can afford to smile at his bishop, and ask him what son to believe he is a truthful man. He says that he had heard
his father say that he saw the pla~es and also saw the angel
33 CUnton Place, .New York.
he is going to} do about it. Excommunication in Mon- appear to Joe Smith. He says his father died a Mormon and
always believed in the Book of Mormon, but rejected the potana cannot be a very heavy punishment.
lygamy part of the religion. How do you account for it? I
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
tried to get him to describe the angel, but wa.s unsuccessful,
Polygamy on Trial.
or I would giv you a description of the fellow .
.Address aU l;ommunications !o THE TRUTH BEEKER COMThe joys of the Mormon priesthood do not always,
·
"W. R. MciNTosH.''
p .ANY. Make all Drqfis, Checks, and Postal Orders paycible !o it seems, take the form of unalloyed happiness. Last
The
only
information
we
hav
upon
the subject is
OH.ARLEB P. BOMERBY.
week we had to chronicle a meeting between three
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Excommunicated.
We learn by the Missoulian that at the celebration
of high mass, Sunday, August '9th, Bishop Brondel
formally excommunicated Manager John Maguire
from the Catholic church. Mr. Maguire's sin was not
that he had committed murder and buried the body
of his victim in the sand; nor that he had been guilty
of adultery in the sight of all Montana; nor even secretly betrayed the wife of one of his people; nor
ruined his handmaiden and driven her forth into the
wilderness with his child at her breast; neither had
he borrowed jewelry llJld raiment and left the country between two days; nor was he a horse-thief or a
robber of cornfields; his record for veracity was unimpeached; he did not get drunk on the fruit of the
vine, and suffer disgrace through-his daughters; he
had done none of these things, but his crime was in
arranging in the state a series of lectures for Colonel
Robert G. Ingersoll.
We hav not seen the bull of excommunication, and
therefore cannot tell if an anathema was included
with it; nor whether it read like the pronunciamento
against a heretic of Spain, issued last year, in which
this cheerful language was used:
"In the name of the omnipotent God, of the father, of the
son, of the holy canons, of the holy Virgin Mary, mother of
God and of all the celestial virtues; of the angels and archang~ls, of the thrones and the denominations, seraphim and
cherubim, of the holy patriarchs and prophets, of all the
apostles and evangelists, of the holy innocents, who only were
declared worthy of singing the new psalm in the presence of
the eternal, of the holy martyrs and holy confessors, of the
holy virgins, and also of all the saints and elected of
the Lord. We excommunicate and anathematize this heretic
(or this impious), and we sequestrate him of the holy church
of God, so that, condemned to the eternal penalty, he may
fall into the abyss like Dathan and Abiram, and like all those
who dared to say unto the Lord, 'Get away from us, for we
don't want to know your way.' And as the fire is extinguished
in water, so may his soul be extinguished in the eternity of
the centuries, unless he should reform and admit his fault.
Amen. Cursed be he of God the father, creator of men;
cursed be he of God the son, who suffered for men; cursed be
he of the Holy Ghost, who descended upon him in the baptism; cursed may he be by the holy cross on which Jesus suffered, triumphant for our salvation; may he be cursed by the
mother of God, most holy Mary, always virgin; cursed may he
be by Saint Michael, guardian of the sacred souls; cursed may
he be also by all the angels and archangels, the princes and
potentates, with all the militia of the celestial army; may he
be cursed by the numerous patriarchs and prophets; cursed
may he be by Saint John the precursor, who spilt the water of
baptism over Jesus; may the malediction of Saint Peter, Saint
Paul, Saint Andrew, and all the apostles, and of the rest of the
disciples of Jesus Christ, and of the four evangeHsts, whose
preaching converted the whole world, fall upon him; cursed
may he be by the wonderful multitude of martyrs and professors wbo pleased God by their good works; cursed may he
be by the chorus of sacred virgins who depreciated the riches
of this world for their love to Jesus Christ; cursed may he be
by all the saints who, from the beginning of the world until
the end of the centuries, hav pleased and will please God. In
conclusion, cursed may he be by the earlh and all the holy
things it contains; cursed be he wherever he may go, whether,
he be at his house, in the field, in the road, in a path, in the
bush, in the water, or in the church; cursed be he living, dying, eating, drinking, quenching hunger, or quenching the
thirst; when he may fast, when he may induce sleep, when he
may sleep, when he may walk, when he may be standing,
when he may sit down, when he may lie down, when he may
work, when he may rest, mingendo, cacando et flebotomando.
Cu::sed be all the strength of his boCo1y; cursed be he inside,
outside, his hair, his brains; cursed be he in the head, in the
temples, in the forehead, in the ears, in the eyebrows, in the
eyes, in the cheeks, in the jaws, in the nose, in the incisors,
in the molars, in the lips, in the throat, in the shoulders, in
the arms, in the hands, in the fingers, in the chest, in the
heart, in all the internal parts of the body, in the kidneys, in
the groin, in the femur (sic original), in genitalibus, in the
thighs, in the knees, in the legs, in the feet, in all the articuhtions, and in the nails; cursed be he in the juncture of· all
tile parts of his members; may not a poiut of the body, from

Mormon elders and several other Christians in Tennessee, in which the arguments used aesumed the
shape of bullets, and the Mormons were killed. Incidentally, some women and children lost their lives.
The elders believed in and inculcated polygamy as
taught by the Bible; their opponents did,not; and
that constituted the difference which led to the above
fatal results. So much for the defense of the plural
wife system.
News now comes from Salt Lake City that two
priests in high standing are in a fair way to lose all
their emoluments because they refuse to add to their
stock of better half by taking a polygamous wife.
The first instance is that of Bishop Cluff, president
of the Summit County Stake of Zion, and presiding
bishop of Coalville. For some years Mr. Cluff has
been living in more or less happiness with one wife.
His official position in state and church is a sinecure.
He has, as we understand the working of the Mormon hierarchy, the appointment of all civil offices
in his diocese, and the tithings . pass through his
hands, which he has, undoubtedly, kept waxed sufficiently to hold the wherewithal to supply his material wants. A notice from the "First Presidency "
has been received by him to the effect that unless he
should consent to obey the prophet and take a second
wife while his first wife continued to liv and was undivorced, all these perquisite should be taken from
him; In case he obeyed, more should be added.
Mr. Cluff has decided to obey the law of the land instead of the prophet, and declines to re-marry. This
may be the promptings of his own private and personal virtue, but there is reason to believe that Mrs.
Cluff encouraged him materially in arriving at his
decision. He therefore tenders his resignation from
all the church offices which he holds, and at last accounts was awaiting its acceptance. The further
action of the "First Presidency" in the -matter is yet
to be made public. It is but proper to add that in
this contest Mr. Cluff sinks into comparativ obscurity,
and Mrs. Cluff and the "First Presidency " stand
forth as the principal combatants. ·If the "First
Presidency " withdraws its motion, the result will be
a victory for woman and a vindication of her right
to an undivided husband.
The second recusant is Mr. Abraham Hatch, of
Heber City, also president of a stake of Zion. The
Salt Lake Daily Tribune thus describes the temporal
circumstances of Mr. Hatch:
"He has one of the softest snaps in Zion. His flock is remarkably well trained. Everyone knows and obeys the sound
of his horn. Not a trade is made without his sanction; scarcely
a dollar finds its way into circulation in Heber City until it
has passed through his waxed hands, and he picksJ:!is tithing
steers, and wheat, and poultry. Everybody trades at Abe's
Co-op. store, and pay Abe's Co-op. prices. He looks after the
small offices and the taxes, and generally he is king."

that which was quoted from the Rev. Dr. Eddy, and
we can add nothing further; but it is related of a
certain boy (we do not know that his name was Martin Harris, or Rev. Dr. Eddy) that he stated that
his father and mother had a daughter who was in no
wise related to himself. The mystery was accounted
for on the theory that the boy lied.

Editorial Notes.
ONE Dr. Fisher recently labored for two mortal hours and
more in a hall at Livington, Montana, over an attempt to answer Col. Ingersoll. The editor of the Livingston Tribune, after
a survey of the field of battle, finds the prevailing opinion to
be that the doctor ''did neither logically nor scientifically answer Col. Ingersoll, which fact is altogether against the doctor
and in favor of Ingersoll.''
THE World's Convention of "Young Men's" Christian Associations now in session at Berlin apparently consists in part of
persons whose claim to juvenility must be youthfulness in
wisdom rathlilr than in wickedness and in years. We learn
that among the prominent delegates from America, Major-Gen.
0. 0. Howard and others whose age is between fifty and
seventy are activly interested.
THE Rev. T. K. Cheyne has produced a new translation of
the so-called Psalms of David. Those who are competent to
judge of such things do not consider it an eminent success.
Part of the twenty-third Psalm, for instance, varies from the
accepted version so as to read, "Thy club and thy staff they comfort me." This is no improvement. Except when used in selfdefense, it is difficult to understand how a great amount of
comfort can be extracted from a club.
THE religious press has to admit that many failures of faith
homes and faith cures hav been chronicled of late. The reason for the failure of this school of healers is that they make
the mistake sometimes of attempting· to cure those in whose
physical organism disease really exists. When people are affected only with imaginary ailments, it is comparativly easy to·
make them imagin they are cured. So-called "faith " cures
undoubtedly owe their efficacy, if they hav any, to this fact,
Zion's Herald publishes an extensiv article on the dangers of
reading Liberal literature, into the habit of which it fears many
of its constituents hav fallen. This illustrates the difference
between Liberalism and Christianity. Who ever heard of a
Freethought paper warning its readers against a perusal of
Christian literature, including the Bible, except such portions
of it as are not fit for anybody to read on account of their immorality? The reason there are so many Christians is that
they hav not made themselvs familiar with their own literature
in the light of rational criticism.
OuR Butler contemporary on Broadway has discovered the
religious aspects of some of the different presidential candidates and publishes them thus:
"The godly are tryin~ by certifica~e of cler~y to make ~mt
Blaine a good Presbytenan. Logan 1s a swearmg Method1st.
Cleveland comes of a clerical family. chiefly PreRbyterian, but
is said not to enjoy much religion himself.. Hendricks and
West unknown to Mnn. Butler, Liberal Ep1scopal. bnt secular in politics. St. John and all the rest of them, Gad-in-theConstitution till the last Infidel is hung."
The prospect of voting for one of these men is not a very
cheering prospect for Liberals whose central object is the secularization of the state.

THE Advocate announces that the first Sunday in September
will see many aberrant pastors back in their pulpit~, and wonders what the harvest will be, and how the ministers hav employed their time, whether in this-worldliness or other-worldliness. As to what one distinguished clergyman was doing
part of the time we are prepared to furniAh satisfactory information. A lady at Long Branch, through the Philadelphia
Times, givs her experience with a member of the cloth whom
she was so unfortunate as to meet. She says: "He approached
me under the pretense of tender solicitude for what he termed
my peculiarly trying position. He offered to be of service to
me in any way I might see fit to command. He soon drifted
into flattery of my personal charms and in an insidious voice
talked of the magnetic influence I had exercised over him
through the distance of the vast dining-room. He evidently
regretted the practices of Freelove were not laws of our
civilization and is firm in the belief that they will be in heaven.
I suppose anywhere they were not a code would not bll a
heaven to him. He took the usual course which every man
and woman understands. He asked to be received in my private apartments, desired me to meet him in the summer-house
at 9 P.M., and invited me to drive. As his carriage only seated
two and I never drive alone, I was obliged to offer my regrets.
======================;:::=:.~ I was ill with the humiliation of a first bold offense. He is
CATALOG of our books free on application.
the father of a. family of :daughters. aa old as myself; the im.-

Mr. Hatch is at present living with a second wife,
the first Mrs .• Hatch having died. Mrs. Hatch II. is
described as young, buxom, and red-haired. Her
predecessor had sufficient influence over her husband
to prevent his contracting polygamous relations with
other women, but the persuasiv or coerciv power, as
the case may be, of the present incumbent of the
elder's affections, remains to be tested. The "First
Presidency " has not as yet received intimation of
what course Bishop Hatch intends to take, but in the
opinion of the journal from which we hav already
quoted he "will prove equal to the great trial, and
will come out in a manner which Abraham will construe to be on top."
From this narration it will be seen that at least a
third of that sentiment dear to every American heart,
of" One country, one flag, and one wife," is rife in
Utah as well as in Tennessee.
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, 'maculate shepherd of a spotless fold; a shining-robed prophet the paper. Bowen found an uncompromising sheet of mingled ure contributed to our success. Friend Putnam has
guiding the footsteps of the children of Israel; an eminent an;ogance and piety so profitable that he concluded to hav a also aided us in many ways. and we therefore feel
Fifth avenue eler~an!"
· daily paper ~.Brooklyn and let nobody in that town take a under obligations to both. With George Chainey as
contrary positiOn from him. So he started a coi:wern called
T:s:E reported going over of Mr. George Chainey from Ma- th~ UnW?1, and had Theodore Tilton take charge of it. At president and Samuel P. Putnam as secretary of the
terialism to Spiritualism is not received on every hand with- t?-Is penod of his life Tilton seemed about to become a na- National Liberal League we could inaugurate an era
twnal. nuisanc.e. With one daily paper and one religious paper, that would bring thousands of the younger element
out protest. The Investigator observes:
and h1s audacity and superficiality there was no knowing what
There are many of our own ac"When a man is fully convinced that Spiritualism is true, he :would become of this country and the comforts of life. But into our ranks.
no doubt acts conscientiously or justly in accepting it. There It pleased the Lord to send confusion among those saints in quaintances who would gladly manifest a greater incan be no mistake about this, for we are all in search of truth th~shape of_a woman. The little, unforeseen, unknown, spare terest in the movement if assured of more activity.
no matter where it comes from or where it leads. But Mr: Elizabeth Tilton was presently to become a bigger man than Something should be done to secure the co-operation
Ch!line~, accordin~ to h!s re:ported ~emarks in the Banner, says old Beecher.
Theodore Tilton graduated as a writer in the
or 1mphes that L1berahsm IS nothmg but a 'mere negation' letters he wrote to Beecher-letters which seemed to contain of young men and women, and I firmly believe that
the election of George Chainey would result in that
or 'a system of denial,' made so by its 'Agnosticism.' We such a precious secret that he almost hated to giv it away."
were not before aware that Liberalism was such a peculiar
direction. We must make our cause as interesting
~ystem, and we shall be obliged to Mr .. ChaU:ey if he will please
~HE National Reformer, Mr. Bradlaugh's paper, is following and entertaining as possible.
The church depends
mform us what demonstrated truth 1t demes, or wherein it is up the story of a modern miracle with a mercilessness that
entirely upon music and other attractiv features, and
a negation of any fact; and in regard to Agnosticism what
more does he know of God, now that he is a Spiritualist than bids fair to fasten a lie upon some imaginativ Christian per- we must therefore fight it largely upon the same
he did when, as a professed Liberal, he denounced him a~ 'the son. In the issue of the paper named, of August 24th, Mr. grounds. I am a young man myself, and had the
Bradlaugh says:
tyrant of the sky?'"
honor of calling the first meeting of the N ewa1·k Lib".I~ the National Reformer for May 25th, we quoted from the
The Investigator's remarks are certainly both sensible and
Ghnsttan a story about an Infidel young man alleged to hav eral League to order nearly seven years ago. Since
pertinent, provided the speaker was correctly reported. This be~n struck dead while delivering a blasphemous prayer, then I hav labored hard and continuously to make
is. a matter, however, concerning which we should prefer to wh~ch profe~sed to be taken from a paper called The Truth. our meetings equally interesting to young and old.
hold our judgment in suspense until Mr. Chainey chooses to This w_e. agam referre_d to _in National Reformer, August 3rd. Day by day I grow stronger in the religion of humanlet himself be heard from in regard to it, and even then we do The ong~nal story as g~ven m the Christian was alleged to hav ity, and am willing to make great sacrifices for the
not know that we should be specially called upon to offer re- been related by a minister, as having 'occurred under his per- benefit of the Liberal cause. I sincerely hope the
sonal ?bservation.' Challenged upon the truth of the story
marks. This is the age of bolts.
the editor of the Christian referred an inquirer to the Rev. D/ convention which is about to be held will recognize
Brookes, of St. Louis. editor of the paper called The Truth. how essential it is to grant us young folks a few favors.
As we took the liberty of saying last week, the insinuation Dr. Brookes, who on June 20th happened to be in this counI should like nothing better than the election of
of the Rev. Martin Kellogg that deception was practiced to ob- try [England] at ~Iad!ey House, Barnet, writes that the story
George Chainey for president and Samuel P. Putnam
w~s
related
to
h1m
m
March
last,
in
the
presence
of
two
tain the use of the Congregational church in Sound Beach,
Conn., for a non-religious funeral service, is without founda- f~e~ds, by th~ Rev. Mr. Slaymaker, of Pass Christian, Missis- for secretary, and know that I merely echo the sentisippi, w_ho 'with great solemnity assured me that the narrativ
tion in fact. Mr. Putnam has published the following letter was stnctly true.' lVIr. Chas. B. Cox, editor of The Truth. St. ments of all our members.
Yours with heart and soul for humanity,
in the New York Sun:
Louis, in July,_furnishes a latE)r statement by the Rev. W. A.
JosEPH W. FnANKEL.
"To THE EDITOR OF THE SuN, Sir: I wish to offer a few Slaymaker, saymg that the account originally published in
Newark, N. J., Aug. 28, 1884.
words in explanation of the funeral services in memory of 1he Truth was correct, bu,;" "•1t 'the occurrence did not take
Mrs. Charles E. Palmer, lately held at Sound Beach, in the place under my observation,' and alleging as his authority an
Congregational church. I conducted the services with the full unnamed gentleman described as 'an elder of the church.'
The CJ10ice of the Pittsburgh League.
understanding that I was the representativ of the Freethinkers. On July 12th, i? answer to another querist, the Rev. W. A.
To
THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The siSlaymaker
admits
that
there
are
several
inaccuracies
in
the
The original condition was not that the services should be conducted by some evangelical minister. The only condition in- story1 and s_ays that the unnamed gentlemen was Dr. T. N. lence of the Pittsburgh Liberal T... eague in reference
sisted upon was that nothing antagonistic to Christianity should Anghn. It IS not pretended that Dr. Anglin was present when to the nomination of officers of the National Liberal
be said, and this was agreed to by myself-and need not indeed the death took place. but that he had 'talked with persons League should not be construed into indifference, or
hav been made, for I should llot, as a gentleman, in such cir- who were present.' We are pressing our inquiries, and up to
cumstances attack the religious creed of anybody. I simply the present we hav a very strong impression that the Rev. W. as indicating a lack of interest in the success of that
gave utterance to my own belief and hope in the sad presence A. Slaymaker has a vivid imagination. He now says that the organization. We regret that any necessity should
of death. I said nothing about the belief of others. Mrs. young ~an lived at Jonesboro', .Jefferson county, Alabama, hav arisen for the election of new officers, and while
Palmer herself was a Freethinker; her husband and nearrela- where h1s father, E. A. Jones, still resides and that he made we are sorry to part with Messrs. Wakeman and Letivs and most cherished friends were Freethinkers. They did a mistake in saying that the death was ~t Gainsville. The land, we appreciate their reasons for wishing to retire,
not want the consolations of Christianity, but the consolations Rev. W.A. Slaymaker pretends now that the de~tth took place in
of Freethought. It was my right and my duty in an hour of September or October, 1842, and that some telegram detailing and hereby extend to them our sympathy and thanks
such supreme sorrow to express that faith which was dearest th.e occurrence appeared at the time in the Daily Age, Bir- for their services. We hav noted the various nomto them and to me-faith in nature, humanity, and the infinit ~mgham, _Ala~ama. We. had already applied to the author- inations for their successors, sometimes with amuselife of all. This I did with the kindest feeling and reverence Ities at Gamsville, that bemg the place formally given by Dr ment and sometimes with anxiety, and as it appears
for the faith of others, and I challenge anyone to find a word in Slaymaker when his truthfulness was first challenged. We
my discourse that showed the least disrespect for the hope of hav now transferred our researches to Jonesboro' and we hav to be a" free for all" contest, we hav concluded to
those who differ from myself. The Freethinkers of Sound applied to the editor of the Christian to join us ir{ a formal in- enter the lists.
Beach were perfectly honorable in all that they did in this vestigation, he to pay the expenses if the story is a falsehood,
Last night, at a special meeting of the Pittsburgh
matter. If Christianity is love, then certainly it should open we to bear the cost if the story is 'strictly true.' We should League, the following nominations for officers of the
be
glad
if
the
Boston
Investigator
and
T:s:E
TRUTH
SEEKER
its door to every burial service, and the church being untaxed would help us."
National League were made:
on the ground of its public use, the Freethinkers of Sound
In our opinion Mr. Bradlaugh is following an i?nis:fatuus, For president,
Beach. who form a large part of the community and hav paid
S. P. Putnam,
of
N. Y.
taxes for years, were entitled to its use. If there is any scan- but his endeavors to prove it such deserve to be encouraged.
" vice-pres't
J. E. Remsburg,
"
Kan.
dal, therefore, it is with the uncharitableness of the Christians, If, therefore, any person whose eye may fall upon this is able
secretary,
C.
B.
Reynolds,
"
N.
Y.
"
not with the open avowal of the Freethinkers' belief.
to furnish reliable information on the subject, such informa" treasurer,
Courtlandt Palmer, "
N. Y.
"SA..'VIUEL P. :PuTNAM."
tion will be thankfully received at this office. In all proba" ch. ex. com., J. H. Burnham,
"
Mich.
The Rev. Mr. Kellogg has started a discussion which .can bility a lie is out; let it be traced to its source, which is with" ch. fin. com., Mrs. H. S. Lake,
"
Cal.
only present himself and his religion in a very unattractiv light. out doubt the place where most of the current falsehoods of
Now, without intending any disparagement to the
LIBERALS hav, perhaps, no especial reason for entertaining past and present hav originated.
worthy gentlemen already nominated, and with.. due
a profound respect for the man Bowen, owner of the ,,.thodox
respect to the opinions of those nominating them, we
Lectures and Meetings,
Independent. It is true that that paper is the fairest of tn a reoffer our ticket in the interests of the national organligious journals that hav come to our notice, but that is
MR. JAMIESON is expected to deliver a series of five lectures ization. It is not recommended as particularly ornanot saying a great deal in its praise, and may be due to the in Currie, Minn., in the course of a few weeks. He is engaged
fact that, while Mr. Bowen owns the paper, he does not edit to giv three lectures in Sanborn on: 1. "Is the Bible divine?" mental, but it is emphatically intended for use.
We trust we shall not appear unduly egotistical if
it. We supposed, however, that the outside world regarded 2. "The Jehovah of the Jews." 3. "Hell closed for Repairs:•
we state that our choice is based upon an acquaintso eminently pious a publisher as but little lower than the
THE secretary of the Manhattan Liberal Club of this city ance with most of the candidates proposed, and the
average angel; but such, it seems, is not the case. ·" Gath,'•
pt•eference given to those named because of our faith
writing to the Cincinnati Enquirer, has this to say of him, to- has issued the following notice:
in their ability and willingness to do the work re.
" NEW Y oRrr, Sept. 1, 1884.
gether with some reminiscences of Theodore Tilton and what
"The 343d..Regular Meetmg of the Manhattan Liberal Club quired.
has passed into history as the "Brooklyn" scandal:
will b_e held at ~erman Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street,
As a scholar and philosopher Mr. Putnam has few
"With a fondness for mixing into affairs, Bowen has all his on Fnday evemng, Sept. 5th. A special meeting is called on
life had something to do betwer.m religion and printing. He the same date for the purpose of electing Delegates to the superiors. Besides being right theoretically, he is
was one of the men who brought Henry Ward Beecher from Cassadaga Congress of the National Liberal League of which thoroughly alive to the practical necessities of League
'
Indianapolis to Brooklyn city and set him up in Plymouth organization this club is an auxiliary.
work, and has the generalship to plan a successful
church. In the course of time they had a deadly quarrel,
"A. C. MAcDONALD, Sec."
campaign.
which has probably never been settled. All sorts of reasons
So shall the parted meet once more, and pay the treasurer
Mr. Reynolds is but a recent acquisition to the
were given for this fight, but men of experience merely thought
it might be the selfishness of two men, each ambitious to get at the door the nickel customary; and he'll be promptly there secular ranks, and while, like most young converts,
the most praise and the most pay out of mingled piety and on time-the youth who writes this humble rhyme-the As- he is brimful of enthusiasm, it is not the kind that
printing. Beecher, though a minister of the gospel, was an sistant Secretary.-Com.
evaporates. He is a regular Boanerges, and contains
industrious merchant, making books, figuring for high prices
more work than a ten-pound can of dyn~tmite.
in the newspapers, lecturing; and there has hardly been an
Previous Nominations Heartily Inllorsed.
Being both of the Empire state, Messrs. I>utnam
exhibition of more thorough money-getting ability than his in
any upright branch. Bowen saw Brooklyn grow up from a
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRU'rH SEEKER, Sir: I hav and Reynolds could the more easily confer and travel
mere ferry village beside New York to be a growing city with read with considerable interest the views expressed together.
many churches and a certain home sentiment. He got hold of
I might giv cogent reasons for the selection of the
the Independent newspaper and put Theodore Tilton in con- by that unflinching and ~ncompromising Liberal,
trol of it. Tilton was a man of the writing ability, much Samuel P. Putnam, regardmg the new departure of other names on the ticket, but the parties are so well
tickled with his own importance, and entirely incapable of the League, proposing and heartily urging the nom- known that the reasons will readily suggest themselvs.
modifying an opinion expressed in the f_ace of th~ public. If ination of George Chainey-who, I am sure, if elected
On the question of a change of name, Pittsburgh
there is any hell a good many people wlll go to It from mere
consistency's sake and that self-love whiCJh comes from an os- to the highest office within the gift of the National votes No ! The National Liberal League has never
tensible moral boldness and radicalism. We are living to find Liberal League, would put a new impetus to the done anything of which it might be ashamed, and
out all this kind of people. Tilton abandoned his boyhood great mo~ement: It is high_ time tha~ we select young does not find it necssary to go ·west and change its
after he got his name in print. He flung away his childhood blood to mfuse mcreased hfe and vigor in tbe ranks name.
for .the sweet satisfaction of reading his own articles. He
We hereby desire to express onr wish that wisdom
thought that if he was only uncompromising enough people of the growing army of Liberals. While I entertain
would take him after awhile for Wendell Phillips or some the most exalted opinion regarding the ability of Mr. may guide the deliberations at Cassadaga, harmony
natural crank of sincerity. When William M. Evarts under- Wakeman, and fully appreciate the good he has done prevail, and the best men win.
took to defend Andrew Johnson, Tilton denounced him in the the cause, I cannot help but feel that much more
HARRY HoovEn, Sec. Pittsburgh (Pa.) L. L.
Independent for standing by such a client. You can see how
Aug. 27, 284.
_.._
uninhabitable this continent would hav been after awhile if could be accomplished under the leadership of one
such newspapers-or papers, for they did not contain much whose undivided attention is given to the demands
li'IR. W ALHEI< has published in book form, bound in blue
news-permanently got control of it. The people need to of Liberalism at the present day. The Newark Liblook out for all the forms of tyranny, which grows like a jim- eral League, I_ believe, is one of the most prosperous 1Joards, the "Little Lessons for Little Folks " which Mrs.
Rlenker has contributed to the columns of his paper, the LiiJson weed. The Independent finally made almost as much money
as Bowen's dry-goods store had done. He began to giv prizes and therefore Important branches of the National or- eral, during the past few months. They are easy and familiar
and secure great writers, and the sheet was an object of envy ganization. We hav a splendidly furnished meeting- explanr.tions of things met every clay in child life, and· about
to the more evangelical sheets. All these evangels were flying place of our own, and command a large weekly at- which childish curiosity is soon aroused. Moral instruction is
around like a newsboy on wings selling papers in the name of te~da~ce. The pa_st sea~on has been the most graticonveyed without reference to mythological authority. For
heaven. Some of the evangelists were pro-slavery angels,
some of them were dough-faced angels, some were radical an- fymg Ill every particular 111 the history of our League children from six to twelve years of age the book will be a
gels, but nobody, as far as known, refused the ten cents for and George Chainey's lectures hav in no small meas~ great aid.

________
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tions of mankind, for cold, gloomy, dark, and lifeless Materialism, with its " death ends 11ll."
We are very anxious to understand and know the pro and
con-of this, the most important subject that can engage and
occupy the mind of man; therefore, should this great champion, this learned advocate, this wonderful prodigy and expounder of Atheism, be fallible, we hope mankind will condemn his opponent (man or woman) who first cries out" enuf!"
E. N. KINGSLEY.

ITHACA, N. Y., Aug. 25, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: It always givs me pleasure to hear from T.
Winter, the straightforward Materialist, who always writes the
plain matter of fact, as seen everywhere in nature, and no
mystery; that life begins and ends here, in her order, by conception, expansion, birth, growth, maturity, decay, and dissolution. Thus genemtion has always succeeded generation, in
AYER, MAss., Aug. 25, 1884.
this manner, and always will. 'fhe idea of any other manner
MR. EDITOR: Every fair-minded person; every lover of truth,
of life, to succeed death, is erroneous, far-fetched by heredity,
justice, and freedom still owes a debt of gratitude to our marand is not fundamental.
ZENAS KENT.
tyr-hero and statesman, Thomas Paine. And the .iwble efforts
of J. E. Hemsburg to exhume from the theological sands of
LEHIGH, IowA, Aug. 22, 1884.
hate, born of fear, this apostle of freedom and benefactor of
MR. EDn:m~: Please find inclosed five dollars-three dollars
mankind, can but draw upon the grateful" appreciation of all
for my subscription to the grand old 'l'RUTH SEEKER, aml the
the recipients of the benefits and blessings of one who "laid
balance for book;;. I am a little behind time in sending in my
down his life for his friends,"
renewal, as my subscription expired June 1st. But for all,
A man must be wilfully blind, lacking the courage of an
THE TRUTH l:>EEKER never made a visit the less. Its handsome
honest doubt and candid investigation, after reading such an
appearance, loaded down with interesting reading matter, was
array of well-authenticated, hiBtoric facts, to longer stigmatize
greeted and appreciated with much pleasure. And many
him as an Infidel, except in the sense in which he was-Infidel
thanks to you for letting me read on credit so long. 'l'imes to despotism, to bloodthirsty church intolerance. Paine's
are hard, and hav been this summer, but they will hav to be unselfish devotion to human welfare, to the breaking of every
ten-fold worse when I cannot scrape up enough to pay for such yoke of kingcraft and priestcraft, constitutes him both hero and
a noble and necessary journal as our grand TRUTH SEEKER. living martyr. Read J. E. Hemsburg's "'l'homas Paine, the
Wishing much success and progress to you and your cause, Apostle of Religious and Political Liberty,"" Image Breaker,"
and also tendering my condolence in your late bereavement, I and "False Claims," and then fall back on religious dogmas
remain
Yours truly,
RoBCJ.'. FLEI\!ING.
if you can. One who believes that truth shall come uppermost, and justice shall be done,
ELIJAH MYRICK.
OAK PorNT, WAsH. TEn., Aug. 24, 1884.
MR. EDrroR: I herewith forward you a few names to the
PILOT, ILL., Aug. 22,284.
petition for state secularization. They are but few, but will
MR. EDITOR: J. E. Itemsburg delivered a lecture here Aug.
help swell the su!ll total. I believe Liberals are generally too 1\Jth, entitled, "Bible Morals." The lecture was a polished
negligent in circulating this petition. 'fhey seem to overlook effort, full of logic and unanswerable truth-the equal, if not
the great necessity of securing equality for all the citizens. I superior, of anything we hav read or heard, and was so prohav no doubt if there was an organized effort conducted in a nounced by one of our ablest thinkers. In the course of the
proper manner that more than one-half the voters of the coun- lecture he showed that the Bible approved and taught twenty
try would sign this petition, and thus forever settle the ques- of the worst crimes known in the catalog of crimes. No wontion of church and state. 'fhe Liberal sentiment in this coun- der our Christians are so often guilty of the most heinous oftry is strong. It only lacks organization and consequent co- fenses when they find them justified by their sacred book. No
operation. As for myself, I cannot possibly devote more time wonder the ministers are so fond of crime when they learn it
with the petition, as I am only a poor fisherman, encumbered from that inspired volume. No wonder you witness so many
with the cares of a family. I hav contributed in proportion to of our Christians a dangling from a beam with a hangman's
my ability. Let others do likewise.
D. F. HowARD.
rope about their neck, going home to their "Lordy," when
they fiml in their sacred volume those crimes not only taught,
BuFFALo, N. Y., Aug. 25, 1884.
but their perpetrators lionized and held up to our gaze by the
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $1.50-$1 for THE 'l'Ru'rH SEEKER, clergy. For sound logic and unanswerable truths, giv us
and fifty cents for Mrs. Slenker's book, "The Darwins."
Remsburg every time. He depends more on these than on
Allow me through the mediumship of THE TRUTH SEEKER to oratory or a display of eloquence, of which also he has no small
extend my hand to that stanch old Liberal, Thos. Winter, Ma- share. Liberals, whether organized or not, should secure
terialist. I used to laugh at his idea that freedom of thought Remsburg if they wish to see orthodoxy squirm, as he will giv
was impossible so long as the theory of God and a future state them something to squirm about.
J. M. McKINNEY.
existed. I laugh no more. Thought has confirmed its truth.
It is interesting to watch our Eastern reformers struggling
CoRTLAND, 0., July 24, 1884.
against all human authority, yet yielding themselvs willing
MR. EDITOR: More of trade circulars from Livezey. I do
slaves to the spirits of the dead. Is a slave any the less a not bother him, and I hope the readers of THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER
slave because his master is a "citizen of the air?" They seem will not trouble the poor fellow, to take advantage of his weakto think a man has no business to govern his fellow-men until ness or deprive him of what little sense he has left. I sinaftei he is dead. Away with all gods, ghosts, and their ob- cerely wish him no harm. Livezey, adieu !
session or possession of men. As Ingersoll says, "Let them
Hurrah for the Cassadaga Convention ! I think our camlicover their eyeless sockets with their fleshless hands, and fade
dates for president and secretary of the Liberal League, as
forevilr from the imagination of men."
A. L. BALLOU.
stated in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 1\Jth, will be a good elecMoNTROSE, IowA, Aug. 18, 1884.
MR. EDrron: Inclosed you will find twenty-five cents, for
which please send me the Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884.
'l'HE 'l'RUTH SEEKER has not failed to put in appearance at this
office since it became a weekly. 'fhey tarry but a short time
with me, then go their way rejoicing, blessing the homes of
many until worn out in the cause of humanity, liberty, justice, charity, and truth. Her track with other Liberal publications is as visible as that of a cyclone. We hav a very beautiful site in the southern part of this town which the Methodists
hav secured and are fitting up for a camp-ground. They hav
been holding a ten days' meeting on these grounds. On Sunclay, the 11th of August, there were about 6,000 people present.
At the winding up, when the fog of Methodism passed away,
they found three or four ignorant souls standing around the
!tltar waiting for a harp.
A. CRANDALL.
MINNEAPOLIS, MrNN., Aug. 24, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEERER of Aug. ath, page 4a8,
the writer is "anxious and determined to be convinced" of
immortality. He says "it is utterly inconceivable to me how
a person can liv when he is dead." It appears by this acknowledgement the writer has yet to learn that the real person never
dies. This has been the testimony of all ages, and this fact
has never yet been confuted. If it ever can be, yet it never has
been demonstrated that immortality is impossible.
DoeH our dear brother know that the possibilities of matter,
of nature, of the universe, are not absolutely confined to
Materialism? What wonderful knowledge he seems to possess,
to be sure! Is Atheism then the end of investigation of mind
and of reason? During the past century, how many seellling
impossibilities hav proved to be true; and during the next century and eternity how many seeming impossibilities may occur, will our learned brother kindly inform us? Further
"meditation" may produce difierent conclusions.
If the infiuit universe has produced mind, intelligence, aml
reason hero, may the same not be continued indefinitly hereafter? Is it less than presumption to limit the possibilities of
the grand infinit universe? Is our brother so profound that
he can say of matter, 'l'hus far shalt thou go, but no farther;
and here shall all of thy proud triumphs end? Our clear
brother has said many fine things in that communication
which may or may not be very true; but has he perceived all
the possibilities of existence in the universe? Has he truly
<lemonstrated the impossibility of immortality? If this is
t rU:e, h11s he not destroyed all the highest hopes and aspim-

tion-notwithstanding there are other just as good men in the
field who would just as unflinchingly stand by their colors; but
the sooner we get our standard-bearers the sooner we will realize the benefits of our work.
Inclosed please find $5 for Ingersoll's Complete Works, per
TRUTH SEEKER advertisment.
The following I sketched from Warren's Address:
" Stand ! the ground's our own, my braves.
Will ye giv it up to slaves?
Will ye look for greener graves?
Hope ye mercy still?
What's the mercy d-espots!feel ?
Hear it in the battle peal,
Read it on yon bristling steelAsk it ye who will !"
Very respectfully yours,
J. D. WHEELER.
LAKE CITY, IowA, Aug. 13, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: It has been a long time since I hav wlitten anything for THE TRUTH SEEKER; in fact, I feel almost like one out
of your fold; but now, with your kind permission, I will say a
few words to our friends. And first of all, I wish to thank the
many kind friends that hav sent me so many papers, pamphlets, and books, and only wish I were able to take, pay for,
and read them all, which, unluckily, I am not. Next in order
I wish again to tender to that good, noble- friend of humanity,
Elliott Preston, my thanks and well wishes in the cause in
which he is engaged. His argum!iJnts are yet unanswered.
Dr. Foote's arguments hav appeared to me extremely weak;
in fact, they put me in mind of a little grand-child of mineI never tell him of a wrong but he can tell me of some one
doing a good deal worse, just as though two wrongs made one
light. I think it is a very poor argument, and the doctor well
knows better. He knows that of all the withering, blasting
crimes that hav ever cursed the world, vivisection is the worst.
But I am glad to learn from the doctor that even his class of
criminals are reforming. It proves the old hymn true, "The
vilest sinner may return." I can well say with the old Methodist class leader, Thank God. Now a few words to Brother
Collier. I am glad he has advanced enough so he does not
think slavery was a divine institution; but he still has room
for improvement. I hope he will yet see that the black people
ought to own, by rights, every foot of the slave states. They
made it all it is, and it should hav be.m confiscated for their
use. There would be as much justice in paying a man for a
horse he bought, knowing him stolen, as paying the South for
their negroes. No, Mr. Collier, you hav great reason to thank

your stars that it is as well with you as it is. And as for the
better cl:tss of whites in the South having nothing to do with
the negro, all I hav to say is, times hav changed very much indeed. From fifty to twenty years years ago, I could find you
plenty of slaves resembling their master enough for him to
hav been the husband of their mother. And such things
were happening among the upper ten, even among your statesmen. How is it they hav grown so odious all at once? I hav
always thought a white man as good as a negro as long as he
behaved himself as well; and when he did not, the black man
was the best fellow. Remember the negroes, enslaved, abused,
and degraded for hundreds of years, had but a poor chance to
become noble men and women. Now do as much to educate
and elevate the black race, to make them noble men and
women, as you hav to pull them down and degrade them, and
they will do for the whites to associate with.
With best regards to all THE TRu'm SEEKER family and its
friends, I am truly yours,
J. L. Tol\!PKINS.
GARFIELD, CoL., Aug. 22, 284.
MH. EmToR: It is possible that I hav to present to you
another petition for state secularization with thirty signers,
which will make me in all one hundred and eleven.
In this
petition I havbeen aided by Messrs. Chapel and Movat. These
two gentlemen I can assure you are not tongue-tied in regard
to our cause. I hav inquired as .to their character and I am
told it is good. It does me good to see good men help to fight··
the battle.
Mr. Editor, it is astonishing to me to see you spread your·
self as editor of 'l'HE TRU'l'H SEEKER, and still a-spreading.
It is sometimes said, What is in a name? I believe there is a
great deal in it. A short time ago, a gentleman told me that
he once went into a news depot to look for something to read,
and the newsdealer handed him 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER and said,
"'l'here is something you should read." He then looked at it and
saw the name TRUTH SEEKER; he threw it down and remarked,
"I hav no use for a religious paper," and the newsdealer replied
by saying, "You mistook thepaperbyitsname." He then took
a second look at it and saw that it was his kind of a paper and
he became a subscriber to it. I would now make the remark
that if all subscribers that are in arrears for THE TRUTH
SEEKER would pay up and put a shoulder to a wheel, the proprietors could change the name to 'l'he Scientific Examiner
and Evoluted Truth Seeker, with illustrations of books and
some of our nobleRt and best men, such as D. M. Bennett.
HENRY BEICHLIN·G.
BuRTON, TEXAs, Aug. 16, 284.
MR. EDITOR: I agree in part with Dr. Chapman in what he
says concerning illiberal Liberals; too many of those professing to be good Liberals are imitating too closely the Christian
principle of selfishness. But there are very many, too, that
are not deserving the strictures he passes upon all Liberals.
There are objects of charity in every part of our land, and I
notice the fact that Liberals are nearly always the first and last
to respond to aiding the needy, and Christians claim the credit
by howling around what "we " hav done. They are very willing to be classed with these unholy heathens in this, as well
as receiving their money .to help support their giant humbug
that is the sole cause of the poverty and want that exists at
present in these United States. The many millions that lie
untaxed in church property are small compared to the amounts_
paid priests and preachers to make more dupes to sink the
country still deeper in degradation. It is entirely unfair that
we, whose vision is not so befuddled with superstition as to be
blind to those facts, should be compelled to help support such
an obnoxious, useless system as this superstition of the imagination and species-of-insanity business is. There are many
millions placed on the church books, valuable property, in St.
Louis and other large cities for the purpose of evading taxation, and not many years will elapse before the Catholic church
will be financially able to wield the po~er in this country she
desires.
Many of our brethren seem to underestimate the real importance of the work that is before them. Let us pray that they
may become more earnest, more devout, and open their hearts
to the cause, and to those old veterans like Brother Hacker,
and their purses also. I hav a large family depending on me
for support, yet if I was worth the tenth of what I know many
Liberals are, Brother Hacker wouldn't hav to wait long for the
small sum asked. Hoping man will grant our prayers, I am,
as ever,
Yours,
H. B. JoNES.
EAu GALLE, Wis., July 17, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Your weekly edition of 'l'HE 'l'RUTH SEEKER
reaches me in due season. I am much pleased with its contents and the variety thereof.
I hav written my intended funeral discourse, and two capable persons, one a lawyer, hav volunteered their services to deliver it.
When I giv the date of my birth, March 12, 1797, you may
be somewhat surpi'ised that an old farmer should still lie able
to write a somewhat legible hand.
My belief is that nature and its operations inc! ude all the
whole organized and unorg!mized matter existing in limitless
space. 'fhe word boundless is a word our most far-seeing astl·onomers cannot grasp. Nature produces the most formidable organisms, and also the most minute, which require the
aid of high magnifying power to be seen. We are ever in th e
midst of life-it is even asserted the air inhaled is replete with
life. Tho wonders wrought by matter in motion are incomprehensible, accomplishing prodigies without the help of a God
man-made in the image of himself, fancying he controls the
winds and waves and rides among the clouds, when nothing of
the kind occurs.
Deluded mortals believe when dead they will defy the
strength of gravitation, leave this earth, and ascend in chariots
of fire-not knowing where, but hoping to be lucky in finding
the new Jerusalem, with its paved streets of gold, the luster
thereof profusely lighting the city-no night there; each having a harp previously constructed of :fine gold on which to
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play the everlasting tune, for mere diversion, with angel fingers. EXhilarating anticipation ! It takes no account of the
partiality of predestinating the elect or favorit few to felicity,
the great majority to despair. A portion of rational humanity
said to hav existed in apostolic days denied the doctrin of the
resurrection, angel, spirit, etc. I like to be known by the appellation of those·hailed as Sadducean Atheists, in which I delight.
MILTON JoHNSON.
CARTHAGE, Mo., Aug. 4, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3.00 as dues to the good old
TRUTH SEEKER, to January 1, 1885. I hope that t~ousands
more will answer your appeal for money. It requires no more
to pay at the first end of the year than at the last. A subscriber ought to love to read a paper that is paid for better
than one he owes for.
This town of Carthage has about 8,000 population, and is a
magnificent place for beauty and wealth. We hav an unusually large number of Liberal peovle, but at present we are
unorganized. We once had a League here, but the Spiritualists figured so largely in it, and became so unpopular by going
era~, c?mmitting suicide, etc., etc., that it broke up the
enttre League by its influence. I shall not speak unfairly of
Spiritualists, but it is a positiv, stu born fact that where I hav
known them they are a wonderful people to run into extremes,
and sooner or later, like all orthodox, are inclined to become
exceedingly cranky, or go entirely crazy over their so-called
spirit phenomena. This fact alone ought to teach rational
people to shun alike the spiritual seance and the Christian revival. The one is brother to the other, though it may be entirely disowned. Some of them talk very prettily at times,
but finally all fail utterly to know anything about their
twaddle clothed in mystery's laws. Who can "sense it"
rationally? Who should try to. sense a thing so much calculated to- rob one of his sense ? Answer who will, but first
visit some of our thronged lunatic asylums, and view the horrible results of thirty years of Spiritualism in America.
We should by all means hav Geo. Chainey here in Missouri,
but I fear that no effort will be made to get him. Should he
come this way I am confident he would do well, and be well
treated. In 1877 W. F. Jamieson vanquished a few of our
Christian heroes, and made nearly all of the solid Freethinkers
that we hav here to-day.
J. T. KENNEDY.
SEATTLE, WAsH. TEn., Aug. 18, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: I wish to explain that the letter written by myself and published in THE TRUTH SEEKER August 9th, is not
written from Wyoming, but from Washington Territory. I
hav already had several letters and papers sent me on account
of the letter, and all directed to Wyoming. The above letters
and papers hay come directly to me, because, without doubt,
ours is the only city in the world by the name of Seattle (pronounced Se-at-tle). About thirty years ago, a little party of
pioneers settled on the shores of the magnificent inland sea,
Puget Sound, and laid the foundation of a future city. Before the little village had many inhabitants, the Indians, who
were here in great numbers, determined to drive the white
men away from their hunting-grounds, or destroy them. And
had it not been for the timely aia of an old chief and his
braves, and the warning brought by the chief's daughter,
there is no doubt they would hav accomplished their terrible
purpose. And, to do the old chief honor, the inhabitants of
the little town named it Seattle, the name of the chief. Old
Seattle is dead, but his daughter, now old Angeline, still survives, and is provided for by the families of the old pioneers
of the place-which place is now a city of twelve thousand inhabitants, not the official, but the real terminus of the
Northern Pacific Railroad, trains of cars arriving here every
day freighted with goods direct from St. Paul.
I hav written more than I ought, perhaps, but I am anxious
that the people of the United States shall know that Washington Territory has given her women the right of franchise,
and that already good results hav followed. I could make a
long letter about how better men are elected to office; how
orderly and quietly elections are carried on; how, in great part,
only sober men attend the caucuses; what change for the
better is manifested in the courts where women sit as jurors,
etc., but will not ask for more of your valuable space, but
sign myself,
Yours for Freethought and equality before the
law,
LAURA E. IIALL.
LouDoNviLLE, N.Y., Aug, 13, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The most enjoyable reading in THE TRUTH
SEEKER is the "Letters from Friends." There all the readers
"meet and mingle," exchanging ideas, and chatting sociably;
and now I want to step in for a few words.
The most important subject now in hand seems to be the
League and matters pertaining to it. Now, I sincerely second
Ella E. Gibson's motion to elect II. L. Green president of tho
League. Who has done better or more real service for the
cause than he has? He is my nominee; and next is Lucy Colman. No one ever speaks of a woman for the presidency, and
yet we hav some in our ranks who are quite competent to hold
the position.
I see there is a proposal to change the name of the League,
which I heartily indorse. Never was there a more inappropriate name; it smacks too much of "I am holier than thou."
Some of the so-called;"Liberals are illiberal, bigoted, and narrow, and the name is not at all suitable. Why not "Freethinkers' League," or "National Freethought Association?"
There is, after all, no name so broad and comprehensiv as
"Fre.othinker." It takes in all the Infidels, Liberals, Spirit·
ualists, Atheists, Materialists, etc.
Mr; Watson Heston, of Carthage, Mo., should not hav said
it was his "misfortune" to hav spent last summer in St. Johns,
Ohio. Possibly it was unpleasant for him, but if he succeeded
in causing even one person to see the truth of his reasoning,
the hollowness and errors of that book of antiquated Jewish
lies, then he should say "fortune."
So Mr. Fred. Cooke feels sorry for Elliott Preston and llirs.
Mitchell. That is like some of the Christians who are sorry

for the poor Infidels, while the Infidels are smiling at their
ignorance and vanity. If Mr. Cooke does not believe the doctors use unnecessary cruelty, let him send to Mr. Preston, 6
Park Square, Boston, Mass., to send him copy of "Light in
Dark Places," by Frances Power Cobbe; also, "The Torture
Chamber of Science," by Baron Ernest von Weber; and" The
Uselessness of Vivisection," by Lawson 'l'aib, F.R.C.S.
And, by the way, Mr. Cooke, why not recommend more cold
water in the saloons when you are recommending "eold language" to the Prohibitionists? Now,:suppose you follow some
of those poor men who, in winter, get their "warmth, light,
and reading for nothing " in the saloons-follow them home
and see for yourself the harm the saloon works. First the
lonely wife who has toiled all day and does so at night with
little light or warmth, the children who need their father's
love and presence to assist the mother to educate and raise
them. Ten or fifteen cents, and perhaps twenty-five, he has
spent for drinks (inflammatory at that), tobacco, etc., which
would hav bought a bit of flannel for the baby, or even a
larger child, that would save its little life, or little body from
cold and suffering. It would buy a good lamp, and oil to put
in it, for the wife to work by, or-well, a dozen things much
needed could be named. Very few men can spend an evening
in a saloon and not be tempted to "take something."
I thank Mr. Beeson heartily for his words for the poor Indians, whose treatment at the hands of this nation is a national shame and disgrace. With what pride, and justly, the
English compare the Canadian Indians and their management
to those of the United States!
WINEFORD V. AsPINWALL.
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preciated. The Salvation Army will continue "marching on
to war" when Infidelity and aristocratic Christianity are numbered with the things of the past. Infidels may call them
"cranks," persecute them, shut them up in prison as "public
nuisances," but God is on their side, al!ld they are bound to
prosper. And at that last great day there will be countless
numbers who will then wish they had become ''weak-minded"
when they hear the final sentence, "Depart from me, ye
cursed!"
I write the above to giv your readers ·a true statement of the
facts, and in the hope that it may be the means of reforming
some poor miserable wretch whom yon Infidels make no effort
to rm1ch.
J. II. P.
TO MRS..T.

II. SEVERANCE.
SNoWviLLE, VA., Aug. 24, 1884.
DEAl\ FRIEND: In reply to thine in 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKEr< of
July the 2Gth, I do not ask if thee is "sincere" in what thee
says, for I take that for granted, even while I feel the least
tiny bit hurt that any erne who has ever read what I write
could doubt that I mean it all.
You may doubt my knowledge, my powers of reasoning, my
ability to tell in the best way what I believe; but my sincerity
ought to be Leyond question. Still, as there is so much sham
in the world; so much that is said and done simply for e!Iect,
regardless of real truth so long as certain ends and aims are
accomplished, I do not wonder that thee feels doubtful of my
sincerity when thee sees all that is from the standpoint of thy
belief in spirit existence.
Please bear patiently with me, then, if I speak plain words,
and remember I mean no shadow of disrespect to thee or any
GIV HIM A HARP !
one who sees not as I see in regard to a continued existence.
NEw YonK, Aug. 28, 1884.
Now while I do not deny that the sick are healed, tho lame
Mn. EDIToR: With your permission I would like to say a
few words about the much abused and persecuted Salvation made to walk, and other seeming miracles accomplished, yet
Army. Your columns hav always found ready space to quote I deny these things are dono Ly spirits, just as I deny that a
what are reported as misdeeds of some who, passing as mem- God made the world in six days, or that all the water in the
bers of the said Army, are really vile Infidels, pretending to be land of Egypt was ever changed to Llood, or that little images
converted so that they might use the cloak of religion to ac- of the Virgin (?) Mary ever spoke or healed the sick, or did the
other wonders our Catholic friends tell us of.
complish their wicked aims.
While I rejoice over every pnin that is roliovod, and every
I, for one, consider the Salvation Army the best and most
consistent set of Christians in this or any other country. They care that is removed, and every good work that is done, I do
certainly hav accomplished more good during the last five -not thank any God, angel, or spirit for the blessings, for I beyears than your cold Infidelity ever has or ever will. Look lieve the work is purely of human origin; that it is tho result
at the enormous number of drunkards, thieves, blasphemers, of some power, force, or quality in humanity, that is becoming
and other sinners of all kinds that they hav reformed and more and more known, developed, and reliable. I myself
snatched from a terrible doom-an everlasting hell. And used often to cure my son's headaches Ly laying my hand on
they hav not only prepared them for a future life of bliss, but his forehead and making passes over it. And I httv relieved
hav made honorable and respectable citizens of them, and some women by rubbing their Lodies with my hands.
But as well say that spil·its pump the blood through our
fit members of society in this life. I know of dozens right here
in this vicinity who hav been reformed through the instru- veins and arteries, as to say they thus heal with ou?" hands.
If there are spirits, why do they not do more 't Why do they
mentality of the Salvation Army. It certainly does me good
to attend their meetings in this city, and hear young men, who not tell what became of Chttrlie !toss'? Why do they not tell
only a short time before spent all their time and money in the the whole true tale of Jennie Cr!tmer't Why did they lot the
grog-shop, get up and giv their experience, depicting the hor- Greely party suffer all those long weary months, and leave
rors of their former life of debauchery and crime in the hope them to die one after another when they could hav notified
that it may be a warning to others, and be the means of lead- some of their friends of the failure of the relief ships to rmtch
them? Why-but there are ten millions of whys that might,
ing them in the right path.
I frequently visit the small city of Freehold, N. J., where right here, be asked.
Just as many as we might nsk pious believers in the omnithere is a branch of the Army, led by two estimable young ladies, and the work they accomplish is something wonderful. present power of an omnipotent deity, who sees, sanctions ('1),
I am personally acquainted with some of the young men who smiles upon all these same woes, miseries, and sufferings.
No, no, my friend, there are no gods who could see the
ha v joined the Army there, and the change that has come over
them is something that both themselvs and their friends may drowning child, the uplifted dagger, the starving widow, and
well be proud of. One young man, who was formerly a very the cholera-stricken victim, and yet not lift a finger to rescue
hard character, and who could be seen almost any time in a and save.
Neither are there millions of spirits Hitting hi thcr and
drunken condition, is now a member of the Army, and is respected and admired by those who heretofore thought him thither, seeing all the woes of humanity, and yet only here and
fit company only for convicts. Instead of passing his time, as there lifting a finger to help one or two, out of a hundred
formerly, in saloons and in the company of drinkers, he now millions.
"Facts a?"e stub Lorn things." We can't account for many,
passes it in the meetings of the Salvation Army, entreating
others, in his humble way, to come down to the foot of the many things. We cannot tell tho why-we only know they
cross and be saved, and become good citizens of this world, are. But we should not be too ready to jump to conclusions
and fit subjects for the world to come. People who knew him -to say "God did it"-" the devil did it"--" spirits did it,"
a year ago would hardly know him now, for then he had a or "fairies did it."
What court in all the land would take any of these spiritunl
hard, dissipated appearance, whereas to-day he has the look
of a refined, intelligent person. And he is only one of the facts (?) as evidence 'I If spirits can cure, they can kill. Yet
many who hav been saved through the efforts of the flalvation who would dream of calling a murderer guiltless who should
Army at Freehold. There are dozens whose names and ad- plead that a spirit did the deed through his mediumship?
I would like to believe in continued life. I love to liv. Tho
dresses I can furnish any time, who I am sure would willingly
respond to any inquiries and inform you of the peace and com- world is very fair and full of friends, and it is sad to feel that
fort they hav received through the means of the Army. And we must soon sleep and wake no more. But it is also sad to
they are not done in Freehold yet, but, as the captain of that think so many misuse and aLuso their lives; make war on
outpost says, they " will never rest until they save every soul their kind; monopoliy,o ono another's inheritance to fresh air,
in the place." And there are hundreds of towns in the United good food, and all the comforts of life.
It is sad to sec murder, theft, and depravity ride rampant
States and Canada where the same state of affairs exists.
Can your useless Infidelity boast of ever having reformed a over the land. But we C!tnnot deny that they are facts.
Nature is a stern and relentless mother. Her laws are indrunkard, a thief, or a criminal of any kind? If such has been
JlexiLle, and all we can do is to make tho best of our oppordone, it is yet to be recorded.
I hav often heard it stated by Infidels that the members of tunities.
I hope to see something of these wonderful spirit ID!tnifosthe S!tlvation Army are a weak-minded set. It is a startling
piece of information to learn that when a man concludes to giv tations in September.
I am willing to be convinced. I ww!l truth. I desire knowlup getting drunk, and resolves to properly provide for himself
and family, instead of helping the saloon-keeper to lead a life etlge. But I cannot accept what to me seems unreasonnbleFriends, if any of you hav any special medium in New York,
of luxury and ease; become a good citizen, and serve God, he whom you think more honest :tnd more reliable than others,
at once becomes "weak-minded." If that is so, then the you will confer a favor on me by writing to me.
sooner the American people become "weak-minded," through
All advice will be gratefully received-practical advice
the efforts of the Salvation Army, the better it will Le for them. kindly meant and truly given. My means are so small, and I
At almost any time in any of our cities drunken men may be want to make them go as far as I can, so I may see all I can.
It may be my last work, for, like dear old Bennett, I am growseen staggering along our streets yelling and cursing, entirely ing old, and my hold on life is weak-for three days I've been
unmolested by tho police authorities. A rum-soaked politician unable to even write a line-a malarial congestiv chill htid me
may get up on a platform erected on our public streets, pro- np. My lot and Bonnett's were similar in mttny wttys. We
tected by as many policemen as he desiresi at the city's ex- both had one birthday, vnc aim, and one work. IIis was all
concentrated on ono paper; mine, scattered broadcast. He
pense, and shout and yell politics for hours to, as is genemlly was
a man and a financier; I, a woman, caring more for minds
the case, the hardest and roughest set of men that could be than money, but wo were friends true and tried, and friends
gathered together, calling one candidate a liar, another a thief, of humanity. We never met. He is gone, and yet a little
and so on. But as soon as the Salvation Army appears in the while and they who now know me will know me no more forstreet and commences to sing hymns calculated to do good, ever. But while I liv I will work, ever remembering Bennett
my model guide and friend. He too studied this ism of·
and implore poor deluded drunkards to forsake their evil ways, as
spiritual belief, and was nearly if not quite convinced that the
they are, in a great many places, dragged off to jail on the dead liv on-at least for ulittle while.
charge of being a "public nuisance." But the time is not far
I may find my quest ·ending in the same. way.- If so, I'll
ELMINA.
distant when the real worth of these good people will be ap- gladly accept the outcome.
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Boundy came into the room, jumped into the
middle of the bed, laid down, shut one eye,
and looked out of the ..tither at the house-maid,
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, FaU River, as much as to say, "Touch me if you dare!" At
Mass., to whom all Communications for this her wordy protest he only yawned, turned
Corner t~hould be sent.
from side to side, scratched the coverlid with
an air of defiance, curled up for a quiet nap.
as if he knew it would not now be disturbed.
" His llfe Is long whose work 1a well,
And be his station low or high,
Finally, after seventeen years, allowing two
He who the most gooll works can tell,
or three before I came into possession of him,
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
old age began to show upon him, and a tumor
grew on one side of his neck, that soon killed
him. He left the h<mse and went out by a
Nine Little Girls.
rivulet, and lay down there to die. refusing to
Sweet llttle faces, bright and fair,
stay in the house when carried in. I was adBlack eyes, and blue, and gray,
vised to giv him chloroform, but could not
Whose dancing llght upon the world
Makos life one joyous day.
yield my consent, as he tenderly licked the
How can we know wlilch way they'll go,
hancl that held the fatal drug.
Or whether llfe shall gently !low
I went ont one morning and found Boundy
'l'hrough !lowery meads, or gloomy fields
dead, and we buried him under an apple-tree
Whose harvest only sorrow yields?
in the garden, with several of my canary birds
Nine llttle girls.
-pets I hope to meet again in another life.
Like visitors from Aldenn Janel,
This little sketch· is every word true, and
Angelle vision sweet;
Their loving words, their tender smlles
much more that I could write of Boundy. I
Make happiness complete.
hope it may hav a tendency to make some
In purity aud tnnocence,
children kinder to cats than many often are.
Gulleless and true-without pretense;
Few can know who are blessed with chilShielded well and tenderly,
_By purest love and sympathy,
dren's pattering feet how some life less huNine llttle girls.
man may be made to take a place in a heart
As opening !lowers in morning light,
otherwise left still more vacant.
So shall their minds unfold;
LUNA HUTCHINSON.
Enriched with love and knowledge trtte,
More than hath been foretold.
No superstitions, gray and stark,
Shall change their joy to midnight dark;
But truth shall make them. brave and free
As sunbeams sparkllng on the seaNine little girls.
May all their days go brightly on,
Eacli hour some new truth learned;
And thus shall blessings, rich and deep,
By them be rlgh tly earned.
And, by-and-by, these girls shall be
Nine splendlcl women, fair to see;
Thus, loving hands shall train them well,
That peace may ever with them dwell,
Nine little girls.

My Cat Boundy.
I once had a cat called Boundy, that lived to
tho age of twenty years.
Few cats liv to this age, and not many deserve to, perhaps, but Boundy was an exception to all cats in many ways besides his age.
When living some ten miles from Virginia
' City, Nevada, in 1860, one m()rning this cat
came into the kitchen, and being very tame
and of singular beauty I claimed it as my pet.
Several times he was stolen from me, but
from his peculiar markings and color, and the
assistance of the daily milkman, he was soon
found and brought back again.
A miner living near by once took Boundy to
his cabin, as the mice and rats troubled him
badly, and he said the next morning the
cabin floor was literally covered with dead rats
an(lmice, some of them of the kangaroo species.
He seldom ate this kind of game, and when he
caught birds he would bring them in and lay
them clown for me to pick the feathers off before eating them.
Boundy possessed more than the ordinary
degree of affection and intelligence belonging
to the feline race, and would show great sympathy if I were sick or in distress.
Once, in order to show these traits to others,
I feigned weeping, when he got upon my lap,
tried to rub my hands from my face, mewing
in a sad tone. On removing my hands and
laughing, he hissed at the evident discovery of
my deception. What was this, if not a moral
t;ense of wrong?
One day I let my canary birds out of the
cage to fly around in the room. An hour or
two uftm· I happened to recollect that the cat
was in the same room. Rushing in, expecting
to find only the feathers of my birds, I saw
they were unharmed, one of them perched
upon the back of the chair where Boundy lay
quietly watching it pluming its feathers. And
often he protected the birds from being killed
by. strange cats by driving them away.
His gnmtest prowess was in being the central figure of every dog-fight in the yard. From
the first yell of the set-to, he would be seen in
full feather, his tail like a large ostrich plume,
curled aloft, as he would jump on the back of
the topmost dog, with firm grip of teeth and
claws, and the victory would turn in favor of
the under clog in less than a minute.
Strnnge, he never got hurt in these desperate
encounters, and I often tried to prevent his
joining in the fight, but was not quick enough.
Bnt in later yearH he left off these fierce contests, and only used his teeth and claws on
mice or tender steaks.
I mclulged Boundy in lying on the bed, but
when I would be absent the house-maid objected to this, and he found out that there
-vere other uses for brooms and dusters than
'"·eeping floors or cleaning f1uniture.
Une day, on my returning home from several
w~~ks' 11bsence, the maid being present,

True Politeness.

faces of father, mother, sister, brother, wife,
and friend.
Is it to be wondered at that such a wicked
religion should make people selfish and cruel?
None of you, at least, my little readers, will
grow up to believe such base and degrading
falsehoods, for the good TRUTH SEEKER is clearing away all such mists from before your eyes,
and no Christian minister or priest will ever
be able to count you among his clupes.
But I did not take up my pen to write an
article for THE TRUTH SEEKER to-day, but to
beg Miss Wixon's permission to print for you
in the Children's Corner the. following beautiful poem, which I would feel very proucl to
call my own. It was written by Pearl Rivers,
and I found it in the New Orleans Picayune.
After you hav read it, you will agree with me
that any God who would let a Christian into
his heaven, and forbid that little dog, "Mat,"
to enter it, ought to hav a first-class hell made
especially for himself, where he would be
puniShed as he so justly deserved.
I can only add that if these inhuman monsters, the vivisectors, who torture defenseless
animals under the false plea of benefiting humanity, could be sent to keep his Godship
(or devilship) company, it would be a universal blessing, and "a consummation devoutly
to be wished."
ONLY .A DOG.
"Only a dog." You wonder why
I grieve so much to see him die.
Ah, if you knew
How true a friend a dog can be,
And what a friend he was to me,
When friends were few !

It seems to be expected by some that boys
ancl girls of a certain age must be rough,
brusque, hoydenish, and awkward in their
manners. And we often hear the excuse made
by their elders, "Oh, boys will be boys, girls "Only a dog-a beast," you sneer,
will be girls," as though the circumstance was "Not worthy of a sigh or tear."
Speak not to me
sufficient apology for !:ude, coarse, boorish
Such falsehood of my poor dumb friend,
actions, or rough and clumsy speech. Now,
While I hav language to defend
it is just as well for boys and girls to be easy and
His memory.
·
polite in their bearing, and better, than it is to
Through
ups
and
downs,
through thick and
be the opposit. One who respects himself will
thin,
respect others. He who is gentle and considMy boon companion he has been
erate toward animals will be the same toward
For years and years.
.
humankind. The boy who worries a cat, or
He journeyed with me many miles;
I gave him frowns, he gave me smiles;
torments a dog, is a source of trouble and anAnd now, sad tears.
noyance to his playmates and family. The
Before my children came, his white
girl who does not treat her doll well, who
Soft head was pillowed every night
pinches and kicks it, is the girl who snaps and
Upon my breast.
snarls at her father and mother, and says, "I
So let him lie just one time more
won't," "I will," and talks back when advised
Upon my bosom as before,
as to her conduct.
And take his reet.
But how to be polite-how is it ? There is
And when a tenderer love awoke,
no great art in it. A child reared in poverty
The first sweet word my baby spoke
and toil may possess the spirit of politeness,
Was "M-a-t." Poor Mat,
while the son of a millionaire may be, and someCould I no other reason tell,
My mother heart would love you well
times is, entirely devoid of it. This reminds
For only that.
me of a case in point. A poor colored man was
walking along the street, and in passing the
Together boy and dog hav laid
Upon my lap; together played
residence of a senator, a son of that dignitary
Around my feet,
screamed out, "Nigger, nigger! you're a nigTill laugh and bark together grew
ger !" Passing on without noticing the insult,
So much alike, I scarcely knew
he met a little girl, a washerwoman's daughter,
Which was most sweet.
who saicl kindly, "Good morning, Mr.---."
Ah,
go
away and let me cry,
It is plain to be seen which child was the poFor now you know the reason why
lite and courteous one.
I loved him so.
I hav been in families where children would
Leave me alone to close his eyes,
That looked so wistful and so wise,
break in rudely upon the conversation with
Trying to know.
their remarks, and at table were clamorous to
be helped first, and to the best; who scattered
At garden gate, or open door
You'll run to welcome me no more,
crumbs all around their plates and upon the
Dear little friend.
carpet; whose greasy finger-prints were ltJft
You were so good, so kind, so true,
upon the table-cloth; and who slid under the
I question, looking down at you,
table when they left it, like some four-footed
Is this the end?
animals, instead of decent, well-behaved chilIs there for you no "other sicle ?"
dren.
No home beyond death's chilly tide
To be tidy, considerate, careful of the feelAnd heavy fog,
Where meekness and fidelity
ings of others, to modulate the voice to a low
Will meet reward, although you be
and gentle tone; to be modest and respectful
Only a dog?
to all, high or low, rich or poor-these are the
"
He
had
no soul?" How know you that ?
principal essentia.Is of polite behavior. The
What hav we now, that had not Mat,
boy who left his play to assist an aged woman
Save idle speech?
over the muddy crossing was truly polite, and
If from the Bible you can read
carried the elements of the perfect gentleman.
Him soulless, then I own no creed
The preachers preach.
Thus there are no arbitrary rules of polite conduct; no stringent codes of etiquet to be
My dog had love, and faith, and joy,
As much as had my baby boylearned by heart, but simply the obeying of
Intelligence;
the dictate>~ of kin clness and self-denial. As
Could smell, see, hear, and suffer pain.
one has expressed it,
What makes a soul, if these are vain?
"Politeness is to do and say
When I go hence,
The kindest things in the kindest way."
'Tis my belief my dog will be
Among the first to welcome me.
Believing that,
"Only a Dog."
I keep my collar and his bell,
My dear young friends, one reason that cruel
And do not say to him farewell,
(and, at the same time, religious) people giv
But, good-bye, Mat,
to excuse their brutal treatment of animals is
Dear, faithful Mat.
--Pearl Rivers.
that, according to their miserable creed called
Christianity, they (the lower animals, as we conELLIO'l'T PRESTON,
temptuously style them) hav no souls, and
Ron. ~I ember "Victoria Street Society for
therefore are of no importance whatever to a Protecting Animals from Vivisection."
good Christian, who expects to liv forever in
() Park Sq., Boston, ~Mass.
P. B.-Correspondence solicited.
a delightful country, with nothing to do all
day long but to sing praises to the "Lamb"
(.Jesus Christ), and play upon a golden harp,
Our Puzzle Box.
occasionally peering complacently over the
1.
brink of heaven at the ninety-nine out of every
ADDITION.
hundred who are writhing in hell, and seeing
Add S to ninety-nine and gain
there, without a tear, the agonized upturned
One careless as to ease or pain,

Of Zeno's philosophic school,
In winter warm, in summer cool.
Irwin, Iowa.
' J. K. 'p. BAKER.

2.
EASY RIDDLE-FOR YOUTHS.
How many letters, can you tell ?
Does it take my name to spell?
''l'wixt my first and last, is oneSo 'tis ended, so begun.
For love of me some people sin;
For lack of me sad woes begin.
All try for me,
Some die for me,
Some fight for me,
Some write for me;
Some gamble for me,
Some ramble for me,
Some tarry for me·,
Some marry for me;
Bpt, when 'tis done,
And I am won.
I'm either locked within a· cell,
Or sent with some one else to elwell.
!1·win, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
3.
AN INl!"ERNAL PUZZLE.
This puzzle will tell
Of the author of "hell,"
The author of "heaven " as well.
Reversed, his name
Will then proclaim
.A mount of flame
On Sicily's shoreAnd five hundred moreNear which did this author dwell;
While near at hand
In all his land,
Volcanoes grand
Still breed, and feed
With cruel creed,
Her children from their natal morn;
Yea. it is even in their blood.
As from the Nile
The crocodile
Is meetly born,
Or frogs infest its mud.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.

4.
FIELD NOTES-SECTIONAL SURVEY.
A "bee-line," right and left, divides
My name into two equal sides,
And still my left by fifty more;
And right by fifty times a score;'Tis thus four sections I display,
Which you may mark "A-a-a-a."
This is a "sectional survey"
Of part of our grand U. S. A.
DAVID DROPLETTER,
Surveyor-Gen. U.S. A.
5.
LETTER REBUS.
I (6 r g) A.
If told aright 'tis here one sees
The home of all the F. F. V's.

J.KP. B.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
AUGUST 23, 1884.
M-issi-(i) ppi-Mississippi.
Solvers-H. E. Juergens, H. M. P., Nelly
Gynn.

Correspondence.
LIBERAL, Mo., Aug. 18, 1884.
MisS WrxoN, Esteemed Friend: There are
titues in our lives when words fail to comfort
us.
I know it from past experience, for I too
hav parted with loved ones.
If I could only impart to yon the hope I hav
of the bright beyond-and I can say knowledge,
too, for I know whereof I speak-yet it would
not satisfy your mind. But do not think of
"Little Susie" as dead,
"But just gone before;
She is living, loving just the same
On the evergreen shore."
My clear, suppose yon should go a long journey, and when you returned (with good news,
too,) you found doors fastened, and your
friends going about crying, and you could not
make them understand that you were present,
how would yon feel? Thus it is. Place yourself where your litt.Je niece can come to you,
and you will be more than repaid.
Yes, let
the good angel come in. It seems to me everything about us speaks of immortality. It is
that blessed hope that buoys me up in this
life.
You hav my deepest sympathy. I read your
paper to the Instruction School and read it to
my class of nine little girls.
If you could ha v seen the tears trickling
down their cheeks, you would hav felt that
there was comfort in a sympathizing tear.
When I read the poem in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
I felt that it came from your aching heart; but
your clear niece loves ifOH just the same.
Oh, such beautiful messages I hav had from
the spirit world! One dear lady that I idolized
in early life, I heard from after waiting fifteen
years, but the message was of such a character
it removed the last doubt. And now I can see
my way clear. Dear sister, go on with the
good work you hav espoused-the children's
cause. The harvest is great, but the laborers
few. Their bright eyes and sweet caresses
make heaven for me.
Our children hav advantages over many little Freeth ought children
in the land. It is such pleasure to see them
rise in our Instruction classes and public meetings, and giv their recitations like little men
and women, and not be ostracized for it.
Yours for truth,
L. H. G.

1
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Liberal Meetings.
[Leagues an<! Liberal <Lnd' Spiritualistic SocietieB in the
United State8 and Canada meeting regularly, can hav oo
. tices of their meetings publislwt in this colu,.., f'ru if the
officers will send them to us.]
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CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
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gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
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ctrcuiars, etc., etc., wrtte to
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
Gottlieb : His Life. A romance of WATSON & THRAPP,
or C. H. CUSTENBORDER,
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
earth,
heaven,
and
hell.
Beautifully
lyl3
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
street, meets every Saturda.Y. even~ng at 8 Marriage and Parentage. In Their
written
by
S.
P.
PUTNAM.
25
cents.
Sanitary and Physiologicaf Relations, and
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
in their Bearing on the Producing of Chil- The Darwins.
A. Domestic Radical
for sale.--The Eastern District Sp~ritnal
BOOKS FOR OBILDREN I
dren of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, auConference meets every Monday evemng at
By
M.
L.
HoLBROOK,
M.D.
Price,
$1.00.
thor of John's 'Way, Studying the Bible,
Composite Room 4th street, corner of south
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Lib~ral Our Girls, and Some of the Things
50 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
literature on sale. All invited.·-The PhiloThey Ought to Know. By Dro LEwrs, M.D.
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
sophical Association meets every S~nda;v
excellent work for young masters and mleeeH, has
Price,
$1.50.
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wnght s
passed through a very large edition, and a secouu
has been Issued at a reduced price or $1.25, free of
Business College Broadway, corner of Fourth Dr. Foote's Plain Home Talk and
Medical
Common
Sense.
By
E.
B.
FooTE,
postage. Tole new edition has a photograph of tile
street, E. D., at '3 P.M. Public cordially inBy SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
author which adds very much to the value of tile
M.D. Price, $1.50.
vited. Doors open at 2:30P.M.
volume.
Hand-Book of Health Hints. By E. Author of .. Prometheus," •. Gottlieb," and "lngereoll
and Jesue."
B. FooTE, l'1LD. Price, 2.5 cents.
A Radical romance of pioneer life, delineating the vir·
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
Alamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans- Science
in Story· Teaches Anatomy, tuee of natural humanity ae oppoeed to toe uypocrley of a
A STOBY OF TRE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
lated from the German of Zschokke. by
Phy'siology,
and
i:r'ygiene.
5
vols.
in
one.
supernatural
re11g!on;
crowded
with
Incident
and
lull
of
InA G. MosHER, L.L.B. A d~eply p~Ilo
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
Price
$2.00·
extra
cloth,
gold
back,
5
vola.
progye88IV
ldeae
a.nd
the
poetry
of
toe
future.
sophioal narrativ, intensely Interesting.
' separate
' Iy, $5 .00.
PRICE $1 •00 •
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE l'rlce 10 cents.
For ae,le at this omce,
bound
frj.ce, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents,
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COMPARED AND REVISED.

By M. E. BILLINGS,
AUTHOR OF
"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UN·

THE VIVISECTOR'S DEATH-BED.*
"Similar were the reflections of that distinguished vivisector, the late John Reid, when
stretched upon his couch, and writhing in the agonies of dissolution, superadded by the torments of the mind. As death came nearer and nearer during the silent hours of the night,
the screams of agony inflicted by him on helpless animals were repeated, and amid the terrors
of a remorse which all the honors in the world could not alleviate in the least, he exclaimed:
' I thought it no harm at that time, lmt I see it different now ' " (Henry Bergh's lecture on
Vivisection, delivered before theN ew York legislature at Albany, Feb. 19, 1880).
Upon the couch of death he lies
Who soon must breathe his last,
While, through his wildly-throbbing brain,
Dread, awesome shapes flit fast.
And, ever and anon, he starts
As some wronged wraith of worth
Were there to blast with baleful curse
His latest hour of earth.
And, ever and anon, he waves
Some viewless thing away,
That glides in pale, reproachful guise
Betwixt him and the day.
Fast! fast they come ! grim, gory shapes !
They swarm about his bed,
Beseamed by many a ghastly wound
Through which their dumb souls fled.
Nearer, and nearer yet they press!
'I'hey peer into his face
With eyes his own roll mad to meet,
Like molten suns in space.
And many a deed of horror foul,
Committed years agone,
In bloody cerements bursts its shroud,
Like soul 'pon judgment morn.
But hark ! from out the ambient air
Break moans of direful painShrill, awful cries that rend like steel
His conscience-stricken brain.
Was this a do,; this mangled thing
Stretched stark, along the floor,
It lank jaws bathed with bloody foam,
And bare its true heart's core?
Poor, piteous beast! thine end was swift,
But here another lies,
From which yon wolfish miscreant's hand
Once plucked the kind, brown eyes.
And now a fiercer tremor shakes
The vivisector's frame !
Mayhap he views (oh, meet reward!)
Hell's never-dying flame.
Oh, horrible ! yon eyeless hound
Crawls to the monster'S" side,
And rears to lick that awful hand
By which it, guiltless, died.
But when the vivisector's gaze
Fell 'pon that poor, blind face,
With one mad shriek his guilty soul
Forsook her dwelling-place!
'Vivisection is the dissecting of animals alive,
and generally entirely without the use of anesthetics, especially in the more acutely painful
operations (including, necessarily, all the vast
multitude of horrible ones yearly performed
upon the nervous system, in which the evidences of agony, particularly the reflex action
of the nerves, form the only guides to the
operator). The use of anesthetics would renuer impossible all the above class of experiments, remember. Vivisection is a practice
now widely prevalent both in Europe and
America, and is the legitimate outcome of v.
false science, barren of all useful results
coupled with the innate thirst for blood and
cruelty in man, and the most monstrous abuse
of the power possessed by the strong to oppress
the weak, recorded in the annals of time. Look
into it, friends. I sound no sensational, false
.note of alarm when I say deliberately that
the horrors of vivisection as practiced to-day
here and elsewhere, absolutely dwarf into inRignificance all other crimes in this cn1el world.
Unite with me, all you men and women of
noble soul, and enact laws which shall make it
impossible, in free America at least, that these
demons of cruelty, the vivisectors, shall create
a hell on earth for our faithful, defenseless
friends, the brutes, whom we are bound to
protect by every law of justice and humanity.
Write to me, you who wish, and I will mail
you printed information which will fill your
hearts with sentiments of righteous indignation.
ELLIOTT PRESTON. ·
Honorary Member of " The VIctoria Street Society
for Protecting Animals from VIvisection," !.ondon, England; Lire Member of "The Great German League Against the dclentlllc Torture of Animals," Dresden, Germany.

6 Park Square, Boston, Mass.

P.S.-Any information regarding vivisection
will be gladly furnished, and a large variety of
works on subject loaned gratis to inquirers.
Correspondence invited. Address as above.
E.P.
INDORSEMENTS EXTRACTED FROM LETTERS RECEIVED EROM SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, ESQ., OF NEW
YORK, AND MISS ELLA E. GIBSON, OF BARBE,
MASS.

HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND

-P,·om Miss Gibson.

0

Works in Western New York and
other States, together with Structures in Oentral America.
ByFREDERIVK Lll.RKIN, M.D.
Member of tM
American Association f<»" the Advancement ~f Scicnu.

Neatly Printed, with Numerous lllustrations,
290 Pages.

Price, Oloth $1.50.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

The BIBLE-WHENOE and WHAT?
BY RICIIAIID B. WESTBIIOOK, D. D., LL.B,
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Address
THE TRUT.Ii SEEKER.
ss Clinton Place. NY

The Freethinkers' Magazine

for July Is out, and Is for sale at this office. The
contents are a.s follows: The Impeachment or ChriP·
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
tlanlty, by Francis E. Abbot; The New-born Soul, a
poem, by Courtlandt Palmer; Universal Union Re
"HOLY OROSS,"
form, by Stephen Pearl Andrews; Sunday Laws, by
Ron. Ellzur Wright; Science aud Theology, by Geo.
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
Chalney; Agitators, by A. B. Bradford; A Plea for
tile Rights of Animals, by Elliott Preston; Hints to
Speakers
and Writers, by ,John Stoltze, M.D.; All
"By their fruits shall ye know them·! Do
Sorts-Editorial notes; Freethought Directory; Exmen gath.er grapes of thorns, or figs of tracts rrom Letters; Advertlsments; Business DIrectory.
Price 25 cents.
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, ~~owfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

PRICE, 2:) VENTS.

Prom .ill?•. Putnam.

"I thank you for your poem ['The Vivisector's Death-Bed '], and return. It is a powerful production, and moves the feeling deeply.
You hav my best wishes for your success in
your effort, for I am a thorough-going democrat, and admit the worm has as good a -right
to vote as I, and his happiness is as sacred as
mine. With regards,
"Yours,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM."

ANCIENT M~~UD~~ AMERICA.

ORIGINAL

NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS

'

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. M. BENNETT.
Sent by Mall for Fifty eent1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office. A.DDRESS THIS OFFIOE

FALSE CLAIMS.

THE SUNDAY LAWS,
BY J. G. HERTWIG.
Price. 10 cents.

For &ale at this o1'11C<>

-BY-

JOHN E. REMSBURG.

''I did not write you how I felt when I got
your poetry and illustration ['The Vivisector's
Death-Bed']. I could not read it nor look at
Revised and Enlarr;ed.
the illustration for several hours ! Every time
I attempted it I would feel so sick that I would
hav to throw it down, and the shivers would Price, 10 CT~. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
run over me with a shudder I cannot describe.
AS A
I can perRonate almost anything, and the sensation was more than frightful-perfectly ap- MISSIONARY
DOCUMENT
palling I
Your friend, ELLA E. GrnsoN."

EVERY LIBERA.L SHOUI.D
POSSESS

THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK.-150 Beautiful Song~
of Liberty and Freethought. Read and sing them
at Home. Read and sing them at Meetings. Teach
them to the children. Price 25 cents.
DIANA.-Evolutlon In Marriage. The Higher Law.
Alfism made practicable. Unhappy marriages
prevented and cured. Price 25 cents.
BURNZ' FONIC SHORTHAND.-A complete Self·In·
strnotor In tile art ot Verbatim Reporting. Price
$1. Send !or circulars.
THE
SPELLING REFORM-And How to Help ~t
IT IS UNEXCELLED.
Price 10 cents.
The above works sent promptly on receipt ot price.
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Address THE TRTJTB SEEKEJI.
Remsburg are:
33 Clinton Place, N. Y..
NOW READY!
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
penitentiaries; the Church and CivilizaTHE MAGNIFICENT the
tion; the Qhurch and Science; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
HOW HE WON AND WORE 17.
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling porThese pamphlets should be circulated by
trayal of Society Life as it
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
now exists.
dozen at least. Address
The third edition of this remarkable book
has just been issued by its author1 Mrs. Anna
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK. D. Weaver. It is a story of thrillmg interest,
thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating,
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's
-OF THECabin" was to the slavery question, "Richard's Crown " is to the cause agitating the
NoiJ!.;"if.!}~rf:ltJ~!f:e;[e:~~ll~~~~o:.~ masses of the people of to-day.
t;rol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
M. Faraday. Price, 15 cents.
. paper. Beautifully illustrated with eleven
No. 2.-0rigtn of Lire;
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title·
Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution of
the Spirit from Matter through Organic Processses; in gilt, embossed on the back and side of the,
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, En- book. Pri"ce, $1.50. For sale at this office.
larged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
3.- The Development of the Spirit
PRINTED IN SEVEN COLORS ON THE No.After
Whither~
Transition.
By R. B. WestbrooJ,, D. D., LL.B.,
The Origin of Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday.
Price,
10
cents.
Author
of"
The
Bible.-Whence
and What?'
BEST LI'l'HOGRAPH PAPER,
No. 4.-Tbe Process oc Mental Action;
About
all
that
can
be
said
for
the
existence>
Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price of God and the future life of man, is here
SIZE, 22 1 X 28
15 cents.
No. 1).-The Origin of" the Christian ReUg· pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a
ton.
How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated Chris- rationalistic standpoint.
THE BRONZE MEDALLION tianity,
Confessions o! Its Founders. Transcribed
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
S3 Clln ton Place. New Yorli".
PRINTS AS LARGE AS A CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
Rome, Not Bethlehem, the Btrtbplaee ot
Jesus.
Extract !rom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
THUS GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
TJ~IE
Who Wrote theN ew Testament?
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
THE JI[ONUMENT, miT AN ACCURATE
Lectures J)y Geor~e Vhainey•
BOWLES PAMPHLETS.
IN EXPLANATION OF THE BIBLE, FROM GENES!&
NEW EDITION WITH BUPPLEMENT, OF
TO REVELA TlONS.
CONTENTS:
1.-Expertenees of Samuel Bowles,
LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT. No.
Late editor of the Sprlnglleld, Mass., Republican, in The New version.
ExtraordlnarySalnts.
Spirit Life; or, Lite As He Now Sees It from a Spir- Nothing.
Prieetcraft.
The Heart of Yahweh.
Itual Standpoint. Written through the medlumship Utopl!".
The Descent of Man.
The Folly of Solomon.
of CARRIE E. S. TWING, of Westfield, N.Y. 25 cents. The
Wandering Jew.
Self-Respect.
Priest and Prophet.
Fair Play.
Later Papers or Samuel Bowles,
A Biblical Romance.
The Hope or tlie World.
written In August, 1883.
·
Bricks Without Straw.
Iconoclasm.
The lithograph is designed for fram- A lilni•Piement To No.I
Celestial Barbarism.
The Man Jesus.
And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. S. TW!ng, Divine Brigandage.
The New Rel!glon.
ing, and will be a treasure for all Lib- Medium.
Price, 10 cents.
Printed on a fine qualltf: of pa£er. handsomely botlnd
No. 2.-Contrasts In Sptrtt Life:
erals.
And Recent Experiences of SAMUEL BoWLEB, late ~nr~~~~i.~? 'ir~f~~\:: ,fftgt!'t~.f!. !I rat bound volume
editor of the Sprlnglleld. Ma.ss., Republican, In the
first five spheres. Also a thrilling account of the
late President Garlleld's reception In the spirit THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
world." Written through the hand of CARRIE E. 8.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped, TWING,
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGEII, A.M. Price, $1.00.
Westfield, N.y. 142 pages. Price,, 50 cents.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
to subscribers to the Monument Fund Acllsa w. Sprague's and Mary Clark's principles
of Freethought, at the same time that It
Experiences to the First Ten Sl>lleres Inculcates moral duties and lluman rights from a
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Adof Spirit Life.
pure reMOn and common sense.
Medium, ATRALDINE SHITR, Oswego, N.Y. Price standpoint of Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEE,
dress this office.
20 cents.

RICHARD'S CROWN

COLORED

LITHOGRAPH

FA RADAY PAMPH LETS.

D. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.

Man.-Wheno.1 and

i.

NEvV VERSION,

THE TROTH SEE:KER, SEPTEMBE:tt 6, 1884.
THIRD EDITION.

THE EUREKA-

Marriage and Divoroe.

MAGNETIC CLOTHING

Author of "The Bible-Whence and What?"
CONTENTS:
The True Ideal of Marriage.
Free Love.
'l'be History of Marriage.
'£be Old Testament Divorce Law.
'l'he New •resta.ment on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question of Law and Rel1g!on.
Rational Ded uct!ons from Established Principles
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better tllan Cu' e.
Price, 50 cents. Noatly bound In cloth. For sa.l
at this ollice.
88 Cl1nton Place, New(York.

BIBLE MYTifS
AND THEm

Parallels in Other Religions.
Being a Comparison ot the Old and New estament
Myths B.!id Miracles with those of heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their
Origin and Meaning. With numerous Illustrations.
The obJect or the work Is to point out the myths
With Which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
show that they were held In common with other na- tions; and then trace them to their evident origin and
efD]Jlain their meaning.

'" It has long been acknowledged by the most eminent b!bl!cal students that the Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so far as we
know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their or!g!na.J s!gnlf!cat!on."-Boston (J()Ur-

jer,

"Never be tore bas there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research tor the
_origin of 'these myths as does this one lust published
by J. W. Bouton, of New York."-Boston Times.
"It Is unquestionably true that the results of a
rat!onal!stlc study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work before us.-N, Y. {Jun.
1 Vol. Royal 8vo. Cloth. .Ab()Ut 600 pages.

Price,

By R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.

CURES EVERY l~ORM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT MEDICIN.

THE

EUREKA MAC.NETIC INSOLE
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Sent to any address
GUARANTEED.
letter or In
for

upon receipt ot $1.00. EVERY PAIR
Pamphlets and all Information by
person tree or charge. Send
Illustrated Pamphlet.

Address ail communications to

DR. L. TENNEY,
471 West Madison Street,

$3.00

Sent postpaid, on receipt of price,
Address,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Cltnton Place, New York.

D. H. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.
A TRUTH SEEKER

ArounU ~e WorlU.

.TAOKET. Pr1ce, $18,

Chicago, Ill.

TESTIMONIALS:
Read the ronow!ng test!mon!a.ls, and be convlnc61 that our claims are correct In every particular,
and that your a!lments can be eradicated Without the al<l of MEDIOIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Hen.rt of Six Years
One Week.
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.

CINCINNATI, Dec. 111, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one or
debted to you for the benefit I bav received from your MAGNE'riO VESTS for about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pi!ances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Side, which had been a source of misery to me tor
f! lcted as I bav been that the ell:oct was simply mar- the last six years. I bad tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraty- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
s!s In my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIC VES'l' I got rellef Instantly. With unFOURLARGE VOLUMES.
after wearing a suit of your :MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
With a steel plate e11£1'8l'1ng of the author In Vol. I. for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfullY,
>.tlso been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney Comand eaeb volume Illustrated wltb forty-seven cots.
H. A. BROWN.
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav sufBY D. M. BENNETT,
fered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady
Late editor or Ts• TIIUTH ISuJ<H, antbor of" A Trntn time, never found but temporary rel1ef. Since put- who bad been under drug treatment for eight years
ting on your appltances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
Beeker In Enrnpe," "Gods and Rellglons of Ancient
benefit, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
and Modern Times," "TheWorld's Sages,Tlllnk·
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, w1Jl soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
ere, and Reformers," "Champions of
fore,
recommend
to
those
su1Ier!ng
as
I hav your the OJothlng on Tuesday Ia.st.
Fitted perfectly.
the Church," ete .• etc.
Magnetic appJ!ances as the only means of ell:ectlng FEI.T BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD 'l'HEM
Handsomely bound In red cJotb, $6.1>0; a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON.
Am
not
Joking,
and
lf
I
Improve
as rapidly as
In leather, red edg-es, ·if9.1>0; in
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I bav since T".Iesday, wlll ilOOn be wen. Wlll reJ>ort
morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Readers of TaB TRUTH SnKliR know the circumstances
1
onder which tbts work was written. The last words eO'~~~e~~-~r~~haa~;~eo~'i>~~af:fs\'~ ~t~~sa;"~~~hs:~~
This lady reports herself entirely cured In less
penned by the great author were for the fourth volume time eradlcat<O> CATARRH or DYSPEl'SIA In the same tban six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
· which was nearly completed at bls death, and wblcb will patient. we do not, llke the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get O\lt, when apl>lled,
now contain an account of his world-lamented death and change med!c!ns every day untn, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty mnes In
burial. MJ. Bennett was a very pat1ent and faithful patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the appl!cat!on. The lady's name
chronicler or the habits and customs or tile dltrerent peo- something (If he Is very skllfuJ) that brings roll sf can bde bad upon appl!catlon at this office, by anyone es!r! ng to comm un!cate with her.
ples of the many places he visited, The every-day for the time being.
life of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who bas
Ladles, read the following testimony trom a lady wllo bad been su1Ier!ng tor two years With an Ovarvtslted them and beheld them with his own eyes. Par- ian Tu1nor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her l!fe, a.nd the chances
.t!cular attention Is paid to the progreBB of Free thought In were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In tour. months' time she Is perfectly well, and bas not taken a dose or
the various countries be via!ted, and the morality of so- medtc!n since putting on the appliances. Consu1t us when yonr physician tells you he can do notb!nog
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the moral!ty ol for you; It wlll pay you.
SHULLBB'CRG, WIS., November19, 1882.
Christian countries, much tG the detriment of tbe latter
DR. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to tan me; I became nervous, lost all deThe work !sa
sire for food, and, In fact, began to ran rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
~~reethinker's History of the World. of St. Louis, at which place I was then stopp!ng,lall of whom declared that I bad an Ovarian 'l'umnr,
and that the only thing that would save my Ute would be the knife. About six months ago I grew t·apldly
This work and" A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE" worse, and had abo..t made up my mind to take the only course th~t soemed lett to me, and submit to an
should be In every Liberal's library Besides Its Intrinsic operation, when my attention was called;to the Eureka lllagnet.Ic Ap1•ltances. AJ; a drowning man
worth It Is a memento of one of the greate•t Freethinkers wlll catch at a straw, so did I catch at ·this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a:sult,,of
the world bas known-of one who ranks with Voltaire your appl!ances. From the very first I felt Invigorated, the tumor which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
and Paine In the force and clearness or his writings.
decrea.se, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
Address 7BFJ 7RU7B SEFJKER.
as well as I ever was In my l!fe. Since putting on the appl!33 ()linton Place,
ances
I hav not taken.a single dose of medtc!n. My bowels, which
New York city.
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
cheerfully recommend them to anyone suffering as I hav, bel!ev!ng
that they wlll do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
· MBB. MAllY J. STEWART.
THE

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,

Remember that these appl!ances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, a.nd, unl!ke all other appliances In the
market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.

PRICE LIST.

WITH SOME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
By 8A.iU1JEL P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 cents.

For sale at this office

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION
Founded upon the Life or
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.

Nerve and Lung Invigorat.ors,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominai Belts, •
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4,00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping_ Caps,
4.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles,
•
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated
ChrJst!an!ty.
'Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late EJectr!c!an
~~ond Chemist of the ROyal Institution,
Any of the above garments sent to any achlress upon receipt or price, and we will return the money
London, England.
If tlley are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
Price, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
send us word stating symptoms, and we w!ll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appl!ances are oll:ered at Jess than one-third of what others are sell!ng worthless appl!ances for, yet we w!ll
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appl!ance ever oll:ered the
publlc, and w!ll outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process, and
bav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, wb!le not a single appl!ance
tn the market w!ll attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority or such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for a
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and w1JI outla.st any
and all other garments now before the publ!c. Every magnet Is arranged In the otarments upon rci<ntijlc
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We oll:er you therefore
·

The Bible AnalyzeU.
BY
.John R. Kelso, A.ltl.

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance' Ever Constructed.
And challenge comparison With any of the SO-called magnetic garments now otrered under that head. At
the same time the application or Iabor-sa.v!ng machinery In our manufacture enables us to oll:er them
about

"ANT I C H R IS T ."
ProVIng conclus!vly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIS'l.'•
HIB birth, lite, trial, execution, etc.-11 s. myth.
TRUTH SEBKER Otl1ce.
Price, $2.00.
SS Cl!nton Place, New York·

CHRONIC DISEASES
Embracing those or the blood and Nerves, the Dis
eases of Men, the D!sea.s·es of Women, and the var!
ous causes, poyslcal and social, leading to the mare
plainly treated by tba.t lJla!uost of books, PLAIJII.
HOME 'J'ALK, EMBRACING MEDICaL OOMM(Jl\
SENSE-nearly 1,000 pages, 200 Illustrations, uy Dl,
E. B. l<'OO'l'E, of 120 Lexington ave., New York. ;:
whom all letters !rom the sick should be addre•ee~
In Its Issue tor Jan. 19, 1~78, Mr. Beu11ott's 'l'll1i~h
SEEKEU thus BlJtla.ks Of Dr. ]<'OO'l'E allcl bls moll!,:.>.,
publications: "We kllOW blm (Dr. Foote) perolla.•)
and Intimately, a11d we say with all the a.ssuranu>
that knowledge Imparts that be Is a man ot tilt>
highest !ncent!vs a11cl motlvs, whose l!re bus boe11
spoilt In lllstructlllg and Improving hlslellow-belllgs
by g!VIIlg such lllformatlon as Is woll cn.JculaLecl to
etmule them to be more healthy, more happy, ancl
to uo botter a11d more useful men anu women. His
medical works possess the highest value, an<! llav
boon !ntro<lucecl a11cl thoroughly rea<! 111 !nmureds
or thousands or families, WhO to-day BtiLlld l'Oatly LO
hear Willing testimony to tho groat lJonellt they llav
dorlved from the physiological, hygienic, and moral
I"S80il8 wblcll be bll.B so ably Imparted."
PllrchiLSOrS ol PLAIN HOME 'l'ALK are at Uberty
to CONSUL'!' l'l'S AU'l'HOlt, In !>Orson or by Inall
l<'ItEE. Price of the new 1'0JlUiar Eu!tlon, by mall
posw.ge, t>reJmld, only $1.GO. Uontonl.t! table !roe
AGEN'l'S WAN'l'EU.
MUUUY lliLL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
129 East 28th stroot, Now York.

'J'IlE SCIENCE Ol!' Ul'E. ONLY $1.
H }{ JUA.IJ, I•OS'l'·I•A.IJ),

KNOW THYSELF

AGreat Medical Work on Manhood!
Exhausted Vlta.Uty, Nervous and Physical Deblllty,
Premature Decl!ne In Man, Errors of Youth, a11d tile
untold miseries resulting trom lnd!scret!ona or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 12G prescriptions for all acute
and chronic diseases, each one of which Is !nvalua.
ble. So found by the author, whose experience for
23 years Is such as probably never before tell to the
Jot of any physician. BOO pages, bound In beautiful
French muslln, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
teed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical,
J!terary, and profess!onal-tban any other work sold
In this country for $2.60, or the money w!ll be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illust.rated sample, 6 cts. Sond now,
Gold medal awarded tbeautbor by the National MedIcal Association, to the officers of Whlcll be refers.
This Science of Life should be read by tho young
for Instruction, and by the affi!cted for rel!ef. It
wlll bo.:wf!t all.- London Lancet.
There Is no momber of society to whom this book
w!JI not be useful, wbotber youth, parent, guardian
Instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No 4 Bulflnch st., Boston, Mass., who may
be consulted on all d!seo.ses requiring skill anci experience. Ohron!c and obsttnato dlseUBes that bav
batned tho sklll of all other pbyalc!ans
a
specialty. Such treated successfully
Without nn !IIBtllonce of fallure.
lyr48
Mention this papor.

HEAl
THYSElf

DR. FE.LLOWS
Is a regularly educated and legally qual!!led pllysJc!an, ancl
tho most successful
8B Ills practice wlll
pr0ve. Ho ha.s for
twenty years troatod
exclus!vly all diseuses
of the Sexual Organs, In which be
stands pro-em I non t.
S PE It MA'fO!UtHOcA
and IMPOTENCY
nB tho result or selfabuse In youth and
sox ual excesses in maturer years, causing
n 1 g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
power,rendering marr
rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside appl!cat!on In sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDIOlN USED. It Is one or Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medical profe8il!on. Send three 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full Information. Address Dr. U.P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say where you sa.w this advert!sment.

From the Ironclad Age.

"Dr. Fellow~ Is an outspoke11 Infidel, therefore no
cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers of the lantl
1y8
So that we Mnsa.y with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a. trifle higher should g!v the doctor their patronage."
than ordinary clothing.
Re~nentber that we are otrer!ng you the cheapest and best magnetic appJ!ances In the market, and 1f
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them a.t our expense and we w!!l
refund your money.
,

ONE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-Tbe New Testament.-The
creation -The DeJuge.-The Exodus.-Tbe Mira! of the Bible -The Errors of the Billie.-The
i~ Jbecle8 .-Tbe.Dev!l or Satan of the Blble.-'l'he
Hea\en and the Hell of the B!ble.-;rne Sabbath of
the Bible.-The God of the Blble.-rhe Messiah or
Savior. octavo 833 pp Splendidly executed. Sent
Crown
•
pj,-1 $3 oo
Jly ma!l, post paid. TH~TRUTH SEEKER,
Addre83
33 CilntonPJ., New J<ork.

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.
A<iENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITBD STATES. LmEBAL OOMMIBBIONB ALLOWim
._lldrtll lor IUrlbel' IDIOnUUOD,
DB. L. TENNEY,
'7f Weat llladtson Street, Ohtcago, Ill.

~ UPTU RES

CUR EDb,

"'7 ltledlcnl Compound and lmpro1red
Elaatlo Supporter Truss injrom 30 lo
IJO dav•- Reliable reference• ghen. S.nol
a tamp for c!rcnla~ 1 and 1a11 .,. ,.1\alpa~
1/oto ""' 11111 Gdtlermomtod. .&.ddreu CIIJ.).

Y, .L Clllllall.laltkt111t,l1111MIII. I;J,

TtiE TRUTH SEEKER, SE:PTEM13ER · a,. 1984.
~

To overcome the seliHh propensity, to not be
alw.ays eager to secure his ·own pleasure and profit,
to not be willing to lnj ure the Interests or others
tbat his own may be promoted; Is the grandest work
to which man can devote himself. Our tastes, our
lncentlvs, our desires and objects are an susceptible
of modification and Improvement. We can make of
ourselvs almost anything we please. Self-control
and a constant .watch over ourselvs will accomplish
lt.-D. J[. Bennett.

WE often hear of the return or the " prodigal son,"
of the finest veal being served up to him, and ot his
·entire forglvness. How often, though, do we hear of
the "prodigal daughter?" Seldom, very seldom, Is
the poor misguided girl allowed to return home·.
Why this discrimination? '' To err Is human, to torglv divine," but parents seem never to think of this
when the daughter-more sinning-returns to the
parental roof and prays for forglvness. Is she not
as deserving of forglvness as the son who has run
his course, and returns when he has become tired of
the world? A woman will more fully realize the
folly of her ways, and be more ready to reform If the
opportunity IS given her, but what Is she to do?
Her parents, the very ones whose arms should
always be 1·eady to receive her, cast her away with
the command never to darken their door aga!J;1.
Her own sex ref!lse to recognize her, employment
she cannot secure; so there Is nothing left for her
to do but to eontlnue In her evil course until death
claims her as his own, and thus brings the long
wished for rellet.-Anon.
BELIEF Is an e!Iect produced by a cause, It Is a
condition or-the mind lnd uced by the operation or
evidence presented. Being, therefore, an e!Iect and
not an act, It cannot be, or hav, a merit. The moment It bec)mes a distinctly voluntary act (and
therefore, a thing of which merit can be predicated)
it ceases to be genuln; It Is then brought about (If
It be not an abuse of language to name this state
"belief") by the will or the Individual, not by the
bonafide operation of evidence upon his mind. which
brings us to •·eductio ad absu1·dum (the ridiculous con
elusion), that belief can only become meritorious b;
ceasing to be honest. -Greg.
SINCE from my youth I was devoted to the pursuits
of literature, and my mind has always been stronger
than my body, I dl<l not court the labors of a camp,
In which any common person would hav been of
more service than myself, but resorted to that employment In which my exertions were likely to be or
most avail. Thus, with the· better part of my power,
I contributed as much as possible to the good of my
country, and to the success of the glorious cause In
which we were engaged; and I thought that If God
willed the success of such glorious achievements, It
was equally agreeable to biB will that there should
be others by whom these achievements should be
recorded with dignity and elegance; and that the
truth, which had been defentled by arms, should
also be defended by reason; which Is the best and
only Jeglttmate. means. of defending lt-.MiUon's·
Dl'j'ense,

' ,

ISOLATION t~nds always to enfeeble the powers
and lmpovetjbh the spirit, whether It be the hermit's
cell, or the superb palace Which sets one apart from
his fellows In the worltl. Life In l"'rge communities
Is more attractlv and rewarding than In the smaller
-in the village more so than In the hamlet; In the
city more so than In the village. 'rhe energetic and
sympathetic reel this most surely, and their scheme
or lire Is modified by It.-Dr. R. S. Stotrs.
TOWERED cities please us then,
And the busy hum of men;
When throngs of knights and barons bold
In weeds of peace. high triumphs hold.
With stare of ladles, whose brlgh t eyes
Rain influence and judge the prize,
Of wit or arms, while both con tend
To win her grace whom all commend.
-Milton's L' All«g1·o.

N. Y. ~tate Freethinkers'· Association.
THE 1SEVEN·rH ANNUAL

CONVENTIO~T;

Where Reld-The:Speakers Engaged-The Hotels, Raib·oads •.etc.

ROUTES OF TRtl. VEL AND RAILROAD RA.TES.
Eastern and western passengers over the Nickel Plate, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern railroad, and eastern passengers over the New York, Lake Erie & Western (formerly
Erie) railroad, change cars at Dunkirk, N. Y., and take the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley &
Pittsburgh railroad to the "Cassadaga Camp-meeting Grou,nds."
Eastern a:nd western passengers over the New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio railroad-(formerly .· Atlantlc;,&[.,,Q-~Iil,ll.t;.jW estern), and:· eastern -passengers ...aver the .Buffal'O. & .J;&mestown
railroad, change cars at the Atlantic & Great Western Crossing, and take the Dunkirk, Aliegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad to Lily Dale Station.
To be more definit, persons coming to the Convention from most of the cities and large
towns in the United States will find it the cheaper to purchase excursion tickets to Chautauqua Lake. These can be obtained very cheap; and then leave the cars at the crossing of
the Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh railroad near Jamestown, and then take the
last mentioned road to Lily Dale Station, near the camping grounds. Persons coming from
any station on the New York, Lake Erie & Western railroad, or any of its branches west of
Binghampton, will pay full fare to Dunkirk, and then be returned at one-third fare home.
The Dunkirk, Allegheny V~>lley & Pittsburgh railroad will sell excursion tickets at two cents
a mile from any station on that road.

New York, Lake Erie &

Western

Railway -Excursion Ratt?s,

Rates quoted from the first three places are to both Chautauqua and Jamestown, the
others to Jamestown.
New York or Jersey City, $18.50; Philadelphia, $17.60; Newark, $18.50; Paterson, $17.00;
Newburg, $16.75; Goshen, $14.75; Montgomery, $14.50; Middletown, $14,00; Port Jarvis,
$13.00; Lackawaxen, $14.00; Honesdale, $13.00; Hancock, $14.00; Deposit, $10.50; Susquehanna, $9.75; Binghamton, $8.75; Owego, $8.00; Wa:'erl~, $7.25; Elmira, $6.50; Corning,
$5. 75; Bath, $6.50; Bloods, $6.45; Wayland, $6.40; Lrvoma, $5.80; Avon, $5.40; Geneseo,
$5. 70; Mt. Morris, $5.95; Dansville, $6.55; Rochester, $5.50; Caledonia, $5.25; LeRoy, $4 80·
Batavia, $4.20; Warsaw, $4.65; Attica, $4.20; Buffalo, $2. 75; 'rona wanda, $3.20; Lockp~rt'
$3,80; Niagara Falls, $3.75; Suspension Bridge, $3.75; Clifton, Ont., $3.75; Addison, $5.50;
Cahisteo, $4.40; Hornellsville, $4.25; Almond, $4.00; Andover, $3.50; Wellsville, $3.20; Scio
$3.00; Belmont, $2.85; Belvidere, $2. 75; Friendship, $2.55; Ouba, $2.20; Olean, $1.80; Car:
rolton, $1.25; Lrmestone, $1.50; Bradford, Pa., $1. 70; Little Valley, $1. 70; Cattaraugus,
$1.65; Perrysburg, $1.40; Dayton, N. Y., $1.30; Dunkirk, $2.15.

P. S.-I am glad to announce that the Trnth Seeker Company will hav an agent on the
grounds with a large assortment of Freethought publications for sale. The editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER will, as heretofore, make full reports of the proceedings. Other reports of
the Convention will be published in the New York Herald, the Buffalo Courier, and other
secular papers.
H. L. G.
-Bums.

A PERSON whom I knew had dined with a millionaire, tete-a-tete, with six flunkeys standing round the
table. I suppose that a man of Mr. Greg's (tlae
author of "The Creed· of Christendom"> Intellect
and character, In spite of his half ascetic hatred of
plush, would rather hav been one of the six than
one of the two.- Goldwin Smith.
FEW can seriously think It possible to reimpose
upon the modern world the Lent of the Middle Ages,
with Its irrational disregard of latitude, climate,
employment, physical constitution, and everything
else of which medical science takes account In regulating diet~ 'rhe number Is >1lways growing smaller
or those who believe that the narrattv to Which Lent
has reference Is Itself to be taken literally, and that
all the k lngdoms of the world were actually shown
by the tempter to the tempted from the pinnacle or
the temple.-Torwto Bystandt1' (Aptil).

WHEN a small hoy gets spanked It may be truly
said that there Is a woman at the bottom of it.
INSTEAD of gambling at the rural church strawberry festivals, the girls guess how many hairs are
In the dude's mustaches, and the one who comes the
nearest rakes the pot.

"All, Mr. Hebbleton, I hear that you hav been
called to the ministry." "Well, I can hardly term It
a call. They only otrer me fl ve hundred a year.
THE NEW YoRK STATE FREETHINKERS' AssoCIATION, in accordance with its established CUB Sort of a whisper, you understand."
tom, has invited the Freethinkers of all the other states, and also of Canada, to meet them
MISS EvA MACKAY, daughter of the California.
in annual Convention, at Cassadaga Lake, N. Y., on the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th days of
mllllonare, Is betrothed to Mr. Colonna, represent&·
September next.
tlv oi the well-known family of Colonna. It will now
THE SPEAKERS.
be In order for her friends to Colonna and p •esent
their congratulations.
The following well-known speakers hav been engaged to address the Convention: Thaddeus B. Wakeman, of New York; Miss Helen H. Gardner, of St. Louis; Courtlandt Palmer,
" How In the world can you content yourself to llv
of New York; Charles Watts, of London, England: Allen Pringle, of Selby, Canada; Col. In this dead-and-alive place?" asked the city visitor
John R. Kelso, of Modesto, Cal.; George Chainey, of Boston; J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw of her country cousin. "I know I should die If I
City, Mich.; Mrs. Dr. Juliet H. Severance, of Milwaukee; Stephen Pearl Andrews, of New had to stay here." "Well," replied the rustle re1aYork Dr. John Stoltz, of Chicago; William S. Bell, of Boston; Judge R. S. McCormick, of tlv, "I suppose I should, too; but then the city folks
Fran =klin, Pa.; John E. Remsburg, of Atchison, Kansas; Lyman C. Howe, of Fredonia, N. ain't here only a few weeks In the year, you know."
Y.; M. E. Billings, of Waverly, Iowa; Hon. A. B. Bradford, of Enon Valley, Pa.; Charles B.
" CLARA, what makes you sit so close to George
Reynolds, of Rochester, N.Y.; Samuel P. Putnam, of New York; Dr. William F. McCormick, of Franklin, Pa.; and Richard B. Westbrook, D. D., orthodox, of Philadelphia, Pa. when he calls? I hope you will not torget the proprieties, my child." ·• Oh, but, rna, George Is dreadAnd the following hav also been invited, the most of whom are expected to be present:
ful deaf." u Yes, I remember, your father was
Hon. Elizur Wright, of Boston; F. E. Abbot, Cambridge, Mass.; Horace Seaver, Boston;
troubled with the same complaint before we were
Luther Colby, Boston; Judge Arnold Krekle and Mrs. Judge Krekle, of Kansas City, Mo.; married, but now I cannot go through his pant&"
James Parton, of Newburyport, Mass.; Judge Carter, of the Supreme Court of the District loons pockets In the morning without waking him
of Columbia; and B. F .. Underwood, editor of the Index, Boston, Mass. It is possible that up.''
Col. Ingersoll will be present and address the Convention.
"YEs, sir," he said fiercely, as he stood up to ~he
bar," the Ins hav got to go out, and the outs hav got
THE SINGING.
to go ln." Just then his wife entered the saloon,
Professor A. D. Lane, of Olean, N.Y., one of the most popular professional singers in and seizing him by the collar said, In low, deter
the state, accompanied by as good a quartet of voices as can be found in Western New York, mined tones, "There's one out got to be In-In his
has been engaged to provide the musical entertainment for the occasion.
Professor H. H. own house In ten minutes, or there's going to be
music somewhere." He smiled a sickly smile as he
Hall, who sang for the Rochester Convention, has also bee!). engaged.
said, "My wife's a great joker," but he followed
In her wake, nevertheless, as she lett th
meekly
THE PLACJE OF MEETING.
place.
The location where the Convention is to meet is one of the most pleasant and picturIN Missouri hugging parties hav been Introduced
esque in the state. It is described as follows in a circular issued by the Association: "The
Cassadaga Lake Camp-meeting Grounds are eight miles from Lake Erie, and seven hundred to swell the church treasuries, and a paper glvsthe
feet above it; situated midway between New York and Chicago, one and a half hours by rail following scale or prices: Girls under sixteen, 25
from Buffalo, five from Cleveland, nine from Pittsburgh, fourteen hours from Cincinnati, cents for each hug of two minutes; from sixteen to
sixteen from Philadelphia, eighteen hours from New Yo'rk, twenty hours from Boston and twenty-five years or age, 50 cents; from twenty to
Washington, and twenty-one from Chicago. It lies on the shore of a beautiful chain of twenty-five, 75 cents; schoolma'ams, 40 cents;
lakes, three in number, and at an elevation of nearly fourteen hundred feet above the level widows, according to looks, from 10 cents to$~; old
of the sea." The Association la.st year erected on the grounds an amphitheater, with a seat- maids, 3 cents apiece, or two for a nickel, and not
ing capacity of twenty-five hundred people, with the seats in a semi-circle, which givs·every any limit of time. Ministers. are not charged. EdItors pay In advertisments, but are not allewed to
one present an opportunity to hear all that is said from the speaker's platform.
participate until everybody else Is through.

MAN was not sent upon the earth to prepare himself for existence In another world; he was sent
upon the earth that he might beautl!y It as a dwellIng, and subdue It to his U:s13; that he might e<alt
his Intellectual and moral powers until he had
attained perrectlon, and had raised himself to that
Ideal which he now expresses by the name of God,
but which, however sublime It :nay appear to our
THE HOTEL RATES.
weak and Imperfect :nlnds,ls far below the splendor
The following prices hav been established at the hotels for board: $1.50 per day, for one
and majesty of that power by whom the universe
day and less than three days; and over, $1 per day. Table board: breakfast, 40 cents; dinwas made.- Winwood Reade.
ner, 50 cents; supper, 30 cents. Lodgings 25 to 30 cents. The hotel accommodations are
BE ye therefore perfect, even as your father Which sufficient to entertain all who may attend. '
Is In heaven Is perfect.-Jesus.
HL.GREEN
Salamanca, N. Y.
Secretary New York State Freethinkers1 Association.
•ro catch Dame Fortune's golden smile,
Assiduous walt upon her;
And gather gear by every wile
That's j ustlfied by honor;
Not tor to hide It In a hedge,
Nor for a train attendant;
But for tbe glorious privilege
Ot being Independent.

NOT even a sparrow falls to the ground without be
ing seen, and generally the' cat gets it.

On Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 8th and 9th, the

NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE
WILL HOLD ITS

EIGHTH ANNUAL CONGRESS
At the same place.

In his call for the Congress the President of the League invites "all citizens of the
United 1->tates, whether they hav acted with this League or not, who believe in a secular
republic, separation of church and state; the equality of all citizens before the law, without
distinction of creed or race oi' sex; justice for all, and privileges and monopolies for none;
the need of universal secular education, free speech, and a free press as the basis of universal suffrage."
All Charter and Life Members of the League, and all delegates from local Auxiliary
Rwu•rthlnklnginvolvesf•·eethlnklng. If (lJ know Leagues, will hav votes in the Congress. Each Auxiliary is entitled to send five delegatestruth makes us free. freedom, again, Is the condl· its president, secretary, and three other members-to the Congress. Annual members are
Ant.it.led to seats in the Congress, and to votes by the permission of the Congress.
tlon ot knowing the truth.-Dr. J. F. Clatke.

AT a camp-meeting way down In Maine many of
the campers Inhabited temporary abiding places
made or canvas, stretched upon a frame-work of
joists. To dwell In such a pla8e In proper privacy.
requires some caution. 'It won't do to place a light.
In the middle of the tent and then proceed to make
'.prEI!llwi~~o.tlol;!!l,ior .. ret!.rfug, ror. the shadows. are. C!lol!t
with a deadly a.cenraey &nd-·&"e· not spread--out-as
they are on the slanting walls or an ordinary tent.
This fact being noticed by certain young persons
who perambulated the groves by night, a scheme_,
against the peace of mind or the persons Inhabiting
such dwellings was formed and carried out. The
young villains secured a plenteous supply of char-.
coal, and as the shades or evening advanced they
noiselessly went about tracing out upon the outside
walls of the tents the shadows thrown from the In·
side. The light or morning broke-was broken all
up, In fact-upon a decorated camp. Many of the
sketches were dlstlnctiyrecognlzable and Intensely
amusing. The expression that stole over the face
of Deacon-- when he emerged from his tent
and found a curious and amused crowd gazing at
an excellent likeness of his more than portly form
arrayed In exceedingly scanty attire, was a sight for
thegods.
LITTLE AH sm, AND HOW HE BACKSLID.
Little Ah Sid
was a Christian kldA cute little cuss, yoU'd declareWith eyes full of run,
With a nose that begun
Right up at the roots of his hair.
Jolly and fat
Was this frolicsome brat,
AJ3 he played through the long summer day,
And braided his cue
As his father used to,
In Chlnaland, far, far away.
Once o'er a lawn
That Ah Bid played upon,
A bumblr-bee flew In the spring;
" ~Ielican buttlefly I"
Bald he winking his eye,
" Me ~atch urn and pull orr urn wing."
Then with hls cap
He struck it a rap•rhls Innocent bumble-beeAnd put Its remalnq
In the seat or his jeans,
For a pocket there had the Chlnee.
Down on the green
Bat the little sardine
In a style that was strangely demure,
And said with a grin
That was brimful of sin,
"Me mash urn buttletly, sure."
Little 4.h Bid
Was only a kid,
Nor could you expect him to guess
What kind or a bug
He was holding so snug
In the folds of his loose-fitting dress.
"K!-yal Kl-ylp-yel"
Ah Sid cried, as he
Rose hurriedly up from that spot.
"Ki-yal Yuk-a-kanl
Dam un Mellcan manUm buttlefly belly much hot!"
-San Franci1co Wa1p,
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pocket and fired point blank at the officer.
The bullet grazed his ear, and before she could
fire again CoL Katansky seized the weapon and
immediately placed the young woman under
THE latest illustration of the advantages of
arrest.
, heredity in England is evidenced in the £100 a
SoME of the students at Racine College, Wis.,
year pension granted to the Rev. Charles
are
liable to be proceeded against for neglecting
Southey, who is nobody, for being the son of
the means of grace. The late Dr. Koven of
· Robert Southey, who was somebody.
that college was in the habit of giving his classes
MR. EvARTs's committee needs contributions a weekly lecture upon religious subjects, questo finish the pedestal of the statue of Liberty. tioning thein beforehand in order to find out
The statue is ready to be shipped, and $125,- what they already knew. On one of these oc000 is needed to c6mplete the work on Bedloe's casions the topic was the angels. "Now," said
Island, in New York Harbor, by November.
the doctor, "before I begin, let some one of you
To help on the work of Christianizing the giv me his notion of an angel." A profound
Chinese in Philadelphia, the committee has is- silence followed. "Did none of you, for insued a neat prayer-book, with the prayers both stance, ever hear of Lucifer?" Thereupon a
in English and Chinese. A prayer in Chinese hand was lifted to reply. "Well, said the docmust strike the recording angel as something tor, "what hav you to say of him?" "Why,';
of a curiosity.
replied the student, wasn't it he that started
THE pope is about to issue a bull against the German Reformation, as they say?"
France for legislating on the rights of her citHow much do children usually understand
zens relating to free marriage, and also free of the theological distinctions taught them at
. divorce for cause. The encyclical letter will 8unday-school? This co:nversation will illusdeclare marriage a sacrament. That will, of trate: "My dear boy,'' said an earnest Suncourse, make it so!
day-school teacher at the North End Mission
THE various missionary societies should turn to a frowsy urchin, "do you know we are all
their attention to some church communities sinners?" "Yes, marm." "D0 you know
instead of the heathen. At a meeting in a that you are a sinner?" "Yes, marm." A long
Paterson, N. .J., church last week, the mem- and earnest talk followed, in which the claims
bers jumped around and on the seats, and of the gospel were fully set forth; but the
called each other liars and hypocrite. It was teacher was only rewarded by an unintelligible
found necessary to call in the police. There stare. Finally, it occurred to the teacher that
.is a rich field for missionary duty among some perhaps she had taken the boy beyond his
of the churches, says the Telegmm.
depth, and she inquired, "John, you know
THE circle of a child's acquaintances cannot what a sinner is, don't you?" "Sinners, marm?
be expected to be aslargeasthatof its parents. Oh, yes; sinners is strings in turkey's legs."
A little Chicago girl went to Sunday-school and
THE writer of "Undertones" in the San
was placed in a class. The teacher sweetly Francisco Chronicle takes a rational view of the
asked her if she knew who Jesus was. "Well, so-called phenomena of Spiritualism.
He
ma'am, we've just gone to board at the Palmer says: "I am not a Spiritualist, but there is far
Honse, an' ain't very well acquainted, but I too much evidence of 'psychic force,' as it has
'spect ma knows him." The mother says she been called, to leave any reasonable doubt of
don't know what the neighbors think about the the existence of some form of magnetism which
wny she brings up her children.
is one of the most marvelous of natuml phe" CHICAGO must be a pretty large and flour- nomena. Its various demonstrations are called
ishing place,'' said an Austin man to a gentle- phenomena. In the dictionary meaning of
man from the Lake City, who had come to the word they are phenomena, but in the acTexas for his health, "Yes, we must hav al- cepted meaning they are not. Scientists hav
most ten thousand saloons." "How many passed ove:r all those subjects as curious freaks
clerical scandals?" "I've only heard of three of nature. Nature has no freaks, Everything
. lately." "How is that?" "The reason there has a deliberate and intelligible cause, and it
are so many more saloons than clerical scan- is the business of science not to disbelieve undals is because you know where to lay your til it has proved imposture,"
hands on the saloons when you want to count
MR. RusKIN, who never says anything unless
them."
he knows all about it, says: "In a;Il rational
THE ghost of Abraham will not down. Andrew and authoritativ sense the word saint can only
0. Taylor, of this city, was charged with assault- be applied to a person in perfect health of
ing his mother-in-law. When asked whether he body, heart, and mind." This knocks the
had knocked her down, Taylor said: "No, sir; saintly handle off the name of a person of the
I feel confident that it was the supreme power name of Paul, who, although otherwise approxthat knocked her down, cut her face, and imating Mr. Ruskin's standard of saintship,
blackened her eye." " Through the instrn- suffered a grievous physical imperfection that
mentality of your fist," said the district at tor- tormented him not a little, and "his bodily
ney. "But she was banging me over the head presence was weak, and his speech contemptiwith a big dipper," said the prisoner. "An- ble." Good-bye, Saint PauL Still, there is
other supreme power," said the court, face- honor in store for the apostle to the gentiles.
tiously.
The inspired gentleman was dis- While we drop the "saint," we will call him
charged.
"Mister Paul," just the same as we say" Mister
THE British Association of Scientists hav Ruskin," which ought to be gratefully apprejustclosed a convention at Montreal, Can. Jo ciated by Paul's large circle of admirers.-.Eh:Cook was in town seeking a recognition, which change.
he did not gain. A Sun correspondent says
MR. BuRDETTE, of the Bw·lington Jfawlceye,
of him: "The Rev. J. Cook, who has bobbed drops into parable and disconrses as follows:
up serenely here, lectured to-night in a "You ought to be able to overhear all that
Methodist church on the subject, 'Does death goes on," remarked the dominie, gazing deriend all?' with physiological illustrations. He sivly at the long ears of the patient ass. "I
wanted to hav a tilt with the Materialists. His do," replied the patient aRs. "Get on." The
posters were extensivly distributed around dominie climbed upon the patient back, and
where the scientific men could see them, and, when his long legs were adjusted he smote the
as a well-known New York man of science patientass'withhis umbrella and said: "Get
said, 'He told all about what happens after up !" "I will," replied the patient ass, "since
death for only twenty-five cents.'"
you insist upon it." And then he "got up'"
TaE details of the attempted shooting last his back in a sharp hump, and bucked the
month of CoL Katansky, chief of the gen- dominie over the long gray ears, clear through
darmes, of Odessa, R~ssia, which hav hitherto the osage orange hedge into the guinea hen's
been suppressed, hav now become public. nest on the other side. The patient animul
The motiv leading the young woman, Maria reached for a thistle and laughed a low,
Kalisnaj~t, to attempt the deed was the desire mournful laugh.
"You bet your cassock," he
for revenge. CoL Katansky h~td sentenced her murmured, "I over ear everything that goes
brother, who was a member of a revolutionary on my back. Little pitchers hav great ears,
society, to penal servitude for life. The girl but their best holt lies in the projectil tissue
entered CoL Katansky's private room, and of the backbone." And in all the pleasant
twenty minutes later c1few a revolver from her 1 meadow there came no sound save the soft

Jlofts and 9Jlippings.

sighing of the summer wind, toying with the
bending grasses, and the hushed breathing of
a holy man, scraping from his somber garments the debris of the long, too long, hoarded
wealth of the guinea hen's hidden nest.
DEacoN WARD, so the Boston Globe asserts,
is a Christian farmer who works fifty-one weeks
in the year, and on the fifty-second he brushes
np his old broadcloth coat with a high, quilted
collar, covers his bald head with a napless silk
hat, stores his old wagon full of bed-quilts and
provisions, hitches in his sorrel bobtail mare,
and strikes out for the camp-meeting. Arrived
there, he started out in a search for milk for
his coffee. On account of liquor being a forbidden luxury inside the grounds, the Yankee
vendors hav been compelled to mix their whisky with milk and sell the savory combination
under the name of "Jersey cream," which commands a good price among those who hav a
fondness for such fluids. After a large amount
of growling about the exorbitant rates, the deacon bought a quart of the patent milk and took
it to his tent, when all the family was so delighted with its flavor that they sent out and
procured some more. About bedtime the deacon was feeling sort of happy. and determined
to go over and get another glass just before retiring. "How many cows hav ye that gin that
sort o' milk?" asked he, going up to the stand.
"Four; they are all there are of the kind in
the country." "You say they are Jerseys.
What sort o' fodde:r do you gin 'em thut makes
it so rich ?" "I don't giv them anything but
grass. I lay the richness to the powerful
amount of thunder showers we've heel o' late."
"What hav they got to do with it?" "Everything in the world. You see, it thunders and
lightens all the time up there where I livs, an'
I reckon that somehow 'twixt the milkin' an'
the cannin' my milk gets struck, an' that fixes
it." "What on airth is it struck with?" "J ersey lightning.''
THE Edinburgh Review recurs to the subject
of lightning rods, and points out that the new
doctrin of Franklin and his allies was not received without considerable opposition. A
sharp shock of an earthquake having been experienced in Massachusetts in 1755, this was
forthwith attributed to the evil influences of
Franklin's lightning rods. A Boston clergyman preached against them in 1770 as "impious contrivances to prevent the execution of
the wrath of heaven." Even as late as 1826 an
engineer in the employment of the British
government· recommended that all lightning
rods should be removed from public buildings
as dangerous expedients, anrl in 1888 the governor-general and council of the East Inditt
Company ordered that all lightning rods should
be removed from public buildings, arsenals,
and powder magazines throughout India, and
only became reconciled to their restoration
after a large magazine and corning h011Re, not
fnrnished with a conductor, had been blown
up during a storm. Franklin was so much in
earnest in reference to his invention that he
sent a friend at his own charge through the
prin Jipal towns of the New England states to
make known the powers and virtues of the
lightning rod. In the "Poor Hichard" for
1758, a kind of almanac or manual which he
was at that time publishing, he gave specific
instructions for the erection of his rods. 'rhe
second conductor which he himself constructed
was placed upon the house of Mr. West, a
wealthy merchant of Philadelphia. A few
months after this had been erected a storm
burst over the town and a flash of lightning
was seen to strike the point of the conductor
and to spread itself out-as a sheet of flame at
its base. It was afterward· found that about
two inches and a half of the brass point had
been dissipated into the air, and that immediately beneath the metal was melted into the
form of an irregular, blunt cap. 'rhe house,
nevertheless, was quite uninjured. The sheet
of flame seen at the base of the conductor
Franklin correctly ascribed to the ground having been very dry, and to there not having
been a sufficiently capacious earth contact
under those circumstances. He nevertheless
shrewdly, and •1uite justifiably, assumed thP,t
in this case nature had itself pronounced an
unmistakable verdict in favor of his invention.

JltiVS olf fht fltth.
INGERSOLL was elected presiqent of the
League at Cassadaga last Tuesday.
TnE eldest son of the late William M. Tweed
died recently in a Paris madhouse.
STATIS'l'ICS show that the proportion of divorces to marriages in France is that. of 1 to
1,000.
MAINE went Republican last Monday by 17,000 plurality. The prohibition amendment is
claimed to hav been carried.
WHILE the Rev. J. W. Horne, of Southport,
Conn., was walking on the railroad track last
Saturday htl was strnck by a train and instantly killed.
'l'HREE survivors of the Greely party of Arctic explorers engaged themsclvs for exhibition
in an Ohio dime museum, but the secretary of
war ordered them to Portsmouth, N. H., where
they will be assigned to duty .
MRs. BmDGET CoLr~INs, of this city, went to
mass last Sunday at St. Frances Xavier's
church. While kneeling in her pew she fell
forward nnd died. 8he had heen fasting in
preparation for the communion.
TriE Hev. N. B. Thompson, a Baptist clergy.
man of this city, denounces the Rev. Mr. B•tll,
of Buffnlo, who started the Cleveland scnudotl,
as a disgrace to the pulpit. 1'hat is suppoHe<l
to be the worst thing that can be said of tl man.
TrrE presence of British and American fleets
preserves order at Foo-chow, recently reduced
by the French, German officers in the service
of China are ordered home. A Chinese army
is reported to be on the way to invade 1'onquin.
CASHIER HILI~ of the New Brunswick, N. J.,
bank, having embezzled $200,000, committed
suicide last week. President Hunyon, also
implicated, followed Hill's example and sev
ered his jugular vein with a penknife !aRt
Monday.
MRs. WAsHINGTON KELLEn, of Reading, Pa.,
fasted forty-eight days and then died. She
was inspired to take this long fast by reading
of Christ's forty days' fast in the wilderness.
It is fair to suppose that this folly will not be
laid to the teachings· of Infidelity.
AnnrriONAI~ returns from the Vermont elections show a decrease in the Hepubiican majority as compared with the last election. This
is claimed to be accounted for by Republicans
on the theory that all the voters of the state
were not represented at the polls.
TiiE Hev. Arthur Sloan's faith cure at Stratford, Conn., hns closed its doors. 'rhe affair
has not proved a financial success. Grocer
Lemuel L Beardsley, of the same place, whose
magnetic treatment is not founded on faith,
will continue business at the old stand.

Mu. Gr~ADH'l'ON~~ has assured the ministers of
the Free Church of Scotland that if a distinct
majority of the Scotch members returned to
the House of Commons at the next election
were pledged to disestablish the Church of
l:lcotland, the government would carry out the
popular w1IL
A DEGREE of lassitude is ohservable in the
political world. Little is accomplished, from
clay to day, more than a rehashing of old
charges against party candidates. 'rhis mn.y
be called a summer of discontent among politicians. The winter of it will set in for some of
them about Nov. 4th.
JuDGE C..J. FoLGEn, secretary of the United
States treasury, died at his home in Geneva,
N. Y., on the 4th, aged 6G years. His death is
attributed to overwork and disappointment
arising from the loss of the governorship of
New York, for which he was the Republican
candidate and ran agai~st Cleveland in 1882.
'rHE New York board of aldermen hav given
away a million-dollar franchise, over the mayor's veto, to a stock company to build a surface
railroad on Broadway. An investigation of
the aldermen's conduct is going on. It is
charged that each member of the board was
promiAed $1G,OOO in cash and $10,000 worth of
stock in the propose\lxoad.

'i'RE TRUTH SEEKER. SEPTEMBER 13, 1884.

Questions for Mr. Perry to Answer.
J. R. PERRY, Sir: I, like yourself, "seldom dabble
in politics," but when I see such articles as yours in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 26th on "Tariff," I cannot ren:ain from asking a few questions that I shall
be pleased to hav you rise and explain. Who pays
the tariff on imports-the home consumer or th~
foreign manufacturer? How are the consumer and
laboring man benefited by tariff? How does it
affect the price of wheat or other farm products?
Being a laboring man, if high tariff will in any way
benefit me, I would like to know it, so I could the
better appreciate my friend, if such it be; for under
my present convictions there are few things I appreci~J,te less. The argument of high wages, about the
only one I hav ever heard in its favor, is too vapid,
and has gulled the unthinking laborer too long
already. The wonder is, in the long, dull winter of
idleness, as he sits shivering over his cold black stove,
hungry and ragged, that he doesn't find out that tariff
doesn't protect him nor his children's bare feet from
the frost and snow, nor put food in their empty
stomachs. The only reason that I can giv for his not
thinking of such things, and resenting the insult of
the high tariff advocate when he prates of protection
and high wages at election times, and downing the
fraud with his ballot, is that he has no time to think
of anything but how to procure the necessities
of life, luxuries and tariff being out of the question.
For it is a lamentable fact that the laboring man's
high wages boasted of will not support a family in
Leavenworth, Kansas. What it will do elsewhere I
cannot say; but, having been a laborer of Leavenworth for several years past, I know whereof I speak
and can prove what I say. The (so-called) high
wages of shop, and all indoor and outdoor laborers,
where they can hav constant employment, is $1.25 per
.day. This, in a year of 313 working days, amounts
to $391.25. The workingman's expenses for a family
of six-himself, wife, and four children-at poorhouse rates will be about as follows:
Rent of house for one year at $10 per month,
$~ig:gg
Groceries at SG per week,
24.00
Six tons of coal at $4,
Clothes for man,
25.00.
"

" woman,

.

"
" each child $10,
Poll tax and other expenses,
Total,
Wages,
Leaving him behind,

~g-gg

20:00
566.00
391.25
174.75

This, it will be noticed, allows nothing for lost
time, doctors' bills, and numerous other expenses
that cannot be avoided. The question may be asked,
How do they liv? By the wife and mother neglecting her own work and her children, going on short
rations and half clad, and taking in washing or sewing, and sitting up nights to work when she should
be in bed taking her needed rest. Those that think
the expenses too high can find out by experiment.
Perhaps it will be claimed that " a laborer that can't
liv on bread and water has no right to liv;" or that a
laboring man has no business with a wife and four
children; and under our high tariff class-legislation
this may be true. Surely the laboring man who assum~:s the responsibility of supporting a family
under the present condition of things is making a
rash venture, to say the least.
But if nativ-born citizens are as good as foreigners,
the home and family should be encouraged and protected; and your argument in favor of" tariff affording inducements for emigration and an increase of
population" falls flat.
The idea of an additional wealth tax is good, but,
we fear, as impracticable as limitation in ownership
of land, or government controling railroads. And to
legislate so as to make millionaires at the expense of
labor, in the hope that our grandchildren may get
some of the money after the millionaires and their
heirs are dead, we think a poor investment. Another
unfair argument in favor of tariff is contrasting the
condition of the laborers in England with those of
the United States-unfair, because circumstances are
· different. England's population per square mile is
291, while that of the United States is only 14. Kansas has an area of 81,318 square miles, with a population of less than a million. Make her proportionately populous with England and Ireland, and she
would hav over 24,000,000 inhabitants. Giv her 23,000,000 more people, with half of England's army to
support, and is it reasonable to suppose they could
liv as easily or well as under present conditions ? If
not, about how much tariff would it be necessary to
add to their exp~nses to bring them up to the present living standard ?
We think the object of legislation should be "the
greatest good to the greatest number of people,"
without interfering with the rights of any. Just how
tariff can benefit the consumer, agriculturist, or la·
borer is more than I can understand with present
information. But that it prevents them from buying
1fhere they can buy cheapest, and enables the home

pleasure, and satisfaction. As our initial step was a link in
the chain of that grand evolution of thought and. mental progress now so manifest everywhere; so is your significant work,
commenced this day, another link in the golden chain. As
our work was, so i~ yours-a'sign of the times; and both are
evidences of the march of humanity to a higher plane. Nor
is this march a discouragingly slow one. By no means.! Just
think, my friends, for a moment, of the almost marvelous
change in public sentiment in Canada in the last decade, in
its animus and attitude toward Secularism and Secularists. If
the community here in which I liv is any fair criterion of this
province, or E)ven a goodly portion of it, the change is almost incredible-entirely beyond what I anticipated twelve
years ago when we commenced open discussion in the public
press, and soon thereafter public Freethought lectures in the
town of Napanee. Why, my friends, the feeling at that time
against us, especj.ally myself, was so bitter and vindictiv that
nothing saved us from personal violence but a certain degree
of esteem which we fortunately commanded in consequence of
an otherwise unassailable character. But in the space of a
decade this has all changed. The hostil animus has disappeared, and the bitterness has given place to bantering, itself
good-natured and half-doubting. The hostil prejudice we hav
mostly lived down; and we hav evidence that our work has
not been in vain, for every church in this community is leavened more or less with rationalism.
Members of churches who nominally are Christians are
doubters and heretics. Business, family, society, and other
considerations keep them within the pale of the church, but
upon their intellect and conscience the church has no hold.
Out of their own mouths I will prove this. The lord bishop
of Ontario, in a lecture on "Agnosticism," given here a few
months ago, and since published, used this language:
Organization in Canada.
"Religion is at the present time confronted with a,very real
Heretofore Canada has been behind the· age in or- as well as a very subtle danger. It is not Christianity or any
ganized Secularism (Liberalism). There are encour- particular system of religion that is attacked, but religion itaging signs that she will not long remain behind. self at its very root. This danger arises from the prevalence
of Agnosticism, which is so subtly diffused that its influence
The Freethought Association of Canada, incorporated is
felt, not only in the writings of Agnostics, but in conversain 1877, held no meetings for five years until last tion, magazines, and newspapers. It occupies the attention
March, when it was reorganized for the purpose of and affects the minds of multitudes who dare not avow it. It
doing activ work in Canada for the propagandism of has crept into our churches, and heads of families who are
church-goers, and outwardly believers, are at hea1-t Agnostics."
Secularism; since when there hav been six branch
I hav ample personal knowledge that this testimony from
societies, known as Secular societies, organized in the bishop is quite true-at any rate, true of all the churches
in this community, Roman Catholic as well as Protestant; all
places where there were no societies before.
But probably the most encouraging sign of the of which is, of course, very encouraging.
The fi1·st public discussion in Canada of theological questimes, which also marks an era in Canadian Secular- tions,
involving a denial of the inspiration of the scriptures,
ism, is the building of the first Secular Hilll in Canada and the fundamental tenets of Christianity, and setting forth
owned exclusivly by a Secular society. This hal! been Constructiv Rationalism or Secularism, was held in the colbrought about chiefly through the energy, enterprise, umns of a Napanee paper twelve years ago, commencing in
and ending the following March. This paper, forand liberality of Wm. Algie, of Alton, ably and December,
tunately, at that time happened to be in the hands of rather
warmly seconded by the efforts of his brother Free- Liberal-minded young men as editor and proprietors. The
thinkers. Alton is a village on the Credit River, editor especially was a young man of considerable culture and
forty-five miles from Toronto. Its population is sup- Liberal views, and it was through his influence with the proprietors that I obtained a hearing through their columns. The
ported mainly by the water-power drawn from the local clergy had commenced the attack from their pulpits, and
river, that runs a number of mills, of which the as that medium (sometimes called the "Coward's Castle") was
woolen mills of Mr. Wm. Algie are the most valuable. of course shut against reply, I sought the press, and forIt was about three months ago that Mr. Algie con- tunately the Napanee paper alluded to opened its columns to
me. I flung the gauntlet down to the clergy. I denied their
ceived the scheme, and after talking the matter over assertions, refuted their misrepresentations, and challenged
with other members of his family and his mill hands, the very fundamentals of their religion, offering them a new
who, by the way, are all Secularists, he generously philosophy of life and a better religion-the religion of Secuoffered to giv the land, lay the foundation, and also larism and Humanity. In default of any reply from the
clergy, a Scotch Presbyterian layman took up the cudgels for
giv a liberal sum toward building the superstructure, them.
Then another layman came to his relief, and finally
the remainder to be raised by subscription. This one of the clergy in desperation came to the relief of both
offer was enthusiastically accepted, and the building (anonymously, however); but _all finally left the field; This
being the first public attack upon the popular religion, the
is now in process of construction.
first public presentation of Rationalism, the whole community
About the middle of July invitations were sent to was
terribly shocked. But the shock was succeeded by that
all well-known Canadian Freethinkers, and a few liv- infallible sedativ, thought, sober thought. In the country
ing abroad, to take part in the ceremony of laying house, no less than the town, the papers containing the conthe corner-stone on Saturday, August 16th. In re- troversy were put away on the traditional "shelf" for future
reference, instead of in the waste-basket. And the Christian,
sponse to the invitation, a large number of Secular- on
the wet day or dull Sunday, would take down his file of
ists assembled at Alton on that date from different papers and again go over the dull points, and reflect and
parts of Canada. In the mean time, the work had cogitate to himself. This I know to be a fact.
The ball being thus started so auspiciously to roll-though
progressed much more rapidly than was anticipated,
and as the contractor wished to take advantage of not without an ominous and threatening sound-we determined to keep it in motion. We accordingly invited Mr.
the pleasant weather to push it forward, he was al- B.
F. Underwood to come here and giv a course of lectures
lowed to proceed, and not wait for the· ceremony of on the questions in issue between us and the clergy. This
laying the corner-stone. This part of the program was in the fall of 1874-ten years ago this fall, and about two
was therefore omitted. But it did not detract from years after I had first flung the gauntlet to the clergy in the
public press. The struggle which then commenced-hostil
the interest of the celebration.
and bitter on the part of our opponents, and determined and
A picnic was held in a grove on the outskirts of uncompl"Omising on our part-ending· in the long course of
the village, and refreshments were provided in abund- litig11tion known as the "Napanee Town Hall Case "-I need
ance by the members of the local society. The not enter into here, as the particulars of the struggle are
to most Canadian Freethinkers. Suffice it to briefly
Orangeville Brass Band enlivened the exercises with known
say that after I had leased the hall from the mayor of the
music, and the Alton String Band, composed entirely town for the lectures, taking the precaution to hav a written
contract, the bigoted town-council ignored the mayor's conof Secularists, played for the dancers.
Mr. Wm. Algie, in his opening speech, very briefly tract and trampled upon our rights by locking the hall against
us. Determined not to be foiled, we hired another hall at an
and very modestly explained the circamstances that expense
of $125.00 for three nights, and triumphantly had our
resulted in the building of the hall and in this cele- lectures with crowded houses in spite of the bigots. I then
bration. He then read letters of congratulation from brought an action at law against the town for damages, which,
Allen Pringle, Selby; Charles Watts, and W. Stewart after dragging its slow length along through the courts for
with varying verdicts and reversals, was ultimately deRoss (Saladin), London, Eng.; W. McDonnell, Lind- years,
cided against us. But though we suffered a technical and lesay; F. Boas, G. S. Wilson, C. C. Stevens, and A. A. gal defeat at heavy expense, our moral victory was complete.
Murphy, Montreal, and others. At the solicitation Opponents who at that time were most bitter-apparently
of the writer, he secured the loan of the correspond- thirsting for my life-blood-are now excellent friends, with no
of ill-will.
ence from Mr. Algie, and made copies of the same, trace
The various judgments of the courts also, though legally
which appear below:
against us, were morally in our favor. At the final hearing
FROM ALLEN PRINGLE.
of the case before the late Chief Justice Harrison and Justice
Armour in Toronto, the latter said, "If Christianity were true,
To the Alton Secular Society, Greeting.
DEAR MR. ALGIE AND FRIENDS: I thank you for your vtry there could be no possible harm done by discussing its dockind invitation to me to be p1·esent with you to celebrate the trins; and in this age we were standing on the threshold of
laying of the corner-stone of your projected Secular Hall, and great discoveries in nature, and that it would never do ~o
I regret that pressing and imperativ duties at home prevent me muzzle those people who were engaged in those investigations
fl"Om attending. But though I cannot be there personally, I because their discoveries did not agree exactly with the presend my hearty greetings, and am with you in thought, sym- conceived notions of some so-called religionists." Judge Moss,·
pathy, and that genuin brotherhood of humanity which is a also, who tried the case at the Assizes in Napanee, said, in his
natural corollary of our creed, and which ought therefore to judgment, ''I find that the plaintiff acted reasonably and
fairly."
·
.
specially characterize Secularists.
The progress of Freethought in Canada generally, but more
That I am more than glad to hear of your initial undertaking goes without saying. Your pl"Oject to erect a Secular Hall, especially in this pl"Ovince, during the past few years has been
if successful, is, so far as I know, the first in Canada; and you all that any of us could reasonably expect considering the
deserve great credit and substantial assistance in so noble a strength of the inborn tendencies and ingrained prejudices we
pioneer work. As we here in Lennox county took the initial hav to contend against. The press, and even the pulpit, are
step twelve years ago in commencing the activ and public rapidly becoming Liberalized and secularized. Secularists are
propagandism of Secularism in the Dominion of Canada, and rightly entering upon constructiv work. Our philosophy or
now look back with satisfaction, and even pride, upon our creed, which is wholly affirmativ and utilitarian, instAad of
humble efforts, so you are now inaugurating the building of negativ and destructiv, as charged by our opponents, is crysSecular halls in Canada, and will, I trust, in the future also tallizing itself into the fruits of good living, right teaching to
hav good reason to look back upon your work with pride, our children, and the building of Secular halls for useful, ed-

manufacturer to sell at his own price regardless of
cost, is certain. The idoa of our suffering by overproduction is absurd and needs no comment; and
if England can manufacture and ship her wares to us
cheaper than we can produce them, let us buy of
her and do something else that will pay better.
Here is where the high-wages hobby comes in, but
as American manufacturers giv their employees only
barely enough to subsist on under high tariff, England or the United States can do no less under free
trade. If all the P.eople of Pennsylvania were engaged
in the manufacture of iron, and all other states were
obliged to buy of them or of England, it would be
good for them to hav a tariff sufficient to keep English iron out of the market; but how the tariff would
benefit the other states is what I fail to see.
Will Mr. Perry please explain this, and why there
are so many strikes? What is the use of the education and labor committee ? If high tariff will adjust
matters, let us hav more of it. But if it is the cause
of the trouble and murmurings, and only serves to
make millionaires at the expense of the laborer whom
it claims to protect, the less we hav of it the better.
Lea;venworth, Kan.
H. H. HUTCHESON.
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ucat~onal, and ~~cia! purposes, of which latter good work this
one IS the ausp1c1ous beginning.
The endeavor now being made to get Mr. Charles Watts ·of
England, and Mr. George Chainey, of the United States, b~th
able and eloquent exponents of our principles, to come
amongs~ us as worthy exemplars and teachers of constructiv
Secularism; and effectiv iconoclasts in the controversial arena
when necessary, augurs well for our cause in Canada, and has
~y warmest sympathy and support.
Meanwhile, let every
~eculanst prove the superiority of his creed by his exemplary
hfe-by mor~ ?onduct, by temperance in all things, and, above
all, by so trammg and instructiug his children physically and
mentally that they may in their turn benefit their posterity
and the world. Yours in fraternal bonds, 'ALLEN PRINGLE.

FROM C!UllLES WATTS.
74 HERNE HrLL Rom, LoNDoN, S. E., ENG., July 27 1884
DEAR Sm: Your very ple~sing and interesting letter'to ha~d,
and I need hardly SIJ:Y that 1ts contents afford me inexpressible
pleasure. ?!"our act m the cau~e o~ F:eethought is a generous
one, and w1ll no doubt meet With 1t~ JUSt reward in the twofold sense of the satisfaction you will yourself experience and
in the goo~ which ~ust in th~ end result from a true and'generollf' al:t~msm, WhJCh ever anses above the mere pleasure of
the mdiv1dual. The movement of the race is ever onward
and they who lend a helping hand to push on the car of prog:
ress are the real benefactors of humanity. The courser will
:ush ~orward, whoever drives, but wisdom in holding the reins
IS all-Important, n?twithstanding. The step you hav taken deserves to J;>e held 1_11 remembrance by all the friends of freedom, and 1~s enem1es are no~ likely to forget it. Would that I
could be w1th you on the occasion of the inauguration of your
new_ ven~ure. But although that is not possible, I hav the
grat1ficat10n of knowing that, all being well, I shall be present
on the spot of your noble efforts soon afterwards and hope
then to witness this new triumph of the cause we both hav so
much at heart. Great movements hav ever been the result of
growth, and experience proves that nothing adds more to the
developme~t and to a fair prospec~ of_the ultimate triumph of
our enterpnse than a sound orgamzatwn having for its center
a hall independent of .orthodox caprice and beyond the control
of theologica_I pre~udice. The_ building now erected. through
your g~neros1ty, a1ded by the liberal support of the Canadian
Freethmkers ~en.erally, is _to be dedicated to the promulgation
of Secular prmmples, whJCh, when consistently adhered to
supply a practical science of life, based 0 n ethical culture and
mental disciplin. The light is dawning on all peoples, and
he who removes any obstacle, however small to its rays rises
in that ratio above the defenders of darkne~s and thos~ who
are indifferent whether it is noonday or night. I sincerely
hope that the effort put forth by the Freethinkers of Canada may be the beginning of a movement which like the incoming tide, shall carry all before it, and sweep a~ay-every obstacle to the advancement of man. The progress that has
already been made, both in your country and mine, is satisfactory; but a glance at the prospects of the future is still more
gratifying. Old errors which hav been firmly rooted for centuries are tottering and falling; and the ground is being swept
clear for new truths. As Secularists, we aim not simply to
destroy, but we endeavor also to replace. To pull down may
be good work, but far greater is the erection of the new fabric. T~e latter is the principal aim of Secularism, which is
somethmg more than mere Freethought. It is a system of
positiv moral duties, apart altogether from the theological
teachings of the world. Free thought is a necessary "John the
Baptist" preparing the way for the Secular savior whose mission it is to redeem the race from the threefold curse of ignorance, credulity, and priestcraft, and to inspire within man
self-confidence, self-respect, and self-reliance. Sincerely hoping that your very laudable efforts to extend the knowledge of
such a savior will be crowned with every success, and that ere
long I shall be in your midst to contribute my humble services
in the great and noble work, believe me
Yours very faithfully,
CHARLES WATTS.
MR. W. ALGIE.
FROM W. STEWART ROSS (SALADIN).
118 Loumr:soRo RoAD, LoNDoN, S. W., ENG., t
July 30, 1884.
f
DEAR Sm: It is with unfeigned pleasure I hav to congratulate you upon your generous and well-directed liberality as regards the new Freethought Hall to be opened under the auspices of yourself nnd your friends in Ontario. May your
example inspire others to follow in your steps, and thereby
contribute to break down the theological superstitions which
mar the glorious political freedom of the Western world. I
congratulate you upon the beacon tower you hav raised, and
through the Christian darkness of Ontario I trust its light may
flash till the shadow of the cross darkens the land no more.
Depend upon it, sir, that in the part you hav borne in opening
this hall to the Freethinkers of Canada you hav done a deed
important and momentous possibly far beyond what your own
modesty will at present permit you to think you hav done. It
is the man who dares to stand up for the truth when all men
are against him who is the hero. With you there, as with us
here, the Preethought cause is still an unpopular one. "The
intellectually indolent cannot submit themselvs to the mental
effort it entails.
'Ihe man who cares for triumph more than truth can find
triumph only on the side of popular error; and he who steps
forward as the champion of a principle for the acceptance of
which the world is ripening-but not yet ripe-instead of winning triumph, usually entails upon himself obloquy, poverty,
slander, misrepresentation, and neglect. And yet there is the
glorious fact that on your side of the Atlantic, as on mine, there
are men of heroic mold and moral daring who will strike for
truth though no one applaud; who will stand up for principle,
be the personal consequences what they -~ll.y. Among these,
sir, I am proud to rank yourself. In fidei.. ·.,to principle you
hav given your lands and your dollars; b~ ··,if you, sir, had
been mean enough to care for praise more than principle, for
popularity more than truth, you would hav made your gift to
some howling Methodist_s or raving ranters, and thereby hav
obtained the favor of Grundy and the prayers of the saints.
You hav not, sir, that favor and those prayers, but you hav the
consciousness of having done your duty; and I doubt not you
hav the manhood to estimate at their true value whatever social paltriness and Christian spite may say and do against you.
Depend upon it, a not very remote posterity shall yet bless
your name, for the sun of our morning is already breaking
through the clouds on the horizon, and ours is the coming
cause. Th<;J cause is already championed by the large-hearted
humanitarianism of Hobert Inge1·soll, with his electric eloquence and powerful individuality towering into the higher
mountain ranges of literary genius. And now (I almost grudge
you the boon) you hav on your continent my friend and late
editmial colleague, Charles Watts, who, through good report
.and evil, has devoted his life to hacking and hewing at the
theological fetters and shackles which cling to the limbs of
.such vast numbers of his brothers of mankind. Popular plat-form Freethought has no abler advocate; human liberty no
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more llllflinching champion; ignorance and tyranny no more
~etermined foe. What England loses, America gains; and
m the breaking down of the Christian superstition, we must rise
above the narrow prejudices of country and geographical barier, to the country of the world and the federation of mankind;
Sir, I may never see your face, I may never hear your voice,
but your thought is mine, your aspiration is mine; and as men,
as F:reethinkers, as antichristians, as brothers, we shake
hands to-day over the roar of the Atlantic.
Yours fraternally,
W. STEWART Ross (SALADIN),
Editor St'cHim· Review.
FROM

WM.
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M'DONNELL.

LINDSAY, 0NT., July 31, 1884.
DEAR Sm: One of the most assuring marks of the progress
of the time is the evidence contained in your kind letter of
the 25th inst. The fact of the Secular Society of Alton sending an invitation to Freethinking brethren to celebrate the
event of laying the corner-stone of a building to be dedicated
to the service of Freethought in Canada, and as a check to the
dominant superstition, is most gratifying. The Christian creed,
as candor must admit, is, at present, in its decadence. Like
ancient religions, it has already become to many but a legend
or romance. Th.e most thoughtful men and women of our
country, as well as those of the world over, are becoming
ashamed of the pueril myths that, like other inspired myths
of old, tell of a ~uture heaven and hell, of angels and fiends;
of etern~l happmess and eternal misery, and of absurd tales
an_d stones, which even some thoughtful ministers hav already
reJected. Those who were once conscientious worshipers of
a ~o-called omnipotent being refuse to bow any longer to a
d8lty_who can, at the same time, be merciful and benevolent,
ferocwus and insatiable. Man, trained in the false ideas of
Christian theology, has too often followed the character of
his god, ahd ~as been cruel and persecuting to those who differed from h1m; but even man, with all his failings, has still
been more pitiful and forgiving than the imagined ruler at
w!wse power he trembled. He required _much courag<l to be
an avowed Freethinker or Secularist. Persecution, at the
present d~y, may not be a}?le to destroy the body, but intolerance ex1sts to destroy reputation; and the priests who preach
will continue to malign and misrepr-esent as usual.
In partial dread of this intolerance, there are hundreds
throughout the land who, while nominally assenting to church
doctrins, hav virtually rejected them. But true melt" and
women Will be consistent, and by their example show to all
that they are not ashamed or afraid to avow their principles.
Secu~arists, or Infidels, or Atheists, are already classed by the
best Judges of human nature, even by their candid opponents,
as the most honorable, and intellectually superior to most
others. Among such, I am confident, are the Secularists of
Alton. Thay occupy a proud position in Canada as being the
first, I believe, about to erect a temple in Ontario to Reason
and Truth. I hope their noble example may be followed by
others in this dominion. Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, and
every town in the province should hav its own Secular hall,
and I trust many years will not elapse until such will be the
case.
I thank you most sincerely for your kind invitation to myself; nothing would giv me more satisfaction than to be with
you. I hav shown your letter to some friends here, who, as
well as I, would like to attend your celebration, but as circumstances will prevent this, I, for one, shall try to be with
you at the dedication of the hall of the Alton Secular Society.
All honor to that society, and to you and others for your example and liberality. I remain
Very truly yours,
W. McDoNNELL.

[The letters from Geo. S. Wilson, president, and C.
Stevens, secretary of the Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club, sending congratulations in behalf of
the officers and members; from F. Boas, late president of the same club, and from A. A. Murphy, are
well worthy of publication, but for want of space we
are compelled to omit. J
Ex-Rev. George Chainey, of Boston, in response to
a call from the chairman, made a brief speech of congratulation, as a preliminary to the delivery of his
lecture, "Leaves of Grass," which was closely listened
to ana well appreciated. It would be out of place
to giv a synopsis of his lecture here, as many hav
either read it or listened to it.
J. Ick. Evans, president of the Toronto Secular
Society, and also of the Freethought Association of
Canada, was then called upon to address the meeting.
He said it was difficult for him to express his feelings upon the occasion of the building of the first
Freethought hall in Canada, as he may be charged
with insincerity, which, in his opinion, was a crime
in a Freethinker the most despicable. In referring
to the letter read to the meeting from Mr. Allen
Pringle, of Selby, Mr. Evans said he was glad to be
able, as others then around him on the present happy
occasion, to bear witness to the entire truthfulness of
Mr. Pringle's communication; and he, for one, was
prepared to concede that Mr. Pringle was without
doubt the father of Freethought propagandism in
Canada. He (Mr. Evans) had himself, with many
then present, been activ in Freethought propagandism in this country for ten years, and he felt proud
of the act of the Freethinkers of Alton, headed as
they were by the .Algie family, whose influence and
activity had brought about results in that part
of Canada that would be remembered in the long
ages to come. Mr. Evans then referred to the social
and other inequalities before the law, at present endured by the Freethinkers of all cor:ntries. He
strongly counseled the sinking of all party politics,
as he, for one, was prepared to stand by the glorious
principles of intellectual liberty and freedom of
speech before those of political partyism. In these
organizations the Freethinkers of Canada would possess the power of union, and this would ultimately
compel that justice so long withheld by Christian intolerance and dogmatic theology. Mr. Evans spoke
of the great advance made by Freethought everywhere, and especially in Canada, and strongly condemned the moral cowardice that made many suppress their opinions out of fear of religious persecu-

tion, by social prot;cription, etc. His own e~perience
had been most favora.ble to honest expression of opinion, as he flattered himself he enjoyed the esteem and
confidence of many of his fellow-citizens who were
amongst the most ardent supporters of the church.
Mr. Evans also referred to the opinion of Mr. Oh~trles
Watts, of England, that "Freethought in Canncltoccunied a higher plane of intelligence than in many
other countries." After returning thanks for the
splendid reception accorded himself and Toronto
friends, be concluded his remarks amidst loud
applause.
After a song by Charles Hicks, of Toronto, the
dancing and other festivities were continued till
eight o'clock, when the majority of the party were
driven to the station to take the cars for home. A
large number from Toronto and other places were
persuaded to remain till the following Monday and
Tuesday, and were right royally entertained. Among
those present were the venerable J obn Groom, of
Meaford; R. W. King, Georgetown; George&. Coldbeck, Owen Sound, and others, besides a large delegation from the Toronto Secular Society. RrssER.
ToTonto, August, 1884.

The Lithograph.
DEAR MACDONALD: Here come my thanks for that
splendid lithograph. "A thing of beauty is a joy
forever!" Humanity is an endless success, for which
its apostle, Bennett, so successfully labored-more
successfully, even, than some of his worthy compeers,
and hence more generally esteemed and highly
honored. As an editor, be was a model of independence and freedom. As an author, be was scientific
and instructiv. He had, long before, emerged from
all the fogs of mysticism. As a traveler around our
globe, be excelled all that went befm;e in the versatility of his talents as a writer and a historian. He
was antiquarian, ethnological, and truthful. And
his four volumes of "A Truth Reeker Around the
World '' are enough to immortalize the name of
D M. Bennett, and to multiply his friends from pole
to pole. I know what Christianity, bigotry, and superstition are, and if I bad the funds I would put
those four volumes in every library on the face of the
globe. No candid mind can read them without benefit. And then they bav all the charms of romance, besides an intrinsic value for their truthfulness, that givs
them a vast advantage over purely theological works;
and they are truthful and good enough to be popular and read in all the coming ages of time.
Yours truly,
LARoY SuNDERLAND.
Quincy, Mass.
--------~.--------

Scraps and Comments.
To THE Em·roR OF THE TRu'rH SEEKER, Sir : I never
read a TRU'L'H SEEKER but I feel like reviewing it, there
is so much I want to comment upon. It is all interesting, from "Notes and Clippings" to the last of
"Odds and Ends." Even the long talks of Spencer
and Stephen Pearl Andrews are full of rneat. Putnam
is always splendid.
Reynolds's League article would be almost perfect
if be bad not totally ignored woman, and woman's
works and books-thus following Christian lead, for
the church always kept woman in the background till
she proved her help was absolutely needed to keep
it alive.
Two or three women bav kept a reading club alive
here for years. Two or three Liberal women who
would set about it zealously could resurrect every one
of the dying and dead Leagues. Two good live
women could keep a League in full vigor and vim.
I don't say it to boast, but I'll wager I've circulated
more Liberal books, tracts, and papers during the
past ten years than any Liberal woman in Virginia,
and mostly at my own private expense.
Weybrigbt is correct in appreciation of the burial
services of Mrs. Macdonald. I bav ordered some
copies of it for distribution among the inquiring
pious here in old Virginia.
A lady was asking the other day if Infidels didn't
bury people like brutes-if they bad any services at
all-if they cared if their children were bad and
wicked. Strange bow ignorant some are of real Infidels. And she is an intelligent preacher's wife, and
a reader, but never before saw a live Infidel, and
wonders why they don't all lie, steal, swear, and murder. I hope when she reads some of our burial ceremonies she will be wiser. I've given her Bennett's
"Book of Forms," etc. Dear old Bennett-what a
grand work be did do !
I see the P(Y]Jular Science ~JJfonthly notices Kelso's
"Bible Analyzed." I consider that . a compliment,
though of course it does not indorse the manner or
style of the book. But it is much to win recognition
of any sort from such a monthly.
What a grand lecture might be made from the
item on the parade of the Brooklyn liquor-dealers !
Should freedom be allowed to celebrate such monstrous evils and ridicule the acknowledged virtues
and goods? Liquor drinking is an acklowledged
evil. Not one fact can be adduced in its favor. It is
wholly bad. But money is power, and even such
monsters are allowed to receive honor and respect.
ELJIUNA.
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!.gnosticism.
separation of church and state, it is a poor time to
There is one remarkable thing about the criticisms preach any dogmatic religion, however mild or modof the Agnostic philosophy as enunciated by Herbert ified, or wherever its deity may be placed. It is a
Spencer, and that is the stubborn persistency with poor time to preach any system which holds that any
which the critics continue to assert that Agnosticism sort of religion is necessary to make good men and
is a wholly negativ philosophy in spite of Mr. Spen- women, or to make them happy.
Spiritualism offers too few attractions to ever becer's repeated denials and proofs to the contrary.
Some one said it was a "mere negation," and "mere come the universal religion. It will never be a renegation" was caught up and shouted from Dan to ligion at all, and, so far as I know, it does not preBeersheba.
Perhaps Mr. Spencer's critics know tend to be. As a subject of scientific research, it will
what he means better than he does, but there is no excite some interest, but there is nothing in it to
evidence at present that they are likely to succeed in rouse lasting enthusiasm. Even if our departed
making him think so. This persistent endeavor to friends do liv and send us messages assuring us that
place him in a false position, if not a positivly unfair they are happy, and telling us to liv good lives, what
llourse, is at least a strange one. When Mr. Spencer of it? Men hav already learned that hope and hapsays positivly that Agnosticism, as he understands it, piness are increased by the cultivation and extension
is not a wholly negativ system, instead of persist- of virtue, justice, and brotherly love, and no voice
ently declaring that it is, the proper course is to from beyond the grave can tell them anything better,
search for the reason why it appears to be so. In whether it comes from a ghost or a god. No prayers
their search for this reason, Mr. Andrews givs the are needeJ, no worship is required. I would not go
critics ar hint of where it must be sought. He says: across the street to receive the most wonderful
"I am not now commenting upon Mr. Spencer's mediumistic communication ever sent. I hav no deidea, as covered by the term Unknowable, but upon sire to receive positiv knowledge at present, whether
the appropriateness or inappropriateness of the term I shall hav a continued existence or sink to eternal
to express any true idea whatsoever." He also says: unconsciousness at death. Possibly Beither fate is
"It can hardly be imputed to Mr. Spencer, or any in store. This is the reason I am not anxious to
other thinker, as a marked personal defect, that he pierce the veil. Sleep and the struggle for existence
has not been able to transcend the limits imposed on take so much of the time, and there are so many
him by the imperfection of our extant languages." mines of knowledge to explore, so many acts of love
A system or theory should not be inverted nor re- to do for my neighbor, I know that" this little ray
pudiated because of a deficiency in its verbal presen- called life" will be darkened long before my work is
tation, in consequence of the inadequateness of Ian- done; then if there is a continued life, I shall know it
guage. Mr. Andrews further states that "Atheism, without the aid of a medium. It would take someTheism, Panthism, and Agnosticism will be recon- thing more than "written communications" on slates,
ciled as merely different aspectual statements of a and caresses of " childish fingers " in " dark circles,"
truth which is too immense and too various to be to convince me that the "loved ones " were really
formulated by any single utterance," etc. If Agnos- present. It is not exceedingly improbable that a
ticism is a" merely different aspectual statement" of man who has reached Spiritualism by way of several
systems which are regarded as very positiv, it is other isms, may yet come to accept the teachings of
surely time that the mere negation cry was hushed "Oahspe." Mr. Harrison assures us with great emforever. It seems to me that the importance of Mr. phasis that Agnosticism is not a religion, and he is
Harrison's critical question, "Why an Energy?" has right, though he was doubtless disappointed tq find
been much magnified. So far as the effect upon that he was not disputed on this point. In his imman's conduct is concerned, it would be difficult to aginary dialog, his characters say: "You men of
show that it would make any difference whether we science hav routed our priests and hav silenced our
regard the Unknowable as a single power, or as a old teachers. What religious faith do you giv us in
grand aggregation of cosmic forces whose ceaseless its place?" This is the same question that Chrisactivities are so harmoniously blended that their tians ask, and is founded on the same e1Toneous asmanifestations which come within the reach of human sumption, viz., that whenever a God is dethroned,
perception, create the impression of a unity of power. some thing, person, or ghost must be taken up and
lf we conceive a plurality of forces, and trace them apotheosized. Man is daily becoming more fully
backward, they will either assume converging lines aware that he needs no God, no religion. Men hav
somewhere, and end in a mysterious fountain-head, lived without religion in the past, and they will again.
or stretch out to a formless, measureless gulf. The The Chinese, a large and populous nation, with a cividea of unity will always remain at the farthest limit. ilization and literature, existed contentedly for cenN otwithstanding the immense Pantheons of Greece turies and prospered in a marked degree, without a
and Rome, those hosts of deities, with all their com- religion. Confucianism was not a religion. The
plex variety of functions and varying degrees of Chinese people honored and venerated Confucius as
power, were traced back to the primitiv chaos, whence an extraordinary man for his great services to his
all life and power sprang, and the deities of India country, but they never deified him. There was
and Egypt were but the personifications of phenom- never anything mythical or miraculous about him or
ena whose origin was a mysterious, omnipresent his works, and he was never worshiped in anything
power. The chief charge against Agnosticism is that like the Theistic or Positivistic sense; neither did he
it fails to satisfy the mind in regard to the future, and ever teach any religion. It may be objected here
does not promote morality. 1 do not assert that it that a condition of things which would well serve a
does fully satisfy the mind, or that it will ever do so, stolid, conservativ people like the Chinese, would not
but I do assert that wherever it fails in this respect, do for the activ, speculativ, investigating descendthe reason of the failure must not be sought in the ants of the Aryan race; but I think the case may be
theory itself. It must be sought chiefly in man's fitly stated by saying that the former had not yet
nature. I once heard an old man say, "Some folks reached the religious stage of thought, except in a
wouldn't be satisfied if they were right in the king- low, primitiv form, and the latter are now emerging
dom of heaven, at the right hand of Jesus Christ." from it. Mr. Spencer speaks of religious sentiment
He said this as a rude, jesting protest against the in connection with the" Infinit and Eternal Energy,"
habit of grumbling, but he touched upon a great, far- but of course no one will suppose he uses the word
reaching truth. 'With all the religions, and isms, and religious in anything like the theological sense, as he
theories of the past and present, man never has been explains that he simply means that whatf.'ver comsatisfied, and he who cannot find contentment in Ag- ponents of religious sentiment survive (and some will
nosticism will stand a very poor chance to find it survive) will " appropriate to the consciousness of a
elsewhere. The Jews, the chosen people, who were mystery that cannot be fathomed, and a power that
in direct communicatioD with Jehovah, frequently is omnipresent."
forgot him, and doubted, and got into all sorts of
Mr. Andrews says: "It is the flower of the old thetrouble. Christianity, with all its magnificent claims; ology that it givs to man the high dignity of being a
with its redeemer who died for all mankind, and its co-worker together with God, a partner in the con·
promis of an everlasting home in a gold-paved city, -cern, instead of a mere lackey." That may be a
fails to meet the demand. Grim Materialism, though flower, but if so, it is a very dingy and malodorous
not unworthy of respect, stifles the last hope. Pos- one. Let those who will, wear it in their buttonhole,
itivism can never hope to obtain wide acceptance. but I would rather be a lackey in the service of "that
The worthiness of its aims is freely acknowledged; great stream of creativ power, unlimited in space or
but in this age, when the mind of man is constantly in time, of which huonanity is a transitory product,"
expanding and casting off restraints, it is vain to than a partner with any one of the multitude of visuppose that it will submit to any such Procrustean cious, revengeful, fickle-minded gods of the past or
contrivance. The mind of man will go back beyond present.
the re~lm ~f th~ known _in spite of him, and the reMr. Andrews says that Mr. Spencer has nothing
turn ':Ibratwn. v,:Ill carry It f~rw~rd ?e;rond the known. "very specific to suggest for men to do." That is
Notwithstandmg Mr. Harrison s ridicule of the Un- true, and doubtless the reason is that he considered
knowable, if man can find no consolation therein in it would be useless to do so. It is rather late for
the hour o~ death, it is gro":ing less likely ev~ry day e~th~~· man or God to suggest anything "very apethat he W:ill .~ver turn ~o ~/s fellow-man for ~t, even mfic for men to do. Men neglected the commands
the ~ollec~1v ~reat Bem~.
Man ca~ and Will sym- of Jehovah; they only nominally practice the teachpatluze ~Ith lus brother till the _grave 1s reached, but ings of Christ and his apostles, past and present, and
ther_e his !?ower ~n~s. ~n this late da:y, when the t~ey will not follow the canons of Comte. Theology
sentiment of wm:ship IS fa~m~ from !he mmds of men; givs man something to do. He is to work out his salwhe~ the ev?lutw_n of ethiCs IS _admi.tted to_ be going vation, but he is to do it with "fear and trembling."
on side by side With the evolutwn of orgamsm; when 1 despise laziness, but I would rather sit in everlast~he ~trug:gle for ~be sepa~atio~ of morality and relig- 1ing idiGmess than accept employment on those terms.
lOll IS gomg on s1de by side With the struggle for the 'If evolution has rail;led mankin<.l to its present condi-

tion without conscious concert of action, I see no rea~
son why it should cease to raise it, in like manner,
still higher in the future. Under all systems, the
narrow grave has always been t~ gloomy portal to a
world of mystery, and there is no indication that it
will ever be otherwise. There may be something
better than Agnosticism, but it seems to me that,
aside from direct, present joys, I can derive as much
pleasure and contentment from the contemplation of
future, exalted humanity, when the last bond of superstition shall hav been broken, when vice and crime
and sorrow shall hav passed away, when governments
shall cease to be, because they are unnecessary, and
love, virtue, and justice shall cover the earth, as I can
from any other system of faith or philosophy. In the
mean time let ushav more light, if it is to be had.
It will be seen that I restrict the word, "religion," toits proper sphere. It has done much illegitimate duty
of late, with an effect the reverse of beneficial. As
long as we use the word with the looseness of application now prevalent, so long will the church hold
that morality is dependent on theology; and this doctrin, continuously dinned into the wavering minds of
the masses, will hold thousands in the thrall of the
church who would otherwise come out into the light
of Freethought.
N. G. W.

A.n Evil Under the Sun.
Wherever three or more American citizens are
gathered together, th!ilre is a demand for more statutemaking in the midst of them. Statute, I say, not law.
For it is a grand truth that ought to be burnt upon
every heart and brain that "Man cannot make a law.
All he can do is to ascertain what the law of tb.e subject really is;" and then by his little statutes and devices smooth the way for its exercise. A vast amount
of crime, bloodshed, and ruin, with confusion and
vexation infinit, could be avoided if mankind knew
this for the truth and would observe it. The man
who first uttered that grand discovery deserves immortality in the memory of our race. Like the Sermou on the Mount, like when " he wrote in sand,"
like Paul's sermon on charity, and Jefferson's declaration, it hl¥l been proclaimed; like them it will take
ages of bloodshed and blind groping er~ it shall win
universal consent. It is Buckle who says·(! believe),
"About ninety-nine per cent of the time of modern
legislators has been consumed in undoing the evils
of their predecessors." The other, the one per cent,
is used in doing more mischief for futurity to reform.
He could not hav regarded our American Congress,
for almost all its time has been occupied in passing
laws, or disputing about the interests of a very small
number of American citizens, slave-holders, monopolists, or manufacturers. It was Calhoun, the greatest statesman and purest character of any age, the
most misunderstood of his own, who rebuked the
S,enate, telling them " all their time and care and talk
was employed for banks, bankers, manufacturers.
Session after session was for Wall street; not one
hour for the people."
Much has been said by correspondents about prohibition. I object to all such statute-making as contrary to law-to the nature of things. Your statutes
never yet made men sober or moral. "Prohibition
by law," as it is called, stops temperance agitation;
meanwhile a new generation grows up" who knew
not Joseph;" a generation of tipplers or beer-guzzlers,
and you hav the experience of Maine or Ohio repeated.
So with statutes about gaming, lotteries, etc. Gambling suppressed here breaks out there. By the lawless meddling of Congress to suppress lotteries, the
evil is acquiring so much skill to its conductors that
it bids fair to become a grand institution. Gaming
is not a vice in itself any more than tasting liquor is,
but becomes so by indulgence. When legislatures
begin brutally to treat these dispositions as crimes,
the only effect is to drive to secret and low-down
practices, or to ingenious evasions. Wisdom, then,
would seek to regulate and prevent all evil so far as
possible. There is much silly talk about " games of
chance," "the evil of risking," etc.; but every man
that plants a tree, sows a rood of ground, buys a lot
or bit of land, starts a business, or makes any movement towards bettering his condition, is running a
chance or risk. We are gamblers by our very natures. Let, then, our legislatures regulate the lottery
system by stringent law, just_ as they do banking, etc.
Let officers be appointed, examiners, etc.; and arrange
it so that it shall be as fair as any business. Gaming
is driven to low-down hells, and to some remarkable
evasions. One evasion has just begun its career that
bids fair to defraud the' people out of thousands of
dollars where an honest, regulated lottery took one
dollar. Never can it be suppressed or meddled with
so long as the little freedom left us remains. Fanatics
and tyrants must put the nation under a kind of martial law to stop it. They would do it, but will we submit? See what disgraceful deeds are done about obscene literature, what t.vranny, what outrages, all to
try to suppress what our enlightened public opin.ion,
aided by village and uity police and refusal by government to carry, would hav effectually extirpated. And
the agitation would hav been wholesome. We must
save ourselvs. Nor Christ, nor Comstock, nor law c~{l
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familiarity with the subject. She could remember This gentleman speaks United States with an English
when the question of high tariff was first brought up. accent, and is somewhat discur11iv in style. He makes
Sugar could then be bought for three cents per a very acceptable speech, however, and as a repre- ·
pound; now it cost eleven The benefit to the con- sentativ of English labor and Freethought is a valusumer was not apparent. Better dress goods were able correctiv to those who are inclined to compare
manufactured in America than in England. There- America with Europe on a basis of ignorance as to
fore, if American and English goods were put upon what the condition of the Eastern laborer really is.
Mr. Post closed the debate with a short speech.
the market en the same terms, we should soon clothe
The discussion, he said, had taken a direction differEngland as well as feed her.
Mr. Cohen held ·that the tariff question alone would ent from what he had anticipated. He merely wished
not affect the prosperity of a people. Hard times to present the tariff question to the Liberal Club as
had visited countries under both policies. "'\Vages are the Republican and Democratic platforms had place(j.
higher here than in Europe, but more people are out it before the people. He was glad, however, that
of work. It did not benefit a man any to hav sugar China had been mentioned. That country had a
selling at four cents a pound if he couldn't get the wall around it, and admitted neither labor nor the
four cents. A dollar would do him no good if be had pr6duct of labor. That was "logical" protection.
no way of possessing himself of the dollar. Woman The whole thing :was artificial and an evil. Mr. Post
suffragists ought to vote for Butler. Mr. Cohen will present the cTaims of Mr. Butler further on.
So ended the first fall meeting of the Liberal Club.
speaks vigorously. His gesticulations represent a
large expenditure of physical force. He did not If the hot weather had gone with the summer, the
spare himself on account of the heat, and at the end gathering would hav been la1·ger. The next meeting
of fifteen minutes the perspiration ran down his cannot fail to be an attractiv one, as Mr. Shook has
glistening countenance like condensed steam on a promised to advocate the claims of Mr. Cleveland to
pane of glass, and dropped industriously from his the suffrages of the members of the Liberal Club, and
chin.
Mr. Shook is a most interesting person.
Mr. King was loudly called for. This gentleman
is becoming a favorit orator with the workingmen,
Notes.
and is generally secured as the leading speaker at kl" lCitst one hnndrod Amoricrm nowsp•tpers, s•tys the New
their mass meetings. He has a voice like a trumpet, Yo!'!;: J.Vorld, hrtv publiHhed thrtt Professor 'l'yn<lrtll, one of the
and there is hardly a place in the city where a crowd most noted of seientists, does not know the year of his birt.h.
can be collected so large that people on its outskirts If Professor 'J'yndrtll really is in this Htato of ignorance liS to
cannot hear him when he is delivering a speech. In the drty of his nativity, ho will iincl by reference to TnE 'l'nuTH
a quiet locality he could, in fact, be heard much SEJ,~KER ANNUAJ, for 1881 thrtt tho exact date is August 21, 1820.
further than he could be seen. He is also a thinker
as well as an agitator, taking his Socialistic theories Mn. l'oTTJm, of the lndea~, fin!ls it impossible for him to east
more from John Stuart Mill than from the hotter- his vote for either of tho prtrty ertndidates. The publi,, record
headed and less deliberativ political economists. of Blaine frightens him, rtnd tho privrtto chrtmctor of Cleveland
When it shall please the workingmen to put one of shocks him. 'J'his o~tl1:; l" Hliilll ::;·;;tin tho romrtrk of the
1'he Liberal .Club.
their own number into the halls of Congress, they dnrkey who, when told thrtt thoro wero two rortds, ono leatling
to destruction 1tncl tho other to everlasting perdition, srtid, "If
It was a warm night. Anything short of the will perhaps find no one who can bett.er voice tlleir dnt is de case, dis nigger trtkeH to de woods."
strongest theological term would fail to express the rights and wrongs than Mr. King. This is said befervency of the heat. The Liberal Club audience, cause Mr. King has a great head, and talents that Trill: strttoments of tbo Ch1·istirm Arl>:oer11e rtro sometimes porwhich gathered for the 343d time, came in slowly and would win him distinction in a larger sphere than vrtded with error. For inRtauco, tho editor Hrtys: "No new
rtrguments rtgainHt Christianity luw bean formnlatotl. Ingerwearily until it numbered about one hundred per- any in which they hav as yet been displayed. He soll, and l'rtine, his prototype, wore answered whon <:hristiansons. It was the first meeting of the season. 1\'Ir. took a broad and philosophical view of the tariff ity wm1 only rt young giant of two centnrios of growth." This
Wakeman, who appeared in less robust health than question, and argued that logical protection should is not true. New rtrgnrnents ag:tinst Christi~tnity rtro found in
usual, called the assembly to order, and the assistant protect the laborer as well as the capitali~:~t. This nortrly every new fact discovered, and tho ol<l ones hav never
· secretary perspired the minutes of the previous meet- achieved, both would then be ready for free trade. been explained rtwrty. They hrtv been repliOll t.o, 1mll tho Bible
ing. A delegate frem the club (which is the Sixth He adduced statistics gathered by the Central Labor rtpologi:wd for, but they hrtv not been n.nswerecl. If any refuNew York Liberal League) to the Liberal League Union showing that on account of the enforced idle- tation either of Paine or Ingemoll is extant, tho Arloocnte will
Congress was next appointed, and Mr. Wakeman ness of many American workingmen, wages averaged srtve the clergy rt good deal of lnbor rtnd embarmssmont by rewaB authorized to select more. Mr Cohn was ap- lower in this country than in England.
producing it.
pointed a committee of one to see that the meetings
Mrs. S. Myra Hall thought that the question of 'l'IIE superstitions of Christirtnity (if we mrty rtdapt rtn exof the ch1b were appropriately advertised. Mr. Wake- the tariff should not be considered wholly as to its pression from rt religious paper) hrtv not been nble t.o take the
man and the delegate, W. T. Doty (" W. T. D." of effect on the American people. Other hearts might place of 11 belief in witchcmft. Sorcery has been charged
Ma1\), then took their departure for Cassadaga. The suffer.
rtgrtinst people of this country even recently; rtnd in the islancl
question of raising money to pay the delegate's exYoung Dr. Foote, between whose personal bight of Manritius in the In!lirtn Ocertn within rt yam·, young chilpenses afforded an opportunity for Dr. Foote, Jr. to and that of Mr. King there is great disparity, argued dren hav boon lddnappedrtnd tortured, rtnd in some cases killed,
suggest a collection to get the cents of the meeting, the around-the-world view. When he came to the that their blood might be used in sorcerous incantrttions. The
but it was not improved, and Mr. Andrews took the meeting he was inclined to be a protectionist. The London 1'imes tells of a man "wtmed Picot., who wrts lrie<l by the
chair.
question as presented by the previous speakers had British rtuthoritieH of that isllLn<l, rtml condemned to rleath. He
Louis F. Post had been put down on the card for given him an inclination in the opposit direction. told his judges thrtt they conlrl nov or han~; him, so groat WIJrB hiB
the lecture of the evening, the subject to be Ben Free trade in America, though it might for a time umgicrtl powers. And his wonl hrts como truo. 'l'lw !tonso of
Butler; but Mr. Post had been rushed around so by affect us injuriously, must hav a cmTe~:~pondingly ben- the chief judge hrts boon haunted by spiritH. Rlouus wero
other business that he had had no time to prepare eficial effect on European labor. The doctor's speech ruynteriously thrown in all directions; no wrtlcherK e<>ul<l <liHcovor t!te human rtllieH; the jndr;e's larly wns ~ttmost. frightened
his lecture, and as the weather was too hot for him was unsullied by a pun.
to think on his feet, he wished to be excused from
Mr. Andrews said he was glad to hear the quos- to dertth; and so grertt WitS the strain upon the mrtgisl.mto himsaying anything. A motion was put and carried tion of free trade and protection argued from a plan- self thrtt ho plendod with tho oxecutiv eonncil for tl!o murderthat his lecture be deferred until the first of October, etary point of view. He adverted to the restriction er's life."
GEOIWE CHAINI~Y·s lecture, "My Holigious Expcrionee," deand that he now proceed with his remarks. Any- of Chinese immigration. Could we afford to allow
thing to start a discussion would be acceptable. Mr. ourselvs to be overrun by the hordes of celestials livered before the Bpiriturtlists rtt Cassadagrt Lrtke recently, is
Post thereupon took up tt.e tariff question as dealt which an open port would invite? Mrs. Hall here published in full by the Brmner r1f', Light. In his prefatory rewith by the Republican and Democratic platforms. introduced the brilliant suggestion that we might mrtrks Mr. Uhniney snid:
"The last time I lectured on this subject I thought I shouhl
The Republicans, he said, came out squarely and de- swarm to China as fast as the Chinamen would swarm
manded protection. The Democrats toyed with the here. Mr. Andrews did not think the rush from never do so rtgain. It seems to he presenting myself to your
as the Rnbject of rt personal interest whicl.J. I hy no
question like the farmer who saw something in the America to China would take the form of a stampede. rtt!ention
means feel. Btill, having rtlrertdy ~ivcm it to tho worlll at that
bushes, and could not tell what it was. He thought The question to be settled was whether, havingmade stage of my life when I had no certain hope, nor fnit.h, nor
he would fire at it so as to hit it if it was a deer, and this a desirable country to liv in, we should throw it knowledge that life continues boyonrl the gmvo, unrlor fairer
miss it if it was a calf. The tariff plank in the Dem- open to let the "rats,. of the Eastern Hemisphere and better conditions than hero, I lind myso!E com pellet!, by
what I hav learnorl 1md felt here on this betmtiful campocratic platform means free trade if you are a free come here, or whether by protectmg ourselvs we ground to recrtll it for revision. Tho time hrtA come for antrader, and protection if you are not. Mr. Post held shall continue to improve and let the beneficent effects. other cimpter, 1md this timo I h11V no i<lca it will he lite last.
that protectiv tariff benefited the capitalist instead of of our influence go abroad. As for the differences I rtm Iiko one who hrts written a letter to a friand 1t11rl signed
the laboring man, and that the Republican party was between labor and capital, there is no attempt being it 'Yours till dnrtth,' aml then reopens it rtnrl signs it, 'Yours
hypocritical and dishonest in claiming to hav at heart made to settle the question scientifically by finding rtlwrtys •md forever."'
This lecture will prove interesting rorttling to those who hrtv
the interests of the workingmen whose votes it solic- out what is in truth and right the price to be paid
ited. The protectiv tariff should be abolished.
for a day's work. Josiah Warren and a few follow- undergone, or expect to undergo, rt similar mutrttion.
Robert Blissert, the Broadway tailor, having pre- ers had been the only men to approach the subject.
THE religious prtpers will hrtv their little joke, rtnd several
viously announced his intention of confuting Mr. Their works were out of print. Mr. Andrews thought rtre getting rt good dortl of fun out of the following, put forwm·d
Post altogether, took the platform with alacrity when he flhould from time to time publish something bear- by a J3aptist journal:
that gentleman left it. He said he was sorry to see ing on the labor question in THB TRUTH SEEKER.
"A l'resbyterirtn doctor of divinity tmces the ollice of the
an American citizen "make himself so absurd" as
Mr. Albright, a stranger, from England, twelve eldership back to Adrtm. 'rllen the world wrts ruined by 1t
Mr. Post had done in advocating free trade. It weeks in this country, made a speech in favor of free Presbyterirtn elder anrl his wife."
filled him with such astonishment as words were trade. The workingmen of England favored free
A Presbyterirtn prtper picks this up anrlndds:
totally unable to express. They had free trade in trade in that country, and the capitalists of England
"'l'he church was orgrtnized after the frtll, rtnd Adam wrts the
England, and workmen there did not earn half as favored protection. Laboring men here might draw first person admittecl into it. He Htnrted the church of remuch' as American laborers. Landlords, Mr. Blissert some inferences from these facts. Many of Mr. Blis- deemed humanity on the Presbyterian model. If ho had been
a l'resbyterirtn elder before thiH time, he never would hav
contended, were responsible for the tribulations of s'ilrt's statements, the speaker said, were erroneous. fallen."
mankind, and, as he formulated the sentence, "thfly Whisky was neituer so good nor so cheap here as in Here rt Congregationalist e<litor steps in rtnrl argues:
should be made to disgorge the robbery they hav the mother country. Sugar was three cents per
"'L'hc truth lies between the two. If Adrtm htttl not f'nllen,
perpetrated upon the people." The speaker added pound there, and eight or ten cents here. Other he would not hav become rt .Presbyterian elcler. Wlterefore
that better cloth was manufactured in Massachusetts things, barring meat, tobacco, and a few other lux- th'l l'reshyterirtn church is founded on his fall.''
than could be made in any other part of the world. uries, were correspondingly low-priced. Mr. AlA plrtusihle view is thrtt Aclrtm was rtn elder before the fall, if
In America he could hav meat three times a day; in bright was catechized freely by Messrs. King, Blis- ever, ana thrtt, being rtn eldl'r, rt fall wrts the most natural conEngland he had it set before him but one time per sert, and Post, but their questions seemed to please serluence. If there is rtny among the elders cliscussing this
diem, and was damned glad to get that.
, rather than disconcert him, and served only to fur- subject who thinketh he standeth, let him take heed lest he
Mrs Leonard spoke next and showed considerable · nish him an opportunity to make his points clearer. fall.
do it, Freethinkers know this;. men of principles,
grounded on a solid faith in them, cannot doubt
where to stand in such a case. Society becomes utterly effete where all is done for it. We cannot be
perfect, but the trial to become better brings us toward perfection. Who does not see that the world
becomes better in profession, but worse in secret practice? No visible wrong is tolerated, but a world of
:secret iniquity is done. There is a cause for this,
;and that is because virtue, honor, and truth are left
to the statute. Society is too refined and good for a
:fair, stand-up fight or boxing, therefore assassination,
:murder, are common; it is too holy to tolerate law_ful gaming, therefore the lowest hells overflow, or
.human genius devises frauds most stupendous. We
are far too nice to regulate that bane of humanity,
strong drink, by licensing keepers under heavy
·bonds and penalties for order, sobriety care; therefore the miserable drunkard buys whiskey by the
g~llon, and lit~le children stagger through the alleys
w1th bottles m pockets. Fools advise and knaves
~egislate. Than one single legislativ enactment nothmg on earth should be more solemn. Think of it--:" law!'' It sounds of the infinit. Millions of suppliants
. in vain extend their arms. In vain, " for the law hath
· said it." As a prelude to its enactment there should
be long discussions and solemn assemblages. And
yet Congress or a state legislature shall not hav sat
a week ere several thousand acts are proposed and
possibly hundreds passed. It is a fearful thing to
see a people thus utterly abandon themselvs to evil.
Read the old constitutions framed by the very
men who founded these states. See what they say
of. crimes and statutes. Ah! they were statesmen
versed in history, human nature, and legal learning.
Either so, or they were ignorant and we are wise.
Oregon, Mo.
HoLT.
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year and a half of excellent bringing up. I hav always remembered him with feelings of gratitude limited only by my capacity to be grateful. I had not
seen him before for a dozen years or more, bu.t when,
as I bumped along beside the stage-driver, I saw a man
driving down the road toward us, I was not long in
recognizing our respected relativ. He had started at
three o'clock in the morning and driven somewhere
between fifteen and twenty miles through the mud
almost before sunrfse. He took me home with him,
and the ride there was the pleasantest part of my
journey.
Being a man who has all his life lived in the woods,
except when he emerged therefrom with a musket on
his shoulder to help put down the Rebellion, I presume our uncle would not prefer to hav me talk much
about him. But let me say that I found him to be a
Freethinker; a close reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER; an
ardent admirer of Ingersoll, whom he hopes to help
to vote into the presidential chair of this nation;
well versed in the Bible and in the history of the
United States; and full to the brim of rare anecdotes
such as were never printed and probably never will
be. His repertory is inexhaustible, and rich with
parable and simile. I don't think he invites religious
discussion with his Christian neighbors, with whom
he is apparently on the best of terms; but when any
one shows a desire for that sort of recreation he has
a " bear charge " ready for him.
I spent nearly four weeks in Oakfield Plantation.
It is six miles square, largely devoted to the cultivation of woods and lakes, and contains some five or six
hundred inhabitants. The local bard, Capt. John
Maxwell, an adolescent octogenarian, has immortalized it thus:

DEAR GENE: The close of my letter last week left
me in Portland, Me., with a ticket in my possession
for Houlton, Aroostook county, and an eminently pious Scotchman trying to keep me in sight. Scotchmen are humorous fellows. This one bought a postal
card at Portland, and mailed to his family in Brooklyn the glad tidings that he had reached the present
stage of his journey without accident. After the card
was deposited in.the letter-box, he happened to recollect that some of his relativs or friends might read
in the papers an account of the Franconia's collision
with the Rhode Island, and knowing he sailed on the
former boat be apprehensiv for too safety of his life
and limb. He therefore sent a second card, assuring
the anxious ones of what he forgot to mention in the
other-namely, that be still lived. When he had
started this on its journey he told me what he had
done. My remark that his relativs would probably
infer the contents of the second card upon receiving
the first kept him in deep thought for half an hour.
Then light broke in upon him, 'and he acknowledged
that perhaps that was so. Seated in the cars, the old
chap mumbled a short prayer, but he happened to
look up at its close, and saw a one-legged boy coming with his hat in his hand asking alms. He resumed the prayer until the boy had passed us. I joggled him considerably in making my contribution,
but his devotions were not to be interrupted. In justice to the man I will state that on the return trip he
gave the boy something.
A ride upon a train of cars has little of interest in
"Oakfield is a pretty place,
·
It lies within a fairy vale;
1"t e1"th er t o recoun t or t o expenence,
so I Wl"11 say that
The lofty mountains at the south
about half-past four o'clock we brought up in the outProteotit from the southern gale."
skirts of Houlton, Maine. The New Brunswick railWhether this is the whole of the captain's tribute
road, from Vanceboro to Woodstock, is by all odds to the place I am unable to say. Perhaps his muse
the roughest, and the cars the slovenliest, of any- rested here, and maybe this is only the auspicious
thing of the kind I know of. The editor of the beginning of a lengthy poem. These four verses I
.Arnostoolc Times speaks of "riding over the smooth found in a young lady's album, and afterward heard
rails and in the commodious cars" of this road. The them from the captain's lips, illustrated with apdisparity between his opinion and mine on this sub- propriate gestures. Off to the west, Mt. Katahdin
ject, I take it, represents the difference between a rears his five thousand three hundred and eightyfree pass and a ticket bought and paid for.
five feet of rock and soil into the air; to the north,
I said we brought up at Houlton. The road ends barring a little clearing in Smyrna, there are fifty
there on a pile of cedar logs, with one or two pro- miles of woods-perhaps more. The place is not yet
jecting above the rails in order to keep the train from free of wild animals, and occasionally Bruin comes
running off in case the roughness of the road should out of the woods to be seen of men and to carry off
throw the engineer out of the cab before arriving a sheep, but his habits are retiring, and he runs at
there. Houlton village, when I reached it just after the sight of a human being. The night-traveler on
a three weeks' rain, reminded me of a lot of magni- lonely roads is still liable to be startled by the snort
fied children's blocks stuck helter-skelter into the and plunge into the woods of this sort of animal. I
mud. Its buildings are many of them large and new, met none of them; but it is told of a young schoolbut there is no order about them. Each was an in- ma'am near by that, proceeding to her daily task one
dependent island in a sea of mud. Houlton is the morning, she perceived a bear 011 the further side of
capital of Aroostook county; has some three thou- a bridge which she was obliged to cross. She turned
sand population; supports two weekly newspapers, and ran back to the house where she was stoppingand one copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Large numbers of a distance of a mile and a half-and there fell in a
lumbermen rendezvous here, while the east branch of faint. What the bear did is not recorded, but an
the Meduxnekeag furnishes water-power and a word old settler whom I met made a mental calculation
which few people can pronounce without practice. with regard to his probable action in the matter. He
Four political banners depended from ropes strung estimated that the bear ran iJ! the opposit direction
across the principal streets. One was for Blaine and twice as fast as the girl, so that by the time she
Logan and the Republican party; another fo; Cleve- stopped running, maiden and Bruin were just four
land and Hendricks and the Democratic party; a and one-half miles apart. This story is a true one,
third for St. John and Daniel and Prohibition; while as I can testify, having seen the schoolma'am, who
a fourth bore the inscription "E Pluribus Unum," proved to be an engaging young person.
and went in for general results. The last belonged
Religious enthusiasm does not run high in Oakto a hotel-keeper who evidently had little prejudice field. "The sound of the church-going bell" these
as to party, but great faith in the ultimate destiny of valleys and hills :aever heard. Feeble attempts to
America.
start a Sunday-school in the district school-house
The first curiosity I met with was a $3 bill, re- were remarked; but, as a western correspondent of
ceived in making change. I had never seen one be· THE TRUTH SEEKER has stated it, they were unable to
fore. They are published in New Brunswick, and "make the riffie." The meetings afforJ the young
are said to be frequently met with among the wealthy. people an opportunity to ride out together, but here
My arrival at Houlton by no means completed the the attraction ends. The two denominations best
journey upon which I had set out, Oakfield Planta- represented are Second Adventist and Hardshell (or
tion, down on the maps as" No. 5, Range 3," being Potatobug) Baptist. The one amounts to little; the
my objectiv point. Perhaps this is as good a place other to nothing at all. Last winter the Baptists
as any to say that the county of Aroostook is some- attempted a revival, though I do not know that any
where near the size of the state of Massachusetts, one was converted. A certain man distinguished for
containing about 6,800 square miles of territory, cut his swearing ability came near to it, but fell short of
up into ranges. The ranges are subdivided into the goal. He requested prayers one evening, and no
towns and plantations. The towns hav names; some attention was paid by the revivalist to his petition.
of the plantations hav none. Those not, so distin- The next day he was met by a neighbor, and asked
guished are known by their number and range. if he should renew his application. "No, by lightOne point of difference between a town and a planta- ning," said he, "I shan't. Last night," he continued,
tion is that the latter is not liable for any damages "I was ready to be converted, and if the elder had
which may come about through defect in the roads. buckled down to it and prayed for me like a man, he
This relieves it of a grave responsibility, for the thor-l would hav got me; but by thunder he can't get me
oughfares are many of them dangerously rough. to-day;" and he remains dead in his sins up to this
Between Houlton and Oakfield I could not learn that time. I hav here substituted "lightning" and "thunthere was any public conveyance, but I discovered det" for the more theological terms employed by this
that a stage for the town of Patten in Penobscot man of grief.
county went in the general direction in which I was
A conspicuous industry, if so it may be called, of
headed, so I threw up my valise to the driver and the farmers of Maine, is tbe culture of honey-bees.
climbed aboard. I had in view the r~siden~e of an I spent some little time observing the customs and
uncle of ours who years ago pushed h1s way mto the habits of these industrious insects. There is a class
wilderness of t~e Aroostook and hewed a house and of oveFgrown individuals among them known as
a. farm out of 1~s W?ods. More than twenty years "drones;'' and I had it explained to me that these
smce, when~~ hved m an older part of the state, and were the "ministers," resembling that variety of huwhen the C1v1l war had robbed us of our paternal man beings both in their idle habits and in that funcsllpport, this man took me in charge and gave me a tion for which clergymen hav made themselvs pre-

eminently distinguished. (See Col. Billings's " Recapitulation" in "Crimes of Preachers.") When the
workers among the bees disc()ver that the drone is
no longer of service to them, he is incontinently
ejected and made to shift for himself. It is not yet
too late to learn something even of bees. The influ~
ence which a pL"eacher's ·name exerts here, I expect,
is not judged to be beneficial. To illustrate, a man
had a dog which he wished might grow up an honor
to his name, and as one whose follies should cease
with his youth, and whose age should not add stupidity to ignorance He therefore named him N anton,
after a local preacher so distinguished. The pup,
previously black, thereupon began to turn gray.
That color not being to the liking of the owner, the
dog's name was changed to that of Ridley, another
preacher of the vicinity, and thenceforth everything
which the dog ate made him sick, and there was no
health in him. Ministerial cognomens were then
abandoned and the name of Winfield Scott substituted, since when the dog has become one of the
likeliest pups in the Aroostook, and promises to be
all that his owner expected of him from the first.
This narrativ is vouched for and often repeated by
the proprietor of the dog.
While the people of this ne~ country are not ardent supporters of religious denominations, their educational institutions are something to be proud of.
The schoolhouse is found everywhere, and usually
with school in session. This speaks well for the future of Maine. Oakfield is not behind in placing
woman where she belongs. The supervisor (or superintendent) of schools in that plantation is a woman-a woman, too, of judgment, intelligence, and
executiv ability, who shows signs of working a sort
of civil service reform among teachers. . I hope the
people of the place will not allow her to resign. A
man can't do the work properly which devolves upon
a supervisor of schools, because the first thing he has
to do is to examin female applicants for the position
of teacher. Around here these are young and goodlooking. When one of them comes into the presence
of the committeeman, brushes up against him, and
asks for a certificate of moral character and good
scholarship, his first impulse is to smile winningly,
hand over the certificate, and ask if there isn't something else he can do for her. I hav reflected on the
matter and know how it would be with me, and I
never yet heard of a man refusing a girl a certificate
under such circumstances. If he was a gentleman,
how could he? But when the examining committee
is a woman, of course the applicant cannot work that
so-called "racket." Hence I believe a woman is here
in what is pre-eminently her proper sphere.
A word about farming in the Aroostook. The soil
offers good inducements to intelligent workers. The
land is good and can be bought cheap. Five hundred dollars will buy all the land one man would
need, including house and barn. A farm in Oakfield,
containing one hundred and thirty or forty acres, is
for sale at that price. The soil is good. This looks
to me much like finding land. Potatoes are a staple
product, and find a ready market at the numerous
starch facto:r;ies everywhere building. Wheat and
oats shoot up until stumps and fences are lost sight
of. I believe that labor here is not now as intelligently directed as it might be. There is room for
improvement in the cuiTent style of farming, especially in its esthetic features, if it can be said to hav
any. "Damn the looks!" seems to be the harvester's
refrain. The people work hard, and are old while
they are yet young. They do not yet realize that a
boat overloaded will sink. The folks here are so
generous and hospitable in their style of entertaining
a stranger that it is something like ingratitude for
me to criticise their methods of agriculture; and I
would not even allow what I hav said to go into
print except with the accompanying statement that
whatever of neatness is lacking in the men out-doors
is offset by the tidiness of ihe women in the house.
That has passed into proverb, and goes without
saying.
Perhaps you would like to know whether we felt
the earthquake shock. No, we did not. A short dist·ance from where I was staying, a man was drawing
in or raking hay most of the time with a horse that
had the cheerful habit of reaching up occasionally
and lifting the railing off the hay-rigging with its
hind foot; and in another direction the champion
swearer of the Aroostook was also at work, and doing
his best to lower the record. An earthquake that
could assert itself in the midst of the excitement
arising from these sources would hav spread Katahdin all over the county.
My letter has assumed such magnitude (in the way
of space occupied) that I must bring it to an abrupt
close. There is much I could say of Maine, its vast
territory, its 3,200 square miles of rivers and lakes,
and the unpronounceable names of them; its grand
woods, and, above all, its splendid people. But other
matter of more importance than anything I could
write is knocking for admittance to the columns of
THE TRUTH SEEKER; and so when your readers reacli
this point they will hav heard the last of my "Idle
Day."
Your affectionate brother,
GEOJ,{GE MA.CDONALD.
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Our London Letter.
smooth or grained, varnished, black or fawn-colored. the result of their mutual labor. Ordinary maxims
On Sunday evening last Mr. Charles Watts gave Several strong men, bare-chested, were scraping hides of trade, such as to increase profits by ffimsy and
his final lecture in London before leaving for the with the backs of their knives. ·They received us rapid production, are revolting to their pride.
As soon as they hav liquidated their debt, or twoStates, the subject being "Secularism Proved to cordially; we felt ourselvs at once in spmpathy with
be Superior to Christianity." Previous to its de- these children of toil. Laborers of Paris, emanci- thirds of it, they propose an additional distribution
livery, Mrs. Watts recited a poem entitled, "The pated by association, spontaneously assume the tone of profits per capita, in which their outside contribGod-horror," written by a Freethinker known more that becomes free men. No ceremonious humility uting members are to share. This association emgenerally under his nom de plume of "Lara." The nor flattery; neither on the other hand stiffness nor ploys none but its own members, and these are all
responsible in its solidarity.
audience was also favored with piano forte selections rudeness, but the dignity of a fraternal candor.
Here most of the workmen kept on with their reDIVIDEND OF SKILL.
both before and after the lecture. As a rule, FreeBesides the appraisement of piece-work by quality,
thought lecturers seem somewhat averse to intro- spectiv tasks, but talked freely with us. Others ofducing music, though, for my part, I am rather in fered us their escort. I 1·esume what they told us in Al·ticle 10 of the statutes reads: "With a view to
favor of Mr. Watts's method; and from the manner in walking through the rooms. Their association has a stimulate and to reward zeal and faculty, this Society
which ~he. pianist is received, it would appear that retail stare. They began with the year '49, and registers depositions concerning all inventions and
the maJorrty of the audience is of the same way of seventy-four workmen, who, leaving their bosses, and improvements that may be made by members, coupthus divorced from capital, invoked of the co-opera- 1"th th ·
th
·
d
d t
thinking as myself.
.
· ·
th e a·rgm"ty of l"b
t
G overnment the
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err names
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The lecture, which took about an hour to deliver, t rv prmmp1e,
Te~timonials of fraternity are conspicuous. Here
was about the best I hav heard given by Mr. Watts; re.fused them a sh~e in the funds vo~ed by the Con?ut,_ ~s doubtless it will be given by him in America, strtuent Assembly Ill favor of assomated workmen. is a table on which hides are stretched, supplied by
It wrll be superfluous on my part to giv any detailed The seventy-four hardly mustered among them 2, 700 1 the association of billiard table makers-an immense
Workmen piece of furniture, in which, after long and trying use,
~cc?unt of it. At its close, opponents were as usual fr~ncs, and tools valu~d at 3,~00 francs.
mvrted to make any comments or show up the faulty wrthout a boss met drstrust m _the marke~. They the joints are hardly visible. Another table. from the
arguments, and but one was found who had anything ~ad to pay cash d?w~ for eve:~ hrde.. The~ mcurred, marble workers' association. The perfection and luxto offer against the discourse; but as it turned out hkde all_ the assomatwns,_ pohtrcal mrstru~t, accused, ury of utensils, resulting from industrial pride, bethat_ he had no belief in the existence of the· gospel a:n wrth :eason, of bemg th?rough-gomg ~epub- come in turn a cause or motiv of attraction. The
Chrrst, and merely wished to say that there were hca~s, whrch then . compromrsed men s_erwusly. loyal destination of the fine arts is to embellish and
idealize labor. Beauty is the bride of use, though
some very good maxims in the Bible, those who an- Therr rooms ~ere twrce searched by the pohce.
They constrtut,ed a :eserve _fund fro!ll ten. per cent indolent wealth has seduced her and sequestrates her
ticipated a lively discussion were doomed to disapo.f each members. darl~ earnmgs. Srxty-erght. out- charms in its harem. Here, instead of gilded mirpointment.
Our friend had some little difficulty in getting srde memb_ers, ha-yr;ng s1gned th_e statutes, contrrbute rors, we find varnished sideA of leather. Abridging
away from the hall, as so many of those who had th~ same, Ill awartm&" such anangements. as should details, however, one thing that we expected to meet
repeatedly heard him were anxious to bid him fare- um~e them at w_or~ wrth the others. A thrrd class of with in a leather manufactory was most agreeably
well, and wish him good-speed and a speedy return. 3:ffihat~s ha~ p~rd m eac~ fifty francs, and had a de- absent-stench:
We were also surprised by the ingenious pi·ocess
He has certainly made himself extremely popular in hberatrv ':Dice .m the sessrons of the body.
A~vancmg _mto _the worksho~, we ~eet th~ stat~e of dividing hides into two layers by a saw, the outside
this country, and can command a good audience on
a day when the thermometer stands considerably of. t e Repubhc, wrth crowns lard at rts fee". Thrs being the " flower" and the inside, of inferior value
'
'
~igh, when most people are only too anxious to get farry who protected laborers has been paralyzed by the "crust "
· FEA'rURES OF OUGANIZA 'l'ION.
mto the country to find out what fresh air is like. the wicked one, "the Reaction."*
ALLOTMENT TO CAPITAL.
That he will meet with a good reception in your
This association distributes its members in secAll
associates,
leaving with the Society funds in ex- tions, corresponding to each distinct function in the
country almost goes without saying, judging from
cess
of
the
first
one
hundred
francs,
which
is
never
his past experience there. His friends here only
leather manufacture.
hope he will not get treated too well amongst you, returned, receive, like other creditors, deeds of stock
Its administrativ· section numbers also directors,
and thereby be induced to take up his residence in bearing interest at five per cent a year, transmissiole salesmen, bookkeepers, etc. ·
by indorsement, exchangeable at the Society depot
America.
Each section elects its own chiefs, and also its aids,
Owing to the intensely hot weather, probably, for products or money.
from outside workmen, when such are required. A
Ten
per
cent
withheld
from
earnings
to
build
up
Christian hostilities hav ceased to a very considerable
general council is elected by the collectiv society.
extent, and the champions of the church show no activ the societary capital are set down to the credit of Its officers hold their places at the pleasure of a madesire to defend themselvs or attack Freethinkers, each, and may be withdrawn after giving twelve jority.
and consequently the propaganda goes on rather months' notice. This constitutes a check to hasty
The chiefs of sections deliberate with the general
more slowly than during the winter months. The and capricious abandonment.
council once a week. This compound body proposes
RELA'riONSHIP OF GROUPS IN THE SERIES.
holiday number of Mr. Foote's paper, the Freemeasures, presents facts, reports experience, but renthinker, might be considered pretty well as "blasThe association were embracing experimentally, ders no final decisions, ordains nothing, is not a govphemous" as the number for publishing which he upon a small scale, shoemaking, saddlery, trunk-mak- ernment.
was prosecuted, but no steps appe_ar to hav been ing, and other branches of leather works. Such synOnce a month all the associates deliberate on these
taken to suppress it. Perhaps they intend to leave thetic growth will advance in ratio to their command reports. Their statutes were passed by the whole
this one to see if the God they profess to worship of capital if the state leaves them at liberty to de- body after five month's deliberation. Under its
will do anything himself to avenge his outraged velop their organi<l idea. This radiation, annexation, general control the council iA not merely a deliberaho11or; but, if he is the perfect and powerful being and incorporation with related industries, if proceed- tiv assembly, but a group of executiv committ.ees
he is represented to be, he will surely not be pos- ing simultaneously in other departments of Ia l)or, which applies the statutes and manages collectiv insessed of vanity enough to feel insulted by ridicule. will obviate the dependence of laborers upon capital- terests. Every day they hang upon a nail in the
I can never understand how anyone can possibly, ist owners. Wage slavery will then follow on the workshop an account of the proceedings for that clay
after a perusal of the Bible, call the God therein de- heels of its brother, chattel slavery, and the network -purchases, sales, payments, etc. Every one reads
picted, omnipotent, omnipresent, omniscient, loving, of association become co-extensiv with human ac- and judges. The chiefs of Sl3ctions receive just the
good, beneficent, or in possession of any of those at- tivity.
average award to piece workmen in each of their reMODE OF RETRIDUTION.
tributes we call virtues. It certainly requires that
spectiv sections. Members of the geneml adminissingleness of eye possessed by Christians, which
Article 9 of the statutes: Labor is paid by the tration receive the average award to the chiefs of
I imagin must be a kind of semi-blindness, to piece, the number and importance of pieces being sections.
COLLEC'L'IV Cll Ani'I'Y.
find anything worth reverencing in that being estimated in the award according to rates previously
depicted in the book which has been facetiously determined. In its application, this rule actually renMembers become invalid, widows, and orphans,
called "the secret of England's greatness."
ders an average award of from three to four francs per draw regular pensions adequate to their support in
I trust the convention shortly to be held may diem to each workman, about the same amount which ratio direct to the number in such families, and inprove a grand success.
J. D.
they used to receive from their bosses. Their real verse to their capacities for self-support.
London, Eng., Aug. 20, 1884.
gain by change of methods is less pecuniary than soGratuitous education is contemplated. The chilcial. Now, equal in rights, masters of themselvs, safe dren of members take precedence for apprenticeA Reminiscence of the Co·operativ Movement of from arbitrary dismissal, a cheerful pride results from ships, and are to be paid by the piece as soon
'4:8-'52 in France.
their security. [To these values of sentiment are to as competent. To carry out their views of industrial
be added the pleasures of hope and the disciplin of education, the choice of employments, according
Our Gallic brother-artisans hav had to meet pecucharacter. Beyond their control was the viciousness to spontaneous vocation, requires a contract of soliliar difficulties from the law prohibiting or restrictof government that thwarted their enterp1;ise by ag- darity among several associations for the exchange
ing very narrowly public assemblages. Several years
gression on their personal liberties. Peasants must of apprentices. Otherwise crafts, becoming herediafter the declaration of the present republic, Le Detary, might constitute casteR, us in Hindostan. An
voir, a paper devoted to the co-operativ principle, till the soil even in the shadow of Vesuvius; but under associativ township will offer to childhood the attracfair human conditions, the self-denial practiced by
was still protesting against this arbitrary barrier.
these workmen in order to free themselvs at once tiv spectacle of numerous arts and trades interlocked
In '48, however, democratic enthusiasm swept over
from debt and from future dependence upon capital by the exchange of members, and soliciting the evoit under the fiat lux. Then numerous associations of other than their own is in itself a cumulativ force, a lution of faculties by sympathy and imitation.
the trades sprang into existence. Napoleon "le petit " wealth of character, bearing its reward at once in
In taking leave of our friends, the leather dressers,
has a dark record in history, but the blackest of his hope and self-respect. This sinking-fund was, thus, we noted a kitchen and refectory, which, by the
crimes is his perfidy toward the labor movement of a good investment notwithstanding fate.-TRANS.]
economy of catering at wholesale rates, supplies
co-operation whose :principle. he h_ad. pre~ended to
They might share larger dividends were they will- three meals with a bottle of wine each time, at twenty
espouse in a work wrrtten durmg hrs rmpr1sonment. ing to turn out work of no better quality than when cents per diem.
EDGEwon·rH.
He crushed in the bud, by his military and civil po- they were hirelings; but now they sacrifice the profit
lice, the most hopeful germ of true humanity that on quantity, or the number of pieces, to quality, in
Terrible Effects of a Stroke of Hghtuing.
France has known.
their more perfect execution. Industrial honor, the
We translate from Victor Hennequin, a represent- pride of the artist, the conscience of perfection, are
" Where in the world ha v you been, .Johnny ?"
ativ in the French legislature of 1851, a communi- remarkable as a novel and general fact in all work"Why, I huv just been over to see Mr. Smith's
cation to the Demoaratie Pacifique :
barn.
It was struck by lightning this morning, pa."
ingmen's associations. The importance which the
"So I heard. Did it kill anything r"
VISIT TO THE LEATHER DRESSERS.
leather-dressers attach to quality is shown by Article
"Yes, it killed lots of animals."
On the 8th of September, one of our colleagues, 11 of the statutes:
"Well, what animals did it kill, my son?"
Michel Boutel, who, before his election as a repre"Stamps devised with a view to the avoidance of
"It killed-it killed a sheep and two pigs, and a
sentativ of the people, had practiced the trade of a fraud sball show the purchaser the relativ worth of
joiner, accompanied me with another friend to the every article, with the name of our Society." The as- calf, and another sheep, and a goose, and a horse, and
Association of Leather Dressers, Rue de la Terrasse, sociates regard themselvs as the vanguard of liberty's a jackass, and a cow, and the preacher, and another
·
army, and as responsible for her future. Jealc us of jackass, and-"
40, aux Batignolles.
"Any other animals, my son?"
Crossing the front of the building, where ita offices every reproach, industrial or social, they scrutiniz;e
"Yes; it killed a hog, a,ud a Sunday-school teacher,
are kept and a pleasant garden spot annexed, we
and another goose."
*Of this we speak in a second paper.
came to' the large workshop adorned with hides,
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ing, Dr. Brown opening by an address of u~usual
clearness and power. The Business and Resolution
Committees were appointed at this session also.
W. S. Bell, S. P. Putnam, Mrs. Mina Seymour, H. L.
Green, J. H. Burnham, Juliet H. Severance, and G. W.
Baldwin were appointed to conduct the meeting,
and the following persons were expected to frame the
resolutions: A. B. Bradford, Courtlandt Palmer,
George Chainey, Charles Watts, Mrs. Mattie Krekle,
Miss Helen Gardner, E. M. Macdonald, J. E. Remsburg, and Allen Pringle. A fine quartet, besides
H. H. Hall, was in attendance, and made music to the
satisfaction of all parties. The use of a very fine
piano had been gratuitously given by W. F. Graves,
of Castile, N. Y.
The sensation of the Convention is the conversion
of George Chainey to Spiritualism. St. Paul's flopover was apparently a well-considered act compared
with the headlong jump which precipitated the brilliant This World-er into the very heart of the straitlaced Spiritual sect. Mr. Chainey in his previous life
had made many opponents among the Liberal Spiritualists because of his disregard of their ism, and
they are now as restiv under his adherence as they
were indignant at his lack of appreciation of their
theories. It is generally conceded that he is honest
in his change of convictions, but still the mystery of
how it was done excites universal comment. Almost
every person one meets, Spiritualist or Materialist,
within the limits of the camp, after the first salutation,
'inquires, " What do you think about Chainey ?" If he
had desired to get up a first-class sensation, he could
not hav chosen a better course. Thursday afternoon
he first spoke to the Convention: His subject was
"Ingersollism," but toward the close he departed
from his text to enlighten his whilom friends and new
ailies upon the subject of his conversion. The part
of the lecture bearing upon this is as follows:

hav buried George Chainey, and gone forth uncler a new name
to wrestle for the prizes and emoluments of the traged,ian's
art.
"But that star for me has set, while a far brighter one shines
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
in its place. When I came to this camp I no more expected
to become a Spiritualist than I did to jump over the moon. I
E. M. MAODONALD,
Editor.
could now no more doubt the truth of spirit communion tllan
0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager.
I could in my present organization jump over the moon. If
there is any such tiling as trusting one's senses, I know that
PUBLISHED BY
our departed friends are all around us, that the living ears
THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY.
that listen to me to-day are but few in comparison to tile
great cloud of unseen witnesses tllat hover about us. When
33 Clinton Place, New York.
I know that scores of new slates, untouched before, Rre written on witllout the intervention of any human lland in broad
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY A'l' $3.00 PER YEAR.
daylight, and each message written in the hand-writing of the
person signing; when I sit in a dark circle under absolute
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER COMtest conditions, and witness wonder after wonder tllat no .
sleight of hand could produce, hear voices in the air telling us
pANY. Make rdl Drafts, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to
whose they are, feel the palm of a little child laid in my lland
CHARLES P. SOMERBY.
in a room in which all are adults; wllen a medium stands on
this plntform giving hundreds of names, descriptions of the
departed tllat are fully recognized, goes clairvoyantly into
SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 13, 1884.
scores of homes, sees past and future events, tells the position
of articles of furniture in rooms, tells the contents of bureau
The Convention.
drawers; when on this platform ladies giv glowing, eloquent
lectures on subjects concerning which, in their normal condi~
Mr. Green made a new departure in selecting the
tion, they are entirely ignorant, beautiful poems at a moplace of meeting for this year. Cassadaga Lake is an
ment's notice; when trance mediums giv D?-e names and deirregular body of water, in Chautauqua county, sevscriptions of friends whom I had forgotten, and whose funeral
sermons I preaclled years ago; when wonder after wonder
eral miles in length, but nowhere over a half mile
confronts me until, if I should attempt to tell them all, I
wide. The camp grounds of the Cassadaga Lake
should llav to ask for all the time of this convention, do you
Free Association upon its bank comprise many acres,
think that I can resist their influence? Belief is no act of volioriginally wooded land, as is evidenced by the intion. I could no longer doubt if I wished. I am simply
numerable stumps thickly studding the inhabited
compelled to believe. Do you think that I wooed it, and
clleated myself into believing it?· Don't you suppose I knew
portion of the grove, The association is a stock comtllat you would point the finger of scorn and say as they did of
pany, selling shares at ten dollars. It is oDiy five
old, 'Is Saul also among the prophets?' Don't you suppose
years old, but already the members hav erected
I knew I should hav to run a gantlet of jokes about being
doz~ns of cottages, m~ny of them quite beautiful and
'taken in,' and having 'the wool drawn over my eyes,' becommodious structures, and other members and vising a 'little weak in the upper chamber,' ttnd all sorts of
hints about 'lunatic asylums?' Don't you know that I hav
itors are camping out in tents. The Spiritualists'
lived
with you long enough to know that some of you aro such
meeting closed the Sunday previous to the opening
inflated egotists that you actually think that you know all that
of the Freethinkers' meeting, but a hundred or so of
there is to be known of life and destiny? Don't you know
the attendants remained to listen to the Liberal
that I am fully aware that some of you hav cultivated your
speakers. The approach to the ground is by the
"But is all the beauty and inspiration of this world a suffi- reasoning faculties until your llearts and intuitions are dead
Dunkirk, Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh road, and a cient inspiration to the best life and largest joy ? Does it rep- witllin you, and tllat an intellect without a lleart is as cruel
most miserable apology for a railroad it is, with un- resent all the trutll? Having stqpped gazing at the stars long and unfeeling as tile grave?
"Don't you know that a sensitiv soul· slllinks from all such
frequent trains, uncivil employees, and wretched roll- enough to see the beauty of tile flowers blooming at our feet, criticisms
as many of you are passing on my cllange of opinshall
we
look
at
the
stars
no
more?
When
I
first
left
the
cllurch
ing-stock. The first year or two of the existence of
I fancied so. It was all the truth I saw. I saw thousands leav- ion as the flesh shrinks from the lash? When I til ought of all
the grounds as a Spiritualist camp, the officials did ing the church and wandering forth like sheep without a sllep- these thipgs, I resolved to run away from tlleir influences and
absolutely nothing, and hav done but little since. herd. I resolved to do what I could to gatller all the sweet never again hav aught to do with Spiritualism. I told the
Whether they are unfavorable or not to the ideas of inspirations of earth and distill from them the cheer of life. I friends here, while thinking of tllese tllings, that I should
leave in tile morning. I went around bidding my fliends
the Spiritualists, it is evident that the saving of a went to Boston for this purpose.
good-bye, and retired to bed. But I could not sleep. As I
dollar is of more consequence in their eyes than the
"At first my whole heart found satisfaction, rejoicing, and lay in bed it seemed as thougll some one came and impressed
accommodation of the public. It is to be regretted grandeur in my work. Every day brought me words of cheer me that I must stay until every dark cloud was cleared from
that the efficient Erie service could not be extended and comfort. Husbands blessed me for reconciling their wives my mind. Long I r.easoned against it. When I at last reto their views and bringing sweetest harmony ~here all before solved to be guided, a soft hand was placed upon my fevered
to the branch run by the D., A. & P.
was llarsllest discord. Wives loved me for making their hus_ and aching brow, and lay there caressing it with toucll as light The Spiritualist Association generously gave the bands more loving and gentle. Parents tllanked me with fulJ as down and softer than velvet. I could not move lland nor
use of the grounds to the New York State Associa- hearts for inspiring their children witll noble thoughts and lofty foot. Til en through all my being com·secl streams of life, vibration of Freethinkers, and also extended the invitation ambitions· while weary discour~tged souls, disposed to suicide, tions of ecstatic joy: The hand then seemed to chnnge into a·
to the National Liberal League. The grounds are blessed m~ from their hearts for making life for them again to focus, tllrough which rays of light pierced and illuminated my
we~ managed, and with the exception of poor hotel seem worth living. This, however, could only last while I pre- brain, cleansing it of all the llnunting shadows of doubt and
served undimmed the flame of enthusiasm and the ardor of despair. Since then my mind has been flooded by a wondrous
accommodations there can be no fault found. A faitll. But at the end of the second year I began to feel tllat sense of luminosity, and my heart brimming over witll joy. I
moderate influx of visitors, however, swamped the my lectures were simply received by the majority as an emo- would not part with tllat experience for all tile gold of earth.
resources of the manager of the only hostelry within tiona! and intellectual entertainment. The great purpose of
"The questions arise, What is the value of all this? Wllat
the limits of the camp, and the place must suffer in organization, of educational and philanthropic work, underly- additional motiv power does it giv to conduct? What will be
popularity unless the building and restaurant are ing them all in my own mind, was either unheeded or frus- its influence on society? Will it rebuild tile lost bowers of
improved. But tents and cottages are rented cheap, trated by the selfishness or jealousy of others. The crowd childhood in which faith shall climb to beauty and prayer to
would make the roof ring with thunders of applause and then praise? In otller lectures I sllall answer all these and many
and in this way the limited number of Liberals who leave tile brunt of the burden of support to fall on a few over- other questions; but to-day I must content myself with a gen.
era! description. I find in it a new gospel justifying the wildfound their way over the beastly D., A. & P. road are generous hearts. I grew faint-hearted; and you know ' famt
· est hopes and brightest dreams. Death is no more for us.
comfortably domiciled.
heart never won fair lady.' My work became irksome. I t 1s
The sun sets, but we know it simply continues to shine on a
Dr. T. L. Brown, the president of our association, only • the labor we delight in physics pain.' Though I long re- fairer
sphere. This faith, or mther knowledge, brings the
fused
to
believe
my
own
sight,
I
noticed
a
tendency
among
was promptly on hand, bringing with him a huge
brightest visions and loftiest ideals that ever ravislled tile soul
black canvas on which he had painted a most pointed Materialists and Agnostics to indifference to the propaganda of of mortal man. It opens before all aimless steps a straight
and excellent motto of the philosopher Thales, joined their own faith. I felt the rust growing slowly but surely on and sure path to tile goal of all true desire. It turns death
with that of the Freethinkers, which he hung over my own sword. When I would construct the new temple and into a beauteous wllite-robed angel. It gems tile darkest night
sing the new songs I perceived less approbation than when I of despail· with radiant stars of hope. It points to every soul
the platform. It reads:
wielded the hammer of the iconoclast or hurled the gibes of a grand heritage of immortal progress. It promises atonement
U. 1\:I. L.
mocking sarcasm at the old theology. In many places I found full and complete for all that is darkly suffered and borne on
"Avoid doing what you blame in others."-Thales (650 B.c.). in their meetings no higher purpose than the love of intellect- earth for right and truth.
"It seems to distill the essence of every kiss of true love since
U. M. L. stands for Universal Mental Liberty, but ual gladiatorship. All good impressions of an earnest, eloquent
lecture would be dissipated in a free fight-not with clubs, the world began into our hearts to-day. It takes the fragrnnce
the doctor says it is equally good for the Christians, knives, and bullets, but with the knock-down arguments of of every flower of earth into its censer of sweet incense. Witll
who can interpret it, "U May Lie, a_nd repent and go logic, the sharp edge of sarcasm, and death-dealing words of spirit friends hovering in the air no flower 'wastes its sweetness
to heaven." Mr. Green was also an early arrival, but malice. I saw put forth as Liberal literature often the unripe on the desert air.' We feel through it the companionship of
owing to severe indisposition is able to do but little fruit of unripe minds, the mere slop-bucket refuse of the true all the great souls of history. In tllis faith I find the true
work, and the · activ work of the convention has de- intellectual development and provision of the age, while our home of the soul-the mother who must liv long as her chilvolved upon S. P. Putnam and W. S. Bell, members conventions are disgraced by all sorts of lunacies and crank- dren, possessed of a tenderness that is greater til an our largest
isms until I sometimes felt that such Freethought was a kind Jove-a glory of truth perfectly rational and in llarmony with
of the Business Committee. Tuesday night an im- of a hell-brotll concocted by all the foul witches of discontent. nature's laws. Reason nor love need no longer rest an hunpromptu dance was organized by the remaining
" For the last year I hav been in a constant state of disquie- gered. We hav found a scheme that contents til em both and
Spiritualists, which was attended by some two hun- tude. While my love and purpose and education all urged me saves them from holding the world accursed. The llead no
dred ladies and gentlemen living on the grounds, or to endure, my judgment said: 'It is a useless martyrdom. longer crucifies tile heart, but goes before it to lead it to the
close by. It was a very successful affair in sociabil- You cannot screw your courage to the sticking-place, and so goal of its uttermost desire. Love no longer sends out orphan
will fail.'
cries for help from north and south, east and west. Come,
ity, a regular leap-year party, and, being managed by
"I made up my mind to abandon the attempt, and try my swift messengers of light and 1ove-not strangers, but fathers
the ladies, was of course free from objection. No fortunes on the stage. I believed in the future of the theater, and mothers, still watching over their children; children comgentleman was allowed within the pavilion unless and felt that the grand inspirations of Shakspere offered me a ing back to comfort sorrow-stricken parents, lover returning
invited and attended by a lady. This dance was the pulpit from whicll to teach and elevate the world. But at the to lover, friend to friend. Through these eternal loves we
real opening of the Convention, the geniality it solicitation of friends who hav more faitll than I do in the sue- come again to the soul that is in all and through all. 'In the
cess of Agnosticism, I consented under certain conditions to darkest night hope sees a star,' and listening love llears the
started being visible all the way through. The ses- try it one more year. But for a seeming accident that brought I echo of a familiar foot-fall on tile slladowy sllore of the unseen.
sions of the Convention began on Wednesday morn- me tq Qa,f'\sadaga camp, tllat would hav been th(l end; I should Acknowledged or unacknowledged, this. faitll is the desire of
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fore the law, regardless of religious belief or unbelief.
Christianity denies it.
Liberalism affirms the supreme importance of
knowledge as contrasted with unreasoning belief.
vancement, when we would all be able to see and Christianity denies it.
Liberalism holds all it has by right of intellectual
converse with our friends over the river. H. H. Hall
conquest.
It believes that a world in the hand is
opened the afternoon session with o~e of his vocal
for
practical
purposes, worth two in the skies,
'
selections, and Charles Watts occupied the platfOl'm
In
a
word,
Liberalism
affirms
every
demonstrated
for an hour, on the subject, " The Claims of Christianity ?r~tic!sed," holding that not all the teachings fact, and denies only that which is untrue. As to the
of Christiamty should be rejected, but only those existence of God or a future state of existence Libthat our advanced civilization taught us were actu- eralism does not dogmatize. It says with Ing~rsoll:
" I hav made up my mind that if there is a God,
ally bad, as were the tortures of heretics in olden
he
will be merciful to the merciful.
times, the rack, the dungeon, and the Inquisition. If
"
Upon that rock I stand.God was the omnipotent being that Christians
" That he will not to_rtnre the forgiving.
claimed him, he ought not to hav allowed the world
"Upon that rock I stand.to exist till less than two thousand years aao before
h~ offered it the chance of salvation. Ch~istianity " 'fhat every man should be true to himself, and
did not always make people bad, but it did not pre- there is no world, no star, in which honesty is a crime.
"Upon that rock I stand.vent them from being bad.
" The honest man, the good woman, the happy
In the evening Dr. McCormic again held forth,
child,
hav nothing to fea.r, either in this world or the
~allowed by J.\;frs. Juliet H. Severance, who gave her
world
to come.
Ideas upon the new republic. Mrs. Severance is an
"Upon
that rock I stanu."
~xceptionally able woman, and though extremely radIf there is more than "subdominance of 1dnrmation"
Ical finds favor with all her audiences. In the regular report of the proceedings an abstract of her re- here it is not apparent; and Rurely there is no dearth
of material for inspiration to action when every one
marks will find room.
On this evening, at the invitation of Mr. Chainey, of these declarations is denied and assailed.
~either is there any good reason why there should
Mr. Putnam and the editor of THE Tnu·rrr SEEKER attended a seance at the house of Dr. Crane. It was be a lack of healthy ent,husial:llll in the cause of Libcalled a dark circle, and was so in fact. So Cimmer- eralism. l<'anaticism (which is blind enthusiasm in
ian was it, that a young lady in a white Mother Hub- the cauAe of the unreaRonable) is neither expected
bard was a shadow at three feet; the resplendent nor wanted. There is no poverty of belief among
white waistcoat surrounding the jolly form of Mr. Liberals. They believe in all that oxists. If more
Putnam was indistinguishable at a distance of two existed, they would believe in that also; but nothing
feet; while the brown hair of a lady within one foot can be added to human knowledge by affirming an
of the editor's visual organs was totally invisible. untruth, even if the truth be not always according to
But no manifestations were apparent, and the circle the ideal.
As there is no reason for a lack of enthusiasm
broke up disappointed, at least so far as two individuals were concerned. One or two persons asserted among Liberals, so there is no lack of it. But its
tbat they saw lights, another heard raps, and a lady power is left to exhale itself unutili:wd, as the water
asserted she saw standing by the editor on old gen- pours over the Falls of Nirtgara without being cttptleman, a young lady, and a little girl. But- the tured and directed to the uses of mankind. If there
Spiritualists present listened to them incredulously· are those who hav been crtjoled into an admission that
the skeptics said nothing, and the general conclusi~~ the pulse of Freethought beats slowly, let them attend a l 1'reethought convention, or even the three
was that the seance was a failure.
Friday morning Miss Helen Gardner gave her lect- hundred and fiftieth meeting of the ManhaUttn Libure on" Men, Women, and Gods." It was listened eral Club. Liberalism tney will there find is not, as
to by a delighted audience. Miss Gardner is epi- some hav thought it, a "garden of the dead "
grammatic, witty, eloquent, and pathetic by turns, wherein no bird of promis ev~r sings.
What is needed, then, is organization and the conand deserves the success she has gained in the lectstruction
of channels in which this current of enthuure field. Her lecture was the same as delivered in
New York at Chickering Hall when introduced by siasm can be so directed as to leml its force to the
Col. Ingersoll, an abstract of which was published in cause which has aroused it. Perfect organization has
these columns. She was fo11owed by Mr. Remsburg, not been effected for the reason that organizers hav
who expounded the "morality" of the Bible in a been wanting. Given the machinery of the church,
and in ten years Liberali ·In would not leave an intelmanner calculated to make good Christians grieve.
ligent supporter of superstition in the country.
, [The ~ontinuation of. the editor's account of the Uassrt<laga
C?nventwn, together vnth a full report of the vrocoe<lings, PreRent hope for something to be dom in this line
rests with the National Liberal I.~eague. Its actions
will appear next week.]
are awaited by Secularists with interest. aud anxiety.
Tlle Negativ afl{l Unenthusiastic OlJjectious to If the right men are in the field, it is safe to prophe~y
that Liberals will show to the worlu that they hav
Liberalism.
A popular charge against nineteenth-century Lib- something to contend for more than the " mere neeralism, raised by the clergy, indorsed by those who gation" which has been imputed to them as their
are ~nown as "other-world " Spiritualists, and often creed.

all hearts. It redeems the past, and :fiils us with hope for the yond the mortal, and to make himself heard and seen
future. It crowns every martyr and justifies every rej'ormer. by human orpans, has to coat himself over with the
"It gathers up all the prayers and tears of ea1·th, and out of
~osser material of the medium. The speaker prethem constructs a bower where prayer shall turn to praise and
dwted that the time would come, by constant adSOlTOW to rejoicing."
.

This injudicious harang was delivered with great
fervor. Afterward the orator said that his spirit love,
Lilly Dove, stood by his side and sustained him by
her presence. In this he was corroborated by Mrs.
Anna Kimball, a somewhat noted if not notorious
medium, who said she plainly saw the aforesaid spirit
love, with others not specifically named. The effect
of the speech upon Mr. Chainey's formllr associates
was not happy. The charge that they are inflated
egotists.is regarded with so~e suspicion; and during
the delivery of other portiOns of the disCJourse, Mr.
Charles Watts, who sat upon the platform, was seen
to stifle several smiles. A medium asserted that some
of Mr. Cbainey's wo~ds moved Mr. Watts deeply as
he ':as ~een to furtivly wipe away a tear. Upo~ 'investigatiOn, however, it was found that a cinder bad
lodged in the big blue round right optic of the incredulous Englishman, and that it was that which
?rought the dew to his cheek. The general opinion
IS that Mr. Cbaincy is making mistakes. That he
should become a Spiritualist is not objected to. His
sincerity is a~mitted, a~d his right to revise, change,
or abandon his former Ideas, and even associates and
friends, is as clear .as the sun. If he has evidence
sufficient to convince him of a continued e~istence
why, "so mote it be." Perhaps he is to be envied. But
his public treatment of the Liberals, on their own
platform, too, is stigmatized by those who heard him
a~ little s~ort of scandalous. The limited length of
his experiences, to say nothing of the frivolous character of some of them, is thought to be some
reason why modesty in public demeanor on Mr.
Chainey's part would be graceful. In more senses
than one his worst foes are to be found in his own
new household. In one way, the conversion has certainly done good. He h~s reformed. Not that he
needed reformation, for it was never known that he
did, but he has changed his social habits. No longer
does he smoke cigars, or drink beer, or eat meat. In
this sudden abandonment of little vices, he irresistibly
calls to mind some Methodist redemptions. It is by
no means certain that the parallel will not be extended even to the backsliding.
Wednesday afternoon Mr. Bell gave his address on
prohibition. He was followed by Mr. Putnam on
the province of religion. The ev~ning was devoted
to a free conference of ten-minute speeches, and was
a very enjoyable affair. The quartet-composed of
Mrs. H. 0. Wait, soprano; Miss Emma Smith, alto;
W. W. Wilson, tenor; A. D. Lane, basso; Mina Seymour, pianist-also contributed to the evening's
entertainment. The audience on Thursday morning
was largely augmented in numbers, but the attendance on the first days was at no time so large as at
Rochester. The first hour of the morning session
was occupied by Hon. A. B. Bradford, who took for
his subject, "In God We Trust." Demurring to the
placing upon our national coinage the motto which
he took for his subject, he held that the American
people did not trust in God, but in themselvs and
to their own individual and collectiv exertions, for all
they had in this world and for the maintenance of
their government; that during the war they did not
rely upon the priestly cant of" trust in God," but
buckled on the armor and went out and conquered
the enemy by their own exertions. In closing, he
warned his hearers that there was a deep-laid plot of
the clergy and the church to crush out heresy and
Infidelity in the free United States, by proceeding
first by fi_re and sword to annihilate Mormonism in
Utah, which, having been accomplished, their thirst
for blood would hav to be still further appeased by
exterminating every one who did not fully agree with
the motto, " In God we trust." He urged organization and co-operation to defeat that end.
Mr. Bradford was followed by Dr. McCormic, a
pronounced Spiritualist, who took for his subject,
" Why spirits are not visible to mortals, treated from
a purely scientific standpoint." Advancing upon the
wave theory of sound and light, that it was impossible for the human ear to distinguish sounds produced by less than sixteen vibrations per second or
more than thirty-four thousand, and so with regard
to the vibrations of light, it was impossible for the
human eye to distinguish beyond a certain extent.
The spirit, owing to its intensified organization, and
the consequent intensified vibrations, is therefore be-

admitted to be true even by Liberals themsel vs is
that it is a doctrin of pure negation. This cha;ge
Chmcl1 Charities.
cannot be sustained. Liberalism does not mean d-eThe Hev. Wilbur Crafts makes the asserLion that
nial of anything except falsehoods; and the denial "Infidelity has .built LuL one college in our land." If
even of a falsehood is equivalent to au asserti'on of he .means by this that uubelievers in Christianity hav
bmlt but one college, his statement is a falselwod.
t~e opposit truth. .An untruth cannot be disproved ~irard Cdle~e is the iJ?-stitutiou refL·rred to by the
Without demonstratmg a fact. But does Liberalism I.ev. Mr. Crafts. He did not add that it had been
affirm no fundamental truths, as opposed to Christian- diverte~ .by rascality to the teaching of the Ubristian
ity, to take the place of lies deposed? Let us pre- superstitiOn. More than a dozen millions hav been
pend:
given by Infidels to public institutions of learning
and to charities.
L iberalism affirms the supremacy of the human
B
reason. Christianity denies it. .
ut it might be interesting to ask where most of
the money has come from that has been so ostenta1 L.ib?ra~ism m~in~ains the right of free thinking. tiou~ly best?we_d upon churches and church so-called
Cbr~stia:tn~y demes It.
char~table msti~utwns.
Ask the absconding bank
Liberalism affirms that the universe ; 8 governed l ~ashwrs, now m Canada. Ask A. S. Hatch, now
by natural law, "modified by human intervention." msolvent. Ask Hathaway, and F~sh, and Seney, and
Christianity denies this and interposes miracles
Eno, and \Yard, a~d Dodd, and Fisk, and Grant, and
Liberalism affir
th
.
.
Bogart, to say nothmg of the pious and religiously philms
at our first duty IS bwarcl anthropic Paymaster Hoberts who has just defaulted
o~rs~lvs and other human beings. Christianity de- at Wilkes Barre to the amou~t of $12G,OOO, much of
mes It.
which is now in the bawls of the church. These men
Liberalism indorses evolution as a fundamental are all pro~inent in religious circles, and their money
truth. Christianity denies it in favor of creation.
v;;as t_aken from others a~d no equivalent returned.
Liberalism affirms that the good in human nature Chanty must b~ bro~d. mdeed to cover the sins of
overbalances the evil. Christian'ty d . tb'
d those who hav g1ven m 1ts name that which never be.
.
I
emes IS, an longed to them.
sub~titute~ the doctrm of total depravity.
Idle as it is, the Hev. Wilbur Crafts is welcome to
L1berahsm affirms the equality of all citizens be- his boast.
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WILKES BARRE, Aug. 20, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of August 9th, friend Otto
Wettstein, after having had a slumber, so far as his contributions to THE TRUTH SEEKER are concerned, not yet apparently
fully awake, contributes one whole page of matter under the
title of "Realistic Meditations." He says these were brought
about by once more reading the articles of "Macdonald, Haddon, aJ:id Perry, in their able defense of immortality."
I am quite sorry to find that instead of answering the arguments, or replying to the facts that their "able articles" may
bav contained, he has concerned himself about the suggestion
of a long list of Materialistic conundrums that hav no reference to the main question whatever, as it is quite evident that,
if there is a human spirit, and if that spirit is immortal, the
very fact of immortality will take in all necessary· conditions
of existence, and there is no use of borrowing trouble about
how to clothe a spirit, how it shall make music without a
piano, how it shall eat, or liv without eating, and a hundred
other matters of similar import.
To speak of the scarcity of food, or other materials, so fine
that no human eye can behold them, and so imponderable
that no material scales could weigh them, and which we know
to exist in these conditions in the world around us, is simply
suggesting a condition of things tha.t has no existence, and
which there is no occasion to worry over.
Every thing that grows npon trees, sprouts from the ground,
or in any way furnishes us with food or clothing, exists in
this spirit world around us. The air contains every element
of food and clothing, and contains it in such a condition that
no human eye can see it. Now, friend Otto, do you not see
that your material ground must· first 'be feel by the elements of
vegetation, and supplied by their vegetable germs, before you
or I could find food or clothing here? Why concern yourselvs
about the food of that locality, when we poor souls hav to depend upon it for our supply? If you are not convinced of
this fact you must hav studied your chemistry to little purpose. Do not worry about the supply of food and garments
for the spirits, as we get all ours from their country.
Then, again, I find you worrying about how a spirit can
exist without organs. Who says they hav· no organs? Who
says they are composed of nothing? Who says they hear
without ears, see without eyes, speak without organs of articulation, and think without a brain, or move without legs or
wings, etc., etc., etc.? Why, Otto Wettstein, nobody that
claims to speak for the Spiritualists says so. On the contrary,
it is claimed that a spirit is an organic material- structure. If
the elements of all material nature may and do exist in an invisible form, perfect germs, that require ground, light, heat,
etc., to clothe them in a compact material form suited to our
gross condition, it must be evident that the whole office of
materiality is but to clothe and embody these elementary sub·
stances.
If friend Otto will observe his lemon box, which he supplied with say one hunilrecl pounds of earth, and watered occasionally for three years, he will find a full crop of lemons,
and a large tree, which, if he will weigh, he will find to be
several times the weight of the earth, and perhaps the earth
is still all in his box. Now, whence came the tree and its load
of lemons? Evidently from the atmosphere; not an atom of
dirt was by any means changed into any part of the tree or its
fruit; dirt was only" a medium for the growth to proceed by,
mainly, or the medium through which the elements combined
and located themselvs chemically upon the tree, leaf, bud,
and fruit. And in a similar process is materiality of earth
only a medium for the growth and development of a human
spirit.
Again, who says that a million spirits would not weigh a
hail-? I hav seen ponderable objects conveyed and moved,
and intelligence manifested thereby, which objects weighed
many pounds, without the aid of any human agency, and
without any machinery; and as the intelligence was characteriHtic of a human being, whom in life I well knew, I claim that
I am hut a reasonable being when I declare my belief that it
was a spirit, and the one it claimed to be. I hav held in my
own hand, in daylight, an accordion which I had full liberty
to examin (and I hav been engaged in the manufacture of
reed instruments for twenty-five years, and ought to know
what they are when I exam in them); and when thus holding
the instrument a force wtlS brought to bear upon the other
end of it, and familial' tunes played upon it, and some tunes
that I never heard, and some, or any, that I mentally requested to be played-this happening in the presence of
several pel'sons. Now, sir, what is youl' answer to this fact
on which the Spiritual theory is based, as an agency in these
ph"nomena? It is all brought clown in your vas!. meditations
to one little simple word-" crank."
You say, "All that is claimed for this is idle speculation,
theory, the cunning devices of avaricious priests and cranlcy
vi.sionaries." How ve1·y refreshing such a statement is, coming
from a profound material philosopher, who ignores the facts
of nature, and substitutes his objections in the form of a Materialistic befuddlement about non-essentials !
The fact is manifest that Otto Wettstein is so wedded in his
thought to an outward and tangible existence, that he has not
the power to conceive of anything of an organic nature which
he cannot feel and handle. Evm·ything which exists outside
of himself must, if too fine for such use, be classed and conceived of as a di;tfused mass. The idea that an organic being
could exist, composed of these elementary substances, in a
compact form, yet invisible, is beyond the telescopic range of
his mental apparatus: and not being in a. condition to see it,
after straining himself to his utmost ability in his " Realistic
Meditations," he affirms that the man who professes to see
it must be a "visionary crank."
There is certainly no reason why the elements composing
the nerve structure of man could not be reorganized into a
l.luman form afte1· they are drawn from ths human body at

death, from the known laws of affinity of substances. These
nerve elements should be more likely to assume the human
than any other form, and the particular form and relation
which they once bore to each other in the body. In fact, all
combinations of substance take place by and in accordance
with the law of affinity, and cannot do anything else.
In the face of some thirty years of experiences that hav addressed themselvs to my intellect, and for which no rational
explanation has yet approached the subject to be compared
to that of the spiritual, it is am using to hear the hard-headed
and solid-material philosopher handle and squeak his rickety
"crank" upon all occasions, and endeavors to drown out all
answers by his worn-out substantiv. He turns and turns it
upon all occasions, even when he admits your argument to be
logical, and "able in defense of the doctrin of immortality.''
Now, friend Otto, be a little careful how you swing th~t
handle; it has been used and turned and twisted by so many
in grinding out their replies, that the socket has become much
worn, and the pin that holds it to the shaft considerably
loosened, and should you givit a sudden wrench in your excitement, it might take on the qualities of the ungovernable
boomerang, and fly up and hit you in the eye, and that might
close your sight to the beauties of either the natural or spiritual visions around you.
I am satisfied that no explanation based on the theory of a
general dVJ'usion of mind, or any other thing or substance in nature, can be put in the place of a spirit or spirits to account for such phenomena as I hav witnessed; and for anyone to assume to disbelieve it all, in the face of millions of
witnesses who are as competent to see, and hear, and judge
as I am of what they see, is simply .dodging the question, and
aping the pranks and mustering in the company of what they
look upon as the respectable and popular class.
Because
Professor Huxley, when fairly driven to the wall, said "he
was not interested in the subject of Spiritualism, even if true,"
there are lots of wise men who think it quite smart to adopt
his style of treatment. No matter how indifferent the subject
may be treated by a few, the millions are fast enlisting under
the banner of the spirits, and defying the ridicule and contempt of facts, and until they are rationally accounted for,
aside from a belief in the works of spirits, the millions will
cling to the doctrins of the genial summer-land in preference
to the chilling philosophy of a Materialism that is lifeless.
No matter how ably its advocates may destroy the gods of
superstition, its structures and theology, they dare not let the
demolished materials lie around in a shapeless and confused
mass, hideous and frightful to look upon, nor expose the
corpses to the gaze of an astonished world, nor the infeGting
odors of the dead. They must bury the dead, and re-arrange
the materials into a more beautiful and enduring edifice, in
which reason shall preside and the philosophy of all truth in
nature be taught and worshiped.
J. R. PERRY.

mysteries one by one become resolVed into tricks and deceptions. No great meeting of scientists could create more talk,
discussion, or excitement than a big show in a hack colmtry ·
village where there was never one before. All the hoarded
bits of pocket money are hunted up, and every urchin, as well·
as other impecunious individual, is looking up odd jobs for
weeks beforehand, so as to eal'n money for the" show." Many
exclaimed against it as taking money out of the town, but if it
did it gave us ideas, and .they are more than money, and ·it
made idlers work, and that earned money, and the circus and
show all had to be fed, and that left money. So on the whole
we think the experience is worth more than the outlay. And
this evening hundreds of children are practicing contortions,
piling up chairs, and trying feats upon them, and enjoying a
miniature circuR at home.
I hope oul' readers will appreciate this glimps of our Snowville feast of fun.
ELMINA.
THE INQUISITrV INFIDEL.
READING, KAN., Aug. 30, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Only a few days ago, while waiting for a pre.scription at our village drug store, I overheard the following
conversation between an Infidel and a Methodist preacher:
INFIDEL-You are the Methodist preacher, I understand.
METHODIST PREACHER-I am, sir.
I.-I presume you preach the same doctrin that Methodist
preachers did fifteen or twenty years ago, when I used to go to
meeting.
M. P.-I presume I do, sir, with a few modifications.
I.-Well, I suppose you claim .that you were called to preach.
M. P.-Most assuredly, sir. No man should assume that
position without being led by the hand of God.
I.-On what grounds do you claim that ?
M. P.-Well, no man can be prepared to teach the way of
life truth'fullyby his own power and mind alone. We hav
many in the ministry not called, and we find them not successful in bringing souls to Jesus. Although.supel'iorinintellect and oratory, and equally as good Christians, they seem to
lack that soul-stirring magnetic influence over their congregations that we find in a man whom God has selected to advocate
his cause.
I.-Can you explain to me the difference between your feelings of being called to preach by God and the feelings of the
men who wrote the Bible, who claimed to hav been inspired?
M.P.-I never thought of that idea before; but really, I believe it to be the same. I believe I am as confident of God's
presence with me continually, and his guiding my actions and
words, as the apostles who wrote the New Testament.
I.-Then you claim that what you say in your sermons is
really God talking to the people ?
M. P.-I certainly do, sir.
I.-Well, of course you believe in the instantaneous change
of heart, or what is called experiencmg religion ?
M. P.-Most assuredly, sir. That is the gate through which
we expect the whole flock finally to pass which now is so
widely scattered, and we are Christ's hirelings-so to speak~
now in his employ engaged in the great work of rounding up,
as the ranchmen say, that they may come to the great shepherd and not be lost.
I.-Don't you think that which you call experiencing religion is simply an undue excitement, something akin to the passion of falling in love?
M. P.-Not at all, sir. Why, you disgust me! If you can't
talk more respectfully of our great work that is so fast revolutionizing the world, I will not talk with you, sir.
I.-Hold on. Now don't get excited. I want to ask you one
more question. Did you ever see an angel?
M. P.-No, sir.
L-Did you ever know of anybody that did ?
M. P.-Yes, sir; we hav accounts in the sacred scriptures of
many instances of angels coming to instruct individuals in regard to the will of God, and were seen by mortal eyes.
I.-Did any of them explain bow and what they looked like?
M. P.-No, sir; we hav no information in regard to the form
of angels.
I.--Then you think that the pictures of angels which we see
in the Bible and the statues of angels we see in churches are
imaginary?
M. P.-Yes, sir; certainly so.
I.-Well, now, will you tell me from what feeling, emotion, desire, or inspiration, the artist or sculptor, or, rather,
those who employed them to do the job, selected their chosen form for an angel, in every instance a beautiful, voluptuous, fully developed young lady, always about eighteen
years old?
M. P.-I see what you are trying to show, sir, and I will not
talk with you any longer. Good-bye, sir.
W. H. P.

A IlEAL CIRCUS AND SHOW IN SNOWVILLE.
SNOWVILLE, VA., Aug. 21, 284.
Yes, here among the mountains, miles away from the railroad, we hav had a show. It came in wagons, and over roads
so narrow, steep, hilly, and roeky, that now and then one of
the wagons would upset, animals and all. They wisely carry
their own blacksmith shop and tools along, as a necessity, in
such country places where a breakdown may and does often
occur far from any local smith.
For weeks this whole place and vicinity hav he~n placarded
with numerous and enormous enticing show-pictures, which
hav been as carefully studied and examined, and much better
appreciated here, than would be the finest gallery of costly
paintings. Scarcely anyone would believe the half would o1·
could be shown. But the fateful day has arrived, and Snowville is alive for miles around. Oh, such a conglomeration of
people! Old and young, rich and poor, black and white, as
well as all intermediate shades of yellow. Men in broadcloth and cassimeres, contrasted with those in butternut jeans
and linseys ;· women in velvet, silk, and cashmere, as well as
homemade cottons and five-cent calicos; and head-gear of all
conceivable shapes, sizes, and ages. Then the vehicles !
Great lumbm'ing Noah's-arks, covered with unbleached cotton,
ox-carts, jerseys, carriages, and old farm-wagons, often a barrel of cider in front to pay expenses, and the family in behind.
Or father, mother, and children on horseback, sometimes a
whole family on a horse; the usual "band-wagon," with its
"rag tag and bobtail," following behind. All this was as much
a "show" as the magic tent and its animals, circus-performers, and curiosities. The one elephant was no larger than a
cow, but it was well stuffed with apples, cakes, and candies by
people who were anxious to see it eat. Little ones who had
been scared by bugaboos of bears, gazed at the real live " children-killers" with curious and mingled feelings. One lady
stood by the cage of monkeys cramming her little black servant girl; she actually made her believe one old monkey was
AN OPEN LETTER To THE WOMEN OF AMERICA.
her grandfather, and the others were her uncles and aunts.
'l'ALENT, OR., Aug., 1884.
The ubiquitous side-show was also there. The snakeLADIES: Permit an old man of eighty-one years to suggest
charmer, a live head with no body, and a live body with no the reason why you, who make and educate the men, and who
head, and most interesting of all was the "mind-reading," the stand as their companion and helpmate from the cradle to the
reader being blindfolded and at the opposit end of the tent, grave, are denied the enjoyment of coequal rights.
You perform at least half the work in every family, you
while the performer passed around the audience asking her the
color of this one's hair, that one's beard, or asked her what he teach in schools, work the telegraph, and do your part in the
had in his hand-watches, keys, pencils, etc.-all of which she important vocations of national as well as in domestic life, and
answered correctly, even to the kind of a watch. And one man yet you get only one-half or two-thirds pay which men receive
gave the performer something like a trunk-check, and the for the same amount of work. You pay taxes, are subject to
woman told the figures, letters, etc., on it correctly, though no penalties, but you hav no voice in making and administering
one in the tent save the owner and the performer could possi- the laws which you are forced to obey; and, as a consequence,
bly hav known them. Some declared the woman could see there is as much unrest and disorder in the nation as there is
despite her bandages, but we know she was too far off to see, in the family when bereft of its mother. The strong oppress
even if she had a fair chance. This was a mystery to us all the weak, so that with our vast resources of wealth the toiling
till at last a close ob3erver suggested ventriloquism. The same masses are careworn and poor.
man had given a puppet-show, and was an excellent perScientists tell us that this sad condition is in consequence of
former, and probably that solves it all. Questions not r-lecidecll the human race having evoluted through various grades of aniupon beforehand could hav been thus answered by him, the mal life up to the monkey, thence to the man, and that in the
woman merely moving her lips to deceive the others, she be- majority of mankind the animal (though in human form) is
ing guided by the manner of asking in other oases. Thus do , yet pridominant, especially with Christians, who believe them.
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selvs to hav been" conceived in sin, shupened in iniquity, and
brought forth with hearts decietful above all things, and desperately wicked." This scientific discovery is one of the
-:greatest which has ever been made in modern times, because
it accounts for the tyranny of the strong over the weak as
illustrated by the foll<, wing statement of Gen. Pope: "I hav
known the Navajo Indians of New Mexico for twenty-five
year's as a civilized people, who make their own blankets, and
own large herds of sheep and .cattle. Nevertheless, I see no
future for these peaceful Indians. The whites a1·e pressing
them and are bound to hav their land." It also explains why
our represen tativs in Congress ignore the natural rights of the
best half of the people, to secure which our government was
formed.
With this origin of our race in view it is not derogatory to
spea~ of th~ stock jobbers in Wall street as" Bulls and Bears,"
and m all cases where Congressmen and frontier settlers are
not evoluted above the nature of these savage ancestors, it is
but natural for them to hook and hug like their kindred bulls
and bears in the city of New York.
Ladies, these facts suggest the following inferences;
1. That so long as you passivly allow men of this grade to
represent you in Congress, and to wrong the Indians in New
Mexico and elsewhere, you sanction the wrongs which yoursal vs endure.
2. The united efforts of both sexes are essential for the election of government officials who will work for the rights of all
the people irrespectiv of race, creed, or sex.
3. Complete· success cannot come until mothers are conditioned in mind and body to produce and educate a higher
grade of children.
4. Thanks for the ripening spirit of the age, which is helping
you to secure a triumph over every wrong.
Respectf11lly,
JOHN BEESON.
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Cleveland's morals are after the "good old David" pattern, word or two myself, but hav neglected it until now. So long
but as far as honesty and capability are concerned, he would 1as any controversy goes on fairlyihavlittle interest inputting
make a good president.
i in a word, but any unfairness a! ways attracts my attention and
Both Blaine and Cleveland lug in God, and the "supreme," enlists my sympathy for the weaker side.
while I ~ee noble B. F. Butler in his letter of acceptance c~m-1 What I would say ~b?1it the matter ~ay not be new, but it
pletely 1gnores the myths and phantoms, and besides, as your .1may be true. If m1llions of Catholics are not only un~o
correspondent "Index" in your paper of the 30th of August lested, but protected, by the United States government, while
1
conclusivly shows, is also in favor of church taxation. This they are sworn enemies to every power except the pope
1
plank is as follows: "Fifth, All private property, all forms of of Rome, how is it that so much fuss is made about the Mor1
money, and obligations to pay money, should bear their just mons?
proportio~ of public taxes." These thin~s together are good J It se~~s to _me that thi~ ~hole aff_air, at bottom, is nothing
and suffiment reasons why every Liberal w the country should but rehgwus Jealousy, ro!Jgwns antipathy on the part of the
1
vote for Benj. F. Butler. It does not do to say that he will not other religious sects. They are all fishing in the same pond,
be elected. He may be. He most certainly will be if every and if the Mormons get away with the most of the fish, who
Liberal, every laboring man, a·nd every foe of monopoly votes can help it? Perhaps they hav the best bait. Let the human
fo_r him. It is altogether probable the House of Representative fish take the bait that snits thom best. Let. there be free comwill hav to decide the matter, and in this case the result is not petition between them all-no intermeddling by government
doubtful. But success, after all, is secondary to principle. to support one and suppress another. Trust the law that has
In the Butler program is everything to make the great party of ruled the universe-" the fittest will survive." Truth, left free
the future, and the Liberal who does not help it along sacri- to combat error, has nothing to fear.
If polygamy, as some claim, is such a viollltion of nature's
fices :Principle and wisdom, and will miss a grand opportunity
of helping the world a long step to"Card the golden future.
laws, it will soon be abandoned by every sensible man and
Let every man and woman who reads this resolve to get woman. If it be an improvement on mistress-keeping, prosButler's letter of acceptance and carefully read it through and titution, illegitimacy, etc., why not allow it a fair trial? It is
digest it, and if he or she is not converted then I judge some- a Bible doctrin, out and out. Bring to bear all the combined
thing is radically wrong with the brain of the reader.
wisdom and effort of the missionary power, education, and
It is made up of truths, impregnable, unanswerable, logical, moral suasion that can be mustered, but leave legislation,
and convincing, and is Butler through and through; and But- prison, powder and lead, out of the controversy altogether.
ler has always been a man famous for giving no uncertain My word for it, everything will go right. ANDRF}W CAHOON.
sound on public questions. And if defeat is to be ours, let it
ALTON, lLr,., Aug. 20, 1884.
be Butler and principle in preference to Blaine and victory.
1\'In. EDITOR' Inclosecl you will find $3 to renew my sub0NONON.
scription.
CoLUMBUS, KAN., Aug. 26, 284.
I spent last winter. in Los Angeles county, Cal., and had a
lib. EDITOR: On my late tramp through Quaker Valley in nice time sitting under the orange-trees and picking oranges
this county, I persuaded a fri<lnd to take THE TRUTH SEEKER and eating them in December and January. We haa but four
SAUVIE's ISLAND, On., Aug. 20,284.
Mn. EDIToR: I am satisfied there are Liberal people enough on trial three months. Near to him iRa large stone building, frosts all winter, but not hard enough to injure crops; green
in the United States who could pay a small sum of money the lower story of which is used for meetings, and the upper peas all winter. Orange picking lasts the whole year round,
yearly to keep up lecturers and distribute Liberal tracts. Here one for schools. It was built by the Quakers, and most of the for they will hang on the trees two years from the blossoms.
is my plan: Let every Liberal paper start a list in their columns money to build it came from rich Quakers in Philadelphia. It You will see oranges at t)le end of thnt time hanging on the
for one year, and see how many persons they can get who are is on an eminence, and from its top can be seen one of the trees, but they lose their flavor after twenty months from bloswilling to pay say one dollar a year for ten years, if they liv most fertil and picturesque prairies anywhere to be found. som. As the trees blossom in February the old fruit d1·ops off.
that long, for the purpose of paying good men to do nothing The green hedges, the immense orchards, the groves of maple Limes blossom the whole year round, and drop off as soon as
but lecture and organize Leagues, and a part, say twenty per and various other trees, the winding Spring Rtver bordered by ripe. Some trees had blossoms, green and ripe fruit, all on
cent, to pay for Freeth ought tracts. for free distribution (such woods, the immense corn-fields and numerous hay-stacks, the the same twigs.
I am one of your o!Uest subscribers. I took the thircl 'l'nunr
tracts as ''Self-Contradictions of the Bible," etc.). Let it be skirts and patches of woodland here and there in the distance,
understood that all who sign the list will also try to get at least the mounds and plateaus, within a radius of fifteen miles, pre- SEEKER that was printed, and hav missed but two numbers.
another person each year to sign it also, and that each will sent a most charming picture to such a lover of nature as I I am seventy years old, and do not know how much longer I
WM. A. GnAVJo:s.
make an effort to get all the money they can from persons who am. I was at this Quaker God-house on Sunday, and listened shall take the paper.
are friends to Freeth ought to send also, if it is only a few cents to a young lady telling some young children about God, and
CJ"F}OPATllA, Mo., Aug. 23, 2a/
from each. Giv those who sign the list some name, say how he caused the walls of Jericho to fall by the blowing of
Mn. EDITOR: Your paper comes to us regularly ever~/. ,n.
"Helping Hands," or some appropriate name. Hav a certain rams' horns, and many awful and inhuman deeds Joshua did
day appointed to send· their money to the treasurer, say on at the command of God. This was followed by the meeting, day evening, so we hav the leisure moments during the week
Servetus's Day (Oct. 27th). Let the next Liberal Congress ap- the men sitting by themselvs on the right, and the women on for perusal and application of advantages of instruction. A
point three men whose duty it shall be to hire good lecturers the left of the aisle. All their faces were grave and solemn, few families read our books aml papers, and a groat many perat reasonable rates. L.et each Liberal paper keep the name and I suppose they felt they were in the immediate presence sons throughout the country spe1lk in rebellious terms of the
and post-office address of the treasurer of the National Liberal of their God. The gloomy solemnity of the inside of the practical working of church-members. I hav lived here Hix
League, or whatever name it goes by, published in every num- house was in striking contrast to the cheerful and glorious years, and, in conversntion with church-going people, hnv
ber, and publish once a month the names of those joining the scene outside. We all sat in silence half an hour, which was maintained that we shonld look for something gmnder than
"Helping Hand" in that month. Let the tracts intended for the only part of the performance that was, to me, worshipful. was to be seen through that old rusty toloscope of eclesiastical
free distribution be sent to auxiliary Leagues and to persons At length the spirit moved one solemn man, who arose, and, history, and the musty folios of bewildered commentators. A
wanting them to send where they will do good service. I hon- in a very slow and whining tone, bored me for half an hour on great m1my arc tired of tho hash, but ronnel comes their pilot
estly believe that if only enough of the "Self-Contradictions "the highway of holiness," which he seemed to know all and tells them that the devil causes them to doubt. Inclosed
of the Bible " could be freely distributed, it would do more to about. He was succeeded by a thick-set, fat man, with a I send yon the petition for secularization. Tho names aro of
upset superstition than any other tract I know of. It is the broad face, and a narrow and shallow forehead, who told us persons who hav come to stay, and I think will help all they
G. W. DAY.
Bible fighting itself; Tracts on Materialism, Spiritualism, Pro- what he knew (?) about "Adam's fall" at the Garden of Eden, can.
and
by
his
tone
and
manner
took
me
back
sixty
years.
After
hibitionism, etc., are not what we want yet. What we want
Er.niN, IowA, Aug. 2H, 1881.
now is a sepamtion of church and state affairs, a protection of him the ablest and best educated man among them, ancl ediMn. EDITOR: Herewith find $fi.1G, for whieh ploase sorul
all in their religious or non-religious belief. That is, allow tor of the Western Fl'iend, arose, solemn as death, and gave us
a discourse on holiness and the invisible spirit. There was bookH anfl tracts as olsowhcrc designated. I want to uso tlwm
every person to worship who and what. he pleases and allow
no praying, and singing is not permittecl. I could not appre- for missionrtry purposes at tho eamp-J11Coting which comeverybody else to do the same, and no person or persons to
ciate the inspiration of their blind faith. A Quaker meeting mences on the :lei of ~eptembor.
molest others or interfere in any way so as to injure them as
I hav just been re-1·eading "A Hoalistic Meditation" in 'l'Jilo;
would be hell to me if I had to attend it. My temple of worlong as they attend to their own business; secular and comship is the "grand archway of the sky," ancl nature is my in- TnU'l'II RREKJ<:n of Aug. Dth. I wish that nrticlo was in pampulsory education, freedom of speech and press, etc. I think
phlet form; I would order one hundred to start with. I could
spiration.
J. H. CooK.
<it would be a good idea to hav the platform or the aims of
not possibly do without tho denr old Tmr, 'l'RU1'II :'lrmrrEn.
I
Liberalism printed on single sheets of paper for free distribuhav taken it for y~urs aml like it botter every yenr. But I
MERRILL,
MrcH.,
Aug.
~5. 1884,.
tion, and send them out to auxiliary Leagues and to subscribMR. EDITOR: Please allow me to say a few kind words to 'l'. must coni'ess I was disappointed when in your last issue I ro1tcl
ers who could hav one in their pockets ready, and would be a
I had supWinter, Materialist. As Brother Winter seems very anx(ous to the answer to the contribution ah,,vo allmlod to.
great help, for a small piece of paper is handier to carry
be heard, .it may be well to let him know that he is heard. Our posed at least there might be somewhat of an argument made
around than a newspaper. The more people get their eyes
old friend seems to be afraid that his spiritual friends may as against Mr. Wettstein; but to me Mr. Wm. Watson's reply
open, the better it will be for Freethought newspapers and
,JAs. CooLEY.
make a mistake and reckon him among thoir number. My is an entire failure.
maga!:ines. Let us see if we can't do more good in this way
good solid friend of the granit order, thee has no cause for
than the Young Men's Christian Association are doing, for
alarm. We Spiritualists are too ethereal to consent to be
ONToNAnoN, Mich., Ang. :lO, 18fH.
which I hav no hatred at all, but I think the most of them are
bound to the rock to which you seem to hav grown fast. We
Mn. EDrmn: I inc:loso S:l, which I owo yon for the splonrlid
mistaken. They are all men we want to advance a little; we
recognize the existence of two poles to the great universal bat- '.t'nUTJI ~E~<;KJm. I am much indehtod to yon for continuing to
want the fair sex in our association with us; we want no bachtery. IE Brother Winter wishes to plant himself on the nega- sund it. I tol<l yon lJcforo that it was impossible for mo to
elor association in ours.
tiv pole, and swear to his last breath that there is no opposit send the money,jfor I was np tho Ontonagon ltiver, where the
Study over this, and if you favor the plan, straighten it out
pole, it is his low privilege. Aml if Brother Winter takes more majestic pine-treo norls familiarly to the stars. I enjoy .John
in due form, and hoist her sails, and I will go a dollar a year
real comfort on his cake of material ice than we do in our park Pock, and Chaincy-thore are too many of them to name hore.
- for the sake of truth.
of ethereal sunshine, all right. We would recommend, how- I also like to read the articles by the Spiritualists. 'fhey hnv
-I believe some such plan as I hav named would be a great
ever, that he be a trifle more liberal, and allow us the benefit a very beautiful theory, if it is true. The more I read of their
help, and we hav as much right to help along a cause that is
of our Bnnshine. If he will not do this, we will feel com- articles in your paper and elsewhere, the less faith I hav in
right as the Young Bachelor Association has. So let us adopt
pelled to write "Bigotry" opposit his name in the book of our ghosts, although it is next to impossible for mo to hav any loss
some plan, and start it rolling.
0. CHERINGTON.
remembrance. This seems to us fair.
faith than I hav in either gods or ghosts. I'll close by subNow, Brother Winter, if yon still feel us though it is yonr scribing myself tho eternal enemy of all gods.
highest duty to your friends to pelt us constantly with your
DoN. D. McL1r.on.
ConN-PLANTER, PA., Sept. 1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: After voting the Republican ticket contin- hurd Material pebbles, do label some of them "Reason," an4
uously for twenty-eight years, I hav about concluded to call a S(\llle "Evidence." And do not insist on putting that ugly old
NATIONAL J\lhr.rTARY HounEns' Ho~m, I
phrase, "It is so," on each and every stone from your little
MoN'rr;o~mnY, 0., Sept. 1, 1881. \
halt.
Mn. Enrron: I send yon three dollars to renew my subscripI am disgusted with both parties. The Democratic party sling.
In conclusion, Brother Winter, let me ask you to be fair with tion to 'frrE TnuTrr SrmKEJ\. I am in my seventy-sixth year.
has been dead since 1872. At that time by nominating Greeley
they lost their wits. And yet they lug around the disgusting us. If you hav any reasons to giv to show that we are all It iB doubtful whether I last tho year out. But I must do all
corpse till 'tis a stench in the nostrils of all right-mincled peo- wrong, giv them, but we confess that we hav had quite enough the good I can while life continues. The Soldiers' Home is a
ple. The Republican party is par excellence the party of mo· of your assertions. Either giv proof that we are wrong, or else hard pluco for a Liberal, where all sorts of religion are mixetl
up with all kinds of stimulating lirp1ors, and a Methodist
nopoly, and James G. Blaine is its prophet. The banks an_d fire at some other class of people awhile just for a change.
Very truly yours,
N. HuNT.
chaplain and a Catholic priest call twice a week. I am the
the rail :ways own this country, and they must be shorn of thmr
only one t!:J.ut takes a Libera\ paper out of four thousand. inpower, or we aJ·e literally a nation of serfs.
.
So. CoTTONWOOD, UTAH, June 28, '1884.
mates of the Central Soldiers' Home of Ohio. There are othJames G. Blaine is a Catholic, as his mother was, and he will
MR. EDITOR: I hav thought frequently when reading the ers that pretend to be Liberals, but their money thoy want for
die in that faith. He is both a demagog and a hypocrit to precontributions on the Mormon question that I would write a something else.
JAMES U. STEWART.
tend to be anything else.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WnoN, Fall Rivi!T,
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
Corner should be sent.
"His life Is long whose work Is well,
And be his station low or high,
He who the most good works can tell,
Llvs longesc though he soonest dle."

'l'he lllouse and the Lion.
One sum mer l1ay, a hungt'Y little mou~e.
Who thol·oughly hall searched all through the house,
Looking In vain for eome small bit of scrap,
Went out of doors, and fell Into a trap.
"rwa~ nicely baited wlch a bit of cheesl';
•rhe door stood wide; he crept with perfect ease
Close up to where the tempting morsel hungOne nibble, and the cruel trap was sprung.
Just then a noble l!on he chanced to see,
Who craveled with a large menat,:erle,
And early every morning left his lair
And strolled about to take the country air.
With trembllng voice he called ou him for aid,
,, Why, certainly, of course," the lion said.
''It seem9 some thousand years or so ago

Your ancestors helped one of mine, you know.
now becomes my duty to retmy
'rhe favor shown to him, without delay."
He raised his foot, and with his mighty tread
He crushed the crap, and left poor mousie dead.
It oft occurs that over-zealous friends,
Who strive to help us to attain our ends,
With very best Intentions overdo It,
Am! often glv us ample cause to rue it.
"H

-Rohert S. Talcott, in the Centw·y.

My Trip to Phi.hulelphia.
The good and bad actions of the persons we
meet show to us their moral standing, and
should enable us to choose that which is good
and noble, and to discard that which is mean
and ignoble. 'l'he incidents I am about to relata will go to illustrate this contrast.
·when I was about ten years of age, our family lived close to the canal, along which the
bouts laden with coal went daily in large numbers. The boats at that time were comp~Jia
ti vly small, only carrying from thirty to forty
tons of coal, and it required a great number to
convey the am'onnt needed. The crew consisted of a captain,- bowsman, and driver. The
latter had charge of the motiv power, consisting, usually, of an olll horse or a pair of mules;
val nabla horses were seldom used. The llriver
had decidedly the worst part of the business,
as it was expected that he would walk the
greater part of the time, the horse having
enough to do to drag along the heavy boat. In
fact, one of the essential points of recommendation for a boat driver was his reputation as a
good walker; and some captains made a difference of fifty cents a trip in favor of the driver
who would not ride more than one-third of
the way.
My conversations with many boat-drivers as
they lay at the locks for turns to be let through
from one level to the other, inspired me with
a great desire to see the city of Philadelphia,
in which place ·my father was born. They
would tell long yarns about the great ships
and steamboats lying at the docks.
They
never failed to tell of their exploits in climbing
np into the rigging, and described the great
shrolllls, or ladders, on which they had ascemlod to the tops of the masts. Then there
were the many towns and some qities along
the way, and the lots of fun they had at a jam;
or when they got into a crowd of boats and
had to illy by for clays to get past certain locks;
and the generally good times they had when
they once reache<l the great city. I used to
think there wore some rather fishy stories,
such as seeing sturgeons ten feet long jump
ont of the water. I had heard of "Jonah and
the whale," but I had no idea any other fish
could be ten feet in length. At all events,
their stories were spread out on the map of my
mind like a great panorama on canvas, and I
always engaged the boys in conversation to see
how their stories tallied.
At hlst I gently suggested to my mother that
I would like to take a trip on a boat to see
Philadelphia, but to this I met with a decided
snnb. ~11e wns astonished at my idea of such
a thiug; said I was "too little, would get
drowned," and numerous other objections she
made. Bnt I persisted, time and again, and
would call her attention to all the boys smaller
th1m myself th11t wont by. I would say,
"There goes a much smaller boy; why don't
he get clrownell ?" I argued my case with the
persistency of a criminal lawyer, until at last
one day a captain came for a boy. (He had heard
that I wanted to make a trip, of course he had,
as I had left word at the locks privately to let
anyone know who might want a boy). He
promised all sorts of care of me, and agreed to
pay all damages if he did not return me safe
and e onnd. At last, after eyeing me very
\

closely to see if I would not relent, mother said
if I wanted to I might go, just that one trip.
I h nrriedly got some some clothing together,
and off I started, without seeing half of the
family. It was a cloudy and rainy day, and as
I began to get some distance away from home,
I could feel a great choking sensation in my
throat, and I began to Hay, " If I had only seen
all my brothers and sisters beforeleaving." I
began to realize tbat mother knew her chicken
batter than he knew himself; not until that
time did I realize what a home and a mother
were. I had left my kind and good mother,
and father, and all my brothers and sisters behind me for a foolish desire to see a great city.
Every step I took seemed to press harder upon
me, anrl by the time we had made only four
miles night had c~tst his sable mantle over us,
and the captain Sltid we would " tie up," as he
resided in that place. So they-he and his
bowsman-went off the boat after we had our
supper, and that left me alone to worry over
my sad plight.
A sadder b0y of ten years of age I do not
think ever lived than I was. 'l'here was no sleep
for me. The more I tried to sleep the more I.
could not. These efforts brought on headache
and heart-ache. lVIy temples throbbed, and all
my bones ached. Every now and then I would
look out of the cabin window or door into the
thick, black darkness in the direction of the
"home, sweet home " I had so foolishly left.
It was as dark as Egypt, and I was getting
homesick. I thought my heart would break if
I did not get relief. Tears of affection would
stream down my cheeks like drops of rain, as
I brought my home, in imagination, before me.
How I loved everything in that home no language could tell, only tears; and the abundance of them seemed to giv me ease and comfort. What a provision of our natures ! Only
let the scalding tears flow, and the h&art-ache
will be lulled. What a cure for grief! But
that is nature's remedy. I worried thus hour
after hour, and, without my knowing it, I must
at last hav dropped into a doze, for I dreamed
that I was at home, contented and happy, and
was forming resolutions that I never would
leave it again-no, never! If any of the girls
or boys want to avoid the terrible shock that I
experienced, I advise them to go from home a
little at a time; do not take so big a leap at first.
I was like a little bird that made from the high
nest among the branches· my leap clear to the
bottom at the first effort, and could not get
back. Depend upon it, that homesickness,
when far away from those we love best in the
world, is the most terrible distress that can
befall you, and should it become chronic your
days on this earth will soon be numbered.
lVIy naturally hopeful disposition, together
with a 1·easonable amount of good child sense,
came to my relief the next clay, when I beheld
the bright sun shedding his pleasant rays on
the moist earth, and carrying off the clouds and
fog occasioned by the previous clay's rain, and
I think it had something to do with removing
the cloud which hung over me. I did not,
however, get the pleasure I had ·anticipated
from the start at anything that I met ori the
way. 'l'he great city was at last reached, and
the bowsman was intrusted to fulfil a promis
to take me to the theater, which was the first I
had ever seen. Going to the theater was the
quintessence of my expectations. It was to be
the event, and we went. At that time the pit
was the lowest seating in them, and the admission fee twelve and a half cents, boys half
price. Now that is alrchanged. The pit contains the fashionable goers.
The pluy was "Richard III." The place was
jammed, and, not finding anything but standing-room in the pit, my companion hoisted me
upon the stage to the right of the footlights. I
enjoyed the little I could see of the dress, etc.,
but there was nothing in tragedy that I liked,
and when I beheld the murders of that play I
was anything but delighted. Presently Richard got along to the visions of the ghosts of his
victims, and when his wicked life began to tell
upon him, his nervous twitchings, with his
deformed back, and protruding eyes, cast at
one time directly into mine, rather scared
me, and I began to wish he would play something a little milder; but he became worse,
and as he crouched down and almost crawled
toward me, shaking like a leaf, and staring
like a Llemon, in his warlike accouterments,
I was suddenly seized with the impression
that he was coming at me, and down I
jumped •tpon the heads of the boys and men,
crowded below me in the pit, which feat a
great many eould not help seeing, and the rowdies shouted, "Put him out! put him out !"
And I can assure yon that I was as ready to be
put out as anyone you ever saw. I wanted to
go, but my companion would not leave, and
laughed and giggled so much at my fright that
it brought back my conmge, and I resolved to
stand it at all hazards. By this time Richard
had got along with his ghosts, which his im-

agination had conjured before his wicked
mind, and, mastering his mental illusions, he
brightened up and said, "Richard is himself
again." !thought, "So ami," forlwanted my
friend to place mJl upon the seat that I had previously occupied, so that I could see, but he
snickered at me, and shook his head for "No."
In a few days I had taken in all of the great
city I could, and we were about to start on the
return home. My task was to take the horse
around to Fairmount dam, and wait until the
captain and bowsman pole<l the empty boat
along the shallow side of the river for two miles.
On leaving, I had no stick, and I WJlS watching
for a switch as I went along. Finally I rode up
to a board fence and broke a small one off a
tree, but in doing so I let the halter fall from
my hand. Just then I leaned over the horse's
neck to get it, and, as bad luck would ha v it,
the horse at that moment stepped upon it, and
the jerk it gave his nee~ threw me on the
ground before him, and he placed the weight
of one foot squarely upon my arm, which
weight fractured it. I may, however, hav
broken it by the fall, as I went down head-first.
lVIy cries arrested his attention, and the sensible old fellow actually turned around and
came walking back to where I lay on the
ground, and stood over me seeming to realize
that I was hurt. It was quite a while before I
could gather myself up. As I did so a meanspirited boy came along, and seeing my condition he thought to take advantage of it. He
knew just where the horse had to go, and,
while I was suffering the greatest pain, he
was plying his questions, and wanted me to giv
him two cents for leading the horse a few hundred yards, and tying him fast. I had not a
penny, but finally said, between my sobs, he
might do so, and the captain would pay him;
but then he wanted three cents more for waiting unLil the boat came. He expressed no
sympathy for me in the least. I never, before
nor since, witnessed such an absol ntely selfish
act. His only desire was to get some money,
and this I regarded as a very mean and cowardly spirit. It is what I call an ignoble
thing.
As we were parleying about it, a lady came
out from one of the houses near by, and, hearing my sobs, she came to ascertain what was
the trouble. And oh, what a good, loving,
motherly soul she was! She was an angel!
My own mother could not hav acted more
kindly. I hav often wanted to meet her, and
thank her for the interest she took in me.
She had the look of sympathy, and the light of
a woman's true heart beamed in her countenance. In less time than it takes me til write
it, she had my whole case. I was a poor boatboy, far away from home and friends, with a
broken arm, and had been treated badly by
that mean boy, too, whom she dismissed in
short order, and tied the horse to the fence
herself. All the while tears of sorrow for me
were streaming down her handsome face (she
was a handsome lady, about middle-aged, and
a handsome woman in tears is an interesting
picture to look upon). She took me into her
parlor, dispatched a messenger into the city
for a doctor, her family physician, who came
as soon as possible, and adjusted my broken
and swollen arm. All the while this good
woman was attending me with a camphorbottle, bathing my temples, and inspiring me
with courage to bear the operation. The doctor seemed equally tender, and when he
pressed extra hard, would soothe the hurt
with an added word of encouragement. He
made a skilful job of it, for which I hav often
been thankful to him.
By this time the captain came to band. He
was a kind-hearted man, and wanted to pay
the doctor, but that good man said, "Captain,
if you feel like paying anything, you may giv
it to the boy," and then gave him such instructions as were necessary to heal the broken
limb.
"Oh, no," said the lady, "I intend to settle
this myself. I sent for you, doctor, and I will
pay you;" but he absolutely refused any compensation.
The incidents of my trip to Philadelphia are
a part of my mind, stored away in the memory
-that subtle, incomprehensible consciousness,
which enables us tn liv over again the years
that ha v departed iurever--to remember the
kind act, the motherly attentions, the sweet
words, and to feel again the soothing hands
that gently stroked the throbbing temples.
These we never forget; and to get also the deep
shades of the mental pictures it is necessary
to look at those ignoble actions that often help
to giv a picture a boldm· relief. The contrasts
of life-they are all necessary to develop the
soul. It may seem a little queer to see how
life is made up and arranged, but had I not
met with the breaking of my arm, I had not
found the mean-spirited boy, nor the kind doctor, nor, above all, the dear, good, kmd-hearted
lady I hav been writing about. It costs us

suffering and heart-aches to learn the good of
humanity.
I arrived home in safety, my arm soon
healed, and has done many a hard day's work
in paving my way in life. The captain paid
me full wages, and acted lilm a gentleman, and
I wv.s cured of any more freaks at boating on
the canal.
J. R. PERRY.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.
DIAMOND.
1. A letter; 2. A color; 3. Pertaining to the
runes of the ancient Norsemen; 4. A noted
Freethinker; 5. Foods; 6. A money abbreviation; 7. A letter.
R. BERNHEIM.
Newburgh, N. Y.

lVIy
lVIy
My
My

2.
ENIGMA.
6, 1, 9, is food for animals;
8, 7, 5, is an animal;
6, 4, 3, 2, is what some people believe is a
place of punishment;
whole is a range of mountains.
GREELEY BAKER (ten years old).

3.
WORD SQUARE.
1. A bird.
2. A female name.
.3. A bird.
4. 'l'o unite or join.
5. A nap.
6. Bamboo screens.
Piltslmrgh, Pa.
H. E. JuERGENs.

4.
WORDS. (Ex.: at in p-Ctt-h.)
1.
Though Cupid in this grass we find,
Nebuchaclnezzar calls to mind;
Yet in this plant 01' grass we dwell
Is always to be living well.
2.
In a forest opening clem·,
See a stripling now appear.
3.
In "extensions undefined,"
"lVIode of walking" you must find.
WORDS

IN

4.
Oft and oft the eye must shine
Through its own transparent brine,
But the ear this puzzle shows
In these drops of lachrymose.
5.
Here is the house q(.Diogenes
In the midst of stumps of little trees.
6.
In coins of copper, silver, gold,
Or current pnpm·, new or old,
That pays for what is bought and sold.
No matter what the value told-A single thing is all they hold.

7.
Melodious Memnon, night is gone !
Greet the goddess of the dawn!
For still thy sacred roclcs must hold
A voice she heard and loved of old.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
5.
WORD SQUARE.
1. The Indian jungle bull.
2. A city.
3. A kind of gas.
4. A plant.
5. A tertiary deposit.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. E. JuERGENS.
PRIZE.
For the first correct solution to any of lVIr.
,Juergens's puzzles, "Puzzled om in aN utshell.''

Correspondence.
NEwBURGH, Aug, 2(1, 1884.
DEAR lVIISs WrxoN: After having ceased to
send yon any puzzles for nearly two months,
for which there was no excuse, I hav decided
to send some, as school will soon begin and I
hav to begin to study. I enjoyed my vacation
very much and gmduatAd with an average of
eighty-seven and ten-elevenths per cent, being
fourth out of 111 graduates. Trusting you
will hear from our other puzzlers, I remain,
Yours very respectfully,
H. BERNHEIM.
[We are glad to welcome our friend once
more, and hope we shall not miss him so long
again.-ED.]

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN!

"APPL..£8 OF COLD."
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SusAN
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work for young m!IBters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of
postage. 'L'hls new edition has a photograph of the
author which adds very much to che value of the
volume.

TWO LIT1'J,E RED MIT1'ENS;
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
Price 10 cents.
For sale at this office.

THE YOU'l'H'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
This volume alms at the education of youth In the
principles of Freethot~ght, at the same time that it
Inculcates moral duties and human rights from a
standpoint of pure reason and common sense.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER i3. l8H4
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Liberal Meetings.

[~eagues and Libera! 'lnd Spiritualistic SociR.ti<s in the 1
Untted Sta.tes .and Canada meeting regula:rly, can hav
00

tices of their meettngs publi.Bhed in thif cotuw. f. if ..
.officer• willstnd them to us.]
' ret' ,.,...,

MICIDGAN.
MusKEGoN.-The Liberal League meets ev
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the Germery
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. a~~ ·
Tenace st.

OHIO.
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League

meets

ev~ry. Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall

bmldmg. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed toW. I. Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
PoaTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temp~e stre.et), where free meetings, lectures,
and d1scus~1ons are held eve;y _Sunday, 2·30
P.M. Adm1ttance free. Pubhc mvited.
OREGON.
PoRTLAND.-The. Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Qr., holds meetinas every Sunday
at 2 o'clo?k, P.M., at Nonpar~I Hall, cor. 1st
all:d .Mad1son streets. All are invited. AdmiSSion free.
MASSACHUSETTS.
. BosToN.-Bvston Liberal Club holds meetmgs for essays an~ criticisms every Sunday
foren?on at 10:45 m the Paine Memorial
Bmldmg, Appleton street.--The "Society
of the Divine Homo '' at same place every
Sunday aftmnoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday·school at 2:30. Admission free.
PENNSYLVANIA.
ALTooNA.-The League holds meetings every
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
PHILADELPRIA.-The Friendship Liberal
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall
8~4 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
o clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
TnE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.·
PlrisBURGR.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue every
Sunday (except d·.·ring the Months df July
and August) at 3o 1lock. A free platform is
~aintained. Exercises consist of a lecture
iollowed by 10 minute criticisms, with 16
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
_every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
consist of music, readirtgs, lecture, and discussion, in which all p~ esent are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
•aken. Communications for the League
should be address,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
CANADA.
ToRONTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture· Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially invited.
· MoNTREAL.-Pioneer _Freethought
Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Oatharine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President; c. Stevens, Secretary.
GANANoQ.uE, 0NT.-Gananoque Secular Society, meets every Sunday evening at eight
o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Library and
Reading Room open all day Sunday. Visitors
and strangers always welcome.
Geo. G.
Meikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
NEW YORK.
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
business meeting and debates and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEw YoRK CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
at 220 East 15th st.--'fhe American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at :!:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Republican Hall,.55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30

an~R~;~L~~.:_The Bl'Doklyn Spiritual Society

Agtmts tor

~:o~~·uth

seekel'.

J. S. Mansfield, 'l'ucson.
CALIFORNIA.
A. Berenz, 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.

-AND-

CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
COLOllADO.
M. V. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
S. B. Wright, 385 La1·imer st., Denver.
E. Keith, Animas City.
CONNECTiCUT.
J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
ILLINOIS.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, Chicago.
KANSAS.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.

Freethinkers' Almanac for 1884
<E. M. 284.)
WITH EIGHTEEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRA.TIONS.

CONTENTS:
Introductory. By the Editor.
Astronomical Calculations for 1884.
Calendar for 1884.
The Old Free Enquirers' Association of New
York, and the Duty of Supporting the Liberal Press. By Peter Eckler.
Ten Years of Freethought. By G. E. M.
New York State Freethinkers' Association. By
H. L. Green.
·
The National Liberal League. By T. C. Leland.
The Progress of Libeml Thought in Canada.
By Charles Stevens.
Paine Memorial. By Josiah P. Mendum.
Foreign Freethought Societies.
The Ideal World, By Samuel P. Putnam.
What is True Religion? By Charles Watts.
Industrial Education. By W. S. Bell.
Sword and Pen. By George E. Macdonald.

This World. By George Chainey.
Agnosticism and Immortality. By E. M. Miledonald.
1883 in England: Its Struggles and its Work.
Liberal Charities.
Noted Freethinkers and Reformers. (Giving
Date of Birth and Death.)
The Population of Our States and Tenitories.
The Je\vish Jehovah. (Illustmtion.)
"That Old Serpent, Which is Satan and the
Devil. (Illustration.)
Some of the Ancient and Modern Schools of
Philosophy.
The Sacred Booksof Hist01·y.
Jefferson's Religion.
Useful Measures.
As to 'rime.
The Hindoo P1ince and Skeptic.
Selections, etc., etc.

JILUNJ1;.

B. C. Hussey, Oakiielcl, (Postoffice, Rmyrna
Mills).
~fAllYLAND.

Oliver P. Taw, 532 W. Baltimore st., Balt.imore.
1\IASSACRUSET'l'S.
Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
1\UCniGAN.
S. D. Moore, Adl'ian. Box 4G5 .
A. Atwood, Eaton Bapids.
1\HSSOUIU.
Dr. Wolff, G20 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
NEBRAHKA.

ThomaR Foreman, 14H Chica~o street, Omaha.
01\EGON.
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
PENNSYI... VANJA.

George Longford, 25 Otter st., l'hilmlelphilt.
H. Cl1ty Luse, Wnynesburg.
Dr. J. H. Hhodes, fi05 1-2 Nmth 8th st., Phil a.
W. F. Schado, :l70li Butlc>r street, Ptttsllmgh.
A. M. StevenH, 222 Bc,aver avo., Allegheny City.

Added to the foregoing is a splendicl story, entitled

"BIG JACK SMALL."

'l'ENN1~~HEE.

Ferclinaml Pfeister, Nashville.
U'l'AR.
Jamos Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Pnrk City.
This ANNUAL is a compenclious History of the Freethought movement in the Unitecl W. P. Heybould, Salt Lake City.
States. It contains
VIllGlNIA.
12S Octavo Pagc!i,
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
ENGLAN!J.
with contributed .articles from many of the most popular writers in our 1·anks. It is " not Cl:w.rles WattR & Co.,
London.
for a day, but for all time."
The American and Now York News ComNow ready. Price, post-paid, 2:'t cents.
pnnies will fnmish t!Jo paper to news lle•tlol"S
Address
THE TRUTH SEEU.ER OI<,FICE.
upon upplieatiou.
33 Clinton Place, New York, N. Y.
MEDICAL and HYGIENicwoRit:s.

iAn Antidote Analyzed Ingersoll's 'Works.

I

Sold at THE Tuu'l'H SEEKER Office.
ll
J
Receipt of Price.
SHOWING 'fHE
' S Sent on] Ph
T raII 8 exna . ysiology. A Scien- FOJJLY OF A REJ,IGIOUS QUACl(
tific and Popular Exposition of the Funda- In Ministering a Nauseous Antidote to 'l'hose
mental Problems in Sociology. $1.
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing PoisonWh
G
0
ous, and
at Our ids ught to Know. By
EXPOSING THE INCONSIH'rENOY OF
Dr. MARY J. STUDLEY. Price, $1.00.
CIUtiS'r!ANS GENEHALLY.
Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure
of"-Nervousness. By M. L. HoLBROOK. $1.50.
BY H. CLAY LUSE.
p t 't' W'th t p ·
A
ar uri lOll
I
OU
Rlll.
Code
of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains 1
and Dangers of Child-Bearing. Edited by PRICE,
10 C'l'S.
M. L. HoLnuooK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
Address THE •rRU'rH SEEKBR Office
8
The Relations of the Sexes.
By _________
H Clinton l'IHcB, New' York.
Mrs. E. B. DuFFEY. Price, $1.00.
UOOJ{ A.GEN'l'S WAN'l'En
Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Sci- TO CANVASS :FOH A l'OPUJ,AH LIBlmAL
entific Diet.
By GusTAV ScHLICKEYSEN.
WOUK.
A GOOD OPI'OHTTJNil"Y FOH
Price, $1.00.
The Better 1Vay. An Appeal to Men THOSE HAVING SOl\fi~ LETSUHE Tr~m.
Addt·ess "PUllL!RHEJ:."
in. Behalf of Human Culture through a
Care ·rnu·ru HE:EKEH Comj!IUI.Y",
W1sm Parentage. By A. E. NEWTON. Price,
:1:J UHutou J!Jncl~, .N. Y,
papm, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
3Gtf
New Hygienic Cook Book. ContainFRE:ET:UHUGIB'I' NOVJ.~L·•·
ing l~eceipts for Preparing a Hygienic
Food By Mrs. M. M. JoNES, M.D. 30 cts. The Heatlwns of the Heath. A finely
written ltadical1·oruance. By WM. Mc'falks LO My Patients. Hints on GetDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
ting Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
GLEAsoN, M.D. Price, $1.50.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins.
By
$1.25.
Dw LEwrs, M.D. 'rreating of the Sexual Family Creeds. By WILLIAM 1\'fcDoN·
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.
NELL, author of "Exeter Hnll." l'l"ico,
Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
to Parents. By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.
Exeter Hall. "One of the most. exciting romances of the day." Price, paper
Aids to Family Government; or,
60 cents; cloth, 80 eents.
From the Cmdle to the School. By BEHTHA
MEYEU. Plice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and 1\'fan.
A Radical novel of m~<rked ability. Errual
Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J.
to George Eliot's works. By FmmKIIIKA
MoRTIMEH GRA:-!VII.LE. Price, $1.00.
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.
Eating for Strength. Including the r:J'he Outcast.
A deep, finely written
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
Radical story. From the London edition.
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred HeBy WrnwooD READE, author of Martyrceipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred
dom of Man. 30 cents.
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered. By
Gottlieb
: His Life.
A romance of
M. L. HoLnuooK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
Marriage ami Parentage. In Their
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.
Sanitary and Physiologicaf Helations, and
A Domestic Radical
in their Bearing on the Producing of Chil- The Darwins.
story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. f:lLENKER, audren of Finer Health and Grenter Ability.
thor of John's Way, Stuclying the Bible,
By M. L. HoLDJlOOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
Our Girls, and Some of the Things
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
They Ouglit to Know. By Dw LEwis, M.D.
Price, $1.1~0.

meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
literature on sale. All invited.--The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's Dr. :Foote's Plain Home Ta1k and
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
Medical Common Sense. By E. B. l''oo'l'E,
11treet, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially inM.D. l'rice, $1.50.
vitecl. Doors open f\t. 2:ao P."M.
.
Hand- nook of Health Hints.,. By E.
A.lamontada the Gall(~y-Slave. Trans~- l!'oOTE: U.~. l'rice, 2,:; cents.
lated from the German of z~chokke by Science lfi Story; Teaches Anatomy,
InA G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philoPhysiology, and Hygiene. 5 vols. in one.
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vols.
frice, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
bound separately, $5.00.
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By SA:M:UEL P. PUTNAM,

'l'he Gods.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25

In 1lvo Iocturoa, comprising, "The Gods," "Hum·
boldt," "'l'llomna I,uJne.'' "lnuJvlduuiJty,'' u.nd "}Jure.
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The Ghosts.

Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
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Some Mistalws of Moses.
cents; cloth, $1.25.
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Paper, 50

The Christian Religion. R:r R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Pa·
per, 50 cents.
Interviews on 'J'almage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.
What ~lnst We Do
per, 25 cents.
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A Radical romance or pioneer lite. delineating t,he vir·
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Professor Nathaniel N. Pierce, "Psycho· sermon on some weakness of the subject in
the substitution of a revocable executiv council therefor." The writer believes that the metric Counselor and Healing Medium, of hand. Yet the general aim of the work is not
trend of governmental evolution is in the di- Philmont, N. Y., formerly of Putnam, Conn.," at all impaired by the finish given· to its component parts, but is rather ennobled by it, as
rection here indicated. 'fhe book contains sends a 34-page 4 x 6 pamphlet entitled, the care gi~en by tile builder to each stone inNew Books.
315 octavo pages, printed on heavy paper. "Directions for cleansing the Blood and C~u sures the perfection of the building. "The
The shelf whereon are laid the books sent Price, $2.
ing all Forms of Disease that the Human Bible Analyzed " is precisely what its name· into THE TRUTH SEEKER office for review is piled
Family is Subject To, Without the Use of Any dicates-a taking apart and an examination of
"Notes on the Opium Habit," by Asa P. Medicin Whatever." The writer thinks the every particle of assumed evidence in the
high with recent publications. One man
on which faith in the book rests;
could not read them all as they appear even if Meylert, M.D., Member of the Medical So- question is settled that "doctors of medicin foundation
and it seems that no portion has escaped a
in some moment of misguided enthusiasm he ciety of the County of New York, etc., is an must go." The publication in question is an rigid though calm investigation.
should decide to devote his life to that object. argument on the question of interdicting the endeavor to help turn the rascals out. Thirty
We would urge upon all friends of FreeAn exhaustiv review of all would make a vol- use of narcotics, and treatment of the habit, cents is the sum charged for the work-cheap thought the perusal of this book. If you can
afford to hav but one Liberal work in your
ume as large as the largest of them. We will which habit the Wliter condemns. Thirty- enough if it will save doctors' bills.·
library, you will find that this one treats of all
seven 12mo. pages; paper, 40 cents.
mention them as they come:
Fifteen cents in stamps· will buy Professor the vital questions of the theme. Procure it
" The Significance of Wagner's 'Parsifal' " is
Mr. David Reeves Smith, a member of the J. W. Caldwell's pamphlet (52 pages, 7x4 1-2) if you hav several Freethought works, for you
the title of an octavo pamphlet of 23 pages by
Liberal Club, is the author of a work entitled entitled, "The 'Delusion' of Spiritualism will find some new thought on every page.
Hav it, no matter what degree of devAlopment
E. E. Schlaeger, translated by Miss Coleman,
"Ownership and Sovereignty: An Outline of Compared with a Belief in the Bible. If the you may hav attained in Liberalism, and we
and beming the imprint, "Minden i. Westf.
a True Republic." This book appears before History of the Creation and Fall of Man is are not afraid to assure you of satisfaction
J. C. C. Bruns' Verlag, 1884." The writer's
the public heartily recommended, by Wendell Not True, There is No Need of a Jesus to from your purchase.
EvA V. CoLLINS.
object is to show that Wagner's aim in writ.
Idaho Springs, Col.
Phillips in a letter to Edward Gordon Clarke, Save from tile Fall, which is Proven Untrue
ing the opera "Parsifal " is "to save and prewho had taken upon himself the task of writ- by the Bible Itself, 'So Plain that a Wayfarserve in the realms and by the magic power of
ing the Introduction. Mr. Phillips regarded ing Man may not Err Therein.' How to Obtain
NOW READY!
art for future generations that one thing true
the work, to quote his own words, " as one the . Best Spiritual Phenomena. Instructions
and divine__:the consciousness of which Chrisof rare ability and great value ; sure to set for Becoming a Medium for All Kinds of Mantianity has lost on account of the mass of
many men to thinking and likely to win the ifestations, Including Full Materialization. A THE MAGNIFICENT
dogmas heaped upon it." In make-up this
assent of many." 'fhe type and pages are Sharp Reply to the Ungentlemanly and Violent
pamphlet is decidedly German.
For price
large, the latter numbering 136. Price, $2.
Tirade of Talmage. A Valuable Book for All
address the publisher as pe-r imprint.
"The Co-operative Commonwealth in Its Spiritualists to Read or Loan to their Skepti"The Diet Question, Giving the Reason
Outlines: An Exposition of Modern Socialism," cal Neighbors or Friends." That is the title of
Why," published by Fowler & Wells, has 99
by Lawrence Gronlund, is a book that de- it. The author would like to loan this book
12mo. pages, and sells at this office for 25
serves a more extended notice than we are to those who are willing to read and circulate
cents. This book givs the reason why some
at present able to giv it in these columns. it. His address is 401 Center St., Meriden,
articles of diet are better than others, and
The New York Sun devotes two columns to a Conn.
shows that the best are the cheapest. The
-OF THEreview of the work; from which we quote the
"Rome in America,'' published by Funk &
alleged relation of food to intellect and morfollowing:
Wagnails, New York, givs the views of the
als is touched upon, and the relativ value of
"The best account of German or state So- Rev. Justin D. Fulton, D.D., of Brooklyn, on
different sorts of food is shown by analysis.
cialism that we hav seen in English is conThe mechanical work is good and the type tained in a book called "The Co-operative papacy. The cover bears this significant senlarge and plain. Susanna W. Dobbs, M.D., is Commonwealth," by Laurence Gronlund (Lee tence from Pope Pius IX.: "The only country
& Shepard). This little volume, of some -280 in the world where I am really pope is the
the author.
pages, sets forth with admirable conciseness United States of America." A portrltit and
An able defense of Evolution and Positiv- and distinctness all the leading tenets of the sketch of the life of Dr. Fulton are given. One
ism is that of W. D. LeSueur, B.A., entitled, Socialistic philosophy and political economy, hundred and sixty-four pages, with index.
"Evolution and the Positiv Aspects of Modern for which the inquisitiv reader has been hith- Price, in paper, 35 cents; Address The Truth PRINTED IN SEVEN COLORS ON THE
erto compelled to ransack a multitude of
Thought: in Heply to the Bishop of Ontario's books and pamphlets for the most part printed Seeker Company.
BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
Second J~ecture on Agnosticism." The print in the German language. Whether one is
"Rules of the Theosophical Society [of
is good; pp. 43. Price, probably, 25 cenls. disposed to look hopefully or distrustfully at
SIZE, 22 ~ X 28
The pamphlet bears the stamp of the Mon- the new social order, formulated by Carl India], together with an Explanation of Its
Marx,
and
ad
vacated
by
Lassalle,
no
ameriObjects and Principles." By the General
treal [Can.) Pioneer Freethought Club.
can reader who desires to be well informed Uouncil-,-Damodar K. Mavalankar and MortiTHE BR.ONZE MEDALLION
can
afford
to
neglect
the
lucid,
learned,
and
Dr. J. L. York, known and honored throughoften eloquent exposition which Mr. Gron- mer Marble, Recording Secretaries, Madras,
out the great West as a Liberal orator, has 1unci offers us."
India.
·
PRINTS AS LARGE AS A Cil!INET PHOTOGRAPH,
published a volume of "Free thought Lectures
Mr. Gronlund has the indorsement, we beThe name of no author is given to a suband Poems" in green and gold'binding, dedi- lieve, of the leaders in the Socialistic moveTHUS GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
cated to his wife, Permelia Ann York. The ment of the day, and is regarded as among stantial 90-page pamphlet entitled "Biblical
Anthology:
A
Collection
of
Passages
IllustratTHE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE
Lectures and most of the Poems are original, the ablest of its expositors. Price of "The
ing the Purity and Morality of the Bible."
and all are good. The volume comprises 160 Co-operative Commonwealth," $1.50.
The word "anthology" means, as here used,
pages, elegantly printed. A portrait of the
LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.
"The Fallacies in 'Progress and Poverty,"' a collection of beautij:ul passages. The work
author faces the title page, and he is a handsome man.
The price of the book is Sl. by William Hanson, is, according to the pub- of this unknown compiler has been anticipated
lishers, who hav the advantage over us of hav- by the publication of "The Holy Bible
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
Abridged."
ing read it:
'fwo pamphlets are at hand from Benj. R.
"A bold attack by a clear-headed observer
The lithograph is designed for fram"Thoughts on Religion," by Thomas Doug'rucker, of Boston, publisher. The first is a and most candid writer on leading points and
poem by Wilfred Scawen Blunt-printed, ac- arguments made by l'IIr. Henry George in his las, of Warren, 0., is a strong argument ing, and will be a treasure for all Libcording to prornis, in the highest style of the well-known 'Progress and Poverty' and 'So- against the Christian superstition. "Relig- erals.
art-entitled," The Wind and the Whirlwind." cial Problems.' His sharp logic brings into ion," he says, "is superstition in fashion; suclear light the errors that roar the reasoning of
It is a lament ani!. a prophecy. .Judging from the books above named, and shows how incon- perstition is religion out of fashion.'' With
the poem, Mr. Blunt ranks with Shelley as a sistent and impracticable are the methods of epitaph of author. Address as above.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
poet. The price is 25 cents.--The second reform advised therein. The work is written
" THE BIBLE ANALYZED."
to subscribers to the Monument Fund
for
the
people,
from
the
point
of
view
of
the
is "An Anarchist on Anarchy," by Elisee
MR. EDITOR: Some weeks ago I received from for 30 cents; .to others, 50 cents. AdHeclus, followed by "A Sketch of the Crimi- practical man and Christian philosopher."
your office a large and beantifully bound book
The
author
cannot
see
that
God
is
the
author
nal Record of the Author," by E. Vaughan.
bearing the above title. I hav examined it with dress this office.
(Price 10 cents.) It is a lamentable fact that of misery; rather must it, he says, be traced to care, and I now take pleasure in saying that in
ANO"I'HER NEW HOOU!
most men who hav endeavored to serve the a transgression of his laws. Nor, in the opin- clearness of style and sledge-hammer logic, it
surpasses
any
work
on
theology
that
I
ever
ion
of
the
writer,
does
the
recognition
of
or
a
New ! Eloquent I Elegant I Splendid I
people hav had criminal records. The hisread. The author, Col. John R. Kelso, is petory of Heel us's is told in strong, Victor Hugo- belief in a supreme being detract in the least euliarly ski~ful in. forcing his opponents into
JUST PUBLISHED.
like language. Anarchists are audacious fel- from the scientific quality of his essays. Ag- dilemmas m. whwh, choose whwhever horn
lows, and win admiration for their bravery nosticism, he admits, "has its legitimate uses they may, they are hopelessly lost. They might
even if they meet with little sympathy for and merits respect." A Christian philosopher as well try to refute the multiplication table as
their cause. "An Anarchist on Anarchy" will fair enough to make this admission, it may be to try to refute his arguments. This book
will undoubtedly do much toward the breakBY
giv the reader an idea of what Anarchists are presumed, will deal justly with whatever sub- ing clown of superstitious bigotry and intolerject he may treat upon. Price of "The Falla- ance, and the building up of universal mental ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
trying to do.
cies of' Progress and Poverty,'" $1.00.
liberty. No Liberal should be without it,
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
Before the Arkwright Club of New England
and every Liberal should do what he can to every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
Mr. Robert P. Porter gave an address on
"The Conventional Lies of Our Civiliza- place it before the world generally. Let us all brightest, bet~t ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated '!Deco"Protection and Free Trade To-Day." This tion," is the title of a book that has been pro- help in this good work.
Although, as stated above, I hav carefully
is now published in pamphlet form and sells hibited in Europe, and translated and pub- examined this book, I did not need to do so to ration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
for 10 cents. The gr'ound taken is highly pro- lished in America by L. Schick, of Chicago. know its merits. A portion of it was written printed in various shapes, but never brought
tecUv. A circular accompanying the pamphlet The edition before us is " from the German of in my house, and I read it in manuscript. For together till now, many other gems selected
sent to this office says: "For several years a stu- Max Nordau." As will be seen by the title, many years I hav known the author intimately, from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letdent of the industrial progress of the West, and Mr. Nordan opens up a large field, in which he two of these years as a guest in my own house; ters, table-talks 'Lnd day-to-day conversations
knowing his excellence as a man in all of the author.
author of one of the most useful works on that could scarcely be embarrassed for want of ma- and
the relations of life, I love him as a brother,
The work is designed for, and will be acsection; for three years in charge of an impor- terial. He finds lies to talk about in religion, and feel a brother's interest in his success in cepted by, admiring friends as a rare pertant divioion of the census, next a member of in monarchy and aristocracy, in politics, econ- the great and good work in which he is so ear- sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
J. D. HARP.
the tariti commission; and then sent abroad omy, and matrimony, besides general miscel- nestly engaged.
has been prepared especially for it.
Modesto, Cal.
for eighteen months, by the New York Tribune, laneous lies. While these are all mercilessly
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
"The Bible Analyzed," as well as Col. Kelso's
to investigate the condition of labor in Great exposed, it is by no means certain that the auvolume is eminently suited for presentation
Britain and the Continent, the words of the thor has not originated new ones. Paper, other works, is published by the Truth Seeker purposes, for any season or occasion.
Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York city, and
author of the address on the tariff will carry Sl.OO; cloth, $1.50.
In workmanship the volume is a mastermay be obtained of the publishers or the piece. The type is large and beautiful; the
weight with those anxious for a practical view
"Antichrist" desires to say a good word for author himself at Modesto, Cal. Price $3.00. paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
of the tariff question."
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
Sister Slenker's "Little Lessons" for children.
MR. EDITOR: We believe it impossible that best materials and skill can produce. The
Here is a big book on "The Abolition of the They are most of them judiciously selected
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages,
Presidency," by Henry C. Lockwood, of the from choice articles in a standard encyclope- anyone not hopelessly blinded by orthodoxy No item of expense has been spared to make
can read "The Bible Analyzed" without enNew York Bar, published by Worthington, of dia. Mrs. Antichrist has read some of them thusiasm, or without desiring to encourage the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
this city. It it written in support of the idea, and has commended the book to her nephew, others to partake of its excellence. Opening
beveled edge~llt back and side, $2 50
substantially, recommended to the attention who, though he has not been to school, is able it at random, as we did on several occasions, Silk-cloth,
Halt-calt, mottled edges,6l.egant llbra.ry style, 4 50
7 50·
of Liberals at the seventh Annual Congress of at seven years of age to read, understand, and the attention is at once riveted by paragraphs Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine,
the National Liberal League, namely, "Aboli- profit by such "Lessons." Price, 20 cts., pa- worthy to be used as missionary documents in Full tree calt, highest possible style and tlnish, 9 00
the cause of Freethought.
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
tion of the one-man power created in the form per; 15 cts., boards. Order them of Elmina
So clearly is every point brought forth price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
··
of the presidency of the United States, and D. Slenker, Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va.
that from any page may be taken a forcible
33 Clinton Pl., New York,
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Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
~~~~~~~!e.-The God of the Blble.-The Messiah or
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Price,
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TESTIMONIALS:
Read the following testimonials, and be convlnca1 that our claims are correct In every particular,
and that your aliments can be eradicated without the alu of MEDICIN, THEBE APPLIANCES ARE
THE ACME OF PERFECTION:

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
One Week.
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.
CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly InDB. L. TENNEY-Dear Blr: After wearing one or
debted to you for the benellt I hav received from your MAGNETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Bide, which had been a source of misery to me for
llicted as I ha v been that'the effect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benellt, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use It at all, but MAGNETIC VEST I got relief Instantly. With unafter wearing a suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use It quite as well as ever. I hav
Yours respectfully,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney ComH. A. BROWN.
plaint for a number of years, from which I hav suffered Intensely, and, although doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
ting on your appliances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakness:
benellt, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav In the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, thereDR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore, recommend to those suffering as I hav your the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of effecting FELT BETTER FBOJII THE FIRST HOUR I HAD 'l'IIElii
a sure cure.
Yours respectfuliy,
ON. Am not joking, and If I Improve as rapidly as
WM. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T:J.esday, will soon be well. Will revort
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
Remember that the same appliances which will
This lady reports herself entirely cured In less
effect a cure In a case of Paralysis will at the same
time eradlcaoo CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA In the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. We do not, ll,ke the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when avplled,
change medlclns every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this office, by anyone desiring to communicate with her.
for the time being.
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who had been suf!erlng for two years with an Ovarian Tumo•·, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, and the chances
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she Is perfectly well, and has not taken a dose of
medicin since puttfug on the appliances. Consult us when your physician tells you he can do nothlnog
for you; It will pay you.
BHULLSBTIBG, WIS., November 19, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost an desire for food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of Bt. Louis, at which place I was then stopplng,Jall of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J·urnor,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse, and had abou.tmade up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka Magnetic Appl1ances. As a drowning man
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a_sult•.of
your appllances. From the very llrst I felt Invigorated, the tumor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became Jess from day to day, until now I am
as well as I ever was In my life. Since putting on the appliances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
Gheerfully recommend them to anyone surrerlng as I hav, believing
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.

the Church," etc., etc.
Handsoinely bound In :red cloth, $6.!i0;
In leatbe:r, :red edg-es, $9.50; in
Ino:rocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
Readers of TBK TRUTH BnKBR know the circumstances
under which this work was written. The ·Jaet words
penned by the great author were tor the fourth volume
which was nearly completed at bls death, and which will
Remember that these appllances are not worn next the skin, but
now contain an account of hie world-lamented death and over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
burial. M•. Bennett was a very patient and faithful market, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.
chronicler of the habits and customs of tide different peoples of the many places he visited, The every-da.l'
Hfe of all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has
visited them and beheld them with his own eyes. Particular attention Is paid to the progress of Free thought In
the various countries he visited, and the morality of socalled pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality ol
$ 6.00
Christian conntries, much oo the detriment of the latter
6.00
The work Is a

PRICE LIST.

Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SEEKER IN EUROPE''
should be In every Liberal's library Besides Ita Intrinsic
worth It Is a mem.ento ot one of the greateot Freethinkers
the world has known-of one who ranks with Voltaire
and Paine In the force and clearness of his writings.
Address 1B/!J 1RU1B SEEKER.
33 ()linton Place,
New York city.

THE

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
By SAsiUEL P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 cents.

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION
Founded upon the Life or
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
How the Pagll!lf Priests or Rome Originated
Christianity.
Transcribed by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrician
and Chemist of the Royal Institu tlon,
London, England.
Price, boards, 76 cents; paper, 60 cents.

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle of Anarchy.
WITH A PREFACE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELIBEE RECLUS.
·rranslated from the French by BENJ. R. 'l'UOKEB,
(Editor of Liberty.)
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address,
THE TRU'J'H SEEKER,
88 Clinton Place, New York.

THE

PERPETUAL CALENDAR,
And

Working the Year of Bcience
the Common Computations.

An

~hnanac

Forever,

Bhowln' tho day of the week for a·Jy day of the
month for all time t;O.t:lt and vresent and to conu~,
and other usutul I uformutlon. Price, ·iO cents; three
for $1,
Address 'l'HE 'l'HU'l'll SEEKElt Ofllce.

rrnl~

SCI.ENCE 0}' J,lYE. ONLY $1.
BY l'IIAJI, l'OS'I'-l'A.IU.

KNOW TH\'SEtF

AGreat Medical Work on Manhca~!
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debllliy,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from Indiscretions or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all acute
and chronic dlsoases, each one of which Is lnvulua.
ble. Bo found by the author, whose experience for
23 years Is such as probably never before fell to the
lot of any physician. 300 pages, bound In beautiful
French muslin, embossed covers, run gilt, guaran
teed to be a liner work In every sense-mechunleal
literary, and professional-than any other work sold
In this country for $2.60, or the money will be refunded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mull
postvald. Illustmted sample, 6 cts. Bend now,
Gold modal awarded the author by the National MedIcal Association, to the officers of which he refem.
'J'hls Science of Life should be read iJy the young
for Instruction, and hy the affi!cted for rellor. 1t
will be.:IOIIt all.- London Lancet.
'J'here Is no member of society to whom this book
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
Instructor, or clergymun.-Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w
H. Parker, No 4 Bulllnchst., Boston, Mass. who may
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. unronlc and obstinate dlseUiles that hav
ballled the skill of all other physicians
a
specialty. Such treated successfully
without an Instance of failure.
1yr'8
Mention this vapor.
~
r

HEAL
THY"'Elr

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
Gentlemen's Belts
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, 6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4:,00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles, 1.00
Children's garments upon application.

DR. FI::LLOWS
Is a regularly ed ucat-

ed aud legally quul!lled physician, r.nd
the most sueeessful
I!B ills practice will
prq,ve. He hu.s for
twenty years treated
excluslvly all dlseUBes
or the Sexual Organs, In which he

stands

pl'B-omlnont.

8 PElt 1\1 A'l'OHHli<EA
and r 1\1 Po 1' E N u y

as the reau!L of selfabuse In youth and
sexual excesses in maturer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss or sex ua1
power,renderlng marriage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per.
manently by an outside apJJllcatlon In sixty days.
NO B'J'OMACH MEDICIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the med!P.ul profession. Send three 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full Information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
At J., and say where you saw this advertlsment.

Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt or price, and we will return the money
If they are not as represented In every respect. It you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are offered at less than one-third of what others are selling worthless appllances for, yet we will
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appliance ever of!ered the
public, and will outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a pai:tlcular process, and
hav raised II ve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appllance
In the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made or material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnetism for a
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material ror the purpose, and will outlast any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet Is arranged In t!:e garments upon rr:itntijlo
principles, and not haphazard as In all the others. We of!er you therefore
.

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.

For sale at this officf

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

Proving concluslvly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST·
His birth, life, trial, execntton, etc.-Is a mytb.
TRUTH SEEKER Olllce.
Ptloe. $2.00.
ss Clinton Place, New Yorll·

DR. L. TENNEY, God and the State.

THEIB

Being a Comparison or the Old and New estament
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their
Origin and Meaning. With nu.
merous Illustrations.
The obJect of the work is to point out the myths
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
show that they were held In common with other nations; and then trace them to their evident origin and
explain their meaning.
·
"It has long been acknowledged by the most eminent blbllcal students that tlie Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so far as we
know, the present Is the llrst complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source and
-~rtaln their orlglnalslgnlllcatlon."-Bost<m 'aouru-r,
"Never before has there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research for the
origin of these myths as does this one Just published
by J. W. Bouton, of New York."-Boston Times.
"It Is unquestionably true that the results or a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work before us.-N, Y. Sun.
1 Vo!, Roya! 8vo. O!oth. About 600 pages.

Author or "The Bible-Whence and What?"
CONTENTS:
The True Ideal of Marriage.
Free Love.
The History or Marriage .
'J'he Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New 'J'estament on Divorce.
Divorce us a Question of Law and Religion.
Rational Deductions from Established Principles
ObJections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better than Cu' e.
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound In cloth. l<'or sal
at this office.
33 Ollnton Pi8.ce, Ne<Y~York.

"ANTICHRIST."

upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR
Pamphlets and all Information by
person free of charge. Bend
Illustrated Pamphlet.

Address all communications to

BIBLE MYTHS
AND

Marriage and Divorce,

THE EUREKA

And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now of!&red under that head.
the same time the application or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to of!er them
about

From tht Iranclad Age.
"Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Inlldel, therefore no
cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers of the lan!l
1Y8
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trllle higher should glv the doctor their patronage."
than ordinary clothing.
Remen1ber that we are of!erlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and If
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will
refund your money.

()NE-THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a fit guaranteed.
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN IN THE UNITBD BTATEB. LIBERAL OOliiiMIBBIONB ALLOWJIID
ror tur.tlltr ll)formatt< 11.
DB. L. TENNEY,
'71 West MadiSOn street, ChiCIIIJO, Ill.
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Please cnt
petition out, attach it to a blank sheet of p;1-per, sign yom
name and address to it, get all your friends and neighbors to do the same, and
Ithen send it to this office. . ·
OF course a man will accept the evidence or persons with whom lie Is acquainted, and Wl!)m lie
knows to be men or verac!Ly, wllen they make a
s~'1temeut that Is probable, tllat Is not lmpossl!Jle;
Jmt from this It does uot follow that he shocld believe JJersons wh:Jl!y unkno\Vu to him when they
proclaim utter lmposslbl!Hles.-D. ,!f. B"wett.
TRUTII must be Investigated without any side
glance to tl!e consequences which tllat lnvestlgatlon
m"y hav upon our hoves. Our faith Is Rure to fall
us In the hour or trial If we hav based It on consclou•IY or sus!Jectedly fallaelous gromFls, and rualnt~>inetl It by wllfully closing our eyes to the tlaws ln
its foundations.- Greg's Creedof Christendom.
A THEOLOGY which defends ltselt by forbidding or
llmitlng inquiry, and by tabooing reason, must necessarily be an unreasonable theology. !t declares
itself to ;oe •.levold or reason !nits very conJ em nation
or reason. If it were Itself rational, It would hav no
objection to being submltte·1 to the test or reason
and inrplry. 'l.'lllngs norn of the llght do not fear the
light. -Sunde1·land's Orthodoxy.
IF you shoulil ask me what God is, or what his
character and nature are, I should follow the example or Slmonldes, WhfJ, when Hlero the tyrant proposed the same question to 111m, desired a day to
consl<ler it. Wlwn he required his answer the next
day, Simontr1es begged two days more, and as he
kept r.onstuntly desiring double the number which
he had required before, instead of giving the answer, Hlero wUh surprise asked him his meaning In
do1ng so.
Because," says be, "the longer I meditate upon lt, the more olJscure it a11pears to me."GiceJ·o.
I(

FEW llav 3ufficlent knowledge anrl firmness to l"elluqulsh all tlJoughts or surviving their mort~>llty;
men are ignorant upon the subject, and lmagln th~>t
~orne sense of thelr existence wlll remain after
death; with such Jlertln~>clty do they cling to the
frail borly that is a!Jout to bA consigned to tl!e grave.
Whatever has cll~>nge<l its form, has undergone dissol uLlou; the former rorm has disappeared-In fact,
certain hollies are only dlstrlbuterl among other
botlle.,, an<! tllns their organization and lclentlty are
dest.royorl. In the slow lapse or tlmo even the aspect
of the world changes; no one thing remains perpetually tile san1e. -Lucretius.
Eai\TII. that nourished thee, silall claim
'rhy growl.ll, to he resolved to earth again;
And, lost each h nman trace, sur1·enL1flrlng up
'l'hln0 lndlvlrlnal being, shalt thou go
'l'IJ mJ ·c forever with the elements;
'ro !Je "brother to the Insensible rock
An• I to tho sluggish clod which the rude swain
Turns wltll hlH share nn<l treads upon.
-Bryant's '1'/u;:natopsis.
.JESUS CnmsT, like :Mohammed, provided only two
abodes for the souls or men.: ~::.~in heaven with his
father, TlH3 other i•:: !J.e11, where the tire was nevot·
quencht~d. it was felt, however, fJY the general
C;h i~L!Bn WOri<l that th (S Sharp Sepal·at ion or a]]
mauklnol Into black and white, goats aml sheep, was
<Julte untenable. Hence the Catholic !nslltutlon or
pul'g:ttory, whlcu, whatever may be sal•l !lga!nst It,
Is a wise and llberal modlfic~>tlon of the hal"Sh doctrill of Chl"lst, arrorulng a resource for the vast lntermetllate rna'S WhO are neither Wholly VirtUOUS
nor wholly Wicked, and providing an ag1·eeable exercise for that natural piety which prompts us to
mingle the names or departed friends in our devotions, whether tas l a Africa) to pray to them, or (as
ill Europe) to pray for them.-Ambaley.

•rnERE ls no great merit in Laking care of one's
own interests. whetlJer it be lu this world or the
next. ~L'lle mHn who leads a truly religious life in
order to go to heaven is not moro to be admired than
tile man who leads a regular and lmlustrlous life In
rml~r to m:.ke a fortune in the city; and the man
who endeavors to secure a celestial lnhe~ltance by
goi11g to church, and by reading ch~>pters in 'the
lHIJle, and IJY having fam!ly prayers, and by saying
gra<:o Jn l'alsetto whh eyes hypocritically closed [or
turner! up, like a duck's in a thunder-storm], is not
alJuve the level of those who fawn and flatter at orleut.al courts In ortler to obtain a monopoly or an apllointment.- lVinwood Reade.

A PETITION FOR STATE SECULARIZA'l'ION.
To the Honomble Senators and JJfembers of the Ilouse cf Representatives
United Stctte.s Congre-s-s :

cf the

A republican form of government being based on liberty, equality, and fraternity, as both means and end, involves the separation of Church and State,
whose union is the worst form of class-legjJ3lation and the most infallible sign of
arbitrary power. A house divided against· itself cannot stand. The institutions
of this Commonwealth should be made homogeneous throughout, Impartial
protection of all citizens in their eq;g.al rights and liberties, by encouraging the
free movement of mind, promotes the establishment of truth in whatever direction. Any infringement by government of this absolute equality of its citizens
is the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed against that natural
"justice" which, as the Constitution declares, this government was founded to
"establish."
'
And yet, though the first amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Church and
Sta.te, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, and so proscribes
oth~r religions and forms of belief and unbelief, while taxing these also for the
support of that special religion.
The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives
among us are:
·
1. Recognition of God and Christianity in State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property from taxation.
3. Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
Bible.
G. Religious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office.
7. Chaplaincies in the Legislature, the Army, and the Navy.
8. Fast and Thanksgiving Proclamations, which contain theological ideas
that may or may not be acceptable to the citizen.
9. The vague and indeterminate sense in which the words civil and -~ac 1·ed
are used when applied to the marriage contract; and the appeal to God or the
Holy Scriptures by some of the states, as the final authority on marriage.
10. Making morality subject to church dogma, by describing it as Christian, instead of natural, morality.
11. The license rather than liberty given to r·eligion by the first amendment
to the United States Constitution, by forbidding Congress to make any law
" prohibiting the free exercise thereof," which, means really " the free exercise "
of whatever anyone chooses to call " religion."
The necessity for this separation of Church and State is more apparent now
than ever before, because of thfl still greater diversity of religious beliefs, the
many forms of diseent from the religion which receives State patronage, and the
growing signs of sectarian strife and ambition in the arena of politics. And
emphasis needs to be given to the fact that the union of Church and State is
a g;-eat hindrance to the employrnent of right methods in dealing with many questions
of reform now demanding attention. And most essential is it at all times, and
especially in the present, in order to secure for the law its due respect and
observance, that the people's representatives should exhibit the strictest fidelity
to their trusts by following the law in its letter and spirit.
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that immediate action be taken by the
law-making power to bring into harmony the theory and practice of our government in making the following principle a part of the fundamental law of the
land by amendment to the United StateR Constitution:

The total separation of Church and State, by prohibiting Congress or
any State, County, Municipality, or 'l'ownship from enacting any law that
infringes the rights of conscience, or favors any practices in the name of
religion, or of aught else, that interfere with private right or the public
welfare.

Grimes~ Preachers FAtsE_B9LAIMs.
JOHN E. RJ~M.SBURG.

IN THE

UNITfD STATES AND CANADA

Enla~ged.

SCIENCE is, I helleve, nnthlng but tralue<l and orRevised and
ganize<! commonsense, ctlrrerlng fr·)m the latter only
us a veteran may differ from a raw recruit; and its
Ft>om May, 1876 to May, 1883.
Price, 10 UTI::l. 8INGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
methods dlrrer from tllose of common sense only so
far as the guardsman's cut an<l thrust diiTer fl'Om
the manner in which a s~>vage wields ills club. The
THIRD EDITION.
pl'l mn.ry IHrwer I~ tho same in each caso, an.l perR
TRANSLATED
OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
llaps tho untutored savage has the more brawnyarnt
of the twu. The roal advantage lies lu the point and
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
polish of tile swords nan's weapon, in the trained
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
eye qtlick to Bl>Y out the weakness of tho a!lYer.snry;
Remsburg are:
COMPARED
AND
REVISED.
In tho l"Oady hand promJlt to follow it In tlle instant.
The Church and J'.Iorality; Criminal StatisBut, after all, the sword exercise Is only tlle hewing
tics, showing the creeds of the priHoners in
and poking of tho club-man <ievelr<lJed and perfected.
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civiliza-llu.dey.
tion; the Church and Scienc('; the Church
AUTHOR OF
'l'IlE goo•l man not only will not dare to rlo, he will "PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETC., "UN- and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
not ev8n nllow llimsolf to tblnk, what he dares not
HOLY BIDLE," "HOLY MEN AND
Woman.'s Rights Movements; the Temperance
proclaim.- Cicero
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
WOMEN OF THE BIDLE,"
HELIGious liberty hart not then (tho Middle Ages)
These pamphlets should be circulated by
"HOLY CROSS,"
heen born; llut the lH·fest~ from whont our InediBthe thousand. Let every reader send for a
val ancestors learned the duty of persecution themAND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
dozen at least. Address
selvs learned lt. from the Jewish books, which preTHE TRUTU !H\EIH<:;.R.,
scril.le tllo wholesale massace1· or the veople in idol"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
atrous cl!les, and punish with d ·ath by stoning tlw
worship or strange gods, blasphemy, Sabbath-break- men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
Ing, anrl every klntl of orrense against rellglon. 'l'he thistles?"
LJFE~SIZE
moHt. hideous of all Chrlstl~>u snpersllt.lons-wltcl!'f. C. LELAND, SecretR.ry of the National
lHirnlng-flowed from the smne sotirce.-7'ot"onto Libernl League, says of this book: "This is a
Byslmub:r ( Ap1·il).
severely, rtwfully, infernally cruel work on the
~PHA'f science and critlclsin, acting -thanks to the priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
lil>erty ot Ojlinlon won by volltlcal el'f<>rt-with n free- matle themselvs, and they must lie in it.
dom never known before, bav rlelivered us from a Send for the book and see what devourers
lnW-<.Y of dR.rk and (Iogrntllug superstlLions, we o\vn of sheep the shepherds can be."
with heartfelt tlHLn kfulno•.es tn the deliverers, and lu
thB firm couvictlnn that the rHmoval (•f false bellefe,
PRICI~, 2:; ~~~NTS.
antl of the anthorlt.los fill.tl iURt·itutlonR fouulled on
"'<~m! l?y MRII for Fift.y C~·Jl'h,
them, can 11uL prove, in the entl, anytlllng bnttt blossing to mankind..- Goldwin Sn1ilh.
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A BOSTON girl never speaks ot the "naked trn'h.'
She refers to it as" truth ulvested or apparel."

'.

"HAS Grorge proposed· yet, Em1ly1" "No, rna~
but be did the next tblng to it last evening." "What
dld he do?". "He asked me if I tlwught pamgorlc
injurious to teething children."

"You did not pay very close attention to the sermon, I fear, this 1norning.u "Oh, yes, I did,
m~>mma."
"Well, what d.id the minister say?"
"He said the picnic would start at ten o'clock Thursday morning, and oh, rna, can 1 go?"
"MY dear, did you hear that DeaconS. fell asleep
during the sermon last Sunday and tumbled out of
his pew?" "l did not," she said. "Yes, it's fact.
The deacon is a very lucky man." "Why?" she
asked: "Becauso when he fell out of his pew he
struck aisle, you know."
MASKED hugging patties are popular at church
fairs in Missouri. By paying fifteen cents a man is
allowed to hug a girl, bnt he ls first blludfoided. It
makes a man awful mall, however, to find, on re
moving the bandage from his eyes, that he has
been hugging his own wife. Stlll, there's a novelty
about it.
A WIDOW was taking the fresh air in Central Park
With he1' two children, when she met a former lover,
with whom she entered into conversation. "I am
completely broken up, Amella," he said, selzing"her
hand. " There is no telling what I might not say
and do if it were not for these children." "Children," •aid the fond mother, pushing them away,
'run over yonder where tile goat carriages are, am!
play until I send for you."
LEw CAMPBELL, the " One Spoon Baking Po]Vder"
man, who travels South, is, as those who know him
Wlll testify, quite a plou s young man, and recently
he was invited by a lady t0 dinner. The guests
were an seated, and the lady, turning to Lew, said:
" Mr. Campbell, wlll you ask a blessing '/" "Whawha-wha-I beg your pardon, madam," he stam·
mered, dropping his napkin and his jaw at the same
time. "Will you please ask a blessing?" she repeated. 'l'hen she !Jawed. her head, and so did
everybody else, and poor Lew looked down at his
plate aud stuttered: "Lor-Lord, hav me1·cy on
these poor vittles. Amen."
"YEs," said the editor to the new political writer,
"your article in some regards is very well written,
but there are fatal objections to printing it as it
stands. Unless you cau fix it over a little we shall
be obliged. to 1·eject it. Yes, the premises are all correct and your argument is perfect, btit then yon hav
neglected to •ay anything about the political caldron beginning to boll, or the marshaling or the
clans, or the tramp of the cohorts, or the grftud uprising of the people in sn pport or .. our man, or the
political death or the other fellow. 'l'hese little matters Beem to you, perhar•S of no consequence, but
they are!essentlal, sir, lnd.lspensably essential, to a
political article, slr, and without them a political
article isn't worth the paper it is written upon."
1

H. W. BEECHER'S change or heart in regard to supporting Cleveland, as- Mr. Lincoln wonld say, reminds a writer in Scissors of a llttle story. In the
good old Knickerbocker days in New York, a Dutch
judge had three brother Dutchmen brought before
him for being drnnk. 'l'he first, being called, was
by his juugeshlp asked: "Hans, vhas you drunk?"
"Yes, shudge, I vhas drunk ... ''And vhat diU yon
got drunk on?'' asked the jndge. "Rum," said tile
culprit. "Den I fines you ten dollars." 'l'he next
acknowledged getting drunk on beer. "Den," said
tile judge, "I fines you five dollars." 'l'he third
pleading gullty, was asked: "Vbat d.id >on get
drunk on?'' "I got drunk on punch," he answered.
After a little re!lectlon and a long breath, the Judge
said: "You got dl'unk on punch, den I fines you
nodlng at all, for I gets drunk on punch myself
sometimes."
THE SONG OF TliE BEASON.
Gally the candidate
Seeketh the bar,
Where thirsty citizens
'l'hl"Dng from afar.
Singing, " In search or thee
Hither we come,
Candidate. candidate,
Set up the rnm."
Hark I 'tis the candidate
Calls them by name;
Up to the parapet
Swiftly they come.
~nrl still bls song's heard
All through the din" Tllfzz times It's zon me,
Sr-t'mm mnppaginf"
"I CAN remember," said Henry Ward. Beecher,
"when I m<:el ved au old. cow in payment for a bad
debt. It was a very bat\ del>t, aud I c~>me to consider
it. a bad payment. Sho was a tbln cow, but the
former owner said she w~ts better than she lookeu.
being a cross het.ween tho .Jersey alHl the Durham,
spe loolced as it HhH might hav been n croRs IJetween
an old hair trunk ml•l an abandune•l !lOOJJSklrt. I
kevt the brute three Un.yfl, and no onE', except, perhaps, Lieut. Atwell, could ever appreciate the sufferIng I endured in that time. 'l'he first night she
broke through the fence and reduced to a pulp all
tbe underclothing belonging to my next-door neighbor. She put her horns through my batll tub and
ate up all my geraniums. She was to gJv three gallons of milk a day, hut she seemed short just then
and never ha<l that to spare While we kept her. The
second day "he walked Into the kitchen, upset a pan
ot butter and a tub or lard. Then she fell down a
well, and when I got her out, at a cost of $5, she
took the colic, whooping conglj, or something, and
kept us awake all night. Not a green thing was lett
in my garden; my neighbor's peach-trees and the
rope on which his underwear grew were as bare or
fruit as a singletree, and he d!d not hav a tWig or
shrubbery left. 1\'ly neighbor came over to see me,
and sal<!: 'Now, I don't desire any quarrel, )Jut I
want you to keep your cow out or my shrubbery.'
• And I want you, my friend,' said I, 'to keep your
shrubbery out of my cow."'
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eyeglass, and carried a diminutiv rattan cane.
As he stared about idiotically the little one
said: "Mamma, did God make that man?"
"Yes, my darling." The little one looked
"I AM glad' salvation's free," shouted tire again and giggled, and with a merry twinkle
.preacher. He then added, "We will now take in her eye said: "Mamma, God likes to hav
,. _:u~a 'collection."
fun just as much as anybody, don't he?"
THE Christian Register is credited with regisTHE mayor of Brainerd, Minn., has issued
tering the appended joke: "Paul did not liv an order prohibiting Mother Hubbard costumes
in clover, but he cultivated Timothy with good in the streets. The girls wore them scant and
success."
thin, he says, and, as a guardian of public
OF the 300,000 Paris mechanics and day Ia- morals, he felt bound to interfere. It is to be
borers, only 50,000 belong to trades unions, regretted that this mayor is not a governor, as
though the example of organization in England he could then, like the governor of Iowa in
is close by.
dealing with grasshoppers, appoint. a day of
AFTER carefulinquiry, the Moravians (United fasting, and pray the wicked things out of
·Brethren) of Bethelem, Pa., hav decided that the state.
the Esquimaux of A.laska present ·greater obTHE old question whether a smoker can tell
stacles to conversion than any other people on with his eyes shut if a cigar is lighted or not
earth.
is revived by a statement in the London
· ABouT the time the congregation is singing Graphic that there are scarcely any smokers
the loudest "I want to be an angel," along among thg blind. Soldiers and sailors who
comes an earthquake, and the manner in lose their sight in action sometimes continue
which the congregation ·suddenly changes its to smoke for a little while, but, as a rule, they
mind is astonishing.
so.on giv up the habit. They say it givs them
no pleasure when they cannot see the smoke,
THE Rev. W. Cornforth, Wesleyan minister, and that they cannot taste smoke unless they
of Nottingham, England, has just resigned his see it.
position because he cannot pledge.himself to a
B.ISHOP COXE of wes t ern N ew y ork says th at
"definit and positiv belief in the absolutely during his twenty years of observation in that
e]ldless suffaring of the unsaved."
field there hav been some improvements in reTHE psalmist would "rather be a doorkeeper ligion and morality, but the increase of imin the house of the Lord than to dwell in the piety and Infidelity is, on the whole, appallJtu.mts of wickedness." Some joker has said ing. "The most blasphemous publications are
that this is because he would hav an easier chculated, and frightful Atheism uttered."
ti,me of it in the summer, and get his .evenings The bishop adds that immorality abounds. Beto himself.
ing in the church, where much of it exists,
<-.
THE Burlington Free P1·ess says that the wife he may be taken as an authority of average ret.JJ.f_a, Methodist preacher in Georgia takes turns liability.
~th him at preaching. When his parishioners
HENRY LAMB, aged 97, who died in Fairfax
,;ee the old gentleman digging worms in the county, Va., recently, long resided near Mount
back yard Sunday morning they know that it is Vernon. To his dying day he asserted that the
his day off.
vault containing the remains of Washington
"THE secular press," says General Booth of had been violated and the skull carried away
the Salvation Army, "treats us very consider- to France, where it was sold to a firm of phreately and fairly in England. It is the so-called nologists. He said that the desecration was
Christian press that is hostil and scurrilous." committed by the sailors of a French ship
!3o far, it seems, THE TRuTH SEEKER is the anchored in the Potomac near Mount Vernon,
only religious papec that has published any- and that the skull which was taken away was
thing in defp,nse of this interesting body of replaced by that of a negro servant of Col.
cranks.
Fairfax.

i3ot~s

and U!lippings.

WARNER WILSON deliberately got drunk when
about to die, at Vernon, Mich., because he had
observed,_ throughout,hts religious experience,
that intoxi-cation ahyays aroused him.!;:J espc.:Jial
.fervor. Mr. Wilson's observations ··may con·.• tribute somewhat toward' explaining why so
many bottles are found on the grounds after a
, religious camp-meeting.

AN extraordinary offer is made to rich maiden
ladies by Rev. Dr. Gordon, of St. Andrew's,
Glasgow. Boasting that he was the fi~st Anglican in Scotland to burn incense at the worship of God, he explains that he wants money
to keep up the ceremony. He goes on to say
that he wants "a small chime of small bells"five bells will do;" and the first five wise virgins whose hearts shall be opened to giv a
bell each, or a subscription toward the belfry,
shall be rung into the kingdom of heaven by
the suffrages of J. F. G. Gordon, D.D."
A METHODIST minister once started a church

AT the Schuetzen Park, near Philadelphia,
on Sunday, beer drinking, trapeze perform'ihg, band playing, negro minstrels, and target-shooting were in full blast, but the managers refused to permit a number of boys to
, play baseball. Of course the line between inno- in a young Western town, but for want of pe.
cuni"ary support was soon obliged to abandon
, cent and vicious Sunday amlJSements has got
to be il.rawn somewhere.
it. His farewell sermon to the lukewarm brethren was characterized by more heat than aleONE of Massachusetts' judges will not believe gance. He ended thus: "At the last day the
a professional spy whose evidence is not cor- Lord will say to St. Peter, 'Where is your
roborated. He acquitte<1 a hotel keeper ac- flock?' and St. Peter will answer,' Here, Lord.'
cused of liquor selling, although a law-and- He will say to Calvin, 'And where are your
.Torder league agent who had boarded two sheep?' and Calvin will reply, 'Here, Lord.'
r months in the house swore to regular sales. And so all the shepherds can answer. But
' Anthony Comstock, it would appear, has when he asks me, 'Where are your sheep ?•
:brought the professional spy system into dis- how will I feel when I am oompelled to reply,
repute.
'Lord, I havn't any; mine were all hogs?'"
THE Chinese eity of Foo-Uhow, made interSEVERAL persons tell the Paris Gaulois that
esting by French capture, is surrounded by a having written to the pope they receive no
wall thirty feet high and twelve feet wide at reply. ':~;he editor explains that as the holy
the top. The streets are narrow and filthy, father's correspondence is very large, there are
but from a distance, in consequence 6f trees secretaries who go through it, classify it, and
and hills, the place is picturesque. The in- destroy or submit the missive to his holiness
habitants excel in the manufacture of orna- according as they think proper. Mgr. Boccali,
ments from nativ soapston(
The climate is the private chamberlain, has charge of this
hot and enervating.
difficult duty. It sometimes happens that a
IT is possible that the so-called divine mind· letter to which the writer attaches the greatest
is not . altogether destitute of humor. The importance is in this way thrown into the
other day, says the St. Paul Herald, a little waste basket. If you want to hav a letter to
cherub of but a very few summers sat at the the pope surely reach its destination, inclose
window of her residence on East Fourth street, it in three envelopes, all three sealed, and
when a genuin dude walked wearily by. His each one bearing this superscription: "•ro his
legs were phantom like, his shoes long and holiness, Pope Leo XIII., Prefect of the Conpointed, his dress foppish, he wore a single gregation of the Holy Office at the Vatican
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methionelt ;GotiidliliifinM!.tfim. ·tiai-lnlfr) •hal!llll:"etltedi.tJndsid-h r
in connection with his forni~r ~'fie! if· of; IJn:borJ' llrabh!•agitat~onmiNew Yoti: si:Jeietylby•r.unning' ·.
Such are the beauties of s. c~uh'try 'l~librti~ 'tb-~·, 1\WaiJ"lldth;tin(l.manryilng her fatlr~r(il.coaohmaDim
"Almighty," and not the p_ijople'' confers' ·,:.;.~r·.t::.•:u· k''U t., .. ·L ·-·~··;.;·TdHt!'HJ; .1rmh1ilt"'l·y
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.uAST wee up o l!'rra~.t )v,aS ne war es or ..
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powers upon Its rulers.
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THE following dialog from
1
News contains an explanation of th~.'. p~p't;,iar 'J\:~a\ty.'fNis.t, hlllf#~'h'if~e~btb.tl~n 't?~~ ";Wfi'ull'.!t
mystery shrouding the origin O£:·, :B~bti~f' J.:m'ltebt!M.'·. 1'. • 'd·.• 1 ' 11 ·' , '';"': "·0 ·_" 1 ' ''',
preachers: "Father i J
G ld l'b 'r't'~lid•J ·.·~;,· '·' 'f.J,, '"'" '\"
l'<•l'c'>!'lj_l• :"' '"'"·'''·'
at heart?" "Why ~OS ay ou ; I
ili~l
prul\~WI~~f.-,J.~··Bar,ll-"~~t ~~~~;.~,
1
0
all right at heart'" ;,~: ~:~~ her.sb::,Su'd':;-~..,;_: ~-~!.:t~'r\ J?.~~~f\l~J?:' q~y'l 1. M ~ con~Y..~Pb'Nm t,~~~1'·'
•
v,, , o.,. inucide p.nn,ounces tu~~~t WI resume usmes~;
11
s~runk out of the market, wo~ld lie'_tir.i'# ',±_h~~_i9k1 1oa.~\~ th~.'bafo'1rf th'e. ~~'iiC.u1\£J:'_'&t •
pirate or do some desperate thmg?'" "'0,..,"
. ''''A1'"
"'·' t... ,, . d$· ·
~·< .. I·", tl.. ··" k
·u, .Its
o"''.cersd.'
amoun
a .o 2 0, tlU.
no, no! If Mr. Gould's stocks should. continiie ·' ,.;; '·" ,·., · .1, ''·' n;' · "'' ~
, , · .. ,. '' · ·,' '"-'' 1. ;,ll ·'
to wilt until some day he discovered that:lb:e .:or?:Il;E,,~~P.l~'~,!¥1r~y- A_11fl a.,~lcJ!aljlHJll'\'ltP~g.; fitt,:
hadn't change enough to pay for his 1unch :J:ie 1PII-1PA ~'ilWlre· !~· ,~h~~ · pity..J\Lf.!f! :lWRI:\~1'-Y; Pt~.h~:t·.'
would be cam
I an d t ranqm·r though perhlt'pS
.' . It
w111\r< p.dqressed
.. 1
_,.."
· , . . · •. _. hy
o1,·Gep,
. ... B~t!er
,, ... '· \,ex-Senat,Qr
..•. Tn.r.s:l
a little tired?" "But wh~t would he do 9~ ft~acl,y~ ~~qa() ~- X\W.e•;~~d, ?~hera(. ' 1J'~qffi ~Q~O~Pf
"Do? Why, where does the West get all'Ha. ,t.9 2,~000 1 pers5JnS.,~I)XIl,.Pre~~n~.--, ..·1 ,,,,, ,.. ·... ., .. ,
Baptist preachers from? Mr. Gould might· , OmVEn•.Wenliu.DDjl'tllf Btiffal<l7i<N.i~.,·ll.n8rnn,..,).l
not be sent to a very large town, nor a very in~need, his: 1 i~enWi>D, .of going :\)over ·,Niuglil"ai ,,
large congregation, but in the midst of his F.a1ls. on n•wage:i-"of.\l!ilt;QQO. • :J;Ji(l :WilJdP-Cl!lB.e,l i
trials and tribulations he is supported by the himself in a rubber ball fifteen feet i~'rlmm,~tE~J; 1 i r
thought that t~e wolf of starvation can never in,tp-wl;!.iqh:pWAjlll".esae!i;!l~ ~H·~~dHj~qwd,; '
find room on his door step to sit and howl.''
'fttl!: A.ili~can: 'ri'IIssiOiia'r~ Societjfciaima't!fr~
SoMETHmo new in the way of a religious be speildi~$l;OOO.per\(ltiy edu~a.tiug·rn~il111~;·:•
sect has turned up in New York. This ac- negt~es, andiGl:litn!se In the mystetles•ofiGh:vis··:
count of it is gathered fr0m last Monday's tianityt.n·i•Itl>is ievident that.~the sdciie,t;.y W• DCjt•,
Sun: A man with a Derby hat lighted seventy- realizingJmd.ts investment; being. i:iow. $110<000,
two gas jets in the lecture hall of Maso•Jic in debti.;:.;L•:' I
:, ,., . ·~··•" ·,, .. , •... •·t ;,·u·
Temple last night. After he had blown out
Ur ··t~' ~ast' :f:!rindll:f' therl:l!Lhad · be~l1· 3,297'i~
the taper, twenty-nine men and women walked deaths fiortr 'choietlli in"Naplesl•Itnly, sinil'e t'Jii>JLI
in and sat down far apart from each other. outbreak of-the·disMs'e,'in that· ,PIMa ... fl\q~td
At 7:30 o'clock, a big man with a long white deathrate·cis a~'th!l pres~t·writin:g 1liaiirl!}',400J1
beard and a silk traveling cap, and carrying a every tWe!1t1y:four hours: J, FtOmtmidnight !nAt!.)
pile of pamphlets in his hands, and a number Friday np to 4·o'(}lock.·ltluturaay afteilnQOJi . aS:10
of red-bound books under either arm climbed
'
deaths occurro~ .. , .
, 11 .
up on the platform and said he was a " member of the only church in the world that takes
MRH. Bl):tV'A''L'bci).,yb<;Jn, :of','Califblrtlla~'is the
1
the scriptures as a criterion.'' He followed Womun's'~ig'!lts qa_hdj~r:~~,fr.r;~p0);n ~ryr4bntial
this with the remark that he would preach chair of the,Pni~eil.fif;.tes., )\l,J..\l,lfl sqi~· ~o be
and take up no collection afterward. He spoke an accomr,y~,h.r~1 1 tf1.9y.cle, )i,der.., I:Ier ~~Mas
for one hour on "The Kingdom of Heaven mane hip ~~~~ ·-~~~~ b~en ,t~~t~d? ~lit . ~~~~ _:p1at,1
Contrasted with the Kingdom of God." His form upon_wh1qll she st~~~A Is . a,good
one, ani{
1
delivery WaS SO Singular that the auditorS her letter Of ac'ceptimce'WaS ahl
•I I . ,. <!I:
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could hear but one word in every ten. When
he had done he threw his pamphlets and redbound books on the floor at his feet, and
offered ther for sale at from one cent to half
a dollar each, according to size. One man
bought a small pamphlet for 11 cent, and one
woman a bigger one for six cents. Then the
white-bearded preacher said he was James
Cumming, and that he had been sent forth by
J. J. Jezreel, of Kent, England, to giv the people of America a chance to embrace the only
perfect faith by joining Isr~l's InternationRl
College in Kent. There were fifty young peopie studying the faith there when he left.
Eight had previously graduateJ and come to
America. They had brought eight harps with
them, and could play them, but they weren't
like the Salvation Army recruits. Disciples of
the new faith, Mr. Cumming said, didn't sing
until they knew how. No bad singing was
tolerat~. Mr. Cumming closed his service by
readin' !1. hymn out of a red book, because
there · 1 nobody present to sing it. Lastly
he shu p the hymn book and invited everybody 'I'Lo wanted to know anything more
about the new faith to climb up one flight of
stairs at 27 Greenwich avenue to-day and tomorrow, and ask him questions. He would
answer everything, he said, and be only too
happy to meet inquirera.
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ILLIAM ,,H")'f'~l'i~t.:a,,j'ff p.'f~~I .. IIJ?- , 1fSKershner, a m~f,r.i,~,u,ifr.ma? 1 RPfh.,pf_J;l.~aq~n~ ,
P~., hav bee~)iYift~ to~~·H1 e1j ,r,ry h;}\~~~ltll,, ~~~:
Wife. 'fhe wnr,B,~!lnts o(Hw.d?!f.ce, ~<?. i~li~'
nu_mbe_r of 250'
.... tu,._r,n
. ,e4,b,,ul'lt !J,n,,_e~)i~~H.•¥.· ~·j· e~.~.,
II
I
with tin pans, h orns,
e t c., rnaJ e a h orr~d IU,
1 1 /itiiit¥'i:idiiptd~ ·~~'g*::::·l'he'
and hang~d t):\.~
man applied ~ ~'li~ ~olft:'e ~ J?~otftrhel\. ·, Th~.
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self-respect Mlan lose it and gain the respect of the·
whole world. Every martyr who accepted the fiery
robe of martyrdom rather than betray his own con- ·- - - -- -- - ---- -science roade a good choice. But for such faithful
Through Day to Night, and Night to Day.
souls, who hav kept brightly burning the torch of
·
GEOBGE CHAINEl>'S SUNDAY LECTURE AT CASSADAGA.
thought through the long night-watches of the
NatUl'e is full of correspondences and repetitions.
world's darkness of ignorance, the entire earth would
History moves in cycles. Nations hav their seasons
to-day be a howling wilderness, a fit abode only for
of spring and summer, bud and leaf, flower and fruit.
beasts of prey. These are the brave heroes who hav
In thought sometimes they sweep through the day,
stormed the dungeons of the Inquisition and Bastiles
and then in dreams sleep through the night. The
of tyranny and made it possible for us to breathe the·
ocean is mirrored in the dew-drop, the majestic palm
sweet air of liberty. They are the hardy pioneers ·
in the moss at its root, and the mighty oak in every
who hav opened up new lands and sailed unknown,
leaf. The home is the forerunner of the state, while
"It is not madness
seas, and so widened the skirts of light and made the ·
the experiences of centuries are shadowed in those of
That I hav utterec1; bring me to the test,
struggle with darkness narrower. What would the ·
each individual. Man has a dual life of head and heart.
And I the matter will re-word which madness
churches be to-day but for the reforming influence'
He thinks and feels. The head is the type of day,
Would gambol from. . . . For love of grace,
of those who hav come out from among them? Dun· t 't'
f · ht W
t
Lay not that flattering unction to your soul,
th e Ill
geons of ecclesiastical tyranny and centers of strife•
m lOllS o mg .
e canno afford to waste
That not your trespass, but my madness, speaks.
our days in sleep, nor trespass on the hours of sleep
It will but skin and film the ulcerous place;
and ism.
in the acquirement of knowledge or gain. I say that
While rank corruption, mining all within,
But under the light of reason they are so fast'.
the day is intellectual because the mind is light. It
Infects unseen."
changing that the time is not distant when they will'
is the inspiration of our activities. It drives us to
Like Hamlet'n mother, many of you hav left the be homes of liberty and true circles of loving human'
work. There is no rest in thought. It is ever on and fair mountain of truth and purity to batten on the helpfulness. Of course we who hav come out hav ·
on, crying, Work, work! The night is the time of moor of sensuality. As you will see later, I do not sometimes been as extreme and illiberal in our oppo· ·
rest, amusement, inspiration, and love. Through the free myself from this censux·e. To myself, as well as sition to them as they ever were to us. An illiberal I
.'innocent aleep, garlanded with dreams, we gather to you, I say, let us confess ourselvs to heaven, to the Liberal sounds strange. But consistency is a jewel.' .
. fresh hope and courage for the battle of life. The good angela that guard us, repent what's past, avoid The pendulum pushed to the extreme end of the·
:religiouB life of the world is ever alternating between what is to come, and never again spread the compost arc must rebound to the other. Such retributions:
da:7 and night, fJv.ve when it takes a step nearer com- on the weeds to make them ranker. To them, as well are the even-handed justice that returns her poisoned'
plete:o.eso in ih0 :cusiTiage of the two.
as you, I confess that I was seeking my enjoyment chalice to her own lips. Heaven hath pleased it thus'
SometimeB ~be day a.:ml :night woo each other a long and inspiration very largely in the use of stimulants to punish us with them, and they with us, that we;
tima before love '?il:lfl it fruition. Materialism is the and narcotics. When I came on this camp-ground may be their scourge and minister.
·
day. The intellect rules. You bring all to the test I was using from three to five cigars daily. As soon
Some extreme Liberals, if they had the power;·.
of refof.lm:L Dreams ta you are but the children of an as I knew that my body was simply the temple of an
But
idle b:r~,in, begot ox nothing but 1Jain fv,ntasy. Love immortal soul, I had to giv these up. Is that mad- would destroy the churches root and branch.
grows cold, and the tendGM;7 iR toward egotism or ness? The spirit flows in the channel we dig for it. God, or nature, whichever you please to call it, hag;.
.self J.ove, Joy iro dr.iven 'J,way in cll,i.'G and am:i.ety. If that is soothed with the poison of narcotics and more economical means of working than this. The,
You fight v,nd fJiruggle for ~he ma.atery of_ tho·a.ght. alcohol, do you think that your soul will not be in- light of the day of science is surely dispP-rsing thew·
You. wmil.d overU.trow aJ] opinions but ;your. own. ju:red thereby? I had commenced to say to myself, darkness. For the old anthropomorphic gods they:
Ma:ny of ;you ce.:re :ao m.or12- for. the :feelings of your "You u.re a fool to become a martyr for Liberalism. are coming to regard God as the infinit of the uni.ne:ightoo:rs ·1ha::o. the Wo>Jl-strAei' i3peculato;c ca>:es J.m: If life is bounded by the cradle and the grave, you verse, the soul that is over all, through all, and in all!
~he widows and mph~ov,'ls bo :ie l·obtoing ·through his <l!!ii1 well afford to sell a birthright in an imaginary things, constantly individualizing itself anew. Thus,,
clever l'll<',nipulv,iiono. In this siri.fe 0are -.:mknito ib.·s world i'or <:. mesg of pottage in this one." I began to instead of worshiping God afar off, sitting on a great.
white throne, they worship him. in every manifestaslee'le of life. The du~rt of selfishness settles dow:n oay, with Macbeth,
tion of life, whether it shine from a distant star, o:r'
upon ihe oo;u.. The mind becomes weary and jaded,
" I hav :;c.o spu:r to pl'ick the sides of my intent,
paint with beauty the dimpled cheek of a babe, giv r
until gi:; :tal:lt ·we 99,y, Who sh~:~Jl show us any truth? and
Seae 'munting ambition, which o'erleaps itself
And falls on th€· other side."
strength to a lion, or blush in a rose; whether flood-ofJ:en ih:row dowu the s~anda:rd and :ruoh into sensual
enjoym,wt, AfJ,jing, "Let us eat, d:rink, 11,nd Joe mexry,
Bnt now I know that this life is but the chrysalis ing the eal'th with the warmth and light of the sun, .
foJr to-morrow we die." FoF:tunate, ~he:u, will ii; be of. our true life; I know that whoever accepts death or filling our hearts with joy and gladness in the'
·for uR i.f Jome sweet d:ream or nome t:rue loving heart. itself rather than be false to his own conscience light and warmth of friendship and love. In the ·
:recalls us to Iiote:>J. f.o the voice of our own heari; until makes a good choice. I know that for me the very place of the old demons and hells of punishment and i
it jp'toclaim.s to 118 iio d<J~:~,thlesa energy, and wins soma etars ~ga.i~ shine as the alta: lights of the infinit and pain, they are adopting a philosophy of evil that re-.con£.<1ence f:r.om the UJ'lBeen wodd. ][t might be i:o_ •. aterna.. vnce more the umverse s~ems the _throne veals it to be the necessary counterpart of good,- as' _
tereBting to r:1ome to traee thif:l analogy of day av:lj a~d h.?me _of love-sweet, all-embracmg love-u~stead cold is to heat, that hell is the descent of the soul i -~
:night thr.ougla ihe 17 a:d.ouo systems of religion. But o .. ~h.o.d: 1~exo~abl.e law. Once more the des.u_e to toward animalism, and that nature is so kind that;.
it can only lebJ,d to praetica.l xe!Jults whe:o. applied to lov.ll: up m ~eihtatwn and prayer to sweet sp1ntual when we become perfectly devilish, we find a certain:
the present.
and un::een _mfluences has come back ~o my heart, kind of happiness in our deviltry. They are, also,-,
Christianity hat:~ patli:led thmugh uuceessiv dayr3 and refreshmg xt as the sweet dews of n~ght do the through the influence of Spiritualism, beginning to •
:nighto. It. was born i:J. tha :night of love. It wae j[>I.Wched earth. Once more I feel that m some way believe that, when the soul reaches the lowest hell;.
it receives a shock that starts it, though blindly and!
corrupted in the day of c:reedi:!. It was pe,rtly ICe- beyond all reason to understand
unconsciously, on the upward path. In the place off'
t d ·
· h'- f
f ·
It
·
"'fhexe ia a divinity that shapes our ends,
genera, e m a mg, ".o mya ~.ms~;
'Wral~ :1g'R.lll co;r- I
Rough-hew them as we may.,
Christ as an atoning sacrifice offering, an excuse for:ruptea. by hhe day or occles1e,stlmsm. .d wa~ agam 1 .
. . ht
f
f h'
·
th
l'frvived in. the intuiti.ono and emotions of Methodimn, , as fl,t rng we see ar more o t IS umverse
~n crime, they are presenting Jesus as one of the; •
and. be 9,nti.ful 8 entiments of Unitarianism. But the '?Y dey, so .I n~w see far more of t1·uth _tha~ I ever did sublime souls in whom truth and righteousness per=.fierce, glaring day of scientific Materi.vJism and .&g- m the ~ariBh hgbt of day. As the mmd IS re!reshed fected themselvs, so that for all time they shine as
1
nostic:inru swept down next and banished fv.ith and and. CJ_UlCKene~ by ~almy sleep, so has my bran~ been stars to light us through the darkest night. In the
hope :(n the mime of reason e,nd common sense, But pu:n~ed an~ illummated by the _sweet e;xper1ences place of fixed and vain ceremonies, they are accept:{ortui>r.ttaly xor om pom: hearts, the holy hush ox even- t~rough whwh ~ hav p~ssed. As m the mght beau- ing the teachings of science, the ministrations of art,
i;ide h!w already dre,w:a :itr; be!!,utifu} veil over the t1ful drell,ms sprmg up m the garden o~ the soul, a~d, and the sweet charities of human lrelpfulness. In
blinding X9.Ce of thA rmu; soov. will eom.e aga.i:n to ~l though umemem bered, yet fil~ our wa.km~ ho~rs w1th the place of local and partial inspiration in one book,
a most sweet perfume, so will the msp1ratwns re- they are beginning to accept inspiration as an eter" rl'he iniloceut sieepnal verity of the soul accessible to all on the same
3leep that knits up the re.veied sleeve of oe,r-e,
. ceived here fill with fragrance all my future life.
Oe<ttil of ~ach day's life. Sm:e le.bor's be,th,
But we must not forget the uses of the day nor the terms as to any, so that in the place of one Bible we
:Balm fo!' b.m:t minds, great :natu.:m's seiJonCJ. course,
evils of the night. Night's cloak is often the garment hav many.
Chief nou.:cishA:o.' in life's feast."
of deception. It is the time when good things of day
Many individual churches bav already planted
O!iC~J D:IOJ.'(,) I'!Weei' ~ma bee,utifr;.l c!:.:!JUIDB :re-vBorn begin to droop and fade, whilst night's black agents themselvs squarely on this ground, and the time is
the iane): ,ryb.iM.nhe:•:E: of -t:bo Jlf:l<l.tt, <.md quickeD the to their preys do rouse. In the same way we find coming when they must all move forward into this
:mind anew \•7itb. XIJ,itb. in its own deathle:m energy. that the night of religion begets the horrible mon- light, or sink out of sight.
When they shall hav
Once more we en·~er joyfully ~,nd thl'.llirfully the home sters of fear and dogma of eternal pain. Under her done this, the day and night of Christianity will be
oi the 1:1o:n, and fe/3.1. uro1md. <)l]r :aecko the arms, and black cloak swarms of priestly robbers plunder and perfectly blended. This is the coming of the brideon our. cheeks the swoet kis~eH of eternullo-v!:!. Once fleece their :flocks of innocent sheep. Fortunately groom spoken of by Jesus in the parable of the wise
moro '/:.he ste.rs <'lOme oui', av.d teach us that this world the day follows the night to correct these evils. At and foolish virgins. Those churches that replenish
is relaterl to m.i.llionn of others, and th11J, this life is but the rising of the sun these vultures and wolves, their waning lamps with the oil of wisdom distilled
the chrysali.o, thr:\ m.a1:o -veeti.bule,, of e;;:ist'3nce. Once night's black agents, begin to slink away. The from nature in the laboratory of science, will be ready
more the bride and b>:idegroom of I'%80r:t and intui- emancipation of reason and the light of positiv sci- for his coming. Tholile who spend their time watchtion meet in harmony and love until all ihe joy-bells ence are both essential in the great work of human ing the expiring flame of past truth will, like the
of the son ring out in wild, sweet melody.
progress. The cast-iron and inflexible creeds of foolish virgins, find themselvs banished from the
To speak, by the book, lest my meaning be lost in Christianity, its horrible devil and eternal hell, were feast, at the marriage of wisdom and love, and conmy allegory, this is the work of Spiritualism. As I bound to bring in time a mental reaction against demned into outer darkness. From this marriage
hav already told twice the story of my personal ex- them. The best friends of the churches are those shall come new life and joy to the world. To-day
perience, I cannot repeat it again in full. But weary who hav protested against these relics of barbarism. is better than any yesterday, and to-morrow shall be
of the strife of the intellect, sick of the noise and din If all had remained within the church it would long better than to-day. Though the old sun hastes to
of controversy, enthusiasm folding her wings andre- ago hav sunk out of sight through the weight of its its setting, a new one already begins to gild the hofusing again to lift me into her inspiring realm, the own corruption. But thousands of earnest-hearted rizon with beams of brighter glory than any former
dust of selfishness and love of sensuous enjoyment men and women hav left the church. Why? It is a day. While this day of science reaches backward
carrying me steadily downward, thirsty with ambi- business and social advantage to belong to a church. and reforms the church, it also stands in the way of
tion for the baubles of fame, the sword of conquest It cannot, then, be for gain. For evil, then? Nay. the coming of a still more inspiring night. Let us
for right and truth rusting in its sheath, determined If you want to do wrong you will find it an ad van- be honest with ourselvs, both as Materialists and
to abandon the lecture-field for the stage, lingering tage to cover your wolf's hide with a sheep's robe. I Spiritualists. I hav confessed to you my own sins
in it only a little longer from motivs of friendship, I can tell you that it is not often a selfish motiv can or deficiencies while limiting my vision with Agcame by accident .to Cassadaga camp. Some of the carry you out of a church. It's your home. To leave nosticism. I know that the br1de of my soul, the woexperiences I hav bad here are too sacred and mar- it you must bruise and lacerate your heart, lose man of my nature, was neglected. I know that if
velous to be given to the public. Some of you are friends whose love is dear to you. But when the you hav formed the conviction that this life is the hegood and pure enough to receive them. But to light shines upon you in its fulness you find that to all and end-all here, upon this bank and shoal of
others it would only be casting pearls to swine, who, respect yourself you must follow the truth, wherever time, you will seek more and more after simply sen;finding nothing in them to feed on, would turn and it leads you, though it be into uttermost Infidelity. suous enjoyment, until you will become blind to any~end me.
Better no truth t.han a lie. Better preserve your thing above and beyond. I know that this was so
Nor do I expect anyone to believe in Spiritualism
on my testimony. My only hope is that I may be an
impulse to some who are prepared to receive it that
shall lead them to seek. And if you seek aright you
will au:r.ely find. Whether you heed or mock, laugh
or cry, J knoW beyond the power of doubt or argument to disturb that here hav come to me countless
proofs of immortality. If you want to know what
they are, you must seek for them in my former lecturea. Some of you aresaying, "What a pity! Poor
Chainey has gone mad!" But the time is not distaut when some of you will say, "Though this be madness, yet there is method in it.'?

in my case. I s·aid to myself, I cannot afford not to and we hav entered into their labors. Whom tne this happier land down through the darkness of the
grave, and say to all mourning hearts looking there
·pluck any flower of pleasure that grows by my path gods would destroy they first make ma:d.
to~day in the interest of any greater ,good self-deHaving been selected as brief agencies in the de- for their dead, "He is not here, but risen."
nial may bring me in a problematical iuture.
struction of error, you become drunk with the exciteBut let us return to the night. All things grow
I was in the descending ray of truth instead of the ment of controversy. You love the conflict for its first in the dark. So spiritual phenomena are born
ascending. Now I must be as honest with you as I own sake more than for its service to the truth. in the night. But· the time is surely coming when
hav been with myself. I love you. Some of you are Some 9f you are all aglow with the prospect of an all that is now done in the dark will be done in the
among my dearest friends. But let me ask you to exciting passage of arms between myself and Mr. light. This has already commenced. At present
think of what I hav already said and am about to Watts to-night. I am afraid you think more of the this cloak of night hides many fraudulent mediums
say; not in haste or in wrath, but when you, in some fun than of the truth. Some of you would enjoy a and lying prophets. That does not prove it all false
silent hour, look through the clouds of passion, the laugh at anyone's expense, no matter how !((.cred the any more than the thief stealing under cover of night
mists of prejudice and self-interest, down into the feelings it bruised. Some of you laughed like jockies to his plunder proves all others rogues who happen
secret chambers of your soul and see then whether at a circus day before yesterday at things on this to be out of bed at the same time. But before we
you can afford to excuse yourself from a similar judg- platform that made others come to me in tears of pass fully from this night into the perfect day we
ment, hav not many of the- finer sensibilities and grief au~., iting shame. I am sorry that this mat- must bring into life all the sweet and elevating inJn the form of a controversy, not that con- fluences of night, and dest.roy all its dark and detastes you once had been blunted ? When in mas- ter has
culin company, don't you offend sometimes the wo- travers• .tas not its uses. But George Sand was not maniacal o~es. ~hen night's shadows descend up_on
man of your own soul, and dishonor the mother that far wrong when she said controversy is always the us! w~ begm to thmk of the rest, am~sem_ent, a!ld mbore you by speaking lightly and profanely of the grave of truth. But at this time, and on this sub-_. sp_Ir~twn _of the dram~. We must bnng mto hfe ~he
sacred relations of the sexes? Are you not often ject, I feel that it is altogether inapp(opri~e. It m1mstratwns of .art m ~ll h~r many and bea~t1~ul
m.ore concerned with your own personal advancement would be perfectly right for Mr. Watts to say the forms. Art reqmres the _mfimt and eternal to hv m.
We must also apply It to our .re:sonal c~lture.
than with the cause of right and truth? What mean strm:gest word he can for Materialism. But let
these jealousies between leaders? Why make a great every tub stand on its own bottom. This is a Free- The salll:e k"Vs that apply .to th_eyamtmg of a pwture,
cause suffer through your personal spleen or spite? thought, not a Materialistic Convention. Why pub- the carvmg of a stat~e, ~he wntmg of a drama, apply
Why such an indifference on the part of so many pro- lish to the world your own want of consistency? I al~o to the true cultivatiOn of men and women. In
fessed Liberals to the propaganda of our faith ? If don't believe that the cause of truth is best ~::erved in this sense art has been cruelly neglected. We hav
my lack of enthusiasm has no grounds but my own this way. Words are- always ir\perfect mediums of plenty of beauty of outward adorl?-ment, but how litdeficiencies, why do the Liberal Leagues disintegrate expression. They carry different impressions to tle of tr~e be~~:uty of for~ or of hfe. _We hang our
about as fast as they integrate? Why did my sub- each individual. Every rose of speech has its thorn. walls Wit~ p~ctures, while yte remam scarecrows.
scribers to my published lectures leave me when ow- What of that? you that hav free souls, it touches you Our clo~hm~ IS shorn of the JOY a_nd beauty of colo:.
ing me nearly three thousand dollar'> to failand carry not. Let the galled jade wince. Our withers are When hfe might b~ a perpetual gala d_ay, we mak_e It
a load of debt ever since that has been a constant unwrung. A skilled d~bater can make figures seem a sort of an unendmg funeral processiOn. Our hves
'·
are mostly vulgar and commonplace. When we would
mill-stone about my neck? Why are the few gener- to lie.
Mr. watts is, in my o;inion, the greatest debater be stirred with great emotions, we must seek them at
ous hearts who hav had the interests of the League
in their hands been left to mostly support it out of on the Liberal platform. It is his genius. He has the theater. Many are no~ capable even of find~ng
their own pockets? Why hav I seen ycur most gen- trained himself to it as persistently as Mr. Sullivan, them there. Lo_ok_ ~t om young pe~ple s"!armmg
erous workers growing sick and discouraged, scarcely a fellow-citizen of mine, has to another form of pa,. ~he streets of om Cities o~ Sunday se~kmg enJoy~e~t
knowing whether to keep the League alive or to try gilism. They say in Boston Mr. Sullivan is a gentle- m ~he mere fr~th of ex1ste!lce, fiudm_g a tempm a~y
and save the reputation of the family by getting up a man. Now, I know Mr. Watts probably better than rehef from then dullness m the arnval of a ~ram.
respectable funeral? Why hav I written in extremity any other man in this country; we traveled and lect- The c~urches ha': no power to charm them, while at
to professed Liberals known to be millionaires and ured together three months. I can assure you he is o_ur L1beral meetn;gs they are genemlly offer~d only
asked them to arrange for a lecture costing twenty- a gentleman of truth and honor-kind and gentle of the dry chaff of. I_nte.llect~al controversy whwh the
five to thirty-five dollars, and had them write back heart, but never gentle in the treatment of an oppo- first breath of spmt hfe w~ll blow away.
.
Look _at the sons of the rwh-often! from a phys1c~l
and plead poverty? Why does paper after paper nent. I hav seen him go at a pear innocent minister
sail out with flying colors, manned with hearts beat- tryii;Ig to defend the sincere fait.h of his heart in fear standpomt, mere warts and wens, thmgs we can neiing high with hope and enthusiasm, only to go to and trembling, with the tears vibrating in every ther call ~onkeys nor men, and so hav been compieces on the rocks of bankruptcy? Why lias this word, like twenty tigers concentrated into oi:d. I pelled t? mvent a new t~rm and call them dudes.
cause so little of the love and devotion of women ? always told him that one of his debates with a minIn this country a ~anusome woman .lll:a~res a ~un
Why, after calling a convention of Freethinkers from ister was a form of cruelty to dumb animals that dred thousand dolla1s annually by exh1b1tmg he1se~f
all the states and Canada, is this the best that can be ought to be suppressed. I never believed in con- ?n the stage. . Why do we pay so much money to sit
done? One of the most discouraging moments I troversy, and though challenged many times hav al- ~n _the outwa1~ shadow of beau~y. Beca~se ~e lack
·ever had was last winter at Hornellsville, when, with ways refused, and always shall. Let me assure you, 1t 1~ ~ur own hves. Be~ause, With our sCientific Mamy friend, Mr. Watts, we went there together to lect- however, that, though you will not hear from me termhsm, we ha-y made hfe cheap and vulgar.
We must c~U.1vate the dramatiC ~a~ulty. When we
ure. Two of these conv~ntions hav been held there. to-night, Mr. Watts will giv you a brilliant and
Two years had passed. Was it foolish to expect that most solid and intellectual performance. The claws hav done. t~Is, an? thr~ugh s~mLual knowledge
the seed sown by those conventions had in that time of the tiger will be sheathed to-night in the soft- stand agam m r~la_twns ":1th th~ Immortals, we shall
borne a rich harvest ? Was I weak and silly to be gloves of courtesy and kindness. But I am sorry he be mad.e the. reCipients of the hfe of the grea~ an~
sick and discomaged with the work I was doing is going to do it, because I cannot see the value of good of all ~Ime.. The best part of our educat1_on IS
when the audience was less than twenty. One time fighting against this truth-! never had the heart to the unconsciOus m~~enc~ upon us of our assomates.
I found a volume called " Leaves of Grass," and saw do so when an Agnostic. When Mr. Watts and I By the same _law, Spmtuahsm can educate us through
in it a new gospel; a new Bible; a cosmos of the traveled together people said we made a good team, the. magnetism of the noblest ~nd best. of e~rth.
modern world charged with electric life; with moral because he gave them the skeleton of truth, while I ThiS work has been commenced ~n t~e c~Ildren s lyinspiration of body and mind; with all delicacy and clothed it with flesh and blood; or, that he built the ceums, an~ ~hrough some of the msprr';ttiOnal speakpurity, written by grand old Walt Whitman, a house and I came and planted flowers and vines to ers. Th1s 1s but the germ of a great unfold~ent.
verv Titan; one of the world's Christs and redeemers. cover it with beauty and fill the air with per- The greatest ~f the past. are but _rep_resenta~IVS ?f
I s~w him mocked at, reviled, spit upon by wretches ft:me. Since I saw him last I hav discovered that we whole genera~wn~ that will ~ake _Jubilant this, fair
too vile in heart and life to understand the nature of a:re building for time and eternity, and that the flow- earth '!hen ~hiB fa1th has married mght to day. 'I hen
purity when they saw it. At last I saw him officially ers, which I feared were but for a day, are beautiful ea?h hfe. Will be !1t one~ a romance, a _drama, and
nailed to the cross of this world's scorn and obloquy immortals. Why should he tear them up with the e_PIC. Night also IS the t,11ll:e of lov~. It IS bJ: moonthrough the low-minded schemes of that saintly rude hands of logic and trample them beneath the hght the _lovers wander mid the vme-c~a~ h1lls. It
feet of ruttless criticism. I think, however, that was at n~ght when Romeo sought Juhet s balcony
scavenger, Anthony Comstock.
I tried to wash off some of the mud by pointing most of them hav taken root beyond his reach. He and exclaimed:
"It is my lady; Oh, it is my love.
out tbe great purity of his work, and to stanch the will speak of a subject of which he knows nothing,
Oh, that she knew she were!
red blood flowing from those cruel -wounds. But while one tiny rap from the spirit world is mightier
f'lhe speaks, yet she says nothing; what of that?
some of the most influential Liberals pointed at me than the mightiest argument that can be brought
Her eye discourses; I will answer it.
the finger of scorn for doing so. Why is this? Shall against it. But, whatever Mr. Watts may say,
I am too bold, 'tis not to me she speaks.
Two of the f11irest stars in all the heaven,
I blame you as individuals or as a party. Nay, if let me assure you that he is a mighty g"~od fellow,
I shall meet him some
Having some business, do entreat her eyes
you do not blame yourselvs, I accuse no man. ~re and as, in a few . short years,
S . . l
'l'o twinkle in their spheres till thoy return.
are all of us in the hands of agencies that are fine morning In some p1r1tua encampment or
What if her eyes were there, they in her head?
mightier than ourselvs. If I know anything, I know congress and hav a good laugh at his surprise,
The brightness of her chock would shamo those stars
As daylight doth a lamp; her eye in heaven
that unseen agencies led me by the various steps I freely forgiv him, in advance, for all the laughs
Would through the airy region stream su bright,
that brought me to Cassadaga. I now can say with he will raise on me to-night. I wish in this re'l'hat birds would sing Rnd think it were not night."
Hamlet, we defy augury; there's a special providence lation to point out two or three mistakes I hav
Love is to be reformed. It is to-day so imperfect
in the fall o.f a sparrow. If it be now, t"is not to been making for some time. One of my mottoes
come; if it be not to come, it will be now; if it be not has been "One world at a time. The best prepa- because man, under the blaze of the intellect, has
now, yet it will come; the readiness is all. Since no ration we can make for another is entire devotion to neglected sentiment and suppressed the woman of
man knows aught of what he leaves, what is't to this." It is quite difficult to explain how this still re- his soul. Man, to be at his best, must be in a degree
leave betimes? It is not in the economy of nature mains true, only in a larger sense than before. Our womanly as well as manly; while woman mv.st he
for the day to dispossess the night. Any society that present life is inseparably connected with the spir- manly as well as womanly. She will be a comrade
"'•
leaves out of its constitution anything that is revealed itual realm; sometimes this union is conscious and at and friend as well as a lover. She will assert and
by night or by day, must either reform or perish. others quite unconscious. Since I hav become con- claim her full right to be and do whatever it is right
Your principal method of propaganda has been con- scious of this fact my devotion to this world bas been for man to be and do. She will be perfect mistress
troversy. This always disintegrates. You are also enlarged, quickened, and intensified. We need not of her body as of her soul. The woman that perso ruled by the day that you cannot take time from be ignorant of astronomy in order to be learned in mits hers~,]f to be the slave of a man's p~tssions,
your work. The lust of acquirement is like a fever botany. I hav also said that if the hope to liv again whether in or out of marriage, prostitutes the temple
is to be realized and we are to meet again with the of God to base uses, and invites into her sphere
in your blood.
It is often said that Liberals are poor. I know loved and lost of earth, in some sweet Elysian fields every unclean thing. The world is to be saved by a
by experience that very many are rich. But they beyond the grave, our joy will there and then be pure generation, as well as by regeneration or spirit
cannot part with their money unless it is for the greater by every moment we hav forgotten it in power.
It's much better to be born right than to be born
some tangible possession. Your idea of education is our desire to make this world a little more of a parthe acquirement of knowledge. You seldom read adise. I made some terrible blunders here. In the again. Night is also the cloak of lust. Under its
novels. The idea that fiction has a higher mission first place I never dreamed that the flickering candle shelter seduction and prostitution hold high carnival.
than fact, is to you an absurdity. It is only the of hope could be changed into the electric light of How shall we suppress that poor wretched woman
who is, sooner or later, the victim of horrible disease
night of love, rest, and dreams that can teach us this. knowledge.
Next, I hav learned by experience that the best way or the policeman's club; for certainly the world will
Wisdom comes by illumination. In a true sense it
(Concluded on page 598.)
is the gift of the immortals. Other men hav labored, to make this world a paradise is to throw the light of

.
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it lie on the table until Col. Ingersoll could be heard
from. A discussion followed, participated in by
Messrs. Billings, Green, Elizur Wright, John Steves,
and J. H. Burnham, at the close of which Mr. Mac~
donald withdrew his motion, and the report was
unanimously adopted, thus electing the persons
named.
.
A motion was then made that the Congress nominate
and elect the balance of the officers. Agreed to.
Mr. H. L. Green nominated for chairman of the
Executiv Committee Mr. E. M. Macdonald, who declined to serve, as he had all the work he could attend in editing THE TRUTH SEEKER. He nominated
C. B. Reynolds. Names were mentioned for the balance of the committee, when H. L. Green suggested
that the chairman of the committee be allowed to
select his own associates. The suggestion was
adopted, and Mr. Reynolds was elected chairman of
the committee.
Mrs. A. C. Macdonald was then nominated by Mr.
Putnam for chairman of the Finance Committee.
:Miss Helen Gardner was also nominated, but as she
declined to serve, Mrs. Macdonald was appointed.
Her associates are D. C. Blodgett, Orlando Child, and
S.D. Moore.
The evening session was open.ed with music. The
first business on hand was to hear the report of the
Committee on Platform. Mr. A. B. Bradford, chairman of the committee, read the resolutions pt·epared.
As adopted by the Congress they are as follows:

The first session of the eighth annual Congress of
the National Liberal League convened on Monday,
September 8, 1884, at 10 A. M., on the grounds of
the Cassadaga Lake Free Association, to which they
had been invited by the officers of the association in
connection with the New York State Freethinkers'
Association, T. B. W akeroan, president, in the
chair. He opened by reading so much of the call as
was necessary to explain the obj cts of the League,
and of this particular Congress, and then awaited the
motions of the house.
The first regular business was the appointment of a
Committee on Credentials. W; S. Bell, S. P. Putnam,
and T. C. Leland were chosen for this work, and J.
E. Remsburg, C. B. Reynolds, Miss Helen H. Gardner, A. B. Bradford, and Mrs. H. L. Green were appointed a Committee on Business and Order of Business.
Miss Gardner objected that she was not a member
of the League. Her objection was unheeded, for
Orlando Child, of Moline, Ill., quietly stepped up to
the secretary's desk, and made her a life member by
·paying the fee of twenty-five dollars.
Next in order was the appointment of a Committee
on Nominations. Mr. Wakeman explained that this
had been the usual custom of the League, but if the The National Liberal League, in congress assembled at CasCongress preferred, the nominations could be made sadaga Lake, reaffirm the Nine Demands of Liberalism as they
in open convention as a Committee of the Whole. It were adopted at Philadelphia in 1876, and regard them as the
was, however, deemed more expeditious to refer the basis of union henceforth, and as defining our mission as Freethinkers and reformers. And the better to carry out harmonimatter to a special committee, and the following were ously
the policy enunciated in these Demands, we hereby, and
appointed as representing the various states whose for prudential reasons, recommend to the next Congress to
delegates were in attendance: M- B. Lawrence, Ill., drop the name of the National Liberal League, and assume
chairman; A. B. Severance, Wis.; J. H. Burnham, that of the "American Secular Union," thus indicating our
desire for co-operation with our Freethinking brethren in the
Mich.; M. E. Billings, Iowa; E. M. Macdonald, New British
Dominion of Canada.
Jersey; W. J. Irvine, Ohio; Hannah T. Stearns, Utah; Believing with the founders of the republic that civil govG. W. Baldwin, Pa.; Courtlandt Palmer, New York; ernment is a natural and secular institution, and not a divine
Parker Pillsbury, New Hampshire; Mrs. Mattie and supernatural one; and believing, too, that the human mind
in the process of education should be entirely free from the
Krekle, Mo.
trammels of superstition, we congratulate our fellow-Libera-ls
The Committee on Platform was chosen in the everywhere that this theory of government and education is
same manner, and consisted of Elizur Wright, admitted to be correct, and American, in the lately expressed
Mass.; Dr. H. S. Brown, Wis.; John Steves, Ill.; J. official opinion of the New York state superintendent of
schools, that the use of all religious books and ceremonies are
H. Burnham, Mich.; A. B. Bradford, Pa.; S. P. Put- inappropriate
in schools supported by public taxation. And
nam, New York; Thomas Lees, 0.; Mary E. Tillot- we recommend as one of the advantages of the local organizason, N. J.; Hannah T. Stearns, Utah; M. E. Bill- tion of Leagues in the state of New York, and as one of the
ings, Iowa; Mrs. Mattie Krekle, Mo.; Parker Pills- duties to be perfQrmed, that, in any case where, through
church influence, this opinion of the state superintendent is
bury, N.H.
treated with disrespect, the members of a League should feel
A Committee on Ways and Means was suggested, it to be their duty to defend and advocate it. We also express
and John Steves, S. D. Moore, and Orlando Child our satisfaction at the fact that the constitution of the state of
California, in the true spirit of the national Constitution, rewere appointed to act as such.
fuses to regard church property as public property, and in
The Convention then adjourned. The afternoon Article
XIII., Section 1, requires all private property, whether
session began at two o'clock. The Committee on of individuals or corporations, to be taxed. It is also highly
Credentials reported the following authorized dele- creditable to California that, in Article IX., Section 8, of her
constitution, it is declared that "no public money shall ever
gates as present:
T. B. Wakeman, N.Y.
T. C. Leland, N. Y.
Comtlanclt Palmer, N.Y.
Elizur Wright, Mass.
Parker Pillsbury, N. H.
A. B. Braclforil, Pa.
F. N. Wilcox, Cleveland, 0.
W. J. Irvine, Cleveland, 0.
T'homas Lees, Cleveland, 0.
Miss Tillie Lees, Cleveland, 0.
J. M. Wilcox, Cleveland, 0.
Miss Mltry E. Tillotson, Vineland, N. Y.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburgh,
Pa.
H.E.Juergens,Pittsburgh,Pa.
Frank Bacon, l'.ittsburgh, Pa.
,J. Steves, Durand, Ill.
Samuel P. Putnam, N. Y.
Mrs. A. C. Macdonald, N. Y.
E. M. Macllonald, N. Y.
Chltrles Watts, N. Y.
Miss Grace L. Pnrkburst, N.Y.
Mrs. H. N. Reed, N. Y.
John G. Kline, Altoona, Pa.
John R. Kemp, Altoona, Pa.
W. T. Doty, N.Y.
C. W. Austen, N. Y.

C. B. Heynolds, N.Y.
W. S. Bell, N. Y.
H. L. Green, N.Y.
0. Childs (L. M. ), Ill.
Almond Owen (L. M.), Dak.
Miss H. Gardner (L. M. ), Dak.
H. B. Severance, Wis.
S. D. Moore, Mich.
W. Barnsdall, Pa.
M. B. Lawrence, Ill.
Hannah T. Stearns, Utah.
J. H. Burnham, Saginaw,Mich.
G. W. Baldwin, Linesville, Pa.
Mrs. Mattie Krekle, Kansas
City, Mo.
T. J. Watkins (annual member), Duke Center, Pa.
Dr. E. Payne (annual member),
Buffalo, N. Y.
Mrs. H. L. Green, Salamanca,
N. Y.
Mrs. A. J. Perkins, Baldwinsville, N. Y.
H. S. Brown, M.D., Milwaukee, Wis.
C. P. Somerby, N. Y. ·
N. Eggleston (L. M.), 0.
Miss P. Lillybridge, Ill.

The list as read was adopted, and on motion the
annual members were allowed votes. The charter
and life members, as well as president and secretary
and three delegates from each auxiliary League, hav
votes by the Constitution. Reports of committees
were then called for. The Committee on Nominations, through Courtlandt Palmer, made what was
intended as a partial report, or report of progress.
The officers nominated by them were as follows:
For President,
COLONEL ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Vice-Presidents,
CHARLES Vil ATTS,
pARKER PILLSBURY,
T. B. WAKEMAN,
JAMES PARTON,
ELIZUR WRIGHT,
1\'IRs. l\'IATTIE KREKLE.
For Secretary,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
For Treasurer,
CouRTLAND'l' PALMER.
Mr. H. L. Green moved the reception of the report. A. B. Bradford moved that it lie on the table.
JYI. E. Billings moved its adoption. E. M. Macdon~ld moved as an amendment to all the motions that

be appropriated for the support of any sectarian or denominational school, or any school not under the exclusiv control
of the officers of the public schools; nor shall any sectarian or
denominational doctrin be taught, or instruction therein be
permitted, directly or indirectly, in any of the common schools
of this state."
Resolved, 1. That all who favor the secularization of our
government be earnestly and cordially invited to unite and
become activ members of the National Liberal League.
Resolved, 2. That in inviting co-operation with the different
classes of Radicals in the grand objects of secularizing the
national and state goverments, and exposing the falseness of
the popular superstition, the parties must never forget that in
all our discussions of tha main topics, and of such side issues
as may occa>'ionally present themsel vs on our platform, each
person's thought and speech, while they must be entirely and
sacredly free, should also be entirely respectful and considerate to those who may hold opposit views. This mutual respect and consideration being the natural and immediate
growth of Freethought, and the very meaning of the word, is
absolutely the only ground on which we can stand in harmoniously executing the mission we here undertake as reformers.
Resolved, 3. That we deem it the duty of the Liberals in
their respectiv localities to organize Leagues, lyceums, kindergartens, and all other, instrumentalities for educating children
in the principles of science and secular government.
Resolved, 4. That we earnestly recommend to Liberals everywhere to pre-arrange and giv orders to their survivors concerning their funerals, so that their opinions and character
may not be misrepresented after death by the exponents of
the popular religion.

l\1r. Green was first on his feet after the reading,
and moved the reception of the report. He was
closely followed by Mr. Billings, who moved its adoption. Dr. H. S. Brown offered some remarks, the
gist of which he did not reach before he was ruled
out of order. The report was received, and ita discussion began. Mr. Green objected to changing the
name of the League on the ground that it would be
a violation of the Constitution, as proper notice of the
matter had not been given, the Constitution requiring that proposed amendments to it be published
along with the call for the Congress.
MI·: Palmer then moved that for the peremptory
wordmg of the proposed change the committee's
recommendation be substituted.
Mr. M. E. Billings, however, thought that the call
p_ubliahed was broad enough for anything, and inSisted that the change be made.
The chair ruled, nevertheless, that Mr. Green's
point was well taken, and sustained his objection.
Mr. Billings appealed from Mr. Wakeman's decision.
Mr. Wakeman asked the indulgence of the house
while he stated a couple of points. He opposed (1) the

change at this Congress because it was revolutionary
in character, and (2) upon a question of such moment the Liberals of the country sqould be heard
through the Liberal press, and hav a voice in deciding.
Elizur Wright did not object to the change so long
as the League's objects remained the same. A rose,
he remarked, would smell as sweet by any other
name. He couldn't see that, in adopting the suggestion of the committee, the Congress would violate the·
spirit of the League's Constitution.
_
Courtlandt Palmer still objected on technical
grounds. Professor Seymour said the Pittsburgh
Auxiliary League had discussed the question [firstpresented by Mr. Bradford in these columns.-ED. T.:
S.] and sent its delegates to the Congress pledged
and instructed to oppose the project.
The declaration of change was then modified to a·.
recommendation to the next Congress of the League,
and in this form received a large majority of the
votes cast.
The remaining resolutions were then pruned and
adopted as given above.
The remainder of the evening was spent in dis~
cussing ways and means of making the action of the
League effectiv. It was the understanding that if
elected to office both Mr. Watts and Mr. Putnam
should engage in activ propagandist work. How to
hold up their hands was now the question. Mr. Putnam was about throwing up a situation that realized
him nearly $2,000 per year, and in a few months
would quite reach that sum. l\Ir. Watts had a family
to bring from England and support when here, and
the work they expected to engage in must remunerate them or be abandoned by them. Courtlandt
Palmer moved that in the first place a campaign
fund of five thousand dollars be raised by contributions from auxiliary Leagues and from individual~,
from this fund the two officers mentioned to be allowed $1,500 per year each, with the privilege of increasing their remuneration by lecturing. The motion was afterward put in the shape of this resolution:
Resolved, That the Liberal League, for the ensuing year,
raise a fund of $5,000 for the following purpose, namely, to
pay to the first Vice President and to the Secretary a salary of
$1,500 each, the residue of $2,000 to be applied to the general
League expenses; and that the said officers shall keep and
make exact and full report of all receipts from lectures and
other sources, and be allowed, if earned, out of such receipts
an additional sum of $1,000 each per year.

The resolution was unanimously adopted.
A subscription paper was then read by the chairman of the Finance Committee. It set forth thatWe, the undersigned, agree to gi v yearly the sum
set against our names for the payment of salaries of
officers, for propaganda, and for the purposes of
legitimate League work, to be paid quarterly _or
oftener.
In response, the under-mentioned sums were subscribed.
Conrtlandt Palmer,
Elizur Wright,
•
T. B. Wakeman,
League No. 116, Waverly, Iowa,
Altoona, Pa., League (No. 255), Moline (Ill.) Progressiv League,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
A. VanDeusen,
Saginaw City League,
G. W. Baldwin,
Manhattan Liberal Club League,
Bennett Liberal League,
Society of Humanity (New York),
Newark Liberal League,
Almond Owen (paid),
St. Johns League.
N. Eggleston (paid),
C. B. Reynolds,
Linesville League (Pa. ),
,. E. M. Macdonald,
C. P. Somerby,
George Macdonald,
'T. L. Brown,
Cash (paid).
Cleveland League,
Paterson Liberal League,
Pittsburgh Liberal League,
Adrian Liberal League (paid by S. D. Moore)
Friendship Liberal League,
_
_ · '
D. J. Watkins,
Milwaukee Liberal I,eague,
Mrs. P. Lillibridge,
G. W. Curtis,
Franklin League (paid),
A Friend, Cash (paicl),
William Barnsdale (paid),
Total,

$200 00
120 00
100 00'
100 00
100 00'
100 00
100 00'
100 00 I
30 00·
25"00:
25 oo:
25 oo:
25 00
25 00
20 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
4 00
1 00
1 00

$1,251 00

Dr. Foot~'s, Mr. VanDeusen's, M_r. Somerby's (he
was unavmdably absent from this session), and
George Macdonald's subscriptions hav been received
since the return of the secretary to this citv. During the collection of this generous sum, the ~udience
had nearly all gathered around the secretary's desk,
and as the hour was late, no further business was
transacted that evening.
Tuesday morning at 10 the League again convened. Mr. Leland read his report as follows:
I am not able to make a very formidable report this year.
My work done does not compare favorably with that of previous years. In the first place, my health has not been good
and I hav had to modemte my rate of labor.
'

.

THE TRUTH REEKER, SEPTEl\fBER
Second, I felt that the League was loaded up at Milwaukee
last fall with more planks than it could bear, and found myself out of harmony with a portion of the platform. It has
damaged the League, frightened away members, retarded new
organizations, and made the work more up-hill which was
sufficiently precipitous before.
Third, I was tired of appealing and begging for support of
the League, and for means to carry on its legitimate work. I
bad nothing new to say. In my state of moral, physical,
and financial ill-health, I ought to hav declined re-election
last year. But the genuin and hearty friends of the League
seemed too many and too devoted to abandon, although they
were too few to secure efficient and thorough work; and I
withheld my resignation till it would not seem to them like
desertion and a retreat. Meantime the duties of the office
hav had to drift. I just held the fort for a worthy successor
-such as I am sure yo11 hav found and elected in Mr. Putnam.
And yet the League has increased some. Eight new auxili:aries hav been added to our list of local branches, making the
whole number of chartered auxiliaries 272. Two new life
members and 119 annual members joined the League during
the last year. The. re:'e!lue from these sources and from gifts
from Leagues and mdiVlduals has been hardly sufficient to set
:a squadron in the field and secure a Waterloo victory for Secmlarism.
There has been very little for a treasurer to do but such as
:it is, he asks me to read his report. It is as foll~ws:
RECEIVED.
.From C~arter Fees of Seven New Leagues, at $5,
$ 35 00
" Life Members, two in full, and one instalment,
61 00
" Annual Members, 123 in number, at $1,
123 00
"
Gifts from Leagues,
64 50
'"
"
'' Individual Liberals,
26 00
Total,

- $309 50

EXPENDED.
·Rent of office, at $8 per month,
$96
Hght and heat of office,
22
:80 "Truth Seeker Almanacs," containing League Constitution, at 12 1-2 cl'\nts,
10
Postage,
27
:Stationery,
12
:Shorthand Clerk, partial service, at $8 per month,
96
Expense of Secretary to Cassadaga and return,
27
Total,

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

$290 00

RECAPITULATION.
Total received,
"
expended,
Balance in treasury,

$309 50
290 00
$19 50
C. PALMER, Treas.

Mr. Putnam then offered the following resolution
of thanks and respect for the retiring president and
secretary:
Resolved, That the National Liberal League expresses its
thanks to its retiring president and secretary, T. B. Wakeman
and T. C. Leland, for their untiring devotion to the Liberal
cause, for the ability with which they hav labored and the
success which they hav achieved. The promis whi~h we hav
to-day, and the new hopes which inspire are the result of their
patience, heroism, and self-sacrifice. 'By their unflinching
courage they hav preserved the advancing interests of Liberalism, and hav won the lasting gratitude of all true lovers of
liberty.

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Watts in a
very felicitous speech, and carried unanimously amid
the greatest enthusiasm.
When Mr. Wakeman rose to reply his eyes were
humid, and his whole manner showed plainly that his
feelings had been deeply touched by the exhibition
of love and good-will for himself. His voice at first
was tremulous, but he soon straightened out and
made one of those splendid little addresses for which
he is famous on extempore occasions. He was long
and loudly and repeatedly applauded.
Mr. Leland then indulged in a few personal rem·
iniscences. He left a three thousand a year position
in the Custom House becaase he had no time to work
in the cause he loved. When Mr. Bennett was attacked Mr. Leland was enjoying a salary of just half
that in a New York commercial house, but he gave
that up to enter the open fight for Liberalism.
In early life he had been a constructiv Socialist, but on beginning the war for Liberalism he
b,egan reading Huxley's, Darwin's, and other noted
works of scientific Freethinkers. He went into the
war against Comstock to defeat that individual and
the churchmen back of him, and he thought that
had been done. Now Comstock is not to be feared.
He confin~s his attention to policy shops and racing
pools. Hts cases are thrown out of court. He is in
bad odor. The fight is over, Mr. Leland concluded,
and he thought it fitting that younger men should
take his place. He thanked the Congress most kindly
for its resolution.
Mr. John Steves, chairman of the Committee on
Ways and Means-the other members being Orlando
Child and S. D. Moore-then made a report as
follows:
Your committ8e recommend as the method of finance and
revenue for the uses of the national organization; for purposes
of business and propaganda, the principle of voluntary contributions by the local auxiliary Leagues, and by indivtduals
in sympathy with its principles and objects, to be paid to and
collected by any of its general officers or agents, and by them
paid or accounted for to the treasurer of the National Liberal League, monthly. And the names of the contributorsperso!ls or as~ociations-shall be published, when the amount
contnbuted IS one dollar or more, in such of the Liberal
papers as will publish them gratuitously.
And when the amounts collected by miscellaneous or congregational, or indiyidual subscriptions, or by admi~sions to
lectures or otherwise Rhall be remitted to the treasurer the
collecting agents shall state the time, place, and occasion 'with
the amount of the collection; and it shall be the duty ~f the
treasurer to present at the close of the League year a balance
sheet in full of the moneys received and expended and the
services and object~ for which expended.
'
And the vice-presidents not beneficiaries of the funds, or

~0.

a majority of them, with the treasurer, shall be and constituts
a board of direction as to the proper objects of expenditure of
said funds; and, except the treasurer, shall be a board of
audit.

Mr. Steves's resolutions were accepted as a suggestion to the Finance Committee, and his committee
was discharged with thanks.
A vote of thanks to the Cassadaga Lake Free Association for the use of the camp-grounds was then
unanimously passed; and the business of the Congress was done. Short speeches were made by
Messrs. Barnstable and Moore, followed by an account
from the Hon. Elizur Wright of some of his early
antislavery experiences. Charles Watts recounted
the labors of the Secularists of England, and when
he closed the Congress was over. The conference in
the afternoon was independent of either organization.

Mrs. H. S. Lake's Letter to the League.
The secretary of the League during the Congress
at Cassadaga read the subJoined note from the exchairman of the finance committee:
OsHKOSH, Wrs., Sept. 5, 284 .
T. C. LELAND, SEc. NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE,
Dew· Sir: I write this to express my regret to. you and my
Liberal fellow-laborers, in Congress assembled, that I cannot
be with you. For four years it has been my pleasure to meet
with you upon occasions like this, and to take part in your deliberations. This year other engagements prevent my bodily
appearance among you; but I wish to assure you, one and all,
that ill spirit I am with yon, as heartily devoted to the purposes for which the National Liberal League was organized as
at any time.
I trust that the questions which shall be discussed will be
promotiv of the best interests of humanity, and that all who
attend and participate may fael imbued with devotion to truth
and justice, the great principles upon which alone can rest a
happy and prosperous nation.
Should new officers be chosen, I trust the choice may fall
upon those who will serve with the same zeal and devotion
which hav been manifested by the present president and secretary.
For myself, I desire that some one may succeed me who may
be able to contribute more to the financial welfare of the association, though no one can feel a greater interest in the principles upon which the League is established. Wishing you a
prosperous future, and a profitable convention, I am
Very sincerely and truly yours,
MRs. H. S. LAKE,
Chairm.an Fin. Com. National Liberal League.

To the Liberals of America.
The late action of the Liberal League lifts it at
once out of the details of party politics into the realm
of universal principles. It now deals with the fundamental questions of human progress. It is unconnected with the thousand varying opinions that belong to particular reforms and measures, and labors
for that necessary condition by which all true advancement must be made, namely, Freethought.
From this time forward this is the one mission of the
Liberal League and the American Secular Union, to
set free the minds of men, to insist upon fair play iB
political government, to maintain equal rights for all.
It commits itself squarely to the Declaration of Independence-that government is of the people, and
should represent the people in their totality, and not
a certain class or sect in that people who lay claim
to superior sanctity. On this grand platform all minor differences of party politics are forgotten, and
every intelligent and conscientious citizen who believes in justice and liberty can unite with us for the
progress of the world. All those who are in favor of
a total separation of church and state, who would
drive out every shadow of ecclesiasticism from political co-operation, who would hav every honest opinion thoroughly respected, who would willingly accord
the same rights to others that he claims for himself;
every just, charitable, liberal, and progressiv man
and woman, are invited to our ranks in order that this
great work to which we hav set ourselvs may be fully
accomplished, and that before we die we may see
some attainment of that equality and justice and noble fellowship of humanity which is the dream of the
heroic soul, the inspiration of the martyr, which is
the fountain of joy and the star of hope.
Never were the prospects of Liberalism so bright
as they are to-day. Never was there such harmony
of feeling, such oneness of thought, such unity of
purpose. If there is "a divinity that shapes . our
ends," we must say that it has breathed into Liberalism
at this time with wondrous potency. Almost unconsciously, amid all our diversity of opinion, we hav
drifted to the same conclusion. However, we know
that this is .th6 result of a careful, thorough, and profound consideration of the needs of the hour by the
wisest and best Liberals. This is no hasty movement. It is not the ebullition of a moment. It is
the outcome of years of toil, of suffering, of sacrifice,
of consecration. In the darkest hour something has
been done to bring forth this bright and beautiful
dawn that so enchants us.
I am sure that thousands and tens of thousands of
Liberals throughout America will respond to the new
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and vast opportunity that is now before them. Remember the magnitude of ·the task that is imposed
upon us. We are taking part in the mightiest movement in the history of the world. In the glowing
words of Victor Hugo, there is a change of front of
the universe. We are the forward troops in this immense procedure, from whence humanity takes to itself new life, and unfolds a fresh civilization. Let us
realize the greatness of our privilege, that we are in
the midst of a creativ revolution of thought and hope,
that we stand upon the threshold of a brilliant future, into whose light we can put some ray by our
own sincere endeavors.
Freethought is forethought, and therefore we must
lay plans for the time to CJme. We must be con·
scious workers in the evolution of humanity. We
must be the providence of that new heaven of which
science day by day is laying the strong foundations.
The Liberal League has decided from this time henceforth upon an aggressiv campaign. We shall select
our points of attack aud press on with the utmost
vigor. We shall allow the enemy no resting spell.
From the Atlantic to the Pacific the fires of Liberalism shall be kindled, societies organized, not simply
upon a negativ, but a constructiv basis, for the developmeut of social life, the scientific culture both of
old and young; the cultivation of the spirit of humanity; the attainment of art and poetry, and noble
morals-of the beautiful and the good, in unison with
the true and matter-of-fact. We are to be the soldiers of nature, and through nature and nature's
wealth we are to make man happy here and now, and
crown his labor with the golden fruitage of a just
reward, so that every worker shall hav a home, and
every child born upon this planet a place to liv and a
right to nature's bounty.
To carry out these all important undertakings,
vital to the welfare of ourselvs and our children, the
National Liberal League has voted to raise a fund
of $5,000. Over $1,200 of this is already pledged.
I hav no doubt that Liberals all over the country
will cordially respond, and that in a few weeks the
whole $5,000 will be pledged. Let friends send in
their names and subscriptions as soon as possible, to
be published, in order that others may be incited to
the same good deed. Every dollar paid into the
treasury will be accounted for at the next annual
Congress. The officers of the League intend to
prove their fitness by the work they do, and not by
their professions.
In accordance with the spirit of this address,
and to carry out all the purposes named, Mr. Watts,
the first vice-president of the League, and myself, will devote ours!:>lvs to the lecture field. We
wish to visit, during the coming year, at least
two or three hundred towns from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, lecture, organize Leagues, etc. The qualifi·
cations of Mr. Charles Watts for the important position to which he has been chosen are well known.
He is a veteran of twenty years' hard work; a man of
rich experience; of wide intelligence; of thorough
scientific culture, and an orator of rare ability. Let
me hear at once from every section of the country in
regard to this matter of lecturing. We are ready to
go wherever the Liberals giv us a call. Don't try
according to the size of your purse, but according
to your hope in Liberalism. We will come if you
send for us and pledge us a welcome, even though
by but few.
Remember that all the money earned by our
lecturing tour goes into the national treasury, subject to conditions named in resolutions, and every
cent paid in will be accounted for. Be generous,
therefore, as your circumstances permit, for what
you do is not for our individual benefit, but for the
benefit of the National Organization.
I would. say one word more in closing in regard to
a most important subject, namely, the burial of our
Liberal dead. It is our duty to enshrine their death
with all thuse hopes that make our life so beautiful.
The shadows of the past must not rest upon the
graves of our departed. We must speak our word,
om: consolation, our faith, our glory-founded in
the life.that now is and intr:> whose bosom we wuuld
gather those who are outwardly silent, but inwardly
eloquent still, and throned in affectionate memory.
I would say that Mr. Watts fl.nd myself will be
ready at any time to serve those who, in tbe shadow
of death, desire the noble consolations of our secular
faith.
SAMUEL P. PoTNAM,
Secretary of the National Liberal League.
Address: No, 50 East 9th st., New York City.
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15. The orator Tertulius answers to Nicolaus of
of time into the mists of eternity, you shall cry victory, as the promis of all their fulfilment shall burst Damascus, whose speech before M. V. Agrippa, about
the
upon your vision. Then there shall be no more 16 n.c., as given by Josephus, furnis~es part
never be saved until a true Christ lifts up to purity
substance
of
the
speech
of
Tertulius
m
Acts
_xxiV.
n~~
.
and womanhood the last Magdalene. I know that
16. Julius, the kind officer who accompamed Paul
"Night's candles are burnt out, and JOCund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain-tops."
this subject has been unwisely meddled with by the
to Rome, answers to Julius who was consul13 B.c.,
unskilful. Some people seem to always take hold of
and pro-consul of Ephesus, 10 B.c. He protected the
the hot end of the poker. Instead of presenting to
Jews.
Summary
of
the
Life
of
Paul.
us this subject only when transmitted into the flowers
17. The Augustus mentioned three times in Acts
There was a Jesus who was stoned and hanged for answers only to the first Roman emperor.. In the
of beauty and fragrance, they empty the manuresorcery in Judea about 75 years B.c. Passages from Syriac version Augustus is twice changed to Cresar
heap on our heads.
But even this must not make us betray the cause of the Talmud relating to him were long ago adduced (Acts xxv, 20, 25), but the Greek codices all retain
the soul's highest purity and truth. Holier than any by eminent Christian scholars. In 1874, the Rev. S, Augustus (ho Sebastos) in those passage~.
.
. temple of wood or stone, consecrated by diviner rites Baring-Gould gleaned them all, and expressed the
18. The historical characters mentiOned m the
belief
that
in
the
reign
of
Alexander
J
anneus
(106and for diviner purposes, is the human body. But
book of Acts and known to hav lived in the first half
we must also teach that the flowers of modesty are 79 B. c) there was a Jesus who went to Egypt with his of the first century are as follows:
as beautiful as those of love. The rough feet of re- master, Rabbi Joshua Ben Perachia, and on returnJudas of Galilee, rebel, died about A.D. 10.
formers must no more be allowed to trample on the ing to Judea practiced magical arts, for which he was
Annas (Ananus), high priest, A.D. 4-21.
pure modesty of nature than those of street loafers. stoned to death. And in the first Toldoth Jeshu the
Caiaphas, high priest, A.D. 25-36.
Those who cannot see men and women mingle in pure stoning is described as occurring in the reign of the
Ananias, high priest, died about A.D. 48-55.
and friendly relations without poisoning the air widow of Janneus, i. e., between 79 and 69 B.c. See
Gamaliel, lawyer, died about A.D. 52.
"Lost
and
Hostil
Gospels,"
and
"Revelations
of
Antiwith slander and low-minded gossip must be shown
Theudas, rebel, slain about A.D. 4 7.
their own corruption until they are shamed into si- christ."
Herod Agrippa I., reigned A.D. 37-44.
The evidence we hav adduced that Paul escaped
lence.
Herod Agrippa II., reigned A.D. 49-70.
But this subject, in all its bearings, is getting too from Damascus prior to 62 B.c. cannot be successfully
Claudius Cre3ar, emperor, reigned A.D. 41-54.
vast for me. It overpowers me with its magnitude. controverted. Paul therefore must hav been a disciFelix, governor of ,Tudea, 51--60.
I see the light dawning in such glory that it blinds ple of this martyred Jesus, whom he called the mesFestus governor of Judea, A.D. 60-62.
me. I see the black spirits of evil fleeing before this siah, or anointed son of God.
To th~se may be added the two sisters of Agrippa
We
must
therefore
look
for
Paul's
fellow-disciples
bridal of night and day like wild beasts before the
II., namely, Drusilla, wife of Felix, and Bernice,
advance of civilization. I whisper to myself the in the century before the Christian era; and lo! we widow of her ,uncle Herod of Chalcis, and mistress of
find Rabbi Simon Kepha described in the first Talwords of Walt Whitman:
Titus and Vespasian. (But there was a Bernice who
doth Jeshu as dying on a tower about 39 B.c., which
"Oh, living always; always dying!
was married to a son of Herod the Great, about
would
be
about
the
time
we
would
fix
for
the
death
Oh, the burials of the past and presei.tt!
22 B.c., and became the mother of Herod Agrippa I.)
0 me! while I stride ahead, material, visible, imperious, as of one of the eldest apostles of Christ.
19. There is not a scintilla of historical evidence to
ever;
With this strong prima facie case, what other evi0 me ! what I was for years now dead I lament not. I am dence hav we discovered to corroborate it? Jo- connect a single one of these persons with Paul or
content.
with anq apostle or contemporary disciple of Jesus,
Oh, to disengage myself from those corpses of me which I turn sephus furnishes almost all the history we hav of that the adored messiah, much less with Jesus himself.
period,
and
to
him
we
_are
indebted
for
the
discovery
ancllook at where I cast them !
The most "learned scholars hav never been able to adTo pass on (Oh, living, always living!) ancl leave the corpses of most of the following personal indentities and colduce from all the authentic records of antiquity any
behind."
lateral facts:
evidence to substantiate the narrativs of the book of
1. Onias, who was murdered outside the walls of Acts, so far as they relate to the immediate disciples
I am lost in the splendor and magnitude of the
thought. I see love rit>ing cleansed from the last Jerusalem between 66 and 69 B.c., answers to the of the messiah.
stain of lust and coming forth to fill the world with martyr Stephen; and there is no trace of a martyr20. But on the other hand we claim to hav discovrejoicing and beauty unspeakable. I see the time dom answering to his for the next 130 years, or until ered with more or less certainty historical traces of
when death will be only a thin veil which we can part A.D. 62. Stephanos in Greek means "crown."
the following persons named in the b~ok ?f Acts, all
2. Paul's escape from Damascus was when Aretas, of whom existed, and most of whom died, m the cenat any time, and clasp to our hearts again the forms of
king
of
Arabia,
governed
that
city.
After
63
B.c.,
departed friends and lovers. I see the time when chiltury before the Christian era:
dren will come into this world only through the gar- Damascus was governed by an uninterrupted suc(perhaps Pollio the Pharisee), 96-10 B.c.
landed portals of love, and greeted with the joy-bells cession of Roman officials, and no petty Arabian king Paul
Manahen (Manahem the Essene), 96-10 B.C.
of welcome. I see the time when education will be ever controled that city under the empire.
Stephen (Onias), slain about 68 B.c.
3. Manahem the Essene, a prophet who was Jiving Herod (the Great), reigned 47-4 B.c.
equally bestowed and made to cover the perfect and
symmetrical unfoldment of body, mind, and heart; about 20 B.c. at a very advanced age, parallels closely Bernice (his niece), married to his son about 22 B.c.
Agrippa (M. V. ), lived 63-o12 B.c.
when each one will be and belong to himself; when with Manahen, one of Paul's early coadjutors, menGamaliel (Hillel?), lived 112-20 B.c.
tioned
in
Acts
xiii,
1.
life, saved from the lust of acquirement, will be conSilas (Silvanus, pretor of Ephesus), about 20 B.c.
4. Pollio the Pharisee, another aged man, revered Julius (proconsul of Ephesus), about 10 B,c.
secrated by the highest culture.
Tyrannus of Ephesus, clied about 7 B.C.
by Herod the Great, answers to Paul. Herod's two
Friends, we are to liv forever.
Secundus of Thessalonica (Jucundus ?), died about 7 B.d.
If I know anything, I know that our so-called dead sons, Alexander and Aristobulus, went to Rome to
Tertullus (Nicolaus of Damascus), flourished 113 B.c.
are not dead. We are the children of the infinit and be educated (20-17 B.c.), and while there lodged at
Augustus Cmsar, reigned from 31 B.c. until A.D. 14.
eternal. Let us liv worthy of our immortal destiny. the house of Pollio. This was about the time, if any,
21. Some of the-' above dates are only approximate,
Are you living simply to amass a fortune for your when Paul the aged wrote epistles from Rome.
and several of the identities are quite shadowy. But
5.
If,
as
Ewald
supposes,
Pollio
the
Pharisee
was
children, that is more likely to prove a curs(J than a
as to Paul, we entertain no doubt that he lived most,
blessing? Go home and spend it. Improve and Hillel, then Pollio's disciple Sameas may answer to if not all, of the years above indicated (B.C. 96-10);
beautify yonr home. Put in a bath if you hav none Saul, alias Paul.
6. In that case, or perhaps in any case, Gamaliel of and as a further confirmation of his existence at that
already. Keep your body clean and sweet. Rememperiod the apocryphal story of "Paul and Thecla "
ber it is the temple of an immortal spirit. Buy the Acts answers to Hillel, who was enough older than
mentions "the Syriarch Alexander " and " Queen
best books. Liv to liv. Add strength to strength, Paul to be his preceptor. But Hillel would hav been
Tryphena"-the latter a "kinswoman of Cresar," and
and grace to grace. Do not expect death to save you, too old to hav lived at Rome 20-17 B.c., therefore we
both subordinate to an Asiatic proconsul. This un ·
nor rely upon any one else's magnetism. Worship think the identity of Pollio with Paul is far more
doubtedly refers to the time of Julius or Augustus
no longer the god of the dead, but the god of the liv- probable than with Hillel, about whom very little is
Cresar-probably the latter.
ing, the god in you. Be large in mirth as well as free known.
In proof of this assertion we now cite the ancient
7. If Pollio was Paul, then Sameas may answer to
in thought, liberal in deed as well as in profession.
historian Plutarch, who says that Mark Antony apHelp to spread the light. In closing I should like Silvanus (Silas of Acts); and it is possible that Paul's
to warble one note you will all remember. This is associate, Silvanus, was the same who is mentioned pointed his own son Alexander king of Armenia, Media, and Parthia, and another son, Ptolemy, king of
the fifth year I hav addressed this conventiDn at this by Josephus as pretor of Ephesus about 20 B.c.
Phenicia, Syria, and Cilicia The mother of these
8.
Paul's
associate,
Titus,
was
probably
Titus
hour. I hav given to you who are Agnostics four of
the best years of my life. Though I go forward now Justus of Corinth. Otherwise there is no clue at all sons was Cleopatra, queen of Egypt. And in the
into Spiritualism, I trust that you who hav been my in Acts to the discovery of Titus. The order of year 31 B.c., when Antony gave battle to Octa.vius
friends will be so still. The world to-day is to me events in that book would exclude this identity, but CaoJsar, Plutarch names six " vassal kings" in attendance, viz. :
full of truth and beauty. I seem to be alive for the the chronology of Acts is inextricably confused.
"Bocchus, of Libya; Tarcondemus, of the upper Cilicia;
9. Timothy and Titus were both Arameans. The Archelaus,
first time. Infinit possibilities ravish my vision. I
of Cappadocia: Philadelphus, of Paphlagonia;
hav no more fear of death, but anticipate it with Greek codices falsely call them Greeks (Acts xvi, 1; Mithridates, of Commagene; and Saladas, of Thrace."
thoughts of pleasure. But whether Agnostic or Gal. ii, 3. Compare Syriac version).
And the same author adds:
Spiritualist, this is still the creed:
10. Paul was probably not very familiar with the
"Out of Pontus Polemon sent him considerable forces, as
Greek language. He uses the word Greek but once did also Malchus from Arabia, Herod the Jew, and Amyntas,
"To thine own self be true.
in all his epistles, although the earlier Greek codices king of Lycaonia and Galatia; also the Median king [AlexanDo the task that lies nearest.
Follow the truth thou seest.
make him use it twelve times, and the later codices der] sent some troops to join him."
Open thy heart to beauty.
thirteen times (Compare Syriac version).
Alexander and Ptolemy, who were small boys at
Make thy prayers thy duty."
11. Tyrannus, in whose school-room Paul preached this time, were styled " king of kings." Antony and
And for you shall unfurl the banner of victory. at Ephesus, may hav been the Tyrannus who was Cleopatra died the next year, and Octavius Cresar,
Let the good of both day and night blend in your body-guard to Herod the Great, and was put to death afterward called Augustus (27 B.c.), governed the
love. Then as a bridegroom going forth to meet his about 7 n.c. And Secundus of Thessalonica may an- whole Roman empire. After his reign there were no
bride, as the bride waiting in thrilling ecstasy his swer to J ucundus, the companion of Tyrannus, who more " Syriarchs " or " queens " in the Asiatic provcoming, so shalt thou greet each returning day. As suffered a like fate.
inces. Syria continued to be governed by a succesthe pure and strong father, the wise and loving
12. Ananias was high priest from A.D. 48 to 55, so sion of Roman presidents. In a part of Jewry the
mother, through the garlanded gates of love and that it is apparently impossible to recognize him as sons o{ Herod the great retained their thrones as telaw, bless and redeem the world in their offspring, so high priest at the time described in Acts, when Paul trarchs. His grandson Agrippa received the title of
shall all the fruit of thy life be for the healing of the was tried at Jerusalem.
king under Claudius for three years, until his death,
nations. However dark the night around you, above
13. There is not a particle of historical proof that A.D. 44. Then for five or six years all Jewry was govyou will gleam the stars of hope. Fear shall no more Herod (Agrippa I.), or Felix, or Festus, or (Herod) erned by a Roman procurator. In the year 50
hav power to touch you. The castle of doubt will be Agrippa II., or any known historical personage of Agrippa. II. was called king, but his territory was indemolished, and the giant of despair slain. Though their time knew Paul.
significant and his royal power next to zero. Nero
you walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
14. If Paul ever appeared before Agrippa it was (A.D. 54-68) allowed him to retain his title and nomyou shall fear no evil. Palaces of beauty will givyou Marcus V. Agrippa. Herod Agrippa II. had no inal power, but he was a renegade Jew.
rest and inspiration. Delectable mountains will jurisdiction in Judea except to appoint high priests,
We conclude our work with the following affirmawiden your vision until your feet shall come to the A.D. 49-70, while M. V. Agrippa had supreme author- tion:
land of the immortals. Then though ideals on earth ity under Augustus in all the eastern empire between
Every scrap of evidence that has ever been proremain unfulfilled, yet as you vanish from the pinnacle 22 and 12 B.c.
·
duced, whether called c~:tnonical, apocryphal, or his~
THROUGH DAY TO NIGHT, AND NIGHT TO DAY.
(Concluded from page 595.)
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torical,_ purporting to hav been written within ·a hundred years after the alleged crucifixion of a Jesus
·Christ under Pontius Pilate, attesting the fact of such
.an e:vent, is either a fiction or a forgery.

enough to enforce such laws impartially, it is strong mC>de, which is the sovereignty of charm, to turn the
eno_ugh to dispense with them by acting directly and tables on tb.e major mode, which jg main. sl;rsngth and
somally on the drunkard himself. With or without awkwardness, without saying, "By your leave," or,
legislation, render drunkenness really disgraceful- "Dim yer sowl,'' or iny kind of perliteneus. It will
FINIS.
as much so as the penitentiary uniform, a.nd let its be a, new phase of the cc-cperativ movement, but
repetition consign the drunkard to an insane asylum which Gi:.!l originate only at the summit a.nd flower
Legislation upon Temperance.
f?r sp~c.ial t;nedication with hard work. When pub- of society, wheL·e :fine natural faculty coincides not
I. do ;not write "legislation upon liquor dealing," l~c opmwn Is strong enough for that, it has no occa- merely with intellectuulity, but with the habit of com~hiCh Is the onl:y theme now before the public, swn to peck at commerce with an a.wkward tool like mand. It is tho queon'e move. Fru.' from my pen
·simply becau.se this. may be decided either way by legislation.
be the audacity of tracing its comoe; but among its
'the b~llot, Witho.ut Its allo:wance or its prohibition
Revolted by the ugliness of certain Yices, like in- probable corollaries I fmeBee the Gres.t W eotem Re·
·essentially ~ffectmg the evil of intemperance. Be- temperance in drink, feminin impulse is prone to coI'.- public clearing herself from the bre~tkers of 11, trementfore producmg facts to prove this point, I disclaim found this so prolific parent of crime with crime itself, dons civil wa:t·, ~he aalvati0n. of propel'ty, the redemycall desire for direct legislation upon temperance as against which it is wont to see legislR.tion directe(L tion of labor from the cmoe of !'loullese ca.pital, and
:vell as upon the trade in liquors, because I believe Yet the more earnestly we desire sobriety, thEJ :aios:: gena~l contentment :~mmlti.ng from juotice attem-1n more effectiv means of combating intemperance. must be analytical discrimination of means, in v:rder perei{ by )ove.
EDGEWOB'l'B>
•Only, as there are honest differences of opinion about to avoid needless opposition. Now, it is easy to know .
_
"
,
.the proper functions of government and value of whether a man is drunk or sober, and to regulate our 1
Ifnockmg Ont the Stuffing<
_
•legislation, I shall indicate for those who care to use be~avio~ accordingly; ~ut ~f yo~ :m~~,ke liqum:, inote~d I BROTHER MAcDoNALD: 1\donJ thau ,,., year ~>go you
'Such means the enemy's weak point. It is not in a of It~ drmkers, your ?bJectJv_pomt, you get presently Iwrote that. if :' Antiohri!lt ". c0nld .'Pr.?ve co~~lusivly
·partisan spirit that I write. And whatever motivs bewildered. True, It reqmree no verY' profound that Paul ft<mnshed before ~;ho Ch>.·u;~HW era, lt would
'mll:y influence votes, it is rational to suppose that all studies to know that fermented drinks, more or lens "Jmock the otuffine; Ol1t of hiotorical 01rintianity."
·~ters u~on t_emperance o.r on prohibitory legisla- adulterated, cause, through excesses, r&ther diseases
.!ilittJ.o Iate;: you oeomed to ho mo;:-e than flll.lf con·twn hav m view substantially the same end viz. than crimes; that light, pure wines and bee:;_·e are in- vinced tl>-<',L ihete w1wn't much "otn:ffi.ng" to be.
·sobriety. This sobriety, necessary to the de;elop~ nocent; the heavier, gouty; and whisky, with its knoekeo ou.t. fox· you r!l'.ifil in r,y; oiHi;o!l:'iat Oct. 27,
•ment and acceptance of practical truth, carries cour- crude fusel oil, more criminal than :mm. But other 1883:
'
•tesy into the' discussi"on of I·t. The more we are I·n t_han
,_
1 t hyg-ienic reasons meet you when you go ·~o lo!!~
" ,-.,-·
"'1trwut
a foun d ation m fact. vflth uot a. rea.( BO!id peg oJJ
·earnest about the abatement of a public nuisance IS a. e. .You might never hav thought of invading the which to hang its p:wton,;ions, Ob1·iotianity has exeTcised
1like drunkenness, the more discriminativ we must b~ somal b~er garten, but if, respecting its orderly cheer~ squntter so,-erAignt.y iD tho world, R.I'_<i ,·efuseB tc veoats until
·as to the means 't3mployed, so as to poncentrate our fulness, you legislate against riotous whisky Ireland forc<od :by law. Jt har r.~il'EJated from th~. houco to t~e fence,
;forces on the vi" tal poi"nt.
cries
fr~m!- tne
fence ~o the .mtch, and there '''. propo~en "': fight,
k out against your partiality
"th
dto. Germany'
. 't or labm''
tl JOID!llg
foxcen vnt.h e.ll r.he lrtWlElRS popnlP.twn of: tl•.A um.guhor·
Let us examin first the negativ results of legisla- rna es common cause WI row JlSm agams gen e- hood."
· ·
tion upon liquor dealing,, because experi"ence has manly
indulgences
in wine. Thus you are politically
An d now, I·r, g ft JSlc· 1~0!>1a·1ng +'.die •';;.
·
t
J0UDJ.rot.ry o f t.h 0
already rendered I"ts verd1"ct u· pon thi"s method of ac- d nven
go the whole hog, and after having, at vast L"f
· rJOt,l s.n~r "r1cnw.ng
" ""' " 1e.ft ,
I e of p au1," you are a bl o to
tion, whereas that whi"ch I favor as more di"rect and cos t of lungs
and dollars, conquered a moral maiority,
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when-he fought the anti-slavery fight. Of Mr. Pillsbury the Congress heard little. His health is not the
best, and he is obliged to husband his strength. But
his mere presence was an inspiration to the younger
members, who can learn much, if they will, from
these veterans in liberty's war. Mr. A. B. Bradford,
who is entitled to rank with the abolition fighters, was
activly engaged at this Congress as the chairman of
the Committee on Resolutions.
The important business of the League was finished
Monday night, and many delegates left on the early
train Tuesday morning; but for those who remained
no trains from the grounds were obtainable until the
evening. Tuesday forenoon was occupied by the
closing session of the League. Mr. S. D. Moore suggested that the afternoon be devoted to a conference.
The visitors had gradually departed until not more
than fifty responded to the ringing of the bell for this
gathering, but tram the illumination of the countenances coming from this little love-feast at its close,
we are inclined to think no session of either convention·was more enjoyed by the audience, who in this
case were also the speakers. But however entertaining it may hav been, time would not wait, and when
the dirty cars of the D., A. V. & P. R. R. halted at the
Lily Dale station, the last of the Freethinkers were
waiting to receive it. As this railroad was never
known by any mistake to make connections with
other. roads, most of the departing guests of the
Cassadaga Lake Free Association were obliged to
remain in Dunkirk or Jamestown over-night, an
opportunity to get something to eat which most of
them embraced. From Jamestown and Dunkirk the
people scattered in all directions; our ex-president
and present secretary returning to New York; Mr.
Watts, first vice-president, going to Toronto; Elizur
Wright to Saratoga to report to a convention assembled there to discuss the forestry laws and best methods of inducing rainfall in arid regions; and the
speakers to fulfil their engagements in various towns
in various states. The general opinion expressed by
the outgoers was that the Convention was not so successful as had been hoped, but that the action taken
at the League Congress was the most importa-nt in
the history of the League, and gave the most promis
of satisfactory results. That over a thousand dollars
should be raised from a little handful of people to
prosecute the work, shows the great enthusiasm existing when once the practical method is pointed out.

Almost War.
The two following dispatches were printed in Monday's daily papers. The first is from London:
"The antagonism in Belgium between the Clericals an(\ the
Liberals is becoming uncontrollable, and threatens to result
in civil war. The Brussels newspapers are flooded with letters from sanguinary Liberals urging the press to publish a
signal for a rising against the Clerical party, and the writers
promis that when the tocsin is sounded there will be no lack
of armed men to enforce the demands of the people. Many
members of the nobility, although nominally Catholics, are
full of indignation against the Clerical program, which they
look upon as tending to- subvert their established rights.
These noblemen are exasperated at the action of the peasants
in voting almost solidly for the Clericals, and they propose a
variety of reprisals. Those of them who are large landholders
propose to take revenge upon their tenants by remaining absent from their property, spending their money in Antwerp
and Brussels, and by evicting the farmer tenants whenever
they can find a legal pretext for such action.
" The Catholic journals of Brussels, such as La Belgique and
the Journal de Brumelle.~, hav been for many days urging the
boycotting of Brussels tradesmen in revenge for the action of
the Liberal mobs which hav threatened and attacked Clerical
processions in Brussels. These incitements are now producing their effect, and life is made a burden to commercial travelers going through the provinces as representativs of Brussels
business houses. In several instances these drummers hav
been threatened with lynching, and some of them h11v been
glad to escape with their lives, leaving trunks full of costly
samples to assuage the fury of the mobs."

The second comes from Brussels and reads as follows:
"The Qf!icial Gazette, of Brussels, announces that the king
has signed the Educational bill. The Gazette makes a strong
appeal to the Liberals to maintain calmness. There were
riotous demonstrations to-day at Alost between a number of
Brussels pedlers and the inhabitants of Alost. The police
were called upon and restored order."

The averting of a similar collision in this country
is the object of the National Liberal League. It is
the only organization in the country standing on such
.ti broad and patriotic ground. The Freethinkers of
1
~'::~~~~·:HC!k~H/' ,~f~,t~e only peo~le with foresight suf.~u~ffi~P.t~dt~.~~~E1~tJ~!tll¥~chmatwns of the. church that
tuo~.!Db!ltl}dlo,;Bil~d1PA~dRlilll@.§t J}.Mf J:t~en the persistent foe of
freedom. Isolated · and scattered throughout the

~0,

country, the Freethinkers can, however, do little to
oppose these machinations. But they can support
the organization which in future will fight, and ultimately defeat, this church, or:any church which undertakes to lord it over the comciences of men, or
dictate how their children shall be educated.
Let there be peace and unity in our own ranks,
that the war against the common enemy may be successfully waged.

Bigotry Rampant in British Columbia.
Having failed in all other means to prevent Col. Robert G·
Ingersoll from securing a hall in Victoria, .British Columbia,
in which to deliver a lecture on orthodoxy, the civil authorities, on learning that he had rented the new Royal Opera
Honse, entered a protest against the building being used for a
public meeting on the ground that means of egress were inadequate in case of fire. Their decision was announced on the
day Ingersoll arrived, the 28th of August-the date he was
announced to lecture. On hearing that there was likely to be
trouble, Mr. Ingersoll stated that he would lecture on the
street, but feared the interference of the police. Learning
that he could charter a steamer then in the harbor, he proposed to charter her at his own expense and take those who
wished to accompany him to Port Townsend free of charge,
when he would deliver his lecture rather than disappoint
them. . However, this altemativ was not taken advantage of.
He and a number of friends had gained admittance to the
Theater Royal, where he proposed to hold the lecture.
Hundreds were waiting outside of the door to gain admittance, but .were stopped by the police. The superintendent
of police ordered the treasurer to stop selling tickets under
pretext that the building was not safe. The treasurer with a
few friends then went around to the west side of the building,
and with an ax cut an entrance. JIIIr. Ingersoll and ladies,
the United States consul, Colonel Stephens, and other ladies
and gentlemen, finally appeared upon the stage. Alderman
Fell, stepping forward, began in a strong speech to condemn
what he proclaimed as. a bold attempt to frustrate free speech,
and said that, though British born, he blushecl this evening
for what had been done. He was enthusiaAtically cheered.
The scene that followed beggars description. Windows and
doors were smashed in, by which entrance was effected. The
police were powerless to keep order or carry out their instructions. The crowd were with the lecturer, and were determined to hear him. During the melee several ladies fainted.
After the police found that they could not prevent the lecturer
going on, they contented themselvs with endeavoring to keep
order. Immediately after the lecture was over Colonel Ingersoll took a steamer for Washington Territory. It is stated
that he will sue the corporation of Victoria for heavy damages.
-Dispatch to the New Yorlc JI<Jral1, qf September 13th.
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my 10ords was evidently copied from the New York Sun of the
previous Monday. The facts about that are briefly as follows:
A reporter of that paper waited on me Saturday evening. I
gave him in substance what I hav written above. He then proceeded to ask a volley of questions which I was very chary in
answering. Among them were inquiries a,; to the. order of exercises, and whether l\Ir. Putnam kept his pledge, which I
positivly declined to answer. Very many of my people hav
asked me these and similar questions, and to all I hav given
the uniform reply: 'I express no opinion whatever.' It does
not look consistent, surely, that after making that reply many
times to all parties, I should giv a detailed and inaccurate description of the whole service with my own minute viewa to
the reporter of a dally newspaper? It is evident that the
dailies wished to make as much of a sensation story of the
whole affair as possible, no matter what the detriment might
be to our community. It is unfortunate al~o, as it tends to fan
a fiame of discord and rupture whi Jh is likely to burn on indefinitly in continued dislike and prejudice, and will be hard
to extinguish. Brethren, while we may jealously guard the
sacred walls of our sanctu11ry against d<Jsecmtion, let us show
the spirit of our savior and master in exercising that Christian
charity which endureth all things, is not puffe£1 up, not easily
provoked, and is the greatest of the three cardinal virtues of
our ChriRtian profession. When a m.m is llenm\t.h the W>wes
of aftliction by the loss of his wife ancl the mother of his
children, whatever the difference of opinion and. religions belief, let us heartily extend the open hand to raise up, an!l the
sincere voice of sympathy to cheer and to win to him who
wept himself with those that wept at the grave. For the sake
of truth and charity and religion I offer these explanations.
"Very truly yours in the Christian ministry,
"H. MARTIN KELLOG.
"Sound Beach Parsonage, Aug. 30, 1884."
THE Rev. Dr. Sexton, of England, is creating great excitement in Toronto by lecturing against Secularism, ana has become quite popular with the churches. This Mr. Sexton is an
old antagonist of the English Secularists, and Mr. Watts has
arrived at Toronto in good time to meet him, which he proposes to do in a four nights' debate. In the mean time Mr.
Watts is lectming a.t Albert Hall, 'roronto. On the 14th hA
expounded the principles ::mel aims of Secularism, and to-morrow, the 21st, he examins the claims of Christianity. His
further dates and subjects at the same place are as follows:
Sept. 28th, "Secularism Proverr to be Superior to Christianity;' '
Oct. 5th, "Morality and Religion; Is Man Necessarily a Religious Being?" Oct. 12th, "l~eligious Fanaticism; Its Cause ltncl
Cure;" Oct. l!Jth, "Agnosticism; An Exposition and Defense.''
When our presidential campaign is ended, so that the public
can be reached on sober matters, Mr. Watt2 will come ilown to
New York to join the secretary of the League in the Liberal
campaign.' In thA mean time routes will be lttid out and arrangements made by Mr. Putnam.
THE "Home Missionary" of the American Nonr;rmformi8t is
rustling through the towns of Iowa in the interest ~f himself
and General Butler. He met many Liberals, among them the
stanch Dutton families, who stood by Mr. Bennett so grandly
when he was in trouble, and huH sinco stood by the paper he
founded. Of the meeting the "missionary" says: "At Grand
Mound we met the Dutton's, four in number of families, all
highly respected citizens of their rcspectiv localities. Mrs.
Flora Dutton, wife of LeRoy Dutton, is well known over the
state as one of the most uncompromising reformers. ·when
D. M. Bennett was in prison, she paid $10 a mont.h toward h in
defense fund the eleven months he was confined; when hereturned from his trip around the world he was down here ancl
made quite a stop with his old, tried, and true friends, and today, if you want to raise a fight with any of the Duttons, you
h"v only to attack the goorl name of D. M. Bennett."

Editorial Notes.
THE Rev. H. Martin Kellog, of Sound Beach, Conn., appears to be an honorable sort of man.
It will be remembered that Mr. Samuel P. Putnam was called to that hamlet a
few weeks since to comfort, so far as a funeral discourse may,
the family of Charles Palmer, whose wife had died. In interviews with Mr. Kellog, published in the daily papers, that
minister was made to insinuate that the use of the church in
which the service was held was obtained dishonorably by Mr.
Putnam pretending to be an ordained preacher. We took the
liberty at the time of denying this point blank, for Mr. Putnam is not the man to do a dishonest act. Mr. Kellogg himself now corroborates our statement. In the Stamford Hemld
of the 3d inst. are three letters, one from Mr. Palmer, over
the grave of whose wife the Christians hav tried to wage the
battle, one from l'IIr. Bladwortb, who made the arrangements
for the funeral, and one from Mr. Kellog. We hav room for
only the latter:

FnEEDOM of thought means, to some members of the class
calling themselvs "Freethinkers," license of expression. A
number of persons from this class are at present holding n
convention at Cassadaga, in Uhautrmcp111 county, N. Y., in
which they are airing rather loose sentir11ents on the Bible;, roligion, morality, and the Almighty. Miss IIelen H. G1mlnor
is delivering her lectnre on "Men, \Vomen, rmcl Gods," which
she offered to a New York audience last winter. Miss Gardiner is pleasant to look upon, ancl a p)'()ferlc of .Hobert G. Ingersoll. Miss Gardiner might very well lle in better company
"EDITOR HER.l.LD: Please allow me to correct some inaccu- and engaged in a nobler aud more womftnly work. l'IIr. Courtracies which crept into the report of the recent funeral which landt Palmer on Sunday was to tell whrtt Le thinks of "The
was held in the First Congregational church of Greenwich Supreme Being." It may interest hirn somo time to know what
the supreme being thinks of Mr. Comt.landt Palmor.-IT€ralrl.
published in last week's Herald. It must be llcknowledged
all to be unwise and harmful to the cause of religion anrl h uJournalists are not, as 1\ rule, theologians. The editor of
manity to hav misrepresentations of such a matter promulgated through the press, and still worse to permit them to the JTemlrl shows about ns much knowledge of Liberalism 11s
remain uncorrected to continue their injurious influence. '!.'he the writer in the Times did of religion~ m11tters when hr; ruofficers of our church were unanimous in granting the use of ferred to Methodism ns "a mild form of Crtl vinisrn."
the edifice for the funeral, upon the single condition that the
officiating clergyman be a regularly ordained evangelical minIN Tm;; Tnu'l'JI f-iEEKJm of Augn~t l()th we callerlattention to
ister of the gospel. Two hours before the hour appointed for the efforts being made hy Willis McDannald, of Milton, to secthe service, Mr. Putnam, of New York city, was brought to the
parsonage, and introduced to me as the minister selected. ularize his state, Oregon. He prepared. petitions, and sent
He stated that he wished to see me .personally before proceed- them to all the Liberals in the state that he conld h"ar from.
ing to the service, as he coulrr not meet the imposerr condi- He wtmts now to communicate with some adclitional ones, nnr.l
tion, not being an evangelical clergyman, or now a clergyman also to state that all potitions Hhonld he rtturnecl to him J.y
of any sect or denomination. He s!lid he was ordained a Trinitarian Congregationalist, afterward became a Unitarian Con- December 20th. Thns far all the expense h11s been borne lly
gregationalist, and then merged into r~iberalism. He pro- himself alone, ancl a little assistance in that way wonlcl also he
?eeded to !"olniltarily pledge himself not to preach any relig- gratefully appreciutecl. If he is supporter! as he should be in
wns doctrm or do~a of any sort, that he was not here for this endeavor, he is sanguin of success. Col. Ingersoll has
that purpose, nor ~id ~e seek ~ny controversy, but that ~e been in the state, ancl met with his usnP.l grand success. The
had respo~ded to his fnends to s1mply exte~d the syn:pathies colonel told Mr. McDannalcl that he would commend his efof humamty and truth to the bereaved family and fr~ends of
.
.
.
·
the decease'd Mrs. Palmer. Mr. Putnam, in all his conversa- forts wherever be spoke m Oregon. If the resHlent J~1berals
tion and bearing, evinced himself to be a most courteous gen- will do as much, the news from Oregon will be glorious.
tleman, and en titled to respectful and reciprocal treatment.
i\IEssns. ·WATTs, Putnam, Romr;hurg, and Macdonalrl are inUpon his statements, I replied that I would take the responsibility of removing the barrier of the imposed condition for the debteci to Mr. Wm. H. Wyman, of Dunkirk, for a very interuse of the church, and freely and cordially sanction the funeral esting trip through tho Brooks Locomotiv Works, loeated in
obsequies. He asked with evident solicitude if it would not his town, and with which he is connected. Ile will please
create some unpleasant feeling in the community, and sairl he
did not wish to be an instrument of social disturbance. I re- accept the thanks of all tho gentlemrm for the pleasant anrl
plied that undoubtedly there would be much talk about it, but instructiv time spent in his com pan~'·
he need not heed that, but proceed to perform his dntv. The
A:o~Y one having a copy of TnE 'fnuTn f-iEE.E:En of August 30th
statement in the Herald that 'the pastor felt some trepidation
about allowing the ceremony to proceed,' is wholly contrary to that can be spared will do us a favor by returning it to this
fact. I could hav staid the proceedings by a word of refusal office. Our supply has bec!l exhausted by reason of that isat that juncture, but from such a manly, candid declaration
from Mr. Putnam, I was quick to see that that would not be sue containing Mr. Andrews's comparison of and reply to
the true spirit of humanity or of Christ in the time of mourning. Messrs. Harrison ancl Spencer, and yet the demand is not
The lengthy description of the service given in the Herald as satisfied.

by
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proof. It is, therefore, our duty as rational beings to investigate the matter, and ascertain for ourselvs the truth or falsity
of such a sweeping assertion.
It appears to me that the claim of divine origin must of necessity rest entirely on the doctrin of the immaculate concepMuRRAY, 0., Sept. 2, 284.
tion. If that doctrin is true, Chri10tianity is of divine origin.
MR. EDIToR: I desire once more to write a letter to you to
If false, Christianity is as destitute of divinity as the Liberal
infmm you that I am still on the side of Freethought and reLeague of yonr city. Consequently the qnestion very naturally
form.
arises, Is that doctrin true? and we answer by saying that such
I inclose petition for state secularization. Please excuse
an occurrence is contrary to all the operations of nature, so
the dilapidated condition yon will find it in. ·A' friend of
far as known to man; therefore we are justified in rejecting it
mine to whom I had sent a petition for him to take around,
as false until substantiated by proof of the strongest descripin an'swer to my letter, said in regard to the petition, ''I think
tion.
little about it (recognition of God, etc.). Paine sincerely beBut the church says we must believe that without faith it
lieved in God, and exp cted to be happy beyond the grave.
is impossible to please God. And we reply that without eviSome of the petition is repugnant to my feelings. I am not
dence it is impossible for faith to exist. Therefore, if Godan Atheist. I shall not .~stracize myself nor ruin my business
wishes us to believe a statement or proposition which both
in traveling with such a petition; there is no pay in it, and the
reason and o·bservation tell us is false, he must furnish proof
community I liv in would soon let me feel I am not prepared
sufficient to bring conviction to the mind that such a statefor the ordeal o£ proscription."
READING, KaN., Aug. 30, 1884.
mentor proposition is true. ·we cannot believe, or, in other
I will state right here that this friend and myself. hav correMR. EDITOR: I notice a. communication from Geo. T. Bruce, words, we cannot hav faith without evidence to force convicsponded regulady for the last fifteen years, and I had every
reason to believe he was an Infidel, and so he is; but he is one from San Francisco, Cal., favoring prohibition. I am sur- tion on .the mind. It would be just as reasonable to ask a
of that kind who, having found out the fallacies and supersti- prised that an Infidel, which he says he is, who has become jury of twelve men to render a verdict on the guilt or innotion connected with the Christian religion, is satisfied to re- such from a full and free exercise of his own mind, or one cence of a prisoner before hearing the eviclence, as to ask peamain idle, or unmindful of the thousands who are yet "patrons that possesses that spirit of Liberalism which we expect to find pie to believe without proof. Consequently such a thing as
among Infidels, should take the position which he does.
faith iii the doctrin of the immaculate conception, or in the.
of its corruption."
I deny that prohibition ever originated with Infidelism. He . divinity of Christianity, cannot exist in the minds of people
With your kind permission I will state that I am very much
indebted to Mr. Eliiott Preston, that grand humanitarian, for says: "The movement of prohibiting the crime .of selling in-· who hav given the subject a careful and candid consideration.
anti-vivisectional literature that he sent me some time ago, the toxicating liquor is an Infidel movement, and originated from Therefore the oft-repeated dogma, "Believe or be damned,"
perusal of which has convinced me or the uselessness of vivi- scientific investigation," all of which I positivly deny. While although written in a so-called sacred book, is not only outsection, scientific or otherwise. 'l'he evidence is also so strong I admit that Infidelity has given freedom to a great amount of rageously false, but is in the highest degree absurd and opin favor of anti-vivisection that I feel justified in saying that mental slavery, and opened up channels for scientific research, posed to every principle of sound reason and common sense.
unless the practice of vivisection is immediately stopped in I deny that prohibition is in any sense a resultant of that sci enChristianity has now been in existence for a period of nearly
the physiological schools, our students will be reduced to a tific investigation; but, on the contrary, has proceeded from two thousand years, cluring which time it has had a multistate of demoralization that will take years of ethical teachings that trammeled condition of mind which we find in the ortho. tude of learned and able expounders of its principles. It
dox church. While it is true that scientific research has dem- has succeeded in accumulating a vast amount of wealth and
to eradicate.
The following is one of the many ways the vivisectionists onstrated that alcoholic liquors used to excess are injurious to influence among the civilized nations of the globe, it has by
treat their subjects in order to reduce them to a fit condition the human system, and while I admit the fact that Infidelity legislativ enactments an c1 otherwise obtained privileges which
for their examination: "Planting nails sharp and numerous is energetic in advancing knowledge and progress in all re- are denied other institutions of a similar nature; yet with all
through the feet of the animal in such a manner as to render forms to the betteri:qg of the condition of mankind, I deny its privileges, wealth, and influence, it has signally failed to
the creature almost motionless, because in every movement it that it is the province or intention of Infidelity, or that Infi- accomplish the object of its mission, which, its p1·omoters say,
delity recognizes the right, to deprive any man of what he de- was to free the world from sin and misery, and establish peace
would bav felt its torment more acutely."
Great goodness, such cruelty! The above was the pet sires, however injurious it may be to him. The idea should be and happiness among mankind. Seeing, then, that the prinhobby of Professor Mantegazza. How any sane man can for repulsiv to every true Infidel.
ciples of this great and powerful institution hav been proThe sentiment is of the church, and not of Infidelity. The claimed so long and loud to the world with no better results,
a moment think of anything being gained by the above operachurch says to its ignorant followers, "I know, and you don't would it not be advisable for these holy men, the preachers,
tion is more than I can tell.
Are we not told upon good authority that what will kill a know. I am the result of scientific investigation, and I pro- to throw up the sponge and honestly acknowledge defeat?
hawk will fatten a chicken? and as a chicken resembles a hawk hibit you from eating any meat on Friday." Infidelity appeals And we all know how these pious people dread the approach
considerably, at least, more than does man a dog, we feel only to reason. He says that the liberty for which we con- of that young giant which they call Infidelity, although only a
safe in saying that a vivisectional operation upon one species tend is the liberty of the highwayman, when he puts his pistol youth (figurativly speaking), without either wealth or influcan neve:r result in giving us any knowledge in regard to an- to his victim's head and says, "Your money or your life," ence, marching forward so rapidly that in a short time he
other species. What then? Why, in order to obtain any which sentiment, it seems to me, could not hav come from will shake their venerable institutions to their very foundations
knowledge (physiologically) of man, it will be necessary to an Infidel who has become such by his own research itnd -not with such carnal weapons as Christianity used to estabtake man for a subject, and then it is known that what will reason, from the fact that the position and idea are too ridicu- lish her authority, but with the sacred instruments of truth
effect a cure for one will in some cases act in an opposit course lous to hav proceeded from such. The rum-seller and the and reason.
for another. But be that as it may, for the sake of argument highwayman might possess the same feelings toward their felThe churches everywhere lament the sin and wickedness that
say that the vivisection of one man will benefit a thousand. low-men because the same man might pursue both of their exist within the fold of what they call the faithful, and canAre we going to stand idle and permit human beings to be avocations, but in no other case could I see that there would didly admit that with all their exertions and most determined
slaughtered in the name of science? As a votary of human- be necessarily any similarity in their relativ positions or feel- efforts they are unable to stem the torrent of iniquity which is
ity, I protest against such cruelties. When vivisection would ings toward their fellow-men.
continually rushing into the camp of their most devoted folhav reached such a bight, we would all protest. Why then
The rum-seller would keep his goods eternally if there was lowers. Such being the actual conditipn of the churches, how
not protect the lower animal-dog, horse, etc.-as we would no one's desires to supply. It is unreasonable to say that pro- can we believe Christianity to be a divine institution? Yet the
the higher animal-man? Let us hav no compromise. Let hibition is not to prohibit the drinker, but only to prohibit him Christian, with all his imperfections and wickedness, will be
us hav the total prohibition of vivisection. Allow me to say who sells. If there were no one to want, there would be no wafted to heaven, while the Freethinker or doubter whose only
that "A Pman of Liberty," by Elliott Preston, in last week's need of the law, so that prohibition can only mean to deprive sin is unbelief will be consigned to perdition.
RoBT. S. CoLVIN.
TRuTrr SEEKER, was splendid; in fact, everything that flows a man of what he wants, and is bound to be so construed,
f~om his pen is good.
which is il-Liberal and also un-Infidel. While Infidelity would
HELENA, NEB., Sept. 4, 1884.
If I am not taking too much space, I would like to inform favor all law that would redound to the welfare of humanity
MR. EDITOR: Let me say at the outset that out of fifteen difyou how the men of this place were insulted yesterday by the in protecting life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, It
governor (Hoadly) of this state. As you are aware, "these are would also favor all law that would extend to every human be- ferent papers I read, none suits me as well as THE TRuTH
the times that try men's souls," especially in this part of the ing a perfect liberty to do what he pleases, unless it be a forced SEEKER. The editorials are up with the times, and, when neccountry. The miners of this place hav now been on strike injury to his fellow-men. But the rum-seller's injury-if, per- essary, can strike right out from the shoulder. Your corretwelve weeks, that is, contending for their rights against the chance, he does an injury to his fellow-men-is not forced, and spondents are generally A. No. 1, except, perhaps, it be those
unjust demands of the operators, which demands, if conceded is as much an unknown injnry to him as it is to the merchant who attempt to enlighten ns in the affairs of other worlds, or
to on the part of the miners, would reduce them (the miners) who sells the pistol with which the purchaser commits suicide. tell us of a life that stretches out upon the broad ocean of
to a state of slavery, equal to, if not worse than, the slavery But there is another feature of the prohibitory law of which I eternity. Now, I hav no desire to take away or destroy one
oE 1860. Did space permit, I would giv it to you in full. wish to speak. It is not only wrong in principle, but it is ray of hope, nor even that peace of mind that those who think
Suffice it to say that the demand is so tyrannical in its nature wrong in view of the object which it is intended to accomplish. they believe in a future life claim to hav or possess, but I
that the miners are determined to resist to the bitter end. Is it not a fact that human nature is so constituted that con- would be plea5ed to know at what period of our physical de'l'bey (the oporRtors) hav their mine of this place filled up tention fosters curiosity, and curiosity demands knowlegde, velopment does spirit or soul begin. It seems to me that they
with "foreign laborers," about one hundred and twenty in and knowledge demands experience? It is truthfully said that ought at least to know something of the spirit-soul in the presnumber.
what is true of families is also true of nations. In the house ent, before they pretend to tell so much about its future. I
'l'he company, which is, as I said in a former letter, a very there is whisky, but the father says to his boys, "You cannot hav known of quite a number myself, besides hearing of a
large syndicate under the title of "C. & H. C. & I. Co.," not get any of that whisky to drink, because I hav it locked up in great many more, who hav received injuries that deprived
being satisfied with taking the bread out of the mouths of the my chest." If those boys had the brains necessary to ever be- them of their physical senses, but I never knew nor heard
miners' wives and children, has added the last "hair to the come Infidels, they would be into that chest the very first op- of a case where the spirit-soul ever took cognizance of
camel"s back" by orderiRg them to vacate the houses, which portunity.
anything that happened while in this condition and reis being resisted on the part of the miners by taking legal proThe prohibitory law says to the people: "You can't hav ported it to the senses after they had become conscious.
ceedings. There hav been, to my knowledge, but two cases whisky. You don't know what you want. You think you need Would it not be well for those who are so mightily fltirred up
won on the part of the miners. In all cases where the com- whisky, but you don't. You, the minority, can't get whisky, when we question the truth of their so-called spirit manifestapany wins, the miners are immediately ejected. It will thus because we, the majority, hav got it locked up." The minority tions to try at least to giv some demonstration to prove that
be seen that monopoly not only takes the bread from the get it and drink it, partly to assert their rights, and partly to they had a spirit themselvs, before they tried to stuff us with
wives and children of the miners, but throws them upon the gratify their curiosity, which contention for and against the the idea that one just went out of that corpse? I hav stood by
cold charity of a much colder world. In view of all this it is law has created.
the bedside of the dying with my fingers on the feeble pulse
but justice to the miners to say they are taking the matter
This is the way the prohibitory law works here in Kansas, till the last faint flicker ceased, and I never yet hav seen anypeacefully and philosophically. Well, to come to the point and in every other state where it has been tried.
thing in this last trying moment that would lead me to think
in question, yesterday a dispatch was received at this placeI am prepared to assert, without fear of successful contradic- otherwise than "as the one clieth, so dieth the other; yea,
by 11 prominent Democrat-stating that the governor would tion, that prohibition fosters intemperance here in Kansas, and they hav all one breath; so that [in death] !I man hath no prebe here some time during the clay, and to hav as many men as ever will wherever adopted.
eminence above a beast. All go unto one place; all are of the
W. H. PENFIELD.
possible to meet him. He was to come on the train. I saw
dust, and all turn to dust again." But, Mr. Editor, who
the dispatch myself. In consequence of this a very large (for
OMAHA, NEB., Aug. 28, 1884.
knows? I know they say they hav the evidence, but is the
this place) number of men were congregated at the depot
JliiR. EDIToR: Christianity, as a system of religion, claims to evidence any better than that offered by that shouting Mathwhen the train came in, all expecting that Gov. Hoadly w~ld be of divine origin, and boldly proclaims to the world that it dist or that long-faced Presbyterian? Again, who knows?
address them. '{'he general feeling among the men was that is the only channel ~hrough which the human race can escape Does Mr. Chainey know? I presume he knows it just as well
the governor's object in coming down was to address and ad- a life of endless miseiy, and obtain a life of joy and happiness as he did when he was preaching Christ crucified, and not one
vise the people. Such an addi·ess! Wonderful advice! for evermore. The church says to the people, individually and whit better. He UHed to trot out the Holy Ghost. I wonder
Glorious eloquence! What! Do you think the governor collectivly, Unless you subscribe to our creed, and meekly if he can now trot out one that has not got any holes in it.
spoke to the people? No. He reminds me of the Christian comply with all the requirements of the gospel, as interpreted Aside from all jokes, my experience is such that I hav found
Jehovah who did all his speaking through his man Moses, but by us, you will most assuredly be damned forever. Now, sir, in every case, no matter how mild it may be, where it is tinctprobably Hoadly had no man Moses, or again, perhaps the that is certainly a most extraordinary assertion, and should not I ured with ghosts, spirits, souls, witches, demons, hobgoblins,
"cat had his tongue." Whatever the reason may me, suffice by any means be accepted as true unless supported by positiv gods, or devils, they always hav their origin through and from
it to say that the governor of the state of Ohio did not recog·
nize his constituents in their time of trouble. No, he came
through like some great magnate on his throne in company
with monopoly under the title of "C. & H. C. & I. Co.," or
like an asteroid whose circumference the people could not
touch. Freethinking governor though he may be, he has lost
a great number of friends in this place. There is no doubt
that the dispatch was sent here for the express purpose
of gathering the men together to create a demonstration so
that the governor would go away under the impression that
this place was in a lawless condition, when such is not the
case. Such remarks as the following could be heard from the
crowd as they were leaving after the governor had gone: "Did
not the governor make a splendid address?" "Was it not
good advice?" "Such eloquence !" etc.
The men, wiilhout an exception, were disgusted and felt they
had been insulted by the head executiv of the state of Ohio.
Yours for the right,
D. E. LEWIS.
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the same cause, a morbid constitution, an unnatural physical
development, a diseased organism. There are hundreds of
thousands that only need one shake more to do the same, or
worse, that Freeman did.
Yours for a sound physical and intellectual development,
and the ghosts will be banished from the earth.
W. P. BROOKS.
CLEVELAND, 0., Sept. 9, 284.
MR. EDIToR: The city of Cleveland has just passed through
a fearful ordeal, which seemed at one time as though it would
destroy the entire business portion of the city; but, the wind
shifting in another direction, through the herculean efforts of our firemen, the fire was confined to the flats. But it
is over now. That which I regret the most is the enforced
idleness of several hundred men. But what a change! Saturday, when I was down on the flats, all was life and activity;
men were piling lumber and unpiling lumber, and hauling
it to the mills; everything denoted thrift and industry. Sunday night, when I went down on the flats, a different scene
arose before my gaze. On the flats where so many men had
been at work at their several trades the day before, the immense lumber pil!ls, the great factories, and the iron works
were in a mass of flames; while every available space as far as
you could see was occupied by people. Tuesday, 9 A.M.,
where are those men I saw working last Saturday? Idle.
Where are the great piles of lumber I saw there Saturday?
They hav ascended in smoke. Where are the large mills I saw
there Saturday? They too hav gone up in smoke. And now
I would like to ask my Christian brothers and sisters where
was their great, good, an(l just God; that being who watches
over his children with such tender care? My Christian friends,
where was he? Where was tlfis great omnipotent being;
where was this person, this spirit, or whatever you call him,
who, by his simple word, can make or unmake worlds at a
time ; where was he while this fire was destroying this property in Cleveland? Why did he not exercise some of his
power then? Oh, well! poor fellow, I suppose he was counting hairs or watching sparrows fall and didn't see the fire.
A few more words and I am through. On page 574 of THE
TRUTH SEEKER is an illustration, the vivisector's death-bed.
What an awful scene does that represent! When I look at
that picture it makes me shudder. Wall has Mr. Preston
portrayed, in the poem under the picture, that which must
arise before the vision of a man who has spent his time in
torturing helpless animals under the plea of scientific investigation for the improvement of the human race. I hav given
this matter a little study, to try and find where vivisection had
proved a benefit to man, but I hav found but one result as
yet, and the further I go the plainer it is. May Mr. Preston
continue to show up this inhuman practice until the last
vestige of it is wiped from the face of the earth.
With my best wishes for the continued success of the grand
old TRUTH SEEKER, I am Yours truly, DENNis A. LossiNG.

most anti-natural, _crude, and ignorant character. The prellent ideas are so many links in the chain of past paganisms.
The dogma of· another life outside of this planet hath been
the theme of priestcraft for thousands of ages; it was the only
thing they had to offer for the people's money. It is the same
to-day. Seventy thousand useless persons are this day, within
the limits of these states, promulgating this dogma, and not
one of them knows the least iota of any such thing as a sure
and certain fact. Every honest and sensible person must
know, or ought to know, that this, and all other dogmas, are
the wildest speculations, not bearing the least semblance to
solid facts. In short, there is not one religion extant but
what is chimerical and full of errors, when compared with the
scientific laws of nature, as now well understood by the students of nature's grand philosophy. There is no affinity or
unison between riature and religion. They are antagonisms,
and can never stand on a par. The one is founded on indelible law, and the other on the most fickle, fantastic, and changeable whims. The one is unmistakable and solid, and the other
is froth, excitement, and the wildest folly. Religion is a mixture of dreams, ghosts, and blood. Had it not been for this
compound, a three-headed myth would never hav been worshiped.
Yours for common sense,
T. WINTER, Materialist.
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ALEXANDER, ARK., Sept. 2, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hav to thank you for still sending THE TRUTH
SEEKER for so long a time after the expiration of the time paid
for. My business has been very dull this summer, but with
the advent of cooler weather, land geekers from the North will
come and, consequently, an increase of my business. I hav
everything to contend with in this priest-ridden country.
Every man who does not attend their pow-wows and help support the preacher is ostracized and lied about. The sky pilots
are holding one of their jamborees here. You can hear them
yell for a mile; and their poor credulous dupes sit and take it
all in. Here in the South, Christianity is not dying out by any
means, but is gaining strength. The mass of people believe
that the preacher is the mouthpiece of Jehovah. To illustrate: A gentleman from illinois attended one of these revivals, and for simply saying that it was disgusting to see men
and women perform like a lot of monkeys, and if that was the
effect of getting religion he wanted none of it in his, he was
arrested for speaking disrespectfully of Christianity, and fined.
ANDREW J. HALL.
IDAHO SPRINGs, CoL., Sept. 8, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: .We hav just finished reading Colonel Kelso's
"Bible Analyzeil," and pronounce it one of the ablest works of
the kind we ever read; indeed, we think that it would be impossible for any thinking mind to read this work and any
longer regard the Bible as a sacred and good book; therefore
we would warn all good Christians that believe in the Bible
and the God of the Bible not to read Kelso's analysis of the
Bible, for if_ they do, like our first parents, their eyes will be
opened, and they will no longer remain in the beautiful garden of Eden.
Please find herewith money-order for "The Real Blasphemers," and three months' subscription to your valuable
and fearless paper-THE TRU'l"H SEEKER.
Mns. H. A. HouGH.

THE ENEMY COMING !
BANGoR, ME., Sept. 9, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: As you are continually on the watch-tower of
truth, let me tell you and your readers something about the
state election which took place yesterday. Being in the city
I took a walk to see what they were doing.
At the place I visited were three ladies gaily dressed, with
votes which they handed to_ every one, with the word "Yes,"
printed in large letters. If any one wanted a negativ vote
they had to call for it, and the word "No" was printed in
small letters. The ladies used strong, earnest language to
persuade every one to vote "Yes," and it is understood a large
MANSFIELD, P A., Sept. 3, 284.
vote was thrown in the state for the prohibition amendment.
Mn. EDITon: Inclosed please find seventy-five cents to apply
Handbills were posted up in all the voting places, one of
which I inclose for you, and a very much larger one was put to my subscription. I would like to hav all the errors in the
on an omnibus and driven round the city. Please print the Bible exposed, so that the committee on revision can correct
words on the bill that the readers of THE TnuTH SEEKER may them. For instanee, in the thirty-sixth chapter of Genesis it
know that "the enemy is coming." The poster reads as reads: "And these are the kings that reigned in the land of
Edom before there reigned any king over the children of
follows:
"For God, and Home, and Nativ Land! The defenders of Israel" (31st verse). 1 Samuel, tenth chapter, first verse, reads
these interests should vote YES on the constitutional amend- (1095 years B.C.): "Then Samuel took a vial of oil ancl poured
ment."
it upon his head, and kissed him" (making Saul king of
I hav not been in Bangor for a long time, and as so much Israel). 1 Chronicles, twenty-first chapter, eighth verse (81Jl
has been said about rum-selling here, I took a walk to see if years n.c.), says they (the Edomites) made them~elvs a king,
making an error of 204 years. How is it?
0. J. LovELL.
I could find any open bars.
They can be found by scores, and the rum-bottles are in
plain sight, as much as flour barrels in the grocery stores. I
BnoNsoN, Fr,A., Aug. 21, 1884.
hav been here four days, but hav not seen one person intoxiMR. EDI'l"on: Inclosed find $3.60-$3 to apply on Trm 'l'nuTII
cated. Friends, remember that "God-in-the-Constitution" SEEKER, and for the balance send me "Crimes of Preachers,"
comes next.
SEwARD MrrcHELL.
"Freethinkers' Almanac," and" False Claims." And now that
JoRDAN, MINN., Sept. 5, 1884.
P.S.-It was an inspiring sight to see the cheerful f~tce of the the monument is completed, I repeat the offer I made last
- Mn. EDIToR: In looking over some back numbers of THE dear TRUTH SEEKER in the houses of my esteemed friends, winter, viz., a donation of twenty acres of lanrl on. which o
TRuTH SEEKER, I ran across a short article by Elliott Preston, Albert and William Lewis.
S. M.
build a home for needy and superannuated Liberals. The locaindorsing an articie by P. G. Peabody, relativ to the improtion is very healthy, pleusant, and convenient to railroads.
BowMAN, GA., Aug. 25, 1884.
priety of Christian "antics" over the body of a dead Infidel.
There are a number of intelligent Liberals already residing
Mn. EDITon: I hav just read an address on the excellences here as permanent settlers. 'l'he climate is pnrticularly agreeHe says it is contemptible and disgraceful, and those who carry
out such a farce over his defenseless remains (knowing full of the Christian religion in a recent number of the Hartwell able to persons well advanced in years.
well that, if he were alive, he would protest with all his be- Sun, by F. B Doyle. The author of this address was, on my
Yours for progress and Freethought,
0. HICHAUDSON.
ing against such an outrage) are not his friends, but traitors first acquaintance, and until riJcently, an avowed Atheist,
and, notwithstanding he has returned to the old superstitious
to the love they professed to bear for him while living.
ANOOLA, INn., Sept. 1, 1884.
Reading the above article reminded me of just such a farce mire called Christianity, I must confess my love and admiraMR. EDITon: Please find inclosed S3, to pay another year
as l'vir. Preston refers to, that was carried out in this place not tion for him, as he was one of the main subordinate levers by for the grand olcl 'l'nuTH SmmEn, which is certainly carrying
very long ago, and I think that every Freethinker will agree which I was extricated from the quicksands or imaginary out its mission by granting all parties the privilege of being
with Mr. Preston that such conduct on the part of the friends fabric called the Christian religion. And as I am endeavoring heard through its columns. I hav been 11 Spiritualist for
of a dead Infidel is both contemptible and disgraceful. But to work you up a few new subscribers, in which I think I will thirty-two years, yet I like to read those Materialistic ideas of
is it not a fact that they are very frequently driven to such a succeed ere long. I send you the original address, trusting Elmina, Winter, and others. Man cannot believe what he will,
course for want of an appropriate funeral service to be used you will everlastingly riddle him. '!.'hough it be a small thing but must believe from tho force of evidence.
at the funerals of _Freethinkers. And is it not a fact that there with you, it is a good big gun down here. At least do me the
Yours for truth and progress,
Dn. ,J. H. MoonE.
are hundreds of communities in which a man could not be favor to dismount his popgun and spike it, as I hav promised
found who would feel entire confidence in his own ability to some that are beginning to drink of Liberal water pretty
BuTr,rm, N. J., Sept. 1, 1884.
deliver an appropriate funeral address, extemporaneously, but freely, if you will condescend to cleave him up through your
Mn. EmTon: As some of our Liboml friends of this place
with an appropriate funeral service, or some appropriate columns, I will hand it round. I see my time of subscription
are of the opinion that machinery is only beneficial to the informs that could be varied to suit nearly ever case, plenty of will soon expire if I should fail to remit for renewal. Please
ventors and the capitalist, and more or less injurious to the
send
on
my
paper,
as
I
will
soon,
and
hav
the
promis
of
others.
men could be found who would not object to officiate on such
workingman, I request some of our Liberal friends to be kind
Yours as true as steel,
J. A. HAIRSTON.
occasions. Why, then, will not some of those able writers,
enough to giv m some information on the subjec.t through tho
[The address to which Mr. Hairston refers either miscarrietl
who contribute such masterly articles to the columns of THE
columns of 'l'HE TnuTH SEEKrm. It occurs to me they are in
We hav no doubt that he
TnuTH SEEKER, write an appropriate funeral service, or a in the mails or has been mislaid.
error, and ought to be enlightened on the subject.
variety of appropriate forms, for that purpose, and hav them himself carries guns heavy enough to dismount those of Mr.
GEo. KuAHll-mll.
printed in pamphlet form, together with a select collection of Boyle, and suggest that our friend undertake the task himself.
What
assistance
is
nece'ssary
we
will
endeavor
to
supply.-ED
Liberal songs? With a copy or two of a pamphlet of this deGr-ENVJT,LE, CoNN., Sept. 1, 1884.
scription in every community where there are Freethinkers, T. S.]
MR. Enrron: I believe there is a fair chance for a good docthey would be prepared for emergencies, and in all probabiltor in this village. If you know of one, please place m6 in
MILNERSVILLE, 0., Aug. 31, 1884.
ity might prevent the carrying out of the Christian farce, or
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find something that speaks communication with him. 'l'his village has about four hundred
Christian antics, over the dead bodies of Freethinkers.
Hoping that the above subject will receive the attention it for itself. On this same day there is another one of these inhabitants, and about four hundred more within a radius of
things at Winchester, Guernsey county, within four miles of six miles. '!.'here is no doctor here at present, and nono within
deserves, I am, with highest regards,
H. J. MUNSON.
here. They call them colored camp-meetings. Last Sunday three miles. 'l'he place is growing.
Yours fraternally,
THoMAS KNOTT.
[The suggestion here made is a good one, and has to some there were just seven negroes on the ground. The rest of the
extent been anticipated by the publication of "The Truth crowd were white people, who put in their time (at least, a
MuSou:nr, RAN., Ang. 2, 1884.
Seeker Collection of Forms, Hymns, and Ceremonies,•· which great many of them) horse-trading , drinking, quarreling, and
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3 to renew my 'l'nu'l'II
can be obtained at this office for 75 cents, and which will be having a good time generally. All for Christ's sake.
SEEKER subscription. Fifteen months' ac<1uaintance with it
DR. W. B. RosAMOND.
Very truly yours,
found to contain appropriate services for the sad occasions of
hoo made me feel that I shall never willingly do without it.
whieh our correspondent speaks.-ED. T. S.]
The inclosure referred to by Dr. Rosamond is in the form of With best wishes for your success in a great and good work,
a "dodger,'' and reads as follows:
Yours sincerely,
M. A. T. STEEI'EU.
I am,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
"Last Day! of the Colored Camp-Meeting ! Now in session
MR. EDITOR: As thy valuable columns are open to all opin- on the Newcomerstown Fair Grounds, will close Sunday, Aug.
WESTMINsTER, CAL., Aug. 20, 1884.
ions, not excepting the most pronounced Infidel, I once again 31, 1884. God is making a wonderful display of his spirit.
Mn. EmTon: Send us a good Liberal speaker to the "Land
Let all come and join us in the praise of our God. Good
send a few lines, with no other motiv thaD to do some little Preachers and Singers in attendance. Also Mrs. Lucy Cooper, uf the Angels." 'l'his county and Stm Bernardino and Santa
good by spreading broadcast the honest truth, as found in the the Lady Evangelist, a Wonderful Power for Christ. Come Barbara counties can and will pay a good speaker and reasoner
grand and universal laws of nature. There is no part or por- and hear for yourself! Prea~hing at 3 o'clock P.liL, by Rev a good salary. Correspondence solic;_ted.
S. P. BATES.
tion of these laws which point or direct mankind to any other Jos!lph Bane, of Zanesville, Ohio, after which will take place
the
services
of
the
Return
of
the
Prodigal
Son,
and
killing
Jf
world but the one in which they were· born. All those many
the Fatted Calf, with a Rejoicing over the Son ! The Ten VirA ooon way to promote the cause of Freethoug-ht
schemes and inventions which hav from time immemorial gins! Preaching at 7:30P.M., after which the Ten Virgins -.'ill
been either imposed or forced on this planet, and the inhabi- be represented as recorded in the 24th chapter of the Go•pel is to get trial subscribers for THE TRuTH SEEKER. To
tants thereof, hav been the sayings and doings of vast num- by Matthew. The meeting will close with a general shaiing such the paper will be sent three months for fifty
cents.
bers of priests of all grades, shades, and fantastic ideas of a of hands. W. A. Meridith, Manager."
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flommnni~afions.
'l'he· Liberal Club.

embody the principles to which the Republic~n party
owed its existence, and to carry out the obJects for
which the Republican party was founded. The doctor maJe a good speech.
Mr. Beaumont, a stranger to the club, spoke at the
suggestion of Mr. Cohen. This gentlem~n said that
the only positiv plank that ever appeared m the Democratic platform was put there during the candidacy
of George B. McClellan. That plank declared that
"the war was a failure." Mr. Dawson had touched
upon the family relations of Blaine. Why, ~r.
Beaumont would like to know, was not somethmg
said about the family of Cleveland?
Mrs. Leonard arose to remark that . the men had
better stop talking about one another's morals. They
had no standard of morality for young men, and did
not demand that a man should be moral except when
raised to some high position. She thought that masculin immorality was generally a matter of more moment to women than to men, and that the question
either of male or female morality should cease to be
discussed by males, since they had no virtue them·
selva to boast of; least of all should they condemn
lack of virtue in woman.
Mr. Dawson, in taking advantage of what he called
tbe" last tag," said that the discussion that had arisen
from his feeble remarks had been amusing if not instructiv, and that he hoped every man would make
up his mind to vote according to the best light God
had given him, looking both to his own happiness
and the destiny of the nation.
At the next meeting a Republican orator will advance the claims of Mr. Blaine to the support of the
Liberal Club.

We stayed some time at the "Holy of Holies," thinking of the good works and loving heart of the great;
sleeper. We saw the beautiful row of geraniums andt
coleus that encircled the plot, the two tall urns of ex-·
otics with drooping vines and lovely flowers, the pine-.
tree in the corner, from under which we each gathered a cone. Then, plucking some ivy leaves from
the grave, for remembrance, we silently and reverently
bade him adieu. I say him, for our hearts were so'
full of him that he seemed to be there with us. We;
felt it was good for us to hav had this sweet communion, even though it was really all in ourselvs. I am
not much of a hand to care for monuments and parades over the dead. But I believe in them for the;
commemoration of our few great and grand heroes,
our men and women who hav been ptlblic benefac-·
tors, who hav lived outside of themselvs and lived for
others.
Horace Greeley and D. M. Bennett are such men.
and hence I am glad they are so honored by true and
loving friends.
Affectionately,
ELMINA.

The cool wave that struck New York last week encouraged more attendants at the 344th meeting of the
Manhattan Liberal Club than had come to the previous one, but the hall was not full. Ladies, many of
whom were young, and all of whom were engaging,
composed about half the audience. Dr. Weeks, re·
cently returned from the country, came in and asked
Assistant Librarian Chamberlain who was to speak.
"Shook," answered Mr. Chamberlain. "Do you
think things will be shook up?" saiil the doctor. Mr.
Chamberlain administered an appropriate reproof.
At the solicitation of the chair, the assistant secretary
rearl the minutes of the previous meeting.
Mr. Wakeman, presiding, made a short report of
the proceedings at the Cassadaga Convention and
Liberal League Congress. The latter he characterized
as the most successful ever held. The Convention, he
sll.id, opened with a ball, at which the Liberals and
The Petition for State Secularization.
Spiritualists danced together in great harmony.
Chainey had set forth his new faith, and drubbed the
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I pro-·
so-called Materialists mercilessly. "Your humble serpose certain additions to the petition on State Secuvant," as the chair designated itself, had then replied
larization which were omitted from the original draft
to him and livened up the animalf:! very materially.
(the one on marriage in particular) for fear they
Mr. Watts had done the same.
would not meet with general approval; but this fear
The chairman then announced with considerable
has been dissipated by maturer thought and consulemotion that Mr. Shook would not be present at the
tation. The time seems opportune for the amendclub this evening. He had had a chill. However,
ments, as the meeting of Liberals just now in naCol. A. H. H. Dawson was there, sent thither undoubttional convention will enable the friends of State Secdly by a special providence, and would address the
ularization to pronounce on the petition as a whole,
meeting.
and so to elicit, besides wholesome criticism, an inCol. Dawson took the floor. "To-day," said the
creased interest and zeal in the work itself. To the
To Friends.
colonel in opening his speech, "I asked a man to
eight specifications already contained in the petition,
take a drink. I supposed he would decline, because
Here I am at Masquerier's, at 99 Java st., Green- two are now added, making them ten. And the conI had seen him drink not five minutes before. The point, Brooklyn, N. Y. I had a warm but not an un- cluding paragraph, being the summary of the whole,
man said he would refuse only he was afraid of get- pleasant trip, and everything from the first start has is altered so as to bring out the idea or principle
ting in the habit of it-the habit of refusing." The been propitious thus far.
more fully and more clearly. As one interested in
colonel then went on to say that he would refuse to
I found Mr. Masquerier and a single sister of his the petition I feel to thank THE TRUTH SEEKER for the
make a speech on this occasion if he were not fearful keeping house together and doing their own work. interest it has shown, and the advice given in the
that he should contract the habit of refusing. But a Though she is eighty-three years old, she is activ, work. Come, Liberals all, and let us be one, and put
man who had lived for sixty-five years in this world healthy, and cheerful, and a perfect embodiment of head and heart into this wo:r:k, and make of it a sucshould always be prepared to make a speech on a her name, Patience.
cess, a grand success.
momentous subject like that of the presidential conThey met me with all the kindly greetings of old
9. The vague and indeterminate sense in which the words:
test. He was glad that the audience was no larger, and true friends, and I feel as perfectly at home here civil and sacred are. used when applied to the mar:dage contract;
and the appeal to God or the Holy Scriptures by some of
because he was not at his best. He had never before as if I had known them for years. Mr. Masquerier,
congratulated himself on the smallness of his audi- as you all know, is an enthusiast on the land ques- the states, as the final authority on marriage.
Making morality subject to church dogma, by describence except once, and that was when he was· address- tion, and the great work of his life has been an effort ing10.it as
Christian, instead of natural, morality.
ing one lady. The speaker believed in criticism, to hav all the land divided up into inalienable homes 11. The license rather than liberty given to religion by the·
provided he could hav the last tag. The minister in for all the people, to do away with the great cities, first amendment to the United States Constitution, by forbidthe pulpit had an unfair advantage in this respect, and hav rural homes dot the whole earth. One thing cling Congress to make any law "prohibiting the free exerthereof;" which means, really, "the free exercise" of whatbecause, whatever he might say, no one had a chance is sure-all these great efforts for human good and cise
ever anyone chooses to call religion.
to reply. The tariff question, the colonel said, was human happiness work in the end for progress, purnot material; neither were the questions discussed ity, and the elevation of the race.
The total separation of ch11rch and state, by prohibiting
by capital and labor. These could not ruin the counI hav been up in his " den," as he calls it. It is a Congress or any state, county, municipality, or township from
try. Our great danger was from centralization of perfect magazine of books and papers. He has all of enacting any law that infringes the rights of conscience, or
any practices in the name of religion, or of aught else,
power. J~mes G. Blaine was first cousin to the Mr. Bennett's books, and great files of TRUTH SEEKERS, favors
that interfere with private right or the public welfare.
speaker, but he (the speaker) did not believe that was Invest 1:gators, and land reform papers, and so many
T.
CURTIS.
any particular honor to himself. He then brought others that it tires the brain to think of and even
up the popular charges against 1\'Ir. Blaine, and in- enumerate them; and how much more to read and
Lectures and Meetings.
quired, ''Can you say anything like that about Gro- understand them all!
·
AT the next two meetings of the Liberal Club the followvor Cleveland?" Some one in the hall said, "Yes."
My one great regret is to think that a mind like
"What is it?" asked Mr. Dawson. The voice was his must ever become (as an identity) extinct. If it ing subjects will be presented by the speakers named: On ths
silent. The audience thought of Mr. Cleveland's india- could but be as our Apiritual friends believe, that the 19th, "The Republican Party and Its Future" (Blaine), by
cretions and smiled. Mr. Dawson spoke of the scan- whole life of the individual could be continued on in Gilbert R. Hawes; on the 26th, "Prohibition in Politics" (St.
dal concerning Mr. Blaine's method of getting mar- another sphere, and be the same life still, then the John), by John H. Gibbs.
riecl, and said that tue truer it was the more it re- good work begun here could be gone on with over
C. FANNIE ALLYN wi.I1 be in Cleveland, Ohio, d~ng DecemJlected credit on Mr. Blaine. He only wished the there. But every good seed sown here will some day ber, and if Spiritual and Liberal societies desire her services
Plumed Knight had been as true to his country as he germinate and produce fruits for the future, even they may address her for several weeks yet at Stoneham, Mass.
had been to his wife. Several persons left the hall though the individual existence is so brief and limited. Mrs. Allyn is a brilliant speaker and a whole-hearted woman,
during the delivery of Col. Dawson's speech. These
With the mercury in the nineties not much can be who, while believing sincerely in a "life beyond the grave,"
he reproved by saying, "The wicked flee when no done toward sight-seeing, but while I am resting I is heartily laboring to make the life this side of that mortal
man pursueth."
am not losing time.
finality a much pleasanter one than it is now.
Yesterday Mr. Masquerier, his sister, and I went to
Mr. Cohen took exception to the previous speaker,
though he charitably gave Col. Dawson the benefit of the beautiful city of the silent sleepers, Greenwood.
Dn. J. C. PHILLIPS, of Omro, secretary of the Wisconsin
the doubt as to his honesty. Cleveland care<l noth- None of us had ever seen the monument "erected by State Association of Spiritualists, sends us the following ening for the constitution when monopoly asked a fa- one thousand friends" to their beloved, lamented, couraging report of the meeting recently held in his town:
vor, but when labor was the applicant the case and worshiped hero-martyr, D. M. Bennett. Having "The meeting just held in this place was a marked success in
changed its aspect, and the law must be upheld. The no guide, we wandered about a long time before we every respect. Indeed, with Mrs. H. S. Lake and A. B.
Democratic party took no interest in the laboring found it. On our way we paused awhile at the stone French, no meeting could be a failure. The philosophy and
man except on election day, when it would fill him that marks the spot where lies the only other man phenomena of Spiritualism, and the practicalities oi life, were
up with whisky and corral his vote. Mr. Cohen whose personality was, perhaps, as dear and precious thoroughly discussed. One of the fine features of the meetspoke for some time, but as a committee of one on to his readers as was our Bennett's to us-Horace ing was the music, furnished by the Cross Concert Troupe,
advertising he did not report.
Greeley. We stood within the little inclosure and which gave universal satisfaction. The election of officers
Mr. Andrews believed that Cleveland was a sur- gazed ~everently·upon the noble features of the great for ensuing year resulted in the selection of Professor Lockvival of the old-time honest politician, while Blaine founder of the New York Tribune and the friend of wood, of Ripon, as president, and the writer hereof as secrewas a dashing, unscrupulous statesman, determined the people. We saw him pictured below as a young tary. Mrs. M. J. Pratt was elected vice-president, and John
on success, honest if convenient, but success at all lad setting type. We saw the emblems, the plow and Challoner, treasurer. The next meeting will undoubtedly be
held in Milwaukee, the first of December next, due notice
hazards. His nomination and candidacy wen the the pen; and on the lovely grass at our feet grew in of which will be given."
fag-end of the third-term Grant boom, and repre- tender foliages of green and white the letters '· H. G.,"
sen ted the same tendencies, though not in so danger- and just below them, in the same way, was growing
ous a form. Cleveland was hampered by the consti- the name "A D A." By and by we reached the one
Mn. S: P. PuTNAM's. novel, "Waifs and Wanderings,"
tution, which the people themselvs had made and put spot most longed for-the grave where our hero was is now published in book form. Everybody liked the
him under oath to support. Mr. Andrews believed buried.
story of Cupples and his search after Bessie when it
that Cleveland bad kept that oath. The people m>Ist
Ob, how beautiful! We were more than pleased. was printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER; but the tale takes
change the constitution if they wish measures carriod The locality, the plot, and the stone, all were perfect. on a new interest in its more connected book form,
which are opposed to it. As for Mr. Andrews him- My friends said, "Read for us the inscriptions." I and will repay a second perusal. It is handsomely
self, he was more interested in a Republican Social· tried it with trembling and faltering voice. I could printed, and bound in the finest style. Cloth, $1.00;
ism, which Cleveland knew nothing of, and could do not finish, and Patience read the third side. She has paper, 50 cents.
--------~-----nothing for i~ he did, _while bound by the law and his been a school-teacher, and she reads impressivly and
1
A GOOD way to promote the cause of Freethought
oat.h of allegiance to It.
.
!distinctly, aR well as appreciativly.
Dr. Weeks held that the old parties were no longer I wish you could all know this lovely old maid, so is to get trial subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER. To
worthy of suppmt. 0 ur laws were the will of roo- 1ind and gentle and good, and her mind as strong such the paper will be sent three months for fifty
.nopolists. A new party should come up which should a1d activ as ever, and her step as brisk and tireless. cents.
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"Well," said Florence, " that is a pretty big thirteen long years. Musicians practice and;
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED.
Word sometimes. It looms up mighty high just practice years and years, and persevere 1 A midclle-agrd and competent housekeeper
at present in my arithmetic lesson. I can't through many drawbacks. The same with 1 can hear of a good and permanent position in
great artists. I know a celebrated artist '1\•ho 1 u small family. Address WM. SOMER~,
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River understand per centage, and I never shall."
"You can't because yoli won't. You don't painted a great many pictures before he be-l 2t38
.Mass., to whom all Communications for th~
Hudson, M1eh
Corner should be sent.
try."
came famous. Indeed, he was gray-headed
ANOTHER. NRW BOOK!
"I hav tried;" and she bit the pencil in her before he became known to the world. But
hand angrily.
" His life is lpng whose work is well
he meant-to succeed, and he did. The proper New I Eloquent I Elegant! Splendid
And be his station low or high, '
"Not half so hard as you tried to_ see how way for all is to persevere, and do whatever
JUST PUBLISHED.
He who the most good works can ten
little Eliza's dress was hanging at the sides last you undertake to do well. And I would adLlvs longest though he soonest die:"
night."
vise you all three to drop that word ' can't,'
"Couldn't help seeing that."
and adopt Napoleon's sentence for your motto,
"And if you would look as attentivly at the ' I can, because I will.' "
"The Death of Susie."
BY
<(Inscribed to Miss S. H. Wixon, with warmest sympathy.) rules and examples in your lesson, it would be
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
Our Puzzle Box.
'The birds are singing sweetly, as they used to sing as clear as you would wish. If you would put
of yore,
your mind to your music and drawing, you
1.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
·still the ja.smlne's fragrant blossoms bloom above would be as skilful in either as you could wish
HALF SQUABE.
every respect. In fact, one of the richest
the open door;
1. An artist's implement; 2. Old; 3. A dio- brightest, best ever issued.
to be. I am very certain of that. We hear a
·But thy love, that crowned with glory the fair city of great deal about the gifted ones, the people of cese; 4. A boy"s abbreviated name; 5. A letIt contains, besides the celebrated "Deco
my soul,
ter.
R. BERNHEIM.
ration Day Oration," never before published
genius.
Maybe
you
think,
with
many
another,
ls departed, ah, forever, leaving nought save sorNe:wburgh, N. Y.
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
row's dole.
that they simply hav to turn their hands over
printed in various shapes, but never brought
2.
together till now, many other gems selected
Nevermore upon this bosom may'st thou rest thy to find them full of whatever they wish. It is
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, let
not true. They hav to work for what they hav,
LETTER REBUS.
gentle head,
ters,
table-talks, and day-to-day conversations
c
Nevermore thy smile shall bless me-thou art num- and they never get it by saying, ' I can't.' "
of the author.
bered with the dead.
"'!'hat's the talk, Aunt Bess. You've just
The work is designed for, and will be ac
T
Nevermore, In an the summers that may sadly come
hit the nail right square on the head," and
cepted by, admiring friends as a rare per
and go,
This rebus will giv in one word
sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose
Certainfeathers we find on a bird;
Shan thy kiss translate to Eden life's unblest and Will, cousin Will, brought his hand down hard
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile
It also will giv us the sense
lengthened woe.
upon the table by way of emphasis. "There's
has been prepared especially for it.
Of "a shelter, protection, defense."
" Dead," they call thee I In the sunbeam dost thou my sister Jane, thinks people hav what they
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
UNCLE JAMES.
sparkle 'pon the grass?
want by wishing. All the time, it is, "Oh, I
volume is eminently suited for presentation
llioom'st thou In the rose's petals, where my taint- wish I had this,' and, 'I wish I had that.' And
purposes, for any season or occasion.
3.
Ing footsteps pass?
In workmanship the volume is a master
if you ask her to do anything, it is, 'Oh, I
KEEP IT! DON'T BREAK A PAIR!
lt may be so; yet I cannot yield thee to the insensate
piece. The type is large and beautiful; the
ca-n't.' I asked her this morning to bind the "A thousand" before "it" must stand,
clay;
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
And with "ten " after "it" we must close;
Boul to soul I yearn to greet thee In the spirit's per- frame of my slate over-it is all ragged-and
faultless; and the binding, as perf(;ct as the
You can keep it forever on hand,
fect day.
she said right off, 'I ca-n't.'"
best materials and skill can produce. 'l'he
Yet giv it, dearlgirls, to your beaux.
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages
''Why didn't you do it yourself?" inquired
Beauteous dreamer! be thy slumbers gentle as thy
But yet if you find
No item of expense has been spared to make
guileless breast,
·
Annie.
They are just to your mind,
the work worthy of author and public.
That was spared lite's bitter anguish; and thy
You'll not giv it to them, I suppose.
"I can't do such things; I'm a boy."
PlUCES:
.
kisses, still they rest
· BILLY Dome.
"Pshaw
!
that's
all
nonsense.
I
don't
see
as
Silk-cloth, ~eveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
On my lips, sweet! And thy talr cheek through the
Half-calf,
mottled
edges,
elegant
libury
style, 4 50
you are any better than Jane. I think you
night's long hours is Jain
4.
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine,
7 GO
'Pon my bosom, where ot old, dear, I was wont to know how to say, 'I can't,' as well as anybody."
ENIGMA.
Full tree calf, hlgbest possible style and finish, 9 oo
soothe thy pain;
In Hamlet, one of Shakspere's plays;
" It is quite likely,'' said Aunt Bess, "that
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
In Louis, not in Sam;
price. ·
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Wont to -soothe thy childish sorrows, that to thee Will has the same habit as Jane, and a great
In morning sun, with shining rays;
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
seemed deep and wide.
many others. We do not see our own little
In beet, not in yam;
l'lone knew, darling, how I loved you-how my heart ways and habits, as we see the ways and habits
In orange, bright, sweet, or sour;
broke when you died I
In lemon, not in honey,
'Oh, my tears are falling, falling, taster than the of our relativs and friends. We are apt to think
ourselvs quite perfect, ·and everybody else
In bread-fruit, not made of flour;
A Poem in Three Parts.
summer rain!
In tax, not in money;
Would that I might rest beside thee, stllllng beat of rather imperfect."
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
My whole a noted eXfJlorer.
heart and brain I
"I know·Jane is."
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists
Newburgh.
R. BERNHEIM.
:Stilling an my revered pulses from Nirvana's shad·
"We all are, I suppose, more or less; if not
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
owdy shore,
and Impractim1ble Christians.
Wrapt with thee In dreamless slumber, both at in one thing, we may be in another. Do you ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
not think, without reflecting on the imperfecSEPTEMBER 6, 1884.
peace forevermore.
Containing a picture or the
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
tions -of others, that it would be wise to meni!l
1. S-to-I-c.
'6 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
JEWISH ,JEHOVAH.
2. Money.
our own ways? Now, about this 'can't' busiAB Desc1·ibed by the Bible.
3. Dante.
"There went up a smoke out or his nostrils, and
ness-do you not think it would be better to
4. Alabama.
of
his
mouth devoured: coals were kindled
fire
out
" I Can, Because I Will."
substitute 'can ' for 'can't? ' " Would it not
With 1t " (Psalms xvlll, 8).
5. V I ( =6) in I. A.-Virginia.
' It is very strange to me how some people accomplish more, in the long run?
SoLvERs.-James Duncan; .Ella Pritchard; 40 pp. Handsomely executed.
l'rlce, 25 cents.
"Of course you hav all read about Napoleon J. B. S.; Johnny Capron.
'always get along so nicely. There's Rebecca
Smith never misses in her lessons, never is in Bonaparte."
FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
" Great man, he was-a big general,'' said
a hurry, never makes a mistake as I know of,
BOOKS
FOR
CHILDREN
I
Published at TuE TnuTII SEEKErt Office.
_ur, if she does, she is so quiet about it that no- Will.
Sepher Toldoth Jeshu; or, the Book
"Yes; well, I was about to tell you a little
body knows it. Oh, dear ! this is a hard and
"APPLES OF
of the Generation of Jesus. First transwicked world, I think," and Florence Phillips incident that is related of him. He was about
A story-book tor the young folks. By Miss SUSAN
lation into English of a remarkable Heto
commence
a
new
enterprise
that
was
very
bit her lips and sighed.
H. WIXON. Second edition. Price, $1.25. 'rhls very
brew document, giving the original from
work tor young masters and misses, has
'I think just as you do," said Annie; "every- difficult, and his friends told him it was very excellent
which the story of Jesus was made up.
passed through a very large edition, and a second
20 cents.
thing goes wrong with some folks. Now, I'm doubtful if he could surmount such difficulties has been Issued at a reduced price ot $1.25, free ot
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
forever twisting my ankle, spraining my finger, and obstacles. 'I can surmount them,' said author
which adds very much to the value of the mxteen Saviors of None. By KERSEY
or something of the sort; but other folks will Napoleon. 'I can, because I will,' and he volume.
GnAvEs, author of the World's Sixteen
slide along and never hav a bit of trouble. did.
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,
"And so by going right to work, and per- TWO LITTLE RED M11'TENS;
~:~nd Biography of Sat~:~n. Paper, 75 cents.
Here's this sheet that I am sewing up. See, I
cloth, $1.
A STORY OF THE IUGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
can't make the seam come straight to save me. severing patiently, you can do what you
We are two sisters and we're always in trouble. undertake to do. Henry Clay was a famous BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE Six J,ectures on Astronomy.
By
orator, as you may know, but he was not
l can't see why we should be."
Pnoi'..7:\ A. PnocTon. 20 cents.
For SIL!e llt t!J Is omce.
Price 10 cents.
brilliant without study. He once said that he
'You can't because you won't."
commenced oratory in the field when at work. THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE. Socialism: Ueply to Prof. RosweJl
'Are you listening, Aunt Bessie?"
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's
By Prof. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
'Well, as I was sitting here, I could not He would repeat the history he had read, with
sophistries fnlly exposed. Paper, 21J
This
volume
alms
at
the
education
of
youth
In
the
'Very well help hearing your conversation, and emphasis, thus fixing it in his memory, and principles ot Freeth ought, at the same time that It
cents; cloth, 50 c'mts.
exercising his voice at the same time. Charles Inculcates moral dutleB nnd human rights from a
being amused at it too."
standpoint of pure rea.son and common sense.
Superstition; The Religion of Believe
'You know it is so, Aunt Bessie," said Flor. Sumner, another of America's great statesmen,
ArldreSB
'l'HE 'rRU'rH SEEKER.
or be Damned, an Open Letter to tho St
ence, sighing dolorously. "I can't get myles- wrote his speeches, and then learned, them off
John's School Board. By lVL BABCOCK
sons fixed in my head anyway. Oh, dear! Say by heart, practicing them over and over a great Blakeman'~ 200 Poetical Riddles.
25 cents.
many
times
before
he
had
them
to
suit
him."
Price
20
cents.
Annie, did you see how Mabel's dress hung
The
Adventuref-1 of J~lder 'l'riptolc
"I
suppose
we
would
be
greatly
astonished
down at the sides last night at the party?
mus 'J'ul). Containing st:trtling
if we knew how people of genius, as we call
Wasn't it frightful?"
and interesting rlisclosurr.s ahout bell, its
'I know it. And how Eliza looked with her them, work," mused Florence.
WITH
locality, rnaguitnde, climate, emplo;v
"I think we should," said Aunt Bess.
hair banged. I couldn't help laughing to save
ments, etc. By the Hev. GEo. HoGER~
CHANGE OF DIET.
me And did you notice the pink stockings? "Nothing really great comes except by exer- REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR.
15 cent".
Pink stockings and a blue dress. She thinks tion. Buffon, a famous naturalist said, 'Genius
The Besant- Hatchard Dclmtc. A
she's a great beauty. Pooh! I look as well as is nothing but labor and patience,' and he
IN NINE PARTS AND COUBBFB.
two-nights' Do h~tte bet ween :vi rH. ANN m
she does-just as well," said Annie, tossing her was right. Harq work and a great deal of it
BEsANT and Hev. A. HATGHAI<D on Th
1 A JWord trom the Cook. -2 Choice Bits for the
lies
at
the
bottom
of
what
is
termed
success,
Jesus
of Nazareth 11 Historical C:hamcter
head.
Hash.-3 Seascned with Satan to the taste,and the Influence of ChriHLianity on the
4 The Chopplng-Knlfe.-5 Hash, First
' But you can't play the piano as well, and people who do succeed are not those who
Course.-6 Hash, Second Course,World. Held !lt the H!t)l of Science
make the most noise and bluster in the world.
Annie."
7 Ha.sh, Third Course,-8 0hange
London, December, 1880. 25 cents.
ot
Diet,
First
Course,-9
How
long
do
you
suppose
it
took
Victor
Hugo
'I know I can't. I wish I could though,
Change of Diet, SecThe Clergyman's Victims. A Rad
but then I never can. It must be nice to play to write the books of 'Les Miserables ' that
ond Course.
ical story vividly portraying the wrongs
and sing good. And oh, how I wish I could you could read in, well, to take plenty of time,
WA-RREN SUMNER B.&RLOW,
committed by the professed men of God
Author of
paint as nicelyas Dicky Ualvert. He draws so say a month or six weeks?"
By Mrs .•J. E. BALL. 25 cents.
THE VOICES AND OTHER l'OEMS,
•' Maybe it took him a whole year !" said
beautifully. Ah, it is a great gift. I would giv
Price. 10 Cents.
The Troth Seeker. The Contrast: Evangelicalism and
anything if I could draw well, but it is no use Annie.
Spiritualism Compared.
"
I
guess
it
would
take
him
two
years,
sure,"
By
to wish, for I never can."
11fosEs HuLL. Paper, GO cents; cloth, $1
declared Will.
'You can't because you won't."
"Well, he worked on those books for
'What's the matter with you, Aunt Bessie?
1'he Darwins. A domestic Radica
BY
Don't you know that some people are gifted twenty-three years !"
story. By Mrs. EL)IINA DRAKE BLENKER
"Land
of
love
!"exclaimed
Florence.
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible
MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
more than others? Some hav a faculty to do
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
"Writing, reading over, erasing here a word,
Founder ot Nihilism and Apostle of Anarchy.
things that others cannot do."
50
cents; cloth, 75 cents.
WITH A PREFACE BY
'That may be so, Annie; some can do many and supplying there another, he was all that
CARLO
CAFIERO
AND
ELISEE
REOLUB.
things easier than others, but others can do a while occupied with that as his chief work, but,
The Ghost of St. Johns. By :M:. BAB
Translated from the French by BERJ. R. TUOKEll,
cooK. 25 cents.
great deal more if they would keep a certain you know, they are books that willliv and en(Editor ot JA"berty.)
dure while thousands of bookswritten hurriedly
f:!tumbling-block out of the way."
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Addresa,
The New Dispensationi or, The Heav
will perish and be forgotten in a year. Carlyle
•What stumbling-block, Aunt Bess?"
enly Kingdom. By D W. HULL. Price
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
worked on his "Life of Fredenck the Great"
S3 Ollnton Place, New York.
25 oents.
!'That little word, 'can't.' "
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TRU'.rH:

COLD."

ORTHODOX HASH.

God and the State.

BloCH'"ARB·

tend to th~ duty of 'diffusing scienti1ic kno;wl~
'-s/~ROWNedge .. Accordingly, theBritish:Aesociation has
. _ '.
,
U
' ever taken a deeper interest in scientific educaHOW HE WON AND WORE I1.
tion generally than its American imitator. It This is a book of- 300 pages, embodying the
The Rime of Sir Lionne.
must be confessed, too, -~hat_ there hav be!ln -~ _ most graphic,'nvi~, and ~hrillin~ po~~ '
In days ot old, as rimesters tell,
more independence of thought_ and courage of
trayal _-of SoCiety .Life .. as 1t -~
(Culvert, and petrel, and mangonel,)
expres~ion on questio"nB thO.t go:athW~ public,
". · now e~sts.
..
-_
A malden: dwelt 1n a castle stout,
opinion in the official utterances oi:'·the British
T~e thir_d e_dition of ~is remarkable book·
Guarded and walled, Within, without,
than of the American presidents; Even this has JUSt beel!lls~ned by_1ts auth?r! MJ:s. Anna
And ever defeat and direful rout
D. Weaver. It IS a storyof thrilling.illter!lst,
1 · 0 ff thoroughly
To all her castle's beslegers_fell.
Sir Richard Temple over that of economical Y?~ Lord RaylediJ~ br?ktoe o~t- adt . 8 otiose
dramatic, pathetic, fas()inating,
"·
science and statistics, Sir F. W. Br_amwellover his illaugura a uress m a con. e=.a. on o forcible, and graphic. What "T!ncle To_m's ·'
No suitor the maid's proud heart could win,
the mechanical science section; and the dis- the exclusiv culture of Greek and Latill fu our Cabin" was to ~he ·slavery questwn, "R1llh;.
(Pike, and halberd, and culyerln;)
She reeked not of love-kiss, ne vow, ne sigh,
tinguished author, Dr. Edward n: ·Tylor, over higher education, which he regards,as a gr~at ard's Crown" is to the . cause agitating the
But her song had the ring of a battle-cry;
the section of an_thropology. Each of th_ ese hindrance to science. · Though a Cambridge mass.es of ~e people ~f OO.:·d~y.
. •.
· · ._, ·
... d h!' ·.:.,-.. · ·, · - · ·t· · ·prmted m large, new type, on fine, heavy
. · ·. ·
" 0 strong ts my fortress-a maid am l gentlemen gave an address at the opening _of ~an and a clasBicw. ~an, an ... 0 1~~ ~"00 era e ..pap_er. BeautifUlly illustrated. with ele!en:
And never a foeman Shall enter tn."
·
the proceedings in his section, and all the .VIe':s upon ~P,e su~~e()t, h~ Y;et used ~J11lo;pp~r- el?-gravings, handsomely bound ill c~oth; title-:
But It tell in an evening windy-wet,
presidential discourses had been previously tumty to .declare his conVIctions, ~~c~-arll ill. in gilt, .embossed on the ba_ck and s_Id~ of_ the
(Hauberk, and helmet, and basctnet,)
printed and were ready for distribution after substantial: accord witllthose·c;f 'thil'advocates book. !'rice, $1.50. For sale at. this-office,
A klilght drew rein 'neath the castle wall;
their delivery. They were carefully prepared, of m~re eiliarged· scientifi.(f~ducation(but fu. ·. .
·
-~
l'roud was his port. his stature tall,
His face held the gazer's eye ln thrall,
ana, taken together, form a·consiaerabre vol- this milepenaen:t ana al!thori-#uv exptession
And a lion of gold on his casque was set.
ume, devoted to a presentation of the present of
ideas he h!J.s not ·been, ~d:Will probably
llY mciAm> :B. 'wE_sTlllioox; D. D., LL.:B,
He winded a bugle sliver-clear,
state of inquiry in all the. leading divisions ·of. not for some time be, emulated' 'by any'presi. ·A Book-of Hints a~d Suggestions Concern(Mace, and.arblast, and bandoleer,)
of sciences, reporting whatever has been re- dent of the American Associ~tion. And soit has ing the liter~tl).r!'l cQntained in the O~d and-Singing: "Yield up thy castle, fair May to me:
cently done in them that is noteworthy, and also been with the presidential declarations in New Testani:~J:l~~~~~~iiB~~e~i~' $1.
Sir Llonne me hlght, ot a tar countrle.
stating the problems that next press most ur- regard to the truth and scienti1ic importance
-1!11 OJ,tnton l'latle• N;Y
.Now bonne thee, lady, my love to be,
or I take thee by prowess ot bow and spear!'"
gently for solution.
of the doctrin of evolutio!;l. _Many years·.ago
. - , . --,The original papers contributed to the sev- Professor Grayveritilred, as president of the THE s'u-NDA y
LAWS,-,- .
1n the pale. pale light of a crescent moon,
(Spear, and corselet, and musketoon,)_
era! sections were, as usual, of varied 'imp or- American Association, at th~: Duouque mtiellt.
· · BY J_., ._.G. _I(ER_TWI_
·. G.
She saw him there by the castle wall,
tance:-- :The discussions that follow their read- ing, to recogniZe· the princip e of evo u on;
·
· For mle a.t thle-omt'4
And shrllled to the warder a careless call:
ing at these conventions are undoubtedly the, after it had been ·ov:er and over again adopted ._--~'Pr1---ce_._10_c&_n_ts_._ _-',,..._.-,.,-------:-----,
" Ho !-let portcull1s and drawbridge tall;
We would see this bold knight ot a braggart turie. •• most interesting and profitable part of the bythe succ~ssivpresidentsofthe BritishAs- EVERY-.LIBEB.L SHOULD
proceedings. Apaperupona.particularsub- sociation. From which we·may infer that
POSSE-SS~
And oh I but the wind had changed, I trow,
ject beingannounced.in the morning program, science in· England is more 'independent of THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK.-150 Beautiful Songs
(Falchion, and gauntlet. and good cross-bow,)
naturally draws to the section all who hav popular feelirig _and of nnilitelligent- public olL1berty and Freethougbt. Read an.d sing them ~ ·
When, an eve from thence, tn a t ..dtng llght,
at Home .. Bead and stng _them at Meetings .. -Teach
On the bastion-keep stood a maid and knight,
made that subject a specialty; and the criti- opinion than in this llOUll_trY·. . ·
.
them to the children. Price 25 cents. -And, whlle to his heart he clasped her tight,
cisms, suggestions, and further elucidation conWe must regard this i:J:ieeting in .Montreal as ·DIAN:A:..:...EVolution in Marriage.· The Higher Law.·
"Thou hast conquered,· Sir Llonnel'" she murAltlsm made practicable.· Unhappy 'ma.rtl&ges
tributed by the experts are always instructiv,. a signifi,cant event. It serves_ as a register of
mured low.
prevented and cured. · l'r1ce.25 cents.~
and often spicy and exciting. The new'views the increasing intensity of interest in scientific
BURNZ' FONIO SHORTHAND.'-A complete Belt-In·
" I had vow~d that no knight beneath the sun,
pr~sented
hav
to
undergo
a
sharp
ordeal.
subjects.
Though
it
i;nay
seem
to
matter
little
structor
tn the art-ot Verbatim Reporting. Price . · .:
(Deml-ptque, helm. and habergeon,)
.
. .
Huxley says that Herbert Spencer's notion of where the association meets, its purp'ose"being -$1. Send tor ctrcul.a.lS.
Beneath the sunlight; or moonbeam shine,
Should be lord of this castle and heart of mine; tragedy is_ an hypothosis slain by a fact. .Ar- the same whether it assembles in Liverpool or THE SPELLING REFORM-Aild :jiow. to Help -Jt .
l'rtce 10 cent;!.
.
. . .·.. . ._. ..
But take me, dear love, I am only thine;
dent theorists hav to submit to a severe test Montreal, yet the migration of so large a body
The above works sent promptly on receipt Of prtce:
My fortress ts taken, my heart 1s won."
,
Address
THE,
TRTTTB
8:REJI,.Jilll
when th!lY come before the discipli,ned and of studious men -to another and distant conti: 33 CHilton Place, N. Y.
-OIIa.mbera'a Journal.
vigilant cultivators of. their. own su.bject in nent simply means an_Uiiusual resistance overthese sections, with whom bubble pricki,ng is come, ana. t~erefore ~Jl!catdes
:htre_n~h ~Science at Montreal.
always an agreeable pastinle.
feeling that1s now associate. mt
e moeres
· .Jiy B. B. westbrook, D.D., LL.B~, _
Fr&m the Sun of Sept. 4th.
Of course the coming of'inich a host of Brit- and pursUits of science. It indicates·not only Author of" The Bible.-Whenoe,arid-What? .
The week's session of the British Association ·ish savants to Montreal was a great event for that science has become a great leading· factor
About all that·can b-;; said for the exist~nce
for the Advimoementof Science, held this year Canada. _The .Canadians were proud. of the of modern ?ivilization, but that the scientific of God and the future _life of; m~n, is here
at Montreal, closed yesterday, and by general honor, and did not fail to improve the occa- mind is more and. more affected by the en- pungently presented, w1th an ill~Idental dis-agreement the meeting was successful.' It was sion to magnify the dominion as an integral 'largement of its tendencies and the expansion ,cu~sion _of. many co~teril.l questions, fro~ a ·
'ti"
t. b-"n
s
ti
f th e B n_Is
"t" h e~p1reen
. . titl e d ill
. futur
f "t . fl. , . ... ,Whil'
. • th . .fi 1"~ . f
·n rationalistic
standpoillt.
,at fi rst th ought tha t the propos1ono
.~gopo~ono.
___ eo_Isi.~.uence
·. s.ill~_er_eW>o-melvol,.cloth.
Price,-$l.OO.. .
1large a body from Britain to Canada was pre- to mcreasmg conBideration. Indeed, the move- tal, actiVIty, political or religl91!S; local, _sectaAddresa
.. THE -TBUTll SEEKBB,
·.posterous; and it was long doubtful whether ment will unquestionably be a :firs_t-_rate -thing rian, and, narrow iri:fiuences predominate; in
. Sl!_,.<;HnY.~n l'l8ce. New Yorlr.
-enough of the strong men of the association politics.lly and ·economically f.or. the Ca:nadas. science men are oci:lJ{pied with wideiiil!g and
would take the voyage to create a fairly re- A thousand EngliShmen of the solid; practiCa.l, liberliJiziJig iJ:rfl11E)nC_es whicp. cannot fail in
spectable meeting. There· was at first a rush level-headed sort that constitutes the member- tinle, by their reactions upon character, to do No~ t.-'Tbe• Belatto~· or ihe SPiritual tO
tht> Material Universe; the Law orCJon•
of people willing to accept the easy terms of ship of the BritishAssociation, cannot 'visit. the much toward obliterating the traditional jealtrol. N:ew Edltlon. Enlarged and Bevtsed By Spirit.
new membership to avail themselvs of so fa- provinces with the facilities that were offered ousies and antagonisms in which differen~
!d.-Faraday. l'r1ce,l5 cents.
·
vorable an opportunity to visit Amepca; but them 'to become. ·acquain~ed with the 'extent, peopl!ls hav been educated. ·
No. 2.~ortgln ~or LUe.t
.
or Wh.er!l .MI!Jl- <JOines J!'J,:Om. The· ·Evolution of-.
this proceeding was quickly stopped by ~e resources, institutions, and character of the
·the Spirit from ·Matter through .Organic l'rocessses;
or, How' .the Spirit Body <Grows. New Edltlon, Encouncil, so that the attendance from England people without diffusing much correct infor.
larged and/Bevlsed; ·By Splrlt.M. Faraday. - l'rlce;
NOW READY!
mainly consisted of .bona fide members, and of mation in England alid dissipating many errors
10 cents. · - · · · · ·
·
·
these nearly a thousand crossed the Atlantic. and prejudices. All this, however, is but inNo. s.- The Development or the Spirit
&ner Transition.
. ~·
In point of numbers the assemblage was up to cidental. The influence of the meeting will be THE MAGNIF:ICENT
The Orlgln ot Rellgtons. By Spirit M. Faraday.. the usual standard, if not decidedly above it. chiefly felt in giving a new, impulse- to seience
Price, 10 cents.
·
No.4•-Tbe Process or ,Mental &ction;
About eighteen hundred members were regis- in Canada, and, in connection with the meet15o.;e,:t%.wy;e,Th1nk. BfBPlrltM. Faraday. Prl~
tared, including, of course, the Canadian ing of the American Association which opens
'savants and those from the United States. At in Philadelphia to-day, the effe.c~ will be a
' lV'o~ is.-The Orlgtn or tbciChristian ]tell.-~ ,·,
the Southport meeting last year twenty-seven general stimulation ·of scientific study through
H~~thePa;gan l'rtests ot Bome origt:ria~dObrts-hundred and fourteen were present, but at the more intimate intercourse of the scientific
tta.ntt}>, Oontesslons ot-Its Founders. Transctiblfd·
.
by
Spirit M._ Fru;aday... 208_ pa;ges. l'rlce, boards, 75 .
;Southampton . the year previous the number men of these different continents.
cents; Paper;50 cents.
,
was only twelve hundred and fifty-three. The
The coming of the British Association to
Rome. Not BethleJiem, the Birthplace of
Sesns•
.
·,_
__
--~
:present meeting was, in fact, too large. for the this side of tile Atlantic in full force to hold a.
Extract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
--OF THEMontreil.l accommodations, and the conse- regular a.imual meeting, very naturally awak~
Who-Wrote theNewTestament'!' ·
·quence was a great deal. of uncomf01:table ens suggestions of comparison with the ArileriExtract from .No. 5. l'rlce 10 cents. .
BOWLl!.SPA.lllPHLETS.
•squeezing.
can Association, of similar ·name and objects,
In point of quality, or the scientific charac- which was. organized twenty y!lars later in imi~
,·
.
•
!l
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, oF
1
'ter of the members present, the meeting was tation of the English plan. The British AssoNta.~·;;d_lf~f~-;,~C:,~~~n:le~~W=.1 }'_;,!l~,tn ·
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It is broken up into eight sectiOn!!, which meet
separately, each having jtS own president.
These were all meD. of the :first rank. Sir
William Thompson presided ov:er the section
of physics and mathematics, Sir Henry E. Ros-.coe over the chemical section, _Professor
W. T. Blanford over the section of geolOgy,
Professor H. N. Mosely over that 0 £" biology,
Sir J. H. Lefroy over the geo_graphical section,
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Bemg a. Comparison of the Old a.nd. Njjw estament
Chicago,_
Myths a.nd Miracles with those of liea.then IllF
.J~OKET. Pnce, $18 ..
- ttons of Antlqutty, OoilBtdering a.1ii9 their
TESTI.. MONIA. LS ..
Origll1 a.nd Mea.ntng. · With nu-.
n:ierous· 1ilustra.tlons~
_ Bea.d the f~ilowing testimonla.ls, a.nd be convtncs I tha.t our cla.tms a.re correct In every pa.rttcula.i',
'' Tfie.t\bject of· the work 18 to point put the mythe · a.nd tha.t your a.lliDente ca.n ~ era.dlca.ted Without the a.lu of MEDIOIN. THESE APPLIANCES ABE
w1th'wh1ch the Old and New Testa.n:ienti! a.bound;•to' :THE. ACME OF PEBF~'.riON •
.. .
.

showtha.ttheywerehi!ldmcommon:wttb,ot~l!rns- Remarbble Core of Paralysis iD.. Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Y
tloJ!Il; a.nd then tra.ce them to their ev.ld_ent ongm a.nd . .
.
.
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·
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··
.
•
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_
!1'f.~f'~~o~Z'!Iiiiclmow~e~g~d i;·the most eml·
. .
·One Week.
. .
Standing Cored in ,Three Week!J. ·
. --·. - IIEint'. blblica.l.stUdents that' t!J,e Hebrew scriptures
. OINCJimi!ATI, Dec; .19, 1882.
SRULLSBti:BG, wui., Dec. it, 1882•
••• -;-... 1 con~na.la.rgemythlca.l element; but,sota.ra.s.we · D:a.L.TENNEY-""Dear Sir: As I feel grea.tly InDB. L. TENMEY-Dea.r Sir: After
one
'"' -.. · ,· .·kli.ow;the preeent·ls the ll.rst complete_a.nd schola.rly· debted to·you for the •benefit I ha.v ·received from your MAGN·ETIC VESTS for a.bout three
~ --~ ..•.C~ .:atttempt to.tra.ce 'these. myths to ·their· source, a.nd .your treatnient;.and· the. use of your M&linettc .a.p- was entirely cured of Neura.lgta. of the Heart
-'., ·.. ·_.· ·-·.,ascert8.1I1their orlglna.lstgnlllcatlon/'~BodOD Co:wr- ·plla.nces, I ca.n say withQUt hesitation. to those_ a.f· Ide, which ha.d.been a. source of misery to me
>~-~- ~.atii. \:<~:;.:,.· .- ., , . . . :..c .:" · ·- .. : . •
.fiicted a.S.I ha.v been that the effect was simply mar- the last six yea.rs. I ha.d tried numerous rernecll61H
· ··'lij'ever.before'ha.s·j;here ·'b.eeri .l!;tven a volun}e to· velous. --.Tw:P w!Jeks,&go-1 was stricken 'li:Uh P8.1-'a.lY- ·before without benefit, J:lut a.s soon as 1 put on
· the rea.ding.worid tJ:iat showlVtD;:e'reS!!'a.i'ch.-for the !!ill m my r_tght arm_a.nd·co'uld not use 1t a.t a.ll, but MAGNETIC: VEST I got relief Instantly. With
:orlgtil of these ·mYtlii! a,8 doeli _1;iit!i on;e'li$t··publ1Shed a.tter wea.rtng·a. suit of your MAGNETIC CLOTIDNG bounded gra.tttude, I rema.tn.
-·'by J. W. Bouton, of New York;"c.....Boston..Pifliei;·' .. · . tor one week, ca.n use It qUite a.s weil 8.s ever. I ha.v · ·
.· ~Yours respectfUlly,
"It Is unquestlona.bly. true .th"t ,t_b.e. res_\11\iS· of a. I.Llso beeri troubled· With Dyspepsia. a.nd Kidney ComH. A. BJWWN.
>ra.tlona.llstlc study ot the Christl~ -.sc:riiitJues ~e pla.mttor a. number of yea.rs; from: which·! ha.v sut·nowhere else so &eceeslble a.s they are .. now m~de In .fered tnteill!ely, . a.nd; aJ.tbough . doctoring a.11 the , La.dtes, rea.d the following testimony from a. ladyJ
. , •the wo_rk before us.-N, Y. Bun• . ..:. . · .
. .. : · . ·.
tlnie, neve!'" found blit'tempora.ry relief; , Since put-- ·who ha.d been under drug trea.tment fOr.elght yea.rs
· . ·. 1 y0 z. ~tJl 8vo awo. .About 600 pa{,a.
.·. ·.::. · ·: -~ ,lilnS· on your: a.ppliances:- I ,ha.v experienced' .grea.t ·with nervous prostra.tlon a.nd fema.le weakness:
-' · · ·· •
' _,· · .· · ·
.. · .. benefit, a.ndit lim prove 8.1!1· ra.pldly as I ha.v In the
· ·
OSBOBN, 0., Dec.
JPri~e,
· •
•
.•
$3;00 pa8ttwo weeks; Will SCIOn pe welL Iwo'uld,tb,ere-, DB. L._~: Your letter just
·---·---·--,,., ... ,
.sent postpa.td, on receipt of price, · Address,
for!l;rejl()~mend•.• to rthose .sl!fferin_g .lloll. I b.a.v _ypur . the: Clothing on Tuesda.y la.Bt.
_ :..
THE TRUTH SEEKER, . .· :Dtlagl!etlc_~pplta.nce~ &!I t!ie onty_mea.ns pf ef!_ectlng FELT. BETTim FBOlll THE FIBST HOUB
·· ·
88 Clinton Pla.ce, New York.
a. sure pure,·· .. -¥ours respectfUlly, ... · - c
.
.
- 0!\. .Am not joking, .a.nd If I Improve -.:c.-;•·-··
_·- ..WM. H. CLEMMER,
1 ha.v 111nce T:~esda.y, wlllsoon be w~n.
~ No. 80 Eastern a.venue...
a.ga.ln soon.
Besp_ectf'ully yours,
·D·.·
u --BENNETT'S
·LAST
w·ORK
Bememper tha.t the ~e a.pplla.nees whtch will
· ·
; . • liLo
..
. .
• .. .
• effect a. cure In a case of Pa.ra.lysls. wtll.a.t the sa.me
This ~Y reporte .llerslllf. entirely_ cured
.~ . ,
,;-_-.-·--·c ....·
time eradlca.te CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA 1n the sa.me tha.n six weeks da.fter pbutttng on the g&Jrnltents,
· pa.tlent. We do not, like ·the Old School'Phyetcia.n, a.lthQugh··tn be , una. 1e to get-out, wl!l.en
' .-A- TRUTH- SEEK,J£R
cha.nge medtctns every da.y 11ntll, a.tter dostng the she nevertheless. :wa.s a.ble to ride twenty
pa.ttent a.lmost. to dea.th, he ma.y possibly strike two days a.fter the appllca.tlon. The. la.dy's
-~·
~
~something (lf·he Is.. very skilful) tha.t brings relief ca.n be ha.d upon a.ppllca.tlon a.t this omce; by
I
for the time being.
one ~esirlng to communlca.te with her.
Ladtea rea.d the following testimony from a. lady who ha.d been suffering for two yea.rs With a.n
. ,...:. ,.,_, !. •
. .. •
, , • __.,
~ 1 (•
,tali T•u~or, a.nll :W'ho hll.d beeri. told' that nothing but the knife would sa.v~ her- _life, a.nd the
;, , ' ,·
'
•
1
I . -':w'er~:as 9;to:l:ii:ga.lni!t reoojery. c'·lll"'four monthe''•time. .-she-18 p ertectlywell; a.nd ·has not
DlOtllinpg
1-~
,.,.. ~ ..--;
:
-'
'
•
•·•. -:'\ ~ ~~·.? .. · ·'·
me!llclniltnoepilttlngoilj;he"a.pplia.nQes. ConsUlt uswhenyolU' physicta.n tells you ~eca.ndo
·
..
for y01i'; It wiD pa.y you; ' ·
- ·
. •
..
·
· .,
· ·
•
, ·
.
SRULLBBUBG,.WIB.; November 19, 1882:'t~
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FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.
DB,'L, TENNEY, Detiii'.IJir: About tw:oyears a.go.my hea.lth bega.n to fa.il me; I beca.me nervous, lost a.ll de' .
.'Wlth a steel plate entrranng· Of the author ·In VoL I. sire for food, a.nd, In tact, bega.n to fa.ll ra.pldly, 130 tha.t I beca.me a.la.rmed a.nd consulted several phystcla.ns
of St. Louts, a.t which pla.ce I was then stopptng,la.ll of whom decla.red tha.t I ha.d a.n Ovarian 'J u01or,
.and each volume tnnatrated wtth forty-seven cuts.
a.nd tha.t the only thing tha.twouldsave my ll!e would be the kli.lfe. About stx,monthe a.go I grew rapidly
BY D.
BENNETT.
worse, a.nd ha.d a.bou.t ma.de up my mind to ta.ke the only course tha.t seemed left to me, a.nd llubmit to lin·
lLate editor. Of Tml TRIITB snxn, author Of" A Trnt11 opera.tlon; when my a.ttentlon wa.s ca.lled to the .lilur.eka Magnet.lc Appltancea. As a. drowning ma.n
Beeker tn Europe," "Gods and Religions. of Anclent
will ca.tch a.ta. stra.w, so did I ca.tch a.t this fa.lnt hope of a. c)ll'e.- Four monthe a.go I purchased a.:suit.,of
your a.pplia.nces. From the very 1lrst I felt tnvtkora.ted_. the tu· ·
· imd Mlidern Times," "The:World'aSagea.Th1Dll•
mor, which ha.d extended entirely across my a.bd~men, Degan to
era, and Beformers,h "Ohamplons of
decrease, my pa.tns beca.Ine less frOm da.y to· day, until now I a.m
the· Church," etc., etc.
·
wen a.s I ever was In my life •.. Since putting ()II the a.ppllHandsomely .bo-d In -.red . eloth, J6.50; as
a.nces 1 hav not taken a. single dose of medlc1n.. M;v .bowels, which
In leather, red ed~res, J9.Ji0;. In
before were consttpa.ted, a.re now regula.r. . I would therefore
.
- moroeeo, gUt edges, JIO.rto. .
ctleert'ully recommend them to a.nyone suffering as I ha.v,.bellevlng
Readers of TBB TRUTH Sni<u .kilow the ctrcnmatances tha.t they Will do a.ll a.nd more tha.n you cla.tm for them. I rema.in,
·under which this work was Wrltten. The last words
Gra.tetuliy yours,
MBB. IIUBY J, STEWABT,
penned by the f!l'eat author were for the fOurth VOlume
which was nearly completed at bll! death, and which will · Remember tha.t these a.pplia.nces a.re not wom next the skin, but
now conta!Ji an aeconnt Of hla world-lamented death and over the under-ga.rment, a.nd, uullke a.ll other a.pplta.nces In the
bnrlsl. MJ. Bennett was a very pat1ent "and faithful ma.rket, they Jmpa.rt no shocks a.nd lea.ves no sores.
· ehronlcler Of the habits and customs of tlle dltrel"e!lt PliO·
.. -plea Of the many places he visited; The every:day
life Of an nationals laid before the resdl)r by one who has
PRICE LIST.
'Jlllited them and be)leld them With his owu eye&. Par.
'tlcularattention Ia paid-to the progreaa of Freethonght ln.
.. . the vsrtona conntrlea he visited, and the ,morallty of so,
_ ealled pagan nations Ia contrasted w;lth the moraUty ot
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
· Chrlatlsn eonntrleil, much to the detriment Of the latter'
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Freethinker's I:Ustory of the World.
Tiita

work -and "A TRUTH. SEEKER IN EUROPE"
'81loald be tn every Llherara Uht:arY Besides Its !Dtllnalc
worth lt Ia a memento of one Of the greatest. Freethinkers
the world has known-of one wlio r.anka with Voltaire
·and Paine In the force and clearneaa Of his. ~gs.
Addreas 'lHJiJ !BU'l!f. IS/iJJiJKJi!B,

83 ()Untttn Plaee,
New Yorkclt:v.

THE

PROBLEM OF THE 1JNIVERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOME
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B,- SA.MtJEL P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 cents.
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4:.00
Ladies Jacket
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16.00
·SuperJlne Insoles,
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•
1.00
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Any of the ab9ve ga.rmente sent to any a.ddress upon receipt of
If they are not as represented In every respect. If you a.re uncertain
send .us word sta.tlng sympto11111, a.nd we wiD a.dvlse you wha.t
a.pplla.nces are otrered a.t less tha.n one-third of wha.t others are
gua.ra.ntee tha.t the ma.gnettcqua.llty Is a. hundred
superior to
public, a.nd wlll outla.st the ga.rmente themselve.
ha.v ra.l8ed five times their own weight six
In the ma.rket wlll·a.ttra.ctthe sma.llest pa.rtlcle of tron; the
of such
so-ca.lled ma.gnete ma.de of ma.teria.l no better tha.n hoop.Iron,
not ca.pa.ble
moment. All of our ga.rmente a.re ma.de from. the very best lila.terla.l for the
a.nd a.ll other ga.rmenta now before the public. Every- ma.gnet 1s a.rra.nged In
pnhciplu, a.nd not ha.pha.za.rd asln a.ll the others. We offer you therefore

The Only Scientific Jlagnetic Appliance Ever

For sale at this officf'

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS CHRIST A FICTION
Founded upon the Life of
A.POLLONIUS OF TYANA.

Constrn~ted.

And cha.llenge compa.rlson With a.ny of the 80-ca.lled ma.gnettc ga.rmente now otrGred under tha.t hea.d. '
the sa.me time the a.pplica.tlon of lii.bor-sa.vtng ma.chlnery In our ma.nutacture ena.blee us to otter them
a.bout

..

·

ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE cluRGED,

So tha.t we ca.nsa.y With truth, None a.re .so poor tha.t they ca.nnot procure them, being but a. trl1le higher
tha.n ordtnsry clothing,
.
.
ReDleDlber tha.t we are offering you the chea.pest a.nd best ma.gnetlc a.pplla.nces In the ma.rkst, a.nd fi
upon receiving the ga.rmente they do not meet your expecta.tton, return them a.t our expense a.nd we WW ·
refund your money.

How the Pa.g&n Prleste of Rome Ortgtna.ted
Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests are made to
Ohrlstla.nlty.
order, and a :ftt guaranteed.
·
'l'ra.nscrfJ>ed by Sl'IBIT F ABADAY, la.te Electrlcla.n
and Chemist of the Boya.l Institution,
AGBNT8 WANTED IN EVliBY TOWJI Ill TBJI'OJilTBD BTATBS. LIBBBAL OOJOOSSIONB ALLOWED.
London, Engla.nd.
U4r"aw for CUfUulr IDioriiii'IOIIt
DB. L. TENNEY,
;l'rlce1-b0al'd8, 75 cente_; ~per, 110 cents,
W~$ Xadleon street, Ohtcaso1 tlL
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• , Please ·cut this petition out, attach ·wto a l;>Iank/ sheet of paper, sign ;o~
name and address to ~t, get: an your friends aitd neighbors to do the same,·and
then~send it to this office:
·

-- ;} ' A.. PETITION FOR- STA.TE SECULARIZATION.
To the Honorable Senators and Members of the Hr;use of Representatives of the
United States Congress :
·
·.
,
A republican form of government being based on liberty, equality, and ·fr.ar.,ernity, as both means and end, involves the separation of Church and State,whose um_"on is the worst form of class-legislation and the most infa.llible sign of_.
'
Ah
·
!l.rbitrl\l"Y::P9Wer.
ouse divided agaip.st itself cannot stand. The institutions
of this Coitimonwealth should be made homogeneous throughout. Imparti8J
protection Of iill citizens in their equal rights and liberties, by encouraging the
f!ee_Dl_ovei:p.ent of mind, promot~s the establishment of truth in whatever diractiori. · Any,'infringement by governmeli't of this_absolute equality of its citizens
tB the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed agamst that natural
· · "·· which , tis t h e Constitution declares, this government was founded to
''JUstice
;lestablish."
_
.
: __ And yet, though the :first amendment to the Constitution of the United
}tates says,'" Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
')r. prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Church and
~tat_e,_ which gives to Christianity· moral imd ·ma_terial aid, and so proscribes
Jt:qe:r .:r:eligipns and forms of belief and unbelief, while taxing these also for the
iU.pport of that special religion.
.
,
. ·. .·
.
T
·. _ he ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives
~mcmg. US f!ore: ..
.
· L'Rec'ognition of God and Christianity in State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property from taxation.
.
-.
•. 3;_; Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
h
f h
b
h ls
I• "
' 4.•i R ~,1gtous
exercises, as t e reading o t e Bible, etc., in the pu lie sc 'oo ·
, · 5, ~aw111 enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
~ible.
,
·6; R(;lligious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office:
7 · Cli I · · · th L · 1 t
th Ar
d h N
, , ,.. . ap ammes 1n e egts a ure, e
my, an t e avy.
8. ·F;ast,:and Thanksgiving Proclamations, which contain_ theological ideas
~hat· may or may not be acceptable -to the citizen.
9. The vague and indeterminate sens~ in which the words civil and sac red
'
·
h
lre used when applied to t e marriage contract; and the· appeal to God or the
~oly Sc,ript11res by some of the states,. as the :final11uthority on marriage; ,
, • 10~. Making morality subJ" ect to church dogma., by describing it as_._. Chris·ian, instead of natural, morality.
.
.
: ' 11:.; The license rather than liberty given to religion by the :first amendment
:;o the lJnited States Constitution, by forbidding C_ongress to make any law
· hib"ti
th fr ee exere1se
• th ereof," which ineana,
·
· reaIIy, " th e f ree exermse
· "
,' pro
.1 ng. e
jrwhatever anyone chooses to call " teligiol)..''
.
.
.
. . Th~ necessity for this separation of Church and State is more apparent now
\han, ~ver,b,efore, because of -the still, greater diversity of religious beliefs, the
f
f ·
fr
th
li •
h·
h
pany o~ms o d1seent . om e re gton w 1ch receives State patronage, and t e
-~r~rWip.g signs of sectarian strife and ambition "in the arena of politics. And
~mphasis needs to be given to the fact that the llllion of Church and State is
'
. h" ·.:.7
z. n
lo
,; · h
h--:.7 · d ..,,.
·
·
t"
~' flJ:1fJ~;., ~nf.r,tlfri;Ceto t~~ e:y!P ....tiJrWnt }J1 t'Lg t.met !J(LS W,: ew~g .Wl_th map.y,!lues tons
)f;f~:W··dem-andmg ·a.t~nt10'n. And most· essential IS 1t at all trmes, and
)specially::m the present, in order to ·secure· .for the law its due respe'ct and
lbservance; that the people's representatives should exhibit the strictest fidelity
~o .their tru.sts by following the law. in its letter and spirit.
·
: Your_ . •pA_titioners, therefore, pray that -immediate action be taken by the
· ki r
·aw-ma "rig.'power to bring into harmony the theory and practice of our governnent in 'in,aking the followin.,a principle a pai"t of the fundamental law of the
:and by amendment to the United States Constitution:
-

· The'total separation of Church and State, by prohibiting Congress or
iny St~t!}, County, :Municipality, or Township from enacting any1aw that
•nf"ringeS'the rights Of COnSCience, Or faVOfS aily practiCeS in the name Of
~Mi~~~!~~r of aught else, that interfere with private right;.or the p~blic
. ·s,
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A 0HINA.l\L~_N. WR~ _ baptized In Cohnectlcut the
other·d.ay, and thus"·<ine more'c8seof'water •·cuer"
Is ~urnlshed.
·
·
·
·
"I" SAY, Jim, do you know:· th-e/ dlrterence between
a fish and a woman?" "Not perzaclly. What Is the
dltrerence?" · "There 1s no dltrerence; they Is just·
the same. If you drop a line to either you are apt
to get them on the string."
A cLEBGYJIUN who holdsvery radical views on the
divorce question made a funny slip the other day
when he added a word to the usual formula, and"
said to the inan, "Keep yourself ··only _unto her as ...
long as you bothl!hallliv together."
'
THE absent-minded paragrapher, wJ>.o was thU\k~ ,
tng about the Missouri State cOnvention, and the'
murder of .a Ohteago miniSter's wife by b.er husband, ma.de the paragraph read: ".A.Ohtoa.go man
shoots his Wife on the first ballot, and 18 nominate~
by accl~mation; "·
KHowdltrerently.thesall)esentiment sounds when
put 1Ji. another. way.. Tlui,story 1s told of a teaclier
who-was reviewing her class -In th!l_lastwords ot
great men; and asked a little giJ;l: ·"W-Ilat were tlie
last words. of Webster?" expectilnif the answer," I
still nv." To her amazement a little "gtrl,caJled·out,
"I ain't de!Ld yet."
·
··

., .. ·MY _dear,look· below," said a Hal!le~ man·,' j'ust , as-he stood on the bridge with·. his· wife and, gazed
at:a tug; b,aultngal!Jle _of barges. "Such-~lltethe tug Is like a ma,n, worklnr: and tolling, while the
barges are like women,-" "I Jmow," lli.terrupted
.Mrs. G., acridly, .. the tug does all tb,e blowing, and
the barges bear.all the burdens."
"DAUGHTER, Why do you' Weep.?'' "0h, mother!My heart-is nearlybrokenl" "Speak out, dearchlici, .
and tell me the cause. ·Has he decieved -you?"
·• Oh, no 1 Worse, worse than that. -At cb,utch yes·
terday I saw .everyone lOoking at May Oa._rter's new
dress·and bonnet, and I didn't notice a single one
looking at mine." .. ob, well, dear, you shouldn't
mind that. _If she had a finer dress and bollllettiuw
you, and the congregation admired hers the most,
of course God was on your side, for he is always the
friend of the oppressed." "Oh-oh-1-I-knowl
But God l~n·t-lsn't fasll;ionable. Boo-hoo I"
·

, ·

.. MR. B.," said the president or a bank to his cashier, "I understand you hav sold yo'ur trotting
horses?;' "Yes, sir,'• replied Mr.- B., uneasily; ~·~
found the luxury too expenslv." "And you _de-\
clined an Invitation :ro a'Champagne party the other
evening."
sir." learn
The that
cashier
gettinga
wb.tte
now.. "Yes,
"And,{also
you was
nav taken
claes In sunday-school, and hav become a meD!ber .
ot the church choir?" · "Oh, sir!" exclaimed· the'
frightened man," the amount Is less than $10,000,
and U you Will glv two days' time I will restor if
every cent."- But the _president was Inexorable.
·
TEE li:u:NTEllfi. AFTEB THE'lJNXNowABLE.
.Aero~ tlie _ DJ.oorlands_ .()_f ~e Not
We chase" the gruesome When,
·H
And hunt the:ltness of the What
Through forests ef the'Then.
Into the inner consciousness
we track the crafty Where;
We spear the Ergo tough, and beard
The Ego In his lair. •

. .r

With lassoes of the brain we catch
The Ianess of the Was,
~nd In the copses of the Whence
we hear the Think-bees buzz.
We climb the slippery Which-bark tree
To wate'h the Thusness roll,
~~ ~::!e~~~;.~~~qosttc rllynies
THE minister Called at the house of· Mr. Snagwell
the other day. "You are very comfortably situated.'' said he to the Ohrlstian wife and mother..
"Your, little pla_96 is almost selr·sus.talnlng, but,
sister, where are all of your chickens? When las_t
here I nQtlced flocks of th!'D! In the yard." "Yes," •,.. ' .
·,,
replied the Ohristlan lady," we raised a great many
but they became so troublesOme to our neighbors '
t)lat, rather than glv otrense, we sold them." ·"Very
considerate, I am sure.''· "Oh, I canliot bear to·be '
looked upon asan1mpos1tion,imd-" "Mat" called
young Snagwell. ,;Yes, son." "Did you sel)._the
chickens· 'cause they was trouble?" "Yes, son;· run
along, now." "No, you didn't, 'cause I he&rd you
tell pap that the chickens all· had the cholera;an'
that he'd better take 'em down,ali' sell'emJl!'fore
they all died." The good lady lillagtned that the
minister was not so cordial when he took hls.leav·e, '
and, sllortly aft8rward, the boy had· reason to believe
that the meroury had gained an altitude ot severa.l
Inches.
"TJIE MA.:N 0:1'1 THE F.ENOE,
Oh, I am the man on the fence;
No mortal oa.n drive D\e from thence,
I .sit at my ease,'
And I think as I please,
With an easy lndlfterence.
It Is quiet and cool on the fence;
The shadows are charmingly dense,
I climb to my seat,
And walt for the heat,
And hurrah for the fight to commence.
I hav prosperous times on the fence;
I am free from all care and expense,
I will not voluntari,Ly contribute nary
Ashadow of dollars or cents.
/
I oa.n see all my friends fro in the fence,
For the crowd on each side Is lmmenee:
·
And this way and that
I keep dofllng my hat,
With a heartiness simply Intense.
But I'm bothered somewhat on the fence:
For the parties hav both left their tents, And they wtnd' l_n and out
And turn round about
Till I don't know just where Is ~he fence.
.;:-Burde~_e,,
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A PAMPHLET issued by the New York Sabbath in an envelope, addressed it to his old enemy,
Committee estimates that no less than 250,000 and got it taken across seas by a tra~eling
persons are required to violate the Sabbath in friend, who mailed it from Vienna to the
. ..
'
..
...
connection with the· running of the -railways of priest. The envelope was, of course, opened
THE Duke of Argyll estimates the age of the
LAST Saturday was the Hebrew New Year,
th_e country onc Sun~y, and that one~half of by the Russi!ln post-office spies, who gloated
world to pe ten· million years.
this number are professed Ch:clstia.ns and over the :finding of a first-class prize. In the being the first day of the year 5889, or there"FmsT come the missionaries, then the con~ church-meml:iers, who thus, from fear of losing mean time, the priest himself had somehow abouts, reckoning from the creation.
suls, ai),d after them the annies/' said King their places, Violate their conscie:Oces and the been brought under suspicion of Nihilism; and
THE cholera epidemic which has been
' Theodore of Abyssinia some years ·ago .to a. laws of the church to which they profess a.lle- the spies saw the chance to fasten it on him.
ravaging Italy has abated to some extent.
·· French traveler, expla.lning his abhorrence of giance.
They resealed the envelope, mailed it to his Some new cases of the disease are reported in
explorers and missionaries.
·A VILLAGE pastor at Warrensburg, N.Y., has address, and sent orders that watch be kept southern France.
JAMES GoRMLEY dropped dead at a-church witl:i:ifrawn from the Good Templars Lodge, upon him as to how he disposed of it. It was
SEVEN persons convicted were publicly
fair at Letauket, Suffolk connty,.New York, becau_se it woUld not receive his wife also as a dUly delivered to the priest, who took it to his
after eating nearly two quarts of ice cream. A member.· An elderly lady m_ember gave as: a home, operied it, looked- at it, was startled, whipped last Saturday in Wilmington, Del.,
case of death from eating too many oysters at reason for voting against her that she had been and was just about to rush out with it to the one of whom also underwent the antiquated
ordeal of t?e pillory.
a cJ;tnrch fair is yet to b.e heard of.
seen sitting in a hammock with a certain young poiice, when a couple of. friends chanced to
A NAVAL court of inquiry has decided that
A S.ur FRANCisco -girl's olaim to distinction clergyman. Other charges and counter charges make him a call. He locked the door and
rests upon the ·fact that, at a chnrch.fair, she were made, several members of both· sexes showed it to them; he read a few lines of it; the blame for the sinking of the United States
stood on her head in the guise of a gypsy boy were -accused of improper behavior, and the .they were intereste4. Then the police broke steamer Tallapoosa rests with the master of
tn his door. He was caught in the act -of prop- the schooner with which she came in collision.
acrobat. She· had a ten,t to herself, and each lodge broke up in confus}on.
. spectator of the feat was· compelled to pay a
DB. PHILLIP ScHAFF says that "the Christian a.gating Nihilism among his two friends, one The navy department approves the finding of
dollar,
world embraces three great divisions-Greek, of whom was .. a spy. He .was seized and the court.
THEBE -is an unfortunate pastorin Montgom- RomlUl; and Prot_estant. .As to numbers, the dragged to police quarters. The proof against
THE Rev. -Thomas Bacon, of the Dwight
ery county, says ~he Rochester Uniim, who .for Roman_ Ca~holic church is the largest (over him was complete; he had received a clarides- Congregational church, in New · Haven, has
the year past ha_s recei_ved•. only $15 by ;ay 0 £" 20 o,ooo,ooo), and nearly. equals the two others tin Nihilist document, and attempted' to circu- raised dissension among his congregation by
salary, and but for the charity of neighbors combined; the Greek church is ihe smillleEit late its doctrins. He· protested his innocence; declaring for .Qleveland. Dissatisfied memwould hav starved. He has a wife and two (l;letween 80, 000 , 000 and 9o,OOO,OOO); the Prot- threw himself on his knAes, and roared in bers hint to him that political discussions are
children.
esta.nt (over·lOO,OOO,OOO) is the most progres- despair; but all this was taken as proof of his out of place in the pulpit.
DB. G. L. BEARDSLEY reiterates the belief ·siv in -all new countries, where the Timtonic .guilt, and confirmation of the rumors that had
IT is reported that the process of boycotting
been set afloat about him. He was thrown
of many scientifin men that death is usually race and th~ ·Englisp language prevail." Thil'l
.
.
·
into prison; his sentence speedily fell upon his adopted against the New York Tribune by the
·qUite pamless1 so fari~s physical sensation is estimate givs a_ total Christian populatiqn of
printer's union has brought that journal to
concerned, and he is also of the opinion that '380,000,000, !Jr at most -390,000,000, a.ga.1nst head; the case was· carried to the police ad- tenns, and that it has become a union paper.
mental numbness, or a feeling of siriking into 1,056,000,000 who are not Christians;'
ministration at St, Petersburg; he was_ con- The concession has been brought about, probdamned ts> hard labor in the mines.of Siberia;
t fr
r_es ' . ees the mind of fear.
T~
nume.
ro.us·
men
of
science
assembled
.;n
·
·
·
"""'
~ h e was put mto
t.h e next cham-gang
for S"b
I ena, ably, more by political than financial pressure,
the Central Labor Union having declared
.. A <iLE~GYMAN named Hoyle was so indiscreet. Philadelp~ were canvassed by reporters to and by this time he is filr on his way there."
against Blaine.
as to register his name at one of the Baltimore learn their views as to the asserted conflict beHotels. Within half an hour afterward no tween science and religion.~ The Christian beSEVEB.A.L months ago the Rev. James WoodA POLITJ;CAL party called the American Politfewer- than forty-mna anxious· inquirers sent lievers with one voice testified ~hat not on:ly row, Pb,. D., D.D.,- LL.D., President of and ical Alliance has nominated Capt. W. T. Ellsup their cards to his room begging to be in- was their faith unshaken, but that it was Perkins Professor of Natural Science in Con- worth, of Pennsylvania, and Charles Waterformed if a flush royal couldn't get away wit)l strengthened by inquiries into the methods by nection with Revelation in the Theological man, of New York, for president and vice-presfo,'IU O,C!1ii!.,
c.\···-c .. , :·'
;_;;,._, , /·c
;:w:htc};l~~}J,eJlreo.toi .has seen ftt.to work;. On the Seminary of the Southern Presbyterian ·church ident ·of the United States. The platform
THE pa~tor of licolored church itt st:··Lonis otller ~and, the ~nbelievers. were united in. t~e inC(llumbia., s. c., delivered an address before proposes suffrage for American-born women,
bought an $18 Bible for his p1llpit oil the in- asserti~n. th~t sci~nce was .dir.ectly ~tagomst~c the Alunmi Association. of that institution and a residence of twenty-one years to enable
stalment plan, but never paid more than the to !J~~tia.mty, ~d som~ msmuated that their upon the subject of evolution. Dr. Woodrow a foreigner to vote.
first dollar on it. _on .a recent Sunday the C~mstian assoCiates,_ be~g mostly connected assumed advanced ground on this subject and
AN earthquake shock on the 19th was felt
·agent of the finn which had sold the book ~th colleges, were afraid to say what they became the proponent of certain theopes
in Michigan, Ohio, Iridiaila, Kentucky, and
seized and made_ off withit, in spite of the thought.
which, it has been alleged by those who differ
Canada. Glass was broken and clocks thrown
pastor's.resista.nce.
.
TliE River Jordan. was formerly accredited with him, are of Darwinian and Spencerian
w:ith mira.ctilons·healingpowers bestowed .upon complexion and Materialistic tendencies. With down in parts of Michigan. A Methodist
THE cause of woman is looking up, even 'in it by the god Jehovah of the Jews. Na.a.ma.n, o~e exception the e;ntire Presbyterian press of conference was i:r,t session at Toledo, Ohio,
India. There iEi now in that coniltry a lady it is related, fonnd it efficacious for the cure the country condemns the learned professor, the members of which adjourned in much
editor to one of ·the most popular vernacular of leprosy, and pilgnms hom all parts of the and the Southern Ch1lrch has been in a great consternation, without waiting .for any motion
journals, ~d there has been establish~d .at world continue to bathe in its waters. Medical quandary ~s to what action to take in the except that caused by the shock.
Calcutta a Zenana library, for the purpose of men now pron"ounce it unrivaled as a tonic, but preinises. At a session of the board of trustees
MB. KEELY, of motor fame, has applied his
meeting the demand for healthy reading for attribute its strengtheriing qualities to the :to.- of the seminary a paper was introciluced
etheric vapor to the firing of guns. Experithe educated young women of India.
.
pidity of its current, which runs like a mill- strongly commending Dr. Woodrow, and in- ments with the mysterious force were made
. "IN the wiD,e-prodncing regions of France race, the ·river failing 3, 000 feet in 136 miles. dorsing nearly all the positions taken by him on the 20th under the supervision· of United
a.nd.Germany,•where people drink wine with. Religious peop1e will be inclined to regard the in the address on evolution. A substitute was States officers at Fort Hamilton, in New York
their food as freely as we do tea or coffee, there_ stream with less reverence when they learn offered whicJ;t enjoined npo11, Dr. Woodrow to Harbor-. Force nearly equal to that of gunare hardly any d:runka.rds." Says a temper- that science has placed it on a level, medici- cease teaching in the seminary the doctrin that powder was developed. Gen. Hamilton an~·
a.nce wri~e:t, "Let us hav good cqeap wine, and nally, 'with a watere.ure establishment..
evolution is God's plan Of creation, and nounced himself satisfied that Mr. Keely had
" / ··the cry _fc;,r temp_erance will be ended when
that the body of Adan:i was probably evolved made a great discovery.
,. the present raoe of_drunka.rds has passed away." .THE people of Great Britain ha.v a plenty of from a beast. This substitution was voted
JEBBY McAuLEY, the revivalist, of this city,
A_better way would be to giv up the ~se of stim- that unfortunate class whom "yon hav always down, and another adopted indorsing the ad..
·ulants altogether."
.
with yon.'~ The London Ohrunicle says: "The dress so far as it set forth the doctrins of nat- was buried last Sunday. Mr. McAuley was not
.. ··
.,
·
official return, made up to June 24th, shows ural science, but· condemning evolution as in- formerly an ornament to society, having been
A WiscoNSIN man o~ habitual ,profanity h,a_s that in the week ending on that date there
.h
rf
f f . h a river thief and an inmate of the·state prison
.been speechless since, as he writes out the ao- were 689 , 629 pauperS in England and Wales, consistent Wit pe ect soundness o. ait . for a term of years, from which he was gradu'count, _he ut_tered some pa.rti_"cularly-~bla.sphe·
The minority then entered their protest against
~
exclusiv .. of l~natic paupers and yagrants.
ated as an exhorter. He produced numerous
mou~:~wordswhileailgeredbya.refra.ctoryb_orse,
.
the action of the--board in refusing to enjoin
.
_
:This was nearly2;000 less than for the previon~ on Professor Woodrow not to teach that evolu- conversions amoJJg the class \\ ith which he
He thinks that he was slnitten down as a punk F th
·
din
· ds f 1883
.
wee •
or e correspon g pe~o 0
tion is God's plan of creation, and that the had associated previous to his ehforced retireishment, and will never be o,ble again to speak. and 1882 respectivly, however, the .numbers
m~t. His funeral was numerously attended.
Others believe that he fell in a drnn:ken sleep, were 694,036 and 701 ,598 . The total for the body of Adam was probably evolved from the
and dreamed so vtvidly that his brain was last week of the Inidsnmmer quarter for 1884, lower ~m~ls. A~o.ng ~e reason~ given are
Miss LIZZIE MAYEB, of East Orange, N. J.,
turne!l bJ>: it, his incapacity being imaginary. ·therefore, showed a decrease of 0. 6 . per cent that belief m evolntH>ncha.nges the mterpreta. who has been sick for four years, now an' .
.
.
. .
·
'tion of many passages of scripture from that I noun. ces herself cured by the effect of prayer.,
THE Ohristian.Advocate publishes an editorial comp9:red with that of the corresponding week now received by the church; that the view that 1Just what the disease was she is unable to state
headed·" Freethinkers." All that· the editor _for 1883, and of 1. 7 per cent compared with the b, ody of A_ dam_ . was evol_ved from lower ani- but doctors hav variously attributed her illnes~
has to say about Freethinkers is that." their the return for the lastweekofthe Inidsnmmer
convention has been held.'' The remainder of- quarter of 1882;"'
mals and not formed by a supernatural act- of to malaria, congestion of the stomach, bad
.
_
God is dangerous and hurtful; that the. theory liver, consumption, and diabetes. This nriety
the article is devoted to an endeavor _to show
T HE pnes
· ts of R .USBIB
· are
·
-f
·
th
o course on e that Adam's body was formed by the natural' of ailments excites the suspicion that not
·that Christians .(except_Ca.tholics). are them_- s"de
of the c·z6~
aa
a.g6':nat
th e .peop1e. von
r. h
· whil e E.ve's was created by a mn~h was the mat_terwithMiss Mayer anyway,
I
~
~.
law of evolution
selva Freethinkers. To borrow a· popular_ 8Ulln
· ton's Pa'II er ·tell-s the f oll"owmg
·
s tory: "In
_
supernatural act of God IS contrary to our con- and that her disease was of the same character
-'n Rnss:an
.village -th ere w~
aa .a cec....__,_
• has; as her cure-imaginary.
.
P hrase, THE 'DBUTH SEEKEB extends to the a ce....
nw . .
~
....... fession of faith, as that confession of faith
Advocate assurances of its distinguished con- Russian-priest whose hatred of Nihilism rose been and is interpreted by our chnich; and .
l!ide:ration.
. to a mania. To show his zeal in the czar's ser- that· the advocacy of views which hav no. anTHE lot of a Salvation soldier is not without
1
IT is a strapge and pathetic spectacle which vice, he denounc;d the blacksmith of the vii- thority from the word of God, which tend to . its vicissitudes. Lucy Johnston, known as
Naples presents of crowds of devotees seeking la.ge to the authorities as ·a Nihilist. , The unsettle the received interpretation of many "Singing Lucy," a member ~f the S~lva.tion
tO illla.y the ravages of cholera by religious pro- bla.ckslnith was arrested, and condemned with~ passages of scripture, and to destroy the con- Army of Albany, N. Y., while entenng the
1
cessions, and policemen dispersing the· pro- out trial to ·Siberia. By some means he fidence of the church in her doctrinal stand- Army's hall one night last week, after a parade,
cessions under the direction of the sanitary managed to escape, made his way to a sea- a.rds and may rend our church, ought not to ; was strnck on the head, with a stone or billy,
authorities. Thus even in the face of death, port, and thence to New Yor~. The black- be illlowed. The synods of South Carolina, and knocked senseless. The next day she was
which illl in common are seeking to avoid, men slnith did not forget the aforesaid priest, and Georgia, Alabama, and Florida, will tilke- the in a precarious condition. Her home is in
will still be at cross pnrposes.-Sun. This is hit upon a pllin to punish him for his crime. matter up later on. In the mean time Professor Brooklyn, and she joined the Army four
another way of sa.ymg that religion and com- He got hold of an old copy of ~e Nihilist pe- Woodrow holds the fort, while evolutionists months ago against the opposition of her parmoo sense are bound to conflict.
riodioa.l Narodnaya Volna, put it up carefully look on with considerable amusement.
ents. 3he is a vocalist of considerable a.b~ty,
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and oppose him foot to foot and hiH to hilt, I po~i- of the church, grew sudd~nly penitent, and flung
tivly and emphatica~y deny !hat the chu_rch has, m away the sword for the missal, and ~ban_doned t~e
the past shown that 1t could mterpret scripture more couch of the voluptuary for the monks shirt of hair.
successf~lly than the mere "human critic" could. William of the Lo?g Sword, J)uke of Normandy, w~s
Rationalism and Catholicism.*
Nay, my lord cardinal, I
refer you to only one ex- fain to ab~ndon h1s ducal rank and take shelter m
Where the currents of human thought and destiny ample-e. g., of how your church interprets? a _ce:- the . monkish cell. Hugh, Puke o~ B~gundy, was
are now drifting to, the wisest of us cannot determin tain scripture passage; but the example I will g1v IS anxiOus ~o throw up all to find shelter m the monaswith any degree of precision. We search in vain for such a striking, picturesque, and conclusiv one as tery agamst the terrors of ~he d~y of doom; and
a precedent to the form and pressure of. the present should be able to explode forever your church's m~m- Hugh, Count of Arls, was hke-mn:ded. The Emage ·over all the past annals of the world. It may be strous pretensions to divinely inspired hermeneutics. peror Henry II., crownless and unkmged, presen!ed
that history repeats itself; but we hav now reached a It is unfortunate, your eminence, for you and. yours himself at the abbey gate o~ St. Vanne, howhng
juncture of social, political, moral, and intellectual that our more modern times hav laid the intellectual piously from the Ps~lms: " This shall be my rest forforces which we look for in vain back through the wealth of the world's yesterday at the feet of men who ever; here will I dwell, for I hav a delight theredim corridors of time; and how history is to repeat hav neither post nor pension from your church. It is in." Numbers of nobles left lands, and castles, and
itself speculation is overwhelmed in the attempt to unfortunate for you and yours that there are men ?f all to the church, and hasten~d to. the Holy ~and,
decide, and vaticination is dumb.
my type, who will read and study for many years m bare-fo~ted,_ ragged, and penmless, m the cunnmgly
Never in that tract of the world nominally Chris- obscurity, anxious only to find out what is true, and church-msp1red hope that t~ose w~o, at_ the ~rack of
tian did aggressiv and defiant " Infidelity " close and never once asking what is profitable; studying for no doom, were foun? m the samted chme_ m_whwh _t~e
grapple with the minions of the cross as she does to- profession, hoping for no preferment; poor, but as- redeemer had d1ed, would hav certam ImmumtieS
day; and never since the Reformation era did the piring to no gain, no crosier, no cardinal's hat; but from the horrors and terrors about to be wreaked
scarlet woman flaunt her skirts so proudly in the freely giving learning and time and life to the most upon the rest of the human race. Others stubbornly
great cities of both the Eastern and Western Hemi- thankless of all causes-to a cause that for indepen- and desperately remained in their doomed castles,
spheres. Protestantism has no geographical area that dence givs you poverty, for celebrity givs you infamy. and o~ their_ est~tes, left to barrennes_s. and weeds,
she did not win by the zealous fanaticism of her first What a pity you hav not still your Index Expurgato- and d1d not ImpiOusly attempt to propitiate the v~n
rush. The Protestant countries of the sixteenth cen- rius to prevent such as I from misusing the best years geance of God. But the alta~s were l_oaded With,
tury are the Protestant countries of to-day, and no of their life in toiling over volumes the perusal of and the church floors stt·ewn With, legal mstruments,
new ones hav been added thereto. Nay, and the old which can only be inimical to your hierarchy! How venerable parchment, and dusty vellum, representones are rent and riven; and the seed sown by Luther lamentable that you cannot now arrest pens like mine ing gifts to the church of some of the noblest estates
and Spalatin, by Huss and Calvin, by Wycliffe and by giving those who wield them a twinge of the in Europe, and thousands upon .thousa?ds of. serfs
Sawtree, by Knox and Melville, has grown up almost thumbscrew, or make the blazing fagots at the stake and vassals. The church took them all, JUSt as 1f the
choked with Romish weeds and Rational tares. The reduce the hand of the writer to ashes! Like its day of judgment had not been so close at hand. The
mentation and the aspiration of the fifteenth century God, your church is the same yesterday, to-day, and monks, Cardinal Manning, were themselvs the c~n
were not identical with those that actuate the nine- forever. Among the calcined bones of the mighty veyancers, and the deeds of ~onveyance began with
teenth. The floods of human folly hav worn other you would honor me by mingling those of this h~m- the ste!eotyped words: "Seemg that the end of the·
channels, the currents of human tendency hav torn ble Scottish heretic and rebel, but that Protestantism world IS now approachmg, and that every day accumtheir way through other rocks and over other shoals. held you at bay tili the party that I in some imperfect ulates fresh miseries, I, Baron - - , for the good of
The old battle-fields are deserted, and only through way represent grew strong; and now an enemy infi- my soul, giv to the monastery of --,'' etc. The
the mists of departed time we can descry them, 'with nitly more terrible than Protestantism confronts you. last day of the worl~ was the harvest daJ: of the
their rank grasses, broken and shapeless weapons,
Your church, my lord cardinal, has alone the true church, a~d the t~ent1eth chapter of RevelatiOn was,
half-obliterated trenches, and dull mounds marking interpretation of holy scripture, has it? We shall for. the time bemg, worth more than _all the re:
more or less dishonored graves. The battalions hav see You should hav ceased to make such assertions mamder of the boo~ of God. And_ glo~wusly. yom
reeled and surged into other fields, and there, with wh~n it became possible for men like me to unearth church interpreted It, my lord cardmal, m the mterother weapons and with other battle-cries, the often- and decipher the works of such writers as Glaber, ests of your ?rd~r._ Th_e nobles you had under y~ur
changing but never-ending tide of human conflict Abbo of Fleury, Gennadius, and Corodi. You will, thumb by this d1yme gift the_ church has for puttmg
ebbs and flows. Guns are yet planted on the roof, no doubt, my lord cardinal, hav heard of the Mille- the correct meanmg upon scripture texts! an?, as for
and there is a rattle and blaze of musketry from the narian insanity of the tenth century, although you the common p~ople, _they. forgot all the mstmcts of
windows of the old half-way house between Rome would undoubtedly that such as I had never heard of hu~an nature m their abject _tef!or. They wallo'!ed
and Rationalism; but the shot and shell fall wide of it. How excellently the " divine authority of the in Ign~rance, filth, and v~rmm, mtense ~ear leadmg
the mark. Formerly, the old house was in the center church" interpreted Rev. xx, 2, 3 ! The binding of to ~n mvoluntary relaxation ?f. the sphmcters. An
of operations; now it is on the extreme left flank, and Satan for a thousand years your church alleged be- echp~e of the sun ~ecame VISible to the Emperor
miles away the real conflict rages. The half-way
t th b 1·rth of Christ· so of course at the expir- · Otho s army on their march. They at once recoghouse is tottering to its fall. The emergency to meet gan
a a thousand
e
'
'that date, ' Satan was to mze
· d m
· 1't one of th e a:poca lYP t'IC " signs
·
· ·th e sun: "
ing of
years from
m
which it was built has passed away. Its giants are be l•t loose, and unutterable calamity, if not absolute They were paralyze? With fear. They dropped their
dead, its heroes are no more; its prestige is over, and annihilation, be visited upon the world. In the tenth weapons, ?roke t~e1r ranks, and such o~ the scream" Ichabod " is inscribed over its gateway. A shabby century your church was in full swing, with its di"yine ing ~nd d1sorgamzed rab~le as_ terror d1d _not render
despotism, three centuries ago, it modified a terrible inte retations and all the rest of its monstrous Jug- motiOnless. fled to the hills, h_terally calhng to the
despotism, and thereby justified its existence; but glerf. and not even one solitary bark of a heretic dog rocks to h1de them, and the hills to _fall upon them.
now, Why cumbereth it the ground? Hardly taking resou~ded through the caverns of your ecclesiastical
On dragged the a:wful weeks, commg nearer and
it into account in military strategy, up on the side of Avernus. You had, or your own annalists belie you, still nearer to the mstant wh_en heaven and ea1't;h
the windy hill the banners wave and the troops are a perfect plethora of dirt and piety an~ plague and sho~ld pass away. At length, m the end of the most
ranking, the forces of Rationalism and Rome, and pestilence. Like rotten sheep, your Ignorant and ternble December the world has ever seen, came the
with them and no other rests the balance between filthy dupes died off in tens of thousands; ":hils the last '!e_ek of the year A.D. 1000. T_hen there was such
victory and defeat in the Armageddon of these latter half-naked, vermin-eaten, and nasty-but Ignorant agomzmg suspense, such paralyzmg ~ear, and such
ages.
and holy-survivors crowded into your abbeys ,and abandoned frenzy as never before or smce has cursed
Everywhere now ecclesiasticism howls against" the churches and implored God to hav mercy upon them; such mas_ses of the_ race of _ma:n. Yo_ur ch~rch, my
spread of Infidelity," and everywhere Romanism is but he would not. You showed them relics, and they lord cardmal, had mdeed vmdwated Its claim to be
activ, from New York to Birmingham. In the latter wanted a bath; you treated them to the ~ass, and "the divi~e interpreter of script?re." You took ?P
town, the other day, a church dedicated to St. Anne they wanted soap; you incited them to godlmess, and the twen!Ieth chapter of Revelatw~, and by your mwas opened by his eminence, Cardinal Manning, with they wanted cleanliness. So much attention was t~rpreta!wn thereof exalted t~e h1e~archy _and wellall the august ceremonial of pontifical high mass. given to dying and to seeking the kingdom of God mgh rumed the world. Durmg this terrible week
In his subtle and able dedicatory address, his emi- that the wheat and corn and barley remained unsown, the work of the w~rld was utterly suspended. ~or
nence is reported to hav said: "They believed all or was allowed to be destroyed by blight and mildew; the ring o~ the anvil there was the yell of the m~mac;
that God had revealed, unwritten and written, the and the survivors of the plague for wild roots had to for the wh1rr of the ~huJ;tle there was the shr~ek of
old divine traditions of the church from the begin- burrow in the ground like pigs, eat rats and other the madman. D:ea.nly rose the sun! a~d drearily set
ning-every jot and every tittle. But why did they v:ermin, and regale themselvs upon diseased human in ~he l~st few wmtry days before h1s ~1ght was to be
believe this ? The ' word ' in the text did not mean flesh from the corpses of their plague-stricken dead. extmgmshed forever. Men held their very breath
the book, and they who would draw their ChristianIn this state of affairs what did your divine and in terror. Blanched white were the dark-brown locks
ity out of the written scripture had proved for censcri ture-interpreting church do? What wine, and that so lately shaded the smooth and open brow of
turies the inefficiency of that rule of faith by the ·1 p d b
did 1·t .,.
D'iv to the youth.. Int theh halls th
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read , an d c ons olat"on
1
t' where thefarrasldwas of
d
multitudinous contradictions and ever-increasing di- 01 , an
e P~ mes were o go , an
versity of the interpretation that had been put upon scared and famished remnant plague and pestilence the riches , . w ere
had left? Your holy Bernhardt of Thuringia turned where t~e air was _heavy with odors, now lay the dead
that word. Without divine certainty they could not
to the twentieth chapter of Revelation and preached and dymg commmgled, no sexton to bury, and n_o
hav divine faith, and, therefore, the wisest human
critic could giv him no definit certainty of the mean- the immediate end of the world. As the clock struck thief to stea~ the vessels of gold; and where th_e _air
midnight on December 31, 1000, the devil would was heavy w1th odors were now the filth of the hvmg
ing of the holy scripture; the most learned scientific
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of his eminence in regard to "the wisest human
critic " being unable to express any "definit certainty all but ruined, but what mattered that; your "divine Satan and of the trumpet blast th~t should signal the
of the meaning of the holy scripture." So far, I, a church" was enriched. Kings and nobles rushed to end of the world. Love was bamshed, hate was forto endow it with lands and wealth gotten, an~ terror w~s master of all. The thread
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thority of the church itself,'' I join issue with him,
twelve, ringing the death-knell of the millennium and
~11 vocatiOns_ were dead, sa:ve that of the priest.
• By W. St()wart Ross (Saladin), editor of the London Secu- ushering in the end of the world. Kings and nobles, -w:1th husky VOI?e, ha~gard mien, and supern~tural
lar Review. Read at the Cassadaga Lake Freethinkers' Con- whose pastime was slaughter as regarded men, and Wildness of gestiCulatiOn the_ monk harangued m the
vention.
lust as regarded women, in spite of the dominance market-place, and around h1m surged all that terror
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and death had spared. 'Nearer, nearer, and nearer tute a variety of information and instruction. They unknown, and a right to present that guess without
came the _end of the year, till only a few hours inter- are taken, mostly, as the author says in her preface, fear or molestation. He should be protected in his
vened between mankind and the day of judgment. from the latest edition of C.l;tambers's Encyclopedia, belief until such time and place when knowledge deThen the remnant of human beings crushed into· the and are as reliable as can be obtained It is a good stroys it. Then he should be secularly free to prechurches till they were filled to suffocation. Thou- book for big folks as well as little ones, and should, sent his knowledge. In fact, scientific teaching and
sands clamored in vain for admission at the gate of as I trust it will, be in not only every family, but in reasoning should be as free in every respect as the
convent, cathedral, and abbey. Resolved that it secular and Sunday-schools as well. It is the only mystical and verbal bosh of religion. Before all
would be better for their souls should they perish book of the kind I bav ever seen, and, I hav spent guess-work or hope of a future life after death, the
o.mong the ruins of the house of God, they who could an hour very profitably to-day in the perusal of its young and the innocent should receive a secular ednot obtain admission scrambled up to the roof, and pages. The children will all want "Aunt Elmina's ucation and know the facts and the reasons whereby
mingled their chants and wails with the roll of the Little Lessons,'' I am sure, and the well-known abil- life, health, and happiness are safely maintained.
organ which ascended from within. Midnight on the ity of Mrs. Slenker, as a writer on a variety of topics,
Scientific schools and papers should be fully pro31st of December was the utmost limit given for the should insure a ready sale for this latest one, so that tected and supported by taxing the church property,
release of Satan; but it was held that the release she will feel that there is a demand for another vol- which has clerically robbed secular instruction, for
might take place an hour or two before night's solemn ume.
SusAN H. WIXON.
years, of its just privileges. To teach that God only
noon. The great candles of the cathedral shone unhelps the believers, and not the knowers and doers,
The Contrast.
der grained arch and by fluted column over the pale
is the fiction by which the clergy selfishly hold the
and upturned faces of a convulsed and motley multi- PRESIDENT BROWN'S OPENING ADDRESS AT THEN. Y. STATE ignorant in the toils of the orthodox faith. Knowltude. There were no clocks, but, at regular interFREETHINKERS' CONVENTION.
edge is a virtue. Belief is often a vice which supvals, on the great candles metal balls were fixed by
LIBERALS AND FRIENDS: The science of human exist- ports ignorance and crime. Secular authority should
inflammable strings, and as, hour after hour, the ence began with our knowledge of a cell. The relig- govern all persons by the laws of the state, indepenflame reached each string in succession, the ball fell ion of superstition began with our want of knowledge dently and impartially, for the sole good and equity
into a basin -shaped. gong below, with a clang that, of a sell. One is spelled cell, and the other sell. By of each and all whose citizen relations are lawfully
in the breathless suspense which waited upon the the former we find all vegetable and animal life sus- established. A worldly education is about the only
burning of each string, resounded to the loftiest tur- tained. By the latter, all the fictions and follies of safeguard against the deceitful influence of religious
ret, and reverberated among the graves under the religion are expensively maintained. All physical assumptions and clerical impositions, perpetrated in
flagstones in the aisle. One by one, an eternity of and mental well-being ·depends upon the scientific the name of an unknown God and Ch1ist.
suspense between them, fell the balls into the gong, cell. The priests and the preachers climb into power
Scientific instruction has as many rights as the
· and yet the end of the world did not come, and the and support by the sell of faith. One protects the heartless threats of religious damnation. The rewinter morning dawned of the 1st of January, in the family and the state, and the Q_ther supports the venge of saints has no right over the knowledge of
year 1001. The holy Catholic church had indeed in- clergy and the church. One teaches the natural the sinners when both seek freedom and control. The
terpreted the scripture-interpreted it to replenish ways of happiness, while the other compels the race best citizen grants to every person the similar rights
her own coffers and augment her own power. The to fear and dread. By the believers, the unknown is and privileges claimed by himself.
world slowly slunk back into.its old wOi:k-a-days; but placed before the known as all-important./ By this
The freedom of speech and press allows the only
without taking pains to resent its having been duped pious deception men and women are put upon their
censorship,
which demonstrated truths and facts
and hoaxed by the unscrupulous ·cunning of Rome. knees as slaves, dupes, and weeping dudes. A secuShame, my lord cardinal! Remember, you are not lar education raises humanity above the religious place before the citizen, to freely use instead of his
addressing the illiterate vassalage of the Dark Ages. deceptions, into the utility and dignity of the state want of knowledge.
Truth and fact never need abuse freedom of
Your words reach those who can criticise them with- and the progress of intellectual liberty. By the sell
out favor and reject them without fear. When you in preaching, prayer, and faith, the family and the thought, speech, or press. Error seeks control
would speak of your church being the only divine in- state have been robbed for years of their just rights. and denies fair discussion and free comparison with
terpreter of scripture, remember the twentieth chap- Idiots, paupers, and vandals have been the legitimate the demonstrable origin of correct thought. Reter of Revelation and the year 1000 A.D., and be for- result. A pious fraud praying for bread, to be fur- ligious revenge is not the jury by which the abuse
of freedom should be tried and sent to prison. The
ever dumb.
nished by an unknown God, only finds it, at last,
Nay, my lord cardinal, the pretensions of your produced by the actual knowledge and industry of impartial sinner has more real virtue than the rechurch are going the way of all the earth. You yet a sinning secular individual. The substantials of vengeful saint.
The devil has a million sinners to God's one saint,
manage to hobble along on two crutches-the mental both church and state come from our secular knowlapathy and moral credulity of mankind. But the edge and the work we do, not from religious faith or and anyone of them has more generosity, industry,
earth swings round, and the gnome casts another belief. The knowledge we have of the necessities honesty and actual goodness, in daily life, than the
shadow upon the dial of time. A race arises that and the happiness of life does not come by belief or one godly pet who begs his food and clothing, while
cares neither for your book nor your infallible inter- prayer. It comes by our secular observation and idly living on the charities of the very sinners whom
pretation thereof. Address, if you will, the present- experience. Our personal duties depend upon what he dooms to hell, for no other reason than unbelief.
day spawn of the bats and owls of medievalism; but we know, not upon what we believe. The sell of re- "Of such is the kingdom of heaven."
What bas man to fear but his own inherited ignothe beams of the true sun of righteousness hav now ligious faith has always received its money and food
broken through the gloom of your censer smoke and from the industrious sinners who depend upon the rance? How could he sin more than try to keep unyour windows, dim with the effigies of saints. The science cell for a whole body and a correct thought. der its useless influence and priestly control. One
perdition which has overtaken Zeus and Isis is over- What we know about honor and justice does not re- day of secular education is worth more than all the
taking you. Untold opulence, the romance of his- quire clerical support through religious fear and religions known since the word God was invented.
tory, the wealth of erudition, and the subtlety of in- selfishness. ·We have paid taxes and tithes on church Take from the believer his knowledge of forms and
tellect are yet on your side; and I admit that even I, property, and for the support of the clergy, to the motions of matter, and he cannot even guess. To
the ''Infidel," immeasurably more pronounced than amount which would have settled every conceivable scientifically put off as long as possible our final inten thousand " Infidels" you hav tortured and burnt, debt of the world which human necessity could de- dividual destruction, and keep our forms and motions
hav some feeling of sympathy with you as, girt with mand. It is possible that a good God has not ability in existence, we are Freethinkers and secular workthe cestus of the mighty memories of two thousand enough to save the souls of his own creation, with- ers, knowing the good it daily brings us. Of gods
years of the irrevocable past, you stand confronting out clerically robbing the industrious many, to re- and devils we know nothing. We believe of them
your inevitable doom from the fiat of the merciless ligiously support the idle few in a perfect state of just what we do not know, and that fact destroys their
future. Hater as I am of tyrants and tyranny, the holiness ? What a difference there seems to be be- utility to us.
We think sin is necessary to a worldly salvation by
tears hav coursed down my face as I hav figured my tween divine and human justice!
fathers at Culloden amid ruin and rout, riven tartan
One shrewd sheriff and a good judge can prevent knowledge. There can be no salvation without sin.
and shivered claymore, perishing in the whirlwind more real sin and crime than the unknown God with Secular knowledge is far more conducive to,health and
that swept away the "divine right of kings." Like his whole posse of clerical police. They attempt to happiness than ignorance and belief. We are ready
sympathy I extend to you and your church, Cardinal do their reforming by the sell of faith, while the to know and do the fittest thing for the good of huManning, standing between the sunset of the world's sheriff and the judge do not wait until death before manity, and let gods, devils, priests, and preachers
yesterday and the dawn of the world's to-morrow, de- they deal with the offender. We think law and look elsewhere for aid. Let us be faithful and sincere
fending the divine right of priests. But, like a spec- order is better maintained by persons who are secu- to what we know to be useful to our race. Of the
ter of the Bracken, your towers and citadels melt larly educated, than by holy men preaching faith and myths and miracles of religion we have quite enough.
With knowlfldge and labor for the needy we are
away into the viewless air. You hav made a darkly- hope in a musical or a burning life after death. Their
interesting chapter in anthropology; but the race rewards are too far away for immediate practical in- content.
The good of this world will satisfy the wise until
rises to the level of new developments and new eons, fluence. This immense clerical fraud depends upon
and, ere a long time pass, your censer will smoke no the fiction in the phrase," I believe." We know, or we know something of a better or a worse existence.
On the question of secular rights and intellectual
more; your Jesus will hav taken his place with the we do not know. What we know is in no sense what
obsolete gods; and the candles upon your altar shall we believe. What we do not sense, and therefore do freedom we have but one controlling motto, which is
burn no more forever. The same sun in the heavens not know, is all we can believe. What we know is said to have been given to the world six hundred and
that has looked down upon the waning altar-fires of secular. What we do n_ot know is our religion. fifty years before Christ, by Thales, a thoughtful
the faiths of the world's hoary yesterday shall yet When we sense and know, then knowledge has taken Grecian philosopher.
look down upon your altars, cold, deserted, and deso- the place of our religion. When we say we believe,
It is this: "Avoid doing what you blame in others."
late. The altar of the future will be the concave of it is the best evidence we do not know. When we
Whoever strictly obeys this admirable saying will
the sky overarching -in glory the everlasting hills. do know, then there is no need of the phrase, "I be- be a good example to his enemies, and a true teacher
The worship of the flJture, irrespectiv of teleological lieve."
of all his associates.
dogma, will be the reaching forward to stronger brain,
If the believers in the religious superstitions had
When we talk of the unknowable and the unthinkpurer morals, and a happier world. To further the able, how can we expect our words will be anything spent their time in studying the facts and truths
advent, my lord cardinal, of that nobler altar and but verbal and imaginary? What we sense is our which alone make them healthy and worldly-happy,
grander worship, the Freethinkers of America are knowledge. What we do not sense, and attempt to almost the entire gloom and tears of the Christian
met to-day on the Cassadaga bights, and they per- describe, is nonsense-no sense. If we desire to mourners would have been prevented.
mit me thus to shake hands with them, and add my most effectually separate church and state, we should
You know your worth and mental content depend
feeble spark to the splendor of the coming day in a teach the rational difference in the utility of secular upon your knowledge and reason.
land where Romanism never had the mastery-on a knowledge, and the folly of ignorant belief in the
And if we are in any danger of pain or fire after
continent of which your Jesus never heard.
unknowable, and the impossible assumptions of re- death, we will use the same or similar knowledge"
SALADIN.
then we now find good.
ligion.
If the real goodness of this world is worth anyAny person who has been educated to the practical
Aunt Elmina's Book.
good of this world, would not exchange it for any or thing in another life, if there be one, we cannot apLITTLE LEsSoNs FOR LITTLE Fo:t.Ks, Vol. I, By Mrs. E. D. all the religious faith and belief in the universe. ply it until we arrive there.
Slenker. Price; 30 cents.
Our selfishness can never correct our reason and
Educate men and women to depend wholly upon
This is just what its name indicates-a little lesson their knowledge and labor for all they can enjoy, understanding.
All we need to know and do is the inevitable, the
book of 152 pages, containing solid, substantial facts. and we have fairly and truly separated church and
The subjects are well and wisely chosen and consti- state. Every person has a right to guess about the must to be. Matter ie the source of all known phe-
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nomena, and without its varied conditions we could are no such orthodox heathen as that, no such volup- co-operation of a band of men and women whose
not exist.
tuaries of thought, and epicures of wisdom, and genius and eloquence will be to us a constant sup•
When we understand all the relations of forms gluttons of" sweetness and light." We regard our- port. I hav no fears for the success of our moveand motions of matter, we will find no place or need selva as the vanguard of the great future democracy ment, for I hav no fears of the generosity of Liberals,
for gods, devils, or their professing agents.
of the world. In our hands are placed the treasures and with their assistance both in spirit and in deed
How do we know when we are doing right or of the life that is to be. We are standard-bearers of I know that an advance will be made in Liberalism
wrong, except we be acting according to our knowl- the truth and right. We are the servants of human- that will be simply astonishing, such wealth of rna~
edge?
ity, and it is our greatest joy and noblest reward to terial is at hand, when the fitting moment arrives,
To avoid knowledge is a crime. To prevent others be able to do something for its advancement. We and the wand qf truth touches the fountains of life.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
from knowing the right, by their own study, is the realize the oneness of our race-that we are bound
Sec. National Liberal League.
crime of the priest.
together and sweep forward upon the stream of
Address: No. 55 East 9th st., New York City..
To accept belief as better than knowledge is the united effort. Our own culture is not complete, our
vice of the zealous Christian.
own highest attainment is not achieved, our own
To know what will keep us whole in body and cor- pleasure not supreme, until all others hav shared with Elmina Attends a Seance and Visits a Cemetery.
rect in thought is the highest virtue with which man us the knowledge we· hav acquired and the hope
To FRIENDS: September 16th I had my first introcan become acquainted.
founded upon that knowledge. Therefore, by its very duction to spiritual phenomena. A friend invited
We live to enjoy what we know and do.
nature, Liberalism must go forth in constantly in- me to his house, his daughter being a table-tipping
When we are taught to say, "I do not know," in- creasing effort, for the spirit of truth is the ·spirit of medium. The table was a light-very light-stand.
stead of saying, "I believe," then an honest ajfiTmation growth. In order to expand ourselvs and reach our It tipped out the sentence, "You will believe in
will be counted better than a ChriE~tian oath, the test grandest bight, the whole world must come into com- time," while she and her father sat to it with hands
of which is to publicly kiss the dirty cover of a book munion with our thought and be touched by the same resting upon it, but· gave no names or tests. We all
of filth and fiction.
infinit possibilities. Herein lies the grandeur of our tried it--Mr. Masquerier, Patience, and others. It
All that admits the book into the farce of religious undertaking, that it is thoroughly democratic and finally tipped when I sat alone with the medium and
courts is the sinful phrase so thoughtlessly and com- cosmopolitan. It would build up the Ideal Repub- gave the sentence, "Will you believe your mother?"'
monly used, "I believe," instead of saying, "I know, lic, whose pillars shall be planted in every land, and I said; "Yes, it will be a test if it will rap her name·
I do not know." In proportion as knowledge in- whose arch shall be as universal as the blue dome of with the initial of her maiden name as a middle let-·
creases, religion decreases.
heaven.
ter." But it failed. I found I could; by pressing w.
Knowledge and labor usefully remove religious
It is for this great and onward work that we ask for trifle and drawing on the table toward me with the'
faith, prayer, and belief. Our knowledge has im- contributions-that we may push ahead, and bring palm of my hand, easily start it to tipping, and as w&
proved, beautified, and made this planet a better into play the yet unorganized forces of human closed I remarked this and the medium frankly said!
place upon which to live and be happy. Our relig- growth. There are thousands and tens of thousands she could do so likewise, and also stop it on any letter,
ious beliefs have reduced many victms of it to pov- throughout our land who are ready to be enrolled in or between two letters, just as I could They seemed!
erty, idleness, ignorance, crime, and indescribable our ranks when they understand our purposes and honest, true, and fair. They only experiment at
misery.
see the sublime ideal for which we strive. They are home for themselvs and friends, so hav no motiv to
To know is to succeed.
dissatisfied with the old; it is dust and ashes to them. deceive-perhaps may be self-deceived.
To believe is to fail.
They hunger for the new; they would partake of the
We tried a very heavy table that had been once
Knowledge is mental health. Religion is a disease fresh life of humanity. But they are scattered here said to hav been raised from the floor by invisible
in the brain of those who teach that by belief we are and there in a thousand communities; they are sur- agency, but it didn't move a muscle.
saved, a~d not by knowledge. A secular education rounded with hostil influences; the new thought is as
I was, on the whole, not disappointed. I learned
will save this nation from religious ignorance and yet vague and dim-it seems a confused mass, and the modus opeTandi, and am promised a rapping seance
the vandals of superstition.
they know not hardly whether it will build up or tear soon. So I patiently bide my time.
To know and do is to be scientific and useful. To down. They hesitate, and, while detached from the
believe and pray is to be religious and useless.
old, they find no point of earnest effort and hope in
CYPRESS HILLS CEMETERY.
Science produces and protects. Religion con- the new. It is for us to make an opportunity for this
A little group of us hav just been to Cypress Hills
sumes and destroys.
unorganized multitude; to speak the word that, like a Cemetery. It lies on an elevated ridge of land usuScience is the known and the demonstrable. Re- fresh element, shall strike brightness out of confu- ally known as " the backbone of Long Island."
ligion is an assumption, making a great noise about sion, that shall crystallize what has hitherto been About four hundred acres of land are beautifully laid
the supposed.
blindly floating into order and beauty and so into out in sections and plots, and it is, like Greenwood,
Science is the possible. Religion is the impossible. noblest use.
a garden, park, and cemetery all in one, though not
Science is knowledge. Religion is ignorance.
Shall any Liberal who has a dollar to spare hesi- so well kept or so lovely as Greenwood.
We should act with the actual, and not worship the tate to contribute to this all-impm·tant pioneer work?
At the entrance as we went in there was an imimpossible. Distinguish between the two and live Will he not feel the electric thrill of brotherhood, mAnse plot set aside for soldiers' graves, and over
and labor accordingly. Defend the right and the and be ready to do his best in m·der that when the them stood a grand monument, with the statue of a.
true. Oppose the wrong, the mythical, and the use- old has forever disappeared, the new may shine, not large and powerful soldier upon it, standing guard·
less.
in disorganized fragments, but in a wonderful cos- over the silent army of sle·pers. The grass here, so·
mos-a palace of delight wherein all humanity shall thickly dotted with headstones, was of an emeraldi.
The Pioneet· Work of Liberalism.
find an ample feast?
green, and as clean as human labor could keep it ..
I am sure that Liberals will generously respond, so Close by was a memorial plot sacred to the memory·
'rhe work to be engaged in by Mr. Watts and myself is of a twofold nature: first, of course, to lecture that our choice and noblest spirits may hasten to of Garfield, which was full of rare and blooming;
among Liberals themselvs. This is necessary in new fields, and so from day to day enlarge the do- plants.
order that fellowship may be more fully established mains of truth, science, and humanity.
Then Mr. Masquerier piloted us to his tomb. The•
and a greater impulse communicated to our organIn no spirit of boasting, but simply to show what first thing I can remember of this great thinker is·
ized force. We need to giv and take of the great new can be done, I venture to state something of my past the unique fact of his having built his tomb during:
life and hope that is in the world to-day. We cannot experience in missionary work, by which I hope to his lifetime. We found the monument in Section 9,.
liv alone and accomplish our best in the tumultuous be able to accomplish something infinitly better for near Locust Grove. A large and handsome one it;
and complicated civilization of the present time. We the future.
was, too, and instead of the usual inscription of
must join heart and hand and become powerful, not
In my fresh enthusiasm for orthodoxy, immedi- a death's-head and cross-bones, impossible flying·
only within but without--strong in ourselvs, and able ately after my graduation from a theological semi- women, and angels, he has ornamented it with brief
to confront that which, based upon the theology of nary, I went to the prairies of Dlinois, and joined my inscriptions and memorial figures of scientific facts ..
past, sets itself so strenuously against progress. There- fortunes with a struggling band, and as the result of On one face he has a declaration of his principles of
fore, through the platform as well as through the my effort a new church edifice was built, and I must right and wrong, and his idea of human progress and
press, Liberals should be more thoroughly aroused. confess that I was a little proud when I saw its spire development. He claims to hav classed together the
There should be a closer association and deeper sym- pointing to the sky, for I felt that I had actually done three great principles that must co-operate in the
pathy, so that the organization already established something for humanity. I had, like St. Paul, establishment of perfect rights and of as perfect ha~
shall be both permanent and effectual.
planted a church where there was no church before. piness as is possible for us to enjoy-a separate and
But, based on this more powerful union of those After a while I passed into the Unitarian belief, and, equal ownership in the quantity of soil, and an inwho are now Liberals, there is to be begun and car- animated by its spirit, I went to the plains of alienable perpetuity and entailment_ of this ownership
ried on a vast pioneer work. This is the essential Nebraska, almost outside the bounds of civilization, for both sexes, which will giv the power of self-emobject of the $5,000 fund. It is not to support Mr. on the very verge of the red man's territory, and ployment and the right of self-government to each
Watts and myself among Liberals, but to enable us, after two y;,ears' hard work in a somewhat uncon- individual.
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, beyond all present genial soil, built another edifice for the advancement
He claims that, while Archimedes boasted that if
Liberal organizations, to enter untried fields, to break of Christianity. So actually in my short life I hav he had whereon to stand he could with his lever
new grounds, to plant the seed for new harvests. I been the means of rearing two church buildings for raise the physical world, he has suggested the more
want this point to be particularly understood by all the benefit of the old faith. I hav served my ap- useful plan by which to raise the moral world to its
contributors to the fund. This is not a contribution prenticeship, and believe I served it well. Now comes highest stage of civilization.
to enable us to hav a free-and-easy time among our the real work of my life, and where I hav built one
He clsjms that, while Copernicus simply observed
own kith and kin, but to giv us an opportunity for edifice for Christianity I purpose to build a hundred the fact that the planets were rolling around central
work where work of our sort has never been done halls for Liberalism. I kHow it can be done. I hav suns, he was the first to discover the moral world re~
before.
not worked for nothing in the harness of the church. volving around the central hell of all the monopolized
It will often be necessary, in going into an entirely What I learnt there shall be put to the servifle of a rights to property and government, and then to plan
new community, to hire our own hall, pay for adver- far nobler cause. With an infinitly greater outlook, the reconstruction of them by dividing the whole
tisments, etc., depending upon our own resources, a greater faith, a greater hope, a greater enthusiasm, earth into states, townships, and farmsteads that
and this we cannot do in any successful way unless I can be one of those who shall help dot this land should be entailed and inalienable.
the means are furnished by the combined generosity with the temples of humanity, where the worship of
It looks very pretty (in theory) to see these little
of the Liberals of the whole country. Anyone can deity shall be transformed to love for our fellow-men. homes, where peace and plenty shall forever dwell,
see the magnificent results of such a work in the fut- Giv us of your wealth, friends, and the cross shall and where luxury and wealth may in time abide.
~ ure.
We are working for the future, and not simply vanish into the laboratory of science, and the pulpit
Like all enthusiastic reformers, he thinks his way
for the present. It is not for our own comfort .that be changed into a platform for the proclamation of best, that Owen, Comte, Proudhon, Cabot, S. P. An~
we aim, but for the unending progress of humanity. genuin knowledge; and in place of the sepulchral drews, and others hav all missed the main points in
We wish, therefore, to enlarge the circle of Liberal- tones of the priest shall be heard the beautiful their labors for communistic life by not giving to
ism and send its flame into every corner of our land. pxans of man's eternal progress. This is the work people these little farmsteads as inalienable homes.
We do not regard ourselvs as a select company, the laid out before us by the late action of the Liberal ConIt was a strange sight indeed to see this man read·
enlightened few, who are to liv for our own develop- gress-broad, manifold, far-reaching-a work for to- ing these rights from his own tombstone and expa~
ment, making all possible knowledge for ourselvs, day and for the boundless future. It is to this pro- tiating so earnestly upon them. On another side he
and disdainfully, in the pride of intellectual achieve- gressiv and frontier labor for Liberalism that Mr. had his alphabet, which he claims to be the only per~
ment, letting the outer world rest in darkness. We Watts and myself purpose to devote ourselvs, with the feet alphabet the world has ever known, it giving the
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eleven vowel sounds in the human voice, and the
twent=two consonants, or strikings of the parts of
J
the mouth upon each other. This alphabet he explained to us, and we clearly saw its vast superiority
to the one now in use, but realized how hard it would
be to get the world to adopt such a great and radical
change, even though it might be perfection itself.
On another side were the geometrical figures, and on
still another his name and the date of his birth, with
the blank for his death.
·
t
.
His wife is lying there waiting h IS commg o share
her last resting-place. Her sister Patience, who was
with us, gathered a beautiful bouquet of wild flowers
and laid them as love's sweet offering upon her grave.
I'd lay me down where spring may crown
My grave with his earliest flowers,
Where zephyrs play and the sunbeams stray
'Mid the peaceful cypress bowers.

theory on this subject has no attractions for me; but at the
close of the lecture he made a very serious charge against our
city clergy which I think they cannot afford to overlook. The
lecture being concluded, the chairman off~red the platform to
anyone who wished to controvert it. Christianity found its
defender in an individual who mounted the platform merely
to display his ignorance, and, by the nonsense he talked, to
bring a keen sense of shame to those in the audience who
sympathized with the cause he championed. When he had
got through, the lecturer made a brief, and, I will do him the
justice to say, a very courteous reply; but he said the clergymen of Toronto ought to be ashamed to leave the defense of
the religion of which they were the paid guardians, to persons
not qualified to debate these great subjects properly. It was
either because they did not believe in what they preached, or
were afraid to bring it to the test of discussion. If they did
not choose to meet him at his lectures, he was willing, he said,
to meet them in their own lecture rooms. As a Uhristian believer, I was pained and humiliated to hear S1Hlh a challenge
as this unresponded to. I should be sorry indeed if many of
the difficulties raised by the lecturer as to the immortality of
the soul could not be satisfactorily answered. I think they
can, and if the clergy, whose lives are devoted to the study of
these subjects, do not answer them, who can? I wish to ask
them in all seriousness if they feel that they are doing their
duty by sitting quietly in their libraries while many of their
people are being drawn away into Infidelity by the teachings
of this skilful English debater? The large audience that was
present last night is sufficient proof of the influence this man
is exerting in Toronto, and his ability is such that if be remains in this city many months preaching the gospel of unbelief with no one to oppose him, be will certainly make it a
powerful force amongst us. If our ministers, through their
neglect, allow the minds of their people to be poisoned and
perverted in this way, their guilt will rise up before them on
the judgment day. Let them study the example of the apostle
Paul, who was "not ashamed of the gospel of Christ," and
who was not afraid to meet the philosophers of Greece on
Mar's Hill, or to stand up for his master in Rome itself.
"BELIEvER."
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Then upon inquiry the "Man of Sin" was ~nfo~~ed
that Judge Field, the "true blue Presbyterian, hke
Aliunde Joe, was given to cussing.
.
And now we clip from the New York Trtbune,
edited by a Scotch Presbyterian, the following "P.ersonal " in relation to Judge Gray, the "Channmg
Unitarian:"
"Somebody in Washington has just unearthed the following
good story, told at the expense of ?on troller Lawrence. . He
was arguing an appeal before the Supreme Court last Winter,
in the course of which he quoted a decision quite unfamiliar to
the members of the court. 'Pardon me, judge,' interrupted
Justice Wood blandly, 'what is your authority for that?'
'Lawrence I., 1was the rather hesitating reply. His embarrassment was not lessened at the titter which ran through the
room as bluff old Justice Gray exclaimed sot? voce: 'Well,
if th~t isn't cheek, I'll be d--d !" The controller had been
quoting from his own decisions.''

Now let us sum up the evidence as to the p;resent
court and see how it stands upon the questwn at
issue.' The acknowledged or presumed Agnostics, or
knownothings, are:
Miller, of Iowa.
Woods, of Alabama.
" And still the wonder grew
How one small bead could carry all be knew?"
Matthews, of Ohio.
Harlan, of Kentucky.
If you would like to know more of him and his
The other five are claimed to be nominal churchideas, I will send you his book, price $1, for only 40
men; but they hav certain characteristics which
cents. It is called, "Sociology; or, the Reconstrucworldly-minded men are accustomed to regard as
tion of Society, Government, and Property." I hope
belonging to the class of unbelieving sinners. That
to receive many orders for it. Address me at Snowis to say, Chief Justice Waite, Episcopalian, breaks
ville.
Truly,
ELMINA.
the Sabbath by dining on the piazza at Coney Island
99 Java st., Green Point, Brooklyn.
with another English chief justice, also a churchman while Gilmore's band plays profane music.
Canadian Notes.
Thus it will be seen that Mr. Watts has already
J ~dge Bradley, of New Jersey, an elder in the ReIt is pleasing to note that activ steps are now be- awakened great interest in Canada upon Secular formed church is so profane that "the man who
ing taken in Canada to establish a Secular Union philosophy. He is engaged to visit the various dis- carted a load 'of apples up a steep hill wasn't a
throughout the dominion. This important work has tricts of Canada for the purpose of starting branch marker to him."
been undertaken by Mr. Charles Watts, whose long societies upon the basis of the National Liberal
Judge Field, of the Pacific coast, "a true blue
experience in the Freethought movement pre-emi- League, with a view of amalgamating the whole of Presbyterian," is said to be not far behind his brother
nently fits him for the task. Practical knowledge, the Liberals of the Dominion and the United States Bradley in the use of cuss words.
polemical ability, and ready tact are necessary upon at the n,ext convention of the League, under the
Judge Gray, of the Hub, ''a Channing Unitarian,"
the part of those who seek to organize our principles, name of" The American Secular Union." This prop- and supposed to be incapable of profanity, or even
and we hav every reason to know that Mr. Watts osition has met with general favor in all parts, and of laughing audibly, while on the bench of the full
possesses a fair share of these qualities. His recep- promises to be productiv of practical results in con- court, whispered, "I'll be d--d," causing a titter
tion in Toronto and Hamilton, during the past week, solidating the vast Freeth ought elements which exist throughout the hall of justice, while even the stony
has been all that he could hav desired, personal kind- so extensivly throughout the continent.
goddess herself shook with suppressed agitation,
ness and public favors having been most freely beArrangements hav been commenced for the hold- until the scales in her outstretched hand vibrated in
stowed upon him. His bold, earnest, and definit of a great Secular Convention in Toronto, the second telephonic Rympathy with her diaphragm.
mode of advocacy admirably suits the Liberals, both week in December, when the new departure above
And now will some one who knows Judge Blatchof Canada and the States, and there is no doubt referred to will be fully discussed. At this conven- ford please inform us whether he is too good an
that his time will be fully occupied in platform and tion delegates will be present from all parts of Can- Episcopalian to break the Sabbath or use cuss words?
general organizing labors. On the morning of Sun- ada, and the leading lecturers of the States will be
ANTICHms·r, A.M.
day, Sept. 14th, our friend opened a campaign in especially invited. A plan will also be submitted to
Hamilton which was thus reported in the Spectator of the convention to secure a Canadian edition weekly
Literary.
that city the following morning:
of one of the Liberals journals now published in the
BY way of the Investigator we glean the following from the
"Mr. Charles Watts, the celebrated Secularist speaker, writer, States, and by these means it is hoped to obtain full
New Bedford Signal:
and debater, lectured in the Pytbian armory yesterday morn- publicity to the work of friends in Canada.
ing to a good audience, which included quite a number of
"We understand that Miss Susan H. Wixon, of Fall River,
ladies. The subject of the lecture was the nature and aims of
All communications as to this convention should has in course of preparation two new books,_ to be issued the
Secularism, the religion of humanity, which Mr. Watts and be sent direct to the secretary, Mr. J. A. Risser, 185 coming fall. From her well-known and marked ability as a
his co-workers wish to substitute for Christianity. He said Richmond street, West., Toronto, Canada, Ont.
writer and a denouncer of all shams and superotitions, the
that Secularism did not necessarily imply a denial of and disThe Rev. Dr. Sexton, of England, is now lecturing publid has a right to expect a rare treat in the issue of two 11ew
belief in the supernatural, but it taught that, as this is the
volumes from her facil pen. For nearly one year Miss Wixon
only world of which we bav any knowledge, we should devote in Canada against the "Skepticism of the Age.'' He bas been engaged in editing tho "Youths' Department" of
our energies entirely to the end of improving our condition is the mouthpiece of all the denominations with the 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER, a well-known independent journal of New
here, and should let the future take care of itself. He de- exception of the Roman Catholics. The doctor is York city. Her editorial labors bav met with a just appreciaclared that Secularists did not seek to abolish the Christian evidently a very able man, but it is feared that with tion, and the youthful readers of that paper are said to be
religion, but wished to retain what there was of good in it
much attached to their kind and friendly editress. While the
and reject that part of it which they considered evil. Secu- all his ability his friends in Toronto are afraid to put fame of Miss Wixon bas extended !$broad, and her former
larism be said, was positiv philosophy, and provided for all him forward to defend their teachings in debate. book, "Apples of Gold," has been tmnolated into the Bengali
the n~eds of mankind-physical, intellectual, emotional, An invitation has been sent to the doctor's friends, language, in distant India, yet so. quiet., retiring, and unasmoral, social, and domestic. At the close of the lecture an by the Toronto Secular Society, for him to meet Mr. suming is she that few in her nClghborhooil, outside of her
invitation was extended to any person who might wish to disimmediate family, know how inilustrious she is, or how great
pute any of the lecturer's statements or views to come forward Watts in diseussion, but up to the present the in vita- a work she is accomplishing.''
and speak, but nobody responded. Mr. Watts said that this sian has not been accepted. The truth alope benefits
To which Mr. Seaver adds:
was the first of a selies of lectures to be delivered in Hamilton through debate, and Christians are becoming aware
"Miss 'Wixon is an accomplished writer, aR well as a very
by him. He announced himself as anxious to meet any or all· of this fact more than ever.
worthy lady, and as her occupation is Libeml literature, we
Friends, am I mistaken in thinking that the little I
hav said of my visit here at Masquerier's will help to
interest you in the work of this man, of whom we may
well say,

of the city clergymen in debate on the comparativ merits of
Secularism and Christianity.''

The Rev. Dr. Sexton having lectured in Hamilton,
the Spectator inserted the subjoined paragraph:
"An effort will be made to arrange a debate here between
Rev. Dr. Sexton and Mr. Charles Watts, the former to speak on
the side of Christianity and the latter to defend Secularism.
Mr. Watts will lecture here again next Monday and Tuesday
evenings, and on Wednesday evening be will organize a Secular society."

Mr. Watts arrived in Toronto from the Cassadaga
Convention Wednesday evening, September lOth,
and will make that place his headquarters while in
Canada. He delivered a lecture at Hamilton on the
morning of the 14th to a good audience. In the
evening he lectured in Albert Hall, on " Secularism;
Its Principles and Its Aims." The hall was filled before the hour set for the lecture, and still they came.
At a low estimate at least two or three hundred disappointed people were refused admittance for want
of room. He spoke for over an hour and a half without any sign of weariness in his listeners. Mr. Watts
is a logician of the first order. His incisiv logic, together with a command of language that always conveys a well-defined idea, immediately arrested the
attention of the audience; and the lecturer was often
interrupted by applause that was given with enthusiasm.
·
On Wednesday evening, the 17th, Mr. Watts delivered a special lecture in Toronto in reply to the
Rev. Dr. Sexton upon the subject, "If a Man Die,
shall he Liv Again ?" The next day the following letter appeared in the Toronto World:

...

suggest to all our readers that they purchase a copy of each of
her new books as a compliment to her ability and industry.''
The allegation made in THE TRUTH SEEKER, July The cbililren will be pleased to know that we bav the book
28, 1883, that all the judges of the Supreme Court for them in band, and that it will be out in season to ornament
of the United States, except Mr. Justice Strong, were the Christmas-trees of as many of them as make 11 festival of
Infidels, was controverted by the Christian at Work, the sun's winter birth. We expect every little pagan in the
land will want a copy, and not giv his or her parents a moParson Talmage's paper, which said:
ment's rest till one is ordered.
"Chief Justice Waite is an Episcopalian ;.Justico Field is a
true blue Presbyterian; Justice Bradley is an elder in the ReLectures aud Lecturers.
formed [Dutch?] church; Justice Gray is a Channing Unitarian; and Justice Blatchford is a through-and-through Episco,J. E. HEMSBURG bas been lecturing in Pennsylvania since
palian. We are not informed as to the remaining five [four), the Cassadaga Convention. Ho spoke in Doylestown the lltb;
but we believe there is not an Infidel on the United States
Chalfont, 12th; Lansdale, 13th and 14th; Altoona, lGth; and
Bench.''
Waynesburg, 16th and 17th.

Those Christian Judges Again.

When "Antichrist" made the allegation, he should
hav said that it applied to the court as constituted
before the ,retirement of Judge Strong, and that other
changes had since occurred by which there were four
new members upon the bench, to wit, Gray, of Boston; Blatchford, of New York; Woods, of Atlanta;
and Matthews, of Cincinnati.
But in regard to the alleged piety of the five
Christian judges, testimony began to come in from
various sources, which the "Man of Sin" was wicked
enough to re-publish. First, a correspondent of the
Sun from Newark said:

"Aliunde ,Joe is put clown as an elder in the Reformed
church. Great Scott! you ought to hear him cuss once when
in a passion."

DR. JuLIET H. SEvERaNcE was called away from the :Freethinkers' Convention at Cassadaga by a dispatch that her son,
:Frederick W. Stillman, a member of Rentfrues' .Jolly Pathfinders, was seriously ill at Grand Hap ids, Mich. She has been
obliged to cancel her engagements to speak at Pittsburgh,
Worcester, and Boston, and is now at home, whither she has
removed her son, and is caring for him and attending to other
professional duties.
"=
ARRANGE)fENTs are being made for Mr. Charles Watts to
make a l<lcturing tour through the states immediately after the
presidential election. :Mr. S. P. Putnam will accompany J!IIr.
Watts, and it is the intention of these gentlemen to establish
activ auxiliaries of the National Liberal League in each city
they visit. In the mean time, we are glad to see that Mr.
Watts is so busy and successful in similar good work in Canada,
a prolific soil for the cultivation of Liberal principles. We
trust that his efforts to organize the Freethinkers of the United
States and Canada will be as successful as they deserve to be.
He and friend Putnam bav our warmest support, and we ask
the se.ma for them from th(l Liberals throughout the countr,y.

Next came a public announcement that Chief Justice Waite had dined on the piazza of Coney Island
on Sunday, with Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, to the
music of Gilmore's band. And the Christian Intelli"To THE EDITOR oF THE WoRLD, Sir: I chanced to listen last
night to Charles Watts's lecture wherein be labored to destroy yencer remarked: "Thitj example will fill God-fearing
I
the Christian hope of ~ future life. His cold and cheerless hearts with sorrow."
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Honoring the Honored Dead.
PROCEEDINGS AT THE D. M. BENNETT MEMORIAL MEETING OF
THE N. Y. STATE FREETHINKERS' ASSOCIATION, FRIDAY
EVENING, SEPT. 5, 1884.
After music by the choir, S. P. Putnam opened the
proceedings. He said:
There are two great forces in _the world's advance, the b?ok
and the man literature and hfe, thought and personahty.
Many wonderful things are ~nshrined in books; they contain
the wealth of untold generations; they are companions to
many a solitary hour sweeter even than our dearest friend can
be But abstract th~ught, even though clothed with the living hues of poetry cannot exert the mighty influence which
some powerful per~onality doe~ in 'Y~om thought has beco~e
concrete, a living soul and an I~spirmg presence. The history of the world has been the history of great men, of heroes
and martyrs, and from the~ hav flowed the most potent
fountains of impulse and act10n.
.
It is right, therefore, that we should celebrate the lives of
these notable men for they are greater than themselvs; they
are representativs ~f thou_ght; they are th~ in.ca:natio~ of principles· they are the burnmg focus wherem IS mtensified and
flamed forth the most ardent hopes and aspirations of the
race.
We hold t.hese memorial services in honor of D. M. Bennett,
founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER, because he stands as the embodiment of etetnal principles. He was a man so placed that
in him we see the illustration of those ideas that must finally
conquer the world. When we speak of D. M. Bennett, we go
deeper than his individuality and touch the hori~oll: of all
thought for in him were blended those charactenst1es that
must en'dure so long as man has an illustrious history.
D. M. Bennett represents independence of thought. He
was thoroughly free f_rom the tra!llmels of the past; he was
sturdily intellectual; ne was a thmker; he admitted no a~l
thority except that based u~on human reason; he was af:~Id
of no conclusions· he stuck firmly to the fundamental ventieS
of nature and m~intained their inevitable logic. H'l was a
soldier of' the truth-a seeker of it in advance of others. He
was the pioneer of freedom. He was also thoroughly sincere.
He kept back nothing.. He was n?t all things to all men, but
simply himself. He rehed upon hiS own manhood. He would
wear no false colors· he woulc1 speak no hollow word; he was
a constant rebuke t~ the hypocrisies of fashion; he put on no
styl-e but wore the plain garment of his own humanity.
Simple D. M. Bennett he wRs, without a touch of artificiality,
full of life born of the spirit of truth, regardless of rules and
regulations when they seemed bu~ the .sep_ulchral ornamen~s
of a respectability born of theolog~calmcet1es. Mr. Bennetts
morality was of the highest because he was so utterly sincere
and so thoroughly natural. Morality_ in its essenc.e is lifeenergy· it is that which pushes on, whwh makes thmgs fresh
and th~ world alive, which seeks for the new and so for the
beautiful. Of morality in this noble and natural sense, Mr.
Bennett was a rugged expression, like the tree from the soil,
like the mountain from the plain. He had no smooth servility;
he was no polished courtier of the things that are
Upright
nnd downright he was with himself and with his fellow-men.
He hung his banners on the outward walls, and what w~s
truth to his inner nature was truth to all the world from his
vigorous pen.
Mr. Bennett was a man also of transcendent courage.
He seemed to hav no sense of danger when his convictions were thoroughly aroused. ~e was eq~abl~ e:ven in
the most trying circumstances. With surpassmg msight he
saw the d~tnger that threatened us. What was trivial in the
eyes of others was to him all-important. A vital principle was
threatened· no matter what the consequences, he resented the
blow. Th;ough him he felt that America's dearest honor was
at stake. There was no hesitation. Thero seemed to be no
particle of fear.. He d~d not stop to con~ult oth~rs. It was
right, he knew It was nght, ~nd I[ ':ot a smgle fr:Iend uphel_d
him he would advance. Friends did stand by him, but their
own' cour~tge received .an added impulse from his imperturbable
spirit. His apparent recklessness was the result of ~ determined conviction. His bravery was founded upon his conscience. For him there was no retreat. The harder his enemies pushed the more vigorous was his advance. He sought
not for appl~use-he sought for the simple truth. ~e ~beyed
the truth for to him that was the one supreme thmg m the
universe.' He had no policy. He did not hedge or quibblehe simply acted from the grand convictions of his soul. Thus
he was born leader, because he was so_ pre-eminently truthful,
because he looked first of all to what hiS own soul commanded.
He was willing to take his life in his hands and endure allthe dungeon and the stake, if need be, and even the desertion
of friends-if so the tremendous logic of truth declared. He
was the seeker of truth, and when the truth was found he was
the servant of truth.
Furthermore, in the noble spirit of truth he was thoroughly
Liberal. Truth is not bigoted-it is universal and all-embracing, kindly even to error when held in the spiri! of honesty
and sincerity. The truth never yet persecuted, It never p~t
into prison; it advance.s by r~ason, and not _by force. It Is
charitable, for in the might of Its own nature It can afford so
to be. In this serene spirit of truth, Mr. Bennett conducted
his paper. He wfts willing to hear all sides. He gave an opportunity for the expression of every honest thought. The
most opposit opinions found respectful consideration. His
own earnestness of conviction made him regardful of the
like earnestness in others, though they differed from him. He
even admitted to his columns Rttacks upon himself. He did
not believe in repression, but expression, no matter how crude,
how erroneous, if only genuin from one's own heart. He
knew that truth only asked for a fair field and no favoi·. On
this principle he founded his journal, and crowned its career
with success.
Thus we honor him for his inc1ependence, his sincerity, his
couraae his liberality. His enemies thought to destroy him.
They h~v only made his n11me more illustrious, his memory
more dear. They thought to crush him, but they hav crowned
him. In the firmament of Freethought he shines so long as
man advances so long as he has hope and aspiration, so long
as he presses forward and seeks the new truth in reverence ·of
the old.
Following Mr. Putnam, Dr. T. L. Brown, president of the association, paid his tribute:
We are in the sacred presence of the memory of D. M. Bennett. It givs me pleasure to stnnd here as one of the witnesses
who can testify to the bravery, honesty, nnd industl·y of the
man who founded THE TRUTH SEEKER. When I think of the
l~tbor of liberty and freo speech which he performed we all
lament his death, and feel as if we should carry on the Liberal work he began. In doing this we can follow his example

and feel we are honoring the dead, and doing our Liberal Religion" (English edition) sold for $12; he produced it for
$4. And so, also, with Paine's works, and other valuable
duties.
While he was in prison at Albany I visited him. I found publications. In thus presenting the best books at the lowest
him cheerful and not appearing like a martyr. He was satis- possible price, Mr. Bennett beca~e a noble benefftctor: of the
fied to liv out the term of the law for the good of the cause. English-speaking people of AmeriCa. _I would enroll his name
He had given himself to advocate and practice liberty of high up on the scroll of fame for t_lns n;tost excellent work.
speech and press, and bravely take the consequences. It cost His labors are still felt throughout this entire country. T~ough
him more in his time than it now costs us. No matter what dead, he yet speaketh. His _men;tory shall be as unf!-ldmg ~s
Mr. Bennett did, he never lost sight of the cause of mental truth, and honor will be paid his name wherever hberty IS
liberty. He never left unexposed any error or folly of the cherished in the heart of man.
orthodox religion. It seems to me he has done more for the
Charles Watts, though enjoying but slight personal
freedom of the press than any one man save Horace Seaver of
acquaintance with the hero of the evening, yet knew
the Boston Investigator.
While we are true to the dead, may we be kind and faithful him well enough to know he was worthy of respect
to the living, that we may be remembered by those we love. as a man and of imitation as a laborer in the cause
Lon~er than slavery may be remembered the efforts of Mr.
Bennett to liberate the minds of men and women. As long of freedom. He was one of nature's noblemen. In
as we liv let us practice what duty commands us to defend in opening, Mr. Watts intimat~d tha~ h~ w_as ~o h~ro
the deeds and name of D. M. Bennett.
worshiper, but preferred takmg a discrimmatmg VIeW
J. H. Burnham, one of the most eloquent speakers of the merits of their departed friend. In order to
at the Convention, and one of the most unflinching judge accurately of the character and acti?ns of
friends of the principles for which Mr. Bennett a man, the times in which he lived, and the Circumfought, spoke next. Among many brilliant sentences stances by which he was surrounded, must be taken
into consideration. The speaker here expounded the
we caught the following:
The mAmories of our dead are chiseled upon the polis~ed doctrins of circumstances so far as they affect human
Alluding to
face of granit and marble, but the disintegrating touch of tlme character, as taught by Robert Owen.
will wipe out every name, however elaborately engraved D. M. Bennett, Mr. Watts said that his acquaintance
thereon. The monuments of the dead of long ago, for whom the with him was comparativly brief; twice had he met
pyramids were erected, are crumbling into dust again, and all
traces of those whose memories were to be commemorated him in America, and twice in England, and also. in
On each occasion he was forcibly imare lost, and these silent wonders of the world continue Brussels.
through the centuries pointing to the skies meaningless. pressed with the candor and ability of his amiable
The memory of D. M. Bennett, though it is on marble nature.
Our duty now is to endeavor to learn some
in Greenwood Cemetery, will rot down, and every
In Mr.
particle composing this block of memory will be blown lessons from the dead to guide us in life.
by the winds, yet he will ~v in the _memories of m~n Bennett's career were exemplified .the virtues of
kmd. He has burnt into commg ages h1s monument, whiCh earnestness, honesty, industry, and respect for the
will defy the touch of time. He will liv in a pantheon with- opinions of others. Having pointed out how these
out walls, dedicated to the living, and not the dead, when ~he
tones and memories of his revilers and defamers (whose bps noble influences adorned the actions of the "great
blister with their shame) shall hav passed into the silence departed," the speaker said Mr. Bennett had no vain
where memories are not. Brave and noble men hav too often and empty ambition; he aspired to glory, it is true, but
been doomed to wait the centuries before recognition came. it was that glory of which ,Pliny wrote, ~?nsistin~ of
This is one of the great faults of the ages-to wait until it is
impossible to help the struggling hero. Thomas Paine, and having done something worth the. wntmg, bav~ng
Shakspere, and many others, were thus doomed to decompose written something worth the readmg, and havmg
and be lost in the whirls of dust before justice could be done, .sought to make the world nobler an~ better through
and thus it must be with Mr. Bennett. True, he is, and has having lived in it. This was the desire that actuated
been, defended by a host of brave, noble men and women, but
To
he must wait for a century before the mist of superstition will M:r. Bennett through an activ and fruitful life.
clear away, and his enemies wiil venerate his memory. He is achieve this result he limited his researches to no
one of the noble benefactors of mankind, and his thought and race and to n·o co~ntry.
In the evening of life he
work liv; his courage and bravery will and must command the ventured" round the world" to gather treasures with
respect of friends, and foes can but respect a man in whom
such traits are illustrated as they were in D. M. Bennett. We which to enrich human thought and dignify hufondly cherish his memory, and are thankful that his suffer- man character at home. Mr. Watts then expatiated
ing has made it possible for us to do what we perhaps could upon the leading Liberal principles identified with
not hav done without. All honor to the brave man whose Mr. Bennett's propagandism, and concluded as folmemory we celebrate to-night.
lows: Our friend has gone, but he has left us a legacy
The choir followed Mr. Burnham, and after them that is to continue the work in which he toiled, sufcame Mr. Billings, who talked so fast that the re- fered, and through which he died. We revel in the
porter could not follow him, and the colonel forgot thoughts of the great intellects of the past; as those
to hand in the promised abstract of his remarks. theughts hav been handed down in the vast literary
lVIr. W. S. Bell, an intimate and warm friend of M.r. treasures of the day, let us so emrlate Mr. Ben~ett
Bennett's, then came forward. He told this story:
that if our thoughts are handed down to posterity,
In ,THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 6, 1880, Mr. Bennett said: they shall indicate mental train.ing and mo~al dis" He (W. S. Bell) has said he was 'proud to be known as a
Mr. Bennett won the hi~hest _of al~ Im~or
friend to THE TRUTH SEEKER,' and THE TRUTH SEEKER, in re- ciplin.
turn, is proud to be known as a friend to him." I knew J\!Ir. tality, the consciousness that durmg hfe his actwns
Bennett intimately and well. I became acquainted with him had been such that the world should hav no cause to
soon after he came to New York, and was with him at Watkins reproach his memory, and that the loved ones left
when he was first arrested. It was on that occasion I began
to form some idea of his courage. The readers of THE TRUTH behind should bav cause to delight in tl:e recollecSEEKER will remember that Miss Josephine Tilton, Mr. tion of their mutual associations. It may be that the
Mosher, and myself were arrested at the same time. I was name of Bennett will never be engraven on your naengaged, at the moment of arrest, in selling books for Mr. tional marble slabs, but certain it is that his name
Bennett, or rather, I was leaning carelessly upon a pile of
books waiting for the next customer, when I was tapped on will be cherished with fond remembrances by those
the shoulder by some one saying to me, "Mr. Bell, I want you to whom he endeared himself by acts of kindness
to go with me, and Mr. Bennett, too:" Without turning round, and disinterestedness.
or before I did, I asked innocently, '!How far is it?" supposIt is, perhaps, enough to say of the warmth of Mr.
ing it to be some kind friend wanting us to go home and take
sup'per with him, as D. M. and W. S. were usually quite jolly Watts's tribute, that one of the audience stoutly
when together. He replied, "Not {tlr." Then speaking to maintained that he was inspired.
some.Qne else, he said, "Here, John, you take charge of Mr.
C. B. Reynolds closed the speaking. His r~marks
Bell, and I will see to Mr. Bennett." Then I turned about to were certainly inspired-by love and veneration for
see a policeman in full uniform take a position at my side.
Perhaps, if I should say I was not agitated, I would torture the the dead. Mr. Reynolds is one of the best Liberal
truth. It was a new experience, never having been unc1er ar- laborers in the field to-day, and for him the cause is
rest before, and I hardly knew what to think, as I was entirely indebted to D. M. Bennett and THE TRUTH SEEKER.
unconscious of having made myself liable to such a procedure. Mr. Reynolds's address reads:
But before I had time to get any information from "John"
regarding the occasion of the arrest, I found Mr. Bennett and
This flession of the New York :Freethinkers' Convention is,
myself marching off the grounds toward the court-room of the with most proper regard to right and justice, set apart to do
police justice. I was near enough to him to hold conversation, honor to the memory of the beloved and lamented D. M. Benbut I noticed that as soon as we left the park, where the nett the model truth seeker, the noble, fearless champion of
out-of-door co:llvention was being held, Mr. Bennett drew civii and religious liber-ty.
from his pocket an apple of no small dimensions, and began
It must ever be our proud privilege and most grateful duty
to eat it, with as. much sang froid as if taking a stroll for to make these public demonstrations occasions for rescuing
pleasure. After we had reached the hall of justice, I waited his name from the unmerited reproach and calumny heaped
impatiently to see the last bite of that apple vanish, that I upon it by the mendacious sycophants of the Young Men's
might hav a little mutual understanding about this new de- Christian Association, Rev. Joseph Cook, and A. Carey Comparture. But, to my surprise, no sooner was the last clip from stock, and to impress upon the minds of the liberty-lovi?g
the core of that apple gone, than he put his hand in his people of this republic the solemn truth that we are mpocket and drew forth another apple much larger than the debted to the genius, courage, and self-sacrifice of such men
first. This seemed so absurd and grotesque from my alarmed as D. M. Bennett for the degree of religious liberty we do
point of view that all my fear left me, and I had to laugh and
wait. The court was in a state of perturbation, and it was enfe\:er before ha v I so realized iny lack of ability and littlesome time before our case was called. Bail was given and we ness as on this occasion, when attempting to address you after
were soon free again.
the brilliant and thrilling eloquence of the grand veteran
On this occasion I caught the first glimpse of his heroism, orator (Mr. Charles Watts) who has preceded me. But love,
which flamed up before the American people afterward when gratitude, and admiration of the noble ~ero and martyr to the
he went home from that place resolving to test his rights by cause of Freethought, D. J\II. Bennett, g~v me courage.
selling "Cupid's Yokes" openly, let the result be what it
I realize is is impossible to say anything to his honor that
might. I need not say that he made this a test of his own will not be a repetition of what has been oft more ably said.
rights, for he had a higher aim. He had the rights of others Yet it afforc1s perhaps, some consolation to know that it is not
in view. He threw up THE TRUTH SEEKER as the oogis of lib- in the powe~ of his most venomous calumniator, A. Carey
erty, and did his utmost for humanity.
Comstock, or even that most experienced professor of maligMr. Bennett was a democrat. He was one of the people, nant mendacity the church has ever produced, the Rev.
and one with the people.
And his work was successful Joseph Cook to coin any new lie in regard to him. The vilest
chiefly because he held himself sternly on that level. Take and most atr~cious they or their satellites can conceive will be
his style of thinking and writing. He expressed himself al- but a repetition, a mere echo of what has been uttered before.
ways in the commonest and plainest language. I am sure this But this does not lessen our delight to do honor to his memhad much to do with his popularity and success. Besides, he ory, and to "stir up your pu:e mi~ds byway of remembrance,"
showed himself a democrat in his publication of good books by a recital of some few of his clmms to our esteem and regard.
at the very lowest price. No publishers hav equaled him in
D. M. Bennett never made war on aught that was good,
this. When Amberley's "Analysis of Religious Belief" was right., pure, or true. He did make terrific and destructiv asselling for S10 lEnglish edition), Mr. Bennett brought it out in a saults upon the false dogmas, superstitions, and usurpations
handsome voh1me for the small sum of $3; " f:lupernatural of the church. Like Luther, like Wesley, his warfare was not
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against the good, but the evil foisted on the good; on the
wrong parpetrated under the pretense of religion.
It has-been the fortune of few men to be so persistently misrepresented and calumniated. Although well known to be a
man of genial disposition, of kindly acts, moral incentivs, and
noble purposes, he has been-and with persistent malignancy
born of defeat and hate, is still-painted by his clerical enemies as a monster of wickedness, a panderer to obscenity, an
enemy to morality. This bitter hate and misrepresentation
was, and is, because priests and parsons realize how utterly
they hav failed to defend the dogmas and superstitions he attacked, and the fallacies which he so clearly exposed. He was
an honest, truthful, candid man, possessing the moral integrity and courage to proclaim his convictions in language so
clear and plain that the most simple fully understood. He
scattered broadcast the seeds of truth. The good he did livs
after him. The great work he ·commenced is still continued
in THI!l TRUTH SEEKER, which he founded, and which, under
the able editorship of that most modest, energetic, and talented of his disciples, Eugene M. Macdonald, instead of sinking into oblivion, as they most earnestly hoped and devoutly
prayed, is yearly doubling its influence and quadrupling its
circulation.
'
These are the reasons why the church has persecuted
D. M. Bennett; why they basely persist in vilifying him even
in his grave. They do so in the hope they may thus deter
others from daring to giv public utterance to truths prejudicial to the interests of the priesthood.
The arrest and imprisonment of D. M. Bennett was a blow
at the rights of every citizen who dares to express his honest
convictions, who has the manhood to refu5e to fawn and
cringe to the power of the church. It should be impressed on
the memory of every Liberal that the little pamphlet, "Cupid's
Yokes," sent through the mail in response to a decoy letter of
the infamous informer, Carey Comstock, had been, and still
continues to be, sent through the mails, and no one now pretends to claim sending it by mail is any violation of law.
D. M. Bennett wa_s not its author or its publisher. He never
wrote or published one line that could he construed into obscenity. The attorney-general, over his own signature, declared the little pamphlet sent through the mail by Mr. Bennett, on which the charge was made, was not obscene.
D. M. Bennett was the first anc1 only prisoner whose pardon
was petitioned for by over 200,000 of his fellow-citizens.
Twelve thousand personal letters were written requesting remittance of his unjust sentence. On his release he was tendered a reception at Chickering Hall, New York city, which
· was a grand ovation, between two and three thousand persons
being present anxious to honor one whom the power of the
church had sought in vain to crush, to silence, and disgrace.
His remains lie in Greenwood Cemetery, covered by a beautiful monument, erected by a thousand friends.
It was the irresistible logic with which he attacked and exposed the fallacies of Christianity that caused the influence· of
THE TRUTH SEEKER to be so dreaded, and its editor and founder
so bitterly assailed. The exactions of the priesthood ha.v been
onerous and heavy. They claim the first fruits of the harvest,
and the choicest of the flocks. '.f'he fat of the land, as well as the
fattest yellow-legged chtcken, must always be sacredly set apart
for them. D. M. Bennett labored to save us from their exactions and rapacity. Costly temples, cathedrals, churches, and
parsonages without number hav been erected for their service
11,nd occupation; the money to build and sustain them extorted or cajoled from their dupes, or swindled by church
fairs, festivals, grab-bags, donations, and necktie parties from
worldlings. D. M. Bennett labored to save us from such waste
and demoralizing amusements.
Priests hav ever been a dead weight upon the human race.
They hav dwarfed the intellect with superstition, discouraged education and mental liberty, using their every effort to
hold the human mind in vassalage to themselvs. D. M. Bennett labored to save and redeem us from this slavery, and deliver us from the incubus of priestcraft. Talent and wealth
enough are expended in the support of churches to educate
all the young in tl::e truths of science, and provide happy
homes for all the aged and infirm. D. M. Bennett labored to
save this misapplication of talent, wealth, and energy; to
hav every church transformed into an institution of learning,
and every priest educated to become a teacher of science, instead of superstition. In the United States there is the
enormous sum of over four hundred millions of dollars' worth
of property entirely exempt from all taxation. This property
belongs to a privileged class, who assume to be better and
holier than others, and who claim- and by the government are declared to be-exempt from taxation on that
account alone. This property is by unconstitutional law held
exempt from taxes the poor widow is compelled to pay. The
humble little frame house of the mechanic, the home so long
toiled for, earning which exhausted the he' u and strength,
and left the poor man and family of little 'elpless children
dependent on the poor wife and mother's •"<mings, is sold to
pay taxes, while the extravagant and wealthy church, together
with fifteen hundred dollars' worth of property for each and
every pious preacher, are exempt. D. M. Bennett labored to
save the poor from the' gross inequality of taxation. Kind
friends, let us continue the good work to which he devoted his
life. Like him, let us lal:;or for a revival of reason, truth, and
common sense; like him, be willing to spend our time, our
strength, our lives, in promoting the good of those around us.
Like him, let us be fearless in avowing our honest sentiments
and convictions. Let us not be governed by the opinions of
deluded fanatics or narrow-minded bigots. Let us, like him,
under all circumstances and conditions faithfully discharge
every duty, ever laboring to increase the happiness of others,
and thus best insuring our own.
And last, not least, let us one and all be inspired by his
memory to consecrate our lives to the cause. Let us earnestly
unite in perfecting the organization of the National Liberal
League, so that through its instrumentality we may secure the
secularization of our government, afford to all f~tcilities to acquire scientific education, promote Hociability, and giv a
mighty impetus to the cause of universal mental liberty.

Will the History of the Church Repeat Itself?
It is said that in the affairs of national governments, in the rise and fall of kingdoms and republics, history always has repeated itself; and the
argument is often advanced to show the frailty of
our boasted strong and powerful republic, of which
we now boast as the most powerful nation on earth.
Without pausing to show the fallacy or truth of the
statement, it doubtless has been true in most of the
great affairs of the world that history has repeated
itself, and especially among all nations where there
has existed so great a diversity of sentiment as has
existed in so-called Christian nations and its religions.
Nearly nineteen hundred years ago, Jerusalem and
vicinity were the seat and location of the Christian

religion. There was the home of Jesus himself.
There was where he raised the dead to life, and
blind to see. There was where the multitudes could
and did (as stated) t,estify to his walking upon the
water, and preached for three years the way of salvation· according to the decree of his father, who he
claimed had sent him. And now I notice the Evangelical periodicals of our country congratulating
themselvs upon the great work of foreign missions
in establishing Christianity in the ancient city of Jerusalem, and throughout the land of Palestine.
Truly may we not reasonably expect that in eighteen
hundred years hence we may be visited by missionaries from Jerusalem to teach the way of life (of
which they too will then know nothing), and try to
lift us out of Mormonism, or some other dogma,
which will, perhaps, then hav superseded Christianity? Truly, history is repeating itself.
w. H. PENFIELD.

Blaine and Ingersoll.
The New York Sun of the 12th prints a letter
which purports to giv the true relation of Blaine and
Ingersoll in this campaign. This letter distorts to
his prejudice the fact that Col. Ingersoll is not on the
stump this year. The fact is that Col. Ingersoll had
planned a trip to the Pacific coast before the nominations were made. He has traveled through Dakota, Montana, Washington territory, aJ?.d Oregon,
and has everywhere met hosts of old friends, who hav
given him cordial greeting.
The letter claims there is a coolness between
Blaine and Ingersoll, and explains .it by referring to
Ingersoll's relations to President Hayes, saying: "Ingersoll sought under two administrations recognition
for his services as a campaign orator. He said to
Hayes that he wanted merely the recognition." The
truth is that he never asked HayeR for the office, that
he was in Illinois when it was reported that he was
to hav the mission to Berlin, and Ingersoll nevor
asked Blaine to help him with Hayes, and was never
offended with Blaine because he was not tendered
that office. He has never asked any office as a recognition for political services.
The letter continues: "But when it came to the
Garfield administration, control'ild by his two personal
friends, Garfield and Blaine, the same policy of nonrecognition was pursued." This is untrue. Mr. Ingersoll distinctly told Mr. Garfield that he asked no
office for himself, and the personal relations of President Garfield and Mr. Ingersoll were never interrupted up to the day that the president was assassinated. This shows the absolute falsity of this further
btatement: "Then Ingersoll, who is very sensitiv,
withdrew forever from politics, and swore that he
would never take any part for any person or party."
The letter then givs an interview with Col. Ingersoll just after Blaine's nomination, in which Ingersoll
said he should do nothing in the campaign, and the
gentleman replied that was a wise resolution. "How
is that ?" asked Ingersoll. " It is simply for this reason," he replied, " you can never be recognized by
any administration so long as you liv. I believe
about as you do about religious matters, but I recognize the fact that there is a sentiment in this country
that would break any administration or public man
that should appoint you to any office of honor or trust.
You are simply ahead of your time, and must abide
the consequences. I admire you as much as any
man, but I should advise against any recognition of
you if I had any~ing to do with any administration.
You ought to be clear-headed enough to see this."
This is an assertion that the Republican party is made
up of cowards, and any administration it may elect
will be too cowardly to recognize an Agnostic. I do
not know, and cannot guess, who this Republican orator is, or who the correspondent is; but writing in an
atmosphere quivering with the magnetic influence of
Blaine, it indicates a degree of cowardice in the
"plumed knights" which makes the name a synonym
for poltroon. If such men are the S:ljlokesmen for Mr.
Blaine and his chosen advisers, he may well ask to be
delivered from his friends.
This correspondent also asserts that Ingersoll's
nominating speech at Cincinnati gave Ingersoll his
great success as a lecturer, and lifted him from o bscurity into national notice. This is untrue. Ingersoll had a reputation at the bar, and on the political
platform in Illinois and the Northwest as the leading
lawyer and orator of his day. He had canvassed the
state of Maine years before, and was well known
there. The Indiana politicians knew him and solicited his support in 1876 for Gov. Morton. When he
made his speech at Cincinnati, the tide was against
Blaine, but his magnificent eulogy of Blaine would
probably hav secured the nomination had the vote
been taken the day it was made.
The correspondent concludes: "Mr. Blaine fully
appreciates Bob Ingersoll, but he is too good a
churchman to ever publicly recognize the greatest
Agnostic of the day."
The Agnostics of the country are interested in
knowing whether this is true. The writer seems to
speak from personal knowledge of Mr. Blaine's views.
If it is true, then Agnostics hav nothing to hope from
Mr. Blaine's election. They are neither in the mood
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to trust cowards nor to honor them with their votes.
They prefer an open enemy to a pretended friend,
who privately assures you that he would recognize
you if he dared to, but he must protect himself at
your expense.
If a candidate who declared himself in favor of an
absolute divorce between church and state in i87 4
or 1875, dare not define his position on that question in 1880, but insists that the Morrison tariff is
the sole great issue, he notifies the friends of the
secular movement t.hat he is ashamed of their company, and will only accept their support when concealed by the secrecy of the ballot. The Se?ular
question is not a purely local one, but is a natwnal
question. The United States legislates for the
District of Columbia, where the question of the exemption of church property from taxation, and the
exclusion of Agnostics from the witness box, are vital
questions. Congress legislates for the territories,
and the question whether a witness shall be exclu_ded
from giving testimony, because he does not beheve
in a God and hell, is a matter which they not only
hav a right to ask Congress to legislate upon, but to
expect a president who talks about equality of rights
to recommend legislation which shall giv the Agnostic, in territorial courts, the same rights as a Christian. He should also recommend that the laws
governing the practice of the United States courts
should be so amended that Agnostics and Christians
should stand on the same footing, and that mere religious faith, or opinions on religion, should not
affect the competency or credibility of witnesses.
These are not local questions, as Mr. Blaine says
prohibition is, but national questions, which affect
the rights of every man who asks protection to his
p11rson or property. They are questions which no
candidate has a right to dnilge. The protection of
human rights rises above the paltry question of the
Morrison tariff. The right to testify in civil and
criminal cases, to protect person and property in the
courts, is a grander issue than protecting the industries of Maine.
Again, it is proposed to donate to the several states
mUlions of dollars for educational purposes. The
friends of the churches demand that the fund shall
be permitted to go to sectarian schools. Every
voter is interested in knowing whether Mr. Blaine,
if elected, will veto such a bill, or not. They want
to know his position to-day on that question. It is
not enough to point to his proposed secular amendment to the Constitution, which he carried through
the lov.n house of Congress in 1871J. That read:
"No state shall make any law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; and no money raised by taxation in any
state for the support of public schools, or derived
from any public fund therefor, nor any public lands
devoted thereto, shall ever be under the control of
any religious sect, nor shall any money so raised, or
lands so devoted, be divided between religious sects
or denominations."
Since Mr. Blaine dodged the question of prohibition in Maine, he cannot expect the friends of Secularism to take his past record as an index of his action if elected president. What will he say now?
What does he propose to do in the future? Has he
the manliness to state his exact position ? Will he,
if elected, put up as the Republican sign-board at
the White House: "No Agnostics need apply?" Or
will he declare that the constitutional provision, " but
no religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or public trust under the United
States," shall be enforced in spirit as well as in letter?
In 1876, Ingersoll described Blaine as "a man
worthy of the past, and prophetic of her future;" " a
man who has the audacity of genius;" " a man who
is the grandest combination of heart, conscience, and
brain beneath her flag;" "the man who, like an intellectual athlete, has stood in the arena of debate
and challenged all comers." "For the Republican
host, led by this intrepid man, there can be no defeat."
In 1880 and 1884, this eulogy was scattered broadcast by the thousands over the land to secure
the nomination of Mr. Blaine. Under that operation
he won at Chicago. If he is too good a churchman,
as the Sun says, to ever recognize the greatest Agnostic of the day; if he dodges the Secular question,
then he has obtained his nomination under false pretenses, and the Republican party may look for defeat.
Washington, Sept. 13, 1884.
W. S. Busl'[.
MisS WILLARD, of the Women's Christian Temperance Union, sneers at the men who accept the theses
of Col. Ingersoll, saying that they are known by their
beer and their meerschaums. She believes in pmyer,
though it failed in Ohio last year. No doubt a Freethinker's vote would be solicited at the polls; but the
Union and the party proscribe women and men who
are not orthodox.
THE New York Euening Post says that "ministers
cannot be expected to know much about the morals
of people outside of their congregations." But it is
presumed that they know considerable about the
morals of people inside their congregations which they
would not like to make public.
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stantly helping others at the expense of its own integrity and influence. The last Congress has rectified this error, and, by narrow.fug the work, rendered
its performance within the iJhmediate probabilities.

Editor. 0 ur Ge rman friend of Milwaukee, the Freidenlce:r, reBusiness Manager. gards this action as retrogressiv, but whether it be
0. P. SoMERBY,
PUBLISHED BY
or not, it is right, and that should count for someT HE T R U T H 8 E EKE R 0 0 M pAN Y. thing. Concentration of effort upon our demands
will effect them; but. a scattering fire does little
damage to the enemy.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
The officers were selected with the view of carr.nng
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER ..,.,.,.
• n. on the work outlined in the Nine Demands. The Radr
~-"'AD
ical Review calls the election of Messrs. Ingersoll and
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH BEEKER COM- Watts to office a stultification. It does not seem so
p ANY. Make all Drafls, Checks, and Postal Orders payable to to us. Who in the country is more worthy of honor
CHARLES P. BOMERBY.
from the Liberals than Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll?
What living man has spread our principles so widely,
SEPTEMBER
27,
1884.
or can reflect more credit upon the League? The
SATURDAY,
first vice-president, Mr. Watts, was ·chosen as a man
The League.
experienced in organization, of rare abilities as a
Th~ Natio~al Liberal League is at last upon a lecturer, and because he can giv his whole time to
workmg basis. Heretofore its principal use has the cause. Liberalism is cosmopolitan, and the acbeen as a figure-head to conceal the individuals cident of his birth should not prejudice .him in the
really doing the work which should hav been under- minds of the people. But if it did, the objection is
~aken ~y the League as an organization. As a rally- removed by his declaring his intention of becoming
~ng pomt for the auxiliaries, it has, however, been an American citizen. The officers complement the
mvaluable, and has served, also, as a standard held platform, and upon the adoption of that, as in their
aloft by a few brave and devoted souls, supported by election, there wafil perfect unanimity at the Congress.
a few stanch and unflinching Leagues. But it has We hope that those of our journals who would like
been only a standard. Within the past two years to. use the League as an all-around reformatory agent
certainly, it has not been a real weapon of offense. ' will not refuse to co-operate because it is not inThe action at Cassadaga has changed all this. The clusiv enough. Too much inclusivness has been found
League .is now in position for aggressiv warfare upon to be a bar to practical work, and certainly every
and resistance to the encroachments on our liberties Liberal journal in the country can conscientiously
by the church. Two workers-the nucleus, we believe, and enthusiastically support the Nine Demands of
of a great army of workers-are to be put into the Liberalism.
,
fi.eld. Th~y ~re to be paid, and can be held responThe pioneer work of the League-for this is really
Sible. This Is a most important change, and an in- the beginning of its true existence-is outlined by the
novation that should hav been introduced earlier in secretary in another column. It is his intention to
the League's existence. No man. can devote his push into new fields, to organize new Leagues, andrewhole time to any work without its yielding him vivify the old ones; to inaugurate the building of Librevenue sufficient to support him. And justice can eral halls in such places as may furnish a sufficient
be done to no cause whose advccates are not in the number of Freethinkers to support them and in all
field . constantly. Messrs. Putnam and Watts are honorable ways to work for the good of Liberalism. It
sal~ried ~~ $1,500 per year-a small sum for men of .js proposed also to do some legal work, such as the
their abihty-and allowed further a thousand each repealing of Sunday laws, of blasphemy laws, and
from le.cture receipts to pay traveling expenses. laws disabling Freethinkers in our courts. And the
T~ey will hav to travel very economically to stretch League will take ·a part in the fight for free and
this .su.m-less than $20 per weQk-over the year. unsectarian schools. In short, the program is to be
But It .Is t~e best the League could do ,at present, a vigorous attempt to obtain what for the last ten
and with It we look for results never before accom- years the Liberal public has been contented to deplished. The campaign fund, if all raised, will yield mand. This program is to be followed year after
$2,000 to be spent in missionary work, which will do year, if necessary, till victory is won.
a great. deal toward righting Rome of the legal wrongs
Of c_?urse money will be needed. To supply this
Freethmkers now suffer, and will also put a large the campaign fund should be speedily raised. A dolamount of Freethought literature before the people. lar from each Liberal in the country would swell the
The Cassadaga Congress emphasized also the amend- amount to enormous proportions. And a dollar is not
ment to the League Constitution adopted at Milwau- much to sacrifice for the object of sincere desire. It
kee,. ~h~ch i~ properly enforced, and we trust the seems to us that the amount should be not only subauxihanes ":Ill see that it is, will giv a good reserve. Rcribed but paid in within the next quarter. This
The emphasized amendment is:
first year is experimental, and the &ontinuation of the
"In o;rder to provide an adequate revenue to the treasury of new policy will depend on the showing the officers
the Natwnal. League, to enable it to carry out the require- make at the next Congress. But let us giv them a
~ents of sectwns, 4, 5, ancl 6 of Article III. of this Constitu- g enerous and hearty support for the next elev n
t wn! .an d . to do other legitimate work of the League, every
e
aunhary 1s requested to contribute a certain sum monthly months, so if they fail they cannot say it was the
not less than five cents per month from each one of its mem~ people's fault.
·
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bers, for the use of the National League. The amount thus
collected shoHld be remitted quarterly on the first day of Jan~ary,toApril,
July, and
by the
secretary of the auxil1ary
the secretary
of October,
the National
League."

The Necessity for Organized Action.

cation for civil rulers, and by Congress, the post.office department, and railroad corporations openly and persistently
violating the law of the Sabbath. Official and political cormption everywhere prevail as the legitimate result of a government
ignoring the divine law-giver."

The object of this National Reform Association as .
we hav before pointed out, is, to use the district
retaries' own words, to "secure such an amendment
of the Constitution as will suitably acknowledge
almighty God as the author of the nation's existence,
and the ultimate source of its authority; Jesus Christ
as its ruler' an d th e B"bl
·
I e as th e supreme ru1e of Its
conduct, and thus indicate that this is a Christian
nation;" and place all Christian laws, institutions, and
usages on an undeniable legal basis in the fundamental law of the land."
Among the subjects discussed at this convention
were some with such suggestivly retrogressiv titles
as" Is there a Higher Law than the Will of the
People?" a query the society answers in the affirmativ; the "Bible the Life of the Nation,'' an assertion
contradictory of all American principles of government; "Sabbath Laws-How can they be Maintained ?" "What will the Religious Amendment
Affect?" "The Highest Law for Nations;" and others
of the same nature.
This convention was for the state of Iowa. The
national association is every year perfecting its organization, begun in 1863, and now it has district
branches in most of the eastern· and middle states.
Some of the highest dignitaries and most influential
men in the churches are promoters and contributors
to its purposes. It belongs to no particular sect but
is a movement of the whole church toward a
with the national
than any
mere state-in which the latter shall be tributary to
the hosts of Christ and subordinate in all matters
which the church shall presume to take to herself for·
decision, such as the enforcement of "Christian roo:ality" and the suppression of individual right of
Judgment. The movement is a dangerously formidable effort to establish the dogma of a "higher law
than the will of the people," and should be met and
thwarted at every turn by the League. Should it be
allowed to grow unopposed, the people will lose liberties now possessed, and the country be whirled back
to medieval hierarchism. Its proximity to success
in the Senate in 1876 has emboldened the association
and it has strong hopes of securing its ends
next the trial is made.
The new officers of our League will find in this society something tangible to combat-something
which must be combated if our Union is to remain
even partially free.
_ _ _ _....,_ _ __
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Of Course.
At one of their meetings recently, the resident and
visiting clergymen of Saratoga discussed "the relation of scientific and philosophical thought to the
Christian pulpit." The conclusion arrived at was that
the ministers, of this country at least, had better
stick to the assumption of plenary inspiration, and
preach precisely as though the truth of the Bible had
never b een d"Isputed. The sense of the meeti"ng
was
.
that science and philosophy should bs left sevarely
alone.
The Independent coincides with this view. In its
judgment, "the Christian pulpit is not the fitting
place for such discussions. But few ministers are
really competent for the task; and if all ministers
were competent, there are but few persons in an ordinary congregation competent to understa:Qd and
appreciate such a discussion. The attempt, in most

A s If
· to emphasize the necessity for positiv action by
the National Liberal League, the Western papers are
t . alAlb1 of. this ought to put the League on a substan- ch rom· cling a congress of the "National Reform AsI
asis, and if this is done, with no satisfactory re- sociation," held on the 16th and 17th of this month
suits, we can then inquire into the conduct of the at Indianola, Iowa. In the call for the convention,
P revious
offi cers.
Congress,
officers
hav Messrs. R. C. Wylie and M. A. Gault, district secre- cases, would be a failure on the part of the preacher,
been
elected
and toldtotothis
go ahead
and wage
warfare
udpon the foe, and then left to their fate. The new taries, lament thatfiancudltwi·eosulthdabnermemoroevelitkheelymt.'~ generate and make dift
·
"The United States Constitution makes no mentio~ of
epar ure IS a. vast improvement upan the old policy. almighty God, theauthorof our nation's existence·, nor of Christ,
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The narrowmg of the platform to the NI"ne Demands the ruler of nations; nor of the Bible, the fountain of law and f
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tanal a·uoca e· Tso says
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· e proper place
will undoubtedly prove to be the ri"ght thi"ng. Upon morar·t
. mcons1stent
.
.
or pagain:
osop IC
Isqmsi wn Is not m the pulpit."
1 y. Th.1s1s
with our Christian usages and And

th ese, all Liberals are in accord; upon more, differences of opinion must inevitably exist. And it is i:n
th
t
f t ·
e na ure o hmgs that these differences should
lead t? ~ukewarmness and apathy, if not to a positiv
oppositiOn. Without in any way prejudicing other
reforms, t.he League should insist upon the prominence of It.s own reforms, and its complete adoption
by all parties seeking Liberal aid. There has been
some danger that the original objects of the League
would be covered up and lost sight of bv the multiplicity of planks thrown upon them by individuals
who placed certain ideas or notions ahead of Secu]arization, and under this policy the League was con-

wit~ nearly all

9ur state constitutions. Because of this,' Liberahsts demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of
Christian morality shall be repealed. Many are claiming cons t"t
1 u t•wna1 r·b
1 erty to violate the law of the Sabbath, and their
claims are legalized by the Supreme Court of California, and
many lower courts which hav decided that Sabbath laws are
unconstitutional. For the same reason, Infidels and Catholics
urge the exclusion of the Bible from the schools. The school
boards in most of our large cities hav yielded to this demand,
and the Supreme Court of Ohio and many inferior courts hav
suHtained it. The Liberal Leagues demand under the Constitution the taxation of all church property; and the exclusion
of chaplains, religious instruction, and prayer from prisons,
asylums, the army and navy, and from Congress and Iegislatures. Even the government takes character from this fundaJllental error of the Constitution by requiring no moral qualifi-

"The time was when science, star-eyed, though patient and
plodding, felt itself honored, or, at least, was content to be
called the handmaid of religion, though the service rendered
to religion during the Middle Ages was not much to speak of.
In these latter days, which hav brought to us such vast conundrums as to the relations of masters and men, and such upsettings of the old social order of things, it may be expected
that science will assume a new role. To say the least, the
pages of the great ledger are yet open. The JtCCount is not
closed. In assuming the place of arrogant mistress, as well
as handmaid, it may be that science will fail of any service to
the Christian religion."

This arraying the church against sci~nce is no
more than must be looked for in consistent Christians, but it will surely be calamitous to the church.
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Broadly, science consists of what is true. If the
church is to take sides against the truth, her days may
be reckoned as very few in the land our forefathers
gave her. Already there is in the minds of thousands upon thousands of sincere church-membershonest men and women, and not mere worldly hypocrits looking upon the church as an aid to business
-grave doubts of the truth of the scriptures and of
the plan of salvation. The attempt to stifle this uneasiness of faith can only result in compelling a further examination of the evidences of Christianity.
Science is now regarded by two-thirds of the civilized world as .the one means of ascertaining truth.
In itself it is truth. And if the doubter is authoritativly informed that science anJ Christianity are at
war, that one cannot be discussed by the exponents
of the other, then his resolution will be quickly taken.
He will adhere to what he knows, to what can be
demonstrated, and faith will hav to whistle for her
converts.
We are glad, though, that the church shows signs
of being honest in this. The decision makes things
clearer. It draws the line just where the line exists,
but which was in danger of being obscured by the
mixture of reason and revelation by such eminent
professors of both as Beecher and Chadwick, who are
in reality bald Infidels, but skilfully conceal their
want of faith under clouds of beautiful but meaningless rhetoric.
Let the line be sharply drawn by every minister in
the country, and see how many are got to stand
within the fold. We will guarantee the smallness of
the number will surprise some religious editors.

thing for which he has a capacity, the material things of this
earth, and the irreligious inconsistencies of similar men who
hav preceded him. But he would do well to hesitate before
again addressing an audience composed largely of intelligent
women, who, he said, 'should never enter man's domain!'
You would hav thought he was the pope of Rome, and that
he was issuing a 'bull' to us. It is he who should never, in
this life, again attempt to enter woman's domain of spirituality, unless he puts himself in training, and upon a diet calculated to reduce his surplus corporosity. Any pure spirit could
not get within one sphere of those dreadful eyes; and it is
small wonder that he 'spoils all the conditions.'"

IN sending us the following clipping from the World of Sept.
12th-which prints it under the caption of "Poor old Hayescut by friends, ignored by strangers, and despised by all"Mr. E. W. Chamberlain says: "I believe it would be gratifying to 'the old lion's whelps' if you were to reproduce what
the World of this date says about the infamous wretch who,
knowing and admitting our noble old hero's entire innocence,
still refused, from sordid motivs of policy, to relieve him by
pardon from the outrageous sentence inflicted upon him by a
time-serving judge. This wretch is president of a 'Prison Reform Association.' A nice association it must be! I hope you
don't forget that when Hayes's duplicity and meanness became known to our hero, 'the whelps' received this message
from Mr. Bennett: 'Don't any of you ever again ask Hayes to
pardon me.'" The body of the dispatch from Saratoga reads:
"'A rural-looking gentleman, wearing a shiny, old alpaca coat,
was pointed out on the United States Hotel piazza as Mr.
Hayes, formerly president of the United States. He sat in
a corner, quite apart from any of_ the guests, and looked
thoroughly lonesome and out of place as he ran his fingers
mechanically through his beard, that is rapidly showing streaks
of gray. He has been here several days attending the meetings of the Prison Reform Association. Except at these meetings he has not been seen to talk to any of the guests, thougq
the house is full of prominent men and women who know him
well-they say too well. But the ex-president is being politely cut and deliberately shunned. At his approach there is
a quiet dropping of eyes and an increased attention to other
things. He sneaks in and out of the dining-room unattended
Stop This Nonsense.
and is almost the only one of the three hundred guests who
On Coaster's Harbor Island the government has dines quite alone. An.d yet in the same dining-room, almost
erected a college to instruct the officers of the navy at his elbow, certainly· within eyesight, there are fifty men
in the art of "blowing into eternal froth " the brains whom he once called friend. He seems the more out of place
because of the absence of Mrs. Hayes, who so frequently ac,
of our country's enemies. Last Saturday Admiral companies him. 'Poor Hayes,' whispered ~ politician of
Luce, just detached from command of the North .At- national note, pointing to the ex-president, 'he seems to be
lantic squadron, proceeded to the island to "christen'' utterly ignored. And this contempt, do you know, is not bethe college. .Arriving at the building, he put his hand cause he stole the presidency. Why, that has been forgiven
long ago. It is altogether a personal feeling expressiv of disupon the door and said:
gust at the littleness of the man's character, at his common"Know all men by these presents, and in the name of the place mediocrity. The Americans are a generous people and
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, I christen this building the War can't bear a stingy man, and his stinginess has done more to
College of the American Navy."
ostracize him than any other quality. I guess that is why I
Will Admiral Luce point out the laws authorizing dislike him.'"

him to lug a special religion-and the most absurdly
superstitious part of that religion, at that-into his
official actions as representativ of the United States?
Most of tbe people of this country do not believe in
the Holy Ghost, hav little faith in the Son, and are in
doubt as to the existence of the Father. Their
·money helped pay for the building of the college, and
their money pays Admiral Luce for his services. To
them his mummery is a gross insult, and flagrant
abuse of official position. If he is not acquainted
with the Constitution and national laws of the country whose flag he has dishonored, let him ask one of
his midshipmen. A babe in pinafore would appear
to be his superior in knowledge of the Constitution.

Editorial Notes.
WHATEVER may be the difference of opinion between the
Spiritualists and Materialists, and whatever may be thought
of the efficiency of Mr. Watts's reply to Mr. Chainey at the
Cassadaga meeting, we submit that the distorted report of his
speech by Lewise Oliver in the Spiritual Offe1"ing is an outrage.
Without· giving even the substance of Mr. Watts"s words, the
self-sufficient scribe (whose "pen never failed to defend"
him) abuses tP.e orator in this way: "Yesterday, Sunday, in a
lecture upon 'From Day to Night and From Night to Day,' he
[Mr. Chainey) took up the subject [of his 'conversion') at
greater length, assuring the Materialists that he was becoming
sensualized as well as others, that the tendency of Materialism
was to demoralization, giving them to understand that he was
well aware of their disparaging remarks, their ridicule, etc.,
and in his usual eloquent manner and glowing periods completed their discomfiture. Then they rallied around the John
Bull of their herd, Mr. Watts, of England, who was booked
for a speech in the evening. You should hav heard himlanguage fails me. Figurativly, he bellowed, he stamped with
his hoofs, he gored with his horns, he tore up the earth about
him, casting the turf and stones into the faces of the Spiritualists. The misrepresentations and perversions, from beginning to end, were marvelous; he accused Chain~y of being too
womanly, he ridiculed his soft voice and reaffirmed the unwarrantable gossip that a woman had, or could hav, converted
him. His greedy, bulging eyes glared like those of a snake
swallowing a toad. After he had finished his disgusting personalities he pounced upon Spiritualism. 'What is a spirit?'
he demanded, 'am} who ever saw one?' and the whisper ran
round, 'Not he, any more than an ox.' He had 'been at se.
ances and circles and had never witnessed any genuin manifestations!' Can spiritual manifestations come to a hide-bound
buffalo of the plains, or a hippoputamus of rivers dank? Let
the beef-consuming, ale-guzzling Englishman talk of some-

THE Rev. Tiddy Witt Talmage is responsible for a good deal
of rotten pulpit oratory, but about the worst specimen of his
decayed buncombe is this from his last Sunday's sermon:
"It is a notorious fact and most alarmingly patent that suicide is on the increase. Agnosticism and Infidelity are the
causes, and they are doing their work well. Never a man yet
committed self-destruction who had faith in the life to come.
Infidelity has always been apologetic for self-immolation, and
Agnosticism has impelled its victim to hurl himself into the
oblivious nowhere or the glorious somewhere. Rousseau, Gibbon, Hume, Montaigne, and Voltaire are the apostles of Infidelity, and their victims are legion. Beware this terrible
specter. It is the leper of creatures and the buzzard of nations. Part man, part vulture, part leopard, part reptil, its
hands are red with gore, and its feet crimson with human
blood. Suicide ever follows in its track. Life is a special
trust to us from God. Make the best of things, not the worst.
Seek not to break the rim which surrounds us, nor to peer
into eternity. Liv a Christian life, and God in his own good
time will reward it with a Christian immortality."
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working men larger sums than most public men. I do not
want to boast of this, but Conservativ journalists should hav
a little decency."
THE Observer, Presbyterian, of this city, laments the effort to
secularize the first day of the week, which it says has "again
broken out East and West, and is sweeping over wide sections
of our country. It begins in the cities, of course, but it does
not stop in them, but runs through the land." The most discouraging feature of the effort at secularization of the Christian holy day, the Observer thinks, is that very many Christians,
and even Christian ministers, seem to hav so far yielded to the
temptation to join in this movement in some of its varied
forms, and that thus their conservativ influence has been lost.
It asks: "What use is it for preachers to declaim about Sunday railroad trains, as long as they use them? Or, for laymen
to cry out against them, and hold their stocks and draw their
dividei!ds from them without protest or rebuke?" What the
Obse1·ver views with discouragement is precisely the peg upon
which many hang their optimistic hopes. Liberalism, secularism, is getting into the churches, and finding congenial soil
only in activ brains naturally mounts some pulpits-for there
are many wide-awake ministers-instead of going to sleep in
truly orthodox pews. But who ever knew of a really conservativ minister rebuking his wealthy supporters for contributing money from dividends ear!led by Sunday trains? When
self-interest conflicts with Christianity, the latter loses.
Hypocrits are they, every one-just such fellows as Jesus is
said to hav driven from the temple in Jerusalem!
MR. WILLIAM FLORENCE, the actor, and Mgr. Capel, the
famous prelate, hav been friends for a number of years. It is
not known whether a trifling incident which occurred a few
days ago has interrupted their friendly relations. They met
on the street in Chicago, and after a general conversation,
Florence asked Capel whether he had ever spent an evening
at the theater, intending in case of an affirmativ reply to invite him to one of his performances. Capel shook his head.
"No," said he. "It has been twenty-four years since I attended a theater, and t cannot conscientiously bring myself to
patronize a place where the devil is pre~tched." Mr. Florence
protested that the monsignor placed a false estimate on the
theatrical profession. " Ah, no," replied Capel with a sad
smile. "You people are sincere enough; you don't know it,
but you preach the devil all the same." "Well, your grace,"
inquired Florence, with great urbanity, "which is worsepreaching the devil from the stage without knowing it, or
preaching Christ crucified from the pulpit and not believing
it?" "Both are reprehensible,'' replied Mgr. Capel, and bowing stiffly he went his way.
THE New York Christian al. Work observes that, with all that
may be said of an encouraging and hopeful natura reRpecting
the progress of Christianity, "the Christian sky is not altogether clear and roseate-many a cloud hangs over tho horizon," while "in the rural districts the God of our fathers
continues to be worshiped with devout sincerity, and by everincreasing numbers. In our greaL citie" Agnosticism o.n<l indifferentism are, it must be frankly confessed, two evils Ro
widely prevalent and so hateful in their results as to awaken
the saddest, not to say most alarming, reflections." The
editor states that inquiry in one manufactory where forty-five
men were employed, show11d that there was but one of them a
professing Christian, and in another where were over one
hundred workmen, but four ever entered the sanctuary, except, perhaps, to attend a funeral or a wedding. One thing
he observed with surprise in his investigations, that "the
more intelligent of the workingmen" were the most ready to
deny the doctrins of Christianity, and advocate AgnosLic ancl
skeptical views.
THE Bennett Memorial Services of the Freethinkers' Convention, printed in another part of this paper, cannot be reacl
without stirring anew the feelings of love and admimtio'n for
a man whose memory it is a sacred privilege to honor. Mr.
Bennett was one of those who, like 'rhomas Paine, were anxious, if there was to be war, that it might come in their day,
that their children should hav peace. The war which he
waged was a necessary one, and, as the principle for which he
contended is now everywhere tacitly conceded to be the true
one, and as the book for selling which he was imprisoned has
ever since passed unmolested through the mails, he was nssuredly victorious. But for the heroism and martyrdom of
D. M. Bennett this issue of 'rHE 'rRuTH SEEKER might not hav
seen the light.

This has not even the merit of originality. · It is but an echo
of an editorial in the Tribune of the Sunday previous. The
editors of that journal are such notoriously prejudiced persons
that we had not thought it worth while to notice them, but now
that their misstatement has started on its rounds, we just rise
to remark that of the many cases of suicide lately occurring,
not one has been of an Infidel, but many of good Christians
who were induced to commit the rash act by the hope of escaping worldly troubles, and enjoying the celestial bliss pictWHENEVER a Christian is driven to the wall by the analytiured up by the advocates of Christianity. That the world may
be better off without their presence has no necessary connec- cal Infidel, and he has to aimit that the Bible is not historically defensible-that it is mostly anonymous, contradictory,
tion, with the impelling motiv.
absurd, and self-destructiv-he puts out as a last shield the
HAVING been accused of the fearful crime of receiving pay proposition, "Well, it teaches morals anyway." Mr. H,Pmsfor attending a miners' meeting at Crewe, and taunted with burg's Cassadaga speech breaks through this shield completely,
not having denied it, Mr. Bradlaugh mildly says to his Chris- and shows some twenty crimes that the Bible, directly and intian critics: "I did not deny the suggestion because I was un- directly, commands or sanctions, and that it is the most ima'\J{are it had been made. As a matter of fact, except from the moral of books when taken as a guide. We shall begin the
annual miners' meetings I hav never in my life received one publlcation of this address within the next two weeks, and
farthing, even for traveling or hotel bill, in connection with also put it into pamphlet form at twenty-five cents. Orders
any outdoor meeting, although I hav often paid very heavily. for either paper or pamphlet will be received now. The
The miners after their demonstrations usually vote and send essay is to the Bible what "False Claims" is to the church -a
me a sum intended to cover, but not always covering, the dynamite bomb completely shattering its pretensions.
traveling and hotel bill, but even in these cases it has always
THE clergymen of New South Wales, assisted by their lay
been at their own instance and without any demand or auggestion by me. In several instances I made very much larger suppo:rters, recently waited upon the Premier with the stupendonations to miners suffering from explosion or on strike. As dously arrogant rec1uest that he suppress Freethought lectures
I hav no sort of fortune and no means except what I earn from and entertainments on Sunday evenings. They met, howday to day with tongue and pen, I should hav seen no shame ever, witb.little success, the Premier informing the pious bigots
in being paid if the Crewe meeting had been one at which that he had no power to grant their prayer.
payment had been charged for admission; but it has been a
THE Canadians hav kept 1\Ir. Watts so busy that he has not
rule of my life, without exception, never to charge or accept
payment for attending free public meetings on the political had time to write out his reply to Mr. Chainey. He has, howquestions of the day. It is true that my tongue now often ever, found opportunity to promis it soon, and those interearns large sums, if it did not I should hav to starve; but it is estecJ. in the discussion of Sptritnalism may look for it within
the next two weeke.
1also true that I giv from the earnings of my tongue to help
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!~fidelity must "

go," but it will make its exit in aristocratic
The low refuse and trash, the dirty, useless rubbish,
will be left with the Salvation Army. But what in the name
of heaven and-all the other places-will be the use of
"marching on to war" when the enemy has been squelched,
pulverized, annihilated? This Army has developed the war
spirit so strongly that this modern Alexander is even now
sighing for other world's to conquer. "But God is on their
side, and they are bound to prosper." If they can't hold their
own with a "rum-soaked politician calling one candidate a
liar and another a thief," it strides me that God is a very slim
support, or else "J. H. P." is mistaken in supposing that
"God is on their side."
,
Whereas "J. H. P." has evidently enlisted for the entire
campaign, and whereas it is only a question of time when
Freehold, N. J., must unconditionally surrender, in consideration of these things, I hereby promis, in the presence of all
the occupants of THE TRUTH SEEKER reading-room, that just
as soon as I find a real, wrinkly ram's horn, one of the kind
which the priests blew that day the wall of Jericho "fell down
fl!W;," I will send it, neatly done up in tissue paper, with a
motto and my compliments to "J. H. P." for his kind invitation to come and see his "unparalleled show."
Come again, "J. H. P.," and bring your wife along. Step
right into the reading-room. The Liberals hav been rather
surly for some time, and they i:teed some sort of curiosity to
wake them up and put them in good humor.
N. G. W.'

Icompany.
BuRR OAK, MrcH., Sept. 13, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I am now fully satisfied that the members of
every Christian home in the land ought to subscribe for THE
TRUTH SEEKER. When it publishes letters from members of
the Salvation Army, isn't that proof that it is an orthodox
paper? In the issue of Sept. 6th, " J. H. P." giv us to understand that there are "vile Infidels, pretending to be converted
so that they might use the cloak of religion to accomplish their
wicked aims." From this I learn that religion has a cloak.
Any" vile Infidel," trying to accomplish a "wicked aim," who
wo11ld ''use the cloak of religion," inste!ld of getting one of
his. own, ought to be "fired out" so quickly that he would
think he was Saul of Tarsus on his way to Dam-if I can remember where he was going. 'rhere is a grave query here.
When they are all dressed much alike, and all pray much
alike, how can we tell which are the "vile Infidels," and which
the woolly kind who need a shepherd, and who sometimes
make their peculiar noise so loudly that the ungodly policemen are obliged to "gather them in" to the calaboose fold?
"J. H. P." considers "the Salvation Army the most consistent set of Christians in this or any other country." I don't
know whether that is true or not, but in the absence of accurate statistics from all parts of the globe, I do not feel justified
in denying it. They hav done more good than "cold Infidelity has or ever will." I rather think that is true; that is, if the
Infidelity is very cold. This cold Infidelity has been making
trouble among the Liberals this summer, but I did not suppose
the Salvation brother had found it out. Then he says: "Look
at the enormous number of drunkards, thieves, blasphemers,
and other sinners of all kinds that they hav reformed and
snatched from a terrible doom-an everlasting hell." . Of
course the invitation to "look "is extended to everybody, and
I am ready. I stand prepared to start any day-yea, even to
riRe from my downy conch at any minute of the night, to borrow a "biled" shirt and start for New York to feast my gaze
on that" mastodonic aggregation," that "greatest of all shows."
But ",T. H. P." must guarantee that the whole affair will be
on exhibition-the everlasting hell and all. Perhaps the
brother can get the use of Central Park, or some good site
over in godly Brooklyn, upon which to set up his show, and
during the winter he may make Barnum think that his (Barnum's) is only a side-show. I will borrow an opera-glass, but
I can't agree to giv even a glance at a sinner who was saved by
the persnasiv power of eloquence or the touching appeal of
pathos. In order to remove all suspicion of any "snide"
·about this exhibition, our good brother must be prepared to
-furnish vouchers for the fact that every one of them was
snatched from a terrible doom. Every sinner who was not
snatched will be ruled out.
" ,T. H. P." pleads guilty to visiting a place called Freehold,
N.J. I suppose N. J. stands for New Jersey, or some other
"fnrrin" country adjacent to the United States. "There is
a branch of the Army" there," led by two PRt.im>thle young
ladies." This statement is immediately followed by one that
there are "some young men who hav joined the Army there,"
and "thereby hangs a tale." And "the change that has come
over them is something that both themselvs [there are two of
them, it seems] and their friends may well be proud of."
Frankly, this boast is premature. "J. H. P." should hav
waited at least one year before saying this. Those who hav
watched the salvation business for many years will hav a lurking suspicion that it would not be extremely surprising if, in
less than that time, there should be some changes in the
vicinity of Freehold, of which th£1 young men and their friends
will not be at all proud. Then there are others who "would
willingly respond to any inquiries," etc. Thanks, brother. I
will take your word about the "peace and comfort" without
mak!ng "any inquiries." "And they are not done in Freehold yet !" Freehold must be a stronghold of sin. Alas, for
Freehold ! What Sodo;mic sins (I think that is a new adjectiv.
I giv it for the benefit of the clergy) hast thou committed ?
Thou art threatened with an everlasting siege, a picture of
whose horrors will make the BArtholdi statue weep. The captain's ultimatum has been issued. They "will never rest until they save every soul in the place," but the devil may hav
the bodies for all they care.
Then comes this stunner: " Can your useless Infidelity boast
of ever having reformed a drunkard, a thiet or a criminal of
any kind?" This question plainly demands a negativ answer,
and I am constrained to admit that it cannot. Useless Infidelity is very much like useless Christianity. We are just now
trying to rid the earth of both of them, but let me here assure
".T. H. P." that a man's reformation depends vastly more on
himself than it does on either Infidelity or Christianity. Again:
" At almost any time in any of our cities drunken men may be
seen staggering along our streets, yelling and cursing, entirely
unmolested by the police authorities." That is bad, if true;
but then yon know, "J. H. P.," this is a Christian country.
Then we are told that " a rum-soaked politician may get up on
a platform," and shout and yell politics for hours to "the
hardest and roughest set of men that could be gathered together, calling one candidate a liar, another a thief, and so
on." And never says a good word for anybody, I suppose. I
must admit that ''a rum-soaked politician" on a platform
calling one candidate a liar, and another a thief, with a hard
crowd around him, does not present a remarkably dignified
spectacle; but who was the politician, on which street was the
platform, and who were the candidates, one of whom was a
liar, and the other a thief, according to the r.-s. p.? Giv us
names and places. 'rhat statement was altogether too general. We may want to hunt down that politician and those
candidates, to find out whether one was really rum-soaked,
another a liar, and the third a thief. "J. H. P." assures us
that the "Salvation Army will continue 'marching on to war'
when Infidelity and aristocratic Christianity are numbered with
the things of the past." We thank thee, thou noble reformer.

HATBORO, PA., Aug. 26, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of AuguRt 23d, Mr. Willis writes
under "Red-Hot Politics." He says if Cleveland or Butler is
elected, we will hav a solid Democratic South, with a solid
Democratic North, and yon and I and every friend of freedon
and liberty will soon become the vassals of the dictation of the
solid South. So we are going to hav a solid Democratic North,
too, if either of these men is elected. We hav heard a good
deal of bloody-banner talk, and solid South from red'hot Republicans, but Mr. Willis is not only red-hot, but still
heating. We had hoped this bloody talk abou.t the South, and
this mixing religion, and other siile issues, in politics, were
among the things of the past, and that we would hav a fair
issue once. He says, " For sixty-three years I hav watched
the solid South [a good while]. To-day she is as disloyal as
she was in 1860, only let her hav power." Such language as
the above needs no comment.
In .April, 1861, I enlisted
in the first call for troops.
I believed the South was
wrong, and the Union should be preserved at all hazard. I
"am glad slave·ry was wiped out, but I hav thought maybe had
some of us in the North been brought up in the South we
might hav gone with the masses. Locality and training often
hav much to do with one's opinion. Now let us be honest.
We sometimes find fault with Christian bigots, and bigoted
Christians hav used and treated Infidels and Atheists as though
they were brutes; and yet they were honest. Many of the
Southerners fought and acted as though they believed they
were justifiable in what they were doing. Mr. Willis may be
a Liberal. I used to think the Christian's hate toward the unbeliever was the worst hate imagiiLable. We presume Mr.
Willis l:Jelieves the only road to salvation for those who fought
against the government is through the Republican party.
They washed away the sins of the meek and lowly. Mosby
and others, poor fellows! hardly know now that they ever
belonged to the solid South, and committed the unpardonable
sin. Mr. Willis's talk about Ku Klux is the old story told every
presidential campaign, but which lies dormant for four years
after. He says, "Look at that noble resolution of James G.
Blaine's in December, 1875, worthy of the thanks of every Liberal Freethinker." What was that resolution? If Mr. Blaine
has done more for the Freethinkers than Grover Cleveland,
let us know it.
In an article by J. E. Remsburg, the writer asks, "How
shall we vote?" The choice of Liberals is not between Blaine
and Cleveland, but between the Republican party and the
Democratic party. Mr. Remsburg says, "I hav thus far adhered to the Republican party because that party is the enemy
of the Catholic church, the most dangerous superstition of the
age." We will ask Mr. Remsburg who imprisoned Mr. Bennett for his honest opinion. Was it the Catholics? Several
Freethinkers hav been arrested on trumped-up charges within
a few years past, all on account of their disbelief in orthodox
Christianity. Was it done by Catholics and Democrats, or
were they Protestants and Republicans? Will Mr. Remsburg
please answer? I am not pleading for the Catholic church. I
believe unless church and state are kept entirely separate, no
matter which should gain the ascendency, Protestants or
Catholics, the country is doomed. Mr. Remsburg has said
and done many good things; he has struck heavy blows at superstition, and deserves much credit, but isn't he taking a
little Republican sugar in his Liberalism now?
Yours,
A. J. READING.
BATTLE CREEK, MrcH., Sept. 15, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I wish those scribblers in THE TRUTH SEEKER
against the Republican party would stick to the truth and not
misrepresent as they do. The writer from Corn-Planter, Pa.,
said J. G. Blaine is a Catholic. It's not true. He m,";,:es general charges without proof. He lauds Ben Butler. Now I
defy him to produce a greater tyrant than Butler is. He took
the Back Salary grab of five thousand dollars; Blaine did not.
Butler goes for pensioning rebel soldiers. 'If president, I hav
no doubt he would go for paying for every slave set free. I
hav no patience with such scribblers who chime in with such
howlers as Higginson, Schurz & Co. No political party on
earth has done so much for the country and humanity as the
Republican party has. A pretty idea to pay traitors who murdered ~undre~s of thousands of our loyal soldiers, and giv
them life pensiOns for the crime. That is what Butler recommends. He lies about his forty years' work for the laboring
man.
·
Please insert this.
Yours,
H. WILLIS.

BuRTON, TEx., Sept. 1, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Is it not strange that we can hear nothing of
these Ku Klux outrages, or disloyalty of the " solid South,"
and the general abuse of those people coming from the North,
until the candidates for president are brought out? But, on
the other hand, the two sections at other times can shake hands
cordially across the bloo1ly chasm; meet at each other's reunions to decorate the graves of those who fell on each side;
and each vowing that it is best and wise that it is thus; the
tomahawk be forever buried, never to be unearthed. But
let the contest come for election of president, and the bloody
shirt' as usual is brought out at once; the bloodhounds of lies
and slander itre unyoked and started on their hunt for blood
and crime; and ~<oon we see in every paper such reports as
that of H. Willis, who goes back to '79, and from one or two
butcheries of the blacks by some lawless scamp, he weaves a
thousand crimes; and winds up by saying we people are just
as disloyal as ever, and require still the master's rod over us to
keep us down. Why don't he hav something to say about the
negro Rugg, and many other such, so cruelly slaying so many
of his own defenfeless color? No, the poor, old, blind, and
aged can be butchered in their own quiet homes in their midst;
but Mr. Willis and his scandalizing friends can see no cruelty
in this at all. It is never thought of or mentioned after the
fir.st excitment is ovEer. To do so would not serve their purposes
in carrying the election.
I, mentioned this !tugg case because he appears to hav
been more fortunate than the rest in evading the law and in
slaying more victims; but scarcely a week passes that I don't
notice cold-blooded murders committed in some portions of
the North, mostly women and old men, and many by negroes
too. They seem to be taking the Indian's mode of retaliation,
i. e., if the proper one cannot be found, any other of his tribe
will suffice for revenge. These people hav long since found
out who it was that enticed them by fair promises of land, etc.,
to leave their Southern homes to emigrate to a far·off chilly
climate, where so many perished, and suffered so much before
they could work their way bagk South; and all this, too, for
political purposes.
When ·che North, and South, too, can
scourge the country of such low-down political workers, and
elect such a man president as Gen. Butler, then I will begin
to hav hope for the future welfare of this country; but the way
things hav been going on, especially the last few years, our
system of government will soon prove a grand failure, and
wind up with a war that the last would not compare with.
Yours truly,
H. B. JoNES.
GaHANNA, OHio, Sept. 11, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: It seems strange that a man calling himself a
Liberal should work against the Republican party.-a party
that has done more for the country than any other party that has
ever existed. Now, there are mean men in the party, but that
proves nothing. The party as an organiization has always been
on the right side. So, too, there are good Democrats, as
neighbors and citizens-but that proves nothing. For the fact
stares us in the face that the Democratic party does not now
and has not for over thirty years favored free speech. Examin
its course, and you will find that it has opposed education,
Liberalism, progress, and universal suffrage. In :tp.any parts
of the South the Democratic party has driven away, and in
some instances maltreated unto death, Greenback, Independent, and Republican orators. Greenback principles were
spreading rapidly at one time in the South. But the Democratic press set up the howl that "those that are not for us
are against us," and Greenbackism soon became pretty effectually squelched out. A writer from Tennessee, in the last
number of the Toledo Blade, says he can show the graves of six
white men, who were in the Union army, and after the war
were Republicans. They were taken out in the dead of night,
and killed. One of them was said writer's neighbor. A little
daughter followed the Klan along to the gate and begged them
with tears streaming down her cheeks to spare her papa. No,
the demons in human form cursed her and told her she could
see her damned old Yankee father in the morning. He was
found dead next day, not far from his farm, where they hacl
shot him. The Democratic papers make little of this murder
business, and call it "waving the bloody shirt," and try to lay
these murders to some other cause. But it is all, done to keep
a solid South to menace the government. Gentleme~, these
murders are political, from the fact that the victims are never
Democrats. The Democratic orators and Democratic press
never condemn these outrages, but either speak in extenuation
of them or deny them in toto. The Democratic party's cry of
reform is sheer hypocrisy, as evidenced by the abnse beaned
on Senator Geo. H. Pendleton, for his authorship of the ~ivil
service bill. For that act, Pendleton to-day is a nonentity in
the party. Why, all that is necessary to make a truth seeker a
good Republican is to reside in a partly Democratic community
for a short time. Nine-tenths of the saloon loafers in my town
are Democrats, and are opposed to woman suffraga and every
move of a progressiv nature. And I make the assertion that
this is the case all over the land.
Now the election is coming on apace. No third or fourth
party has a ghost of a chance. It is to be either Blaine or
Cleveland. Cleveland has nothing to recommend him to the
people but a life-long adherence to the Democratic party-that
alone should condemn him; while Blaine's course has been
that of a patriotic American. As a Spiritualistic Infidel; I say,
Hurrah for Blaine !
WALLACE MooRE.
JAcKsoN, MrcH., Sept. 9, 284.
MR. EDITOR: How is it possible for anyone with a spark of
humane feeling to look upon the horribly graphic illustration
and read the intense and thrilling poem by Elliott Preston,
"The Vivisector's Death-bed," together with the remarks and
extracts from letters, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 6th,
and not be profoundly impressed with the need of earnest efforts to procure the abolishment of vivisection? Whether it is
justifiable to shock the sensibilities by such illustrations, po1~ms, and articles will perhaps be questioned. At first thought
'1t seems not to be, but when we consider how indifferent peo-
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ple are to the most monstrous wrongs, if they hav only heard
of them in a general way, or if they arA not personally affected by them, it is apparent that oftentimes the only way to
bring them to a realization is to shock them into it. The fearful curse of human slavery would never hav been overthrown
had it not been for the heroic course of those grand old antislavery agitators, who in the face of ridicule and persecution
dared to drag the crime of slavery to the judgment-bar of the
tribunal of eternal justice. In no way could this hav been
done so effectually as by an exposure of the terrible atrocities
committed under thE' sanction of that "divine institution."
As with slavery, so now with vivisection; painful though the
task is, it may be necessary. May the time hasten when such
means will not be needed, when such evils will cease to hav an
existence. How thankful I hav often felt in having been too
young to realize the horrors of slavery ! And now behold a
worse evil in some respects than slavery is here. There is a
significant lesson taught by this poem and illustration which
applies to more than vivisection. It is this, that retribution
always follows the commission of evil deeds; that sooner or
later an awakened conscience with remorseful sting will bring
the erring human soul to judgment, until, purified and repentant, it resolves to "sin no more." The bed of death is not always the opening ilor the closing scene. We are accountable
beings-accountable, not to an imaginary God, but to the moral
law which governs the spiritual and soul elements of the universe, as physical law controls the material. When we violai!e
that law we must pay the penalty, as when a physical law is disobeyed we must suffer in consequence. Each act.of life, whether
for good or evil, possesses inherently the germs of compensation or of retribution, and will make its impress on the character. One cause of so much injustice and wrong-doing is the
false teachings of theology that faith, not good deeds, is the
way to salvation; that, no matter how vile and wicked the sins
committed, they can all be forgiven and the penalty escaped.
These erroneous doctrins hav greatly retarded the moral development of mankind, but a new era is dawning, in which
the humanitarian: element will more largely predominate than
it now does, or ever has done in the past; when our duties to
ourselvs, to each other, to all animate existence, shall be better understood and more nobly fulfilled.
•
MATTIE c. :MITCHELL.
ALEXANDRIA, Sept. 13, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just read Mr. Chainey's expression at
Cassadaga Lake, with great sorrow. I hav no objection to Mr.
Chainey being a Spiritualist, but I do wish he had passed
quietly and directly from his former religious whim to his
present fancy, as I fear all the good he ever did will be
more than counterbalanced by the weakness of mind he is now
showing.
Mr. Chainey, as near as I can see, is "un enfant
gale." He h~s been spoilt by too much petting, and nothing
but high sensations can stay .his craving appetite for emotion.
I can but pity the (otherwise) good man. The emotion of his
spirit fancy (no~ belief) will not always last. His mother with
excessiv ki..tidness, and his church with :fiction, n:a-v-·poisoned
his mind, and now permanency is poison to him and he must
be fed with novelties; and when one's system ceases to digest
the high stimulant of Spiritualism, what c'an he resort to
next? Mr. Chainey is not a Spiritualist; at least, he givs no
reason for his being one, except his fancy. I am sure no one
could interpret his discourse at Cassadaga Lake otherwise.
He makes the blunder common to all Spiritualists, to all postulants on any unknown subjects, which has also been the
common blunder of all religious people. He makes a god of
his ·ignorance. I will here repeat what I hav several times
said before: a man is not an individual separate from the rest
of the universe, or from othllr men; life is composed of two
elements--one is the body, and the other is the air which we
breathe and in which we move; put a man where this air is not,
and the man is no more. He does not die; he has no need of
dying, as without this indispensable component of life, his
body is a dead mass of matter. _In this part of life-the air
-we all liv in common, as one whole existence; we are identical only in our body, and then only as a limb of a living
whole; and detached or displaced from our proper position in
the whole embodiment, this limb livs no more, but goes to
fragments to mix up with the big bulk of similar substances
to again ·help form limbs of the living whole, and I am of
opinion that the portion of air, or the other component of life
(call it what you like), also returns to the big· bulk, and that
individuals hav no identity after death; but in this I will not
be positiv. I remain open to conviction, but let us see the first
proof and hear the first convincing argument in support of
personal identity after death. No such proof or argument has
been produced yet. We all know more or less about the extraordinary freaks of nature; we all admit that great wonders
· are performed and not yet explained, but for God's (or any
other fancy's) sake, do tell us what proof you hav that those
phenomena are caused by the (imaginary, for all we know)
spirits of departed friends or foes, any more than by the still
existing and partially disorganized spirits of the occupants of
the nearest insane asylum. If you possess convincing evidence that either is the case, why not giv it to the world? The
only argument yet offered is the cherished Christian fancy of
immortality. On the wings of this delicious fancy they fly to
the desired conclusion, and thus, as the Indian did when
prompted by fear, make a god of their ignorance. An Indian
was once engaged to carry two hundred dollars a long distance,
from one white trader to another. On the way the messenger
listened to the temptation of appropriating half of his cargo.
On receiving the one hundred dollars, the trader looked a moment at the wrapper and says to the Indian, "You hav been
entrusted with two hundred dollars for me, and here you only
deliver one hundred; where is the other?" "Who tell you ?'•
inquired the astonished Indian. "Who tell me?" says the
trader, "that paper tells we." The poor redskin dropped on
his knees, produced the other hundred dollars, and retired,
saying, "White man is God; he makem paper talk." What is
the difference between that Indian and anyone else that as-
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cribes a phenomenon to a cause not known to exist? None
that I can see. Both are making a god of their ignorance.
I understand that Sister Elmina has left for the spirit-land.
Let us wait for her report before we form a~ rlusion. And
let us hope that she will not suffer herself b 1 e prompted by
a fancy, but giv us good substantial reaso::g for believing in
spirits, or not believing.
Allow me to remark here, I love the lelters of your brother
George. They are amusing and interesting, and the easy style
brings to me a sweet rememberance of dear Mr. Bennett.
Yours for truth and good sound reason, CHAS. LAPERCHE.
DIAMOND, Mo., Sept. 13, A.ll. 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Sorry to trouble you again. It is not my wont
to be obtrusiv; but as the life-long and bitter foe of cruelty to
animals, I feel impelled to say a word in approval of the
"Vivisector's Death-Bed," and illustration, presented in therecent issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. "The fear o' hell's a hangman's whip,'' wrote the good Burns, and although it would be
stupid to present such a farcical terror to the imagination of a
Liberal as a restraint upon cruelty, it is, nevertheless, reasonable to suppose that such distempered visions, such grim and
grisly phamtoms, as are delineated in the poem and picture,
would be likely to usurp the realm of ideality at the close of
a life devoted to such deeds of cruelty; else there is noretributiv justice; and, as Liberals, we hold the penalty of evil
deeds to be inevitable.
It would seem to be the peculiar province of Liberalism to
lead in this mission of mercy to the brute creation, our mission being, professedly, one of benevolence, to mitigate the
evils of life and alleviate the woes of the world.
S•1ch being
our motto, it devolves upon us to render such aid and encouragement as comport with our ability to those few bar_
bingers of mercy who with no hopes of pecuniary recom_
pense, wi_th slender aid from pseudo-philanthropists, with the
obstacles of open hostility of satire and contumely to en_
counter, hav nevertheless courageously taken the front in this
noble cause. And I feel assured that Infidels will respond to
this call of humanity with a will-that the appeals already
made in behalf of the dumb and defenseless animals hav
reached the hearts of all true Liberals. "Coming events cas
their shadows before." Several papers in the West and Sonth
hav alr~ady espoused the cause. Chas. Froebel in a recent
es8ay says:· "To those whose love goes forth to the meanest
thing that. breathes, who, in the trees and flowers, greet their
slumbering sisters, and who tread tenderly on the rock lest
they giv it pain, recognizing that inan is but a part of universal, living nature," etc; also there was published in a late issue
of the Nashville Liberal Dr. Monroe's "doubled-geared, back_
acting, grace-before-meals," which "grace" asks forgivness
of the "poor murdered innocents that hav died that we may
dine," and which grace, by the way, will liv with increasing
luster so long as the human heart shall feel "the gentle touch
of pity." These facts, slight as they may appear, show the
sentiment to be gaining ground. And I am glad to know it;
for in my capacity of laborer and general roustabout on the
farm;--and· wbllom cattle-herder on tho Ro.neo.s plo.ing, in. my
isolation from human society, I hav consorted much with the
equine, the bovine, and the canine species, and, perhaps,
through force of habit I hav gradually come to feel a sense of
companionship in them; I hav learned to love them, and my
affection has gone forth to the wandering Bedouin whose love
for his horse is but little less intense than that for his family,
and my sympathy has extended to the gentler Hindoos, who,
in the kindness of their hearts, could people the realm of their
imagination with such creations as the great Nirvana, who, in
the time of destitution, offered his flesh as a feast to the famishing tigress. Think for a moment what the influence of such
a belief would be upon a people. Ah! there is no hell in that,
my Infidel friends; nothing but pity. Nirvana as far transcends the feeble denuded effigy of him that our benefactors,
the Christian priesthood, hav presented for our adoration, as
the light of the sun surpasses the feeble glow of a tallow-dip.
But to resume the subject, I hav been emhroiled in frequent
squabbl'!ls, when cruelty to brutes was involved. Sometimes
it was impossible to look on and observe neutrality. My muL
tered curses hav become audible, and serious troubles hav ensued. My experience has taught me that a man who will
wantonly abuse a brute is ad--d infernal coward. I"hav
seen such fellows tested when valor was a sine qua non, and
they hav invariably shown the white feather. And, again, why
havn't our spiritual guides, the pulpit-whackers, ventilated this
subject? They probably hadn't time. With one eye on heaven,
and the other on the contribution box, their time has been
wholly engrossed in watching and praying; not a moment to
spare for the poor brute. I hav known a poor ignorant farmer,
whose cattle needed shelter, giv his last dollar for the support
of a sky-pilot. Gave all to pamper that lazy, arrogant, lascivious "cuss," already swelled with pride and gorged with
plenty, redundant with obesity and redolent of eau de cologne,
resplendent in broadcloth and lavender kids-a sanctified Falstaff-with ecce deus homo expressed in every smirk of his sensual face. And I hav thought if the farmer had bought a few
boards with the money and nailed up a shelter for his perishing cattle, his god would hav been infinitly better pleased with
him. It must be a gratifying reflection to the leaders in this
cause to know that some of .tbe best men who ever trod this
little world of ours were the inveterate foes of cruelty to animals. The gentle Cowper "would not enter on his list of
friends, the man who needlessly set foot upon a worm." The
brllliant Pope exclaims:
" Has God, thou fool, worked solely for thy good,
Thy joy, thy pastime, thy attire, thy food?
Is it for thee he feeds the wanton fawn?
For him as kindly spreads the flowery lawn."
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sentiment of mercy and right, to which Liberalism is steadily
and surely tending, the present pioneers qf pity will be regarded as having espoused no ignoble cause; that in the esteem
of all good citizens they will rank in honor with the Howards,
the Burdette Couttses, the Peabodys, and the Girards, and
they will feel amply repaid in the reflection that goodness is
its own reward. Feeling that I hav trepassed far beyond the
bounds of your readers' patience, should these disjointed crudities escape their proper repository, I am,
Yours truly,
Jos. TowsLEY.
GERTRUDE, CAL., Sept. 12, 284.
MR. EDITOR: It appears to me that the fool-killer has not visited Battle Creek just yet. How any sane man can become so
strangely misinformed upon the he story of his country is a great
mystery to me? That any sane man can crowd so many misstatements and mistakes into so short an article "takes the rag."
Your readers will observe that in the latter part of his (H. Willis's) article (TRUTH SEEKER, Aug. 23d) he givs the lie to the
main statements contained in the body of the article in these
words: "His noble and humane cause when governor of Kansas sank deep into the heart of every true Republican, while
he was denounced and slandered in unmeasured terms by the
Democratic party, and a reward was offered in Mississippi for
his head, dead or alive, and a declaration was made thA.t i { his
head could be obtained, it would be stuck on a pole to let the
'niggers see the damned rascal,' that was enticing them to run
to Kansas." Now, I hav no means of knowing whether this was
his last or biggest misstatement or not, but I will submit that
it disproves (if true) the rest of the article, for it makes it plain
that, so far from the Southern people running the blacks out,
they wanted them to stay.
There are a good many Liberals in this part of the country.
Some take the grand old TRUTH SEEKER, and some of my
friends hav sent for books. I had to go ten miles to send ten
dollars to you, and then pay fifty cents expressage on it. These
grand old mountains incline men to freedom.
Let us think. I go for Cleveland. The Republican party
has given away great tracts of the people's land, fostered monopoly and national banks, to rob the people. Let us try the
Democratic party once more, and if they do not do better, then
try our power as a Liberal Anti-monopolyparty. I,et not Liberals run after side issues in politics. One or the other of the
great parties is bound to win, so whoever votes for either Jlutler, Pomeroy, or any other side candidate does worse than to
throw his vote away. Why will not sensible men see? Because the human race is just emerging out of barba1ism, and
cannot think correctly. Men who think themselvs educated
crmnot read Spencer's writing and understand it. I am with
you for the education of the masses.
B. B. TRAVIS.
CENTERvn,LI!;, U'J'AH, Sept. fl, 1884..
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you 50 cents for the colored
lithograph of the D. M. Bennett monument. At this time I
am so situated that I cannot write much of a letter, as I would
with to; but I must tell you I received the books all right-'-'Annient..Mll.Illn _;\ m_erica," a_nrl Col. Ingersoll's "Orthodoxy"
-and I must say the first is a very ]Jec-uliarl,Y" interestingbook
I would like to write a good long letter, but I hav not the time
at present to do so, as I am fixing up to go to work in a mine
in the tor:~of the mountains of Farmington Canyon, where the
perpetual snow lies.
I admire the grand and wise and noble sayings of our late
D. M. Bennett that you publish every week at the top of the
column of the " Gems of Thought" in THE TRUTH tlEEKEU.
The sayings of that worthy man are a monument that will not
die or lose its luster, but will be handed down to the people of
the future for good. So go ahead; don't show this theocratic
orthodoxy any quarter, for you know it is destined to be all
smashed up; and this damnable, treasonable, beaHtly Mormon
outfit of this priest-ridden territory as well, for it is a stink and
a disgrace to human kind, let alone a reproach to the government of this nation.
I must say I admire Miss Wixon's corner for the little folks.
In some of it there are good lessons for some of us gray-haired
children. So I say, "Miss Wixon, bless you; go ahead."
Success to 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER and its contributors, >md its
host of readers and subscribers.
WrLLIA~r WILLIAThlS.
PRESCOTT, Iowa, Sept. 14, 1884.
Jilin. EDITOR: The .books which I ordered some time ago arri·ved in due time and in good shape, and are highly satisfactory. I now hav a very complete Liberal library, and one
which is open and free to all who will read, take care of, and
return. I thank you for your generous discount in the sending of so numerous tracts and pamphlets.
Let me add my word of praise for Col. Kelso's new book,
"The Bible Analyzed." The book is all that the name incHcates-a thorough analysis of the Bible. It is written in "
plain, straightforward, and manly style, and proves beyond
refutation that the Bible is of human origin; in fact, it entirely
upsets the Bible and theology, leaving no vestige of either
upon which supernaturalism can maintain a foothold. In
force of logic and clearness of style Col. Kelso cannot be surpassed. No one can read, with an unbiased mind, this work
and remain a Christian. It is a sure missionary document,
and should be in the hands of every Freethinker. Its every
page is fascinating, and one cannot read but with admiration.
Every Liberal who is able should at once procure a copy, read
it, and lend it to his neighbor. In style of workm!\nship it is
the neatest that I hav seen from THE 'rnuTJI SEEKER office, and
is hard to excel.
Yours for Liberalism,
JI'W. W. YEADO~.

AusTIN, 1\Io., Sept. 12, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The grand old TRUTH SEEKER comes to hand
And Shakspere's beautiful Cordelia, thus:
regularly, and I take more comfort in reading it than I do all
"Mine enemy's dog,
the other papers I take; it is my Bible, my light and life. I
Though he had bit me, should hav stood that night
often wonder how I did without it before I knew of its existAgainst my fire, and wast thou fain, poor father
ence. You may put me down as a life-time member, and
To hovel thee with swine ?"
when you fail to receive my subscription you will know I am
R. A. SMILEY.
It needs no prophetic vision to forsee that in the evoluted head.
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"They hav more euphonious names in this harmless kind); "I'll not disturb thee. Go
generation," said I.
thy way unmolested. Thy family has been
"Yes, yes," said he, adjusting his spectacles, most foully slandered. Go, liv thy days; the
and taking a pinch of snuff, "they pretend to world is wide enough for both thee and me."
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River, be wiser in these days, but I don't believe they I thought of Adam and Eve and Paradise. I
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
know much more. You may call it Brayton as do not think the snake appreciated my kind_
Corner shauld be" sent.
much as you please, but you'll never make me ness, but he slid away very rapidly.
Retracing our steps, treading through clumps
believe that it isn't Hog's Neck, all the same.
"His life Is long whose work Is well,
of
"life everlasting," beds of mullein, pungent
Hav
some
snuff?"
and
he
kindly
proffered
me
And be his station low or high,
the snuff-box.
pennyroyal, and, now and then, stopping to
He who the most good works can tell,
Llvs longest though he soonest die."
I shook my head, whereupon he eyed me gather bits of pretty mosses, we reached the
suspiciously, as if there must be something mansion of our friends, where we rested a few
wrong with one who could refuse the allure- minutes, and" then, bidding our friends goodA.t Grandmother's.
ments of a snuff-box.
bye, started for the station. Charley's horse
Under the shade of the POI>lars still,
In a few seconds there was another halt, was harnessed, and he wanted to take us to the
Lilacs and locusts In clumps between,
and then we were at Cole's. There was the cars; but we thought it would be pleasant to
Roses over the window sill,
In the dear old house with Its door of green.
lovely river by the same name, running down walk.
and flowing into Mount Hope Bay, the railway
And it was. The narrow country road was
~ever was seen such spotless floors,
Never such shining rows of tin,
bridge across it, the green meadows, the clean, dusty, for there had been no rains lately, but
While the rose-leaf odors that came through the well-kept farms, some hens and half-grown beautiful flowers and ferns grew on either side,
doors
chickens idling over the fields, and a long line while apple-tree branches, laden with mellowTold of the pe~:.Cefulllfe within.
of wild grape vines tangled thickly over the ing fruit, reached far out and shaded the way.
Here Is the room where the children slept,
walls, and laden with ripe fruitage.
Rich clusters of red barberries made bright the
Grandmamma's children, tired with play,
gray
stones of the wall near which they grew,
Dudley
was
at
the
station,
and
obligingly
And the famous drawer where the cakes were kept,
took us in his carriage, the two Bethiahs and and great masses of purple elder berries waved
Shrewsbury cookies and caraway.
I, to our destination, the oldest, quaintest, in the afternoon sun, and sheltered the pink
The garden walks where the children ran,
queerest, oddest farm-house of a hundred years hardhack and fringed gentian that grew within
To smell the !lowers and learn their names,
ago that ever you saw.
its shade.
The children thought, since the world began,
Were never such garden walks for games.
"Oh, the grapes!'--see, the grapes!" said the
Dudley was dressed in his bicycle suit, white
flannel-or what was once white-knee pants, elder Bethiah, and we might hav gathered
There were tulips and asters In regular lines,
dark stockings, blue flannel shirt, and a pretty bushels of them, there were so many and so
Sweetwllllams and marigolds on their stalks,
plenty; but we only picked a few to eat.
Bachelor's buttons and sweet-pea vines,
red cap on the back of his handsome head.
And box that bordered the narrow walks.
Dudley livs in New York in the winter, and
There were acres and acres of corn ready for
not far from Cole'~> Station in the summer. As the harvest, and wide fields of cabbages, onions,
Pure white !Illes stood cornerwlse
we rode alO'ng we asked him all the questions turnips, and potatoes.
From sunflowers yellow and poppies red,
And the summer pinks looked up In surprise
we could think of, while admiring the winding
"No danger of a famin here," said the other
At the kingly hollyhocks overhead.
rivers, Cole's, Lee's, and Kickemuit, the fleet Bethiah.
Morning glories and larkspur stood
"Right you are!" shouted an old-fashioned
of sailboats in front, and beautiful, historic
Close to the neighborly daJTodll;
Mount Hope, once the Indian King Philip's reddish brown chanticleer as he mounted a
Cabbage roses and southernwood
home, on the right from the little shed -like stone post to salute us as we passed.
Roamed through the beds at their own sweet will.
depot.
On our right was an old burial lot in an open
-Youth's Companion.
But the farm-honse-l wish you could see it, field.
with its low ceiling, its wonderful firepla Je, in
"We must visit that spot, surely!" said the
Cole's Station.
which we seemed to see the crackling flame younger Bethiah~the one who was afraid of
You wouldn't be able to guess what a pretty and the big logs of a century ago, and the old- cows. "Come along."
and inviting spot it is-Cole's Station. A little fashioned, clumsy wooden latches a foot long
We lowered a bar of the fence, and were soon
shed-like depot, with a bench extending the on the doors.
walking above the dead. But alas! although a
length of it inside, and an old-fashioned settee
There was an old-fashioned well, too, with a stone marked every grave, time 'had nearly
on the outside, where passengers may sit while "well-pole," reaching into the next lot. A obliterated ali traces of the identity of those
awaiting the train. The walls of the rude rope was suspended from the pole above the who slept so peacefully beneath the tall grasses
building are adorned, inside and out, with well, on the end of which was a hook, and on that waved above them. "Barton" was the
crude drawings and autographs of distinguished this hook was hung "the old oaken bucket." surname of the family, as near as we could
(?)persons, perhaps, who hav from time to time Creak, creak, creak, went the hinges of the make out, and mourning friends had left their
walked the length of the platform and listened pole as one end went up and the other down, loved ones there in the last century, for, by
for the shrill whistle of the locomotiv. A but the water that came up in the bucket was picking the moss from the tablets, we found
small box fastened to the building, bearing the "sparkling and bright in its liquid light," and some of the dates to be 1787. Other dates
mystic letters, "U. S." reveals the fact that cold as ice.
Were totally fniJAd away, and the tablets worn
Unolo So.m iB recogniz;ecl iu Llw.L locality by
And then the hearty, old-fashioned welcome as smooth as glass.
somebody.
We grew solemn and reflectiv.
of the hospitable inmates of the farm-house
"But," you say, "all thn.t is not very invit- was worth a day's journey to receive.
So we change, fade, and go away; and, by
ing, or pretty." Perhaps not.
4tharley had made a clam-bake, a real, old- and by, nobody will be able to tell who we are,
"How do you get there?" you inquire.
fashioned-! like the old-fashioned ways- where we lived, or where our dust lies buried.
Well, I'll tell you how I got there. With the Rhode Island clambake, and it was to this Such is life.
two Bethiahs, I hopped on board the train at feast that we, the two Bethiahs and I, were inWe started on as the first red leaf of autumn
Bowenville, and, with a scream and a screech, vited.
floated down at our feet, reminding us that
a good deal of puffing and blowing, away went
The long table was spread under the close at hand are the "melancholy days, the
our "iron horse," followed by its load of hu- branches of an old, old apple-tree. And such saddest of the year."
man freight and its attendant luggage. They clams! and ,potatoes ! and green corn ! and
We gathered a bouquet of purple daisies,
do not carry any other style of freight on that dressing! and such bread, both white and golden rod, and, when we came to the river
road, as I incidentally learned in this way: A brown! such cucumbers ! and butter ! such again, we went down close to the water's edge
lady had two bags of vegetables which she de- tea and coffee, and real cream ! and such a and picked a lot of marsh rosemary. It will
sired to put in the baggage car.
ripe watermelon ! and such a merry time as we keep handsomely in vases all winter. Oh how,
"Can't take them taters," said the baggage- all had out there under the apple-tree, with the beautiful was the water, the bogs, the farms,
master.
apples overhead, and the clams below, and the lofty trees, the flowers; the blue sky over"Why not?" asked the lady.
Johnny's beautiful spaniel under the table, head-it was alllovel,y.
"Don't carry taters on this train."
The younger Bethiah clambered over the
licking out the clam-shells, and occasionally
"Nor cabbages?" said she, almost gasping, nibbling the toe of my new boot just for fun ! grape-entwined fence, and added a bunch of
as two magnificent cabbages rolled from the
The birds were singing their September elecampane flowers to her bouquet.
bag and off the platform to the rail below.
songs, and came close by, glad, I thought, that
Pretty soon the train came rattling along,
"No cabbages-only the kind that walks on we had come outdoors to be merry with them. stopped half a minute for us to get on board,
two legs. That trash must go by boat;" and as A doctor was in our company, who partook and, in a short time, the conductor called,
he walked bravely on, the lady eyed him as of the primitiv dinner more generously than I "Boneville, Boneville!" l(he meant Bowenthough she thought there was one cabbage head should like to take his medicins.
ville) and we were in the midst of the busy,
on board when he stepped on the train.
After the repast was over, the two Bethiahs hustling, bustling crowd, surrounded by hackA turn, a slight curve, and in a minute or and I, with Charley's~sister, took a walk over men poking their bony fingers in our eyes,
two, the cars were moving very slowly over the the fields, jumping a stone wall, climbing a winking, blinking, and nodding their heads at
beautiful bridge that spans the river at this hill, and on,~past many stately cedars, stop- us in a way quite startling if we had not been
point. Underneath, carriages and horses and ping f1·equently to admire the scenery, inhale accustomed to their wild antics.
foot-passengers are crossing the bridge, and, the spicy fragrance of the trees and herbs, and
We had a very enjoyable day, quiet, peacejust after we pass, the big draw swings grace- then over the rocks, and past pellucid springs, ful, happy, and, whenever we feel the need of
fully upon its great hinges, to allow a three- till we came to an opening, where handsome another like it, we shall put on our things and
masted schooner to pass on its way up the river cows were lazily browsing. They stared at us, go to Cole's Station.
to Somerset, or Taunton.
winking their great eyes slowly and wonderOur Puzzle Box.
Off the bridge, t.he way is along a winding ingly.
1.
river road. Across the blue water is the beauOne Bethiah was afraid of the cows, thus
DOUBLE PUZZLE AND DOUBLE PROBLEM.
tiful city of Fall River, with its busy, bustling showing her city bringing up.
1. F(fty-one b~(n~e me.
factories, where is manufactured into cotton
"Take off that red shawl," said she. "It
Most curiouo of words!
cloth one-twentieth of all the cotton produced will madden the cows, and they will hook us
It is a viscous substance
in this country. The dry dock, Wilbur's pond, with their terrible horns, and trample us to
Used for catching birds;
The oxide of calcium
and many farm fields dot the way, till, all at death!"
Obtained by burning stone;
once, the conductor on the train calls, "BrayI spread my shawl wider, and invited the
But then we see in botany
ton ! Brayton !" and the cars stop just long horns and trample, but the good old cows only
The linden-tree is shown;
enongh to let one catch a view of a straight chewed their "cud" a little slower, and looked
Or yet a kind of lemon,
road, some marshy bogs, and a sparkling wa- a little wiser.
But very sour and small,
Which grows in all warm climates
ter view.
The other Bethiah came near stepping on a
Where fruit can grow at all.
"What did he call this place?" inquired a snake, although she did not see it till Charley's
But this I think is strangestdeaf old gentleman, nudging me with his elbow. sister called attention to it.
It is a leash or thong
" Brayton," I replied, speaking pretty loud
It was evidently frightened at our unwonted
By which the reckless canine
to make him hear.
appearance, and darted toward a neighboring
Is held or led along.
"It used to be Hog's Neck, when I was a I wall.
2. With one aitd fifty in me,
youngster," said the old gentleman,
, "Poor little snake," I said (it was of the ,
The letters only change;

------------

But if so long be doggie's thoug
How large must be his range3. First if the end be fastened
Of this extensiv thong?
4. And next if two miles with it
His master move along?
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
SEPTEMBER 13, 1884.
B
1.
RED
RUNIC
BENNETT
DIETS
CTS
T
2. Alleghany.
4. (1. C-love-r-To liv in clover is to liv luxuriously. 2. G-lad-e. 3. S-pace-s. 4. T-ear-s.
5. S-tub-s. 6. M-one-y. 7. S-tone-s.)
Solved.-No. 2 by W. H. Wende; Carrie AI.
den; all the others, also the second, by H. E.
Juergens.
[Mr. Juergens's puzzles still remain unsolved. Where are our solvers and good
guessers?]

_____.._______
Correspondence.

LAWRENCE, MAss., Sept. 10; 1884.
MY DEAR lVIrss WrxoN: I arrived home safe
about eight o'clock in the evening. When we
got in Boston we took the horse-car across
Boston and got in the cars and came to Lawrence, and I was glad we soon got home; and
my mother and my sisters were glad to see me,
and my playmates too. Please giv my love to
grandmother and grandfather when you see
them. I hope to see you again soon, so goodbye.
With love from
25 Lake street.
FLORENCE R. HuLFoRD.
LoUDENVILL, N.Y., Sept. 11, 1884.
MY DEAR Mrss WIXoN: Your" Corner" in
THE TRUTH SEEKER is always read by me, and
to my little girl, who is five years old to-day.
I appreciate your work for the children, and
hav often desired to contribute to the '"corner."
The poem, "Only a 'Dog," is beautiful and
set me thinking of some of my dogs, and of
the days when with b1'0thers and sisters, this
great world seemed only a lovely place to play
in, and our dogs and cats had souls as intelligent as our own.
If it is agreeable to you I would like to write
up some of my dogs, for the children. And
at some other time, some of the times " when
you and Uncle Hey and Uncle Willie and Aunt
Ruthie lived on an island," as my little Virgie
says, when she wants to hear about some of
those wonder:f'ul experiences.
Your~ sincerely,
WINNEFORD V. ASPINWALL.
[We welcome you to our Corner and shall
be pleased to hear all about your former pets,
and the "good times" in your experience.
Our only requirement for the Corner is that
contributions shall be brief, bright, interesting, and instructiv; that is, they shall drop
some- good advice, or timely word to help
those on their way in life to whom all the
world is new.-ED. C. C.]

WAIFS AND WANDERINGS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR OF
"GOLDEN

THRONE,"

"PROMETHEUs," "INGER•

SOLL AND JESUS," ETC.
Pr1ce, Cloth, $1.00; Pap•r, 50 ()ts.

"A prose epic of the war, rich with Incident and
dramatic power; breezy from llr<t page to last with
the living spirit of to-day,-John Swinton's Paper.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 CLINTON PLACE. NEW YORK.

Cor~espondence.
A gentleman, age 37. who has a nice farm, desires
correspondence with a nuoo.ber of strong, healthy,
Intelligent ladles, between twenty and thirty years
of age, who could glv love, constancy, and companIonship, and who would love and help him rear a
family.
Address BOX 207, Plum Creek, Neb.
2t3~

----------~-----------

Situation Wanted.
A lady of character, good, practical common sense,
would !Ike a position of a housekeeper, or companIon, or matron, In a Liberal family.
Address
MRS. PRICE, Wlsslnomlng, Station F, Phll'a.
39tf

---------------IIOUSEJi,EEPEU. WANTED.
A middle-agrd and competent housekeeper
can hear of a good and permanent position in
a small family.
Address WM. SOMERS,
2t38
Hudson, Mich

God and the, State.
BY

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle of Anarchy.
WITH A PREFAOE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUOKQ,
(Editor of Liberty.)
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 centa. Add-ress,
THE TRUTH BEE:S:E~,
33 Cllnton l'la.ce, Nt~W York,

THE TRUT'U sg:E:KER, SEi?TEMllEn=t 2~. 1884.

{lommnni~atious.
rrhe Horrible Tale of a Hypochondriac.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Observing that you hav opened a department
in opposition to the "chamber of horrors" of
the Eden Musee (see page 574, illustration and
poem), I hereby offer a contribution in competition with the poem of Mr. Preston. The
competition is, as I understand it, not for the
purpose of deciding who shall be elected president of the "Liai·s' Club," but only to prove
who can tell the most horrible tale. In this it
is my aspiration to take the lead, and, if there
be one, the cake. It is proper that I should
preface my prize poem with a caution to Miss
Gibson, and those who, like her, are subject
"to "indescribable shivers " and "shudders"
-and "frightful sensations" when reading Mr.
.Preston's effusion and seeing its accompanying
illustration. I caution all such to skip the
poem, and I only refrain from offering an
illustration because it might unexpectedly fall
under the eyes of such sensitiv parsons, and
cause them a mental shock as disastrous as the
one I am to portray; in fact, I am solicitous
for the tender sensibilities of such persons,
and I do not desire to thrust upon them, as Mr.
Preston so cruelly does, anything that would
induce "frightful sensations." I do not believe in inflicting unnecessary cruelty, even on
human beings, and therefore offer· in advance a
kindly warning that the poem is dangerously
horrible. Yet I may present it to the stouthearted, the pachydermatous men of the· world
who can hear the recital of a horrible tale and
apply its moral to the discussion of vivisection.
To such persons it seems to me that Mr. Preston's coarse illustration of the vivisector's
death-bed must appear as a laughable caricature whieh might hav been executed for Punch
or Puck. It certainly .will giv rise to conflicting emotions in any one with an eye for art.
Evidently in art as in literature there is but a
step from the sublime to the ridiculous, and
in this instance the step has been taken. In
this realm of art I feel that I can offer no competition; but in the poetical line-well, just try
me, and award the prize to the contributor of
the most horrible tale.
A HYPOCHONDRIAC.
.
Ah ! your tale IS one of horror I
A couch of death in pain,
- -:Remor..-e-tormiSQeeas-ofte:o.-wrou-ghlr,--- A "conscience-stricken brain;"
But listen to my tale of woe,
Of ruesome, living death,
A shattered, suffering human soul,
A sigh with every breath;
Remorse increasing, mind bereft,
Forever on the rack,
Borne down by one unyielding loadA hypochondriac.
He sits alone, he mopes and moans,
With lowering, anxious mien,
While glassy, wide-ope', staring eyes
See sights to us unseen.
All day he stares, at night he dreams,
On this strange vision born
Of imagination in a brain
Severely racked and torn.
And you ask, "What is it that holds
His gaze so long and fast;
What phantom lost to other eyes
With him is never past?"
Thou seest, my friend, the remnant of
A man of good intent,
Of tender sympathies and heart,
Of actions all well-meant;
But lacking equipoise of brain,
In fact, consistency,
Was guided not by intellect,
But only sympathy;
.And so for many years the cause
Of helpless brutes he plead,
'Gainst cruelty, brutality,
For kindness in their stead.
Enthusiastic, he achieved,
In many ways great good;
Ambition pointed out more worlds
To conquer-if he could.
An anti-vivisector, this
· Bold hero then became;
Assaulted science in its den
In hope of added fame.
A man of one idea, 'tis said,
Is seldom found to be
Wholly consistent in that one,
And so ('tis said) that he
Made every meal on slaughtered meat,
Not thinking of its source;
.
For appetite, digestion, strength,
It was his favorit course.
And so he fortified for work
With many a pound of steak,
Fought well his fight, waxed zealous, but
Ne'er thought of the mistake
Of crucifying scientists
On vivisection bent,
Because his little learning failed
To see their wise intent;
Denouncing them as criminals,
With "innate thirst for blood,"
Who studied it for facts, while he
Thirsts for it as a food.
Thus blind to sense, by zeal impelled,
He plunged into the fray,
Till suddenly, as with St. Paul,
;,.. light fell on his way,

illumed his sight, awaked his brain,
And, shockeJ, he stood aghast.
The pendulum had swung too far
Consistency at last
'
Obtained ascendancy in him;
By some unknown decree,
" The terminal conversion of
The opposits," may be.
He saw a sheet let down to earth,
Much as St. John had seen,
Burdened with beasts of ev'ry kind
Fit for man's food, called " clean."
But these were in a slaughtered state,
Some trembling still from shock
Of sudden death, from butcher's axe,
With head upon the block;
And htmbs did bleat with fading breath,
As life's red blood flowed free
From ghastly wounds in gaping necks,
A sick'ning sight to see.
Enormous hogs and little pigs
Were stuck with gory blade,
And mild-eyed calves bled slowly that
The veal be whiter made.·
O'er all this reeking, quivering mass
Of murdered living things
There fluttered flocks of headless birds,
A maze of flapping wings;
Some dying game, by expert shot
Of sportsman's ready gun,
But mostly by the headsman's axFoul blows, dealt one by one.
From living frogs, ten score or more,
The slender legs were torn,
To fry in crumbs for epicures;
For this were bull-frogs born.
These are but glimpse;; of the scenes
This vision showed to him,
The horrors piled on honors till
With tears his eyes were dim;
And then the meaning of it all
Came to his frightened soulThe number of these butchered beasts
Was equal to the whole
Of those that suffered death that he
His hunger might requite
(Vicarious atonement, this,
For his meat appetite).
The truth flashed through him, as new
thought
.
Oft startles human brain,
That for his sake more blood was spilled,
More agonizing pain
Inflicted on poor helpless brutes,
Than could be paralleled
By vivisectors whom he had
To public scorn uphelcl.
This truth, so mighty, did prevail
Against his troubled mind
Till reason flickered, went out like
A candle in the wind.
The vision lingers ever as
A ghost that will not clown,
Still holds his mind as in a viceA heavy cross, a crown
Of thorns. It is his one idea
A monomania·
'
-----m IS the sorry ~CtTfi!()J: ____ - - - - - - Dread hypochondria.
Oh, pity a man with mind bereft,
Forever on the rack,
Borne clown by one unyielding load,
A hypochondriac!
E. B. FooTE, JR.

Liberal Meetings.
[L<agues and Libaa.l a.nd 8piritua./istic Societies in the
United State. and Canada. meeting regularly, can hav no
tices of their .meetings published in this oolu,... free if the
officers will send them to us.]

MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Tenace st.
·

omo.

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
ARIZONA.
J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.
CALIFORNIA.
A. Berenz, 140 Montgomery st., San Francisco
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
COLORADO.
M. V. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
S. B. Wright, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
E. Keith, Animas City.
CONNECTICUT.
J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
ILLINOIS.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, Chicago.
KANSAS.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.

CLEVELA.ND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed toW. I. Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
MAINE.
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
OREGON.
MARYLAND.
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday, Oliver P. Taw, 532 W. Baltimore st., Baltimore.
MASSACHUSETTS.
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Ad- Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
mission free.
MICHIGAN.
MASSACHUSETTS.
S. D. Moore, Adi·ian. Box 465.
BosToN.-Boston Liberal Club holds meet- A: Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
MISSOURI.
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
NEBRASKA.
Sunday aftmnoon at 3 o'clock. Sunday- Thomas Foreman, 1414 Chicago street, Omaha.
school at 2:30. Admission free.
OREGON.
PENNSYLVANIA.
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
ALTOONA.-The League holds meetings every B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
PENNSYLVANIA.
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave. George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st. H. Clay Luse, Waynesbmg.
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila.
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall, W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, Pittsbmgh.
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30 A.M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny City.
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
TENNESSEE.
THE TBUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
sale.
l)TAH.
PrrTsBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every D. F. Keeler, Park City.
Sunday (except d··nng the Months of July W. F. Reyboulcl, Salt Lake City.
and August) at 3o Jlock. A free platform is
VIRGINIA.
'llaintained. Exercises consist of a lecture, Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
followed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
ENGLAND.
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergy- Charles Watts & Co., London.
men invited to discuss.
The American and New York News ComNEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets panies will furnish the paper to news clealors
upon
application.
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
consist of music, readir(gs, lecture~ and discussion, in which all p~ esent are invited to
participate.
Admission free.
Collection
'liken. Communications for the League The Gods.
Paper, 50cts,· cloth, $1.25
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
bo\~t.~':?Tl,"c,';!':J,e'i?a!c;:>e~P~!•f~Nlv;~~~l~ty?-?d:i~ :: ~~~:
CANADA.
tics and Heresies."
_ __
1---- 'l'6RUNTu.-~13eoular--5ooic";r,- - n.,adins· ·and- -Th-o-ohu~U,;,----P""Po:r;-t'~Qd>tt; --olo-bh,-$1.~6- -Lecture Rooms, No.9 Grand Opera House.
Including, ·'Liberty !or Man, Woman, and Child;'
Open every evening ~nd Sundays: Lecture ;~ 1ftrn~~~lf'~"f1g: g~a~~d~~~~~~r.~.e~;~~!"b~~-;_:~,"i~~~':,~
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and der Clark,"" The Plll!t Rises before Me Like a Dream,"
strangers are· cordially invited.
and "A Tribute to Ebon C.Ingersoll."
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought
Club
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cath- Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
arine street. Reading-room open daily until
cents; cloth, $1.25.
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
TESTIMONIAL.
DR. FooTE, JR., Dear Sir: How nice of you books three evenings per week, and on Sun- The Christian Religion. Ry R. G.
to let me be the first to see the proof of your day afternoons. Free public lectures on
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
new poem ["The Hypochondriac"], and how Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Palovely it is, to be sure I I just dvte on hor· Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
per, 50 cents.
rible things, and I think that is just too un- President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
GANANOQUE, 0NT.-Gananoque Secular Soutterably horrid for anything. It made the
cold shivers run down my back, and hot ones ciety, meets every Sunday evening at eight Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
chase after them. I read it over and over till o'clock, in Acton's Hall. Free Library and
cloth, $2.00.
I could appreciate it fully, and I do think it Reading Room open all clay Sunday. Visitors
Geo. G.
is just splendid. Send me half a dozen cop- and strangers always welcome.
What Must We Do to be Saved~ PaMeikle, President; Henry Smith, Secretary.
ies for my friends.
Miss ANN THROPE.
per, 25 cents..
NEW YORK.
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State COMPLETE WORJ{S_, in One Volume, HalfCalf, $o.OO.
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
No. I.-The Relation of the Spiritual to business meetmg and debates and discussions
tht> Mat.erial Universe; the Law of~Joo• at 3 P.M. Lectnre at 7:30 P.M. The public
trol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit
are cordially invited to attend, also all LibM. Faraday. Price, I5 cents.
No. 2.-0rlgln or l:.tfe;
erals visiting the city. Admission free.
A I,ecture by
Or, Where Man Comes From. The Evolution or
NEw YoRK CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal
the Spirit !rom Matter through Organic Processses;
Club
meets
every
Friday
evening
at
8
o'clock,
Col.
Robert
G. Ingersoll.
or, How the Spirit Body Grows. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price, at 220 East 15th st.--The American Spirit10 cents.
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
No. 3.- The Development or the Spirit at :.!:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
"The clergy know that I know that they
A.Uer Transition.
The Origin or Religions. By Spirit M. Faraday. 33d street.--The First Society of Spiritual- know that they clo not know."
ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Price, 10 cents.
No. 4.-'l'ne Process or Mental Action;
Republican Hall, 55 West 33cl street. Morning
Or, How We Think. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
One of the best clocumentR to circulate ever
15 cents.
No. :>.-The Origin or the Christian ReUg· Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall, printed. Every man, woman, and child in
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The Peo- the United States should read it.
ton.
Every
How the Pagan Priests or Rome Originated Chris- ple's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30 reader of the paper should Rend for a dozen.
tianity, Confessions or Its Founders. Transcribed and 7:30P.M.
Price, singly, 10 centR; twelve for a dollar.
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
BBOOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
cents; Paper, 50 cents.
Address THE 'l'HU'l'H SEEKER,
meets
at
Conservatory
Hall,
cor.
of
Fulton
Rome, Not Bethlehem, the Birthplace ot
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Jesus.
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Extract !rom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Services
at
11
A.M.
and
7:45
P.M.
Admission
~ f Improved or unimproved lands
Who lVrote theN ew Testa~nenU'
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and KANSA £-•anywhere in the state. For InExtract from No. 5. Price 10 cents.
formation, maps, circulars, etc., etc., write to
Spiritual
papers
and
books
for
sale.--The
BOWLES PAMPHLETS.
WATSON & THRAPP, or C. H. CUS'rENBORDER,
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton 1y13
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, OF
110 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan.
street,
meets
every
Saturday
evening
at
8
No. I.-Experiences or Sa1nuel Bowles,
Late editor or the Springlleld, Mass., Republican, in o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
Spirit Lire; or, Li!e As He Now Sees It !rom a Spir- for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
itual Standpoint. Written through the mediumship
INCLUDING
o! CARRIE E. S. TWING, o! Westlleld, N.Y. 25 cents. Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south W arks in Western New York and
Later Papers ot· Samuel Bowles,
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
written in August, 1883.
other States, together with Structliterature on sale. All invited.--The PhiloA. Supplement 'l'o No. I
ures in Central America.
And bound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, sophical Association meets every Sunday
Medium. Price, 10 cents.
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
No. 2.-Contrasts In Spirit Life;
L"-RKIN, M.D.
And Recent Experiences o! SAMUEL BoWLES, late Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth ByFREDERICK
Member of the
editor or the Springlleld, Mass., Republican, in the ~treet, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially inAmerican Association for the Advancement of 8cienu.
first llve spheres. Also a thr1lllng account o! the .-ited. Doors open at 1!:30 P.IL
late President Garlleld's reception in the spirit
world. Written through the hand o! CARRIE E. S. A.lamontada the Galley-Slave. Trans- Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations.
TWING, Westlleld, N.Y. 142 pages. Price, 50 cents.
290 Pages.
lated from the German of Zschokke by
A.chsa w. Sprague's and Mary Clark's
Price, Cloth $1.50.
Experiences In the First Ten Spheres
IRA G. MosHER, L.L.B. A deeply philoof Spirit Lite.
sophical narrativ, intensely interesting.
Address
THE 'rRU'rH SEEKER,
Medium, ATHALDINE SJIUTH, Oswego, N. Y. Price
33 Clinton Place, New York,
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents,
~cents.
-

Ingersoll's W'orks.

FARADAY PAMPHLETS.

ORTHODOXY.

ANCI[NJ MAN IN AMERICA.
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If, on the other band, the brighter pbilospby teaching witnessed his miracles? Why de- rows of the afliicted, help the needy, and affor~
is true, death is but the entrance to a new, nounce honest truth seekers who dispassion- means of employment for the body and culttbetter, more beantiful existence.
ately weigh the evidence, reject the error an_d vation of the mind. Liv lives of love, instead
"Let our fainting hearts take courage,
evil, and gladly accept and cherish all that ts of making professions of faith. Practice justice and mercy in lien of forms and ceremoWildwood Flowers.
When with grief and sorrow bowed;
true and good?
Remember there is always
Dr. Sterling believed that the practice of nies, cvnstantly endeavoring to promote the
The !lowers that were brought rrom the wildwood,
'J'hat hung In their beaut!rul bells,
Glorious light beyond the cloud."
love, mercy, and benevolence, here and now, happiness and welfare of those around you,
Pale lilac, and pink In prolusion,
"In no sense can we wholly die; for no would best qualify us for ministrations of love instead of idly praying to a God to do it for
They told me or shadowy dellsnoble act, no generous impulse of the heart, in any other sphere. In the language of his you. So shall you liv in an atmosphere of
" Oh. the bloom or the flowers I remember,
can ever perish.
much admired and lamented friend, D. M. love, and at last meet death without a fear."
And the smiles I shall nevermore see;"
For the hands oi my beautlrullover
A maiden strolling alone through the ceme- Bennett, the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
At the conclusion of the oration a song was
Transplanted the !lowers ror me.
tery at noon, in the bright sunshine, enjoys the "Those lead the happiest, most peaceful lives
calm peace; delights in the solitude. Place who seek most to benefit those around them. sung, after which the remains were conveyed
The breath or the spring was like Incense
By the beautlrul !lowers In bloom.
the same girl in the same spot at midnight- Our highest duty lies not above the clouds over to the cemetery and buried with Masonic bonHe gave the last touch to the garden,
she would be paralyzed with fear or shriek with our beads, nor in depth of .earth beneath our ors.
And he round that yet there was room
In the evening the hall in the village was
terror. Why? Darkness is but the withdrawal feet; neither can we do aught to benefit or
In the round ribbon bed or beauties,
crowded
to bear the ex-Rev. Reynolds on
of
light.
It
is
all
the
error
of
education:
Is
affect
any
being
supposed
to
exist
in
either
loAnd he planted the delicate !lowers,
And we smiled as they, charming and lo'vely,
not that teaching false, injurious, evil, that cality; our duty and field of action is here, "What Liberalism Teaches." The lecturer
KejJt nodding throughout the night hours.
bas instilled the fear of darkness, terror of among the sons and daughters of men. In no was introduced by Mrs. Lucy N. Colman., one
And when he was absent, these ll.owors
the dead, and created belief in ghosts, witches, case can we so well prepare for another life o.f the eloquent and fearless champions of freeWere cherished rar more than their mates,
and bobgobl·ins? I bav seen a child afraid to as by doing all"in our power to make those dom throughout all the abolition movement.
Though his hands had fashioned the garden,
She offered the lecturer a woman's best wishes,
sit up alone at night with a dead mother. around us happy."
"J'was he that had brought me these plants,
in lieu of an invocation to an imaginary God
Fear
should
be
banished
by
the
light
of
science
Dr.
Sterling
realized
we
must
combat
ignoAnd they spoke of the distant blue wildwood,
and the exercise of reason.
ranee and superstition, not with dungeon, tort- for his blessing. And from the freedom with
or the charms that were hidden within,
And they spoke to my heart by their beautySome say the mere thought of remaining in ure, and the stake, not by ostracism, misrepre. which the lecturer spoke, the deep interest
Oh, the one that Is gone, I love him 1
the grave, of being utterly unconscious, for all sentation, and abuse, but by imparting knowl- and attention of the crowded audience, it cerBut the garden and blossoms are gone,
eternity, is worse than to liv and endure the edge and instruction; hence be was ever zeal- tainly proved much more efficacious.
I kaow not who robbed their s'yeet bloom,
The funeral and lecture bav occasioned great
torments of hell fire. Is this really true, or is ous in behalf of education. He taught it was
I left that dear spot In cold winter,
excitement, and will doubtless result in much
it
only
the
results
of
wrong
education
?
In
our
duty
to
endeavor
to
lead
the
erring
from
Its brightness enshrouded In gloom.
sickness you long for sleep. When sound vice to the practice of virtue, by loving admo- discussion and truth seeking. There are many
I thought not of !lowers or their beauty,
asleep you are as unconscious as the dead. In nition and good example. He was an eloquent, able genuin Liberals in Liverpool. We earFor I went with the one dear to me,
His dark eyes to me were far better
old age, you long for rest, even that of the consistent champion of common sense. He nestly hope they may very speedily be organThan bells or the !lowers could be.
grave, to release from .pain and weariness. rejected all that nature taught him was un- ized into an efficient local Liberal League.
And he to the land oi the spirits
Very little of thought will remove so very much true; his constant acts of mercy, his true and
Has journeyed In year• that are gone,
of fear.
noble manhood, endeared him even to his
While I In mortallty Unger;
We are assembled to pay the last tribute of Christian friends, who to-day alone need words
'J'o-day I an sitting alone.
respect to a true, brave, heart, a cultivated of comfort on account of their errors of belief. A lUagazine J)evoted to the StatePerhaps these flowers are round him,
'J'hat past, ere he vanished from sight,
brain, a devotee alike of personal and mental
They say Dr. Sterling is banished from the
ments or Mental and SpirUual
For they bloom In the land of the splrl ts,
liberty. He dared think for himself and giv delights of heaven; can never meet his dear
Phenomena.
More ethereal, beautiful, bright.
utterance to his convictions. He worshiped loved ones and dwell with them forever in the
Single
Copies 10 cents.
St. George, Aug. 18, 1884.
E}IILY B. SPENCER.
at the shrine of truth. His God was nature; land of perfect love. My Christian friends, I
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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his church, all humanity; his creed, do jus- bav often spoken at funerals, assuring the
tice,
love
mercy,
endeavor
to
make
your
fellowmourners
of
meeting
dear
loved
ones
in
heaven.
Death of a Venerable Truth Seeker.
creatures happy. And his life proved the sin- But search the Bible from Genesis to Revela·
NOW READY!
DrEn.-Dr. Charles S. Sterling, of Liverpool, cerity of his convictions, and during ten long tion, and nowhere does it tell of any place
New York. For sixty years an avowed Freethinker and Infidel; forty years a successful years of painful sickness afforded him perfect where one is restored to loved ones; no text THE MAGNIFICENT
tells us they will love you there as here. Not
physician. Died Sept. 10, 1884, aged 80, consolation.
beloved and respected by all classes, despite
In the cause of humanity, in the defense of a single text in all the Bible says that. But it
biR outspoken Infidelity. During ~ painJul right, liberty, and truth, our deceased friend does positivly assert the contrary. Read Mark
sicknesH of ten years, be found Ltberal!sm had the courage and persistence of a Napoleon, xii, 18, 25. The fifteenth verse reads: "For
an all-sufficient source· of peace and consolawhile for those who sorrowed or suffered be when they shall rise from the dead, they
tion.
bad a heart as kind and sympathetic as that of neither marry, nor are given in marriage; but
The funeral service of Dr. Cbas. S. Sterling
the gentlest woman.
are as the angels which are in heaven."
was held yesterday, Sept.12, 1884, at 2:30P.M.,
He was born in 1804, at Wilton, Conn., was
According to this, those who attain heaven
at his home in Liverpool. The large bouse
educated at Berkshire and Woodstock colleges, shall be as the the angels who never knew
would not contain a tithing of the people, and
Mass.; graduated at the chemical school at human love. Would heaven be a place of joy,
-OF THEthe extensiv grounds, in which bad been placed Woodstock, Penn., 1831; settled in Liver- or even AndnrnhlA, if your £ri<>nru. hA.v no
cbrd'l"!OJ ~:~nrl Qottooo 7 bo.~oly o..ff!'t:\~aoa o.ooO:D:~.X~Co.opool, N. Y., and commenced practice as a longer any especial love or affection for you?
dation for the very large number of people
physician in 1832. For forty years he prac- Do you regret Dr. Sterling could not believe
assembled to Jo honor to one of Liverpool's
ticed his profession in this village, ceasing to or long for such a heaven? Accustomed to
oldest settlers and most highly respected citipractice in 1871. He was a man of ripe thought, ministering to all those suffering within his
zens. The Masonic lodge of the village atdeep study, of noblest impulses. During his reach, bow could be be hopeful or desirous of
tended in a body.
long years of sickness he found solace,' pa- such a heaven as is described in Luke xvi,
FUNERAL ORATION BY EX-REV. CHAS. B. REYNOLDS. tience, and comfort, not in the church, but in 19-25. Do you denounce him that be could
Placing a large family Bible on the table communing with nature, o.nd the surroundings not believe this story of the rich man in bell
on the por<lh, at which sat the Syracuse which culture affords. He rejoiced in the pleading in vain for one drop of wator? Our PRINTED IN SEVEN COLORS ON THE
newspaper reporters, who seemed somewhat glorious truths of the gospel of bnmanity, and lamented brother's religion consisted in, "Put
BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
startled, Mr. Reynolds whispered: "It won't scorned the empty professions of faith, the yourself in his place," or " do to others as you
hurt yon any if you don't look into it." Then bigotry, the fanaticism, !lnd idle ceremonies of would they should do to you,'' a golden rule
SIZE, 22 ~ X 28 ~turning to the audience he said: In the pres- the churches.
taught by Christna, Confucius, Pittacus, Soc·ence of death, bow beliefs and dogmas wither
Dr. Sterling lived and died an outspoken rates, and Sextus centuries before the birth of
and decay! Character alone survives. When earnest, consistent Freethinker and Infidel. Christ, but a rule, it seems, that will be THE BRONZE MEDALLION
·our loved ones die, in our weak humanity we Can you point to any Christian in your com- utterly ignored by God, Christ, and all the
moan and sob; tears blind our eyes. It seems munity who lived a better, purer, or more use- angels and saints of heaven. The law of love
PRINTS AS LAIIGE AS A CAIIINET PHOTOGRAPH,
as though tbesun of our life were darkened for- fullife?
is not original or first given in the Bible. PaTHUS GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
ever; the stars of peace blotted from the firDr. Sterling was an Infidel. Ob, dreadful gan and heathen philosophers both taught
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE
mament of our future. But the stars shine name! Stop! think for a moment what an In- and practiced it centuries before the birth of
brightest when surrounded by the blackest fidel really is. Are you a Protestant? Luther Christ.
thunder clouds. Adverse winds may blow, and was an Infidel. He dared to think for himself,
But if the Bible is true, if Christ's own dec- LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.
the storms of misfortune rage, but soon hope and refused to believe or sanction the dogmas larations are reliable, then, dear Christian
will twine the sweetest roses round our sorrow- of the Catholic church.
friends, accept the words of comfort. Jesus
bowed, aching beads. There is always one
Infidel is a term of contempt and reproach himself declares the Liberal, the Freethinker,
tiny pin-hole for the glory of hope to shine applied to any who venture to step aside from the Infidel, who, like Dr. Sterling, did justly,
The lithograph is designed for framthrough.
the popular current of belief.
loved mercy, and endeavored to promote the
Our loved ones die. We weep and moan; . Nearly every one of the gre~t names to-day, happiness of his fellow-creatnres, shall bav ing, and will be a treasure for all Libbut much of our sorrow is for self, not for in science, literature, and art, are avowed especial welcome to heaven (Matt. xxv, 31-40). erals.
those at peace, calmly sleeping, eweetly rest- Liberals. No person of admitted culture, in Strange, but true, Christ says not one word of
ing; their labor o'er; their work accomplished. the church or out of it, believes all in the What did you believe? but, What did you do?
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
Need we weep? Our loved brother lived a Bible. You say it was a dreadul thing for Dr. ~id you feed the hungry, giv drink to ~be
long, usefnl life; his work well and faithfully Sterling not to believe in the resurrection o.f thirsty, help the needy, clothe the naked, rum- to subscribers to the Monument Fund
done. He is at rest; sleeps in peace. Yet to. Christ. Did you ever stop to think that, if the ister to the sick? Yes? Then, says Christ, for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Adclay our hearts are sad; we feel deeply our be- Bible is true, if Christ spoke truth, not one of "Come, ye blessed of my father, inherit the
dress this office.
reavement. His dear companionship, wise
his disciples believed in Christ's resurrection? kingdom prepared for you from the foundacounsel, true sympathy, ready help, and loving " Now when Jesus was risen early the first tioon of the world."
ministrations are henceforth lost to us.
day of the week be appeared first to Mary
From his coffin the dead man speaks to us:
Once hope revives, we realize death is but
Magdalene, out of whom be bad cast seven "Weep not for me. Cave for the suffering,
HOW HE WON AND WORE 11.
a simple condition of nature; neither to be
devils. And she went and told them that bad the lonely, and the heartbroken. Mutually
feared, desired, nor dreaded. Life and death been with him as they mourned and wept. realize your duty to study those questions This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
most graphic, vivid, and thrilling porare essential conditions, but for errors of eduAnd they, when they bad heard that he was which most nearlf concern yourselvs, your
trayal of Society Life as it
cation we should not so dread and fear it. alive, and bad been seen of her, believed not.. race, this present world. Make secondary
now exists.
I" or our dead, in any case, all is well with them. After that he appeared in another form unto metaphysical disputations in regard to an ideal
The third edition of this remarkable book
What though death ends ltll, as Materialists two of them as they walked, and went into the world, in which perhaps in some possible con- bas just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
believe, the dead stillliv in the goocl they bav country. And they went and told it unto the dition you may liv, and devote your best in tel- D. Weaver. It is a· story of thrilling interest,
clone; their memories ever green in the hearts residue; neither believed they them. Afterward ligence to practical questions pertaining to this thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinating,
of dear loved ones. In the language of Eliza be appeared unto the eleven as they sat at present world in which you do now liv. Giv forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "RichCook,
meat, and upbraided them with their unbeliif liberally of your means to diffuse the light of ard's Crown" is to the cause agitating the
""'ris a long, 'tis a last, 'tis a beantiful rest,J
and hardness of heart, because they believed not science and positiv knowledge, and thus help masses of the people of to-day.
When all sorrow is passed from the brow and
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
them which had seen him ojter he was risen" dispel the dark mists of error, ignorance, and
the breast;
And the lone spirit truly and wisely may crave (Mark xvi, 9-14). Was it any worse for Dr. superstition. Realize. your duty is here and paper. Beautifully illustrated with eleven<
engravings,
handsomely bound in cloth; title'The sleep that is dreamless-the sleep of the Sterling to disbelieve the impossible than for now, to do all in your power to make all
in gilt, embossed on the back and side of the
grave."
those who bad been with Jesus, beard his around you joyous and happy; soothe the sor- book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.
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Tho BiOla Analyzs~.
BY
.John R. Kelso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Creatlon.-The Deluge. -The Exodus.-The Miracles of the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
Prophecies.-The Devll or Satan of the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
the Blble.-The G-od of the Blble.-The Messiah or
Savior.
Crown octavo, 833 pp, Bplendldlyexecuted. Bent
by mall, post paid. Price, $3. 00.
Address
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THIRD EDITION.
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Parallels in Other Religions.
Being a Comparison of the Old and New eetament
Myths and Miracles with those of heathen nations of Antiquity, Considering also their
Origin and Meaning. With numerous lllustrations.
The object of the work is to point out the myths
With which the Old and New Testaments abound; to
show that they were held in common with other nations; and then trace them to their evident <Jrigin and
e;r;plaintheir meaning.
"It has long been acknowledged by the most eml·
nent blbllcal students that the Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so far as we
know, the present is the first complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their orlglnalslgnlficatlon."-Boslon Courier,
'
"Never before has there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research for the
origin of these myths as does this one just published
by J. W. Bouton, of New York."-Boston Times.
"It is unquestionably true that the results of a
l'atlonallstlc study of the Christian scriptures are
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made in
the work before us.-N, Y. Sun.
1 Vol, Royal 8vo. Cloth, About 600 pages.

$3.00

Bent postpaid, on receipt of price,
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THE TRUTH BEEKER,
33 Cllnton Place, New York.
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CURES EVERY l'URM OF DISEASE
WITHOUT M.EDICIN.
THE

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Bent to any address
GUARANTEED ..
letter or in
for

upon receipt of $1.00. EVERY PAIR
Pamphlets and all Information by
person free of charge. Send
Illustrated Pamphlet.

•

1

With a steel plate enar&Tlng ot the author In Vol. 1.
and each volume lllustra.ted with forty-seven cuts.
·

Provtng concluslvly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRlS't
Hla birth, l!te, trial, execution, etc.-la a myth,
TRUTH SJ<:EKER 0111ce .
~Tit\6, $2 ,OQ,
SS Cltnton Place, New 'lol••

EVERY LIBERAL.SIIOIJLD
POSSESS

'l'HE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK.-160 Beautiful Bongs·
of Liberty and Freethought. Read and sing them
at Home. Read and sing them at Meetings. Teach
them to the chlldren. Price 25 cents.
DIANA.-Evolutlon in Marriage. '£he Higher Law.
LADIES' MAGNETIO JAOKET. Pnce, $18,
Alfism made practicable. Unhappy· marriages
prevented and cured. Price 25 cents.
TESTIMONIALS:
BURNZ' FONIC SHORTHAND.-A complete Self-InRead the following testimonials, and be convlnca 1 that our claims are correct in every particular,
structor In the art ot Verbatim Reporting, Price
and ·that your ailments can be eradicated without the ala of MEDWIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE
$1. Bend for circulars,
THE ACME OF PERFECTION :
.
'rHE SPELLING- REFORM-And How t<l Help it
Price 10 cents.
in
The above works sent promptly on receipt of price.
Address THE 'I'RnTH tl~ JcKIJ:lo
33 Cllnton Place, N.Y.
CINCINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIB,, Dec. 11, 1882,
DB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly inDB. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of
debted to you for the benefit I hav received from your MAG-NETIC VESTS for about three weeks, I
your treatment, and the use. of your Magnetic ap- was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
By R. B. 'V C!itb1'00I~, D. D., LL.B.,
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those af- Bide, which had been a source of misery to me for
fi lcted as I hav been that the etrect was simply mar- the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benefit, but as soon as I put on the
About all that can be said for the existence
sis in my right arm and could not use it at all, but MAG-NETIC VEST I got rellef instantly. With unof God and the future life of man, is here
after wearing a suit of your :MAG-NETIC CLOTHING- bounded gratltud~ I remain
pungently presented, with an incidental disfor one week, can use it quite as, well as ever. I hav
~ours respectfully,
~:tlso been troubled with Dyspepsia and KldneyComcussion ot many collateral questions, from a
H. A. BROWN.
plalnt for a number of years, from which I hav sUfLadles, read the following testimony from a lady rationalistic standpoint.
fered intensely, and, although doctoring all the
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
time, never found but temporary rellef. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ting on your appllances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weaknees:
SS Cllnton Place, New Yorlr,
benefit, and If I improve as rapidly as I hav in the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, thereDB. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; also
fore recommend to those sutrerlng as I hav your the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
$1.
Mag'netlc appllarices as the only means of etrecting FELT BETTER FBOl!l THE FIRST HOUB I HAD THEM
a sure cure.
Yours respectfully,
ON. Am not joking, and if I Improve as rapidly as
BY MAIL POS'•'·PAin.
Wlll. H. CLEMMER,
I hav since T:lesday, wlll soon be well, Will report
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. Jl:,
Remember that the same appllances which will
'
etre<;:t a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same
This lady reports herself entirely cured in less
time eradlca~ CATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same than six weeks after putting on the garments, and,
patient. we do not, like the Old School Physician, although in bed, unable to get out, when applled,
change medlcins every day untll, after dosing the she nevertheless wa.a able to ride twenty :nnes in
patient almost to death he may possibly strike two days after the appllcatlon. The lady s name
something (if he is vei:y skllful) that brings rellef can be had upon application at this ofllce, by anyfor the time being.
one desiring to communicate with her.
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady who.had been sutrerlng for two year.s with an Ovar•

4:71 West Madison Street,

Chicago, Ill.

Remarkable Cure of Paralysis
One Week.

Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years
Standing Cured in Three Weeks.

Man.~Wheno~

and· Whither.

KNOW THYSELF....~...-,;,,,.,._,
physician tells you he can do nothlnog -~-Gttn\-Mm}itni-Work-oo-MaHflOf)fl!-

BY D. M. BENi\IET'I',

medlciln since putting on the appllances. Consult us when your
for you; it will pay you.

BHULLBBtJRG, :WIS., November19, 1882.
DB. L. TENNEY Dear Sir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all desire for food and In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians
of St. Louis; at which place I was then stopplng,lall of whom declared that I had an Ovarian 'J·umor,
and that the only thing that would save my llfe would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly
worse and had abou.t made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an
operatton when my attention was called to the Eureka Magnetic Appl1ances. As a drowning man
wlll catch' at a straw so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a:sult,.of
your appliances. From the very first I felt invigorated, the tumor wnlch had extend0d entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became less from day to day, until now I am
as well as I ever was in my llfe. Since putting on the appllances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would tJherefore
,;beer fully recommend them to anyone sutrerlng as I hav, bellevlng
that they wlli do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
G-ratefully yours,
MRS. MABY J. BlEWABT.

Late editor ot Ta• TJ<UTH 8uau, author ot " A Truto
BeeKer In Europe," "Gods "nd Religions ot Ancient
and Modern Ttmes," "TheWorld's Sages,ThlnK·
era, and Reformers,'' "Champions of
the Church," etc .• etc.
Handsomely bound In red cloth, $6.60:
in leather, red edges, $9.60; in
morocco, gUt edges, UO.IiO.
Readers ot TBll TBUTH SBEKJIB knOW the circumstance•
under which this work was written. The last words
penned by the great author were tor the fourth volum•
Remember that these appllances are not worn next the skin, but
which was nearly completed at Ills death, and which wlll
now contain an account ot his world-lamented !Ieath and over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appllances in the
market,
they Impart no shocks and leaves no soree.
burial. MJ. Bennett was a very pat1ent and faithful
chronicler ot the habits and customs ot tlue dllrerent peo.
pies ot the many places he• visited, The every-day
lite of all nations is Ialii before the reader by one who ha•
visited them anll beheld them with hts own eyes. Par. tlcular attention Is paid to the progress ot Free thought in
the various countries he visited, and the morsllty ot so
called pagan nations is contrasted with the morallty ot
$
Christian countries, much to the detriment ot the latter
The worklsa

PRICE LIST.

Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH BEEKER IN EUROPE"
should be In every Liberal's llbrary Besides its lntrlnslo
worth it Is a memento ot one of the greatest Freethinker!
the world has known-or one who ranks with Voltaire
and Paine in the force and clearness ot his writings.
Address 781!1 7RU7B Sl!ll!JKER.
ss Vllnton Place,
New York city.

THE

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
By SA.'iiiJEL P. PUTNAM.

For sale at this offi.cf

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS. CHRIST A FICTION
Founded upon the Lite or
APOLLONIUB OF TYANA.

"ANT I GHRIST."
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FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.

Price 20 cents.

Author of "The Bible-Whence and Wliat?"
CONTENTS:
The True Ideal of Marriage.
Free Love.
The History ot Marriage .
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question of Law and Rellglon.
Rational Deductions from Establlshed Prlnclplea
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better tnan Cu' e.
Price, 60 cents. Neatly bound in cloth.- For sal
'lot this ofllce.
33 Clinton Place, Ne.v,York.
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MAGNETIC CLOTHING

DR. L. TENNEY,

AND THEIR

Marriage and Divoroe.
By R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.

Address all communications to

MYTI-IS

Price,

THE EUREKA
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Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominai Belts,
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5. 00
Leg Belts, each,. - •
4.00
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
Wlistlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
4:.00
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Superfine Insoles, •
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

THY Sr.: lF

DR. F.tLLOWS

Any of the above garments sent to any acldress upon receipt of price, and we will return the money
if they are not as represented in every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your case
send us word stating symptoms, and we wlll advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appllances are otrered at less than one-third or what others are selling worthless appliances for, yot we wlll
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred fold superior to any other appllance ever otrered the
publlc, and wlll outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet Is put through a particular process and
hav raised five times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market wlll attract the smallest particle or iron, the majority of such worthless appllances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for a
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material tor the purpose, and wlll outlast any
and all other garments now before the public. Every magnet is arranged In the garments upon acimtiftc
principia, and not haphazard as in all the others. We otrer you therefore

The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever

Exhausted Vltallty, Nervous and Physical Deblllty,
Premature Decllne in Man, Errors of Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from lndlscretlons or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all acute
and chronic diseases, each one of which Is lnval uable. So round by the author, whose experience for
23 years is such as probably never before fell to the
lot of any physician. BOO pages, bound In beautiful
French muslln, embossed covers, full gllt, guaran
teed to be a finer work in every sense-mechanical,
llterary, and professional-than any other work sold
in this country for $2.50, or the money wlll be refunded in every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 eta. Bend now,
Gold medal awarded the author by the National Medical Association, to the officers of which he refers.
This Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the aflllcted for rellef. It
will be.:wfit all.-LondonLancel.
There Is no member of society to whom this book
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
instructor, or clergyman.-Argona.ul.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No 4 Bulfinch st., Boston, Ma.ss., who may
be consulted on all diseases requiring sklll and experience. (Jhronlc and obstinate diseases that hav
baflled the skill of all other physicians
L
a
specialty. Such treated successfully II;;
without •m lnAtance or r.. n11re.
lyr•s
Mention this paper.
C.

Constrnct~d.

And challenge comparison with any of the so-called magnetic garments now ol!Lred under that head. At
the same time the application or labor-savtng machinery in our manufacture enablee us to otrer them
about

Is a regularly ed ucated and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful
as his practlce wlll
ImDve. lie has for
twenty years treated
excluslvly all d lsea.ses
of the Sexual Organs, in which he
stands pre-eminent.
8 P E H liiA'l'OHIUHEA
and I ll1 Po ·r E N c Y
as tho result of selfabuse in youth and
sexual excesses in rna,..
turer years, causing
n 1 g h t emissions by
dreams, Joss of.Hexual
power .rendering marriage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside appllcatlon in sixty days.
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It is one or Dr.
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medical profession. 8end three 2-cent
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full Information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
J., and say Where you saw this advertlsment.

From the Ironclad Age.
"Dr. Fellows Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
cheat or humbug. Tbe Freethinkers or the land
lya
So that we can say with truth, None are sc poor that they cannot procure them, being but a trlfie higher should g!v the doctor their patrona,;:e."
than ordinary clothing.
Remember that we are otrering you the ciheapeet and best magnetic appllancesin the marKet, and it
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we wlll
refund your money.

ONE·THffiD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

Ladies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Tests are made to
order, and a fit gnaranteed.

How the Pagan Priests of Rome Originated
Christianity.
'l'ranscrlbed by Bl'IBIT FARADAY, late Electrlolan
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN Illl THE UNITED STATES, LmERAL OOMMIS!IlONB ALLOWED
and Chemist of the Royal Instltu tlon,
London, England.
.AU!tl' lor tnrUler lntormaUCD.
DR. L. TENNEY,
l'l'lce, boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
'71 West Madison Street, Ohlcago, Ill,

3UPTURES~ CUREDhy

m)'Medloal Compound and ImproTed
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LOVE begets love, kindness begets kindness, sympathy begets sympathy, and good deeds, even though
small and simple In their character, draw forth g)od
deeds from all who wlmess them and are brGught
under their lntluence.-D. ill. Bennett.
SCIEI'ICE and crltlcl•m hav raised the vel! or the
Mosaic cosmogony and revealed to us the physical
origin or man. We see that, Instead or being ere.
a. ted out or the dast or the earth by divine flat, he
has In air probability been evolved out or It by a pro-cess or development through a series or Intermediate
forms. The discovery Is, or course, unspeakably
momentous. Among other things It seems to open to
us a new view or morality, and one which, If It IH
·erllled by further Investigation, can hardly fall to
produce a great change In philosophy. Supposing
that man has ascended from a lower animal form,
here appBars to be ground a.t least for surmising
that vice, Instead or being a diabolical Inspiration.
or a. mysterious element or human nature, Is the
emuant of the lower animal, not yet eliminated;
while virtue Is thee1Iort,lndlvldual and collectlv, by
which that remnant Is being gradually worked orr.
Goldwin Smith.
ALL presumption or death's being the destruction
or living beings must go upon supposition that they
are compounded and so dlscerptlble. But since conclousness Is a single and Indivisible power,lt should
seem that th~ subject In which It resides must be so
too. For Wl're the motion or any particle or matter
absolutely oce and Indivisible, so as that it should
Imply a contradiction to suppose part or this motion
to exist and part not to exist, i.e., part or this matteT
to move and part to be at rest, then Its power or motion would be Indivisible; and so also would the
subjeco In which the power Inheres, namely, the particle or matter; for If this co !lid be divided Into two
one part might be moved and the other at rest
which Is contrary to the supposltlon.-Butler's Analogy.
BY some we are told that the soul is Immaterial and
that, by reason or Its Immateriality, It cannot die.
How can human beings, vroresslng to hav cultivated
tldelr underatandlngs, be content to repeat, and rest
In, such wretched Inanities as these? at best but the
CODVU)SIV llounderlugs Of an lntel!ectOutOf Its depth,
deluding Itself Into the belle! that• it bas grasped an
Idea, when It has only got bold or~ word. 'rhat the
Immaterial must of necessity be immortal seems to
us an unmeaning assertion on a matter of which we
know absolutely nothing. or the nature or the soul,
science has taught us Indeed little-far too little to
allow us to decide and dogmatize; but honesty must
admit thlLt the little It has taught us all points to
an Of• posit conclusion. Alas I for the spirit's Immortal trust, If It rested on such scholastic technicalities
a~ tuese.- W. R. Greg.
MORE destroyed than thus,
We should be quite abolished and expire.
What rear we then? What doubt we to lncenee
Ills utmost ire? which, to the bight enraged,
Will either quite consume us, and red nee
To nothing, this essential; happier far
Tnan, miserable, to hav eternal being;
Or, lf ou.r oubotOtD.oo bo 1u.t.looU t.ll 'luo,

And cannot cease to be, we are at worst
On thls sldo nothing.
Which, If not victory, Is yet revenge I
-Milton.
'l'HE boat sailing up the Nile expands Its white and
pointed wings; the sailors chant a plalntlv song; the
waters bubble around us as we glide past the tombs
and temples or the bygone days. The men are
dead and the gods are dead. Naught but their
memories rematn. Where now Is Osiris, who came
down upon earth out of love for man, who was killed
by the malice or the Evil One, who rose again from
the grave and became the judge or the dead? Where
now Is Isis the mother, with the child Horus In her
lap? They are dead; they are gone to the land or
the shades. To-morrow, Jehovah [or Yaveh, or
·• whatever title suits you"], you and your son will be
with tllem.-Reade's Martyrdom of Man.
SoN or the morning, rise I approach you here I
Come-but molest. not yon defenseless urn;
Look on this spot-a nation's sepulcher I
Abode or gods, whose shrines no longer burn,
Even gods must yield-religions take their t~;rn.
"rwas Jove's-'tis M.ohammed's-and other creeds
Will rise with other years, till man shall learn
Vainly his Incense soars, his victim bleeds;
Poor child or doubt and death, whose hope Is built
on reeds.
-Byron's At/Lens.

Please cut this petition out, attach it to a blank sheet of paper, sign your
name and address to it, get all your friends and neighbors to do the same, and
thEm send it to this office.
-

A PE'l'ITION FOR STATE SECULARIZATION.
To the Honorable Se:JWtors and Members of the House qf Representative-s qf the
United States Congress :
A republican form of government being based on liberty, equality, and fraternity, as both means and end, involves the separation of Church and State,
whose union is the worst form of class-legislation and the most infallible sign of
arbitrary power. A house divided against itself cannot stand. The institutions
of this Commonwealth should be made homogeneous throughout. Impartial
protection of all citizens in their equal rights and liberties, by encouraging the
free movement of mind, promotes the establishment of truth in whatever direction. Any infringement by government of this absolute equality of its citizens
is the parent of manifold evil, a national crime committed· against that natural
"justice " which, as the Constitution declares, this government was founded to
"establist."
And yet, though the first amendment to the Constitution of the United
States says," Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," there does exist a union of Church and
State, which gives to Christianity moral and material aid, and so proscribes
other religions and forms of belief and unbelief, while taxing these also for the
support of that special religion.
·
The ways in which this old alliance between Church and State still survives
among us are:
1. Recognition of God and Christianity in State Constitutions.
2. Exemption of Church property from taxation.
3. Appropriations of public money for sectarian purposes.
4. Religious exercises, as the reading of the Bible, etc., in the public schools.
5. Laws enforcing the observance of the Sabbath on the authority of the
Bible.
6. Religious test-oaths in courts of justice and on instalment into office.
7. Chaplaincies in the Legislature, the Army, and the Navy.
8. Fast and Thanksgiving Proclamations, which contain theological ideas
that may or may not be acceptable to the citizen.
9. The vague and indeterminate sense in which the words civil and sac red
are used when applied to the marriage contract; and the appeal to God or the
Holy Scriptures by some of the states, as the final authority on marriage.
10. Making morality subject to church dogma, by describing it as Christian, instead of natural, morality.
11. The license rather than liberty given to religion by the first amendment
to the United States Constitution, by forbidding Congress to make any law
"prohibiting the free exercise thereof," which means, really, " the free exercise "
of whatever anyone chooses to call " religion."
. The necessity for this separation of Church and State is more apparent now
than ever before, because of the still greater diversity of religious beliefs, the
many forms of diseent from the religion which receives State patronage, and the
growing signs of sectarian strife and ambition in the arena of politics. And
emphasis needs to be given to the fact that the union of Church and State is
a great hindrarwe to the employment of right methods in dealing with many questions
of reform now demanding attention. And most essential _is it at all times, and
especlally ln the present, in order to secure for the law 1ts due respect and
observance, that the people's representatives should exhibit the strictest fidelity
to their trusts by following the law in its letter and spirit.
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that immediate action be taken by the
law-making power to bring into harmony the theory and practice of our government in making the following principle a part of the fundamental law of the
land by amendment to the United States Constitution:

================~======~
(1) AN humble boy, with shlnlng··pall, went gladly
singing down the dale, to where the cow with the
brindle tall on clover her palate did regale. An
humble bee did gaily sail far over the sort and
shadowy vale, to where the boy with the shining
pall was milking the cow with a brindle tall. (2)
The bee sat down on the cow's left ear; her Iteel
new up through the atmosphere-and through the
leaves or the chestnut bough the boy is cheerily
soaring now.
AN eccentric minister of the Methodist Episcopal
church, In Ohio, was once preaching In a very high
pulpit. He was sailing along in his discourse, all
eyes upon him, when suddenly he disappeared behind the barricade, causing the necks of the congregation to be stretched In pursuit or him. He· soon
came In sight again, and explained his absence by
saying: "I just dropped my false teeth, and was
looking ror them. Thank God, when we get to
heaven we will not need false teeth."

The total separation of Cht].rch and State, by prohibiting Congress or
any State, County, :(llunicipality, or Township from enacting any law that
inft'inges the rights of conscience, or favors any practices in the name of
religion, or of aught else, that interfere with private right or the public
welfare.
.
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Is not what we are to look ror. Our
THIRD EDITION.
place Is to be true to the best which we know, to seek
that and do that; and if, by "virtue its own reward," TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
be meant that the good m•n cares only to continue
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
goocl, desiring nothing more, It Is a true and noble
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
saying. But I! virtue be valued because It Is politic,
because In pursuit or It will be round most enjoyCOMPARED AND REVISED.
ment and fewest su1Ierlngs, then It Is not noble any
more, and it Is turning truth Into a lle.-Emerson.

AS A
MISSIONARY DOOUMENT
IT IS UNEXOELLED.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Scienc('; the Church
AUTHOR OF
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UNChurch and the Antislavery Reform; the
HOLY BIBLE," " HOLY MEN AND
Woman.'s Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
These pamphlets should be circulated by
"HOLY OROSS,"
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
dozen at least. Address

By M. E. DILLIN GS,

•raAT the leaders or the anti-theological movement
In the present day are Immoral, nobody but the
most besotted fanatic would In sin nate; no cand ld
antagonist would deny that some or them are, In
every respect, the very best of men. The fearless
love or truth Is usually accompanied by other high
qualities; and nothing could be more unlikely than
that natures disposed to virtue. trained under good
Influences, peculiarly sensltlv to opinion and
guarded by intellectual tastes, would lapse Into
vice as soon as the traditional sanction was removed.-Goldwin Sm·itlt's Lectures ancl Essays.
WHEN you build a bouse, you put on one brick at
a time. When going a journey you take but one step
at a time, so you must progress In the spirit world.
-Cerenos.

"PEARL," dear, you hav got us. H you had Inquired the price of string beans, or the probable
winner of the Derby, we might hav given you the
desired Information. H you had requested us to Inform you of the price of bustles, or the way to llv on
sixty cents a week, we might hav groped around
In our clothes and gladdened your heart with an
answer; but when you ask us H the color In a ninetyfive cent balm oral Is liable to run, we are compelled
to hang our beads and glv it up. We will tell you
one thing, though. Something Inside or a red petticoat Is liable to run H a gentleman cow ever takes a
cursory glance at it. Don't forget this.
A MINISTER of the gospel who once journeyed on·
horseback through VIrginia in the antebellum days,
tells this story: Overtaking an old negro man on
the road, and reeling In the mood for a. chat with the
old man, be slowed his horse to keep pace with him,
when the following dialog ensued: "Do you llv
about here?" "Yes, masse., I belongs to Colonel
H-. He lib 'bout two miles from yer." "It Is a
beautiful co.intry. Are the people about here rellg•
Ions?" "Yes, massa, dey Is powerful sight or 'llglons 'bout yer: Dere Is Baptlses, Me!odesses, Presbyterlums, and some Quaker.?." "Well, what re·
ligion did you choose I" "Oh; laws, massa, I ain't
no 'llglon at ali-I's jest ole 'Pis~opel."
OLD <l.bner was a. money lender, and the stingiest
man In his county. Ab. charged net only the legal
rate of interest but,.. sood d"o.l more when he had
a chance for it.' One evening Abner attended a revival meeting Jess thati a thousand miles from
Jamestown, where the appeals of the pr~acher and
the confessions of various members of the !lock so
worked upon his feelings that he concluded he must
get up and glv his testimony. "Brothers and sisters," old Abner commenced, rubbing his big, bony
hands together In a hesitating sort of way, "I
hardly know wha-a-a-t t-to say thl-1-ls evening." A
profound silence succeeded the sentence, when some
one from the rear part or the bouse yelled out In
thunder tones: •·Say ten per cent, Abner!" Old
Abner sank back into his seat for once completely
crushed.
"MY boy," said the Sunday-school superintendent
"Dunno
nothin' 'bout it," he answered. "Oh, ye.s, you do I
You know your catechism, I am sure," said the su·
perlntendent, encouragingly. "Now, what's your
name, M. or N. ?" "~ness it's M." "Oh, no, it
can'tbeM." "Theniltlnderthink it'sN." "No;
!tis neither M. nor N." "Well, then, 't ain't neither
ot 'em I" "You are right, so tar," the patient super..
intendant replied. "Now complete your good be·
ginning by telling me what your name really lsi"
"Hain't got no name I" '-Dear, dear! How ex..
tremely ungrammatical. I wonder If It Is Logan?"
thought the superintendent; and he added aloud,
"What do your little playmates call you?" "Buttsy l
Glmme one 'o them plctur cards?" The superlnten•
dent sadly shook his head. "Yer won't bey? Then
I'm durn 'f I don't go right home 'n bust open my
mlte•chest 'n spend every red cent what's In It fer
mlggles 'n chewln'-terbackerl" The next Sunday
morning there was one little upright tlgure missing
from the ranks; one tender uplifted voice wanting
In the joyous hymn; one less carpet-tack upturned
reposing on the teacher's chair.

to a small urchin, "what is your name?"

HAPPINESS

I RATHER think that the whole man Is or some uniform composition; and that the property or percep.
tlon, as well as those other powers that are termed
mmtal, Is the result (whether necessary or not) or such
an org,.nlzed structure as that or the brain; consequently, that the whole man becomes extinct at
death, and that we hav no hope of surviving the
grave, but what [heaven save the mark I] Is derived
from the scheme or revelatlon.-Priestley.

LATE excavations at Pompeii hav unveiled still
another Venus, and the market Is now pretty well
supplied with the unblushing goddess. This pat'·
tlcular one was In the attitude of crouching, as If
looking for a hairpin, or mending a rip In her apron,
and the sculptor was evidently occupied with his
subject when Vesuvius tipped over the ash barrel on
the city. His body was In the work-shop near by,
and a cingulum was still grasped In his hand. The
account don't ~ay whether it was loaded or not, but
probably not, as the heat must hav caused It to go
o1I. A pabulum was on a bench close by, badly coagulated by the scoria.
·

"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, 11wfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."
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THE apple-colic days are come, The saddest or the
Jot, When small boys come a prancing home, Each.
tied up in a. knot. Mama him spreads across her
lap, Deeplte his bitter teare, And warms with apple·
sprout or straps, The wax that's In his ears. Ah,
bitter day 1 ah, bitter thought I With fruit and strap
to grapple; He bitter learns he hadn't ought To bit
a bitter apple. Pernicious fruit I earth's earliest
curse 1 or that rorbldden tree, Which first brought
death-and some things worse-And all our mis-e.
reel H Eve, whose wicked heart had sure. No rudl·
mentor truth In It, Had kept heaven's tlrst lnjunc·
tlon pure, And never stuck her tooth In It, She ne'er
bad shunned the passer-by, Nor in the fig-leaves
hovered, To hide her nakedness, nor I, 'rhus bad
mine all uncovered I Oh, pla,;ue of god and goddess! Apple of Discord, now we know What meaning in thy rod lsi we touch-we taste-at once it
turns •ro ashes on the lip; 'rhy limb Is cut and
quickly burns Its blisters on-ker zip! 0 bitter
fruit, forbear, forbear I I feel thee In my-bosom I
There's naught but danger lurketh there, From
ground sprout up to blossom. We touch- we taste
-the pleasure's gone; The apron-pain beglnsacross the cruel knee we're drawn, And oh-gee•
whillikins/

...
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A RECENT scene in the jury room of a West- through reptils, instead of amphibia. How
ern town, according to the Newman Herald, did it come there at all ?"
after the jurors had completed the week's work,
OF the controversy over the Rev. Dr. Woodwas, we dare say, unparalleled in this country. row's address on Evolution, the South Atlantic
THE prospect of either peace or an armistice
RoBERT BucHANAN, the novelist, thinks that Sending for Judge Harris and calling ~in the
Presbyterian (Charlotte, N. C.) says: "We will
in China is reported.
America possesses in Walt Whitman the most bailiff, they held an experience meeting. Evbriefly state that Dr. Woodrow's position is
original poet in the world, the noblest soldier ery member of the Grand Jury was a professed that we are not to seek for harmonies between
PENNSYLVANIA Greenbackers are holding
in Sherman, the profoundest philosophic phys- Christian, only one of whom was not a memscience and _the Bible, but the absence of con- their state convention this week.
iologist in Draper, and· the greatest humorist ber of some church. Each one had a word to
tradiction. The subject matter of the Bible
SrncE the outbreak of the cholera epidemic
in Mark Twain.
speak for Jesus, and the oldest member of and science are so entirely different that there
in Italy there hav been 9,480 deaths from the
IT is said by the New York Star that a gen- the body led in fervent prayer. This is one of is no room for harmony; and if an apparent
disease in that country.
eral exodus of gentiles from Utah is contem- that sort of juries who bring in a verdict of contradiction emerges, it is to be removed by
THE committee on expenditures in the
plated unless Congress takes some immediate "hereditary visitation of God " when a man our seeking the error that caused it, which is
steps for their relief. The courts are in the follows the example of his father and breaks generally the error of our making one of these United States department of justice report that
hands of the Mormons, and even the legislature his neck while drunk.
revelations of God's thoughts to transcend its over $4,000,000 was fraudulently taken from
and all the machinery of the government are
ONcE, in a smal{Connecticut village, remarks subject matter, and of our taking fancied con- the government by the Star Route men.
under their control.
the Flushing Journal, a number of habitues of clusions of our own from one of these departTHE N ation.al Labor Party held 11 county
THE law a·bout the admission 'of the Chinese the tavern were surprised to see DeaconJ-- ments of knowledge to the other, without any convention in this city on the 29th, and
is so rigidly enforced on the Pacific coast, says enter the barroom where they were sitting. warrant in reason or revelation. This position adopted a platform, one of the planks of which
the Sun, that a Chinaman resident in San Fran- The deacon was a churchman and a prohibi- is established by forcible arguments and ill us- favored baseball in Central Park on Sunday.
cisco found, on going across the line into tionist. He observed the inquiring looks of trations. It is impregnable. In establishing
A NEw YoRK girl named Carrie Welton was
British America, that he could not get back his fellow-townsmen, and, to do him justice, it he saves Christian apologists the mortificafrozen to death last week while making the
without making the journey to China and re- looked embarrassed-he blushed and the evi- tion of their successiv retreats from a position
ascent of Long's Peak, in Colorado.
The
turn, in order to obtain a certificate that he was dence of embarrassment mantled his entire of hostility to this, that, and the oth~r discovmountain
has
an
altitude
of
14,436
feet,
and
a merchant, and not a laborer.
countenance, particularly his nose. "John," eries of science made from the time of Calvin
Miss Welton was overtaken by a snow-storm
said he to the bartender, "you may giv me a to the present day."
THE story, of rather doubtful accuracy, is
when near its summit.
glass of water, and just put a spoonful of
THE late Secretary Folger, while on the
told by the Rev. Dr. Prime that in Albany, the
sugar in it." Observing that the interest in bench of the Court of Appeals, expressed a
Mrs~DAISY PERRIN, of 832 Hancock street,
subject for signing petitions being under rehis actions was lessening, the WO).'thy deacon, wish that the divorce laws of every state of the .Brooklyn, had not been able to rise from her
mark, a,man bet that he could get the signagrowing bolder, remarked: "John, just fill Union should· conform to those of the com- bed for eight weeks until Capt. Pendleton, of
tures of ten highly respected residents to a
that up with whisky 1md make a kind of beer monwealth of New York, which he regarded as an ocean steamer, spent an hour at her bedpaper asking Gov. Dix to hang one of the
of it." That is the kind of a prohibitionist he excellent, but that was impossible. Prior to side, said to hav been occupied in prayer.
leading clergymen. He won without difficulty, was.
any conformation, the divorce enactments of Miss Perrin is now doing quite well.
as not one of the signers insisted on reading
LABoucHERE, of London 1 ruth, says that in this state will hav to be made more hberal.
THE negotiations between the printers' union
the document.
St. Paul's, London, whither he went to hear They are out of line with the people of the and the New York Tribune are off again. ReTHE Rev. Dr. Gladden thinks it must be Canon Liddon preach, one choirman went fast nineteenth century. Look at France. That port sayR that Mr. Reid conceded everything
possible to shape the organization of our in- asleep immediately, and about the middle of republic has decreed the most liberal divorce the printers asked for, and then made stipudustries in such a way that it shall be the daily the sermon another had gone off. On the law ever placed on a statute book. The lations on his p·art that totally nullified all of
habit of the workman to think of the interest other side was a choirman fast asleep. The causes are numerous, comprising adultery, theirs. The boycotting of the Tribune will
of the employer, and of the employer to think boys were in the greatest disorder, one lying abandonment, cruelty of action and language, continue.
_of the in~res~()~ t~~.:\!orkl!l_!11l:,_ ':rhe solution_ almo_s_l;_!l._CI:Q_E!~ his companion, his neck hang- o_bl()quy when thrown upon a married partner,
PnA.YEREI w<u:.- offer-ed in the churches at Peor th--e-prolllem, lie says, is quite-·witlim ·rn:e -ing ·over him, in a dead- sle-ep. His hi e-nd penal servitude;)inprisonmenf for- th-eft; expower of the Christian employer. Now let would not arouse him, but kept awake till he pulsion from the army and navy for dishonor- tersburg, Va., last Sunday, for rain, which is
some Christian employer put this scheme in awoke and then went to sleep himself. The able conduct, cheating, disbarration from the badly needed in that region, on account of the
operation under the direction of the Rev. Dr. boys opposit were more lively, but not devout. legal profession, habitual drunkenness, con- damaging effect the protracted drouth has had
Gladden.
One was making Punch and Judy with his sur- tinued abuse of the members of either part- on the crops. If a local shower should be ob' FRoM: the Atlanta Constitution: She had just plice, another sucked candy, another had a ner's family, which protects mothers-in-law, served in that vicinity between now and
joined the church, and was reading a mission- scent-squirt, while a fourth was engaged in and injury by moral outrage, calumny, and in- Christmas, everyone will know what influences
ary paper after meeting hours. "John," said manufacturing little paper things, and trying sult; in fine, such causes as make life un- brought it about.
AT a m:eeting of Liberals held at Brussels
she, looking up anxiously, "I hav just given to get them to stand up on his bench, to the happy. France disregarded all ecclesiastical
a quarter for home mission purposes. I great delight of the rest.
opposition in looking to the well-being of her Sept. 28th for the purpose of arranging a plathardly know the difference between home and
THE latest evangelists are two men and a people, and marked her chivalrous devotion to form to oppose the Education law, M. Goblet,
foreign missions. Please tell me which one girl, all negroes. They speak the dialect of the rights of women. It would be well if some in an address, suggested that when the LibI'd better patronize." "That depends on your the southern plantation too richly to hav long of our American legislators and clergymen erals should gain power they should use the
inclinations, my dear." "What do they do?" been at the North, and their garments are would find in the example of France that in- immense wealth of the religieus bodies to pro"Do? Why, they say that the home mission- about as flappy and grotesque as any ever worn creasing humanity which should characterize mote popular education, and that the Liberal
motto be, "Separation of church and state."
aries liv upon the people." "Yes; and the on the stage by imitation Africans. The men this age.- Mercury.
foreign ones?" "Here the process is reversed, carry and play on fiddles, while the girl taps
THE desire for the championship of any pro- M. Goblet was loudly cheered.
and the people liv on the missionaries, if they and shakes a tambourine, and all sing camp- fession in which a person may engage is a
THE Rev. H. H. Morris, pastor of the Colare fat enough."
meeting airs. They range themselvs at the commendable one, and seems to be universal. ored Methodist church at New Brighton, 0.,
edge of the sidewalk, and with voic.es and in_ Of course everyone has heard of Sullivan, the was in Youngstown one day last week in search
NEITHER an Ecumenical Conference of MethRtruments quickly call together crowd. Then champion pugilist; Hanlan, the champion of three missing members of his congregation.
odism nor a Pan-Presbyterian Council, says a
their exhorter delivers a brief but very ani- oarsman; Talmage, the champion prayer-and- One of these was a young man, and the others
religious paper, "need aspire to a cable notice;
mated harang, and a second hymn is sung, dance artist; Joe Cook, the champion liar, and were young ladies of the ages of 15 and 20.
but if they would only get into a wrangle, and
with interpolated hallelujahs and amens. The F. B. Livezey, the champion crank. The death The trio had disappeared together. The young
hav, a few theologians knocked down, they
services last no more than ten minutes, and of the Rev. J. H. Brooks (colored), of Wash- man was a coachman, and having heard of the
would rise to the dignity which would entitle
are followed by a collection, the girl passing ington, has brought to light the fact not gen- numerous elopements among his profession,
their doings to be cabled across the ocean." It
her tambourine for coins. Religion, so to erally known, that he was the champion bap- he desired to beat the record, and ran away
is to be presumed, then, that the people of
speak, makes queer bedfellows.
tizer. For many years it was the boast of ad- with the two girls.
Europe hav heard of the recent church meetmirers
of one Rev. Jasper that he could imthe
following
from
the
Spectator:
WE
copy
ing in Paterson, N. J., where "members
THE first instance of the cremation of a
jumped around and on the seats and called " The British Association at Montreal was merse more candidates for baptism in a given priest in Italy occurred the other day in Milan.
length
of
time
than
any
Baptist
preacher
in
greatly
movea
on
Tuesday
by
a
telegram
from
each other liars and hypocrits," and where "a
The Rev. Don Giovanni Sartorio had left infew theologians " were only prevented from Sydney, couched in tb.ese words: 'Caldwell the country. On one occasion, however, some structions by his will that his body should be
two
years
ago,
Brother
Brooks,
after
a
sucfinds
monotremes
VIVIparous,
mesoblastic
being "knocked down" by the intervention of
burnt, and had disposed that in case of nonovum.' That does not seem to outsiders to be cessful revival at his church, immersed fiftythe police.
compliance with his wishes the heirs should
an epoch-making message; but it is explained six people in one hour and sixteen minutes,
forfeit the inheritance. As soon as this beTHE Boston Herald has these remarks: A by the scientific to signify that Mr. Caldwell, a beating the Rev. Jasper's best record. The
clerical friend, who says that his " calling and physiologist of adequate knowledge, has dis- feat becoming known to the Jasper people, came known the eleven priests who had been
his convictions" forbid him to vote for Cleve- covered that the lowest known mammal, the they lost their temper, and some of them retained to perform the funeral services reland, while his standard of public morality duck-billed platypus, lays eggs like a bird, charged that all had not been fair. One story turned their fees, and the priest's remains
equally prevents him from supporting Blaine, though it subsequently suckles its young, and was that some of Brother Brooks's male candi- were committed to the flames unaccompanied
asks us, "What iihall I do?" There is but one that· the structure of the egg is analagous to dates had practiced in the water before the by any Christian rite.
alternativ. You must either vote for St. John that of reptils. Consequently, a high proba- day, in order to help Brother Brookil beat the
CAPT. LAVINIA CLEGGETT, Lieut. Mattie
or "take to the woods." But before you de- bility arises that all mammals, including man, Rev.•Jasper's time; while another story was Adams, and Privates Michael McKernan,
cide to throw your vote away, or to lose it, we descend from reptils, instead of from amphibia, that Brother Brooks did not observe the Alexander Smith, Ebenezer Willis, and Michael
advise that you prayerfully consider the prac- as has recently been imagined; and the Dar- proper formula in every case; that it was only Kollyer, of the Brooklyn branch of the Salvatical question as to what this country wants of winian physiologists are shunted on to a new to the first candidate that he said, "I baptize tion Army, were tried last week before Justice
a president for the next four years, and what line, and must study the pedigree of reptils as you in the," eto., and to the others only added Walsh for holdmg services in the City Hall
his powers and duties will be. And your med- the possible channels through which progres- as each came up, "Same to you," and gave square without a permit. Justice Walsh renitations may be helped by remembering that siv life descended with a quite new interest. them the plunge, thereby saving much time. dered a decision on the 2Dth, finding them
when the Lord was looking for a king for his The discovery is of value, though it helps lit- It is to the credit of the Rev. Jasper, however, guilty of being public nuisances. They were
chosen people, he found David, "a man after tle toward the ultimate question-the origin of that he never countenanced these charges, but driven to Haymond-street jail in the Black
his own heart." If he had been looking for a life on the planet.. The existence of progres- always conceded to Brother Brooks the best Maria, carrying satchels and bundles of clothpreacher, he doubtless would hav picked out siv energy in the original germ is not the less record as the immerser of fifty-six candidates ing in their hands, in anticipation of a long
a different kind of man.
imprisonment,
wonderful because it was developed first in one hour and sixteen minutes.
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years to study out such a wonderful plan of salva-·
tion? Or did it take Christ that long to "screw his'
courage to the sticking-place," before he dared come·
to
earth and make the unwilling sacrifice?
Salvation.
Christians tell us Jesus gave his precious blood-A LECTURE DELIVERED BY C. B. REYNOLDS BEFORE THE LATE
laid down his life-died a willing sacrifice for us.
FREETHINKERS' CONVENTION.
They and the New Testament do not agree. They·
contradict the Bible they so blame us for not believ-·
We realize the deep reverence Christians entertain
ing. Jesus did not die a willing sacrifice:
for the Bible, and would not wantonly excite their
wrath or prejudice. If the Christians' faith is
" 0 my father' if it be posr,ible, let this cup pass from me ,,, founded on truth, they hav every reason to rejoice,
(Matt. xxvi, 39}.
"And being in an agony be prayed more earnestly: and his'
and none to fear, for the more that which is truth is
sweat was as it were great drops of blood falling down to the
dissected, examined, and investigated, the more
ground" (Luke xxii, 44).
clear, bright, and beautiful it appears. We make
"And about the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voiee,
war only on error, the usurpations of the church, and
saying, Elt! Eli! lama sabachthani? That is to say, My God!
My
God! why hast thou forsaken me?" (Matt. xxvii, 46).
those doctrins that are adverse to progress and the
best interests of humanity. Experience proves those
Any willingness to die, any freely laying down
WHAT IS AN IMMORTAL SOUL?
qualifications most worthy of admiration in Christians
life to save others, about that? If so, what words
Priests
and
parsons
declare
"it
is
indivisible,
inare never the consequences of Bible teaching or the
destructible, without form or parts, cannot be seen, could he hav used if he had been seized with abject
fruits of Christianity.
felt,
smelt, or tasted." This is simply a definition of fear of death, and called in vain on God to save or
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher in a recent sermon denothing.
How does Christ save our souls'? At death help him?
clared: "If the works of the devil hav anywhere had
But the rich man and Lazarus? Well, in the case
an illustrious exposition, it has been in the history of the immortal soul takes its flight beyond the realms of the two little boys, suppose, instead of punishi;ng
time
and
space,
and
goes
to
God
who
gave
it.
Beof
the externalities of the Christian church. It is the
the eldest as condition of forgiving the youngest, the
history of quarrels without number, of hatings, sus- yond time! Beyand space! That is nowhere!
little one protested against your punishing the innoSo,
then,
salvation
by
Christ,
your
immortal
soul
picions, backslidings, and fiendish malignity; and all
going to glory when you die, really means " noth- cent for his wrong-doing, you, in wrath that he should
in the name of Jesus."
dare to use his baby reason against your mature wisChristians claim that God created Adam and Eve, ing goes nowhere." Christians assert, "God is every- dom, carry him down cellar, shut him up in the dark,
and pronounced them very good, although they did where." Then why, at death, need the soul take its cold, and damp, and refuse to let him out, day after
not know the difference between good and evil. God flight? Is not God as much at the place of death as day, week after week. '
placed them in a garden where knowledge grew on he is beyond the clouds? But they answer us, Christ
How your wife, the mother. of the little sufferer,
. trees, and forbade their eating of the fruit of the tree restores us to the loving arms of our dead in heaven. would look down from heaven, and thrum her harp
Where
is
the
text
in
the
Bible
that
says
so?
On
the
of knowledge, lest they should become like gods, and
with double energy in her ecstatic joy to see you act
know good from evil. Satan inspired them with a contrary, Christ positivly declares love for those so so like your God ! How your other child must love
near
and
dear
to
us
in
this
life
will
not
exist
in
heaven
desire for wisdom. While unable to discern between
and reverence you for yom· display of power, love~
good and evil, they ate of the fruit, attained knowl- (read Mark xii, .18-25). Those who attain heaven and mercy ! How your brethren and sisters of the,
edge, and by that one act damned all their posterity, (which can only be done by rising from the dead church, when the weekly prayer-meeting is held in.
millions of millions, to the horrible, eternal tortures at the last day) will then be as the angels, who never your parlor, must delight to hear the poor baby's,
knew aught of human love.
of hell fire.
Once in heaven, and we must love a lot of strange dying sobs and moans! How great, how grand, how·
After four thousand years Gog. put in effect the
godlike you appear, smiling, laughing, as you listen·
promised scheme of salvation. Tliis consisted in hav- angels--Guiteau, Jesse James, and other sanctified to your own little child's cries for mercy! Like your·
murderers
and
villians--just
as
dearly
as
we
do
our
ing his son, a God co-equal with himself, die by cruGod, you " rejoice in his calamity and mock at itS!
cifixion, to satisfy his wrath against mankind, and own kith and kin. Priests and parsons tell us if we sufferings" (Prov. i, 26).
are
good
Christians,
Jesus
will
restore
us
to
our
open up a way by which all might be saved. ChrisThe saved mother in heaven can look down into
tians all agree that by and through this Christ is the loved dead, and we shall dwell with them in perfect hell and witness the sufferings of her darling chilsole hope of salvation. They tell us Jesus died, love through all eternity. At funerals they assure dren, and then wave her palm leaf, thrum herharp,
poured out his precious blood to save our souls from mothers that Jesus will restore to their loving arms clap her wings, and sing with redoubled joy, "Holy,
hell. But if we are to believe the New Testament, their dar ling children. They tell us husbands and holy, holy, Lord God Almighty!"
Christ never shed his blood en the cross, or anywhere wives shall be reunited in heaven, to dwell in perfect
And this is Christian salvation !
else. Crucifixion was in no sense a bloody death. love forever. Their assertions are utterly false. Let
The Bible says heaven and all the angelic host will
them
produce
chapter
and
verse
of
the
Bible
that
Smith's Bible Dictionary (a standard orthodox authorat
last be burnt up. Christians talk and sing about
justify their declarations. They cannot do so. Let
ity) says:
the
joys of salvation, going to heaven to dwelljm·ever
them produce the texts, or
with the heavenly host and their own dear lov:_ed
"He was watched according to custom by a party of four
"Bo thoso juggling fiends no moro bolioved
soldiers with their centurion, whose express office was to preones. This is a terrible mistake. Old aud New Tc,.,That palter to us in a double sense;
vent the stealing of the body. This was necessary from the
taments
alike declare that heaven and all the angelic
That keep the word of promis to our ear,
lingering character of the de~th, which sometimes did not
host sha.ll at last be burnt up, dissolved.
To break it to our hope."
supervene even for three days, and was at last the result of
gradual benumbing and starvation."
'd
f
"And all the host of heaven shall be dissolved, and the
But Jesus is the only savior; he pal the penalty o heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll" (Isa. xxxiv, 4).
John alone of the evangelists makes mention of our sins. The Bible says, " The soul that sinneth it
"The heavens shall pass away with a great noise."
any blood at the crucifixion:
shall die" (Ezek. xviii, 4). If Christ paid the pen"All these things shall be dissolved."
"The heavens being on fire shall be dissolved."
"But when they came to Jesus, and saw that be was dead alty, Christ's soul died. The Bible says his soul did
(Read 2 Peter iii, 10, 12.)
already, they brake not his legs; but one of the soldiers with die (Isa.liii, 10-12). If this is true, he could not hav
a spear pierced his side, and forthwith came there out blood been God. A dead god is an absurdity. If Christ's
Christian salvation is mythical, visionary, absurd; a
and water" (John xix, 33, 34).
body only died, then our bodies only are saved-our delusion and a snare. No vicarious atonement can
How could a dead man shed his blood? Yet ac- souls are lost. The penalty of sin was the death of save us from the penalty of violated law. We need
cording to the New Testament no blood was shed the soul-the penalty has never been paid.
genuin salvation for ourselvs and our loved ones,
by Jesus until he was dead.
If Christ's soul did die (he says it did, Rev. i, 18), here and now. Law is God, and if we would be
THE BIN OF -UNBELIEF.
he could not hav been a god. Being a man, born saved the dread penalty of its violation, we must proIs it any more wicked for us to doubt the incredi- of woman, according to the New Testament, he him- vide means that all may be educated into knowledge
ble than it was for the disciples ? They were with self needed a savior.
·
·
of its requirements.
him, heard his teachings, saw his miracles, and yet
Let us examin this vicarious atonement idea. SupWhat can Liberalism do for humanity, what offer
not one of them believed Jesus ever would rise from pose you hav two boys, the one four, the other six in exchange for hope and faith in heaven? We anthe dead. (Read Mark xvi, 9-14).
years old; the younger is disobedient, and when time swer: Promote the study of science, of physiology, and
It is a remarkable fact that Christ never promised comes for them to go to bed, you refuse to kiss him hygiene; make evident the necessity for everyone to
salvation to any but Jews. Sending out his disciples, good-night, tell him he is a bad, wicked child, and devote as much thought and care to the improvehe expressly commanded them not to go near the you do not love wicked little boys. You kiss the ment and elevation of our race as we do to the 'im-gentiles, "but go rather to the lost sheep of the house eldest. The youngest looks pleadingly, offers his provement of the breed of our horses, dogs, and hogs;;
of Israel " (Matt. x, 5, 6). He declared, " I am not little quivering, pouting lips to kiss, while tears fill secure facilities for all to obtain thorough knowledge.
sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel " his baby eyes. You say: "0 my son, you hav dis- of nature's laws, so as to save ourselvs and our loved.
(Matt. xv, 24).
obeyed me I I will not forgiv you. I hav no kisses ones from the penalties of ignorance.
If the testimony of Christ is true, God never in- for bad boys." They go up to bed. Soon cries and
Liberalism is doing as well as doubting; repudi-·
tended any but Jews should be saved. Christ took sobs are heard, and then the patter of little feet upon ating errors of life as well as errors of faith. To·
every care to prevent any but Jews being saved:
the stairs, and the eldest comes to you, tears stream- eradicate superstition, to weed out error, bigotry, and1
"And be said unto them, Unto you it is given to know the ing from his baby eyes. "What is the matter, dar- fanaticism, avails little. If the soil is left barren, the·
mystery of the kingdom of God, but unto them that are with- ling? What ails my good little boy? Papa kissed noxious weeds will soon crop out again. It is not.
out, all these things are done in parables. That seeing they
may see, and not perceive; and hearing they may hear, and not you good-night." "I ain't crying cos of my own self, alone essential that the weeds be uprooted, but that.
understand; lest at any time they should be converted, and I ain't. I jest crying for baby brother, he so sorry, in their place the seeds of truth shall be planted, watheir sins be forgiven them" (Mark iv, 11).
so sorry, he was naughty. He jest cry heself to deff, tered, cultivated, until the luxuriant vine of love, with
According to the New Testament, not until eight he will. 0 papa, do go kiss him good-night. Please its leaves of mercy and its fruit of truth, shall leave
years after Christ, finding the Jews would not accept do, papa." "But he was a wicked boy. He dis- no place for the iwxious weeds of error, hate, supersalvation by Jesus, did the apostles turn to the gen- obeyed me." "0 papa, he is so sorry! Him such a stition, and vice to propagate.
This is the mission of the National Liberal League,
tiles. And we read how astonished and indignant little fellow; got no mamma to help him be good.
Mamma's
dead.
Gone
'way
up
in
heaven
wid
de
anand
it needs no words to prove that every honest
were all the Christians, that gentiles should be allowed any part or share in Christ or salvation. gels, I s'pose. She'd be sorry and kiss him-I know heart should alike by money and influence sustain it.
she would." "He has been a bad child, and must It is one thing to be able intellectually to compre(Read the account in the tenth chapter of Acts.)
be punished." "0 papa, you just whip me 'stead of bend the truth; it is quite another thing to hav the
ARE IDIOTS ALL SAVED ?
him. I won't mind much, I won't-only do go and trut£ take hold of the inner life, to recognize and obey
Shall we dwell with them forever in heaven? If kiss little brother 'fore he jest cry heself to de:ff. ''
its claims, to struggle out of the ruts of error, and paso, how very'lucky are those born idiotic! If not,
Would there be reason, sense, justice, in whipping tiently, perseveringly climb the steep hi~l. of rectiwhere is the justice, love, and mercy of God bring- that innocent child?
tude, and with love, tenderness, and a sprrrt of selfing into exisb:mce beings damned to hell tortures for
Christian, could you do it? No! Are you then so sacrifice, giv of time and means to assist and encourall eternity, who never cvuld, by any possibility, help much better than your God?
age others to ascend with us.
themselvs or comply with the conditions. For the
If God could only be appeased by the blood of his
Let us practice Liberalism, as well as openly progentle, pitying savior declared: "He that believeth own son, why did he wait four thousand years? Why fess it, remembering Liberalism is a means to an end,
and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not hav sent him to die in the garden of Eden, for and that e~~ is salvat.ion-salva~ion f:om. error, bignot shall be damned" (Mark xvi, 16). This is clear, Adam and Eve, soon as they sinned, then hav started otry, fanatiCism, and Ignorance, msurmg a more use•
positiv, unmistakable, not who livs right, but who a new and better race? Did it need four thousand ful, better, nobler, and consequently happier life.

Q!ommnnicafioqs.

believes right shall be. saved. . Christia~s in~ist that
we cannot be saved wrthout farth, but thrs farth must
be accompanied by genuin repentance. If truly repentant, God cannot but forgiv, in the face of the
teachings of Christ: "For if ye forgiv men their
trespasses, your heavenly father will forgiv you "
(Matt. vi, 14). When truly repentant we shall be forgiven. When forgiven, what need of a savior?
No Christian pretends that Christ can save people
in their sins, unrepentant, however great their faith.
Convicted of crime, doomed to jail; you are pardoned
by the governor. Now, being free, how absurd for
the governor's son to say to you: "I hav paid the
penalty of your crime long before you were born.
I alone can save you!" Still Christians will insist
Christ alone can save our immortal souls.

I

I

THE 'rRt1TH SEERER, OCTOBER 4, 1884.
The New Republic.
In our new republic we shall hav no penal institu- to place it within reach of beings who knew not good
Every institution, like the individuals who compose tions, but reformatories to cure our morally sick; and from evil. They know that if the serpent brought
it., is subject to the law of evolution, as the institu- with our greater knowledge of the laws of heredity unutterable woe into the world, he was an evil thing,
tion, whether religious, political, or social, is the ex- we will cease generating criminals, until finally health, and that it must be false to say, "God saw everypression of t 11 e highest thought of its founders.
happiness, and peace will be the inheritance of earth's thing that he had made, and behold it was very
The originators of any institution are in advance of children.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
good" (i, 31). They ask the reason for actions so
the gen,eral people, else they would not strike out
unreasonable. God is silent, and when his ministers
into new paths, advance new theories, or found new
Reasoning With God.
attempt to speak in his behalf, their weak attempts
systems of thought. In this our country the found"Surely I would speak to the Almighty, and I desire to to reconcile the irreconcilable only prove them to be
ers of our government were greatly in advance of the reason with God. But ye are forgers of lies, ye are all physi- "forgers of lies" and. "physicians of no value."
masses of the people, both in the conception of a cians of no value" (Job :x:iii, 4).
There are those who close their Bibles and try to
true government and of what constituted religious
These words of Job to his friends might fairly be forget the monstrous tales they hav read of a cruel
liberty, and even now, after more than a century of addressed by the present generation to the clerical and bl·Jodthirsty deity. They picture to themselvs a
growth and experience, we are trying to actualize humbugs who put themselvs up as God's interpreters. god after their own human hearts. In proportion as
what w~ hav ad:vocated theo:etically all these years, For centuries men sat at the feet of their spiritual their own natures are gentle, loving, and just, they
and whiCh was mcorporated m our federal Constitu- pastors and masters, swallowing the mess of rubbish try to fancy a divinity possessed of similar good qualtion. Lack of development in the people hindered a promulgated from the pulpits. They were told that ities. They speak to the sick and hungry poor of a
true interpretation and application of these princi- the Bible was infallible truth, and they believed it bountiful providence and merciful father. They try
pies in the affairs. of government.
without examining its claims. They read with one to comfort the distressed, as Job's friends tried to
We hav interprlilted our Constitution as we hav the eye the verses to which their attention was directed, comfort him. Their intentions are good, but they
Bible, according .to our various stages of develop- and which corresponded with the ideas they had im- are in error. To the suffering the god of nature is
ment, our educatwnal bias. Both Bible and Consti- bibed in their infancy. They closed the other eye but a slightly improved edition of the God of scripttution were in the past made to sanction slavery. that they might not see the verse on the opposit page ure. They reason with him, and famin, pestilence,
Both now, in the light of this age, are made by their which taught exactly the reverse. But a few daring and misery are witnesses in their behalf when they
exponents to favor liberty, so far as chattel slavery is spirits who had the courage to use their own in tel- say to his advocates, "Ye are 'forgers of lies,' and
concerned. There are other forms of slavery, how- lects, and to giv utterance to their own opinions, hav 'physicians of no value.'"
ever, we hav not yet outgrown, the greate~;~t of which brought about a new era. Many an honest man now
It is the age of reasoning with the gods. We can
is religious slavery, as from this parent all other forms reasons with God and givs the lie to his ministers.
see the brightness rising, the dawn of the coming
of slavery are born.
We hav all been told that it is our duty to serve day. It is a day that must come-that is already
The church demands obedience of all men. It God with prayer and praise; that we must every coming. It is getting lighter and lighter still, as men
prescribe~ their. beliefs, it organizes their worship, day remind him of his infinit wisdom, and ask him to win liberty of thought and speech. The sun of truth
It determms their merit, it stands at the end of the change his plans according to our finite intelligences; is rising. It is dispelling the dark clouds of ignoway with the rad~ant key of heaven and the flaming that we must never forget to tell him how good and ranee and superstition. Trust in God is vanishing.
key of hell, makmg the whole world crouch at its how mighty he is, because he often forgets his own Trust in ourselvs is gaining strength. Men cease
golden promises and lurid threatenings.
attributes. His memory of his goodness was a little crying for help where there is no help. They are
Although o~r government was founded upon a treacherous when he said, "I will bring evil upon learning to help themselvs and to help each other.
purely sec.ular Idea, and our Constitution plainly de- them which they shall not escape" (Jer. xi, 11), and They find work better than prayer, and that there is
clares agamst the compulsory support of any religion he was quite oblivious of his omnipotence when he more wisdom in making hay while the sun shines
yet to-day we are virtually taxed to protect church admitted that "he could not drive out the inhabit- than in asking the Lord for fair weather. To-day
property because such property is untaxed. We are ants of the valley because they had chariots of iron" they may be like Job in his distress, poor and sick.
compelled to pay taxes to support chaplains in every (Judges i, 19).
To-morrow they will resemble him in his later state.
department of government. We are made to bow to
The minds of Christian children are made recepta- Enjoying the goods of this world in the place of
the popular religious ideas of the day by the popular cles for all the rubbish their religious teachers choose vainly hoping for a better, they will find their latter
a_nd legal oath. We are taxed because of appropria- to shoot into them. At first the infant reason in- end more blessed than the beginning.
twns made by our government to sectarian schools. quires why and how such things should be. They
242 W. 48th st., New York.
E. J. BowTELL.
We hav laws to compel us to observe certain church are told that God gave them understanding, as he
forms in the Sabbatarian laws. We hav laws planted the tree of knowledge, on purpose that it
The Demands of Liberalism.
enacted discriminating against certain unorthodox should never be utilized. So the window which 1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical propki!lds of literature under the guise of anti-vice soci- might hav admitted a breath of common sense to erty shall no longer be exempt from just taxation. . .
2· w.e demand ~hat the ~mployment of cha1!1!11.ns m Co!let1es, enacted for the sole purpose of interfering with their minds is closed and the dust which might hav
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; gress, m state legislatures, m the navy and m1lltm, and m
ree aug .
n
o day t e church is trying, as een sea tered acc~mulates, until It reqmres ~orne prisons, asylums, and all other institutions supported by pubnever before, by means of prohibitory legislation and pretty hard scrubbmg from the brush of experience llic money, shall be discontinued.
Gad-in-the-Constitution movements, to obtain a pa- to· remove it. Job had been undergoing that cleans- . 3. We demaJ?-d tha_t a~l ~ublic appropr!ations for educa-.ternaL power- over-- the -people. ___ AlL these laws and ing proce_~-~. fp.r _.s(J_IJ:le .tim_e,_ He }:1ad _SpE)nt ll. good !~~~ and chantable mst1tutwns of a sectarmn character shall
measures must be replaced by the secular idea of the deal ?f his life myrayer and praise. He "r?se u~ 4. We demand that all religious services now sustained by
founders of our government.
early m the mornmg and offered burnt sacrifices 1the government shall be abolished; and especially that the
In the new republic woman will be recognized as an (Job i, 5). He had asked God for blessings, and in i use of the Bible in the public schools, .w.hether ost~nsibly as a
important factor. In every department of nature we return that benevolent deity had given the devil text-~~ok or avowedly as a book of rellgwus worsh1p, shall be
· t a1 an d cen t ri"fuga1 forces. pow~r to t a k e from hi_m
· all h e possessed .. He ha? 1I proh1b1ted.
fi n d t wo f orces, th e cent ripe
5. We demand that the appointment, by the President of
When these are balanced, harmony is the result, but contmually thanked him for benefits received until the United States or by the governors of the various states
remove either and chaos follows. Our government he had nothing left to thank him for. Nothing re-! of all religious festivals a11:d f~~ts shall ~holly cease.
'
ignores this grand law. All class legislation, whether ·mained to him but "boils from the sole of his foot~ 6. We delliand that the Judwml oath m the courts and in all
. th bl d
· d t
t" f t"
1
t h"
" Th
.
other departments of the government shall be abolished, and
Of b Ir
, oo , race, or sex, IS es rue IV o na wna u11: o IS crown. . at W~J:S a sore sub]e~t for ~rais~. that simple affirmation under the pains and penalties of perlife and prosperity, as the history of all the nations Still he endured It all without complamt until his· jury shall be established in its stead.
of the past has proven. Of all class legislation, that three friends, Eliphaz the Temanite, Bildad the
7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing
of sex is most odious, ente1·ing, as it does, the domes- Shuhite and Zopha the Naamathite came to comfort the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed.
. · I d
t"
th f ·1
It
1 t"
h"
T'h
l t"
th
d .. 't
t
8. We demand that all laws" looking to the enforcement of
t IC
Circ e, esecra mg e ami y a ar, e eva mg the Im. . e _consv a 10? ey a. mmis ered appears. o "Christian" morality shall be abrogated, and that all laws
son above the mother that bore him, and everywhere hav failed m producmg the mtevded effect. FirSt shall be conformed to the requirements of natural morality
subjugating moral power to brute force. vVe hav they lifted up their eyes, then they lifted up their equal rights, and impartiallibert~.
. .
'
never had a republic. We first had a white man's voices and wept. Job was not comforted a bit. _9: We .demand that not only m the Const1t~twns of the
·h
'
t N t th "
t
h"
tl
· kl d U mted States and of the several states, but also m the practi.
governmen t , now we h av a rw man s governmen . ex
ey ren every one IS man e, and sprm e cal administration of the same no privilege or advantage 8 h ll
If our nation long remains, even with its present dust upon their heads towards heaven" (Job ii, 12). be conceded to Christianity or'any other special religion; thaat
seeming of republicanism, we must make it what it Still the boils were just as troublesome. Then "they our entire political syste~ shall be founded and administered
professes to be-a people's go-vernment.
sat down with him upon the ground seven days and on a purely secular basrs; and that whatever changes shall
We hav no free press with all our boasts. The seven mg
· ht s, a!l d none spa k e a war d. un t o "h"Im , ingly,
prove necessary to this end shall be consistently, unfiinchand promptly made.
monopolies own the press of the country, and control (verse 13). This was worse than the boils, for after
(The two following demands proposed by Col Ingersoll
its expressions on all subjects as it does the telegraph this Job opened his mouth and cursed his day" hav also been adopted:)
'
·
'
lines by which news is obtained.
·
(iii, 1).
1. National protection for national citizens, in their equal
The land must be returned to the people from
The condition of many at the present day bears a civil and religious rights, irrespectiv of ra.ce o: sex, to be sewhom it has been unjustly filched, and all revenues strong resemblance to that of Job. They are begin- cured under present lawH and proper leg:ts.latwn, and finall_y
·
.
.
·
. .
. to be guaranteed by amendment to the Umted States Constl.
b
f or th e support of th e governmen t raised y a rental mng to di~cover the uselessness of rehgwn. Their tution, and afforded through the United States courts.
of lands which should be held in trust by the govern- hopes of rtches stored up for them above the sky,
2. Universal education the basis of universal suffrage in this
ment for the use of the people instead of taking the "where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and sec~1lar. republic, to be secured under present laws and proper
fruits of industry. Thus the rights of labor would where thieves do not break through and steal" (Matt. leg~slatw,n, and fina~y t? be guar!l~teed by amendment ?f t~e
· ld ·
.
.
.
.
Umted States Const1tutwn, reqmrmg every state to mamtam
b e pro t ect e d · .All th e wealth of our wor IS the ~I, 19), are gr_owmg famter and fam~er .. The fester- a thoroughly secularized public school system, and to permit
result of the labor of the world, and yet, althou<Yh mg sores of VICe and poverty are eatmg mto the fifsh no child within its limits to grow up without a good elementenough is produced to fully satisfy all the wants"'of of the community, and God heals them not. The ary education.
the whole people, the great mass of the people are in truth is making itself known. It rests with man himThe N.Y. State Freethinkers' Association.
want, while the few are surfeited with overmuch. self to remedy the evils of suffering humanity. The
OFFICERS FOR 1884.
Competition must giv place to co-operation, and each divine physician is a myth, and his earthly ministers
President, T. L. Brown, M.D., Binghamton; Treasurer,
individual hav the fruits of his own toil. All means blind leaders of the blind.
W. S. Bell; Boston, Maes.; Recording Secretary, A. B. StebThe men of this generation do not read the Bible bins, Canisteo; Corresponding Secretary, H. L. Green, Salaof transportation and intercommunication, railroads,
telegraphs, etc., must be controled by the govern- through the sa!lle spectacles that their grandfathers manca. Vice-Presidents: Albany, Hirum Wilbur, Green
ment in the interest of the people, for their benefit, as used. They are beginning at last to "reason with Island; Allegany, H.. P. Barton, Richburg; Broome, Ellicott
is the postal system, thus making them the people's God." They ask for what purpose the tree of life, Evans, Deposit; Cattaraugus, Clark Burchard, East Otto; CaL. DeWitt Griswold, Auburn; Chautauqua, Smith Pliny,
servants instead of their cruel masters, as they now the tree of knowledge, and tht' serpent were placed yuga,
Fredonia; Chenango, Frank J. Stanton, Smyrna; Chemung,
are, wringing from them their hard-earned prodq_cts in Eden. They perceive that if Adam, continuing H. Hurty, Elmira; Clinton, Charles La Perche, Moores; Columand controling even their votes. Our banking sys- innocent, had not been subject to death, the tree of bia, Oliver Prentis, Mt. Lebanon; Cortland, Wm. D. Hunt,
tern must be abolished, and the government issue the life would hav been useless, and that, falling from Scott; Dutchess, R. Parker, Poughkeepsie; Delaware, Benjamin Green, Barbourville; Erie, Mrs. E. ni. Sickman, Hamburg;
money direct to ~he people instead of as now issuing innocence, God only feared the effects of the fruit he Franklin, J. G. Reynolds, Bombay; Fulton, Lawrence Fay,
bonds upon which to- base our banks' issues and had himself created, for he said: " Lest he put forth Gloversville; Genesee, Dr. Charles Horton, Batavia; Green,
·paying the bankers interest on what they owe; and his hand, and take also of the tree of life and eat, and John Canine, Leeds; Herkimer, M. R Nichols, Cedarville;
the privilege of collecting interest from the people liv forever. Therefore the Lord God sent him forth Jefferson, L. D. Olney, Watertown; Kings, A. C. C. Tamsen,
Union Ave., Brooklyn; Lewis, W. J. Mooney, Lowville;
on the same also, thus getting interest on their pas- from the garden of Eden" (Gen. iii, 22, 23). They 38
Livingston, H. B. McNair, Dansville; Madison, Fred. S. Hamsessions and their debts, at the same time giving no understand that if the tree of knowledge brought sin mond, Bennet's Corners; Monroe, C. B. H.eynolds, Rochester;
~ecurity to the depositor.
and death into the world1 it was a mad or wicked act Montgomery, .James Gliswold, Amsterdam; New York, Ecl 1
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the light. Their exposure would really appal the Protestant
public. To illustrate their character the writer will mention
but one, of which he know~ the witnesses; A Catholic servant
girl; of more than ordinary brightness, was found by a fellowservant late one evening sitting insensible in the kitchen with
her beads round her neck and a burning taper in her hand,
which rested on the folds of her dress. The candle was so
far burnt that a few minutes more would hav sufficed to set
the dress on fire-and to cause a tragedy which might hav included not the girl only, but the whole family also. The explanation of this strange, almost tragic, scene was that the
~rl, seized with palpitation of the heart, thought she was goIng to die. Hence, she took this candle, which had been blessed
by the priest, lighted it, began counting her beads, and in that
act became insensible. In the blindness of her superstition
she imagined that the burning of the candle, in virtue of the
priest's blessing, would giv her a peaceful entrance into eternity. Oh, gross superstition ! Yet it is but typical of many
more which enslave the. women of Romanism. Were our
ladies to gather up such facts, and print them, their publication would cause a tide of sympathy for the innocent victims
of Roman superstition as would beget in the church such zeal
for their rescue as could not be ineffectual."

The fervor with which the Rev. Mr. Wise denounces Roman
superstition illustrates what has often been observed beforeTHE circus may or may not ·be an important factor in mod- namely, that Protestants can bring much more effectiv arguern civilization. One would think not from the following ac- ments to bear against the Catholic religion than they are able
to advance in support of their own.
count in the official organ of the Methodist church:

Editorial Notes.

" One of our country towns, not a thousand miles from this
editorial sanctum, recently enjoyed the visit of a circus. Unusual attractions were promised, and the town was all agog.
Many Christian professors went with the multitude to do evil.
A section of the seats gave way and let several hundred people down to the ground rather unceremoniously. The show
was of an inferior order, and gave a great deal of dissatisfaction. Some of the circus folks got into a disgraceful row in
one of the tents. On leaving town one of the actors, jumping
from a wagon which had a drunken driver, injured his leg seriously, so as to require surgical attendance. A poor girl, not
over strong mentally, was so excited by the circus that she ran
away from home, and was in great peril in New York for a
time. And this demoralizing show took off more money than
all the Christians of the town will contribute for missions for
,
several years."
But let those who turn with a sigh from the foregoing giv
the appended extract from the New York World a careful perusal, and be comforted:
"A meeting of the members of the Willis Street Baptist
church in Paterson, N. J., was held on a recent evening in the
church to take action in regard to the charges made against the
pastor, the Rev. George Guirey, by Mrs. Bradbury of slander
and hanging a Bologna sausage to the door-knob of the front
door of her residence. The meeting was a most disorderly
one, the members being divided into two sections. Both factions became intensely excited, and the noise they made in the
church could be heard a block away. The members jumped
around and on the seats, and called each other liars and hypocnts. Great excitement prevailed, and the police had to be
sent for to prevent a fight. During the excitement a member
fainted and fell to the floor, creating almost a panic. He was
carried out and laid on the grass in front of the church. Several reporters were secreted in the church, and on being discovered a howl went up from the angry crowd. The scribes
were ignominiously ejected without ceremony. The reporters
then climbed on wood-sheds in the reo.r of the church, but
were again uiscovered, and the windows were closed to keep
the racket from being heard without. The street in front of
the church was crowded with people, while the church doors
were guarded by the police."
Whether this " show" was of an "inferior order and gave
great dissatisfaction," the account does not state, but it would
be interesting to know how much money the Paterson church
takes off annually from the missionary fund.
LAsT week we chronicled a charge by the Rev. Talmage to
the effect that Freethought led to suicide. But even while
Talmage was preparing the sermon in which this accusation
appears, a religious editor was conjuring up a rhapsody on the
glories of the next world as compared with this "vale of tears."
This rhapsody, printed in one of the foremost and most widely
circulated religious papers, ends thus:
" Heavenly intercourse is renewed under heavenly auspices.
Friends meet again. Husband and wife-parent and childbrother and sister-the shepherd and his flock-all renew their
former fellowships 'faultless before the throne !' 0 blessed
light! 0 celestial country!
" rVho, who, would liv alway, away from his God;
Away from yon heaven, that blissful abode,
Where the rivers of pleasure flow on the bright plains,
And the noontide of glory eternally reigns?'"
·
It is easy to imagin an emotional Christian, bereft of com:fort
in this world, and transported by misleading rhetoric concerning the next, hastening his or her advent thither by the readiest means at hand. But for a Freethinker, with the motto,
"One world at a time," to commit suicide would be as if, hav·
ing but one dollar in money, he should forthwith cast it into
the sea. But, after all, Christian or Atheist, it is better for a
person to launch himself into the unknown by suicide than to
follow the example so many eminent Christians hav set, and
send some one else there. The following dispatch was printed
in the daily papers not long ago:
"CmcAoo, Aug. 12, 1884.-At Lake View, a suburb of this
city, this afternoon, the Rev. H. M. Collison, pastor of the
Fullerton Avenue Presbyterian church, shot his wife and then
himself. Both are dead."
In this case, when the Rev. Mr. Collison found that his mind
was irresistibly bent on. both murder and suicide, he would hav
acted wisely if he had given suicide the precedence and shot
himself first.
THE Home :Missionary Society of the Methodist church is
exhorted by the Rev. Daniel Wise, D. D., to make great efforts
for the conversion of Roman Catholics to Methodism. The
first persons to be labored with, he holds, are the women, because "the affection of its women for Romanism stricken, it
is fatally wounded; the arrow pierces the heel of Achilles."
The Rev. Mr. Wise says:
"One desirable thing this Home Missionary Society can
most unquestionably do is to collect and diffuse facts which
show the debasing nature of the superstitions which enslave
c:;Jatholic women. Inquiry would bring these superstitions to

BISHoP WARREN, of the Methodist church, can hardly be
called a scientist, though he is dabbling in physics to some extent. This is the way he accounts for the attractiv power of
the sun:
" But all this power of a sun so vast that its effects are so
great 92,000,000 miles away had to be taken from some source
and posited in the sun. It could only be taken out of the
Spirit, the origin of all power, and out of Almightiness, since
only that could be a treasury of strength sufficient to endure
the draft without bankruptcy."
The "Spirit" and "Almightiness " to which the bishop attributes inexhaustible force is first introduced to the public
in the Old Testament. Here is a brief referen.ce to him:
"And behold, the Lord stood upon a wall made by a plumbline, with a plumbline in his hand" (Amos vii, 7).
And here is another:
"In the same day shall the Lord shave with a razor that is
hired, namely, by them beyond the river, by the king of Assyria, the head, and the hair of the feet" (Isaiah vii, 20).
Between the ornamental industries of standing on a wall
and shaving his feet, this being has found time to endow the
sun with sufficient power to control the solar system! In the
words of the president of the N a tiona! Liberal League, "it
won't do." 'l'ruly, the Rev. Dr. .l:luckley spoke wisely when
he said that the place for scientific discussion was not in the
pulpit.
THE Rev. James Blackledge, writing from Japan upon the
(londition of Christianity in that part of the moral vinyard, says:
"Among the common people there is still a great deal of idol
worship, though the more (ilducated classes hav left Egypt and
are in the desert. I am glad to say that some hav entered, and
many are near, the Promised Land. The great subject of discussion is religion; the people are examining the relativ value
of Shintoism, Buddhism, and Christianity. We are by no means
in doubt which will finally triumph. Christianity must displace all the old forms in time. The hottest part of the battle
will be with Infidelity, but this latest foe must also finally
succumb." By the remark that the "more educated classes
hav left Egypt and are in the desert," the Rev. Mr. Blackledge
probably means to be understood that the educated cla~ses of
Japan are where the educated classes of other countries will
be found, namely, in a state, not only of o ubt, but of unbe_
lief, as to the truth of the Christian religion. If Christianity
is to displace the old forms in Japan, it must do so quickly.
The doctrins of Liberalism are coming up the steep of time
abreast of the advance of civilization, and the superstitions of
the Christian religion will follow those of Shintoism and
Buddhism. The hotter the battle, the more glorious the victory.
We may add that in our opinion the prophecy that this ''latest
foe" will "succumb" will never be fulfilled. So far as its
own history is involved, Liberalism is unacquainted with the
meaning of that word.
LAST week Roman Catholics celebrated, by a triduum, the
nineteenth centenary, as they tell us, of the birth of the "immaculate mother of God." How they identify the date is a
matter of no special moment to non-Catholics. But it is sad
to see indications of the increase of mariolatry among our fellow-Christians of the Catholic faith. One of the Catholic papers begins an editoriai with this ascription:
"Praise and honor be to Her N arne forever !"
We hav the most profound respect for the mother of our
savior, but we dare not giv to her what belongs only to the
trinity. It is true that Catholics claim to distinguish between
the worship or service (hyperdulia) paid to the virgin, and that
given to God (!atria); but the distinction is one for the doctors,
and not for the masses. The effect cannot be harmless. Can
one serve God and Mary ?-Independent.
Such a grave, almost sorrowful, consideration of a gross
superstition by a paper in some things standing deservedly
high for its intellectual keenness is enough to arouse feelings
of pity for the mental condition of the editors. It is like splitting a hair which does not exist; or a painstaking, careful kick
at nothing. How surprised the writer will be to some day find
out that the service of Mary and worship of Jehovah are
equally barren of results! Such rubbish prompts another inquiry-Can a man be pious and not be a fool?
Srx years ago a foul and mysterious murder was committed
in Braxton county, near Savagetown, W.Va. A stone-mason
named Shoemaker was shot twice through the head, and his
throat afterward cut. No clue to the murderers was ever obtained until a few days ago a local preacher, living near there,
was fatally injured by a falling tree. When told he must die,
he sent for the prosecuting attorney and a minister, and confessed that he and another man, a prominent merchant, had
committed the crime. The names are withheld by the authorities for the present, but II warrant has been issued. All of

which is respectfully referred to the Rev. Mr. Talmage, with'
the suggestion that he use it as a text for a sermon instead of
lying about Infidelity.
IN making comments upon the proceedings of the National
Liberal League, the editor of the Index makes a poin.t that only
forty-eight delegates presented credentials, and leaves the·
reader to infer that the Congress was very small. This is not
so. The credentials were submitted almost the first thing
Monday morning, and a grtJat many delegates arrived later,
but as neither the outgoing nor incoming secretary thought to
keep a list, we were unable to get the names. The call for
the Congress, also, was so broad that many not delegates were
present, and lent their influence to the work of organization,
but did not vote so they could be counted. Mr. Curtis, who
made the report for the Indem, estimates the attendance at
about three hundred.
IN another column Mr. Watts has written out a portion of
his reply to Mr. Chainey. Lack of time to prepare itprevented a longer excerpt. Next week, however, he promises
another letter, in which he will giv his remarks more in
.extenso. We can readily understand froni. the work Mr. Watts
is doing that his hands are full, and we are pleased to learn
that he is drawing crowded audiences in Canada. His efforts
to unite the whole of the Canadian Freethinkers with those of
the United States are most important, and they bid fair to be
Ruccessful. Mr. Watts will shortly publish an "Address to
American Freethinkers," and also issue a propagandist tract
on "The Affirmations of Secularism."
WE cannot print all the replies to Ingersoll the country pa-·
pers hav fulminated during his recent western tour. They:
would fill TllE TRUTH SEEKER, big as it is, and besides are·
mighty unprofitable reading. Such de:p.se ignorance as these'
editors evince is painful, but we hav not space to minister to>
all their minds diseased.
GEoRGE CHArNEY has been engaged for the Sundays of'
October at Cleveland, Ohio. He will also make week-night.
engagements at places within a hundred miles of that city ..
His address is Forest City Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio. In Novem-·
ber he returns to Boston to recommence his weekly lectures;.

Canadian Notes.
It is many years since such excitement was known1
in Canada as that which now exists in Ontario·
throughout religious and Freethought circles. In·
the pulpits, on the platform, and in the daily papers:
theological questions are propounded and debated;.
The Secular side is most ably championed by Messrs;.
Evans and Risser, the president and secretary of the1
Toronto Secular Society, letters from whom hav appeared in the Toronto World during the past week.
The churches are evidently alarmed at the bold and
aggressiv steps now being taken by the Liberals of
Ontario, and are somewhat perplexed aR to thA courRA .
they should take to " stem the tide of Infidelity •:
which is at the present time flowing with such
power in their midst. Preaching against this revival
of skeptical thought only stimulates that which the
ministers wish to allay, and although in the person
of the Rev. Dr. Sexton they hav one of the foremost
and most efficient debaters of the age, they fear to
allow him to enter the arena of controversy with Mr.
Charles Watts, lest the conflict should increase the
power of the enemy. This dread of discussion upon
the part of the Toronto Christians is causing a great ,
deal of surprise, and inspiring much inquiry among.·
the hitherto indifferent class. It is very properly,
said that principles and teachings that are too weak:
to be defended on the platform in calm debate1
scarcely deserve to be preached so persistently from1
the pulpit. The consequence is that many thought-·
ful persons are driven to the Secular side to learru
what they fail to acquire in the churches, namely, m
knowledge of both sides of the theological questions
of the day.
For the past few weeks Dr. Sexton has divided his
time between Toronto and Hamilton, preaching and
lecturing upon Atheism, Prayer, and Christ and
his influence upon the world. Judging from the
favorable reports of his performances, he appears to
be a very unique advocate of the popular faith. He
has a religion of his own, a history of his own, and
"facts" which he obtains from a source known only
to himself. Some persons hav ventured an opinion
that this may be one reason why his friends discourage debate, thinking that if he were brought
face to face with an opponent it woul.d be readily
seen that his religion had but little in common with
the orthodox faith, and that his "facts" in no way
corresponded with the records of history or the experience of our own times. It is very suggestiv that
in lecturing upon the three subjects mentioned above,
the reverend doctor avoids all reference to the scriptures. He objects to hold a brief for Bible Theism.
The New Testament theory of prayer has no defender in him, and the Christ of Revelation he never
touches. Instead of this he givs his version of skeptical theories, which few skeptics hav ever heard of,
and then proceeds to knock down his "man of straw."
This tickles the ears of his audiences, and passes
current with them as an excellent defense of Christianity, whereas in truth it has no necessary. connec- ·
tion with what is generally regarded as the genuin
Christian faith.
The reverend doctor is always fond of attempting ·
to impress his hearers with the idea that Christianity
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has always exerted a civilizing influence. This, said
he, is the verdict of all' history. Where's the proof
of this reckless allegation? On the contrary, after
this religion had existed for a thousand years, when
it was at its noon in Europe, the state of society was
Ho~ to O~ganize a Loca~ League.
horrible beyond imagination. Those who were then
~e N atwnal LI~~ral L?ague IS formed by the
Jregarded as learned were chiefly occupied with mi- um~n of Local Au~I~Iary Liberal Leagues. To orJraculous legend!', disputes about mysteries and dog-~ gamze a Local Auxiliary Lea~ue, any person (man or
mas, of which none knew or could know anything. woman) may place the f?l~ow~ng Call at the head of
''irhe churcb, as it grew more powerful, grew more a sheet of paper and solimt signatures:
,corrupt. Popes bribed and intrigued for election;
CALL.
.they fought and cursed each other; monasteries and WE, the undersigned citizens of [here introduce name of
munneries, which were at first were the dungeons of town or city], agree to organize an Auxiliary Liberal League.
to work in connection with the National Liberal League, and
:starved and mutilated lives, grew proverbial for all to pay the sum set opposit our names for that purpose.
.!kinds of voluptuousness; Christian Rome was the
<Common sink for the worst vices of all Europe. The ---Name.q.
~--Residenc~-~--AmOUnlS._ __
peasantry and laborers were mere serfs, crushed in
As soon as ten persons hav subscribed to this Call,
ihopeless misery beneath feudal exactions and des- and five dollars hav been pail in, make out an appli!Potism. Their food -was the food of hogs, their cab- cation for a Charter, inclosing the application, toins mere stys. As no laws of nature were acknowl- gether with a money order or postal note for five
.edged, no sanitary measures were thought of, though, dollars (or the amount may be inclosed in a registered
from the general filth and want, dreadful plagues and letter) to the secretary of theN ational Liberal League.
ifamins were frequent. The church got a rich The fee for a Charter is ten dollars, and the Board of
revenue from shrine-cures, and relic-cures, and mi- Directors hav voted to allow the organizer of the
xaculous cures of all sorts. As for superstition, it was Auxiliary Liberal League to retain five dollars as
omnipotent; the air was supposed to swarm with compensation for his or her services in effecting the
devils and angels; witchcraft was thought to be so organization.
common that "witches" and " wizards" were always
Any Liberal society can by a vote qualify itself an
being put to death; relics commanded a fetich-war- Auxiliary Liberal League, and take out a charter.
:ahip as degrading as exists among the lowest
On receipt of the five dollars and application signed
tribes of Africa. Faith being supreme, science, by the .President and Secretary (or the temporary
philosophy, and education were all discouraged. Secretary) of the new League (and as many others
For fifteen hundred years Chr~stendom did not pro- as may choose), the Secretary will forward to the apduce a single astronomer. Even the pure mathe- plicant a Cliarter signed by the proper officers of the
matics, which need no experiment or apparatus, were National Liberal League.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
utterly neglected. As Mr. Ruskin observes, "I never
Secretary of the National Liberal League.
met a Christian whose heart was thoroughly set upon
55 East 9th street, New York.
tthe world to come, and so far as human judgment
--,could pronounce perfect and right before God, who
QUARTERLY REPoRT.
•cared about art at all." Such, briefly, was the real
NATIONAL MILITARY Hol\1E, MILwAuKEE Co., Wrs.,}
•condition of society under Christian rule, which the
Sept. 15, A. s. 284.
·doctor, to be accurate, ought to state to those who To th.e Secretu.ry qf the National Liberal Leaaue:
rentrust him with their thinking.
We, the officers of the Veteran Liberal League, respectfully
h C
submit our second quarterly report:
T e hristians hav by no means had it all to themTo the number in the Veteran Libe~al League, as previously
selva. Mr. Charles Watts hal::! continued his replies reported (91), there hav been added e~gb.t more members, and
to the doctor to crowded audiences, which increase one has withdrawn, making our present strength that of a full
in numbers weekly. The enthusiasm displayed at volunteer company, 101, all present or accounted for. The
intellectual and moral status of our membership, it is no vanthese meetings is a good index of the opinions en- ity to observe, is not only equal but even superior to that of
tertained. The Toronto World, of Sept. 22d, says:
our comrades unaffiliated with our organization. There are,
"Christianity-Its Claims Examined," was the subject of a
lecture delivered in Albert Hall last evening by Charles Watts.
There was a crowded audience in attendance. Mr. Watts
speaks in a clear, loud tone, in a very positiv and emphatic
manner, and with readine~~' fluency, and consecutivness of
Jth'm:rght,"-

·~-- ·~- ·

· ·

- -·-~-~ ·

September 23d and 24th, Mr. Watts lectured in
Hamilton, and on the following evening he formed a
local society. The Hamilton Spectator, of Thursday,
Sept. 25th, has the following:
"A meeting was held in Larkin Hall last night for the puriPose of organizing a Secular society, as a branch of the Freethought association of Canada. Mr. Charles Watts presided.
A considerable number of names, of both ladies and gentlemen, were submitted for membership. Mr. Littlehales was
elected president, Mr. Coulter vice-president, and Mr. Maddocks secretary. Another meeting will be held on Thursday
evening, Oct. 2d, to complete the organization of the society."

' In addition to lectures in Toronto Sunday evenings,
Mr. Watts is engaged to speak at Simcoe, Welland,
.
L mdsay, Montreal, and intermediate places, where
he intends to establish local societies, preparatory to
the general amalgation of the Freethinkers of the
dominion with those of the states.
.
We are glad to h ear t h at this suggested alliance
meets with the warm approval of our Canadian
friends, who are delighted with the prospectiv reunion. - The Hamilton Secular Society has passed the
following resolution, proposed by Mr. Thomas Littlehales, and seconded by JHr. George Maddocks:
" We, the members of the Hamilton Secular Society, learn
with pleasure that it is contemplated to change the name of
the National Liberal League of the United States to that of
'The American Secular Union.' Such a change we earnestly
recommend, as· it will enable the Freethinkers throughout
Canada to join their brethren of the states, and thus form one
great and united association for the promulgation of Liberal
principles."

The arrangements for the Toronto Freeth ought
Convention to bJ held next December, are progressing. Last Sunday a meeting was held in Toronto of
the district officers, when Mr. Watts explained his
.
plan of unification, which met with a cordial support.
A LEAGUE of Catholics is being formed in England
"to protect the vital principle of doctrinal Christianity in popular education;" that is, to neutralize secular education as far as possible by religious dogmas.
The Duke of Norfolk and the Marquis of Bute are
amo:ng the promoters of the league. It would be
difficult, comments the Freethinker, to find two more
abject specimens d superstition even in the House
of Lords. The Duke of Norfolk believes iu the healing powers of St. Winifred's well, and, with more reason, sent his wife to Lourdes as a cure for sterility.
The Marquis of Bute takes out of Cardiff alone, in
rents and dock dues, over a million per annum, giving absolutely nothing in return; and devotes his
monstrous fortune to the purpose of the priests. In
intellect he is spoken of in society journals as contemptible.

Constitution it is the purpose of the Liberal League to uphold in its impartiality and preserve in its integrity.
These minutes of our proceedings, and request for redress
of grievances, we expressly desire to hav you publish.
REv. JAsoN KELLOG, President.
JoHN P. GuiLn, Acting Secretary.
LEAGUE NO 77.
FJLLl\10RE CITY, Aug. 28, 284.
To the Secretary qf the National Liberal League:
Our League, No. 77, is not dead, though it has few members. Our library with its reading-room as established last
winter is still here, and perhaps when winter comes we will be
able to infuse new life into the old bones and go on our way
rejoicing.
The idea that the two chief officers shall giv their whole
time to the organization is a good one, and should hav been
adopted from the first. But they cannot liv on air alone.
Will the branch Leagues support them? The president and
secretary of this League say they will tax themselvs for that
purpose, and try to induce others to do the same,
I hav always contended that education was the savior of
mankind-education based on scientific facts; knowledge that
the people begin to refuse to be led by demagogs, that each individual, society, or community claim a hand in, is ominous of
good. It is my star of hope of a government "of the people,
for the people, and by the people."
We believe in every overture consistent with honor in order
to produce harmony. In regard to the Comstock laws, if referred to, our League has always been for repeal. I hav heard
no other word yet, but, of course the majority rules.
J. KELLY, Sec.
GEo. C. VEILE, Pres.
THE l\1ILWAUKEE LEAGUE.
MILWAUKEE, Sept. 26, 1884.
To the Secretary of the National Liberal League:
After a summer vacation of two months, the Milwaukee
League resumed its regular Sunday evening sessions. Our
League is meeting with good success, and we are satisfied that
the coming winter's campaign in the "fight for right" will bo
crowned with the most gratifying results. 'fhe Hall was well
filled last Sunday evening, on which occasion Mr. Robert
Schilling lectured on " The duty of Liberals in the coming
election," ~ving plausible reasons why Liberals should vote
the People s ticket.
Next Sunday evening the League is to be favored with an
address by Dr. Juliet H. Severance on "The New Republic."
The doctor is one of our most popular speakers, and never
fails to draw a crowd.
P. A. STUART•
LEAGUE NO. 20.
The Manhattan Liberal Club met in the German Masonic
Hall, No. 220 East Fifteenth street, Friday evening the 16th.
Vice-President T. B. Wakeman announced that the lecturer of
the evening, Mr. John B. Gibbs, was unable to be present
but that Mr. Gibb's paper on "Prohibition in Politics" would
be read by Dr. Lambert. The subject was ably handled, the
writer calling attention to the very important part prohibition
was playing in the present campaign, and the hold it had
already gained, and the work it was yet destined to accomplish.

unfortunately, on these grounds some very hard and dissipated
characters, the worse and larger part of whom belong to, or
trail after, one or the other of the two churches which presume
F>·om the Banner of Ugltt.
to quarter on the United States, in spite of the alleged purely
The Eighth Annual Congress of the National Liberal League,
secular character of the government.
which adjourned on the 9th inst., after its two day's session,
· ·Meetings-hav been held as follows7··

. ~was well a.ttended, and itH-procee~a were of n.n interesting~

June 3d.,-Lecture, by Col. Roberts, of Texas; music" and
brief addresses, by Mr. Stevens, of Chicago, Mr. Ormsby, and
Mrs. Dr. Juliet Severance, of Milwaukee.
.
July 7th.-A reading from THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, by
the venerable veteran and twice reverend president, Jason
Kellog, prefacing a sermon, "The Measure of a Man," by
John P. Guild, of Milwaukee; piano music.
July 21st.-This was a red letter day. Mr. H. P. Stark, of
New York city, told us the truth as it is in human experience,
and he was big enough, and bold enough, and honest enough
to say to all prelate buffoons demanding faith in their folly,
"You lie!" He also gave us the best music on the violin that
has ever been echoed in "our theater.
July 28th.-Our old hearts were cheered by a sweet song,
Rweetly sung by a sweet singer from Chicago, Miss Emily
Spencer. The hope of a common sense sort of a hereafter was
happily set forth by the eloquent Texan, Col. Roberts, in an
extempore dissertation on "The Philosophy of Spiritualism,"
Dr. H. S. Brown supplementing it with his view of the sweet
by and by; and Mr. Ormsby arose to remark upon equal rights
in property, as in politics, being essential to the attainment of
utmost ability in all persc.ns.
August 4th.-President Kellogg addressed us, followed by
H. S. Brown, M.D., of Milwaukee, author of "The Bible of
the Religion of Science." etc.
August 11th-The Ve.teran Liberal Lea.gue met, pursuant to
adjournment, in the Ward Memorial Hall, and found it being
fitted up as a sleeping barrack, and our friends, ladies and
gentlemen, who had kindly come up from the city to visit and
speak to us, were much astonished that this regularly chartered and orderly bearing society of old soldiers should be
thus unceremoniously dumped out of doors, the powers that
be not hav:ing manners enough to giv a moment's notice of
the change of occupancy. If this unwarrantable contemptuousness was meant to break up the League, it is on account
of the prejudice that does not ken, or of the cussedness
which does not care, that there is any good that does not cry,
" Lord, Lord !" as we were from the first' refused the use of
the chapel on the plea that we were not a "religious" order.
August 17th.-A sunny day. By permission of the friendly
owner of Black's Grove, a mile away, the League held a meeting, not as in a temple of God, bnt the halls of nature. The
editor of Vollcsblalt, Mr. Schilling, vocalized the woods with an
oration on ''Humbugs."
.
August 24th and 31st.-The League continued to meet in
the grove; favored with talk by Roberts, Brown, Guild, and
others. During September we hav been unable to meet outside the Home grounds on account of roughs from the city
who made our gatherings thllir opportunity. Beside, our silence speaks our grievance louder than do our words, as a
standing notice of the League meetings in the hall assigned
therefor is kept posted on the bulletin boards.
Although there are about seven hundred men here, out of
over a thousand in all, who cannot affiliate with the churches,
on account of preferring logic to fable, still we are refused
the use of our chapel one evening or afternoon in each week,
while it is standing idle five evenings a week, and is entered
but seldom daytimes except Sunday. This, need we say, we
think very unjust, and wholly ungracious, on the part of the
governor, with whom the case rests; and when the so-called
Investigating committee was here, we so stated to their honors,
but they pleaded no power to interfere in the matter. We,
therefore, pray for the influence of the National Liberal
League, and of all fair-minded men, upon the consciences of
all Congressmen to instate us in our rights, as guaranteed by
the Constitution of the American Union, which guarantee and

and satisfactory character. Whatever differences of opinion
may hav previously been held in regard to the best platform
to be adopted by the LPague, we expect that the one now presented by the Congress will be indorsed by all ihe Liberals of
the United States, and that henceforth they can unite and work
together harmoniously.
We can see nothing in the way to prevent this desirable object, and to bring about eventually a united and working Libera! Party in all the states, whose primary or chief measure
shall be the secularization of the government, or the entire
separation of state and church. In this all-important reform
the Liberals everywhere can unite and work in concert for the
promotion of a commou purpose.
From the Ironclad Age.

At the Eighth Annual Congress of the National Liberal
League, the Nine Demands of Liberalism were put forth as a
platform. Upon this platform all good men can stand. There
is room enough, and the atmosphere is pure.
THE QUAKER CITY LEAGUE.
The following notice of the Philadelphia League is from the
Press of that city: "Steady Philadelphia church-goers will be
surprised to learn that a flourishing society of Freethinkers hav
held weekly meetings for the last two c:>r three years in Fleisch·
man's bakery building, on Broad street. 'fhe members of this
society, who take no interest in politics, are nearly all English,
French, or German workingmen. The topics chosen for discussion are sometimes quite startling and original. The subject selected for debate not long ago was, 'Has Christianity
or intemperance entailed the greatest misery on the human
race?' After an animated debate it was decided by the president that Christianity had. A number of women, some of
them middle-aged and a few quite young girls, with youthful
male escorts, attend these meetings, and seem to take a lively
interest in the proceedings. Works of an anti-religions and
skeptical nature, such as those of Housscau, Diderot, and 'fom
Paine, are peddled at nominal prices by an old Frenchman,
who, speaking our language in moderate perfection, always
refers to ' the masses ' as ' demasses.' Isaiah H. vV ears, the
highly intelligent negro, is. a prominent member of. the soc!ety, and is regarded as the1r best debater, though h1s style IS
more conversational than oratorical."
GATH, who is called the biggest liar among all the newspaper
correspondents, writing to the Omaha Republican, discusses
the attitude of Blaine toward the churches, and concludes
that he will get considerable Catholic support because his
mother was of that faith. He also thinks the Plumed Knight
will get the Protestant vote because he is now a Presbyterian.
'l'hen Gath turns philosopher, and oracularly observes:
"A certain leaning together between the two grer,t branches
of the Christian church has been plain to me ever since last
June. It is the most ominous thing in the campaign. It
shows us that while at a superficial view there may be an
abatement of religious zeal in the United States, in reality the
most abiding springs of support to a public man are in the
religious organizations of the country."
lVIr. George Alfred Townsend can wager all the Republican
paid him for his letter that Mr. Blaine and all the othor candidates will work thosr- f\hj~ing Bprings o~ support for 1111 they
11re worth.
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marked to be a healthy country in which to make days; and we were informed by an official in charge
one's home. And yet there is not, probably, an area that on the occasion of President Hayes's visit to the
of greater value to the student or of more interest to park, the famous Beehive turned laos~ his artillery
Dr. J. L. York at the Yellowstone National Park. the tourist in all the wide world than our Yellowstone five times in one day. And it is quite likely if James
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You National Park, situated in the midst of the erratic G. Blaine, or even Ben Butler, were to visit the place
will doubtless think that my letters are like angels' Rocky Mountains; and within the shadow of the con'- it might be induced to put on a new program forth~
visits, few and far between, but I will hope to atone fused and rugged peaks by which it is engirdled are occasion ,in the interests of the dear people. ·
born the feeble rills which grow into the grandest
These wonders of the park are scattered along over
in the future. seventy-five miles of travel, not including the Hoodo
You will find inclosed nine dollars for THE TRUTH rivers of the United States.
Here may be seen the grim, towering walls which wonders, which lie farther on, and the points of inSEEKER, to be sent as directed in private letter; and
I can only wish it were more. But I hav done the separate the waters flowing eastward to the Atlantic, terest visited by travelers, limited in time to six or
from those pushing their way through deep mountain eight days, include the Lower, Middle, and Upper
best I could for you with the elements in hand.
My stay in·Montana has been somewhat prolonged gorges, to rest at last in the placid Pacific. But the Basin Yellowstone Lake, and the Falls and Grand
·
from the fact that I hav given the second course of fact that here rise the springs of the Missouri, Colum- Canyon of the Yellowstone.
Beginning with the Mammoth Springs formation
lectures at the three principal points: Butte City, bia, and Colorado is lost sight of in view of the far
Helena, and Bozeman, with a fair degree of success, more striking features of this magic land ·of natural at the Gate, the interest increases at every point, and
wonders. And nowhere else in the world are to be culminates at the Falls and Grand Canyon of the Yelorganizing a Liberal Union at each place.
At Butte City, 0. B. Whitford, a live thinker, is seen so near to the surface, and on so broad and lowstone, and all preceding wonders seem to shrivel
president; and with the faithful help of my warm varied a scale, the undoubted evidence of subter- up in the majesty, sublimity, ~nd splendor of this
friends, Fred Cook and J. C. Singer, I will hope to ranean fires, and to note the lingering death-throes mighty gorge, draped as it is in rainbow-tinted colof volcanic forces which hav convulsed our Mother ors, as though all the rainbows had fallen from the
hear good things from Butte.
At Helena, C. M. Jeffries, a stalwart Liberal, stands Eart~ to its ver:y center in thE_~ ages long since past. skies, and had caught on the rugged, corrugated
at the head as a promis of good work in the future. And If any are m doubt how it was that the prehis- sides of this mighty abyss to lend enchantment to
Our thanks are due at Helena to A. Kleinschmidt, A. toric people conceived of hell, let them come here and the scene. No skill of artist can devise a greater diC. Votaw, J. P. Flick, and others for a helping hand. take a look and smell. Here are fire and hot water in versity of color in every shade and tint than nature
At Bozeman, W. W. Alderson, editor of the Boze- great· plenty, and mountains of brimstone, quite has laid on the sides of this Grand Canyon of the Yelman Courier, and formerly a Methodist preacher, is enough t.o make the Christian hell ashamed of itself. lowstone, and nothing but the sunset heavens can
president of the League, and with such a noble And I do not wonder that the Indians hav always approximate in splendor this display of beauty. And
young.disciple of Paine as Will C. Oakley for secre- held this tract of country in awe and horror as the never in my life hav I felt such a sense of the awful
as when standing on the brink of this yawning
tary, I can hope for the prosperity of Freethought in land of lost spirits and devils.
Our visit to the National Park occupied within the chasm, one is so oppressed with the vastness that
Bozeman.
I hav made some friends here which giv me park six days, not of idle picnic, but hard work of almost tempts him to leap from the dizzy bights, and
pleasure to call their names and faces to mind, and body and mind, to climb the steeps, avoid the dan- feels relief when once a12 ain at a safe distance.
Of course, the Falls are not the grandest in the
among them Judge Maguire, a bright intellect and gers, and take in the wonders and beauties which lie
wonderfully endowed with the right use of the Eng- scattered in rich profusion along the entire route world, and hav not the breadth, volume, and dash of
lish language, a fine reasoner and speaker, and true from the Mammoth Hot Springs to the grand Canyon old Niagara, nor the enormous depth of some of the
falls of the Yosemite, and yet they hav a majesty and
as steel to our cause, and I hope he will favor THE of the Yellowstone River.
The.par~, cont~ining an area of fifty-five by ~ixty beauty all their own, which fascinate and lure like
'I'RUTH SEEKER with a letter now and then. Our many
thanks are due to the kind friends at Bozeman, and five miles, IS a regwn of remarkable wonders, maJestic the fabled syren of the sea; and all travelers join in
especially to S. W. Cook and estimable wife, for the grandeur, sublime bights, and terrible blood-curdling saying that the awful, sublime, and beautiful are
comforts of home and good cpeer during our work depths, as well as the most beautiful and delightful strangely commingled in this, by far the grandest
in their city, and I must say that if Bozeman Liberal things beyond the power o~ human description, and spectacle in our National Park. Our thanks are due
Union has two other men among its seventy mem- must be seen to be appreCiated. Here nature puts to Mr. Henderson and family-who, by the way, are
bers, such as S. W. Cook, it will not die out in this forth all her powers, and her moods seem ever all Freethinkers, and take THE TRUTH SEEKER-for
genNation. And although my trip in Montana has changing from profound gravity and terror to the kindness in pointing out to us the many wonders
been a long, hard trip, I hav no regrets, as I trust I lively and gay. Here tremendous geysers, as true to of the Mammoth Springs, and other valuable inforhav helped to open up the way for others to follow. the time or period of eruption as the clock, shoot up mation in relation to the park, of which he is one of
My lectures here in Montana are the first of the their mighty fountains of hot water and steam, caus- the superintendents.
I can only hope that our National Park mav meet
kind, but hope that other Liberal speakers will be in- ing the earth to tremble by their violence; yawning
duced to travel west by the North Pacific line and hells of brimstone fury, lashed and tossed by the ter- such consideration as it justly deserves at the· hands
giv the Montana people a call. Our friend, Col. In- rible heat below, filling the air with fearful odors· of our government in the improvement of the roads
gersoll, swept through Montana like a cyclone, leav- countless hot springs, indescribable in their strang~ and protection from the hands of the lawless; and
ing the poor little preachers to shoot off their pop- beauty, of great depth, and translucent as the air it- that this wild reserve, with its pine-clad hills, beautiguns after he had ~one. A.nd it is almost enough to self. Some of t~em are turquoise blue, green, yel- ful lakes and stretches of valley and forest, with the
make a dog laugh to see the poor sky-pilots trying to low, and red, while the waters of others flash in the great variety of wild game which roam withiri its
gather up the pieces after the storm has passed. But sunlight with all the colors of the prism; and to gaze limits, may be handed down to future generations as
then they hav had their day, and, to the friends of down into these depths must be like the gates of something to be proud of as containing some of the
mental freedom, it bas been a long, dark day, and heaven ajar, adorned with delicate honeycomb pat- great wonders of the world.
At the present writing I am in Portland, having
the doom of the Christian superstition begins to terns of fretted frost-work, while the coatings of the
lectured
at Spokane and other town~ on the Northsides
and
rims
of
these
basins
take
on
every
delicate
shine out like the handwriting on the wall, and the
ern Pacific road.
fires of Freethought only need to be fanned a little and vivid tint of color known to fine art.
The chief complaint everywhere in the north iii
to set the world in a blaze. And away here in the
These remarkable terrace-building springs are at
wilds of M~mtana, without speakers, or much reading, the threshold of the park near the Mammoth Hotel hard times. The boom has broken, and left its helpthe evolutiOn of Freethought moves on with rapid and only six miles from the railroad. And did not less victims high and dry on the rocks of bankruptcy.
strides.
the park contain any other and grea.ter wonders than Some of the towns are double the size that the sur. THE TRUTH SEEKER has one reader living near Sales- these terrace, rock-building springs, it were worth a rounding country will sustain. So much for a heartville who is deserving of mention in this letter. I trip from Europe to see these alone. And here may less railroad boom which has filled the north with
could not learn his name; but his eye will fall upon be seen students, scientists, and lovers of nature from helpless tramps.
From Portland I go south overland, speaking at
the mention I hav made below.
all parts of the civilized globe, drawn here to see the
While lecta.ring at Bozeman, I was invited to strange phenomena of mineral water thrust up from Forest Grove, Corvallis, Albany, Ashland, and other
speak at or near Salesville, some twelve miles out the depths at boiling heat, holding in solution calca- points on the way to San Jose, California.
With many good wishes for you, Eugene, and the
from Bozeman. Our friends, Thomas Burk and Dr. reous matter coating everything it touches and buildStover, had the matter in charge, but from some mis- ing terraces, basins, pillars, temples, and' pulpit-like readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I. am, as ever,
Yours for truth,
DR. J. L. YoRK.
take in the notice the people were left to infer that structures of marble whiteness in every form of
the meeting would be held at once at three different beauty. Besides lifting higher each year, the entire
Mr. Walker, Mr. Hill.
places, hence our flock was quite divided. Myself r~cky fo:mation i.s alrea?y a mountain in bight, and
"No man who accepts the fundamental principles of Freea~d some friends from town were on hand at Sales- will contmue to rise until the volcanic action ceases. thought, knowing what it is that he accepts, can be a Prohibiville, but found that a mistake had been made and
The obsidian or volcanic glass cliffs, two hundred tionist."-E. C. Walker.
after waiting untirnearly dark, started back to town. feet in bight, with a carriage-road of nearly pure
Friend Walker's assertion in a recent TRUTH SEEKER
When out about half a mile from Salesville we glass along its base, is another marvel to the tourist. quoted above, is certainly entertaining reading, even
were hailed b,Y a man o~ the road who inquired if Boiling paint pots of nearly all shades of color in- in this dog-day weather, and strongly reminds me of
:pr. York was ~n the carriage. On being answered cessantly steam, stew, and sputter like immense caul- the narrow-mindedness of. some of my religious
m t~e affirmativ, he said: "I hav been hunting the drons of boiling mush, with the dull, thud-like plop, friends, who also think that certain persons hav no
meetmg. oi am a reader of THE TRu·.rH SEEKER and plop of the mush kettle. And close at hand is the right to vote differently from themselvs on the liquor
hav kept irack of the doctor for a number of years Emerald Pool, brimful of clear, pure water of bluish question.
and I want to giv him this five dollars to help hi~ green.
I had hoped that this "virtue" was wholly a religal~mg." We took the five dollars, and thanking our
A little further on is the geyser Minute-man, who ious one, for, unless I am greatly mistaken, Freefriend, whom we had not seen for the darkness went spurts once a minute to the bight of thirty feet, while thought consists not in all acting alike, but in univeron our way rejoicing, wishing that THE TRUTH SEEKER ~lose by stands the Monarch, who givs an exhibition sal mental liberty concerning rum, religion, or anyhad more such readers in Montana.
m :egal splendor once in twenty-four hours, a stream thing else; and, as a matter of course, different
But how brief !'ll'e our joys! Here the scene slightly o~ Immense volume, divided in three divisions, to the thoughts will and must produce different actions.
changes; our driver loses the road and drives helter- hig.ht of one hundred and fifty feet, and continuing in
The "personal liberty" part of any anti-prohibiskelter over the prairie in search of a road to town actwn about twenty minutes.
tionist's argument, seems to me to need only very
e'!ary ~oment in danger of falling into a ditch or run~
There are many fine displays of hot-water fireworks little talk, just long enough to show them that every
nmg mto a barbed-wire fence. What a romantic o~ a grand s~ale, but none more deservedly popular mother's son and daughter of their clan is is favor of
situation, to be sure!
with the tourist than Old Faithful who with wonder- stopping "personal liberty " in regard to something
And, to add to my comfort, we had a lady friend ful regularity, every hour sends ~p ad immense vol- or other, say barn-burning for instance.
and her little daug~ter in the company, both some- u~e of clear, hot water and steam to the bight of
Every blessed one of them would favor preventing
what nervous; and, m fact, I was just a little nervous 160 to 200 feet, and continues in action from five to me from setting my barn on fire, provided such actoo; but our father in heaven and the driver together ten minute~. There are many geysers more powel'- tion placed their precious persons or property in
brought us safe home.
ful than this, but none so popular and, like Bob In- danger; but, when I wish to restrain them from setMontana is a wild, wide sweep of mountains and ge~soll, so sure of an audience at his show, as Old ting their brains on fire, because such action places
valleys, well adapted to stock-raising and rich in min- Fai~hful. That word faithful tells the story, and the my person or property in danger, they cry out .terrieral ~ealth, but not a good farming country, as t.te audience are always on hand.
bly about their "personal liberty" being infringed.
frost m summer often destroys the entire crop • n,nd
The Beehive sends up a column -about 250 feet and
If danger to others is a good reason for them to
the changes of temperature are too sudden' t\JJd Uf!ed to spout twice e!Hlh day, but now, once i~ ':nine act on, why is it not the same for me?

gJommnnilf.a:lions.
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he was incapable of securing adequate audiences at in harmony with the developments. Then the organhis lectures, and an acknowledgment of his lack of ist played "Nearer, my God, to Thee." The curtains
power to inspire lasting enthusiasm within those to slowly parted, and a ghostly form, all in white, apwhom he appealed. What is the real explanation of peared, waved its hands, bowed, and blessed the
all this? Surely it is unfair to blame either Liberals audience. At intervals numerous other forms apor Liberalism for such defectiv results, remembering peared, sometimes two at once. They called up the
the audiences that assemble at the lectures of Col. audience one by one, and gave them messages, most
Ingersoll and others. W auld it not be more reason- of them b~ing recognized, and cried and laughed
able to search for the explanation in the man rather over. We were allowed to ask quest~ons, and when
than in the cause in which the man was engaged? Dr. Newton was announced, I received permission to
And yet friend Chainey has great ability, a most address to him a query; as he had doctored my dead
vivid imagination, a vast poetical capacity, a marvel- sister, I thought I'd inquire about her. I first asked
ous power for word painting, a command of the if the spirit knew who I was, but this being a test
Charles Watts's Reply to George Chainey. choicest flowers of rhetoric that language can fur- question, I was sharply informed that it was a very
In last week's TRUTH SEEKER it was stated that nish, together with high moral culture, a generous wrong condition in which to approach the spirits, so
probably I would write my lecture which I delivered disposition, and a loving heart. Still, with all thenceforth I remained silent. Mr. Masquerier, be:at Cassadaga in reply to Mr. George Chainey's two these advantages, he assures us that success did ing well-known and noted, received many messages,
:addresses delivered at the same place, professedly in not crown his efforts in the Liberal ranks. Is and was called up and introduced to his dead wife,
-explanation and defense of his conversion to Spirit- not the secret of this misfortune to be found who touched his head, eyes, and arm. He is nearly
ualism. It would afford me much pleasure to do so, in the fact that Mr. Chainey lacked faith in the blind, so only saw a white mist, and could catch
·bad I sufficient time, but at present my lecturing power of intellect and the force of argument, content- nothing but indistinct mutterings of the message.
'Bond other engagements in Canada leave me but ing himself with the use of words representing no So he said nothing, and quietly returned to his seat.
!J.ittle leisure for more than my ordinary correspond- ideas, and explaining no solid principle ? I hav told Many others saw and recognized dead friends, telling
•ence, which I find, like most things in America, has him this frequently in the past, and I repeated it in us they plainly discerned the features, and got meshis presence at the Convention. He js satisfied with sages none but the dead could hav given. I shall
"to be conducted on a large scale.
Listening to Mr. Chainey's two addresses at the presenting the picture without seeing the wall is hereafter speak more of this, and I withhold my opinConvention, it occurred to me that they were marred there to hang it upon. We all admire the foliage ions for the present, only narrating things as they
with the three drawbacks of glaring inaccuracy, that adorns the tree, and are charmed with the flow- appeared. Mr. Masquerier received a message givreckless imputation, and an utter lack of reasoning. ers that deck the garden, but who will contend that ing him great encouragement for his good work in reELMINA.
In my review of what he urged pertaining to his con- the foliage and flowers are more enduring and valu- gard to land reform and farmsteads.
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able
than
the
tree
and
the
garden?
The
two
are
in
version to Spiritualism, I said nothing against Mr.
Chainey personally, neither did I in any way ques- each case at their highest value when combined. So
The Horror of Horrors.
tion his right to change his views. For him, as a it is with the foliage of language and the flowers of
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: If I
gentleman, I hav the highest respect. Our past rhetori_c. F'or them to be acceptable and useful to
associations hav been of a most pleasing nature, which the Liberal party, the former must be allied with the were a vivisector, I should want to go and hang mywill long be remembered by me with feelings of un- tree of knpwledge, and the latter must bud in the self after seeing the cut in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
qualified satisfaction. In parting with him now garden of iNtellect, both indicating that they are reprel!lenting the vivisector's death-bed, and reading
as a public associate, I can only regret that inan un- blossoms of disciplined reason and trained mentality. the poem beneath. It is one of Elliott Preston's
guarded moment he was induced to make unjustifi- Had Mr. Chainey wisely blended the two, reason and most _powerful productions, and deserves to be cirable attacks upon principles which evidently he never emotion, his public advocacy would hav been less culated broadcast.
A shudder runs through my frame as I look upon
thoroughly-understood, and upon persons deserving barren, and probably he would hav been spared the
the greatest respect and the highest confidence. It many disappointments which hav darkened the morn- the startling picture, and I ask myself the question,
is not, therefore, Mr. Chainey's conversion that is ing of his life. He sorrowfully admits that he " grew as I hav often asked before-can it be possible that
objected to so much as the very injudicious manner faint " in Liberal work. This is by no means sur- human beings can, in the name of science, thus torin which he publicly proclaimed that conversion. prising, for he lacked the sustaining power of solid ture, needlessly, our poor dumb friends? And I am
Among the Spiritualists of America there are mental food and argumentativ sustenance, which are filled with indignation that man is not moved at once
many good and noble men and women, who are so necessary to support those who enter upon the to prevent these tortures, these horrible cruelties,
doing useful work for Liberalism in their persist- up-hill .fight of Liberal propaganda._
by enactment of stringent law. Our helpless dumb
CHARLES wATTS.
creatures should, and must be, protected from the
ent efforts to overthrow the power, and to lessen the
evils of orthodoxy; and the fact that some Liberals
vivisector's knife.
Elliott Preston champions a
Notes and Notings.
noble cause, and his efforts in this direction should
cannot see what is termed the "truths of Spiritualism " should in no way interfere with Liberals and
DEAR FRIENDS: No spir·its yet, but I hav made one be seconded by every humane heart throughout the
SusAN H. WixoN.
Spiritualists working together to achieve some prac- trial with a private medium, and learned the modus world.
tical result in the life we now hav. Uniformity of operandi of table tipping; got a_sentence or two, but
'Opinions upon spe·cwativ subjects is an impossibility; no teat; ~m promised a·seatice this -afternoon with
I am asked by that iriend of humanity and ani:and consequently we should respect -the right and another, and will report. I am calling around upon malinity to "describe just how you were affected at
sincerity of those who differ from us.
notables with Mr. Masquerier. Yesterday we went the moment when you opened THE TRUTH SEEKEn and
Had Mr. Chainey contented himself with merely over into New York, and, for the first time, I crossed your eye fell on the terrible illustration of 'The Vivistating what appeared to him to be the truths of his over- the famous Brooklyn Bridge in the cars. It sector's Deathbed.'" It would be impossible! The
new faith, and why ht'l accepted it, without attempt- seemed almost like flying, to be going so easily over brief extract from a private letter to Mr. Preston
ing to depreciate those who, for years, had rendered the water and up so high above houses, boats, and published in connection with this "terrible illustrahim valuaale and generous support, he would hav re- busy people below. We made a call upon H. M. tion," justifies me in adding the emotions were simtained the respect of all who once hailed him as a Parkhurst, and he and Mr. Masquerier talked over iliar, only not as intense, as when I saw the illustrafriend and co-worker. But, instead of doing this, their respectiv alphabets, each of them having got- tion and read the poem the first time in manuscript.
he indulged in childish narrations and reckless accu- ten up a new and improved one, Mr. Masquerier Horror of horrors! how hardened, then, must be the
sations, which afforded additional proof to the many insisting his was far superior to all others, and Mr. heart that could inflict the torture and stand unalready apparent, that he relieB more through life Parkhurst being well pleased to hav something that moved and witness it!
ELLA E GmsoN.
upon the promptings of uncontroled emotion than was not quite so good so long as it was likely to be
To the Liberals of the United States.
upon the practical dictates of reason and judgment. put to practical utility.
Mr. Chainey is truly a child of impulse. Indeed, he
We called upon Dr. F. Hollick, author of the Mn. EDr'l'oR: In making this my initial bow to you as a lectdoes not hesitate to avow that, in his opinion, fiction "Marriage Guide," which I had read with interest urer, I respectfully ask your consideration of the program
found below. These lectures are the concentrated essence of
is a greater factor in the education of the world than and profit over a quarter of a century ago, and had many years' study, combined with research and travels over a
fact, and that the stage is a more powerful instructor owned and lost by lending, bought another copy and large portion of the globe, and will be found a symposium of
than the platform. A man who entertains these de- lent and lost it. I was very agreeably impressed philosophic thought, humor, and sarcasm. Resembling a
lusions livs principally " in the clouds," ~~r;nd is with Mr. Hollick. He was a fine looking man, and life's epitome, they alternate "from grave to gay; from lively
to severe." I am
Yours,
L. I<'. MAssENA,
largely disqualified for fighting the great battle of genial, kind, and conversational. He has investigated
(Journalist, of Paris, !<'ranee).
life successfully. Mighty and useful as the charming Spiritualism some, but says he wants to take one of 58 Chambers st., Boston, Mass.
influences of fiction and the drama hav been upon the spirits (?) by the hand and hold fast, and then if PnoGRAM.-1. My path from Christianity to Atheism. 2.
the human mind and the character of our race, they it melts away while he is holding it, he will think it The Atheist and Christian at the Judgment Bar. 3. Human
Nature. 4. Leaves from a Traveler's Note-book. 5. The Socan never surpass the force of facts and the reality worth while to study it up. He kindly presented me cial Condition of England's '!'oilers. G. Socialism, Nihilism,
of actual every-day existence in the practical regula- with his "Marriag-e Guide," and "Nerves and the and Anarchism. 7. Remedies for Rociotl Distress.
PREPARING.-8. Who and What is God? D. Has Man a
tion of individual and societarian conduct, and he Nervous;" and though I had once read the former, I
who imagins that they can will find sooner or later re-read it, and found that in the light of the acquired Soul? 10. Gods in Modern Literature. 11. Marriage and
that he is "building castles in the air, which will cost information of a quarter _of a century since, I under- Divorce.
A FEW CRI'l'ICISo!S.
stood much that I failed to appreciate in the previous " M. Massena voiced Socialism from European standpoints,
a vast deal to keep up."
sketching the tragic life of working people under differing poThere are two kinds of converts-those who hav reading.
been won through the heart and those who hav been
What a great benefactor a good honest and intel- litical despotisms. . . . HiB carefully prepared essay was
to with the closest attention, and highly approved by
secured through the head. In other words, some ligent physician is to the race! What a light to the listened
all present."-Report of Union Reform League Convention in
are converted through an appeal to their emotions, ignorant, what a consoler to the affiicted and suffer- Princeton Word, Aug., 1884.
"We enjoyed Mr. Massena's presence and discourse greatly."
while others yield only to the voice of reason. Mr. ing! While we condemn the great mass of lawyers,
Chainey belongs ve1·y much to the emotional class of doctors, and preachers, as a curse to the race, we -Ezra IL Heywood.
"A most eloqurmt speech, and should be heard right
converts, as. a perusal of the records of his several must own that there are rare specimens in each call- through the length and breadth of the country."-Mr. 1wichell,
conversions will show. His new departures hav been ing which fill the role of savior and benefactor.
at Lynn, Aug. 17, 1884.
.
" One of the most radical addresses that I ever listened to,
the result of sudden impetuosity, not of calm reflecTo-day, September 20th, I had my first seance with
and
yet
not
a
single
word
to
offend
the
most
sensitiv
ear."-J.
tion. Reason and judgment appear to hav played a regularly accredited public medium, recommended
A. Ctylou, Boston.
.
.
but minor parts in the changing of his views. With to me by one of the editors of a spiritual paper, Mrs. Q. "A
combmation of rare eloquence and deep thought allied
him logic is regarded as a cruelty, the intellect as M. E. Williams, 232 W. 46th street, New York, a to perfect truth."-F. Doughty, Lynn, Aug. 17, 1884.
"Has a marvelous knowledge of the English language,
being of secondary importance, and all controversy materializing medium. Mr. Masquerier, Mrs. Kimas decidedly dangerous and to be avoided. Frankly, ball, and myself had a two hours' seance. About a speaking it with rare facility and remarkable accuracy."-T.
Boston, Mass.
and in all kindness, be it written, that, in my opinion, dozen others were there. The room was dimly Miln,
"Mr. Massena is full of information bearing on reform subherein lies the mistake of Mr. Chainey's public career, lighted by one lamp; shrouded in red paper and jects of a kind which the world ought to know; with ample
and the principal cause of his repeated failures in the turned low down, so at first we could see nothing but ability for arranging it in an effectiv and instructiv manner. I
various movements with which he has been asso- shadows. The cabinet was curtained with cloth. hav had no opportunity of judging of him in the special respect of his power to interest an audience, bnt I feel sme that
ciated. We hav listened to the wail of his blighted We sat in chairs a few feet from it.
the generous Liberal public desiring to secure lecturers will
Mrs. Williams made a short appeal to the audience not regret giving a fair trial to this new candidate for their
ambition at Boston, to a confession of his inability to
~etain the readers of his journal, to an admission that to tr.r and put tbemselvs i:n a receptiv condition, and fuvors,"-Stephen J'9qrl Anr1rews.

Please think it over, Brother Walker, and see how
exceedingly inconsistent you are.
And if one thing deemed to be against the public
welfare can be rightfully prohibited, it follows that
all things so deemed can be treated likewise.
Is " personal liberty " more invaded in oue case
thari in another, and does not the drunken stabbing
of three innocent people on the public street-as recently occurred in this city-giv a just claim for protection against the liquor nuisance? . If not, what
would, friend Walker?
GEoRGE. N. HILL.
Boston, Mass.
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services over his remains in a becoming manner.
Man was doing a valuable work as a pioneer; he was,
as it were, a little wedge that found a crevice in the
armor of the church where, perhaps, bigger and
blunter lances could not 'penetrate.
And were
Messrs. W akeman'sJand Leland's pens broken at the
same time Man's existence terminates, Freethought
would indeed suffer .a great loss. But we hav assurance from them that they will contribute to THE
TRuTH SEEKER as often as their business will allow
leisure for thought and its expression. We hope to

this we want your help, and hope that when the contract made on behalf of Man ia fulfilled, you will like
THE TRUTH SEEKER too well to part company with it.

A Remarkable Sermon.

The Rev. James Kay Applebee is•the pastor of the
PUBLISHED BY
" Twenty-eighth Congregational Society," and occupies the pulpit of Parker Memorial, Boston, MassaTHE T R U T H 8 E EKE R 0 0 M PAN Y.
chusetts. Mr. Applebee is not a genius, but he is
33 Cllnton Place, New York.
a well-advanced specimen of the average unorthodox
minister. One of his pulpit innovations is that, inPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
stead of praying, he aspires. And his aspiration is
not to " God," but to the "Infinit Spirit of the UniAddress all Cammunications to THE TRUTH BEEKER COM- hav something from them every week.
verse."
This is Spencer's patent Unknowable (subThe
terms
upon
which
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
will
be
P ANY. Malee «l.l Drqft,s, CJhecks, and Postal Ordf!rs payable to
stituting
Spirit for Energy), and Mr. Applebee ought
sent in place of Man are upon the basis of cost. The
CHARLES P. BOMERBY.
to
pay
royalty
on the idea, or add the rest of the defiprice of Man was $1 per annum, one-third that of
nition, and giv due credit. But this is not what we
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 4, 1884. THE TRUTH SEEKER.
We shall, therefore, send
set out to call attention to.
THE TRUTH SEEKER for one-third as long a peSeptember 14th, just after the National Liberal
To the Subscribers of " Man."
riod-fmrr months to those who hav paid a year in League Congress had been held, Mr. Applebee delivIn the last number of Man, published August 30th, advance for Man, and shorter periods in proportion. ered a sermon on "The Ethics of Religious Liberalit was stated that the continuance of the publication Quite a number of friends, we find in looking over ism." This sermon is one of the strangest mixtures
would depend upon the then approaching Free- Man's list, were subscribers to both Man and THE we ever read. It is a compound of Rationalism and
superstition; of splendid statement of Freethought
thinkers' Convention and League Congress. Ac- TRUTH SEEKER. That no injustice may be done them,
principles and a total misapprehension of them and
cordingly the claims of Man were publicly and and that they may lose nothing by the failure of the misstatement of their application; a brilliant defense
privately placed before the Liberals there assembled. N.Y. Liberal Publishing Co. to continue the pub- of thought, and an utter abandonment of reason; a
Some aid to continue the publication was offered; lication of Man, we shall forward to them any book glorification of truth, and an exemplification of how
and, perhaps, with continued persistence, means they may select of our own publication to the amount easy it is for an occupant of a pulpit to ignore it; of
enough might hav been pledged to push the journal of their unexpired subscription to Man. A letter to a seeming honest desire to do justice to Freethinkers,
through another year. But along with this proffered Mr. Somerby will secure prompt adjustment of all and a most prejudiced and dishonest attack upon
them and the League. Add to this the uncalled-for
help, there was a general Liberal counseling to merge such claims.
abuse of individuals who were pioneers in the path
Man with some other paper and thus make one
In Man's death the League has lost an organ, but
he is treading, who hav made it possible for him to
thriftier blade of journalism where two struggling has probably gained more potent weapons, for we outrnn Abner Kneeland's heresy and still keep out of
ones grew before. Also after the election of the new shall devote a share of our space weekly to the work prison, and we hav a most remarkable sermon by a
officers they expressed a decided wish if Man could of organization. And no doubt all the other Liberal most ungrateful man. It is the more shame to him
not be continued above board, and without loss, that journals will gladly do the same, thus insuring to the that he was once a subscriber to the Investigator, and
it should be merged with THE TRuTH SEEKER, so as League a wider circulation of its propaganda efforts, a reader of Mr. Seaver's Chesterfieldian subversions
to help build up one strong, efficient, and controling and a no less zealous support of the officers. We in- of Christianity.
Mr. Applebee appears to be unreservedly in favor
organ of Liberal opinion in New York city. This vite, therefore, all the secretaries or correspondents
of the Nine Demands. "Religious Liberalism, pure
too, it was said, would be in the interest of the rec- of the League to send to us weekly reports of their and simple," he takes to be embodied in them. Dogonciliation and reorganization which was the spirit doings and such shall appear promptly. Mr. Put- matically assuming this point, he then inquires,
of the hour. It would secure one united League, nam, the new secretary, will find THE TRUTH SEEKER "What should be the e,thical action of religious Liband one influential Liberal newspaper to publish the ready to help in all ways in his arduous work.
erals, as such?" Now, in the first place, the Nine
grad tidings to all the world.
A. word to Man's readers to whom THE TRUTH Demands are not the whole of religious Liberalism.
Still fm.-ther, the editors of Man, having thrown off SEEKER is now for the first time a regular visitor. It They are not, indeed, religious in any way. They
the official half of their working harness, did not feel shall be our aim. to make this paper indispensable to comprise, and Mr. Applebee will please note the discrimination, the most essential portion of political
such urgent need of holding on to the editorial half. your mental enJoyment. We hav a large corps of
Liberalism, and are the first changes necessary in the
They felt inspired with less to say. Not their occu- remarkably able and brilliant correspondents. THE laws of this nation in order that religious Liberalism
pation, but their mission, seemed in a measure gone; TRu·.rH SE~KER _givs ~ou every week as much reading may hav opportunity to develop without its teachers
and, with their personal, professional, and business matter as IS prmted m a fifty-cent book. The editor being imprisoned for heresy to old creeds. But anengagements urgently demanding attention, they end~avors to be a true Liberal, sincerely believing that swering his own query, he says (and in order that we
were the less reluctant to yield to the general wish all Sides should hav a hearing upon all subjects per- may not do him the injustice he has done the League,
and open negotiations for burying Man in order that taining to the welfare of the human race. So far as we quote his whole paragraph):
"Perhaps, for the individual man, almost the whole of
he might liv again and become immortal in THE space permits, this belief is put into practice eve1-y
ethics may be considered as comprehended in the terse maXim
TRUTH SEEKER.
week. To those who subscribed for lfian that they 'Mind your own business.' A very astute writer on morals'
So here, dear reader of both papers, you behold might keep informed of the doings of the National Miss Edith Simcox, has said that a society would be anarchi~
'in which every one spent his time in seeking the advantage of
Man ana THE TRUTH SEEKER united in OE.e. The Liberal League, we can say that such special news some body else.' What is true of individuals is equally true of
editors of Man, when they hav anything to say, are shall be even more fully given in THE TRUTH SEEKER organizations of individuals. As it is a supreme ethical law
invited to express themselvs through THE TRUTH tlfan ever in Man. The reorganization effected at ~or t~e individual tha~ he should mind his own business, so it
IS also a supreme ethical law for companies of individuals, orSEEKER, as beforejthere were two papers-a privilege Cassadaga, if sustained by the Liberals of the coun- ganized together for the achievement of some particular purof which they will be happy to avail themselvs as try, will lead to more important action than has hith- p~se, tha~ they should, as members of the organization, also
events arise, and as inspirations come. By the erto been taken, and our League department will mmd thmr own business-that is, that they should confine
their efforts to the achievement of the purpose for the sake of
arrangement the Liberal Publishing Co. will remain therefore be interesting. And THE TRUTH SEEKER has which the organization had been called into being. If the
in our hands as before; only the paper, Man, is trans- one department that no Liberal family in the country National Liberal League had observed this wholesome ethical
ferred, and THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent to the can· afford to be without--that is, our "Children's law-if it had not suffered itself to be turned aside from its
original purpose, which was the establishment in this great
subscribers of Man to fill out the subscriptions due. Corner." Miss Susan H. Wixon, who conducts this Ame_r~can co~monwealth of 'equal rights in religion' among
We hope the new acquaintance made will be a happy cor~er, is as good a writer for children as these all CitiZens-It would hav been a triumphant thing in this land
to~day, instea~ of being, as it now is, the dreariest of all dreary
one, and that, on the expiration of the subscription Um~ed States can fm·pish, and is winning loving en- failures-a thmg covered with deserved obloquy and deserved
on accouvt of Man, they will continue with THE commms from all her thousands of little friends. shame.''
TRUTH SEEKER on their own and its account. We are Every Liberal will be thankful to make her acquaintWe do not charge, as some might, that in this
our
pnlpiteer is purposely dishonest, but will charsure they will find it a most instructiv and interest- ance. The editorial policy of the paper is identical
itably
assume that he is only ignorant of his subing Liberal paper which it will be difficult for them with the Nine Demands of Liberalism, but· we go
ject.
Others,
of wider information, hav fallen into·
to liv without.
T · B . W AKEMAN,
further, and advocate the upbuilding of a rational
the gross error of assuming that the split in the
T. c. LELAND.
philosophy that shall lead to better lives on the part
_ _ _ _,._____
of the people, and that shall yield to its adherents all League was due to a majority of the delegates at
Syracuse wandering off after strange gods and side
"Man."
th e social and emotional enjoyments of the churches
issues. This assumption is totally false. The ma~
.
,
As will be seen by the letter of Messrs. Wake- without any mixture of superstition, or the use of
jority at Syracuse were true to their duty, and the
man and Leland, we hav undertaken to fill Man's rites and ceremonies degrading to manhood and seceders were the recalcitrants. One of the consticontract with his subscribers, a task which he has womanhood. This philosophy must be a growth, an tutional objects of the League is to protect persecuted
proved unable to complete.
evolution from lower forms, and this growth THE Freethinkers. Mr. Applebee is entirely mistaken in
We are very sorry that Mr. Wakeman and Mr. TRUTH SEEKER hopefully fosters. But our immediate assuming that the "line of objects marked out in its
Leland hav been obliged to bury their Freethought object is to insure a secular republic, recognizing no constitution refers exclusivly to the bringing about
journalistic infant, and we shall, we hope, conduct the religion, !UJ.Q influenced by none. In accomplishing of a total separation between church and state." At
the time of the Syracuse Congress Mr. Bennett waa
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being most cruelly harassed by the church. One of
the ways of defending him was by repealing, or materially modifying, the laws under which he was arrested. This course was deemed wise by such eminent men as James Parton, 0. B. Frothingham, Elizur Wright, and others. The majority of the delegates at Syracuse concurred in this, and thou'gh the
resolution was not passed at that Congress, repeal or
material modification officerswere elected, which was
tantamount to the same thing, and was the occasion
of the division. We hav urged, as strongly as Mr.
Applebee can, that the League shall adopt the motto,
"Mind your own business." But it is precisely because the League was minding its business-a business, too, laid down for it by the chief seceder-that
the separation was effected. Either that, or Mr. Bennett was not a Freethinker and was not being persecuted by the church, either one of which propositions
he will be a rash man who disputes. To such a one
w& should quote the words of the editor of the opposition organ that "whatever may be said of them
[Mr. Bennett and othersJ personally,"
they
" were victims qf religious bigotry and unfair legal interpretation." The "deserved obloquy and deserved
shame " with which the League " is covered " are all
in Mr. Applebee's mind. The League has nothing to
be ashamed- of and no apologies to make.
In another paragraph of Mr. Applebee's sermon,
however, we find something to commend. It is this:
"An organization to succeed in its object must hava'clearly
defined obje<\1; in view, and must resist as traitorous every attempt that may be made to entangle it with other and foreign
objects. Otherwise it will, and that only apparently, gain in
width what it loses in concentrated powe;r. It will gain diffusivneas at the expense of its usefulness. Seeking to please
everybody, it will please nobody, and bring failure upon itself
into the bargain. Garrison would never hav been victorioushe would never hav created that overwhelming force of public opinion which made the abolition of slavery possible-if he
had not been so resolute in keeping his anti-slavery movement
strictly 'to itself, steadily refusing to mix it up with other ·objects, however good and proper, in themselvs, those other objects might be."

We believe that every distinctiv reform should hav
its own organization, as much more will be accomplished, and much sooner, than by one body undertaking to do all and everything. But this is the only
ray of common sense that illumins the first two columns of the sermon. He fairly revels in the. discussion of obscenity, for he returns to it again and again:

" When men are punished for promulgating their mere
opinions as a crime, and when this oppression is a direct
interference qf the church with the state, who shall say
that it is an issue foreign :to the ol{jects qf the Liberal
League?"
The closing portion of Mr. Applebee's paragraph
above quoted is rant stolen from the religious press.
It gains no weight from being remouthed from the
Parker Memorial pulpit, and we never considered it,
in the original, to be worth noticing;- It is so infamously false in its implications, and so distortedly stated,
that to the minds of all men whose good opinion is
worth havirig it is self-refuting.
It is pleasant to turn from this dishonest rhodomontade to the philosophical remarks reproduced in
this issue on page 636. A. perusal of those glowing
sentences, followed by a close reading of the subjoined extract, will, we are sure, be evidence sufficient
to bear us out in characterizing this sermon as one of
the most remarkable compounds of common-sense
and prejudice-to use no stronger word-that has
emanated from a theologian in modern times:
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"Nobody has ever yet been able to separate doubtful points from those which are not doubtful!" We
cannot envy the condition of that man who travels
from one end of life to the other without knowing a
single thing. Such a complete embrace of Berkeleyism is rarely seen or felt as Mr. Applebee's. The
world is to him a phamtom held before his eyes by
his Infinit Spirit, for his confusion, and every object
is a subject for doubt. No point is settled; he knows
nothing, not even his own ignorance. He only thinks
he exists. He is to be pitied.
But upon what foundation does he base his question whether his neighbor shall be permitted to
restrain him in the utterance of his doubts, because
that neighbor has no doubts upon the subject? What
clause in the motto can he cite to sustain him ? If
his query is a dishonest attempt to impute to
Mr. Andrews and the League purposes and desires
which never entered the thought of either, nor were
ever expressed by even the shadow of implication,
then Mr. Applebee owes the man and the organization an apology. Is he gentleman enough to make it?
Humanity, he further says, has made its noblest
advances when it has exchanged its certaintit!sjor uncertainties. This reminds us very much of Mr.
Chainey's assertion that fiction has a higher mission
than fact; in other words, that a lie is a better educator than truth. Well, two eminent gentlemen
agree, and we must therefore conclude that when
humanity exchanged its ce1·tainty of a flat earth for
the uncertainty of a round one, it made a great advance. But let us reverse the proposition-everything has two sides, it is said. When humanity
changed its uncertainty of a flat earth for a certainty
of a round one, it made a great retrogressiv movement. That is Mr. Applebee's logic.
But we hav followed Mr. Applebee as far as space
permits. If we shall hav pointed out to him any inconsistencies which he may hav the candor to revoke,
our labor will not hav been in vain. He is too good a
man to allow to be utterly lost without an effort made
to redeem him, and as Brother Seaver refuses to pull
him out of the mire, we hold him our fraternal hand.
We think, however, that Brother Seaver ought to
seriously labor with his whilom subscriber.

"Some people seem to imagin that while the utmost freedom of discussion should be allowed on doubtful or nonessential points, yet on points which are essential and not
doubtful freedom of discussion ought not to be permitted.
The Evangelical Alliance has formulated this idea in the
motto: 'In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in all
things, charity.' On reading up the history of the National
Liberal League I find that the League was idiotic enough, at
the instigation of the same anti-religious g~nius who IS responsible for introducing the great apple of discord, Comstock and
his law, into its counsels, to gravely ador>t sort of parody on
the Evangelical Alliance motto. At the first Congress of the
League Mr.. Andrews submitted the resolution 'that we adopt
as the true scientific basis of organization the following motto
or epitoilllized statement: In things demonstrated and certain,
unity; in· whatsoever can be doubted, free diversity; in all
things, charity.' What supreme nonsense! What is a demonstrated certainty to one man is not so to another; and how can
a demonstrated certainty be a ground of unity for those two
men? Nobody has ever yet been able to separate doubtful
points from those which are not doubtful or demonstrated,
and certain things from things which are not demonstrated
and not certain. What is doubtful to me may be a firm certainty to my neighbor. Shall he be allowed to restrain me
in the utterance of my doubts because he happens to be without doubt at all? Humanity has made its noblest advances
when it has exchanged its certainties for uncertainties. Hu.
manity has committed its greatest mistakes and its fearfulest
crimes when it has attempted to crush out a new thought
Orderly Anarchy.
which has arisen in the world! because that new thought has From Benjamin R. TUcker' a Liberty.
let iii an eTemerit of doubt upon things wnich it had -cherisl!ed
To THE EDITOR OF LIBERTY, Sir: l baV Just read 'E. H. Benas demonstrated and certain."
ton's letter on currency, and your reply thereto. It seems to
me that you are both in a "corner." 'faking Anarchism as !1
It is surprising how a man who seems to see so standpoint for a "new departure" in thought and action, whR.t
clearly the right principles of a true science of society is your mortgage worth? What can it secure? Take away
the machinery of the stR.te, and mortgages will not possess as
should blunder in so simple a bit of reasoning as is much
value as so much blank paper. The latter may be useMr. Andrews's terse motto. We can only account ful to write on; whilst the former could only be utilized for
pulp. When we do away with or outgrow the "state," we
for it by supposing he has borrowed either one or must
leave.all its methods behind. We must not attempt to
the other portion of his discourse, and forgotten to put the new wine of the revolution into the old skins (bottles)
of the played-out state.
J. W. CooPER.
giv credit.
Tennessee Pass, Col., Aug. 15, 1884.
The Evangelical Allia.nce demanded unity in essen[There is no point to Mr. Cooper's criticism unless he is a
tials-a very different thing from unity on things cm·- Communist as well as an Anarchist (if indeed one can be both).
tain. And Mr. Applebee knows that while Mr. An- For none but Communists favor the disappearance of all titles
drews never asserted the things certain shall be just to justly earned wealth. A mortgage is a conditional title.
To say that under Anarchy it will be worth nothing is to say
what he regarded as certain, the Evangelical Alliance that Anarchy means utter insecurity and wholesale theft. A
dogmatically claims to define the essentials, and not uncommon charge from its opponents, but a strange conasserts that on what it chooses to so term there &hall fession to come from one of its friends ! When Anarchy prebe no discussion. The reverend gentleman did not vails, all just titles will be valid and efficacious for one of two
even quote Mr. Andrews aright; the accurate state- reasons-either people will hav improved in their morals sufficiently to respect them voluntarily, or else such persons as
ment of the motto is, " In things proven, unity; in are indisposed to respect them will be forced to do so. " 'fh '
whatsoever can be doubted, free diversity; in things old state over again!" my undiscriminating friend will cry.
not trenchi11g upon others' right, liberty; in all Not at all, my friend! Simply a voluntary association for dethings, charity." To the first clause of this our min- fense of person and property to which no one need belong
ister retorts, "What supreme nonsense! What is a who does not choose, and which no one not belonging will be
expected to support. By no means an old bottle. On the
demonstrated certainty [we use the perverted ver- contrary, an entirely new one, and just the thing, as long as
sion] to one man is not so to another." Well, well! needed, to hold the revolutionary wine.-Editor Liberty.]

a

"The obscene literature question was therockon which the
Liberal League was destined to split. As things hav turned
out, it would hav been better for the cause of religious equality
in America if the splitting had taken place at Philadelphia in
1876 rather than hav been deferred to a later date. Every subsequent act of the League only tended to sink the cause of religious Liberalism 'into infamy and disgrace. Two men, you
know, Heywood and Bennett, were imprisoned for sending
through the mails an utterly dull and foolish production called
'Cupid's Yokes.' Eminent judges pronounced the production
'obscene;' and a judicial court ruled that it could not legally
be sent through the mails. This was a question which did not
affect the League at all; but the members of the anti-religious
faction of the I1eague, who had now succeeded in capturing it, chose to consider the miserable little production not
obscene, and professing to see danger to the principle of religious freedom in the ruling of the courts, they demanded the
unconditional repeal of all laws which prohibited the sending
of obscene matter through the mails, and so insisted that the
post-office of the United States should be free for any filthy
rascal to use for any filthy purpose he pleased. This is the
morality of religious Liberalism according to the Liberal
League. Because some men hav been wrongly convicted of
larceny there shall be no more laws against larceny ! At the
convention in Chicago one delegate boasted that he 'had five
(laughters, and was perfectly willing that they should receive
.anything that might be sent to them through the mails.' Perhaps so. ·But then other fathers, whose morals may not be
quite so easy-going, hav a clear right to hav their homes pro- Is not the multiplication table a demonstrated cerWill Mr. Tucker please explain further? Will his
tected from the invasion of polluting filth."
tainty to " another," or is it only a partial and one- anarchical society constrain the people outside his

Mr. Applebee can hardly bring himself to call the
pamphlet for mailing which Mr. Bennett was imprisoned an obscene book, so he quotes the opinion of
"eminent judges." In this he is mistaken. No judge
who can deservedly be called eminent ever so pronounced the work. On the contrary, men like Col. Ingersoll, Attorney-General Devens, James Parton, 0.
Frothingham, Elizur Wright, and hosts of others
bore testimony the other way. Francis E. Abbot,
whom Mr. Applebee "supposes must go through the
process of dying before other men find out his worth,"
said at the time, " To confound this book with that vile
class qf literature which alone ought to be suppressed is a
monstrous injustice, and we protest against it with irrepressible indignation." And when Mr. Applebee asserts
that "this was a question which did not affect the
League at all," we can again quote the opinion of the
;most bitter fo!' of the repeal policy. His words were:

B:

sided thing? Is it not a demonstrated certainty that
men are born and die? There are thousands of other
certainties as well demonstrated as these, but if these
two, or even one of them, were all, Mr. Andrews'A
motto asks unity in no more. And if these were not
a demonstrated certainty in the universe, the motto
would call for no unity until a certainty is demonstrated. A man to whom a thing is not demonstrated
is not asked to unite upon it till it is demonstrated,
or proven; but taking, for instance, the multiplication
table as a basis, as many men as can see the certainty
of that can unite on it-and on no more if no more is
to them a certainty. Those who cannot accept the
multiplication table as a demonstrated certainty need
not unite. If Mr. Applebee's neighbor cannot explain this table so Mr. Applebee can understand it,
he, Mr. Applebee, will do well to stand aloof from
him, the neighbor.

"voluntary association for defense of person and
property?" If yes, in what does the difference consist between anarchical society and our present government ? If no, where is the protection ? Or shall
persons belonging to the association only hav dealings
with fellow-members; and, if a person in the association is constrained, how is his act voluntary ? And
will he continue to pay for b(ling constrained? It
strikes us that this constraining is precisely what our
friend ·Tucker is now so eloquently kicking against.
In Stephen Pearl Andrews's sociological schemethe pantarchy-nothing but moral force is used. It
looks as though Mr. Tucker would hav to adopt that
or let our present societarial government alone.
Anyway, some more " constructiv " Anarchy from
Mr. Tucker will be studied with interest. He should
expound the positiv side of his philosophy for the
benefit of the heathen.
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PoMoNA, CAL., Sept. 15, 284.
said, "Doctor, either your soul is everywhere in the universe,
MR. EDIToR: Again the followers of the "meek and lowly "
or only somewhere." He said it was only somewhere; it was
local. "Then," said I, "it has extension, and that extension of Pomona hav shown their hands as regards their unfitness
is divisible. Extension and divisibility are properties of mat- for the affairs of this world. Briefly, the facts are: a saloonter, and we recognize matter only by its properties. If, there- keeper was arrested for keeping a disorderly house, by informafore, the properties of matter and spirit are alike, how do you tion of a citizen of the purgativ profession, he securing the
know one from the other?" "Oh," said he, "yon can't reason services of a "Lamb of the Lord" for an attorney whose head
about spirit as yon do about matter." "But,'' said I, "doctor, towers some distance under the clouds, but whose intellect
you authorized me to. You said your soul was ocly some- soars far above them in matters superstitious and presumpwhere." But he started off and the other preacher called to tuous holiness. Said gospel-sharp is a handsome young felhim to come back and settle that question. But no; off he low, and would ornament a harp or ram's horn in the realms
of the New Jerusalem with more grace and appropriateness
went.
After awhile I was at a boarding-house and sat down to din- than a court of justice in California. But this young gospel
ner near a Baptist D.D., and during dinner said to him, "Doc- dude imagins that his gigantic intellect is too lofty for the ortor, is baptism essential to salvation?" He said, "I suppose dinary way of dealing with matters of this world in a worldly
yon know what the Bible says, ' he that believeth and is bap- way, and, possibly imbued with the idea that he would be
tized shall be saved."' "Yes, I know that," said I, "but I called upon in the sweet by and by to plead to the indictam asking for your opinion. Is baptism essential to salva- ment of "What are you here for?" would be able to swear that
tion?" He seemed reluctant, but said no.
"Then," said L he had done his master's work well by peremptmily "firing"
"to what is it essential?" He replied, " To keeping the com- the writer hereof from off the jury in the above-stated case,
mands of God. ' Said I, "Is not keeping the commands of presumably on the ground that he is an Infidel.
Yes, Mr. P. Ant, attorney, I am glad that you "fired" me
God essential to salvation?" By this time he was done his
on the grounds of not being one of you. It portrays beyond
dinner and passed into another room.
Traveling from home some fifty miles, I had occasion to stop anything I might or could write the bigotry and narrowness of
at a farmhouse for dinner and feed my horse. Having been your clouded and befogged mind. It speaks volumes. It
sitting all the forenoon, I apologized for walking about a little shows to the thinking people that you are possessed of more
and looking at some books and papers on a bureau, by which superstition than sense, more love for the phantoms than reI saw they were Baptists. In the course of a little conversa- gard for law. You would succeed better as a dealer in wings,
tion, something was said about free "niggers," and I made the harps, and the general paraphernalia of ghosts, on the corner
observation that I thought niggers had as good a right to them- of St. Gabriel st., New Jerusalem, than dealing in law and real
selva as anybody in the world. At that the old woman looked estate in Pomona. Speak to your loved pastor, all ye holy
at me and said, "Would yon eat at the table with a nigger?' bamboozlers, for a pair of wings. Prepare for your exit to the
Said I, "Madam, a few days before I left home, a Baptist realms of your usefulness. Yon are angels now, and in the
minister called at my house on business, and went away to- line of promotion. You will not be missed here. Your loss
ward night, and knowing the circumstances, I told him if he will not be felt, and you may be able, to amuse the birds of
found no better place to stay over, he might come back and paradise.
Now, Mr. Editor, these fellows ought to read "The Bible
stay with me. He accordingly came back, ate supper at our
table, slept in a good bed (was dressed well himself), took Analyzed," by that great thinker, John R. E;elso. If they
breakfast with us, and we never caught the itch, nor any other would, their holy eyes would suddenly flop open so wide
distemper, and yet he was almost jet black." "Well,'' she that ever after they could read by the light of the new
said, "I wouldn't." I said, "Madam, are yon a Christian?' moon. It would remove the kinks out of their putty heads
"I hope so," she said. "Do yon believe negroes are folks clean and clear forever. The light of the nineteenth century
included in the covenant of grace and redeemed by Christ?" would be a revelation indeed. It is a grand book, and ought
She said yes. "Then," said I, ''they may be Christians, and to be on the shelf of every Liberal in the land.
On last Sunday a "come-up-and-be-dipped" spook-house
to be a Christian Christ must dwell in the heart, mustn't he?"
was
dedicated in this place to the phantoms of the skies. It
She said yes.
"Well, then, you see," said I, "the difference
between yon and Christ; he will dwell in the heart of those cost about $3,000 in coin, and a terrible amount of begging, to
appease the wrath of the gods and satisfy the avarice of the
with whom you would not so much as eat." A. B. PrKARD.
parson.
As an illustration of the lasting effects of the reading of FreeVICToRIA, B. C., Sept. 9, 18S4.
MR. EDIToR: Col. R. G. Ingersoll visited this city about two thought publications in the minds of the young, I met Mr.
weeks ago and delivered his lecture on " Orthodoxy." As Thos. K. Thompson, now living at the Chino Ranch, who insoon as his lecture was advertised he was subjected to a per- forms me that he is seventy-three years old, a firm, Materialfect avalanche of abuse and misrepresentation through the istic reasoner; that he began reading the Boston Investigator
columns of the press; good Christians and church-members in 1824. Since that time he says that he has no use or revrushed frantically' around in their detestable endeavor to pre- erence for the gods of the skies. He is a finely preserved
vent Ingersoll's agent securing a hall, and thus preventing, to specimen of a man who complies with the laws of nature and

CANYoN CrTY, Aug. 23, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I want to giv you a few little incidents that hav
occurred in my life within a few years. It may be they will
help some others to think.
Having heard a Presbyterian minister say that truth never
suffered by criticism, I said to him, "I believe all orthodox
churches hold that Christ possessed two whole, perfect, and
distinct natures, very God and very man, yet one Christ;
and that that Christ died for man, and the churches worship
him that died for them?" He said, ;, Yes." Then said I, "I
understand idolatry to consist in the worship of anything but
God." He said, "Yes." The first question, then, is, Did that
very God die? He thought a moment, and then said, "No."
Then said I, "Christ didn't die; nothing but a very man did
die, and him we worship, and preach that his blood cleansed
from all sin. How much does worship of a very man lack of
idolatry? and then the idea that the blood of one even very
man could save all the rest! and yet each one dies for himself
at last. Now, what is the gospel you preach but the gospel of
a very man ?" He turned, picked up his hat, and said he must
go down town, and left me.
At another time I was out by my gate, and there came along
a reverend doctor, and after shaking hands I said to him,
"Doctor, you know we believe that our souls are an immaterial and immortal substance?" He said, "Yes." Said I, "Is
the soul the result of direct creation, or of derivation." He
answered, "As much the result of creation as anything Almighty God ever made.'' I replied that it was either created
when Adam was, or since. He said, "Probably since." Ireplied, "Then probably it was created about the time your
body was formed." He said, "Yes." "If so," said I, "did it
fall in Adam?" He dropped his head a moment, and then
started up and said, "'\V ell, I'm going to a patient down here;
I must go along."
In a day or two I called on our professor, principal of the
seminary, and some fifty years old, a graduate and minister.
I told him of the conversation I had had with the doctor, but
he, tinctured a little with Unitarianism, spurned the idea of
falling in Adam, but yet asserted he had a soul, and said to
me, "Why, don't you know how quick your soul can go to
England?" I said, "Professor, when my soul goes to England does it leave my body?" He slowly answered, "Well, I
suppose not." "Then," said I, "it must be like india rubber
-it stretches all the way." He was a big man, and had a big
face. He opened his mouth and laughed, but the color
mounted to his temples. Next day I fell in with the presiding
elder and a circuit steward, and was telling. them of the professor's and doctor's ideas of the creation of the soul. The
elder said, "Professor Pinkney never studied theology. He
is a scholar, but don't understand religion. It is not orthodox that each soul was created." "Well," said I, "elder,
what is the orthodox view?" He replied, "Souls are begotten."
I answered, "Then there must be a division of that immaterial
substance which constitutes the soul, descending from father all intents o.nd purposes, good, lo.w-.-bidi ng citizens listening observes their order.
I trust Brother Chainey will be able to capture some of those
or mother, or both, and what do you think becomes of it in the to a man who dares to express an opinion differing with those
thousands of instances where no material conception takes of superstition and ignorance, concocted by shrewd and cun- mild spirits that hav recently been so familiar with him.
place." The- elder paused, the steward saw his difficulty, and ning men centuries ago, and handed down from age to age like Brother Chainey is emotional; he can't help it.
There are some sixty Freethinkers in Pomona, including
asked him a question on something else, and I said no more.
the traditions and legands of barbarians and savages. In this
A few months after, being from home, I staid all night with they were partially successful, inasmuch as they prevented a four or five Spiritualists. We do not hav any organization,
a Dunkard preacher, who introduced the subject of what he hall of any great capacity being secured. A somewh11t small but each and all are fighting the creeds of superstition singlehanded.
H. L. Sl!AUG.
called the no-soul church not far off, meaning the Second Ad- hall, however, was secured.
A few minutes before the time set for the delivery' of the
ventists. Said I, "I suppose you believe you hav a soul?"
BREMoND, TExAs, Aug. 31, 1884.
He said, "Yes." I inquired, "Where did you get it?" He lecture, and when the hall was about half full, the police apMR. EDIToR: Your favor of the 21st inst. and package of
said it came from. God. "Where did he get it?" "Well," peared on the scene and refused to allow any more to enter,
said he, "in my opinion, the soul is a part of God." "Then, on the plea that there wasn't sufficient exit from the hall in tracts are received. With some of the tracts I am delighted.
of course," said I, "it follows, first, that God is divisible into case of fire or accident. A complaint to that effect had, at-the "Honest Questions," etc., "Gods of Superstition,'' etc., "Disa good many parts; secondly, if a soul can sin, a part of God last minute, been laid with the authorities by two model Chris- cussion on Prayer," are worth to me more than ten times the
can sin; thirdly, if God ever damns a soul, he damns a part of tians. For about half an hour indignation and confusion cost of all. I hav examined your catalog and marked my sehimself; and, fourthly, you and I are Gods. What do you say reigned supreme both inside and outside the hall. But again lections, and month by month, as the pay car arrives, I Will
to that?" He cast his eyes to the carpet.a minute, and then orthodoxy was doomed to defeat. Six stalwart Liberals pro- set . aside a portion of my pay to purchase myself a library of
said, "I'll think of that," and said no more about the no-soul- cured axes, and in a few moments knocked out almost an en- Liberal literature. By the bye, is there a place in your city
tire end of the building, thus creating the alleged necessary where second-hand Bibles can be sol<l? I hav a big stock on
ists.
Some time ago a Campbellite minister came to our town to exit and gaining an overwhelming victory for free thought and hand, and would like to realize their market value. Freehold a protracted meoting. After preaching a week, he came speech. The hall was packed, the lecture proceeded; and it thought and Liberalism are much more prevalent here than I
to see me. I took him into my sitting-room, and he introduced is needless to add that the audience was enthusiastic, and that thought some time back; but it is not educated, there is a lack
himself by telling who he was and what was his business. He every argument of the lecturer carried conviction with it. If of guiding principle, a want of training and a trainer. I hav
had graduated at a certain college in Kentucky, and then at a Ingersoll had remained here one week, I don't think there loaned my tracts to several, and they ask for more of the same
law school, and had practiced law for six or seven years; but would hav been one hundred intelligent people in the whole kind. I hav tried to get some to join me and send yon a big
had given it all up for the gospel. I hadn't said a word till city who could hav believed in the religion of our churches. order, but no good. Many of the people here think Freen<Jw. Then I said: "Mr. Thornbury, I hav never been much
Ever since his departure the church choirs hav been singing thought means Freelove, and that no one who is a non-beacquainted with your sort of folks. I suppose you are ortho- praises to the Lord that this monster ef Infidelity was not per- liever in God and the scripture can be either honest in principle or purpose or pure in morals. Like myself, they need indox as to the immortality of the soul, and the fall of Adam and mitted to remain longer.
consequent corruption of the race. "Oh, yes," he replied.
I hav heard it asserted on several occasions since Ingersoll's struction and an instructor. I feel at times like starting
"Mr. Thornbury, where did you get your soul?" He an- lecture here that he was challenged about a year ago, in the night or Sunday school myself. I know my insufficiency, but
swered, "I believe God created a graat mass of spirit sub- city of Chicago, to meet a J esnit priest on a public platform I think I could do this: read them Paine's "Age of Reason"
stance, and when a child is born, with its first breath it inhales and discuss religion, and that he declined or sneaked out of as a text-book, Bennett's tracts to explain, and Ingersoll's
a portion of that substance as its soul." "All right," said I; it. I don't for a moment believe such a statement; in fact, lectures to amuse, and then get some simple works on geology
" then it follows that all that great mass of spirit substance never heard of the circumstance before, but yon would oblige and astronomy and gradually work up an interest in the subwas in Adam when he fell, or the child born to-day never fell myself and many other Liberals in this city if yon would pub- ject, that would benefit them some, and myself ever so much.
in Adam." He showed himself a little nonplussed, but as I lish the true circumstances of this alleged " back-down " on I am a carpenter in a bridge gang, and hav with me a dozen
wasn't done, I proceeded, "Mr. Thornbury, as you are a law- the part of Ingersoll, so that we will be able to refute with men, whom I can in some measure influence. Now, cannot
yer, I would like to ask you another question. In our Con- authority such statements in future. In search of knowledge, yon, who are so far advanced, aid me in this matter? Can
yon not direct me in a course of teaching or practice that will
FRED. SHAKJ£SPEARE.
stitution is a clause forbidding a bill of attainder; what do I respectfully remain, Yours truly,
[Mr. Ingersoll has been challenged many times by insignifi- giv me new ideas of how to help others? Unlike Christian
yon understand by bill of attainder?" He replied : "It
was an old English law that disgraced the family of a cant priests who hoped to gain notoriety through Ingersoll's missionaries, I want no material assistance. I can bear my
criminal and subjected -them to consequences." "But why,'' great fame. The colonel has refused to be used in that way, own expenses in the matter. I want ideas, and suggestions of
said I, "was that put into our Constitution ?" " Because of but has a standing challenge out to the churches of the United how to help myself and others. When I was a professed
the manifest injustice of such a bill." "All right; then States (and he would probably be willing to include British Christian I taught in Sunday-schools. I studied, to be able
another question, if you please. Was the offense of Adam Columbia) to put forth their representativ man, agreeing to to teach, and I found out that I was on the wrong track. I
against moral law simply, or against physical law?" He said fall with him; and he would see that they had the opportun- owe as much to humanity to-day as I did when a Christian,
it was violation of moral law. "And because of that the ity of tumbling. We hav no knowledge of the particular priest and I must learn myself, and try and teach others. I want to
whole race is injured?" He said yes. "And what is that, then, to whom Mr. Shakespeare refers, but he doubtless can be be able to convince everyone whom I am thrown with that my
but a bill of attainder, which yon say is manifestly unjust?" duplicated in any city of the Union. There is great itching on belief is sincere, and founded on principle, and that I am able
He drew his watch out of his pocket and said he had agreed to the part of many obscure J esnits to win public recognition by to giv a clear and cogent reason for my belief: Can you
go to dinner at the next house and asked to be excused.
debating with Mr. Ingersoll. They are even willing to be lit- gather from my rambling letter an idea of what I neecl, !lnq
One day I went out into the street and fell in company with erally skinned alive that the salve of fame may oe applied to can yon help me?. I am deeply in earnest. I am getting old
the Metbpdjst preacher, once an M.D., and presiding elder. I their wounds,-Eo. T. S.)
(fifty-four), and I want to try and undo all I caR g~ wl:la~ l b,1w
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heretofore been at so much trouble to do, clouding the minds
of others in superstition.
I will send you my subl'!cription to your paper and my order
for books in a few days, as soon as the pay-car comes up.
With many thanks to the mind and memory of D. M. Bennett, for the pleasure and profit I hav derived from the few of
his tracts I hav read, and an earnest hope-not prayer-for the
success to the paper he founded, I am, with great respect,
Jos. E. FICKLIN.
CINCINNATI, 0., Sept. 23, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: As you are allowing some discussion on the
political question, I wish to say a few words.
I was asked the question a few days ago who I was going to
vote for. I wish to answer the question through your columns,
and giv my reasons for so d~ing. I would say, B. F. Butler.
I am asked why. I would say because he is the most Liberal
man of the three. In his letter of acceptance he does not
cater to the church, he does not lug God into the Constitution, he does not accept the myths and phantoms of the
church, he is in favor of all property being taxed, the church
included. No_ man did better service in the war. He was
the right man in the right place. He is an independent man,
doing and saying what he 'believed to be right, regardless of
anyone. No man's vote stands better in Congress. He was
always on the right side, always in favor of the workingman,
and always opposed to monopolies and the giving away of
public lands. He is all right on the tariff question. There is
not a man in the country that understands the affairs of the
country, the wants and needs, better than he does. There is
not a more intellectual man, or a man with better brain, in the
country than B. F. Butler. He has outgrown and left both
the Republican and Democratic parties because they were too
corrupt for him. He sat down on the pride of Massachusetts
by showing up its corruptions. They went back on him fer
it; I respect him for -it. He never hesitates to do right regardless of consequences. That is the kind of man we want.
Blaine is a very intellectual man, and a great politician, but
he will do anything for money or political gain (in my judgment). He enriched himself by voting away public lands.
Cleveland's moral character condemns him. If every Liberal and workingman will vote for Butler he will be elected,
and we will hav a good, honest man at the head of the government, and one that cannot be nosed around by any person or
party.
C. D. WALLACE.
ITHAcA, N.Y., Sept. 10, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: It is proposed by John R. Kelso that a few
should giv their definitions of marriage, when he would giv his
in answer to his question, What is it? rt being a question of
so much interest to me, having lived in happy union with
woman since the age of twenty-about fifty-five yearsto express my ideas of what it is and its consequence, I will
say that as I believe in no personal or spiritual gods other than
concentrativ love, expressed in woman, I must look to nature
to express an opinion. I think that I hav reason to believe
that the natural instinct is expressed in either sex from childhood up, added to .which is reason; that m!u·riage_iB_;;:funda~
mental principle in nature; neither is it the ceremony by the
priest that makes the two one, but it is natural selection; and
when knowledge givs the parties the capacity of natural selection, they are like two drops of water running together, that
cannot be separated. But few comparativly hav arrived to
that knowledge as yet; hence the marriage ceremony under
the circumstances is a wise enactment, though many are unequally yoked together, and are not happy, which is the cause of
much misery, but is a less evil than the commission of adultery
and the breaking up of families. If two are united in wedlock
by natural selection, and become one in interest to all intents
and purposes, what need of woman's enfranchisment, inasmuch as she and her husband are of one interest? But the
more masculin women seem to aspire to the position and place
of man, and let them hav it and modify the marriage law, and
thus to be on equality with man; make it impossible to substitute her maiden name for his. Please excuse my digresilion
from the subject.
Yours for liberty of woman and her marriage by n~ttural
selection,
ZENAS KENT.
JoLIET, ILL., Aug. 31, 1884.
MR. EDiToR: I want to beg a little space in the most valuable paper published, THE TRUTH SEEKER, if you think this
worthy. My object is to find a soul for man, and think it
easy. If electricity or magnetism is not matter, is it not the
force that operates or forms the mind? I think it is the great
secret that the Theosophists hav discovered, and, as W. T.
Brown in his communication says, it would be dangerous at
the present time.· His last sentence expresses my views (page
551, TRUTH SEEKER). Miss Hurst, the Georgia girl with
such a power, receives it from that force. I think if she had
the key to the occult secret she would be a very dangerous person. If you admit this electro-magnetic power to be what acts
upon the brain and body, then we hav a soul, and the Spirititualist sends it qy itself to a community of souls, which I deny
exists. As Mr. Perry says on page 555, the body and mind are
not one thing, but two things connected. Mr. ltothwell says
you might as well say a bell is not one thing. Now, take a
bell and put it in a tight vessel and pump the air from it, and
it would be one thing. If it was struck it would not sound.
But let the second thing in-the air-and it would sound. But
crack the bell, and it would impair the sound. Now, I take
the human body, and when, for comparison, injured or worn
out, as in old age, the tone is impaired, and when the electromagnetic soul leaves entirely, they both return to their affinity,
and the electro-magnetic force (soul) is eternal, the same as
·matter, and everywhere present; and I think the Spiritualist
will learn another wrinkle, and admit the materializing of the
spirit is by this occult secret only in the mind of the living,
formed as you saw them.
You hav my view of things, very imperfectly explained.
Yours, with my beat wishes,
S. G. S0or,r,AY,

1884.
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I next commenced investigating Spiritualism, and,

M:s. EDITOR: A new subscriber from Halifax, Nova Scotia, is like many others, I became thoroughly convinced of its truths;
something new under the sun, or I am much mistaken. Mr. and although I hav read THE TRUTll SEEKER for about five
Charles F. Mott, the new subscriber, is an outspoken Freethinker, and Halifax canJJboast of few such. I am not acquainted with one other. If there was a possiuility of truth
seekers fraternizing as church-members do, organization
would be much easier. A fellow feeling makes us wondrous
kind; how much kinder two fellow feelings would makes us
no fellow has found .out. With your permission, Mr. Editor,
I will try to solve the latter problem in the following manner.
I am a pronounced Freethinker, and also an enthusiastic
checker-player. I am anxious to play a match by correspondence with some checker-playing truth seeker. I can accommodate three correspondents simultaneously. To giv the
lasses a show, and to show at the same time that I am no sectarian, so far as the sexes are concerned, I throw the glove to
-the girls as well as the boys, though I must say I never met a
good checker-player of the fair sex; but I am also willing to
acknowledge that I hav never met a feminin Freethinker. I
am of the opinion the game is too abstruse to be a favorit with
the fair sex, but I am quite willing, nay, anxious, that some
of the fair readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER may show her superiority at my favorit amusement.
Hoping Brother Macdonald may not think it out of place to
thus make acquainted some of his scattered congregation, I am,
Yours fraternally,
WM. FoRSYTH,
Champion checker-player of Nova Scotia.
WAUSHIP, UTAR, Sept. 14, 1884.
Mn. EDIToR: Who was it that said something about fools
attempting what angels feared to?. He should not hav said it,
for I believe it deters many of us who are conscious of a lack
of education from attempting to express our ideas. There is
no part of THE TRuTH SEEKER that I enjoy better than ''Letters
from Friends." It is gratifying to at least know that there are
subscribers in different parts of the country, and a few words
from every village would be interesting. We Mormons used
to hav what were called testimony meetings, where it became
everyone's duty to bear testimony, which a great many did in
these words: "I know this is the work of God and that Joseph
Smith was his prophet, and that Brigham Young is his lawful
successor."
At one of these meetings I was urged to bear my testimony.
I did, and it was my first and last attempt at public speaking
When I stood up, the audience appeared to me to be most ali
eyes, and something in my throat prevented me from uttering
a word until I saw they were all smiling at me, which piqued
me to say: "Brothers and sisters, I do not know anything about
it; and if I did I am too 'scairt' to tell it." I then sat down
with perspiration streaming from me.
Now my sermon may suggest one of the reasons we do not
hear oftener from different parts of the country. Utah in particular has not been heard from lately, so I hope this may
prompt some of our friends to "bear their testimony."
Fraternally yours,
WM. REYNoLDS.

years, with its pros and cons, my faith is not shaken in the
least, but I can say I know that this is not all of life, for I hav
seen and talked with friends that hav passed over the river
where there was no chance for deception. I am glad Brother
Chainey has come out honestly and told the world of what he
has found.
MRs. C. S. TREMAIN.
ORTHODOXY IMPROVED.
MINNEAPoLis, Sept 20, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Though not infallible, we suggest improvement on orthodoxy. If a God of infinit love exists, he will
most assuredly fulfil all mankind's highest hopes, aspirations,
and desires. If a creator cannot exist, still we know that
Dame Nature does change creeping worms to most beautiful,
lovely butterflies. Who knows that nature cannot change
mankind to unfleshed intellectual spirit beings, who may
range and explore "the grand, immense, infinit universe from
planet to planet; from system to system; from world to world,
as beautiful happy butterflies go from flower to flower? Thus
may not mankind be forever progressing, while eternity unrolls
its never-ending line? Is not this a more pleasing prospect
than endless misery?
TIDS, TB:EN, IS ORTHODOXY IMPROVED.
If nature changes little worms,
And givs them joy, and love, and wing,
May men not change to angel forms
As earth does lovely flowers bring?
To each and all mankind may come
A change to take the spirit flight,
The perfect Universe to roam
'Mid worlds of ecstasy and light.
Progressing intellect may soar
Free from mortality and clay,
To join the loved ones gone before
When every tear is wiped away.
May not mankind together meet
On bright celestial shining plains,
Where happiness will be complete,
Where harmony forever reigns?
E. N. KINGSLEY.

GLANFORD, CAN., Sept. 22, 1884.
MR. EDITOR·: Inclosed please find $3 for one year's subscription of THE TRUTH SEEKER, for a friend of mine, to be sent
to the address herein given.
In reading your TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 13th,. when I came
to the convention and read the conversion of George Chainey,
it put me in an ''eerie swither" whether to advance or retire
from Freethinking, Secularism, and Agnosticism, to see one of
our supposed best men-a leader and eloquent speaker-join
Spiritualism; George Chainey and the Witch of Endor! His
experience in joining the spirit-band reminds me very much
of a Salvation soldier joining the army of the Lori!, who had
fought the devil, the world, and the flesh till he conquered
them all, and now thanks God for the victory. I am afraid
·G<>orgo-Dh,.inoy ho.n not conqnArAd the last-named evil_
SoLoN, ME., Aug. 24, 188!.
Kindly send me a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 6th,
MR. EDIToR: It has been a long time since I hav had an op- as a friend of mine wants it, and charge it to me. He wants
portunity to pen a few lines to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the to hav "God's Love for Man," by E. J. Bowtell.
worst Of all is I hav not had time to even read it. I am here
Yours truly,
JoHN McCLEMoN·r.
in old Maine once more, viewing those beautiful hills and
valleys, and can see old Kennebec from my window as I
PITTSBURGH, PA., Sept. 22, 1884.
write. I also went to Maranocook to attend the great political
MR. EDIToR: I hav just read Mr. George Chainey's convermass meeting that was held on the shore of that lake, and sion in THE TRUTH SEEKER. While it is sparkling, dazzling
must say it is one of the most beautiful places I ever saw for language, it made me feel sad for the man, for I thought he
such a gathering. There w&e three quite large steamers, and would hav a future .. He, in my mind, climbed his Pegasus, but
any amount of small boats that were skipping over the waters fell over on the other side. Spiritualism I believe to be a
of the lake, and every other convenience that such a gathering phantom Qreated in a semi-diseased brain, which carries to its
would need. I also heard quite a number of speeches from possessor ecstasy and hallucination, and produces fantastic
Maine's political leaders, such as Governor Robie, Mr. Blaine, ideas and pictures which hav been impressed upon the indiand Eugene Hale, Mr. Fry, Mr. Din"ley, and a host of smaller vidual previously out of romance and ghost stories of old.
ones too numerous to mention; and a few from out West, Spiritualism has never a.t any time disclosed a single fact or
such as Emery Storrs, of Chicago, and Col. Plummer, of truth save such capricious fantastic capers as hav been proDecatur, and Mr. Gibson, from Ohio, and some others, all duced by individuals in similar excited state and condition.
very able speakers. It was a very beautiful day, and all
I am glad to learn that Mr. Watts is going to settle on this
passed off very quietly and without any accident. All seemed side the ocean, for I think he will hav a far larger field to deto enjoy it finely as a day of recreation and pleasure riding on velop his genius and ability, while England has still able brain
the lake.
SARAH CLEVELAND HILTON.
enough.
Very truly yours,
C. R. L.

WEsT BAY CITY, MicH., July 7, lli84.
MR. EDIToR: I hav but little time to write, in consequence
of a pressure o£ business. We are very pleasantly located in
the western part of the city. The Becker hotel was opened
July 2d. The Liberalists and Freethinkers of the city and
adjoining country towns met with a hearty reception from Mr.
and Mrs. Becker. The reformatory topics of the day were
ably discussed, and the numerous guests disbanded at 11.30
P.M., seemingly well pleased, and socially and intellectually
entertained.
Mr. Becker is an old-time subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
In conclusion, I would say that tourists visiting northern
Michigan will be hospitably entertained if they patronize the
Becker House. I hav read your valuable paper only a short
time, and shall enroll my name ere long as a subscriber. I consider your corps of contributors able expounders of natural
laws, and sincerely hope that every investigator who wishes
justice and truth as boon companions, will aid you as subscribers and contributors.
Wishing you every succesA, I _remain yours ever in the course
of truth and mental liberty,
J. N. YAKES.
VIENNA, N. Y., Sept. 21, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: By looking at the tab on my paper, I discovered it read Oct. 1, 1884; consequently inclosed yon will find
three dollars, to continue for another yell.r. I was never an
orthodox, but about thirty_ years ago I began re11ding the Bible
for the purpose of finding for myself its contents. After reading it three times by course, I was satisfied that it was no good
for me. I then read Universalism, but I could not swallow
the atonement. I preferred to pay my own little bill~ here and

SoLDIERS' HoME, Wis., Sept. 14, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed fifty cents, to go to pay for my
TRUTH SEEKER. You doubtless receive some surprising statements from some of us worn-out veterans, as, for instance,
from Brother James U. Rtewart, of the Dayton, Ohio, Home.
He says, " I am the only one that takes a Liberal paper out of
four thousand inmates of the Central Soldiers' Home of Ohio."
You also got the unaccountable intelligence from here that
only one man took THE TRUTH SEEKER, Ben Parkins by name.
Such a mistake published in the great TRUTH SEEKER and sent
over all the United Statea and Canada, and Lord knows where
else, injures the reputation of the Homes. I do not know how
many Liberal papers the four thousand in the Dayton Home
take, but I do know that there is more than one. So please
correct Brother Stewart's statement, lest many be deceived.
Yours for truth,
NELSoN HUNT.
BURR OAK, MICH., Sept. 20, 28!.
MR. EDIToR: In your book notices of September 13th, you
ment~on "Rules of the Theosophical SGciety (of India), together with an explanation of its objects arid principles." Is
that for sale at THB TRUTH SEEKER office? If so, what is the
price? Where are the other works of the society sold? A few
words in THE TRUTH SEEKER on this subject might be of interest to quite a number of your readers.
N. G. WATKINS.
[We hav to send to Asia for most of the Theosophical works,
but we are willing to take orders from our friends if they can
possess their souls with the requisit amount of patience. We
hav a few of the books on hand, and these will be sent
promptly upon receipt of the order.-ED. T. S.]
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Mr. Applebee's More Philosophical Remarks. Ith~n this-.a development of <?ne's self, combined ~th a disciClosely connected with the ethics of Liberalism is a question
w~ich cannot be s!lid to hav been, as yet, satisfactorily determmed-the qu~stion as to the precise point at which what
John. Stuart J\IIIll calls "the sovereignty of the individual"
ter~mates, a~d the right of society to control individual action
~egills. S~lCiety has very often made mistakes, and has punIs~ed ~s cnmes what were really very great virtues. The great
mischief, perhaps, has been that the dominant power in society has been too ready to assume of certain actions that they
are sins against God, and that therefore such actions shall and
ought to be punished as crimes against man. Seeing that a
sin is a conscious violation of any known Jaw of God-or, if
you prefer .s~ to pu~ it, a conscious violation of any known law
of nature, It IB mamfest a man may commit a good many sins
a11:d y~t ~ot, ther~fore! commit any crime. Seeing that a
crime IS SID?-ply a VIOlatiOn of the Jaws framed by society for
the protectiOn <?f its members, it is equally manifest that a
man may commit a good many crimes and yet not therefore,
commit any sin. The dominant power in English ~ociety once
regarded it as a sin to abstain· from worshiping God on Sundays and on saints' days anywhere save in the parish church,
and not so to '1ttend the parish church was made a crime punishable by fine and imprisonment. In some of the southern
states of America it was once a crime to teach a colored child
to read; doubtless those amiable persons who originated that
law sincerely believed that teaching a slave-child to read was
sinful. Not very long ago it was a crime in Spain to read the
Protestant Bible; reading the Bible was made a crime by peopie who had first succeeded in persuading themselvs it was a
sin. Not only are actions esteemed sinful thus often made
crimes, but very often, too, actions are made criminal which
hav not! in th~ estim~tion of anybody, any sin about them at
all. It IS a .cnme .a15amst the goyern~ent o~ America to ~muggle an English editiOn of the Bible mto this country without
paying dl~ty on it; but, ~ think, the strict~st protectionist
:wol~ld hesitat~ to char~cterizecsuch an act !I s~n. I am rat~er
mclm~d to thmk the sm would rather .co~sist m not smugghng
the Bible, o~ an;y ~ther us~ful book m, If one could get th.e
c~ance of d?mg It.
Sometimes Cmsar demands more than his
nghteous tribute;_ and, at such. ti~es, although it would undo~lbtedl:y ~e a cnme ~o refuse It, It would, as un~oubtedly, be
a sm to. giv !t. The higher law man has to obey IB but seldom
e~bodied m a .statute law. Theodore Parker ob~yed the
h_Igher law, but disregarded the statute law, when, haVIng married tha~ colored. couple, he gave the woman a Bible and the
~an a pistol, ~ellu;g ,th~ man to use the weapon in defense of
his o_wn and h1s ~Ife s ~Iberty and honor. But, wh~never the
domman~ power m society has p:esumed .to _determm for the
whole of Its m~mbers what constitutes a sm, It h1ts always_ happened ~ha~ s_ometJ;,has u~duly e~cro~che,d on the~· sovereignty
of the mdiVIdnal.
A kirk session m Scotland m the latter
part of the last century declared carrying a dr!nk of water
from a well on Sabbath _da;y to be ~n enormous BI?-i. and t~ey
turned that supposed sm mto a ?nme, fo: committmg whwh
th~y D?-ade people do a degra~ng public penance. Those
gnm krrk elders would not hav given even Jesus a cup of c?ld
water <?n the Sabbath day u!lless the water had been standmg
over-mght, and so had lost Its freshness.
. ~h~ truth of the matter seems to be somewh.ere h~re-the
mdiyidnal shoU;ld be left free .to act so long as his action does
not mterfere. mth. th~ same ·liberty t? act possessed by other
people. T~Is. p:mmple conde.mns ~n. every shape and form
any authoritativ I?-terference mth opmwn. It leaves thought,
and the expressiOn of thou~ht, absolut~ly free. It leaves
thought abs.olutelY: free; and It leaves actiOn fre~ up to that
polnt at whmh aol.1;'u \.>tmomes an lntrusl~ 1mpertmence ~on.e
t?ward others; while, even up to that _pomt,_ It puts th~ mdividn~l u~d~r all the powerful but mtangrbl~ restr!lmts of
~ubh~ ~pimon, an~ ame~ab!e to all those penalties which pubhe opmion, when It fanc~es ~tself outraged, has the p~wer ~nd
the remorseless~ess to. mflwt. . I woul.d ~av: _the i::laiv:ati~n
Army protect~d m holdmg what It calls Its rehgrous se:VIce m
that place whwh the me?-Jbers of the Army hav duly ~Ired for
the purp~se; and I thmk that the hoodlu~s wl;10 mterrupt
tho~e se~VIces would be benefited by a ~onth s sOJO~rn at the
pemtenti~ry. I ~ould, however, restram the Salvation Army
from per,am~ulatmg the. streets for the sam~ reason tha~ I
would restram. a procession of Roman Catholi? pnest.s~ With
the host at their ~ead, from st:e~t perambulation. ~Itizens,
t? whom su.ch displays of re!Igi?ns zeal are offensiv, hav a
r~ght to their own eyes an~ their own e~rs, and they hav a
r1g~t to d~ma~d tha~ eyesight and hearmg shall not, and
agamst thmr Wills, ~e ~nvaded.
.
There. are two pr_mmples _both of w~wh are equally true and
equall_y I~portant I.n. the 'YIBe regulatiOn. of .a state. These. are
the prm<;IPI.e of md.Ividna!Ism and the prmc~ple of commumsm
:--the prmmple. w~wh pr<?mpts a man to resist external authorIty, ~nd the prmmple which countenances ~he us~ of such anthority. Both are true, although ea<;h one IS so di_fferent from
the other, and alth~ugh eac.h one IS so contradiCtory to _the
other. The gre~t difficulty Is, and always. has. be~n, to find
out the exact pomt w~ere these two _opposit prmcrples m~et,
so that freedo~ may rightl_y be restramed by authorrty, while,
at. the same time, author!ty may guara~tee freedoD?-· T_wo
thmgs, at least, are essential to the exerciSe of anythi~& like
co~p~ete mental freedom-there must be, first, ~he a~Iht! to
thmk, and there must b~, se?ond, free~om . ~n thm~mg.
Now, ~hence does man ~errve.his pow~r, _his ability to thi!l~?
What IS that proce~ss which qmckens ~Ithm man that ability
and so _enables ~Im to become a t~mker? The a!lswer, of
course, IS educati?n. Hence th~ Wisdom of Franms E. Abbot, tile first _preSident of the Liberal League, but of whom
the League did not prove to be wor.thy-a man *ho must, I
supp?se, go thr<?ugh the pr~cess of dymg before oth,er m~n find
out his worth-m endeavor~ng to base the League s edifice of
freedom on popular educatiOn.
But what is education? The process of it is not confined to
the disciplin of the schools. Every man living, and all his
lifetime, has been undergoing an educational process. Edn·
cation is that process by which all that is good in a man has
somehow, and in some Imperfect fashion, been brought to the
surface; it is that process, too, by which all that is bad in a man
has somehow, and in some fashion, been brought to the surface, too. Such a man has been educated. He is what he is
because he has been educated into being what he is. Everything til at has happened to him has been an educational disciplin to him. He has awakened into life something in him that
was slumbering before. Education then is no more nor less
'
'

* In an earller paragraph or his lecture Mr. Applebee said that
Train richly deserved punishment tor publishing the obscene portions or the Bible. Taking the two utterances Iogether we are unable
to determln the precise attitude In which Mr. Applebee stands toward

that mixture of" grace" and obscenity, the

u

holy" scriptures. Did

Mr. Train deserve punishment !or calling attention to the smut or the
Bible, or tor simply printing smut, no matter where It came trom?
And would the act or smuggling a Bible be lees a crime than smug.
gllng a copy of dhakspere, on account or the former's alleged divinity?
And would Mr. Applebee advise the commission ot a crime that sup.
posed good might come? Or Is It only sinful to repress his "doxy"
expressed In his pet book? or Isn't It his pet book? Or do we pay
our money rorhls sermon and take our choice ot wll&t be means by
Wbatbe says?-ED. T, S.

phn, sanctiOned by the expenence of the agel'!, which tends to
regulate in one's self whatsoever is vicious, and to develop in
~me's self whatsoeve;, is virtuous. I use the wor~ "reg1:1Iat~"
mstead ?f "repress, because, after all, the:e I~ n<?thmg. m
man which needs to be repres~ed, but everythillg m him. wh.Ich
n.eeds to be developed and wisely r~gulat.ed. . Every Yice IB a
VIrtue ru~ mad. The desrre.to acqmr<l thmg~ IS a very wholeso~e desrre; but let tha~ desrre run mad, and It be?omes ~heft.
It Is. dou~tless a good thmg to shut the detected thief up m the
pemtentiary; hardly anybody doubts that. Yet, after all, we
cannot escape from this conclusion, that if the thief had
been born of other parents, had _inheri~ed other tendencies,
had been blessed ~Ith.an educatiOn which would h~v.dra.wn
?ut what wa~ ~ood m him and :egu~ate~ what w!ls e~I m him,
mste!ld of havmg been ?ursed m. his b~rth by illhen.ted tendenmes,. for th.e P?Bsess~on of which ~e IS n?t responsible, and
cursed sm.ce h_Is birth with an education whi?h r~pressed w~at
was good m him, and allowed what was bad I~ hrm t? .run riot,
he never would hav found a degraded home m any Jail.
In the same way the desire t<, destroy things-although when
it runs mad it means murder-is, in itself, a perfectly Iegitimate desire. Man would never hav obtained foothold on this
world at all if he had not entered into a ruthless war of extermination with those forms of life which were already in
posses~ion of it. He did not ask their permission to kill them.
He hud to commit murder in order to maintain his foothold.
And so, when the Pilgrim fathers came to this continent, as it
has been wittily said, they first fell on their knees, and next
they fell on the aborigines. They did not ask the red man
whether he would prefer to be killed or not-they killed him
outright and right off, and decided upon the morality and Iegality of the killing afterwards, when "Lo, the poor Indian !"
was not alive to put in his evidence.
But this desire to destroy, inherent in humanity, is esteemed
blameless if not laudable when exercised in reference to society-indo~sed nuisances. '.Jt is only considered murderous
nowadays when anybody presumes to do a little killing on his
own acqount. There can be but little doubt that many of the
murderers who hav, as yet, been hung, if they had been placed
in conditions which made the gratification of their murderous
instincts legal and legitimate, would hav been carried in triumph from battlecnelds, hav had their brows encircled with
laurels, and been heavily pensioned as saviors of the world !
Murder is a survival of the time when the principle of private
revenge was sanctioned by public sentiment and public law.
Public sentiment and public law no longer sanction such methods of adjusting grievances, either real or imagined, and so we
put the murderer into jail and hang him. But considering
wha~ hum~nity has been, and considering, too, that the humamty which has been so largely determined what the humanity of to-day really is, it is hard to tell whether every murderer executed dies more as a criminal or more as a martyr.
Education, then, it seems to me, is, first and foremost, a
drawing out, an educing, of what man is by nature. Second,
and only second, it consists of the multitude of impressions
made upon the budding human ljfe by the external circumstances surrounding it. Thus education would seem to be
made up of two methods-first, the method of educing the
new humanity that is perpetually coming to us in the shape
of childhood; and, second, the method of influencing the new
humanity by what has already been educed from the old humanity. This second method will exercise itself and work.its
influence, in some way or other, whether we will or no; and
the truest policy for educationalists to pursue is simply to
leave it alone-neither to indorse what the consensus of hnmanity RH.ys, nor to deny whut tho.t congensn" says. The
pupil is already under that influence now, and he will become
more and more under it as he emerges from the school into
the world. The primary duty of the edncationlist is to let
that second educational process pretty well alone, and to confine himself to the task of educing, from the pupils under his
charge, something new andfresh, and new for the humanity
which is to be. 'l'he educatiOnalist, as such, has little or nothing to do with foregone conclusions about religion, or theology,
or politics, or sociology-or, in fact, anything. All those foregone conclusions represent something which humanity is supposed to hav mastered-or something which humanity foolishly fancies it has mastered. The education of to-day has
comparativly little to do with the results of the past education
of humanity; but it has everything to do with what possibly
may come of educing from the fresh minds born to us to-day
the fresh thoughts with which God is freshly inspiring the new
humanity that is ever coming to us.
Necessarily, then, an educational process it! that which givs
to thought its range, because it is that process by which the
thinking power is drawn out and disciplined by exercise. The
measure of a man's true education may be said to be the measure of the mental freedom he is capable of exercising. It is
of small use to educate the individual and so enable him to
think, unless he is free to exercise his thinking. The more a
man is educated, the more beneficent his thinking will be
likely to prove to the world. The Jess he is educated, the less
beneficent his thinking will be likely to prove to the world;
and,the Jess mischief he will therefore do should he happen
to think wrongly. A restraint put upon thinking presses most
hardly, not upon the little thinkers of the world; not upon
those who echo, parrot-like, the opinions of others; but it
presses mo~t hardly upon" the great, broad thinkers of the
world, upon those thinkers whose thinking is most beneficent
to mankind, whose thoughts enrich the world's blood, and inspire the world's hero children to the doing of heroic deeds!
Whether rightly or wrongly, millions of people care to know
what Ingersoll thinks; but who, on this pleasant earth of ours,
cares to know what those thrice-soddened bigots of Victoria,
B. c., who tried in vain, the other night, to prevent Ingersoll
from lecturing in their God-forsaken city happen to think?
.
' .
.
. I~ '_VOnld appear,_ then, that somety D?-ay rightly res~ram the
m~IVIdual .so as to msure that every ?hild shall h~v Im:parted
to It. the prrce~ess boon of self-d~fensiv kno'?'le~g.e, but It may
D:ot mterfe~e ill the wa! of ~efinmg for the mdividna~ the par.
ticular s:ubJect~ on which his thou~hts may be ~x.ermsed, and
t~e partiCular mtellectual ~oncluswns he may, with. safety .to
h~~self, ho~d. _By ~eglectmg. to enfor~e ~he educatiOn of .Its
citizens somety Is guilty of a BI!l of omiS~Ion; by en,_,uavo:mg
t? fette~ tho:ugh~, when educati?n has qmckened _tho~ght mto
life, somety Is guilty of commission. These tw? sm~, It may be
noted, gener~ly _go together. In those.countrres of the world
we~e educatiOn IS most cared for, as m Hollan~, Germany,
Switzerland, France, England, and these Umted States,
thought is freest and most vigorous; while in those countries
in the world, as Spain and Russia, where the education of the
people is least understood and least cared for, thought is
fettered and every new development of it is sought to br suppressed by a cruel and a hard authority.
Some writers hav argued that the majority in a natior, especially if that majority be a great majority, hav a right to coerce
the minority into Silence. This doctrin is altogether wrong.
The government of the many, as in America, has no more
right to do it than the government of one, as in RPssia, has a
right to do it. The best and most popular govern'llent has no
more right to do it than the worst and least popular. As John
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~ill

no~ious! ~r

noxiou~,

Stuart
wrote: "It fB as
more
when
exerted m accordance with pubhc opmion than when m opposition to it. If all mankind, minus one; were of one opinion,
and only one pers?n ~ere ?f t~e c?ntrary opinion, man!rlnd
would be no more JUStified !n s!Jenc~ng ~hat ?ne than he, If he
had the p~w~r, would be JUStified ~n silencmg all mankind.
Were an opi_mon a personal poss.ession, of no value except to
t~e owner;_If to. ~e ob~tructed ill the enjo~ment of it were
simp~y.a pnvate I~Ju:y, It would make some difference whether
the InJUry w~s m~wted _only, on a :few pers<?ns or on. D?-an~.
But the. peculiar evil of silencmg the expression of opm10n IS
that it is robbing the human race, p0sterity as well as the existing generation; those who dissent from the opinion still
more th~n those who hold it. If the opil!-ion be right, they
~re deprived of the oppo:tunity of exchangmg error for truth;
If wron~, they lose ":ha~ I! ~!most a~ great a benefit, the clearer
per~eption. and the livelier Impr~sSIO?- of truth produced !>Y: its
·?ollisiOn WI~h error." Persecution, many shape, for opimon
~s !lot an ~VII con!3-ned t? the persecutor and the persecuted;
It IS an evil that IB entailed on all posterity. It is sometimes
thought to be matter of wonder that Spain should hav descended from her proud pre-eminence among the nations to
what looks like national decrepitude and decay. It need be no
matter for wonder at all. During the grim reign of the Roman
Cat~?-olic Inquisition in Spain, every fresh and vigorous thinker
Sp~m produced was ruthlessly cut off. If the· same ruthless
policy could be reproduced, for only one generation, in the
strongest nation on earth to-day, it would leave the nation
wretched, weak, and undone. It would entail a curse under
which all the humanity of the future would hav to groan.
Thought, and not heroic deeds of arms; thought, and not
brilliant deeds of diplomacy; thought is the sacred life-blood
of a people. It is the crime of crimes, it is the infamy of infamies, to repress it in any child born of woman. Imagin Eng~and for· ~h.e _past fifty yea:s u~der the ruthless sway of a SpanIsh InqUisitiOn. Humamty, m that case, would hav had no
D!lrwin, no Huxley, no. Tyn~all, no Spel!-cer, no Harrison, no
Dickens to lash sanctimomou~ hypo?nsy; no Thac~eray to
teach m~n that mer.e conventiOnal VIT~ues w~re b~t Ill-c<?nceal~d VIces; ~o Swmburne an~ Morris to smg, m strams
heroically musw~I, of the.sacred rights of man. England, now
th.e to1:1ghes~ natiOn ~f t~s earth, w?~Ild be turn.ed into a drivelillg Im~eml, tottenng m the semhty of a dishonored old
age to a dishon<?red death!
Fancy Amenca under such a ruthless sway. Emerson
would hav been. b~rrnt at the stake on pub~ishing his first
heresy, and humamty would hav lost all the npe, incisiv wisdom _of that master amongst the world's philosophers. Mrs.
Harnet Beecher Stowe w<?uld I01;g ago hav been racked .and
tortured to cleat~ fo: _haVIng written "Uncle Tom's Cabm."
Theodore ~arker s !'!sit t? earth would hav. been made yet
mor~ transient for.his havn~g pr~sume~ t<? t~mk ther~ could
possibly be anythillg transient IJ,I. Chnstiamty. Dramed of
her most h~roic blo<?d, dep?ved of her toughest stamina and
~ber, Amenca, even m the time of her youth, would hav fallen
mto pr_emature old age, and won!~ hav lost all power to solve
the weighty governmental and somal problems ~hat are before
her.

In Union There Is Strength .
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : On my
return home from the convention and congress, I
found the following interesting Iette1·, which I.wish
you would publish in THE TRUTH SEEKER. If all Liberals held to the same views, what a grand work
Liberalism could accomplish. It was gratifying at
Cassadaga to see so many important- steps taken in
that direction.
H. L. GREEN.
MoDESTO, CAL., Aug. 24, 284.
FRIEND GREEN: With regret I now find that I shall not lle
able to be present at the two great Liberal conventions that
are soon to meet at Cassadaga Lake. Although, at the time
of those meetings, I shall be engaged in the monotonous routine duties of the school-room, my sympathies will be with
my brethren in those meetings.
I hope and expect that, at those meetings, much good will
be accomplished by the uniting of all the Liberal elements
upon some well defined, broad, and solid basis. "In union
there is strength." It is only by uniting that we can accomplish
anything in the way of secularizing our now sadly priest-ridden
country, and of elevating to a condition of mental and civil
liberty the great masses of our fellow-citizens. Like yourself,
I know of no Liberal with whom I will not cheerfully work.
I know of no sacrifice, except that of principle, that I will not
cheerfully make for the good of our great and noble cause.
As to names; I hav come to love the name that we now bear,
"The Liberal League." "The American Secular Union,"
which has already been proposed, would be an excellent name.
To these I will add a name of my own, 'JJte True .Americans.
This name, I think, would be more peculiarly appropriate
than any other. We really are the true Americans, and the only
true Americans. Every otller organization is attempting to lug
in and to fix upon the people of this country some foreign
and un-American god, some foreign and un-American pope,
some foreign and un-American creeds, modes of worship,
priestly orders, etc., some foreign and un-American monarchical laws, principles, modes, customs, social distinctions, etc.,
or something else foreign and un-American. If, then, a new
name be selected, I would be glad to hav this chosen. All true
Americans could surely unite under this name. But, whatever the name may be, I am with you.
Let the Spiritualists of our ranks,· and the Materialists, the
prohibitionists and the anti-prohibitionists, the vivisectionists
and the anti-vivisectionists, and the pro's and the anti's of
every other question, differ all they please in regard to those
questions; let them discuss those questions all they please;
but let them do this in a spirit of kindness; and let them, as
brother soldiers, stand shoulder to shoulder in the great battle
which is now pending and ill which we must contend against
fearful odds for the preservation in America of true American
-of true humanitarian-principles.
JOHN R. KELSO.
Yours fraternally,
THE Buffalo JJJxpress having remarkecl that the feud between
the Catholics and Protestants of Belgium has broken out
afresh, the Oatlwlic Union and Times explains that its" esteemed
contemporary is mistaken as to the parties in this Belgian
strife. The ' feud ' is not between Catholics and Protestants,
simply because there are no Protestants there." According to
this last journal, the trouble is caused by the Freemasons, the
devil, and the Infidels, and it pours this drop of oil upon the
troubled waters: "Catholics themselvs are much to blame for
the unhappy state of things existing in these countries. Why
don't they rise up, like men, and assert their rights? Why
don't they meet boldness with boldness, defiance with defiance, and blow with blow? Then they would no longor deserve the contemptuous soubriquet of 'sacristy Catholics;'
and the little Infidel howling minority would not seek to trample upon them." If we may be allowed, we wouldfluggest that
the time h!ls gone by for St. Bartholomews,
·

..
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Rodney, and whispered that he would hav to hav; ten! ten! ten!-going at ten-who'll gimOur Puzzle Box.
pay the bill, for as he had not yet seen his me fifteen ?-fifteen I hav got !-thank you !1.
Uncle Dudley, he had, consequently, no who'll giv me twenty?-twenty dollars I hav
WORD SQUARE.
money. So Rodney paid for the lunch, which got for a handsome, fine gold watchl-twen-ty,
1. A hand mill;
EdUed by Mrss SuSAN H. Wrx:oN, Fall River seemed to his unaccustomed eyes rather ex2. A part of a coin;
twentee-going-going-going at twentyMass;, to whom all Communications for th~
3. Demonstration of admiration;
travagant.
twentee dollars!-a splendid bargain! twenUlmer should be sent.
4. Exciting gaiety;
" Of course you want to see the Brooklyn twen-twen-twen-twen-twent-ee dollars5. Spruce.
Bridge-you've read of it, you know, and then going-going-going-going, at twen-tee dolH. E. JuERGENS.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
" His Ute Is long whose work Is well,
we'll take a ri'de on the elevated railway. Oh, lars, a be-au-tiful, el-e~gant, splen-did gold
And be his station low or high,
I'll show you around, sonny.".
watch worth a hundred and fifty dollars-any
2.
He who the most good works can tell,
ANAGRAM.
Rodney began to think his money would not man's money-going, going, going-gone !Llvs longest though he soonest die."
The god of gods of ancient Greece,
hold out a great while, but said little and given away at twent-ee dollars!"
My hidden letters spell it;
walked on.
"Step right in the back shop," said a polite
lleversed, my name connects two seas.
A. Problem.
Jacob met several friends, and introduced appearing man with a pencil behind his ear, to
Now, solvers, can yoll tell it?
·
Sandy and Ned were brothers;
them to Rodney as "good fellows." Two or Rodney, tapping him on his shoulder at the
Newburgh.
RoBERT BERNHEIM.
:l<ed Wt£8 older than Sandy;
three joined them, and volunteered to help same time. "Step right in here, sir, and settle
And they were busy dividing
3.
-it's a splendid bargainLnothing like it ever
Jacob show his friend about the city.
A stick of peppermint candy.
LETTERS FROM A STATE-LAGER, LOVE, AND LAW.
"Don't you want some lemonade?" said went out of this shop before. This way,
Her name reversed
Ned was earnestly trying
one.
please."
'Twixt last and first
To make the division true,
"Oh, yes; of course,'' replied Jacob, and
Rodney stood aghast.
Believe the tale
And he marked the pla.ce with a ftsh-hook,
Is new, "fresh ale."
"What? I did not bid on the watch, sir.
without more ado, Rodney was drawn into a
Where the stick ought to breaif In two.
If not enough to fill the sea,
neighboring saloon in a cellar where lights You are mistaken."
It fills at least the river Dee.
But, ala.a for little Sandy
"Oh, yes you did! No backing out. We
were burning brightly, and a negro was playNo Irish, Welsh, or Scottish stream,
And his poor painstaking brother 1
saw
you
nod,
and
your
friend
confirmed
it."
ing an accordion, while two or three flashily
·'Twa.a a long and short divisionI do not choose a foreign themeRodney looked around for Jacob, but he, as
It names a state, our nation's pridedressed girls were laughing and talking loudly
One piece longer than the other.
Three counties all its fame divide.
to some loungers just outside upon the pave- well as his companions, were not to be seen.
'Ned gravely looked at the pieces,
But yet to all the worM a "dear"
In another moment Rodney was hurried into
ment.
An.d their quite unequal length,
With "law " set in her heart sincere;
And he wre.stled with the problem
Rodney looked very grave, and said he was the back room and the door locked upon him.
At last, with graceful art to please,
~'I did not bid on the watch at all; I did not,
With all his mental strength.
not at all thirsty. His remark, however, was
She smiles with well-divided ease.
truly,"
he
gasped.
·
BILr,y Doux.
unheeded, and in a moment some reddish-colAnd, at last, he said : " 0 Sandy 1
"Yes you did-we saw you. You made the
ored liquid in a glass was tendered him.
I can make It come out right,
4.
U I take the piece that's longest,
"This is not lemonade," he said, as his heiut last bid, and the watch is yours. Come, hand
LETTER REBUS.
And bite oft Just one bite."
over the. twenty dollars, and quickly, for we
beat quickly.
"Oh, yes it is," said one of the new acquaint- cannot stop to dally. We do not like to hav
Their tour eyes beamed and brightened
any trouble, or get you locked up. It is a bona
At this plan, so very handy,
ances.
fide bargain, and you will never regret your
Of disposing or the problem
These, in life insurance,
"What makes it so red?"
And distributing the candy.
Will pay for life's endmance;
"There's a stick in it, greenhorn. That's wisdom in making this purchase."
"Dead men's shoes," annuities,
the way we take it here in the city," said Jacob.
Rodney was speechless for a moment, and
So Ned ate the pieces evenSetting survivors too at ease !
Rodney swallowed it, so as not to be called very much terrified.
'Twa.s the simplest way to do It;
UNCLE JAMES.
And he cheated little Sandy"greenhorn" and appear odd, but he was
"I-I hav not so much money," he stamAnd they neither or them knew lt.
sorry immediately afterward, for his head mered.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER,
SEPT. 20, 1884.
swam, and his face began to bnrn.
"How much hav you?" inquired the man,
------~-4~~--~---~s~~Niwwz~.
"Hav a cigar?" and the new friends, with greedily.
EASEL
1.
Rodney's Vacation.
AGED
Jacob, lighted each a cigar, and proceeded to
Rodney took out his pocketbook, and found
SEE
Rodney was a good, honest, straightforward smoke it.
that loose change and all did not amount to
ED
young fellow. He had worked hard all the
Rodney did not smoke; but he did not want more than seven dollars and a quarter.
L
year, and finally determined totakea vacation. to appear behind the others, and with trem"Well, we·shall hav to hold that sum, with
2. C over T.-Covert.
He had fifteen or twenty dollars, extra money, bling fingers took one from the box, and, light- the watch, until you bring us the balance.
3. M-it-ten.
4. Humboldt.
that he thought he could afford to expend in ing it, commenced smoking.
You can go now." And pocketing the money,
Solved by H. E. Juergens.
sight-seeing.
·
His head seemed to grow light very fast, and pocketbook-which was a new one-and all,
"I guess I'll go to New York," he said to he was glad when the party moved toward the the man unlocked the door and permitted RodCorrespondence.
Jacob Little; "there's a good deal to be seen door.
ney to depart.
in a big city like that."
"Here, young man, you havn't paid,''
Sick, sad, and penniless, Rodney did not
NEwnmwH, Sept. 17, 1884.
"Oh, such sights! I've been there and I know shouted the keeper of the saloon.
know which way to turn, but wandered aimDEAR Miss WrxoN: I send you two puzzles.
'all about the city. Now if I could only go with
Rodney looked at Jacob, who nodded and lessly on. He did not know how far he I tried to solve Mr. Juergens's puzz!es, but could
•
al
.
not; and I send you the followmg answers:
.YOU, I.d show you all over the town-' deed I said, "Why don't you pay the man?"
~ ked, but at length, feeling very much fa- In Children's Corner, Sept. 6th, No. 2. Money;
_____-w~~ld,'_'_s_ai~ !acob.
..~-_
·-- _ _ R?<!NEL~fl!d-ear~<! doll~rs were begi_nni.J!g_ tigu~d and sl_eepy,_ he lay down 11ear a buil<!in!L No._3. Dante; No. 4. Alabama. In Sept. 13th,
-· ·W11y cant yoligO?" mqmreu :ROIDiey. -~ to dlSappear, aoone feltas though he wished that li1U1Iate1y-tieen--partla:IrY \lestroyed oy NO. 2:"AIIegnany.-·-""fltuu<>-l:-'ln>YT8ltu--tll1rVIIll--·
·«Well, to tell ~he truth, I am just a little he had· not come to the city; but he paid the fire. He slept two or three short, unrefreshing dren's Cor~er, I hav noticed that s~ch words
·short for the time being. I hav only a three- bill without a word.
naps and then arose and walked about till as ha~e,_ give, etc., were spelled Without an
·
'.
.
.
e. If It IS no trouble, would yon please tell me
eent piece in my pocket. Now if you could
"Don't you want to see Central Park and mornmg. He remembered durmg the mght the reason why? and oblige
lend me enough to pay my passage, I would the Obelisk?" inquired one of the new com- that he had an aunt living in Yonkers. He
Yours very respectfully,
go along with you and show you around. I panions.
had only seen her once, but he knew she
RonERT BERNHEIM.
ilav friends in the city, and we could both stay'
"Yes; we must show him that sure," said would befriend him when once she learned his
[Sometime ago THE TRUTH SEEKER adopted
with them, so it wouldn't cost you anything for Jacob.
story. The next thing was to know how to the reform method of spelling, and the e is
board. I would pay you back as soon as we
"And the big cathedral, too," said another. reach her. He wandered along the piers, and dropped after hav, giv, etc., because it is silent
got to my Uncle Dudley's. He is very rich, ''We can take that in as we go along. It is in response to his inquiries, a good-natured and superfluous.-ED.]
Uncle Dudley is-livs in a big house, servants, close by the park, you know. But we can go man told him he might get a chance to work
BRACEVILLE, IJ.L., Sept. lG, 1884.
silver plate, and everything."
there to-morrow."
on the freight, and thus earn a passage to YonDEAR Miss WrxoN: I think you are making
Jacob was called rather" wild," and Rodney
Rodney felt like a fool, and a terrible lump kers on the Albany boat. Following the ad- the Children's Corner a success, and it is read
was doubtful about taking one who was re- was rising in his throat that seemed like a ball vice, he sought and obtained work accoreling by old people as well as young. Every week
garded as " rattle-headed " as a companion of fire.
to direction, and it was not a great while before the neighbors' children come in to read the
during his vacation; but Jacob's acquaintance
They walked along, chatting gaily-the com- he found himself in Yonkers, and at the door Children's Corner. Braceville is a place of six
hundred inhabitants. '£here are two coal
with the city was in his favor, and then he de- panions did-while Rodney was silent. It was of his aunt's house.
.
shafts here, and they pile the dirt and soapclared he would surely pay back the money as getting toward night, and Rodney was tired
He related his pitiful story, and found a stone, which they get out of them, in a great
soon as he saw his Uncle Dudley. And, after and almost sick; so, to oblige him, as they said, ready sympathizer in his aunt, and two co us- pile, which they call dump. A person going
up on a dump can see eight or ten miles with
some hesitation, Rodney agreed to pay Jacob's the company went into another saloon and ins, Dora and Eva.
fare in the cars, provided he would lose no· rested.
They agreed that Jacob was a bad young the naked eye-can see villages which appear
like clusters of toy houses-can see the Diatime in refunding the money.
The others hacl more lemonade with" sticks," man, and his "Uncle Dudley" only a myth. mond shaft where sixty or seventy men anrl
"Oh, if you think I'd cheat ye, I won't go," but Rodney felt too sick from the effect of the The companions were of his own stamp, and boys lost their lives a year and a half ago. It
and Jacob turned away with an offended air. other lemonade, which he declared was "too they felt relieved that Rod!iey had got away is about four miles from here. Good-bye.
DIMIS BunR.
"I don't think so; no, 'indeed."
sticky" for hiin, and could not be induced to without falling into greater troubles or dis" Sure?"
take any more.
grace. It was a "mock auction" at which they
"Yes, sure."
It was quite clark when they emerged from had left him, and Dora thought there was perBOOKS FOR CHILDREN I
" Well, I'll go then. When do we start?"
the saloon, and Rodney proposed to Jacob haps some understanding existing between the
"To-morrow morning, bright and early, first that it was time to go and see his Uncle Dud- young men and the auctioneer.
train."
ley.
It was a great experience for Rodney, but he
story-book tor the young tolka. By Miss SUSAN
"All right."
'' Oh, it is time enough to see Uncle Duel. learned much wisdom from it, that will serve H.AWIXON.
Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work tor young masters and misses, has
The next morning the two travelers started We'll go through the Bowery first.
Come him all his lifetime.
passed
through
large edition, and a second
on their trip. Jacob was very jolly, telling ahead, boys."
He remained a week with his aunt and cons- has been Issued aatvery
a reduced price or $1.25, free or
stories and singing songs all the way.
Rodney felt like a sheep led to the slaughter, ins, and made several trips toN ew York in that postage. '£his new edition has a photograph of the
author which adds very much to the value or the
Along in the afternoon they arrived in New but followed on, trusting in his companions.
time, accompanied by Dora and Eva, and saw volume.
York.
The crowds jostled him, the lights flashed the great bridge, the park, obelisk, cathedral,
"Aren't yon hungry?" inquired Jacob. on him, and, oh! how much he wished he was ancl many other objects of interest. But he TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
"Come, let's go and get a bite."
almost anywhere but in his present company. did not once catch a glimpse of Jacob Little or
A STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
"We might buy some eookies ancl apples
Presently they paused at the open door of his friends.
BY JENNIE. BUTLER BROWNE
from that stand yonder to last us till we get to an auction room.
After he returned home, he took up a paper
For sale at this omce.
Price 10 cents.
yottr Uncle Dudley's,'' suggested Rodney.
"Come right in, gentlemen," spoke a polite one day, and, glancing over its columns, he
"What are ye talking about! My uncle man near the door, "come right in. .Here's came across the name of ,Tacob Little. ReadTHE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
Dudley livs away off, ever so far out, next door where you get your bargains! Be-u-tiful gold ing the paragraph relating to him, he found
By Prot. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M. Price, $1.00.
to Vanderbilt; and they don't dine till six watches almost given away! gold chains, that he was indicted for forgery.
This volume alms at the education ot youth In the
principles
or Freethought, at the same time that It
"He will hav to go to prison for that,"
o'clock, either. And I hope you want some- charms, diamond rings to be had for the askInculcates moral duties and human rights from a
thing better than those dusty old cookies and ing! Come right along in!"
thought Rodney, "and he may stay there for
standpoint offd'~:~a.son ~ff~Eco~~~'ks~'::imR.
wormy apples. Come along to Delmonico's.
Rodney's mouth and eyes were wide open, all I care. I hope he will hav time to reflect
You're a great fellow, you are; to want to eat but in he went with his companions.
on his conduct while he is there," he said
Correspondence.
street garbage!" ·
"Here's your nice gold watch-how much aloud.
Rodney walked on beside Jacob and said am I bid for this solid gold gent's watch?"
Thus Jacob Little met the penalty of bad A gentleman, age 37. who ha.a a nice farm, desires
correspondence with a number or strong, healthy,
nothing.
shouted the auctioneer. "Five, do I hear? conduct. Rodney is a respected, honorable Intelligent ladles, between twenty and thirty years
of
age, who could glv love, constancy, and companAt Delmonico's he was so bewildered he Ten, do you make it ?-best workmanship-full young man, but he ,vill always be careful how
Ionship, and who would love and help him rear a
could not eat, but Jacob ate enough for both. jeweled-English lever-best watches in the he selects his associates, not only when he tamlly.
Address BOX 207, Plum Oreek, Neb.
llt39
JVhen he had finished his repast, he nudged world-warranted five hundred years!-ten, I takes a vacation, but at all other times.
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Some New Books.
WAIFs
A new Cloth,
American
Story.ANDByWANDERiNGs.
Samuel P. Putnam.
$1;
paper, 50 cents.
Published and for sale
at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
Some one has said that the creatrv power
tried its apprentice hand on man, and that
then, having had an opportunity to profit by
its mistakes and to avoid imperfections, it
forthwith proceeded to produce a woman after
an improved model. The first product was,
however, at least by the second, considered no
mean achievement. Mr. S. P. Putnam, to·some
extent,' followed this distinguished precedent
when, having with "apprentice hand" written
"Golden Throne," he supplemented it with
"Waifs and Wanderings." This latter story,
as has been previous1Y intimated, is now pubb kf
It ·
·
.
lished in h an ds orne oo orm.
IB an mter·
tal
It 1 t
h
c
1
estmg
e.
rea es ow one upp es, an
honest tinsmith of an activ and skeptical turn
of mind, was made the recipient of a baby
which did not come into the family in the regular way; how, when he had grown to love it
as the apple of his eye, it was taken from him,
and
vicissitudes
of a roman. forced
. to undergo
.
.
.
.
trc and mteresting characte~' and how m ?IB
endeavors to rescue the-child the honest tmsmith -developed in himself a manly heroism
which neither himself, his wife, nor his friends
had ever suspected the exist~nce of. The
mother of the little waif is introduced early in
the story. She is a woman of strong mind
and independent predilections, and serves to
usher a character into romance which has not
been dealt with by novelists hitherto. The
minister IB there, of course-a regular Aminidab Sleek-the Rev. George Adolphus Hapgood. Then there is the Shaksperian advocate,
Stubbs; the imperturbable Sheriff McGuffum,
and the hot-headed Southrons, the Bolton's,
father and son, in whom Greek meets Greek;
and from the tug of war, the son, being chiefly
l· n the n'ght, naturally emerges in the most
creditable manner. Numerous other persons
are represented, among whom the good Mrs.
Maria Cupples should not fail of mention.
The story ends in the triumph and happiness
of those in whom the reader has become
mainly interested. This is as it should be.
There is a meretricious tendency among more
recent novelists to crown with defeat and
death the careers of their heroes and heroius.
<l-ov•·g" 'ElioVn "Mill .,,_ tho I'looo" :u,., tllls
fault, and has caused many a reader, no doubt,
to Wish he had never seen the book. Julian
Hawthorne's "Archibald Malmaison" and
Wl'llr'am Black's "McLeod of Dare" are
equally unsatisfactory in this respect. If a
novelist owes anything to the public.it is this,
that if he cannot amuse or instruct his read-ders, he at least should not distress them. A
demand for the horrible in romance shows a
morbid taste. That person is fortunate who gets
through the real world without observing any
of the misery which it is the delight of some
story writers to depict; and usually one sees
quite enough of the disastrous side of life without going to books to find it. It is a quality
greatly to be admired in the present novel that,
so far as .we are periilltted to follow them, the
end of its characters is peace.
Enough of the fruit of Mr. Putnam's pen is
being laid before the Liberal people, from
week to week, for them to judge of the quality
of his writing. Every period reveals the vigorous mind from which it proceeds. If "Waifs
and Wanderings" contained no narrativ to
hold the reader's interest, it would still hav
sufficient merit as a literary production to
commend it. But this narrativ is not wanting,
and therefore the book is in all ways attractiv.
Everybody ought to read it.

The book is destined to. do good work in enlightening the minds still benighted by superstition, and is able to giv much valuable information to Liberals. There can be no doubt
that the book was written under the con viction that it had a mission to pe rfonn, wh en
we read the author's touching account of the
almost irisurmountable difficulties he met
with in executing the task he had set himself to do.
"The Health Miscellany" is the title of a
64-page pamphlet, illustrated, published by
Fowler & Wells. It has an attractiv contents,
including treatises on "The External Senses,"
"Back-ache," telling its cause and cure;
"Water 'l'reatment of Fever;" something about
catarrh, small-pox, and malarial diseases, together with varieus other interesting topics
connected with disease and health. The article on "The External Senses" contains the
following somewhat _unusual statement, correcting- a popular mistake:
"The brains cannot be overworked. They
. tl e 'wear and tear, , b ecause of exersuffer 1rt
cise. Being soft and almost :fluid, and having
no duties but thinking and feeling, their motiona are almost as free and frictionless as the
drops ?f wate; :Vhich maY: toss and t:n!llble for18
ever ~thout
InJUry. assrmilatmg
It - .the. nutntrv
B_Y~tem
that
rs at fault-the
and dismtegrating functions-and not the brain, when a
person complains of too much head-work.
Let him only keep his vital machinery in order,
and he m_ay :vo~k his brain to the utmost without harmmg rt.
. ~ow to ke_ep the "~tal mac:\rinery in ord~r '•
It 18 the obJect of thrs pamphlet to e::plam,
~nd e;ery. reasonabl~ person must. ad~t that
rts directrons to thrs end are exceptionally
Th 8 h t
tiel
h
t
t
val nab1e.
e
or ar . es 0 ~ ow 0 ge
fat and how to get lean will claim the attention of many. The illustrati~ns are ~tructiv
and well executed. The pnce of thrs pamP?let is 2? cents, and the reader will obtain
hrs moneys worth before he has read half of
· ·
the first essay. Those Wishing a copy of "The
Health Miscellany" may address THE TRUTH
SEEKER office New York and the pamphlet
·
'
' marl.
will be forwarded
by return
"The People's Power; or, How to use the
Ballot," is the- name under which Simeon Stetson, of San Francisco, has put forth a 64-page
octavo pamphlet (price 25 cents) on the inefficacy of the. present method of ballottn' g·
to represent the people. ffis first proposition
is substantially this:
"RnpDOBe there are three IHtrt.ies. R.nd the
candidates of two of them receive each one
vote less, than a third of all the votes cast.
The candidate of the third party will, then, be
elected, although he has but a fraction (viz.,
two votes) more than one-third of the whole
number of votes polled. Thus he would become the representativ of about one-third instead of all the people."
The idea that a majority of the voters can be
represented under the present system, therefore, Mr. Stetson regards as absurd. The
reader can draw his own conclusion from the
premises laid out in the above extract. Further
on, facts and opinions of eminent men are
adduced. The proposed substitute to the defectiv scheme now in vogue is given under the
head of "Proportional Representation." This,
the writer claims, pennits persons to be represented all the time, and to exercise a preference as to whom they will vote for; now they
must either vote the ticket or throw their votes
away. The new way is briefly as fo\lows:
"Suppose there are ten representativs to be
elected by 10,000 voters. Divide 10,000 by iO
and the quotient iR the quota or number of
votes requisit to elect one. Then every body of
voters numbering 1,000 can elect one. Each
elector is to vote for one candidate only. The
state will be the district. At the same time
the people can vote by districts whenever they
see fit. When, however, they are dissatisfied
with the nominations made by their party, and
are too few in numbers in any one locality to
form a quota alone, they can combine with
those in any part of the state to elect whom
they please. There will be no compulsory
districts. There will be no majority at the
ballot-box as regards parties. The vote, then,
will merely record the number of representstivs each party is entitled to, the names of
the various candidates, and, finally; the names
of those who are elected."
This scheme, it is claimed, would do away
with the great parties, which are deemed a
nuisance by the writer. Mr. Stetson has his
subject well in hand, and the pamphlet is a
thoughtful, ingenious, not to say statesmanlike,
production. The questions raised are worthy
of discussion.

THE BIBLE ANALYZED. By John R. Kelso.
Octavo; 833 pp. Published and for sale at
THE TnUTH SEEKER office. Price $3.
I hav read Kelso's "Bible Analyzed" with a
great deal of pleasure and profit. I fancied
myself pretty'well up on that old book, but I
found a great many things in it that never
struck me so forcibly as they did when reading
this splendid work. I can assure you that it is
a book that is bound to sell. I am having demands for it frequently. If the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER only knew its merits, they
would, one and all, hav a copy. It is full of
inspiration of the right sort-inspiration of
truth seeking-and the person who reads it
will be thoroughly furnished with every good
"Signing the Document, The Laokoon of
argument with which to meet error, supersti- Labor, Chopping Sand, and Other Essays," are
tion, and bigotry. Get one.
W. S. BELL.
the words printed in grotesque letters on the
From the Radical Review.
cover and title page of a pretty little book
Works of this kind [the "Bible Analyzed "] written by "Wheelbarrow" and published by
exposing the absurdities and trivialities of the the Radicai Review, of Chicago. It deals with
Christian belief, are muitiplying within late the labor question from the point of view of a
years. 1'his latest accession to our anti-Bible man who earns his daily bread by furnishing
literature perfonns its task most faithfully. locomotiv power to a wheelbarrow. As he

propelled- his unicycular vehicle up an inclined j hood to maturity are traced. The prohibition
plank and walked back down the same be- question is incidentally raised and the conclutween the handles thereof, he cogitated, and sion arrived at that liquor should be suppresed
this monogram is the result of his mentations. \by law, and ·that only fermented wine should
Nineteen different subjects ar~ dealt with, and 1be used in communion. This final settlement
the literary ability displayed shows that the of these burning questions, however, does not
writer is either not the hod-carrier he pro- detract from the value of'the book so far as it
fesses to be, or that if he is such he is out of deals with the subjects mainly under· discushis sphere. The essays are so admirably con- sion, and perhaps a perusal of it will teach
densed that a synopsis of them would include I more in less time than the reading,of any other
them all.
"Wheelbarrow " looks beyond work on similar topics. The work contains
trades unions for a solution of labor problems, 1370 pages, is illustrated, and sells at this office
'though he regards organization as the best im- for $1.50.
mediate protecti011. for workingmen. In his
preface he advances a thought that all refonnA TRIO OF MODERN REVELATIONS.
ers should apply to their own efforts. He says:
"The Three New Religions" is a tenn that I
"I am glad to know that these essays [orig- trust you will indulge me in usjp.g in calling
inally published in the Radical Review] hav attention to three new dispensations, th'e first
excited some discussion among workingmen,
.
. t
t'
and that satisfies me. It .is of no consequence two of which are cl8lllled as drrec reve1a rona
whether they think wr'th me or not. That from the spirit spheres.
they are beginning to think at all is in itself a
The first, called "the Fraternity of the _
,
victory. '
White Cross, is a descent from heaven, and is
This is strictly philosophical, and those hav- a duplicate of a society corresponding to it in
ing the truth to present should take courage the spirit-world. Its work is to be the natural
from it. When thought is once raised, it will way for general co"operation, instead of indigenerally settle upon something which it finds vidualization of the human. It is not handed
by the exercise of reason to be the best and ·down by any one man like Zoroaster, Jesus
nearest the truth.· "Wheelbarrow:s "thoughts Christ, or Joseph Smith, but is presented by·
are upon paper and in the air, and intelligent the spirit-world for co-operativ work in the
readers cannot heip absorbing the truths he great reforms of the day.'' And yet there is
has uttered even in the face of their own preju-1 one medium, who "is the first to aiinonnce the
dices. Workingmen will agree with this 1Association of Societies in the spirit-world, and
writer in most that he has said, and what they ! from there it is aiinoun·ced that a new church
cannot indorse they will find worthy of con-I is to be established on earth." The above exsideration as a valuable criticism of the incou- tracts are from the report of a meeting at Onsistencies into which some of them hav fallen. I set Bay, Aug. 11th, published in the ReligioPaper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Address this' Philosophical Journal Aug. 23d. Mrs. J. Willis
1
th'
di
office.
1 Fletcher is the evange of
IB new spensa"
.
-, .
. • tion on earth, so says an exchange, which makPersrphone and Other Poems IS the title . th it to appear that it is to be administered
of a book of Freeth ought p?ems by ~e ~ay: ~th a "Thus saith the Lord, (spirits), though
_Little, of England. Published by Srmpkm, I thr
h woman instead of a man
Marshall & Co., London.
a:cond new ~eligion has ·al~eady been
-. t- 'd
d t th . d sofT TRUTH SEEKER
"Th D vii d H ll Wh t did th 0 · · m ro nee o e rea er
HE
· e e ~n
e ~ . a . Cey ngr- of Aug. 30th in an able editorial review of
nally Mean?
as the Sr~catron. hanged? "The Tae "'(the creed), and of "Oahspe"
Supplemented by a Dream.
In this tract of
. B'bl ) .
b di .
.
. ti
24 pages, Mr. H . s. E well' of R omeo, N . y., th
(the new
on
h M 1 N e 'bgrvenh y f Nvmey msprra
k
adds a valuable contribution to the literature
roug
r. ew roug ' 0
ew or ·
of the subjects indicated by its title. He shows
The third has been also introduced to the
that an indefinable dread which they did not TRUTH SEEKER readers, Aug. 9th, in an article·
originally possess has been attached by priests from the Philosophical, lJJnqiiirer, Madras, Indi_a,
and interested persons to the words "devil" and in an interesting letter from India Aug. •
30th, and is the mysterious Theosophical Soand "hell," and that there is nothing in common between their primitiv significance and ciety, founded by Madam H._ P. Blavatsky, in
the ideas with which the church has associated New York city, in 1875, with Col. Olcott for
thom. o.nd -whioh gupo:r..titioul> pooplo bolio-.-o president.
'
t Pri
lO cent s.
1 My purpose has been in this review to call
them to represen .
· ce,
attention to a fact that all must admit, viz.,
In "The Manual Training School for All that these new religions and all religions that
the)'eople," an octavo pamphlet of 12 pages, preceded th.em must agree in their inception,
J
'---t th $65
th
d -. . tr t'
d . th d fi t
. Augustus aco"""u proposes tha
e
,- me ods, a mrms a IOn, an pnes oo : rs ,
000,000 aiinnal· revenue from whisky and to- the claim of inspiration from some god, spirit,
bacco be spent in the public schools in giving or supernatural source; second, mystery as to
the youth of the country a proper education. its mode of transmission and all that pertains
The manual training school is defined to be to it; third, a sanctum sanctorum, or holy of
the ordinary school with instruction in the use holies, into which none but the priest, prophet,
of tools added the:reto. The more school- or medium could enter; and, fourth, this
masters, says Mr. Jacobson, the fewer police- priest, prophet, or medinni is invariab(y the
men. The school tax is the annual insurance individual through whom the revelation came,
premium against lawlessness and crime. who becomes the founder of the new dispensaTeaching the t:rades in the schools, it is very tion, like Moses, J elms, Mohammed, George
sensibly claimed, would giv tke pupil an op- Fox, AIIn Lee, Joe Smith, or our new oracles in
portunity fo:r such experiment as would deter- these three new religions. A religious caste,
min for whieh trade he is best fitted. An ele- monopoly, or oligarchy is thus created, bought
vation of laoo:r, the write:r feels sure, would re- up by the laity paying tithes and obeisance to
suit. The pamphlet is sold for ten cents. Ad- these inspired moguls, who make themselvs
dress this office.
the great head-centers of these institutions.
Beware of all such clap-traps, that need inA valuable book of :reference is "Ogilvie's spired men and women to come between the
Handy Book of ·useful Information,'" price 25 people and their ·(god) duty. Even the great
cents in paper, 50 in cloth, and for-sale at this Pantarch in his Universology has fallen into
office. It contains statistical tables of practical
d
the same error (see TRUTH SEEKER, Aug. 2 ),
'VII!lue to most people, being political, historical, and I fear I shall hav to add his Universology
biographical, geographical, numismatical, and as the fourth dispensation, the grand annex to
otherwise packed with information. The :fl.exi- the preceding three.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
ble covers and :rounded corners of the 25-cent
edition admit of its befug conveniently carried I
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in the pocket.
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Messrs. Fowler and Wells are_ prolific pub- 1
TOR
lishers. The latest book from their pl'ess is
A NEW AMERICAN· S
Y,
issued under the title of "The Man Wonderful' By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
in the House Beautiful," an allegory teaching I'
AUTHOR OF
. ·
f h ·
d h ·
d
the pnncrp1es 0 P ysiO1ogy an
ygrene an
"GOLDEN THRONE " "PROMETHEUS " "INGERthe effects of stimulants and narcotics. It is
BOLL ~ND JEsus," ETO. '
designed for home reading, and also fqr schools
Prwe, Oloth, $1.00; P.;_per, 50 Vts.
as a text-book. . It has two authors, husband
and wife--Chilion B. Allen, A.M., LL.B., M.D.,
"A prose epic of the war, rich with Incident and
and Mary A. Allen, A.B., M.D., both members dramatic power; breezy from ftret page to last wltb
the llvlng spirit of to·day.-John Swinltm'l Paptr.
of the Broome County (N.Y.) Medical Society.
In the allegory the hnnian body is the "house
Addre88 THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 CLINTON PLAOE. NEW YORK.
beautiful," and its inhabitant the "man wonderful." The reader is conducted through the
various rooms of the "house," each apartment
being described, and thus he is taught anatomy, physiology, and' hygiene, with practical A Ma;-azlne Devoted to t1te State•
applications and suggestions. The inhabitant
ments of Mental and Spiritual
of the house-the "man wonderful "-conPhenomena.
cerningwhose identyanddestinythere is much
Single Copies 10 cents.
incertitude-is next introduced to the reader,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and his development and history from baby39tf
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ThoBi~lo Analyze~. PROSE POEMS
ANOTHER NEW BOOK%

New I Eloquent I Elegant I Splendid I
JUST PUBLISHED.

BY

.Yohn R. Kelso, A.M.
CONTENTS:
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-The
Oreatlon.:-The Deluge.-The Exodus.-The Miracles or the Blble.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
Prophecles.-The Devil or Satan of the Blble.-The
H;eaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
the Blble.-The God of the Blble.-The Messiah or
Savior.
.
.
crown octavo, 833 pp, Bplendfdlyexecuted. Bent
by mall, post paid. Price, $3.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Pl., New York.

THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE .MYTHS
Parallels in Other Religions.
Being a comparison of the Old and. New estament
Myths and Miracles With those of heathen nations of Antiquity, Oonslderlng also their
Drlgln and Meaning. With nu·
merous Illustrations.
· The o)>joct of the work Is tQ point out the myths
With WhiCh the Old and New Testaments abound; to
show that they were held In common with other nations; and then trace them to their evldentoriginand

eo:plain their .,..,.,.ing.
"It has long been acknowledged by the most emi-

nent biblical students that the Hebrew scriptures
contain a large mythical element; but, so rar as we
know, the present Is the first complete and scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
ascertain their original slgnlficatlon."-Boaton Owr-

ier,

And Selections,
BY
ROBERTQINGERSOLL
This new book is a gem. It is a. model in
every respect. In fact, OI!e of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued. .
It contains, besides t)le celebrated "Decoration Day Oration,'' never before published,
and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
printed in various sha.p.es, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks and day-to~day conversations
ofthe author.
·
The work is designed for, ·and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, With autograph facsimile,
·has been prepared especially for it.
~the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is a. masterpiece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; a.:p.d the binding, as perfect as the
best materials and skill can produce. The
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
.
PRICES:
S1lk•oloth, beveled edges, g1Jt ba.Ck and side, $2 50
Half-calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, 4 50
Full Turkey morocco, g1lt, exquisitely fine,
7 50
Full tree calf, highest poss~p~e style and finish, 9 00
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Pl., New York.

tltUTH SEEiffi.it TR.&.CTS.
[Please Order by NuJDber.]
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47 Cruelt;r and creduUty or the Human Race. Dr.
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Daniel

, Freethinker's H~story of the World.

40 pp. Handsomely executed.

Founded upon the Lite of
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.

How the Pagan Priests of Bome Originated
Christianity.
by SPIRIT FARADAY, late Electrtotan
and Chemist of the Boyal Institution,
London, England.
;J'rlce, boards, 15 oents; pa.p~r, 110 oente. 1
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Man.-Whence
and Whither.
By B. B. Westbrook,D.D.,LL.B.,
Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a.
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Addre88
TH.K TBUTH BEEKEB,
88 Cllnton Place, New Yorlr.

~

IN EXPLANATION OF THE BmLE, FBOM GENESIS
TO BEVELATlONS.
CONTENTS:
The New Veralon.
Extrao~d1nary8alnta.
Nothing.
Prtestci'l!f.t.
Utopl118.
The Heart or Yahweh.
The Descent of Msn,
The .Folly of Solomon.
The Wandering Jew.
Sel,,Besnect.
Fair Play.
Priest and Prophet.
A Biblical Bomance.
The Hope ot the World.
Bricks Without Straw.
Iconoclasm.
Celestial Barbarism.
The Man Jesus.
Divine Brigandage.
The' New Religion.
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Lectures by Geor;-e <:halney.

BY J. G. HERTWIG.
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TI-IE NEW VERSION.

THE SUNDAY LAWS,

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In Man, Errore of Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from lndlsorettons or excesses. A book tor every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for a.ll acute
and chronic diseases, each one ot whiCh Is lnva.luable. So found by the author, whose experience for
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Price, 25 cents.

This is a book of 300 pages, embodying the
most graphic, vivid, and thrillinsportrayal of Society Life as 1t
now exists.
The third edition of this remarkable book
has just been issued by its author, Mrs. Anna
D. Weaver. It is a story of thrilling interest,
thoroughly dramatic, pathetic, fascinatin~,
forcible, and graphic. What "Uncle Toms
Cabin" was to the slavery question, "Richard's Crown " is . to the cause agitating the
masses of the people of to-day.
Printed in large, new type, on fine, heavy
paper. Beautifully illustrated With eleven
engravings, handsomely bound in cloth; title
in gilt, embossed on the back and side of the
book. Price, $1.50. For sale at this offioe.
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As Described by the Bible.
"There went llP a smoke out of his nostrils, and
fire out or his mouth devoured : coals were kindled
with It " (Psa.lms xvl11, 8).

Its Scientific Solution,

ANOTHER GREAT WORK

OHRONIC DISEASES

AGreat Medical Work on Manhood!

JEWISH JEHOVAH.

HOW HE WON AND WORE I1.

cents. For sale at _this office
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5 Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Dis
2 eases of Men, the Diseases of Women, and the vari
2 ous causes, physical and socla.l, leading to the mare
plainly treated by that pia.liiest or· books, PLAI!l
HOlliE TALK, EMBRACING MEDICAL OOMMQ.
2 SENSE-nearly 1,000 pages; 200 mustratlons, by Dr.
2 E. B. FOOTE, of~20 Lexington ave., New Yorlr, .:
2 whom a.ll letters from the sick should be a.ddreue ...
2 In Its ISBue for Jan.19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's Tll1i~h
thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his men!,li.,
12 SEEKER
publications: "We know him (Dr. Foote) perona.•:t
2 and Intimately, and we say with a.ll the a.ssura.nc.e
1 that knowledge imparts that he Is a man ot th"
I highest Incentive and motlvs, whose life has been
I spent in instructing and improving his fellow-beings
I by giving such Information as Is well calculs.ted to
enable them to be more healthy, more happy, and
to be better and more useful men and women. His
8 medical works possess the highest va.lue, and hav
5 been Introduced and thoroughly read In hundreds
5 of thoUBa.nds of families, who to-day stand ready to
8 bear w1111n& testimony to the grea.t benefit they hav
derived from the physiological, hygienic, and mora.!
2 leBBons which he has so ably imparted."
5
Purchasers ot PLAIN HOlliE TALK are at liberty
to CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall
8 FREE. Price of the new Popular Edition, by ma.ll
postage prepa.ld, only $1.50. Contents table free
2 A.GENTiil WANTED.
2
MURRY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
~c
129 East 28th street, New York.

BY E. N. KINGSLEY.

AND

By SA..:tiUEL P. P1JTNA.ltl.

~

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1 •

5

s
'.l'here 1B no member of society to whom this book

wm not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
m
instructor, or clergyma.n.-.Arg0114ut.
2
AddreBB the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W

:
1
1

H. Parker, No 'Bulfinch st., Boston, Mass., who may
be consulted on a.ll diseases requiring sk1lland ex·
perlence. uhronic and obstinate diseases that ha.V
baffled the skill of all other physlcia.ns
a.
specla.lty, Such treated successfully
without an instance or failure.
lyrUl
Mention this paper.
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PROBLEM OF THE UNIVBRSE, RICHARD'S CROWN
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This work and " A TRUTH BEEKEB IN EUBOPE"
ln~f~~~n°dnu':.l~g:mq,~u:fz~r ~~te~~n~~'::3Jyv~Y:~~
should be In every Liberal's library Besides ltB Intrinsic Price
$1.00. For sale at this olllce.
worth ltlsa memento of one of the greatest Freethinkers
the world has known-or one who ranks wtth VoitBire
and Paine In the force and clearness of his writings.
.
Address 7.H.8 'l.RU'J.H Sl!JBKBR.
BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B,
-33 Clinton Place,
A
Book
of Hints and Suggestions ConcernNew York city.
ing the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Addreee
THE TRUTJ:i SEEKER.
THE
ss CUnton Place, N Y

WITH SOME

CONTENTS I

The True Idea.! of llla.rrta.ge.
Free Love.
The History of llla.rrJ.a.ge;
The Old Testament Divorce La.w.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question of La.w and Religion.
Rational Deductions from Established Prlnoiplell
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better tllan Ou' e.
Price, 110 cents. Neatly bOund In cloth. For sal •
&t th1B office.
83 Ollnton Place, NewaYork.
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8

With a steel plate elllrl1lvlng O! the author In VoL I. Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
and each volume illustrated with rorty-eeven cute.
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
BY D. ltl. BENNETT,
and Impracticable Christians.
Late editor or Tllll TJ<UTB lbaKu, authOr or "A Trute
lee.B:er In Europe," "Gods and ReUglona or Ancient
Oontalnlng a picture of the
and Mo<JernT!mea," "TheWorld'a Sagee,Tklnk·
the· Church,': etc., etc.
Handso10ely bound In red cloth, ,6.GO;
Jn leather, red edges, t9.GO; Ju
100rocco, gllt edges, t10.fi0.
Beadera of TBE TRUTH SuuR know the clrcnm•tences
under which this work w..S written. The last words
penned by the great author were for the fourth volume
which was nearly completed at biB death, and Which will
now contelu an account of hla world-lamented death and
buriaL MJ. Bennett was a very patient· and faithful
chronicler of the habits and customs or tke dllferent peoples or the many places he visited, The every-day
life or all nations Is laid before the reader by one who has
VIsited them and beheld them with hie own eyes. Par.
tlcular attention Is paid tO the progreSB of Freethoaght In
the various countries he VIsited, and the moraUty or SO·
called pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter
Theworklsa

5

1

ORTHODOX

era, and Reformers," "Champions Of

:Br B.. D. Westbrook, D. D. LL.:B.
Author of "The.Bible:-Whenoe and Wha.t?"

g

"Never before has there been given a volume to
the reading world that shows the research for the
origin of these myths as does th1B one just published
by J. W. Bouton, of New York."-Boston Timu. ·
WITH'
"It Is unquestionably true that the. results of a
rationalistic study of the Christian scriptures are
CHANGE
OF_ DIET.
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In
the work before us.-~. Y._ Sun.
REVISED .AND ENL.ARGED BY 'I'HE .AUTHOR.
1 Vol. Royal 8vo. Cloth. .About 609 pager.
IN NINE PARTS AND COURSES.
Priee,
•
$3.00
Bent postpaid, on. receipt· Of price,
Address,
1
AlWord
from
the Oook.-2 Choice Bits for the
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Hash.-;! Seasoned with Satan to the taste,83 Clinton PJa.ce, New York.
. 4 The Ohopping-Knlfe.--6 Hash, First
Oourse.-6 Hash; Second Oourse.7 Hash, Third Oourse,-8 6hange
of Diet, First Oourse,-9
D. I. BENNETT'S LAST WORK.
Change of Diet, Second Oourse,
WABREN SUl'IINEB B&:RLOW,
Author of
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
Price. 10 Cents.
'l'he l"rnth Seeker.

FOUR LARGE VOLUMES.

Marriage and Divorce.
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Scientific Serle•.
1 Hereditary Tranemlsalon. Prof. ElsbUl'g, M.D.;:
I Evolution; from the Homogeneou to the Heteo
rogeneous. ·B. F. Underwood ................. .
8 Darwlnlem. B. F. Underwood ................... ..
4 Literature of the Insane. F. B. Marvin ....... ..
Bespons!b!Uty of Sex. Mrs. Chase. »,D....... ..
e Gra<fuated Atmospheres. J. McCa..Oil......... ..
1 Death. Frederic 'E. Marvln_~.M.D ................. .
8 How do Marsupial Animals rropagate their k1ndf
A. B. Bradford.................................. .
II The Unseen World. Prof. John Fiske .......... ..
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three Lec-
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Evolution Teaches neither Atheism nor Mate•
ri)lllsm. B.s. Brlaham,M. D................. ..
ISJ!flblrie at Mr. John 'F!ske'a Crumb for the Modo
!·- em Symposium ................................ ..
..j>~unt on one dollar's worth 10 !!!!.,.~~ ~~ 04 """•
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Is a regularly educat·

ed and lega.l!Y qua.li·
fied physician, and
the most suocea.sful
as his practice Will
pn>ve. He has for
twenty years treated
exclusivly a.ll diseases
of the Bexua.l Organs, In which he
stands pre-eminent.
SPERIIIATORRH<EA·
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of self·
abuse In youth and
sexual excessesln maturer years, causing
n 1 g h t em!SBions by
dreams, loss or sex ua.l
power,renderlngma.rrla.ge improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by an outside application In sixty days.
NO STOMACH IIIEDIOIN USED. It Is one ot Dr.
Fellows' va.lua.ble diBCOveries, which Is entirely unknown to the medica.! profeselon. 64)nd three 2-Cent
stamps for h1B "Private Counselor," giving tull In·
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., and say where you saw this a.dvertlsment.
From the.o.---'L.-li"onclad .Age.
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was loaded.' "

'
llOlUOllOOLA. GilA..-A. PLEA.
/

Remember that these appllances are not worn next the skin, but
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appllances in the
market, they imparl no shooks and leaves no ~res.

PRICE LIST.

clawthe eibOw o'tfoublesometho-ught:
But man is a sodger and llfe is a fought (ll.ghtl;
My mirth and good humor are coin in my pouch,
And my freedom's my landship nae· monarch dare
touch.
A towmond o' trouble, should that be my fa',
A night o' guid fellowship sowthers it a';
And at the blythe end of our journey at last,
Wha the de'll ever thinks o• the road he has past?
-Burns.
I HOLD that the wealth of mankind is morally a
common store; that we are morally bound to increase it as much, and to waste it as llttle, as we can;
that of the two it is happier to be underpaid than to
be overpaid, and that we shall all find it so in the
sum ofthlngs.-Goldwin Smith.

I WIIYLES

Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
Ladies' Abdominal Belts, •
6.00
Sciatic Appliances, each,
5.00
Leg Belts, each,
4:,00
Kn.ee Caps, each,
3.00
Wristlets, each,
1.50
Sleeping Caps,
•
4:.00
Ladies Jack.et
18.00
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
Sup_erftne Insoles,
•
•
•
1.00
Children's garments upon application.

IT is in the Old •restament that the procees of diflo
engagement and the growth of a moral out of a cer
emonlal rellgion are most distinctly seen :
Wherewith shall I come before Jahveh,
And bow myself before God on high?
Shall I come before him with burnt otrerings,,
With the sacrifice of calves of a year old?
WLll Jahveh be pleased with thousands of rams,
With ten thousands of rivers of oll?
Sna.ll I giv my firstbo~n for·my transgression,
The fruit of my body for the sin of my soul?
He hath showed thee,O man, what is good,
And what Jahveh doth require of thee;
What but to do justly, to Love mercy;
And to walk humbly with thy God?
Here, no doubt, is a belle! in the emcacy of aacri·
fice, even of human sacrifice, even of the sacrifice of
tile firstborn. But it is a receding and dyiag belle!, whlle the belle! in the power of justice, mercy,
humlllty, moral rellgion, in short, is preva111ng
overHand taking its place.- Goldwin Smith.

Any of the above· garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money
If you are uncertain as to what would best suit }'Our case
send us -word stating symptoms, and we w111 advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appllances are otrered at leSB than one-third of what others are selllng worthless appllances for, yet we wm
guarantee that the magneticquallty is a hundred fold superior to any other appllance ever olrered the
publlc, and w1ll outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet is put through a particular prooess, and
hav ra.18ed ilve. times. their own weight six months after being magnetized, whlle not a single appliance
in the market Will attract the smallest particle of iron, the maJority of such worthless appliances having
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop· iron, and not capable of retaining magnetism for 11o
moment. All of our garments are made from the very best material for the purpose, and Will outlast any
and all other garments now before the publlc. Every magnet is a.rrimged in the garments upon rcientiftc
prin<:iplu, and not haphazard as in all the others. We olrer you therefore
if they are not as represented in every respect.

. The Only Scientiflc Jlagnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
And challenge comparlson with any of the so-oalled magnetic garments now olrt.red under that head. At
the same time the appllcation of labor-saving machinery in our manufacture enables us to olrer them
about

O~·THIRD

THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,

80 that we eansay with truth, None are so poor that they cannot prooure them, being but a trlfie higher
than ordinary clothing•.
Remember that we are olrertng you the cheapest and best maguetic appliances in the market, and if
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we Will
refund your money. ·
-

~

Ladies' A.bdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to
order, and a O.t guaranteed.
,
A.G~TB WANTED ll'il BVlmY TOWN IN 'l'JIJI UNITED 8TATBS. LIBJIBAL OOMMI88ION8 ALLOWED
U4rtlt lor h1&1JIM UlfOmltiOII,
DB. L. TENNIIY,
·
•n Weet Ke.dleon Street, Ohlca&o, Ill.

With war-club dented and 'Worn,
With ear-rings heavy as lead,
An African sat on a leopard-skin mat,
With a battered chapeau on his hel\d:
Slay I Slay I Slay I
With a scymetar forged in,Jatra.
~omewhat over the bay, he trolled the lay,
Of Boriobooli'~ Gha.
Slay! Slay? Slay!
When the tropical sun is high,
Slay J· Slay I Slay I
When the desert is parched and dry,
It is hard to weave and spin,
'Neath a brute employer's_heel,
But we poor cannibals stake our lives
In pursuit of a dally meal.
Slay I Slay I Slay I
T111 the brain begins 'to swim.
Slay I Slay I Slay I
Tlll the ax-head's gUtter is dim.
Fantee, Kamr, and Kroo,
Krooman, Kamr, and Fan .
And in dreams I recommence the fl.ght
Where in morning I first began.
Benevolent men of the land
Where a dilrerent diet thrives,
Neither dinners nor suppers you send to me,
But the prloeof human llves.
Slay I Slay I Slay I
With a scymetar forged in Jatra.
I secure at a blow a feast and a foe
To Borioboola Gha.
Slay I Slay I Slay I
My labor is never through.
And what are Its wages? Some tinsel beads
And a Birmingham idol or two,
A scrap of Engllsh clay-sized cloth,
A hut that a toad would stlfie,
And an old smooth· bore that the dealer swore
Was a M~lnl-Henry rifie.
Oh I tor an idol of bronze,
This clay one my vision alrronts,
Oh 1 tor some fun with a Gatling gun
That would kill twenty nlggers at ence 1
To criminals, paupers, and tramps
You are never weary of giving,
Please to remember a cannibal king
Who has to kill men for a llving.
With war-club dented and worn,
With ear-rings heavy as lead,
An African sat on a leopard-skin mat,
With a battered chapeau on his head
Slay I Slay I Slay I
With a scymetar forged in Jatta.
SOmewhat over the baY, he was trolling a lay,
And spearing each natlv who came in his way
ot Borioboola Gha,
-Borton Com. Bull~lin,

A JOURNAL. OF. FREETHOU.GHT AND REFORM.
BDtere4 at; ~e Polt-OAIIlll at; l!ew Yet. a. T .. ul!lei»D4 ClUe.._,

Vol. 11. No. 41~ {PUBLISHED WEEKLY. ~ Ne-w York, Saturday, October 1.1, 1.884. ~ ~3 CLINTON PLACE. ~ $3.oo per year.
THE Boston TTaveler givs a hint that may
show why missionaries were once welcome to
foreign shores. It says, "Later on the demand for New England rum from the ports of
M. RENAN, the noted French author and·
the Mediterranean was immense, and there
Freethinker, is seriously ill.
was scareely a vessel left the port of Boston
THE Methodist church of Iowa has formally for Smyrna whose cargo did not consist prin-come out for St. John for president.·
.
cipally of New ]jlngland rum. Smyrna at that
time was the principal objectiv point for misCZAR ALEXANDER is an incessant smoker of
sionaries seekilig fields of labor in Asia.''
cigarets. The Nihilists should-now be satisfied.
·
·
IT is estimated by the Hartford Times tha~
EvANGELIST MooDY announces that he will the numerous Bible societies hav, in the agstart revival in Virginia. The home of Ma- gregate, during the past · thirty-four years,
hone should prove reeeptiv soil for the Chris- printed 290,000,000 copies of the Hebrew
scriptures, or· one for every familif in the world.
tian scheme of moral readjustment.·
'Having now furnished everybody with a Bible,
RoBERT BoNNER of the Ledger unfortunately it should be the next duty of these societies to
was paragraphed as having given a bell to a devote their income to hiring people to read it.
western church. Immediately a hundred bells The result, however, would in all likelihood
were applied for by begging letters.
be very different from what they desfre.

A CHINEsE pamphlet recently circulated in
Hong Kong against the Christian mission work,
affirms that Europeans do not belong to the
•
human race, but are descended from monkeys.
_ PHILADELPHIA had a $500,000 fire last Sun"This race of wild beings," it alleges, "wor•
day.
ships neither the heavens nor the earth; they
FRANK CHANFRAu, the actor who played
do not honor their parents nor hav respect for
their forefathers, They come into China. "Kit; the Arkansaw Traveler," for many years,
under the pretense of preaching a religion, but is dead, aged. 63.
really eome to take the eyes and the brains of
THE free reading-room of the Cooper Instidying people, and the blood of children. With t:nte is hereafter to be open on Sundays, beginthese they make medical pills which they sell ning on the 5th.
in their cou11try, and in this manner secure
BOTH of Jay Gould's cables between Europe
shrewdness." If the Chinese are superstitious
and
America are brok,en. A ship's anchor is
enough to believe thes_e remarkable statements,
they hav but a slight trl!.llSition to undergo in supposed to hav done the mischief.
A UNIVERSITY at Delaware, Ohio, has adorder to become Christians.
THE way of the presidential candidate is mitted into the school a Chinese girl who came
hard. Even Mrs. Belva Lockwood is now all the way from China to receive an American
11.
learning the truth of this text by sad eiperi- education.
enQe.
It
is
true
that
as
yet
the
political
slanSrx
large
gas
companies
of
New
York
city
:LIGHTNING struck a Florida man the other
IT would seem as if religions were dying out
derer has been able to do her but little harm. hav consolidated, with an aggregate capital of
in China, judging from the fact that a large day in the side, ran down his leg to the knee,
He began his nefarious work promptly after $42,000,000, Theypromis a substantial reducnm~ber of temples in Foo-Chow are leased by forked and burnt two streaks to the sole of his
her nomination by publishing the hideous tion in the price of gas.
the priesthood to Europeans for dwelling or foot. Aft~r leaving him it hunted up a can of
A POLICEMAN who has been employed in
powder, which it exploded, and then knocked falsehood that her back hair was not her own
business purposes.
a sick man out of bed, The latter found him~ original hair. Several ministers thereupon Central Park, this city, for fifteen years says
DisCOVERED amo:qg the ruins .of the Zuni and
self cured of the chills when he recovered from wrote letters saying that in order to preserve that he never saw so large a crowd thexe as
Aztec cities are spindles and. whorls remarkthe surprise, and- the other-fellow is none the the sanctity of the American comb they should congregated to listen to the music last Sunday.
ably like those employed by the Highlanders
worse of the lightning trick. The·house, how- be reluctantly compelled to withhold their
WREN the two Mormon elders, together with
in Scotland. :rhe position of some would inever, is a total wreck from the powder explo- votes from a woman whose hair was not sincere two citizens, were killed in Lewis county,
dicate an antiquity of at least 2,600 years.
and
truthfuL-New
YOTk
Times.
The
irony
sioa.
of the Times is not out of place considering the Tenn., all ~rmons were warned to leave the
THE Episcopal church for this diocese reTHE typical total abstainer is described by disagreeable conspicuousness which some state under pain of death. The time allowed
fused, at its late session, to interfere with gamthe London 7imes as a person of inferior clergymen are giving themselvs in this cam- expired last Monday, and trouble is expected.
bling when disguised as a church fair, though
physical development, and not remarkable for paign. When questions of morality are being
AN alleged Anarchist on trial at Berne,
a lay attendant said that it was contrary to
intellectual power. Smallness of body and discussed the average minister is not useful as Switzerland, last week, declared that he was
state laws. Nice teachers of morality, these!
mind characterize him; he is easily led by his a debater. He should seek the retiracy of re- in the employ of the Berlin police, and his
HANs MAKART, the illustrious painter, is emotions, or by what he fancies to be elo- treat, and, according to his inherent graceful- function was to incite Anarchists to commit
outrages which would lead to their expulsion
dead. As Comstock at one time suppressed a quence; he is ready to take up any idea pressed ness, become an ornament to seclusion.
·
.
from the country. His liltatement has been
painting by this artist, it is now in order for upon him with sufficient volubility; and, in
THE
fi:J,rm.y
m_e_n_qf
the
press
Wlll
..
never
cease
____
.. tirined
him 1;o place :M:r. Makart among his -victims, short,. the.same causes make of.him a teetotaler, s~andering the Boston woman, in spite of the con
•
an
anti~vaccinator,
and
an
anti--vivisectionist.
-·and'"to clailri that the world is better off withfact that she is the schoolma'am of the world.
A DYNAMITE scare was produced in London
The 1imes does not know what it is talking
out him.
The New York Herald is responsible for this last Saturday by the discovery of a piece of unabout.
EMPEROR WILLIAM, of Germany, nearly
story: As the car swung into Madison avenue explainable mechanism in the Guildhall. Sub- •
BISHOP GILMOUR, of Cleveland, Ohio, prints from Forty-second street, two ladies got sequent investigation showed that it was an
ninety years old, is now so feeble that his early
demise is looked for at Berlin, and its conse- a card in which he insists that Mr. Cowles, ed- aboard. One of them wore glasses and that electrical apparatus used in putting up talequences canvassed. He is unable to sit on itor of the Leader, denied his daughter freedom intellectual contraction of the eyebrows pecul- phones, and had been carelessly left where it
horseback, .and can only witness reviews from of conscience in the exercise of her religion, iar to the ladies of the Hub. With the true was found, by a workman. The scare then
and declares that, while withdrawing the charge Boston instinct, she began talking about books subsided.
- his carriage seat.
of inhuman and brutal treatment, he reaffirms and authors. "You hav read 'Jane Eyre,' of
MR. BLAINE is journeying through Ohio
IN a Western paper we :find the statement
that freedom of conscience was denied. Mr. course?" said her companion. "Oh, yes,'• doing political work;_ Gen. Butler is further
that an agent for a new force-pump went to a
Cowles is the genius whom the New York Sun said the intellectual lady from Boston, "I hav west stumping for the People's party; Gov.
town out there and asked the editor where he
has immortalized as the only true hebetudinous read all her works, and like them so'much I" Cleveland has been receiving gratifying ovacould find the "superintendent of the water
crank. Bishop Gilmour has not as yet been The other lady coughed behind her handker- tiona from the Democrats of this state; and
works," The editor sent him to the pastor of
classified, but he is an interesting specimen for chief, and then asked, with a twinkle in her Mr. Hendricks gets overwhelming audiences in
the Baptist church.
the contemplation of the naturalist.
eye, "Hav you ever read any of 'Daniel De- Virginia. Other candidates are getting in their
REv. DR. RANKIN, of the Congregational
OLD tales are taking· on new versions; the ronda's' novels?" "Yes, indeed," said the work, and the political pot boils hilariously.
church at Washington, permitted a colored following for instanc~: Damocles, the Sicilian Boston lady, "all of them, But do you know,
CounTLANDT PALMER addressed the meeting
Sunday-school class to meet in the basement sybarite, being particularly fond of the pleas- I think he is almost too analytical." "How do
of his church. This action raised a storm of ures of the table, the tyrant Halicarnassus did you like 'Adam Bede's ' writings?" asked the of a Butler and West club of this city one
wrath among the church officials, and the not fail to invite him to a sumptuous banquet, New Yorker. "Oh, they are lovely. But evening last week. He said the People's party
was based on the principle to love your neighdoctor was compelled to resign.
at the beginning of which he called his priest's don't you think they are a little shallow?" "I
bor as yourself, and on the Declaration of
Two burglars had ransacked the house and attention to the fact that just above his head hav never read them," said the other, behind Independence, which, in guaranteeing life,
secured every portable thing of any value. was a sword suspended by a single hair. So her fan. The lady from Boston cast a look of liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, guaranWhile passing through the pantry, one of them profoundly possessed was Damocles with pity on her illiterate companion, and the 'two teed also to labor the results of its toil. Mr.
picked up a piece of cold meat and was about the apprehension that the hair might at any got off the car at Sixty-first street.
Palmer favors Gen. Butler's candidacy.
A GOOD story is going around about a Cincinto eat it. "Whist, Pat!" said the other warn- moment fall into his soup, that he was utterly
RABBI BROWNE continues the agitation in
unable
to
enjoy
any
of
the
rich
viands
pronati minister. He is a vegetarian of the strongingly, "av yez £ergot phat day it is?" "Be
est order, and in the course of his pastoral favor of the Hebrew children being allowed to
jabbers," said Pat, .dropping the meat, "Oi vided for his delectation.
remain from school on Atonement day without
PREPARATIONS are being made in Manchester career he was invited out to a Sunday dinner by
had ; it's Friday marnin' .''
receiVing demerit marks. He wishes t.o place
England, to celebrate the twenty-first anniver- one of the sisters of his tlock named .Brown.
SoME of the religious papers in Massachusetts
the children and the day on an equality with
sary of the Wholesale Co-operativ Society. Old man Brown didn't go. to church that mornare discussing the question, "Should ministers
Catholics and Good Friday. The rabbi is on
ing.
His
wife
told
him
to
expect
her
to
bring
This c_oncern was made a part of the retail cowear mustaches?" Mr. Robert Burdette, the
the wrong track. He should work for the
operativ system because private tradesmen company home to dine, and he, with the aid
jester, thinks it is the minister's duty to society united and informed wholesale dealers that of the cook, laid the foundution for a superb abolishment of Gooi Friday as a legal holiday
to wear so much as that, at least, and in the they would cease to buy of them if they sold repast. Mrs~ Brown came home, but all the instead of seeking to introduce another. If he
great cities where society is more coldly artifi- goods at the same rates to co-operators. Thus company she brought was the minister. They regards atonement as of more value than educacial and formally exacting, he might, with com- forced ~o defend themselvs, the promoters of were seated at the table when this sort of con- tion, let him take his choice without grumbmendable worldly wisdom, add a vest and a the system devised the plan of doing their own versation ensued: "Mr. Jones," meaning the ling.
pair of trousers, especially as the season ad- wholesale business, and a central store was minister, "what part of the chicken do you
A MAN was in court in this city one day last
vances.
founded at Manchester, with capital supplied like best?" "Really, Mr. Brown, I don't care week with a charge against· a lodge of Odd
THE Religion of Humanity seems to be tak- by a large number of the retail organizations. about any chicken," <l Well, here is some Fellows of having abused him in thfl course of
ing practical shape as a religion in some quar- Friends of the movement point out that in extra fine roast beef; try some of this.-' "Ex- initiation. He was on crutches, and had conters. At the late Positivist service in memory twenty-one years the members of the societies cuse me, Mr. Brown, I will forego the beef." tusions on his head. He testified that memof Auguste Comte, says the Hemld, Dr. Con- hav increased sevenfold; their capital seven- "I hav some tender lamb here; how will that bers of the lodge had blindfolded him, fasgrave commenced his prayer thus: "We praise teenfold, and their profits twelvefold; and that suit?" "I never eat lamb." "Well, now, I tened a chain around his body, and hoisted him
thee, humanity, as for all thy servants, so with this ratio of increase, tha first years of the know you can't refuse this boiled ham." "Par- to the ceiling. While in this position he had
especially for Auguste Comte; and we pray that, coming century will seethe whole of the work- don me, but ham I never touch." During all been struck from behind, causing his head to
in proof of our gratitude, we may.become thy ing classes of England interested in associations this time Brown's father, an old, gray-haired strike violently against a stool. He was then
more willing and complete servants." At the which will hav the stap~e trades under their sinner, had been seated near him watching op- let down suddenly to the floor, and sustained
conclusion of the service the following bene- control. The Wholesale Co-operativ Society erations, and standing it as long as he could, internal injuries which, the doctors said, might
diction was pronounced: "The peace of her has purchased depots in this, country and on squeaked out in a piping-voice, "John, maybe yet prove fatal. They then led him around in
slowly dwwning kingdom be upon you, the the continent of Europe. It owns buildings the damned fool will suck a raw egg." The chains and cap. The members of the lodge
blessing of humanity abide with you, now and and steamers, and carries on a banking de- enjoyment of that dinner is said to hav been admit these statements, but say the man is a.
fraud, and they treated him accordingly.
forever."_
practically dissipated.
partment.

and Qilippings.
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but ,under the rental scheme proposed, I should ~he _oppression of monopoly. I hav shown by what
dread his improvements as e~tailing my ruin. This mdirect means monopolists may defeat its provisions.
scheme is perfectly assorted with cutthroat competi- Moreover, the Inalienable Homestead while constition,
with might makes right, and tli.e exclusiv law of tuting in itself a partial bulwark against the en·
The New Land Projects.
the market. Only the richest, the smartest and most cr.oachment of J?~nopolists, is perfectly consistent
. They who are speculating on a change from fee driving, could survive under it; It would accelerate With other prohibitory forces, whether legislativ or
Simple. to leases from government, in the tenure of the reign of financial feudalism, and render the in- resulting from spontaneous agreement among farmthe soil, hav free scope in the region of ideas. It dependent yeoman impossible. First slaves to the ~rs. The limitation of areas to personal occupancy
costs _them J?-Othing to suppose an honest government state, under high-pressure rents, no industry or skill, IS equally consistent with either form of tenure the
and Impartial land agents who shall execute their without great resources of capital, could long pay fee simple or the lease, though the lease affords
theoretical conceptions faithfully. We may fairly such rents as capital, using equal industry and skill, greater facilities for ba:ffiing it.
EDGEWORTH.
infer that they hav put the best foot foremost, and can afford to pay; and the farmer, in consequence
~ade the statements they believe most congenial ousted, would hav no other choice than to surrender
Cannibalism.
either to our common sense of justice, or to the in- his personal liberty to the capitalist as a proletary.
terest of actual farmers. For the sake of meeting
I hav recently heard a good deal of horror exAnother aspect of this proposed innovation is the
th.ese innova:tors on a possible common ground, ,I
pressed because of the cannibalism said to hav been
necessary
increase
of
government
offices
and
patronwill allow with Mr. Riley, in the June number of
resorted to in their dire extremity of starvation by
Truth, "the assumption that the government has age. The land officer of a district would hold there certain members of the Greely party. To me, also,
autho_ri~y and ~nfluence incomparably greater than
~eased to be ~ tool of th~ usurers-has ceased to pay
the thought of this terrible deed brings a feeling of
mterest, abolished all smecure offices and that its any CIVIC functiOn at present, unless the high judi- horror.. And yet, having myself experienced the·
ciary..
And
if,
to
avoid
arbitrary
personal
preferences,
work is wholly for the good of the people."
maddenmg pangs of extreme hunger, I can look withe
Only I must ask, who is to be judge of this good- questwns of rent were referred to· juries, the cost of a good deal of allowance npon those who commit the•
the
system
would
be
greatly
increased,
or
less
business ? And for what part of the people? Without
deed, as did the parties in question, in the insanity
imputing sinister intentions to the new school of ness wou~d be done, and vexatious delays incurred, of starvation. There is a form of cannibalism 'how-·
all
_of
which
would
react
in
raising
the
rents,.
from
~and reformers, I propose to show the unequal beareve~, which is extensivly practiced through~nt alll
mg and the dangerous fallacies of the tenure by which such expenses must be liquidated. The cum- Chnstendom, upon Fhich I cannot look with any
brous
mechanism
of
a
state
is,
at
best,
a
vicious
cirstate or government lease. I call this scheme the
such a~lowance, it not being practiced under any dirS.
new school, in contradistinction to that which in- cl.e, as compared with the free play of personal ener- necessity. I refer to that form which is practiced
~Ies:
\)nly_
fit
to
foster
privilege,
when
it
attempts
scribes on its banner " the inalienable homestead "
almost weekly by the well-dressed and well-fed
l~av!ng the ind~vidual free to merge his title durin'g Justice, It ~Iva infinitesimal results at exaggerated crowds that throng those gorgeous hazara of fashion
costs.
It
Is
the
dynamization
of
How
not
to
do
it.
h~e m a ~ollectiv o; corp?rativ ownership, but not to
supe~stition, bigotry, and intolerance called churches:
alienate It from his family or legal heirs. The old ~11 we need of government, for the use of the soil, cathedrals, etc.
·
Is-Hands
off.
Let
Labor,
untrammeled
assert
its
school. of _land ref.orl?. and tbe new school agree upon
As you are doubtless well aware, these crowds are
own
rights.
Occasional
wrongs
may
be
iooked
for
the prmmple of hmitmg the areas held whether in
wont, in a public and ostentatious manner to eat the
f~e s~mple or in lease, o~ discountenancing specula- under any system, or without system, but they are flesh and to drink the blood o£ an executed person
general
and
permanent
only
where
governments
for!wn m land, and of requrring actual settlement and
ca~~d Jesus. Though they claim that this person's
bid the individual to right himself.
Improvement.
spmt was a god, they all admit that his body was
Is
it
necessary
to
remark
that
a
diet
of
greenbacks
.
. Writing i~ the San Francisco organ of State Socialh_uman, the ~od, as such, not having any body; and,
Ism, Mr. Riley has no hesitation in compelling by IS not absolutely nutriticus, and that no amount of smce the eatmg of human flesh and the drinking of
government
credit
will
keep
its
office-holders
fat
pnited States authority, the change of tenures. 'He
human bl?od constitute cannibalism, these parties
IS careful, moreover, to assure present owners that without roast beef and plum pudding, that somebody are, undemably, cannibals.
must
work
for?
"government, in undertaking the stewardship of the
The only question that can arise in regard to this
The two systems of landholding hav distinctiv soland, will pay the present so-called 'owners' thereof
matter
is as to the genuinness of the flesh and blood
· a fair valuation price in greenbacks." Now the issu~ cial and religious correlations. To the Inalienable consume? on these occasions. That they really are
Hom~st~ad
attac~
the
sentiment
of
the
family,
of
the
of the~e greenbacks (credi~ money) being discretiont~e genum flesh and bl?od of Jesus we hav the posiary with the government, a billion costs it no more assomatwn of childhood and of personal proprietor- tiv and oft-repeated testimony of over 200,000 priests.
ship,
involving
many
labors
of
love
and
values
than one dollar. There cannot therefore be the
~nd now~ are these 200,000 priests all outrageous
least difficulty in paying loyal citizens well provided purely esthetic. To the Government Lease attach hars and Impostors, or are over 200 000 000 of Christhe
exclusiv
subordination
of
all
sentiments
to
the
with faith in Uncle Sam. And the farmers so
tians all cannibals ? If all these 'pri~sts are outpaid are to retain, if they like, as gov~rnment ten- money standard, and the continual enforcement on rageous liars and impostors, can anything good come
the
mind
o~
that
~ncertain
and
transitory
tenure
of
ants, their old properties, or such portion of them as
from their influence ? If, on the other hand, they
may not exceed the statute of limitations for actual human affai;s, which teaches man to regard himself be truthful men, and the wholesale cannibalism in
as but a waif upon the earth. In their bearings on
settlers.
question be genuin, can any good come of so horrible
Mr. Riley cheers us, moreover, with the assurance the soil ~tself, the Inalienable Homestead favors per- a_ practice? _In any view. of the case, is not the pracmanent
Improvements,
even
at
the
cost
of
immediate
that "the rent we should hav to pay would be less
tiCe a degradmg one ? Smce the eaters and drinkers
than the taxes and rates we had previously paid!" profits; whereas the Government Lease compels the fully believe the flesh and the blood to be genuin porave~age
r~nter
to
skin
the
soil,
and
otherwise
push
He adds that all taxes and rates will be abolished
tions of the body of Jesus, is not their moral nature
the land rental alone sufficing for the expenses of f?r Immediate profits, in order to swim with the rising as much affected by the devouring of these things as
tide
?f
rents
co~sequent
upon
the
application
of
government.
it would be if they had the body of Jesus before them
Mr. H. Royer, in tbe Radical Review June 28th machmery to agriCulture on a scale hitherto unpre- and '!'ere to eat flesh cut directly from his body, and
cedented.
It
is
true
that
in
the
race
for
profits
he
advocating Henry George's scheme, tak~s the ·sam~
to drmk blood taken dh·ectly from his veins? Will
groun_d, though less couleur de rose; not so explicit on must lag fatally behind his better-equipped neighbor, some one of these cannibal priests please rise and
.but
he
may
hold
out
long
enough
to
desolate
the
all pomts.. He adds that "the rents are to be paid
explain?
JOHN R. KELSO.
annually m advance, and that while the individual country, bared .of forests, and the cream of its
Modesto, Cal.
soil
washed
into
the
ocean.
Under
the
commercial
improvements of a;fa1·mer shall not be taxed, yet the
rent. shall _be raised every five or ten years in pro- facilities afforded by steam, this process is going
In the Beginning.
portiOn to mcrease Qf market value resulting from abo~t a hundred times as rapidly as in previous genF•·om the Spectalm'.
eratiOns,
and
peace
becomes
almost
as
destructiv
as
improvements around him."* Observe what a nice
August, year unknown; time, six o'clock in the morning·
discrimination, so easy in theory so difficult in prac- war to the radical resources of Bature. To the facil Sate in a tree, an Ape; irrational; eating an apple,
'
tice, is hereby attributed to the government land transportation of crops hav been added the facility of Raw; no cook as yet, ~o house, no shred of a garment;
emi~ation,
and
temptation
p~esented
by
large
tracts
Soul, a blank; taste, nil; a thumb but slowly beginning·
officer. Let us suppose him infallible, and proceed
Warra~ted w~olly a~ Ape, a great jack-ape o' the forest:
t? state a case. I, who now hold my estate in fee of riCh, open land. The sentiment of the home and Jabbermg,
ha1r_y, grim, arboreal wholly in habits.
Simple, would then hold it on lease at the discretion of personal property in the soil that we cultivate has So he sa.te on till noon, when, hushed in slumber around him,
thus
become
very
much
enfeebled
'in
America
and
of the land agents. I occupy 76 acres and pay $2
Everythmg lay dead; all save the murmuring insect
tax. I support myself without much to do with mar- the habits of superficial work consequent hav' pre- Whose small voice still spake, proclaiming silence.' Awaking
Suddenly, then ~erose, and, thinking scorn of his fellows,
kets, r~ising only fr?it, wine, and such stock as pleases pared for the acceptance of a superficial tenure on the Longed
to be qmt of them all, his Apess specially. She dear
me WI~hout enslavmg me. Completion of a railroad soil, against which the sturdy old yeoman or French Knew no dream, no vision; her Apelet playing about h~r
'
and thicker settlem~t around me would qUickly raise peasant proprietor would fight to the death.
All her th_ought, _her care. At four he finally left her,
The
religious
considerations
are
of
two
orders
Went.to l~v by himself, but felt a pang-~'twas a conscience
the valuation of my tract ten or' a hundred fold. I
Ill germ ; yet went; then stopped to bathe in a founshould then hav to pay ten or one hundred times as bearing on the solidarity of the individual with th~ Buddmg_
tam;
.
much rent, and to do this, would hav to renounce all collectiv life at any given period, and on the sclidarity Wow! What an ugly phiz! He saw and shuddered· a Ruskin
my tastes, all my personal liberty, and drudge for of man i~ his generations, present, past, and future. Stirred in his breast. Taste born !-the seed ol a mighty
Ideal,
the ma:ket; bu~ as. my advanced age and incapacity The Inalienable Homestead which harmonizes with
Titianic! Erect he strode through the jungle
to provide for hirelmg labor render these impossible the latter, is favorable to th~ former as the sentiment Raffaelesque,
Cleaving his way with a stick;-Art's rise! An implement
of
personal
dignity
and
of
a
perman'ent
stake
in
the
I should be forthwith expropriated, to make room fo;
maker,
a " wo.rth'Ier use, " as Mr. R oyer says, and pauperized. country favors patriotism.
Parent of Armstrong guns, steam rams et cetera? Still on
The Government Lease system also contemplates Plucking the fruits he went; felt pain' no matter the region·
No'Y, It ~auld be an easy matter for capitalists con'
trolmg Imp;oved farm machinery, steam ploughs, a sort of solidarity; it is that of dependency, and at- Said it was not the apple, or crab, or ~ranberry, no ! nor
Even the sloe. 'Twas a chill. He caught it there in the
etc., or startmg factories, to increase so suddenly and taches the individual to the state, as a tenant to his
fountain.
so enormously the market value of the farms adja- land~ord. It ignores the higher forms of solidarity. Bathing, still in a heat, the water cold o' the coldest.
Hitherto, capital, controling in Great Britain the Glorious Ape !-Logician l not yet a perfect Induction,
cent, as to determin the expropriation of all the small
farmers now independent, but whose means would v?tes. of its landless dependents in the agricultural But good step that way, as good as many among us I
So he went on till ev~, when, reached the edge o' the forest,
not allow t.hem to employ the machinery, or hire the districts, as well as of its factory wagelings has in Just where the openmg paths sloped westward· then i' the
labor, necessary to pay their increased rent. Thus the United States controled only the latter. '
gloaming,
'
Now, if leasing farmers become dependents on the Mo•mting a rising knoll, he saw the sun in his glory
even supposing no unfairness on the part of the land
agents, and the large capitalists, like others to be re- gra~es of the :Unit~d States land officers by the dis- Set over flood and fell; and joining, as in embraces,
Earth to ~eaven draw near; he saw, and suddenly trembled;
stricted to a given are~ of actual occupa'tion, they cretiOn exermsed m the appraisement of their ten- Sudden h1s apehood shrank as a robe, and fell from off him;
may, by the concentratiOn of labor and skill with ures, these officers, vowed by their offices to supP.ort Sudden a soul was born. He owned a greater above him
m~chinery, on that area, as effectivly monopolize the the ruling party, will control a great number of Nea: him, :ound him, in him, far away in the splendor, '
soil, under government leases to hired laborers in farmers' votes. It will then become so much the Havmg, a nght to rule, and he a duty to serve it.
thlS happened at eight-at eight P. M. preciselytheir employ, as if they openly bought out the small e11:sier for capitalists to control the elections. Many And
On that Augu8t day; and il' you cannot believe it
farmer, or extruded him under cover of liens or Will themselvs administer the land offices, while the Go to your Darwin; read how an Ape grew rna~; and a moment
m_ort_gages. Actually, I hav interested motivs for well- poorer land officers will be more readily influenced
Wishmg to my more prosperous neighbor, whose im- than a much greater numbe1· of independent far- Was w~en his soul was not, another, his soul was quickened.
And this must be true, or else-unhappy dilemma·
provements react advantageously on my property; mers.
Men and monkeys both hav souls, or flourish without them.
Fina~ly, the advocates of the new tenure by state So farewell, Ap_e-man ! Lo, we, your progeny, greet you;
~'This quotation, though abbreviated, is Rubstantially exact. lease giV great prominence to the motiv of escaping Thank you much for a soul, and-may we never forget it!
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A.n Unhappy "Spirit" A. broad.
right to the full development and the free exercise ber and degree from the intellect of animals.
. Whether or not there are miserable and evil spirits of their faculties, we ought to open to women as to Can the mind, then, be a thing per se, distinct and
m some other world I do not pretend to decide but men all spheres of activity. They will succeed in separate from the body? No more than the motion
that there are. so.me in this is beyond all doubt. Poor, those for which they are fit, they will fail in those for can exist independent of the. watch." Spencer also
unfortunate viCtims, they deserve our commiseration which they are not fit.
says in his " Elements of Psychology," "Though we
and ~i~lingly would I offer them some material help:
One of the grave charges brought against Liberals commonly regard mental and bodily life as distinct,
only 1t Is to be feared that the "conditions" by which by Mr. Chainey was that we "cultivate our intellects it needs only to ascend somewhat above the ordinary
they are surrounded are of such a nature as to ren- till our hearts and intuitions are dead within us." point of view, to see that they are but subdivisions
der available aid impossible. It is not kind I know This. I resented as a libel upon a class of men and of life in general; and that no line of demarcation
to smile at another's misfortune but I could ~ot avoid wo~en whose lives p:ove that they are in no way can be drawn between them otherwise than arbitraenjoying a very hearty laugh dver the furious attack destitute of love, affectwn, devotion, and benevolence. rily."
made upon me by one Mr. Oliver, whose article from Is. it. true that Liberals fail to appreciate music,
Such is the Materialistic position, and .one that
the Spiritual Offering (what an offering to spirits!) pamtmg, sculpture; that they care nothing for the Mr. Chainey held as sound until his" conversion,"
was copied into THE TRUTH SEEKER. How sad glories and grandeurs of the world; that they take no when he professes to hav found something truer and
that ~n unhappy spirit s~ould hav taken possession part in the treasures of the imagination? Certainly nobler. Hav we not a right, therefore, when he pubof th1s ~entle~~nl,r genms and so alarmingly dis- not; we recognize in all these emotional gratifications licly states this, to inquire what that something is,
turbed h1s eqmlibrmm! The abuse which he hurled the very high utility of touching to rapture some of and why he claims it as being superior? Surely he
at my poor offending head, while under this fatal the finest chords in our nature. We believe in blend- will not acknowledge that he has been converted to
influepce, might be judged to savor more of the spir- ing the virtues of the mind with what are commonly something of which he knows nothing, and that withituous than the spiritual, did we not know that those called th~ _vir~ues of the heart. For if wisdom givs out any explainable reason. True, he calls his new
who hold intercourse with "spirits above " never the reqms1t light, love alone can giv the requisit vital idol Spiritualism and talks of consciousness after
meddle with "spirits below." How sorry I am that heat. Wisdom climbing the arduous mountain Aoli- death. But he made no effort to explain what a
my addres~ so seriously affected this very sensitiv tudes, must often let the lamp slip from her benumbed spirit is, or to show how it is possible for consciousethereal bemg that even after days of solitude he had fingers; must often be near perishing in fatal lethargy ness to continue when that which has been conscious
n?t recovered from the fever my humble words caused amidst ice and snow-drifts, if love be not there is no more. Judging from experience, life and brain
h1m. Really, I was not aware that anything I said to cheer and revive her with the glow and the are necessary to consciousness; and to possess life
on the occasion had such a potent influence on one flames of the heart's quenchless fires. No one admits and brain, organic structure is indispensable. Why,
who tries sometimes to " call spirits from the vasty more readily than the Secularist does, that we need then, did not Mr. Chainey inform us how he has arrived
deep." But we -some of us--liv and learn. Mate- tender hearts no less than hard heads and that we at the conclusion that life, thought, and consciousrialists are a "herd," and I am the John Bull of the should cultivate warm feeling as well a~ cool reason- ness can continue their manifestations when all that
he:d, stamping with hoofs, goring with horns, and ing. Can we not nurture the affections and the im- was required for their production has ceased to exgomg ramping, raving mad, till gentle-like Oliver agination as well as and along with reason? As- ist? So far as we are concerned, it has, hitherto,
was obviously frightened at my "greedy, bulging suredly we can, and the wisest and healthiest of men been impossible, even with the aid of the telescope
eyes," lest he might, like his figurativ toad, disappear hav bean they who harmoniously cultivated their or microscope, to discover anything that corresponds
and be seen no more. Oh, holy pokers and sacred whole nature, physical, moral, and mental, and not with what Mr. Chainey terms a spirit. If he has
~ongs I what a commotion about nothing ! A storm any one faculty at the expense of all the ·others-a been more fortunate, he should hav given us the
m a teapot I hav heard of before, but this is a hurri- mode of life onlyto be justified by an over-mastering benefit of his unique power of perception. Our
cane in a spoon, a thunder-storm in a thimble a wa- special genius, whose vindication rests in its extra- ~ental vision is so limited that w_e can only reco~
terspout in a winkle-shell. What, in the nam~ of all ordinary achievements.
mze phenomena, but what underlies ~ppearances 1s
the spirits at once-or, to use a more sol~mn source
Another gJ::eat error into which Mr. Chainey fell .to us unknown, and our modesty forbids us to asof appeal, all the gods in the Pantheon-is it all was in saying, "If life is bounded by the cradle and sume a knowledge _that ~e c~nnot command.
about? Had Mr. Oliver been eating unripe fruit, or the grave, you can well afford to sell 11 birthright in
The mode of mvest1gatwn suggested by Mr.
was he suffering from a severe bilious attack? I fail an imaginary world for a mess of pottage." What is Chainey to ascertain the accuracy of his new faith
to comprehend him. But "that's no marvel. I am meant by this doubtful statement? Is our present appears to me to be unsatisfactory. To hav to grope
"a hidebound buffalo of the plains, a hippopotamus abode the imaginary world? There cannot be any in the dark to get light upon such a marvelous suba~ riv:ers dank," eating beef (by the way, is it not can- other if life is " bounded by the cradle and the grave," jec_t as Spiritualism is supposed to be is no~ encourmbalism for a buffalo to eat beef?) and guzzling ale but .surely existence is no mere imagination, as Mr. agmg. And then the lo~pholes to cove: failures are
The shghtest opposmg element
Englishman, and cannot be expected to understand Chamey would soon discover if he left phantoms and so numerous.
spirits of earth, or air, or water, or that other place attended to real ~ractical life. His full meaning, ''breaks the ~!rcl~( a non-success is exp~~ined by
usually supposed to be under the earth. Does not however, came out m another part of his lecture when the plea that spmts cannot be contraled, or that
Mr. Oliver know that because a man has the misfort- he exclaimed, "If we think this life the be-~ll and "lying spirits,'' or "powerless spirits," are present.
nne to be an Englishman it does not therefore follow end-all, the more sensual we are." This is the cry of Of course I do not denJ: I? any of the phenomena, but
that he necessarily either eats beef or drinks ale. If one who revels in selfish gratification, and not of him I see no reason fo; ascr1bmg th.em to aught but natit did, I should hav been in a rare fix during the week who aims at rational conduct. Suppose this life is ural power. Besides, Mr. Chamey should hav conI spent at the Cassadaga camp, for the whole time I the "be-aJ.!. and e!ld-all" (I do not say it is), is it not sidere~ that, inasmuch as those manifestations take
was there I saw very little beef, and not a drop of ale. worth havmg for 1ts own sake? Are there no duties place m nature, they are thereby natural. Further,
To be serious, if this sort of language and such dirty devolving upon us as members of the great whole, what idea has. h~ of. the alleged super~atural, and
mud-pelting be the outcome of Spiritualism, we do the very performance of which adds to the joy and what are the d1stmct1v marks between 1ts supposed
well to leave it to those who can display celestial ire, happit~ess of our being? Do lying, cheating, dis- p~wer and the acknowledged natural, force? . ~1!-d,
and keep ourselvs for the staid and sober things of honor, and licentiousness enhance the value of society still further, has the extent of nature s capab1ht1es
earth.
more than truth, honesty, honor, and temperance ? bee~!- ~uffic~ently ascertained to justify anyone in dogMr. Chainey must be proud indeed of the refined Does not real virtue adorn human character and does mat1zmg e1ther upon what she can or she cannot do?
manners and elegant and choice phraseology of this not every benevolent act which alleviates 'suffering Does not Mr. C_h~ine~ kn?w that a _large and inte~li
apostle of the "new gospel." Reading the article of and lessens misery, convey unspeakable satisfaction gent class of Spmtualists m. the Umted _States a~trlb
Mr. Oliver's, there can be no question as to its sqften- and feelings of delight to the actor? A man who ute th~ very phenomena W~lCh hav captivated h1m to
ing influence upon the manners and the intellects of fails to experience pleasure in lofty aspirations, in m_ater1al me~ns? Would 1t. not, therefor_e, hav ~een
some of its adherents. Glad am I to know that it noble deeds, and in a career of integrity, even if con- w_1se u~on h1s part to hav g1vell: the snbJ~c.t a little
has. n~t this effect upon m~ny of the Spiritualists, the fined to this life must be fallen indeed.
d1spasswnate study before talkmg so pos1t1vly as to
maJ_ority .o~ whom, accordmg to my experien..ce, are
Coming now to what should hav been the practical imagin.ary causes, ?f which he knows nothing, a!ld
pohte, ~1v1l, and honorable ladies and gentlemen. and reasoning portion of Mr. Chainey's addresses, for whiCh ~e. can g1v no reason apart from a hastily
But as It frequently happens in good families that what are the facts? He volunteered to announce formed opmwn?
some "black sheep " are to be fo~nd, so in great publicly that he would prove on the Sunday night
Frequently during the Convention held at Cassamovements many "cranks" are d1sc.overed. If it that Spiritualism was superior to Materialism. We daga, I asked friend Chainey what he regarded the
s~ould ever be my fate. to meet Mr. 0~1ver on ~pub- were, therefore, justified in expecting that some at- practical results of Spiritualism to be? His only
li~ platform, my sp~mal, endeavor _will b~ "m the tempt_ wou!f be made to ~xplain the meaning of the reply was that it afforded him "sweet consolation,"
mildest l?an~er P?ss.Ible . to cure h1m of _his malady two " 1sms. But Mr. Chamey never deigned to giv us and opened up before him a glorious immortality.
and to msp1re ~1thm h1m a sense of h1s dut~ as a any information as to what he meant by the use of In it he had found a "new gospel." Now all this
gentle~an. It 1s ~oo much to ~ope that a!lythmg I those terms, neither did he afford us the slightest in- might hav been very satisfactory to him, but it was
may :wpte, now will redeem h_1m from h1s " fa.llen dication that he understood either the one or the no justification for his reckless taunts hurled at some
co~d1twn, as probably, accordmg to the l~w of ~vo- other. In his presence I stated that Materialism of his former associates. These unfortunate Liberals
lutwn, he has not yet reached the redeemmg pomt; recognizes the material universe as the one existence, were termed by Mr. Chainey, "inflated egotists,"
but, for the advantage of others who are mo~e ~d- and all phenomena as resulting from changes taking who sought to overthrow in a most remorseless manvanced, and, theref?re, bette: capable of apprematmg place in matter. This universe, it maintains, has ex- ner "all opinions but their own," who cared as little
accuracy and the r1ght of fa1r controversy, will pen isted from all eternity in some form or other, and for the feelings of those who differed from them as
the substance of mY: reply to Mr. Cha11!-ey, and being composed of that which is indestructible, it did "the Wall-street speculators for the widows of
thereby correc~ the m1ss~atem~nts of ~r. Ol~ver. .
must continue to exist forever. Life, according to those they ruined;"· and finally, these Materialists
In no. ~ne, mstance d1d I m?nlge m "d1sgustmg this theory, is a resultant of certain combinations of were charged with "speaking lightly and profanely
personalit1e~ towards Mr. C~amey, as my remarks material atoms, which we call organization; and when of the sacred relation of the sexes."
m last weeks TR"?TH SEEKER Will s~ow: That gent~e- this combination is broken up, the life ceases, or
These were among the charges made by Mr.
man gave a public statement of ~1s failure as a ~1b- more probably changes into some other form or Chainey against men who, if they fail to see into the
eral exl?onent, al?-~ so~g~t . s~ncerely, I beheve, force, just as a sudden arrest of motion converts mo- "spirit-world," hav, at least, clear and detinit conth_ough, m my ~pm1?n,. lDJndicw~sly, ~o blame ~he mentum into heat. Thought is held by the Ma- ceptions of the virtue, honor, and fidelity which beLiberals and the~r pnnmples fo_r h1s failure.. T~1s .I terialist to be simply a function of the brain, and all long to this. "Inflated egotists," forsooth! And this
tho:rrght was a m1sta~e upon ~1s part, and, m ~md1- mental power resultant of a particular kind of or- from friend George, who claims to hav discovered in
catwn of a cause whiCh to me 1s. most dear, I sa1d so, ganization. Mind, therefore, depends entirely upon a few days, for a certainty, a sure immortality.
and gave my reasons for so saymg. I hav nowhere matter, and has no independent existence. The "Friends," pe exclaims, "I know we are to iiv foralleg~d .~hat "w~man should never enter III:an's brain, in fact, secretes thought, and when the cere- ever." Who really is the egotist, the man who addo~Il:am, but I d1d urge that I thought my fnend bral organization ceases to exist there is an end of mits that he does not know the unknowable, or he
Chamey had too mu~h of the tenderness and nerv- mental manifestations, just as the secretions of the who professes a positiv knowledge of the "unseen
ous~ess of women, Without the stern, practical, en- bile cease when the liver is destroyed. Thus what world?" There is, of course, no "egotism" in JHr.
durmg na~ure that should .b.elong t? men who hav to is termed mind is not an existence per se, that is, it Chainey saying, "God is the soul which is through
~apple w1t~ the rude r_ealit1es of hfe, the result be- does not exist of itself. It is a phrase used to indi- all, in all, and around all." Again, "Our present life
mg that he lB too effemmate. So fa:r from limiting cate that part of the material organization to which is inseparably connected with the spiritual realm;
the sphere ?f w~ma~,. I. hav taught for the past twenty the name mental bas been given. As Dr. Wig an re- sometimes this union is conscious, ~t.nd at others
years that all d1sabiht1es founde~ on sex should be marks, "The mind, every anatomist knows to be a quite unconscious." And this from one who, until a
removed; that as all human bemgs hav an equal set of functions of the brain, differing only in num- few weeks ago, held the very opposit opinions, and
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who, at present, is unable to giv a logical reason why
he does not entertain the same opinions to-day.
"A new gospel," to be of any practical value,
should be. superior to the old gospel. Will Mr.
Chainey state where .are the superior features of
his recently acquired faith to those of Secularism?
What science, philosophy, and ethics has.it that Sec.u)arism d_oes not contain? Where is its unique moral
guid~ and rule 'of life? Is it a " sweet consolation" to
believe that there is a future existence, or that "we
shall never die ?" If so, Secularism does not deny
the right to such a belief to those who think they hav
evidence of its reality. Secularism does, however,
condemn that " inflated egotism" wb.ich inspires the
allegation that there is such evidence open to all, and
that those who confess their inability to recognize it
will suffer hereafter in consequence. Many Secularists, knowing only of one existence, content themselvs
therewith, feeling assured that the best credentials
to secure any possible immortality is the best--physically, morally, and intellectually-use of the life we
now hav. The man who has lived well has made the
best preparation to die well. What has such a man
to fear at death ? He knows by experience that death
is the consequence of life, that no form possesses immortality. The plant that blossoms on the mouatain
side, the bird that flutters in the summer sun, the bee
that flies from flower to flower, the colossal elephant
and the tiny animalcule, the intelligent ape and the
almost unconscious zoophyte, all pass into a state of
unconsciousness when their part is played and their
work is done. Why should man be an exception to
the universal law? His body is built upon the same
principle, and his mental faculties differ in degree,
but not in character, from theirs. He is subject to
the same law as the rest of existence, and to repine
at death is as absurd as to weep because he did not
liv in some other planet or at some other time.
Nature is imperativ in her decrees, and must be
obeyed. Death is the common lot of all. The atoms
of matter composing our organism are required for
the construction of another, so they must be given
up for that purpose, and to repine at it argues an illtutored mind. The work is done, and if it has been
done well there is nothing to fear when "life's fitful
dream is o'er."
CHARLES WATTS.

Toronto Notes.
The " apostle of Albert Hall," as the press of
Toronto hav named Charles Watts, lectured on Sunday last on the subject, "Secularism Superior to
Christianity." It had been raining all day, which
had thinned the churches, and a thin audience was
feared likely to listen to the" apostle of Albert Hall;"
but in spite of the weather, and all other obstacles,
the house was crowded in every part. Charles Watts
is a good speaker-clear and distinct in his enunciation, decided and forcible in manner, deliberate and
pleasant in pronunciation; and in debate, when necessary, hENs r~id, concentrated, and voluble in replying to his opponents.
Irving and Ellen Terry appear at the Grand Opera
House, Toronto, next week. I ought to hav said
Irving, Terry, and Toni Mead, for what " Britisher,"
"blawsted" or otherwise, does not remember Tom
Mead? He has made starring tours in Shaksperian
characters all over the British Islands for many years
past, and has been a prime favorit wherever he has
appeared on the stage. He is one of the pillars of
Shaksperian drama. For many years three of the
greatest stars of the British provinces were the three
Toms, as they were called-Tom Mead, Tom Swinburne, and Tom King. Let every reader of THE
TRUTH SEEKER make it a point not to miss seeing
Tom Mead play in support of Irving and Terry. Tom
is a good and faithful Secularist.
Every Freethinker, every Materialist, every Evolutionist, must hav felt, for a number of years past, the
pressing necessity for a dictionary of the new words,
scientific and otherwise, pertaining to evolution. A
mass of literature, vast in extent, has grown up, with
its corresponding mass of technical and scientific
words, endless in number, on the subjects of Materialism and evolution. And all this without a key to
unlock its treasures in the way of a dictionary of new
philosophical and scientific terms. Let every reader
of THE TRUTH SEEKER find a way of getting access to
the "New Imper~al' Dictionary," sold by Scribners,
New York. It will be found that the" New Imperial" givs a complete and illustrated vocabulary of all
the new philosophical and scientific terms used in the
Materialistic and evolution philosophies. . Let every
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER try to induce some publisher in the United States to reprint the "New Imperial Dictionary " at half price. Scribners sell the
British print at twenty dollars. It would pay to reprint it at ten dollars.
The Central Canadian Secular Society, who hav
co_mmenced establishing branch societies all over the
Dominion from the Atlantic to the Pacific, are calling together a convention from all parts of Canada.
Among other subjects which will be dealt with by
the Convention are: 1. The building of a Secular
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hall in the city of Toronto. 2. Some amendments to
the Constitution. 3. The advisability of forming a
junction with the United States Secular Association.
4. Ways and means of establishing a Freeth ought
journal to represent the skeptics and Secular organizations-both local and general, national and otherwise-throughout the length and breadth of the
Dominion of Canada.
One gentleman wrote a letter to the daily press
purporting to reiterate statements the writer had
heard Mr. Watts make from the platform. Charles
Watts inserted a letter in reply to the effect that he
(Charles Watts) had never made one of those statements at all-that the whole of the charges were
wilful falsehoods-and recommended the orthodox
Christian libeler to read his Bible, more especially
to attentivly consider Revelations xxi,_ 8.
A Mr. Reynolds got upon the platform of Albert
Hall, at the close of Mr. Charles Watts's lecture on
Sunday night last, to oppose the statements of the
address. Had Mr. Reynolds during his childhood's
happy hours been fortunate enough to hav the pTivilege of attending the da,me school of his nativ village
home, he would hav escaped making such a display
of what he didn't know. 0 Mr. Reynolds! If the
powers above would only gie us, to see oursels as
ithers see us ! Alack, and awell a day ! Mr. Reynolds delivered a reply to Mr. Watts in the Orange
Hall, Toronto, on Wednesday night last.
According to the public press, if Mr. Reynolds went
out into the highways and hedges to compel them to
come in, his success in scaring up his audience;
culminated in (including, I suppose, small boys,
news girls, two peanut men, three big umbrellas,
and one small Scotch terrier dog), thirty-nine all
told.
R. B. BuTLAND.
Toronto, Ont., Oct. 4, 1884.

Victory in One School-District.
To THE EDITOR oE THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Down
here in the " Old Dominion " is quite a hotbed of
Christianity, there being but very few outspoken Liberals. But you can score one more victory for Freethought. Just one year ago I began, single-handed
and alone, a fight for our side, by opposing the opening of our schools in this district (Sapponey) with
prayer. I wrote to our county superintendent in regard to the matter. His only reply was: "If I were
in your place, I would not throw myself in the face
of public sentiment by opposing this thing." Ireferred him to our champion's "Individuality." Getting no satisfaction from the county superintendent
of public instruction, I wrote to our state superintendent, Ron. R. R. Farr, whose reply I giv below:
"I desire to state that no public free school teacher
has any right to introduce any religious rites into his
school." I laid this letter before the school trustees
of our district. The result was that the trustees
issued an order to the teachers of all free schools to
discontinue the reading the Bible and opening the
schools with prayer.
Thus it will be seen what one industrious worker
in our cause can do. Let us hav Watts and Putnam
down here this winter-say in Richmond, our state
capital.
Poor Chainey! He is surely as "unstable as water."
GEo. W. BA.toNER.
Goodwynsville, Va., Sept. 28, 1884.

A. Prophetess in the Land.

dent, a result wholly unlooked for at the time it was·
made, and' even now expected by only a :few. Its·
publication by you will interest many of your Spiritualist readers as well as many friends of Ben Butler•.
Yours truly,
DAVID S. WHITE.
NmvYork, Oct . .3, 1884.
------~.--------

Agnostic, Positiv, and Pantarch•
AGNOSTIC: Atheism, Pantheism, and Theism, when:.
rigorously analyzed, severally prove to be absolutely·
unthinkable.
'
A God understood is no God at aiL
The power which the Universe manifests is to us:
utterly inscrutable.
All things are manifestations 0f a Power that tran~
scends our knowledge.
The consciousness of the presence of an Infinit and
Eternal Energy, from which all things proceed, is an
absolute certainty.
Is it not just possible that there is a mode of being as much transcending Intelligence and Will, as
these transcend mechanical motion?
PosiTIVIST: Has the Agnostic a positiv creed?
Yea, verily. "An Infinit and Eternal Energy from
which all things proceed!" Or, ·as Athanasius would
say, "Neither made, nor· created, nor begotten, but
proceeding!" But this Infinit and Eternal Energy is
Unknowable, and don't you forget it, nor dare to
omit the ·capital letters. And if you would hold the
Agnostic Faith, you must not think of the Unknowable Being as a He, or even as an It! You must·,
simply worship the Unthinkable, which without ,
doubt is an absolute certainty.
Such is the faith of the Agnostic; hear now the.,
creed of the Positivist:
Whosoever would be saved, before all things, it is:
necessary that he hold the Positiv Faith, which is;
this: That we worship God only in Humanity, neither created nor uncreated, neither begotten nor un-·
begotten, neither comprehensible nor incomprehen-·
sible, neither transitory nor eternal, but existing as1
long as concrete man exists, and, therefore, alwayel
to be adored.
PANTARCH: There is no such thing in the absolute\
sense as the Unknowable. It is a logical absurdity~
for if it were existent we should not know of itSJ
existence, and could neither affirm nor deny iii.
The quarrel between the Agnostic and the :Positiv
arises from a confusion of ideas caused by the poverty
of language. Knowledge has three degrees, to wit:
1. Cognosis, or cognition; indirect or relativ knowledge. 2. Ag-gnosis, or gnosis; direct or absolute
knowledge. 3. A·gnosis, or not knowledge, i. e.,
ignorance. The learned Agnostic confounds the
first degree with the second--cognosis with ag-gnosis,
relativ with absolute knowledge-and because we
hav no cognition or relativ knowledge of a thing, he
dogmatically affirms that that thing is Unknowable.
The Positivist rather prefers the term Unknown, but
isn't quite decided what word to use. Both are in
the fog, and the only way out of it is a new and universal language in which every word has a fixed definition.
The Agnostic who professes to hav discovered an
Unknowable God will hav to yield to the Positivist
who claimed to hav found that God idea in the common consciousness of Humanity.
AGNOSTIC: Humanity indeed I You ask me to worship a thousand million savages-nay, a thousand
million multiplied by a thousand million, comprising
all the man-apes that hav existed since your humanity was evoluted from a tadpole. Humanity be
damned!
THE PANTARCH: While my brother Positivist is preparing an answer to this last assault, in which he
will exhibit a power of repartee and logical eloquence
of which he is a master, 1 will only observe that the
Altruism of the Agnostic is just what the great childlike soul of Comte intended to affirm as the dominant element of the practical Religion of the future.
All sympathy is Altruism, and whatever sympathy
exists between any two, says the Agnostic, is an instance of race consciousness. Just so, and that is
an evidence of ultimate concrete race consciousness.
Man, as a race, may now be scarcely conscious of any
such consciousness, but he will by and by evolute
into a full recognition of the Religion of Humanity..
W.H.B.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Immediately upon the nomination of Mr. Blaine for the
presidency, Mrs. Morrell, a Spiritualist medium of
this city, told me that he would never be president.
Immediately upon the nomination of Mr. Cleveland,
she said the same thing of him. As her friends claim
that she correctly predicted the results of the three
preceding presidential elections immediately upon
hearing of the nominations, I was curious to know
how it could be that neither of the nominees of the
two great parties would be president. She replied:
"It seems to me as though one will die and the
other be killed." She still insists upon her prophecy.
On August 1st, Mrs. Morrell called upon Mrs. Fisk,
a medium who claims to write under spirit control,
and while there Mrs. Morrell saw the spirit of Abraham Lincoln enter the room and indicate that he
T:s:E North American Review for October contains essays by
wanted to write something. Mrs. Fisk was imme- many noted men, who are mostly mistaken in their views.
diately controled to write the following communi- The leading article is by an eminent college president, who·
cation:
evidently thinks that Christianity and morality, or moral char"When the time arrives for the decision of the people upon
the choice of candidates, there will be silence and mourning
in the halls of Congress; for the dead will be more than the
living of their number, and out of the choice the people shall
make there will be no one to respond; for the reaper will hav
gathered the sheaves, and the hand of destruction will hav
swept the representative of the people from their places. We
know the times are filled with premonitions of ill, and we
would not add to the insecurity of the masses; but labor and
capital must hav their struggle, and the friend of the oppressed
alone can endure. He who lifts his voice for the poor ,will be
the chosen ruler, for the poor man's friend is the next in order
in the history of this nation. He whose hand has ever been
raised in defense of right will be supported by the myriad
hosts upon our shore, and he will be given the highest position
from the people.
.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN."

This prophecy points to Butler as the next presi-

acter, are interchangeable terms; and the "Benefits of the
Tariff System" are discussed by prejudiced writers-John
Roach, for one. The other writers are 0. B. Frothingham, on
the "Philosophy of Conversion," a subtil paper by a splendid though mild heretic; the "Origin of Yellow Fever," by
Dr. C. Creighton;" "Why I Wish to Visit America," by an
English reverend; "Shall the Jury System be Abolished?" by
Judge Hayne; and, to lovers of Tennyson's poetry, a very interesting contribution by R. H. Shepherd on the genesis of
"Maud," probably the best production of England's laureate.
A LEADING firm of publishers in Stockholm, Sweden, hav
translated Ingersoll's works into the Scandinavian language,
and propose to publish them as works demanded by the progress of the age.
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H. L_. R. JoNES, OsA.GE MISSION, NEoSHo Co., RAN.: My
course IS plan.ned as follows: 1. Open a subscription list to
meet our JUSt share ?f your expense, both traveling and salary,
for at least one day m our county. 2. Secure the co-operation
of all Secularists in different parts of the county and raise a
How to Organize a Local L~ague.
fund for county work for at least six months in the year. I
The National Liberal League is formed by the hope. to e~ec~ an organi~ation having the foregoing in view.
It wlll not be difficult to raise $1,200 in this county
union of Local Auxiliary Liberal Leagues. To or- Itobehave
carry on such work. Let us know of your approach and
ganize a Local Auxiliary League, any person (man or we will be ready to receive you.
'
woman) may place the following Call at the head of So goes the work all over the country. Fall in, friends, and
a sheet of paper and solicit signatures:
lend a hand. Do your ''level best," and we sl:tall succeed.
CALL.
Giv us a good word, and we will send it ringing along from
WE, the undersigned :citizens of [here introduce name of column to column of our lines.
SA.MUEL P. PUTNAM.
town or city], agree to organize an Auxiliary Liberal League
55 East 9th street, New York Oity.
to work in connection with the National Liberal League, and
:t0 pay the sums set opposit our names for that purpose.

Residences.

Amounts.

As soon as ten persons have subscribed to this Call,
;and five dollars have been pail in, make out an appli•oation fo.r a Charter, inclosing the application, to;gether w1th a money order or postal note for five
:dollars (or the amount may be inclosed in a registered
·1etter) to the socretary of the National Liberal League.
'The fee for a Charter is ten dollars, and the Board of
Directors have voted to allow the organizer of the
Auxiliary Liberal League to retain five dollars as
compensation for his or her services in effecting the
organization.
Any Liberal society can by a vote qualify itself an
Auxiliary Liberal League, and take out a charter.
On receipt of the five dollars and application signed
1by the President and Secretary (or the temporary
:Sec11etary) of the new League (and as many others
.as m11y choose), the Secretary will forward to the applicoot a Charter signed by the proper officers o{ the
.:Nati~mal Liberal League.
SA.MUEL P. PuTNAM,
Secretary of the National Liberal League.
:55 East 9th street, New York.
SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE.

In order to provide an adequate revenue to the
treasury of the National League, to enable it to cany
out the requirements of sections, 4, 5, and 6 of Article III. of its Constitution, and to do other legitimate work of the League, every auxiliary is requested
to contribute a certain sum monthly, not less than
:ifive cents per month from each one of its. members,
1for the use of the National League. The amount
thus collected should be remitted quarterly on the
first days of January, April, July, and October, by the
secretary of the auxiliary to the secretary of the
Nation&l League.
·

League Items.
'Contributions to the National Campaign Fund.
.~.\!ready acknowledged,
- $1,251,00
20.00
•James Parton,
10.00
·J. E. Remsburg,
10.00
'Ralph Helm;
5.00
'Wm. Reynolds,
'T. G. Watkins,
5.00
'S. N. Bradford,
5.00
2.00
H. Cohn, A. T; Benedict,
2.00
Zenas Rent,
1.00
John Cosgrove,
1.00
Joseph Wensel,
1.00
1.00
A. Chavannes,
J. W. Leighton,
1.00
Total,

- $1,315.00

J!'ROM CORRESPONDENCE.
To Samuel P. Putnam, Secret•1ry of National Libera! League.
C. B. HUNTER, Moscow MILLS, Mo.: Your hlbors in this state
."Would meet with great success.
ALBERT CHA.vANNES (EDIToR oF Sociologist), ADAIR CREEK,
rfENN.: Please find inclosed $1 for the Campaign Fun'd.
RALPH HELM, SYRACUSE, N. Y. : Please put me down for ten
dollars. I heartily approve of the action of the League the
last session.
GrnEoN MABsH, MABCELONA., ANTI\Il\i Co., MicH.: We need
something to arouse us up. Help us this fall or winter, and
we will do all we can.
J. W. LEIGHToN, GREELEY, CoL.: Inclosed is $1. I hope
each Freethinker will do what I hav done-send what he or
she can spare, if it is only a little.
J. S. EDGERToN, CHESTER HILL, MoRGAN Co., 0.: A League
could be organized here that would do good work. If you and
Mr. Watts will come you shall hav a warm welcome.

The Call of the Leaguers.
There's a revolution rising; there's rebellion in the land;
There's a movement past disguising for a better law to reign;
And our able secretary sends his call on every hand
For the sinews necessary to the opening campaign.
In our call we hav demanded every church shall pay: its share,
In a manner open-handed, of the government expense;
We demand appropriation to remunerate for prayer
Shall without procrastination be no more directed thence.
In our halls of legislature there are parsons by the score,
Paid to violate the nature of each man that holds a doubt
As to God arid inspiration and a dozen dogmas more;
Let us purify the nation, friends, and turn the rascals out.
There's a Gad-in-Constitution party roaming through the land,
With a view to comminution of their foes from sea to sea;
Let us raise the Liberal banner with a strong, athletic hand,
While we peal the loud hosanna and the anthem of the free .
Rally to this standard, brother, with your word and with your
deed,
Let us try to save each other and the land that gave us birth;
Follow where our leaders call us, be a help in time of need,
And whatever then befall us, we shall disenthrall the earth.
GEoRGE E. MAcDoNALD.

_______.._______

Contributions to the $5,000 Fund.
The N atioD;al Li?eral. League. affords you opportunity to
prove_yf!ur Liberallsm IS a reallty; ~hat you are not simply
a ~hn~tian under ~n_other name, makmg a mere profession of
faith mstead of hvmg out your avowed convictions. Do
justice. Is it just to your fellow-creatures to leave them in
the dark bogs of superstition, and under the cruel dominion
of priestcraft; without making one effort or self-sacrifice to
del_iver them, when your deliverance cost the martyrdom of
Pame, Bennett, and other noble pioneers of civil and religious
liberty?
Love mercy. Is it merciful, because you are now released
from the cruel fetters of superstition, and the bonds of fear
to leave your friends and neighbors shackled, when you could
so easily help set them free?
Endeavor to make your fellow-creatures happy. Think for
a ~oment of the vast amount of time and money freely contributed to the church. Think of the privation and self-denial
cheerfully ~ndu.red by the votaries of superstition, to afford
~thers the Imagmed benefits of their visionary mythical salvatwn. Should we not do as much for the real salvation of our
fellow-creatures? Should we not blush with shame every
time we hear the word Liberal, if we do not?
How many Liberals hav members of their families attend
some church_, and pay fro;n $20 to $250 per year to its support? If Liberal, would It not be well to be consistent and
giv at least half as much to th.e. cause of reason, right; and
truth, as to the cause of superstitwn and error? Liberals realize the delights and joys of genuin salvation. How can we
b_et_ter promote the happiness of our fellow-creatures than by
a1ding them to secu.re salv~tio~-salvation from fear of priest
o~ pa~son, and slavish subJectwn to the usurped authority and
dwtatwn of the church; salvation from the dread of death
and the te~rib!e _fear _of meetin~ a cruel, bloodthirsty, relent~
less, and vmdictiv deity; salvatwn from the terrors of an ever
burning hell; salvation from a life of self-torment and selfdenial, from trying to believe, despite natural benevolence of
dispositioiL and morality of life, all men and women are misera~le sinners, of which they are chief; salvation from fear
to giv vent to one honest laugh, or enjoy one hour of merriment? They tell us Jesus never laughed, and it would be a
sin for us to do so, if it were really true that all who do not
attain Chlistian salvation are doomed to eternal suffering.
Salvation that enables us to enjoy this beauteous eartht and the
love ?f our near and dear ones, living ourselvs to promote the
happmess of those around us, and thus securing an Eden of
love, a paradise on earth, here and now.
:rhe Na~ional Liberal League is devoted to securing for all
this salvatwn. How much will you contribute to its support?
The plans of ~h~ Boar~ of Directors are broad and practical,
and cannot fml ~f. earned out to make the League, after this
year, self-sustammg-a permanent success, and a mighty
power for the advancement of universal mental liberty.
_Rea~er, fair lady, good gentleman, hav you sent your contnbutwn to the National Liberal League fund? Hav you
pledged all you can really afford? Remember five dollars
sent now-in this, the ho.ur of need-will do more than five
times .the amount next year, when the League will be firmly
establlshed and self-sustaining. Every subscription sent now
induces others to send. If you hav not already sent don't
wait until to-morrow; send at once. Send draft, expr~ss, or
P?St-oflice order payable to S. P. Putnam, Secretary of National
Liberal League, 55 East llth street, New York.
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS,
Chairman Ex. Com. N. L. League .

JOSEPH w ENSEL, wAYLAND, MICH. : Inclosed I send i,$1 for
the Campaign Fund, and I hope that each Liberal in the country who can spare one dollar will do so, and help on the great
,cause.
WM. REYNOLDs, W AUBHIP, SuMMIT Co., UTA.H: Inclosed find
:$5 to help make the Liberal "pot boil." Liberal missionaries
.are needed in Utah. There is plenty of material to make a
valuable auxiliary League.
A. SUBSCRIBER.
H. B. JoNES, BuRToN, WA.sH. Co., TEXAS: Nearly all our
From the Iron- Clad AQe.
,young men in every community are Liberally inclined, and I
STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., Sept. 26, 1884 .
.know of no place where a League could not be started, if
MY FRIEND DR. MoNRoE: I am not a very wealthy man but
proper steps were taken. I hope to hear from you soon, and
will
help
a
littl~
to:vard
the $5,000 fund to spread, notth~ gosthat you can pay us a visit.
p~l, but truth, JUStwe, mercy, and good sense among the beJoHN J. JosT, OGDEN, UTA.H: The necessity of missionary mghted heathen of our land, called Christians. Their time is
~vork I. hav always agitated.
Two good lecturers and organ- pr~tty near out. !V.here science and good judgment enter,
Izers Will fill a great want. Our League will push ahead. One pnestcraft, superstitwn, and ignorance must take a back seat.
.of our Liberal friends has promised us a hall which will be Inclosed please find $5, which you will please forward to the
ready in a few weeks.
proper office.
S. N. BRADFORD.
EDWABD Ross, MoNTEZuMA., N. Y.: I hav been a Freethinker
for t~n years, and h~v watched with much interest the proA.NoTHEn.
cee.dmgs of yo1:1r Natwnal League. Please BeD;d your constiAuRoRA., ILL., Sept. 25, 1884,
tu~wn and by-laws. I am eure that I can orgamze a League in
To THE Em'l'oR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I see that my
this place.
· subscription to the val uable Tl\UTR SEEKER soon expiresJ so J.
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will send you $3 to renew, and $2 to help the League sustain
Messrs. Putnam and Watts in their lectures. I hope that Liberal;; will be liberal in their contributions toward the good
move of getting truth before the people. I will contribute
more in time, as my means will allow.
Yours for the spread of truth,
A. F. BENEDICT.
THE MILWAUKEE LEA.GUE.
The attendance at the League hall on Sunday, the 28th ult.,
was about one hundred. The address was by Dr. Juliet H.
Severance; who delivered her lecture upon" The New Republic," a short abstract of which was printed in THE TRUTH
SEEKER last week.
CLEVELAND LEA.GUE.
CLEVELAND, 0Hro, Oct. 3, 1884.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: We hav but little to report from this part of the vinyard at present, but hope
to make a better report later.
Our committee has decided to giv a reception every month
during the winter, as the League exercises for one day, and to
giv lectures the remaining Sunday evenings of each month.
Our beginning will be made Nov. 9, 1884, when all the
friends will be rallied together by invitation and asked to.join
the merry throng; the entertainments to consist of music,
recitations, etc., after which the balance of the evening will
be impromptu.
I should like to see all our Leagues create a social union in
this manner. I think they would find their meetings more attractiv, and strangers would feel at home with us, though their
homes might be many miles distant. It is our intention to
make our League the model. We hav the :onaterial' to do so,
but it will take some hard work.
I hope we may hav the pleasure of entertaining Messrs.
Watts .and Putnam on one of these occasions soon, and in
course of time on many.
Yours for truth and right,
W. I. IRviNE,
A. STIRRING A.PPEA.L.
From the Investigat&r.

"To THE LIBERALS OF AMERICA.." \Ve urgently ask the attention of every one of our readers to a stirring appeal headed
as above, on our third page, written by Mr. Samuel P. Putnam,
secretary of the Nathnal Liberal Langue. (Next week we
shall publish another similar article which he has sent us.)
It will be seen that Mr. Putnam proposes, in connection with
Mr. Charles Watts, to make a lecturing tour throughout the
entire country, for the plupose of raising $5,000 to promote the
objects of the I,eague.
This sum can be raised, and we hope it 1nill be very soon, in
order that the League may hav more facilities for doing its
work than it has at present. Let the appeal now made be
widely circulated, and let Messrs. Putnam and Watts be constantly employed, for they are able lecturers and well qualified
to do a great work if they are only properly encourageti.
THE EIGHTH ANNUAL CONGRESS.
From Pittsburgh., Pa., Truth.

The proceedings of the Eighth Annual Congress of the National Liberal League, which adjourned on September 9th
should, we think, meet the approval of all good Liberals, and:
so far as we hav been able to see, everything appears "all
quiet along the Potomac." We consider the platform as presented by the Congress a grand one, and feel confident that it
will be indorsed by all Liberals throughout the country. As
to the proposed change of name of the National Liberal
League to that of the "American Secular Union," we agree
with Mr. Wakeman's views, as expressed before the house on
that project. We also think Mr. Green's point was well taken.
The action of the Congress in paying stlict attention to the
Nine Demands of Liberalism, to the exclusion of extraneous
matter which has heretofore burdened the National League
we think deserves special commendation. We consider th~
newly elected officers "the right persons in the right place "
and believe that with the proper aid they will push the objects
of the National Liberal League further than they hav ever been
pushed before-so far, in fact, that we expect to see the ramp~rts of heaven take a tumble. In conclusion we will say,
with the new secretary of the League, "Let us bury all differences and look forward to the future."
~'. A.. P.
CA.LL TO THE STA.TE LEA.GUE OE' PENNSYLVANIA..
Now that the National Liberal L<Jague has held its Convention, and is fairly ready for activ work, what about our state
League? Is it not about time that some decisiv action was
taken in regard to the next state Convention?
'fhe officers of the state League are: president, .J as. E. Emerson, Beaver Falls, Pa.; vice-presidents, Hon. A. B. Bmdford, Enon Valley, Pa.; John R. Kemp, Altoona, Pa.; and
Professor William Seymour, Philadelphia, Pa.; secretary,
Harry Hoover, Pittsburgh, Pa.; treasurer, S. F. De Jones,
Pittsburgh, Pa,; executiv committee, W. F. Porter, Philadelphia; D. R. Christian, Altoona; Roman Staley, Pittsburgh;
Pulaski Carter, Scranton, Pa.; finance committee, Lewis
Plack, Altoona; G. C. Fink, Foxburg; Wm. Crookston, Irwin
Station, Pa.
The newly elected chairman of the executiv committee of
the National League, Mr. Charles B. Heynolds, writes us that
he will look to the state League for information concerning
the auxiliary Leaguos; and as the new chairman is chockfull
of go-aheacl-ativness, it behooves the executiv committee to
bestir themselvs. We do not think the coming presidential
campaign should stand in the way of speedy action looking to
a time for holding a state convention. It should be held as
soon as possible. Now, gentlemen, do not be slow to be move
in this most important matter. In re'l'erence to this duty we
would like to hear from ,James H. Cole and Miss Eva A. H.
Barnes, of Clara; William Barnsdall and C. M. Hays, of Titusville; G. W. Baldwin, of Linesville; George Thorn, of Clearfield; Charles ,Jones and W. F. Barkley, of Mount Pleasant;
J. T. Richar.dson and D. W. Perry, of Harrisburg; Samuel
Warner, of Scranton; Lewis Plack and John R. Kemp, of Altoona; and F. Fish and George Longford, of Philadelphia-or
from any other members of those Leagues. Come, now, gentlemen, speak up. Don't be backward.-Pittsburgh Truth.
Two or three of our Liberal contemporaries hav fallen into
tbe error of reporting Courtlandt Palmer as "secretary of the
executiv committee" of the League. Mr. Palmer is treasurer, of theN. L. L., and hopes to hav something to do.

,J. E. REl\ISRUBG is now lecturing in Nebraska.
THE Second Salamanca Freethinkers' Convention will be
held Dec. 5th, 6th, and 7th nex~. A number of able speakers
hav agreed to be present., H. L. Green, manager.
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U!ommnnica:tioqs.
Dynamite.
It seems a little strange that, when war is declared
between two nations, and the army of each aims to
slaughter as many of the other as possible, the invention of gunpowder and cannon should hav had
the effect to lessen the destruction of human life in
battle, and to discourage the trade of war itself. Yet
such was the fact. In the days of dueling the pistol, now called the revolver, came into vogue, because,
in a quarrel between a big man and a little one, the
pistol placed both on an equality as to power. Otherwise, the big man, conscious of his superior strength,
would play the bully over his weaker brethren, and
there would be no such thing as living with him. So
a small army, with improved artillery and skill in the
management of it, has often been known to defeat an
enemy of twice its size.
Now we need not be surprised if the science of
chemistry, by teaching every body how to make explosivs, would, before the close of this century, do
two things for the welfare of the human race, which
neither religion nor morality has been able to accomplish: First, to put an end to arbitrary governments; and secondly, to lead to the establishment of
an international court of arbitration for settling all
difficulties between governments peaceably, instead
of by war. It is painful to think of the vast standing
armies of Europe made up of millions of able-bodied
men withdrawn from their homes and the cultivation
of the soil, and compelled to lead the lazy and
vicious lives of soldiers in time of peace, while the
lubOl'ing classes are taxed nearly to death to pay the
e:rpenses of such policy. If these soldiers could all go
bJme to their families and earn their living by their
own industry; and if the nations that keep up such
.Jsfablish:inents, each to defend itself against the passiLle agg.cessions of its neighbors, would enter into
a treaty, eath one binding itself on the penalty
of falling- out with all the rest, to abide by the decisions of an international jury, Europe could enjoy
the sume prosperity that has crowned the pacific
poliey of this country.
A century ago a man would hav been laughed at if
he had predicted that a question between two such
nations as the United States and England as the
Alabama question was, could be settled amicably.
Our deep sense of the injustice done us by England,
and the sensa of pride on England's part, would hav
then made a war inevitable and expensiv. But, by
arbitration, the case was .satisfactorily settled without the shedding of one drop of blood. And I hav
always considered that after that splendid triumph
of modern civilization over ancient barbarism, this
government was false to its grand mission in the
world, in that it did not avail itself of the advantage
given it, to propose to the nationfi! of Europe, and to
follow it up year after year through our accredited
ministers to their courts, a general disbandment of
their armies and navies, and a settlement of all disputes by a court of arbitration.
Dynamite is to be henceforth our security against
foreign invasion. If the tribal relations of the Indians were broken up, and they were made citizens,
we would need no army at all, except a few soldiers
to t_ake care of our forts and ~senal~. ~nd if the
pohcy recomm~nded by W ~shmg-~on m hi.s fare'!ell
add.ress, to avmd al~ entanglmg alliances with foreign
natwns, wer~ contmued, we _would need. no navy;
~nd West P~mt. and Annapoh.s ~auld be converted
mto ;normalms~Itutes for qualifymg teachers for the
P';lbhc schools m all t~e states. 1~ we were. at war
ynth all E~ope, and It were po_ssil;>le to bnng ~er
Iron~lad ships across the Atlantic, It would b~ Impossible to approach any of our sea-port towns, If the
bottom.s of our ~arbors and bays were all lined w:ith
dy;namit~ cartridges a;nd other deadly exp~osrys.
Sm.ence ~s so ~emocratiC, and so. benevolent m Its
ultimate mtentwns! that eve.ry natwn, gr~at or small,
may n?w ?efand Itself agamst aggre_sswn, because
dynamite IS cheap, and every body knows how to
make it. I foresee the day-such is I?Y faith _in
progress-'Y'hen t_he sta.tes of. Europe will hav disbanded their armies, prud thei.r nati.onal . debts, and
ent~red on a career .of prospenty whiCh will make all
theu p_eople cont~nted and happy. If the states
composmg our Umon, some _of them as large as a;ny
Europea~ stat~ except RusSIIJ:, can settle all the disnutes which ans~ between their people~ ?Y a Supreme
<?ourt o_f the -gmte~ States '!hosf! de.mswns s~all be
l1n11:l, ~I~pensmg with standmg armies, a~lowmg .a~l
i :1eir Citizens to follow th_e peaceful pursmts of Civil
hfe, and hav ho.mes of their o~n, why may not Euro.re
do the ~arne thm_g ?. I feel disposed, then, to baptize
dynam~te, and ~Iv It the name of peacemaker.
But I_f dynam1te ma~ become a peacemak~r among
t~e natiOn~, why may It not _be re~orted to m a partiCu.lar nati~m to secure the·Just rights of the people
agamst thmr oppressors, whe~ a~l moral and pamfic
measures hav proved to be vrun . For,
You Ill:ay as wei~ go stand upo_n the bea~h,
And b1d the mam flood bat.e h1s usual h1ght;
You may as well use questwn with the wolf
Why he hath mado the ewe blee,t for t-he la~b;

You may as well forbid the mountain pine~
To wag their high tops, and to make no nmse,
When they are fretted with the gusts of heaven;
You may as well do any thing most hard,
As seek to soften that, than which what's harder,

the heart of a despot who rules the people by hereditary right.
.
We Americans enjoy to the full our nat.wnal
rights-life, liberty, and the pursuit of happmess.
The iron of bondage does not enter our souls. we
hav agreed, by a written compact, to settle all questions as they arise by 11: show of han~s. T~erefore,
dynamite, as a revolutiOnary agent, Is entuely out
of place among us. But it is .n?t so _with other peaple. The masses, by the mllhon, m Europe, are
ground down by taxation, and oppression of all
kinds which cannot be remedied by the ballot, nor
even by the bullet. It becomes a practical question,
therefore, growing out of the brotherhood of the _human family, how far an oppressed people hav a ri?"ht
to resort to dynamite as a means of redress. It IS a
ticklish question, I admit, but there is an answer
to it.
The main argument, and it is a strong one, against
the dynamite policy, is, that it is not certain of striking its victim, and may involve many innocent persons in the destruction of one who is guilty, and
deserves to die. But by the ignorance, or carelessness,
of an engineer, or switchman, a locomotiv engin may
do infinit harm to life and limb. Fire may, and does,
destroy much valuable property. It is, h?wever, no
argument against an agent, or force, that It becomes
dangerous in the hands of those who do not know
how to wield it. In like manner, dynamite, this last
and terrible resource of modern civilization against
the old and unscrupulous barbarism, may be used in
a way not to be justified; just as old John Bro~n
used military force at Harper's.Ferry. A mountamload of responsibility, therefore, rests upon those
who resort to this ultima ratio papuli. But that an
oppressed people who hav used all other expe~ients
in vain, hav this right, we are bound to admit, or
else become infidel to the self-evident truths of the
Declaration of Independence. He who denies the
axioms of geometry, and yet makes pretensions to a
knowledge of the science, is a fool. And he who ~enies that all men are created equal, and hav an malienable right to life, liberty, and the pursuit ?f J:appiness, and that governments derive their J.ust
powers oilly from the consent of the governed, Is a
traitor to his race. What is an inalienable right?
Why, one that no government has any right .to take
away, unless forfeited by crime; and which the passessor himself has no right to part with. The Southern
slaveholders knew what they were about when they
declared by law that a slave, whether as white as snow,
or as black as jet, was not a person, bu_t a thing. Of ~ll
living beings on earth we can predicate personal1ty
only of man, because man cannot be made property of,
and be liable to all the incidents of property. Now,
when a government is so prostituted and perverted
that, instead of devoting itself to securing to the
people the enjoyment of their natural rights, it tramples those rights, and their owners, ivto the dust, the
people are bound, in fealty to themselvs, to revolutionize the government, and make it accomplish the
end of its existence, pi·ovided there is a reasonable
prospect of success. If there be none, submission is
a duty of policy, as well as necessity. The people of
Russia are " subjects;" that is, men cast down on the
ground by the hand of the oppressor, and under his
foot are subdued. They hav, therefore, the right,
provided that in the exercise of it they do not unnecessarily slaughterthemselvs and others, to do execution upon the tyrant, and put him to death. This
is the sentiment and conviction of the Nihilists, and
they seem to hav counted the cost. And it will not
do for an American who has Revolutionary blood in
his veins to condemn these heroic men and women
who deliberately accept the alternativ of liberty or
death.
The Irish, in their abortiv struggles to regain their
ancient independence, prove themselvs to be a peculiar race of people. There seems to be an inherent
vice in their character whiuh leads them to blunder
in all their revoluti~nary attempts; and what is
worse, and applies to no other people on earth, they
betray each other. During our seven years' war with
England for our independence, we produced only one
traitor. The Tories believed in monarchy and hated
republicanism. But when the Declaration of Independendence was made, and was backed by the
overwhelming majority of the colonists, they should
hav quietly retired across the lines, or hav been scrupulously neutral. But Arnold, after shedding his
blood in the cause of liberty, was base enough to betray it, and allowed his gallant coadjutor, Andre, to
die, instead of himself. Russian Nihilism, so far as
I hav learned, has produced but one traitor. We
cannot say as much for Ireland. The murder of
Burke and Cavendish, at Dublin, was an Irish blunder, as well as a crime; and this, with the betrayals
of Carey and others, seems to raise the question
whether the Irish are not utterly incapable of managing their own affairs or even originating a wise
· · d'
d
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·
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plan to secure their In epen ence.
e a e misun
derstanding between :P1n·neU and Davitt lends addi-

tional strength to what I hav said. The natural
traits in the character of the Irish people are excel~
lent. Ethnologically they are superior to the English. The attributes which hav made them political
abortionists and traitors hav been superinduced by
their religion, and will forever keep them in bondage
to the English government, unless they throw it off.
The men whom Carey betrayed to the halter were
not Protestants whose religion :he hated worse than
the tyranny of the British rule. They were as devoted Catholics as he was. Yet he went over to the
enemy he had cursed the day before, and surrendered them into the hands of the executioner. I say,
we must look for this dastardly trait of character
deeper than their blood. · The Nihilists do not betray each o~her. They are all Infidels to the cursed
religion of the country; and the courage and conscientiousness which enable a man to throw off .the de·grading bondage of superstition bring out all the
manliness of a man. No priest, armed with the doctrin of hell-fire, can hav any influence on a Nihilist to
betray his associates. He hates, not only the despot
who oppresses, but the cruel religion which.justifies
him in his despotism, and requires his subjects to
submit, because the despot is the "minister of God,"
and those who resist his authority shall receive to
themselvs damnation.
The Irish are all Catholics. A true Catholic has
surrendered everything into the hands of his priest,
in the firm belief that the priest can open the gates
of heaven to him, or shut them against his entrance,
at his own pleasure. And the British government,
knowing this to be the case, plays, first, upon the
pqpe and cardinals, who play upon the bishops, who
play upon the priest, who, at the confessional, extorts all secrets from his confiding dupes, and keeps
their consciences in his pocket, to be used as so much
money fm· the advancement of the church. Rome
would sacrifice a dozen Irelands, if, by so doing, she
could accomplish her present object of regaining the
position she held in England before the Reformation.
And this explains the meaning of Cardinal Manning's constant visitations to the pope during the late,
and present, Irish troubles. He is the unofficial, yet
real, agent of the British government, paid, no doubt,
out of the secret service fund, to get the pope's influence in keeping Ireland as a subject province, to be
ever consumed by hungry landlords and priests.
Hence, when the hish Sisyphus rolls the stone of
successful revolt nearly to the top of the hill, where
the ground is level, some Catholic traitor appears
upon the scene, who will betray the cause and its advacates, and send the stone rolling down again! If,
by miracle, five millions of Americans could take the
places of the five millions of Irish papists who DOW
occupy that island, the world would see, in less than
three hundred and sixty-five days, what dynamite
would do in the way of redressing grievances. The
Yankees would use this weapon so wisely and so effectually that the oppressor would soon come to
terms, and be willing to giv them their rights.
Every one has observed that few sympathize with
the Irish in their present struggle, either among the
Englisl:t oppressed classes · or the people of the
United States. The reason is that their long spiritual bondage to the church, in which they seem to·
glory, has taken away their manhood to such a degree that no faith can be put either in their wisdom
to devise, or their fidelity to execute, a comprehensiv
plan of revolt.
If any one is disposed to condemn the tone of
this article, let me remind him that I hav the verdict
of the world in favor of my side of the question.
Nations by their extradition treaties and laws will
surrender up thieves, murderers, and other criminals,
who take refuge in their territories, but they will
not surrender political offenders, even though, in their
revolutionary attempts, they may unintentionally destray life. England herself, during the Napoleonic
reigns, would never giv up political refugees. Even
in the late rebellion in this country-one of the most
causeless and unjustifiable movements that ever took
place-as soon as it assumed national proportions,
and professed to be contending for political rights,
the government could not put its prisoners of war to
death as rioters and rebels, but were compell_ed to
adopt the principle of exchange. And we Americans
would laugh to scorn the proposal of RusEia, Germany, or England, if any of them would make it, to
giv up for trial and punishment men who, in the
agony of despair, hav attacked the governments
which oppressed them, and, failing therein, hav
sought the protection of our flag.
Then, hurrah for dynamite! Only let it be used
in such a way as will not strike down the innocent
with the guilty.
A. B. B.
Enon Valley, Pa., Oct. 1, 1884.
OVER one hundred paupers are buried each month
in the pauper cemetery of Kings county (comprising
the city of Brooklyn), N. Y. The cost of coffins alo:ne
is over $3,000 a year, and the ground is becoming
rapidly overcrowded. In view of·these facts, two of
the charity commissioners favor cremation, and will
recommend to the board of supervisors to spen(\
$5,000 in the erection of a crematory,
·
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names hit, some did not. She impressed me favorably, the guillotine, etc., each in its original surroundings.
CLAIRVOYANCE.
was simply dressed, and a perfect lady; says she has Above this were all our presidential candidates,
DEAR FRIENDS: Sept. 23d I went to see Mrs. E. W. made hundreds of prophecies and never failed in one Butler, too, as in life, all looking so real. Lincoln,
Mills, clairvoyant and spiritual medium, 289 Ewen st., when she assured a person it would happen. If any Victor Hugo, Robert Fulton, Grant, actresses, muJBrooklyn. I had no idea of getting anything more friend who reads this has known of a failure, please sicians, and all were there, so you felt as if you had
;than mere twaddle, for I had never really believed in aid truth by letting me know of it. She charged me really seen each person. If any of you go to New
'clairvoyance. But I was surprised, astonished, and nothing, but as she had been burnt out and needed York, don't fail to go in this Eden. It is better than
ibewildered. She took me by the hands and said: money, I could not do less than insist on her taking any museum I ever saw. It is real life-history. All
'"When I saw you I took you for an old maid, but I a dollar as other mediums do. I never want some- are dressed by the best costumers in full natural suits
:see you are married, hav two children, and one mis- thing for nothing when it is possible to pay or to re- as in life. A whole year of travels would not show
you as much variety as this Edenic glimps. In the
.carriage." I mention the last fact because she could turn the favor.
not hav obtained it from the press, as she might the
In the evening, at eight, myself a.nd two friends galleries are fifty large hereoscopes, containing two
former. She told my age when married, and many went to a materializing seance at Mrs. Stoddard thousand views of the most remarkable places in the
facts of my past life; some that would apply to most Gray's. We found large and pleasant rooms and nice, world, large as in life-size.
lives, and some too personal for any but my own; genteel people. There was some twenty-five or
TO BOSTON.
gave names (first asking the initial letter), dates, and thirty in the audience. We had full chance to exSept. 28th.-I hav as yet only received a few dolminutia; telling who of my family was alive and who amin the room and cabinet; all seemed plain and lars towards my trip to see spirit manifestations.
dead; prophesied I would liv to be a widow; gave square. We sat in two lines of chairs, alternating Francis D. Lacy has sent me $25, as he promised; a
two or three other prophecies which time alone will men and women as far as they could, and then formed few others hav sent a few dollars. I intended to
_prove true or untrue. She charged one dollar, and a circle by holding hands. The medium made a short make up the great balance of it myself. I hav walked
I felt it was well spent, as I found proof of mind address and explanation, then all light was excluded till wearied and exhausted to save five cents car-fare,
reading mind, and, I think, something a little be- and we sat in total darkness fifteen or twenty min- and eaten at ten-cent restaurants, and often but one
:yond that, but nothing to me as a test that the dead utes; heard noises of trumpet, bells, banjo, etc. The square meal a day, so as to save money to visit melliv; though in us there may be traces enough of our son was cabinet-medium-a young man of twenty- diums.
·dead to giv to others the power of partially discern- five or thereabouts; he looked weird, but evidently
I hav seen all I could in New York and Brooklyn,
1ing them as they were. I hav penned it all and laid knew his business pretty well. Great numbers of but havn't found one slate-writer, nor can any of
it away, and if occasion warrants it will tell you if the spirits came out-Joan of Arc, old Egyptian spirits, my Spiritual friends find one for me. So I am comprophecies be fulfilled. My hope is that they may spirits of friends of the audience, some of which were pelled to go to Boston. I did not want to, but I can't
not be, yet we do not know what is best for us or for recognized(?). Many materializations seemed to rise go home and leave my work only part done. I shall
others; though we do know that we must accept what from the floor only a few feet from us. We could go, and trust to fate or friends for funds to go back
comes, and should seek from it our highest good. see a white, misty appearance, like illusion, or fine on; and I rarely fail to get help when it is really
Sept. 25th.-Another cool day and pleasant morn- lace, slowly piling up-growing-and all at once a needed. I am impressed to go. I was wakened at
ing. I hav been two days in New York, hav seen light female form clothed in a white veil and robe 3 o'clock this morning by something telling me to
and talked with a great many new fl'iends and old would shoot into full hight and come clear out and "Go to Boston." Perhaps (?) that impression was
ones, and find but a small number among them all show herself, lift her veil, etc. They would take caused by a letter from a friend there offering me a
who do not believe in spiritual phenomena or facts. flags and bracelets and other things in their hands, home while I was searching for " spirits of just men
'They do not know what it is, but they hav so much so they werl3 not shadows, but real persons-whether made perfect," and by another sending me an address
:incontrovertible proof of something out of themselvs from the cabinet or some other place deponent say- of a slate-writing medium there. I shall do my best
that tells facts no one but themselvs can know; eth not. No test came to me from all the ghosts, but to see it all. I hav not spent a penny for personal
they see forms so much resembling their dead, and after that=was over the son medium came out and pleasure since I left home. Friends hav taken me to
•others see the same forms at the same time; and the full gas was turned on from several jets, and it was see noted places and paid expenses. Each trip helps
:same forms are seen at widely diverse seances and lighter than day. We were each one of us given a me to enlarge my view of things and broaden my
·dressed the same; and they get them just identical square piece of printer's paper (so as t~ hav it un- mind.
when alone, that they are confounded and bewildered; glazed), and were told to write to a dead friend;
I hav seen no proof yet of eternal existence, but I
and many, like Chainey, are convinced that the dead write as if to a living one and ask questions; then think I hav of clairvoyance or.mind-reading, and may
liv. I walked miles yesterday to addresses given me fold the squares so that if cut in the folds there of continued identity. I shall wait till I see aJl beas those of mediums, but failed to find one who was would be thirty-two pieces (the writing inside, of fore I conclude which way to jump, but when all is
practicing; some sick, some out, some going or gone course). These were, one by one, handed by the done you shall hav clean facts, as I see them, let it be
to Europe. I walked till I was ready to drop; but writer to the medium; he would hold it a minute or for or against.
the day was not lost, for I had a two hour's talk with two to his forehead, and then write on a clean square
If any of you choose to belp me by sending twentya doctor who has had thirty years' experience of the reply. If desired, Mrs. Gray would read these five cents or a dollar, send it to my address in SnowSpiritualism. She gave me the full history of it all, aloud, or the owner might do so. In every case the ville, and it will find me, wherever I am.
and on her solemn oath pronounced it true. All her question was answered, or a direct reference made to
CHArNEY.
friends call her more than honest. I am called clair- it, showing that the medium knew its contents-had
So many are asking me what I think of Chainey
voyant as regards knowing ,and judging people at read the note while folded and pressed to his forethat I will say here, for all inquirers, that I was sursight, and I call her honest. If one-tenth she told head. My note was this:
prised at his sudden acceptance of the spiritual phewas real, it is marvelous. She even made herself a DEAR MoTHER: If it be possible, I shall be glad of a line nomena as proof of continued personal identity, but
in thy familiar hand; and giv me some test that it is thyself
cabinet, so fearful was she of fraud. She never gave by signing thy maiden name.
ELMINA.
I had iio word of blame or condemnation for him.
any but home seances and free ones, so there was no
The reply was:
He went, he saw, and he believed. Perhaps I, too,
money in it for her. She got the same forms privately
may do the same, though I do not expect it. But I
that came to her at seances of others, and dressed the
DEAR CniLD: You shall hear from me, but not in my handam sure if I should accept this ism as true, I should
writing. I am your living truly mother.
same; her mother always wearing a short nightgown
Truly,
MoTHER.
not be one whit the better woman, morally or physand a nightcap, and all present seeing her just the
Now, the fact that he knew I wrote to mother in- ically. I pride myself as much on doing right and
same; so you see the form was no phantom. If I see stead of Bennett, as I thought of doing, and that he being good and true, as a Materialist, as I possibly
nny mother here, and others see her, and I again see mentioned handwriting, shows that he knew what I could if I were a believer in immortal identity. If
her in Snowville, and people there see her, and we wrote; but no proof of mother there. None of her self-love, love for our children, our husbands, our
all compare notes and prove it the same, you will style-not even Quaker language. I wonder he over- wives, our relativs, neighbors, and friends, and love
understand it to be a real thing, however created, looked that. I asked for her name as a test. The for our race, would not keep us from physical abuse
armed, or seen, and messages from her just as cor- boy refused, saying he was too tired. His mother and moral evils, I am sure no form of religion could
rect and natural in each place. I shall stay as long urged it, and so did others, but I think he could not possibly do it for any length of time.
as my bit of ·money will allow. I am not satisfied giv it.
I read Chainey's beautiful address in last TnuTH
with half-way seeing. I hope to learn more. I hav
While I am getting proof of clairvoyance and mind- SEEKER, and hope he will forgiv me for feeling that it
no proof yet that the dead liv.
reading, and perhaps more, I see no proof of con- was not the satisfying food I hav heretofore found in
sPIRITs, OR WHAT?
tinned existence after death. I hav five dollars yet his utterances. I hav so long looked upon him as
September 26th I went to T.a:E TRUTH SEEKER office; for seances, and then I am done. Mansfield is gone, one of our lights, and as a dear personal friend, that
saw Eugene and had a pleasant talk with him, and and so is Bliss. But Mrs. Gray is as good at read- I could not keep back the tears when I learned that
then his brother George took me to his mother's. I ing sealed letters as anyone (or rather her son is). he had run into dissipation because of the old false
found her in cozy, pleasant rooms and doing her own But I can't find a slate-writer. Meantime, I'm doing, plea, "Eat, drink, and be merry, for to-morrow ye
work. She met me with a friendly, cordial greeting, hearing, and seeing all I can, and with the aid of die." I think his strong fund of good sense will show
him his mistake, and his ster~ing honesty will make
and I felt as if I had known her for years.
friends, who are kind and helpful.
Mr. Bennett's mild, benevolent face looked down
A RED-LETTER DAY.
him acknowledge it.
Materialism is what we make it. We can make it
upon us from the wall (a duplicate of the one upon
I hav just had a perfect day-not with spirits out
build up the moral and physical being, and fill the
his tomb). I ate a good family dinner with them, of the flesh, but with the real and tangible.
and then, while Mrs. Macdonald was washing dishes
A medical friend came and took me through Belle- earth with love, beauty, harmony, and song. Or we
and "ridding up," we had a nice sociable gossip-all vue Hospital. I saw specimens of all the diseases can make it cold, austere, and lifeless. It is the
about Chainey and tRe Convention, and about others and deformities flesh is heir to; some preserved in sweet influences we bring around any belief that giv
of our notables and their doings and sayings. I don't alcohol, and some made of wax, and my friend, being it the beauty and estheticism. With a little change,
like scandals and slanders, but I do like a good a physician, could explain all, so I understood what I I re-quote from his quotation: " To thine own self
friendly gossip about people as they are-people at saw. How terrible it is to think of what poor hu- be true. Do the task that lies nearest. Follow the
home and off of their stilts.
manity has to endure, and to know that not the one- truth thou seest. Open thy heart to beauty. Make
ELMINA.
She took me to a prophetic medium, Mrs. M. C. thousandth part of it is a necessity-that it might be good works thy duty."
Morrell; I had a sitting, and it was a pleasant and avoided by moral and hygienic living-by true heredagreeable one, though she got no real tests for me. ity and good teaching.
PARKER PILLSBURY paid a flying visit to Cleveland,
She gave me much that Mrs. Mills did, promising or
In the afternoon another friend went with me to after attending the League Congress, where he
prophesying long life, and saying that, though I had the Eden Musee. It was a perfect mine of interest was pleasantly surprised by an infvrmal reception
done a great work, my life-work was hardly begun; and instruction. Hundreds of notables in tableaux, given him by a few of the friends of Liberalism, at
that she saw a great book (measuring some two-and- all in wax, and so perfect they would deceive the very the residence of Thomas Lees, several members of
a-half feet that I would yet write-that I would do elect. After three or four deceptions in thinking wax the city press being present. Mr. Lees writes to the
that much writing); that I was an inspirational persons real ones, I grew so wise that I took real Banner, that the veteran reformer, notwithstanding
writer and very mediumistic and could impress pea- ones for wax, as did lots of the audience. We saw his late serious sickness, looked remarkably well, and
ple to think as I did; that in three months I should. Sitting Bull, who killed Custer, and half a dozen more hopes and expects under the regime of Theosophy to
be working in the Spiritual ranks, though still in my live Indians from Dakota, and heard a good lecture work for some years in a quiet way in the reform
own legitimate field ; that my father and other wise on civilizing the Indians, so they could take care of work.
heads that had had gone before were helping me; themselvs. The "Chamber of Horrors" contained
THE French Senate has adopted a clause abolish~
that spirits were crowding thick around me-she de- tableaux of Guiteau in his cell, Stanley on his exploacribed aeveJ;"al, but r could J,"~cognize none; s~"iu.ti.ons, the 5Qalpers, can.P.ib!Us, lynchers, the knout, ing prayer& ~t tll~ beginning of its l)easione.
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to which it is- say: "If Gov. Cleveland honestly held these views, and has
the courage of his convictions, it is surprising he did not veto
all the sectarian appropriations, instead of just this extra one
"1. The agitation committees are to exert their influence for the Protectory." This is equivalent to a charge that he has
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
upon all parties aotivly engaged in elections, in favor of the not; a very damaging charge if true; for the rule he has esaims advocated by the League, and particularly to see to it that tablished, during his administration as governor, seems to be
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor. only such candidates are nominated for the Assembly who, if that "all public money must be applied .for public purposes."
0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manager. elected, will work in their legislativ capacity for the interests Has he violated his own rule? The facts should be known;
of the League.
and I suppose you are in a position to know, or to obtain, the
PUBLISHED BY
"2. Immediately after a nomination for the state legislature facts in the case. Has the New York legislature passed any
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY. has been made by any party, the agitation committees shall bill appropriating money for sectarian purposes, which the
call on the candidate,. acquaint him with the objects of the governor approved? Now, please, giv us the facts.
33 CUnton Place, New York.
League, and ask him for a written declaration concerning his
Yours truly,
C. B. RouNDS.
position with reference to the League. Blanks for pledges
This state regularly aids ''charitable" institutions
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. will be prepared by the executiv committee, and supplied to
by a per capita payment on the number of inmates
the agitation committees.
"3. The agitation committees shall at·once report the result committed to such by state officers.
Address all Communication.s to THE TRUTH BEEKER COMp ANY. Make Gll Drafls, (}Mcks, and Postal Orders payable to of their interviews with candidates to the chairman of the exBut the main chance for religious thievery in New
ecutiv committee (C. Hermann Boppe, 470 East Water street), York comes through this city, and the money from
CHARLES P: SOMERBY.
so as to giv the executiv committee an opportunity of informing the voters, by means of the daily papers, concerning the its treasury. The bills authorizing the payment of
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 11, 1884. position taken by the several candidates with regard to the money to the Catholic Protectory, New York Orphan
League.
Asylum (Protestant), and other places of the kind,
"4. In Assembly districts where there is danger of opposition must be signed by the governor of the state, for the
An Annual for 1885.
candidates being nominated by either party, the agitation com- city is not autonomous, but is dependent upon the
We would call attention to a passage that occurs mittee should labor for the timely organization of clubs, as legislature for the privilege of spending its own
in the Introductory to the TRuTH SEEKER ANNUAL for members of which all legal voters might be admitted who, money. Mr. Cleveland signed the Supply bill, less
without regard to other party affiliations, favor the election of
1884, reading as follows:
Liberal-minded members of the legislature. The formation the item mentioned, which included the sums for the
"The editor cordially invites correspondence upon such of such clubs in general is to be recommended for every per capita payments to religious institutions. In doevents as shall come to light in the researches of Freethinking Assembly district.
students. American incidents, with names and dates, are par"5. Should it become necessary for the League, in any As- ing this, we hold, he violated his own rule.
ticularly desired. Such gathered facts will be carefully pre- sembly district, to put up a candidate of its own, or to favor or
served, and gratefully used in future Annuals. Accuracy in oppose a certain candidate, the executiv committee of the
The Campbellites.
these matters is, of course, essential."
League and the district agitation committee shall jointly
This writer of the following is interested in a wanAs the time is approaching when the preparation adopt all measures necessary for securing success at the ballot ing sect:
FLYNN's LrcK, JAcKSON Co., TENN., Aug. 22, 1884.
of the TRUTH rSEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' AL- box. In case the League is obliged to nominate a candidate
of its own, the agitation committee shall, in time, recommend To TRE EDITOR OF TEE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Can you please
MANAC for 1885 must be begun, we would again in- suitable persons to the executiv committee.
inform me when and who were the founders of the Campbellite
vite correspondence as indicated above. The ANNUAL
"6. On election day, the agitation committee shall see to it church which is now called the Christian church? And what
for 1884 met with a welcome and achieved a circula- that representativs of the League are stati&ned at every poll." will it be worth?
GEORGE RoGERS.
tion which were hardly hoped for when the thought
This agitation committee, besides its general·propThe "Campbellites," or" Christians," or" Disciples
of issuing it first occurred. The publication of an agandist work, " goes for" the candidates of the of Christ," or " church of Christ," as they variously
.ANNUAL for each successiv year hereafter is therefore several parties with these questions:
call themselvs, owe their sectarian existence to Alexassured. As a repository of facts and dates, the first
"Dear Sir: You havbeen nominated as candidate for the As- ander Campbell, who was born in Ireland, in 1788,
number has proved invaluable in this office, and also, sembly (State Senate), and since the 'League for the Protec- and came to this country in 1809. He died March
it is presumed, in the households of those who hav tion of Personal Liberty,' of which eighty societies with at
least 10,000 members in the county of Milwaukee hav become 4, 1866.
purchased it. The next one we hope to make still members, is firmly resolved to support, on election day, only
Mr. Campbell's idea, in preaching his ism, was the
nearer priceless. With hearty co-operation this can such candidates as hav pledged themselvs, in writing, to use, restoration of Christianity to apostolic practices.
be accomp1 ished.
if elected, their utmost endeavors in furthering the objects of His first church was at Brush Run, Washington Co.,
the League, we submit to you the following questions:
Pa. The Campbellites, though rejecting the trini"1. If elected, will you, in your capacity as member of the
J,~ague for the Protection of Personal Liberty.
Wisconsin State Legislature, oppose energetically and faith- tarian terminology, are e&sentially like other sects in
Wiscone:in, and especially its large cities, is thickly fully all attempts at the passage of Sunday or prohibition their opinions of Christ and the resurrection.
settled with Germans-who, as a rule, are the very laws?
This is worth a year's subscription to THE TRUTH
"2. Will you, furthermore, use all your influence to secure SEEKER.
best of citizens. They interfere with no one's religious views, educate their children, hardly ever be- the repeal of existing obnoxious laws trespassing on the
come burdens on the public, are devoted to America, liberty of conscience and the personal rights of individual
The Papal Humbug.
citizens?
and extremely interested in having- good government.
Leo PP. XIII. has issued an encyclical letter from
"3. Do you pledge yourself to comply, in your legislatiY
But they are nearly all Freethinkers, and most of capacity, with all just demands of the 'League for the Pro. Rome on the subjects of the Rosary of Mary and the
them drink beer. Not only do they not support the tection of Personal Liberty' according to your best knowl- Asiatic cholera. An encyclical letter is one intended
churches, but they persist in making Sunday a holi- edge and ability? And in case the League desires to address for general circulation, something like a circular from
memorials, bills, etc., to the Legislature, do you pledge yourday, a day of healthful recreation and amusement, of
the chairman of a campaign committee or the general
self to transmit and advocate the same?
jn1Hty and song.
"Should you be disposed to answer these questions in the order of a military officer. "In times of difficulty,"
In thus introducing the "continEmtal Sabbath " affirmativ, we respectfully ask you to let us know by return writes Pope Leo, "it has been the wont of our predinto the state of their adoption, our German friends mail. Only those candidates who giv us a written pledge that ecessors to hav recourse with increased fervor to,the
hav offended their high mightinesses, the Christians, they will work for the principles and aims of the League in blessed virgin. Inasmuch as the enemies of Chriscase of their election, will receive our support on election day."
who cannot bear that another should enjoy himself
tianity," he continues, "are so stubborn in their
With the questions is inclosed this agreement for
on Sunday unless it be in the contemplation of the
aims; its defenders must be equally stanch." .To
world's woes and the pleasurable certainty that nine- the candidate to sign:
o~ercome this pressure of unbelief, therefore, his ho"'l;,
"I, the undersigned, candidate for the Wisconsin Assembly liness has deemed it his duty to "exhort again this
tenths of tbe people on the globe are bound directly
for hell. The Christians hav, therefore, manipulated (State Senate), do hereby answer affirmativly the questions year the people of Christendom to persevere in that
submitted to me by the Executiv Committee of the 'League
the legislature of Wisconsin, as church lobbyists well for the Protection of Personal Liberty,' and pledge myself to formula of prayer known as the Rosary, and thereby
know how, and obtained the passage of "Sunday use all means within my power to advance the aims and prin~ to merit the patronage of the great mother of God."
Jaws," in violation of the natural rights of non-Chris- ciples embodied in the Constitution of the League."
That is to say, the church, the bride of Christ, should
tians, and prohibition statutes, to the especial annoyIt is contemplated to expand the organization into gain the co-operation of her mother-in-law, the virance of the Germans.
a state society, and it is confidently expected to be- gin. Very few brides can claim a virgin for a
So far hav these encroachments extended that the come a power sufficient to e:ffectivly oppose all at- mother-in-law-but that is not to the point. With
formation of a league for the protection of personal tempts to curtail the freedom of individuals to en- the intercession thus to be prayed for, it is the opinliberty has been completed by the citizens of Mil- joy themselvs in their own way. The Milwaukee ion of the pope, otherwise known as Joachim Pecci,
waukee county, which Leag-ue proposes that in fut- Germans-an immense majority of whom are Free- that the hosts of Infidelity will be substantially vanure no man shall be elected to the Wisconsin legis- thinkers-are a live body of men and women, and quished.
lature from that county who is not pledg-ed to work the voters among them can be relied on to carry their
With respect to the cholera, it is also "necessary to
and vote for the repeal of Sunday and prohibition state for the free religious amendment which will be implore the intercession of the most powerful virgin."
laws. The League now numbers ten thousand. Its submitted to the states when the National Liberal "Under God's will" this scourge has spread to Italian
special purpose and object is, to quote its constitu- League shall become strong enough to obtain the soil; and whereas the will of God does not in this
tion, " to prevent, by energetic and org-anized oppo- necessary initial resolutions from Congress. This instance happen to be the will of the church, the pope
sition, any attempts of the Sunday and prohibition League would doubtless support all the Nine De- has therefore
fanatics to accomplish their ends, which consist in mands of Liberalism, and certainly the National
" Resolved That in this coming month of October, from
t.he revival of antiquated laws that are in conflict with Liberal League would aid in any attempt to repeal the 1st of O~tober to the 2d of November following, in all the
parish churches, in all public churches dedicated to the mother
the fundamental principles of the republic and•the existing Christian Sunday laws.
of God, or in such as are appointed by the ordinary, five decspirit of the times. It also proposes to do everyades at least of the Rosary be recited, together with the Litthing in its power to secure the election of such repAppropriations for Sectarian Purposes.
any. If in the morning, the Holy Sacrifice will take placedurresentative and legislators as can be relied upon to
The facts asked for in the subjoined letter should i~ these prayers; if in the evening, the Blessed Sacrament
will be exposed for the adoration of the faithful. To all those
oppose, energetically and faithfully, the passage of
any such Sunday or prohibition laws, and to use all hav been furnished earlier, but absence at Cassadaga, who shall hav assisted on the prescribed days at the public
and press of matters since, hav prevented:
recital of the Rosary, and hav prayed for our intentions-to all
their influence to repeal laws trespassing on the libEuREKA, Wis., Aug. 13, 1884.
those also who from legitimate causes hav been compelled to
erty of conscience and the personal rights of individTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I notice in the do so in private-we grant for each occasion an indulgence of
ual citizens."
last TRUTH SEEKER in an editorial on "Politics" after speak· seven years and seven times forty days. To those who in the
For each Assembly (legislativ) district the League ing of Gov. Qlevel;nd's veto of the Catholic P:r;tecto:rate, you j pr6l!Cribed space of time shall hav performed these devotions
an" agitation committee,"
THE TRUTH SEEKER.- appoints
sues the following instructions:

"-.'1
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at least ten times-either publicly in the churches or from just
causes in the privacy of their homes-and shall hav expiated
their sins by confession and hav received communion at the
altar, we grant from the treasury of the church a plenary indulgence. We also grant this full forgivness of sins and plenary remission of punishment to all those who, either on the
Feast day itself of our Blessed Lady of the Rosary, or on any
day within the subsequent eight days, shall hav washed the
stains from their souls and hav holily partaken of the divine
banquet, and shall hav also prayed in any church to God· and
his most holy mother for our intentions. As-we desire also to
consult tne interests of those who are in country districts, and
are hindered, especially in the month of October, by their agricultural labors, we permit all we hav above decreed, and also
the holy indulgences gainable in the month of October, to be
postponed to. the following months of November or December,
according to the prudent decision of the ordinaries."

So runs the rigmarole of the pope, who closes with
the remark that he "doubts not that rich and abundant fruits will be the result of these efforts." Christian people charge that the heathen in his blindness
bows down to wood and stone.- The Catholics do
worse. They bow down and listen with sober faces
to a masquerading clown-Pope Leo XIII.

Editorial Notes.
MR. A. P. MILLER, of the Worthington Advance, is a Freethinker and anti-Prohibitionist. Mr. James G. Clark, of the
Minneapolis Spectator, is also a Freethinker. But the two
gentlemen view some questions from different standpoints,
Mr. Clark being an upholder of St. John's party. Mr. Miller
made a speech once in which he quoted prophecy to show
that the man with the gospel name had a platform dangerous
to the welfare of his country. Mr. Clark pleasantly remarked
that Mr. Miller was crazy. In self-defense the latter asserts
that "the Prohibition party, as distinguished from the
Prohibition principle, is first, last, and all the time, the Gadin-the-Constitution party. This is put first in their platforms,
this crops out in their resolutions and speeches as the first
object to be attained, prohibition being but one object of the
party. The amending of the Constitution, so as to make this
a 'Christian government,' and unite church and state, is their
purpose. They even place Sunday laws before liquor laws in
their demand. We are thoroughy imbued,'' he continues,
"with the idea that there is now forming under the ribs of the
old parties, and in the vitals of the nation, the most dangerous
party that has ever been organized in America. This is the
so-called Prohibition party. . The prohibition cry is a cheat
and a blind to mislead temperance men into supporting a
union of church and state. 'The voice is Jacob's voice, but
the hands are the hands of Esau.' And these hands are to be
laid on the Constitution and the government, and America is
to be put back among the European monarchies, and the
spirit of the old Puritan laws is to prevail over the whole
nation. This is what they are aiming at, and at the rate the
party is gaining ground, it will soon succeed, unless the people are aroused to resist it. The editor of the Advance is
'crazy' on other subjects than anti-Prohibition. Many church
fanatics think us 'mad as a March hare' on those very subjects upon which Mr. Clark agrees with us, and for which he
is working with us shoulder to shoulder. But we are proud of
our 'madness,' and proclaim it freely on all occasions, for it
puts us in the ra)lks and in the same category with those who
hav.reformed the world, from Paul to Garrison. Every man
of them was 'crazy' in the eyes of the purblind world around
him. But their 'insanity ' was communicated to others, and
the world became 'crazy' also. The insanity of one age is
the sanity of the next. Those who dare to be 'crazy ' to-day
will rule the minds of men to-morrow. But not everyone can
afford to be 'crazy.' Insanity and the scaffold rule the future,
and 'behind the dim unknown, stands our God within the
shadows keeping watch above his own '-lunatics."
A DISPATCH from Syracuse of Aug. 9th to the Times of this
city givs the following account of a curious crank who once
held a debate with Mr. Bennett in these columns, which is published under the title of the "Bennett-Teed Discussion:"
"Dr. Cyrus R. Teed has an office in West Onondaga street,
in this city, which is considered one of the most aristocratic
streets in the city. He has been here for only a few years, but
has gained a lucrativ practice among some of the best people
in the city. In the official register Dr. Teed givs his birthplace as Walton, N. Y., Oct. 13,1839, and says that his diploma
was given him at the Eclectic Medical College of New York in
February, 1868. His brother, who is also practicing with him,
givs his name as 0. F. Teed, and says that he was graduated
by the Philadelphia National Eclectic Medical Association in
1868. Mrs. Charles Cobb, a member of the Plymouth Congregational church here, has been treated by Dr. Teed for nervous prostration. She charges him with obtaining money
from her and from her mother, Mrs. Willis, of Camden, N.
Y., under the plea that he is 'Second Christ.' Dr. Teed
claims that he is now the prophet Cyrus, who, according to
the prophecy in Isaiah xiv, 12, was to appear on earth. He
also claims that when he was thirty years of age he received
divine manifestations, and that when he is forty-six he will be
translated to heaven, whence he will return in fifty days to
found a kingdom where all will be love. By love he means
only mind love of great purity and elevation. Those who follow him as the great exponent of this belief willliv forever in
this world. Dr. Teed has been publishing a daily paper called
the Herald of the Messe:t~ger of the New Covmant of the New Jerusulem, at both Moravia, N. Y., and at Sandy Creek, N. Y.
When he was in Moravia it was supposed that he was at the
head of an establishment after the order of the Oneida Community. He lived in a house just outside of the village. It
was said that he had eloped with Mrs. Ella Wolsely, whose
husband keeps a livery stable in Moravia. District Attorney
Lewis says that he was consulted in regard to the matter. He
is ready to proceed legally against Dr. Teed for obtaining
money under false pretenses at any time. Dr. Teed, in his
own behalf, says that he can prove by biblical and scientific
lore that he is the prophet Cyrus. He is indorsed by the Rev.

J. H. Clymer, the pastor of the First Methodist Episcopal
church here."
It seems that all of Mr. Bennett's clerical antagonists are
fallible. The charges against Mr. Humphrey we chronicled
some months ago. What is the matter with these fellows?
Are the wicked Christians the only ones with energy enough to
defend their faith ?
THE Methodists attribute the disease of insanity mainly to
Spiritualism; Neal Dow points to intemperance as the first
cause of it; the· daily papers are deprecating over-study as a
fruitful source of the evil, while Talmage goes ahead of them
all and holds modern Infidelity responsible for every unbalanced mind. These are chiefly mere generalizations. We
would like to submit a fact without comment from the Indianapolis, Ind., People. It is not an isolated case, but is the one
latest at hand. The account reads: "A young woman named
Kitty Marshall, has for some time lived as a domestic in the
family of Dr. Abbett, at 854 North Pennsylvania street. On
last Wednesday morning she left the house at a very early
hour without assigning any reason. The family hav for some
time past suspected her mind to be unbalanced. The cause
of her malady seemed to be religious excitement. At about
throe o'clock on Wednesday afternoon George Wooten found
Kitty lying between the rails of the I. B. & W. road, west of
the city. He attempted to raise her, but she screamed and
clung to the ties with such strength that five men could
scarcely release her grasp. In a fainting condition she was
conveyed to the station house by Flanner & Hommown, where
as soon as tranquilized she began speaking of her religious
convictions. She said she left .Dr. Abbett's house to go to the
mountains to pray and laid down on the rail as a test to her
faith.''
IN quoting from Saladin's paper; published in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of September 27th, the Catholic Union and Times says:
"There is no longer any fight between Protestantism arid the
church. The battle has long ago been fought· and won. The
sects indeed hav still a sort of nominal existence; but their
members stand upon a believe-as-you-please sort of platform.
Begotten in negation, and nursed in passion and confusion,
the Protestant principle of private interpretation of scripture
in its last analysis, logically leads to Infidelity. Hence thoughtful and God-fearing men, outside the church, hav long since
seen and deplored the inherent weakness of Protestantism and
its utter inability to grapple with the growing and defiant
spirit of unbelief. And many of those men, with the reverence for revealed religion, hav involuntarily, as it were, turned
to the rock-founded church of Christ as the only hope of beating back the daily~swelling tide of all-destroying Infidelity.
The present battle then is between the church and Infidelity.
Protestantism takes no part in it. Its cohorts are either away
in the rear or sick in the hospitals. And that the Infidel
enemy regards it with contempt, entirely unworthy of its
notice, appears from a paper by W. Stew~rt Ross, editor of
the London Secular Review, read at the recent Cassadaga Lake
Freethinkers' Convention."
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the Chinese philosopher wrote, "Do unto another what you
would he should do unto you." That saying is as old as history, and will probably be regarded as a useful guide of life
"when everything connected with Christianity, except its
crimes, has been forgotten."
T9 break the force of Remsburg's forthcoming work on
"Bible Morals," the Christians of Ohio are now circulating
what purports to be a stenographic report of this address as
delivered at Ludlow Falls some time since. In this pamphlet
Mr. Remsburg is made to say about everything 1J.e did not say,
while not a single sentence uttered by him has been reported.
Dr. Brandon, of Laura, 0., has already ordered thirty copies
of our edition of ''Bible Morals," which he will circulate in
connection with this orthodox report. This will serve to nail
the arguments Mr. Remsburg makes in his work respecting
Christian veracity and honesty.
MR. SEAVER holds out his hand to Canada with this greeting:
"We learn from the New York TRUTH SEEKER that Mr. Watts
has commenced his Freethought lecturing in Toronto and
Hamilton (Canada), and been very well received. He is able,
attractiv, and popular, and cannot fail to prove a great help to
the Liberal JllOVement. The Christian papers in Toronto hav
already begun their attacks upon him, and this fact shows
that he is sowing the right kind of secular seed, of which there
is considerable scarcity throughout Canada. But she can be
regenerated in course of time, and the work appears to hav
commenced."
BisHOP WARREN is continuing his scientific essays. In his
latest effulgence he avers that " the heavens about him are
shining stairs up which his soul may climb, and hang his mental trapeze between Arcturus and the Polar Star, and swing
himself clear -out of this system of suns, to where gravitation
stops and turns the other way." Joseph Cook should take
Bishop Warren in hand, and either teach him what he knows
of physical science, or else insist that the next time the bishop
finds himself suspended between Arcturus and the Polar Star,
he should take a fresh grip on the mental trapeze and stay
there.

A WRITER in the lndeprndent named James F. Claflin asserts
that "the grim Materialist, working at the boundaries of force
and matter, is blindly preparing the soil whereon shall bloom
the beautiful flowers of universal faith in God." This may be
so; but it is curious to note that the longer the "grim Materialist" works, and the more he discovers, the less faith men
appear to hav in any power outside of nature. Mr. Claflin-'s
vaticination lacks the necessary merit of being justified by
facts.
THE inmates of the jail at Waco, 'l'exas, seem to be desirous
of reforming. Last week they asked J. D. Shaw, the Freethought lecturer, and publisher of the Independent Pulpit, to
giv them a talk, which he did. We are afmid, however, that
it's another case of
"When the devil was sick, the devil a monk wonlrl be;"
But
_ THE Rev. F. Mason North deprecates too close an analysis
"When the devil was well, the devil a monk was he."
of the Bible. Some of the texts which hav become the shiboleth of contending sects, he holds it probable, were merely inMR. REMSDURG, says the Kansas Blade, received the honor
cidental and not important. "Over-analysis," says Mr. Ma- of delivering the best lecture at the New York State Freeson, "often mars beauty." He further holds that some thinkers' Association at Cassadaga Lake, New York. His subphrases should not hav been given the conspicuousness of ject was "Bible Morals." This comparison is invidious, for
paragraphs. No instances are cited, but something like this the subjects were so varied that no one lecture could be called
may hav been referred to: Exodus xx, 13-" Thou shalt not the best. They all excelled in their own way. But Mr.
kill;" Exodus xxii, 27-"Thus saith the Lord God of Israel, Put Remsburg's discourse was among the best, as will be testified
every man his sword by his side and slay every man his to when it is seen in print.
brother." True, true! If these passages had been "run in"
THE Committee of Catholic Theologians in session at Baltiso that they would be less easily distinguishable, great trouble
more, Md., are confining their attention strictly to question!!
would be avoided. But if this plan were to be adopted as to
of church disciplin in the United States. They argue that
the absurdities of the Bible, what would become of its so-called
" times change, and in order to accommodate herself to the
beauties? It is best, after all, to take the Bible for what it is
new conditions, .the church finds it necessary to amend her
worth, and let it go at that. Meanwhile, it is every person's
disciplin." It is one of the peculiarities of t~ Catholic chnrch
dl].ty to help destroy a superstitious belief in this book, which,
that, while wholly infallible, it frequently finds itself mistaken.
after contradicting nearly every fact known to science, proves
THE estate of the late Bishop Simpson, says the Sun,
its own unreliability in a hundred places by contradicting
amounting to nearly a hundred thousand dollars, was nearly
itself.
all the result of profitable investment. As Bishop Simpson
OuR Asiatic contemp~rary, the Philosophic Inquirer, of belonged to the Methodist church, it is not impossible that he
Madras, reads THE TRUTH SEEKER diligently. In the last was let in on the "ground floor" of the Isabella Mining Comnumber of that journal which has reached these shores we pany. In an enterprise like that, no church dignitary should
nil.d the following note of approbation:
hav allowed himself to prove a deadhead.
"The New York TRUTH SEEKER for July 5th continues from
CARDINAL MANNING, in an appeal for the Catholic college of
the talented pen of UhG:s. B. Reynolds, ' Facts and Fallacies
in Regard to the New Testament,' and contains an interesting All Hallows, located in Ireland, said that "Ireland was the
account of Mr. Bradlaugh 'Aiding a Nihilist.' And this im- most profoundly Christian, and the most energetically Catholic
portant Freethought organ, the boldest in the New World, has nation on the face of the earth." Precisely. And she is also
the following observation on the Bradlaugh case: • Mr. Bradlaugh is in no wise daunted, and the unequal struggle of one the most ignorant, degraded, servile, and wretched. The last
man against the great English government will be continued conditions proceed from the first.
while life holds, or until the victory is won.' True! FreeMRs. WAsHINGTON KEELER, of Reading, Pa., was moved to
thinkers all over the world owe a debt of gratitude to THE
commence
a fast by reading of Christ's abstinence while in
TRUTH SEEKER Company, for the really admirable lithographic
engraving of the Bennett monument erected by the late Mr. the wilderness. She died at the end of her forty-eighth day,
Bennett's one thousand devoted friends, which is inclosed in however. Who shall say that the New 'restament has not, in
THE TRUTH SEEKER issue for June 28th; and the engraving is this case, been guilty of murder?
so very good as to induce each and every friend and admirer
MR. CHARLES WATTS has kindly consented to take the names
of Bennett to ornament his and her home with the lithograph
of the same in an appropriate frame.''
and subscriptions of friends wishing to become subscribers to
THE TRUTH SEEKER in Canada. We thank Mr. Watts, and
May the Inquirer always be as well pleased with our work!
THE editor of the lndeprndent, writing an article on the re- shall be glad to know that he ·has secured us a long list of new
ligion of humanity, among numerous misleading statements, readers throughout the -dominion.
interjects the following:
WF shall next week begin the publication of Mr. Rems"The audacity of Comte in $iming originality for his sys- burg's speech at Cassadaga Lake-" Bible Morals.'' It will octem 1s only equaled by the audacity of his disciples in claim- cupy two or three pages in two numbers of the paper.
ing what is best in modern society and science, and ethics
and government, for Positivism. Eighteen hundred years beMR. CHARLES WATTS's lecture engagements for the next
fore Comte, Christianity taught the principle which Mr. Harri- month are as follows: Sunday, Oct. 12th, Toronto; Monday
son claims as the essence of the religion of humanity, 'Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to and Tuesday, 13th and 14th, Hamilton; Wednesday, 15th,
Weiland; Thursday, 16th, Dunnville; Friday, 17th, Seaforth;
them.'"
If Comte's disciples are audacious in adopting a principle Sunday, 19th, Toronto; during the following week a tour
which is thousands of years old, what shall be said of through north of Canada; Sunday, 26th, and following week,
Christian religionists who hav travestied the Golden Rule Hamilton and the west; Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, Nov.
of Confucius, and attributed it to Christ as original? 2d, 3d, and 4th, Montrbal. Mr. Watts will arrive in New York
Centuries before the Christian religion was heard of, November 6th.
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the very foundation of Christianity. It is well that his high
office lifts him above censure, for such a lapse in faith-" etc.
The writer, "S. R. R.," livs in Cincinnati. It certainly would
help the cause to hav him in our ranks.
I easily could write twenty columns more, but, like the venerable prelate, will excuse myself. I cannot conclude, however, without mentioning the effect upon me of the great to-do
about Ryan's reception in Philadelphia. Ten thousand Catholics met him, the archbishop elect, at the cars; a torchlight
procession, headed and backed by martial bands, conducted
him, unlike Jesus, to his palatial residence. Will superstition
ever cease? How much rather would I hav welcomed a hornyhanded mechanic-one who adds to the comforts of life!
HENRI PALING.

HUNTSVILLE, ALA., 1st Lord's Day, Sept., 1884.
MR. EDIToR: "Are you a Christian?" was asked me. by an
ex-prizefighter, whose face would prove a splendid sample of a
buckwheat cake, and who now has charge of the Sixth Street
Mission, near Pine st., Cincinnati, Ohio. I answered: "Sir,
your question is hardly fair? Can I help it that I was born in
Turkey, and that I necessarily believe in Mohammed, unless
I forego the promises of paradise?" "You don't say you are
a Mohammedan?" retorted the ex-gambler. "Who said I
was ?" retorted I; " but am I to blame if I was born in India,
and must believe in Vishnu, or be everlastingly exposed to a
slow, roasting fire?" The exhorter, no doubt convinced that
PoMoNA, CAL., Sept. 23, 284.
he had a desperate case before him, never said another word,
MR. EDIToR: Pomona has been treated to a holy circus for
and I left.
some time past. It has been managed by a set of religious
In Cincinnati I visited the Holland church on Hughe street,
lunatics-an offshoot of Methodism. They style themselvs
which may be reached by the "Zoo" cars as far as they go.
"Holiness Band. ' They are Christlike in many respects, acInstead of the inscription in the Huntsville Episcopal church,
cording to the Christian mythology, as most of them hav no
"Reverence my sanctuary" (by the way, a direct insult to any
visible ~eans of support. It is presumed that they are hearty
church-goer, as if pre-su1;posed to misbehave and to be void
entN", as well as fervent prayers. They claim sanctification,
of manners), I read this: "De Ileere regeert" C:' The Lord
an,\ from their general appearance they need something that
reigneth ''). I heard a dull lecture by a pious German, as the
nature has failed to furnish them in order that they may comminister was absent. The church on Broadway is still for !<nle.
pare favorably with the balance of the animal kingdom on the
In Louisville I saw a man working at the steeple of the new
other side of the connecting link. Now, these animals, both
Methodist church, at the peril of his life.
he and she, are nightly telling the people who listen to them
Why not build homes for workmen where in time they may
that they are in close relation with the Father, Son, and Holy
liv rent-free? for everyone born on this earth has a rightful
Ghost, whoever they may be, and that they (the band) are on
claim to a portion of it--so much, at least, as to enable him to
the direct road to their ranch (the F., S., and H. G.), and that
exist.
they (the vile herd) can't sin, being sanctifted by the aforesaid
Here is an instance of church tolerance, or " equanimity of
(F., S., and H. G.), and all that is necessary for us is to get
the spirit:" In "Marvin's Sermons" (Methodist) (Brand, St.
ready, join the band, and prepare for the big chivari that
Louis) read page 277:
they, the Christians (H. B.), are going to giv the old mail and
"The Lord's Supper. How blasphemous is the audacity of
the driveling priest who converts the table into a!l altar, and his son when they get to the "mansion in the skies." They
enacts the solemn farce of offering the very Christ upon it in even tell us that they are going to be joined by a great many
the form of bread and wine! No human priest can offer him; fowl people, old residents of the place, that are acclimated,
he offered himself without spot to God, and that 'once for all,' and hav "got the run of things," though they hav not, up to
and now ' ever liveth to make intercession for us.' Having the present time, put any of this foreign collection on exhibisuffered fm us, he gave us this bread and wine, a most blessed
~memorial of his love; and now to see a poor, vain mortal play- tion at their circus here. Possibly they are keeping the birds
ing priest with these dear tokens of his death, it is shocking, for the last performance in order that they may capture our
it is monstrous !"
last dollar before leaving for good.
So far, Marvin. It is a wonder that the holy Methodist
Why should we of America, born and educated under a repreacher did not die from the consciousness that such "shock- publican form of government, desire to be transported to the
ing, monstrous " acts were and are performed in the nine- realms of a despotic and vindictiv king, with no other induceteenth century. I imagin myself Marvin weeping. Truly, ments than simply to stay there, whether we were contented
superstition is a never-healing eancer.
or not, offering only as compensation "milk and honey," the
In: Illinois I heard the phrenologist, Fowler. If I had been most nauseating diet that could be prescribed for our coma preacher and my flock had laughed at me, their shepherd, fort? No other amusement than to hurrah for a king and his
I would hav exclaimed with thunder, "Go to hell, ye ac- satellites, foreign to our desires, tastes, and educated habits,
cursed ones, for laughing at an embassador of Christ!" and I in a country and climate antagonistic to our natures, whose
would havwalked out and never preached again. At the con- laws are in conflict with ours-what inducements are offered
clusion of Professor Fowler's lecture on Monday evening, he in- to us to accept passage in their little unnatural boat to convey
vited the audience to select some one whose head they wished ex us, minus our baggage, to so remote a place? n· would be
amined. Rev. Mr. Hubbert was selected, and Professor Fowler more in harmony with our methods of doing business to wait
gave him a good head, but said he had no religion, and if he until more definit information be obtained. It is possible that
should marry a wife who should hav none there would be lit- the whole thing is a myth. What is there to be gained by these
tle praying done in the family. 'fhis created a laugh at the possible mythical Christian teachers? We giv up that which
expense of Hubbert. This Hubbert, a Cumberland preacher, is for that which is not, destroy present real happiness and
has his church full to suffocation in Lincoln, Til. The won- comfort for the unreal, leave off all that which we know for
der is that his flock continues to hear him, even after Fowler's the unknown, turning the picture and viewing it continually
honest verdict in 1882.
from the dark side, expecting thereby to become apprised of
The North American Review has on pages 570-580 an article, its merits, beauty, and loveliness, attempting to gain knowl"The Decline of Clerical Authority,'' a real masterpiece, by edge by other than natural methods, expecting us to underGeorge P. Fisher. He says, p. 574: "The principality which stand and adopt laws conflicting with the five senses which
the popes hav ruled over a thousand years, and the possession govern our actions and thoughts. In short, continually doing
of which they assert to be essential to the proper discharge of that which conflicts with our natural wants, in order that we
their spiritual office, has been wrested from them by a Catho- may gain the unnatural. All this to please somebody's God,
lic sovereign, with the nation-a nation of Catholics-at his whose mandates inust be _observed, and whose will is law. It
back. Protests and anathemas from the side of the papacy is hardly conceivable that an abundance of happiness to an
hav proved of no avail."
individual will be realized by an attempt to set aside the laws
I suppose the fact that two rival bishops are fighting about which govern him in the battle for existence here. If complithe holy diocese of Tom·nay, Belgium, is old news to you; also ance with the laws of this world unfits him for citizenship in
that holy Canon Bernard fled thence to Canada, after appropri- another, it would be as well if he failed to attempt any change,
ating a quarter of a million of holy money.
continuing his allegiance to a world in harmony with his naArchbishop Elder of Cincinnati has a lengthy article in the ture. There could possibly be nothing lost by remaining, if by
Commercial Gazette of Sunday, Aug. 24th. His sanctity says in going nothing would be gained. This may seem quite absurd
his "Defense of the Acts and Character of Jesus,'' addressing to the seeker of phantoms. Are we to remain continuously
the editor of the Gazelle: " You know that we Christians be- stupid simply because it is to the parson's interest to do so ?
lieve, as sure as we believe the sun shines, that our blessed or simply because our wives and daughters so desire us to do,
1·edeemer is himself the true God, having assumed a true hu- for the sole purpose of gaining a little popularity among the
man nature to his divine person.
Whatever else a priest-ridden, God-fearing, superstitious, non-thinking portion
Christian loves-his dearest friAnds-it is our Lord Jesus Christ of humanity? Because our mothers were imposed upon, humthat has given them, and he has given the very heart with bugged in the past by these dealers in phantoms, is no valid
which he loves them. Why should every sentiment that is reason why we should not think and search out the avenues
dearest to us be shocked by such things as you hav uttered of human happiness, comfort, and enjoyment, when they lie
against him?"
directly in our path, in the grand avem1e of nature's highway.
This article is exaGtly one column long, and finishes up by: There is no logic in our leaving the green fields for the dry
"If my article appears long, please consider that a single stubble, the broad avenue for the narrow tow-path; there is
blow, even b,!!dly directed, may inflict a pain which long ad- nothing to be gained by substituting the Christian method of
ministrations are required to heal. Very respectfully, t William mathematics for the system now in use in all our schools, and
Henry Elder, Archbishop of Cine."
which assists us so materially in the affairs of life. I refer to
'l'he same paper says, in another article concerning the Pur- the Bible rule of three times one is one, and one times one are
cell claimants: "These daimants are not only renegades to three.
their faith, and put their names to an article insulting to all
Christianity givs us no more hope than what we already hav
Catholics, but they, like beasts, snap at the hand held out to for the future. It destroys the bloom and fragranew of our
aid them. Cast not pearls before swine, lest they turn and summer day, that we may better enjoy the darkness of the
rend you. They do not want pearls, they want slop." This long winter night; lessens the joys of life, and increases the
article is sit;. ed "D. P." I do not quite agree with "D. P." sorrows of death; blights the sweet sentiments of love that we
I indeed think tl!at the Purcell victims would be too glad only hav for all that is, for the shi-.ering prospect of a few cold
to hav pearls cast lo them, as these could be converted into promises of that which is not. Let realities take the place of
money, which, again, would go far to buy bread for the de- myths in the minds of the living, and life will be more desirluded Purcell dupes. Neither does a kitten snap at my hand ous, and death less feared.
H. L. SHAUG.
when I feed it. It c<1res not to bite me.
A third article, signed "S. R R.," says: "The venerable
LoUDONVILLE, N. Y., Sept. 26, 1884.
prelate says, 'Jesus, calling himself God, showed to the Jews
Mn. EDIToR: If you don't think I come in too often, may I
it was not a blasphemy, since the judges of the people had been hav a little "say" in the " Friend's Corner?"
styled gods by God himself.' This is a plea that Jesus did not
I hav just been having a good time reading the letters in
call himself God in a real meaning. In this fierce pursuit of THE TRUTH SEEJrER, and couldn't resist the temptation to
the Jews the respected archbishop 5eems to ):uw 1>-nooked out. ttnswer some of the friends.
:)::.!:ow 11musing and interesting

some of those epistles are! There is the political question
which ia agitating so many minds at present, and I'm just conceited enough to want to giv my opinion on the subject.
First, why do so many sensible people make it a party question? Why not follow Darwin's idea-let it be a survival of the
fittest? I never would consent· to stand on one "Plank" all
my life. If I saw a party on the other "Plank" which !thought
more fitting, I should not hesitate to step over and giv him my
support. Ah! that word reminds me that I hav made a grievous error; they support the "Plank" instead of standing on it.
Well, 'please excuse me; "I am only a woman," so can't be expected to always get these things correct. But, anyhow •
Grover Cleveland is my choice of the ·two candidates for the
presidency. He has shown himself not afraid of "his party,"
and from all I can learn, is honest and conscientious in the
performance of his public duties. As for Benjamin Butler, I
would not take one penny's worth of stock in him. Why?
Because, like Mr. Willis, I consider him a tyrant.
Like Mrs. Mattie Mitchell, I hav often rejoiced that I was
too young to realize the horrors of slavery. Now, there is a
Mr. A. J. Reading whom I consider a man of good solid, Liberal reasoning. How very true are his words: "Locality and
training often hav much to do with one's opinion." If Mr. H.
Willis had been "born and bred" in the South, and the North
had swooped down some day on him and taken all his wealth
(negroes) from him without his cops.ent, would he not hav considered that he should hav had some recompense? Slavery
i& a terrible thing, but the slave-owners of the South had
some terrible injustice-in many instances-dealt then;1 by the
North.
Well, Mr. Wallace Moore, if Mr. Cleveland "has nothing to
recommend him but a life-long adherence to the Democratic
party,'' what has Mr. Blaine to recommend him but a life-long
adherence to the Republican party?
Mr. H. B. Jones, you are right in regard to the '' Ku Klux
outrage." Why is such a hue-and-cry raised over that dead
affair? It is nothing that nearly every day's paper records the
outraging of some poor W>hite child or woman by some fiendish negro? Nothing that countless horrible murders are committed in the North daily? Look at the record of crime on
Long Island during the past year. Why, if it had all occurred
in a single Southern state, how the Northern papers would
groan over it !
What a ridiculous assertion, Mr .. Wallace Moore, that "ninetenths of the saloon loafers" in the land are "Democrats and
opposed to Woman Suffrage" (that last was a sop thrown to
the suffragists, I presume) ! Don't you know that you can
not ftnd any two things exactly alike in nature? Then to take
your little Gahanna as a sample of the rest of the United
States ! Just wait until you hav visited some of the Southern towns where "nine-tenths of the saloon loafers" are ignorant.
blacks, and Republicans at that, armed with the negro's.
favorit weapon, a razor!
And now for Dr. Foote's terrible effusion, "A Hypochondriac." I suppose you've all heard of the man who, in a
crowd, was struck by some one, and who got up on something
(perhaps it was a fence) and said: "A man struck me just
now, and I'm going to hit him with this stone." Every one
in the crowd remained quietly gazing at him, to see where he
would aim, but the guilty man instantly dodged, and then the
man who was struck threw down the stone and proceeded to
thrash the culprit. Well, now, don't "A Hypochondriac"
look just like a dodge from " The Vivisector's Death-bed?'
But don't be frightened, doctor; Mr. Preston does not believe
in cruelty to animals. What a sneering, cold, heartless thing
it is! Would. not such a man be the las,t man in creation to
call in to treat an ailing, helpless babe! If you are so kind (?)
to helpless beings, sir, and do not believe in "unnecessary
cruelty,'' pray why do you sneer so at Mr. Elliott's work of
humanity and kindness to animals? Some people might say
because you are a vivisector yourself, and are dodging. To all
those who believe Mr. Preston to be an exaggerator, I will say,
write to Mr. Preston, 6 Park Square, Boston, for literature on
vivisection-read, and form your own opinions. It is all very
well to sneer and cry exaggeration, but it is a terrible fact that
one man alone vivisected 70,000 (seventy ~housand) helpless
animals in ten years, and he is still living, I believe.
Shame on any one who ridicules a woman who is a helpless
invalid, and whose only pleasure lies in writing to her friends,
even though she endures great pain in the effort to write!
Yours fraternally,
WINEFORD V. AsPINWALL.
WHAT BROTHER MANTENFEL SAID IN THE TEUTONIC LIBERAL
CLUB.
As the meeting settled down to business Brother Mantelfel
sait, Liberal brothers: We soon hav the president election, and
the business is, How shall we vote? We hav a good many political partys. In one is the nominee St. I'iter, and in the
other St. John. Brothers, this ar most to holy names for me
to touch. 'Ihe St. John's platform is appriciable by a strong
smell of brimstone-to strong for any Liberal with common
sense. I will only consider the three strongest partys. First,
t"\le Republican, with their blatform, where Mr. Blaine stand
in the center, and around him the Millioners, Bankers, Monobolists, three-fourths of the Ministers, and the well feed
Officeholders.
The say when Mr. Blaine were a mamber of the house of
Representativs in 1875 he introduced a liberal resolution, the
resolution being killed by an absurd amendment. Since that
time he being as still as if killed with the resolution.
Brothers, the Democratic platform is built so close to the
·Republican that the can step from one to the other and not
to get hurt. On that blatform Mr. Cleveland stand, and the
hungry officeseekers the say Mr. Cleveland laid his veto on
three bills what the New York Legislature past. Now you see
if Mr. Cleveland is right, then the Legislature is ignorand, and
vice versa.
If Mr. Clevelaed should be elected president, then the
Millioners, Bankers, Monobolists will step over on the Democratic blatform, and the will stand on that blatform just as
saf,e as Oll- thfl Republican, Jn that cau§@ th(l :R,epublica.n
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officeholders would heve to wait till Gabriel's trumpet blow.
Also on both of them blatforms stand small business men,
farmers, workingmen, and vote for the aristocracy to let them
be a little longer there slaves. Grangers who club together
against monopoly, and on election day vote for monopoly,
also some Liberals who like the almighty dollar better than the
downtrodden people. Church-members stand on both of
them blatforms, because the minister or priest told them so,
and if poor to suffer in this world to get in an imaginary
heaven.
The third is the Anti-Monopoly National Greenback Labor
Party, on which blatform Mr. Butler •stand, and a good many
· of "the downtrodden people, special workingmen, farmers,
business men, and all who know a little more common sense
than their brothers in the other partys.
Brothers, it is our duty to look out for our rights bodily and
mentaly. If we are half slaves now, our children will be
whole slaves. We are all born alike, and hav all the same
natural right. · As soon as one child is born with a gold or silk
garment on, I will acknowledge that child as king or pope, but
not befor.
Brothers, I do n,ot say to you to vote for Butler, but I say if
you vote stand on the people's blatform. Mr. Butler's record
is better than Blaine's or Cleveland's. Years ago Butler defendet the poor factory girls. He were the defender of the
poor in the poorhouse. 'rhe rich took there strength and
health, then send them to the poorhouse. The officers in the
poorhouse stole that little the had, and after ther death skinned
them, tant their skin, and sold it to the rich for slippers. So
you see the rich had everythings except the bones.
Brothers, now I will explain the weak side of Mr. Butler.
He is a orthodox. His letters and speeches prove that, and if
you say he is not, he only like to satisfy the people, then he is
a hypocrit. But I belief the man is sincere. I can forgiv a
orthodox if.he do right and is for the people and with the people, but I cannot forgiv a Liberal who votes with the aristocratic against the people. We Liberals hav to draw most of
our force out the common people, and to do that we hav to
free them first to be aristocratic slaves.
Liberal brothers, if you go to the poles to vote, look out
that the rooster not crow, "0 man, you helpt liberty betray."
I vote for the principles laid down in the blatform where Mr.
Butler stand, and not for any aristocracy. Das hat augespield.
ITHACA, Oct. 28, 1884.
MB. EDITOR: Please find one dollar as my share of campaign
fund for the late organized League-though I am an Independent, believing, as I do, there are two sides in nature, the objectiv and the subjeotiv, which is the inevitable fundamental
contrast, to be seen everywhere, and will be kept up until scientific knowledge brings about a union by the Holy Ghost of
natural selection. I use the Bible terms, as being extreme
significations, but not as personalities outside of man. Man
is the embodiment of all the extremes of moral and animal
nature, which includes male and female, with all their senses
and members; and until we come to the knowledge of our human capacities we shall ever make wa:.: with and behold outside enemies.
Nature is male and female of herself, whose embodiment is
human to those who hav eyes to see it. There is no sense or
knowledge in inanimate nature, hence all expression of knowledge is in humanity. The terms used in the Bible record,
thus: Lord, God, Jesus, Christ, Holy Ghost, etc., are extreme
significations belonging to the universe of humanity, either
moral or physical; as the case may be. Please keep in view
that a knowledge of self, male and female, is the extreme outside of the science of nature. When we hav a knowledge of
ourself, we will find our enemies are all within, and each will
find enough to invade his or her enemies at home. But it will
seem impossible that but few of the creeping things of the
sense of taste can hav the capacity to turn their eyes within.
Hence an organized war will go on, and I take the objectiv side,
which is the malo or moral side of the fight; but it is a poor
fight when a city is divided against itself, or a war inaugurated
between the objectiv and the subjectiv, the male and the female of nature, represented especially by Materialism (the
male) and Spiritualism (the female); these twain must become one flesh.
Mr. Chainey's speech, "Through Day to Night, and Night
to Day," was expressiv of many truths, whatever the answer
to it may hav been. He represents the wo-man (rib) taken
from the side of Materialism (the moral man) when in a deep
sleep of extremes and constitutional necessity, while the extreme charms of woman (the breath of life) can orily answer
the serpent's voice within, and thus she partakes of the forbidden fruit of mysterious life after death, so desirable and
good to look upon, and thus she most assuredly will giv of the
fruit to her husband (Materialism), and he will eat, and in due
time their eyes will be opened to see the nakedness of mystery
and animal sensation, of individual life after death, and be
ashamed. History repeats itself, and is herein applied. We
may fight our outside enemies till doomsday and we shall not
conquer them, but when we conquer our enemies within, love
will subdue all without. Christians ha.v fought their enemieB
from time immemorial, and hav never conquered them. Let
us not take pattern by them, but let us subdue the selfish man
of sin within, and all will be subdued.
Yours for human authority within,
Z. KENT.
Moscow MILLs, Mo., Sept. 30, 1884.
MB. EDITOR: I received the book entitled "Truth Seeker
Collection of Hymns and Forms" in due time, and in good
style. It mak"es a beautiful addition to my little library.
Friends of Freethought, I wish to impress upon your minds
that if we all want to work together in harmony, we, as a body
of reformers, want to pay strict attention to what we are doing, and what we want to do. In establishing our League and
national Liberal societies, we want rules, laws, and by-laws
solidly and permanently established, so that all can see, read,
and understand, and then we will hav no blunders and mistakes, and theu, and !jOt till then, will the great machinery of

the Liberal reformers work harmoniously. I notice one great
blunder that correspondents of the Liberal press make, and
that is of not using the proper date of their labors. Some use
109, some 284, and others 1884. Please, what is the use of
some pulling one way, and some the other? Why can we not
use the proper date of 284; as was suggested by some or
all of our forefathers that hav worked before us? It does
look more lovely, g:.:and, and glorious to see a united body of
workers pull and labor harmoniously together, and then the
body presents a more beautiful front.
I hav not been living in this county over three months, and
hav been working up my county, and I find, to my g:.:eat joy
and surprise, that we hav got a good many Infidels here, hidden away in tb,e bushes as it were. They are, or hav been in
the past, afraid to speak their true sentim.ents. I am going to
send you some names in the not far distant future for the
petition for State Secularization. Hav got three names, and
I think I can get several more. We need a good lecturer here.
Some of our sanctified, redeemed, and washed-in-the-bloodof-the-lamb say: "Mr. Hunter, please explain why it is that
you are working so earnestly and persistently against the
cause of Christianity, and hate the Christian people so." I
told them that it was not the people that I hated, it was that
blighting disease that humanity is heir to-the Christian religion. Billy Foster says that all of us wicked Infidels will call
upon God for mercy when our dying day rolls around. I told
him if we were not racked with pain, our death would be as
calm and serene as any dying Christian dared be. I told him
that I did not want God and Christ to reign over me, I am
able to take care of myself. Their Bible, God, and CP,rist are
myths; no truth or goodness in them. Brother Isaac said
recently that· he honestly believed that if everybody would
fall upon their knees, and humbly implore God's goodness,
the world would shortly come to an end, and that we would
be shuffled off to glory. What nonsense and foolishness!
Any young lady of good moral habits, and good standing in
society, who upholds Freeth ought and reform, and who wishes
to correspond with the intentions of matrimony in Liberal
ranks, will please address
C. B. HUNTER.
CLAYVILLE, N.Y., Sept. 28, 1884.
MB. EDITOR: I am highly pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The first object o( every one's inquiry should be, What is
truth? "Ye shall know the truth, and THE TRUTH SEEKER
shall make you free." Now, I hav an irresistible desire to be
free, free from the degrading influence of ignorance, error,
priestcraft, and hypocrisy, in all its hellish forms. 0 ye invisible intelligences, throw around those noble pioneers, who
are now in the field of action, your strong shield of protection,
and enable them to uphold and defend intellectual freedom.
I see there iii a sharp controversy between the Materialists
and Spiritualists, pertaining to the final destiny of the human
race. The former claim that human consciousness begins in
the cradle of birth, and ends in the dirt or grave, and even
quote from that old obscene book to prove that ultimately man
will attain to no superiority above beasthood. The latter, just
as earnestly, contend that human consciousness buds into existence in the couch of birth, and continues to blossom
through this rudimental sphere, and will brighten in its
bloom while eternity grows old.
Now, both of the above theories cannot be true, because
they are in direct conflict with each other; there is no halfway-house to occupy in this controversy between beasthood or
<lirthood, and ultimate angelhood or spirithood; either consciousness does exist and maintain a conscious progressiv activity after the dissolution of the animal or physical body, or
it does not. Which? Now, I hav no blackguard expressions
to hurl at my brother Materialist. You are, doubtless, as sincere in your views of this matter as I am in mine. That intelligence does exist now, you will not deny. How did it orig·
inate? If it had an origin, does uncompounded matter possess
the inherent principle of intelligence? Will some Materialist
friend give me a little· light on this subject? Assertion and
assumption amount to nothing unless demonstrated and supported by self-evident facts. Now, Mr. Materialist, I hav as
much irrefutable evidence of a conscious hereafter as you
hav that twice two are four.
Mr. Editor, I am glad you giv both sides a fair hearing-the
gangreen of error must be removed before health can revisit
the diseased system of thought pertaining to this matter; let
us clear the deck for action; "the agitation of thought is the
beginning of wisdom." The dogma of Christianity sinks in the
gulf of oblivion when compared with the matter at issue between the above contending parties, namely, whether universal humanity will ultimately attain to something (a conscious
existence) in the eternity of the future, or retrograde back to
nothing (or unconsciousness) annihilation.
Yours for truth and eternal progress,
J. P. SMITH, Spiritualist.
IDAHO SPRINGs, CoL., Sept. 23, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Permit me to thank you for the prompt attention you gave our order for the pamphlet, "Real Blasphemers,"
and THE TRUTH SEEKER, and also for the kindness you showed
us in publishing our notice of Col. Kelso's "Bible Analyzed."
We would like to tell you that the colonel's great work reminds us of an incident in his early life when he was a lad of
twelve years of age. He, in company with several other boys
of a like age, was passing a small cabin home that was temporarily vacated by the owner. A halt was called, and he proposed to show them that a young Samson was in their midst,
and that he, unaided, could lift one corner of the cabin and
take out a log; and suiting the action to the word, out came the
log, and the consequence was that the cabin tipped toward
that corner, aml the little home presented a deplorable appearance. When the owner of the cabin returned, the colonel's
father, a very kind, genial gentleman, called the neighbors together to help replace the log which his son had so easily torn
out, but it took the united efforts of several strong men to put
it back in place, who did all that it was possible to do to put
the building in its former condition; yet the family that had
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been reared beneath its sheltering roof could no longer look
on it as a safe retreat when a boy twelve years of age could lift
a corner and take out a log. In the "Bible Analyzed" he has
not only taken out a log, but has completely destroyed the
buil"ding beyond repair, and has left it in its ruin, as he did
the log cabin, without one timber to erect another building on
its foundation. If this is the all 6f life, as the colonel seems
to think, if we hav only a visionary home, to us it is real, and
is it not a wrong done to deprive us of it without giving us a
real and a better one? Some may reply that it is truth, and
we must prog:.:ess and grow wiser; but what is the need for
wisdom, and what use can we make of progression, if the torch
thus lighted will burn but a brief period and be extinguished
forever? These are questions which ever ,rise up foremost,
Mr. Editor, when reading your ably conducted journal and
kindred works issued by the Truth Seeker Publishing House,
and which thousands of earnest souls, no doubt, desire an
answer to.
MRs. H. A. HouGH.
BARBE, MAss., Sept. 29, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Please say to E. B. Foote, Jr., that there was
no necessity for me "to look upon the horribly graphic illustration and read the intense and thrilling poem by Elliott
Preston, 'The Vivisector's Death-bed'" (as expressed by that
true-hearted woman and philanthropist, Mattie C. Mitchell, in
TRUTH SEEKER, Sept. 27th), in order to "bring me to a realization" of the horrors of vivisection, for I hav known of its
shocking barbarities these many, many years. Neither was
there any necessity-for the purpose of casting odium upon
all anti-vivisectionists-for him, in the "preface" of his
"prize poem," to go out of his way to wring in my name by
ridiculing that sensitivness to torture which is the glory of all
men as well as women; for my courage in times of danger is
well known, my presence of mind in emergencies unquestioned,
while my well-regulated emotional nature and strong nervous
equanimity hav been fully tested by experienced physicians
and surgeons in cases of severe burnings of the human body,
of people mangled by accidents, to say nothing of experiences
in the war of the Rebellion. And when he sneeringly calls
attention to "indescribable shivers," "shudders," and "frightful sensations " to prejudice thinking people and the readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER against indignation at this uncalled-for
and atrocious crime, he shows himself as far beneath a man as
a man can be beneath n brute.
I will leave others of greater ability and more leisure to
write up the "prize poem," " The Horrible Tale of a Hypochondriac," as it deserves.
I am very glad to see, by last TRUTH SEEKER, that Winneford V. Aspinwall is to write for the "Children's Corner" of
your paper. She will do justice to any subject she selects.
THE TRUTH SEEKER grows better and better with every issue.
Will it ever find a limit to its progression? I am very happy
to hear of its increased circulation. Let ns all shout Amen.
ELLA E. GlnsoN.
Yours for mercy and justice,
MuRRAY, 0., Sept. 24, 284.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read with interest the report of the
eighth annual Congress of the National Liberal League. The
officers elected are the right persons in the right places. I am
glad the Congress did not pile anything more on the League,
for in my opinion the secularization of the state is sufficient
for it to carry through and do it successfully.
The League has a powerful enemy to fight in the Gad-in-theConstitution movement, which has some very wealthy and influential men on its side, but it is rejoicing to know we hav
wealthy and influential men and women on our side. I trust
the League will ever watch with eagle eyes the enemy of liberty and prog:.:ess.
On page 574 of THE TRUTH SEEKER I see a picture and a
poem by Mr. Elliott Preston, entitled, "The Vivisector's
Death-bed." What an awful representation ! So dismal is the
illustration that it can scarcely be looked upon! It is the very
picture of horror and despair! Well might the vivisector on
his death-bed ask,
"Was this a dog-this mangled thing
Stretched stark, along the floor,
Its lank jaws bathed with bloody foam,
And bare its true heart's core?"
As Paine says of Alexander and Charles of Sweden, the same
can be applied to the vivisectors: "A good man cannot think
of their actions without abhorrence, nor of their deaths without rejoicing." May Mr. Preston continue in his good work
of showing to the public the awful crimes of vivisectors, and
of throwing "light in dark places" is the desire of
D. E. LEwis.
Yours respectfully,
SENECA FALLs, N.Y., Sept. 24, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot feel sorry for our crowd on account of
the lashing we received by Chainey, as I cannot understand
what business we can hav in mixing in any way with a class of
individuals who in any way believe in supernaturalism. I
cannot but regcud any form of Spiritualism as a mild species of
insanity; and so long as they do not furnish proof to convince
us that they are infallible, there is no reason why we should
be under any more obligations to accept their creeds and dogmas on their "say so" than we should those of Christianity.
While I hav a great respect for them as one of the links in
the chain of evolution, it is of the same kind as that which we
hav for Martin Luther and all other reformers; and I regard
them only as one of the factors of civilized advancement on
the road to Agnosticism. I hav not seen a list of the vicepresidents, but hope that I hav not had the honor of a reelection, as I should not like to keep up the policy of armed
neutrality that the association has always labored under.
Very truly,
DR. H. J. PuBDY.
WILLIAMSTOWN, Omo, Sept. 2, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Why could we not hav Infidels' demands
printed on a nice sheet in proper form, so as to be framed?
Would it not be an ornament for our offices,.,'!itting-rooms, and
parlors? If there has been anything of the kind I am not
aware of it. It seems to me such might be gotten up at such
a price that any one could obtain it. Would we not be proud
to call attention to it?
B. D. EvaNs, M.D.
[Respectfully referred to the secretary of the League,
Mr. S. P. Putuam.-ED. T. S.]
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River,
Mass., to whom all Cmnmunications for this
Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight
When the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause In the day·s occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Baby.
Toddle, toddle, waddle, waddle,
On her little pinky toes;
Stumble, stumble, trip and tumbleThat's the way the bab;y goes.
Prattle, prattle, rattle, rattle,
Little shouts, and little ahrleks;
Tears, with laughter coming afterThat's the way the baby speaks ..
Playing, toying, still enjoying
Every sweet that nature give;
Waking, sleeping, sm!l!ng, weep!ng'.rhat's the way the baby l!vs.
-Selected.

A. Leaf from My Experience;
OR, HOW TO BE CHARITABLE.

I shall say something about charity, and
point out how we can afford to be kind to those
who are less fortunately situated than ourselvs,
and in the end be as well off as others who cannot afford to be charitable. I think that as a
general thing, a kind.heart, as we call it, comes
by inheritance, and we can talk of it, not as a
virtue, but as a necessity of our nature; at
least, I prefer to look at it in this way from
what I am about to write. I think, however,
that, like any other thing, it is susceptible of
cultivation. The more charity you bestow
upon others, the more will you be inclined to
be charitable. If you hav been favored with
a kind heart by nature, so that want or distress
in others inclines you to assist them, and to do
so sometimes to your own discomfort, I can
tell you how to afford it.
Form a wise resolution to abstain from the
use of alcoholic drinks as a beverage. Three
drinks per clay for three hundred attd sixtyfive days will save you thirty-six dollars and
fifty cents. Use no tobacco nor cigars, as the
use of three cigars a day will amount to fiftyfour dollarl:l and seventy-five cents, and few
tobacco-chewers will devour less than twenty
pounds a year, or from eight to ten dollars'
worth, so that in this we find an amount of
over one hundred dollars saved on material
that, in nine times out of ten, is a positiv injury. If you giv away only one-half that sum,
in ten years you can buy a home with the
balance.
If you hav resolved to save for the purpose
of giving it away, as necessity may require,
you will be inclined to be economical in all
other ways. It is much better to be the dispenser of charity than the recipient of it.
Therefore be thrifty, so that you may hav some·
thing to giv. Look out for unscrupulous persons, who will try to impose on your good
nature. Giv with a view to do good. It is
throwing charity away to giv to the unworthy.
It is your duty to satisfy yourself that the subj oct is deserving. Never giv a penny to get rid
of a beggar. It iB not prudent to giv money to
those we do not know. Instead of. sending
money to the heathen, seek out the bare-footed
in your neighborhood, and warm them. It
costs too much to get your money to the
heathen. If you giv five dollars, it will generally cost four of it to get it to them, and half
of the balance to furnish the minister"s house
who preaches for them.
Professional beggars are a nuisance. They
are as ingenious in inventing lies and tricks to
deceive yon as a man who plays legerdemain.
When a beggar talks to you, look him or her
square in the eye, and when they cast their
eyes down you may be sure they are not innocent. I hav learned this by experience. It is
almost as bad to be unjust to yourself, by giving carelessly to unworthy persons, as to take
what does not belon~ to you. The only difference is that in the one case you rob yourself,
and in the other case you rob another. I will
giv a few illustrations to show what I mean.
I was at work one day, when a German came
along, and seeing that I was on a scaffold and
not easily to be got at, he said in his own language: " Wvilen sie nicht so gute sien mere ein
bense to rouse tzu we?;(en." That is, in English,
"Will you be good. enough to throw me a
penny?" "What way are you traveling?" said
I. "To Pottsville," said he. I noticed he had
a rather red nose, which is often a sign-board
for a groggery, so I said, " I fear money would
do you little good," as I thonght he would use
it for drink. But he declared by all the holy
saints that he would not spend it in that way,
so I tossed him a shilling, for which he held
up his hands in an uttitude of devotion, call-

ing down blessings upon my head, and immediately turned upon his heel and walked
towards the village.
In a short time it occurred to me that I had
been sold, and I threw down my tools and followed bim: He made a bee-line for a tavern,
which I saw him enter, but he got out again
before I got there, as he had quite the start of
me. I inquired of the bartender what he
wanted.
"Why," said he, "he wanted to drink all
the whisky I hav for two cents! He poured
out a tumbler brimful, and took it down at a
gulp."
The old fellow was up to it; he got the man
to change the shilling first into pennies, so as
to pay two of them for a drink. At this rate he
could make six drinks out of my shilling. The
regular price then, some forty years ago, was
three cents a drink.
I found myself cheated by a lying hypocrit,
and was getting angry at myself for being
duped by him, an<l so I followed him out, as
soon as I could, to another place, where I saw
him enter, intending to giv him a good talking
to; but ou entering he was just getting out,
having emptied the second tumbler, and paid
his two cents, or, rather, my two cents. I met
him just as he was coming out, as happy as a
lord. He bowed politely, and smiled at me as
if he was in a perfect state of bliss-" not a
wave of trouble rolled across his peaceful
breast," as the hymn book has it. I opened
up on him by saying:
"Which way are you bound?"
"Noch Reading," said he.
"How does it come that you are now going
to Reading? I thought you started out of
town in the direction of Pottsville," said I.
"Well, so I did," said he, in his fluent
German, "but I met a nice young man," pointing in the direction of the place, " who has
changed my whole program with a shilling.
It takes little to ch~nge my plans. I hav no
particular object in life but to eat and drink
when I can get it, and suffer and do without
it when I can't get it."
There was such a careless and unconcerned
look about the man, and he seemed so full of
his kind of enjoyment, that I concluded not to
reveal myself to him as the nice clever, young
man whom he had cheated; and so he immediately changed my program for even less than
a shilling.
Another inllident, which occurred somewhat
later in life, will illustrate what I mean by true
charity bestowed upon a worthy ouject. I was
traveling in the direction of Pittsburgh, via
the Pennsylvania Railroad line. On the way, I
happened to sit by the side of a stout, wellmade German, with whom I engaged in conversation, and found him to be a sober and
intelligent man. Among other things, he told
me that he had been in the country about a
year, endeavoring to find his brother and
friends, and bad got out of money, and was
obliged to go to laboring to make his way; that
he had just found out by a letter that they
were in Hollidaysburg, which is a branch road
some miles from Altoona, on the Pennsylvania
line. The fare was twenty-five cents, and the
car left that night.
"But I am a little puzzled how to manage,"
said he. "I hav enough to get there, but, in
case I fail to find my brother, I may be obliged
to wander about the place in the dark, as I
shall ha v no money left to pay for a lodging,
and I think I will hav to use what I hav for
lodging here in Altoona, and walk out tomorrow; but I would much rather go on if I
were certain of finding them to-night."
The conversation turned to other matt11rs,
but I had resolved to make him a happy man.
So when the car stopped at Altoona, I put my
hand into my pocket and gave him a gold
dollar.
"Take this," I said, "and get upon the
train, and try to find your friends to-night; if
you cannot, you can lodge and find them in the
morning."
The man was very much astonished at this,
as I had expressed no concern about his
troubles.
"But," said he, "how am I to repay you for
this kindness? I never saw you before."
I said to him: "The first man you meet that
is in as much, need of a dollar as you are now,
if you hav one to spare, just hand him one,
and that will square the account."
He jumped upon his feet and took me by
the hand with both of his, and said: "Mine
Gott, you American peoples is de beshthearted I never saw pefore! Goot night,
goot night, my frendt; I never forgets you!"
I hav never been sorry for that act, because
I know the object was a worthy one.
I went to New York city in the winter of
1856, and my pleasure in looking over the
great city, with its fine buildings and places of
rel:lort, was much marred at the distress that
met me in almost every street through which

I passed. I found, however, that misery
loved to congregate, so that in some localities
it was much worse than in others.
The first day I put my hand into my pocket
until all my small change was gone, and I resolved that I could not giv any more that day,
but would provide myself with convenient
change, so as to giv each object a little the
next day. But as I was passing along Chatham street, my eyes met the most appalling
bit of human misery I had ever beheld. It
was a very sickly looking woman with scarcely
enough drapery to cover her person, holding
in her lap a poor, shriveled-up baby. The day
was quite cold, and the· whole picture struck
me with a shock of misery. I was walking
rapidly at the time, but took in the situation
at a glance, and every step I took only increased my misery. After thinking it over for
a short time, I turned upon my heel and went
back, and handed the woman a dollar bill. I
believe I should never hav had any comfort
while in the city, if I had not done it.
The next day I provided myself with a
pocketful of change, and I had no trouble in
getting rid of it, but one object made an especial impression upon me. As I came along
Wall street, approaching-Broadway, I noticed
a broker"s window pil-ed up with heaps of
coins, forming curious pyramids; bankbills,
etc., making a grand display of money. On
the outside, on the stone steps, sat an old
woman poorly clad, and a girl about thirteen
years of age, rather g<;>od-looking in features.
She had a small stand of cigars which she offered to sell me. I looked at her·stock. She
said, " 0 do please buy a few, won't you ?
mother and I need money." I found by close
inspection, that the cigars were stock that had
been damaged and carefully patched up so as
to make them salable. I could not help noting
the contrast-just inside of those huge glass
windows lay wealth by the thousands, and on
the outside was humanity in a starving condition! I thought, "What a pity! here is a nicefeatured girl just merging into womanhoodwhat must be her temptations to sin in the
near future, if she is compelled to follow this
precarious and dangerous employment in life!"
I needed no cigars; I did not smoke; but the
condition of that poor mother and child
brought the tears to my eyes, and I wondered
why such poverty was permitted. I suppose
the girl was surprised that I let several large
tears drop, as I selected the largest coin in my
pocket and handed it to her. She wanted me
to take the best of the cigars, but when I said
I did not use any tobacco, she looked a thousand thanks and said, "You are a kind, good
gentleman, that you are." And I passed on
as soon as possible to take'in other more inviting pictures of the metropolis; but I am sure
I saw enough poverty to sink a city in that one
day's promenade.
J. R. PERRY.

Our Puzzle Box.
" Seek and ye shall find."

1.
DIAMOND.
Dedicated to J. K. P. BakeJ·.

Ye of this grand assembly,
Come try your luck at this;
Come forth, put on your thinking cap,
And solve this out •vithout a miss.
A letter near N. R. 0. P.
An animal, boy, or girl you see.
A disordered mass or state of things
To view a glazier's diamond brings;
A certair. dance, yet not a reel.
To pay regard, also to feel.
'Tis found in every valentine;
Perhaps you hav it ere this time.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. E. JuERGENs.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2.
CROSS WORD.
In lake, not in sea;
In plant, not in tree;
In north, not in west;
In good, not in best;
In arrow, not in bow;
In curse, not in woe;
My whole a kind of carriage.
Newbu1·gh.
RoBERT BERNHEIM.
3.
A BATCH OF PI'S.
I. Svlei fo tearg enm lla dnimer· su
Ew anc ekam 'ou svlei sbieulm
Dan dprneatig evael dihebn su
Stnirptoof no bet snasd fo emit.

II. Yjo dan ecnarepmet dan rpseoe
Msla hte rodo no bet dctroso eson.
III. Wnhe yb ghint bet sgorf aer rcaokgin
nikled tub a shcrot erif,
·
Ah, woh noso yeth lal rea lisnet. Tsuh rutth
secnelis teh rial.
BENNY DICTION.
ANSWER TO DOUBLE PUZZLE AND DOUBLE PROBLEM
IN CHILDREN'S CORNER, SEPT. 27, 1884.
1. LI-me; 2. m-I-L-e; 3. The area of a circle two miles in diameter=3.1416 square
miles; 4. The same area plus 4 square mile&=
7.1416 square miles.

Correspondence.
THOMASTON, CONN.
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: I thought I would.
write and send you a few puzzles for the Corner. I hav not read THE TRUTH SEEKER much
lately although I generally read everything I.
can g~t hoM of. I am very much interested
in politics nowadays. I 11m 13 years old and.
a Democrat to the backbone. You will find
the puzzles inclosed with this letter, which
you may print if you wish. BENNY DICTION.
~============~====~~

NOW RE A.D.Y!
THE MAGNIFICENT'

COLORED

LITHOGRAPH
-OF THE-

ll. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.
PRINTED

IN

SEVEN

OOLORS

ON THE

BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,

i

SIZE, 22 X 28 ~.

THE BRONZE MEDALLION
PRINTS AS LARGE AS A CARINET PHOTOGRAPH,
THUS GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will be a treasure for all Liberals.·
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
to subscribers to the Monument Fund
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Address this office.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY,
OR,
MEN OF BusiNESS WHo Dm SoMETHING BEBIDES MAKING MONEY.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
BY .JA.lUES PARTON'.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters In history who ha.v&
helped the world; together w!Lh eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
·
PRICE,
n.2a.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
33 Clinton Place, New York.

-

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
CIVILIZA. TION.
Form the German of

MAX NORDAU.
fSEVEN EDITIONfS IN SEVEN MONTHS.
PROHIBITED IN AUS'rRIA.
" This book Is not a book. lt is a deed; and those
who oppose It wlll prove that they fear it."- Vienna
News.
Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents. For sale at
this office.
41tf

THE

INSTITUTION OF MARRIAGE IN
THE UNITED KINGDOM.
BEING
LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND REMARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.

Four Hundred and :l!'orty Large
Octavo Pages,
Price reduced from $2.25 to $1.00.
41tf
Address this office.

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. II. BENNETT.
lient by Mall for FlRf centt.

ADDRESS THIS OFl:'lO.E

THE TRUTH SEE:KER, OCTOBER 11. l8f-4
-Agents for The TruLh Seeker.

THE EUREKA

ARIZONA.
Mansfield, Tucson.
CALIFORNIA.
·Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA.
·w. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
·James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
COLORADO.
M. V. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
'8. B. Wright, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
E. Keith, Animas City.
CONNECTICUT.
·J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
ILLINOIS.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, Chicago.

·J. ·s.

MAGNETIC CLOTHING
CURES EVERY FORM OF DISEASE
WlTHOUT MEDICIN.
THE

KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MARYLAND.
()liver P. Taw, 532 W. Baltimore st., Baltimore.
MASSACHUSETTS.
'Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICHIGAN.
.s. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
MISSOURI.
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
·Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
NEBRASKA.
'.Thomas Foreman, 1414 Chicago street, Omaha.
OREGON.
.A. Erwin, Lebanon.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
PENNSYLVANIA.
<George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila;
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler streeti Pittsburgh.
!A.M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave., AI egheny City.
TENNESSEE.
Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
VIRGINIA.
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
ENGLAND.
Charles Watts & Co., London.
The American and New York News Companies will furnish the paper to news dealers
upon application.

MEDICAL and HYGIENIC WORKS.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

Sent on Receipt ~f Price.

Trail's Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the Fundamental Problems in Sociology. $1.

What Our Girls Ought to Know. By
Dr. MARY J. STUDLEY. Price, $1.00.

Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure
of Nervousness. By M. L. lloLBBOOK. $1.50.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code
of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains
and Dangers of Child-Bearing. Edited by
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.

The Relations of the Sexes.
Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY.

By

Price, $1.00.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet.
Price, $1.00.

By GusTAv ScHLICKEYSEN.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men
in Behalf of Human Culture through a
Wise! Parentage. By A. E. NEWTON·. Price,
papm, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

New Hygienic Cook Book. Containing Receipts for Preparing a Hygienic
Food By Mrs. M. M. JONES, M.D. 30 cts.

Talks

to

My Patients. Hints on Get-

ting. Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
GLEASON, M.D. Price, $1.50.

Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins.

By

Dio LEWis, M.D. · Treating of the Sexual
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.

Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions
to Parents.

By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.

Aids to Family Government; or,
From the Cradle to the School. By BERTHA
MEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J.
M(mTIMER GRANVILLE.

Price, $1.00.

Eating for Strength. Including the
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred Receipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered. By
H
M D p ·
.. OO
M · L · OLBROOK, · ·
rice, "'1 · ·

Marriage and Parentage. In Their
.
Ph . l . l R l .
d
S amtary and
ys10 ogrca
e ations, an
in their Bearing on the Producing of Children of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
B M L H
M D p ·
$1 00
Y • · OLBROOK, · ·
nee,
· ·

-'Our Girls, and Some of the Things
They Ought to Know.
Price, $1. 50 ·

By Dio LEwiS, M.D.

-Dr. Foote's Plain Home Talk and
Medical Common Sense.
M.D. Price, $1.50.

By E. B. FooTE,

·: Hand· Book of Health Hints. By E.
B. FoOTE, M.D.

Price, 25 cents.

;science in Story· Teaches Anatomy,
Physiology, and ifygiene. 5 vols. in one.
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vols.
bound separately, $5.00.

'THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
l'rioe, 25 cents.

EUREKA MACNETIC INSOLE

Liberal Meetings.
[Leagues and Libera! and Spiritualistic &Jcietier in the
l!nittd. Statu and Canada muting regularly, can hav no
tica of their meetings publiahtd in this co!..,... fru if the
o;{llc!:rs will •end them to us.]

MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' HaJJ, comer of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
OHIO.
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed toW. I. Irvine, Secretary.

MAINE.

PORTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb .has hired Congress Hall, Congress street' (entrance on
CURES COLD OR MOIST FEET.
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
Sent to any addreBB upon receipt or $1.00. EVERY PAIR and discussions are held every Sunday, 2·30
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
GUARANTEED. Pamphlets and all Information by
letter or In person tree of charge. Bend
OREGON.
tor Illustrated Pamphlet.
PORTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
. AddreBB all communications to
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. Admission free.
WISCONSIN.
471 West Madison Street,
MiLWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock,
Chicago, Ill at
Fraternity Hall, 216 Grand avenue. LectMAGNETIO JAOKE'P. Pnce,l$18:
ures and free discussions on all popular
topics. Admittance free.
Public cordially
TESTIMONIALS:
Read the following testimonla!B, and be convlnc1 1 that our claims are correct In every particular, invited .
MASSACHUSETTS.
and that your aliments can be eradicated without the !l&u of MEDIOIN. THESE APPLIANCES ARE
THE AOME OF PERFECTION:
BosTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
Remarkable Cure of Paralysis in Neuralgia of the Heart of Six Years forenoon
at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
Standing Cured in Three Weeks. Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
One Week.
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
OiNOINNATI, Dec. 19, 1882.
SHULLSBURG, WIS., Dec. 11, 1882.
SundayDR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: As I feel greatly in·
DR. L. TENNEY-Dear Sir: After wearing one of Sunday aftemoon at 3 o'clock.
debted to you for the benetlt I hav received from your MAGNE'riO VESTS for about three weeks, I school at 2:30. Admission free.
your treatment;and the use of your Magnetic ap· was entirely cured of Neuralgia of the Heart and
PENNSYLVANIA.
pliances, I can say without hesitation to those a f. Bide, which had been a source of misery to me for
tllcted as I hav been that the efrect was simply mar· the last six years. I had tried numerous remedies
.~LTOONA.-The League holds meetings every
velous. Two weeks ago I was stricken with paraly- before without benetlt, but as soon as I put on the
sis In my right arm and could not use it at all, but MAGNETIO_ VEST I got relief Instantly. With un- Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
after wearing a suit of your ::ll:AGNETIO OLOTHING bounded gratitude, I remain
for one week, can use it quite as well as ever. I hav
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
Yours respectfully,
also been troubled with Dyspepsia and Kidney OomH. A. BROWN.
BRADFORD.-The Bradford Liberal Club
plalnt for a number of years, from which I hav suffered Intensely, and, although .doctoring all the
Ladles, read the following testimony from a lady meets every Sunday at 3 P.M. at their hall in
time, never found but temporary relief. Since put- who had been under drug treatment for eight years Pemberton block. The club has a very choice
ting on your appllances I hav experienced great with nervous prostration and female weakneBB:
library.
benetlt, and If I Improve as rapidly as I hav in the
OSBORN, 0., Dec. 15, 1882.
PHILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
past two weeks, will soon be well. I would, there·
DR. L. TENNEY: Your letter just received; a!Bo League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
fore, recommend to those sufrerlng as I hav your the Olothlng on Tuesday last. Fitted perfectly.
Magnetic appliances as the only means of efrecting FELT BETTER FROM THE FIRST HOUR I HAD THEM 814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
Yours respectfully,
a sure cure.
ON. Am llOt joking, and If 1 Improve as rapidly as o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
WM. H. OLEMMER,
I hav since T-~esday, will soon be well. Will report THE TRUTH BEEKER and Liberal books for
No. 80 Eastern avenue.
again soon.
Respectfully yours,
E. J. K.
sale.
Remember that the same appliances which will
PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
This lady reports herself entirely cured In Jess
efrect a cure in a case of Paralysis will at the same
than
six
weeks
after
putting
on
the
garments,
and,
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
time eradlcaw OATARRH or DYSPEPSIA in the same
patient. We do not, like the Old School Physician, although In bed, unable to get out, when applied, Sunday (except d·:ring the Months of July
change medicins every day until, after dosing the she nevertheless was able to ride twenty miles In and August) at 3o 'lock. A free platform is
patient almost to death, he may possibly strike two days after the application. The lady's name
something (If he Is very skilful) that brings relief can be had upon application at this office, by any- maintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
one desiring to communicate with her.
tollowed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
for the time being.
Ladles, read the following testimony trom a lady Who had been sutrerlng for two years with an Ovar· minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergyian TuDlor, and who had been told that nothing but the knife would save her life, an<l the chances men invited to discuss.
were as 9 to 1 against recovery. In four months' time she ls Perfectly well, and has not taken a dose ol
NEW JERSEY.
medicln since putting on the appliances. Oonsu1t us when your physician tells you he can do nothlilog
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
·
for you; it will pay you.
SHULLSBl'RG, WIS., Novelli ber 19, 1882.
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
DB. L. TENNEY, Dear 8ir: About two years ago my health began to fall me; I became nervous, lost all de- League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
sire tor food, and, In fact, began to fall rapidly, so that I became alarmed and consulted several physicians consist of music, readir·gs, lecture, and disof St. LouiB, at which place I was then stopplng,tall of whom declared that I had an Ova ria" 'I u•nor,
and that the only thing that would save my life would be the knife. About six months ago I grew rapidly cussion, in which all p~ esent are invited to
worse, and had about made up my mind to take the only course that seemed left to me, and submit to an participate.
Admission free.
Collection
operation, when my attention was called to the Eureka Magn~lic Appl•anc .. s. As a drowning man 'l!.ken. Communications for the League
will catch at a straw, so did I catch at this faint hope of a cure. Four months ago I purchased a sult,.of
ehould be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
your appliances. From the very tlrst I felt Invigorated, the tu·
Pine street, Newark.
mor, which had extended entirely across my abdomen, began to
decrease, my pains became !eBB !rom day to day, until now I am
CANADA.
as well as I ever wall In my life. Since putting on the appliToRONTO.-Secular Society. Reading and
ances I hav not taken a single dose of medlcln. My bowels, which
before were constipated, are now regular. I would therefore
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
cheerfully recommend them to anyone sufrerlng as I hav, believing
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
that they will do all and more than you claim for them. I remain,
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
Gratefully yours,
MRS. MARY J. STEWART.
strangers are cordially invited.
Remember that these appliances are not worn next the skin, but
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought
Club
over the under-garment, and, unlike all other appliances In the
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 Cathmarket, they Impart no shocks and leaves no sores.
arine street. Reading-room open daily until
10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
books three evenings per week, and on SunPRICE LIST.
day afternoons. Free public lectures on
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
Nerve and Lung Invigorators,
$ 6.00
Gentlemen's Belts
•
•
6.00
NEW YORK.
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
Ladies' A.bdomin~ Belts,
6.00
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
Sciatt._«i ~Appliances, each,
5 00
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
Leg J,ml.ts, each,
•
4.00
business meeting and debates and discussions
Knee Caps, each,
3.00
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
are cordially invited to attend, also all LibWristlets, each,
1. 50
erals visiting the city. Admission free.
Sleeping Caps,
4.00
NEw YoRK Crn.-The Manhattan Liberal
Ladies Jacket
18.00
Club meets every Frillay evening at 8 o'clock,
Gentlemen's Vests,
15.00
at 220 East 15th st.--'fhe American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
Superfine Insoles,
•
•
•
1. 00
at Ll:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
Children's garments upon application.
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Any of the above garments sent to any address upon receipt of price, and we will return the money Republican -Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
If they are not as represented In every respect. If you are uncertain as to what would best suit your cMe service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
send us word stating symptoms, and we will advise you what would be best suited to treat you. While our
appliances are ofrered at !eBB than one-third or what others are selling worthleBB appliances for, yet we will Public cordially invited.--Arcanum' Hall,
guarantee that the magnetic quality Is a hundred told superior to any other appliance ever otrered the 57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The Peopublic, and wlll outlast the garments themselvs. Every magnet IB put through a particular process, and ple's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
hav ra!Bed tlve times their own weight six months after being magnetized, while not a single appliance
In the market will attract the smallest particle of Iron, the majority of such worthless appliances having and 7:30 P.M.
BROOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
so-called magnets made of material no better than hoop-Iron, and not capable or retaining magnet!Bm for n
moment. All or our garments are made from the very best material tor thi.l purpose, and will outlast anJ meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
and all other garments now before the publlc. Every magnet Is arranged in the garments upon rciLMtijV street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
principla, and not haphazard as in all the others. We otrer you therefore
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
The Only Scientific Magnetic Appliance Ever Constructed.
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
And challenge comparison with any or the so-called magnetic garments now ofrued under that bead. A• Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
the same time the appllcatlon or labor-saving machinery In our manufacture enables us to otrer them
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
about
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
ONE-THIRD THE PRICE HERETOFORE CHARGED,
So that we can say with truth, None are so poor that tlley cannot procure them, being but a tritle higher for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
than ordinary clothing.
.
Re01e01ber that we are otrerlng you the cheapest and best magnetic appliances In the market, and It Oomposite Room, 4th street, corner of south
upon receiving the garments they do not meet your expectation, return them at our expense and we will 2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
refund your money.
literature on sale. All invited.-- The PhiloLadies' Abdominal Jackets and Gentlemen's Vests are made to sophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
order, and a fit guaranteed.
AGENTB WANTED IN EVEBY TOWN Illl TBlil UNITED BTATEB. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS ALLOWED Bufliness College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
street, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public cordially inAll<'lr•t• tor rurth•r \DiormaUop,
DR. L. TENNEY,
rited. Doors open at 2:30 l'.lft
411 West J4adlson Street, Ohicaa<>, Ill.

DR. L. TENNEY,
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New Books.
CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY; .or, Men of Business
Who Did Something besides Making
Money. A Book for Young Americans.
By James Parton. 400 pp. Price $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER office.

"virtuous" in their old age and made a sacrifice
to God of the~ devil's leavings; that is, those
who hav endowed societies with money to build
churches, or churches already built with funds
to rear steeples upon them. These men are
not the captains of industry. Men who gain
money by industry do not spend it in that way.
We know of no biography written for the
young which we can so unreservedly recommend to the perusal of our youthful readers as
"Captains of Industry."

may ultimately be evolved from this prolific
source of evil.
Every Liberal League shoulQ. hav several
copies of this book in its library, to hand
around among the church people who could
not endure anything more pungent; for while
its facts arid arguments are as hard as adamant, its spirit is so gentle and nurse-lik~ that
no churchman can possibly be· offended at it.
And if you take but one_grape from a cluster
of Eshkol, and press its juice upon the lips of
an intelligent churchman, so that he assuredly
tastes its flavor, it will awaken in him a thirst
for more that will never· be quenched, till, like
Capt. Adams, he migrates to the land where
this delicious fruit grows in all its rich abundance.
A. B. B.
Enon Valley, Pa.

ing grand, true, and noble women, and finally
see the ending in happiness, peace, and a reunited family love. You see thelastof slavery
in the United States, and I hope and trust the
last also of war and war's terrible strifes and
sufferings. Surely, if ever, we should now
hav reached the era where all differiags can
be settled by arbitration, by reason and judgment.
This book is one step-and a. very important
one, too-toward the coming era of the abolition of physical punishment and · mental .
slavery. Only fifty cents is 11. little price for
so fascinating and valuable a compendium.
ELMINA,

This is the sort of book that one takes up
with the impression that he has before him
something worth reading, and lays it down
under conviction, regretful only that the end TRAVELS FROM FAITH TO REASON. By Captain
R. C. Adams. Price, $1.25. Address THE
has been reached. Mr. Parton is one of our
TRUTH SEEKER office.
great men. He is as good a historian as BanWhim a man who was born and brought up
THE MORMON QUESTION. BY J. W, STILLMAN.
croft, without any of Bancroft's religious cant
I hav just read an address by Mr. Stillman,
or bias. He is as good a writer as Washington in the atmosphere of an intense evangelical
delivered in Boston Feb. 12th, on "The MorIrving-as pleasing, and, of the two, the more religion, on coming to the maturity of his powers, throws it all overboard, and accepts the
" WAIFs AND wANDERINGs."
mon Question." While I think he conclusivly
vigorous.
As novelist, poet, orator, philosopher, and shows that the Constitution confers no right
The present volume, as its title indicates, is guidance of reason and experience alone, it is
written for the youth of this country,_but will interesting to learn what induced the first friend, I hav long held Samuel P. PutnQm in upon Congress to make laws for the territories
upon such a question as this, and in direct opbe read with profit by all. Forty-six characters doubt; how he got fairly on the track of inves- high esteem.
ln the realm of fiction· he has been an indus- position to the wishes Of the people of said
in history are dealt with according to their tigation, and how he progressed ; passing
merits, and Mr. Parton finds much to commend milestone after milestone of his lonely way, trious worker. Scarcely a year rolls round territories, he also proves that the peculiar
in all of them. Some of these men hav not until he arrived at the place of his destination, without a novel from his pen. "Waifs and tenets of Mormonism should be considered as
before been mentioned by the historian, yet a thorough Freethiriker. All this is shown by Wanderings" is his latest and best perform- a part of their religion, and as such the govthey are the men who, in the capacity in which Capt. Adams, in the beautifully printed book ance. In the conception of the plot, in the ernment of the United States has nothing to
they, by choice or chance, made themselvs which has lately come from the press, entitled literary exec$on, _and above all, in the unfold- do with it, and no right to make laws concernment of grand moral truths, Mr. Putnam· ing it, or hindering its believers from worshipgreat, hav to some extent altered the destiny "Travels from Faith to Reason."
Natural-born Egyptians in the world of evinces in this work both genius and talent. ing according to the dictates of their own conof nations for the better. They hav set examples for others, and their labors turned mind, having been brought up from childhood The battle scene in which Columbus heroically sciences. If a mari firmly believes he is to atthe world ahead. · He 'deals with pioneers on leeks, onions, and garlic, together with fish, strives and dies is as fine a piece of word paint- tain to a greater spirituality by having six real
wives, and sixty legitimate children, than he
and farmers, with engineers and mechanics, cucumbers, and melons, become attached to ing as can be found in our language.
Mr. Putnam's novels ought to hav an exten- would by having one lawful wife and two or
with clockmakers and bridgebuilders, with such diet. Even the Hebrews, during their
printers and editors, with philanthropists captivity in Egypt, became so used to it that, siv circulation. The Americans are largely a three lawful children, and as many other
and inventors, with booksellers, housebuilders, when they got into the promised land of novel-reading people, and with such works as liaisons and happen-so children as he cho()ses,
and financiers. There is Ichabod Washburn, Canaan, where manna and quails lay around his, Liberals can reach a class that can be shall he not be allowed to do so, if his educawho showed the world how to make wire; El- at their tent doors, they longed for ·this food reached in no other way. One of the most tion, environment, and heredity impel him? If
ihu Burritt, the learned blacksmith; Chauncey (See Num. xi, 5) as fondly as a Virginian potent factors in the anti-slavery reform was a not, why do we take as a guide for our ChrisJerome, who made it possible for every family traveling in England, and sitting down to a novel, and fiction is a factor that should not tian government a book that sets before us
to hav a clock; Peter Faneuil, the builder of dinner of roast beef and mustard, turns up his be ignored in the reforms before us. There such examples as David and Solomon, with
Faneuil Hall; Edward Coles, the man who set nose at it, and longs for the johnny-cake of his are a thousand public libraries in our land their many wives and concubines? or Paul and
his lillaves free, and tried to make them inde- youth, baked in the ashes by old black Susan. where "Golden Throne" and "Waifs and Jesus, with their freedomfromall bonds and
pendent; Myron Holley, gardener and gentle- Yet I suspect that if a captiv Hebrew had only Wanderings" could be placed with great ad- restrictions in this line, and their probable
J. E. REMSBURG.
secret relations, sexually? While recommendman; Robert Owen, the philanthropist, whose had a chance to taste of the grapes of Eshkol, vantage to our cause.
ing to you a careful perusal of Mr. Stillman's
only fault before the world was that he placed and of fat barbecued quails, with manna from
the Christian superstition among the others; heaven as a dessert, he would hav preferred it
I hav just read "Waifs and Wanderings," forcible address, I would say that orily educa- ·
Garritt Smith, the free-hearted and honest; to the fare mentioned in the passage I hav by Samuel P. Putnam. I am glad that tion and the perfect equality of woman with
Horace Greeley, the greatest of editors; PetElr quoted from the Bible. But natufe, by the amongst the Liberal writers there is one who man everywhere. will kill Mormonism, prostiCooper, one of the best of men; Rowland Hill, environments she· threw around him in the can write so simple and wholesome a story. tution, and other sexual evils. Christians
the father of cheap postage; the Marquis of house of his bondage, made him conform his The very defects of the book seem to be the Christianize heathen by settling among them
Worcester (not mentioned in history), the in- taste to his Egyptian diet, so that when he got result of a simple frankness that scorns pre- and showing them by precept and example the
ventor of the steam engin; and Moses Monts- into a country where his circumstances were tense. "Do well the duty that lies at hand, superiority of civilization over savagism, of
fiore, the Jew and the benefactor of his race. bettered, Jae still hankered after the onions and and perchance you will discover to-morrow education over ignorance. It is not the theThe histories of all these men, and !ihe many garlic of his childhood.
that you are a hero," is well woven in with the ology that .converts, bu·t the intellectual suIn leaving the land of bondage and blind fear of poor Cupples on picket duty and on periority.
others, it is useful to know. It is entertaining·
Outsiders, by flocking into the
faith, and traveling towards the Palestine of battle-field; and if Mr. Putnam tends well the Mormon strongholds, and sending books and
to read them as written by Mr. Parton.
freedom
and
of
reason,
Capt.
Adams
must
Perhaps the most touching sketch is that of
spark of genius within himself, it is not un- papers that Liberalize, and showing the adWonderful Walker, the English preacher, em- needs hav made great sacrifices. He would likely that the same fate may overtake him in vantages of monogainic .relations, will do more
balmed in verse by Wordsworth and described lose caste with his former religious associates. the field of literature, or on the skirmish line and better wo)'k than lawful interference can
by him in prose. This man seems to hav been He would be reproached for putting contempt of Liberal thought.
possibly do.
firm in the faith that his first duty was to pro. upon the religion of his sainted father. He
Mr. Putnam's dry fun and good-natured
How many, think you, of those men who
vide for and educate his children. To this eD d would be charged with adopting principles irony pop up on all sides, and his occasional clamor against plural wives would not to-day
he labored as schoolmaster, notary, convey- which must necessarily lead to bad morals- shrewd thrusts at theology, or at worldly wis- like to bring honie some young and pretty girl
ancer, appraiser, arbitrator, and farmer, as forthis is now the trump card played by the pul- dom and selfishness, are neat and effectiv.
as wife No. 2, if social law and custom sancIn the early part of tl~e book it seemed to tioned it? Woman must claim the same
well as shoemaker, weaver, and spinner. Yet piteers in their game qf deceiving the people.
all these, together with the sort of preaching And his salvation would not only be imperiled me a little as if Mr. Putnam dealt with woman rights as man before Mormonism will become.
which he was enabled to do on Sundays, by his lapse from orthodoxy, but his damna- too much upon the conventional theory that extinct. If he is free to hav four wives, she
yielded him barely $120 a year. On that pay, tion would be irreversibly sealed. Yet, not- she is a convenient target at which to shoot must be free to hav four husbands.
however, he raised a fine family, gave his sons withstanding all these strong ties which held sharp little sayings about peevishness, extravELMINA.
college learning, and left a handsome sum be- him where he was, such was the force of truth agance, and all the other frailties commonly
GOOD WOODS FOR ELMINA AND HER BOOK.
hind. When he was past ninety years, his upon his mind, that, like an ancient glacier enjoyed byvulgar humanity, but usually deMr. William Sisson, of Port Hope, Canada,
good wife died, and was borne to the grave by plowing its way through a mountain, he, nominated feminin.
three of her daughters and one granddaughter. slowly but surely, made his way to the land of
In fact, there were a few little passages about says: "I hav just been reading Elmina's sketch
The old man was almost blind, but, says Mr. reason. One thing, however, is certain-he girl babies that struck me as truly Chinese in of the great show held in the city of Snowville,
Parton, he felt about when the corpse was has not orily secured his own self-respect, their tone. But the writer reformed before he beyond the mountains in Virginia. Allow me
lifted until he got hold of a cloth that was which is the pearl of great price to every man, got through, and quite outdid himself in his to congratulate her upon her rare tact and
fastened to the coffin, and thus as one of the but he has secured also the secret admiration enthusiasm for Amy and her daughter. So, talent as a descriptiv writer. She tells about
bearers he entered the church where she was of thoso he has left behind him, as an honest after all, I suppose the early thrusts were in- the dress of the wealthy, and the well-to-do,
to be buried. Though he continued preaching, and conscientious man. Even those who stand tended in a purely Pickwickian sense, and, as and the poor fellows that worked for the show
he sensibly drooped after the loss of his wife. by the stuff of old falsehood, because it is still Narcisse might say, were "only his little money, and in fact about the wholything, more
His voice faltered as he preached. Not the fashionable and profitable, secretly, but really, irony." Be this as it may, we welcome Mr. precisely than I could hav done it in two whole
love of God, nor the hop'e of heaven, could honor such as, at all sacrifices, follow where Putnam's frank, cheery, honest little book, and sheets of foolscap paper, had I been there to
see it."
trust he may giv us others as wholesome.
sustain him as he looked at the seat in which truth leads.
Capt. Adams's book is written so plainly, and
HELEN H. GARDENER.
she had sat, and where he had watched h.er
I havreceived and read Elmina's "Darwins,"
kind and beautiful face for more than sixty in so kind a spirit, that it is admirably adapted
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 29, 1884.
and think it very good. We need a great many
years. He could not pass her grave without to assist those in the church who are just beDarwins.
J, W. CoUDERY.
tears. "One night, in his ninety-fourth year, ginning to rub their eyes open and to see some
This excellent book needs no word of recLincoln, Ohio.
glimmering
of
the
light
of
truth.
His
method
he tottered upon his daughter's arm, as his
ommendation to anyone who has read Mr.
--------custom was, to the door, to look out for a mo- is not the heroic one of the fiery iconoclast, Putnam's "Golden Throne," or "Gottlieb's
ment upon the sky, 'How clear,' said he, 'the who gets after the saints cum pitchforko. He Heaven." Those who know our author's
Or an Analysis ot the Hebrew Mythology.
moon shines to-night.' In the'course of that does not, like P~rol, catch his Christian readers power of describing the real and the actual,
Wherein it is shown that the holy scriptures treat
night he passed peacefully away. Of all the with guile, but frarikly, yet tenderly, leads precisely as ·it appears, will not be disappointed on
natural phenomena only. By M. WOOLEY, M.D.
men of whom I hav ever read," concludes the them out of the dark in such a way as to in- in this gem of history, "Waifs and Wander- A ma.ater work ot over 600 pages, neatly bound in
cloth,
with a portrait ot the autb.or. Price, $3 oo.
spire
them
with
confidence
in
his;guidance.
biographer, "this man, I think, was the most
ings," for it is more history than romance.
41tt
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virtuous and the most fortunate." We hav no Towards the close of his work, where he treats
Only those who hav been on the battle-field
ministers in our day like Wonderful Walker. of "The Church and Its Work," and the "De- for years, and hav seen the true inwardness of
Situation Wanted.
.He was out of place among the clergy of even cline of the Ministry," if you get near enough slavery as it was, could so vividly portray the
A
lady
of
character,
practical common sense,
to the captain you may detect the smell of gar- trials of a white slave, with a taint of black would like a position good,
a hundred and fifty years ago.
ot a housekeeper, or companAddress
This book contains eight J?Ortraits, among lic on his breath, where he speaks so hopefully blood in her veins; a noble, true woman, ion, or matron, in a Liberal family,
MRS. PRICE, Wissinoming, Statton F, Phil'a.
them those of Peter Cooper, Garritt Smith, of the church of the future. One would sup- lawfully married to her master's son, and yet
39tt
and Myron Holley. Of the last, the Bon. pose that as his childhood and his youth had claimed and held by that owner in spite of
Elizur Wright has written a biography, from been blighted by this false religion, and his the husband's superior rights; how her child
which Mr. Parton quotes briefly. Little is manhood made a fool of for years, he would and his child was taken from them by law, and
known of him to general history, but he was, hav cursed it, as other liberated souls hav claimed as property by its own grandfather.
A Ma;raztne Devoted to the State•
done, as a nu~sance upon the earth, and a
In this book you hav a whole epitome of the
nevertheless, a noble and excellent man,
ments of Mental and Spiritual
Characteristically of Mr. Parton's writings, mountainous obstacle in the way of the world's war, and of slavery as a divine institution, and
Phenomena.
"Captains of Industry" deals in perfect fair- civilization. But his filial feeling to the church a lawful one, too, and of the grand struggle
Single Copies 10 cents.
ness with all, but it has no words of laudation that was once his mother abides with him still, for liberty, freedom, and equality. You wit-
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for those misguided enthusiasts who hav grown and he entertains the pleasing hope that good ness the quondam slave and her child becom-

-
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WB:A'l' a mistake It 1s to think that God Is pleased
By SAMUE
..
L P . PUTNAM
·
,
with our making ourselvs wretched, to think that he
AUTHOR OF
1s made happy by our making ourselvs miserable,
and that to secure h&pplneBB In the wnrld to come, "GOLDElt THRONE," "PRO~TREUS," "INGER,
we must make ourselvs as unhappy as possible In
SOLL AND JESUS, ' ETC.
this! l enroll myself as one who will be as cheerful
Prlce, Olooth, $1,00; Paper, 60 Cts.
as possible In this Ute, with an equal chance tor good
cheer in another lite, It there is one. As "a bird In
hand Is worth two In the bush," so happ!neBB now Is
"A prose epic of the war, rich with Incident and
far more valuable to us than the promls of It a thou· dramatic power; breezy from llret page to last With
the
living spirit of to-day.-John Swinton's Papl!l';
sand years hence, in some other place ot abode.
There is no better way to be always happy than to
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
secure happiness In the present. U w~ take the
38 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
means to be happy in the now and not deter It till
the future, we may always hav happinese. Whereas,
If we make ourselvs unhappy nliw with the expectation ot being very happy In consequence at some In·
dellnlt time In the future, we hav no posltiv assurBy SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
ance of happiness at all.-D. M. Bennetl!s Infidel
Author of .. Prometheu,,. •• Gottlleb ... and •• Ingerson
.Abroad.
andJeSUll."
THE Idea ot God having Inspired four dlf!erent
A Bad1C&lromauee Of pioneer Ute. del1neat1ng the vir·
men to write a history of the same transactions-or tues of natural humanity as opposed to the I!Ypocrfsy of a
rather of many different men having undertaken to supernatural re l!glon; crowded with incident and full of
write such a hlstory,ofwhom God Ineplredfouronly I)I'OgreBSIV Ideas and the poetry ol the future.
to write correctly, leaving the others to their own PRIOE Sl.OO.
ADDRESA THIS OFFICF
unaided resources, and giving us no test by which
to distinguish the Inspired from the uninspiredcertainly .appears self-confuting and anything but
namral. It the accounts of the same transactions
agree, where was the neceSBlty for more than one?
SHOWING THE
It they differ (as they notoriously do), It is certain
FOLLY
OF
RELIGIOUS QUACK
that only o:Je ca.n be Inspired; and which is that
one ?- W. R. Greg.
In Ministering ·a Nauseous Antidote to Those
DID not the minds ot the apostles retain some er•
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing Poisonrors long after they had been gifted with supernatous, a.nd
ural powers ? Did they not believe In demons occu- EXPOSING THE INCONSISTENCY OF
pying the bodies of men and swine ? Did they not
CHRISTIANS GENERALLY.
expect Christ to assume a wordly sway? Did not
their master strongly rebuke the moral notions and
BY H. CLAY LUSE.
·teeltngs of two ot them, wbo were tor calling down
llre from heaven on an otiendlrig village? It Is often
10 VTS.
said that when a man's asseveration of his infalli- PRICE,
bility Is combined with the support of miracles, his
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 01llce,
•3 Clinton Place, New York~
inspiration is satfsfactorlly proved; and this state·
ment Is made on the assumption that God would
never confer supernatural power on one who could EVERY LIBERAL SHOULD
be gullty of a falsehood. What then are we to sa.Y
POSSESS
respecting Judas and Peter, both or whom had been THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK.-150 BeautifUl Songs
frirnlshed with the gifts of mlra.cle and employed
of Liberty and Freethotight. Read and sing them
at Home. Read and sing them at Meetings. Teach
them during a mission planned by Christ, and of
them to the children. Price 26 cents.
whom, nevertheless, one became the Traitor of the
A.-Evolution in Marriage. The Higher Law.
garden, and the other uttered against his Lord three DIAN
Alllsm made practicable. Unhappy marriages
falsehoods In one hour ?-Martineau's Ratirmale qf lle·
prevented and cured.· Price 25 cents.
ligious Inquiry.
BURNZ' FONIO BHORTHAND.-A oomplete Belt· In·
structo~: In the art of Verbatim Reporting. Price
WE he.v, In the following inqUiry, attempted to
$1. Bend tor circulars.
.
throw soma light upon subjects from which uacei'·
THE
SPELLING REFORM-And Jiow to Help .it
talnty has, hitherto, deterred the wise, and obl!curlty
Price 10 cents.
the Ignorant. Happy,lt we can unite the boundaries
The above work.B sent promptly on receipt of price.
of the different species of philosophy by reconciling
Address 'l'Blll TRUTH .~EEKEF
profound inquiry with clee.rness, and truth with
38 Ol!Iiton Place, N.Y.
novelty; and still more happy It, reasoning In thl,s
ea.sy manlier, we can undermine the foundations of
an abstruse philosophy, which seems, hitherto, to
hav served only as a shelter to superstition, and a
cover to abBurdlt:y-and error.-Humt'a Inquiry-Ctmeerlli-

GOLDEN TH R0 NE

An Antidote

Analy~ed,

A

Ingersoll's Works:

·nu. the Human Understanding.

IT is as natural •o die as to be born; a.nd to a little
Infant the one Is as palntal as the other. He that
dies In an ee.rnest pursuit, is like one that Is wounded The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
in hot blood; who, tor the time, scarce feels the hurt;
l:t~e='en":.g,'!!~P.A~~~ ~~~
and, therefore, a mind llxed and bent upon some In~~u'b~;;.Wo~~l
llllnols·"" The Grant :Banquet,"" The Rev. Alexanlink that is good, doth avert the dolors of· ·death. der Clark.'\ "The Past Rises before Me Like a Dream,"
-Bacon's Essays. One was saying that his great· and "A Tribute to Ebon c. Illgeraoll."
grandfather, and grandfather, and rather died at
:Moses. Paper, 50
sea; and said another that heard him," An I were Some Mistakes
as you, I would never come at sea." "Why," saltlil
cents; cloth, $1.25.
he, "where did your great-grandfather, and grand·
fqther, and father die?"' He answered," Where but
The Christian .Relidon. R:r R. G.
In their beds?'' Balth the other, "An 1 were as you,
Ingersoll, Judge .Jeremiah S. Black,
I would never come to bed."-Bacon'• .Apotl~.egm•.
and Prof. George P. Fisher. PaOF all aprons, the must puzzling to me hitherto
per, 50 cents.
has been the Episcopal or Cassock. Wherein consists
the usefulness of this apron? The overseer (Episcopus, or bishop) ot souls, I notice, has tucked In the 1 Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
corner of It, as If his day's work was done; what
cloth, $2.00.
does he shadow forth thereby, eto. ?-Carlyle's Sartrn·

..

of

Resartus.

What Must We Do to be Saved l Paper, 25 cents.
JOMPLETE WORKS..' in One Volume, HalfCalf, $o.OO.

l>rol. New Edition, Enlarlled 1>11d Rsv1sed By Spirit
M.Faraday. Prlce,l~cents.
No. 2.-0rlgj,u or ..t.lfe;
Or, Where Man Comes From. , The Evolution of
the Spirit irom Matter through Orgimlc Pi'ocilssses;
or, How the Bplrlt Body Grows. New Edition, En·
larged and Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. Price,
10 cents.
NoA.fi;;_T~aJ:fJ:i~pment or the Spirit
The Origin of Rellglonil. ·By Bplrlt M. Faraday.
Price, 10 ce:!}ts.
.
No. 4.-Tbe Proeess or Mental A.eUo~\
Or, How We ~hlnk. By Spirit M. Faraday. .tTice
15 cents.
No. 3.-'-The Orlgln or the Christian Bell"'•
ion.
How the Pag9.!1 Priests of Rome Originated OhrJs..
tlan!ty,· Oontessions ot Its Founders. Tr&llllcribed
by Spirit M. Faraday. 208 pages; Price, boards, 76
cents; Paper, 50 cents. Postage ll cellts.
Rome, Not •etblehem, the JUrtiJ.plaee ot
.Jesus.
.
,
Extra.ct trom No. 5. Price 10 cents.
Who Wrote the New Testament'r
Extra.ct trom No ..fl. Price 10 cents. ·
No. 6.-0bession, or The OrJ&"in oC Evll;
A Paper, Given In the Interest of lfpldtual Science.
By. Prot. M. Faraday, late Electrician and Chem·
1st of the Royal Institution, London, Eng. 10 eta.
Evidences of a Future Ltt'e:
"If a Man Die, Shall he Live Again?'~ A Positive
YES. By Capt. H. H. Brown. Price, 10.celits. ·
BOWLES PAJIPHLETS.
NEW EDITION .WITH SUPl'LEMENT, OF
No. t.-Experlences ot' Samuel Bowles,
Late editor of the Bpr1ng1leld, Mass., R<publ.ican, in
Bplrlt Life; or, Lite As He Now Sees It from a Bplr·
itual Standpoint. Written through the medluiDSbip
Of CABBIE E. !3. TWING, of Westlleld, N. Y. 26 Qenta.
Later Papers ot' Samuel Bowles,
written in August, 1883.
A. So)iplement To No.1
·
And oound separately; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. Twlng,
Medium. Price, 10 cents.
No. 2.-Contrasl>s In Splrlt Life:
And Recent Experiences of BAllroEL BoWLES, late
editor ot the Bprlnglleld; Mass., Republican, in the
llrst llve spheres. Also a thrilling account of the
late President Garlleld's reception In the splrit
world. Written through the hand of CARRIE E. B.
TWING,.Westlleld; N.Y. 142 .Pages, Price, flO cents.
A.ehsa w. Sprat!:Ue's and Mary ()lark's
· Experiences In the Ftrst Ten Spheres
oC Spirit Lite.
.
Medium, ATHALDJ:NE BliUTH, Oswego, N. Y. Price
..!¥!cents.

Grimes ~ Preachers
IN THE

IT Is wrong to allow one's bu~lness prejudices to
get mixed up with religion. ,We hav just heard of a
shoemaker In the northern part ot the state who
will not attend a church in which the clergyman
does not pray on h1B feet,ln order that his boots may
BQ<>ner or later need lialt-sollng. According to this
style .of preference, we lmagln the summer-resort
bathing-masters a\'e all Baptists.
THE DECLINll'IG YEAlt.
October's here, the golden sumll!er's gone,
A hazy veil hangs round the silent wood
Wherein the partridge drums upon tbe beech .
<\.mong the cat-te.lls In the distant marsh
I hear f·he loon· and eke the piping quail,
Whose sweet "Bob ,White" proclaims the autumn's
here.'
·
·
No more the, r.oae Is rocking
Within the quiet lea;
Our last year's tile we're blocking
To save the needed ·v, '
The songster off the tree
The happy sportsman's knocking.
The hotel clerk, never glummer,
Put's up hiS diamond stud;
,
The beauties of the summer
Are now upon the scud;
And rapturously bud.
The visions ot the plumber.
.
Then pack.away the llannel
Olothlng we used ·to wear,
And back against the panel.
Tip-tilt the easy-chair,
And we'll forget all care
Before the gloWing cannel.
Bitting upon this old rall-tence, I see
That noisy pirate of the air, the crow,
Circle above the llelds of ripening corn.
I alSo hear the laugh-the merry laugh
Of some sme.ll nutting party In the woods,
And almost hear the nuts come pattering down
Upon the ground before their eager eyes.
I see the orchard where the robins built
Their cosy nests, and sweetened all the spring
With dainty love songs on the swinging branch.
But they are.gene, and withered are the nests,
And every Wind sighs sadly through the limbs,
As through the halls of Bo)Ile deserted house.

No more the humming-bird serenely hums,
And all around the waving lily curves;
No more the grass-blade, held between hts· thumbs,
The urchin blows to shatter all our nerves.
From May, 187.6 to May, 1883.
No more the snowY lambkin, raptur.e-tull,
With his .hind legs the highest tence.rall hits;
No more, rio more the lnquisltiv Durham bull
TH18D EDI,TION.
Ab&ut yon garden like ,a swallow lltts.
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
No more the katydid exlialists ita jaw N,EW~PAl'EBS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
Alriong the 'vines where fire-flies used to riash;
'• ·~·.. TiAihiLATIQNS PILIGENTLY
!!To more we slap our noses till they're raw,
·. In lioPJlll the d-.-.-d* muske~ tor to .smash.
OO:I'Ii:PARED AND REVISED.
Nor more the bald head feelS the buzzing lly,
No more the"Tobln in the tree-top toots,
No more before the can tbe soared· kl-yl
AUTHOR OF
Like summer lightning down the highway scoots.
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STATfS..AID CAHADA

By M. E. DILLI-N GS,

"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETO., "UN·
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE BmLE;"
"HOLY cRoss,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.

· "By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, · Or :figs of
·thistles ? "
·
T. {l, LELAND, Secretary of the National
Libera.! League, says of this book: "This is a
severely, a.wfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

PlliCE,

~~

CENTS.
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NAl'OLEONc;os;d--;~e Alps~~ly thelossrJ'NCIENT MAN IN AMERJCA,
of a man, while Hannibal lett behind him nearly half <(
ll'IOLUDING
his army. Yet Napoleon was not a greater man than lw orks in Western New York and
1
Hannibal, nor was his enterprise conducted with
h S t
h
'th S
greater ab111ty. Three things we ought to learn 1 ot er ta es, toget er W1
tructtrom history; one, that we are not In ourselvs supe·
ures in Central America.
-BYrlor to our fathers; another, that we are shametuJly
--and monstrously Inferior to them, If we do not ad- ByFREDERICK L.\.RKIN, M.D.
vance beyond them.-Dr . .Arnold.
.Mt:~~&ber of tho
American .A11ociation for tho .Advancement of lffcietlu.
FOR ourselvs, we own that we do not understand
the common phrase-so often applied to Charles the Neatly Printed, with Numerous lliustrations.
Revised and Enlarwed.
First-a good inan but a bad king. We ca.n.as ea.slly
290 Pages.
conceive a good man and unnatural father, or a good
Price, · Oloth $1.50.
man and a trea.cherous friend. We cannot, in estiPrice, 10 CT8, SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.
Address
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mating the character of an Individual, leaTe out of
. 38 Ollnton Place, New York
consideration his conduct In the 'most Important of
all human relations; and It, in that relation, we llnd
him to hav been selllsh, cruel, and deceitful, we
shall take the liberty to call him a bad man, In spite
ot all his temper~nce at table and all his regularity
A. Lecture by
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
at chapel.-Macaulay's .Milttm.
Remsburg are:
Col. Robert G. In.rersoll
lri everything, I wot, there lies measure;
The Church and Mora.lity; Criminal StatisFor though a man forbid all drunkennel!ll,
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
He blddeth not that every creature
"The clergy know that I know:_ that they the penitentiaries; the Church and CivilizaBe drlnkless altogether, as I guess.-Ohaucer.
tion; the Church a.nd Science; the Church
know that they do not know.''
·
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and. the Antislavery Reform; the
. One of the best documents to circulate ever Woman.'s Rights Movements; the Temperance
printed: Eveey ma.n, woman, and child in Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the United States should reati it.
Every
the thQusand. Let every reader send for a
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar. dozen at least. Address
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
TOE 'l'RlJTH SEEKER,
33 Clinton Place, New York:
33 Clinton Place NEW YORK.

FALSE CLAIMS.

JOfiN E. REMSBURG.

ORTHODOXY.

. THE Newark :Advertisf!l' did It in this way: "Born
to the wite ot Amos· Josephs, a ·daughter-'-twtns·"
The lnterenee Is that full returns were not In when
the llrst part of the no~ce was set up.

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED:

'Tis sweet to listen .to the sounding llall,
'TIS sweet to listen to the woodman's ax1 love tO hear all sounds of busy life.
The hum of bees around a summer hive
Is soothing to my ear ii.B Is the brook
Tha.t ripples through the lleld In sunny June,
On golden mornings when the bobolink '
Sings out his heart above the clover blooms.
The grapes hang thick in purple clusters now;
Outside, the apples dry upon a board,
And promls glv of many pies to come
When winter shrieks across the empty llelds,
Upon the shelf-the fragrant pantry shelfThe pumpkin pie is ripe tor anxious eyes
And hungry mouthS to fondly contemplate.
By the wall the sumach's nodding,
And the farmer's homeward plodding
To hlstea,
And the little boy is grinning,
As he goes serenely shinning
Up the tree.
While the quail about Is hopping,
And the mellow trutt Is dropping
From the bough,
And the trees their leaves are shedding,
And they make dellghtf!ll bedding
For the cow.
ChUly winds the rose-leaves scat\er,
And the chestnuts gaily patter
On the sod,
Where Matilda's Idly stret<;hlng
On ~he russet mosses. sketohlng
Golden-rod.
.• While the breezes sad airs waken
All around the nest torsak.en
On the limb,
And tbe bee forgets the lily,
And tbe day is tar too chilly
For a swim.

•

While the wild bird stops his singing,
And tor Georgia goes a-winging
From the grove,
Let me homeward go a-tooting,
And get right to work to putting
· Up the stove.
lrhe twilight's purple's melting into lead,
And on the topmost limb the turkey sleeps;
Across the darkening wold the farmer comes;
Upon the hill-top smiles tbe harvest moon;
The breeze sighS through the banners of the corn;
The air Is sharp. Oome, VIvian, let us go.
-R. K . .Munkittrick in Puck
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~ to which he had consented.

JoHN BoGLE went to a revival meeting, got
excited, and in thirty minutes was a raving
marii.ac. Religion. -will sometimes hav that
effect· on a man.
A TENNESSEE paper says: "Last Sunday,
Nashville's pulpits thundered against the nonobservance of Sunday in that city, but in the
afternoon aix thousand people attended a
base-ball game.''
DuRING a recent thunder shower the spire of
a- Catholic· cathedral was struck by lightning
and the cross on top was completely shattered.
He who holds the lightning in.his hand must
hav dropped this bolt inadvertently.
THE most recent.. addition. to laQhrymal verse
is from a. New Hampshire paper. Iti! poetical
excellence lS not its main feature, but its theology is. probably SO"(lnd, The obituary reads
as follows:
"Little Johnny he has left us,
And of joy he has bereft us;
For his soul has took its fly
·
To-upper, better worlds on high."
CATHOLic ignorance and superstition hav
rendered very difficult the task of fighting the
cholera in Italy. Last month, at Pesciano, a
smalr village in Calabria, shots were fired from
the windows of some of the houses in order to
keep off tlie Supposed distributors of the chol.era poiSon. A small body of carabineers was
consequently sent there, but they were received with volleys of" stones and shots, so that
·the men were obliged to use their firearms in
self-defense.
GENTLENE~¥~ is better than godliness. "you
.:.boyg.ought~-i;(r-be ""kind .to your little sisters,"
said a Western Sunday-school superintendent.
" I once knew a bad boy who struck his little
sister a blow over the eye. She did not resent
. the blow immediately, but in a short time, with
the word forgivness on her lips, she rose up
an~ hit him over the head with a rolling-pin,
so that he couldn't go to Sunday-school for
more than a month on account of not being
able to put his best hat on,"

THE silence of Col. Bob Ingersoll is ~urprising, ·but there is a reason for it. Suppose he
should one of these days take a notion that he
has trained long enough with the scribes and
hypocrits and pharisees of the Rep.ublican
party, with monopolists and hunkers and mugwumps, and should make up his mind as Butler has to take a census of his friends. We
shall hav more to say about this next week.
There are more presidential elections coming
and we hav a curious fancy that we see Bob Ingersoll coming too.- Winsted (Conn.) Press.
MR. BEECHER's citation of Cleveland's immorality as a " warning" to young men moves
W. P: Hall to tell thiS story in the Chicago
Tribune: "I once lived in Missouri. There
was a negro preacher in our village who was
brought before his congregationoeharged with
being on more intimate terms with some of the
colored sisters than was consistent with his
profession. It was a clear case. 'fhe proof of
his guilt was positiv, so the Rev. J. Wesley
Jones took 'high moral ground, in his defense,
and said that he did it as ' a wannin , to his
flock; to let the siSters know that they couldn't
'flirt around dis lamb of God with impunity,'
and he was acquitted.,
THE timely interference of policemen thiS
afternoon, says an October 3d dispatch from
Erie, _prevented a tragic result of the insane
vaganes of Leo Schraeck and hiS wife Francis~a. This ?ouple, devout Catholics, lost all
~herr money m. the defunct Erie County Savmgs Bank, whrch was recently robbed by its
officers. A friend, John Flick, who came from
Bavaria,. also. suffered loss. ~he three after~a~d umted m ~ season of fastmg and prayer,
which was continued so long as to completely
destroy their reason through exhaustion and
exciteme~t. Acting ?n the advice of an angel,
they burred all therr household goods, and
when found by the . police Flick and Mrs.
Schraeck were preparing Leo Schraeclt for
"rncifixion after the manner of Christ's death,

Flick escaped,
but Mr. and Mrs.. Schraeck were placed, in
close confinement. Their household goods
hav been found buried in a grave, which was
prepared for Schraeck. The bittter feeling
against the bank officials has been· re-kindled
by this episode.
ONE of the newest and latest things from
"the cloth" is told by a leading Hartford divine. A parishioner, as the story goes, was
nearing the end, and hiS friends thought he
ought to see a minister. The clergyman was
sent for, and promptly responded to the sUiil.mons. As soon as the sick man saw him he
commenced telling him of his sufferings, and
the hopelessness of hiS getting well. "I'm all
broke up," he said; "Everything's gone back
on me, and I don't think I'll liv long." "But
yo111. must call on the Lord," replied the spiritual adviser. "Oh," persisted the sick man,
"I'm old and feeble, and used u.p~all broke
· and d on't ge t out_ t o call on anyb od y. "
up, sll',
IN one of her recent lectures. at fBoston,
Emerson being the theme, Mrs. E. D. Cheney
relates the following as having conie,directly
from Governor Andrews, of whom the words
were spoken. Father Taylor was the famous
sailor preacher, and was known to and appreciated by Emerson: "Mr. Emerson," said
Father Taylor to Governor Andrews, "is one
of the sweetest creatures God ever made. But
there ii! a screw loose in the machinery somewhere. Where I cannot tell, for I never heard
it jar, He must go to heaven when he dies;
for if he went to hell the devil would not know
what to do with him. But still, he knows no
m&e of the religion of the New Testament
than Balaam's ass did of the principles of the
Hebrew grammar."
_T. ,W. WEBB writes to Notes and. . Queries:
The little church of Crasswall, ' in Hereford~
shire, clos'e to the site of a Cistercian abbey of
that name, and lying under the gr, eat wall of

the Hatrel or Black Mountains, which form the
western frontier of Wales, has recently been
restored by the incumbent, Rev, C. L. Eagles,
to whom I am indebted for the folloWing illustration of the ancient state of ecclesiastical
affairs in that very remote neighborhood: "On
the north side of the church is an old cockpit;
an old man who died in 1869, aged ninety-six,
told me he had been at many a cock-fight there.
• People did come from all parts, and after
sarviJe did fight the cocks. Ah! People did
come to church in them days.' There were
stands of ginger-bread at the time of fighting,
and people came from Clifford, Dorstone, the
Hay, and even Talgarth, a little town nine
miles Qr more distant. The pit remains as a
memento of the past."
IN the Scientific American of last week an account of the recent trial at Sandy Hook of
Keely's so-called " etheric force " gun is
printed. The writer says of the gun that to
his eye it was "nothing more· than a clumsy
air-gun, from which a few bullets were discharged.'' He says Keely's cylinder was
charged with compressed air, and describes the
operation of firing the gun as follows: The
cylinder was connected by a small pipe with
the breech of the gun; thin disks of hard and
soft rubber formed a partition between the
breechair-chamb\lr and the bullet. The performance consisted first in the turning of the
air faucet by Keely, then; while the air was
flowing through the small pipe into the air
chamber, he struck on the rear part of the gun
with a. mallet, by which he pretended to vibrate the "etheric vapor." By tlie time he
got through with this ju~gle the air presslire
.had accumulated behind the disks sufficiently
to burst them, and then the bullet was driven
out. Keely then turned off the air, and prepared another charge. By varying the thickness of the disks the velocity of the bullets
could be increased or diminished as desired to
suit the credulity of the audience, and by thiS
juggle it was pretended that the pressure of
the "etheric force" increased with the discharging of the gun. Accompanying the article are sketches of the gun and of the gas
checks, whioh latter the writer says can be
made strong enough to withstand air at a
pressure amply sufficient to drive a bullet with
the velocity obtained in the experiments. He

JJI-ews of the lfeeh.

adds: "We estimate that Keely used an air
pressure of 800 to 1,000 pounds to the square
inch to break his gas checks and discharge the
bullets."
HoG cholera prevails in the western part of
AN old-tune deacon, traveling, found himself New Jersey and in parts of Pennsylvania.
one Sunday in a . country town in .middle
ST. JoHN, in a speech at Philadelphia last
Georgia, where a big revival meeting ·was in
Saturday,
denounced Blaine in very severe
progreSs. He had a supply of fluid ratio~s in
·
his satchel, and by nightfall was quite liberal terms.
THE Third Presbyterian church, one of the
in hiS state of feelings. Hearing the shouting
and singing at the church, he went down there finest church edifices of Chicago, was burnt
to obsen'e the proceedings. He was forced to on the lOth.
find a seat near the front row of benches
A NEWSPAPER called the Celestial Empire
usually reserved for the "mourners." The avers that the king of Siam has 263 children,
meeting was growing interesting, and the HiS highness is not yet thirty.
preacher was fervent. Soon he called out:
CREMATION has very sensibly been adopted
"Ali" of you who want to go to heaven, please by authority at Lisbon, Portugal. In time of
stand up!" Every one in the church stood up epidemic it ii! made compulsory.
except the deacon, who didn't comprehend
that he was a _part of the "everybody" adTHE Boston PUot claims that nowhere in the
dressed. The preacher and the congregation world ii! the Roman Catholic church more
"stared at him ve=,·
"J hard, and the former saw a flourishing than in New Engl.and.
chance to administer a rebuke, and when the
THE English ·conservativs hav in meeting
peoplewereagainseated,hecalled: "Now, all. resolved to oppose the Franchise bill and to
of you who want to go to hell, stand up !" force a dissolution of Parliament.
He stared hard at the deacon, who, dimly · THE Rev Mr Beecher declared from his
catching ~n ~0 the formalities""of the aff~r, pulpit last Sun~y that he was not a Prohibi·
sto.od up m VIew of the whole crowd. Seemg tionist and that he would not vote for St. John.
nobody standing but himselfand the preacher,
'
I T hovm"
he solemnly waved hiS hand at the latter and
" g been charged that the Mormons
t "buted to th e D emocrati c camp~
n:gn I
said: "Well (hie), parson, it 'pears that you'n h a d conn
me iz (hie) in er hopeless minority, don't it?" f und , th e Mormon 1ea d ers h av f ound 1"t necesto co n tradict the statement·
The meeting was adjourned by the horrified SA.l"V
-J
'
preacher, amid the suppressed laughter of the
THE elevated railroads of this city hav recrowd, and the deacon was helped to lodgings duced the fare to five cents oii Sundays. The
by the marshal.
measure may be regarded as a deliberate at'.,['HE Rev. Mr. Beatty is a Christian mission- tempt to encourage Sabbath-breaking.
aryinAhmedadad, India.. When Major Tucker· A CERTAIN clergyman who preaches in the
last spring invested the place with his Salva- upper part of the city attracts audiences by
tio~Army, Mr. Beatty rl!ceived hini with open announcing sensational subjects in three or
arms, and loaned him hiS schoolroom for a four advertii!ments of one morning paper.
barracks, and things went on swimmingly.
THERE is a prospect of another collision beWhite-robed Peace sang her songs of joy· But t
E 1 d dB 1 d ·
th Af ·
when warm weather came, Mr. Beatty took to ween ng an an
oer an ' m sou
noa.
the woods to work up a constituency, and in. The English government has sent its ultimatum
to the Boers, and contemplates an expedition
an evil moment Major Tucker remembered
of 8 000 men
that the missionaries ha.d a little community of
'
•
rt
·
th villa 0 f Sh h aa·1
THE Rev. J. M. Robinson, of Indianapolis,
conve s occupymg e
ge
a aw •
about three miles south of Ahmedabad, which was found dead in a berth in a sleeping car on
·
community was their particular pride and care. the Wabash R ailroa d 1ast saturd ay mornmg.
Major Tucker seems to hav thought that these He got on the train at Shenandoah, Iowa, and
ChriStians must be in special need of salvation, was last. seen alive at Humeston. The cause
for he proceeded to invade the village with of hii! death is unknown.
tambourines, tom toms, banners, etc., and, after
MRs. F. M. liAMM:oND, the noted confederate
a little, succeeded· in converting~a large portion of the village, including the patel, to._the spy known as Belle Boyd, has a daughter Grace,
"Mukhtifiluj." The news reached Mr. Beatty aged about sixteen years, who, she says, was
at Matheran that some one was poaching on betrayed on June 23d by a young man named
his preserves, and he hastened to rescue his Cotton. Last week he called, and Mrs. Hamflock. In a state of holy anger and pious grief mond shot him in the left arm. Cotton says
he reached Shahawadi, and encountered Major it is a case of attempted blackmail.
BELVA Loo:KWOOD, the Woman's Rights can~
Tucker in full possession-banners, tambourines, tomtoms, and all. Mr. Beatty proceeded didate for the presidency, spoke in Cleveland
to expostulate, whereupon Major Tucker went on the 12th. She maintained that the Constidown upon his knees and prayed .audibly for tution imposed no barrier to the elevation of a
the salvation of Mr. Beatty's soul. Soon after- woman to the presidency, but said that if she
ward the dispute in the village took a practical were not elected she would take off her
turn, and the missionary converts would not " scoop" (bonnet) to the successful candidate.
permit the Salvationists to draw water. Hence
Two explosions of dynamite blew down large
a petition to the collector, who had to go down portions of tl\e new Parliament House at Q'leand make inquires. He found that there were bec last Saturday.
The city was much
only two wells in the village. One was public alarmed. The military was called out to
property and was usually' used for watering guard the building. There is no information
cattle, bui was then dry. The other well, on as to how the dynamite got there. A reward of
which the village depended for drinking water, $4,500 is offered for the detection of the guilty
was private property, belonging to a nativ parties.
Christian who was not a Salvationist, and who
now, in a truly ChriStian spirit, refused to let
EvANGELIST MooDY was in Brooklyn last Sunthe Salvationists draw water from hiS well. -day, and addressed a large crowd. He con·
The recriminations on both sides were rather vinced several persons that they needed prayamusing. One old Salvationist lady exclaimed ingfor, and the same arose to request interceswith much warmth, "Oh, I hav drawn water sion on their behalf. He asked hiS hearers to
from that well all my life. Why shoul_d you contribute $20,000 toward a Young Men's
break my pots if I go there now? You're n<lt ChriStian Association building. Sankey then
ChriStians!" To thiS an old man retorted, sang, "Hallelujah, What a Savior I"
"Why do you disturb us and frighten our bufTHE disappearance of Mr. Henry J. Thomas,
fal5>es by marching through the village with of this city, ii! causing hiS wife and friends not
your tomtoms, and your banners, and your a little anxiety. Mr. Thomas was formerly
horrid noise?" Major Tricker is now poaching employed at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, afteron the mis.sionary preserves at Anand and Bor- wards edited the Sewing .Machine Journal, and
sad. The quarrel seems a very pretty one as later has been engaged with inventions, parit stands. The correspondent of the India ticularly in the type writer line. He was last
Times fears that the interference of the heathen seen in New York on October 4th. No cause
police will hav to be invoked to keep these ii! assigned for his disappearance, except it be
"harbingers of peace" from breaking one I temporary abberration of the mind resultins
1 from overapplication.
another's heads.
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g[ommnnitfa:fioWJ.
Bible Momls.
Considering all the heresies, the enormous crimes, the wickedness, the astounding follies, which the Bible has been made
to justify, and which its indiscriminate reading has suggested;
considering that it has been, indeed, the sword which our Lord
said he was sending, and that not the devil himself could have
invented an implement--more potent to fill the hated world
with lies and blood and fury, I think certainly that to send
hawkers over the world loaded with copies of this book, scattering it in all places, among all persons, . . . is the most
culpable folly of which it is possible for man to be guilty.;-

James Anthony Froude.

Catholics are condemned by Protestants for having
clothed with the dogma of infallibility a man; yet
Protestants do not hesitate themselves to clothe with
the same dogma a book, the product of man. The
Bible fills th~ same office in the Protestant church
that the Roman pontiff does in the Catholic church.
.And not content are Protestants with acknowledging
their allegiance to this paper pope; many of them
wish to impose its authority upon their Catholic, Jewish, and Freethought neighbors. Three million
Bibles, it is claimed, were printed and distributed by
them last year. Millions of children, many of them
the children of unbelievers, 11.re gathered together
Sunday after Sunday and taught that its words are
divine. In this country there is an organization
pledged to secure the recognition of this book as the
basis of our civil law, and the supreme authority and
rule of conduct in· our public schools. From the
dome of our national capitol, and from the cupola of
every schoolhouse in the land, they seek to unfurl the
standard of this pope's supremacy. Luther, the
founder of Protestantism, protested against the authority of the pope of Rome; I am here to-day to
protest against the authority of Luther's pope.
In opposing the Bible, do not suppose that I am so
uncharitable as to deny to it any merit. There is
much in it to be admired; T.te Mosaic code, crude
and barbarous as it is, contains many statutes that
are wise and just; the Proverbs constitute a storehouse of Oriental wisdom; Job, dressed in the rich
imagery of the East, is a poem of surpassing merit;
many of the psalms are gems of poesy; David's
lament for Saul and Jonathan, and the words spoken
over his dead .Absalom, are touchingly beautiful; the
Sermon on the Mount, with all its vague and impracticable teachings, is a composition that has charmed
and will continue to charm thousands who reject the
dogma of its autho:r;'s divinity; those chapters in
John which record the last hours of Jesus with his
disciples are so full of pathos that in read.ing them
we forget the Christ and hear only the sad, human
voice of the "gentle Nazarene;." Paul's writings reveal a master mind, and through the clouds of his
theology there bursts forth many a ray of truth.
I could dwell long and lovingly upon the beauties
of this book, but duty calls me to another task, less
inviting, yet not less needful. I am asked to accept
this book as the revealed will of an all-wise, all-powerful, and all-merciful God, to bow down and worship it, to make a fetich of it. .Among other requirements respecting it, I am asked to accept it as an
injalhble moral guide. I refuse to accept it as such,
and now proceed to state the reasons why I thus refuse.
FALSEHOOD AND DECEPTION.

I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
guide, because it sanctions the use of falsehood and
decPption.
".And the Lord said, Who shall persuade .Ahab
that he may go up and fall at Ramoth-gilead ? .And
one said on this manner, and another said on that
manner.
" .And there came forth a spirit and stood before
the Lord, and said, I will persuade him.
" .And the Lord said unto him, Whe1·ewith ? And
he said, I will go forth, and I will be a lying spirit in
the mouth of all his prophets. .And he said, Thou
shalt persuade him, and prevail also; go forth and
do so.
'
" Now therefore, behold the Lord hath put a lying
spirit in the mouth of all these, thy prophets"
(1 Kings xxii, 20-23).
FoUl" hundred prophets,
" All of them inspired by the spirit from on high
And all of them a lying as fast as they can lie."'

"If the prophet be deceived when he hath spoken
a thing, I the Lord have deceived that prophet "
(Ezek. xiv, 9).
"0 Lord, thou hast deceived me" (Jer. xx, 7).
"Wilt thou be altogether unto me as a liar?" (Jer.
xv, 18).
"God shall send them strong delusion, that they
should believe a lie" (2 Thess. ii, 11).
God says to .Adam, r~specting the forbidden fruit:
" In the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt
sUl"ely die" (Gen. ii, 17). This declaration proved to
be untrue.
In regard to the promised land be says: "Doubtless ye shall not come into the land, concerning which
I sware to make you dwell therein, . . . and ye
shall know my breach if promise" (Num. xiv, 30-34).
God commands Moses to deceive Pharaoh (Ex. iii,

----~----:_:-·;-_-

18); he rewards the midwives for their deception work of its ministers is not to discover and promul- ·
(Ex. i, 15-20); and instructs Samuel to deceive Saul gate truths, but to invent and disseminate falsehoods.·
In the words of Isaiah, they well might say: "We
(1 Sam. xvi, 2).
Thus God is represented in the Bible as continually have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood have'
resorting to the use of falsehood and deceit~ The we hid ourselves."
The church offers a premium upon falsehood and 1
patriarchs all follow the example set by him. .Abraham tries to deceive Pharaoh and Abimelech (Gen. imposes a punishment upon truthfulness. With a··
xii, 13-19; xx, 2); Sarah tries to deceive the Lord bribe in one hand, and a club in the other, she has'
himself (Gen. xviii, 13-15). .Abraham becomes the sought to prolong her sway. The allurements of the'parent of a liar. Isaac said of Rebe'cca, his wife: one, and the fear of the other, have filled the world•
"She is my sister" (Gen. xxvi, 7). Rebecca in turn with hypocrisy. In our halls of Congress, in the ed-·
deceives her husband (Gen. xxvii, 6-17). Jacob sus- itorial sanctum, in the professor's chair, behind the'
counter, in the work-shop, at the fireside, everywhere,,
tains the reputation of the family for lying.
" And he came unto his fa.ther, and Said, My we find men professing to believe what they know to·
father; and he said, Here am I; who art thou, my be false, or wearing the seal of silence on their lips
son? .And Jacob said unto his father, I am Esau, while rank imposture stalks abroad and truth is.
trampled in the mire before them.
thy first-born."
Every truth seeker is taunted and ridiculed, every
" .And he discerned him not, so he blessed him.
.And he said, .Art thou my very son, Esau? .And he truth teller persecuted and defamed. The scientist and 1
philosopher are discouraged and opposed, the heresaid, I am" (Gen. xxvii, 18-~4) .
Jacob's wives, Leah and Rachel, both used deceit. tic and Infidel calumniated and maligned. In proof
The former deceived her husband (Gen. xxix, 25); of this, witness .the abuse heaped upon the living
the latter deceived her father (Gen. xxxi, 34, 35). His Huxleys and IngersollR, see the countless calumnies:
twelve sons were all addicted to the same vice (Gen. circulated against the dead Darwins and Paines.
xxxvii; xlii, 7), and these became the founders of tbe
CHEATING.
twelve tribes of Israel, God's chosen people.
I
refuse
to
accept
the
Bible as an infallible moral
For her treason and lying Rahab is rewa1·ded
(Josh: ii, 1-6; vi, 25). Paul canonizes her as a saint, guide, because it sanctions cheating and the use of
and James says: "Was not Rahab the harlot justi- dishonorable methods in obtaining wealth and power.
".And Jacob sod [boiled] pottage; and Esau came
fied by works, when she had received the messengers,
from
the fields, and he was faint; and Esau said to
and had sent them out another way?"
David, Elisha, and Jeremiah, three of God's holiest Jacob, Feed me, I pray thee, with that same red pot.And Jacob said, Sell
men, were deliberate liars (1 Sam. xxvii, 8-11; 2 tage; for I am faint.
me this day thy birthright. .And Esau said, Behold,
Kings viii, 7-15).
Christ taught in parables that he might deceive I am at the point to die; and what profit shall this
birthright do to me? .And Jacob said, Swea1· to me
the people (Mark iv, 11, 12).
Paul says, " Being crafty, I caught you with this day; and he sware unto him; and he sold his
guile;" in other words, "I deceived you." .Again birthrightuntoJacob. Then Jacob gave Esau bread
he writes, " For if the tl·uth of God hath more and pottage of lentiles; and he did eat and rose up
abounded through niy lie unto his glory, why yet am and went away" (Gen. xxv, 29-34).
This transaction, one of the basest ever recorded, .
I also judged as a sinner?" (Rom. iii, 7.)
The primitive Christians, accepting the Bible as receives the sanction of the Bible God. Jacob sub-·
infallible authority, naturally regarded lying for sequently entered into a co-partnership with God to ·
God's glory not a vice, but a virtue. Mosheim cheat Laban out of his cattle. His cheating his :
brother out of his father's blessing has been alluded '
says:
"It was an established maxim with many Chris- to. Thus by defrauding his uncle, his famishing :
tians, that it was pardonable in an advocate for re- brother, and his blind and aged father, this God-be- ·
ligion to avail himself of fraud and deception, if it loved patriarch stands forth the prince of cheats-.
were likely they might conduce toward the attain- the patron saint of rogues.
The Israelites obtain the Egyptians' property by:·
ment of any considerable good " (Eccles. His.).
·
" These officious lies they were wont to say were false pretenses.
".And
I
[God]
will
give
this
people
favor
in theo
designed for a good end" (Ibid).
sight of the Egyptians; and it shall come to pass that.
Bishop Fell thus writes: "In the first ages of the when ye go, ye shall not go empty; but every womant
church, so extensiv was the license of forging, so shail borrow of her neighbor, and of her that socredulous wer~ the people in believing, that the evi- journeth in he1· house, jewels of silver, and jewels o.lt
dence of transactions was grievously obscured."
gold, and raiment; and ye shall put them upon
M. Daille, one of the most distinguished of French your sons, and upon your daughters; and ye shall
Protestants, says: "For a good end they made no spoil the Egyptians" (Ex. iii, 21, 22).
scruple to forge whole books."
".And the Lord said unto Moses,
Speak
Dr. Gieseler, professor of theology at Gottingen, now in the ears of the people, and let every man
says they "quieted their conscience respecting the borrow of hi's neighbor, and every woman of her
forgery with the idea of their good intention."
neighbor, jewels of silver, and jewels of gold" (Ex.
Dr. Priestly says they "thought it innocent and xi, 1, 2).
commendable to lie for the sake of truth."
"And the children of Israel did according to the
Scaliger says, " They distrusted the success of word of Moses; and they borrowed of the Egyptians
Christ's kingdom without the aid of lying."
jewels of silver, and jewels of gold, and raiment;
Paul, the great theologian of the first century, and and the Lord gave the people favor in the sight of
the real founder of Christian theology, we have seen, the Egyptians, so that they lent unto them such
justifies the use of falsehood. The two most emi- things as they required; and they spoiled the Egypnent Christian fathers of the second century were tians" (Ex. xii, 35, 36).
Jus tin Martyr and Irenreus. Of the former Mosheim
Here obtaining goods under false pretenses, and '
observes, "Much of what Justin says is wholly un- embezzlement, are commended by God himself. It .
deserving of credit;" while Dr. Whitby affirms that may be claimed that the Egyptians had wronged the
lrenreus "scandalously deluded the world with fables Israelites. Suppose they had; could God secure ,
and lying narrations."
justice for them only by treachery and fraad? Sup. Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome, the greatest eccle- pose your son worked for a farmer, and that farmer ·
siastical lights of the third, fourth, and fifth centuries, defrauded him of his wages; would you advise your ·
respectively, all sanction the use of fraud in promoting son to borrow a horse of his employer and decamp ,
the interests of the church.
with it in order to obtain redress, especially when. ·
".A strict regard to truth in disputation," says you had the power to obtain redress by lawful means?.''
Bishop Horsley, " was . not one of the virtues of his Instead of encouraging these slaves in an act that. ;
[ Origen'sJ character."
would eventually lead them to become a race of '
The thirty-second chapter of the Twelfth Book of thieves and robbers, an honest God would have taken'
Eusebius's "Evangelical Preparation " bears this their masters by the collar and said, "You have re- ·
significant title: "How far it may be proper to use ceived the labor of these men and women; pay them'
falsehood as a medicin, and for the benefit of those for it!"
.
who require to be deceived."
In the Mosaic law we find the following beautifull
Jerome says, "I do not. find fault with an error statute:
which proceeds from a hatred toward the Jews, and
"Ye shall not eat of anything that dieth of itself;:
a pious zeal for the Christian faith."
thou shalt give it unto the stranger that is in thy
B.ishop Heliodorus affirms that "a falsehood is a gates, that he may eat it; or thou mayest sell it unto·
good thing when it aids the speaker and does no an alien" (Deut. xiv, 21).
harm to the hearers."
Out West, a family, good Christians, had a hog to·
That is what Joseph Cook thinks; that is what die of some disease. What did they do with it?'
Talmage thinks; that is what nearly every theologian Eat it? No, their Bible told them this would be
thinks.
wrong. They dressed it nicely, took it into an adThat the methods employed in. establishing the joining neighborhood, and aold it to strangers. Was:
church are still used in perpetuating its power, a this right? The Bible aays it was.
glance at the so-called Christian literature of the day
With the widespread influence of a book inculcat-·
will suffice to show. Read the works of our sectarian ing such leasons in dishonesty, what must be the inpublishers, examine the volumes that compo;~e our evitable result? Men distrust their fellow-men;;
Sunday-school libraries, peruse our religious papers along our busineas thoroughfares Fraud drives with'
and periodicals, and you will see that age has but brazen front; in almost every article of merchandise·
confirmed the habit formed in infancy.
we buy, we find a lie enshrined; at every corner sits·
Every church dogma is a lie, and based upon lies. some Jacob slyly whittling spotted sticks to win hi!f·
The church depends upon fraud for its support. The neighbor's flocks.
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THEFT AND ROBBERY.
"Thus saith the Lord God of Israel, Put every steps of this "blessed woman." Years· ago, across
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral man his sword by his side, and go in and out from the prairies of southern Kansas stretched a lonely
guide, because it sanctions theft and robbery.
gate to gate throughout the camp, and slay every road. By its side, far from other habitations, stood
Its pages teem with accQunts of robberies, and in man his brother, and every man his companion, and an unpretentious dwelling, inhabited by four persons
-father, mother, son, and daughter. But the daughmany instances God is said to have planned them and every man his neighbor" (Ex. xxxii, 27).
.
shared in the spoils. He instructs Moses to send a
"Spare them not, but slay both man and woman, ter was the ruling spirit there. Their only volume,
we are told, was a Bible, and this the daughter read.
-marauding expedition against the·Midianites. They infant and suckling" (1 Sam. xv, 3).
put the inhabitants to the sword, and return with
" Slay utterly old and young, both maids and little The house contains two rooms besides the cellar.
The rooms ara separated simply by a curtain. In
800 000 cattle. Of this booty God exacts 800 head children " (Ezek. ix, 6).
for himself, and 8,000 head for his priests. The re"Cursed be he that keepeth b1ck his sword fro"'l the front room is kept a small stock of groceries.
Here, too, with its back against the curtain, and
mainder he causes to be divided between the soldiers blood" (Jer. xlviii, 10).
and citizens. So elated are the Israelites with their
For the leader and legislator of his chosen people, fastened to the floor, stands a chair. Above the door
success, so grateful to God for his· assistance, that God selects a murderer. The first recorded act of is a sigu with this inviting word, "Provisions." A
they make him a gift of 16,000 shekels of stolen Moses was premeditated murder. "He looked this traveler enters and makes some purchases, displaying
gold (Num. xxxi).
way and that way, and when he saw that there was a well-filled purse. He is treated hospitably, and inWhen Joshua took Jericho, "they burnt the city no man, he slew the Egyptian, and hid him in the vited to remain awhile and rest. Wearied, he drops
into the chair, his head pressing against the curtain.
with fire, and all that was therein; only the silver, sand" (Ex. ii, 12).
and the gold, and the vessels of brass and of iron
For committing a murder, Phinehas is rewarded by Armed with a hammer, this follower of J ael now apthey put into the treasure of the Lord" (Josh. vi, Jehovah with "the covenant of an everlasting priest- proaches from the rear. One well-directed blow, and
the tired traveler sinks into eternal rest. His pockets
19-24).
hood" (Num. xxv, 6-13).
When he captured Ai, " the cattle and the spoils
Samuel "hewed Agag," a captive king, " in pieces are rifled, and his body thrown into the cellar, to be
taken out at night and buried in the little garden
of that city Israel took for a prey unto themselves, before the Lord " (1 Sam. xv, 32, 33).
behind the dwelling. Time rolls on; the traveler
according unto the word of the Lord which he comJehu murders all the house of Ahab.
manded Joshua" (Josh. viii, 27).
"And Joram turned his hands and fled, and said does not return. Day after day, his wife at home,
Jehovah gets the spoils of Jericho, and Israel those to Ahaziah, There is treachery, 0 Ahaziah. And with anxious heart, peers through the window and
of Ai.
Jehu drew a bow with his full strength, and smote sighs, " Why don't he come ?" At length suspicion
David, a modest shepherd lad, is placed under the Jehoram between his arms, and the arrow went out rests upon this den of infamy. A search is instituted,
and the garden is found to be a cemetery, filled with
tutelage of Jehovah, only to become the cruelest .at his heart and he sunk down in his chariot.
robber of his time. On ope occasion, purely for
"But when Ahaziah, the king of Judah, saw this, the bodies of murdered travelers:__one a little child.
plunder, he despoiled three nations, and "saved he fled by tile" way of the garden house. And Jehu In the mean time this female monster with her kin
neither man nor woman alive to bring tidings to followed after him, and said, Smite him also in the has fled. Detectives are still searching for her.
They'll never find her. Where is she? In heaven
Gath, saying, Lest they should tell on us " (1 Sam. chariot. And they did so.
xxvii, 8-12).
"And when Jehu was come to Jezreel, Jezeb.ll with Jael. Now let some modern Deborah sing,
It is said that the Italian bandit never pl11-ns a heard of it, and she painted her face, and tired her " Blessed above maidens shall Kate Bender be !"
robbery without invoking a divine blessing upon his head, and looked out at a window. And as Jehu
WARS OF CONQUEST AND EX'f.ERMINATION.
undertaking, doubtless believing that the God of entered in at the gate she said, Had Zimri peace who
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
David, of Moses, and of Joshua still reigns.
slew his master? And he lifted up his face to the guide, because it sanctions wars of conquest and exJacob's wives, Leah and Rachel, were both thieves. window, and said, Who is on my side? Who? And termination.
Leah appropriated the property of her son; Rachel there looked out to him two or three eunuchs. And
The Old Testament is largely a record of wars and
stole her father's jewels. Neither act was con- he said, Throw her down. So they threw her down, massacres. God is represented as "'a man of war."
demned.
and some of her blood was sprinkled on the wall, and At his command whole nations are exterminated.
Christ enjoined submission to robbery: "Of him on the horses; .and he trade her under foot. And
"Ye shall drive out all the inhabitants of the land
that taketh away thy goods ask them not again" when he was come in, he did eat and drink, and said, from before you, .
and ye shall dispossess
(Luke vi, 30).
Go, see now this cursed woman, and bury her; for the inhabitants of the land, and dwell therein "
ADULTERY AND PROSTITUTION.
she is ~king's daughter. And they went to bury her: (Num. xxxiii, 52, 53).
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral but they found no more of her than the skull, and
''Of the cities of these people, which the Lord thy
guide, because it sanctions adultery and prostitution. the feet, and the palms of her hands."
God doth giv thee for an inheritance, thou shalt save
Adultery is made prominent by the recital of the
The dogs had devoured her.
alive nothing that breatheth: but thou shalt utterly
numerous adulteries of Abraham, Lot, Jacob, Judah,
"And Ahab had seventy sons in Samaria. And destroy them" (Deut. xx, 16, 17).
Samson, David, and other Bible saints; and sancti- Jehu wrote letters and sent to Samaria. . . . And
" And they warred against the Midianites, as the
fied by the approved adulteries of Abraham and it came to pass when the letter came to them, that Lord commanded Moses; and they slew all the males.
Jacob.
they took the king's sons, and slew seventy persons, .
And the children of Israel took all the women
BGth Abraham and Isaac were willing to sell the and put their heads in baskets, and sent him them to of Midian captives, and their little ones, and took the
virtue of their wives to save themselves from harm. Jezreel."
spoil of all their cattle, and all their flocks, and all
Two instances are recorded of fathers having
" So Jehu slew all that remained of the house of their goods. And they burnt all their cities wherein
offered their own daughters to gratify the lust of a Ahab in Jezreel, and all his great men, and his kina- they dwelt, and all their goodly castles with fire "
sensual mob, and these abominable acts are repre- folks, and his priests, until he left him none remain- (Num. xxxi, 7-10).
·
· ·
sente a as espemally
mer1torwus.
Read the nine- ing."
Moses is angry because the women and children
teenth chapter of Genesis, and the nineteenth chapter
"And the Lord said unto Jehu, Because thou hast have been saved, and from this fiendish conqueror
of Judges; dwell upon the eighth verse of the former, done well in executing that which is right in mine comes the mandate: "Kill every male among the litand the twenty-fourth verse of the Latter; and then eyes, and hast done unto the house of Ahab accord- tle ones, and kill every woman that hath known man."
if you can indorse the spirit of these narratives, you ing to all that was in mine heart, thy .children of the
The mourning remnants of twenty thousand famiare unfit to be the parent of a daughter.
fourth generation shall sit on the throne of Israel " lies are thus to be destroyed. The fathers, far away,
The Mosaic law authorizes a father to sell his (2 Kings ix, 23, 24, 27, 30-35; x, 1, 7, 11, 30).
lie still in death beside the smouldering ruins of their
daughter for a concubine or mistress (euphemistically
The assassination of Eglon by Ehud was charac- once fair homes; and now their wives and little ones
translated "maid servant"). God's instructions re- terized by tp.e basest-treachery and brutality. Eglon are doomed to die. The signal is sounded, and the
specting the thirty-two thousand captive Midianite was king of Israel. Ehud carried a present to him, massacre begins. The mothers, on bended knees,
maidens, impliedly sanction concubinage and pros- and after he had delivered the present he told the with tearful eyes and pleading lips, are ruthlessly cut
titution.
king that he had a private message for him. Eglon down. Their prattling babes, in unsuspecting innoLuther, drawing hw morality from the Bible, gave ordered his attendants to retire, and when alone cence, smile on the uplifted sword as if it were a glitconcubinage his indorsement:
Ehud drew a large dagger from beneath his cloak and tering toy, and the next moment feel it speeding
"There is nothing unusual in princes keeping con- thrust it through the body of the king. And the through their little frames. The daughters only are
cubines; and although the lower orders may not per- Bible tells us that God raised up Ehud expressly for spared-spared to be the wretched slaves of those
ceive the excuses of the thing, the more intelligent this work (Jud. iii, 15-23).
whose hands are red with the life-blood of their dear
know how to make allowance" (Consilium).
The warmest eulogy in the Bible is bestowed upon ones.
God instructs his prophet Hosea to marry a pros- a murderess. Sisera is a fugitive from battle. He
And this is but a prelude to the sanguinary scenes
titute. He subsequently commands him to love and reaches in safety the tent of Heber, his friend. Heber that are to follow.
hire an adultress (Hosea i, 2, 3; iii, 1, 2).
is absent, but Jael, his wife, receives the fugitive, and
" Rise ye up, take your journey, and pass over the
Christ forgave the woman taken in adultery, while bids him welcome. She gives him food, spreads a river Arnon; behold I have given into thine hand
his favorite female companion was a rEformed (?) soft couch for him, and covers him with her mantle. Sihon the Amorite, king of Heshbon, and his land:
prostitute. Referring to his female ancestors, Dr. Wearied with his retreat, and unconscious of impend- begin to possess it, and contend with him in battle.
Alexander Walker, a Christian, says:
ing danger, Sisera soon sinks into a profound slum- This day will I begin to put the dread of thee and
" It is remarkable that in the genealogy. of Christ, ber. With a tent nail in one hand, and a hammer in the fear of thee upon the nations that are under the
only four women hav been named: Tamar, who the other, J ael approaches the bedside of her sleep- whole heaven, who shall hear report of thee, and
.seduced the father of her late husband; Rachab, a ing guest. She bends over him, listens to assure shall tremble, and be in anguish because of thee."
common prostitute; Ruth, who, instead of marrying herself that he is asleep, then places the nail against
"And we took all his cities at that time, and utone of her cousins, went to bed with another of them; his temple, and with a blow drives it through his terly destroyed the men, and the women, and the litand Bathsheba, an adultress, who espoused David, head. A struggle, and Sisera is dead, a victim of one tle ones of every city, we left none to remain '' (Deut.
the murderer of her first husband" (Woman, p. 330). of the most damnable deeds ever committed.
ii, 24, 25, 34).
It is an indisputable fact that the most notorious
In honor of this assassination, God's favorite
"The Lord our God delivered into our hands Og
adulterers are those whose professions make them prophetess, Deborah, sings:
also, the king of Bashan, and all his people: and we
most familiar with the teachings of the Bible, and
"Blessed above women shall Jael, the wife of smote him until none was left to him remaining.
compel them to accept its teachings as divine. Dur- Heber the Kenite, be; blessed shall she be above And we took all his cities at that time, there was not
ing the past seven years the secular press of this women in the tent. He asked water, and she gave a city which we took not from them, threescore cities.
country has reported a total of no less than 849 him milk; she brought forth butter in a lordly dish. . . . And we utterly destroyed them as we did
sexual crimes committed against women by the She put her hand to the nail, and her right hand to unto Sihon king of Heshbon, utterly destroying the
clergy. In many instances these lecherous priests the workmen's hammer; and with the hammer she men, women, and children of every city" (Deut. iii,
had cited scripture to their victims to aid them in smote Sisera, she smote off his head, when she had 3-6).
their infamous designs.
pierced and stricken through his temples. At her
Moses dies, and Joshua next leads Jehovah's troops.
.
MURDER.
feet he bowed, he fell, he lay down; at her feet he
" And the Lord said unto Joshua, See, I have given
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral bowed, he fell: where he bowed, there he fell down into thine hand Jericho.
And they utterly
guide, because it sanctions murder.
dead. The mot.her of Sisera looked out at a window, destroyed all that was in that city, both man and
It is true the Shth Commandment says " Thou and cried through the lattice, Why is his chariot so woman, young and old" (Josh. vi, 2, 21).
shalt not kill;" but this law is practically ann~lled by long in coming? Why tarry the wheels of his
"And the Lord said unto Joshua, Stretch out the
innumerable commands from the same source like cha.riot ?" (Jud. v, 24-28).
spear that is in thy hund toward Ai; for I will give it
the following, to kill:
'
We had a Kansas girl who followed in the foot( Continued on page 662.)
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church; but it was a valid marriage· according to the in cases of prosecutions for bigamy, and in actions
of crim. con., to establish a marriage between free
laws of Kentucky.
The dissenting opinion of Judge Mills states the white persons, 4 Johnson, 53. And we can~ot perCommon-Law Marriages.
common law more clearly than the majority opinion. ceive any good or valid reason why the same rules
The Blaine marriage, and the attitude of the He says: "I concur with the majority of the court may not be made to apply to free colored persons."
churc_h against impure .candidates for office, giv in deciding that the marriage in this case was unau- Affirmed in Taylor vs. Shemwell, 4 B. Monroe, 577.
Donnelly vs. Donnelly's Heirs, 8 B. Monroe 113
prommenc~ to th~ questiOn whether a marriage in thorized on the part of the clergyman, and that it
Kentucky m 1850 m the presence of two witnesses would hav been as valid if celebrated by any other is ~ case in which. the validitY: of the first mar~iage:
without license or minister, and without public ac~ individual as by him. I also agree that the case pre- which took place m Alexandria, D. C., was involved.
knowledgment, was valid. As your readers may be sents itself in the same attitude under the laws of In- The proof was acknowledgment, cohabitation and
a? missions of the marriage, and of the childr~n as .
interested in knowing what is a valid common-law diana as it does under our own."
his by the father. This man-iage was held to be·
marriage, I quote from the opinions of the Supreme
After reviewing the English common law, he says:
Court of that state.
"Thus far I hav considered the case as if the Eng- "conclusivly established so far as it can be done by·
p~oo~ of cohabitation and recognition, and the doc-·
April 24, 1821, the court decided the case of lish ~ommo;n law was in force. But I by no means trm IS well settled that such testimony is competent;
Dumaresly vs. Fishly, 3 A. K., Marshall, 369.
admit that It ought to govern the question. It is not to prove a marriage in a civil suit, or in a controversy ·
The plainti:fl;' set up a marriage in Indiana, under conceded as a historical fact, that marriage, anterior of this kind." Hence it was held that the second.
a Kentucky hcense, and by a Kentucky priest, and to Pope Innocent III., was allowed valid when made marriage, which took place in Tennessee, was void..
averred that the defendant had deserted her and by the naked contract per verba presenti. It then conBut the court held that the second wife had believed'
never consummated the. marriage, and sued for' sian- sisted rather of acts than words. The husband at- herself to be a lawful wife, and after the death of the.
derous words uttered against her.
tended the residence of the bride, and took her home
Maryland _wife, Donnelly and_ huself lived together·
The Circuit Court held the marriage valid. The in procession to his residence, and commenced cohaban? cohabited as man and Wife, recog:t;tized that re- ·
court on appeal held: "As the marriage was entered itation. Then, and not until then, she was said to be
latwn as subsisting between them, with the general·
into in the state of Indiana, the question in relation nupta, that is, married. This, however as well as al- reputation and understanding that they were such,,
to its validity must, no doubt, be decided by the laws most all testimony on the subject, is or' pagan origin,
for near twenty years. That their children at the·
of that state. Whether, however, we. consider the and ~an~o~ hav much influence. on the question, death of their father had been held legitimate by the,
question with reference to the laws of Indiana or C~rt~m It Is that Pope Innocent III., claiming a com- county court, and their mother entitled as his law-·
this country, the result will be the same. For the missiOn from heaven, not only to disciple, but to
ful wife, to dower. "These fact~ authorize, we think,.
statute of that state regulating marriages, which was marry, all nations, claimed and seized the. power to the presumption of a marriage after the death of the,
read on the trial in the Circuit Court, and made a marry, as belonging _not to the civil government, but
first wife, and justify the Jlmclm>ion that the defendpart of the _record ~y the bill of exceptions, appears to the church exclusivly. After tliat time marriage
ant was the lawful wife of Donnelly at his death."·
as !o the pomt now m controversy, not to differ ma- with all its rights and incidents, became a matter of This decision was rendered in 1847-8 and was theJ
tenally £:om the statute of this country upon the ecclesiastical cognizance. What was and what was Ia w in 1850.
'
same subJect, and the common law is in force in that not marriage, was adjudged by the ecclesiastical
How any well-read Kentucky lawyer could hav·
as well as in this country, so far as it has not been C_?urts, and to them the civil courts yielded this quesheld the marriage of Blaine in 1850, made before.
altered or repealed by statute. It is obvious that bon. England became subject to the same doctrin,
~itnes~es, but without license or priest, void, seems;
the marriage between the parties in this case was not and he~ ecclesiastical courts to this day are i:~J.Corpo.
mcredible. It would hav been sustained in the.
celebrated according to the provisions of the statute r~ted with her government, as part of its organiza- courts as a valid marriage. It was not a statutory:·
of e~ther country_. . . . . But neither the statute of t~on. Ecclesiasti~al jurisdidion then r~led this q.ues- marriage, but it was legal.
W. S. BusH. ·
Indwna, nor of th~s state, avmds a marriage not celebrated twn. The cases m Selkeld, 437, 438, 3 Mod. 165, 6
~ccording to ~ts provision~S. . . . In short, the leg- Mod .. 155,_ are instances where the most eminent
Islature of either state has done nothing more than functiOnaries of the common law. yielded the suA. Challenge to Mr. Charles Watts.
substitu~e a sta~utory mode of solemnizing the rites premacy to. ecclesiastical autho!ity. , . . The
of matrimony, mstead of the common-law mode of power of this court was strong mdeed. DisobediTo CHARLES WATTS, EsQ., Dear Sir: I hav just readl
do_ing it in facie ecclesiae, ~nd it was necessary to do ence to ~ts deter~ination re~u!ted in the writ de ex- your reply to my lecture in last week's TRUTH SEEKER.
this, ?ecause there was m this country no church comrr;umcat? cap~endo, by whJ.Cn the offender was im- .;\-llow me to. say that I r~ciprocate all the good feelestabh~hed by law, ~nd consequently none that had mediately Imprisoned until he submitted to the mgs and kmdly memories of the past therein ex-·
authority to solemmze the rites of matrimonv. The church.
It was, then, no wonder, under such pressed: Nor do I feel that w~ are altogether parted:
e:ffec~, therefore, of the st.atutory mode of soleinnizing a government as ~hat, that rules and pr~nciples from as pubhc laborers for the pubhc good in the unfencedl
matrimon! ~ust be prem~ely t~e same with respect the oanon should mcorporate thems~lvs mto the com- fields of liber_ty and truth. But, in all good feeling~
to the vahdity of a marriage m this country as the man law; that thoughtless expressiOns, such as, 'I I cannot admit on your bare assertion that I hav been
comi?on-l~w mode with respect to the validity of a marry you,' or 'take you to be my wife,' spoke:a in guilty of th~ th:ee errors you charge against me,
marriage m England.
a moment of unguarded feeling, should be deemed namely, glarmg maccuracy, reckless imputation, and
. "~a~ia~e is nothing but a contract, and to render irr~vocab~e, a~ d. seized upon by the craving and vo- an utter lack of :easoning. ~ill you kindly say in
It vahd It IS only necessary upon the principles of rac~ous d1sp~sitwn o~ a corrupt hierarchy as consti- what I hav been maccurate, pomt out the reckless imnatural. l~w that the parties should be able to con- tutmg a vahd. marriage, or rather what they would putation, and show me anything I hav said for which
tract, Willmg t? contract, and should actually con- redu~e by their sentence ~nd jurisdiction to a valid I cannot giv a score of good reasons, and also mentract. A marriage thus made, without further cere- marriage. . . . Assummg, then, the fact that tion a_ny individ?al deserving the greatest respect
many, was, according to the simplicity of the ancient such a rule was incorporated into the common from and highest confidence whom I hav attacked in an
coml?on law, deemed valid to all purposes; and such the canon I_a~, it was o~e of the e:trects produced by unjustifiable manner? I accused no man. I spoke
contmned to be the law of England until the time of corrupt rehgwus establishments of the same charac- of certain tendencies and facts that had come under
Pope ID;nocent I!I. [1198], when the ceremony of ter with the pri~ciple th~t a marriage by the priest my own observation that I stand ready to prove as
celebratmg matrimony in facie ecclesiae was first in- could never be d1ssolved oy human authority. When absolutely true before any jury of unurejudiced
traduced into. that country. ·That ceremony, how- we adopt~d t~e common law
En?land, it was only judges. It would not be well for you and the cause
ever, though mtroduced by _the usurpation of the so ~ar as ~t smted o~r local s~t~atwn aml was com- you so ably represent and champion, to call for all
church, was afterward recogmzed to a certain extent patible With the gem us and spirit of our government. t~e proofs. ' My ai;'ll was not to say as much, but as
by the common law; and it would hav been idle for I would, then, select from it the most sound and lib- httle, as I could to Illustrate and establish the princithe law to hav recognized the ceremony without at- eral principles, and cast away not only all· the max- pies I was aiming to teach in the form of an allegory.
taching to it any legal consequence. It was there· ims of. ecclesiastical establishments, but doubt, and ~tis not my fault if realistic minds transpose poetry
fore bel~ tha~ to constitute a marriage de Jure, and al~o reJect, such parts as were tainted by c<1nonical mto matter of fact, and convert a figure of speech
render ~t vahd to every purpose, it must be cele- miXtures.. In a. word, I would say that the common into a live, grunting hog. Surely you know, also, that
b~ated m the church. But a marriage contracted !aw_on this pomt was corr~pted by too long a sub- the heart has a reason of its own, and that the high~Ithout the cereJ?ony was, nevertheless, a marriage Jectwn. t? spiritual usurpatiOn, and that we did not est and g1:ande~t t~uths can only be expressed in
~nfact, and ~as still deemed valid to most purposes.'' adopt It I_nto our code, and that it is not in this re- parable, pamted m pictures colored with all the blend"'In fine, m every shape in which the question has spect obligatory on the court. I would take this case ing_ hues of comparison, metaphor, and carved in
been pres~nted to the courts of common law in per- ~s o~e prima impressionis in this country, and sub- rhyme and rhythm.
sonal. acti?ns, or in relation to personal matters, a Ject It to the rules of ali other contracts."
Shakspere's historical dramas are fiction but what
mJ.act has been deemed valid. A contrary
There is nothing in the dissenting opinion which truth of logic or science is truer? The;e are the
doctrm ~n t~IB country would be attended with the holds a marriage by verbal contract to be void. truths. of conscie~ce, of love and hate, of hope and
mo~t. mischievous consequen~es. . The statute pre- Another branch of the same case was heard in despair, backed With the great lessons of history and
scribmg
mo.de cf
the
of matrion bill for divorce and alimony (Fishli vs. moral law
all its wondrous_potency and grandeur.
many reqmres that when either party IS under the Fishh, 2 Littell, 338). The court granted divorce and The stage, hke the platform, IS to-day prostituted to
age
twenty-one! the. consent of the parent or alimony to the wife.
base uses. But the stage, in the service of true art,
gbuonarddiandshall ~te gihvelln Ibn p~rson or in writing; that
In 1834 the Supreme Court of Kentucky again re- ~auld be as ID:uch_ beyond the platform, as an inspiran securi y s a
e given before license shall fused to follow the co m
I
I
f 00k
d mg and elevatmg mfl~ence, as the platform is above
be issued; that license shall be issued onl b the h
.
m on aw rue 0
e an the dreary, futil partisan controversy one hears toclerk of the county where the female partJ r~:ides· 12eJ~~~ts 8of ~~s hd~y. I T~elhh~~? that ~~~-ratu~e J.f ?ay on politics i~ every hotel lobby or railroad waitand that no clergyman who has not r .
I
b'
y ' w IC ec are
a . no pr? ~ ~ wn, o . s mg-room.
tained testimonials for that ur ose fr~~v;~~sc~u 0 - l~w except, s,~all 'impeach an~ rr;arn~ge wtthout the LeiYdYou do me injustice in representing me as sending
co?rt shal_l celebrate the rit! of~atrimony. A con! ~~l d~r~s, ~eant t~at an ~d~,ot migh~lawfully marry. forth a,dreary_ wail _?f blighted ambition and failure.
phance with the whole of these particulars is neces- do:trine~a~cb~e cour says. But this ui?-reasona.ble In the sense m whwh _you mean it, you know full
sary to render the marriage conformable to the stat- and rat·
~ su~p~~tejtY one that I~ more J~st well th~t I hav not failed, any more than you hav.
ute; and a failure to comply with any one of them th h wna'1 and~- IC "tis f ogether consistent With As a Liberal lecturer, no man save Col. Ingersoll has
would render it but a marriage in fact; and if a mare a:mony a~ ~gm "! 0 the law as. a whole and d:awn l~ger audiences or received more money for
riage in fact be void many of the marria es of the as 11: s_menc_e.
arria~e IS now deemed m all respects his work m the same time than I hav. My financial
country would be sC:, for there are manyg in which a li~~il ufwn, ~ependi~g on co?tract, expres~, or im- failure is entirely due to my publishing enterprise.
there has been a failure, either intentionally or other- kins ' anJ r:9~r~~ t e2 e~rmse of reason. .J~n- That W_?Uld _hav been successful if my subscribers
wis~, .to comply with some one or more of the for- was rv:~d:!d~! 18~Il.
ana 104. The demswn had pa!d th.eu honest debts, so that I in turD: might
mahties presented by the statute. A doctrin which
In
·
,
.
h~v paid mme. You and others seem determmed to
.
would thus tend to vitiate a great proportion of the 233 1835' m ~tov~r ;.~ ~osw~l s Heir et al, 3 Dana, misu~derst.and my hostility to controversy. Of course
marriages of the country would result in incalculable it ' a case to d c~ ~hi a wn etween free negroes, all affirmatwn of truth is at war witl.t error. What I
w:sh ~~~ ~~:
here was ;no m_arriage.
The object to is the personal and irresponsible method of
evils, and cannot be admitted to be correct."
This was the law in 1850, when Blaine, then twent ~~r fore .
aug no m~rriage IS proven, she ~ontr~versy,. w~en the influence of a good lecture
years of age, was united in marriage in the presenc~ puted t m~nyh!ear~f recogdmhzed and _gener~lly re- IS entuely diSSipated by a free discussion over it on
of family friends to Miss Stanwood It'
t
ho e IS WI e, an
e cohabited with her \the part of those who really hav nothing to say and
.
. the statutory
'
· does
was
as sueof· th Cohabitation
marr~age
m
mode, and he
notno
avera ment
.
' copulation
. .
• ·ack now Ie d g- d on 't.k now h ow t o saY: even that. Such controversy as
that It was solemnized according to the rites of any
d "f
e p~ti_es, t and hvmg. together as man Martm Luther dealt m when he shook the world by
an WI e are su men , generally, m all cases, except nailing his thesis to the church door in Wittenberg

~ommuniljations.
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Ihas always done much to help widen the skirts of
J.i"'ht and make the struggle with darkness narrower.
JB~t I must confess that, while warmly admiring your
wonderful skill and genius as a debater, I still think
:some of your methods questionable. Most ~Jf your arguments against me at Cassadaga were entirely based
(on a very clever distortion of my words, so as to make
ithem say something I never dreamed of saying. You
\Were also guilty of one personality of at least bad taste
,when you seemingly gave countenance to the idle,
:silly, and slanderous rumor that my conversion to
:Spiritualism was the work of a wo~an. The exciteJment was high. Many felt offended, and looked to
,'you as their champion, ~nd you, I fear, cared more
ifor the appearance of VIctory than any permanent
:service to the truth. I may possibly hav been
:slightly inaccurate in some of my statements. We
:are none of us infallible. You in this present article
,class Spiritualism as a speculativ doctrin, when you
iknow that this to us is not speculation, but absolute
''knowledge. If anything is known at all, many thousands--yea, millions-kno"' Spiritualism in its essential claims to be true. You also are inaccurate in
representing me as putting the heart before the
bead. I did this when I was in the church. My
farewell sermon to the church was entitled, "Heads
and Hearts," in which I put heads first. One misThe pendulum
take generally follows . another.
pushed to the extreme end of the arc must rebound
before it recovers its equilibrium. I hav found my
]perfect poise. I hav married and blended the two
into one. I exacted no pledge of obedience from
·either. This is not a church, but a Liberal mar:riage. If you like to hear in the sweet accord of
·wedding bells at the marriage of wisdom and love the
jarring discord of marital infelicity, it's none of my
funeral. I shall continue to dance at this wedding
1though you do play a dirge.
In one of the Liberal papers I am falsely and in a
most ungentlemanly way reported as promising to,
minister-like, reply to you after you were hundreds of
miles away. Did I do so? You do not think me a
coward. Was I ever known to lack the courage of
my convictions ?
I am quite willing to acknowledge that I am not a
l'eady debater. I cannot reply on the spur of the
moment and do justice to myseli' I need time to
think over what has been said, sift the true from the
false in the calm and quiet of my study, before pre,senting my reply.
Under conditions providing for this characteristic
·of mine, and penalty of forfeit of all right of recom[pense by the one indulging in any personality, I
hereby vindicate my honor and the truth I hold most
·dear by challenging yqu to a four days' debate in
1Boston, to be conducted in the following order:
First night.-Charles Watts: Secularism; its aims
:and objects, and superiority to Christianity and Spiritualism as a philosophy to satisfy all the needs of life.
Second night.-George Chainey: Spiritualism; its
phenomena-their rationality; its religion and superiority to both Secularism and Christianity.
Third night.-Reply of Charles Watts to George
Chainey.
Fourth night.-Reply of George Chainey to Charles
Watts. My reply to be confined to your opening
night.
The debate to take place in Boston at such place
and under such terms of admission as we may hereafter determin.
I hereby commit myself to your tender mercy,- and
faithfully promis you that, though I am helped with
an entire legion of angels, we will show you only
kindness and gentle courtesy.
Yours for the truth in love, always and afterwards,

I

course was that the great wealth al1d material splendor of nations tended to their destruction and extinction, and that constructiv power dwelt in personal character and a high ideal.
It was unanimously ·resolved by the League to invite Mme.
Delescl uze to address its members again at her "earliest conThe ·Camp~ign Fund.
venience."
THE LIBERALS.
Previously acknowledged,
$1,315.00
W. :8:. Pepper ($25 for Life Membership),
50.00
Fron• the Worthington Advance.
A. M. Miller,
- 50.00
We acknowledge the receipt of a circular from Samuel P.
Mrs. S. J. Lenont,
10.00 Putnam, secretary of the National Liberal League, which givs
Otto Wettstein,
- 10.00 tile resolutions adopted at the eighth annual Congress of the
D. W. Craig,
l.OO League, recently held at Cassadaga Lake, N. Y. Also the de"Medicale," Philadelphia,
1.00 mands of Liberalism and the address of the secretary to the
J. P. Hoffman,
1.00 Liberals of the country.
The Liberal movement seAms finally to hav settled down to
Total,
- $1,438.00 the one main issue of the secularization of the state. On this
Listen, friends, to the news: California wheels into line and issue all Liberals can agree and work together,
We earnestly believe that the greatest danger now threatenkeeps step to the music o~ the Union. Who will giv the next
ing the republic is the one which the Liberal League is de$50 from that golden state? Duluth, however, is not behind, signed to offset. It may not enter into the present political
and sends h,,r generous gift. Our good and famous Judge campaign as any issue, but the church-and-state party is wor~
Krekel givs a most encouraging word, and everywhere noble ing persistently· and every Liberal, whether a believer m
friends are rallying to our cause. The one-dollar bills are wel- church theology' or not, should say a word and strike a blo~
come, I assure you; for they come laden with the bright wishes for the complete secularization of the government. This _Is
the only safe and just policy. The government should g1v
of many an honest heart. Almost $1,500 raised ! Let it be freedom to all religions and indorse none.
$2,000 by the first of November.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
GOING TO WORK AS NEVER DEFORE.
Secretary of the National Liberal League,
From the N-.w Thought.
55 East 9th street, New York City.
Samuel P. Putnam, the present secretary of the National
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Oct. 7, 1884.
Liberal League, sends out a document containing the N_ine
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, EsQ., Dear Sir: Yours, with inclosed cir- Demands of Liberalism, an address to the Liberals of Amenca,
cular, came to hand. The program meets with my approval, and the resolutions pa~sed at the eighth annual Congress of
and I hav the utmost confidence in yourself and Mr. Watts the National Liberal LeagP.e. From the tone of the acldress
carrying it out. Mrs. Krekel is the activ worker, myself being and from other sources, it is evident that the Liberals are
in a measure restrained. The time will soon come, however, going to work now as never before. This address says: ••We
when I shall be free. In Kansas City we will try and organize shall allow the enemy no resting spell. From the Atlantic to
a League, and as soon as accomplished, will invite you and the Pacific the fires of Liberalism shall be kindled, societies
Mr. Watts to visit us. Should you come West before such organized, not simply upon a negativ, but upon a constrnctiv
invitation, please advise me, as we may be able to avail our- basis." Among the things they hope to be instrumental in
selva of our opportunity.
bringing about, is that ".every worker shall ~av a hom_e, and
Am much pleased with the spirit of your address. A move every child born upon th1s planet a place to llv and a nght to
forward is needed. Let the old gods take care of themselvs, nature's bounty." Mr. Putnam and 1\'Ir. Charles Watts are to
and our energies be employed in doing men's work.
go everywhere, when opportunity affords, and lecture anJ.
Truly yours,
A. KREKEL.
organize Leagues. We would advise our readers to send to S.
P. Putnam, 55 East 9th street, New York, and get this docuPETALUMA, CAL., Sept. 29, 1884.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, EsQ., Dear Sir: Inclosed find money-order ment.
A. GOOD SUGGESTION.
for $50-twenty-five for life meml;ership in National Liberal
League, and twenty-five for Campaign Fund.
From the Lif>eral, Mo., Ltbr.ral.
The League now stands in a position where all true SecularTHE TRUTH SEEKER and others think the League in a shape
ists can support it, and I believe it to be the duty of every true to do some good work in the future. We hope so, but hav not
Secularist to come forward and assist in rearing the grand much faith so long as constructiv work is not followed as the
•.remple of Universal Mental Liberty.
chief duty. There nmst be something to interest the women
Col. Ingersoll is doing a good work in removing the ortho- and children if a permanent organization is maintained.
dox rubbish from the fallen temple of Christianity. He deTHE '!'RUTH SEEKER suggests that the League combat the
livered his lecture on " Orthodoxy" here last week to a good National Reform movement. We think this will be the source
audience. I hope our friends. will come forward with the from which will come the greatest danger of the Liberal cause,
sinews of war, and not only giv you $5,000 but five times that and that if thR claims of that party can be properly brought
amount.
Yours truly,
W. H. PEPPER.
before the people in the present predominance of Christian
sentiment, it will succeed in fixing them on the statutes, when
CORRESPONDENCE.
business will commence in earnest. 'fhen whoever violates
S. F. DEJoNES, Pittsburgh, Ptt.: 1'.-ulh is ready and will- a Christian usage or custom is as much subject to prosecution
ing to do all it can to help you and the National League.
as he now is if he commits murder. And if any think such
A. M. MrLLER, Duluth, Minn.: Your communication in In- laws would not be enforced, let them remember the fate of
vestigator and Ironclad Age noted. Inclosed please find check the Mormon missionaries in Lewis county, Tenn. That
slaughter shows the Christian spirit of to-day when it has the
for $50.
power. Let no true Liberal close his eyes on these facts, for
J. P. HoFMAN, Pottsville, Pa.: I feel like helping the cause the chains are being forged, and his vigilance only Will keep
and I inclose you $1 in assistance of the WOJ"k, trusting that them from his limbs and of his children.
thousands of other Liberal friends will contribute a like or
CASSADAGA CONGRESS.
greater sum in its support.
MRs. S. J. LENoNT, Northfield, Minn.: I want to do all I can
to spread the truths of Liberalism, and am ready and willing
to put my shoulder to the wheel. I will say $10, and more if
I can, hoping that all will do their best.
JAMES VINCENT, Sr., Editor of the Nonconformist: I hope to
begin thorough work in furtherance of the doctrins settled
upon to be speedily advocated by the Congress at Cassadag•t.
I shall do my best to co-operate with you.
OTTo WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.: I was glad to hear from youNo one in the world is more anxious to help the cause than I.
I will surely remit you an X if I possibly can. I am longing
for the time to come when I can retire from an activ business
career and giv my ~hole time and income to Liberal work.

W. S. BAILEY, Editor of the Libera!, Nashville, Tenn.: The
aggressiv policy I like. I will do all I can in this cause while
I liv. If you and Mr. Watts will come here and lecture I will
raise money for you. vVe need a "preacher" outside of what
is written. Nashville is overrun with preachers of the other
sort, and they should be shamed into a more honorable calling.
JoHN P. GUILD, Milwaukee, Wis.: By the inadvertency of
the printer or of myself, the name of Brother George M. Hare,
vice-president of Veteran Liberal League, Soldiers' Home,
GEORGE CHAINEY.
Milwaukee, was omitted from the last published quarterly reCleveland, Ohio, Oct. 6, 1884.
port. I mention it for the reason that he is now a ... brother
in bonds," and should hav all the honors that a worthy martyr
to liberty has earned. He has been the chief spoke in the
wheel of progress in the Home.
Deed and not Creed.
EDGAR C. BEALL, Cincinnati, 0.: I hav been reading THE
Even De Witt Talmage has been called back from TRUTH SEEKER with great interest, and hav been particularly
the contemplation of a hell hereafter, to the hell pleased with some features of the present outlook. We need
of ruin of fortune and of character around him. In unity of action, and must leave out the side issues. I feel
hopeful of good results. We hav many Liberals here in Cina recent sermon on the revelations of Wall street, cinnati,
but no organization. I wish you would arrange to
he says:
lecture here the coming winter and giv us a start. Every city
ought to hav a regular society with a lecturer who would giv
"Oh," so~e one will say, "better preach the gospel and let a humanitanan
·
sermon every week. I s h a1l be happy to do
business matters alone." I reply, if your gospel do not in- anything in my power to advance our cause.
spire common honesty in the dealings of men the sooner you
___
close up your gospel and pitch it into the depths of the Atbntlc Ocean the better. An orthodox swindler is worse than
THE NEWARK LEAGUE.
a heterodox swindler. The recitation of all the catechisms
The Liberal League of Newark, New .Jersey, hav regular
and creeds ever written, and drink from all the communion Sunday services in the afternoon and evening at their place of
chalices that ever glittered in the churches of Christendom, meeting, No. 177 Halsey street. Their hall, though not very
will never save your soul unless your business character corre- large, is light, sunny, and well furnished, having some pictures
sponds with your religious profession. Some of the worst on the walls and con taming a handsome upright organ.
scoundrels in America hav been members of churches, and
This League has been somewhat persecuted by the religious
they got fat on sermons about heaven when they most needed bigots of Newark-persons who forget that the United States
to hav the pulpits preach that which would either bring them government was founded on liberty of conscience. But its
to repentance, or thunder them out of the holy communions, officers and members are earnest men stirred to a new zeal by
where their presence was a sacrilege and an infamy.
opposition. They hav now settled permanently in their bright
Religion is not, as many suppose, a matter of church de- little home in Halsey street; hav no debts, and a surplus in
lectation, a sort of confectionary, a spiritual caramel, or holy the treasury.
gum-drop, or_ sanctified pel?permint, or th_e?logical anesth~tic,
The League is interested in progression and practical mensbut an om_mpoten~ prmmpl~, all-prevarhng, all-controhng, ures for the welfare of mankind; such as good government,
all-conquermg. With ~ometh~ng s~ort of that you m~y dece!ve co-operation, scientific instruction, etc.; ill: a word_, th!ngs the
yourself, but you cant decerve God, and you cant dece1ve /church would do well to take up and mmgle with Its more
the world. The keen man of the world puts on his spectacles, spiritual exercises.
and looks clean ~h;oul?h the _back of your head and knows I Mme. Henri Delescluze spoke with great approval before
whether your religwn IS a tlctwn or a fact.
' the League on Sunday, Oct. 5th, ~!'he substance of her dis-

From the American Nonconfm·m£st.

The Congress held by the Liberals of the United States at
Cassadaga last month, is regarded by those who hav been conversant with these meeting as one of the most important, and
the most successful in the direction of real progress, that has
ever been held. One thing has been resolved upon that has
long been needed, namely, systematic missionary work, and
two of thfl most gifted men of that order in the country hav
been selected to make it their sole business to canvass the
United States, and inform the people what Liberalism and
Freethought doctrins mean. '.rhis has been left to the volunteer services of orthodox preachers, who hav ignorantly undertaken to expound what they know nothing at all about. Hereafter Liberalists will be heard in their own behalf, and the
people will be astonished when they como to hear the two
lecturers whose business it is to explain the doctrins of Liberalism to find how maliciously this most intellectual, and
patrioti~, and truly humane class of thinkers and actors hav
been misrepresented. Samuel P. Putnam and Mr. ·watts are
the appointees of the Congress to enter the lecture field, and
we gr~>atly mistake if these gentlemen will be able to fill half
or a fourth of the engagements that will be required of them.
Times ar'e not as they used to be; never were men's minds
more stirred up to a determination to ferret out the truth in
all directions as they are now, nor is it possible any longer for
ecclesiasticism to say to the human mind, as hitherto, "to our
rut may it come, but no further."
These eminent speakers, one of whom, if we mistake not,
Mr. Putnam, was formerly a Christian miJJister, may be addressed at No. 55 E. Dth street, Now York city, N.Y. '.rhe
Congress resolved to raise $5,000 to carry on this work, twelve
hundred and fifty-one dollars being cvntributed on the spot.
It is to be hoped that the liberality that there and then wafl
manifested will be supplemented by the Liberal element all
over the country, so that the treasurer sh1tll hav to report n?t
$5,000 received, but twice that amount. S. P. Putnam IS
secretary of the League, and Courtlandt Palmer, treasurer.
The Nonconformist
adds:
~·
"One of the outcomes of the Congress which we personally
,deplore is that ;Jfan, the organ of the League hereto, i~ discontinued or merged in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Those haVIng a
clearer insight into what is most needed, should know bett@r
than we do, but to us it appears like that most valuable paper
should hav been continued, and built up on a solid foundation to do its own work. The former editors, MeHsrs. Leland
and Wakeman, are men of rare ability as thinkers and as
writers, and as speakers. V_ers_, very much of th? progr_ess
made by the Freethonght pnnc1ples IS due to_ their unt1riD:g
and magnificent efforts. But they cannot be s1le~t, and their
former readers will be glad to know that they will be h.ear_d
from often through the columns of 'l'm" TRUTH BEEKEn. fh1s
is a most noble journal, doing a noble work, and we bespeak
for it a much wider field of .rsefnlness since t~e Cassadaga
Congress than ever before. Price is $3 a year, echtecl hy ~- 1\'I.
Macdonald. Orders should be sent C._ P. Som_e;,by, busmess
manager, 33 Clinton l'lace, New York City, N.Y.
Maa would hav been continued had there been a demand
.
.
.
bl' h
t
for It by the people sufliment. to h_av on~tbleclits pu IS ers o
pay expenses. The fault for Its cliscoutu~uance mnRt not bG
laid to its editors nor to the J,eague ..
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( Gontinu~ from page 658.)
t\tan to the creation of a God who dooms his creat- usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence.
into thine hand.
. And so it was, that all that ures to eternal pain; and the time will come when For Adam was drst formed, then Eve. And Adam
fell that day, both of men and women, were twelve the remembrance of the theologians who have taught was not deceived, but the woman being deceived
thousand. .
. And Joshua·burnt Ai, and made this hideous lie will provoke more shame and pity was in the transgression" (1 Tim. ii, 11-14).
it a heap forever" (Josh. viii, 18, 25, 28).
than the ancestral apes do now ..
Oh! the unspeakable outrage that woman has
"And Joshua passed from Libnah, and all Israel
" If there come any unto you, and bring not this suffered because of that old Jewish fable!
with him, unto Lachish, and encamped against it, doctrine, receive him not into your house " (2 J.ohn
The teachings of the Bible respecting marriage are
and fought against it. And the Lord delivered La- i, 10).
an insult to every married woman. .Christ dischish into the hand of Israel, which took it on the
Amid the storms of a winter night, a traveler, per- couraged marriage (Matt. xix, 10-12); while a more
second day, and smote it with the edge of the ishing with cold and hunger, knocks at your door despicable dissertation on marrige than Paul gives
sword, and all the souls that were therein" (Josh. x, and begs for food and shelter. You interrogate him in the seventh chapter of 1 Corinthians was never
31, 32).
as to his religious belief, and finding that he is not a pAnned.
"And from Lachish Joshua passed unto Eglon, and member of your chureh, you forbid him to enter. In
In contracting matrimonial alliances, woman's
all Israel with him; and they encamped against it, the morning when you discover his lifeless body by rights and choice are not consulted. The father
and fought against it. And they took it on that day, the roadside, how impressed you will be with the does his daughter's courting, and sells or gives her
and smote it with the edge of the sword, and all the transcendent beauty of Bible morals !
to whom he pleases. A father is even allowed to sell
souls that were therein he utterly destroyed that day"
Paul preached a sermon upon eharity, and then his daughter for a slave (Ex. xxi, 7). In the Deca(Josh. x, 34, 35).
.
logue, the wife is classed with slaves and cattle as a
wrote to the Gallatians as follows:
Thus city after city falls, and nation after nation is
"If any man preach any other gospel unto you mere chattel.
vanquished, until thirty-one kingdoms have been de- than that ye have received, let him be accursed
Kidnapping is commanded for the purpoRe of obstroyed. And still there "remaineth much land to (Gal. i, 9).
taining wives.
.
be possessed," and many millions more of unoffendFrom the same pen came this sneaking, infamous
"Therefore they [Gad's priestsJ commanded the
ing people to be slain to please this God of War.
hint:
children of Benjamin, saying, Go and lie in wait in
Christ came heralded as the " prince of peace."
"I would they were even cut off which trouble the vineyards; and see, and, behold, if the daughBut he ''came not to send peace, but a sword "-a you" (Gal. v, 12).
ters of Shiloh come out to dance in dances, then come
sword his own arm was too weak to wield, but which
What ghastly fruits these teachings have produced! ye out of the vineyards, and catch you every man his
his followers have used with dire effect. Expunge We see earth covered with the .yellow bones of mur- wife of the daughters of Shiloh, and go to the land of
from the history of Christendom the record of its dered heretics and scholars; we see the persecutions Benjamin.
And the children of Benjamin did
thousand wars and little will remain. From the time and butcheries of Constantine, of Theodosius, of so, and took them wives according to their number
that Constantine inscribed the emblem of the cross Clovis, of Justinian, and of Charlemagne; we see the of them tiJ.at danced whom they caugh.t ~· (Jud. xxi,
upon his banner to the present hour, the church of Crusades, in which nearly twenty millions perish; we 20-23).
.
Christ has been upheld by the sword. Five million see the followers of Godfrey in Jerusalem-see the
The Levitical law makes motherhood a sin that can
troops maintain its political supremacy in Europe indiscriminate massacre of men, women, and children be expiated only by offering a sin offering at the
to-day. To " express our national acknowledgment -see the mosques piled seven deep with murdered birth of every child. The degree of sinfulness
of Almighty God as the source of all authority in civil Saracens-the Jews burnt in their synagogues; we depends upon the sex of the child; giving birth to a
government; of the Lord Jesus Christ as the ruler see Cceur de Lion slaughter in cold blood thousands daughter being esteemed a greater sin than giving
of nations, and of his revealed will as of supreme au- of captive Infidels; we see the Franks in Constanti- birth to a son" (Lev. xii).
thority;" in short, to make this a "Christian nation," nople, plundering, ravishing, murdering; we see the
The laws of the Bible in regard to divorce are most
as Bible moralists demand, means a standing army Moors expelled from Spain; we see the murder of unjust. A husband is permitted to divorce his wife
in this country of five hundred thousand men.
the Huguenots and Waldenses-the slaughter of if she displease him, while a wife is not allowed
The Bible has inspired more wars than all else German peasants-the desolation of Ireland-Hol- to obta'n a divorce for any cause whatever.
combined. It is a fountain of blood, and the crimson land covered with blood; we witness Smithfield and
"When a man hath taken a wife, and marries her,
rivers that have flowed from it would float the navies Bartholomew; we see the Inquisition with its count. and it come to pass that she find no favor in his eyes,
of the world.
less instruments of fiendish cruelty; we see the Auto- . . . then let him write her a bill of divorcement,
DESPOTISM.
dafe, where heretics clad in mockery are led to tor- and give it in her hand, and send her out of his
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral ture and to death; we see men stretched upon the house" (Deut. xxiv, 1).
rack, disjointed, and torn limb from limb; we see
"When thou go~t forth to war against thine eneguide, because it enjoins submission to tyrants.
"Submit yourselves to every ordinance of man, . them flayed alive-their bleeding bodies seared with mies, and the Lora thy God hath delivered them into
whether it be to kings as supreme; or unto red-hot irons; we see them covered with pitch and thine hands, and thou hast taken them captive, and
governors" (1 Pet. ii, 13).
oil and set on fire; we see them hurled headlong seest among the captives a beautiful woman, and
"Let every soul be subject unto the higher pow- from towers to the stony streets below; we see them hast a desire unto her that thou wouldst have her to
ers. For there is no power but of God. Whosoever buried alive; we see them hanged and quartered; we thy wife; then .thou shalt bring her home to thine
therefore resisteth the- power, resisteth the ordinance see their eyes bored out with heated augers-their house. . . . And it shall be, if thou have no deof God; .and they that resist shall receive to them- tongues torn out-their bones broken with hammers light in her, then thou shalt let her go whither she
-their bodies pierced with a thousand needles; we will" (Dent. xxi, 10-14).
selves damnation" (Rom. xiii, 1, 2).
Wives are compelled to suffer outrage for the sins
And these sentiments were uttered when a N era see aged women tied to the heels of fiery steeds-see
sat upon the throne-when Palestine was being their mangled and bleeding bodies dragged with of their husbands.
"Thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will raise up evil
crushed beneath the iron heel of despotism-when lightning speed over the frozen earth; we see newbrave and patriotic men were struggling for freedom. born babes flung into the flames to perish with their against thee out of thine own house, and I will take
The Bible has ever been the bulwark of tyranny. mothers, or with their mothers sewed in sacks and thy wives before thine eyes, and give them unto thy
When the oppressed millions of France were endeav- sunk into the sea; in short, on every hand, we see neighbor, and he shall lie with thy wives in the sight
of this sun" (2 Sam. xii, 11).
oring to throw off their yoke-when the W ashingtons, hate, torture, death!
But, thanks to the brave Infidels that have gone
"Their houses shall be spoiled and their wives
the Franklins, the Paines, and the J effersons were
contending for American lib:rty-craven priests before, you, Bible moralists, can use these instru- ravished'' (Is. xiii, 16).
"I will gather all nations against J erusalein to
stood up in the pulpit, opened this book, and gravely ments of cruelty to silence heretics to Christianity no
battle; and the city shall be taken, and the houses
read: "The powers that be are ordained of God; more.
they that resist shall receive to themselves damna"Where are the hands which once for this foul creed,
rifled, and the women ravished " (~ech. xiv, 2).
tion."
'Mid :flame and torture made an Atheist bleed?
" Let their wives be bereaved of their children and
Gone-like the powers your fathers usi!tl so well
be widows" (Jer. xviii, 21).
INTOLERANCE AND PERSECUTION.
To send souls heavenward through the :flames of hell.
The teachings of the Bible have been used by the
And you, poor palsied creatures ! you ere long,
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
With them thrice cursed shall swell Gehenna·s throng.
church to keep woman in a subordinate position.
guide, because its teachings have filled the world with
Your God is dead; your heaven a hope bewrayed;
"There is not a more cruel chapter in history," says
intolerance and persecution.
Your hell a by-word, and your creed a trade,
the Rev. Moncure D. Conway, "than that which re" If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy son,
Your vengeance-what? A mere polluting touchcords the arrest by Christianity of the natural growth
A cripple striking with a broken crutch!"
or thy daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy
-Lara.
of European cjvilization regarding woman. In Garfriend, which is as thine own soul, entice thee seINJUSTICE TO WOMEN.
many it found woman participating in the legislative
cretly, saying, Let us go and serve other gods. . .
assembly, and sharing the interests and counsels of
Namely, of the gocls of the people which are round
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral man, and drove her out and away. . . . Even
about you.
. Thou shalt not consent unto him; guide, because it has degraded woman.
more fatal was the overthrow of woman's position in
neither shall thine eye pity him; neither shalt thou
The holy offices of wife and mother it covers '?'ith Rome. Read the terrible facts as stated by Gibbon,
spare, neither shalt thou conceal him; but thou shalt reproach. Its teachings carried out, as they were by Milman, and Sir Henry Maine, read and ponder
surely kill him; thine hand shall be first upon him to during centuries of Christian rule, leave women but them, and you will see the tremendous wrong that
put him to death, and afterwards the hand of all the two paths in which to tread-the one leading into Christianity did to woman."
people" (Dent. xiii, 6-9).
slavery, the other into exile. Servitude in the house
In this country, while the most illiterate and deIf you believe the Bible to be infallible, you must of a husband, or self-banishment to a convent: these praved man is clothed with the rights of a sovereign,
believe it to be your duty to put to death the unbe- are the sad alternatives presented for her choice.
the noblest women is a slave; and from the Bible,
lieving brother that attempts to alienate you from
"Thy desire shall be to thy husband and he shall priests and politicians have procured the chains that
your faith. If you are a Catholic, and your children rule over thee" (Gen. iii, 16).
hold her in subjection.
become Protestants and endeavor to convince you
"Wives, submit yourselves to your OWD husbands"
CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
that Protestantism is the true religion, you should (Col. iii, 18).
kill them. If you are a Protestant, and your wife
"As the church is subject unto Christ, so let the
h
b
embraces the Catholic faith and desires you to accept wives be to their own husbands in everything" (Eph.
T eosop Y·
it, let her die.
v, 24 ).
To THE EmTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : You
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;
"Let your women keep silence in the churches, hav a curious article about Theosophy. It is a good
but he that believeth not shall be damned" (Mark for it is not permitted unto them to speak; but they advertisment for a number of queer books, but as
xvi, 16).
are commanded to be under obedience, as also saith they lie beyond the reach of many of us, perhaps
"Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire" the law. And if they will learn anything, let them you and Mr. Brown might consent to giv us a few ex(Matt. XXV, 41).
ask their husbands at home; for it is a shame for a tracts from the most interesting.
"These shall go away into everlasting punish- woman to speak in the church" (1 Cor. xiv, 34, 35.)
Without reference to anything in your issue of
ment " (Matt. xxv, 46).
"Ye wives, be in subjection to your own husbands. Aug. 30th, I copy for the benefit of some of your
" Cast into hell, into the fire that never shall be
. For after this manner in the old time the ·contributors a paragraph from " Josephine," of Libquenched " (Mark ix, 45).
holy women also, who trusted in God, adorned them- erty:
These passages ought to consign to everlasting selves, being in subjection to their own husbands;
"Thinking men, imbued with the idea that society,
abhorrence the being who uttered them, the book con- even as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him lord" composed of good and bad men, could not exist extaining them, and the church indorsing them. This (1 Peter iii, 1-6).
·
cept as a mass of warring people, without majority
<'logma of endless punisQ.ment is the dogma of fiends.
"Let woman learn in silence with all subjec- rule, set down as impossible [the art of social ha.rI bad rather trace my descent to the tiger or hyena tion. But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to many with individual liberty.] These men kept on
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!fighting religious supe~stiti?n after it was dead.
"lrhey delighted in creating Imaginary dra.gons and
•other terrible monsters, and then sall_ymg fort.h
Uance in hand and riding at them full tilt. . Their
Jmost pleasant pasti~e was in stu:ffi~g _the skin of a
·dead belief with straw and then kiCkmg- the straw
•Out of the skin all over the country. They became
:so engrossed in this seed-bag fox hunti~g, that the
·real live fox [the political fox, the bankmg fox, ~he
lland-grahbing fox, the Uncle Sam _Fox] was steahng
:and eating their-poultry under theu very noses. _To
·,them, the Anarchists were good, able, well-meamp-g
men, but very deluded-very cranky; they had p1ty
for them-pity that so much brain s~o~ld go to waste,
when it might be devoted to devismg new means
whereby old-time and long-since-dead monsters,
might be revivified and then slain."
EDGEWORTH.

Ingersoll on Parties and Other Matters.
The San Francisco Post sent its reporter to inter.View Col. Ingersoll as s<;>on as he arrived in San
Francisco. Among other points discussed are the
;following:
'Q. Are you going to take any part in the campaign ?
A. It is not my intention to make any political speeches. I
lhav made a good many in the past, and, in my judgment, hav
•done my part. I hav no other interest in po_litics than. eve:y
•citizen shO".!!i.d hav. I want that party to tnumph wh1eh, m
:my judgment represents the best interests of the country. I
lhav no·d-oubt'about the issue of the election. I believe that
:Mr. B1aine will be the next president. But there are plenty
•of tallkers, and I really think that I hav earned a vac~tion. ··Q. What do you think Cleveland's chances are in New York?
A.. At this distance it is hard to say. The recent action of
'Ofammany complicates matters.somewhat. But my opinion is
tthat Blaine will carry the state. ·I had a letter yeste:clay from
that state giving the opinion of a gentleman well mformed,
that Blaine would carry New York state by not less than 50,000
majority.
Q. What figure will Butler cut in the campaign ?
A. I hardly think that Butler will hav many followers on
the 4th of November. His forces will gradually go to one
side or the other. It is only when some really great principle
is at stake that thousands of men are willing to vote with a
known minority.
Q. But what about the Prohibitionists ?
A. They hav a very large following. Th;ey are fighting for
something they believe to be of almost infimt consequence, and
I can readily understand how a Prohibitionist is willing to be
in the minority. It may be well enough for me to say here
that my course politically is not determined by my likes or dislikes of individuals. I want to be governed by principles, not
persons. If I really thought that in this campaign a real
principle was at stake, I should take part. The only great
question now is protection, and I am satisfied that it is in no
possible danger.
Q. Not even in case of a Democratic victory?
A. Not even in the event of a Democratic victory. No state
in the Union is for free trade. Every free trader has an exception. Louisiana says, " Free trade, except sugar." Missouri
says, "Protect lead." Kentucky follows with hemp; Michigan with lumber and salt, and Ohio with wool. And so I
might make a tour of the states. These exceptions combined
'llontrol the tariff legislation of this country, and if the Demo·crats were in power to-day with the control of the House and
:senate and executiv, the exceptions would combine and proiect ;protection. As long as ~he federal government collec.ts
>taxes or revenue on imports, JUst so long these revenues will
ibe atTangecl to protect home manufacturers.
Q. You said that if there was a great principle at stake you
would take part in the campaign. You think, then, that there
"is no great principle involved?
A. If it were a matter of personal liberty, I should take
part. If the Republican party had stood by the Civil Rights
bill I should hav taken part in the present campaign.
Q. Still, I suppose we can count on you as a Republican?
A. Certainly; I am a Republican.

INGERSOLL IN CALIFORNIA.
The San Franciscan of Sept. 13th called upon the
clergy to reply to Ingersoll. An Oakland clergyman
responded in part as follows: "First, you speak of
him truly, as 'a wit, a rhetorician, a poet, and an orator.' I hav not a doubt that he is the greatest orator, and the finest rhetorician, that speaks the English language. It will be admitted by all, I think,
that as a rhetorical wit he has no equal, and that in
the poetry of his language, the richness of his imagery, and the beauty of his word-painting, he stands
pre-eminent. Now, when you ask any man to meet
him in the field of his wit, his rhetoric, and his oratory, 'foot to foot, and overthrow him,' you ask that
which no man living is able to do."
He also admits that the man who would charge the
same admission as Ingersoll does " to hear a refutation would speak to empty benches.''
The Jewish Times says:
"Casting all religious differences to the winds, we rejoice
that Col. Ingersoll spoke his honest thoughts, and we rejoice that he found an audience brave enough to applaud him
to the echo. The Jew is always in favor of free speech, and
he claims that every human being has a right to express himself freely, fully, and publicly on matters earthly or heavenly.
If Col. Ingersoll or any other man be wrong, combat him with
truths and not with clubs."

Rev. Dr. Jackson, Unitarian, preached on" Atheism," on the 21st. He said that " to believe simply
because one had been taught to believe, did not show
much merit, although it was very well in its way; but
to believe from conviction, and to hav the courage to
express an unpopular opinion, was .true merit. This
world had seen very few stanch Atheists, and they
were far from being fools. He referred to Ingersoll,
John Stuart Mill, Harriet Martineau, and others of
their types, world-renowned for intelligence and
learning. There were two classes of what might be
called Atheists-those "'ho believed in a God and
lived as though there was none, and those who be-

lieved there was no God, but who lived as though
there was one. There are Godless Theists-the
church is full of them-as well as Godless Atheists.
A man is not necessarily worse morally for being an
Atheist.
Intelligence and faith are usually
at variance, and between men who are half Theists
and half Atheists, there is no choice."
INGERSOLL AT VICTORIA.
In an interview in the San Francisco Post, Col. Ingersoll stated the facts about his lecture at Victoria,
as follows:
"The published accounts as circulated by the Associated
Press were greatly exaggerated. The affair was simply this:
The authorities endeavored to prevent the lecture. They refused the license, on the ground that the theater was unsafe,
although it was on the ground floor, had many exists and entrances, not counting the windows. The theater was changed
to meet the objections of the Fire Commissioner, and ~he authorities expressed their satisfaction and issued the l~cense.
Afterward further objection was raised, and on the rught of
the lecture, when the building was about two-thirds full, the
police appeared and said that the lecture would not be allowed
to be delivered, because the house was unsafe. After a good
deal of talk, the policeman in authority said that there should
be another door, whereupon my friends, in a few mi~utes,
made another door with ax and saw, the crowd was adm1tted,
and the lecture was delivered. The audience was well behaved, intelligent, and appreciativ. Beyond some talking in
the hall and the natural indignation of those who had purchased tiekets and were refused admittance, there was no disturoance. I understand that those who opposed the lecture
are now heartily ashamed of the course pursued."
FROM CORRESPONDENTS.
MouNT FoREsT, CANADA, Oct. 5, 1884.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A friend of mine
has just handed me a letter which he received from a brothel"
of his living in Victoria, British Columbia, a~d which I think
is too good to be lost. It should be publlsh ed so that the
Freethinkers who sit with their arms folded .and cry, "Peace,
peace!" saying that things are going on smooth, may know that
affairs are not as quiet as some suppose.
WM. LEwis.
Following is the letter referred to:
VICTORIA, B. C., Sept. 1, 1884.
DEAR BRoTHER: I went to hear Ingersoll, and the racket we
had is toci good to keep until I hear from you again. In the
first place, the religious people tried all they could _to p:evel?'t
Bob's procuring a hall. There are two opera halls m Vwtona
-a large and small one-but the large one was taken by an
opera troupe. Bob also tried to hire the City Hall, but was
refused, so he had to resort to the small hall, which he got
readily, the owner of it being a regular Ingersoll, who need not
take a back seat to Bob as a public speaker. When the small
hall was about three parts full of men and women, the police
came bounding to the door to prevent any further admittance.
When the proprietor asked the cause of the trouble, he was
told there were not proper fire escapes. What do you thinkthe building being one story high, and the floor about one foot
from the ground, the front doorway about eight ~eet wide, with
door opening outward., and two back doors; bes1des, there ~re
eight or ten large windows, ~til raised! Some. of the mty
councilmen tried to force their way past the pollee, but they
drew their batons. The crowd cried, " Strike, if you clare !"
amid cries of "Put out the cops!" Then the police whistled
for re-enforcements, which arrived in a few minutes. The
crowd then got enraged, and bounded through the back doors
and through th£2 windows, and past the police at _the i'ront
door, until the h~ll was filled to excess. B11t the pollee would
not allow Bob to speak unless the front doors were taken off.
The owner would not allow even this most absurd demand to
stop the lecture, so he went to the end of the hall next to the
street, and with fifty others tore the _end clear out of the hall,
which made a grand fire escape, and gave about one hundred
more an opportunity of hearing Bob. All this time Bob was
standing outside pleading with the people no~ to ~arm the
police, for I can tell you the crowd was at t_he not :pmnt.
The trouble originated by the clergy gett1~g t~mr heads t?gether going to the chief of police, and puttmg h1m up to th1s
little dodge. They had better let sleeping dogs alone. But
worst of all, when the trouble was at fever heat, some of the
sky-larks raised the cry of fire, think!ng to create a st~mpede
similar to that of the Brooklyn Bndge, but both laclies and
gentlemen stood it like a breeze.
When Bob stepped on the stage, the cheers were ~eafening
for about ten minutes. The lecture surpassed anythmg I ever
heard. He is a mild and fluent speaker. He never alluded to
his reception in any way. but treated them like " never mind,
for they know no better." If Frazer [a Presbyterial?- minister]
had a hand in the pie, he will hav reason to regret 1t.
WM. ScoTT.
~l:R. FELL PROSECUTED FOR BLASPHEMY.
VICToRIA, B. C., Sept. 27, 1884.
To THE EDITOR ol" THE TRU1'H SEEKER, Sir: Our townsman,
Mr. Fell, informs me that he has reecivecl a communication
from you requesting an account of the attempt to stop Ingersoll's lecture here a few weeks ago. Mr. Fell has requested
me to perform this act for him. Briefly, it was as follows: .
The announcement that Ingersoll intended to lecture m
Victoria filled the church people with dismay. A lot of criminals could not evince greater dread of exposure. The only
way they could see open to them to prevent the catastrophe
was to close all the halls and theaters against him, and in this
they would hav succeeded, excepting a very small one owned
by a Liberal.
The old theater was procured, solely because the Liberals
owned the seats, and threatened otherwise to remove them. The
fire-warden had meantime raised objectionR on account of
deficient means of exit, and carpenters were employe~. to obviate this difficulty, and no further trouble was anttmp_ated.
But at the hour appointed, and when about half the aucltence
had assem])lecl, a squad of police cam~ up, and pla.nting themselvs in the door, stopped further mgresol .. ~h1~ pro~uced
intense excitement and some attempts to pass m m sp1te of
the police. After some time, however, the excuse for the getting out an injunction becoming known, it was resolved to .remove it. It seems the fire-warden had reported that the bmlding was still defectiv as to means of exit, and it was on this
ground that a church parasite procured the mandamus to stop
the meeting. It was soon recollected that the clapboards had
been put over an old doorway opening into the street. The
crowd made short work of tearing these down, and no further
cause for the presence of the police being apparent, they went
away, and the lecture was proceeded with.
But Mr. Ingersoll went aboard the Sound boat immediately
after the lecture, no doubt to escnpe an action for blasphemy.
This fate (a prosecution for blasphemy) has befallen l'vlr.
Fell, in response to an action commenced by him against a
local paper for slander.

But these events hav proven fortunate. The Liberals are
forming a Liberal League. Its constitution and by-laws are
upon four pages of foolscap under this letter, the ink scarcely
dry. It is proposed to read one or two of Ingersoll's lectures
as a commencement.
·
One article of our constitution, in ennumerating the objects
of the society, reads thus:
.
. .
"To remove or make odious the last remnant of the mqmsLtion known as boycotting."
It is this influence exercised by the church which prevents
union among all the Liberals and universal liberty.
E. STEVENSON, M.D.

INGERSOLL'S APATHY EXPLAINED.
Col. Ingersoll was interviewed on the_ 13th of ~ep
tember by the reporter of the San Franmsco Exam~ner,
who handed him an abstract of the New York Sun's
dispatch of Sept. 12th. The abstract stated that Ingersoll sought recognition of Hayes and Garfield, and
failed, when Ingersoll withdrew from politics, and
swore he would never take any part for any person
or party; and quotes the con.clusion o~ the dispatch
which reports a friend of Blame as saymg:
.
"Under what obligation is Blaine to do anything for Ingersoll? The account is more than even between them. The
name of Blaine gave Ingersoll the opportuni~y to lift. hims~lf
from obscurity into national notice. That notwe has g1ven h1m
the great success of the clay as a lecturer. If Inger~oll had
not continued the war upon the church after the natwn had
discovered him at Cincinnati, he might hav became a prominent favorit in politics, but he preferred to folio": UJ? the part
that had given him local fame in Illinois .. If he LR smcere, he
should be satisfied. Blaine fully appremates Bop Ingersoll,
but he is too good a churchman to ever publicly recognize the
greatest Agnostic of the day."

Col. Ingersoll handed the reporter the following
reply:
''I saw the item in the Bttlletin. There is no truth in it. I
never asked any recognition of President Hayes. Never asked
him for the Berlin mission. Never spoke to any one on the
subject. Never spoke to one of his cabinet e;Xcept Secretary
Evarts. I called on Mr. Evarts, and told h1m that I would
not accept any appointment from the at~ ministration. I n~ver
asked any appoint-ment of General G1trfiecl. N ~ver authoQzecl
any one to ask anything for me. Never author1zecl any on~ to
ask anything for me from Mr. Hayes. I never asked anythmg
from Mr. Arthur, nor authorized any one else to do so. I
never sought recognition from Il>tyes, Garfield, or Ar~hur, and
never asked a political favor for myself from Mr. Blame.
"OE course I do not kn~w what Evarts stticl to Hayes, or
what Hayes said to Evarts, and do not mtre. All that I know
is that I never asked any recognition from Hayes, Garfield
Arthur or Blaine and there never was any place within their
gift th~t I would bav accepted. I did not :vith~raw fro_m politics on account of what Garfieli! and Blame rhd or faLlecl to
do. I am under no political obligation to Mr. Blai17e, and was
under none to General Garfield or Hayes. My actwn has not
been affec.ted by anything that Genera~ Garfield did ot failed
to do or that Mr. Blaine has4Jone or ftnled to d0. I hav not
felt ~ailed upon to take any activ p1trt in this campaign. . Of
course I want the Republican party to su~ceed,_ and. beh~ve
that it will. As to the last part of tile Btlllelm artwle, 1n w~wh
it is said that Mr. Blame is too good a churchman to pubhcly
recognize me I am not advised and cannot say. I am not in
need of publlc recognition at present."

Take Him into the Fold.
The following letter from our esteem.ed Theistic
friend was read at the late state ConventiOn:
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Sept. 4, 1884.
To the New Yorlc Freethinlcers' Assoc,ation, in Convention:
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: But for my annual hay.fever infirmity, now upon me, I should be with you to protest against. being advertised as "orthodox," and to try to shed so~e light
upon subjects of greater importance. . So far from h.avmg a~y
sympathy with orthodox theolog:y (whwh I hav ~o clLfficulty m
tracing to pagan mythology, ancl1i to a more a~ment typology),
I hav already found it necessary to protest agamst an orthodox
Liberalism! I object to the assnmerl right of any man .to prescribe what I am to believe or to formrrlate the concluswns to
which I must subscribe before I can be recognized as a Freethinker "in good and r~gular standing!" I concedA the right
of any one to be an Atheist, and some of the best men I hav
ever known hav call eel themsel vs ty that name, though Auguste
Comte and Charles Darwin were not Atheists. I would not
place any disability! politica!, ciV:il, or social, :upon any one on
account of his behef or d1sbellef. I go, llterally, for free
thought and free speech, and hate proscriptio~ t_tm?ng Ltberals
jus as cordially as I do among orthodox rellgwmsts. I hold
that a Theist mfl.y be as good a Fre;thi~~l~er as a M<1leri(~list, and
that Spiritualists are not necessanly 1dwtg and I unatws. Indeed I never could understand why a man should be so proud,
and imagin himself almost a god, when he t?inks he has s~c
ceedecl in proving himself a brute! T~ere LS a natuml religion as really as there is a natw·al ph1losophy and a 11(1tural
science. I detest the unnatural, and hav little or no fait I~ in
the supernatural. The wo.rd "'.upersensuous bet~er descnb~s
what is not commonlycogmzeclm nature. I am 1_n fellowshw
with all honest Freethinkers, whether I agree w1t.h th~m m
ev, rything or not. There can be no true morahty w1thout
absolute freedom. The truth is genemlly found between
rude extremes and but few final cone! nsions hav, as yet, been
reached upon ~ny subject. The work of evoluli?n. is no~ completed. Let us labor and w~it. Let u~ not be Lil~beral m our
advocacy of Liberalism, nor mtole.rant m contenrhng for toleration. Let us be valiant, but chantable. R. B. WESTBROOK.
~ The weekly crowding of THE TRU'l'H SEEKER's
columns with interesting reailing ma~ter, precludes
the advertising of many boo~s to which we. would
like to call the attention of fnends, and of whiCh, we
hav no doubt, they would like to know. To make
amends for this we hav issued a Catalog of our publications and books that we hav for sale, and this
Catalog will be sent free to all applicants.

"·wHY do you not return East and work for
Blaine?" Judge Ryan, of the Treasury Department at
San Francisco asked Col. Ingersoll the other day.
And this was the answer of the rna~ who eight ye!l'rs
ago dubbed Blaine the plumed kmght.
Hear him:
" While I havn't Pulogized the gods as mu~~.as some,
I hav never and never will defend the deviL -Ex.

I
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Woman Suffrage.
A curious change of sentiment, if true, is depicted
by Elizabeth Cady Stanton in a recent Index. She
asserts that the Liberals in religion are afraid of the
woman's rights people. The movement for extending suffrage has arrived, she says, " at the point
where it was supposed that success would be assured.
Our leading journals generally treat the
question with respect. Popular reviews and magazines entertain it quite hospitably in their page!!.

citizenship. The conspicuous women advocates of
the new suffraga law urged heroism upon the victims
of the panel, but most of them pleaded to be excused
from serving. Two of the territorial judges were
quite lenient, and accepted any kind of an excuse;
but the third, Judge Green, insisted on the women
serving unless they had the strongest reasons for
staying at home. In one county, where by accident
no names of women had been drawn, he set aside
the entire panel, had the names of female citizens put
into a box by themselvs, and required the sheriff to
draw every alternate name from that box. The di:fliculties of mixed juries of the two sexes became painfully apparent when cases came to be tried of certain
classes not uncommon in courts where evidence is
given unfit for ladies' ears.
:J
b
·a d b Y
These drawbacks can t~oubtless e av01 e
summoning only men in the cases last mentioned, but
if the following be true the upholders of expediency
hav a strong plea. It" is said that in the grand jury
room the women showed tendency to jump to conclusions and trust to intuition rather than evidence.
They wanted to indict people on general principles.
Especially was this the case where liquor selling or
h
h
the social evil was involved. If they could av ad
th ell'
· way unh"lD d ere d th ey would h av h ustl ed h undreds of people off to jail without law or testimony.
In Mrs. Stanton's paper she allows for these and
other alleged peculiarities of women, and admits, by

way of argument, " that women in general are narrow, bigoted, and timid; that their influence would
be uniformly against every step in progress; that if
they had political power they would use it invariably
to reinforce the conservativ party," and attributes it
b
d d k t
to the fact that women hav een oppresse an
ep
under by theology and man's love of authority. But,
she asks, if woman's narrowness is shown in her direct influence, is it not the same in its indirect influence? In pursuing this thought she finds the question
answered in the affirmativ. "Whether for good or
ill, the influence of woman is ever insidiously doing
its work-either drawing man upward to the sublimer
bights where he can behold all things in their true
a·
. th ll f hurelations, or hol mg him down lD e va ey 0
ica, England, and France."
miliation, where the narrow horizon bounds every
Mrs. Stanton has " spoken out in meeting," and we outlook. The bigotry and superstition of the mothers
hope the truths she has told will make the Free Re- are sedulously infused into the minds of the chilIigionists-whom she particularly mentions-recon- dren, reappearing in every legislativ assembly, and in
sider their attitude. We hav also heard the same
.
every ecclesiastical council generatiOn after generobjections urged by stanch Freethinkers, and there ation, wasting the time and patience of our Liberal
wduld appear to be good reason for their timidity thinkers in combating the old, worn-out systems of
about extending the franchise were expediency the political economy and theology in the men believing
only object, and were it right to deny a natural priv- what their mothers taught them. How seldom you
ilege that temporary evil might be averted.
meet a man whose ideas on all subjects are clear and
In the election at Seattle, Washington Territory, consistent, in harmony with one another, and resting
the ministers undertook to run the town in the inter- on some grand principle, so that his opinion on one
ests of what they call morality. The women of that question givs you the key to his opinions on all. His
territory were enfranchised last winter, and constid
. th
ld f th
ht
bl k d
man1Y en eavors In e wor 0
oug are oc e
tuted a powerful element in polities. The notion at every turn by the prejudices and superstitions of
that they .would vote as their husbands directed re- his mother, w.fe, and sister. His honest inquiries·
ceived its quietus in that place on this occasion. Of when a boy into the soul of things were never ansome 680 registered female voters, about 600 fol- swered. Instead of instructing him in those things
lowed the lead of the ministers. Their ticket was h
uld
t d
rt . . t h. r f h.
. d
e co
unders an pe airung 0 18 1 e, 18 mm
beaten, nevertheless. It is reported that numerous is bewildered with fears of the mysterious life befamily jars grew out of the occurrence, and alto- yond, of which his teacher knows nothing. In later
gether the result was not a good argument with years, the social code of morals teaches him to echo
which to combat the expediency people.
popular opinions and not combat the evils of his day
But the objection to female suffrage so often ad- and generation, if he would insure personal success
vanced by the old fogies of the church, that going to and family aggrandizement. Policy, expediency,
the polls would tend to demoralize the women and manamvring, stratagem, are the weapons of opmake them less ladies, was also exploded. The pressed classes in life's battle; and these are the
correspondent of the Chicago Tribune says that all weapons our mothers are compelled to use at the
the female suffragists had claimed for the influence fireside, and in such tactics they drill their sires and
of women at the polls, so far as producing order is sons."
.
concerned, was borne out by the election in WashThis condition is the result, in Mrs. Stanton's
ington Territory. The balloting proceeded every- opinion, of human laws and customs which we hav
where in the most respectable and dignified fashion. the right to modify and change altogether. Instead
The ladies were treated as considerately as though of being the "patient, hopeless slave she is," woman
they had been at church. For their part, they must be educated out of her bondage, not only for
handed in their tickets quietly and went home. In her own sake but that she may evolve a higher type
some towns they voted very generally; in others only of manhood in her sons. "Seeing that hfilr indirect
a small fraction of them appeared at the polls.
influence is generally acknowledged to be all-powerPerhaps the most serious difficulty encountered in fui for good or for evil, there is only one road
this Washington Territory experiment is connected to safety; and that is to accord to woman all the adwith the courts. We are told that the serving upon vantages and opportunities for higher development,
juries is regarded by the women with dislike ap- and thus enlarge her sympathies, clear her vision,
proaching rebellion toward the phase of the citizen's and strengthen her judgment, that the race may be
duty. In most counties the sheriffs put the names lifted up a few degrees."
of women into the jury-box; in some, where they neThat is our opinion. Notwithstanding the drawglected to do so, the judges had the error rectified. backs encountered in Washington Territory, we still
The women had voted; now they must take their say that, no matter how.,they use it, women hav as
chances with the men, and not slllrk the burdens of. much ri~ht to a voice in the f$OVernment as men.
Scientists write voluminously on the difference of
sex. Judges and lawyers hav come to discuss our
political demand as one of constitutional law, and the
clefgy are giving us new interpretations of scripture
in harmony with the spirit of the age."
But "now ·
our Liberals come to a dead
stand. They say they are infavor of woman suffrage
· f
t• al
k"
f
per se, but they are afr aid 0 the prac lC wor mg 0
the principle. They say women are naturally so con· 1
d th
tr 1 0 f th ·
· t
servativ, so entire Y un er e con
e1r pnes B
and bishops, that, if the right of suffrage were conceded, they would use their political power to destroy
the secular nature of our government. The objection
to woman's enfranchismenf is made alike in Amer-

°

1884.
The American " sovereigns" often vote against their
own best interests, but they do not disfranchise themselva for it. The present gross injustice against
women should not be perpetuated because temporary
evil may result from the correction. The principle
at s~ake is clear, and should be maintained.

Mr. Applebee .Aroused.
We hav received the following note from the Rev.
James Kay Applebee, aspirer, of Parker Memorial,
Boston:
"To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav one or
two things to say respecting the article which appeared in your
last iasue entitled' A Remarkable Sermon.'
"Referring to the motto, proposed by Mr. Andrews for the
Liberal League, you say:
"'The reverend gentleman did not even quote Mr. Andrews
aright; the accurate statement of the motto is, "In things
proven, unity; in whatsoever can be doubted, free diversity;
~!~~~~ ~ot trenching upon others' right, liberty; in all things,
"You add that I' perverted' this motto, and further on you
say that I hav been guilty of 'a dishonest attempt to impute
to Mr. Andrews and the League purposes and desires which
never entered the thought of either, nor were ever expressed
by even the shadow of implication.' You further say that I
'owe the man and the organization an apology,' and you ask,
'Is he gentleman enough to make it?'
"I neither owe an apology to Mr. Andrews nor to the League.
Instead qf proving that I hav been guilty of a dishonest attempt, you only succeed in proving ·that you yourself are
either ignorant or false. In quoting the motto I used the exact
words of Mr. Andrews. You hav ignorantly or wilfully confounded the motto Mr. Andrews was good enough to frame for
the Liberal League with the motto he, years afterward, framed
for 'the Colloquium.' At the centennial Congress of the
League held at Philadelphia, Mr. Andrews submitted a resolution as follows:"'WHEREAs, The Evangelical Alliance has presented to the
world, as the platform of a possible co-operativ unity among
elements characterized by diversity, the following epitome of
thought: In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in
all things, charity; therefore,
"'Resolved, That we adopt and promulgate as.the true scienti:fi.c basis of organization the following motto or epitomized
statement: In things demonstrated and certain, unity; in
whatsoever can be doullted, free diversity; in all things, chariry.'-Qfficial Report, p. 156.
"I still think, and for reasons urged in my 'remarkable sermon '-reasons which you hav not venturea to touch-that
the :first clause of this motto is 'supreme nonsense.' The fact
that Mr. Andrews amended the motto for 'the Colloquium'
would seem to indicate that he himself, by a remarkably slow
process, came to consider it imperfect. Instead of myself owing an apology to Mr. Andrews and the League, it is you who
owe an apology to me. Are you gentlemen enough to make it?
"In the course of your article, you say of me, 'It is the
more shame to him that he was once a subscriber to the Investigator.' I confess I never regarded the matter exactly in that
light. On reflection, however, I am inclined to think you are
correct. I admit it to be' a shame to me' that I was once a
subscriber to the Investigator. This one thing, I venture to
say, should be put down to my credit-! speedily discovered
the utter worthlessness of the Investigator, and did not renew
my subscription. I suspect this is just where your dear brother
Seaver finds the shoe to pinch !
"I might reasonably complain of your assmtions that I am
'dishonest,' that I indulge in 'uncalled-for attacks on individuals,' that I am 'ignorant of my subject,' 'that I revel in the
discussion of obscenity,' that I indulge in • rant stolen from
the religious press,' that I hav said what was 'infamously
false,' that I 'borrowed ' portions of my discourse and 'forgot
to giv credit,' and so forth and so forth. I suppose this sort
of slander-slinging pleases you; it certainly does not hurt me.
I also suppose it to be your usual method of manifesting the
sweet sanity of that 'Liberalism' in which you are daily accustomed to revel.
"Except when, as in the present case, my honesty and
honor are directly impeached, I hav made it, through life, my
rule to abstain from answering any editorial comments on anything 1 may utter. Editors, like most other old women, are
fond of having the last word, and their position enables them
to get it.
Yours truly,
JAMEs KAY APPLEBEE.
Boston, Oct. 6, 1884.

We are always glad to get these pleasant letters
from the clergy, and when one contains so full and
complete a correction of errors as this one does,
we are particularly elated! Mr. Applebee is such a
gentleman, and such a close reader-never omitting
a single point for the edification and enlightenment
of the "old women" who endeavor to set him right
-and, withal, is so genial and courteous, that we are
tempted to double-lead his c~mmunication.
There are "one or two things," though, that, perhaps, it is incumbent on us to say, seriously.
First, as to the perversion of Mr. Andrews's motto.
When Mr. Andrews first saw Mr. Applebee's sermon,
he said that the motto was not quoted correctly, and
handed us the version we gave. Referring to him
now, he says that the motto was in the constitution
of the Universal Freethinkers' Association formed in
1874; that at Philadelphia, where he has forgotten
that he introduced the resolution, he must hav restated it momentarily from memory, and that subsequently the~matter,.was restated in the record of the
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Tms is the way the Eve:ning Thlegram, of Portland, Oregon,
Colloquium, which is a matter of some three year's pharisaical consciousness that I was wiser and holier than he,
I seriously questioned whether enthusiasm gained by being describes the taking off of a San Francisco murderer: "Hut·
standing.
systematic, and whether the worth of poetry was enhanced by chings, the strangler, shriven by the priest, clasping in his
The original form, as put forth in the preamble to coherence, Although I never saw him, a:Ithough I never ex- hands and kissing the crucifix and murmuring his love for
changed even an epistolary note with him in my life, long ago
the constitution of the Universal Freethinkers' As- my heart traversed the width of the Atlantic to hail him as a Jesus, wa\1, yesterday, dropped six feet seven inches from a
sociation, was: "In all things not trenching on others' kindred spirit, but one not so sternly trained, one possesRing platform built for that purpose in the jail yartl at San Franmore of the freedom and sweeping outline of nature, and less cisco, and his body was duly placed in a coffin and buried in
rights, liberty; in things proven, unity; in what can of
the athletic cult of the agonistis and gymnast. And behold the Catholic cemetery. The idea intended to be conveyed by
be doubted, free diversity; in all things, charity."
in the following the result. of the dominance oL the emotional
the ceremonies attendant upon his execution is that he went
We cheerfully aquit Mr, Applebee of perverting over the intellectual."
straight
to paradise, being duly provided with a permit which
And closes as fqllows:
the motto, but the amendments he says Mr. Andrews " I should as soon expect to find malodor in the rose as would be recognized as genuin by St. Peter at the gates therehas made are not amendments. The motto adopted dishonesty in a D.ature like that of Mr. Chainey. No 'spirit- of, and that he has now entered upon a season of everlasting
by the League was not the one put forth two years love, Lilly Dove,' is ever likely to pass her gentle hand over bliss."
my grim brow. ·But, if she did, I should acknowledge her
earlier, and since used as perfected on Colloquium presence, amid the sneers and gibes of the world. There is THE New York Tribune says: "There are 1,500 Chinese
children, who will probably hav to grow up without the blessdocuments, but a hastily-written and imperfect state- no absolute world, per se, to any of us. Our world is, to each ings
of Christian civilization. The state superintendent of
and all of us, what we make it. For me, it only remains to
ment. Mr. Applebee will see that his remarks about see that no rust of inaction be permitted to dim the fierce public schools in California has just declared 'that Chinese
" a remarkably slow process" are pointless. The gleam of my blade, that no voice of siren be permitted to children cannot become pupils of the public schools, public
blend with the merciless ring of my battle-cry. Down with
original and the final versions are substantially alike, the church! Let me see that it stand not as loftily over my education being intended under the constitution of the state
and nothing that Mr. Applebee has said turns the grave as it did over my cradle. Under the debris from its min- only for those who can become citizens.' " The clergy are
arets which I hav already pulled down my Lilly Dove lies shouting themselvs hoarse for Blaine, who was nominated
edge of our criticism of his words. In any form the slain; but I hav more sympathy than sneer for the spirit-love because of his position on the exclusion of the "heathen
motto has been stated his urged objections are fu- of a man like George Chainey. The self-sufficient Atheist may Chinee," and the Tribune is their organ.
- til, and a careful reperusal of his paragraph fails laugh; the reverent Agnostic pauses to study and wonder."
"THEOLOGIANs," says Beecher, "hav thought out God, and
to discover any " reason " we did not touch.
"THE Christian Sunday," the Rev. Carlos Martyn thinks, what a miserable mess they hav made of it ! The creeds and
Next, Mr. Applebee says we accused him of" a "is the old Jewish Sabbath transferred by the authority of in- catechisms that represent Goa are very much like the childishonest attempt to impute to Mr. Andrews and the spired prophets to the first day of the week. Now, possessing dren's efforts at art. They giv to their representations of animals stiff, wooden arms and legs. The God of the creeds is
League purposes and desires which never entered such a day, are we willing to surrender it or change its char- very much a wooden god." No man, continues Mr. Beecher,
acter? The assault upon it is being made by two different
the thoughts of either," etc. Now, we did nothing but co-operating classes. The one is that portion of our pop- can form au adequate conception of God who is not godlike.
of the kind. In Mr. Applebee's remarks he said, ulation, which has been cradled under a civilization antago- All right living, and 11ll high and noble dispositions in one's
commenting upon the motto: "What is doubtful nistic to ours, and taught to consider Sunday as a working holi- self and among men are the materials that are upon the palette
for the imaging of God.
to me may be a firm certainty to my neighbur. day. The other class is composed of recreant Americans of
high social position and much wealth, who ape French manFRIEND PuTNAM's" Waifs and Wanderings," the Communist
Shall he be allo·wed to restrain me in the utterance of my ners. They desire to introduce here the Parisian Sunday.
thinks, "is a very interesting narrativ, and written in a very
doubts because he happens to be without dcubt at all?" They fancy that the~hav found a grand warcry in the demand entertaining manner, showing much originality and indepenAny one reading this latter sentence would unques- that museums and libraries be thrown open to the public, and dence of character as well as freedom of thought and progrestionably gather that in the proposition dissented a band tootle in Central Park on Sundays. They ask, 'What siv ideas in connection with the events narrated. The wanderis the objection to this?' I answer: 'In the first place, the
from by Mr. Applebee there was some command to fourth commandment forbids it; second, it is against imme- ings of the waifs are through some of the scenes of our Civil
restrain people from thinking a certain way. And we morial usage, our observance of Sunday being as distinctivly war, and would be read with great interest by all.'' The Missouri Liberal says the "book is high in tone, true to nature,
said that" IF his [Mr.Applebee'sJ query is a dishonest American as the public school and the ballot-box; third, the and written in that extraordinary style for which the author is
attempt to impute to Mr. Andrews and the League experiment has been tried and has failed, as was seen in the noted."
purposes and desires which never entered the case of the Mercantile and Cooper Union libraries, which were THE defense of the Lord against the mighty in San Franopened two years ago on Sundays, but were speedily closed
thoughts of either,
Mr. Applebee owes the because it was discovered that the reading rooms had become cisco seems to rest with the Catholics. The Monitor, of the
man and the organization an apology." And we lounging places for bummers and tramps, and fourth, because 1st inst., devotes two pages to" answering" Ingersoll, and the
think so still. Any one who imputes to another in- it is unnecessary, sufficient opportunity being furnished to all publishers of the paper are circulating several thousand extra
copies of it. The "answers " are soundly orthodox and
tentions, motivs, desires, or purposes, which the per- to inspect the museums and libraries on other holidays and especially Romish in their sophistry, but few people in this
on Saturday evenings." Mr. Martyn makes a few mistakes.
son or persons distinctly repudiate, is dishonest.
The Mercantile Library was not opened on Sundays. The day and generatiOn will be deceived by writers who maintain
And the time has passed when ministers are exempt Cooper Union reading-room was opened, and is open now on th>'t Ger.esis is a scientific account of the world's formation.
from this criticism. We further asked, "Is he gentle- Sundays, and is crowded with respectable people. The Rev.
CHARLES BRADLAUGH's case on appeal comes up next month.
Carlos should go to sleep again. He has awoke too early.
man enough to make it?" It seems not.
He will not be able to get his seat in the present Parliament,
Mr. Applebee sets his opinion of the value of the
AT the evening session of the Episcopal congress at Detroit, but when a new election is ordered, which will undoubtedly
Investigator above that of thousant1s who hav read it Oct. 9th, the tqpic was, "Is our civilization just to working- be within a year, he will probably be re-elected, and can swear
himself in before a quorum is present to prevent. The apfor years. We fancy that Brother Seaver is not es- men?" Henry George, of New York, was the chief reader. peal to be argued next month is to reverse the verdict against
The
Rev.
Dr.
R.
Heber
Newton,
of
New
York,
said
labor's
compecially solicitous about the renewal. The "eleven
plaint is poverty. Poverty is the fault neither of the lahore r him for "illegally" voting in the House of Commons.''
obstinate jurymen" will probably continue to hold nor of nature. The state crosses the path of the workingman
MGR. CAPEL has just reprinted, with preface from his own
their opinions.
and prevents him from making a fair fight. Labor fails to get pen, "The Faith of Catholics Confirmed by Scripture and AtFor the gross distortions of what we said in the favorable legislation and capital secures all it asks. He believed tested by the Fathers of the First Five Centuries." The work
next to the closing paragraph of Mr. Applebee's the laborer to be entitled to a just share of the wealth he creates, was written in the early part of this century and was edited
cheerful note we care nothing. He would hav the and impartial action should be taken. The only court for the five and twenty years ago by the Rev. James Wat,erworth.
workingman to appeal to is justice. The Rev. C. R. Baker, of This is undoubtedly designed to be an authoritativ exposition
reader infer that he said nothing "dishonest" 9r "in- Brooklyn, believed that the gains of the world always came of the Catholic creed.
famously false," and that he was not "ignorant of his from the poor; never from the rich. He favored war against
THE cardinal vicar of Rome has denounced as heretical the
subject." Perhaps not; but no man can say of such capital. The Rev. Henry Mott believed that rich and poor St. Paul Catholic American church there. His reasons are
a body of individuals as compose the League that both suffer from ignorance, and argued that education was the that it uses the Italian language in its church services, doubts
thing needed. It is an encouraging sign that ministers are
"every subsequent ·act if the League [since 1876] only subordinating the life in the sky to the one here. But a pecul- the infallibility of the pope, disbelieves in the real presence,
tended to sink the cause if religious Liberalism into in- iar feature of this is, that only the heretical preachers are tak- etc. Major excommunication is denounced against all who
join or persuade others to join the church.
famy and disgrace," and not be dishonest, ignorant, ing· up these subjects. The orthodox one3 are content to let
THE Independent is growing senile, and the weakening of
the
majority
of
the
people
liv
in
hell
here
and
hereafter.
and infamously false. We entertain the utmost conmind incident to advanced age is painfully apparent in its
tempt for ministers who, from their pulpits, beslime THE Volks Zeitung of September 27th contains the following: " dissection" of Mr. Putnam's circular. Should the secretary
people in all respects their superiors, and then cry "A citizen of Plawen had a gravestone erected for his wife, of the Lengue meet with no more vigorous opposition than
" slander " when exposed. Many of Mr. Applebee's who died last year, with the following inscription: ' Resurrec- Mr. Bowen's paper presents, he will hav an easy task.
congregation undoubtedly think the Leaguers are all tion is a fable; your child alone will continue to blossom.' The THE excellent article published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the
surveyors asked the police authorities to remove the stone from
"filthy rascals," and unfit to associa~e with decent men the graveyard, as being a public annoyance, at the same time 4th inst., under the title of "The New Republic," was a synopand women. For this the preacher is responsible, taking legal proceedings against the Infidel husband and the sis of Mrs. Severance's lecture at the Cassadaga Freethinkers'
and his responsibility ought to be known that men sculptor for bringing religion into disrepute. The public pros- Convention, and should hav been so designated,
ecutor prosecuted, and the case was heard at the ' Landesgemay accurately measure him.
"SociETY," said Mr. Beecher, Sunday before last, "and
That is all we hav to say at present, unless we may richt,' the court being crowded by the public, eagerly wait- largely public sentiment, is Infidel, is Atheistic." Mr. Beecher
ing for the judgment. The principal defendant said that when
be allowed to quote a remark of a Democratic attend- his wife was lying on her death-bed he tried to console her by has exceptional advantages for feeling the public pulse.
ant at a state .convention in Iowa, to wit: "For family- saying, 'We shall meet again,' to which she answered, 'There JuDGE CAJ,DWELL, a Federal judge in Arkansas, has decided
dividing, soul-destroying, damnable lying, commend is no meeting again; the old branches fall off, but we survive that a contract made on Sunday is valid.
in our children.' This caused him to hav the inscription enme to a minister." Amen and Amen!
MR. CHARLES WATTS's lecture engagements for the next

Editorial Notes.
THE sardonic Saladin, of the Secular Review, is deeply
affected by George Chainey's adoption of a "new gospel." He
prefaces a long quotation from the first of Mr. Chainey's
Cassadaga speeches printed in these columns with these sentences:
"The head and front of celebrity in the Cassadaga Convention of American Freethinkers is the epoch-marking speech of
Mr. George Chainey, whom many of our readers will recognize as a gifted, but somewhat inflated and unequal, contributor to this journal. Years ago I recognized in the editor of
This World a man made of no common clay. His faults and
offenses, literary and ratiocinativ, were such as Mr. J. Smith
could never commit. His intellect was evidently plastic to the
molding of the fierce, hot fingers of his temperament, and his
waking life tinged with the shadow of his dreams. 'But,' exclaimed I, 'but for the merciless rigidity of mental disciplin
to which the school system of Scotland subjected me, I should
hav had all the unsystematic enthusiasm and incoherent poetry of George Chainey.' A~d I did not thus exclaim with a

graved on her stone. The prosecutor maintained the charge,
month are as follows: Sunday, Oct. 12th, Toronto; Monday
but the court discharged the prisoners.''
and Tuesday, 13th and 14th, Hamilton; Wednesday, 15th,
THE method practiced by the New Zealand Christians for Weiland; Thursday, 16th, Dunnville; Friday, 17th, Seaforth;
preventing Freethought lectures on Sunday, is to enforce the Sunday, 19th, Toronto; Monday, 20th, Meaford; Tuesday, 21st,
act prohibiting meetings at which admission is charged, this Owen Sound; during the following week a tour through north
being the means used by the Rationalists to pay expenses. At of Canada; Sunday, 26th, and ftlllowing week, Hamilton and
the meeting of the Auckland Rationalistic Association recently, the west; Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, Nov. 2d, 3d, and
it was resolved to start a defense fund, and to communicate 4th, Montreal. Mr. Watts will arrive in New York November
with the kindred societies in New Zealand with the view of 6th.
securing their co-operation and assistance in testing the matA WELL-DRESSED stranger at Erie said his pmyers and then
ter.
drowned himself. It is singular, remarks a contemporary, that
'rHE following is the wording of the 463d section of the Crim- a Christian about to die should take the trouble to pray when
inal Amendment act, New South Wales: "No person shall be he knows that he is soon to go where he can make his comliable to prosecution in respect of any publicaticn by him, munication direct.
orally or otherwise, of words or matter charged as blasphe--------~--------mous, where the same is by way of argument or statementA MINISTER having preached the same discourse to his peoand not for the purpose of scoffing or reviling-nor of violating ple three times, one of his constant hearers said to him after
public decency, nor in any manner tending to a breach of the service: "Doctor, the sermon you gave us this morning hav.
peace.''
ing had several readings, I move that it now be passed.''
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seems that as soon as God got his son off into the devil's coun- & Co." Well, Mr. Willis, it happens the same to us; but
try, he went off and left him without anything to eat for forty whether we like it or not, we are compelled to drag you along
days and forty nights. It would seem at first thought .that all the same until you get more light, and are willing and dethis was very cruel in God to leave the poor child, only thirty sire to see and work for truth and honesty, or go under. It
GoLD HILL, CoL., Sept. 20, 1884.
years old, all alone to starve; but when we consider that it was is with you the same as with the Catholics or Protestants.
Mn. EDITon: Mr. John R. Kelso, in a letter in THE TRUTH necessary for God to know what kind of a boy he had in order Show them the follies and contradictions of the Bible, or some
SEEKER of September 6th, invited a definition of "marriage," to show his love for the world and not get fooled out of his crimes committed by their priests and ministers, all the proofs
its institution, authority, etc., and affirms "it must hav been great plan of redemption, it shows forth what a loving father and evidences submitted to them will not convince them; they
established by nature, by man, or by some deity superior to he is to the rest of us.
will not believe it; they will not see it, because they do not like it;
either.'' Perhaps the works of Messrs. Fowler & Wells giv as
We must remember, too, that God had at this time been in they will not confess to be wrong.
much information upon this subject, from a natural stand- business a long time, and had failed so many times in his unNow about the parties. I do not care a snap for the Repubpoint, as any other popular publications in our language; also, dertakings he was sharp enough to prove, to his own satisfac- lican party to-day, nor for the Democratic either; they are both
• the statutes of all civilized lands define its legal status, and tion·, that this boy was no humbug, but was the veritable Jesus as corrupt and rotten as they well can be; but the Republicans
specify in what degrees of consanguinity marriage may not be which the angel had told Joseph that the Holy Ghost was the are now in power these twenty-four years, and the immense
entered into, and how it may be abrogated. These statutes are father of. Tl:!e statement that Jesus went forty days and government patronage at their dispensation has so degraded
all based upon, or copied from, the Mosaic law upon the sub- nights without anything to eat has been a great point for In- and degenerated it that it is no more the same as of old, when
ject, found in the eighteenth chapter of Leviticus. The He- fidels to bring up as against the truth of the Bible, from the a Su"Jlner, Greeley, Stevens, Schurz, Higginson, Stanton, etc.,
brews were there forbidden to copy after the people of Egypt supposed fact of it being impossible. But we hav demon- were its leaders. These men had lots of enemies, but you
or Palestine in contracting marriages, "lest the land spew strated by Mr. Tanner, of New York, that it is possible, thereby never heard their honesty and patriotism impugned by the
you out also, as it spewed out .the nations that were before proving, or rather disproving, at least, one strong Infidel point least breath of suspicion.
you, for the souls that trangress shall be cut off from among as against the truth of the great book of books. And again.
Healthy politics, and governments, needs changes as times
the people."
Jesus l111s clearly shown forfih his divinity in not getting hun- advances and progresses. We hav now before us·three men
But the authority for a union of the sexes of men runs back gry till after the forty days. You may naturally ask, If he as candidates for the presidency to vote for-Cleveland, Blaine,
to the history of the first pair, as found in the first two chap- could go forty days without getting hungry, why couldn't he and Butler. Cleveland and Blaine both hav in their earlier
ters of Genesis, close up to six thousand years ago by the best go forever without getting hungry? He could, and would lives sown their wild oats, as has been found out; but who
chronology we hav. It is there stated that on the sixth <lay probably, if it had not been for that devil coming to him to has not? Blaine has been in office for a long time and has.
man was "created in God's image, male and female, who were talk about his having somethiug to eat. Then, and not until grown very rich, but the worst is mostly through his legislativ
told to multiply and increase, and replenish the earth and then, his human nature asserted itself, and he got hungry. influence, as he himself givs ample proofs and evidences to
subdue it." The woman is there called a "wife." Sixteen What a cruel fellow that devil must hav been to come to Jesus convince any one unbiased enough and willing to see the
hundred years after, in Noah's time, previous to the :flood, we and call his attention to having something to eat and not giv truth. On the other side stands Cleveland as present governor
are told in Genesis vi, 2, that " the sons of God took wives of the pom; boy something, that he might satisfy his hunger! of New York, and since in office without a blemish of his
the daughters of men of all that they chose;" but Noah and What a poor consolation it must hav been to Jesus, while in character and honesty.
his sons had but one wife each, nor, so far as history relates, his craving desire for food, to hav that devil talk to him about
Butler, in his long public life, has shown the most common
did the patriarchs of the first thousand years. There is no making bread out of those stones. If that devil should ever good sense in his acts; he is a fearless, bold man, and, I think,.
other authority, religious, moral, or civil, relating to the sub- become a tramp, and should call at my door with a brickbat means well. I respect an open, outspoken man, but I still
ject of marriage until we come down to nearly the time of in his hand asking for a little butter to spread on that brickbat take him for a demagog, and think he will hav no chance to sue-·
Abraham, who had one wife, some concubines as plural wives, that it might be more palatable, I would slam the door in his ceed.
and one of whose decendents married two sisters, while his face, and tell him to eat it as it was-good enough for him.
In contemplation of all circumstances, I think it best to·
wife was a half sister. Adam's sons and grandsons must hav
But here again we notice the great contrast between the for- vote for honesty-for Cleveland, a Democrat but not a Cathomarried their near relativs from necessity, a measure that
giving meekness of Jesus and the revengeful passion of man. lic Democrat. His success, and four years of Democratic govMoses forbade, as tending to deteriorate the race, though
While we hate the devil and would kill him, Jesus loved him ernment, would purge-if it is possible-the Republican
cousins were allowed to intermarry.
and chose him as his boon companion; and more than that party, and inspire it with new principles and life; or, better
The above is sufficient for our purpose, to explain the origin
we see in the fifth verse that Jesus accepted the devil as his still, start an entirely new party, for instance, a "Liberal Naand authority of the union of the sexes. The woman was
superior. "Then the devil took him up into the city, and tional League" party, which would then hav a better chanca
made for a "help-meet for the man," because it was "not
sat him on a pinnacle of the temple." What a beautiful spirit and would prove for the best of us all.
good for him to dwell alone" without companionship, nor was
Yours for progress,
FREDERICK KoEzLY.
is here manifested! Even though Jesus came into the world
it possible for him to replenish or subdue the earth without
to drive the devil out, and while we hav the positiv evidence
help. This populating the earth was .a prime necessity of
PRINCEToN, MAss., Oct. 4, Y. L., 12.
that Jesus had no other object in life than to fight the devil,
nature, as well as law, originally divine, and afterward conMn. EDIToR: I am glad to see that you extend a "fraternal
we here find him accepting him as his guide.
tinned by human enactments to the present time.
While this shows clearly the divinity of Christ, wh68e teach- hand" to the Rev. Mr. Applebee, in your issue of to-day.
The statistics of all peoples, in all ages, show about an equal
ings we must follow or be forever lost, we should also remem- Among other "private griefs" he speaks of (in Boston Comnumber of male and femflle births, which is a conclusiv arguber the power of the devil, and shun him as we would our monwealth, September 21st, I think), is that copies of the
ment against either sex having more than one partner in the
Word were sent him, for which he sentenced me to two years'
grandmother's ghost. May the Lord hav mercy.
family relation, the obvious object being to havchildren cared
W.H.P.
imprisonment for the first offense, six for the second, and to
for while growing up, and properly educated to fill their
be hung for the third! Please allow me to say how the Word
places in society worthily, and for that end and purpose all
OAK PoiNT, WAsH. TEn., Sept. 23, 284.
happened to be sent to him. One of his own parishioners, incivilized laws are framed and adjusted. Neither sex could
Mn. EDITOR: With your kind permission I will say a few terested to develop him, labor-and-social-reform-wise, asked
generally succeed in rearing children for good citizens outside words in reply to Brother Tompkins in your issue of Sept. 6th. me to send Mr. Applebee the paper, and paid for it! Under
of a marriage compact as exhibited in the family union. The I deem it my duty to let our southern brother know that his the statute, as you know, publishers are permitted, invited
miserable way in which Mormon wives of poor men are treated sentiments are rarely indorsed by THE TRUTH SEEKER family indeed, to send specimen copies to whosoever they please; if
and their children are reared, ought to forever stamp plural of the North.
the paper is not wanted receivers hav simply to say so to
marriages with infamy, and be legally estopped speedily; if
Friend Tompkins, you say you hope Brother Collier will see carriers, and it then becomes the legal duty of the postmaster
any one doubts, let them read Mrs. Stenhouse's exposition of that the black people ought to own every foot of the slave to notify the publisher that the paper is refused, misdirected,
its workings in Utah.
states. They made the South all it is, and it should hav been or otherwise abortiv.
But there is another view of marriage of great import, viz., confiscated for their use. If this is your belief, it is well for
Mr. Applebee's heated attack on me, Mr. Andrews, and
its ordinary practice inside of law and custom. Probably humanity that you hav but little influence in our national af- others favoring repeal of Comstock's "laws," recalls the bigots
more than half the husbands in America do not, in practice, fairs. Such an act would hav worked great injustice and who in Park Street church, Boston, in 1857, prayed God to
treat their wives as companions, much less as equals; to hav caused untold suffering. It smacks too much of Bible justice put a h~ok in Theodore Parker's jaws, and haul him into helltheir food prepared, and their desires gratified,- is the utmost to be practiced in this age and country. With all your pro- fire! Mr. Applebee, claiming to be St. Theodore's successor,
they care for conjugal welfare. This stricture is true of nearly fessed love for the black people, you seem to hav forgotten the " de~ls damnation" round town in lots like what came from
all immoral men; while, on the hand, the wealthy women too dictates of humanity for your own race. _ There are many peo- "Brimstone Corner," as Park Street church was called, only
often resort to criminality to limit their families. Wealthy ple in the slave states who did not own slaves, but you would the jail and the gallows are the hell he givs us. As Bennett,
women, who could raise children with little cost, hav few or rob them all and drive them penniless-and, so far as you seem Laiit, Train, Foote, and the rest of us got our several shares of
none, while the poor, ignorant, and brutal are overburdened concerned, friendless-into the wilderness. History rarely f!lr- hell, will not the Rev. Mr. Applebee be so kind as to take
with family cares, with no means to rear them above want and nishes a parallel to such an outrage. The negroes hav not Elizur Wright, Horace Seaver, T. B. Wakeman, T. C. Lela"<ld,
ignorance, on account of the ignorance, wickedness, and brutal- made the slave states all they are, and would not hav done as the pantarch, or your Infidel self this time? Besides, I am
ity of these women's husbands. Should we call these alliances much as they hav toward subduing and improving them had a "preferred" criminal; I hav committed the "third" offens,•,
marriages? A true marriage is a home for the cultivation of they not been guided by the superior intelligence of their for which I "got off;" more than that, according to the rulings
the affections, where passion is kept in abeyance by the will; masters. You also say, "Do as much to ·educate and elevate of Judges Pitman, Nelson, Lowell, and Treat, the "obscene"
where the woman is never overburdened with family cares and the black race as you hav to degrade them," etc. Now, I do persons above mentioned were unjustly punished, and the
maternity, or compelled to work more hours than necessary; not wish to defend slavery in any form, but facts are stubborn Rev. 'Mr. Applebee "hangs" himself up to distinguished dewhere she trains her children aright; is careful of either's things, and in the case of the negroes of the Southern states, rision in being ten years behind such orthodox priests on
(their joint) earnings; a home which the man prizes, though they hav been improved and elevated while in captivity by mental-liberty issues. Wishing success to your generous
but a shed, and where he spends his leisure time in his wife's their contact with white people and civilization, and are now purpose to lift him from "sloughs of despond," and take him
society in preference to other associations. Such homes and far in advance of their barbarian relativs in Africa. They hav through to "the good time coming," I am yours to go there
such marriages are fast disappearing, because of exacting justly been emancipated, and although an ignorant and infe- also on the surest train running that way. E. H. HEYwooD.
usury, rents, mortgages, and competitiv work and wages con- rior race, enfranchised and admitted to full citizenship, in one
sequent upon labor-saving inventions, which capitalists absorb of the most enlightened nations of the world; and, to use your
AusTIN, Mo., Aug. 16, E.M. 284.
all the profits of, insteacl of dividing such profits with labor, own expression, they may thank their stars that it is as well
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find account of a "Modern Miracle,"
• thus constantly making the poor poorer until they are re- with them as it is. I cannot see what cause is served by such which I would like you to notice editorially. I believe it to
duced to serfdom and slavery, while the wealthy know not rash arguments. Besides, the c~se has already been decided, be one of those huge frauds that the clergy hav to resort to in
how to take care of or use properly their unjust accumula- and there is no hope of an appeal, nor any need of one. We order to bolster up their dying cause.
tions. It is these latter things that destroy families, produce should be more magnanimous with our conquered brothers.
If there is any truth in that case I think it about time God
divorces, pervert society, and make a misnomer of marriage We met them in battle, and found them well worthy our steel; was calling around this way to perform similar acts of mercy;
altogether.
A. Hri:CHINGS.
and now that we are the victors, and our cause won, we should for in this vicinity livs an estimable lady, a devout Christian,
not giv them cause to think we wish to impose upn't them. a follower of the nieek and lowly Jesus, who has been conREADING, KAN., Sept 14, 1884.
Instead of keeping up sectional strife, we shoulcl allow the fined to her bed for over twenty years with spinal affection.
Mn. EDITOR: The Liberals•of our enterprising town hav wounds caused by the war to heal. We may then harmonize She is no better now than twenty years ago, and during all
established rt Sabbath-school for the purpose of feeling the the Freethought element more easily and bring about the so- those long years of suffering, she has been offering up daily
liberty of a free cliscussion of the demerits as well as the merits much-needed organization. In union there is strength. prayers to the great and merciful God for relief, but none
of the so-called worr1 of God.
There are many questions which urgently demand our atten- comes. She bears her affliction patiently, and says, "God's
Lesson for next Sabbflth, Matthew, 4th chapter:
tion, the foremost of which is the separation of church and will be done."
In the close of the last week's lesson, we find that after state. The church is slowly 'but surely encroaching upon our
Is God a partial God, that, having the power to relieve disChrist was baptize-:1 of John, the spirit of God descended and blood-bought liberties: Let us, then, forget our late unpleas- tress, and seeing the world full of it, he selects isolated cases
lighted upon his son. Now we find the same spirit (as no antness, organize, and to the rescue.
in obscure corners of the earth, upon which to manifest his
D. F. HowARD.
other has been spoken of) leading his son into the wilderness
unbounded mercy_, and leaves the great bulk of humanity to
to be tempted of tbe devil. It seems that at this time Jesus
suffer on? Is God (if there be a God) a respecter of persons,
NEw YoRK, Sept. 27, 1884.
was about thirty years old, and certainly with all the advan.
MR. EDIToR: THE TRUTH SEEKER of to-day has an article of to manifest his loving kindness in small and trivial things, and
tages which he seemed to hav possessed, ought to hav kn<..wn a Mr. H. Willis, of Battle Creek, Mich., to which I wish tore- wholly ignore great and noble deeds?
Romething of where to find the devil, or at least to hav known ply. Mr. Willis writes: "I hav no patience with such scJibIf God is as loving, kind, and merciful as the clergy repremore about him than he here seems to be represented. It blers, who chime in with such howlers as Higginson, Schurz, sent him to be, why did he show sue h a great unconcerttll'bo'llt
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. the sutl'~ring and distress of his dear children, when the
Greely expedition was wrecked in the Arctic ocean, and the
men reduced to such straits as to hav to eat the remains
of their dead comrades, and the amputated limbs of men
then living? God neglects many opportunities when he
could aid the distressed; and the bones of the few survivors
would now be'floati~g on an iceberg in the Polar Sea if it had
'not been for the noble efforts of man.
How much more worthy would it hav been for God to hav
sent relief to those noble men, than to sit with folded hands
and watch sparrows fall.
Success- to the great TRUTH SEEKER.
R. A. SMILEY.
[The account is an "ordinary" faith cure, but with no authentication beyond the newspaper report. It purports to
hav taken place in Norcross, Ga. If any of our Southern
readers hav knowledge of the case they will oblige by expos.
ing the humbug.-ED. T. S.J

emn-looking cuss that I used to squirm and wriggle every tima
He always seemed to be wrapped up in rellgwus reflections, so that I thought he was one of those awful
pious lllin~is deacons, and I was uneasy for fear I would rip
out somethmg or other that would shock him. It went on that
way for so~e months. I kept growing more miserable, and
began to thi~k I should hav to move. I liked him, too; he
was a man of _Ideas and had a good head, and if he hadn't acted
so blamed pious I would hav considered him a choice spirit.
One day Lathrop came into my room all perspiration and out
of wind and_said: 'I've got 'em all off at last; had to address
them all myself, paid $2 for a dray to cart 'em to the depot.'
'What are you talking about, man?' I said. 'Why, those
damn seeds,' he said. I tell you, gentlemen,'' continued the
general, " I felt as if I had got religion, I breathed so free and
easy_. I c_ouldn't hav been more surprised if I had been struck
by lightnmg. Lathrop and I hav been bosom friends ever
since." The reader must know that every member of the
House has a large amount of seeds and documents which he is
expected to ship to his constituents, and it was that uncongenial labor at which Mr. Lathrop had been engaged all day,
and which called out the vigorous ejaculations which made
HATBoRo, PA., Sept. 30, 1884.
him and Uncle Dick friends for life.-Rockjord Register, Sept.
MR. EDIToR: I cannot see the consistency of such men as 5, 1884.
Mr. Willis calling themselvs Liberals, objecting to such simple trash as the Atonement, and then believing that men who
WAUSHIP, UTAH, Oct. 1, 1884.
fought against their country's flag, which was wrong, having
MR. EDIToR: Will anyone believe me if I say that the God
to go to the Republican party for redemption-a party that has of the Bible has accepted two human sacrifices in this village
clung to power the last four years by the most damnable in the last week-two girls aged respectivly fourteen and
twenty years? Yet such is a fact.
He did not hav them
frauds ever perpetrated on a free people.
I voted for the Republican party when I was compelled to roasted, as he did Jephtha's daughter, nor hung and dried as
shut my eyes and hold my nose while voting, "knowing that it he did seven children:(see 2 Sam. xxi), nor killed by his soldiers
had in its early days done much for the country," but God the way he had hundreds of thousari.ds (see the entire book
forbid that I shall vote with it again until it shows signs of re- of Joshua). But still sacrificed in almost, if not quite, as cruel
form. It has shouldered every ism that came along for years a manner. These girls were refused medical attendance, their
-anything to make a vote. We need reform in politics, as parents and friends relying upon the command of God, "If
well as in religion. There has been much hum by some of our ye hav any sick among you, send for the elders." The last
leading Liberals about the Catholic church. Many of them one that died was made an especial subject, the entire county
are led in that direction, no doubt, on account of the Catholics praying earnestly and believingly, with a prayer circle around
being followers of the Democratic party. If we get away with her bed nearly night and day for ten days. The most heartthe bigoted Protestants-and there are plenty of them-the rending appeals were uttered for her recovery. I do not think
Catholics will be easily managed. We want law in this coun- that there exists a human being that would hav been monster
try that will make the Christian understand that church and enough to refuse such supplications to spare the life of an instate shall be separate, not in form, but in reality. We can't nocent maiden who, with her friends, had the utmost faith in
hav this as long as the orthodox Protestants' boast is good that his magnanimity and ability to do so. Of course she died, a
no one but their member can be elected to the presidency. sacrifice to the pernicious doctrin that God hears and answers
The Baptist church hav here to-day what they call an Associa- prayers. Does such indiRputable evidence of the fallacy of
tion. Quite a number are here from a distance by railroad, superstition convince its victims? How do they escape the
aud will be compelled to remain over night. The committee fact that God cannot or will not do as they ask him? At the
hav visited nearly every private house in the town, to hav them funeral of this girl to-day they were on their knees thanking
entertained free of charge. We, being called on, asked the the myth for his goodness, that he had restored the gospel,
question, "Why not go to the hotels? There are two good with all the "gifts" that follow the true saint, and deprecatones, able to accommodate all;" and were told, " Oh, they do ing· weak mortals' inability to comprehend his "mercy."
Truly, the Liberal Leagues hav a work of mercy to perform,
not go to hotels." It is safe to bet the last dollar nine out of every ten of these men v~te the Republican ticket. How long a herculean task, that merits the aid of all whose minds are
would it take to make good Liberals of such people? Mr. not clouded by such a horrible superstition.
Fraternally yours,
S.D. L.
Remsburg and Mr. Willis can remain in their own and among
Protestants and find lots of missionary work to do. We hav
SouTH BosQUE, TExAs, Sept. 10, 284.
many Liberals doing good work, but giv me Mr. Ingerspll
Mn. EDIToR: The Christians are about letting up on us for
among them all yet. He strikes all the churches alike. He
knows they are " all smeared with the same stick,'' and " they this season; the harvest of the camp-ground is about cribbed,
and the preachers are preparing for conference and grand conknow he knows it."
A. J. READING.
vocations of sky-pilots in general. The th'3rmometer is cooling down; so is the Holy Ghost excitement-but the religious
FoREST GRoVE, OREGoN, Oct. 2, 1884.
MR. EDITOI\: The Liberals of Forest Grove had the pleasure craze did not run as high in this vicinity as it once did, which
of listening to Col. R. G. Ingersoll on the 18th of August. is very easily accounted for, after one finds out that about 150
His subject was " Orthodoxy,'' and the lecture was delivered copies of the Independent Pulpit hav been distributed around
in the usual masterly manner of the silver-tongued orator. It among the young folks, as well as a few TRUTH SEEKERS. I
was a grand treat--something we can never expect to hear find it much easier to induce young people to read Liberal
again, as this is too small a place to attract such speakers books and papers than older ones, for it is about as Mr. J. D.
very often. In fact, there is but one Ingersoll, and he was so Shaw said in one of his lectures to the young folks at our
annoyed by the hoodlum element that we cannot reasonably schoolhouse, "You can't teach an old dog new tricks." It is
hope to ever hear him here again. We heard quite recently really amusing to see how times h!iv changed among the peo·
that there was a man in Forest Grove that could answer In- ple. Instead of the religious zealots going around among their
gersoll, and I should not wonder if after the colonel gets down unconverted friends persuading them to go to the anxious
in Mexico, this man should just go to work and annihilate seat and be prayed for and get religion, the unconverted are
him. It reminds me of a little joke of the colonel's. When c_arrying around a pocketful of Liberal books and papers tryhere, he said that he had been told he was "fighting men of ing to induce their Christian friends to read them and come
straw,'' and, with his jolly laugh, he said that from the style out on the side of common sense and rationalism. But there
is a wide difference in the way they receive El!tch other's solicof answers he was getting, he guessed he was.
And he is. It is simply laughable to hear some of the itations. The unbelievers when approached by the Christians
preachers in this country, with their· seven-by-nine brain, at- are friendly and sociable, and are not at all offended, but see
the Christian approached by the Liberal-whew! he flares up
tempt to answer Col. Ingersoll.
Inclosed please find $2.50 for Col. Ingersoll's "Prose Poems," like " all mad,'' and ten to one he will insult his Liberal friend
and fifty cents for Lithograph of the Bennett Monument. outright. But "the tables are on the turn."
D. F. MARRS.
We hav a large picture of the colonel handsomely framed, and
all of his lectures. Now I want his "Prose Poems." I intend
CARTHAGE, Mo., Oct 2, 1884.
to send for Paine's complete works as soon as possible. Then
Mn. EDIToR: I see a strong inclination on the part of some
our list of Liberal works will be large enough for a private
Liberals to use THE TRUTH SEEKER for their political organ.
library.
I see by the papers there is soon to be another wife mur- I would rather see politics keep out, especially after I hav a
derer hung who has perfect faith in Christ. "Givhim a harp." benefit.
How any reformer of shams, any Liberal man, can cherish
Friend Macdonald, did you ever think what a pleasant place
hell is going to be if it is to be filled with such men as Paine, and vote for Democracy is a mystery to me not excelled by the
Bennett, and Ingersoll? What a sharp contrast compared gods. Many good reformers hav come out of the Democratic
with the wife murderers and other scum they are constantly party; but it is not a reform party. It is largely composed
sending to heaven ! They can take my wings for a feather to-day of the dregs of all other parties-the moss-backed, unprogressiv element bequeathed to this government from its
duster. I prefer to stay with "our folks."
beginning. It embraces all the old slave-holding fire-eaters of
SARAH C. ToDD.
Yours for universal mental liberty,
the South, who tkink more of Democracy than of reform. It
is supported by every man, so to speak, who ever raised arm
RocKFORD, ILL., Sept. 28,, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $2. Please put to my or voice against our flag, and lived over it. It is supported by
thousands of men who are too utterly ignorant to know more
credit for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Richard Oglesby is our candidate for governor, and pretty than to vote for a few drinks of whisky, and';too illiterate to
sure of election. W. Lathrop is one of our best lawyers, a ever reform themselvs or help reform this country. WhereLiberal and intelligent man. Inclosed I send you an anecdote ever you find an Irish Catholic, you find a Democrat and jug
of whisky. I hav spoken of rules, and not of exceptions.
worth printing.
GEo. TULLOCK.
I do not like the orthodoxy of Blaine and his party. But we
OGLESBY'S BTOI\Y ABOUT LATHI\OP.
Ex-Governor Oglesby and Hon. William Lathrop are great hav no caJ?-dldate. We cannot elect a Freethinker, and I hope
friends, and hav been ever since they were in Washington to- we will not elect a Democrat. Between the evils, I shall vote
gether. Oglesby was in the Senate and Lathrop in the for J. G. Blaine. Republicanism is a reform product of the
House. They roomed in the same building, and consequently nineteenth century; Democracy is of the eighteenth, and has
saw cons~derable of each other. Yesterday the governor got
Lathrop In a crowd, which he was entertaining in his charac- so far disgraced itself and our flag that it deserves to sink into
teristic manner, and told the following good one on our ex- oblivion with its wars, flags, chains, and fetters. Liberals,
congressman: "L1throp was such a sanctimonious, sober, sol- think of it.
J. THos. KENNEDY.
~e. came roun_d.
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BATTLE CREEK, MrcH., Oct. 4, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Friend H. R. Jones, of Burton, Texas, seems
to think that we of the North only chronicle-the acts of the
Ku Klux during presidential campaigns. I assure him that
we get our information from Southern papers. And of course
those papers W,Puld not dare to publish such murders if not
true. There may be some excuse for friend Jones if he is a
resident of Texas, a state that seems to tolerate the use of the
rifle, revolver, dirk, and bowie-knife; but I ask him to show a
single instance where a Democrat has paid the penalty of his
crime of murder of whites or blacks, merely because they were
Republicans. I deny that those infamous murders hav only
come to light once in four years, while it is evident that not a
single year has passed since the war but men hav been murdered and women and childr~n driven from their horoe3 by the
midnight murderers. I further say, for friend Jones's information, that the South has murdered more men for opinion's
sake than were killed by British bullets of Americans during
the War of 1812. I challenge friend Jones to name a single
Democrat who has been hung in all the South for the murders
they committed. Come, friend Jones, toe the mark. I know
we hav many robbers and murderers in the North, but few of
them escape t_he punishment due for crimes committed.
H. WILLIS.
NEw YoRK, Sept. 23, 1884.
MR. E;oiToR: I am well pleased with your most excellent
paper, which I hav been taking a few weeks.
I am happy to say that I am a pronounced Infidel and Freethinker, also an ardent admirer of Robert G. Ingersoll. I derive more solid comfort and consolation from reading his
works than I ever did from reading the so-called Holy Bible.
I noticed many discrepancies in the "book of books," but my
faith was so profound that I thought those things were possible. I am thankful that I hav lived long enough to find the
grand truth.
I place more confidence in Darwin's, Haeckel's, and
Spencer's writings than in any inspired work ever given to
man.
I hope your paper and the Liberal cause may succeed beyond the most sanguin expectations, and may be the means of
bringing many out into the light of day, who are groping in
tho darkness of superstition, and convert them to the truth;
not in the common acceptation of the term converting, but by
being thoroughly educated up to the standard of Liberalism
in its most abstruse truths, where backsliding cannot and will
not occur. It is better to hav one thoroughly convinced than
ninety-nine overcome by emotional caprices.
Yours truly,
J. w. CHISM.
WALToN, IND., Oct. 2, 1884.
MR. EDITOI\: I see that Mr. Willis, of Battle Creek, has been
"scribbling in THE TRUTH SEEKER." There must be something
that is hurting him very much. He defies you to find a greater
tyrant than Butler. If Willis will go to the looking-glass he
will see a greater one, but standing in much smaller boots.
He says if Butler should be president, he has no doubt that
Butler would hav every slave that was set free to be paid for
by the government. Do you see what ails Willis, of Battle
(pugnacious) Creek? Yes; he holds a government office,
like a little post-office or weather-cock. Willis further says
that Butler lies about his forty years' work for the laboring
man. Willis don't tell any lies about the solid Democratic
South, with a solid Democratic North. Oh, no! no lie here;
it is all soap. You can see plainly that Willis is in great pain,
because, if the Democrats or Butler should gain the day, well,
he kp.ows that his position scoots from under him. Well, he
can take the " salary grab."
I wonder if the Ku KlP:X: didn't hav hold of Willis? I think
so from the blood-stained language that he used.
E. VAN BusKII\K.
WHAT CHEER, IowA, Sept. 5, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you some names for the petition. I should like for you to inform me in how many states
church property is taxed, for this reason: I took the petition
to a lawyer to get his signature. I heard him say he was a
LibHal. He renti it, and then he asked me what the damned
fools wunted. He told me that there was not a state in the
country but what taxed church property, and he would not
sign it. He is a namesake of yours in this town. If you will
inform me through your paper I will take him THE TRUTH
SEEKER and let him see it.
ALEx. L. WALKER.
[We are afraid our legal namesake is not competent to practice in all the states. California is the only state that does tax
church property in its entil'ety. Many states tax all the real
estate b~longing to religious corporations not used as places of
worship; one (New Hampshire) ostensibly taxes all church
values aver $10,000 (but the taxes are rebated, in most towns,
by the assessors); the rest exempt churches and charitable institutions, and New York exempts ministers' personal property
to the extent of $1,500.-ED. T. S.]
CAWKER CITY, KAN., Sept. 19, 28,1.
MR. EDITOR: I hav learned much from the comparativly little politics found in THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is better than
that found in other papers, because the writers are realists.
They do not write to sustain a party or for selfish motivs, but
to teach and to be taught. The country is now agitated with
tile questions of free trade and protection, woman's rights, and
prohibition. Now, there is one branch of the political subject
that I wish some of our best informed writers W'lUld take np,
and completely exhaust. It is this: Would it be better for the
nation and the individual that the government should be supported by a direct tax on the persons, not the property, and
that all adult persons should be taxed the same sum? This is
so far-reaching and vital a question that I should be pleased to
see all the arguments, pro and con, collected and printed in
pamphlet or book form. We are just now going through a
complete revolution of government, and to me it seems that
we must land just there; but I do not wish at present to giv
my reasons. I prefer rather to be instructed, and think the
writers in THE TRUTH SEEKER to be the best I know of to do it.
GEo. W. CHAPMAN, M.D.
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g[ommnnica:lions.
Elmina in Boston.

..

DEAR FRIENDS: I am still in Boston, ,11.nd doing all
that I can to find the "shadow of a shade "-a spirit,
or any ear-marks of one. My last day was an abortiv
one. I met with kindness and courtesy, and bel p and
advice, at the Banner of Light office, and one friend
there was so good as to escort me himself to a blind
medium, and introduce me, and told him my mission. But the mei!ium only gave me a lecture, advising me to sit and develop myself into a medium.
He said I was a true clairvoyant. I said, "Do you
tell all your sitters this? I hav had it told me by
every clairvoyant I've been to." He got indignant
and said, "My medium [meaning himself] tells you
nothing; it is the spirit talking through him that
speaks." Then he reprimanded me for discourtesy
to one of these higher beings who was so kind as to
come and talk to me. I apologized, and said I spoke
to him as a man, and not to a spirit. He continued
his address, saying I was not in the right conditionwas too Materialistic to receive any tests from spirits. I told him I was not satisfied, but paid roy dollar and left. Then I went to another medium, who
hurled a long prayer-invocation, he called it-at
me, and made another ·preachment, not even so good
as the blind man's, and charged me two dollars. I
was so disgusted I felt as if he ought to be prosecuted. He is preparing to giv seances of illuminated
spirits-those that show in the dark. This is the latest craze.
I was glad to get. home at Mr. Mendum's, with his
kind and lovely family, at Melrose. I am just delighted with them all, and only regret that I hav not
known them personally much sooner than this.
There are three interesting daughters and one son at
home, and ·a sister of Mr. Mendum's, and a more
genial, affectionate, and loving family I never met
with. I wish all real Liberals could know them, and
see their beautiful home life. Mr. Mendum seems
to be almost an idol with his children, and indeed to
know him must be to love him.
I hav been up in Mr. Seaver's sanctum, fifth story
of the handsome Paine Memorial, several times, and
always find him busy over articles for his pet paper.
No two brothers could love or appreciate each other
more than these two men who hav worked side by
side for over forty years for freedom and Liberalism.
The good old Inve1:digator well deserves to. be the
banner paper of Liberalism, considering all it has
done in making our cause popular, respected, and
beloved.
Later.-Well, I hav just been to see Dr. W. M.
Keeler (wonder if all the mediums are doctors). He
is in 46 Dover street; is a spirit-photographer,
"indorsed by all th€. highest authority on spiritual
matters.'' I was pleased with him and his wife. I
got nothing on the first plate but my own picture;
but on the second plate were three spirit (?) faces,
and some bands pointing from above to my head.
This was pronounced excellent by the photographer, and should it prove worth while, I may hav
it duplicated for friends. I shall wait and see how
it finishes up. It is better than the three or four
last visits l hav made. I called on Miss Rhind
yesterday; got a few tests; had a pleasant seance and
an agreeable one. But thus far I hav seen or heard
nothing convincing; nothing that shows anything
beyond -human power&.
I am getting numerous personal reminiscences from
wiser and better posted people than myself upon this
vexed subject, and they all work into my own experience as helps towards reaching the real truth.
NO PROOF YET.

DEAR FRIENDs: I am visiting mediums in 13oston;
went to Jo Caffray's and got two slates full of what
purported to be communications from three dead
friends. I do not express any opinion, but will wait
till all the evidence is in. Then I'll giv you all I got.
I hav been at the Banner qf Light office to-day, and
a friend there has brought me to see Mr. Coxe a
blind medium at No. 30 Worcester square.
'
I want you to feel that I am doing all I can. I am
talking and getting private experiences when not
visiting medmms. I am in excellent health and
spirits, and find plenty of good ft•iends.
ELMINA.
WE can imagin the man who "denies his soul immortal" replying: "It is q'uite possible that you
would be a knave, and love yourself alone, if it were
not for your belief in immortality; but you are not
to force upon me what would result from your own
utter want uf moral emotion. I am just and honest,
not because l expect to liv in another world, but because, having felt the pain of injustice and dishonesty
toward myself, I hav a fellow-feeling with other men,
who would suffer the same pain if I were unjust or
dishonest toward them. Why should I giv my neighbor short weight in this world, because there is not
another world in which I should hav nothing to
weigh out to him? I am honest, because I do not
like to inflict evil on others in this life, not because
I am afraid of evil to myself in another, The fact is,

I do not love myself alone, whatever logical necessity
there may be for that conclusion in your mind. I
hav a tender love for my wife, and children, and
friends, and through that love I sympathize with like
affections in other men. · It is a pang to me to witness the suffering of a fellow· being; and I feel his
suffering the more acutely because he is mortal, because his life is so short, and I would hav it, if possible, filled with happiness and not misery. Through
my union and fellowship with the men and women
I hav seen, I feel a like though a fainter sympathy
with those I hav not seen; I am able so to liv in imagination with the generations to come that their
good is not alien to me, and is a stimulus to me to
labor for ends which may not benefit myself, but will
benefit them. It is possible that you might prefer
to 'liv the brute,' to sell your country, or to slay
your father, if you were not afraid of some disagreeable consequences from the criminal laws of another
world; but, even if I could conceive no motiv but my
own worldly interest or the gratification of my animal
df'"ires, I hav not observed that beastliness, treachery,
and parricide are the direct way to happiness and
comfort on earth.''- Christian Union.

To the Freethinkers of Canada.
The con»titution of the Freethought Association of Canada
declares that an annual convention of Canadian Freethinkers
shall be held at Toronto, on the second Saturday in December, and following days. In accordance with this declaration,
the central executiv of the said association hereby earnestly
invites all Freethinkers throughout the dominion to attend our
next convention. to be held in Toronto, on Saturday, Sunday,
and Monday, December 13th, 14th, and 15th of the present
year.
_
We hav every reason ~o believe that this Convention will
surpass any of its predecessors in its importance and its general inftuence. Never was Freethought so advanced as it is
to-day, and never were its adherents so numerous. It is,
therefore, our imperativ duty to be extra vigilant in the organization of the increased and increasing elements at our
command. Freethought having won such an extensiv public
recognition, it devolves upon us to enforce the truth, in a methodical manner, tbat it is only through acting up to its principles that mental freedom can become a reality.
We bav Mr. Charles Watts with us, who is a gentleman not
only able to expound our principles, but who is also equallv
capable of defending them from the attacks and misrepresentations of .their opponents. He, with Mr. S. P. Putnam, of
New York, secretary of the National Liberal League, will be
present at the Convention, and both gentlemen will take· .an
activ part in the proceedings. Efforts are now being made to
induce America's greatest orator, Robert G. Ingersoll, who is
the president o£ the National Liberal League, and other great
American Freethinkers to attE>nd. We hope, therefore, that
every Freethinker in Canada will do his and her best to be
present at this important gathering.
The Executiv wish it to be distinctly understood that this
appeal is made to all Freethinkers of the various provinces,
whether they belong to any local organization or not.
Intimation from friends intending to be present, and all
communications relating to the Convention, should be sent
direct to the Corresponding Secretary J. A. Risser, 9 Grand
Opera House, Toronto, Canada.
The officers of the Freethought Association of Canada are:
J. Ick Evans, president; R. B. Butland, treasurer; J. A.
Risser, corresponding secretary. Central Executiv Committee: G. Piddington, J. Taylor, A. Earsman, W. B. Cooke,
W. Dillon, F. Strange.
1oronto, Can., Oct. 1, 1884.

Ritter Confessions by a Protestant.

Toronto Notes.
On Sunday morning last Charles Watts addressed the members of the Toronto Secular Society on the necessity of Secular organization, the best methods for accomplishing this
purpose, and the imperativ necessity for an accompanying
rectitude of conduct. Human nature is infinit in the variety
of its development. Secularism must provide for its manysided aspects. Classes for the study of the sciences are paramount in importance, for science is the rock on which Secularism is based. Recreativ amusements constitute the graces
and pleasures of human existence-Secularists must cultivate
them-for Secularism is the science of a useful and pleasurable
human life,· socially, physically, morally, and intellectually.
Classes for music, dancing, elocution, and the drama, etc., etc.,
are all necessary, and pleasant, and useful in a variety of ways.
But all these must be subsidiary to scienc'e, which is the ground
work of Secularism, as these are the amusements. It is well
to follow the example of the good Freethinker of old, the
Emperor Marcus Aurelius, and, before retiring to rest at night,
devote a few minutes to self-examination as to rectitude of
conduct, or otherwise, during the past day, and regulate ouractions of to-morrow by the moral failures and successes of
to-day, for excellence of moral conduct is the great end and
aim of Secularism.
On Friday, October 4th, Mr. Watts lectured at Simcoe; this
week he lectures at Oshawa, on Monday; Lindsay, on Tuesday; Weiland and other places during the week.
- The Toronto daily World very aptly remarks: "Doctors
differ, doctors of divinity as well as doctors of medicin. Dr.
Talmage of Brooklyn says that no sane man who is not an
Infidel commits suicide. Mgr. Capel holds that three-fourths
of the persons killing themselvs are morally and mentally
responsible for the dreadful act. Consequently the suicides
are all sane Iufidels."
Now, if three-fourth of the suicides daily occurring are the
acts of sane Infidels-Infidelity must be .making terrible progress. And we submit that the responsibility rests upon
teachers and preachers like Talmage and Capel, whose lives.
and talents are supposed to be devoted to resisting the progress of Infidelity.
On Sunday night last Charles Watts lectured in Albert Hall.
The audience swarmed into the auditorium and crowded eve:ry
part of it-hungering and thirsting after scientific Materialism.
Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters-come to
the perennial streams of scientific knowledge-yea, come buy
wisdom (which is the outcome of observation, experience, and
reftection) without money, and withont price. All ye that
love light rather than darkness, leave the night of Christian
bigotry, ignorance, and. superstition-come to the benign light
of scientific investigation and demonstration. Come unto reason and knowledge, all ye that are weary and heavy laden (by
priestcraft and intolerance), and yon shall find that they will
giv yon rest.
The daily Toronto World says that Charles Watts and a delegation from the Toronto Secular Society visited Alton on
Saturday to assist at the funeral of the late Mathew Algie A
large number of neighbors and friends from a distance assembled to pay their last respects to the deceased. The cere·
mony took place at the grave, and was conducted wholly in
accordance with the principles of the Secular faith. It was
deceased's last request that his brother William would say a
feVII words over his dead body. William Algie delivered an
address that deeply touched the hearts of all present, and
made impressions that will be long remembered. Charles
Watts followed with a few feeling and impressiv remarks. The
"Foresters," who marched in a body to the grave, then concluded the ceremony by reading a part of the burial service
contained in their ritual.
The burden of the theme of the apostle of Albert Hall on
Sunday night was: Scientific knowledge is the civilizer of
Christianity. The Christian faith without scientific knowledge
is barbarism. Christianity represents isnorance; civilization
represents knowledge. Mankind, when m a state of gross and
benighted ignorance, may accept and submit to the tomfooleries of Christianity, bnt if the light of scientific investigation
and demonstration break in on their Christian darkness, then
the shams, the delusions, the frauds, and the trash of orthodoxy can no longer blind them.

The Rev. D. L. Leonard, of Salt· Lake City, publishes in the Independent a somewhat striking article
on the " Sources of Supply for Mormon Recruits." In
the course of the communication these facts are set The Hamilton Palladium says in a sermon last Sunday, the
Rev. John Burken, Congregational minister of Toronto, dealt
forth:
with the subject of land reform, and enjoined the view that
"Bnt not only must Protestantism bear the reproach of giving birth and growth to Mormonism, the shame and curse is
also American. The assertion is often made that the monstrosity is an exotic, an importation from the old world, and
especially that the pollutions of polygamy may justly be
charged to the English, Swedes, and Danes. But not so.
Facts compel a conclusion far less ftattering. Smith and his
system are essentially a New World product. More disgusting
still, we hav here an obnoxious plant which sprang from Puritan seed, though it first took root in the Empire state, and,
by a strange coincidence, in a region lying between the birthplace of the Rochester rappings and the seat of the Oneida
Community. And, worst of all, Mormonism is to be reckoned 1\B the monstrous outcome of that series of mo5t powerful revivals which prevailed from Utica westward during the
first decades of the century. It had also much in common
with the great Camp bellite movement, which antedated it only
by five or ten years, and from which it received a large number of important accessions. When Sidney Rigdon joined his
fortunes to those of Joseph Smith, and became at once the
Corypheus of the organization, he was only an advanced disciple of Alexander Campbell. Millerism and Shakerism were
also near relativs and neighbors. Probably between seventy
and eighty per cent of the converts gathered during the first
ten years (1830-'40) were baptized in the E!tstern states, New
York, or the Western Reserve Ohio; and at least ninety per
cent were of New England descent. In 1853, a reliable authority stated that, in !:lalt Lake City, about one-thir.l. and in
the territory one-fourth, were American born; but thttt these
held all the power, all the offices in state and church; and
another declared that the principal men were from New York
and New England, chiefly from western New York, though
their parents were from east of the Hudson. In 1860, out of
a population in Utah of some 70,000, it is affirmed that 10,000
were born in New York and 20,000 in New England; while in
the legishtture of thirty-six members, thirtebn were born in
New York, six in Massachusetts, and five in Vermont. In a
recent editorial, the official church paper states that' of twentyeight men constituting the general authorities of the church,
twenty-four were born in the United States, and eighteen were
of New England birth or origin. Of twenty-seven 'Stakes of
Zion,' twenty hav presidents born under the Stars a11d Stripes,
and a large majority of New England parentage. The founders
were mostly descendants of the Pilgrim fathers; the leading
minds are nearly all of Puritan blood.'"

the land belongs to the whole people. The essential difference between land and any other kind of property is that land,
like air, is absolutely essential to life. Deprive a man of the
product of land, and he dies. Personal property, when honorably attained, is accumulated labor, bnt land must in some
sense be regarded as the direct heritage of every man. No
power could giv sustenance to man except such as was derived
fro:m the earth. The inference is inevitable that every man
has an inviolable right to some share of the earth as well as the
air he breathes. It is the hypocrisy of the church on such
questions, and its evident leaning to the side of wealth and
power and authority that has disgusted and driven off many
thinking persons. ~ is largely felt that the poor are not
wanted in our fashionable churches, that their presence is regarded as an intrusion, and that the whole spirit of the modern
form of Christianity is against democracy and the rights of the
laboring and producing classes of the community. !:lecnlarism
is in the fullest sympathy with the masses on all questions of
social reform, which Christianity endeavors to strangle. The
Christian church in our day is a time-server, the hireling of
monopolists, the privileged classes, and plutocracy in general.
The Oshawa Vindicator in speaking of Mr. Watts's lecture in
that town, says: "Those who attended had reason to be delighted with the speaker's ability and eloquence. Mr. Watts
is a fluent, systematic, and logical speaker, presenting his
opinions and arguments in a very interesting manner, and in
the strongest possible light. His utterances against Christi!tnity were frequently applauded by that part of the audience
in sympathy with his views. Mr. C. J. Arthur, the chairman,
in introducing Mr. Watts, said he was not in accord with the
views of Charles Watts, but was a firm believer in Christianity.
At the close of the lecture, a debate took place between
Charles Watts and the Rev. Mr. Sharey. The debate was
most interesting, both gentlemen doing themselvs great credit
by their kindly :'llanners, and the entire absence of all personal feeling.''
-The Toronto clergy hav many faults, but they possess one
cardinal virtue-that iEr, a motherly care for the personal welfare of their God; knowing him to be constitutionally weak
in the back, they nervously keep him off the platform where,
unprotected, he would hav to toe the scratch in front of the
burley, muscular athlete, Charles Watts, who, if they fought
by the Marquis of Queensberry's rules,. would probably knock
their rick\lty god out of time.
R. II. :j3UTL~:V,
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IWAIFS AND WANDERINGS

saken; no one to provide for them and no one
For a practice so absurd !
He who casts his eyes abroad
to care for them." He was getting uneasy at
And
beholds a proof of God,
this, and remarked, "Well, if you were to giv ·
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Mass., to whom all Communications for th~
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Here is sense, and what is meant
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A. Transferred Discussion.
To THE PuBLic: The readers of the Walton
county New.~ will remember the religious discussion 0f recent date between the Rev. Mr.
Straton and myself.
The subjoined article
was prepared as a reply to Mr. Straton's last
communication, under the expectation that
the News would giv it a place in its columns.
For some reason unknown to me, that paper
declined its publication. To remain passiv
after reading Mr. Straton's argument and exhortation, might be considered by some as an
acquiescence in his conolusions, and a confession of error. I am unwilling for the gentleman to felicitate himself on a fancied triumph,
and more rei nctant still for those familiar with
the controversy to regard me as vanquished.
This is my reply.
A. A. BELL.
Madison, Ga.
To THE EDITOR OF THE 'VALTON "NEws,"
Sir: I see by a late issue of your paper that
Mr. Straton has seen fit to read me a sermon,
which he styles a •' rejoinder" to my reply to
his letter brushing away some of his caricatures. I am sorry he thought it proper to
bring in so much irrelevant matter, and, as I
think, unjustly.
I wish to say, once for all, that I never intended anything I hav written as a defense for
sending him papers through the mail. I trust
it has not come to this, that a disciple of
Roger Williams in this century is filled with
such popish ideas that a censorship has to be
exercised over the reading niatter sent to his
address.
In his rejoinder he takes pains to inform me
"that he is not a disciple of the Darwin, Spencer, or Huxley school." It was useless to giv
this piece of information to me, or the intelligent readers of the News, as I never suspected
him of having such attainments, nor did I
accuse him in this way. I did not send him
anything that they had written, or mention
their names in my card. While Mr. Straton
is so careful to inform the public that he is
not a disciple of Darwin, as though there was
odium attached to it, Professor Woodrow, of
Columbia, S. C., is out in a paper, in the
Pre8byterian·Revieto-, in defense of the Darwintheory of evolution. The world moves!
Agflin, he says: "If I believed as he does, I
would probably find in the writings of Hume,
Gibbon, a!ld Tom Paine, that alleviation for
my restlessness and mental distress which per. haps he experiences in setting t.hesA authors
up as the object of his adoration." This paragraph exhibits the clerical habit of flying at
an mdividual"s supposed mental distress, without any reason for it. He may hav mental
distress; I hav none. But if by implication he
wishes to convey the idea -that those noble
authors in any way justify wrong actions, or
laxity in morals or in integrity of character, it
is an imputation unworthy his position, and is
not a very fit illustration of "writing only in
the interest of truth, for the defense of the
gospel," as he claims. Adam Smith, author of
the "Wealth of Nations," pays a high tribute
to the memory of Hume. He says he lived
above the vices of the men ·of his time. He
spent a useful life, and died in tranquility.
Gibbon was the idol of society. His motto
ought to be woven in the hat crown of every
youth in this bright land of promis. I will
transcribe it for their benefit:
"The first and indispensable requisit of happiness is a clear conscience unsullied by the
reproach or rememberance of an unworthy
action."
"--Hie murus aheneus esto
Nil concire Libi, muUa palles cere culpa."
Thomas Paine was a Quaker by birth and
education. He hated vice, and even the semblance of a mean action. His motto was:
• "The world is my country; to do good, my
religion."
He wrote the numbers of "Common Sense"
that fired the hearts of the people of the Colonies with love of liberty. He penned the
numbers of the "Crisis" by the campfires of
Washington that fanned the decaying embers
of enthusiasm into a blaze. He was the
"Author-Hero of the Revolution." To know
his merits would be to praise. If I had any
guilt in my heart, goading me to mental distress, and wished to avail myself of a cheap
method of "alleviation," I would not go to the
writings of the "Author-Hero," nor the philosophy of the Scotch sage, but I would turn to the
"oracles" which teach, "Though your sins
be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow."
I for one do not believe that a wrong action
can be effaced from a virtuous mind. Character is like polished steel-when once tarnished, no art can restore its original beauty;
it may be, and is often, brightened again, but
it lacks its primitiv luster. This going to
books and gods to " alleviate" guilt, is a false
education. If one person wrongs another,
go to him or her and make restitution as far as
you can. This going to books and gods to
rectify wrongs, is a relic of the Greek mythology, running through Catholicism, and tincturing Protestantism with its sacrificial rites.
Mr. Straton's clerical flourish in his "rejoinder," about ''spiritual discernment" anil
the "carnal mind being at enmity against
God," has always been old stock in the budget
of priestcraft. I know that the doctrin of consubstantiation, the virginity of the "mother of
God," and of "election and reprobation," are
tenets that defy reason !m.d pleasantry. But
I should be excused for want of spiritual in-
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sight when it is remembered, as a learned critic
says, "The volumes of theological controversy
are overspread with cobwebs, and the mysterious doctrins of the church are far removed
from the knowledge or reason of the laity, and
the modern clergy sign the forms and articles
of faith with a sigh or a sinile;" while hundreds sing the doxology unconscious that it
was manufactured in the Council of Nice.
However seer-sighted the clergy may be, there
is no doubt that they are, like myself, sufficiently carnal-minded to giv their friends no
serious apprehension that the fate of Enoch
may befall them.
Mr. Straton is desirous I should say something about Sir David Brewster, as may be inferred when he says, " He was careful to say
nothing about Sir David Brewster in his reply,
who stands second to none in the scientific
world."
I think all scientific men confer blessings
upon their race. He was more of a physicist
than a mental or metaphysical philosopher. I
hav the greatest esteem for his memory. But
I was somewhat surprised that the study of
physics had not more thoroughly eradicated
from his mind the weeds of superstition. He
was born, however, more than 103 years ago,
and his mind had matured before the " electric light" of Tyndall, Darwin, and Spencer
had burst upon the intellectual horizon of the
world. Peace to his ashes!
Mr. Straton says: "We would like Dr. Bell
to point out what benefits to society hav accrued from the spread of Infidel principles."
It will be proper to consider briefly what are
really Infidel principles. It must be remembered that this is an epithet applied by ecclesiastics to liberal and scientific views that are
opposed to supernaturalism, just as Christians
who discarded the gods of Greece were called
Atheists by the Greek philosophers. It is well
known to the student of history what dire confusion in society followed the enforcement of
obedience by law, the acceptance of the mysterious doctrins of the Christian !'lOuncils as "divine truth." The mind and conscience were
fettered, the manly intellect was deprived of
its wings; it trailed in the dust of the dark
ages, and with it came the decay of science.
Persecutions followed upon one another, until
the Auto-da:fe smoked with a hecatomb of victims. The church opposed the astronomers,
and derided the philosophers. The works of
Sir Isaac Newton were suppressed in France,
and attacked by Leibnitz "as subversiv of natural and revealed religion." The conclusions
of eminent geologists, as they are now, were
condemned in the same way. And every new
discovery was impeached, being inimical to
the "word of God," just as Mr. Straton now
decries the doctrin of evolution, the discoveries of Darwin, and the splendid achievements
of Herbert Spencer. The principles that led
to enfranchisment of the mind, and turned
the investigators free, were .called Infidelity.
The principle that government derives its just
powers, not from God, but from the consent of
the governed, was regarded as a heresy by the
governments of the Old World. The same
idea, carried out, was applied to books that
claim to derive their authority from God,.with
the same effect. It was shown, too, that they
derive their merit, or demerit, alone from the
minds of the persons who wrote them. Thus
the authority of the priests was broken, the
dungeons holding heretics were thrown open.
The devices of the Inquisition-the rack, the
thumbscrew, collar, and fagot, became the reiics of spiritual tyranny in the museums of the
world. Who made those instruments of torture necessary? The church. Who promulgates the principles that broke the fetters of
superstition and religious intolerance? Men
of advanced thought! What if they were advocatedandcrystallizedintoaburninglens, by
Roger Williams, Voltaire, or the polished pen
of Rousseau, whose writings made a " new
epo(lh " in the history of the world, and advanced the civil condition of mankind? Society was greatly benefited; it was raised to a
higher plane of excellence; the security of
home, and the shelter of the "vine and the
fig-tree," were secured by the spread and adoption of principles adverse to the religious dogmas and spiritual laws; ungratefully termed by
way of derision "Infidel principles."
"Is it advanced thought that build& our
1
f
f
·
asy urns or the dea , the blmd, the sick, and
insane? ' asks Mr. Straton.
I answer, most assuredly it is. I will illustrate this answer by showing the peculiar attitude of the church upon this subject. Sir
R. D. Hanson, in his "Jesus of Jljstory," has
very clearly shown that it is no part of the
Christian scheme of salvation to enhance the
physical condition of mankind, nor his worldly
interest. And it was held if an individual's
industry, economy, and the natural advantages
of his surroundings contributed to his material
prosperity, it was an event more to be deplored
than congratulated, as it might prove a foe
and a snare to his spiritual interest. This idea
evi~ently runs through the synoptic gospels.
Bes1des, the church as a body holds and maintains that diseases, pestilences, famins, 11nd
even cyclones, are so many visitations of God
to manifest his displeasure at the evil conduct'
of man, which no device can avert. While the
immortal Jenner was perfecting his theory and
practice of vaccination, with the view of saving
mankind from a most loathsome and malignant
pestilence, the Rev. Dr. Dwight, of Yale College, denounced from the pulpit the discovery
as the " device of the deVIL" It is a well-known
fact in history that while the Christians were
mumbling prayers in Latin over the sick and
unfortunate, for the cure of their ailments, the
Saracens and Mohammedans were building
medical schools for the study of pathology.
The first medical college established in Europe
for the study of diseases upon a rational basis

was founded by the Saracens (Draper's "Conflict Between Religion and Science "). If
Mr. Remsburg, of Kansas, is to be credited
with accuracy of research, the heathens and
'Mohammedans had already erected in various
parts of the world asylums and hospitals for
the sick and afll.icted, while the Christians were
wrangling over the difference of the meaning
of Homouison and Homoiouson, and· establishing inquisitions in Spain and Portugal (G~b
bon's Rome, vol. ii).
Now, from these premises, which I think
correctly stated, the obvious conclusion, and
, the natural inference of a philosophical mind,
·must be that if there had been no" advanced
thought" on the theological idea of diseases
and the misfortunes that afll.ict mankind, and
their treatment and cure, there certainly never
would hav been any effort made to build costly
institutions to remove the ills "ordained of
God." The intelligent reader has doubtless
heard the same theory of divine government,
as mentioned, advanced in the hundreds of
sermons he has been compelled to listen,to.
l most cheerfully admit that many of our
hospitals and asylums are now under the fostering care of the church, although they draw
and beg much of the money for their support
from the men of the world. The erection of
these humane institutions was not at all an
exclusiv idea of Christians. A noble example
of humanity had already been set by those
termed barbarians, and this forced the church
to ignore its peculiar views, at least in practice, against a theory its members might secretly cherish, as we see illustrated every day.
Mr. Straton tauntingly asks me in his rejoinder to my reply, " what asylums and publie institutions of charity Infidelity has built."
I hav shown him that advanced thought,
which the clergy call "Infidelity," has built
all our hospitals and asylums. I will now
point out to him some of the special charities
of "Infidelity." But a person who is acquainted
with the literature of this country does not
need the information. It is, however, a pleasure to me to go over the subject. Forrest, the
great American tragedian, founded a home for
aged actors in Philadelphia. Mallard Turner,
the English painter, left a legacy of $1,000,000
to found a home for" decayed artists." A man
who has lived or traveled in Scotland ought to
know that the great Infidel, Robert Owen, of
Lanark, gave his services and hundreds of
thousands of dollars for the benefit of the poor.
James Lick, of California, aided in building
the Paine Memorial at Boston, and besides
gave hundreds of thousands of dollars for publie and benevolent purposes.. Peter Brigham
and John Redman donated millions of dollars
for free hospital accommodations for the sick
at Boston. William McClure gave half a million of dollars, so says Mr. Remsburg, to aid the
workingmen of Indiana. Last, though not
least, the Infidel, Stephen Girard, of Philadelphia, gave the most magnificent and the most
munificent legacy ever donated to charity. I
doubt very much if all the clergy in the United
States put together ever deeded half the sum
for the sole benefit of indigent orphans.
Girard College stands as a grand monument of
benevolence. Mr. Straton, point .at it, and
tell your congregation, " See what an Infidel
has done." He has said in his reply, if I am
right in this matter, he· "must confess to a
great deal of ignorance." Let him confess.
"An honest confession is good for the soul."
If teachers of religious creeds refuse to read
the writings of scientists and skeptics, how can
they keep abreast with the discoveries and
charities of eminent devotees of truth and humanity?
"
Mr. Straton says: "We a:(ll.rm that Infidelity has a tendency to relax all the bonds of
sor.iety, to break up all the foundations of governments, and to overwhelm law, order, and
civilization with the violence of a torrent."
This assertion, if intended to apply to the
principles of Freethought in the abstract, is
an empty declamation. Had· he been better
acquainted with the philosophy of history, as
illustrated by Montesquieu, Voltaire, and
Buckle, he doubtless would hav written more
reservedly, and hav been less likely to mislead
the less critical reader. Jesus himself, and I
say it cautiously, was an Infidel to the established religion, and hostil to the priesthood of
his day. His teachings broke up the foundations of governments, and overwhelmed law,
order, and civilization into the confusion of
the "Dark Ages." In fact, the corruption of
a priesthood, and the oppression of governments, can scarcely be reached by any other
method. This "overwhelming of law and
order" is often necessary, as the crucible is to
the alchemists the only means they hav to
purify base metals of their dross. All new
experiments, all upheavals, whether in :nature
or of old customs and rites, are attended more
or less with perturbations that shock the mind.
It took a " torrent" to wrench from King John
and his ecclesiastic vassals the modest demand,
the right of habeas corpus and trial by jury.
Nothing less than a political tornado can correct depravity when it creeps into church or
state. Every gem set in the cap of liberty was
bought at a very dear price. It is contended
't t k t
d t
h
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salvation. But, like the stream that overflows
its confines, the turbulent flood soon adjusts
itself, and the current flows along more
smoothly for having cleared its channel of obstructions. Therefore it is not Ie~itimate nor
philosophical to attribute such thmgs to Infidelity per se. It is making a wrong use of reason, and confounding cause and effect. It is
misleading the uninformed, and does no cause
any good, for its advocates to endeavor to enhance the merits of their system by maligning
the just and true merits of other systems and
principles.
Mr. Straton, it was religious principles that
burnt at the stake Latimer, John Rogers, Rid-

ley, and the immortal Bruno. It was the religious . zeal of a bishop that kindled the :fires
of Smithfteld, in which he was consumed. It
was religious principles that prompted the cutting out the tongues of the victims of the inquisitions before putting them to torture, lest
they might shock the cause of piety by blasphemy. It was religious principles that culminated in the massacre of St. Bartholomew,
causing the blood of 70,000 innocent people to
run in "torrents" through the streets of Paris,
Orleans, Troyes, Bourges, and Lyons, while
Atheists were busy endeavoring to stay the
fanaticism. It is no wonder, then, that Voltaire wrote, " I end all my letters, Ecrasez
l"injame. It is the greatest service that can be
rendered to the human race" (Parton's ''Life
of Voltaire," ii, p. 284). It was religious_fanaticism that instigated and carried on the
Crusade wars; that sacrificed the lives of two
millions of men; a carnage that wrapped the
civilized world in monrnin~. " See what a
terriJ:>le experiment" Christianity made in
the vain attempt to recover the empty sepulcher of " the son God."
It is quite customary for religionists with
more zeal than knowledge to point, as Mr.
Straton has done, to the French Revolution,
and say, See "that tremendous experiment by
a nation to do without a God !" They seem
never to hav seriously studied the cause and
motiv of that rebellion. After a careful study
of the subject, it may be affirmed that the efficient cause that led to such a moral catastrophe, had its prime origin in the dissolute conduct and "profligacy" of the clergy of the
nation, and the wanton corruption ef the officials of the govermflent. The people reposed
in a spiritual magistracy for protection, to :find
their most sacred rights trampled upon. The
government upon mere pretense annulled the
mutual contracts of marriage. The nation
under a " theocracy" corrupted innocence, and
set at defiance every peaceable efforts of its
" subjects " to redress their wrongs. The
tragedy of Galas, the execution of Count Lally,
and the murder of the youthful La Barre, were
enough to incense a people to commit almost
any outrage. It is no wonder that a people
who had suffered so much under a government
guided by a priesthood should be willing at
any cost to attempt almost any expedient that
promised an improvement of their degraded
condition. It was truly a moral earthqua~e.
which was necessary to overturn a mountam
of corruption. "It was despotism, and not
Infidelity, that produced the bloodiest drama
in the book of time." It made way for liberty,
and rendered possible a government by the
people, and to-day republican France rej~ices
in the existence of a free government. It 1s of
no use for one to rise to dispute this who is
not familiar with the last chapters of Buckle's
"Introduction," Guizot's "Civilization," "History of France," and Dr. Sanger's "History of
Prostitution."
Mr. Straton says; "Dr. Bell givs us the key
to his creed at the close of his article in the
following lahguage: • From my boyhood I ~av
been an advocate for truth, temperance, JUS·
tice and humanity-and the exercise of hu- .
ma~ity even at the expense of justice, where
the parties would be gainers, and no great
harm done;' and he closes by saying that ' any
other religion is not worth the paper it is written upon.' This, then, is his religion, a religion that sacrifices justice when no great harm
would be done. Now, it seems to me that the
original source of justice or right is the will of
God. But if man denies the existence of God
and acts as if there were no God, to what tribunal must we appeal for justice? And who
is to determin when 'no great harm would be
done ' by intermitting its penalties_? Must
each man determin this himself, and thus be·
come his own judge and jury? I say that all
law has its seat and center in the bosom of
God, and the penalties which his law attaches
to transgression are exact and specific, whether
applied to the natural or to the moral world."
I made no "denial of God," as he· asserts,
and it is like setting up a man of straw to fight
to say so. But with pride I stand by my creed,
as set forth above, and maintain that man, the
human reason, is the sole judge when justice
should be tempered with mercy, and the statute laws of Georgia so declare. When he affirms that the "seat and @enter of all law is in
the bosom of God," he announces a thesis,
I imagin, it would be difficult for him to sustttfn before a body of scientists, however easily
the hypothesis might be proved before a con·
vention of clergymen. He adds that the penalties which God attaches to transgression are
exact and specific, whether applied to the natural or moral world." This is not strictly true,
as could be abundantly shown in the actual
occurrences of life. The law of nature is full
of freaks, and the moral law is erratic. .
However, Mr. Straton's idea, that justice
should never be sacrificed for humanity's sake,
would be a worthy statute to put in the hands
of the Inquisition itself. It is in plain contra·
diction to the spirit and letter of the right
claimed, the withholding of which inspired the
hearts of a people to throw off the yoke of tyr·
anny, to effect a revolution by the terrible arbitration of war. The Declaration of American
Independence, written by an Infidel, embodying the sentiments of the Atheists of France,
flared in the face of the monarchies and the
hierarchies of the world the maxim that governments originate justly by the ·will of the
people; and law, instead of having its "seat
and center in the bosom of God," on the
contrary, "in the United States of America.''
As a; writer in the " Footprints of Time " says,
"the source of authority, and the origin of all
law, is in the people alone." The same instrument, written in a neat, lady-like hamlwriting,
by a disciple of Heloctius and Condillac, declared in plain terms, to those who ruled by
"divine right," that the people had the right to
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nbolish and iD.stitute new government, laying
I will take this occasion to aay it seems to be
THIRD EDITION.
its principles and organizing its powers .in such a chronic habit with a certain class of clergyform as shall to them seem most likely to ef- men, that when they fail to meet the facts and
fect their safety and happiness.
By R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
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lenso of the church of England.
' on' the other hand the Rev. Mr. Beecher, in
a lecture delivered in Atlanta, Ga., and published in the Constitution, boldly declared: "I
hold that the theology in which I was ihStruotedin my cnildhood · · • is infamous
. . • and that it is blasphemy to teach
auch things; and the man t~;tat undertake.s to
teach such things that stand m the confesswns
of faith that underlie all the churches of this
day and age, are misleading men." Mr. Straton may settle this with Mr. Beecher as best he
can.·
Five hundred Christians to one Infidel!
In his rejoinder, Mr. Straton, with delight,
indulges himself in this way: "Dr. Bell may
aay the religion of Christ is not worth the paper it is written upon. He may attempt to asImage the pangs of his troubled conscience by
casting contempt on the ' Oracles of God.' "
This is purely a clerical assumption. I
made no such assertion, and sue~, an infereJ?-ce
is unjust. I cast no "contempt ?n any kind
of writings, as ~r. Straton was domg. But I
will say the callmg of the cruel and barbarous
laws of 'the ancient Hebrews, and their litera·
tute the "oracles of God," 10,eems to me to be
a style of speaking tinged with popery. Read
what the learned Dr. Curry said, in his Chicago sermon: "I am awfully shy of the Old
Testament. I must say there is a great deal in
it that is of very little value to religion. • •
Many of the prophecies of Isaiah and other
prophets that are applied to Christ, and the
church, had reference to the return of the Jews
from their captivity." Mr. Straton can settle
~is with Dr. Curry.
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9Jemfl oJ g[honght.
ANGER begets anger, contention \needs contention,
seifishneBB begets selfishness, and hatred begets
hatred. A ba<l example Is as proUfic or wrong as a
good example Is or the right. This Is just as simple
as the addition or the smallest numbers In making
a sum which a child can comprehend, but It Is just
as true as the most elaborate problem In EucUd.
Every example, every action, exerts Its )nfiuence,
either good or bad, according to Its nature. -D. Iff.
Bennett.
MATTHEW ARNOLD argues seldom-he demonstrates Uttle; but he treats all the cr~eds of the orthodox gnd the estabUshed notions of Christendom
with a curiously calm Indifference, which Is almost
contempt-a quiet, Iotty scorn, admirably calculated
to glv spirit and confidence to Jess audacious Freethinkers. Prophecies, miracles, transcendental
dogmas, "meta.physlca.I propositions," "schemes or
alva(lon," the Apostle's Creed (the popular science
ot Christianity), the Nl~ene Creed (the learned
clence), the At,hanaslan Creed (the learned science,
• with a strong dash of violent and vlndlctlv temper"), all go down before his lance under the comprehenslv phrase or "Aberglaube ;" and It Is by no
means clear that either a personal God or a future
Ute Is lett standing amid the heap of ruins.- W. R.
Greg.

IT Is possible to be without position, and yet not
prostrate; to belong to no society and yet not to
stand alone. It I say we, I know that I am entitled
to do so. The we I mean IlO longer count only by
housands. True, we don· t constitute a church, a
congrega;lon, or even a society; b •1t we know the
reason why. Innumerable assuredly Is the multitude of those who are no longer satlsf.ed with the old
alth, the old church, be It Protestant or CathoUc: of
hose who either dimly apprehend, or distinctly
perceive, the contradiction In to wh lch both are
forced more and more with the knowledge, the view
ot Ute and the world, the social and poUtlcal growths
or the present age, and who In consequence regard
a change, a modification, as an urgent necesslty.Sirauss's Old and New Faith.

NOW READY!
TALK about parsons laying down the gospel! It
some or the reports regarding this class are true,
they ought to lay It down forever.
A YOUNG lady who was blamed for allowing ller
glove to be discovered In a young man's pocket,
stated that she had no hand In it.

JACOB served Laban seven years tor the hand or
Rachel. It the old man had kept a cat'rlage and Jet
Jacob In as coachman, he would hav made the rlllle
In six weeks.
"No," wrote a Montreal convent pupil, "we don't
see a man over here once a month, but there's a
French girl just come who has a dear little mustache, and we are training her to smoke clgarets
and swear."
CANNIBAL king (to miBSiona.ry): "I think that the
best thing I can do Is to eat you." Missionary (In
earnest protest): " I do not agree with you, sir."
Cannibal king: "Well, 1 mustn't eat anything that
doesn't agree with me.''
"TIMES llav changed," said old Hyson. mourn_
tully; ''times ha.v cl::.anged.'' ''And as to wheretore ?" asked his son. "In former times," said the
old one, "man ate the cream." "And now ?"
cc They cream ate the man."
"WHA.T do you call your dog, Georgie?" asked the
visitor, pleasantly. "Ps<~olm," said Georgie. "That's
a tunny name for a dog," the caller said; " why do
you call It Psalm ?" And the boy explained that he
did so because the dog wasn't a hymn.
"WHAT," asks a very tender writer," wha.t can
take the place of ba 'lies ?" 'Bh I Bend your head a
little lower and we'll tell you. Other babies. You
didn't suppose this year's crop lasted forever, did
you? Goodness, man, It wlll be clear out of style In
eighteen months.

SAID a good sister In her testimony at a late campmeeting: "My husband opposed my coming to this
sacred spot, but I can truthfully say that In coming
here 1 hav received a blessing; and I know that
when I reach home my husband will receive a blessIN vala thou den lest It; thou art my brother I Ing." No one seemed to doubt her.
Thy very hatre<l, thy very envy, these tooUsh things
"AND what of this present time ?" cried tlle parhou tell eAt or me In thy splenetic h urn or, what Is ali
son, earnestly, smiting the pulpit. " What of this
his but an Inverted sympathy? Were I a steam
time In which we Uv? What about the Now ?''
engln, would at thou take the trouble to tell Ues of
"Now," said the good editor, suddenly aroused
me? Not thou I I should grind all unheeded,
whether badly or well.
wondrous, truly, are !rom his comfortable slumber, " now Is the time to
make up clubs." And then the deacons clubbed tothe bonds that unite us one and all.
There
gether and set him out.
·
Is not a Red Indian hunting by Lake Winnipeg can
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CAPTAINS~!. INDUSTRY,

to aoneciouce,,

a.nove all Uberties.-

Mil!fm.

EVERY Mussulman Is taught, directly or Implicitly,
tllat he ought to fight tor his faith, that he should
I!Beert himself as one or a favored people, and that It
Is wrong tor him to endure, If he can help It, a direct and visible assertion of Infidel superiority. or
the millions so taught, a proportion believe the
teaching, and a few believe It so strongly that they
will rather die than allow the Infidel to get above
them In any visible way. There Is, therefore, In
Mussulman countries, religious enthusiasm sometimes rising to ranatlcls:n, that Is, breaking loose
from the control or the judgment; and, or course,
when dogma Is very much preached or events bring
he obligations of tllelr creed clearly borne to the
children or Tslam, there Is a good deal or it. But
there Is much Jess In quantity, and what there Is Is
much Jess energetic In kind, than Europeans seem,
at this anxious moment, Inclined to beUeve.-Th•
London Spectator ISPpt. 16, 1882.)

"How did you enjoy my sermon yesterday ?"
the:~. :g~w IUlntst~r -of Ftt.zgoober..
u Immensely," answered Fltz; "It -was a delightful
comfort to me, the cause or a great recreation."
"I'm glad to hear It," spoke the pleased clergyman
"but, sir, I tear you Indulge In flattery." "Not In
the least," emphatlcaliy replied Fltz, ''you put me
Into the sweetest slumber when you began that I
ever experienced, e.nd kept me there, too, until you
had finished.''

I

COLOR ED

STRANGE that so tew mell discover how bad the
juarrel with his squaw but the whole world must
smart tor It; will not the price or beaver rise? It Is muslo of the Itinerant musicians Is until the hat Is
a mathematical tact that the C8Btlng or this pebble passed around. It you will notice It, a crowd which
from my hand alters the center of gravity or the unl- Is perfectly oblivious of the band's discord, will, the
moment the hat makes Its appearance, say the most
verse.-Bartor Resartus.
cruel things against the wandering minstrels, with MEN OF BUSINESS WHO DID SOMETHING BE·
SIDES MAKING MONEY.
GIV me the Uberty to know, to utter, and to argue a unanimity which Is quite remarkable.
reeiy according
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IT Is reported tllat a day or two ago Mr. St. John
went Into a Kansas drug store and called tor a glass
HOLY BIBLE," " HOLY MEN AND
ot soda water. His left eye accidentally twitched as CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
the clerk gazed at him Inquiringly. The mistaken
CIVILIZATION.
"HOLY CROSS,"
clerk, not knowing the gentleman, gave him a liberal allowance of the usualfiavor demanded on such
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
Form the German ot
occasions, and the glass was drained to the dregs.
"My goodness gracious me!" said the candidate,
MAX
NORDAU.
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
smacking his Ups. "I don't see how men can drink
•men gather grapes of thorns, or ~gs of
liquor when they can get soda water like that."
SEVEN EDITIONS IN SEVEN MONTHS. thistles?"
ANGLOMANIA has got to such a pitch among the
PROHIBITED IN AUSTRIA.
T. 0. LELAND, ex-Secretary of the National
high-toned people that bureaus are now called
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Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
"chests ot- drawers" a I' Anglalse. A second_-hand
, This book 18 not a book. It 18 a deed; and those
severely, IIWfully, infernally cruel work on the
furniture-dealer on Market street thought he d tall who oppose It will prove that tlley rear it."- Vienna
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
In with the times, and, tor a bit or an advertising News.
dodge to draw attention to llls place, lle put a rather
Price, cloth, $1. 50; paper, $l.OO. For sale at this made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
antiquated-looking bureau out on the sidewalk In olllce.
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,
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THE
not keep It there long. He got tired explaining
what It meant to the dudes who came panting up to INSTITUTION OF .MARRIAGE IN
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say they'd take one palr.-San Francisco News-Letter.

By M. E. BILLINGS,

ONE or the most Important or the lnfi uences or
science on religion has been lt.s emancipation rrom
the trammels or authority, We all know what thel!e
trammels were In the Middle Ages. We know It was
not merely the dhurcll or Rome with Its dogmata, but
the support that the church gave to the dogmata or
Aristotle that was the great obstacle to progress. It
I were to tell you now some or the conceptions that
H would then hav been heresy to question, you would
be surprised that grown-up men and women could
entertain notions 110 childish-such, tor example. as
that the planets must move In circles because the circle was the most perfect figure I And when Kepler
THE UNITED KlNGDOll.
round that Mars and otllH planets moved In ellipses
"DEAR, dear I where hav you been, girls ?" said a
BEING
he promulgated It with tear and trembling, Jest the
church should proceed against him ror violating Boston motller to her girls, wllo returned late rrom LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND REan entertainment, "We've been carmlnlng the muAristotle's theories.- W. B, Carpente>·.
MARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.
nicipality,"* giggled the eldest. "And observing
F circumstances lead me, I will find
tlle pachyderm,"t laughed tllesecond, "And vocltWhere truth Is hid, thouj:ll It were hid Indeed
Four Hundred and Forty Large
eratlng the female to an extraordinary elevation,"+
Within the center.
-Bhakspere's Hamlet.
Octavo Pages.
chimed In the third. "Dear, dear, dear!" exclaimed
Is there anything better In a state tllan that both the mother In expostulatory tones. " There's no
Price reduced from $2.25 to $1.00.
men and women be rendered the very best? There harm done," mamma." pouted the rourth; ''everything Is amiable, and tlle rowl wllose cackling was
41tf
Address this office.
Is not.-Pla.to,
tlle salvation or Rome Is suspended at an altitude
A GCOD tree cannot bring rorth evil rrult, neither hitherto unknown In our experlence."ll
can a corrupt tree orlng rorth good trult.-Jesus.
Explanatory chart.-*Palntlng the town red. tSe ·CRAFTY men condemn studies, simple men ad- lng the elephant. +Whooping ller up. IIEverytlllng
BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B,
is lovely and the goose bangs hlgll.-Summerville
mire them, and wise men use tllem; tor they teach Journal.
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concernnot their own use; but that Is a wisdom Without
Two pas,engers on a Detroit-bound train occupied ing the literature contained in the Old and
them and above them, won by observation. Read
12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
not to contradict and confute, nor to believe and one seat In the smoking-car. Both appeared to be NeW Testaments.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
1
take tor granted. nor to find talk and discourse, but abundantly able to afford a berth In the sleeper.
S8 Clinton Place, N Y
to weigh and consider. Some books are to be tasted, The conversation between them was not continuous.
others are to be swallowed, and some tew to be Each glanced out or the corners or his eyes at the
chewed and digested; that Is, some books are to be other, as It suspiciOus or his neighbor. Finally
read only In parts; others to be read, but not curi- one, bejng nettled at tlle eyeing lle had been subously; and some rew are to be read wholly an<:! with jected to by the other, blurted out: "Well, you
needn't be so aU-fired suspicious or me. I am the
diligence and attention.-Bac<>n's Essays.
superintendent or a. Sunday-school In my town."
WE view tlle world with our own eyes, each or us; "Is that so?" cried his companion, warmly, and his
and we make rrom within us the world we see. A face brlgh tenlng . " I am so glad to meet you. Hllw
weary lleart get' no gladness out or sunshine; a seU- mu~h dld you?--" "And you are-" "Oh,
Ish man Is skeptical about friendship, as a man don t worry, I am a much respected citizen and a
With no ea'l' does not care tor mualc.-Tha.<:keray.
prominent church•member when I am at home.
Shake, old boy, did you do well ?" A moment later
4TO do
Sent b¥ Mall for Flft¥ cenu.
tlley were fast friends, sampling each other's
That which lies before us In aally Ute
ll<iuor and studying a map or Canada,
ls the prime wisdom.
-Milton,
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J/Jofts and Qilippings.
AT a Sunday-school in this city, says the

Inde:pendent, a teacher asked a new scholar, a
little girl, what her ~arne was. She replied,
"Helen French." An urchin in an adjoining
seat sang out, "What is it in English?"

IF one would be a Christian, he must bear
his cross: "It's a powerful hard matter for me
to keep my religion," said a church-member to
his minister. "Every time I think I've got an
everlastin' holt on it, something turns up to
make me cuss; so I am kept on a trot between
the world and the mourners' bench. This
morning I lost all the religion I had while trying to shoot Tom Green. The gun wouldn't
go off and I had to cuss."

IN some country churches of Iowa they sing
a prohibition hymn which contains the two folTms statement appears in the official organ
lowing lines:
of the Methodist church: "We hav recently
"Put away the bottle, put away the cup,
For if you don't, 'twill turn you bottom up." heard of a church so surprised by a single conversion that several of its members said, 'Just
THE very Rev. Joe Cook has just succeeded think of it! Mr. B. has been converted, and
in calling public attention to himself by get- in our church, too !'" we had no idea that
ting into a disgraceful row with the porter of things had reached this desirable condition in
a drawing-room car in Wisconsin. The trouble the church; but if" Mr. B." was an intelligent
arose from the porter's resentment at being person, it is no wonder that his conversion to
addressed in a brawling tone, " Here, you, Methodism should excite remark.
Sambo!"
THE fifty-third exhibiton of the American
MABK TwAIN has been translated into Italian.
.Institute, between 63d and 64th streets, Third
A publisher in Italy brings out the works of
avenue, this city, which opened September
this chronic funny man, calling them the writ24th, is still open; and owing to the large
ings of "Marco Duo," or "Samuelo Lang9-orne
quanity of exhibited articles, will not close
Clemensini." Thus Mr. Twain shares the fate
until November 29th. This exhibition should
of Bret Harte, who appears in Russia as
be opened Sundays, giving mechanics who can" Bretoff Harte ski."
not spare a week day, without stinting their
THE absorption of Brothers Wakeman and family or losing their situation, an opportuLeland's paper by THE TRUTH SEEKER suggests nity to view their own handiwork. .
the thought that there is sometimes an antii
IT is very strange how quick some people
thetical repetition of the lowest in the highest,
will
change
their
minds.
A man in Vermont
and that truth is stranger than fiction. We
hav read somewhere, in a book of fable, about imagined that he was inspired to kill Mrs.
Adams, a school-teacher, and after thinking it
a whale swallowing a Man.
over for sqme time decided to do so. He
SoME time since, avers the Christian at Work,
called upon the lady and acquainted her with
a gentleman died, who, during life, refused to
his mission, when she seized a club and knocked
believe in any future punishment. Two or
him down, and then broke nearly every bone
three weeks after his death his wife received in his body. He now entertains some doubts
through a spiritual medium the following com- as to the genuinness of the inspiration.
munication: "Dear wife: I now believe.
Please send my thin clothes and a barrel of
A STRANGER arrived at St. Louis, last week,
ice water."
and put up at one of the principal hotels. The
LABOUCHERE, editor of London Truth, says: energetic landlord inquired whether he was
"I see it stated that the Church Missionary looking for business chances. "No," replied
Society has expended in thirty-three years up- the stranger, sadly, " I'm looking for salvaward of £120,000 on 'missions' to Jews and tion." The landlord, who had been born and
Mohammedans in Palestine without making a raised in the place, seemed puzzled. He
single convert. The London Jews Society scratched his head and gazed into vamincy, and
spent £30,000 between 1877 and 1882 with the then, as if moved by sudden impulse, said,
"Never heard of it, sir; guess yon won't find it
Slime result.
in St. Louis."
IT is said that Deacon S. V. White, a bona
DR. NEWMAN HALL, author of a tract entifide ad valorem deacon of Beecher's church in
Brooklyn, has wagered $7,000 on the result of tled, "Come to Jesus," became greatly excited
the election, and will still giv market odds on over some criticisms, and wrote a very sarcasBlaine. Mr. Beecher has labored with him in tic and bitter reply, which he carried to Dr.
vain, advancing every argument, eveJl "You're Binney for suggestions and approval. The
sure to lose," but the deacon says nobody ever nettled Dr. Newman read it himself, and whenbeat him in a horse-trade yet, and he guesses ever he came to any passage which happened
to be particularly bitter, he rubbed it in with
he knows what he is about,
much emphasis. When he had done he said,
TRONJEM, in Norway, according to Dr, Buck~ "Well, Dr. Binney, how do you like that lot?"
ley, is the most northerly spot in the world "Oh," was the cautious reply, "I think it is
where Methodism has reached. Thus the remarkably well written, but has extremely
people nearer the pole, in the midst of snow sharp and bitter things in it. Hav you fixed
and ice, hav the consolation of knowing that up a title for it yet?" "No, I hav not," rethere is one affliction which they hav been plied Dr. Hall; "perhaps you can assist me?"
spared, and which their more southern fellow- Then Dr. Binney said, "While you were readmen would fain be rid of. This fact may ac- ing those hard hits the thought occurred to me
count for the prevalent scramblA to reach the that this would be a capital title, ' Go to the
North Pole.
Devil,' by the author of 'Come to Jesus.'"
LITTLE children are not always encouraged
A FRIEND of a subscriber to the National Reas they should be in their search after informa- former givs a straightforward and amusing
tion. "Pa," asked a New York youngster, summary of missionary efforts in South Africa.
"how many blades of grass are there in Cen- The writer is a Wesleyan Methodist, dating his
tral Park?" The old man roused himself and letter from "'Kokstad, Griqualand East:"
informed the boy that the next foolish ques- "The missionaries are doing more harm than
tion would pack him off to bed. "Can't I ask enough out here. All they think about is maka question that ain't foolish? It's about the ing money, and then going home and telling a
Bible." "Go on," said the father.
"How lot of lies about the good they are doing and
many Paul bearers did St. Paul hav at his the hardships they hav to undergo. The nafuneral?"
tiv, in his savage state, is honest and truthful,
THE Philadelphia Record resurrects this but the moment the missionary takes him in
story: An Indian, on being asked what he was hand he almost invariably become8 a liar and
doing now, answered: "Well, I hunt some, a thief. The conversion of the hundreds you
fish some, and preach some." "Where do hear and read about at home to Christ is a farce.
you preach?" "Up on the creek bottom." It means the man putting on trousers and the
"How much do they giv you ?" "'Bout fifty woman petticoats. Last week, a 'converts d '
dollars a year." "That's mighty poor pay, K~fir came into the store, and I saw him put a
isn't it?" "Well, but it's mighty poor preach." bridle under his blanket. I followed him out,
The Cambridge Tribune adds: "Some preachers and, pulling him off his horse, gave him a
resign on account of small pay, but they never thrashing. A day or two after this little event
think of the quality of the stuff they dole out. a hang-dog-looking missionary asked me why
The Indian knew more than some white men." I beat a member of the church."

RoMAN Catholic priests hav long been in the
habit of warning their parishioners to keep out
of Methodist meetings, not only because Methodists are heretical, but because their preaching drives people crazy. It now appears that
a good Romanist has just become a raving
1una tic after attending the services of a Jesuit
nnss10n. The .Advocate adduces this fact in
refutation of Dr. Henry Maudsley's statement
that Methodist revivals are a prolific cause of
insanity, but the editor loses sight of the further fact that Christianity in all its 1urid forms
is calculated to unbalance the minds of emotional persons. It is difficult to understand
how any one who is not a brute can believe in
an eternal hell and not become insane.
"REsOLVED, That suicide of the National
Liberal League in its abandonment of Free
Speech, Press, and Mails, adds another ghastly
skeleton to the decaying relics of hesitating
inertia which mark the highway of heretic bewilderment."-The Word. The attention of
THE TRUTH SEEKER has been called to the foregoing, with the request for a reply. The editor would be better able to undertake that task
if some one would kindly inform him what it
means. "The highway of heretic bewilderment" reminds him of Brother Gardner's attempt to "eventuate to irresponsible enendeavor," or the phraseology of the Index in
its struggle to stick a pin through the " abso1ute and local ego."
DR. BLENDMANN, a professor in Berlin, claims
to hav discovered evidences that the moon is
inhabited. With a reflecting telescope, he
took, it is said, a very detailed and correct photographic view of the disk of the moon, which
he afterward exposed under a powerful solar
microscope. In this way, the story is, he was
able to perceive that what hav been believed
to be seas are really regions covered with rich
vegetation, and what hav always been taken
for mountainous regions are deserts and seas.
One can see, it is claimed, with .striking distinctness cities, towns, and villages, and there
are strong indications of _industry and commerce. There are those who doubt the genuinness of Dr. Blendmimn's observations, the
New York Sun claiming that they contradict all
previous knowledge of the earth's satellite.
THE Toronto Through Mail is publishing a
series of odd stories about the way a telephone
girl at the central office is getting all sorts of
people into trouble. One of them will be
found this week in our column of "Odds and
Ends." Here is the latest: The girl was having
a good deal of fun with her beau at 104, when
611 dropped, and she stopped talking to ring
a reply. "Hello!" said a female voice at 611.
"Please giv me Rev. Alvah Slingword." The
Rev. Alvah was called up, and Mrs. Beg asked:
" Mr. Slingword, what made you look at me so
when I came out of church this morning? I
felt real mortified, and I would like to know
what you meant by i11?" The wicked girl had
just asked her beau, "Say, John, do you really
like me now?" and then switched him on to
Mrs. Beg, who was listening for the reverend
gentleman's reply, which John gave as follows:
"Well, to tell the truth, my dear, I am greatly
mashed on you. I like you better than any
other woman in the whole world, and I hav a
notion to come down there and hug the life out
of you. Oh! yon are a daisy, I tell you, and I
am entirely gone on you. Giv me a kisR, now,
by telephone, won't you? No? Why, you tormenting little vixen, I am coming down there
inside of half an hour and take as many as I
like. You know yon love me to distraction,
and yet you put me off and won't kiss me.
Won't you go to a wine garden Sunday evening
after church, so that we can hav a jo!ly time.
What? You are mad? Now you know better
than that. You are dying to be hugged, and I
am coming right down there to hug you.
When I rap four times four on the door, you
will know who it is and let me in." When the
Rev. Slingword went over to Mrs. Beg's to find
out what she wanted to say to him, the telephone having, as he supposed, failed to work,
she had told her husband all, and he sprang
upon him from behind a tree and nearly killed
the poor preacher, and when Mrs. Beg telephoned for a policeman, the girl laughed her
sides lilore.

J/Jtws ofl tht lfttk.
THE citizens hav renominated ex-Mayor
Grace for mayor of New York.
THE dominion government has concluded
not to exclude Chinese from Canada.
FOREST fires are raging in several counties
of Mississippi, cauliling great damage.
A PARTIAL eclipse of the sun was visible at
San Francisco last Sunday afternoon.
THE outlook for labor is made more hopeful
in Georgia by several suspended mills resuming work.
W. H. VANDERBILT has given half a million
to the New York College of Physicians and
Surgeons.
A PROMINENT clergyman of 'rroy, N.Y., was
stricken with paralysis while attending a theater last Saturday.
THE one-hundredth birthday of Sir Moses
Montefiore, the Hebrew philanthropist, was
celebrated on the 18th.
THE Rev. J. 0. Peet, Methodist, of this city,
said in his last Sunday's sermon that it would
be a slur upon God to make Cleveland president.
BLAINE will wind up his Western campaign
this week, and then turn his attention to New
York. Butler will canvass this state until
election day. Cleveland is not stumping.
THE printers of New York to the number. of
five hundred met on the 19th and decided to
support the Democratic candidate; not because they liked Cleveland more, but be<uluse
they liked Blaine less.
IT is reported that the leaders of the Mormon church in Utah are about to start a movement looking to the enforcement of polygamy
on all members of that division of the Christian church. Apostle Cannon will head the
crusade.
ST. JOHN advertised to lecture last Sunday
in Brooklyn, and thirteen hundred people
gathered to hear him, but he did not get there.
A man who is running on the Prohibition ticket
ought to go home early enough Saturday night
that his appearance Sunday morning may be
assured.
Mns. 13ELVA LocKwooD, the Woman's ltights
candidate for president, lectured in this city
last Sunday. Her audience numbered five
hundred. In her speech she ignored the campaign slander that she cannot make good doughnuts, and excoriated the other candidates without mercy.
THE French budget committee has decided
upon a reduction of 5,000,000 francs in the appropriations for distribution by the Ministry
of Public Worship. Among the items disal·
lowed by the committee are sums allotted for
the repair of cathedrals. The allowance of
the archbishop of Paris is diminished by 72,000 francs.
Dn. RuDOLPH SuHRAMM, pastor of the cathedral in Bremen, Germany, and who, with his
assistants, looks after the spiritual welfare of
50,000 souls, spoke in Brooklyn last Sunday
1ipon the condition of religion in Germany.
The Germans, he said, cared little for church
life, and you would hear many of them say,
"Oh, the church is a humbug." The result
of this condition or things was that many hav
become doubters, because the established
church givs them food which is not fit for
them.
THE Rev. Mr. Wyncoop, of Washington,
feeling himself in need of more physical exercise than he could obtain by pounding his pulpit, joined the canoe club of that city, and became a skilful paddler. Now the Rev. Mr.
Stanton, D.D., frowns upon canoeing because
it is often made the subject of bets, and is in
other ways a worldly pleasure, and the Rev.
Mr. Wyncoop is resting on his oars until some
authority decides whether or not canoeing is
scriptural. Some light will be thrown upon
the subject when it is discovered how often the
reverend gentleman stopped to " splice the
main brace."
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Colonel Ingersoll Catechised.

things of importance-to questions that may by like a man trying to run away from his girdle. Consome possibility be solved. It is of no importance to sequently, I believe in turning our attention to
One evening this week the editor of the San Fran- me whether God exists or not. I exist, and it is im- human heart certain passions, are forever old; but
ciscan had the pleasure of meeting socially Colonel portant to me to be happy while I exist. Therefore genius forever givs them new forms, new meanings;
Robert G. Ingersoll, and the conversation turned I had. better turn my attention to finding out the se· and this is the perpetual originality of genius.
1,1aturally upon the subject of religion. The result cret of happiness, instead of trying to ascertain the
QuESTION: Do you consider that churches are injuof the conversation was that Colonel Ingersoll agreed secret of the universe.
rious to the community?
to answer a number of questions which the editor of
I say, with regard to God, I do not know; and
ANSWER: In the exact proportion that churches
the San Franciscan desired to put to him. The ques- therefore lam accused of being arrogant and egotistic. teach falsehood; in the exact proportion that they detiona were submitted in writing, and Colonel Ingersoll Religious papers say that I do know, because Webster stray liberty of thought, the free action of the human
has sent us the following written replies. It will be told me. They use We bater as a witness to prove the mind; in the exact proportion th!t they teach the
seen thll.t the editor endeavored to cover with his divinity of Christ. They say that Webster was on doctrin of eternal pain, and convince people of its
questions the main grounds of difference between the God side, and therefore I ought to be. I can truth-they are injurious. In the proportion that
the celebrated Agnostic and the defenders of the hardly afford to take Webster's ideas of another they teach morality and justice, and practice kindness
Christian faith.
world when his ideas about this were so bad. When and. charity-in that proportion they are a benefit.
QuESTioN: Does Christianity advance or retard bloodhounds were pursuing a woman through the Every church, therefore, is a mixed problem-part
civilization?
tangled swamps of the South-she hungry for libe1·ty good and part bad. In one direction it leads toward
ANswER: If by Christianity you mean the.orthodox -Webster took the side of the bloodhounds. Such and sheds light; in the other direction its influence
church, then I unhesitatingly answer that it does a man is no authority for me. Bacon denied the is entirely bad.
retard civilization, always has retarded it, and always Copernican system of astronomy; he is an unsafe
Now, I would like to civilize the churches, so that
will. I can imagin no man who can be benefited by guide. Wesley believed in witches; I cannot follow they will be able to do good deeds without building
being made a Catholic, or a Presbyterian, or a Baptist him. No man should quote a name instead of an ar- bad creeds. In other words, take out the superstior a Methodist-or, in other words, by being made gument; no man should bring forward a person tious and the miraculous, and leave the human and
an orthodox Christian. But by Christianity I do not instead of a principle unless he is willing to accept the moral.
QuESTION: Why do you not respond to the occamean morality, kindness, forgivness, justice. Those all the ideas of that person.
QuESTION: Is not a pleasant illusion preferable to sional clergyman who replies to your lectures?
virtues are not distinctivly Christian. They are
claimed b;y Mohammedans and Buddhists, by Infidels dreary truth-a future life being in question?
ANSWER: In the first place, no clergyman has ever
ANswER: I think it is. I think that a pleasing illu- replied to my lectures. In the second place, no
and Atheists, and practiced by some of all classes.
Christianity consists in the miraculous, the marvel- sian is better than a terrible truth, so far as its im- clergyman ever will reply to my lectures. He does
ous, and the impossible.
mediate results are concerned. , I would rather think not answer my arguments-he attacks me; and the
The one thing that I most seriously object to in the one I love living than to think her dead. I would replies that I hav seen are. not worth answering.
Christianity. is the doctrin of eternal punishment. rather think that I had a large balance in bank than They are far below the dignity of the question under
That doctrm subverts every idea of justice. It that my account was overdrawn. I would rather discussion. Most of them are ill-mannered, as abusiv
teaches the infinit absurdity that a finite offense can think I was healthy than to know that I had a as illogical, and as malicious as weak. I cannot
be justly visited by eternal punishment. Another cancer. But if we hav an illusion, let us hav it pleas- reply without feeling humiliated. I cannot use their
serious objection I hav is, that Christianity endeavors ing. The orthodox illusion is the worst that can weapons, and my weapons they do not understand.
to destroy intellectual liberty. Nothing is better possibly be conceived. Take hell out of that illusion, I attack Christianity because it is erne}, and they accalculated to retard civilization than to subvert the take eternal pain away from that dream, and say that count for all my actions by putting behind them base
. idea of justice. Nothing is better calculated to the whole world is to be happy forever-then you motivs. They make it at once a personal question.
retain barbarism than to deny to every human being might hav an excuse for calling it a pleasant illusion; They imagin that epithets are good enough arguthe right· to think. Justice and liberty are the two but it is, in fact, a nightmare-a perpetual horror-a menta with which to answer an Infidel. A few years
wings that bear man forward. The church, for a cross on which the happiness of man has been cruci- ago they would hav imprisoned me. A few years
thousand years, did all within its power to prevent fied.
before that they would hav burnt me. We hav adthe expression of honest thought; and when the
QuESTION: Are not religion and morals inseparable? vanced. Now they only slander; and I congratulate
church had power, there was in this world no civiliANSWER: Religion ana morality hav nothing in myself on the fact that even that is not believed.
zation. We hav advanced just in the proportion common, and yet there· is no religion except the Ministers do not believe each other about each other.
that Christianity has lost power. Those nations in practice of morality. But what you call religion is The truth has never yet been ascertained in any trial
which the church is still powerful are stJll almost simply superstition. Religion as it is now taught by a church. The longer the trial lasts, the obscurer
·savage-Portugal, Spain, and many others I might teaches our duties. toward God, our obligations to is the truth. They will not believe each other, even
name. Probably no country is more completely the infinit, and the results of a failure to discharge on oath; and one of the most celebrated ministers of
under the control of the religious idea than Russia. those obligations. I believe that we are under no this country has publicly announced that there is no
The czar is the direct representativ of God. He is obligations to the infinit; that we cannot be. All use in answering a lie started by his own church;
the head of the church, as well as of the state. In our obligations are to each other, and to sentient be- that if he does answer it-if he does kill it-forty
Russia every mouth is a bastile, and every tongue ings. "Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou more lies will come to the funeral.
a convict. This Russian pope, tliis representativ of shalt be saved," has nothing to do with morality.
In this connection we must remember that the
God, has on earth his hell (Siberia), ·and he imitates "Do unto others as ve would that others should do priests of one religion never credit the miracles of
the orthodox God to the extent of his health and unto you" has nothing to do with believing in the another religion. Is this because priests instinctivly
strength.
Lord Jesus Christ. Baptism has nothing to do with know priests? Nc.w, when a Christian tells a BudEverywhere man advances as the church loses morality. "Pay your honest debts." That has dhist some of the miracles of the Testament, the
power. In my judgment, Ireland can never succeed nothing to do with baptism. What is called religion Buddhist smiles. When a Buddhist tells a Christian
until it ceases to be Catholic; and there can be no is simple superstition, with which morality has noth- the miracles performed by Buddha, the Christian
laughs. This reminds me of. an incident. A man
successful uprising while the confessional exists. At ing to do.
one time in New England the church had complete
The churches do not prevent Jfeople from commit- told a most wonderful story. Everybody present
power. There was then no religious liberty. And ting natural cffenses, but restrain them from com- expressed surprise and astonishment, except one
so we might make a tour of the world, and find that mitting artificial ones. As, for instance, the Catha- man. He said nothing; he did not even change
superstition always has been, is, and forever will be lie church can prevent one of its members from eat- countenance. One who noticed that the story had no
' ing meat on Friday, but not from whipping his wife. effect on this man, said to him, " You do not seem to
inconsistent with human advancement.
QuESTION: Do not the evidences of design in the The Episcopal church can prevent dancing, it may be astonished the least at this marvelous tal~." The
universe prove a creator?·
be, in Lent, but not slander. The Presbyterian can man replied, "No; I am a liar myself."
ANSWER: If there were any evidences of design in keep a man from working on Sunday, but not from
You see, I am not trying to answer individual minthe universe, certainly they would tend to prove a practicing deceit on Monday. And so I might go isters. I am attacking the whole body of superstidesigner, but they would not prove a creator. De- through the churches. They lay the greater stress tion. I am trying to kill the entire dog, and I do
sign does not prove creation. A man makes a rna- upon the artificial offenses. Those countries that are not feel like wasting any time killing fleas on that
chine. That does not prove that he made the mate- the most religious are the most immoral. When the dog. When the dog dies, the fleas will be out of
rial out of which the machine is constructed. You world was under the control of the Catholic church, provisions, and in that way we shall answer them all
find the planets arranged in accordance with what it reached the very pit of immorality, and nations at once.
you call a plan. That does not prove that they wer£. hav advanced in morals just in proportion that they
So I do not bother myself answering religious
created. It may prove that they are governed but hav lost Christianity.
newspapers. In the first place, they are not worth
it certainly does not prove that they were cre~ted.
QuEsTioN: It is frequently assertad that there is answering; and in the second place, to answer would
Is it consistent to say that a design cannot exist with- n9thing new in your objections against Christianity. only produce a new crop of falsehoods. You know,
out a designer, but that a designer can? Does not a What is your reply to such assertions?
the editor of a religious newspaper, as a rule, is one
ANSWER: Of course, the editors of religious papers who has failed in the pulpit; and you can imagin the
designer need a design as much as a design needs a
designer? Does not a creator need a creator as will say thi~; Christians will say this. In my opin- brains necessary to edit a religious weekly from this
much as the thing we think has been created? In ion, an argument is new until it has been answered. fact. I hav known some good religious editors. By
other words, is not this simply a circle of human ig- An argument is absolutely fresh, and has upon its some I mean one. I do not say that there are not
norance? Why not say that the universe has ex- leaves the dew of morning, until it has been refuted. others, but I do say I do not know them. I might
isted from eternity, as well as to say that a creator All men hav experienced, it may be, in some degree, add, here, that the one I did know is dead.
has existed from eternity ? And do you not thus what we call love. Millions of men hav written
Since I hav been in this city there hav been some
avoid at least one absurdity by saying that the uni- about it. The subject, of course, is old. It is only " replies" to me. They hav been almost idiotic. A
yerse has existed from eternity, instead of saying that the presentation that can be new. Thousands of Catholic priest asked me how I had the impudence
It was created by a creator who existed from eter- men hav attacked superstition. The subject is old, to differ with Newton. Newton, he says, believed
nity? Because if your creator existed from eternity, but the manner in which the facts are handled, the in a God. Newton was a Protestant; and I ask this
and created the universe, there was a time when he arguments grouped-these may be forever new. Catholic priest how he has the impudence to differ
commenced; and back of that, according to Shelley Millions of men hav preached Christianity. Cer- with Newton. This simply shows the absurdity of using
is "an eternity of idleness."
' tainly there is nothing new in the original ideas. men's names for arguments. This same priest proves
Some people say that Go~ ~xisted. from eterni.ty Nothing can be new except the presentation, the the existence of God by a pagan orator. Is it possible
and has created ete~nity. It ~B Impossible to conceiv~ grouping. The ideas may be old, but they may be that God's la3t witness died with Cicero? If it is
of an a.ct coequal with etermty. If you say that God clothe<} in new g~ments of passion; they may be necessary to believe in a God now, the witnesses
has existed ..fOJ.:ever, ..a!l<L hgs_al_:ways_.fl.cted, th.~p you_ gi"nm !l.d.ditiQJ.!!!-1. }lll)p_a.x:\ i~t~r.~~t.__ ,A man takes .a ought to be on hand now.
-~l!<k~ ..the"'-q;ni~~rsE_l e~erJ:!!tl Jl,:Jl~ .YQ:!l w~}l:e th.e_\IIJ.IV8J'Se fact, ?r !tn_ ol<l~!l_bj~Q~, .~l[!_a _s!Julpt.o:r-.t~~l:l a rock; the
Another man, pretending to answer me, quotes Le
~ILold.a~.Go.d,.. !tnd if_the.U_!l)rerse ..be.as.old as God, rqcJqs:Il.ot.new, Qf.tl::m~rogk_4e.IP!l!kes !tBt!ttJ.Jf3;. the Conte, a geologist; and according to this geologist,
he.,ce.rlai:uly ih_d. :not_cre.~~;te..It. -- ·.. __ -. __. , . .. -··; statue is. new.... And. ~yet_ scn::Jle_ Q;J?thodo~ JJ:Hl,n ..mig4t .:we JJ,re "getting very near to the splendors of the
,_ :c_.These qu.estlons .of.. Ol'lgm .a11d. destmy_,.,..-,of .m~t say; ..'.'.There. IS nothmg n~w- l!!Pll"Qt . th111t. JJt!l,tue...... J. _gr_eat _ white throne." Where is the great white
-G:ods=-are beyond .the .powe.rs.~f._.the human mmd~ .know. the.man.that..dug the. rg_ck; .. l ~now .the:.owner .thJ:one.?: . Can.an..yone, by studying geology, find the
--They .cannoLbe solved ....W a might . as. ~ell :try--~ -of .. the. .quarry!~ :.Supstanc.e.. is _eternal;._ forms · are. lo.cali_t.y.of. the -great,white .th_rQne ? To what stratum
-.poa:v~Lfast enough-.to.get beyond. the honzonr:.It IS· new.--So-in .the·-hum.an...:rp.i!ld.certain...ide~, ..orin.t\le. oe~ .itc.belong:?... ln--what~.geologic period was the
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great white throne formed? What on earth has geology to do with the throne of God?
The truth is, there can be no reply to the argument that man should be governed by his reason;
that he should depend upon observation and experif'nce; that he should use the faculties he has for
his own benefit, and the benefit of his fellow-men.
There is no answer. It is not within the power of
man to substantiate the supernatural. It is beyond
the power of evidence.
QuESTION: Why do the theological seminaries find
it difficult to get students?
ANSWER: I was told last spring, at New Haven, that
the " theologs," as they called the young men there
being fitted for the ministry, were not regarded as
intellectual by all the other students. The orthodox
pulpit has no rewards for genius. It has rewards
only for stupidity, for belief-not for investigation,
not for thought; and the consequence is t.hat young
men of talent avoid the pulpit. I think I heard the
other day that of all the students at Harvard only
nine are preparing for the ministry. The truth is,
the ministry is not regarded as an intellectual occupation. The average church now consists of women
and children. Men go to please their wives, or stay
at home and subscribe to please their wives; and the
wives are beginning to think, and many of them are
staying at home. Many of them now prefer the
theater or the opera, or the park or the seashore or
the forest, or the companionship of their husbands
and children at home.
QuESTION: How does the religious state of California compare with the rest of the Union?
ANSWER: I find that sensible people everywhere
are about the same, and the proportion of Freethinkers depends on the proportion of sensible folks.
I think that California has her full share of sensible
people. I find everywhere .the best people and .the
brightest people-::-the people with the most heart and
the best brain-all tending toward Freethought.
Of course, a man, of brain cannot believe the miracles
of the Old and New Testaments. A man of heart
cannqt believe in the doctrin of eternal pain. We
hav found that other religions are like ours, with
precisely the sa•ne basis, the same idiotic miracles,
the same martyrs, the same early fathers, and, as a
rule, the same Christ or Savior. It will hardly do to
say that all others like ours are false, and ours the
only true one, when others substantially like it are
thousands of years older. We hav at last found that
a religion is simply an effort on the part of man to
account for what he sees, what he expe1·iences, what
be feels, what he fears, and what he hopes. Every
savage has his philosophy. That is his religion and
his science. The religions of to-day are the sciences
of the past; and it may be that the sciences of to-day
will be the religions of the future, and that other
sciences will be as far beyond them as the science of
to-day is beyond the religion of to-day. As a rule,
religion is a sanctified mistake, and heresy a slandered fact. In other words, the human mind grows
-and as it grows it abandons the old, and the old
gets its revenge by maligning the new ..

California Letter.
DEAR EuGENE: Please find inclosed postal order for
fourteen dollars for THE TRUTH SEEKER, to be sent as
directed in my private letter.
You will see by this that I am at home in the Garden City once more-thanks to the forces seen and
unseen-having traveled and spoken in Nevada,
Utah, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Washington territory, Oregon, and ·california, and on the whole hav
no fault to find with my friends or myself.
Since my last letter from Portland, Oregon, I hav
lectured six nights in Ashland, Southern Oregon, at
present the terminus of the Cal. & Ore. railroad, and
much improved since our visit here two. years since.
Southern Oregon is indeed a bright and beautiful section of the great Northwest-full of happy fruits and
homes, and will some day rival the far-famed valleys of
her Southern sister, Qalifornia. The Liberals of Ashland are alive, up, and doing, and showed their faith by
their works. And at the close of the course, I had
the pleasure of organizing a Liberal League of eightyone members, with J. D. Fountain, president; E. J.
Farlow, secretary; and B. F. Myers, treasurer; besides a most effectiv executiv committee, with J. F.
McCaull at the head; and a music committee num
bering Mrs. J. N. Conant, a· very queen of song, as
also Mr. Cooledge, highly gifted in musical talent.
And with such a promising choir of officers you may
hope to hear good things from the Ashland Liberal
Union. Our thanks are due at Ashland to all of the
Liberals who helped, or tried to help, us in our work;
and especially to on~ aged friend Casey, for not only
sympathy but material support.
Some people don't like my old friend Casey because he is so radical, and then he swears, too. But
then there are many who indulge in the foolish
habit of swearing, as there are many who pray from
habit ~d yet ~o not mean anything by it, and both
are foolish habits and should be avoided. But this
is true, that there are some people with all their vices
who are better than some other people with all their

so-called virtues. I like the people of Ashland and
hope to see them all again in the near future.
But I must not forget to mention our friend Kenney, who called us to speak two nights at Medford,
a new town twelve miles from Ashland "!Jy the rail.
Brother KennAy is a true Liberal who desires the advancement of our cause. So much so, that he wrote
me as Roon aR he knew that I had arrived in "the
neighborhood, to come and he would ~tand in the
gap for forty dollars for two lectures, and the bllll
rent, too, and my entertainment besides. I only wish
we had more of such men as Brother Kenney, of
Medford. Many thanks are also due to our friend
Hauck for a home at his homelike hotel, during our
stay in Ashland, and hope he may be prospered in
basket and store.
Fifty miles' ride by stage through a most highly
picturesque country of mountain and valley landscape, brings us to Yreka on the northern border of
California, an old but once. flourishing town in the
early days of California mining, and fabulously rich
in golden ore, and still has some good mines; but,
like most of our mining towns, her former glory has
departed. I did not know a single Liberal in Yreka,
but I hav a way of finding out things, and called to
see the postmaster, who informed me that no TRUTH
SEEKER, no Boston Investigator, and, in fact, no Liberal paper of any kind, was taken in Yreka. "Well,"
I said, "are these people all Christian?" "Oh, no,"
he replied, "there a-.but few Christians here." And
there has never been any Liberal speaker here until
two weeks ago. Ingersoll spoke one night to an audience of about one hundred people.
We spoke five nights here with the best of results,
our audience reaching as high as four hundred by
the third night, and I am glad to say that THE
TRUTH SEEKER and Boston Investigator will, hereafkr,
find a few readers in Yreka. And, as I hav said in
former letters, Why don't our Liberals take the papers? Where they are taken, there is mental life,
and, invariably, where the Liberals of a community
do not read our Liberal literature, there is a total
stagnation and indifference to the cause of mental
freedom, and almost a mental earthquake, or cyclone, is needed to wake th~m up.
Our thanks are due at Yreka to H. W. Frost and
family, Dr. Reams, J. Kessler, and others, for kindness during our stay at Yreka. And, especially, we
are indebted to the leader of the Yreka brass band,
H. L. Scheid, for music on the street and in the hall
at each lecture of the course, and hope, on some future occasion, to reward the boys of the Yreka band
as they richly deserve.
Seventy miles of stage coaching from Yreka, over
mountain and through deep canyons, passing along
close by the foot of Mount Shasta, rising fourteen
thousand feet above the· sea level, looking so grandly
cold, draped with eternal snow from whence come
the springs which giv rise to the great Sacramento,
which waters the entire length of the great Sacramento basin, so rich in fields of grain, orchards,
and vinyards, spread out like a panorama of lasting
beauty, finds us at Delta, the present terminus of the
California end of the C. & 0. R. R.
Our country is red-hot just now with politics, which
seem to me like a grand scramble to get into or stay
in office. There may be honest choice between tbe
two great parties, but we fail to see any great issues
involving any great reforms for the masses of our
people. Hence political dust is the last resort and
only stock-in-trade to maintain power over the people.
Ingersoll speaks in San Jose to-night, and we propose, mother and I, to giv ourselvs a grand treat of
hearing somebqdy else talk for once, as the inspiration of one's own voice gets to be by time a little
monotonous to one's self; besides, it is not often one
can hear an Ingersoll.
What a wonderful ado our camp has got into about
Brother Chainey's conversion to Spiritualism ! What
of it ? Is he not a Liberal man still ? Some speak
of it as though a great misfortune had befallen our
friend Ohainey. To my mind it is a sort of sectarianism, and not Liberalism, which finds a victory in
Chainey's conversion, and also the same, a narrow
view of Materialism, and not Liberalism, in its best
sense which seems to deplore the loss of Chainey as
though he were dead. How long, 0 Lord, how long,
will it take our people to find out that Materialism in
the Thomas Winter sense is one thing, and Spiritualism in the J. M. Peebles sense is another thing, and
that Liberalism is not of necessity Materialistic, nor
yet Spiritualistic, but may and should combine both
elements of belief? I am not in sympathy with any
person or movement that seeks to drive an entering
wedge of antagonism between the two great factors
of Liberalism. This was the life work of our friend,
D. M. Bennett-to build up Liberalism, the grandest
mental condition, and the highest round in the ladder of intellectual worth and attainment. I am a
Materialist and a Spiritualist both. Put a pin in that
spot-a Materialist in the sense that matter and force
constitute the sum total of all things in the universe;
a Spiritualist in the sense of the possibilities wrapped
up in nature, and a belief in a future state predicated
upon what I hav seen and know about the so-called
spiritual phenomena. Now, while I do not hav abso-
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lute knowledge of a life beyond, yet I believe in and
hope for such a life. I do not feel just right in the
presence of positiv affirmation for or against a state
of being which to my mind is wanting as yet, the elements of absolute proof to many minds, and must as
yet remain an open question. I take it for granterl
that every man believes all that he can from the evidence tci his own mind. If there is no conviction,
bring evidence; if the conviction is light, bring more
evidence. If, after all, the evidence fails to convict,
what then? Will you Materialists and Spiritualists,
like Methodists and Presbyterians, damn, or even feel
aggrieved at a man because he differs with you in
belief? Men do not quarrel about knowledge or
that which can be demonstrated. Only those quarrel who stoutly assert and assume that which in the
nature of things cannot be demonstrated to all, and
hence wanting in the elements of universal knowledge. When a man says that Materialic Liberalism
is a bundle of cold negation, and cannot warm into
life human activity and promote human happiness, he
talks simply nonsense, as he would prove thereby a
defect in the economy of nature, as many cannot
reach a full conviction of another life, and hence
must be unhappy. When a man says that there is
no life beyond, and that those who believe in such a
state are fanatics or crazy, he is alike open to the
charge of talking nonsense. And to my mind, Materialism or Spiritualism, when viewed in an abstract
sense, or used for any other purpose than gaining
knowledge, drops at once to the plane of religion,
sect, and ism, and as such is not entitled to any more
respect than Methodism or Mormonism.
Let us foster a Liberalism based upon knowledge,
combining belief and disbelief about all open questions, which can in no sense hinder or promote true
happiness only as they serve to prevent stagnation
and promote mental activity.
I will be at home until after election, when I will
again be ready to answer calls to lecture anywhere
DR. J. L. YoRK.
on the Pacifie coast.
San Jose, Cal., Oct. 3, 1884.
EDUCATED Christians are now anxious to make
peace with the doctrin of evolution, and are quite
indignant if Freethinkers suggest that evolution and
Christianity are incompatible. It is therefore refreshing, says Mrs. Besant, to meet a good, sound,
orthodox paper like the Rock, which repudiates all
nineteenth-century knowledge, and sticks to the old,
ignorant folly of the Bible. It writes on Evolution:
"The sure tendency and the avowed object of such
pernicious doctrins is to lead us away from the clear
and distinct scriptural account of the creation-an
account which has been wonderfully illustrated and
confirmed by the discoveries of geology. True, the
book of Genesis tells us that certain kinds of creatures were made at different times to others; evolution, however, says that there was no creation at all,
but that all life was produced in the course of events,
by what seems to ordinary men simple chance, from
a single piece of matter. Between these two there
can be no point of agreement. That a reptilrather
than an amphibious animal is to hav the honor of
having been our first progenitor makes no difference
in the main position. With such plausibly destructiv speculations, we, as Christians, hav nothing to do;
to dally with them under a vague impression that
they may be reconciled with true- Christian theology
is to deceive ourselvs; whilst yielding to their fascination we ·may find that our faith is being secretly
undermined. When would-be scientists put human
nature before us in a form which, if pressed to its
logical conclusion, would place the faculties of man
and of brutes on the same level, the gulf which separates them from Atheism is not very broad. Such
writers are responsible for much of the Infidelity of
the day. If we accept their teaching, there is an end
of moral responsibility; of religion, of a personal
God. Evolution can hav no place in the world of
him who believes by faith 'that the worlds were
framed by the word of God,' and remembers that' the
Lord giveth not an account of any of his matters.'
The whole order of nature points unceasingly to one
mind and will, selecting, arranging, adapting, and
controling everything.
'Science and Christ,'
says Darwin, ' hav nothing to do with each other. I '
do not believe that any revelation has ever been
made.'" Well done, Roclc I You are perfectly right.
Between science and Christianity "there can be no
point of agreement," and the sooner both recognize
the fact the better for the world.
MR. CHARLES WATTs's lecture engagements for the next
month are as follows: Sunday, Oct. 12th, Toronto; Monday
and Tuesday, 13th and 14th, Hamilton; Wednesday, 15th,
Weiland; Thnrsday, 16th, Dunnville; Friday, 17th, Seaforth;
Sunday, 19th, Toronto; Monday, 20th, Meaford; Tuesday, 21st,
Owen Sound; during the following week a tour through north
of Canada; Sunday, 26th, and following week, Hamilton and
the west; Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, Nov. 2d, 3d, and
4th, Montreal. Mr. Watts will arrive in New York November
6th.
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flornmunicatious.
Against Mr. Chainey's Proposed Debate.
It having been left with Mr. Putnam to arrange
the preliminaries for the debate to which Mr. Chainey
challenges Charles Watts, the following letter bas
been written. It was not intended for publication,
but as it sets forth in so plain and convincing Ianguage the reasons why the proposed debate should
not be held, we hav secured Mr. Putnam's permission
to lay it before our readel'9:
· MY DEAR CHAINEY: I hav received a letter from
Watts in regard to the debate, and he is not in favor
under present circumstances, and 80 concurs with my
own judgment, as I hinted to you in my reply that I
was not in favor of keeping up the controversy. As
things are now, it seems clearly against our duty.
We are officers yf the League, engaged by the League
to do a certain work, and our time is not our own.
All our time and all the money we can earn belong
to the League. Now, the work of the League is in
the line of the Nine Demands and Secularism. We
cannot in justice to the League go outside of these
and engage in any other work. Now, you are not
opposed to the Nine Demands, and you are not opposed to Secularism. You believe in these as much
as we do, only in something more, namely, Spiritualism, which concerns not the League at all. So you
see there is no fight between you and us, except in a
mere matter of opinion which has nothing to do with
the main matter at issue.
Now, I guess you will see this as I do, that according to the program of work laid out for us by the
League we cannot engage in this controversy, and in
this case we must act as officers of the League, and
not as private individuals.
But furthermore, I want to say that in my judgment this debate is not only out qf our line, but entirely opposed to our plans and purposes. It is not
fighting the common enemy, but is an internecine
strife. There is no antagonism between Spiritualism
and the League. They are forces that work together.
Our common enemy is Christianity. This is entrenched in the laws of the land, and is a tyranny.
Spiritualism is a belief, and there is nothing in it
contrary to the Nine Demands. As a matter offact,
the vast rna]· ority of the Spiritualists are the warmest
friends and supp_orters of the Leao-ue. We hav pro,. officers of the
nounced Spiritualists among the
League, and in every way it would be disastrous for
us to engage in this war of opinions, when in purpose we are one and the same. My judgment and
my conscience, therefore, are against this debate. If
it did no injury to League work, it is entirely outside
of that work, and as officers we cannot take hold of
it. But secondly, it would be deeply injurious to
our work. It would alienate friends, it would create
a false issue, it would be a combat among allies, and
at this time we must reserve all our force for the real
enemy.
D o you no t see h ow we st an d, an d tha t we are
friends and not enemies?
Now, whatever Watts, and I, and all of us can do
for you as friends, we will, but we cannot engage in
battle when there is no battle. I think you hav
made a mistake in attacking Materialism. You are
just as much of a Materialist as I am. All your belief in spirits is founded upon material phenomena,
and withc.ut that material phenomena you would hav
no faith whatsoever. Your own good sense will tell
you this. Therdore there is no antagonism between
Spiritualism and Materialism, only as to the amount
and value of evidence, which is a mere outside question, and is not fundamental. I think a little cool
reflection will convince you of your error, and, as a
friend who wants you to do the best you can for
yourself, I would advise you to make a frank avowal of
this mistake and take your place side by side with us
in the battle for human rights. You hav injured the
feelings of some of your best friends, and there is
deep rese:atment against your unjust charges. Our
philosophy of life is as dear to us as yours to you,
and you hav attacked that philosophy in the spirit of
orthodoxy, and you hav said, " I am holier than
thou." You hav acted exactly as Moody acts. In
tht heat of your enthusiasm you hav played the part
of a" converted Christian," and put on airs of superior wisdom and sanctity. I do not think you hav
had good counselors in this matter. You hav not
done what a plain, level-headed, practical business
man of the world would hav done. You hav been a
Woman really-" a mad poet," but not a wl.se philosopher. You hav made a very great mistake in thislike Othello, putting your heart upon your sleeve for
daws to peck at. Now, my boy, I simply wish you
'to back down from your pol:lition as gracefully as you
can, admit your error of judgment, make an apology
like a gentleman to a gentleman. Act honorably in
this matter, and with courage. Don't be afraid to
beg pardon when your conscience must tell you that
you hav done wrong, that you hav made cruel and
unjust charges against us Materialists, against the
nobility of our belief. Now is your opportunity to
p.ct in a magnanimous way. Your home is with us1

or the church. One or the other is your fate. You Materialism. If when I had said my say Mr. Wakewill not be satisfied where you are. Either you will_ man had said his strongest word for Positivism withbe in the ranks of the Liberals, or of the church. 1 out trying to ridicule me, and Mr.. Watts for MaterialYou can strike bands with us now, and we will I ism without directing most of his argument against
march on together, and you will hav the best and the me personally, all would hav been well. If he had
stanchest friends you ever had. You know yourself been fair and just in reply, I should hav said nothing.
that you hav had no better, truer, nobler, more de- But though he disclaims it, I say he did try to steal
voted friends than you hav found in the Liberal a victory by personal innuendo, hinting that I had
ranks. Why will you engage in any contest with been converted by a woman, charging me with efthem? Above all, why will you wound their hearts? feminacy, and pettifogging every point raised. If his
We cannot fight you until you are really our foe. reply had been printed word for word, as my lecture
When you plant yourself against the Nine Demands, was, I would hav asked for no other vindication.
then we will meet you. As representativs of the The answer he does make in print is by no means
Liberal League, we cannot do otherwise.
the one he made at Cassadaga. Through this failure
I say in this case, don't let any damnable pride, or to giv both sides equally to the public, I hav been
personal pique, or anything, stand in the way of a subject to all sorts of false reports. I was utterly
genuin reconcilation with your old comrades. You annihilated, crushed to powd~r, ~tnd blown away;
hav done a wrong: why not frankly avow and say to my tissue tawdry torn to shreds. It has also been
us, "I am with you from this time henceforth, and claimed, when opportunity was offered me to reply,
will work and fight with you." I write this with all that, like a coward, I announced that I would do so
my ·heart, for I feel that you are in a dangerous po- after he (Mr. Watts) was hundreds of miles away.
sition, and may do that which will cause life-long re- This is a lie. I am no coward. I am ready to back
gret and injury. You may not like what I say, but the truth I hold against the world. I :Qav endured
it is the plain truth, and I am satisfied that your cool, more than tongue can tell of vexation, malice, libel,
clear intellect will so decide.
slander, loss of friendship, and twice sacrificed a
When I was at Cassadaga, I hardly knew what to secure position for most dangerous uncertainty for
say; I felt as if all reasoning was useless in your ex- the truth. I foresaw also this time much that was to
cited state of mind; you were absolutely spirit-in- follow. I shrank from the pain, the misunderstandtoxicated, and did not seem to realize the injustice ings, the false and evil reports I saw would follow
of your position. The matter'tlf fact world seemed this last change of opinion. Only the shield of
to you a dream, this solid earth seemed of no account courage and sword of truth could hav carried me
in your eyes, and you really thought that we Ma- through the opposition that assailed me on all sides
terialists had no motiv power and would go to the at Cassadaga. On seeing Mr. Watts's reply in THE
dogs, if we did not believe as you did. You took TRUTH SEEKER, in which he charges me with gl~Iring
exactly the attitude of Moody. l think, perhaps, you inaccuracy, reckless imputation, and an utter lack of
hav got over that fever of the mind and can think reason, I felt that my honor as a man,- and the truth
calmly and clearly, and see the sheer folly of your I hold most dear, called upon me to challenge him to
course, and its terrible drift, which is to sever you make good his charges, and to giv me an opportunity
from the Liberal world and drive you back again into in a large city, beneath the impartial light of the secthe church. This is the simple logic of your position, ular press, to show that I ain no puling infant, whinand I can no longer keep silent in regard to it, for I ing schoolboy, man in petticoats, mere g~sher of
feel that by continuing in this course you are ruin- sentiment, telling a tale full of sound and fury siging all your chances of usefulness. I don't want you nifying nothing, such as he would imply I am in both
to giv up Spiritualism. .I want you to keep it and of his recent replies through THE. TRUTH SEEKER. I
make the most of it for yourself and others, but I do not admit that he has contracted any engagement
want you to be Liberal and not orthodox in your with the Liberal League that exempts him from the
mind. I feel that you must reverse your course and honor and justice of a man, or allows him lightly for
that as soon as possible, or it will be too late. Now policy to cancel an engagement already made.
is the time to manfully admit your mistake, giv honor
I d
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lenged Dr. Sexton to debate on this ground. He also
Ever yours,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
challenges every minister in the land on this ground.
There are many ministers who believe in state seenMr. Chainey's Reply.
larization as much as Mr. Watts, but not in SecularMY DEAR PuTNAM: Your letter, which you inform me ism. Many Spiritualists are helping to support him
is to be published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, has been re- in this work. In so doing they hire an assassin to
ceived. I will therefore ask you to secure this the cut their own throats, and undo the work the advosame publicity, and, if possible, in the same issue. I am cates of Spiritualism are engaged in. Let Mr. Watts
somewhat amazed and confused with your earnest and my dear friend Putnam stick to the work you say
and loving epistle. You and I hav of course been you are engaged to perform, and I am satisfied.
too long loving comrades and confidants ever to write There will then, as you say, be no fight between us.
aught to each other save in love and true friendship. Otherwise thtJre will. I also know full well that it is
Still I cannot but feel that you wrote this time with- next to impossible for you to suppress and limit yourout due reflection and stained your ink slightly with selva in any such way. You may giv one or two lectprejudice. Though all the world judge me wrong, urea on state secularization, then, the subject being
surely you ought to judge me right. Though real- exhausted, you will seek to make converts to your
istic minds turn my poetry to prose and translate personal Secular philosophy of life. When I became
metaphor into fact, your poet's sight ought to hav led a convert to Spiritualism I could no longer be a canyou into a knowledge of the truth. I know a great didate for the presidency of the League. Why?
dust has been raised in the Liberal papers, turning Because I could not afford to suppress the great bulk
attention from what I did say to what I did not, and of my personal convictions, and labor a whole year
never dreamed of saying. . But as you heard all I did for just one of them. That is what you and Mr.
say, and in the confidence of warmest personal friend- Watts hav obligated yourselvs to. I shall rejoice
ship knew the deepest feelings of my heart, I am greatly if I see that you fully realize your duty and
sorely puzzled with some portions of your letter. do your best to perform it. But Mr. Watts must
But let me take up the separate points. First, you prepare new lectures, and change the nature of his
inform me that Mr. Watts refuses to debate. I am defiance to the clergy. You must disappoint the
at a loss to understand this, when I hav a letter from mere destructiv Liberals, who art. awaiting with anMr. Watts heartily accepting my challenge, with one ticipations of great enjoyment to see him back his
slight modification as to the order of appearance, to trained tigers against every form of religion that
which I instantly agreed. Hence, between men of lifts man's gaze above the dust of earth and the corhonor refusal comes too late unless accompanied by ruption of the tomb. Now I hav sat in the da!1lp of
the apology which it is mine to demand-not, as you this grave vault, I know how it chills and benumbs all
claim, giv. I did not open this controversy. You the best instincts of the heart. I know, of course,
know full well that I hav often suffered under unjust that when we first shake off the fetters of old theolimputation rather than take the sword. Mr. Watts ogy we are full of joy and satisfaction, and fancy natannounced he would reply to me long before he ure beautiful without a soul. But all her beauty is
knew what I was to say. I advised him against it. that of the grave. The fairest landscape, the bluest
I felt it unwise at" a Freethought convention to start sea, is one vast field of blood, where each slayer has
a debate between the ndvocates of Spiritualism and in turn its slayer. Disappointed here, we turn to
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man. We willwork for liberty and justice. But lib- him simply the king of the arena, resolved on victory the public controversy, thus far, I hold that Mr.
erty degenerates into license. The man we forgave at any price. I offer him an opportunity to make Chainey is mainly if not wholly responsible. But
goes and thrusts some o'ne into prison who owes him the amende honorable, to stop the evil tongue of false that occurred at the Convention of the New York
report, and the foul mouth of slander, by meeting State Freethinkers' Association and in THE TRUTH
far less than he did us.
The advocates of reason tire and vex us often me in a fair, friendly, impersonal comparison of SEEKER as a report of that Convention, and not in the
worse than the disciples of unreason. We see lofty opinion. Unless he does, I shall be justified in say- League Congress at all. It is to be hoped that it
pretense vanishing into impotence and failure, while ing, with Ban quo to Macbeth, "Then yield thee, will still be kept out of the League. If this debate
those who claim to be the world's new redeemers, 'coward.'" But to you, my dear boy, let me assure should now occur, ev:en though Mr. Watts should
show that they hav not yet redeemed themselvs. Yet you, I entertain naught but feelings of kindness and hold it as a private individual, it would still be conreason cries: On and on; think, explore, investigate. friendship. I think your surroundings hav slightly sidered as the League against Spiritualism, and that,
But the heart grows colder. The rust of despair biased your judgment. We are both impressiv, I repeat, has no quarrel with either Spiritualism,
gathers on the bright sword of .enthusiasm. The poetic, and given sometimes to a surplus warmth of Materialism, or Agnosticism, or even with Christianapples of life turn to ashes in our mouths. The Pjfulgence in expressing ourselvs. But I know how ism, except when it is out of its place. Mr. Chainey,
thought of death is a skeleton at every feast, while to eliminate what is hyperbolic in your glowing, re- as a Spiritualist, has a difference, of course, with
the nameless shadow and tongueless silence of anni- splendent, and all-regnant enthusiasm for Secularism, Materialists, a subject of controversy much as he dishilation intrudes into every bower of love and joy. and shall continue always to think of you when I likes controversy, but none at all wJth the League.
With that and its purposes, he must, of necessity,
We prick the sides of our intent with vaulting ambi- quote from Hamlet:
tion. But what is fame or honor worth when the end
feel, whether he expresses that feeling or not, just as
"Dost thou hear?
Since my dear soul was mistress of her choice,
much interest as ever. And, after all, Mr. Chainey's
of it all is to make a banquet for worms? Why
And could of man distinguish her election,
objections to controversy do not seem to be so much
sweat and groan to be remembered when we can reShe hath sealed thee for herself, for thou hast been
against the thing itself as against certain forms of it
member no more? How great the chance anyway is
As one in suffering all that suffers nothing;
it, even if we do our best, that anyone will wreathe a
which are really an abuse.
A man that fortune's buffets and rewards
Hast ta'en with equal thanks, and blest are those
A. C. MACDONALD, Ch. of Fin. Com.
garland of praise around our memory or our name
Whose blood and judgment are so well commingled,
with the lips of love after the few short years" if a man
New York, Oct. 18.
That they are not a pipe for Fortune's finger
lie in the ground ere he rot?" You know, my dear
To sound what stop she please. Giv me that man
old comrade, that thus driven to the wall we hav reThe Liberals in a Quandary.
That is not passion's slave, and I will wear him
In my hearts core, ay, in my heart of heart,
joiced together in the one hope that we might forget
From the Worthington Advance (Republican).
As I do thee."
our misery in the arms of human love and intoxicaThe Liberals of this country, or at least those who
tion of the perfume wafted from the flowers that
Thine also, always and afterwards,
write for their journals, are discussing the question
bloom to-day. You know just as well as I do that
Ole1;eland, Ohio, Oct. 18, 1884. GEORGE CHAINEY.
of how they shall vote at the coming presidential
here, for utmost devotion, we hav been rewarded with
election. Many of them do not like Blaine, and yet
deceit and betrayal, while the flowers hav faded at
they know that Blaine introduced an amendment to
Mr. Putnam's Rejoinder.
our touch. More hopeful and buoyant by nature
the Constituticn to prohibit Congress, and also any
No one will hereafter doubt the courage and state legislature, from ever making any law estabthan myself, with less experience of the bitter fruit
of this philosophy and the blush of shame that man- chivalry •of George Chainey; but in regard to the de- lishing any religion, or making any appropriation to
tles the soul when the coarse, bloated, soddened sen- bate, the. same insuperable objections still lie in my support any particular religion or any sectarian
sualist hurrahs for you, as he often will this coming mind. Mr. Watts and myself are servants of the school. This puts Blaine right on the question of
season, you still pursue, as a star of hope, the treach- League, under engagement to do the work of the connecting church and state, and hence Liberals like
League, and it is for the ·League to decide whether him on that ground, but many object on other
erous will o' the wisp.
But long since I exclaimed with Hamlet, "How it will pay- its money for any such debate. There- grounds. Then there are many who do not like
weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable seem to me all the fore I am constrained to remand this whole question Cleveland, but they remember that John Kelly and
uses of this world. Fie oB it! 'Tis an unweeded for final decision to the Board of Directors of the his Tammany followers are opposed to Cleveland
garden that grows to seed. Things rank and gross National League. Neither Mr, Watts nor myself can mainly because he vetoed a bill passed by a Demoin nature possess it merely.'' But a soft hand take tbe responsibility.
cratic legislature to fae Catholic adherents of the
The Banner cf Light, the.representativ organ of the party out of the state treasury. Cleveland is underpressed my fevered aching brow, and an angel form
came forth from the shadows that oppressed me, and Spiritualists of America, has flung our flag of the stood to be sound on the question of refusing public
led me forth from the tomb and set me free from all Nine Demands to the breeze. This shows that we money in support of the Catholic church and its
fear and sentence of death. Urged and urged, all are united in this battle for human rights. I want schools and institutions. Then again, strange as it
refusing to take no for an answer, I told what I had the Spiritualists with their wealth of hope and splen- may seem, there are Liberals who are Prohibitionists,
seen and felt, and the change it had wrought in heart did enthusiasm. They are our allies. Together we and yet they are aware that Gov. St. John, their canand mind. I spoke of certain general tendencies in can make this world most beautiful and happy.
didate, is a rabid religious fanatic as well as a ProhiOur time for labor is most precious, and must be bitionist, and is working might and main with those
Materialism and also Spiritualism. I made no eharge
against the first that I cannot substantiate. Many carefully used. On November 9th, at Paine Hall, who are demanding a union of church and state by
false meanings hav been put into my words. Boston, we open the grand campaign. November amending the Constitution so as to declare this a
But I had no meaning that I cannot justi'fy and 16th we shall be at Newark and New York. Novem- "Christian government," and" Jesus Christ the ruler
defend against the world. Is this the mistake I hav ber 23d, at Troy and Albany. November 30th, at of this planet."
made ? Is it for this I am to confess I hav done Philadelphia. From thence we go to Salamanca,
Others, still, like Butler's position on the labor
wrong and apologize? Let those who feel deep re- and the great Canadian convention at Toronto. From question, but on the issues between the Liberal elesentment against me say for what. Am I to swear Canada we go to Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Altoona, ment and the church element, they regard Butler as
w'Hte is black because my friend does so? I do not Grand Rapids, Cincinnati, Chicago, Kansas City, a hypocrit, and as neither fish, flesh, nor fowl.
ateu'se him, as he may simply be color blind. It's Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City, Texas, California, and
For our own part, Blaine's position on the church
easy to say my lecture was false, inaccurate, reckless, all intervening points. Our time is fully taken up and state question suits us well enough, while his
with the direct work of the League; we can giv position on a hundred practical political questions
insulting. Let them bring on the proofs.
How hav I imitated Moody, or the part of a con- scarcely more than a fortnight to each state, and must suits us still better.
The Liberals, through their numerous Liberal
verted Christian. Did I tell anyone he could be make the most of every opportunity. There is no
saved through the blood of Jesus? Did I not preach chance for a mere outside debate, even if we were dis- Leagues, can become a most important and potent
just the opposit? Did I say to anyone, Thou art the posed to hav one. So we will let friend George take political factor, by nominating and supporting a canman save to myself. Did I not lay more to my own the laurels, while we buckle on the armor and stick didate on the simple issue of a " total separation of
charge than to anyone else's. Why should simple, to the rough work. In due season he will fight as church and state."
...
honest confession excite such rage, libel, and slander ? valiantly as any for the Nine Demands.
SAMUEL
P.
PUTNAM.
MR.
BuTLER,
People's
candidate
for the presidency, reWho should apologize, those who told the truth
cently visited Topeka, Kansas, where he held a reception in
even though it pained them to do so, or those who,
out of spite or chagrin, reported fah;ely ? I do not From the Chairman of the Finance Committee. Gov. Glick's office at the capitaL Mr. Harman, of Lncf(er,
thought it was an opportune time to step clown and find out
feel that I hav anything to back down from graceTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I see by how the distinguished visitor stood on the question of state
fully or ungracefully. Nay, I feel rather that I need this week's issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER that Mr. secularization. After waiting awhile for the crowd to thin out,
all the grace I can cultivate to go forward in the Chainey has challenged Mr. Watts to a debate. I Mr. Harman got at the object of his visit. He tells the result
same path. If I felt in my conscience that I had most sincerely hope that Mr. Watts will forbear. in this way:
aught to beg pardon for, I do not think I should lack Were he (Mr. Watts) simply a private individual,
"I said, ' General Butler, will yon all0w me a q nestion ?'
the courage to do it. I hav no concern ab out my of course no one would hav any especial business Understanding him to assent, I continued, 'Some of us would
relations. One and the truth is always a majority. to advise; but, connected as he is with the like to know how yon stand on the question of state secnlariI hav no desire to be labeled. I am perfectly satis- National Liberal League, will his obligation.s to that zation. You are aware that there is now somethingof a union
fied with my positio.n.. I am bound to no creed, League permit him to debate wit_h Mr. Chamey?. I of church and state in this country, and that there is a party
d
rapidly forming that seeks to incorporate a religious plank in
belong to no orgamzatwn. I am rea d Y now, an think not. In accepting, as he d1d, after the actiOn the Constitution of the United States.' Gen. Butler repliedalways shall be ready, to strike hands and march for- of the Congress at Cassadaga Lake, the office of first rather stiffly, I thought-' I did not know that there is now any
ward into the light with all free men and women. If vice-president as well as lecturer for the League, it union of church and state, and as to the Gocl-in-the-ConstitnI succeed in establishing an independent church in seems to me that he thus bound himself to work for tion movement, it don't amount to that "-snapping his fin't
b h'
gers. 'But, general, is it true that the Prohibition movement
Boston, anyone will be we1come t o I s• mem ers Ip the League; and that knows no Spiritualists, and no is working for similar ends, by similar means, and that the
who desires thereby to. do go?d or get g.o?d· .~hough Materialists or Agnostics. It knows only as a League success of one means the success of the other?' 'No, sir! I
I know that the essential .claims of Sp1ntuahsm are Secularization as against church rule. For a Mate- can't talk to you, sir!' And with a haughty gesture he walked
true, I am more truly Liberal than I ever was. . I rialist and a Spiritualist to debate, within the League, away."
believe in the utmost freedom .of thought. I '_Vill would be like a quarrel between the right. and left This ungracious re,eption has naturally cooled Mr. Harlove all, no matter what they beheve. But knowmg hands or like the two wings of an advancmg army, man's enthusiasm for the People's candidate. He thinks that,
the joy-p?is.onin~ a~d enth~~iasm-assass~nating nat.ure in the' face of the foe, stopping to battle with each while it is possible his question may hav been a little "malof Materialism m Its legitimate techmcal meamng, other over minor differences between themselvs. It apropos," he "certainly did not merit such uncivil treatment."
shall I not b. e. free to say so without cro.oking my is true Mr. Watts might become, for the time being, He sadly says:
d 1
h d b t
"Up to. the time of this interview, and till I heard his adknees and w h mmg f o~th, f or peace an P0 ICy, an un- a private individual, and, as such, hold t e e a e, dress at the Fair Grounds, I har1 cherished the hope that the
felt apology? My friends whom I hav loved as Jon- and it would be interesting to all lovers of contra- Butler boom might take such shape that Uberals could conathan did David, how could you be deceived into versy· but it would not be doing the League's work. sistently be found among its supporters. All such hope is
asking it? Of course I never had better frien.ds than I was' sorry that, at Cassadaga Lake, any public criti- now dead-utterly dead! Secularists hav less to hope from Butll
t
h ul ler's success than from that of either of the other canr1idates.
many of you hav been, and, I trust, always WI b~ 0 cism by any one connected with the League s 0 d Butler's instincts are those of the Puritan, the aristocrat, and
me. I at least am not sensible of any loss of loyahty. hav been made upon Spiritualism, or upon the fact the dictator. In his address he eulogized the arbitrary spirit
Though I demand of friend Watts the fulfilment of Mr. Chainey's having become a Spiritualist. The and acts of General Jackson. 'Oh, for a .Jackson to say to· m
· th 6 smceres
·
t f ee I'mgs 0 f k'lD d - on1Y pam
· ts m
· M r. Ch amey
·
' s add!esses th at ca11 6 d for day,
"By the Eternal, these abuses shall be stopped !"' In. P1e d ge, I't IS
of h IS
stead of instructing the people how to abolish tllese abuses
ness toward him personally. I think he meant to a reply from the Liberals were hiS attacks. ~pan ~hem, tbemselvs, he hopes to earn the gratitude and devotion of the
be -kind to me in his \reply at Cassadaga. But, and that might hav bet'ln made by a Spiritualist as masses by an act of dictatorship. That is Butler's idea of
sometimes, old habit was too strong for him, and made appropriately as by a Materialist or Agnostic. For· government. Awaywith such leaders!"

.
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Q[ommnnilJa:fions.
Bible M.omls.-Concluded.
UNKINDNESS TO CHILDREN.

I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
guide, because its teachings respecting the treatment
of children are cruel and unjust.
It advocates the use of corporal punishment for
children.
" Thou shalt beat him with the rod " (Prov. xxiii,
14).
"Withhold not correction from the child: for if
thou beatest him with the rod he shall not die" (Ibid
xxiii, 13).
"Foolishness is bound in the heart of a child; but
the rod of correction shall drive it far from him "
(lb. xxii, 15).
"The rod and reproof give wisdom" (lb. xxix, 15).
It advocates capital punishment for children:
"If a man have a stubborn and rebellious son, which
will not obey the voice of his mother, and that when
they have chastened him, will not hearken unto them;
then shall his father and his mother lay hold on him,
and bring him out unto the elders of his city, and
unto the gate of his place. . . . .And all the men
of the city shall stone him with stones that he die"
(Dent. xxi, 18, 19, 21).
It advocates the indiscriminate and merciless
slaughter of little children:
" Their children also shall be dashed to pieces before their eyes" (Isa. xiii, 16).
"Samaria shall become desolate; for she hath rebe~e~ against her God; they shall fall by the sword:
their mfants shall be dashed in pieces " (Hosea xiii

1~

'

".As he [~lishaJ _was going up by the way, there
came forth httle children out of the city, and mocked
him.
.And he turned back, ·and looked on
them, and cursed them in the name of the Lord.
.And there came forth two she bears out of the wood
and t.are forty and two children of them " (2 King~
ii, 23, 24).
It advocates the punishment of children for the
misdeeds of their parents.
" ~ ~he. Lord thy God am a jealous God; visiting
the Imqmty of the fathers upon the children" (Ex.
xx, 5).
".I will stir up the Medea against them, . . .
their eye shall not spare children " (Isa. xiii, 17, 18).
"I will also send wild beasts among you, which
shall rob you of your children" (Lev. xxvi, 22).
David prays that the children of his adversaries
may become vagabonds and beggars; and Jeremiah,
that the children of his enemies may perish by famine.
God kills Bath-sheba's child:
".And the Lord struck the child that Uriah's wife
?ore unto David, and it was very sick. . . . .And
It came to pass on the seventh day that the child
died " (2 Sam. xii, 15-18).
Poor babe! tortured and murdered for its parents'
crime!
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.

I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
guide, because it sanctions and enjoins unkindness
and cruelty to animals.
Portions of the Old Testament, ~nd particularly
those relating to saCI'i:fices, are calculated to foster a
spirit of brutality~ and a total disregard for animal
hfe. God revels m thll blood of the innocent. The
offering of fruits made by Cain is rejected by him·
the bloody sacrifice of .Abel is accepted.
'
Nearly the entire book of Leviticus is devoted to
such laws as these:
"I~ he offer a lamb for his offering, then shall he
offer It before the Lord. .And he shall lay his hand
upon the head of his offering, and kill it before the
tabernacle of the congregation· and .Aaron's sons
shall sprinkle the blood there round· about upon
the altar" (Lev. iii, 7, 8).
".And if the burnt sacrifice for his offering to the
Lord be of fowls, then he shall bring his offering of
turtle-d~ves, .or of young pigeons. .And the priest
shall brmg It unto the the altar, and wring off his
head, and burn it on the altar; and the blood thereof
shall be wrung out at the side of the altar" (Lev. i,
14, 15).
The minutest directions for conducting these
bloody sacrifices come from the lips of Jehovah himself, and are too brutal and disgusting to repeat.
The number of animals sacrificed was incredible.
At times whole herds were killed. On one occasion
.Asa sacrificed 700 oxen and 7,000 sheep. David
made an off!'lriD;g of 1,000 bullocks and 2,000 sheep.
At the dedicatlOn of the temple, 142,000 domestic
.beasts were sacrificed by Solomon.
.And this wholesale slaughter of innocent animals
we are told, was highly pleasing to the Lord. But

or'

" What was his high pleasure in
The fumes of scorching flesh and smoking blood
To the pain of the bleating mothers, which
'
Still yearned for their dead offspring? or the pangs
Of the sad ignorant victim underneath
The pious knife?"
-Byron.

.A God of mercy, it would seem, ought to protect
the weaker orders of his creation; but the Goq of the

Bible· manifests an utter disregard for them. When
the being created in his own image proved too true
a copy, and he wished to destroy it, he sent a deluge,
"and all flesh died that moved upon the earth." To
wreak his vengeance upon Pharaoh, he visited with
disease and death his unoffending cattle. In times
of war, he ordered his followars to " slay both man
an beast." Saul's great transgression, the chief
cause of his dethronement and death, was that he
savetl alive some sheep and oxen instead of killing
them as God desired. David and Joshua God's
favorite warriors, houg}.ed the horses of their ~nemies,
and, thus disabled, turned them loose to die.
We teach a child that it is wrong to rob the nests
of birds. It listens respectfully, then opens the
Bible and reads:
.
" If a bird's nest chance to be before thee in the
way in any tree, or on the ground, whether they be
young ones, or eggs, and the dam sitting upon the
young, or upon the eggs, thou shalt not take the dam
with the young; but thou shalt in any wise let the
dam go, and take the young to thee " (Dent. xxii, 6, 7).
Throughout Clll'istendom "man's inhumanity to
man" is only equaled by his cruelty to the inferior
animals. The Buddhist, who has not the Bible for
his guide, considers it a sin to harm the meanest
creature. Even the savage kills only what he needs
for food, or such as threaten him with danger. But
the Christian, whose Bible g~ves him dominion over
the beasts of t_he field and the fowls of the air, maims
and murders m pure wantonness, and after years of
patient service, even turns his beast of burden out to
die of hunger and neglect.
For the sake of these dumb creatures, would that
our world had less theology, and more humanity;
had fewer Moodys, and more Henry Berghs !
HUMAN SACRIFICES.

come infatuated with the Bible. They believe it to
be infallible. Day after day they pore over its pages.
They dwell with especial int&"est upon the story of
.Abraham and Isaac, until at last they become impressed with the. belie~ that they, too, are called upon
to offer up their child. The fatal hour arrives.
Nerved for the cruel deed, they approach the bedside
of their child, a sweet-faced, curly-haired girl of four.·
How placidly she rests! Folded upon her breast are
dimpled hands, white as the winter snow; curtained
in slumber are eyes as mild as the summer sky.
How beautiful! how pure ! We would risk our lives
to save that pretty thing from harm. How dear,
then, must she be to that father and that mother!
She is their idol. But that idol is about to be sacrificed upon the altar of superstition. There they
stand-the mother with a lamp in her hand the
fat~er wit~ a kJ?-if~. They gaze for a moment ~pan
thell' sleepmg viCtim. Then the father lifts his arm
and plunges the knife into the heart of his child ! .A
quiver-t.he blue eyes open, and cast a reproachful
look upon the parent. The little lips exclaim, " 0
papa!" and the sacrifice is made !
You say they were insane. .Aye, but what made
them insane ? .And what, more than any other cause
is peopliag our asylums with these unfortunate peo:
ple? The vain attempt to reco1lcile with reason the
irreconcilable> teachings of this book.
CANNIBALISM.

I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
guide, because it teaches the horrible custom of cannibalism.
"The fathers shall eat the sons in the midst of
thee, and the sons shall eat their fathers " (Ezek. v

1Q)

'

".And ye shall e~tt the flesh of your sons, and the
flesh of your daughters shall ye eat " (Lev. xxvi,
29).
.
".And I will cause them to eat the flesh of their
sons and thlil flesh of their daughters, and they shall
eat every one the flesh of his friend " (J er. xix, 9).
".And thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own body,
the flesh of thy sons and of thy daughters. . . ,
So that the man that is tender among you, and very
delicate, his eye shall be evil toward his brother,
and toward the wife of his bosom, and toward the
remnant of his children which he shall leave; so that
he will not give to any of them of the flesh of his
children whom he shall eat. . . . The tender and
delicate woman among you, which would not adventure. to set the sole of her foot upon the ground for
dehcateness and tenderness, her eye shall be evil
toward the husband of her bosom, and toward her
son, and toward her daughter,
for she shall
eat them" (Deut. xxviii, 53-57).
"The hands of the pitiful women have sodden
[boiled] their own children" (Lam. iv, 10).
".And the king said unto her, What aileth thee?
.And she answered, This W?man said unto me, give
thy son, that we may eat him to-day, and we will eat
my s~n to-morrow. So we boiled my son, and did
eat him. .And I said unto her on the next day, Give
thy son that we may eat him; and she hath hid her
son" (2 Kings vi, 28, 29).
You will say that these were punishments inflicted
upon these people for their sins. .And you will have
?B b_elieve that t_hese punishments were just. Stril.nge
Jnsbce! a merCiful God compelling a starving mother
to kill and devour her own child!
" Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man and
drink his blood, ye have no life in you" (John vi. 53).
The church perpetuates the idea, ifnot the practice,
of can~ibalism. The Christian takes a piece of bread,
and tries to make himself and the world believe that
he is eating the body of Christ; he takes a sup of
wine, and says, "This is Christ's blood." Your sacramental feast points to the time when savage priests
gathered around the festal board and supped on human flesh and blood.
In the remote districts of Christian Russia, where
the rays of our civilization have not yet penetrated
the darkness of theology, where Bible morals are still
supreme, we are told that even at the present time
a more terribly real form attaches to this eucharistic
ceremony. From Harper's Weekly, I quote as follows:
"We hear of horrid sects at present in Russia, practicing cannibal and human sacrifices with rites almost more devilish than any recorded in history.
'The communism of the flesh of the Lamb,' and 'the
communism of the blood of the Lamb,' really seem
to have been invented by the lowest demons of the
bottomless pit. The subject is too revolting to be
pursued in detail; it is enough to say that an infant
seven days old is bandaged over the eyes, stretched
over a dish, and a silver spoon thrust into the side so
as to pierce the heart! The elect suck the' child's
blood-that is, 'the blood of the Lamb!' Th~ body
is left to dry up in another dish full of sage, then
crushed into powder and eaten-that is 'the flesh of
the Lamb!'"

I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
guide, because it sanctions human sacrifices.
"No devoted thing, that a man shall devote unto
the Lord of all that he hath, both of man and beast
and of the field of his possession, shall be sold or re:
deemed; every devoted thing is most holy unto the
Lord. None devoted, which shall be devoted of men,
shall be redeemed; but shall surely be put to death"
(Lev. xxvii, 28, 29).
·
God commands .Abraham to sacrifice his son:
" Take now thy son, thine only son Isaac whom
thou lovest, and get thee into the laad of Moriah·
and offer him there for a burnt offering" (Gen. xxii, 2):
The order was countermanded, but the perusal of
this text has driven thousands to insanity and murder.
That a famine may cease, David sacrifices the sons
of Saul:
" Wherefore David said unto the Gibeonites, What
shall I do for you? and wherewith shall I make the
atonement, that ye may bless the inheritance of the
Lord ? . . . .And they answered the king, The
man that consumed us, and devised against us. . , .
Let seven men of his sons be delivered unto us and
we will hang them up unto the Lord. . . , .And the
king said, I, will give them. .And he delivered them
unto ~he hands of the Gibeonites, and they hanged
them m the hill before the Lord; and they fell all
seven together, and were put to death in the days of
harvest " (2 Sam. xxi).
The sacrifice, we are told, was accepted, and the
famine ceased.
.~he pathetic story of J ephthah's daughter is familiar to all of you. J ephthah is a warrior and
m~es a vow, that if he is permitted to conqu~r the
children of .Ammon, upon his return the first that
meets him. at the door will be offered up for a
burnt offenng unto the Lord. He is successful· the
children of .Ammon are defeated. Upon his r~turn
the first to meet him is his daughter, an only child.
He tells her of hiR vow. She prays for two brief
mo~ths. to live.. Her prayer is granted, and at the
expir~ti~n o~ this time, the _Bible tells us that J ephthah did with her accordmg to the vow which he
had vowed" (Jud. xi, 26-40).
The celebrated Jewish commentator Dr. Kalisch
w~ile endea.voring to palliate, as far a~ possible, th~
crimes of his people, admits that human sacrifices
were not uncommon among them:
"The fact stands indisputable that human sacrifices offered to Jehovah were possible among the
~ebrews long after the time of Moses, without meetmg a check or censure from the teachers and leader~, of th~ nation". (Leviticus, part 1, p. 385).
One mstance hke that of Jephthah not only justifies, but _necessitates, the influence of a general custom. P10us men slaughtered human victims not to
Mo!och, nor to any other foreign deity, but to the
nat10nal God, Jehovah" (Ibid. p. 390).
. The church, having received the benefits of a sacrificed God, deems human sacrifices no longer necessary. But what can be said of the church as a whole
cannot be said o~ all its iudividu~l members. Scarcely
a year passes wit~out the sacrifice of human beings
WITCHCRAFT.
by those _who beheve the Bible to be inspired, and
who believe that what was right three thousand
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
years ago is right to-day.
guide, because it recognizes as a verity the delusion
. Let me recall a half-forgotten scene. In a quiet of witchcraft and punishes with death its victims.
village of New England live a pair whom nature
The God that inspired the account of Saul's inme~~ont for good, kind citizens. But they have be- terview with the witch of Endor, was as thorough a
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two before dying, he shall not be puniShed, beeause of this institution, so far as the Bible is concerned,
beyond all controversy. Dent. xxiii, 2, declares that
the slave "is his money."
. Nor is it the Jewish scriptures alone which sanc- no illegitimate child shall enter into the congregatwn slavery. The Christian scriptures are not less tion of the Lord, even up to the tenth generation.
Now, polygamy was either lawful or unlawful. If
emphatic in their indorsement of it.
"Let as many servants as are under the yoke unlawful, then the. children of polygamists were illecount their own masters worthy of all honor " (1 gitimate children, and disqualified for the sanctuary.
But the children of polygamists were not thus disTim. vi, 1).
"Exhort servants to be obedient unto their mas- qualified. The founders of the twelve tribes of Israel
were all children of a polygamist.
ters" (Titus ii, 9).
The most renowned Bible characters were polyga"Servants, be ob.edient to them that are your masters according to the flesh, with fear and trembling" mists. Abraham had two wives, and when he died
the Lord said, "Abraham obeyed my voice, and kept
(Eph. vi, 5).
"Servants, be subject to your masters with all fear; my charge, my commandments, my statutes, and my
not only to the good and gentle, but also to the laws" (Gen. xxvi, 5).
Jacob was a polygamist, and after he had secured
froward"
(1 Pet. ii, 18).
18).
Oh! that I could bring to view the suffering and - It may be urged that the term "servant" here re- four wives God blessed him and said, "Be fruitful
death this text has caused! Nearly a million women fers to a hired servant. Not so; wherever the word and multiply" (Gen. xxxv, 11).
Gideon had "many wives" (Jud. viii, 30), and it
have died because of it: 1,000 were burned at Como " servant " occurs in the New Testament, it means
was to him an angel came and said, " The Lord is
in one year; 500 at Geneva in three xuonths; 7,000 slave in its worst sense.
The Fugitive Slave law, which made us a nation with thee" (Jud. vi, 12).
died at Treves; 50,000 were sentenced to death durDavid had nearly a score of wives and concubines,
ing the reign of Francis I.; 100,000 perished in Ger- of kidnappers, derived its authority from the New
and
"David was a man after God's own heart."
Testament.
Paul
had
established
a
precedent
by
remany; 30,000 were executed in England; 16,000 in
"David did right in the eyes of the Lord." God
Scotland---;-all because the Bible says, "Thou shalt not turning a slave to his master.
It was no easy task to convince the Bible mor- himself said to David, "I delivered thee out of the
suffer a w1tch to live."
Four hundred were burned at Toulouse in one alist that slavery was wrong. When the French hands of Saul; and I gave thee thy master's house
and thy master's wives" (2 Sam. xii, 7, 8).
~ay. , Think of it! Four hundred women-guilty of Revolutionists rejected the Bible, they abolished
"And God gave Solomon wisdom and. understandno crime, save that which exists in the diseased im- slavery in the colonies. When the church regained
aginations of their accusers-four hundred mothers control of the government, the Bible came back, and ing exceeding much, and largeness of heart "-sufwives, and daughters taken out upon the publi~ with it slavery. When Clarkson's bill for the aboli- ficient to hold a thousand wives and concubines.
It is true the primitive Christians did not generally
squ~re, chained to posts, the fagots piled around tion of slavery was before Parliament, Lord Chancelthem, and burned to death ! See them writhing in lor Thurlow characterized it as a "miserable and adopt p.Jlygamy. And why ? Because pagan Greece
the flames-listen to their piteous shrieks. . Four contemptible bill," and "contrary to the word of had taught them better. It was to her, and not to
hundred voices raised in one wild chorus of agony! God." The most zealous defenders of slavery in this their scriptures, that they were indebted for the
monogamic system of marriage. Neither did the
And all because the Bible says, "Thou shalt not suffer country were theologians.
The Rev. E. D. Simons, prcfessor in Macon Col- Roman Catholic church sustain polygamy, but it did
a witch to live."
sustain a system- of concubinage which was certainly
On~y five years ago, in the province of N ovgorod, lege, Ga., said: "These extracts from holy writ unas bad. For centuries the keeping of concubines
Russia, a woman was burnt for witchcraft. Agrafena equivocally assert the right of property in slaves.''
The Rev. R. Furman, D.D., of South Carolina, said: was almost universal among the Catholic clergy, one
was a soldier's widow, and possessed of more than
ordinary gifts of mind. But ignorance and super- " The right of holding slaves is clearly established in abbot keeping no less than seventy.
The founders of the Protestant church, however,
stition prevailed around her. Every strange occur- the holy scriptures, both by precept and fXample."
accepting
the Bible as their guide, attaching to it a
Rev.
Thomas
Witherspoon,
of
Alabama,
said:
"I
rence, every disease that could not be accounted for
was the result of witchcraft. One day, a farmer'~ draw my warrant from the scriptures of the Old and degree of authority which had never been attached
to it before, were candid and consistent enough to
daughter was seized with a fit of epilepsy, and in her New Testament to hold the slave in bondage."
paroxysms of pain she chanced to breathe the name . Said the Rev. Mr. Crawder, of Virginia: "Slavery admit the validity of the institution. Referring to
of Agrafena. This was enough; Agrafena was a IS not only countenanced, permitted, and regulated this subject, Sir William Hamilton, a Christian and a
witch. A mob was raised and led to the widow's by the Bible, but it was positively instituted by God Protestant, says:
"As to polygamy in particular, which not only
dwelling. They cajled her to the door, parleyed himself."
Luther,
Melancthon, and Bucer, the three leaders of
You
say
that
this
is
the
testimony
of
interested
with her a moment, then thrust her back into the
house, fastened its doors, and set it on fire. And parties, that the South was interested in perpetuating the German Reformation, speculatively adopted, but
while it was burning, this mob, led by Christian slavery. True, but where did your Northern theolo- to which above a dozen distinguished divines among
the reformers stood formally committed" (Discussions
priests, stood around it, singing praises to God- gians stand?
R~v. Dr. Wilbur Fisk, president of Wesleyan Uni- on Philosophy and Literature).
their strains blended with the shrieks of this dying
Speaking of Luther and Melancthon, Hamilton
woman-dying because the Bible says, "Thou shalt versity, thus wrote: "The New Testament enjoins
obedience upon the slave as an obligation due to a says:
not suffer a witch to live."
" They had both promulgated opinions in favor of
And in our own America the blighting influence of present rightful authority."
Rev. Moses Stuart, of Andover, said: " The pre- polygamy, to the extent of vindicating to the spiritthis delusion and this brutal statute has been felt.
With the soil of our republic is mingled the dust of cepts of the New Testament respecting the demeanor ual minister a right of private dispensation, and to
murdered women-murdered because the Bible says, of slaves and their masters beyond all question recog- the temporal magistrate the right of establishing the
practice if he chose by public law" (Ibid).
nize the existence of slavery."
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live."
In accordance with these views, John of Leydon, a
Professor
Hodge,
of
Princeton,
said:
"
The
savior
SLAVERY.
zealous Protestant, established polygamy at Munster,
found
it
around
him,
the
apostles
met
with
it
in
Asia
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
and murdered, or drove from their homes, all who
guide, because it sanctions the infamous crime of hu- Greece,_ a~d Italy. How ~id they treat it? Not by dared to oppose the odious custom. Other Protestdenu_nmatwn of slaveholdmg .as necessarily sinful."
man slavery.
ants followed his example.
" Both thy bondmen and thy handmaids, which , Said the Rev. Dr. Taylor, prmcipal of the theologOn the 19th of December, 1539, at Wittenberg,
thou shalt have, shall be of the heathen that are ICal department of Yale College: "I have no doubt Luther and Melancthon drew up the famous " Conthat
if
Jesus
Christ
were
now
on
earth
h"e
would
round about you; of them shall ye buy bondmen and
silium," authorizing the landgrave, Phillip of Hesse,
handmaids. Moreover, of the children of the stran- under certain circumstances, become a sl~veholder.'~ to have a plurality of wives. This instrument bears
Slavery flourished on this continent because the
gers that do sojourn among you; of them shall ye
the signatures of Martin Luther, Philip Melancthon,
buy, and of their families that are with you, which Bible taught that it was lawful and just. To oppose Martin Bucer, Dionysius Melander, John Lening,
they beget:in your land; and they shall be your pos- slavery was to oppose the plainest teachings of this Antony Corvinus, Adam Kraft, Ju<>tus Winther, and
session. And ye shall take them as an inheritance book. The Abolition movement was an Infidel move- Balthasar Raida, nine of the leading Protestant
for your children after you, to inherit them for a pos- ment. The Emancipation Proclamation was a nulli- divines of Germany.
session; they shall be your bondmen forever" (Lev. fication of "God's law." The great Rebellion was a
It is a well-known fact that Luther advised Henry
contest betwe~n Bible morality and natural morality.
. .
xxv, 44-46).
VIII. to adopt polygamy in his case; but by divorcThe
latter
trmmphed,
but
the
conflict
filled
half
a
In certain cases they were even permitted to enmillion graves, brought grief to many million hearts ing two wives, and murdering two more, the founder
slave the members of their own race.
' of the English church avoided it.
"If thou buy a Hebrew servant, six years he shall and covered the land with desolation.
The advocacy of polygamy by the chief reformers
And
this
advocate
of
slavery
is
the
idol
Protestants
serve; and in the seventh he shall go out free for
prevented
Ferdinand I. from declaring for the
nothing. If he came in by himself, he shall go out worship; this is the book they wish to become the Reformation. The German princes, too, generally
law
of
our
land;
this
is
the
moral
guide
they
wish
to
by himself; if he were married, then his wife shall
opposed it; and this opposition, coupled with the
go out with him. If his master have given him a place in our public schools! In the name of those fact that the most licentious sects espoused it, finally
died
for
the
freedom
of
their
fellow-men·
in
the
who
wife, and she have borne him sons or daughters, the
caused a reaction in favor of monogamy.
wife and her children shall be her master's and he name of those made childless, fatherless an'd comProtestants, it ill becomes you to point the finger
panionless by this cruel strife; in the na~e of those
shall go out by himself" (Ex. xxi, 2-4).
of scorn at the Mormons of Utah. Yet with characbear
the
scars
of
the
master's
lash·
whose
backs
still
If he desires his liberty, he must desert his wife
teristic consistency, you are demanding the suppresand little ones. To become a freeman, he must be- in the na~e of human liberty, I protest against thi~ sion of polygamy in the territories, while at the_
retrogressive
movement!
come an exile.
same time you are endeavoring to have the whole
POLYGAMY.
"And if the servant shall plainly say, I love my
country accept as infallible authority, a book which
master, my wife, and my children; I will not go out
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral sanctions the pernicious custom. Make the Bible
free; then his master shall bring him unto the guide, because it sanctions polygamy.
the fundamental law of the land, as you demand, and
judges; he shall also bring him unto the door, or
The Mosaic law provides that "if a man have two polygamy will become, in theory at least, a national
unto the door-post; and his master shall bore his ears wives, one belov~d, another hated," he shall not ig- instead of a local institution.
through with an awl; and he shall serve him forever" nore the legal rights of the hated wife's children
INT.&'YI:PERANCE.
(Ex. xxi, 5, 6).
(D_eut. xxi, 15-17). This statute recognizes both the
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral
Let me cite one of the laws of the Bible relative to e&:Istence and the validity of the institution.
guide, because it fosters the evil of intemperance.
the treatment of slaves-a law which demons would
Another statute (Dent. xxv, 5) provides that if a
While the sacred books of Buddhists and Mohamblush to indorse, but which a merciful (?) God en- man die, his surviving brother shall become the hus- medans, by forbidding the use of intoxicating drinks,
acted for the guidance of his ch1ldren.
band of his widow, and this regardless as to whether have contributed to make drunkenness among these
"If a man smite his servant, or his maid, with a the brother be married or single.
people disreputable and rare, the Bible, by encourrod,, and he die ~nder hi~ hand, he shall be surely
The .fi!st eighteen verses of the eighteenth chapter aging their use, has made intemperance in Christian
pumshed. Notwithstandmg, if he continue a day or of Leviticus are devoted to what is-termed" unlaw- couatries frightfully prevalent, and almost respectable.
two, he shall not be punished: for he is his money " ful marriages." Here polygamy is recognized and
" Thou shalt bestow that money for whatsoever
(Ex. xxi, 20, 21).
regula~ed to the extent of prohibiting a man from thy soul lusteth after, for oxen, or for sheer, or for
Here a master may brutally beat his slave and if marrymg the sister of a living wife.
wine, or for strong drink" (Dent. xiv, 2G).
that slave linger in the agonies of death for ~ day or
But tuere is one atatute which places the validity
(Continued on page 682.)

believer in witchcraft as the most superstitious crone
of the middle ages.
Manasseh " used enohantments, and used witchcraft, and dealt with a familiar spirit, and with
wizards " (2 Chron. xxxiii, 6).
Isaiah speaks of "wizards that peep and mutter "
(Isa. viii, 19).
The decline in the belief of wizards and witches
denotes a decline of faith in the Bible. Until a very
recent period, those who profess_ed to believe in the
divinity of the Bible, also professed to believe in the
reality of witchcraft. "Giving up witchcraft," says
John Wesley," is, in effect, giving up the Bible"
(Journal, 1768).
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live " (Ex. xxii,

/
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Another Missionary Pamphlet.

We think the decision arrived at is a wise one.
As officers of the League, Messrs. Watts and Putnam expect to do League work, and it assuredly is
not one of the objects of the League to either establish the rationality of Materialism, or- the truth of
Spiritualism. No good end could be achieved in arraying the two philosophical sects against each other.
In this country they are natural allies in resisting
the church. In California the Spiritualists-who are
Liberals as well-were foremost in demanding a secularization of the new constitution. In Ohio, Massachusetts, and New York the Liberals-many of them
Spiritualists, too-labored hard to defeat bills unconstitutionally discriminating against Spiritualists.
In this state, as we happen to know, the medical bill
that bore particularly hard upon Spiritualist healers
was defeated by a Materialist.
It would, therefore, be the bight of foolishness to
raise within the League, by false issues, antagonisms
which do not really exist.

The interview with Col Ingersoll published in this
A. Symbol of the Lowest of Things.
issue has been added to and put in pamphlet form,
Last
Sunday Mr. Beecher paid his occasional poetic
selling for five cents. Something over a million of
tribute
to Christ. One of the things he said was
these tracts ought to be circulated in this country.
that
Send for a dollar's worth.

Ecuador and the Pope.
News from Rome tells of the arrival there of a
diplomat from Ecuador, charged with the miEsion of
inducing his holiness to relinquish the tithes for the
support of the church now drawn from the revenues
of that country.
Previous to the year 1600, Ecuador became thoroughly Romanized in its religion through its conquest by the Spaniards. In no country on the earth
do priests and Jesuits hav things more their own
way. The oath of a heretical Protestant has no
weight, and is not received. It was considered a
remarkable concession and exercise of tolerance when
a few years ago Protestants were allowed to hold a
burial ground of their own.
The revenue of the country is only some few millions of dollars per year, so large a percentage of
which annually goes to Rome that the public debt is
increasing frightfully, and the government is all but
bankrupt. The result of all this extreme piety-sentimental and practical-is that not a railroad or telegraph existed in the eountry up to the year 1873,
and the only college of mathematics at Quito, established very recently, was founded and is officered entirely by Europeans.
Ecuador is an uncommon illustration of the truth
of the • Infidel saying, The more piety the less progress.

Wise League Officers.
Although Mr. Watts had written to Mr. Chainey
that a public comparison of differences would afford
him (Mr. Watts) great pleasure, he now writes to us
to say that having seen a copy of Mr. Putnam's letter to Mr. Chainey, which appears in another column,
he thoroughly agrees with its main points and considers that such a debate as Mr. Chainey proposes,
and to take place as suggested, would be unproductiv of any practical results. Mr. Watts urges
that there is nothing in Spiritualism, if held apart
from dogmatism, that prevents a believer therein
from doing good Secular work. Secularism is sufficiently comprehensiv in its nature to include within
its fold all who labor to improve humanity, whatever
their speculativ views may be, provided those views
do not limit useful actions on earth; and this Secularism is sufficiently just and noble in its influence,
not to inspire any antagonism between its adherents
and those who think differently. Mr. Watts is particularly desirous that it shall be understood that he
is always ready and willing to debate the relativ
merits of Secularism and Christianity, leaving the
truth, or otherwise, of Spiritualism to be decided by
individuals according to the evidence, or lack of it,
at th-eir command.
The belief in " spiritual manifestations" is peculiarly a question of personal feeling, and no amount
of debate on the platform would demonstrate to
general opponents the reality of the individual experiences in private circles. Our great obstacle, remarks Mr. Watts, in the great work of human redemption is orthodoxy, and to lessen its evils is one
of the principal objects of Secular advocacy, and whoever dan labor for that purpose should be united
thereon, however much they may differ either upon
Materialism, Spiritualism, or any other ism.

"He [Christ] changed the cross from the lowest of things
to one that is higher now than the sword or the pen."

How many Christians, when they look upon the
cross as " the morning kisses it upon the cathedral
spire," know the origin of the symbol? How many
of the refined ladies from whose necks depends the
golden ornament realize that it symbolizes the "lowest of things?" Very few, we will wager, or the priapic emblem would soon disappear from decent society. Mr. Beecher's Jesus--an ideal character, and
not the New Testament tramp of Palestine-cannot
alter the character of the cross. It was useful in
crucifixion; and its form made it valuable as a stake
at which to burn heretics; it is convenient as a sword
hilt; but no idealization of a victim of its use can
make it aught but a relic of barbaric worship of the
most disgusting kind.

Two Papers.
We cannot help contrasting the whole-hearted
support of the League given by the Banner of Lightprinted in another column-with the factious opposition of the Index to the same organization.
The Index was once the "organ " of the League;
but since the Congress at which its editor was defeated in his efforts to be president, the paper bas been
the League's enemy. This attitude cannot be solely
the result of the "repeal" policy, for Mr. Abbot and
Mr. Underwood left the League before the repeal
resolution was passed, and refuse to return now that
the resolution is dropped. The reasons must, therefore, be mainly personal. It is evident that self-love
is stronger than interest in Liberalism.
The Banner of Light, on the other hand, has never
been identified with the League. It is the representativ Spiritualist journal of the country, and could
not be looked to to go outside its own field. Its doing so proves that Spiritualism is more closely allied
to Liberalism than is Free Religion, and that its
leaders are keen enough to see true principles and
honest and courageous enough to defend them. No
personal feeling prevents co-operation in strong and
good work for liberty.
How opposit the course of the two journals !

The Struggle in Belgium for Secular Education.
The high-handed course pursued by the clericals
upon their accession of power in the law-making
branch of the government of Belgium has been rebuked by the people of eighteen towns which held
municipal elections last Sunday. In only a few places
were the Catholic candidates elected.
This result is construed as a popular disapproval of
the passage of the Education bill which establishes
parochial schools in place of secular schools in those
towns when the Liberals are in a minority. A people
living in a country in which Catholic schools hav b,een
thoroughly tested and found deplorably wanting in
everything conduciv to a real education, are not to
be blamed for hissing a king who fastens such institutions upon them, and the matter for surprise would
hav been their not condemning the bill.
Though still in_ power in the nation, the clericals
will be rendered cautious by this victory for Liberalism, and may be disposed to retreat from their arrogant endeavor to force the state to pay for the conversion of Liberal children into Catholic ignoramuses.

Editorial Notes.
THE Methodists of California are becoming anxious about
the public schools. At the conference held recently at Pacific
Grove, a resolution containing the following was passed:
"The education of the state is almost wholly secular: No
Bible, prayer, or other religious teaching in the state schools.
When this influence is exerted upon the young men and
women of the land, what will be the effects on their character,
in its relation to their church interests? It is the plain duty
of the church to provide for the education of her own children.
How are theology and the Bible trtlated in the public school?
Bowed politely out. We must therefore educate them."
What would the Methodist brethren hav? asks the San
Franciscan. What sort of theology would they like to see
taught in the public schools? When the Presbyterian, Unitarian, Universalist, Catholic, Baptist, and Methodist churches
succeed in making their creeds agree, it will be time enough
for them to complain because the state refuses to turn the
public schools into pits, wherein theologians may bark and
bite and fill the sir with endless and useless controversy.
THE Lord is to be called into the canvass by St. John's
party through the observance of a day of prayer and selfabasement. The following proclamation has been issued:
"PROHIBITION HEADQUA.RTEBs, CmoAGo, Oct. 7, 1884.
" To the People ojthe United States:
"In view of the misery and crime resulting from alcoholism,
and of the guilt fastened upon the people by governmentsmunicipal, state, and national-by permitting and even licensing the traffic in poison drinks, the Executiv Committee of the
Prohibition party call upon the people of this country to observe Wednesday, Oct. 29th, as a day of fasting, humiliation,
and confession; and in view of the fact that many all over the
land are aroused and realize the enormity of the liquor crime,
and are willing to be at cost and pains to put it away, we call
upon all Christian believers to unite in prayer to Almighty
God that his aid may be given to measures which will result
in the speedy putting away of this guilt, and the suppression
of the traffic in alcoholic drinks.
JoHN B. FmoH, Ch'n."
In a speech in Brooklyn the other day, St. John said that
he was proud that he stood on the only political platform that
recognizes the existence of a God.
Mn. CHA.RLES WATTS seems to be having a busy time of it in
Canada, where Liberalism is evidently undergoing an extensiv
revival. Not only in Toronto is this activity manifested, but in
various cities throughout the dominion which Mr. Watts has
visited. He is engaged to lecture every night until he starts
for New York next month. Judging from reports to hand, our
first vice-president had some stormy debating last week when
he encountered a Methodist and also a Baptist minister, who
appear to hav been more forcible than polite in their advocacy.
The Hamilton Spectator givs a two column account of some
very severe cross-firing between a minister and Mr. Watts
after his lecture there; and in Dunnville, the conflict with the
" servant of the Lord" was even more severe. We congratulate
Mr. Watts upon the result of his pitched battles. Such work
as this was required and its justification is shown in the large
audiences which assemble, and the various new societies that
hav been formed. The press is by no means hostil to Mr.
Watts's mode of advocacy; neither are all his opponents
strangers to fairness and gentlemanly behavior, as the following notice from the Ontario Riiformer in reference to his recent
lecture at Oshawa will show:
"The lecture was certainly an able one, as was to be expected from Mr. Watts, one of the most able advocates of Secularism living. The speaker occupied about an hour. His
closing was remarkable for its eloquence and elocutionary
power. Discussion was then invited. The Rev. Mr. Shorey
was called for by the audience. That gentleman arose, and in
a most courteous and forcible manner, expressed his dissent
from the speaker's views, putting some very strong and incisiv
questions. These the speaker answered with ability and fairness. The candor and courtesy of both gentlemen, their
marked deference to other views, and the wide variance between them, made the debate interesting."
OuB correspondents hav had a good deal to say about politics, but we hav held our peace for the very good reason that
we saw nothing to be gained in any probable event for Liberalism. Ordinary party politics we hope we are miles above.
We hav tried in various ways to worm something out of the
three most talked about candidates, but they all seem equally
afraid of the Infidels, and will take no notice whatever of the
Liberal vote. But here is a new suggestion a friend makes in
a private letter. The writer is a man eminent in Freethought
and familiar with politics in its practial details.
Two
days after the Ohio election he writes: "Yesterday the Republicans were claiming 32,000 on Ohio. To-day it seems to be
but 12,000. The official count will be less. The Prohibition
and Greenback vote as far as returned shows that it will reach
over 15,000, so that the Republicans will hav a plurality, not
majority. I think it would be well for you to call attention to
the fact that Ohio is so close; the :fight in the states of New
York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Michigan, and Wisconsin, may
be determined by the votes of the Liberals; and that they
should combine their votes as far as possible for state officers
and members of the legislatures for candidates in favor of Secularism, and withhold their votes from every candidate, state
and national, who is not committed to Secularism in governmental affairs. The average politician is a coward, and a few
determine1l. men can bring them to terms by showing a bold
front. I would bolt every candidate who panders to the Catholic or Protestant churches for votes, and wears on his coat
sleeve a clerical certifi,cate of character as a devoted churchman. We cannot win by moral suasion alone. The value of
ballots is shown by the large fund used to buy them. Were I
in New York or New Jersey I think I should vote for Butler;
not because I love the man, but because the People's party is
the only party in most of the Southern states which makes a
bold fight for a free ballot and honest count, and the bulk of
the Li~erals are with it in the South. The white Republicans
take few risks, and the colored vote is ruled by the ministry.'•
While we are upon the subject of politics, we will call the attention of the parties to one factor they hav overlooked in
seeking reasons .for the recent vote of Ohio, and why Gov •
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Hoadly vvas elected and not the late Democratic candidate for
secretary of state. The reasons are two in number. The first
is that the Republicans were responsible for the tyrannical
Russell bill taxing mediums $300·a year. The Spiritualists in
a body repudiated the party on this account, and they were
helped by the Liberals who also had another reason, namely,
the denunciation of Gov. Hoadly for his Infidelity by the religious Republican press. These two issues being out of the
canvass this fall-the Russell bill being repealed and Gov.
Hoadly in office-the Republicans secured a plurality. Had
the Democrats had sufficient courage to hav caught the Liberal
vote, the result might hav been different. When we reflect
upon the apathy manifested toward the Liberal cause by the
politicians, we feel like using Mr. Vanderbilt's famous phrase,
substituting politics for people, and vowing to help defeat the
whole crowd. The discouragement to such a course is that
the vote that defeats one party lifts ipto power another in
every way as bad.
A coBBESPONDENT of the London 1imes has been touring in
the poverty-stricken districts of Ireland this summer. The
following remarks are part of his summing up of the Irish situation: "But I see, as everyone must see, that any number of
priests are living, eveJ;l in the poorer distriets, with every comfort about them; and, the laborer being no doubt worthy of
his hire, I feel it invidious to criticise that state of things. And
I know that many of those priests are indefatigable in their
labors of charity and mercy, and that in the worst and hardest
times, when there was no one else within call, they hav stood
between their flocks and oppression or starvation. But I see,
too, that the country is covered with substantial ecclesiastical
edifices of all kinds, that sometimes are actually magnificent.
The parish churches are generally good, and often showy;
. the convents and schools are commodious and architecturally
imposing; while not a few of the cathedrals, though one may
take exception to the style and the taste, are of grand proportions, and must hav been extremely costly. The church revenues, which apparently must be swelling year after year, are
drawn from a steadily dwindling population, and chiefly out
of the pockets of poor farmers, of poorer peasants, and petty
shopkeepers. It would seem as if while the rents of the landlords were being reduced the dues of· the priests and bishops
were being proportionately augmented."

police hav turned this old blunderbus against the Auckland
Rationalistic Association, which thought it best not to contest
the matter in the courts, preferring to rely on voluntary contributions for money to pay expenses. At Newcastle, N. S. W.,
the Freethinkers are building a hall, some seven hundred
shares in the structure being already subscribed. The ground
is held on a ten-years' lease, with privilege of purchase for
£357. The Second Australasian Conference of Freethinkers
was held in Sydney during the last days of September and
first of October. Delegates from nearly all the colonies were
in attendance, the proceedings terminating with a grand ball.
The Australian Assembly has just passed an act abolishing
judicial oaths. Gerald Massey, the distinguished poet and
lecturer, is visiting Australia, and lecturing to large audiences.
THE total nativ population in British India in 1881 was
201,699,343. The nativ Christians numbered 758,937. This
included the Eurasians, who were brought up as Christians, or
were nativ infants adopted by missionaries in time of famin.
The Romanists hav had missions in. India for over three centuries, and their converts number 600,000 nativs and Eurasians. This leaves 150,000 nativ Christians and Eurasians to
represent the work of a century in British India.
THE names of "God," "Jesus," "Christ," "prayer," "creation," etc., no longer cumber the text-books of the public
schools of France, confusing the children and leading to error
in belief and teaching. In a "Grammar for Children," such
examples as "God is the creator of the world," "Cain slew
his brother Abel," "Abraham was the father of the Hebrews,"
"Adam is the father of all nations," hav been eliminated, and
sentences conveying some information substituted.
THE anti-death league will rebel against the inevitable by
holding an annual convention in "Science Hall," 820 Washington street, Boston, Sunday and Monday, Oc'·. 26th and 27th,
three sessions daily. Several speakers are expected to defy
the king of terrors, conspicuous among whom is E. H. Heywood. This is the seventh time the league has met, but Mr.
Heywood does not say how effectiv the former protests hav
been.

A STATE camp-meeting of Liberals and Spiritualists, Dr.
J. L. York writes under date of the 8th, has been held at Long
Branch, Alameda Co., Cal., with a large attendance. One of
Two Presbyterian Chinese women were recently imported the objects of the gathering was to organize a permanent state
by the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions to act as teach- association of Liberals and Spiritualists.
ers in the home mission at San Francisco. Upon arriving ·it
PBOFESSOB SAYeE is alleged to hav deciphered an Assyrian
was found that they had not the proper certificate required by
law, were not permitted to land, and were ordered by the tablet which describes a transit of Venus which took place in
treasury department to return
China. The Christian Chi- the year 1600 B.c. Science does not owe everything to Christ,
nee are thus excluded by a law intended to reach the pagan as claimed by the ch11rch.
Chinese-a law indorsed by that good churchman, James G-.
THE president of the Social Science Congress of England at
Blaine, who has recently subscribed $2,500 for a new Presbyits recent meeting stated that one out of every five deaths in
terian church in Washington. The church considers it a great
London occurred either in workhouses or hospitals.
hardship that its contract labor is not admitted. It will consider it a greater hardship when China enacts a law prohibitTHE convict camp at Lockett's, in Georgia, under the coning the entrance into its domains of any persons employed by trol of Christian contractors, has a hard name. Since Feb. 1st,
corporations or persons on cont-ract to work or preach-a law 20 out of 150 convicts there hav .died.
which would be perfectly justified by the anti-Chinese law and
CoL. INGERSOLL has delivered sixty-four lectures within the
policy indorsed by Mr. Blaine.
last three months. He was warmly received by the people
PRoFESSoR RAGSDALE, proctor of the Texas State University, everywhere.
has received a communication from one Parson Hamblin, of
A ST. JoHN elector in Nebraska, an earnest Sunday-school
Bell county, that state, asking how many of the faculty claim
worker, has left home to join the Christian band of John C. Eno.
to be religious, and how many are Infidels and Spiritualists,
and hinting that there is reason for investigating the religious
status of the faculty at Bryan also. Bell county, it will be
Canadian ~ews.
· seen, is getting ambitious. For several years it ·has been
A crowded audience assembled in Albert Hall, last night, to
known as the most bigoted portion of Texas, and it was within hear Charles Watts discourse on Religious Fanaticism. He
its sacred precincts that a Freethinker was flogged with hickory applauded some of Christ's teachings, but condemned his
rods for his disbelief in the efficacy of the crucifixion. Not fanaticism and religious intolerance; such as forbidding the
content with sanctifying their own bailiwick, the parsons are young man to bury his father-" Let the dead bury their dead;
endeavoring to extend their authority over the whole state, follow thou me "-a most inhuman command. Again, where
especially to its educational institutions. Parson Hamblin he orders them to " leave father and mother" and follow him,
should recollect the fate of Cresar, and be warned in time.
and many other sayings of Christ equally barbarous. St. Paul
was as bad as Christ in preaching fanaticism and religious inNEw ZEALAND has just held a general election, and two of tal erance. "Who so preacheth any other gospel than that I
the contests are of interest to Freethinkers. At Wanganui, teach, let him be accursed," a most savage speech, and only
Mr. J. Ballance, the editor of the Freethouqht Review, and vice- one of many equally ferocious utterances of St. Paul. Such
president of the New Zealand Freethollght Union, was a can- abominable authoritativ utterances bore their legitimate fruit
didate, and, although the cry of "Atheist" was persistently in bloody perscutions, both by Catholics and Protestants.
raised against him, he had nearly 200 votes more than the Science has civilized Christianity by degrees; knowledge and
two other candidates put together. In the other contest the reason hav shed their benign influence over the savage teachmember in the last Parliament, M. W. Green, famous for his ings of Christ and St. Paul.
championship of Christianity, was opposed by Robert Stout,
The Toronto Secular Society hav established classes for
president of the same Freethought Union. In this struggle
every effort was made by Green and his partisans to raise the elocution and dramatic performances on Tuesdays; dancing
odium theologicum, but without much success. The whole of on Wednesdays; music on Fridays; science, chemistry, phythe Dunedin papers attacked Mr. Stout with more or less sics, biology, physiology, etc,, etc., on Saturdays; debating,
acerbity, but on the election day he polled 755 votes to his essays, etc., on Sundays in the morning at eleven o'clock, and
antagonist's 555. He is now Premier and Attorney-General of a public meeting in the evening at seven o'clock. All the
New Zealand, being the first outspoken Freethinker who has other cl11sses meet at eight o'clock in the evening.
ever occupied the position of Prime Minister in a province of
Charles Watts has established and organized Secular societies
the British empire.· In Sydney, N. S. W., the museum, pubat Oshawa, Lindsay, Simcoe, Hamilton, and other towns and
lic library, picture gallery, and school of arts are open on Suncities. All of them are affiliated with the general central
days, excellent music is provided Sunday afternoons in a popbody, "The National Secularist Society of Canada."
ular resort, and the theaters in the evenings are patronized by
thousands. All this liberty is the result of the strenuous labor
Those Infidel books: W. B. Cooke, bookseller on Young
of the Freethinkers of the city, who hav never relaxed their street, Toronto, has just received a letter from Customs Comefforts since, several years ago, Lorando Jones was sentenced !llissioner Johnson, at Ottawa, containing the following sento one year·s imprisonment and to pay a fine of £100 for blas- tence on the books (Paine and Voltaire's works) seized two or
phemy. Six theaters and halls were used on a recent Sunday three years ago: "That books seized be destroyed." Mr.
evening for Freethought gatherings and lectures. In Mel- Cooke has written to the minister of Customs, asking when
bourne the people hav none of these privileges, the city being this last outrage on Canadian liberty will be put in effect, so
ruled by bigoted churchmen, who close all places of entertain- that he may attend. He also tells him he that will not stop
ment. Joseph Symes, an English Freethinker, has just started the circulation of the books, as he (Cooke) will reprint them
a paper in this latter place calle\'1 the Liberator, and through right away, and thereby assist the N. P. in encouraging nativ
its columns and by his Atheistic lectures is shaking the ortho- production.
doxy of the city at a rapid rate. In Auckland an unrepealed
act dating from the time of George III. prohibits the collection
The Toronto Secular Society held a general reception on
of a fee on Sundays for admission to a public place, and the Wednesday evening last. The entertainment consisted of a
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vocal and instrumental concert, recitations, etc. Between each
piece of music, any strangers present were invited to ask
questions of Mr. Watts as to the aims and objects of Secularism,
or to further explain any remarks he may hav made in his
lectures. The general public are invited-admission freeand members are asked to bring their friends and acquainta~ces who are not at present members. The hall was filled,
and a very interesting meeting took place, some of the performers, vocal, instrumental, and elocutionary, displaying
great taste, culture, and proficiency.
In his lecture Oct. lOth, Mr. Watts said that nothing was so
detrimental to progress as mental stagnation, and he considered that the erroneous views entertained by many in reference
to secular philosophy was attributable principally to people
putting their thinking out to be done for them. Secularism
was misrepresented not so much from intention as from the
traditions of misrepresentations handed down. New truths
were always shunned apart from their alleged defects, and
modern science was dreaded, avoided, and opposed when it
was ushered into the world by those who had never examined
it. It was the same with the uprising of the Christian church.
New ideas were shunned first, because old customs are mixed
up with our government, and hence difficult to eradicate; second, doctrins were accepted in infancy and grew up with the
individual; and third, old ideas were bound up with our interests; for to acknowledge oneself a Freethinker was to be
exposed as a target for the puny bigots who sometimes can and
do deprive the honest doubter of bread for expressing himself.
The spes,ker denied that Secularism was a mere system of ne-·
gation, it being negativ only to error, but positiv to truth. The
Catholic was a negationist to Protestantism, and Protestants
were negationists to Catholicism. The Secularist's cardinal
idea was that supreme attention should be given to this life
and its duties, as the present existence was a fact beyond
dispute, and all haY missions to perform with dignity
to themselvs and usefulness to the commnnit:v.
If
there was to be another life we knew nothing of it, stnd he
said with Col. Ingersoll, "One world at a time." While we
were wasting time in preparing fur a mythical existence, we
sometimes neglected to fulfil our duties to society. Prayers
never removed the cholera, as was seen by the present condition of pest-ridden Italy, where prayer had taken the place of
sanitary duties. If yon want anything done, you must work.
Hence Secularists believed human minds and human reason
could not believe in an infallible God who wrote an infallible
book which is constantly being improved upon as human reason advances, and the nightmare of theology thrust aside by
the training of the intellect. For the text, "Take no thought
of this life," etc., he would substitute, "Man, know thyself."
In the domestic circle he did not believe in the "lords of creation," or" Wives, be subject unto your husbands." The garb
of sanctity covered a multitude of sins, and hypocrisy was the
greatest curse of the day.
On Sunday morning last a debate came off on Max Nordan's
book, "The Lies of Civilization," the members, each in turn,
reviewing some of the positions taken by the author, and
pointing out where his strength lay in some cases, and in others where he displayed weakness in dealing with his subject.
They all agreed that the book is a vigorous and honest appeal
in the interest of the many-that is, the producers, as against
the oppressions of the privileged classes and the injustice inflicted by the monopolists. His style is fresh and striking,
and many things which hav often been said before when reiterated by him wear an aspect of newness and freshness.
At Hamilton, Happy Tommy Stout, of the Salvation Army,
had an encounter with Charles Watts. The lecturer had read
a letter purporting to hav been written by Tommy, and the
latter denied any share of the authorship. The Rev. Mr. Parsons asked Mr. Watts several questions, which the lecturer
answered with his usual lightning quickness, volubility, happy
knack of laying down his position, and undermining that of
his opponent, and aU the time displaying his own comprehensiv mastery of his subject. The lecture in the city of Hamilton
was a most successful affair, and Mr. Watts established a
strong and flourishing Secular society there in what is called
"the Ambitious City."
At a meeting of the city of London city council on Monday
evening, an application was handed in from Mr. Charles
Watts, of Toronto, asking if the City Hall could be obtained at
a future date for lecturing purposes. Alderman Stringer said,
"We want it distinctly understood that this City Hall cannot
be let to Infidels." The matter was referred to the select committee. Mr. Charles Watts is making an extensiv tour of the··
towns and cities of Ontario, and during his visit to the city of
London the above incident occurred.
Th1s has been a busy week with Mr. Watts, he has lectured
nearly every night of the we(k at a different town or city each
night. At his third visit and third lecture at the city of
Hamilton this week, he met (as it is his delight to meet) opposition from a clergyman; they kept at it hot until late at night.
He rained forth his blows on all sides as thick fiB hail and with
telling effect. He beat a sort of "devil's tattoo" on the armor of his opponent. The clergy of Canada are getting a
rattling shake-up. "Great was the shaking up in the valley
of dry bones."
On Tuesday Mr. Watts lectured at Weiland to a large audience. On Wednesday at Dunnville he met with fierce opposition from the clergy. One reverend gentleman assumed the
role of the proverbial mad bull, enraged at the red rag. He
made a savage onslaught on the apostle of Secularism.
"Blood, blood, Iago ! I will hav blood!" on, on, he madly
rushed, thirsting for Agnostic gore. "Giv me another horse l
Bind up my wounds !" H11, ha! now, I hav thee ! Die! die !
thou advocate of spontaneous generation and protoplasmic
gE>rms !
R. B. BUTLAND.
Toronto, Ont., Oct. 18, 1884.
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(Continued from page 679.)
into barns. .
. And why take ye thought for the narration of facts of a kind that cannot be men"Give strong drink unto him that is ready to raiment ? Consider the lilies of the field, how they tioned in the presence of a virtuous woman without
perish, and wine unto those that be of heavy hearts. grow; they toil not, neither do ~hey spin. . .
exciting horror. Shall a woman be permitted to read
Let him drink and forget his poverty, and remember Therefore take no thought, saymg, What shall we in her chamber, what she would tremble to hear at
his misery no more " (Prov. xxxi, 6, 7).
eat? or, What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall her domestic board? Shall she con over and re"Drink no longer water, but use a little wine for we be clothed ? . . . The morrow shall take volve· what she would rather die than utter?"
thy stomach's sake" (1 Tim. v, 23).
thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the
And if unfit for the perusal of matured. wo~an,
"Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, and drink day is the evil thereof" (Matt. vi, 25-34).
shall innocent childhood be polluted with these vile,
thy wine with a merry heart; for God now accepteth
·
To-day our land is infested with an army of tramps. indecent tales?
thy works" (Ecles. ix, 7).
Their skirmishers are deployed along every highway;
CONCLUSION.
"They shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine their points of attack are the kitchen and the hayHere are twenty crimes and vices sanctioned by
thereof" (Amos ix, 14:).
mow; their text-book on military science is the Ser"Wine that maketh glad the heart of man " (Ps. mon on the Mount. "They sow not, neither do they the Bible; Scattering this book broadcast over the
land, making it the chief text-book of the Sundayciv, 15).
reap." "They toil not, neither do they spin." They school, and, above all, placing it in our public schools,
"Wine which cheereth God and man" (Jud. ix, 13). beg and steal. These are Christ's followers-the
and compelling our youth to accept it as infallible
"Destroy it not, for a blessing it is."
truest followers he has on earth to-day.
authority, is a monstrous wrong; and you who advoWill that wing of the Prohibition army which has
In the streets of our cities we see men clad in rags,
adopted the Bible as its text-book on temperance, in- idle, and drunken, and penniless. We see them ar- cate it are the enemies of virtue and the promoters
of vice. There are within the lids of this Bible a
scribe the above texts upon its banner?
rested for vagrancy, thrust into prison, or made to
Jehovah is represented as being particularly fond labor for their bread. These are Christ's martyrs. hundred chapters sanctioning the bloodiest deeds in
all the annals of crime; and this is the book you wish
of strong drink
P()r)r tramp and vagrant! How you are "perse" In the holy place shalt thou cause the strong cut.-cl for righteousness' sake!" Men despise you; to place in the hands of our sons ! . There are within
wine to b'e poured unto the Lord for a drink offer- the farmer drives you from his door; th'e social econ- this Bible a hundred chapters which no modest
woman can read without her cheek becoming tinged
ing '' (N urn. xxviii, 7).
omist racks his brains to devise a plan for your supOne of the most direful calamities was a wine pression; state governments legislate against you; with the blush of shame; and this is the book you
wish to place in the hands of our daughters! If you
famine.
everywhere you are treated as an outcast-and all
"Awake ye drunkards, and weep; and howl, all ye because, taking the Bible for your guide, you en- delight to feast upon such carrion, you have the right
to do so; but you have no right to thrust it down the
drinkers of wine, because of the new wine; for it is deavor faithfully to conform to its teachings.
throats of your neighbors. As a Liberal, I concede
cut off from your mouth.
. The drink offering
IGNORANCE AND IDIOCY.
to the Protestant cuckoo the right to propagate her
is cut off from the house of the Lord; the priests, the
I
refuse
.to
accept
the
Bible
as
an
infallible
moral
species; but I protest against her laying her eggs in
Lord's ministers, mourn. .
Gird yourselves and
lament, ye priests; howl, ye ministers of the altar; guide, because it condemns the use of reason and the secular nest, and having them hatched by the
state.
come, lie all night in sackcloth, ye ministers of my the acquisition of knowledge.
For partaking of the fruit of the tree of knowlI affirm that the Bible does not present an infalliGod; for . . the drink offering is withholden
our
parents
were
banished
from
Paradise;
for
edge,
ble
moral standard, and I hav given a score of valid
from the house of your God'' (Joel, i, 5, 9, 13).
God's peculiar favorites had a weakness for wine. obeying the dictates of reason, we are consigned to reasons why it does not. I expect the defenders of
hell.
this book to complete the task that I hav here essayed.
When he drowned the world's inhabitants, he saved
Education, physical, moral, and intellectual,,is dis- They will claim that the Bible is opposed to crime.
Noah, knowing that as soon as the waters subsided,
They will, no doubt, cite numerous passag~s in conhe would plant a vineyard, make wine, and beeom_e couraged.
BoDILY
EXERCISE
PROFITETH
LITTLE.-Paul.
firmation
of this claim. Let them do thts. Then
intoxicated. When Sodom was destroyed, the only
BE NOT RIGHTEOUS OVERMUOH.-8olomon.
place the result of our labors side by side. This will
righteouiHD.an he found was drunken Lot. When
NEITHER MAKE THYSELF OVER WISE.-Jbid.
demonstrate what the nature and limits of my disDavid made his celebrated feast in honor of the
Choice mottoes, the above, to hang up on_the~walls course have precluded me from doing; and that. is,
Lord, he gave to every man and woman a :flagon of
that .the Bible abounds with teachings that con:fltct.
wine. He kept some for himself, and so merry did of the school-room !
" Beware lest any man spoil you through philoso- Thil!l fact established, the dogma of its infallibility
his heart become, that he " danced before the Lord
phy" (Col. ii, 8).
must fall.
with all his might."
"Knowledge puffeth up" (1 Cor. viii, 1).
You may contend that I mistake the meaning of
Thus joyously sings Solomon: "I have drunk my
"Thy wisdom and thy knowledge it hath per- what I have quoted from this book. But the lanwine with my milk [milk punch J; eat, 0 friends,
guage is too plain to be mistaken. Do not tel~ 11?-e
drink, yea, drink abundantly." In the morning he verted thee" (IsR'. xlvii, 10).
"I gave my heart to know wisdom, and to know that it states one thing and means another. This Is,
sings another song: "Open to me, . .
my
love, . . . for my head is filled with dew." How madness and folly; I perceived that. this also is vexa- you claim, the word of your God. Is your God
. .
many a w>~.yward fellow, like Solomon, has risen from tion of spirit. For in much wisdom is mucll grief; wanting in candor? .
and
he
that
increaseth
knowledge
increaseth
sorrow"
So
far
as
the
Bible
Is
concerned,
the
crimmal
has
the gutter, sorrowfully wended his way home, and
as much to support the justness of his crim~ as the
s&revaded his sleeping spouse with that same melody I (Ecles. i, 17, 18).
The Bible, and the religion emanating from it, are Christian has to sustain the truthfulness of his creed.
God commanded Jeremiah to tempt with wine
the
fruitful parents of idiocy. They demand a sacra- The various dogmas of the church are not upheld by
those who abstained from its use:
" Go unto the house of the Rechabites, and speak fice of the very attribute which exalt& the man of stronger scripture proofs than h~ve been advanced
with them, and bring them into the house of the Lord, sense above the idiot; they bid him pluck out the in justification of the crimes that I have named. The
into one of the chambers, and give them wine to eyes of Reason, and in their place insert the sightless doctrine of immortality is supported by the New
balls of Faith.
Testament, and opposed by the Old. Christians acdrink (Jer. XXXV, 2).
"Reason should be destroyed in all Christians," says cept the teachings of the former, and stigmatize as
Christ spoke as follows:
beasts those who accept the teachings of the latter.
" John the Baptist came neither eating bread nor Luther (L. Ungedr. Pred. Bru., p. 106).
"One
destitute
of
reason,"
is
a
phrase
employed
by
The
dogma of endless punishment is supported at the
drinking wine. . . . The Son of Man is come
most by but few texts. The Universalists add~ce
eating and drinking; and ye say, Behold a gluttonous Webster to define the word" fool."
"We are fools for Christ's sake," exclaims Paul two hundred texts disproving it. Yet the doctrme
man, and a winebibber" (Luke vii, 33, 34:).
of endless punishment is orthodox, and Univer~alism
This censure was evidently not unmerited. The (1 Cor. iv, 10).
OBSCENITY.
is
the rankest heresy. The Bible 'teaches a simple
first act in Christ's ministerial career was to manu·
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral monotheism. There is but one passage that clearly
facture three barrels of wine for a wedding feast; his
last recorded act was a benediction upon the wine guide, and protest against its being placed in the teaches the doctrine of the trinity, and this passage,
hands of the young, because its pages are defiled it is admitted, is an interpolation. Yet in the Chriscup.
tian Confession of Faith, this trinitarian dogma has
Theology being no longer in demand, the Protest- with obscenity.
thousands
of
coarse
and
vulgar
expresAside
from
been
written in letters of blood.
ant clergy, contrary to the teachings of the Bible and
That great and good men have commended the
the traditions of the church, now find it popular and sions contained in it, there are at least a hundred
profitable to espouse the cause of temperance. But passages so obscene that their appearance in any Bible as a moral guide ie true. It is a common pracin championing one rational virtue they employ two other book would exclude that book from the mails, tice to parade these commendations before the world.
Christian vices, hypocrisy and intolerance. The most and send its publisher to prison. There are entire But the testimonials of these men are, for the most
- inconsistent, the most uncharitable opponents of the chapters, such as the thirty-eighth chapter of Genesis, part, not the result of careful reading ~nd rese~ch.
They have been inspired by the teachmgs of childliquor traffic to-day, are these fresh converts, who pro- that reek with obscenity from beginning to end.
In proof of the charge of obscenity, I refer you to hood, by the popular sentiment that prevails ~ound
fess to be doing their master's will, and who claim
that his word is the advocate of total abstinence and the following: Isaiah xxxvi, 12; Ezek. iv, 12-15; Gen. them, or by a perusal of only the chmcest portwns of
prohibitory laws. With fierce invective they declaim xix, 30-36; xxx, 1-16; xxxviii; 2 Kings xviii, 27; this book.
The Bible moralist v.-ould have RB believe that from
against the old god Bacchus, yet every anathema Lev. xv, 16-33; Job xl, 16, 17; 1 Kings xiv, 10;
Isaiah
iii,
17.
his
book our morality has been derived; that God is
they hurl at him will apply with equal justice to
That portions of the Bible are obscene, and unfit the author, and the Bible the revelation and sole retheir God and Christ.
to be read, is admitted even by Christians. Noah pository of our moral laws. Poor, crednlo~s slave of
POVERTY AND VAGRANCY.
Webster, a Protestant, edited an expurgated edition superstition, it is not from Gods and Bibles that
I refuse to accept the Bible as an infallible moral of the Bible. In vindication of his work, he says: these laws have come.
guide, because it encourages poverty and vagrancy.
"Many passages are expressed in language which
"Not in the way assumed by our dogmatic teachers
Jesus Christ was the panegyrist of poverty and the decency forbids to be repeated in families and in has the morality of human nature been propped up.
promoter of vagrancy:
the pulpit."
The power that has molded us thus far has worked
"Blessed be ye poor" (Luke vi, 20).
The Rev. Father Maguire, Catholic, in his debate with stern tools upon a rigid stuff. .
That
"But woe unto you that are rich" (LukG vi, 24:). with the Rev. Mr. Greg, at Dublin, gave utterance power did not work with delusion!", nor will it stay
" A rich man shall hardly enter into the kingdom to the following:
its hands when such are removed. Facts rather than
of heaven" (Matt. xix, 23).
"I beg of you not to continue such a practice; it dogmas have been its ministers-hunger, shame,
" It is e~tsier for a camel to go through the eye of is disreputable. I will ask Mr. Greg a question, and pride, love, hate, terror, awe-such w:ere the. forces,
a needle tuan for a rich man to enter into the king- I beg of you, my brethren of the Protestant church, the interaction and adjustment of whiCh durmg the
dom of God" (Mark x, 25).
to bear this mind, I will ask him if he dare to take immeasurable ages of. his development wove the
" Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth" up the Bible and read from the book of Genesis the triplex web of man's physical, intellectual, and moral
(Matt. vi, 19).
fact of Onan-I ask him will he read that? Will he nature, and such are the forces that will be effectual
When the judicious use of wealth is promotion of read the fact relative to Lot and his two daughters? to the end " (Tyndall).
human happiness, and when poverty is the source of Will he read theBe and many other passages which
Accepting the Bible-not for what it has been
so much misery and crime, such teachings are not I could point out to him in the Holy Bible, which I claimed to be, the word of God, but for what it is,
only false, but pernicious.
would not take one thousand guineas, nay, all the the work of man-I can excuse in a degree the crude
"Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, money in the world, and read them here to-day?"
ideas of right and wrong, and the laxity
mor~s
or what ye shall drink; nor yet for ycur body what
Richard Lalor Shiel, M.P., and privy counselor to that prevailed among the people whose his~ory 1t
ye shall put on. . . . Behold the fowls of the air: the queen, thus wrote:
records. The age in ·which they lived, the circumJor ·they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather
"Part of the holy writings consist of history, and stances that surrounded them, must palliate, to some
11
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 25. 1884.extent.- their deeds and theories. But it is humiliating to think that in these better times, illuminated
by the light of a glorious civilization, there are those
who spurn the robes of virtue that Reason in the loom
of grave Experience has woven, and who from the
dark and musty closets of the past drag forth for use
the soiled and blood-stained garments that barbariJoHN E. REMSRURG.
ans wore.

Bmm OAK, MwH., Oct. 10, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The question: "How shall Liberals vote?"
has been pretty thoroughly discussed. Preferences hav been
plainly given for each of the three principal candidates for
president, and their records hav been looked up. The evidence seems to show that all of them nominally profess the
orthodox faith, but all are very liberal in views. Blaine is
almost a genuin Freethinker, and Butler and Cleveland also
hold to the church chiefly for the sake of popularity. But
lately, Butler has received mo!lt of the praise. Some seem to
think he is a real Liberal in every respect. ·One of THE TRUTH
SEEKER correspondents says: "I see noble B. F. Butler in his
letter of acceptance completely ignores the myths and phantoms," etc. Now, the writer of these lines happened to hear
B. F. Butler make a short speech the other day. He spoke_ of
Gqd in the very first sentence he uttered. He said that God
has been very good to this people. I was instantly and forcibly reminded of those Liberals who are harboring the insane
delusion that Butler ignores the myths any more than the
others do, when he can make them serve his purpose. Great
stress is laid on ·that much-lauded fifth plank in the Greenback platform. Those who imagin that church property
would be taxed under Butler's administration, because of that
plank, would find to their sorrow that· they had_ been basing
their hopes on an exceedingly frail foundation. The churches
would not be taxed unless influences should come in play
that are entirely beyond the president's control. I would not
giv one penny for the choice among all the long list of candidates, Mrs. Lockwood included, so far as the interests of Liberalism are concerned. We need not expect anything from
any of them. Surely, it requires no argument to convinoe
any intelligent Liberal that a man who will conceal his real
sentiments before election, to secure the support of the church,
will conceal them afterward for the very same reason. The
president can, make no move in favor of Liberalism that the
church will not immediately discover. Unforeseen circumstances may arise in the coming four years, which the president, if so inclined, may be able to assist in shaping to the
advantage of Liberalism, but it is foolish to cast a vote with
any reference to vague chances that no man can now know
anything about. If both men liv till after the election,
either Blaine of Cleveland will be president.
The Liberal should decide, then, to vote for either one or
the other of these two, or not vote at all. Butler stands a
better chance of being struck by an aerolite than of being
elected president. He will not get the entire electoral vote
of one state in this Union. With several Northern states certainly Republican, others doubtful and divided, and nearly
the entire solid South against him, his election is clearly impossible. In a Republican state, the man who votes for Butler casts half a vote for Cleveland; in Democratic states, he
who votes for Butler casts half a vote for Blaine. Butler's
views and policy are much nearer in accord with Republican
principles than Democratic, but if he succeeds in preventing
either of the old parties from winning at the polls, he and his
followers might as well hav been working directly for Cleveland, for if the election goes to the House, Cleveland will be
chosen just as certainly as if no Republican or Greenback
candidates had been nominated. Blaine's fitness for president
is unquestioned so far as ability aml experience in public affairs are concerned. The only question is in regard to his
honesty. In point of ability and experience, Butler is immensely superior to Cleveland. The man who votes for Cleveland will vote for him simply and solely because he is a Democrat. He would vote for John Kelly, Denis Kearny, Tilden's
ghost, or the de~, if he was at the head of the Democratic
ticket. Choose ye.
N. G: W.
When the above was written, I had not read David S.
White's communication in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct.llth. It
seems that Abraham Lincoln's spirit, after indulging in some
very gloomy statements, says: "He who lifts his voice for the
poor will be the chosen ruler, for the poor man's friend is the
next in order in the history gf this nation." This mystifies
the matter a thousandfold. If the man "who lifts his voice
for the poor" is to be the "coming man," the White House
will not hold one-fourth of them. There is not a stump-orator
from Maine to California who is not lifting his voice for the
poor, every day in the week, and has been for lo! these many
weeks. Abraham has changed his views, too, since he went
"over there." It is evident that he no longer believes in a
Democratic form of government, or he would not hav spoken
of a ruler for our people. It is popularly supposed, at least
theoretically, that the president of these United States is the
servant, not the ruler, of the people. But Mrs. Fisk will
easily be able to remove all doubts as to the veracity of Abraham's spirit.
N. G. W.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., Oct. 5, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The more I think about it the more I am convinced that Liberals or Secularists can accomplish more for
the cause by not voting at a.ll. If they vote they will divide
up about equally with the three candidates-the political cutthroat trinity of the world, the flesh, and the devil-Blaine,
Cleveland, and Butler, and so kill each other's votes A complete throwing away of a quarter million votes! What stupid
nonsense! when by staying away from the polls altogether
the moral, the educational influence will be above computa-

tion. Men, women, and children will giv sager audiences to
a man explaining his reasons for declining to vote. They will
think about it and go away and talk abo_ut it to their neighbors. It looks like a glorious opportunity for us to make a ten
strike for Liberalism.
A Republican Liberal ! A Democratic Liberal ! Bah! A
Liberal who will stand up and allow any party to place their
brand upon his seat of knowledge is no more nor less than
a thing. I could not help being born and raised a Republican,
but when I became a Liberal I ceased to wallow in partisan
mire. A p!ll"ty manufacturing millionaires by the thousand,
and run by preachers, Comstocks, evangelical alliances, W. C.
T. D.'s, andY. M. 0. A.s', was too rank for me. Jay Gould
givs $100,000 to elect Blaine; other millionaires in proportion.
They plant where they expect to reap-put their money where
it will do them the most good. The party that legislates and
divides with them gets their money, their influence, and their
votes.
There is no doubt but that the Democratic party would, of
the three, be our best ally. But let us refrain from voting this
time, and four years hence hav a candidate and cause of our
own. By that time Col. Ingersoll will hav found out that the
Republican party has no use for Liberals except to vote Christians into office, and probably be willing to accept the nomination for president by the Secular party, upon a secul!ll"platform, in the interest of pure, secular government.
In no other way can our grievances, our principles, and our
claims be so effectually brought before the people of the country and legislation secured. Then, by hanging bravely to it
for two, three, four, or five presidential elections, we will
surely win. Even the more intelligent Christians begin to see
that a secular government will afford them the most permanent protecti<>n.
S. R. SHEPHERD.
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for your paper is the best of the half dozen that I tal¥, and I
would sooner do without all the rest than THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
I am the only outspoken Infidel in town; and the sky-pilots
giv me a wide birth, for every chance I get I throw hot shot
into their ranks, which has a tendency to demoralize their best
soldiers.
Yours for the truth,
ALoNzo KNAPP.

MoUND CREEK, KAN., Oct. 7, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Juliet H. Severance, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
Oct. 4th, says: "We first had a white man's government, now
we hav a rich man's government. If our nation long remains,
even with its seeming republicanism, we must make it what
it professes to be-a people's government." This is bed-rock
truth. She also says: ''The monopolists own the press of the
country, and control its expressions on all subjects, as it does
the telegraph lines, by which news is obtained." Truth.
Also: "The land must be returned to the people from whom
it has been unjustly filched [true], and all revenues for the
support of government raised by a rental of land [no !], which
should be held in trust by the government for the use of the
people [yes] instead of taking the fruits of industry. Thus
the rights of labor would be protected [no !]. All the wealth
of our world is the result of the labor of the world, and yet,
although enough is produced to satisfy all the wants of the
whole people, the great mass of the people are in want, while
the few are surfeited with overmuch." " Competition must
giv place to co-operation, and each individual hav the fruits of
his own toil." That each one should in equity hav the fruit of
his or her toil is patent. Competition verstrs co-operation does
not come within the purview of the erroneous positions I seek
to eliminate. I hav quoted from page 627. The close reader
will be well paid to read and study the whole article, "The
New Republic.'' The sentences at the bottom of the column
are A No.1.
Now, the reader will notice my first no comes in on the
SPmiTUALITY .A.ND SPmiTUALISM.
"rental of land." That land should be held by government
CoLUMBUs, KAN., Oct. 12, 1884.
in trust for the use of the people, I concede; but how the class
To GEORGE CHAINEY, Dear Sir: Although I was not present who tills the land can pay all the revenues for the support
to hear your "Day and Night" of human life and character, of government, and not be class legislation, and not take the
yet I was greatly affected when I read it. I regretted that so fruits of their industry to do it with; or how a class or a whole
brilliant a gem of literature and rhetoric-so grand, lofty, and people either can be "protected" when all they produce is
spiritual-an ideal of prospectiv life and development-should their own by taking from a class, or the whole, a revenue for
be stained, marred, and disfigured by ingratitude, untruthful- government support, is a kink in logic, the more untwisting,
ness, and want of logic.
the more kink. Labor per se needs nor asks for protection or
When you virtually told your Materialistic and Agnostic fostering C!ll"e, or class legislation; it asks and needs but jusfriends that they were a cold, heartless set, without love or tice only. One of the greatest jurists of the nation says,
sympathy; that they did not and coUld not appreciate dreams; "Labor is weak, and capital is strong," and under present
that they disparaged all opinions but their own; that they were conditions it is true. But why? Because labor has not reanimal and sensual, and must be so until they believed in de- tained the wealth it has created. And why has it not retained
carnated spirits that exist eternally; and that some would, like it? Because of iniquitous so-called law, by giving a right of
swine, turn and rend you, I felt that you were not only mis- property in land; hence ita price, rent, and monopolization,
representing and doing great injustice to your Agnostic friends and by limiting the quantity of money short of zero per cent,
who were pre!lent, but to me also, who for fifty years hav suf- which givs it the power to command interest. · These two giv
fered, and sacrificed everything but life, to help prepare the the power to accumulate wealth without labor. When once
way for you and others to spread the light of that higher life, accumulated, as now, capital, the very creature of labor, by
and the "new heaven and earth, wherein dwelleth righteous- interest annually from labor has the means which givs it the
ness and peace."
power to institute monopolies without end. Yes, it can hold
In some of your expressions you seemed to forget that "ev- the very bread industry produces in the face of the laborer
ery difference of opinion is not necessarily a difference of while he starves. Be it remembered forever by every truth
principle." I hav passed through Methodism, Universalism, seeker that labor pays all taxes, all rent, all interest on money
and Spiritualism-perhaps not through-to Naturalism and Hu- and capital to the uttermost farthing; and that they are all, not
manitarianism, and hav been growing higher, better, purer, excepting taxes, sheer robbery of labor, and that they must
and more spiritual all the ti"De.
be eliminated, or the nation dies, since either in time will murYou say your conversion to Spiritualiflm caused you to aban- der it.
ELIAs LEE.
don cigars and govern your appetites and passions. I am glad
it has that effect in your case, but my observations for thirty
BANGOR, ME., Sept. 30, 1884.
years hav convinced me that Spiritualism, per se, does not often
MR. EDITOR: This is my first letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
cause its votaries to abandon bad habits and fashions, or to be I should hav written before, but I am such a poor letter
less selfish and animal than Materialists, or do more for hu- writer, and, perhap-s, a little too proud. Therefore did not
manity.
write to show my poor composition. My regards to all THE
Think you that Courtlandt Palmer, S. P. Putnam, myself, TRUTH SEEKER employees, and to Miss Wixon. I hav learned
and many others, men and women similarly organized, are less to love her for her splendid stories in the Children's Corner.
spiritual and more gross and earthly than you, simply.. because
Our dear old friend Seward Mitchell has just left us after a
you hav seen evidence-to you-of a super-mundane life? short stay of two weeks. We should hav liked him to stay
Sir, a man of your fineness of organism and impressibility longer, he is such a splendid oid gentleman, and such a grand
ought to know that there are all degrees of organic develop- good worker for the Liberal cause. He is not idle a moment;
opment among Spiritualists, "from snowy white to sooty," alwayR looking for subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER, or sellMen and women of coarse te mperaments, shalfow front, and ing pamphlets. I wish there were more Seward Mitchells,
narrow frontal-lateral heads, hav little or no spiritual life or and if he ever comes this way again he won't get away so easy.
ideality, and faint or f11eble aspirations for the life that is pict- I pity him; he is now over seventy-one years of age, and withllred in your cerebral gallery.
out money. He has spent his whole life in the cause of huNow, I would like to hav you prove to me that the character manity and neglected himself.
and altitude of a man's existence depend upon the length of
Such grand unselfish people ought to be rewarded, it seems
it. If you will open your eyes to the fact that "as is the or- to me, somewhere. It seems to me, too, there ought to be
ganism, so is the man," and that there is a spiritual side to another life or a continuation of this; to giv·such grand souls
human nature, and that, when fully developed, all men anCi a chance. Every time Bennett's name is mentioned tears will
women are a spirit-world, a "summer-land," in the body, in the start to his eyes. I can never forget that grand old soul. I
upper chambers of the brain, "the dome of thought, the pal- fear there are very few Seward Mitchells and Elmina Slenkers;
ace of the soul," you will "be wise unto salvation for yourself some one must take their places ere long. Are there any to do
and humanity."
it? I must thank my dear Miss Wixon again, before I close, for
You complain, and justly, of the want of patronage and ap- her "Apples of Gold," and many other beautiful gems from
preciation, among Materialists, of your past labors, and inti- her pen. 'fhiii from your young fifteen-year-old Truth Seeker,
mate it is for the want of a belief ia Spiritualism; but, from
CLABA LouiSA LEWIS.
thirty-six years of observation, experience, and e:x:tensiv travel
and acquaintance, I find no difference in this respect between
CEREsco, MrcH., Oct. 13, 1884.
one class of Liberals and another.
MR. EDITOR: I see by the tab on my paper that my year is
It is want of development that makes us selfish and want to nearly up, so I send $3 for one more year. I expect to take it
own, and monopolize, and enslave. Not many are yet devel- as long as I liv, which I don't expect to be long. I am now
oped "into the glorious light and liberty of the gospel" of seventy-nine, and hav been a Freethinker eight years. I was
humanitarianism, which lifts us up out of egoism into a true converted from orthodoxy principally by reading the Old Tesaltruism. But I must stop, just as I hav begun. Wishing tament: I concluded that no real God could commit such imyou great success in your new field of action, I am
moralities and brutalities as are recorded. Oh, the cunning
Appreciativly yours,
J. H. CooK.
priests ! Let us go for them. I wish I could write my ideas.
Wouldn't they catch it ?-you bet, the rascals!
So Brother Chainey has been convinced that Spiritualism is
KiNGFIELD, MAINE, Oct. 5, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Yours of the 1st inst. is received and contents true. All right; I hope it is, but he should hav left the ranks
noted. I was in funds and should hav remitted $5 this week, without throwing mud. I like the man, and his preachingsfor I had enjoyed the reading of THE TBUTH SEEll:EB for some a smart man-I hope he will be thoroughly convinced, and
time at your expense, for which I am very thankful. I can't make a good Spiritualist. I remain
Yours for doing all we can for the human family,
very well get along without it, and if I am not so punctual at
THOS. KNIGHT.
all times as you desire, nevertheless, you will get your pay,
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How to Organize a Local League.
The National Liberal League is formed by the
union of Local Auxiliary Liberal Leagues. To organize a Local Auxiliary League, any person (man or
woman) may place the following Call at the head of
& sheet of paper and solicit signatures:

~5.

1884.

MRs. MATTIE P. KREKEL, vice-president of the League, Kansas City: I want to liv to see the time when Liberalism shall
be the greatest good to the greatest number; when it means
generosity, manliness, character. I am going to try and do
some work for and with the League this year, and organize for
practical work. You and Mr. Watts will certainly come to
KaJ;~sas City on your missionary tour.
Our League here will
be ready to assist earnestly and practically.

A FEW WORDS FROM MR. GREEN.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Nothing has
pleased me more than to witness the energy and ability with
CALL.
WE, the undersigned citizens of [here introduce name of which Mr. Putnam has entered upon his duties as secretary of
town or city], agree to organize an Auxiliary Liberal League, the National Liberal League. Hurely he is the right man in
to work .in connection with the National Liberal League, and the right place. With Col. Ingersoll as president and S. P.
Putnam as secretary, and with the present Liberal platform
to pay the sums set opposit our names for that purpose.
adopted at Cassadaga, I can see no good reason for any Liberal
to refuse to work with the League. I hope to see new auxilNames.
Residences.
Amounts.
iary Leagues springing up everywhere.
As soon as ten persons have subscribed to this Call,
On account of the poor health of the editor, the publication
and five dollars have been paiJ in, make out an appli- of the Freethinkers' Magazine and Directory has been detained a
few
days, but it will be out soon. It will be an interesting
cation for a Charter, inclosing the application, to- number,
and I hope all your readers who are not regular subgether with a money order or postal note for five scriber!': will
send twenty-five cents for the November number.
dollars (or the amount may be inclosed in a registered And now allow me to cordially invite all the Freethinkers of
letter) to the sucretary of the National Liberal League. W<•.,tern New York and northwestern Pennsylvania to prepare
The fee for a Charter is ten dollars, and the Board of to uLtend the coming Salamanca Convention. We expect, to
a grand good time.
Directors have voted to allow the organizer of the hav
I will add that my health is constantly improving.
Auxiliary Liberal League to retain five doll 'if:s as
Truly yours,
H. L. GREEN.

body awake all night. Some of the men in the guard-house
were sent there for thirty days solely because they missed rollcall. Hare enumerates other causes for complaint, and asks
if a citizen of the United States is to be imprisoned without
hearing, and without proper authority, and placed in such
surroundings simply because he dared,express his opinion.
The League will take further steps for an investtgation. On
conclusion of the discussion regarding the Soldiers' Home
matter, R. C. Spencer addressed the meeting on "The Republican Party." George Godfrey and Mrs. Dr. Juliet Severance
answered him.

'fhe Appeal of the Liberal League.
From the Banner of Light.

The cause of Liberalism is before the great public with its
demands and resolutions, which are to be read in anothm·
column. No one can peruse this timely and-forcible proclamation of purpose by a large and rapidly increasing body of
most. intelligent men and women without being profoundly
impressed with the comprehensiv character of their expressed
views and the deep sincerity and wholeness of their convictions. The demands put forth by them before the public are
certainly such as should readily commend themselvs to all
Liberal, reflecting minds. The spirit in which they are uttered, though radical, is far from being open to the charge of
destructivness. It would only clear away the recognized obstructions to a new advance of society and a larger expansion
of the human mind, in order that the work of reconstrP.ction
may go on unembarrassed by the dead weights of old dogmas
and lifeless prejudic13s. The object is purely one of benevocompensation for his or her services in effecting the
lence and aspiration. 'l'he intent is only to benefit and bless
FROM C. B. REYNOLDS.
organization.
humanity by the speedy emancipation of the human spirit
The
following
extract
is
from
a
private
letter
from
that
enAny Liberal- scmiety can by a vote qualify itself an ergetic, representativ Liberal, R. P. Barton, of Richburg, Alle- from its present state of bondage.
What are the demands which the National Liberal Leagu4
Auxiliary Liberai League, and take out a charter.
gany county, New York, one of the most influential and make, that they should not be heeded? They demand nine
On receipt of the five dollars and application signed respected young business men of that county: "Things are things,
each one of _which is firmly rooted in reason and
by the President and Secretary (or the temporary now in shape so that my hopes will be realized, and if theN ew morality. Read the list and then judge, if possible, without
meeting
of
state
League,
etc.,
of
which
you
write,
is
held
York
prejudice or passion; Ought not, for· instance, all forms of
Secretary) of the new League (and as many others
in December, by that time the Richburg Liber~tl League will
as may choose), the Secretary will forward to the ap- be represented at the meeting." Take notice, if we desire to ecclesiastical property to be taxed like other property, under
a government that refuses to protect any and all forms of replicant a Charter signed by the proper officers of the build up live local Leagues, to help insure the secularization ligious
organization? Ought orthodox chaplains to be called
of our government, and hav in our own neighborhood a Lib- upon to pray in official places, when not even the necessity for
National Liberal League.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
eral
society
that
in
every
respect--alike
social
and
educational
prayer, public or private, is once recognized in our ConstituSecretary of the National Liberal League.
-shall be superior to the church and Sunday-school; that tion? Is it right that orie portion of the people should be
55 East 9th street, NP-w York.
shall form a nucleus around which honest hearts can rally; taxed for the support of the sectarian institutions of another
where our mothers, sisters, wives, and children shall be en- portion, whether in the name and guise of religion or anything
SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE.
listed and delight to participate; where the weak and timorous
Ought a government like ours to hav anything to do,
In order to provide an adequate revenue to the ones shall gain strength and courage; and that shall be a liv- else?
as a mere government, with the holding of religious services,
treasury of the National League, to enable it to carry ing refutation of the slanders and misrepresentations of the or to insist on the use of the Christian Bible any more than
out the requirements of sections, 4, 5, and 6 of Arti- clergy that Liberals are all that is low, vicious, and depraved, the Mohammedan Koran, or the Materialists' creed, in the
subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Even a three schools which are supported by the constant taxation of all ?
cle III. of its Constitution, and to do other legiti- obtain
months' (only 50 cents) tnal trip insures abandonment of su- Why should presidents or governors appoint religious feasts or
mate work of the League, every auxiliary is requested perstitious faith, and awakes to thought. A year's subscrip- fasts.
for a part of the people only to observe, if r(Jligion is
to contribute a certain sum monthly, not less than tion is certain to add an earnest, activ Liberal, and in all really no possible part of their official business?
·
probability
a
whole
family,
to
our
ranks.
Then,
under
the
five cents per month from each one of its members,
Or on what ground of authority, derived from the fundainfluence
of
such
workers
as
R.
P.
Barton,
a
live,
activLeague
for the use of the National League. The amount will speedily result. That's how it worke<l at Richburg. mental law if derived at all, is the judicial oath required and
administered in the courts of law and in the various departthus collected should be remitted quarterly on the That's just how it will work in your neighborhood. Try it.
ments of government, when a plain and simple affirmation is
first days of January, April, July, and October, by the
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS, Chairman Ex. Com. N. L. L.
just as binding on the human conscience, and the " pains and
secretary of the auxiliary to the secretary of the
penalties" of "perjury" stand waiting for those who affirm
MR. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Dear Sir: Your letter, with circular that which is not. true? By what common or by what conNational Lea~ue.
to Liberals of America, has been under my notice for some ceded right, too, are law~ made and enforced which command
-------..-------days, but illness and press of business hav delayed an answer. the religious observance of any one day in the week, to which
The (fampaign Fund.
I am well satisfied with the action of the League in appoint- a certain amount of the population, but not all, hav agreed to
Already acknowledged
- $1,438.00 ing paid lecturers, and wish to do something to sustain the affix a peculiar character-call it by the name of Sunday or any
John 'l'urner,
30.00 measure. I do not think I can do so in a better way-in one other name? And while the large majority of the people of
Thayer L. White,
10.00 that will more fully advance the cause-than by devoting the this country may consent in silence to be called Christians,
La Roy Sunderland,
10.00 proceeds of the sale of a number. of the Liberal Hymn Books even while those who style themselvs Christian ministers are
Stephen Brewer,
5.00 to the support of the lecturers. These books sell for twenty- voiding their abuse upon them as Infidels and heathen in their
Peter Eckler,
5.00 five cents each.· Now, I do not intend to trouble you and Mr. belief and practice, is it in any sense consonant with justice,
J. Francis Ruggles, 5.00 Watts to carry round a lot of hymn books, however useful you with truth, with a spirit of equality before the statute law, that
H. V. Cockrell,
5.00 might find them in getting the people to sing at gatherings. But into the Constitution under which allliv and which all unitedly
Alexander Cochran, 5.00 I propose that you carry two or three with yon to show what support and sustain shall be injected the sacer.dotal power,
C E. Garner,
2.00 they are, and get people to send to us for them; those persons always and everywhere tyrannical because resting on naked
C. W. Manderfeld,
2.00 paying you twenty-five cents, and you giving them a receipt authority, that designs only the absolute conquest of men's
Jacob Tausig,
2.00 for it, with a two-cent stamp, which they are to inclose-that consciences and the irresponsible governance of their conduct?
These, now, are every one of them vital questions; and,
Amasa Wood,
1.00 is, both receipt, signed by you personally, or Mr. Watts, and
Joshua Cassey, I
1.00 stamps-when they order the book from me. I guarantee to taken together, they constitute a cause, an issue, that is of
John R. Alurvy, I
1.00 fill promptly every order so received for three months (per- sufficient importance to challenge the widest public attention.
Wm Reynolds r Annual members
1.00 haps longer). If you and Mr. Watts accept this offer, we will· The National Liberal League is the champion of this cause,
Hen.ry Gooday: J per Wm. Reynolds.
1.00 hav it published, if you please, in the Liberal papers. The and stands forth to meet this issue. It steers clear of party
politics, and ascends at once to the level of universal princiWm. Dawson,
1.00 two cents is to pay the postage on the book to each person.
Cordially yours,
ELIZA B. BURNS.
ples. 1t deals with the underlying questions of human prog.Tulia A. P. Perkins,
1.00
and CHANNL.'fG BuRNS.
ress. It is tolerant of the great and confused variety of opinJohn P. Kelly,
1.00
F. Fittzgibbons,
A noble offer.
Buy these hymn-books. They are just the ions that accumulate around questions of reform and recon1.00
thing for the new work. We must be stirred with music, or strn:ction, and aims only for the perfect freedom of all minds,
Total,
1,528.00 we cannot do our best. I am sure that this generous gift will for equal rights for all, and for nothing but fair play in all
that appertains to political government. The cause could
CORRESPONDENCE.
put quite a number of dollars into our treasury, and cheer into hardly be stated more clearly or impressivly than it is stated,
JoHN TURNER, Philadelphia, Pa.: Please find inclosed post- our souls.
or argued with more cogency and conclusivness. Thus should
office order for $30 for the National Liberal League.
Listen to this from that remarkable octogenarian, La Roy it be, for it is a cause to enlist the sympathies, as well as the
C. E. GARNER, Jacksonville, Fla.: I inclose you $2 for the Sunderland, old in the service, but whose spirit is as fresh as reason, of all men and women, and one that appeals to us all
for immediate and practical action for the sake of securing actemancipation cause, with best wishes and kind regards.
a May-day:
ual and visible results. We may depend upon it that unless
STEPHEN BREWER, Ithaca, N. Y.: I inclose $5 for the Fund
Liberalism dominates in this country, things will be sure to
QUINCY MAss., Oct. 16, 1884.
to be raised. I wiHh the new administration adundant success.
DEAR PuTNAM: From the first shrill bugle note of yours, fall under the control of ecclesiasticism, which is ever the foe
C. W. MANDERFIELD, San Carlos, Ariz. Ter.: Inclosed please sounded for our humanity's triumph, I determined to send to political liberty.
There is no question that the civilized world is changing
find my contribution to the $5,000 Liberal Campaign Fund. you the very first greenback I should find at my command.
Your earnest appeals hav the ring of the tn1e metal. There front on the issues that once were thought of vital importance
I wish you success as a missionary in the Liberal cause.
are living chords in every human heart that vibrate aloud in to man. A new era is being ushered in. It is the era of spirJoHN H. BENGEL: Harrisburg, Pa.: It would be a blessing if reading those appeals for freedom, the good, and the true. itual influences and spiritual power. The old dogmas of auyou would come here and organize a League. When I can I Arid, if I had the fu:ads, I would send you a thousand as freely thority are dead. Not even the boasts of human reason are
will subscribe to the fund. 1 am a young man and work hard, as I do this mite. Success is assured !
equal to the marshaling and leading of the new forces which
but I desire to know the truth.
are appearing in the social life of civilized man. It is becoming
Yours truly
LA RoY SuNDERLAND.
more and more evident that all power proceeds from the spirit,
F. FITZGIBBoNs, New York City: I am always in sympathy
Our
good
friend,
Wm.
Reynolds,
of
Utah,
is
doing
a
good
even as spirit is the only substance; of which matter and all
with any movement that tends to accomplish the ends in view.
I shall try to contribute one dollar quarterly, and inclose here- work. He has already secured five annual memberships, be- external things are the forms visible thr_ongh the sense to the
with first payment. With best wishes for success in the efforts sides his own contriBution, and is still pushing ahead. He is inwarJ consciousness. People are begmmng to comprehend
the great and high truth that we all liy in t~e spirit alone, of
you are so nobly making to advance the intere"sts of the Na- the Phil. Sheridan of our frontier forces.
which the body is but the constant mamfestat10n. Hence they
tional Liberal League.
are beginning to understand that their lives, ~nd conduct, a_nd
H. CLAY LusE, Waynesburg, Pa., to C. B. Reynolds: You
institutions
of every kind, should be more m harmony w1th
MILWAUKEE LEAGUE DOING HUMANE WORK.
ask concerning an organization here. I think we can now efspiritual laws, which alone govern ~D;d cont:o~ every~hing. To
The Liberal League met on the evening of the 12th, at 216 the intuitions of the open and rempwnt spmt the highest reafectually organize. 1 believe we could bring into an organization, say twenty-five, many of whom are men of influence. Grand avenue. Every seat was occupied. Dr. H. S. Brown son is subordinate and subject, and hence to heed these intuipresided,
and Dr. Juliet H. Severance acted as secretary. The tions is to wait studiously upon teachers who· are ever ready
This would not be a bad start for Waynesburg. As you say,
it would furm a nucleus around which Liberals would gather. committee appointed at the last meeting to investigate affairs to lend a new illumination to our reason, and to lift continI shall attempt an organization at once, and will let you know at the Soldiers' Home reported, submitting a letter from Geo. ually our external life to the level of the ideal, which is .the
of my progress. For the present, I think we can organize M. Hare, with a statement that he had been released after spiritual.
better under some such name as ''The Waynesburg Secular proceedings to secure a writ of habeas corpus had been inRtituted. In his letter, which was written in the guardhouse, Hare
Society."
says he was imprisoned there for criticising the management
THE articles in the North American Review for November are:
GEORGE LoNGFORD, Secretary of Friendship Liberal League, of the Soldiers' Home in a Dubuque paper. He charges that
Philadelphia: Inclosed you will find $5 from our League as the guard-house has vile ventilation; is unprovided with "Half-time in Schools," by E. E. Hale; "The African Probwas promised by our delegate, Mr. Seymour. In behalf of 'the chairs, and without even a pillow to lay a weary head upon. lem," by Professor Gilliam; "Woman as a Political Factor,"
Friendship League, I may say that we hope success may crown He had to eat without knife, fork, or spoon, and had no to- by Judge Robert C. Pitman; "Progress in Naval Armament,"
your efforts, and that every League and Liberal in the coun- bacco or reading matter allowed him. There were nineteen by Hobart Pasha; "Friendship in Ancient Poetry," by Princitry may come to your assistance. We expect to hav a big day men in the prison-three of them ex-commissioned officers,
pal J. C. Shairp; "Herbert Spencer's Latest Critic," by ProNovember 30th, when Mr. Watts and yourself come.
We four one-legged men, and one was blind. They were allowed
shall leave no stone 1m turned to giv you a full house and a but one towel a week, and this was for joint use. He .. became fessor E. L. Youmans; "Over-Illustration," by Charles T.
grand welcome. We shall challenge the clergy to meet Mr. sick, and no doctor was sent for. The governor's orderly went Congdon; and "Restriction of the Suffrage," by William L.
Watts after each lecture.
into the guard-house Saturday night, drunk, and kept every- Scruggs.

neat as he could without his eyesight; and the
women turned men, as poor women often hav
to do, and brought in the pounds and the shil=========-~============= lings, or, failing the pounds, the shillings and
Edited by Miss SusAN H, WIXoN, Fall River, the pennieu, and even in those days had always
Mass., to whom all Communications for this ·wherewithal to help a brother or a sister less
Gomer should be sent.
fortunate than themselvs.

I

words, and they don't expect other people to Jack's neck and th_e poor animal let free to
be very nice in the matter either.
forage for himself m the alleys and gutters:
So Mattie, and Jack, and the grandfather Jack in this way became very punctual in his
t.rudged the streets, and for Iince in a way got habits. At fou~ o'clock he was released fro~
home by daylight, to find Mattie the elder duty; it took hrm about an hour to find his
(poor child, she wasn't five-and twenty then) dinner in the streets, an~ punctually at five
lying on the bed, the sheet stained with blood, he might be seen sneaking along some by•
Then there came another change; fever set and her feet and hands growing damp and street with a bone in his mouth, or the rem•
" Between the dark and the daylight,
nants of some fish, dodging skilfully between
in
in that neighborhood, and the brave, strong cold.
When the night begins to lower,
"She's goin' fast," said one of the women passers-by till he reached home, where at his
mother was the first to· fall a victim to it.
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
master's feet he would finish in calm enjoyThat Is known as. the Children's Hour."
Caleb was dazed with grief. Mattie wept her about the bedside.
" 0 God," cried Caleb, kneeling down on ment his hardly-earned meal, to~which, be it
heart out, then set to work again, but this time
with less~£ spirit and courage. From house the bare boards, "if only for one moment I noted, Caleb never failed. to add some portion
"Out to Old Aunt Mary's.;'
to house Caleb groped his way, begging for might see those blue eyes before they close of his own, however scanty it had been.
Wasn't it pleasant, 0 brother mine,
[coNCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]
work-he would do what he could for a six- forever!" Useless the prayer, the beating of
In those old days or the. lost sunshine
pence a day; he was, so he said, "a giant in the hands against tl!J.e closed barred doors;
Of youth, when the Saturday's chores· were through
strength." "True," said the people, "but Mattie's life ebbed out that day before the twiOur Puzzle Box.
And the" Sunday's wood" In the kitchen, too,
a blind giant is no use to us, and we are too light fell, and-well-two days after, there
And we went visiting, [ and you,
1.
was another mound in the big pauper burialOut to old Aunt Mary's.
poor to pay sixpence a day for nothing." •
TWO LITTLE GIRLS,
"I- will go into the workhouse," said Caleb. place outside the city. That was all.
It all comes back so clear to· day,
"Yet I liv on," said Caleb, as day after day
I know a Miss quite well,
Though I am bald and you are gray"No man shall say I liv idle upon my little
And her name you cannot tell,
he
took his stand by the sunshiny wall, Mattie
Out by the barn lot and down the lane
girl's earnings." Then Mattie clung about his
Though
her name I plainly spell,
We patter along In the dust again,
knees and besought him not to leave her, tell- by his side, and Jack on his haunches a little
For it will your wit excel- .
As light as the tips or the drops of rain,
in
front.
Mattie's
clothes
were
very
thin
now,
ing him a secret she had meant to tell the dead
You see why? Hid from view,
Out to old Aunt Mary's.
Find her little sister too.
mother, how that she had married secretly a and her shoes almost dropping from her feet.
We. croBB the pasture, a.nd through the wood,
One by one the little odd comforts the dead
UNCLE J A:Mll!S.
fine-looking
young
fellow,
who
had
gone,
she
Where the old gray snag or poplar stood,
mother had bought her were taken to the
knsw
not
where,
nor
even
whether
the
name
Where the hammering redheads hopped away,
2.
pawnshop, and a few coppers, or at most a
in which he had married her was his own.
Aud the buzzard raised In the open sky,
CROSS WOIID ENIGMA.
sixpence,
brought
back
in
return.
As
winter
An4 lolled and circled as he went by
Caleb lifted up his voice and cursed the day
My first is in day, but not in night;
crept on she began to grow white and shiver My seconds in ghost, but not in fright;
Out to old Aunt Mary's.
wherein he had lost his eyesight. "If I had
as the mother had done and then cough and My third is in ground, but not in sky;
And then In the dust of the road again;
but the glimmer of daylight wherewith to
draw her breath in as though to let it out gave My fourth is in truth, but not in lie,
And the teams we met and the countrymen;
gmde
my
steps,
I
would
search
the
world
And the long highway, with the sunshine spread
her pain. The neighbors began to Rhake their My fifth is in poundeth, but not in press;
through to find the false-hearted coward who
As thick as butter on country bread,
heads again as they had over the mother. My whole is what we would all like to possess.
has brought this shame to our door."
And our cares behind a.nd our hearts ahead,
B. C.
"She's going the same way," they said whis·
Out to old Aunt Mary's.
Mattie drooped day by day, but still !!he pering together, "and God help the old man
3.
I see her now 1n the open do~r
managed to keep her customers together, and then!" Going the same way, was she? Before A DECAPITATION IN AN EASTERN STATE !-THE
Where the little gourds grew up the aides a.nd o'er sent home smart dresses for gay young shopGUILLOTINE RESTORED !
the first winter snow had settled on the
The clapboard roor. And her !ace-ah, me 1
girls to wear in· the summer evenings when mother's grave, she was gone. And Caleb?
In a state of the East,
Wasn't It good for a. boy to see ?
they went walking out with their sweethearts. Well, he had his dog left him, and his old
We see how a priest
And wasn't It good ror a. boy to be
Has left his discourse without head;
Out to old Aunt Mary's.
By and by a second ·Mattie came-a little fair- clothes, and his sunshiny wall, and what
For its head we can take
haired, blue-eyed thing, like Mattie the first; would you more? Poor people can't hav
And 0 my brother, so tar away,
The head of a sna/ce,
This Is to tell you she waits to-day
and though Caleb cursed again the false- everything they waut, you know, in this life.
It will do quite as well instead.
To welcome us. Aunt Mary fell
hearted man who had left his Mattie to strugWhen little Mattie lay stretched white and
In the name the slate
Asleep this morning, Whispering, "Tell
gle through her troubles alone, the little creat- cold on the mattress on the ftoor (the bedstead
Let the headless thing wait,
The boys to come." And all Is wen
Till something awakens the dead I
ure came like a gleam of sunshine into the had long since disappeared) on which her
Out to old Aunt Mary's.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAXEB.
dark life, and no one thought more of her mother had died, the poor people came in and
-Selected.
baby comforts, or took more tender care of the did the best· they could for her; poor people
--------~--------3.
Jack-A. Mendicant.
tiny, fragil thing than the .old blind grand- are not always thrashing horses and kicking
RIDDLE.
father.
A smooth-haired, whitish-brown terrier it
dogs to death, as some think; th~y sometimes
I hav a bed, but never sleep,
For Caleb was fast becoming a prematurely do little kindnesses one for the other, and show
was, with cropped ears, a black patch over one
A tongue, but never talk,
Two pairs of shoes, and yet no feet;
eye, and only half a tail; a thin, shadowy sort old man now. He lacked the first of youth's a refinement which people in higher ranks ocI run, but never walk.
of thing that used to grub about in the twi- greatest preservers-honest, steady, constant casionally forget. So one brought a clean
My bed is way above my reach,
light in the gutters, and in odd corners where work; and he lacked also the second-good, white sheet and wrapped the little girl in it,
And that is why, you see,
poor people throw waste and rubbish, picking plain, wholesome food. What wonder if his another combed out her fair hair, and a third
I never lie upon my bed,
up its own living as best it could. If it had back was bent, his brow wrinkled, and his -a ftower-girl-put a spray of fern and geraMy bed is laid on me.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
EsPRIT FonT.
not known how to "fend for itself," it must hair thin and gray l
nium into her small, thin hand.
hav fared hardly indeed; for though it had a
How they managed to struggle through
"She's looking that lovely, Caleb, she is," ANSWERS TO
PUZZLES IN CHILDBEN'Iil COBNEB,
master who loved it ail he would hav loved the another five years he did not krww, no one said a brown old woman of sixty, with a handOCTOBERll, 1884.
sun in the heavens, could his blind eyes hav quite knew. The furniture in the little room kerchief tied over her head.
1.
Q
been lighted for one moment by its beams, and (they had only one room now) grew less and
"Lord, for this once l" pleaded Caleb, lifting
CUB
who treasured it as he did the memory of his less; also their bread was often eaten without his hands high above his head. " For one
CHAOS
dead wife, dead daughter, dead grandchild, butter; also when the winter came round moment only let my eyes be opened, that they
QUARREL
BOREE
yet he had nothing but his love to giv it, and Mattie began to hav a cough and complain of may see the face I hav loved and never known. '•
SEE
love, as we all know, though it never faileth, a pain at her chest. Then Caleb whispered The poor people stood back and heard his
L
and is greater than faith and hope, yet in hard something in little Mattie's ear, and the child prayer, with their breath drawn in. Almost
2. Landau.
times cannot so much as buy an ounce of led him down the stairs and along the streets they expected a miracle to be performed-had
3. Lives of great men all remind us
bre'ad, nor even get a bone for a dog.
to a bright, sunshiny wall in the big city, they not heard of such things in the churches?
We can make our lives sublime,
Caleb had been blind for more than twenty where people were passing backward and for- -and for a moment the film to be lifted from
And departing leave behind us,
years. Once he had been a strong, skilful ward all day long, and where, if the old blind Caleb's eyes, that they might rest on the f.ace
Footprints on the sands of time.
workman who had never known a dinnerless man held out his hat, there might be a chance he had loved so well before the cold earth had
Joy and temperance and repose,
table nor fireless hearth. Things had gone of finding a few stray pence in it at the end of shut it in for evermore.
Slam the door on the doctor's nose.
well with him in early life; he had married a the day.
All in vain. No answering Ephphatha was
When by night the frogs are croaking,
stout young country-woman, and had only one
The poor people in the house where they breathed down from the silent tlverlasting
Kindle but a torch's fire,
child by her-a blue-eyed, fair-haired darling, lived felt their hearts touched when they saw heavens. Caleb's hands fell down helplessly
Ha ! how soon they all are silent l
Thus truth silences the liar.
whom they had christened Martha, but whom the old man and the small, white child creep- to his side, and Jack crept out of a corner and
everyone loved to call Mattie. She looked as ing down the stairs together, and heard the licked them, and then the parish people sent
Solvers.-Kitty Laurens, H. E. Juergens,
if she had been born to a pet name, and she poor, suffering daughter coughing as she their undertakers to carry Mattie away to the Robert Bernheim.
$tuck to it as a right. Mattie was sent to school stooped over her dresses and shirts. They same big cemetery where her mother was
Correspondence.
and taught embroideries and needlework; she shook their heads at each other. "It can't go sleeping.
was not to work hard, as her father and mother on much longer," said one to the other; "and
BRACEVILLE, ILL., Oct. 284.
All gone but Jack! Well, a dog is someMiss WrxoN: I wish to correct a mistake in
had done before her, but was to lead a quiet, what they'll do without her, God only knows." thing, after all, to hav left one; and when one
gentle life; and if, by and by, whan father and So they would giv little Mattie a cup of tea or is old and blind, and poor, one doesn't expect my letter. Braceville is a village of six thoumother were getting old and could no longer a bit of cheese to take to her mother, and the a great deal in life, you know, but is just sand inhabitants, instead of six hundred. I
wish I had the ability to write some of my exwork for their darling, some good honest work- ..mother would drink the tea and giv the cheese thankful for a crust of bread to eat, some periences for the children df your corner. I
man was to come·along and offer to marry her to the little one, and smile and shake her head straw or old clothes to lie down on at night, passed the first seventeen years of my life
-welll-then he should hav her,_and their and say she couldn't eat.
and a sunshiny wall to lean against in the day- on the prairies of Illinois, twelve miles from
blessing go with her.
And one day a small rough boy in the house time; so the dog was altogether something ex- the nearest post-office or market place. Mother
But before Mattie was ten years old, or there brought to little Mattie a white terrier pup. tra in the way of mercies. ''How he do liv on used to keep the spade standing by the door
to kiil smakes with. And what snakes ! Blow
was any thought of father and mother getting "Father was going to drown it," he said, "but is a marvel," ene to another would wonder, snakes, blue-racers, and rattle snakes to be
old, Caleb's great trouble had come upon him. I told him I thought you would like it, and watching the old man creeping down-stairs day seen almost every day; and the prairie wolf as
There was a huge fire at the factory where he may be by and by 'twill help to lead the old after day to take his stand in the streets; and, large as a good-sized dog, could be seen trotworked, and Caleb, in his zeal to save his mas. man along." Little Mattie took the puppy "The dog is like a child to ·him now," they ting across the open prairie with his long,
ter s property, was much burnt about his face, gratefully, and called him Jack after her boy would say, as they noted Jack sitting on his bushy tail hanging to the ground. In those
days we did not pull our blinds down when
arms, and chest. They took him to the hos- friend. They knotted a piece of cord together stump of a tail, waiting for a gap in the crush we lit the lamp, but we used to set the lamp in
pital, where they did the best they could for and put it around Jack's neck, and every day of carts and carriages before he would venture the window, so it would shine out as far as it
could, in hopes some belated traveler might
him, and he came out of it in a month's time the old man, the child, and the terrier pup to lead his master across the busy high-road.
sea it and be guided on his way, and perhaps
with limbs patched, face sound, though scarred, were to be seen finding their way along the
It was in those days that Jack first began to be saved from perishing on the prairie.
streets to the bright sunshiny wall.
but eyesight gone forever.
"fend for himself." As long as the two MatWishing you continued success, I remain a
How the stout young wife would hav wept
Once as they stood thus in the bleak l\farch ties lived, there was always a plate of odds and friend,
DE:MIS BURR.
over him if she had had time to weepl But weather, with a northwest wind sweeping the ends of some sort--scrape it together how they
time meant money in those days, and she set streets. and drifting the dust into clouds that might-waiting for him inside the door when
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I
to work with a will to get the daily br.ead. No shut out the spring sunbeams, a poor woman he came in from his morning's work; but after
more embroideries for little Mattie; sewing came hurriedly up to them.
"You'd best they were gone, things were different. It was
and stitching will serve her in better stead make haste home, Caleb," she said, "if you hard work enough for Caleb to get his own TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
now, for she can earn a shilling here and a want to see your daughter again alive." She daily bread and collect the eighteen pennies
J.. STORY Oll' 'rRlll BIGRTWJ..Y ALMSHOUSE.
shilling there by plain needlework among her forgot, poor soul, for the moment that Caleb which paid for his miserable little cupboard BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
poor neighbors.
hadn't seen his daughter for ten years or more, -attic, it was supposed to be-at the top of
For !!ale at thla ot!loe.
Price 10 oentll.
And so things went on for ten years or more. and never could-in this life, at any rate-see the house; so when he came in at four o'clock
Caleb turned woman in the house and cooked her again. But poor people, you know, in the winter's twilight with a loaf of bread
Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
ib.e~r ~mall meals, and kept things straight and ha"!;t't much time to spend in choo11ing their and a few pence, the cord was unknotted from
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New Books.
THE BmLE ANALYZED. In Twenty Lectures.
By JohnR. Kelso, A..M. New York: TRUTH
SEEKEB office. Pp. 833. Price $3.00.
Mr. Kelso is an ex-soldier. He served his
country in a war which resulted in the deliverance of millions from physical slavery. Here
he fights against the more degrading slavery of
the human mind to a book, falsely assumed to
be a revelation from an eternally existing person-the creator of all things and beings that
exist. He proves not only that the assumption
in regard to the book is false, but that such a
person is wholly imaginary. If ;human reason
is not a worse than worthless faculty, then, in
the light of Mr. Kelso's lectures, attributing
divine inspiration to such a collection of writings as the Old and New Testaments, has been
one of the greatest calamities that has ever befallen the human race. This is by no means
denying the usefulness of the book as a human
production, for the most pernicious of the lies
and forgeries of the past may be useful in the
future. A fictitious history of the past may
help the future, but surely a true one would
be better. Mr. Kelso's aim is simply to overthrow the baleful faith in the divine inspiration
of the Bible or any part of it, which he effectually accomplishes by not only proving its
history fictitious, but its morality often bad
and worse than brutal.
Of course, to make out his case against the
divine inspiration of the Bible, he does not
need to prove an absence of all historical truth.
It is enough to prove the presence of deliberate
falsehood and forgery. After the admissions
of Bishop Colenso, an honest Infidel may fairly
be allowed to express some feeling of indignation at the cool attitude of the clergy of this
end of the nineteenth century in upholding the
demonstrated lies and forgeries of Hilkish and
Ezra.
The publication of Mr. Kelso's honest and
able book will make it necessary for the church
either to greatly amend the Bible or ignore it
altogether. Refusing to read is only temporizing. Reason is nothing but common sense,
and common sense is not confined to the clergy
or to any priesthood. There are moral axioms
scattered through the Bible which will not be
lost with it, for they exist wherever human
thought does. How much soever violated,
they are identical with the laws of self-preservation, and will become more and more distinct as time and knowledge advance and force
and fraud decay.
If it was a fact that God, selected as the
typical man through whom li'e should carry out
his scheme of saving the world, a man who
asked his wife to tell a lie to save his own life,
then, in a moral sense, the inference is unfavorable to God (Gen. xii, 13). If it was not
a fact, the Bible is guilty of at least one lie,
and that a quite fundamental one. In any
decent moral light, Pharaoh appears in that
chapter to great,fidvantage compared with the
"father of the faithful."
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
Boston, Oct. 5, 1884.

represent words, but are generally made up of
the consonants used in spelling, and are skeletons of the words themselvs. A few specimens of these skeletons and contractions may
prove interesting and instructiv to the general
reader; more especially so to phonographers.
Take the word characteristic; it is made thus:
~, and read literally from this sign is
simply krakist. It is plain enough when you
know what it is. Shorthand is no respecter of
persons. For the Almighty Mr. Scott-Browne

l .

writes
vowels.

The word is all there except the
Jehovah is turned off with this fish-

hook-like thing, ... /...~, which is nothing more
nor less than Jv; while the signature of Jesus
Christ, written in shorthand, would be, briefly,

~- '.rhe question of immortality is dismissed
thus,
and the beyond is represented with
a brief character, viz: ---~····· A sign made

.d:..,

d

thus
will strike the reader as a painful ease
of limited circumstances; and no one would
suspect an innocent-looking mark like this of
being loaded: .r. We are not let off so lightly,
however, on all words. Incandescence and
incendiarism, maderespectivly,

~6.

1884.

writes on "Fear aml -4he Knowledge of
Causes;" and G. Standring treats of "The
Sacred Show Business." A calendar, statistics,
etc., fill out the complement. The "National
Secular Almanac" is a staid and digxrified publication, but it does not impart to this era the
illuminated tint that will be observable when
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINK·
EBB' ALM.!l'IAC for 1885 makes ·its appearance.
The price of the "Secular Almanac " is 25 cts.

NOW READY!
THE MAGNIFICENT

COLORED

LITHOGRAPH

THE "Freidenker-Almanach fur das yahr
1885" is out. Its motto is " Freiheit, Bildung
-OF THEand W ohlstand fur Aile !" Thoie are our
sentiments. This almanac is printed in German, and has 118 pages devoted to its calendar
and literary depariment, and some squibs,·
under the head of "Humoristisches," which
will undoubtedly make the Teutonic citizen
smile. The " Freidenker Almanach "is issued
by the Freid~mker Publishing Co. of Milwaukee.
The greatest loss one can experience from not PRINTED IN SEVEN COLORS ON THE
understanding German comes from Jhe fact
BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
that he cannot profit by the excellent publicaSIZE, 22 ~X 28
tions of this enterprising company.

D. M. BENNETT IONUMRBT.

i.

SECOND

}

~and 1857 • } GRAND ANNUAL 1885.

THE BRONZE MEDALLION

PRINTS J.S LARGE AS A CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
are more formidable. In these
THus GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF'
words all the consonants are present. IncanTHE MONUMENT, :BUT Al'l ACCURATE
descence is accomplished with seven move- IN COMMEMORATION OF THE 28TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
ments of the pen. In longhand thirty-six
LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.
are required. Eighty per cent is, then, saved on
one of the most intricate words in the system.
Altogether shorthand is an interesting study,
January I, 1886,
and reveals, as nothing else does, the sup_erThe lithograph is designed for framfluous letters with which our orthography is At 2 P. M.,
BOOHELLE, ILL.
cumbered.
ing, and will be a treasure for aJl LibMr. Scott-Browne has a college of phonog- Last year on New Year's day Wettstein presented erals.
raphy but a few doors from THE TRUTH SEEKER to his patrons assembled In Armory Hall, a valuable
collection of beautiful presents, comprising 10 Gold
office, where he fits pupils for the position of Watches and Gold Chains; half a dozen genu!n DiaSent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
amanuenses, and he has gaine<l the name of mond Pins, Rings, and Eardrops; OTer a dozen fine
B!lver Watches, sol!d Gold Jewelry, elegant S!lver- to subscribers to the Monument Fund
doing this in a shorter time than the majority ware, Fancy Goods, etc., ranging In price from $1.00
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Adof teachers in his line. He is one of the most to $100.00.
This I propose to do this ;rear and to g!v my Lib·
genial of men.
era! friends abroad an opportull1ty to receive a nice dress this office.
The subject of shorthand ought hardly to be present.
The aggregate of goods presented w!ll not be less
mentioned unconnected with the work of than $1,500, and probably $2,000, according to amount
of
goods sold.
Stephen Pearl Andrews, with whose name left
OR,
To a.l1 my customers sending $1.00 or more for
out the history of the Ben Pitman system in goods or work, I shall present, for each and every
MEN oF BusiNEss WHo Dm SoMETHING BBdollar,
a
certificate
ent!tl!ng
the
owner
to
one
or
this country cannot be written. Mr. Andrews, more shares In these gifts.
smEs MAKING MONEY.
nearly half ·a century ago, brought the art
Th!s!B the fairest and most l!beral otrer ever made
by any merchant In America My stock Is complete
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
from England, studying it on his passage from In
everything pertaining to a first-class 1ewelry
that country to 1this, and teaching it almost store; prices now averaging 25 per cent below those
of largest cities;· goods sent by ma!l or express to
BY .J"AliiES PARTON.
before he had himself mastered its intricaeies. all
parts of the world accompanied by one certificate
He was one of the first stenographers of the for every dollar remitted, and cash refunded If not
This book contains ·,wo pages, plainly printed,
and returned same day received.
United States Congress; published a text-book. satisfactory,
of forty-six characters In history who haTe
Prices on watches again reduced since last price treating
nelped
the world; together with eigllt portra1ta.
of phonography, and taught Mr. Edward F. !1st In th!B paper. The presents w!ll be presented Mr. Parton's
works need no commendation. The;y
In
a
publ!c
hall
ot
Rochelle,
directly
to
my
cusUnderhill, the present president of the Stenog- tomers, or to a committee selected by them at that are standard.
~.
PRICE,
time,
In
one
entire
lot,
and
the
mode
of
d!Btr!butlon
raphers' Association, how to write shorthand.
THE TRtJTH SEEKER.
be optional with them.
Address
The system had then hardly reached the per- w!ll
33 Clinton Place, New York.
Everybody pleased last year, and a.l1 must be
fection which it has since attained, but it an- pleased th!B year.
Circulars giving a.l1 particulars and describing
swered practical purposes. Several improved style and value of each gift, ma!led tree on applica- CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
methods hav been built upon Pitman's, among tion.
CIVILIZ.!TION.
10t43
the best of which is Scott-Browne's. Mr.
T. C. Leland, an early pupil of Mr. Andrews,
WANTED.
From the German of
also has a system which in simplicity apA goo<l Cook as Companion and Housekeeper; no
fam!ly.
None
but
White
Liberals
need
apply;
over
MAX NORDAU.
proaches nearest that taught by Andrews & 30 years ot age preterred.
Boyle. Mr. Leland is a professor of the art,
..
Addrese
L. P. ANTHONY,
SEVEN EDITIONS IN SEVEN MONTHS.
3....3
Cheshire, Conn.
and has just openedJa series of Sunday
PROHIBITED IN AUSTRIA.
.
classes at 744 Broadway, where those so dis- FREETHINKERS' BADGE PIN.
posed will hav an opportunity to break the
" Th!B book ls not a book. It ls a deed; and thoae
Th!B Badge is adapted for ,the use
Sabbath up into pothooks.
of All Olasses of Freethinkers, •· Un- who oppose It w!ll prove that they fear !t."- Vitnna
!Verea.l Mental L!berty"-the basts NWJs.
Mr. Scott-Browne has in press "Part II.
ot all Uberty-the one broad and
F:rAT Lux. A Two-Hours' Candid Inquiry into Text Book," which is a treatis on and a comPrice, cloth, $1.60; paper, $1.00. For ea.le at this
common
platform that Liberals or. otnce.
Biblical Harmonies. By Dr. W. R. Bachaoii~WA'll all shades of opinion are In harmony
pendium
of
the
art,
and
a
guide
to
all
sorts
of
4.1t!
elor, of Pauline, Ark. Price 25 cents.
with-being Its device. Bol!d gold
18k., double ~hick, $4.00; sol!d gold
Like any other two-hours' candid inquiry reporting.
10 k., $1. 75. Address the originator and patentee,
into Biblical harmonies, the inquiries of Dr.
LtJCY L. CHtJRCHILL,
IN
SEARCH
OF
GoLD.
The
Story
of
a
Liberal
West Richfield, Summit Co., Ohio.
!lt42
Bachelor show that the alleged harmonies do
A ltla~azlne Devoted to the State•
Life. By Don Juan. H. W. Thompson
not exist. The writer says in his brief preface
publisher, 64 College Place, New York.
'
ments or Mental and Spiritual
THE
that he has no apology to offer for writing this
Phenomena.
Many persons will read this book with profit.
work, only that he desires to contribute someIt reveals numerous errors into which an amSingle Copies 10 cents.
thing toward that grand movement of uniateur novelist is liable to fall; therefore to
versal mental liberty and Freethought which
39tf
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Working the Year of Science
writers it will be helpful. Its hero does many
characterizes the age. Knowing that reason
foolish things which he ought not to hav done,
And
the
Common
Computations.
will prevail ovP.r superstitious faiths and mysand the trouble he got into will be a warning
An .tl.lmanac Forever,
ticism, he has taken ,his stand for truth, reato all other heroes·. This hero, Joseph LockShowing the day of the week for ally day ot lbe
son, and Freethought. His examination of
SHOWING THE
well, is represented as an Infidel more for the month tor all time Past and present and to oome,
and other useful information. Price, 40 cents; tb:ree
the Bible is both thorough and effectiv. The
fun of the thing than from conviction. He tor $1,
FOLLY OF A. RELIGIOUS QUACK
Address THE TRtJTH SEEKER Otllce.
thirty-nine octavo pages of his pamphlet are
passed through a great number of surprising 3t42
Canvassers address
L. Martin,
In Ministering a Nauseous Antidote to Tho11e
crowded with facts and arguments.
Ga.
Brunswick,
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing Poisonadventures from Maine to California, the reous, and
lation of which is done more or less ably. It
ScoTT-BROWNE's BooK OF SHo:aTHAND AllBRE·
EXPOSING THE INCONSISTENCY OF
was
probably
the
intention
of
the
writer
that
VIATIONS. A Tabulated List of all the AbCHRISTIANS GENERALLY.
or an Analys!B of the Hebrew Mythology.
breviations of the System, Numbering 300, his incidents should hav the semblance of
with a Reference Vocabulary of 3,000 Words probability; but when a solitary man is made Wherein it 1B shown that the holy scriptures trea.t
natural phenomena only. By M. WOOLEY, M.D.
BY H. CLAY LUSE.
in Common Use. 58 pp; satin· limp covers. to bail out the sunken hulk of a large ves- on
A master work of over 600 pages, nea.tly bound In
Price 50 cents. Sold at this office.
sel with a tomato can, the reader's credulity cloth, with a portrait of the author. Price, $3.00.
PRICE,
10 CTS.
Utt
Address THE TRtJTH SEEKER omce.
This book is intended chiefly for shorthand is somewhat overtaxed. However, the motivs
Address THE TRtJTH SEEKER Otnce,
writers who use the Ben Pitman system of of the author are undoubtedly of the best.
33 Clinton Place, New Yorlr..
THE
phonography. Mr. Scott-Browne states that The book, than which many worse has been
the necessity for such a work as the present written, can be obtained by addressing the INSTITUTION OF URRIAGE IN
one arises from the fact that many words are publisher. Price, $1.50.
THE UNITED KINGDOM.,
susceptible of being written in div.ors ways.
BEING
"THE National Secular Almanac," edited by
He has discovered which ways are the easiest
LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND REand the most legible, and recorded them for Charles Bradlaugh and Annie Besant, is out
MARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.
the benefit of the shorthand student. In order for 1885, with its budget of useful information.
to understand these word-signs which he has The "Story of 1884" is told by Mr. Bradlaugh;
Four Hurldred and Forty Large
given, it is of course necessary for the .pupil to "The Future Life " is discussed. by Mrs.
Octavo Pages.
make a preliminary examination of. some text- Besant; Alice Bradlaugh contributes an article
Sent bS Mall Cor FIRs cen.ta.
on
"Esthetics
and
Ascetics,"
which
is
full
of
book of the Pitman system. It wil.l then be
Price reduced fro~ $2.25 io $1.00.
seen that they are not arbitrary signs u!led to Sweetness and Liibt; Henry G. Atkinl!on
41tf
A.ddresf4. thil! o:llice.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE
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Liberal Meetings.
L.utiUUU and Liberal and 8piritualiltic 81~tiu in 1M
f!niUd Statu and Canada muting regularly ,can hav notica of their fM<!ingl publilli<d in thil colwM fr« if the
o;ffi«r1 will lend them to Ul,]

THI~D EDITION.

BIBLE MYTHS

AND THEIR
MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, comer of Western ave. and Being a Oompar!son ot the Old &lld New estament
MythS &lld Miracles with those ot heathen naTerrace st.
tions ot Antiquity, Considering aJso their
OHIO.
Origin and Mean.IDg, With nuCLEVE:r..um.-The Liberal League meets
merous illustrations.
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
The object ot the work Is to point. out the myths
building. Lectures free. Communications
with which the Old &lld New Testaments abound; to
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary. show
that they were held In common with other naMAINE.
tions; &lld then trace them to their evident llrigin &lld
thdr meaning.
·
PoBTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Con- e;~:plain
" It ha.s long been acknowledged by the most emigress Hall, Congress street (entrance on nent b!bl!ca.l students that the Hebrew scriptures
MA.lNE.
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures, contain a large mythical element; but, so Iar a.s we
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30 know, the present Is the first complete &lld scholarly
atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
Mills).
P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
a.scertain their or!g!na.l s!gn!ficat!on." -BoB ton CourMARYLAND.
ier,
OREGON.
"Never before ha.s there been given a volume to
Oliver P. Taw., 532 W. Baltimore st., Baltimore.
POBTLAND.-The
Auxiliary
Liberal
League
the reading world that shows the research tor the
MASSACIIUSETTS,
ot these myths as does this one just published
or!g!n
of
Portland,
Or.,
holds
meetings
every
Sunday,
Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence.
J. w. Bouton, ot New York."-BoBton Ti,..,.
at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st by"It
. Joseph Marsh, Nort:Q.ampton.
Is unquestionably true that the results ot a
and Madison streets. All are invited. Ad- rat!onal!st!c study ot the Ohr!stlan scriptures are
MIClliGAN,
nowhere else so a.ccess!ble a.s they are now made In
miBBion free.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
the work betore us.-N. Y. Bun.
WISCONSIN.
A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
MrLwAUXEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
1 Vol. Royal811o. (JOOth, .A.bout600 pagu.
MISSOURI.
$3.00
meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock, Price,
Dr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
Bent postpaid, on receipt ot price, . Address,
at Fraternity Hall, 216 Grand avenue. LectJoseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ures and free discussions on all popular
'NEBRASKA.
33 Ol!nton l'le.ce, New York.
Thomas Foreman, 1414 Chicago street, Omaha. topics. Admittance free. Public cordially
invited.
OREGON.
MASSACHUSETTS.
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
ANOTHER NEW BOOK%
BosTON.-Boston Liberal Club holds meetB. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday New I Eloquent I Elegant I Splendid I
PENNBYLVANIA,
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
JUST PUBLISHED.
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society
H. Clay Luse, Waynesburg.
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila. of the Divine Homo " at same place every
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, Pittsburgh. Bunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. SundayA, M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny City. school at 2:30. Admission free.
TENNESSEE.
PENNSYLVANIA.
BY
Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
ALTooNA.---:-The League holds meetings every
UTAII,
ROBERT
G.
INGERSOLL.
Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
This
new
book
is
a
gem. It is a model in
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st. every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
BBADFOBD.-The Bradford Liberal Club brightest, best ever issued.
VIBGINIA..
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M. at their hall in
It contains, besides the celebrated "DecoMrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville.
Pemberton block. The club has a very choice ration Day Oration," never before published,
ENGLAND.
library.
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
Charles Watts & Co., London.
PmLADELPmA.-The Friendship Liberal printed in various shapes, but never brought
The American and New York News Com- League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall, together till now, many other gems selected
panies will furnish the paper to news dealers 814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30 from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letupon application.
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates. ters, table-talks, o.nd day-to-day conversations
THE TBuTII SEEKEB and Liberal books for of the author.
The work is designed for, and will be acMEDICAL and HYGIENIC WORKS. sale.
PrTTsBUBGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League cepted by, admiring friends as a rare perSold at THE TBUTII SEEKER Office.
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
Sunday (except d:•ring the Months of July a fine steel portrait, with autograph fac si~ile,
Sent on Receipt of Price.
August) at 3o 1lock. A free platform is has been prepared especially for it.
Trail's Sexual Physiology. A Scien- and
Ulaintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
tific anil Popular Exposition of the Funda- tollowed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
volume is eminently suited for presentation
mental Problems in Sociology. $1.
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergy- purposes, for any season or occasion.
What Our Girls Ought to Know. By men invited to discuss.
In workmanshiJ? the volume is a masterDr. MAllY J. STUDLEY. Price, $1.00.
NEW JERSEY.
piece. The type 1s large and beautiful; the
Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure NEWABK.-Newark Liberal League meets paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
of~ervousness. By M. L. 1:foLBxoox. $1.50. every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises best materials and skill can produce. The
Parturition Without Pain. A Code League's
consist of music, readi:v..gs, lecture, and dis- book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains cussion, in which all p~ esent are invited to No item of expense has been spared to make
and DaJ;J.gers of Child-Bearing. Edited by participate.
Admission free.
Collection the work worthy of author and public.
M. L. HoLBBOCK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
·
•aken. Communications for the League
PRICES:
beveled edges, g!lt back and side, $2 50
The Relations of the Sexes. By should be addressed to J, W. Frankel, 10 S!lk-cloth,
Halt-ca.lt,
mottled
edges,
elegant I! bury style, 4 60
Pine street, Newark.
Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY. Price, $1.00.
1
Full Turkey morocco, g!lt, exquisitely fine,
7 60
CANADA.
Full
tree
cal!,
highest
poBB!ble
style and finish, 9 00
Fruit and Bread. A Natural and SciSent to o.ny address, postpaid, on receipt of
entific Diet.
By GusTAV ScHLICKEYBEN.
ToBONTO.-Secular Society. Reading and
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price, $1.00.
Lecture Rooms, No.9 Grand Opera House. price.
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
The Better Way • An Appeal to Men every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
in Behalf of Human Culture through a strangers are cordially invited.
Wism Parentage. By A. E. NEWTON. Price,
MoNTBEAL.-Pioneer Freethought Club
pape1, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 OathNew Hygienic Cook Book. Contain- arine street. Reading-room open daily until NoiJ'~"il'~~rf:ltJ~f.:e::e:~~esl~;:~'}~l,.!:!
ing Receipts for Preparing a Hygienic 10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
trol. New Edition, Enlarged and Revised By Spirit
M.. Faraday. Price, 15 cents.
Food By Mrs. M. M. JoNEs, M.D. 30 cts. books three evenings per week, and on Sun2.-0rigin ot· l U'e;
•
t
day afternoons. Free public lectures on No.
Where Man Comes :From. The Evolution ot
T alkS tO My Pat Ien S. Hints on Get- Sundays as advertised in local newspapers. theOr,Sp!r!t
from Matter through Organic l'roceBBses;
ting Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B. Strangers always welcome. G. S. Wilson or, How the Sptr!t Body Grows. New Edition, En·
larged &lld Revised. By Spirit M. Faraday. l'r!ce,
GLEASON, M.D. Price, $1.50.
President; C. Stevens, Secretary.
10 cents.
Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins. By
NEW YORK.
No. 3.- The Development or the Spirit
After Transit.ioo.
Dio LEWIS, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
The Or!g!n ot Religions. By Bp!r!t M. Faraday.
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State l'r!ce,
10 cents.
Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General No. 4.-Tne Process or lllental Action;
Or,
How
We Think. By Sp!r!t M. Faraday. Price
to Parents. By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.
business meeting and debates and discussions
at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public 16 cents.
Origin or the Christian Relill;'·
A.ids to F amiIY GOvernment; or, are cordially invited to attend, also all Lib- No. ~.-The
0
From the Cradle to the School. By BERTHA erals visiting the city. Admission free.
H~~ the Pagan l'r!ests ot Rome Originated Chris·
MEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
NEW YoRK CITY.-The Manhattan Liberal t!an!ty, ConteBB!ons ot Its Founders. Transcribed
by Sp!r!t M. Faraday. 208 pages. Price, boards, 75
Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J. Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, cents;
l'aper, 60 cents. Postage 5 ce11.ts.
MoRTIMER GBAI>.'"VILLE. Price, $1.00.
at 220 East 15th st.--The American Spirit- Rome, Not Bethlehem, the Birthplace of
Jesus.
E. ating for Strength. Including the ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon Extract !rom No. 6. Price 10 cents.
at 2:30 o'tlock in Republican Hall, 55 West
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts 33d street.--The First Society of Spiritual- Who Wrote the New TestaDientT
Extract !rom No. 5. l'r!ce 10 cents.
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred Re- ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
6.-0bession, or The OrJII;'iO or EvU;
ceipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred Republican Hall, 55 West 33dstreet. Morning No.
APaper, Given In the Interest of Spiritual Science.
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered. By service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
By Prot. M. Faraday, late Electrician and Ohern.
1st of the Royal Institution, London, Ellg. 10 ct~.
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
ot' a Fntnre LUe:
Marriage and Parentage. In Their 57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The Pea- Evidences
" It a Man Die, Sh81! he Ltve Again?" A Positive
Sanitary and Physiologicaf Relations, and pie's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
YES. By Oapt. H. H. Brown. Price, 10 cents.
in their Bearing on the Producing of Chil- and 7:30P.M.
BOWLES PAliiPU:LETS.
dren of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
BBOOKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
NEW EDITION WITH SUPPLEMENT, Oil'
By M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton No. I.-Experiences ot' Samuel Bowl.es,
Late editor of the Springfield, Ma.sa., .Republican, In
. I
d S
f th Th.
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
0 ur GIrs,
an
ome 0
e
mgs Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission Sp!r!t Lite; or, Lite As He Now Bees It trom a SpirThey Ought to Know. By Dio LEWIS, M.D. free, Public cordially invited. Liberal and Itual Standpoint. written through the med!umsh!p
E. B. TWING, ot Westfield, N. Y. 2li cents.
Price, $1.50.
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The ot CABBIE
Papers ot' tilamnel Bowles,
Dr. Foote's Plain Home Talk and Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton LRter
written In August, 1883.
Medical Common Sense. By E. B. FooTE, street, meets every Saturday evening at 8 A fiopplement To No.I
And oound separately; Mrs. Oa.rrle E. B. Tw!ng,
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
M.D. Price, $1.50.
Medium. l'r!ce, 10 cents.
Hand.Book of Health Hints. B E for sal e.-The Eastern District Spiritual No.
in Spirit Lire:
B. FooTE, M.D. Price, 25 cents.
Y ' Conference meets every Monday evening at And2.-Contrasts
Recent Experiences ot BAlllUEL BoWLES, late
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south editor ot the Springfield, Mass., Jlqnd>lican, In the
five spheres. Also a thr1111ng a.ccount ot the
Science in Story; Teaches Anatomy, 2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal flrst
late !'resident Garfield's reception !n the sp!r!t
Physiology, and Hygiene. 5 vola. in one. literature on sale. All invited.-- The Philo- world.
written through the hand ot OABBIE E. B.
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vola. sophical Association meets every Sunday TWlNG, Westfield,
N.Y. U2 pages. l'r!ce, 50 cents.
bound separately, $5.00.
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's .&chsa W. Spra&Ue's and lllary Clark's
Experiences
in the First 'l'en Spheres
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
oc Spirit Lite.
THE TRUTH SEEKER .A.NNUA.L, , atreet, E. D., at 3 P.M. Publlo eordiall:y in- Medium,
ATHALDINE BKITll, Oswego, N.Y. l'rlce
:10 cents.
frioe, 20 cents. ·
l rited. Doors open at 11~0 •·~

Parallels in Other Religions.

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,

FARADAY PAMPHLETS,

Marriage and Divorce,
By lt.D.Westbrook,D.D.LL.B.
Author ot "The B!ble-Whenoe &lld What!"
OONTBNTS:

The True Idea.! ot Ma.rrlage.
Free Love.
The History ot Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question ot Law and Bel!g!on.
Ratlona.l Deductions from Establ!shed l'rinclpl08
Objections to Libera.! Divorce Laws An.swered.
l'revent!on Better th&ll Ou' e.
l'rlce, 60 cents. Neatly bOund in cloth. For sal
at this ofllce.
33 Clinton Place, New.York.

Man.-Whence
and Whither.
By R. B. We!ltbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, ia here
pungently presented, with an in?idental diBcussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Addresa
TWI: TRUTH BEE.KBB,
ss Ullnton Place, New ltora.

C H R 0 N 1C D IS E A 8 E S
Embracing those ot the blood &lld Nerves, the Dis
eases ot Men, the D!seases ot women, &lld the var!
ous causes, physical &lld soc!a.l, leading to the mare
plainly treated by that pla.Jnest of books, PLAill.
HOME TALK, EMBBA01NG MEDIOAL COM.MQJk
SENSE-nearly 1,000 pages, 200 lllustrat.ions, by Dl,
E. B. FOOTE, ot 120 Lexlllgton ave., New YorJr, ,
whom a.ll letters trom the sick should be addr~>~>e•~
In Ita !ssue for J&ll. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's Tllli'lb.
BEEKER thus speaks ot Dr. FOO'rE &lld h!s me<>!,ii.,
publ!ca.t!ona: " we know him (Dr. Foote) perone...•)
&lld Intimately, and we say w!Wl a.ll the a.saur&llt-o
that knowledjle lmparts that he !a a m&ll ot the
highest incent!vs &lld motlvs, whose l!te has been
spent In Instructing &lld Improving h!s !ellow-be!np
by giving such !ntormat!on as Is well calculated to
enable them to be more healthy, more happy, &lld
to be better &lld more useful men &lld women. Hie
medical works poHBeBB the highest va.lue, and hav
been Introduced and thoroughly read In h undreda
ot thousands of fam!Ues, who to-day stand ready to
bear w!ll!n& testimony to the great benelit they hav
derived from the ,phys!olog!ca.J, hyg!enlc, &lld mora.!
leBBona which he lla3 so ably Imparted."
Purchasers of l'LAlN HOME ~'ALK are at l!berty
to CONI>UL'£ ITS AU~'HOH, In ,person or by ma.1J
~'BEE. Price of the new Popular E<l!t!on, by ma.U
postage pre,pa!<l, only $1.60. Ountent.e table tree
aGENTS WAN~'ED.
MURRY HILL PUBLISHING OOlllPANY,
129 East 28t.l!:' street, New York.

'l,HE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY liiA.IL POS'I'·P.U:D.

Exhausted V!tal!ty, Nervous &lld Phys!ca.l Deb111ty,
l'remature Decllne In Man, Errors ot Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from ind!scret!oii8 or excesses. A book tor every man, young, middle-aged,
&lld old. It conte.!ns 126 prescriptions tor all acute
and chronic d!seases, each one ot Which Is !nva.luable. So round by the au thor, whose experience tor
23 years Is such as probably never betore tell to the
lot ot any physician. BOO pages, bound In beautiful
French musl!n, emboBBed covers, tun g!lt, guara~~.
teed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanlca.I
Utera.ry, and proteBB!onal-th&ll any other work sold
In thi.e country tor $2.60, or the money w!ll be refunded in every Instance. l'r!ce only $1.00, by mail
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 c!s. Bend now,
Gold medal awarded the author by the Nat!ona.l )led·
!ca.! Association, to the omcers ot which he reters.
This Science ot Lite should be read by the younc
for Instruction, and by the aflltcted tor reUet. It
w!ll be;:,efit a.ll.-Lon<ion LaRC<t,
There Is no member ot society to whom this book
w!ll not be usetul, whether youth, parent, guardl&n
Instructor, or clergym&ll.-.Arg~>~~aut.
AddreBB the Peabody Med!ca.IInst!tute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No i Bulfinch st., Boston, Mass., who maJ
be consulted on all diseases re®lr!ng skill and experience. Ohron!c an<l obst!nafe d!seases that haT
a
oamed the ak111 ot all other phys!c!&llB
specialty. Such treated succeastully II;;
without a.n Instance ot ta!lure.
tn.s Mention this paper.

HI:.AL

THYSELF

DR. F.ti.LLO WS

a regularly ed ua.
ed &lld lega.lly qual!•
fied physician, and
the most succe8Btul
as h!s pre.ctlce will
preve. He has tor
twenty years treated
exclus!vly all d!seasea
ot the Sexua.J Or·
gans, In which he
stands pre-eminent,
S P E B MATORBH<EA.
and IMPOTENOY
as the result ot seltabuse In youth &lld
sexual exceBBesin maturer years, ca.uslDc
n 1g h t em!se!ons by
dreams, loBB ot sex u&l
power,render!ng marriage Improper &lld unhappy, etc., are cured perm&llently by an outside appl!ca.t!on In s!.xty days.
NO BTOMAOH MEDIOIN USED. It Is one ot Dr.
Fellows' va.luable discoveries, Which Is entirely unknown to the med!ca.l proteBB!on. Bttnd three 2-cent
stamps tor h!s "l'rivate Counselor," g!v!ng tull information. AddreBB Dr. B. P. Fellows, VIneland, N.
J., &lld say Where you saw this advert!sment.
Is

From the Ironclad .A.g<.

"Dr.Fellows!s &11 outspoken In11del, therefore no
cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers ot the land
should g!v the doctor their patro118.11:e."
lJ'I!

l UPTURES CUREDby

m.r.Medlca.l Compound and ImproYed
Elaetle S~pporter True• injrom 311,:0 ~
80 da111. Beliabl• referenc.. Cfnn • .,..n..
otam~ for clreular, and 1411 l"d~~""' .,_~,.,
11011-tlll/~

......... ""

:tr. A. lfWICII,IIIItkf~Uf.i..... !ill,

•

•
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WAIFS AND WANDERINGS

oJ g[honght.

EVERY Individual ought to feel a desire to Improve
himself and his own usefulness, and to Improve the
world, If only a little, to leave It some better than he
found It, some wiser and some happier for his havIng lived In It- This Is all within our power If we
will but act up to the best knowledge we hav_ We
can do a.s well a.s the angels are supposed to do If we
only make the necessary errort, and curb every Incentlv to do that ca.lculated to lnj ure ourselv~. or
our fellow-belngs--D- M_ Benneu_
LET me play the fool :
With mirth and laughter let oid wrinkles come;
And let my liver rather heat with wine,
Than my heart cool with mortifying groansWhy should a man, whose blood Is warm within,
Sit like his gra.ndslre cut In alabaster?
Bleep when he wakes? and creep Into the jaundice
By being peevish?
--Shalcspert' s .Merch- of VeniceTHEBE lb only one cure for the evils which newlyacquired freedom produces; and that cure Is freedom_ When a prisoner first leaves his cell, he can
not bear the light of day I he Is unable to dlscr1mlnate colors, or recognize faces_ But the remedy Is,
not to remand him Into his dungeon, but to accustom him to the rays of the sun_ The blaze of.truth
and liberty may at first dazzle and bewilder nations
which hav become half-blind ·In the house of bondage_ But let them gaze on, and they will soon be
able to bear It- In a few years men learn to reason_
The extreme violence of opinions subsides_ Hostil
theories correct (>ach other_ 'l'he scattered elements
of truth cease to contend, and begin to coalesce.
And at length a system of justice and order Is adduced out of the chaos.-.Macaulay's .Millon.

HASH
ORTHODOX
WITH

====-----·===-·-=-====~~==~~==.:·=--==~:-=-============

A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

CHANGE OF DIET.

THE Whitehall Times remarkS that Noah was the
arkltect Of his own fortunes.
COLLEGE profe88or (to class In mineralogy): "Can
you recall a mineral occurring In the II q uld form?"
Apt student--" Milk; because It comes In quarts!"

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

REVISED .AND ENLARaJw BY THE .AUTHOR.

LITTLE boy to juvenile neighbor: "My pa's a.
Christian an' reads the Bible every day an' prays to
God; does yourn ?"

11

Naw,'' (indignantly), •• my

fadder's a Democrat and swears by Glneral Jackscn."
"WHAT did Cain say when the Lord asked him
where his brother was?"' asked a Sunday-school
teacher. None of the boys answered, but the smallest boy In the class snapped his fingers and said:
"I've done forgot what Cain said, but I know he
sassed the Lord back."

AUTHOR OF
IN NINE PABTB AND OOpRSES.
''GOLDEN THRONE," ''PBOMETHEOS," "INGERBOLL AND JESUS," ETC.
1 A Word from the Cook. -2 Choice Bits for the
Ha.sh.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,PrJoe, Cloth, $1,00; Paper, 50 Vts.
4 The Chopplng-Knlfe.-5 Hash, First
Course.-6 Hash, Second Course.7 Hash, Third Oourse,-8 0hange
"A prose epic of the war, rich with Incident and
of Diet, First Course,-9
dramatic power; breezy from fir•t page to la.st with
Change of Diet, Secthe living spirit of to-day,-John Swint<m's Papt:r.
ond Course,
WA.BBEN SUMNER BA.BLOW,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Author of
83 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,

IN a Sunday-school the teacher had been explainIng the text, " Let your loins be girded." Wishing
to see If they understood the explanation he said to
a boy: "Well, tell me how and why we are commanded to gird up our loins?" "To keep up our
breeches, sir," replied the youth.
" MAMMA, don't these little chickens hav no
Revised and Enlar~!fed.
mothers?" a.sked a child at the Exhibition hatchery
the other day. "No, my love, they are hatched by
machinery," replied the mother. ",Children hav to Price, 10 CT~. SINGLY; 75 arts. PER DOZ.
hav mothers, don't they mamma.?" 11 Yes darling.',
"Could't children be hatched by machinery, mam_
ma. ?" 11 No, dear. Oome on now."

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

A RELIGIOUS editor recentlv attempted to telegraph
to friends In a neighboring town: " Cannot be down
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
till Thursday-foreman drunk.'' He went down on
Thursday and was astonished by the hilarious man- Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal StatisWHY Is there any misery at all In the world ? Not ner In which his friends received him. It came out
by chance, surely. From some cause, then. Is It that the telegram when received read: " Cannot tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilizl)from the Intention of the Deity? But he Is perfectly come down till Thursday forenoon-drunk.''
tion; the Church and SciencE.'; the Church
benevolent. Is It contrary to his Intention? But he
THIS Is Bill Nye's advice as to the treatmentjof hy_ and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Is almighty. Nothing can shake the solidity of this
drophobla: Never seek a quarrel with a hydropho- Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
reasoning, so short, so clear, so declslv; except we
bic dog. Treat him well, but maintain a haughty Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
assert that these subjects exceed all human capacreserve until you can get over the garden wall. Reform; the Church and the Republic.
lfy, and that our common measures of •ruth and
Should a dog, who afterward turned out to be hydroThese pamphlets should be circulate~ by
falsehood are not applicable to them; a topic which
phobic, ea.t aw,ay the calf of your leg, settle up your the thousand. Let every reader send for a
I hav all along Insisted on, but Which you hav from
business affairs, bite some one whom you wish to
the beginning rejected with scorn and Indignation.
dozen at least. Addl'ess
hav remember you after you are gone, and get
Hume' s Dioloqs Concerning Nat. Religion.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
yourself measured for a funeral sermon. Death
FoRTY years ago, before my " Life of Jesus" ap_ should never find us entirely unprepared.
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK.
peared, the Impression had long been looming up
A
FEEBLE
old
darkystruggled
painfully
ln.
"Boss,"
before the minds of thoughtful students of theology,
that no such supernatural things could hav occurred he said, " I'se an Old, old man. I was bo'n In ole
In Jesus• career a.s were narrated In the gospels and Vahglnney an' llbbed dar mos' onto ninety-eight
had been believed by the church down to that pe- years, an' I wants yo' ter assls' me er little dis ruawriod; neither could they believe In the unnaturally nin' boss, e! yo' pleas' Bah?'' "You knew George
~tural Interpretations offered by the rationalistic Washington of course?" ''No sah, I nebber seed
--~posltors of scripture; doubts, too, as to the apos h lm." "What I You lived In Virginia ninety-eight
toile origin of the gospels, and as to the hlstor!Gal years, and never saw George Washington?" "Dat
character of these writings In general had sprung am de !ac', boss. Ise an hones' old man, an' a.m too
Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
Including, ·'Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child;'
up here and there. And yet, when I brought these far gone In dis world fer to tell er lie. I nebber seed
''The
Declaration
of
Independence,'' "Abont Farming
fragments of thought together, and showed that the young George, but Lor', sah, his po' ole gran'fadder In Illinois·" " The Grant
Banquet.'' "The Rev. Ale:x:anevangelic narra.tlvs are neither apostolic nor histori- an' gran'mudder yuse tor thinker pow'ful sight ob der Clark,'\ "The Past Blses liefore Me Like a Dream,"
and "A Tribute to Ebon C. IngersolL"
cal; that the miracles they recount belong to myth. me, boss."
rather than to history; that everything about Jesus
THE Sunday-school superintendent was lecturing
was, In reality, perfectly natural, albeit. we cannot the scholars last Sunday morning on the wickedness
Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.
now glv an account of every circumstance of his life of stealing. After he had talked some time, he
when, In my" Life of Jssus," I put all these things asked them questions on what he had said, In order
together In consecutlv order, every one, young and to fix his good counsel In their minds. "Now,
Ry R. G.
old, was Indignant, and the author's name" the syn- children," he said, "Is It as wrong to steal a pin as
Ingersoll,
Judge
Jeremiah
S. Black,
onym for every deed accursed."-Strauss's Old and it is a hundred thousand dollars?" •• Yes, sir,'•
and
Prot
George
P.
Fisher.
PaNew Faith.
they all cried. "And are those who steal made
per, 50 cents.
HOW much lies In laughter; the cipher-key, happy by it?" 11 No, sir,'' ca.m6 the chorus. 11 Tell
wherewith we decipher the whole man I Some men me, now, where do the bad people go who disobey
wear an everlasting -barren simper; In the smile of the commandment and steal?" 11 Canada.," squealed
Paper, $1,00;
others lies a cold glitter, as of Ice; the fewest are a little boy over In the corner, before the crowd had
cloth, $2.00.
able to laugh, what can be called laughter, but only a chance to answer; and the superintendent had to
snlfr and- titter and snigger from the throat out- leave the room for repairs.
1
ward; or at least, produce some whiffling, husky
THE telephone girl was out of humor about someper, 25 cents.
cachinnation, as If they were laughing through wool;
of none such comes good. The man who cannot thing, and when the fire alarm was given, she leislaugh Is not only fit for treasons, stratagems, and urely pinned up her back hair and looked at herself
spoils, but his whole life Is already a treason and a In the glass before replying. Then she went to the
'
'
phone and rang a reply, and said: " Hello!"
stratagem.-Carlyle"s Sartor Resartus.
"Hello! Giv me Rev. Ebenezer Bellwh!Btle." The
'.rilE man that hath no music In himself,
Rev. Ebenezer was at once switched on. "Hello
Nor Is not moved with concord of sweet so !lnds, Dr. Bell whistle, Is this you?" "Yea, verily; this 1~
Is tlt for treason, stratagems, and spoils;
A. Lecture by
myself." "Do you know where my wife Is to night?
The motions of his spirit are dull as night,
Hav you seen her?" Here the cruel girl switched on
And his atrectlons dark as Ere bus;
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll
a jockey who had charge of a ·good trotting mare
Let no such man be trusted.
and who was telling his employer about an attack
-Shakspere's .Merch. of Venice.
or colic she had undergone, and the reply made the
!>B. JOHNSON could scarcely be Induced to admit Inquiring husband blue with rage.
It was as ,
"-The clergy know that I know that they
he truth of any narratlv which struck him as odd, follows: "Oh, you needn't worry about her. I've 'know that they do not know."
and It was long, for example, before he would be- got her snugly bedded down In the stable, and hav
_ __
lieve even In the earthquake as Lisbon. Yet he been rubbing her legs and slapping her sfdes vigorOne of the best documents to circulate ever
seriously discussed the truth of second-sight; he ously all the evening. You needn't be the least bit
carefully Investigated the Cock-lane Ghost-a goblin uneasy. I'll take just as good care of your darling printed. Every man, woman, and child in
who anticipated some of the modern phenomena of as you would If you were here." Then the husband the United States should read it.
Every
so-called "Spiritualism," and with almost equal ab- hullg up his phone and rang orr, and If he had not reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
surdity. He told stories to Boswell about" a shad- found his wife reading In the back yard there would
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
owy being," which had once been seen by Cave and hav been a tragedy_ As It Is, the preacher Is on trial
Adruess THE TRUTH SEEKER,
declared that he once heard his mother call •· Bam," for drunkenness and lying.
33 Clinton Place, Ne")Y York.
when he was at Oxford, and she at Llchfield. The
"You didn't know that I was an Inventer, did you
apparent Inconsistency was In truth natural enough.
Any man who clings with unreasonable pertinacity boys?" Inquired a drummer of his companions on a
INOLUDING
to the prejudices of his childhood, must be alter- Panhandle train. "Well, I am, though. Hav got a
nately credulous and skept-Ical In excess. In both big thing, too. Got It right here under my seat. It Works in Western New York and
cases, he judges by his fancies, In defiance of evi- beats the Keely motor all to pieces. Do you see this
other States, together with Structdence; and accepts and rejects according to hls little box? What If It Isn't blg~~:er than a hat box?
ures in Central America.
I
tell
you
there's
power
enough
Inside.
of
It
to
blow
likes and dislikes, Instead of his estimates of logical
up the boller of the locomotlv ahead there, or knock
proof.-Leslie Stephen's Johnson.
ByFREDERICK L&.RKIN, M.D.
HE that takes a. way reason to make way for revela- this train from the track. It's powerful, and no
.Membt:r of tit<
mistake, and dangerous to handle. Killed two men
lon, puts out the light of both, and does much the
.A,.,.ican Association for tiL< .Advancement of .Scienc<,
In Indianapolis last week. Not long ago It tackled a
arne as If he would persuade a man to put out his
( eyes, the better to receive the remote light of an In- big clothing house In Philadelphia and absolutely, Neatly Printed, with Numerous illustrations.
ruined it. The week before that It wrecked a
visible star by a telescope.- John Locke.
290 Pages.
steamer In the Chesapeake bay, The pilot had
Price, Cloth $1.50.
been experimenting with It for several months, and
finally got careless. No trouble about power, power '
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.
A story-book for the young folks. By Miss BUBA~ enough to knock the earth of Its axis. The trouble
Is
to
apply
it.
Now;
I'll
take
the
lid
ofr
and
show
H. WIXON, Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
excellent work for young masters and misses, has you; oh, you fellows needn't jump oJr·the train. I
passed through a very large edition, and a second know how to handle it, and there ain't any danger,"
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free of " What do you call it?" ·• It's a storage battery-the
postage. This new edition ha.s a photograph of the
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
author which adds very much to the value of the most perfect and powerful storage battery ever convolume.
structed. I had It made In New Jersey. Before Author or u Prometheus," ~~Gottlieb," and "' Ingeraoll
and Jean~."
Addre88
THE TRUTH SEEKER Olllce,
taking the lid o1r 1 'll turn the box over and show
A Radical romance of pioneer life. delineating the vtr.
you-come back here; I tell you there's no danger- taes
of nataral humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy of a
A pleasing domestic and show you the label." The box was turned over eupemawral
religion; crowded with Incident and fnll of
Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEB. and on Its bottom the trembling drummers eaw tl:j)~ l)rogre!Siv !deBS and the poetry of tho fntare.
15 cents,
. inscription: "~ qts, N J. applejack,"
PRICE $1.00,
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE

Ingersoll's "Works.

The Ghosts.

IN THE

UIITED STATES AHD CAHADA
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
THIRD EDITION.
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY
COMPARED AND REVISED,

By M. E. BILLINGS,
AUTHOR OF
"PREVENTION OF ORIME,'' ETC., "UNHOLY BIBLE,'' "HOLY MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
"HOLY OROSS,"
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS,
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles ? "
'
T. C. LELAND, ex-Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: " This is a
severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

P &ICE, 26 CENTS.

Some Mistakes of Moses.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

The Christian Religion.

The BIBLE-WHENOE and WHAT?

Interviews on Talmage.

A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SS Clinton Place, N Y

What Must We Do to be Saved

Pa-

BY RICHARD B, WESTBROOK, D,D,, LL.B,

God and the State.
BY

COMPLETE WORKS in One Yol- MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
nme Half Calf $5'.oo.
Founder of Nihilism and Apostle or Anarchy.

ORTHODOXY.

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA.

"APP&.£8 OF COL.D."

GOLDEN THRONE

---------------------------John's Way.

,/

WITH A PBEFAOE BY
CARLO CAFIERO AND ELIBEE RECLUS.
Translated from the French by BENJ. R. TUOKER,
(Editor of Libt:rty,)
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Addre88,
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 ~linton Place, New York.
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EVERY LIBERAL SHOULD
P 0 SSE S S

THE LIBERAL HY:MN-BOOK.-150 Beautiful Songs
of Liberty and Freethought. Read and sing them
at Home. Read and sing them at Meetings. Teach
them to the children. Price 25 cents.
DIANA.-Evolution In Marriage. The Higher Law.
Alfism made practicable. Unhappy marriages
prevented and cured. Price 25 cents.
BURNZ' FONIO SHORTHAND.-A complete Self-Instructor In the art of Verbatim Reporting, Price
$1. Send for circulars,
THE SPELLING REFORM-And How· to Help it
Price 10 cents.
The above works sent promptly on receipt of price.
Address THE TlUJTB 8El!lKEll.
33 Clinton Place, N, Y

T RUT B:
A Poem in Three Parts.
BY E . .N. KINGSLEY.
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
and Impracticable Christians.
Containing a picture of the

JEWISH JEHOVAH.

As Described by the Bible.
,.
"There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and
fire out of his mouth devoured: coals were kindled
with it" (Psalms xv!U, 8).

•opp.Handsomely executed.

Price, 25 cent s

"ANT I C H R IS T ."
Proving conclualvb" tlult
THE !TOBY OF JESUB CHBl!T•
His blrtll, life, tr1aJ, exectttlon, etc.-la • myth.
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102; Tommy the Tramp, and the One-eyed I Stafford Northcote from moving a resolution
Prophetess.'" Imagin the joy of a sinner saved against me, but I desire to put him in the
through Jesus Christ and Tommy the Tramp ! wrong if he does so." Great cheering followed
this, and hundreds went to Mr. Bradlaugh to
SUNDAY theatricals are tolerated by law in
CHINA is making great preparation for war.
JuDGE McFARLAND, of Sacramento, has derenew their declarations of fidelity for the next
five
of
the
principal
cities
of
the
United
States.
cided that an Atheist cannot be barred from
DROUTH in Alabama is causing much sufA
election.
They are San Francisco, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
testifying.
fering.
THE subject of Theosophy has, according to
A MORMON paper predicts the spread of New Orleans, and Chicago. There are eleven
THERE were snow-storms in Maine and in
the Calcutta correspondent of the London
cholera in this country as a divine retribution regular theaters in Chicago, to say nothing of
Times, occupied a large share of the attention Wyoming territory last Sunday.
museums,
panoramas,
concert
halls,
and
other
for the reappointment of Gov. Murray over
resorts. If there is any difference to be found of the Indian press and public recently. It
BEECHER will vote for Cleveland. To vote
Utah territory.
in them on Sunday nights, it is that the lights has been brought prominently forward by the for St. John, he holds, is to "vote in the air."
PROFESSOR HUXLEY has been ordered by his are brighter and the fun more uproarious. It publication in the Madras Christian Gullege MagTHE total registration of votes in the city is
physicians to take absolute rest from literary is the custom to giv during the week eight per- azine of a correspondence alleged to hav passed
labors for several months to come, which will formances, and with Sunday night it runs up between Mme. Blavatsky and a Monsieur and 240,951, an increase of 23,D28 over that o
giv his readers, to say nothing of his critics, a to nine. In some theaters a matinee is given Mme. Coulomb, who appear to hav been fol- 1880.
THE reduction of letter postage from three
rest for the same length of time.
lowers of her hut who, having fallen out with
on Sunday afternoon.
cents to two cents has left the postal departthe
se<'~,
hav
plao<J<l
the
letters
in
the
hands
of
TALKING of campaign scares, many a woman,
THE old Schuyler mansion, which has just
ment about $2,600,000 behind.
when old Tom Jefferson was running, hung been sold at Albany, N.Y., was built in 1760 the editoJ' Qf the m11gazine. These letters, if
CAsEs of arms are reported by the Herald to
her Bible down in the well for fear it would by the wife of General Philip Schuyler, and genuin, are calculated to prove Mme. Blavatsky
be taken away from her if the people should was a marvel of grandeur in its early days. to be a consummate impostor, who, with the hav been shipped from Washington to Repubhelp of Coulomb, imposed upon the credulous lican clubs in Lousiana for the purpose, itt is
elect the Infidel.- Waterbury American.
Franklin, Laf!J.yette, Aaron Burr, DeRochamby ingenious trickery. The so-called "astral intimated, of influencing the eleetions in thatv
MR. PETRIE, the archreologist, has returned· beau were among its famous guests. Here body" of the Tibetian Mahatma, Koot Hoomi,
state.
General
Burgoyne
was
held
as
prisoner
after
to Engilind laden with rich spoils of his Egypis described as a crafty arrangement of bladA MONSTER demonstration, participated in by
tian investigations. Among the treasures are a his surrender at Saratoga; .here Alexander ders, muslin, and a mask, while the wonderhut of the time of Nero, embroideries of the Hamilton, and, a generation later, President working shrine at Madras is said to be a mere over 80,000 persons, in favor of abolishing the
Ptolemaic period, and a fine gilded slab of the Fillmore were married. Here, in 1781, a des- conjurer's cabinet. The Theosophists indig- English House of Lords, took place in London
last Sunday. One of their banners bore the
perate effort was made by Tories and Indians
time of Nectabanus.
nantly declare the letters to be impudent for- derisiv motto, "The lord's will be done."
to capture General Schuyler, who gathered his
THE Norristown Herald has observed that the
geries, and state that the Coulombs were exfamily in an upper room and stood siege resoA BRANCH of the printers' union do not inseats in a Western church are set on pivots,
pelled from the society, and hav taken this
utely until relief came.
dorse
the action of the majority in declaring
like those in a dry goods store. This enables
means to revenge themselvs.
for Cleveland, and last Sunday they held a
the fair worshiper, who sits pretty well in
DR. SaHWENINGER, of Munich, has discovPERHAPS the best of the sermons preached Blaine meeting. It appears to be rather dillifront, to turn around and countthe number of ered a new mode of reducing the bulk of the
in
this city, last Sunday, was that by Heber cult for workingmen to organize and cohere
new bonnets in the house without screwing her human frame. It is never to eat and drink at
head off, almost, and going home with a stiff the same time, but to let two hours intervene. Newton, the heretical Episcopalian. He spoke politically.
THE English Francise bill, intended to furneck.
He has, it is said, cured Prince Bismarck of a to the query, why crime increases. "Crime,"
MRs. HENRY PoTT has organized a propa- tendency to obesity in this way. Fat people he said, "is the result of disease in the social ther extend the right of suffrage to British
ganda in England with the object of proving hav now their choice between four systems. organism. It is the hight of folly to close our subjects, has passed its first reading in the
that Bacon, not Shakspere, is the real author 1. The original Banting, which consists of eat- eyes to this diseaqe. So deeply is it seated House of Commons. 'rhe Liberals in Parliaof the dramas foolishly credited to the Swan of ing nothing containing starch, sugar, or fat. that in England crime costs $30,000,000 an- ment hav agreed to refrain from any discussion
nually and over. seventy-four thousand per- of the bill.
Avon. At a recent meeting of the Baconites, 2. The German Banting, which allows fat, but
sons are engaged in detecting lawbreakers. In
forbids
sugar
or
starch.
3.
A
Munich
system,
Mrs. President Pott abused poor Shakspere
A MEETING of the citizens of Binghamton,
this country crime has increased beyond all
in a style to make his bones move under their which consists of being clothed in wool and
N. Y., was held last Hunday evening to protest
proportion
to
the
population.
What
makes
sleeping in :flannel blankets instead of sheets.
·epitaph.
crime? You answer, Bad men. What makes against the confiscation of Catholic property
AMONG the instructions issued for the guid- 4. Not eating and drinking at the same time. bad men? I answer, first, the hereditary ten- in Rome by the Italian government. Italy
ance of the proposed Nile expedition the folHuxLEY givs the following table of what a dency to evil; and, second, present environ- should remember that the eyes of Binghamton
lowing is found: "The camels are to be full-grown man should weigh, and how this ment. I place unhesitatingly as first of the are upon her.
treated with consideration and kindness, their weight should be divided: Weight, 154 pounds. influences which lead to crime in this country
NEARLY seventeen thousand business men of
peculiarities are to be studied, and no ill-usage Made up thus: Muscles and their appurte- the present exaggerated estimate of wealth. this city took part in a Cleveland parade last
or foul language is to be resorted to." This is nances, 68 pounds; skeleton, 24 pounds; skin, Money is the one great talisman to social suc- Saturday. It is said that more than twenty
carrying the prevention of cruelty to animals 10 1-2 pounds; fat, 28 pounds; brain, 3 pounds; cess. When Carlyle declared that the real hell millionaires marched in the procession, which
to an extreme.
thoraic viscera, 3 1-2 pounds; abdominal vis- which the average Englishman feared was represented a greater amount of wealth than
PROI'ESSOR JOHN TYNDALL realized thirteen cera, 11 pounds; blood which would drain poverty, he spoke a gre&t truth, This false any previous demonstration than has taken
thousand dollars on his lectures in this conn- from body, 7 pounds. This man ought to con- worship of wealth is forcing men into illegiti- place in the metropolis.
try in 1872, which he. refused to take away. sume per diem: !Jean beefsteak, 5,000 grains; ·mate channels to get it. Our business is gradBLAINE is still in the West, and spoke in MilHe left the money in the hands of trustees for bread, 6,000 grains·, milk, 7,000 grains·, pota- uaII Y t aki ng on a specuI a t"lV c h aracter. W e waukee
last Saturday. Butler is activ in New
the benefit of American students who wish to toes, 3,000 grains; butter, 600 grains; and hav constantly recurring hard t"me
1 s, an d York state. 'rhere is great disaffection in the
prepare themselvs abroad for original research water, 22,900 grains. His heart should beat hosts of men are forced to spend the savings, p
t
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of years and choose poverty or cnme. The 1 .
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suitable candidates, the fund has increased to times a mi.nute. In 24 hours he would vitiate low rate of wages f or I ab or h eI ps to make I• mon
· t th h d
f th R
bl"
b
"th
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t t f 1
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o e an s o
e epu wans y Wl about thirty thousand dollars.
1, 750 enb"1c f ee t o f pure a1r
o e ex en o
criminals.. The average an~ual wage of labor- drawing their support from Cleveland.
Two hundred women of the city of Mexico, per cent; a man, therefore, of the weight men- ers in th 1s land of labor 1s S325. We look I
ON Friday afternoon last Francis Lafrienier,
members of leading families of that city, says tioned, ought to hav 800 cubic feet of well-ven- upon the social evil as the great source of
tilated
space
..
He
would
throw
off
by
the
skin
crime.
There
are
20,000
working
girls
in
this
aged
ten! and a pupil of St. S~ephen's Catholic
an account, went Monday to the sanctuary of
Our Lady of Guadaloupe to pray the Holy Vir- 18 ounces of water, 300 grains of solid matter, state outside of domestic service, whose aver-· school, m Cleveland, 0., d1ed suddenly at
gin for intercession to prevent cholera invad- and 400 grains of carbonic acid every 24 hours, age ~age is $6 a week. Oh, my God ! Think sc~o?l. ~is teacher had punished . him by
ing Mexico. Pmying will never hav the effect and his total loss during tb:e 24 hours would of the temptation wh1eh haunts their every str1kmg h1m on t~e head, and almost mstantly
to keep cholera out of any country where the be 6 pounds of water, and a little above 2 step in this Christian land. Again we hav the after she dealt h1m the blow he sank down
tenement houses to consider. What, with the dead. The teacher has been sent to a coninhabitants are habitually filthy. Bathing as pounds of other matter.
Mn, BRADLA.UGH's immediately future course commingling of the sexes, the promiscuous vent.
a practice should be substituted,
is thus ontlined by him in a recent speech: "I meetings in corridors and narrow stairways, I LEss than one hundred men and women
WHEN the late bishop of London revisited
now come to my personal position on October the filth, the squalor, the nurtured ignorance- listened to the vocal mns1c and the sermon in
the University Chapel at Cambridge after long
23d. It is possible that the Tories might pre- they are the nurseries and hothouses of crime Parson Newman's big church last Sunday.
absence, he found the same verger there whom
fer to make delay to the Suffrage bill by a t1is- in this city. Men and women of New York, Parson Newman being absent, Dr. Mattison,
he remembered in his college days, and said to
cussion on my right to sit and vote. I propose, you know this. If you don't you oyght to, and an out-of-town dominie, preached about rehim: "Yon.hav much to be grateful for." "I
with your permission, so far as it rests with me, you hav failed to do your duty. Poverty is the ligious joy. The trustees feel that Newman
hav, indeed, my lord," replied the old man,
to disappoint them, and this for two reasons. prolific mother of vice. One might take the must be recalled or the church will become
" for I hav heard every sermon that has been
One,
that this is a special session for the pur- prices of provisions and clothing for a year, bankrupt.
preached in the chapel for fifty years, and,
pose of reintroducing the Franchise bill; and and then giv the proportion of crime for that
THE one hundredth anniversary of Sir Moses
bless the Lord, I am a Cliristisn still."
second, that the question as to my action on year. This all springs from our wretched and Montefiore"s birthday was celebrated in many
WHA.TEVER the Salvationists lack in taste, they February 11th is still pending undecided be- imperfect industrial system. •rake the tramp places last week by the Hebrews. Sir Moses
are never wanting in attractiv titles. A Lon- fore the courts of law. I therefore propose to and see who is responsible for his ex~3tence. was born Oct. 24, 1784. Thus he was five
doner says: "The other morning, Maud and I tender almost the same undertaking that I ten- Formerly the peasant farmers tilled the soil years old when Washington was inaugurated
were coming out of a shop near Oxford circus, dered on my last election, i.e., that I will not and reaped the harvests with their own hands. first president of the United States; ten when
when a woman in a 'salvation bonnet • present myself until one week after judgment Now great gangs and regiments of men do this Robespierre was deposed from the presid<'ncy
handed us a bit of paper. It lies on my pink has been delivered in the suit against me by work for the bonanza farmers for two or three of tho first, French republic; twenty when Nablotting-paper now, and deeply outblnshes it the attorney-general. That judgment can months a year. For the rest of the year these poleon I. became emperor; twenty-three when
as well it may. It contain an announcement hardly be delivered until I hav addressed the ~reat bodies of men hav no employment, and the first steamboat ran on American waters;
of a 'demonstration' to be held, conducted by court for a week, including any reply I may they go forth homeless and penniless. Out of thirty-one when Napoleon wound up at Water'Commandant 'H. Booth, assisted by certain hav to make to the attorney-general, and as this system springs the Far Western tramp. loo; and thirty-seven when Victoria was born.
' staff-captains, staff-lieutenants, and sergeant- the courts do not sit until October 24th, whilst The fountain-head of crime is our low indus- He has been a loyal subject under George III.,
majors.' Among the attractions of the even- the Parliamentary session commences October trial organization. The lack of good educa- George IV., William IV., and was fifty-three
ing are announced as speakers, 'Jacko, the 23d, it would be unwise, in any case, for me to tion makes crime. True education does not years old when Queen Victoria began her
Transformed Giant, the Would-be Suicide; take any action at the commencement of the , merely train the intellect, as our public schools reign forty-Ruveu years ago. He is still hali
:Moggie, the Camberwell Wonder; Billy Bray, session. I cannot, of course, prevent Sir are doing to-day."
and hearty.

Jiltws olf tht 1/tth.
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QJ;cntmunica:tions.
The Affirmations of Secularism.
· Secularism is a practical philosophy of daily life
based on ethical culture, having no necest;!ary associations with any of the theological systems of the
world. Its theory is that this life and the world in
which we liv demand and will reward our utmost
cultivation; that the instruments of this cultivation
are reason and social effort, and that the harvest to
be reaped from it is happiness, general and individual. Secular practice is to regard Science aR man's
true Providence, and to urge that by persistent,
careful study of Nature, and persistent application
of the results of that study, this Providence can be
made to yield ever richer and richer benefits to our
race.
Secularism accepts the principle of general utility
as the basis of its ethical code, and teaches that
human nature is the source of all moral obligation,
and the more that nature is improved by experience
and cultivation, the better and stronger will be the
moral source; that those actions only are moral which
are beneficial to mankind, and which add to the welfare of society at large; that the sanctions of morality
are the protection of the individual, and the debt he or
she owes to the community for its protectiv service;
that the incentivs to moral conduct are personal excellence, and the general happiness and well-being
of the community; that the true authority of appeal
is cultured reason aided by experience; and that
truth should be faithfully observed, inasmuch as tellil!g falsehoods tends to destroy that confidence
,. between man an man which is so necessary to the
stability and honor of society.
Secularism is twofold in its nature, constructiv and
destructiv. As a constructiv system it prescribes
definit rules to rPgulate human conduct, and supplies
the means to sufiL;iently satisfy all the real needs of
humanity. For this purpose it proclaims the necessity of truth, temperance, industry, justice, fortitude,
magnanimity, bentvolence, honor, wisdom, love, and
a constant endeavor so to act that one's deeds do no
harm to others, and leave no injurious effects upon
the actor. Furthermore, to meet the requirements
of our nature, Secularism teaches that it is imperativ
to possess a knowledge of the laws upon which health
depends, and to apply that knowledge in order that
we may hav sound bodies, upon which a healthy mind
so largely depends; that the intellectual faculties
should be properly developed, as mental training induces lofty and ennoblmg conceptions of the duties
of existence; that as differences of opinions are sure
to obtain, and more particularly upon speculativ
questions, therefore social harmony and friendship
should never be disturbed and severed in consequence of such non-agceement; that our emotions and
passions should be controlled by reason, and regu·
lated by judgment; and, finally, that as morality is a
more important factor in life's concerns than theology, it should be studied and accepted unfettered
with the figments of the various churches. This is
the constructiv aspect of our philosophy.
In its destructiv character Secularism seeks to
remove from our midst all fancies, creeds, and dogmas
that obstruct the carrJing out of our Constructiv
work. While shams are regarded as realities, and
falsehood worshiped as truth, this phase of our advocacy will be necessary. All systems that hav lost
all vit!ility, except for evil, need to be broken up; and
theologies, which bav hitherto usurped judgment and
reason, require to be refuted. The theologians claim
to bav "tlle truth, the whole frutb, and nothing but
the truth," and unless we walk in their paths, unless
we accept their authority, unless we believe implicitly
in all their teachings, we are at once condemned as
a rebel against their God, as an outcast from society,
and as an enemy of our fellow-men. While this cruel
injustice exists, destructiv work will be necessal'y.
So long as a mind-degrading theology seeks to rob
man of his freedom of thought and his individuality
of mind, so long as it threatens him with the curse
of God for striving to realize the nobility of man, so
long will it be our duty to labor earnestly to remove
thoe;e obstacles which for ages hav stifled human
thought, stult1fied the intellect of man, and impeded
the progress of the world. Thus it will be seen that
while SE:cularism enunciates positiv principles and
duties, it is compelled, at times, through a domineering theology, to engage in a determined warfare;
not indeed in one of steel and lead, and fire and
blood, but demanding from its soldiers the moral
courage and endurance which are so much nobler
and rarer than the mere physical; demanding the
zealous loyality to an Idea, which is so much more
easy to render to a Man; demanding a constant devotion to Justice while it is so much more natural to
yield to seltish Injustice; demanding the sacred fire
of Love, which it is so much harder to kindle, so
much eaHit:r to quench, than the unholy fire of Hate.
Secularitlm ufiirws: 1. That as this life is the only
one ot wLieh we hav any knowledge, we seek to promote, by material means alone, tlle physical, moral,
!Uld intellectmtl condition of society. 2. That ;per-

sonal excellence and general usefulness in human
affairs, being regarded by us as of greater import!l'nce
than the consideration of theological speculatiOns,
and the adherence to alleged supernatural teachings,
should be the chief object of human solicitude and
labor. 3. That the basis of all conduct is the temporal well-being of the people, and the obje_ct of all
action is the acquirement of all ~be great virtues of
the mind, and also those which are commonly supposed to :flow from the heart. 4. That reliance ~~on
the discoveries of Science, and in the benefits artsmg
from their application to the needs of mankind, are
preferable to reposing trust in tteological faiths a~d
the teachings of the Bible. 5. That the .mottv
prompting to action should be the attainment of the
highest possible happiness on earth. 6. That to
select the good, and to reject the bad, in any and all
religions, is a right that every person should be
allowed honestly to exercise without having any fear
of incurring any disadvantages here, or of meeting
with any punishment hereafter. 7. That if there be
a future life, honest skepticism, allied with integrity of
conduct, will never deprive any one of the glorie~ of
a desirable immortality. Noble deeds and upright
conduct, we affirm, should be better credentials to
present to any just God than faith in creeds and
dogmas, which, as a rule, is the result o~ accident of
birth and locality of residence, rather than the outcome of reason and' reflection.
This last affirmation has evoked more orthodox
horror and condemnation than all the others. But
why should it? The man who has learned how to
liv well, has thereby prepared himself to die well.
Upon the supposition, even, that there is a God and
a future life, why should the Secularist fear death?
God, we are told, is perfectly wise and just, and
his loving kindness is infinit. How then can he punish one to whom, on earth, he did not think fit to
vouchsafe the faculty of discerning his existence, for
honestly avowing that he did not discern it; for not
professing to see clearly when the eyes )le thought
fit to giv saw nothing? Would he not be apt, if at
all, to punish those (and they are very numerous)
who, not seeing, confidently assert distin~t visions ?
If we act honestly and manfully accordmg . to the
best light we can attain; if we love our fellow-men,
whom we know, and try to be just in all our dealings, surely we are making the best preparation for
any future life; the best preparation for the higher
knowledge, the clearer vision, the eternal heavenly
beatitudEJS. Though we are execrated and condemned by the tender mercies of human bigots, we
may, if we hav lived as true Secularists, commit ourselvs without dread to any infinitly good and wise
God, if he is the loving father of all his children.
We can die without fear, as we hav lived without
hypocrisy.
" What if there be a God above,
A God of truth, of light, and love;
Will he condemn us? It was he
Who gave the light that failed to see.
If he be just who reigns on l1igh,
Why should the Secularist fear to die?"

Secularism affirms that while the orthodox conception of God is incompatible with either reason, justice, or !ova, it is quite possible for a certain class
of Theists to do good Secular work. If a Theist believes that he can best serve and honor his God by
serving, loving, and honoring his fellow-man, and by
making the most -in every intelligent and noble sense
of this life, then he may be an admirable Secularist.
No one who understands the real philosophy of Secularism, will declare dogmatically, as if he had sounded
the abysses of Infinitude, "There is no God;" but
many of us do limit ourselvs to the declaration that
no arguments which we hav yet heard hav been
strong enough to persuade us that his existence has
been proved. Upon this point we are Agnostics.
Secularism affirms that the Bible is a merely
human production, abounding in the errors and
superstitions specially common to ancient human
works, the venerable days of old being the infancy
of mankind. The Bible we regard as a book composed of a large number of distinct and incongruous
pamphlets, quite unauthenticated, written hy various
persons, nobody really knows by whom; at far distant
periods, nobody exactly knows when; which hav
been floated down to us, as the "accidents of time"
determined, by oral traditions and written copies,
subject to the all blunrlers and perversions of ignorant and fanatical men, in ages perfectly uncritical
and unscrupulous; whose originals hav irretrievably
perished; which frequently refer to prior authorities
that hav utterly perished also, and whose various
readings are counted by tens of thousands. The
various books which compose the New Testament
were first circulated at a time when ignorance was
the rule, and knowledge the exception; when the
critical spirit was non-existent, and when true
believers accounted all forgeries in favor of their religion not only permissible but praiseworthy. The
amount of falsification prevalent which can be demonstrated even now, when so many of the required
testimonies are lost, is astoundmg and even appalling to one who newly enters upon the inquiry by
studying the works of some competent and impartial
scholar. Of these falsifications and uncertainties

the ordinary Christian knows nothing; and the
learned Christians who are thoroughly aware of them
are anything but anxious to point them out to their
less informed brethren. The Secularist, knowing
these facts, together with the equally demonstrated
truths that both the Old and New Testaments are
contradictory in their statements and teachings, esti•
mates the book by its merits, and not by its supposed
authority. The Bible, like all books, should be our
servant, and not our master. We therefore admire
whatever truth it contains, and seek to prodt by any
lessons of usefulness it inculcates. Its moral precepts are none the le~:s acceptable to us from the
fact that the best of them :flourished long before the
Christian era. It is the glory and pride of Secularism that, to all books and all religions, it applies the
eclectic principle, and, being bound by no authority
save cultivated reason, the evil, folly, and errors of
each are discarded, but the good, wise, and true are
retained to assist in making a noble, dignified, and .,
happy life for mankind on earth.
Secularism affirms certain rights which are denied
by the orthodox Christianity of the churches and the
New Testament. These are: 1. The right of a person to reject any or all of the religions in the world
without fear of excommunication here, or condemnation hereafter. Christianity condemns this right in
teaching, "But though we, or an angel from heaven,
preach any other gospel unto you than that which
we hav preached unto you, let him be accursed"
(GaL i, 8). "He that believeth, and is baptized,
shall be saved; but be that believeth not shall be
damned" (~lark. xvi, 16). 2. The right to refuse to
regard all that Christ is supposed to hav taught as
"true gospel." Christianity denies this, and says to
those who do not accept Curist's gospel, that he will
come "in :flaming fire, taking vengance on them"
(2 Thess. i, 3) .. 3. The right to refuse to believe
the whole of the Bible as the very word of a very
God. Christi&nity does not concede this. If it did
its «court of appeal" would be gone as &n infallible
authority. 4. The right of any one adhering to Freethought even if it culminates in the denial of
the very foundation of the Christian faith. This
is denied by Christianity, which says: "For
whosoever will deny me before men, him will I
also deny before my father which is in heaven"
( :VIatt. v, 33). 5. The right to act upon the opinion
that attention should be given to this world in preference to any other. Christianity discourages this
right, inasmuch as it teaches, "Take no thought for
your life." "But seek first the kingdom of God" (Matt.
vi, 25, 33). 6. The right to regard Science as being
more valuable than theological faith. The New Testament teaches the opposit to this in saying: "Is any
sick among you?" "The prayer of faith shall save the
si<:k" (James v, 14, 15). "By grace are ye saved
through bith." "Not of works, lest any man should
boast" (Eph. iii, 8, 9). 7. The right to deem salvation quite possible apart altogether from Clnist.
The scripture says no, "for there is none other name
[except Christ'sJ under heaven given among men,
whereby we must be saved" (Acts iv. 12).
Secularism affirms the necessity of an activ, progressiv policy, uncontrolled by the theological teachings of the past. Secular advocacy is chained and
riveted to no stark dogmas; it has no infallible book
like a millstone round its neck; it is imprisoned in
nv adamantine creeds and formulas. Secularism is
constantly growing in thought with the constant
growth of science; it is always open to the corrections of experience; it holds no theories so tenaciously
that it is not ready to fling them away directly facts
contradict them. It is ever-increasin~ in action with
the ever-increasing intercommunication between the
various countries of the world, and the ever-increasing common interests of their inhabitants. Seeularism, recognizing evil and misery in the world,edea:vors
by hard work to decrease and, as far as poss1ble,
destroy them; it recognizes much good and happiness, and endeavors by wise work to increase and
extend tbem,untrammeled in either case by obsolete
myths or incredible dogmas. Looking through
society, we behold poverty, ignorance, tyranny, in so
far as the church is dominant; wealth, education,
and freedom, in so far as the Secular power is supreme. The Protestant countries are far ahead of
the truly papal ones; but why? Not because of their
Christianity, but because of the Freethought and
Secularism which leaven it, and are ever leavening
it more and more. The United States do not recognize religion at all in their Constitution. Switzerland
keeps the churches strictly subject to the state.
Great Britain does the same, though, being the
home of anomalies, it still has a state church. All
the intelligence of France is Secularistic; the ignorant peasants and the Legitimist gentry being about
the only faithful left. Germany is the most profoundly and solidly irreligious country in Europe,
'and we see what a position it has taken. Italy has
risen in every other way just in proportion as she has
cast off the papal yoke. ~pain has been reduced from
the first rank among nations by the infernal Inquisition. Austria's rehabihta'ion came with the abolition of the papal Concordat. From Australia, and
even from India, we hear cheering news of the prog-
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ress of Freethought. Considering the state of Chris- is told, Not where the white man liveth is there any hope that Mr. Charles Watts will prove so when he
tendom now, it is honeycombed with heresies com- such land. If you would wish to see the land of the comes to New York. For in speaking of different
pared with its state in the Dark Ages, when the free, then you must go and liv with the red men, the creeds and religions, Mrs. Brigham said there was
church was supreme. Looking over the immense savage Indians. There only can you escape the un- "room for all in New York, even for Materialism;
harv~sts which hav already been reaped from the merciful tyranny and devouring greed of landlord ism. yes, for that, but not much." Now, sir, I hope that
growth of all the unchristian and Secular sciences Then the fugitiv cries out, "Noble red man, let me Mr. Watts will prove that there is room, and plenty
and arts of life, and not forgetting the noble men make my home with thee !"
of room, for Materialism, perhaps more than Mrs.
and women whom the Christians imprisoned, and
Yes, people are coming here from England, from Brigham expects.
banished, and murdered for daring such unholy cult- Scotland, from Ireland, and from Germany, and they
Sir, in closing this I wi31:! to tender success to THE
ure, it can well be said in the words of the eloquent say they left all that was near anti. dear to tl1em at TRUTH SEEKER, and may it continue in its good work
DeQuincy, "These are the fields that, by the grandeur home because land there was so dear that they could long after superstition bas faUen.
of their reaping, redeem the tears and blood in not buy it. There was plenty of idle land everyDANIEL SHORE, Member of the N. S. S.
which they hav been sown."
where, but it was held at a high price. Even in the
Secularism affirms that, in many important in- state of Michigan the young men are fleeing from the
Our London Letter.
stances, its teachings are superior to those taught by landlordif'm there to the far West. In Michigan, out
Christianity, as the following brief contrast will show: of 36,000,000 acres of land in the state, only 6,000,000
It might hav been thought that the opponents of
Christian conduct is controlled by the ancient and are improved, and but 2,000,000 acres are public Mr. Bradlaugh had long since exhausted the list of
supposed infallible rules of the Bible; Secular action land; the rema.ining 28,000,000 acres are held in charg-es they had to bring against him, but it is not
is regulated by modern requirements, and the scien- idleness by landlords, who will continue to hold them so. The last one will doubtless __be considered the
tific and philosophical discoveries of the practical until the starving people will yield up their wealth to most powerful of all, it being to the effect that he reage in which we· liv. Christianity enjoins, as an es· them for the lands.
ceives money for lecturing. It is certainly a very
sential duty of life, to prepare to die; Secularism says,
Why is this thus? Why does the United States serious accusation to bring against any man, because
Learn how to liv truthfully, honestly, and usefully, government persecute and punish thieves of the it is well known that lecturers never are paid for their
and you need not concern yourself with the " how " stripe of .Jesse James for taking a few dollars from services, but generally pay a considerable sum for
to die. Christianity proclaims that the world's re- the people without earning them, and then assist beinJ permitted tr descant on any subject for public
demption can only be achieved through the teach- landlords, as it formerly did slave-holders, to extract edification, amusement, or instruction. I fancy, howings of one person; Secularism avows that such millions of dollars annually from the people without ever, he will be able to bear up under this attack, and,
teachings are too impracticable and limited in th·eir earning anything? The man who buys land and judging by his personal appearance last Sunday, when
influence for the attainment of the object claimed, sells it at a profit without improving it, does not earn he was discoursing on the House of Lords, he did
and that improvement, general and indiviftual, is the anything. Why, then, should he be allowed to make not appear particularly bowed down with shame. It
result of the brain ·power and physical e-rertions of anything? It is a rule in political economy that might be wondered at that any person could be so
the brave toilers of every country and every age, who whoever gets money without earning it, gets money absurd as to make that a reproach to a public man,
hav labored for human advancement. Christianity which some other person or persons hav earned but who honestly earns every farthing he possesses, but
threatens punishment in another world, for the re- did not get, and this is what is vulgarly called theft. the surprise may be somewhat lessened when we
jection of speculativ views in this; Secularism teaches Whenever every man shall be compelled to earn all know so well the preachers of all denominations of
that no penalty suould follow the holding of sincere he gets, then, and not till then, will every person get the Christian church perform all their arduous labors
opinions, inasmuch as uniformity of belief is impos- all he earns.
for no remuneration here, looking for their reward
sible. According to Christianity, as taught in the
Why does land rise in value so that poor people after the toils of this world are over, and they hav
churches and chapels, the approval of God· and the cannot buy it and liv on it ? Whep. a man builds a laid down the heavy cross of povel'ty and persecution
rewards of heaven are to be secured only through house it commences to depreciate in value as soon as they hav borne for·the sake of their beloved master,
faith in Jesus of Nazareth; whereas the philosophy it is finished. Why then does land rise in value? I!! and receive the crown to which they so earnestly
of Secularism enunciates that no merit should be it for the general good of the people that land should look, and are so anxious to reach; to secure which
attached to such faith, but that fidelity to .principle, rise in value ? Land of no commercial value will they so constanUy pray that they may be removed
and good service to man, should win the right to par- yield as much wheat, corn, or potatoes as it will after from this mundane sphere at the earliest possible
ticipate in any advantages either in this or in any it has reached a price of a million dollars per acre; date, and go to be with Christ, which we are assured
so also will buildings stand as securely upon the one is far better, though what it is far better to we are
other world.
CHARLES WATTS.
as the other. Who is benefited by land rising in not informed.
value? None but the owner of the land-the landTo return, however, to Mr. Bradlaugh, it is quite
Fleeing from Landlordism.
Twenty-five years ago the negroes of the South lord. Who is injured by its rising in value? Every true, though so unusual, that he does receive paywere constantly fleeing from slavery, leaving their person who has none, since he is compelled to pay ment for some of his lectures, and I believe he also
friends and all that was dear to them on earth; and, more for it or do without it. Now, since there are makes something from his writings, though he ought
at the risk of being caught by dogs and savage per- already in this country about twenty people who hav properly to sell them at a loss. It is, however, a fact
secutors, they plunged into the unknown with the no land for every one who has, the rise of land in- that he on many occasions has traveled long disfaint hope of reaching a land where they could be jures twenty people for every one that it helps, and tances, paying his own expenses, for the purpose of
free from the tyranny of their masters, whom they the person who is enriched by the rise of land gets addressing a miners' or other similar meeting, for
which he has received not the slightest monetary condreaded more than wild beasts. Their sad condition his wealth without earning it.
Land rising in value is detrimental to the public sideration. ~ hav no doubt, however, that it could
excited the sympathy of the friends of freedom, both
in this country and in Canada, and they were secretly good, and often causes large tracts of country to be- be proved by the flame line of argument that is used
assisted in their illegal efforts to gain their freedom. come depopulated. This was thoroughly understood to show the authenticity of tbe scriptures that in
These events are now long in the past, and we look by Sir Thomas Moore when he wrote "Utopia;" also some mysterious manner, by the aid of the devil, perback with surprise to think that the government by Oliver Goldsmith when he wrote "The Deserted haps, the money he spends for traveling and other
founded by Thomas Paine, and Washington, and Village," and is a matter of common observation expenses at such times finds its way again into his
Franklin, and Jefferson should hav tolerated such a among thinking men in all countries. It is the cause pockets considerably increased.
The continued increase of members to the various
of driving men from their homes to endure the hardsystem of injustice.
But a very similar state of things exists among us ships and privations incident to pioneer life, and it is branches of the National Secular Society is highly
even to this day. The poor Irish hav for many years the cause of driving them from the rural districts into gratifying to all friends of enlightenment; and if all
been fleeing to our shores from their nativ country the large cities, to liv lives of poverty and degrada- those who hold our views would boldly stand out and
much as the negroes of former days did from the tion. It is the cause of men not marrying, because declare themselvs by joining the cause, the expoundSouth to Canada, and in not much better condition. they cannot find homes for families, and is therefore ers of the word would become panic-stricken, but so
They are not leaving Ireland because there is not the cause of prostitution, with all the evils associated many shrink from having the word::s "Atheist" and
"Infidel" applied to them, that they are afraid to
room for them there. Ireland could support three therewith.
The question is thus simplified. Land should not confess their doubts even to themselvs. Perhaps it
times its present population well. But they are fleeing from the tyranny of landlords, whom they dread rise in value. It should hav no commercial value, is as well, however, that such timid ones refrain from
more than the snakes and wild beasts of America. either in the cities or in the countries. The question connecting themselvs with the Freethought party, as
Yes; Irish landlords are greater enemies of the poor is, How can this be accomplished? If this question they might be more of a hindrance than a help to
people than wild beasts; for one may escape the fury should be put to school-children, instead of the many the a lvance of Liberal ooinions.
Certain of the speakers at the Church Congress
of a wild beast, but there is no escaping the unmer- useless questions in algebra, etc., we would begin to
ciful tyranny of landlordism. These landlords are of hope that the "sweet by and bye "was near at hand. now in sessi >n, look very gloomy at the outlook,
no more use to the people of Ireland than a wolf is to The question is simple, but there is only one way of greatly deploring the continual and large falling off
a flock of sheep; they neither toil nor spin, but spend s9lving it. There is but one answer to it. Land of members and attendants, more especially at the
must be taxed so high that it will not rise in value. In determined obstinacy of the laboring classes to be
their lives in devouring the earnings of others.
But the evil is not confined to Ireland. When the other words, that which now goes to constitute the saved in the proper way; and it has been strongly
Irishman arrives at New York, he finds the blood- price of land must go to furnish public revenues, urged that more missionaries are wanted for home
work, so that they can hurry up and worry the workhounds of landlordism waiting to devour him there. and all other taxes must be abolished.
This change would put an end to landlordism as ing population. It is considered desirable that these
Neither the city nor the state of New York is
troubled with over-population. There are hundreds thoroughly as Lincoln's proclamation did to slavery. missionaries should be superior sort of persons, well
of vacant lots in the city, and thousands of acres of Then would the wolf and the lamb lie down together dressed, and always ready and even anxious to press
idle lands in the state. But the Irishman seeks in in peace. Landlords could not then make money by with their soft, lily-white hands those horny and
vain for a spot on which he will not be forced to yield speculating in land, and the poor would not then grimy ones possessed by the sons of toil. This was
the last cent of his earnings to some landlord who has hav to bear both the burdens of taxation and the accepted as rather a fine idea, and I expect a new
done nothing to earn it. If he has money enough burdens of landlords too, as they do now. Land society will hav to be formed to work it properly, as
left, he may take the cars for Chicago; but there the should be taxed up to its full value as land, and im- shaking hands is to be the chief means used -for conunmerciful landlord is prepared to receive him. provements should not be taxed at all. Then no per- verting these low working people. I suppose the
There are thousands of vacant lots in Chicago, lying son could afford to hold land in idleness, and then "Hand-shakers," when they start business, will be
as they hav lain for thousands of years; but the fugi- there would be land enough for all. This force would looked upon by themselvs and their adberers as an
tiv from landlordism in Ireland is not allowed to break the sword of the landlord, and this drug would entirely new and original species of martyrs. It is a
very laudable scheme, showing the humility always
J. G. MALCOLM.
make a resting-place on any one of them. He con- poison his bloodhounds.
so strikingly present in the followers of the lamb; and
Hutchinson, Kan.
tinues his journey westward, and he arrives in this
there is no doubt that Freethinkers, both here and
little city in Kansas where we are surrounded on
in
America, will subscribe largely to assist in foundMrs.
Brigham
Mistaken.
every hand by the waving prairie-grass, and he says,
J. D.
"Surely now I hav reached the land of the free."
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hope ing and supporting so excellent a society.
But he finds that even here the sword of landlordism you will pardon me for writing you on so small a
like that o~ the a;ngel that was placed at the gate of subject as I am about to do; but I am a stranger in
HussrAN society is rent with the throes of a religlost paradise, pomts towards him from every direc- a strange land, and I hav been nearly taken in, but ious excitement, and a split in the Greek church is
tion, forbidding him to enter. Then he says in not quite. Last Sunday I heard Mrs. Brigham speak, imminent. Belief in the spiritual supremacy of the
l'nguish: "Where iii the land of the free?" And he and I think she lilaid rather too much, or at least 1 czar is at the bottom of it.
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claimed eternal divorce between church and state,
and this doctrin is always upheld by Liberals. They
do not interrogate a candidate for .election in reg~rd
to his religious views, because religion has nothmg
to do with the administration of government. The
fact that our late president, Gen. Garfield, was a
member of the Campbellite church, did not, probably,
lose him a single vote from Liberbls in the Republican ranks; even CoL Ingersoll labored earnestly to
secure his election. But now we are told by this
Cleveland editor, who cannot comprehend free toleration, that the colonel's heterodoxy has sealed his
political doom unless he recants and burns incense
on the altars of Jupiter or some Christian representativ of effete paganism.

A late number of the Cleveland Leader contaiBed a
significant article under the above heading, which
has been copied by several papers throughout the
country. It commences with the statement of Sidney Smith "that America had produced no names in
art, science, or literature since they became a nation
capable of standing a minute's competition with
those produced by England within the same period;"
"nor in oratory or eloquence," he afterward added.
The editor of the Leader combats Mr. Smith's
statement in an article of great merit and learning,
Robert G., Robert G., "'tho' your heart's like a child,
and cites many names that hav conferred honor upon
And your life like the new-driven snaw,
American art, science, literature and eloquence. He
Yet that winna save ye, auld Satan must hav ye,
For preaching that three's ane an' twa."
closes his interesting argument with the following
remark, which, like the postscript of a lady's letter,
The Liberals of the country are really in the mais really the most pregnant assertion of the whole jority, and hold a controling influence in the communlist, and plainly discovers the reason why the article ity. This is shown wbeneyer an issue is forced by
was penned:
the churches. The ministers of our city recently
"Robert Ingersoll, of Illinois, is one of the most brilliant made a combined protest against Sunday concerts in
orators we hav ever had, and had he not attempted a revolution in religious matters, might hav had almost any office Central Park, and preached sermons of great length
within the gift of the administration. Oh, the pity of it, Iago, and eloquence, showing the depravity of music and
the pity of it, that a man with such God-given gifts-a gener- the wickedness of enjoyment. Sixty thousand peoous soul and a splendid mind, with a wondrous command of ple promptly responded to the appeal by attending
language-should use them to such unworthy purpose, and to
the next concert, and the pastors hav now chosen
the ruin of his honor, fame, and future happiness."
other subjects for their homilies. If so .much good
"You cannot seduce my admirers with your allure- can be done by individual effort, what might not be
ments," said the witty Sarah Bernhardt to Marie achieved by organized action? Our system of guerColumbier; and it is impossible, by the offer of polit- rilla warfare has held the persecutors in check, and
ical preferment, to seduce Col. Ingersoll from his if the Liberals of the country were properly organized
advocacy of universal mental liberty. He adopted and acted in concert, they could efficiently rebuke all
his views not because they were politic or popular,
manifestations o~ religious intolerance, and protect
but because he believed them true; and earnest men
our government from sectarian assaults. The pricelike him, when once convinced, cannot be influenced
less boon of religious liberty, bequeathed by the
by ignoble bribes of office, or appeals to selfish infathers of the Revolution, should be held sacred by
terests.
their sons. None should be persecuted for religion,
But the learned editor of the Leader is mistaken in
and none should be persecuted by it.
asserting that Col. Ingersoll has used his brilliant
The t.ime may come when the people will demand
talents to " the ruin of his honor, fame, and future
honesty and intelligence from their chosen representhappiness." His honor remains untainted and unativs; when men with noble impulses, brave intelimpeached; his fame is co-extensiv with the bounds
lects, and clean hands will be asked to preside at the
of civilization; and whatever his future lot may be,
councils of the nation; and when that time arrives,
it is certain that in his present state he enjoys the
the Agnostic, Robert G. Ingersoll, will be called upon
happiness which results from just and noble efforts.
to fill the presidential chair once honored by the ocAfter a long and successful lecturing tour through
cupancy of the Infidel, Thomas Jefferson.
California, Oregon, and the northern British possesPETER EcKLER.
sions, he is now at his ranch, with his family and
friends, enjoying a well-earned vacation. He has
Canadian Notes.
named his place "Maudeva," from the combined
names of his daughters Maud and Eva. Here, it is
On Sunday evening, Oct. 19th, Mr. Watts gave the
said, he has erected a " palace in the wilderness," last of his course of lectures in Albert Hall. He will
and here, surrounded by the noblest veiws of nature, commence a second course early in December next.
he is secure from the strifes and wrangles of partisan His subject was" Agnosticism, Atheism, and Theism,"
politics, if not from the seductiv offers of party man- their positions defined and their points of difference
dates, or the dolorous jeremiades of the Cleveland pointed out. About eighteen months since, an areditor.
ticle appeared in the Fortnightly Review, by Leslie
But the lamentations and pious plaints of the Ohio Stephen, in which the term Agnostic was used. Projournalist will be in vain to convert the colonel. His fessor Huxley claims that he was the first to make
threat of future punishment sounds childish, impo- use of the word with its present signification. A
tent, and puerile; and bribes of office can only influ- discussion has been going on in England during this
ence base and sordid minds. "Get thee behind me, last year and half, as to who was the first to use tbe
Satan," said Jesus when his tempter offered to him word Agnostic in the way in which at present is the
all the kingdoms of the world, and of which, by the custom; it is very generally attributed to Professor
way, his Satanic majesty had neither title nor pos- Huxley. The word Agnostic has been defined as
session. And pseudo-pious editors should bear in meaning one of a school of thinkers who disclaim
mind, when voiding their cant, that political offices any knowledge of God, or of the origin of the uniare conferred only by the people, and not by ecclesi- verse, immortality or original causes. The school
astical associations. They would also do well to re- holds that the mind of man is limited to an a postemember that there is no office within the gift of the riori knowledge of phenomena, and the relativ, and
American people of which Robert G. Ingersoll is not that, therefore, the infinit, the absolute, and the unworthy, and further, that there is but one office conditioned are beyond all experience, and consewithin their gift that is worthy of him.
quently beyond its range. Professor Huxley says:
There is great satisfaction in reflecting, philosoph- "Some twenty years ago, or thereabout, I invented
ically, that party politics cannot descend forever, and the word Agnostic, to denote people who, like mythat after the darkest night the jocund morn appears. self, confess themselvs to be hopelessly ignorant conThere is really no presidential candidate in the field cerning a variety of matters about which metaphywho can command the intelligent respect of the Lib- sicians and theologians, both orthodox and heteroerals of our country. From the mediocre assortment dox, dogmatize with the utmost confidence; therefore
they can only select the one they deem the least ob- I can state authentically what was originally meant
jectionable. They may. select Cleveland, who illus- by Agnosticism. Agnosticism is of the essence of
trates his fitness for the presidency by writing pious science, whether ancient or modern; it simply means
and phenomenal nonsense about his alleged virtue to that a man shall not say he knows or believes that
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher; or they may choose the which he has no grounds for professing to know or
"plumed knight," who, it is said, is cold and selfish believe. Agnosticism simply says that we know
in his nature, and, when expediency or interest poises nothing of what may be beyond phenomena."
the scales, can ignore his former friends and allies; Another writer says, "What that which appears to
or they may prefer the rich Croosus of Massachusetts, us as matter and force is, in itself, uncolored by conwho so strangely represents the sons of toil, and who, sciousness, unmodified by the conditions of the perperhaps, excels both his pious competitors in his ceiving and reflecting mind, independent of the conmarked deference to religious prejudice.
stitutionally and organically imposed limitation of
The trio are surely not immaculate, and each seems the intellect, we do not know."
willing to
"Crook the pregnant hinges of the knee,
At the conclusion of one of Mr. Watts's lectures at
When thrift may follow fawning."
Hamilton, when discussion was invited, a clergyman
Tertullian has bestowed much praise upon a Chris- stepped upon the platform, and reviewed the lecture
tian soldier in the Roman army, who threw down his of the evening on the subject of the comparativ merits
crown oflaurel and refused to burn incense to Jupiter of Secularism and Christianity. In rejoinder, Mr.
or the other pagan gods. But while Christians ap- Watts said that Christians are often so filled with
plaud the independent spirit of this soldier, who up- fanaticism that it gets the better of .their reason.
held his religion at the risk of his life, they demand When Christianity came it was accepted only by
that Col. Ingersoll shall deny his faith and burn in- those whose reason had, not been cultivated. It was
cense at Christian shrines, or be debarred forever rejected by the cultured minds of Greece and Rome;
~rom political influence. Our Constitution has pro- Lhey rejected it for nearly four hundred years. Dur-

ing all that time Christianity made but little progress, and that principally among the lowest and most
ignorant classes. It was only after the Roman world
had sunk to a decayed and degraded condition, only
after it had fallen to the lower level of Christianity,
that it was possible for the latter to flourish. The
New Testament teaches that salvation depends not
upon conduct, but belief. Secularism teaches that
conduct is the chief thing; that a man has a right to
believe what he pleases, so long as his conduct is
right. It is not Christianity, the Bible, and the pulpit which promote progress, but the schoolmaster
aud the printer who aided that civilization which had
slept through the dark ages of priestcraft, and only
awoke with the revival of learning.
An association has just been formed in Toronto to
abolish the tax exemptions. A number of influential
public men are activ in promoting the success of the
society. Tax exemptions in Toronto amount to
twelve millions of dollars-about one-sixth of the
entire city assessment, and a very large proportion
of the exemptions are on church property of the various sects of Christianity. The followers of the meek
and lowly Jesus hang like a millstone of pauperism
around the necks of the struggling, laboring, and
producing classes of the community. How long, 0
patient and much-abused, deserving workers, how
long will ye endure this grievous oppression at the
hands of the Christian drones ?
The Toronto Secular Society hav commenced their
winter classes. On Tuesday last the science class
had their first meeting, organized, elected officers,
decided on their program of subjects, and held their
first meeting, which proved to be a most successful
one. On Wednesday the Dancing Class did likewise.
On Friday the Elocution and Dramatic Class meet;
on Saturday, music and singing; Sunday morning,
debating; and Sunday evening, essay and debate.
The public interest in the Watts course of lectures
continued unabated to the end of ·the last of the series. The hall was crowded every Sunday night, the
last being as crowded as any one of the course.
It is surprising how much the growth of knowledge has civilized that barbarous religion, Christianity, and the Liberal things that are sometimes said
from the pulpit in our day. A clergyman in Toronto
not a great while ago said, in the course of his sermon, that when we consider the high moral character and vast scientific attainments of m11ny of the
advocates of Agnosticism and Atheism, and the elaborate treatises and arguments put forth by them, we
must allow that as a matter of reason, apart from
faith, they hav laid down reasonable grounds for
doubting of the existence of a personal God."
Another Toronto clergyman, in his pulpit addressing
his congregation, said, "Hav any of you been confined indoors all the week, working in an unwhole~
some atmosphere, with no opportunity of inhaling
the life-giving open air? If so, you hav no right to
be here. If you hav no opportunity during the week,
on Sundays you ought to take a walk out into the
country and breathe the delightful fresh open air
among the fields."

The Toronto Secular Society hav been in existence
nearly ten years, and (with the exception of a lecture
occasionally by a lecturer from the states) during the
whole of that time they supplied their own platform
by the amateur efforts of a few of their own members. For a number of years these amateur lectures
were delivered in Albert Hall (the same lately used
by Mr. Watts). And for a length of time the auditorium was crowded to overflowing. The society continues to flourish, and now has a library and rooms
(a small lecture hall being one) which are open day
and night, the week through, and year around.
They hav a good piano and means of engaging
in various games of amusement. When the society
first started, ten years since, there was a difficulty in
finding a place to meet in. Directly the owners
knew it was for a Secular society, they refused
to rent us halls or rooms on any terms whatever.
And in some cases we were expelled after entering
in possession, although we had a written lease. But
we are outlaws in the legal sense, and cannot get any
redress for wrongs. And this is Christianity in the
nineteenth century. But during tbe last ten years'
operations of the Secular Society, Christianity has
become just a little more civilized than it was; we
can get halls and rooms now. In like manner, when
Secularism first started in Toronto, no newspaper
would notice us in any way, neither would they take
our money for advertisments. Now we can advertise and get notices in the daily press. Every town
or village ought to start a Secular society; the mere
fact of their meeting is doing a good and useful work;
it is a protest on behalf of freedom of speech, and
freedom of the mind; it has a tendency to win those
rights of every man which the bigoted, intolerant, priest-ridden Christians hav robbed us of.
Toronto, Oct. 25, 1884.
R B. BuTLAND.
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's publications sent free upon application.
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ISohappy
let the olde:- and the youngest come and partake of the
inspiration. One of the new things that Liberalism
How to Organize a Local IJeague.
The National Liberal League is formed by the
union of Local Auxiliary Liberal Leagues. To organize a Local Auxiliary League, any person (man or
woman) may place the following Call at the head of
a sheet of paper and solicit signatures:
CALL.
WE, the undersigned citiz~ns of [he.r~ intr~duce name of
town or city), agree to orgamze an ;\uxil1a~y L1beral League,
to work in connection with the National L1beral League, and
to pay the sums set opposit our names for that purpose.

Names.

Residence//.

Amounts.

As soon as ten persons have subscribed to this Call,
and five dollars have been pail in, make out an application for -a Charter, inclosing the application, together with a money order or postal note for five
dollars (or the amount may ~e inclosed in a registered
letter) to the socretary of the National Liberal League.
The fee for a Charter is ten dollars, and the Board of
Directors have voted to allow the organizer of the
Auxiliary Liberal League to retain five dollars as
compensation for his or her services in effecting the
organization.
Any Liberal society can by a vote qualify itself an
Auxiliary Liberal League, and take out a charter.
On receipt of the five dollars and application signed
by the President and Secretary (or the temporary
Secretary) of the new League (and as many others
as may choose), the Secretary will forward to the applicant a Charter signed by the proper officers of the
National Liberal League.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
Secretary of the National Liberal League.
55 East. 9th street, New York.
SUPPORT OF THE. NATIONAL LEAGUE.
In order to provide an adequate revenue to the
treasury of the National League, to enable_ it to carry
out the requirements of sections, 4, 5, ·and 6 of Article III. of its Constitution, and to do other legitimate work of the ~eague, every auxiliary is requested
to contribute a certain sum monthly, not less than
five cents per month from each one of its members,
for the use of the National League. The amount
thus collected should be remitted quarterly on the
first days of January, April, July, and October, by the
secretary of the auxiliary to the secretary of the
National League.

-------..-------

The Campaign Fund.
Already acknowledged,
Samos Parsons,
A Friend,
F. Fitzgibbons
Wm. Mansfield,
J. T. Vitt, Mrs. H. L. Buchner,
Thomas Knight,
Henry Beichling,
Henry Bll!Ston,
Charles Dunn, Philip Helmend
F. C. Mende,
A. C. C. Tamsen,

- $1,528.00
- 40.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1. 00
5.00
6.00

$1,594.00
Total,
Of the sums above and heretofore pledged, the following
hav already been paid into the treasury. Let donors carefully
note this list, and if any amounts paid in are not credited,
please notify the secretary at once:
Elizur Wright, quarterly payment, $30.00; N. Eggleston,
10.00; Adrian Lib. League, quarterly PaJruent, 5.00; Moline
Progressiv League, 25.00; A Friend, 2.00; Wm. Mansfield,
1.00; Mrs. H. L. Buchner, 1.00; Ralf Hel!u, 10.00; A. Owen,
20.00; Altoona League, quarterly payment, 25.00; Friendship
Liberal League, 5.00; William Barnsdale, 1.00; Cash, 1.00; No
Name, 10.00; Franklin League, 5.00; H. Cohn, 2.00; Thomas
G. Watkins, 5.00; Zenas Kent, 1.00; John Cosgrove, 1.00; A.
T. Benedict, 2.00; J'oseph Wensel, 1 00; Wm. Reynolds, 5.00;
A. Chavannes, 1.00; J. W. Leighton, 1.00; S. N. Bradford,
5.00; D. W. Craig, LOO; W. H. Pepper, 50.00; J\!Iedicale, 1.00;
A. M. Miller, 50.00; J.P. Hoffman, 1.00; Joshua Cassey, John
K. Murray, Wm. Reynolds, He11ry Gooday, Wm. Dawson, Annual Members, each, 1.00; Jacob Tausig, 2.00; Julia A. P.
Perkins, 1.00; S. Brewer, 5.00; John P, Kelley, 1.00; LaHoy
Sunderland, 10.00; T. Fitzgibbons, 1.00; C. E. Garner, 2.00;
Alexander Cochran, 5.00; P. Eckler, 5.00; J. Francis Ruggles,
5.00; Thayer L. White, 10.00; C. W. Mandersfield, 2.00; Amasa Wood, 1.00; John Turner, 30.00; Samos Parsons, 10.00; J.
T. Vitt, 2.00; Thomas Knight, 2.00; Henry Beichling, U!O;
Henry Burnton, 1..00; Charles Dunn, 1.00; Philip Helmend,
1.00; F. C. Mende, 5.00.

--------.-------

To the Liberals of New York and VIcinity.
ImmediatPly after the presidential election, our own campaign for the Liberal cause will open. C. B. Reynolds, chairman
of the executiv committee of the National League, will lecture
before the Liberal Club of this city on Friday evening, November 14th, on "The Methods of Liberal Work." This will be
followed up by a leeture on Sunday evening by Charles Watts,
the first vice-president of the League, on "Agnosticism and
Modern. Thought." An address of welcome will also be made
on that evening by the former president of th~ League, T. B.
Wakeman. Then on Thursday evening of that week, on Nov.
20th, there will be a grand Liberal Sociable. The officers of
the League will be present, and all prominent Liberals of New
York city. There will be, first of all, a social entertainment
-a feast of reason and a flow of soul; and, also, to conclude
with music and dancing, so that the young folks as well as the
old folks can hav their full share of the joy of the occasion.
The greatest wisdom is that which combines both sobriety and
festivity, and this we intend to do on the festival evening.

has to do in this country is to create a social life on its own
basis, and thus make predominant the spirit of fraternity.
We shall expect all the Liberals of New York to attend, and
see how much splendid material we really hav for the new
social ordar. Further notice of this will be given hereafter.
Nov. 9th, at Paine Hall, Boston, Mr. Watts will deliver a
lecture afternoon and evening. Horace Seaver, of the Boston
Investigator, will make the address of welcome. It is desirable
that all Liberal Leagues in New England that purpose to secure Mr. Watts's services as lecturer should make arrangements
for the week preceding, and the week succeeding Nov. 9th.
Nov. 23d, Mr. Watts will lecture at Albany and Troy. Nov.
30th, at Philadelphia and vicinity. Dec. 6th and 12th, both
Mr. Watts and the secretary of the League will be at Salamanca and Toronto, and various parts of Canada until Jan. 1st,
when their work will be in the Great West for several mQntbs.
A full account of the campaign will be published in the Liberal papers. There is no doubt of success.
Let us hear at once from all parts of the country in regard
to lectures, conventions, the work of the League, etc. We
wish communication with every place where there is a Liberal
element.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the National Liberal League.
55 East 9lh street, Ne:w York.
-..

Correspondence.
0. H. WHEELER, of Bradford League, Pa.: Things work
slowly, but surely.
F. C. MENDE, Philadelphia: Please find inclosed $5.00 for
the Campaign Fund, with my best wishes for your success.
IRVING C. TERRY, Syracuse, N. Y.: In reply will say ·that I
am ready to do anything in my power to advance the interests
of Freethought and the National Liberal League.
.
GEORGE LoNGFORD, secretary Liberal League 257, Philadelphia, Pa.: I hav hopes, when Mr. Putnam and Mr. Watts come
here next month, that the Liberals will be shaken out of their
lethargy, so that the star of Liberalism may shine brighter than
ever before.
N. F. GRISWOLD, Meriden Conn., sends one dollar for the
Nationai'Liberal League fund, and writes: Our numbers are increasing, and I trust that the new con verts will prove to be
more practical Liberals than some we hav heretofore been
favored with.
MELVIE A. CLAYTON, late of Cato, now of· Auburn, N. Y.:
I favor a state meeting most heartily, and would attend and do
all in my power to promnte the interests of the National Liberal League, not only with my presence, but wit.h what financial aid I can render, for the time has fully come for united,
aggressiv ·action.
JuLIA A. P. PERKINs, Baldwinsville, N. Y.: I send one poor
little dollar for the League Fund. I only wish I could do
more, and will sometime. [Not a poor little dollar by any
means, but a splendid one rich with promis. It will bring
many more flying to our treasury, I know. One bird-song is
promis of a whole summer.-S. P. P.]
HENRY BEICHLING, Garfield. Col.: Inclosed find $1 for the
Campaign Fund. I hope that there will not be many that
want to be carried to the sky on flowery beds of ease-that is,
to the coming reign of Liberalism-whilst others fought to win
the prize, and sent their cash and labor. I believe that there
can be moncho stiwano done through this campaign.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD, Auburn, N. Y.: Brother Putnam's
stirring and able appeal duly received and highly appreciated.
He has outshone himself, and every sentenc.e is characteristic
of this grand-go-ahead-carry-the-war-into-Africa man. It bas
just the right ring to it, and I rejoice that something is going
Lobe done, and the officers of the National Liberal League can
rest assured that I am with them in this warfare.
D. B. CoziNE, Lexington, Ky.: I want to ask if you and Mr.
Watts cannot come to onr city this winter and lecture and
organize a League. There are enough Liberals in this place if
they could only be brought to see the vast benefit of organization. There needs to be a true statement about which at
present there are only lies and misapprehensions. We hav
never had a Liberal lecture here, and I think it would do great
good.
SAr.ros PARsoNs, San Jose, Cal.: I hope to see the Liberals
throughout the country fall into line. I am over eighty years
of age. My hearing and eyesight are failing, but what influence I hav shall be in your favor. I wish I could duplicate
the noble subscription of Courtlandt Palmer, or even the
figures of Dr. Foote; but I can't now. But you may depend
on me for forty dollars a year, payable quarterly, and I shall
try some time to come up to the hundred-dollar figure if I
can. I feel a deep interest in the spread of Freethought. I
shall keep track of you and your noble compeer, and shall
send for the best lectures and pamphlets which you may bring
out from time to time. Keep up courage. We are gaining.
Freethought is getting more and more popular. Success to
you. My best wishes go with you.
J. T. VITT, Union, Mo.: Inclosed I send $2 as my contribution to the fund for the National Liberal League. I feel
greatly interested in the progress of Liberalism, and am convinced that the Liberal element is increasing, and wants more
organization to accomplish the secularization of our government. I hav lived in this community fifty years (am now
nearly seventy-five years old), and find a great many men who
hav cut loose from the ol,i superstition, when fifty years ago a
friend of mine and myself were the only two outspoken Infidels in this settlement. This givs hope to me that before long
a Liberal club may be organized, and something more accomplished for the object we hav in view. Your book, "Golden
Throne," I hav read with satisfaction, and keep it circulating
in my family. Wishing success to you and to the cause of
mental liberty and humanity, I sign with friendly feelings.
J. FRANCIS RuGGLEs, Bronson, Mich.: I send you S5 to.
ward the Campaign Fund for spreading the gospel of Liberalism throughout the land. I am confident that the proposed
plan of an activ personal canvass will be productiv of grander
practical results in a few months' time than would be likely to
ensue from a generation of office "circularizing," for it is the
meeting face to face and the friendly hand-grasp that in a majority of cases is necessary to produce the requisit confidence
and magnetic current that connects with the "treasury department," and culls forth the desired financial assistance.
Among the many good things that the late D. M. Bennett
taught his dh-cipl~s was the practice of giving in aid of tho
great cause we all hav at heart, and LiLemls will cheerfully
continue to giv, providing they can hav assurance that their
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do~ations are destined to produce any appreciable results in
bearing good fruits. I am truly gratified to see THE TRUTH
SEEKER working for the League so earnestly, for our brilliant
and thrifty journal means business in everything it undertakes. I thank the old officers of the League for the good they
hav accomplished in their gallant struggle under discouraging
circumstances, and extend to the new management my best
wishes for their abundant triumph in the herculean task undertaken.
BEING DEAD, HE YET SPEAKETH:
The noble D. M. Bennett declared: "There are people
imough of Liberal views in this country if they would only hav
independence to 'speak out,' if they would let t.heir 'light
shine,' to be a power in the land. Yes, if the Liberals of
America will 'hold up their heads,' boldly utter their honest
convictions; if they will organize and work in concert, and hav
due respect for themselvs and their honest opinions, they will
be an influential body of men and w<..men; tliey will be capable of doing a great amount of good, and be as thoroughly respected and honored by the upright and good as any organization in our country. The efficiency of any body or class of
men is greatly increased by being duly organized. If Liberals
wioh to be useful in disseminating the benefits of light and
truth among the less favored, organization is of the highest
consequence. For social and instructiv advantages, also, it
cannot be too highly commended. Every city, every village,
every community where there are six, or ten, or more Liberals
and Spiritualists, they ought to effect an organization, and
meet as often as once a week for discussion and interchange of
views, to listen to discourses or the reading of some instructiv
matter that will elevate and improve the mind, and at all such
meetings those seeking for truth should te freely invited. We
urge our Liberal and Spirit.ualistic friends all over the country
to effect these organizations in every locality. Great good and
mutual benefit will grow out of them."
"We wish to see the J;,iberal element of the country, whether
Spiritualistic or Materi'lnistic, co- operate as far as practicable,
and deal strong, well-aimed blows at priestcraft, sectarianism,
and error. Let us not indulge in malice, jealousies, or bitterness. We can agree on common ground of enmity to lhe
gross evils which afflict mankind, and to this extent we assuredly can work in accord and harmony."
HIS ONE ONLY PRAYER.
"If we were vouchsafed one prayer to the ruling powers of
the universe, with the assumnce it should be !\nswered, it
would be pretty much like this: 'Make the Libcml element of
this country lesK impecunious; make them less apathetic and
indifferent, and more disposetl to aid lhe organs advocating
their views."' And let all the people say, Amen. 0 all ye
that loved the noble old hero in his life, who so admired his
spirit' of self-sacrifice and devotion to the cause of LilJeralism,
will ye not heed his counsel? Will ye not profit by his example? Do not his words of wisdom and loving admonition apply to us to-day? The living and the dead join•in the appeal
for contributions to the National Liberal League fund, that the
League may fulfil itR noble mission. We desire the secularization of our government: How much hotv we paid? How
much hav we pledged? We desire the socio1l and educational
advantages for onrselvs and children the League affords, and
how much hav we paid to secure it?
CRAB. B. REYNor,Ds, Ch. Ex. Com. N. L. L.
THE NEWARK LgAGUE.
Mr. E. W. Uhamberlain lectured last Sunday afternoon before the Newark Liberal League on "'rhe Life and Services to
Liberalism of D. M. Bennett."
ENCOURAGINU.
From the InveSti(]alor.

On our third pnge may be found some more encouraging
notes from the secretary, Mr. Samuel P. Putnam. He is a
good worker, able, zealous, and thoroughly in earnest; and
his associate, Mr. Charles Watts, is just 'like him. These two
friends hav begun a campaign for Liberalism which cannot
fail to succeed, if the rank and file of the army hut say the
word. Let us all say it, and conlrilmfe! The League appears
to be now on a satisfflctory basis, and as "in union there is
strength,'' let us all try to make a strong League.
MR. CHA.llLES WATTs's lecture engo1gcments for the next
month are: Sunday, 2Gth, and following week, Hamilton and
the west; Sunday, Monday, and 'l'uesday, Nov. 2d, 3d, and
4th, Montreal. Mr. Watts will arrive in New York November
6th.

'rhe God·in-the-Constitutionists.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TnuTH SgEKER, Sir: I am
glad to see that some of you good folks in the East
are awake to the fact that the Clonstitution enthusiasts are eartlest and activ in their attempt to still
further Christianize our government and institutions.
Your "Broadway contemporary," as you style Man,
thinks that this movement is "fading out," but never
was a man more mistaken than the philosopher who
penned that sentence. So far is it from "fading
out," that we may truthfully aver that it is stronger
at this time than during any previous year of the existence of the National Reform Association. It has
allied itself with the Prohibition party, and is thus
gradually familiarizing many thousands of voters who
accept the principles of the latter party with its theocratic aims, and overcoming such scruples as may
yet linger in their minds regarding its principles and
methods. Pomeroy has withdrawn in favor of St.
John, saying, in substance, that the candidate of the
sumptuary party is a good enough national reformer
to suit the Gad-in-the-Constitution men. In fact,
St. John said about a year and a half. ago, in a letter
to one of the secretaries of the Kansas and Iowa
branch of the God party, that they '· could not hav
tc.o much God in the Constitut~on" for him.
Aside from this most significant practical union of
these two divisions of the tyrannists, we perceive an
intense activity everywhere manifesting itself in the
ranks of the tbeocratists. Conventions similar to the
one reported from Indiltnola, Iowa, are held almost,
if not every month, in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, and
Nebraska, and the sympathy of the Ubristian community is with the apostles of reaction, every time,
as against the Secul~t:Jsts. Tiley mean business?
Do we {
E. C. WALKER.
Kiowa, Ka!!.
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Mr. J ase brow in great excitement, " that that writing Remember, every guess of this kind which hits a mark
was trickery." "Most certainly," replied Mr. Trues- neutralizes a host that miss fire.
=====================- dell. "Then," said Mr. Jasebrow, "you owe to me, I hope my spiritual friends will believe I am
• •
, my wife, and to Mrs. Slenker, a full explanation as to earnest in seeking real truth, even though 1 fail to
Syracuse the Headquarters of Spirit Phenomena. how it was done." After making Mr. Jasebrow find it leading me towards eternal individual identity.
DEAR FRIENDS: I thought when I was in Boston at the promis that he would not be angry, Mr. Truesdell un- Life is so fair and sweet to me I would fain prolong
Banner cf Light office, and around among the noted wrapped the slates which he had. prepared ready to it into a beautiful beyond if I could. But I must bemediums there, that I was at the headquarters of take home, and showed us that mstead of only two lieve as evidence compels, and not as wishes l~ad.
Spiritualism. But I find here more truly astounding slates there were three of them; that one of them
THE LAST SEANCE.
phenomena than all I hav before seen through my had a false surface or pad fitted into the fra~e, and
I probably attented my last seance yesterday evenwhole experience since leaving Snowville for the on this third slate the messages had been wntt~n be· ing. A few friends were invited in, and the three
abodes where spirits "do manifest themselvs in the fore he left home; one of the~ by his ~ieee, and th_e mediums present were Mr. Truesdell, Mr. vV est, and
flesh."
other by himself, thus securmg two dtfferent spem- Mr. Bonta. The spirits proved to be unusually deft
Last night, a Mr. Waldo called, and after a few mens of handwriting. He said t.hat while we were and activ. Mr. Truesdell was made to put a small
moments' conversation, he and I started for the resi· examining the slates, he had taken up one a~d looked bullet into his eye and it would come out of his
dence of Dr. S. C. Jasebrow*-Mr. Truesdell over- at it too, and finally had ?extrously subsbtu~ed for mouth. Or, if put into one ear, it would come out of
taking us on the way. We found Mr. Jasebrow and it the prepared slate, whiCh he had under his coat the other one. Mr. Bonta would take half a dollar
his wife and a medium named Mrs. Bennett sitting (under his arm).
.
.
and, right before our eyes, it would b~come two
around a table, over .which hung a lighted lamp.
Oh, such a hubbub as this unexpected revelatiOn half dollars, or disappear entirely, or, perhaps, be
Mr. Truesdell introduced me, and they all said they did create! I was really alarmed lest Mr. Jasebrow found in some person's ~p, or go through his head
knew me by repute, and seemed glad to make a per- should do a personal injury to Mr. Truesdell. He and come out at the back of it. A goblet of water
sonal acquaintance, and to know that I was seeking raved and hissed at him, and called him all man_ner was brought, the half. dollar was held with a handthe truth concerning. Spiritualism. A circle was of names, and denounced him as a shameless trick- kerchief over it, punched up between my thumb and
formed, Mr. Truesdell acting as medium. I took ster, etc. But suddenly Muhlenburg, Truesdell's con- finger over the glass of water, when the control said:
my slates which I had brought on from Boston, just trol, took possession of him, and explained that it was "Drop the money into the water." I did so, but
as they were cleaned and tied up ready for being not Truesdell himself who had so skillfully tricked. ~s though I plainly heard it fall into the glass, lo ! it
written upon by Mr. Caffrav, but which he had re- all but that it was the Diakka, a mischievous spmt went clear through it, and the table, also, and rolled
fused to use on the plea that ·a cloth binding encircled who often takes possession of a medium, and delights on the floor; at least, so it appeared to do. I then
them. Upon these slates I set a goblet which was in making thero perform all kinds of tricks, cheats, singled out one special piece from fifty squares of
two-thirds full of water, and under the bottom of it I and frauds; that even the best and most reliable me- card-board, and touched it, and though Bonta was
laid a bit of pencil on the slat!!. Then I laid the diums were apt to be mi1msed. Muhlenberg then blindfolded, he was certain to tell by spirit power (!)
whole thing (slates, goblet, and pencil) upon Mr. gave us quite a discourse, and, to my surprise, Mr. precisely which piece I h1td tquched. He would•
Truesdell's right hand, while his left hand lay upon Jasebrow and wife were completely modified and sat- leave the room, and some person would go in any
the top of his head. He passed the slates under the isfied with the explanation.
part of the house and hide a small article, and, _
table so that the top of the goblet pressed againstthe
Indeed I don't see how Mr. Jasebrow could deny though blindfolded, he would take the hands of a
under surface of the bed of the table (said table hav- the genuinness of Mr. Truesdell's controls while little girl who had witnessed the hiding, and by her,
ing previously been thoroughly examined by us all, claiming the honestness of his own, for Mr. J ase brow through magnetic control, he would be guided diso as to preclude possibility of traps and tricks). had given· us a long discourse purporting to come rectly to the hidden article.
Then a circle was formed by all but Mr. Truesdell from Thomas Paine, claiming that he had written the
The most wonderful test of the evening was the
joining hands, and singing was called for. After a Declaration of Independence, the "Age of Reason," great box phenomena. Mrs. Truesdell. made a b~g
while, Mr. Truesdell proposed I should giv the name etc., and assuring me that he hoped I would be con- about six feet long, out of common wh1te domestic,
of a spirit I wished a communication from. I gave vinced of the truth of Spiritualism. That sounds and a large box was brought in and thoroughly ~x~
D. M. Bennett. Pretty soon we heard the apparent Paine-like, don't it? We also had a dark circle amined by us all. Just a commo~quare bo;r, w1th
scratching of the pene1il, and finally I was told to where hands touched my head, back, and shoulders, a hinged lid to it, and holes bored m the Bides to
come and take out the slates. I did so, and found and lights floated about the room while we all joined let in air. This was then shut up and locked, and
them precisely as I had left them, and the wattar un- hands in a circle, and apparently no hand was free to the key given to me. Then it was tied with ropes
spilled. On cutting the string and opening them, I perform the phenomena. But I had heard of this and the ends of the tying were again tied with small
saw on the inner surface of one slate, "It is true; I before, and so being forearmed I was not mystified; cords and all were sealed with wax. Then the bag
am here. D. M. Bennett." On the other slate was it was as I surmised. Mr. Truesdell confessed to me was put on top of the box, and Mr. Bonta got into
"J. H. Johnson," Truesdell's alleged control; also that he held my hand with two •.ingers of his, and the bag and it was securely tied, and the tying was
"Sky," who controls Mrs. Simpson, of Chicago, for held Mr. Waldo's with the rest of the same hand, thus sealed with wax. All this was done in plain view of
similar phenomena.
leaving one of his (Truesdell's) free, with which he the audience. We then, every one of us, left the
How this was done I could not conjecture, but that could produce the pattings, touches, and phospho- room and shut the door, so we knew he had no conit was done, and in a good, clear light, all present will rescent lights (from moist matches). I havn't space federate to help him The proper " conditions" betestify. Then two slates belonging to Mr. Jasebrow or time to tell of half the wonders of this one light- ing secured by music's harmonious str!Lins from the
were brought, and these I cleaned and marked and revealing seance.
piano, in an incredible short space-of time, the conwent through the same performance with, and reI saw duplicated most of the wonders performed trol anPounced that Mr. Bonta had been dematequest~d the name of my grand_father, Peter Drak~, to by M1·s. R. C. Simpson, during her seance with Rev. rialized and would be found rematerialized inside
be wntten on them, or to be signed to a commumca- Minot J. Savage as related in the R.-P. Journal, March the box. We all rushed into the room to see if this
tion thereon. Old John Brown moldered awhile in 24 1883 of whi~h Mr. Savage says: ''The tests seem were, indeed, possible. There, on top of the box, lay
the ground in a musical refrain, and finally, at Mr. to 'me to' be parfect." Afterwards, Mr. Savage had a the bag, limp and empty but whole and intact, and
Truesdell's request, I took up the slates, and, as be- seance with Mr. Truesdell, of which he says: "In my even the knot sealed as we left it. I lifted one end
fore, found everything as it was. I cut the string, study, one day in lar;t March, he gave m13 a regular of the box, and, sure enough, it was" heavy as lead."
took them apart, and saw the name, "Peter Drake," seance. It was in daylight. He produced the raps, The strings were cut, the ropes taken off, and the
legibly written four times over on the inside sur- read names on folded slips of paper, described de- box unlocked. When the lid was thrown back, there
faces.
parted friends in a trance, and produced the phe- was Mr. Bonta, sound and whole, safely ensconced
Then M~. Tru~sdell produced tw? slate~ he had nomena of slate-writing. Had he gone away declar- therein. His young wife, never before having witbrought. wit~ h1m-cloth bou~d hke mme~ only ing himself a genuin medium, I shou~d. hav been nessed sullh a performance, was nervous, anxious, and
smaller I~ Size. These I exammed, and so _did the completely deceived. And I am not wllhng to con- uneasy the whole time, and some of the friends even
rest. I Wiped them off to make s~re, and l~1d them fess myself easily duped eit~er, for I hav detect~d going so far as to to ask what she would do s~ould
on top of the bare table; put a bit of penml on top many fine tricks of legerdemam, and hav made qmte the spirits fail to rematerialize her husband after deof my slates on top of those, and over all ~~s placed a study of all these things.. But when it wa~ o~er, materializing him. Half joking, and yet with a
my hat, so as to secure darkness for the spints. The he sat down and explained 1t all. From begmmng tremor in her voice, she said, "I'd gather up the
lamp was partly turned down, though there was to end it was pure and simple trickery."
pieces."
plenty of _lig~t to show that no h~n.d touched the
I saw at Mr. J ase brow's the wonderful stone spoken
Then we had slate-writing performances under
slates. Smgmg, etc., ":ent on; wrihn~ was heard. of in " Bottom Facts," page 116-a rock weighing strict test conditions. Two slates were brought out
~r. Jasebro,~ w~s. shalnng and trembling fro~ the about 80 pounds, which fell on the table during .a and thoroughly cleaned and marked for identification,
mfluences -givmg o:u~' as he ~fterward explamed, seance at his house in the winter of 1876-77. This and tied together by Mrs. Bonta, and the knot sealed
power to en~ble the ~pmts to wnt.e. All_ seemed too stone is declared to hav been materialized by 100,000 with hot wax. On these was placed a glass goblet of
perfectly plam and BimJ?le t~ ~dm1t of trick. or fraud expert chemists from the "Royal Esthet_ical Labo_ra- water. The two slates thus prepared, and under plain
of any sort. !_doubted Ifwntmg could po_ss1bly come tory of Spiritual Science." Yet there 1 t was, lymg sight of us all, were laid by Mrs. Bonta on Mr. True~
~nder such striCt ~ests. But to my surprise, on tak- carelessly on the floor in a little basement room, dell's right hand, his left lying on the table, and his
mg Mr. Tr':les~ell s two slate~ al?art, I found a couple where any adroit thief might make off with the won- feet, and indeed his whole body, in sight of the entire
of commumcatwns upon the mside surf_ace of one of derful prize. One would think such a treasure worth circle. He then passed the slates under the edge of
them-a message ~or Mr. ~aldo from his father, ~nd more than its weight in gold to those who really had the table so that the top of the goblet rested upon the
~ long and beautifully wntten one for me, penmled faith in its genuinness. But would our friends thu_s bed of it; then we _took another look a_t the slates to
m a female hand. The slate was actually full. I hav left a nugget of that size of the root of all evil see that all was fair and square. A mrcle was now
should ~av been ast.ounded had some strange me diu~ thus lying around loose?
formed and then Mr. Truesdell told Mrs. Bonta to
done tln_s, but commg from Mr. Trues?ell, I k~ew It
Only one thing now remains a mystery to all but ask a q~estion in the name of any person sh~ chose,
was a trick, though I could ~ot contnve ~~w 1t. ~ad the Diakka. This is how the writing got on the in- alive or dead and the spirits would write the name
been done. Mr. Jasebrow sa1d that as spi~It-writmg side of my own closely-tied slates. This I could ob- and the answ'er on the tied-up slates. So she said,
had then and there bee;n produced, he clan~ed that tain no clue to from the powers that be, save that it "Theodore, are you there?" A response was heard,
Mr. Truesdell had forfeited the $500 offered m "Bott · ck
and in a moment or two she was asked to look under
~.om Facts." Th~ question.t~en arose as to whom the W!l.o:e ~~e~ more and I'm done. r hav it upon the the table and see if all was still right, and finding it
:;5500 .s~ould be given, adm1thng the work to be that authority of all present last night, that a few evenings was she was told to take out the slates and put them
of spints. I th~n as~ed Mr. _Jasebrow, who see~ed since, Mr. Truesdell wrote a communication for Mr. upo~ the table. This she. did. The kn?t was still
to be ~rea,~ly exmted, I_f _he claimed_ to be the medmm. Geo. F. A. Illidge, of Detroit, Michigan, upon a locked perfect., and the water unspllled. The. stnn?; was cut,
He sa1d, ,No, the spmts hav ~ritt,~n t~rou~h. Mr. slate which was further fastened by said Illidge with and on the inside of the slates was wr1tten, You bet,
~ruesdell. Mr. ~ruesdell rephed, While th~s IS all a fine thread tied through and through the lock in a Theodore," plainly showing that he had been there
s1mple legerdemam, fo~ the s:ke of peace I w1ll pay number of hard knots. The writing was done as I when she inquired. You will see there could not hav
Mr. Truesdell (the ~edmm) $o00. Come to my o_ffice hav described above-with a goblet of water on the been any previous preparation for this test, as Mrs.
to-morrow and I w1ll pay M,~· ~~uesdell, th~ m?,di~m, slates, all of which rested upon Mr. Truesdell's right Bonta was an earnest investigator, and was incredu$500 dollars as per contract.
Do you claim, cned hand, while his left was in plain sight in the center lous of any reply as being possible to be written on
the inside of the slates she had so well secured. The
*Cheseboro is the same as the Jasebrow of Bottom Facts," of the table. In this communication, and from a
and I used t)w "Facts" spelling of it, so as not to conf01md dead guess, he wrote the name, Mary Illidge, which question and name were given after it was impossible
readers,
.
proved to be Mr. Illidge'a deceased sister's name. for an exchange of slates, Mr. Truesdell s only
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chance to write being with the hand that held the This s£>ason towns in the West are arousing themWhy not encourage George Chainey to tell his
slate and the glass goblet. It is all a perfect mystery selvs to do something for humanity, as God appears story in the presence of every Liberal League in
to me how the writing got inside the slates.
to hav organized hosts of followers working for him, America? Should we crowd him out of our assemIt is true that Mrs. Simpson convinced the Rev. an~ th) Liberal knows that if there is a king of the blies because he imagins he has obtained a glimpse
Minot J. Savage that the same thing was done in the umverse, he "needs but little here below."
of some spiritual spheres, and because he has said
same way through her mediumship, and he declared
I am now delivering a course of week-evening lee- "harsh things" about Materialists, or their views, or
himself "well satisfied," saying it was "a remarkable tures in Salem, D. T., to good houses. In my ex- their lack of enthusiasm? Some of the harshness we
test." Now, I hav seen it done even better than Mrs. perience in lecture-life, I find but little difficulty in inay deserve, and so we ought to thank instead of
Simpson did it, and it is all a complete mystery to securing a respectful and attentiv hearing; for, while curse him. No Liberal can curse a man on account
me how it was done; yet I do not think it is spirits. ab!tting nothing in freedom of expression, I endeavor of his conviction.
I know it is not, for Mr. Truesdell told us, before to treat my fellow-beings, no matter what their views,
Six years ago I had the impudence to reject Spirhe began, that it was pure legerdemain. But here- with the· courtesy their due. Dr. M. Ware, a Wis- itualism and accept Materialism. For three or four
fuses to giv the solution for two reasons; first, be- consin friend, who has several times aided my work years even the Leag-ues I helped to organize, with
cause other would-be mediums would learn the trick, in Wisconsin, wrote me to come here.
the grand motto, "Justice for all, privilege for none,"
and thus be enabled to deceive the credulous. And
Freethou~ht is so immeasurably superior to Chris- contained some members who used their infl,Ience,
also because it would forestall a second edition of his tianity, that it is not to be wondered at that our not against Materialists, as such, having a voice on
book, wherein he intends to giv a more thorough speakers hand out to the multitude very different their platform, but against a Materialist lecturer who
revelation of the spiritual phenomena than he has as pabulum from the regular Sunday bran-diet of the- had been activ in promulgating Spiritualism for
ology.
-yet been able to do.
nearly twenty years. This, too, from people who
After this two more slates were brought and
Last night, after talking to the people a plump never wearied in singing praises to free speech and
cleaned, marked, tied up, and sealed by Mrs. Bonta, hour, the call was, "Go on! go on!" Whoever hears free press! For all that, I hav ne>er harbored unas before. These were placed in plain sight on top Christians, with all their zeal, after listening, half kind feeling toward Spiritu11list~ personall.v; but I
of the table, in fulllfght, Mr. Truesdell not touching asleep, to a drowsy sermon, say, "Go on?"
will freely discuss their doctrins and so-called evithem at all.
From Salem I go to Wentworth, Dakota, to giv a dences, whenever I choose, and wherever I can. I
Mrs. Bonta and myself had each writt·n a ques- series of lectures. Then I am expected to visit Mar- hope to do so in the future, as I hav in the past,
tion to some dead friend, addressing him by name. shall and Currie, Minn.; again.
without acrimony or personal bitterneRs.
We folded the slips of paper and kept them in our
I hav not been able to get a minister of the Lord
I now wish a valuable Freethought paper had pubown hands, simply touching Mr. Truesdell's forehead Jesus Christ to meet me in debate in about three lished my friendly criticism of Gaorge Cllaine:v's
an instant with the folded slips, and not letting g() years. I hav taken to coaxing them to come and "Lecture Announcements," a little over a year ago.
of them at all. Nor did anyone see the writing save show me my error. Even Elder Clark Braden, since JI.Ir. Chainey said to the public that he would deliver
ourselvs. The prepared slates were covered with a I met him in the third debate three years ago, has lefltures that would not offend (!) church-members.
tureen cover; a circle was formed. The scratching given me ovAr to the buffetings of Satan. And Live- I defied him to deliver his masterflll lecture on " The
of a pencil was heard, and finally the control pro- zey, the Catonsville Christian crank, after refusing in Clergy,. and fill any such contract. The editor of
nounced the message written. Mrs. Bonta cut the private to debate any of the vital issues as between the esteemed journal in question wrote me, sayin~
string, and lo! there, neatly and plainly written, were Freethought and theology, hektographs the falsehood that Mr. Chainey requested that no replies or critithe messages, and names to them, and even our ques- all over the country that he could not get me to de- cisms be published! That was a weak Rpot in
W. F. JAMIESON.
tions fully answered. Mrs. Bonta was dumbfounded, bate; he had tried hard, but I would not discuss. George.
Pipestone, Minn.
and I wondered with almost incredulous surprise This, too, after I had wrung from him the "'confes----~---how it was possible, as I knew no one had the sion " that he is about as much of an Infidel as I am.
Brethren, wherever there is a chance for debate
slightestclue to my question or the name, and I still
Perry -scop i cs.
held the slip of paper containing them in my own with a "servant of the Lord," I will come and hold
Things are made known to us in terms of force
hand. After the seance Mr. TruPsdell fully explained it, and if the fur does not fly it will not be my fault. through the senseR, and thAse mn,nifestations of force
to me the box trick, and the last slate trick, and If the clergy are all silenced, I am heartily sorry, for are invariably certain and uniform, requiring no exmind-reading; all of which are simple as A B C when I'll miss a great deal of heaven on earth, which I used ceptional superior persona\ endowment or" mediumto enjoy when they were my activ opponents. A ship" for their apprehension.
you once see into them.
I am so sure that every seance might thus be ven- young minister in S!llem last Sunday night said:
Real science does not therefore repel the doubter
tilated by the mediums, were." conditions" favorable, "Don't argue. Nobody was ever converted to the who asks hard conundrums; nor does she appeal for
that I no longe1· wender why no one comes forward Christian religion by argument." The young man proof to some "seventh son of a seventh son,'' or to
to claim Mr. Truesdell's five hundred dollars, or other spoke wiser tban he knew.
some extra-sensitiv of a shattered nervous system;
I may be hereafter addressed at Lake C ty, Minn. or to some one who has " felt a soft hand on a
sums of money that hav been offered from time to
time by skeptics to spirit mediums.
'CRAVELING AND LECTURING.
fevered brow." She appeals to the experiment itI do not claim that all phenomena are explained, or
I am booked here, Wentworth, Dak., for a course of self in the hands" of the robust, clear-heaLled dOLlbter
even explainable under known laws, but when so lectures, having finished the ser1es in Salem, Dak., himself.
much is done through pure legerdemain, and trick Wednesday evening last. How refreshing is the outWhen Brother Perry desireB to prove to Brother
after tr ck is exploded all along the track taken by spoken Liberal ! A man or woman that dares to run Wettstein that the air supplies the substantial elemediums, I feel that it only depends upon time to up the flag of freedom amid the jeers and jibes of ments of vegetable growth, he refers him to an exopen up each one as it becomes developed. It is like "the just" members of the church! Dr. M. Ware, periment in his own hands; but when he wisheR to
"traps for the unwary "-the dropping of pocket- of Salem, is one of this kind. Mr. W. L. Horton, of prove that spirits materialize "old clothes" from the
books and other city tricks performed upon the un- Wentworth, one of your correspondents, is another. same source, he puts himself on the witness sbnd, as
suspecting sight-seer from the country by some
I hav been staying by a little local independent having seen and heard something of a very ambiguadroit city thief. You expose and ventilate somd paper for nearly a year, and hav succeeded in estab- ous nature pel'formed through the mediumship of
trick, and they get up another, and so it goes on. A lishing i.t in spite of unrelenting opposition from the some other third person.
new lock is invented, and the cracksman soon learns popular place-·seekers in church and state. I am
When Brother Perry talks science, he only says
how ~o pick it, and another has to be gotten up. now able to place a trusty workman in charge of the what is well known, but when he assumes that there
Thus there is a continual round of deception and publication, which again leaves me free to pursue my are disembodied human spirits; that they feed on
old avocation, lecturing wherever man or woman may the the rich abundance of the air; that the air is
fraud, of exposure and a rebuilding.
All we can do is to work for truth, sow our little "call" me. Several engagements for lectures already "their country;" that they hav wings, or other memseeds of facts, and let them go forth doing what good await me.
bers or organs; or that these spirits are, or are not,
they may. We cannot reform the world, but we can
I very much admire the earnest, kindly, yet un- subject to the law of gravity-when he makes any of
do right ourselvs, and set a good example for others compromising spirit manifested by friends Watts these assertions, he cannot appeal to a single experito follow if they will. We can giv our truths, and and Putnam: In former years I had the pleasure of ment for proof. Let him bring his scales, and, in
organizing a number of Liberal Leagues. Within something like the lemon-tree box: experiment, prove
patiently await their acceptance.
If my trip has done ever so little towards proving the past four years I hav done nothing in that line, that the substance of a "materializ1ttion " comes from
spirit phenomena and spirit existence impossible, I not because of lack of interest in the work, but the air, and not from the lock-up of the cabinet. But
am more than satisfied. All I want is the real and because there grew up a false sentiment in the League no one has ever made, or ever will make, such a test,
membership, that a lecturer who had the temerity to for as soon as one of the circle becomes scientifically
the true.
Affectionately,
ELMINA.
change his mind ought to be tabooed ! If the chang- critical "the conditions are unfavorable."
Syracuse, N. Y., Oct. 15, 1884:.
ling is a lecturer, dependent upon his lecturing proNow, I know how it is, for we hav had the spirits
fession mainly for subsistence, refuse to invite him at our house, and had them so bad that even the
W. F. Jamieson.
to speak his convictions! "Great heavens!" (quoted) baby would giv the table a jolt, and with as cunning
To THE EDITOR OE THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Be- Is that Liberalism?
look as ever a little innocent EJinner could. put on, cry
I hope no Liberal League in this country will out, "See spi'ts! see spi'ts !"
ginning with the fall lecturing, it will not be amiss
to send you reports of the progress of Liberalism in refuse to giv George Chainey a call to speak, even if
Now the baby didn't want to lie; it only wanted
various parts of the country which I expect to visit every member in it is a Materialist. Are we chil- the table to move; didn't want to see a failure. He
this year. This will help carry out Mr. Parton's dren of the church, in its method, in dealing with wasn't a "crank,'' either, but he was willing to help
heresy? Shall we not rise above such petty, spite- a little rather than hav us disappointed. We got to
idea of news of the Liberal movement.
.
There are thousands of unorganized Liberals all ful procedure? To-day Brother Chainey has aban- be so dishonest I stopped the humbug. E!ecuse the
over the West. Were they activ and aggressiv as doned Materialism to accept SpiritualisiD:. Who details, for we hav enough of such things in print althey are numerous, there would not be a vil~age nor shall usurp the claim to be his judge? Who shall ready; beginning with the "Transfiguration on the
city nor neighborhood where Freethought, m some say the man js not honeat? Who can say that, to Mount," and ending with "Lillie Dove ''-not to
folm as contradistinguished from" orthodoxy," would Cbainey's mind, the "evidence" is not all-sufficient? mention the Virgin l\:Iary.
not be heard for at least a week at a time, once or I hav carefully read every word of his Caasadaga
If Brother Perry must divert himself with erecting
conversion address, and am compelled to say that it the superstructure of spirit.reali;;m out of the debris
twice a year.
There are neighborhoods where Freethinkers, from makes no impression whatever on my mind in favor of" the demolished gods of superstition," all I can
the habit of doing nothing in a public way for their of Spiritualism. But why should not every one of say is that the material is suitable. Death is saJ, ~ut
cause li!OSt of the year, never wake up! Their chil- us take George's word for it, that he is a sincere there are other and worse things; aud to be an entire
dren go to the Christmas Sunday-school, where many convert?
idiot, or a poor, disembodied table-tipping spirit,
Above all classes, Liberals appear to the poorest would, I think, be worse.
of them learn, between their lessons about King
David, etc., what wicked and generally disreputable advantage in denying any man the undeniable right
"Our world's as full of beanly
As other worl.ls Olbove;
people their Infidel parents are. This is sober fact, to change his mind. A person who seeks for truth
Did we hut do our clnly
must change his mind. He really has no choice in
repeated over and over, Sunday after Su~day.
It might be full of love."
It is true that Liberals lack zeal and tne orthodox tbe matter. Are we sectarians, that we should conJ. K. B. BAKER.
abound with it. Often Freethought, with its crum- stitute ourselvs a drum-head court martial to sit in
- - - - - - - - - -judgment
upon
a
brother's
mental
struggles,
when
·'
bling Leagues and dry-rot of apathy, appears like a
and .l!'reethinkers'
"forlorn hope." But for one, instead of discourag- we hav no means of knowing what they are, only as 1 " THE Truth See
Almanac," 1884:, 25 cents.
ing me, I feel like working all the harder for it. he may report?
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How the Catholic Church Meets Heresy.

thinker who invades the province to protest against
this condition of things literally takes his life in his
hand. Lower Canada is called the priests' paradise.
The church owns about two-thirds of the real estate
of the city of Quebec.
What an anomaly is presented across the borders!
Government in one province burning books, instigated and applauded by Protestant preachers; in the
other the Catholic church ruling everthing. Civilization decades behind in both! Yet can we boast,
when in enlightened Massachusetts, and many other
states, an Atheist is flung out of court ; when in
New York the official order of a state officer is openly
defied by the church-controled school boards ; and
when, in every state but one, Freethinkers are made
to pay for Christian worship in church and Congress?
We may be indignant at the tyranny of the church in
Canada, but let us not forget the ecclesiastical usurpations in our own land.
Clericals everywhere must be stripped of power.
Turn the rascals out.

"If a skeptic asks me (I speak in the chatacterof an average
educated Catholic layman) whether I really believe that my
God is present in a wafer, when the evidence of every sense
testifies to its being an ordinary piece of bread, and challenges
me to prove the fact, my most rational answer is to ask him,
by way of retort, whether he really believes that the earth
moves and the sun stands still, when the evidence of his senses
testifies to the contrary, and so challenge him to prove by ar~
guments the scientific fact. He will, probably, reply that it
has been proved again and again; and that, though he cannot
l)ring forward the actual proof, yet he knows that they are
~ufficient to satisfy men of learning who are competent judges
of the question. I answer that this is exactly my case with
regard to the doctrin of the Blessed Eucharist. I cannot
prove it, but I am satisfied to receive it on authority, just as
he receives on authority the doctrin of the earth's revolution. Church and State Partnership, East and West.
The only difference is that he relies on hum~li authority, and
A story comes from ConstantiDople which revives
therefore makes an act of human faith. I rely only on divine
authority as well as human, and therefore make an act of di- recollections of the devilishness of the church in all
vine faith."
lands and climes. The tale well illustrates the double

In a recent publication, advertised as blessed by
the pope, is an article written especially for Catholic
eyes. It is entitled, "The Duty of Catholics in the
Face of Modern Unbelief." The main points of the
paper are: 1. That" dogmatic Protestantism is moribund, if not practically dead, as a religion.
Is it any wonder, in the facs of SJICh public and rule under which the Eastern Christians still liv,
In country districts and in fashionable watering- authoritativ teaching, that men speak with contempt and under which all peoples would liv, were not so
places, the churches may still be frequented for re- of the Catholic church, and sneer at Catholicism as large a portion of the claims of the church rejecteJ
spectability's sake, but Protestantism as a living, en- not being within the field of serious philosophy ? by them. A young lady living in a small town in
ergizing power, ready to do ba_ttle against all oppo- Suppose, however, the skeptic should giv the priest Asia Minor had been affianced, according to the barnents, has lost its former vitality, and thoughtful men Newton's formulas by which the movements of the barous custom still prevalent in the country, at a
are drifting away from it into some form or other of planets are demonstrated, what would he do then- very tender age, to the son of a neighbor. Upon
unbelief or Agnosticism.
Protestants .
deny the law of gravitation? If the priest compares attaining riper years, she loathed the individual seno longer cherish the fundamental doctrins of Chris- the sacrament of the eucharist to the theory of gravi- lected for her as a husband, and prevailed upon her
tianity with a personal and deeply-rooted affection. tation, he must show that a stone does not fall when parents to cancel the contract. She then engaged to
If they still call themselvs Christians, their Christian- thrown into the air, or demonstrate in an equally ob- marry a young man whom she loved. The parish
ity hangs, for the most part, somewhat loosely about vious manner that God dwells in a wafer. This he priest here made his appearance, declaring that the
them. They do not feel hurt if it is assailed, or re- would hav hard work to do, for he admits he cannot first contract must be fulfilled, as the elders of the
sent the .covert sneers of the disciple of Strauss or prove the " presence " in the eucharist to be more community demanded it. In vain the father beRenan;" and, 2. That Catholicism is the only power than imagination.
sought these people not to interfere. Ht then teleleft to cope with modern scientific unbelief. "She,
Another instance of how he would meet the skep- graphed to the archbishop, the Armenian prelate,
and she alone, is regarded by the enemies of Chris- tic is given:
who wields papal authority over half the Catholics of
tendom as an adversary to be feared."
"If a man begin to talk about the' monstrous conception of Asia Minor. But this ecclesiastic, when he made his
In this broad statement, the writer bas told the eternal fire,' it may be a better answer to ask him to withhold appearance, not only took sides with the elders, but
truth in a general way, and after allowing for his ha- his judgment until he has been there for a hundred years or arranged with them a plan for executing their purtred of the followers of Luther, and his love for his so than to rouse him to fresh blasphemies by discussing the pose. The girl was seized and carried to a convent
possibility of helL . We must be on our guard against exposown church, we may acClept his propositions. The ing that which is holy to be trampled upon by the sensualist by a lot of ruffians hired for the work, where she was
question he first raises is, Will the Catholic church or torn by the unbeliever."
placed in a cell, and submitted to the most rigoralways remain intact in organization and infallible in
The man who wrote this dishonest plea for his ous treatment with the hope of overcoming her redogmatic religion? It is natural that he should con- church is a learned mem her of the Society of Jesus sistance. She continued firm, however, and the
tend for the affirmativ of these queries, but in his (or Jesuits). If this is the best he, a priest, educated bishop finally decided to marry her to the brute who
contention be admits facts which, in connection with anil able, can do, we can easily yield the point he sought her hand, by force. "Proceeding to her
history, overthrow himself. Everyone knows that urges, that "it is not desirable to encourage in the prison cell with all the necessaries, accompanied by
the Romish church has lost country after ccuntry, average lay Catholic an eagerness for the fray in the animal, burning with his vile desire to possess
until now it controls only the least progressiv na- matters of religion." And as for the priests them- her, and the ruffians bought with his gold, the preltions and the most besotted, with a large element in selvs, their condition is patly described in the ate commenced to read the service. At sight of the
the United States. There is no escaping the fact, French saying, " They begin by being fools and end leering crowd the poor girl fainted. Brought to
however, that in this country Catholicism has multi- in becoming knaves."
again, she fell at the knees of the bishop, and, with
plied with alarming rapidity through immigration
--------~~------tears, implored him to desist. In vain she struggled
Difference in Degree, Not in Kind.
and the prolific nature of its female votaries. But
to escape. Held fast by two of the ruffians as she
will these recruits always remain Catholics? While
The announcement made by our Canadian corre- lay upon the floor, for she could not be kept upon
stoutly asserting-with a vehemence showing the wish spondent that the customs officers hav proceeded to her feet, the horrid sacrilege was completed by the
to be father to the thought-that the church herself burn the books confiscated by them a year and two nuptial benediction being pronounced while she still
is in no danger, the writer admits that the advance years ago, recalls the proclamation made by the loudly protested against it. The matter did not end
of skepticism is pregnant with danger to Catholics: preachers at the time. At one of the meetings of here. The so-called husband, left with the young
" Soldier in deed and in truth the Catholic must be the Toronto Clerical Association it was unanimously girl in order that by the consummation of the marin the present day, and many an assault he must en- resolved :
riage all opposition might cease, found the strength
counter, many a battle he must fight against the
"That the members of the Toronto Clerical Association, of the unwilling bride too much for him, and so the
countless foes who are arrayed in the livery of mod- many of whom hav examined the works lately confiscated by hired ruffians came to his assistance. Some six
ern unbelief. In his daily paper, in his weekly or the collector of customs in Toronto, desire to express their hours afterward the poor victim, more dead than
entire approbation of his action as being strictly in accordance
monthly magazine, among his associates in the school with the wholesome laws of the country, which exclude all alive, was carried off to her brutal master's residence."
of medicin or of law, in office and counting house, indecent and immoral literat«re; and their conviction that he
The father of the victim has appealed to the British
in club and restaurant, on the railroad, at the hotel, could hav taken no other course without failing in the obliga- and French consuls, and for this his life has been
at the private dinner-table, in every social or friendly tions which his office lay upon him.
threatened by the bishop, and he has found it neces" Further, the members of the association desire to record
meeting, he is liable to encounter plausible, ingen- their
thanks to that officer for his fearless performance of his 1:1ary to leave his home. The girl's life is threatened
ious, well-stated objections to Christianity and even duty, and their persuasion that he deserves the cordial sym- as well. The letter giving the account states that
to Theism. There is no shirking the contest; the pathy and support of all the friends of public morality."
the key to this affair is " no doubt to be found in the
enemy must be met. If we would avoid coming into
The books seized, and of which the foregoing reso- jealousy with which the progress made by the Americontact with modern Infidelity, we must needs go lution speaks, were Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" can missionaries in that part of Asia Minor is reout of the world. It is in the very air Wf breathe; it and Voltaire's "Pocket Theology," sent from this garded by the Armenian clergy."
eLcircles us on every side; we may protect our chil- office to Mr. Cooke. Ingersoll's works were also conSo here we hav a repetition of the old, old storydren from it during childhood and early youth, but damned and refused clearance on the same ground- the people must suffer in the quarrels of the church.
the day must come when they will be exposed to its "indecent and immoral literature!"
Everywhere, in all religions, the priests arrogate
attack. Every day it stalks abroad more fearlesRly,
Who does not believe that if the preachers of to themselvs the right of controling the domestic
emboldened by the overthrow of the dogmatic Prot- Canada had the power they would gladly consign the affairs of their flocks. They claim that the "morals"
estant. How, then, are we to deal with it? What is authors of these books to a dungeon cell, if not to of a nation are theirs to regulate, as the civil or physthe attitude of the Catholic, and especially of the the flames that consumed the books!
ical duties are the state's. It is a partnership they
educated Catholic, toward modern Infidelity?"
In the province of Quebec if the bishops desire to hav held for centuries, and still hold in eastern connThat is the case of his :tilliiJ.!lY a~mitted by the build a church they can assess every man in the parish, tries, and in those in which ignorance rules in the
.Jesuitical writer. How doe\~eet it? How does and sell his farm if he refuses to pay, their claim tak- western hemisphere.
P
•
1Hl propose to hav the aver~ge Catholic meet it ? ing precedence of even a mortgage.
And the Free- 1 This brutal outrage, now exposed to the public, will
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no doubt be adequately punished by the interference
of foreign powers. But the claims of the church
that she is the divinely appointed guardian of the
people's moral and domestic affairs will not be less
vociferomly made.
Catholics are not alone in their endeayors to regulate the living of the people, though they may in this
exceed in violence and boldness as they did in the
systematic suppression by fire and sword. In our
own country, who knows what crimes are committed
in the convents and nunneries? But here the Protestants are the chief tyrants, because they comprise
the chief portion of the population. Ecclesiastical
societies to perform police duties are common, and
the reason given for their existence is that it is the
duty of tl:;e church to protect the morals of the people. The consideration of this claim brings us to the
outrage at home.
During the present political campaign, the ecclesiastics are extraordinarily busy. We are in receipt of
an anonymous circular of a most scurrilous and defamatory character, which has been compiled and
mailed by the Protestant preachers. It purports to
be " the result of the investigation by clergymen of
the city of Buffalo," and says, in big black letters,
that the evidence against a certain gentleman is
ready for the public. It demands that we "hav an
investigation by the clergy of the whole country."
The reason given why the clergy take such an interest in the matter is, that "this is a moral question,
not a political one." The anonymous scoundrels who
got this circular np are all clergymen, we are told.
If so, they must be depraved wretches, fit to figure
in Billings's " Crimes of Preachers," or in Comstock's
huge volume, and they are not one whit cleaner or
better than the Armenian bishop who authorized,
and personally abetted, the outrage of a girl, that he
might be revenged upon his clerical enemies. The
Independent, a religious newspaper, calls to its aid
a string, a third of a column long, of ministers to defame the same gentleman, to whom it is politically opposed. The animus of the proceeding, and the gross
abuse by the clergy of their position as moral censors, is seen in the fact that when the breath of
slander blew against another gentleman, the preachers did not shout themselvs hoarse for " an investigation by the clergy of the whole country." The
same religious paper also demands that every pulpiteer in the country shall denounce its opponent
from their pulpits, because " it is a moral question,"
and the clergy are the keepers of morality.
This is carrying religion into politics with a vengeance .. If the people acquiesce in the position taken
by the church in the matter, and allow the preachers
to be the final court in questions of this kind, the
unification of church and state is as complete as
though " God " was in every statute of every state of
the Union. It is just what the church wants-to be
acknowledged as the partner of the state, and absolute in the province of morals. And "morals" not
only mean to it the sins charged to the Buffalo gentleman, but all matters pertaining to marriage, to Sunday recreations, to literature, to art, to religious observances, and to habits of the people formerly regulated by sumptuary laws. All these come under the
head of morality, and the preachers would be tyrants
in all departments as well as in one.
If this country is not to be reduced to the doubleheaded government of Asia Minor, the preachers
must be made to realize that the people will accept
them in no shape or manner as authoritativ on any
question; and certainly not in one in which their
motivs are so suspiciously plain as are those of the
Buffalo Ministerial Association. That clergymen hav
a natural aptitude for dirty. scandals no one doubts
who knows how often ministers figure in "woman
scrapes," but their qualifications to decide moral
questions is no greater on that account.
Down with state Protestantism as well as Catholicism!

Quarreling Over the Raw Material.
A dispatch from Trenton, N. J., of the 24th, says it
was asserted in the Presbyterian Synod of that state
at its annual meeting last week that distinctiv privileges were accorded to Roman Catholic priests in
the Reform School at James burg; that priests were
permitted to hav· separate services, such as celebrating the mass, establishing the confessional, and
teaching their cat.echism to those children who they
assert hav
permitted
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A RECENT lettm· from a Liberal friend now in St. Thomas,
West Indies, says: "Freethought (Infidelity) is making rapid
progress in this town, population about twelve thousand. A
dozen years ago I was about the only outspoken Infidel in the
place; now there are scores. I happened to. hav with me a
copy of the Ingersoll-Black-Fisher debate, which has been
made to do good service. It has been read by a score or more
" In the judgment of this Synod, such action on the part of
of our best people with splendid results. I consider it the
our state officials is contrary to the genius of our government,
best work of the kind extant."
calculated to foster a sectarian spirit, giv undue advantage to a
particular denomination, and tends to impair the government
THE Association for the Propagation of the Faith, of France,
and disciplin of the institution in question. We therefore pro- gave some three millions of dollars to the church in this conntest against such action, and call on all in authority whose duty try when it was young. A Catholic writer recently urged that
it is to appoint and direct such affairs to see to it that it be 1 the Catholics of this country return to it at least the interest
rescinded, and such objectionable privileges no longer be en- on that amount to enable it to aid missions now in need. If
couraged and allowed."
a heretic may be allowed to interpo~e a word, we would sugIn a recent talk with a reporter of the Albany gest that the church pay Archbishop Purcell's debts to the
poor people he defrauded by his three-million-dollar failure
Argus, Mr. Baker, the superintendent of prisons in that the glory of God may more abound. We make this sug-'
this state, called attention to the appropriation of gestion with due humility, and hope we shall not be excomfifteen hundred dollars which was contained in the municated for it.

moral and religious instruction of the schools and to
place them under their special instruction and control, and that the instruction was not confined to the
Catholic inmates alone. The Synod passed a resolu ·
tion that

Supply bill passed last winter for the purpose of compensating Catholic priests who conduct services in
the prisons of the state. This bill took effect at the
beginning of the fiscal year, Oct. 15th. A similar
appropriation, he said, has been ('Ontained in numerous supply bills, passed by former legislatures, but
has always heretofore been vetoed, and was approved
for the first time by Gov. Cleveland. The matter of
allowing Roman Catholics to hold services in the
state prisons every Sunday has been strongly urged
by prominent Catholics throughout the state for a
long time past. Heretofore they hav been permitted
to hold services every third Sunday, or one Sunday
in each month. "I had found," he continued, " on
looking into the matter, that two services, one Protestant and one Catholic, were held each Sunday in
the foreign prisons. If I find that the system wol'ks
well in Auburn prison, it will be established in all the
state prisons later on. The $1,500 appropriation will
be divided equally among the priests in the three
prison parishes, or, in other words, each priest in
whose parish a state prison is located, will hav $500
fDl' holding services."
Thus the Cathohc church is slowly getting a
stronger foothold in our institutions. One would
think it was enough that the church contributes so
largely to the number of inmates of the state prisons
and reformatories without asking the state to pay her
priests for making recruits. But so long as it is easy
to make a good churchman out of a poor thief, we
presume the legislature will be besieged to allow the
opportunity. Until our government is secularized
from the top to bottom, and the prisons disconnected
with politics, it is likely the Freethinkers will be compelled to help pay priest!'! in our punitiv establishments.

Editorial Notes.
"EDGEWORTH's" article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of October
11th, entitled "The New Land Projects," says Liberty, is one
of the best and most original criticisms of Henry George's
proposal to nationalize the land that has ever appeared in
print.
GEORGE ALFRED ToWNSEND writes to his paper that Carl
Schurz is an Infidel. This is an isolated instance of truthfulness on the part of "Gath," which would not hav occurred
had he not thought the announcement would contract Mr.
Schurz's political influence.
SoME of the Republican Liberals of Ohio, who wo~ked
earnestly for Garfield in 1880, are now doubtful about voting
for Blaine. The Liberals of that state are numerous enough
to demand respect from any presidential candidate, and hav a
right to know how he stands in regard to the Nine Demands
of Liberalism.

I

THE story of the" faith cure" of a Mrs. Wimpy, of Norcross,
Ga., is being widely circulated. R. A. Smiley called our attention to it, and we asked for information. "H. A. T.," of
the Pittsburgh Truth, writes that he obtained the following
from a reliable informant: "It is a shameful imposition, and
is the direct result of hysteria and religious fanaticism. Mrs.
Wimpy is of a weak and hysterical disposition. Eight years
ago she was taken under medical treatment, and subsequently
discharged well and in good health; but owing to an accident
she was again brought under medical treatment, and again
discharged and 'considered by herself and her husband as
cured. As proof of this I offer as evidence a certificate published in the Atlanta Daily Constitution from Mr. Wimpy, to the
effect that a certain doctor had p&rformed a miraculous cure
on Mrs. Wimpy. Within the same period of time she bas
borne several children, and has at times walked and rode out
whenever an occasion suited, and has been met on the streets
of Atlanta apparently in good health." In connection with this
Christian lie, we may quote another from across the watm·.
Mrs. Besant relates it in the National Ri!former: "Another instance of the complete truthlessness which characterizes earnest Christians has just come to my notice. A Freethinker
writes me that some Salvationists are boasting of having 'at
last converted one of Bradlaugh's men, an infidel who used to
lecture at the Hall of Science;' he had been vru:y well off at one
time, but owing to his belief and drink, etc., had been reduced to such stmits that he had to part with his glasses for a
few pence, and that while in this plight the devil tempted him
to go back to his old friend, Mrs. Besant, and to lectme ngainst
the Army again; he however resisted this temptation. The
Freethinker asked, first, for his name; second, the date when
he used to lectUl'e for the Infidels at the Hall of Science;
third, when and where was he converted. All the reply he
has got is: 'The naptain does not know; but his name is
Llewellyn, 8 Crawford street, Cam berwell, and he was converted at 8 o'clock on a Tuesday night at Camber well Barracks
about three months back.' Of course this is a sheer invention. I never heard of any 'Llewellyn,' and he has most certainly not lectured at the Hall of Science since I ~v boen in
the party, i. e., for ten years. To speak of me as ' his old
friend, Mrs. Besant,' shov.:s that ~alvationism and lying are
quite compatible." Mrs. Besant adds an account of a scare
cure which was sent her from a cis-Atlantic friend. The
writer is a Mr. Holmes, who says: "Over 66 years ago I witnessed a scare cure of a bedridden patient that for the quickness, thoroughness, and permanency of its operation exceeded
any faith cure which has ever come under my notice. An
activ and well educated man was attacked with inflammatory
rheumatism, which assumed an alarming form, accompanied
by agonizing torture. Days, weeks, and even months brought
little relief. By order of his doctor and the persuasion of his
friends, he was one day induced to allow himself to be placed
in a reclining chair, supported by blankets and pillows, and
was moved through two or three 1arge rooms to one in which
was a large open fire of wood; over this fire a kettle with two
or three pails of water had been placed for heating. As the
younger 'call boy' in the house, I was placed by the attendant who went out of the room, to signal any needs of the patient. Suddenly the kettle was upset, and the water, poured
into the activ fire, caused a cloud of steam and ashes to pervade the room. Like an arrow from a bow our invalid leaped
from his chair and made good time to his bed-room. In about
ten minutes he arose and dressed, declaring that he felt no
pain, and in a few days he was about his regular business. I
knew him intimately for ten years later, and he continued
strong and healthy, a firm believer in the .~care cure."

IN his lecture in Victoria, Ool. Ingersoll said: "Let us forget our little ologies and our little isms; let us forget our belief that God made the earth to raise Methodists and Presbyterians on, and that the next world is an everlasting museum
W. F. .JAMIESON will deliver a course of lectures in the Opera
of Methodist mummies, Baptist barnacles, and Presbyterian
Hall of Seward, Neb., beginning on Sunday, Nov. Dth, at
petrifactions. The man with a new fact who will raise his
2 o'clock P. ~r. The course will last through the week.
fellow-men nearer to the sublime knowledge, is the only priest
who can stand at the great altar in the church of humanity."
A Note from l\'lr. Cbarles Watts.
WE learn incidentally, through an eastern paper, that the
people of Wyoming Territory are to vote upon the 4th inst. on
the question of taxing church property. We know not what
steps the Liberals of the territory hav taken to make this vote
favorable; perhaps they hav done all that is possible; but the
attention of the officers o.E the National Liberal League ought
to hav been called to the matter that they might hav aided in
the work. If the vote shall be adverse a great opportunity
has been lost.

THE agitation against Christianity in the schools has extended to India, where many of the schools attached to missions hav managed to get subsidies from the state. It is now
proposed that, in all schools aided by the government, attendance on religion~ instruction be made optional. This the
missiona~ies protest'again~t, and the result may be that state
.
.
grants will be refused enhrely. This would throw the Chrisa parentage Ill that church; that they were tians upon their own resources, and might end in closing
to withdraw those boys from the general; several of the superstition manufactorlls now open.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
just read in the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER the
remarks of Mr. Chainey in reference to myself, which
are in some instances thoroughly inaccurate, and in
others entirely misleading. I cannot think that
friend Chainey wuuld intentionally misrepresent the
facts of the case as he has done; and therefore, as he
insists upon my further. noticing him, I will, with
your permission, pen a correction of his errors for
your columns next week. I would do so now, but I
am just leaving for Hamilton, where I lecture to-morrow. Personally, my esteem for my old colleague is
so great that I wish he had not rendered it necessary
for me to say anything more upon the subject. To
remain silent, however, after his statements last week
would be disrespectful to him, unfair to your readers,
and unjust to myself.
Yours faithfully,
Toronto, Oct. 25, 1884.
CHARLEs WATTs.
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chapter of your God's character, whom you worship (?) and
quote as authority, and pray to and "glorify."
You say your God is more severe and denouncing of Spiritualists than you are, and quote from Dent. xviii, 10 and 11,
against them, and say that "God ordered those ancient mecliums put to death;" and you seem to sanction the order;
and, perhaps, if you had been one of the God-like Puritans
in Salem in 1692, you would hav aided in the torture and mur
der of those poor wizards and witches, whi<;h was clone by
the same authority and command of God.
Do you think such preaching, and such quotations, in which
you seem to glory and delight, will make the world better,
and save it, in any senHe? No, sir; trite humanity and manhood, and all that is high and good, revolts against it, and it
will make all lovers of truth, justice, and humanity Infidels
to all such inhuman authorities and absurdities. You forget
how Baptists were ostracized and persecuted by the God-like
Puritans, but you show the same spirit toward Infidels and
Spiritualists; and you prayed to your God that Columbus
might be clear of them, or words to that effect. I hav no
doubt von want " God in the ConstitutiOn," and orthodox reliS?inn established by law. You are a church-and-state man
au• I, if you had the power, we Infidels would be prevented
from utterance, if not banished, tortured, or murdered.
Well it is that the Christians are not all o£ one sect, and that
through natural growth, parentage, and education, humanity
is coming to the light antl liberty of a higher life in spite of
mythology, bigotry, superstition, priestcraft, and fabric a ted
gods, devils, witches, ghosts, heavens, hells, etc. ·
You quote for me, "The fool hath said in his heart, There
is no God; and I will add that all nature and all science confirm it. I mean a personal God that you said you could
prove from nature. In the domain of science, God is not to
be found. The more people worship and glorify such a God,
the less they care for, and the more they persecute and op_
press and enslave., humanity. Laplace told Napoleon that he
had no place for God in his philosophy; and the word God is
not found in "Humboldt's Cosmos." Thomas Jefferson said
God was a hocus-pocus and a phantom; and, sir, some of the
best men and women living believe the same. Gods belong
to the childhood of human development; and believe in them
if you will, but do not denounce me because I do not, or quote
any Bihle to prove my destiny. I am an individual, and do
my own thinking. I hav no opinions which I am afraid to
discuss with you, or anyone, or to subject to the most rigid
logic and morality. I will advocate and practice, as far as
possible, anything and everything that is for the good and
happiness of humanity.
There are good and bad men and women in and out of the
churches, because they are organized so. Are the members of
your church any better in their practical life and conduct than
the same number of Infidels, on the average? I could quote
many passages from Christ that might fit you in your zeal to
make proselytes, as you hav quoted to show me up, but I will
not. You quote Nehemiah vi, 2, 3, to prove that you are up
and I down far beneath you; and that you would hav to come
down to discuss with me. If that is so, I would advise you to
stay up, as you might not get baclc again! You say you are doing "a great work;" yes, I think you are making more Infidels
than converts. Well, all I ask of you is, that you tole,rate me
as I do you; giv me my natural ri hts as I freely acknowledge
yours, and ask no aid of the state to force my opinions upon
others. I am, with best wishes, yours for truth, justice, humanity, and liberty,
PROFESSOR J. H. CooK.

HAMILTON, 0NT., Oct. 15, 1884. ··
Mn. EDITOR: At the request of Mr. Watts, who has been
lecturing in our city for the last two evenings, I write you a
short account of his reception, and the progress we are making
with the aid of his valuable services. Since his anival in Canada this season, we hav been favored with his presence on five
evenings-and well has he used them. I am pleaRed to tell
you that his audiences are again assuming the proportions they
did laot winter, when he stirred up the orthodox bile, and
scared the ministerial 1\SSociation so that they will not allow
their champion, Dr. Sexton, whom they hav had lecturing
here, to meet Mr. Watts in debate on the relativ merits of Secularism and Christianity. One clerical gentleman, the Rev.
W. H. Parsons, of Michigan, being in the city, essayed to
reply at the close of one of Mr. Watts's lectures. He never
attempted to reply to the subject-matter of the lecture, but to
berate the audience for applauding Mr. Watts. He then put
a few questions to our champion, and in sitting down made
·some allusion to "long ears," and made use of the word "ass."
Those who heard ~Ir. Watts reply, both orthodox and hetero-dox, will as long as they liv never forget it. Our champion
"'mopped the floor" with his clerical opponent, and he appeared the sickest-looking man that ever got upon a platform.
Whilst this was going on, the door of the hall was as~ailed by
six stalwart members of that latest excrescence on Christianity,
the Salvation Army. During Mr. Watts's lecture he read a letter he had received that morning, advising him that a yawning
hell lay at his feet, and that he was about to tumble into it,
and that his days were short, and further ad~ising him to attend at their barracks, and to bring with him two other gentlemen whose names they gave, as they, too, were on the road to
hell. This hocus-pocus was signed, "Happy Tommy Stout.''
Whilst the clerical gentleman above referred to was on
the platform, those warriors of Jesus filed into the hall,
and the leader proved to he Mr. Stout himself, who advanced to the front of the audience and demanded that Mr.
Watts should read the letter in his presence. Tommy had fire
in his eye, but as the clergyman had the floor the warrior had
to wait, until the fire dimmed somewhat, as by the time Mr.
Watts had flayed his opponent Tommy's courage forsook him,
and he lied for Christ's sake by denying the authorship of the
letter; but the subject-matter it contained he believed to be
true-whereupon he and his semi-lunatic friends left the hall.
No doubt you will hav it served up in their next War Cry, of
the grand attack the 3d Canadian blood •md fire boys made
upon the devil in Hamilton. But they will not tell that two
of their members who attended our lectures, on being chided
by their captain for doing so, told that person that they were
going again to the camp of the enemy, whereupon they were
ejected from the building something after the style of Jesus
and the money-changers in the temple.
I am pleased" ith the prospect of our having a strong Secular Society. This very orthodox city teems with skeptics, and
they only want stirring up by such lectures as we are getting
from Mr. Watts. One of the surest signs of our eventual suocess is the increasing number of ladies who attend our lectures, and tlle very great interest evinced by them after the
meetings in purchasing tracts and Freethonght literature.
We hav thirty-seven names on otu· roll of membership, but
that is not a tithe of those who are eligible, but whose business
connections preclude the possibility, as they say, of identifying
themselvs with us at present, until we can popularize the
DuNNVILLE, 0NT., Oct. 20, 1884.
movement. Hoping and trusting the good work may go on, I
Mn. EDITOR; A lecture on "Christianity-Its Claims Exremain,
Yours for the truth,
amined," was delivered in the Opera Hall of this town Oct.
GEo. MADDOCKS, Sec. Hamilton Secular Society.
15th. Thcl speaker, Mr. Watts, a true type of the English
gentleman, of handsome physique and dignified bearing, inCoLuMnus, KAN., Oct. 22, 1884.
spired the audience at once with confidence in his ability to
To THE REv. F. M. BowMAN, Pastor of the Baptist church, handle the subject selected for him; and in this they were not
Columbus, Kan, Dwr Sir: Y01i published in the Columbus disappointed, judging from the numerous manifestations of
papers that you would show up the origin and character of applause throughout, and the snatches of comments that
Spiritualism and Infiuelity, on Sunday, September 14th.
I reached your correspondent's ears while the crowd were diswas present and heard myself and Infidels and 8piritualists persing, such as, "A scholar, unmistakably;" "A perfect gendisparaged, abused, misrepresented, denounced, and damned tleman;" "A keen logician;" "A master mind, sound, origby your assertions and biblical quotations. You called the inal, decidedly convincing, simply unanswerable," etc. One
Infidels and Spiritualists, in and around Columbus, a bad set elderly gentleman, of undoubted integrity, with high attaindevilish, infernal, and nefarious, and said that Spiritualis~ ments, classical and otherwise, a professor of Christianity also,
was the worst form of Infidelity. You said if they were pres- very candidly expressed himself as intensely interested and
ent to hear you, they conlcl not sit still, "but I did without an thoroughly awakened by the, to him, new views of the Bible
effort."
and its reputed authors, together with the many hard hits
I sent you a polite invitation to discuss with me, in public, made by the able speaker on the popular theological delusions
the relativ character and merits of Infidelity and Christianity, of the clay. This is new soil wherein to plant Secularism, and
and the power of each to bless and save humanity, and you the faithful laborer may find it difficult to break ·up, and will
refused to "come down" to me and leave your "great work," certainly require time and patience to uproot the old seeds of
and, theref0re, I send you this published letter. You invited error and cultivate to a condition congenial to the growth of
critics to colL e and hear you, and now you refuse to be crit- the new; but if we are fortunate enough to secure the services
icised and reviewed in public, and retreat behind your "cow- of Mr. Watts (which we hope to do in the n"!ar future), we beard's castle," the pulpit, as a "tongue-valiant warric.r."
speak a new era for Dunnville, from which we may date the
If you loved truth and humanity, you would welcome free dawning of a brighter intellectual light and an honest effort at
speech and criticism face to face with Infidelity and Spiritual- least to break the fetters of superstitious thraldom in which
ism.
many of us hav so long been held.
Sir, it is most strange and inconsistent for Christians to opThe lecturer very kindly and reasonably invited discussion
pose and denounce Spiritualists, for they both believe in and at the close, but only one individual availed him~·lf of the
try to prove a future life, upon which all your pulpit efforts ,privilege. This person, who had been busily taking notes
are based.
throughout the evening, sprang upon the stage in true tragic
You say they" are lost, and, therefore, we so earnestly warn style, and, until he opened his mouth, impressed the audience
them of the coming danger." If you are so solicitous for my with the opinion that he was about to annihilate his predecessalvation from hell-yourorthoclox hell-why do you not come sor by his overwhelming antagonistic arguments, but to the
to me and talk to me, and not evade me in priest-and-Levite indignation and disgust of all they consisted of gross misrepstyle? You quote, "0 generation of vipers," and, "Ye ser- resen tatwns of .the speaker's assertions, notwithstanding the
pents, ye generation of vipers, how can you escape the damna- notes; of personal criticism, without a particle of bearing upon
tion of hell?" and these prove that I, and all Infidels and the subject in question, and abuse which we would hardly look
Spiritualists, are serpents, vipers, and "hell-bound." Again for from a prize-fighter, say nothing of one professing, as he
you quote for me, "Ye are of your father-the devil." 'Veil, does, to be "shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace,"
I prefer his fathership, to the fathership of a God who (see to carry in his hand the" sword of the spirit;" a follower of the
Numbers xxxi) told Moses to go down and kill, and rob, and lowly Nazarene; in fact, one who has "crucified the lusts Of
ravish the Miclianites, and leave none alive but the thirty-two the flesh," drowned the old man with his deeds in the waters
thousand virgins, etc., a most horrid, revoltini, and inhuman of Christian baptism, and iii now acting the part of paiitor to a
~

little :flock of sheep. The lecturer, in responding to thia
specimen of saintly warfare, by his refined but pungent wit
soon made his hearers feel:"'that this nominal Christian teacher
had better ha v sat at the feet of the Infidel as learner (of the
ordinary rules of politeness, if nothing more) than to assume
the role of critic. But thus the world wags, and we hiw had
one more proof that " fools rush in where angels fear to
tread." I understand that a lady will be prepared to meet him
on the occasion of his next lecture.
SARA E. DERBY-PosT.
BozEMAN, MoN. TE:!t.
Mn. EDITOR: The "champion blasphemer of America" delivered his first lecture in this city last night to a crowded house
at $1.50 per head, and then could not accommodate the demand. Such an enthusiastic reception as he received never
greeted any man here before. Beecher was here, but his reception was nothing compared to that of the great Infidel.
This morn.itlg everyb:>dy speaks his praise. There is no question of doubt that he is the finest orator in America. He held
that vast audience spellbound for two and a half hours. One
minute you could hav heard a pin drop; the next you couldn't
hear it thunder. One moment you were ready to shed tears;
the next you were bursting with laughter. His subject was
"Orthodoxy." He spoke entirely without notes, and only
read the creed of the Congregational church as his text. On
the stage wer& W. Alderson, tho editor of our foremost paper;
two officers with their ladies from Fort Ellis, Nelson Story and
lady, the millionaire of Bozeman, and a prominent Liberal, and
a score of other distinguished citizens. Were it possible, I
would report that lecture, but I dare not attempt that. Could
I hav been able to write shorthand I was so enthusiastic that
I could not hav written. But there were a few things so good
I must giv them. He told us how the preachers were called.
He said the parents had one poor weakly son, who had not
constitution en6ugh to be wicked, nor sense enough to commit
a sin. His parents sent him to Andover, where the :first
thing be did was to swear not to think; and when he went
from there, to teach the people not to think. He said as soon
as people began to think, they began to doubt, and doubts led
them into ranks of heresy; that the only man who had the
dead sure thing of being saved was the lunatic. The bigger
the fool the better the chance he had; that nearly all the great
men who had benefited mankind had gone to hell; that Voltaire, Shakspere, Humboldt, Robert Burns, Thomas Jefferson,
Benjamin Franklin, Abraham Lincoln, and thousands of
patriot soldiers of the war'of the Revolution that gave us liberty, of 1812 that gave us a free sea, these lads were in bell,
without a drop of water since; those gallant boys of the Rebellion, who preserved our nation a place on the map of the
world, and loosened the shackles of slavery that the Christian Bible upheld, these were all in hell, to the torture of which
the suffering at Andersonville was paradiqe; that Thoma~
Paine, the greatest patriot 'of all, was down there these hundred years; that he thought if he could get the attention of
God long enough to point to the American flag, he would certainly open the door and turn him out.
Well, in order to appreciate this, the greatest orator of modern times, he must be heard. I hav read nearly all his written
lectures, but while they are excellent, his orations are fa1·
better.
The Liberal cause is flourishing. ·• Dr. York has organized a
Liberal Union here, and delivered a series of lectures. That
is the way to keep the ball rolling. Let us move on the works
of ignorance and superstition all along the line, and victory
will crown our endeavors.
DR. W. J. STOVER.
GARFIELD, CoL., Oct. 6, 284.
Jilin. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $4, for which send me one
copy of Darwin's "Journal of Researches," and $1.50 apply to
my TRUTH SEEKER, and fifty cents for a three. months' trial
subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER to the Madonna Library
Society. I make thiR donation to said library myself, and I
think when this trial subscription runs out they will renew it
themselvs. Several of the committee connected with the
ljbrary are Freethinkers. Some of their books are, I understand, ordered from the TRUTH SEEKER company. I hav made
the library a present of "Russian Nihilism and Exile Life in
Siberia," and a copy of "Orthodoxy," by R. G. Ingersoll.
Any person having any book or books they wish to make the
library a present of, can do so by addressing them to the Madonna Library Society, Monarch, Col. This library is situated near timber-lin_e, and it may be that the gods will come
down from their abode and spend a few hours with the miners
and hav a jolly chat.
•
A few days ago I came in conversation with a colored
would-be clergyman, who thought he was intimately acquainted with the gods, and as our conversation ran along I
said to him that there was no end to space, and he replied by
saying that there was; and then I asked him what was beyond
space. He said that a power was beyond space, and that power
was God; and then I stuck him by saying that Moses must hav
had a good sight when he saw God's back. And I also
told him that we should be afraid of the clergy; that they were
a source of danger to the people; and that even the yellowlegged chickens had them spotted, for when they saw a
preacher they would skip for a place where they thought they
would be safe. And when I thought he was getting on his
ear I would commence telling a story on the Irish, and then
he would tell one, and then we would take a good laugh, and
then he would be in good humor; and then I would jump onto
his theology all spraddled out; and at last I made him a present of "Orthodoxy," by R. G. Ingersoll.
Respectfully yours,
HENRY BEICHLING.
RoCKFORD, ILL., Oct. 8, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find petition, which we started some
time ago, and hav kept it, thinking we could get a few more
names. There are plenty would sign it, from the way they
think and talk, but just evade doing it.
There being a good deal of talk about Spiritualism, Occultism, man's soul, etc., it appears to me the question is, Has man
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soul? Let us say y~s,. as that is the way the majority woul_d
answer. Then, what JS 1t? Most people would agree that It
is that part of man that enables him to think. N~w, what
enables a man to think? The most reasonable answer IS, memory, imagination, arid judgment. What are they? They are
the mentarfaculties growing out of
I Consciousness.
1
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pr~spect." They are seeking for truth. They are striving 1ternately male and female (Epistle of Barnabas, ix, 8).
to know more of this universe as a whole, the complex com- Clement of RomE\ taught, as true, the fable of the phenix.
bination of its constituents and the laws that govern phenomena. I am sorry to say that that pleasing prospect is one of
the two chief pillars that support all the abominable superstitions of the world. It is one of the sources from which rivers
of blootl hav :flowed over this earth. It helped to fasten a
chain on the intellect untold ages before Christ. It has been
a curse to the earth since the first gleam of the idea of immortal it! entered the dwarfish brain of savage man. The fear of
pumshment, and the hope of reward-between these two pi!Iars lies the narrow road to the orthodox heaven. Of late, I
never put pen to paper, but I feel impelled to combat that
pernicious doctrin that man is entitled to a home of eternal
happiness. It was born of selfishness, and has lived too long
already. It is a vain delusion. The hallucination of a world
where all wrongs shall be righted, all sorrow recompensed or
forgotten, is a pleasi1:1g one, but it warps the judgment and
·
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It is therefore the same as the mind. The mind is dependent upon the brain; the brain is dependent upon the body.
' They both grow together and die at the same time. Life is
energy, directed by sensibility, or a machinery directed by
sensibility. A dead body has no sensibility, and all is a result
of matter. Thinking no subject too sacred for investigation,
I find in one of Gladstone's speeches that he said deity exists,
but has no practical relations with man. Can any one tell the
use of such a deity, and is not that a genuin denial of revelation? I think the truth of the subject is shown in the scientific declaration that neither matter nor force can be increased
or diminished; that force does not exist apart from matter;
that matter exists only in connection with force, consequently
a force apart from matter and superior to nature is a demonstrated impossibility.
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---BURR OAK, MICH., Oct. 11, 284.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 4th, E. N. Kingsley givs us what he calls "Orthodoxy Improved." I was disappointed. The improvement was so exceedingly slight that
I need a microscope to see it. He- says, "Who knows that
nature cannot change mankind to un:fleshed intellectual spirit
beings?" etc. That is not the question for us. Our lives are
too brief to spend any part of them speculating upon what
nature cannot do. It is what nature does do that concerns us.
He speaks of nature changing creeping worms to butterflies,
and intimates that those spirit beings may range from planet to
planet, from system to system, from world to world, as beautiful, happy butterflies go from flower to flower, and asks if mankind may not thus be "forever progressing while eternity unrolls its never-ending line." Between the process of change
from a worm to a butterfly, and the alleged freeing of spirit,
there is no analogy whatever. The former is simply one of the
forms of evolution. It seems strange to us, because it is not
common. But few species of the animal kingdom undergo that
kind of transformation. The butterfly is subject to the in:fluences of natural forces, the power of gravitation, the motion
of the air, etc., the same as the worm. But man's spirit is not
regarded as a changed form of his body, but is a. perfect, conscious being that exists just the same before the death of the
body as after. It simply leaves the body, without change of
form, and instantly becomes· :iondependent of matter and all
the known forces of nature. And we are asked to believe that
this flitting from planet to planet indicates progression. Progression in what? Surely it "does not indicate moral and in tellectual progression. vVe havmany mortals here on this planet
who flit from place to place like butterflies from flower to
flower, bent only on their own enjoyment. But these are not
pointed to as illustrations of the theory of progression. On
the contrary, most of them are brainless idlers who hav not
raised a hand to benefit their race, physically, morally, or
intellectually. If the theory of future progression rests upon
nothing stronger than the supposed power of locomotion, it
must fall, and "fall like Lucifer, never to hope again."
Spiritualists tells us that Shakspere, more than two and a
half centuries after his death, has gone to writing poetry
through a young American girl. Shade of Calliope! Where
is the progression? Why doesn't he write something superior
to anything he ever wrote while living, instead of something
that looks suspiciously like a skilful commingling of the words
he wrote while here, with a few others to fill up gaps and
make it appear fresh ? When a greater dramatic poet than
Shakspere appears here in the :flesh, and writes with his own
hand, we shall hav something in that line superior to anything
that has ever been written, ancl not till then, in my opinion.
Butterflies are beautiful to most people, but how does my
friend know that they are happy? The butterfly goes about
in a zigzag, erratic course, because his instinct prompts him
to ¥JOVe in that way; but as he has never given his testimony;
never told'' what the Lord has done for him," how do we
know that he is happier than the worm? Has one which has
"passad over" communicated· with a table-tipping medium?
I think our friend will admit that it is mere conjecture. After
speaking of the long journeys which the spirits are supposed
to make, comes the question: "Is not this a more pleasing
prospect than ·endless misery?" Orthodoxy doesn't offer endless misery. It double-discounts Spiritualism in its offer of
gems, and sparkling waters, and shining plains, and golden
streets, and "rings, and things, and fine array." But yon
can't hav these things by being good. If a man givs you a. rap
on the side of the head, you must turn round and blandly request him to preserve the symmetry of your cranium by giving you another whack of equal force on the other side. If you
see him walking off with your broadcloth coat, call him back
and tell him he has forgotten something. Tell him his admirable dexterity has entitled him to a cloak to wear in rough
weather. If you havn't one, borrow· one from your wife for
him. If she hapvens to be minus, giv him a pair of old pants
and express regrets that he has necessarily been scurvily
treated. In short, you must secure the above-mentioned nice
things through the merits of Christ.
The beat minds of the world are not in search of a "pleas-

THE KEY To UNIVEBSOLOGY.
MR. EDITOR: A number of persons hav asked me about the
science of Universology, as presented by S . p. Andrews at the
Liberal Club in New York. I am not sufficiently posted to
answer, except that it givs its discoverer a great power to analyze ancl to present the relativ value of every subject which he
discusses, and that the key to Universology consists in the
right understanding of the following three words: unism,
dualism, and triunism. By way of illustration, the globe upon
which we Iiv as a whole is a unism, but when only the north
and south poles are considered, it is a. dualism; then, when the
equator in connection with the poles is considered, it is trhmism. This givs an all-sided view which is applicable to every
conceivable thing from the center to the circumference of t1e
entire universe.
I write this with the hope that this great science may show
the real truth in our present political conflicts. Thus the object, as a whole, is for a good president of the United States.
That is a unism. Cleveland, with his tariffs, and Blaine, with
his free trade, make the dual; and Entler, with his Anti-roonopoly, composes the tr'iunism. Now, in proportion as each
p_arty views the other from its own standpoint, they mislead
the people, and yet may be perfectly honest and patriotic.
Hence the science of Universology shows how to take an impartial view of all sides of every subject which we discuss.
And hence the common remark that "Truth lies between the
two extre,mes." If we would know the relativ worth of two
sides, we must look from the center with an impartial eye at
each. This will aid us to see that Anti-monopoly accords best
with the declaration that all men are endowed by their
maker with the right to life, liberty, and the pnrsui t of happiness; and that tariffs obstruct commerce, imperil peace, and
prevent an equal plenty for all the nations of the earth.
Therefore tariffs cannot be otherwise than unjust, and adverse to the best int.erests of every nation that adopts them.
They are directly against the noble words o£ 'rhomas Paine
the author-hero: "The world is my country; all men are m;
brothers; to do good is my religion." From this view, Butler,
with his Anti-monopoly, is the man that should hav the vote
of every lover of his country and of his kind.
Americans who hav thus far monopolized the land of the
Indians, and the rights of the women, can now free themselvs
from the guilt and the shame of these wrongs. For Butler
will sustain the equal rights of all humanity, and abolish all
tariffs when international arrangements can be made for that
end.
JoHN BEESON.

Tertullian and Origen believed the same absurdity. Justin
Martyr believed that demons were a hybrid between angels
and men. Origen taught that the sun and moon are living
beings endowed with reason and free will.
And Origen says
of the Eucharist, "Manna was formerly given as a figure, but
now the :flesh and blood of the son of God is specifically
given and is real food" (Hom. vii, in Levit.). This doctrin has
heen ~a ugh. t and believed throughout. t~e . Catholic_ c~urch
ever smce the commencement of Chnstmmty, and 1t 1 IS the
blind faith of 200,000,000 of Christians in this our day. When
men learn to study the Bible and Christianity by the best help
of modern criticism, the monstrous doctrins of a Bible, verbally and infallibly inspired by God, and sacramental cannibalism, will be things of the past.
C. C.
NEw YoRK, Oct. 20, 1884.
'ro THE REvEREND JA.MES KA.Y APPLEBEE, Sir: In the la~t issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I notice your note .to the editor.
Presuming the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER can fioo0.ht his own
battles with the clergy, and even giv them odds, I only write
for information. You say, "Editors, like most other old
women, are fond of having the last word, and their position
enables them to get it." It really does not become a priest,
who, for so many dollars and cents, gets up in the pulpit and
tells credulous people what he knows about another world
and what man will do after he is dead, when he knows nothinooo himself, neither can know, to thus place himself in the
r
role of a fortune-teller; and in the pulpit, not only having
the last word, but the first word and all the words, giving his
hearers no choice for their money. But why old women?
Must all women die young to meet with your approbation?
What time do women usually get to talk until they get to be
old women? In fact, they become old women generally before they find out what humbugs the priests are. No wonder
they giv vent, and don't want to stop. Was the mother who
nursed you an old woman, and if so, what was her last word?
Is she who nightly presses the couch by your side to become
an old woman, if not already; aud does she usually get the
last word? Who cooks your daily food; who mn.kes your
priestly couch but women? Really left to your own resources, would yon not be tbe most contemptible of orealures? Indeed, yon must be now to undertake to explain the
Bible for pay, " when it is so plain a fool needn't err."
Suppose Christ had saicl to the mul titnde, "Behold my sister and my brother; my father and the 'old woman;'" could
yon, with closed eyes, in canting tones, drawl it out in the pulpit with any effect on the imagination, which is the sum total
of your capital?
GEo. M. DAvENPORT.

SEwA.RD, NEn., Oct. 13, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Having put in my hands a copy of your journal
of Oct. 4th, I was very much interested n.ncl pleased with its
contents generally, with one exception, and will it be deemed
presumptuous as a non-subscriber should I offer a criticism'/
For about twenty years I hav been called an Infidel and Liberalist, and for the latter name I hav great respect, and it is
my great respect for true Liberalism which suggests my remarks. I would refer my remarks to a communication from
Pomona, California, in which the writer has been greatly aggrieved because of being ousted from a jury on account of his
Infidel views, and fires his anathemas upon the author of his
trouble in such language as to place himself on the same level
with his opponent. The best interests of true Libemlism are
always degraded in the eyes of the world by such language as
used by said writer; the spirit of hate, blackguardism, bigotry,
and all that has no place in our ranks. We can convince no
one by spitting in their faces, and I feel anxious to see less of
that spirit among people who cry so loud for free thought and
common decency in the discussion of important questions. It
would be reasonable to infer from the spirit of the Pomona
letter that the writer had been so ungentlemanly in his manner and opinions toward his opponent as to rouse the same
spirit in him, and the consequent expulsion.
The truth seeker, wherever he may be, is supposed to be
climbing up out of the mud, gasping for the pure air and sunlight of harmony, exhibiting no spirit of hate to his less fortunate brother who remains behind.
I hav recently settled in this little town on the prairies, and
CANNIBALISM.
find a very large Liberal element here. Measures are being
ORWELL, VT., Oct. 12, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: In your paper of Oct. 11th, Mr. John R. Kelso taken to organize and secure a series of lectures on the most
L. J. BuMsTEAD.
on "Cannibalism," says: "I refer to that form which is prac: vital questions of the day.
ticed almost weekly by the well-dressed and well-fed crowds
PowDER RIVER, WY. TERR., Oct. 10, 1884.
that throng those gorgeous bazars of fashion, superstition, and
MR. EDITOR: Once more I will write you a few lines. My
bigotry, called churches, cathedrals, etc." And he adus:
TRUTH SEEKEU comes to me regularly, and helps to pass away
"Thf\se crowds are wont, in a public and ostentatious man. many a lonely hour, for here on a cow-ranch we hav not the
ner, to eat the :flesh and to drink the blood of an executed means of amusement that are available to the most of our Libperson called Jesus." The dootrin of the real presence of era! friends in the more favored communities. We are not
Christ in the Eucharist had its origin in the ignorance and su- bothered here with the hireling politician or the canting skyperstition of the early fathers of the church. St. Justin suf- pilot. I myself hav not had the opportunity of hearing myfered martyrdom at Rome about the year 166. He says that
self damned from the pulpit for over ten years, but still I
we hav been taught that the food which has been blessed by hardly think I am much hurt by it. But what strikes me as
the prayer of the words that he spoke, and by which our being the most inconsistent of all things is the manner that
blood and flesh, in the change, are nourished, is the :flesh and so-called Liberals are quarreling over political matters. What
blood of that Jesus incarnate (Apol. i, ad inper, Anton). St. Liberality is there in Wallace Moore's letter to THE TRUTH
Irenrous, expostulating with the heretics of his day, says: SEEKER? He wants all to believe as he does, and all to see as
"How can they prove that the bread, over which the words of he does. He wants to mount on some high pinnacle, and wave
thanksgiving hav been pronounced, is the body of their Lord, the bloody shirt in the face of all who do not believe as he
and the cup, his blood," while they do not admit that he is does. Oh, what Liberality! I myself do uot profess to know
the son, that is, the word of the creator of the world? (Advers. much, and scarcely that, but still it looks to me as though we
Haer., lib. iv.) St. Justin, in Dialog. cum. Tryphon, sayll: Liberals must practice what we preach or else step down and
"Christ instituted a sacrifice in bread and wine, -which Chris- out, and forever be silent. There is !:10 Liberality in calling
tians offer up in every place." St. Irenrous, in the second your neighbor a murderer because he does not believe as you
century, writes, "Christ, in consecrating bread and wine, has do, or in saying he is a traitor to his country because his politinstituted the sacrifice of the New Law, which the church ical views are not the same as yours. Allow me to say in conreceived from the apostles, according to the prophecy of Mal- clusion to Mr. Moore and all others of his mind, if you cannot
achi" (L. iv, 82).
be more Liberal, instead of calling yourself a Spiritualistic InThere is abundant evidence that the early fathers were ig- fidel, it would be more appropriate to call yourself an ecclesinorant of the simplest facts and laws of nature. Barnabas astical bi~ot, and say, "Come one and all and believe as I do M
ll CowBoY.
believed th&t the hyena. changed its sex every year, being al- ~o hell with ,;yQu."
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What was it made him so late an this partieular windy, frosty, snowy afternoon? Had he
lost himself in a snow-drift? thought Caleb,
setting open wide his door and listening in vain
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River, for the patter and scramble of the four little
Mass., to whom all Communicalions for this
feet up the carpetless stairs. Six-sevenGomer slwuld be sem.
eight o'clock came and went, and still no sign
of Jack; and Caleb crept to bed at last, uhiv"Between the dark and the daylight,
ering and forlorn, and with a sense of utter
When the night begins to lower,
desolation and loneliness at his heart which he
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
had never known before.
Frost, snow, sleet, and east wind, went on
through the night and began again with the
.Mother's Room.
dawn. "Nay, but you'r.e not going out,
I'm awfully sorry for poor ,Jack Roe;
friend?'' said a kindly old body, meeting Caleb
He's the boy that llved with his aunt, you know.
on the stairs as the old man wearily and slowly
And he says his house Is filled with gloom
was feelin~ his way down. "There'll not be
Becauf!e lt has got no mother's room."
I tell you what, It Is flue enough
a soul in the streets with a penny to spare;
To talk or " boudoirs," and such fancy stuff,
you'll not get your bread that way to-clay."
But the room of rooms that seems best to me,
"It's my Jack I'm going to look for to-day,"
The room where I'd always rather be,
said the old man, "not my bread, it may be he
Is mother's room, where a !ell ow can rest,
lost his way in the ~now last night and he's
And talk of the things his heart loves best.
waiting for me Iw .v in the old place by the
What If I do get dirt a!Jout,
wall. Giv me a hantl, neighbor, and help me
And sometimes startle my aunt with a shout;
It Is mother's room, and If she don't mind,
along a Lit, will ye ?" So the woman helped
To the hints ofothera I'm always blind.
him along to the wall, through the biting wind
Maybe I lose my things-what then?
and :mow, but no sign ef Jack when they got
In mother's room I find them again.
there.
And I've never denied that I litter the ftoor
With marbles and tops and many things more,
"We'll try the baker's shop," said Caleb,
But I tell you. for boys with a tired head,
thinking of their old haunts, and whether it
It Is jolly to rest It on mother's bed.
were possible that the baker's wife, who someNow p1or Jack Roe, when he visits me,
times threw Jack a broken biscuit, had taken
I take him to mother's room, you see.
him in, out of pity, for the night.
Because It's the nicest place to go
And while they were in the shop asking after
When a !allow's spirits !tre getting low.
the dog, there came in two children who had
And mother she' a always kind and sweet,
And there's always a smile poor Jack to greet,
a strange story to tell, a story which froze CaAnd somehow the sunbeams seem to glow
leb's blood in his veins as he stood and lisMore brightly In mother's room, I know,
tened. They had seen a dog-a dog for all the
Than anywhere else, and you'll never fln<l gloom
world as like Jack as could be, being led along
Or any old shadow m mother's room.
the day before by two men who came out of a
- flarper's Young People.
public-house, and who talked and laughed
Jack-A Mendicant.-Conclude£1. loudly as they went along. Said one, "It
This winter of 1881 tried Jack and Caleb doesn't pay to be too tender-hearted in these
sorely. In the summer things had been a hard times; human :flesh and blood reckon~>
little better with them; people had a little before dog's :flesh and blood any day in the
more money to spend, and a few more half- week." Said the other, "And the doctor will
pence would find their way into Caleb's hat; giv us a good 'arf-crown for him safe enough,
and Jack also would sometimes get a pat on and no questions to ask into the bargain."
the head and a biscuit or two thrown to him;
Caleb trembled from head to foot. "Take
but in the winter things began to go very me to his house," he said, in a voice that starhardly with them. Not that the people of the tied the children, for it vibrated and twanged
house were ever unkind to them. Poor souls! like any old harpsichord with all the music
they were kind enough, as far as they had gone out of it.
wherewithal to be kind; and one, who rememAt the doctor's door the two children left
bered the old man's wife, would come in and him standing on the door-step, they themselvs
clean up his room for him; and another, who running a\vay and peeping at him round the
remembered the blue-eyed Matties, would corner of the street. A man-servant anpatch up· his old clothes for him; and all would swered Caleb's ring. "My dog l'' said the old
giv a kind word or a pat to the faithful Jack, blind man, in the same harsh, trembling voice,
now the old man's sole companion and protec- "What hav you done with him? He's whitetor. More than this they couldn't do. You haired like me, and thin like me; you can
see, when people hav hard work to keep their count every rib in his body."
own and their children's bodies and souls toUgh 1how cold it was 1 The east wind and
gather, they can't be expected to go about dis- sleet blew in the servant's face, and how could
tributing loaves of bread, or hav many rem- he be expected to stand there talking with an
nants of meals to put down in their gutters to old blind man on the door-step? He half shut
feed stray dogs and cats.
the door. "Your dog, old man?" he said;
When the long frost set in in January, many "we know nothing about dogs here.'' He
and many a night did Jack and Caleb go din- would hav shut the door in Caleb's face, but
nerless and supper less to bed. "Times are a the old man was too quick for him, and had
little rough just now, but we'll see them out put his stick across the threshold. "My dog!"
together, eh, old friend?" Caleb would say he repeated, louder and louder; "whitewhen Jack came to lick his hand by way of haired, thin like me; you cOuld count every
good-night, and to testify his opinion that, rib he had."
·
whatever happened, his m 11 ster w 11s in no sense
A gentleman was coming down stairs at this
to olame. Then they would turn in together, moment. He was dressed in the glossiest of
Caleb on his straw (the mattress had gone the black with the whitest of ties. He had a
way of his bedstead) with his head on an old gleaming smile, a thick, square jaw, and eyes
box for a pillow, and the faithful Jack huddled that changed as you looked at them. "What
up on his feet.
is it?" he said, tranquilly, coming toward the
Would the frost never come to an end? It door. Does the mail want money? I do not
was all very well for ladies wrapped in their like a disturbance on my door-step. A dog,
warm sealskins and velvets to say what a did you say-white-haired-thin! Oh yes, I
healthy winter it was, and for young people had him with two colleys yesterday afternoon.
with rosy cheek, as they looked out their The brute! he wasn't worth the money I paid
skates and pulled on their thick gauntlets, to for him; he howled so we had to cut his winddescant on the glories of a "fine frost;" Caleb pipe before we could do anything with him.
and Jack taking their stand against the wall I wouldn't hav had him if I could hav got a
-sunshiny, alas! no longer-would hav told third colley; they are so much more quiet and
a different stoi·y. Ah, surely never did east patient. Villain! did you say, old man? No,
wind sweep down so ruthlessly before, never I'm a physiologist-you shouldn't be abusiv;
before did snowstorm last so long, never be- the law protects me, and we must hav subjects.
fore were streets so forlorn and empty of There, that'll do," and he waved his hand
passers-by. Caleb and Jack went home one gracefully. "Go away now. Wants his body!"
terrible day at least one hour earlier than usual This to the man-servant, " Oh, by all means,
-it was useless waiting there any longer for Joseph, giv him what'!! left of him-it's in the
alms-Caleb with one halfpenny in his hat, and back yard." And the physiologist, member of
that the gift of a poor frozen-out crossing- at least one-half the scientific societies of
sweeper who rightly judged the old man to be Europe, and with a high repute throughout
worse off than himself.
the British Isles for his learning and humanPart of a loaf was all Caleb's food that day. ity, went calmly into his study to finish writ" Eh, old doggie, thou shalt hav thy bite of ing down the results of his experiments over
it," he said, feeding Jack with crumbs in the night, on the two colleys and poor, whitehollow of his band, "for it's little enough haired Jack.
thou'lt find for thyself in the gutters." Little
Caleb took the mangled body of his old
enough, indeed, anywhere, save snow and ice; friend reverently into his arms, he passed his
and Jack may hunt high and Jack may hunt hand tenderly over the strained eyeballs, the
low, and thrust his patient old nose i!J.tO all blood-stained throat, the severed ribs. "My
sorts of odd corners that seem to hav a ftdnt God," he said, standing there in the snow and
,cent of red herring or haddock, but there's east wind outside the closed door, "I can thank
l Ltle enough of supper he'll get to-night.
, tli'ee now that I hav no sight wherewith to
11

Quite opposit, as may be seensee the wickedness these thy creatures hav
6. The first means fat, the other, lean.
wrought."
The children came from round the corner
My First unto my Second join,
7. And find the fraction' of a coin;
and led him home again, Caleb still tenderly
That all may know just what is meant,
carrying Jack with his thin, ragged, handker.In value it is ha!f a cent;
chief spread over the poor torn body.
But if these parts as two words stand,
Hours after, the neighbors wondered why
They speak a distant star or laud,
there was not a sound of movement in the old
8. Or aught that, in the distant space,
Eludes possession or embrace.
man's room, and went up, fearing he might be
ill, and there was he seated on the :floor with
Now all my parts in one combine,
Jack's body on his knee, and the words of
And see the ancient Crinoline;
Derived from French, its primal sense
thanksgiving still on his lips, "God, I thank
Is "virtue's guard," or "virtue's fence."
thee that I hav no eyes to see this devil's
A Fence indeed! and fashion's laws
work!"
·
Made it the lady's hight across!
Yes, he livs on, this old man, companionless
A virtue that needs "fencing in "
and alone; the neighbors do what they can for
Can only yield a crop of sin;
For virtue's only sure defense
him, and he rarely wants a loaf of bread or a
Is nativ modesty and sense.
cup of tea now. Every evening, as the clock
Not iron rails, whale-bone o:r..wood,
strikes five, he gets up from his rickety chair,
Can serve to make one truly good.
opens his door, and stands listening for the
I put but little confidence
·patter and scramble of old Jack's feet upon
In such Perambulating Fence.
the carpetless stairs. Silly! do you say?-he
Irwin, low!!.
J. K. P. BAKER.
has gone silly! It may be so; I do not know.
ANSWERS
TO
PUZZLES
IN
CHILDREN'S
CORNER OF
Often we are wisest when most we are cr.lled
OCT. 18, 1884.
foolish, and foolish when we are thought to be
1. Oak. 2. Ingot. 3. A-mule-t.
most wise. I only know that old Caleb stands
Solvers, H. E Juergens, Kate Pillsbury,
daily, blind and silent, at his open door listen- Annie Strout, Robert Bernheim.
ing for the footsteps that will never return.
[A correspondent inquires if Mr. Juergens
Some day perhaps one may enter in with a
is a wizard. She says he makes puzzles that
message for him-the Angel of Death.-Selected.
nobody can find out, and finds the solution of
all other puzzles at sight. We do not believe
Don't Say It.
Mr. Juergens has the attributes ascribed to
When you feel a littl" ruffled or angered wizards, but is well acquainted in the world of
with your fellows, hot words, stinging, cross puzzledom, as his little book, "Puzzletlom in
words, are very apt to leap to your lips. You a Nutshell," indicates, and which he kindly
feel, perhaps, that you hav been wronged, and offered as a prize some weeks since to anyone
you· think you must say something very ill- finding the answers to his puzzles in our Puznatured. But don't say it. Keep your tongue zle Box at. that time, but to which no correct
still at such a time. You will feel better for it solut.ion has yet been forwarded. Our puzzlers, though few in number, are bright and
afterwards and always.
Sometimes in talking you hear unpleasant wide awake, and we are very proud of them,
remarks made about some one you know, and, and thank them kindly for their interest in
maybe, you think the remarks are correct, and, this department of the Corner, which we repossibly, you feel like indorsing the sentiments gard as important in an educational sense.
by a word of your own. Don't say it. It is By study, effort, and experience our younger
bad enough, probably, as it is, without the ad- friends may one day equal Mr. Juergens, and
Mr. Baker also, in the line of puzzling.-ED.)
dition of that which you may say.
A sneer, a harsh criticism, is spoken in your
presence of some person of your acquaintance.
A word leaps to your tongue that would add,
if spoken, to the person's discredit. Don't say
it. Enough has been spoken without your
added thought.
Scandal, slander' often arise, not from a mischief-making spirit, but from a habit of joining in the conversation, the having something
to say upon the general topic. Unthinking
people say many things that hurt like barbed
anows, simply because they hav contracted a
silly way of gossiping about neighbors and
friends, instead of books, rules, principles.
Some acquire a bad habit of using profane or unchaste language. It sounds badly,
and is, in a great degree, demoralizing and
degrading. When tempted to utter such Ianguage, be careful, think a moment, and-don't
say it.
Become acquainted with general laws, with
good books, and discuss them instead of living
people, who never are wholly bau nor wholly
good. When inclined to pass judgment upon
anyone, think over it an hour, and in many
cases you will believe it better not to say the
unkind or reproachful word. Be kind, charitable, thoughtful, and when a naughty, improper, unkind, or impure word rises, don't
say it.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.
A SQUARE.
Our - - - - - - little birds.
Fill the blanks with three-letter words;
A sentence transitiv,
With a square progressiv.
UNCLE JAMES.
2.

ANAGRAM.
Dedicated to IL E. Juergens.
An incident of New Orleans;
Myths of the popes I laugh at; U hootatem.
This sentence known thro'out the war,
'Mid the burst of bombs and the cannon's roar.
Newburgh, N. Y.
Ron'T BERNHEIJ\1.
lVIETAGRAMIC CHAP. IDE.-A PERAMBULATING
FbNCE.
My First, though with us, is not nea1·;
My Second names what may appear,
An obyect still to thought, eye, ear;
My Third a drink, somewhat like beer.

1. To headless First, fine slcill to show,
Affixed, the Second's head bestow;
But added both before, behind,
2. A kind of pie or pa8try find,
Beheaded and curtailed, my Second,
3. A IIehrew liquid measure, reckoned;
But if it be curtailed alone,
4. Then tenuous is the meaning Rhown.
To third prefix me Second's last,
G. And lo! an atmosJ1he' ic bluM.
Curtail my First and Second, too,
Two intertwining words we view-

Correspondence.
WooDSTOWN, N.J., Oct. 15, 1884.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I liv in a family that
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER-Richard Matlackand I am very much interelited in tli.e Children's Corner. I take more interest in THE
TRUTH SEEKER since the Corner has been
added than I ever did before; and I think I
like THE TRUTH SEEKER better than any other
paper since the Coruer hns been published.
The crossword in the Puzzzle Box of Oct. 11th
is London. You may print this if you wish.
I think this is Iimg enough a letter to write at
once. I will send a puzzle as soon as I can.
I am fourteen years old.
Yours truly,
MAGGIE HEADLEY.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN I
"APP~C:~

OF COLD "

A story-book for the young folks. By Miss SusAN
H. WIXON.· Second edition. Price, $1.25. This very
exoelleut work for young masters and misses, has
passed through a very large edition, and a second
has been Issued at a reduced price of $1.25, free or
postage. This new edition has a photograph of the
author which adds very much to the value of the
volume.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
A STORY OF THE BIGHTW.l.Y ALMSHOUSE.
BY JENNIE BU'l'LER BROWNE
Price 10 cents.
For sale at this olllce.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.
Price

20

cents.

FREF.THOUGHT NOVELS,

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
$1.25.
Family Creeds. By WrLLIAM McDoNNELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. "One of the most exciting romances of the day.". Price, paper
60 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Radical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finelj written

Radical story. From the London edition.
By WrNwooD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30 cents.

Gottlieb: His Life.

A romance of

earth, heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
written by S. P. PUTNAlll. 25 cents.

The Darwins.

A Domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, anthor of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address
T&E TRUTH SEEKER O!llce,
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Liberal Meetings.

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
ARIZONA.
J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.
CALIFORNIA,
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
CANADA,
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
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Parturition Without Pain. A Code
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MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.
OHIO.
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. Lectures free. Communications
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MAINE.
PoRTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Congress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
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OREGON.
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MASSACHUSETTS.
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Building, Appleton street.--The " Society
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I
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o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
sale.
PITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
Sunday (except d"ring the Months of July
and August) at 3o Jlock. A free platform is
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minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
NEW JERSEY.
NEWARK.-Newark Liberal League meets
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
consist of music, readircgs, lecture, and discussion, in which all p~ esent are invited to
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Admission free.
Collection
•liken. Communications for the League
should be address .. d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Pine street, Newark.
CANADA.
ToRoNTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Open every evening and Sundays. Lecture
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
strangers are cordially invited.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought
Club
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NEW YORK.
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are cordially invited to attend, also all Liberals visiting the city. Admission free.
NEw YoRK CrTY.-The Manhattan Liberal
Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
at 220 East 15th st.--The American Spiritualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
33d street.--The First Society of Spiritualists holds its meetings every Sunday m
Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The People's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
and 7:30P.M.
BRooKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
street and Bedford avenue, every Sunday.
Services at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. Admission
free. Public cordially invited. Liberal and
Spiritual papers and books for sale.--The
Everett Hall Spiritual Conference, 398 Fulton
street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Oomposite Room, 4th street, corner of south
2d street, at 7:45. Spiritual and Liberal
literature on sale. All invited.-- The Philosophical Association meets every Sunday
afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
Business College, Broadway, corner of Fourth
!treet, E. D., at 3 P.M. Public eordially invited. Doors open at 2:30·:r.x.
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IJottru.
Poor Little Old Maul
Poor little old man, poor little old man I
Your spirit Is li:le as a mortal's can be,
&-nd you hall !rom the home or our Hl6hlander's
clan,

That's why your plaid skirt comes but to your
knee,

Poor little old man I
Poor little old man, poor little old man I
Across the lone waters what mavis may sing
As she sang to you the~e where the lavrock began
Her lay, that had n •ver a sad note to ring.
Poor little old man I
Poor little old man. poor little old man 1
Your rorbears once played on the bagpipe and
horn,

Down the wild mountain glen where the swift torrent ran,

And blue were the mists yet blent In the morn.
Poor little old man!
Poor little old man, poor little old man I
Tho' the strife In the Lowlands was bitter and
long,
You bear In your bosom away rrom our ken
A heart that sings low as your own "mither's ''

song.
Yoor little old man 1
Poor little old man, poor little old man 1
Whose twa een are blue as the bleaberry braes,
Where the hawthorn was white In the deep, blrken
glen,

And the brown heather hung out her bells on the
ways.
Poor little old man I
l'oor little old man, poor little old m3nl
:So song Is as sweet as our own minstrel's strain,
Nor Campbell or Scott In this cold, rorelgn Jan',
Nor Burns has been born whose heart was 1our
Hain.JJ

Poor little old man 1
Poor little old man, poor little old man 1
There rest your head so on my shoulder to-day,
For my race came down trom a Highlander's clan,
And my plalde be yours rorever and aye.
Toor llr.tle old man I
Ol~arwater, Neb.
MARY BAIRD·FINOH.

Death of Matthew Algie.
Matthew Algie, of Alton, Ont., died on
Thursday, Oct. 2d, at his late residence in Alton, after a painful illness of five or six weeks.
He was a young man, not yet thirty, who
made his home, his business, and his principles the ruling features of his life. About two
years ago he married, and now leaves a wife
and child to mourn his loss. His affectionate
disposition bound him to parents, brothers,
and _sisters in a much closer union than is often
experienced in large families, and drew to him
a large D.umber of friends. His death is the
first break in 11 family circle whose links are
bound together by strong affections and sympathies. Both his parents are Freethinkers
and Secularists, whose lives hav been marked
by fidelity to their convictions in teaching
their principles to a large family of children,
in spite of their unpopular character, and the
social ostracism they brought 11pon themselvs
by so doing. Hence the children hav no remnant of a EUperslitious fear of the supernatural
and unknown, either in their character or belief. During the illness of the deceased many
Qf his Christian neighbors had strong faith that
in his last moments lle would ask for a Christian minister to administer the consolations of
Christianity; that the principles that had been
his comfort and support through life would
break as a reed in the hour of death; but in
this they were disappointed. He particularly
requested his brother William, with his latest
breath, to say a few words over his grave, and
he lloncluded his request in these words, the
last that passed his lips: "You know what I
want you. to say, Will-I am going to nature."
The deceased was buried on the Saturday following his death. A large number of neighbors and friends from abroad, including Chas.
Watts and others from Toronto, assembled to
pay the last respects to his dead body. The
Foresters, of which society the deceased was a
member, also took part in the funeral ceremony. £hortly before one o'clock the relativs
and friends gathered at his late residence to
tuke a parting look at his features. The coffin-lid was then closed down, and the pallbeanrs-six friends from Toronto, George
town, and Riverdale- bore the last remains to
the hearse. The Foresters led the funeral
march to the cemetery, followed by the
hearse, then came the long procession of
mourning relativs and friends. At the cemetery
the coffin was lowered silently and softly into
the grave. William Algie, in compliance with
tile last wish of his brother, then spoke a few
words that touched the hearts and feelings of
all present. The speaker felt that he was unequal to the task, as his delivery was interrupted by evident manifestations of grief that
~ould not be eontroled. In reporting the pro·oeedings for publication, he cautioned the
writer to PXpl!lin that "the address iii largely

The Foresters then concluded the ceremony
extracts from the writings of that intellectual
sun of America, R. G. Ingersoll." He spoke by reading a part of the burial service contained in their ritual. The friends then disas follows:
ADDRESS OF WILllA..'d: ALGIE AT HIS BROTHER'S persed, and left the lifeless clay to its everlasting sleep.
GRAVE.
The universal testimony is, that the life and
"Kind Friends: Over the open grave of my
character
of the deceased was noble and
dead brother, on behalf of the wife, father,
mother, brothers, and sisters, I thank you for worthy, and will bear good fruit in the minds
assembling here to-day to pay the last respects and hearts of those who knew him.
to one who was a dutiful son, an affectionate
Toronto, Oct., 1884.
RISSER.
brother, a loving husband, a fond father, a
good citizen, and an honest man. These
words, when truthfully spoken, smooth the
pillows of the death-bed, and build a monument of glory over the humblest grave. In
·the very May of life another heart has ceased
On Sunday, Nov. 30th, at 10:30 A.M., Mr.
to beat; but he llved, he loved, he was loved. S. P. Putnam lectures for Friendship Liberal
Wife, child, and friends pressed their kiAses on
his lips; this is enough; the longest life con- League, at its hall, 9th st. and Girard ave.,
tains no more; this fills the cup of joy. From Philadelphia. Subject: "The New Work of
the wonderful tree of life the buds and blossoms fall with the ripened friut, and in the Liberalism in America."
At 2:30 P.M., Mr. Charles Watts speaks on
common bed of earth the patriarchs and babes
sleep side by side, and we do not know which "Agnosticism: An Exposition and Defense."
is the more fortunate, the child dying in its
mother's arms before its lips hav learned to At 7:30P.M., on" The Bible and Science."
form a word, or he who travels all the length
The clergy are challenged to each lecture to
of life's uneven road, painfully taking the last
slow steps with staff and crutch. For six long defend their cause.
The lectures will be free. Mr. Putnam will
weeks he struggled bravely and cheerfully for
existence, surrounded day and night by the take subscriptions for the N a tiona! Liberal
loving hands and watchful eyes of those who
werl\ near and dear to him. .Finally, when he League at each session. The League hopes to
felt and knew that death claimed him, he put hav a large attendance.
his house in order, bade his weeping friends
4t44
good-bye, and with a smile upon his lips, as
calmly as a sleeping babe he passed away into
that dreamless sleep that kisses down his eye- 1857. } GRfN\c
1885.
lids still. His last request was that I should
speak a few words over his grave, and in obedience to that wish I speak to you to-day with
a bursting heart. Life is a short, narrow, and
winding road, along which we travel but a few IN COMMEMORATION OF THE 28TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
short steps-just from the cradle with the lullaby of love, to this quiet and narrow wayside
inn, where all at last must sleep, and where
the only salutation is, 'Good-night.' He is
the first broken link in a family who hav from
January 1, HlSii,
boyhood to manhood fought in the battle of
life arm in arm and shoulder to shoulder, At 2 P. M.,
ROCHELLE, ILL.
united in bonds of fraternal sympathy and
love. The stronger the affection that exists
L'l.st year on New Year's d!\y WettstAin presented
between the members of a family the more to his pa•rons assembled In Armory Hall, a v~lu!\ble
keenly is a separation felt.
Upon the tender- collection or bBaUtlful presents, COm!Jrlslng 10 Gold
Watches and Gold Chains; hal! a (lozen genuln Dlaest heart the deepest shadows fall.
_mond Pins, Rings, and Eardrops; over a dozen fine
" ' To liv, to know, to love, and then to part, Silver Watches, solid G >ld Jewelry, elegant S!lverMakes up life's tale to many a bleeding heart.' ;;,a;~Oo~~~cy Goods, etc., ranging In price rrom $1.W
This! propose to do this year and to glv my LibHowever, we cannot say that death is an evil, eral friends abroad an opportunity to receive a nice
because it may be the mother of love. If those present.
-The a~rgregate or goods presented will not be Jess
we press and strain against our hearts could
than $1,500, and probably $2,000, according to amount
never die, perhaps that love would wither from or
goods sold.
the earth. And it is better to liv and !ovA where
To all my customers sending $1 00 or more ror
death is king than hav eternal life where love goods or work, I shall present, rur each and every
dollar, a cer:itlcate entitling the owner to one or
is not.
·
shares In these gifts.
"Although he was a man in years, he was a more
This ls the fairest and most liberal orrer over made
child in affection; and as he dearly loved by any merchant In America My stock Is complete
flowers, the emblem of beauty and purity, we In everything pertaining to a first-class jewelry
to-day offer to his memory a few of nature's store; prices now averaging 25 per cent below t.hoae
larg""t cities; goods sent by mall or exprees to
perfumed gems. [Here :flowers were cast into of
all parts or the world accompanied by one cenltlcate
the grave.] His brother Foresters, among !or every dollar remitted, and cash refunded I! not
whom he lived and labored, take a mournful satls!actory, and returned same day received.
Prices on watches again red ucerl since last price
pleasure in laying on his coffin the sprigs of list
In this paper. The preAents will be presented
evergreen in the name of liberty, benevolence, In a public hall or Rochelle, directly to my cusand concord.
•
tomers, or to a eommlttee SA!ected by them at that
"We need no inky cloak or mourning snits time, In one entire lot, and the mode of distribution
be optional with them.
to convince ourselvs that we mourn in sadness will
Everyborty pleased last year, and all must be
for him who sleeps here. We part with him pleased this year.
Circulars giving all particulars and describing
in. sorrow, but not in fear, for we .feel and
know that he who has done his duty honestly style and value or each gtrt, mailed !reA on all plication_
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
and honorably in this life has no need to
10t43
f,ar another life if there is one. And if there
is none, his good qualities and kind actions FREE.-=T:-::-:H:-::1:-:-::S-:::K=E=-=-R=-S::-'--:B=--A-=-0-G--:E,----:=P,....,l-=-=-N.
will remain bright and green in the memory of
This Badge Is adapted ror the use
those who knew and loved him.
or All Cla"ses o! Freethmkers, • Un" He was not a Christian. He lived and
IVersal Mental Llberoy ''-the basis
or all liberty-the one broad and
died a Freethinker, but before dying he wished
common phitrorm that Liberals or
me to express his heartfelt thanks to the many
all shades or opinion are In harmony
Christian friends who day after day made
with-being its deVice. Soli!.! gold
181<., double ttllck, $4.00; sol.!d gold
anxious and solicitous inquiries for his wel10
k.,
$1.75.
Adaress
thH orlgloR.ror and pR.tentee,
fare. He hoped that he would be freely forLUCY L CHURCHILL,
given by any whom he had knowingly or un2142
West Richfield, Summtt Co., Ohio.
knowingly wronged, as he freely forgave any
who had wronged him.
"'One touch of nature makes the whole
world kin;' and in the presence of death. how
dogmas wither and decay; how loving words
and deeds burst into blossom. All antipathies
Working the Year of Science
and animosities end here. When a soldier can
shed a tear of pity over the grave of a dead
And the Common Computations.
enemy, it is natural for us to weep over the
An Almanac For.:ver,
grave of a dead friend.
Showln• the day or the week ror any day or the
"\Ve leave our dead with nature, the
month ror all time oa•t and present and to come,
mother of us all; and if, in her eternal proces- and
other useful lo!ormatlon. Price, 40 cents: three
sion of cause and effect, we should ever meet !or $1,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
again, the meeting will be as happy as the 3t42
Canvassers address
L. Martin,
parting has been sad. All should be brave
enough to meet what all the dead hav met.
Life is sweet, and yet to all a time may come
when the parched and fevered lips will long
~
or an Analysis or the Hebrew Mythology.
for the cool, delicious kiss of death. When
tired of the glare of day, we will hear with joy Wherein It Is shown that the holy scriptures treR.t
on natural phenomena only. By M. WOOLEY, M.D
the rustling garments of night.
"He lived a useful, loving life, ami exem- A. master work or over 600 pages, neatly bound in
with a portrait or the a1nhor. Price, $3 00.
cloth,
plified the advice of Buddha-the Light of
41L!
Address THE 'rRUTH SEEKER office.
Asia-who said to the new-born infant:
'Little child, you come into the world weepTHE
ing, while all around you smile. Liv so that
you may go out of the world smiling, while all INSTITUTION OF .MARRIAGE IN
around you weep.'
THE UNITED KINGDOM.
"Husband, father, son, brother, friend, fareBEING
well!"
LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND RECharles Watts, late of England, now of
MARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.
Toronto, followed with a few remarks that
evidently made a deep impression on the large
Four Hundred an-I Ji'orty Large
number of friends and strangers at the grave.
Octavo Pages,
His address was delivered extempore, and was
Price reduced from $2.25 to $1.00.
not taken down-a fact which the writer and
Address this office.
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many of those present b.av since regrettQd,
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THE BRONZE MEDALLION
PRINTS AS LARGE AS A. CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
THUS GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT..

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will be a treasure for all Liberals.
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
to subscribers to the Monument Fund
for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents. Addres~ this office.
WA~TED.

A good Cook as Companion and Housekeeper; no
family. None but white Liberals need apply; over
30 years or age preferred.
Address
L. P. ANTHONY,
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Cheshire, Conn.

CAPTAINS OF INDUS fRY,
OR,
MEN OF BusiNESS WHo Dm SoMET:S:ma BmBIDEs MAKING MoNEY.

.A BOOK FOR YOUNG .AMERICANS.

BY .J"A liES P.!RTON".
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
trea:lng or !•>rty-slx characters In history who have
helped the world; together w'l:h eight portraits.
Mr. Par• on's works need no commendation. They
are standard.

u.2a.

PRICE,
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CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.
From the German or

MAX NORDAU.
SEVEN EDITIONS IN SEVEN MONTHS.
PROHIBITED IN AUSTRIA.
"TI.tls book Is not a book. It Is a deed; 11.nd those
who oppose It will prove that they fear lt."- Vienna
Ne,ws.

Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, $1.00.
office.
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For sale at this

FACTS.
A

Ma~azlne

Devoted to tile Statemenls of itlental and Spjritual
Phenomena.
Single Copies 10 cents.
39tf
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~cienee of t~:unii~~; ' An Antidote Analyzed,
SHOWING THE

FOLLY OF A RELIGIOUS QUACK
In MiniRtering a Nauseous Antidote to Those
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing Poisonous, and
EXPOSING THE INCONSISTENCY OP'
CHRISTIANS GENERALLY.
BY
PRICE,

H.

CLAY

LUSE.
10 CTS •.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Office,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

THE YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE.
By Pro!. H. M. KOTTINOER, A.M. Price, $1.00,.
This volume alms at the education or youth In the·
principles of Freethought, at the same time that It
lnoulcates moral duties and human rights !rom a.standpotn·t of pure reason and common sense.
Addrese
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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Ji'REETHOUGHT WOlUU~.
Price, 10 cents.

Christian and Deist.

.A. Business

Man's Social and Religious Views. Bold
and trenchant blows against theology
and inhumanity. Price, 1.00.

t'hristianity from a Scientific and
Historical Standpoint. By WM. N.
LAUREN. attorney at Law. ConteniR: Introrlurtion. Un"revenled Religion, Old
Testnmentlleligion, EvideD:ce in Supp~rt
of Christianity, Alleged J!'mlure of Ch~s
tianity, Proposed Substitute for Chnstianity, Conclusion. 50 cents.

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas

of
Christianity. St. John never in Asia
- Mino1·: Ir~nams the author of the Fourth
Gospel; 'rhe Fmuds of the Churchmen
of the Second Century Exposed. By GEo.
REBER. Extra cloth, 12mo, 400 pp. $2.

Classified Bible Extracts;__ or, the
Holy Scriptures Analyzed.
CooPER. Price, 25 cents.

tly RoBERT

Confessions of an Inquirer.

Why

and What Am I? Bv JAMES JAcrrsoN JARYES. Price, $1.25. .

Cooper'S Lectures on the Soul.

In

on various subjects. By DAVID Hm.m,
Esq. With a brief sketch of the author's
life and writings, to which are added
dialogues concerning natural religion.
Price, $1.50.

Idols and Ideals, with

-m Essays on
Christianity. By MoNCURE D. CoNWAY,
the brilliant Rationalistic preacher of
London. $1.50.

If, Then, and When.
trins of the Church.
BARLow. 10 cents.

From the docBy WARREN SUMNER

Image Breaker (the). By JoHN E.
REMSBURG. Six lectures bound together,
25 cents.
Separately, 5 cents each. 1.
The Decline of Faith; 2. Protestant Intolerance; 3. Washington an Unbeliever;
4. Jefferson an Unbeliever; 5. Paine and
Wesley; The Christian Sabbath.

In:fi_del's or Inquirer's :,rext-book, berng the substance of th1rleen lectures ov
the Bible. By RoBERT CooPER. $1.

Ingersoll in Canada.

.A. Reply to

Wendling, Archbishop Lynch, "Bystander," and others. By ALLEN PRINGLE.
15 cents.

Is Life Worth Living.

TH.E

FREE'fHOUGHT WORKS.
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Birtl1 a111l Death of R!'.ligions. · By Hume's Essays. Essays and treatises
JoHN E. BuRTON.
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Essays on the Sacred Language,
Writ!ngst... and Religion ot the
Pars1s. .tSy MARTEN HAuG, Ph. D.,
Late Professor of Sanskrit and comparative philology at the University of Mu·
niClh. An account of the ancient Zoroas.
trian religion and literature. Price, $4.50

Essence of Christianity. By LuDwiG
FEUERBACH. Translated from the German by GEORGE ELioT. Price, $3. 75.

Exeter Hall. .A. Theological Romance.
"One of the most exciting romances of
the day.'· Price, paper, 60 cents; cloth,
80 cents.

Faith and Reason. .A. Concise Account of the Christian Religion, and of
all the Prominent Religions before and
since Christianity. With elaborate Index,
17 pp. By HALSEY R. STEVENS, Extra
cloth, 12mo. 441 pp. Price, $1.50.

Family Creeds.

By WM. McDo:NNELL,

Author of "Exeter Hall."
$1.25; paper, 75 cents. ,

Price, cloth,

Festival of Ashtaroth.

.A. tale of

Palestine, founded on the destruction of
the Moabites by the Jews. By A. C.
MIDDLETON. Price, 10 cents.

H. MALLOCK. Contents: The New Import of the Question, Moralit-y and the
Prize of Life, Sociology as the Fountain
of Morality, Goodness as its own Re·
ward, Love as the test of Goodness, Life
as its own Reward, The Superstition of
Positivism, The Practical Prospect. The
Logic of Scientific Negation, Morality,
and Natural Theism, The Human Race
and Revelation, Universal History and
the claims of the Christian Church, Belief and Will. Paper $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

Figures of Hell; or, the Temples of

Divine and Moral Works of Plato. Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character

Eating, Drinking, Thinking, and Living.
By JoHN E. BURTON. Price, 10 cents.

which the doctri;"I of immortality is religiously and philosophielllly 0onsidered.
IJrice, 75 cents.
•

Cradle of the Christ.
Primitiv Christianity.
INGHAM. Price, $l. 75.

A Study in
B~

0. B. FnoTH·

Cultivation of Art, .A.nd Its Relations
to Religious Puritanism and Money-Getting. By A. R. 'CooPER. 12mo, 48 pp.
Price, flexible cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20.
Translated from the original Greek. With
introductory dissertations and notes.
Price, $2. 50.

of the Jewish Deity Delineated.
and valuable book. 35 cents.

spiration, and Authority of Holy Writ.
By the Rev. JoHN MACNAUGHT, M.A., Incumbent of St. Chrysostom's church,
Everton, Liverpool, England. Price, $1.50

of the Koran of Mohammed, to which if
added the life of Mohammed, or the history of that doctrin which was begun and
carried on by him in Arabia. Price, $1.50

A new

Bacchus. Dedicated to the licensers
manufacturers of beer and whisky.
Mrs. ELIZAliETH THo:M:PsoN. A book
of facts and figures in rega1·d to
liquor 'traffic. Price, $1.

and
By
full
the

(Perhaps inelegant would be a more proper
term.) Price, 10 cents.

Englisll Life of Jesus.

BY THoMAR

::>coTT. Dedicated to those wlio seek
rather to know the truth of facts than to
look on unbistorical pictures. Price, $1.50.

Narrative of Creation.
A.M. Price, 50 cents.

By A. R GROTE,

Golden Mean on Temperance and
Religion~

or, Common Sense in

Two volumes in

one. From the latest London edition.
$1.50.

Good Sense, or Natural Ideas opposed

Epidemic Delusions. .A. Lecture by
FREDERICK R. MARVIN, M.D. Price, 10 cts.

Essays onMind, Matter, Forces, Theology, etc. By CHARLEs E. ToWNsEND. Extra cloth, 12mo, 404 pp. Price,
$1.50. Sequel to Essays. By same author. Price, 75 cents.

tiv Against :Religious Prejudices. By
Barpn D"HoLBACH, author of the "System
of Nature," etc. Translated from the
French by ANTHoNY C. MIDDLETON, M.D.
Price, $1.00.

Life of Paine.

By J. E. REMSBURG.

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Gospel of the Kingdom, According to
the Holy Men of Uld.

for the practicalization of known truth.

D., with an introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. With eight portraits: Comte, Swedenborg, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham,
Thomas Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
and Ernst Haeckel. 384 pGges. $1.50.

Thomas Hobbes, Lord Bolingbroke, Condorcet, Spinoza, Anthony Collins, Descartes, 1\'[. de Voltaire, Jolin Toland,
Compte de Volney, Charles Blount,
Percy Bysshe Shelley, Claude Arian
Helvetius, Francis Wright Darusmont,
Zeno, Epicurus, Matthew Tind,111, David
Hume, Dr. l'homas Burnet, Thomas
Paine, Baptiste de Mirabaud, Baron de
Holbach, Hobert l'aylor, Joseph Barker.
By "Iconoclast," CoLr,rNs and WATTs.
Price, 75 c >n ts.

the System of Nature. Translated from
the French. Price, 20 cents.

Radical Discourses on Religious Sub-

Histol"ical Jesus of Nazareth.

Price, $1. 25.

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25.
Sermon from Shakspere's Text.
Price, 10 cents.

Soul of Thiugs; or, Psychometric Re-

se.arches an ii Discoveries. In three volumes. PricP., $1.50 per volume.

Moral Physiolog-y; A Brief and Plain
Treatis on the Population Question.
RoBERT DALE OwEN. 60 cents.

By

Mortality of the Soul and the Immortality of its Elements.

By A. SNIDER DE

PELLEGRINI. 10 cents.
The Deluge in the Light of Modern
Science. Price, 10 cents.
Myths and Myth-Makers: Old Tales
and Super5titwns interpreted by comparThe God Proposed for Our National
ative Mythology. By JoHN FisKE, M.A.
Constitution. Price 10 cer ts.
LL.B., of Harvard College. $2.
The Irreconcilable Records; ~r, Gene· Origin and Development of Religious
sis and Geology Cloth, 40 cents; pa.;>e:t
Ideas and Beliefs, as manifested
25 cents.
·
in history and seen by reason.

By MoR-

RIS EINsTEIN. $1.
The Pocasset Tragedy. 10 cents.
Orthodox Hash, with a Change of
Is Darwin Right1 Price, $1.25.
Diet. By WARREN SuMNER BARLo'\\.
What l~ Right~ Price, 10 cents.
10 cents.
'What Was He~ or, Jesus in the Light Paradise Lost; or, I?e Great Dragon
of the Nineteenth Century. Price cloth
$125; paper, $1.

)

'

'

Cast Out.

60 cents.

Who are Christians 1 Price, 10 cents. Personal Immortality and Other
Papers. By J osm OPPENHEIM. ExWho Killed Mary Stannard~ 10 centf!.
~ra cloth, 12mo, 98 pages. 75 cents.

Marriage and Divoroe.
By ll.. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
Author o! "The Bible-Whence and What?"
CONTENTS:
The True Ideal or Marriage.
Free Love.
The History o! Marriage.
The Old 'l'este.ment Divorce Law.
The New 'f"ste.numt on Divorce.
Divorce a.s a. Question of Law and Religion.
Ratione.! Ded uctlons rrom Bstabllshed Principles
Objections to LIIJera.l Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention lietter tnan ou· e.
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound In cloth. For sa.!
g.t this oJllce.
88 Clinton Place, Ne ,q .York.

Mau
. Whenotl and Wh1th er.
By R. B. We .. tbrook, D D., LL.U.,
Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discus~wn ot rnuny collateral questions, from a
rationalistic st.mdpoint.
1 vol, cloth. l'nce, $1.00.
Tli.K TRUTH SEEKER,
Pl~c~. ~ew \'ark.
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ANOTHER GREAT WORK

JESUS CHRIS r A FICTION
Founded upon the Lite o!
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.

How the Pagan Prle•ta of Rome Originated
Christianity.
1'ranscrlbed by SPIRIT FAliADAY, late Electrician
and Cliemlst or the Uoyal Institution,
London, England.
Price. boards, 75 cents; paper, 50 cence.

'rHE SCIENCE 01!~ Ll.FE. ONLY $1.
BY M.A.II, POST·PAID.

KNOW THYSELF
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility.
Premature Decline In Man, Errors or Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from lndlacretlona or exceases. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It conta.lna 125 prescriptions tor all acuteand chronic diseases, each one of which Is lnva.l uable. So round by the author, whose experience for
28 years IS such as probably never before tell to the
lot or any physician. suo !Ja.gea, bound In beau tltul
French muslin, embosaed covers, run gilt, gue.ran
teed to be e. ftner work In every aenae-mechanlce.l,
literary, and [Jroreaalone.l-thau any otller work BOld
In this country for $2.60, or the money will be refunded In every lnate.nce. Price only $1.00, by mall
JJOStpe.ld. Illustrated sample, 6 cLB. Bend now,
Gold medal awarded the author by the Ne.tloue.l MedIcal As80clatlon, to the o!llcers or which be refers.
This Science or Life should be read by the young
for lnatructlon, e.ud by the e.!lllcted for relief. It
will be.1eftt all.- .London Lanut.
There Ia no member or BOclety to whom this book
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
Addresa the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No 4 Bultluch at., Boston, Mass. who may
be consulted on all diseases requiring aklh and exverlence. ubronlc e.n<l obstinate diseases that he.V
oaJlled the skill or all other !Jhyalcla.na.
a
>pecle.lty. Such treated successfully II;.
without an Instance of failure.
tyr.S
Mention thiS paper.

Price, 20 cents.

Heroines of Freethought.
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AGreat Medical Wor~ on Manhoodl'

Is Spiritualism True~ Price, 10 cts.
Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents.
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualism is Moral Education: Its Laws and MethTrue. Price, 10 cents.
ods. By Prof. J. R. BucHANAN. A new
method to conquer crime, disease, and
misery, which churches,, colleges, and
governments have signally failed to do.
$1.50.

Price 20 cents.

Government. .A.n Essay . by CHARLES

By MARY E. TILLOTSON. $1.00.
WORKS OF PROF. DENTON.
Love
Ventnres of Tom, Dick, and
Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents.
Harry. A Spicy Narrativ. "And they
were naked and not ashamed." 50 cents.
_Christianity no Finality; or, Spiritualism Superior to Chl'istianity. 10 cents.
Man's Nature and Development. By
Common Sense Thoug-hts on the
HENRY GEORGE ATKINsoN, F. G. S., and
HARRIET MARTINEAU. $1.50.
Bible. Price, 10 cents.
Heathens of the Heath (the). By
W ..r. McDoNNELL, Author of "Exeter
Modern
Thinkers: What they Think
Garrison in Heaven. .A. Dream. 10 cts.
f...1ll." Price, $1. 25.
and Why. (Principally on Social
Geology;_ The Past and Future of our
Science.) By VAN BEUREN DENSLOW, LL. Helvetius; or, The True Meaning of
Planet. Price, $1.50.
1

By SA..tllUEL P. PUTNAM.

By the author of
"Samson, a Myth-stOI"y of the Sun."
Two volumes of poetry. P1·ice, 50 cents.

Life of Thomas Paine, author of Half Hours with Some Ancient and
"Common Sense," "Rights of Man,"
Modern Celebrated Freethinliers:
"Age of Reason," etc., with critical and
Love and Transition: .A. Plea. in poetry

WITH SOME

CRITIOISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY

to Supernatural.
Translated from· the
French of BARON D'HoLBACH, author of
t.he "System of Nature." Price, $1.00.

MoRAN.

explanatory observations on his writings.
By GILBERT YALE. $1.00.

Its Scientific Solution,

Addrll8B

virtues of nat,ual humanity as opposed
to the hypocrisy of a supernatural religion crowded with incident and full of
progressive ideas and the poetry of the
future. Price, $1. 00.

Letters to Eugenia; or, .A. Preserva.-

AND

Genesis I-11: An Essay on the Bible

'l'hrone. By SAMUEL P. Pu'l·Kneeland's National Hymns. 35 cts. Golden
NAM, Author of "Prometheus" "GottDoctrin of Inspiration : being an
lieb," "Ingersoll and Jesus." A Radical
Inquiry Concermng the Infallibility, In- Koran. (the). .A. new English ~dition
Romance of pioneer life, delineating the

Elegant Extracts from the Bible. Letters of Junius.

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,

Contain-

ing Biographical Sketches of Freeth ought
female writers. By MrR. SARA A. UNDE.RwooD. Price, $1.75

H'"AL
THYSELF
--------

DR. FLLLOWS
Is a

regularly ed u.ca
ed and legally que.ll·
!led physiCian, and
the most auccesaful
8B his practice will
Jlr0ve. He has for
twenty years treated
exci uslvly all dlae!I.Sea
or the Sexual Organa, In which he
stands pre-eminent.

By

M. ScHLESINGER, Ph. D., Rabbi of the
Congregation Anshe Emeth, Albany,
Now York. Extra cloth, 12mo, 68 p11ges.
Price, 75 cents.

SPERMATOHRHIEA

History of Moses, Aaron, Joshua,

and others. deduced from a review of
the Bible. · Also remarks on the morals
of the Old and New Testaments, and
some of the ancient philosophers. By
J. M. DoRSEY. Price, 75 cents.

History of the Christian Religion to
the Year 200. .A.n exhaustive ex-

and IMP 0 '£EN C Y
the result of sel!e.buse In youth and
eexue.J excesses in mat u rer years, causing
n I g h t emissions by
dreams, loss of sexual
BB

,

power,render1ng mar.

rle.ge Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured permanently by e.n outside avpllce.tlon In sixty days.
amination of the proofs of the authentic· NO BTOMA.CH MEDICIN USED. !t Is one o! Dr.
ity of the booko of the New Testament, Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Ia entirely unknown to the mediP.al profession. Send three 2-cent
showing conclusivly that the canonical stamps
tor his "Private Counselor," giving full Ingospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
Judge CHAS. B. WAITE. 450 pages, 8vo. J., and say where you saw this e.dvertlament.
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.50; half morocco,
Fr&m tM Ironclad .Age.
$4.00.
;, Dr. Fellows Is an outapoken Intldel, therefore no
cbee.t
or
humbug.
Freethinkers o! the land
History of the Council of Nice A.D. •hould glv the doctorThe
thetr patronage."
lyll
325 with a Life of Constantine the Orea.t,
and a general exhibition of the Christian
religion in the days of the early fathers.
By DEAN DUDLEY. $1.

Humanity and the Progress of International Law. ·By EDwARD W.
~E~IUNU.

15 cents.
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A CHILD whose parents are a! ways mlld, gentle,
patient, reB.."anable, an I forbearing will grow up
with an amiable di~pasltlon, aut! with a decided tenctency to good conduct and a good Ute, unless Its
organiZltlan Is an unfortunate one, and then that
lnlluence Is tar m0re benellclal than Its oppo•lt. lt
would be well coultl parents always realize tbe great
responsibility that rests upon them In mold log and
tormlog the habits and characters o! their cbll<lren.
Children are much what their parents make them.
It Is the same with the older child reo or a family
with regard to the younger. 'rile power or example ;
Is so strong that the little tender minds are bent·
and Inclined by the examples and lnlluences which
surround them.-D. Af. Bennett.

A CONFIDENCE mao-the rather con res> or.

THE man who paints tim town red at night gen
erally reeJq blue In the morn lug.
IN a political camp'l.lgu hath parties can be de.
scribed as having" wa.•ched and parade."
MINISTERS are sometimes called doctors or dlvln·
lty, because they can set the commandments whe·n
they get broken.
AN ancient malden sub3crlbed tor an agricultural
paper because she bad heard Ita" Notes on Hue·
bandry" well spoken or.

WHAT a tale Is told In the few words ot a recent
,obituary notice, which announced to the world that
"ARE we yet Christians?" Is the momentous ques- • tho deceased had accumulated. a little money and
tion or the day, which Is being asked everywhere In ten children."
a variety or forms. It 13 the question asked, al).d anTHE Mother Hub li! or such hideous mien
swered In th" negatlv, In the last remarkable and
That to be hated needs but to be seen,
unsatisfactory volume ot Strauss, "On the Old and
But when surmounted by a pretty race,
New Faith." It Is a question Which Is forcing ltselt
We first endure-then pity-then embrace.
upon the minds or all students or the tone and tem"AH, Mr. Hebbleton, I hear I hat you hav been
per or the times, who cannot tall to recognlZ9, wl th
anxious speculation as to the results, that a vast called to the ministry... "Well,'' was the reply, "I
proportion or the higher and stronger Intellect of can hardly term It a call; It's a sort or a whisper.
the age In nearly all branches or science and They only a ITer me fl ve hundred a year."
thought, as we!Las large bodies, It not the mass, or
A MINISTER's son once said to his father: "Pa, St.
the most energetic seCL!on or the working cla;ses, Is P3.ul was a ·Yank ... e." "How s::>, my son?'' u Why,
day by day more and more decidedly and avowedly In Romans, eighth chapter, and eighteenth verse, he
shaking Itself tree from every form and variety of says: 'For I reckon.' and none but Yankees ever
establlshetl creeds.- Greg's Creed of Ch>"isten1.om.
reckon."

WHAT changes are wr"ught, not by time, but yet
In time I For not mankind only, but all that mankind does or beholds, is ln cant! •mal growth, regenesls an<l selt-pertectlug vitality. Cast forth thy
act, thy word,lnto the ever-llvlng, ever-working universe; It Is a seed-gratn that cannot die: unnoticed
to-day, It will be ro~urt llourlshlng as a banyan
grove (perhaps, also, as a hewlock forest) aCter a
thousand years.-Sartor Resartus.
'l'HE majority or Orlentttls are no more religious
than the majorHy or Europeans. · They bell eve the
teachings or the Koran as Neapolitans belleve the
teaching of their priests, or as Londoners believe
the precepts or the Blbl", but they do not act on it.
All Mussulrnans accept the Idea that It they perish
In battle wlth the Infidel, they go to heaven, just as
all Christians accept the Idea that they ought to tor·
glv their enemies, anrl luve those who despttetclly
use them; but very rew act Jn their belle! In either
case. -London Spectator (Sept. 16, 1882).
WHo sups with the devll should hav a long spor,n.
The devll could not be burnt, flre being hlsele:nent;
but It was quite otherwise wlth those poor old women
who were report on to hav wrought by his aid those
very evlls, such ao maladies, hall-storms, etc., which
Lmher Ecrupled not to ascribe to Satan. And while
trials tor witchcraft form one or the most horrible
and shameful records or Christianity, one or Its ugliest features Is the belief In the devil; and the degree
lu which tills tormldttble caricature still rules peo)Jle's minds, or has been ejected thence, Is a very
!air measure or their clvillz'l.tlon.-Slrauss's Old and
New Faith.
THAT writer does the most who glvs his reader the
most knowledge and takes from him the least time.
'l'hat short period or a short existence which Is ra·
tlonatly employed Is that which alone d~serves the
name or lite, and that portion or our lite Is most ratlouallr employed which Is occupied In enlarging
our stock of trnth and of wlsdom.-Corto,.·s Lacon
How d uillt Is to pause, to make an end,
'l'o rust unburnished, not to shine In use 1
As though to breathe were life. Lite piled on ll!e
Were all too little, and or one to me
Little remains; bno every hour Is saved
From that eternal silence, something more,
A bringer or new things; and vile It were,
:For some three suns to store and hoard myself,
And this gray spirit yearnlu-; In desire
To follow knowledge !Ike a sinking st,.r,
Beyond the utmost bound of human thought.
-T,_nnyson·s Ulysses.
WHEN Gall leo dared to assert that a weight or ten
pounds would tall no raster than a weight or one
pound, It was so tar against tho prevailing doctr!n that he had to prove It by asceurllng the leanIng tower of Plsa, aud, to the presence or all the pro·
tessors of the university~ let fall the weights slmnl·
taneously, which toll In the same time, according to
hls prediction. 'rhat was the llrst step In tile emau.
clpatlon or science. It was then clearly antlclellnltly
proved that the authority or Aristotle was no longer
to be trusted; and sl"ce then thought has step by
step gone forward.- W. B Cat·penter.
NOT only may one now-a-days affirm the reval'l·
tlon or the earth around the sun without being lmprleoned and put to the torture, but one mey even
c\eny the divinity or Christ without any risk of being
burnt at the stake. There is a limit, however. No
man Is now burnt alive tor seeing In Je•ue only 11
mere man, tor refusing to acknowlerJge God's per•ona\lty, tor not believing In a future lite, or to• decuu.
lng to attach himself In present lite to S>ny Christian
organlzttlon or what cr~ed soever; but yet these
things are noted !lawn aga 1nbt h!m, and wben he
brings his views and the arguments for them before
the public, he llnds himself ic dl9grace. He bas set
himself above the con.,entlonal !ashlonq of thought
an~ lite, has o!Iended agqlmt goo· I taste, ancl must
not b9 surprised It people In deallngwlth him leave
ga3d taste out or couslderatlon.-Strauss's Old awl
1Yew Faith.
A MAN must serve hi' time to every trade,
Save censure-critics all are ready made. ·
-lJyro11,

1, 18e4.

'l'RUTH SE:EKER 'I'R.AC'rS.

fiem.s ol! lfihought.

NEITHER IB the second fruit or friendship, lu openIng the understanding, l'estralne•1 only to such
friends as are able to glv a man counsel (they Indeed
are best), but even without that a man learnetll of
himself, and brlngeth his own thoughts to light,
and whetteth his wits as against a stone, which ltselt
cuts not. In a wurd, a man were better relate hlm·
self to a statue or picture than to suffer Ills thoughts
to pass in smoth""r. -BaCMl"s E~tsays.
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"How are you coming out In your parish?" asked
an Episcopal bishop or one or his rectors. 'l'he rector, who was a speculatJr In cotton before he became
converted, lltted up his eyes and said: " I am long
on slippers and book marks, but rather. shore on
suapenderfl."
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parents would not let their daughter marry the poor
young man, or cvurse not. He was very handsome,
and drew a prize out or a lottery which made him
very rich, and then they became willing. So they
were married. and lived very happy. But they did
not hav any child ron, and this grieved the husband
very much, and the fond wire sympathized wlth her
dearly beloved. Soon after this a war cam A, and the
handsome young man went to It and detenc1ed his
natlv country tor five long, long years. When he
came back home, after the war was over,lmagin his
surprise when his beautiful wire called his. attention
to three lovely Infants she had received during his
absence. Thus true love often meets wlt.h deserved
reward.''
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de hoe-cake, Mr. Jlner.''
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OLD Widower Billings went the other day to m'l.ke 130 The Ethics of Religion. Clifford ............... ..
a 1
131 Paine was Junius. w. H. Burr ................. ..
a decla.ratlon or love to Miss Agatha, a venerable
1
~ .
n The Proper Study of Mankind is Man,"
but rich malden, who was anxiously expec\lng h lm. i~ ¥fieRA'~&~~~~:~i ~~e Ji~te:-· %~J~~,v;;~ci::::::::
5
She had decided that her time or gentle honeymoon g~ :fsa·~~ei!~tN~tu~:~~~Vst~ei:iiieii.::::::::::·.:::·:
a
a
was drawing near, and In that sweet languor so 1
~~ 6g~~r:il'a':t::d ~el.nJa~~~~~?: .. ~~~-~~~~::::::
s 1
characteristic or a malden lady's mood of contem- 1
~
a
platlon, she recllned on a sora and viewed through ~ ~.!:s~~~~~n~?lf~~rita~~~vf.as~~~:_p·r=~ar:o,;::::
"SICNS OF
5
01
hor halt-closer! eyes o! dreamy sentiment the golden l~ ~~o~;rt~: ff."W-·::ii~.ich'ei:::::::::::::::::::::::::
2
10 · Ae llrANIFESTED IN TEMPERAMENT AND IN EXTERNAL •
fruits on the tree or a new lite. Mr. Bllllngs entered 142 ~{no psis of All Rel!flons. E.L. Saxon......... ..
2
the room. "Good evening, Miss Agatha.
I hope I l~ ~h~n<'fa!::~~0ta!1s.~:~~~-~~~::::::::::::::::::::
FORMS, ESPECIALLY IN "THE HUMAN FA.cE DIVINE."
1()
do not disturb thoughts which, with such an abode,
1
u
Ji~~~a¥~.fe~a~
Ml{,.R.;~~~~~~:.::'~~~.::-~~
:~~
10
must be enjoyable?., "Oh, no, sir," artsing. "Hav 14o Seymour Times Prayer........................... .
A comprehensive and practical work, lt:. which Phys2
this chair.'' "No, I prefer to sit on this old·f<1Sh·
1G iognomy, based on Ethnology and Phrenology, is sys~eJ'~h ~~~~J~'l':fi.~n ~gg;,~~~r~~~;:~:::::::::::
~
loned cushion," drawing back a large rocking-chair
tematised, explained, illustrated, nnd applied to charand Sitting down on what he took to be a cushion,
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makes no difference whether a man sits on her
a and modern writers given. Trmnmg of Ch1ldren, to
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~;.g>~w:trvi<i'ii~~c~::
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Personal Improvement, ~.o
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Jlotts _and gflippings.
THE first woman ever admitted to membership in the Massachusetts State Medical Society is Dr. Emma L. Call.
IT is announced that Col. Ingersoll will be
the orator at the unveiling of the Kit Carson
statue at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

THE pastor of a Methodist church in Saxony
and some of his people hav been fined 160
marks for meeting to sing on Sunday at the
hour of service in the state church.
HERBERT SPENCER, in an appendix to the
re-edited tractate against Auguste Comte, presents the leading doctrins of the Spencerian
system of philosophy in sixteen propositions.
IN Lord Malmesbury's " Recollections "
there are several amusing answers of children.
This is one of the best: A child being asked
what at baptism was the outward and visible
sign, replied, "The baby."
THE Roman Catholic Congress of Germany
was convened this year in a Bavarian town.
The resolutions passed demand the recall of
the exiled monastic orders of Germany and
the restitution of the secular power of the
papal see.

A cumous conversion is reported from St
Petersburg. The convert is Count Valoieff,
and his new cult is mysticism. He was at
one time a minister in the imperial cabinet,
but he is Liberal in sentiment, and his portfolio was taken away from him. He has some
renown as a writer, and has published two or
three novels at his own expense. He now
chooses to become an apostle of the .ioctrins of
Brahma, and to assume the position of a
teacher of the students of the Red Slayer. He
has in print a book of prayers and religious
reflections, which will be issued within a few
weeks. "How touching," Col. Ingersoll once
remarked, " when the learned and wise crawl
back in cribs and ask to hear the rhymes and
fables once again !"
A NEGRo girl in Georgia wanted to go to
church a few Sundays ago, but her father, who
was not a Christian, would not consent, and
for a long time they argued, but the father
would not giv in. At last the girl made up her
mind that she must go to church or she
couldn't go to heaven, and so she went out into
the woodshed and procured an ax. This she
tried on a stick of wood to "see if it was sharp,
and then stepping up behind her unchristianlike father, smote him a smite with the weapon
that split him wide open. The girl will now
be able to attend church regular every Sunday,
but it will be at the prison chapel, for she has
been sentenced for life.

THERE is sound philosophy in this remark
from Texas Siftings: "A common aphorism is,
"THE shadow of the fires of the Inquisition
'Nothing is sure in this world.' Now, if nothing is sure in this world, we can"t be sure that are daily outlined behind the idea of prohibianything is sure, consequently, we are not sure tion. All regulation of private morals by
statute law and the policeman's club presupthat nothing i,s sure."
poses union of church and state, decay of virTHE Edinburgh Encyclopedia, conducted by
tue, the death of liberty, and return of barbaDavid Brewster, LL.D., says that, "when the
rism "-Anti-Monopolist. Well said, Brother
denial of a God is openly avowed, we believe
Anti-Monopolist, but you take the risk of being
the most suitable punishment would be to
called a "lunatic," a "whisky man,'" and a
devote the offender, as a dangerous maniac, to
"b-a-d inflooence," when you say it. At least
solitary confinement."
that is our experience. We hav been saying
THE wife of the jailer at Oconta, Wis., was the same in substance for months, and there
left on guard, and armed for the day with a are Liberals so blind as to condemn us for
pistol, which her son doubted she had the pointing out the viper that is hidden in the
courage to discharge. He made a test by put- prohibition nosegay. The church Prohibitionting on a prisoner's costume and whooping at ists, of course, condemn and execrate those
her. He is slowly recovering.
who do not agree with them, but Liberals
should be liberal.- Worthington Advance.
IF you sleep in a conspicuous place in the
THE British mercantile marine is composed
. church, you not only produce a depressing effect upon the preacher, but you run tho risk of some 21,500 vessels, including 3,650 steamof making yourself the laughing-stock of that ers, with an aggregate measurement of about
considerable class of people who come to 9,200,000 tons, while that of France consists of
church to amuse themselvs.-Religiotts Herald. about 2,900 vessels, including .700 steamers,
with an aggregate measurement of 1,055,000
As the late Professor Hamilton was one day tons. The nlil;nber of steam vessels of war,
walking near Aberdeen, he met a well-known including transports, daspat~h boats, etc.,
individual of weak intellect. "Pray," said the which are available for the protection of the
professor, "how long can a person liv without respectiv merchant navies are 337 vessels, with
brains?" "I dinna ken," replied Jemmy, 2,058 guns, for that of England, and 317 v~s
scratching his head; "how auld are ye your- sels, with 1,680 guns, for that of France. It
sal"?"
will thus be seen that, whereas the French
IN an article on the o~:eligious exaltations of mercantile marine is protected in the ratio of
the Orient, Dr. Zambaco describes the sect of one ship of war to nine merchantmen, no less
Refaio who in their religious ceremonies jump, than sixty merchantmen are allotted to the
dance, oscillate, and shriek for two hours at a care of each British war vessel. In order to
time, or until they fall into convulsions. When place the British merchant navy on an equal
the excitement is at its hight their power of footing with that of France as regards man-offeeling physical pain appears to be lost, for war protection, it would be necessary to add
they pierce their limbs and bodies with sharp 2,053 vessels to the royal navy.
knives, and often swallow broken glass, living
THE Rev. Dr. Rylance, rector of St. Mark's
scotpions, and cactus leaves armed with thorns. church on Stuyvesant street, this city, preached
A TUNNEL, measuring about 5,000 feet long, last Sunday night on "The Church and Workand constructed at least nine centuries before ingmen." " The Bible tells us," he said, "that
the Christian era,. has just been discovered by the common people heard Christ gladly. But
the governor of the island of Samos. Hero- the workingmen, the common people of to-day,
dotus mentions this tunnel, which served for with perhaps the exception of the Roman
providing the old seaport with drinking water. Catholics, are the reverse of friendly in their
It is completely preserved, and contains water attitude toward the church. The workingman
tubes of about ten inches in diameter, each prefers to spend his Sunday in roaming
one provided with a lateral aperture for cleans- through the fields rather than fall asleep under
ing purposes. The tunnel is not quite straight. the drowsy hum from the pulpit. Only 20,000
persons out of a population of a million in
HE is a hard-hearted man who will neglect Berlin are church-goers, and the statistics in
the sick. " Oh, dear," sighed a farmer's wife u.J.l the large cities of Europe and America are
wearily, as she dropped into a chair after alarming in this respect. Many churches are
a hard day's work. "I feel just as if I were so equipped that workingmen cannot, and are
going to be sick. My head throbs, and my not supposed to, enter them. The principal
back aches'<lreadfully, and- "By gosh," in- reason that things are so changed from what
terrupted the farmer, starting up and seizing they were in the days when Christ was on
his hat, "that reminds me. I forgot to giv the earth is that we do not know how to win the
two-year-old colt his condition powders to- sympathies of the workingman: Religion
night, an' he's been a wheezin' all day," and he nowadays is a cold, formal, juiceless thing, of;hurried to the barn.
fering few attractions to the weary toiler."

MR. KENNETH CoRNISH, who has just published a pamphlet on cholera treatment and
cure, is an unbeliever in the germ theory of
Dr. Koch. Believing that the symptoms of the
disease are the result of a paralysis of the
pneumo-gastric nerves-those nerves that influence the functions of the 1ungs and stomach
-Mr. Cornish recommends that the patient
should be treated with heroic doses of laudanum in boiling water. He saved his own life
and those of his mother and sister in 1854,
when violently attacked with cholera, by this
daring treatment; and the only difficulty Mr.
Cornish anticipates is the very obvious one
that the Pharmacy act renders it impossible
for people to procure sufficient quantities of
laudanum. To meet that difficulty, however,
he suggests that in the event of an outbreak of
cholera in England the Pharmacy act should
be temporarily suspended, so far as the sale of
laudanum is concerned, or that the suitability
of chlorody.ne should be tested.
L' Etoile Belge says that the Society of Jesus
includes a number of laymen, known as "Jesuits of the short robe," whose business it is to
do the work of the society in civil life. Of
this number were four out of seven members
of the old Belgian Cabinet. The present Cabinet is as strongly Catholic as the old ministry.
The spirit of the Catholic priesthood is shown
by the words of some of the leaders in this
country. Bishop O'Connor said, " Religious
liberty is merely endured until the opposit can
be carried into effect." The archbishop of
St. Louis is the author of this traitorous sentiment: "If the Catholics ever gain, which
they surely will do, though at a distant day,
an immense numerical superiority, religious
freedom is at an end." Father Hecker took
this roseate view of the future of his church:
"There is ere long to be a state religion in
this country, and that state religion is to be
Roman Catholic." While we of the United
States are sympathizing with Belgian Liberals,
let us not forget our own danger.
Crvn.rzATION may strike Kansas City one of
these days. There seems, however, to be no
immediste danger. Kansas City newspapers
hav flowed fervently for a year or more over
Kansas City's "lyceum." With much ado it
was announced a couple of weeks ago that
Kansas City's lyceum had prepared an intellectual trE!!It for the nativs; that " Professor
R. A. Proctor, the distinguished astronomer,
will try to convince us that there are other
worlds than ours." But Professor Proctor will
not come. Not that Professor Proctor treasures any malice against Kansas City; not that
he thinks the nativ needs no information. He
won't go because Kansas City don't want him.
Kansas City has "triumphed over schoolboyishness," as one of the local prints puts it, and
in Kansas City not enough interest can be
awakened to open the lyceum to discuss such
effete topics as the moon and· the stars. In
the mean time Kansas City culture thrills over
the promis of a visit from the renowned Mr.
Charles Mitchell, a scientist of this lower
sphere, a slugger from England.
AUTUMN COLORS.
The autumn's a gorgeous golden cup,
With a warm, empurpled rim;
The sunset lavishly fills it up
With rosy wine to the brim
And while the wind so wearily grieves
Through the grasses parched and dead,
It spills the wine on the trembling leaves,
And turns them yellow and red.
The field is russet and purple,
The wood is scarlet and gold;
A river of flaming color
Makes warm the dreary wold.
And when by the dancing sunbeams
The landscape is all begilt,
It seems that old Dame Natura
Is making a crazy quilt.
When comes the autumn of the year,
And South the redbreast goes,
Old nature in her fingers sere
Carries a burning rose.
A rustling polonaise of gold
She round herself doth tling,
And rouges like a woman old
In honor of the sprin~.

Jltws olf tht lftth.
CLEVELAND will probably be next president.
THREE American vessels were lost in a recent hurricane at the Bahamas.
INFANT mortality in France is computed at
from 20 to 23 per cent of the population.
THE empress of China offers half her jewels
in defense of the Ampire against the French.
THE New York city debt has been reduced
during the past nine months over three millions of dollars.
SEVENTY-FIVE million ballots were printed
for use in New York on election day. About
one in fifty got into the ballot-boxes.
CoMPETITION among railroads has reduced
the fare from New York to Chicago to $12.
Lower rates still are prophesied.
THE result of the German elections givs the
division of the Reichstag called the Center the
largest number of votes. The Liberals were
fifth.
AN alarm of fire at the Star Theater in
Glasgow, Scotland, last Saturday resulted in
the death of sixteen persons and the wounding
of twelve or more.
A CADET at the Annapolis, Md., Naval
Academy died suddenly last week. An investigation has disclosed grounds for belief that
he was "hazed" to death by his fellow-students.
ATTORNEY-GENERAL MILLER, of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, caused a convict who had attempted
to escape to be flogged in the jail-yard. This
aroused public resentment, and the at-torneygeneral was last Saturday h11nged and burnt in
effigy by a mob.
THE Presbyterian synod of Alabama·· hav
condemned the evolution teachingR of Rev.
Dr. Woodrow, Perkins professor of natural
science at the Theological seminary in Columbia, S. C. It is the opinion of the synod that
evolution must go.
SoMEBODY surreptitiously procured an elec·
trotype of the heading of the Irish World last
Saturday, and issued a bogus edition of that
paper containing sentiments altogether foreign
to those entertained by Mr. Patrick Ford, the
editor. The readers are puzzled to know
which is the genuin and which the spurious
edition of the paper.
A NUMBER of clergymen preached last Sunday on the aspects of the political campaign,
and devoted their discourses principally to
suggesting to their hearers that they should
vote in accordance with the dictates of a Christian conscience. Next Sunday we may perhaps hear whether the result is agreeable to
that sort of conscience.
AT a meeting of the Bethany Baptist church,
in Newark, N.J., last Sunday, Pastor Jackson
announced himself ready to wade through
blood; Trustee Coleman knocked Brother Nordick off the platform, and Sister Logan
whacked Brother Smith over the head with a
cane. This came about through a discussion
of the question as to who was pastor of the
church. The disturbance was quelled by the
elimination of the belligerents by the police.
BLAINE received the benefit of the clergy at
the Fifth Avenue Hotel last week, being waited
upon by a committee of about two hundred
Protestant ministers. The chairman, the Rev.
Dr. Burchard, assured Mr. Blaine that they
were loyal to him, and had no sympathy with
the opposit party, which had always been the
party of Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion.
Mr. Blaine thanked the reverend gentlemen
for their sympathy; and challenged the world
to point out an act of his own or of the party
he represented that could not receive the
sanction of the clergy, the church, and the
Almighty. Mr. Blaine closed his campaign
last Saturday by speaking in the chief cities of
Connecticut. Cleveland's time was taken up
in reviewing the largest political processions
ever seen in New York city and Brooklyn.
Butler's canvass was apparently lost sight o~
as election day approached.
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views will disa.ppear if men will only turn to his
"First Principles," his "Principlesof Sociology," and
his "Descriptiv Sociology," where he has "proved"
this and "disproved"" that, and arrayed the argu.Agnostic Metaphysics.
ments and the evidence for every doctrin in turn:
A REPLY TO HERBERT SPENCER'S CRITICISM OF POSITIVISM.
Now, for my part, I hav studied all this to my great
BY FREDERIC HARRISON.
pleasure and profit, since the first number of" A SynI.
thetic Philosophy" appeared. Mr. Spencer objects
Ten years ago I warned Mr. Herbert Spencer that to discipleship, or I would say that I am,' in very
his Religion of the Unknowable was certain to lead many things, one of his disciples myself. But, in this
him into strange company. "To invoke the Unknow- matter of religion, I hold still, as I hav held from the
able," I said, "is to re-open the whole range of Meta- first, that Mr. Spencer is mistaken as to the history,
physics; and the entire apparatus of Theology will the nature, and the function of religion. It is quite
follow through the breach.'' I quoted Mr. G. Lewes's true that he and I are at opposit poles in what relates
admirable remark (''Problems of Life and Mind," vol. to the work of religion on man and on life. In all
i, Preface.), "that the foundations of a Creed can rest he has written, he treats religion .as mainly a thing
only on the Known and the Knowable." We see the of the mind, and concerned essentially with mystery.
result. Mr. Spencer has developed his Unknowable I say:-and here I am on my own ground-that reinto an "Infinit and Eternal Energy, by which all ligion is mainly a thing of feeling and of conduct,
things are created and sustained." He has discov- and is concerned essentially with duty. I agree that
ered it to be the Ultimate Cause, the All-Being, the religion has also· an intellectual base; but here I
Creativ Power, and all the other " alternativ impos- insist that this intellectual basis must rest on somesibilities of thought" which he once cast in the teeth thing that can be known and conceived and at least
of the older theologies. Naturally there is joy over partly understood; and that it cannot be found at
one philosopher that repenteth.
The Christian all in what is unknowable, inconceivable, and in no
World claims this as equivalent to the assertion that way whatever to be understood.
God is the mind and spirit of the universe; and the
Now, in maintaining this, I hav with me almost the
Chri~;tian World says these words might hav been whole of the competent minds which hav dealt with
used by Butler or Paley (The Christian World, June this question. Mr. Spencer puts it rather as if it
5 and July 3, 1884). This-is, indeed, very true; but were merely fanaticism on my part which prevents
it is strange to find the philosophy of one who makes me from accepting his theory of Religion; as if Sir
it a point of conscience not to enter a church de- James Stephen's difficulties would disappear if he
scribed as "the fitting and natural introduction to could be induced to read the "Principles of Socialinspiration."
ogy," and the rest. Mr. Spencer must remember
The admirers of Mr. Spencer's genius-and I count that in his Religion of the Unknowable he stands
myself amongst the earliest-will not regret that he almost alone.
He is, in fact, insisting to mankind,
has been inducPd to lay aside his vast task of philo- in a matter where all men hav some opinion, on one
sophie synthesis, in order more fully to explain his of the most gigantic paradoxes in the history of
views about Religion.
This is, indeed, for the thought. I know myself of no single thinker in
thou~-,htful, as well as the practical world, the grtlat Europe who has come forward to support this religquestion of our age; and the discussion that \\'as ion of an Unknowable Cause, which cannot be prestarted by his paper (H. Spencer, in Nineteenth Cen- sented in terms of consciousness, to which the words
tury, January and July, 1884) and by mine (F. Har- emotion, will, intelligence, cannot be applied with
rison, in Nineteenth Century, March, 1884) has opened any meaning, and yet which stands in the place of a
many topics of general interest. Mr. Spencer has supposed anthropomorphic Creator. Mr. George H.
been led to giv to ~orne of his views a certainly new Lewes, who of all modern philosophers was the
development, and he has treated of matters which he closest to Mr. Spencer, and of recent English philosohad not previously toucheq. Various critics hav phers the most nearly his equal, wrote ten years ago:
joined the debate. Sir James Stephen (Sir J. Ste- •'Deeply as we may feel the mystery of the universe
phen, in Nineteenth Century, June, 1884) has brought and the limitations of our faculties, the foundations of
into play his Nasmyth hammer of Common Sense, a creed can only rest on the Known and the Knowahle."
and has asked the bold and truly characteristic ques- With that I believe every school of thought but a
tion: "Can we not do just as well without any relig- few dreamy mystics hav agreed. Every religious
ion at all?" The weekly reviews, I am told, hav been teacher, movement, or body, has equally started from
poking at us their somewhat hebdomadal fun. And that. For myself, I feel that I stand alongside of
thett Mr. Wilfrid Ward (W. Ward, in National Review, the religious spirits of every time and of every church
June, 1884), "the rising hope of the stern and un- in claimmg for religion some intelligible object of
bending" Papists, steps in to remind us of the reverence, and the field of feeling and of conduct, as
ancient maxim, extra Ecclesiam nulla salus.
well as that of awe. Every notice of my criticism of
I cannot altogether agree with a friend who tells Mr. Spencer which has fallen under my eye adopted
me that controversy is pure eviL It is not so when my view of the hollowness of the Unknowable as a
it leads to a closer sifting of important doctrins; when basis of Religion. So say Agnostics, Materialists,
it is inspired with friendly feeling, and has no other Skeptics, Christians, Catholics, Theists, and Positivobject than to arrive at the truth. There were no ists. All with one .conseBt disclaim making a Religmere "compliments" in my expressions of. respect ion of the Unkno.~able. Mr. Herbert Spencer may
for Mr. Spencer and his work. 1 habitually speak of construct an Athanasian Creed of the "Inscrutable
him as the only living Englishman who can fairly lay Existence "-which is neither God nor being-but he
claim to the name of philosopher; nay, he is, I believe, stands as yet Athanasius contra mumdum. It is not
the only man in Europe, now living, 'JhO has con- therefore, through the hardness of my heart and the
structed a real systtm of philosophy. Very much in stiffness of my neck that I cannot follow him here.
that philosophy I willingly adopt; as a philosophical
Let us now sum up the various positions which
theory I acctpt h1s idea of the Unknowable. -'My re- Mr. Spencer would impose on us as to Religion.
jection of it as the basis of Religion is no new thing. After his two articles and the recent discussion we
The substance of my essay on the "Ghost of Relig- can hardly mistake him, and they justify my saying
ion" I hav long ago taught at Newton Hall. The that they form a gigantic paradox. Mr. Spencer
difference between Mr. Spencer and myself as to what maintains that:
religion means is vital and profound. So deep is it
1. The proper object of Religion is a. Something
that it justifies me in returning to these questions, which can never be known, or conceived, or underand still further disturbing h1s philosophic labor. stood; to which we cannot apply the terms emotion,
But our long friendship I trust will survive the inev- will, intelligence; of which we cannot affirm or deny
itable dispute.
that it is either person, or being, or mind, or matter,
It will clear up much at issue between us if it be or indeed anything else.
remembered that to me this question is one primarily
2. All that we can say of it is, that it is an Inscruof religion; to Mr. Spencer, one primarily of philoso- table Existence or an Unknowable Cause; we can
phy. He is dealing with transcendental conceptions, neither know nor conceive what it is, nor how it
mtelligible only to certain trained metaphysicians; I came about, nor how it operates. It is, notwithhav been dealing with religion as it affects the lives standing, the Ultimate Cause, the All-Being, the
of men and w Jmen in the world. Hence, if I admit Creativ Power.
with him that philosophy points to an unknowable
3. The essential business of Re.ligion, so underand inconceivable Reality behind phenomena, I insist stood, is to keep alive the consciousness of a mystery
that, to ordinary men and women, an unknowable that cannot be fathomed.
and inconceivable Reality is practically an Unreality.
4. We are not concerned with the question, "What
The Everlasting Yes which the Evolutionist meta- effect this religion will hav as a moral agent?" or,
physician is conscious of, but cannot conceive, is in "Whether it will make good men and women?" Reeflect on the public a mere Everlasting No; and are- ligion has to do with mystery, not with morals.
ligion which begins and ends with the mystery of
These are the paradoxes to which my fanaticism
the Unknowable is not religion at all, but a mere refuses to assent.
logician's formula. This is how it comes about that
Now these were the views about Religion which I
:Mr. Spencer complains that I hav misunderstood found in Mr. Spencer's, first article, and they cerhim or hav not read his books, that I fail to repre- tainly are repeated in his second. He says: "The
sent him, or even misrepresent him. I cannot admit Power which transcends phenomena cannot be
that I hav either misunderstood him or misrepre- brought within the forms of our finite thought."
sen ted him on any single point. I hav studied his "The Ultimate Power is not representa.ble in terms
books part by part, and chapter by chapter, and hav of human consciousness." "The attributes of perexamined tl1e authorities on which he relies.
sonality cannot be conceived by us as attributes of
·.fie seems to think that all hesitation to accept his: the Unknown Cause of things." "The nature of the

Reality transcending appearances cannot be known,
yet its existence.· is necessarily implied." "No conception of this Reality can be framed by us." "This
Inscrutable Existence which Science, in the last resort, is compelled to recognize as unreached by its
deepest analyses of matter, motion, thought, and
feeling." "In ascribing to the Unknowable Cause
of things such human attributes as emotion, will, intelligence, we are using words which, when thus applied, hav no corresponding ideas." There can be
no kind of doubt about all this. I said Mr. Spencer
proposes, as the object of religion, an abstraction
which we cannot conceive, or present in thought, or
regard as having personality, or as capable of feeling,
purpose, or thought--in familiar words, I said it was
"a sort of a something, about which we can know
nothing."
Mr. Spencer complainR that I called this Something a negation, an All-Nothingness, an (xn), and an
~verlasting ~o.
He now says that this Something
IS the All-Bemg.
The Unknowable is the Ultimate
Reality-the sole existence; the entire Cosmos, as
we are conscious of it, being a mere show. In familiar words: "Everything is nought, and the Unknowable is the only real Thing." I quite agree that
this is Mr. Spencer's position as a metaphysician. It .
is not at all new to me, for it is worked out in his
"First Principles" most distinctly. Ten years ago,
when I reviewed Mr. Lewes's "Problems of Life and
Mind," I criticised Mr. Spencer's Transfigured Realism as being too absolute (Fortnightly Remew,
1874, p. 89). I then stated my own philosophical
position to be that, "our scientific conceptions within
hav a good working correspondence with an (as"
sumed) reality without-we having no means of
knowing whether the absolute correspondence between them be great or small, or whether there be
any absolute correspondence at all." To that I ad-·
here; and, whilst I accept the doctrin of an Unknown
substratum, I cannot assent to the doctrin that the
Unknowable is the Absolute Reality. But I am quite
aware that he holds it, nor hav I ever said that he
did not.
On the contrary, I granted that it might
be the first axiom of science or the universal postulate of philosophy.
But it is not a religion.
(My
words were that, "although the Unknowable is logically said to be Something, yet the something of
which we neither know nor conceive anything is
practically nothing.· This is speaking from the point
of view of religion.")
I said then, and I say still, speaking with regard
to religion, and from the religion[:! point of view, that
the Metaphysician's Unknowable is tantamount to a
Nothing.
The philosopher may choose to say that
there is an Ultimate Reality which we cannot conceive, or know, or liken to anything we do know.
But these subtleties of speculation are utterly unintelligible to the ordinary public. And to tell them
that they are to worship this Unknowable is equivalent to telling them to worship nothing.
I quite
agree that Mr. Spencer, or any· metaphysician, is entitled to assert that the Unknowable is the sole Reality. But religion is not a matter for Metaphysicians, but for men, women, and children. And to
them the Unknowable is Nothing. Sir James Stephen calls the distinctions of :Mr. Spencer " an unmeaning play of words." I do not say that they are
unmeaning to the philosophers working on metaphysics.
But to the public, seeking for a religion, the
Reality or the Unreality of the Unknowable is certainly an unmeaning play of words.
Even supposing that Evolution ever· could bring
the people to comprehend the subtlety of the All-Being, of which all things we know are only shows, the
Unknowable is still incapable of supplying the very
elements, of Religion.
Mr. Spencer thinks otherwise.
He says that although we cannot know or
conceive it, or apply to it any of the terms of life, or
of consciousness, "it leaves unchanged certain of the
sentiments comprehended under the name religion."
"Whatever components of the religious sentiment
disappear, there must ever survive those which are
appropriate to the consciousness of a Mystery I" Certain of the religious sentiments are left unchanged I
The consciousness of a Mystery is to survive I Is
that all? ''We are not concerned," says he, "to
know what effect this religious sentiment will hav as
a moral agent I" A religion without anything to be
known, with nothing to teach, with no moral power,
with some rags of religious sentiment surviving,
mainly the consciousness of Mystery; this is, indeed,
the mockery of Religion.
Forced, as it seems, to clothe the nakedness of the
Unknowable with some shreds of sentiment, Mr.
Spencer has given it a positiv character, which for
every step that it advances toward Religion recedes
from sound Philosophy.
The Unknowable was at
first spoken of as an "unthinkable abstraction," and
so undoubtedly it is. But' it finally emerges as the
Ultimate Reality, the Ultimate Cause, the All-Being,
the Absolute Power, the Unknown Cause, the Inscrutable Existence, the Infinit and Eternal Energy, from
which all things proceed, the Creativ Power, "the
Infinit and Eternal Energy, by which all things are
created and sustained." It is "to stand in substantially the same relation toward our general concep-
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tion or" things as does the Creativ Power asserted by sume that it is the Ultimate Reality; There may be
Theology." "It stands toward the Universe, and to- an endless circle of realities, or there may be no Reward ourselvs, in the same relation aBo an anthropo- ality at all. Once leave the r~gion of the knowable
morphic Creator was supposed to stand, bears a like and the conceivable, and every positiv assertion is
relation with it, not only to human ·thought but to unwarranted. The forms of our consciousness prove
human feeling." In other words, the Unkaowable is to us, says Mr. Spencer, that what lies behind the
the C1eator; subject to this, that we cannot assert or region of consciousness is 11ot merely ullkllown but
deny that he, sh!!, or it, is Person, or Being, or can unknowable, that it is one, and that it is Real. The
feel, think, or act, or do anything else that we can laws of mind, I reply, do not hold good in the region
either know or imagin, or is such that we can ascribe of the unthinkable; the forms of our consciousness
to Him, Her, or It anything whatever within the cannot-limit the Unknowable. Ail posit1v assertions
about that "which cannot be brought within the
realm of consciousness.
Now the Unknowable, so qualified and explained, forms of our finite thought" are therefore unphilooffends against all the canons of criticism, so admir- sophical. We hav always held this of the theological
ably set forth in "First Principles," and especially C.reation, and we must hold it equally of the evoluthose of Dean Mansel, therein quoted and adopted. tionist Creation. Here is the difference between
The Unknowable is not unknowable if we know that Positiv Philosophy and Agnostic Metaphysics.
But if this Realism of the Unknowable offends
"it creates and sustains all things." One need not
repeat all the metaphysical objections arrayed by Mr. against sound philosophy, the Worship of the UnSpencer himself against connecting the ideas of the knowable is abhorrent to every instinct of genuin
Absolute, the Infinit, First Cause, and Creator with Religion. There is something startling in Mr. Spenthat of any one Power. How can Absolute Power cer's assertion that he " is not concerned to show
create? How can the Absolute be a Cause? The what effect this religious sentiment will hav as a
Absolute excludes the relativ; and Creation and moral agent." As in ''First Principles," so now, he
Cau8e both imply relation. How can the Infinit be represents the business of religion to be to keep alive
a Cause, or create? For if there be effect distinct the consciousness of a Mystery. The recognitiOn of
from cause, or if there be something uncreated, the this supreme verity has been from the first, he says,
Infinit would be thereby limited. What is the the vital element of Religion. From the beginning
meaning of All-Being? Does it include, or not, its it has dimly discerned this ultimate verity; and that
own manifestation? If the Cosmos is a mere show supreme and ultimate verity is, that there is an inof an Unknown Cause, then the Unknown Cause is scrutable Mystery. If this be not retrogressiv Renot Infinit, for it does not include the Cosmos; and ligion, what is? Religion is not indeed to be disnot Absolute, for the Universe is its manifestation, carded; but, in its final and perfect form, all that it
and all things proceed from it. That is to say, the ever has had of reverence, gratitude, love, and symAbsolute is in relation to the Universe, as Cause and pathy is to be shriveled up into the recognition of a
Effect. Again, if the " very notions, beginning and Mystery. Morality, duty, goodness are no longer to
end, cause and purpose, relativ notions belonging to be within its sphere. It will neither touch the heart
human thought, are probably irrelevant to the Ulti- of men -nor mold the conduct; it will perpetually
mate Reality transcending human thou-.ht"
(Spencer remind the intelligence that there is a great Enigma,
0
Nineteenth Century, p. 12), how can we speak of th~ which, it tells us, can never be solved. Not only is
Ultimate Cause, or indeed of Infinit and Eternal ? religion reduced to a purely mental sphere, but its
The philosophical difficulties of imagining a First task in that sphere is one practically imbecil.
Cause, so admirably put by Mr. Spencer years ago,
Mr. Spencer complains that I called his Unknoware not greater than those of imagining an Ultimate able " an ever-present conundrum to be everlastingly
Cause. The objections he states to the idea of Crea- given up." But he uses words almost exactly the
tion are not removed by talking of a Creativ Power same; he himself speaks of "the great Enigma which
rather than a Creator God. If Mr. Spencer's new he [man] knows cannot be solved." The business
Creativ Power " stands toward our general con- of the religious sentiment is with "a consciousness
ception of things in substantially the same rela- of a Mystery that cannot be fathomed." It would be
tion as the Creativ Power of Theology," it is open to difficult to find for Religion a lower and more idle
all the metaphysical. dilemmas so admirably stated in part to play in human life than that of continually
"First Principles." Mr. Spencer cannot hav it both presenting to man a conundrum, which he is told he
ways. If his Unknowable be the Creativ Power, and must contmually giv up. One would take ali this to
Ultimate Cause, it simply renews all the mystifica- be a bit from "Alice 1n Wonderland," rather than
tion of the old theologies. If his Unknowable be un- the first chapter of" Synthetic Philosophy."
knowable, then it is idle to talk of Infinit and
I turn to some of the points on which Mr. Spencer
Eternal Energy, sole Reality, All-Being, and Creativ thinks that I misunderstand or misrepresent his
Power. This is the slip-slop of theologians which meaning. I cannot admit any one of these cases.
Mr. Spencer, as much as any man living, has finally In calling the Unknowable a pure negation, I spoke
torn to shreds.
from the standpoint of Religion, not of Metaphysics.
In what way does the notion of Ultimate Cause It may be a logical postulate, but that of which we
avoid the difficulties in the way of First Cause, and can know nothmg, and of which we can form no conhow is Creativ Power an idea more logical than Cre- ception, I shall continue to call a pure negation, as
ator? And if, as Mr. Spencer says ("First Princi- an object cf worship, even if I am told (as I now am),
ples," p. 35), "the three different. suppositions re- that it is that " by which all things are created and
specting the origin of things turn out to be literally sustained." Such is the view of S1r James Stephen,
unthinkable, what does he mean by asserting that a and of every other critic who has joined in this disCreativ Power is the one great Reality? Mr. Spen- cussion.
cer seems to suggest that, though all idea of First
vVith respect to Dean Mansel I made no mistake;
Cause, of Creator, of Absolute Existence, is unthink- the mistake is Mr. Spencer's, not mme. I said that
able, the difficulty in the way of predicating them of of all modern theologians the dean came the nearest
anything is got over by asserting that the unthink- to him. As we all know, in "First Principles," Mr.
able and the unknowable is the ultimate reality. He Spencer qnotes and adopts four pages from Mansel's
said ("First Principles," p. 110), "Every supposition "Bampton Lectures." But I said, "There is a gulf
respecting the genesis of the UniverRe commits us to which separates even his all-negativ deity from Mr.
alternativ impossibilities of thought;" and again, Spencer's impersonal, unconscious, unthmking, and
" We are not permitted to know-nay, we are not unthinkable Energy." Mr. Spencer says that 1 miseven p.ermitted to conceive-that Reality which is represent him and transpose his doctrin and Manbehind the veil of Appearance." Quite so! On that sel's, because he regards the Absolute as positiv and
ground we hav long rested firmly, accepting Mr. the dean regarded it as negativ. lf Mr. Spencer will
t:>pencer's· teaching. It is to violate that rule if we look at my words again, he will see that I was speaknow go on to call it Oreativ Power, Ultimate Cause, ing of Mansel's Theology, not of his Ontology. I
and the rest. It comes, then, to this: Mr. Spencer sa1d· "deity," not the Absolute. Mansel, as a metasays to the theologians, "I cannot allow you to speak physician, no doubt spoke of the Absolute as negaof a First Cause, or a Creator, or an All-Being, or an tiv, whilst Mr. Spencer speaks of it as positiv. Hut
Absolute Existence, because you mean something Mansel's idea of deity is personal, whilst Mr. Spenintelligible and conceivable by these terms, and I tell cer's Energy is not personal. That is strictly accuyou that they stand for ideas that are unthinkable rate. Dean Mansel's words are, "It is our duty to
and inconceivable. But," he adds, "I hav a perfect think of God as personal;" Mr. Spencer's words are,
right to talk of an Ultimate Cause and a Creativ "Duty requires us neither to affirm nor deny perPower, and an Absolute Existence, and an All-Being, sonality" of the Unknown Cause. That is to say, the
because I mean nothing by these terms-at least dea.n called his First Cause God; Mr. Spencer prenothing that can be either thought of or conceived fers to call it Energy. Both describe this First
of, and J know that I am not talkmg of anything in- Cause negativly; but whilst the dean calls it a Pertelligible or conceivable. That is the faith of an Ag- son, Mr. t:>pencer will not say that it is person, connostiC, which except a man believe faithfully he can- scious, or thinking. Mr. Spencer's impression, then,
not be saved."
that 1 misrepresented him in this matter is simply
Beyond the region of the knowable and the con- his own rather hasty reading of my words.
ceivable we hav no right to assume an infinit energy
It is quite legitimate in a question of religion and
mo~e than_ an i~ Linit. series of energies, or an infin1t an object of worship to speak of this Unknowable
senes of mfimt thmgs or nothings. We hav no Energy, described as Mr. t:>pencer describes it, as
right to assume one Ultimate Cause, or any cause "impersonal, unconscious, unthinking, and unthinkmo~e t~an an infinit series of Causes, or something able.'' The distinction that, since we neither affirm
whiCh IS not Cause at all. We hav no right to as- nor deny of it personality, consciousness, or thought,
sume that anything beyond the knowable is eternal it is not therefore impersonal, is a metaphysical subor infinit, or anything else; we hav no right to as~ tlety. That which cannot be presented in terms of
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human consciousness is neither personal, conscious,
nor thinking, but properly unthinkable. To the ordinary mind it is a logical formula, it is apart from
man, it is impersonal and unconscious. And to tell
us that this conundrum is "the power which manifests itself in consciousness," that man and the world
are but its products and manifestations, that it may
hav (for aught we know) something higher than personality and something grander than intelligence, is
to talk theologico-metaphysical jargon, but is not to
giv the average man and woman any positiv idea. at
all, and certainly not a religious idea. In religion,
at any rate, that which can only be described by negations is negativ; that which cannot be presented
in terms of consciousness is uncGnscious.
I shall say but little about Mr. Spencer's Ghost
theory as the historical source of all religion; because it is, after ail, a subordinate matter, and would
lead to a wide digression. I am sorry that he will
not accept my ~not very serious) invitation to him to
modify the paradoxes thereon to be read in his
''Principles of Sociology." I hav always held it to
be one of the most unlucky of all his sociologic doctrins, and that on psychological as well as on historical grounds. Mr. Spencer asserts that all forms of
religious sentiment spring from the primitiv idea of
a disembodied double of a dead man. I assert that
this is a rather complicated and developed form of
thought; and that the simplest and earhest form of
religious sentiment is the idea of the rudest savage,
that visible objects around him-animal, vegetable,
and inorganic-hav quasi-human feelings and powers, whicll he regards with gratitude and awe. Mr.
Spencer says that man only began to worship a river
or a volcano when he began to imagin them as the
abode of dead men's spirits. I say that he began to
fear or adore them so soon as he thought the nver or
the volcano had the feelinss and powers of living beings, and that was from the dawn of the human intelligence. The latter view is, I maintain, far the
simpler and more obvious explanation, and it is a
fault in logic to construct a complicated explanation
when a simple one answers the facts. Animals think
inert things of a peculiar form to be animal; so do
infants. '!'he dog barks at a shadow; the horse
dreads a steam-engin; the baby loves her doll, feeds
her, nurses her, and buries her. The savage thinks
the river, or the mountain beside whicb. he livs, the
most beneficent, awful, powerful of beings. There
is the germ of religion. To assure us that the savage has no feeling of awe and affection for the river
and the mountain until he llas evolved the elaborate
idea of disembodied spirits of dead men dwelling invisibly inside them, is as idle as it would be to assure us that the love and the terror of the dog, the
horse, and the baby are due to their perceiving some
disembodied spirit inside the shadow; the steamengin, or the doll.
I think it a little hard that I may not hold this common-sense view of the matter along with almost all
who hav studied the question, without being told that
it comes of "persistent thinking along defined
grooves," and that I should accept the Ghost theory
of Religion were it not for my fanatical discipleship.
Does not Mr. Spencer himself perRistently think along
defined grooves; ~nd does not every systematic
thinker do the same? But it so happens that the
Ghost theory leads to conclu~ii)JJ 1 that outrage common sense. lf Dr. Tylor has timtlly adopted it, I am
sorry. But it is certain that tue believers in the
Ghost theory as the origin oi all forms of Heligion
are few and far between. The d.1lliculties in the way
of it are enormous. Mr. Spencer laboriously tries to
persuade us that the worshtp of the Sun and the
Moon arose, not from man's natural reverence for
these great and beautiful powers of Nature, but solely
as they were thought to be the abodes of the disembodied spirits of dead ancestors. Animal worship,
tree and plant worship, feti0hism, the Confucian worship of heaven, all, he would hav us believe, take
their origin. entirely from the idea that these objects
contain the spirits of the dead. If this is not " persistent thinking along defined grooves," I know not
what it is.
The case of China is decisiv. There we hav a religion of vast antiquity and extent, perfectly clear and
well ascertained. It rests entirely on worship of
Heaven and Earth, and objects of Nature regarded
as organized beings, <tnd not as the abode of human
spirits. There is in the religion and philosophy of
Ohina, no notion of b1man spirits disembodied and
detached from the devl person conceived as living in
objects and distinct ll'om dead bodies. The dead
are the dead; not the spiritual denizens of other
things. In the face of this, the vague language of
missiOnaries and travd·2rs as to the beliefs of savages
must be treated wi 'h caution. Mr. Spencer speaks
in too confident lan6nage of his having "proved" and
" disproved" and " shown" all these things in his
'' Descriptiv Socir.lagy" and in his "Principles of Sociology." How many competent persons has he convinced? Assuredly, for my part, I read and re-read
all that he there says about the genesis of religion
with amazement. Vve read these authorities for ourselvs, ·and we cannat see that they bear out his conclusions. It was a pity to refer to the tables in thQ
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"Descriptiv Sociology," perhaps the least successful
of all Mr. Spencer's works. That work is a huge file
of cuttings from various travelers of all classes, extracted by three gentlemen whom ~fr. Spencer employed. Of course these intelligent gentlemen had
little difficulty in clipping from hundreds of books
about foreign races sentences which seem to support
Mr. Spencer's doctrins. The whole proceeding is too
much like that of a famous lawyer who wrote a lawbook, and then gave it to his pupils to :find the
"cases " which supported his la.w. It is a little suspicious that we find so often at the head of each
''superstition'' of the lower races a beading in almost
the same wordA to the effect: "Dreams regarded as
visits from the spirits of departed relations." The intelligent gentlemen employed hav done tbeirworkvery
well, but of course one can find in this medley of
tables almost any view. And I find facts which make
for my view as often as. any other.
Fetichism, says Mr. Spencer, is not found in the
lowest races. Be that as it may, it is found wherever
we can trace the germs of religion. Well, I read in
the " Descriptiv Sociology "that Mr. Burton, perhaps
the most capable of all African travelers, declares
tnat "fetichism 's still the only faith known in East
Africa." In other places we l'ead of the sun and
moon, forests, trees, stones, snakes, and the like regarded with religious reverence by the savages of
Central Africa. "The Damaras attribute the origin
of the sheep to a large stone." They regard a big
tree as the origin of Damaras. "Cattle of a certain
color are venerated by the Damaras." "To the Becbuanas rain appears as the giver of all good." "The
negro whips or throws away a worthless fetich."
"The Hottentots and Bushmen shoot poisoned arrows
at the lightning and throw old shoes at it." Exactly.
And do these Damaras, Becbuanas, and Bushmen do
this solely because they think that the sun and moon,
the lightning, the rain, the trees, the cattle, and the
snakes are the abodes of the disembodied spirits of
their dead relativs? And do they never do this until
they bav evolved a developed Ghost theory?
This is more than I .can accept for all the robustness of faith which Mr. Spencer attributes to me.
Whilst I find in a bandred books that countless races
of Africa and the organized religion of China attribute human qualiltes to natural objects, and grow up to
regard those objects with veneration and awe, I shall
continue to think that fetichism, or the reverent ascription of feeling and power to natural objects, is a
spontaneous tendency of the 4uman mind. And I
shall refuse, even on Mr. Spencer's high authority,
and that of his three compilers, to believe that it is
solely a result of a developed Ghost theory. To ask
us to believe this as " proved " on the strength of a
pile of clippings made to order is, I think, quite as
droll to ordinary minds as anything Mr. Spencer can
pick up out of the Positivist Calendar.
[CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

Imputations. To designate Liberals as "inflated egoin no way adapted-? It was not to hav any opportunity to vindicate his honor from any attack I bad tists," as "swine," as battening on" the moor of senmade upon it, inasmuch as I credit him with high suality;" "as speaking lightly of the relation of the
moral culture, a generous disposition, and a loving sexes," is in my opinion not only to indulge in impuheart. It was not that it was necessary for him tation, but to select the most vulgar, cruel, and unjust
to prove that he possessed ability. This I hav cheer- kind. This reckless and uncalled-for vituperation
fully granted, and I shall always bear testimony bas been the cause of the opposition to Mr. Chainey
to his marvelous power, although it is frequently, in -not his taking up Spiritualism.
Lack of Reason. Mr. Chainey undertook to prove
my opinion, wrongly directed. It was not that he
needed to establish his right to change his views; no- on Sunday that Spiritualism was superior to Secularbody questioned that; it was only to the unfortunate ism and Materialism; he also announced that he had
mode adopted in publicly announcing the change "found a new gospel." Let the reader carefully go
that exception was taken. It was not even that dem- through that lecture, and discover if he can use reaonstration should be given of the usefulness and son to justify this alleged supel'iority. No definiearnestness of Spiritualists in the endeavor to tions were given of the terms used, no attempt was
emancipate the human mind from the power of the made to explain the unique advantages of the "new
theological teachings of the churches. No one who gospel," and no reasons were offered in support of
has watched their labors could doubt their desire in the serious charges made against Liberalism. Orathis matter. My experience in America upon this tory we had in abundance, but that is not always
point is that so far as the secular welfare of mankind allied with argument, neither is rhetoric invariis concerned, the Spiritualists, with few exceptions, ably associated with logic.
Gananoque, Ont.
CHARLES WATTS.
are noble workers. This, therefore, which is a truth to
me, can afford no topic for debate, as it is selfevident, And yet every effect must bav its cause;
Canadian Notes.
the effect in this instance-my friend's temporary
We
get
cheering
news from various parts of Cancraving for debate-we all know, but the cause is
ada.
We
shall
bav
a hearty gathering at our great ·
only perceptible to a few, and what that is Mr.
Chainey can state when and how be pleases. "There Convention, December 13th, in Albert Hall, Toronto.
are more things in heaven and earth than are
There was a second debate on Nordan's "Lies of
dreamt of in your philosophy, Horatio."
Modern Civilization " on Sunday morning last, in
The reasons partly given by Mr. Cbainey for this Secular Hall, Toronto. The debate proved so interdesired encounter are not quite accurate; not that I esting that it was determined to hav a third debate
wish to charge my friend with intentional inaccuracy. on the same subject next Sunday morning.
He is too good for that. Still the inaccuracy is there
all the same, and in justice to myself it must be
Three books hav attracted unusual attention in
pointed out. No pledge to debate was given by me, Toronto during the last few years. They are Max
only <t conditional promis subject to arrangements to Nordan's "Lies of Modern Civilization;" that exbe made at Mr. Cbainey's own request by Mr. S. P. tl'aordinary work, "Science and Life;" and Henry
Putnam. That gentleman, for reasons be bas ably George's "Progress and Poverty." A careful study
given, objected to the controversy; thel'efore that of those books brings a rich reward in materials for
part of it fell through. In the next pla0e, from. the thinking.
first I informed Mr. Cbainey that I could not accept
At Ottawa, they hav a Secular Society composed of
his pr~)posal, ~nd I named others which be has not
accepted np to the present time. On the contrary, some of the elite, and they bav writers among them
he offered tresh arrangements differing from his first who rank high in the literature of Canada. The
proposal and also from the one I sent Hm. To these society has been in existence for a number of years.
I bav given no consent either actually or by implicaThe Bible is one of the gods worshiped by Christion. Thus it was inaccurate to say the debate was
decided upon, an-i that "he [Mr. ChaineyJ instantly Hans, making a fifth god in the orthodox Pantheon,
agreed to my modifications." He did nothing of the which comists of three gods aud one goddess; and
one book-god-five in all. The worflhip of the bookkind, as his letters in my possession will show.
god
seems to be somewhat declining, judging by
It is mentioned that since my official association
with the League, I hav challenged the Rev. Dr. Sex- the number of pulpit-screamers and gospel-shouters
ton. Quite truP. I am prepared to meet any min- who are inclined to go back on their b-:;ss, the book,
ister, or any dozen of the clergy, in debate who will and only retain the life and teachings of Christ. A
oppose the principles of the League, as Dr. Sexton luminary of the English established church is one of
does. Will Mr. Cbainey take the doctor's position? the latest of these back-sliders and deserters from the
If so, he can hav all the debate he requires. He can- book-god. But there are a great many of these black
not, however, do this, as he informs us that be agrees sheep among the clergy of to-day.
Toronto, Ont., Nov. 1st.
R. B. BuTLAND.
fully with our principles. Where, then, would be the
Mr. George Chainey and Spiritualism.
utility of debating with one wb0 so far is with us?
A FEW FINAL WORDS.
My view of Spiritualism, as propounded in the
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: For the
"The cry is, Still they come." And yet another United States, is that there is nothing in it that purpose of contributing an item to "Canadian
conversion upon the part of Mr. George Chainey, and necessarily prevents its believers from doing Secular Notes," which now fill a space in your valuable
this one must certainly hav taken place about as sud- work. If a Spiritualist can see something beyond paper, I am in,luced to pen the following: Mr.
denly as his previous departures. In his recent lect- my vision, that is no reason why we should nr,t both Charles Watts delivered a lecture in this town on
ure, "Through Day to Night, and Night to Day," travel on ground visible to us both. I freely grant Tuesday evening, Oct. 21st, subject, "Christianity;
IYir. Cbainey distinctly says that be felt discussion on that because I am not convinced of the alleged truth Its Claims Examined." The audience was large and
the question of Spiritualism "inappropriate," for the of Spiritualism, that is no proof that others are not; appreciativ, and the lecturer, by his eloquent and
reason, I presume, to quote his own words, that be and i', on the other hand, some persons feel con- forcible delivery, and by the effectual and inoffensiv
did not " expect any one to believe in it on his testi- vinced of its truth, it does ytot, therefore, follow that way in which he disposed of those Christian claims,
mony," and that be "always did refuse controversy, I must share their convictions before seeing reasons after having stated them clearly and fairly, and in
and alw1ys should." Such were the statements of our for so doing.
well arranged succession, elicited hearty and repeated
persistent hero only a few weeks ago; but now an
2. The second question calling for notice is, Was applause. It is now over four years since Mr. B. F.
entire change has come over the spirit of his dream, there sufficient ground to justify me in charging my Underwood lectured here, and during· that time
and with his usual impulsiv nature he invites me to noble Hotspur with "inaccuracy, imputation, and Freetbougbt has had no public exponent in this
town. Yet public sentiment bas progressed in the
mortal combat, and vehemently protests that it is his lack of reason?" Let us see, taking them seriatim.
wish to do the very thing that in his printed lectInaccuracy.
Mr. Chainey in his lectures has the direction of toleration. In arranging for Mr. Unure be says be will not do. Further, be threatens following: Liberals "cultivate their intellects till derwood's coming, four years ago, we found it hard
me, in the event of my not accepting his pugilistic in- their hearts are dead within them." "Those who to convince our Christian fellow-citizens that it was
vitation, with what he terms the saying of Banquo to think this life the only one, become the more senual." not pushing toleration too far to allow us unbelievers
Macbeth, "Th<Jn yield thee, coward." The fact that "Liberalism chills and benumbs all the best instincts the privilege of running a public lecture. This time
Banquo never said anjtbing of the kind matters but of the heart." "Mr. Watts announced his reply be- there has bf en no opposition manifested. We hav
little. The saying comes with bad grace frcm Mr. fore be knew what I was going to say." "His printed been allowed to pursue the even tenor of our way in
Cbainey, who, until the last few weeks, persistently reply was not the same as be gave at Cassadaga; quiet. They bav, in fact, been a little too lenient
refused under any circumstances to enter into dis- mine was." These are a few specimens of the inac- with us, and rather disappointed us, as well as Mr.
cussion. What new light bas dawned upon his mind curacies to which my friend, in his moments of un- Watts, in that they made no responRe to his courtthis time to induce him to make this sudden change? controled emotion, gave utterance. In my previous eous and persistent invitation to come forward after
What fresh mysterious influence bas captured his comments I bav shown that it is not the fact that the the lecture was over.
An effort i& being made to take advantage of the
mental powers and led him to avow a hasty conver- hearts of Liberals are dead; that we become the
sion from one extreme to the other? My friend more sensual in consequ~nce of our inability to be- newly-awakened interest in the cause which is the
Cbainey, is not this another result of uncontrole d lieve in another life; and that Liberalism chills the logical outcome of Mr. Watts's visit, by resuscitating
emotion, showing that you still lack that desired best instincts of the heart. Mr. Obainey knows from the Freetbougbt Association which existed here
practicability so very necessary to insure stability of his experience of Liberals that these allegations are some years ago. In the work of organization we
conviction? What next to expect from our lively not true, and to assert the contrary is to libel some hav many difficulties to contend with, the most imcbamelion it is bard to say. If in the future he do of the noblest and purest of earth. In his camp at portant of which is the reluctance of business men
not manifest some regard for the process of reason- Cassadaga, Mr. Cbainey read to me what he was to join an unpopular cause. That, however, may be
ing in his rapid mental transformations, I fear it will going to say in his lecture, and it was then that I in some measure be overcome by inducing Mr. Watts
be necessary for me to say of him, in the words of decided to reply to the result of his over-heated to repeat his visit, and by the jnfluence which the
Othello, "I loved you once, but never more be officer imagination. My printed reply only professed to be rmccess of the work of organization is meeting with
of mine."
the substance of what I said at the convention, as my all over the country is sure to bav on every commuAs this will be my final say upon this subject, I feel lecture was not a written one. Mr. Cbainey's was, nity. THE TnuTH SEEKER bas some subscribers here,
concerned to notice two questions: 1. What really and yet, after giving it in full on the Sunday, he cut and we will try to increase the number now, believwere the causes which prompted Mr. Cbainey to desire out certain portions before having it printed. Had ing that it deservedly occupies the position of organto .leave the temple of peace, for which be is so well it been published as read, it would hav been amus- in-chief to the Secular movement on this nontinent.
~mted, to enter the arena of debate 1 for which he is· ing in the extreme.
Owen Sound, Ont.
GEO. S. CALDBECK.
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Recent Discoveries of Ancient Christian Man·
uscripts.
From the Boston Herald of Sept. 7th we extract the
·following:
It is the remark of President Hitchcock, of the Union Theo-

logical Seminary, that one of the early points of a fresh development in biblical criticism will be found in the New Testament, and it looks as if men were gathering materials for a new
departure iD these studies now. The Independent prints an
editorial in which it mentions the'following important discoveries, all made within the last forty years:

How to Organize a Local League.
The National Liberal League is formed by the
union of I.Jocal Auxiliary Liberal Leagues. To organize a Local Auxiliary League, any person (man or
woman) may place the following Call at the head of
a sheet of paper and solicit signatures:

CALL.
WE, the undersigned citizens of [here introduce name of
Then follows a list of eight early Christian docu- town or city], agree to organize an Auxiliary Liberal League,
ments, most of which are very familiar to students. to work in connection wit~ the National Liberal League, and
First comes the complete codex of the New Testa- to pay the sums set oppos1t our names for that purpose.
ment, discovered by Tischendorf in 1844 and 1859 in
Names.
Residences.
Amounts.

709

JNo. HART, Doylestown, Pa.: Yours of 27th received. Inclosed please find $10-Frank Hart $5.00, John Hart $5.00for lecture fund.
Go on with the good work, and may your
efforts be crowned with success.
J. C. RoE, Oshkosh, Wis.: I inclose herewith $10 to apply
on the Campaign Fund. Am glad that the Liberal Leauue
has such a bright prospect before it, and hope every Lib~ral
in the land will do his and her best to help those who hav
given their entire time to its maintenance.
B. J. BRINEY, Secretary of the Bradford, Pa., Liberal
League: The Liberal League of Bradford are in favor of the
Watts and Chainey debate. If Chainey can't prove more at
Boston than he did at Cassadaga, it will be a failure on his
part. We all knew Chainey, and when we heard he had been
converted to Spiritualism, we said at once he was honest, and
must hav se~n some phenomena he could not account for, or
had been m1sled and deluded. Then we went to see and hear
him at Cassadaga. After he got done abusing Liberals and
came to his own experience, it was whispered through the
audience, "Now for a treat." Now, does Mr. Chainey think
that a public gush of sentiment proves anything? We would
ask the Spiritualists to analyze his speech and tell Materialists
what he proved or demonstrated. Dicl he ever see a spirit?
Does he know any more now about Gods nnd spirits than when
he lectured in Bradford one year ago? The tenor of his lecture there was to deny both. We want WRtts to prepare to
meet him, and not allow him in an orthodox way to assume
his premises, but make him produce the evidence of Spiritualism. If he can't, then withdraw from the contest and all go
to work for the Nine Demands of Liberalism. If Watts is vanquished in the contest, and Chainey demonstrates his theory,
score one for Spiritualism.

a convent on Mount SinaL The manuscript is asAs soon as ten persons have subscribed to this Call,
signed to the fourth century.
an~ five dollars have been paiJ in, make out an appliFour of the other documents are published in the catiOn for a Charter, inclosing the application, toAntenicene Christian Library, to wit:
gether with a money order or postal note for five
. "Refutation of all Heresies," by Hippolytus, who dollars (or the amount may be inclosed in a registered
IS supposed to hav died about A.D. 235-9.
letter) to the· socretary of theN ational Liberal League.
"Epistle of Barnabas."
The fee for a Charter is ten dollars, and the Board of
"Shepherd of Hermas."
Directors have voted to allow the organizer of the
"Epistle of Clement of Rome."
Auxiliary Liberal League to retain five dollars as
All these are fully considered in the "Revelations compensation for his or her services in effecting the
of Antichrist," 1879, where President Hitchcock and organization.
the editor of the Boston Herald will find further and
Any Liberal society can by a vote qualify itself an
most startling "materials for a new departure."
WM. G. MAYo, President of the Newark, N. J., Liberal
Auxiliary Liberal League, and take out a charter.
Before Tischendorf discovered complete, or almost
On receipt of the five dollars and application signed League: Were I a Spiritualist, I should say I was "imcomplete, copies of the foregoing documents, there by the President and Secretary (or the temporary pressed" to write the followin~. Indeed, I couldn't get it out
of my head, though I hav said "Down ! ' to it ever so many
were extant a considerable part of the "Refutation Secretary) of the new League (and as many others times, but it will not down. So, to relieve my conscience, and
of all Heresies," otherwise called the "Philosophu- as may choose), the Secretary will forward to the ap- !n view of the fact that the old Wurkers in our ranks are passmena;" a small portion of the" Epistle of Barnabas;" plicant a Charter signed by the proper officers of the mg away, and that new speakers must tftke their places to
battle for the cause of right and Liberalism, I hereby, through
and all of the "Shepherd of Hermas" (in Latin); but National Liberal League.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
you, offer my services to a cause I Jove most dearly, ancl recno part of the "Epistle of Clement of Rome."
Secretary of the National Liberal League.
ognize the fact that what I enjoy by mental unfoldment and
The three remaining documents are:
real intellectual freedom I owe to the influence of our Free55 East 9th street, New York.
thought movement. You hav had a few examples of my
Fragments of tlw earliest Syriac version of the
SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE.
efforts at our League, so perhaps yon can judge if my services
N ew T es~ament, discovered by the late Dr. Cureton,
and portwns of the Coptic (Egyptian) version.
In order to provide an adequate revenue to the would be worth anything to the C1tlBB. I can do no less than
the offer, as my profession places me b"yond the necesThe "Diatessaron" of Tatian, a Syrian father who treasury of the National League, to enable it to carry make
sity of being remunerated pecuniarily. I offer my services
died about AD. 170 or later.
'
out the requirements of sections, 4, 5, and 6 of Arti- gratuitously, with the privilege of paying my own expenses.
The "Teaching of the Twelve Apostles."
cle III. of its Constitution, and to do other legiti- I hope you are so abundantly supplied with goo<l speakers you
Dr. Cureton's Syriac fragments of the New Testa- mate work of the League, every auxiliary is requested will ha v no use for me, but if you are in need of speakers, call
ment exhibit a few important variations from the to contribute a certain sum monthly, not less than on yours truly.
[I want to call specirtl attention to this letter. Dr. Mayo is
received Greek text.
five cents per month from each one of its members,
president of the Newark League, one of the moHt successful of
The "Diatessaron" of Tatian is said to hav been for the use of the National League. The amount
our Liberal societies. He is au interesting sp011ker, a thordiscovered within the last ten years. We hav not thus collected should be remitted quarterly on the ough-going Radical, broad-mindeLl and intelligent, and as a
seen it. Tatian was a disciple of Justin Martyr, the first days of January, April, July, and October, by the lecturer will be of grertt service to our cause. He is one of
earliest authenticated Christian father. Justin was secretary of the auxiliary to the secretary of the our "Captains of Industry," rmd I hope the Leagues will giv
an opponent of the Gnostics, of whom Marcion, his National League_._________
him plenty to do. His offer is most generous-m·tde in the
contemporary at Rome, was the chief. Tatian em.
spirit of loyalty to truth and huu111nity. -S. P. P.]
braced the Christianity of Justin at Rome, but after
The Campatgn Fund.
JosEPH LEE, Fresno, Cal.: I write to let you know how well
- $1,594.00
the death of his master, about A.D. 166, he renounced. Already acknowledged,
- 100.00 I like the present arrangement of the No1tional Liberal League.
the doctrin of the incarnation and humanity of Christ,' ~os~p~ Lee, _ - _
10.00 I hav just read Mr. Watts's reply to George Chainey; the reply
and established himself at Antioch as a Gnostic. :E. M:. ~=~is,
10.00 is almost the first that I hav seen of Mr. Watts's writings, and
10.00 it suits me well. Although I am a poor old man, I concluded
One work of Tatian survives; about forty printed Hart Bros., ·
5.00 to promis you $100 toward the five thoustmtl asked for to
pages, written about A.D. 170, and a few sentences of J. G. Deshler,
5.00 carry on the campaign. I send you to-day five and will send
his other works. He had a gospel, says Theodoret ~:- ~arcroft,
3.00 five as often as I hav it to spare, and I hope tho tive thousand
(A.D. 430), which omitted the genealogies and all T. ci. F~~=gerald,
3.00 will be fifty thousand, and I am confident that JOU cttn use
1.00 well all you get.. I would like to bav a little of the surplus
other passages showing that Christ was born of David Ruth Bennett,
1.00 gift of speech that Chainey has, for I would like to tell some
according to the flesh (Sup. Rei.). The "Diates- l'IL P. Thurston,
1.00 things that I know and am unable to do so; but Chainoy can
saron" is said to be a harmony of the four gospels,
.!_!· .Jhhur~ton,
1.00 tell more that he don't know than I can that I do know; but
beginning with the first verse of John's gospel, and Wm.' We~l:s on
1.00 I will help you and Mr. Watts to tell all yon can. I hate to
1.00 see so many good Liberals so Nmpant in favor of anti-prohiis claimed to be a conclusiv proof of the acceptance Herman K~tzel,
1.00 bition. Spirits are what we are lighting, and the spirits of alof that gospel as early as AD. 170.
P. F. Spencer,
1.00 cohol is the worst of all in its operations on humanity, worse
/ Without a sight of the newly discovered document, ¥~s~- aC~rson,t
1.00 than all others, except that of religion, which I consider the
we are prepared to admit that John's gospel did exist P. :8:~ Ma~~::,' _
1.00 boss fiend.
2.00
as early as A.D. 170, if not many yea:rs earlier.
Edward Hooper,
Don't forget that C. B. Reynolds, chairman of the executiv
committee of the League, lectures before the New York LibThe "Teaching of the Twelve Apostles" we hav
Total,
$1.752.00
eral Club, Friday evening, November 14th; and at Newark,
already reviewed in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 26th.
Of the sums above and heretofore pledged, the following Sunday, November Dth.
The discovery of the manuscript was made in 1875,
hav already been paid into the treasury. Let donors carefully
Don't forget that Watts lectures in New York at German
by Bishop Bryennios. The date of the manuscript is note this list, and if any amounts paid in are not credited,
Masonic Hall, Sunday evening, November lGth, on "AgnostiA.D. 1056, and it is claimed that the original book was please notify the secretary at once:
cism and Modern 'rhought."
composed between A.D. 120 and 150. A translation
Elizur Wright, quarterly payment, $30.00; N. Eggleston,
is published in the Andover Review for April, 1884. 10.00; Adrian Lib. League, quarterly Payment, 5.00· Moline Don't forget the grand Liberal Sociable on Thursday evenIf the book is genuin, its composition must be as- Progressiv League, 25.00; A Friend, 2 00; Wm. M~nsfield, ing, November 20th. Come and greet Wotkeman, Leland,
signed to a much earlier date than A.D. 120. Why? 1.00; Mrs. H. L. Buchner, 1.00; Ralf Helm, 10.00; A. Owen, Palmer, Watts, Reynolds, and all the old and new oJlicers of the
Because Clement of Alexandria, who wrote about A.D. 20.00; Altoona League, quarterly payment, 25.00; Friendship League, and so prepare ourselvs for a generous Thanksgiving.
Liberal League, 5.00; William Barnsdale, 1.00; Cash, 1.00; No See advertisments.
SA~IUEJ~ P. PUTNAM, :Sec.
200 or earlier, quotes a pa.ssage from it as scripture Name, 10 00; Franklin League, 5.00; H. Cohn, 2.00; Thomas
(Misc. i, 20; Teach. iii). Half a century is too short G. Watkins, 5.00; Zenas Kent, 1.00; John Cosgrove, 1.00; A.
Definition of Religion.
a time for a post-apostolic writing to acquire the rep- T. Benedict, 2.00; Joseph Wensel, 1 00; Wm. Reynolds, 5.00;
A.
Chavannes,
1.00;
J.
W.
Leighton,
1.00;
S.
N.
Bradford
The following definition of religion is givEm by Dr.
utation of holy writ; but 200 years would be quite
5.00; D. W. Craig, 1 00; W. H. Pepper, 50.00; Medicale, 1.00';
sufficient. Therefore we would assign the composi- A. M. Miller, 50.00; J.P. Hoffman, 1.00; Joshua Cassey, John Quatrefages, professor of anthropology in the Mu·
tion of the ''Teaching of the Twelve apostles " to K. Murray, Wm. Reynolds, Hellry Gooday, Wm. Dawson, An- seum of Natural History, Paris:
nual .:1-Iembers, each, 1.00; Jacob Tausig. 2.00; Julia A. P.
about the year 1.
''A belief in beings superior to man and capable of exercisThe story of the crucifixion, A.D. 29-33, is a stu- Perkins, 1.00; S. Brewer, 5 00; John P, Kelley, 1.00; LaRoy ing a good or evil influence upon his destiny, and the convic10.00; T. Fitzgibbons, 1.00; C. E. Garner, 2.00; tion that the existence of man is not limited to the present
pendous fraud. The real Jesus was stoned and Sunderland,
Alexander Cochran, ?.00; P. Eckler. 5.00; J. Francis Ruggles,
but that there remains for him a future beyond the grave.
hanged about 75 B.c. Before the first year of the 5.00; Thayer L. Wh1te, 10.00; C. W. Mandersfield, 2.00; Am- life,
"Every people, every man, believing these two things is reChristian era, all the apostles of that Jesus were dead. asa '!'ood, 1.00; John Turner, 30.00; Samos Parsons, 10.00; J. ligious" (The Human Species, Appleton, 187\J ).
Then was the time for their successors to put forth T. V1tt, 2.00; Thomas Knight, 2.00; Henry Beichling, 1.00;
Henry Burnton, 1.00; Charles Dunn, 1.00; Philip Helmend,
How now, Positivists, who eliminate God and a
an authoritativ work entitled, " Teaching of the 1.00; F. C. Mende, 5.00; J. C. Roe, 10.00; Joseph Lee, 5 00;
future state from your definition of religion? You
Apostles."
E. M. Davis, 10.00; Frank Hart, 5.00; John Hart, 5.00; J. G.
Bishop Bryennios also discovered bound up with Deshler, 5.00; R. W. Bassett, 5.00; Wm. Case, 3.00; F. U. are ruled out of Professor Quatrefages's broad church.
the "Teaching of the Apostles," the two epistles of Fitzgerald, 3.00; Ruth Bennett, 1.00; M. P.- Thurston, 1.00; fie CO!Jlbats the allegation made by m1tny travelers
A. H. Thurston, 1.00; P. A. Thurston, 1.00; Wm. Wells, 1.00;
Clement of Rome, and the epistle of Barnabas. The Herman Ketzel, 1.00; P. T. Spencer. 1.00; R. H. Carson, and scholars, that there are countries where the peolateness of the copy of these epistles renders them of 1.00; Joshua Benest, 1.00; P. H. Maurer, 1.00; Edward ple are all Atbeists and do not believe in a future
state. "We nowhere find," says he, "either a great
comparativly little value, and translations of them Hooper, 2.00.
human race, or even a division however unimportant
may not appear very soon. Indeed, unless the variof that race, professing Atheism." But the world is
Correspondence.
ations from the early codices are important, there is
A FRIEND: I inclose $10 in response to your letter and cir- full of religious people, according to his notion, and
no need of new versions of those epistles.
cular, and when I feel that I can send any_ more, will do so.
The '' Man of Sin " welcomes all new discoveries of The movement is very important. The "Gad-in-the-Constitu- the only exception is a handful of cultured Atheists.
Hear, 0 Agnostic! stand in awe, 0 Positivist! be
ancient documents, because he is sure that they will tion,. party hav a strong ally in the St. John movement; indumbfounded,
0 Pantarch!
W. H. B.
tend to confirm his own grand discovery and demon- deed, their prohibition measures are much more stimulated bv
stration. that Jesus died a hundred years before Pon- their theological notions than their hostility to intoxicating ---------------------------------liquors. Prohibition, as carried on to-day, is a cloak for intius Pilate became procurator of Judea.
tolerance-a moral log-rolling by the clergy of the countryCATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's publicaespecially the Methodist!
: tions sent free upon application.
ANTICHRIST, A.M.
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But suppose that the disciples had so held their has never yet had more than a few experimental
trials-some of which, at least, were made by Infidels
property?
What possible bearing could that fact hav on so and Secularists.
Why call it "Christian ethics?" Christianity has
The Mistakes of Christ Corrected by Washington wide and important a question as the one before us
had nearly nineteen hundred years, in which she h!\S
ffiM
~d~?
. a en.
As well try to regulate it upon the basis of what a never placed labor upon this basis; and according to
In the October number of the Century Magazine, lot of children did with their mud-pies.
Mr. Gladden's own account it has widened and deepthere is a very suggestiv article by the Rev. Washh
ened
the gulf between the rich and poor as no other
ington Gladden, entitled "Christianity and Wealth,"
I presume that not even the clergy will claim t at
religion has; and under it the rich hav grown richer
wherein the writer essays to show the relationship ~~ea!;i~l;s~ simple fishermen of Galilee were famous
and more powerful than under all other forms of faith.
between the two, and to state what he is pleased to
call the "Christian ethics," as applied to the proper
So that it seems strange that in a serious paper so So why call these new ideas Christian ethics? That Mr.
trivial, inadequate, and irrelevant a matter should be Gladden happens to be a Christian, and at the same
relations of capital and labor.
He givs an impressiv array of figures showing the offered as argument, or as throwing any light on the time believes in the new ethical doctrin, makes it no
more Christian ethics than the belief of the Hon. Thad~
great increase of the world's wealth in the past problem of the times.
twenty years.
After citing many of the evils of the present rela- deus B. Wakeman in much the same thing makes it
Of the United States, he says: "In 1860, the esti- tionships of capital and labor, he says: "All these Positivist ethics, or the belief of Professor Adams, of
mated valuation of property in the United States was iniquitous encroachments upon the rights of the peo- unknown 'creed, can make it problematic ethics.
a little over 16,000,000,000. In 1870, it was a little ple must be arrested; and it is the duty of every Not so much, indeed, for the Christians hav had
over 24,000,000,000, while the census estimates of Christian, as the servant of a God of justice and nearly nineteen hundred years to show what their
1880 put the wealth of the nation at 43,642,000,000, righteousness, to say so in terms that cannot be mis- ethical system is, and, although they hav proved bemaking the United States the richest nation in the understood." I protest. And I insist that it is in- yond a shadow of doubt that it is not the system of
world."
jurious and narrowing to put it in such terms, and to Christ, they hav, also, proved that it is not the new
doctrin of co-operation or partnership. While the
.
F urther on, he says: " The world is fast growing offer for it such reasons.
new
schools of Positivists or Agnostics hav had no
richer; of this there can be no doubt. And what
If these wrongs are as stated-and I am not now
has the Christian moralist to say about it? Does dealing with that question-they are wrongs to hu- chance, as yet, to show how far their words and acts
the ethical system, of which he is the expounder, au- manity; they are outrages on man; and it is the duty may agree, while they hav said, from the first,
thorize him to say anything, and, if so, -what ? of every man, as a sovereign, as a lover of justice and much the same thing as the new ethics proposes, and
Should he teach that this increase of wealth is a as a believer in equality and freedom, to resist the a few of them hav acted upon the belief, still they
hav had neither the numbers, the wealth, nor the
goo d th mg, or an evil thing; a blessing to be re- encroachments.
joiced in, or a misery to be deplored? One fact
Manhood, not Christianity, is what should assert time, so far, to show how firm the faith may be, or
thrusts itself in our faces as soon as we ask this ques- itself. Men to defend manhood, not Christians to how pearly the selfishness of private greed may permit the theory and the practice to become one.
tion; this great increase of wealth is visible mainly, defend believe:rs, are needed.
Although there is much more in the article of
after all, in Christian lands. We say that the world
Our sympathies are already narrow enough; why
try to crystallize them within a given creed? It is in- which I would like to speak, I must refrain from so
is growing rich, but it is our world."
doing at this time.
Is it not strange that the "Christian moralist" finitly harmful. It is pitilessly c.ruel.
His article ends thus: "The great inequalities
should ask whether wealth is a good thing, so long
Universal brotherhood and justice, not fanaticism
arising
from the present defectiv methods of distrias he has his full answer in the parable of the camel and selfishness, is what man needs to be taught.
and the needle's eye? So long as he knows that
"As the servant of a God of justice and righteous- bution will only be corrected through a deepening
sense of the obligations imposed by the possession of
ness!"
·
wealth is equivalent to damnation? So long as he
The God who hardened Pharaoh's heart that he wealth. The economic law, like the moral law, can
has been teaching for centuries, "Lay not up for
yourself treasures upon earth;" "Take, therefore, might destroy him; the God who sacrificed the never be fulfilled without love "-and honesty which
no thought for the morrow, what ye shall eat, or purity of 16,000 innocent and helpless girls, simply will not stoop to claim for a system that which it has
drink, or wear;" "Blessed are the poor;" "Go and to gratify the hatred and brutality of a camp of sol- never possessed, and which its founder distinctly
sell that thou hast, and giv it to the poor;" "A rich diers already steeped in the blood of the mothers and repudiated, simply because it appears now to be a
man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven;" fathers of these, their thrice-tortured and degraded higher light, and to become in time the recognized
" It is easier for a camel to go through the eye pf a victims! The God of justice who sanctioned polyg- code of a better moral system.
Christianity toward labor is one thing, and has
dl th
f
· h
t
t
· t th k"
amy and upheld slavery!
nee e, an or a ric man o en er m o
e IngNo. Not from the outlook of a "servant" of such had a long day of trial; justice toward labor is
dom of God?"
Since he knows all this, is it not strange that he a God or of any one; but as a man, upright, just, bon- another thing, and we trust that its day is near the
HELEN H. GARDENER.
can ask the question? And is it not doubly strange est and honorable, this question should be met and dawn.

UJ;ommnnications.

o

that it is the Christian world which has-more than
any other-had its eye on the main chance?
Is it not strange that America, with its 80,000
clergymen, should not know better than to pile up
wealth beyond that of all other countries, when she
must know it is sure damnation? In spite of her
80,000 clergymen, she seems to be willing to sell all
hope of eternal life for 43,642,000,000 cash down.
But here is a clergyman who has the temerity to say,
"The Christian moralist must say, then, that the increase of wealth is not of itself an evil; that it is, instead, a blessing to mankind.,, .
. "Christianity
cannot be hostil to the production of wealth without
making war upon itself." So the writer proposes to
revise the teaching of Christ himself to fit the "record
of the party."
Is it not an evil to deliber~ttely place oneself in a
position from which it is more difficult to enter the
kingdom of heaven than it is for a camel to pass
through the eye of a needle?
Is it not a monstrous evil to labor to do this thing?
" What can it profit a man if he gain the whole
world and lose his own soul?"
Again Mr. Gladden says: "Christianity is the one
grand cause of the production if wealth in modern
times."
·
Which is quite as logical and equally as true as it
would be to say that paganism was the one grand
cause of the enormous wealth of ancient times; or
that Judaism is the one grand cause of the great and
enduri:c~g, the phenomenally continuous wealth of the
Jews. If Christianity creates its Vanderbilts, so did
paganism create its Crmsus, and Judaism its Solomon
of the past, and its Rothschilds of the present. It is
a poor deduction that is not large enough to go all
the way around.
It is a strange assertion, too, in the face of the fact
that the two most devoutly Christian countries to-day
are so miserably poor. Certainly if this were the one
grand cause of wealth, Christian Spain and Italy
would far outstrip in wealth Infidel France and
doubting America. Instead of which these former
countries grovel in ignorance and poverty, and are
hopelessly sunk in Christianity; while the latter
countries make education, independence, and wealth
their ambition, let it strike where it may. They say,
"If the cross is in the way, root it up or lay it aside."
Spain or Italy simply lay aside the man who suggests
or tries it.
In seriously discussing the problem of the relation
of capital to labor, Mr. Gladden felt it necessary to
explain away the generally accepted belief that the
disciples held all goods in common, and he maintains
that this was not the case. Hence, he argues, it is
not necessary to accept this as the final and proper
settlement of the property question.

fairly dealt with.
It is not Christian money to be paid. It is not
always Christian employers that are to be dealt with.
It is not Christian laborers that are oppressed. It is
simply capital. It is wealthy employers. and it is op·
pressed labor that we must consider. T~e capital
may come from heathen lands; the employer may be
an Infidel in New York; the laborer may be a pagan,
but the question remains the same.
They are men, and the fair and equitable distribution of wealth and labor, the honest remuneration of
toil, is the question at issue.
It is a shame, and it is a pitiful disgrace, to attempt
to drag it into the narrow belief and prejudice of
race.
The question is a serious, an honest, and a noble
one; for the love of humanity let us keep it out of
the slime of politics and the quibbling of theology.
Are even scholarly and earnest Christians so hopelessly narrow and hardened that the absolute .brotherhood of man is an inconceivable. idea to them?
Further on he says: "It is not a difficult problem.
The solution is quite within the power of the Christian employer. All he has to do is to admit his laborers to an industrial partnership with himself by giving
them a fixed share in the profits of production, to be
divided among them, in proportion to their earnings
at the end of the year."
Now, for fue love of common sense, why say the
" Christi!Il" employer? Would it not accomplish
the same result if the employer happened to be an
Infidel or a Buddhist? If it is desirable that he
giv the employed a share in the business,- why not
say so and leave all cant about the form of his faith
out ?
Why not say, "It is not a very difficult problem.
The solution is quite within the power of the employer?" Or else be quite consistent and say that
"the Christian employer should admit the Christian
laborer into an industrial Christian partnership by
giving him a fixed Christian share in the Christian
profits of the Christian production, to be divided at
the end of the Christian year?"
Then he givs us a solution of the problem, upon
the partnership idea, as developed by Professor
Henry Carter Adams, of Michigan University, of
which he naively says he does not know whether
Professor Adams wishes to be ranked as a " Christian
moralist " or not, but that his words exactly express
the substance of the Christian doctrin of ethics upon
the matter.
Now, according to Mr. Gladden's own statements,
this never has been the Christian practice, nor the
Christian ethics, as understood by Christ himself,
and, indeed, is a comparativly new doctrin, which

Sunday Laws.
Surely there could never be a more remarkable instance of confusion of ideas than that through which
many modern Christians confound the Sabbath with
the Sunday. The original command, "Remember
the Sabbath day to keep it holy" (Exodus xx, 8), was
strictly a ceremonial Jewish law. Everyone knows
that it applied to the Saturday according to the Jewish reckoning, that is, from sunset on Friday until
the same hour the following day. Protestant Christians are fully aware of this, yet, without any authority whatever, they transpose the day to Sunday, and
the hours from midnight to midnight. Still they
pretend that in all other respects the old law is binding.
It is impossible to imagin a more illogical position
than this. That of the Roman Catholics has at least
the merit of consistency. They hold that the ceremonial law was entirely abolished under the new
covenant. Consequently the .Sabbath became no
more obligatory than the rite of circumcision or any
other purely ceremonial observance of Judaism. In
the place of it, a weekly festival was instituted, commemorating the resurrection of Jesus. This was
done by the church which, according to them, has
absolute power to regulate all matters of ritual and
ceremony. This is clear enough, and can only be assailed by attacking the authority of the church. But
for Protestants, whc. pretend to found their teaching
upon the Bible, to tell us that the rules given in the
Old Testament for the observance of Saturday are
now binding upon Sunday is the clima-r of absurdity.
There is not a single text in existence, which, in the
most remote way, alludes to any such change.
Strange to say, it is precisely among those _who
profess to take the scripture for their sole guide in
religion that this most unscriptural doctrin has taken
firmest root. In Presbyterian Scotland, the Bible
and the Sabbath hav long been the idols of their worship. Indeed it was among them that the notion of
Sunday being the Sabbath first originated. The first
day of the week is usually called the Sabbath there
in common conversation. Through the progress of
Freethought, neither Bible DOl' Sabbath holds the
position they once did in the larger towns, but in country places they are still supreme. Although a modern innovation, not yet three centuries old, and
confined to a small portion even of Christian people,
this is the observance which of all others they are most
anxious to make compulsory, and to embody in the
law of every state where they can possibly get the
opportunity. We object to religion in the state in
every way. It is the business of a government to attend to secular affairs and let religions take care of
themselvs. One of the most objectionable ways in
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which it could make its ugly presence perceptible is
by Sunday laws. When it is a religion which professes to be scriptural, it is perfectly ridiculous. When
it is a religion which professes to protest against the
Catholic church, it is monstrously absurd to giv legal
protection to an institution which has no authority
for its existence outside that church. Tyrannical
laws injure, but foolish laws insult as well.
242 W. 48th street, New York.
E. J. BowTELL.

at thP. Methodist book-rooms. And I hav r:ow
me a string of these Methodist commendatiOns, pasted on a strip of paper two feet in length,
and some of them uttered only because the editor
did not know who the author of "Christian Love"
was. But manifestly no "bad odor" attached to the
name of Daniel Wise, at the Methodist headquarters,
to prevent Methodists from indorsing his plagiarism
or dubbing him as a "devil damned.''
Quincy, Mass.
LABOY SuNDERLAND.
~efore

A Methodist D.D.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
ventilation in your issue of Oct. 4th of the case of
Daniel Wise is just and called for. It requires a
priest like Mr. Wise to make war upon popery, and
to overlook the historical fact that these Christians,
both Protestants and papists, hav murdered nine
.millions of each other to evince their "faith " in the
"Holy Ghost." Since Mr. Wise was a boy, some
fifty years ago, I hav known him. He was a Methodist when he left England, I think, for this country.
And at that period it was not so common as it is now
for Methodist preachers to be dubbed with "D.D,''
Elijah Hedding, one of the Methodist bishops, told
me when I was a Methodist minister that these characteristic letters, "D. D.," did not become any real
Methodist minister, who was " inspired by the Holy
Ghost to preach; as 'D. D.' signified devil damned.''
And yet this very bishop afterward showed how very
little of the "Holy Ghost" he had, as he accepted
D.D. for his own name, as it is now so common for
any ignoramus to do. And I hav long noticed that
since.;; Methodism has increased the number of its
literary institutions, each of them has been very lavish
in dubbing Methodist ministers like Mr. Wise with a
degree of " devil damned." It causes the recipient
to stick to the ism, and givs him an idea of his own
back-bone, .which he could never hav had without it.
Hence I see persons who were boys when I knew
them, that had never learned to write their own
names, to which now I often see the D.D. attached.
But whether Mr. Wise was flattered by Methodism
with D.D. in consideration of a plagiarism he committed on me in 1840 I am not able to say. At any
rate it looks so·. And as I owe Methodism a "debt
of l~ve" for it persecution continued against me for
six years before I left its ranks in 1840, and from year
to year ever since that period, I will state a few of
the facts, and allow you to judge. The" offense" for
which the Methodist Episcopal church has persecuted
me for half a century may be stated in three sentences.
1. I inaugurated the movement in behalf of theological educati~n, theological schools, and seminaries,
in 1833.
·
'
2. I inaugurated in 1834 the anti-slavery mov€.ment against Methodist slave-holding and American
slavery.
3. And finally I doffed the shad-bellied coat of
Methodis~ in 1B40, four years after I had discovered
the vainglory, the deception, the hypocrisy, and the
fraud of Methodism. And this was after I had endured the "bad odor" they had cast upon my name,
although I was honorably acquitted in five yearly
ecclesiastical trials, .in which the officials had vainly
attempted to expel me. Thus, in leaving the church,
I committed the" unpardonable sin" against Methodism, "that hath never forgivness," neither in that
or this age, or in the age to come (Matt. xii, 32). At
the Eastham, Mass., Camp-meeting, 1R38, I preached
a sermon on" Personal Effort," taking my text James
v, 20, which was plagiarized by Daniel Wise. The
Methodist disciplin made it the duty of the book
agents to publish any sermon, tract, or book that was
so ordered by an annual conference. And 'this sermon of mine was thus ordered by two annual conferences in the M. E. church, namely, the New Hampshire and the New England. I myRelf furnished the
book agents with the official recommendations of the
two conference.s, and a copy of my sermon. But
they rifused to publish it, assigning, as the reason,
that I was an Abolitionist, and the editor of Zion's
Watchman, a free and independent paper, and my
name was in "bad odor at the South.'' But the sermon of Daniel Wise, preached in 1840, at the same
camp-meeting, and on the same text and the same
subject (a copy of which is now before me), the book
agents published, thus indorsing Mr. Wise in his
theft, so far as he did anything unministerial in his
plagiarism. And here, to show the meanness and the
hypocrisy of those Methodist officials, I hav to say,
unknowing of my Abolitionism, they had, years before, published and sold three works that I wrote at
their request, and for which they paid me a liberal
price. One was entitled "Biblical Institutes;"
another, "History of the United States," and the
third, "History of South America.'' And, a;ter advertising and selling these books, when the book
agents found out that I was an Abolitionist, they at
once struck each of my books from their list of publications forever.
But that sermon of mine entitled "Christian Love"
was published (without my name) by John'S. Taylor,
and copies of it. sent to all the Methodist papers in
the country. Whereupon it was twice 1ighly commended by the Christian .Adwcate and Journal,

Chainey's Spiritualism.
To 'rHE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It
seems to me that it is Spiritualism, instead of Materialism; that stands in need of a defense against the
words and works of Mr. George Chainey.
It goes without saying that Materialism appreciates
truth and virtue at their proper value, for the reason
that the principal demand of that philosophy is that
all goodness shall be sought out and followed because
of its worth and beauty, and not on account of the
praise an 1 rewards we are to hav, either in this world
or any other. And most all the Spiritualistic people
I am acquainted with are intelligent and right-minded
enough to agree with this grand and fundamental
doctrin of Materialism, and to declare, as we do, that
even if all life is to be utterly ended with to-morrow's
sun, still truth and virtue are just as worthy of joyful
devotion and enthusiastic upholding as if we were to
liv forever and ever to enjoy sweet recompenses.
But now comes Mr. Chainey in the last TRUTH
SEEKER. Speaking as a Spiritualist, he asks: "But
what is fame or honor worth when the end of it all is
to make a banquet of worms? Why sweat and groan
to be remembered when we can remember no more?
How great the chance anyway is it, even if we do our
best, that anyone will wreathe a garland of praise
around our memory or our name with the lips of
love?~'

It strikes me that this is a direct denial, and in the
orthodox fashion, too, of the great truth that virtue
is worthy of being followed for virtue's sake alone,
and also that Mr. Chainey is asserting this low-lived
~ppreciation of goodness as the accepted Spiritual)Stlc standard. I bel eve this to be a base slander
upon Spiritualism, the great majority of those people
est~eJ?ing truth and virtue just as highly as we Materiahsts do, and I respectfully request all earnest
believe.rs in the SJ?iritual world to correct me if I am
wrong m denouncmg these utterances of Mr. Chainey,
and thereby restrain me from what I shall, if not so
corrected, continually assert, viz., that the lamentable
condition of Mr. Chainey in the matter of regard for
morality, is a s~~ckin~ exception, and not the general
rule among Spmtuahsts, and that there are but very
few of t~em who are so devoid of decency astoreally
think, with George Chainey, that our estimation of
work for goodness ought to be dependent upon the
"fame and honor," the "remembrance," or "the garl~nds of prais.e," we might thereby obtain. Such
virtue as that IS not even skin deep.
Boston, Mass.
GEo. N. HILL.

Orderly Anarchy.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I am
studying Proudhon, who in France has initiated, I
believe, the systematic conception of orderly anarchy,
and whom Mr. Tucker, of Liberty, acknowledges as
his teacher. Noticing in your late issue a disposition
to investigate this subject, I hav supposed that the
following extracts from "L'Idee generale de Ia
Revolution," might be welcome. My omissions and
interpositions will be evident.
ADMINISTRATION POLICE.
"As we stand to-day, nothing would be more
generally repudiated a.s improper, sacrilegious, encroaching on the rights of reason and conscience,
thg,n a government which, usurping t.he domain of
faith, should pretend to regulate the spiritual duties
of its suhjects. Even Christians would regard such
a tyranny as intolerable. Insurrection or else
martyrdom would challenge its authority." The
church, or constituted religion, has on its part
always been disposed to arrogate and cumulate secular authority, has never ceded it in principle, and
in fact, only to resistance by force, provoked by its
abuses, as in the Papal See, the last emancipated of
European states. ln t.he Sandwiclf Islands, the
Presbyterian church still exercises ·ar similar tyranny,
builds fortunes on the ruin of the nativs, and harnesses them like beasts to its vehicles of travel.
After divorcing itself from the church, as in the
French republic and the German empire, the state
invokes the church's alliance to keep the people in
subjection, and, without believing its doctrins, shares
tribute with it. By supporting it directly, as in
England, Fran,,e, etc.; or indirectly, a!l in the United
States, by exempting church property from taxation,
enforcing idleness upon the Sabbath, etc., the state
panders to the authority of the church, and these two
powers form with capital a triumvirate. The logic
of authority, the governmental principle, requires
such reunion, such alliance. "The church, on its
side, when it loses the direction of temporal affairs,
is no longer heeded as to spiritual; while the state,
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appealing only to force for resolving material issues,
loses the respect of peoples, and provokes reprobation. Wherefore, state and church, convinced at the
eleventh hour of their indivisibility, endeavor to reunite in defiance. We must· organize the economic
forces and giv the constitution of property."
We must fuse, immerse, dissolve the political or
governmental system in the economic, by reducing,
simplifying, decentralizing, suppressing, one after another, all the cog-wheels of that great machine called
government or the state.
Postponing to another work, the religious, moral,
philosophical, literary, and artistic aspect of this new
order, we confine ourselvs here to the economic.
Imagin the people saying to its delegates: I want
the revolution peaceable, but complete; prompt, and
decisiv. To the actual oppression and misery, let
an order of prosperity and liberty succeed. For the
political constitution, substitute an organization of
the economic forces. Let man and citizen, instead
of being bound to society by any tie of subordination and obedience, be allied only by free contract.
I want you to use those very institutions that I
charge you to abolish, along with principles of right
which you will hav to elaborate, in such fashion that
the n·ew society shall appear as the spontaneous, natural, and neceBsary development of the old one.
To the people, thus enlightened upon its true interests, I reply, without pretending to anything absolute, exclusiv, or complete, by the following plan:
Here follows the chapter, "National Bank," which
I do not translate, because in part of technical language unsuited to the general reader, but more
especially because written in view of the Bank of
France, its special constitution, and its actual rel<.ttions to the French people (1851). Its adaptation
to the United States at this time would exceed the
liberties of. translation. The adaptation required has
moreover been made by CoL Green in his excellent
pamphlet, which the reader may procure from the
office of LibP-rty, Box 336G, Boston, for 25 cents.
Guntersville, Ala.
EDoEwou·rH.

Ammunition for the League for the Protection
of Personal Liberty.
DIBLE QUESTIONS,

ASK YOUR i'v!INISTEI\ TO GIV YOU HONEST ANSWEI!S.
Why did God bless anrl set apart as holy the seventh day? (Ex. xx, 1L)
Will the reason given in Ex:. xx:, 11 apply to any
other day?
Please giv chapter and verse where God blessed or
sanctified or commanded us to keep holy Sunday or
first day?
Has God ever taken away the blessing which he
put on the sbventh day and transferred it to Sunday,
the first day ?
Did not God speak the fourth commandment with
his own lips? (Ex. xx, L) And did he not declare,
"My covenant will I not break, nor alter thA thing
that is gone out of my lips?" (Psalms, lxxxix, 34.)
Does not Christ indorse this? (N ath. v, 17-19.)
Does the New Testament ever call the first day
holy?
Does the New Testament ever apply the name,
Sabbath, to the first day?
As the New Testament declares there is no transgression where there is no law (R0m. iv, 15; 1 John
iii, 4), will you please state what sin is committed by
working on Sunday?
If the name, Sabbath, was no longer applied to
Sunday-but it should always simply be called "first
day," as it is in the Bible-would not Sunday soon
lose all its sacredness in the minds of the people?
Was it not a wicked perversion of scripture, by the
Roman Catholic church, to take the name, Sabbath,
from the seventh day and giv it to Sunday?
Since there is no authority for keeping S1mdaysave the holy Roman.Catholic church (see Catholic
catechism)-are not the pope's Sunday-keepers God's
Sabbath-breakers?
Is not Sunday-keeping, which is founded only on
the traditions of the Catholic church, very wicked
since it makes the commandments of God of none
effect? (Mark, vii, .7-13.)
Let every member of the League write out copies
of these questions, or select a few of them; add a
kind, respectful request for immediate answers; inclose stamped, addressed envelope, and send to each
minister in their vicinity.
Ask these questions, in a spirit of gentleness, of
Christian friends; and request them to ask answers
from their ministers. This will create a furor of excitement on the question among Christians themselvs. The answers of the ministers, even of the
same denamination, will flatly contradict each other,
and thus expose the injustice and unwarranted dictation of the church in securing passage of Sunday
laws. Honest-hearted Christians will begin to think
for themselvs, and finding this most cherished point
of their faith is not founded on truth, realize need to
study facts in regard to other points of belief. Liberal literature and lecturers would soon be in demand. Try it.
C. B. l:h.YNOLDS,
Chairman Ex. Cop1. N. L. L.
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Points Probably Known, But Not Stated.

the relations of capital and labor, which was soon to
confront the American people. It would require but
little to stir the workingman to rage as he saw on
every hand fortunes built up by his toil absorbed by
others without receiving a just compensation himself. The public schools of America would go on
wafting abroad the same miserable result of imparting a dislike for labor and a fondness for speculation
that would but intensify this evil and injustice to the
laborer. The Catholic churches, on the other hand,
taught him to be law-abiding by showing him that
his reward was that heaven which the man who grew
rich by the laborer's toil could reach only with the
greatest difficulty.
·
In this he stated the position of the church, which
is to every intelligent workingman the most cogent
reason for not accepting Christianity. Believing that
his life is to be endured in just the condition he is in,
because God placed him here in that condition, the
laborer soons becomes a mere animal, eating and
drinking, doing as little as he can to pay for it, and
desiring only to so liv that he will get to heaven.
He makes such intellectual efforts only as are necessary to obey his priest, and becomes in every way a
fit companion for the cattle he livs among. The condition of the peasantry of Europe in exclusivly Catholic times is universally conceded to hav been brutal
in the extreme. They were loyal to " God " and the
Catholic church, but fearfully disloyal to themselvs
and their own welfare. In proportion as they became emancipated" from superstition they ascended
in the social scale. Capel seems desirous of seeing
them retrace these steps. His sermon was an insult
to the workingman.

Monsignor Capel lectured to a very large audience
at the cathedral in this city last Sunday night. He
argued that the church's influence in politics was a
valuable and conservativ one, because it taught that,
while presidents were chosen by the people, yet their
authority to rule came from God, and was to be respected, unless abused, because it was God-given.
The six thousand priests in America, by their obedience to their spiritual superiors, set a model example
to Americans to be an orderly and law-abiding people~
P.r:iests, he said, voted always as their conscience dictated, but they were not free to seek to influence the
votes of their parishioners. As a body of religious
teachers, they had stood almost as a man apart from
politics. It must be ever said to the glory of the The Social Feature Necessary in Liberal Work.
Catholic church, the lecturer exclaimed, that her
The seventh Congress of the League, held at Milpriests hav stood quiet at their posts during this waukee, adopted a few amendments to the League
white-heated political campaign, and, while doubtless constitution which are of the highest importance in
feeling a de(;p personal interest in the struggle, hav the permanent organization of Freethought. The
never prostituted their position to any political power. reproach has frequently been urged against our
There is one fatal fault to be found with this ex- movement that it is disintegrating in tendency, and
pression of opinion-it is not true. Our president, consequently would never cohere with strength aufaccording to the Declaration of Independence and ficient to successfully battle the church. It is true
our Constitution, gets his authority from the Ameri- in a measure that the strong individuality which
can people. If he got it from God, he must, accord- leads men and women to withdraw from long estabing to the canons of the Catholic church, get it lished institutions, which they hav been taught to
through an Italian gentleman known as the pope. regard as ne<~,essary as the state, also makes them imLeo XIII. has exclusiv territorial rights in disburs- patient of any new restraining force. Any organizaing God-given authority. Priests, Mr. Capel also tion which in any way hampers their actions or free
knows, not only vote but work as their spiritual supe- associations will not be tolerated for a moment.
riors direct. And the Catholic people vote and work
The League, however, is not open to this objection.
as the priests direct. In countries in which votes The effect of charters as auxiliary Leagues is" simply
are permitted this has always been the rule-and it to unite them in cordial fellowship and efficient cois the rule in this country to-day. Let Mr. Capel operation of the freest kind with the National Libask any well-informed, and honest, politician in this eral League and with other local Leagues. All votes
city how it is that John Kelly holds such absolute of the Annual Congress, and all communications of
power over some 30,000 or 40,000 voters. The the Board of Directors, shall possess no more auanswer will be: Through his uncle, Cardinal Me- thority or iDfluence over them thn lies in the intrinCloskey, who holds the ignorant Catholic population sic wisdom of the words themselvs." The object
as securely as the priests hold their "consciences" which must hold the Leagues together, then, is
by means of the confessional.
solely devotion to a great principle-:that cf state seculariMonsigvor Capel spoke against the public schools. zation. The fires of patriotism must burl!. in every
From a careful inspection of the system in this coun- Leaguer's breast; loyalty to his country and its contry he said he found that it was surely destroying the stitution, be his constant thought in politics; oppodignity of labor by engendering contempt for it in sition to Christian tyranny must guide his every pothe pupils. "Where," he said," is your public school litical action. He must be faithful, self-sacrificing,
girl who will consent to be a servant-maid in your and true to the principles and tradition of our governhouse; where is the schoolboy who will consent to ment, now so pertinaciously assailed by both the
be even a skilled laborer ? Is it, then, surprising Catholic and Protestant priesthood.
that the servant girls of this country should be chiefly
With the most of us these sentiments are sufficient
Catholics? No Catholic is taught that labor is dis- to bind us in a brotherhood stronger than the Cathohonorable. The Catholic servant girl does her work lie church. We may differ on every other subject
right nobly. Such labor to them is a labor of love. under the sun, but on this question of liberty and
They find consolation in their religion."
equal rights for Freethinkers there is absolute and
Mr. Capel deceives no one by confining his griev- perfect unity. Without doubt there are hundreds
ance against the public schools to the pointless state- of thousands of people in this country who are at
ment that in them is inculcated an aversion to labor. one with us in this, and who would aid with presence
He would not be the chosen emissary of Rome did he and votes could they be brought into affiliation with
believe it himself. · The servant girls of this country the League. The main questions of Liberalism are
are Catholics because only ignorance is satisfied to already settled in their minds. They hav quit the
clean other people's kettles aud fl~ors and clothes for a church never to return. The husks she offers turn
living. And as a class, the Catholic servant girls are to ashes on their lips. They are disgusted with the
thriftless, wasteful, dirty, and dishonest, caring noth- pretensions of Christianity; its hell is a lie; its
ing for their employer's interests, but only for their heaven a myth, and its theology as dry as a dictionown lazy, impudent existence. Their labor is entirely ary. Yet, somehow, they keep wandering into the
a labor of necessity-a necessity of their own to work churches, as a man strays back to old haunts, to see
or starve, and a necessity on the part of the employer the people he has left, to hear the music, to enjoy the
to hav some one to scrub and wash.
sociability of the meeting. ·Man is a gregarious aniMonsignor Capel further insisted that the Catholic mal. He must hav pleasant associations, and expreschurch was the only power that could successfully sions of sentiment. Selkirk on his solitary island
solve the t~rrible problem of the hMmoni~ation of . was the most unhappy person in tbe world, and he

welcomed the coming of even a savage with heartfelt
joy. There are thousands of sentimental and intellectual Selkirks in this country to-day, and that they
may hav associations of pleasure they tolerate also
the savagery of Christianity. If we could get these
men and women into our ranks we should hav almost
the ninety and nine of the country.
To accomplish this Liberals must do what the church
has done; hold meetings often, and make them pleasant. This can be done in small cities, where there
is little to attract people outside of the churches and
traveling shows, with surprising ease, once the ball
is set rolling. It was a knowledge of this, and in response to repeated demands for action in this direction, that induced the officers of the League to offer
these amendments to the League constitution:
"FIRST, SOCIAL.

"Every auxiliary League is recommended to hold picnics,
excursions, parties, dances, fairs, bazaars, sociables, etc., as
often as they can make them pleasant and pro:fttable. These
social gatherings should be held on Sunday, whenever practicable.
"SECOND, EDUCATIV.

"1. Every auxiliary should commence the formation of a
library and reading-room, either at its organization or as soon
after as it can command the means to secure a few books,
tracts, pamphlets, and copies of Liberal journals.
"2. Every auxiliary should hold a few stated League meetings on Sunday during the year-not necessarily every Sunday, but as often as speakers can be procured, or interest kept
up.
"3. Every auxiliary, where ten or more children c:n be got
together, should establish a Liberal Sunday-school, and take
every means to instruct, amuse, and interest children.
"4. Every auxiliary should develop, instruct, and utilize
whatever musical talent may be found in its members, and
avail themselvs of music, as far as possible, to make their
meetings interesting and their Sunday-schools attractiv.
"TIDRD, PROVIDENT.

"1. Every auxiliary should make every effort, by utanding
committees or otherwise, to keep all its members employedsGe to it that every member has work and pay enough for it
to giv him a comfortable support. To this end, those out of
employment should giv notice to the officers of his auxiliary,
and hav his wants stated at its meetings and posted on buL
latins in its halls. If these are not effectiv, then to advertise
them in the League organs and Liberal papers.
On the
other hand, those wishing to employ labor should first giv
notice in the same way at the local League meetings or in the
papers, before employing elsewhere. And generally, Leaguers
should see to it and take special pains to keep League men
and women employed, particularly those who hav been discharged for their Liberal sentiments.
"2. Every auxiliary, when the number of members is sufficient, should require payment of each member on joining,
and periodically afterwards, enough to make a benefit fund in
which each member shall share by weekly appropriations,
whenever he or she is sick, out of employment, or otherwise
disabled from work.
"FOURTH, CO·OPERATIV.

"Every auxiliary is recomme:aded to take subscriptions
from its members to form a co-operativ fund with which to
buy clothing, provisions, tools, and general merchandise at
wholesale, on the lowest terms; and then at its stated meeting!!, or oftener at special meetings, divide or dispose of its
goods so purchased, to its members at cost, or at the least advance per cent beyond cost that will cover loss or incidental
expenses in addition to the original cost of purchase."

It is, at present, not possible for every League to
start a library or found a labor bureau or benefit
fund, but it is possible to be social, and to hav sociables at which pleasant people can enjoy themselvs
without being troubled by an opening prayer, or
having their pleasures dulled by along-faced dominie,
disturbed by a haunting fear that by finishing the
last quadrille and breaking into the Sabbath a few
moments, they are ruining their immortal souls unless
they set the clock back.
As an instanee of the value of sociability as a missionary aid, we may relate the experiences of a League
in this city. When first founded it had a membership of some forty. Regularly every fortnight it met
for a lecture and discussion. Two-thirds of the members were young people. Gradually they got tired
of so much philosophy, and their remarks were about
the same as one hears from the careless, if not heretical, young members of a church. Soon the attendance fell off, and the leaders were disheartened. The
idea of getting up a " good time'' was suggested and
acted upon. One of the leaders gave a party. His
spacious parlors were filled by the members and their
friends. In the fore part of the evening, the wise
men talked sound sense to the youths and maidens,
and then left the floor open for fun. A leader of
revelry was chosen, and the sociable was a pronounced success. One League member also had an
"eye to business," and before the evening's entertainment was over, nearly all the friends of the members and the friends of the friends were members
also. Three entertainments of this kind ran the
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League membership up to considerably over a hun- ciety so that it may never hav another. We must
dred, and never was a meeting held without some extend its area, and multiply its relations; and we
outsiders getting indoctrinated with Freethought shall be the gainers, as well as those brought to us
principles. Circumstances scattered the leaders of 1by our activity.
the League; ~uitable parlors were not available, and
•
to-day it would be only by the blessings of fortuitous
Col. Ingersoll Did _Not Say ~t.
circumstances, or under the.stress of another" sociTo THE EDITOR o~ THE TRUTH SEEKER, S,tr: In your
able" that a quorum could be got togetiler.
paper of the 18th mst., I find the followmg:
'

-

There are some who oppose organization because
· bl b" t t
it costs money, but was ever any d esira e 0 JeC a tained without costing money? Our Revolutionary
war cos£ money and blood. The abolition of physical
slavery cost money and more blood. Can we hope
that the destruction of mental slavery will be accom-

"'Why do you not return East and work for Blaine?' Judge
Ryan, of the Treasury Department at San Francisco, asked
Col. Ingersoll the other day. And this was the answer of the
man who eight years ago dubbed Blaine the pi umed knight.
Hear him: 'While I havn't eulogized the gods as much as
some, I hav never and never will defend the devil.'-.&."

7Hl

pope makes the White House his headquarters will we recognize the right of Congress to enact unconstitutional laws.
WE hav been compelled to lay aside several letters from
correspondents containing advice about how to vote, received
too late for publication before the election, and which lose their
point now that the election is over. In connection with this subject it may be appropriate to remark that THE TRUTH SEEKER has
been charged with political unfairness in six distinct specifications, as follows: 1. In that it has given aid and comfort to the
supporters of James G. Blaine; 2. In that it has favored the
election of Grover Cleveland; 3. In that it has advocated the
fitness of B. F. Butler fo'r- the presidential chair; 4. In that it
has attacked the sairl James G. Blaine in a scurrilous manner;
5. In that it hae aided and abetted the defamation of the
character of the said Grover Cleveland; 6. In that it has opposed the election of B. F. Butler aforementioned. To all of
which THE TRUTH SEEKER pleads "Not Guilty," and recommends itself to the mercy of the court.

I write simply to say that there is no truth in this
story. I never said any such thing.
. Yours truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
plished without costing money? In ages past the
Chico Springs, New Mexico, Oct. 26, 1884.
right to freely think on religious matters has been
IN closing nearly three columns of rather wild criticism of
Col. Ingersoll, the League, Mr. Watts, Rev. James K. Applebought with tears ~nd agony, and heretics martyred
Editorial Notes.
amid flame and carnage. It is only a few short !Nits zeal to help its presidential candidate, the Church Union bee, the Investigator, Mr. Wakeman, an unnamed Western
gentleman, and THE TRUTH SEEKER and its editor, Mr. E. C.
months since the last victim of Christian hate emerged violated the postal laws by sending campaign documents Walker says:
from a prison cell. Let us count ourselvs lucky if wrapped up in its pages at pound rates. The kingdom of God
"In conclusion-(1) the one constitutional object of the
we can now purchase freedom to think and equal is for such people as serve Christ and cheat the government! League is the separation of church and state, this (2) inc! uding
WHEN Mr. Remsburg lectured in Grand Rapids, Mich., last the protection of pers<Jcuted Freethinkers and, as a necessary
rights for ourselvs 'and children by the expenditure
means to that end, (3) the repeal of all laws punishing the
winter, he made a lasting impression upon the editor of the citizen for any choice he may make in the selection of his readof a few dollars. But, it is urged, Christians organ- German American, Mr. Hammerschlag, and the result is now
ing matter, The first proposition is affirmed by the League,
ize, and ask for money. .A.re we not opposed to the seen in the publication of good Freethought editorials in that Mr. Applebee, and myself, and denied by Mr. l'IIttcdonald, who
church and her methods? .A.nd we might retort, paper. Thus the good seed sprouts and grows. Keep our asserts that the protection of Freethinkers is an object of the
but distinct from that of seculariz,1tion. The second
Christians eat; shall Freethinkers then starve? Or- missionaries busy, and the whole country will soon feel the League,
proposition is affirmed by me; denie<i, as per preceding paraeffect.
ganization is almost as necessary to a healthy life as
graph, by Mr. Macdonald; denied, inferentially but surely, by
the League as now conqtituted, and denied unreservedly by
eating. Between starving physically and intellect- THE opposition to the League is about narrowed down to a Mr.
Applebee. Third proposition, th11t of rApeal, is denied by
free religious paper. a free· love paper, and a free property,
ually there is but little choice. Selkirk might well
Mr. Applebee distinctly, and as distinctly affirmed by me, and
or, to use the words of Proudhon, a "property-is-robbery" is denied by the League, and through hiq U1UJI!•tl{fierl support
hav contemplated suicide as he ·wandered up and paper, and the Christian press generally. If these journals
of the League by Mr. Macdonald. However, Mr. Macdonald
dowJl the desolate shore of his island prison. .A. sol- will go on about their several missions, and let the League demands the repeal of national statutes of this nature, as do
itary Freethinker may be intellectual monarch of all alone to do its work, there will be peace and harmony all many other members of the League, but they are nearly all
muzzled for fear of offending the Modifiers, who are supposed
he surveys in his town, but unless he finds congenial around.
to be about ready to play the part of returning prodigal sons.''
C.
B.
REYNOLDS,
chairman
of
the
Executiv
Committee
of
the
companionship he is likely to go back to the fleshTo save Mr. Walker any further mental exertion in this direcpots of the church for social food. .A.s Freethinkers, National Liberal League, will lecture before the Newark Lib- tion, we will restate our opinion of the object of the League,
we are not opposed to the good use the church eral League on Sunday, Nov. 9th, at 3 o'clock P.M. Subject, which is, to effect the complete separation of church and state;
"Why I Left the Pulpit." Friday evening, the 14th in st., he and pending the accomplishment of this, to defend Freethinkmakes of its organization-its charities or its col-. -will speak at the Manhattan Liberal Club on "National Lib- ers persecuted for their Freethought opinions. We cannot
leges-but to its abuse of the power derived from the eral League Secularization through Organization." Mr. Rey- help thinking, however, that had friend Walker been as anxco-operation of its members. The devil can best be nolds is a live orator, witty, dramatic, and eloquent, and ious to do justice to all the parties he mentions as he is to make
a seeming point against them (though what his points amount
fought with fire. To make headway against en- deserves to hav large audiences.
THE Unitarian Church Directory an~ Missionary Handbook to when made we cannot see), he need not hav consumed so
trenched tyranDy, there must be armies well discimuch space in sophistical quibbles.
plined, alert, and courageous. " Make way for lib- puts the Index, of Boston, among the UnitJtrian organs. The
Index feebly squirms and mildly squeaks that this "can be a
erty," cried Winkelried as he gathered the spear- true classification only on the basis of a very broad definition
Lectures and Meetings.
heads to his heart, but what good would his heroic of the Unitarian movement-broader than any Unitarian orFRoM this date E. C. Wnlker's address will be Valley Falls,
sacr.'ifice hav done had he not been supported by a ganization has ever made." Yet we do not see why the paper Kansas, Box 42. He enters the lecturing and canvassing
devoted band? The League may engage the enemy should hav taken the trouble to say even so much, since its field November 17th.
senior editor is an activ Unitarian preacher of the most narat every point, but without numbers to support it row sort.
W. F. JAMIESON, Pipestone, Minn., is rapidly filling up his
time with lecture engagements. He will lecture in Seward,
defeat is as certain as death.
Mrss HELEN H. GARDENER's cha9tisment of the Hon. Wash- Nebraska, Nov. Uth, lOth, 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th. LiberOrganization of Freethought is the one thing that ington Gladden was offered to the magazine originally printing
als of Nebraska are invited to correspond with him in referwill save our country from coming under the domi- Mr. Gladden's paper, but was refused by the editor for " lack ence to engaging him for the remainder of November. Adof
space."
It
givs
us
great
pleasure
to
make
public
the
misnation of ecclesiasticism. " I would like to buy some
dress him at Pipestone, Minn.
Paine's '.A.ge of Reason' to keep in stock," writes a takes of Christ, as pointed out by Washington Gladden, through
the mediumship of the vigorous pen of Miss Gardener.
THE Liberals and Freethinkers of Hochester and vicinity
Canadian bookseller, "but what is the use of order- Doubtless the editor of the Century will also be pleased that we will meet in convention in that city, Sunday, Nov. 9th, in the
ing them? I can't get them through the custom make room for a criticism which only "lack of space" pre- Knights of Labor Hall, No. 7 South St. Paul street, at which
house; they will be confiscated and burnt." .A.nd this vented his printing.
time steps will be taken to organize a League, as there is no
in a free country, and in a land supposed to be civAT a recent meeting of the Birmingham branch of the Liberal organization at present in Rochester. Professor 'I'.
ilized ! Do we not need an organization that costs "Church of England Zenana Missionary Society," a speaker Pope, of Rochester; Mr. F. G. Slenster, of Lockport; Professor H. U. Sommers, and other able speakers will be present to
money? If the Freethinkers of Canada will supply stated that "one of the chief difficulties that had to be en- address the meeting, and an enjoyable time is anticipateil.
conn tered was the effect of the in traduction of a considerable
the means, we hav no doubt that the officers of the amount of Infidel literature into the country every year. There will be three sessions during the day, at 10 A.M. and 2
National Liberal League will soon get the " .A.ge of Thousands of publications of all kinds were sent from Eng- and 7 P.M. Friends from adjoining towns are cordially inReason " through the custom house that blocks the land to India during the course of the twelve months. One vited. H. 0. Sommers is secretary.
THE Spiritualists and Liberalists of Van Buren and adjoinport of entry from which our friend writes, and then society alone circulated 33 books written by Bradlaugh, 9 by
Mrs.
Besant,
16
by
Ingersoll,
14
by
Foote,
and
others
by
peoing
counties will hold their next quarterly meeting at Marcelhis customers can read what they choose. Organizaple of that class."
lus, Cc~ss county, Mich., on the Grand Trunk Railroad, comtion we must hav, and it must be permanent, or the
mencing 8atur,Jay, Nov. 15th, at 3 o'clock P.M., and continuenemy will rally the moment vigilance relaxes. To
WE are glad to see that, notwithstanding the severe polemi- ing over Sunday. C. A. Andrus, of Grand Hapids, Mich., and
cal encounter Mr. Charles Watts had at his recent lecture in
be permanent, it must provide for all the wants of Dunnville with a Baptist minister, the local press speaks so Mrs. Olie C. Denslow, of South Bend, Ind., will be the speakthe people, that they may not stray away beyond the highly of our first vice-president. The Gazette says: "Mr. ers. Mrs. Denslow will furnioh inspirational, vocal, and inreach of liberty's voice. The church must be super- Watts is a good reasoner, deep thinker, and a :fluent speaker, strumental music for the occasion, and will giv psychometric
reading~ from the rostrum to parties desiring them.
A good
seded by an educativ, rational, and tolerant organiza- and even if his views be not accepted his arguments will at atttjndance is expected. E. L. Warner, of Paw P.tw, Mich., is
least
afford
food
for
thought
and
investigatiJn."
The
Riform
tion. Such an organization must grow through soCJial
secretary, and L. S. Burdick, of Kalamazoo, Mich., is presiPress rerp.arks: "Mr. Charles Watts is a man of superior ability,
as well as political means. Social life must be the long experience in the lecture field, and handled his subject dent.
poetry and music, the sentiment of our movement. ('Christianity; Its Claims Examined') very ingeniously, enTHE Wisconsin State Association of Spiritualists will hold
The church has reared us midst rites and pomp, and deavoring to prove that Christianity was of human instead of its next meeting in St. Andrew's llu.ll, 40(; Grand Avenue, Milwaukee, on tl::e 5th, 6th, and 7th of December, 1884. Speakwhile we would not imitate her ostentation, nor build divine origin."
ers, ProfeHsor A. B. French, of Ohio; John E. Remsburg, of
MR.
E.
H.
HEYWOOD
sends
us
the
following
petition
(copies
cathedrals vast and dim, we yet can utilize, as she has
Kansas; Wm. M. Lockwooil, of Ripon, Wis. The Cross Condone, the desire for sympathetic companionship which of which can be obtained from him at Princeton, Mass.), now cert Troupe, who gave such universal satisfaction at our last
in circulation in Boston:
is in every breast. Social life also attracts the women, " To the Senate and House qf Representativs in Congress assembled: meeting, will furnish the music for this. All Liberals and
and the importanCJe of attracting them cannot be We, the undersigned, Citizens of --,holding with Daniel Freethinkers are invited. The Chicago & Northwestern, Chiover-estimated. It is true that many come to us from Webster that 'the true office of government is to protect Per- cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Lake Shore, Wisconsin Central,
and Property from invasion;' knowing that questions of and Milwaukee & Northern railroadR will return for one-fifth
pure love of intellectual exel'cise, and become Free- sons
religiop, morals, and opinion are matters of Individual Liberty fare all persons paying full fare to the meGting. Program:
thinkers solely because of the unreasonableness of in Right, and opposing all phases of Censorship which violate Fritlay evening, lecture by .J. E. Remsburg. Saturday foreof Conscience, Speech, the Press and the Mails guar- noon, general conference. Saturday afternoon, lecture by
Christianity, but there are thousands not educated Freedom
anteed in fundamental law, respectfully request of your Honto do their own thinking, who prefer to hav their orable Bodies the immediate and unconditional Repeal of the J. E Remsburg; subject, "Superstition." Saturday evening,
lecture by Professor A. B. French; subject, "Prehistoric
ways directed by husbands, fathers, brothers, or Act of July 12, 1876, Chap. 186, page 90, known as the Com- America.''
Sunday, 10:30 A.~r., lecture by J. l'. Remsburg;
stock statute."
subject, "False Claims." Sunday, 2:30P.M., lecture by Prolovers. .A.s their ways are directed, that will be the
This petition, says Mr. Heywood, "is entirely an individual fessorWm. M. Lockwood; subject," Spiritualism of Science."
road of the next generation. Our religion is the love affair, nowise interfering with the chosen work of the Liberal Sunday evening, lecture by Professor A. B. French; subject,
and cherishing of humanity; we must, therefore, League or any. other association." "It is headed" he adds, "Spiritualism Compared with Materialism.'' Each session
work for those who are to come after us. Social life "by Elizur .Wright, and signed by Walter C. Wright, Horace to be preceded by a conference of one hour, to be interspersed
with music by the Cross Concert Troupe. A few will be en.
is strength; isolation is death. It is dreary living Seaver, J. P. Mendum, Isaac B. Rich, Luther Colby, Dr. H. tertained free. Board and lodging at Collins House, 414 and
:S·
St~rer, Dr. J. ~- Newman, .J. Storer Cobb, and_ other lead- 41G Broadway, 75 ce!lts per day. Admission each session,
alone on the top of a tower. Now that it has no mg L1berals here. And Mr. Heywood may add m the bold- 15 cents. The secretary is Dr. J. C. Phillips, and Wm. 111
1
martyrs in prison, Liberalism should regenel'ate so- est characters he can pen, THE TIWTH SEEKER. Not until the . Lockwood, of Omro, Wis., is president.
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"Friendship with all, entangling alliances with none," tified feet begin to touch solid foundation-the earth. He will
soon become useful here; he will soon begin to construct a
heaven worth living in and for; he is losing sight of his
do not propose to be, till woman ceases to exist as a sed cherished mythical heaven and once-useful hell for the bettel'
NEwPORT, ME., Oct. 25, 1884.
among all nations and in all lands.
view that meets his gaze now; his eyes begin to weary of the
Mn. EDITOR: I inclose 50 cents, for which send me 25 cents'
Mr. Watts forgets, or falsifies, when he denies saying that far-off look that has so long marked his features; he begins
worth of TRUTH SEEKERS of Oct. 18th, and 25 cents' worth of "Woman should not invade man's domain." There were other to feel tired of the unprofitable toil; his brain has been over"Ingersoll Catechised." Let me ask if Remsburg's "Bible women who noted it, and whom it offended. I see by his pro- worked for the good it has brought; he needs rest, and so do
Morals" is to be put in pamphlet form. If so, I shall want fessed "substance of reply to Mr. Chainey," which is chiefly a the people, from his useless labor.
In view of all this, he is
copies of it. It is a very important paper, and ought to be baseless argument for or assertion of Materialism, that he too expensiv a luxury to further continue the manufacture of
put into the hands of many millions.
'' would open all spheres of activity to woma.n." Probably him. Let us wear out the old Rrticle beyond repairs, and
And now a word to the editor. In the editorial of Oct. 25th, that implies the blessed privilege of washing his dirty shirt "catch on" to the teacher of science.
H. L. SHAUG.
entitled, "A Symbol of the Lowest of Things," you call it and socks in some back-yard or'.area, rather than her political
P. S.-Please find inclosed $7.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER, to
"worship of the most disgusting kind." If I correctly under- j1·eedom, which is the mooted question in England just now. be sent to the addresses named.
H. L. S.
stand the origiqal meaning of the " cross," it was meant to He ought to be "proud" of me, if the Spiritualists are not, as
represent the reprodnctiv organs, and was carried in the shape my great-grandfather was a British officer, killed in Canada in
HELENA, NEB., Oct. 15,-1884.
Qf a cross ~tnd put over the church doors, and Mr. Bennett so the battle upon the Rights, or Plains, of Abraham-which is
MB. EDITOR: Is it true that, as some of your correspondents
:stated in his travels around the world.
it? I never can remember, only that the "crown "is squan- assert, B. F. Butler is a tyrant? Nakejl assumption will not
What I wish to kno\V is, Does the editor of THE TRUTH dering our fortune.
make those who know him believe any such stuff, nor will it
SEEKER feel that any part of the human body is "disgusting?"
It was pretty to taunt Mr. ChainRy with "Mr. Oliver's" do- hav any weight with the well-informed.
Jit may be that I do not understand yon.
ings. Oae would suppose he met "a foeman worthy of his
B. F. Butler a tyrant? Why, there was never a baser
A word in another direction. In the same paper, on the stl•<>l" by the way he lavished .unlimited space and choice slander against living man. Tyrant: one who is cruel, des:first page, yon quote a resolution from the Word, with some e!,ithets. His commiseration, and offers of " material help •' potic. Where kas Butler at any time, either as a public ser·editorial remarks. If I understand Mr. Heywood, he means -spiritual being beyond his power, good, bad, or indifferent- vant or as a private citizen, been cruel or despotic? As an
'to say that the Liberal League made an unconditional sur- are all thrown away upon a woman's rights woman. Let them officer, was he cruel to his men? No. Did he act the part of
render of a very vital principle, viz., the repeal of the inf.twous be reserved for some possible "he" who is addicted to "spir. a despot? Who says he did, speaks falsAly. Do those who are
Comstock laws. I hav watched this subject from the first with ituous substances." I am sorry he got -so "little beef and in his employ suffer from cruel treatment? Not one. Mr.
great interest, and the surrender of the League to the govern- ale" at the camp, and would advise the Spiritualists to roast a Editor, I speak by the card. I hav been there. I know of
ment has been a very humiliating one.
whJle ox and hav a regular barbecue next time, and furnish no officer in the army that used less tyranny over his men
SEWARD MITCHELL.
forth at least a tankard of ale, that he may not make mince- than B. F. Butler, and I knew several for a fact. Any one
[Mr. Remsburg's "Bible Morals" will be published in pam- meat, like "twenty tigers," of any "effeminate" brother. It could see at a glance, by his very make-up, that there
phlet form immediately, a.t the low price of twenty-five cents is only too true that many men in this iron, material age need was nothing tyrannical about him. Some people are not wise
singly, six for a dollar, and special rates for larger qnantities. to hav their surplus ma-sculinity emasculated, as wo~an needs_ enough to k:l;lOW the difference between sternness and tyranny,
The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER never said that any por- to be raised from her subjected excessiv femininity to bights justice and despotism; and, perhaps, this may be the trouble
tion of the human body is disgusting. But if Mr. Mitchell she has never yet attained, and so furnish to the world a race with those who accuse Butler of being a tyrant. But I haphaR knowledge of the religion in which the prototype of the superior to any it ever saw. If Mr. Watts "would study his pen to know that Butler got all those pet names from traitors.
cross played the important part, he knows that the religion "own best poets," Tennyson and Browning, a little more, and They were published Rnd put in circulation by traitors, and
his iYiaterialistic authors and tendencies a little less, he would traitors still continue to peddle them out, and the only assistw-,s disgusting.
We are glad Mr. MitchEll! is able to translate the lV01·d. The attain a better balance of his intellectual powers, and come ance they get is from consummate, ignorant dupes-dupes to
question he raises can best be answered by the secretary of the perhaps, to see that "there are more things in heaven anci traitor influence. So much for the "ignorant."
earth than.hrs philosophy dreams of."
Now I wish to say a few words in regard to party. I reLeague. We quote from the Investigator of the 22d nit.:
This is the counsel of a woman who, if not "old enough to member in the days past and gone, when there was only the
THE PRESENT POSITION OF THE NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE AS TO
be his mother," yet has mature sons, claiming her youngest old Whig and Democrat parties in existence, of hearing some
THE QUESTION OF REPEAL OR MODIFICATION.
MR. EDITOR: There seems to be a misapprehension in the darling on this, his thirtieth birthday, just as much, being a men trying to persuade a Scotchman, who had recently landed
minds of some as to the nature of the declaration of the late glorious butterfly in the !J,appy land, the beautiful beyond, as in this country, to" take out his papers so as to vote." His
reply was that he did not think he had been here long
Congress of the League. I will state what I think was clearly if he were still, with all his sex, but an earth-grub in this.
in the minds of all those who participated in that Congress.
Having never eaten an "unripe fruit," in the ehaste language enough to understand our system of government sufficient to
The Congress Rpeci.tlly declared that the Nine Demands of of Mr. Watts, she is not subject to "bilious attacks," simply vote intelligently, and wished to know what the difference
Liberalism, as adopted in Philadelphia in 1876, should hereThe answer
after be the basis of union, and should define our mission as to fits of '·righteous indignation,'' at all injustice, oppression, was between the Whig and Democrat party.
and wrong theories as well as wrong doing; and deliberately was that there was no grea,t national difference, but they
Freethinkers and reformers.
What is the meaning of this declaration? It means that propo5es to barb her only weapon of defense-mark you, de- only differed on some minor questions which were of no very
beyond the Nine Demands, the League is committed to no fense-in all just causes, and while taking the responsibility, great consequence. "If that be the case," he said, " I think
particular political action. Each member is left to his own cheerfully takes with it, also, the consequences.
you ought to hav a live party, one that will make honesty and
personal judgment. Therefore, whoever joins the League
I hav but one last word to all Materialists. If their mon- equality an issue, and try to put your government upon its
and partakes in its action, commits himself only to the Nine
strous doctrin be true, they had best destroy all women first, Declaration, that all men are created equal, etc., for the tenDemands-that is, to state secularization.
On the question, therefore, of repeal or modification, the ancl then fall to and kill each other, like a parcel of Kilkenny dency of your government, or rather the powers that control
League now stands where the original CongreRs of 1876 stood. cats, letting the poor old earth roll on in peace.
your parties, is to overthrow your republican institutions, and
It leaves the question open for its members to decide accordLEWISE OLIVER.
destroy the liberties of the people." That was true, and all
ing to their private judgment a.s to the wisest method by which
that saved us was the slave issue and the birth of a new party.
the rights of Freethought can be maintained. On this quesPoMONA, CAL., Oct. 15, 284.
The Republican and Democratic parties are the sRme to-day.
tion Liberals are divided_ It is a question that involves in its
l'flB. EDITOR: The greatest living orator, Col. R. G. Inger- Neither has a live issne. They are both controled by the
settlement principles that go beyond the scope of the Nine
Demands. The League cannot, therefore, declare in favor of Roll, delivered his popular lecture, "Orthodoxy," in Los An- same power. If one does or says a thing, the other does
either repeal or modification.
geles on the 8th inst., in Childs's Opera House, to the largest or says just as near like it as it possibly can, and the powers
It is objected that there was no rescinding resolution at the and most select audience ever convened in the city of "Angels." that control them are undermining our liberties more rapidly
late Congress; and because one Congress has declared in favor
of repeal, therefore the League is permanently committed to Long before th~ time appointed for the speaker to appear, than they ever were before, and those who are supporting
every available space in that spacious building was occupied them to-day are either old fossils, dupes to party, or enemies
this policy.
This is not so. The voice of one Congress is not the voice of until there was no standing room left, and hundreds who ap- to a repnblican form of government.
a succeeding Congress, and unless the resolutions of a previ- plied late for admission, were denied, and, possibly, many of
Respectfully,
AN OLD SoLDIER.
ous Congress are reaffirmed by a succeeding Congress, they do them are now seeking at the door of their respectiv churches,
not stand as the voice of the League. This is the express
MENOMONIE, Wis., Oct. 6, 1884.
declaration by resolution of the League itself. It says that with the torments of theological hell burning in their bosoms,
MR. EDITOR: For the past year I hav exchanged my TRUTH
"resolutions heretofore or hereafter passed by the annual hoping that the parson who started it may be able by some
Congress of the League are no test of fellowship in the League, new revelation, or the interpretation of some old one, to cool SEEKER with a Mr. Warren, a true-hearted Liberal, for his Inbut simply express•the sentiments of those voting for them, him off; when, if he could only hav heard Ingersoll, he vestigator, and then we hav given away our papers. How
and of the particular Congress rtf' which they are a majori_ty."
could ever after liv happily and die without fear.
many wish to read them, and how many do not wish to subThese words very plainly declare that the League 1s not now
An incident occurred at this lecture worthy of note. As the scribe for them! No wonder friend Ohttiney was discouraged
committed to the policy of repeal, and therefore both those
who are in favor of repeal, and those who are in favor of mod- colonel appear_ed before his audience, one of God's cranks at the lack of support to his paper.
ification, can now harmoniously work together. Experience arose near the stage and interrupted the speaker by saying,
Several friends, with myself, often hav talked of getting a
shows that there is an honest difference of opinion in this "Mr. Ingersoll, I hav a message from Almighty God," at the Liberal speaker here, but a few would pro baby hav to foot the
matter, but that does not prevent an entire unity of action on same time extending his hand toward Ingersoll, in which he bill. We had, a number of years ago, our good old friend
the basis of the Nine Demands.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
held a large envelope, insisting that the colonel should receive William Denton lecturing nights on geology, and he sold a
Secretary of the National Liberal League.
it. The colonel told the special agent to sit down, but he number of books. I sold ten copies of Paine's "Age of Rea55 East 9th street, Rew York.
would not down. Cries of, "Put him out!" came from all son." I hav twenty-seven names on the petition, and a friend
We hope our friend is satisfied with the position of the parts of the house. As soon as the speaker could be heard, he has twenty-five. We hav American, German, and Norwegian
League, for it leaves him free, as a member of the League, to said "that if there was a God, he showed little wisdom in Freethinkers, all scattered around for twenty miles.
work with THE TRUTH SEEKER for repeal, or with Mr. Gordon selecting his messengers." The crank was yanked out by the
I hav been a Freethinker since 1861. The Investigator was
foe modification.-En. T. S.]
police, and marched off to the" cooler." The lecture was the electric light that illuminated my mind, and banished the
concluded without further interruption, save the hearty ap- devils, ghosts, and gods. Dear to my heart are the names of
THIS FROM A WOMAN !
plause given the speaker when he "fired his heaviest shots Denton, Ingersoll, Paine, Bennett, Mrs. Slenker, and Mrs.
BRADFORD, PA., Oct. 25, 1884.
at the phantoms of the skies."
Rose, and hundreds of other writers for the papers and books.
MR. EDIToR: I am much amused at the ludicrous mistake
It is humiliating to the intelligence of the age to witness I think this winter we will try and get a lecturer to stop over
in the lengthy reply of Mr. Watts to the paragraph or two the position of the press the day following Ingersoll's lecture; a night or two. Menomonie has some four thousand inhabitwhich I thank you for quoting from :.ny letter; but as I urn no they invariably took the side of the phantom as against reason, ants, some eighteen churches, and about the same number of
believer in vicarious atonement, I would not make a scape- logic, and common sense, as applied to the prevailing religions saloons.
MARTIN R. CHENEY.
goat of a~'y poor "him" to bear my sins. When Mr. Watts of the day. All their notices of Ingersoll and his lecture
likened what I said of him to "a thunder-storm in a thimble," were strained efforts to belittle him and his intelligence,
CoLORADO SPBINGS, CoL., Oct. 15, 1884.
he "spoke wis-er than he knew."
thereby prejudicing the ignorant believer and stimul..ting the
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5, for which you may giv
If I tossed back some of the turf and stones he tore up about faith of the faithful. It shows that in matters of religion the credit, and continue THE TRUTH SEEKER to my address.
that "donated" ground, I am heartily glad if they hit him; as brain of the country editor has not advanced one notch in a Thanking yon for your leniency in continuing it for more than
it is evident th<'y did. There is Eva Barnes to scrape lint for century; that he has remained in stattt quo. Their articles re- a year since my subscription expired, I hope I shall not put
his wounds. Perhaps if you had given him the entire letter :fleet all their superstition, and none of their acquired sense; you to the necessity of trusting me again, as it is my wish to
he mig!Jt hav discerned for himself that I was neither a "Mr.'' the_slavery to the creeds compels them to insult the intelligent pay in adv11nce. But the last year has been one of trials.
nor a Spiritualist, and so hav been spared the wasting of so reader that they may be in harmony with the church. But we Having lost a beautifnl daughter, I hav thought very little
many " holy pokers and sacred tongs " upon a woman.
hav hope for the future of mankind, for he will be governed about other "Jlatters; but I do not mourn as one who has no
If I indulged in "graphic descriptiv language," and hedged by the force of logic and philosophy. We must follow where hope, for I know that she lives, and in due time I shall go to
myself in by figures of speech, I believe I did not make use of they lead. Reason will right error in its triumphant march. her. It is a consolation that all do not possess, but as I hav
such elegant slang as the above.
Science is fast lopping off the barnacles from the relig- evidence of her daily presence, I know whereof I speak. I
Being always an intuitiv believer in a future life, I needed ions mind. The superstitions, follies, and fallacies of the believe the time is not far distant when there will no longer
no phenomena to confirm me. I simply find the:u interesting, past are being made apparent to the ordinary mind. The remain a doubt in any mind, but all shall know the truth and
that is all; especir~lly the inspirational speaking of the most tenacity with which the -parson has held on in the pr~st to receive the consolation which it brings to those who mourn
!.!ifted women, which is as ftu above anything in Mr. Watts's error, is pErceptibly yielding to the facts of to-day. He is their departed friends. I like Jour paper, for-it is as it claims
,.r Mr. McCormick's line as heaven is Rbove earth.
letting go little by little, as science forces him, until his sane- to be-Liberal.
MRs. E. E. KIMBALL'
therefore I am not a member of any association or organizaItion,
save the "National Woman Suffrage Association," and
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KENT, 0., Oct. 27, 1884.
GuRNEE, ILL., Sept. 28, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: By quoting from a San Francisco paper, THE
DEAR FRIENDS: For the last ten months I hav thought to "go·
TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 18th clears Col. Ingersoll from the base over" any time with catarrh, rheumatism; kidney disease, and
and baseless charge of apathy in the present campaign be- bronchitis. But while I stay I want THE TRUTH SEEKER for
cause he had not been recognized by the "spoils system" company. Inclosed find $2.50-$2 for the paper, and fifty
u;der the Hayes or Garfield administrations, implying that he I cents for the lithograph of the monument and the ANNUAL. I
su.pported the Republican party not from principle, but for . hav a part in the monument. I hav mine set in a family yard
official reward.
• on our farm, all lettered-like Elmina's friend, though not so
Then in an obscure corner l)n the same page the grand old 1
i nice. Remember me to Wakeman, Leland, and all the friends,
TRUTH SEEKER stoops to the level of a scurrilous sheet in its Chainey in particular on his evidence.
T. V. LAw!!oN.
apparent eagerness to make a shameful thrust at Blaine, at
the same time putting the lie on Ingersoll's lips, where he said I
CARBON, IND., Oct. 7, 1884.
that he did not feel called upon to take an activ part in the j MR. EDIToR: J. E. Remsburg has finished a course of five
campaign, because his party had not stood by the Civil Rights · lectures in this place, beginning Sept. 20th. His lectures are
bill. And all this for what? To make, by innuendo, cheap considere~ by the Liberals of thi~ plac~ to _be of the highest
political capital for a licentious candidate?
order. H1s arguments need no m vest1gatwn; they are selfCan THE TRUTH SEEKER afford to thus slur its friends, at, evident truths. We regard Mr. Remsburg as one of the most
the same time risking its reputation for fair play and alienat- powerful opponents superstition has. The friends, one and
ing its Republican readers?
MARrus HEIGHTON.
all, join with me in sending their highest regards to Mr. Rems---burg through THE TRUTH SEEKER.
WM. OLDHAM.
WESTFIELD, N. Y., Sept. 28, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: As ~he evolution theory of Darwin seems to be
An Open Letter.
accepted as a finality in the science of the day, and as I differ 7o M.v Old Orllwdox Friends, or Quakers,
with both religion and science, believing that the two condi- If it is not a misnomer to call you such, seeing you have
tions in which everything exists are positiv and negativ condi- adopted the Epi~copal creed as the_ base of your rel~gious faith,
tions of the same thing inseparable and convertible instead and are remodehng your old meetmg-houses over mto regular
.
. .
. . '
.
'
.
' Christian churches, or building new ones, with steeple, bell,
of ?mng d 1stmct ent1t 1es, the one ~overe 1 gn, the other s~bJect, frosted glass, etc., thus turning them into steeple-houses, as
as 18 now generally taught and behaved-under these mrcum- George Fox used to call them. And in connection with this
stances, please allow me to ask for information. It is a self- departure, ;you have left _nearly all_the old landmarks tha~ used
evident fact that all higher numbers are combinations of lower to. be pecuhar to the ~omety of Fn~n?s; and yet you st1ll reones and that the higher cannot exist independent of the tam to yourselves then· nam_e. T~1s ~s not h?~est. And now
'
.
here rs another departure: m gomg mto pohtwal squabbles,
lower. Deduct a~y n~mber fron;t one hundr~~· and all the which your yearly meeting in Ohio recommends; and in acgods that ever exrsted 1n the bram of superst1t10n could not cordance with this advice, you have raised a political pole near
reproduce that number except by adding the amount deducted. to your church door, which is emblematical of the position of
Forms of being are represented by numbers and are conse- your church as a political auxiliary to help the Prohibition
subJ"ect t 0 the same law. The questlon I would ask party into political power. The red, white, and blue on your
q• uently
•
•
•
·
•
•
·
:flag denote that you mean to be loyal to the government of the
1S s1mply th1s: Why are not h1gher grades of bemg subJect to United States. And yet the first plank that the Prohibition
the same law of combination as higher numbers, instead of party lays in thmr platform is to acknowledge an Almighty God
being evolved from them, as per Darwin?
J. TINNEY.
as the rightful sovereign of all men, from whom the just powers of government are derived. This is certainly treason, in
word, to. the doctrin of the fathers of this government. Hear
SACRAMENTO, CAL., Sept. 15, 1884.
them:
_
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, to pay the bill of .books
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
received. The picture of the Bennett Monument is most su- created free and equal, and are endowed by their creator with
perbly grand. I am highly pleased with it, and prize it very certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.
highly. When I look upon that dear face, and reflect that his
"That to secure these rights, governments are instituted
:flesh and bones are returned to earth, and his spirit unto the among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of
God who gave it, my heart throbs with emotions that my pen the governed."
cannot express. A knowledge of' the man and his principles
They had no God, Jesus Christ, or Bible about it, from the
ld ·
t
1 e and friendship May h"s
to the last. These old Revolutionary patriots were too
1 memory first
well posted in the history of the European aristocracies and
wou msure e erna1 0 ~
•
•
ever be revered and chenshed m the hea~ts of all truth seeker~. theocracies, whose doctrine was that the common people beMay the seeds of Freeth ought sown sprmg up and bear frtut , longed to a God in the skies. "No," they said, "we, as a nain·abundance, that all may partake thereof, and their eyes be tion, will not acknowledge any such a power. This seven
opened to the truth.
R. BuTTERFIELD.
years' bloody war that we have just come through to get clear
---of these theocracies has cost us too much for us now to go back
to that doctrine that governments are established by a god at
. .
.
GILMAN, ~LL.! Oct. 3, 1884.
their head, w~th the comm?n people bel?nging to t~e governMR. EDITOR: What 1s 1t that produces fa1th m the supernat- 1 ment. We w1ll reverse th1s order of thmgs-we w1ll have a
ural?
1 demo~ratic and re?ublican form of government, and we will
Is it not true that the more benighted and ignorant people estabhsh the doctrme that the ~overnment ?elongs t? the peo•
•
•
?
, pie, and when, from any cause, 1t does not smt them, 1t shall be
are, the stron~er thmr fa 1th m the super~a~ural ·
.
I their right to alter or amend it to suit themselves."
Is there an mstance where so-called d1vme revelatron ever~- 'rhe Vanguard, published in St. Louis, Mo., an organ of one
aided man in scientific discovery?
of your large orthodox Christian churches, is still plainer on
Can any one giv an instance where modern Spiritualism ever this subj~ct, of a God .a~ _the head of the gove1:n~ent, than
revealed to man a scientific truth that was not known before?. you are m Y?ur pro~1~1t10n p_Iatform. It says. We hold,
.
.
.
.
: L That ours 1s a Chnst1an natwn, and that the God of the
. Is 1t not ~rue t?~t m _eve? mstance where anythmg has been ' Christian scriptures is the author of the civil government. 2.
discovered m Sp1ntuahsm 1t has proved to be a fraud?
That the Bible should be established with books of science
If every discovery in Spiritualism has proved to be a fraud, and literature in all our educational institutions."
is it not reasonable to suppose that what has not been discovThis, my dear ol~ ort~odox friends, is about your mental
ered is only a greater fraud?
E. WENGER.
plane ?f th~u~ht, Judgmg from your general course. T~e
Cathohc Chnstmn church-the mother of all the other Chns---tian churches, and outnumbering them ail-in its general
BRONSTON, KY., Oct, 8, 1884.
council, at Baltimore, two years ago, said that "all power
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed :find $3 for 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER another i comes fro_m God, and the chu:ch is the witness and guardian
year
I hav been reading THE TRUTH SEEKER for the last of revelat1ons, as well as the mterpreter thereof. From her

I
II

I
I

1·

I

I

thre~ years, and like it splendidly. I must confess that I felt
sad when George Chainey confessed h mself converted to
Spiritualism. I felt sad because I hav been a great admirer of
George Chainey. And now I fear that he is mistaken and
will gradually decline until he becomes a wreck mentally. If
th S · ··t r1 t
ld only prove positivly that we liv after
e p~n ua s s cou
.
death, 1t would be the grandest thmg on earth. I hav ~ong
wanted to be convinced of the truth of modern Spirituallsm,
but every effort that I hav ever made yet seems to get me further from it. I shall watch George Chainey's course in the
· t . t
J N B
N
f u t nre W1"th a grea t d ea 1 0 f m
eres ·
· · now,·
---CANON CITY, CoL., Oct. 9, 1885.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith please find a list of Secular petitioners, numbering about one hundred. ThesQ hav been obtained through the kind and Liberal efforts of Mr. w. c
Lloyd, of this city, and are thought to be a pretty good list
for a place of this size, viz., 2,000 population, and supporting,
or failing to support, six churches. Hoping this will count
one toward the furtherance of the good cause, I am,
ORANGE WHITE.
Very truly yours,
BROOKFIELD, MICH., Oct. 16, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to apply on my account for
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Send as long as this will pay for it. I
am sorry to put you to so much trouble. I hav long had the
money, but, being a farmer and crowded· to the utmost for
time, has caused me to keep putting it off. Never stop the
paper until I order it stopped. I was born a Freethinker, and
your paper is the best I hav ever read on Free thought.
CHARLES FARRIS.

CHESTERFIELD, IND., Oct. 14, 1884.
Mn. Em:roR: Inclosed please find $2, for which amount
continue sending me your most excellent papm·. It meets my
case exactly, and many of my neighbors are beginning to complain with the same symptoms. My paper is in great demand.
Liberally yours,
WM. JoHN.

!~:r~o:l!~~~ti;:~~~ ~~~~:~ao! ~0~ 0acf.d i~~s~~;t~~11~ t~na:~~~
0

that all power comes from the people. All power comes from
God, by whom princes rule, and the mighty decree justice."
. This, friends, is plain; there is no need of misund~rstand
mg the Cathollc church. And the Protestants _are apmg that
church as fast as they well can-your church w1th th_e rest.
Every mother's son of all these churches, whose Judgment
is worth a yellow rye-straw on the subject of this government,
knows that it is not a Christian government, never was, and
never will_ be while th_e fires of liberty and human rights _are
kept burmng o~ her altars, that were e;ected by the J?atrrots
of the Revol utwn, after a seven years bloody war w1th the
Christian crowned heads of Europe. And so in view of the
indepe1;1dent character of this government, the Christian Stulesman-the organ of the religious party in politics-has been
laboring to make the Constitution Christian, by advoca!ing the
insertion in it· of a religious amendment which shall now recognize God as the supreme governor of the universe; .Jesus
Christ as the rt1ler of nations, and the Bible as a divine ravelation.
These three religious doctrines must be put into the Constitution, is what the Christian Statesman has said; and to prove
that they are not in it now, that paper gives the following,
which is conclusive, just as it should be, and may it always be
so; and I am glad to have so good a witness to support what I
have said:
"1. It is a significant fact that the Convention that framed it
[the Constitution] refused to have prayer in its sessions (see
Elliott's Debates, vol. v, pp. 254, 255). It is no wonder that
a prayerless Convention should frame an un-Christian Constitution.
"2. All acknowledgment of God, of Christ, and of the
moral standard of Christianity, the Bible, was purposely excluded from it-the name of God nowhere appears, not even
in the president's oath. God's law in reference to the quahfication for rulers is disregarded, and instead of restricting the
choice of electors to men who fear God, it is declared that no
religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any
office or public trust under the United States.
"3. This is evident from the interpretation of the Constitution by the National Congress, and by nation~! officers. The
treaty with Tripoli, signed by the president and senate, about
eight years after the Constitution was adopted, and never
called into question as to its constitutionality, declares: 'The
government of the United States is not in any sense founded

"115

on the Christian religion; it has in itself no character of enmity against the laws, :~:eligion, or tranquillity of Mussulmans.'
President Jefferson refused to appoint days of fasting and
Thanksgiving, on the express ground that the Constitution did
not warrant such action.
"4. In 1829 and 1830, Congress refused to pass a law prohibiting carrying the mails on the Sabbath. In consequence
of this action the violation of the Sabbath by transporting the
mails has continued without interruption ever since.
"5. The highest authorities on Constitution!!.! law, such as
Story, Bayard, and Paschal, all agree that everything that
would give religious character to the Constitution was left out,
so that no man, however irreligious, could object to it on that
account (Story, vol. ii, p. 609; Bayard, p.142; Paschal, p. 255).
To sum up all, we have shown that the character of the government of the United States is to be learned from its Constitution. We have shown that in order to be Christian the government must, in its Constitution, acknowledge Christ as the
ruler of nations, and engage obedience to his laws. We have
shown that the Constitution of the United States has not made
such acknowledgment or profession. We think it follows,
therefore, that the government of the United States is not
Christian.''
In the language of another, we say, that is good logic and
conclusive reasoning. The government of the United States
is not Christian, and we add that it never will be. as long as
the American people have the wisdom to follow the example
of the ill us trio us men who, in framing the bill of rights, had
the good sense to keep every kind of religion out of it.
And now here we will submit the case without further argument, and say to our Q. E. churc-h-members, as well as to the
M. E. church-members. and all the rest of our evangelical citizens, that your rights in this purely secular governments as
citizens are as good as ours, and no better. \Ve ask no odds
of your church religion, and we want to see no more of your
intolerant persecutions toward those honest citizens who hav
mentally grown out of your church bonds, and like noble men
and women have come out from among you and are ready to
testify against all your church religion as a superstitious tradition, handed down from father to son. Still, our secular government shall protect yon in your superstition, so long as it
don't interfere with individual right, or thtlt of the general government under which we all live. But you may rest assured
that we, like our Revolutionary fathers, are too well acquainted
with the history of the Christian chureh, with the readings of
your Bible that you call the word of God, and with the character of this Bible God himself, as portrayed in his book, to allow him to have any part or parcel in this secular government
of ours on this side of the big water, much less to put him at
its head.
This is a question of some importance. New England history is full of warnings bearing upon this question. 'rhe
original charters of Plymouth colony and Massachusetts fully
recognize the Christian religion. They professed to be
granted by the grace of God, as defender of the faith, etc. The
compact signed by the Pilgrim fathers in the little cabin of the
Mayflower used the phrase, "In the name of God, amen." It
acknowleilged King James by the grace of God, and was
signed in the presence of God •mel one another, and declared
the purpose of the colonists to be for the glory of God and the
advancement of the Christian faith. In less than forty years
both colonies passed laws for whipping, fining, and otherwise
persecuting the Quakers, as a cursed set of heretics. The
Massachusetts statutes provided that they "be stripped naked, from the middle upwards, and tied to a cart's t11il, and
whipped through the town, and thence immediately conveyed
to thA constable of the next town, and so from constable to
cons.table till they be conveyed to any of the outwardmost
towns of our jurisdiction."
And now, since you have made a belief in the Episcopal
oreed a test of membership with you; since you carry your
Bibles and hymn books to your churches with yon as textbooks to worship this personal God of your Bible from; and
since you insist on its being read in our free school~ whereever· you can, regardless of the views and protests of others
on the subject; you have even gone so far as to say that the
Bible would be read in our public free schools regardless of
this Taxpayer's protest or the law either; that this Taxypayer
was an unbeliever, and would go to hell; and when he remonstrat.ed with a pillar of your church for using such crude language towards a peaceable neighbor, who had never thrown a
straw in his way, he (this pillar of your church) replied,
"This is the language of the Bible, and I feel justified in
using it in this case.''
Now this is the same book that your pious Christian New
England Pilgrim fathers uHed as a religious text-book to hang
the Friends with, and also as authority for burning the
witches. And in my acquaintance with the book, I am not
able to see but that it was as good authority for them as it is
for you, their descendants in religious faith, to consign to
eternal torment a quiet and unoffendingcitizen, here and now,
because he has mentally outgrown these old superstitious notions of the orthodox Christians' faith, and has manhood
enough to sny it, like those early Friends that built their religious faith on the light within, only they located it in the breast
as something supernatural, hence their religion was of the
emotional character. But Taxpayer would take the advantage
of mental science, and would locate this light in the brain, as
the organ of thought, and leave out the supernatuml entirely,
and build on reason and good sense.
For the present I will close in the language of another:
"Now in this palmy ninAteenth century,
When science takes sucli high and dancing flights,
A point there is, on which some craven hearts
Are terribly alarmed, lest they should know
Too much; they therefore trembling cry, 'Forbear!'
If any hand attempt to raise th6 veil
That severs their tender sense from too much light.
'l'hat subject is the soul, concerning which
The less the mind, invol vecl in night and dreams,
Can comprehend, the more dogmatical
Men get, and prone to clamor and abt~se;
Thimk God (science) that other meP.ns, more violent,
Assent rei uctant to extort, are not
As much in vogue as in those good old times
Before men learned to see in nature's laws
The best and only proofs of nature's God;
When science learned to walk in leading strings.
Sb.e now can get along without these childish aids;
And orthodoxy, like most other things
Is tried by weight, and taken at its worth."
Adrian, Mich.
:::>. D. Mool\E.
MR. PuTNAM is indebted to the Universe for this commendation: "'Waifs and Wanderings,' a covel by S. P. Putnam, is
the latest literary sensation in Agnostic circles. It inculcates
a high and noble morality, and graphically portrays the growth
and development of the nationalistic spirit of the age. The
language is pure, aml often wreathed m the flowers of elegance. Its characters, among others Cupples, Rev. Hapgood,
Dr. Dobson, Billy Rtnbbs, and Mrs. Cupples, are admirably
portrayed. Published in fine style by the Truth Seeker Publishing Co., 33 Clinton Place, New York city. Price $1.00."
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one ever refuses to do anything when called
on heart and brain, while retrospect and prosOur Puzzle Box.
upon. The effort is made, and as a rule good
pect completed the work. My advent in early
work is done.
1.
February had been preceded by the dark days
This afternoon I had a good long ride
A. SQUARE.
of the dreary English winter, no flowers, no
through the woods. The trees are gorgeous
1. A marine shell;
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall River, song of birds, naught to giv life, zest, and inin their garments of red and gold. I do not
2. A weight;
Mass., to whom all Communications (0'1' !his spiration through the murky season, save the
think I ever enjoyed the sighing of the wind
3. A song;
<m-ner shauld be sm!.
among
the branches of the forest trees as much
Christmas festivities, and had our mother not
4. To call;
as I did to· day. One could not help but feel
5. A female name.
been among the sweetest of all sweet, pure
the grandeur of the old trees which reared
"Between the dark and the daylight,
Newburgh, N. Y.
RoB'T BERNHEIM.
creatures, the contrast would hav been greater
their heads so high that it made one dizzy to
When the night begins to lower,
than it is.
look at them, as well as the solemnity of the
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
2.
silence which reigned supreme.
Now for the (to me) jlreat journey. In the
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
LI'£ERAL DISCOURAGEMENT (VIDE WEJJSTER.)
Yours in love,
M.E.H.
fall of 1836 our parent, with the other children, left Poughkeepsie, N. Y., for Port Car- My whole is five letters combined,
Yet twice five is only a part of me;
C. B. THOMPSON, St. Catherine's, Ont., Can.,
Blue-FyPd Josie.
bon, Pa. Brother and I were learning trades, For ten, I am sure, you will find
writes: "In reading your Children's Corner
he to be a machinist, I an iron molder. In
How I wonder, little malden,
Just placed in the midst for the heart of me. weekly in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I find much of
Looking on thy winsome race,
it interesting and entertaining to adults as well
mid-winter he was taken with bleeding at the But yet if you make me this part less now,
Where no shade of pain or sorrow
I'm nothing at all but some tease:
as children, and a fine addition to THE TRUTH
I ungs, and so severely that little hopeH were
E'er has left a single traceSEEKER and a corner which I think more of
entertained of his recovery. I shall never for- Tho' really I am so heartless now,
than a ~orner in wheat, corn, whisky, etc.
I must there diminish your ease.
How I wonder what the future,
get that sweet, pale face. No word of com- But now to get rid of the curse of me,''
Closely hidden from our view,
plaint
escaped
his
lips.
Neither
shall
I
ever
Take my head, but restore me my heart;
T~ CLARA LoUISA LEWIS, Bangor, Me. : Many
or grief or gladness, weA.l or woe,
forget the loving devol ion of the mother and And then you will find the reverse of me,
thanks for your kind wor_ds in relation to our
In Its keeping holds tor you.
A marshal of France, or a humorous bard.
daughter who attended him. The night of the
Corner. The appreciation of our friends
Blue-eyed Josle, pure and gentle
UNCLE JAMES.
crisis of the disea~e I sat up with the others,
everywhere makes our labors light, and incite
A13 a rosebud, sweet and fair,
as in case of death they wanted the two boys
Stalnie•s thus we e'er would keep thee,
to new and increased efforts in our chosen
3
Free from bllgh tor weary care.
near each other. I see it all as vivid as then.
field.-ED. C. C.
THE STOR~i.-A DAMP PUZZLE.
I read the ~tnxious looks on the different faces,
Thy little friend and playmate dear
Now the liquid drops descend,
RECEIVED.-First Days at SchooL-Whither?
Close!! her eyes and went away;
the 1 eating or my own heart was audible, and
All the sky is inky dark,
Like some rar~ and f!'a.grant !lower,
-A Sylvan Holocaust.-Human Nature.on the snow-white pillow rested the dear face
And if this 8hould never end,
Bloomed and faded In a day.
Montagew and His Yacht.-A Letter in Rhyme.
We might wish for Noah's ark.
that was soul of my soul, life of my life. AfFright with merry glee and Ia.ughwr,
-Our Summer Visit.-How to Earn a Dollar.
Even now, it seems we :float
ter midnight hope revived, the muteness of
Neither !He nor death ehe reared,
In a fancy-builded boat,
These will appear as soon as we can make
the
p1·eceding
hours
was
broken,
and
time
But while her world was llllerl with joy,
But if two ins were overboard,
room for them.
and words were found to comfort me. From
In that hour she dlsappsared.
Like Jonah. ere he cursed the gourd,
this his recovery was rapid, and the parties for
When
he
interviewed
the
whale,
Thou art left, 0 blue-eyed Josle We might o'er The Storm prevail,
whom we labored deemed it best for us to go
Ah, the mystery of life I
Though but a rn.g he left to show
home. We left Poughkeepsie, and early in April
May Its blessings all at ten thee,
The promis of Jehovah's bow;
AND P .ATNAM.
Unaccompanied by Its strife.
took a tow-boat ride down the Hudson to New
But by that rag, long as it flies,
York,
and
a
steamer
to
South
Amboy.
At
And If sorrows should befall thee,
We need not fear the angry skies.
Trla.la deep thy steps surround,
this point we saw railroad cars for the· first
Say what 'twas doing, if you can,
ON SUNDAY, NOV. 9TH., AT PAINE HALL,
True and steadfast, brave and faithful,
When I this puzzle first began.
time.
BOSTON,
Evermore mayst thou be rou'ld.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
The cars were a wonder to us, and were
built to represent several Stage coaches stuck ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER
together. The seats were common pine
OCT. 25, 1884.
·
Twin Travelers.
Afternoon and Evening, there will be a
painted yellow, viz, the second-class, which
Grand Mass Meeting of Liberals.
1. Ex-cel-you see why-L-u-c-y. Well, and
Before referring to one of the most import- we took. We reached Camden and crossed
Opening address by Horace
ant of our journeys, let me giv a brief descrip- the Delaware to Philadelphht by noon, and in Ella. 2. Youth. 3. V-(s)ermon-t. 4. Bob
sleighs.
Seaver, Lecture by
tion of my traveling companion In the true the afternoon took the Philadelphia and
Solvers, H. E. Juergen&, Mabel Winslow,
sense of the term we were not twins, as he first Norristown Railroad to the latter place. From John R. Cote!!.
Charles Watts.
saw the "peep o' day" July, 1819, while I did this point began the •• tramp, tramp," for we
In the 'evening: lecture by Samuel P. Putnot bid good-morning for the first time till started with our bundles up the Norristown
Correspondence.
nam, "The New Work of Lib<:lralism in
February, 1822. We were boy brothers and Dam, and, by the time we reached its head,
BEAR LAKE, MrcH., Oct. 18, 1884.
Ameri Ja;" and Charles Watts, "Agnosticism
constant companions. Where he led, I fol- it was getting dusk. After crossing the ferry,
DEAR Miss WrxoN: Yours duly received, and and Modern Thought." Mr. Putnam will take
lowed; what he told, I believed; what he half way up the dam, we espied the first I wish the remarks made by my friends after
taught, I accepted without a doubt, and when canal boat. When we reached the locks we hearing it read could hav been wafted into subscription for National Liberal League at
chided (which was very seldom), I was most asked fvr a ride, which was given. The boat your cosy sitting-room in Fall River; I am s11:re each session.
would hav made your heart overflow w1th
2t45
unhappy.
His naJlle w11s William; mine, was empty, and we sat down in th!Ol bow for they
happiness to know you hav so many devoted
George; and whenever any difference arose shelter from the cold, raw wind.
friends in the far West.
between us so that words ran high, he would
Oh, how much I wanted to see· my mother,
The other morning when the sun was apsnuff out all my conceit by saying, "King and yet by my brother's side I felt safe. From pearing out of a sheet of clear gold in the
Williams were conquerors, and King Georges the head of Norristown, through. the two Cat- East, I looked out upon Bear Lake, and saw
what j. shall always remember as .a bea.utiful
thick-headed fellows." To me he was the fish and Yankee dams, to "Bowers," at the siO'ht, Above the lake, and restmg hghtly
"sweetest William" ever existed, and words are foot of four mile canal, it was five miles, and upon it, was a sheet of foam. Upon inquiring,
unable to express my pride for what I felt was it seemeil a long way into the night ere we I found that it was fog. You must imagin a FOR OLD AND N.!!:W OFFICERS OF THE
snowdrift rising about :five or six feet above
his greatness and superiority. He was one reached that point.
NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE,
of that rare class who seem to hav been born
At the head of little Catfish Dam, we saw the surface of the lake, so light and :fleecy
AT
that you almost felt afraid to touch it. This
nnder the most favorable circumstanceB, a dredge at work clearing the channel near the
lasted about an hour. Then the fog lifted
M
•
H
lJ 220 E• 15 t h St•1
whose bread is always "buttered on both locks. This was a surprise and wonder. Its gradually and disappeared. But little clouds Germ :tD
"SQDlC a ,
sides," who are always welcomed to the best, method of clearing was by a revolving band of seemed to keep rising for a long time, so much
On Thursday evening, Nov. 20th.
whose honeyed lips and pleasant manners open elevator cups, similar to those used in elevat- like the snowy clouds of a summer day that I
could
hardly
believe
that
it
was
the
mid
c
le
of
hearts as well as doors, and who, if they die ing grain.
October, and that I was looking at fog which
Let all llberah of' New York and
young, are honored as saints, and as being too
Brother made arrangements with the boat many times in the East renders the day dismal
Vicinity Attend.
fine for earth.
captain to take us with them during the day, and uncomfortable It is said to be worse than
Brother William was a genuin English boy, while lodging with others near where they tied rain when one is caught in it when sailing on
and in all our travels, mid the hill and dales up for the night. '!'hat night we stopped at the lake.
Mrs. Derthick was pleased with your mes- Proceeds for the Treasury of National
of Leicestershire, there was an air of rollicking "Brown's," an old Pennsylvania farmer.
League under the auspices of Bennett
sage, for to her you seem like an intimate
romance about him. In those days an Eng_ They gave us a hQme-made feather bed, so friend, she has heard so much of you. She is
Liberal League of N.ew York city.
!ish boy counted for nothing unless he was large and full that we were sunk in its feathery a bright, sunny, wide-awake woman. An atwilling to, and could, fight a good battle; and, embrace, and were soon lost in pleasant tack of diphtheria lilO affected her system five
DANCING FROM 10 TO 12.
years ago that she has not been able to use her
strange to say, my brother, whom I never dreams.
knew to get real angry, would fight. He
The canal ride was novel, and the next night eyes since. She is married to a gentleman
worthy of her, and is always so cheerful that
Admission:
seemed to enjoy a battle, and yet, at its worst, we slept in a neat room at the "Lock House," sometimes we hardly realize how severe a daily
GENTLEMEN,
50 cents.
his face was sweet in its determination. He at the head of the twenty-two mile canal, five burden she is carrying.
25 cents.
LADIES,
was always the victor. I do not think he miles from Reading, county seat of Berks Co.
Last week the Woman's Suffrage Association 2t45
would hav ever given up beaten. He was swift I shall never forget this room or the sensations held a very successful meeting at the beautiful
of foot, and bore off the prize (a monstrous it created. It was the picture of neatness, and home of Mrs. G. W. Hopkins, who is the
woman of the place. Coming here ten years
plum-pudding) at the boy races, on the occa- cleanliness; but what pleased me most was the ago, when the town was in its infancy, by her
LECTURE.
sion of the coronation festivities in Redmile number of women's dresses that hung on the
good common sense and interest in the living Is MAN A FREE MoRAL AGEN:r, oR Is HE A
in honor of William IV. When he was ten walls. I noticed them all, principally calicos questions of the day, she has lifted the people
CREATURE oF CIRCUMSTANCES ?
years old he was one of the singers at the with one or more muslins de luine. These up to a higher grade than I hav ever seen in a
lace
of
its
size.
There
is
an
indepen~lence
The
following
points will bA thoroughly tested,
P
church, and accompanied the choir in their seemed to bring home so near, there was such
which wlll rorm the substance or this lecture:
Christmas eve merry making at "Belvoir a motherly and sisterly air about them. I did about the people whic.h I like. Every one
The encounter or Adam and Eve with the Serpent.
seem-; competent to be a critic. No leaniog on
Can the emotion of man resist the power or PsyCastle," seat of the Duke of Rutland, and also not think them as pretty as mother's, for she your next-door neighbor; no saying a thing is
chology?
at their singing and playing on Christmas always wore very small figures or stripes, so because the leading people of the place may
Does God attend religious revivals?
Is there a God of battles ?
morn, and through the day in the village. In whose prevailing color was lilac; the figures of hav expressed a certain opinion. Is is thus
Is It God ,,r the physician that heals or kills the
because we hav each thought the matter over,
addition, at the great races at "Croxen Park,'• most of these were too large and showy.
affilcted?
and
hav
looked
at
it
in
all
ways,
that
we
hav
Why do men a buss themselves, knowing that It Is
his investments in games of chance were sueBy this time the boatman· seemed to take a
come to entertain the views which we express. to their own injury?
cessful. Such has been the tenor of his life; strong liking to us, and from there up we were
Win•
do Cllrlstlans deny f}od as a healing medium
Mr. Derthick, a L1wyer (husband of the
he did not die young, so failed in early saint- all right. The novelty of the ride, the numer- aforenamed lady), gave us a talk on the Mich· in time or sickness, and couHde In the sklll of medicine only?
ship; has live<.l to be a slar character in the or_ ous locks, and the fine scenery along the igan state laws. Comparing the revised statAll deelrlng Lectures within the state of Illlnols
thodo.x congregational church and books, and Schuylkill, was a source of constant delight. utes with those of thirty years ago, although dnrlng the preeent fa.Il and coming winter should
M, L Sa.NDERS,
address
in
some
respects
they
may
not
be
all
we
desire,
still lives to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and kinThe "Blue Mountains" near Point Clinton, yet after an hour's talk with bright, witty, and
237 West Eldorado St., Decatur, lll.
dred publications. For many years it was a and the high hills and mountains in the An- sensible questions from those present, we had
wonder to me why there should be such a thracite range, seemed more beautiful than the to say that there had been a great advance in
WANTED.
great difference in our make-up. I see it now. Highlands of the Hudson, doubtless becn.use the legal rights of WO<llen. My cont1·ibution A good Llbaral woman, as Companion and Housewas
an
artiule
on
the
"Political
Education
of
keeper; must know how w Cook well. and over
His biith ir. July givs the explanation. we were nearing mother. The long journey
People," from the Century.
30 years or age; or.Iy two In family.
Through the beautifnl days of an English for those days drew near its close; joyful an- theLast
Address
L. P. ANTHONY,
Saturday I attended the first Teacher's
ltH
Cheshire, Conn.
spring, his mother's heart was thrilled with ticipation was on the eve of fruition, and boys Institute of ths season. They Rre held once
joyful anticipation; the air was fragrant with and mother would be near each other. The a month, and are usually attended by all the
the odor of violets and budding 1·oses, and the hour came, and it was one of those beautifnl teachers in the vicinity. There was nothing TWO LlTTLE RED Ml'l1TENS;
trees, grass, and hedge rows were jubilant with seasons never to be forgotten, and which to- of importance· accomplishecl, except to plan
A. STORY OF THE RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
their fresh, green attire. The rich, melodious 1 day holds its place as one of life's sunniest out work for the ensuing year. Next month I
hav to read an essay on "Voice Culture,'' rather BY JENNIE BUTLER B R 0 W N E
songs of the birds left their inuellihle iznpreHs 'memories.
GEORGE LYNN.
a hard topic, but I will do my very best. No
For sale a.t this otnce,
l'rloe 10 cents.
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Liberal Meetings.
LL<agues and Liberal 100 Spiritualistic 8•citti<l in lTv.
United Statu and Canada meeting regularly,can hav naticu of their meetings published in this colu!lVI fru if tAe
oj/icers will send them to us.]

MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
Terrace st.

OHIO.

CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
building. Lectures free. Communications
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.
MAINE.
PonTLAND.-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Con·
gress Hall, Congress street (en trance on
KANSAS.
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2·30
MAINE.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna P.M. Admittance free. Public invited.
Mills).
OREGON.
MARYLAND.
PoRTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
OliverP. Taw, 532 W. Baltimore st., Baltimore.
of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
MASSACHUSETTS.
Chas. S. Coburn, 123 Essex street, Lawrence. at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. 1st
and Madison streets. All are invited. AdJoseph Marsh, Northampton.·
mission free.
MICHIGAN.
WISCONSIN.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
MILwAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock,
MISSOURI.
at Fraternity Hall, 216 Grand avenue. LectDr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street, St. Louis.
ures and free discussions on all popular
Joseph L. Andrew, Liberal.
topics. Admittance free.
Public cordially
NEBRASKA.
Thomas Foreman, 1414 Chicago street, Omaha. invited.
MASSACHUSETTS.
NEW YORK.
BosToN.-B.::.ston Liberal Club holds meetW. J. Cushing, 15 Willoughby st., Brooklyn.
ings for essays and criticisms every Sunday
'.l'RUTH SEEKER and Books.
forenoon at 10:45 in the Paine Memorial
OREGON.
Building, Appleton street.-1-The "Society
A. Erwin, Lebanon.
of the Divine Homo " at same place every
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
Sunday aftm noon at 3 o'clock. SundayPENNSYLVANIA.
school at 2:30. Admission free.
George Longford, 25 Otter st., Philadelphia.
H. Clay Luse, Waynesbarg.
PENNSYLVANIA,
Dr. J. H. Rhodes, 505 1-2 North 8th st., Phila.
ALTOONA.-The League holds meetings every
W. F. Schade, 3706 Butler street, P1ttsburgh. Wednesday evening and Sundays at 3 P.M., at
A. M. Stevens, 222 Beaver ave., Allegheny City. the League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
JohnS. Juergens, 99 5th ave., Pittsburgh.
and 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13th st.
TENNESSEE.
BRADFORD.-The Bradford Liberal Club
Ferdinand Pfeister, Nashville.
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M. at their hall 'in
UTAH.
Pemberton block. The club has a very choice
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
library.
D. F. Keeler, Park City.
PRILADELPHIA.-The Friendship Liberal
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
VIRGINIA.
814 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville.
o'clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates.
ENGLAND.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
Charles Watts & Co., London.
sale.
PITTSBURGH -Pittsburgh Libeml League
The American and New York News Companies will furnish the paper to news dealers meets at lllaltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
upon application.
Sunday (except d"~ing the Months of July
and August) at 3i> J!ock. A free platform is
'llaintained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
MEDICAL and HYGIENIC WORKS. lollowed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
minutes allowed the lecturer to reply. Clergymen invited to discuss.
Sent on Receipt of Price.
NEW JERSEY.
Trail's Sexual Physiology. A Scien- NEWAI\K.-Newark
Liberal League meets
tific and Popular Exposition of the Fundaevery Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
mental Problems in Sociology; $1.
League's Hall, 177 Halsey street. Exercises
What Our Girls Ought to J(now. By consist of music, readirgs, lecture, and disDr. MAllY J. STUDLEY. Price, $1.00.
cussion, in which all p~ esent are invited to
Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure participate. Admission free. Collection
of Nervousness. By M. L. HoLBROOK. $1.50. •aken. Communications for the League
should be address.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
Parturition Without Pain. A Code Pine street, Newark.
of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains
CANADA.
and Dangers of Child-Bearing. Edited by
ToRONTo.-Secular Society. Reading and
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
Lecture Rooms, No. 9 Grand Opera House.
The Relations of the Sexes. By Open
every evening and Sundays. Lecture
Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY. Price, $1.00.
every Sunday evening. Freethinkers and
Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Sci- strangers are cordially invited.
entific Diet.
By GusTAV SCHLICKEYSEN.
MoNTREAL.-Pioneer Freethought
Club
Price, $1.00.
meets every Sunday at 3 P.M, at 1310 CathThe Better Way. An Appeal to Men arine street. Reading-room open daily until
in Behalf of Human Culture through a 10:30 P.M. Library open for exchange of
Wise1 .Parentage. By A. E. NEWTON. Price, books three evenings per week, and on Sunday afternoons. Free public lectures on
pape1, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
Sundays as advertised in local newspapers.
New Hygienic Cook Book. Contain- Strangers
always welcome. G. S. Wilson
ing Receipts for Preparing a Hygienic
Food By Mrs. M. M. JoNES, M.D. 30 cts. President; 0. Stevens, Secretary.
NEW YORK.
Tallrs to My Patients. Hints on Getting Weiland Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
ALBANY.-The Liberal association meets
G
MD p ·
$ 50
every Sunday at Van Vechten Hall, 119 State
LEASON,
· ·
rice, 1. ·
street. Sunday-school at 2 P.M. General
Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins. By business meeting and debates and discussions
Dro LEwis, M.D. Treating of the Sexual at 3 P.M. Lecture at 7:30 P.M. The public
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.
are cordially invited to attend, also all LibPrenatal Culture. Being Suggestions erals visiting the city. Admission free.
to Parents. By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.
NEw YoRK CITY.-The Manhattan Liberal
Aids to Family Government; or, Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
From the Cradle to the School. By BERTHA at 220 East 15th st.--The American SpiritMEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
ualist Alliance meets every Sunday afternoon
:l:30 o'clock in Republican Hall, 55 West
YOUth ; I ts Care an d Culture. By J. at
33d street.--The First Society of SpiritualMoRTiliiER GRANVILLE. Price, $1.00.
ists holds its meetings every Sunday in
Eating for Strength. Including the Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts service 11 o'clock; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred lte- Public cordially invited.--Arcanum Hall,
ceipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred 57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The PeoEver-Recurring Questions Answered. By pie's Spiritual Meeting every Sunday at 2:30
M. L. HoLBROOJ>, M.D. Price, $1.00.
and 7:30P.M.
Marriage and Parentage. In Their BRooKLYN.-The Brooklyn Spiritual Society
Sanitary and Physiological Helations and meets at Conservatory Hall, cor. of Fulton
in their Bearing on tbe Producing of' Chi!- 1 stre~t and Bedford avenue, every Su~d~y.
dren of Finer Health and Greater Ability. Servwes at _11 A.M.. and _7 :4!J P.M. :\-dmisswn
By M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price $1.00.
fre.e.. Public cordially mvited. Liberal and

Our Girls, and Some of th~ Things ~;~;!~tki~Ps;~rit~~~ ~~::erf~~c=~~~s Fu~~~

Th_ey Ought to Know. By Dro LEWIS, M.D.
Pnce, $1.5?.
•
Dr. Foote S Plam Home Talk and
Medicnl ~ommon Sense. By E. B. FooTE,
M.D. Pnce, $1.50.

street, meets every Saturday evening at 8
o'clock. Meetings free. Spiritual literature
for sale.--The Eastern District Spiritual
Conference meets every Monday evening at
Composite Room, 4th street, corner of south
Hand· Book of Health Hints. By E. 2_d street, at 7:45. ~pi~tual and Libe.ral
B. FooTE, M.D. Price, 25 cents.
ilterature on sale. All mVIted.- The PhiloS
sophical Association meets every Sunday
Cien~e In tory_; ~eaches An~tomy, afternoon in the Assembly Room of Wright's
Physwlogy, and Hyg~ene. 5 vola. m one. Business College Broadway corner of Fourth
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WAIFS ANTI WANDERINGS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR OF
''GOLDEN

THRONE,"

71~

l.tits4.

"PROMETHEUs,'' "INGER-

SOLL AND JESUS," ETC.
Price, Oloth, $1,00; Paper, 60 Vts.

"A prose epic or the war, rich with incident and
dramatic power; breezy from flrft page to last with
the living spirit or to-day,-John Swinton's Paper.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
38 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
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HASH

WITH

A CHANGE 0 F DIET.
REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE .AUTHOR.

IN Nll!E PARTS AND COURSES.
1 A Word rrom the Cook. -2 Choice Bits ror til

Hash.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,~ The Chopplng-Knlfe.-5 Hash, First
Course.-6 Hash, Second Course,7 Hash, Third Course,-8 0hange
of Diet, First Course,-9
Change or Diet, Second Course,

W-".RREN SUltlNER B-".KLOW,

Author or

Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 CT:;. SINGLY; 75 CTS. PER DOZ.

AS A
MlSSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

UlllfD STATfS AND CANADA
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
THIRD EDITION.

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
Among the subjects considered by Mr.
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
Remsburg are:
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis·
COMPARED AND REVISED.
tics, showing the creeds of the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Sciencl'; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
AUTHOR OF
Church and the Antislavl)ry Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance "PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UNReform; the Church and the Republic.
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
These pamphlets sP,ould be circulated by
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
"HOLY OROSS,"
dozen at least. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK
"By their fruits shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, ex-Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: " This is a
severely, awfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themselvs, and they must lie in it.
The Ghosts. Paper,50cts; cloth, $1.25 Send for the book and see what devourers
lncludtna, ·'Liberty for Man, Woman, and Chlld;' of sheep the shepherds can be."
''The Declaration of Independence;' "About Farming

By M. E. BILLINGS,

Ingersoll's 'Works.

in ILUnota;"" The Grant Banquet,"" The Rev. Al9xan.
der Cla.rk," "The Past Rises before Me Like a Dream,"

and "A Tribute to Ebon c. Ingersoll."

PRICE, !.U CENTS.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50 A.ddreBR THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. R:r R. G.

God and the State.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
BY
and Prof. George P. Fisher. PaMICHAEL
BAKOUNINE
per, 50 cents.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.

What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

COMPLETE WORJ{~ in One Vol·
ume, HalfCalf', $a.OO.

Founder or Nihilism and Apostle or Anarphy.
WITH A PREFAOE BY
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be given to the beginner in literature; but there sians "-Unalterability, Conservatism, Autoc- combined in an actual hinging, operating,
is a deeper sense in which it is the reverse of racy, C::esarism, Czarism, Papacy, Paternal freely-swinging, but rightly guided hingewise
relationship with each other, according to the
the truth. For real thinkers, for discoverers in Government, Aristocracy, etc., etc.
the realm of thought, it is all the other way.
Unity, in the absolute degree-that is, when part of the body and the particular kind of a
A Woman's Meditations.
A really new thought has no word in any Ian- pushed to its ultimates, to the bald, nake~ hinge needed at the given joint. So compliAT FIFTEEN.
guage to express it; and he who says that he has Principle (Unism), which is what is meant by cated and precise as all this must become our
ObI the rear, the worry, and dread 1
never had any difficulty in finding a word or Unity when made technical-is therefore im- social science, under the theoretical guidance
ObI the doubt or the future good I
words for his thoughts, says, thereby, that he mobility, fixity, monotony, death, in the dirac- of IJniversology, and the practical guidance
All Is darkness overhead,
has never had a really original thought in his tion of suppression. But Disunity in the ab- of Pantarchism. At present people adhere
As gloomy futures o'er me brood.
life. Language has only been devised to ex- solute; individuality pure and simple; anarch- to arche pure and simple, which is the stiffAT EIGHTEEN.
press the thoughts that men hav had; up to ism, in its literal ~ignifi~ance, is, on ~he ot~er joint, or, finding it evil, and needing a remedy,
Where Is the promls or sweet sixteen?
that boundary, and not a single inch beyond. hand, death by d!ss'olutwn of the soc1al Umty and reasoning that the opposit of the evil must
Gone are the hopes or early youth.
Only the blight or tbe early dream;
be the remedy, they rush over to anarchy, which
Outside and bl)yond lies the immense unknown 1i (Duism).
Only the dark Bide or the truth.
and heretofore unthought oj~ and whosoever
There is, then, the third state, the resultant is social dislocation-in which "the times are
inv~des it by going farther out, by subsoiling . s~ate; the o_nly true, or tr~ly possible, condi- out of joint '' (Shakspere ).
All this is 'the
AT TWENTY-ONE.
ordmary thought, finds himself beset by a twn, for wh1eh, as I hav sa1d, no word or term natural and legitimate swing of the pendulum,
The dreams bav vanished and burl Ad lie;
The blossoms, nipped by early rrost.
crowd of ideas for which there are no adequate is known, because these ideas hav not been in preparation for tb,.e comprehension of the
Nothing Is lert but a longlnf5 to die,
werds, and he is thrown into the dilemma of 1 distinctly sifted, separated, and understood. true functionating joint; or the hinge-philosophy
And a quivering grief ror the early lost.
either coining new words, or of taking old words It is the bane of all our philosophy that there in social affairs. It is for this third idea that
U !Ire would only near the end 1
and stretching and lifting them into new is everywhere the missing third term. Span- we need and must hav a new term compounded
Ir death would bring Its promised rest!
meanings. So when chemistry was discovered cer has his integration and his differentiation, of the two other terms, or somehow representI've barl whatever earth could send;
I long to pass the final test.
it was utterly impossible to teach it through without any third term to express what is par- ing them. We might say arch-anarchy (arkAT T"!IIBTY-ONE.
the medium of language without a nomencia- amountly important in the whole matter-the anarchy) or anarch-archy, but either would be
If still life's pathway I must tread.
ture; without, in other words, the manufact- combination, in due and harmonic proportion, awkward, arid Pantarchy or Pantarchism has
Giv me to soothe the aching heart,
ure of thousands of new words of a special of the integration (Unism) and the differentia- been chosen to express that idea. It is not
Teach me the balm for aching bead,
order, for teaching that particular class of tion (Duism), which combination is trinismal. then toward Unity that there is any special
And this I'll deem the better part.
In other words, the Unity and the Variety drift in modern social philosophy. The real,
ideas. So with every other science which has
AT FORTY·ONE.
got itself fairly constituted as a science. It is are the rivet, on the one hand, and the flanges, strong drift of the ho;ur, throughout ChristenAb, what Is this? the golden grain?
proven that sociology, so-called, or the science on the other hand, of a hinge; but what is the dom and the world, is toward ''Anarchy,'' InThe promised joy or earlier years?
of
society, is not yet fairly constituted into a name of the hinge itself ? I want to call your dividual Sovereignty, or, what is the same thing,
So late In life to win the gamescience, by the fact that it has so little of exact I attention specifically to the consideration of ultra-democracy. The return drift. toward a
So late to win the smiles from tears!
technicality.
the nature of a hinge. The hinge is an im- true reconciliation, on scie!ltific terms, beAT FIFrY·ONE.
In
the
next
place,
therefore,
I
would
warn
mensely
great affair in this world ~f ours, _and tween the two other. and opposit drifts, is only
How false the prophets all bav told l
you >~gainst the common and very prevalent, very few hav ever comprehended 1t, or gtven now just beginning in the world, either to be
Where are those faded bowers of green ?
Is this bright evening's burnished gold
and what I may call the vulgar, prejudice 1 any thought to it. A hinge is the place where comprehended or acted on; but, from now on
The sad, dark future they bav seen ?
against technicalities.
Technicalities are two things meet and unite; but if they com- it will almost at once become the rapid and an:
AT SIXTY-ONE.
merely words which hav been so closely de- pletely unite, then there is no hinge. It is also pervading drift; the organifying, or truly conHow much to those must be rorglven
fined, and so strictly applied to particular pur- the place where two things go asunder; but if structiv and operativ drift, in every departWho count that" ignorance is bliss,"
!JOBes, that we cannot mistake their meaning. they go completely asunder, then again there is ment of human affairs.
Who only build a cblldlsb heaven,
An untechnical word is a crude stick or branch no hinge. To be a hinge, the parts must at
Another method of naming these three
That age and wisdom surely miss!
picked up in the forest; a technical word is a the same instant, or at succeeding instants; terms is, 1. Unity; 2. Variety; and 3. UniGood cheer, brave heart, amid the thorns,
piece of timber hewed to the line, mortised or unite and separate, both unalize and dualize; variety. The transition, and still prevalent
The doubts and fears or e<trly youth 1
Beyond those dark and dismal morns
tenanted, and fitted to its place in a building. hence in the aggregate they must trinalize. drift, under this naming, is from Unity to
Shines wisdom's sun or priceless truth.
Or, still better, technicalities are tools, bags, Don't be afraid of new words; if they signify Variety. The new and final and conquering
And as you pase from youth to age,
baskets, artificial contrivances to do more verbal new ideas, you are made mentally richer the drift in the immediate. future will be from
You leave the darkness and the rears;
work than the naked handwork which we can moment you get hold of them. Study tLte hinge Variety to Univariety; and it is this last which
Still finding, a' you turn each page,
Tbat Interest deepens with the years.
accomplish without them. You can only hold (Trinism), and know, so far as my assurance doubtless was really meant by the ManageOctober, 1884.
MARY A. LELAND.
two or three oranges in your hand unaided, can be taken as authority, that, if you under- ment of the Club, by the term Unity, when asbut put them in a basket or net, and you can stand it thoroughly, you will be lifted into a signing me my subject: but I hav taken the
Death.
hold a dozen. Baskets, or nets, or such labor- new sphere of thought,·· transcending com- advantage of it as a te:x:t to introduce some
0 gentle Dea.tb I why com'st thou not
saving contrivances, if made out of the sounds pletely all the wrangling of ordinary political needed technicality into the use of these terms.
To those who fain would thee embrace;
of the voice, instead of metal, wood, and and philosophical discussions and teachings.
What, in conclusion, the world needs, and is
Whose wasted life seems but a blot
strings, are technicalities.
The prejudice You will be the wisest people in the world, beginning consciously to want, and what it is in
Upon creation's glorious face?
against technicalities, with untrained minds, is from the time that you understand a hinge! the destinies that it shall soon hav, is a Church
'Wlao Jove In vain, who seek In vain
based on the Common Sympathetic
To brighten every human lot,
j of just the same order as the prejudice against You will then know the principle of universal, Institution
Consciousness and Social Duties of Mankind,
Whose sympathy, like summer rain,
tools and machinery by unskilled workmen. scientific reconciliation; the possibility of uni- more powerful than the Catholic church; and
Falls gently on each barren spotIt is undoubtedly a trouble to learn them, and versa! social reconstruction; and of the ulti- a Universal International Nationality based on
Why should they linger sadly on
our natural laziness recoils from that labor; mate harmonic administration of all human af- Individuality and Human Rights-not a mere
Whose every dream or joy has fled,
but this prejudice is no more respectable than fairs. Don't fail, then, to study hinges; and I loose association of states-but a true organic,
When e'en the power to bless has gone,
operativ, vitally functionatingreal government,
And Jove and hope be crushed and dead?
the indolence of a child who is unwilling to mean literally the hinges 'upon which your touching every branch of human affairs, and
Wby take that loved and gifted one,
wash his face, or the unreadiness of the bar- doors are hung, in the simplest, most material, furnishing the working models for every instituIn all hie manly grace and pride?
barian to adopt the hoe and plow of modern and mechanical sense-for it is the discovery tion-more powerful than the Roman, than
Wily rob the mother or her son.
civilization-he
sticking stolidly to his old of Universology that these simplest mechan- the Russian; or the British empire-and all
'l'be husband or bls girlish bride?
method of cultivating the earth with pointed ical arrangements of every-day life contain, by this by pure volttnlarism, without a particle of
Then spare, ob, spare, earth's brightest part,
compulsory allegiance; without a dollar of
'l'he loved, the beautiful, and blest,
sticks or stakes. 'l'his is my apology for my their analogies or resemblances, the whole Be- compulsory taxation; and without resort to any
.And take the lorn and weary heart
technique, or for so much of new or precision- cret of the higher, and highest, philosophy: so other authority than that of Charm, and OrThat pants and longs ror endless rest.
ized usage as I may hav occasion to introduce that through it the whole people, in their ganized Influence, under Freedom.
PAXTON.
Disintegration cannot cope with Integration,
in respect to the meaning of terms, here and homes, and by simply reading their newspaelsewhere.
pers, which will beco'me the organs for such nor the Inorganic with the Organic, except as
Waiting.
mere Standing-grounds.
Coming now to my specii!R subject, I con- learning, will be made more thorough philoso-I sit alone, and listen for footsteps
strue "Unitary Drifts" to mean drifts or ten- phers than all the great thinkers of the past
That come not. and sadly asking,
Thanks and a Correction.
dencies to Unity, and I shall then assign to generations.
·II Shall I never hear them more?"
What m uslc, like the voice or those
Unity a strictly technical iueaning, making it a
To understand what is meant by the three
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:_
We love? What joy to clasp their bands!
definit technicality of philosophy, taking it, foi" stages of idea involved in the great social Thank you ever so much for your first-rate
But ob, the chill that 'numbs t.he heart,
When death or coldlless makes the grasp relax, such purposes as the present, out of its com- hinge, as in the hinge everywhere, take the notice; but, in matters of great moment, and
mon meaning or meanings, which are various fir,st illustration from law terms, where we do especially concerning great pe1·sonages, THE
·Turning back the blood an ley stream,
and contradictory. I shall perhaps surprise happen to hav them all named by proper tech- TRUTH SEF;KER should not tell-errors. The
Congealing life's warm"iifluntaln.
One wb~ bas felt thlslron In the soul,
you then by affirming that there is no strong nicalities. There is, say, first, a "joint con- Genius of History is awful touchy in such matFrom either cause, bas drunk the dregs
or marked tendency toward Unity in modern tract," in which two or more unite, each for tera. Unborn millions will look back to THE
or bitterness. The sul!erlng soul turns In
philosophy; and that on the contrary its most his portion of obligation; second, "several TRUTH SEEKER for facts.
Upon Itself, longs ror something In which
marked tendency is directly the opposit.
contracts,'' or contracts in severally, the obliI hav to claim that I am contemporary with
To trust Its boarded wealth of love,
Refined In the bot crucible or grief.
But, in order that I may be better under- gations wholly apart from each other; and, Stephen Pearl Andrews-not his successor. I
How fleeting life's most blissful dreams!
stood-or less liable, at all events, to be mis- third, the higher and supreme kind of obliga- hav learned from him, during our long acHow sweet, though sad, their memory!
understood, I will remark that I shall treat the tion, "joint-and-several contracts," in which quaintance, many things that I could not spare
No more to bear the voice of love that ralls
subject chiefly as relating to Social Philosophy, both or all the parties are bound fnr the whole .. out of my life; but I learned phonography,
On waiting bearts,llke dew, until
rather than to philosophy in the broader sense Take an illustration from another profession, not from him, but from one of the earliest
Its chords are swept by angel fingers
In some fairer world where sorrow never comes, of the term. In this way we shall somewhat the medical. It is, of course, of the utmost works of Isaac Pitman, of England, before Mr.
Where day-dreams shall be reallzed 1
narrow the iJubject and render it more com- importance for the constitution of the human Andrews had published his text-book.
LUNA.
Also I must lift Mr. E. F. Underhill off
prehensible. But whether we mean the one body that it hav in it Unity and that each part from Mr. Andrews's pot-hook, and hang him 00
or
the
other,
my
statement
is
equally
true;
the
in
it
hav
Unity-each
joint,
for
instance;
but
to
mine. I taught him his first phonographic
Mr. Andrews at the Liberal Club.
prevalent tendency is not towards Unity, but a joint which is completely united, which is lessons in 1848. Indeed, I believe there
Friday evening, Oct. 17th, Mr. Andrews first to its opposit; and in the next Place to a characterized by just Unity and nothing else, are but two other a in the United States ahead·
lectured before the Liberal Club on "The new something which has hereto for~ had 00 is a stiff joint, what the doctors call anchy- of me in reporting work for pay, who kept it
. nammg,
.
. we must find a Iosed, or brought to anchor-i.e., it is no J"oint up as a life profession. First, Henry M. PurkUn1.tary D r1"fts 1·n M o d ern Ph"!
1 osop h Y· " H e d efi mt
an d for wh1eh
hurst, of this city; second, W. H. Burr, of
.
b egan by saymg
that, as on a former occasion proper technicality.
'
at all, has ceased to be a joint by excess of the Washington-all three of us Infidels. Queer,
not long since, he had not selected his own
Observe, then, closely, what it is which I manifestation of the principle of Unity. But·, isn't it? In fact, I know but very few Chrissubject. His subject had been selected for here mean by IJnity. Unity, in the strict on the other hand, the complete dis- Unity of tian phonographers. Theodore Tilton, a pupil
him by the management of the club. They technical sense which I am now assigning to a joint destroys the joint equally, by an exactly of mine, came pretty near it.
· h et,
1 1"t seeme d , t o h ear f rom h"1m on th"1s 1t,
. 1s
· purely and simply the denial of Dis- opposit process or condition, which is called
If "bran bread leads to Infidelity," what
W1S
.
.,_
shall be said of the light-spreading force of
part1eular thE'me_ This fact emancipa1ed him unity; and Disunity is the denial of Unity. dislocation (out-of-jointness). It would be a phonography? J"et him who thinketh himfrom the trammels of deference w hi~h he They two are therefore the opposit poles of great mistake for the individual to think that self steadtast in the old faith take heed and
might hav felt if the subject had been of his the great universal relationship. Disunity is he would contribute to his activity or efficiency not try to write fast lest he fall from grace.
own choosing. He was emancipated from Difference, or Variety, or Individuality, or by having all his bones out of joint. The
T. C. LELAND.
constraints, and felt that he might say his own Freedom, or Sovereignty of the Individual- third and only state in which there is any true
[So, one by one, touched by the iconoclastic'
thought in his own way. He continued as fol- Protestantism, Democracy, or Anarchism. working joint, any proper hingewiseness (for a hand of history, the traditions of childhood,
lows: It is a common remark, even amon.g Unity is, on the other hand, the opposit of all hinge is the same thing as a joint) is where pass away. George Washington never owned
persons who stand high in literature, that this, the denial of all this, the annihilation of there is just the right proportion of Unism, or a hatchet; William Tell could not hit the side
whosoever thinks clearly can always express it all. It is the arbitrary Unity of Society tendency toward Unity, somewhere short of of a barn with an arrow unless he was inside
his thoughts in ordinary English. On the through conformity to some single standard, actual Unity; and just the right proportion of the barn; Leland did not learn phonography
'(JOmmon plane of thought this is true, and is in which is" without variableness or shadow of Duism, or tendency toward dis-Unity, some- of Andrews. Did Plato sit at the feet of Soc~
"that sense an important piece of instruction to, turning,"" the laws of the Mede2 and Per- where short of actual dis-Unity-and they two rates? Let us pause and doubt.]
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Last year ou New Year's day Wettstein presented
to his patrons assembled In Armory Hall, a valuable
collection of beautiful presents, comprising 10 Gold
Watches and Gold Cllalns; llalf a dozen genuln Diamond Pins, Rings, and Eardrops; over a dozen :ilne
The lithograph is designed for fram·
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THE
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UNITED
KINGDOM.
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BEING
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in a publlc hall o! Rochelle, directly to my cus- LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND REtomers, or to a committee selected by them at that
MARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.
time, in one entire lot, and the mode of distribution
wm be 0 ptional with them.
Everybolly pleased last year, and all must be
Four Hundred an<~ Forty Large
pleased this year.
Octavo Pages,
Circulars giving all particulars and describing
style and value or each gift, ma1led tree on applica·
tion.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Price reduced from $2.25 to $UTO.
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The True Ideal of Marriage.
Free Love.
The History o! Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The .New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce e.s e. t,~uestlon or Law and Rellglon.
PRINTED IN SEVEN COLOR~!! ON THE
Rational Deuuctions rrom Established Principles
ObJections to Liberal Divorce Laws AnSwered.
Prevention Better than cu· e.
BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
!'rice, 60 centa. Neatly bound in cloth. For sal
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88 Cllnton PJ..e.ce, Ne .... Tork.
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League, at its hall, 9th st. and Girard ave.,
Subje!)t:

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE, 8
AND

S. P. Putnam lectures for Friendship Liberal
Philadelphia.
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NOW READY!

Putnam and Watts.
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Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the DIB
e""es or .Men, the Diseases of Women, and the varl
ou~::; cauB~8, _vny~;ical

anu social, leatling to

tll~

lllart

.Vlalllly treH.Led. by L.tlat .Vlaiuest or l.>Oollli, BLAll\
liO.M.hl 'l'ALK, EMBRACING MEDWAL UOMM\/1
<!ENl:!E-ne!l.rly 1,000 pages, ~00 lllustraLions, uy D1
E. B. JfOO'.rE, or 1~0 Lexlugtuu ave., Nt>W :."orll. ,
whom all

l~Lters

trum

th~ tllCk

.!::)llOulu be a.o.aret:l!th.

In its·issue ror Jau. 19, 1878, Mr. BeuueLt's 'l':»ulh
8EEKER thus speaks or Dr. FOOTE aull Ills meul,;i
publications: "We l!.uow htru (Dr. FuoLe) veroua.• )
u.nu int.ima.teiy,

a.ud

we say

WlLll

ail tile

W::18Ul'U.U\...c::

that l!.nowieu~:e 1mvarre tllat 11e Ia a ruau or Lht
highest !noemlvs· auu motlvs, whose ure uas oeeu
spent in lnstructlug and. impruvlug !lis Iol!OW-I.lelugt
by giving such lururmatloll as is well calcuuueu w
enable tnem to be mure healthy, mure 1H.t.!J!JY, auu.

be better and more userul rueu and. worueu. lilt
meuical worka possess the hlgllest value, aud hav
been iutroduceu and thorougllly reau 1u llUllUI·ellb
of thouoo.nus or families, wllu w-day stand. reauy tu
bear willlug testlruony to the greaL OenellL Liley llav
to

derived !t"Olll the J!ilysiolOglcuL, hygieuic, al.l.ll ll.lOt&J

lessons wnlcJl he has su alny llll)JUJ:teu."
Purchasers or PJ;.Ail'i B.UM.hl 'l'ALK are at llbert)
to UONl:!UL'l' l'l'l:! AU'l'liOlt, in persou or by lliall
~'REE.
!'rice or the uew .l'upular .hlllltlou, oy 111all
J>Ot.-W.ge prei-nt.hl, ouiy $l.50.
LJ~,uun1w t.abltj tflj~
AGE~'£<! WAN'IEJJ.
MUltR:." HILL PUllLlBHING COMPANY,
129 East. 2t:iLU t:tLrm:n, .N~w ~ul:K.

THE SCIENCl: OF L.li!'E. ONLY $1.
BY JIIAIL .POIS'l'·.P.uD.

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Deblllty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting from lndlscretlons or ex·
ceases. A book ror every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 126 prescriptions !or all acute
and chronic diseases, each one o! which is lnvalua·
ble. So found by the author, whose experience ror
23 years Is &uch as probably never before !ell to the
lot of any physician. SOO pages, bound In beautiful
French muslln, embossed covers, full gllt, guaran
teed to be a ftner work in every sense-mechanical,
literary, and pro!esslonal~than any other work &Old
1n this country for $2.50, or the money wlll be re·
funded 1n every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
posr;pald. Illuatr&ted sample, 6 eta. Bend now,
Gold medal awarded the author by the NatiOnal Med·
~cal Association, to the oflicers of which he refers.This Science of Life should be read by the young
tor Instruction, and by the atlllcted ror rel!er. It
w111 beaefit all.- London Lancet.
There is no member or society to whom this boo!!
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
Instructor, or clergyman.-..trgonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No 4 Bulfinch st., Boston, Mass., who mal
be consultad on all diseases requiring skill and ex·
perlence. Chronic ana obstinate diseases that hav
bat!led the sk111 of all other physicians
a
specialty. Such treated successfully 1;.
without an !nAtance or failure.
lyrts
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Will Cn1'e all Forn1s •f Disease Without
Medicine.
CONSULTING RoOMS,
4,71 WE~T liiADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILLo
SoiD•thl11g f"r Invalids •o read and study
ov.,r.-l!top D1:u'\ging a11tl tJ•y

Nan~~:-;; E':::n:~y,

For years past it has been kuown to the profes·
alon that Magnetism and Electrklty were powerful
agents for lmpanlng vlte.l rorce and ene1·gy to the
won1·0Ut sull:er~r from disease. Many humanltaritms in the prureseton, thluklng more o! the alleVIation ot su!It>rlng than they U.ld or the coue or
ethics bY which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found themselves e.stonlbhed at the e!Ie~t upou thelr )Jatlents.
'l'hey had bePn taugnt ~hat mbulclne was an abso·
lute essential In !>11 cases, anu that that falllng, the
patl<nt ruubt die, a• nothing more could IJe done.
Here aud tnete an auvauced lhluker has tiung astde
the tle which bound hlm Lu Ills dogn, atlc b. ethren
anu hats rt~:~orLed to othtjr and more bCieuun.c m~th
oas or treatment. as azesultmany, having 01ok.~n
the bonds which bound tllem iO a system as barb a·
roue e.s It was unoclelltlfic, have UBbd tnelr best energies to devise 111e11llS wr the allevlatl<.m of 11uman
sul!erlng. Here and there the wondrous vower ot
MAGNI!;'l'lBM was eatabllshed, and many ulseases
hltht>rto classed as Incurable readily sul>mlttell to
Its mild but potent lufiueuce. 'J"hls agent to the
lmelllgentobserver was round everywhere. Being,
as It Is, the very essential or all ltre, It was round
that the human bo y wheuln a dlse .. aed condition
was alllluot berert or thls vital prlnCl!Jl". H we can
supply this vltal force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
An I but 110w !a lt to be done, says the physiCian.
Bci~nce. howevbr, came to the rescue, and solved
tne vruolem. Here and t!lere tnrougnout the world
are tltld~ or whau ar~ kuown as mttgntjtlc ore. It
was observed that rhe ore, When carli~d upon the
person, wu.s round to be a eateguard agalllbt disease,
aull tO Lh!B circumstance we are largely lndebteu tor
magnetiC wearing a!Jparel, ror It was ..n easy transition from carrying magnetic or" to covering the
body with permauently cnarged magnets, !•laced in
garments Jitteu to every part or the body. l:!lnce
the first lntrod uctlon or ruagnet!C appllances as a
curat1ve, there has been e. number of the•esu·called
magne,lc garruentH foisted upou the publlc by men
whose sole obJect was gain. Unsclentl11c In con·
structlon, and haVIng llttle If auy magnetism In
them, Lhelr llfe w.. a uf short duration; It wu.s lo~>g
enough, however, to dewonstrate that wllen cun~
atructed upon sclentlftc prln.iples there was •carcely
an aliment that humaullesh la ue!r to that would
nor submit to their heallllg Influence.
THE EUREKA. MA.GNEl'lC APl'LIANCEB are superior tu everJthlng or a slmllar cha• acter hereto·
fore o!rer"d to the publlc, uelng the only aclentiftcally ccnstructed appllance In the maraet; It Is now
two anll a half years since they were first o!!ered
to the public, and d urlug that time we !lav treated
thousands or patients, aud not a single case or rauure to receive benefit reported to us, while we ar&
in dally receipt of lestlruonlals of cures rrom all
parts or the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garmenta are worn In quantities
'.LS advloed by us.
To all who may be at!llcted With any of the following complaints, we say uuhesltatlngly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments wlll cure you :-J"aralysls,
Rheumatism, Nervous lJeblllty, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disease, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion ot the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Lose of Energy, Heart Disease,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus
Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors,
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, and all !orms
of chronic lnvalldlsm.

PRICE LIST.

ed and legally quali·
$ 6 00
fied physician, and Lun~ Invigorators,
the moat successful G ntlemen's Boay Bt 11s,
6 00
as his practice will
5 00
priDve. He has !or ~ciatic Appliances,
twenty years treated
3 00
· ·
excluslvly all diseases Knee' aps,
or the Sexual Or· Lt-g B"'lts,
4 00
gans, In which he
4: 00
stands pre-eminent. "nk ets, · •
•
B PER MATORRHCEA Shoulder Appliances,
4:
00
and IMPOTENCY
as the result of self. Wris lets, ~11ch,
abuse Jn yotlth and
I 00
•
sexual excesses in ma- Hat Band~,
turer years, causing H•ad U~>ps,
4: 00
n i g h t em1Bslons by
4: 00
dreams, loss of sexual l'letpiDg C-ps,
power,renderlng mar. A.bttominal .HeJts (ladies),
6 00
rlage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per- Gt-ntts' Vests,
I5 00
manently by an outside appllcatlon in sixty days
NO STOMACH MEDIClN USED. It is one o! Dr. LaditJs' Jacket and Corset
Fellows' valuable dlscoverlea, which Is entirely un·
(combmed),
18 00
known to the medi~.al profession. Bend three 2-cent
stamps ror his "Private Counselor," giVIng !ull In Superffne Insoles (all leather), 1 00
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.
While these garments can be procured at the
J., and say where you saw this ad vertisment.
above low prices no one can a!Tord to be Ill. Our
ladles' supvortera are Just what every lady In the
From the IroncltJ.d .Age.
"Dr.Fellowa is an outapoken Inftdel, therefore nc land needs, as It will be found a great assistance at
cheat or humbug. The Freethinkers o! the lane certain periods; all these garments are made to
measure, an<! a lit guaranteed. To ladles who are
should glv the doctor their patronage."
1}'8
all dragged out a combination Jacket and corset
wlll restore you to new life and energy, and pay !or
itself an hundred fold In e. few weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made from actual measure, and a
perfect ftt assured.
All communlce.tlons answered free of charge.
Address. JJR. L TENNEY, 471 West Madison ~treet,
Chicago, Ill. B" Agents wanted !or Boston, New
York :~Jrooklyn, and l'hlladelphla,
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(}ldt{s anJ find#.

[~Plense

To 1 hlne own eel! be tr·le
And It must follow, as the night the day,
'fhou can'st not, then, be false to any mRn.
-8/takspe>·e's Hamlet.
THAT from Which the publiC Character of Milton
derives Its great ant! peculiar splendor remains to
be ment.loned. It he exerted· himself to overthrow
a forsworn king and a perBecutlng hierarchy, he
exerte 1 himself In conjunction with others. But the
glory Of the bqttJe WhiCh he fought !Or, the Species
or freedom which Is the most valuable, and which
was then the lea•t understootl-the freedom of the
human mind-Is all his own. Thousantls and tens
or thousands among his eon temporaries raised their
voices against ship-money and the star-chamber, but
there were very few lntleed who discerned the more
!earful evils of moral and Intellectual slavery, and
the benetlts which would result !rom the liberty of
the press, and the unfettered exercise of private
judgment. These were the objects which Mllton
justly conceived to be the most Important. He was
desirous th!l.t the people should think !or themselvs
as well as tax themselvs, and should be emauclpa'ed
!rom the dominion of prejudice as well as from that
of Cilarles. . . . With a view to the same great
object he attacked the llcenslng system In tilM
subllme treatls, the Areopngltlca, willch every states.
man should wear as a sign upon his hand, and as
frontlets between his eyes. HI · attacks were In
general directed less against particular abuses than
against those deepJy.seated errors on wbld:t almost
all abuses are founded, the servll worship or em!·
nent men and tbe Irrational dread or Innovations.- Macaulay's NiU. u

MILTON I thou ehould'st be living at this hour;
England hath need or thee; she Is a fen
or stagnant waters; altar, sword, and pen,
Fireside, the heroic wealth or hall and bower
Hav forfeited tbelr ancient Eogllsh dower
or Inward happiness. We are selfish men;
Oh, raJse us up, return to us again;
And glv us manners, virtue, freedom, power.
Thy soul was llke a star, and Ll welt apart;
•.rhou hadst a voice whose sound was like the sea;
Pure as the naked heavens, majestic, free.
1:\o dl<\"st thou travel oullfe's common way,
ln cheerful godllness; and yet thy heart
The lowllest duties on herself dill lay.
- lVurdsworlh

IT Is stat€'d In the Advance that not long before
Theodore Parker went abroad ancl died, Emerson
Bhld to him at Concord: "We must get rill of tbat
Christ, we must get rid of that Cllrlst." It the story
Is true, It agrees With everything known about
Emerson, and with much written by him. He was
an eminent and attractlv pagan llvlng In the nineteenth century, but llvlug a life wbolly apart !rom
Christ, aud rea.dy, as the above rem~trk indicate-s,
to say," Away with hlm.''-Tite Presbyterian.
HE that Is good wll!lnfalllbly become better, and
he t!Jat Is ball will certainly become worse: !or vice,
vlrtue, anrj time are three things that never stan•]
still.- Colton's Lacon.
To everyone that hath ,;ball be given, and he ehall
bav abundance; but from him that hath not sh"ll
be taken away even that wtllch he llrlth.-J!att. xxt~,
2~).

nr tbe doctrln of evolution be cort·ect, tberA never
was, and never coulrl hav been, a d~lry interposing
to lnstruct A'lam. to educat<' Abraham, to Inspire
Joseph, to put. <lawn oppre••!ng Pharaoh, to change
the roll or Moses lnto a servent, t'"l create uu adJ i
tiiJnal frog, louse, or musketo In E~yvt, to call forth
the waters or a de!Ugf', to spreatl abroad a rainbow,
to speak to the ra1n 10 fR.ll on one 111eee of grouHd
and not on another. to commls~ton a famtn or a
pe3tllence or a tlash or I glltnlng; every drop ol
rain and every shower. every ray ue ll~l!t, and eVery
blade of grass having been so uualteralJly woven out
or the orlgloal sup[•ly or force In tile web or order,
eonlinuous and unbroken foreve-r, a.M not to ar1rnlt of
a vose.Jb111Ly or interrereoce or altera. ion.-Jlu o~o.
B. Chewer.
'riiEltE Is a pleasu.re in the pa• hless woods,
'£here is a rapture ou the lonely shore,
There is soctetv where none Intrudes,
By the deep sea, H.nd m ustc ln ttg J'Oar;
I Iovf'l not man t be Ie~s, but nature more,
From theE-e our interviews, in whh.:h I steal
From all I may be, or hav oeen b~!ore,
'ro mingle wl!h th~ universe, and. feP.l

What I

~au

ne'er express, yet cannot alr·conceal.

-nvn·n

Iron-Clad aiHl Manna Series.
~;umber.]

IRON VI,AD SERIES.

11ro.
.-)ento.
1 Discussion on Prayer. De::!leLt :cal uthers... .••
8
1 The Story of Cre.ttlou. lle'lttc·tt ............. •··
5
8 The Old l:;nake i:;tury.
"
........ ~ ......•..
~
V The Story of the Flo<·d.
. ..•... ...... ..•..
5
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IF, In pro port! )n to elz,, a man could hallo a•

THE greatest gain we can make Is knowledge. loud a.s a baby, there would be no telephones needed
'l'hls will help us to cause t.he world to grow better
In this country.
more than all other agenc!PS we can employ-thll
HE who Mrs. to take a kiss,
knowledge ot the true, the knowledge of the false,
Has Mr. thing he fhauld not Miss.
the knowledge oft.he right, and the knowledge of the
wrong.-D. M. Bennett.
"WELL," said a Irish attorney, "if It plaza the
DUNCAN Is In Ia is grave;
court, If I am wrong In this, I hav another point
After life's t!tful fever he sleeps well;
that I• equally conc!Uslv."
Treason has done his worst; nor steel nor polson,
AN Oregon bicycler ha.s two w"oden leg~. And he
Malice domestic, foreign levy, nothing
hasn't had his bicycle much over six months,
Can touch him further.
either. This Is unusually quick work.
-Shak~,pere' & Macbeth.
IT proceeds rather from revenge than malice
when we hear a man affirm that all the world are
knaves. For before a man <lraws 1 his cone! uslon of
the worid, the world has usually anticipated him,
and cone! aded all thts or him who makes the obsar·
vatlon. Such men may be compared to Brothers, the
prophet, who on being asked by a !riPnd how he
came to be clapped Into Bedlam, replied: "I and
th€' world happened to hav a slight di!Ierence of
opinion; the world said I wa.s mad, and I said the
world was mad; I was outvoted, and here I am."Colt<m"s Lacon. [NOTE.-Tbls man Brothers attracted
notice In England about the beginning or the cen·
tury. There Is a short account or him In Chambers'"
Encyc!oped Ia, and arter read lug It any nne o! sense
will say with Horace or old, "Fortes.rant ante Agam<m·
nona," i.e, there were crack-brained fanatics before
Dr. Talmage.- fly lax.]
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15 Come to Dinner.
"
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16 Fog Horn Documents.
"
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17 The Devil Still Ahead.
..... .......••.••.
18 Slipped Up Again.
"
. . . .. . . . .. . . . .• .••
19 Joshua Stoppfn&.,tbe Sun and Moon. Bennett....
20 Samson and his r.;xplolts. Bennett .... ...•••.••.•
lll The Great Wrestling Match. "
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..
22 Discussion with Elder Shelton. Dennett.........
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12 Balaam and his Ass.
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23
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%4 Christians at Work. Wm. McDonnell.............
25 D!ocusslon with George Snode. Bennett.........

"FATHER, did Mr. Jones really stand on the
deck?" asked Green's hopeful progeny the other
day. "No, Georgie, he stood on three kings, and
put the deck up his sleeve to use. a.s occasion demanded.,

26 Underwood's Prayer................................
27 Honest Questions and Honest Answers. Bennett.
28 Alessandro dl Cagllostro. C. Sotheran....... .. . . .
:19 Paine Hall Dedication Address. Underwood.....
8() Woman's Rights ana Man's Wrongs. Sypllers....
Sl Gods and God-Houses..............................
B2 The Gods of Superstition and the God of the Unl·
Terse. Bennett ............•.......•..•.....•...
8S Whllot has Christianity Done 'I Preston ...•...•••.
IU Tribute to Thomas Paine .....................•....
85 Moving the Ark. Dennett ......•...••............
86 Bennett's Prayer to the Devil ..................••.
57 Short Sermon. Rev. Theologlcus, D.D ....•..•.•.

THE Brooklyn Eagle wants to know what portion of
a young ladles anatomy Is "the wood," having
heard that a young lady wa.s "shot In the wood."
The Eagle has evidently rorgo;ten that an women
hav lumbar regions.

ou~Yl~c~~:iaitic~i ·
ii~ii,;;;t"t". ·. ·. ·. ·. ·:. ·::::::.
" ............. .
43 Christian tty a Borrowed System. " .........•....
~44 Design A:lument Refuted. Underwood .••••....

MONKEYS In South Africa cut canes of spicewood
and suck the ends. In this country they buy the
cane and then carry out the rest of the program.
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40 Bible of Nature versus tbe Blole of Men. John
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47 Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Dr.
Daniel Arter .................................... .

As daintily arrayed In white,
With rosy cheeks and glances bright,
That summer day
She played croquet;

~ §~~;f~~~u8~~rt~~~/:,",J; e~~-E~G~iitf.~~~~:~.~·.:::::

Until beneath a shady tree
I stopped to re•t, wblch chanced to be
Where In the kitchen I could see,
That summer day
She played croquet;

~ Tgeo~'jg1~elJ~J ti'Jf.~~~~~~r~;· ~~~~;.tt.w:·.E·.
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57 Jesus not a Perfect Character. Underwood .....
58 Proy,he<;les. Underwood ..............•..•.........

2

~ ID~:~~~~f,~~~l:':c?~.!'8~~~~~!f.r,ao\!~~e.und~rw·d

61 History of the Devil. Isaac Pa:fen .............•..
62 TheJewsandthelrGod .....•......................
63 The Devll's Due-Bills. John Syphers ........... .
M The Ills we Endure-Their Cause and Cure. Ben.
nett ............................................. .
85 Short Berman No.2. Rev. Theologlcus, D.D .... .
66 God Idea In History. H. B. Brown ...........•....
67 Sixteen Truth SeekerLeat!ets. N0. 2.•..........•
68 Ruth's Idea of Heaven and Mine. Susan H.
Wixon ........................................... .
69 Mlsslonarles. Mrs. E. D. Blenker........•.........
70 Vicarious At{)nement. J. S. Lyon .....•......•....
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman ............. .
72 Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego. Bennett .. .
7a :Foundations. John ~phers .........•••...•••..•..

A gown, the very counterpart
or that she wore with witching art;
And so she did not win my heart
That summer day
She played crpquet.
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00 Jonah and the Btg Fish. Bennett ..............•..

Coleman ....................................••..••
1!6 Bible Coutradlctlons ...........................••..

And there alone In that hot place
Her mother stood with careworn face,
And Ironed a gown all trills and lace,
That summer day
She played croquet;
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51 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leatlets. No.1.. ......... .
~Marples- Underwood Debate. Underwood ....... .
53 ~ue.etions!or Bible Worshipers.
"
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AJIIAZIN' GRACE IN MONTANA.
There has been a rellglnus awakening In Man· ~ ¥~~l_¥-!~o1"l'ri~~lh·.Bjf.'i,¥_-B~n~t~~~~~.t.t."::::::
lana. The Inhabitants are "quickened In the spirit 78 Christmas and Christianity. D. M. Bennett ..... .
ot their minds." According to the St. Paul H·rald, a 7' The1 ~~~~~s'w. ~: ~~f~a~~~~.':~~·-~~-~:.~~ .~.~~:
minister out there has received a call In the !allow- !0 Alciress on Palne's139th Birthday. Bennett.... .
81 Hereafter, or the Half-way House. Syphers..... .
Ing mftnner' The other day a St. Paul minister 82
Christian Conrtesr,· D. M. Bennett .......••..•.•.
answered a ring at his door-bell and round there a
~ ~~");~';,~isWe~~~ ~';,<lii!?f." ~~v~Y~~~rifo"pj;s",
brawny frontiersman, wearing a buckskin suit and
London ........•....................... ~ ...•......
a white Mexican sombrero. He was Invited Into the 8ll ..fatter, Motion, Life, and Mind. Bennett ....... .
0
study, and after seating himself, Bald: "Pardner,
~ i~e~ih'l,':f~ht~~~':ie~~d'~t~ :3:uu~~· lfrJ~~~~::
I'm tryln' to case up a sky pllot to ladle out the 68 David, God's Peculiar ~avorlte. E. D. Blenker••.
savln' grace to the boys In Rawson' Gulch, Mm· 89 Lagle or Prayer. Charles Stephenson ...••••.••••.
90 Blbla-1\fanla. Otto Cordates ...........•......••...
tanny. The barkeeper down to the Merchants' 91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood ..•......••...
1
Hotel told me you slung about the heftiest jaw In
~i bgi'af~f~: •J:r~,l~ ld:'~\bJ.nsfl~~~n~':itll·,t.~:~:
the holy llne In St. Paul, an' I thought I'd drop In 9! The New Raven. W!ll Cooper .....••.••...••.•.•.
an' elze you up." H If I understand you, sir, you 85 Jesus Christ. Bennett ............................ .
V6 I chilo bod Crane Papers ..........•...........•••.••.
desire to secure a pastor for your churcll out there." 117 Special Provldences. W. s. Bell.•••••..•..•..•••..
"That's our little game exactly, pard, and the boys 98 Sn,kes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker..•.............. ···•··
Do the Works of Nature Prove a creator? Sciota.
constltooted me an executlv committee to. come In 99
100 140th Anniversary of Thomas Paine's Birthday.
Bennett et al.s ..................••. ........•..••••
•yar an' run one down. We want the best heavenly
mouthpiece in the country, an' we've got the dust ~&1 t~~s~h~~1~ri~U,~~g ~~e.J;'!·K;r;;;;;? Br'l~;;,;~tt
to }JUt up fur '1m.'' "Who was your last pastor?'' 104 Evolution of Israel's God. A. L. Rawson .••.....
Decad~nce of Cltrlsttanlty.
Capphro .......... .
asked the minister. "Never har\ one. You see. 105
106 Franklin, Washington, and JeJierson Unbellev·
the boys out taar never stood In much on the religers. Bennett ...................................•
l<Yl The Safe Side. H. B. Brown ...•. ~ .....•........•
Ious racket., but we're agoln' to bank big on savln' 108
The Holy Bible a Historical Humbug. Preston
grace In the future, an' play er• clear up to the 110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett•.........•
111
Reply to Scientific American. Bennett .....•.•.
llmlt. Glad tldln's o' great joy's the wlnnln' cart!
112 Sensible Sermon. Rev. M. J. Savage ......•.•••.
at Raweon's from now, henceforth, an' forevermore,
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett ......................... .
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston ...•..•...
pardner, an' don't you !org!t It I" "You say you
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett ........•.••••.
never had a minister? What, then, has caused tbls
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett........••..••.•••
sudden awakening-this new desire tor llght?'' 117 .Constantine tbe Great. s. H. Preston .......•,...
US Tile Irrepressible Confilct between Christianity
" I'll tell you, pard; It's just llke this. Thar's a big
and CIVilization. W. S. Bell......••••...•.•••..
119 The New Faith. Stoddart!. ..........•••••..•••••.
rivalry atween Rawson' Gulch an' Rocky Bar, about
five miles furder up the creek. The two camps hev
f~'l:"e~~if.sArf!'Vie-:·o~·fij_~UR~viewera:::::::::::::
been f!ghtln' for the lead fur a year, an' we've allers 122 The Great Religions of the World. Bennett ....
Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and the Observer ••
<lowned 'em on every p'int. Las' week one o' thP 1:13
124 Sinful Saints. Bennett ........ ••••••• •••.........
boys went up thar' an' come back an' reported r.hat 125 German Llberallsm. Clara·Neyman ............ .
and Cruelties of Carlstianlty. B. F.
the Rooky tellers had a preacher, an' that salvation 126 Crimes
Underwood ................••...•.•...........•.•
were a runnin' loose in the camp, an' amazln' grace
~ ~li'~~~~~~~~·~~il.~h··c;,i,;m.;;ri::::::::::::::::
were growln' on the bushes. He said he heard the 130
'rhe Ethics of Religion. Cll!Iord .•••••••.•••.•...
holy bloke preachl!y 'lmsel!, an' that he dished up 131 Paine was Junius. W.H.Burr ......••••..•••••..
1
the llvlu' word like a ten times winner. Wal, tha·
¥le ~~&g~~~:~¥i'~~ Ji!~fe~· %~~s~:'~~-~d::::::::
sort o' paralyzed us, so to speak, an' we called a
meetin' to see what war' to be done. At rust It war' ~~ r.a·k~e'i!t~:#~~u~~t11~Vstt,;;.·ri;,;,;;:::
per posed to go up thar or a Sunday, an' clean out
6g~?r:ir~"f~~~~ %.efnJa~~~:~~: .. ~~~-~~~~::::::
the congregation an' hang the preacher, but we
l~
t'~:~~~~~~~t~~~lio~~~;.asg~~:i>r"esw;.::::
wa"n't quite sure or the flghtln' ablll!les o' the meek
t~~~~ift~~al~:iiericiier::::::::::::::::::::::::
an' lowly worshippers up thar an' mout get llcked,
so It war finally decided to tree a gospel sharp, an' ~~ ~,j'.~~PS{V ~~ tf~.R~ifl~~~kl:a.~: ~~~~~::: ::::::::
that's what I'ni yar fur now. The boys'll treat yo a 144 The ~omstock Laws ...................••.....•.•.•
l"-' U You Take Away My Religion, What Wlll You
white, pardner, an' If you can do up the Rocky Ba•
Glv Me Instead? :Martin ...........••..•.••.••.
capper In tbe heavenly game, an' put It all over 'lm 14b Seymour Times Prayer.......•.........••..••••••.
147
Reply
the Index on Comstock Laws ..••..•••••
a sound in' the glad tid in's, yer fortune's made. 1 143 When to
Did Pau!Llv? Scbolastlcus .••.•..•.•.•..•
llke tbe cut o' ye• Jib, pard, an' I b'lleve you'd
0
4:~~ ll~:.~t~siii ':Pi-i;."tiiii
":Repi;:·· Bu;lb;.t
shout salvation at us In a way that'd make the Rocky
and Wakeman .........................•.....•...
Bar galoots pow'ful weary." " What denamlnatinn 151 What Is the Bible 'I M. W H ..................... .
R. W. Douglas ........... .
Is In the majority out there?" "None at all. y .. u 152 A Remarkable Book.
1
kin play yer cards to suit yersel!, an' come at us l~ ~~;,1%s'::~~c~~~~ ~liomM~~~fn"e~wt~vi.i."iirncii.:
Jest as you think the hand ought to be played. But 155 C()o{)peratlon the Redeemer or Society. S.M.
Papin ............................................ .
say, pard, I reckon I wouldn't ever glv the boys a l56 Free Speech and Free Press. P.ll. Shelley ... .
151 Q.uestions from a Western Reader. llenuett•••
BapHst lay out to play up to!' u Why not?" u Wal
158 'l'be Fool's Creed ................................. .
yer see, we aln·t much stuck on water out thar on!; 159 Bennett Indignation 1\feet!ng at Boston ...•....•
from a business p"lnt o' view. Water's all good 160 Sao oath Observance. W E. Coleman ..•.....••
161 Protestant Persecutions ......................... .
enough an' mighty valuable fur washtn' out dust
162 Eighth Letter from Ludlow Street Jail. Bennett
out aside from that 'taint much account. Still, If 1AlS Ingersoll's Creed................................ .
that's yer lay, pardner, come right along. We'll
r
Scientific Series.
take turns an' keep you baptlzln' hal! the time,
~
f:~~t\~,IT
f~~~Ji'is:/g~og~~~~!lst~~/'ii~t;;.
jest to down them Rocky tellers. Thar's a gang 0 •
8 Da~~'i,~;ri',~s·B.Bl!;_Ifj~~~~';i8~.~::::::::::::::::::
twenty Chinamen worklu' a placer claim below us
4 Literature of the Insane. F. R. Marvin .••••••.•
an' we kin run them up an' let you souse the huli
1
mob two or three times a week, If It'll make the
3 J;.~~~~~~b:l_I{K,~~~ee~es~ l~c"<'l:;,~i!:'?:::::::::
l.l.ocky crowd think the good work's a mavin' right
~ ~~~~~ l;~;~;;/~JIKn~.;';~'Unio~f~ie"ii;eirk:J~d?
along." '.rhe minister was forced to decllne the call
A. B. Bradford ..........•......•....•..•...•.....
9 The Unseen Worltl. Pror. John Fiske ........... .
and the old .:nan said as he rose to go: "All right:
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three Lecparduer; no harm done. I'll keep up the hunt till
tures ....................••• , •....•••••...........
I tree my mau •. we'll down Rocky Bar on salvation 11 Is America the New World! L.L. Dawson··U Evolution Teaches neither Atheism nor .MateI! It's In the pin•. Good day, •lr, an• It you ever
~~g~~~:~e·~c~;;.;J)· !~~· ih~ ":ii.Od.
come out our way AtOP ali an' glv us a IlttJe wad 0 • !8 Nl~\,~~s'i!t
' ern Symposium ................................. .
otT-hand redeemiu' grace, au' we'll treat you squar.'
.
~>I!COnnt
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year-old girl, she coolly replied that she didn't
understand French, but knew English well
enough. She was a tawny little ragamuffin,
with tig black eyes that were tho only clean
WHEN it is· written "D. D." it stands for
THE Canadians are up in arms against
points visible about her. She was in a crowded
Doctor of Divinity; but when it is put in this
Chinese
cheap labor.
tenement, and a baby was sprawling on the
fashion, d--d, it stands for something theofloor by her side. I let her hav all the texts
THE
cholera
epidemic is reported to be on
logically different.'
that I could remember bearing on the beset- the increase in Paris.
Lucy HAYES has been honestly elected to a
ments and temptations of childhood, and I put
VANDERBILT's ma1·e, Maud S., has trotted at
presidency, at all events-the presidency of
in some advice which had a bearing on the
the rate of a mile in 2:8 3-4.
the Women"s Home Missionary Society. Hayes
subject of courtship. 'The good-a lady too
ENGLISH people celebrated the forty-third
will continue to attend to the hennery.
late-a," the small wretch replied; 'I'm a wife
al-a-ready. This my baby.' Afterward I .birthday of the Prince of Wales on the 8th
AN Indianapolis minister wrote a communilearned that Italian girls in New York do not with festal ceremony.
cation to the Times of that cit.y, headed "Vo'te
relinquish the nativ Juliet idea of marrying
as Yo'l Pray." Had this advice been followed,
WILLIAM JoNES, the man who attempted to
about as soon as they get into their teens. shoot Guiteau, was tried in the Criminal Court
every Christian voter would hav been in a
THERE is at present visiting in this city, says
Hereafter, in doing missi<>nary work, I shall at Washington, last Saturday, and promptly
minority of one.
a Syracuse paper, a clergyman who formerly
be sm.'e to know the grounds."
acquitted.
SAYs the Fall River Advance: "A man never had charge of a parish in the village of Essex,
WRITING to the Independent, the Rev. Dr.
Ex-MAYOR GRACE was re-elected mayor of
really finds out what unad ultered cheek means Essex county. For his service as preacher,
until he sees the mill boss, who has been in- and general advisor to the public, he received Buckley says: "Art and religion, in Germany, New York. The 'rammany organization, claimstrumental in getting his pay cut down, waltz sufficient remuneration to enable him to keep are apparently on peaceful terms; but art has ing that Grace is not an American citizen, will
round with the contribution box in church." body and soul together. A few years ago the higher place in the estimation of the peo- contest the election.
ple. In Protestant and Catholic Germany reTHE Republicans of Kansas burnt St. John,
A EELIGio"Cs weekly asserts that the good old there was an unusually dry summer, and Essex
practice of pastoral visits is going out of fash- county suffered in particular. The streams all ligion seems to be but an inferior manifesta- the Prohibition candidate, in effigy, last Sation. If there is not a decrease of immorality d1·ied up, and the farmers began to grow des- tion of the same elements which reach their urday. They hold him responsible for the
to follow this, it will show either that the state- perate. Finally, one Sunday the several clergy- perfection in art. As a general proposition, defeat of Mr. Blaine.
ment is not to be relied upon or that effect does men in the village, with the exception of the di- only the lower classes and government officials
THE election of Cleveland is regarded as cervine in question, prayed for rain. The latter's in the Cathollc churches exhibit reverence in
not always cease with the cause.
tain by the Democrats and as uncertain by the
the
house
of
God.
In
the
former
case
it
is
parishioners were surprised that he did not do
Republicans. The ways of the political provAN English clergyman was rebuking his conthe same, and when church was over, one of doubtless sincere; in the latter a matter of etigregation for deserting him on a charity sermon
idence are past finding out.
them approached him and said: "Mr. T. why quette. The middle classes are absent, or
Sunday. "Why is it," he asked, "that to-day didn"t you pray for rain?" "What! Pray for listen and look as spectators. In the ProtestTHE Salvation Army of Brooklyn are in the
the church is full, and this day week, because rain on my salary? No, sir! Not by a damned ant countries, on ordinary occasions, and with midst of a disgraceful quarrel, which promises
there was a collection, it was simply empty?" sight ! I am not paid for extras."
occasional exceptions, attendance upon the to increase rather than subside. 'rhe trouble
"'Cos yer don't giv tick!" shouted a voice from
churches is very small. Art and amusements arose from a dispute about who is boss
·A'r Oberlin, 0., upon receiving news of are, practically, substitutes for religion, to a
the free seats.
and who shall handle the funds.
AT an En>li~h country house, at luncheon, Blaine's election, and without waiting for veri- large extent. If, occasionally, a protest be
THE missionary steamer Morning Star has
fication,
the
college
students
and
citizens
after morning service, the popular young curate
heard from the pulpit against the entire.ableft Boston for Honolulu. Two missionary
was accosted by a venerable divine. "How built a bonfire, discharged guns, fired anvils, sorption of life in business and plrasure, it is
ships bearing the same name ha v preceded the
long, sir," said he, "did it take you to write and had a jubilee, winding up by serenading either formal and feeble, ur, if thoroughly
present one, and both were wrecked before the
that sermon that you gave us this morning?" prominent Prohibitionists, including one of earnest, the_ preacher is, indeed, the voice of
ministers had a chanCEl to save a heathen.
"Oh, about a week." "Dear me," replied the the professors, with tin pans and other un- one crying in the wilderness, while the mulmusical
implements.
In
their
rounds
they
THE 27th of November has been appointed
other, " it took me four."
titudes, instead of going out to see him, and to
paid a visit to the residence of the Rev. Mr. bring forth fruits meet ior repentance, throng as a day of Thanksgiving and prayer. Gov.
"Now, little boy, what is the meaning of the Mills, a senior in the college, and an ordained
Cleveland's proclamation is especially fervent
word hypocrisy?" asked a Sunday-school minister, who has been a conspicuous advo- the gardens and theaters."
in its exhortations. ,This custom of appointteacher of her favorit pulpil. "I can't ex- cate of the cause of the Prohibition party.
WHEN the Hon. William Nye, of Wyoming,
plain what it is, but I know it all the same." The moment the charivari began in front of was running a paper out West, some years ago, ing Thanksgiving days is getting to be an old
joke.
"Giv me an example of hypocrisy." "When
his house he fired four shots from a revolver he relates that he had to call on a compositor
l:h. JoHN received more votes than Butler in
a fellow says he loves his Sunday-school
into the crowd. One of the shots slightly to act as reporter one day. This is a sample of the late election, though neither has reason to
teacher. That's hypocrisy.''
the
printer·s
religious
intelligence:
"The
Bapwounded a student named Mitchel, piercing
feel especially flattered at the numerical
LA CANADA is a Mexican village.
Its stores the Adge of his ear and grazing the side of his tists here, we learn, hav been fortunate enough
strength of his constituency. It is a curious
bear such suggestiv titles as "The Saloon of head. Mills was arrested and held in $100 to secure the services of the Rev. John R.
fact that in the prohibition state of Maine ButMercy," and" The True Faith." Every pulque bail for trial. The feeling against him is re- Lemon, formerly of Deer Lodge. After fooller ran ahead of St. John.
ing
with
the
water
for
so
many
years,
the
Bapshop, where men and women get mildly ex- ported to be strong.
MRs. BELVA LocrrwooD, it is feared, did her
tist wing of Zion ought to duly appreciate the
hilarated on the juice of the maguey distilled
IN a speech at the "Celtic dinner " annually
pious Lemon aid." Again: "The Methodists cause no lasting good by running for president
in divers forms, shows the image of some saint
given in Britanny, M. l:tenan said: "We are
will hold a kind of festival and 'hooraw' at their on the Woman's Hights ticket. She is reported
or virgin set up among the bottles. One is
true sons of Pelagius, who denied original sin.
rink on Second street, next Friday evening, for to hav said that she made $128 lecturing, and
called, "The pulqueria of the mother of God,"
A censure which the Protestants are always
the benefit of the sun-burnt heathen of be- is therefore satisfied with the result. The feand scores of others are dedicated similarly.
addressing me is this, 'What does M. Renan
nighted Africa. It will be a grand pop-corn male suffragists of this city repudiate Mrs.
THE Roman Catholics of Sharpsville, Pa., do with sin?' Mon Dieu ! I believe that I
scuffie and molasses-candy tournament to Lockwood altogether.
recently petitioned the school board to pro- suppress it. I cannot understand those melwhich all are invited. The funds will be used
THE private banking house of John M. Mashibit the reading of the Bible in the public ancholy dogmas. I confess to you, the more I
for the purchase of chest-protectors to be sent terton, of Mt. Vernon, N.Y., has suspended
schools. This action caused great excitement, think over it the more I see that all philosophy
to the heathen of Senegambia, who were not payment, over $100,000 behind its liabilities.
and the decision of the board was awaited with is summed up in good humor. We Celts will
born in the gospel of light and liberty. The There a~e charges of rascality connected with
deep interest. Finally the directors decided never be Pessimistic Nihilists. On the brink
object is certainly a laudable one, and whether the failure, such as paying privileged friendll
that the reading of the Btble must not b€ dis- of those abysses a smile from nature, or from
the committee sends the money to Africa or of the concern and letting others suffdr. It is
continued, but that all children whose parents a woman, will always save us. My mother,
'knocks it down,' as heretofore, those who at- also rumored that Masterton bet heavily on the
object to such exercises may withdraw until who died at eighty-seven, joked an hour betend the mush-and-milk debauch will no doubt result of the election and lost, bankrupting the
they are concluded.
Trust to the experi- hav a 'way-up time.' The pastor of the Presfore her death.
I will nett teach byterian church on North A street is a little business. The depositors talk of u prosecuIN 0 ntario passenger trains are not started ence of a compatriot.
on Sunday. Recently it was attempted on the you the art of making a fortune; that specialty nervous about his salary, we learn, and has in- tion.
MR. JoSEPH PULITZER, a western man, has
Credit Valley, a new road, but so strong was 1s unknown to me. But, nearing the end of timated to his charge that he will hav to call
the public feeling aroused that the company my life, I ean tell you something of an art in for additional pay or preach in a linen duster been doing quite well since he canne East. A
felt constrained to aoolish the Sunday train. which I hav entirely succeeded; that is the art next winter. He says some fault was found year or so ago he bought the New York W01·ld,
There is but one reWhen the dominion government directed that of being happy.
with his sermon on faith, and how a little faith a daily paper with religious inclinations, but
the Weiland Canal be opened during twelve cipe for it; don't seek after happiness. . • . like a mustard plaster will finally 'leaven the which, with a circulation of about ten thousand,
hours of Sunday, so strong was the expression This is the upshot of my experience."
whole lump;' but he claims that he did as well was in a moribund conditwn. Under the new
of public opinion on the subject that. in a few
A YOUNG lady correspondent writes from as he could. He says he never could preach control, the religious editer was abolished and
weeks the order was countermanded.
New York to a Western paper: "I hav become a very good- sermon on an empty stomach, the circulation of the paper increased steadily
PROFANE swearing seems to be on the in- a volunteer city missionary, a kind of modifi- anyhow. He told a reporter yesterday that until the day after election, when 2:35,000 copcrease in Spain. There are two articles in the cation of the London amusement of slumming. all he had received since Christmas was a ball ies were printed and sold. Mr. Pulitzer was
Spanish constitutional code prescribing pun~ A girl takes an assignment from her pastor to of pale butter and a kind word. He ask.ed us also elected to Congress.
ishment for blasphemy; but there is no nation visit a certain quarter where squalor abounds, if we knew a place where he could trade some
THE printers' union of this city is jubilant
in Europe which has a worse reputation in this and then goes there with food and clothes for kind words and good wishes and godspeeds, over the result of the election. 'rhe New York
respect than the Spaniards. The provinci~<l body and mind-with sandwiches, so to speak, all in good repair, for a chunk of liver or some- Tribwte refused to pay union prices to its comauthorities hav petitioned their several gov- made of two slices of religious consolation and thing that was good to eat. Perhaps it is not positors, and the union resolved to boycott the
ernors to interfere energetiCally against the a bit of eatable meat between, with garments the business of a secular paper to offer advice 1ribune and its candidate, Mr. Blaine. 'fhe
custom of swearing and cursing which" makes' of real cloth trimmed with gospel fringe and to a church; but it does seem to us as though printers control some three thousan<l votes,
the Spanish people blush before the eyes of' angel down. The minister sent me to an the Presbyterians here had better brace up or and as Cleveland's plurality in this state is less
other civilize,l nations." The people of Spain Italian neighborhood, because I professed to I make an assignment. No preacher can pound than half that number, they very reasonably
need to blush not so much for the prevalence know some Italian gibberish. I guess the the Bible for fifty-two Sundays in the year and claim that their influence decided the election.
of profane swearing as for the degraded con- Italian of the grand opera isn't the same that liv solely on our beautiful mountain scenery." Right or wrong, the printers hav been the firet
dition to which they hav allowed th• Christian the organ-grinders and rag-pickers talk with. Mr. Nye adds that the typographical reporter I to illnstrate the power of organized labor i4
llllperitition to reduc11 them.
' Anyhow, wh&ll I aave some of it to a twelve- ' was paid off and permitted to resign.
nationul politics.

and gilipiJings.

"IT seems a pity for the cause of Christianity," remarks the t>all Francisco Ingleside,
"thab Ingersoll should hav ·departed in triumph with the boast that not a clergyman
in this city, of any denomination, had the
courage to break a lance with him; and now
that the lion of Infidelity has stalked away, it
is fair betting that the parsons will set up for
tbemselvs an Infidel of straw, and beat and
buffet it to their heart's content. 'What do
you say to that?' they will shout to the lay
Ingersoll. 'Ah! proud heretic, where are
your arguments now?' and while they are thus
defying and smiting their dummy, the true
Robert is thousands of miles away."

J}Jt_ws olf tht flleeh.
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Agnostic Metaphysics.
A REPLY TO HERBERT SPENCER's

CRITICISM OF POSITIVISM.

BY FREDERIC HARRISON.

II.

I pass now to consider the fifteen pages of Mr.
Spencer's article in which he attacks the writings of
Auguste Comte. And I begin by pointing out that
this was not at all the issue between us, so that this
attack savors of the device known to lawyers as
"prejudice," or "abming the plaintiff's attorney." I
gave reasons for thinking that the Unknowable
could never be the foundation of a Creed. I added,
in some twenty lines at most, that Humanity could
be. Throughout my article I did not refer to Comte.
My argument was entirely independent of any religious ordinances whatever, whether laid down by
Comte or anyone else. Mr. Mill, in his work on
Comte, has emphatically asserted that Humanity is
an idea pre-eminently fitted to be the object of
religion. And very many powerful minds agree with
Mr. Mill so far, though they do not accept the organized form of religion as Auguste Comte conceived it.
To what degreP, and in what sense, I myself accept
it, is not doubtful; for I hav striven for years past to
make it known in my public utterances. But, until
I put forward Auguste Cumte as an infallible authority, until I preach or practice everythmg laid down
in the '' Positiv Polity," it is hardly an answer to me in
a philosophical discussion to jest for the fiftieth time
about Comte's arrogance, or about the banners to be
used in the solemn processions, or about addressing
prayers to "holy" Humanity. My friends and I address no prayers to Humanity as " holy" or otherwise; we use no banners, and we never speak of Oomte
as Mohammedans speak of Mohammed, or as Buddhists speak of Buddha. For my own part, I am
continually saying, and I say it deliberately now, that
I look upon very much that Comte threw out for the
future as tentativ and purely Utopian. Since I hav
held this language for many yeal!s in public, I do not
think that Mr. Spencer is justified in describing me
as a blind devotee. And when he parries a criticism
of his ,own philosophy by ridiculing practices and
opinions for which I hav never made myself responsible, I hardly think be is acting with the candid mind
which befits the philosopher in aU things.
For this reason I shall not trouble myself about
the "eccentricities" which he thinks he can discover
in the writings of Comte. A thousand eccentricities
in Comte would not make it reasonable in Spencer
to worship the Unknowa.ble; and it would be hard
indeed to match the eccentricity of venerating as the
sole Reality that of which we only know that we can
know nothing and imagin nothing. But there are
othel' good reasons for declining to discuss with Mr.
Spencer the writings of Comte. The first is that be
knows nothing whatever about them. To Mr. Spencer the writings of Comte are, if not the Absolute
Unknowable, at any rate the Absolute Unknown. I
hav long endeavored to persuade Mr. Spencer to
study Comte, all the more as he owes to him so much
indirectly through others. But, so far as I know, I
hav not induced him to do so. And his recent criticisms of these writings show the same thing. They
add nothing, I may say, to the criticism contained in
the work of Mr. Mill, or, indeed, to the obvious witticisms to be read any week in the Saturday Review.
To turn over the pages of the " Positiv Polity " and
find many things which seem paradoxical is an exercise easy enough; but to grasp the conceptions of
Comte, or indeed of any philosopher, seriously, is
labor of a differen~ kind.
Nothing is easier than to make cheap ridicule of
any philosopher whatever. The philosopher necessarily works in a region of high abstraction, and
largely employs the resources of deduction. He is
bound by his office to deal freely with wide generalizations; and to follow his principles across all apparent obstacles. Every philosopher accordingly falls
from time to time into astounding paradoxes; be is
always accused by the superficial of arrogance, by
the wits of absurdity, by the public of blindness. It
is the fate of philollophers; and the charges, it must
be allowed, are often founued in reason. Descartes,
Hobbes, Leibnitz, Hegel, may in turn be attacked for
certain hypotheses of theirs as the most arrogant of
men and the wildest of sophists. How often bas Mr.
Spencer shared the sarue fate ! There are those who
think ·that no other living man has ever ventured on
assertions at once so dogmatic and so paradoxical.
I hav too much respect for Mr. Spencer to quote any
one of these wonderful bits of philosophic dari:ag.
I recognize in him a real philosopher of a certain
order, and I seek to understand his system as a
whole; nor am I dismayed in my studies by a thousand things in his theories, which certainly do seem
to me very hard sayings. Mr. Spencer bas himself
just publisbf'd a very remarkable work, "The 1\'[an
ver.~w; the State,'' to which he hardly expects to make
a cunvert except here and there, and abuut which an
unfriendly critic might say that it might be entitled,
1 ' Mr. Spencer against All England."
I shall not cer-

1884.

tainly criticise him for that. But it is a signal in- history, an institutio~, an idea, an energy which the
stance of the isolated position assumed from time to civilization of to-day has abandoned is finally contime by philosophers. Philosophers who liv, not so demned; to revive it even under new forms is retromuch in "glass houses" as in very crystal palaces of gression. Since savages respected their ancestors, it
their own imagination, of all people, one would would be savage to respect our ancestors, Since we
think, should giv up the pastime of throwing stones hav been tending; during the last two or three cenat their neighbor's constructions.
turies, ~o l?s~en all temporal and ~piritual influence
I giv an instance of the way in which Mr. Spencer on the mdividual,_ we must _go_ on till we havred~c~d
misunderstands Comte. Mr. Spencer speaks, of both to ~ero. _Smce war_I_s mhu~an, the quahtiea
Comte's Historical Calendar as a " canonization,' as and habits whwh the mihtary hfe promoted are
a list of "saints," to be "worshiped" day by day, as equally ~bominabl~. '.ro rev.ive anything _which moda means of" regulating posterity,'' and as part of the ern so~Iety bas discard~d Is retrogres~I~n, for ~he
"deification" of Humanity. And he further repre- test with Mr. Spencer IS. not whe~her It IS relattvly
sents this list of historical names as a strictly classi- good or bad for man, but IS found m the fact of Evofied selection of men in degree of personal merit. lution abs?lutely.
Now, every part of this view is an error. So far
Now this ~rror a:ffec~s. ~ll ~hat Mr. Spencer. says
from this calendar being permanently imposed on about the history of CIVIhzatwn. The truth IS, as
posterity, Comte himself speaks of it as provisional, Comte has so _wonderfully sho~n, the sto;y of man's
to serve a temporary purpose. And what is that devel~pment IS a tale ?f contmued re-yiva~, reconpurpose? Why, to impress on the mind the general stru~twn, and fresh adJustl?ents ?f s?mal hfe. ~ld
course of human civilization. Comte calls it "a con- habits, thoughts, and energies sprmg mto a new hfe
crete view of man's history." It is not meant to be under altered forms an~ in ne~ co~ordina~io~. . Dea classification in real order of merit. It is not velopment means not mdefimt ddferentu~hon, but
essentially personal at all. The names are given and conti~uous g_rowth, _with organic re-adjustment ?f the
always spoken of as "types," concrete embodiments or~amsm to.Its environment. A~d that orgamc reof manifold elements in the civilization of the past adJustment Is constantly demandmg the renew~l of
Over and over again Oomte says that the type and dormant elements, and. the new uses of. old thmgs.
its place are often chosen without reference to per- I should be sorry to thmk tha~ Hum~mty were for
sonal merit to represent a class, a nation, or a move- ev~r condemned t~ lose ever~thmg whwh the ~aste of
ment. They are not called or treated of as "saints." this .so~ewbat cymcal, matenal, aqd democratic genThere is no "canonization," no "worship," no ascrip- erati~n IS ~le_ased to throw o~. The phrase, Retrotion of perfection, or absolute merit of any kind. gr~s~Iv Rehgwn, does not fngh_ten me at ~U. Any
The whole scheme from beginning to end is, what rehgwll: t~at t~e Future of ~an ~s to h_av will be ~et
Comte calls it, a concrete view of man's history, a rogre~si_v m thts. sense: _that It Will revive. somet~I~g
mode of impressing on the minds of modern men of rehgwus feehngs wbwh were once more actLV m
what they owe in so many ways to men in the past. the world _tha~ they happen to be to-day. W:hether
The exigencies of a calendar, with its months, weeks, an enthusiastiC re~ard f?r. the welfare of our. human
and days, preclude any real classification of merit; race be retrogresSIV _rehgwn or not I care little. . I
nor is any such thing attempted. It is a mode of should hav thought It to be a new an.d a progressi:V
teaching history, using the artifice of associating the type of creed, more so than ~he worship of the Ultinames of certain famous men with months weeks mate Cause, and the Creativ Power,_and the Alland days. And the object is to impress on the mind Being; where I find, indeed (an~ where the C~ristian
the multiplicity of the forces and elements which World finds also), retrogressiOn mto Metapbystcs and
make up civilization. To suppose that all names Theology.
III.
which occupy similar places represent men of exactly
equal merit is a gratuitous piece of absurdity introI now turn to the question, If Humanity be an adeduced into a fine conception. Even in the Church quate object of religion ?-a question, as I say, indeCalendar there is St. Paul's Day and St, Switbin's pendent of the forms in whwh Comte proposed to
Day, though no one supposes that St. Swithin is re- const.itute it. Mr. Mill, with all his hostility to Posigarded as the equal of St. Paul. But Comte's His- tivism, asserted emphatically that it was ; and he
torical Calendar has no analogy with the Catholic went so far as to say that every other type of religion
Calendar at all. It is a concrete view of history, in- would be the better, in so far as it approached the
tended to commemorate the sum of human civiliza- religion of Humanity. And first let us note that
tion.*
Mr. Spencer has given a quite exaggerated sense to
I shall certainly not enter into any defense of it. what we mean by Re1igion and Humanity by attachIt seems to me the best synthetic scheme of history ing tv these ide~a.s theological associations. The same
which bas ever been constructed on a single page. thing is done by Sir James Stephen, and by all our
But I am far from supposing it perf'3ct, nor do I theological critics. Mr. Spencer asks, What are the
doubt that it might easily be amended or revised. claims of Humanity to "Godhood?" Sir James SteMr. Spencer seems astounded that Cyrus and God- phen talks of " Mr. Harrison's God,'' of ... the shadow
frey, Terence and Juvenal, Froissart and Palissy, of a God," and he says he would as soon " worship "
should hold in it the places they do. To discuss the ugliest idol in India as the human race. All this
that question would involve a long historical argu- is to foist in theological ideas where none are sugment, and I am not at all disposed to enter into any gested by us. Humanity is neither the shadow of
historical argument with Mr. Spencer. With all his God nor the substitute for God, nor has it any analscientific learning and his manifold gifts, Mr. Spen- ogy with God. No one claims any" Godhood" for
cer is seldom regarded as having much to tell m Humanity, or any perfection of any kind. We do
within the historical rield. It is here that his inferi- not ask any one to " worship" it, as Hindoos worship
ority to Comte is most strikingly seen. Those who idols, or as Christians worship God or the Virgin.
know the harmonious power with which Comte has If it misleads people, I am quite willing to spell hucalled forth into life the vast procession of the ages manity with a small "b," or not to use the word at
can best judge how weak by his side Mr. Spencer all. I am quite content to speak of the human race,
appears. In Mr. Spencer's theory of history the if that makes things clearer; I am ready to giv up
past teaches little but a few Quaker-like maxims; the word "worship,'' if that is a stumbling-block, and
that it is very like a savage to fight, and that military to speak of showing affection and reverence. If peoactivity and superstition are the sources of all evil. ple mean by religion going down on their knees and
Certainly Comte, as heartily as Spencer, has con- invoking a supernatural being, I will wait till the
demned the military spirit in this age, and the con- word " religion " has lost these associations.
tinuance of all fictitious beliefs. But be is not so
The very purpose of the Positiv Scheme is to satblind to facts that he does not recognize the histor- isfy rational people that, though the ecstatic " worical uses of the military life in the past, and the ship" of supernatural divinities has come to an end,
beauty of many. theological types. And thus it is intelligent love and respect for our human brotherthat pe feels honor for Godfrey the Crusader, as well hood will help us to do our duty in life. So stated,
as for Socrates the philosopher; for the conquerors the proposition is almost a truism; it is undoubtedly
Cyrus and Sesostris, as well as for Penn the Quaker, the practical conviction of millions of good people,
and St. Paul the apostle.
and, as it seems, is that of Sir James Stephen. In
There is a certain " fallacy of the Den" running plain words, the Religion of Humanity means recogthrough Mr. Spencer's historical notions, of which his nizing your duty to your fellow-man on human
article givs very striking examples. Possessed by his grounds. This is the sum and substance of that
theory of indefinit "differentiation,'' the course of civ- which it plea!:les some critics and some philosophers
ilization presents itself to his mind as a perpetual to represent as a grotesque delusion. Whatever is
development of new forces-progression in a constant· grotesque in the idea is derived from the extravagance
series of divergent lines. According to this view of with which they themselvs distort that idea. I hav
no wish to "worship" Humanity in any other sense
*A single example may show with how little care Mr. Spen- than as a man may worship his own father and
cer has looked at Comte. He complains that Comte should
tb
A
d
f 1 fii t"
d
goo man ee s a ec IOn an reverence
put Bichat above Newton, because he find~ that Bichat heads mo er.
a month in the Calendar, and Newton a week. Now, Comte for his father and his mother; he can cultivate that
never instituted any personal comparison between Newton and feeling and make it the spring of conduct. And the
Bichat. But he explained that for the last month, which rep- feeling is not destroyed by his finding that his father
resents the course of modern science, he must choose a brolo- and mother had the failings of men and women.
f
gist and not a mathematician, on the ground of the superior
importance of Biology. The Calendar was constructed more Something of the affection, and more of the sense o
thu.u thnt~ years ago, when certlliuly a thoroughly adequ,.te brotherhood, which a man feels toward his own part~pe of Bwlogy waH not quite acuess1ble. For grounds 1nlly ents he feels toward his fam1ly· not a little of it even
explained.he chose B1cha~. Newton. takes .h1s pl1lee w1tb. the to his home his city or his prdvince and much of it
ruathematwums; but any Hlea that Bwhat'H mtel!ect was Huperior to Newton's h£~s not the smallest authority in anything 1 toward. his. co~ntry. ~very .good all:d a~tlV m.an
said by Corute.
recogmzes the be that bmds him to a Widemng serieS
1
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of groups of his kinsmen and fellow-men. In that stuff whereof our mothers, and our fathers, our sons That is to sa,y, the story of human civilization is a
feeling th,ere are elements of respect, elements of af- and our friends, our fellow-citizens are made; whereof very noble record, demanding, as he admits, "venerafaction, and elements of devotion, in certain degrees. are made all who with us and beside us are striving tion and gratitude" somewhere. And in these words
That sense of respect, affection, and devotion can be to liv a humane life.
he throws to the winds "the bubble," and "the dull,
extended wider than country. It can be extended, I
I will not do my friends the injustice of supposing leaden-hued thing," "the hundred million Pagans
say, as far as the human race itself. And since that any regard for men which they acknowledge is masquerading," "the stupid, ignorant., half-beast of
patriotism does npt stop with our actual con tempe.- confined to their own belongings and circles, and a creature," as the judge calls it. The human race
raries, but extends to the memories and the future of that for the rest of mankind they feel (what they as- then is not thfl o iions bnbble; on the contrary, the
·Our countrymen, so, I maintain, our feeling for the sert) supreme contempt and diRlike. Their words splendid story of humau civilization must fill us with
human race must include what it has been, as well as would suggest it. To Mr. Spencer E111'0pe pres~:>nts a sense of "veneration and gratitude." But by
what it is to be. That- is all that I mean by the re- nothing but the revolting prospect of" a hundred astonishing perversity, as it seems to me, by long
ligion of humanity. What is there of" grotesque," millions of Pagans masquerading as Christians." habit of" persistent thinking along defined grooves,"
·of the ugliest of Hindoo idols, and all the rest of it, Sir James Stephen says that a majority of the human Mr. Spencer has nothing but contempt for the human
:in so common-place an opinion?
race cannot read, and devote their time to nothing race, and lavishes his "veneration and gratitade,"
All good, and even all decent, men about us daily but daily labor. Are they mere beasts for that? called out by the sum of human civilization, upon his
order their lives under a more or less effectiv sense Some of the greatest and best of men could not Unknowable and Inconceivable Postulate. Tuis is
-of their social duties. They liv more or less for their read; some of the noblest natures on earth are spent to me to outdo the ingratitude of the theologians who
wives, their children, their parents, their family. I in the hovel and the garret of the poor. It is the find "man only vile," and who ascribe every good
do not deny that they liv largely for themselvs also; task of the religion of Humanity to correct such anti- thing in man's evil nature to an ineffable Being.
but with good men and good women the two strands social thoughts, the besetting sin of the philoso- Since Mr. Spencer agrees with me that "veneration
of motiv are beautifully bound in one. And the bet- pher and the man of power. It will teach their and gratitude," for all that in an has become, are due
ter the man, the more close is the harmony between pride that the nobility of human nature is to be somewhere, I prefer to ascribe it to that human race
his social and his personal life. Outside their fam- found chiefly in the cottage and the workshop; where wLwh we know and feel; and which, so far a~? we can
ily, men hav other strong ties of duty and of regard the untaught mother is lavishing on her children un- see, has fashioned ibs own destiny, in spite of trefor definit social groups. They· will do much for utterable wealth of tenderness; where the patient mendous obstacles in his environment; rather than
their friends, their party, their profession, their toiler is subduing the earth that for the common to a logician's formula, about which the logician himchurch, their academy, their class, their city, their good wise men may hav an earth whereon to think self tells us that he knows nothing and conceives
country. It is disgraceful to proclaim oneself indif- out the truth, and the poet and the artist may hav nothing..
ferent to these claims; to refuse to· make any sacri- .materials to satisfy us all with beauty.
Mr. Spencer has labored to prove that Humanity
fice for them, to deny that we owe them anything, or
Comte, of all men, did not choose out of 1.ive hun- (which he himself has so admirably described as a
that we feel any regard for them. There is nothing dred names to be "worshiped" as "saints,'' devot- real organism) is unconscious. He might hav·spared
very heroic about all this in the average; and it is ing the five hundred.millions to oblivion. He taught his pains. Neither Comte, nor any rational Positivalways more or less mixed up with personal motivs. us to see the greatness of human nature in the love ist, has ever regarded Humanity as conscious. And,
But in the main it is good. an!l wholesome, and bears and courage of the ignorant, as well as in the genius for that reason, nothing will induce me to address
noble witness to the marvelous social nature of man. and the might of the hero. And when 1'78 think of Humanity as a conscious being, or in any way whatNow, I do not safthat this in itself is religion. ·But Humanity our minds are nqt set on a b;md of the ever to treat it as a Person. In that respect it
I mean by t·eligion this sense of social duty, pushed "elect," but on the millions who people this earth stands on the same footing as Mr. 8pencer's Unto its full e-rtent, strengthened by a sound view of and subdue it, leaving each century on the whole a knowable, except that I say frankly that I hav not the
human nature, and warmed by the glow of imagina- richer inheritance in comfort, in thought, in virtue- least reason to suppose Humanity to be conscious;
tion and sympathy. It has been said in a vague way millions not in the civilized world only, but in the whilst he will not say that his Unknowable may not
that re~igion is" morality touched by emotion." The rude plains of Asia, and of Africa, where the Hindoo be conscious (as it might be a gooseberry or a parreligion of Humanity, as I conceive it, is -simply struggles to rear an honest household in his plot of allelopiped). And then l\'fr. Spencer goes on to
morality fused with social devotion, and enlightened by rice-field, and the fellah yields to the will of Heaven argue that, since Humanity is not conscious, that
sound philosophy.
with sublime patience, whilst retaining uncrushed his conclul1es the matter; "for gratitude cannot be
Yet men who are known to liv under a practical human heart. Assuredly it is no" godhood" that we· entertained towards something which is unconsense of their social duties, men who would be see there, no pride of human reason, no millennium, scions." And by a really curious incon~:;ist.ency he
ashamed to·ppofess total unconcern for father, mother, or transfiguration of Man. But it is human nature, asserts that "veneration and gratibule" are due
wife, and child, friends, and fellow-citizens, are not sound down to its depths; rich with unfathomable toward the Unknowable, which he haJ just told us
ashamed to exhaust the terms of opprobrium for the love wherever there is a mother and a child, and rich cannot be conceived in terms of consciousness at all!
collectiv notion of humanity; which after all is only with undying courage wherever there is th_e father of So that he will not let me feel an.v gmtir.ude io the
made up of a multitude of fathers, mothers, wives, an honest and thriving household.
human race, my own kindred, becrtuse it is unconchildren, friends, fellow-citizens, and fellow-men.
But it is not the present generation which absorbs sc~ous; ancl he asks ~e to best.ow. it all on his m~con
Mr. Spencer's whole life (as his friends know even our thoughts. Mankind, as we see it to-day, is scwus, or non-consciOus, or outside-of all ..conscwusibetter than the world) has bedn one of unfaltering neither godlike nor very sublime. But the story ness Unknowable.
Apart from this singular slip in logic, be says much
·devotion to his great mistress Philosophy, worthy to of human progress during fifty centuries, from the
<Compare with any in the roll of the "lovers of wis- "half-beast" that it once was in the pre-historic ages about the unconsciousness of the huw1m race v:hich
dom." Sir James Stephen is no less widely known, down to the ideal civilization which we surely foresee amazes me. Why cannot a man feel any gmtitucle
not only for his indefatigabla public services, but fur in the far-off· ages to come-this is sublime. Or, if toward that which iH unconReious 'I He tells us to
hiR hearty private character; a devoted public ser- not sublime in the way in which the fairy-tale of examin our consciousnes~. \Yell! Did all the grativant, who, it is said, sentences even the worst crim- Paradise, or the Creation of the Universe, is sublime, tude which he felt during life to his own parents,
ina!" gently, as if he loved him,," under a strong sense it is still the most splendid tale of moral development teachers, and benefacto~s ~ease at the !n'\t•tnt of their
of public duty. Yet these eminent men, whose en- of which we hav any certain record. I am not at all death? I cannot find 1t m my conscumsness. l\Iy
tire lives are filled with social, rather than personal, disenchanted when I am reminded of the savagery, gratitude to my parents is the same, living or dead;
energy, hav no words strong enough _(for controver- the bestiality, or even the cannibalism of man's early and, if gratil;ude to one parent can be expressed and
sial purposes) to express their contempt for the hu- career. There were n.)ble savages even in the Paleo- answered in words, whilst gratit.nrle to thE> other lies
• man race. Mankind, says Mr. Spencer, is a "bub- lithic ages, and even the earliest type of man was but in the silent comm;ming ~f. the heart, I cannot
ble," "a dull, leaden-hued thing." Sir James Ste- superior in something, I suppose, to contemporary find that the one grailtude dJf.l,"rs from the other,
phen says it is " a stupid, ignorant, half-beast o£ a types of the ape. But such as he was I accept him save that this lust is the cleepn more abiding feelcreature;" and he would as soon worship the ugliest as the ancestor of the human race, to whom it owes ing. And, if a man is unworthy of the name of man
Hindoo idol before which the nativs chop off the its first beginning. The glory of Humanity is not who can feel no gratitude to a parent or a benefactor,
heads of goats. Why, this is the raving of Timon of lost, in that it was once so low, but lies in that, be- the moment they are laid cold in death, why cannot
Athens! These men are not cynics, but merely phi- ginning so low, it is now so high.
a man feel grateful to the sehool where he was
It is for this reason that Comte has insisted so trained, or the church wherein he was reared, or the
losophers attacking an opponent. To my mind all
this is sheer nonsense. Men known to be generous much on the Past, and the religious value of a true country of his forefathers and his decendants? And
and self-devoted in every duty of social life are not conception of human civjJization. It shocks Mr. by s~hool, church, or country, I mean the men
believed when they utter tirades of this kind against Spencer to look with anything but horror on our therem grouped, some known, s~~e un~nown, some
mankind and human nature.
fighting and savage forefathers. But, such as they by personal contact, some by sp1ntual mfluence, by
If the human race be "a half-beast of a creature," were, they made civilization possible.
And the whose labor he has r~aped a~d grown.
.
if it be this dismal" bubble," what else or what bet- grandeur of human civilization as a whole can only
Mr. Spencer goes further Ill the same l~ne. Si~ce
ter hav we? Why should they, or any man, waste be realized in the mind when it constantly dwells on the human race, he says, was unconsCious whilst
lives of effort in its service; what is the worth of any- the enormous record of its progress from the haif- slowly evolving its own civilization, ~ince the i~div.id
thing generous, humane, and social? Humanity, I bestial beginnings out of which it has slowly arisen ual men and women were not co~scwusly conterrmg
say, is nothing but the sum of all the forces of in- by incalculable efforts and hopes. Still, it is a record any benefits on us, and very partially foresaw t~e redividual men and women; and if it be this mere of much ;ailure, of shortcoming at the best. And, sult of their own labor, we owe them no gratitude.
bubble and half-beast, the men and women that for this 1;eason, Posit!vism dwells quite as much in They acted automatically or like coral-polyps by
make it up, and the human feelings and forces which the Future as in the Past. Endless progress toward instinct, f?llowing their own natures, satisfyiug .their
hav created it, must be equally worthy of our loath- a perfection never, perhaps, to be reached, but to be own cravmg, and we owe them. no mon gratitude
ing and contempt. Iu that case our only philosophy ideally cherished in hope, a hope which every stroke than we owe to hogs for fattemng, ~r to sb~ep. for
is a malignant pessimism, exceeding anything ever of science and every line of history confirms to us, growing >Voolly coats. .Watt, accordmg to tlus view,
attempted in misanthropy before. I am no optimist; and with which every generuus instinct of our nature invented the steam-engm ~o J:J?-ake ~oney, or occupy
and I certainly see no" godhood" in the human race. beats in unison-such is the practical heaven of our his mind. Newton .an.J L(nbmtz toiled .only for f1tme.
I am as much alive to the vice and weakness of the fait.h. As there is no godboocl now in humanity, so If the poets and arttst:; (~reated ?eauty, It was beettuse
human race as any one. But I feel, in common with there is no Paradise in its future. Past, Present, tc1ey liked beauty, and twp~:;d for reward. I confess
the great majority of sound-hearted men, that there and Future all alike dwell on this earth· on the facts this seems to me to S 1rike at the root of Ill orality and
is a great deal of human nature in the human race, of man's a~tual career in the dwelling-place that .he all estimate whatever of human greatness and meri~.
:and that of good human nature; that the good has made for himself thereon.
A philosopher will t"ll us next that he owes no grababundantly predominates, and that the great story
Mr. Spencer is himself far too much of a philoso- tude to the fa~her wl;o begat him! or ~he molher ":ho
of human progress is on the whole a worthy and an pher, and too much of a believer in moral progress, nursed him; for bot.11 were ~beymg I~st.mcts whiCh
inspiring record. At any rate, this planet, and, so not to hav a deep faith in this very march of civiliza- they share with the lowest ammals. If he~oes, poets,
far as we know, this Universe, has nothing (in the tion of which Humanity, as I understand it, is at and thinkers are mere automata, selfishly and
moral sphere) which is more worthy and more in- once product and author. He says himself: "Surely blindly following instincts, like th~ polyps working
·Spiring of hope. Nee viget quidquam s'l:mile, aut secun- civilized society, with its complex arrangements and their tentacles and .thereby form!~~ a coral reef,
. dum. Divinities, and Absolute Goodnesses, and Ab- involved processes, its multitudinous material pro- morality, and most of the mo~·al qualities of men, are
.
solute Powers hav ended for us. The relat,iv good- ducts and almost magical instruments, its language, things which we cannot prediC!tte of ma~ at all.
ness and power of our race remains a solid reality. sciencfl literature art must be credited to some
Man is no doubt a highly complex: belllg, and h1s
It is bone of our bone, and flesh of our flesh; the agency' or other." ' Th~ words are not mine, but his.
( Cunlinued on pr1yt 7~G J
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TILe Presidential F hction.
The canvass of the vote shows the election of
Cleveland as president. This is due to tbe fact that
in the state of New York thousands of Republicans
voted for Cleveland and Butler, and others declined
to vote for Mr. Blaine. 1\Ir. Blaine relied for success
on the tariff, the Protestant clergy, an increased
Catholic votP, ancl a trade with one wing of the Democracy in New York city. His friends in their campaign speeciH'B s~eered at the Agnostics, while they
mdorsed Mr. Blame as a devout Presbyterian; The
fact that l\lr. Blaine was a churchman was used as a
trump card. Tbe f11ct that Cleveland had vetoed
supply ~ills for Catholic institutions was sent out by
the NatiOnal Republican Committee to incite hatred
against Cleveland as an anti· C11tholic bigot. The
cler~y sat in secret inquisition upon 1\Ir. Cleveland's
pnvate character, and published broadcast their indidments.
1\lr. Blaine declined to answer requests to define
his position on the question of Secularism in politics.
He professed to be committed to the tR.riff as the
great issue, and treated the Liberals as entitled to
less respect than the Prohibitionists. His speeches
toward the last touched upon "the queRtion of church
and state. This was especially true after the famous
allihrativ indictment of the Democmtic party by Dr.
Burchard, as the party cievoted to "Rum, Romanism
and Rebellion." Mr. Blaine did not allude to thi~
at the time, nor define his position then, but accept!c'd the ovation tendered him as the opponent of
the rPprfB ntativ of the three evils. When the
Catholics denoun<'ed this reference to them as of the
nature of a crucifixion between two thieves Mr.
Blttine apologized for Burchard, and defined hi:Oself
as in favor of equal rights 1 for all sects, giving the
same rights to tlie Protebtant, the Catholw, and the
Ht-brew. He was careful to leave the Agnostics out
of the list of men entitled to fqual rights. Instead
of saying that tbere could not, and ought not to be
any relJgious tests in a government founded o~
equal rights, that under our flag all sects were
equa~Jy protected, and every man, Christian or
Atheist, ~ad the same rights and privileges, he narrowed his platform so as to include only Christians
and Jews.
Thi~ policy of Blaine's was part of the fixed policy
for tlus campaign. The platform was made to fit the
man.
In 1876, the seventh plank of the Republican platform WIHl:
"The public school system of the several states is
t~e bul~vark of tile American republic, and with a
VIew to Its security and permanence, we recommend
an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, forbidding the application of any public funds
as proputy for the benetit of any schools or institutions under sectarian control."
Tne Democratic plat orm denounced tbis as a
"false issue with which they [Republicans J would
enkmdle sectarian strife in respect to the public
schools."
In 1880, the Republican platform contained the
followmg:
.
"4. The Constitut_ion wisely forbids Congress to
mak~ ~ny_law respectmg an establishment of religion,
but It IS Id~e to hope. tbat the nation can be' prote~ted agamst the mflaence of sectarianism while
each st11te is exposed to its domination. We, therefore, recommend tbat thfl Cunstitution be so amended
as to Jay the same prohibition upon tbe legislature of
each state, and to forbid the appropriatiOn of public
funds to the support of sect!lridn schools."
Tbe R:lpubhcan platform of 1884 made the tariff
the main issue, referred to the unwn of church and
stale on y in denunciation of polygamy, and omitted
the ~ecul11r amendment proposed in 1880. ·· The protecti:Jn of mv!l and po!Jhcal rigllts, which was the
keyt:tone of the Republican cr ed in 1880, was supplanted by prr tectwn of American against foreign
manufactures. Pt!rsonal property was );!laced above
personal nghts; wealth abo· e liberty.
T.ber~ was, t11erefore, nothing in the platform of the
Republican party or in its candidate to call for the
support of the Ltberals of the nation. While unable
to Hnd a candidat_e upon whom they could unite, they
felt under no obhgatwn to take a choice of evils or
to vindicate the reputation for chastity of eit,her
Blaine or Cleveland. The difference between the two
parties was ~)Dly a proposed reduction of twenty per
?ent m tarlfi dut1es, and that was an issue of little
Importance to tLe friends of secularism in pohtios.
A vote for e1ther of the candidates for president
would ha~ been a vote tLrown away on the question
of fqual. nghts and the severance of church and state.
Sume Liberals voted for Blaine or Butler under protest; otuers d1d not vote for president at all. The
St. John party presented a platform spiced with
bigotry, and a candidate who gloried in his orthoduxy, lj.Dd expected prayer and faith in God would
secu1e the needed ballots to elect hlm.
. Tue duty of Liber11ls seems clear. They hav the
l'lgllL to <JewaiJLl Jrum tLe natiollal and ~;tate leaislatures lt'gJslation on the basis of equal rights ~nd a
secular government. Work can be done now; the
proper demand can be made for the necessary

'

changes in the laws. The members of those b3dies ·and on the public platform about ten years ago or
can be co~pe~led to m~ke a reco~d for or. against Imore. In. the. years. 18~4 and 1875, those t~~ns
secular legislatwn. Their v~tes will be an mdex to cr~ated qmte a sensatwn m Canada by engaging the
future su,pport of thE>se men If they should ask the editor of the Index to deliver a series of lectures and
v:,tes o! Liberals. By pr?mp.t and energetic action, engage in debates in that locality. The exa.mple of
sdmethmg can be done this wmter to put the secular these towns led the way, and was the cause and
movement on a broad, living basis, and to make it origin of the Toronto Secular Society being formed
on~ of the vital issues of the next presidential cam- in 1875-it was founded by two gentlemen of the
patgn;
W. S. BusH.
press: Mr. Ha.ski~ and Mr. Phillips Thompson, Mr.
Haskm had prev10usly been a member of the Dialectic Society of London, England. He was a 11 enCanadian Notes.
tleman
of great intellectual attaipments and his·
The Montreal Secular Society was formed some
years since, perhaps seven or eight. They llav always l!ntimely dea~h by drowning (just after he had estabbeen in a very flourishing condition, plenty of funds hshed t?e somety) was deeply regretted. Mr. Phillips
for all requirements, and probably a thousand dollars Thompson is. ~ell k~own as a lecturer and poet, as
or more spare cash on hand at the bank. The mem- well as a pohhcal writer and general literary man of
bers are of a class somewhat similar to the Ottawa great abilit!- His views are extremely broad and
society. They mostly move in good c.rcles socially, hberal; he IS a warm sympathizer with the rights of
and mentally are persons of education and literary labor and the struggling masseR; he sides with the
producers as against the monopolists. More power
culture.
to your elbow, Phillips Thompson I
The Christian superstition appears to be on the
The death is reported at Chicago of the Rev. T.
wane. Fast days, like most threatened institutions,
die hard; but that they are near the end of their ex· .W. Handford, formerly pastor of the Bond-street
istence is very evident. The Free Presbytery of Congregational church, Toronto, and previously
G asgow has adopted a resolution unanimously rec- preacher at Bolton, Yorkshire, and London, England.
ommended by the united conferences of the Prebby- Many Britisbers will remember having heard him
terian churches of that city "that the continuance of preach at Spurgeon's Tabernacle to crowded audithe present sacramental fast days has ceased to be for ences. By many of the most competent judges of
oratory, he was accounted one of the most eloquent
the edification of the Christian community.''
sp~akers t~at ev~r stood on a platform. The elegant
In Hamilton, a Secular Society started into exist- bml~mg m whwh Mr. Handford preached, while
ence about the year 1877. Some seven years since maktng Toronto his home, will hold 2.500 persons,
it flourished for a while, but I believe ceased to exist and was filled. to overflov.:ing every ~unday night
a ye-41' or two ago. About the year 1878, this soci- when he occupied the pulpit. His was a stormy and
ety got up a series of lectures of a very high char- troubl~d existence frum the cradle to the gr:'l.ve.
acter-scientific and otherwise-which were very May hts fault::~ he gently on him. Peace to his ashes.
suc~essful, and were productiv of much good in proThe public press, in commenting on Mr. Watts's
motmg the Secular cause in the city of Hamilton the
lecture at Meaford, say tbat at, the door outside there
"ambitious city."
'
was a man, Bible in hand, shouting in a crazy manOn a late Sunday evening, in the Secular Hall, To- her, a~d warning people, as they hoped to be saved,
ronto, an essay and debate came off, on the subjrct to av01d ·watts as they would the devil. He was a
of'' The Causes of the Rise of Christianity." On Salvation Army man from 0 wen Sound. One paper
the ne_xt Sunday evening, Mr. W. B. Cook spoke in the remarks that tJJe wave of Secularism passing over
same hall, and the Sunday following Mr. H. Sells will the civilized world is not to be demed. That Agnoslecture on a popular secular subject. The attendance ticism is on the increase is not to be denied. lHen
at these lectures is good, and the audience at the of thought are disgusted with the old wives' tales of
morning meetings is so increased as to render neces- Eve eating an apple and thereby entailing all suffering upon the,human family. Tue ark story is prosary a larger hall.
nounced a gross absurdity even by Cbristians. That
At Lindsay about seven or eight years ago a Sec- a whale ever swallowed Jonah in the Mediterranean
ular society and reading-rooms (open to the public) sea (where there probably never was a whale any
were in activ operation, and continued as a useful more than in the lake in Central Park) is exploded
institution for som~ years. Lindsay is one of the fur many good reasons. That poor Mt·s. Lot was
pioneer Canadian towns in the matter of Secularism. ever turned into a pillar of salt for Jersey cows to
There are a nu_mber of veteran hearty and whole- lick at, is not credited. That any gentleman ever
souled Freethinkers in Bnd around that locality. raised a row in heaven, where no sin can exist, and
Money has be~n sent f('rth freely and with an open afterward set up for himself with an inexbaustible
hand from Lmdsay to aid the cause of Agnosticism supply of brimstone, chemistry does not verify. But
in various localities, including the city of Boston, Onristians tell us we must believe all these nonsensiMass., and all parts of the United States and Canada. cal stories or go to bell. Secularism is rapidly
spreading; it is growing and gaining in strength
I listened to a sermon by one of Toronto's popu- every day, while Christianity, ~ith its ridiculous doglar preachers, in which he said: "Secularists are try- matisms, is rotting away.
ing to prove that there are contradictions in the
Bible. I don't care if you can prove that there are . On Friday Mr. Watts broke more new ground, this·
ten thousand contradictions in holy writ. Freethink- time at Gananoque. It was the :fir~t Secularibt lecters say that there are a lot of foolish stories and ure ever delivered there. Tue town hall was densely
ridiculous and impossible miracles. I don't care if packed, and the applause given to the Secular lect·
JOU succeed in proving and establishing all this.
I urer was hearty m the extreme. Gananoque has
don't care a snap of my finger for anything else you hitherto been a hotbed of orthodoxy.
can prove about the book from Genesis to Revelation!:'. You cannot take away this; there will always . A Canadian newspaper when redewing Agnostiremain this: Tue character of the life of Cnrist tbe Cism remarked that the only heaven and hell is right
character of the teachings of Christ, and these c~nsti here upon this earth. It is impossible for the finite
tute Christianity." Verily, we liv in an age of prog· to comprehend the itd]nit. All our knowledge is
ress. Needs must when the devil drives. Even relativ. Relativly we know that the earth is distant
orthodox theology is compelled to move by the in- from the sun somewhere about ninety to one hundred
creasing intelligence of the times. Civilization is million miles. Absolutely we do not know where it
ameliorating the barbarous superstitions of Chris- is. Space and time are both infinit. \Ve say that an
infinit number of suns and spheres are traveling
tianity.
through space. We know what a mile is because it
Allen Pringle, of Selby; W. McDonnell, of Lind- is like ourselvs, finite. Is space composed of an insay; Mr. Le Seuer, of Ottawa; George Ilea, of Mon- finit number of miles? No, it cannot be composed\
treal; Phillips Thompson, of Toronto; and many of an in:finit number of finites. So we may reason
other excellent and well-known writers and speakers with time. Eternity is not composed of an infinit.
~av assiduously used their talents al,ld energies dur- number of moments. Man cannot think it, or meas-·
mg the last /ten or twelve years in battling for the ure any part of it, as it is not composed of parts.
cause, and fighting the good fight for Agnosticism
Astronomical propositions hav been formulated to·
and Secularism.
show the unthinkable nature of time, direction, space,.
On Monday Mr. Watts lectured at Meaford to a etc., such as this well-known one: A ship is on the·
house crowded to the doors in every part. Many equator. Its bow points exactly west, and its stern
turned away disappointed, as there was not room east. It is going ten miles an hour. A man starts:
enough to stand a dog upright on his hind legs. On at the bow and walks toward the stern. Which way
Tuesday Owen Sound was Agnosticized with an audi- is he going? First you will say east, then you will
ence as densely packed as herrings in a barrel. say, no, as the ship is moving the other way faster.
Thunders of applause gFeeted the lecturer at every But hold on! the world moves from west to east over
point. On Wednesday Walkerton was treated to a a thousan~ miles an hour. Now, which way is the
rouser. The citizens turned out en masse, and the man walkmg? You hav to think twice. But the
crowds who list~med to the lecturer displayed the t>arth whirls around the sun at a fearful rate, and the
utmost enthusiasm.
man is actually going toward the ecliptic. But the
earth, the sun, and all the worlcis and all the suns
It is now n n?~ber . of years since Selby, Aylmer, are going with unthinkable rapidity, and in unthinkand N apanee dtstmgmshed themselvs as pioneers in able direction, and no man knows which way
the work of Secularism. They inaugurated lr·ctures the san is going. All he knows is, that he is
and debates on SeculiU'ism both in the public press right here on the ship. Like the old Indian in the
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wood11, in anl'wer to the question if he were lost.,
"No; Indian no lost. Indian right here~ Wigwam
lost."·
Ou Sunday evening last, in Montreal, a reception
was given at the residence of Mr. Boaz; when a numerous company assembled to welcome Mr. Watts
to the metropolis of Canada.
The Christian clerg-y assulile a variety of roles;
among the rest, that of the cowarclly bear iu the fable of the bear and the dogs. 1El3op tells us that
·once upon a time, a long, long time ago, a bear swore
eternal friendship with a wolf. They each took a
solemn oath to the other to stand by liim and help
him to fight his battles with him, and whenever the
life of one was in danger, the other should stand by
him and fight for him to the last, and, if necessary,
die with him. They then set forth as sworn brothers,
to go through thA world and seek their fortunes.
They hadn't gone far when they were attacked in the
most determined and savage manner by three ferociou9 dogs of a gigantic size and power. The cowardly bear skulked up a tree, out of harm's way, and
left his friend, the wolf, to fight it out by himself or
get killed by the enemy, as the case might be. But
the brave wolf, with his back to the tree (in which
the bear was skulking), fought so desperately th~t
the three dogs were glad to take to their heels and
run off. When the bear had watched the dogs until
· they were safely out o: sight, he came down out of
his hiding-place, and with an air, of bullying, swaggering braggadocio, seemed to be spoiling for a fight;
he shou•ed with stentorian voice, "Where are the
doo-s? I want to fight." ·some of the Canadian
cle~gy assume the role of the cowardly, ~kulking
bear. When Watts is present they skulk like a
frightened cur with his taii between his trotters.
After they hav watched Watts safely out of sight,
they come out of their holes and hiding-places, and
lecture in reply to the man they dare not faee when
present.
Mr. Watts, during the last week, has lectured in
various Canadian cities and towns, and the Secularists
of Htmilton and Montreal hav been doing their level
best to induce the clergy to allow their champion, Dr.
Sexton, to engage in debate with the apostle of SBcularism; but no, you cannot catch them at being trlle
to their. professions by testing them in debate; it
makes them shrink into their boots with terror at the
bare idea of exhibiting their vain imaginings and
tomfooleries in the light of day, in the presence and
opposition of facts and realities. It would appear
that when the clergy got washed in the blood of the
lamb, the chemical effect was produced of whitening
theil' livers to that extent that they hav been totally
unable to screw their courage to the sticking place
(of toeing the scratch) ever since.
Turonlo, Nov. 8, 1884:.
R. B. BUTLA.ND.
Mr. Charles ·watts iectured in Montreal Nov. 21,
3d, and 4th, to large audiences, thus concluding his
present Canadian tour, which has proved most suc·
cessful in every respect. Mr. Watts has been fortunate in having such an dli0ient John the Baptist
as Dr. Sexton to prepare the way for him. In several cities he has been preceded him with his lecture on the "Follies of Atheism," and the clergy hav
been congratulating themselvs on having such an
able defender of the faith amongst them. But somehow when the question of a public debate has been
mooted, they hav found discretion the better part of
valor, a11d hav refused to allow their champion to
take up the gauntlet which has been thrqwn down
to him.
·
This policy of stifling free discussion has been the
subject of considerable discussion in the Montreal
press, and the result was that at Mr. Watts's first ]ect·
ure, every available inch of space was occupied, and
the crush was so great that the doors of the hall had
to be removed to allow those who were still outside
the opportunity of hearing the lecture.
The Montreal Times of the next day contained the
following:
" AGNOSTICISM AND ATHEISM.
"The recent lectures of Dr. Sexton on this and kindred
subjects hav evidently attracted considerable attention
amongst the thinking portion of the community, more especially ~;ince he was not permitted to eng•tge in a public debate.
Curwsity w11s also stimulated as to what kind of a man the
Freethinkers were willing to bring forward as their champion,
and as an opportunity of gratity1ng it was offered yesterday
afternoon, the Freethought Lecture Hall_was crowded to its
utmost capacity (many bemg unable to obtain admittance)
with an audience eager to hear Mr. 'Vatts's discourse on
'Agnooticism and Atheism.' J\llr. Watts is a very interesting
speaker, forcible in nrgument, earnest 11nd convincing in his
style, and thoroughly versed in all the arts of tile trained
debater. This was apparent in his replies to the two or three
gentlemen who opposed him at the close of the lecture.
Here he sl.towed himself to be a perfect master of controversy,
courteous to his opponents, yet arguing with powerful ability
and force, which readily explained why his admirers were so
anxious to arrange for a public debate with Dr. Sexton."
MR. C. B. THOMPSON, of St. Catherine's, Out., thus writes
concerning Remsburg's Cussadaga speech: "I hl!v just finished
reading 'Bible Morals.' It is a gem of the first water. It
should be put in pamphlet form, and scattered throughout the
whole of Christendom."
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Victor Laiscelle,
J Peppers,
W. L; Bow,
A. D. Emerpon,
J. C. MoDonald,

$100.00
25 00
10 00
10 00
6 00
11 00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
5 00
5.00
1.00
2 00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
10 00
1.00
.25
2 00
.50
1.00
$211.75

Total,

$1,986.75

PAID IN ADDITION TO LAST WEEK.
Samuel Bass. $1 00; DeWitt Griswold, 2.00; George Thorn,
5.00; A. G. Church, 5 00; James Beveridgfl, 1 00; Andrew
Beveridge. 100; J. T. Vitt, 2 00; John L. Frasier, 1.00; E.
Carpenter, 1 00; Ph. Ph. Hof. 2.00.
BosToN: Photius FiRk, 1.00: J. P. Mennnm, 25.00; H.
S"aver, 10 00; Jttmes H.trris, 6.00; D. E. Mayo, 11 00; Wm.
H•tyward. 100; A Friend, 1 00; Augnstnn Canney, 1 00; W. C.
Wright, 5.00; A Friend. 5.00; J. A. O'MallA:V, 5 00; Ernest
Mendnm, 5.00; D. C. Hill. 1.00; J. Verity, 2 00; T. Harrington. 1 00; J. Mank, 1 00; Jas. Rendall. 1.00; A. Smith, 5.00;
A Friend, 1.00; J. Peppers, .25; W. L. Bond, 2 00; A D.
Emerson, .50; J. C .. Macdonald, 2.00; Victor Laiscelle, 1.00.

Gleanings.
Lll3ERALS OF DELAWARE, EASTERN MARYLAND, AND VIRGINIA.MEETING AT PBILAD!!;LPHIA. PA., NOV. 30TH.
The ml\ny demands for the services of Messrs. Watts and
Putnam render it impossible for them to attend meetings in
the above-named places, until they return from their Western
tour.
Many friends hav written of their desire to aid in the good
work, realizing that the upbuilding of the National Liberal
League in one section, advances the interests of all.
N. W. Nock, of Seaside, Va, writeR:
"MR PUTNAM, Derrr Sir: I notice that Mr. Watts ani\ yourself are billed for Philttdelphit1 on the 30th. Would not that
be a proper time and place at which to assemble the Liberals
of the surrounding states, especially of Delaware, E,,stern
Mary lund, and Virginia?
I am RRtistied thut the many
Liberals living in the sections referred to would be glad to
meet you and each other and do something for the cause in
their respectiv sections. Consirler this proposition, and iC you
think well of it, let the announcement go forth at once. And
I am sure many of the earnest friends in the sta~es named
will be present.
Fraternally yours,
N. W. NocK."
This is an excellent suggestion. Let all at tend that can
possibly do so. Qonsult with Messrs. Watts and Putnam, and
arrangements can be perfected by which an impetus will he
given to the work in all the above places and the way paved
for Messrs. Watts and Putnam that insure success, ultimating
in efficient organiz,ttion, rapid growth, and consequent triumph of secularization.
THE NEWARK LEAGUE.
Last Sunilay afternoon, Charles B. Reynolds, chairman of
the Ex<>cutiv Committee of the National Ltberal League, spoke
at the Newark League's cosy rooms, on" Why I Left the Pulpit." The audience numbered about seventy-five. Political
excitement, with a poor lecture or two, has thus far kept the
attendance much below the average of ltl.st fall and winter.
Mr. Reynolds occupied some two hours in relating his religious experience the audience following him att.entivly. He
made many telling hits at the Bible and the church, which
were rounnly applauded, and kept his li ... teners in good humor
by the incidental recital of ludicrous stories. At the conclusion of his address, the audience were requested, if they had
anything to say, to ask questions, as the time for debate was
limited. One Christian gentleman fired a few interrog!ltion
points at Mr. Reynolds, which were duly straightened out by
him, and some others sought and found enlightenment. Mr.
Reynolds is a good Biblical scholar and enjoys imparting what
he knows about the holy scripturPs to others. He will lecture before the Liberal Club of New York Friday evening.
At the conclusion, a finely fmmed lithograph of the D. M.
Bennett monument was presented to the League by Mr. Alexander Jarvis who received therefor a urianitnous vote of thanks
from his fell~w.Leagners. who appreciated hi< public spirit.
Next Sunday Messrs. Watts and Putnam will be the uttraction at the League. The secretary will briefly discourse on
League matters, and Mr. Watts will lecture on "Reli!.(ious
Fanaticism, and Secular Pbllosophy." Stmilay evening Mr.
Watts will speak at the German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th
street, New York.
A SUGGESTION FROM l\!R. REYNOLDS.
One of the advantages of efficient organization of the National Liberal League will be the protection it. will afforn irs
member~; against being· victimized by chronic fraudn, dead·
beats, and ·professors (their professorship consisting in a life·
long experience, entitling them to graduate in vagabondism),

who crown tbemselvs into the l1r>mes of unsu~peating Liberals,
anrl, like leeches, are harrl to Rh .ke off.
This class are a! ways self·st.vled workers for the cause, leot.
urers, medinms, etc., and desire to hold {Ueetin~s-mere
schemes to extort money. Their meetings, when heln, dis&p·
point and disgust all reputable persons who attend, while
their conduct brings the very name of Spiritu~llst, Libernl, or
Freethinker into contempt. They are impecunious barnacles,
and should be rigidl.v ignored.
C. B. REYNOLDS, Ch. Ex. Com. N. L. L.

The Boston Meeting.
The National Liheral Lea~ue Campaign meetings
began at Paine Hall, Boston, Sunday, Nov. 9th,
afternoon and evening. An address of welcome was
made by Horace Seaver, the veteran editor of the
Jnr;estigator. Hd eloquently presented the claims of
Liberalism and the Liberal League, and the brightening prospects of the cause of science and humanity. Out of his own experience and effort of fifty
years, he told the notable incidents of Freethnu~ht
history, of those old-time heroes who accomplished
such great things in the beginning of the strug-gle.
Out of the past., rich with heroic consecrat i >n, he
prophesied the glory of the future. He only hoped
that he could liv to see the brightness of the coming day. OM thing anywtty he said he had, if nothing more, and that was the gift of continuance. A
half century givs abundant evidence of this noble
posRession. Besides thiR, however, we know that
Horace Seavet• has the gift of happy speech, of cul·
tivated reason, of supreme honesty of convict,ion, and
he will occnpy a bright and honorable place in the
history of Liberalism.
After this eloquent address, l\fr. Putnstm presented
the claims of the National League as embodying the
principle of justice and the Bpirit of comradeship.
The time had come for a vast organization of Liberals-a commonwealth of free minds and hearts
working for one great encl.
Tbe response to l\Ir. Putnam's appeal was most
generous, and $19! was contributed in a few minutes
to the treasury of the League. 1\Ir. Phot.iu'1 Fisk, a
friend to all good causes, contributed $100; J. P.
1\Iendum, $25; Horace Seaver, $10, and so on. A
more particular account of the'!e contributions will
be given next week, time forbiclding- an ampler report in this hurried Rut·vey. Mr. Watts thE>n made
one of his masterly adclresses, on "R~ligious Fanaticism and the Secular Philosophy." He showed the
reasons wl:y fanaticism was in itself wrong, ancl then
traced its history of blood and .fire wllereby it had
cursed humanity. In contrast wi~r.h this, he showed
the benelits of reason, the achievements of science,
and the nobility of man ancl this world. He demonstrated the justice of the Nine Demands; that they
were opposed to fanaticism, for fanaticism was the
fountain head of injustice; that they were based in
human rights, and were necessary to the ar!v<J.ncement of humanity, and must be insisted upon at all
hazuds. To this he consecrated his life, to this he
summoned the Liberal world.
In the evening the meeting Wfl.R continuAd. The
total amount contributed was $211 75. B Jston has
indeed grandly responded to the call of the hour, and
her encouragement pronounces succes~ on the new
work of the LAague.
l\Ir. Watts gave an address on "Agnosticiqm." As
Mr. Seaver sttid, it was one of the best lectures ever
given in Paine Hall. It was alive with logic, and
vindicated the noblest philosophical principle of human thought. It struck the key-note of Liberalism,
which is intellectual charity. Belief is one thing,
knowledge is another. Science is the source of
knowledge. Only through knowledge can the race
progress. The Agnostic does not dogmatize. He
claims no superior information. He beliP.ve > in nature. We cannot transcend the senses. Tbe supernatural is beyond our grasp. This world we realize.
Here lies our duty. Here unfolds our destiny. He
is safe who is true to his own conviction. In manhood we find victory in life or in death.
The meetings were eminently successful, and Boston has shown a noble generosity and splendid enthusiasm in the new work that lies before the Liberals
of America.

Lectures and Mcctin~s.
J. E. REMSBURG will begin a debate with the Rev. 0. C.
Rowley, at i:3tewartsville, Mo., Nov. 18th.
Dn. J. L. YoRK will Rpenk in O,tkland during November, and
in Los Angeles, El Monte, Pomona, Anaheim; Smta Ana,
Westminster, Stm Bernardino, and other points in southern
California during the winter.
E. H. HEYWOOD has called a meeting of the "Americ<tn
Labor Reform League," nt Clarentlon Hall, Snnthy, November 16Lh; three sessions daily-at lfl:::JO; at 2::~'), •tn•l 7:30 in
the eveuing. The object of the meetiuglts to help along the
good ttme when no u-;nry shall be takAn, 1mrl thA people sh1tll
h-tv free trarle, free lanrl, free mone.v, free speech, free mails.
Several speakers of ability nre advert-ised to be present.
THERE will be two Freethought lecture; in this city this week
The first is by C. B. Reynolds, at the Libeml Cltib, Friday
night. Subject, "Nationrtl Liberal League Secnlariz·<tion
Through Organiz•ttion." The seconcl will he hv Charles Watts
on Sunday evening at the LibeNI Club hall. 230 E t-It l5tl.t st.,
on "Agnosticism ancl 1\-lodern Thought'' N PXI. we~k. Thur;day evening, Nov. 20th. a gmnrl Liberal soeittlJl<l will be held
ut the satue place. Reception to the LetlgnB ofri :ers from
eight to ten, with muqic, an,1 d.mcing from ten to twel>e. Let
every Libeml in this city and vicinity try to attend and rualw
things pleasant for our guests.
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thesis I think that Humanity is. But as I do not to others, and destroying it is the same as anything:
suppose that he finds " any claims to godhood " in else that is not one's own.
There is also manifested a spirit of persons setting
Evolution, I heg him not to suppose that I find any
in Humanity. If Family, Church, State, Country, themselvs up as perfect, or nearest so of any others
are real aggregates worthy of· gratitude and respect, in existence; criticising in an uncalled-for manner all
afm·twri, Humanity is a real aggregate worthy of who do not agree with them in their particular gait
respect and gratitude. I cannot understand how the that they ride their hobby. They do not seem to
smaller aggregates can inspire us with any worthy realize that difference of opinion arises from one's
sentiment at all, whilst the fuller aggregate of the knowing more or not as much as another, which in
Family of Mankind inspires nothing but contempt either case needs only ~ explanation, and not expression that appeals only to the propensities.
and aversion.
A few words on the original idea put forth by Sir
James Stephen. "Suppose that it turns out," he
The National Liberal League.
says "there is no possible object of Religion left to
Since the foundation of our republic, Christianity
man' cannot he do very well without Religion alto- has held supreme dominion in the United S,tates, and!.
gether?" It is a view that is often secretly cherished boasts to-day of having placed the Bible in every
by the comfortable, the strong, and the selfish; but house established Sunday-schools in every neighborI am not aware that it has ever been calmly argued hood,'and churches everywhere. What is the result?'
before as a contribution to the philosophy of religion. The religious press, priests, and parsons, all acknowlIf his meanino- be that we can do without adoration edge the demoralization of our public men, who,
of any superhuman power, without believing any- trained in Sunday-schools; and to-day professed
thing to be above human science, or out of t~e ra~ge Chris"tians are yet reeking with corruption. Public·
of human life, of course I wholly agree With him. honor and integrity are openly derided as old fogyAnd if he thinks that mankind will get on very well ism, only cultivated by a few cranks and Infidels.
by means of human education, human mor_ality, and
This is pre-eminently the age of unlimited Christhe sense of practical duty to our fellow-bemgs, then tian influence, bank defalcations, thieving presidents,
he is something of an unconscious Positivist himself, and absconding cashiers and confidential clerks,
and no one will ask him to go on his knees to an ab- nearly every one of whom are pi~lars of the church,
stract notion, or to go through any imitation of Chris- bright and shining lights of the Young Men's Christian or other theological practices which he may tian Association, and superintendents or teachers of
regard as mummery. For my part, I neither desire the Sabbath-school.
nor expect that Christian charity or Christian moralAmong all the vast number of villians, robbers,
ity of any kind will be preserved. It will be enlarged and skulking or fleeing convicts, we do not find a
and solidified into human charity and human moral- single Infidel of note, or hear of one that has beity. And adopting all that Sir James has said ther~on, trayed a public trust, or even been accessory to
I claim him as speaking on my side, as he certamly crime, or a sharer of the spoils. Yet priests and parrepudiates Mr. Spencer.
.
. sons deClare that all of goodness, virtue, and truth is
But this human charity and human morahty will the outcome of Christianity; and that all that is vile,
never be established if i.he peculiar cynicism which base, degrading, infamous, and criminal is of LiberalSir James affects about the human race were ever to ism and Infidelity.
prevail. He says most truly that "love, friendship,
While professing to teach love, peace, and good
good-nature, kindness, carried to the bight of sincere will, they inci~e to envy, bitterness, dissens~on, and
and devoted affection, will always be the chief pleas- hate (even among themselvs), and try to pmson the
ure of life, whether Christianity be true or false." minds of our children against us, and the noble and
Comte himself never put it higher, and I am thinki~g pure principles of Liberalism. "_Do justice, love
of quoting this sentence as the text of my next d_ls- mercy, and endeavor to make your fellow-creatur~s
course at Newton Hall. But this will not be so. happy "-principles they declare subversiv of and m
Love, friendship, kindness, and devoted affection will direct opposition to Christianity. In the place of
not always be the chief pleasures of life if philoso- science and truth, they fill the minds of our children
phers succeed in persuading the world that the with obsolete ideas and false theories, teaching that
human race are s. set of Yahoos. Sir James also sees to be washed in blood is the one, only, sure method'
that apart from any theology whatever, the social to attain purity, gentleness, and love; that to lay
natdre-of man will itself produce "a solid, vigorous, the consequences of all mean, cruel, or criminal acts.
useful kind of motal standard;" and he goes on to on an innocent victim, is the most sublime justice;
show that this morality will hav a poetic side; ~ill that to anathematize, torture, and burn all who differ
affect the imagination and the heart by becommg with them on these points, is the most godlike magidealized, and issuing in enthusiasm as well as con- nanimity-the most exhalted Christianity; that a
viction. 0 upright Judge! 0 most learned Judge! life of benevolence, virtue, and heroic self-sacrifice
I ask no more than this. The Religion of Human- for the good of others, is to be looked upon with abity means to me this solid, vigorous, useful moral horrence-regarded as filthy rags; that to believe
standard based on the belief that sincere and devoted right-not living right-causes angels of heaven to
affection 'is the chief pleasure of life, cultivated and rejoice; and is the one only sure passpor~ to eternal
idealized till it produces enthusiasm. Only I insist glory.
that it will need the whole force of educati.Jn through
Too long hav Liberals permitted this to continue
life, all the resources which engender habits, stir the without one earnest, united, practical effort to stop
imaoination and kindle self-devotion in order to or overthrow it.
Too long hav they allowed them~
keep this spirit alive in the masses of mankind. The selvs to be misrepresented, maligned, and ostracized.
cultivated, the thoughtful, and the well-to-do_ can The hour has come to awake from this apathy and
nourish this solid moralitv in a cool, self-contamed, indifference, and let our friends and neighbors know
sub-cynical way. But to soften and puri!y the m~s~es the facts.
Having received the light, it is our
of mankind, we shall need all the passwn and faith bounden duty to let it shine upon the world.
wl:,ich are truly dignified by the name of reli~i~n
We claim to be earnestly desirous of emancipation
religious respect, religious sense of duty, rehgwus from the dominion of priestcrait, and the usurpations
behef in something vastly nobler and stronger than and tyrannical exactions and dictation of the church.
self. They will find this in the mig~t! tale of h';lman To attain it we must cease imitating these Christians,
civJiization. They will never find It m the philoso- fighting each other about metaphysical questions, and
pher's hypothesis of an Infinit Unknowable sub- organize for effectiv, agreRsiv, persistent action.
stra' um, which "cannot be presented in term_::;. of
The officers of the National Liberal League earnhuman consciousness," of which we can knownothmg estly solicit the help and co-operation of every true
and can conceive nothing. Nor do I think they will Liberal, that the League may fulfil its mission and
ever find it in the common-sense maxim that" this is become a mighty power in securing equal rights and
a very comfortable world for the prudent, the lucky, ltberty for all, regardless of religious faith or the lack
and tile strong."-Nineteenth Century.
of it. United efforts must be made to reach the people by the same agencies so effectivly used by the
Soreness.
Christians.
F1·om the Missouri Libual.
Thorou~h and efficient organization is an imperaThere seems to exist an unpleasaD.t ill will among tiv necessity. In every place where there are even
some of our Liberal papers toward each other and a few genuin Liberals, a live local League should at
every existing movement that they are not father of. once be organized. The women and children must
Sometimes whole pages are devoted to severely and, be enlisted; every member be instructed in the
it seems, unnecessarily criticising opinio_ns of others best, most judicious, and effectiv method of distributand their movements in and out of Liberal work. ing Liberal literature and obtaining subscribers for
Potent movements are made up of great n~mbers our best Liberal papers; and each local League made
moving to secure a general benefit, which _in Its turn in every respect, both social and educational, superior
benefit:; the individual as a result of umted effort. to the church and Sunday-school.
For t~is reason a general harmony is necessary to do
The officers of the National Liberaf League are
effectiv work in Liberalism and if it is lost in leaders eager, ready, willing, waiting, to do this very work.
using its organs to thrash' each other on what seem Nothing hinders but lack of funds. Dear reader,
to pe personr.l policies or opinions in regard to the how much hav you given? The organization of local
• He cR.nnot reconcile Uomte's <lelinition <"f Hnmrmit\· "r!s work or positions in it th>tt they did or did n?t ~e Leagues will help the weakly ones to stem the curlhe whole of human being~, past.. present, and future," with the eeive, and thus to a greater or less degree preJUdlC- rent of popular prejudice, Christian· ostracism, and
statement that" the word whole points out that you must not ing the friends of one against those of the other, we priestly denunciation. The lonely ones will soon
take in all men." If 1Ir. Hpencer would tal•e, some pains ~o will be losing our only object by the very lllen who cease to stand alone, for, under the judicious labors
unrlerstanc~ Cr;mte, lte wouhl see tltn.t. the l• rench "·em! 1~, ,,!Jould lead us to victory. Libera.ls hav no right to of the National Liberal League, those convinced of
•· wseml!ie; tbnt 1s to say, Hnrunmty Inclnc1es the snw ot
th .
l f .
t · t f . ·
n wa
1
lmman civilization, Lnt does not ineln<le every indiviclualrnan, /a,~
ow · e~r persona ee 1mgs o m er ei e I~ a J
Y the truth will be induced to come to the front and
who may not hav contributed at all to this enseml>le m- "sum." With the Interest of the cause generally, for It belongs unite, thus forming a nucleus around which honest
( Continued from page 72R.)

moral, intellectual, and physical natures are blended
in marvelous ways. It was never pretended by the
optimist that any man has acted uniformly on the
noblest motivs; but it has never been asserted by the
pessimist that he acts invariably on the vilest. It is
a mark of the meanest nature to refuse to acknowledge a benefit, on the ground that the benefactor
was not wholly absorbed with the wish to benefit, or
entirely aware of the extent of his benefit. For my
part, I refuse to measure out my sense of gratitude
to my human benefactors, known or unknown, by so
niggardly a rule. I trust that Raphael and Shaksoere did enjoy their work. But I love and admire
the genius in which they reveled. Humanity is rich
with gratitude to those who knew not the value of
the services they were rf'ndering, just as it is to those
whose names and services are covered in the vast
wave of time. What becomes of Patriotism, if it be
open to us to sneer out that the men who fought our
battles or made our country wanted nothing but
money or fame ? What becomes of family affection,
if a· man can tell his mother that bore him that if she
reared children it was only what cats and rabbits do?
The religion of Humanity, as we understand it, is
nothing but the idealized sum of those human feelings and duties which all decent men acknowledge
in detail and in fact. All healthy morality, as well
as all sound philosophy, show us that the sum total
of all this mass of life is good, and is tending toward
better. As Mr. Spencer admits, civilized society as
a whole must command "admiration and gratitude "
somewhere. This being so, the sneers of philosophers and cynics may be left out of sight. I shall
not follow :Mr. Spencer in the wails of Lis jeremiade
over the folly and wickedness of his contemporaries.
1\llllions, he says, still go to church and chapel, instead of Studying Evolution and Differentiation, or
praying to the Unknowable at home. At Eaton and
Hurow boys are taught to make Latin verses, and
not the genesis of species. The House of Commons
will not let l\Ir. Bradlaugh take his seat; and many
still admire Lord Beaconsfield. Many people were
sorry when young Bonaparte was killed by the
Zq.lus; and they gave a dinner to Hobart Pasha. At
a dmner in France, the "army" was given as a toast.
Aml German students will fight duels. And for
tllese reasons Mr. Herbert Spencer has a great contempt for his species. llisurn feneal/8, amici? I must
tre~t this as a mere outburst of ill-bumor.
We all
know that there is folly, vice, and misery enough in
the world-and for that reason all absolute "worship"
of anyone or anything is out of the question.
Strangely enough, lilr. Spencer, who finds this folly
aud vice precludfl him from any respect for Humanity, does not see that it oug~t also to bar any "veneration and gratitude" to the Unknowable; to which
he a~cribes the honor of producing civilized society,
in spitfl of all its shortcomings. For my part I am
not to be shaken in mv belief that the sum of civil
iz9d society is n:latin.ly worthy of honor, by such
melancholy facts as that l\1r. Bradlaugb cannot get
Lis seat, and tllat German st udentR slit each others'
noses.
Mr. Spencer raises a great difficult_y over the fact
that there are and hav been very evil peopliein tbe
world, who cannot be included in the Humanity
which we are to honor.* And he asks why they are
excluded from the notion. No one has worked out
the organic unity and life of the Human Organism
more clearly than J\:Ir. Spencer himself. When WA
think and speak of that organiFm, we think and
speak uf those organs and elements which share in
its organic hfe, aud not of the exerescene.es, maladies,
or excrement, so to speak, which bas finally eliminated. Men hav a warm regard for their family,
though there way be a blackguard in it, for whom
they hav no regard at all.
They feel loyalty to
thell' profession or their party, though they know that
it couut.s not a Jew black sheep. And patriotism is
quite possible towards our countrymen past and present, though some of the worst men in history hav
been amongst them. We are justly proud of our
English race; but when we splll!~:tk if its achievements
we are not including in our honor King John, Guy
Fawkes, and Titus Oates. If the existence of a minority of evil men makes it impossible to thiuk of
Humanity as a whole, or to honor it as a whole, the
~arne argument would make it impossible to think
of country as .a whole, or to honor it as a whole.
~nd. t.L!Is applies, also to what Mr. Spencer calls
Cl VILzerl somet~.
Tl.le analugie::; of Humanity_ are to be found with
f'·iCh rumor aggregates ur e!vtllzecl su~.·Je!y as. Fam1ly,
t .tmrcll, State, Couut.ry.
It llatl no ~tnalogy at all
w tth God or divmity iu any form. 'Vben Mr. SpenCBr SaJS tuat we "cle·fy" Humauity, it would be as
just to .say tlJat he deities Evolution. He thinks that
.Evolutwn IS the key of our wentttl and mornl Syn-
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hearts can rally, until the little few shall become the I hav found logical, frank, and courageous enough to conduct throughout his life compelled him to say at
powerful many, and instead of misrepresentation demand this. He says that private property is the its close, 'All is vanity and vexation of spirit,' is wise,
and ostracism, Liberals shall be respected and be- root and cause of most crimes, and must be prohib- I think otherwise." "He may not hav been wise ac.ited. Why, your prohibition is a little, sickly, puny, cording to your idea of wisdom, but he was a wise
loved.
It is alike to the interest, as well as the duty, of all woe-begone-looking angel when you stand it in. the man." With that he took his hat, and when he
to do what they can to sustain the League. If all do light beside Mr. Longley's lusty, vigorous imp of reached the door of the hall, he turned toward the
this ample funds will be provided. In union is tyranny. And he says more than this. He says that rostrum and said, " I could reply to all you hav said
stre~gth. Let each and all honest hearts unite in liquor-selling and intemperance are only secondary, if I had time." Of course he had no time.•
There is a marked difference between the average
one earnest, self-sacrificing effort, and success beyond that the desire for gain is We cause of man engaging
our fondest anticipations w•ll result. Send at once; in that nefarious business of salooning, and that in- intellectual condition of the farmers and the tradessend by draft, express, or post-office order payable to temperance can be destroyed only by the abolition men of Texas. Homes by the hundred are without
S. P. Putnam, Secretary National Liberal League, of private ownership, thus taking away the desire for books or papers of any kind. The Baptist and
gain. What do you think of that? Dare you thus Methodist churches-the strongest in the state-are
55 East 9th street, New York.
follow your principles to their logical outcome? Here, fortified numerically by this class. The ignorance
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS,
Chairman Ex. Com. National Liberal League. . indeed, is where your " deeming " ends, in so far as and the piety of these people render their condition
property is concerned. And the perversion of the deplorable. When crops are threatened with a
love faculty, and h!)redity weaknesses, must be dealt drouth (as has been the case this year). they assemThe Hill Difficulty,
Or the difficulty with Mr. Hill, is that, like most with in a similar radi,.al manner, if law and suppres- ble together and call upon the Lord to giv them rain.
other Prohibitionists, he refuses to notice the facts sion are the means through which humanity is to be No more certain proof of intellectual mertiocrity can
and arguments of his opponents; refuses to be im- disenthralled, purified, and perfected. But they are be adduced than that. The state being- Democratic,
partial and consistent in his search after the causes not the means. Only through greater liberty, not the principal excitement caused by the coming election is concerning local politics. They are sure that
less, will the condition of our race be bettered.
of crime and the remedies therefor.
Communists of the Longley school are the only Texas is a unit for Cleveland.
"Narrow-minded ness" is rich, coming from a
As in other states and countries, the power and
Prohibitionist, but how the charge against me can be consistent Prohibitionists in the land, and the day is
made t11 "consist" with, "Freetlrought cpnsists not swiftly approaching when men of Mr. Hill's half-way bulk of Liberalism in Texas a.re in the cities. The
in all acting alike, but in universal mental liberty ideas and methods will hav to choose between us who facilities for mental and social improvement are far
concerning rum, religion, or anything else," it re- stand- for the complete liberty of the individual, and greater than in the agricultural districts, and there
is a corresponding higher ambition among the rising
mains to be seen. That would be my definition of Longley & Co., who stand for none at all.
generation of the towns. My facilities for knowing
E.
c.
WALKER.
Freethought, and it is utterly incompatible with Prothe truth may hav been very imperfect, but it is a
hibition. Most assuredly, Freethought does not conrarity to find younc; men witiJ even a smattering of
J.
L.
Andrew.
sist "in all acting alike," but prohibition does consist in all acting alike, or rather in trying to make all
To THE EDITOR · OF ·THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I useful scientific knowledge. This may seem strange,
act· alike; and from Mr. Hill's own argument the should hav sent you brief accounts of iny work long when Texas is renowned for a remarkably good
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will perceive how irrec- before this, but the limited spare time at my dispo~al school system and an almost exhaustless school fund.
oncilable Freethought and prohibition are, and that has prevented me. Since I last wrote I hav deliv- But the great defect is in the proper application of
in the first two paragraphs of the article in which he ered a few lectures in Illinois and Kentucky. For what resources are supplied by st.at.e power. I will
started out to' prove my "narrow-mindedness," in the last month I hav been in Texas, and liav given relate a circumstance that occurred not long ago,
asserting that "no man who accepts the fundamental up to this date thirteen lectureE'. At N orsP, I deliv- when a teacher was examined to test his ability. to
principles of Freethought, knowing what it is that he ered two; at Heidenheimer, five; at Salado, five; and teach. "Do you teach that the earth is round or
accepts, can be a Prohibitionist," he demonstrates at Fort Worth, one. at the Opera House, on Sunday flat?" "That depends on whether it is required to
hav it taught to your children. If you wish to hav
the absolute correctness of my proposition.
night. Although Fort Worth has a population of
Mr. Hill makes no point whatever in his talk about upward of twenty thousand, with the exception of it flat, I will teach them so; and if you wish it round,
"barn burning," etc. It is a question of private wel- one or two lectures delivered by Mr. Shaw, of Waco, I will teach them that is round. But my opinion is
fare, not of "public welfare." If a man having a the lecture I gave was the first Liberal address ever that it is flat."
Another circumstance recently occurred which
building next his (Mr. Hill's), set it on fire, he puts delivered in the city.. An audience numbering
Mr. Hill's property in danger, and that gentleman nearly two hundred assembled to hear the lecture. illustrates the present cause of the inefficieny of the
has a claim against him, but he has no right to pre- From what I hav been reliably informed, that would school system. A Freethinker was engaged to teach
vent him building there for fear that he may some- be a fair audience if equally divided among three or a certain school in the northern part of the state, and
time set his building on fire and thus endanger his four churches. '!'here had been a heavy rain the day bsfore the term commenced he was asked whether or
property. If all men who build barns set them on before, rendering the streets very muddy; otherwise not he believed in hell. He said he did not, and
that becoming noised abroad, tlle directors of the
fire, the argument would assume another aspect. If there would probably hav beeB no~ le~s than five school
officially informed him that he was not wanted.
all men who drink committed crimes, that would put hund~ed, p_ersons present.. The notiCe m the Jl~xt When asked for the reason, they replied that no
prohibition upon a snlid basis in justice. But they mormng s Issue. of the Dmly Gazette (a ?0 PY of wbwh, man could teach their children who did not believe
may commit crimes, you say? So every man may I forward you) IS one of the most complimentary ever · f t
·shment
.
L"b l l t
A th t
. In u ure pum
.
set his barn on fire, especially if it is insured. To given
t? any I era. ec urer.
s
a paper IS
But Liberalism will save Texas. And from the
lesson the risk to your property from your neighbor's proverb~alJy conse.rvatlv, and le~ns strongl;r to ~he unpolished masses of this and other st11tes will rise
incendiarism, you had better stir around and get a church, Its e~logy IS the more ~ehable.. Besides, hke a nation worthy-of the cause of freedom.
law passed forbidding insurance on barns. See?
all ot~er notiCes ?f.the press m relatwn_to my lectFort Scott, Kan.
J. L. ANDREW.
· "And if one thing deemed to be against the pub- ures, It was unsohmted.
lic welfare can be rightfully prohibited, it follows
The great commercial drawback in Texas this year
that all things so deemed can be treated likewise," is the deficient cotton crop, caused by long drouth.
Do We Admit lt ~
solemnly asseverates Mr. Hill. Ex:actly, but who is But the people are as industrious-although in rural
When I write a note, or a letter, or other articlP,
going to do all this "deeming?" Is there to be no districts very ignorant-as are the citizem of any other or communication, dated, for instance, Oct. 28, 1884,
limit to the public control of the individual? Is state. Enterprise-the unswerving determination it is claimed by m.Y opponent that I admit that Jesus
there to be no rule of right which shall determin how to push business-is truly characteristicl,of every Christ was born 1884 years ago. and that I also adfar the majority is to go in the" deeming" business? town I hav visited.
·
mit that the world commenced to liv in its true sense
Or is this God of Mr. Hill's omnipotent?,
I hav made the acquaintance of Dr. L. J. Russell, at the time that Jesus was sent into the world.•
Mr. Hill, in common with t.be rest of the sumptua- of Heidenheimer, who was severely whipped, and Which I deny. While I admit that in all such matrists, claims to be in pursuit of the causes of crime, narrowly escaped with his life, a few years ago by ter it is necessary to confor:n to the uRages and cusand having found them, he wants to remove them at ignorant Christian bigots. The reason for their se- toms of a long accepted idea in order to be un~er
once. But is he in earnest in that search ? Does lecting Dr. Russell for a victim was because he was stood, I claim that, in consequence of the tyranniCal
he mean what he says? If he does, why does he so the most intelligent and most influential Freethinker rule of the Catholic churcil for S'l many hundreds of
persistently ignore facts? There are innumerable in tbat county, and because he defended the Liberals years and the birth of Jesus having been taught for
causes of crime, chief among which are bad heredity, and their cause against the slanderous report of as m~ny years as the greatest event of. the wor!d's
avarice, perversions of the love faculty, and alcoholic Christian piety. Several debates had prev!ously been existence, and never having been pub!JCly deme~,
intemperance. I hav repeatedly called the aHention held by the doctor and some Christian ministers, and we, without an admission or denial, simply accept It
of prohibitionists to these various causes of crime. t!Je assurance that their cause was rendered weak by as ws accept the starting-point of any other calculamany times in these columns,and asked them to ap- open controversy excited their most malicious feel- tion. We accept the idea that 24 hours make 1 ·
ply their logic impartially to all, just as I now ask ings.
day, or 16 ounces mak6 1 pouud, from the ~arne
Mr. Hill to do. But tuey remain as silent as the
A fair sample of ministerial intelligence and man- reason that the long established custom makes I~ so.
grave. They know better than to grapple with the hood happened at the close of the last lecture that I The historian neceAsarily is obliged to hav a startmgquestion seriously.
delivered at Salado. A Christian (Campbellite) min- point, and the alleged data of the birth of Jesus,
Take avarice, for instance. Leaving out of account ister was in attendance, and as soon as the lecture according to the only existing book for hundreds of
for the present the enormous rol•berieA by govern- was over, he rose very solemnly and said: "I wish to years prior to civili:;,J:ttion, furnishes him :late from
ment and government officials, see the immense mul- make a few remarks." I then took my seat and which to make himself undenltood. '\Ve would get
titude of crimes, murders, robberies, cases of arson, patiently listened to what he would say. "It is gen- just as much time to liv if GO hours made 1 day, or
embezzlement, etc., to which it incites. "Three in- erally admitted," he said, "that Solomon was one of just as much butter for 2::> cents, if 100 ounces made
nocent people" stabbed "in the public street," says the wisest of men." He then paused for a moment '1 pound.
W. H. PENFIELD.
Mr. Hill, therefore suppress the sale of intoxica:1ts. as if he expected me to assent to what he said. Of
Well, here is a bank failure produced by the em- course I did nothing of the kind. He again proThe Ninety an<l Sine.
bezzlement of large sums by its officers. Hundreds ceeded, " Solomon said, 'Seest thou a man wise in
There are ninety anrl nine that liv ancl die
of poor people lose all the savings of years. Some of his own conceit! There is more hope of a fool than
In waut and hnng~r anrl cold,
them commit suicide. All are on the verge of desti- of him ! Thrw ort the man !' " with a long, arrogant
·'.rllat one may revel in luxury
tution. Three men in whom avarice dominates all bow. I was rather surprised at the brevity and
· And be lapped in its silken fold;
The ninety and nine in tlleir hovels bare,
else enter a house at night and mangle, and finally curtness of his reply, and gave the following reThe one iii a palace, with riches mro.
murder, two old ladies for a few dollars, which they sponse: " I thank you for the extreme gentlemanThny
toil in thA fields, the ninety and nine,
had. To apply your own question, Mr. Hill, Do not liness and courtesy of your remarks. I am fully
For the fruits of our mother earth ;
these crimes "giv a just claim for protection against persuaded that you are a Christian, for such lanThey dip; ancl 'lelve in the dusky mine,
the property nuisance?" For what is avarice? Tbe guage as you hav just uttered is never used by
And bring its treasnres fnrtll ;
desire for private gain, private property. ThAn the any Freethinker, and we all treat it with the
An<l the wea\Lll released by their Rturrly blows
To the hantls·of tile one forevm· 1\ows.
institution of private property is the cause of these aw- contempt it deserves. But when you claim that
ful crimes, is it not? vVhy,-then, as you are hunting for Solomon was a wise man, I am compelled to disagree
From thR swent of their brows the desert blooms,
AI)(\ the fnr%t before them falls;
causes of crimes, don't you institute a crusade against with you.'' "Well, what is wisdom?" he asked. "The
Their illbor has lmilrk<l hnmhle howe~,
prtvate property? Strike at the root of the evil, my application of knowledge to the genern.l affairs of life,"
Anrl cili•:'; •.vith lofty IHllis;
boy. Your fellow-prohibitionist, Mr. Alcand r Long- I replied. "And if you think that a man with a.
Ant! the nJl<'. ,,wns city, homes. ancllrmrls,
ley, of the Commun1:st, is the only one of you all whom thottsand wives ifl wise, if you think that a man whose ·
\ud the ninrr y <lllll nine hav empty hanrls.
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does), and, also, that they know the manner in which
its worship was conducted. But from his letter one
would think that Mr. Anthony sees nothing harmFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
ful in the expression of this particular form of religious fanaticism, which position can be sustained only
Editor.
E. M. MACDONALD,
by proving one of two things: Either (1) that the
Business Manager.
0. P. SoMERBY,
rites of phallicism were not obscene orgies, or (2)
PUBLISHED BY
that obscene orgies are not harmful. We will devote
THE TB UTH SEE K.EB OOMPANY.
a few paragraphs, in as cleanly a manner as possible,
33 Cllutou Place, .New York.
to the consideration of the subject.
First, we will quote from Johnson's Cyclopedia,
about as fair a book of reference as we hav. It finds
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
the origin of phallic worship to hav been "the adoration of the reproductiv and regenerativ powers of
Addr~s all Communications ro THE TRUTH BEEKER COMnature,
represented after a time by the phallus, or
pANY. Ma!a All Drafts, C!Mcks, and Postal Ord&rs payable ro
male generativ organ, or in. some instances by a
OHABLEB P. BOMERBY.
straight column or by the pistil of a flower, as in
Kissing the Rod.
India at the present day. This worship, whatever of
The clergymen of this state, in the campaign just
- NOVEMBER 15, 1884.
SATURDAY, •
symbolism it may hav had at first, rapidly became a
closed, covered themselvs with glory, but succeeded
most corrupt and intolerable practice. . It prevailed in
in defeating the grand old party, to which, because
Frederic Harrison's Paper.
India (as at present), in Chaldea, Egypt, Syria,
it had been victorious hitherto, they acknowledged
Phrygia, Greece, and Rome, as in later days among
We· do not remember ever having seen a more
their allegiance. These clerical gentlemen flooded
some of the American savages, notably th'e Seminoles
eloquent defense of a clearer general statement of
the country with obscene literature, slandered candiwhat Positivism is than that we print this week from dates without stint, and while ostensibly working for of Florida. The forms which this abomination asthe Nineteenth Century from the pe~ of. Frederic morality, did more to corrupt the public mind than sumed were innumerable. Dionysus, Hermes, Venus,
Priapus, Pan, Isis, and other gods were worshiped at
Harrison, the Newton Hall. lecturer, m
. h1s freply to all th e l't
I erat ure th a t Coms t ock h as b een abl e t o supRome
by phallic symbolism."
Mr. Herbert Spencer. His paper
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for others as 'well as for self, the space it occupies will
. In according letter from an old and respected friend:
hav been well used.
ance with the weakness of human nature, there are
"CoLETA, ILL., Oct. 28, 1884.
many who consider it right to pay their devotions to
The League Campaign.
"To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: If an ancient the thing ·itself rather than to an abstraction.
people worshiped the male sexual organ, symbolized now by
Now that the national campaign is over, the people the cross, as the source of life, what was the harm? Why say, The ceremonies are mostly gone through in a mixed
hav time to pay attention to other matters than the as is said in the issue of Oct. 25th, it was 'barbaric worship,' society, the Sa.cti being personified by a naked fepresidential canvass. The League officers hav taken and that it was ' disgusting?' In commenting on Beecher's male, to whom meat and wine are offered and then
the field, with the intention of remaining steadily at statement, could it not hav been cleanly and clearly stated distributed amongst the company. These eat . and
work till the hot months of next summer. They wish what was the origin of the cross without unwarrantably con- drink alternately with gesticulations and mantras
demning that origin as bad, as obscene?
[monosyllabic prayers or incantations J; and when
to visit as many places as possible, holding a. meeting
"Clearly THE TRUTH SEEKER is such only in name; it is not a
every night, and two on Sunday when practicable. wise teacher, and as far as it is now edited, people will ever the religious part of the business is over, the males
Messrs. Watts and Putnam will travel together, form- miss the light and truth they stand in need of. Please discon- and females rush together and indulge in a wild
orgy." "What is most lamentably ludicrous," adds
ing Leagues and teaching Freethought, and Mr. C. tinue the copy to me at the close of the present year.
"JOSEPH ANTHONY."
the imprisoned author, "about the sacred Sactian
B. Reynolds, the energetic chairman of the Executiv
What was the harm of worshiping the phallus? orgies of feasting, drinking, and copulating is that
Committee, will go wherever his services are required
The answer must depend upon the definition of harm. when the veins are 'full of rich blood from the baneither for lecturing or organization.
During November Messrs. Watts and Putnam are If it is not harmful to indulge in obscene and beastly quet,' and the actors urged to do whatever desire
engaged at Newark, Stamford, Albany, and Phila- orgies in the name of religion, then there was_no more dictates, they are never to be so carried away by
delphia. They would like to obtain encouragement harm in the phallic worship than in any other super- their zeal as to neglect the holy prayers appropriate
to visit smaller places and speak week-day evenings. stition. But we regard all superstitions as harmful- to every stage of the liturgy for the occasion. For
In December they are engaged to attend the Sala- the phallic as well as the Christian, Mohammedan, and instance, they hav special prayers prescribed for
manca and the Toronto conventions, after which they Mormon. We said that phallicism was barbaric and their use, (1) when the parts are to be purified prior
will go west to Rochester, Pittsburgh, Altoona, Alii- disgusting because we chose to tell rather than con-. to proceeding to extremities, (2) when they are introa ,ce, Salem, Grand Rapids, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas ceal the truth. It is supposed that Freethinkers duced to each other, (3) in the agitation which folC:tty, St. Louis, etc. They desire us to ask all the know the origin of the cross (certainly Mr. Anthon1 lows, and (4) when the ceremony is completed l
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Liberal friends who can arrange for lectures in their
respectiv towns to communicate at once with Mr. Putnam, that the long route may be economically laid
out as to time and traveling expenses.
Although the campaign upon which our League
officers are now entering will not convulse t.he country as the political canvass just closed, yet the principles they set out to uphold are more important than
any advanced by either the Democratic or Republican
sl andard bearers. They affect the very foundations of
our republic; upon our officers' and their successors's
success depend the permanence and purity of our
free institutions. It is, we hold, the bounden duty
of every Freethinker and of every patriot to extend
to them all the aid and encouragement in his power.
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Everything is done, as our Ritualists would apostolically say, 'decently and in order."'
But we hav pursued this subject far enough.
Volumes hav been written upon Phallism, explaining
it, condemning it, or apologizing for it, tracing its
connection with and influence upon modern superstitions, but all agree that however " pure " it may
hav been in its inception, it very quickly degener·
ated into disgusting practices. That these practices
were not harmful, as Mr. Anthony seems .disposed to
maintain, is preposterous. Vice is always injurious,
physically and mentally, and indulgence in it is not
any the less injurious when done in the name of
religion. We do not care to argue Mr. Anthony's
implied statement that obscene orgies are not harmful. There ·are a few things in the world we regard
as settled, and that is one of them.
But what an inconsistent truth seeker our friend
is l Becau!:!e we implied a truth that conflicts with
his notions, he does his best to break us down. So
far as his power goes, he intends to suppress the
medium that brought him the distasteful intelligence.
Is that his Freethought? Is that his Liberalism?
Knowledge is necessary to the acquisition of wisd:::m.
Our knowledge of phallism se~ms to be superior
to that of Mr. Anthony. We told the truth. Which,
then, is the wiser teacher, he or THE ~RUTH SEEKER?
And which more likely to giv the people "the light
and truth they stand in need of?" We can -discon-tinue THE TRUTH SEEKER to Mr. Anthony. We wish
we could at the same time take away his narrowness
and destroy his bigotry.

Missionaries Needed in Montreal.
Freethought teachers are urgently required in
Montreal, if freedom of speech is desired in that city.
For a most disgraceful acene occurred there on the
evening of the 5th inst. "Father" Ohiniquy, the expriest, attempted to l!wture in Russell Hall, but he
was driven from the platform by a howling mob of
Catholics, and his life was imperilled by flying glass
and stones. The hall was packed by the lecturer's
opponents, who stood on the seats and window-sills,
howling derisivly whenever the lecturer attempted to
make himself heard. There was a strong police force
present in anticipation of trouble, but it was unable
to preserve order. The lecturer appealed to the
police to clear the hall, which they finally aceomplished. A few of Chiniquy's friends remained with
a view of protecting him. The riotous proceedings
broke out afresh, the mob throwing stones through
the windows and - causing considerable damage.
·Several of those in the building were iiJjured, and to
prevent further assault the lights were turned out.
The crowd, not beiiJg able to see the inmates, then
contented theinselvs with firing at random, and
threatening to kill Father Chiniquy. Carriages were
summoned, and while the police beat back the crowd
with their batons, the lecturer and his friends entered them and were rapidly driven off. No arrests
were made, the police pretending to be unable to deteet the parties engaged in the stone-throwing.
Chiniquy is an ex-priest who is going round exposing the moral rottenness and murderous tyranny
of the Catholic church. For this he has been several
times publicly assaulted by the minions of popery,
and narrowly escaped with his life. The priests who
remain in the church hate him bitterly, more bitterly
H
even than they do Freethought lecturers.
e is exposing their secrets, acquainting the people with the
means used by them to keep themselvs in place. He
is, therefore, a very dangerous man to hav at large,
and did they dare, or could they compass his death
without detection, they soon would hav him under
the sod.
Catholicism is a standing menace to the peace of
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are glad to know that the comparahvly few Freethmkera in the provinces are awake to the necessities of the
times, and determined ·to organize in a manner euffic1ently strong to be able to thwart the church should
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No, We Didn't

Tak~

On Butler.

From Pit!&burgh Truth.

On October 4th we beheld Man and the New York
TRUTH SEEKER united. The consolidation, we are
told, was brought about after a "general Liberal
counseling to merge M,n with some other paper,
and thus make one thriftier blade of journalism where
two struggling ones grew before." While we hav
many reasons to regret the death of llfan, we are glad
to know that its "immortality" will occasionally

mater alize. Under the circumstances we consider
the union a good journalistic move, and wisn our
highly esteemed TRUTH SEEKER double success in the
future. We presume Butler was merged too.

Editorial Notes.
JusT to giv Talmage a dose of his own medicin, we quote
his recent arraignment of Infidelity, substituting Christianity
where he said In·fidellty:
"Ah! Chri<tianity, stand up and take thy sentence! In the
presence of God, and angels, and men, stand up, thou monster, thy lip blasted with blasphemy, thy cheek scarred with
lust, thy breath foul with the corruption of the ages ! Staud
up, Satyr, filthy goat, buzzard of the nations, leper of the centuries ! Stand up, thou monster Christianity ! Part man,
part panther, part reptil, part dragon, stand up and take thy
sentence! Thy hands red with the blood in which thou hast
washed; thy feet crimson with the human gore through which
thou hast waded, stand up and take thy sentence ! Down
with thee to the pit, and sup on the sobs and groans of families
thou hast blasted, and roll on the bed of knives which thou
hast sharpened for others, and let thy music be the everlasting
miserere of those whom thou hast damned! I branrl the forehead of Christianity with all the crimes of self-immolation for
the last century on the part of those who had their reason."
If an Infidel had said this as it stands now, what a howl
would hav gone up from the Christian pulpit. And it fits
Christianity very closely, while not a word is applicable to Infidelity.
REv. Dn. CuRRY recently said: "Our people do not see as
they should that the principles of Christianity must enter into
statesmanship. In our protest against the union of church
and state we hav fallen into the error of separating Christianity from these great principles. The most remarkable
·exhibit of the appliance of Christian principles is, of course,
in Gladstone. He has the courage to stand_ up in the House
of Commons and say that a certain course of action is wrong
because it is in opposition to Christianity. Irr that particular,
Senator Joseph E. Brown stands by Gladstone. He does in
the Unite\1 States Senate just that. He bases his action upon
the Bible as the word of God, and appeals to it not simply as
authoritativ, but as conclusiv of the whole question. Although this a Christian country (so-called), very few of our
public men hav the courage or disposition to do as Gladstone
and Brown do in .this regard." en a tor Brown is one ·of the
lessees of the prison gangs of Georgia, and as he is, is responsible for the continuance of the brutal system of management
of negro convicts. His Christianity is shown by his deeds.
His creed for the Senate is one thing; his creed for the convict
another. The church is responsible for such infamies as are
perpetrated in Georgia by Christian statesmen in the name of
law.
- THE Freethinkers of Melbourne, Australia, led by the_ intrepid Joseph Symes, hav won the right to hold meeting~ on
Sundays and charge admissions. Under the old theater
license act, this privilege had been denied, and the meetings
had either to be discontinued or supported entirely by contributions, which method made the burden heavy on a few. This
victory is a sore blow to the bigots of the churches, who had
relied on this act to prevent the teaching on Sunday of Atheism, and their organs are casting about for another weapon.
One, the D<1ily Ttlegraph, says thnt Sunday trading laws are
~till in force, and calls upon the police to use them against
Mr. Symes and his friends. To this the editor of the Libel·af,)r
retorts: "Well, we do not object, if all are treated alike. Let
us hav the same sauce for goose and gander. The Diil.l/ T,legraph, of course, does not receive any telegrams during Sunday; never gets matter ready on Sunday for Monday's issue;
never is a leader written for that godly paper on Sunday, to
appear next morning; nobody lights the fire or gets the engin
ready to print Monday's issue until the holy Sabbath is past,
of course; no reporter ever reports a Sunrlay sermon or teeture or a railway accident for the Daily 1tlegraph; and the
thought of the paper never enters the editor"s devout brain on
a Sunday! The utter hypocrisy of Sabbath observance
amongst English and colonial people cannot be surpassed.
Stitt, we hope the taws against Sunday trading will be enforced. We do not mind being made the first victims. Let
the bigots try. We want to see the Sunday free, and the musenms, etc., open to the poor on that day; we wish to see
other places of amusements open to the public as well as
churches and chapels. And the revival of the Sunday trading
taws would do more to destroy the puritanical restrictions upon
people"s actions than anything else we could suggest-except
popular common sense. We hope the police will be egged on
to do their worst."
THE scholars of the church are digging away its foundationa. Rev. Dr. Edwin A. Abbott, of England, has published
a work entitled, "The Common Tradition of the Synoptic
Gospels in the Text of the Revised Version." Dr. Abbott finds
in the narrativ of Mark indications of personal knowledge of
the facts he relates. He holds that there was an early tradition which Mark embodies wholly in his gospel, while Matthew and Luke only borrow part of it. He concludes that
nothing belongs to the body of the original gospel" tradition"
which is not to be found in the gospel of Mark. Dr. Abbott
does not claim inspiration in the evangelical sense. "When
we were children,'" he says, "we could not stop short of desiring to believe that the whole of the letter of the Bible was
absolutely true. . . . Now we must be content to accept
part." The Sunday-school Times considers the book unfit for
popular use on account of its naturalistic tendencies and its
lack of any real recognition of the divine element in scripture.
It then turns to the printed text of the "tradition" and says:
"The first lack we notice in the account is that of the miraculous birth of our Lord. . . Mark givs no account of the
birth of Christ, and therefOI"e, on Dr. Abbotfs theory, the
story of the nativity formed no part of the original 'tradition.'
In the same way the narrativ of the resurrection is reduced
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(Mark xvi, 9-2) being omitted as not forming pttrt of the orig.
ina! text of the gospel) to the appearance of the angels, and
the announcement that Christ had risen. These are certainly
extraordinary results, and alone they would be sufficient to
justify dou~t of the validity of Dr. Abbott's method of reading the original 'tradition.' . . . If criticism has made
anything probable, it is this, that the supposed original draft,
ortll or written, is irrecovemble, and that it may hav contained
much th,<t does not appetlr in Mt~rk or any other single gospel,
while much of it may be included in all three evtlngelists in
wholly divergent phraqeology." This cautious admission does
away with the sanctity oE the four gospel~. The "tradition,"
it is admitted, may hav been oral, in which case it was color~d
by every man who repeated it, and its actual character is now
unknown. The Essenes, to whom Christ belonged. were a
despised sect of Christians. Aryan Christianity, which sprung
from them, held Christ to be a man only. They had no necessity for miraculous birth, or for a resurrection against the
laws of nature. The myths of the gospels were invented by
other men. Whatever literature they had was heretical, and,
in accordance with the rule of the church, was destroyed, and
the Aryans declared and punished as heretics., Whether
Christ disparaged learning or not, his professed followers did,
and in the name of the cross they burnt heretics and heretical books. Hence the life of Christ, and the history of the
early church, i:~ almost a blank. Hence Christian scholars are
compelled to admit that the hi~torical basis of their religion is
irrecoverably gone. From this they shrink. To be honest,
they must admit that their gospels are the work of men, that
they do not tell one and the same story, that they ha v no certain fpundtltion; that if they abtlndon the miraculous, their
Christ is convicted of being but a man, whose words as ~poken
are irrecovernbly lost. No wonder they warn the public that
Dr_ Abbott's book is dangerous, and unfit for popular use. A
few centuries ago it would hav been burnt by the common
hangman, and its author compelled to recant or perish at the
stake.

George Chainey's Lecture at Paine Hall.
From the Invesligato1·.

Last Sunday afternoon Mr. Georg-e Chainey lectured on this subject: "How and Why I Became a
Spiritualist. Will also reply to his critics."
The hall was well filled; admittance ten cents; and
the singing, which was very good, was the best part
of the meeting, for the lecture was a mixture of various things, including copious quotations from
Shakspere-the whole delivered in a ministerial tone
and manner. His religions experience as a l\1ethodist and Unitarian was first given, and as they proved
unsatisfactory to him he drifted into l\Iaterialism,
which, not being sufficiently constructiv, progressiv,
and reformatory to meet the rlemands of his ent,husiasm, he got discouragod and abandoned it. Afterwards, at Horticultural Hall, he tried his hand a~
Ethicalism, and that, too, proved a failure.
In this uneasy and forlorn frame of mind (quoting
from Hamlet, "How weary, stale, fl11t, and unprofitable seem to me all the uses of this world!" etc.),
almost deciding to become a tragedian, for which
business he thought he was fitted, he strayed into
the Cassadaga Spiritud camp-meeting, more from
curiosity than any other motiv. But unex~;>ectedly,
when there, he saw some writing on slates, together
with clairvoyance, materializations, and in the night
felt little hands, soft as velvet, tenderly caressing his
face, and then a luminous light sti·eamed through his
brain. It was enough. Conviction followed instantaneously; and this was how and why he became a
Spiritualist.
Speaking of his critics, he said they had abused
him shamefully, but as he called them a set of illiberal bigots, ignoramuses, and "slop-buckets,'" perhaps he got even with them in the line of retaliation.
We are not aware, however, that ally Liberals hav
abused him, or tried to prevent him from leaving
their ranks, or feel any enmity at his apostasy or
conversion, provided he is sure that he is on the
right track now and will stay there, for Spiritualism
is the next best thing to 1\Iateria\ism.
'We hav listened to Mr. Chainey in former years
when we thought he did ve1y well, and bav praised
him as he deserved. But la~:~t Sunday be appeared
to us to be decidedly weak, as if, like some other
new mediums, his conditions were not favorable.
His evidence for Spiritualism was as feeble as his
allusions to his critics were uncandid and uncivil,
for he made most abusiv ·assertions against them
which we know are incorrect. For example, he said
our discussion meeting (meaning the Liberal Club)
is merely an arena for personal quarreling. This
was said ignorantly or wilfully, for we never knew
him to attend even one of itR discus9ions during the
two years that he livad in the city. He is not, therefori', a competent judge of what they are.
He also made another wild assertion, that we here
mention, because what is said in a public meeting
may be alluded to in a public paper. He stated that
he had been told repeatedly by Colonel Ingersoll
that he (the colonel) was sick of lecturing- on Liberalism, and that he would not giv another lecture were
it not that he wanted money l We do not believe
that Colonel Ingersoll, the honored and sincere preside'lt of the National Liberal League, is a man of
this hypocritical und mercenary stamp, and want
better evidence of it than George Cuainey's unsupported assertion.
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GOOD-BYE, CHA.INEY.
BuRR OAK, MICH., Nov. 4, 1884.
-MR. EDITOR: I formerly had as good an opinion of Mr.
( Chainey as any lecturer in the field. When he accepted Spire itualism, before his first address, I was satisfied that he would
J not work in harmony with the League officers, but I did not
'question his sincerity, and I felt no diminution of sympathy
-for him. But everybody has heard about that last straw and
'the poor old camd. Charity is a grand thing, but I hav none
1 to waste on a man who persistently repels it.
In Mr. Chain' ey's reply te Mr. Putnam, after speaking of the proposed
' debate with Mr. Watts, he says, "I did not open this controversy." Now, without any circumlocution or euphemism,
-,when Mr. Chainey wrote that he knew it was not true. My
respl'jCt for him has grown Ao si:nall that it is hardly discernible. Suppose Mr. Watts did announce"that he would reply,
;!rre certainly would not hav replied if Mr. Chainey had said
'nothing to reply to. 'l'his contemptible effort to shift the
·responsibility for the commencemAnt of the discussion on to
-Mr. Watts showed what kind of argument the latter may expect if he ever holds a debate with Mr. Qhainey. Here is
' another paragraph: "If, when I had said my say, Mr. Wake- man had said his strongest worjl for Positivism without trying
· to ridicule me, and Mr. Watts for Materialism without directing most of his argument against me personally, all would hav
been well." That is the most monumental piece of arrogance
and impudence I hav seen in print for many a day. In other
words, Mr. Chainey should be allowed to say what he pleases,
but Mr. Wakeman and Mr. Watts must suppress their sentiments unless they chime with Mr. Chainey's. Then witness
this enthusiast's pueril quibble to avoid the charge that he had
acted like Moody. As if a man could not adopt Moody's style
and methods without pleading for the divinity of Jesus! He
treats Mr. Putnam to about half a column of worn-out twaddle
about the beauties of Supernaturalism and the horr,lrS of Materialism. This stuff would be fitly characterized by his own
term, "tissue tawdry." Any unprejudiced person who has
read Mr. Chainey's Cassadaga address and his public utterances since must easily see where the trouble arose. His
;mind was filled with distorted and magnified images of anticiipated ridicule, and he determined to hav the first word. He
<saw a place in his pathway where a lion -night be lying, ready
'to spring upon him, and he concluded to giv a blow with his
·weapon that would kill the beast if it should happen to be
there, and if not, he would be none the worse. That was his
grand mistake. No matter what his f01·mer experience had
·been, he had no right to defend himself from charges that had
not been made, nor to make insulting statements which could
not fail to appear personal, whatever may hav been their real
meaning. He has unnecessarily exposed the baser side of his
own nature, without cre£tting a particle of that sympathy for
which he so much craves, or promoting the cause of Spiritualism. He says he has made no chtUge against Materialism that
he cannot substantiate. That is a plain statement. If he can
prove those charges, he is morally bound to do so, without
any reference to a debate with Mr. Watts or anybody else.
Now, Mr. Chainey, we hav 11 record of your charges, and we
shall see whether they are proved or not. I hav some curiosity
to see Mr. Chainey's alleged proofs, as I passed from orthodoxy to Agnosticism, and my experience, so far as the tendency to sensualism and recklessness is concerned, is exactly
the reverse of his. I could easily show the absurdity of Mr.
Chainey's logic, but I forbear. In regard to the debate, I hope
it will not take place; not because I hav any fears for the
result, but because it would be too far beneath Mr. ·watts to
hold a debate with such a man as George Chainey.
N.G.W.
STONEHAThi, rviAss., Nov. 1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I read with interest your editorial on the pro.posed Chuiney-Wt~tts debate. You are right in saying that the
.Spiritualist belief is "purely t1 quesLion of personal feeling."
'l would add the words and evidence. Evidence to one mind is
trash to another. I am rather sorry the debate could not occm·.
.Debates rarely convince, but they arouse thought. Secularism
and Spiritualism, like other "isms," affect people according to
their organizations. Secularism, with its broad range of work
to be done, fills the mentality of some, and outlmes even more
than we can accomplish on earth. To others who only ask to
be assured of imm0rtality, Spiritualism answers through its
phenomenal, biblical, philosophical, or devotional phases.
Others hav every want supplied through other sources. ''The
love of Jesus fully satisfies me;" "My Bible is alwttys a comfort;" and "I want nothing bnt to love God," are oft-repeated
expressions. These ideas would be a coffin to me, but to some
they serve as an infinit realm.
I am glad Mr. Chainey is convinced of the beyond, and that
his eloquence will be devoted to it. I fear he will meet with
some disappointments among us, if 1 understand his lecture.
He will find some Spiritut1lists who are not prepm·ed to relinquish cigars, beer, etc.; even those who receive angels (or
think they do) every hour, and some who commune with
ardent as well as divine "spirits." It only proves that beliefs
hav tendencieR to good or evil; but moral responsibility, moral
organization-in other words, manhoo,t and womanhoodalone make people really better. Whatever stimulates this
is what individuals really need. He will also find that among
our societies, a few generally hav to bear the burdens, while
the many are idle or else tell "Low it ought to be done." He
will find that some of our societies will not feel too cheerful
when asked '' $35.00 and expenses" for one lecture, even if
they are not "mere negt~tionists." New thoughts are rarely
born in luxury and amid roses. Spiritualism i» not an exception. I know veterans in this belief who hnv sacrificed toiled
and stood alone when mom! cowards in the same belief con~
,,lilted policy and selfishness. We owe our success to the few

heroes and h_eroins of thirty-five years ago; some of whom
never received the thanks of those they blessed.
'We are now numerically strong. The elegant temple in
Boston will bring out the "summer soldiers" and add to our
popularity. Proof of our strength is in the fact of our many
divisions, some being as conservativ as theology, and looking
contemptuously upon Freethought and its advocates; others
are thorough Freethinkers. I think some of our best speakers
hav been ostracised, and nearly or quite silenced, because
tru~h was to them more important than their '<ism."
We cannot avoid the laws of nature, and so we grow. We
are not createcl, but evoluted, and it takes time. We build
the laader by which we rise, and some of us are slow workers.
I believe enough to save a nation, but I don't know 'enough to
save myself from daily mistakes. I hope to. hear that Mrs.
Slenker found some mental wheat amid the tests, though she
has not been convinced of so-called "spirit phenomena." My
letter is too long already, so I will simply add I cannot get
along without your paper, and feel as proud of your success
and liberality as if you were my own boy.
Your sister truth seeker,
C. FANNIE ALLYN.
CAssADAGA IsLAND, N. Y., Oct. 30, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Will you allow us space to express appreciation of Mr. Pntnam's position on the Watts and Chainey affair, and to offer a few statements? Mr. Putnam goes to the
bottom of the matter, which shoulcl suit every unbiased person. Mr. Chainey was warmly welcomed. by the Spiritualists
at the camp-meeting, and when evidence came to him which
satisfied him of spirit in tercouse, his further stay in its associativ relations exposed him to adverse criticism from many
of them. It made him sore. The Freethinkers' meeting ct1me
on with him in this state; we suppose he had to express his
feelings in some way. None had, in pu,blic, referred to him;
he had no opportnnity to vindicate himself before the spiritual meeting, so some of us think his expressed feeling was
due more to this state of mind than to any offenses of his old
associates. Mr. Chainey seems to forget his old friend, Mr.
Watts, defended him from the aspersions of his new allies.
Mr. Chainey acts like a whipped child, and seems to show
more wounded vanity_ than outraged affection. When Mr,
Wakeman exposed something of the ridiculous ·side of Spirit-ualism, we did not refer it to Mr. Chainey personally; we were
all alike partners in it. As expositors of Spiritualism we are
illy fitted for our work if ridicule breaks our back. It's the
truth, so it seems to us, which Mr. Chainey is sensitiv to, and
if that is what he needs, he had better stop crying and begin
again, as a man with a man.
As a medium, we might say he is taking a dose of Spiritualism to fit him for the stage, rather than the church; and
as a lecturer, with a long and wide experience, we say, Lose
yourself in your work, defend principles and facts in public
-and forget Chainey, if you can, for _a time. After a few years'
fitting up in the ups and downs: and roundings out, and widenings off of Spiritualism, you w1ll see work of the workers is
to help fit humanity to find heaven within them on earth, and
to cease their Christian crying for a better sphere; that dett.th
is not to be dreaded or longed for.
Spiritualism is not a re.
ligion, not a philosophy; it's the fixedness of correlativ facts,
pertaining to man's impressional nature, beyond the ordinary
range of his normal action; opens a wide field of experience;
is independent of moralities or religions, but which affect all
relations of life. The Sphitualist may be a Jew, Christian,
Buddhist, or Mohammedan, as far as religion is concerned;
most of them hav none. Material science is to giv Spiritualism its knowledge of methods in varied departments of nature.
Spiritualism would go to seed in superstition and a church
again, if it were not for the progress of Materialism, and its
progress is the safety-valve of the coming humanity_ I take
full stock in it for uses; if I had to lose its unfoldmen ts, I
should lose my Spiritualism. I could not expose the law of
relation of my spiritual facts, or find a spirit body to survive
death.
Enthusiasm, as a working factor, is but a summer friend;
joined to energy, foresight, business tact, and with infinit patience, it is a good friend to httv; but with these powers, and
in love with our work, we can do without it, and accomplish
very much for our cause. Mr. Chainey's culture, added to
such qualities, if he hav them, will giv him fair success with_
out them. Spiritualism will be a greater drag to-day, for him
to carry, than Materialism; our coming lecturers hav got to
be scientific rather than literary.
The accepted moral teaching of the Mt~terialist is that of
the Spiritualist. Nature's laws determin man's needs and
methods of supply; equalization or harmony comes by living
in all capacities of our nature. All are alike sacred. Heaven has
no more than earth to giv man. This has been the text of spiritual lecturing; Mr. Chainey can hav found no more. Love in
the human is attraction; in inanimate forwation, it's a centripetal force. H.epulsion, its opposit, is centrifugal. Within these
forces reason is a continuity of impulses, determins our equilibrium or morality; by the life of feeling we develop our reason; our angles of attraction are many; duties are varied;
necessities constant; reason becomes the sum total of all
sensed or expressed, is the mouthpiece of our morality. The
pNson who has the widest circumference in perception, has
the firmest center of impulsing nature, the strongest loves,
duties, or obligatory relations-must needs liv in them ideally,
if not practically. l'rlaterialism, from this base, works for
human needs, as does the Spiritualist; we work alike to unfold nature's revealments, that we may provo heaven possible
·here. It's the present uses of this morality which is offered
alike by us, as substitute for a religious heaven hereafter, with
a prostituted earth career; as we hav no cosy places laid up in
heaven, more than or earth, our attained results are material
benefits.
We think Mr. Pntnam takes so true and generous a position
that the tha· ks of all considerate Spiritualists are due him.
We do not fear our cause will suffer if we hav no such debate
Many of us felt disappointed in Mr. Chainey's procedure. Wa
thought if he hacl kept on smoking till the meetings were over,

"always and forever," he might havbeen clearer. The sudden
changes he had made all around unfitted him for correctness
in action. We gave him the right hand of fellowship as a
Liberalist when he came to Cassadaga, and, as a Spiritualist
co-worker, this criticism for the good of the cause at this date,
Kindly,
MRs. H. T. STEARNS.
PoMONA, C.u;, Oct 30, 284.
MR. EDIToR: It has often been said in my hearing that religion, as practiced by the people of this world, was a terrible
good thing to hav in the family, as well as for the community
at large. They claim that it is a bar to crime with the more
ignorant of humanity. Let us illustrate by stating facts as
they work in California. A Catholic steals a horse, is caught,
or anticipated by the priest. Priest tells Mr. Horsethief that
before he can eradicate this mote from his muddled character,.
he (Mr. Horsethief) must make restitution before he (the
priest) can settle with the boss up above-" the giver of every
perfect blessing." All right says, Mr. Horsethief, pays the
priestly fee, and again goes about his business and steals two
more horses; forgets to say anything to the priest about the
last steal, and it slips his memory to pay the owner of the
horses for them. Goes off to some distant camp, sellB the
horses, comes out one hundred and fifty. or two hundred dollars ahead, don't need to confess (as the priest has not found
c:mt the discrepancy yet) or pay for the property until the day
he dies (o-r is hung). The priest and the man from whom the
horses were stolen are the losers, as Mr. Horsethief has
become bankrupt in his efforts to evade the sheriff. But Mr.
Horsethief and priest meet on a level (on the gallows generally) to adjust the crookedness of the. "dear soul,'' and procure his ticket past hell and on to glory-on to the New J ernsalem-to the mansion in the skies, expressly prepared for all
that love and obey the king of glory. The priest examins the
culprit, and finds him chockful of faith, and religion oozing
out of eVel'J pore-" slopping over" with the stuff. The jackstaff of superstition is brought to view by the robed priest,
to guide him on to the realms of bliss-the home of the saints
(reserved seat for one). This I believe is the Catholic modus
operandi.
The Protestant method is a little more simple; works
better under a H.epublican form of government; somewhat
shorter route; kind of cross lots. Mr. Horsethief can steal all
the _horses he can, murder, rob, fill the whole cata-log of
crimes, and when caught, or about to be hung, quietly pass
the bloody shirt up to Jesus, and ask him (with plenty of
faith) to wash it out according to his blessed promis, hang it
up to dry on the endless clothes line that surrounds the heavonly promenade, ironed out smooth and white by the "son of
rightousness" (of the king's laundry), ready to clothe the culprit on his arrival at Saint's Harbor.
"Blessed privilege"
(for the bad man), but a little tough on the Infidel. The
Protestant route has the advantage of economy, and insures
secrecy, as there is none to" giv him away," and, from recent
statistics, about as many criminals go that way, including the
parson, as go the other. The Protestant has the greater
variety of routes and boats. He can take his choice without
paying a cent, if he puts off arranging for passage until the
boat is abont to start; it not being necessary to bring any
recommendations of moral character from lhe late scenes of
operations, as the kind or character of past occupation has no
bearing upon the statutes of the people in a supernatural state.
Everything goes there. Once you get there, and no "questions asked." Kind of a "free-and-easy life." Even hypocrits (while they were here) will not be interrogated as to their
methods of exit. No notice will IJe taken of the· damned in
hell by the-" I ucky dog" that miraculously escaped, as they
ought to hav known better, for they hav divine faith versus
human law and common sense continually presented for their
candid judgment and consideration by the learned and unlearned agents of divinity, that are continually getting humanity into difficulties in this world. These birds of prey are a
nuisance here. They nor their religion are any bar to crime.
Their -methods of 'rescuing the race through the blood of Christ
is a fraud-too thin even for a Spiritualist-in order that they
may maintain their too long established hold upon unthinking, superstitions humauity.
I wish to say a word to the many writers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER on the topic of politics. We cannot afford to loosen
our hold on the clergy for one moment, to engage in any
political discussions. We must not divide our forces for side
issues until the demon, the god of superstition, is dethroned.
We should not engage in any family quarrels until we hav at
least whipped the devil, and mortally scared the other fellow
-the alleged author of the devil. Then, and not until then,
will we be able to get civil liberty for our r£J.te. _No candidate
for the presidency, that has a ghost of a show for election,
dares at this time to express himself in the least favorable to
our cause. When the chains of superstition are broken and
lie loose at the feet of the people, then we can rattle them in
the ears of candidates. Let us be a unit in driving the nails
in the coffin of orthodoxy, in order that we may hasten the
corpse to its burial; get its putrid carcass forever out of sight,
that it may cease to infeet and disease the human mind longer,
thereby causing pain 11nd misery to the noblest of our race,
blighting peace, happiness, and comfort while they liv, and
offering in its stead the sickly hope of eternal separation of
loved ones in the "beyond." Away with such shams, that we
may enjoy the realiti'es that are.
H. L. SHAUG.
WENTWOR1'H, DAK., Oct. 14, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: It is with the utmost pleasme that I sit down
to write this letter, as it seems to an old friend. Allow me to
say these few words through the columns of our noble friend
q,f humanity, THE TRUTH SEEKER, in commemoration of one
of the noblest works ever installed in our little western town.
I refer to the course of three lectures just given by Professor
W. F . .Jamieson. Owing to the busy time of the year, our
fa1·mers could not attend generally, but nevertheless we bad
good round numbers; ancl right here let me say, if there is
such a being as a nobleman of nature, Professor Jamieson is
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-one of them. The solid truths, the profound utterances, the
plain illustrations, and the happy mode of expression as he
handled his batteries of grape-shot in the midst of the enemy,
are simply astounding.. No man with any degree of common
sense can sit and listen to his utterances without feeling that
his hope of heaven is gone unless he makes it for himself, and
in behalf of my many Freethought friends, allow me to express our heartfelt gratitude to Professor Jamieson for the
good work he has accomplished. I say accomplished, for
there is no question of doubt in my mind that the work is effectiv. The evening of our last lecture the hall was decorated
with flowers, and behind the speaker hung the portrait of that
noble martyr, Thomas Paine, wreathed in flowers. As near as
I can learn, this decoration was done by a lady that only last
Sunday morning allowed her doors to be thrown open and her
rooms used for a Sunday-school and preaching. This has
been the feeling throughout the whole course. At the close of
the last lecture a meeting of Freethinkers was called, and a
committee appointed and instructed to make the necessary
arrangements for a second course of lectures by Mr. Jamieson,
and also to take steps toward the organization of a Liberal
League. I never saw: people who seemed to be so hungry for
:food of thought as manifested during these lectures. It
:aeemEid as if they could not bear the idea of allowing the professor to stop for even a short breath. The Bible is a trap.
.Jamieson sprung the trap and he caught them all. Please
:send me a few extra copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER with the
reports of our lectures in them, so I can hand them to our
frlen,ds and show them that the good deeds go on record, not
·in a mythical heaven, but in the hearts of a true friend of
.Freethought and reform.
W. L. HoRTON.

rule they are a modest people, and do not lay claim to the
vast mental caliber and esthetic "culchaw" of some of their
traducers; those animated encyclopedias whose store-houses
of knowledge are crammed to the ridge-pole. I would say to
all those erudite savants, and their unmber is legion (I meet
them at every turn, and the wqods is full of 'em), Be tolerant
of ignorance; at least, temper justice with mercy. You don't
know it quite all, my friends.
Maybe Darwin could giv you
a point in evolution, or Thomson in mathematics.
There
might be a passage in Hesiod or Telemachus that would baffle
you. Why, I met one of these intolerant savants the other
night, and he couldn't point out the constellation Orion.
Depend upon it, my astute and learned friends, until you
know it all, you are comparativly ignorant, and some fellow is
liable to regard you with contempt for your meager attainments; so be tolerant of ignorance. As to proscription, I hav
never met the slightest tr,aces of it here, except in the case
of my landlord, a Republican, trying, recently, to bulldoze
me into voting his ticket. I am an open, pronounced Liberal,
and hav met no mol11station in any way; nothing but kindness and neighborly friendship. A man might inaugurate
devil-worship here without fear of interference. Well, perhaps I hav writtten too much, but naught in malice.
Yours,
Jo~. TowSLEY.
BoULDER CREEK, CAL., Oct. 1, 1884.
MR. 'EDITOR: I expect you hav about come to the conclusion
that that fellow Worley is becoming very lukewarm on the
subject of Freethought, but perhaps a better acquaintance
with me, and my surroundings and conditions, would hav a
tendency to cause you to conclude differently. I was raised
in the state of Tennessee, in slavery times, by enthusiastic
Christian Methodist slaveholding parents and relativs, but was
always opposed to slavery. I came to this state at the age of
twenty-five, a very doubting member of the Methodist church .
Freethought literaturehad been so completely suppressed in
the South that, with the exception of a badly mutilated copy
of Thomas Paine's ·'Age of Reason," half missing, which I
found in the rubbish of a vacated back-yard, I had never met
with any F.ueethought literature; and when curiosity led me to
pick up that little old remnant of a book and examin its title
page, I was astonished that even that piece of a one should
hav escaped the ghi.nces of the Christian destroyer, for I had
been taught that it.was a thing so dangerous in its very nature
as to make it the d>1ty of all good people to place with vengeance their heel upon its he~td as they would a poisonous
adder, and then make short work of it, by committing it to the
flames; but the spirit of our old mythical mother was roused
in me. I \vanted to taste of the forbidden fruit; I wanted to
know for myself; I wnnted a demonstration. I had had nothing but hearsay evidence upon. the matter. So I took it with
me, as one would a dose of poison which he clesignerl administering to himself in test closes, to a desert place, and read it,
and when I had clone I thought, "Well, and this is the gre<tt
pit which the devil has dug to catch folks in, is it? It don't
look so to me.. I don't see anything so bad in it. The man is
a great reasoner; he aims at the truth; his motivs seem to be
good; his reasoning sound; and that is more than I can conscientiously say of the orthodox books I hav re11d. Well, I
mu,st see more of it. If I ever hav an opportunity, I must hav
all of that man's wcrks. I am going to take the chances on
eating the forbidden fruit and becoming as the gods, knowing
good and evil, for the truth is, I hav got to think that there is
but little risk to run. I don't see but that these people they
call Infidels are just as good, if not better, than those who call
themselvs Christians." Thus, at about eighteen, Ico~menced
evol uting into one of those dreadful things called Infidels.
For over thirty years I hav been an outspoken one. I delivered the first Infidel lecture I know of having been delivered
this side of the Hookies, in 1853, at Spanish Flat, Eldorttdo
county, this state. I might say I was converted in 1851, as
since that time I hav stood u.p in defense of it on all occasions.
I never did carry principles in my bosom that I was ashamed
of, but I am growing prouder of Freethought every clay, and
fully intend to assist in keeping the ball rolling. I am not.
able to do much, but what little I can I will do with pleasure.
WM. L. WoRLEY.

DIAMOND, Mo., Oct. 26, A.S. 284.
MR. EDITOR: No one regrets the intrusion of politics into
'THE TRUTH SEEKER columns more than I do; but, as it seems to
.be a free pitch in, would you kindly permjt an Abolitionist and
-ex-Republican (but one wh9, because he does not feel disposed to curse the Southern people with sufficient vim, is, at
_present, dubbed'' a d--1 rebel") to hav a voice in the melee.
I was in.Labette county, Kansas, when that· influx of negroes
.from the Southern states, that Brother Willis so feelingly
.alludes to, took place.
It seems that some evil-disposed person or persons, in order
to procure the negro vote for the Republican party in Kansas,
,caused a report to be circulated throughout Tex11s, Louisiana,
,and other Southern stateg, that if the negroes could only reach
Kansas, each male adult would be presented, by Gov. !:3t. John,
with forty acres of land and a mule. Prompted by the delu:siv hopes inspired by this yarn, they abandoned their means
of subsistence at home, and flocked in swarms and legions to
their fancied Eldorado, only to learn, too late, that they were
the victims of a plot, that the promises made them were like
those of Macbeth's witches, "kept to the ear, but broken to
the hope.'' Kansas was literally inundated with the colored
element. With meager supplies, and feeble chance of employment at renumerativ wages, they were, to a great extent, thrown
upon the charities of the people. With insufficient food and
clothing, their suffering during the winter was intense. Every
man, Republican or Democrat, with a spark of pity in his
heart, denounced in scathing epithets the infernal swindle
practiced upon an innocent people. :For cool, calculating
cruelty for political ends, the annals of this nation afford no
parallel in infamy to this. It towers above all other political
schemes, unique and damnable. Brother Willis must be woefully ignorant of the facts i'n connection with this colored
hegira, to cite it as a campaign pointer in behalf of his party.
And again, in reply to Brother Willis's question as to whether
any Democrat has paid the penalty of the crime of murdering
a Republican. Garland Mann, a Democrat of Newton county,
Mo., is now in prison awaiting the execution of the sentence
of death for the murder of Dr. Chenoworth, a Republican,
convicted upon circumstantial evidence at that.
As a mere
"looker on in Venice," this continual abuse and .vilification of
the Southern people is becoming very nauseating to me.
In
Irish lingo, "enough is as good as a feast," and I am stuffed
to satiety. This persistent trampling upon a people who acknowledged defeat is hardly generous, to say the least. In the
estimation of some people it doesn't even savor of bravery.·
Germany obtained the ascendancy over France, and Russia
GmNNELL, IowA, Oct. 31, 1884.
over Turkey, but I hav yet to hear of either of those domiMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50.
Wife and myself
nant powers abusing their advantage to anything like the exthink a great deal of the paper, and you may put us down for
tent which is practiced here.
Wouldn't it be well enough to halt before this policy of life subscribers. I am ever so glad to be able to add at least
alienation is carried too far? This nation is not so powerful one subscriber to your list, and shall try to obtain more. As
as to enjoy a certain immunity against all attacks from without. soon as possible I will add one dollar to your Campaign Fund.
The navy is said to be in a dilapidated condition. Some fine We hav your first TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, and prize it highly,
day Uncle Sam may find himself in a muss with an outsider and think that •the next one ought to contain a correct history
and need all the force available. In such a contingency, if of the Puritan devilment and persecutions toward Quakers
every man North and South felt in duty bound to shoulder his and alleged witches. Was in hopes that Messrs. Putnam and
musket and "rally round the standard," "'twere a consum- Watts would lecture somewhere within fifty or one hundred
mation devoutly to be wished." "Unity is strength," why not miles of this place, so that we might go and hear them, and
strive to foster it? Horace Greely felt the force of this maxim still hope so, although the last TRUTH SEEKER says they leave
when he went South to bail Jeff Davis. So did Rutherfor·d Chicago for Kansas City, thus leaving us out in the cold.
Yours for truth,
W. T. LEINs.
B. Hayes when he carried the olive branch to the South, and
to smooth the asperities of the period said: "When Greek
meets Greek, the victory is with those who hav the most
Greeks." Magnanimous words! If I mistake not, the Southern states lent efficient aid in the revolution, as also in the
war of 1812. Perhaps they did a little in the Mexican Campaign, too; and in the language of D. F. Howard, " We met
them in battle, and found them well worthy of our steel." Is
it manly or chivalrous to trample upon such a people forever,
with the unrelenting cruelty of the orthodox divinity? A
nobler spirit should actuate Liberals.
The Dutchman, when ·remonstrated with for pounding his
adversary when he was down, excltlimed: "Dot ish ter time to
pound him,'' and the persecution of the last twenty years
smacks of the same spirit. Then, as to the stigma of ignorance and proscription imputed to the South, I hav yet to
meet the Southern man who couldn't reciprocate any information I could giv him with something equally valuable. As a
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wear out I mean to supply their places with new ones. Although my neighbors love to read THE TRUTH SEEKER, I can't
get them to subscribe for it. They say it is hard times, and
they hav n.o money. The country around here is full of peeple who call themselvs Liberals, but they are ju'St peeping
through the shell. All we want is a Charles Watts, Putnam,
Remsburg, or a J. L. York to wake them up. It is only a matter of time when we can hav a good lecture by some of the
above-named. Organize! That is what I am working for;
that is our only hope, as a class of Freethinkers and co-workers, for the liberty of mankind.
I mean that you will hear from me again soon.
J. D. WHEELER.
ENFIELD, 1\IIAss., Nov. 2, 1884.
Ma. EDITOR: I received Kelso's book, and hav read it half
through. Though I hav been reading Infidel books for the
last fifty years, I think this last one of Kelso's is enough to
convince anyone that they had better let the church alone,
unless they contrive some way to kill its influence on the people. I ha v been doing that for the last fifty years or more.
My father was an orthodox minister, a nativ of Springfield,
Mass. My mother was eighteen years old when I was born,
illegitimate at that, and she died when I was six days old. He,
no doubt her murderer, went to central Connecticut, and
there macle con verts until forty years old, and diecl. Since
then I hav lived there, and got acquainted with many of the
people that he converted. They said they thought him a
saint. I told them he was a rascal, and I made Infidels of
quite a number of those he converted. "Honor thy father,"
says the Bible. I detest the thoughts of the lecherous old
scoundrel. Hav not I a cause for hating the clergy?
In one of my songs I say:
" I think had I known the fond cares of a mother,
Her counsel would screen me from many a blow
That oft I'm receiving from one and another,
As on ward through life's rugged journey I go."
I once had a book with the story of Dr. Faust making a
league with the devil, etc.-or, as it was called in other books,
Faustus:
Dr. Faust, 'tis said,
Though he's many years dead,
Made a firm league with old Satan,
That the devil his soul
Might take to his hole,
If ten years old Faust he would wait on.
'rhe devil agreed
All that Faustus should need
He would bring him at ten minutes' warning.
" If money," quoth he,
" I will bring it to thee,
Ten bushels or more every morning."
Dr. Faustus then said,
With a shn.ke of the head,
"l\fr. Devil, I think that's too low.
A few bushels more
Yon mnst bring to my door,
Or to some other devil I'll go."
So it is with the clergy; they'll take all they can
From the credulous dupes, and the litboring man.
They must bully the church, the women, and schools,
Or else they will go where there's bigger dttnmecl fools.
WM. P. RonERS.

FRESNO, CAL., Oct. 6, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hope you will publish C. B. Reynolds's lecture in pamphlet form. I refer to the one published on page
626 of 'raE 'rrmTH SEEKER of the current year.
I hav received Col. Kelso's "Bible Analyzed." I hav been
reading the Bible for more than fifty years, most of the time
to find weapons with which to fight the believers in endless
torture; but "The Bible Analyzed" is the book of books for
that purpose. It furnishes the Liberal with answers to the
Christians and with questions for them. It makes the Liberal
the master of arguments. The book contains twenty chapters, &nd more than twenty columns of index, which render it
easy to find any subject the reader desires. I hav learned
many things that I did not know before. It is a ready reckoner. Let no Liberal that can get "The Bible Analyzed" be
without it; and if one cannot afforcl it, let more club together
apcl get it· anyway.
GEORGE PADDINGTON.

TORONTO, CAN., Nov. 3, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4-$3 of which is to pay
for Trm TRUTH SJlF;Kim. Plea~o apply the other dollar to
the League Fund.
I am now seventy-seven years of age, and blind in one eye
anrl can't see extra well out of the other; but as long as I can
see I want THE TRUTH SEEKEIL I trained the best years of
my life with the "Hardshell Baptists.'' About ten years
>tgo I read the "Age of H,eason," and began to see daylight.
I regret the many years wasted in superstition and darkness,
and found that to doubt a divine revelation is the beginning of
wisdom, as it opens up a grand field of study. I llerive great
pleasure and profit from reading Tm; TRUTH SEEKER. May
you prosper far bey Jnd your most sangnin expectations, and
CoRTLAND, 0., Nov. 1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed S3 for THE TnuTH lJng continue to p11blish your excellent paper when the writer
SEEKER another year. Although my term of subscription is of this is dust ancl ashe~.
Yours for humanity,
.JoaN iiArGHT.
not out; and at the same time I am a laboring man, working
by the month, I find no difficulty in raising the required
amount, and hope I never shall. I deatly love THE TRUTH
S<tUAW CnEErr, IDAHO '!'ERR., Oct. 22, 1884.
SEEKER, as it is open to free discussion, and givs all sides a
MR. EmTon: Inclosed you will Jind $10, to be applied as
hearing,. none excepted. I could say a great deal more for the directed. Yon will notice that I order four copies of "Crimes
good old paper, and of the knowledge I hav gianecl by perus- of Preachers." I am out of that work. I received a cull from
ing its pages, but I will let it speak for itself. Some time ago a preacher a few days since, and had none to giv him, but
I received some pamphlets of you, namely," False Claims," presented him with one of A..Jacobson's "Bible Investigat"Crimes of Preachers," and the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, also ors " instead.
some others. I hav scattered them throughout my neighborWhrtt has happened to friend John Peck? I miss his
hood. I come across them quite frequently, but hardly ever sledge-hammer blowll from THE TRUTH SEEKER. Formerly
in the same place. So I know they must be doing good ser- his say was the very first read when the paper came.
vice, by the threadbare appearance they hav; and when they
A. G. CHURCH.
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EdUed by Mrss SusAN H. Wn:oN, FaU River,
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
lhrner shO'I.dd be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
C.) me• a p~ttse 111 the <1ay·s ooeup'lotlons
That ld known as the Ctllldrea·s Hour."

What the Robin Said.
remember once a robin,
Whose breast was very red;
Olose In a cage they kept him,
And this Is wtat he said:
'"Far In a d lstant green wood,
My brother flies most tree;
And yet he's very lonely
In !lying without me.
"My cage Is gaily painted,
And bright as It may be,
And yet T miss the sunlight
That dances on the lea..
"I cannot see the morning
011 m b up behInd the hlll,
Nor the sllver moon when shtn!ug
Through the tree-top~. C!<lm and still.
"I am pining for the woodland,
For the plain aelow with ftowers,
For the daisies and the gras•es,
All bright with summer showers.
"0 mistress <lea.r, hav pity
Ou poor robin In his c~tge,
iPiease free me and I'll love you
lrlll my breast Is white with age."
DIONYSIUS.
I

To a Wilcl Rose in October.
dear little wild rose,
So frAgll and light, ,
:rn the cold and the "torm
Still btoomlng so bright,
'-Though above and around
Are death and decay,
:swoet perfume thou breathest
Through life's little day.
'So cheerily onward
MJty we also go,
Through storm and through sunshine,
And rough winds that blow.
E'er scenting with fragrance
Llfe"d pages sober,
As eweet n" the rose that
Bloomed In October.
B. H. W.
10

Our Summer Visit.
Madga and I are twins, and our horne is in
Chicago. There m·e five of us altogether, papa
R.nd rn11mma, brother Bobbie-he is the b~tby
and Magda and I. Papa is a reporter for one
of the papers here, and we are not very well
off-that is, we don't hav much money, so we
can't go away every summer, like some peo·
ple. Sometimes papa takes Magda and I with
him when he goes out of the city to write up
something; but I must tell you now of our trip
this summer. Onr uncle Charley livs in a
small town on the baqk of the Mississippi
river in the state of Wisconsin. He has a store
there, antl comes to Chicago two or three times
a year to buy goods, and then we children hav
fun.
Well, this year he came in July, and we
were so glad to see him! When he had kissed
us all and said "How d"ye do?" all around, we
a.sked him how long he would slay.
"Well, I'm going to take a cOllple of young
1arhes home witil me," saicl he, "and I will
-hav to wait till they are ready."
You may believe we opened our eyes at that,
:and wanted to know who they were, and if we
knew them. Uncle Charley said we were a
little acquainted, and their names were Mugda
,and Minna Bnrnz.
We didn't say a word for about a minute, I
gues;, and then we both said, "0 mamma,
are we going? is it true?" And mamma
laughed and said, Yes, we were to go, and she
had known it all summer, but did not tell us
because we woulcl tease her so much about it.
l!'or once we were in a hurry for Uncle Charley
to go home, and the three days seemed like a
week to us. But we did start after awhile.
We both cried a little when we said good-bye
to Dl!tmma, but we were all rigltt after we were
on the cars. We were very tired when we got
to the city of D_, in Iowu, where we stopped
one forenoon. In the 11fternoon we went on
the Mrs w Goose Hi ver Station. I never saw
such a wild place as that is, and I thought if
we had to stay there I would rather go back
home. 'rhe railro!id track is along the foot of
great steep hills you can't see the tops of, and
on the other side are thick woods or swampy
places. But we didn't hav to stay at Goose
River; there was a kind of an open 'bus there,
and we got into that and drove down into the
woods. The road wound around among the
trees ·fur about a mile and a half, and then we
came out suddenly right on the bank of the
liver.
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Uncle Dick couldn't bear the talking 10 well
"There, girls," said Uncle Charley, "ill the
'Father of Waters."'
as mamma.
"Is that. the Mississippi?" said Magda.
"What was the minister's text yesterday,.
"Why, Lake Michigan is ever so much bigger. ·• Molly?" he asked.
"I don't fink," said Molly. "It isn't any
"Oh, yes," said Uncle Charley, "but not
matter; I didn't see any diffunce to it."
nearly so long."
· k , s t ern1y,
"Lamartine!" said Uncle DlC
While we were talking, the driver had driven
onto a queer-looking thing they called a ferry- (Teeny's name was Lamartine.)
boat, and unhitcl:ed the horses from the wagon
"What?" said Teeny, meekly.
and put them in little pens, one on each side of
"Can you tell me anything whatever about
the boat, and when the driver told them to go the Sunday-school lesson yesterday?"'
d • t 11 r
they began to walk, and a kind of wheel with
Teeny felt badly, but he coul n t e a le.
steps on it turned around under their feet, and " Not last Sunday's," he said honestly, "but
that made the boat move.
I can tell you all about winding-up engins," he
We were so busy watching the horses that added joyfully.
"No, I thank you," said Uncle Dick. "I'll
we didn't look at anything else till Uncle
Charley said, "What do you think of that for make a bargain with you. If you won't spea-k
a view, girls? Isn't that better than a lot of a word for an hour, I will giv you a dollar
houses to look at?" We looked then, and I tell apiece."
"Oh, we will not !" cried the children.
you it was just grand. We were in the middle
"You spoke!" said Uncle Dick.
of the river, and looking across we saw the
"Oh, we won't!" cried the c h 1"ld ren.
grand rocky hills before us. There is a wide
"Oh, yon did!" said Uncle Dick. "Now
strip of land between the river and the hills,
and the town Uncle Charley livs in is built on you can begin again."
"We won't speak a word. Oh, dear, there
that. The ferry-boat landed near a saw-mill,
and we rode right over a great heap of saw- we spoke again! Try us this once."
"Very well/' said Uncle Dick.
dust. There wtre great piles of lumber and
So they went and got their slates. " Let's
logs around the mill.
We had to ride nearly the whole length of when we want to say anything just write it
the town to get to- Uncle Charley's. Aunt Bell down," scribbled Molly. "They say we talk
was looking for us, and wasn't she glad to see so awful much. I don't believe it will make
us though, and we were so glad to run around a slateful."
They kept still and held their dear little
once more.
The next morning we went down to the river babbling tongues for fifty-five minutes, then
just after breakfast, and stayed till dinner time. Teeny's pencil dropped.
"It's broken into three halves," cried Teeny.
It was so nice there.
"No matter," said Molly, kindly; "it will
We stayed at Uncle Charley's three weeks,
and such fun as we had. The second night we last all the longer."
"Well done!"' laughed Uncle Dick. "You
were there, just after we had gone to bed,
Aunt Bell came and told us to get up to see the shall hav the dollar if you did speak. It was
electric light on a steamboat. It was just a pretty hard way to earn a dollar."
C. B. THOMPSON.
lovely. The boat was above the town, but the
light shone on the hills below town, and we ,
·Salvation Army Note.
could see every tree and the rocks just as plain
All the members of a family at Fishkill
as in the day time. Nearly all the boats hav
the electric light now. We soon learned to Landing hav become insane over the Salvation
Army. The family was one of the most reknow what kind of boat was coming by the spected
in the place. First one daughter was
whistles. The different lines hav different converted to the Army, and then the rewhistles.
mainder followed. The parents kept a large
We had great fun going out rowing on the boarding-house, but there was so much Salvariver. Uncle Charley had a boat and would tion Army heard in the hous"l that the boarders
al}left. ·Then one of the daughters said she
take us out on the river every evening. Magda had been inspired to marry the captain, but
and I soon learned to row quite well.
the latter did not know of it, and the ceremony
We climbed the hills a great deal, too, and did not come off:
it was great fun to sit up on the hills and roll
[Of one thing we may be certain, that the
stones down. Our birthday was the twenty- dear little readers who compose our circle in
first of July, and Uncle Charley took us in his the Children's Corner, will never be led astray
boat to a large sand bar down the river, where by any such nonsense as emanates from the
we had a good time wading in the water and eccentric body known as the Salvation Army.
hunting carnelians on the beach.
Cleal" heads and cool brains characterize our
One day, Uncle Charley told us to put on little men and little women.-ED.]
our oldest clothes, and told Aunt Bell to put
up some dinner for us, '\Vhen we were ready,
Onr .Puzzle Box.
he led the way to the river, and we got into the
1.
boat, and we went away up the river, past the
ANAGRAM.
saw mill and around some islands, then into a
Dedicated to H. E. Juergens.
slough, till we came to a place where the water An incident of New Orleans;
was too shallow for the boat to float. Then we Myths of the popes I laugh at, tt hoot at, m !
got out and walked across a sand bar to another This a sentence known throughout the war,
slough, and there we saw such a sight. The 'Mid the burst of bombs and the cannon's roar.
Newburgh, N. Y.
RoB"T BERNHEllt.
water was nearly covered with pond lilies; the
broad green leaf right on the water with the
2.
snow-white lily in the center.
MELODIOUS.
We took off our shoes and stockings and
Here is a narratiu song,
waded right in to pick them. We had all we
Described so you cannot go wrongcould carry, and they just filled the boaL We
Sentimental rather than comic,
ate our dinner in the boat and then went home.
Its body is palindromic.
Well, now, I will giv you the key;
We put our lilies in a small tub on the porch,
Omitting the last, you will see,
and kept them a long time.
'ro the t.jt 'tis entirely a B;
We were real sorry to go home, we had such
But omitting the first, you'll agree,
a good time, but when mamma wrote how loneTo the rigtrl, it is ·quite, q•tile aD;
some she was, we tj:wught we would like to see
But the body, perusetl either way,
Is wholly and solely an A.
her, so we went home sooner than we in tended.
HEKA:B 8Eli!AJ.
We will never forget our visit, and will go
again next summer, if we can, to see the
3
"Father of Waters."
MrNNA AND MAGDA.
A FUNNY l!ELLOW ON WIIEELS.
A wit on a vehicle sat,
Merry, though not over-wise;
Now, how can I tell you all that,
By but naming a vehicle twice t
UNCLE JAMES.

A Harcl Way to Earn a Dollar.

"Your tongues will all wear out some day,"
said Uncle Dick.
The children laughed uneasily. Teeny felt ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER
of tlte tip of his to see if it was still in good runNOV. 1, 1884.
ning order.
1. Our cat ate ten little birds.
" I don't believe that any more than anyCAT
ATE
thing. Do you, Molly?" he whispered.
TEN
'· It"s only just some of Uncle Dick's non3. FAR-THING·GALE.-1. Art; 2. tart; 3: hin;
sense, I guess," said Molly, looking at hers in
the glass. '' Anyway, not till we are real old 4. thin; 5. gale; 6. (fa(r) thin(g), fa'thin'),
fat, thin; 7. farthing; 8, farthing.
and theu we can get ftt.lse ones. They hav 'em
now a days; the.-:e's false teeth, and false hair,
Correspondence.
and false noses, and false everything."
,
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: Perqtit me J to kthank
"Oh well, pooh then!" said Teeny, "I'm
A '~you
for publishing in your corner, " ac .... ennot going to try and save 'em any."
dicant," which I inclosed you for ·rHE _TRUTH
So they began talking again.
SEEKER family of children, some time smce.
Teeny had a spool. It was chipped on one
It is, I think, the ~ost PB;thetic story I ev~r
end. He called It an engin.
read, and cannot fml, I believe, to awaken m
" S th"
0 •
" h
·d
"It'
· d · _ the minds of your thousands o.f youthful
ee . IS en
efisal. · te
I om,
.11
psa wmb mg 1 , rea d era th a t h or ror and detestatiOn of . the
up en~m.
t
go, rs -ra :
op- ung awful crime of vivisection which I _hav striven
Away 1t goes! Don t you WIIih you had a so diligently, dunng the past SIX months,
winding-up engin ?"
through the other columns of the noble TRUTH

·1

SBIE!tl!lll, to instil into the intelligenoes or the
maturer readers of that paper.
But "Jack" is not alone suitable reading
for the young, but most interesting, likewise,
to "children of maturer growth."
I do not now recollect who is its author, but
know that it was first publisher! in Blackwood,
and was copied from that publication by our
soniety.
.
.
Is it not sad to reftect that tb1s very day 1u
L'l"ons, France, dog-catohers, employAd by the
vivisectors of tlmt city, are capturing stray
dogs in the streets. which these heartless
scientists buy from them at one or two francs
apiece (twenty to forty cents), and then torture them to death in their drearlful dena of
cruelty? Yet such is the fact, and some poor
"Jack "-some poor, lost mendicant-may be,
even at this moment, seized by their ruthless
hands! ·
Where is the Gorl of love, of justice, and of
mercy? Let him hide his face from his poor,
wronged creatures. if he bo not worse even
than the vivisectors themselvs l
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
6 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
NEWBURG, Nov. 1, 1884.
DEAR MrRs Wn:oN: I find in my puzzle in
Children's Corner of Nov. 1st a misprint. I
wish you would please correct in your next issue, if possible. It may be my fault in not
writing plain. but if so whatever. please excuse
me. By sturly, eff,)rt, anrl PXperience I hope
some day to be equal to Messrs. Juergens and
Baker, and last, but not least, Unule JameR.
- Inclosed I send yon a clipping from the
N~>wburgh Daily Regi~ter, which I thought
might interest you.
YonrR respectfully,
RoB'T BERNHEIM.
Mistakes will sometimes occur in the best of
newspapers, and with so many kinds of penmanship, and so much to do in a printingoffice, the only wonder is that they do not happen oftener. However, we reprint the anagram
this week, and hope this time it is correct.-ED.
[I hav before me the copy of Mr. Bernheim's
anagram as originally written. If he had written
that as legibly as the present copy, the mistake might not hav occurred. I would like to
offer the suggestion that puzzlers, above all
others whose manuscript goes into the printer's hands, should make their copy absolutely
plain. Not only should puzzles be so written
that they can be read; they should be so legible that they canuot by any possibility be misread. I hav often found it necessary, in the
hurry and ruHh of getting out a newspaper, to
Rpend some little time solving puzzles in order
to be certain that they wotlld be correotly
printed. Many writers owe to the care of the
compositor and proofreader more than half the
credit received for whatever degree of clearness they attain. There arE! somethimg more
than 500,000 distinct and separate pieces of
metal to be properly adjusted in each issue of
THE- TRUTH SEEKER. Who wonders, then, that
one of these gets occasionally misplaced?
Whlle this warning is intended mainly for puzzle writers, it should not be entirely overlooked
by other correspondents.-PnooFREADER.]

GRAND LIBERAL SOCIABLE
.AND RECEPTION
FOR OLD AND NEW OFFICERS OF THE
NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE,
AT

German M:tsonio Hall, 220 E. 15th St.,
On Thursday evening, Nov. 20th.
Let all llb<' .... l~ of New York aDO
Vicinity Attend.

Proceeds for the Treasury of National
League under the auspices of Benne~t
Liberal League of New York city.
DANCING FRCIM 10 TO 12.

GENTLEMEN,
LADIES,
2t45

Admission:

50 cents.
25 cents.

LECTURE.
Is MAN A FREE MoRAL AGENT, on Is HE A
,'
CREATURE OF CIRCUMSTANCES?
The following points will be thoroughly tested,
Which will form the substance of Ihls leuture:
Tbe Pncounterof Adam and Eve with the Serpent.
Can 1he emotlol! of man re•lst the power of Pay·
chnlngv?
D ,.,s God attend religious revivals?
Is thMe a God of b~ttles?
Ts It G 1d ur the physiCian that heals or klllB the
aill!cted 1
Why uo mAn abuM themaelves, knowing that It is
to •heir own injury?
Wn v do Cnl-lsr-!ans deny Clor1 as a heal! nit medium
In time nf slc!me•s, and confide In the skill or medicine on'y?
All ,,e,Irlug Lectures within the state of Illinois
during the present tall and coming wlnt"r should
adllreas
M. L 8.-l'JDERB,
23'1 West Eldorado St., Decatur, Ill.
2t45

•
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THE TRUTH tsEEKEi:c., NOVEMB.h:.tt

Liberal Meetings.

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
1Leagues

and Liberal lnd Sptritualistic S•eittitl in th•
dmUd Statu and Ca.n.ada muting regularly, can hav notices of their m•ttmgs publishtd in thia colun&1 fret if lA<
ojfica's will send them to w.J

AlllZONA.
J. S. Mansfield, Tucson.
CALII!'ORNIA..
Dr. J. L. York, San Jo~e, Cal.

MICHIGAN.
MusKEGON.-The Liberal League meets evecy
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-i! Yonge st., Toronto.
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock in the German
James .l!'oster, Weiland, Uut.
Odd Fellows' Hall, corner of Western ave. and
COLOllADO.
Terrace st.
M. V. Thomas, 344 Larimer st., Denver.
OHIO.
S. B. Wright, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
E. Keith, Anima~ 0 1ty.
CLEVELAND.-The Liberal League meets
coNNECTICUT.
every Sunday at 3 P.M., in room 29, City Hall
J. F. Burr, 449 Main street, Hartford.
building. Lectures free. Communications
ILLINois.
can be addressed to W. I. Irvine, Secretary.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, Chicago.
MAINE.
Oook & Co., Central Park, P.O., Chicago..
PonTLAND,-Dr. H. A. Lamb has hired Con.
.
.KANSAS.
gress Hall, Congress street (entrance on
Chns. Brown, Burlmgton.
Temple street), where free meetings, lectures,
~AINE.
.
and discussions are held every Sunday, 2:30
B. 0. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office,, Smyrn~a I p ~ Admittance free Public invited
Mills).
' ·-·
'
'
OREGON.
MARYLAND.
Oliver P. Taw, 532 \V. Bttltimore st.~ Enltimore: ~
PonTLAND.-The Auxiliary Liberal League
MASSACHUSETTS.
• of Portland, Or., holds meetings every Sunday,
Ohas. 8. Coburn, U3 E»sex street,.I.aw11 ence;.. ~ at 2 o'clock, P.M., at Nonpareil Hall, cor. lilt
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
, and Madison streets. All are invited. Ad~ mission free.
MICHIGAN.
WISCONSIN.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465 •.
MILWAUKEE.-The Milwaukee Liberal League
A. Atwood, Eaton Hapids.
meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock,
MISSOURI.
at Fraternity Hall, 216 Grand avenue. LectDr. Wolff, 620 North 5th street-, St. Louis.
ures and free discussions on all popular
Joseph L. Andrew, LiberaL.
topics. Admittance free. Public cordially
NEBllASIU.
Thomas Foreman, Hi-! Chicago street, Omal.l.m. J invtted.
MASSACHUSETTS.
NEW 7!!.6RK.
.
W. J. Cushing, 15 Willougb.by. st., Brooklyau. J BosToN.-Buston Liberal Club holds meet'l'RUTH SJi:EKE!C and-Bwo.ks.
ings for essays and criticisms every S.unday
OREGON.
forenoon at 10:45 in ~the Paine Memorial
A. Erwin, Lebanon,
Building, Appleton street.--The "Society
B. F. Hyl,md, Col'Vallis.
of the Divine Homo" at same place every
EE.li(NJ:!YLVANIA..
dunday afte1 noon at 3 o'clock. SundayGeorge Longford, :.!5. Otter st., Philadelphia.
school at 2:30. Admission free.
H. Clay Lu:,~e,~ W:ayae»b:ug.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Dr. J. ~- l~P.-o~s, ~Ui'i 1-l! North 8th st., l'hiJ,a.
ALTooNA.-The League holds_ meetings every
W. F. tl<;b,;td.e, 3-706 Butler street, P.ttsburg b. ~V ednesday evemng and ·Sundays at 3 P.M., at
A. M. Stev.eus, i!:,l~ Beaver ave., Allegheny Citji'~ :abe League Room, corner of Eleventh ave.
John ~S. J.uergens, ll9 5th ave., P1tt»burgh.
..md 13th st., third floor, entrance on 13tli st.
TENNESSEE.
BRADFORD.-The Bradford Liberal Club
Ferdi..vland PCeister, Na:>hville.
:meets
every Sunday at 3 P.M. at their hall in
. UTAlh
!Pemberton
block. The club has a very choice
James A~hman, Salt Lake"city.
I library.
D. F. Keeler, Park City,
1'HILADELPHIA..-The Friendship Liberal
W. F. Heyboulcl, Salt Lake Oity.
•League meets every Sunday at Hancock Hall,
VIUGIN!A. '
&4 Girard avenue, at 2:30 o'clock, and 7:30
Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker, t:lnowville.
~O~clock, P.M., for lectures and free debates
ENGLAND.
ITI1!E TBUTH SEEKER and Liberal books for
Charles Watts & Co., London.
-sale.
The American and New Yol'k News Colin·
lRITTSBURGH.-Pittsburgh Liberal League
panies will furnish t,b.~e pape11 to .news deale rs meets at Maltby Hall, 76 Fifth avenue, every
upon application-.
Su~day (except d"Ting the Months of July
::: =d August) at 3 > Jlock. A free platform is
M.EDICAL nnd HYGIENIC WORKS; onai:ntained. Exercises consist of a lecture,
u>.ll&wed by 10 minute criticisms, with 15
Sold at THE TuuTH SEEKER Office,
t:ninntes allowed the lecturer to reply. ClergySent on lleceipt of Price.
men 'ill.W!ited to discuss.
Trail's Sexual Physiology. A ScieHlNEW JERSEY.
tilic and l'opulur _Expo~ttwu of the Fund 11.1 NlL'WABK..-Newark Liberal L?ague meets
mental Problems m tlocwlogy. $1.
\ every ~sunooy afternoon at 3 o clock at the
I League!s :H!dl, 177 Hal&ey street. Exercises
What Otll' ,II·I s 0 ug)It~ to }{ now.. 'D
.L:I,Y I consil!lt ~of music, readirgs, lecture, and disDr. MAR.Y J. I::>TUI>LEY. l'rtce, '$1.00.
cusswn .in .which all p~esent are invited to
Hygiene of the .llt•ain, and the Cure partictpate. Admission free. Collection
of Nervousness. By M. L. lloLBI!.OOK. $1.i~O. 'aken. Communications for the League
Parturi 1 ion Without P;tiu. A Co.de :1~ould be addNlf!s.,d to J. W. Frankel, 10
of Dtrectwns for AvOtuing mo,;t of the Pams &?me street, Newi.U'k.
and Dangers of Child-Buaring. JlJU.ed by
CANADA.
M. L~ HoLnuooK, M D. Price, $1Jl0\.
TonoNTo,-Hecnlar Society. Reading and
The Relations of' the S•~xtl'S... By Lecture l'toomt', No. 9 Grand Opera House.
Mrs. E~ B. Du~'~'EY. Price, $l.OO.
Open every evt9,uing and Sundays. Lecture
Fruit and Bread. A Nat~'tralan('l ScJ·- every Sunday .tJVening. Freethinkers and
!i'trangers are m~l'liially invited.
entific Dtet.
By GUIOTAV ScHUC.Kl cYsEN.
.M.oJNXlliE,U,,-Wioneer Freethought Club
Price, $1.00.
meells e:V&"f .Sni."Cday at 3 P.M., at 1310 OathThe lletter Way. An Appeal to Men iirine str.e,et. R ~dirig-room o,pen daily until
in Behalf of Human. Culture. through a L0:3f:J P.M. Libr IUV open for exchange of
Wise1 .t'arentage. By A. E. NE"'l~ON. :Price, books thr,ee evemings: per week, and on' Sunpapal, ~5 cents; cloth,, 50 cents..
day aftemoons. Free public lectures on
New Hygienic (Jook Book~ Oonta.in- :'lundays as adve~ttised :\u local newspapers.
ing Heceipts for Preparing, :a .ffygiEW.ic Strangers always welcOJI!le. G • .S. Wuson
Food By Mrs. M. M. JoNES, M.D. 30 cUi. Pre.~ident; C. f!oovens, SeoJJ\9tary.
Talks lO My Patients. Hints on Get:NfEW YORK..
ting Well ami Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
ALBMlY.-The Liberal association meets
GLEASON, M.D. Price, $1.5().
B>~ery Sunday at 'Iran Vech\ten Hall, 119 State
'
"
:ltreet. Sunday-sehool at~ 2 P.M. General
Ch as t 1•tY; or, 0 ur l::)ecre..
ms. tBy business meetinga,nddebat·es&nddiscussions
Dro LEWis, M.D. Trt'lating o:ff the :Sexual ~t 3 P.M. Lectrue at 7:30 F.M. The public
Relations in their Higher As-pacts. $~1.00.
are cordially invited to attend, also all LibPremttltl Uulture. Being Suggestions arals visiting the city. Adm-ission free.
to Parents. By A. E. NEw-n>'N. 25 cants.
NEw Yomr CJTY.-The M,\nhattan Liberal
Aids to Family Gove-rnment; or, Club meets every Friday evening at 8 o'clock,
From the Cradle to tile School. By B.s&THA at 220 East 15th 1St.--'l'he A.'Uerican SpiritMEYEU. Price, cloth, $1; pa.per, 50 oents..
aalist Alliance meets ever1 Su1 td.ay afternoon
~t i!:30 o'clock in Republwan ,\!all, 55 West
YOU th ; Its Care and C 11lture. BY J · 33d
street.--'Ihe First Society~ of SpiritualMourrMEu GnA..'!VILLE. Price, $1.00,
ists holds its · meetings every Sunday m
Eat~ug f'or S~rength. Including the Republican Hall, 55 West 33d street. Morning
Smence of E!lting. Ftve hundred Rooeipts. ;ervice 11 o'cll\lck; evening, 7:45. Seats free.
for Wholesome Cookery;~ One Hundred Re.. Public cordially imrited.--Ar~a!llum Hall,
·ceipts for Delicious Dri·nks; One Hnndred 57 West 25th Street, cor. 6th ave. The PeoEver-Recurring Questi.~ns Answered. By~ pie's Spiritnal Meeting every Su~uday at 2:30
M. L. HoLBuooK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
i\nd 7:30P.M.
llarriltge and Parentage. In Their- BnooKLYN.-The Broo71dy.n Spirit'llal Society
Sanitary and Physiological Relatic.)ns and'~ meets at Conservatory .Hall, cor. of Fulton
in their Bearing on the Producing of 'chi!-~ 1stree.t and Bedford avenue, every Su!ld~y.
dren of Finer Health and Greater Ability
Serv1ces at 11 A.M. and 7:45 P.M. AdmiSSion
By M. L~ HoLBuoon:, M.D. Price, $1.00. .. fre_e.. Public cordially inviood. Lib-eral and
~ur Girls and Some of the Thin s; Splrltual paper~ ~md books for sale. --The
They 0 glit t K
B D L
g
E.verett Hall Spmtual Conference, 39S Fulton
p .
$t~
now,
Y IO EWIS, 1\i.D.~ street meets evmt Saturday evening at 8
50
D rtce, · , ·
•
o'clock. Meeting.B fref,l. S,piritual literature
~ r. .!foote S Plam Home Talk and! ! Eor sale.-The Eastem District Spiritual
Medical qommon Sense. By E . .B. FooTE,, : Conference meets every Monday evtming at
M.D. Pnce, $1.50.
1 Composite Room, 4th street, oorner of south
Hand· Hook of Hf>alth Hints. ByE;.~ M street, at 7:4:5. f?pir_itual and Lib~ral
B. FooTE, M.D. Price, 25 cents.
' literature on sale. AllmVlted.- The Philo·C •
1 S
. iOphical Associa..tion meets every Sunday
.,;:~Clen~e rt tory; Teaches. Anatomy;,~ ~fternoon in the J\ssembly Room of Wright's
~~yswlogy, and Hygiene. 5 vols. in one~ j Business College .l3roadway, oorner of Fourth
~ nce, $2.00; extra cloth, gold. back, 5 vobt;,. . street, E. D., at's P.M. Public col,'dililly in1110\Uld separately, $5.00.
. Yited. Doors opel
2:30 l',lfo
~CANADA.
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E.LS lN FAiTH,

From Traditon to •Beason.
BY ROBERT G• .ADAMS.
Cloth, $1.25.
46tf

WITH

A CHANGE OF DIE1'.
REVISED .AND ENLARGED BY THE .AUTHOR.

l!'or Sale at this Office.

EVOLU'I'ION:
A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.

IN

NINE PARTS

AND COURSES.

1 A Word !rom the Oook. -2 Choice Bite for th
.!Iasb.-3 Seasoned wltb Satan to the taste,4. The CbOp!Jing-Knlfe.-5 Hash, First
Oourse.-6 Hash, Second Course,7 Hash. Tlllrtl Course.-8 Change
of Diet, First Course,-U
Change of Diet, Second Course,
WARREN SUltlN.ER BA.RLOW,.

By Robert c. AdamM.
Paper, 25 cents.
46tf

ORTHODOX HASH

For Sale at this Office.

Author of
THE VOICES AND OTHER "POEMS,

Price. 10 Ceut,..

The &'ruth seeker·

wAI~~E~~~E!!~~T~~}Nss (lri·mss'
u ~ Preachers
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR OF

''GOLDEN THRONE,"

''PROMETHEUS," ''INGER-

SOLL AND JESUS," ETC.
Price, Cl<>th, $1,00; Paper,

5~0

Vts.

prose epic of the war, rich wltll Incident and
dramatic power; breezy from fir>t pA.ge to last with
the living spirit or to-day.-John Swintm'a Papt:r.
"A

Address TilE TRUTH SEEI~ER,
SS CLINTON PLAOE. NEW YORK.,

FALSE CLAIMS.
-BY-

JOHN E. REMSBURG.

IN THE

UHITED STATES AND CANADA
From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
THIRD EDITION.
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
NEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
TRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
COMPARED AND REVISED.

By M. E. BILLINGS,

AUTHOR OF
"PREVENTION OF CRIME," ETO., "UNHOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
Revised and .Enlarged.
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
"HOLY CROSS,"
Price, 10 CTS. SINGLY; 75 OTS. PER DOZ.
AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.

AS A
MISSIONARY DOCUMENT
IT IS UNEXCELLED.

Among the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis·
tics, showing the creeds q_f the prisoners in
the penitentiaries; the Church and CIVIliza.
tion; the Church and Scienc('; the Church
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the
Church and the Antislavery Reform; the
Woman's Rights Movements; the Temperance
Reform; the Church and the Republic.
These pamphlets should be circulated by
the thousand. Let every reader send for a
dozen at least. Address

THE TRUTH liiEEUER,
33 Clinton Place, NEW YORK

Ingersoll's "Works.
The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $1.25
lncludtna. ·• Liberty for Man, Woman, and Ch11dj'
'• The Declaration or Independence,' 01 About Farmlnp
ln llltnolsi"" The Grant Banquet,'~" The Rev. AJe.xander Clark,"., The Past Rtses before Me Like a. Dre«'m,'
and uA 'Ir1bute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Christian Religion. R;y R. G.
Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black,
and Prof. George P. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents.

[nterviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
cloth, $2.00.
What Must We Do to be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.

COMPLETE WORJrs,..., in One Volume, HalfCalf, $t>.OO.

ORTHODOXY.
A. Lecture by

Col, Robert G. Ingersoll

"By their fruits~shall ye know them I Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, ex-Secreta1·y of the National
Liberal League, say8 of this book: "'!'his is a
severely, nwfully, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but 1t is a bed of infamy tlley hav
made themaelvs, and th~y mnst lie in it..
Send for the book and see what devourers
of sheep the shepherds can be."

PRICE, 2:i CENTS.

A.ddreBR THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

God and the State.
BY

MICHAEL BAKOUNINE
Founder or Nihilism and Apostle of Anarchy.
WITH A PllEFACE BY
OARLO CAFIERO AND ELISEE RECLUS.
Translated !rom the French by BENJ. R. '.l'UaKEII,
(Editor of Libt:rty.)
52 pages, octavo. Price 15 cents. Address, .
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
83 Clinton Place, New York.

EVERYLIBERALSUOULD
PO~SESS

THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK.-150 BeiLutlful Songs
of Liberty and Freet bought. Uearl ancJ slug tbAm
at Home. Reau and slug them at Meetings. Teach
them to the Ch!ldren. Price 25 cents.
DIAN A.-Evolution In Marriage. '.l'he Higher Law.
Alllsm made Joractlcable. UllbapJ>Y marriages
prevented and cured. Price 25 cent.s.
BURNZ' FOl!lO SHORTHAND,-A complete Self· In
structor In tile art or Verbatim Reponing, Price
$1. Send tor circulars.
THE SPELLING REFOlUI:-And How to Help It
Price 10 cents.
The above works sent promptly on receipt of price.
Address

TB E

'I'll P

'l'"H

toe 1< I!

K lfl k

33 Clinton Place, N, Y.

TRUTH:
A Poem in Three Parts.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
Dedicated to Truth Seekers, Spiritualists,
Skeptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
and Impracticable Christians.
Containing a picture of the

JEWJSH ,JEHOVAH.

Afl Des~rl bed by the Bible.
"The clergy know that I know that they
"There went up a emoke out of his nostrils, and'
know that they do not know."
tire out or bls mouth devoured: coals were kindle
with It" (Psalms xvlll, 8).
4opp.Handsomely executed.
Price, 25 cents.
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in
the United States should read it.
Every
INCLUDING
reader of the paper should Hend for a dozen.
Works in Western New York and
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for n dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
other States, together with Struct33 Clinton Place, New York.
ures in Ce!l.tral America.

ANCit.NT MAN IN AMtRiCA.

TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
.6.

STORY OF TB.E RIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.

BY J E ~ N IE BUTLER B R 0 W NE
Prloo 10 cente.
For sale at this omce.

Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles.

ByFREDEKICK Lo\KKIN, M.D.
Mmtbt:r of the
.American .A.s•ociation for tlu .A.dvancemmt of Scit:net .

Neatly Printed, with Numerous Illustrations.
290 Pages .

Price, Cloth $1.50.
TilE '.l'RUTH SEEKER,

sa Ollnton l'lace, New toR.

1/!gtfrg.
The Cogitations of. a Bachelor.
AT FIFTEEN.
The scho'ils done, and the wln~er spa·;
The schoolmarm and I, we drlrt apart,
And Romance I. lies cold and dead
On the new-made grave of a bus 1ed heart.
Go plant the wlllo w and cypress-treE',
Hang up the hand-sled out of reach;
I will get the parson to measure me,
And take my size tor a funeral speech.
AT EIGHTEEN.
Mustach and wbls)!:ers are sprout! ng now,
I'm taller than then by halt a hB<td;
But oh I tor surcease or an aching brow,
And the glare of a city painted re9-.
For l"m out sometimes with the other boys,
And come In, like Solomon, '' filled with dew;"
I awake the morn with a met·ry nolee,
And the gentle murmur of my baz~o.
AT TWENTY-ONE.
I'm hardly the whale that I thought to be
In the first faint !lush of my tblrd aecade;
"The elderly matrons say " b)Y" to me;

My eternal rortune has not been ma.de.
.But I think on marriage and ramlly,
(Measles and cradles and truurlle-bed,),
. :Hold other folks' roungster• upon my knee,
And damp little babies With tow-white heads.
AT TWENTY-EIGHT.*
I sneer at the follies or long-gone years,
At the callow youth anrl the sweet sixteen,
At the hearrstrlngs torn, and the bitter tears,
At the hand unpressed and the blush unseen.
With the outstretched ear of a rarerlpe mind,
I llst to the lovers that 1a ugh or sigh;
I've a cynical smile or a rretzlng kind
For the tender grace or the days gone by.
G. E. M.

''These last eight lines are subJect to repeal or
material modification.

The Wife.
She clun& to him with womau's IOV<',
Like Ivy to the oak;
While o'er his head with crushing rorce,
Earth's chilling tempest broke.
When the world looked cold on him,
And blight hung o·er his name,
She soothed his cares with woman's love,
ll.nd bade him rise again.
When care had furrowed "o•er his race,
And cloudeLI hi" young hours,
She wove among hlq crown ol thorns
A wreath or love'R own flowers.
And never did that wreath decay,
or one bright tlow'ret wither,
For woman'd tears e'er nourished them,

That they might bloom forever.
'Tis ever thus with woman's love,

Ti'ue till 1l re's storms hav passed;
And like the vine around the tree,
It braves them tlll the last.
-Our Society Journal.

A Word for l{elso's Bible Analyzed.
On reaching my home from my last lecture
trip, I was pleased to find Brother Kelso's last
book on my table awaiting my pemsal.
Being a radical man myself, of course I am
in close sympathy with all such writers as
speak right out the naked truth.
And you wUI readily understand that, after
spending twenty-five years of the best part of
my life in the l'llethochst church, and now fiftyfour years of age, as I am every day reminded
by the silver in my hair, my time is too
short to waste in groping and digging over a
mountain of words in search of an idea. For
such is the character of many books-a mere
rehash of that which was far better said in the
original form of statement.
But I am glad in justice to say this is not the
case with John R. Kelso's "Bible Analyzed,"
as the reader will discover on reading the
book.
I must say that I am proud to claim a
kinship in the world of thought with Brother
Kelso, with whom I am personally acquainted,
and for whom I entertain the warmest sympathy and highest regard.
I like mdical men and women who, by the
electric shocks of their utterances, stir and
quicken the stagnant pulses of the world.
Such a man is the author of the "Bible Analyzed." His logic, like that of Thomas Paine,
is a dead shot. His sarcasm, like that of Voltaire, cuts to the bone, and yet, withal, there is
a golden thread of humor running throughout
the work which renders it, as a whole, hig 1ly
entertaining, as well as instructiv to all in
search of truth about the Bible.
Truth is the right relation of things, and I
·atn quite sure that friend Kelso has excelled
in this regard in his most critical analysis ot
this so-calle<i divine book.
'rhe "Bible Analyzed" is a book of eight
hundred pages, clear paper, large type, and
nicely bound- a very God-send to those
whose eyesight is impaired by age.
There is in this book no empty display of
'fur-fetched learning to bewilder the average
reader; it is clear and truthful in statement,
·definit and conclnsiv in logic, :m,1 bears upon

every page the fragrance of ripe thought, intensified and illuminated by nativ wit and clear
common sense.
Our friend Kelso is not a smooth-haired,
weak-hearted, sickly writer, daubing with untempered mortar, straining his mental machinery in the endeavor to see how ne·ar to
the mark he can come without hitting it, but
he hits it every time, and hits hard, and yet
his work is remarkably free from prejudice,
am bignity, and bitterness; and, like Paine,
D'Holbach, and Ingersoll, leaves in the mind
of the reader a sense of satisf>tction free -from
all doubt.
I can only hope that Brother Kelso's "Bible Analyzed " may find its way into the
homes and hands of Liberals everywhere, for
it is indeed an eye-opener, containing food for
the hungry, and light for the blind, and a
thousand clubs with which to break the heads
and hearts of sacred lies and time-honored
superstitions, and like the lucid, radical works
of D. l'II. Bennett and Wm. Denton, will Iiv
and be cherished long after its brave and noble
author has passed to a higher life.
DR. J. L. YoRK .

Stray Scraps.
"The novels of Miss Evans, Mrs. Southworth, and Mrs. Holmes hav been banished
from the Cleveland public library as being too
trashy." There is room in that Library for
Solomons Songs!
;,An Ohio farmer went bustling into Widow
Jenkin's house the other day, and without even
saying good-morning, blurted out: 'I am a
man of business. I am worth $10,000, and
want you for a wife.
I will giv you three
minutes in which to answer.' 'I don't want
ten seconds, old man!' she replied as she shook
out the dish cloth. 'I am a woman of b usi
ness, worth 46,000, and I wouldn't marry you
if yon were the last man on earth ! I'll giv
you a minute and a half to go.'" Good; but
what a catamaran!
"Professor Christlieb, of Bonn, Germany,
read a paper before the recent meeting of the
Evangelical Alliance at Copenhagen which contained some very startling statements. According to the statistics of the last twenty
years, he said, there has been a large falling off
in attendance upon religious services throughout Europe. Paris has more Atheists to-dav
than ever before existed in any great city. I~
no Christian country, however, were things so
bad as in Germany. In many districts of Berlin there was only one church to every 50,000
of the population.
In New York there were
200 places of public worship; in Berlin, only
50. Besides this, on t of the whole population
of Berlin, namely one million, only-20,000, or
2 per cent, attend divine service.
Hamburg
was even worse, for out of a population of
400,000, public worship on Sundays was attended only by 5,000. The ordinary religious
teaching of the country is qnit8 dead, and
Christianity resolved into mere education.
Skeptical works are popular with the working
classes, and iii the middle and upper classes
hundreds are led away by the influence of
scientific discovery and invention. Dr. Christlieb further stated that there were 40,000 out
of a population of 250,000 in the city of Edinburgh who did not go to any place of worship,
200,000 in Glasgow out of a population of
700,000, and nearly a million and a quarter in
London out of a population of 4,000,000."
Commenting on this the New York Independent
says: "We do not propose to deny the truth
of these statements. There is, unfortunately,
too good reason to believG that they are, in the
main, true." Brother and sister Liberals, iB
not this encouraging?
ELLA E. GmsoN.
Ban·e, Jiiass.

Idaho Pete.
"What yer doin out in this country-prospectin''!" inquired Idaho Pete of a tall, saintlylooking book agent.
"Oh, no, sir; I am selling the 'Life of
Christ.,,
"Life o' who?"
"Of Christ, my deah fellah."
"Yes, I've hearn the fellers up on the range
spertk o' him quite of' en when the cattle's givin'
'em considerable trouble. \Vhat country d' he
drive in, anyhow?"
"Among the mountains and over the plains
of the far East. 'rhe record of his noble deeds
has been h mded down from genemtion to generation."
"'S that so? Who'd he wurk f~r '! D'ye
know the name ov anybody he wnrked fur?"
"He worked for everybody. He was truly
a great man."
"Waal, I should shout. He must a been a
rustler.
JVIust 'a understood the business
purty well after wurkin' fur everybody. How
long ergo was he on the turf, pardner ?"
"More than eighteen hundred years ago.''

"Look, here, stranger, yer ain't givin' me I
D. M.. BENNETT'S WORKS.
any stuff, br yer ?"
ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
"I know not your meaning, sir, but it is true
that the man in question lived eighteen hnn.- A. Truth Seeker Around the World.
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
dred years ago."
engraving of the author in· Vol. I., and
"Is this ther first book that's ever been writ
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
about 'im ?"
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, reel edges, $9.50; in mo"No, sir, but this givs the most comprehenrocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
siv review of his life, work, and death."
"He died, did he ?"
The World's Sages, Thinkers,. and
"Certainly, sir, a most terrible death."
Reformers. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth,.
''Did he go under with his boots on ?"
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,.
$4.50.
"Nay, sir, naked."
""Waal, that's the durndest trick I even The Championsofj;he Church; Their
!learn tell on." I've seen a great many cowCrimes and Persecutions. Svo.
boys sent over ther divide, but !never seen
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;.
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
any on 'em hav ther toggery strippoo off fust.
Did he leave enny children?"
The
Gods and Religions of Ancient
" He w>tS never joined in the sacred bonds
and
Modern rfimes. Two Volumes.
of wedlock, but he left childr~&n who hav preWritten in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
served and perpetuated his memory till the
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
present day."
$8.00.
"That's a little tough, stranger. . I'd 'a
thought considerable more of him ef he'd From Behind the Bars. A series of
letters written in prison. Over 700 page~>.
waited till he'd got married before herd had so
Price $1. 50.
many kids. , I suppose that's what got him
inter trouble, wasn't it?"
A Truth Seelrer in Europe. A. Beries
of letters written during a visit of ten
"No, sir, there were those who were jealous
weeks in Europe. Giving some account·
of him; envious of the work he dill, and of his
of the International Freethinkers' Congreat power."
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben··
"Strong feller, hey?"
nett was a delegate, followed by a de"He was mighty."
scription of what he saw in England,
France, Holland, and Italy. 'rhe letters:
"Carson Sam, out on the Sweet W »ter range,
from Rome alone are worth the price
is the strongest man nowadays that I knows
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait.
ov. How much cud this ar feller lift?"
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50.
"His strength had no limit, sir. He could
rrhe
Semitic Gods and the Bible~
raise mountains."
Treating upon the gods of the Semitio
"Buckin' steers, but he was a dandy! That's
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, S>ttan,.
a good deal more'n Sam can lift. I shud think
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin•
he'd been a bad 'un ter run up against."
Man•, and the Bible. To the latter 230'pages are devoted, showing that book to,
"He was a terror to his enemies."
be a very inferior production for a first"Yass; how cum urn ter get erway with
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov··
him?"
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1..
"He gave himself up; surrendered, sir.''
Judaism,
Christianity, and M.oham-·
"What'd ther critter do that fur?"
· medanism examined historically·
"To save his fellow-man. He died that you
and critically. It is thought to be the'
and I might liv."
most damaging exhibit of Chris.tianity
" Died fur me ?"
that h(ls appeared.
500 large pages,
"Yes, you."
Price, $1. 50.
" Craw lin' snakes ! I didn't hear 'bout this
afore. How'd he <lie? .Did they shoot him?" Thirty Disetissions, Bible Stories;.
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages..
"No, hung him to a tree."
Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.
·
"Hung him!"
The
Humphrey-Bennett
Discussion~.
"Yes, and nailed his hands and feet to the
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,.
tree and make woun.ds in his side, letting out
between D. M . ..BENNETT and Rev. G. H ..
his life's blood."
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very·
"Stampede my cows, stranger, ef I don't
large sale, and is a splendid work for:
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neighwish I'd been thar; I'd a plugged the whole
bors. 550 pages. Price. $1.
pesky crowd so full o' lead they'd a sunk in
ther perarie .. I don't want no feller ter die fur
me. Say, stranger, I can't read, but I'll take
er couple dozen o' them er books ter help his
family out, an' you just tell 'em that Idaho
Pete'll creep er thousand miles tar help 'em
out ef they ever git inter a tight fix. I wish I'd
er knowd about this er feller before. I might
er dun snmpthin' fur his folks.-8(. Paul's
Herald.
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ANO I'HER NEW BOOK!

New! Eloquent 1 Elegant! Splendid!
JUST

PUllLIS.RED.

PROSE POEMS
And Selections,
BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
brightest, best ever issued.
•
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day O·ration," never before published,
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, argume!lts, lectures, letters, table-talksJ and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
·
.The work is. designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personalsemvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for prel'ientation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is a master·
piece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
best materials and skill can produce. 'Ihe
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and Bide, $2 50
Hall-call, mot.tled edges, elegant libr'l.ry style, 4 50
Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine,
7·50
Full tree cal!, highest possible style a.nd finish, 9 00
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Cli1~ton PI., New York.

Bennett-Teed · Discussion. Betwee:tr.
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULus R.

TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth.
Paper, 30 cents;
cloth, 50 cents.

What Objections to Christianity 1
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. MAIR, divided into the following.
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been as fully and truly ascribedl
to other teachers and founders o£ religiom
as to Jesus.
_
3. The story of Jesus and his miJSsioru
in the world is nnhistorical; it is not e0t:'roborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This iS'
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the United

States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated'
case, and shows what monstrous injustice•
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT•.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

An Open L·etter to .Jesus Christ..
5 cents.

LteiTOgatories to Jehovah. Being

3,000 q nestions propounded to his Jewish:
Godsh1p upon rt great variety of subjects •.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.·

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Fi1rst
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church incidents and his evolution from Ohristianity to Liberalism: Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims in the Laud of Yahweh:

also the Epis tie of Bennett the Apostle to
the Truth Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

The First Epistlf of Bennett theApostle to the Truth Seelmrs.,
10 cents.

The Great Religions of the World.
10 cents.

Open Letter to Samuel

Colgate~

10 cents.

Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infidel.

10 cants.

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
Sinful Sainti and Sinliual Shepherdi.
lQ ........

THE

THE

THE MAGNIFICENT

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
AND

S. P. Putnam lectures for Friendship Liberal

GOLOB ED

Its- Scientific Solution,

LITHOGRAPH

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY

League, at its hall, 9th st. and Girard ave.,
Philadelphia.

Subject:

"The New Work of

Liberalism in America."
At 2:30P.M., Mr. Charles Watts speaks on
"Agnosticism: An Exposition and Defense."
At 7:30P.M., on" The Bible and Science."
The clergy are challenged to each lecture

ll. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.

Mr. Putnam will

take subscriptions for the National Liberal
League at each session.

WITH SOME

-OF THE-

to

defend their cause.
The lectures will be free.

The League hopes to

hav a large attendance.
4t44
PRINTED

SECOND
}
1857- • } GRAND
ANNUAL 1885•

IN

BEST

New Years Gift Presentation,

SEVEN

COLORS

LITHOGRAPH

SIZE,

IN COMMEMORATION OF THE 28TH ANNIVERI:>ARY OF THE

ON

THE

PAPER,

22 ~ X 28 ~-

PRINTS AS LARGE AS A C.AlliNET ·PHOTOGRAPH
.
THUS GIVING- NOT ONLY A PICTUllE OF
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE

January I, ISSii,
At 2 P. M.,
BOCHELLE, ILL.

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

By ll.. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
Author o! "The Bible-Whence and What?"
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OOl!ITEliTS:

The True Ideal o! Marriage.
Free Love.
The History of .Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a Question o! Law and Religion.
·Rational Deductions from .b:sLabllshed Principle•
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
Prevention Better than Cu" e.
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound In cloth. For s&l
a.t this o!lice.
33 Cllnton Place, Ne"_York.

<I

Proving ooncluslviY th&t
THE sTORY OF J.Kl:lUl:l CHRIST·
HI& blrtb,ll!e, trial, execntlon, etc.-i.o "m:vth
TRU"l'H BEEKEB 0111ce.
Price, 12.00.
ss Clinton Place, New Yorlr·

GOLDEN THRONE
By I:>AMUEL P. PUTNAM,
An thor or ""PrOmetheus," ·• Gottlieb," t'nd. ••IngenoL

and Jesus/'
A Radical romance ot pioneer Ute. del1neat1nl! the vir
tuea of natutalhumanlty as opposed to tne hypocrisy of •
supernatur~l rellglon; crowded with Incident and Inll 01
vrogresslv Ideas and the poetry of tne future.
PRIOE $1.00.
ADDRES~ THIS OFFlC.I<

THE TRUTH SEEKER .ANNU.AL.
:Price,

25 cents.

'fHE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.
BY MA..IL POST·PA..ID.
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An Antidote Analyzed,
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Will Cure all Form.s •C Dt.ease "\Vithont

lUedlct>te.
CONSULTING ROOMS,

In Ministering a Nauseous Antidote to Those
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing Poisonous, and
EXPOSING
THE
INCONSISTENCY OF
CHRISTiANS GENERALLY.

AGreat Medical Work on Manhood\

HtAL

LUSE.

THYS'-ll

10 CTS.
·Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Ofll.ce,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

PRICE,

A New and Useful Work.

vV

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY,
OR,

471 WE >T !II A DUSON S'l'.,

Somt thing

CHICAGO, ILL.

t···•·

Invalids' o read and study
D• nt;ging antl t>-y
Na u.. ~'· l"'i.~nle<ly,
lllAGNI!.o'>l"'lll.

OVci.-:!Itop

For years vast It has been known to the profesSiun that .Magnetism ana Electr IdLy were _~;owtrrul
agent:;j lor imparting vita! torce au.d tllt:HSJ' t.v the

wvru-out suSitrt.r rrvru dl~tu.be. Mau~ huw.anlLtl.·
rbns In the vrutesslon, Lhluklug'more ot the alleviation or surt~rlug than tlley ala o! tht> coue or
etlllcs PY which tlley were buund, bave resortt>d to
magnetic tr·eatmtnlL B.f:l a ins~.o resu1 t l:1lld found 1Lembelve~ a1:3tollithed at the t1Iovt upou. thblr !Jatleuta.
'!'heY had btwn taugut that mtulclne was an ubsolu te el:!sentialill all ca!::jes, anu tuu.t Lhar. lal11Lg, t.he

vatitnt mutt die, as lWlhlng 111u1e CtJUld IJe aone~
iiero 8.L.d tuere an auvu1.1ced \hllllJ..er lll:t.b 1luLJg a~1de

the tie which bounll h.lm LO l.Llts llogn atlu b tHilrtn
unu ba!:j rtsorwd to othor and mure bCleullflc methuua or tre~:umrnt. A~ altl~ultruuJJy, ht~.Vlng tHokcn
the bonds w hlch bound tnelll w a ~ystew ru; barbal'OUB as lt was unf:clentiftc, have ustd tueir best energies to devloe llle ... us 10r the ullevlatlun o! uuman
ou!Ierlug. liere una there the wonarous power o!
MAGlll!.'l'lSM was establlstled, and many alseases
hilh.,rto clu.sst>d ru; lncuraiJle reu.dlly suiJrulttea 10
ll.s mlld but potent lu!luence. This agent to the
Intelligent obberver was round evorywhere. llelng,
us It ls, the very essential or all lire, It was round
that tht> human bo" y when In a dlse .. sed cundltlou
was a.lwobt berertot thiS vltall'rlnclpl"- If w.. can
supply this vltal rorce to thll worn-out body the
paLienL will get well.
Ani but now lslt to be done, says tbe JJhyslclan ..
dcl~nce, howevt:r, cume to the tescue, luHl solvel1
•Le J,ruulem. Here aud there turougllunt the world
a.re fit ldd ur what ard k11own as mt~.gllbtltl ore. 1t
wus OD::ierve!J that 1he ore, W1lt1ll uurJ i<cd upun the
~en.ou, was round to be & saLoguard agalat:.t dl::;~asei.
ti.llll 1.0 Lhls ulrcumstH.4C'=' we are largely ludebtea 1 or.
magnetic wearl!::g a.,i'B.J.el, lor It was .. n easy Jransl.lou. irulll carr)lllg ruabnetlc or~ to cvverlng the~
IJody Wi'h p.rmanbully cuar!;ed magnets, !>lacc>.llu,
gli.rments tltteu 10 every }JurL of. the booy. r;,lJ.,c&
.h" first IDLroductluu or ruagnet!C al'I>llances as a
eura.t.ve, tLere has been a nuwoeror the~:~e St_.;-caUed
wugne~,.lc garrueu.t~ foisted U!!Oll. tho }JUUllc by men
whose sole olljtm w .. s gain. Ulli!cl"utlfic In construction; ana having lie Lie If auy magubtlom In
tl.Lem, Lhelr lU.., Wt1S vf short duration; lt W&S loLg
onough, however. to dew.onstrate that wLen CLnstructed upon scientific prln !plea there was ,o,rcely
an «llment Lh~>t human fiesh Js uelr w that wvuld
uo• submit to their heallug Influence.
THE EUREKA. MAG~.I!;TlC AP>LIANCES are superl1•r 10 evet)thlllg uf.aslmllar Cha1acter heretotore OIIt>r~d to tl.te Jlubtlc, flolug tho onlY sclenlltlcally CA. nstructed aiJ!Jllarwe ln 1.Ue ruarnet; 1t ls now
two ana a half years "!nee they were first orrered
GO the public, and durlug that Limo we hav treated
Gnousands of J!aGlents, und not a slngle case of rallu.te to I ecelve benefit reportell to us, while we are
In da.Jly receJIJt of testimonials or cures from all
parts or the country. We know that dlseaee cannot
eKISt where these garments are worn In quantities
1>8 advloed by us,
'l'o all who may be aruwted with any of the followIng complaints, we say untlesltatlngly, the Eureka
Mugnetlc Gat"ments Will cure yon ;-Faralysls,
Rheumatltm, Nervous 1Jeblllty, Neuralgia, LumLagu, Bieedlug at the Lungs, Spmal Dlsea,e, Gout,
A.otllwu., Bronchltla, Congestion ot the Kidneys,
Catarrh, DysJJepsta, Loss of Energy, Heart Dlse!I,Se,
Cunstlpatlon, Consumption, Prolapsus
Uteri,
Chronlv PerltonitlB, CaLcer, Ovarlan r.rumors,
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. Vitus' Danco, and ull forms
or chronic lnvalldlsm.
1

Man. WhencA and Whither.
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From the lrt:tnel.ad .Age.
"Dr. Fe;;~..,s Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore n< ladles' supporters are just what every lacly In the
amples; Tl!e Poet's Wife; The Model Husband
land needs, as Jt wlll be fuund a great assistance at
Rlld the lfodel Wife- the Mutual Obligations ch·eat or hum.,ug. The Freetlllnll.ers of the Jan,· certain periods; a.ll these garments are made to
sb.onld glv the doctor their patronage."
1Y8
measure,
an<! a fit guaranteed, To ladles who are
Privileges, and Duties; The Poetry of Lo,·e, Court:
all dragged out a combination jacket a.nd corset
ship, and Marriage-Being a Pructica.J GniJe to all
w!ll restore you to new life and energy, and pay for
tho Relations of HAPPY WEDLOCK.
ltsotr au hundred told In a few weeks' wear. Tills
garment ls only made !rom actual measure, and a
Tbe hook is handsomely printed and beautifully
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verlect fit, UHMUred.
bound It was intended more especially for young
Elastic '""uppurter 'l'rll!-ll'i 1ll hom ;J:O to
All commuulcut Ions an"wered free of charge.
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Atl<lress, vR L TENNEY, 471 West Madison 8treet,
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stamp for cit·cular, oud Bu1J in wlwt p11)'er
Chlengo, Ill ~ Agents w.. n,ed tur lloston, "!'lew11011 saw my CidVP1"ltsemeut. Address Capt.
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A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .JAMES PARTON.
This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters In history who have
helped the world; together wlLh eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
U.2ri.
.PRICE,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
33 Clinton Place, New York.
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CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
CIVILIZA'flON.
From the German of

MAX NORDAU.
SEVEN EDITIONS IN SEVEN MONTHS.
PROHIBITED IN AUSTRIA.
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FACTS.

Or an Analysis of the Hebrew .Mythology.
Wherein It Is shown that the holy ~crl pt ures treat
on natural pht>nomena only. By-M. WOOLEY, M.D
A master work of over 600 jJages, neatly bound In
cloth, with a portrait of tile author. Price. $3 00,
oUt! .
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER ofll.ce.

"Tills book Is not a book. It Is a deed; and those
who oppose It will prove that they !ear it."- Vienna
NtNJs.
Price, cloth, $1.00; pa.pe;r, $1.00. For sale at this
otnce.
~tt

Marriage and Divorce.

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Deblllty,
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and tht
untold miseries resulting from Indiscretions or ex·
ceases. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 preserlptlons !or all acutf
and chronic diseases, each one of whiCh Is lnvalua·
ble. So found by the author, whose experience f01
A .Magazine Devoted to tlte State- 23
years Is such as probably never before fell to tht
menu-or Mental a11d Spiritual
lot o! any physician. 300 pages, bound In beautltu
French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
Phenomena.
teed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical
literary, and professional-than any other work sole
Single Copies 10 cents.
ln this country for $2.50, or the money will be re
funded
in every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mal
39tf
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
postpaid. lllustruted sample, 6 cts. Bend now
Gold medal awarded the author by the NatiOnal .Med
leal Association, to the ofll.cers or which he refers.
Thls Science o! Life should be read by the young
11
1 for Instruction, a.nd by the allllcted ror relief.
Will
be.:u,tit all.- London Lancet.
By R. B. Westbrook, D D., LL.B.,
There Is no member or society to whom this boo~
Author of "The Bible.-Whence and Wbat? w111 not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
About all that can be said for the existence instructor, or clergyman.-Argonaut.
the Peabody .MediCal Institute, or Dr. W
of God and the future _life of man, is here H.Address
Parker, No 4 Bulfinchst., lloston, Mass., who rna)
pun~ently presented, w1th an in~idental dis- be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and ei
cusswn of many collateral questions from•. a l>erlence. uhronlc ana obstinate diseases that ha\
rationalistic standpoint.
.
'
t:Jafll.ed the skill o! all other physicians
a
specialty. Such treated succe88tully
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
without an Instance of failure.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEUlil.
lyr'S
.Mention this paper.
&;.
ss Ul!nton P!>.ee. New Yorlr.

The ~ cience of the. Hible,

CLAY

For sale at this office

"ANTICHRIST."

'

Last year on New Year's day Wettstein presented
to his pa. rons assembled In Armory Hall, a. valuable
collectlo•• o! beautiful presents, comt->rlslng 10 Gold
Watche" .ud Gold Ctlalos; hal! a. dozen genulu Diamond Pluo, Rlugs, and Eardrops; over a dozen fine
The lithograph is designed for framSliver Watctles, solid G •ld Jewelry, elegant Sliverware, Fauf:y Goods, etc., ranging In prloe !rom $l.UO
ing, and will be a treasure for all Libto $100.00.
Ttl!• 1 propose to do this year and to glv my Liberal friends abroad an·opportunltY to receive a nice erals.
present.
· ·
Ttle aggregate of goods presented· will not be less
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
thau $1,500, and probably $2,000, according to amount
o! goods sold.
,
to
subscribers to the Monument Fund
To a.ll my customers sending $1.00 or more for
goods or work, I shall present, !or each and every for 30 cents; to others 50 cents.
Addollar, a cer, lficate entitling the owner to one or
more shares In t.hese gifts.
dress this office.
'
This is the fairest and most liberal orrer ever made
by any merchant In America .My stock Is complete
In everything pertaining to a first-class jewelry
THE
store; prices now averaging 25 per cent below those
o! largest clttes; goods sent by mall or express to
all parts of the world accompanied by one certlfica.te INSTITUTION OF MARRIAGE IN
!or every dollar remitted, and cash refunded 1r not
THE UNITED KINGDOM.
Satisfactory, and returned same day received.
Prices on watches again reduced since last price
BEllNG
list In this paper. The presents will be presented
In a pu bile hall of Rochelle, d lrectly to my cus- LAW, FAOTSl &llfGGESTIONS, AND REtomers, or to a committee b"leCLe>.l by them at that
1\'IAR.KABLE DIVORCE OASES.
time, In ooe entire lot, a.nd the mode of distribution
will be optional with them.
EverybO''Y pleased last year, and all must be
Four .liltt111'lred an<~ Porty Large
pleased this year.
·
Octavo Pages,
.
Circulars giving all particulars and describing
style and value o! each gift, mailed free on appllca·tlon..
.
OTTO WET'l'S'l'EIN.
Price reduced from $2.25 to $1.00.
10t43
41tf
Atddress this office.
-----~--~~----------------------
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Bf SA.••UEL P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 cents.
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THE BRONZE MEDALLION

ROCHELLE Jt WELRY STORE.
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NOW READY!

Putnam and Watts.
On Sunday, Nov. 30th, at 10:30 A.M., Mr.
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:c:::IT=i=s=w=r=l=tt=e=n=,=H=o=w=b=e=au=tt=r=u=l=a=r=e=t=h=e=f=e=e=t=o=r=th=e=m =A=L=I=T=T=L=E=g=l=rl=,=w=h=o=.=w=t,=.h=h=e=r=p=a=r=en=t=e=b=a=rl.=s=u=c·
that preacil the gospel or truth an<! or peace and ceeded In reaching home )ilBt before the I'aln came
bring glad tidings .-.r good thlng9 to th'lse who hav, down said; "Well, we beat the Lord this time,
been sitting In darkness, and upon whom the sun of didn't we, ma ?"
truth haB not thrown Its brllllaut rays. All day long
AT a cat;"ttetlc~J examination in Scotland a little
wlll I stretch fortll my hands and rats~ my voice , girl was a•ked: "Why dld the Israelites make a
unto the sons an1 daugllters or men, and seek to golden calf?"' She answered: "They hadna as
deilV<'r unto them the gospel or truth wlllch we hav muekle allier as wad make a coo."
found, and to tell tllem or the liberty and peace
Which dwell In the truth as lt Is In nature.- D. M.
A BRIGHT little miss of three summPrs was seated
Bennett.
beside or her father at the dinner table. She was
A PROFOUND change has taken lace In the world full of mlschler, and her father finally said to her:
,,
P
"Dotty, If you don't behave better I shall hav to
or thought. 1 he pews are trying ~ set themselvs
k
, ,
llt
d i de thou ht
somf'wllat above the pulpit. Tlle layman dlscusseel' span you. r 11 e t 1e one rema 1ne n ep
g
theol,gy wiTh the mluls•er and smlles. C~rlstlans for a few moments and then answered, with a saucy
excuse themselvs ror bel~>Jglng to the church, by twinkle In her eyes: "Oo, taut, pa; l's slttln' on it."

I

denying a part or the creed. The Ide'!. Is abroad
that tbey who know the most or nature believe the
least a bono thAology. •rao sciences are regarded as
Infllels, anrl fa~t~ a3 scuff }ra. ThoU'3anris of mo3t
excellent people avol•l ctlurches, anrl, wllh rew ex·
cepT.lOns, onty tho;e actend prayer-meeting" who
wish to be alone.~ Th~ pulr>lt Is losing because the

THERE was a donation party at Parson Bled•oe·s
bouse last Thursday evening. About ten o'clock
Colonel Bumgardner met Elder Britt coming from
Lhe rear of thtl house, and said:

u

Why, Elder, where

hav you been to?'' .. Ott, Just taking a little siesta on

the back porch." "Great gosh, show me how to get
one, will you? I'm ag dry as hot ashes!'' The elder
people are growlng.-R. G. Ingerooll.
s,;ood dumbfounded and Bum still believes the old
You are tarnlll.r wllh a book or c)nSlderable value. Cl.lrlstlan was too selfish to Jet hlm Into the sort snap.
Dr. Smith's D:c~lona.ry of the Billie. I happe:J. to
WHEN a roan milks a cow, he should not attempt
k~OIV tbe lul!uences under whlcll tbat dictionary to Bruuke a cigar at the same time. A young man
was framed. TtJ.~ Idea ,,r the publl-her and or the out In the coun•ry tried lt. and got along well
editor was to gtv as much scholarslllp, and such re· enough until he lowered hls head and touched the
suits or modern crlltclsru, as should be compatible cow·o flank with the lighted end of his weed. Tbe
with a very j udlclous conservatism. Tl.lere was to next moment blmself and the cigar were dreadfully
be no obJeCLlon to geology, but th~ universality or '' vut out." The cow introduced about two tons
the deluge was to be 3trlc•lv m'tlnt~tlae!.l. Tile editor weight tnt~ one or her hind leg,, and then passed
commlt 1 ed tb.e artlcle 1 11 D~Iuge," to a man of very It under the milker's l ~IV. When he ceased whirl·
consl!.lerable ability; but when the artL.:le came to lug around, and the myriads of stars he saw had
blm, he round that It WdS so excesslvly heretical 'ctl•avpeared, he said rarmlng was the hardest work
that he could not V(>nture t 1 put l& ln. Tllere W«S a man could put his hand to.
not time for a second article under th'Lt head; and
SCENE.-The next room. Door shut. Nothing visIf you look at that Dictionary. you will find under
the word.'' Ddluge," a reference to" Flood.'' Bef )re Ible except an audible voice the other side or the
u Flood" ca.rne, a second article hall been conlmts~ door. Enter audible voice, audibly speaking orally,
stoned ft•om a scource that was believed to bs safely in vocal ac.:ents~
ooneerva• iv; but when tlle article c-tme in it wa':l
'' HahJ"
"There, now l~'
round to be worse than the first. A tulr<l article was
uHJl' up!"'
then commlsolone!.l and care was taken to secure ito
1

"safety."

If you look for tb.e w0rt1

u

Flooll ''in the

'' Hole dupl"

"H1)le d up your rt?.d/"
dlctlOTH<ry, you wlll find 'l reference to "Noall."
"Can't I you hold your head dupl"
Under tbat name you will find an article written by
"Put tin I''
a dlstlngutshed Protessor of Cambridge, or wlllch I
"Puttlt Lin!"
remember that Blsllop CJ!eman said to me at thB
"Put tin your r6otJ"
time, In a very guardel way, the writer coucedeo
"Turn around f''
the whole thing." You will see by this under what
"Turn a rountl /''
trammels scientific thougl!t h'l.S laoor.;d In tills de.
partmT;nt or inquiry.- w. B. o~rpmter (Ghri.lian
"Oh, go)dne•s gracious 1 Don't you know how to
Reoi•tcr).
turn around?''
"Hold your head st1111"
NOT PAUL BUT JESUB.-I recognize more and more
~~ DJU't do that I"
-what I believe will be genMallya<!mltteT1no »-thaT
·• '11 other arm I"
the articles of fu.itb., the aententl ~us dogmas, "the
uTile otlur arm!''
scheme of salva\lon," which hav u;urtJed th-l name
"Oa, great land, go to your mother!"
of Cllrlstlanlry, originated almo3t woolly wl,h Pctul;
It Is a man dressing hls infant son in.tbe morning.
i;.Ucl thaL not only did Ll..tt3Y uot f·H·m tl::.e sllb!::):auco ot -Broo7c!yn E1glc.
the teaclllng or Jesu", but that they are not to be
THE SUl\IliiER Glii.L.
tounJ. ln, nor ca.n Obtain anything beyonrJ, the mo~t
cagual, apiJarent~ n.nd q1t6Siionable counte~Jance l'herB are damsels pretty aud damsels plain;
Tnere ara countlesg vanities under the sun;
from hls genuin aod autllenrlc words. And, fiually,
I 'l:emember and wlsb to recall to the reflection of l'llere's the glt"l who 1llrts on the railroad train,
And the fem .. Je who glggleo just for runmy readers, that tb!s Paul, who trau.bfurmed the
Au'i she who at spider~ aud mlce will runpure, grantl reJ1glon of his oruclfled master, wa ...
There
are maidens or lofty and low degree,
<llstlogttlolled by a character or Intellect, s2b Je.
But I turn aside from tllem all but onemetavhyblcal, anrJ. cultured, and, therefore, stngu·
Jar1y discrepant from that of Jesus; thar, moreovtjr, Fur the summer girl is the girl for me.
he never knew Jesus upon earth, had never come Tllere are maidens somber of mass! v brain
under h.l; lntlueuce, or heeu HObered by bls satn·ll
Who woul·l rdlnt If one dared to make a pun;
spirit and his clear, vractical coucevtions; hau Tltere are las~es modest and slren~ V::!..1n,
never seeu him in tile n~sll, uor heartl bl.~ voice eave
And cuatterlng da nes who are worse th'l.n a dun.
in trance, in noon-rlu.y vl ... ionq, anJ ec.,tatic UeserL
Tllere's tlle gtrl with a voice like a signal gun,
communing;.- Grey's Crded of Ohri•lwdom.
And who thanks the Lord that she yet l~ rree;
11

WHOEVER bas read the dally newspapers !or the
last fifteen vears or so, knows that nearly all tlle
murd~rers that bav been executed in thlo country
bav been avowed believers In the Curbtlotn rellglou
und <lied expecting pardon througll the great b<!.nk·
l'U!JL salVdtiou scherne called" the Atonement. n The
letters a!lT1 papet·s le!< by them, as well as their dyIng lfuT·de, snow that tlley llveu, not with the M<!.l.e·
rlull.>elc uollef that cause and e!Iect are lnvarlabl~
linkocl tog other und that It Is lmpooslble to escape
the consrquences of our acts, but under tbe iufluence or tl.Je de.llorallzlng doctrln that the tffects ot
a life of Immorality and crlme c11.n be washed awa~
by the blood or a ct·uctfied savior, an•1 that, willie a
Humboldt, aq,.E neraon. a Theodore Pt~.rker, a George
Eliot, a Harriet Martineau, are lll!.ely to bo
damne1" for their unbelief, the red-llanded murderer, if he u makes hls peace witll God,., id sure to
hav a ccownor glory and to be forever with the Lord.
11

-Uude,w'ood's M!.lterir.r.:i;;m and Crime.

SOlliE men glv more clear light and knowledge by
bare, ctlstlnct stating ol a c;uestlun, than others by
talking of It In gross whole hours together.·-Jolm
Lock<.

'!'HE Brahmans a~sert tllat the world aros& from an
lnfintc spider, wl.Jo sp·1n this whole complicated rnaso
!rom hl; bowelo, aud annlh.llate~ afterward the
whole, or any vart of It, by abaorblug It again aud
resolving It into hls own esoence. Here Is a species
or cosmogony wlllclt appe<J.rs to us rlulculous; he·
cEtuse a S[>hler io a lltllt> contemptible animal, wuose
operations we art> nevt>r likely to take for a model of
the whole unlvdrse. But still here 15 a new S[>eeles
or analogy, eveu In our globe. And were there a
planet WhOlly lnllablted by spl•lers (WhlCil is Ver)"
possible), this Inference would there appeat as nat·
ural and Irrefragable aq th~tt wllleh, lu out· plauet,
ascribes the orlgln 0f all things to designed lntelll·
gence. Why au orderly system may not be spun
from the belly as well as trom the bt·atn, lt will l.le
difficult to glv,. saT.Istactary reason.-JI"u.e's Dialogs
O.mcernin.g Natur,;.l Roligion.
'l'HIS being roy task tlll the end or the year, why
shout· I I curlou21y lllqulre what Is to become or me
next? "There ia fiYeltfeforallvlngbod~·,"a~my
motb.Pr's vroverb ha~ it; al:::o, as she remind ell me,
"tr thou tine (loBe] bean, tl.Jou tines a',"- Carlvi.e.

But rather than tllese malls glv rue nonel!'vr the summer glrlis the girl for me.
'rllere's a ru!SS WhO C~mes or a royals train.
And slgtt; to conquer ~lr BoJby'a son;
And slle wllo shows a J.lOeclc vein,
And vainly waits to be wooed and won;
And last of all, there's the silent nun.
Bttt wltll none of them eau I well agree;
In fact, the~e damsels do I shunFur tbe summer glrlls the girl ror me.
L"ENVOI.
Prince, 'tbuugh perchance no good I've done,
A.t least accept my advice and be
Peaceful and happy-In love with noneFor the summer glrlls the girl ror rue.
-Ytde Courant.
A BAD SPELL.
You hav heard o! the Clcy or Bloux'r!te loveliest ever you knlouxAnd the following tale,
I am sure c>nnot fall
'fo be read with emotion by yloux,
To tllls bustllug city of Sioux,
Came a seton of Albion trloux;
When the name was pronounced
In his hearing he tlounced,
And at once In a passion be l!loux.
"Now tell me, 0 people of Sioux,"
He shouted, "What can a man dioux ·?
As 'tis spelled, so we say It,
And that is the way it

Should bel" And be blustered and blloux.
And all through the City of Sioux,
That m"n raloe1 a hullabt~.llloux.
With maduess enraged,
Lllie tiger uncaged,
And fell upon gentile and J Joux.
As over the City or SIOux
He ruslled, still the madder be grloux,
Till he fell In a fit,
And hls soul promptly It
Lert hls body-sans further adioux.
Then the coroner's jury or Sioux
Tnelr verdict most sult>mnly drlou::l',
"Dy disease or tlle heart
VIctim's life did depart,"
You llav heard th" sad tale; I am thrtoux.

Sale at
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Bible Balanced.

Iroli-Clad and Manna. Series.

Offiee.

The Infidel's Text

Book; cornpMing some of the best teach,
ings and sayings of the Bible with those
of Sages &nd Philosophers who lived previous to the Authors of the Bible; ah;o a
P.n-tial Exposition of its Errors. By GEo.
C. DARLING. Price, 50 cents.

The Figures of Hell; or, The Temples of Bacchus. Dedicated to licensers
of beer and whisky.
By Mrs. ELizABETH
THOMPSON. A neat little volume of between two and three hundred pages. :\:1.

Liberty and Morality. A capital full

lecture on these important subJects. Hy
W. S. BELL. } pamphlet tJi thirt~·-six
well-printed pages mailed for 15 cent,.;,

Superstition in All Ages. By JoHN
MESLIER, a Roman Catholic priest, " lio,
after a pastorate of thirty years at Etrepiony and But in Champagne, Frauce,
wholly abjured religious dogmas, and lefi
as hb l>tst will and testament to his parishioners, and to the world, the work entitled "Common Sense." Price, clot.h,
$1.50; paper, $1.

Marriage and Parentage and Tbe
Sanitary and Physioal Laws. For The
Production of Children of Finer Hertlth
and Ability. By a Physician and Sanitarian. "The virtues of men and women
as well as their vices may descend to their
children." Price, $1.

The Bible-Whence and What 1 By
RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.B.
The questions, Where did the books of
the Bible come from?
What is their
authority? and, ·what is the real sonrce
of dogmatic theology? are treated fearlessly in the light of history, philoSOJ>hy,
and compamtiv religions. It is impu,.;~i·
ble to giv even a condensed statement of
what is itself a marvelous condensation.
Whole libraries are here concentrated
into one little book. Printed in good
type and bound in cloth. Price, $1.

The Bible of the Religion of Science.

By H. S. BRowN. M.D. "Th1s volume is
most respectfully dedicated to those persons who will cordially unite with others
to establish the religion of truth and a
just government, by the scientific methods of reason, experience, experiments,
and observations. For this is the way to
wisdom, and to the material, mental,
moral, social, and spiritual sciences, that
make peace on earth and good will among
men." Price, $1.50.

Socialism and Utilitarianism. By
JoHN STUART MILL.

Price, $1.50.

Specimen Days and Collect.,

By

WALT WHITMAN.
Including autobiography, hospital sketches, democratic vistfls,
etc.
Three hundred and seventy-four
pages of hearty, wholesome prose and
poetry, never before published. Price, $2.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

Conversation

in verse between the two great reformers.
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. Price, 10 cents.

The Sabbath. By M.

FARRINGToN.
A
thorough examination and refutation of
the claims of Sabbatarians who are trymg
to foist upon the country their holy day
by unconstitutional lGgal enactmentH.
The author shows by an appeal not only
to tb.e facts as they exist in the nature of
things, but by reference to the Bible, and
the writings of distinguished historians
and theologians of past ages, that Sunday
is no more a holy day than. Saturday.
Price, 10 cents.

'rhe Religion of Common Sense. By
Prof. LIEBRECHT ULICH,
Price, 25 cents.

of

Germany.

15 ceuts.

-

Essay ou Miracles. DaYid Hume. 10 cents.
Land (tnestion. Charles .Bracllaugh. 5 cents.
'\V('re Adan1 and Eve Our Jo'irst Parents 1'

Cha.t·lcs Br.i.dlaugh. 5 cents.

Why Do .Men Starve? Charles .Bradtaugtt. 5cti.
Logic of J,Uc, Deduced from the l'rlnc!ple or Freethougnt. G. J. HuJyoake. IU cents.
A Plea for Atheism~ Charles Bradhcugll. 10 eta.
Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake. I
cents.
Superstition Disi>Iayed, with a Letter o! WID.
Pitt. Austin Holyoalie. 5 cents.
Defense of" Secular Priuci(>les. Cbas. Watts.
5cent:5.

Is the Bible Reliable? Chat·ies Watts. 5centa.
The Christian Deity. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
11Ioral Value ot"tlte Bible. Chas. Watts. 5ctl.
Freet.llongllt and Modern Progress. c.
Watts. 5 cento.
Cbrlstianit.y: Its Nature'""\ Influence on Clvillao
tion. L:llu.rlc~ \Vu.tts. 5 ccuu.
Thoughts on Atbeisan. A. Holyoako. 5 centl.
Is There a ltloral Governor ot" the Un1•
v~rse?

A. Holyou.ke. 5 cents.

Philosophy ot· Secularism. C. Watts. 5 ctl.
Has ltlan a Soul? Charles .Brad laugh. 5 cento.
Is There a Gotl? Cllarles llrarllaugll. 5 con to.
Labor's Prayer. Charles .Bradlanglt. 5 cents.
Poverty; Its Cause and Cure. .M.G. H. 10 cents.
§('ienee and Bible Antagonistic. c. Wattl.

5 centd.
Christian Scheme of Redemption. Cllarlea
Watt•. 5 cents.
J,olO,iC ol" Death; or, Why Should tbe Atbetst Fear
to l!le r G. J. Hulyoake. 1U cents.
Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition o! the
l.'eopte. Ch,u'le• BrauJ.,ugll. ,; cent.;.

MANNA SERIES.
New Life of David. Charles BradJaugb. 5 ceutl.
~00 Q,uestions \Vitbout,l.uswers. 5 centl.
Dialo~ue Between a Christian .Mission•
aey aau'i a Cltiuese l't.la.uu.a.riu. 10 centli.
Q,ueries Subanittetl to the Deneb of" Dish•
ops by a '\\'eaiL but Zealous tJ.llristian. lQ
cent~.

Seareh A.t"ter He~n·en :nul Hell. A. Holyoake.

6 cents.

New Life ot· Jonah. Cl.tas. Bradlangh. 5cento.
A Few \Vords About the Devil. Cha.s. Braci,

laugh. 5 cents.

New Life of Jacob. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Daniel the Dt•eamer. A. Holyoake. lOcents.
Specimen ot" tbe Bible. Esther A. Holyoake.
10 cents.
Acts of the Apostles; A Farce. A. Ho~voake. 11
cent~.

Ludicrous As(>ects of ChristiGnity. A. Ji[oJ,.
JOake. !0 cents.
Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh. 5cento.
~ Wllo '\Vas Jesus Christ? Charles BradiatJgh. ~
cents.
What. Did J esu!l 'I" each? Charles Braclla\1811.
5cents,
(..
New LICe ot' Abrabatn. Clms. BradJaugn. 0 ott.
New Life ot" ltloses. Charles Brad laugh. 5oenC.. .
ASeeularPraver. A.flol.yoake. Perdoz.,lOIItll.
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The Heathens of the lleath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc.
500 pages.
Price reduced. Paper, SO cents; cloth,

$1.25.

Family Creeds. By WILLIAM

MeDoN·
NELL, author of "Exeter Hall." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

Exeter Hall. " One of the most exciting romances of the day."
60 cents; cloth, SO cents.

and Critical Review. With replies to an
objector. By GEORGE W. BRoWN, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.

Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound in vol-

umes of 525 pages each-Vols. I., II., III.,
IV., and V. Each volume containing 525
pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library
within themselves of most excellent Radical reading matter at a low price. Paper,
60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If the
whole set are taken- paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents each.

'rhe Truth Seeker in bound volumes.

Vol. I., 25 cents; vol. II., 50 cents; vols.
III. and IV., $2 each; vols. V., VI., VII.,
VIII., and IX., $3 each. The whole set
by express for $15.

Translated from

the French of M. GASTINEAU by his son
EDMOND GASTINEAU. Being Memoirs of
the life of the great writer never before
published. Paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

Price, paper

Nathaniel Vaughan. Priest and Man.
A Rttdical novel of marked ability. Equal
to George Eliot's works. By FREDERIKA
MACDONALD. 404 pages, $1.25.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radicals tory. From the London edition.
By WINWOOD READE, author of Martyrdom of Man. 30. cen:ts.

Gottlieb : His Life.

The Sunday guestion. A Historical

Voltaire in Exile.

IRON Ciul.D SERIES.
Atonement. Charles 13radlaugh. 5 cents.
Secular Res]>Onsibility. G. J. Hotyoake. 5 eta.
Buddllist Nihiltsm. I'rof. Max !llullcr. 10cents.
Religion of Inbnnu•nity. ~·.Harelson. 20cta.
Relatiou of \\'itehera,ft to Rdi::;iou. 'LyalL

A romance of

eartb., heaven, and hell.
Beautifully
written by S. P. PuTNAM. 25 cents.

The Darwins.

A Domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. ELMINA D. SLENKER, author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Clergyman's Victims. A Radical story vividly portraying the wrongs
committed by the professed men of God.
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.

John's Way.

A pleasing domestic

Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. SLENKEB,
15 cents.
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ANECDOTES of the Rev. Dr. Isaac Watts, the
HEREAFTER Chili will aid Protestant as well
as Catholic churches, the Chamber of Deputies hymn-writer, were related by Dr. King to the
having approved by a vote of 45 to 30 the Eighteenth Street Methodist church of this
measure for freedom of worship. But though city last Sunday. "Watts fell in love," said
THE New York Sun reports Butler as "gone
THE telephone has been introduced in New the government has given the people freedom Dr. King, "and proposed marriage to a young
Zealand, Van Diemen's Land, Borneo, and to worship it has not guaranteed their equally woman. She replied that she loved the jewel but not forgotten."
THERE is indications that the cholera epiFormosa. In Borneo the nativs call it the inalienable right not to worship. Chili would but could not admire the casket. He secluded
demic in Paris is abating.
"hell talker."
himself
and
wrote
the
following
lines:
be a cold place for an outspoken Freethinker.
THE continuous drouth in Virginia is so severe
ITALY has to keep 5,363 persons under sen"'How vain are all things here below,
THE Presbyterians and the Prohibitionists,
that farmers are unable to plow their lands.
tence of penal servitude for life. Prison exHow false, and yet how fair;
Each pleasure hath its poison, too,
penses are $2,000,000 a year more than those says the Winsted P1·ess, are birds of a feather.
JAMES O'RounKE, of the New York baseball
All Prohibitionists are not blue skins, but so
A.nd every sweet a snare.'
for education.
club, will receive $6,000 for his services next
far as we know all blue skins are Prohibition- Driven back by his disappointment in love to
A FUND has been raised in England to assist ists. The Ohio synod of the Presbyterian his contemplations of heaven, Watts next season.
any destitute families that hav been teetotal- church has just adopted the report of the wrote the hymn beginning with the lines:
No less than 650,000 votes were cast for
ers for three years. Very few applications hav standing committee on observance of the
Socialist candidates in the recent German
" ' There is a land of pure delight,
election.
thus far been reported.
"Sabbath" and temperance, in which the folWhere saints immortal reign.'
A BucKEYE school teacher whipped one of lowing resolution occurs: ".That the increased Much of the merit of the hymns Watts wrote
THERE is a rumor that the President-elect
his scholarsseverely, because the youngster said desecration of the Sabbath calls for prayer and was due to John Wesley's corrections. The Cleveland is to be married. It has yet to be
Chicago was in Ohio. The teacher said he did for united and vigorous effort on the part of hymn beginning with the words, 'Before confirmed.
not feel so bad about the scholar's ignorance all good and law-abiding citiZens to secure a Jehovah's awful throne 'was weak before W esA PAUTY of brigands in Greece recently
as he did about the libel in the statement.
faithful observance of that sacred day, the ley amended it." Watts was scarcely five feet murdered two Frenchman, employed by a mingreat
end
to
be
attained
being
the
sacredness
T:a11: mortality of the globe as given by a
tall, aud died a bachelor.
ing company, and robbed them of $20,000.
Continental journal which ha" made t!J.e com- of the Sabbath and the entire prohibition of
W. A. CuoFFUT, in the World, indulges in
'rHE official returns show that Cleveland is
putation is as follows: Per minute, 67; per intoxicating liquors as be-verages."
some reminiscences in which 0~1r League ex- elected. Mr. Cleveland received the intellidiem, 97,790; and per annum, 35,639,835;
THE Kansas Supreme Court has just decided secretary figures along with Daniel Webster. gence with the remark, " It's just my 1uck."
whereas the births are 36,792,000 per annum
that a husband. is not liable for slanderous Mr. Croffut's first meeting with Webster was
100,000 per diem, and 70 per minute.
'
CANADA is about to complete an International
words spoken by his wife when he is not pres. in this way: "Some years since I was sitting
WHAT is the ~ood of this Prohibition busi. ent. By the common law the husband would in an office on the third floor of a brick build- Park by appropri11ting territory at Niagara
ness, anyway?· says Texas Siftings. Prof. Proc- be liable. 'rhe reason given for this is that by ing, a little, but not very much, below the cen- Falls between Suspension Bridge and Street's
Island.
tor says there will be no water on the face of the old l)ommon law husband and wife were ter of this city, where the Western Union
this planet in fifteen million years, so that the one in law, and the husband was that one. He building now stands. I was studying the
Jus1·~N McCAR'l'HY, a member of the British
Prohibitionists wauld hav to giv up their prin- controled her property, was entitled to her cranes and pot-hooks of phonography. It was House of Commons, predicts that within fivo
ciples just about the time they were approach- earnings, and even had the legal "right of the editorial room of C. Edwards Lester, pub- years Ireland will hav home rule nuda parliaing success.
restraining her by domestic chastisment." In lisher of the Northern pro-slavery paper, the ment of her own.
THE New York News intiwutes that the ProTHE bigots of New Orleans are already mov- short, the wife was the husband's slave. As Herald of the Union, but it was early morning,
ing to close the doors on Sunday of the Ex- he was allowed to administer "moderate cor- and Mr. Lester was not yet there. Presently hibition candidate for the presidency, John P.
hibition held there. As the people of the city rection," so he was deemed accountable for I heard a heavy and uncertain step on the St. John, could Lav been bought up and sent
·hav won the right to hav the theaters open on her misbehavior and held liable for her torts. stairs, and a portly man came in, breathing out of the field altogether for $10,000.
;Sunday nights it is not probable they will tol- The barbarity of the common law has been hard, and sank into a chair. He wore a blue
WmLE the "AU-seeing" eye wa~ watching
.erate this puritanical interference with their removed by legislation. In many states a mar- broadeloth eoat with ftat• shiny brass buttons sparrows and counting hairs last Sunday, the
ried woman is empowered by statute to acquire in double rows, and a buff vest, and his face
instructiv pleasures.
. Rev. George Sayers, an Episcopal minister
and convey property, make contracts, transact looked seamed and sallow. "Is Mr. Lester
PUBLIC opinion is rapidly coming round in business, keep her earnings, sue and be sued. not here yet, my boy?" he slowly asked in a 60 years old, of ,Jamaica, L. I., was run over
·support of cremation, says the British Medical She is no longer a legal nonentity. The right double-bass growl like that of "Secretary~· by a wagon, and one of his legs was broken.
Journal, and broad, religious sentiment is pro- of the husband to administer " domestic chas- Gillette when he says, " Do you know?" and I
THE Singer Sewing Machine Company laqt
nouncing in its favor. Among its supporters tisment" is no more recognized or tolerated remember that his eyes were deeply sunken Saturday discharged 600 of their employees at
may be counte,d the Earl of Shaftesbury and by law than by civilized public sentiment. and haggard. I told him that Mr. Lester never Elizabethport, N ..J., and announced that 500
more than one of the bishops. The London The reason for the common law rule making came so early. He said he had stepped over more would follow this week. The reason
Sewer Commissioners advocate the practice.
the husband liable for personal wrongs done from the Astor House, hoping to find him, and given is that Southern, Western, and European
I,ouo BuAMWELL heard a case recently in by the wife has disappeared, and wi~h it has added: "Tell him Mr. Webster called;" and orders are slack.
which the services of a heraldic expert were gone the rule itself. "The wife," says the then he crept down the stairs which he had
THE decision in regard to the Hev. Dr.
considered necessary and had been secured. Kansas Supreme Court, "stands upon an climbed so painfully. I sat bewildered with Newman, whose congregation deny that he is
In summing up, the judge referred to the her- equality in this state in all respects with the joy. I had seen Daniel Webster and had pastor of the Madison Avenue church, i;~
ald as that "silly old man who did not under- husband. She is alone responsible for her spoken to him-the eloquent hero of whose reserved by the judge before whom the case
stand his silly old trade.'' Some other wise contracts, and should be alone responsible for praises the country was full. For an hour I was brought. Meanwhile the chnrch is in a
man has defined heraldry as the "science of her acts. Her brain and hands and tongue sat scribbling the name "Daniel Webster" in fair way to be bank•·npted by delJt.
are her own, and sh·e should alone be respon- all the combinations of which phonography
fools with long memories."
ATTORNEY-GENERAL O'BmEN, of this state,
was capable. Two or three days later, Mr. has rendered an opinion that when accumuTHE Duke of Hamilton's library sale is de- sible for slanders uttered by herself."
Lester sent his secretary-who was also my lated interest and principal exceed the sum of
clared to be the greatest book sale on record.
WurTING to his humorous paper, Texas S(ftIt continued over about forty days, and real- ings, Alex. Sweet devotes a paragraph to the teacher-T. C. Leland, over to the Astor House $3,000, it is within the scope of the statute
to interview the great expounder; and it must
ized a total of $850,000. The Sunderland colCatholic church and politics. "Theoretically," hav been one of the first of American inter- prohibiting more than that sum to be received
lection brought only a little more than onehe says, "the church never meddles with pol- views. There were probably not a dozen p ho- by any bank from a single depositor.
fourth as much, and the Gosford only $45,000.
itics; practically, it has done nothing else nographic reporters in the country then. Now
LAST Sunday the miners of Coal Island, IreThe American demand for rare books in Lonexcept meddle with politics ever since it was there are many thousands. Mr. Lester is still land, attacked the Protestant church at that
don is constantly increasing.
a church, and very frequently the church has in the city; I met him yesterday in the crowd place, and drove the inmates out, assaulted
THE new minister was requested by one of been on the right side, as, for instance, when in front of the World building. He is robust with clubs and stones every Protestant they
the deacons to preach a sermon explaining the EngliSh blshops took sides against King and hearty-one of the most venerable of our could find, and held possession of the village
certain needs of the church, and to ask for gen. John in the Magna Charta business. As a genlitterateurs. Leland has long since ceased to for two hours. The miners are not very good
erous contributions.
"Certainly," he said. eral thing the church does not openly espouse
Catholics, but they seem to know how to put
" Will a week fl·om Sunday do?" "Yes," said the cause of either candidate, hut helps David report speeches, and is now making phonographers. I called on him Friday after one of the fundamental precepts of Catholicism into
the deacon. "Very well; I will make an an- Davis to keep the fence down. It is with the
his classes. He is growing gray, but is as activ practice.
nouncement to that effect at the close of the influence of the church as it is with the buggy
Mn. BL.UNE attributes his defeat to the Promorning service next Sunday." "Oh, don't do rides of a certain gay and festiv drummer. and enthusiastic as ever. I asked him what he
got
out
of
Webster
that
morning
so
many
years
hibitionists,
the Independents, and the internthat," protested the deacon.
"Why not?" He had charged buggy-rides in his expense ac"Well, you don't know this congregation as count. The boss kicked vociferously. The ago. "I called to interview him about the perate remarks of the Rev. Mr. Burchard about
well as I do; and if you should make such an drummer's name was not vociferously, how- Omnibus bill, a chief feature of which was t.he "rum, Romanism, and rebellion." Mr. Blaine
announcement I'm afraid there might not be ever. The boss said he hired the drummer to Fugitiv Slave law," said Mr. Leland. "He has resumed work on his forthcoming book,
much of a turnout. We'll just spring it on sell goods, not to take buggy-rides. He told walked up and down his room with hi10 hands "Twenty Years in Congress." The Louisville
behind him, wearing the traditional blue coat, Courier-Journal says it is understood that Clavethem."
the drummer, moreover, that in his next ex- discussing the situation conversationally. I land will make Mr. Burchard chaplain of the
THE Rev. J. H. Hopkins, S. T. D., of Will- pense account there had to be a total absence got the gist of it and left. I afterwards re- Tallapoosa.
iamsport, Pa., and Mgr. Capel are engaged in of buggy-rides.
The drummer gracefully ported his great speech on the Goodyear-Day
NoT more than one hundred persons listened
a controversy on the question raised by the yielded the point, winking at the boss as he did India rubber case at Trenton. What he said last Sunday morning to the clergyman who
latter, "Whence Does the Protestant Episcopal so. When he sent in his next expense account had weight, but it all appeared to hav been knocked out Blaine in the late canvass with
Church Derive Its Authority?" Dr. Hopkins the boss looked all over it, and said with a studied and arranged. There was little spon- his alliterativ, "rum, Romanism, and rebellhas published a pamphlet replying to the beaming smile: 'That expense account is all taneity. Webster was no such natural orator ion." Dr. Burchard took for his text the perquestion. The monsignor now claims that in 0. K. I don't see any buggy rides in it. as Clay was, or Tom Marshall, or 'r. S. Pren- formance of Shammah, the son of Agee, the
this reply his own utterances hav been falsi- That's the kind of an expense account the tiss. He spoke very slowly, aud I could re- Hararitewho, when the Philistines invaded his
fied, and demands the suppression of 1 he pub- country needs.' The drummer laughed like a port him verbatim, and at the same time think lentil patch, defended it, and managed, single
lication for this reason. The learned doctor maniac, and said to the boss, ' You don't. 8ee about other things, look around the room, handed, to knock spots out of the whole army.
denies having misrepresented Mgr. Capel, and any buggy-rides in that expense account, but recognize and speak to friends, etc. The first Unless !twas in the text, there was no other
refuses to stop the sale of his ·pamphlet. It: they are there all the same, old man.' Just so reporting I ever did was at Cobourg, Canada, reference to Dr. Burchard's feat except when
is probable that the controversy will be kept , it is with the influence of the Catholic church at an agricultural dinner. I got $2 for it; he intimated that he had been slandered and
up by the publication of a pamphlet by the in politics. Uncle Sam don't see any politics wouldn't think of doing it now for less than , misrepresented in the newspapers in a way to
diatinguished emissary from the Vatican.
in the account, but they are there all the same.' $50. I learned phonography of A. F. Boyle." try a saint's patience,

and· gilippings.
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3. That t~e ?elief in a diviue arch~tect of the uni-1 sonal all, within w~ich as a plenum, a "grand mili€u,"
verse was mdissolubly connected with the old cos-, floats our earth With Humanity upon it. That this
mogony fougded u~on . Genesis, whic~ predicated a transition, with all its enormous consequences, will be
Tlte Supreme lleing.
fl11t earth as the habitatiOn for man, With a hell below to many terror-stricken souls like tbe tearing asunder
it ae the abode of Satau and his victims, and a ~eaven of. heart and body, . cannot be gainsaid· but it is
The Supreme Being! The supremest of subjects, abo.ve it as the mansiou of God and the blest, while equally undeniable that Mankind, in hi; long· lived
this, on which all other issues hinge, whether of the sun, moon, and stars were. trundled aloft as lamps continuity, has passed through many transformations
thought or of life l
to light the dark~ess. But ~he displacement of this similarly radical, and that through them all, the race,
Impressed with the solemnity of the theme, I ~arrow astronomical.conceptw~ by that of the rotund"' per t;t·"Pera arf a>lra, has emerged to take its stand upou
would endeavor-hoping not to dogmatize-to state Ity of the earth and 1ts revolutiOn through the fields a higher, holier, and grander plane. And we who
c.oncisely the conclu.~ions to which, under the light of of space, has widened heaven into immensity, has have tasted of the ripened fruit of the tree of life as
liberty, science, and humanity, large bands of sunk hell below the bottomless, and doomed the we find it growing upon the banks of our widened
thinkers Lave already come, and toward which very olden God-if sti.ll he c~n be fan~ieJ. to e:x;is~to a stream of tim~, would no more return to worship at
many others are rapidly advancing. Doubtless some ?omeless wandermg amid the piercmg chill of the the olden shrmes than a freed prisoner, gladdened
of my utterances may sound severe, but they are Immeasurable vast.
.
. .
. by the blue of heaven and the green· of earth, would
only spoken because I feel that now, as nearly nine- . 4. That. as the genm·ahty of a behef Ill the flat earth court again the damp and darkness of his dungeon.
teen centuries ago, ail age has dtt.wned upon us JUSt descnbed proved only to be a generality of error, 'Returning now from this preliminary digression
whose new wine can no longer be held in the old bot- so the uni~ersality of.a beli~f in a g?d or gods turns I come directly to the second part of my theme, th~
ties; an age wherein again kindness itself demands out to be Simply a umversahty of mistake. In other purpose of which is to attempt a brief description of
that the IIX should be laid at the root of the tree.
words, we have pushed behind the bravery and bla- this new faith of Science and Humanity, the revelaNo lesson of history seems plainer than this, that zonry of ecclesiastical stage effect, and have laid our tion of the Supreme Being of the Future.
.
Perhaps I can best begin my sketch by narrating
even as individuals die, so states perish and relig- hands upon the ropes and pulleys that have moved
ions wane; and, as far as I can read aright the the human mind to entertain its theologic fallacies. a memorable experience. Some three or four years
signs of the times, "biblical revioi()n" and "theological We have practically penetrated back to the crigin, since, it was my privilege, in company with a throngrtadj w,tmP1l.t" can only be construed as the harbingers and traced down from thence the evolution of the ing congregation, to sit within the "fretted vault "
of a sciwtijie recondruttwn, and of the replacement of god-idea. We 1inp it came about as. the crude effort of Westminster Abbey; whose hoary walls, bedecked
the Kwgaum of God by the Republic of Man.
of the savage intellect to frame .some theory of the with heroes' tombs, breathed awe and reverence.
This, then, according to the best of q~y observati,on, world and find some hope to rest upon. In his bar- The service, mostly chanted, seemed like the strains
and as nearly as I can state it in a few words, is the baro.us ignorance-phenomena to him being then in- of an angel choir. The priest, the late liberal and
general po~Ition taken by the brotherhood of the ex:phcable through their laws-be sought an explana revered Dean Stanley, rose. It was Trinity Sunday,
philooophy of science, to w1t, that hitherto the eccle- tion ?f the~ as unde~ the o~deri~g and con~rol ?f and the sermon was upon the topic of the day. But
siastict>1 God, conceived of as a per;;on, has been pre- exterwr tnlls, these w1lls agam bemg embodied m how altered and enlarged-I speak alone from memsenteu and upheld as the paramount sovereign of g_hosts or spirits. Want of space prevents the cita- ory-was the interpretation! The old narrow dogthe past, but that his image bas become an obstruc- ~IOn ofthe p~oofs of these stateme~t.s, but the doubt- mas were used as symbols only. God the father, no
tion in the path of progress, and must ere long be mg reader IS referred to the writmgs of Spencer, longer belittled to the likeness of a man, was pred!spl!teed; and that mstead thereof, Man-Humanity Comte, Tyler, Lubbock, and others, wherein it will ~en ted as the infinite itself, unknowable, unthinkable;
---:-is to be the sole director of this planet in the be fou!ld t~at th~s conclusion is based on the most felt, not apprehended; the not I; th~ fathomless,
extensive mductwns derived from anthropologic!il boundless ocean, whence flow the power and persistfuture.
A few considerations touching these two proposi- research into the past and present low conditions ol ent energy 'fhich permeates and impels all things.
tiona will constitute the scope of my argument.
religious culture. It is then but a truism to say that God the son, the God manifest in the flesh, had
But let me temper the somewhat apparent harsh- these wills, ghosts, or spirits which I have thus alluded grown from the Christ of Palestine into the Christ of
ness of my attitude. The grand chariLy that C.)mes to, being originally multitudinous, were idols in their history, into the Collective Man, Humanity, in whose
of the sp1r 1t of historical growth enables all evolu- first estate; that, under higher civilization, becoming providence we live and move and have our being,
t~onists to soften their abrupt and seemingly censo- condensed into the fewer polytheistic divinities, they without whose care we could not live at all, whose
rwus averments bv the concession that as the child remained idols still; and that finally having been daily death and resurrection is continually atoning
be~ieves in fairies and in Santa Claus, so, during the focussed into the monotheistic deity of Judaism, for, by continually modifying, sin and evil. God the
childhood and even youthhood of the race, some Christianity, and Mohammedanism, an idol just the Holy Ghost was described as the individual confaith in a God or gods has doubtless been essential; same such deity must be.
science, the resultant of the action and reaction of
but experience htt.s also shown that better has it
5. That the reign of God has been a reign of men upon each other as social beings. And finally
always been for man as he has freed himself from su- misery. The pathway of his march is strewn with God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy
perstition's leading-strings, and best must it there- pestilence and famine, and is gory with the blood ol Ghost were seen as the three in one and one in three,
~ore be when th:l anthropomorphic God, the last of war. Ex necessitate, the very logic of theology is car- under the harmonizing unity of nature, wherein,
the idols, has crumbled from his pedestal.
nage, meaning, as it does, an infallible revelation, and through correlation, all things appear but as parts of
Let us first coniine our attention to the negf\tive that the honor of the infallible revelator must be one stupenduous whole, linking all variety into uniside of our the~is, that is, to the going ofthe old con- maintained at ·every hazard, even, if need be, at the versa] oneness.
·
ception of G.>d. That the intellectual and moral point of the sword, as when Europe and Asia, each
If I have rightly reported tbe reverend thinker, he
chemistry of the nineteenth century is rapidly f:ffect- m defense of its one trut~ god, fought out their tilt was not so far apart from Professor Huxley, where
ing the disintegration of that deity seems inevitable through many a red crusade.·
that sa van says in one of his lay sermons, "If the refrom the followmg among other reasons:
6. That, taking history in its widest aspect, the ~igion of the present differs from that of the past, it
1. Tnat, in the lL5'ht of wbat is called natural theol- rule of God has been co-incident with subjection in lB because the theology of the present has become
ogy, even casuistry is tiring of its vain attempt to government and serfdom in industry. And this, too, more scientific than that qf the past; because it has
plttce an all-goocl, all-wise, and all-powerful creator is of its inmo~t logic, for God-rule is the very an- not only renounced idols of wood and idols of stone,
back of a suffering and sorrowing world; and that in tithet of self-rule or republicanism. It is the ruling but .begins t? see the necessity of bre_a~ing in pieces
the light of what is called revealed theology, the from the top down instead of from the bottom up. the Idols bmlt up of books and traditiOns and finescriptural portraiture of God has become a libel upon The supremacy of God in the heavens means the spun ecclesiastical cobwebs; and of cherishing the
reason and a blasphemy against morality. I stt.y a tyranny by divine investiture (of the pope), priest m?st noble and human of ma~'s emotions by warlibel and a blashemy in that tllis divine revelation, and king on earth as his vicegerent~ dominating ship, 'for the most part of the silent sort,' at the altar
so-called, depicts a deity who attempted to form in over their spiritual and temporal subjects. It mean" of the unknown and the unknowable."
Eden a perfect first-parent, but who performed his by the same process the sanction given to the master
In common with this his scientific brother, the
experiment 80 clumsily, and made his man 80 weak to command the slave. In fact, the whole history of eyes of the large-souled clergyman whom I have been
as to fall at the first temptation; that for such pecca- the theological regime is the record of the degrada- recalling were not far from seeing the new salvation,
dillo this incompetent, vindictive, and insatiate Lord, tion of labor. Modern slavery itself rests upon and for he had evidently rewritten the articles of his faith
intent upon a never-ending death-feast, condemned is authorized by the Bible. For these reasons it is, ill that enduring book wherein all scriptures are seen
not only the erring Adam, but along with him con- among many others, that our pulsing age is treading but as chapters in the one Bible of Man, and in
signed the innocent unborn of the entire human fam- its triumphant onward way to the music of the whose pages all saviors, saints, and heroes shine out
ily to unspeakable tortures forevermore; and that- funeral march of that great fetich of the min"!, that as time's redeemers. By following the large method
piling horror upon horrors-out of the myriads this Supreme Being of the past, called a personal God.
of the distinguished prelate, perhaps it will be found;
.neavenly executioner thus had doomed, a few only,
Perhaps the artist soon will rise whose glory it after all, that it may not be so difficult to construct
capriciously elected by himself, might be redeemed will be to paint the two sublimest pictures of all an easy bridgeway from theology to science. And
through the ghastly immolation of his only son. If time, the one the banishment of the man-begotten so, in pursuance of this conciliative course, we find,
such a monster could be fancied as existing on the God, the other the advent of Humanity.
I have upon a wide investigation-as far, at any rate, as my
earth, no agonieR born of the brain and in:fhcted by touched upon the subject of the first. I now would informatioa leads me-that the fundamental basis of
the hand of cruelty itself would be regarded as atone- shadow forth an outline of the second. And pleas- every great race religion has been two-fold: first, the
ment sufficient for his crimes. Well may men begin anter my task becomes as I turn from black negation conception of some moving cause, generally denomto raise the question why, with such a God, a devil to hope-born affirmation, from iconoclasm to con- inateu God, and second, the incarnation of this God
could be necessary.
struction. But before entering directly upon this in an ideal man, who becomes the moral hero, the
2. That the ecclesiastical God, as the theologians portion of my argument I would preface it with a model and the savior of his race. This belief, I repeat,
themselves are obliged to affirm, to be God at all, must short parenthesis.
is the open gateway from the Religi~n of Theology
be infinite, absolute, irrelative, unconditioned and
Each man's universe, be he sage or savage, is for to the Religion of Science. For if science casts its
first cause. But re,,son with its trenchant tone is as- him the universe that he believes in, and such uni- deadly dart at the anthropomorphic deity; if it merciserting with unmistaken emphasis that man, who is verse becomes known to him, and only can be known lessly tells us that with the fall of the biblical cosfinite, ca.:1not apprehend the infinite; that man, who to him, through his own sensation, intellection, and mogony the miRtaken salvation based upon it also
is dependent, Ctt.nnot seize upon tJ.e independent or experience, be that experience conscious or uncon- falls, it still, with Goethe, chants its song of hope, by
absolute; that man, who is relative, cannot grasp the scions, individual or inherited. But" growing thought proclaiming that the heavens still arch abuve us, that
irrtLttivt; t1at man, who is conditioned, cannot clutch makes growmg revelation," and so it comes about the earth lies firm beneath our feet, that the eternal
the uncouditioned, and that a seH-existent, uncaused that the record of race-growth, reli~ious or otherwise, stars rise over us kindly glancing, while the All
first cause is simply unthinkable. Such, on its merely is the story of advance from the littleness of little presses unto us in head and heart, weaving itself -in
negative or destmctive side, is the position of the worlds to the beckoning possibilities of larger and eternal mystery, visibly, invisibly around us."
Agnostic, and in that beautiful poem, "The Light of ever-enlarging worlds. And under the process of the
These suggestive sentences, borrowed from Faust,
Asta," it is admirably put thuswise by Edwin Arnold unmaking of God in the form of a man (the dean- especially the last of them, serve as a hint to the
into the mouth of that father of Agnostics, Buddha thropomorphization of deity, as it is technically scientific substitute for deity. But what has science
himself:
· called), which has been working persistently on to offer in lieu of the incarnatwn? I answer, Hu" OM, Amitava, measure not with words
throughout the centuries, the final conclusion, out- manity. It is narrated in ooe of the Hindoo legends
The Imr{;easurable: nnr sink the string of thouaht
come, and flower of theology seems to be this: that that Vishnu und<:lrwent nine fleshly metamorphoses,
Into the Fathomless. Who asks doth err,
o
the personal anthropomorphic God of Christianity each higher and holier than the one previous, till
Who answers, errB. Say nought!"
must fade away; merged into the infinite and imper• finully came the Buddha, who, as the revelator of A

{J1ommntticalions.
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code ~f ethics pure and simple, bestowed the grandest dispensation of them alC So, in like manneronly enlarging the figure-I now make the claim that
this human consciousness of ours, Liberalized and
hallowed through the long travail and preparation
·of time; has finally brought us to the simple yet in:spiring conception of our earth embosomed in the
·cosmos and inhabited by the only Supreme Being
possible to us, the only incarnation, the Race, Humanity, to whom in its Continuity and Solidarity,
that is, in its past, its present, and its future, all individuals are indissolubly united, and with whom
their fates are irrevocably connected. "Entl'e nous et
le monde il Jaut l'Humanile," said Auguste Comte.
Between us and the world there is-and there is
need of-Humanity.
The question will at once be raised: Is Humanity
a being at all? The query must be met. For .a
strictly scientific verification I would refer the
reader to Herbert Spencer's" Synthetic Philosophy,"
"Principles of Sociology," page 467. The chapter is
headed, "Is Society an Organism?" and the interroga tory is overwhelmingly answered in the affirmative by
the showing of this learned philosopher that, like individual beings, the social being grows, develops in
structure and function, exhibits dependence between
the whole organism and its different parts, and manifests other distinct phenomena of life. But that society fs an organism or being is, to my mind, at least
sufficiently demonstrated by common spe.ech, which
unconsciously defines any civil association of human
individuals as a "body politic," and which speaks as
naturally of the life of a nation as of the life of a
person. And by the extension of this instinctive conception, Humanity, in a larger an:d fuller sense, may
be said to possess its own peculiar existence, an existe.nce in_ ~hich all other organisms, individual or
somal, are mclud~d, a_nd by 'Which they must be regulated. Carlyle, m h1s pomted way, touched on this
close human interconnection, when he said that an
Indian squaw could not quarr<.:~lwith her mate on the
shores of a lake in Maine, without producing a rise
in the price of furs in London.
·
Taking for granted that, for my present purpose,
the existence of Humanity as the highest scienceborn providence has been sufficiently proven, I
proceed toward the completion of my. argument.
In describing God as the supposed Supreme Being
I have necessarily alludild, directly or indirectly,
to the creed, etbics, temporal government, to the industrial and spiritual life, resultant from Him as the
primary ruler and law-giver. Let us now in a few
succinct paragraphs try Humanity by the same tests.
~· As to creed. Humanity, through the special
smences, has bequeathed to us her discoveries iu
eve.ry realm. Astronomy is her messenger to report
to us our position and relations in space. Physics
and Chemistry are her teachers to instruct us concerning matter in its masses and molecules. Biology
is her evangelist to proclaim the origin and development of vital being, and Sociology her aposUe to unfold before our eyes the evolution of associative life
from its lowest beginnings in the family and tribe to
its highest social, political, and religious organizations. Thus, however much knowledge may, in the
future, grow "from more to more," it will forever be
but a filling in, for it can do nothing further than to
make completer our present acquaintance with the
material cosmos on the one side, and with the world
of organic life on the other. And so the new faith
comes to have its creed; a creed which is classified
science, giving us our intellectual latitude and longitude as far as observations have been taken; a creed
which, while as reliable as all discovered truth can
make it, need never be feared as a shackle to bind
the soul, since it is flexible, relative, and growthful,
ever extending its welcome to the new which is continually being plucked from the yet unknown.
d
"You di not mention God in your astronomy,"
,said Napoleon to Laplace. " Sire, I had no need to,"
was the astronomer's reply. And so, throughout all
the realms of investigation, supematural explanat'
h th th
d
' IOns, w e er ey concern ead matter, social life,
oOr moral responsibility, vanish at the approach of a
natural spelling out of cause and effect.
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Rights are essential for the sake of duties; and this I ignorance, war, and slavery, or Humanity, with
leads us to the tho:ught of Auguste Comte, that the knowledge, peace, and freedom ?
highest right of man is the right to do his duty.
CounTLAND'l' PALJ\1ER.
But what a stupendous incitement to self-devotion
does not the new faith present l The ineffable mar- United States Credit ol' Greenback Currency.
In the Radical Review, Mr. Albert Chavannes bas
tyrdom of the past is behind us, weighting us with
the sense of our vast obligation; the -present is objected to "free banking," under which head he
around us with our immeasurable dependence upon confounds the disorderly speculations of divers corit; the future is before us with our responsibility to porations in the United States previous to Congressit. So immense is this motive that John Stuart Mill ional intervention, with the People's Bank and
called the new evangel the Religion of Duty. Under Labor Ex:change Bank, of which Proudhon and N.
it, self-interest and altruism become convertible B. Greene hav treated. Again, Oct. 18th, he conterms, because in the nnavoidable relation of each tinues as follows: "Is it foreign to the _subject of
ego to his fellows, the highest, most enlightened, self- free banking to speculate on the freedom of the
interest drives him to benevolence, nay, even to self- human will? Suppose the subject under discussion
sacrifice. The vast misery seen everywhere must had been some form of conduct, the offshoot of aulead the noble to a vast compassion, and this, more thoritativ morality, instead of free banking, the offthan any abstract philosophizing, will show that each shoot of Anarchism, would it hav been foreign to the
subject for me to hav shown to my opponent that
can only find his truest good in the good of all.
3. As to government, the new faith speaks with no authoritativ morality is based upon the infallibility of
uncertain voice in favor of republicanism, the Parlia- the Bible, and that before discussing the results he had
ment of Man, the- Federation of the World. That better make sure of the solidity of his foundation ?
"I know that moAt persons believe-Mr. Tucker
most all-embracing of the Christian doctrines of the
fraternity of mankind, in the fatherhood of God, will certainly does-that if the people only ' willed' it
yield before the demonstration of the brotherhood of they could establish Anarchy to-morrow, just as
men in the motherhood of our common mother, Earth. Christians believe that if the people only ' willed' it,
The war inspiration of deity will yield place to the they could all believe in Christ and be saved. But I
believe no such thing. Men can no more believe in
peace inspiration of Humanity.
4. As to Industry. Through ages of struggle the Anarchism at will-than they can believe in Christ at
acquisition by the people of civil and religious lib- will, and the realization of Anarchism at present is
erty prophesies the near approach of their obtain- no more possible than the conversion of the world to
ment of industrial liberty, and the Social Democracy, Christianity. Now, if Anarchism is not possible beor the Co-operative Commonwealth, is looming up as cause man cannot ' will' himself into the requisit
the ideal government throughout a world destined knowledge and character, free banking, the child of
to become the United States of the Earth, and to Anarchism, is not possible either. So that to me, at
guarantee to all labor, whether of brawn or brain, the least, the connection between free banking and freefruits of labor's toil. Co-operative methods, both will is clear, and one is as much a fallacy as the
public and private, both state and individual, in ag- other."
Mr. Chavannes is perfectly well aware that the
riculture, manufactures, and distribution-competitive methods becoming thus supplanted-are des- earnest soldiers of liberty to whom he refers are contined to bring about this consummation so devoutly scious of the difficulties and delays incident to a profound and radical change in public opinion on the
to be wished.
And, finally, as to the spiritual life. It is here subject of government, and the substitution of free
we find the last stronghold of theology. Can the contract for the ballot or majority representation.
new religion meet the needs and yearnings of the He knows that we anticipate no sudden revolutions
and need no metaphysical commentaries on the husoul of man?
·
That the common conception of the human soul, man will. To turn the tables on him, we need only
originating, as it did, in the old dream and ghost remark that who wills the end wills the means; that
theory of the universe, must be relegated to the the financial policy he advocates depends on th~J conlimbo of mythology, seems incontrovertible to most sistent will of Congress; and that to show its feasiof those who under science are searchers after proofs, bility involves the defense of Unci<:~ s~m·s moral
but wider and wider grows to be the conviction that character. Uncle Sam is not an individual but a colthe spiritual life exists in the spirit of man himself. lectiv power; to use more exact language, then, we
will say, to vindicate the moral tendencies to honest
The soul a reflector is,
and faithful administration of the public interests,
Casting the image of heaven and earth;
since t.hat crisis of 1862, when the banks, through the
No more a specter is,
Senate, defeated Tnaddeus Stevens's measure of
But the perfecter is,
Pointing the path unto worthiest worth.
United States treasury credits as currency receivable
in payments of taxes, thus allowing the banks to deThe soul is a trinity,
preciate the national credit notes in compulsory
Intellect, will, and emotion in one;
This man's affinity
exchange for the specie of which they held the moIs to divinity,
nopoly. I assume that the "greenba.ck" currency
'rhis is the sainthood by manhood outdone.
advocated by Mr. Chavannes is identical with that of
The Bible itself, in its highest, abounds in texts of the government credit notes, since 1862, subordinated
like import. It says, "The kingdom of heaven is to the bank issues.
If we were doomed forever to the arbitrary sway
within you," and that "out of the heart are the
issues of life." The most spiritual-minded saint of Congress and president, to fictitious majorities and
whom the new dispensation has yet sent forth is a corrupt ballot, with caucus power behind the throne,
Ralph Waldo Emerson. He, following right in the a political lott<:lry controled by millionaires, then
line of all human perfectibility, says that "the light state sovereignty, personal liberty, and the initiativ
by which we see in this world comes out from the of local autonomies being all alike frustrated, the·
soul of the observer;" and, furthermore, he affirms: national credit currency system might b3 admitted as,
"We know that all spiritual being is in man." It is theoretically, a lesser evil than that of bank privilege;
for this very reason, for this supreme need of a truly but experience proves that the former (Mr. Cnaspiritual life, that I believe in the dethronement of vannes's favorit policy) has never heen able to prevail
the man-made conception of God, and in the protect- against the latter; that Congress is but the tool of
orate or providence of Humanity, since all spiritual financial monopolists who shaved the treasury notes
energy spent on any idol, be it created by the hand paid out to soldiers, and by cripplin,g the credit of the
or by the mind, is so much abstracted from ourselves nation, more than doubled its war debt.*
and; from our fellows. And therefore it is I have
What are the signs that the financial monopoly has
often said that I am not a Christian because I wish lost, or is losing, control over Congress? DJes Mr.
Chavannes find them in the "national bank'>'' or in
to be a religious man.
At one with the eternal flow of things, resigned in the untaxed United States bonds, the baAis of their
reverent awe before the unknowable finalities of des- currency,t or in the railroad land grants, or in the
tiny, self-reliant in our mastery over nature, self- protectiv tariff? Now the tendencies rovinced by
restful in the dignity of our own individuality, con- these acts, all along the line, compose the moral charsciously allied to the power in the race that makes acter of Uncle Sam-a truckling tool in the hands of
fur righteousness and knowledge, daily doing duty the money power. It is at least consistent in the
as duty comes, be it to handle a tiller or guide 'a state, champion of government credit money to lick the
triumphant in the hope of evolving womanhood and dust at the feet of the bondholders, al:l he has done
manhood, stimulated by the certainty that our spirit in his letter of August 23d, and my reply to which he
may march on to a glorious immortality of influence, considers as a "personal attack."
EDGEWORTH.
we become " greater than kings, than gods more
great," and attain unto the full measure of the stature *This would hav beer.. redt1ced to Sl,3iJS,OOO,OOO by the
of the spiritual man.
measure advocated by Mr. Btevens, ~tbove mentioned, of fnll
legal te!}der currency. (G. de Ia Matyr.)
A poet, called by his brother Briton, Lord Cole'd
tWe find in !Itssanl'.<; !';ircular, a European organ of the
1'1 ge, the greatest of living Englishmen, our coun- fi
· 1
· 1"(') h f 11 ·
'"l
· l'k 1
nanma power m o '"• t e o owmg: ' '" ,wcry ts I e Y to
try's late guest, Mr. Matthew Arnold, provides these be abolished by the war power, and this, I and my European
words with which to draw my paper to a close:
friends favor, for slavery is but the owning of labor, and car·

2. AR to Ethics. Herbert Spencer, almost at the
beginning of his most important work, "The Data of
Ethics," uses these impressive words, "Now that
moral injunctions are losing the authority given by
their supposed sacred origin, the secularization of
morals is becoming imperative." "Few things," he
adds, " can happen more disastrous that the decay
and death of a regulative system no lon!.(er fit before
another and fitter regulative system has grown up to
't ,, I
·
f h b
·r 1 C hnst-sp1rit
·
·
rep l ace I ·
n spite o t e eauti u
embodied in the gospds, the heaven-and-hell-doctrine, with its other-world selfishness, necessarily
stained and bedraggled the Christian standard of
morals. Delivered from Sunernaturalism Morality
becomes simply the Science ~and art of right living
" ~ath man no ~econ~ life? Pitch th~s one high!
It fi ld · th - d' 'd l .
.
.
. ·
Stts there no JUdge lll heaven our sm to see?
.s. e IS e In IVI ua Ill his relatiOn to other mMore strictly, then, the inward judge obey!
dividuals, to family, to town, to state, to nation, and
Was Christ a man like us? Ah, let us try
to race. It is an adjustment of rights and duties.
lf we, then, too, can be such men as he!"
Each one bas his rights limited by the like rights of
I conclude then by saying that no man can serve
e er 0
else W
t
· t ·
· ht t
k t
t
' Th '
b
b .
v Y ne
·
emus mam am our rig_ s. ~rna e I wo. mas ers.
ere cannot e two supreme em~s.
ourselevs complete, and thus useful, md1v1duals. ·WhiCh shall we obey, the anthropomorphic God, w1th

ries with it to care for the laborer, wbtle the European
plan, led in by England, is capital controls labor by controli ng
wages. This can be done by controling the money. 'rhe
great debt that (capitalists will see to it) 1s made out of this
war must be used as the means to control the volume of money.
To accomplish this, they (the bonds) must be used as the
blnking ba~is. It will not do to allow the ·~reen~:mck,' as it is
called, to circulate as money auy length of ttmA, for we cannot
control them; but we can control the bonds, and through them
the bank issue."
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'l'he Liberal Club.

had already purchased a ticket for the coming event.
Although, being a middle-aged man, he had not
danced for fifteen years, he would be present that
night and he should dance the hours away, and he
intimated that joy would be unconfined save by the
utmost limits of the universe. Mr. Cohen is a vigorous speaker, and if he dances with equal effect, the
sociable is an assured success. The speaker then
went on to say that, '1S far as rendering an account
of his acts to any other being was concerned, he felt
perfectly independent, but he wished at the end of
his life to be able to render a satisfactory account to
his own conscience. 'rherefore his voice, his influence, and his money, so far as they would go, should
be devoted to the interests of Liberalism.
There were unusual attractions at the meeting of
Dr. Atkinson said that the remarks of Professor
the club held on Friday evening, the 14th, and a
goodly audience was present. The snug hall, the Andrews had set his molecules to jumping. There
handsome chairs, over which the bright lights shone was a time, he said, when he believed that it was imon sedate old men with gray hair, thoughtful and possible that a Freethinker could hav a conscience,
attentiv youths, and handsome women and girls and when to be a journeyman soul-saver he regarded
ngged out in gay attire, all combined to make a as the highest position to which human ambition
brave display.
could aspire. Mr. Wakeman, however, had taught
At 8 o'clock Mr. Wakeman thumped on the desk him that there was a religion higher than Presbywith his little mallet, and called the assemblage to terianism, namely, the religion of Humanity, though
order. The senior secretary read a record of the he could never quite bring himself to become an
last meeting. The chairman had a long list of an- Atheist.
nouncements to make. There was a language class
Mrs. S. Myra Hall, proceeding upon a strange misforming, which all were invited to join and learn apprehension of facts, objected to the e.x;ecutiv of the
French, German, and even English; Mr. Heywood's League because it did not include women. For each
Labor Reform Convention would hold a session male officer, she maintained, there sho11ld be a corshortly, the date and place of which were given. Mr. responding female. Except that she felt that her
Wakeman said that a series of protracted meetings poor services would be of no avail, she would o:ff'er
were imiugurated, to begin that evening with Mr. them to the League.
.
Reynolds's address. Sunday evening following there
The pressure here brought to bear upon Mr. Watts
would be another seosion, when Mr. Watts, Mr. urging him to. speak was so great that he could no
Putnam, and Mr. Wakeman himself would speak. longe:t: resist it, and he made a brief but hearty reThen, Thursday evening, there would be a recep~ sponse. '.Fo correct the mistake of Mrs. Hall he drew
tion for the old and new officers of the League. attention to the fact that one of the League's most
There would be, of course, addresses, music, and, if valued vice-presidents was a lady, as was also the
he might so speak, a dance. Whether or not. any of chairman of the Finance Committee.
the members of the club knew how to dance Mr.
Next Friday evening Professor Vaughn, of Virginia,
Wakeman was in nowise prepared to say. If not, will speak on the "Falsities of Freethought." Mr.
then it was the first duty of the new officers to in- Watts will be there to reply to him, and th.:~ probstruct them in that useful and ornamental accom- ability is that Professor Vaughn will not emerge from
plishment. Mr. Watts would teach them the :first the conflict weighing enough to make tracks in a
lesson Thursday night. Gentiemen desiring instruc- light snow.
tion could obtain it by paying fifty cents for a ticket;
In conclusion, Mr. Reynolds had only to thank the
ladies, twenty-five cents. Mr. Wakeman's announce- audience for their kind attention, which he did in a
ments were received with visible tokens of interest. neat and appropriate manner. Everybody said the
His dignified pleasantries are by no means the least meeting had been a success, but there was heartfelt
attractiv features of the Liberal Club meetings.
regret at the absence of Mr. Shook.
Since the veracious reports of the proceedings of
the Manhattan Liberal Club hav been temporarily
omitted from these columns, there bas been a rising
demand that they should be resumed. The heading
of these articles has been preserved in type on the
" standing galley" in the composing-room, and a dis~
pute is liable to arise between the compositors and
the stone hand as to who shall distribute it. To fill
a long-felt want, therefore, and to kflep the white
flag of peace waving, the reporter feels it his duty to
proceed with his weekly reports. They come high,
but attention must be paid to the demandb of the
people, regardless of expense.

The chair next took upon itself the combined
pleasure and honor of introducing Mr. Charles B.
Reynolds, of Rochester, chairman of the executiv
committee of the National Liberal League. Mr.
Reynolds advanced to the desk and was received
, with hearty applause: He broke at once into his
discourse, and kept his hearers listening attentivly,
frequently breaking into laughter or applause, until
his hour was up. His subject was, "National Libera] League Secularization Through Organization."
'l'he speaker traced out a line of action to be adopted
by local Leagues in the way of organization in states
and districts, and the methods which should be taken
by the National League to make its work effectiv.
He advocated educational and social means for drawing Liberals together-Sunday schools, science
classes, music and dancing for the young. Here he
paused and, approaching the chair, threw the president into considerable consternation by proposing
also that card tables might be introduced for the
benefit of those who did not dance or sing and who
knew how to gage the uncertainties of eucher and
old sledge. Mr. Reynolds closed with an appeal for
right living on behalf of general human development,
and with a touching reference to the revered memory of D. M. Bennett.
Mr. Palmf'r expressed himself as highly pleased
with the address of Mr. Reynolds. At a meeting of
the board of directors, the speaker had at first, from
economical reasons, discouraged the employing of
Mr. Reynolds as a League lecturer on the ground
that the League could not take the risk of furnishing
him an adequate salary. Mr. Reynolds had there·
upon nobly offered to bear all the risk himself. After
hearing him speak, Mr. Palmer declared there could
be no risk. A man with his enthusiasm, backed by
superior ability, could only go forward to success.
Mr. Watts, being present, was called for from all
parts of the ball. In a few brief remarks, without
taking the platform, he said that he thought it
would be better if some one who disagreed with Mr.
Reynolds should speak and point out the errors into
which he had fallen.
Mr. Andrews thereupon gave Mr. Reynolds a
short lesson in Individuality. In the National Libera] League every variety of opinion should be to!erated, and even encouraged. It would be the glory
of the League, as it was of the Liberal Club, that no
one was thought the less of on account of any opinion they might entertain on any subject whatsoever.
It would be tbe crowning triumph of Freethought
when people could quarrel divinely about their
beliefs and still be warm friends personally.
l\'Ir. Cohen arose to say that he was delighted at
ihe prospect of e. Liberal sociable and dance. He

Canadian Notes.
Since Mr. Watts left Toronto we hav had three
lectures; the :tirst, on "The Cause of the Rise of
Christianity;" the second, on "The Doctrin of Perfectibility," and the third, on "The History of Christianity." Next Sunday the fourth will be on "The
Decline of Orthodoxy." We hav taken the Albert
Hall permanently. Our lectures are given there on
every Sunday evening.
The Christian superstition is dying out. There are
indications of this being so on every side. The Toronto Mail, which assumes the role of "defender of
the faith," and of being the mouthpiece of the church,
in a late issue admitted the fact of the fading away
of the mumbo jumbo fathered upon Christ. The
Toronto Mail says: "The energy of skepticism, the
contempt for revealed truth, are as remarkable in
Canada as in the United States. Things are bad
enough in this country to alarm not merely the members of churches, but all Christians. Without God
in the world applies with fitness and force to the civilization of this age. In this contest it is manifest
that the church is over-matched. Her ministers were
never more alert, her machinery never so powerful,
her courage never higher. Pious laymen hav come
to her aid with innumerable outside agencies unknown a century ago, and she and they are bending
their united energies to withstand the onset of skepticism, and it must be confessed that the battle is
going against them. Just now skepticism is beyond
question in the ascendant. As the hard-driven
British squares at Waterloo prayed for Blucher or
night, so from every quarter of the ·beleaguered
church comes a cry for help, or a prayer that the last
day may soon dawn upon the unequal struggle. The
great question of the present dayis not matters pertaining to this or that particular sect, but whether it
be possible to save the whole Christian church from
destruction."
The Great Canadian Convention of Freethinkers,
which is to meet in Albert Hall, Toronto, Dec. 13,
1884, excites great interest among all classes of the
community. It will undertake the great task of
organizing Secularists throughout the dominion of
Canada into one body, and perhaps affiliate and combine into one whole with a similar national society in
tbe United States.
A leading Toronto newspaper in to-day's issue says
the foes of the Chriatiav church to-day are incomparably more formidable than they hav ever been since
pagan times, and the dangers of her position are increasing on every side and every hour. The North
American Review in its last number says pretty much
the same thing in other words. It says: "Nothing

is longer certain for us but what we see or touch, so
that the whole 'deal world is become a dream. We
look upon tbe doings of the Christians and their religion and their God with the spirit of irreverence in
which the author of 'Innocents Abroad' beheld the
shrines of religion in Europe and Asia."
A four days' debate between Charles Watts and
Dr. Sexton is being arranged for some time in February in the city of Toronto. Those wbo attend may
feel quite sure that they will hav an enjoyable time.
TIY!·onto, Nov. 15, 1884.
:R.. B. BtJTLAND.

Woman Suffrage in New York.
From the Everting Telegram.

Now that the presidential contest is finally settled
and the returns are all in, other aspects of the late
election may be appropriately considered. Among
these one of tbe most striking is the signal success'
secured by the advocates of woman's enfra.nchisment. Tbe Suffrage bill in the last legislature was
debated several times with marked ability, its leading
advocates being General James W. Husted on the
Republican, and Major James Haggerty on the Democratic side. Its most consistent and bitter opponent was Mr. Frederick B. House, of this city. When
the vote was finally taken on tbe bill it stood 57 yeas
to 61 nays. It was not a party measure; the friends
numbered 29 Republicans, 27 Democrats, and 1 Labor Reformer. So great was the strength of the
reform evident in this respect that it seemed certain
that a well directed canvass would suffice to change
tbe minority into a majority.
During the summer an activ campaign bas been
made throughout the state. Nearly every county
has been visited by some leading advocate, while letters and circulars hav roused to activity the friends
of the measure in regions where no spaeches were
made. Mrs. Caroline Gilkey Rogers, of Troy, visited
and spoke in· W a.yne, Cattaraugus, OrlefJ.ns, and
Montgomery, besides, of course, her own county of
Rensselaer. Mrs. Mary Seymour Hewitt, of Albany,
addressed good audiences in Livingston, Wyoming,
Genesee, and Albany counties. I myself started on
a tour in July, which continued until October, and
extended through forty counties. My especial object was to visit the districts of the members of
Assembly who voted against the bill. Everywhere I
found deep interest in the question, and, with few
exceptions, met crowded houses. Where it was possible, I held a meeting in the town where the opposing member of Assembly resided, and he did not like
it. It was one thing to sit in a comfortable seat last
winter in Albany and say "No" when the roll was
called on the bill. It was quite another thing to hav
a speech made in a man's own district just before the
nominating convention was to meet, and hav a large
audience heartily indorse the sentiment that no one""
ought to be sent to the Assemby who did not represent the women as well as the men of his district.
The results· of the campaign hav exceeded our
highest hopes. In the first place, General Husted
and Major Haggerty are both re-elected, so that we
again hav our strongest champions at the front. Mr.
Frederick B. House is left at home. A mass meeting
was held against him in Caledonia Hall, which stands
in the heart of his district, the Ninth New York, and
measures were also taken in his case, as in many others, to secure action against him in the nominating
convention. In this city, of the fifteen men who
voted against us, only four are re-elected, and two
of these hav promised this year to vote with us. In
Kings the entire delegation voted with us last winter
with one exception, and he is left at home, while
seven .friends are returned. Without recapitulating
the entire state, we find on the total returns this
remarkable result: of the 61 who voted against us,
only 15 are re-elected; while of the 57 friends, 30
will again be in their seats. Adding to these old
advocates who come back this year, and former opponents who now promis to act with us, we hav thirtyeight votes certain to begin with. I may be pardoned a personal triumph when I add that of the
men whose return I opposed in public speeches, only
four go back, and of this number one has promised
to vote with us. The judiciary committee reported
unanimously against the bill, with the exception of
the chairman, General Husted, and only one of these
gentlemen will this year appear in the Assembly.
Some of the strongest men of both parties will be
with us this session. Aside from the stanch champions already mentioned, we hav Olin, of Broome;
Felter, of Rockland; Hogoboom, of Columbia; and
Erwin, of St. Lawrence, who is already talked of for·
Speaker. With the opposition small and demoral- ·
ized, and the friends of the movement strong and
thoroughly organized, there seems every probability·
that we shall pass the bill this winter. In a friendly·
way, we advise all Assemblymen to vote for the,
reform, as it is political death to a man to oppose it.
Whenever the women are aroused on this question ·.
they can defeat a man for re-nomination or re-elec• ·
tion, and there would not be even fifteen men, who ·
voted ''No" last year, in tbe Assembly this season,
had there been the agitation in their districts there ·
was in others.
LILLIE DEVEREAUX BLAKE.
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The Campaign Fund.
Already acknowledged,
A. Friend,
James Carter,
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert,
Mrs. Mellie Newkirk,
J. Palak,
J. D. Powers,
jacob Nathan,
W. 8. Flangher,
J. W. Stansfield,
J. Nuessle,
Liberal Club, per Reynolds's lecture,
Mr. Watts's Sunday evening lecture, Newark Liberal League,

$1,986.75
.25
2.00
12.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
15.30
16.47
71.00
$2,120.77

AMOUNTS PAID IN ADDITION TO THOSE ALREADY ACKNOWLEDGED.
_ Mr. ap.dMrs. Lambert, $3.00; Mrs. Melli\') Newkirk, 1.00; J.
Palak, 5.00; D. D. Powers, 3.00; Jacob_ Nathan, 1.00; W.•S,
Flaugher, 2.00; James Carter, 2.00; A. VanDeusen, 25.00; J,
W. Stansfield, 1.00; J. Nuessle, 2.00; Newark Liberal League,
15.88; Watts's Sunday evening lecture, 16.47; Liberal Club,
per Reynolds's lecture, 15.30.
·
NOTICE.
OFFICE OF NATIONAL LIBERAL LE.AGUE,}
55 EAST \JTR ST., NEw YoRK,
Nov. 17, 1884.
After this date, as I take the field and shall be constantly on
the move, please make all checks, drafts, ana post-office orders
payable to Courtlandt Palmer, Treasurer.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Secretary.
ADBANY AND TROY, NEW YORK.
·Next Sunda;y, Nov. 23d, Messrs. Watts and Putnam will hold
nieetlngs, afternoon and evening, at Albany. Afull delegation
of the Libe;rals from Troy are expected. Let all in the vicinity that can· possibly attend do so. Come to the gathering,
drink in of the spirit of emulation and progress, and giv an
impetus to the cause in your own -neighborhood.
CRAB. B. REYNOLDs, Ch. Ex. Com. N. L. L.
MEETINCt OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE NATIONAL LIBERAL
LEAGUE.
The first regular meeting of the new board of directors of
the National Liberal League was held at the office of the
League, 55 E. 9th street, New York, on Thursday evening,
:November 13th and was a source of much encouragement to
ail pfeserit. While e~ery proposition was fully discussed, and
each and all fully expressed their opinions, a spirit of harmony prevailed.
.
There were present, Charles Watts, Courtlandt Palmer, Mrs.
Macdonald, Charles B. Reynolds, and S. P. Putnam.
On motion, in the absence of the president, Mr. Charles
Watts was elected chairman of the meeting.
On motion Charles B. Reynolds was elected secretary to the
board of directors.
·
The present headquarters, 55 E. 9th street, New York, was
decided on· as the office of theN a tiona! Liberal League for the
ens]1ing year.
_
Mrs. Macdonald, our efficient and energetic chairman of the
finance committee, was engaged to take_ charge, of the office,
and perform the routine cletk work in the abserlce of the sec"
'
fetf!.ry.
. The dema,nds for lectures from all parts of the United
States and Canada are sQ numerous that we found it impossible for Mr. Watts and myself to answer all the calls made
upon us. Moreover, the directors saw the necessit,v of our
revisiting places where Liberal seeds hav been sown, m order
that care may be taken to promote their growth. Thus the
great magnitude of the work demanded that we should secure
some additional help, so that when an interest had been
aroused in new fields, it should not be allowed to die.out. It
Was therefore de<ii~ed to engage at once one more lecturer,
td devote the whole of his time_ to the wotk of tha League,
leaVing it open to add to out staff of spea,kers as circumstances
permit. The choice fell upon Mr. Charles B. Reynolds,
chairman of the executiv committee, a gentleman thoro1tghly
adapted for the work of propagandism in consequence of his
lqng and varied experience as a dhristian minister. Mr.
Reynolds is a solid, practical man, and will, we are sure,
prove himself of supreme importance in the pioneer work of
our organiZation. The success of_ the League is now beyond
.doubt, and, with its trinity of official workers, all should rejoice at its bright prospects for the future.
Tii:E NEWA!lK LEAGUE.
New York took possession of Newark last Sunday. In all
the morning papers of that city it was announced that Charles
Watts, S. P. Putnam, C. B. Reynolds, and the editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER would adaress the Newark Liberal League.
The last name was appended as a little joke on the individual
who never speaks in public, perpetrated by J. W. Frankel,
who is a merry youth, a leader in the League, and a hard
worker withal, besides being president of the Newark Press
Club. When the above-named quartet, escorted by the jocose
Joseph, arrived at the hall in Halsey street, they encountered
Mr. E. W. Chamberlain, another New Yorker who had journeyed to Newark to hear Mr. Watts. Ascending the stairs in
a body and passing into the ante-room, the question went
round the audience, Are all those going to speak? The interrogators were assured that all but one were, upon which they
collapsed back into their seats with great sighs of resignation.
Mr. Watt5 was introduced by President Mayo in a very felicitous speech, and then spoke, as announced, upon " Religious
Fanaticism and Secular Philosophy." The hall was crowded,
and after the people had recovered from the shock of so much
talent, it resounded frequently with hearty applause. Mr.
Watts first pointed out the danger which religious fanaticism
is to the welfare of society at large, and to individual liberty,
and then showed the superiority of Secularism as a mental
balance. .The Inquisition, he said, and the Star Chamber had
brutally murdered thous11nds. This huge crime could not be
attriouted to the men who conducted these institutions, for
doubtless a g0od proportion of them were as humane as any
of their time, but must be credited to their religious fanaticism, which, feeding upon such cruel commands as dot the
Bible, converted them into the human -fiends which history
records they were. The speaker drew '' contrast between the
taking of Jerusalem by the Christians, and its retaking by the
Infidel Saladin. When _the Crusaders captured the city in the
year 1099, and Godfrey of Bouillon was made its king, the

scenes of rapine, I ust, and carnage were tenifying e\'en to the
onlooker at a distance of centuries. But when in 1181, Saladin regained po"ssession, how different. No babes were dashed
dead to the pavement; no wives outraged before their husband's
e;yes, no brothers murdered in the presence of their weeping
s1sters, no husbands slain that their families might be distracted with grief. On the contrary Saladin gave the Christians permission to depart in peace, and to those unable to
help themselvs he gave money and aid. That was the difference between the acts of religious fanaticism· and the acts of a
~an balanced in mind and unswayed by Christianity. Passmg to the second part of his lecture he said that tlj.e philosophy of Secularism was that general utility is the basis of its
ethical co•le; that human nature is the source of all moral obligation; that the more that nature is improved by experience
and cultivation, the better and stronger will be the moral
source; that those actions only are moral which are beneficial
to mankind, and which add to the welfare of society at large;
that the sanctions of morality are the protection of the individual, and the debt he or she owes to the community for its
protectiv service; that the incentive to moral conduct are personal excellenc£, and the general happiness and well-being of
the community; and that the true authority of appeal is cultured rea'son aided by experience. Mr. Watts closed with an
eloquent peroration, and sat down amid loud applause.
Mr. Putnam then took the floor. He sketched the work he
and Mr. Watts, aided by Mr. Reynolds, had undertaken, and
gave the flg\1res of great encouragement which hav been published. New York city had contributed between five and six
hundred dollars, Boston over three hundred, and he called
upon Newark for at ledSt a hundred. While the subscription
paper was going round, Mr. Reynolds interested the audience
by a short speech. He was followed ·by 'Mr. Chamberlain, at
the conclusion of whose remarks it was announced that sixtysix dollars had been subscribed. This was afterward raised to
$71, with assurances that during the year the League would
make it a hundred.
MR. WATTS IN NEW YORK.
In the evening of [last Sunday, upon his return from Newark, Mr. Watts lectured at the Liberal Chib Hall. The subject selected for him was "Agnosticism: Its Exposition and
Defense." The hall was well filled. Mr Wakeman Presided
and in introducing the lecturer made· one of those fin~
speeches for which he ill famous. He drew a graphic picture
of the rise of Freethought, from Deism in the sixteenth century to ·Agnosticism in the nineteenth' from Lord Herbert
down through Toland, Hume, Bolingbroke, D'Iiolbach, and
Hobbes, to o_ur own times of Martineau, Mill, Huxley, Bradlaugh, Darwm, and Watts. He paid a lovingly appreciativ
tribute to Auguste Comte, whose memory he should alwavs reverence for the grand ideas he had given the world. Mr. Wakeman said that the campaign now undertaken by Messrs. Watts
and Putnam :was a continuation of the revolution in ideas which
began with Lord Herbert. It was a constructiv movement, a
building up as well as tearing down, a substitution of a sound
philosophy for an effete theology. The time had come for
that, he thought, and he knew no better men than the present
officers of the League, They had the enthusiasm, the ability.
and the learning, and he hoped the people of New York and
dE the country would giv them aid and comfort.
1:t would be impossible to summarize Mr. Watts's address
which followed. It was devoted to logically demonstratina
the impre~nability of the Agnostic position as against dog~
matic Athmsm, which affirms that only one eXistence is possible, and the Theistic postulate of the existence and presence
of an Absolute Supreme Being. Practically Agnosticism
amounts to Atheism, but as it is logically impossible to reason
about t_hat of. which we know ~othing, and logically incorrect
for fimte bemgs to deny or affirm the existence of an incomprehensible infinit being, he assumed the name of Agnostic.
To illustrate a point he t_old a story of Charles South well, the
last of the great dogmatiC Atheists. He, Mr. Watts, had the
fortune to liv with i"louthwell for a time. One evening Mr .
Southwell announced that he had a new idea, which was to
write a pamphlet on "the impossibility of Atheism." "But
you are an Atheist,". said Mr. Watts. "Yes, and that's the
reason why I shall wnte the book," retorted Southwell. The
~amphlet was published, added the speaker, and the propositwn Mr. Southwell put out was that "as God did not eXist, it
was logically impossible to deny his existence." The audience
saw the point1 and made their perception manifest by hearty
applause, wh1eh other equally good hits throughout the discourse made it necessary to repeat. Though the lecture is one
for trained students and philosophers rather than for the general public, the thorough appreciation of its cold and clear
conclusions from indisputable premises goes far to show that
Mr. Andrews's claim that the Liberal Club is the greatest educational institution in the city is not unfounded. On this his
first appearance in this city since his election to the vice-presidency of the League, Mr. Watts demonstrated his fitness as
an intellectual leader in Freeth ought, and also his great ability
as a logician_. It is a pity that the leading theologians will not
accept his challenges to debate, for on any field they may make
the issue we are confident that he could vanquish them, and
bring the justice and right of our movement before a still
larger number of people than now. Mr. Watts will attend the
soeia_ble on Thursday evening, the Liberal Club on Friday
evemng, and go to Albany to deliver two lectures on Sunday.
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ity shall be made beautiful and happy. This is the heaven
that we desire, this is the heaven that we will achieve.
Mr. Watts's lecture was so well received that arrangements
were at once made for another to be given on Friday evening,
Nov. 28th, subject, "Christianity and Secularism."
The Liberal League of Stamford and Sound Beach is preparing for a good winter's work. They are of the right stuff
and will compel victory. Much credit is due Mr. George H.
Bladworth, secretary of the League, for his untiring exertions
in behalf of_ the work of the League.
S. P. P.
THE CIDCAGO LEAGUE.
MR. EDITOR: The evening of Nov. 5th closed the last half
year of our existence as a local League. An election of officel's
was held; the officers are now E. A. Stevens, president; Wm.
Furey, Mr. Brennamen, Chas. Fraenkel, Mrs. A. M. Freeman,
and Mrs. L. M. Swank, vice-presidents; A. H. Simpson, recording secretary; A. M. Freeman, financial secretary; and T.
Galpin, treasurer. Sinca the last election, we hav had twentysix meetings on consecutiv Sunday evenings, with a general
good attendance, and no lack of interest. During the summer
months the audiences were somewhat thinned, but, considering the warm weather, were very good and there was no suggestion of closing. We hav had able and interesting lectures
from Gen. Trumbull, Mr. Thomas Hill, Mr. E. A. Stevens, Mr.
Francis Hinkley, Mrs. A. M. Freeman, lVIr. August Spies, Dr.
Arthur Merton, Judge Holbrook, Mr. A. H. Simpson, Mr. C.
H. Kidder, Mrs. L. M. Swank, Rev. J. 0. M. Hewitt, Mr. Sidney Thomas, Judge l:tussell, Mr. Wm. Furey, Mrs. H. C.
Garner, James K. Magie, Professor Van Buren Denslow, and
Mrs. Odelia Blynn, M.D. The subjects hav been on radical,
industrial, scientific, and social questions, and hav usually
been thoroughly and intelligently discussed.
We hav not been able to do much outside work, such as
spreading Freethonght literature, influencing legislativ or municapal acts, yet we know that the impressions made by
earnest effort can never be fully estimated. Though we can
not count our converts, or see exactly what we hav done, we
know that as an educator we hav some power. Our mere existence helps to create public opinion, checks encroachment
of orthodox laws, and helps the people to think for themselvs.
We closed the term with a successful rmd pleasant entertainment and sociable, and it was agreed to hold a series of
them during the winter. Financially we are not very strong,
but hope to get along better this winter, and do onr duty toward the Nation'al League. I remain yours fraternally,
Lizzm M. SwA.NK, Ex-Rec. Soc.
LEA(\UE NO. 203. MILTON, U'l'AR.
Henry H. Nichols writes: ''We hav got a charter from the
state as an incorporated company, under the n~tme of 'The
Religio-Scientific Society.' We hav about fifty members. They
are about equally divided between Spiritualists and Materialists, yet harmony prevails. We rnised $200 for a library, and
hav a good one. Three hundred dollars was signed to build a
hall, but we hav not yet accomplished that. Onr election of
officers is semi-annual-first Sunday in .huuary and July.
Our present officers are: President, Stephen W. Harrington;
vice-president, ~iss Lillian B>tllon; secretary, Henry H. Nichols. We are trymg to get a speaker to come to this county to
stay with us. I am writing to different towns to find what
amount we can raise to pay a speaker fora year. I hav reason
to believe we can raise a good Liberal sum.
'£HE l\UL,VAUKEE

I..~EAGUE.

Sunday evening, Nov. \Jth, the Liberal League elected officers for the ensuing year as follows: Pre~ident, P. A. Stuart;
vice-president, W. A. McCaslin; secretary, E. W Ellis; treasurer, Mrs. Mary A. Blatz. After the regular business of the
League, there was a geneml discussion upon the result of the
presidential election.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS OI<' OGD1<;N T~l~AGOE, UTAH, NO.

a5.

HEI..~D
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President, G. A. Parks; vice-president, Mrs ..J. E. Brown;
secretary and treasurer, .John. A. Jost.
A new and commodious hall is being built for the use of
this League.

0. HwnARDBON, Bronson, Florida: I am with yon, and will
ere long send a small contribution to the Liberal fund.
GEo. JEPSON, Smithfield, L. I., New York: Wo hav fiftyone members; fifty take rtctiv mterest. We hav a League
library and free use of good hall.
A. H. TnURSTON, Burr Oak, Mich., League, No. 167: We
hav sent from here a small contribution for the Campaign
Fund, all we feel able to do at this time. You are engaged in
a good cause, and I am anxious to do all I can for its success.
We all unite in wishing you success."
GEo. -THORN, flee. Clearfield League, Penn.: We hav not
had a meeting of the League for some two years. I ha v been
talking with our members about the matter. We hav conchided to make an effort, keep up our organization, and hEllp
Rupport the National Liberal League in t.heir work. I hav collected a little money for the National Liberal League, and will
do all I can to send more.

H. L. BoYES, Seward, Neb.: Ship ahoy! On the fith
WATTS AT STAMFORD.
and Gth Ex-Rev. Copeland, of Omrtha, a very able man,
Stamford is a quiet, puritanical town of good old-fashioned givs us two lecturus on scientific subjects. On the \Jth prox.
Connecticut, the summer residence of our famous ex-president, Professor W. F ..Jamieson commences 11 course of lectures in
T. B. Wakeman, who is one of the best farmers in the coun- this place. Won't that be a grand treat ! During these lecttry, and knows how to draw from nature's breast that vitality ures we will re-organize our League. We hav the material for
which makes him one 0f the sturdiest reformers of the clay. a first-rate League, and if once properly org1mized we will hold
There is a noble company of Liberals in Stamford and Sound the fort.
Beach, but the vast generality of the people are encrusted
over with orthodox respectability, whatever there may be
L. DE 'VITT Gmswor~D, Auburn, New York: By re-reading
within them of some glimpses of truth and beauty. Mr. Watts your appeal to-day, so brimful of inspiration, I am actuated
gave the first Liberal lecture ever delivered in this place. His with renewed enthusiasm, and <lo believe that a mighty and
subject was a very astounding one, namely, "The Devil: won<lerful work could be accomplished if only the LiberallyWhat is He, Where is He, And What Does He Do?" No doubt inclined could be aroused from their slumbers. Let us all
it came like a nightmare upon the stream of hitherto unruf- unite and go to work as never before. Everyuody cau do
fled orthodoxy, for we know that for some time past the devil liOJ'lething if only he or she woulrl say, "I will."
I hav· given freely. both labor and money to carry on this
has lain quietly immured in the heart of orthodoxy, so much
concealed by the flowers of rhetoric that very few are aware of work, but nevertheless herewith I inclose $2 more for the
his presence. So when it was announced that Mr. Watts League fund.
would speak concerning his Satanic Majesty, there was a very
general shiver down the orthodox back, and they refused to
The Pennsylvania State League will hold its annual com• ensee the philosophical dissection of this "-skeleton in the tion at Altoona, January 30th, the day following the Paine
closet." Nevertheless. Mr. Watts did it very nicely, and I Celebration. Messrs. Watts, Putnam, and Reynolds arc andon't think that any intelligent orthodox mind would revolt nounced to attend with other able speakers. Altoona 1s conat Mr. Watts's scholarly description of this "other" and trally located, being almost in the geographical center of the
sometimes "better half" of God, for if there were no devil state, thereby enabling those who wish to celebrate Paine's
there would be no God in the theological sense of that word. birthday at home to reach that city in time for the afternoon
The whole system of Christian salvation would fall to the meeting of st.ate convention. Again, Altoonrt is e11sy of access,
ground if, some fine mo1•ning, Lucifer should happen to dis- being situated on the Pennsylvania Central milroarl, tho 1nain
appear; the real devil that we hav to fight, as Mr. Watts showed, thoroughfare in the stato. Tho city also cont~tins 11 young an.l
is not this shadow of the skies, but the devil of ignorance, and vigorous League that will rlo all in its power to Hl:Lke tho shl'-'
poverty, and crime, and this devil we will destroy, and human-' convention a success.
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would command the respect and co-operation of pleasant consequences of the former action of the
every real Liberal in the country. The church, when, Congress in a way that could not possibly giv offense
by the heat of her zeal, she hatches out a brood of to anyone, inasmuch as I, myself, was one of the vicewhat the seventeenth-century Christians called "tlie preRidents to be decapitated. My motion was carAn Explanation from the Ron. A.. B. Bradford. chickens of the Covernant," coops them to protect ried, and the Congress recognized the rule of the
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Since them from the hawks and other vermin, and feeds constitution that the number of the vice-presidents
Man has been merged into THE TRUTH SEEKER, I feel them with the "crumbs of the Covernant" to make should be six.
it due to myself to ask the use of your columns to them grow. · Ingersoll, at one of his sittings, will
Mr. Underwood, in the Inde.'C, seems to persist in
make an explanation which would hav been more hatch out a brood ten times as large as any revival- demanding that the Congress should hav revoked its
appropriate in the columns of that paper had it sur- ist, but the next morning he is off in the cars, and, action taken at Syracuse on the postal laws, as a provived the era of revival and good fellowship inaugu- like the fabled ostrich, leaves his progeny to shift for pitiatory sacrifice to him and the seceding party,
rated at Cassadaga.
themselvs. The consequence is, the vultures of the and a sine qua non to their coming back. But he
· It is admitted, and both Catholics and Protestants church hover them. Organizations would secure and they would hav to wait many miliions of years
mourn over the fact, that the1:e is a quiet, but wide- these converts, furnish them with a home, and before the League would hav done this. The imspread, departure among the intelligent classes in giv them society and something to do. If it be ob- minent danger in our national politics, growing out
this country from the creeds of the church to an ac- jected that this is the church method of cooping con- of the late civil war, is a tendency toward consolidaceptance of the grand system of truths which modern verts, I reply,fas est ab haste doceri. In this organi- tion on the part of the general government, overscience has revealed, as those truths bear upon the zation of her numbers and hoc strength the church riding the constitutional powers of the state governsubject of what is called religion. To illustrate: In shows her consummate wisdom.
ments,. and showing itself, among other ways, in
all the cities of the UnioB where Colonel Ingersoll
In view of this, I felt that the men composing the tampering with the sanctity of the mails. And there
lectures, thousands of people go to hear him when- National Liberal League, seeing that it was a mere never was a braver act done in history than the act
ever he appears upon the platform. Here and there means to an end, would not object to hav their or- of the League,. under the lead of Mr. Wakeman, in
a predestinated " saint " will go to a lecture, pretty ganization superseded, provided the grand objects sticking_ to the true constitutional doctrin on this
much as he would go to see Barnum's white ele- specified in the Nine Demands, as settled, and form- subject, when they knew that, as a consequence, cartphant, because he has heard so much about it. But ing the bond of Union, in 1876, could be more effect- loads of church filth would be dumped upon them by
he will never go a second time. His mind is as im- ually carried out. I thought, in the earnestness of Comstock and his allies. If the mails are used for
pervious to new truth as a cork is to water, and he my faith and hope, that the contemplated new or- improper purposes, let the guilty parties be profears to expose himself to temptation again, lest God, ganization might be an evolution and differentiation ceeded against and punished by the state courts, and
in his wrath, "should send him strong delusions that from the Liberal League, just as the depised aboli- not vest every petty postm!lster with authority to
he should believe a lie, that he might be damned." tion party evolved into the Republican party in 1860, exercise his feeble judgment as to the character of
The human mind, however, in general, has such a which gave us Lincoln, and saved the nation from the the printed matter that passes through his hands.
natural and inherent love of truth that hundreds go, curse of slavery and disunion. The country is full For if he were a Radioal, he mighb- take it into his
again and again, to hear Ingersoll make his terrible of Liberals. I wanted to marshall them, and bring head that, on account of the coarse passages in the
onslaught of logic and ridicule upon the religion in them into battle array. To this end I, last March, Bible, the Comstock law made it a penal offense to send
which they were educated. And such is the consti- addressed a letter to Man, which was then the organ the word of GJd through the mails. And the whole
tution of the intellect that if one who is intelligent of the National League, sanguin in the hope that the tribe of Miss Nancies.and prudes in pantaloons might
and candid hears Ingersoll once, he can never after- realization of my plan was at least among the pos- disallow the booksellers to use the mails for sending
wards be the same person he was before. His faith sibilities, if not the probabilities, of the near future. to their customers even the plays of Shakspere, or
is shaken to its very foundations, and doubt, which But, for. some reason or other, neither the Investigator, works on physiology, because, to use a hateful term,
is the mother of all progress, places his feet upon the nor THE TRUTH SEEKER, nor the Index, nor the Radical they were "obscene." Besides, there is no doubt
track of inquiry, whose only terminus is reason, in- Review, nor any other paper, ever laid my letter be- that the Comstock law of 1873 was a stratagem of the
stead of authority. In all these cities there are Lib- fore its readers. I then felt, under this smothering chlirch to harass and annoy, if not entirely suppress,
eral Leagues, but of the thousands who pay their process, that any futher efforts in this line would be the Liberal papers, especially THE TRUTH SEEKER,
dollar, over and over again, and stand two hours on premature and abortiv; and that the "Liberals,"tech- under the guise of preventing the spread of impure
their feet to hear Ingersoll lecture, not flve per cent nically so-called, must continue another ten years un- literature. I hav too much respect for the intelliof the whole are ever seen at the Sunday meetings of der the disciplin of misrepresentation and contempt ~ence of our Boston brethren to suppose that they
such Leagues. Why? Because avowed Liberalism before they were rlt for the honor of evolving into an aid not understaKd the subject in this light. But it
is not "respectabfe."
organization that would redeem this land from the was the only argument that could be used to justify
History shows that there never was a great truth bondage of superstition; and that the only or- their opposition to the League, and so they fell in
pregnant with blessings to mankind that was not re- ganized instrumentality through which any Liberal with Comstock, and used it. But time, and the secjected with contempt when first offered to the world, work could be done at all was the National League, ond sober thought of the legal mind, indorse the
because it was an innovation upon established hamstrung as it was by the blunders which had been judgment and action of the Liberal League.
I hav now made, as briefly as I could, the explanotions, customs, and interests. When Morse dis- committed by its own members in past years.
covered that electricity could be utilized in conveyUnder these most unfavorable circumstances the nation I felt I ought to make to my brother Liberals,
ing intelligence alon~ iron wires, and proposed that League held its annual Congress at Cassadaga last and relying on your courtesy to giv it a place in
the post-office department of the government should September. I did faintly hope that, as the times did your columns, remain
Respectfully yours,
A. B. BRADFORD.
defray the expense of testing it, by erecting poles not seem ripe for a new and really national organiEnon Valley, Pa., Oct. 21, 1884.
for the purpose between Baltimore and Washington, zation, the Boston wing of the Liberal League would
Cave Johnson, of Tennessee, who was then postmas- have appreciated the generous conduct of Messrs.
ter-general, laughed as scornfully at Morse's idea as Wakeman and Leland in declining re-election to
Bugbears.
his illustrious predecessors on the banks of the Hud- their respectiv offices, and in proposing a reorganizaSome people who are fond of having pets keep
son did, in 1809, when Fulton proposed to propel a tion on the basis of 1876; and that, imitating the bears. Mr. J_ G. Malcolm has a pet belonging to the
boat through the water by the invisible power called patriotic policy of the North and South in shaking species known as bugbear. He has named his parsteam. It seems to be a fatt, looking very much like hands over the bloody chasm of war, would hav come ticular bear, "Landlordism." "The sword of landa law of nature, t.hat every truth and every cause to Cassadaga. We did not want them to apologize lordism" seems to be piercing his very vitals. In
which aims to promote the welfare of the human to us for the past, neither did we think of apologizing THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 1st is an article headed,
race must run the gantlet of ridicule and contempt to them. We proposed, since Comstockism had been "Fleeing from La.ndlordism." It is not worth critifrom that large class of fools whose necessary func- practically squelched by the courts of law, and the cising, and I should pay no attention t0 it were it
tion in the plan of the universe is the ignoble one of sacredness of the mails maintained, that bygones not for the facnhat part of it is misleading and likely
serving as a mere rubber on the wheels of progress. should be- bygones, and that a new set of officers to do positiv injury to honest poor people, though I
Now Liberalism in religion is just passing through should be chosen on the basis of the Nine Demands, freely acquit the writer of that article from any dethis period of contempt. It is not yet respectable. and thus effect a re-union of our forces. But not sign to deceive anybody. THE TRUTH SEEKER now
It is precisely where the antislavery cause was, one of our former brethren either appeared in person, goes to all parts of the Union, and statements calcubetween the years 1830 and 1855, as Elizur Wright or sent a kindly letter of excuse. The Congress was, lated to influence the business interests of others
and Parker Pillsbury well remember. Its advocates therefore, forced to do the best it could in the cir- should be carefully made. I hav no hope of dispellare considered wild and cranky. They are also cumRtances. We elected new officers, made its pro- ing tbe gloom that rests on chronic pessimists like
poor, and are forced to hold their meetings where nunciamento, arranged the machinery for the work Mr. Malcolm, but there are always people who are
they can, and not where they would. As the silver- of organization and enlightenment during the com- actually and earn·3stly seeking homes, and who hav
smiths of Ephesus, who got their living by making ing year, and then adjourned.
no time to spend in vain dreams that can never be
shrines for the worship of Diana, stirred up a mob to
The harmony of the meeting was undisturbed, till, realized. For these I write.
put down Paul because "he turned away much peo- by one of those blunders which Talleyrand proMr. Malcolm introduces us to a mythical Irishman
ple, saying, that there be no gods which are made nounced worse than a crime, a motion was made to who has fled from Ir-.Jand, and on reaching New York
with hands," so the clergy of our day, standing on elect Mr. Underwood as one of the vice-presidents of is thrown into despair by the startling information
the ground made during the last eighteen hundred the League, in face of the fact that Mr. Underwood that vacant lots are not given away, together with a
years, and seeing that their craft is in danger to be had treated the League with seeming disrespect, and ci1romo, in the city of New York. Sadly he shakes
set at naught by the revolutionary principles which when apyone might see the impossibility, under the the dust of that unrighteous city off his brogues, and
are circulating everywhere, vilify the advocates of circumstances, of his acceptiag the honor it was pro- proceeds to the metropolis of the West. There he
those principles, meaning thereby to scare away the posed to thrust upon him. I hav sincere respect for sees more vacant lots lying as quietly as ever without
common people from their lectures, and making Mr. Underwood's learning and abilities, and most even a ruffle on their brows. But they are all fenced
them contented with the dry husks of the church's highly appreciate his past services in the cause, and with big swords, so he gets on the back of another
t,heology. This policy bids fair to hav its day against firmly believe that had he been present he would hav flee and soon lights in Kansas. "The waving prairieLiberalism, as it has had heretofore, whenever poor implored the mover to withdraw his motion. For no grass" is full of glittering swords, and he would be
Humanity took a step in its career of progress.
man knows better than he that, whil'e some persons glad to return, no doubt, like Noah's dove, with even
Now, thinking that organized Liberalism, in this would hav been gratified by this mark of respect paid an olive leaf in his mouth. After all this fleeing he is
country, and in this fast age, had struggled long to him, vny many more would hav been angered. told that white men are entirely out of the article he
enough under the era of contempt., and seeing that But the motion was carried, and proved to be, as is looking for, viz., "The land of the free;" but certhe churches, ignorant of its real strength, were con· might hav been expected, a firebrand. Warned of tain " big Injuns" hav all there is. These latter
spiring together to crush it out, not only by foster- the general effect which this move would hav caused must be monopolists. The Irish fugitiv then cries
ing a false public sentiment, but by legislation, it abroad by the particular effect it immediately pro- out," Noble red man, let me make my home with
occurred to me that if such a man as Judge Holmes, duced in the Congress, I proposed, at the next ses· thee." Did Mr. Malcolm ever happen to be present
of Missouri, and a number of others of like high sion, to extinguish the brand by a motion to cut off personally at one of those touching interviews bestanding, who had not taken sides in the quanels of the whole list of vice-presidents except the first tween the man from Tipperary and the Cho'Ctaw
the League, would call a convention of Liberals to three. The motiv for this policy was transparent to brave ? And did the n. r. m. grant the request?
meet in some central city, in order to take into con- all except the blind, and seems to hav been under- Just fancy that scene. An Irishman, fresh from the
,.jderation the present situation of affairs, it might stood· by Mr. T. W. Curtis, in his Inde.'C account of old sod, pleading for a home with a red savage, and
vventuate in a large a.nd powerful organization that the proceedings. It was a pian to get rid of the un- saying "thee." It seems to me that I hav somewhere

Q!ommuniqations.
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heard of that "noble red man" before. We will
now know where to look for missing Irishmen.
Mr. Malcolm says, "It is a rule in political economy that whoever gets money without earning it,
gets money which some other person or persons hav
earned but did not get, and this is what is vulgarly
called theft." Will the gentleman please giv us the
name of the author of that quotation? But whether
it was from Aristotle or any ma'l since doesn't matter; it is utter nonsense. A man has a thousand
dollars which he obtained honestly. His son wants
to go into bu!)iness, and the father givs the son one
thousand dollars to help start the latter in business.
The son didn't earn a cent of that moneyj but is he
therefore a thief? Then this talk about compelling
every man to " earn all he gets " is about as useful
as so much talk about the probability of a money
panic in Central Africa. Is there a man on this globe
competent to tell for all the rest of the world exactly
what every man or any man earns? It would be as
easy to count the flakes of falling snow. Does the
editor of a newspaper earn anything? If so, how
much? Some editors get a great deal of money, but
others, working just as hard, it is said, hav to skirmish at times among free-lunch count11rs. Which
ones get the right amount of money? If none, who
can tell exactly how much more the poorly-paid ones
ought to get, and how much less the well-paid ones?
As Sir Thomas More (not Moore), the aut)wr of
"Utopia," was born before Columbus set sail on his
great voyage, and as he got his Utopian idea from
Plato, his views in regard to the needs of Americaus
in the nineteenth century must hav been, to say the
least, somewhat crude and undeveloped. Let the
boys and girls continue to study algebra and other
useful branches, instead of racki.ng their brains over
impossible problems, propounded by visionaries
Whose· heads are ..filled with Utopian schemes. Mr.
Malcclm says: "Even in the state of Michigan the
young men are fleeing from the landlordism there
to the Far West. In Michigan, out of 36,000 000
acres of 1anil in the state, only 6,000 000 are improved,
and but 2 000 OOfl acres are public land; the remaining 28,000,000 acres are held in idleness by landlords, who will continue to hold them until the
starving people will yield up their wealth to them
for the lands.'' Now, who in this wide world ever
before heard of starving people yielding up their
wealth to landlords or anybody else?. Then he says:
"Why is this thus?" I giv it up. Perhaps some of
THE TRUTH SEEKER readers are good on riddles.
Now landlordism, such as Mr. Malcolm speaks of, is
wholly unknown in 1\Iichigan. If you should ask the
average Michigan young man what he thinks about
landlordism, and when he intends to :flee, he would
reply: "L~tnillordism I What's that?" There are
now fully 7,000,000 acres of improved land in Michigan. The upper peninsula contains about 10.000,000
acres. That part of the state runs up to Lake Superior, and is a great mining and lumbering region.
At this day ther11 are in Michigan at least 6,000,000
acres of unoccupied land, an area larger than seven
states like Rho<:le Island, open for settlement. Over
1,000,000 acres are government lands which may be
pre-empted. The remainder can be bought at various prices, ranging from fifty cents to ten dollars per
acre; the greater part at less than five dollars per
acre.
Without being exact as to what are considered large
and small sums of money, we may· say that every
young man is in one of three conditions, financially.
He has a large amount of money, a small amount, or
none. If he has a large amount of money he can buy
highly-cultivated land in the best parts of Michigan;
if he has a small amount he can buy where land is
cheaper, and if he has none he can take up a homestead. This being the case, a young man who should
leave Michigan and say that he had left because he
could get no land, would be a liar of such Himalayan
dimensions that he could confer no greater favor on
the state than to take his departure. Michigan has
the greatest copper and iron mines in the known
world, employing thousands of men. It produces
more lumber than any other state in the Union; this
branch of industry employing more than 30,000 men
at good '.\'ages. It produces more salt than any other
state in the Union. Would Mr. Malcolm leava those
rich mines and salt wells closed, and leave the timber
standing on those pine lands, in order that there may
be land enough for all?" The average size of Michigan farms is less than one hundred acres, and nearly
all of them are cultivated by their owners.
The greater part of the lands held by lumber companies would be practie~ally valueless to individuals
if taken for settlement in their wild state, even if
they were given away, because the cost of clearing
and fitting them for easy cultivation is very great.
Of course the railroads are among the grasping landlords. The lands granted to aid in building railroads were well-bestowed. These roads hav aided
wonderfully in the development of the state, and contnbuted greatly to its material prosperity. Everybody knows that but few farms are enttrely under
tillage, even in the olchlst states. As a rule, the
roughest parts of farms upon which some timber
usually grows which is reserved for fuel, etc., are not

improved. These unimproved parts of farms, together with marshes, aggregating millions of acres
in Michigan, Mr. Malcolm includes among the lands
of his "devouring" landlords. It is true there are
some wild lands-but only a small fraction of Mr.
Malcolm's 28,000,000 acres-that were bought at
gwernment prices and are held by individuals, but
the greater part of these can be bought at the low
prices already named. As the population of Mie~higan considerably more than doubled between 1860
and 1880, and is now the ninth state in the Union in
population, it is evident that most of the :flees must
uav been in ears that were itching to hear something
mournful. Suppose there are twenty people who hav
no land for every one who has, how can the rise of
land injure twenty people for every one it helps, unless every person wants and needs land? If every
man had land he must liv on it, or do just what the
landlords are cursed for-prevent some one else from
living on it, though it is unoccupied. The absurdity
of the idea that every person needs land is too plain
to need pointing out. If every .man was a landholder, business would be in a very flourishing state,
indeed. The question of how to prevent land from
a<'quiring commercial value, Mr. Malcolm says, is
" simple." True enough, and the solution easy-in
is mind. If Mr. Malcolm would come out as an
Anarchist, or a Communist, we could understand him
better, but as it is, it is hard to tell where to place
him. Notwithstanding what I hav said above, I am
as strongly in favor as any one of giving every poor
man who really wants land upon which to make a
home, a chance to get it on the easiest terms possible.
I am also opposed to the holding of land by speculators.
N. G. W.
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cause I want you to make a record-1 will not say
becoming your sex, for that you would do anywaybut signal and plain to s~e, like what your sisters who
hav served on juries heretofore hav already made.
If those forces in this territory which pander to
drunkenness, gambling, and social infamy, those and
other forms of vice that especially insult, molest, and
desolate the home--if tnose forces, I s'l.y, aided and
pushed on by interests from Portland, San Francisco,
and St. Paul, invading our territory and intermeddling in our government, should succeed in our next
legisl~ture in dethroning and disgracing the women
of Washington, I want every patriotic citizen to be
able to point back to the record made by our women,
not only at our polling places, but in our courts, as
an ineffaceable monumental protest against the degradation. Degradation, I call it, for it is one thing
to enfranchise and another to disenfranchise. To refuse to enfranchise those who are competent may
be unmagnanimous, it may be heart less, it certainly
is tyrannicaL But to disenfr~tnchise them when already free, is to impose upon them the most dishonoring penalty that can be visited upon a criminal
suffered to liv."
This is a stronger defense of civil and political
rights than is usually heard from the bench, and
especially from a judge who is intensely Christian.
In his case rettson was stronger than revelation, and
oommon sense stronger than the old ecclesiastical
common law, which denied woman, not only the
right to be a juror, but the right to be a witness, and
which burnt at the stake all women sentenced to
death.

The Presbyterians Re ·enforced.
To~HE

The Salamanca Convention.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: All who
attended the Salamanca Freethinkers' ConvenHon
pronounced it one of the best they ever attended.
And I am resolved that the one to be held the first
week in :December shall be as good, if not superior.
And I deEtire through THE TRUTH SEEKER to request
all the Freethinkers of western New York and northwestern Pennsylvania to aid me in making the coming convention a great success.
There is no town of its size in the state that has
the railroad facilities that Salamanca has. Some
seven lines of railroad enter this town from various
directions, and all will grant reduced rates of fare.
The same fine choir of singers that furnished the
excellent music at the Cassadaga convention have
been engaged for the Salamanca gathering. Good
board can be obtained here for one dollar per day.
A committee of our leading citizens have agreed to
finely decorate the Opera House for the occasion.
The season tickets will be but fifty cents, and all
of the speakers have agreed t::~ take the proceeds,
after paying the other expenses, so that there will be
no collections taken up and no money called for.
I have invited Courtlandt Palmer, of your city, to
attend and preside, and make an address, which I
hope he will consent to do.
The convention will be opened on Thursday evening, December 4th, by an addregs from Charles
Watts, and will continue through Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday.
.
I hope to obtain the attendance of some able orthodox clergyman, to speak on Saturday evening,
to be replied to by Mr. Watts on Sunday ~vening.
A committee has been appointed to arrange for a
social party on Saturday evening, after the lecture.
I hope to see the Truth Seeker Company represented here with a large quantity of Liberal literature
for sale.
H. L. GREEN.

Sound Sense.
Judge Greene, of the Supreme Court of Washington territory, in a recent charge to the grand jury of
Jefferson county, said: " Some say that you should
hav the suffrage, but nothing to do with courts. But
I say that to be a free man or free woman is to be the
real king or queen of the state; that the franchise of
freedom is threefold-legislativ, judicial, and executiv; and that he or she who has not in the judicial
business of the commonwealth as ample and decisiv
a voice as any, is not a free man or woman, but a
subject, and more or less a serf.
In this
country, what may be termed the judicial ballot on
all principal questions of fact regarding crime, can
. What does it sigbe cast by a juror only. .
nify how wise your laws are, if the very same mind
that animated you in legislating is not present in adjudicating? If a woman should hav any influence at
the Capitol, she should 1av the counterpart influence
in the court-house.
She ougb.t, and has a
right., to meet and confer with other men and women,
on a broad, sympathetic human basis, outside the
cramping walls of sex and etiquet, and at some sacrifice of taste and habit."
"Why do I say all this? What relevancy has it to
your grand jury duty? I speak because this is the
fit time and place to warn you, and all your sex, and
all interested in the cause of freedom wb.o may hear,
that there is a determined movement afoot to deprive
you of your participation in public affairs, and be-

EDITOR OF THE TnuTH REEKER, &r: I send
you, from the Presbyterian llume JJfis.~ionary, a sample
of the kind of pap on which the Presbyterians feed
their people. After reading it no one would wonder
at the dolorous complaints of the board of education that young men of ability avoid the ministry,
and go into other vocations, when they would be expected to feed the Lord's poor sheep on such food.
By the way, the Lord seems to be peculiar in his dispensations toward Presbyterian Home missionaries,
in sending pious hens to lay eggs for them. A few
years ago, the San Francisco Argr,naut published a
thrilling account, which almost producecl a revival of
religion in that city, given by another Presbyterian
misilicnary at a Presbyterial meeting in the neighborhood, that to keep him from starving while he
was preaching the everlasting "gospel" to the poor
Yahoos, the Lord sent "a lillltJ brown hen" to lay an
egg on his door-step ever.v morning-except Sunilay.
On that holy day she declinAd to perform the lnbor
of love, as it would hav bPen a sin in tbe hen. Pixley, the editor of the Argnnaut, although a Presbyterian by birth and education, spitted both the" little
brown hen" and the driveling missionary who told
the tale.
And yet we hav LtbPrals who think and
say that the work of the iconrJcla<t is done! They
are almost as narrow in their views as the Presbyterian home miseionaries aforesaid.
B.
PRESBYTERIAN HENS. -BY THE HON. JOHN ROSS.

I would love dearly to hav some of the members of the
\Vornan's Ex:ecutiv Committee to go over this f.(rtmd mission
field and see for themsel vs. I can assure yon thnt the ueerl is
great. If the Lord would p!.ICe in my h~tnrl richeH like Jay
Gould's and other:;', I would cert,linly len.ve railro,uls alone
and invest in est.thlishing Presuyteriun mission schools all
over the Indian Territory.
Our Presbytery meets next week, and I. am praying that the
Lord will bless tlle session and that great goo<l will come of it.
I ttm a great believer in prttyer. A few weeks ago Mr:;. W. L.
Miller wanted to hnv a festival to rn.ise me1to8 to repair the
church in T11hleqnah. She sent a young l>L<ly ont to see my
wife about helping. At first she did not know what to do, for
we were getting but two or three eggs 11 <lay, not enough to
make a cake of. I told my wife the L0rd would certainly
help her out. She seemed to be very mneh troubled about it.
In the ;,vening she got her corn re11dy to feed the chickens,
and calling them all up around her, she toltl them the Presbyterians were going to giv a feHttval in Tahl0qn1th, thttt she
wanted them all to lay in the hen house, and uot to l>Ly outside, that she wanted to help sLll she coultl. The hens all
walked around heruud stmg. \Ve a!! ],mghe<lat her. The next
evening she told our little ten-year-old daughter to go and
see how many eggs she could gather. After 11 while she returned, exclaiming, '·Why, man.mlt, the hens did mind you!
Here are twenty eggs." t:;o for ten days she got from nineteen
to twenty-five eggs a day. Tho festival eame off. l\Iy wife
and fifteen-year-old daughter made twPl ve or fourteen cukes.
It was a grand success.
We made thirty-five dollars. The
children hav Presbytel'ian hens. I am trying to teuch them
to do something for the Lord.

CHRISTIANS and their clergy are the genuin Infidels
of the nineteenth century. They hav no faith in the
religion which 1hey preach. They are continually
urging upon others to receive a doctrin which they
Jon't believe in themselvs. They are Infidel to tl eir
own ·teachings. They are Infidel to the three gois,
one goddess, and one book-god, of which their Pantheon 0onsists. They are Infidel to everything that
they profess, because they dare not debate the subject. They know too well that their so-called religion
is a fraud and a sham, and like all other frauds and
shams, it will not bear the light of investiga.tion.R. B. Rutland.
CA1'ALOG of tLe Truth Seeker Company's publications sent free upon application.
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Remember
The Grand Liberal Sociable at German Masonic Hall,
220 East 15th street, Thursday evening, Nov. 20th,
at 8 o'clock.
Also the lecture at the same place Sunday evening,
Nov. 23d, by Charles B. Reynolds, on" Why I Left
the Pulpit." Those who had the pleasure of hearing
Mr. Reynolds before the Liberal· Club want to hear
him again, and those who did not can thank their
stars for the opportunity.

----------------

Keep It Before the People.

.,_,.
The Central Presbyterian prints an italic article asking the Christians to keep it before the people that
seventy-five millions of dollars are annually contributed in this country to sustain the churches; that
during the present year one hundred and fifty millions of copies of the Bible hav been printed and distributed; that there are in foreign lands 5,765 missionary stations and 6,696 missionaries feeding out
of the seventy-five millions; that these missionaries
are assisted by 1,256 "other laborers;'' that in India
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son can see the disintegration now going on in the
churches and in the faiths of the western world.
Doubt is prevalent; it pervades every sect; men no
longer believe in hell, and their hope of heaven is
slight; the c:ooation story, the fa.ll of man, the atonement scheme, even the Christ idea, are all coming to
be regarded as the notions of childish times.
No
intelligent man to-day believes in the Bible in its entirety. Science has driven Christianity from the
field of serious philosophy. It is now more a social
orgzmization than a vital force among men.
Palsy
has stricken its heart; its pulse beats but feebly; it
is dying by inches. Keep that fact before the people !

....

The Horrors of Christian Mormonism.
The recent attempt to bring to justice the polygamists of Salt Lake City has revived interest in the
Mormons, and brought to light more of their peculiarly biblical beliefs and. piously damnable practices.
The prosecution of some of the polygamous members
has set the church to defending this practice, and
perjury is one of the most common of its shields.
Another doctrin which it feels called upon now to
defend is the blood atonement. This doctrin used
to be openly advocated and secretly practiced, but it
has been so furiously attacked that the church is now
compelling its ablest advocates to perjure themselvs
in the attempt to prove that it was never a practical
part of Mormonism. That it has been taught they
admit, and they defend it on biblical grounds; but
they deny that it was ever practiced; yet the correspondent of the Sun givs a list of the number of victims to this doctrin. He does not vouch for the
·entire truth of them, whieh is very natural, for the
crimes are of such a character that few indeed would
be able to swear to their commission; but he givs the
cases publicly and generally credited to the church:
"In addressing :five hundred Mormon women in the old
tabernacle one day, Brigham Young rebuked them for their
murmurings and complainings, and said: 'Let me tell you if
you should see some morning a dog running down the street
with your husband's head in his mouth to keep your mouths

sh~~~mes

blood~~

there are three millions of Christian pupils; that
Monroe was ,
toned • by Elder Howard Egan,
there are 1,058 missionaries and assistants in China; with whose wife, a very beautiful woman, Monroe had been on
and, finally, that Christianity is -neither dead nor familiar terms.
dying.
"A Dr. Vaughan was killed to atone for some sin committed
We feel like helping the Central Presbyterian in by him, and two brothers named Aiken were slain in obedience
to the orders of a council held in Neophi.
keeping this before the people.
"A man whose name is not :now recalled once, in passing
Keep it before them that seventy-five millions of the residence of Bishop Loveless of Provo, reached in at the
dollars are wasted every year in supporting a hal- window and took hold of the foot of one of the bishop's wives.
lowed lie; that for this enormous sum no value is re- He was put away by the avengers in order that his soul might
turned; not a new fact is discovered, no unknown be saved.
"A family' named Parish came from the East as converts,
country explored, no oceans sounded, no heavens and settled at Springville. Becoming disgusted with the wor.
mapped, no colleges built, no information conveyed ship, they renounced Mormonism, and told of their intention
to the people, not even a hungry man fed-in short, to return to their home in the states. Their case was placed
absolutely no equivalent given for this vast amount. in the hands of a committee, and. it was decided that they
must die in order to liv in the next world. They Wllre inYes, we will keep it before the people.
veigled into the meeting-house and killed, and when their
And we will keep it before them, too, that one hun~ bodies had been arrayed in endowment robes they were laid
dred and fifty million copies of the Bible hav been out side by side for the faithful to look at.
spread broadcast over the world-a hundred. and
"Frank McLear got into some trouble with Brigham Young,
fifty million copies of erroneous records of barbaric and was put in jail. When he gained his liberty he sued the
doings, of insane ravings, of impossible performances. prophet for false imprisonment. This was considered a mortai sin, and Elder Hickman, one of the avenging angels of the
of a cheating humbug of a book that has deluded Danites, put him to death.
the people for century upon century, until they hav
"William H. Wilson, a newspaper correspondent living
become weary of its eternal promis without fulfil- here, who wrote many articles for the Eastern press on Morment. What good has the distribution of these hun- mon practices, was induced on false pretenses to leave his
dred and fifty millions of copies done? Better a bed and go down to the banks of the Jordan, where a grave
had been dug for him. He was tried at the side of the open
thousand times that it had been a hundred and fifty grave and acquitted. Mr. Landen, his associate, escaped and
thousand copies of school books; that the five thou- fled to Nevada, where he now livs, a cripple, owing to his tersand and odd missionary stations were institutions rible journey.
for instruction; that the nearly seven thousand mis"Elder Yates was blood-atoned at Echo canyon by order of
sionaries were teachers of useful knowledge; that the the church, because he traded with the United States troops at
Fort Bridges. When Bishop Collister, in whose jurisdiction
three millions of pupils had been taught how to im- Yates was, asked Brigham Young what he should do with him,
prove their condition instead of chattering a mess of the covert answer was, 'A bishop can cut off any man in his
rubbish that no living, or dead, mortal ever can or did jurisdiction.'
comprehend; that the thousand missionaries in China
"When Godbe, Harrison, and Sherman abandoned the
had stayed among the heathen at home, and devoted church, Brigham Young said, in the temple, 'They deserve to
hav their blood spilled, but I don't tell you to spill it.' It is
their efforts to removing ignorance, instead of going said that it was spilled, however.
to a country whose learning is greater, whose religion
"In a little settlement near here a saint named Adams, w.ho
is kinder, and in which the people need instruction had several wives, none of whom he could support decently,
in civilization and not in a worse superstition than was remonstrated with by one of them against taking another.
their own.
So determined was she that she threatened to abandon the
church if he persisted in marrying again. Adams called a
We trust that every paper in the country will keep council of the priesthood to see what could be done about it.
it before the people that the prodigious efforts chron- After a long consultation the bishop said: 'Brother Adams,
icled by the Central Presbyterian hav been utterly can't you save your wife? If you havn't the heart to do it,
wasted, and that even if the world were converted to just tell me, and I will appoint a committee to do it.' The
Christianity they would still be wasted. For the up- brother begged for time to reflect, and the next morning the
wo'llan was laid out dead in her robes. No one asked the
holding of error must always be ultimately a waste cause of her death, for everybody knew. After the council
of power. Christianity is a phase of religious thought broke up he took her on his knee, talked kindly to her, and,
that is passing away. It is not dead, but it is dying, while her head was on his shoulder and he was stroking her
t be solemn asseveration of the Central P1·esbyterian to hair, he 'saved her' by cutting her throat."
t.je contrary notwithstanding.
Any intelligent perThis doctrin of murder was maintained on script-

ural authority by Brigham Young, who is quoted as
follows by one of the ablest of the Mormon defenders:
"I know when you hear my brethren talking about cutting
people off from the earth that you consider it is a strong
doctrin; but it is to save them, not to destroy them. There
are sins that can be atoned for by an offering upon the altar,
as in early days, and there are sins that the blood of a lamb,
or of a calf, or of turtle doves cannot remit, but they must
·be atoned for by the blood of man. I could refer you to
plenty of instances where men hav been righteously slain in
order to atone for their sins. I hav seen scores and hundreds
of people for whom there would hav been a chance in the last
resurrection if their lives had been taken and their blood
spilled upon the ground as a smoking incense to the Almighty,
but who are now angels to the devil. I hav known. a great
many men who hav left this church for whom there is no
chance whatever for exaltation, but if their blood had been
spilled it would hav been better for then. The wickedness
and ignorance of the nation forbid this principle being in full
force, but the time will come when the law of God will be in
full force."
In the speech in which this was quoted, the orator
proved by the Bible, and by Christianity, that there
was such a thing as blood atonement, and that "such
a fate was the only hope of some kinds of sinners."
But Brigham Young, he said, had particular reference to murder, adultery, and blasphemy, and he
quoted the commands of the Old Testament that the
murderer, adulterer, and blasphemer shall be surely
put to death. He himself believed in blood atonements, but thought the time for carrying out the doctrio had not arrived. • The present position of the
church he as13erted to be· as follows: "We are not
taught to resist our enemies.
We are temple
builders, and want to keep our hands clean. The
people of this church hav a horror of ·bloodshed, and
they therefore sometimes go beyond the point wher.e
patience ceases to be a virtue. The doctrin of blood
atonement as we believe it is that there are crimes
which cannot be atoned fJr in any other way than
by shedding bloou, but the time for carrying out the
doctrin practically has not arrived."
If this if! an intimation of what the church proposes
to do when Utah shall become a state, and Mormons
make the laws, the warning is well worth heeding.
The shooting of Lee, for his participation in the
Mountain Meadow massacre, ought to hav been followed by the hanging of all his fellow-murderers.
The government may not suppress or persecute Mormonism, but it certainly is competent to punish
climes of such atrocious character. And in this new
development of deviltry is seen the need of such education of the people as the National Liberal League
is pledged to giv.
In dealing with religion the government should be
plll'ely secular. It should know nothing of belief, or
doctrin, or creed. It should only know that a law
has been violated, and punish the criminal accordingly. The present attempted suppression of Mormonism, through prosecution of polygamy, is the
result of a rhetorical crusade of the church made
last year, and partakes nearly as much of the nature .
of persecution as of punishment for laws violated.
The abhorrence the Christians feel for their co-religionists springs not from love of virtue, and is consequently not a protest against immorality, but is the
hatred of sect for sect which has ever been the cause
of bitter persecution. The Mormons are too close
scripture readers to be tolerated; they take the Bible
literally, something the Protestant church of this
country dare not do; they hav the courage of their
convictions, which the Protestants hav not. Their
horrible "blood atonement" is scriptural teaching,
and their consistency is more to be admired than the
Protestant acceptance t?f the book but rejection of its
lessons. Nevertheless, crimes committed in the name
of religion are none the less heinous, and murder
done in the name of God must be punished in the
name of man. But to be true to the truth, the attacks
now being made on Mormonism should be transferred to the Bible, which is the spring of all their
iniquity.

Clerico-Political Recrimination.
The Tribune of this city reports that in a Brooklyn
congregation one hundred men had signed a paper
pledging themselvs to vote for Mr. Blaine, but after
the reverend Burchard's remark about ram and Romanism, ninety-two demanded the erasure of their
names.
This is bad for the beaten candidate, but the query
OC\curring to us is, What business bad the officers of
that church to be electionem;ing for anyone?
Mr. Burchard's famous remark is the cause of a
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good deal of heartburning. It is generally delllounced by men of sense, but at the Baptist pastors'
meeting the other night, the Rev. Justin D. Fulton
.came to the support of Mr. Burchard. "What was
there in the address to frighten the Republicans?"
ihe asked: "Do they not disapprove of rum? Don't
·,they disapprove of rebellion? Don't they disapprove
.of Romanism dominating the country?" Further on
in his discourse Mr. Fulton accused Mr. Blaine of
•being in league with the Catholics of this city and of
.corresponding with Cardinal McCloskey, who he
:said had pledged to Mr. Blaine the Catholic vote
.of this city. He also said that as Roman Catholic
institutions received money from the state, the only
,thing for Protestants to do was to take all the money
ithey could get.
·
Mr. Fulton was replied to by his brother pastors
with fully as much acrimony as he himself evinced.
'The quarrel as it stands is a very pretty one, and
.between the falling out of the rogues honest men may
get s9me inside information of the working~'! of the
.church in our politics.

Oriental Series, "Si-Yu-ki." Th.e "Si-Yu-ki," or "Memorials
of the _Wes~er~ Wor~d," is a _work prepared by the Chinese
Buddhist. pilgn~, Hie:en Tsiang, from documents. bro1~ght
fiom India ~Y himself I~ the seventh century. Wntten JUst
before the nse of Islam, 1t Is a work of the utmost value for the
his~ory of ~n~ia, and is fnll of legend and old f?lk-l?re. The
~hm~se orJgmal, now tr~nslated ~or the first. time mto E?g·
llsh, Is one of the works mclndeclm the magmficent collectwn
of Buddhist books sent to the India Office in 1876 by the Jap. .
anese ?ove~nment. The twelve chapters of ~he origmal are
compnsed m the two volumes of the translatiOn. The same
publishers hav also brought out a new "Life of Buddha," and
the early history of his order, derived from Tibetan works in
the Bkoh-Hgyar nd Bsta •-H
f
d b
t·
th
. a
. 1. gyar, o11owe
y no tees on e
early history of Tibet and Khotea. Translated by W. Woodville Rockhill.
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Ixiv,
the Pharisees" and " a ruler of the Jews.''
3, §2.)

Answers to Inquiries.
S. GR.l.HAM.-You are right. The revision committee did
not correct all the errors they found in the New Testament.
The Englishmen were more conservativ than the Americans,
and refused to adopt some of the latter's suggestions. We hav
tried to ascertain the precise number, but are unable to do so.
The revised. Old Testament is expected this fall.

H. E. JUERGENS.-The plenary council at Baltimore was
called before the result- of the election was known. Its meeting has no perceptible political significance; though no doubt
Editorial Notes.
the mitred priests will concoct some scheme to furthei· their
IN London, Ont.,. a Methodist church is being converted into .undying hostility to fiee institutions. The public reason for
,a theater. The people of the town are to be congratulated.
the council is to adjust Catholic doctrin to American. environme:s.ts.
A NEW translation of the "Laws of Menu," translated by
H. H. MINER.-1. The National Reform Association was
Dr. Arthur Coke Burrell, will soon be published by Trubner
& Co. This is based on the rec.ent discoveries in Sanskrit lit- established at Pittsburgh in 1863. 2. It is undenominational.
erature, which hav given a clearer conception of the meaning 3. Its method for changing the Constitution is the legal one of
a bill originating in either the House or Senate (a two.thirus
of the work.
vote being required) and being ratified by votes of the legishtREv. J. M. WHITON writes in the Netb Englander against the
tures of two· thirds of the states. 4. We do not know how
moral effects of Sunday-school teaching, and the antichrismany "direct Infidels" there are in the United States.
tian use of the Bible in Sunday-schools. He says, '' The Sunday-school has been dosed with a decoction of crudities and
CHARLES S. CUTTING.-1. The Book of the Ascension of
untruths, biblical, historical, and moral, which has in most Isaiah has reached this century only in an Ethiopic version,
cases been as blindly swallowed as blindly administered."
which was published, along with a translation, in 1819. It is
an, apocryphal and pseudepigraphic [falsely ascribed auTHE Gananoque Reporter givs a long and very fair report of
thorship] work, of which scarcely anything is known. It is
Mr. Charles Watts's recent lecture in that town. In speaking
probabl.o, according to Baring-Gould, that it existed in Greek
of Mr. Watts it says: "He is a man of undoubted ability, a
originally. Only a person of Renan's extensiv scholarship
fluent speaker, with no lack of choice language, and has eviwould be apt to quote it in these days. Its story is that while
dently fully posted.himself on the matters of which he tr.eats."
Isaiah was speaking to the King Hezekiah, he suddenly stopped
Considering that this high testimony to a Liberal's ability
and his soul was borne away by an angel. He traversed. the
comes from a religious paper in the very hotbed ·of the orthofirmament, where he saw the strife of the angels and clemons.
doxy of Ontario in Canada, it speaks'well for the progress of
He entered the seventh heaven, where the events of futurity
Freethought views in the dominion.
were revealed to him. When he came to his senses, he told
REv. J. E. RoBERTs, for four years pastor of the First Bap- the King Hezekiah all he had seen and heard, except that
tist church of Kansas City, Mo., has been compelled to step which concerned Hezekiah's son l'I'Ianasseh, which was to tho
down and out for preaching too much Rationalism. In his effect that when his father passed away, 1\'Ianasseh would perfarewell sermon he reiterates his belief that "the interests of secute the saints. Isaiah on(y revealed this when Hezekiah
true religion demand a rational revision and restateiuent of old was at the point of death. Then the king would hav slain
doctrins." Thus does the church condemn and punish hon- Manasseh, for he said he would rather leave no posterity than
esty and intelligence. Thus does it· o"ffer a premium for hy- a son who would persecute saints. But Isaiah restrained
pocrisy and a reward for ignorance. Rev. Roberts is one of him, and Manasseh reigned and was a c-ruel tyrant. He worshiped idols, and sought to force Isaiah to do the same, and
the very few who decline the r~warcl.
when Isaiah would not, Manasseh sawed him asunder with 11
THE Salamanr.a Convention which Mr. Green advertises in saw of wood. 2. The Book of Enoch is another apocryphal
this week's TRUTH SEEKER bids fair to become a permanent book. It contains one hundred and eight chapters. Its an·
annual institution. It surely will il well patronized by Lib- thorship is unknown, as is the elate of its writing. It is quoted
erals of this state and northern Pennsylvania and eastern in Jude. Johnson's Cyclopedia says that "critical conjectOhio. Every Liberal Convention held is one more nail in ure" places its date from 144 B.c. to 135 A, D. The early Chrisorthodoxy's coffin, and if it is a large gathering it assumes the tian fathers used it, but for some centuries only fragments of
dimensions of a spike. The speakers engaged at this one are it were known to European scholars, till in 1773 .James Bruce
a gun.rantee of its oratorical success, and with music and a brought home with him from Africa three copies of an Et.hisociable, attendance will repay a trip of several leagues.
opic version of it, made apparently from the Greek about 350
Gov. HoADLY's Thanksgiving proclamation is different from or 400 A.D. It was published in 1838 by Archbishop Lan·
Gov. Cleveland's and from most of the other governors'. It renee, who had previously (in 1821) published an English
translation of it, and by Professor Dillman (1851). The book
reads:
"By virtue of authority conferred upon me by section 3,177 contains many curious passages, but its leading idea is that of
of the Revised Statutes, and in accordance with thA old and ill vine justice dealing sternly with sinners. 3. The Sibylline
time-honored custom, I hereby appoint Thursday, November verses were quoted as authority and appropriated to their own
27th, as a public holiday, and invite the people of Ohio then religi;m by the early Christians, notably Justin Martyr, Clem·
to join in thanksgiving for the blessing of the year. Let us ent of Alexandria (who calls the Sibyl a prophetess of the Heremember and act upon the principle that 'it is more blessed
to giv than to receive,' so that in these days of widespread brews), and Lactimtius in his "Divine Institutes."
poverty, the more fortunate, by acts of charity and gifts bestowed in kinclnPss, may enable all to share in the spirit and
Lectures and Meetings.
feeling of the occasion. Given under my hand and the great
J. E. REMSBURG is now lecturing in Nebraska and Missouri.
seal of the state of Ohio, at the city of Columbus, this 8th
clay of November, A.D. 1884. GEORGE HoADLY, Governor."
He will come East about Dec. 1st.
The Ohio State Journal comments that "one cannot but noW. F. JAMIESON, at the close of his Sewllrd, Nebraska, Iect.tice the entire absence ,)f reference to the supreme being in
ltres, will go to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, ancl deliver a lecture
the Thanksgiving proclamation of Gov. Hoadly." To many
Sunday evening, Nov. 23cl. Dnring Decemhei· he will fill his
people the omission, as the Irishman would say, will appear
Minnesota and Dakota engagements. Address at Lake City,
the most sensible thing in it. There is no warrant in our ConMinn.
stitution for iJ:ljecting a supreme being into the customs of the
country merely to gratify the sodden superstitiop. of a portion
The Fourth Gospel Probably the Ohlest.
of the community. ·would we had more officials like Gov.
I-Io~tdly of Ohio and Gov. Roberts of Texas, the only avowed
The Gospel according to John has generally been
Freethinkers now occupying gubernatorial chairs.
supposed and conceded to be the latest of the four;
.
.
.
_
but a suspicion has arisen among the rat.ional critics
_TRUBNER & Co., of _London, will p~bllsh early m l88t> "The that after all it may turn out to be the earliest. The
1
Life and Works
He was the
· h appy t o confi. rm th a t suspiCFm.
..
. of Gwrdano. Bruno.
. first to .ex- "M an o f s·m , IS
tend t h e d octrm of Copermcus to the whole umverse, whiCh Aft
h ·
d'
d
he believed to be infinit; he reconciled the Imin~tnence with
er avmg I~cove~e so many ?f the characters
the Transcendance of the deity, and in his works are to be ~arne~ or described m ~he book ot _A?ts who ~our
found a foreshadowing of the theory of evolution, with a Ished In th~ century bef?re the Chnst1an era, It octheory of instinct which is borne out by modern science. His curred to h1m. to search In Josephus for two p~rsons
philosophy is believed to hav influenced Shakspere. His. best named only m the fourth gospel, and here IS the
and most important Italian works w<Jre printed in London, result:
two of them being dedicated to Sir Philip Sydney. His" Sup1. Nicodemus. When Pompey was in the region
per of Ashes," which takes place in the house of Sir Falke of Damascus, 64: B.C., the two brothers, Hyrcanus and
Grevette, contains a description of London in the time of Eliz- Aristobulus, contestants for the Jewish crown, each
abeth, and of a disputation at Oxford, in which Bruno worsted sent an embassador to the Roman general; and the
his adversaries, the Dons. He died in the year 1600. Trub- name of Aristobulus's minister was Nicodemus. He
ner & Co. hav also brought out two new volumes of their therefore answers to John's Nicodemus-" a man of
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2. Malchus, whose right ear was cut off by Simon
Kepha, answers to Malichus, who poisoned Anti pater,
the father of Herod the Great and was in turn assassinated by command of the Roman general, Cassius,
at the request of Herod, about 43 B.C. (Ant. xiv, 11;
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yracanus, w o succeeded his father Alexander J anneus about 78 B.C.
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and was consequen~ly high _priest when Jesus. was
stoned and hanged Ill the reign of Alexandra, Widow
of Janneus and mother of Hyrcanus. The real name
f h
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IS Mahch. (See Dr. Murdock s s1de note, Syr. N. T.,
John xviii, 10.) Josephus has added os to the name,
in conformity to the Greek idiom, and the New Testament Greek scribe has not only done the same, but
has inadvertently dropped the Jetter i.
ANTICHRIST A.M.
P.S.-The epistle of Clement of Rome (that is, the
first or genuin one) was erroneously stated in our
last article to belong to the Tischendorf discovery of
184:4 and 1859. The only copy of the epistle extant
until Bryennios discovered another in 1875, was the
one belonging to the Alexandrian Codex: of 1628,
now in the British Museum. Its original composition
must be assigned to a time a little prior to that of the
"Teaching of the Apostles,'' probably bel ore A.D. 1.
ANTIC.

'l'he People's Day.
The people's day is breaking,
The fog-bank disappears;
The sons of toil are waking
From the false dream of years.
Each coming of election .
More thoughtful ballots bear,
And bullets in connection,
To shoot in freedom's war.
Chorus: Then hail the rising people,

The dawn of manhood hail;
Pull down both church and steeple,
Build schools, instead of jails.
Arouse, ye sons of labor,
And vote yourselvs a place;
Let each respect his neighbor,
And thought lend work a grace.
The day is fast approaching
When gold shall rnle no more,
And knowledge is encroaching
Where credence was before.
Chorus: Then hail the rising people, etc.
The age of priestcraft dying,
And reason's er.t born;
Old superstition flying,
In fear of freedom's morn;
No more' to phantoms kneeling,
Man bows to blocks no more,
But his own honoi· feeling,
Shows ghosts and gods the door,
Chorus: ·Then hail the rising people, etc.
'l'he slaves, their shackles cleaving,
Will eat the bread they earn;
And servants, mastors leaving,
Will falling dog-crumbs· spurn.
The people's clay is dawning,
Where terror long has lain;
Arise, for now 'tis morning,
And man has come to reign.
awi'US: Then hail tho rising people, etc.
.JorrN P. GuiLD.
_.._

______

______

India Ahead.
It seems strange that Freethinkers in far-off India
should be more progressiv than we are, and that they
are quicker to adopt our glorious "year of science "
calendar than many Americans-among whom it was
suggested and invented-hav shown themselvs to be;
but I hav received publications from distant Calcutta,
published by nativ East-Ind;ans, which hav our
grand Freethought banner of A.s. 284: printed on
them and, being given out in both the English and
Bengali languages, can be read by the crazy " missionaries of the cross," as well as by their deluded
followers and dupes.
These "poor heathen" can already see what so
many of the more favored " children of civilization"
do not seem to see as yet, viz., that it is entirely out
of character, and is, in fact, a complete stultijicat1:on,
for antichristians to continue the use of a :regula.r
Ghri~t1:.m calendar, and keep on forever dating in the
old superstitious "year of our Lord!"
It seems to me that all who do so continue richly
merit the contemptuous scorn which a Boston clergyman meted out last year to Freethinkers, when he
declared that we Liberals had to " come to Christ "
for everything, even for a calendar to date 1:n! The
Investigator published his remarks at the time, and
told his lying reverence that we had a calendar of
our own, and that it dated from the beginning of our
modern science, and not from tbe birth of some
monstrous and impossible "Lord and savior."
Is it not high time that all free and enlightened
people dropped the ridiculous nonsense of using a
humbug calendar, and fully adopted a style of dating
which has truth to recommend it, and which, besides
relieving us of the wrong and inconsistencies of using a fraudulent era, will, at the same time, work
great good for our own cause?
Yours fraternally,
REMLY S. SmELINGER.
53 Leverett street, Boston, Nov. 7, A.S. 284:., s.s. 1884.
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ST. CATHERINE's, CAN., Oct. 24, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Please accept the small pittance which I send
with this as subscription, and more anon. I presume you
are all red· hot and boiling over with election matters just now.
You are dubbed a great nation of wise people, but there is
one thing in your election manipulations which I much dislike, and which should be disliked by every one possessed of
dignity and respect; which is, so soon as a candidate is made
choice ·of, for your presidency more especially, so soon you
commence to slander and vilify his character from birth up.
and if you do not find enough that is truthful to satiate your
seemingly inborn desires to calumniate, you manufacture
falsehoods and add thereto.
Now the way I view such matters is, that the general moral
character of a man who consents to become a candidate for
any office should not be referred to at all, for how few are
possessed of sound morality!
If a man's morals are sufficiently substantial for his business
matters in private lite, then why not sufficient for public life?
What constitutes the difference? It must be very humiliating
to anyone of passable or average respectability to be exposed
to public sarcasm ahd sneer, and would deter many well
•qualified to fill an office from accepting a nomination. It is a
Jpity that you, as a nation, could not dispose of it in your elec.
•tions, for it is a degrading, dignity-destroying manipulation
'Which no respectable nation should be guilty of.
But methinks I hear some one saying you had better reno·
vate your own election manipulations before taking exceptions
to others. I am quite aware that C!lnada, I am sorry to say;
is too freely patterning after their cousins on your side, in said
matter, which I wish they might hereafter refrain from; but I
am also aware that political excitement, not being dictated by
sound judgment and principles, is untamable, an•l many will
say, no donbt, th!tt what ctmnot be cured must be endured, if
it is debctsing. Another thing I take exception to wherever
perpetrated, which is nickmtming. It is qtlite annoying to
humttn dignity wherever possessed, and I notice that in a
m!tjority of Mses those who are addicted to the habit are
diminutiv in m.ind, dignity, and stature, and think that by
nickn.tming those of superior knowledge and wisdom, it brings
them on a par with themselvs, but they are much mistaken.
Any one possessed of good common sense will not coincide
with that idea.
To illustrate, I will mention the name of Robert G. Ingersoll.
How many there are who, in speaking of him, instead of
calling him by his correct name, as common decency would
dictate, call him "Bob" Ingersoll, when in truth he is pos:<!essed of more knowledge, wit, and wisdom, in one day, than
.a majority of such will be possessed of in a whole life-time.
Could they but see themselvs as others see them, they would
be mortJ.fied of their own supposed smartness in so doing.
But envy and spite will ooze out now and again with such
people. Be it as it may, vulgarity will never increase a deficiency of brain.
Mr. Watts is still busy with us over here, and doing much
good. Our orthodox divines decline as yet to take the platform with him. I heard him deliver a discourse in Toronto
to a goodly audience, on "Christhtnity and its claims." He
is a fine and powerful speaker, clear and distinct in his enunciation, and every expression in its proper place to giv effect.
When through, a ::lt~lvation Army soldier took the stand and
made some opposition remarks, and offered to take the platform with him. He also related the horrible death of an Infidel banker in Montreal. Mr. W!ltts, in reply, said that his
engagements were such that he could not spare the time to
argue with a man of straw (which evidently he was). He also
asked him to giv the name and circumstances of the Infidel's
honible death, that he might learn of its truthfulness, for
every now and again we were hearing of such horrible deaths,
but invariably they proved a fizzle in the end. The soldier
came to his feet again, and said that as the occurrence took
phtee a number of years ago, he had forgotten the name, the
result of which brought a pronounced demonstration fron.t the
audience against the reliability of his assertion. The audience
then dispersed, seemingly well pleased with the evening's ent.ert!linment.
C. B. THOMPSON.

hav done ill. It is a most "Certain thing that if we are born
under the proper conditions, and taught to love and act the
true and good for their own worth, we will be morally fine; if
the reverse, we will be morally coarse. It is no use"; our
natures will out whether we believe much or little. We cannot expect t.he best good for ourselvs or for those whom we
influence if we do not daily liv the best life we can.
Our friend rAfers to smoking and beer~drinking on the principle of "We will get all the pleasure we can out of this short
life." I am puzzled to know how an intellectual, poetic mind
can be so eager after the lower pleasures even if it believes
this life. is all. There are plenty of finer, sweeter ones of which
we can daily take our fili; pleasures that will build .ns up morally and physically; pleasures that we can enjoy in the prese!lce of sweet, lovely children, knowing if they enjoy the same
they will be better, healthier, nobler Jl!en and women.
Against true Spiritualism, if there be. such a thing, I hav
nothing to say; yet it seems to me I would rather liv out my
individuality, blaze my own way, than to hav spirits taking
care of me· as if I were a baby; then, too, the question arises,
"What relation between the ego and the moral quality of the
act if spirits or bodies compel me to do a thing or to refrain
from doincr it?" It seems to me I would be as irresponsible as
the little ~hild under the first years of parental ~overnment.
But I am making my letter too long. Permit me to say, however, that I was delighted with your brother George's le.tters
from Maine. That is my nativ state, and I hav many t1mes
been over some of the same ground. Giv him my respects,
and tell him if he wants something double-extra grand to practice his facil pen on, to come to Colorado next summer. We
will make him welcome.
MRs. R. L. BucKNl!:R-JoHNsoN, M.D.
AN OPEN LETTER TO MR. INGERSOLL.
LEHENWORTH, KAN., Oct. 30, 1884.
R. G. INGERSOLL, Dear Sir: I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER of
Oct. 18th that you were interviewed by a reporter of tlle San
Francisco Post on your arrival in that city. In answer to his
questions you are reported to hav said: "The only great question now is protection, and I am satisfiedthat is in no possible
danger."
Believing you to be a protectionist, and I being a consumer
of goods on which tariff is paid-not a manuf!lcturer, but simply a Western laborer-and believing you to be able (if any
one is) to show me ip what way I am protected or benefited by
a tariff, I take the liberty of asking you to do so, as there are
very many desiring information on the same point.
Again, "As long as the federal government collects taxes or
revenue on imports,' just so long these revenues will bearranged to protect home manufacturers." How does tariff
benefit manufacturers, save the owners of factories or large
wholesale dealers, and that at the expense of all consumers
and laborers not directly connected with tlle factory? And as
those are greatly in the minority, it does not seem just to preteet a few at the expense of the many, and enable them, by
class legislation, to become millionaires, while those that do
the work for tbem liv on corn-meal and water, as the miners
of Ohio hav had to do.
It is a common argument that tariff keeps up wages, but I
think you would find by becoming a common laborer, with no
other income but your wages to support a family, that wages
were very poorly kept up. Roping you or some one else may
enlighten me on this question, I am
Yours for free trade.
H. H. HUTCHESON.

KIRKSVILLE, Mo., Nov. 4, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Having just finished "Elmina's" last letter as
published pertaining to Spiritualism, it reminds me of a little
experience I had the last summer at a spiritual camp-meeting
in Iowa, which I wish to relate. I went to this meeting more
for recreation than anything else. On the day of my arrival,
in walking over the grounds I noticed upon many of the tents
and houses cards or signs denoting different kinds of business or phases of mediumship. The thought struck me that
as a pastime and out of curiosity I would call on one of the
occupants for a "sitting." I approached a tent on which I
read the following: "Mrs. Weeks, Trance and Test Medium."
I went to the opening; was politely in vi ted in and given a seat.
After making the object of my call known, she seated herself
in front of me and soon went into what s8emed a trance or
unconscious state, when she or her control said: "I am SunCENTRAL CITY, CoL., Oct. 15, 1884.
beam." I said, "Sunbeam, are any of my spirit relativs here?"
MR. EDITOR: I am owing JIIJr. Slenker, of Snowville, $1.00. She answered, ''Yes; both on your side and the side of your
He writes me, "Send it to the Watts and Putnam lecture fund." wife." I asked, "Who are they?" She said, "Your uncle
I inclose it; you will be kind enough to see that it fulfils its David is here; your aunt Elizabeth, your aurat Sally, your
purpose.
cousin Gilbert, your aunt Hannah, your sister Olive, who
I hav been reading the articles on vivisection-pro and con passed over with consumption, your son Clarence, and your
-with much interest. I admire and respect Mr. Preston for little boy who passed over with diphtheria, and your little girl;
his love and care of our humble friends, the brutes, yet I be. your aunt Nancy, Myra, a relativ, your brother Edd, but think
lieve la~·men will get the impression that useless, experimental he is still in the form; (not dead) your son Henry, but think
torture of these animals is much more common than it really he is still in the form; (not dead) George, a soldier, brother
is. In attending seven courses of medical lectures in the best to your wife, died in the army; and Mary, sister to your wife
colleges in the land; five courses of clinical lectures in the The above, as far as names, etc., are eoncerned, is all correct.
largest, best conducted hospitals, and at least a dozen private Mary, of whom I had never heard, I find died over forty years
cour,;es with able, practical professors, I hav never seen but ago. Some of my relativs named I had entirely forgotten; not
four cases of vivisection, and never hav dabbled in it myself. having seen or heard from them since a small boy (am now
We call the lower animals brutes. As I study them I find very in my 57th year), but who were brought fresh to my mind on
mauy of them superior to numbers of human beings whom 1 hearing their names. Some of the parties I know not where
hav known. Mr. Preston has my most hearty "good speed they are, and do not k.now that they are dead. She also gave
yon" in all he does for their protection.
me the state of my birth, and followed me up from childhood
Since reading fl·iend Chainey's address at Cassadaga, I've in moving from one state to another until the present time.
been thinking a gr.eat deal of what he has said about the im- These things I noted upon paper as I received them in the
moral conduct of many Liberals. We look for no human per- tent. I will say that the medium and myself were entire
fection among Christians or Liberals, but the one, wherever strangers, and I do not know even now where she resides. I
he is, whoever he may be, livs the best life, who has been hav never termed myself a Spiritualist, but these things and
right generated, borne by his mother, and taught to do the other things I could relate, and phenomena in my own family,
be!lutiful right because it is right, not because of fear of pun- are a mystery to me. If the Spiritualistic view is not corre0t,
ishment or hope of reward. Our penitentiaries are filled with who can explain ? I think Elmina a little inclined to ridicule,
people who £.rmly believe in an eternal hell This belief could but perhaps in her investigations she has fallen in with frauds,
not influence their conduet enough to keep them from crime. and 'rruesdell perhaps the biggest fraud of all.
'l heir mother•, as they carried them beneath their hearts, could
WlLLI.AM lL.R~·.

1884.
S.lLAM.lNCA., Oct. 26, 188-1.
MR. EDITOR: Will you be so kind and obliging as to telephone over to 55 East 9th street, and say to that dear friend of
yours, S. P. Putnam, that I wish to interview him on a most ~.•
serious and solemn subject, one that is dear to my heart?
8. P. PuTNAM, Sir: Allow me to address your high mightiness through THE T&UTH SEEKER by asking you to explain certain statements, or comparison, rather, in y,.,ur article last week
addressed to George Chainey. Please allow me to present for
your inspection your own words, which turned my usually
composed countenance into a solemn and wrathful frown, and
brought the even temperature of my temper, which is one "of
my characteristics, up to 140 in a second.
"
I ask as a favor that every Liberal lady in the land will in"
terpret this statement according to her own judgment. With
my sensitiv nature and high notions, I pUrpose to take ex<lep"
tions to that remark. Taking into consideration the many
good and sensible things you said at Cttssadaga, I am half convinoed that it must havbeen a slip of the pen. But here it is:
"Yon hav not done what a plain, level-headed, practical business man would hav done. You hav been a woman, really,
a mad poet, but not a wise P,hilosopher." May the nine muses
shield us from such a thrust. Mr. Putnam, your brotherly
advice ·to Chainey was good, Will you please take a dose of
the same,good advice, which' I quote: "Now, my boy~ I sim- ·
ply wish you to back down from your position as gracefully as
you can; admit your error of judgment, and make an apology.
Act honorably in this matter, and with courage, D.on't be
afraid to beg pardon when your conscience must tell you that
you hav done wrong."
.
"
I havn't forgotten that Mr. Charles Watts made the same
little blunder at Cassadaga, and Mr. Watts must fix that little
matter if he expects a warm and friendly reception from th9
Liberal bodies of Salamanca.
Men hav weaknesses as well as women, and are quite liable
to inherit them from their fathers, and I insist on knowing
why, when you find in your own sex a man whose emotional
and poetical nature makes him a reed in the wind, or another
with softening of the brain; in fact, all who are mentally weak
must be compared to a woman.
I leave this to your kind consideration, and wait your answer
in high dudgeon.
THERESE SoBIESKi.
S±EwAim, i:LL., Nov. 4, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: To-day is election day. I hope in the near
future we shall be able to support a candidate of our own-:a
noble Liberal. I am young yet; hav read the great Hunting
Book through three times, beside learning many portions by
heart. I was brought up to believe it, every word, until my
reason got the better of my belief . . But I am glad that I know
what is contained in the Bible. I also hav a copy of the Koran,
which, I think, is superior to our Bible; it helps me to refute
the arguments of Christians. I am an open enemy of the
clergy. We hav had several cases of suicirle in this vicinity,
all Christians, and our minister, the Kev. Mr. Linn, took oc-·
casion to preach a sermon on Infidelity. H~ said that the unbelievers were fast killing themselvs off by suicide (a misrepresentation). It was more than I could stand. I wrote an
article giving him the lie direct. I tried the SlelDard Leader; it
would not print it for fear of losing a few paltry subscrip·
tions. Then I sent it to' th~ Rochelle Register; the editor, a
man of brains, printed it for me. It was answered by a few
Christians (I also received several private letters advising Olll
that it was better for me to let .such matters alone). Our
friends turned in and helped me, among the number, Mr.
Otto Wettstein, of Rochelle, Ills. The debate lasted for five
months, ending, Freeth ought ahead. I had no idea how many
Liberals there were here, but a hearty handshake, and, "That
was good," or "Giv it to 'em !"-such sentences as these convince me that I hav gained stanch friends.
I send you an article clipped from the weekly Inter-Ocean
of Oct. 30th-would it not be well to reproduce it? I would
like to correspond with one or more of the young lady readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKERj the young ladies here nearly all belong to the church. I hav most of R. G. Ingersoll's lectures,
and some of his books. I lend them to my Christian friends,
and they hav done a great deal of good.
Yours respectfully,
FRANK HoLCOM:Il.
AMERICUs, Miss., Oct. 20, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: It is the hardest times down here in south
Mississippi that ever were known. Times are worse than they
were during the Rebellion. Lumber business is stopped entirely, and if a man has got anything to sell he cannot get the
money for it.
I must say something for THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is the best
paper I ever hav found in my life, and I am twenty-nine years
old. I am yet a single man; but if I was go in z: to get married,
and my girl didn't believe in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I would just
quit her and look for another one. It drives out all superstitions belief in things that can't be, nor ever were, nor ever will
be. I am a Ffeethinker of the land, and I don't see how I
could do without THE TRUTH SEEKER. Mine is the only paper
of that kind that comes anywhere near this section of the country. The preachers and Christians hav been raising, or trying
to raise, thunder about it, but can't do much with me. They
call me an Infidel, and I call them hypocrits. A good many
of the Christians and parsons will go to the church house and
pray and preach, and before they get home they will try to
beat somebody out of something.
The Christians down here believe in a hell and a heaven,
god and devil, and say that the sins we commit will carry us
to a hell, a burning lake of fire and brimstone, unless we repent of our sins. But let a man or woman get sick or crippled
for a long time, and the most of the people will say, "Look at
that fellow; he is down wit b. rheumatism." And they will say,
"That's for his [or her] wickedness;'' and if it is in my presence I always ask them if they believe that, and the most of
them do. I tell them if that is the case, hell is here on earth,
and that is all the hell anybody will see.
Some here say they would not believe an Infidel on his oath.
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I had rather two Infidels would testify against me than one
hypocrit. The book tells us that God made the world in six
days and rested, or finished, on the seventh day, and that all
he ~ade was good, and that God foreknew all things. If thjs
is so, why was God ~orry he made man? If any man or woman believes this story, they ought to hav a negro boy for a
guardian.
·
I will do, and hav been doing, all I can fcir THE TnuTH
SEEKER and intend to take it so long as I liv, if I can pay for
it.
'
.
w. E. WALTEBS.
PoRTLAND, On., Oct. 25, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: After many days, I will send a few lines to the
dear old TRUTH SEEKER. I hail it as a welcome friend, full of
truths and good tidings to all. I enjoy reading letters from
different writers in other parts of the world, and perhaps others would like to hear of the sayings and doings of Liberals
and non-Liberals from this Western shore. I will try and giv
a few items as to how I view the situation in Oregon. We ha v
a large Liberal element here, but for want of energy and
means they fail to keep up an organization. Many of them
are like myself-do not hav an over-abundance of this world's
goods; but for all· that, if a few energetic men and women
would put their shoulders to the wheel, meetings could be
made a success. But Liberalism is gaining gro)lnd, in spite of
narrow-minded bigots to clog her wheels. Since Colon!ll Ingersoll was here we feel more like holding up our heads.
What grand and glorious truths he uttered ! They fell like
rain upon the parched earth, and we felt it was good to hav
been there.
Two incidents happened while I was in the little city of Salem, Oregon, that I would like to mention. About the time
Colonel Ingersoll was to speak in said city, a rabid Christian came out in print and denounced the non-rabid Christians who had the colonel's picture in their windows.
The other is of a poor unfortunate man found sleeping in
the house of God, and the pastor, Mr.·Chambers, the follower
of the meek and lowly, caned him so severely he had to hav
· his head sewed up, and then turned him over to the terider
mercies of the law. Christian spirit, wasn't it? We read
that the Son of Man had not where to lay his head, and I
suppose the poor tramp was in. the same fix. No doubt this
same priest thought it sacrilegious to see the colonel's pictures
in the windows. I will leave the readers to draw their own
conclusions. Comments are useless.
Mns. o. A. BENJAMIN.
BISHOP CREEK, CAL., Oct. 13; 1884,
MR. EDITon: I often feel like joining in some of the discussions going on in THE TnuTH SEEKER, but being a Spiritualist,
or one who hopes for, and believes in, a future state, I fear to
encounter the rude blows of some who hold that this life ends
all. I hav read with great interest the doings of the. Liberals
at Cassadaga Lake (near the home where I was reared), and
hav felt much interested in Mr. Chainey's conversion to Spiritualism. I am sorry to see professed Liberals so illiberal as
some of them appear to be. I had hoped that the dogmatic
spirit_ Jl1ight l;>e_<:Ir_op_pe(l with the dogmas ~hey hav: left behiJ:lQ
and are still combating, yet no less so than those who hav
hopes of a life beyond. As to the phenomena of Spiritualism,
they are but the alphabet, out of which may be spelled the
sentence, "We stillliv." I hope Elmina will be able to bring
to the light facts and truths relating to another life, if possible. One correspondent said he was "sorry Mr. Chainey had
left us." Whom has he left? Has he gone ahead, or fallen
back, or turned aside, from following wherever truth or his
convictions lead ? I thought his lecture at Cassadaga Lake
splendid, had it not been that he struck uncalled-for blows at
those who had aided him to gain the bights and freedom few
attain.
1 do not think the emotions should be repressed, but wisely
trained, since these are the motiv power of the intellect, the
same, in comparison, as the fires that create the steam for the
engin. But some, it seems to me, advocate putting the wood
into the boilers instead of the furnaces, producing but little
moral force, as the intellect, when separated from the emotions, is but a glittering iceberg, which needs the fires of the
emotional nature, though at times volcanic and erratic, to
transform it into hills and vales of love and beauty. I may be
wrong in my way of thinking, but I am searching for truth
from day to day, and il.m ever glad to be shown the better way.
MRs. L. HuTCHINSoN.
NEWARK VALLEY, N. Y., Oct. 14, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The friendly letter containing my bill due THE
TRUTH SEEKER came duly to hand, and its contents hav been
noted and duly appreciated, for which I am truly thankful.
Your bill shoulJ hav been paid long ago, but, to make a long
matter short, I am too "cussed" poor to meet my honest dues.
When I stated the time I should send you the money, I was
sick, and spent the money that I intended to send you to pay
doctor's bill. I intended to pay up and stop the paper, for I
am at present so embarrassed I am not able to take it, and if
you will stop the paper I will pay up just as soon as I possibly
can. Still, I shall feel lost without THE TRUTH SEEKER. This
is why I hav let it run so long. I hav hoped I would stem the
tide ant.1 soon pay up and continue my subscription. I hav
been, and still am, one of those peculiar unfortunates that fate
seems to be against. I could write you a sad histo'ry of misfortunes, but what is the use? In the last two years I hav
lost-died on my hands-four horses, two cows, and seventy.
five dollars' worth of hogs. At. this present writing, I hav a
horse worth a hundred and fifty dollars lying on the barn
floor, which will probably be dead before morning. I livin one
of the most priest-ridden communities on top of God's footstool. They say it is because I_ am such an Infidel that god
(excuse me, I hav not reverence enough to spell god with a
capiial G) is punishing me by killing my horses, my cows,
and my pigs. I say to them, "This is characteristic of your
God; he never had manhood or bravery enough to meet an
opponent face to face, but sneaks around and kills hili oppo-

nent's domestic animals, or burns up his- house or barn with
his thunderbolts. If their God is such a creature as that, the
farthest I can get away from him will be the nearest heaven I
expect to get.
I am the only man in the town, and I don't know but in the
county, that has got backbone enough to take THE TRUTH
SEEKER, though there are hundreds that are at heart just as
much opposed to the Christian fraud as I am. I hav been a
successful school-teacher for years, but I am now a marked
man. All the influence of this priest-ridden community is
brought to bear against me. I could not possibly get even a
common district school where my religious belief is known.
But y JU can "bet your life " that I don't fail to let it be known
whenever the opportunity offers.
If I don't get THE TRUTH SEEKER any more, I can keep
pretty well posted by reading over back numbers, for I hav
preserved them all. A part of them I hav bound in volume
form, and intend to hav the others bound also·as soon as I get
able.
Yours truly,
E. W. CouNCILMAN.
NonsE, TEXAs, Oct. 7, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: It isn't often that you get a communication
from Norse, and for the purpose of assuring you that we
havn't entirely backslidden, I offer you a few lines. There
being but few Liberals at this place we can but seldom afford
the luxury of a Liberal lecture. But when we find a lecturer
disposed to take in our little place on his rounds and thankfully receive our widow's mite, we always employ him.
We lately had the pleasure of listening to a couple of lectures by Mr.- J. L. Andrew, of Kansas; subjects, "Morality,''
and "Infidelity." Mr. Andrew is a young man of about twentyfive years of age, an Englishman by birth, and has but lately
espoused the cause of Liberalism. Intending to devote his
life to the Christian ministry, he soon found that procrustean
bed too short and narrow for his intellect and sympathy, and
so had the manhood and courage to aba1,1don it at once and
resolve to consecrate his life to the propagatJon of the religion
of humanity. Mr. Andrew has, to a considerable degree, the
natural gifts of the orator. Slightly under medium hight, of
large, rotund figure; full,deep, and musical-voice; in manner
natural,. logical, forcible, and eloquent; witty, sarcastic, humorous and serious by turn, he holds the attention of his audiences from beginning to end.
Materialistic in views, yet he is not a dogmatist.
He will
remain in Texas during the present month; open to lecture
engagements, and those wishing his services can address him
in care of Mr. J. D. Shaw, Waco, Texas.
Texas is a great field for the Liberal propagandism, for those
who are willing to do missionary work, who are not mercenary,
but count it but gain if, through their sacrifices, people are
emancipated from mental thraldom.
,
In conclusion, I wish you. abundant success in your noble
efforts in battling)for the rights of man.
Yours fraternnlly,
E. A. RoLIN.
-

DoDGE CITY, KAN., Oct. 17, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Having noticed, on several occasions, the
cowardly and dishonest acts of some of our divines, published
in the columns of your valuable paper, I thought it would not
be out of place to send you a clipping from the Dodge City
Democrat of this week. It is a letter from a practicing physician of this city. If there are any more publications pertaining to the case on either side, I will foward them to you.
Yours for truth,
R. E. NYE.
P.S.-While I am writing this at the hotel, I discover one of
those so-called agents of God looking of my shoulder.
R. E. N.
TO ALL WHOJII IT MAY CONCERN.
I wish to call the attention of the religious as well as the
Infidel portion of the community to the numerous acts of one
Rev. Mr. Elliott, a so-called minister of the gospel of the
Methodist persuasion. I believe his many kind and Christian
acts call for this public notice, and being disposed at all
times to giv the devil his dues, I take this method of calling
particular attention to the reverend gentleman above named.
I will not attempt, however, to enter into any lengthy details
as to the moral ?r Christian character of this canting hypocrit:
as·I hav no destre to pollute the columns of your much re·
spected paper, which would be inevitable were I to do so. I
will confine myself to one of his recent acts, which I believe
will suffice to demonstrate all there is in him. Last week I
attended the Hutchinson fair, and while absent, this sancti·
monious desecrator of the teachings of Christ jumped my
claim, which I had selected as "a home for myself and family.
Of course I can get another one, as there is plenty of land
in Kansas, but that is not the thing; in the event of my locating another claim, what assurance would I hav that some
other preacher of the Elliott stripe wouldn't steal it the first
time I left the city? I hav always had very serious donbts
about Methodist preachers being the inspired agents of God,
and since this occurrence I feel that my doubts hav been
based upon very good grounds. If heaven is to be the final
abode of suchj cowardly, thieving, hypocritical medicants as
Mr. Elliott, I prefer an eternal residence with his Satanic
Majesty.
In conclusion, I would say that I shall hesitate to make
known my claim in heaven, for fear this unscruplous, perjuring land thief might try to jump it.
Dn. M. G. CocKEY.
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Because all governments of force are in constant warfare on
the rights of the individual, and, as in the case of the Christian church, if it were not for the ignorance of the people, they
could not exist for a day. And as reformers, we must not forget that these political campaigns are fearfully demo'ralizing
and corrupting to good morals. If the people were not on a
very low plain, they would hav rejected James G. Blaine with
scorn and indignation, after he lowered himself by allowing a
court to interrogate him in relation to his moral life. That one
act ought to hav damned him politically for the rest of his life.
In the language of Whittier:
"Once to every man and nation comes the moment to
decide."
Then was the time for Mr. Blaine to rise to the dignity of a
man and say, "Not one word of explanation will I make i:o any
one concerning iny private life." 1f Mr. Blaine loses the
presidency, as reported, that one act of wrecking his manhood
by allowing himself to be catechised
he did Will be the
cause, for "there"s a law of compensation, and a law of retribution for each mortal and each nation."
SEWARD MITCHELL.
P. S.-1 wish to send my choicest and best blessing to Lewise
Oliver, for her grand letter in the lust TnuTH SEEKER, for of
all the thousands of inspired letters in the paper of all others,
THE TnuTH SEEKER, that letter is the best. If any of the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav a copy of the paper of
October 18th to spare, and will mail it to me, they shall
receive my best thanks.
S. M.

as

MILLBANK, ONT., Oct. 24, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: Find inclosed one dQllar, for which please giv
me credit on my subscription to THE TnuTH SEEKER. I liv in
an orthodox community, where superstition sways the scepter
over science, and the religious traditions of a past credulous
period are still accepted as infallible and true. Reared by
strictly orthodox parents in a land of mental night, roy journey from faith to reason, as might be supposed, was beset by
many difficulties and obstacles, but by the aid of thC' writings
of such intellectual giants as D.uwin, Huxley, Spencer, and
Tyndall, I grailually succeeded in outgrowing the creed of my
youth, and now rejoice in the conscious glorious knowledge
that I am mentally free.
A. D. RuTHERFORD.
OGDEN, UTAH, Oct. 18, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: It appears to me mther singular that the National Liberal League htts never proposed a plan to provide for
the naming of children born to Liberal parents. I think. something ought to be done in this respect. Yon are aware, of
course, that Infidels, as unbelievers in the Bible, do not care
to practice the orthodox style. Now I propose tb11t blank
forms be printed; to be furnished by the secretary of National
Liberal League-auxiliary Liberal Leagues generally; said
forms to hav blank spaces for signature of president, vice-pt·es-ident, and secretary of N11tional Liberal Lengne or auxiliary
Liberal Leagues, and recorded in League registers, etc.
Mr. Mercer, of this city, is erecting an Agnostic Hall, to be
used by our League, now organizing, and which will be ready
by the first of November or there11bouts. We expect Mr. Putnam and Mr. Watts this fall or winter.
If there ever was a religion that could make good, strong
Infidels and Spiritualists it is Mormonism. In your last issue
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, speaking of Catholic Iri;b, you state
that they are low, ignorant, etc. This is caused us much by
English rule as priestcraft, and is not for the want of brains,
as is seen in the sterling qualities of the Irish in this country.
In conclusion, I will say, as a m echo.nic, that Butler, in my
opinion, is the best representativ of the workingmen in America.
Very truly,
NEIL A. PARKS.

Moscow MILLs, Mo., Oct. 23, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Not long since I asked a "sky pilot" where
heaven was located, and he said that the heavenly New J ernsalem was away up in the blue vaults of space. I said to
him, "How do you know that heaven is up in the skies?"
"Well, good Christians," he satd, "are shown heaven on their
death-beds by the power of Christ." Great power that!
"\Veil, Brother Isaac," said I, "I would like to hav some
proof of the existence of that place called he,wen tbat you
speak of. I hav soared through the blue vaults of space,
astronomically and scientifically, and hav not seen heaven
yet. I hav surveyed the mighty circumference of the moon,
and hav explored the mighty plains, llills, and valleys of the
same, and I see no traces of that bright city; the golden city of
God, walled and paved with pure gold. Where, oh where is
it? It is not there, and I hav gone to the remotest corner of
space-which is as far as our astronomical observations will
permit us to go-and it is not there. I come back from tha
aerial regions with the displeasure of not finding heaven, and
not finding the Christian's golden fort. I now go np and
down the earth searching for that place, where all the wretches
and vile sinners of earth hath gone."
'rilere is nothing I so despise as I do the Christian religion.
Please understand me, my pious friends; it is not the people
that I despise and loathe; it is their superstitious o.octrins.
The venomous reptile of earth, the viper and the adder, in my
NEWPORT, ME., Nov. 2., 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: You can bear witness that I hav not written a estimation, are a credit to the Christian religion.
C. B. HuNTER.
word for your paper on the political question, and I can say
THE TRUTH SEEKER has taken an impartial stand on this
PonT CLINTON, 0., Nov. 10. 1884.
insane subject. What I wish tfJ say is, that while I hav earn.
estly desired that James G. Blaine would never be president,
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5. I cannot understand how
there is no cause for a true reformer to rejoice over the elec- any Freethinker can read your valuable paper: THE TRUTH
tion of Grover Cleveland, for, no matter what party may be in SEEKER, and not become a regular subscriber. Of course I
power, the principles of government will remain the same. want it, and you can put me down for a life subscriber. I
It is despotism; though in a milder form than monarchical could not keep house without THE TRUTH SEEKER, and good
government, still it is despotism, and no true reformer can old Boston Investigator, to brighten up things eve:y week. I
support it. And, as a man who has a purpose in life; some- will try and get you some new subscribers in this place.
thing to Iiv for every waking hour, I enter my solemn and Please credit me with one ye~tr's subscription to THE TRUTH
earnest protest against every form of government as it now SEEKER, and the balance, $2 00, you will oblige me by paying
exists, because to exist it outrages my natural and inalien- to Samuel P. Putnam for campa'gn expenses. Wishing you
able right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happinesli.
great ~uccess, I remain,
Yours truly,
W. S. FLANGHER.
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ment he had much confidence, Montagew to one side and puffed out like a boy's cheek The doctor had ten cents. Salvinny said he
closed the bargain for the boat without having when he is whistling. There was a tinkling must hav lost all his money when he fell overseen her. This was In the fall of the year, about ripple under the bow of the Sadie; th!l shore board! 'rotal, $1.47. 'l'his would pay for the
the first of November. Some two weeks later, seemed to be moving away-imd the Hardie lodging of one. Montagew would not desert his
Edited b1J Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River, having saved and borrowed enough money to coopers were afloat. Talk about the pride of shipmates, and there was nothing to do but to
Mass., !o 1ohom all Communications for this
pay for their boat, Montagew and Duff decided a boy when he gets his first pair of boots; the make a night of it in the ferry-house. In the
Gli"!W' skould be sent.
to fetch her to New York. It was a rainy day. happiness of a dog with two tails; the ecstasy of waiting room was a big stove. Salvinny drew
'rho doctor was ready to undertake to navigate a youngster with a red wagon-these are griefs up to this and was soon converted into a cloud
.. Between the dark and the dayl!ght,
the craft; aml several persons were willing to go compared with the transports of the Hardi- of steam from his wet clothes. The others
When the night begins to lower,
over to ,Jersey City and act as passengers on coopers. They swung their hats; they stood wandered dismally about, catching short naps
•Comes a pause In the day's occupations
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
the way back. In ~his capacity the services of up and shook hands; they shouted with glee occasionally by lying upon the benches, and
two adventurous youths, named Salvinny till the waves of the Hackensack rippled in awaking with an ache in e'\'ery bone.
Boots and James Fulljames, were accepted. response.
It must hav been well along toward mid•
A Letter in Rhyme.
Together they set out for New Jersey.
There is something abo1tt riding in a sail boat night. Th!J boys were standing in front of the
1\Iy darling little children, l always like to hear
The owner of the boat was easily found. He that is different from riding in anything else. ferry"house, It rained "a little, but they had
'Of dogs, and eats, and horses, of birds and babies was a butcher who had once been an oyster- You are neithel" drawn nor pushed. It must got accustomed to that, and Salvinny knew
dear;
•'And H you think you~ll like It, I'm sure we shall man, and who was believed to hav seen a sea be good deal like ballooning. You hav not the he couldn't get any wetter than he was already.
serpent. He had many words of praise 'i'o'r the jigger and jar of the steamboat, nor the man Suddenly they saw a white figure turn around
agree,
;For I can sometimes tell you of what I chance to see. boat. Her name was Sadie. She had been in in his shirtsleeves that goes with the rowboat. the corner and come toward them.
·Just two doors from my cottage there !Iva a darling a regatta the year before, the man said, and Some invisible power to1iches the sail, and the
"Look ! boys," whispered the doctor; "what
dog,
was second in the race at the finish. When boat moves. There is the element of air above is that?"
hair
short
and
curly,
a:J.d
rouml
as
any
With brown
questioned as to the number of boats taking and the element of water below; and the pas"It's a kid,;' said James; "in lier Iiighi
log,
dress."
For Fldo likes good living, like meat, mince pies, part in tho regatta, he said he had most forgot, senger is, so to spea.k, sandwiched between.
and cake;
After the Hardicoopers' first paroxysm of
but believed there were two-the Sadie and
"A kid '1 was what James always called a
or everything that's dainty, he gladly wlll partake. another boat. The Sadie was thereupon pur: delight had passed, they stretched tll.emselv's child until, years afterward, he had one of his
From out a deep bay window he looks upon the chased by the enthusiastic Hardicoopers, and in the thwa.rts and settled down to solid happi- own.
street,
the price, $40, paid into the hands of the re- ness. Everything was quiet, and a mist floated
And so it turned out to be a little girl, bareAnd when ramillar races hls honest eyes can greet,
He barks a gladsome welcome that's dog-like, true, tired oysterman, who, with his cleaver,. cut a upon the surface of the river. Soon James footed, bareheaded, and with nothing between
page from his cash book, and, by a long and and Salvinny and the doctor piped up and sang her and the.-rain but the gown she was accusand kind,
Then brings them rags or slippers, or first thing he laborious process, transformed it tnto a docu- a song Of the rolling deep. The Hardicoopers tomed to sleep in. She was crying.
can find.
ment reading as followsl
never sang, but had great capacities for listen"Please, sir," she said, addre3sing no one in
One day I said, ''Dear Fldo, my darling good old
ing, and were not critical. They therefore en- particular; "can you -tell me where to find a
"Jersey City, Nov. 15th.
boy,
"Resea\7ed this day of Montagew Hardi- joyed such music as the trio were able to afford. policeman ?"
Bring something of more value to testlry your joy,
For then I can grow wealthy, and, llvlng at my ease, cooper forty dollers for my 18 foot cat bote As the old rhyme has it,
James had a big rubber coat on, which made
Sadie, in full payment theroff. The underI'll take both you and kitty, and we'll do what we
him look almost like a man. He stepped forFairlaughsthe
morn
and
soft
the
zephyr
blows,
sined
P:
i3ackstay."
please."
While, proudly gliding o'er the allure realm, ward, .threw out his chest, and, twirling his
Pocketing this instrument, Montagew HardiThe next time I came homeward, dear Fldo followed
umbrella with a proper flonrish, said in a deepcooper and party went in search of the boat. In gilded trim the gallant Sadie goes,
me,
Youth at the prow, and Pleasure at the helm. sea voice: "I am an officer; what can I do fdr
His eyes and feet came dancing, In actlv, merry glee. They found her lying bottom-side up on the
So down the stream the party passed, sing- you, little gyurl ?"
And when within my doorway, he laid upon the muddy bank of the Morris & Essex Cau.al) with
noor
"Me fader is drunk,'' said the child, "and
the word Sadie painted in gilt letters on a blue ing and listening, drifting and rocking; happy,
A large silk spool or value, fresh from the city store;
he's clubbin' me mudder."
board running athwart her stern. By a united careless, contented.
Then,, In my face upglanclng, hls bright eyes
But they were not to reach home without
Here was a chance for the boys to distineffor't she was turned over. Criticisms were
seemed oo say,
adventure. Salvinny Boots was one of those guish the111selvs. They would fly to the
.. Now Is this to your liking, what I hav brought to- then in order.
da.y11"
"Gee, gosh! what a racket!" shouted Sal- youths who do not know when they are well rescue of helpless womanhood. The keeper
I thanked him, and I wondered, as Fldo kissed my 'Vinny Boots, and he danced wildly.
off. There :was room enough on the seats of of the ferry-house said he knew the girl's
hand,
the Sadie, but he thought it would be the father. He was a bad man, and would as
"Hooray!"
volunteered
Duff.
How much ot human language a dog could underJames Fulljames remarked that she was" a proper thing to sit on the little strip of deck soon shoot anybody as not. But the boys
stand.
that ran around.the boat. So he sat there and were foolhardy if not courageous. They told
daisy."
And once I placed some "extr"'s" within a chinA.
"Waw•h'oop!"yelled Montagew Hardicooper, swung his feet. The result was what e'\'ery- the child to go ahead and show them the
cup,
body looked for. His feet suddenly flew up- house. The girl in the night-gown ran up the
And In my garden pathway asked Fldo o'er to sup. for he was in high spirits.
He did, then took politely 1he cup with sober gra:ce,
The Sadie was all his fancy painted her. ward, and he took a backward plunge into the street; James and Duff stumped along close to
And round the house he trotted, and put It In Its She was bright as a new dollar, and sound from river. But he had hardly struck the water be- her heels, and Montagew and the doctor kept
place.
stem to stern. Not a seam was started. The fore Montagew Hardicooper had him by the at a respectful distance behind. Salvinny
Ah, l!'ldo! Hv and llourlsh; aud if, like you, we're rowlocks, and every screw and nail, were of heel, and he was being yanked along in the stuttered through his jiggering teeth, "Gee,
kind,
wake of the Sadie. Montagew got a grip with gosh, what a racket!" and dived into the ferryAs faithful, true, and gentle, the world will furely copper. She had been built upon honor.
Off to the west, abotlt one-fourth of a mile, his left hand on' the shoulder of Salvinny and house and rubbed up against the stove.
find
The house was soon sighted. The volunteer
'l'hat all can help to banish the clouds or sin and flowed the Hackensack River. Close at hand on dragged him half way into the boat; then his
hate,
the east was the canal. In this the Sadie must right hand fell with a loud slap on the seat of policemen tuok up their position on the oppoAnd face, with hearts uplifted, love's sunlit golden be launched and locked through from the canal :::lal vinny's trousers, and the youth was tum- sit side of the street, sending the girl ahead to
gate.
to the river. The lock was half a mile away bled heels over head into the boat. The reconnoiter. Presently the window opened
C. FANNIE ALLYN,
tlp stream. It fell to Duff <tnd Fulljames to doctor turned the Sadie about and picked up and they heard the so1tnd of gl'oans and the
propel the craft, by means of sweeps and Salvinny's hat, and jammed it, filled with thud of blows. These ceased and they waited
Montagew and His Yacltt.
otherwise, to the lock, from thence to the river, water, upon the owner's head. As for Boots, in suspense, expecting to see the child's body
Montagew Hardicooper was a slim youth and down the river to a point opposit where a good de~! of the hilarity was taken out of flung out of the window, accompanied by tba
with fluffy lungs ancl a perpetual hacking she now lay, to which point Montagew, Sal- him, and he spent the next half hour in wring- blaze of firearms directed at themselvs. It apcough. His uheeks were hollow, his shoulders vinny, and the doctor would transport the ing the water out of his cluthes. Duff loaned peared to be a critical nioment. The child
lltooped, there was a consumptiv darkness rigging overland. 'l'he difficulty james and him his overcoat, and both sat and shivered.
was seen at the window, and they heard her
under his eyeH, and his hair looked dry and Duff had getting her up the canal and down
While all these things were occurring the voice raised, " Hey, mister," she said, "you
dead, like the moss upon a rock. People, at the river against the wind and tide was im- day was drawing to a close. The voyagers needn't come in. it's all right. Mudder's got
the time this account opens, gave him a year mense. James wanted to tow the boat along had now reached Bergen Point, near the mouth the best of the old man, and is bastin; him wid
to liv. 'fhere was one person, however, who by means of a rope, Duff remaining aboard and of theriver, and Staten Island was close ahead. a broomstick."
ihad not placecl young Hardicooper's funeral "keeping her off" with an oar. The rope was They could just see its lights through the fog,
The boys returned to the ferry, Montage\V
•at so early a date. This was his younger so short, and Duff exerted such vigor in push- which was growing more dense every moment. and the doctor this time taking the lead.
lbrother Duil', who had better advantages for ing away from the bank, that he once or twice At Staten Island they expected to get someThe night wore away with songs and jokes
·observing Montagew's symptoms, and he pulled James into the canal, and filled his thing tc eat, and made a landing for that pur- about their adventures, and in the morning
argued that as long as that youth's perform- boots with water.
pose. Here Salvinny dance_d about so in his they took the earliest boat for New York.
ances at the dinner table were sustained, his
A few days later Montagew and the doctor
After a good deal of trouble the Sadie was t:fforts to keep warm that he fell under the
demise could not be located in the immediate worked around to where Montagew and the suspicion of being insane, and came near get- sailed the Sadie up the East River to the Harfnture. Nevertheless the coagh troubled Duff, others were waiting with the sails and spars. ting ,arrested. 'fhe boys visited a grocery store lem. It was too late in the season for extenand he watched his brother's health with ten- Tbese latter had been found in good condition. and made a good meal on crackers and cheese, siv yachting that year, but when the spring
der interest.
'l'he mast was a' handsome stick, straight as a and then returned to the boat. 'l'he fog had opened Montagew Hardicooper joined the
Montagew lived in New Yol'k, and afternoons gun-barrel; the boom and gaff were in first- now become so thick that they could hardly Knickerbocker Yacht Club, and became one
in the summer he used to go wandering about class order, and there were as many sister- see one another's forms. There was no breeze, of its most a_ctiv members. The exercise
the wharves, looking at the vessels that lay in hooks, and grommets; and gilguys scattered and the men on the wharf convinced them agreed with him, and he got fat, and his cough
the dock, thrusting their long bowsprits, laden about as would serve to rig two such boats. that it would be impossible to reach New York left him. He took on sailor ways and left off
with iron nmrtingales, across th~ street, al- The sail was spread out upon the ground, aml with the Sadie that night. 'fhey might leave his suspenders, hitching up his trousers by
most into the windows on the oppo8it side. in that position the doctor bent it to the spars the boat there and go home on the ferry. The grasping them fore and aft; and when aut.umn
He looked at the towering spars with awe, and and rove the balliards. The rest stood around ferry had stopped running from that point, came again you would never hav recognized in
his respect for a seafaring man fell little short watching him and getting in his way, bewil- but by going overland to the quarantine on the the rugged and sunburnt sailorfied chap, the
of veneration. Later on he got in the habit of dered among so many lines and loops and eye- other side of the island, they mtght be able to pallid youth described in the opening of this
visiting Port Morris, just above the city, where lets that they could not divine the use of. catch a boat. A horsecar would take them to account. He sailed the Sadie in numerous
he would sit upon the shoro of the East River Finally, the rigging was carried aboard. The quarantine. Into a car the four lads climbed, regattas, and was always beaten, but that did
and watch the Knickerbocker yachtsmen sail Hardicoopers were in a state qf mind border- and Salvinny Boots came shivering after. At not dim the ardor of his enthusiasm. She was
their boats. He wished he had a sailboat. He ing on delirium. They were the proprietors the end of a dreary riLle of about five miles not built for a racer, he said, but she was as
believed he saw various channels in which one of a boat that was rapidly becoming a small they reached quarantine. There they learned "stiff as a church;" by which he meant to say
would be useful, and his brother Duff expressed ship.
that no more boats would go to New York that that she was not easily overturned; though
the same sentiments. With due deliberation
once she capsized in a flaw of wind, and left
'fhe rudder was shipped; the mast, with the night on account of the fog.
therefore, they comwenced forth with to sav~ gilt ball at the head, was raised upright and
"Gee, gosh, what a racket!" shouted Sal- him swimming in the salt water until a passup money and to look about for a yacht whose successfully stepped.
vinny. That was what S<tlvinny said on every ing steamer picked him up and righted the
price should be within their means. Monta.
occaswn.
boat for him.
"All aboard," shouted the doctor.
gew was acqr\ftinted with a young medical stu"Well, here is a hotel," said Montagew.
Duff did not take as much interest in yacht'fhe boys tumbled into the boat.
dent named Diem, who was already beginning
ing as Montagew.· W~ile its effect on his
"Stand by the halliards,'' and Doctor Diem " Let's put up for the night."
to be called doctor among his associates. This passed one line to Montagew and another to
"Steady there," said the doctor, speaking brother's health is very gratifying to him, he is
doctor had been to sea one voyage and knew Duff.
nautically, '' hav you got any money?"
still inclineLl at times to look upon the subject
how to mapage a yacht. He volunteered the
The boys drew together to takr an account lightly. One day he wrote this bit of verse,
"Aye, aye," they responded. They were fast
offer, if Montagew Hardicooper would buy a becoming sailors.
of resources. Montagew searched his pockets which was printed in the New York Judge:
boat, he would teach him to navigate her.
"Haul away smartly!"
and produced $1.10; Duff Scraped together
THE KNICKERBOCKER YACHTSMAN.
Soon l\'Iontagew, inquiring around, got wind
Up went the sail. Then they bflayed the $0.27. ,James with a look of deep concern
. f ace,' e1eva t ec1 h'ts ell J 0 w, thru s t his· \ When Sprosperous
brem-:es blow athwart the
of a little sailboat over in ,Jersey City which ropes as they were and dropped the center- upon h ts
d
I he owner was willing to part with for a mod- board; the cloctor seated himself by the tiller;
hand deep into the inside pocket of his vest,
The s~~~urnt yachtsman spreads his snowy
c:rate sum. 'fhrongh a friend, in whose judg- the big sail flapped for a moment, then swung and, after a long search, drew forth $0.00.
sail,

And as -his anchor slowly Lrenks itR ground,
His boat pays off before the summer gale.
No Premier Gladstone, with his ship of state,
No Admiral Seymour, with his· armored
:fleet,
'"bpon his shoulders feels a heavier weight
Than does your yachtsman on his catboat
seat.
Aloft a glauce, with youthful wisdom fraught,
He throws on mast and vane and gaff and
leech;
Names points superior about his yacht,
And puzzles you w'th his seafaring speech.
He jibes and tacks, and brmgs his craft about;
He yawu and luffs, and puts his tiller down,
Hauls in the sheet or lets it further out,
Rolls up his sleeves to let his a1;ms grow
brown.
Ha yachts and yachts, acquiring health and

tan,
And sea terms adding to his sailor lore;
He sails his boat for every inch he canFor all she's worth-and sometimes even
more.
The Sadie is getting old, and lies bottom
upwards for the winter on the shore near
Port Morris. Montagew has not sailed her
this summer. His proficiency as a sailor has
become a passport for him to larger yachts in
the club, and his first love is forgotten; but,
s:float or ashore, Duff will always hav for the
.
d
d
d h
all
S ad 1e
a ten er regar , an w en she fin. Y
goes to pieces he will try and save some little
fragment of the wreck as a memento of an
event, as he believes, so closely connected
with his immediate and future happiness.
GEORGE E. MACDONALD.

Our Puzzle Box.
1.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC.
Dedicated to all my Friends.
Ye puzzlers all, just list to me,
To what I hav to say;
'Tis only this, as you will seeA double acrostic, this Jittle lay,
Whose primals, when read down,
Will name a city, now quite old;
And finals-now don't begin to frownA plant will name, so I am told.
But halt! the best of it is yet to come~
The primals and finals connected name
A plant. ·I am about now done;
Now go .ahead and solve the same.

Correspondence.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Nov. 8, 1884.
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Madam: Your kind
notice in THE TRUTH 8EEKER of November 1st
flatters me rathe1· more than I expected,
Thanks; and to my young and <ild friends I
would kindly advise-espemally the formerthat as patience and perseverance conquer all
things, the Mystic (Puzzle) Art can be learned
by all, also.
To my friend Bernheim let me say, when
making anagrams, that he should put in the
quotation marks, or ~eaders may think the
whole verse is an anagram, as in his puzzle
of Nov. i st.
To "Uncle James's" " Literal Discouragement" (?), call a puzzle by its plain name,
as No.2 in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 8th,
which is simply a transposition.
And last, my friend Baker-his rhythmic
efforts are very well, yet he to name them as
puzzles appears to be at loss; but I suppose
in the respect to puzzling he stands with
Shakspere, who asks, "What's in a name?"
However, I will not scold them all. Their
further efforts are welcomed; and especially
the writer takes great interest in seeing your
Corner made the means of educating all, and
hopes ere long you will hav a goodly number
of contributors.
I send you herein solutions and contribution8, in hopes they will prove acceptable.
I remain, respectfully,
H. E. JUERGENS.

FREE~l'HINKERS'

CONVENTION 1

To Be IIelrl At

SALAMANCA. N. Yr

'tHE OPERA HOUSE,

December <lth, atll, 6th, and 7th, ISS<I.
------

SPEAKERS:
Charles Watts, S. P. Putnam, C. B. Reynolds, W. S. Bell, ,John E. Remsburg, and
.J. B;. Burnham hav been engaged as speakers. Courtlandt P11lmer has been invited to
preside
It is hoped that some representativ orthollox: clergy nan may be induced to attend and
engage Mr. Watts in debate.
MUSIC:
The same fine choir of singers who furnished the excellent music at the Cassadaga
Convention hav been engaged for the Salamanca gathering.
LOCATION:
Salamanca has better railroad facilities th>tn ttny other town of it~ size in the state.
Some seven lines of railroad enter the town from various directions, and all will gmnt
reduced rates of fare.
HOTEL ACCOM:MODATIONR:
Good board can be obtained at one dollar per day.
A SOCIAL PAitTY
will be held on the evening of Saturday, the 6th.

TICKETS (/or the season,)

-

-

•

50 CENTS

(NO COLLECriON.)
IRwiN, IowA, Nov. 4, 1884.
Miss WIXoN: I would like very much to exFor particulars as to railroad •rates, routes, etc., add res~
press to Esprit Fort my high appreciation of
II. L, GREEN, !>alamancn, N Y.
the excellence of his Paradox in THE TRUTH
·SEEKER of Oct 25th. It is one of the best, if
not entirely the best, that has yet appeared in
A l'l'icultulal
our Corner. It remains to be seen if he can
A gentleman aged 29 yeare, wtshlug to learn either
repeat such merit often. I can find only one
farming, etock-raislog, or fruit uulture, desires to
word to criticise, that is" way above niy reach.'"
correspond with some reliable man engagert In auy
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,
I would change way to quite, or j!j.st, or "My
of the above In any Western statA or t~rrltory.
Address,
WM. J. BURNa,
bed it is above my reach, etc." I ought to tell By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
4t47
1323 Eighth ave, Altoona, lll!ilr Co., Pa.
you what the answer is, a "pair of bob-sleds."
AUTHOR OF
I do not think that the more difficult of solution
a puzzle is, the better it is. I hav not time, on ''GOLDEN THRONE," ''PROMETHEUs,'' ''INGERJOOLL AND JESUs,'' ETC.
the spur of the moment, to name what I consider the chief points of excellence in a puzzle.
Pr.ce, Cl .. th, $1.00; Paper, 50 ()ts.
If I had Esprit Fort's address I would venture
a little "note of admiration" to him. If you
"A prose epic of the war, rlcll wltb. Incident and
write him, please say I would like to form his dramatic
power; bree:oy !rom ftnt page to last with
acquaintance. Whenever you hav anythmg as the liVIng spirit o! to-day,-Jo/m Swinton's Paper.
IN THE
good as his Pa1·adox, please let me stand aside
for him.
Yours truly,
J. K. P. BAKER.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.

WAIFS AND WANDERINGS

Grimes ~ Preachers
UHITfD STATES AND CANADA.

Ingersoll's Works.

1. For this you find an animal
That burrows in the ground.
2. Next you hav a festival
Comes but once a year around.
3. A fortification here is seen;
'l'he Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth, $L25
'Tis _of .polygonal- form ..
Includlnlit, ·' Llb~rty tor Man, Woman, and Ub.itd;'
4. A biographical name does mean;
· • The Declaration at lndepende'lce,' "About Farmln~
To own it is no harm.
tn llhnots;" u TU.e Grant B~nquett''" The Rev. Alexander Clark,"" The Past Rises before Me Like a Dream,·
5, A plant is next, of genus rhus;
tt.nd "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingerson."
For different things 'tis used.
6. With him "I came down in the 'bus;"
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50
He all the passengers amused.
cents; cloth, $1.25.
7. A genus of mollusks we hav next,
Including the cuttle-fish.
8. To engage, enlist, or to invest,
The Christian Reli"'iou. R:r R. G.
Whichever you may wish.
Ingersoll, Judge feremiah S. Black,
9. The last, to cloud, also to stain.
and Prof. George P. Fisher. PaNow for me the answer rightly tell.
per, 50 cents.
Your labor shall not be in vain;
Each solver I'll giv "Puzzledom in a
Nutshell."
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, $1,00;
H. E. JUERGENS.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
cloth, $2. 00.

---

2.
What Must We Do to be Saved 1 PaCROSSWORD.
per, 25 cents.
In friend; not in send;
COMPLETE WORKS_, iu Oue VolIn drink, not in think;
In earth, not in birth;
ume, HalfCalf, $a.OO.
In admire, not in attire;
In sew, not in low;
In rain, not in pain;
HASH
In time, not in rhyme:
WITH
In decay, not in delay;
In kite, not in sight;
A CHANGE OF DIET.
In dance, not in trance;
REVISED AND ENLARGED BY THE AUTHOR.
In otter, not in water;
In you, not in few;
IN NINE PARTS AND COURSES.
lin glass, not in lass;
lin love, not in dove;
1 A Word from the Cook.-2 Choice Bits for th
In said, not in bed;
Hash.-3 Seasoned with Satan to the taste,' The Chopplng-Kntfe.-5 Hash, First
lin stock, not in :flock;
Course.-6 Hash, Second Course.Jin show, Rot in hoe.
7 Hash, Third Course,-8 0hange
My whole is the name of a colored man who
of Diet, First Course,-9
Change of Diet, Secwas much esteemed by Abraham Lincoln.
ond Course,
Woodstown, N. J.
MAGGIE HEADJ,EY.

ORTHODOX

MEDICAL and HYGIENIC WORi{S.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
Sent on Receipt of Price.

From May, 1876 to May, 1883.
THIRD

EDITION.

TRANSIJATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL
·rrall's Sexual Physiology. A ScienNEWSPAPERS, AND WITH PREVIOUS
tific and Popular Exposition of the FundaTRANSLATIONS
DILIGENTLY
mentlil Problems in Sociology. $1.
COMPARED
AND
REVISED.
What Our Girls Ought to J{now. By
Dr. MARY J. STUDLEY. Price, $1.00.

Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure

By M. E. DILLIN GS,

AUTHOR OF
"PREVENTION OF ORIME," ETO., "UN
of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains
HOLY BIBLE," "HOLY MEN AND
and Dangers of Child-Bearing. Edited by
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE,"
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
"HOLY OROSS,"
The Relations of the Sexes. By AND MANY OTHER LIBERAL WORKS.
Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY. Price, $1.00.

ofNervousness. By M. L. HoLBROOK. $1.50.

Pai1urition Without Pain. A Code

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet.
Price, $1. 00.

By GusTAV ScHLICKEYSEN.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men
in Behalf of Human Culture through a
WiseJ l'arentage. By A. E. NEwTON. Price,
papm, .l5 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

New Hygienic Cook Book. Containing Receipts for Preparing a Hygienic
Food By Mrs. M. M. JoNEs, M.D. 30 cts.

ralks

to

My Patients. Hints on Get-

ting Well and Keeping Well. By Mrs. R. B.
GLEASON, M.D. Price, $1.50.

Chastity; or, Our Secret Sins.

"By their fruits shall ye know them ! Do
men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of
thistles?"
T. C. LELAND, ex-Secretary of the National
Liberal League, says of this book: "This is a
;everely, ilWfnlly, infernally cruel work on the
priesthood, but it is a bed of infamy they hav
made themsel vs, and they must lie in it
Send for the hook and see wliat devourers
0f sheep the shepherds can be."

P K I C

~~.

!.!:. CENTS.

By \ddreBR THE TRUTH SEEKER Office

Dro LEWIS, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
Relations in their Higher Aspects. $2.00.

Prenatal Culture. Being Suggestions
to Parents.

By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.

Aids to Family Government; or,_

TRUTH:
A Poem in Three Parts.

BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
From the Cradle to the :':lchool. By BER1'HA
MEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Dedicated to Truth 8eekers, Spiritualists,
Slreptics, Reformers, Practical Atheists,
Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J.
and Impracticable Christians.
MoRTIMER GRANVILLE. Price, $1.00.

Eating for Strength. Including the

Containing a r•lcture of the
Science of Eating. Five hundred Iteceipts
,JEWISH .JEHOVAH.
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred HeAB Descrll>ed l>Y the Billie.
Author or
"There went up a smoke out ot Ills nostrils, and
ceipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred
THE VOICES AND OTHER POEMS,
hie
mouth devoured : coals were kindle
flre
out
or
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered. By
Price, 10 Cents.
The ·rrntb Seeker
with It" (Psalms xv111, 81.
M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
Price, 25 cents.
4opp.Randsomely executed.
~hrriage and Parentage. In Their
Sanitary and Physiological Helations, and
in their Bearing on the Producing of Children of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
A Lecture by
INCLUDING
By M. L. HoLDROOK, M.D. Price, $1.00:
Col, Robert G, lnl'ersoll.
Our Girls, and Some of the Things Works m Western New York and
other States, together with StructThey Ought to Know. By Dro LEwrs, M.D.
ures in Central America.
Price, $1. 50.
"The clergy know that I know that they
Dr. Foote's Plain Home 'l'alk and ByFREDERICK 1~.\.RKI~. M.D.
know that they do not know."
Medical Common Sense. By E. B. FooTE,
~f..,ber of tu
M.D. Price, $1. 50.
American As.•ociation for the Arlvancement of Scienu.
One of the best documents to circulate ever
printed. Every man, woman, and child in Haud·Book of Health Hints. By E. Neatly PrintPd, with Numerous Illustrations.
B. FooTE, M.D. Price, 25 cents.
the United States should read it.
Every
290 Pages.
Science in Story; Teaches Anatomy,
reader of the paper should send for a dozen.
Price,
Cloth $1.50.
Physiology, and Hygiene. 5 vols. in one.
Price, singly, 10 cents; twelve for a dollar.
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vols.
Adrlre'll'
THE 'rRU'rH BEEKER,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
33 Cl!nton Place. New Y.r~,
33 Clinton Place, New York.
bound lileparately, $5.00.
WARREN SlJl'IINER BARLOW,

3
DERIVATIV LETTER REBUS.
Inscribed to H. E. Juergens.
A letter from a Stoic take of it,
A state's initial you must bear in mind
And then a letter rebus .make of it
To name that state when properly combined.
,J. K. p. BAKER.
ANSWEBS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER
NOV. 8, 1884.
CONCH
1
OBOLE
NOWEL

C L E P E
HELEN
2. Texas (Saxe). 3. Ra-in in-g-raining.
Solvers, H. E. Juergens and ·M. Winslow.
Mr. Juergens's puzzle will be held four
weeks for solution, first correct answer to receive "Pnzzledom in a Nutshell."

ORTHODOXY.

ANCIENT MAN IN AMERICA.

ll!ottru.
The Way It fs Said.
'rhe sultan awoke with a stilled scream;
His nerves were shocked by a rea ful dream.
An omen or terrible Import and doubtHis teeth In one moment all !ell out.
His wise men assembled at brPak of day,
And stood by the throne In solemn array,
And when the terrible dream was told,
Each felt a shudder, his blood ran cold;
And all stood silent, In tsar and dr(lad,
And wondering _what was best to be said.
At length an old soothsayer, wrinkled and gray,
Orl•d, "Pardon, my lord, what I bav to say:
'Tis an omen or sorrow 8ent from on high;
Thou shalt see all thy kindred die."
wroth was the sultan; he gnashed his teeth,
And his very words seemed to hiss and seethe
As he ordered the wise mau hound with chains,
AI!d gave him a hundred stripes ror his pains.
The wise men &hook as the sultan's eye
Swept round to see who next would try;
But one of them, stepping before the throne,
Exclaimed, In a loud and joyous tone:
Exult., 0 head of a happy state!
Rejoice, 0 heir or a glorious !ate!
For this Is the favor thou •halt win,
0 Sultan, to outllv all thy kin i"
PleMed was the sultan, and called a slave,
And a hnnrlred crowns to the wise ma::t gave.
But the courtiers. they nod, with grave, sly winks,
And each one whispers what each one thinks,
Well can the sultan reward and blam<J;
Didn't both the wide men foretell the same?''
Quoth tbe crafty old vizier, shaking his head,~
So much may depen<l on the way a thing's said!":

Mrs. H. S. Lake.

I

In attendance number about OI!e-balf women;
Freethinker's Magazine.
FREETHOUGHT WORKS,
their education, in the affairs of government,
PROSPECTus FOR voLUME nr.
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
is thus being brought about, and the day is
We propose to greatly !ncr.eaoe the value or this
not far distant when woman will btl an activ publication !or the coming year, anrl, notwitbstand- Sepher Toldoth J eshu; or, the Book
.
.. .
.
log, keep the price the same, $1.50 per year and
of the Generation of J esns. First transelement m pohtws m every state of the Umon. 25 cents for a single number.
'
lation into English of a remarkable He- c:.
It is but seldom that I meet a so-called Liberal
The communication or article department will be
.
.
printed wl.th !R.rge typP, long primer, the •ame kind
brew document, giving the original from
who lR opposed to the enfranchtsment of my u•e'l by the Pooular Sr:imce Mrmlhly. We shall pubwhich the story of J esns was made up.
sex. In this as in all other questions which llsh art.lctes In thi• dep~<rtment from the ablest
20 cents.
.
'
writers In the Freetbought ranKs. The "All Sorts"
pertmn to the welfare of the race, we hav an department will be publbhed with brevler tyPe
abicling interest.
in two column pages, and we shall labor to make Sixteen Savim·s of None. By KERSEY
this denarrment valuable and Interesting. The
GRAVEs, author of the World's' Sixteen
THE TRUTH SEEKER does not fail to take its "E•tract-from-Letters" Department will be printed
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,
position on the right side and with its able as herewrore. Here will be found all the Interestand Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cents.
.
.
'
•
ling and pithy sayings of our corresponding friends.
contnbntors, 1t grows better every day. For Then we sh><ll add a" Book Review" department,
cloth, $1.
truth and J·nstice Yours MRs H S LAKE
In which we shall notice new books as they make
,
,
· · ·
·
their appearance.
Six
Lee.tm·es on Astt·onomy. By
Oit>~mwa, Iowa, Oct. 25. 284_
THE DIRECTORY.
PRoF. 2. A. PRocTOR. 20 cents.
For the purpose or having mort' ~pace for reading
matter. we shall republish our long list of names Socialism: Reply to Prof. Roswell
but twice during the year-In the May and Septem''Waifs and Wanderings."
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's.
ber numbers. But In Pach number or the. Magazine
This bright and pleasing novel is one of S. we shall publish all the names we receive subPesophistries fully exposed. Paper, 25·
quent
ro
the
previous
number.
and
all
ef
these
will
P. Pu.tnam's latest works, and is written in be tnnsrerred to the Dtrec,ory wbon that Is pn ocents; cloth, 50 cAnts.
the author's well-known vigorous and enter- llsbed. Eacll perRon who sends In his or her nr>me
Superstition;
The Religion of Believe'
post·ofllce addreRe tor the DIRECrORY with
tnining style. Yon cannot help reading after and
or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St.
tW' nty-five cents, will rem•lve the number containyon once begin it, for it draws yon irresistibly Ing the name free. Now, klnrl rPacler. before yon
John's School Board. By M. BABcoa:s: ..
will you forward to us $1.50 for Volume III.
along to the end. Yon cannot help laughing eleep,
25 cents.
or this publication?
at some of the comical situations of Cupples,
Send 25 cents for the last number. Contents a.a
The Adventures of Elder Triptole~
and crying over th'l trials of Amy, a whit.e follow~:
The Freethinkers· Association, Its Conventionruns Tub. ContainiDg startling
slave, yet with as sweet, pure, and noble im- ThA Supreme Being, by Courtlandt Palmer.-Men,
and interesting disclosures about hell, itf<
Wumen,
and
Clods,
bY
He!Pn
H. Gardner.-Anti-Pro.
p~lses as ever made true womanhood beautiiocality, magnitude, climate, employhlbltton, by W. S. Bell.-Tl:le Coming Rellq!OUR Deful and glorious. The story reads like history, mands, by da.muel P. Putnam.-Tbe New Republic,
ments, etc. By the Rev. GEo. RoGERS.
by Juliet H Severance.-Biessed Are the Pure in
15 cent!".
in fact it is history, and depicts slavery as up- Liver,
byJ. H Burnbam.-Contra•t Between Science
held by "divine" and state laws, and shows, and Helll'(lou. by T. L. Brown, M.-D.-Salvatlon, by 'l'he Besant- Hatcllard Debate.
A
B. Reynolds.-Splrltuallsm, bv Dr. W. F.
also, some of the terrible features of the Re- Cllarles
two-nights' Debate between Mrs. ANNIE
McCormicl<.-Obartes Watts's Spepcb, Elltor's R"·
BESANT and Rev. A. HATCHARD on Th~
bellion in vivid word pictures. Bits of pre- port.-Emanclpatlon, by Samuel Hubert Wells.Their Origin and Propa~a1lon. by Mary
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character,
cious philosophy are woven in with tile narra- Absurdltles.
t\.. White.-Obituary Address, by Solon K. Thurston.
and the Influence of Christianity on ths
tiv, like threads of fine gold, and the whole is -N,.tional Liberal League.-All Sorts, Editorial
World. Held at the Hall of Science,
Nores.-Freetbought Directory.
well spiced with anecdote and epigram.
H. L. GREEN. Publisher,
London, December, 1880. 25 cents.
Salamanca, N.Y.
Great truths and useful lessons are often
Tile Clergyman's Victims. A Radconveyed to the mind by means of the novel,
ical story vividly portraying the wrong£.
and Mr. Pntnam, in "Waifs and Wanderings,"
committed by the professed men of God.
as well as in his previous works, has flashed
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.
many a philosophic fact, many a scientific
The Contrast : Evangelicalism and
guide mark to paths of reason and common
Spiritua.Iism Compared.
By
sense along the way that travelers must go
j\lfosEs HuLL. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
while on their journey through the world.
Jf yon hav not yet read this book, you
The Darwins. A domestic Radical
His Answ-ers·
story. By Mrs. ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER,
should lose no time in procuring a copy, for it
author of John's Way, Studying the Bible,.
is as I hav told you, and is deserving of a wide To a Number of Vital Questions Propounded
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
circulation.
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
It is a somewhat common remark that
The Ghost of St. Johns. By M. BAB-libraries in Liberal homes are filled more with
Millions of these should be circulated by
coCK. 25 cents.
what is termed heavy reading than with
Freethinkers.
lighter wo!'ks. There should be a fair sprinkThe New Dispensation~ or, TheHeaT-~mly Kingdom. By D W. HULL. Price,
ling of the latter in order to preserve a healthy
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies
'35 cents.
balance, especially when of the wholesome, for a dollar. Addresa TllE TBU'l'H SEIIKEB.
breezy, interesting character of "Waifs and
Proceedings a-nd Addresse!li at the
Wanderings."
SusAN H. WrxoN.
Watkins Convention. 400 pagefl
of excellent Speeches and Essays. Price
"WAIFS AND WANDERINGS."

INGERSOLL CATECHISED.

DEAn READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: It
has been a long time since I communicated
with you, yet you are by no means forgotten;
nor h>tV I ceased to take interest in the grand
Liberal movement, of which yon form so impoi·tant a part.
I could not attend the League Congress, my
engagements were snch, but I note, with much
satisf>tcl.ion, that the result of the Convention
seems to be renewed activtty and increased
interest. This is gratifying to me, and I shall
co-operate whenever it is possible.
After attending the camp-meetings, we came
to this place, to fill an engngement with the
Liberal Society, for which we spoke four
MR. EniToR: Will yon please allow me a Iittl~
months last winter.
space to state that the above-named book, by
We found it in a prosperous condition, and, our secretary, Samuel P. Putnam, should be
notwithstanding the political campaign, the read by all, both Infidels and others? It is
interest continues to increase. We giv two grand, and the writer must hav been a soldier
-lectures each Sunday. We hav a very fine in the late "big fuss." I would especially re- A SUMMARY
EVIDENCE.
choir, under Mr. Peck's leadership. Our So- quest veterans to read it. Why, from the
By Robert c. Adams.
·cials are largely attended, and I think it can first chapter to the last it is almost out of the
ruthfully be said that the Liberal Society ex- question to stop reading.
For Sale at this Office.
Paper, 25 cents.
46tf
·erts as much influence upon this community
Billy Stubbs, afterward General Stubbs, is
oas any church. We hav some very activ, intel- very original. He' says, " There is a destiny
ligent, and enthusiastic members. It would that shapes our ends rough; hew them as we
IS
~ PAPER
FOR
Thinkers
and Utilbe almost unjust to name any particularly, all· may." The death of the faithful negro, Co- itarians. NotblnJ! !Ike it. Specimen free.
4t46
RISING SUN, Box 183, Kalamazoo, Mich.
are so zealous. The hall is prettily decorated, lumbus, is beyond describing. Read it, friends,
and all who enter it feel a spirit of fraternity, read it.
REMLY S. SIDELINGER.
ANOTIIER NEW BOOK!
which attracts them again. The membership
Boston, Nov. 7, A.B. 284.
s made up of both Materialists and SpiritnalNew ! Eloquent I Elegant I Splendid !
sts, an<i the utmost harmony prevails.
JUST PU:SLISHED.
A
Contemptible
Pretext
For myself, as most of yon know, I am a
Is
ended
by
Cleveland's
election.
Let
us
hope
pronounced Spiritualist, and do all of my public work under the influence of my spirit never to hear it again. There Iivs not to-day
friends; yet I number many of my warmest >l man of the strong, fierce, Southern Demo.
And Selections,
supporters and friends among Materialists. cratic spfrit of Andrew Johnson Those of his
BY
They take the position that they are simply school who survive hav been changed by the
changing
times.
Except
in
being
a
Union
man,
r waiting for the light."
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
·Of course Mr. Chainey's conversion is com- he was the most ultra Southern Democrat of
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
men ted on here, as elsewhere. All Spiritual- his age. And yet he took the execntiv chair every respect. In fact, one of the richest,
ists feel glad that he has been convinced, and almost before the end of the war. Slaves were brightest, best ever issued.
It contains, besides the celebrated "Decothat he is brave enough to Ray so; though all held in several states; no state had yet emanciration Day Oration," never before published,
lo not, perhaps, quite agree with hia methods. pated; the South was full of discharged soldiers and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
Mrs. Slenker's pilgrimnge is watched with and desperadoes; no black man bad the fran- printed in various shapes, but never brought
nterest, and it is hoped she may obtain truth chise; all things were unsettled. And yet, together till now, many other gems selected
n her investigations. Yet, whatever her con- twenty years after, when all the old rebels are from the sp~eches, arguments, lectures, let·
clusions may be, the great fact-accepted by dead or superannuated, all slaves freed, all ters, table-talks and day-to-day conversations
the author.
millions-of spirit communion will remain the blaclrs enfranchised, a new people rule the of The
work is designed for; and will be acSouth to w1om the word secession is meaningsame.
cepted by, admiring friends as a rare perless,
with
the
North
infinitly
stronger,
and
I cannot close this brief letter without resonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose,
ferring to the present political outlook in this Northern spirit pervading the whole South, we a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,
particular locality. In this state the Demo- are told it is "dangerous to elect a NorthE)rn has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
erats and People's Party hav united, much to Dernocmt to the presidEncy; it is a surrender volume
is eminently suited for presentation
the dissatisfaction of the Republicans. Gen. to the South!" Surely, if we passed safely purposes, for any season or occasion.
Weaver, the Greenback candidate for Congress, twenty ago under Andrew Johnson, why fear
In workmanship the volume is a masterrom the sixth district, is creating the greatest to-day? This dread of tha South is not cred- piece. The type is large and beautiful; the
itable,
while
this
mean
distrust
of
a
vanquished
paper
heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
enthusiasm. Crowds of ddighted listeners
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
CLARKE IRviNE.
applaud his incontrovertible statements, and enemy is contemptible.
best materials and skill can produce. The
Ore:Jon, Mo.
he will, no doubt, be elected. He is one of
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
the ablest political speakers in the U mted
No item of expense has been spared to make
the work worthy of author and public.
States, and as an intelligent and honorable
TRAVELS IN FAITH,
PRICES:
man he will be, as he has been, an honor to
Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back and side, $2 50
our National Congress. Reform in politics, as From Traditon to Reason. HaJr-calr, mottled edges, elegant libBry style, 4 50
Full Turkey mo~occo, gilt, exquisitely fine,
7 50
n religion, is the inevitable tendency of the
Full tree calf, highest possible style and·llnlsh, 9 00
BY ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
age:
Sent to any address, postpaid, on receipt of
A most gratifying feature of this political
price.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Cloth, $1.25.
For Sale at thi!! Office.
canvass i~ the fact that many of the audiences
33 Olinton Pl., New York.
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reduced to $1.00.

Pyramid of Gizeh.

The Relation of
' Ancient E:;;yptian <Jivilization to the
Hebrew Narrativ in Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By
VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. 25 cents.

Religion Not History.

An able examination of the Jlilorals and Theology of
the New Testament. By Prof. F. W.
Newman, of the London University. 25
cents.
-

Outline of the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results. A clear
and comprehensiv portray~! of this interesting portion of human history. By W.
S. BELL. 25 cents.

Outlines of Phrenology.

By E. E.

AsPINWALL M.D. Most acceptable to
Liberals of anything of the kind published. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cen tB.

Blal.:eman's 200 Poetical Riddles..
Prir,e, 20 cents.

PAINE'S wORKS.
Paine's Theological Works,. i~clud

ing The Age of Reason, E::rammatw~ of
Prophecies, Letter to the Bishop of L1an·
daff, Reply to Mr, Ere kine, _Letter ~o C!Y
mille .hrdan, etL., etc., with a hfe o{
Paine and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In pape:· covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

f»aine's Great Works (complete)
in one volnme. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, $4.50.

Paine's Political Works,

includingCommon Sense, 'fhe Crisis, and Rights of
Man. Cloth, $1.50.
The Age of Reason. An inve~:Jtiga·
tion of true and fabulous til eo logy.
Wiohont a peer in the world. Paper, 21i
:ents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Age of Reason and AI! Exam··
ination of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Common Sense.

Paine's first work.

15 cents.

The Crisis.

Containing numb<:lrsfrom
I. to XVI. inclusiv. """Paper, 40 cents;.
cloth, 75 cents.
The Rights of Man. For the oppressed of humanity. Paper, 40 oents;
olGth7 75 cents,
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THE MAGNIFIOENT

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,

Putnam and Watts.
On Sunday, Nov. 30th, at 10:30 A..M., Mr.

AND

S. P. Putnam lectures for Friendship Liberal

COlORED

Its Scientific Solution,

LITHO.GRAPH

{IRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY

League, at its hall, 9th st. and Girard av:e.,
Philadelphia.

Subject:

"The New .Work of

Liberalism in America."
At 2:30 P.M., Mr. Charles Watts speaks on
"Agnosticism: An Exposition and Defense.''
At 7:30P.M., on" The Bible and Science."
The clergy are challenged

WITH SOME

defend their cause.
.The lectures will be free.

Mr. Putnam

will

·take subscriptions for the National Liberal
League at each session.

The League hopes

D. M. BENNETT ·MONUMENT•

to

hav a large attendance.
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L'\st year on New Year's d<ty Wettstein presented
to his pa-rous as•embled In Armory Hall, a v ...!nll.ble
coUectlora or beautiful presen•,s, com~rf;lng 10 Gold
Watches •tud Gol<l Cualus; half a c'oz•n genutu Diamond Plud, Rlugs, and Ea.rdrovs; over a. duzeu tine
Silver IV«tches, solid G •ld Jewelry, elegant l:!llv~r
:,";rol~~cy G~ods, etc., ranging 1u prloe"trom $1.uO

IN

SEVEN

COLORS

LITHOGRAPH
SIZE,
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PAPER,

22 ~X 28 ~.

PRINTS A.B LARGE A.S A CABINET PHOTOGB.A.PR,
THUS GIVING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
THE MONUMENT, BUT A.N A.CCURA.TE

LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.

An Antidote Analyzed,

The lithograph is designed for framing, and will be a treasure for all Liberals.

FACTS.
£. Magnztuc Devoted to tlte State·

ments or Mental and SpirJtuaJ
Phenomena.
Single Copies 10 cents.
39tf

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SHOWING THE

FOLLY OF A RELIGIOUS QUACK

Man. Whenoe and Whither.

By R. B. We..tbr-k, D D., LL.ll.,
In Ministering a Nauseous Antidote to Those
Author of "The Bible.-Whence and What?
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing Poisonous, and
About all that can be said for the existence
EXPOSING
THE
INCONSISTENCY OF of God rmd the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental disCHRIST1.ANS GENERALLY.
cussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint.
BY H. CLAY LUSE.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
. THE TRtTTH BEEKEB,
A.ddreso
PRICE,
10 CTS.
SS Cl~nt.on Place. New York.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Office,
33 C!lmon Pt ..ce, New York.

A New and Useful Work.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY,
OR,
MEN oF BusiNESS WHo DID SoMETHING BEBIDES MAKING MoNEY.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .J"AMES PARTON.

W

EDLOCK, OR, THE RIGHT RELATIONS
011 THE S.~~:ns-Dlsclosing the Laws of
Conjugal Sclect:on, and showing Who May and
Who May Not Marry. A Scientific TreutisP.. By
8AM"UEL R. WELLS, One vol., 12mo, 250 pages;
plain muslin, price, $L.50; In fancy gilt binding, t2.

Among the subjects tr~>ated are the following:
Marriage a Divine Instltutlon; Quallfi~t;ons for
Matrimony; The Right Age to Marry; 1\lotlvet
fur Marrying; Marriages of Consanguinity- of
Cousins, when Justifiable; Conj•1gal SelectionAfilnities; Courtship-Long or S'lort; Duty ol
Parents; Marriage Customs and Ceremonies of o.J'
Nations; Ethics of Marringe; Second Marriages,
:u-e they Admissible? Jealousy-Its C'ause and
CONVEN1.'IONAL LlES OF OUll. Cure; Causes of Separation and Divorce; Celibacy
-Ancient and Modern; Polygamy and Pnntsgamy;
Love Signs in the Features, and How to Read
From the German of
Then:~ Physiognomy; Sensible Love Letters-Examples; Tile Poet's Wife; The Model Husband
MAX NORDAU.
Rnd the Model Wife-the Mutual Obligations,
SEVEN EDITIONS IN SEVEN MONTHS. Privileges, and Duties; The Poetry of Love, Courtllhip, and Marriage-Being a Practical GuiJe to all
PROHIBiTED IN AUSTRIA.
the Relations of H.A.I'PY WEDLOCK.
The hook is handsomely printed and beautifully
"Ttl Is book Is not a book. It Is a deed: a.nd thoe e
Who oppose It will prove tb.at they fear It,"- Vknn. 1 bound It W118 intended more especially ror YOIUI$!
N<WS.
people, but may be read with interest and with
Price, cloth, 11.50; paper, $1.00. F<lr sale at tb;ts t~rullt by those of every age: Copies will be aen1
omce.
"1 p011~ to r.ny addreaa on receipt of price,
~r.t
This book contains 400 vages, plainly printed,
treating of forty-six characters In history who have
belped the world; rogether with eight portraits.
Mr. p,u·on's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
PRICE,
n.25.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
33 Clinton Pl«ce, New York.
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"ANTICHRIST."
l'rovtng concluslvJ.y tllat
THE I!TUHY OF ~.li:SUI! OHIUI!T·
Rls blrt!l, ll!e, t.rlal, execution, eto.-li a myth
THU"l'H SEEK.l1.B Ulllce.
Prtce. IZ.OO.
SS Cllnton PIJI.CtS. New 'k'ot lt•
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By B. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.:B.
Author of "The Bible-Whence a.nd What?"
CONTENTS:
The.True Ideal of·Marrlage.
Free Love.
The History of Marriage.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The New Testament on Divorce.
Divorce as a ~uestlon or Law and Religion.
Rational Dell uctlone from Establleheu Prlnolplee
Objectione to Liberal Divorce Laws Anewered.
Prevention Better tnan uu ·e.
Price, 60 cents. :Neatly bound 1n cloth. For sal
-.t t.hle ollice.
·
83 Clinton Place, Ne,._Yorlr..

GOLDEN THRONE

•rul; I propose to do this year and to glv my Liberal !rlends abroad an opportunity to receive a nice..
present.
Tne aggregate or goods presented tVlll not be less
Sent, postpaid, and securely wrapped,
thau $1,600, and probably $2,000, according to amount
of goods "oi•J.
To all my customers sending $1.00 or more for to subscribers to the Monument Fund
goods or work, I shall present, fvr ett.Cb. and every
Addollar, a cer .1ficate entitling the owner to one or for 30 cents; to others, 50 <)ante.
more shares In these gl!ts.
dress this office.
This Is the !alrest anu most llbera.l otter ~vermade
by any merchant In Amer·ica My stock Is complete
In everything pertaining to a first-class Jewelry
THE
storA; vrtces now averaging 25 tJer cent below tho"e
or largest cities; g'>oLis sent by mall or expre•s to
all pll.rts ot tbe worl<l accomDanle<l by one cet·tlll.cate INSTITUTION OF MARRIAGE IN
!or every dollar remitted, and cash refunded If not
satlstacrory, and returned same day received.
THE UNITED KINGDOM.
Prices on watcb.es again red uceLI sluce last price
BEING
list In tbls paper. The presents will be presented
In a public hall or Rochelle, directly to my CUB· TuAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND REtomers, or to a committee sA!ected by them at that
MARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.
time, In one entire lot, and the mode of distribUtion
will be optional with them.
Everybo1y pleased last year, and all must be
Four Hundred anrt Forty Large
pl<lased this year. .
·
·
Circulars giving all particulars and describing
Octavo P.zges,
... ~iJ'~~all,<!valu~ ()reat:l;!. g\!t,~'lj!Jt8 r~~T%'§~~~~a-.
Price
reduced
from $2.25 to $1.00.
10t43
41tf
Address this office.
Or an Analysis of the Hebrew Mythology,
Wherein It Is shown that the holy Ecrlptures treat
on natural vhenomena only. By M. wooLEY, M.D
A master work or over 600 pages, neatly bound ln
cloth, with a vortralt or ttle author. Price, $3 00.
&llr
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER office.
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Will Cure all Forms ·~ Disease "\V1thout
Dledletne.

CONSULTING ROOlllS,
471 WE >T DIADISON !ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SoDlt-thing :ftJr Invalid8 r 0 l'tolld BJHI study
ov~•·.-Siop

Dr u~ ging

u.Jul

Na Utlb'• h.t:!lll~dy,
lllAGNI<.'l H•lll.

t•·y

For yeara past It has been known to the protesslun that M<Lguetlstll und ~clectr!Lity were j.o;~trrul
agent" Jor lwvarLing: vital rorce aud t:.IH~t gy tv the
Mauy lu.~.wanna.

woru-out t::Rcrtrt.r frum dlBI:'al:le,

rLns In the pruressloiJ, tLiwklng ruore ur the alle~urrcr1Dg than tile.)' i.lid. uf lhtj coue or
ethlCil bY wLich tlley were bound, have tesvrted to

Viation oi

magnetlctleu.tmeut as a lasr. IeBul t und found lljemAuthor ot •· Prometheus," Gottlieb,'" and .. Ingersoll selY~ti astonlt:hed at tlw ttio~;t upou lhtnr 1,at.1ents.
and J eBUB."
i'hey had btwn taugll.t \llat mtutclne 'WaS an a.bsoA. Radical romance o! pioneer life. delineating the vir lu t@ 61:)8t" ntlaJ. lu all cases, auu tnht that 1ai11Lg, thetues o! natural humanity as opposed to the hypocrisy o! a lJB.tit·nt ruu~:=t ctte, n.H uothlug lllUie ct. uld be <lone.
aupernatur.. t religion; crowded with Incident and lull OJ liercl aud lllete au auvauced thiuker l.lalj nuug a::nde
the Lie which bOUll(l Lim w hJS dogn a tic b t>thrtn
,>rogre881V Ideas and the poetry of tile future.
unu ha~ rtf::iorted to othor and ruore r:C1eiH1flc methPRIOE Sl.llO.
A.Dl>H.E~:S 'l'HIS OFFICI' ous uf tremnu-nt. as aiebultnu.tLy, llu.vJug: btokcn
the bonus which bound tllem 10 a aysleru"" barbarous as lt was un&clentlll.c, !Jave ustd their best enetgles to devise we .. no lor the allevluLlvn uf human
Price, 1!6 cents.
•nrierlng. Here und t!Jert> tht> wondwua pow~r of
MA.GN l!.'l'lBII1 was established, and Ill"-llY LIIBeases
llld.terto cla.sed as lncuJ able l~aLIIly sutJlllltt~u 10
Its mild but potent ILII uence. 'l'llls ageut to the
intelUgentobtoi ver. wa.tj rouuu everywhtre. llt'ing,
BY JU.AIL POST·PA.ID.
as it it3, lh~ v~1 y 6f!Bent1al 0I all l11e, lt Y..ae louud
tllat the human bo y wllenlu a dls., ... sed ClllllliLlou
was allllobt uerefL or tills viLall,rlncll•l"- l! we can
sup!JlY tbls vital force to the wuill·OUt !Jody the
patleut Will get well.
Aut but uow b 1t to be done, says the I,hyslclan.
dcience. howevt:r, cume to 1he lebcue, aud. solved
LLe }Jroolem. B~re aud tLere t111ougllvUt \htj \\'or¥1
are litldo or wbat artj known us mttgllbtlo ure. It
was OOdelved that 1!16 01'6, whon CkrJi.._d upcn 1he
..,ereon, was round to be a eattguard agal£u:t di~:~eaae,
~>lid w t.hls clrcumstat.co we are Jarg.,ly lndebtea 1 or
magnetic wear it g a 1J!Jalel, 1or it WRM an 6l:iS}ltranb1~tou from cu.rrl'1llg magnetic ore to ccve11ng th~
body wi h pt- rmaucu tJy cuarM ed magnets, i'hiCtd iu
gar men's tltteu to every 1mrr. of tLe boLJy. blLce
Exhausted VItality, Nervous a.nd Physical Debility
h" t!rot lmrvd uctlvu of ILagnetlc UJ pllances us a
Premature Decline In Man, Error• ot Youth, and th< cura.t ve, tL~rd hHS bet'll a l.JUUJ beror thtH·,e s( -called
untold miseries resulting from lndlscretlone or ex lll<>~ne,lc ga• llleut• roloted u~oiJ th• vn!Jilc !Jy men
ces.ses. A book tor every ma.n, young, mldd le-aged whose Bvle objtcL was gain. Un&Cloutlllc ln cunand old. It contains 12o prescrlptlone !or all acut< otructlon, anu ht;VIng lhtl<> If auy maguttlbm In
and chronic diseases, sach one or which Is lnvalua ~Lem, lh6Jr lift- W1:1S of sLort dura110n; 1t WbB lOLg
ble. Bo found by the author, whose experience fOJ c::nou~h. h~,wever. to dewonstr ate that w1. ~n Ct D·
28 years is such as probably never before tell to tht structed uponsCJemlll.c prln IIJleb th<re wa>- c rcely·
lot or any physician. suo vages, bound In beautl!u an uJ.lru~nt tbli-~ huruan fteflli J!j ueiL· to tllat wvuld,
French muslin, embos.sed covers, run gllt, guaran uo• submit to their lleaJIIJg liJtlu.nce.
teed to be a ll.ner work In eyery senee-mechanloal
THE EUREKA. M&G,.l!."l'IU APtLIA.NCEB are su-.
literary, and professional-than any other work sole pml~ r 1o eve1 l th1ug of a bimilar Chat acttr hereto~
In thle country !or $2.60, or the money will be re Core otrered to thP pu bile, uelt<g the only tcle mille-.
funded In every lnetance. Price only $1.00, by mal ally Ct DBlructed avvllatJce iu •lle mal'het: 1t lB now
vostpald. Illustrated sample, 6 eta. Bend now two ano a hair years olnce they wt>re first otrered.
Gold medal awarded the author by the National Med to the public, and t1 urlug. tllat Lime we llav treate<t
leal A.ssoclatlon, to the officers of which he re!ers.
a or l•atlents, auunot a BIIJgle Cabe or raJ lThis Science or Lire should be read by the youne thousand
Ute to 1ece1ve bent: fit reported to us, while we are
!or Instruction, and by the affilcted tor relle!. 11 In daJly receipt or tehtlmonlals of cures from all
will beaell.t aii.-.London Lancet.
or the cvuntl'y. We know that dlseaee cannot
There Is no member ot society to whom this bool parts where
these garmeuts are worn In quautltles
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian exist
'
l
oB
advlted
bY us.
lnetructor, or clergyma.n.-.Arvonaut.
'l"o all who may be nro lcted with any of the followAddres.s the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W Ing
complaints, we "ay unhesitatingly, t!Je Eureka
H. Parker, No 4 Bulfinch st., Boston, Mass., who ma)· :llugnetlc
Garments will cure you :-J'nral~•ls,
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and ex Rheumatl•m,
ueblllty, Neuralgia, Lumverlence. Ohronlc a.na obstinate diseases that ha' ua.gu, Bl~l1tl1ug Nervous
at Lhe Lungs, sp,nal DlF~ea:-P., Guut,
t>affied the skill or all other physlclane
a A.stbma, Brouchltls, CoiJgestlon ol the Kldueys,
specialty. Such treated succ68sfully
catarrh, IJysp~p~j•a., Loss of Eutrg), Be art JJJFeuse,
without an lnRtancA of failure.
Constljmtlon, Consumption, Prolapsus
Uteri,
h•r4B
Mention this paper.
Cbronlc Peritonitis, CaLcer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphlll•, Epilepsy, Ft. VItus' Dane-, and ull · rorma
or chroulc Invalidism.
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DR. F.t;LLOWS
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ed a.nd legally quallll.ed physician, ano Lun! Imigorators.
$ 6 00
the most succese!ul
as hiS j1ract!ce WIJ; G ntleme11's Uoo y llt If s,
6 00
preve. Be haa tm
5 00
twenty years treated I'!Ciutic Apl'lillllCrS,
excluslvlyall disease• Knet-1'
3
00
or t.he Sexual Or·
4 00
gans, In which hf L~g Bdts,
stands pre-eminent. "'Ilk ets,
4 00
SPERMATORHH<EA
4 00
and 1 MPO'l'ENC1 ~houlder APill ance .. ,
as the result or self·
I 50
abuse In youth and Wris lets, each,
eex ual excesses in ma- Hat Band,,
I 00
turer years, causing
4 00
n I g h t emlselons by H· ad U11JHl,
dreams, loss or sexual ·Jetpir,g () ps,
4 00
power,renderlng mar
6 00
Abdominal Hefts (ladies),
rlage Improper and uuhappy, etc., are cured per
I5 00
manently by an outside a(.Jpllcatlon In sixty clays H.-nt~»' Vt•sts,
NO STOMACH MEDICIN USED. It Is one of Dr IJodits' Jad!et and Corset
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely un
(cumbwed),
18 00
known to the medl<"al protesBion. Send three. 2-cen
stamps ror his "Private Counselor," giving full In ."upedlne Insoles (all leather), 1 00
!ormation. Addres.s Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vlueland, N
J., and say where you saw this advertisment.
Wh !le these garments C'Ln he procured at tlle
abovo JOW }JfiCe!-< 110 uHB can Afford to bA ill. Our
From the Ironclad .Ave.
ladles'
supporter• are just what ev>ry lady In the
"Dr.Fel:~wsls an outspoken Inll.del, therefore nc
land needs, as tt wtlJ b~ found a gu. at usBtstauce at
cheat or humtJug. The Freethinkers of the lanr certain
periods; all these garrueuls are made to
•hould glv the doctor their patronaJO:e."
1y8

at's,

measure, an<! a fit guarR.ntf't'd

RUPTURES· GUREOily
my:tledicnl ('om pound nud ImJ•ro.,.ed

8
J!~s ~nlefi~bf:~;:~~~~~6~~~~ ;{~)~~ ~~~~ d
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DESPISE the man governed by envy and malice
and hatred, to cover which he boasts oL his own
goodness, and says, I am bettl3r than thou. Honor
not the man Who seeks to build himself up by pullIng another down. Honor not the hypocrlt and the
liar. Despise the man who makes himself busy In
digging up the faults and mistakes of his brother,
which hav been burled and forgotten, to spread them
before the world, and lo shout to all men, saying,
See what a bad manIa here; trust him not; patronIze him not; withdraw your friendship from him.JJ. M. Bennett,
A DEF!NITION.-Paatarchy, a conspiracy to help
everybody to do what they want to; with organized
efficiency given to the Influences which will Induce
them to want the best; Guided Spontaneity, directed to the highest ends.-Tite Pantw·ch.
AND here I take occasion to thank Mr. Black for
having admitted that Jehovah gave no commandment against the practice of polygamy, that he
established slavery, waged wars of extermination,
and persecuted for oplnlun's sake even unto death.
Most theologians endeavor to putty, patch, and
paint the wretched record of inspired crime, but
Mr. Black has been bold Gno·Jgh and honest enough
to admit the truth. In this age of fact and demonstration it Is refreshing to find a man who believes
so thoroughly In the monstrous and miraculous, the
impossible and Immoral; who still clings lovingly to
the legends of the bib and rattle; who through the
bitter experiences of a wicked world has keN tbe
credulity of the cradle, and finds comfort and joy In
thinking about the Garden of Eden, the subtle serpent, the flood, and Babel's tower, stopped by the
jargon of a thousand tongues; who reads with happy
eyes the story of the burning brimstone storm that
fell upon the cities of the plain, and sm11!ngly explains the transformation of the retrospectiv Mrs.
Lot; who laughs at Egypt's plag~es and Pharaoh's
whelmed and drowning hosts; eats manna with the
wandering Jews, warms himself at the burning
bush, sees Korah's company by the hungry ea;th
devoured, claps his wrinkled hands with glee above
the heathens' butchered babes, and longingly looks
back to the patriarchal days of concubines and
slaves. How touching when the learned and wise
crawl back in cribs and ask to hear the rhymes aud
fables once again! How charming in these hard
and aclentlfic times to see old age In Super%itlon's
lap, with eager l!ps upon her withered breast?-R.
G. Ingersoll in the OiLristian Religion.
'l'HE Middle Ages were more religious than ours
In proportion to the lr greater ignorance and barbarlsm; anll, at present, the same difl'erence exists, for example, between Spain and Germany, or,
in Germany, between •ryrol and Saxony. Religion
and c!vll!zatlon accordingly occupy, not an equal,
but an Inverted position In regard to each other,
ao that with the progress of the latter tlte former retreats.-Strauss's Old and New Faith.
THE cure ror the greatest part of human miseries
Is not radical but pall!ativ. Infelicity Is !nvotved In
corporeal nature and Interwoven w! th our being; all
attempts, therefore, to decline It wholly are useless
and vain; the armies of pain send their arrows
against us on every side; the choice Is only between
those which are more or Jess sharp, or tinged with
polson of greater or less malign! ty; and the strongest armor which reason can supply Will only blunt
their points, but cannot repel thgm. The great remedy which heaven ha.s put in our hands is patience,
by which, though we cannot Jessen the torments of
the body, we can in a great measure preserve the
peace of the mind, and shall surrer only the natural
lilld genu!n force of an evll, without !.tightening its
acrimony or prolonging its errects.-Dr. Johnson's
Rambler.
1 HA. v now pitched my tent under a cypress-tree;
the tomb is now my inexpugnable fortress, ever
close to the gate o! which I look upon the hostll
armaments and pains and penalties of tyrannous
life placidly enough, and listen to Its loudest threatening with a stlll am lie. 0 ye loved ones, that already sleep in the noiseless land of rest, whom In
life I could only weep for and never help; and ye
woo w!de.scattered still toll lonely In the monsterbearing desert, dye!n~ the flinty ground with your
t,Jood-yet a little whlle and we shall a.ll meet tht1'e
and our mother's boso :n will screen us all; and oppress!on'3 harnPSS and sorrow's flre-Whlp and all the
Gehenna balllJis that patrol and Inhabit ever-vexed
time, canhot thenceforth harm us any more.- Ga,·lyle's Sartor Resattus.
A TRAYEI"El\ over the Alps, with his companion,
was overtaken by a storm. His companion. who wa.s
weaker than ho, succumbed to the biting wind and
the pelting snow and lay down to die. The other
felt a faintness creeping into his own heart; but
rousing himself with great errort, he began to rub
Into life his dying friend. In the stress of his labor
he forgot the wind and the rain and tlte snow; his
own blood began to tingle In his veins, his courage
and energy returned as he tolled over h!B prostrate
friend, welcoming every sign of recovering life. He
IHIC;J.me a man again; he l!fted his friend from the
ground, and the two fared on the way together untll
they reached a h• spice, whero they found shelter.Fralhingham's Consolations of Rationalism.
CAN two walk together except they be agreed 'I
(Amos ill, 3.J Two are better than one, because they
hav a good reward for their labor. For if they fall,
the one wlll lift up hls fellow; but woe to him that
is alone when he falleth; for he hath not another to
help him up. Again, if two He together, then they
ltav heat; but how can one be warm alone 1 And if
one prevall against him, how shall he withstand
him 1 and a threefold cord is not quickly broken.Ecclesiastes lv, 9-12.
CERTAil'!LY great persons had need to borrow
other men's opinions to think themselvs happy; for
if they judge by their own feeling, they cannot lind
It; but If they think with themselvs what other mon
think of them, and that otlter men would fain be as
they are, then they are happy as it were by report,
when perhaps they lind the contrary within; for
tltey are the first that find their own grlefo, though
they are the last that find their own !fl.ults.-/Jacon'.<
I:•savs.

THE overP'Od uct!on of whisky is probably the
cause of money being tight.
WHEN Ignorance Is bUss it Is !"llY to ask the landlady what she puts In the hash.
'.rHE sot, taking yet another glass, Is an lllustration o! the text-the spirit swllllng, but the flesh Is
weak.
WHEN a Proh!b!t!on!st orator has water brought
to him In a tin cup, people think they can see
through his little game.
As the cold weather is coming on, farmers w111
b -,gin to think about housing their cattle. Those
wlto hav steers to shed should prepare to shed them
now.
SAID a yo.ung man to a pro lessor of chemistry, at
the same time holding up a fungus-looking plant:
" Is there any way by which I can pos!tivly tell
whether this Js a mushroom or a toadstool?" "Yes,"
answered the professor. "Eat it. If It Is a mushroom, you'llllv; !fIt's a toadstool, you'll die."
Mns. BLINKS.-! notice by the papers that the hot
water craze has revived. Mrs. Rlnks.-What Is
that? "Why, don't you know? Everybody Is drinkIng hot water In large quantities." "But what for?"
"For their health. Hot water Is said to be wonderfully wholesome." "Isn't that splendid I We can
call our oyster festivals this w!ntl!r • health exhibi-

tions.'"
A LITTLE ROCK man sold his cooking stove to get
money enough to take his famlly to the circus.
When one or his friends remonstrated with him, he
said: "We had no use for the stove, Had nothing
to cook." "But why didn't you buy something to
eat with the money you got'for the stove?" "Then
we should hav had nothing to cook it on. Don't
talk to me. I'm a philosopher."
A Yl<:RMONT farmer's boy has bought himself a
bicycle, and wishes he hadn't. His faoher has ut!L
!zed the thing by making It furnish motiv power
for his winnowing mlll, corn-sheller, and grindstone. This he does by suspending It from the axle,
removing the tire from the wheel, and connecting It
by an endless rope with his agricultural machines,
then making hlti son mount and do the propell!ng.
"MY dear," said a wlfe to her husband7 "I know
that I am dreadfully cross with you at times, that I
am not. patient as I should be, and I think the same
can be said of you." "Yes, certainly," he frankly
acknowledged 7 "I am almost as bad as you are.'•
"What's that?" "I-I say that I am just a.s much
to blame as you are." " I think," went on the lady,
"that we ought to cultivate a mutual toleration of
each other's faults," and she bent over him and
fondly kissed him. "You are not looking well tonight, my dear," he said, stroking her hair. "Nci,"
she replied, "my feet pain me dreadfully."
"1'hat's because you wear shoes two sizes too small
for you." •.rhen the trouble began once more.
•·CoME In," said the fourth·fioor lawyer as the
boy rapped on the door. "Say, mister I" HWell?' 7
"Are you going to burn coal this winter?" "I may."
•'Then you'll hav to buy some/' "Perhaps."
"And you'll hav to hav It carried \lP." "Shouldn't
wonder."
"And I'd like the job." 'rhe lawyer locked lt!s hands. back of his head, and
looked out of the window for a long time without a
word in reply. The boy put In his time looking
around the room, and when the alienee had become
painful he said: "Well, good-bye. If you get a case
this !all, and get any money, and buy any coal, and
don't want to carry it up yourself after dark, I'd
like the job. You can remember I'm the boy who
spoke to you. I've got red hair and two bolls on my
leg, and I feel awful sorry !or poor folks."
A MAl'!, seemingly alJout sixty years of age, was
telllng the people in the waiting-rooms at the Third
street depot, yesterday, that he had been east to old
Massachusetts to see his sisters, and that on the way
back he stopped off at Niagara Fa.lls.
"•.rhat's a
place I never saw," remarked a woman with a poke
bonnet on. "You ·didn't! Well, you've missed the
awfullest sight on earth. I was jest stunned."
" What is it like?" she asked. "Well, there's a
rl ver, and the falls, and lots of hotels, and several
Injans, and the bridal vell, and land only knows
_what else. If my old woman had a-been along, she'd
hav Wllted right down." "There's water there, I
suppose?" "Oh, heaps of it. It pours and thunders
and roars and foams. and humps around in the
terri blest manner. You hav bit on a shirt-button in
a piece o! pie, havn't you?" " No, sir." "Well, the
feeling wa.s about the same-kinder shivery. Why,
the biggest man that ever lived ain't half as big as
Niagara Falls. Let him set thar, and see that 'ere
water tumbling over them 'ere rocks, and he can't
help but feel wbat a miserable hoss-fly he Is.
You've falled out o' bed havn't you?" "No, sir."
"Well, it's about the same thing. You wake up and
find yourself on the lloor, and you feel as if you had
oeen stealln' sheep or robbin' blind men." " What
portion of the Falls did you most admire?" "The
water, mum," he promptly replied. "If you'd put
10,000 kegs of beer on the roof of this bull ding, and
set them all running, they couldn't begin with Nl
agara. It's the terrlblest, appall!ngest thing eV,er
patented." "Cost you much?" Inquired a gentleman. "'Bout sixty-five cents.. It's pooty tight
times, and sixty. five cents don'tgrow on every bush,
but I ain't sorry. It's sunthln' to talk about for
twenty years to come. There's a chap in our town
who used to travel with a circus, but he'll hav to
take a back seat when I g!t home. Fllp-floppln'
around in a circus don't begin w!th Niagara Falls."
"So, on the whole, you were pleased, eh ?" "Pleased 1
Why, I was tickled hal! to death I I tell you if I had
one on my farm, I wouldn't sell it for no $50 in cash.
I'Ye looked into a field whar 750 fat hogs was waltin'
to be sold for solid money, but It was no s!ch sight
as the Falls. I've seen barns 3fire, and eight bosses
runnln' away, and tlte Wabash river on a tear, but
for downright appalllng grandeur of the terrlblest
kind, g!mme one look at the Falls. You all ought
to go thar. You can't half appreciate it t!JI you've
gazed on tb.e rumpu8."
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Jjlotts and Uklippings.
THE Boy Preacher Harrison announces his
determination to pass the few remaining days
of the decline and fall off of his now venerable
years in the quiet retirement of Chicago.
ON a Sunday night, after preaching a powerful sermon on hypocrisy, the Rev" James W.
Lindsay committed a burglary at Rushville.
Ind., as a result of which he has gone to
prison.
IN the citadel at Quebec is shown a small
cannon which was taken by the British at
Bunker Hill. A party of Americans were
looking at the gun the other day, while a sergeant recited the history of its capture. "Yes,"
said a lady, "you've got the cannon, but I
guess we've got the hill."
A CHICAGO man wanted a divorce because his
wife persisted in singing hymns. The conrt
laughed at him, and he would hav lost his case
had not the lawyer summoned the wife to the
witness stand and started her singing. At the
fifth verse the court threw up the sponge and
the divorce was granted.

front of him, and as he gave them an energetic
flip out of the window, turned to Ingersoll
with a relieved smile, and said: 'Bob, she's
out!'"
THE London ·world says: All friends who
remember the condition of mental debility to
which some years ago Professor Huxley was
temporarily reduced by overstrain, will be relieved to know that the unsatisfactory state of
health because of which Sir. Andrew Clark has
enforced on him a winter residence in Italy, is
of a purely physical character. He and Mrs.
Huxley left London on Friday last, bound by
easy stages for northern Italy. Venice was
the original selection as winter quarters, but I
understand that Baveno has been ultimately
chosen, both because of its more bracing climate, and because the facilities for exercise
are better at Baveno than at Venice. Mr. and
Mrs. Huxlev look forward to be back in town
for the marriage of their dau~hter next spring.

Tms is the way Robert Burdette, of the Burlington Hawkeye, dips into ancient history:
A Christian martyr stood ~almly in the arena,
waiting for the guards_ to call the lion in to
clinner, when Commodus, the emperor, touched
with compassion, fitted an arrow to his gun,
remarking to the prii!oner that if he would
"ExPERIENCE may be a dear teacher," rejust turn a little sideways he would put out
marked a clergyman as the contribution-box
both his eyes, so that he could not see the
was return eel to him empty, "but the memlion come in. "There is one eye, sir, about
bers of this particular ftock who hav experime," said the martyr, calmly, "that you can't
enced religion hav accomplished it at a very
shoot out-that will improve after I am dead."
trifling cost. The choir will sing the seventy"And what is that eye, sir.?" demanded the
ninth hymn, omitting the first, third, and
emperor, with lofty scorn.
"Fertilizer,"
fourth verses, in order to save unnecessar;v
hoarsely replied the Christian martyr, holding
wear on the organ."
his handkerchief over his face to conceal his
NExT January there is to be held in the city emotion. A choking sob went murmuring all
of Edinburgh, Scotland, a conference of arti- around that immense throng, like a dog trying
sans, capitalists, and persons interested in the to get into a smoke-house, and the dry sands
study of social problems, to discuss from every of the arena were bathed in the tears of the
point of view the questions connected with Roman populace. Commodus was so confused
the distribution of the results of labor between that he swallowed the arrow he was fitting to
the actual workers, and those supplying the the bow. The curtain was rung down, the
capital. A "gentleman of Edinburgh " has lights turned up, and the next day that margiven $5,000 toward carrying out the proposed tyr appeared on the bills as "Engagement
program.
extraordinary-the leading American humorCARLYLE's opinion of Daniel Webster was ist, impersonator, and lightning change artist.
not as exalted as the opinion of the average First night of the Big 4."
American respecting the same character.
A GREAT deal of newspaper and oral comPossibly the best words of the distinguished ment hav been occasioned by the omission of
writer were exhausted in his" Reminiscences" Gov. Hoadly to use the name of the deity in
of his father, who he thought was a greater his' Thanksgiving proclamation. A Columbus,
Scotchman than Robort Burns. This is what 0., Dispatch representativ interviewed his exCarlyle says of Webster: "I will warrant him cellency on the subject ~recently. ".What do
one of the stiffest logic buffers and parliamen- you wish to know?" said the governor, smiling
tary athletes anywhere to be met with in our good-naturedly. "Anything you care to say,"
world at present-a grim, tall, broad-bottomed, said the scribe. "Well," responded the govyellow-skinned man, with brows like precipi- ern or, "I hav been greatly amused at the
tons clifts, and huge, black, dull, wearied, yet comments of some newspapers, but that is all.
unweariable-looking eyes under them; amor- If you wish to know whether the omission was
phous, projecting nose, and the angriest shut accidental or intentional, I will say that it was
mouth I hav anywhere seen. A drop on the intentional. If you desire to know my reasons
sides of the upper tip is quite mastiff-like- for omitting to mention the deity, I will tell
magnificent to look upon; it is so quiet withal. you. I was reading the New Testament reI guess I should like ill to be the man's nigger. cently, and was thinking if Blaine should be
However, he is a right clever man in his way, elected what sort of a Thanksgiving proclamaand has a husky sort of fun in him, too; drawls tion I could issue. I found in the twenty-first
in a handfast, didactic m11nner about 'our verse of the seventh chapter of Matthew that
republican institutions,' etc , and so plays his which seems to convey the two principal charpart."
acteristics of my proclamation, an intimation
THIS story about Colonel Ingersoll may not that it is not necessary to call upon the deity,
be true, but it has the merit of not involving a and an exhortation to charity. T_heverse is as
campaign lie. A correspondent of the Chicago I follows: 'Not every one _that sa1th_ unto me,
News vouches for it: "President Clarke, of the I Lord, Lord, shall enter mto the kmgdom of
Illinois Central Railroad told me a good story heaven, but he that doeth the will of my
about Bob Ingersoll, th~ other day, that has father which is in heaven.' "
not yet been in print. A long time ago it was,
ON the day after ~lection the Bangor Whig
when many counties in the southern part of contained the following: ''Away off beyond
the state were under township organizations, / the dead line of slavery are flaunting, in suiand the supervisors sat as judges in certain ' len defiance, the blood-stained banners of the
cases. 'Bob' was arguing a case before one ! shotgun and tissue ballot conspiracy of the
of these tribunals, of which the jndges were solid South; unde1 Northern stars and on
evidently more familiar with crops than law ' patriotic ground I see again, high raised, the
practice, He brought all his eloquence to banners of Maine and Illinois, but now waving
bear on the point, that the case in question from lhe same flagstaff, while East and West
was a great injustice to his client, and should the loyal legions rally in solid columns beneath
be 'thrown out of court.' Continually re- the tattered battleflags of the Union, until the
iurning t_o that argument, he reached the eli- · in vincible banners of the loyal North lock their
max with a burst that, as usual, carried ever}'- ' spear heads in a gleaming cordon around the
body by storm, ending with the same appeal homes of the Republican standard bearers of
to 'throw it ont of court, sirs! out of rourt.' 1864; and then, as the sweet strains of victory
It brought the judges up 'all standing,' and float out upon the air when to-morrow's sun
the p1•esiding one slowly reached over, gathered goes down, echoing and blending the patriotic
up the papers in the case from the table in strains of 'Y~nkee Doodle,' 'Hail Columbia,'

'Rally Round the Flag,' and 'Marching
Through Georgia,' may we see God's own bow
of promis shining out against the November
sky, spanning with its arch of splendor from
THE cholera is disappearing in France.
Katahdin to. the Sierra Nevadas, from AroosTHE disastrous drought in Virginia has been
took to the Golden Gate, and bearing in
jeweled brightness _the names of the people's ended by a heavy rain.
choice: 'Blaine and Logan."' One of the sadTwo shocks of earthquake were felt in New
dest reflections called up by the result of the Hampshire last Sunday.
election is the thought that this beautiful ftight
JEFF DAVIS is reported by the Repubiican
of rhetoric was not justified by subsequently
papers as having sent his congratulations to
ascertained facts.
President-elect Cleveland.
IN 1785, when Dr. Carroll, first bishop of
THIRTEEN Chinamen who were recently
Baltimore, submitted to the Roman Propa- being smuggled into Washington territory were
ganda a report of the condition of the Catholic drowned bythe capsizing of a sloop.
church in America, he was able to enumerate
THE New York Herald reports that the
the churches by his fingers. There were ·but
twenty-six priests, and the total number of Plenary Council at Baltimore will favor the
Catholics was comp~ted to be 25,000. To-day placing of the United States nnder canon law.
Colorado has a larger Catholic population. In
THE Rev. Henry S. ·williamson, of '!'renton,
1808 there were in the United States 70 priests, N. J., committed suicide on the 13th by shoot80 churches, and 150,000 Catholics, and since ing himself through the head. He was 26
that time the growth of the church has been years old.
steady. The first Plenary Council was held
A REPRESENTATIV body of Presbyterians has
in Baltimore in 1852. It was presided over by been in session at Xenia, Ohio, for the purpose
Archbishop Kendrick of Baltimore, nnd was of taking measures to ha v organs excluded from
attended by four archbishops, twenty bishops, churches.
and a greater number of lesser officials. At
THE Mormons are making converts among
this time the Catholic population was slightly
in excess of 3,500,000. Fourteen years later, the negroes of Tennessee. There are several
colored persons in the colony th1tt is about to
in Baltimore, the second Plenary Council met,
with the great archbishop of Baltimore, Martin leave that state for Utah.

Jjltws olf tht fltth.

John Spalding, presiding as apostolic delegate:
In this council s11.t six archbishops and thirtyseven bishops. Meanwhile the church had
been rapidly increasing in strength, and this
council represented a Catholic population of
4,500,000. Since 1866 the church has continued to grow in a manner that is little short of
the marvelous. The council which is now in
session is composed of twelve archbish-ops,
fifty-seven bishops, seventy-two procurators,
mitred abbots, domestic priests of Pope Leo
XIII., supervisors of theological seminaries
and nearly a hundred priests of minor de~
grees. The Catholic population of the country
is estimated to be over 9,000,000, and anumber of Cath~lic writers claim 11,000,000. The
ten churches of 1785 hav increased to over
6,600, and the number of priests is 6,835. The
archdiocese of New,York alone has a Catholic
population of 600,000, that of Boston has
nearly 350,000, that of Baltimore 220,000, that
of Chicago over 250,000, that of Cincinnati
150,000, that of Philadelphia, which is now
under the direction of the eloquent Archbishop
Ryan, has over 300,000, and the other archdio.
ceses in proportion.
Great dioceses, like
those of Brooklyn, Buffalo, Cleveland, Louisville, and Newark hav each a Catholic population ranging from 150,000 to 200,000. New
York state alone has within its borders nearly
1,300,000 Uatholics. In the far West the
Catholic church has made the same progress.
In Dakota they number 10,000, while the
strongest Protestant sect in that section, the
Lutheran, can boast of but 7,000 adherents.
Montana contains 12,000 Catholics. The Methodists, who follow them in numerical strength,
number about 3,000. In Oregon and California the same rdtio can be found. The first
has 20,000 Catholics and 5·,ooo Methodists; the
second reports 216,000 Catholics and 12,000
Methodiits, the next strongest sect. In Utah
they number 2,000-vastly less than the Mormons, of course, but more than their chief
rivals, the Methodists, of whom there are
scarcely 500. In Idaho there are over 2,000
Catholics and about 500 Methodists; in Wyoming, Colorado, and Nevada the ratio is about
the same. Throughout the West the Catholics
form a solid, c')mpact, and powerful \lody
which is steadily growing in importance. In
1785, it may be added, when the population
of the country was 3,500,000, and the Catholics numbered 25,000, this sect constituted
about 1-140th of the total population. To-day,
numbering, to speak within the bounds of
truth, say 8,000,000, they constitute oneseventh of the total population. There are in
this country, probably, some six or seven millions of that variety of humankind popularly
known as "the scum of Europe." From these
the Catholic church draws its numerical
strength.

VICTORIA JliiOROR!NI, tho WCillthy young lady
who convulsed New York society Ly marrying
her father's coachman, has taken the Rtage as
a singer, and is meeting with a good reception.
SINCE last Heptember Emperor William, of
Germany, has had five severe fainting fits,
his vitality falling very low after each 11ttack,
and it is feared at the Berlin court that he will
die suddenly before the year is ended.
DE YouNG, editor of the San Francisco
Chronicle, has been shot and 1Jadly wounded
by a man whom he had offended through the
Chronicle. The brother of De Young was shot
and killed a few years ago by Ike K~lloch, the
reverend son of the notorious Isaac Kalloch.
EIGHTY-THREE people sat about in the two
hundred and fifty pews of Parson Newman's
church last Sunday morning. The quartet
sang, "Oh, for a thousand tongues to sing."
The New York Sun calls attention to the fact
that they were over nine hundred tongues
short.
\VIGGINH, of Canll<ht, weather-prophet, has
joined the Salvation Army, and will go through
the country urging the people to repent. If
his predictions as to the ultimate condition of
the sinner are not fulfilled closer than his
weather predictions hav been, there is no reason for the sinner to feel specially alarmed.
BY the latest order from the pope, Laval
University in Montreal, Can., ha.s been designated as the only one in the province of Quebec, and the colleges were required to affiliate
with it. 'rhe Jesuits' College has, however,
refused to obey the order, declaring that their
order is under such rules r!lgarding education
that even the pope cannot change it.
IN his annual report to the postmaster-general, A. D. Hazen, third assistant, states that
the total number of postage st~tms, stamped
envelopes, and postal cards issued during the
year was 2,166,130,390, with a total value of
$41,515,877. The weight of second-class matter during the year, not including free circulation within the county of publication, was
94,479,607 pounds, the postage on which waH
$1,889,592
THE ageuts of the American Bible Society in
China, who proposed sending a force of col porters into Hang Ch'eng, an advance of about
seven hundred miles up the Han Rh·er, hav
been advised that while the hostilities between
France and China last, foreigners will be prohibited, by an imperial edict, from penetrating
the country. The missionaries who were
about to start for Hang Ch'eng, which is a city
in the province of Shen Si, haY decided to
put back to Hankow, and hav promised that
no more missionaries shall be sent on for
the present. Secretary of State Frelingh us en
has been elected president of the Bible Society
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g[ommunications.
Antichrist.--Vol. H.--Peter and Paul.
PREFACE.

Although sufficient evidence was adduced in the
appendix to the " Revelations of Antichrist " to
establish the fact of the existence of Jesus and his
apostles a hundred years before the time of Pontius
Pilate, yet the work of "Antichrist" would hardly be
complete without a critical examination of all the
details, real and fabulous, of the lives of the two great
apostles, Peter and Paul.*
In the prior volume the following leading facts
were set forth and established with more or less certainty:
The name Jesus and the epithet Christ were familiar to the readers of the Septuagint, or Greek transalation of the Old Testament, fDl' more than two hundred years before the Christian era.
Iesous in Greek answers to Joshua in Hebre~ and
to Jeshu in the ancient vernacular of Palestine,
meaning savior, and Christos is the Greek for Mashiach or Meshiha, meaning anointed.
The Gnostics, who flourished before the Christian
e~a. and culminated in the second century, had a
dtvme Iesous and a Chreistos-tht; latter word not
signifying anointed, but perhaps an early form of
chrestos, "good," or possibly a derivativ from chreo
(also chrei-o), Ionic for chrao, "to deliver an oracle."
Some of the Gnostic sects of the first and second
centuries denied the existence of an objectiv Jesus.
The initial letters of the Sibylline Acrostic, which
probably existed before the Christian era, were
Iesous Chreistos Theou Uios Soter.
(Jesus Christ. God's Son. Savior).
And the further initials Sta1tros, " stake " or
'
"cross, " were added at an early date.
The write'r of the epistles ascribed to John denounced Antichrist as a liar for denying that Jesus
was the Christ, or that Christ had come in the flesh.
The first three evangelists fix the crucifixion on
Friday the Great Passover day; the fourth gospel
puts it on Friday the day before the Passover.
The apocryphal gospels, the Toldoth Jeshu legends, and the Talmud concur in fixing the execution
of Jesus on the day before the Passover.
The Synoptic gospels are certainly wrong in placing the event on the Passover day, because the Jews
never tri~d or executed a culprit on that holy day,
nor was It ever allowed to fall on Friday..
The year of the birth of the gospel Jesus cannot
be tixed, but if Herod the Great sought the life of
the infant, then Jesus must hav been born at least
four years before the Christian era, and was consequently over thirty-four years of age A.D. 29, when
Luke says he was about thirty.
Nor has the year of the alleged crucifixion been
determined. The only Passover Friday between A.D.
28 and 33 was in the year 30. .
_ But Clement of Alexandria and Tertullian affiri:n
that the crucifixion was in the year 29; and that is
the year assigned in the recently discovered ancient
Syriac documents.
There is no contemporary Jewish or heathen testimony to the existence of Jesus Christ in the first
centur;y. :r'he pass~ge quoted from Josephus by
Eusebms Is an admitted forgery; the references in
the Talmud are conceded to be not to the gospel
Jesus, but to one who was put to death a hundred
years before; while the letters of Pliny and the
Annals of Tacitus are proved to be forgeries.
. Several rece~t ChriRtian forgeri~s hav from time to
hme appeared m the newspapers, pretending to confirm the story of the crucifixion. One of these documents is an order by "Judge Pontius Pilate" for the
execution of Jesus of Nazareth on "the 23d day of
the Ides of March." The forger was not aware that
the Ides were reckoned backward from April 1st, and
that they numbered only seventeen. The 17th
would be Ma!·ch 1.5; the next preceding eight days
were called the Nones.
Another clumsy forgery is the "Death warrant of
Jesus Chri~t," said to hav been discovered in Italy,
engraved m Hebrew on a copper plate. Pontius
Pilate is styled" acting governor of Lower Galilee;"
he was governor of Judea only. The sentence is
rendered in "the 17th year of Tiberi us," which was A.D.
31, and on the 24th day of March," which is two
days earlier than the Passover ever could hav occurred. Furthermc.re, March 24, A.D., 31, was the
Sabbath, and three or four days before the full
moon. Or if, as in the first version we saw of this
canard, th~ day was March 27th (though probably a
typographical error), then the crucifixion was not on
Friday but Tuesday.
The name Petros is a Greek translation of the Aramaic or Syriac word Kepha, meaning rock or stone.
Paul mentions Kepha ten times in his Epistles; in
. *The." Life of Simo~ Kepha, alias St. Peter," was printed
m a ser1es of chapters m the Bo_ston Investigator from Feb. 4,
1880, to Aug. 9, 1882; and the life of Paul in a like series in
THE 'fnuTH SEEKERfrom Nov. 25,1882, to Sept. 20,1884. The
whole has undergone most careful revision preparatory to
~epublication.
'
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the later Greek codices it is changed to Petros five him as "very .limited in his comprehension." What
Papias is said to hav said about Matthew, Mark, An..
times, in the earlier ones twice.
The ancient Syriac New Testament; called the drew, Peter, James, and the two Johns, is only
Peshito, written in the vernacular of Palestine, is hearsay at best.
------~~------evidently a truer if not an older version than the
Greek. In the four gospels and Acts it has Kepha
Religion and Morality.
seventy-nine times, and Simon (Shemeun) one hun- -- People hav become so accustomed to hear religion
dred and thirty-five times, while the Greek version and morality linked together that they are apt to
has Petros one hundred and fifty-six times, and lose sight of the fact that the two hav no natural
Simon only fifty-three times.
connection. Confounding the worship of God with
The Peshito has, "Thou art Simon the son of the duties of man to man is a modern innovation.
Jona; thou shalt be called Kepha." To this the Religion, originally, had no connection with ethics.
Greek scribe adds, "which means Petros." And to It is the last refuge of the pious to shelter themselvs
make the gloss more intelligible he interpolates behind the moral law, and to pretend that a good
Petros after the name Simon in a preceding verse.
life is the result of faith in God It is a gigantic and
A nativ Aramean, especially a Jew, col;lld not hav a dangerous error. Morality built upon a religious
been called Petros in his own country.
belief is of a false and spurious kind. It is more for
Paul doubtless wrote in Aramaic, and knew little show than use. It is founded on a delusion, and will
or no Greek.
not stand against the rough winds· of this world's
The early Christians were called by the Greeks trials.
Chrestians.
Many generations of religious people, believers in
The name Christian, or Chrestian, was not known and worshipers of God, had run their course before
or acknowledged until about the middle of the it occurred to any of them that a good life was in
second century.
_
any way connected with his service. I do not think
Our four gospels, in the form they hav come down the majority hav discovered it even yet. At any rate,
to us, cannot be traced back of the middle of the if they hll.v accepted it in theory, they are ignorant
second century. The book of Acts is later.
of the means of reducing it to practice. This is a
Some of the ~apocryphal gospels and Acts of the secret still, and so I am disposed to think it will reApostles appear to hav existed as early as the first main to all time.
century.
The God of the Old Testament certainly did not
There are two apostles named James; and there is teach morality either by precept or example. So
another James sometimes called the brother of the long as he had prayers enough and blood enough,
Lord. The latter James is the one mentioned by and his people did not go astray after other Gods, be
Paul'as if he was an Apostle..
was pretty well content. Had we been residents on
James, Kepha, and John are the only persons the earth in those days we should hav preferred to
named in Paul's epistles who can be identified with pitch our tents as far from him and from his chosen
any of the twelve apostles.
people as we could hav conveniently managed. The
One other person is called an apostle by Paul, men after his o'Wn heart, those with whom he denamely Epaphroditus.
lighted to converse and whom he selected to place
Joseph describes the murder of one James, the in power, were, to say the least of it, rather unclebrother of Jesus, in Jerusalem A.D. 62. Eusebius sirable neighbors. Now a change has taken place.
supposes this James to hav been the brother of the The Jews of old cut throats and robbed their neighLord and first bishop of Jerusalem. But the words bora, all for the sake of Jehovah. The Christians of
in Josephus, "who was called Christ," are conceded our day refrain from those little pllilasant exercises,
to be an interpolation, and the iqentity of Josephus's all for his sake, too. The Jews sometimes ferget his
James with the apostle or brother of Jesus Christ is will, and so do the Christians. The children of
denied by Christian scholars.
Israel were occasionally more merciful than their
Hegissippus (A.D. 160-180) also describes the mur- God, and had to be threatened with dreadful chasder of James the Just, a believer in Jesus Christ, but tisments to make them obey him. The disciples of
it is impossible to identify the same with any James Jesus do not always find the more gentle instructions
described in the gospels.
of their master agreeable to their tastes, and hav to
John the Revelator and John the Apostle are two be frightened with burning b_rimstone and the imvuy different characters.
mortal worm. How often do our pious friends asThere are traces of two Johns, both buried at sure us that, if it were not for their religion, they
Ephesus, living many years apart, and one of them would cut our throats and rob us of all we possess.
Christianity has so changed their hearts and made
called a Presbyter.
There were three high priests named Jesus be- them so good and full of charity. They would so like
tween A.D. 4 and 69.
to wear golden crowns and play eternally upon harps,
Barnabas and Paul are called apostles in the book and hav such an objection to bathing in lakes of fire,
of Acts; and yet it does not appear that they were that for the sake of their religion, and with the help
ordained by the elder apostles.
of the police, they will let us keep our lives and our
Clement of Rome is called an apostle by Clement dollars. Always excepting, of course, )Vhen these last
of Alexandria (A.D. 200); and the seventy disciples are required for the support of God's holy house and
are named in the list of a.postles by Hippolytus (A.D. his ministers.
220).
That religion causes its followers to lead better
Luke also is called an apostle in an early Sy.riac lives than they would without it is the sheerest humdocument.
bug that was ever uttered. It is the parson's cry to
The story of King Abgarus and Jesus Christ was make people believe they do something for the money
probably not forged by Eusebius. An ancient Syriac they get. When people get a clear idea of what they
copy of it has been found containing further details. mean by the words moral and morality, the last
The date of the pretended letters of Jesus and Ab- chance of the clergy will be gone. In order to mix
gar is A.D. 29. The Apostle Thaddeus goes to Edessa up two things so inconsistent as religion and moralthe same year, and Simon Kepha is in Persia before ity, they hav to alter the signification of the latter
A.D. 40, healing the sick.
King Abgar writes to Ti- word. It does not mean in their mouths what it
berius and receives a reply. The crucifixion is in means in the mouths of right-thinking men.
A.D. 29, and the ascension at Pentecost.
Simon
Morality, according to the divines, is acting with a
Kepha is killed by the sword at Rome under Nero. view to please God. According to common sense, it
Another account has Paul beheaded and Kepha cru- is acting with the object of benefiting ourselvs and
cified with his head downward after serving as "Su- our fellow-men. He who does the greatest amount
perintendent of the_ Rulers" in Italy twenty-five of good to the greatest number on earth, according
years.
to his ~apacity and opportunities, is the most moral
There are six so-called apostolic fathers, namely, man according to the natural law, but in a religious
Clement, Barnabas, Hermas, Ignatius, Polycarp, and sense it is he who acts only for the gratification of
Papias.
somebody up in the sky of whom he knows nothing.
In the Greek Epistle, ascribed to Clement, th'e
If by morality we understand utility, we hav a
writer names Paul, Kephas, and Apollos. The epistle natural and sufficient motiv to guide us. We may
is one of the earliest Christian documents, and must be mistakPn in the means we employ, but we can
hav been written soon after the death of Paul.
never be mistaken in the end we strive for. But the
The Epistle of Barnabas is of uncertain date and will of a God who never makes known his will exdoubtful authenticity.
cept through the medium of doubtful interpreters
The Book of Hermas never names Jesus or Christ, must ever be a very doubtful guide. We see its uncerquotes only from apocryphal sc:ripture, and recog- tainty exemplified constantly in the lives of those who
nizes in a vision the Sibyl as the symbol of the profess to be led by it. They are always straining
church.
at gnats and swallowing camels. One man will
Ignatius was not martyred at Rome, but was build up a fortune by trickery and deceit, but he
thrown to wild beasts at Antioch A.D. 115, soon after would not taste a mutton chop on a Friday. Another
a violent earthquake, to appease the wrath of the will oppress his workmen and grind them down to (
gods. The Ignatian literature is a mass of forgery. starvation wages, but he would not miss his morning
Polycarp is said to hav suffered martyrdom at and evening prayer. A third will hav very confused ··.
Smyrna about A.D. 167 at the age of 86. The ac- notions of the distinction between his own property
counts of his martyrdom are fabulous and the Epistle and that of others, but he is quite clear that his
of Polycarp is probably spurious.
right place on Sunday is in the church belonging to
Papias of Hieropolis in Phrygia is said to hav suf- his own sect. Every man's God is a magnified a~d
fered martyrdom about A.D. 165. His prophetic de-~ somewhat shadowy portrait of himself, and the will
scription of the fecundity of the Millenarian grape- of his God bears in most cases a striking resewvine is extremely ridiculous. Eusebiu'3 regarded blance to his own desires.
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I remember many years ago hearing a clergyman
remark that cruelty to animals was no sin, because
God had given to man entire control over the beasts
of the field. There is the whole secret of r~ligious
morality. The human heart knows that it is wrong
to inflict pain, but wrong is right if you hav a licenile,
from heaven to commit it. We can never sufficiently
realize the danger of this <Joctrin. We can never:
sepatate it from religious morality. It is an integral
part of it. Vice becomes virtue if God approve.
Crime wins heaven, if it be done for the Lord's sake.
With most men human virtue is stronger than faith,
or we should hav a bad time of it. But it is not
so with all. There are fanatics here and there who
raise the knife as Abraham did over Isaac. There
are bloodthirsty warriors who wield the sword of
"the Lord and of Gideon." There are persecutors
who visit fine and imprisonment upon Sabbathbreakers and blasphemers. And as long as there are
such, we know that religion and mora~ity are yet
unhappily mixed- in the minds of men, and must not
·cease in proclaiming the truth that the good man is
!he whose life is serviceable to his fellows. The bad man is he whose life brings suffering and
!Joss to his neighbors. He is often the man who by
ireligious influence has gained control over his neigh1bor's dollars. A Sunday or two since Talmage is
·reported to :Cav said in a sermon, "If your gospel
\Will not answer to common honesty, the sooner you
!Close up your gospel and throw it into the ocean the
better." Quite so. Close it up, throw it into the
ocean of reason, and the tide will carry it far away
E. J. BowTELL.
from our shore.
242 W. 48th st., New York.

New Light un the Bible.
·
0 n S un day moi'nl'ng·, Nov. 9th, p ro fessor S wmg
preached a sermon on the light in which Christians
of to-day view the Bible. He remarked in the beginning that "it would not do to take the literal parts
-for the inspired parts," and proceeded to show up
some of the inconsistencies, absurdities, and cruelties
·of Bible stories with a spirit that would hav done
·credit to a rank Infidel. It must hav been like a bit
·of holiday that he could do this freely, and he gave
his fancy and sense of humor a loose rein, to the en.
joyment of his cultured audience and himself.
- "'But this was as far as he went; thus much he had
. .
•dared because It Is so apparent that Christians must
·dispose of these absurdities, in this enlightened day
:and age, in some way if they would preserve a reputation for sanity.
It is safe to allude to some of the most glaring inconsistencies of the Bible nowadays, and, really, the
light of science has penetrated so far Christians cannot entirely ignore them; but it is dangerous to one's
popularity and salary to declare humanity does not
need the old book at all, and Professor Swing is not
the man to be so daring. He knows, and so informed
his congregation, that a literal following of the Bible
would lead mankind through deeds of blood, cruelty,
and injustice, but he has in reserve a method by
which he could renovate the wicked old collection,
smooth out the creases, put a glamour over the worst
pages, place a new cover on the whole, and hand it
back to his semi-christian, semi-radical, anti-nothing
congregation; a Bible warranted not to disturb the
placid flow of their stagnant thoughts. Infidels are
altogether too rude in disposing of the Bible; they
· shock people when people do not want to be shocked.
_Profe1:1sor Swing's pla.n is so much pleasanter, and
· leaves them nothing in particular to do that they
havn't been accustomed to doing throughout the
whole course of their orthodox lives.
"In the new light of to-day," he says, "the Bible
:is the general unfoldment of God and good. It is a
_picture of the slow growth of a race up through dark. ness and ignorance to light and knowledge. It is
' symbolical of the spiritual development of man.
When Moses led the children of Israel out of bond·age, a separation of the two kinds of people took
:place. The Egyptians bad the light of reason only,
'and their glories, ever fading, passed on to Greece
and Rome to utterly die out at last. The "chosen
people" had the added light of God, and they
attained all the Egyptians had with the additional
luster ofmoral greatness.
"Each absurd story in the Bible teaches some
~great moral lesson if one only looks for it, and while
·once a literal rendering of Bible led Christians along
paths of cruelty and wrong, in the light of to-day it
lea_ds to light, love, and justice. To its influence we
owe the civilization of to-day," etc.
All this was very eloquent, very entertaining, and
-very soothing, but Professor Swing could hav treated
Mother Goose's melodies wit.h equal success. If his
_.,au,diMitJ~idi-wi_IIA1f:rl(iern~~s for the tales of" hickory, dickory dock,"" Jack and Jill," and" little Jack
Horner ''-a determinalion to attach a sort of sacredness to them, and a belief in their efficacy in leading
to holiness-Professor Swing could, with equal inge· , -~uity, hav arranged the whole-to suit their taste, and
w:ttfi-'1-e_ss mischievous results, for the result of such
teaching'~an but be mischievous. To thus soothe a
.newly-awa]ftlned sense of justice, or the uneasiness of
a vaguely-disturbed conscienc~, is to check the on-

ward march of true progress. His congregation of
three or four thousand people are educated, intelligent members of society who hav seen the wrongs
and a~surdities of ordinary orthodox creeds, but hav
not. given up their bred-in-the-bon~~ prejudices.
~heir past?r, instead of lifting the curtain and letting
the grand hght of natural truth on the old abominable
ideas of total depravity, vicarious atonement everlasting I?unishment, submission to powers that be,
persecutiOn of the unbelieving, etc., calms their feel·
mgs, covers up all that is disagreeable and revolting,
sugar-coats the Bible, and givs it to them whole. He
tells them that our grand civilization is due to the
influences of the Bible and Christianity; and this may
be· true, for our civilization is nothing to boast of.
When one remembers the patient suffering of the
poor, the ~mpty-handed toilers, the poor little children, wearmg away weary lives in factories worse
~han du~geons, the landless, homeless men, willing
and anxwus for a chance to work the millionaires
who pile up wealth in their idlene~s, the discoveries
and improvements of science which our civilization
knows so little how to dispose' of that they are almost
a curse to the masses-when one remembers all
these, one may well credit our civilization to a religion that-_binds men's minds to superstitions; that
teaches sm may be committed and another suffer thQ
punishment; that slavery is right, and people should
submit to the authority they find placed over them.
Yes, I would much rather lay our present civilization
to the Bible than to giv science and reason the credit.
If science and reason cannot show a better state of
affairs after they hav had full sway one hundred
years, I hope there will be a complete winding up of
all human work.
If Prgfessor Swing, with his eloquence, beautiful
flow of words, and personal influence, were to tell the
people the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, what an ally for liberty and justice he
would become! If he would tell people where they
had been blinded and wronged, and what their inherent rights were, the millennium would not be so far
away; for when the masses of the people understand
that they hav a right to think for themselvs, a right
to as much of earth's surface as each needs to sustain
life, and a right to the full results of toil, the present
condition of dire poverty on the one hand, and enors w lth 0 nth 0 th
fh
·
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er, 0 ypocnsy an a1se morality arrayed over blind faith and craven obedience
would vanish. It is this condition which makes this
world a "vale of tears."
LizziE M. SwANK.
Chicago, Ill.

755·
Obscenity Gage.

In an excellent article, some years ago on the
"Comstock laws," Mr. T. C. Leland thought that it
had become- necessary that we should hav an "obsce~ity gap-e,", some so_rt of a rule or measurd by
which we could determm exactly what is and what is
not obscene. A recent event shows that Mr. Leland's suggestion has a practical as well as a humorous side. It will be remembered that a Mr. Muller,
a salesman in the establi'shment of Mr. Bonaventure
_down town, Waf\ arrested for selling alleged indecent photographs. His counsel undertook to show
tha~ ~h.ey 'Yere phot~graphs of paintings on public
exhibitiOn m the Pans Salon. Experts were called
to testify, and, if possible, giv the distinguishing line
between pure art and indecent art. But all such
evidence was ruled out and the prisoner was convil·ted. Exceptions were taken, and the case carried
to the Court of Appeals. This tribunal has handed
down its decision sustaining the lower court. It
holds that expert testimony is inadmissible. It was
f~r the jury to say whether any such photographs or
piCtures we!e obscene. From this it would appear
t~at there 1~ no safety for any one engaged in the
piCture busmess;. nor, indeed, for any one enga~ed
m the book busmess, to puhlish anythina whatsoever. There is no rule by which any deal:r in pictures, or any publisher of books, can determin whether
he is rendering himself liable or otherwise. The
question must be determined by a jury. The jury,
if made up of thoroughly intelligent people may
decide intelligently; but, ,as juries are often composed,
an accused person, however innocent in motiv, is in
danger of fine and imprisonment. The press very
generally condemned the arrest of Mr. Muller at the
time it was made. It was said that just such pi~tures
were. used in decorating the ceilings by frescoers,
and, If we remember rightly, these very photographs
were intended as patterns for such a purpose. The
political party coming into power, which shall hav
the courage to wipe, as with a sponge from a slate,
the entire Comstock legislation of this country, national and state, will do a piece of work which will
entitle it to the lasting gratitude of all decent-minded
people.
E. B. FooTE, Sen., M.D.

lTu 1• tar1·an Progress.

Two reviews of tbe attitude of Unitarians hav
been presented in recent addresses by M. D. Conway and M. J. Savage. Mr. Conway gave a farewell
address to his congregation in London, after twentyone years' labor. He was the son of a slave-holder,
Sunday Trains.
educated at Harvard, and, under the influence of
The petition asking for a law to prohibit railroad Emerson and Theodore Parker, became a radical
travel on Sunday is being largely signed by pious· antislavery Unitarian. He was called to the Umtarian
Christians. And a counter-petition favoring the run- church of this city, and, although his church was conning of railroad trains as a necessity is also being servativ and pro-slavery, took radical grounds on the
signed by the sensible people-those who liv on this question of slavery. His services were dispensed with.
God and man blessed earth.
The church was compelled by the drift cf the war to
As a day of rest, of releasement from the daily duties follow in the wake of the progress of the age-a
of life, personal cleanliness, and change of clothing, progress where, as a rule, the church lagged behiBd
physical recreation and religious devotion, the Sab- the bronzed farmer or rugged workingman-and
bath is among the best institutions the stream of time sided with justice on the question of human rights,
has brought down to us.
because men, in their new-born freedom of thought,
It would indeed be a hallowed day if man and were questioning the humanity of creeds and the dibeast could hav one day in seven of entire freedom vinity of gods that tolerated slavery. To-day Allfrom labor and carP.. But nature and providence Sop.ls' church of Washington is, in many fenses, one
hav not so constructed the world. And then rail- of the Liberal Unitarian churches of the Union.
roads, steamboats, etc., were not even anticipated Distinctions of race do not exist, and Agnostics find
when the Sabbath was instituted, requiring uninter- friendly greeting from its members. Its present
rupted tr:1vel regardless of day or night. And why pastor, Dr. R. R. Shippen, is a genial, able representshould not this rule apply to ocean as well as land ativ of the progressiv element of the denomination,
travel, and so stop in mid-ocean ? What passengers frank in his statements, brave in his utterances and
on a long journey would consent to stop over on the does not "hesitate to giv the Liberals of this co~ntry
Lord's day just to do him reverence and keep him credit for the good work they are doing against the
good natured? Could God turn his attention from religious superstitions of the age .
the sparrows and mathematics, and keep the animals
The society also procures the services of the leadin transit comfortable in inclement weather? Per- ing ministers of the denomination in a winter course
haps Jonah went ashore to keep the Sabbath, and so of sermons. Mr. Savage, of Boston, has, for at least
lost his passage-who knows?
two years, been here, and no one has a larger audiOne pious, scrupulr,us sky-pilot forbade milk being ence. His most radical utterances are heartily releft at his door Sabbath morning, al'though the di- ceived.
vine architect caused the udders of the patient cows
No one will deny that in twenty-three years the
to fill on Sunday as on other days, and must be re- Unitarian church of Washington has passed from
lieved or suffer. Doubtless he gathered his two days' the stage of conservativ decay to a condition of
allowance of money on Saturday, or perhaps con- activ, aggressiv life.
quereq. his scruples, or maybe got an extra deal of
The complement to this is the progress made by
pardoning grace, and, deadheading it through to the National Unitarian Conference, which is well
some soup-house, dished out stale pottage to hungry stated in Mr. Savage's sermon of Sept. 28, 1884.
souls. We hav the highest Christian authority that HenoticesthatthefirstprotestofUnitarianismagainst
the Sabbath is our servant, not master.
orth )dox creeds as untrue, was made within the
To omit running trains and other public means of limits of the Bible. "Few in that day," he says,
travel on Sunday would be a crime against man and "thought of going outside of the Bible, or of supbeast. The objectiv deal of this petition is doubtless posing that there could be any divine truth beyond
at excursion trains on Sunday, the only means that the limits of its covers." In 1841 Theodore Parker
many an honest toiler has during the week for "life, took a forward step, placed the Bible on the level of
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
other books, and preached a gospel of humanity, of
I regard all days as sacred time, and the one day heroism in this life, of honest thought and fearless
in seven an especial blessing in many ways, yet I criticism. Turning his back on the past, ceasing to
challenge any man, or set of men, to dictate, by stat- dream of another world as the great duty of the race,
:ute or otherwise, how any man, or body of men he took up the present life, and by word and deed,
shall observe that day. Ah, Mr. Clergymen, you are by dauntless courage in the pulpit and on the plattoo late. Reason has got the under bold on super- form, coupled with infinit tenderness and pity for
stition, and will uome out best in every encounter.
the fallen, the poor, and the oppressed, he made him.Ayer, llfass.
ELIJAH MYRICK.
self an intellectual power-a leader for the young
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men of his day, a pioneer in the work that has, since
that time, been done for freedom of thought.
In orthodox communities his works were placed
under ban, as equally wicked with those of Paine
and Voltaire. His own denomination banished him
from their pulpits. A few years later a National
Unitarian Conference was held, and to check Agnostic tendencies in the church, the majority accepted a
dogmatic creed as the tie t~at henceforth was to bind
them. The young men of brains and courage stepped
out of the conference and hav proved that manliness
brings its own reward. In the progress of the age,
the UnitarianR, as a body, stand practically upon the
platform of Theodore Parker, while some of their
leaders, who mold and shape the practical creed of
the church, rival the Agnostics of the day in the
breadth and freedom of their utterances.
Under the leadership of Mr. Savage an amendment has been adopted to their constitution which
declares that the dogmatic basis is only a statement
of belief of the majority of the denomination, but
not a test of fellowship, and it is expected that in a
short time the dogmatic basis will be abandoned altogether. He says: "We are no longer :fighting over
a creed, as to whether it should be a new or an old
one, broad or narrow; as to whether it should admit
more or less into the kingdom of heaven. We are
no longer :fighting over any ritual, any form or method,
or manner of garment, or attitude of worship. We
hav given up in our body all contest over the clothing
of the religious life; we care only for the heart and
the spirit. And so we are ready, as is no religious
body of Christen<'tom, to concentrate our thought,
our time, our opportunity, our money, on the solution
of the great practical problem of the religious life
of to-day.
"And what is that practical problem? Is it not
to find a rational basis for the ethical and religious
trust and hope; to find a footing for faith, and to
keep all the dear and sacred hopes of the heart along
with it; to be religious and to be rat.ional and to liv
frankly in this world at the same time ? It is to apply this theoretical conception to the practical molding of the life of the individual, of the family, of society, of business, of politics; to apply it to the solution of all the great contests between capital and
labor, between rich and poor, between ignorance and
the educated, which threaten to be so obstructiv in
the near future, if they are not rightly solved. This
is the great work of religion i:a this nineteenth century. VVT e do not surrender any hope of the future
life, but we recognize that grand saying of Thoreau,
' One world at a time.· We propose to be religious
here, having no fear but that our religion will bridge
the gulf of death, and lead us into any life or to the
possession of any other planet that may await us in
the future." He adds: "The future of the educated
part of humanity is not to be religious in the old
sense of the word. . Mark what I say-the old sense
of ti1e word. The old theologies are doomed to pass
away, because they are not in accord with the best
thought of the world." He claims that modern Unitarianism is :fitted to joiu in the intellectual leadership of the world, because "it is afraid of no truth.
Indeed, its creed is simply ascertained truth!"
Also that there are great masses of men who do
not attend church, because they hav outgrown the
creeds, and that it is the mission of Unitarians to
"build broad enough our religious home to take in
the grand unchurched masses of our country."
This definition of the aims of Unitarians and the
practical steps taken indicate that in the future it is
not to be a type of cold, intellectual cul~ure, unresponsiv to the warm heart-beat of the ·young, denying the divinity of Christ and yet making belief in
Christ a test of fellowship, contending for the supremacy of reason in religion and yet worshiping,
in some degree at least, the Bible as divine, and perpetuating formalities of religious service which bear
a close relation to the sacraments of the Catholic
church, and were founded in superstition, fostered
by the civil and ecclesiastical power of Christian
rulers, after the church had converted nations by
the sword, subdued heresy by their church councils,
and blotted out the early history of Christianity and
the grand literature of pagan nations wherever it
gained a foothold.
No church which depends upon its ritual and its
sacraments, which cherishes a revelation, and lifts up
Christ as the model man of the world, or the center
of the trinity; which demands that faith shall be
blind, and reason surrenJered to the custody of the
priest, or the conference, or the synod, can compete
with the Catholic church which now comes to the
front as an aggressiv force in this country. It is
boidly declared that the Catholic church has been
doing missionary work, but must now be organized,
its ecclesiastical laws enacted, and the canon law of
the church enforced as at Rome itself. The lines
are to be drawn; heresy in the church is to be
hunted down; the church to be made a compact
mass to be handled by the hierarchy in society and
in politics. When the candidates of the two leading
parties compete for Catholic votes and cultivate
the good will of priests, when certificates of good
Christian standing are sought and published in

the interest of one, and the other assures Catholic
prelates that he did nothing t) influence the legisla·
ture of his state in refasing to pass their "freedom
of worship bill," we can see the drift and trend of
the orthodox, and especially the Catholic, priesthood
of the countrv. Catholicism is hostil to the free institutions of this country. It is the enemy of Freethought and secular schools. It strangles reason and
deifies superstition.
It dethrones humanity, and
creates a deity cruel and mercenary. It has taxed
the poor and lowly to provide revenues for the
struggle with Freethought in Europe, and is now
closing its serried ranks here that it may dominate
the life of the nation, and, in time, bring about, in
fact, the union of church and state.
Modern Unitarianism is in its aims and spirit opposed to the Catholic church, and to survive it must,
in the conflict soon to come, stand with the Secularists
and Agnostics of the country, on the platform of an
absolute divorce of church and state, and absolute
freedom of thought. Jesuitism is not dead. It
works by different methods for the same ends as its
inquisitors did in other centuries. Its clergy reverence the cross not as the emblem orthe humanity
of Christ, but as the symbol of the authority of its
prelates, in the name of God to doom to eternal torment the soul of the priest or the layman who fails
to obey the mandates of the church. Aggressiv
Unitarianism promises to be an organized intellectual force against the superstitions and the pretensions of the Catholic church. In this view of the
case, its advance in national conference and in its
relations to the Freethinkers of the country during
the past few years, givs promis that Secularism will
find a hearty and manly support among its.members.
Washington, D. 0.
W. S. BusH.

The Bennett League Sociable.
The sociable has been held and voted a success.
This gathering was held under the auspices of the
Bennett Liberal League of New York, as a reception
to the old and new officers of the national organization. It was the :first thing of the kind recorded in
the modern history of New York, and there was not
a little curiosity rife to know how these distinguished
and dignified persons would comport themselvs on a
festiv occasion of this sort. At a little past 8 o'clock
the hall was fairly well :filled with as :fine an audience
of ladies and gentlemen as could be gathered anywhere. Mr. Wakeman, the retiring president of the
National League, :first called the attention of the
visitors in the direction of the platform. The time
had come, he said, to cry, "The king is dead-long
liv the king!" It was proper, he continued, in the
order of nature, that the dead should depart to giv
place to the new. Therefore with resignation he, as
the dead king, gave over the presidency of the
League into the hands of his successor. Mr. Wakeman urged upon his hearers the gospel of cheerfulness, though there was a tinge of sadness pervading
his words. The demonstrativ applause which greeted
the abdicating king showed that he never stood higher
than at present with the Liberals of New York.
Mr. Putnam, as president of the Bennett League,
was master of ceremonies. Previous to beginning
the regular program, he paid a proper tribute to Mr.
Wakeman, and added that the dead king was not
dead; he was immortal.
Mr. Ed. G. Boys, a young man of rising note, began
the musical exercises by rendering" It was a Dream"
in a good tenor vojce. He was recalled. Miss Leona
Leonard gave, in an equally satisfactory manner, the
song, "Forever and Forever." The audience desired
a repetition, but Mr. Putnam announced that the
limits of time would preclude encores.
Mr. Thomas Mead-" glorious old ~om Mead," as
his American friends call him-a veterlm in Liberalism, and lifelong friend of Mr. Watts; an actor,
poet, and author~ now with the Irving company,
next gave recitations from Shakspere's "As You
Like It," leading up to and concluding with " the
seven ages." Previous to his recitation, he addressed a few remarks to the assemblage. As one of
the oldest of the living English reformers, it gave
him great pleasure to see the Liberal cause springing
up in America in so marked a manner, and also to be
permitted to join his friends on this side of tl;le water
and to contribute to their entertainment. Mr. Mead
is a prince of elocutionists, an actor hardly second to
Irving himself, and by his art the seven ages of man
were so vividly pictured to the audience as to call
forth the most hearty applause.
Mrs. McCune, a bright and entertaining lady, with
a superb contralto voice, sang a neat song.
The most striking and effectiv performance of the
evening followed. It was Charles Watts's recitation
of "The Maniac." The poem opens with a sane man
in the cell ot an asylum, pleading for release. As the
keeper moves away, and as, left alone, the horror of
the imprisoned man's situation impresses itself upon
him more and more, he develops into a laughing,
raving, gibbering maniac. Mr. Watts's rendering
was so true to the idea of the author that it was a
relief when he brought the recitation to a close, and
the agitation of the listeners was allowed to exhale
itself in applause.

A duet sun~ by Mrs. McCune and Miss Leona
Leonard brought the audience back out of the gloom
in which Mr. Watts's realistic recitation had plunged
them, and Mr. Courtlandt Palmer told a funny story
in rhyme•about some sardines on toast, and the dire
consequences which followed .the eating of them.
There was a good deal of merit in the rhyme, and
the effect was convulsing. Mr. Palmer was cheered
repeatedly.
Mr. J. C. Johnson told a story and gave a recitation of a similar sort.
;,
Mr. Boys,. the tenor, sang another song, and a young
violinist, whose name was not announced, played
"You'll Remember Me."
A funny and entertaining exhibition followed. Dr.
Foote, Jr., having turned the lights out, drew a large
screen across the front of the stage, behind which he
placed himself and his polyopticon, and upon which
he threw pictures, making humorous remarks meanwhile. The :first display was of colored gentlemen in
fantastic attire. The object of these was not discovered until he made the observation that he
wished to accustom the eyes to darkness. Then it
broke upon the audience that the darkies were exhibited as a foundation for a joke. Pictures of
prominent Liberals followed.
There were Messrs.
Mendum and Seaver, of the Investigator, succeeded by the engaging face of Miss Susan H. Wixon;
then Mrs. Slenker; Mr. Remsburg, Charles Bradlaugh,
and T. C. Leland. The se1;ene countenance of D. M.
Bennett shone a moment athwart the canvas; and
then, like a full moon from behind a cloud, the jolly
features of Col. Ingersoll rolled into view. These
were received with unstinted applause. Many others
met with a similiar reception. The lively Mr. Putnam was displayed as a small boy manipulating a
figure that went up and down over the end of a rod.
The :figure, Dr. Foote christened the Liberal League,
and e.:plained that the secretary was "working " it.
Mr. Wakeman appeared as a dancing master in the
act of executing a graceful step, while a well-known
Freeth ought editor took the form of a cherub, winged
and feathered, reyosing complacently upon a cloud.
The polyopticon promises to become an institution.
There is more fun in it than there is in .the average
prayer-meeting. Dr. Foote, Jr., is the inventor of the
instrument, and wants to introduce it to the Liberal
public. He will ma~e special discounts to Leagues.
Observe his advertisment in another part of this paper ( Adv. lt48).
Dr. Foote's contribution closed the :first part of the
entertainment, and the orchestra was called in. A
late visitor, looking into the hall at about 11 o'clock,
saw a brilliant array of some fifty couples of dancers
marching down the center of the hall, four abreast,
to the music of the band, glorious as an army with
banners.

The Liberal Club.
By some unaccountable combinatinn of things,
Professor George Vaughan, of Virginia, was imp.)sed
upon the Manhattan Liberal Club last Friday evening
as a lecturer. This individual, who is one of the most
unfortunate achievements of the blind workings of
nature's forces, has previously ijppeared before the
club as an alleged Freethinker, who rested his claims
to distinction upon having ruined every Liberal
society in which he had been tolerated as either a
member or speaker. If his own word may be taken
as truth, he has now, after the manner of the hog returning to his wallow, gone back to the pulpit, where
it is hoped he will remain. He is too unreliable to
be a Liberal, but has not as yet allowed his propensities sufficient play to land him in the penitentiary.
The pulpit being a sort of half-way house, he is as
much at home there as a wasp in its nest. These remarks are merely preliminary.
It was rather late when the speaker of the evening
arrived. He was accompanied by a child-presumably
his daughter. In his hand he carried a back-number
silk hat, and he bore the general appearance of a man
who had recently traveled a long distance on the
cars. The chairman introduced him to the.audience
in the usual manner. Professor Vaughan removed
his overcoat, swabbed his luxurious mouth with a
much less luxurious pocket-handkerchief, produced
a mass of manuscript, and began a rambling and
pointless attack on THE TRUTH SEEKER, the writer of
these reports, and upon Mr. Charles Watts, whom he
referred to as- a foreign importation brought here to
tell us what he don't know. He then read the following extract from THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 28, 1884,
which, he held, must hav been written by a fool when
the schoolmaster was abroad:
"A word as to Mr. Be_QJ;t.!)!t's employees. They were loyal
to a man when Comstock was·-.tE;;.-.-u-v.izing JJJJ GV>nn"'cted with
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Because.they knew him they held their
faith in him when others turned traitors. There was universal sorrow among them when he died; and as his body lay
in the temple on the day of his burial, they went there in sad
procession, and placed upon his coffin their united offering of
flowers."

Without regard either for decency or for the ieelings of Mr. Bennett's friends, many of :whom were
present, the lecturer used this extract as a text for
a series of flippant and altogether idiotic jests. The
audience failed to see what he wae driving at, and he
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explained that the word "him " in the extract rewithin a radius of ten miles of the place of meeting. Inclose
ferred: grammatically, to Comstock, and the lanhand-bill with kind letter of earnest invitation to all friends
guage was therefore open to misconstruction. This
within reachable distance.
point is not visible to the writer. An excerpt may
To trust to some uninterested person to distribute handThe Campaign Fund.
be made from Professor Vaughan's favorit author,
bills, without overseeing them, is to waste money, and insures
$2,120.77 a "beggarly anay of empty benches."
however, as an illustration of the ambiguity with Already acknowledged,
Reed,
1.00
which the speaker imagined himself to be wrestling. Frank
Advertise in the papers published at place of meeting, and
N. F. Griswold,
1.00 adjacent villages. Not a little four-line advertisment only
A word will be changed; the grammatical construc- Dr. Dvle,
20
tion is unaltered: "And Vaughan said, Saddle me the J. B. Edwards,
1.00 found after diligent search, but a good display advertisment.
1.00 To half advertise is to court failure.
ass; so they saddled him." In this divine syntax J. C l'IIicbener, Guning,
100
If possible hav the lecturers board at the house of some of
there is an opening foJ.: a difference of opinion as to Jacob
L. H. Rowland, 1.00 the friends, and thus save hotel bills. Hav program carefully
which ass was saddled.
S. B. Schepperd,
1.00 made out, so that from the time the lecturer arrives every
The objections to Liberalism urged by the lect- Dr. Cohen,
2 00
urer, when he had at last sufficiently vented his gall, Stamford League,
4.00 hour of his stay may be profitably employed; visiting, urging,
F.
Fipp,
appealing, counseling, and inspiring with zeal all who are
4.00
were that it made men no better except as' they were H. Van Pelt,
1.00 Liberally inclined, and organizing or perfecting organization
affected by contiguous Christianity; that Positivism Dr. E. F. Beals,
1.00 of local League, so that the good work shall be successfully
was an owl; Agnosticism a revival of Knownothing- Dr. L. B. Farrar,
5.00 carried on after his departure.
ism; Freethought a house of mud, which there was E. Hyatt,
5.00
Dear reader, hav you not too long been misrepresented, de5.0Q
no chance for the professor to burglarize with profit P. C. Mills,
nounced, and ostracized? Is it not fully time, in justice to
Newark League, in addition to $71
5.38
to himself; that among Liberals the intellect was Albany Contributions,
'.
68.78 yourself, your family, and friends, that you should make an
given an equal chance with the emotions in conearnest, self-sacrificing effort to let people know the truthtroling human actions, and that Freethinkers denied
Total,
2,229.13 what Liberalism teaches, the justice of the demands of Libthe- existence of a God and the necessity of faith. In
eralism, and the superiority of the gospel of humanity to the
ALBANY CONTRIBUTORS.
the course of his aberrations, the speaker related
superstitions and delusions of Christianity?
lvlrs. H Tiiohan, $1; Mr. Iliohnn. 1; .J. J. McCabe. 5; W.
parenthetically what Ingersoll said to him, how the
You revere the memory of that noble, self-sacrificing truth
poet Longfellow flattered him; what he had said to Dickson, 2; Mr. McDonough, 5; Thomas Dugan, 3; T New- seeker, the lamented D. JVI. Bennett. Being dead, he yet
man. 1; ~o~n Canaban. 3; Wm. Hogg, 1: A. F. Waldbillig, 1;
Parke Godwin, and how John Swinton had taken W. H. W1lltams. 3; Mr. A. Schell, 2; Mrs. A. Schell, 2; A. speaketh: "There are people enough of Liberal views in this
him into his confidence. There is no reason to be- Streamer, 1; D. C. Teclin, 1; Wm. Pflup. 50 CAnts; Cash, country if they would only hav independence to speak out, to
be a power in the land. YeS", if the Liberals of America will
lieve that either of these distin_gniRhed personages 4; Collection, 7.28; Robert Wade, 25. Total, $68.78.
hold up their heads, boldly utter their honest convictions; if
ever heard of Professor Vaughan, except, perhaps,
AMOUNTS SUBSCRIBED BY THE NEWARK LIBERAL LEAGUE.
they will organize, and work in concert, they will be an influthrough THE TRUTH SEEKER, in which he has several
$8.03; Cash Subscriptions, 6.85; J. S. Cooke, 1; ential body of men and women. They will be capable of doing
times received appropriate mention. This custom of J. Collection,
Cooke, 1; G. W. Gorum, 2; P. D. Onderdonk, 1; E. Grifdetailing interviews with.prominent men is character- fith, 1; A. B. Genung, 1; S. E. Todd, 1; Mrs. M. McBride, 2; a great amount of good, and be as thoroughly respected and
istic of the professor. Any statement in which the C. A. Marshall, 1; H. G. Avery, 5: MaryP. Geiger, 1; Nellie honored by th!l upright and good as any organization in our
Davies, 1; Miss T. R. Rowland, 50 cents; A Lady, 5. country." Let us heed this counseL
subjectiv order of thought corresponds with the ob- R.
Total, 38.38.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
jectiv order of phenomena, he has seldom been deI shall be at Salamanca, N. Y., during the Freethinkers'
tected in uttering; and having vindicated his charHOW TO PREPARE FOR AND INSURE SUCCESS OF LECTURES.
Convention, December 4th to 8th, and hope to meet friends
acter as herein described, Professor Vaughan sat
"CLEVELAND, 0.
who desire to arrange for lectures, or who wish assistance
complacently and serenely down.
"What .do you expect the Leagues or Liberal friends to in effecting or perfecting organization of local Leagues.
Mr. Charles Watts being in the audience, and hav- do to prepare the way for you? I think it would be well to I am very desirous to make engagements to lecture every
ing been thus attacked by a member of the club, was state as plainly as you can, so all would know how to act.
evening and every Sunday afternoon (Sunday mornings, too,
"JosEPH GILLSON."
invited to make such remarks as the professor's speech
whenever practicable) from December 8th to the time of the
Many
friends
hav
made
similar
inquiries.
In
reply!
would
might hav suggested. It was much like calling upon
grand gathering of Liberals at Altoona the last week in Jansay
that
to
me
it
does
not
seem
reasonable
to
expect
any
very
a trained gladiator to do battle with a clown.
uary (the Pennsylvania State League annual meeting in conNothing could be more marked, as Mr. Watts as- great or permanent benefit from one lecture alone. Of course nection with the Paine celebration), and from that time forit
may
arouse
some
interest,
stir
up
opposition,
afford
the
cended the platform, than the disparity between: the
ward until May 15, 1885, when I expect to start out in the
two men in pers ·mal presence. The difference intel- Liberals an ir1tellectual feast and a good happy time, but if "tented field" with the National Liberal League's new sixtynot followed up the good results soon fade away. Doubts are
lectually was also quite as discernible when Mr. Watts
feet-in-diameter tent, and carry the war into Africa until the
engendered, but convictions are not settled, by one lecture.
began to speak, and grew more prominent as he pro- When possible, at least three lectures should be arranged assembling of our next National Liberal League Congress in
ceeded. One by one the lecturer's statements (he for. Of course, if only one can be afforded, by all me1ns secure September. Friends of Liberty, write to me. I will answer
had offertid no arguments) were called up and their thai one. But generally a little more effort, courage, and con- every letter. Address Ex-Hev. C. B. H,eynolds, Box 104,
North Parma, Monroe county, N. Y., and letters will be
utter emptiness exposed. The speaker gave the phil- fidence would insure a regula1· course.
osophical definition of Agnosticism. This for the It is not enough to tear down the strongholds of supersti- promptly forwarded to me. In case of funerals, telegraph E.
benefit of the audience; he did not believe that Pro- tion, to expose the fallacies of the Christil).n faith, and prove M. Macdonald, editor of TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton
fessor Vaughan had the ability to comprehend it how- the justice of our demands for the secularization of our gov- Place, New York, who will at once repeat telegram to me, and
ever clearly it might be expounded. The lecturer ernment. We must interest the heart, as well as educate the Mr. Watts, or Mr. Putnam, or I will, when within the
had drawn no distinction between faith founded on head. We must build up institutions, better, purer, more bounds of possibility, be sure to respond.
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS, Chairman Ex. Com. N. L. L.
experience and that based upon wild conjecture, and beneficial. Each local League must be made, socially and
:without understanding anything of the ethics of educationally, far superior to church and Sunday-school. To
ALBANY MEETING.
Freethought, he had spent his time criticising the va- do this, the women must not only be enlisted, but induced to
Sunday was a rainy day indeed, and the ,Jupiter of the skies
garies of alleged Freethinkers and the grammar of a become enthusiastic workers in the cause. The children seemed determined to quench our enthusiasm-but did not
newspaper. While Mr. Watts was speaking Profes- must be interested and amused, as well as instructed in science by any means succeed. A fair audience gathered together to
listen to Mr. Watts's lecture on" Christian Claims Criticised."
sor Vaughan made an attempt to appear cheerful and the laws of their being, so that the local League, with its The good effect of the discourse, which was a thorough examscience
school
on
Sunday,
shall
ever
be
associated
with
memand unconcerned, but it would not work, and he left
ination of Biblical Christianity from the standpoint of comthe hall, apparently to gather inspiration from some ories of pleasure and delight. To accomplish this, the indif- mon sense, was seen in the fact that after a short appeal by
ferent must be aroused from their lethargy to glad performance Mr. Putnam over thirty dollars was raised for the National
ulterior source-or, perhaps, to be weighed.
Fund, which was a most generous response indeed to the new
Mr. Andrews, without taking the view of either the of duty, the zealous cheered and encouraged, and the " almost work of Liberalism. The storm became more fierce by evenlecturer or the critic, proceeded to classify the dif- persuaded" fully convinced and inspired with courage to ing, but the Liberals showed their backbone hy presenting
ferent phases of thought represented by them. The avow and liv up to their convictions. From one to three a good appearance and greeting to Mr. Watts, who spoke upon
church stood for the emotions, or love; Freethought weeks' diligent work of the most able and faithful lecturer can "'rhe Aims and Methods of Secnlarism." His address was
fairly st11rt this great work. The lecturer should always received with frequent apPlause, and stimulated his listeners
for the intellect and for justice. The world had been only
be thoroughly posted on the condition, wants, and feelings of to increase the fund, so that the total subscription for the day
so long under the domination of the former that the people, so that he can present just the subjects in which the amounted to $68 78. This shows that the League is bound to
there was a popular revulsion, a swinging of the pen- majority are most interested, and in such a manner as to win progress in all sorts of weather and will march to victory in
dulum to the opposit arc of the circle, and a terminal attention and awaken thought, without needlessly arousing storm and sunshine both.
The Albany Liberals hav been faithful for years in the
conversion into opposits. But the pendulum was wrath and prejudice.
work of mental emancipation and can show a good record of
only on an excursion, and would rf'turn to the center Before the advent of the lecturer, there is much work to be things accomplished. Rome of the best men of the city are
of gravity, which would be a quasi-reconversion. done by resident Liberals. Yet, if there is but one earnest, connected with it, who are both earnest and able. Mrs. HenUntil people comprehended this idea, and familiar- honest~hearted Liberal in a neighborhood, he, or she, should rica Iliohan has begun a Liberal Sunday-School and is doing
an admirable work among the children. Let us hav these
ized themselvs with these technicalities, they were not feel discouraged, or regard all effort as hopeless. Real, Liberal
schools wherever it is possible.
not prepared to discuss intelligently the subject of earnest effort is almost certain to result in the establishment In spite of the torrents, Troy sent her good representA.tiv,
intellectual development.
of a local League. Commence by loaning your paper to friends Hobert Wade, to the meeting, who for years has been a stanch
When Mr. Vaughan came forward to make his and neighbors. Get people to read Liberal literature. Send upholder of our cause, at the same time winning the rE~spect
his opponents. His contrihntion of S25 shows how
closing remarks he lacked the cheerful assurance that for a dozen copies of Ingersoll's "Orthodoxy," a dozen of of
deeply interested he is in the future of Liberalism. Rnch ashad characterized his opening speech. He had evi- Remsburg's "False Claims," and a few copies of Paine's "Age sistance is an earnest of the harvest that is to be.
dently found it easier to make a statement than to .of Reason." Circulate them judiciously, but persistently.
Next Sunday, Nov. 30th, 1\fr. Watts will lecture in PhiladelDo not giv them away. Loan, or, when possible, sell them.
successfully re-establish one that had been disproved.
morning and evening, and Mr. Putnam in the afternoon,
He would not descend to a debate. However, he Loan them as a great personal favor, and express your anxiety phia,
Mr. Watts will also lecture at the same place Monday and
struggled out of the difficulty as well as could be they should be very carefully preserved and restored to you •ruesday evenings Dec. 1st and 2d. Both gentlemen then
expected. He raised many laughs, and was encour- unsoiled soon as read. When it is understood you prize them proceed to the Haiamanca Conv~Jntion, ~tfter which they go to
aged thereby until he discovered that they were at highly, people will regard them as of importance, and conse- Canada, arriving in Toronto on Friday, Dec. 12th.
his own expense, when he proceeded to make himself quently read with care and interest. Giv them away; scatter
The Salamanca Convention.
ridiculous by attempting to be patl'etic. But his them on every side, and they will command no more attention,
"gall" deserted him, and his audience was rapidly be read with no more interest, than quack medicin almanacs.
The N. Y., Lake Erie and Western R.R. Co. will
doing the same. He had nothing to proceed upon, Reading Liberal publications naturally creates desire to return for one-third fare all who attend the Convenand as everything behind him had been removed, he hear some living exponent of Liberalism. Talk over the tioil by ~heir line or any of its branches west of and
could not go back. Therefore he took the only possibilities of having iectures. Consult with each and every including Binghamton; the N.Y., Ohio, and Pa. RR.
one the )east interested, so they will sense their wishes are
course left him and sat down, which he ought to hav consulted-you are making efforts that their desires may be Co. will .sell one-third rate return tickets. The
done sooner.
·
Rochester and Pittsburgh RR. Co. will do the same,
gratified.
Mr. Vaughan as a lecturer is a failure. His heart, Ascertain best terms on which suitable hall can be secured. and theN. Y., Ohio, and.Pa. RR.Co., will return pasgenerally speaking, is not in his work, and does not Then head subscription list, and induce all interested to sub- sengers attending the Convention at one cent a mile.
The following local committees hav been appointed
indorse what his tongue says. He might succeed as scribe. When sufficient amount is subscribed to pay hall
an actor. He could personate the Mormon Elder rent and advertising, write to Secretary Putnam or me, ~ving by the Freethinkers of Salamanca. On decorations,
Bezum in the play of "A Hundred Wives," and all particulars.
Mrs. M. C. Fitts, Mrs. Dr. Colgrove, J. S. Whipple,
would not need to make up for the character further It is not possible to over-advertise, yet discretion and C. R. Gibson, Mrs. 0. S. Vreeland, L. W. Zuver,
than to put on a clean shirtjudicious economy must be exercised. When the hand-bills Charlefl L. Stough. On mnsic, Professor A. D. Lanc1,
Friday evening, the 28th, Professor Eccles lectures are printed, take pains to hav them thoroughly distributed on Mrs. Henry 0. "\Vait, Mrs. Mina Seymour. On so1·i · l
before the club on " Our Microscopic Foes."
the outskirts of the town. Make. sure they are distributed party, Sam. Coon, Frank Gardner, Juliett Simm ,, s.
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Qiommttnil[ttfions.
The Christian Religion.
At the risk of seeming presumptuous in intruding
on more valuable space, I take the liberty of jotting
down ·a few of my reflections pertaining to Christianity, its dupes and followers.
In contemplating the various phases of human
nature, I ·am often led to notice how little we can
understand the underdrift of a man's sentiments by
his casual remarks in ordinary conversation. Some
whom we would suppose had no religious bias whatever, when more directly approached, teem with the
most inveterate bigotry, the blindest fanaticism, the
most virulent hostility to Liberalism in its every
phase. Theirs is the (so-called) religion of terrorism,
of coercion; they would unhesitatingly ostracize
every one else not perfectly in accord with their own
narrow-minded and illiberal ideas.
"Why no," they will arrogantly insist, "the smartest men of this or any other age ha.v vainly endeavored to prove the Bible untrue, but it has invariably
resulted in failure; the good old book is divinely inspired; the prophets and apostles who composed it
were most holy and sanctified men; they were incapable of any mistakes. We are thus compelled to
accept their records as finally conclusiv, and them as
the express and perfect messengers of God to fallen
man!"
Can human credulity any further go? To my
mind the Apocryphal New Testament bears precisely
the same impress of divine inspiration those deluded
souls accord to the revised and infallible edition now
so authoritativly pronounced canonical. In fact, the
Apocryphal appears to me to be the most original
and authentic, if it is not a p!ld"ody on words to style
anything authentic bearing on its face so plainly the
evidence of being a lie. In the story so naively told
of the infancy, in the blooming record of St. Mary
(the Virgin mother of omnipotent God), we hav the
rough-hewn stick of timber; it only remained for the
most Christian Emperor Constantine and his pious
bishops to plane and smooth it to their own chaste
ideas, and lo! we hav the canonical New Testament,
which to deny is eternal damnation; to disbelieve,
eternal moral and spilitual dea,th.
Can we ever believe our future salvation depends
in any degree on a certain combination of circumstances over which we hav absolutely not the slighest
control? Not finding it possible to giv implicit credence to the utterly absurd and unnatural, are we to
be malignantly tortured through all the endless ages
of eternity, simply because we innocently obeyed the
dictates of pure reason? Viewing the question from
a purely philosophical standpoint, it must be evident
to all that no man, or set of men, can decide the
standard of belief for mankind; hence the deduction
is plain; we need not hav the slightest dread of the
anathema or threat of either pope, priest, or prophet.
The Christian religion is evidently but another
phase of those blind fallacies which held the East in
mental bondage centuries before the ineffable Christ
came on earth, and which still enthralls millions of
the orientals, the most abject slaves to the power of
priestcraft. A trinity of persons composing the
supreme godhead is supremely Brahmanical; it is
really astonishing all good Christians bav not ere
this discovered the close relationship, and, instead of
attempting to Christianize the heathen world, they
should clasp hands with them, and kiss their mutual
chains in fraternal joy. If the three-faced Buddhistic god does not perfectly represent the trinity of
Christianity, I am utterly at a loss what other comparison to draw.
A philosophical mind may smile serenely at the
ludicrous sincerity with which those i.J.naginary divinities are reverenced and worshiped by their respectiv
devotees, albeit the contemplation must be inevitably
tinged with a sentiment of sorrow for the ignorant
and deluded dupes. Millions, of lives and. untold
wealth hav been expended on those fictitious rulers
of the universe, and still the Juggernaut of superstition rolls crushing on, regardless of human sorrow,
unmindful of mundane woe. Will mankind ever
shake off this terrible incubus, and, ignoring the
existence of any other world than this, devote themselva exclusivly to the genial precepts of Nature and
the dictates of her beauteous handmaid, Reason?
Can we Liberals who hav happily rent asunder the
chains of blind servility to superstition ever hope to
see this Utopia finally consummated? If the Christian religion was originally and divinely intended
for the acceptance and salvation of all mankind, why,
may we inquire, was it not simultaneously promulgated to all without regard to mere geographical or
educational conditions? Or again, why is the
groundwork of this divine scheme of salvation of
such an absurd and grotesque character that the veriest savage, much more the educated and enlightened
mind, receives it with doubt-in short, the most
positiv and reasonable skeptici8m? Being merely
an innovation, and thus fatally deficient in the prime
element of originality, it has ever been questioned by
critically examining minds, and, at the present day,
instead of gaining ground, is, in effect, gradually,
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though none the less surely, losing its sway over the ous reverence we must imperativly renounce' all bemass, and, as may be safely predicted, will eventually lief in the existence of a long-tailed devil, and any or·
die the death of all other baseless absurdities. Any all of his assistant imps. In the vast universe of nattheory, however illiberal or nonsensical, may be fully ure there is no room for such utterly useless beings;;
demonstrated by a text here or there in those so- ·no room for any being that by an inexorable law is:
called sacred writings. Does the Christian world incapable of progressing and improving, morally and!
deny the fact? If so, let me call attention to the spiritually, with the lapse of time. Let the devill.
numberless doctrins and different sects, each and idea, then, become obsolete; hell ditto. Thus only canc
every one the diametrical antagonist of the other, we hav mental quietude and happiness here below..
rendering confusion worse confounded, but all, as a We are no longer tortured with morbid doubts and1
matter of course, immediately under the guidance cowardly fears. By degrees we grasp the co!llpre-·
and protection of their divine master.
hensiv idea that God, to be truly a god, must be su-·
Let me ask, are Luther's dogmatic rulings coin- premely the spirit of consistency, beneficence, and
cided in by even a respectable minority at the pres- love. The gloom and irrational fears of hell are disant day, taking, as he did, the stand that what was pelled. Nature and reason resume their healthful
written was to be taken literally, and, per sequence, sway, ani our bark of life glides peacefully into a
could admit of neither cavil nor dispute unless at the haven of tranquility _and repose. Were we to purpositiv risk of eternal hell-fire? Are Calvin's teach- sue the subject further, it might be pertinently asked
ings of predestination and salvation by election im-. how a material flame of fire and brimstone can torplicitly believed in by any considerable number, even ture, or- in any manner affect, an immaterial spirit,
among those who are duly accredited as professors which the human soul must undoubtedly be. A rooof the tyrant creed he originated? Will any good ment's reflection, however, will-convince any intelliChristian deny that even his soul-freezing doctrins gent mind how utterly incongruous the idea is withcan be sustained by certain passages in the canonical out further amplification. I hav only pity and conNew Testament? I would as soon run the risk of tempt for those who cannot see that an inexorable
even the horrible hell he gloated over as subscribe law of nature cannot be annihilated even by the
to the miserable creed he had the misfortune to inau- potent fiat of a priest.
gurate.
Let us, then, do our full duty here in this world.
As all other human beings, I am, of course, li!J.ble Why render our lives hopelessly miserable by perto erroneous impressions, yet I am fully satisfied that, sisting in superstition? We hav been by far too long
simply taking nature and reason as our natural under priestly rule. As for myself, I am henceforth
guides, a better system of ethics than Luther or and forever free.
D. T. Ross.
Calvin, a purer morality than the Pauline, is within
the reach of all not blinded by old-time superstition
Philosophy on the Half-Shell.
or weighted down by a soul-degrading and venom- THE SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCES FOR AND AGAINST SPIRITUALIS~I.
ous fanaticism.
In the present paper I propose to examin the sciBut the question may be reasonably asked by our entific evidences for and against Spiritualism (or
opponents-the Christian world at large-" What Spiritism), together with the weight that such evihav you to present us in lieu of Christianity ?" Let dences should hav in deciding for or against a possius reason one moment, my friends, and see if we can- ble immortality.
not discover a nobler example to follow than lying
First, let me say that at this present writing I am
and cowardly Abraham; than murderous Moses, than neither a convert to, nor an opponent of, the doctrin
adulterous David, than licentious Solomon, than of a future life, since, in my opinion, the evidences in
groaning and disgusting Jeremiah, than renegade hand are insufficient to warrant either conclusion.
Jonah or blasphemous Job. We need only take as
Nine hundred and ninety-nine lies do not invaliour pure ensamples the oracles of nature, as we hav date, necessarily, one truth; nor does the imposture
them forcibly delivered to us rn every hand, to learn of nine hundred and ninety-nine false mediums invalithe most faultless lessons of mmality; the most in- date the evidence of one genuin medium (assuming
genious and charming teaching of social and fraternal that such exists).
love. Were we to do so, how easy to dispense with
Be Spiritualism true or false, let it be remembered
the devil and all his host of infernal imps-called into that there would inevitably be the same broa-d array
existence, as we are blandly assured, and most ad- of impostors in the field. Hence let .the above fact
mirably adapted by their tastes and inclinations to hav its full and just weight in influencing your judgthe cheerful pursuit of torturing human souls during ment. Let us, then, sweep away the vast array of
ages and ages of eternal pain. And having casually charlatans, and examin that which remains, if anymentioned his sulphuric majesty, let us for a moment thing.
.
.
discuss his possible status in the economy of the uniThe main evidences (scientific) of Spiritualism rest
verse. Was the devil self-created, or is he a unique upon the alleged reality of the. phenomena technically
emanation from the hands of that peerless God of termed " Materialization," or (as I prefer to designate
love whom Christians so devoutly worship? Assum- it) "quick composition;" that is to say, the gathering
ing this latter premia for the nonce, we are abso- together into a concrete form the various elementary
lutely compelled to admit that God must hav been particles necessary to form any object, either animate
actuated with a purely sinister intention, in calling or inanimate.
such a being into existence. Satan occupies a very
This process usually takes place instantaneously
prominent position, according to orthodox belief, but (or, at all events, quite rapidly), and hence is, in this
God being his creator as well as ours, and the devil particular, essentially different fr.)m its opposit,
tempting us to all our evil deeds, who then but God '' slow composition," or growth, with which we are all
can be originally responsible for all the sin and crim- familiar.
inality interwoven with our daily lives?
May not "materialization"(" quick composition"),
But with this proposition I am well aware my then, be logically considered as constituting, from
Christian friends cannot agree. To shift the respon- this point of view,
sibility of evil on a strictly immaculate God would
THE FOURTH BIDE
enable man to escape eternal damnation; the sting
of
the
heretofore
incomplete square, of which, until
of their imaginary hell would drop from the scourge
the advent of Spiritualism, we had but three sides ?
of the priests, and lo ! their useless calling would van1. "Slow decomposition" (or decay).
ish as mist before the sun.
2. "Quick decomposition" (or fire).
We will next assume that God did not create the
3. "Slow composition" (or growth).
devil. Why, certainly not! How miserably stupid
4. "Quick composition" (or materialization).
in us literal Liberals to advance such an absurd idea!
L Slow Decomposition.
The devil, then, is self-created. By some mysterious
hocus pocus he suddenly sprang into existence, duly
d
0
panoplied in all his infernal attributes, the supreme
~
and daring foe of the most high, the .deathless enemy
00
0
of all mankind ! Let us for a moment contemplate
his luminous majesty as, vaulting upon the throne he
0
NATURE.
0
so triumphantly occupies, his terrible visage gleaming with a perfect halo of resplendent horror, he surveys the magnificent stage on which in all the future
ages he is to play so prominent a role ! Is he not
an edifying object, my Christian friends, especially
2. Qmc.l!: lJecomposition.
when we bear in mind that the sole end and aim of
his infernal existence is to torture human souls?
Thus would be the equilibrium of nature preserved ..
The evidences claimed for Spiritualism, second in
There is one little drawback, however, to the admission that the devil is self-created. In doing so value to "materialization," rest upon what is termed
we must emphatically allow him to be the peer as "independent slate-writing."
This consists in causing marks, letters, or -even
well as antagonist of omnipotence, thus robbing the
supreme being of his grand prerogativ as absolute long and lucid messages, to appear between two
slates, firmly tied, locked, or screwed together, said
ruler and creator of the universe.
Or again, in allowing the existence of a personal slates being oftentimes brought and handl~d only by
aud essentially J~wish Jehovah, it will be seen that the investigator, the medium being simply permitted
such a being as the devil instantly becomes an im- to rest his or her hand lightly upon the upper surpossibility. Dwelling in space, presumably limitless, face of the uppermost slate (the pair being placed,
the eternal antagonist of God, the power and glory fastened firmly together, upon the table, in full day
of deity constantly menaced, .can we harbor such an or gaslight, the investigator, and frequently other
incongruous idea even for a moment? Assuredly witnesses, being present). A small piece of slatenot. To render unto God the full measure of glori- pencil is sometimes inclosed between the two slates
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before securing them. Frequently, however, the
spirits (if such they be) produce marks or writing
without the pencil.
The late Professor Carl Frederick Zoellner (who
has been called "the Sir William Thompson of Germany "), and who, at the time of his death in 1882,
filled the chair of physical astronomy in the univers. ity of Leipsic, was one of the first scientific men of
Europe, and the author of numerous renowned and
valnable treatises.
He (in conjunction with several of his learned
confreres) devoted a considerable portion of nearly
every day, for several consecutiv weeks, to _the _scientific and crucial investigation and exammatwn of
many of the leading phenomena of Spiritualism (including both " materialization". and '.' independent
slate-writing"), through the medmmship of the c~le
brated American medium, Dr. Slade, the result bemg
Professor Zoellnu's apparently complete conversion
to the tenets of "the new philosophy of immortal.ity."
He subsequently published, in extenso, a full and
detailed account of these experimental seances (all
occurring in broad daylight, and at the house of Professor Zoellner), and which took place through Dr.
Slade's mediumship.
This philosophical treati~ (for ~t merits th~t titl~)
has been republished, copiOusly Illustrated, m this
country, by Messrs. Colby and Rich, booksellers,
Boston Mass., under the title of" Transcendental
Physic~." It should be read by all, being, as it is,
the most conclusiv docu\llentary evidence which has
yet appeared in favor of Spiritualism.
Numerous other eminent men hav become firm believers in its tenets among whom I may mention the
renowned Profess~r Crookes, Fellow (at one time
president) of" The Royal Society." The names of
Edmunds, Hare, Mapes, Varley, Wallace, and many
more might, likewise, be cited.
.
A person of fair reasoning powers cannot fail to
be, for the most part, convinced, after a careful review of the entire subject (including, of course, a
close study of Professor Zoellner's treatis), that the
experiments recorded are not always ascribable to
the imposture or stupidity of either mediums or.
investigators.
Imposture, on the part of the medium, in such a
series Of scientifically conducted experiments as those
of Professor Zoellner, while not absolutely impossible,
is, in a very high degree, improbable; I should say
not equally that of 1 in 1,000,000.
The veracity of such men as Zoellner and his coadjutors is unimpeachable and above reproach.
.
Setting aside, then, as unten~ble, the pe~ th~ories
of conjuring and of false testimony sufficmg, lll all
cases, to explain away alleged phenomena, we· find
ourselvs (if the possibility of the truth of Spiritualism be denied) driven to a choice between the two
horns of a dilemma. Either medium or investigator,
or the two combiued, produce the phenomena.
Now be it remembered, the chief chemical constituen'ts which go to make up the h~m~n (or. any
animal or vegetable substance) all exist, m a ~Ig~y
attenuated state in the common atmospheriC air
which we breath~, and by which we are at all times
surrounded.
It is therefore entirely possible that these substance; may be p;ecipitated (or" mat~rializ~d ''), i: e.,
condensed into likenesses of the ammal (mcludmg
man), vegetable, and even mineral bodies, by some
occult force or forces.
It is also possible that a part, or all the participants in the seance, including the medium, may be
psychologized, or mesmerized, to that extent t~at the
various alleged phenomena appear to occur Without,
in reality, taking place. Th.e facts, however, that
quite conclusiv proofs of their occ';lrrence ~re frequently (as in Professor Zoelln~r s experiments)
claimed by reliable persons, to exist long after the
condusion of the seances (years after, perhaps),
sometimes in the shape of locks of barr, cut from. the
heads of "materialized " spirits, flowers received
from their hands, etc., should hav much weight in
discrediting the probability of the correctness of this
supposition. These "Spirit relics" are, likewise,
visible (long after being obtained from the shadowy
visitants) by persons who were not present at the
seance and who could not, therefore, b9 reasonably
suppo~ed to be laboring under an hallucination regarding their (the relics') reality.
In conRidering the purport of alleged messages and
communications from the spirit-world, the channel
through which they are received, and by which they
may be unconsciously tinctured, should not be overlooked; nor -the fact that malicious or untruthful
spirits may be the communicating intelligencies.
The condition of the mind always corresponds to
to that of the brain, its organ, exactly, and in every
particuliu·- weakening with it in age and the nearer
approach of death.
By a properly delivered blow upon the head, a man
may be rendered unconscious during many hours,
finally to return to intelligence and earth-life.
During the period of his stupor, caused by the
blow, his mind was a complete blank.
Had the blow been but a little heavier, he must

hav died, his body returning, through" slow decomposition" (if interred) to parent earth.
Does it not appear probable, looking only at these
facts, that when the body (including the brain, which
is the organ of the mind) returns to the elements,
from which so recently it emerged for a brief space,
the mind, too, perishes as an individuality?
Candor compels an affirmativ answer.
Mr. Andrew Jackson Davis, America's greatest seer,
in his very remarkable volume, entitled, "Nature's
Divine Revelations," which all should read, discusses
most ably and fully this and kindred subjects.
In that volume is contained the fullest and most
satisfactory scientific and logical refutation of the
doctrins of the Materialist ever written.
("Make a note of it," friend Winter.)
All should familiarize themselvs with its pages who
would know the full strength of the spiritual hypothesis.
·
In it the now well:nigh universally accepted theory
of evolution was promulgated more than a quarter
of a century ago, that system being, in most respects,
identical with Mr. Davis's philosophy, as set forth in
"Nature's Divine Revelations," "The Great Harmonia," and others of this seer's grand philosophical
works, which by many years preceded that famous
text- book of evolution-Darwin's "Descent of Man."
ELLIOTT PRESTON.

Our London Letter.
Parliament has opened for the autumn session, but
for reasons best known to himself Mr. Bradlaugh has
not made any attempt to take his seat, preferring to
wait until his appeal to a higher court has been decided before claimingthe exercise of his legal right
to be an activ representativ of the borough for which
he has been so often elected. He seems to hav a delicacy as to embarrassing the government, but it would
almost seem that he is somewhat too considerate on
this point, as he does not find Mr. Gladstone
and the majority of his followers desirous of helping
him to obtain and hold his rightful position. The
scant assistance and half-hearted support he has had
from the government appears to hav done him more
injury than the most violent opposition he could hav
met, but it remains to be seen whether he will eventually gain anything by his consideration. Certainly
he has fought hard and well, and as Parliament has
met solely for the purpose of passing the Franchise
bill, perhaps it was advisable not to urge his constitutional right at the present time. It is characteristic of the present premier that he does not look
upon any question with a favorable eye that does not
originate with himself, unless it is absolutely forced
upon him, and he certainly never appears by his
actions to hav taken any personal interest in this
matter.
When Secularists are numerous enough to form a
political party, with sufficient strength to influence
enough votes to turn. the course of an election, they
will hav their wants attended to by any governant
in office, and meet with a respectful consideration
they are not yet in a positjon to command.
The National Secular Society, of which Mr. Bradlaugh is president, is gaining strength and numbers,
and every annual report shows a large increase,
of members, far more, proportionately, than any r.eligious body can boast of. If the other Secular societies augmented their forces to the same extent,
Secularists would be able to make their influence felt
both socially and politically to a degree that might
even surprise themselvs. It is really only a question
of time for Freethinkers to become the chief party in
the state, but it would be desirable that this event
should take place sooner rather than later.
It is the opinion of many, even in our own body,
both here and in America, that Secularists should
steer clear of politics, confining themselvs to destruction of theological superstitions, and not interfering
too much with social matters; but I think ipis is
somewhat a mistaken idea, for as a rule Freethmkers
possess better balanced intellects than believers in
effete· creeds, and are therefore better qualified for
treating social and political questions in a manner far
more conduciv to the happiness and well-being of a
people than the ordinary run of legislators, who so
often misrepresent their constituents. Whether this
would be the case has yet to be decided, for undoubtedly it is the case that some men who are fully alive
to the fact that priestcraft is demoralizing and injurious to a community, and do their utmost to free
mankind from such a thralldom, are not able to see
clearly on any other point, and would only alter the
form of slavery instead of abolishing it altogether.
Fortunately these are in the minority, and it would
not be well that they should be allowed the opportunity of exercising any degree of power.
Mr. Foote has just finished a course of lectures on
" The Roots of Christianity," to large 'and appreciativ
audiences. Considerable interest was attached to
these discourses from the fact that the " Christiaa
Evidence Society " sent some of its champions to oppose the lecturer. It is needless to say with what
result. But nowadays it is a hard matter to fight
these priests, as Christianity is so latitudinarian that
it is well-nigh impossible to fix any one of its ex-
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pounders down to what were not so long back considered it" fundamental truths." They are ready to
accept evolution, and throw the miracles and "prophecies " overboard, to retain the hold on their followers, to whom they hav to look for their daily bread,
and as long as they can secure that they will concede
anything you like.
J. D.
London, Nov. 3, 1884.

Apostasy.
In former days apostasy seemed to be a word expressiv of the extremest perfidy and treachery
toward that sect of religionists from which any individual or leader had seceded. It was expressiv of
the deepest disgust, and in the sovereignty of popery
it was wont to follow its victim not only with anathemas and curses, but with fire and fagot. In these
more Liberal times it conveys the meaning that such
apostate having added to his former stock of knowledge, openly avows his change of opinion.
We certainly liv in much happier times, yet there
is still a repulsion to such individual, as if he had
committed an enormity in seceding from the class of
his former thinkers. Their feelings are injured. An
apostate from Methodism to Unitarianism or any
other religious body to whom he has been attached,
generally has full employment .for some time to repel
the aroused suspicion of cupidity, hypocrisy, or immorality. You are far from being sure of the friendship or protection of your new associates, while you
can rely in full assurance on the wrath of the class
you hav left. Like an injured porpoise, blood once
drawn up on it, and the whole school of porpoises
dash upon it with merciless fury.
In my intercourse with many ministers and other
"men of God," I hav no doubt the dread of religious
retribution is intimidativ with hundreds of • the
LL.D.'s now occupying lucrativ and popular pulpits.
The clergy are far from being all fools, but they are
financially wise, and as tradesmen are to be extolled.
Now let us, as Liberal Freethinkers, by all means
rise above these petty and malignant. feelings and set
the world a righteous examples, and avoid berating
any friend who thinks he has struck a higher or
richer vein of knowledge. Let us as Liberals ever
remember that the world is wide-wide enough for
us all, and that we are all on the same voyage of discovery of new truths.
The above remarks were prompted by noticing the
universal shudder among Materialists and some others
at friend Chainey's newly announced belief in Spiritualism. I sincerely commiserate the feelings of poor
old Tom Winter. "Oh, the world may change, and
change, and change again," said my good old Methodist relativ, "but, thanks to my blessed Jesus, I
never, never change."
Liberals sometimes become impatient at the apparent slow progress of Liberalism, but let the following
clipping from the New York daily Tribune speak for
itself:
"Bishop Arthur Cleveland Coxe, of Buffalo, in reviewing
the past twenty years of his episcopate, said the other day
that the increase of impiety and Infidelity is appalling."

Reflecting on friend Chainey's change of thought,
I sometimes allow my imagination to range in the
possibilities of the future. Now, should it so happen in the course of human events that our friends
E. M. Macdonald, Seaver, S. P. Putnam, or Elmina
should show symptoms of " caving in," what a universal howl would ring through the atmosphere!
For one, I should be inclined to think it !t saddening
event. We must hav antagonism. Without it there
can be no progress. In the battle of thought we hav
vanquished the tyranny of orthodoxy, and with the
logic of facts, and in the development of natural laws,
driven fashionable priesthood to the necessity of entrenching itself within the mummeries of paganism.
The battle now exists between Agnosticism and Spiritualism. Liberalism should be, as it were, the flint
and steel in the world of thought. It is in the clashing collision of these two unyielding bodies, so to
speak, that the illuminating spark of intelligence is
evolved.
D. BnucE.
B1·ooklyn, L 1.

••

The "Wentworth Bond."
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEK En, Sir: Another
newspaper has come out in favor of Liberalism, and
accordingly thrown its banner to the breeze-the
Wentworth Bond, Wentworth, Dak., Cb.arles A. Eaton,
editor and proprietor. Mr. W. L. Horton is identified with the publication, the gentleman who engaged me to giv three lectures here. We hav had a
successful course, large attendance, and "enthusic.sm" enough to satisfy even our dear brother Chainey.
For ·one I say, may Brother Chainey meet with
plenty of work, success, and happiness in any path
he deems it his duty to tread. He is a gifted man,
and deserves liberal treatment at the hands of Liberals all over the country. He should be his own
judge of the work he wants to do. ·
Pipestone, Minn.
W. F. JAMIESON.
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's publications sent free upon application.
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Mr. Capel Again.
Last Sunday evening, Mgr. Capel addressed the
congregation of the St. Vincent Ferrier church in
this city on "Toleration." The lecture was a defense
of the Inquisition. His remarks are worth careful
noting, as evincing the tendency of the church toward force in matters of faith, and as showing that
Cs.tholicism is essentially the same proscribing and
tyrannous organization in all climes and countries.
Among his pious appeals and roses of rhetoric were
these thorns:
"I am not the man to mince matters. I stand here to state
what is the truth, and that I will state. There is not a father,
widow, mother, or son, who is not bound to protect the home
from the iniquity which is without. Fathers, it is your duty
to save your children from the iniquitous teachings of the
world in which you liv. Is the same not true of your mothers,
sisters, and brothers? . . . The holy church is the nation
of nations. She raises her hands and says: 'No false teacher
for my <fuildren.' As the hen gathers her children under her
wings to protect them, so does the church, the mistress of God
Almighty. . , .
"What will the father do to prevent the ruin of a dear one?
Whatever the world does to protect property and honor let
him also do. For the protection of a man's faith do all that
and more, too. I will imprison, will hang, the man who takes
from me my faith. The interest of my faith is above life with
me. We protect ourselvs on a ground far above that of property.
The church, in her grand faith, has suffered torture.
Why should we not be willing to suffer for the mistress of God
if necessary? God never deserts his own, God protects his
children. You who support the doctrin of the incarnation,
watch over the children of the church. Protect them as their
mother would protect them from coming danger. The Inquisition exists at this moment. It has its center at Rome.
Twelve cardin11ls hav since 1542 composed the corporation!
Twelve godly, God-fearing men. The pope presides over this
august body.
"Here is a jury of twelve princes of God Almighty; men of
renown. Theirs is no idle task. They sit in judgment upon
cases requiring their deliberation, The pope's itecision is
final. Who would not love to be judged innocent by that
body of twelve men of God? That's the Inquisition. I am
not affrighted by the events of the past when men speak of
the horrors of the Inquisition. They hav read books containing statements which Protestant writers desired should be true.
They hav not read the original books. I was flogged when a
boy myself. The acts of the ancient Inquisition were no
more than the habits of the time. Why, in the days of Elizabeth, should one cross the river Trent, a letter V was burnt
into his forehead with a red-hot iron. If they punish for the
loss of a life, why should there not be punishment for the
loss of faith ? The horrors of the Spanish Inquisition were
condemned by the pope and article after article was written
hy him exhibiting his regret for the cruelties there suffered.
The Spanish government said it would drive out from its territory every heretic. It was right in supporting the principle
of protection to family. It was wrong in the method. Tolerance in religion we ask for. We ask only fair play. There
is but one church-that is Jesus Christ. He asks us all to
come into his fold. The Inquisition of t·o-day is one of the
greatest blessings with which the church is endowed."

The monsignor is honest in much of this, and possibly in all, if we read between the lines and make
allowances for Jesuitical duplicity as practiced by the
popes, and their defender, the able Capel himself.
Perhaps some pope did condemn the horrors of the
Inquisition. Some letters of lament may perhaps be
preserved in Catholic archives. It is very easy for
that church to produce documents of any kind that
may be made desirable by the changes wrought by
time. A favorit merciful order of the priests of the
Inquisition, when punishing a hereti<', was that "no
blood be spilled." This meant th;"stake. So it may
be that in giving counsel to the state that heretics be
exterminated, a pope deplored the necessity of such
wholesale murder; but to prove that the church of
Rome ever honestly strove to prevent it, will take a
much smarter man than Capel.
Seven years after the establishment of the Inquisi-

tion, the fourth council of the Lateran enjoined all
.kings and rulers to swear an oath that they would
exterminate all heretics from their dominions. From
that time to the confiscation of the property of the
Inquisition (in 1835), the sword. of the church was
unsheathed. It was not the officers of the state, but
learned divines, who discussed the propriety of tearing out the tongues of heretics before they were
burnt, that the Christians who were burning them
should not be shocked by any blasphemies they
might utter. And it was priests, too, who argued
for a slow fire for the blasphemers, in order that
more time might be give? them for repentance. It
was Pope Innocent VIII. who gave to Torquemada
the title of "Confessor of Sovereigns " to confirm him
in the position of Inquisitor-general of Spain, in
which he had been established by Queen Isabella.
The appointment by Pope Alexander VI. of four
colleagues to divide the ecclesiastical power with
Torquemada was not because the church wished the
persecutions stopped, but because Alexander feared
the power wielded by Torquemada might be abused
to his own detriment. The complicity of the church
in theae infamous persecutions is conclusivly shown
by the edicts published at the time. Prescott
says that "edicts were ordered to be published
annually on the first two Sundays in Lent, throughout the churches, enjoining it as a sacred duty on all
who knew or su10pected another to be guilty of heresy
to lodge information against him before the Holy
Office; and the ministers of religion were instructed
to refuse absolution to such as hesitated to comply
with this, although the suspected person might stand
in the relation of parent, child, husband, or wife."
To an audience of people ignorant of history, Mgr.
Capel may tell his tale of innocence, but in the opinion of the enlightened world he must stand convicted
as a falsifier of records. Volumes upon volumes of
corroborating testimony hav been printed, and did
we not know the brazenness of ecclesiastics, we
should wonder at the courage that dared invite the
ordeal of comparison between his apologetic words
and the hard facts of unimpeachable history.

The Plenary Council.
Even for so close a corporetion as the Cat.holic
church, officered by the princes of secret intriguers,
the Jesuits, it is difficult to completely hide the purposes of such a council as that at Baltimore. Some
of its work is coming out, and the disclosures bode
no good for America and American institutions.
On the 20th the council considered the position of
the Catholic church on the publi" school question.
The open hostility of the church to our schools is
well known, and that hostility is not to be modified,
but the question is rather how to make the qpposition practically operativ. A Herald reporter has obtained expressions from two attendants at the council upon the subject. One, Bishop McQuaid, of
Rochester, a leading exponent of the position of the
church on this question, said that "there is no doubt
that the action taken by the council will be very
positiv and will not only demand that Catholic parents shall send their children to parish schools, but
that a division qf the school tax be made in every state
and city commensurate with the proportion paid by
Oatholic taxpayers."
A'bother, whom the reporter describes as a leading
member of the council, gave fuller expression to
these views, but reached the same conclusion. "It
is not," he said, "many years since the columns of
the press teemed with articles on the public school
question. This has been a source of great annoyance to the leaders of the Catholic church. In nearly
every large city in the country a great number of
Catholic children attend the public schools. Experience has taught that these children frequently
become careless in the duties of their religion and
indifferent to the high standard of morality on which
the church places so high a value. Her bishops and
clergy sternly advocate the daily catechism ;nd stated
instructions on the principal tenets of the Catholic
faith. To bring about this result parish schools hav
been attached to many churches, where the poorer
children are educated. But Catholics are crippled by
the want of pecuniary resources, and thus it happens
that in some instances these parish schools are inferior in their curriculum to the public schools of our
country. The bishops see that the only way for
them to secure a thorough disciplining of the children according to Catholic belief and practice is to

establish a more thorough system of parish schools
in every city, the studies being graded on the same
plan as the primary, grammar, and high school
cotirses of the country. For this purpose they demand
such a division of the school tax as will enahle them to
place their schools on a level with the public schools.
What means can be adopted for the accomplishment
of this pl_an is a problem to be solved by the wisdom
of the fathers of the Plenary Council of Baltimore."
There is no use trying to ignore this fight with the
Catholic church. It is bound to come, and within a
short time. The wonderful expansion of the church's
power through increase by immigration and the
birth rate. has made the Romish organization bold
and arrogant. In fifty years it has developed from
half a million of believers to nearly eight millions.
Already over twenty-five hundred parochial schools,
with half a million scholars, are established, eightyseven colleges, five hundred and ninety-nine academies, besides twenty-two ecclesiastical seminaries, and
a number of institutions for sacerdotal training, in
various religious orders. ':l:hese are now supported
by Catholics. It is one of the aims of this council to
saddle the cost upon the gener~· public. Years ago
this fight came up in this state. About 1840 the
Catholics made a determined effort to obtain for
schools supported by religious denominations a share
in the school moneys. It was no innovation, for it
had been done years before, and had been abandoned
because a Baptist church had practiced fraud to ob- ·
tain a larger share than its school was legitimately
entitled to. The Catholics petitioned the common
council of this city without success. An application
to the legislature found the candidates of both political parties pledged to oppose the Catholics. The
latter then nominated a ticket of their own. The
question was then between secular and religious
schools. The public school party won, and· our state
laws were made against religious instruction, as cited
by Superintendent Ruggles in his late decision on
this question. But the Catholics did not giv up the
fight; they wanted money for Catholic schools, the
Protestants wanted the schools to conform in religious teaching to their notion. The result was a draw.
Thurlow Weed for the Protestants, and Hughes for
the Catholics, patched up a compromise. They took
that portion of the Bible which has no doctrinal bias,
and which was to be read without note or comment,
so both got Christianity without sectarianism. In
1851 a law to this effect was put on the statute books,
and is cited by our board of education to sustain
them in reading the Bible in the schools, notwithstanding the positiv order of Mr. Ruggles forbidding it.
Now this contest .is to be renewed. The plenary
council is to decide how it shall be conducted. The
object is"to divide the school money up among tha
sects, and place education in the hands of the church.
This purpose is plainly d.eclHed. If the Protestant
denominations stand firm it can never be done. But
will they? Forty-four years ago, to thwart the Catholics, they stood for secular schools. There were then
but few Freethinkers, and no Freethought organizations. The church itself was not menaced with dissolution. Now the danger to Catholicism is from the
Freethinkers, and the danger from that source is
equally great to the Protestants. Will not the two
great sects up.ite and divide the school money among
the anointed that the common enemy may be
checked in its progress? There is, every one admits,
a large element of absolul e Infidelity within the
Protestant church, but just how large no one knows,
The voting Freethinkers would be powerless before
the voting Catholics unless re-enforced by the silent
Infidelity of the churches. We must concede that.
The questions, then, are,(1) Will the Protestants stand
as they stood forty years ago? and (2) if not, how
largeo. force is there in this country that will come to
the front when the issue is made ?
The first of these questions, we think, must be answered in the negativ. There are not wanting indications of a disposition on the part of both churches
to unite to resist the spread of Freethought. Some
of the leading men' of both sects hav expressed
themselvs to this effect. Writers for papers and
magaz1nes of Catholic and Protestant proclivities hav
agreed that the union must come. The American
Evangelical Alliance was formed by the Protestants
in 1867 principally to combat Infidelity; and they
welcome the help of Catholics to sustain the fundamental positions of Christianity. A book written by
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a Catholic to "answer" America's greatest living Infidel has been circulated as widely by Protestants as
by Catholics. In the attempt, last December, oJ the
Catholics at Doylestown, Pa., to obtain a share of the
school monf'y for their parochial school, Protestant
help was freely, though not unitedly, extended. The
petition of the Catholics was mostly signed by their
sectarian opponents, and only a state law prevented
the grant being made. These facts, and strong opinions from eminent churchmen which we hav not
room to quote, convince us that the Protestants
not by any means oppose a united front to the foe of
republican institutions.
The second question is unanswerable. The numbers ofFreethought are uncounted. And not only
uncounted, but on this subject uneducated. But
few of the outspoken Freethinkers, even, are awake
·to the machinations of the church. It is, therefore,
the duty of every one who recognizes the danger in
which this country would be placed by such division
of the school funds, and consequent destruction of
our public school system, to arouse the apathetic, and
to resist in every honorable way the efforts of Catholic priests to get grants of money from local authorities to aid their parochial schools.
"An ounce of p~evention is w_orth a pound of cure."

will

Editorial Notes.
IN addition to having a Freethought member in Parliament
(though illegally deprived of his seat by the Christians),
Northampton now has a Freethought mayor in the person of
Thomas Adams, one of Mr. Bradlaugh's oldest and most
valued friends.
AT the school board election for the Parish of Humberstone,
near Leicester, Eqgland, placards were published with the intention of injuring the candidature of Mr. Gimson, bearing
the words: "Do not vote for tlie Infidel." The result of this
was that Mr. Gimsom was returned by a good majority. At
the Brighton school board election, Mr. Henry Prince, a
thorough Secularist, was elected second on the poll, with
5,275 votes, although his opponents used the cry of "Atheist"
very strongly against him throughout the election struggle.

contributed to the fund by which this magnificent memorial
was erected. A colored lithograph of this beautiful memorial
has just reached us. In reality it is a present that is appreciated more than cold words can 'exprQsS. Besides a view of the
monument there is a fine likeness of Mr. Rennett and a landscape scene, which embraces a large portion of Greenwood
Cemetery. On the monument are engraved many of the famous utterances of the departed Liberal, as well as the record
of his life and the work to which many years of his activ manhood were devoted. 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER perpetuates the fame
of its founder by this truly generous act, and while accepting
its generosity with thanks, it is but just and proper that we
should add our testimony to that of thousands of others who
hav many times declared that as an advocate of Freethought,
free speech, ·and all that is ennobling in nature, THE TRUTH
SEEKER has no sup;~rior in the universe."

Canadian Notes.
On Sunday befor~ last .J. Ick Evans lectured in Albert Hall
on the "History of Christianity." On Sunday last Phillips
Thompson occupied the same platform with one of his popular themes entitled, "The Decline of Orthodoxy." On Sunday
morning last a fifth debate on the subject of Max Nordau's
Book, "The Lies of Civilization," came off at the Grand Opera
House Building. The science class meets every Tuesday, and
the elocution class every Friday evening.

The Toronto Daily Mail, of Nov. 6th, says: "If there be a
minister of the gospel who believes in his heart that ChrisLectures and :Meetings.
tianity is sweeping all before it, just now, his horizon must be
llbssRs. WATTS AND PUTNAM will speak at Stamford, Conn., bounded by his own devout parish. 'rhere never was a time
Friday evening, the 28th.
when religion had a weaker grasp upon the world. It is not
CoL. INGERSOLL lectured at Pope's Theater, j3t. Louis, last alone that its enemies are strong beyond any parallel, or previous record, but that it is steadily losing its status among
Sunday, on "Which Way?"
J. E. REMSBURG will lecture in Montreal next month. He Christians."
will be heard, if Father c!hniquy was not.
.
The central executiv of the "Canadian National Secular Society" are assiduously at work on the preparations necessary
for the successful carrying out of the great convention in
Albert Ha,ll on the 13th of December, for Secularists from all
parts of the dominion of Canada. The various committees
hav been struck-each one of whom has its own particular
MR. GREEN writes us that, in addition to the speakers pre- duties to perform. No effort will be spared to render the
viously advertised to be at Salamanca, he has assurances from "Great Convention " a great success.
Mr. T. B. Wakeman that he will attend. Mr. George W. TayA leading Canadian paper remarks everybody knows, and
lor will also be there, and if Courtlandt Palmer cannot occupy
none better than the clergy, that doubt, incredulity, and skep-the chair will be asked to preside.
ticism swarm, even before the altar of God, and that religion
AMID the booming of cannon and the glare of bonfires , I is becoming more and more loose and attenuated. And what of
began my course of six lectures in Seward, Neb. Politics, un- the prospect outside the church? The intellect of the age is
certainty as to which nominee was chosen to fill the presiden. in rebellion against the Christian dogmas. In England, France,
tial chair, the inability of the mighty public, made our venture Germany, and the United States, science has become the inrash. ·Notwithstanding, the pluck, the persistence of the strument of what has been well called an all-corroding, allLiberals of Seward made the series of six lectures a success. dissolving skepticism,
But there was not the jam which I had here five years this very
The "Great Convention" of Secularists held in Albert Hall,
month at some of the fourteen then given. When one has
once stirred the thought of a community, he is rarely forgotten. Toronto, in the year 1875, went off with great eclat. A second
Hence I found awaiting me here many warm friends, among "Great Convention" in 1877, was also a success; but the cenwhom the visitor feels at home. The enthusiastic veteran of tral executiv are determined that the convention of 1S84 shall
Freethought in Seward is Mr. H. L. Boyes, who is seventy- outshine all its predecessors.
J. H. BuRNHAM will lecture in Dean's Opera House, Adrian,
Mich., on Nov. 30th, morning and evening. Subject in the
morning, at 10 o'clock, "State Secularization." Evening
meeting at 7 o'clock, subject, "Reason or Rome."

three years old, but declares that
is "just as young as he
used to be." Everybody here resp ~ts Bro. Boyes, saint and
worldling alike. Mrs. Boyes, toward seventy, is a woman of
wonderfully clear thought. I was welcomed to their home,
and there I worked and talked for a week. Nearly every day
Friend Boyes harnessed his horse and treated the writer to a
carriage ride. 'V e made " pastoral calls " upon the brethren
and sisters of the Liberal congregation. There are many more
whose names I hav not been able to obtain. Seward is the
stronghold of Liberalism in the state of Nebraska. Most of
the Liberals are outspoken, but a few prefer their Liberalism
THE Banner of Light, which, without disparagement to the mild. I hav a call to return here in January- W F. Jamieson.
res~ except one, is by long odds the best Spiritualistic paper
THE energetic chairman of the League's executiv committee
published, takes the same view as THE TRUTH SEEKER of the
once proposed meeting of Messrs. Watts and Chainey. It put in a busy day last Sunday, lecturing in Newark in the
says: "The Chainey-Watts debate, which was advertised to afternoon, and New York in the evening. A lowering sky
take place in this city soon, we learn from THE TRUTH SEEKER which began to send down rain about half an hour before the
will not occur. It is best that it should not. Liberals cannot time for speaking kept many of the Newark Liberals at home,
afford to expend their ammunition in controversies of the and the hall was only half full when Mr. Reynolds began his
sort contemplated. There is other work for them to do of discourse on "What Liberalism Teaches." Those who were
much more importance to t}le world at lar~e than opening a present, however, enjoyed themselvs thoroughly for the hour
the speaker kept them, especially the ladies. Mr. Reynolds
mental sparring exhibition."
appreciates woman in the abstract and concrete, and a good
IN the last number of the National R~j'ormer, Mr. Bradlaugh
portion of his remarkH were pleas for her rights and an entreaty
says that "those who hav read on the one hand the fulminato the members of the Leagues to enlist her in their work. In
tions of the pope of Rome against all Freemasons as Atheisintrod11cing Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Mayo, president of the League,
tic societies, and .on the other the declarations of the Grand
paid a handsome compliment to the Liberals he met at the
Lodge of England against the Grand Orient of France, beNew York sociable who were stirring up the smoldering flames
cause in the revision of its constitution the latter has erased
of Freethought, and at the conclusion Mr. Avery entertained
all religious declarations and has abolished all religions tests,
the audience with some wise remarks. Next Sunday Dr. T. A.
may be interested in learning that it is very possible that the
Lambert will lecture before the League on " Respiration and
Grand Orient of France may take an early opportunity of apDigestion." His points will be illustrated with diagrams and
pealing to English public opinion against the harsh action of
a skeleton.
the Grand Lodge of England, and of explaining the true poBy the time Mr. Reynolds arrived in this city the rain was
sition of European Freerpasonry. It is posible that this may be
coming down in torrents, and the wind blowing at the rate of
first done at some great public meeting to"be held in London.'
twenty miles an hour. Notwithstanding this, the Liberal Club
QuoTING our remark that outside of the religious press the· hall was fairly well filled by some of New York's best Liberal
violent opposition to the League is narrowed down to a free citizens to hear the reasons why the chairman of the executiv
religious, a free love, and a free property journal, Mr. Tucker committee left the pulpit. Courtlandt Palmer presided. In
observes in his Liberty, ''It is not the first time that extremes introducing the lecturer he made a five-minute speech in which
hav met in a good cause. Liberty would make this trio a quar- he likened the J,eague officers to the knights of old who took
tet, had she leisure for such gentle and amusing sport." Lib- their lives and fortunes in their hands and went forth to do
erty must be a very busy female, for there is at leaiJt one other battle for their faith. In starting out as a Liberal propagandthing which she has no time to attend to. Some few weeks ist or missionary Mr. Reynolds was taking the whole risk upon
ago we saw aii attempt on her part to expound what we may himself, and such enthusiastic devotion was as knightly as any
call the constructiv side of anarchy; which attempt, in our deed of arms performed by the besiegers of the so-called holy
opinion, had serious logical defects, which we respectfully city. On coming forward to the desk Mr. Reynolds plunged
pointed out. The busy Libm·ty had paused long enough in at once into his subject, and in an hour and five minutes had
her labor to tell a correspondent what anarchy is, and we given the people reasons enough for leaving twenty pulpits,
wanted to know why pantarchy wasn't a more logical anarchis- could he hav occupied so many at once. The lecture was
tic sociology than anarchy itself. And now as Liberty has the voted ex~eedingly able by those of the audience who are or
good sense to not turn aside and abuse the League, cannot she pretend to be critics, and the rest were highly pleased, followfind time to answer the conund1·ums propounded by THE ing the speaker with silent eagerness, and expressing their apTRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 4th?
preciation with loud applause at the close. Mr. Wakeman
THE Laclcawanna Democrat in its last issue has these pleas- asked the audience to remember that hall rents had to be paid,
Rnt words to say about the lithograph of the monument,· and and sent a venerable member of the Liberal Club around with
THE TRUTH SEEKER itself: "One of the finest monuments ever a hat, during which satisfactory proceeding he philosophized
s<Jen in this oountry has recently been erected to the memory on the disagreeable necessity of iconoclastic work, and exof D. M. Bennett, founder of that able advocate of Free- pressed his hope that soon the Liberals could devote their
thought, THE TRUTH SEEKER, in Greenwood Cemetery, New whole time and energy to construction-to replacing that which
York. One thousand friends of the dead journalist, admirers they had torn down with an edifice of which humanity should
of his sterling qualities and the beauty of thought, goodness of be the sole tenant, in which no god of superstition could find
heart, and the self-abnegation which distinguished his life, , a lodgment, and which should always be open to the poor, the
FREETHOUGHT is invading Ireland. Some of Colonel Ingersoll's lectures are being distributed to emigrants, which causes
the priests much pain. We really hope such emigrants as
can read will take these lectures on shipboard with the~. and
by their perusal become enlightened enough when they reach
these shores to refuse to do the political bidding of Cardinal
McClosky through his nephew, John Kelly, and Tammany
Hall. We already hav in this land a sufficient number of
what Frank Pixley with more truth than politeness calls the
"Pope's Irish."

oppressed, and those religiously hungry, the foundations of
which were science, liberty, and justice. At half-past nine
the audience went out into the rain, conscious of having done
their duty in coming out and of having been repaid for
doing it.

The Toronto Daily Jfail. has the following: "The magazines
and reviews of the present day are openly skeptic. Beecher,
who preaches an easier religion every fall, and the apostles or
blasphemy, are the people's favo1its. 'l'he only Christian minister who 'draws' on the rostrum is Talmage, and that not
so much because he delivers the good old evangel, as because
his manner of delivering it is grotesque, and his methods ahsurd. The tendency of the trained intellect of the present
day, despite the testimony of revelation for two thousand
years, is to revolt against the belief in the immortality of the
soul, and the existence of a first cause; and to reject flatly
and defiantly every doctrin within the Christian sanctuary.
The signs of the times are that the world is about to witness
the driving from the earth of almost the last vestige of re- •
vealed faith. The tremendous deluge of skepticism is shaking
the whole fabric of the church."
H. B. BuTr,AND.
Nov. 22, 1884,

Salamanca Convention, Dec. 4:tb to 7th.
'rhis bids fair to be one of the most important, interesting,
and enjoyable meetings ever held in the state, exceeding even
that of last year. Extra efforts should be made by all working Liberals, women and men, to attend. Messrs. Watts and
Putnam, the able and experienced organizers, and devoted
exponents of secularization, will be in attendance to aid loy
their counsel and lay before the convention the broad piltm;
of the board of directors of the National Liberal League.
This will be the only meeting in New York state at which
they can be present, as they go from Salamanca to Canada to
attend the great conventi0n at 'roronto, and after a month'ri
Canadian tour, proceed direct on their route WoBt, and will
not return until late in the spring.
If we would make real advancement; if we desire the snccess of Freeth ought and the Secularization of our government,
let us remember, the golden key to future advancement is the
proper use of present opportunities. All admit our only consistent course is to use every possible endeavo1· to bring the
light of truth before the people. Enjoyable as will he this
gathering, that is the least of its claims for all to attend. The
larger number present, the more fully will the meeting be reported by the press. 'l'housands will read the account of the
convention. A curiosity is thus aroused to know what are the
demands of Liberalism. People begin to think; and once
honest men and women think for themselvs, old blind fnith
dies.
It is desirable that delegations from every part of the state
attend; so that not alone local Leagues may be multiplied,
but we may decide how best the social element may be so in.
terwoven with the educational as to insure the enthusiastic co0peration of the women, without which success is hopeless.
We· need to hav little gatherings in every school district that
shall form a nucleus around which all honest hearts can rally,
in which our mothors, sisters, wives, and children shall all delight to participate, where the weak and timorous shall gain
strength and courage, and that shall be a living refutation to
the malignant slanders and misrepresentations of the clergy
that Liberalism is all of vice and evil.
Come for earnest consultation, free interchange of views,
and determination that, having found the best method, to return home and put it in vigorous operation. Remember Mr.
Green says there will Le no collections, and no money called
for. Come one, come all.
C. B. REYNOLDH.
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LowELLVILLE, 0., Nov. 17, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: The long and tedious articles of Harrison and
Spencer, published lately in THE TRUTH SEEKER, hav been
read by me with a good deal of interest, as well as a good deal
of disappointment. The main point in cdntroversy has been,
The Religion of the Future-What will It be? Mr. Spencer
claiming that it will be the worship of the Unknowable, and
Mr. Harrison that it will be the worship of Humanity. And
they hav both succeeded quite well, as it seems to me, in demolishing each other's theory, and remind me of the drunken
man who, after running a race with his own shadow, said it
was a" damned tie." Mr. Harrison, however, givs it up, and
it remains to be seen what Mr. Spencer will do. Mr. Harrison says: "I am ready to giv up the word 'worship,' if that
is a stumbling-block, and to speak of showing affection and
reverence. If people mean by religion going down on their
knees, and invoking a supernatural being, I will wait till the
word 'religion' has lost these associations." Again, Mr. Harrison says: "The very purpose of the positiv scheme is to satisfy rational people that, though the ecstatic ' worship ' of
supernatural divinities has come to an end, intelligent love
and respect for our human brotherhood, will help us to do our
duty in life." And again he says: "In plain words, the religion of Humanity means recognizing your duty to your fellow-man on human grounds.'"
Now, this is certainly giving up the matter in controversy by
Mr. Harrison, for neither religion nor worship means "love
and respect for our human brotherhood;" and "recognizing
your duty to your fellow-man on human grounds," is not religion at all. And this is admitted by Mr. Harrison himself
when he says, "If people mean by religion going down on
their knees and invoking a supernatural being, I will wait till
the word 'religion' has lost these associations." Yes, wait till
the word religion has lost its present meaning; wait till it
means something that will suit Mr. Harrison's theory; wait a
thousand or a million of years until the meaning is changed,
but allow Mr. Harrison to adopt the future meaning now· in
order to save his theory, which has been demolished by Mr.
Spencer. It will not do, and the theory must go. Yes, both
theories were shown to be "from no sense."
W-:.t. WATSON.

these horrible pains of our mothers, wives, and sisters are
experienced, in nine families out of ten, all over the earth,
about three times more than they should be for the welfare of
humanity. Use your talents in teaching mothers and wives to
curtail human production on such an extensiv scale.
The teachings of theology, that where God sends mouths he
sends food and clothes, is a manifest lie, as is plain to be seen
in every city and town on the earth. From whence come all
your paupers, gutter-snipes, jail-birds, drunkards, libertins,
and prostitutes? In a word, over-population in the familymore backs than coats, more stomachs than food. This is the
real evil of the age, even in monogamic countries, and its evil
effects are a thousand-fold more manifest in polygamic countries, like Turkey or the United States, for this must be a
polygamic country, if I am to believe Mr. Stillman and other
cranks who write on the Mormon question, who know nothing
about it.
The Mormon priesthood compels every Liberal Christian
(and as D. M. Bemiett said: "In Utah a Jew is a gentile,")
to pay taxes to build Mormon churches under the pretext
of (Mormon) district school-houses. Every week Mormonism is taught in them, and that alone. They are built
by the taxation of all, and none but Mormons hav any
right in them at all. In fact, I hav known Liberals in this, the
sixteenth school district, County of Davis, Utah, by petition to
the Mormon trustees, to beg for pa~ of our rights, viz., that the
Liberal party of Hooper, which is the Freethinkers, having the
same objects as the National Liberal League, might hav the
school-house one night a week, and one Sunday night a
month. We would furnish our own coal-oil and coal, and pay
for all damages, if any. This is their reply:
"Before any Infidel, Spiritualist, or gentile shall read, lecture, or debate in our meeting-house, we would see it burnt
to the ground." Then recollecting their instructions from the
holy priesthood, they added: "It is rented to the church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints for six dollars a year, excepting the time when occupied as a Mormon day school." There
are millions of dollars of Mormon church property in temples
and palaces; tens of thousands of church sheep and horned
stock, all exempt from taxation. They hav chaplains whereever they can place them-paid out of the public crib. I appeal to every Liberal. Is it consistent to offer aid and comfort
to such a base, infamous organization as Mormonism, which
strikes at the very roots of a republican government ? And is
Mormonism to be shielded and protected because its adherents
claim it is their religion to lie, steal, and murder in the name
of God; and seduce and liv in polygamy, adultery, and incest
in the name of Jesus Christ, and by virtue of the holy priesthood sealed upon them in the sink-holes of iniquity called
temples and endowment houses?
If the Mormons hav the right, under the pretext of religious
belief, to practice every evil known to man, every other church
in the land has the same right. If their leaders and disciples
set up the same pretext as Mormons and cranky Liberals, then
it follows as a consequence that every sect hav the right to
violate the laws of the land, because it is their religion to do
so; and I claim the demands of Liberalism are inconsistent;
that there is no grand principle at stake; that there is no issue
between Liberalism, or Freethought, and old superstitious
theology. I concede the right to every ·man, woman, and
child in the universe to beliove anything and everything; but
the right of every crank to practice every crime they choose
because it is their religious belief, I deny. Think of Guiteau,
Freeman, ·Comstock, Brigham Young, J. D. Lee, and thousands of others. It was their religious belief that impelled
them to all their monstrous crimes. Suppose some of the
wise men of the lEast, if they hav a beautiful daughter they
love more than life or gold, upon her wedding-day, instead of
the idol of her heart, let the priesthood select four or five husbands, and they all marry the same maiden on the same day,
for if polygamy is right, so is polyandry. Let the Mormon
advocates in the East introduce it where they dwell, if it is
right for them to practice their religious belief. Then, possibly, they will find out that this octopus of Utah polygamy is
not a joke at all.
EDWARD F. MUNN, SR.

living out of them by doing all my repairs. I hav run behind
for five years, and carried on a small farm most of the time at
that. Generally he that lets tenements has to be the slave of
his ~nants.
Yours truly,
AMAsA WooD.

ONeONTA, N.Y., Nov. 17, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read THE TRUTH SEEKER (nearly every
copy) from the first paper issued by our honored and lamented
friend, D. M. Bennett, .though from my itinerant habits, I hav
been obliged to procure it through your agencies and newsdealers most of the time, as I had no permanent address to
which I could hav it se:at. I am in hopes, however, to settle
here, and as soon as I do, will hav it sent directly from the
publication office. Of course, in its treatment of the multitude
of subjects that come under its consideration, and from so
many minds, there are ideas offered occasionally which I cannot accept, neither is to be expected of any of its readers, for,
if it did, it would cease to be the grandest of Liberal papers,
and sink itself to the level of ordinary church and partisan
journals. I do not think THE TRUTH SEEKER has ever
claimed infallibility-that plea is only set up by one of the
most bigoted of the Christian denominations-still I cannot
agree with Mr. Joseph Anthony, that "it is not a wise teacher,"
and I believe most of your readers will agree with me that
it is in verity a truth seeker in deed as well as name; always
seeking light from every source, whether scientific, historical,
or the needs and aspirations of humanity. I was particularly
interested in the remarks of Mr. J. L. Andrew in last week's
issue, about the superstition and bigotry exhibited in our sister state, Texas, as they fully accord with my own experience
there but a few weeks since. But there are a few noble spirits
at work for the "causa of humanity,'' even in the Lone Star
state, and I am convinced, with Mr. Andrew, that Liberalism
will yet "save Texas," and I know of no one who is doing
more to break the shackles of mental bondage than Mr. Shaw,
of Waco, with whom I am personally acquainted, and know
WEBSTER, MAss., Nov. 13, 284.
something of the taunts and hardships he has had to endure.
MR. EDITOR: Yours in reference to Man and THE TRUTH
Speed the cause, and all honor to our noble workers who, with SEEKER came duly to hand to-day, and I would say that, takvestigia n·ulla retrorsurn as their watchword, are pressing forward ing the Investigator, which is so nearly like THE TRUTH SEEKER,
slowly but surely to victory.
ADDISON ELLSWORTH.
and my having more than I ought to read, and also my not
being overstocked with cash, I think I cannot afford to take
HooPER, UTAH, Oct. 25, 1884.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. If I was·in as good circumstance as when
MR. EDIToR: Are the anti-vivisectors all cranks, ol' crozy, or I was in that old superstitious Methodist church most forty
what's the matter with them, anlfhow? Has not Dr. Foote as years, and paid about three thousand dollars in there in that
much right to write a poem to THE TRUTH SEEKER as Mr. El- time, I would pay four times mo_re than I do now to support
liott Preston? If not, why not? That is a question I should the Liberal cause. It seems too bad that out of, I think, onelike the anti-vivisectors to answer.
half of the American men in this town who are with us in belief
I hav read· everything in THE T&UTH SEEKER for six years, probably not a dozen take a Liberal paper. They all hav axes
read two numbers over nine years ago, and I may date my to grind, and I seem to be about the only one that dare show
conversion from theological darkness into the light of scientific my colors. A great many show me the cold shoulder, and all
truth to those two little sheets of D. M. Bennett's TRUTH but one of my own family are against me. So you see I hav
SEEKER, because they set me to thinking. The only thing I no help at home to make things pleasant and happy. I was
ever saw to condemn in the paper founded by the martyr of lib- talking with a man yesterday, and he said, "Well, if you don't
erty in this our day was the illustration of Llliott Preston's believe the Bible, I don't want to argue with you." I said, " I
"Vivisector's Death-Bed." This seemed to me very object~on can't see any God in it. A good God would not do and say as
able, for, in my opinion, if Mr. Preston will take the trouble the Bible represents him to hav done." "Well," said he,
to investigate Mr. Bergh's vivisector's death and his vision, he " there is enough that is good." I replied, "If God said and
will find, I believe, that it is the say-so of some theological did as the Bible says, he is worse than. a devil could be, and
quack or doctor of divinity. The next time Mr. Preston gets it shows it is a get-up affair by men, and not very shrewd at
up an illustration of the ghosts of dead horses, dogs, etc., for that.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, he will be an eye-witness of the matter,
I don't see why so many urge people not to pay rents, but
and giv the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER facts, in place of to take possession of land they hav not earned, after others
myths, or the ravings of a Christian maniac upon his death- hav worked hard and paid for it. I could pay ten times more
bed. If the anti-vivisectors are in real earnest to prevent suf- for the Liberal cause if I had not lost by building houses, and
fering to animals, let them turn their efforts to man, or rather losing so much by shiftless and drunken scamps not paying
to woman. The most horrible, excruciating pains known to rent. And I lost six thousand dollars by property going down
humanity are experienced at childbirth. 'Tis then that the on my hands. I labored hard about fifty years, sick most half
aid of the vivisector's knowledge becomes useful and benefi- the time; got ten thousand dollars laid up, and built sixteen
"ial, as every mother will tell you. At that time the laying on thousand dollars' worth, now worth ten thousand, and I owe
ul lite elder's hands is not worth anything. In my opinion, six thousand five or six hundred toward them, and can't get a

AURORA, OHio, Oct. 25, 1884,
MR. EDITOR: It is prqbable that I am as difficult to suit
others as well as I am to be suited; but permit me to complain
of what occurs so often in Infidel thought and reading. In
Ingersoll's late replies in the San Franciscan, published in your
last number, was it necessary to say that "Webster was on the
side of the bloodhounds?" Is sympathy for the oppressed to
be secured only by such cheap and stretched assertions?
JVI'ust Ingersoll resort to such claptrap to prove his superior
humanity? Is there not some mock humanity in elevating
himself so much above Webster, or even the great majority oi
slave-holders? I know not how many hav been bit or chased
to their injury by bloodhounds, but I can guess that any day
in the city of New York Ingersoll might pass by unnoticed
more painful instances of suffering than were ever inflicted by
all the bloodhounds that ever hunted slaves in the United
States, and that if he did notice them he would reserve his
tears to sell lectures with.
Again, Liberals very generally giv great weight to Jefferson's
religious views, and his clear and vivid expressions concerning liberty; but they utterly repudiate his political system, by
which he proposed to secure liberty to future generations. As
to this, they unhesitatingly pronounce him a demagog, and
had he lived forty years longer, he would hav deen denounced
as a traitor to liberty and a friend of bloodhounds.
More, the walls of Lafayette prison, named from his distinguished associate in France and America, would hav been
thick enough to stifle his words, as they hav stilled his acts,
Yours,
N. EGGLESToN.
ALKALI, OR., Oct. 21, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: One of your correspondents says, "Poor
Chainey ! he is surely as 'unstable as water.'" Mr. Charles
Watts handles Mr. Chainey with some heavy writing. Others
are taunting him from different points of view. I think our
Liberals should not forget Liberalism. Remember, a person
may be a Materialist and not be a Liberal, or he may be a Spiritualist and not be a Liberal, because the grounds of belief, I
think, are yet so circumscribed as not to admit of demonstration. Let all hands say, "I think,'' oftener. Elmina is quite
Liberal toward Mr. Chainey, and is not s~ bigoted that she
cannot investigate. The "poor Chainey "remark given above
could not emanate from a Liberal mind. So far as stability is
concerned, the most orthodox Christian is the personification
of stability so long as he stubbornly and blindly refuses to peep
from the darkness that envelops him. I'm afraid Mr. Watts,
brilliant as he is, is a little afraid of Spiritualism, because his
brilliant course is not so much identified with it as with Materialism. This is not liberality. My remarks are impartial,
because I'm not a Spiritualist any more than I'm a Materialist or Christian to the exclusion of any new idea. Remember
the fellows who quarreled about the color of the chamelion.
We know that Materialism is true until we use it as a term excluding Spiritualism from the list of facts. I ask any one, how
do you know Spiritualism is a fallacy? You don't know it. r
say to all, Be Liberal.·
H. S. E.
M!LL BRooK, CoNN., Nov. 3, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Slenker's investigal!ions seem to ha v
amounted to but little, and she and Spiritualism apparently
stand just where they stood before-Mrs. Slenker not converted; Spiritualism not disturbed. Had she found what she
is evidently determined not to find, i. e., evidence of immortality, it would hav been of no consequence to anybody but herself, so far as belief or disbelief in Spiritualism is concerned.
As Susan Wixon says in the Investigator, "It will make no
difference to believers or non-believers, for in such a matter
each person must investigate for himself." The days of faith
in revelations made to others are forever past. But Mrs.
Slenker is evidently not qualified for the task she undertook.
A person who can be imposed upon by so barefaced a trick as
that by which Mr. Truesdell produced two of the messages
described in Elmina's letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 1st
is not a fit person to investigate Spiritualism. It appears that
Mr. Truesdell was allowed to handle the slates, and was so
carelessly observed by Mrs. Sle.aker that he had a chance to
substitute a third slate which he carried under his coat for one
of the two examined by Mrs. Slenker. If all investigation
were made in that }oose way, it would be of very little account.
When tests are sought of independent slate-writing, the medium is not all owed to furnish the slates or handle them except
under the closest scrutiny.
But Mrs. Slenker did get communications on her own slates
which she does not and cannot explain. How does she know
they were not produced by spirit power? Simply because Mr
Truesdell says so. If he had said they were produced by
spirits she would not hav taken his word for it. Why 'is she
so ready to believe him when he says, without furnishing her
any proof, that it is a trick?' Why? Because she entered into
the investigation with a determination not to be convinced;
that's why.
It may seem strange to many that any one should wish to
hav annihilation proved true, but pride of opinion plays such
fantastic tricks before high heaven as make the angels weep.
This lady has so long asserted that there is no future life that
it is as hard for her to giv up her annihilation as it was for the
old woman to giv up her" total depravity;" and who, speaking
of universal salvatipn, said "she hoped for better things." So
Mrs. Slenker " hopes for better things" than a future life, and
has "investigated" with an eye single to the opportunities for
not finding anything. Why did she go to Syracuse ? That
city is not noted for "spirit phenomena,'' as she would hav us
infer, from the heading of her last letter. It would seem that
she went there for the express purpose of having Mr. Truesdell help her to not find anything, and in that has succeeded,
apparently, to her complete satisfaction; for at the close of
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her last letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER, she makes this curious
confession: "If my trip has done ever so little towards proving spirit phenomena and spirit _existence impossible, I am
more than satisfied."
The result seems to justify and confirm my opinion expressed in a letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER while money was
being contributed by Spiritualists to defray Mrs. Blenker's
expenses, viz., "It is money thrown away to hire people to
investigate Spiritualism." I think no Spiritualist, in view of
the past, will be anxious to repeat the experiment.
H. w. PINNEY.
CASSADAGA, N.Y., Nov. 13, 1884.
To ELMINA (in search of Spiritualism): I hav carefully read
several times your article from Syracuse, N. Y., of Oct. 15th.
I believe I hav digested it, so wish to giv you and THE TRUTH
SEEKER's readers ~orne facts. First, I will tell you what made
me a Spiritualist. When nearly twenty-four years old (I am
now past fifty-five), I had my first child die by dropsy of the
brain, after four days sickness. He was eighteen months old.
I was a Materialist; life and death once to all; I knew no
more; I accepted nature as final in death. I used to think,
Why cannot I kill myself and see what is, and still be myself?
Angels were a myth. This child was my idol, my god, my all.
In despair of love, I married by advice of friends; I wanted
children; this, in short, was my condition at night after the
child's death. In the morning, I looked at the little body that
had never gone to sleep at night out from my owa arms, and
said, I shall never feel my baby's arms again. I ne'\l'er expected to. My husband staid by me till I was settled in bed,
there being only a curtain between me and my baby's body in its
cril\ In about half an hour the room seemed all lighted up;
I called, but no one had come in. I settled down quiet and
felt my child's form in my arms, his hands upon my neck in
the old place, his whole person pressed upon me; quiet, resting, loving peace came to me. My child was right there. By
a fact, nature had given me a revelation. I had asked nature
all my life, What next, next? and in the hours of need she, by
the loving chords that held the child to me, gave me her answer.
For three months the child was with me nightly. Then my second child was born. I became a Spiritualist from this experience; I never spoke of it for years. It was my own. I thought
raps and table tippings were obtained by some unknown force
in the sitters.
In a year or more after this experience, I became what is
called a medium; this was a new realm. At first I di~ not place
it in the list as a part of such experience as I here giv, but I
was giving facts that made others think their spirit friends
controled me, so mediumship became pronounced. It took
nearly five years to make me fully sure that the power that
made me speak was of spirit source, but I soon believed I
saw and felt spirits. Three weeks before my child's death, I
dreamed he was taken from me a long distance off; it seemed
as though it was an endless road to· reach him, but I was
traveling after him expectimg, sometime, to overtake him.
I
awoke crying, as I did not cry at his death. That dream was
the real parting of death to me.
Now, Elmina, you close your article by saying if your
trip has done ever so little toward proving spirit phenomena
and existence impossible, you are more than satisfied. Why?
You do not seem to hav the least comprehension of what
Spiritualism covers. You expose the fact. of your succeptibility of control by Truesdell, accepting his statements of
facts as reliable. You report him thus. He refuses to giv you
the explanation of the trick, lest others learn and delude the
credulous. He has already published one book of tricks, and
many are using them; has another to publish, and refuses to
giv you its contents lest some use it for bad purposes by and
by. He publishes (after THE TRUTH SEEKER, by your help,
advertises it), then what? Will not the credulous use it?
Now, if the majority of spirit investigators had been so easily
deluded as you, we never, as Spiritualists, would hav counted
by millions. We know there are frauds. What of it? We
know the heavens are full of electricity, but we, by induction,
control some of it from simple elements. Shall we swear
there is no great whole, because we can use lead to store it?
We do not damn the telegraph because we use a telephone.
The lightnings flash, and winds blow just the same. The
eternal verity goes on. We particle out some of it, and liv in
it. You found a mud puddle at Truesdell's, and you think you
hav crossed the ocean of spirit-fact. Mr. Chainey sat in the
door of a tent, next to the one I was in, at a camp-meeting one
day here this summer. In the road, about twenty feet from
us, a lady and gentleman were stopped in their walk by Mr.
Mansfield running after them. They had been to see him and
had got some slate writing on their own slates, which they had
in their own hands covered with paper taking home. He overtook them and put his hand on the covered slates, and writing
was heard from pencil. Several had gathered around, and
opening the slates a message was found that was not there
when the slates were tied up. Mr. Chainey was a spectator of
this manifestation. The owners of these slates know there
was no fraud. Truesdell's assertions, backed by you, cannot
militate against this form of fact-the experience of teris of
thousands. We do not claim one-h<tlf of mental phenomena
as of spirit origin; it's mortal powers a little more than ordinary.
Two years ago this summer, here at camp, a young lady of
veracity, an investigator in this section, called on me; she had
just left ·charles Watkins's rooms. She had a slate that she
had brought with her. With tears that she could not control,
she said, "See what I hav. I put my slate into little Claudie's
hands (Mr. Watkins's three-year-old boy), and he said he wanted
a circle. See this message that came on the slate. The little
fellow held it; Mr. Watkins never touched it."
Spiritualism holds its millions by such evidence as I hav given
you as my own. It is indelibly a part of nature's primal relation with man. Her underlying fires will never be put out
by squirt-gun ignorance or counterfeits. All forces of nature
alike are sacred to me. I hav no spirit consciousness different

from my bodily. My dead form ready for burial, to me, is as
full of intelligence as the form that, separated from it, carries
on activities in a positiv way. The one buried ea.rries its affinities and activities in parts to forming life around; is lost
as a separate organism; the ethereal or gaseous entity wraps
itself anew to act as an organization for long or short. I do
not know, but evolution teaches me countless~ea.ths, and the
parts that make up the whole as intelligent as the whole; sensation is _in parts: its continuities make up life's consciousness.
When I was nineteen years old, being in Lowell, Mass., one
summer evening, I saw clearly a. person who was in the state
of Maine. He appeared clearly before me. It was bright
moonlight. He impressed me to feel that he was coming there;
and in about two weeks he did. I got this experience of him
when he decided to come. I had not met him for eight years.
I was in Wisconsin during the third year of my acting as a.
medium; he appeared to me as a spirit, controled me, said he
was dead, kept around me, and influenced others; so after
three months of this, I wrote to a mutual friend to learn if he
were dead or living. The answer was that he had been dead
over three months. If any Materialist anywhere here in the
United States will giv me a full and complete mode of operation of nature that will explain the two facts of my experience herein related-that is, with my child and this friendindependent of the law of spirit control, and do it as comprehensivly as Darwin exposes by fact and method of nature the
theory of evolution, I will giv them a good gold deposit.
There must be no assertions of hallucination or misrepresented statements, but just as exact expositions as human
power can make from the facts stated and by the exact methods of nature as now known by scientific revealments. We
make spiritism a science' We will giv the supporting evidence of positions, and leave the result to a critical jury. We
will answer any questions on the two experiences, so an expositor may be fully able to know our position in all its bearings. I will giv a good working deposit, easy to mine, desirably located, assay values from thirty or forty dollars per ton,
on sampled ore-ore not workable by amalgamation to obtain
good results; working process soon to be if not already being
tested, by practical method now used as best process in Colorado; no yearly expenses on the deposit. Furthermore, if
four, six, ten or more persons of reliability w.ill arrange with
Mr. Mansfield, Charles Watkins, or any other reliable slate
writing mediums for a series of testings of their genuinness
against Truesdell's frauds-that is, phenomenon independent
of human origin as trick or legerdemain-! will giv to the
cause of investigation, just such another mineral claim. I will
giY it as marketable property to help maintain a science school
in these departments. Others, putting to it Rome amount of
means, can put it on the market or arrange to work it; the
proceeds to be appropriated for this purpose. One thousand
tons of ore is in sight. All natural agencies obtain to make
these desirable properties. They are but a part of som~ large
interests that much time and money hav been spent on, with
the expectation in the not far distant future of working them.
Professor Tyndall and Herbert Spencer say they hav never
investigated. Without investigation their assertions are worth~ess to a Positivist or a scientist or investigator. Professors
Hare, Crookes, and Zoellner, equally as famous as Tyndall, if
not more so, hav investigated. They say the facts are true.
Elmina, now, it's easy to cut and slash a dead dog; not so easy
to assert and investigate facts. Liberals and Spiritualists
spend too much time kicking a dead God. If we push the
new in its glory against the old, it will fly as a puff-ball before
us. You are in a new place, wait a little before you sit down
with Truesdell.
Kindly yours,
HANNAH T. STEARNS.
CHICAGo, Nov. 14, 1884.
JliiR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 to pay for your paper
up to April 1st, next year, when I will renew for 1885. The
paper suits me exaetly, and is just the kind of literature I relish. Allow me to congratulate you not only on the courage
and radicalism made manifest, but also on the dignified and
convincing way in which your arguments in support thereof are
clothed. Oh, that your publications may be read in every
household of the land ! Then the day of jubilee would surely
hav come.
CHAS. J. SUNDELL.
ITHACA, N. Y., Oct. 15, 1884.
MB. EDITOR: I send you $2 to renew my subscription to THE
TRUTH BEEKER. I wish to say here that I am a truth seeker,
and that I hav made many sacrifices the past forty years to
learn what is truth in its application to myself as an individual.
Consideration and self-examination are the first steps toward
knowledge. Knowledge is progressiv, but all else in its compact essence and form is stationary and eternal. Thus knowledge, through the experience of personal phenomena, forty
years ago, by a psychological transfiguration, has given me to
understand that man, male and female, is the mental and intellectual embodiment of universal nature. That is; to say, the
faculty of all there is to be known is in him, and nowhere else.
There is no God that man has not made. - What is God ? If
he or she is personal, he or she cannot be self-existent, as if a
mental being, man has created him from his wonderful brain.
Man has no capacity, being, or power outside of himself. The
concentration of man's faculties upon an object, thing, or form
may be called a god. I am bold to say my god is woman. I
know of no object so central as woman. Others may hav
other objects of worship, but she is my enthusiasm and worshipful. She morally is the mother of every living principle,
as she is also the mother of all animal life. She has the
beauty and the charms that no other creature possesses, and
what would become of us all without the kisses and undying
love of mother? A wife, if possible, is still nearer to man
than a. mother, because she is expected to be one with him in
every phase of interest. She is in his counsel and confidence,
and there are no secrets between them. The twain hav become in all respects as one flesh, nourishing and cherishing
each the other. These twain are the embodiment, morally
and physically, of all there is of nature in their comprehensivness. They together possess mentally all the architectural
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genius and mechanical arts, and faculty to create 8.Il the gods,
ghosts, spirits, angels, devils, subtle beasts, or beguiling serpents that possibly can exist in this mundane sphere of existence. Spiritualists hav not the faculty to go outside of nature, which is within the circumference of humanity. Spiritualists in the case of unbalanced organs may, through the
sense of taste, create a beguiling serpent of selfish desire to
perpetuate life after physical death, and to unlawfully and
mysteriously change its condition and dwell altogether in a
mental state of existence. This is an impossible condition of
the fundamental principle of nature, and a fancy of the lower
organs represented by the sense of taste, and the beguiling,
creeping things of lower animal life. It is impossible that
there should exist mental organism independent of animal
organism, when anim11.llife is the only sustenance possible to
mental life. Consistency is a jewel. Friend Chainey has like
lightning suddenly fallen from heaven (truthf He, like a female aspirant, by subtle knowledge has gone outside of human capacity, and formed a fanciful new heaven, without a
foundation; in fact, trusting his inflated balloon in the chilling
upper atmosphere. All his enjoyment, like orthodoxy, is dependent on anticipation, built on a bubble of air.
ZENAS KENT.
CoNCORDIA, KA.s., Nov. 14, 1884.
Mn. EDITOR: When reading comments in opposition to socalled spirit communion, I hav often wondered whether it were
possible that I might be so cranky or light in the upper story
as to be unable to appreciate them. Let it be understood that
I am not one of those who lightly accept apparent proofs as
realities; twenty-five years' earnest investigation of spirit phenomena, varied with the richest eXJ?erience, failed to convince
me. A few years, however, of home experience has, I think,
nearly satisfied me. I know that THE TRUTH SEEKER is not
published for the purpose of enlightening any one single individual, but I beg that some scholarly mind will take pains to
enlighten me in a kind and courteous manner on what I wish
to know. First, then, what I do not want to know: I do not
want to know how fraud can be practiced; I do not want to
know how truth can be simulated. All this we all know,
but please assume the following generalities to-be truths, and
then giv some presumable explanation of them:
Husband and wife sit by a small wooden table from forty to
sixty minutes once a week for two years. Something calling
itself a control comes to that table, manifests its special individuality through certain complex combinations of letters. It
lays plans for future developments; givs information unk>~own
to them, some of which can be investigated and is foun~ ·rrect. It brings word as to health of friends ann relativs always
true. In the neighborhood, grant there liv another couple
having the same control. They send word back and forth, and
it is correctly reported. This and a thousand-fold more is the
writer's experience.
One iteni. more. Grant that one of these, say the husband,
writes the name of a deceased person and hands it to the wife;
that she soon describes the person whose name is written, not
knowing who it is or what is written, giving character and full
description-often even reminding him, who writes, of points
forgotten.
Now, Mr. Editor, if some one will throw some general light
upon this kind of truths, he will be looked upon as a benefactor among thousands who actually know these truths to exiRt.
If he does not choose to accept them as truths, please tre<lt
them as such and giv probable explanation.
Kindly,
B. R. ANDERSON.
PROHIBITION.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to reply to Mr. Walker, of a late issue
of your paper, wherein he states that Longley & Co. are the
only consistent prohibitionists in the land, because they wish
for no liberty to do wrong, and that prohibition is contrary and
inconsistent with liberty.
I do not think the present party of prohibition stands upon
the best platform conceivable, yet that can be made io suit the
majority who wish for the essentials. I wish to state that the
essentials of prohibition are consistent with the widest liberty
of mind or action, together with the greatest humanitarian
principles. The essential feature of prohibition is to wipe out
an illegitimate business, to blot from our government a complicity in crime, and to free our people from King Alcohol's
powers.
Suppose I charge any business like the making of shoeR,
clothing, and food with being a crime or injuring people, would
not these makers protect their business from scandal by proving immediately their good work, their important and necessary part of society? But suppose I arraign the liquor traffic
as injuring people, will they attempt to prove their goorl intentions, their desire to form a useful and needed part of sJciety?
The prohibition of the manufacture of intoxicating drinks
and the sale of the same is the essential feature of prohibition.
All will admit that society should educate from vice, and protect from crime. Every one will admit that injuring one's self
is a vice, and that injuring another iR, or should be, a crime.
A crime is a legal wrong to another, but all wrongs may not
now be recognized in the laws, while all will admit that every
wrong done to another should be called a crime, and prohibited as wrong.
Upon these admissions I claim that the liquor traffic is, or
should be, a crime, for it is a constant source of injury to man.
All will admit that drinking is a vice. Then, I say, it is clearly
the duty of society to educate against it. It is consistent with
the widest conception of liberty that every person has the
right to make for his own use whatever he desires, even if it
injures him, but he has no right to make and sell an injury to
another. That is the crime in the traffic of alcoholic drinks,
that one person has the right to prepare a drink which is injurious to the health and condition of mind of the drinker, besides indirectly doing an untold sight of damage.
Does drinking alcohol injure a person? If it does, has any
one the right as a question of pure justice to make and sell to
another an injurious article? If not, why is not the prohibition of the liquor traffic right, to be he upheld by every.
lover of justice, every enemy of crime, and eYery humanitarian"!
Yours for the risht,
FRANK MARTIN.
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cogitating, Becky walked around the lower the family being out. But suddenly a wo- rat the fire, and you might not hav been here at
man came rushing breathlessly along the this present time, you know."
shelf until she came to the pies.
.Johnny Walker was the hero of the day, and
"That's mince," thought she, smelling of street, and screaming, "The child! the child!
when he reoovered, Mr. Morgan took him into
one, "and t'other's apple; I know by the nut- there's a child there!"
EdUed by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall River, meg; and oh ! my sakes alive, if here isn't, just
The crowd surrounding the burning build- his law offices ana into his home, and with
Mass., to whom all Communications for this what I like best of all-a great round platter ing was panic-stricken, for when the room plenty to eat, and comfortable surroundings,
Gbrner should be sent.
pie, all of pumpkin ! How good it looks ! I was designated where the child was, they felt he forgot his old tricks and b.acame an excelmust taste it! They'll scolcf, I know, but I that it must be burnt to a crisp, or, if not lent boy. One of these days he will be a law"Between the dark and the daylight,
vow I cannot resist the temptation;" and with- burnt, suffocated by the smoke that was now yer, and, perhaps, occupy very responsible
When the night begins to lower,
out more ado, Becky sat down and commenced issuing from the windows.
positions, but I venture to say he will never
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
on the pie.
/
The father and mother had gone to a party forget the platter pumpkin pie, and the results
That Is known a9 the Children's Hour."
"The best pie Mrs. Morgan ever made, I do that night, leaving their only child, a beautiful following it.
believe," thought the cat. "Lots of eggs in girl of three years, in charge of her nurse. The
''Little Folk."
it, too. My mistress doesn't put crackers in other servants were out, and, after the little
Our Puzzle Box.
her pies to save eggs-not she! Urn! urn! urn! girl was sound asleep, the nurse thought she
Little hands clapping With gladness and glee,
1.
Little hearts thoughtless and careless and free, how good !" and Becky ate and ate till she would run around the corner to see a friend a
CHARADE.
Little eyes lleamlng with joy and deltght,
had made a deep valley in the platter pie. "I few moments, and be back again long before When my first gets its dress in the spring,
Little ones-all or them-merry and bright.
wouldn't wonder if I get a licking for this,'' the parents returned from the party. She had
Upon which my whole does dwell,
thought Becky, "but the recollection of this neglected to ,turn down the gas as she went Then my second begins to sing,
Bright little faces, and bright llttie eyes,
And I know you all can tell
Fond little hearts that hav naught to disguise;
lick will more than balance it, I guess."
out, and one window being let down from the
Dear little children so innocent and true,
Then she took a bit .of cheese, and stood top, the wind blew the light, fleecy curtain Him who by his shrill song proclaims
The end of winter's strains.
Would that we all in thiS world were like you;·
up on her hind legs to see what was on the until it touched the gas jet near it, and the
Nl!l.nburgh, N. Y.
RoBERT BERNHEIM.
Like you in freedom from sorrow and sin,
other shelves.
flame leaped upon it. Quickly the fire spread,
Like you in freedom from all cares within,
"I'll take a SP.p of milk, I guess," purred and still the baby girl slept on. Round and
2.
Like you In innocence, happiness, truthA DAM PUZZLE.
Becky. "0 my! they havn't skimmed it. round the room the red flames leaped, and
Better for all If we were, In good sooth.
Here's cream-real cream!
I'll hav some when the nurse c<~ome with her story, all thought "One hundred offer-five hundred" more,
"A thousand" add to that before,
Enjoy while you may, then, the joys or the earth, cream, if I hav to die for it," and lap, lap, lap
the baby had surely perished. The father
And thus you build a dam secure,
Forthesorrowswlllsoon, too soon havthelrblrth;
went
Becky's
tongue,
until
the
door
opened,
and
mother
arrived
upon
the
scene
just
as
That need not t.ouch at either shore.
Be happy and merry, and laugh while you mav,
UNCLE JAMES.
And enjoy, while you can, young life's holiday. and there stood Mrs. Morgan in ghastly aston- John Walker said, "Let me go and find the
EDWARD J. WHITE.
ishment, and white with rage.
baby!"
3.
Becky jumped, and so did Mrs. Morgan, for
Blinded by smoke, up he went to the second
WORDS IN WORDS.
with one glance she took in the whole extent story window to the nursery, were the flames
A Sylvan Holocaust.
Put U.9 in an. empty frame,
of the mischief. Slap, slap, descended Mrs. were first seen. Through smoke and fire he
Oh, soft dews weep for a parting soul!
Unfermented wine to name.
Oh, sweet bells ring a mournful toll!
Morgan's hand on Becky's back, but she went, gasping, groping with hands outIrwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
While the pheasant drums a sounding roll.
quickly darted out and ran swiftly into the stretched to find the baby. He reached the
4.
Laughter and shouts from the dusky wood,
back room, where she concealed herself be- crib-the child was not there. Feeling along
Where a giant oak through the ages stoodREBUSTICUS PARADOXUS.
hind a barrel of apples.
the floor, with beating heart and trembling
A beacon n9w in the solitude.
"It's too bad, too bad!" ejaculated Mrs. fingers, he touched something just under the A word of letters five meets the view,
Neither wanted by me, nor by you.
Around the bole a !utteral pyre
Morgan; "that nice pie all gouged out like little crib. It was the baby in her night-dress, With the whole multiplied by the first,
The mossy branches heaping higher,
that ! Hard as I worked-it's too much to but whether alive or dead he could not tell. A foe, to many women the worst.
And dirges wall through the leafy lyre.
bear ! Robert is so fond of my pumpkin pies! He clasped the little form close to him with But a property strange it possesses,
Each startled flower like a spirit grieves,
Mary is a good cook, but she cannot begin to one arm, and groped his way through smoke For most words ending in " esses" .
And Chinese prayers are the burning leaves,
make such pies as I do, so Robert says. But and fire to the window. As he appeared with Are plural, which would increase the number,
While a murd'rous shroud the red 1lame w<'laves.
While this one, though bad, fJr a wonder,
how can my boy eat such a pie as that? I can't· the child, a great shout went up from the mul- Can be made those same women to bless
Inlaid with smoke Is tbe starry lloor,
put it on the table, that's one thing; and titude below. As the brave lad decended the By annexing a small letter s.
And captors jeer at the monarch'" rMr,
Nor dream of the danger brooding o'er.
there's no time to make another. 0 dear, I ladder and laid the child in its mother's arms,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
EsPRIT FoRT.
say! It's too bad to throw it away; some of it
Where the bees hang out, and the work Is done;
he fell fainting at her side. His hands and ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER
The milk-pans turned to the morrow's sun,
is good, but I could never stomach to eat after face were burnt badly, but the little girl was
Nov. 15, 1884.
Ring warnl:::~g chimes from every one.
a cat. Maybe the Sullivan children will eat it.. unharmed. She had rolled from her err'b , and
1. "If any attempts to haul down the AmeriAnd Lotta, a child of tender years,
They will not mind the eat's mouth, and it's a lay when found face downward upon the carReads In the clouds her dawning !ears,
can flag, shoot him on the spot." 2. B-alla-d.
pity to throw it away."
pet, and thus her life was saved.
And her blue eyes hold a mist or tears.
So Oliver, the chore boy, was called and inThe next morning when Johnny Walker 3. A wag on a wagon.
"I'll go myself to the pasture lot,
structed to carry the 'mangled pie to Meadow came to his senses, he found himself in a nice,
l::lolvers, H. E. Juergens of No. 2 and 3. R.
For the twllfght air blows tlerce and hot
Lane, and leave it at the Sullivan shanty, clean bed, and kind, benevolent faces bending Bernheim of No. 2.
From tbe old tree worn with age and rot."
where there were a baker's dozen of hungry over him. Recalling the events of the night
Will Maggie Hoadley please forward the an'Mid a thoughtless group so young and fair,
children; who would not be at an squeamish in before, and looking at his bandaged hands, swer to her puzzle? The answers must always
Silent and swift as an angel there,
l:egard to eating after the cat, especially when he thought he must be in some sort of a hos- accompany puzzles.
With a saint-like face and shining hair.
it was such a large platter pie as that. It was pital.
"Oh, leave the tree where the boughs are red
INQUIRER.-The author of the beautiful little
after nine o'clock when Oliver started for
But he wasn't. He was in the Morgan manMy heart IR faint with a nameless dread,
Meadow Lane, and he had not reached the sion, and surrounded by all the family. It poem, "What the Robin Said,'' in Children's
'Tis time for songs and the trundle-bed."
lane by two streets when he was accosted by a was Robert Morgan's only child, little Mollie, Corner, Nov. 15th, is D. R. Sheridan, of Fall,
Her gentle voice, so low and sweet,
lad somewhat larger than himself, and older. that he had rescued. She sat on the bed be- River, Mass.-ED. C.· C.
Has power to move the lagging feet,
And they seek the dewy lane's retreat.
"Hello, sonny, what hav you there?"
To oun CoNTRmUToRs.-Please be patien',
side him, quite unharmed by the fire, with the
"A pie," was Oliver's reply.
But turning 'round ere they reach the bars,
exception of some little burns on her feet, but and your articles ahall appear in due time.
When a crash goes up that rends the stars,
"Well, I'll take it-I'm hungry,'' and the she had been almost· suffocat~d by the smoke. We are constantly receiving communications
And sparks put out the tlery Mars.
lad snatched the pie from Oliver's trembling
Robert Morgan said to the lad, "You seem for the Corner, and we are very grateful for
And the mighty oak Is lying low,
hands.
familiar
to me, somehow.
I cannot get it out the kindness of our friends.-ED. C. C.
As a famous king from a falchion's blow,
"Let me hav the pie-it's going to a poor of my mind that I hav somewhere seen you
Where the children late had played below.
family,". and Oliver tried to take the pie back.
Correspondence.
before."
Awakening heart or motherhood,
"No, no, sonny, they're not poore:r than I,
"You hav, Mr. Morgan, I am Johnny
CLEARWATER, NEBRASKA, Oct. 14, 1884.
Sweet guardian of the helpless brood,
nor more hungry."
DEAR .M:rs11 WIXoN: We hav been constant
Revealed the dawn or angelhood.
Walker, who used to sweep your office, and"Where's your home?"
readers 'of THE TRUTH SEEKER for eight or nine
Clearwater, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.
and-"
years, and it is our Encyclopedia as far as re" The Lord only knows, and I guess he
"Never mind, my boy, that to which you ligion is needed, but as much as it has been to
doesn't care very much, seeing as I hav to look
One Pumpkin Pie.
would refer is all in the past.
The future is us, heretofore, it seems more perfect now since
out for myself,'' and so saying, the boy walked
before us, and is but just begun. You hav the children can come to their cosy Corner
A THANKSGIVING STORY.
off with the pie, leaving Oliver staring after
made for me, and for us all, the grandest and be entertained in so charming a style. I
" There ! Everything is all ready for the him and whimpering.
thanksgiving that could possibly be,'' and tears myself read the Children Corner with almost
morrow, and there'll only be the vegetables to
as much enthusiasm as our little boy does who
John Walker was not a very good boy. He
pare and cranberries to stew," said Mrs. Mor- had a bad habit of lying, and stealing, ~too. of joy dropped on the face of little Mollie, as never misses one of its beautiful stories.
she
was
pressed
to
her
father's
bosom.
Inclosed you will find two small poetical
gan as she shut the pantry door to keep the Now, he was just out of the reform school,
contributions, which I hope may prove worthy
"Papa,
am
I
your
ittle
smoked
herring
now?"
cat out.
where he had been sentenced for three years.
a place in the Corner.
The one entitled
The next day was 'l'hanksgiving, and the He could not remember the time when 1e had They all laughed at Mollie's speech, while her " Whither," was written on the occasion of my
children were all coming home. 'l'here was a father or mother. Perhaps if he had had mamma shuddered visibly as she thought how children going from home to attend school, and
but one grandchild, little Mollie Morgan, and, good parents he would hav been different. I near her darling had been to the chill and the "Sylvan Holocaust "is a true story of what
of course, she was the idol of them all.
think he would, but his uncle had brought darkness of death, and leaning over, she kissed was almost a fearful accident that came into
my mother's childhood. Her mother being
Mrs. Morgan had got the turkeys all dressed, him up, and he was an unscrupulous man, the brow of the rescuer of her child.
dead, and children both older and younger than
stuffed, and ready for the oven, and there was and having children of his own, had not done
Grandma Morgan commenced to tell the herself, the care of the little ones fell upon
a nice array of pies-mince, apple, pumpkin, by Johnny Walker as he would hav liked for story of the pumpkin pie, and just then Oliver her. They had been burning the old tree for
and custard. But when she closed the door one to do by his children. Johnny once had came in with a message. Johnny Walker rec- several evenings, but that night sha said she
so carefully to keep the cat out, she did not a job of sweeping out a gentleman's office, and ognized him, and when grandma told about felt impelled by some vague, undefined fear to
dream that she had shut the cat in. Becky, he used to take things from the office and sell the big highwayman who knocked Oliver down go and bring them home at once, and had only
moved a few rods away when it fell.
that was the eat's name, was a good rat-catcher, them to get money, and at last he was dis- and made off with the pie, he laughed, and
Accept my best wishes for the Corner, and
but she was a born thief. She was sleek and charged, and his uncle had him sent to the re- said, "I hope you will forgiv me-l am the believe me yours sincerely, MARY B. FINCH.
well-fed, yet for all that she liked to now and form school. When he came out the uncle highwayman, if you please!"
then, as opportunity offered, take that which refused to hav anything to do with him, and
Deaths.
"You poor child-you shall never want for
she well knew was not intended for her. On this course did not tend to make Johnny a pie again as long as I liv," and grandma
At Liberty, Mo., Oct. 30th, Pcie 0. Hayes;
this occasion she had slyly entered the pantry better boy, you may be sure.
smoothed the hair that had been almost singed aged 4 years, 7 mo1.1 ths, and 3 days.
behind Mrs. Morgan, and secreted herself beWell, he ate the pie, all of it, for he was from his head at the fire.
Nov. 6th, Marsh Hayes; aged 11 months.
hind the sugar tub, and just as soon as the very hungry, and threw the platter over the
It was a real thanksgiving at the Morgan
door closed and she heard the retreating foot- stone wall. Just as he turned out of E - - mansion, and Grandpa Morgan called Becky,
steps of her mistress she began a tour of in- streat, looking up to the tall houses on an the cat, in, and holding Mollie on his knee,
BOOKS FOR OBILDREN!
ve>tigation.
aristocratic avenue, he saw a too bright light she stroked and petted the soft, handsome fur
"My goodness!" thought Becky; "they're dancing upon the rear windows of one of the of the animal, who stretched herself and
TWO LITTLE RED MITTENS;
to hav a tremendo:rs dinner to-morrow. What houses almost opposit. Watching it a moment purred loudly.
fat turkeys ! I wonder how they taste raw!" he became convinced there was a fire within,
A STORY OF THE BIGHTWAY ALMSHOUSE.
"What do yon suppose she thinks?" inquired
and she began to nibble the breast of one.
under full headway, too. He instantly gave Grandpa of Mollie.
BY JENNIE BUTLER BROWNE
" Quite good, but rather saltish, I think. I the alarm, and ran with all speed down to the
"I dess she thinks she's glad she eated GamPrice 10 cents.·
For sale at this omce.
guess I'll try the drumstick," and she tore off house.
ma's puntin pie,'' said Mollie.
-a piece of the leg. " But I don't think I like
The engins were ~oon on the spot, and playBecky winked ·slowly, as much as to say,
turkey as well as a gootl tautog, or a nice, ing·upon the fire.
"Right you are, Miss Mollie. If it hadn't been Blakeman'!'~ 200 Poetical Riddles.
Jresllmackerel, after all," and thus apparently
There was nobody in the house, they saiu, for the pie, Johnny Walker might not hav been
Price 20 cellts.
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Putnam and Watts.
On Sunday, Nov. 30th, Mr. Charles Watts
lectures for Friendship Liberal League, at its'
hall, 9th street and Girard ave., Philadelphia,
in the morning at 10: 30, and in the evening at
7:30. His subjects are "Agnosticism: An
Exposition and Defense," and "The Bible and
Science."
In the afternoon at 2:30 Mr. Putnam will
clescribe "The New Work of Liberalism in
America."
The clergy are challenged to each lecture to
defend their cause.
The lectures will be free. Mr. Putnam win
take snbHcriptions for the National Liberal
League at each session. The League hopes to'
ha v a large attendance.
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.A. Realistic Dream.
In my sleep I had climbed to a mountainous bight,
Where the steep wall or heaven bloomed over with
flowersAn orrendlng brown wan, In a dim, murky light,
Whose somber hue came from our churches and
towers.
But the flnger of Fate and or Science was there,
And plucked the dark stones In a ruinous way,
Until those that were left had fashioned a stair,
And flowers reached down that are blooming
to-day.
While Hades through centuries crimsoned the
Iea.veA,

And blood from the wars or religions may be.
Humanity touched all the trembling sheaves,
And the petals grew White as the roam of the sea.
Grand heroes hav opened that orthodox fence,
That was tarnished long ages with shadow and
smoke,
And embraced the whole universe, deeper and
dense
Than the werld could believe while It carried a
yoke.
No more shall the blooms ot that stairway be red,
And never again shall its fabled gate be,
Nor stone be replaced, nor spirit be sad,
~'or the blossoms transformed are as foam or the
sea.
Olearwa!er, Neb.
MARY BAIRD-FINCH.

William Denton.
"Slain by the one he worshiped?" nay, not so,
But wooed by her he loved to needed rest,
Laid tired head upon her talthtul brea.st,
Murmuring in dreams ot home:" I go, r go."
Nature herself, whose love In ceaseleBB now
His whole life's noble work was set to proveHoping to show, discord and strife above,
Her great heart's brooding care with tenderness
aglow.
Kind mother, thus .to snatch your child from revertearing hands of pain.
ThY dreamless peace let ran on him who was thus
''lonely lain.''

What stately pillar can we raise in that tar, barren
wild
To prove J:Us constancy to you, your faithful loving
child?
What more than this : Who die for truth, die but to
!IV again.
-Mallie Krekel.

.A. Missionary Spoiled.
Robert Keyworth was a poor orphan boy,
who was raised by hand, so to speak, by the
.family of the R9v. Mr. Tho~as, a reliable
Methodist clergyman, who resides in the sub-.
urbs of Austin. Robert was naturraly a good
boy. He was of a loving, gentle disposition,
and owing to his surroundings, he grew up to
be a most exemplary youth. He became converted at an early age, and expressed a frenzy
to study for the ministry. In order to qualify
himself for his high and lofty calling he studied
day and night until he became so thin and
pale that he was obliged to giv up his studies
in order to regain his f()rmer appetite. The
medical gentleman who was called in insisted
that a change of air was indispensable, and
urged that young Keyworth be sent out on the
frontier, where an activ life among the cowboys would soon restore him to his original
strength. Robert refused to listen to this advice at first. He said such a life might divert
his mind from his sacred calling, and while he
was getting his body in good trim, he might
lose his immortal soul. Parson Thomas had
no such fears. On the contrary, he was of the
opinion that the unostentatious piety of ;Robert could not fail to create a profound impression on the wild nomads of the prairies. In
the hands of Providence, Robert might become
the humble instrument by which many brands
on the frontier might be snatched from the
lmrning. Robert no longer objected. On the
contrary, he was anxious to begin his missionary labors at once. Mounted on a gentle old
mare, armed with an umbrella, and his saddle-bags filled with church literature, he bid a
tearful farewell to his kind benefactor, who
made him a present of his blessing, arid journeyed toward the setting sun.
Robert's letters to Parson Thomas were not
very numerous, nor were they of as spiritual a
nature as might hav been expected. Robert
had regained his health, for he referred to
running horse races and other modes of regaining his strength.
One morning, about a year after Robert left
for the frontier, an unmistakable cowboy,
.wearing a large Mexican hat and spurs, rang
the bell at the modest suburban residence of
Parson Thomas. On being admitted he introduced himself as Bill Kelly. He was the
friend and chum of Robert, who had directed
him to call on his former benefactor
''I am truly glad to hear from my young
fnend. I suppose Robert has entirely regained his health."
"Robert is all hunkey, but he had a mighty
close call week before last."
"You don't tell me that Robert has already
had a call! How much salary was he offered
,_,y the congregatwn ?"
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"I don't mean that kind of a call. We was
chased by the Injnns while we was out hunting stock, and if it hadn't been for a motte of
timber they would hav got our scalps, sure, It
was a mighty close call."
" Oh, you were in peril from Indians. Tell
me, when you first saw the Indians, did not
Robert tell you that you should rely on divine
providence-that the very hairs of your head
are all numbered?"
"No, he didn't say that, Robert didn't. He
said our days were numbered if we didn't get
to that motte of timber quicker than hell
a' beatin' tanbark."
" I regret to hear that Robert has learned to
swear, but I suppose it was due to the excitement of the moment. However, when you got
to the motte of timber, and were safe from
Indians, did not Robert throw himself on his
knees?"
' 'He did that very thing, Parson. He just
flung himself on his knees, and raised up--"
" His hands in prayer to offer up thanksgiving for his escape. I knew that the religious principles I had instilled into that boy
would bring forth good fruit.
He raised
up--"
"Yes, he flung himself on his knees, and he
raised up his Winchester and offered up the
nearest Injun. Shot him right out of the S!1ddle, and, Pars0n, right here is his scalp," and
Kelly threw down on the table a fresh Indian
scalp.
Parson Thomas recoiled in horror. "Robert told me to tell you it was the spile of his
spear and bow, and that, like David, he
thanked God who had taught his fingers to
fight and hiH hands to war," said Kelly.
Parson Thomas was inexpressibly shocked
that the teachings should hav borne such
fruits.
"It pains me very much to hear that Robert
has become so neglectful of his Christian duties. So yQ.U escaped without loss."
"No, indeed we didn't. One of the Indian
bullets hit a bottle of cocktail in Robert's
saddle bag, and ruined our only deck of poker
cards. There was not another bottle of cocktail or a deck of poker cards within forty
miles. That hurt Robert. He said if it had
not been for the consolation of religion which
you had instilled into him, that he didn't know
what he would hav done."
"My young friend," said Parson Thomas
sadly; "you cannot imagin how badly I feel
over your account of Robert's recklessness.
From what you say I cannot but believe that
he has become profane, that he indulges in
strong drink, and in card playing. He may
yet repent of his sins, and become a worthy
Christian."
"I've not told you the worst about Robert,"
said Kelly hesitatingly. "He has-"
"Committed murder?"
"Worse than that."
"Impossible!"
... He ran for the legislature."
"He is lost beyond redemption."
"And he was elected, too."
"Worse and worse."
'.'And he says when he comes to Austin he
Js going to hav you elected chaplain of the
House."
"Hey?"
"And you will get five dollars a day for a
five minutes' prayer."
"God bless the noble boy," and when
Kelly left, Parson Thomas had tears in his
eyes, and was fondling the Indian's scalp.
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ration Day Oration," never before published,
and all the famous "tributes" heretofore
printed in various shapes, but never brought
together till now, many other gems selected
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, let
ters, table-talks and day-to-day conversations
of the author.
The work is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as
rare per
sonal souvenir. To help it serve this purpose
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile:
has been prepared especially for it.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
volume is eminently suited for presentation
purposes, for any season or occasion.
In workmanship the volume is a masterpiece. The type is large and beautiful; the
paper heavy and richly tinted; the presswork
faultless; and the binding, as perfect as the
best materials and skill can produce. The
book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
No item of expense has b•en
spared to make
~
the work worthy of author and public.
PRICES:
. Silk-cloth, beveled edges, gilt back. and side,
$2 50
Half-calf, mottled edges, elegant llbr!IXY style, 4. 50
·Full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine,
7 50
Full tree calf, highest possible style and finish, 9 00
Sent to any address..._postpaid, on receipt of
price.
THE T.uUTH SEEKER,
38 Clinton Fl., New York.
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NOW READY!

THE

New Years Gift Presentation,

THE MAGNIFICENT

PROBLEM OF THE UNIVERSE,
AND

Its Scientific Solution;

IN COMMEMORATION OF THE 28TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE

WITH SOME

CRITICISMS OF UNIVERSOLOGY
B}' SA.,J.UEL P. PUTNAM.

Price 20 cents.

At 2 P.M.,

-OF THE-

For sale a.t this office

Marriage and .Divorce.

Last year on New Year's day Wettstein presented
to his patrons assembled In Armory Hall, a valuable
collection of beautiful presents, comprising 10 Gold
Watches and Gold Chains; half a dozen genuln Dla·
By R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
mond Pins, Rings, and Eardrops; over a dozen flne
Author of "The Bib!<}-Whence and What?"
Sliver Watches, solid G·>ld Jewelry, elegant Sliver·
ware, Fancy Goods, etc., ranging !n price from $1.00
OOl<TENTS:
to $100.00.
The True Ideal ot Marriage.
This I propose to do this year and to glv my Lib·
Free Love.
era! friends abroad an opportunity to receive a nice
The History of Marriage.
present.
The Old Testament Divorce Law.
The aggregate of goods presented will not be less
The. New Testament on Divorce.
than $1,500, and probably $2,000, according to amount PRINTED .J;N SEVEN COLORS ON THE
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion.
of goods sold.
Rational Ded uctlons from Established Principle•
To all my customers sending $1.00 or more for
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws Answered.
BEST LITHOGRAPH .PAPER,
goods or work, I shall present, for each and every
Prevention Better tnan Cu' e.
dollar, a certlflcate entitling the owner to one or
Price, 50 cents. Neatly bound in cloth. For sal
SIZE, 22 ~ X 28l.
more shares In these gifts.
at this omce.
This Is the fairest and most liberal otrer ever made
33 Clinton Place, New.York.
by any merchant In America My stock Is complete
In everything pertaining to a flrst-class jewelry THE BRONZE MEDALLION
store; prices now averaging 25 per cent below those
ot largest cities; goods sent by mall or express to
"ANT I C H R I S-T !'
all parts of the world accompanied by one certlflcate
PRINTS AS LAIIGE AS A CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
Provllll! conclualvil' that
for every dollar remitted, and cash refunded It not
THUS GrYING NOT ONLY A PICTURE OF
satiSfactory, and returned same day received.
TBJ!. 8TOBY OF J11:8U8 CHRIST•
Prices on watches again reduced since last price
Hl.l birth, Ufe, trial, eJtecntlon, etc.-1.1 a myth
THE MONUMENT, BUT L'l" ACCURATE
list In this paper. The presents will be presented
TRUTH BE.KKEB Olllce.
In a public hall of Rochelle, directly to my cus·
as Clinton Place, New York·
!'r!.ce.12.00.
tomers, or to a committee selected by them at that
LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.
time, In ooe entire lot, and the mode of distribution
will be optional with them.
Everybody pleased last year, and all must be
pleased this year.
Olrcul .rs giving all particulars and describing
style and value of each gift, mailed tree on appllca·
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
tlon.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
The lithograph is designed for fra.m·

ll. M. BENNETT MONUMENT.

GOLDEN THRONE

10t43

An Antidote Analyzed,

ing, a.nd will be a. treasure for all Libera.ls.

SHOWING THE

Sent, postpaid, a.nd securely wrapped,

FOLLY OF A. RELIGIOUS QUACK to subscribers to the Monument Fund
In Ministering a Nauseous Antidote to Those
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing Poisonous, and
EXPOSING
THE
INCONSISTENCY
CHRISTIANS GENERALLY.
BY

H.

CLAY

for 30 cents; to others, 50 cents.
dress this office.

OF

LUSE.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 01llce,
33 Clinton Place, New York.

or .. Prometheus,.... Gottlieb...

and

II

Ingersoll

and Jesus!'

A Radical romance or pioneer 111e, deUneatilll! the Vir·
tnes of natural hnmanlt.Y as opposed to the hypocrisy ot a
supernatural religion; crowded with incident and tnll ol
~rogresalv Ideas and the poetry of the future.
PBIOE $1.00.
ADDRESS THIS OFFIC}

Ad- THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Prioe, 25 oents.

THE

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.

INSTITUTION OF .MARRIAGE IN
THE UNITED KINGDOM.

BY MAJL POST•PAID.

10 CTS.

PRIIJE,

Author

BEING

LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND
MARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.

RE-

Four Hundred an.-t :Jlorty Large
Octavo Pages.

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY,
OR,

Price reduced from $2.25 to $1.00.
41tf
Address this office.

MEN oF BusiNESS WHo Dm SoMETHING BE·
SIDES MAKING MoNEY.

A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.

BY .TA'UES

FACT 8.

PARTO~.

A Magazine Devoted to the State·
ments or Mental and Spiritual
.Phenomena.

This book contains 400 pages, plainly printed,
treating of f"rty-slx characters In history who have
helped the world; together with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
U.21i.
PRICE,
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Address
33 Clinton Place, New York,

Single Copies 10 cents.
39tf

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Man. Whence and Whither.
By R. B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Addreso
TBJ!. TRUTH SEEKER,
SS CUnton Place. New YoT'Ir.

A New and Useful Work.

W

EDLOCK, OR, THE RIGHT RELATIONS
OF THE SEXES-Disclosing the Laws of
Conjugal Selecton, and showing Who May and
Who May Not Marry. A Scientific Treatise. By
B.u.rnm. B. WELLS, One vol., l2mo, 250 pages;
plain muslin, price, $1.50; in fancy gilt binding, ill
Among the subjects trt'ated are the following:
Marriage a Divine Institution; Quallfica~ons for
Matrimony; The Right Age to Marry; Motives
f'or Marrying; Marriages of Consanguinity- of
Cousins, when Justifiable; Conjugal Selectlon-

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

HI1story ofChriiStlanlty
1

1

Afllnities; Courtship-Long or S!lort; Duty ol
Parents; Marriage Customs and Ceremonies of a!'
N"ations; Ethics of Marriage; Second Marriages,
ue they Admissible? Jealousy-Its C'auss and
of some passages in the "History of the Decline and Cure i Causes of Separation and Divorce; Celibacy
Fall of the Roman Empire" by
-Ancient and Modern; Polygamy aud Pantagamy;
EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
Love Signs in the Features, and How to Read
With a Life of Gihbon, preface and notes by the editor, Them; Physiognomy i Sensible Love Letters--Exincluding critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck, llmples; Tbe Poet's Wife; The Model Husband
an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
Rnd the Mode! Wife_ the Mutual Obligations,
I vol. 12 mo, 864 PP· Cloth. With 65 engravings. $ 2 00 Privileges, and Duties ; The Poetry of Love, Court·
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity hi
d
originated, who were its founders and what were the a p, an Marriage-Being a Practical Guide to all
sentiments, manners, numbers, a~d condition of the the Relations of H~Pl'Y WEDLUCK.
primitive Christians.
The book is handsomely printed and beautiful!
"I know of no book that contains more real and val- b
d It
In
.
J
uable iuformation upon the origin of Christianity."- oun
wae tended more especially for yo~
R. G. INGERSOLL.
people, but may be read with interest and with
"One of the most learned and interestwg books etVer _..flt b tb
f
C ·
"11 b
written aud published."-Boston Inveetigator.
.-·Y ose 0 every age.
optes WI
e •en I
FOR SAl-E AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, ~ 'rJ pQIIt to t.tly addreaa Oil receipt of price,
AND

A VINDICATION

I

I

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility
Premature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting trom Indiscretions or ex.
ceases. A book for.every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all acute
and chronic diaeases, each one ot which is lnvalua.
ble. So found by the author, whose experience fot
23 years is such as probably never before fell to the
lot ot any physician. SOO pages, bound In beau tlful
French muslin, em bossed covers, full gilt, guaran
teed to be a flner work In every sens-mechan1Qal
literary, and professional-than any other work solo
In this country for $2.50, or the money will be re·
funded in every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mal
postpaid-. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Bend now
Gold medal awarded the author by the National Med
leal Association, to the o1lloers of which he refers.
This Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the a1lllcted for relief. I1
will be.J.eflt all.-London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom this boo~
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
Instructor, or clergyman.-.A.rgonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No 4 Bulllnch st., Boston, Ma.sa., who rna)
be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and ex
perience. Uhronlc ana obstinate diseases that ha'
baffled the skill of all other physicla.us
a
specialty. Such treated suooeesfully
without an Instance of failure.
1yr48
Mention this paper.
J

HEAL
THYSELI

DR. F1LLO
WS
is a regularly educat-

Will Cure all Forins ef Dhease Without
llledletne.
CONSULTING ROOMS,

471 WEST lliADlSON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

So~nethlng

for lnvalida •o reaot ond study
ov .. r.-Stop Druf!ging an<l by
Na•ur~'.llent.edy,
lliAGNE'J Jblll.

For years past it has been known to the profes·
sion that Magnetism and Electricity were vower!ul
agents for Imparting vital force and energY to the
worn-out slltreru from disease. Many humanita·
ria.ns In the profession, thinking more ot the aile·
viation or su!Iering than they did of the coae ot
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found them·
selves aston!Ghed at the etrect upon their patients.
'£hey had been taught that mtalclne was an abso·
lute essential In all oases, ana that ~hat falling, the
patient muet die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and there an aavanced thinker has flung IL!llde
the tie which bound him to his dogm allc b• ethren
and has resorted to other and more sclentlflc meth·
ods of treatment. AS a result many, having btoken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barba·
rous as it was unsclentlflc, have used their best en·
ergles to devise means for the alleviation of human
sutrerlng. Here and there the wondrous power ot
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submitted to
ita mild but potent Influence. '£his agent to the
Intelligent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as it Is, the very essential of all life, It was found
that the human bo•. y when in a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital prlnci!Jle. It we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
An 1 but now is 1t to be done, says the IJhyslclan.
Science, however, came to 1he rescue, and solved
Lhe problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fleldo ot what are known sa m•gnetlc ore. It
was observed that the ore, whtm c"r' t. d upon the
person, was round to be a saiilguard agalnbt disease,
and oo this clrcumstanoo we are largely Indebted lor
magnetic wearing ai'!Jatel, rorltws.s .. n easy trans!·
tlon from carrymg magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed lu
garments flttea to every part of the body. biLce
the first introd uctlon of magnetic appliances as a
curattve, there has been a number of these so-called
magneLic garments tolsted UlJOn the public by men
whose sole object was gain. Unsclentlflc In construction, and having little If any magnetism In
them, their Ute was of short duration; It was long
"nough, however, to demonstrate that when cunstructed upon sclentlflc principles there wasecsrcely
an ailment that human flesh Is nelr tO that would
no1 submit to their healing Influence.
THE EUREKA MAGNE'l'lC APl'LlANCEB are BU·
pertor 10 everything of a similar cha•acter heretofore otrered to the public, being the only sclentlflcally cxnstructed appliance In the marnet; It Is now
two an,d a halt years since they were flrst otrered
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of Iallure to receive beneflt reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt of testimonials of cures from all
parts or the country. We know that dlses.se cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
SJ.S advised by us.
'.ro all who may be afJI!cted with any of the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
:ll:agnetlc Garments will cure you :-J"aralysls,
Rheumatlom, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Dlsea•e, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion ot the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsta, Loss of Energy, Heart Dloease,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus
Uteri,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian Tumors,
Syphilis, Epilepsy, Bt. VItus' Dance, and u.ll forms
ot chronic Invalidism.

PRICE LIST.

ed and legally quali·
fied physician, and
$ 6 00
the most successful Lung Invigorators,
as his practice will G"ntlemen's Body Belts,
00
pr0ve. He has tor
00
twenty years treated ~ciatic Appliances,
exclusivly all disease• Knee 4'aps,
3 00
ot the Sexual Or·
4 00
gans, In which he Lt>g Belts,
stands pre-eminent. \nkets,
4 00
B PER MATORRH<E.A
and I MPOT EN CY Shoulder Appliances,
4 00
as the result of self.
abuse in youth and Wris lets, each,
sexual excesses In rna. Hat Band!l,
1 00
turer years, causing
4 00
n I g h t emissions by Ht-ad Caps,
dreams, IOBB ot sexual . . }et:ping C»ps,
4 00
power,renderlng mar
Abdominal
.8elts
(ladies),
6
00
rlage improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per
15 00
manently by an outside appllcatiov In sixty days Gents' Vests,
NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It is one ot Dr
Fellows' valuable discoveries, which Is entirely un Ladies' Jacket and Corset
known to the medical profeBSion. Bend three 2-cenl
(combined),
• "18 00
stamps for his "Private Counselor," giving full In
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N Superftne Insoles (all leather), 1 00
J., and say where you saw this advertisment.
While these garments can be procured at the
above low prices no one can atrord to be 111. Our
From tM Ironclad .Age.
ladles' supporters are just what every lady In the
"Dr.Fel:~ws is an outspoken Infldel, therefore n<
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the ian<' land needs, as It will be found a great assistance at
certain periods; all these garments are made to
should giv the doctor their patrOnage."
l:vll
measure, an<! a fit guaranteed. To ladies who are
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay tor
ltselt an hundred fold in a few weeks' wear. This
gar.:nent Is only made from actual measure, and a
perfect flt assured.
my!Uedical Compound and lmproTed
Elastic Snpporter Trus~ infrom30 to
All oommun!Cittlons answered free of charge.
90 day3. Reliable references gtven. Send
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
stamp for ei rcu Lar 1 and sav in .what papor
Chicago,
Ill. ~ Agents wanted tor Boston, New
vou saw mv adverli8em611t. Addreoo C&pl.
York Brooklyn, and Philadelphia.

6
5
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RUPTURES· CUR EDby

W. A. ~lllnSI,SIIIIIhvllle,1el!'lrltll ~.lli.Y.

T:HE TRUTH SEEKE.J:t. NOVEM.BEH Q9.

fltldfl Hnrl
BRETHREN, my heart"s desire and prayer are for
the progress and happiness or the human race, thBct
they may all so far as possible come to a knowledge
or the truth, for the truth rreeth from bondage and
superstition and maketh Its possessor free in<l.eed.
For I bear record before you and all men that I feel
a love tor the truth and I rejoice in my heart greatly
when any man or woman doth find it. I reel a zeal
tor the truth which glvs me peace and I find a joy
in its service that the advocates of error [cannot deprive me or.- D. !If. Benni!tt.

Jlnt(s.

"MAMMA, why Is vapa brt.ld ?" "I am hts fourth
wife, darllng.''
THE sewing-machine is tile most important member in woman·s sewclety.

1~~4.

FREE1 HINKERS' CONVENTION,
1

7'o Be Helrl At

SALA}lANC.-L N.

THE OPERA HOUSE,

THE spanked chlld soon fin'1B out who has th9 upper hand in the domestic government.

December <ttll, ath, 6t11, and 7th, ISS4.

A SUBSCRIBER advertises for "a plain girl to cook.''
He proba.bly was afraid he would be Jaanged if he
cooked a pretty girl.

SPEAKERS:
Charles Watts, T. B. Wakeman, S. P. Putnam, C. B. Reynolds, W. S. Bell, John E.
A BURGLAR, who went into a house at east St.
Remsburg, Geo. W. Taylor, and J. H. Burnham hav been engaged as speakers. CourtNOT rellglon, which is really nothing else than the Louis to do a llttle business, complains that he was landt Palmer has been invited to preside. ·
ethical sontlment or loyalty; and not self-interest. held up by the OWijer and robbed or $31i and a gold
It is hoped that some representativ orthodox clergyman may be induced to attend and
whose satisfactions require a.ssoclativ harmony, but watch.
engage Mr. Watts in debate.
the dictionary. or the perfidy or language, whose
" COME here, little fairy, and sit on my knee,
MUSIC:
Babel curse continues, in each national idiom, stlll
Whlle I talk ot my happiest dream I"
to compromise thought-the dictionary is the mtsu I'll giv no encouragement, sirrah," said she,
The same fine choir of singers who furnished the excellent music at the Cassadaga
creativ genius or human antagonisms. Now I hav
To such a knee~farious BCheme."
Convention hav been engaged for the Salamanca gathering.
not the pretension of the great" pantarch," to alWE Jove poetry, especially when it conveys to us
LOCATION:
the human race, but I hav that or morallzlng
our dictionary a deux, or tor a llmited circle or sym- such a startllng truth as was recently given to the
Salamanca
has
better
railroa'i
facilities
than any other town of it~ size in the state.
world in a poem beginning," Darkness creeps o'er
pathetic mlnds.-LazantJ {"Edgeworth") in Liberty.
us as night comes on." A truth llke that, even Some seven lines of railroad enter the town from various directions, and all will grant
THE morallty in Christianity has never opposed though crushed to earth, would bob up serenely reduced rates of fare.
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS:
the freedom or thought. It has never put, nor tended every now and then.
to put, a chain on a human mind, nor a manacle on
Good board can be obtained at on£> dollar per day.
THOUGHTS
IN
CHURCH.
a human 11mb; but the· doctrlus dlstinctivly ChrisA SOCIAL PARTY
HE.
tian-the necessity or bellevlng a certain thing; the
11
idea that eternal punishment awaited him who
She kneels beside the altar, now,
will be held on the evening of Saturday, the 6th.
falled to belleve; the idea that the innocent can surAn earthly angel, pure and fair.
fer tor tile gullty-these thln~s hav oppvsed, and for
Would I my troubled head could bow
TICKETS (/or the season,)
50 CENTS.
a thousand years substantially destroyed, the freeAud join her in that sllent prayer.
(NO COLLECTION.)
dom or the human mind. All rellglons hav, with
Lights falling through the stainless glass
ceremony, magic, and mystery deformed, darkened,
Are changed to rainbows as they pass,
For particulars as to r.>ilroad rates, routes, etc., address
And, charmed, about my loved one lle.
and corrupted the soul. Around the sturdy oaks or
morality hav grown and clung the parasitic, poisonSweet saint, what is thy whispered thought?
II. L. GREEN, !iialamanca, N V.
For thou art praying now, whlle ! ous vines or the miraculous and monstrous.-R. G.
Unworthy or thee, I am not."
InyerBoll in the Oh:nstian Rel-igion.

•oat•=•

1

WE are not much in the h'\blt or ldollzlng either
the llving or tile dead. And we think that there is
no more certain indication or a weak and lll-regulated Intellect than that propensity which, for want
or a better name, we wlll venture to christen Boswellis'ln. But there are a few characters which hav stood
the closest scr·Jtluy and the severest tests, which
hav been tried in the furnace and hav proved pure,
which hav been weighed in the balance and hav not
been found wanting, "hlch hav been declared sterling by the general consent of mankind, and which
are vlslb~y stamped with the fmage and superscription or tile most high. These great men we trust
that we know how to prize; and or these was Mllton.
'l'he slght or his books, the sound or hlR name, are
pleasant to us. . . . Nor do we envy the man who
can study either the ure or the wrltlngs or the great
poet and patriot, wlthou t aspiring to emulate, not,
indeed, the subllme works with which his genius
has enriched our llterature, but the zeal with which
he labored for the public good, the fortitude with
which he endured every private calamity, the lofty
dls"aln With which he looked down on temptations
and dangers, the deadly hatred which he bore t'>
bigots and tyrants, and the falth which he steadlly
kept with Ills country and with hlB rd.me.- Maccmlay·s
!/ilton.

SHE.
" Good gracious I there is Sam, 1 vow!
I wonder if he sees me.
Yes, he is watching me. Oh, how
'J'hat fellow tries to please me I
I hope he llkes my hat and d ress;
But then he thinks me perfect. Yes,
I llke him, but he's poQr, and so
I rear I must refuse him.
He's awfully nice to fiirt with, though,
I really hate to lose him.''

WAI~FS AND WAN ll ERIN GS
A NEW AMERICAN STORY,

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
AUTHOR
"GOLDEN

THRONE,"

01!'

''PROMETHEUS," ''INGER...

BOLL AND JESUS," ETC.
Pr.ce, Cl-·th, $1.00; Paper, 50 lOts.

"A prose epic or the war, rich with incident and
the dramatic power; breezy from firft page to last with
large bets that were made, Robert Burdette recently the llvlng spirit or to-day,-John Swintnn'• Paper.
said to a reporter: "I did not bet any money on the
recent election. It has been many years since I up_
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
held my political principles by coining them tor base
33 CLINTON PLACE. NEW YORK.
drachmas. Years ago, when I was young and
charming-rather a trlfie more young than I was
more charmtng-r beta box or ctgars with a pouticat
roe, but an esteemed personal friend, on the election
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
or Mr. Hayes. To glv him a show tor his white alley,
I bet him a hat on the resalt in New York. There_
Sent on Receipt of Price.
·turns promptly decided that I lost the hat, and the
A ScienUnited States Congress and the High Joint Arbitratific and Popular Exposition of the Fundation Commission, atter gravely considering the quesmental Problems in Sociology. $1.
tion for many weeks, finally informed me that I had
won the box or cigars. I never dreamed that such a
By
Dr. MARY J. STUDLEY. Price, $1.00.
JH there anything that we hav heard oftener re- simple bet would throw the republlc into such a
painful
state
or
suspense,
excitement,
and
contusion.
peated, or with greater emphasis, tor some years
and the Cure
past, than this, that nowadays the point is not wha I said then that never again would I thoughtlessly
of""N"ervousness. By M. L. HoLBROOK. $1.50.
tamper
with
the
peace
and
happiness
or
my
country,
a man belleves, but how be behaves; as regards the
A Code
writer, not what he teaches men to belleve, but how though all my polltical roes went bareheaded and I
of Directions for A voiding most of the Pains
he instructs them to act? Very well; now comes one had to pick up stubs for my personal· smoking all the
and Dangers of Child-Bearing. Edited by
who takes all this In earnest and who r,tncerely be- days or our respectiv and respected llves. I paid
M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
ll eves that a man's creed is no longer taken into ac.. my hat bet. I went to the hatter with my friend and
count. He removes certain plllars or the faith, had his head blocked for a special order. His
By
which he has round to be in a state or decay, with- blocked head fairly swam with joy when I told him
Mrs. E. B. DUFFEY. Price, $1.00.
out. however, o.rrerlng to mankind anything new I was going to hav a hat made specially tor him. He
A Natural and Sciwilh regard to moral conduct; simply exhorting said, • Robert--' The so'oer, solemn truth is he
entific Diet.
By GusTAV· SCHLICKEYBEN.
them to the practice or much the same virtues as said • Bob,' but that doesn't look well in print, and I
Price, $1.00.
they regarded as sacred before, though from some- hate the name anyhow. • Robert, lr you win the cl·
what less selfish motivs. Surely the man wlll not gars, which heaven forbid, I wlll go to Havana and
An Appeal to Men
be molested on account or what he has said, but wlll make them myself.' I knew he would not, far bet.
in Behalf of Human Culture through a
ter
than
he
did.
The
hat
was
made
under
the
perbe treated with as much respect as ever before. Un_
Wise1 Parentage. By A. E. NEWTON. Price,
doubtedly he would, if our boasted llberallty were sonal supervision or the hatter, by and with the
pape1, ~5 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
advice
and
consent
or
myself.
It was a sllck, shiny
auy1hlng more than a mere phrase.-Strauss.
hat. It was about eighteen inches high, and as
Containing Receipts for Preparing a Hygienic
'J'HA'f lmpllclt credulity Is a mark or a feeble mlnd, symmetrical as a stove-pipe. It was the same size
Food
By .Mrs. M. M. JoNEs, M.D. 30 cts.
wlll not j:>e dl•puted; but it may not, perhaps, be so all the way up. The brim was about an inch and a
generally acknowledged that the case is the same quarter wide, fiat and straight as a sliver dolla•. It
to
Hints on Getwlth unllmlted skeptlclsm; on the contrary, we are would hav been the pride or a St. Patrick's Day proting Well and Keeping Well. By .Mrs. R. B.
s·,metimosapt to ascribe this disposition to a more cession. It was the awfulest hat. St~ong men shudGLEASON, M.D. Price, $1.50.
t1an ordinary vigor or intellect. Such a prejudice dered when they saw it. I don't bel!eve such a hat
or, Our Secret Sins. By
wus by no means unnatural at that period in the was ever made before, or behind. Well, I gathered
Dw LEWIS, M.D. Treating of the Sexual
history or r.u odern Europe, when reason first began about a score or our mutual friends. We got the
Relations in their Higher AHpects. $2,00.
t'' throw off the yoke or authority; and when it un- band out, set the hat on top or a dry goods box in an
ttttestlonably required a superiority or understand- open wagon and paraded down to my friend's store,
Being Suggestions
ing, as well as or intrepidity, for an individual tore- and I presented the hat with an elaborate and ornate
to Parents. By A. E. NEWTON. 25 cents.
sbt, the contagion of prevailing superstition. But address. Men said it was the greatest effort or my
or,
tn tile present age, in which the tendency or fashion. life. I think it was. It not only fatigued me, but the
From the Cradle to the School. By BERTHA
able oplnivns Is directly opposlt to those or the vul- people who heard it. When the court or arbltr9.tlOn
MEYER. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
gar; the phllosot>hlcal creed, or the phllosophlcat at last decided the other bet, the band and the crowd
skepticism or by far the greater number or those came out again. and.. my roe presented me with a
Its Care and Culture. By J.
who value themselvs on an emancipation from popu- box or cigars. At the conclusion of the presentation
MoRTIMER GRANVILLE. Price, $1.00.
1ar errors, ari3es from the very same weakness with speech he proposed that we smoke the weed or
the cre<lullty otthe multitude; nor !sit going too far peace. I could not refuse. I faltered my thanks,
Including the
to say, wllh Rouseeau, that" he who, in the end or lighted a cigar, and puffed twice or thrice. That
Science of Eating. Five hundred Receipts
was
nearly
eight
years
agone,
and
yet
sometimes
I
the elgllleenth century, has brought himself to
for Wholesome Cookery; One Hundred Reabandon all his early pt·lnclples wlthou t dlscrlmlna- am aroused from the profoundest slumber in the
ceipts for Delicious Drinks; One Hundred
dead
or
night
by
the
lingering
farewell
or
that
cigar.
tlnn would probably hav been a bigot in the days or
Ever-Recurring Questions Answered.
By
tile League.''-Dugald Stewa,-t's Philosophy of the Hu- A pollceman, who accidentally happened to be
M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
man Mind..
The League, here referred to by Rous- awake that afternoon, came along and arrested me
In Their
seau, has a peculiar importance in the history or on a charge or disorderly conduct, arson, and assault
Sanitary and Physiological Relations, and
Ft•t.uce, as applied to the opposition organized by with intent to commit hydrophobia. The magistile Duke or Guise to the granting or the free exer- trate smelled my breath as 1 pleaded not guilty, and
in their Bearing on the Producing of Chi!dren of Finer Health and Greater Ability.
cise of their rellglon and polltical rights to the Hu- fined me $10. I went home, and a committee of my
By M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D. Price, $1.00.
guenots. 'J'tJls League was formed in 157G for the neighbors waited en me at long range, and gave me
maintenance and defense or the Roman Cathollc re- twenty-four hours to leave the state. I lett the box
and Some of the Things
or cigars on the office steps, and two tramps were
ligion.- CltamJJeJ·s"s En.cyclopedia.
They Ought to Know. By Dw Lli:wrs, M.D.
round dead beside it next morning. The b"ard of
Price, $1.50.
'l'HOTISANDS or human generations, all as noisy as health filed information against me for conspiracy,
our own, hav been swallowed up of time and there seized the cigars and threw them into the Mlsslsslppl
and
remains no wreck of them any more; and Arcturus river. All the Hsh between Burlington and Keokuk
Medical Common Sense. By E. B. FooTE,
and Orton and Sirius and the Pleiades are stlll died that week. I took down my shot-gun, breathed
M.D. Price, $1.50.
shining in their courses, clear and young, as when In it, pointed it at a dog, and he turned into a stone.
By E.
the shepherd first noted them in the plain or Shlnar. I blew fiercely down the barrel or the gun, intending
B. FooTE, M:D. Price, 25 cents.
Pshaw I what is this paltry llttle dog-cage or an to hunt ror my roe, and the gun burst on the spot.
earth; what art thou that slttest whining there ? I-but why recount the harrowing experiences of
Teaches Anatomy,
Thou art still nothing, nobody; true, but Who then that week of horror ? I only mention these rew
Physiology, and Hygiene. 5 vols. in one.
is something, sumebor1y?- Oadyle's Sartor u~sar· leading facts, because truth has been sadly seldom
Price, $2.00; extra cloth, gold back, 5 vola.
Ius.
during the recent campaign."
bound separately, $6.00.
SPE~KING or the late exciting election and
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Jjlottn and f!Ilippingn.
VICTOR HuGo says that Bartholdi's statue of
• Liberty will constitute a pledge of lasting
peace between France and America.

THE Catholic mission at Hong Kong, China,
has advices that the viceroy of Canton has closed
all the chapels there, and has also razed the
entire Catholic settlement. A missionary who
has arrived at Canton from the interior Mys
that the Christians in the western provinces
are fugitivs in the wilds of Tonquin. The
Chinese authorities in the northern provinces
issued a decree for the expulsion of all missionaries. ·Upon an appep.l to the:higher authorities at Pekin, however, the decree was
reversed, and the missionaries taken under the
protection of the Chinese general government.

lined with lead. Many years after this his
body was changed from this box to the marble
tomb in which it now lies."

Jiltwn olf tht §tth.

DR. JACOBI, who has made it a special study,
concludes that, as a rule, a child should not be
sent to school before it is eight years old. Not
till this age is its brain substance sufficiently
developed. An infant's brain is soft. It contains a large percentage of water. It is deficient in fat and phosphorus, on wb,ich, to a
great extent, intellectual activity depends.
The convolutions are fewer. The different
parts of the brain do not grow in size and
weight alike-the normal proportion of the
front, back, and lateral portions not being
reached before the age of ten. So, too, the
normal proportion of the chest to the lower
portions of the body is not attained until the
eighth year, while that part of the back (the
lumbar) on which the sitting posture mainly
depends, is even then only moderately developed.

AN increase of $750,000 in the national pnblict debt during the month of November is announced.
MucH discontent prevails in Ireland, and it
is reported that the secret societies are again
very activ.

"I BELIEVE the Lord can save reporters,"
said a New Haven hallelujah lassie recently.
"I knew one who was converted. He left the
MICHAEL DE YOUNG, the editor of the San
business, and henceforth followed an honest
Francisco
Chronicle, who was shot by young
life."
Spreckels, is recovering.
ONE-THIRD of the newspapers published in
THE cost per year of running the postal deDE WITT TALMAGE says: "No man ever comItaly bear the title of Gazette, the name having
partment of this nation, according to the postbeen handed down from 1570, when the first mitted ·a forgery, ever absconded, or ever did
office report, is about $50,000,000.
gossipy little sheet saw daylight at Venice, and a wrong in business, if he first consulted his
wife." At first thought that seems pretty true;
was sold for a small coin, gazelta.
h is reported from Danville, Pa., that two
near enough to be accepted as a rule. But,
laboring men, while digging for roots, unTHE Christian scientists hold that mind has somehow, the suspicion steals over one who
earthed an iron box containing $47,000, mostly
supreme power over matter; that the sick may attended Sunday-school before the war that
in Mexican gold and silver coins.
become well if they only think so, and, inaeed, there are instances on record in the Bible where
SoMEBODY sent aN ewfonnilland pup to Presare well if they believe and act as if they were. men were induced to do wrong by their wives.
ident-elect Cleveland. In declining the gift
' They hav ~ church in Boston, and a college Somebody has borrowed the Sun's Bible, and
GEN. JOE J OHNBTON said to a newspaper man Gov. Cleveland hints that it will be useless for
where, for $300, one may be taught how to be- therefore this matter cannot be settled before
w:ho asked him about the origin of the Confed- people to attempt to make him any presents,
como n healer.
going to press. Wasn't there a lady named Eva, erate battle flag: "At the battle of Manassas- as he will nJt accept them.
THOUSANDS of titles to written and unwritten or some such short name, who caused her hilsyon Northerners call it Ball Run-the stars
plays and books hav been filed with the libra- band, a good man, to go wrong? And there
PROFESSOR ADLER lectured last Sunday On
and bars proved a failure, because they were
rian of Congress, with a fee of a dollar in each were others, too-Lots of them-we are sure.
the necssity of sanitary preparation to ward off
so much like the Union colors. Indeed, both
instance, under the impression that some sort -Peck's Sun.
the possible advent of cholera in New York
armies mistook their enemies for friends, and
of protection is thus gained. The law requires
next summer, and the Young Men's Hebrew
THE Times of India givs an account of a vice versa. After the battle I had resolved to
Association met and organized a movement for
a deposit of the entire work, without which
nativ cure of snake l;ite at Walkeshwnr. A discard this flag, and called for each regiment
the sanitary improvement of Hebrew tenement
there is no copyright.
Hindoo woman· having been bitten on the to procure its state colors. This they were not
PuBLIC telephone service has been estab- ankle, her husband applied a bandage above able to do, and I asked the army for new localities.
lished throughout Belgium, and for a franc a the wound, and sent for a famous Indian designs. Among those presented one by Gen
THERE were 32,067 deaths in this city in the
merchant in Brussels may converse five min- specialist in such matters. The man recom- Beauregard was chosen, and I altered this only eleven months ending Nov. 30th. The nnmutes with a friend or business correspondent mended the chicken cure. Twelve livR chick- in making it square instead of oblong. This her of deaths for the corresponding period of
in Antwerp of Liege. An extra ten cents en- ens were brought to the house, and applied to flag was afterward adopted by the Confederate last year was 31,378. The number of births
titles him to an aditional five minutes. It is the wound one after the other. All of them armies. It was a Greek cross of blue on a red reported in the eleven months was 27,537; last
thought this system will largely supersede the died from the effects of the poison, and two field, with white stars on the blue bars. This year it was 26,562 There hav been 10,865
sending of written telegrams.
more were sent for; these two lived, and the flag was designed by a Col. Walton, of Lonisi- marriages reported thus far this year, which is
345 more than for the same period last year.
JOHN RusKIN says that the missionary office patient was declared cured. The matter hav- ana, and presented to Gen. Beauregard."
EvERETT FARNHAM died at Richfield, SumA WOMAN wlio keeps a disrepnt"-ble house in
of England in Africa and America has chiefly ing been reported to the police, the woman
consisted in "stealing lands and exterminating was removed to a hospital, but at the end of mit county, Ohio, a few days ago, at the age this city was in the courts last week charged
their inhabitants;" that the introduction of five hours the doctors found no signs of poi- of 84• He was deemed eccentric. He called with assaulting her colored servant with intent
his lands his domains. On his farm was a to kill. The woman was promptly bailed by
Christianity into India has "only taught the soning, and permitted her to walk home.
THE angel theory as to the genesis of man- large tract of meadow land which he called an alderman. The judge complained that the
nativs to wear Paisley shawls instead of cashmere," and that the "Christian aid" in kind is becoming effete. It won't do. "Mam- "God's Heart," and of this he took especial chief obstacle to justice in this city was the
Australia has been principally to "help pions ma," said four-years-old, as she stood on tip- care. He was a great admirer of England and aldermen, who were always ready to bail
toe by the bedside and peered at her mew little British customs, and on a recent visit to Lon- criminals. He expressed himself as unable to
farmers to convict labor."
SPEAKING of Tha.ukdgiving, the· Sun observes brother, ''where did that baby come from?" don undertook to defend to the Britishers in account for it. The fact is easily explained,
"The angels brought him, darling," said the streets the advantages of republicanism, however. The aldermen are mainly Catholic.
of the origio<>I keepers of the day that "they
h,a got away from Engl~tnd, and had found mamma. "Oh, I wish I hadn't gone out to and was arrested and fined. In clearing land So are the criminals.
LAsT Sunday F. De Castro, of Newark, N.
what they sought in the wilderness; not, as the play this morning. But how did the angels he would never burn his brush, but placed it
amiable Mrs, Hemans has written down for know yon wanted him? Oh, I guess yon must in piles and allowed it to rot. He was an J., shot himself to death. He left a statement
the many generations of schoolboys, ' freedom hav written them a letter, and the wind must avowed Infidel, and had a large library of that he was going to a happier future world,
to worship God,' but the opportunity of mak- hav taken it and blowed it right up to heaven, books treating on Infidelity. Four or five where a kind and loving father ruled. Frank
ing it warm for everybody, Quaker, Baptist, and then the angels got the letter. I wonder of his acres were inclosed as a park, in which Saunders, of Brooklyn, fired a bullet into his
Catholic, or Anglican, who was not content how they got in when they brought him. Did he kept deer, elk, and buffalo. He said that brain and fell across the body of his sick wife.
you open the window for them?" Enter eight- at one time the emperor of Germany had sent When discovered, both were dead. Frederick
with the rigid Puritan creed."
years-old boy: "Where'd that baby come an envoy to purchase his elk. Mr. Farnham Sprahn, of Hoboken, took poison and died in
THERE is a big discount on ministers' boys. from?" "The angels brought him," said was an ·honest, upright man, and was highly a cave. John Francis, a hackman, of Mt.
A clergyman's wife recently presented him with mamma. "Oh, come off! What are yon giv- respected.
Vernon, hanged himself in a stable. Robert
a son, and the happy fa,ther, as he went his
ing us?"
OFFICER WILsON, of the Society for the Pre- K. Stewart died in the New York Hospital from
parochical rounds, was congratulated by the
THE following conversation concerning the vention of Cruelty to Children, saw Florence a self-inflicted wound. August Koss, of Patmembers of his congregation. There was one
religions views and practices of Washington is Oliver and Thomas Hanscomb, children, who erson, N. J., shot himself thrice in the head
old farmer, however, who received the tidings
reported in the Cleveland Leader: "Do yon were inmates of the Rev. William H. Rams- and died upon the rear stoop of the house of a
very coldly, but when he perceived the pastor's
think he was a religions man?" "No," was car's "Home for Children and Seminary for friend. Bertha Soyalowsky, a yoting Russian
disappointment he good natnredly explained:
the reply; "I do not. He was a chnrch-mem- Young Girls," at St. Nicholas avenue and 153d immigrant girl, jumped into the North river to
" I ain t got no spite; it's all accordin' to natur',
her, you know, and a vestryman, but the street, enter shops in Second avenue on ,July drown herself. This all occurred on a Sabbath
I s'pose; but when I think of that boy of yo urn
vestry in those days was a semi-political and 8th, and beg for food. They took the food day.
I can't help reck'ning that in a few years there'll
ANTHONY CoMsTOCK had Charles Conroy in
hav to be a new fence put 'round my water- charitable board. I hav heard old citizens say that was given them to the wagon of the Home,
that Washington would often leave the church which was driven slowly down the avenue, the courts again last Saturday, charged with
melon patch."
before service was over. Communion, yon stopping at the doors of the shops that they selling an unlawful photograph. It was a pict'l'HE inherent evils of Mormonism found a know, is served at the last of the service. The entered. At 4th street, Officer Wilson arrested nre of an actress in stage costume. Comstock
thrilling exemplification in the case of the fact that Washington slighted communion is: the children for begging, and a police justice did not claim that the picture was an immoral
pretty young English girl who. was rescued evidence to my mind that he was not a Chris- committed them to the care of Mr. Gerry's one, but merely indecent. Col. Spencer,
from the unholy grip of the "Saints" on the tian of the cast-iron kind. Another evidence 1 society. Mr. Ramseur .was arrested upon the counsel for the defendant, poked fun at ComArizona, one day last week. Lured from her is the fact that he had no preacher at his bed- 1 charge of sending the children out to beg. He stock; Professor A. L. Rawson furnished the
home by specious promises, she discovered be- side during his last sickness. He was sick, 1 was tried last week in the General Sessions. judge with a pamphlet issued by the N.1tional
fore she reached this city that she was destined yon know, for several days, and there must He was comfortably clad, and had the appear- Defense Association containing some damaging
to a living death in the haunts of the polyg- hav been ample time to hav gotten a preacher' ance of being well fed. He is elderly, blimd, facts about the "agent," and Conroy shook
amists, and chivalrous hearts and hands were if he desired it. He was thoroughly conscious and portly. Proof that the children were sent his fist in Comstock's face and called him a
reached out to protect her. Congress has for until the last, and it is said that he timed his out to beg by Mr. Ramseur was introduced by I liar and a villain. Conroy is the one-armed
twenty years been hammering away at this pulse as long as the breath was in his body. the prosecution.
Mr. Ramseur's counsel man who some years ago gave Comstock the
"twin relic of barbarism" and has accom- As it left him his hand dropped from his wrist offered no testimony for the defense, arguing mark upon the cheek which won him the name
plished nothing, in spite of the pious protests and he sank back dead. During his last hours that the begging that the children did was not of " Scarfaced Tony." For this reason Comit put forth for political effect. While it is not he gave the most minute directions as to bnsi- mendicancy within the meaning of the statute. stock has pursued the man ever since. The
desirable, says the Mercury, that the govern- ness matters, directing his wife to go and get The law, he contended, applies to street beg- present arrest is a plain case of persecution.
ment should interfere with the religious faith the two wills which he had made and burn the gers, but not to children who ask for charity J Conroy was once imprisoned by Comstock
of any citizen, it would not be objectionable if one which he wished annulled. He directed for a benevolent institution The jury, after upon a charge which he (Conroy) protests was
emigrants destined for Utah were made ac- that his corpse be kept for three days, and To- deliberating for two hours, convicted Mr. I false, and which was unsupported except by
quainted on their arrival with the social and bias Lear, his private secretary, says amonli Ramseur, but recommended him to the mercy 1 Comstock's own testimony. As the "agent's"
moral peculiarities of Mormondom, and ques- his last words were those in regard to his burial. of the court. Recorder Smith sentenced him ' oath has since been adjudged unworthy of
tioned as to their desire to east in their fortunes He died on Saturday night, and on the next to thirty days' imprisonment, and to pay a fine credence, there is no reason for believing tha.
with polygamists,
Wednesday he was buried in a walnut coffin of $100.
Conroy was guilty.
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tkommunications.
Antichrist.-Vol. H.-Peter and Paul.

morning, and the swallowing up of most of the Jews
in Jerusalem by an earthquake.
"The Giving Up of Pilate " describes the fate of
the procurator on his.ret~rn to Rome. C~sar (Cl~u
dius or the dead Tiberms) was not satisfied with
Pilate's apology before~ the senate, and declared _his
own conviction that Jesus was the Christ, the Kmg
of the Jews; whereupon all the Roman gods fell
down and became as dust before him. Again Pilate was brought before the senate and condemned
to death. When his head was struck off an angel
came to take it, at the sight of which Pilate's wife
died for joy.
·
"The Death of Pilate" tells a different story. The
Emperor Tiberius, being ill, wanted Pilate to send
Jesus to cure him. But Jesus being dead, the governor procured his portrait, painted for Veronica
(vera icon, "true image"), which, being sent to Rome,
the sight of it cured Tiberi us. Then Pilate was summoned to Rome to answer for crucifying Christ. He
appeared wearing the seamless tunic of Jesus, 1<1hich,
while worn, protected him from the rage of the deceased emperor. But he was stripped and condemned
to death and to escape the sentence he killed himself with a knife. His body was first sunk in the
Tiber, and then in the Rhone, but it caused such a
disturbance that it was buried in the mountains of
·Switzerland. ·According to another tradition, Pilate
was banished to Gaul, and drowned himself in Lake
Lucerne. There is a monument at Vienna on the
Rhone, called Pilate's tomb.

1884.
certainly spurious, and a product of the second or
third century.
Justin Martyr, the earliest of the authenticated
non-apo!!tolic fathers, was contemporary with Palycarp and Papias.
Justin appears to be the first to recognize jesus as
born of a virgin and crucified under Pontius Pilate.
His source of infc.rmation appears to hav been some
earlier gospel than any of our four, and the apocryphal "Acts of Pilate.''
Marcion, the Gnostic, was contemporary with
Justin at Rome. Marcion used Paul's epistles (e:ll:cept those to Timothy and Titus); Justin did not
recognize Paul, or even allude to him.
Tatian, a disciple of Justin, after embracing Christianity renounced the doctrin of the humanity of
Christ, and became a Gnostic at Antioch.
Theophilus, bishop of Antioch, A.D., 168-181, in his
work of 40 pages, never mentions Jesus Christ, and
ridicules the idea that a god can be born. His Christ
was simply the Logos.
Athenagoras, A.D. 177, in his work of 80 pages, nowhere mentions Christ.
The humanity of Christ appears to hav been recognized by Papias and Hegessippus about or after the
middle of the second century.
The humanity of Christ comes out clearly in the
writings of the three great contemporary fathers who
wrote in the last quarter of the second century and
beginning of the third, namely, Irenreus, of Lyons;
Clement, of Alexandria, and Tertullian, of Carthage.
After their time Gnosticism was suppressed.
Irenreus, though believing that Christ was crucified
under Pontius Pilate, made the singular blunder of
insisting that Jesus was an old man. And Irenreus's
disciple Hippolytus repeated the same blunder.
,
Josephus knew no Paul or other apostles. He was
past twenty-one years of age when, according to the
m!l.l'ginaLchronology of the book of Acts, Pauni:J.ade
his last visit to Jerusalem, a.nd yet no trace of any
knowledge of ·the excitin~ events narrated in that
book are found in the writings of the Jewish historian.
Josephus went to Rome A D. 62 or 63 to intercede
for certain priests put in bonds by Felix. It was at
the very time that Paul is supposed to hav gone to
Rome in bonds. Why did he not find Paul there,
and why did he not tell us something about the ministry of the apostle Paul there?
Many of these points are repeated and elaborated
in this volume, and much additional proof is adduced. In a diligent study of this subject for more
than a dozen years, no fact has been found incompatible with the postulate that there was no Jesus
Christ crucified under Pontius Pilate, but, on the
other hand, we hav found many further traces of a
Jesus, his disciples, and their contemporaries, a hundred years before, some of whom are clearly identified with those named in the book of Acts.

There are thirteen extant apocryphal gospels, six
relating to the Virgin Mary and the infant Jesus, and
seven to the crucifixion and subsequent events.
Some of these come down to us in different versions,
and with many essential variations.
"The Protevangelion," purporting to be written
by James of Jerusalem, describes Mary as miraculously conceived in the absence of her husband.
Mary was brought up in the temple; at the age of
twelve or fourteen she was intrusted to the care of
Joseph, an old widower with several children. Joseph was not pleased, and went away to work at his
trade. On his return, he was much agitated to find
Mary enceinte. She protested her innocence, and
upon a trial before the high priest she and Joseph
were acquitted. Then came the journey to Jerusalem to be enrolled, but at Bethlehem they were compelled to stop, and the child was born in a cave.
"Pseudo-Matthew" varies the story and adds further details. He describes the flight into Egypt, the
return to Galilee, and numerous miracles wrought by
the boy Jesus, concluding with a family feast and a
list of the relativs of Jesus, including three Aunt
Marys, two Cousin Jameses, one Cousin John, and a
fourth-cousin, John the Baptist.
"The Nativity of Mary" givs another brief, but
varied, account of the two miraculous conceptionsi. e., of Mary and her mother Anna.
"The Narrativ of Joseph," of Arimathea, givs a
" The History of Joseph the Carpenter " givs most particular account of the arrest of Jesus, and deimportant particulars concerning Joseph. He was a scribes the entry of the penitent thief into Paradise.
bachelor until forty-eight, and a widower at eighty- Judas was employed as a detectiv by Caiaphas for
nine, with four sons and two daughters. He wa'3 two years to shadow Jesus, who was at last arrested
betrothed to Mary, to be married when she arrived on a charge of stealing the law, and renouncing the
at a suitable age. His third son, James, was tenderly Mosaic ordinances. The only witness in court was
attached to his prospectiv step-mother. The old gen- Judas himself. Jesus answered nothing. The law
tleman went away to work at his trade. On his re- had, in fuct, been stolen by Demas, one of the thieves
turn he was sorely distressed at Ma~w's condition. afterward crucified with Jesus. He, being penitent
But an angel appeared in a dream and explained to on the cross, was not only promised immediate adhim the mystery of the imm~tculate conception. Jesus mission into paradise, but Jesus gave him a letter of
was born, and lived in sweet accord with his half- introduction to the gate-keepers. The body of
brothers. Mary never had another child. Joseph Demas vanished on the cross, while that of Gestas,
lived to the age of one hundred and eleven. Jesus, the other thief, took the form of a dragon. Joseph
then nineteen years of age, attended his death-bed. put the body of Jesus in a tomb. The Jews then put
Death and Gehenna, with mouths belching flames, Joseph in prison. At 11 o'clock the next night (Satappeared and frightened the dying man, but Jesus urday), Joseph was miraculously released. Jesus
drove back the hideous host., and the soul of Joseph was there, and so was Demas, who had been to Paradeparted ln peace. Such was the narrativ delivered dise and brought back an answer to the letter of
by Jesus to his apostles.
Jesus. Joseph followed them to Galilee, where he
"The Gosp~l of Thomas" describes the flight into saw Christ ministered to by angels. Afte'r three
Egypt and the retur~ to Nazareth, repeating the days John came and was introduced to Demas by
miracles with variations and additic.ns. Jesus was Jesus. Then a mUltitude of heavenly voices weitwo years old when taken to Egypt, and remained comed the robber to Paradise again, and Joseph
there one year. The book ends with an account of found himself in his own house.
the dispute of the doctors in the temple, agreeing
"The Avenging of the Savior" is the craziest of all
these early fabrications. Nathan, a sea captain, sails
substantially with Luke.
"The Gospel of the Infancy" begins much like the from Judea with a treaty to Tiberius. He is driven
The Truth Seeker Forever.
"Protevangelion." It fixes the birth of Jesus two or by adverse windR to the coast of Africa, where he
A HUNDRED THOUSAND OR MORE.
three years before Christ, and describes the flight meets Titus, a prince of Burgidalla, who has a canc~r
The contributions- o-f ·-M~. J!'_rederic Harrison, in
into Egypt, with numerous additional miracles. The in his nose. Titus asks Nathan if he can cure It. recent numbers of THE TRUTH SEltlrnR, !!_re worth the
holy family_ remain in Egypt three years, until the Nathan says he cannot, but if Em~nuel, who was price of its subscription a· dozen years-or more.
death of Herod, 4 B.c. After relating the dispute lately crucified in Jerusalem, were ahve, he could hav And so, indeed, I might truthfully say of every
with the doctorE! in the temple, the writer says that done it. The story of the crucifixion, as rei'ated by single issue of this free and independent sheet,
Jesus retired to Nazareth and studied the law until Nathan, so enraged Titus against the Jews that he from the first number ever published by its immortal
he completed his thirtieth year, when he was hap- sent for his father, Vespasian, to come with 5,000 editor. And this I affirm, in full view of the convictized in the Jordan.
men and lay waste Judea. The army went. Arche- tion I hav long entertained, tha.t the masses, spell" The Gospel of Nicodemus, or Acts of Pilate," laus (!) abdicated and killed himself. The soldiers bound by Christianity, never Jmow when they are
Part I., records at great length the trial, crucifixion, of four other kings killed each other to the number confuted. And what opinion shall we form of a man,
resurrection, and ascension of Christ. The date is of 12,000. The kings confessed the crime of deliver- when ·we see his heels knocked from under him and
the 15th year of Tiberius (A.D. 29), the 19th year of ing up Christ to death (some forty years before), and he lies flat upon the ground and yet does not comHerod of Galilee (A.D. 15), and the 4th year of the Pilate (!) was put in prison. Tiberius, who was af- prebend what has befallen his person? And while
202d Olympiad (A.D. 32). The ascension is from a fl.ieted with leprosy, was induced to send a messenger any and each number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, in my
mountain in Galilee.
to find a disciple of Christ who could cure him. The opinion, contains moral dynamite enough to explode
Part II. describes the descent of Christ into hell. messe~ger only. succeede~ in get~ing the Veronica all the mystic balloons in Christendom, its victims
Satan and Hades confer about the coming of the portrait, at the Bight of whi~h, O? his return to R~me, are not in a state of mind to be reached by any such
crucified Jesus. Lazarus having lately escaped out the empe_ror was cured. Tiberms was then ba~ti~ed power. As a general rule, it is of no 'use to show
of the place, Hades is afraid Jesus will raise all the by Captam Nathan, and became the first Chnsttan- Christians how they hav certainly been bamboozled
dead. So they prepare to resist his coming. But emperor!
"by faith in things unseen." And now, while the
the Ki-'g of Glory, strong and mighty, bursts the
More than a dozen ancient books now entitled Holy Ghost, and all the popes, bishops, and priests,
bars of iron and brass, binds Satan hand and foot, "Apocryphal Acts," and half a dozen "ApociJ;phal hav had an " open ring and fair play" against huand delivers !lim over to the custody of Hades until Revelations," are published in the . Antemcene manity for thousands of years, it is safe to say that
the second appearing. The dark places are lighted Christian Library, all marvelous and Billy. For a the battle for truth has been successfully fought
up, and all the imprisoned saints are released and brief epitome of them see chapter xlii of our "Rave- against all gods and devils, and the victory won. No
sent to Paradise, including the penitent thief.
lations."
one now, as in aforetime, can be put to death on the
"Pilate's Letter to Tiberi us Cresar" praises Jesus,
The story of Clement of Rome is an ancient relig- false charge of witchcraft. No one now can be com·
and says that the sibyls warned the Jews not to ern- ions novel of peculiar interest, coming down to us in pelled to kiss the cross by having red-hot lead
cify him. Pilate resis,.ted the execution all he could, two versions. It is condensed from 400 pages to 50 poured into his ears. No Christian church can now,
but was compelled to)ield to their importunity.
in our "Revelations." Jesus Christ, born of the as formerly, tie their victim to a tree and strip each
"The Report of Pilate" is made to Augustus Cresar. Virgin Mary in the days of Augustus Cresar, and muscle from his bones to convince him of "divine
One of the versions has "Tiberius" in the title, but crucified under Pontius Pilate, is a creation of the love." The bloody battle of Armageddoa and all the
" Augustus" in the opening sentence. And a sim- second century.
"saintly beasts" has succeeded, and Humanity's
ilar blunder appears in the Latin appendix to the
Pontius Pilate is named in only one of th!.l New right arm of power now waves on high its white flag
"Gospel of Nicodemus; or, Acts of Pilate," which Testament epistles, namely, 1 Timothy, which epistle of victory. Her apostles and heralds are now heard
says that Pilate wrote a letter to Claudius Oresar is regarded by many scholars, some of them ortho- in all lands. They are as holy, good, and true as an_y
abput the ministry and death of the son of God. In dox, as a forgery of the second century.
saint whose feet ever trod upon this ~arth. There IS
the "Report of Pilate," he says that Jesus was delivThe Apocalypse of John has the lamb slain from not one Freethought speaker who IB not as really
ered up to him by Herod, Archelaus, Philip, Annas, the foundation of the world, and our Lord crucified " inspired" as ever St. Paul was. Thus of D. M.
Caiaphas, and others. (Archelaus was banished to in "the great city spiritually called Sodom and Bennett,. Harrison, Remsburg, Wakeman, Putnam,
Gaul A.D. 7 or 8, where he is supposed to hav died). Egypt."
Watts, Reynolds, York, Mrs. Lake, Mrs. Severance,
Pilate describes the darkness at mid-day, the moon
There is no allusion to the Virgin mother or infant Ingersoll, Palmer, and a thousand more I c<_mld name
turning to blood and failing to shine, the sun shining Jesus in the writings of the apostolic fathers, until of humanity's "inspired apostles." Nor IS there a
from the third hour of the night (9 o'clock) until we come down to the epistles of Ignatius, which are single issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER or any other free
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and independent paper which does not contain thunder and forked lightning enough to awaken and
startle the world, if that can be done by the truth,
and argument, and the lights of science shed upon
the dark errors of the past.
.
Is "posseseion nine points in law?" All this
advantage superstition has had. Nor can the Christian mind be controled by two opposing ideas at one
and the same time. And yet, if we compare the
present age with the barbarianism of humanity's
youth, it is manifest what victories, what mighty
strides, the race has made within a hundred years
past. Freethought has now a majority. Humanity,
as a unit, WaS always opposed to superstition. And
if all the Liberals in these Uunited States and Canada were invited, the list of THE TRUTH SEEX:ER could
1be easily raised to one hundred thousand or more.
lAnd now is the time to strike for this free and indeJpendent sheet, that has the capacity for publishing
1the matter that has appeared in its columns within a
·Jmonth or two past. It pleads for humanity. And
-when you ask a subscription for it, there is a living
<Chord in every matured heart that throbs aloud at
every whisper from the lips that never yet were
closed against human woe.
And now, in view of the new year, let subscription
papers for this noble object be prepared and sent
with each paper. And there are Freethought people
enough in this nation who· take no other paper to
raise the list to one hundred thousand. Let this be
done.
LARoy SuNDERLAND.
Quincy, Mass., Nov. 18, 1884.

To Be versus Not to Be.
The oft-repeated inquiry, "Does death end all?"
a very prominent Liberal .responds to in the affirmativ, with an assurance nowhere eclipsed, and only
equaled in egotism by an imaginary being the crea·,tion of Byron's brain.
He makes the sultan of Turkey to say " he could
!See with his own eyes the moon was round, but he
was certain that the earth was squa;e because he had
1traveled fifty miles, and found no sign that it was
circular anywhere."
From another comes this stereotyped pet phrase
relativ to the same subject: "One world at a time."
This summary manner of disposing of the question
of man's future destiny is an indication of mental
deficiency.
The sentiment would be philosophical if voiced for
the brute, to whose limited range of thought and
destiny it aptly applies, but is eminently sophistical
emanating from the hm:p.an, whose superior mental
faculties render him capable of taking .note of our relations' to the outer sph~re of our present abode
ordinarily denominated another world.
When it shall be generally known that this indisposition to investigate, or be concerned about the
future of man, is due to a mental defect as susceptible of demonstration as the very apparent deficiency
of the reasoning capacity is a sure sign of idiocy,
.the anti-Spiritualists will not boast dogmatically, but,
'With the exemplary modesty of the good reasoner,
will frankly admit that they don't know.
These "don't knows" would do well to as speedily
as pot:!l:lible practice the old but consistent precept,
" Man, know thyself."
A thorough acquaintance with the normal mental
ability of the human race furnishes greater evidence
of our relations to the out~r sphere, or, as named,
the other world, and the possibility of our participating in the enjoyment of another or continuous life,
than all the myth-theologies, biblical included, that
were ever produced. A great need of the day is a
thorough knowledge of the normal function of every
convolution of the human brain; their normal, harmonica! exercise is of the very highest importance to
the races to secure happiness on this plane and in
the sphere beyond.
The diffusion of such knowledge would be a fertil
field for laborers in the humanitarian cause. Can
we hav any higher standard of right than the spontaneous outcome of the normal harmonica! exercise
of the human brain ? It is the perversion of our faculties which makes it appear that the causator's most
perfect work on this plane is a failure.
· The demolition of what is called revealed religion
. does not necessarily extinguish Othello's occupation.
'.The black-coated would-be teachers of the people
·can take heart; there is ample scope for the exercise
·of talent, if they hav it, by dilating on the errors the
races hav been steeped in for the ages past. In place
'Of a book let them study and expatiate on the possibilities inherent in man. The human race is the
most perfect revelation of supermundane intelligence
and a future state.
Through modern investigation into the laws of
mind, it is scientifically proven that indestructibly
graven in man's mental structure are the proofs of
our relation to the outer or spiritual plane. Among
all the orders of animal creation below man, there
is no phase of mental development where there is not
the recognized appropriate avenues for its exercising;
there is no exception to this law of mind. Let this
fact be distinctly recognized, and the grand work of
man's spiritual destiny is susceptible of logical proof.

Man's mental superiority to the lower orders, in
his capacity to construct and manifest skill akin to
divine intelligence, is not the ultimate of man's mental make-up; he is endowed with mental faculties,
superior in position, hence, it is inferable, more exalted in function, than the faculties that find their
appropriate aliment (opportunity for their individual
or collectiv exercise) in the nigh inexhaustible supply in material nature. This superior group of mental faculties, which group it is that pre-eminently distinguishes map. as superior to all other known
creations, when normally activ does not find in material nature its appropriate mental pabulum; hence
the logical inference is, that in the universe, imperceptible to the five senses, there exist the conditions
on which this department of our mentality is as
legitimately exercised as are all the other recognized
infetior faculties activ on the visible material plane.
AMELIA K. CooK.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

How to Save Our Souls.

I utterly repudiate any plan of salvation which leaves
him out.
I hav known of a man who in earth life exercised
all the power of hi.,; strong will upon his beloved
daughter to bend her exactly to his idea of what she
should be, her own being often the reverse of his, and
when he passed to spirit life, though he saw his mistake, he was obliged to continue to harass her, to becloud her mental atmosphere with the olden authority, to hinder her feet in the ways which should and
would hav been blessed with the olden restraints.
This he was from habit obliged to do, though he saw
his mistakes, and loathed them. And in his agony at
the bonds which every breath and thought of a lifetime had so industriously riveted, he criei out with
so loud a cry that her ears heard him. But even then
she could not free herself, except little by little, day
by day, as the soul within her grew stronger by exercise of the pinions hastening to good deeds, to
works of love, to the opening of doors to other souls
in prison, to incessant flutters in the wide, free, warm,
glorious air which stoops to embrace every soul,
whether in or out of prison, in the universe.
Let us then deal with spirits and the spiritual
problem after the same common-sense fashion which
we deal with mortals. Let us not mortgage our souls
to them for a quarter-section in spirit-land, thinking
that either they or we will be benefited by the operation. Let us listen to them, but not surrender wholly
our ears. Let us giv to them our attention, and such
use of our material atoms as they may need to manifest themselvs, without disorganizing ourselvs. Let
us lend them the wings of our intuition if they need
them to reach our lowlands, but at the same time,
after the transaction is over, let our intellect take occasion to sift the whole matter, and see if what remains be wheat, or only chaff. Let us soar and stoop,
climb and rest, stretch every nerve toward that unknown vastness which holds our own destiny, our own
unfoldment, but always try to be sure that we can
come safely and honestly home to a night's lodging
upon our Mother Earth, giving her no cause to be
ashamed of us. Let us teach our children principles
rather than phenomena. Teach them, as Carlyle said
to his brother, "to shun a lie as they would hell fire,"
and after that is well drilled into them, let their lit,tle souls go unhampered of beliefs. IJet them search
out their wonders for themselvs, in their own way, if
you wish a truer and clearer exposition of phenomena than is yet known. Let the protecting husk of
a body grow strong about them, and never seek to
force the soul at the expense of it, unless you wish for
worm-eaten fruit. The goody-goody Sunday-school
boys and girls always die young and inanely, flabby
and long-jointed, from stretching too far into heaven
before they are called for or wanted.
Finally, if we are to do the work of spirits rather
than our own, this proxy business is likely to go on
forever; whereas if we begin to-day, if we hav not
before, to treat the spiritual world just precisely as
this earth treats the sky, the sun, the moon, all that
is above and beyond her, receiving their life, giving
influences to quicken and beautify her own eternal
processes, we should not hav such a melancholy number of persons going about and affirming vehemently
that they hav no souls.
AMARANTH.
Philadelphi t, Pa.

Said a gentleman to me, recently, '-'I hav had what
I consider incontrovertible evidence of the truth of
Spiritualism, but, though new to it, hav seen some
disastrous results from connection with it. I hav
long been done with orthodoxy. I am shocked at
and dissatisfied with Materialism; tell me where, between the two extremes of all hereafter, and no hereafter, shall wisdom and common sense abide." I hav
found that the way to get at a.ny truth is to approach
it in its nearest aspects.
Then where are we to-day? In this world, related
to this world's methods.
I am a Spiritualisij. or, as a wise orie has said elsewhere, an immortalist. With those who insist they
hav no souls, I hav no quarrel, but do not consider it
a,ny ·part of my present business to attempt to convince t4em that they hav, since I care nothing at all
whether they hav it or not. Let them sleep until the
life within shall awaken them.
I am an immortalist. I hav the proof of at least
two worlds within me and without me, and know
that the number is limited only by my limited comprehension. And I say that whatever teaching I may
hav received from the spirit side, which I hav not
instantly and generally appropriated to the everyday uses and needs of this world, has been to me a
bewilderment, a hindrance-often a curse. Any and
every attempt to set aside this world, its methods, its
language, ita nearer interpretations; to litter up the
narrow passages through which my feet must walk
to perform their daily duties, with the furniture of
my future spirit existence, has proven to me a stumbling-block, an obstacle, a barrier which compelled
me to retrace all my steps, and approach the inevitable earthly toll-gate with the earthly coin, the notice
over it being always, "No promissory scrip taken
here.''.
Whatever information we gain from any sphere
must be translated into our little every-day language,
and fitted to present use, or it is rubbish, as were
even pearls and diamonds to a hungry man in a land
where they could not be exchanged for bread.
If the highest seraph could stoop to us from
the loftiest heaven, and whisper in our ear that which
would make us less content inour duty of to-day; if
he could not tell us that which would make us a
stronger and healthier individuality in the needs of
Horace Has Him !
to-day, his message were an impertinence. If he
says to us, "Hold with feeble grasp to the earthly
From the Investigator.
atoms, and giv tome thyself that, through it, I may
We lately asked the editor of the Catholic Citizen
blow my own trumpet, and tell thee of thy glorious if his church granted indulgences for crimes. We
future," is he any better than orthodoxy, which says, hav often heard and read that it did, but being some" Thou art nothing but a preparation for hell, there- what in doubt if it really could be so wicked, we
fore empty thyself of thyself, and be thou filled with asked for more information, and the editor replies
the ghostly divinity of God, awaiting his pleasure to as follows:
damn or save thee as he will," the saving after his
"The Boston Investigator rises for information, and asks us
fashion, entre nous, being little less desirable than the whether indulgences, such as set a price for murder, etc., are
· ? Th
t
"f
•t
1 t b now granted, or were ever granted, by the Catholic church?
d amnmg
en, oo, I we permi ourse vs 0 e We answer, • No!' to both questions, Mr. Investigator, No!
emptied utterly of ourselvs to be filled with a holy decidedly-No! And you cannot produce any Catholic aughost, we open the door for an unholy one the mo- thority to substantiate such foul allusions; they are merely
ment conditions may suit him to enter. It is best, 'Reformation' campaign lies."
therefore, always to hold the citadel, the only one
We can cite half a dozen Protestant authorities to
which is our own in time or eternity, and without prove that Pope Leo X. in 1517 did grant all kinds
which we and all things are chaos, and "uncreated of indulgences, with prices affixed, for the purpose of
night." All harmony may peal her rapturous notes raising money with which to complete the church of
through all her organs in space-we are not ear if St. Peter's at Rome. But as Protestant authority
some spirit has appropriated it to Grandmother Ann will not be acceptable to our Catholic contemporary,
that she may babble into it some triviality. The pre- we ask his attention to the following which we tind
scient future may write the glories of the coming day in a Calholic book called," The Tax o/ the Sacred Roman
upon every bud in nature-we are not eye; some Chancery." In this book are contained the exact
spirit needed our eyes more than we, and appropri- sums to be levied for the pardon of each particular
a ted them that he might find a new path into heaven, sin named, and some of the fees are thus stated:
and steal into the back windows like a thief and a
"For procnring abortion, 7s. 6d.; simony, lOs. 5cl.; S11crilege,
robber, instead of going over the briar patch which , lOs. 6d. ·;perjury, Ds.; robbing, 12s.; burning a neighbor's house,
his own sins hav made for him. Faith and hope and 12s.; murdering a laym11n, 7s. 6d.; laying violent hands on a
wisdom may whisper to Ol:lr understanding; may clergyman, lOs. 6d. And so on."
sound their grand, restful music along the nerves of
We giv this quotation from "The Sacred Roman
our emotions, but message and music reach us all Chancery " more for the purpose of inquiring of our
"jangled out of tune and harsh." We hav pe~mitted Catholic frien~ of Milwal!k~e what it means, or
influences foreign, low, and hostil to make a highway whether there IS any truth mIt, than from any other
of us, if the white purity of our souls be soiled with purpos~. And in. his answer will ~e p_lease tell us
impudent" familiar spirits." No one, not even the what his church mtends by grantmg mdulgences?
very devil himself, is in the least benefited by these As we underst~na the m~an~ng_ of indulgen~e ~n the
operations, as I take it he requires the truth as much I Homan ~athohc church, _It s1gmfies the remiSSIOn of
as any any of us, and in the direction of reformation the pumshment due to sms, granted by the pope or
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church, and supposed to save the sinner from purgatory. Is this correct, and is there any sum of
money to be paid, or any kind of equivalent to be
rendered, for the " remission ?" We would not misrepresent, but would like to know (if we are in error)
how the doctrin of "indulgonce 'I originated, and exactly what it means at the present time if allowed.

gestiv. Does it apply to the Christian clergy of our
own times?

The Toronto Christian Guardian newspaper, and
Talmage in New York, hav been saying that the evolution philosophy is dying out. The old proverb
says, "As the fool thinketh, so the bell tinketh ;"
"The wish is father to the thought." The evolution
philosophy is the most deadly foe that the barbarous
Canadian Notes.
superstitions of Christianity has ever yet encountered.
.A ~oman Catholic :priest, Father Eagan, is being The doom of the vain imaginings and tomfooleries
tned m. Toronto for eJecting one of his parishioners of theology was sealed by ~he advent of Darwinism.
out of his pew and out of the building with such vioMosheim says that one thing appears at first sight
lence as to break the old man's leg, besides inflicting
further. injuries on the harmless defenseless aged very remarkable, that the variety of gods of the pagan
paris~ioner, w~o .was _over sevedty years old.' "Of world prior to Christianity, neither produced wars
nor discussions among the various nations. Each
such IS 'the Chnstian kmgdom of heaven!"
nation suffered its neighbors to follow their own
The great Dominion Convention of Freethinkers method of worship, to adore their gods, to enjoy
on Dec. 13, 1884, will be addressed by nativ Canadian their· own rites and ceremonies, and discovered no
speakers, besides Putnam, Remsburg and "the displeasure at the diversity of sentiment in religious
matters. They looked upon all the world as one
apostle of Secularism," Charles Watts. '
great empire, divided into various provinces, over
The Christian clergy endeavor to establish various every one of which a certain order of divinities premonopolies. One is . t.lle monopoly of paying no sided, and that therefore none could behold with
taxes. _And by so domg they rob the poor laboring contempt the gods of other nations, or force strangers
populatiOn of ~ portion of their daily dollar. They to pay homage to their own. The Romans exercised
seek ~o establish a monopoly of books written by this universal toleration in the completest manner.
God, m the face of the fact that their God's books
The science cla,ss of the Toronto Secular Society
are only copies. of older gods' books, of more ancient
pagan religions.
hav been studying geology and animal physiology.
On Tuesday last they had an interesting discussion
A Protestant clergyman is being tried in Canada on evolution. This class is found to be the most
for commi~ting a violent assault on a person who had useful and most interesting"'thing belonging to the
offended him. He beat and bruised his victim in an wcie~
·
unmerciful manner on the public street of the town.
The newspapers of Toronto are exercised over a
"If thine enemy smite thee on one cheek turn to
him the other also."
·
'
Salvation Army episode. They say that accusations
are made by several different persons who claim to
Christians claim a monopoly of a crucified Christ be eye-witnesses. They are unanimous in their tessav~or. of .men,, although the Christian Christ is only timony that a male captaiu in the Army (whose occuan Imitation of two or three dozen more ancient cru- pation is body-snatching from the devil) prefers
cified Christa, saviors of men, besides an indefinit saying his prayers in the room of a female co~umber of_ un.crucified Christa of older pagan relig- worker.
R. B. BuTLAND.
IOns, a behef m the blood and sacrifice of each and
Toronto, Nov. 29, 1884.
every one of them being the only means of attaining
salvation.
.

The Liberal Club.

The Toronto public press reports a case of the
elopement of a female captain of the Salvation Army
with a male soldier of the rank and file who leaves a
wife and children in the city. "Except ye be ready
to leave wife and family for my sake, ye are not
worthy of me."

Owing to exigencies connected with a proper observance of Thanksgiving Day, the reporter was unable. to attend the last meeting of the Manhattan
Liberal Club. A full report of its proceedings is,
therefore, impracticable. The following suggestiv
letter from an esteemed correspondent will, perhaps,
more than supply the omission:

Last .~unday a lecture was deliyered from the platform of Albert Hall on the subJect of evolution as
taught by Spencer, Haeckel, Darwin, Huxley Tyndall, ~liff~rd, Fisk,_ a~d others of the very greatest of
the sCientists, spemahsts, and philosophers of the last
th~r~y yea~s. Evolution has. now become the prevallmg philosophy of the perwd, and is adhered to
by many eminent clergymen of the Christian church.
It is admitted to be the only theory which accounts
for all the facts of the universe. It is a scientific
hypothesis based on a great many thousands of demonstrable, analyzable, positiv facts.

TWO WAYS OF TREATING CHOLERA.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: · Passing Jefferson Hall, between F 1fteenth and Sixteenth
streets, avenue A, last Sunday evening, and noticing
a number of sturdy policemen surrounding the door,
and getting no answer to my question as to "what's
the trouble," I walked in. The hall was well filleJ
with people consisting of young men and boys from
ten to t wenty years of age, with, perhaps, half a dozen
age
women beside
h d men an d a dozen middle-aged
.
t e speakers. When I entered in, the congregation
were singing, accompanied by a cracked piano.
Each young gamin seemed to be striving to drown
the piano, whose rattling music, drawn out by a very
sharp-nosed lady, sounded very much like the combination yell of tbe black-and-tan and bull-doa
pup
0
at the late dog exhibition in Madison Square Garden. The speakers portrayed the horrors of hell, the
extreme heat of its fires, the salubrious climate of"
heaven, the beauty of its pavements, which, it was
claimed, you could tramp from everlasting to everlasting and no "cop's" around to arrest you under
the tramp law. The vivid description each gave of
these two countries indicated personal knowledge,
and would beat a Boston real estate dealer describing the productivness of a Vermont farm and the
barrenness of Cape Cod. The speaking had little
apparent effect on the Tammany" heelers" of avenue
A. Finally, a reverend looking gentleman arose in
great consternation, and announced that the cholera
was coming, which, he claimed, was worse than the
small-pox. He worked this "racket" for its full
value. The cholera would tie up one's insides in
hard knots, which it would be impossible to unravel,
and such would be his pain that hell would be relief.
On the Friday evening following I strolled into the
Liberal Club and listened to a lecture by Professor
Eckles, M.D., giving a history of cholera, its growth
from the first knowledge of the disease; its late appearance in France, the new discoveries in combating its progress, and its cure. Indeed, his whole
lecture evinced that he had made the subject one of
great study and scientific research.
The learned
doctor did not seem to care the snap of my thumb
what became of us after we had died of the cholera
but paid attention to the. question how to prevent
our dying. Please tell us which of these two methods
of treating cholera is preferable.
PAXTON.

A poem recently publi~hed givs an account of the
adventures of Balder the Beautiful, the Scandinavian
Christ, savior of men. After his death he meets with
Jesus of Nazareth, the Christian Christ, in the world
beyond the grave, and they talk over matters
together, rejoicing over the good things they had
done for humanity. In the other world they will
probably get up a convention of these multitudinous
a_nd va~i~us crucified Christs of the pagan and Christian rehgwns. They C.)llld hold a conversazione, hav
a shake-hands all round, and enjoy a good time in
general-

How to Choose the President.
The objection to the popular vote system in choosing a President is insuperable. Suppose the vote
should be very close ? In that case a charge of fraud
would endanger the Republic. Again, suppose one
state should be so much in the hands of one party
that it could by force or fraud make its vote almost
unanimous. Or, suppose a solid South, or a solid
East or West. It could control every presidential
election. No! 'rhe Fathers of this Republic were
infinitly wiser than the men who clamor for the popular vote.
But the same objection rises where one state has
such a very large electoral vote as to make it virtually the controller of every election, as New York is
~ow.
We hav just escaped a great danger and one
hable to recur. It is shame"ful to run such risk of
civic strife every four years. How can we escape it?
The only feasible plan seems to be this one: Let us
vote for our electors as we do for our Congressmen.
Let each Congressional district, or other district,
vote for its presidential elector. This will prevent
all undue excitement and all danger of any such
close vote ruling the choice as has just occurred. The
real strife and excitement will be transferred to the
electoral college. We hope and' pray as we love our
COJ.mtry and its institutions, that this truly wise plan
shall ere long be adopted. In that case there will
never be more excitement· attending a presidential
election than does now attend elections for Congressmen. It is the true mean between the two extremes
of popular :vote and the present plan.
HoL'.r.

Lectures and Meetings.
JoHN E. REMSBURG's appointments for December are as follows: Milwaukee, 5th to 7th; Toronto, 13th to 15th; Montreal,
18th; Whitehall, N.Y., 19th; Albany, 21; Cedarville, N.Y.,
22d to 25th, and Boston, 28th.
W. F. JAMIESON gave six lectures in Seward, Neb.; three in
Ulysses, Neb., and one in Mil w-aukee, Wis. He is engaged to
deliver five lect~res in Mitchell, Dak., Nov. 30th. and Dec. 1st,
2d, 3d, and 4th; five (a second course), in Wentworth, Dak.,
Dec. 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th, and five in Currie, Minn., Dec.
9th, lOth, 11th, 12th, and 13th. Address him at Pipestone,
Min.a.
WE call attention to Mr. Charles Watts's list of lecturing engagements, which appears in another column. As this will
be the only tour Mr. Watts can make this season through the
districts announced, we hope the Liberal friends in the Western states will secure his services at once. Mr. S. P. Putnam
will accompany him with a view of forming auxiliaries of the
National Liberal League. All communications for Mr. Watts
up to the end of January next should be addressed care of
Mr. J. A. Risser, 9 Opera Honse Building, Toronto, Ont., Uan.
RoWLEY-REMSBURG DEBATE.-This debate opened in the
Opera House Tuesday night, with a fair audience. Rev. Rowley selected Thomas H. Lake to look after his interests, Mr,
Remsburg called on Maj. S. N. Brad~ord to perform a like
service for him, and these two chose J. T. Kinnavan to see
that there was fair play all around. Both disputants are good
speakers, well versed in the art of debate, and both well
posted in the historical facts necessary for a controversial
handling of Biblical Aubjects. Mr,,.R_emsburg appears the
more e1egant_ talker of the two, though M-r-.E,_pwley speaks
well, and with an earnestness that pleases his h<><>.r.e.rs.
Wednesday and Thursday nights gave an increased attendan:ce
over the first night, and the interest seemed enlarging. As to
the good done Christianity, or the hurt done Infidelity,
through this battle of irains, time will probably show.
The debate was carried on in the most gentlemanly manner,
all the established rules being strictly observed by both sides,
and n .thing of an ugly nature was manifested at any time.Stewartsville Independent.

--------WE are glad indeed to see one gleam of common sense in a
church paper concerning the mixing of politics and religion in
the intolerant manner of the campaign just closed. The Presbyterian of the 15th inst. thus speaks:
"Clergymen mingling in the political fray do not clarify
politics; they are rather stained by the contact. One mistake
made by a party of good men has gained wide celebrity. A
large delegation of ministers waited, as a band of ministers,
upon one of the presidential candidates, in the city of New
York, probably at the suggestion of some sharp, managing pol·
itician, who thought he was doing a neat thing in campaigning.
An excellent brother-an Israelite, indeed, in whom there was
no guile-was put forward as the representativ of the clergymen, and in a few sentences he managed to damage the cause
of his candidate badly. He was quite too sincere a man for
the boiling currents and guileful ways of political strife. But
was not the great blunder the presence of that company of clergymen, as clergymen, in that place at that time ·r Everyone
of them had a right, as a citizen, to greet the represeritativ of
his party; but had they any right to take their official robes
into the hnrly-burly of political strife? It may just possibly
be, however, that we are endeavoring to point a moral which
has already sunk deep into the hearts of our public men. It
may possibly hav already occurred to the great politicians that
the mingling of the clergy in activ politics, after the fashion of
the New York ministers, is dangerous, and may prove to be
like a pound of dynamite under a goodly structure."
But would the Presbyterian hav spoken thus had the other
gentleman e en elected? Defeat oft makes men wise,· and
these words before November 4th would hav had more weight
than now in convincing people that they are the expression of
patriotism, and not salve to soothe the irritatio!;l the church
feels at not having a potent influence with the next administration through its aid in choosing it.

Gi~bon _says the various modes of worship which
prevailed m the Roman world were all considered
by the people as equally true-by the philosophers
as equally false-an~ by the thoughtless as equally
useful._ Both the mterests of the priests and the
credul~ty o~ _the people were ~ufficiently respected.
I~ the.Ir ':l'ntmgs and conyersatwn the philosophers
of antiqmty asserted the mdependent dignity of reason. But they resigned their actions to the commands of law and custom. Viewing with a smile of
pity and _iJ?-dulgence th~ various errors of the vulgar
-they diligently practiced the ceremonies of their
fathers, devoutly frequented the temples of the gods
-and sometimes c~n~descending to act a part on the
theater of superstitiOn-they concealed the sentiments of an Atheist under the sacerdotal robe. Reasoners of such a temper were scarcely inclined to
wr{tngle about their respectiv modes of faith or worship. It was indifferent to them what shape the
folly of the multitude might choose to assume and
they approached with the same inward contempt and
the same exterio~ reverence _to _the altars of the Lybyan, the Olympian, the Chnstian, or the Capitoline
Jove. It was a common adage among the Greeks
"Miracles for fools·"
. ' and among .the R om a~s' "Th'e WE hav received Miss Wixon's new novel, "All in a LifeCATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's publicacommon ,people like to be _de~eiv~d-:-deceived let time "-a handsome publication, price $1.50. It will be given
tions sent free upon application.
them be.
The above descnptwn IS mtensdly sug- · more extended notice ne_.t week.

JI
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The Campaign Fnnd.

that he had" the facts in his pocket." Quick as lightning Mr.
Watts responded that evidently his facts were in his pocket and
not in his head, and from the manner of his talk, without
doubt they always stayed in his pocket and neverbenefited
his head. This brought down the house with a storm of applause, and the man of "facts-in-his-pocket" subsided and
Mr. Watts closed the debate in peace. Everybody was delighted, and the great throng dispersed with a desire to hear
more of Mr. Watts's stirring eloquence. Some came fifty
miles to hear him, and will come the same distance again
whenever he is announced to speak in Philadelphia. There
were many from out out of town, who have received an impulse which will produce good fruit in all the neighboring
country. George Longford, secretary of the League, did yeoman service in making preparations for these great meetings.
There is a body of Liberals in the " City of Brotherly Love"
good and stanch as ever breathed the breath of heaven.
They aye going forward to success, and they will make Phila.
ilelphia a banner city in the cause of freedom. It contains
the elements of a most flourishing growth. The Declaration
of Independence will receive new life from the place of its
birth.
The total amount of the subscriptions for the day were
$154.75, showing how deeply interested our Philadelphia
friends are in the national organization and work.
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Seconded by S. P. Putn1Jm. On motion, carried unanimously. On motion, the committee adjourned.
CHAS. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. Board of Directors N. L. L.
CHAs. WATTS, Ch'n.
--------~---------

Already acknowledged, $2,229.13 (error corrected, J. D.
From a most gratifying communication sent by Mr. John
Powers, $3.00 instead of $5.00), less $2.00; $2,227.13. Seattle,
Ellis, of Texas, to Mr. S. P. Putnam, we extract the followWashington Territory, League, 270. Contributors, H. L.
ing: "The !Jiberal League has struck the key note of success
Yesler, $2 50; D. M. Crane, $2 50; Henry Peterson, $1.00; H.
in confining its efforts to an exposition of the Nine Demands,
and to a determined opposition to theological impediments to
Patrick, $1.00; Walter Walker, $1.00; A. Ammons, $1.50; C. J.
the realizations of those Demands. .This policy having been
Chilbury, $1.00; P. Wickstmm, $1.00; C. 0. Yong, $1 00; S. L.
Cullis, $1.00; Benj. Murphy, $1.00; J. C Mitchell, $1.00; T. W.
accepted by the whole of the officers of the League, our
triumph is certain. We wish Messrs. Watts and putnam all
Lake, $1 00; A. Douglass, $1.00; M. S. Booth, $1.00; W. W.
the success they deserve, which is much. It also speaks well
White, $1.00; H. F. Philips, $1.00; 0. F. Philips, $1.00; Amos
for the future to see Mr. C. B. Reynolds in the field in an ofBrown, $1.00; L. P. Smith, $1.00; E. A. Gardner, $1.00; L. L.
ficial capacity. He is a good and true man, one who knows
Looker, $1.00. (Foregoing sums received per D. M. Crane,
what to do and how to do it."
president of the Seattle League.) George C. Veile, $2.50; John
Kelly, $2.50; ,John H. Bensel, $1.00; Mr. B. Redfield, $1.00;
Mr. George Hoffman writes: "Having watched the proceedMrs. Redfield, $1.00; Alfred Gunn, $1.00; Jesse Barnes,
ings of the National Liberal League from its commencement,
$1.00; R. T. Campbell, $1 00; E. Hoffman, $1.00; Wm. Schoit affords me the greatest of pleauure to see the undoubted
field, $1.00; S. H. Gilbert, $1.00; Ellen J. Harker, $25.00;
success attending the efforts of the new officers. That this
Dr. R. B. Westbrook, $10.00; J. R. Barry, $1.00; S. R.
success is real no one can question who observes the support
Wetherell, $0 50; J. S. Boulton, $0.50; J. 0. Bentley,
now being given to the League from all parts of this vast con$25.00; John Simmons, $5.00; J. W. Black, $5.00; John
tinent. Let every Liberal who has the cause at heart render
Turner, $5.00 (per G~orge Longford); C. Edelhein, $10.00
what assistance he or she can, and the present year will mark
(per George Longford); George Longford, $1.00; J. R. Richan important epoch in the history of American Liberalism.
ards, $0.50; C. Koepper, $1.00; L. C. Rutledge, $1.00; J. C.
All the friends to whom I hav spoken upon the lmbject are deHannon, $1.00; S. Tranquil, $1.00; D. C. Wisner, $l.OO;·Jas.
lighted at the present bright prospects."
Buckle, $1.00; C. Lutz, $1.00; J. J. Wilson, $1.00; Wm. H.
Griffith, $5.00; Cash, $3.25; Collection, $42.00; T. W. LemNext week Messrs. Watts and Putnam go to Canada to atmax, $1.00; Geo. L. Green, $2.00; W. D. Kirschbaum, $1.00;
tend the great convention at Toronto. The progress of FreeA. H. Schow, $1.00; Chas. Laperche, $2.00. Total, $2,420.38:-- Important Action of the Board of Directors.
thought in the dominion of late has been truly marvelous, and
At a special meeting of the board of directors of the Nfltional the efforts of Mr Watts within the last few months to consolPAID IN ADDITION TO THOSE ACKNOWLEGED LAST WEEK.
Robert Wade, $25.00; M. Malcomb, $1 25; Seattle League Liberal Lengue, held at the office of the treasurer, 850 Broad- idate the Liberal elements in that country hav been followed
(per D. M. Crane), $25.50; Geo. C. Veile, $2.50; John Kelly, way, New York, on Friday, Nov; 28, 1884, at 2 o'clock P.M., with the most pleasing results. The intention to amalgamate
$2.50; John H. Benzel; $1.00; Otto Wettstein; $10.00; D. B. First Vice-president Charles Watts presiding, Mrs. A. C. Mac- the two associations-that of Canada and the states-is an exCozine, $1.00; Philadelphia contributions, $127 75; T. W. donald, chairman of the finance committee, reported having, cellent one, which we hope and believe will be proi!uctiv of
mutual advantages. All Liberals throughout Canada should
Lemmax, $1.00; Geo. L. Green, $2 00; W. D. Kirschbaum,
with chairman of the executiv committee, audited the accounts make a point of being pre~ent at Toronto on the 13th, 14th,
$1.00; A. H. Schow, $1.00; Charles Laperche, $2.00. .
and 15th of the present month.
of the secretary.
Mr. Henry Wallis writes the secretary of the League a most
Total amount pledged and contributed to date, Nov. 28th,
A. Magnificent Field Day.
$2,227.21. Cash received by secretary, $567.58. Expense ac- encouraging letter from Washington, in which he says: "The
worst enemy of the League cannot fail to be impressed with
The series of meeting held in Philadelphia on Sunday, count, $189.02. Paid over to treasurer, $378.56.
the harmony and oneness of purpose now existing throughout
Motion made and seconded, "That the treasurer be and the entire Liberal League. 'rhe slight confusion which once
Nov. 30th, were the most crowded and auspicious of the campaign. A full house greeted Mr. Watts in the morning at hereby is authorized and requested to hav necessary circular marred our movement is being rapidly cleared away by the
Memorial Hall when he gave his excellent discourse on "Ag- printed and sent to all who hav pledged quarterly payments, able and definit policy of the new directors. So far as we are
enabled to judge here, there is but one desire, and that is that
nosticism." After its delivery there was a lively debate car- asking them to remit." Carried.
Messrs. Watts and Putnam shall be heartily seconded in their
ried 9n, quite good nnturedly, however, and creating quite ,.
The following resolution was offered by Mr. Watts:
great and useful work."
harmonious feeling in favor of the practical work of the
Resolued, That iu compliance with the requirements of the
League. In response to the appeal of the secretary, nearly a constitution, Art. XVIII., Amendment 5, unanimously adopted
Mr. Charles Watts's ·Lecture Engagements.
hundred dollars were contributed to the Campaign Fund.
by the Seventh Annual Congress, held at Milwaukee September, 1883: "Every auxiliary League is requested to contrib~te 1884
In the afternoon· every seat was occupied, and Mr. Putnam a certain sum monthly, not less than five cents per month
Dec. 4, Salamanca Convention.
gave his address on" The New Work of Liberalism in Amer- from each one of its members, for the use of the National
" 14, Toronto, Canada (Convention
ica," wherein he briefly expounded the four grand aspects of League. The amount thus collected should he remitted quar" 21
"
the work of the future-the political, the educational, the terly, on the first day of January, April, July, and October, by
" 28'
"
"
moral, and the ideal. The lecttue was received with the ut- the secretary of the auxiliary, to the secretary of the National 1885. '
League," the chairman of the finance committee be and is Jan. 4, Hamilton,
most cordiality, and no doubt expressed in outline what by hereby requested to hav circulars printed, and mail one to the
" 11, Toronto,
"
common consent must be the civilization of the future, and secretary of each League, requesting remittance of the five
" 18,
"
"
the methods by which it will be attained. At its conclusion, cents pet month per head for each member.
" 22 to 25, Montreal, Canada.
Dr. n. B. Westbrook made one of his bright, brief speeches on
Carried.
During intervening week nights-various parts of C>tnada.
"Action," which must now, he· said, be the aim of the LibThe chairman of the executiv committee was called on to Jan 29, Linesville, Pa.
" 30, Altoona,
" State meeting.
era! world. Now is the time to do something. We hav had report plan of work to promote efficient organization, secure
the goSpels; the next in order is the acts. He expressed the social and educational advantages to local Leagues, and render Feb. 1 and 3, Pittsburgh, Pa.
" 4, Wellsville, Ohio.
heartiest sympathy with the new and aggressiv movement of local, district, state, and the National League financially self5, Alliance,
"
Liberalism, and predicted its grand success. He showed the sustaining.
"
" 6, Akron,
" 7 and 8, Cleveland, Ohio.
sincerity and nobility of his spirit by giving at once ten dolThe chairman of the executiv committee reported as follows:
9, Sandusky,
Iars to the Campaign Fund, and pledging five hundred dollars
Each state should be organized as a state League. (Where
10 and 11, 1'oledo,
for the purchase of a building in Philadelphia which should be this is not yet practicable for lack of numbers, two or more
"
" 12, Adrian, Mich.
states might form joint state League.) Each state should be
devoted to Liberal propaganda. Dr, Westbrook is a Liberal divided into districts, and the best, most energetic, and self" 13 to 15, Detroit, Mich.
indeed-a Rationalistic Theist he calls himself-and reMly sacrificing workers, women and men, be appointed, or elected,
" 16 and 17 Flint "
" 18 and 19; Lansi~g. Mich.
there is but little difference between that sort of Thesim and the officers of the district Leagues, with especial view to their
" 20 to 22, Grnnd Rapids, Mich.
Agnosticism of Charles Watts. At any rate, these two beliefs ability to aid and en<lourage the formation of new local
'' 23, Big Rapids,
"
can work harmoniously together for the progress of human- Leagues. Each district League to hold regular quarterly
" 24, Saginaw City,
"
1k M S
meetings of all local Leagues in its territory; one or more
ity. Dr. WeBtbruok, i e
r. avage, of Boston, is doing a officers of the statll League, or their representativs, to be pres"
" 25, Bay City,
noPdod work in rationalizing the minds of those who are fast ent to advise and consult as to best methods of carrying on the
During the month of March Mr. Watts will be in Toronto
breaking away from the old dogmas. He is to giv a series of work.
and vicinity.
lectures this winter on "Christianity," and no doubt he will
Lecturers should attend district League meetin~s, to speak
strike many a telling blow iri favor of science and against on some subject in which people are then most interestedS. P. Pntnam's Lecture Engagements.
!
subjects decided by vote of local League officers.
superstition. He wil carry our banner with an unflinchAt each district quarterly meeting, the secretary shall read
Dec. 14, Toronto Convention.
ing hand, and under the garb of the philosopher will be a sums total of work accomplished by each League during the
" 21, Hamilton, Canada.
notable soldier of liberty and humanity.
quarter; number of pages of leaflets and publications distrib" 28 Alton
"
What shall I say of the evening meeting? It was the largest uted, loaned, or sold; number of new subscribers to Liberal Jan. 4; Toro~to,
crowd yet. Long before the hour of beginning every seat was papers obtained; number of new members, etc. The National
"
8, 9, and 11, Montreal, Canada.
b
Liberal League should cause to be prepared leaflets on each
" 25, Toronto, Canada.
taken, and then other seats had to e brought in, and still the of the Nine Demands of Liberalism, setting forth the facts
" 30, Altoona, Pa., Convention; and during February will
people came surging in until the platform itself was covered and arguments in such a way as shall awake to thought, with- accompany Mr. Watts.
with eager listeners. AftEr some music and a recitation by out arousing the ire of even devout Bible worshipers-leafMr. Johnson, Mr. Watts glive his famous lecture, "The Bible lets that shall be of such interest as to be read and reread with
Brief Correspondence.
and Science." 'rhe claims of the Bible as opposed to the truth avidity by all classes.
J.D. MICHENER, Colmar, Penn.: I inclose $2 for the NaEach and every member of a local League, in addition to and
of science were thoroughly examined and their absurdity
irrespectiv of any other contributions, shall pay twenty-five tional Liberal League Fund. Please place one dollar to the
fully demonstrated. The lecture was full of brilliant wit and cents each month to secretary of local League, in return for credit of Jas. B. Edwards, of Lansdale, Pa.
telling points, and the audience were fairly carried away with which members so paying shall receive full twenty-five cents
JAcoB NuESSLE, Hamburg, N. Y.: I send you two dollars for
applause. But charming as the lecture in itself was, it was worth-at ten per cent less than publisher's prices-of such
, succeeded by a display of oratory and sparkling repartee which leaflets, or such other Liberal literature as may be from time annual memberships in National Liberal League, one dollar
for my brother .John Nuessle and one for yours truly.
was a rare treat to all those that witnessed it. A Rev. Mr. to time needed for missionary work.
Eight cents, of every such twenty-five cents so paid, shall
ELISHA AND MATILDA HYATT, l\Ierriek, L. I.: We hav been
Ware, a very bright and shrewd Methodist minister of the go to the treasurer of the state League to be used to defray been
slow in helping on the Campaign Fnnd. It is better late
African persuasion and color, answered Mr. Watts, and it must expenses ot state League officers, and the balance paid to the than never, so h6re is five dollars to help giv humanity a
be confessed that he made some pretty good hits in favor of treasurer o.f the National Liberal League. The secretary of chance to think.
orthodoxy, and presented his side of the queston in a very the National Liberal League shall return to each secretary of
MARY E. TILLOTSON, Vineland, N ..J., writes kind words of
gentlemanly and interesting way, which was quite agreeable local League full value in publications. ·The purchasing of cheer and givs name of offiners nf Vinelanfl League, No. G1:
immense quantities will enable the National Liberal League to
President,
Tnomas f:;treet; !"ltcr0LM.Y, "'iM.Y C. '.L'illotson;
even to a Liberal audience, for evidently Mr. Ware is a man of thus receive six to seven cents per month from each member
broad culture and genial soul. ·Another opponent of Mr. Watts in the United States, while the judicrous distribution of so Treasurer, Lucy B. Street.
was not so fortunate in his method. He tried a bit of abuse, large an amount of the very best Liberal literature could not
DR. L. B. FARRAR, Paxton, Ill.: Inclosed plea~e find P. 0.
and laid himself open to a fearful punishment, which· Mr. 1fail to constantly multiply members.
. .
order for S5 for the general purposes of the National Liberal
Watts inflicted in his closing reply with unflinching justice.
Lo_c~l Leagues ean be made self:sustamm~ by ec~m~mically League. You may hear from me more at large through THE
.
.
.
.
.
. prov1dmg amusements- balls, partieS, excursrons, pwmcs etc., TRUTH SEEKER ere long. Yours for universal freedom of
'The poor man was literally flayed alive With th_e caustiC Wit while building up the League by increase of sociability. '
thought and action, and earnest effort to obtain release from
and keen argument of Mr.
Aft er consu It a t"ron an d a·!Scusswn,
· M r Courtlan d t p a1mer all
ecclesiastical dictation.
. . Watts. All the flimsy pretensions and defenses of Christianity were destroyed and the real 0 ff d th f 0 ll .
t"
·
1
100
facts of history were vindicated. The exponent of Chrisere
e
owmg reso u
:
A. S. V. MANSFELDE, SECRETARY OF NEBRASKA STATE MEDItianity referred to the stock argument of Christians, the fright- . Re~olved, ?'h~~;t for the_purpose of organization the states be CAL SociETY, AsHLAND, NEB.: I am sure that the position of the
d1_strwted, d1strwt orgamzers be appointed, and that said dis- National Liberal League some years ago in regard to the postal
tul excesses of the French Revolution.
tnct officers be empowered to aid and encourage the formation law disagreed somewhat with the feelings of people generally
In reply, Mr. Watts showed that the excesses were there- of auxiliary Leagues, and that all such auxiliary Leagues be of the West. Trifling matters like the one alluded to should
suit of foreign interference, backed up by Christian bayo- advised to meet quarterly in district convention.
not consume the time nor the money, and, >tbove all, the
nets, and that long betore the revolution under the regime of
Seconded by Charles Watts. On motion, carried unani- brains, of Liberal-minded men. Indeed, we hav more important things to look after out here. I am, personally, for
Christianity the streets of Paris wer0 red with the blood of in· mously. Mr. Palmer offered the following resolution:
total separation of church and state, and also of schools from
nocent victims. The defender of orthodox tried to deny these
Resolued, That appropriate leaflets based on the Nine De- the former, and anything I can do in thiR direction yon m·e Rt
proofs, and interrupted Mr. Watts in his speech, and declared mands of Liberalism be prepared for distribution.
: liberty to eommanil.
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The Free Methodists;
The Religions of England.
Out of a population of 81,000,000 souls in the
The Free Union church;
If Christianity consists in going to church, and United Kingdom and the colonies, 18,000,000 belong
The General Baptists;
passing one's life in discussing theological questions, to tlie Anglican church; 14,500,000 are Methodists;
The General Baptist New Connection.
then John Bull is mightily Christian; if piety con- 13,500,000 Cathqlics; 10,250,000 Presbyterian; 8,000,The German Evangelical Community;
~-- sists in quarreling over the dogmas, instead of prac- 000 Baptists; 6,000,000 Congregationalists; 1,000,000
The German Lutherans;
ticing the principles of religion, then the piety of Unitarians; and about 10,000,000 belong to different
The German Roman Catholics;
John is unequaled. The craze for religion has come sects of less importance.
The Glassites, a sect founded in Scotland, in the
to a. mania. Let the religion be good or bad, no
I will giv a complete list of th!l hundred and eighty
matter which it is, or what it is, it is better than none odd religious sects of England:
eighteenth century, by John Glass, into which memat all. In France, we boast of our foibles, even of
bers are admitted with a holy kiss. The followers of
The Advent Christians;
many that are -not to be found in us; in England,
John Glass abstain from all animal food that has not ·
The Apostolics;
people boast of their virtues, especially those they do
The Arminians, who, contrary to the Calvinists, be- been bled;
The Glory Band;
not possess. The Frenchman is the braggart of vice; lieve that Christ saved all men by his death;
the Englishman is the hypocrit of virtue.
The Greek Catholic Church;
The Baptists, who deny that baptism should be reHere, every religious belief is respected; the ceived before the Christian has arrived at years of
The. Halifax Psychological Society;
Shakers, the Ranters, the Peculiar People, the Sal- discretion and made a profession of faith;
The Hallelujah Band, whose services consist entirely of thanksgiving;
vationists; Freethinkers alone are excluded. When
The Baptized Believers;
The Hope Mission;
a man wants a sitnation, he presents himself to his
The Believers in Christ, or Christians who believe
future master as a Christian; he advertises in the that their prayers alone can influence the decrees of
The Humanitarians, who deny the divinity of the
papers as a total abstainer. If, in France, he recom- Divine Providence;
savior;
The Independents;
mends himself as a good Christian, he would receive
The Believers in the Divine Visitation of Joanna
a peremptory kick that would send him straight to Southcott, prophetess of Exeter;
The Independent Methodists;
Paradise.
The Independent Religious Reformers;
The Benevolent Methodists;
Every Englishman worships God after his own
~e Independent Unionists;
The Bible Christians, or Bryanites, a sect founded
fashion. There exist here one hundred and eighty- in 1815, by William O'Bryan, and who receive the
The Inghamites, followers of Mr. Benjamin Ingthree religious sects certified to the Registrar General. Communion seated;
ham, son-in-law of the famous Countess of HuntingEach of these sects has naturally found the truth.
don;
The Bible Defense Association;
As, unfortunately, no one has ever yet come back
The Israelites;
The Blue Ribbon Army, whose followers drink no
from the other world to tell what he has seen, it alcoholic drink;
The Irish Presbyterian Church;
seems probable that there are yet many days of
The Jews;
The Brethren, wlio practice no rites and hav no
peace and plenty in store for the dervishes, the fakirs, ministers; they baptize one another. According to
The Lutherans, who, contrary to the Calvinists,
and others who liv in indolence upon the supersiti- them, to preach the gospel is to deny that the believe in the real presence;
tion and simplicity of the world.
The Methodist Reform Union;
Savior's work is finished;
Christianity is admirable. Christians are often far
The Missionaries;
The Calvinists, who deny the real presence;
from being so. I hav more esteem for the MohamThe Modern Methodists;
The Calvinistic Baptists, who find the opinions of
medans who follow up their religion. Show me the Wesley too Arminian;
The Moravians;
Christian that loves his neighbor as himself; who,
The Mormons;
The Catholic Apostolic church;
when he has been struck on the right cheek, holds
The Newcastle Sailors' Society;
The Christians, owning no name but the Lord
. The New Church;
out his left; who forgivs his enemies; who does not Jesus;
ask for that which has been t.aken from him; who
The New Connexion General Baptists; ·
The Christians, who object to be otherwise desigThe New Wesleyans;
does unto others as he would hav others do unto nated;
The New Jerusalem Church;
him.
The Christian Believers;
Religion has lost much of its purity and sincerity
The New Methodists;
The Christian Brethren;
The Old Baptists;
- from ceasing to be private, especially in England,
The Christian Disciples;
where, owing to competition, to free trade applied to
The Open Baptists;
The Christian Eliasites;
The Order of St. Austin;
religious matters, every one aims at appearing better
The Christian Israelites;
The Orthodox Eastern Church;
than his neighbors. Pray, not standing in the synaThe Christian Mission;
The Particular Baptists;
gogs, nor upon the house-tops, but enter into thy
The Christian Teetotalers;
closet and shut the door, say the scriptures. How
The Peculiar People, who trust -in providence to
The Christian Temperance Men;
many do so?
cure them of all ills;
The Christian Unionists;
The Romanists swear by the pope; the Protestants
The Plymouth Brethren;
The Christadelphians;
by Luther and Calvin; the Puritans by John Knox;
The Polish Protestant Church;
The Anglican church, itself divided into High
the Wesleyans by John Wesley; the Salvationists by Church, Low Church, and Broad Church. The adThe Portsmouth Mission;
Mr., Mrs., and Miss Booth; the Baptists of London herents of the High Church, otherwise the Ritualists,
The Presbyterian Church of England, founded by
crowd to the Tabernacle to listen eagerly to every adopt the confessional and grand ceremonies in imi- the Puritans;
The Presbyterian Baptists;
word that falls from Mr. Spurgeon's lips. Some peo- tation of the Roman Catholics. They do not recogThe Primitiv Congregation;
ple believe themselvs saved, if they only touch the nize the authority of the pope, and can therefore reThe Primitiv Free Church;
coat-tails of Mr. Moody or Mr. Sankey. I hav seen ceive the financial support of the state. The Low
The Primitiv Methodists;
women press the hands of these evangelists, as they Church affects an almost Calvinistic austerity, and is
Th!J Progressionists;
passed on their way to the platform where they were very much akin to Dissent. The Broad Church
going to pre11ch, and go away happy. When Catho- party does not believe in hell, and counts amongst
The Protestant Members of the Church of Englics hav the gout, it is to Our Lady of Lourdes, to its clergy some of the most illustrious names of Eng- land;
~
Our Lady of la Salette, to la beinheureuse Ge:rmaine land. The late Dean Stanley was the brightest ornaThe Protestant Trinitarians;
that they go; it is Sainte Barbe that they implore to ment of the Broad Church.
The Protestant Union;
protect them from thunder and lightning; the Deity
The Providence;
The Church of Scotland;
would seem to play a secondary part in the religion
The Quakers;
The Scotch Free Church;
of all these people.
The Ranters, whose worship consists ;in ,jumping
The Church of Christ;
In England, religion is the idea that absorbs and
and clapping the hands;
The Church of the People;
dominates all others. The prisons and madhouses
The Rational Christians;
The Church of Progress;
are full of religious maniacs.
The Reformers;
The Congregationalists, who appoint their own
In France, when we hear of a great crime having ministers, and hav no settled form of prayer;
The Refr,rmed Church of England;
been committed, we exclaim, "Where is the woman?"
The Reformed Episcopal Church;
The Countess of Huntingdon's Connection, who
In England, sift the matter, and you will find a adopt the Church of England prayer-book. This sect
The Reformed Presbyterians or Covenanters;
chapel. There are few bankrupts, really worthy of was founded in the eighteenth century by Lady
The Recreativ Religionists;
that name, that hav not built a church or chapel to Selina Shirley, Countess of Huntingdon;
The Revivalists;
win the confidence of investors, and, maybe, also to
The Roman Catholics;
The Covenanters, a sect founded in .the sixteenth
offer to God a little of that which they had taken century, when the Protestant church was. thought to
The Salem Society;
from men. On opening my newspaper to-day, I read be in danger;
The Sandemanians, who are identical with Glassof an individual charged with fraudulent bankruptcy.
ites, Mr. Robert Sandeman having been the most ferThe Coventry Mission Band;
A worthy old lady, who had trusted him with stock,
vent follower of Mr. Glass;
The Danish Lutherans;
states that she had every contidence in the accused,
The Scotch Baptists;
The Disciples in Christ;
.
especially since the day when he refused a box at the
The
Second Advent Brethren,:who wait for the
The Disciples of Jesus Christ. Sect founded by
opera, which she had offered him, with the remark Mr. Thomas Campbell, who proposed to set aside all second coming of the Messiah;
that he was happy to be able to say that he had questions of dogma, and to establish the unity of the
The Secularists, who believe that the affairs of this
never set foot in such a place.
world should be thought of before the next, and that
church of the Savior;
We all remember the sickening profession of rereligion cannot pretend to the monopoly of what is
The Eastern Orthodox Greek church;
ligion that Guiteau, the vile and cowardly assassin of
good and moral;
The Eclectics;
·
poor President Garfield, made day after day for
The Sepatatists, who hold their goods at the disThe Episcopalian Dissenters;
months.
position of brethren in distress, and refuse to take
The Evangelical Free church;
The United Kingdom possesses two state churches;
oath;
The Evangelical Mission;
the Anglican church, in England and Wales; the
The Seventh-Day Baptists;
The Evangelical Unionists, founded in Scotland in
Presbyterian church, in Scotland. The State church 1840, by Mr. James Morrison, who proclaimed the
The Shakers, a sect founded by Ann Lee, who had
was abolished in Ireland in 1869.
greatest sin to be a want of belief that Christ has, by a divine revelation, wherein it was revealed to her
The Anglican church is under the jurisdiction of his death, saved all men, past, present, or unborn;
that the lust of the flesh was the cause of the depravtwo archbishops-the Archbishop of Canterbury,
ity of man.
The Followers of the Lord Jesus Christ;
primate of England, and the Archbishop of YorkThe Society of the New Church.
The Free Catholic Christian church;
and of thirty bishops. The two archbishops and
The Spiritual Church;
The Free Christians;
twenty-four bishops hav seats in the House of Lords.
The Spiritualists, who believe they hav intercourse
The F!ee Christian Association;
with the spirits of the other world;
The Scotch church is under the jurisdiction of a
The Free church;
The Strict Baptists;
General Assembly, composed of clerical and lay depThe Episcopal Free church;
The Swedenborgians, a sect founded by Emmanuel
uties, and presided over by a Moderator elected anThe Free Church of England;
Swedenborg, in 1688;
nually by the Assembly, and a High Lord CommisThe Free Evangelical Christians;
sioner appointed each year by the crown.
The Free Grace Gospel Christians;
The Temperance Methodists;
The principal Non conformist churches are, the
The Free Gospel and Christian Brethren;
I'he Trinitarians;
Methodists, the Baptists, the Unitarians, the CongreThe Free Gospel church;
The Union Baptists;
gationalists or Independents, and theW esleyans.
The Free Gospelers;
The Unionists;
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The· Socinians, or Unitarians, who reject the doctrin of the Trinity, and deny the divinity of Christ;
they differ but little from the Humanitarians;
The Unitarian Baptists;
The Unitarian Christians;
The United Christian Church;
The United Free Methodist Church;
The United Presbyterians;
Tne Universal Christians, whose belief is that God
will call one day all Christians to himself, whether
they hav been good or bad in this world; that sin
does not go unpunished, but is punished in this life;
The Welsh Calvinists;
The Welsh Presbyterians;
The Welsh Wesleyans;
The Wesleyans; .
The Wesleyan Methodists;
The Wesleyan Reformers;
The Wesleyan Reform Glory Band;
The Working Man's Evangelistic Missiov.
Here ends the list of salvation agencies in England. If John B'ull does not go straight to paradise,
it will not be his fault, as you see.-Max O'Rell, in
"John Bull and His Island."

The American Lesson of the Free Trade Struggle in England.

t~ing

on machinery. Mr. Baillie thought that the
distress of th3 people wa~ all owing to the invention
of machinery, and that except for that, everybody
would be prosperous and happy." .
Mr. Baillie is not the only one-sided seer The perfected machinery of our day is the result of all past
human evolution and of the combined efforts of
several successiv generations of scientists, as well as
of the sacrifice of millions of operativs. Viewed,
then, in its origin and development as in its results.
it is unjust and absurd that it should be sequestrated
and monopolized to the profit of a small class of capitalists. By what sort of contract its tenure should
be held, this is not the place to discuss, but upon the
true solution of this question our social destiny depends.
A problematical figure among the champions of the
old school, whose meaning lies, perhaps, somewhat
deeper than the ;retrograde conservatism for which
our author credits him, is that of Mr. Ferrand. Had
he, or not, ulterior and constructiv purpose in his
single"minded protest against the encroachments of
machinery on the rights of Englishmen to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happinesR? About this, we
hav no hint, as our author sees in him only the absurd. He may hav been a hypocrit playing a bluff
game to distract from the consideration of the Corn
laws in the interests of the landlords, or be may bav
been intensely sincere, as a patriot, in opposing
merely palliativ measures like free trade, which, by
affording some temporary relief, would relegate to a
more distant epoch the solution of that more vital
problem, the co-ordination of machinery to the
general welfare of society. The two ideas, one negativ, but immediately practical and unquestionably
just, the removal of an arbitrary obstruction to the·
livelihood of labor, the other a shadowy innuendo,
trembling in the presence of that monster power
which m.ay either redeem humanity from drudgery,
or sink it into a bell lower than the bestial state.
Mr. Ferrand's opposition is most conspicuous in his
pretended amendment to Mr. Villier's annual motion,
June, '44, to abolish the Corn laws, Mr. Ferrand substituting, to sustain them, while attributing the distress of the unemployed to machinery. On another
occasion he moved to tax this so high as to keep the
margin of its profits proportionate with that of those
of the simple wo:r.ks which it had superseded. This
was no solution but could it be carried into effect
the manufactur~rs would not hav been slow to find
the solution of the problem, How to get rich by being just. The golden rule may become more proEDGEWORTH.
duct.iv than a gold mine.
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an agreeable substitute for that of hot blood from
slaughtered cattle, once so delicious in his nostrils.
But without his passions, the most intimate friends of
his youth must fail to know him. They would declare that all the world had gone astray after opposition divinities, and would send fiery serpents and
other unpleasant visitors into the streets of our most
orthodox cities.
It is by his violent, ungovernable, and unreasonable passions that Jahveh can be distinguished from
all other gods that ever had existence in the fertil
imaginations of superstitious and credulous men.
The cursing of all creation, animate 'an!l inanimate,
for the fault of a man, a woman, and a serpent, is
such an instance of silly indulgence in angry temper
as cannot be matched in history or fable. His repenting and grieving at his heart for having made
man, his resolving to destroy him with all the rest of
his works, and yet preserving sufficient of each kind
to perpetuate the race,. is pueril weakness. His entire history, as given in the Old Testament, is but a
record of acts springing from passions, and in the
great majority of cases from passions of an evil nature. When he condescends to giv us some information about himself, it is of a piece with the rest. He
speaks of one of the meanest and most contemptible
of passions leading him to commit the vilest injustice:
" I the Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the
iniquity of the fathers upon the children" (Exodus
xx, 5). Wonderful indeed is the change from this
God to the passionless spirit Christians profess to
adore.
In the New Tes.tament, altho~gh. we may easily
perceive a marked Improv~ment m h~s character, we
by no means find a God ~Ithout passiOns. John ~x
pressly states that "God IS love," and surely love IS a
pass~on. In truth he _seem~ _to hav undergon_e every
possible chang~ of dispositiOn. As the dei_ty of a
barbaro~s natwn of J_ews, he was much gr~en to
threatenmg and executmg vengeance when his temper was ruffied, which eppears to hav been o~ tolerably frequen~ o~cu.rre~ce. On th,ese occasiOns he
showed no discnmmatwn, for the mnocent and the
guilty generally shared the effects _of his anger
equally between th~m. He was deceitful, treac~er
ous, and. the es~emal patron of roguery a~d vice.
When hi~ worship~r~ _had been refined a httle by
c?ntact with ~~re cr~I~~~d peo~les, .h.e became a ~er
mful and forg1vmg divimty, lovmg mstead of hatmg,
and ready to pardon sinners at the eleventh hour in
the place of chastising theJ? with reckless fury. He
was changed fr_om an evll demon to a good god.
Still he had passwns and strong ones, but now we are
informed he has none. However, if we may credit
those who profess to know most about him, he acts
precisely as human beings act under the influence of
certain passions. He loves all men, but those who
flatter him most get the largest share of his affection.
He sboweret;l blessings upon all the earth, but they
fall thickest among the most persistent and most abject beggars. He bas improved in proportion as
ms.n who made him bas improved, and when he bas
undergone a little more of the refining process it will
be discovered that he bas been refined entirely away.
New Yorlc.
E. :J. BowTELL.

Gen. M. M. Trumbull, of the Radical Remew, Chicago, has given us under this title an interesting
chapter of the philosophy of history. I do not propose to review the work here, but to draw from it a
certain vein of suggestions on
FILIATION OF PREJUDICES.
Our author shows how the insular position .of Great
Britain coincided with exclusivness and the sentiment of independence.
"To this demagogs appealed on every hustings, glorifying the wisdom of a
policy which aimed to make England independent
of foreigners, especially in meat and flour." It supposes that what we import is an injury to our nation,
l'r, at least, an advantage to the exporting Jl;ation,
which ought not to be allowed, unless this JJ.ation
agrees to receive from us equal values in perishable
produce. Mr. Blackstone voiced the spirit of this
queer notion when in congratulating Parli.ament on
the resolution of the ministry to maintain the Corn
laws he also "trusted that the threat of importing
American grain through Canada would not again be
heard of." This fear lest foreigners should get the
advantage in exchanges was the more groundless
from the fact that what Great Britain most wanted
was, and is, raw material and produce of the soil, a
sort of value more easily exhaustible than what she
gives in exchange, viz., her labor and skill in the
Refining the God Idea.
form of manufactures. Facts and reason, however,
are feeble in face of inbred prejudices. "It was all
Gods are the creatures of human imaginatfon·
that intellectual men in power, like Peel and Glad- Civilized man fashions for himself a civilized God·
stone, could do to reconcile their party to the reduc- Barbarous tribes invent blood-thirsty demons. We
tion of the tariff upon imports other than breadstuffs. sometimes bear it said that people of all nations and
All through this debate they were soothing and all times hav believed in the existence of God. It
wheedling Parliamen,tary dunces with predictions can never be said that they hav agreed as to the natthat though they were reducing import duties on ure of the being or beings on whom they bestowed
several hundred articles, yet there was not much the divine title.
.
danger that advantage would be taken of it, or that
We need go no further than to the pages of the
the country would be flooded with cheap goods.
Old Testament to prove this. We hav only to compare
"Tho Dukes of Wellington and Richmond, Lord the Jehovah we find there with the deity of our own
Hidden 'Jreasure.
Stanhope, and others foreboded great distress among day to see that there bas been evolution in heaven
There is a treasure within the rearch of man that
the industrial classes with whom the foreigner was as well as on earth, and that ;5ods hav more than is more precious than gold, and is inexhaustible. It
put unfairly in competit1on." There s<eems to be a kept pace with men in the refinements of civilization. also does the work of hundreds of labor-saving rnahypochondriac element in this dread of competition. The God now preached bas undergone a refining chines. That treasure is credit. Abused as it is, and
Insular pride and exclusivness thus formed an process until all the evil bas been eradicated from ever bas been, or neglected, it is worthless. Organentering wedge for the doctrine of dep1·essiv abttnd- his nature. He is now infinit sweetness and light, ized and used aright, it is as above described. It bas
ance. Accepted by virtue of its association with the the author only of good, and can no longer say of never yet been employed properly. Ignorance of its
hateful foreigner, this prejudice stood ready to pro- himself, "I forDi the light and create darkness. I potency on the part of poor laboring men leaves
test a@"ainst the invasion of the steam engin, that make peace and create evil. I the Lord do all these them in the power of the rich. Did men know but
grimy monster whose offspring was "over production, things" (Isaiah xlv, 7).
it, all the wealth of the future is in the hands of labor.
and which threw out of employment so many weavThe God proclaimed from our modern pulpits is a Properly organized labor is independent of so-called
ers, wagoners, horse-breeders," etc., etc. The same pure spirit, without body, parts, or passions, infinit capital. Here is the little secret which, if truly uninsolidarity whillh r~ndered the potential benefits of in his power and his goodness. It is impossible to derstood, will revolutionize the world: A owes B.
machinery an actual curse to so many, was betrayed conceive any stronger contraRt than this affords to Now, B will take anything in payment provided his
by "the rejoicing of the country over a hailstorm the Jehovah of the Old Testament. This body was creditors will take it from him. Bowes C. Will C
which broke every exposed pane of glass in London, composed of parts, for we hear of his face, hands, take it? Yes, because he owes it to A. The grand
or a fire that destroyed a block of buildings, mak- and other members. He could walk and talk, and object is to find this C, who is owed by B, and who
ing work for the carpenters, bricklayers, and gla- appears to hav suffered from the heat of the sun, as owes A (who is a creditor of one and debtor to the
ziers." The author does not seem to perceive that he preferred taking exercise in the cool of the day other.) At all times the people o'we th,·ir government
such one-sided views show not merely n-arrowness of or in the night. Now he fills the universe; but then all the revenues, while the government is continually
mind, but, having solid basis in facts, can only be his creatures found that a small garden afforded space in debt to its army, navy, its contractors, and civil
converted to a higher social reason by a higher so- sufficient to hide from his presence. · Since that time officers. Therefore at all times the government can
cial synthesis in co-operativ association. It is, in- he has wonderfully developed in extension, but what circulate the public credit, receiving the bills back
deed, of" no use to explain to the sufferers that he has gained in size he bas lost in substance. He again. And no •me b:1" t'~., g""l'~~;"'lent ought to
what they call over-production is but the blessing of bas been stretched out into space until he bas be- enjoy the benefit of this. When not used by the govplenty, which, if not hindered by protectiv legisla- come so thin as to be invisible. We can understand a ernment, it is given to a few individuals as a monoption, woul1 soon diffuse itself throughout the land, blood-thirsty and powerful demon }Javing made his oly. Moreover, did men but realize it, they hav the
sharing its benefits among all the people, acting and residence among the Jews of old much more easily use of this credit in their own hands, if they choose.
re-acting upon every member of the community." than we can suppose the presence of infinit goodness In the mines and in the fields are thousands of mer.
For to comprehend this requires more than a "men- everywhere in a world where there is still space for who depend on capital, as they call it, to develop
tal effort" and more than the repeal of bad laws; it so much that is evil.
their mines and farms; that is, they depend on some
requires the new facts of a complete economic reconBut the most remarkable transformation of all is one else's credit. They must borrow silvPr or gold
struction in the relations of property and of the inte- that God is now without passions. Ob! my Christian to develop the gold under their feet, or the credit
gral elements of society. Cobden, the League, and friends, if Moses and J osbua could be restored to that is given to its supposed possession. Yet a proper
Gen. Trumbull are as much outside the social truth life, with what powerful and not over-delicate Ian- organization and use of their own power should do it
touching the meat of this matter as were Gladstone, guage would they take you to task for worsh1ping for them. Cheaper modes of transportation will renPeel, and Russell.
strange gods! Divested of his passions, they could der the use of this power more efficient because more
Our author disposes too flippantly of machinery, never recognize their old friend from Sinai. He profitable to the producPrs. Organization, confiviz.: "Of course there was a man in the House of i might hav altered in personal appearance, he might dence, harmony, and industry are all that are reHoLT.
Commons ready to lay the whole blame for every- hav changed in taste so as to find the odor of incense' quired to put this mighty treasure to use.
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Our New Story Book.
It is scarcely necessary to call attention to the
advertisment of our new story book for children and
youth, by the talented editress of our Children's Corner-it shows for itself. But we must ask our friends
to send in their orders for it promptly, to the end
that we may get back some of the large outlay necessary to its publication.
It is the first attempt in this country-and, we
think, in any-to publish a book for Freethinkers'
children equal in finish and illustration and general
attractivness to the thousands printed in the interests of superstition. Books there are, aBd excellent
ones so far as reading matter goes, but this will be
profusely illustrated, printed on tinted paper, with
illuminated covers, and just such a book as we know
from experience will attract the little ones and the
youth of ten to sixteen. The lessons the stories inculcate are those of honesty, truthfulness, kindness,
and charity-natural morality, on scientific principles. ·The illustrations are selected for their beauty
and interest, and -will, we feel sure, prove of unfailing interest to the youthful readers of the book.
We hope THE TRUTH SEEKER's endeavor to fill a
long-felt want will be generously appreciated by the
friends of education, and that the orders will flow in
early and often.

Fignres That Lie.
The Plenary Council has inspired some writer to
giv to the public the following estimate of the compa.rativ and total number of denominationalists in
this country. As it is going the rounds of the press,
and will be used by religious papers, it is worth
while to analyze it:
" The presence· in Baltimore in attendance at the Plenary
Council of the Catholic prelates and dignitaries and the interchange of opinions resulting from their several meetings hav
served to direct particular attention to a table which has just
made its appearance. It has been customary heretofore to
gage the growth of religious organizations in this country by
comparativ figures at each new reckoning. But as the whole
population is always increasing rapidly, the various denominations hav thus always been able to show a healthy gain in
numbers. Since the opening of the council an attempt has
been made by careful students and statisticians to show these
results relativly for the better gaidance of the prelates. The
table which has been prepared arrives at some conclusions
little less than startling.
"By the census of 1860 the population of the United States
was 31,445,080. The ~resent population is now estimated at
55,000,000. The gain in twenty-five years has been, therefore,
twenty-three and a half millions, or at the rate of 75 per cent.
"In 1860, according to estimates the accuracy of which was
then universally aaknowledged, there were 8,600,000 Methodists in this country. They were then, as they are now, the
strongest religious body, numerically. Since 1860 the total
has grown to 15,000,000, which is an increase of 75 [per cent,
keeping pace exactly with the increase in population.
''The number of affiliants of the various Baptist churches
was, in 1860, 8,000,000. To-day it is 12,000,000. The increase
in twenty-five years is, therefore, 50 per cent, a gain in .absolute ratio, but a falling off when considered relativly.
"The Presbyterians numbered in 1860 3,600,000. Now they
number 5,500,000, an increase in twenty-five years of 53 per
cent.
"The Lutherans, who hav been materially benefited by
constant and increasing emigration from Germany, Sweden,
Holland, and Norway, hav grown from 1,250,000 in 1860, to
2,000,000 in 1884, or at the rate of 60 per cent.
"The Congregationalists hav declined relativly very much.
The old spirit of ~he New England pilgrims seems to be dying
out among them. In twenty-five years they hav advanced but
27 per cent-that is, from 1,413,000 in 1860 to 1,800,000 at
present.
·"The Episcopalians show a fair increase in numbers, yet
one relativly below the average. Their percentage of gain is
:3:11-2 per cent in twenty-five years, bringing up the total from
\)00,000 to 1,200,000.

"The Hebrews-counting together those who are orthodox,
and those who are merely nominal-hav increased from 350,000 in 1860 to 700,000 in 1884, e. full 100 per cent of gain.
"The Friends of Quakers, show an absolute as well as relativ
decline. They hav fallen off 60 per cent, from 220,000 in 1860
to 150,000 in 1884.
"The denomination of Christians, who are numerous in
Kentucky, southern Indiana, southern illinois, and Missouri,
number 800,000 against 500,000 in 1860, an absolute gain of 60
per cent, yet a falling off rele.tivly of 15.
"But the most surprising feature of the calculations just
completed is the growth of the Catholics. In 1860 they numbered in the United States 3,175,000. Now they are 9,500,000
This is a gain of 200 per cent, in twenty-five years. Should
the same ratio of increase continue to be preserved, they
would number fifteen years hence 25,000,000.
"The difficulties encountered in arriving at even an approximate result in religious statistics are many. In the United
States, as in England and Scotland, the doctrinal views of
individuals form no item in the census .enumeration. The
generally accepted plan for :arriving at a result is as follows:
The church accommodations, which are gathered officially, are
multiplied by a figure representing in that denomination the
relation of churchgoers to the whole number of its adherents.
Then another table is made of the number of enrolled members or communicants. These are multiplied usually by five
for the full population. Finally, a third table is constructed
from the church records of baptisn;ts and marriages, and the
official record of deaths. These tables are compared in parallel columns, and an estimate is make from the three. The
substantial accuracy, not alone of these tables, but of the net
results deduced from their comparison, is not questioned,
though, of course, the circumstances of their compilation do
not preclude the possibility of occasional errors.
"It is the opinio:a of many of the Catholic clergy assembled
here that in default of American universities of very high
scholarship, Catholic preachers hav to contend in their
missionary labors with a difficulty not .met with in Europe.
This subject is one certain not to be neglected by the Plenary
Council. Bishop Gross, of Savannah, has sought to interest
his colleagues in a plan for more efficient pastoral efforts
among the colored population of the Southern states, wherein
(outside of Louisiana and Texas) the Catholic ohuroh h"as at
present, confessedly, very little foothold. It is to be noted
that the churches of all creeds and denominations in the
United States contain accommodations for 27,500,000 persons,
or just half of the whole population of 55,000,000."

Let us compare these figures with such official
figures as it is possible to obtain. It is not necessary
to go back to 1860. Those publishe'd this year and
bringing the census down to the close of 1883 will
do very well. In the first lJlace we will quote from
the Methodist Centennial Year Book published last
January by Phillips and Hunt, official publishers for
the Methodist church, and edited by W. H. De Puy,
D.D., who stands at the head of official Methodist
encyclopedists and statisticians.
Our writer from Baltimore places the numerical
strength of the Methodists, in round numbers, at
15,000,000. The official Year-Book puts the number
of all Methodists in the United States at-what?
fifteen millions ?-not a mite of it. There are just
3,993,724 Methodists in the country according to
their own showing, and it will scarcely be asserted
that Methodists are modest in claiming membership
in this world or the next.
The Baptists are given as numbering 12,000,000.
Now, taking their own estimates, which include aU
Baptist congregations, without respect of ecclesiastical or denominational affiliations, up to 1883, and
their membership is only 2,552,129.
Presbyterians are put down by this new statistician
at five million and a half. The official figures are
1,002,944.
The Lutherans are credited with a membership of
2,000,000. The official figures are 800,189.
Congregationalists are flattered by being told they
number 1,800,000. Their pride may hav a fall when
they find that 387,619 is their total strength in this
country.
Episcopalianism shrinks even more than Congregationalism. Instead of having 1,200,000, as this
writer asserts, the official figures are 313,889.
The number of ,Hebrews is even more grossly exaggerated. The gentleman inspired by the plenary
council claims for them 700,000. Congressional
Librarian Spofford, in the American Almanac for
1883, puts the number of Jews in the country attending synagogs regularly at 13,683-a very material
difference.
That the Friends are declining in numerical
strength is very true. A large proportion of those
who forsake their ranks, however, do not enter the
fold (,f any other denomination of Christians. They
usually become Freethinkers. Mr. Spofford puts
their strength in 1883 a.t 67,643, between which and
150,000 there is a wide margin for" clerical errors."
The "Christians," or "Disciples of Christ," number, according to Mr; Spofford, 567,448; while, acc"ording to the church statistics, their numbers are a

few thousand less-namely, 563,928. Quite a difference between these figures and 800,000.
Nine and a half millions is too much to allow the
Catholics to-day, though there is no question that
they hav increased much faster than the other sect.
Sadlier's Catholic Directory for 1882 put the number
at 6,370,858; at the same time, however, leading and
well-posted Catholics claimed, in round numbers,
seven millions. Probably the total strength now is
about the latter figure, or slightly over it. This includes, however, the entire Catholic population, and
a slight drawback must be made on that account.
We must acknowledge that the Catholic church holds
its membership well in hand, and the shrinkage from
heresy is comparativly slight.
A summary of the claimed and official figures
shows a monstrous difference. The quoted article
makes a Christian membership of 48,500,000. The
official church figures of the same denominations only
foot up to 16,066,606. This is out-Heroding Herod
with a vengeance.
But if the figures are so faulty, what must be said
of the manner of gathering them ! The first method
is to multiply the seating capacity of the churches by
''some figure" which somebody thinks is the right
one to denote the comparativ number of church
goers and church adherents ! Now, every one knows
that the right way would be to subtract from the seating capacity of the churches the difference between
the number of seats and the average number who attend, for with the exception of a few churches, whose
pulpits are occupied by sensational or heretical
prea("hers, the seating capacity of the joss-houses is
fully double the average attendance. Subtraction,
and not multiplication, is the arithmetical process to
be applied in the first methods of computation.
In the second method, the multiplier is altogether
too large. Taking the total number of communicants
is probably the fairest way of arriving at denominational strength. But to multiply that by five is monstrously absurd in the face of the well-known prevailing tendency to irreligion. The communicant of
the family is usually the mother or daughter, and it
is rare for her to hav the full support of more than
one other member of the family. Indeed, it is a matter of extreme doubt whether the number of communicants (bearing in mind the number carried on
Protestant church rolls who hav "moved away,'' and
the custom of the Catholics of carrying as churchmembers all baptized-even in infR.ncy-by their
priests), will not cover the full denominational strength
of the sects. There are, of ceurse; many so-called
Christians who do not attend the churches-no doubt
of that. But their Christianity is of that lukewarm
and shadowy kind that attaches itself to no denomination. Their mothers and perhaps their fathers
were Christians, and they suppose they musld1e; but
the matter occupies scarcely a moment of .tneir
thought, and when they shall begin to seriously reflect upon the question of religion the chances are at
least eight to seven that they will become followers
of science instead of blind devotees of superstition.
The unchurched multitude in this country is at least
as two to one.
The third method of computation mentioned is so
plainly open to errors that scarcely a line need be
written upon it. The idea that every infant baptized
grows up a Christian, that every couple married by a
minister are memoers of his church, or that every
corpse over which a priest may pray was in life the
devoted friend of the Christian faith, is grossly foolish. It is a thought of which an ill-concealed wish
was the father.
But suppose the test of creed is taken instead of
church attendance, or even of communicants, what
would be the result then ? One hardly flattering to
the churches, we are sure. There is scarcely a
church in the cities of the country, outside of Catholic bodies, in which all the members are orthodox.
Beecher's church, for instance, is counted for Christ.
Yet the pastor is an acknowledged Infidel, and his
immense congregation is nearly all with him. Heber
Newton, an Episcopalian, is another case in point.
His brother Episcopalian preachers tried at one time
to ha.v him expelled for herel'ly, and would hav succeeded had not the bishop and his advisers feared
that with Mr. Newton would hav gone not only the
congregation of the Anthon Memorial church, but
many, if not a majority, of the Episcopalians of the
city. Indeed, it is shrewdly surmised that the
Bishops Potter themselvs had a. good deal of sympathy with the views of Mr. Newton.
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:Perhaps one-half of the nominal Christians of the leaders of the radical ideas that look so far in advance of either try will dare to be Spiritualists, or any other ists they please;
count.ry accept the theory of evolution. To. put it Democratic or Republican theories, are amply justified in their but we commend this fulmination of the Brooklyn divine to
those terming themselvs orthodox Spiritualists, who believe in
broadly, and yet accurately, no one can be a Christian devotion to the cause they hav embraced:
who is an evolutionist. It is utterly impossible to
reconcile with Genesis the law of natural selection,
of the survival of the fittest, and of the gradual ascent of man from the animal kingdom. Yet upon
Adam's creation, and subsequent fall in the manner
specified, depends the whole scheme of vicarious
atonement, which is the very essence of Christianity.
Theologians may quibble and twist and squirm as
much as they like, but they can never get around
this. If Eden is a myth, Calvary was useless, and the
sacrifice of the "god" upon its cross of no more avail
in the remission of sins than the lives of the two
thieves said to hav been crucified with him. We believe in consistency. Truth is an:agreement of statement with fact. There is hardly a statement or position of· Christianity_:no essential one-that agrees
with ascertained and demonstrated facts. And while
the great body of the people of this country acknowledge and accept the demonstrated facts, a portion of
them still delude themselvs with the fp.ncy that they
are Christians. Popular Protestant Christianity is
getting to be a very vague and shadowy system of
theology. People are allowing themselvs to be called
Christians when they are no more real Christians
than is a Hottentot. They do not believe in the
fundamental assertions of the system, nor in the formulated creeds. They are simply moving along with
the drift of the times, and that drift is very well
known and acknowledged to be widely divergent
from the narrow curre·nt setting toward the church.
No comparativ estimate of the strength and weakness
of denominational Christianity in this country can be
within a million miles of accurate which does not
take these facts into consideration:
The growth of Catholicism, however, while greatly
exaggerated, is certainly tremendous, and calls for
the most energetic action on the part of all true
patriots. Church and state must be compltoltely separated before another quarter of a century rolls
a,way, or we fear it can never be done without bloodshed.

The Workingman in Politics.
The Sun and John Swinton's Paper both worked for
the workingman's candidate for president--the latter earnestly and sincerely, the former solely to defeat Mr. Cleveland. After the election Mr. Swinton
voiced his disappointment at the small results apparent as follows:

' 'Tis better to hav loved and lost
Than never to hav loved at all.'"

the Christian God, in Christ as the biggest and best medium,
and in the Bible as a revelation.

Years ago, when Mr. Swinton was one of Mr.
Dana's ·editors, we were secretary of a labor organization. The organization failed for just the reasons
given by M.r. Swinton. On election day the laboring
men deserted the organization and its principles,
abandoned its honest leaders, and voted for the candidates of the two old parties. About the first communication we ever penned for this paper were bitter
words of reproach toward the workingmen inspired
by this failure and a close acquaintance with their
habits and general conduct in this city. Earnest
John Swinton has met the same disappointment that

THE Christian Advocate complains of the inconsistency of
those Iviethodists who shout themselvs hoarse over political
candidates, but whose voices are not heard in the gatherings
of the church; of those who are too "sick " to attend prayermeetings, but who experienced no harm from night parades;
of those who had plenty or money for campaign purposes, but
not a cent when the church collector made his visits; and of
those whose persuasiv powers were exercised on their friends
for the benefit of their favorit candidate, but are lukewarm in
drumming up recruits for Jesus. Didn't it occur'to the Advocate that this complaint reveals a shocking state of affairs in its
church?

equally earnest le~;~>ders did eight and nine years ago.The laborers of this city are not educated up to the
point of caring for their own interests. They fight
so savagely among themselvs that they become easy
prey to experienced politicians. Yet we hope Mr.
Swinton will keep on swinging his battle ax·of reform. It is a powerful weapon and must inevitably
do some execution. Let his courage and patience
not fail and he will finally triumph. Let him take
the Sun's flippant couplet seriously .to heart.

The Vicious Circle.
The Independent opens its Thanksgiving. editorial
with the following profound remark:
"It is a striking proof of a supernatural supervision of
human affairs that there is no period in any life, however
dark al).cl dismal, in which there are not many reasons for
joy."

Perhaps that is true, but let us reverse the statement and say:
"It is a striking proof, etc., that there is nojperiod in any
life, however bright and cheerful, in which there are not many
reasons for sadness."

This led the Sun last Sunday to recount its ex·
perience. "We hav witnessed," Mr. Dana obse1·ves,
"a great many efl'orts to build up a third party, with
the workingmen and their peculiar interests as the
foundation, and we hav had hopes of some of them,
and especially of the People's party in the late election, but these hopes hav not been fulfilled."
The reasons therefor the editor of the Sun finds
in this:
"It appears that the political passions which govern the
great parties are stronger than the impulses of special interests. The majority of the workingmen will not separate
themselvs into a political organization which divides them
from the great mass of the people. After all, they are Democrats or Republicans more than they are labor reformers, antimonopolists, or Socialists, and when election day comes they
go and vote with that political party which has the greater hold
upon their sympathies. Yet Mr. Swinton and the other

IN Guilford, N. Y., a son proposed to go gunning on Sunday
with his brother. His mother dissuaded him, saying, " I am
sure something dreadful will happen if yon use a gun on Sunday." He laughed, and, not supposing the gun loaded,
pointed it at his brother and snapped it. The bullet went
·through his brother's head, and he fell a corpse. Now the
survivor has become insane and the mother is prostrated with
grief. This is regarded by the religious press as a direct result
of the disregard of the Sabbath. "It might hav happened any
day, but could not hav happened that day if he had kept the
Sabbath or taken his mother's advice." But is it not plain to
the ministerial editors that the fault was entirely with the Sabbath-keeping mother? If she had not stopped the boys as
they were setting out on their hunting expedition they would
not hav fooled with the gun, but gone on without mishap.
Behold "on what a slender thread hang everlasting things!"

Is this not also true? and if so, wh11.t does it prove Mus. BESANT's opinion of J\!Ir. Gladstone'R semi-backdown
as to " supernatural supervision? "
on the Franchise bill is that it " will ha v saddened the hearts

Editorial Notes.
A RELIGIOUs editor sojourned this summer in Europe. On
his return a correspondent writes him to "Go on; travel round
the world." The editor regards this as a very er1uivocal compliment.

IN a limited monarchy like England and B.,lgium, when a
member is called to a cabinet position, he must again go before his constituents for re-election. Rarely indeed does a
constituency fail to ratify the choice, but in the case of a
Catholic member of King Leopold's ministry just appointed,
the member only won by seventeen votes. Public opinion in
"Nearly all the workingmen of the country voted against Belgium at the present time is far from Christian.
the platform which contained almost every demand made in
IN considering the reasons why lvir. Cleveland's election can
their behalf-the Indianapolis platform.
"Nearly all the Knights of Labor voted against the plat- do no harm, granting that the gentleman himself is that way
form which embodied almost every article. in their 'Declara- disposed, the Holt C<Junty Press says that if the devil himself
was elected he would be powerless. Our blasphemous Southtion of Principles!
"Nearly every trade unionist voted against the party which ern friend (the devil is one of the Christian pantheon, and
joking about the gods is blaspliemy) forgets evidently that the
favored the legalization of national trade unions.
"A large proportion of the Greenbackers, who voted for devil is a more powerful individual than God (or Christian
Weaver four years ago, failed to vote for the Greenback can- history is at fault), and certainly he would not allow that J ehovah could do no harm. Or does the Holt County Press bedidate this month.
"Hosts of professed anti-monopolists voted for the two lieve in the superiority of the American people to all gods,
devilish or J ehovistic ?
parties of monopoly and the money power.
"Not a few 'labor leaders' and •labor papers' took sides
against the party which sustained the principles they advocate.
"Many men who hav been threatening to 'fight for their
rights' refused to cast a ballot for them, and voted for their
enemies.
"The Indianapolis platform called for a reduction of the
hours of labor; but where were the 'short-hour' men on election day? It called for the abolition of child labor; but where
were the abolitionists?
"We are told that many of the Socialists of this city voted
for Blaine or Cleveland.
"Many of•the men who groan as they 'grind the mills of
the Philistines' voted for the bosses of the mills.
"It is a queer world, after all; but let us keep on'ploughing
its rocky soil as long as life lasts."

ExERCISING the "horse sense" for which they are somewhat
noted, the Jews reject the claims of Jesus to be the Messiah,
but some among them think such a personage will yet appear.
This has come out in the celebration of Sir Moses Montefiore's
hundredth birthday. "Dr. Lehnman, chief rabbi of Mayence,
in congratulating Sir Moses Monteftore upon his hundredth
birthday anniversary, noticed the fact that in the Hebrew les·
son for that week it was mentioned that the eminent men of
old attained extraordinary age; also that in the Cabala, the
authorship of which is ascribed to Rabbi Simeon Ben Jochal,
150 B.c., it is predicted that a similar phenomenon will occur
as the harbinger of the Messiah."

of every true Radical. A prime minister with a splendid majority; a popular leader, trusted by thousands who had iiocketl
round him at his summons; a chief of a great party, who believed that his bold words meant bold action; he has betrayed
the people who answered to his call, has flung away all the
generous support he asked for, has yielded to petty comt influence when he stood as the trusted leader of a nation. Tho
Tories are jubilant; Lord Salisbury is trium1)hant; the House
of Lords has succeeded in gaining its way, and the Commons
bow meekly in acceptance of the scornful defiance of the
hereditary law-makers of the .land. Will the nation do the
same? Will the crowds who have shouted 'Down with the
lords!' mildly yield to lordly dictation 'I Ghldstone has failed
us; he has yielded to Lord Salisbury; he has preferred a royal
smile to the nation's love; at a momentous crisis he has
turned the scale in favor of lordly privilege against popnltu·
right. But does Gladstone's failure mean the people's defeat?
Is there no radical in the ministry who will step forth and repudiate this betrayal? If there be none in the ministry who
dare speak, there are some outside who will."

THE question of compulsory attendance at morning prayers
is being agitated at Harvard College. A petition to the board
of overseers has been drafted, asking that attendance at prayers be made voluntary for those students who are twenty-one
years of age and upward, and optional accorrling to the wishes
'fHE Positivists, we learn, ha.v jnst had a grand meeting at of the parents or guardians of those who are under twenty-one
Manchester, England. Mr. Frederic Harrison, of course, years of age. When the petition was first issued, it contained
was "chief among equals." He had large opportunity to a preamble which bound the signers, if the usual petition
make himself heard and understood, and he spoke out fear- failed, "to follow it up with decisiv, concerted action," and a
lessly and with much force. What was wanted, he held, was pledge "when alumni of this college to use all our influence to
" a practical scheme of society and politics leading to a new destroy this pernicious system and to cast our votes for overfuture for the commonwealth of nations." Christianity had seers accordingly." 'fhe petition has received many signalost its power. It was a Sunday religion, a mere praying and tures. This agitation has been going on spasmodically for
preaching concern. The Christian priest had nothing to do several years, but the puritanical, tyrannous element has thus
with ninety-nine out of every one hundred of his congrega- far prevailed with the overseers. To a question as to what the
tion. According to Mr. Harrison, the testing question for students think of the obligatory morning exerciaeR, one of
every system is: "What hav you clone and what do you ex- them'said recently, "Oh, they think that it's a good way to get
pect to do with this burden of modern poverty, this suffering the fellows up in the morning-a sort of roll call, you know.
They are not apt to be in a devotional frame of mind, though.
hopelessness, this degradation of the vast laboring masses ?"
and of course the thing is a farce from a religious point of
TALMAGE has got within him the same Christian spirit that view." An opinion on the same subject was obtained from l\
moved the witch-burners of Scotland, and the witch-beaters member of the St. Paul's Society: "I don't think," he saicl,
and hangers of Boston. Writing upon Spiritualism in Frank "that either of the two religious societies-the St. Paul's or
Leslie's Sunday JJfagazine, after recounting some of the Spirit- the Christian Brethren-will oppose the petition as a body.
ualistic phenomena, he asks and answers: "You want to know In fact, although I regret to say it, the attendance at the
what God thinks of all these things. He says in one place, meetings of my society is lamentably small. Out of a mem' I will be a swift witness against the sorcerers.' He says in bership of seventy-five sometimes but five or six attend the
another place, 'Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv;' and lest society's religious services." To another interrogatory as to
you should make too wide a margin between Spiritualism and how the students regarded morning prayers, he answered, "As
witchcraft, he groups them together and says, 'There shall an exercise to be got rid of, if possible." "What do you
not be found among you a consulter with familiar spirits, or a think," was further asked him, "the effect would be upon the
wizard, or a necromancer, for all that do these things are an attendance at prayers if they were made a voluntary instead of
abomination unto the Lord;' and then the still more remarka- a compulsory exercise?" "I don't believe fifteen men wouicl
ble passage which says, 'The soul that turneth after such as go to them. Some fellows go now willingly because the habit
hav familiar spirits and after wizards, to go a whoring after has grown upon them, and it is a convenient way to start the
them, I will even set my face against that soul, and will cut d<ty, but they might just as well go over at the hour for prayhim off from among his people;' and a score of passages show- ers to the Delta and wal~ with uncovered -~ea~s ~ro~md the
ing that God never speaks of these evils in any other way than statue of .John Harvard.
From all of wh10h It IS mferred
with livid thunders of indignation. After all that, be a Spirit- that prayer is not held in high esteem by the sturlentR at Har1
ualist if yon dare." Well, we fancy a good many in this conn- varcl.
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mind from the old ruts to a wider field of usefulness, which I
trust many rational beings will adopt in the near future,
though no easy task, yet I would not retreat from the simple
idea that will bear upon our cause, which in the aggregate will
AN OPEN.LETTER TO ELMINA.
swell the current, and incite some to think, and result in much
ADAIR CREEK, E. TENN.
good. I would make this proposition, viz., that all Liberals
should hav their visiting cards with our motto, "U. M. L."FRIEND ELllnNA: I hav followed with interest your account
Univeraal Mental Liberty-stamped conspicuously upon their
of your pilgrimage in search of truth, and now I want to tell
surface, thus calling the attention of all w:P.o see them to our
you a little of what I think of your last investigation in Syracuse.
creeds. I will be prepared next month to furnish all Liberals
who will favor me with their orders, with visiting and new
But I must first say that I am not a Spiritualist. I hav
year calling cards, written or printed, at popular prices,
never seen any spiritual manifestations, and hav no time, if I
stamped "U. M. L.," no extra charge for stamp, and five per
had the desire, to make personal investigations;_ but I hav
ToRONTO, ONT., Nov. 24, 1884.
long thought that there is an unknown force, which is related
MR. EDITOR: I hav read much in Freethought publications cent of all orders from Liberals I will return to the Liberal
to electricity and magnetism, which is tile motiv power of all about the tearing down of churches, or turning them into Fund. Liberals will observe my advertisment in December
GEO. KRAHMER.
these inexplicable actions.
schools or theaters. I think there is room for the churches. TRUTH SEEKER.
It seems to me that in your experience at Syracuse the man Destroy the errors and Elnlighten the ignorant and superstiCoLuMBus, KAN., Nov. 20, 284.
to be watched was not Dr. Jasebrow, but Mr. Truesdell him- tious worshipers of-they know not what; but inasmuch
MR. EDITOR: I started out two months ago on foot, and
self. This gentleman (Mr. TruEsdell) told you that all those as they teach righteousness, they are good. The preachers
tricks were pure legerdemain, but he refused to giv the solu- are by no means the leaders of the people, but merely the ra- went here and there in town and country, in the great heat,
tion because other would-be mediums would learn the tricks flectors in which may be seen the intelligence of the people. and suffering with fatigue and my chronic ailments, to get suband be enabled to deceive the unwary, and because it would Were they not so they would be unpopular, and would soon scribers to the petition, which I send with this. It contains
two hundred names, and I could hav found many more if I
forestall a second edition of his book.
get their ticket of leave.
Now, any man who is earnestly a truth seeker never loses a
If there is as much improvement in the church in the next could hav had a horse, and been in good health. It was no
chance to disseminate the truth. To explain the fraud would twenty years as there has been in the past, a goodly share of delightful job, but there seemed to be no one else who would
do it. I met with every kind of character and reception.
not help would-be mediums, but, on the contrary, would de- the Bible will be outlawed.
stroy the business of the existing mediums, and instead of
The Salvation Army, with its tactics, is a fair illustration of Some signed it promptly and with avidity; some slowly and
forestalling his coming book, a short but lucid explanation of the manner in which people were born again twenty years reluctantly. Many admitted that it was right and just, but
the means used for deception given by him to you, and pub- ago. The revivalist would giv out that next Sunday evening would not sign it, as it would "not do any good," or it would
lished in THE TRUTH SEEKER, would hav been the very best at early candle-light, God willing, he would begin a pro- make them "unpopular in their business." One man, a
advertisment he could possibly hav, and hav made earnest tracted effort for the salvation of souls. The appointed time Greenbacker but a bigot, said, " Professor, you want I should
inquirers anxious for the coming of a book that would clear arrives and the preacher draws it mild for a night or two, vote God Almighty out of existence." ''Sir," said I, "if you
the mystery. I do not say that Mr. Truesdell is an impostor, preaching Christ and him crucified and the immense love he hav a God you can vote out of existence, he must be very far
but I do say that if any man should talk so to me, I would had for the world; but finding no lost mutton coming into the from almighty, and you are more powerful than he." Alarge
compel him to make his assertions good, or I would look upon fold on the sympathy lay, he rings in the terrors of the old number of the names are German, The Democrats are more
ready to sign than the Republicans, and the farmers and
him as an impostor and unworthy of confidence.
man-not the devil altogether, but God, "who out of Christ
miners than the merchants and professional men. I discovIf Mr. Truesdell's words make me suspicious of him, his is a consuming fire "-a congenial spirit for his Satanic
ered
how profoundly ignorant people generally are on this
actions are no more calculated to inspire confidence. Let us majesty. They could never start the name until the air was
subject of taxation, and the relation of church and state, and
look at what took place at the several seances. In the first, a thick with the fumes of brimstone. "Brother Snooks will
what dupes and slaves they are to both, and what loose and
slate, brought by you and held by Mr. Truesdell, has written lead in prayer." He begins quite rationally, but soon gets
undefined ideas they hav of natural right and justice, and
on it, in answer to your request, "It is true; I am here. D. warmed to his work. Joined in unison, his breathing and
what blind faith they hav in priests, lawyers, etc.
M. Bennett." No explanation is given of how the writing has sentences are short and spasmodic, and with the weighty and
Yours for humanity,
J'; H. CooK.
been done. In the next test, on slates brought by Mr. Trues- soul-stirring prayer comes forth a wheezy sound like unto the
dell, are found two messages, one to Mr. Waldo, from his leaky sucker of an old-fashioned pump: "0 Lord, bring these
WEsT WINFIELD, N. Y., Nov. 22, 1884.
father, and another, in a female hand, to you. This Mr. benighted sinners to repentance; shake 'em over hell, but
MR. EDITOR: Two weeks ago, Moody, the evangelist, was
Truesdell explains by showing that the slates are double, and· don't let 'em fall in." All this with a running accompaniment
stating that the messages hav been written beforehand by him of groans and amens from the chief priests and elders. Then advertised to be in the city of Utica, N. Y. The ministers of .
and by his niece.
some sister starts in a high key: "You can't stand the fire in the city took charge of the show and issued tickets to Christians-only to council and plan for the conversion of sinners,
Now, this question arises i:n my mind: If Mr. Truesdell can, that great day."
The committee having
by a trick of legerdemain, write on an inclosed slate, why
Such are the doings of the past. They are out of fashion. Moody furnishing singing books.
should he hav written at home, in advance of any knowledge The preachers must be taught to preach llixteen ounces to the charge of the books now ask those that took books away to
of what question might be asked, a message; and if he cannot pound and square dealing generally, and let Jonah and Sam- return them, and the committee say they will hav to pay
do it, then how did the writing come in your slate? Then son and all the gospel sharks and foxes go for what they are for fifty dollars' worth of books.
Who will dare say that Christianity is not improving the
certainly the writing was not done on double slates. And, worth, saying these are fables, but may amuse the children.
furthermore, how did he answer the questions asked by But by all means start fair with the children· tell them that morals of that city? Comments are unnecessary.
E. F. BEALS,
Mrs. Bonta and yourself, written on a piece of paper and so these miraculous stories hav no foundation ir: truth, and hold
folded that he could not see them?
up to derision all who hav done evil, be he child of God or
NEw YoRK, Nov. 24, 1884.
To me it looks as if Mr. Truesdell possesses the power goblin damned. The trouble is, the Bible is like the Claude
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRuTH SEEKER, of Nov. 22d, under the
called mediumship-can answer unknown questions and write Duval series of novels; readers get in sympathy with the
heading, "India Ahead," appears an article, from R. S. Sideupon slates, but that he finds he can make more money by the criminals, and right here is the injury done.
'
course he is now pursuing. By using a slate with false surChrist said to his preachers of old, " Take no heed of the linger, of Boston, for the advancement of the so-called new
face, and showing it after the writing is done, he succeeds in morrow, what ye shall-eat or what ye shall drink, nor where- calendar. Whatever the Christian era may be, it is now in
making it appear to be a legerdemain trick. If it is really a withal ye shall be clothed." But if a preacher has a call general use, and no one need date the "year of our Lord.'•
·trick, and he can perform it, nothipg would hav been easier now from a church the first consideration is, What is the If a new era is to be adopted and wanted, I, for my part, do
for him than to repeat it above the table and in full sight, so salary-how much a year? So they are not so anxious for the not wish to hav a sectional one, but a general one, one countthat you could hav come back perfectly satisfied that no occult cause of their Lord Jesus as for the almighty dollar. Then ing from the earliest time known, and to be acceptable if pospower had any connection with it.
let them go their way, and the time is not far distant when the sible to all nations and adopted by them by consent, and hav
Next we hav an account of a seance where, after a circle edifices erected to an unknown God whom they ignorantly done away with the two ways of counting'f<>>'wa,rd and also
backward. There is not one benefit to be. gained ])y·this new
has been formed, and hands joined, lights are seen and pats worship will be temples of liberty and Freethought.
calendar, of which Mr. Geo. N. Hill claims to be the originator,
on the head and back received. This Mr. Truesdell explains
JoHN HAIGHT.
but, to the contrary, it is a deception and a fraud, as he wants
by saying that he held your hand with two fingers, and Mr.
it started and commenced with the year 1600, and then to fall
Waldo's with the rest of the same hand, and used the other to
BuRNSIDE, PA., Nov. 17, 1884.
in and run with the present time, that is, 284, instead a& it
perform the trick. Now, either Mr. Waldo was a confederate
MR. EDITOR: Do thou forgiv all past sins of omission against should then be, 285. I can safely predict that it will fail, and
or not. If he was, what was the use to hold his hand? By thy book, and vouchsafe to thy patron the reading of the goswill never be adpoted, except by a few whose zeal outruns
breaking the circle, Mr. Waldo and Mr. Truesdell would each pel of Freethought as far in the succeeding year as the incommon sense, and who will thereby expose themselvs to the
hav one hand free, and could hav performed to better advan- closed "V" will pay for, and by that time the patron hopes to
just derision of any schoolboy who has passed arithmetic.
tage. · If he was not a confederate, I must acknowledge I can be able to raise another "V" to help spread the light of
FRED. KozLY.
not understand how the transfer could be made without you knowledge of the facts of our tilll'll3. Yesterday I completed
and Mr. Waldo being aware of it, nor can I understand any my sixtieth year. I hav some energy left yet to expend in the
JOE CAFFRAY AND SLATE-WRITING.
better how Mr. Truesdell could go through the muscular ex- demolition of error. I was brought up a Scotch Presbyterian
ercise necessary to·light matches, throw them about, pat you -hav been about thirty-five years free from the trammels of
SNOWVILLE, VA.
on the head, back, etc., and you hold his hand and not know the church. I congratulate myself I hav done something for
MR. EDITOR: Not being able to find any slate-writing m(ldium
it, for it seems impossible to me that a man could go through Freethought, and trust I will ever be found clad in the armor in New York or Brooklyn, I went on to Boston. I had resuch gymnastics and his body and one of his hands remain so of justice, to do battle for the downtrodden, ignorant, priest- ceived the advertisment of Joseph Caffray from nea~ly every
completely passiv as they must hav been to deceive your ridden multitude of our land. There are many topics dis- prominent Spiritualist that I had written to, even from the
senses.
cussed in your paper of great interest to an enlightened mind, Banner of Light office. So Oct. 2d I started to look him up. I
The other tricks, box, bag, and half dollar, are probably but there are very few who will venture to subscribe for it for found the place, but was told there was no admittance till 2
common tricks of ledgermain, and those Mr. Truesdell could fear of Mrs. Grundy or the loss of shekels.
o'clock, "circle hour," so I went to the Union Hotel, and
explain easily enough, but I certainly could not accept his
made the acquaintance of the Misses Tilton and John Storer
ALEx. McCULLOUGH.
other explanations without a much more careful scrutiny than
Cobb, and had a very pleasant and interesting seance with
you hav made. I should hav made him re-write the messages
them. It if a choice privilege to make the personal acquaintNEw YoRK, Nov. 14, 1884.
in my presence to see if he could duplicate the handwriting.
MR. EDITOR: As the old year is drawing to a close, we, as ance of friends you hav learned to know and respect through
I should hav made him repeat also above the table and in full Liberals and Freethinkers, I trust in the future will look back the press,
sight the feat of writing between the slates, and I should hav with great satisfaction as we advance in the noble work of enAt 2 P.M. I was again at Caffray's. He met me at the door,
made him reduplicatt~ the performance of the circle in broad lightening the ignorant, inspiring confidence in the doubting and as soon as he saw I had slates with me, he said he would
daylight.
and superstitious, propagating Freeth ought, diffusing practical not use any but his own slates at public seances, but that he
It is, of course, possible that Mr. Truesdell can make his truth and knowledge throughout the world for the good of all would giv me a private seance at 3 o'clock. I thought it would
assertions good, but it seems to me that he has fallen very our kind, that are, and yet will be, in the rising and coming be worth two dollars extra to hav my own slates used, and also
short from it, aJ;J.d just as I am unwilling to accept the Spirit- generations; not forgetting the debt of ~gratitude to those who to hav the full seance all to myself. So at 4 o'clock I went
ualists' explanation of spiritual agency, no more can I accept ~re.ceded us, and made the way possible for us, which should again. But when I unwrapped my slates Caffray said he
Mr. Truesdell's explanation of deliberate fraud.
InCite each and every Liberal to extra effort to make their sac- could not use them because they were bound in cloth. I saw
I hope you hav enjoyed your trip, but as to any co:pclusiv rifices yield at least a hundred'-fold. And as we bid the old I was in for it, and must submit to "conditions," or hav no
result, it will certainly hav none. If investigations of the sort year a last good-night, the new, a glad good-morn, may we feel results. So I consented to let him substitute the usual fiveyou hav made could hav settled those questions, they would the going out of her last moments hav not been in vain for our cent slates, of which he had a large pile already " magnetized."
hav been at rest long ago. Neither Mr. Chainey, nor Mr. cause, but the one ever memorable for the effort put forth I cleaned off two of them, and asked if I might mark them and '
Savage, nor your own opinions will hav any weight with per- both in Europe and America for a higher plane of enlighten- keep them in sight. He flew up and said, "What makes you
sons who do their own thinking. An actual increase of knowl- ment, for the highest good of all mankind, and ultimately the so suspicious?" So I was squelched, and humbly submitted
edge will alone enable us to settle that question, and that will secularization of the world. In connection with. this, I would to his lead. Then when he was looking ceiling-wards for
only come from long and patient investigations by persons like to add a small yet noticeable feature to aid in advertising spirit aid I quickly marked the frames of both slates so I would
who will devote a large part of their time to intelligent re- the good work which is going on, weaning, as it were, the know them again, and be sure the writing was on them and
searches. Probably we shall hav to wait till further advance
will hav been made in other sciences, such as relate to electricity or magnetism, that will throw side lights that will make
clear points that are now in profound obscurity, and at some
future day some man of observation and trained intellect will
find the explanation of those phenomena that now we cannot
understand. In the mean time, I am willing to wait and let
others investigate, and turn my attention to knowledge of
more practical value, for I find enough of such to engage all
my time, and they giv me much more satisfactory results.
ALBERT CHAVANNES.
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no others. He requested me to write the names of three of my
dead friends, and what relation they stood to me. I did this
upon slips of paper he gave me, I wrote, "D. M. Bennett, a
friend;.Eliza Drake, mother; Lillian Slenker, daughter." He
soon named Bennett as a spirit standing by me, and handing
me a paper. Then he took the folded slips and held them to
his forehead a moment, and finally tore them in fragments
and threw them on the stand; but pretty soon he gathered up
the bits and left the room, sending his wife to keep me company. He was gone quite a spell-long enough to write messages to fit the names. Then he came back and fussed about,
"magnetizing the slates," bringing others and piling on top of
them, and then putting them away again, and finally he suddenly took the two I had marked and passed them under his
side of the table, telling me to lift the cover on my side and
reach under and take hold of the slates, and be sure and keep
hold. I knew at once that thi~ was his chance, and sure
enough a few moments afterward he told me to lay the slates
on top of the table again, and I did so. I found on looking at
them m:.- pencil marks were gon -, and the slates had been
changed. But as I had come for writing, I was determined to
get it, so I let him go on managing as he chose. He laid the
slates on my head, on my shoulder, and in various positions.
He got raps that the spirits refused to write. He 'then talked
in wheedling tones to them, saying, "WoE.'t you write? Do
please write. Now, do write for the lady." Finally he said,
"You ask them." I felt ashamed of the farce, but to humor
the, thing I said, "Will the spirits write for me?" "Yes," was
immediately rapped, and the slates were slipped to the edge
of the table, so the medium could get his finger-nails on the
under side. I soon heard a scratching; then he moved them
to my shoulder and. scr~tched more, and said with emotion,
"They are filling the slates full for you; don't you hear them?"
I said, "I hear a scratching." ·The raps came, denoting that
they were done, and Joe offered to read the messages for me.
I consented, for I knew he could read his own writing better
than I could. He cut the string, and triumphantly showed
two full sides of writing-across one was written diagonally,
"I am here. D. 1\II. Bennett." I don't think Bennett would
hav given Elmina that sort of a greeting had he known who it
was,himsolf. Then he read the one signed by my mother's
name: " My dear child, I am glad to see you here to-day. Yon
are now right; go on; never mind what any one says. Your
dear friends are all near· you, and I hope you will sit, and I
will come and write for you. Your mother, Eliza Drake."
The hand is not my mother's, the style is not hers, nor is the
communication at all what she would hav said. She always
commenced, "Dear Lib," or "Dear· Elm ina," and wrote in
Quaker language. The other message read thuswise: "Dear
mother, it givs me great joy to see you looking into this beautiful truth. 0 mother, I hav a beautiful home over here ! I am
so happy. Be of good cheer, m9ther. I will yet come to yon
and show myself. If yon will sit as the medium will tell you,
I will come and write for you on these slates, as you see me
write here, and do for me, and you will be happy. Your home
will be with me when you come over here. I am still your
angel daughter, Lillian Slenk-"* Not one word for father or
her only brother, both of whom she idolized. Of course Joe
did not know of them ! I said, "I shall hav these communications printed." "Oh, yes,"said Joe. "The Banner of Light
will print them." But I'm afraid the Banner might not do it,
so I send them to THE TRUTH SEEKER first, and will perhaps
giv a brief history of Mr. Caffray next time. ·
ELMINA.
*One more proof that Caffray read my slips is that I rarely
write the Slenker in full. I run it out after the k. His was
signed in that way, and he hesitated and said, "I can't make
out the last of the name." Of course he couldn't.
CoLUMBus, KAN., Nov. 25, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: There has been considerable said of late
through THE TRUTH SEEKER upon the subject of Spiritualism,
In the numerous articles and letters treating of this subject,
there hav been various attempts (successful or unsuccessful)
to adduce facts bearing upon the subject both pro and con.
In writing about a subject held so sacred as this one is held
by the Spiritualists, persons naturally reveal their feelings.
That is the actual state of their consciousness, and we thus
hav a class of facts that seem to indicate what the result of a
test of their belief would be.
I do not mean to question the truthfulness or honesty of
anygne whose statements I may consider. I believe it is possible for persons to mistake even their own belief. It is characteristic of Spiritualists to claim to know beyond the possibility of a doubt that Spiritualism is true. The defense of this
position is always personal knowledge. Yet again we find
such persons shaken, or seemingly shaken, at least, in their
belief, and sometimes horror-struck, almost, when facts are
produced that are detrimental to their cherished belief. I
will giv a few examples. In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 9th,
Mr. Otto Wettstein published his "Realistic Meditations," in
which he sets forth what he conceives
be some of the difficultitlB attending a belief in spirits. This has elicited a number of replies, in some of which there is that which indicates
that the writers are· not certain that there is a real to satiate
their longing.
First, Mr. Seward Mitchell, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug.
30th, falls little short of appealing to Mr. Wettstein to forbear. He says, "Your communication in the last 'l'RUTH
SEEKER chills every drop of blood in my veins, and makes me
sick and sad."
A belief that thus fears investigation is not real; it is fancied.
It is rather a desire mistaken for belief. By quoting a little
further this will be apparent: "If we Spiritualists are mistaken; if death ends all, even then our belief is more cheering,
for it is the only philosophy or religion that has any incentiv
to noble lives; the only belief that has any sweet, soul-elevating music in it." Further along he asks of 1\IIr. Wettstein,
"What is there in your cold philosophy to cheer our sad lives?"
Turning to the letter of E. N. Kingsley, in TRE TRUTH
SEEKER of Sept. 6th, we find that his faith, too, is sustained
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as much by feeling as by judgment.. Why is he "anxious?"
Because he is conscious of uncertainty. Read what he says:
"If this is true, has he (Mr. Wettstein) not destroyed all the
highest hopes and aspirations of mankind, for cold, gloomy,
dark, and lifeless Materialism, with its ' death ends all?'
We are very anxious to understand and know the pro and con
of this, the most important subject that can engage and occupy the mind of man," and so on.
In M.r. Perry's letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 13th, we
find the following: "In the face of some thirty years of experience that hav addressed themselvs to my intellect, and for
which no rational explanation has yet approached the subject
to be compared to that of the spiritual,
I am satisfied
that no explanation based on the theory of a general diffusion
of mind, or any other thing or substance in nature, can be put
in the place of a spirit or spirits to account for such phenomena as I hav witnessed; and for anyone to assume to disbelieve
it all in the face of millions of witnesses .
is simply
dodging the question," and so on. From the foregoing quotation it is clear, firstly, that Mr. Perry, during some thirty
years of experience, has witnessed some very important phenomena; secondly, that he thinks it should be explained; and
that now, and to this end, thirdly, his attention has been
called to the theory of a general dispersion of mind, and perhn.ps others; in fact, he has so thoroughly investigated the
snbjec~ that he thinks there can be no theory based upon any
substance in nature equal to that of a spirit or spirits; fourthly,
that, not having found a complete explanation, he takes what
he thinks to be the best, which is the spiritual. It is now
clear that Mr. Perry is not certain that Spiritualism is true;
but he hopes that it is, for, like others named, he thinks any
other belief would be " chilling." His belief, as he unconsciously acknowledges, is a mere preference. I will quote the
following as proof: "No matter how indifferently the subject
may be treated by a few, the millions are fast enlisting under
the banner of the spirits, and defying the ridicule and contempt of facts, and until they are rationally accounted for,
aside from· a belief in the works of spirits, the millions will
cling j;o the doctrine of the genial summer-land in preference
[notice why they embrace it] to the chilling philosophy of a
Materialism that is lifeless."
In conclusion, does it not crop out that many Spiritualists
are deceived Il!lnch in the same way as people are who get
anxious to be "filled with the Holy Ghost " and finally persuade themselvs that they actually havbeen "filled," but who
afterward find out that they were deceived by their feelings or
desires? I hav known Spiritualists to realize this.
Respectfully,
L. N. WALLIS.
FARLEY, IowA, Nov. 23, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: It seems to me that now is the time for all
Liberals and Secularists to unite and organize for political
work. The late election shows us plainly that the balance of
power is certainly within our reach. Most of the states North
show such small majorities for either of the old parties that
the Liberal element, voting solid together, can dictate which
party shall win. Then, by annually voting against any party
in power which refuses to grant at least a part of our Demands,
we shall very soon receive bids for our ballots. We may not
get all that we ask at once. Neither should we expect it. ·Remember, we are demanding what to the average voter seems
"a mighty sight," "a heap," and we. must not expect either of
the political parties to shoulder the whole load at once. Sheuld
either party undertake it, it would probably lose more votes
than we should be able to duplicate. We should ask no more
of any party than it is able to grant. We ought not ask it to
die for us. I firmly believe that if we reduced our Demands to
simply the taxation of church property, and then work and organize for that, we would gain our point very soon in most of
the Northern states.
H. GILMoRE.
LEMORE, NEB., Nov. 14, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Please let me state that Liberalism is spreading
like oil on water in this part of our Union, notwithstanding
the persistent efforts of the reverends. To show the state of
feeling, I will mention a case happening here-that of T. ,J.
Conley, Three Rivers Post Office, this county., whos family
was approached in his absence, converted, and would hav
been baptized (immersed) in the cold waters of the river but
for the timely appearance on the scene of 1\IIr. Conley, who
was the magdest man of which there is any record. It was
only with the assurance that any attempt to further this outrage would furnish the D. D. with a pair of wings and a harp
before he could reach the bank of the river that it was
stopped. A peculiar feature of this case is, Mr. Conley's
wife and five dau~hters were converted, while Mr. Conley and
three boys were left out in the cold. This savors of Solomon's
time.
UNSANCTil'IED.
CLAYVILLE, Nov. 20, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: It is sometimes assumed in a controversial
debate that . all things were produced and are regulated and
controled by the laws of nature. But this assertion only provokes a question that demands attention: What is here meant
by nature? Does it mean the materials o£ which the planets
and the world are composed, the simple elementary principles
of all things? If this be the meaning, the conclusion unavoidably follows that nature is nothing more nor less than
mattE'r. And what are the laws of matter? Every man who
has reflected on this subject will answer that one great and
pervading law of matter is inertia, or the incapability of motion, until some power is applied to giv it the force of action;
and we think every skeptic will readily admit that life and
motion are not original and independent qualities of inllnimate matter, but will contend that they are the effect of organization. The anxious truth seeker can now see the subject
in a tangible form, and understand the bearings and force of
the whole argument. Matter is inert, and life is the result of
some particular combination ef matter. The question now to
be decided, is, What power brought matter into that state of
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organization necessary to constitute being, and inspired 'it with
life and motion? For no such power is found in unorganized
matter, and surely none will be so perversely unreasonable as
to suppose that mere matter could confer that which it never
possessed. And if by some strange and fortunate freak of blind
chance, matter should exert a power which it never possessed,
and succeed in effecting an organizalion, it might be questioned
whether life would be the necessary result.
Now I hav an irresistible desire to know how the great
fountain-head of intelligence originated, if it had an origin.
If it had no origin, it is self-existent and never will go into unconscious annihilation. Come, Mr. Materialist, giv us your
best thoughts on this subject. I guess that intelligence, or
mind and matter, are coeternal.
J. B. Sl\nTH.
READING, RAN., Nov. 25, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Liberalists see so much truth, and sound and
common sense in the views and arguments of periodicals and
lecturers espousing our cause, that we sometimes think it
strange that persons whom we know to possess sound reason,
and, upon all other subjects, w.e can approach with the assurance of satisfaction, that they, apparently, cannot see the value
of our purpose, or the grandeur of our cause. Of these there
are two classes. The first and most numerous class iii composed of persons who hav never recognized that the church
had any claims upon them. They hav been raised outside
. the pale of the church, and care no more for the orthodox puipit than they do for the Spanish bull-pit. Such people cannot
understand why we are so earnest in our efforts to destroy the
influence of the church. They very naturally say, "Why don't
you let them alone, as I do, if you don't like them ?"
While they hav no nqe for the chuuch, 11nd, under some
circumstances, would hav been co-workers with us, it
cannot be so from the fact that they cannot realize the
magnitude of the hypocrisy, ignorance, superstition,
cowardice, and mental slavery, dishonesty and falsehood,
with which the church is trammeling the minds of our children and rising generation. Some of this class are those who
possess sufficient sound common sense and reason to enable
them to scoff and deride the pleadings and claims of the
church. And others of the same class hav been raised from
childhood under the influence of such. The other or second
class are those in the church, or are directly under its control
and influence. There are none so blind as those that won't
see. Special pains hav been taken to circulate among the
churJh-members and its sympathizers Remsburg's "Bible
Morals," which seems to us a fairly clear showing as against
the Bible as a just'and moral guide. No argument is produced
against it, neither can there be, as it is a simple statement of
texts and facts therein contained. These slaves of the cross
simply say to each other, "The devil is in our midst, and we
must fight him with our zeal." Our observation is that Freethinkers generally are persons who hav been under church
rule and learned its rottenness. Is it a fact that we must accept the churches as nurseries to grow up workers for Liberalism ?
W. H. PENFIELD.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., Nov. 16, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I believe "Bible Morals" to be the most condensed and complete refutation of the Bible It has ever been
my pleasure to read.
As good as THE TRUTH SEEKER is, I wish to suggest what I
think would be an improvement-i. e., head the first column
of notes and clippings with an index of each number's contents, as many of its readers keep them on file, and as articles
are referred to and replied to weeks after publication, such an
index would be a great help in reviewing them.
"The Georgia Wonder," Lulu Hurst, has been here and
gone, and as I hav seen several conflicting reports-some in
THE TRUTH SEEKER-concerning the marvelous power accompanying her, some claiming it to be mE're muscular power skilfully managed, while others say it is something beyond our
present knowledge and independent of muscular force, and
having been one of a number of umbrella and chair wrestlers,
I believe I am competent to judge, and so cast my vote with
the last-named class. But if preventing six stout men from
pressing a ehair to the floor by simply l11ying her hands upon
the cane seating, or the lifting a chair several inches from the
floor with two heavy men seated thereon by slightly laying one
hand upon the post without grasping it, is a common feat that
anybody can perform, then I confess myself fooled, with several other at least intelligent-looking men. What man knows
would make a large book, but I think what he don't know
would make a whole library. Yours for truth,
H. H. Hu·rcHEsoN.
SToUGnTow, MAss., Nov. 8, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1 fur two trial subscriptions. I
find your paper able, true, and brimful of some of the grandest thoughts of the age. I wish I could do more for you, but
my business cares are such that I do not seem to get much
time for missionary work. However, I shall send you more
names in a week or two. Your TRUTH SEEK:ER ANNUAL is an
admirable compilation, and I sincerely trust y0u will not fail
to issue it every year.
P. N. CooK.
SEWARD, NEB., Oct. 31, 1884,
MR. EDIToR: In the year 1871 we started a League in this
place. We had to contend against both "tide and wind;" we
were few in number, rent high, and drifted around from one
room to another, until the enterprise was abandoned. The
time is close at hand when we take the bull by the horns, and
shake off all opposition as easily as a lion shakes the dew from
his mane. On the 5th and 6th of November we hav two able
lectures on Freethought. On the 9th of November Professor
W. F. Jamieson commences a series of six lectures. Jamieson
is one of the best in the Union. While these men are here we
will organize a League. Don't that make you feel good? It
does me. Then we will stnrt a bo0m on THE TRUTH SEEKER.
H. L. BoYES.
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as he can read the false and imperfect lines in
a bank-note made by the counterfeiter.
Having made humanity a study from my
earliest experiences in life, it has been a
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, FaU River, source of great pleasure and profit to me, and,
Mass., to whom all Communicalions for this I think, in one or more cases saved my life or
Q>rner sh01Jld be sent.
protected me from great bodily harm, to illustrate which I will relate a true story:
" Between the dark and the daylight,
About eighteen years ago, in this city, the
When the night begins to lower,
'first railway was put into operation; other coal
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
fields enjoyed them earlier on account of the
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
great advantages they possessed over this valley, as here, although we hav the best coal,
Whitherl
the mountains surrounding us are upw&rd of
My desolate house Is In mourning,
a thousand feet in hight, and it required a
A ape 'ter In all of the rooms;
thirteen-mile grade to run this heavy material
The light goe• out from the windows,
out of the valley and surmount this obstacle
The sweetneBB from all or the blooms.
to trade.
A shower or white stars Ia drifting, ·
During this time all sorts of humanity, from
And rude winds bear them away,
My blrdllngs hav ftown from the roof-tree,
all parts of the world, were engaged for years
And left me so lonely to-day.
in getting these railways into activ opera'rhere were< sad tears almost arising,
tion, and often night was made hideous by
But I burled them deep In my heart;
the noises of drunken and fighting men, who
I had known the future would beckon,
prowled around at all unseasonable hours in
And l bade my repinlngs depart.
their debau,chery and profanity.
'i'he world and lte workers are calling,
Upon this particular occasion, while at supTheir llgh t spans the earth as a zone,
The trend of the ages Is onw&rd·per, we heard a terrible outcry, as if coming
Let us hasten the hands or our own.
from some one· in great distress. Upon the
Humanity hearkens her heroes,
impulse, I put on my hat and proceeded to
And blazons their names on the sky,
the front door, but before opening it con'rhe temples or Time ring with voices
cluded to wait for another outbreak, which
That 8peed as the bright planets by.
soon followed. There was something so pecuThe workshop and senate are open,
And newer ftelds glow on the plains,
liar in the voice that I immediately checked
The camp-ftres or Honor are burning,
myself and concluded to go out by way of the
And Truth plants her small golden grains.
yard gate. When I got there, I found a man
'i'he white-hearted quarry Is f~rmlng
lying in the snow, as still as if asleep. I
•ro build, as the near ages must,
shook him and spoke to him, and endeavored
A home for each one that Is homelessto lift him upon his feet, supposing him drunk;
Let the Past guard lte bones and ite dust.
but to my surprise he bounded up in an inNew daw:1s their Raphaela are bringing,
Grand masters awaken the morn,
stant and entered the gate. By this time my
To write with the sermon on granlt,
sURpieions were awakened, and a neighbor
A creed tha.t hae never been born.
happening along, we followed him to the
'ii'hongh a torn hat or jacket may greet us,
kitchen door, which he entered. At first I
And seem to belong to the dead,
supposed he had been in some kind of fit and
~nd vacant the spaces that meet us,
got up bewildered, but when he seated himself
While the light and the laughter hav fled;
at the sto'.'e I asked him to drink a cup of hot
·There are dim hlghts over the mountains
Where Fame weave• her song and her spell,
coffee or tea and hav something to eat, but
Though empty the little low chamber,
he said he was cold-would as soon drink a
It Is well with us, still It Is well.
cup of poison as anything-wanted to know
Clearwater, Neb.
MAllY BAIRD· FINCH.
what I meant by offering him coffee, and why
I did not keep a hotter stove on such a cold
Human Nature. and the Study of night In fact, his words and actions wero
the Human Voice.
calculated to create fears, as I saw that he
There is no more important subject of study was a desperate character, and concluded
than that of the human voice. It conveys the that his actions at the yard gate were only a
secret motivs of the talker, and will giv you a ruse to gain admittance into the house. Bnt
key to the inner character of the person, no in order to let him understand that I was not
matter how deceitful or evil-minded he may afraid of him, I said he could come into the
be, especially when the voice is coupled with front room to a large stove, if that was all he
the acts of the individual. In its natural ex· wanted, and warm up.
pression, where no concealment is intended,
As soon as I opened the door he darted in,
the modulations are fraught with every emotion and perceiving a side room and bed, jumped
and feeling- of the soul life within. You will into it, boots, clothing, and all. There was
notice how tenderly the voice will vibrate, and somet\ting so outragoous in this conduct that I
with what delicate effects the "shake and made up my mind that charity was ill-bestowed
quiver" will fall upon the ears of the affiicted on such customers, and, taking him by the
and suffering. How sympathetically and sooth- coat collar and throwing my whole avoirduingly the feelings are imparted in the kind pois-about 180 pounds-in the opposit diwords we hear in the hour of distress or rection, I landed him upon the floor in absotrouble. In like manner, we find that every lute astonishment. This convinced him that
other feeling is expressed in sounds becoming I was the wrong customer to be imposed upon,
more and more perfect and intelligible as we and seeing that his little plan of getting a bed
ascend the scale of life, from the lowest animal to himself from which he could at any time of
that manifests it through organic.formation, to the night get out and hav the house to himthe most refined and cultured orator, or the self and companions to do what they pleased,
grandest actor that treads the boards of a the. was greatly astonished. He took a seat by the
ater. And for this reason there is no place stove, and said that if I would let him out he
where human nature is so fairly portrayed as would go away peaceably, which I did, first
the stage. There it is in all its varieties of insisting on an explanation of his conduct.
expression, the especial study of the artist.
This he refused to giv, but said: "I see
As no one actor can feel all the character- you are a man that can take care of your own,
istics of humanity in the highest degree, it and it is well you acted as you did. You are
becomes necessary to divide the art into various all right, there will no harm befall you."
parts, so as to get the highest perfection in
There is no doubt that there was a deep-laid
each department, and present them in one plan to rob me or do worse. I watched for
play, hence we hav tragedians, comedians, etc., several days afterwards, and one day disand each actor will be perfect in the part in covered my man coming up the way. I met
proportion to his study of the gesture and him and handed him a glove which he left on
voice of each character.
the occasion above referred to. He did not
Hence, in truth, "All the world is a stage, want me to recognize him, and would not own
and all the men and women merely players." the glove at first, but when I assured him· he
Knowing the importance of the voice in de- was known, he took it, and remarked that I
tecting real motivs, the wicked and deceitful was a " good man."
will resort to dissembling in order to throw us
A year or two thereafter, one night after
off our guard, and thus, by affecting to be bed time, I was aroused by some one rapping
honest and kind, will aeceive us into a false at the door of an addition building we were
security, the more surely to defraud and harm then erecting, the one in which I am now
us. Therefore it becomes necessary to study writing. I said, "Who's there?" A soft, delithe act and voice in the same individual. If a cate voice answered, "No one that will hurt
strange man givs you a hearty shake with one you." It proved to be a foot-sore traveler,
hand, and a cordial greetiug, while yon feel who had got into the valley after dark, and too
his other hand fumbling your watch-chain, or late for hot"ls even, and, spying the new addiyour pocket, the act and the voice do not har- tion, he concluded to ask for the privilege of a
monize, and it is time to release his hold. It lodging in the shavings. He said he had no
is the means used which is best calculated to matches, and would be careful, and, that as
throw yon off guard and harm you, but if you he had no money, he had been refused shelter
hav studied the voice with profit, you may de- several times. That voice was as innocent and
tflct the poison concealed in each word or sen- sincere to my ears as truth could make it. I
tence, as no one can express naturally two could adminster to his comfort without any
•·ppoHit feelings at the same moment, and the fears, so I got up and condu.cted him into the
bLrewd person will detect the rogue as easily place where he insisted on staying, and tucked

him into a nice large nest; then pulled the ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER
work bench over him, and left him to such
Nov. 22, 1884.
dreams as he might be favored with. In the
2. Frederick Douglass.
morning I got-up quite early, not caring to
3. Stoic less t-soic-10 s c-Tennesseee.
disturb any of the fc.mily, and prepared as
Mr. Juergens's double acrostic in Our Puzzle
good a breakfast as cold food ready cooked Box Nov. 22d will be held four weeks for
would warrant, and, passing into the new addi- solution.
First correct answer to receive
tion, I found my lodger ready for his march, "Pnzzledom in a Nutshell."
a perfectly sober, sincere, honest, but povertystricken mortal. After a little preliminary
Correspondence.
conversation, I invited him into the dining
.
OLEAR WATER, NEB., Nov. Hl, 1884.
. h
room to eat something that wou ld sus t am im
DEAR Mrss WrxON: I am a reader of the dhilin his day's march. 'l'his he said was more dren's Corner in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I liv
than he expected, but after washing and out in northwestern Nebraska. We hav very
combing up, he ate a hearty meal. I then good schools for a n~w co~ntry: There is one
filled his sack with a day's provisions, and 1 college and one sen;nnary 1~ thrs county. The
.
ll h
I h d ·
school that I go to IS one mile and a half from
handed hrm what sma c ange
a m my home, I ride to school on horseback. I bav
pockets-about forty cents. He was very much played on the violin for two years. I am thirastonished and pleased. He gave me a warm teen years old next Christmas. I hav been
shaking of the hand as we parted, and with ~elping my father pick corn some this fall, ou,
large tears filling his eyes, and emotions of Saturdays. Good-bye,.
EARLE A. F~cH.
thankfulness expressed in the deep melody
P. S.-You wrote a kmd le~ter. to my mother,
. f a It ermg
·
·
h e sat'd , "My frr'end , and we were much pleased wrth rt. E. A. F.
o f h rs
vowe,
I hav traveled a great deal in my time, but
[Earle has written a very pretty letter, conthis is the first time in my life that any one cise and comprehensiv. We are always happy
has paid me money for lodging with him." to hear from the friends who love Our Corner,
I hav narrated these contrasting incidents to and we would be pleased to hav them write
illustrate the difference of voice and conduct, oftener, and thus become acquainted with
and to show the necessity of making the each other.-ED ]
human voice a study of the feelings which

I

govern it.

J. R. PERRY,

Our Puzzle Box.
1.
QUAD HOC SIBI VULT?
By that mother's love, her only hope on high,
In every star you see a-gleaming nigh,
Round all this wandering host above,
Do doubly show the work of love,
Caps each cloud with crown of gold,
And making fishermen, even, bold,
Going to soa, with o.wkwnrd grace, _
Each sail and spar rotting in place,
For well they know renewal is in vain,
Unless they wou]d,keep lovers in the rain.
Let them love; and over this thing delve;
Light cigars and pipe; release the twelve.
EsPRIT FoRT,
Grand Rapid.•, 11£ich.
NUMERICAL.
A part of the hnman body my 7 do proclaim;
Take 1, 2, 3, and you hav an Irish name;
Two of these three a state's abbreviation;
My 3, 4, 5, and 6 the hero of a nation;
Omit the 3d, a measure you can see;
My 4, 5, 6, and 7 a female name will be.
Newburgh, N. Y.
RoBERT BERNHEIM.
•

iJ

"

INVOLVED CHARADE.
An instant's space, less than a minute,
And yet we trace a sign within it.
Jonah's sign was a little too much,
This, I opine, is much too little;
But the Christ divine, with deific touch,
Could giv that a gentle whittle,
And cut off a day and a half or such.
But often I grieve that hi!l whale-ship's
victual
Could not quicker make him sicker,
Or that Mary's son was so slow to rise.
It would, at least, hav saved all dicker
About discrepancies, or lies.
Though Th61ologicns can fit all
Signs in time to some event,
Yet my reliance is upon no saint.
On Freethought puzzlers I must callHoc sig1w vinces-" by this sign
I hav eonquered "-all the nine.
And now please solve this crypt of mine,
This word with another word in it,
This sign, in less than a minute.
lrwin, Jowct.
J. K. P. BAKER.

====================PHONOGR~PHY TYPEWRITING.

&

Many a bright young mlfn or·woman would !Ike to
come to New York to commence a business career.
The best way Is to learn these arts. They are now
professions the.t are lncrea.slng In deme.nd, and not
yet full. I Instruct young persons thoroughly, and
get them positions. It takes live months to gain the
requlslt phon0graphlc speed, 100 words a minute.
Terms, $50 tor the course, payable $10 month'y In
advance.
Typewrlt.lng r"qulres about two months practice,
and can be learned along with phonogra,rhy-ouly
Sflf exTra. SPna for circular. j.ddre8B,
49tf
. T. 0. LELAND, '144 Broadway, N. y,

'l'ht• Medal or Merit (N.Y. Am. Institute Fair,
1883). awarded to our new, cheap and original Lantern
for Projecting and Enlarging ordinary PhotographH,
Chromo Cards, Scrap PictureS. etc. Works like magic~
delig-hts and mystifies everybody. Useful to Portrait
Artists and to every family wanting Home Amusement.

I•t·h~es, $.2.SO and $5. Ovt.~•· 2:00 Pictut"cK
Ment J"t•ee with evet·v Polyopticou. Over
200 Beautlf"ul I•iciures in colol"s f"Or $1.
Fnl1 and free descriptive circu1ar.

Murray Hill Pub. Co., 129 E. 28th.St., N.Y.
~

A special discount to Liberal Leagues,
or similar societies.
2t48

INGERSOL j CATECHISED.
His Ans-wers
To a Number of Vital Questions Pr<ipomtded
by the Editor of the San Franciscan.
Millions of these should be circulated by
Freethinkers.
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen; 25 copies

I for a dollar. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

FREE1tHINKERS' CONVENTION,
:I'o Be Held At

SALAMANCA. N. Y.

THE OPERA HOUSE,

December Lith, 5th, 6th, and 'fth, ISSLI.
SPEAKERS:
Charles Watts, T. B, Wakeman, S. P. Putnam, C. B. Rsynolcls, W. S. Bell, John E.
Remsburg, Gao. W. Tttylor, and J. H. Burnham hav been engaged as speakers. Courtlandt Palmer has been invited to preside.
•
It is hoped that some representativ orthoiox clergyman m'l.y be induced to attend and
engage Mr. Watts in debate.
MUSIC:
The same fine choir of singers who fllrnished the excellent m<Hic at the Cassadaga
Convention hav been engaged for the Salamanca g11thering.
LOCATION:
Salamanca has better railroad facilities than any other town of its size in the state.
Some seven lines of railroad enter the town from various directions, and all will grant
reduced rates of fare.
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS:
Good board can be obtained at on& dollar per day.
A SOCIAL PARTY
will be held on the evening of Saturday, the 6th.

TICKETS (/or the season,)

50 CENTS.

(NO COLLECTION.)
For particulnrs ns to railroad rates, routes, etc., address

H. L. GREEN, Salamanca, N J:.
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OUR

NEW

BOOK

FOR CHILDREN

AND

YOUTH.

-BY-

MISS

SUSAN

H. "WIXON,

-ENTITLED-

THE STORY. HOUR.
Small Quarto-10x8 inches-Nearly Three Hundred Pages.

TI-tTRTY-FOUR STORIES, IN LARGE TYPE, AS FOLLO\VS:
LAZY DICK ; OR, THE LIFE OF A DOG,
AN ANGEL UNAWARES,
MAY,

EARTH'S TRUE KINGS AND QUEENS ;
A Dialogue for Three Children,
MISS BROWN'S VALENTINE,

TEN LITTLE WAITING-MAIDS,
THE DOCTOR'S HORSE,
MR. TRILOBITE'S STORY,
TRUE POLITENESS,

WHAT STEPHEN'S OWL WAS STUFFED WITH,
JOHN,
NEIGHBOR BRIGHTSIDE,
MISS MARIE GOLD'S PARTY,

A BUMBLE-BEE'S THANKSGIVING,
GRANDFATHER'S :POCKETBOOK,
:lVIEDDLESOME MOLLY,
THE-HUMAN :HAND, ..

THE LESSON OF THE FLOWERS :
A Dialogue,
COUSIN JOHN'S PHILOSOPHY; or, It Might
Have Been Worse,
JENNY'S QUESTION,
KATY'S ANSWER,

A SAD MISTAKE,
INSIDE AN ENGINE HOUSE,
OUR CHILDREN,
FIGHTING FRANCIS; or, a Kiss
for a Blow, ·

ALONE IN AN UNFURNISHED HOUSE,
BLACKEY,
BREAKING THE MEETING,

CRESSBROOK COTTAGE,
EZEKIEL'S SILVER SPOON,
ODDS AND ENDS.

OUR SUSIE,
A FUNNY FELLOW. How
Was Cured of Practical Joking.

A New Years

Story,

H~

WHAT THE FERN SAID.

Will be l!eady for Mailing in Time to Reach All Parts ofthe Country by New- Years.
I.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE.

$1.25

Two Copies for

-

$2.00

A DDHESS TI1.E TJi,UTfi SEEKER,

33 Clinton Place,

New York.
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ENGLISH BOOKS & P .A.MPHLETS
FOB BALE AT THE TRUTH SEEXEB OFFICE.

ANCIENT MYSTERIES DESCRIBED; Especially the English miracle plays, as "Fools
and Asses,'' ''English Boy-Bishop," "Descent into H_ell_,:• "Lord Mayor's Show,"
"The Guildllal.l Show," eto. By Wm.
Hone. With engravings on copper and
wood. $3
THE APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTAMENT!
Being all the gospels. and epistles not ineluded in the New Testament. By Wm.
Hone, London, 1820. $2 25
DESERT LIFE. Recollections of an Expedition in the Soudan. By B. Solymos, C. E.
Cover slightly damaged. $3 50
EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION. Protestantism
and Catholicism Compared in their Effects
on the Civilization of.Europe. By Rev. J.
Balmes. $2 50
·
JEWIS HAND CHRISTIAN ETHICS; With a
Criticism of Mohammedanism.
By E.
Benamozegh (translated from the French).
75 cents
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CREATION ON
THE EARTH. The Process of Creation.
The Antiquity of the Earth, and Its Human Inhabitants, etc. By Thomas Lumisden Strange. $1 25
THE LEGENDS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT,
_traced to their apparent primitive sources.
By -Thomas Lumisde;n Strange. · $2 50
THE SPEAKER'S COMMENTARY.
Reviewed byThos. Llimisden Strange. $1 25
RIG-VED.A.-SANHITA. Sacred Hymns of the
Brahmans. Vol. L, Hymn to the Maruts
or Storm Gods. By F. Max Muller, M.A.,
LL.D. The oldest collection of religious
poetry published. $3 75
·
'rHREE ESSAYS ON RELIGION. WI.th Life
and Writings of Berkeley. By John Stuart
Mill. 2 5Q
A RETROSPECT OF THERE.LIGIOUS LIFE
OF ENGLAND. By John James Tayler,
B.A. With Introductian_hy_Irun.,"-.-M&r-tineau. _"'I! 50 -·
.
"'
THE :ESSENCE
OF CHRISTIANITY. By
Ludwig Feuerbach. Translated from the
German by George Eliot. London, 1881.
$3
THE PEDIGREE OF MAN, and other Essays.
With 80 wood cuts. By Ernst Haeckel.
Translated by Edward B. Aveling. $2 50
Among the contents are "Cell~Squls," and
"Soul-Cells," etc.
MIND IN ANIMALS.
By Prof. Ludwig
Buchner. Translated from the. Gennan
by Annie Besant. $2 50
'l'RANSLATIONS ·FROM THE HAKAYIT
ABDULLA (Bin Abdulkadar) Munchi.
With Comments by J. T. Thompson,
F. R. G. S. In consequence of being
slightly damaged, price reduced to $1
liAFED, PRINCE OF PERSIA. His experience I· n Earth-LI'fe and Spi'r1't-LI'fe. Bei'ng
Spirit Communi'cations Recei'ved Thr.ough
Mr. DaVl'd Duguid.' With Appendix c_ontaining communications from Spirit-artists
Ruisdal and Steen. lllustrated by fac
similes of various drawings and writings
the direct work of the spirits. 580 pp. $2
.A. TREATISE ON THE NATURE OF M.A.+'f;
Regarded as Tri.une. WI'th an Ontli'ne of
_w~:A~!~a~y$tf Life. By Thomas B..
HISTORICAL STUDIES-- and--Recreations.
The World's History Re-told in two vols.
Vol. 1., in two parts: 1. "The Ancient
World;" 2. "The Modern World." Vol. 11.,
"Bengal," "The Great Wars of-India,"
"The Ruins of the Old World Read as
Milestones to Civilization." By Shoshee
Chunder Dutt. Price reduced on account
of being damaged from $16 to $8.
JESUS: His Origin and Career, Opinions and
Character, from a Psychological Point of
VI·ew. By Wm. Renton. $1 · 50
THE D.A.THAVANSA; or, the History of the
By
Tooth-Relic of Gotama Buddha.
M u t u Coomara Swamy. $1 75
THE INDIAN SAINT; or, Buddha and Buddhism. A sketch Historical and Critical.
By Chas. D. B. Mills. $1
'fHE COMING ERA. By Alexander Calder.
$3 50
SERMONS NEVER PREACHED. By Richard
Phosphor. $1
IDOLS AND IDEALS, with an Essay on Christianity. By M. D. Conway, M. A. $1 50
IN SEARCH OF TRUTH. Conversations on
the Bible and Popular Theology for Young
People. By Amy. 75 cents.
NEW RELIGIOUS THOUGHT. By Douglas
Campbell. $2
CREDIBILI.A.; or, Discourses on Questions of
Christian Faith. By Rev. James Cranbrook. $1
FOLK SONGS OF SOUTHERN INDIA. By
Charles K Grover. $3
MY VISITS TO THE SUN; or, Critical Essays
on Phy.iics, Metaphysics, and Etllics. By
Lawrence S. Benson. $1 50
HEBREW THEISM. The Common Basis of
Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism. By Francis W. Newman. $2
THEISM. Doctrinal and Practical, or Didactic Religious Utterances. By Francis W.
Newman. $2 25
HINDOO .MYTHOLOGY,_ popularly treated.
Being an Epitomized Description of the
various Heathen Deities illustrated on the
silver Swami tea-service presented to the
Prince of Wales, by H. H., the Cackwttr of
]3aroda. 75 cents

DAYS OF ROMANCE AND CHIV.A.LRY. By
. W. Stewart Ross. 75 cents
N.A.G.A.N.A.ND.A.; or, the Joy of the Snake
World. .A. Buddhist Drama in :five acts.
Translated into English prose, with explanatory notes, from the Sanskrit of SriHarsha-Deva. By Palmer Boyd, B . .A..
With introduction by Prof. Cowell. $1 50
LIFE AND MIND ON THE BASIS OF MODERN MEDICINE. By Robert Lewins,
M.D. 50 cents
EXTRACTS FROM THE KORAN in the
original, with English Rendering. Compiled by Sir. Willism Muir, K.C.S.B.,
L.L.D. Slightly damaged. 75 cents
REVERBERATIONS; to which is added
"The growth of or,inion which made ine
leave the church,' By W. M. W. Call,
M.A. $1 50
SCENES FROM THE RAMAYANA, ETC.
By Ralph T. H. Griffiith, M.A. $1 75
AFRICAN SKETCH BOOK. With maps and
illustrations.
2 vols.
By Winwood
Reade. Damaged, reduced to $8
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INDIAN PEOPLE. With map. By W. W. Hunter,
C. I.E., LL.D.· $1 75
THE JADE CHAPLET, in 24 beads. A Collection of Songs, Ballads, etc. From the
Chinese. By Geo. Carter Stent. $1 50
THE BIOGRAPHY OF CHAS. BRADLAUGH.
By Adolphe S. Headingley. $2 50
BIOGRAPHY OF W. E GLADSTONE; What
he has done. By Sam. Bennett. 75 cents
ESSAYS AND LECTURES. By Charles C.
Cattell. $1
THE LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE OF
CHINA. Two Lectures Delivered in
London. By Robert K. Douglas. $2 ~fi
LIFE OF JENGHIZ KHAN. Tranf,llated
from the Chinese, with an Introduction.
B Y R 0 b er t K ennaway D oug1as. "'"'1 50
REMINISCENCES OF SARATOGA AND
BALLSTON· B Y W m. L · Stone. 75 cen t s
NGLISH LIFE OF JESUS
B Th
~~bl>.--"'-1--Vo-----·- - - - ··..~ __ y_J __ ~ oll'las
....
THE JESUS OF THE GOSPELS AND THE
INF LUE NOE OF CH R IST IANITY. c, B.e::ing a Two Nights' Debate between· the
Rev. A. Hatchard and Annie Besari:t.. By
.A.. Besant. $1 25
ESSAYS, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL; Marriage as it is, etc.; England, India, and
Afganistan; Law of Population, etc. By
Annie Besant. $1 25
THE TRIAL OF THEISM. Accused of obstructing Secular life. By Geo J. Holyoake.
$2
STRAUSS AND RENAN. An Essay by E.
Jellar. With introductory remarks. $1 25
A FORECAST OF THE RELIGION OF THE
FUTURE. Being short Essays on some
Important Questions in Religious. Philosophy. By W~ w; Clark. $2
,
SUTT.A.NIPATA;or,Dialogues and Discourses
of Gotama Buddha. Translated from the
n 1
·h 1
d .,
d
b s·
..-a i, Wit·
ntro uctwn an notes y 1r
M . Coomara swamy.· 1 75
MORNING PRAYERS IN THE HOUSEHOLD
OF ABELIEVER IN GOD Cl 0 50 0 t .
·
s.
·
RELIGIOUS AND MORAL SENTIMENTS,
Metrically Rendered from Sanskrit writers,
'th
I t d ti
d
.A.
a·
WI
an n ro uc on an an ppen IX
containing exact translations in prose. By
J Muir D C LL D Ph D 75 cents
REVrnw OF
WORK OF JOHN STUART
MILL, entitled, An Examination of SirWm. Hamilton's Philosophy.... By -Geo.
Grote. $l
·
-

THE

A RATIONAL VIEW OF THE BIBLE • .A.
CourseofLectnresbytheRev. NewtonM.
Mann. $1 25
THE CATECHISM OF POSITIVE RELIGION. Translated from the French of
Auguste Comte by Richard Congreve. $3
THE VALUE OF THE EARTHLY LIFE. .A.
. Reply to "Is Life Worth Living?" by W.
H. Mallock. By Edward B. Aveling.
40 cents
•
LIFE AND TIMES OF ULRICH VON HUTTER. Descri'bi'ng Life I·n the MI'ddle
Ages. By David Friedrich Strauss. 75 cents
!STORY .
H
OF RA'fiONALISM. Embracing
a Survey of the present state of Protestant
Theology, with an Appendix of Literature.
By John_F. Hurst, D.D. $2 50
THE FREETHINKER'STEXTBOOK. Partl,
"·Man, Whence and How; Religion, What
and Why." By Charles Bradlaugh. $1.
Part II, "Christianity, Its Evidences, Its
Origin, Its Morality, Its History." By .A.nnie Besant. $1 25. Part I~ Freethought:
Its Rise, Progress, 1l.nd Triumph.
By
Charles Watts. Price, $1 25
· ·
HEROES AND MARTYRS OF FREETHOUGHT. Voltaire, Spinoza, etc. By
G. W. Foote and Charles Watts, 75 cents
CHRISTIANITY AND THE BIBLE. Christian Evidences Criticised. A Reply to
the Christian Evidence Society. with
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh
"Origin of Christianity," Miracles,"
"Prophecies,"" Progress of Christianity,"
etc. By CharlesiWatts. $1
SECULARISM: Its Principles and Its Duties.
By Charles Watts. 75 cents. ,
THE SECULARIST'S MANUAL OF SONGS
AND CEREMONIES. Edited by Austin
Holyoake and Charles Watts. 50 cents
THE SECULAR SONG AND HYMN BOOK.
By Annie Besant. 40 cents
'fHE LIFE AND STRUGGLES OF WM.
LOVETT, In hisPnrsuitofBread, Knowledge, and' Freedom. With some short account of the different associations he belonged to, and of the opinions he entert~ed. $3 • ··
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Atheism and the Gloucester Execution. By
Chas. Watts. 5 cllnts
Can Miracles be Prove~ Possible? Verbatim Philosophy of Secularism. By Chas Watts.
report of the two mghts' public debate be~
5 cents
1
tween Messrs. C. Bradlaugh and W. R. S
.
Th N ·
f 1 f t
· Browne, M.A. 20 cents
. ·
j ecu1ar Ceremomes.
.11 ammg o .• n an s.
·
Q
ti
di
R
M
By
Chas.
Watts.
5
cents
Th e P opu1ation ues on, accor ng to . a1.
.
thus and J. s. Mill. Giving the Malthu- The Moral Value of the Bible. By Chas.
·sian Theory of over-population. By Chas.
Watts. 5 cents
R. Drysdale, D.D. 50 cents
Morality Without Religion. Hy Chas. Watts
Human .Sacrifices in England.
Four Dis5 c_ents
.
courses. By Moncure D. Conway, M.A. The Insh .Question and the House of Lords;
50 cents
a Plea and a Protest. By Chas. Watts.
· 5 cents
The Religion of Secularism and tile Respectability of Man. By the Marquis of Queens- Freethought and Modern Progress. By Chas.
Watts .. 5 cents
berry. 15 cents
·
Life and Character of "Saladin" (W. Stewart English Nonconformity; What Has It Done
for Mental Freedom and National ProgRoss). By Gordon W. Flaws. 10 cents
ress. By Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
Christianity. By Moncure D. Conway, M k.
Christianity; Its Nature and Influence on
50 cents
Civilization. By Chas. Watts. 5 cents
The Foundation of Christianity; A Critical
Analysis of the Pentateuch and Theology Reason:s for Not Accepting Christianity. By
Mrs. Chas. Watts. 10 cents
of the Old Testament. By Geo. B. Jaok.A. B 60
t
Religion.
Secular and . Supernatural. By
son, . .
cen s;
Chas. Watts. 10 cents
A Dissertation of the Being and Attributes of
God. By T. Simmons-Mackintosh. 25 The Working Classes.
By Ch8:rles Watts.
cents
5 cents
The Antiquity of the Human Race. By Geo. The Secular Duties of Life; By Charles Watts.
Sexton, M.A., M.D. 15 cents
·
10 cents
A Letter Addressed to the Abbe Raynal, on the The Bible: Is It Reliable as a Guide? By
affairs of North America in which the misCharles Watts. 3 cents
takes in the Abbe's 'account are corrected
and cleared up. By Thomas Paine. Lou- Theological Persecution and Freethonght Martyrdom. By Charles Watts. 10 cents ·
don. 25 cents
Is it Reason~ble to Worship God? Verbatim The .Modern Defense of .Christianity; .A. Change
report of two nights' debate at Nottingof Front. By Charles Watts. 5 cents
ham, Eng., between Rev. R. .A.. Armstrong
The
Spirit of the .A.ge: Is It Christian or Seen~
and Chas. Bradlaugh. 35 cents
lar? Charles Watts. 5 cents ·
Taxation; How it Originated and Who Bears
Secular Morality: What Is It? .A.n Exposition
It. By Chas. Bradlaugh. 20 cents
and a Defense. Charles Watts. 10 cents.
T houghts on p opery. B y the R ev. W m. N eVIns,
.
D.D. 20 cents
The Alleged Resurrection of Jesus: Was It a,
Fact? Charles Watts. 10 cents.
The Belief in a Personal God and a Future
Wllat
is Secularism? Letter to the Rev. T.
Life.
Six Nights' Discussion between
Thos. Cooper and Joseph Barker. 40 cents
Fordyce, M.A. Charles Watts. 5 cents
'l'ho--Mo<>•ung-O£._Hiotary
Two Lectures.- By The Character of Christ. Charles 'Y~tts...J>.-otff-
Frederic Harrison, M.A. 50 cents
e
nstian~Notion ofJI.I:a.n's"'(Jltimate State;
of Existence:-: enarles Watts. 5 cents
The Gospel of Spiritualism. The electric light
of the new era. By W. Stoddart, B.A. The English Monarchy and American Repub~
10 cents
· ·
licanisn. A Refutation of the Earl of
Practical Grammar, with Graduated Exercises.
Beaconsfield's (Rt. Hon. B. Disraeli's)
By G. J. Holyoake. Reduced, 50 cents
Tory Fallacies. Charles Watts. 5 cents _
Wealthy and Wise. A Lecture. Introduction The Christian Scheme of Redemption. Chas.
to the study of Political Economy. By
Watts. 5 cents.
Jose_lih Hiram Levy. Damaged. 20 cents
The
Christian Deity. Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
The True Source of Christianity, or a Voice
from the Ganges. By an Indian officer. Science and Bible Antagonistic. Chas. Watts.
5 cents.
50 cents
Tobacco and the Diseases it Prflduces. By English Secularism and the Progress of Society. G. J. Holyoake & Chas. Watts. 5 cts.
Chas. R. Drysdale, M.D. 10 cents
Witchcraft in Christian Countries. By Sal a- Why am I an Atheist; or, Theism Criticised.
din (W. Stewart Ross). 10 cents
Chas. Watts. 10 cents.
0 rganon of s 01ence.
·
B y J no. H arnson
·
Stin- Sketch of Life and Character of Chas. Watt.s.
son, Esq. 25 cents
By Saladin. 10· cents
Christ and Buddha Contrasted. By an orien- Lithographs of_ Chas. Watts. Price, 15 cents.
tal who visited Europe, with an Introduction, a companson
.
o f uttE)rances, an d a
THIRD EDITION.
story of Christian Misssions. By Baron
Humboldt. 10 cents
The Education of Girls . .A.n Extract from an
Essay on Woman. Henry R. S. Dalton •
20 cents
·
AND THEIR
The Claims of Hindooism and Christianity.
.A.n Address delivered in India by KedarBeing a Comparison of t~d New estament ·
nath Basn, M.C.A.S. 10 cents
M:YthB and Miracles with those-·o~~atben naHoly Darkness. W:. Stewart Ross. 5 ce~ts
tions of Antiquity, Considering alsOtnl:>ir..
The Fruits of Christianity. Annie Besant.
Origin and :Meanmg. With nu:----------~
10 cent11
.
merous Illustrations.
·
Catholicism and Rationalism; a Review of a
The object of the work Is to point out the myths'
two nights' discussion on this ·subject be- with whiCh the Old and New Testaments abound; to·
tween Chas. Watts and "a Catholic." show that they were held in common with other na- ·
tlons; and then trace them to their evldentoriginand
Annie Besant. 5 _cents
lain their meaning.
The Gospel of Atheism. Annie Besant. 5 cts e"f)"It
has long been acknowledged by the most em!-·
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion: An nent blbl!cal students that the Hebrew scriptures·
contain-a large mythical element; but, so far as we·
Essay. Annie Besant. 10 cents
know, the present Is the 11rst complete and scholarly An Essay on Prayer. Annie Besant. 10 cents atttempt to trace these myths to their source, and
a.soertaln
their original slgnl11catlon. "-Boston O&ur· ·
Is the Bible Indictable? Annie Besant. lOots ier.
h.
G
1
Ch
·
·
·
d
G
1
"Neverbetorehasthere
been glvenavolume to·
'l' e ospe of
nstiamty an the ospe of uhe reading world that shows
the research tor th&
or~ln
of
these
myths
as
does
this one just publ!shedl
Freethonght. Annie Besant, 10 cents
by
J.
W.
Bouton,
of
New
York."-Boston
Times.
An Essay on Eternal Torture. Annie Besant.
"It Is unquestionably true that the results of Ill·
10 cents
ratlonal!stle study of the Ohrlstlan scriptures are'
nowhere else so accessible as they are now made In•
The Church and Education. ".A.nti.J esuit." the
work before us.-N. Y. Sun.
10 cents
1 Yo!. RfY!/al Suo. Cloth. About 600 pages.
The Religions of the World, their Basis and
Price,
$3.00'
Tendency. By "Pioneer." 5 cents.
Sent postpaid, .on receipt of price,
Address,
The Education and Position of Woman. Kate
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Eunice Watts. 10 cents
33 Ol!nton Place. New York.
The English Church a Failure. Charles Watts.
5 cents
Verbatim report of the Four Nights' Public
Discussion between the Rev. Alexander
Stewart and Mr. Chas. Watts. 35 cents
The Bible and. Christianity. By Chas. Watts.
20 cents
Merits and Demerits of Secularism. .A. verbatim report of a discussion between the
Rev. Thomas Crow and Chas. Watts. 20
cents

Pamphlets.

BJB.LE MYTfiS
Parallels iiL._Pther Religions.

Secularism in its Various Relations. By Chas.
Watts. 20 cents.
Debate on the Christian Evidences. A verbatim report of the two nights' discussion
between Mr. Chas. Watts and B. H. Cowper, Esq. 20 cents
American Freethinkers. Sketches of Ingersoll,
T. B. Wakeman, B. F. Underwood, Geo.
Chainey, and S. P. Putnam.
By Chas.
Watts. 10 cents
The Training of Youth; Secular and Theological. By Chas Watts. 10 cents
Defense ~f Secular Principles.
By Chas.
Watts. 5 cents
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New Years Gift-Presentation' Tit~ MAGNIFICENT
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IN COMMEMORATION OF THE 28TH .AN~·
.
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.
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Tim UBIVERSE, i~ ~,~f~~
AND

Its Scientific Solution,
WITH SOME

ROCHE~!,t,!~~J..~TOBE. LITH 0 GRA.P H Price 20 cents.

ORITIOISMs OF UNIVERSOLOG-:
By SA.tliJEL P. PUTNAM.

BOOijiELLE, ILL.

.At 2 P.M.,

-OF THE-

.For sale at this oft:ie

.Marriage and DivorcE

Last year on New Year's. day Wettstein presented
to his patrons assembled In Armory Hall, a valuable
collection of beautiful presents, comprising 10 Gold
Watches and Gold Oha~ns; half a dozen genuln DiaBy R. D. Westbrook, D D. LL.B.
mond Pins, Rings, and Eardrops; over a dozen fine
Author ot "The Bible-Whence and What?"
Silver Watchel', solid Gold· Jewelry, elegant Silverware, Fancy Goods, etc., ranging In price from $1.00
OO:NTENTB :
to $100.00.
~~:eT~~e~deal ot Marriage.
This I propose to do this year and to glv my Liberal friends abroad an opportunity to receive a nice
· The. Hlstory ot Marriage. ·
present.
The Old Testament Divorce Law;
·The aggregate ol: goods presented 1'1'111 not be less
The New Testament on Divorce.
than $1,500, and probably $2,000, according to amount PRINTED IN SEVEN OOLORS ON THE
Divorce as a Question of Law and Religion,
or goods sold.
• Rational Deductions trom Est&bllshed Prlnclplt
To all my customers sending $1.00 or more tor
Objections to Liberal Divorce Laws AnswerQ<l. ·
BEST LITHOGRAPH PAPER,
goods or work, I shall present, tor each and every
Prevention Better than ou• e.
dollar, a certificate entitling the owner to one or
Prlee, 50 cents. Neatly bound In cloth. FOr 81
SIZE, 22l X 28 ~more shares In these gUts.
&~ th1B omce.
This Is the fairest and mos~ liberal o1Ier ever made
83 Ollnton Place, Ne>T.Yor~
by any merchant In America My stock ls complete
In everything pertaining to a first-class jewelry THE BRONZE :MEDALLION
store; prices now averaging 25 per cent below those
or largest cltles; goods sent by mall or express to
"ANTICHRIST."·
all parts ot the world a.ocompanled by one certificate
PRINTS AS LARGE AS A CABINET PHOTOGRAPH,
J.'rovln& !l(lnclualvb' that
for .every dollar remitted, and cash refunded If not
T:S:UB GIVING NOT ONLY A· PICTURE OF
satisfactory, and returned same day received.
THB BTOBY OF. J.BBUB OHBlBT
, 'Prices on watches again reduced slnce last price
THE MONUMENT, BUT AN ACCURATE
Hill birth, llfe, 1il1al, a:eeutton, eliC--11 a myth
list In thls paper. The presents will be presented
TBUTH BEBKEB Ollco.
ln a public hall or Bochelle, directly to my cust'nr.e.
12.00.
liS Olli>.ton .Piace,lllew Yorl
tomers, or to a committee selected by them at that
time, In one entire lot, and the mode of distribution LIKENESS OF D. M. BENNETT.
will be optional with them. .
_·
Everybo~y pleased last year, and all must be
pleased 1Ills year.
Olrculat'S giving all partlcula.rs and describing
style and value of each gUt, mailed tree on appllce.By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
tloniot43
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
The lithograph is designed for framAuthor ot "Prometheu," "Gottlieb.'' and .. Inger
ing, and will be & treasure for i:ill Lib-.
and Jeau."
.
A. Bad1ca\ romance of pioneer llfe, deUneattnK tnos ,
erals.
.
tues or Jl&tlll'lll humanity as opposed to tile hypocriQ' c
:.aupematural religion; crowded with !ncldent.and run~
SHOWUIG THE
\1'·1.
Sent, postpaidrand securely wrapped, i>l"OI!l!lBBIV Ideas and the poetry of the future.
PBIOE $1.00.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICY:

ll. I. BENNETT MONUMENT.

GOLDEN

·THRON~

An Antidote_ Analyzed,

FOLLY OF A RELIGIOUS QUACK to subscribers to the Monument Fund
for 30 centS; to others, 50 cents. Ad- THE TRUTH SEEKER A.NNUll.
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing Poison-

In Ministering a Nauseous Antidote to Those
ous, and
EXPOSING . THE INCONSISTENCY
CHRISTiANS GENERALLY.
BY

H.

CLAY

l'rioe; 26 oents.

dress this office.

OF

LUSE.

THE

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY $1.

INSTITUTION OF .MARRIAGE IN
THE UNITE.Q KINGDOM.

BY liLUL POS'I'·P4ID.

BEING
PRIOE,
10 CTS.
LAW, FACTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND REAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER omce,
83 Ollhton Place, New York.
MARKABLE DIVORCE CASES.

c.·~_PTAl"S

OF
INDUSTRY,
·OB,

MEN oF BusiNEss WHo DID SoMETHING BEBIDES MAx!NG MONEY.

Four Hundred an'i l!~orty Large
Octavo Pages,
Price reduced from $2.25 to $1.00.
Address this office.

41tf

.A BOOK FOR YOUNG .AMERICANS.
BY .JA tlES PARTON.

FACTS.
A. M.a;-azlne Devoted to the State-

This book contains 4.00 pages, plainly printed,
ments of Mental and Spiritual
treating of forty-six characters In history who have
Phenomena.
helped the world; togt>ther with eight portraits.
Mr. Parton's wodts need no commelldatian..--Thoy --···- ·- ·--SingreCopiesiO cents~-a.re

stn.nddord~

$1.2li.

PRICE,
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER

39tf

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

83 Olin ton Place, New York.

Man. WhAnoe and Whither.

ByR. B. Westb:rook,D.D.,LL.B.,
Author of" The Bible.-Whence and What?
About all that can be said for the existence
of God and the future life of man, is here
pungently presented, with an incidental discussion of many collateral questions, from a
rationalistic standpoint.
1 vol, cloth. Price, $1.00.
Addre88
THE TRUTH BEEDB,
!19 fJIInton Plac~. New Yo•lr.

A Newand Usefui'Workr

KIOW TH;:ELF.~

AGreat Medical Wort on Man~oodl
Exhausted VItality, Nervous and Physical Debility
Premature Decline ln Man, Errors of Youth, and the
untold miseries resulting trom lndlscretlons or ex·
cesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
. and old. It conta.lns 125 prescriptions for all acute
and chronic diseases, each one ot which ls lnvalua.
ble. · So found by the author, whose experience. for
28 years ls such as probably never before fell to the
lot ot any physician. SOO pages, bound In beauttlul
French muslln, em boBBed covers, full gilt, guaran
teed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical
literary, and professional-than any other work sold
tn this country for $2.50, or the money will be re·
funded In every Instance, Price only n.oo, b7 mall
postpaid, Illustrated samp~e, 6 eta. Send now,
Gold medal awarded the author by the National Med·
leal Association, to the omcers of which he refers.
Thls Science ot Lite should be read by the young
tor Instruction, and by the amlcted for relief. It
will beaeflt all.-London Lancet.
There Is no member· of society to whom thls bool!
will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. w
H. Parker, No 4. Bulflnch st., Boston, Ma.es., who ma}
be consulted on all dlseases requlrlng skill and ex·
perlence. Ohronlc and obstinate dlseases that hav
bamed the skill of all other physlcls.ns
a
specialty. Such treated succeesruny
Without an ltlRtance of failure.
IyriS
Mention thls paper.
fl

HEAL
TUYSElf

DR. Fl:iLLO
WS
ls a regulm-ly edu.ce.t-

...-·-----------"'"i'-...;o;;~-.u.V"~~~~;:~~ttl'""'lre aone.
Here and there an aavanced thlnkor hasllung ru;!de
the tie which bound him to his dogn. auc b ethr~n
ana has resorted to other and more sclentlllc Jllcth.
oas of treatment. AS aresultma.By, having brok~n
e bonds wh1ch bound them to a system as barbarous as It was unscientific, have used their best en·
ergles to .devise means for the alleviation of human
su1Ierlng. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNETISM was established, and many diseases
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submltteu to
Its mild but potent Influence. This agent to the
Intelligent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as It Is, the very essential of all life, It was found
that the human boo. y when In a diseased condition
was almost bereft or this vital prlnclpl<o. It we can
supply this vital force to the worn-out body the
patient will get well.
•
Ahl but how !sit to be done, says the I<hyslclan.
Science, howevtr, came to the rescue, and solved
tlle problem. Here and there throughout the world
are fiE Ids or what are known as magnetic ore. It
wil.s observed that 1he ore, whtm can h d up~n the
person, was round to be a sateguard agal:obt diMeasP,
and t.o thls circumstance we are largely tndebtea 1or
magnetic wearing apparel, tor !twas an easy trans!·
lion from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed lu
garments flttea to every part of the body. blllce
the first Introduction or magnetic appliances as a.
curat•ve, there )las been a number ot these so-called
magnetic garments foisted upon the public by men
whose oole object was gain. Unscientific In ()(,n·
structlon, and having little If any magnetism In
them, their life was of short duration; It was long
enough however. to demonstrate that when ccn·
structed upon scientific principles there was eoarcely
an aliment that human flesh Is heir to that would
no• submit to their healing Influence.
THE EUREKA MAGNETIO APPLIANCES are SU·
perJur

10

everJthJng of a. eU:nllar cha.J acter he! eto•

fore o1Iered to the public, being the only scientifically cc nstructed appliance In the mar&et; It Is now
two and a half years since they were first orrered
to the public, and during that time we hav treated
thousands of patients, and not a single case of failure to receive benefit reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt ot testimonials of cures from all
parts or the country. We know that disease cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quantities
llS advised by us.
To all who may be amlcted with any ot the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka.
:Magne.tlc Garments will cure you :-J'araJyals,.
Rheumatlem, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding a.t the Lungs, Spinal Dlsell.t'e, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchltls, Oongestlon of the Kidneys,
Oatarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Energy, Heart Dl•eo•.se
Oonstlpatlon, Oonsumptlon, Prolapsus Uteri:
Ohronlo Peritonitis, Oancer, Ovarian Tumors
Syphilis, Epilepsy, St. VItus' Dane!', and all form~
of chronic Invalidism.

PRICE LIST.

ed and legally quail·
fled physician, an
• $ 6 00
the most successful Lung Iuvigorators,
as hls practice will G"ntlemen's Body Bflh:,
6 00
pr0ve. He has tor
5 00
twenty years treated 8ciatic Appliances,
excluslvly all diseaseE Knee faps,
3
00
•
or the Sexual Or·
4 00
ga.ns, ln which he Lt-g Bflts,
•
•
stands pre-eminent.
4 00
·
•
S P E 11. MATORRH<EA 1\nk ets,
Among the subjects trMted are the following:
and IMPOTENOY Shoulder Appliancel'l,
4 00
as the result of self·
Marriage a Divine Institution; Quallflcat;ons for
I 50
abuse ln youth and Wris lets, each,
Matrimony; The Right Age to Marry; lllottvee
·sexual excesses In ma,. Hat Band!!!,
1 00
•
for Marrying ; Marriages of Consanguinity - o1
turer :years, causing
4 00
n I g h t emtsslons by Htad Caps,
Cousins, when Justifiable; Conjugal Belectiondreams, loss ot sexual ~lefping CHps,
00
•
A.ftlni~es; Courtship-Long or B~ort; Duty ol
power,renderlng mar·
6 00
Parents; Marriage Customs and Ceremonies of aJl rlage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per- Abdominal .Helts (ladies),
15 00
Nations; Ethics of Marriage; Second Marriages, manently by an outside application ln sixty days Gents' Vests,
NO STOMACH MEDIOIN USED. It ls -one ot Dr. Ladies' Jacket and Corset
ue they Admissible? Jealousy-Its f'ause and Fellows'
valuable dtscoverles, which Is entirely unCure; Causes of Separation and Divorce; Celibacy known to the medical profession. Bend three 2-cen1
(<'.ombined), •
• 18 00
-Ancient and Modern; Polygamy and Pantagamy · stamps for hls "Private Oounselor," giving full ln 8uper.One Insoles (all leather), 1 00
formation. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, VIneland, N
Love Signs In the Features, and How to Read ;J., and say where you saw thls adverttsment.
While these garments can be procured at the
Them~ Physiognomy; Sensible Love Letters-Ex·
above ,low prices no onA can a1Iord to be Ill. Our
J!'r(1m. t'M Ironclad .Age.
•
amples; The Poet's Wife; The Model Husband
" Dr. FeTI:r,.s ls an outspoken Infidel, therefore nc ladles supporters are just what every lady In the
land needs, as It will be found a great a881stance at
And the Mode! Wife -the M utua1 Obligatioill! cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers or the Jan<' certain
periods; all these garments are made to
b11
Privileges, and Duties; The Poetry of Love, Co~ Should glv the doctor their patroll&lle."
measure, and a fit guaranteed. To ladles who are
all dragged out a combination jacket and corset
llhlp, and Marriage-Being a Practical Guiue to all
will restore you to new life and energy, and pay tor
the Relations· of HAPPY WEDLOCK.
ltselt an hundred !old In a tew weeks' wear. This
g~srment Is only made from actual measure, and a
The book Is handsomely printed; and beautifully
perfect fit assured.
bound It waa Intended more especially for YOUJII!
m:k~~~~i~~u~0 '::::'e'!-"4:.!'s~ ~~~J:::a~dto
All oommunlcatlons· answered free or charge.
90 dav•. Refiable references given. Send
people, but may be read with Interest and with
Adnress, DR L TENNEY, 471 West MadiSOn Street
atamp tot circular, and say in what paper
Ohlcago, IlL J¥ir Agents wanted tor Boston New
vro11t by those of every age. Copies w lll ue senI
vou oawmv advertiSement. Addreee C&J1t.
'
:w•.a.. Coli!Ds•,Smltii,Ule,:o!!'ei'IOll co.x.r. York Brookl)'n, Wld l'hUadelphla,
"1 :pQII~ to l\lly IICldre8a OD J:eeelpt of price,

W

EDLOCK, OR, THE RIGHT RELATION!
OF THE BEXEB-Disclosing the Laws or
Conjugal Belect!on, and showing Who May and
Who May Not Marry. A Scientific Treatise. By
8llruBL R. WELLS, One vol., 12mo, 250 pages;
pla.in muslin, price, $L50; In fancy gilt binding, 82.

The Trinity, frOm Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History of Christianity
AND

A VINDICATION
of /lOme passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
' an" English Churchman," and other scholars.
I vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
~his book shows when, where, aDd how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and what were the
Set}timents, manners, numbers, and eondition of the
pnmitive Christians.
"I know of no book that contains more real and valuable information upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
·~One of the most learned and interesting books ever
wntten and~ublished."-Boston bwestigator.
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. The political aim of THE TRuTH SEEKER is to' enforce the Nine Demands of Liberalism, "which are as follows:

-_ :~ 1. We demand hat churches and oth~r ecclesiastical proper-ty shall no longer be. exempt from just taxatipn.
· 2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Ceingress, in State Legislatures; in the ·navy imd ·militia,
fasylums,
and all other institutions supported by public money, si;tall be discontinued.
.
'
··
t.

---- ../.'_..:-~---. ..m:.urost
reallY.Ob.rll!tlan nations 'ii.av been, an!L

--..;.~i!ftl;\;me mo~ devoted
· .. '

and· in prisons,

3. We demand that all public appropriations for educational and charitable institutions ·Of a sectarian character shall.cease.
4. We demand that all religious -services now sustained by the government shall: be abolished; and especially that ·the use of
the Eible in the. public schools, whether ostensibly as a text-book or avowedly__ as a book of religious worship; shall be prohibited.
5. We demand that the appointment, by the President Of the United States or by the governors of the various states, of all
religions festivals and fasts shall wholly cease.
·
.
·-- . · /6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in all other.. depaJ;tments of -the government shall.be abolished, and that ·
slmpleaffirmation under the pains and penltlties of perjury shall be established in its stead.
_
.
· 7.\ We demand that· all laws direcl;ly or indirectly enforcing the observance of Sunday as.·the Sabbat-h shall be. repealed.
8. Wa damand that all laws looking to the 'enforcement of·" Christian" mo:cality sq!i.ll bfl aprogated, and that all laws shall be
conformed to the requirements of natural .morality, equal rights, and impartial liberty. ·
9. We demand that not_pn!_y_§_,the .Constitutions of the United. States and of the several states, but also in the practical
~nisw:atton or_ t_ne same,· no pnvil_
· e_ge or ad_vanta e· shall be conceded to Christianity or any other_special religion· that our~.political system s~all be founged ~11<1-~~_il!istere en a pure Y: Bllcu a
,
. ·
n es shall prove'
mntfY to this ,
end shall be consistently, unflinchmgly, and promptly made. ,
,;
·
· . .
..
·
·
. ...
,
pbilosophy, THE TRUTH SEEK.ER advoc~tes the upb~Uding of a rationf!.l syatem that 'Bhallle~d to better lives on
part of_. the people, and that s_h_a.ll yiel_d to its a_ dhe_rents alit.__he_ s_ oc_ia.__1 an. d _eino_.tion_ a_t' e__ n_J. o__·yments of the church_es, with- on · any mixture· of superstition,. or ·the use of rites a.nd ceremonies degrading t9' manhood and womanhocd. This
philosophy must be a growth, an evolution from lower forms,. and this growth THE TRUTH SEEKER hopefully fosters.
It is, therefore, both destructiv~ and constructive.
·
.. o
.
.
. .
'
Amon_ g the contributo.rs· to THE TRUTH SEEKER· are· the m. o. st eminent II!en_. and. brillian.t writers in the .Liberal
.
ranks of the Uniteq · States, including Courtla.ndt Palmer, _Charla~ Watts, T. R Wakeman, S. P. Andrews, T. C. Leland;·
C. B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, J. E. Remsburg, W. S. Bush, Elliott Preston, John· Peck, J. L. York, Susan_ H. Wixon,
H 1
G d
'Mrs. Slenk er,
. an d _many 'o th. er a bl e :tnen an d women.
'
T .. T
I
k
f t
f
e en. ar. ener,
HE RUTH EEKER a ao ma as a. ea. ure o reprinting the ablest English ~l:lsayists ~nd philosophers,. and during 1884 has given its readers. several papers from the
p~p.B of Frederic Harrison,.Jid Herbert Spencer. The home contributors are legion, and_ the communications emp;ra!)e th~. widest -possibl~iitig-e · Qf: subjeets-religioulir~philosophic,· Anarchistic, Soeialisti~;,land reform; tariff. Q.nd"
rt• al 'f
.
P0 1 lC re orm.
>

:fu

to the pursuit or gatn
· the- ~<il!g~~ldl:Y an$·_ostentattoualy Ohristtan_sec~
-tiona oftliese nattons::.shall we say the Quakenrand
,ihe Bocitcb.?-hav beeP.. &Inong.the steadiest and most
·':qutetlysuccesstulln the search. Nor do they even
affect to !ancy that theY are wrong or disobedient ln
thus,eagerly striving tor that wea.Ith which their
master so distinctly ordered them to eschew .and
dread; they put aside or pass bY his teaching wtth
a ilort or unsparing conactousness, as I! It In no way
concerned them; With a' curious unanimity they
note his e:lfuortatlons obsolete, abstract, or tmpractlcable; the most respectable or the religious world
glvone day to their B~VIOJ." and six days to their
ledger; tb.e most ptous banll:e~. the puresF uver, the
most. benevolent·nobleman, never dreams of'"de·
sptStng riches," or of casting !rom him his super·
11 uoUii possessions as a snare to his feet and a perll
io his soul.- W. R. Greg.
EVERY LIBERAL IN THE COUNTRY WANTS. THE TRUTH SEEK}3::~.
THE ~ame o! Jonathan Edwards suggested a dis·
DEPARTME-NTS:
cusslon upon freewill and necessity upon which poor
Boswell was much given to worry hlmsel!. Some
_ In the League· Department is recorded the, news of the National Liberal League,· furnished to our columns
time afterward Johnson wrote to him, In answer to
one o! his lamentations: "I hoped you had got rid by the secretary,- and other officers· Of the Nation.a.l·and auxiliary Leagues.
o! this hypocrisy or misery. What h!J.V you to do
- , We also have an able corre!'lpondent in Canada., who furnishes weekly news of the Freethought movement in
with 'liberty and necessity?' or what more than to that dominion.
_.
·
. ..
·
_
. · ·
hold your tongue about It?" Boswell could. nev~r
Our Children's Depa.rtm{lnt is edited by one Of the best and most successful writ _ for children in the.
take this sensible advice; but he got little comfort
- ttomhis oracle. "We know that we are all tree and United States.
Miss Susan H. Wixon is widely known. not only in the Freethought ranks, bu
a. writer for
there'S an end On"t 0 "·-WAS.hiB_B_~J!lJ::!!!ill.t ..()ll_O_J!e OCCa• popular papers a;l).d_ magazin~s..- We have from all sides the strongest testimonials to the -efficiency of he
o.t.k_ 'in
sl<in, and now he could only say, All theory Is agallli!t
She--Will continue the Department through 1885.
·
·
~--------the rreedom.o! the wlll and all experience tor lt.- THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Through the department of" Letters from Friends" hundreds of subscribers have made pleasant acquaintances and
..-·Lesli<Stephen'sJohnson. NOTE.-H any man, as r!lde
as Johnson hlmsel!, had been present and had he lasting friendships. Its two pages are a. place for. exchange, of thoughts, relation of experiences, and whatever the
chosen to encounter the great· bear, he 'would hav friends of Free thought find occasion to say. This departl!lent is a "talk together" of great and varied interest•. told him flatly that neither Boswell or he-the great
Doctor Johnson-knew what they were taking about.
A FEW PRESS OPINlONS. OF THE TRUTH SEEKER MAY BE GIVEN:
It was a clear case or the "blind leading the bl!nd,
anr1 both fa.Illug luto the ditch." Johnson, 11.8. a
If any of our readers desll;e_ to read one of the best Freethonght and.reform journals published~e should unhesitatingly ~ec'?mmen.d
Metaphysician, everywhere cuts a poor figure, and to them THE TRUTH SEEKER, published by the Trnth Seeker Company, 33 Clmton Place, New York, at~ per annum. THE TRUTH SEEKER IS
he was no more fit to understand tii.e _question or lib a large, sixteen-page paper, and is_filled each week with the choicest literatlire pertaining to FreethpU:ght and the overthrow of superstitions.··
·erty and necessity than blind Barttmeus, .the son It also ably d,iscnsse_s reforms politically and socially, and iR really one of the best .papers we have· ever read. It is bold and fearl.ess in its
or 'l'lmeus, could see untll he was cured, as the denunciations of kingcraft, priestcraft, and all other ways and means by which the people are held in bondage anrl ignorance, and no one
story goes, o! his blindness bY our savior, In the can rea!'! THE TRUTH SEEKER a year without becoming nobler an& better. You can get the paper three months on trial for fifty cents, and ~
vicinity of Jericho. Bee Mark x, 46. Poor Boswell! you try it yon will not ;want to be without it thereafter.- Rochester, N. H., Anti-Monopolist. ·
·
.
Poor Johnson! Poor humanity! seeking .stable
One of tQ.e finest monuments ever see.n in this country has recently been erected to th~inemory of D. M. Bennett, founder of that
tooting where no footing Is to be !ou nd 1-Hy!az.
able advocate of Freethought, THE TRUTH SEEKER, in Greenwood Cemetery, New York. One thousand friends of the <lead journalist, admirIT Is certa•n !rom experience that the smallest ers of his sterling qualities and the beauty of thought, goodness of heart, and the self-abnegation which di~Hnguished his life, contr1btited to
grain o! natural lJ,onesty and benevolence has more the fund by which this magnificent memorial was erected. A colored lithograph of this beautiful memorial has just reached us In reality
•ffect in men's conduct than the most pompon~ it is present that is appreciated more than cold words can express. Besides a· view of the monument there is a fine likeness of Mr. 'Benviews suggested by theological theories and systems. nett. On the monument are engraved many of the famous utterances of the departed Liberal as well- as the record of his-life and the work
A man's natural Inclination works luoessantlY upon to which many years of his activ manhood were devoted. THE TRUTH SEEKER perpetuates the fame of Us. fqunder by this truly generous
him; It Is forever present to the mind; and nilugles act, and while accepting its generosity with thanks it is but just and proper that we should add our. testimony to that .of thousands of
ltsel! With every view and consideration; whereas others who have many times.declared that as an advocate of free thought, free speech, and all that is ennobling in nature THE TRUTH SEEKER
reilglous motive, where they act at an, operate only has no superior in-the universe.~ Lackawanna Democrat.
·
.
_
by starts and bounds; and It Is scarcely possible tor
THE TRUTH SEEKER is an iconoclastic journal.· The sworn foe of superstition and error:in all ·its forms, its motto might approprithem to become altogether habitual to the mind. ately be, War, war to the knife, and the knife to the hilt-,-for it never: lets· a chance go by to hit superstition a resounding blow. It is a
The force of the greatest gravity, say the phlloso· first·class exponent of what we call fighting Liberalism.
.
•
.
· Under the direction of Mr. E: M, Macdonald, it still
phers, Is lntlnltly smalllu comparison to that of the flourishes. Besides numerous articles of a polemic character, it.contains a department for children, "Notes," "News,"" Gems of Thought,"
1east Impulse; yet ~t Is certain that the smallest "Odds· and Ends," and numerous letters from correspondents. Beside·s THE TRUTH SEEKER, the firm publishes also Liberal books, one of
gra.vlty wlll, In the end, preva.ll above a great 1m· the best specimens of which is their last publication, the TR~H SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' ALMANAO, a. perfect gem, both in·
pulse, because no strokes or blows can be repeated contents and finish,- and which we would recommend to be sent for by those who are not yet acquainted with THE TRUTH SEEKER
with such oonetancy as attraction and gravltatlon.- publications- The Sociologi.st.
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Hume's Dialogs fJonaerning Natura! Rel£gi<»4.

TERMS FOR ISS6:
THE six thousand years which were counted In the
Single subscription, · $3 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in
Christian schools since the so-called creation of the
One subscription two years, .in advance,
6 00
one remittance,
$S 50
world and man, ha"v long ago grewn to be as many
Two new subscribers,
_
:i 00
One subscription w:ith four new subscribers, in
tens, u ·not hundreds o! thous!Lnds, o! years, since
One subscription with one new subscriber, in
one remittance,
the formation ot man alone, notwithstanding all the
- 10 00
one remittance,
Any numl1ler over five at the same rate, invariably
difficulties atten'iant-on a correct estimation o! the
6 00
One subscription with two n~w subscribers, in
. with one remittance.
·
position of human remains beneath alluvial soli,
' one remittance,
needing long periods tor Its !ormation. This estl·
'2' 00
mate rests on an Incomparably surer basis than did
It is thus seen that any bf our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber ilt the regular rate ($3), will ~et his own for
the old one, based on. the biblical text o! the ages o!
$2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his own paper for $1; by getting three new subscribers he will not only get h1s own free, but
the patrlarchs.-D. F. Strauss.
will have fifty cents left to pay cost of money order; by getting four new subscribers he will have hi,s own free and gain $2.
WHoso would be a man must be a non-conformist.
This makes THE T:auTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by ·
He who would gather Immortal palms must not be so doing .he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share ~th them the advantages of the club rates.
hindered by the name or goodness, but must ex
plore It and see U It be goodness. Nothing_ is at last
sacred but the Integrity of your own mind. Absolve
you to yoursel! and you shall hav the sut!rage or the
33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW Y0RK.
world.-&ntrson.
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· A BED of oyster 'shells as lapge a.s dinner
plates ·was discovered by. a Tallahassee, Fla. •
man while digging il. well.
LETTERs to the San Francisco newspapers
. complain that the missic;ma.ries in Alaska a.re,
in many instances, unprincipled adventurers.
THE Common Council of Bronson, Mich.'
P osts l·n ten public places th.e ·names of men
to whom, in. consequence of their habitual
drunk. ~riness, rum is not to be sold..
.

AFTER umch experimenting, Dr. Richardson
has found a satisfactory ineans of causing painiless death, and has introduced it into the Home
for Lost, Dogs in London. The.il.nimals toibe
killed are placed in a chamber charged .with a
mixture of carbonic oxide aRd chloroform vaP or, when they tranquilly fall asleep and wake
no more.
,
THE late Archbishop Purcell's · creditors
wrote to the· Plenary Cot(ncil at Baltimore:·
"People are begin'ning to thfiik that, if heaven
needs all the substance of the widow arid orphan to keep the clerical profession .in aftlu~
e:ilce and splendor, it is
'to rehlre;from the
sanctuary and delve for some other scheme of
·~salvation.";.·,
···'·"'·' '~ - · .·.' '
· . ., . ·· •

time

"Con!" cried the exhorter to the landlord,
"come! In the father's house there are many
mansions." ''And they don't hav to be repaired?'; aSked the landlord wistfully. "Never
a repair!" said the exhorter. ".Well, then, .I'll
come!" shouted the landlord, and in two minutes he was the loudest among the rescued
sinners on 'the anxious seat.
OF the 34,000 newspapers of the world nearly
32,000 are published in Europe and· North
America, leaving little over 2,000 for all the
rest of the world. South America. only issues
sufficient to allow each of its inhabitants 'three
newspapers a year-exhibiting the curious con<
trast in this, as in all else, between the great
northern and so_uthern continents.

gasses of Lei_c.,ster and their heirs, that no
Jew or Jewess in my time,. or iJi the time of
my heirs, to the end of the world, shall, within
the liberty of the town of Leicester, inhabit,
reinain, or obtain any resfi;lence." The end-of
the world is not yet; but Leicester-the Leices~
te:sr,of de Montfort:-enJoys the administration
.of its first Jewish mayor. Times hav change4
since the thirteenth century.
IN going from Unitarianism to Episdopalianism, the Rev. Martin K. Schermerhorn, of New' his . .
,f th f
.
"As to
port, glVS
opmlOn
e ormer lsm:
Unitarianism, I will say' that it has been a cona·
.
th
h I I
sta.nt . 1sappomtment ~ 0 me, . oug
a ways
tried to._me.ke the best of it. In short, I lost
all·hope.for any permanent grow.th.of Unita-

°

rianism before I left Newport; and this in part
was what providentially caused me to turn my
studies and thoughts in the direction of the
olde'r'church and faith,"
THE late Dr. Macadam used to.tell of_ a tipsy
·Scotchman, making his way home upon a bright
Sunday morning,. when the .good folk were
wending .their way to th'e kirk. . A little dog
pulled a ribbon from the hand of !'·lady who
was leading it, and as it ran away frolll' her;
slle appealed to the first passer-by, wh·o happened to be the inebriate, asking him to whistle
for her poodle. ,; Woman!',''he retorted,-with
that solemnity of Vis&ge which only a Scotchman Qan: assl).ine, "Woman, this is no day for
whustlin'!"
·
THE Hotel Gazette of San Francisco thus relates what befell a holy man employed by our
government to teach the sailors how to climb
the Jacob's ladders that reach~beyond the main
trucks up to heaven: "One. of the chaplains
of the United States Navy came down from
Mare Island on Tuesday,. and, like all good
cha.pla.iils, p,ut up at the Occidental Hotel.
·Last night the pious man went,out to view the
Io~al elephant, and he gazed also on the wine
when it was red. About eleven o'clock he
found himself lost somewhere on Sutter street
imd hailed a man with a request to show him
to the Occidentai Hotel. The man took him
into an alley,a second man grabbed ·him around
the neck, and the pair deserted him. The
chaplain finally got to the Palace Hotel, regJstered, and then discovered that he had been
robbed of a gold watch and chain valued at
$150, and a money order on the treasury for
$250. He. reported his loss at police headquarters at two o'clock this .morning, and
mournfully went back to the Occidental to
negotiate for shelter. His garb a.nd face were
solemn, but in the main he gave indications of
a hilarious. evening in society."

THE criminal statistics of the Board of Police
Justices for the year el!.ding with October indicate a very creditable condition of peace and
order in the city of New York . . The total
number of prisoners arrested was 74,647, but
of this number 22,730 were discharged, and of
the arrest~ 20,445, and 6,275, were respectivly
for the minor offenses of. intoxication and vagrancy, while the great total of '28,696 were
taken to the station houliles for disorderlf conduct only. The arrests for the more serious
THE superintendent of a penitentiary was crimes were comparativly few; 715 for felonishowing SOme visitors through ·the establish- OUS, assault and battery, .791 for burglary, 54
ment. The convicts were at dinner. "I did for forgery, 88 for homicide, 316 for robbery.
not know," said one of the visitors, " that a.ny In how many of these cases indictments were
difference was made 'in the food, yet I notice found and convictions followed we are not told
that while most of the poor fellows ar.e served in these statistics; but thero is nothing in the
with meat, a few hav nothing but bread and figures to indicate that serious crime is on the
coffee." "It is only on Fridays that any dif- increase in New York. The statistics as to the
.ference. is made," explained the superinten- sex and nativity of the prisoners are interestdent. ''Some of the prisoners never eat meat ing and suggestiv. Of the whole number,
on Fridays."
more than a third were hom in the United
MR. IsRAEL H.uT, a. Jew, has just been ·states, less than a fifth in Ireland, and about
chosen mayor of Leicester, England. The a fourteenth in Germany. The Italians giv"the
principal general interest of the fact lies in the criminal courts a good deal of trouble in procircumstance that about the year 1230, Simon portion to their nuinbers. They are hot headed
de Mqntfort, earl of Leicester, granted a and violent, and we are not surprised to see
' charter to the borough for the total exclusion that ·1, 707 of them were arrested during the
of the Jews from Leicester, and they took year. About twice as many boys as girls were
refuge near the Jewry wall-a portion of which arrested, the males under fourteen years havis still preserved. The charter recited, "Let ing been 2,248, as against 1,051 females. The
it be universally known that I (Simon de Mont- growth of vice among young girls is one of the
fort), for the health of my soul, and the souls saddest and most disgraceful incidents of our
of my ancestors and successors, hav granted, present civilizatiov., and it seems to be greater
and by this my present charter confirmed, for in London than in New York, even in proporJne and my heirs in ·perpetuity, to my bur- 1tion to the population.-8un.
THE French Chamber of Deputies p;oposes
to reduce still further the Budget for Public
Worship. Four million francs are to be taken
from the appropriations to the Roman Catholic
church, and three hundred thousand from
what ·has formerly been given for Protestant
worship. The object is to make a se{faration
between church and state in fact, though the
leaders of the French government seem to
shrink from doing this in form.
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and .9Jlippings.

LIEuT: "'REELY, commander of the Arctic
v
exploring expedition, says that of his nineteen
men who perished all but one were, smokers,
and that one was the last to die. The seven
survivors were non-smoking men.
IN the course of a. lecture ·in Chicago, Col.
Robert Ingersoll wanted to know what minister
had ever done as much for the world as Darwin, when a. voice sang out, " Burchard.''
Even the colonel had to join fu. the laugh that
followed this pat reply.

'1'-a.B~

·,T:HE Emperor of Germany ·is a ·good d,eal
puzzled by the rapid spread of Socialism in his
realm. The recen~ elections to the Reichstag
showed large Socialist gains at the expense of
both the leading parties, and he has just been
advised by a trusted staff oJ;Rcer that Saxony
is honeycombed with Socialism. Emperor
William remarked th·at he could not understand why his Saxon ·subjects should be discontented,· but "he greatly feared that the
ardent anxiety for the welfare of the German
people which was always uppermost in his
thoughts was either insufficiently known o~ else
the agitators maliciously threw dust into the
eyes of their dupes, thus blinding them to the
t.
d .
ti. nal.
"t , Th b
rue roa to na 0
prospen y.
e ahavior of these ungrateful Saxons, comments
the New York Times of recent date, is certainly
most unaccountable. They · hav the most
amiable emperor in the world, and a kind old
man as chancello·r, and.all.that 'h1"s
1"ndulgent.
•
pair aSk of the German subject is that he shall
serve seven years in the standing army and five
years more in the Landwehr, and then dig and
sweat and be taxed the remainder of his nat.
ural life in order that the old emperor may
every year indulge his liking for seeing half a
million soldiers go through their autumn rnanomver8. A German subject who would deprive hi!! Kaiser of rational amusement on the
selfish and frivolous pretext that the money
wrung from him in tues would keep his wife
and family in food an:d firewood must be a very
h dh t d
ar - ear e person.

Jltws of! tht 1/tth.
•
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THE year 1884 givs an aggregate loss by fire
in the United States and Oanada of about
$110,000,000.
ONE thousand persons are on strike at South
Norwalk, Conn., against a reduction of wages
in the hat factories. '
THE chief of police at Waverly, N. Y., was
mistaken for a burglar by a brother policeman,
last Sunday, and shot accordingly.
NEW YoRK city has more than 14,000 employees, who are paid about one million per
month out of the municipal treasury.
THE Plenary ·council of Catholic dignitaries
at B11ltimore closed on the 7th. The Methodists are about to hold a centenary celebration
at the same place.
AN accidental explosion of dynamite in a
farmhouse at Strafford, N. H., last week, injured eight persons, six of them, it is thought,
fatally.
IT 'having been proposed that Congress
should pay Gen. Grant an annual pension of
$5,000, the general announces that he will not
accept the annuity.
FRANCIS D. MouLTON died on the 3d inst.,
aged 49. He was the principal witness in the
Beecher-Tilton scandal, in "fhich he became
famous as. the "mutual fdend."

DEACON TERRY, of Riverhe-td, L. I., ran
THE lighthouse keeper at Reykjanes, the away from home last week, taking Mrs. Downs,
southwest point of Iceland, discovered on July his pastor's wife, with him. He took $4,000
29th last that a new island had suddenly ap· in money, but deeded his farm to his wife. ·
peared above the water, about nine miles from
A NUMBER of eminent pugilists gave an exhithe mainland. Nine weeks ago the Britisll
consul in Iceland visited the island, which he bition in this. city last week for the benefit of
.describes as a blaek volcanic rock o{ small ex- the striking miners in Hocking Valley; Ohio .
tent. In this neighborhood several islands More than two thousand dollars was realized.
hav from time to time risen to the surface or
REPRESENTATIV MILLARD, of New York, will
sunk out of sight. Geological writings giv a introduc; in Congress a proposed constitugreat many instances of inlportant changes on tional amendment making the president's term
the earth's surface that hav been made within six years and providing that he shall be inelihistorical times. The stupendous volcanic gible to re-election. A pension, the amount of
emption of Krakatau on Aug. 27th, last year, which is to be fixed hereafter, is to be paid to
entirely changed the physical aspect of the ex-presidents.
·
Bunda Straits. A part of Krakatau was shot
THE
Rev.
James
Ross
was arrested at Midout of the sea and dropped into the straits
eight miles northward. The greater portion dlefield, Ohio, on the 3d for forgery. Ross,
of the island, containing several thousand with his family, consisting of a wife and two
million cubic yards of earth, was hurled small children, came to Middlefield about the
first of last May. No one knew who he was
through the-air over Zaug Island, and plunged
into the channel seven miles to the northeast. or where he was from. During his residence
These'two ne~es of land, which hav been there, part of his time has been spent in
named Steers and Calmeyer Islands, now ap- preaching, and the remainder at the joiner's
trade. It seems that Ross had been living in
pear above the sea where previously 240 feet of
Flint about two years previous to last May,
water existed: Where the volcano of Kre.katau
and was pastor of one of the churches there.
stood a sea fathomless by a line of 1,000 feet
In the latter pa;rt of April, it is charged, he
now exists. General Sir J. H. Lefroy recently
forged a note for $100 on a farmer in Flint,
called attention to the fact that ninety-six
cashed it, and left the town.
more or less extensiv tracts of land are known
to be rising or sinking. Geologists tell us that
THE Wasllington Monument at the national
the Atlantic coast between Cape Cod and Cape capital was completed last Saturday afterHatteras has been sinking for centuries, and noon by setting in place the marble capstone.
that. the subsidence has not yet ceased on the There was no special celebration, that being
coasts of New York and New Jersey. The reserved for Washington's Birthday. A fiaz
Indians who lived on· Manhattan Island when over the monument floats from a flagstaff the
the Dutch colonized it-tW:o centuries ago, Sf!.id top of which is exactly 600 feet from the
that in the time of their great. grandfathers it ground, thus displaying the American colors at
was possible to cross Hell Gate dry shod from the greatest hight of construction ever yet
·one bank to the other. Professor Guyot esti- known in the world. The monument itself,
mated that since the colonization of the conn- with its total hight of 550 feet, far overtops
try, this part of the coast has subsided twenty- 'every other structure of human hands. The
three and one-half inches every century. aluminium apex of the monument is engraved
Science is not yet able to tell in accordance with inscriptions a.s follows: On one face:
with what laws these upheavals and depres- "Chief EDgineer and Architect, Thomas Linsions of the earth's crust occur. Geol~gists, coin Casey, Colonel Corps of Engineers; Ashowever, hav beert able to fix almost exactly sistao.ts, George W. Davis, Fourteenth United
the limits of the areas both of upheaval and States Infantry; Bernard R. Green, civil ensubsidence. There is now no doubt that many gineer; Master Mechanic, P. H. McLaughlin."
of the tislands of the southern Pacific Ocean On another: "Cornerstone laid on bed of
are the lefty portions of a continent which foundation July 4, 1848. First stone, at hight
sank until the waters covered it. Other parts of 152 feet, laid Aug. 7, 1880. Capstone set
of the Pacific Ocean bed are gradually rising, Dec. 6, 1884." On a third: "Joint Commisand are thrusting here. and there new islands sion at setting of capstone: Chester A. Arthur,
above the sea. While the greater part of the W. W. Corcoran, chairman; M. E. Bell, EdAmerican continent is slowly rising, Australia ward Clark, John Newton. Act of Aug. 2,
is gradually sinking. Lieutenant-Commander 1876." On the fourth side some religious genDe Long found evidence that Bennett Island tlemau got in his work by having "Laus Deo "
had risen one hundred feet within quite re- (praise to God) engraved. 'rha.nks to this indicant times. Thus year by year the earth is re- vidual, our patriotism and our superstition go
constituting its seas and continents,
; upon record at the same altitude.
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Ibarrister, with liberty to plead in the courts of West-

Bacon's elder brother Anthony is in France, corresponding with Secretary W alsingham.
minister.
The Parliamentary Journal of February 23d conShakspere at twenty-five, if Mr. Collins's discovery
tains this en.try:
Bacon and Shakspere.
in
1835 is to be trusted, has become one of sixteen
"The committees appointed for conference touching a loan
A CHRONOGRAPHIC PARALLEL.
or benevolence to be offered to her majesty are Mr. Francis owners of the Blackfriars' Theater. The first theater
Bacon, Mr. Edward Lewkenor, and others."
erected in modern times was in London in 1575.
William Shalcspere.
Francis Bacon.
Prior to that time public acting was mostly out of
Born
Apr.
23,
1564
;
At
the
Christmas
Revels
Bacon
assists
the
gentleBorn Jan. 22, 1561;
doors, and players were fined, imprisoned, and even
died Apr. 9, 1626; aged died Apr. 23, 1616· aged men of Gr~y's I~n in ge~ting up the p~rformances. put in the stocks. The erection of the Blackfriars
52 ea s
'
A comedy, m whiCh Catahne and "Dommus de Pur65 years.
y r ·
poole" are the leading characters ("Prince Purpoole" was an offense to the nobility of that aristocratic
neighborhood, now the heart of London. The plavSon of a wool stapler in 1594), is exhibited by the gentlemen of the Inn at
Son of a Lord Keeper
ers were under the protection and patronage of the
and
glover
of
Stratford,)
their
Hall,
before
Lor~
Burleigh
and
other
courtiers
of England, a learned
quean's favorit, the earl of Leicester, who died in
an illiterate Catholic.
on the 16th of Jan nary.
Protestant.
1588. He was stepfather to the earl of Essex. Lord
Chamberlain
Hunsdon became the next patron of the
Taught at a free-school
Sbakspere at twenty-three has probably migrated
Educated -at Trinity
company.
in Stratford-perhaps.
to London, leaving his family at Stratford, but it is
College, Cambridge.
"Titus Andronicus" has appeared by this year,
not certain that he is connected with the theater.
and
commissioners are appointed by the queen to
Left .college at 15, a
Left school at 14-per- Some say he held horses at the entrance.
ANTIQUARY.
For several years prior to this time different the- revise stage plays.
gradn.ate.
haps.
atrical companies hav occasionally visited Stratford
Went as an attache to
vVorked with his father (the nativ place of some of the actors), in some in- Jonathan Edwar<ls: His Notion of the Final
the Court of Paris, from at a trade· until 18, or stances under the patronage, it is said, of J ob.n
State of the Lost.
15 to 18.
longer.
Shakspere and other aldermen.
The appended extracts from the writinas of Jon athan Edwards are founil in Vol. IV. of th~ works of
Learned French, ItalDrank beer at potA.D. 1588.
that
eminent author. Edwards was a Connecticut
ian, and Spanish.
houses-probably.
Bacon at twenty-seven assists in getting up a Yankee, born at East Windsor, Oct. 5, 1703. At the
Returned on the death
Hunted c o n i e s and masque, which is presented to the queen by the gen'- age of seventeen he was "converted," and thereafter
of his father, bearing a poached on neighboring tlemen of Gray's Inn on the 28th of February. This devoted his life to teaching the genial doctrins of total
is all the biographer Mr. James Sped ding can find to depravity and eternal damnation. He died March
dispatch to the Queen.
deer-parks.
record about Bacon from the adjournment of Parlia- 22, 1758. Following are some of his most comfortMarried at 45 to a
Married at 18 (name ment, March 23, 1587, until after the defeat of the ing assurances:
"Impenitent sinners will not be able to find
handsome young maiden Shagspere) to a girl of 26. Spanish Armada, July 20, 1588. The exhibition be·
of rank.
"His works are full of pass- fore the queen seems to be a continuation of the any to befriend them and intercede with God for
On the 16th of January a them. They had the offer of a mediator often
"Then let thy love be younger ages . . . which, if he had Christmas festivities.
loved and honored her, he comedy (" Catalin~, and Dominus de Purpoole ") is made them. in this world; but they will bav no offers
than thyself,
Or thy affection cannot hold could not have written.
performed at Gray s Inn before Lord Burleigh, and of such a nature in hell. None will befriend them.
-While's Shale., p. 51.
the bent."
on the 28th of February the queen is entertained at They will hav no friend in hellj all theJ,'e will be their
-Twelfth Night, ii., 4.
Greenwich by an exhibition of the tragedy of "The enemies. They will hav no friend in. heaven; none
Misfortunes of Arthur," together with certain of the saints or angels will befriend them; or if they
Had no child after 20
Child born five months
masques, for which Bacon writes at least some " ad- should, it would be to no purpose. There will be no
years' marriage.
after marriageditional speeches," and otherwise renders assistance. creature that will hav any power to deliver them, nor
"The noblest works ancl
" The less that is said about
A. letter from Bacon to the earl of Leicester, ask- will any even pity them.
foundntions hav proceeded the matter the better."
"Nor will they ever be able to make their escape.
from childless men."-Bacon's
ing for i1is furtherance of some suit which the earl
-While's Shak., p. 49.
Essays, 1597.
of Essex had moved in his behalf, has recently been They will find no means to break prison and flee. In
found,_ written in this year (Spedding's " Bacon," hell they will be reserved in chains end darkness for
Admitted to the bar at
Absconded from Strat- 1878, 1, 50, note) The attachment of Bacon to Es- ever and ever. Malefactors hav often found means
21; elected to Parliament ford to London at 22 or sex therefore began as early as 1588, instead of 1590. to break prison, and escape the band of civil justice.
at 23.
23.
Elizabeth summons a new Parliament to meet in But none ever escaped out of the prison of hell,
Bearing in mind that Bacon is three years and November, but it does not meet for business until which is God's prison. It is a strong prison; it is
three months older than Shakspere, we will now the 4th of February following. Bacon sits -in this beyond any finite power, or the united strength of
all wicked men and devils to unlock or break open
Parliament for Liverpool.
p~rallel their lives by successiv years, beginning
the door of that prison. Christ hath the key of hell;
With 1585.
Shakspere at twenty-four is in London, and per- ' he shuts, and no man opens.'
A.D. 1585.
"Nor will they ever be able to find anything to reBacon at _24, in a ~ettsr t.o the Queen's principal haps employed at the theater "as a servitor " or "in
lieve them in hell. They will never find any resting'
"
k
very
mean
ran
.
The
story
that
he
held
horses
at
a
s~cretary, ~Ir F~anms _Walsmgham, urges his someplace there; any place of respit; any secret corner,
time pendmg smt, whiCh is to determin his "course the play-house door, :M:r. White says, "was not heard
which will be cooler than the rest, where they may
of
until
the
middle
of
the
last
century,
and
is
unof practice "-supposed to mean a shortening of the
hav
a little respit, a small abatement of the extrem":o.rthy of serious atte~tion." But whatever his pofive ~ears' prob~tion required to become a pleader.
ity of their torment. They never will be able to find
H1s mother· m her zeal for the Nonconformists SitiOn, plays hav certamly been performed which are
any cooling stream or fountain in any part of that
urges their cause in person before Lord Treasurer afterwards father~d by him, who in 1588, and per·
Burleigh, and follows it by a letter to the same in haps up to 1590, IS not suspected to be the author of world of torment; no, nor so much as a drop of water
anything. One of these is probably the first sketch to cool their tongues. They will find no company to
which she says:
Q'iv them any comfort, or to do them the least good.
"I ~onfess. as one that. hath found mercy, that I hav profited of the second part of " Henry VI.," printed in 1594
more Ill the. mward feehng knowledge of God his holy will, under the title of " The First Part of the Contention They will find no place where they can remain, and
though but m s~all measure, by an ordinary preaching within of the Two Houses of York and Lancaster" and rest, and take breath for one minute; for they will
these seven or erght years, than I did by hearing odd sermons
another, I?rinted in 1595, entitle~, " The True' Trag· be tormented with fire and brimstone; and will hav
at Paul's well nigh twenty years together."
edy of Richard, Duke of York, both without the no rest day nor night forever and ever" (pages 268,
name
ol"'the author. The play called "The Famous 269).
Shakspere at 21 is still living at Stratford. His
"We can conceive but little of the matter; we can
Vi~tories
of Henry V." has been acted on the stage,
father is said to hav been a butcher as well as a
not conceive what that sinking of the soul in such
prwr
to
1588,
and
seems
to
hav
grown
into
First
and
dealer in wool; and gossiping John Aubrey says he
case is. But to help your conception, imagin yourwas told by some of the neighbors that when the Second "Henry IV." and "Henry V."
self to be cast into a fiery oven, all of a glowing heat,
boy William" kill'd a.calfe, he wold doe it in a high
or into the midst of a glowing brick-kiln, or of a great
style, and make a speeche."
A.D. 1589.
furnace, where your pain would be as much greater
Mr. Richard Grant White guesses that William
Bacon at t~enty-eight is a reader at Gray's Inn, than that occasioned by accidentally touching a coal
may hav gone to London this year, 1585, or the next. and has acqmred an ascendancy as an orator in the of fire as the heat is greater. Imagin also that your
House of Commons. On the question of granting a body were to lie there for a quarter of an hour, full
AD. 1586.
double subsidy to the queen, his name stands fore- of fire, as full within and without as a bright coal of
Bacon at 25 _write~ a letter, May 6th, to Lord most on the Journals. He is "one of the committees fire, all the while full of quick sense; what horror
Treasurer Burleigh, his uncle, saying:
for that purpose," and is instructed to meet and con- would you feel at the entrance of such a furnace !
"I _find in my simp!~ obser~ation that they which liv as it fer with her majesty's counsel who are charged with And how long would that quarter of an hour seem to
were m umbra and not m pubhc or frequent action, how mod- the preparation of the bill.
you! If it were to be measured by & glass, how long
~ra~e~y ancl modestly soever they behave themselvs, yet laborant
Th~ Puritans are forbidden to hav open preaching. would the glass seem to be running! And after you
~nmdut. I fi?-d also that such persons as are of nature bashful
(as. myself rs), Wh(lreby they want that plausible familiarity The hcensed press is closed to their writings. They had endured it for one minute, how overbearing
whrch others bnv, are often mistaken for proud. But oiJ.ce I hav recourse to secret movable printing-presses, and would it hl'l to you to think that you bad it to endure
~now well, and I most humbly beseech your Lordship to be- scatter anonymous publications all over the land.
In the other fourteen! B11t what would be the effect on
hev_e that ~rrogancy and overweening is so far from my nature all these strifes Bacon counsels moderation and pru- your soul, if you knew you must lie there enduring
as, rf I thmk well of myself in anything it is in this that i
dence, aiming at harmony and tolerance.
that torment to the full for twenty-four hours! And
am free from that vice."
'
'
He receives a " a grant of the office of the clerk of how much greater would be the effect, if you knew
He is again elected to Parliament. The conspirators who attempted to liberate Mary of Scotland hav the c~unsel in ~he_ Star Cham her,:' procured by Lord you must endure it for a whole year! And how
been tned, condemned, and sentenced. The case is Burleigh, but It IS only a reversiOn which does not vastly greater st.ill if you knew you must endure it
brought before the Parliament. Bacon is one of the fall in for nearly twenty years, wbe~ it is considered for a thousand years! Oh, then, how would your
worth £2,000 a year.
heart sink if you thought, if you knew, that you must
speakers in "the Great Cause," arid one of the comHe
writes
an
"Advertisment
Touching
tile
Controbear
it forever and ever! That there would be no
mittees to whom it is referred.
v~rsies .of t~e Church of England,'' apparently for end! That after millions of millions of ages your
Circulation m manuscript. It is not printed until torment would be no nearer to an end than ever it
Shakspere at 22 is probably still at Stratford 1640.
was; and that you never, never should be delivered!
though Mr. White presumes he has become connected
" But your torment in bell will be immensely
_He dr~fts for Secr.etary vyalsingham (father of the
with the London stage during the year 1586 or per- Widow Sidney, who IS married in the followino- year greater than this illustration represents. How, then,
haps a little later.
'
to the earl of Essex) a letter on the conduct ~f the will the heart of a poor creature sink under it!
His father, John Shakspere, is superseded in the government toward Papists and Dissenters, which is How utterly inexpressible and inconceivable mmt the
office of alderman of Stratford for non~attendance.
addressed to Monsieur Critoy, secretary of Franca. sinking of the soul be in such a case!
The greater part of this letter is found almost verba"Whoever thou art, whether old or young, little or
A.D. 1587.
tim in Bacon's "Observations on a Libel " written in ~n·eat, if thou art in a Christless, unconverted state,
Bacon at 26 has become a Bencher, ~- e., an inner 1592.
'
this is the wrath, this is the death, to which thou art

flommnnilJafions.
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condemned. This is the wrath that abideth on thee; will be far more sensible how dreadful the wrath of
"In hell they will no more hav it in their power to
this is the hell over which thou hangest, and into God is, and will better understand. how terrible the offend the godly. They may hurt and torment one
which thou art ready to drop every day and every sufferings of the damned are; yet this will be no oc- another, but the godly will be out d their reach. In
night" (pages 260, 261).
casion of grief to them. They will not be sorry for hell there will be no ordinances, no Sabbaths, no
"It will not be long before you will be wonderfully the damned; it will cause no uneasiness or dissatis- sacraments, no sacred things for them to profane and
changed. You who now hear of hell and the wrath faction to them; but on the contrary, when they hav defile by their careless and hypocritical attendance.
of tub great God, and sit here in these seats so easy this sight it will excite them to joyful praises" (pages
"Hell, therefore, if you remain unfruitful and
and quiet, and go away so careless, by and by will 289, 290).
cumberers of the ground, will be the fittest place for
shake, and tremble, and cry out, and shriek, and
"Positivly; the sufferings of the damned will be no you, and there you will surely hav your portion asgnash your teeth, and will be thoroughly convinced occasion of grief to the heavenly inhabitants, as they signed you" (page 312).
of the vast weight and importance of these great will hav· no love nor pity to the damned as such.
"God has laid himself under no obligation by any
things which you now despise. You will not then Th,ey will rejoice in seeing the justice of God glori- promis to keep any natural man out of bell onemoneed to hear sermons in order to make you sensible; fied in the sufferings of the damned" (page 29).
ment.
Nat ural men are held in the hand of
you will be at a sufficient distance from slighting
THE UNGODLY WARNED.-" How destitute of any G:od over the pit of hell; they hav d~served the fie~y
that wrath and power of God of which you now hear comforting consideration your condition will be if pit and are already s~ntenced ~o It. And God IS
with so much quietness: and indifferencA" (page 265). you perish at last. You will hav none to pity you. dreadfully provoked; his anger IS as ~reat toward
"Be entreated to consider attentivly how great and Look which way you will, befOre or behind, on the them as to those that are actually ~uffermg the exeawful a thing eternity is. Although you cannot coni.- ·right hand or left, look up to hraven, or look about cutions of the fierc~nes~ of his wrath in belt, and
prebend it the more by considering, yet you may be you in hell, and you will see none to condole your they hav done not~;n.g m _the le~st to appease or
made more sensible that it is not a thing to be disre- case, or to exercise any pity toward you in your abate that an~er. Neither IS God m the least bound
garded. Do but .consider what it is to suffer extreme dreadful condition. You must bear these flames you by any promis to hold them up one moment; the
torment forever and ever; to suffer it day and night must bear that torment and amazement day' and devil is waiting for them, bell is gaping for them, t~e
from one day to another, from one year to another, night forever, and never hav the comfort of consid- flames gather and flash about them, and would fam
from one age to another, from one thousand ages to ering that there is so much as one that pities your lay hold on them and swallow them up'' (page 316).
another, and so adding age to age and thousands to case; there never will be one tear dropped for you.
"The God that. holds you over the pit of_ hell, much
thousands, in pain, in wailing and lamenting, groan"You will find none that V'l'ill pity you in hell. The as one holds a spider or s_ome loathsome msect ov~r
ing and shrieking, and gnashing your teeth; with devils will not pity you, but will be your tormentors, the fire, abhors you, and IS d_readfully provoked; his
your souls full of dreadful grief and amazement, with as roaring lions or hell-hounds, to tear you in pieces wrath towards you h?rns hke fire; he loo~s upon
your bodies and every member full of racking tort- continually. And other wicked men who shall be you as W?rthy of nothmg else but to be cast mto t~e
ure, without any possibility of getting ease; without there will be like devils; they will hav no pity on fi~e;. he IS of purer eyes than to _bear to bav y_ou m
any possibility of moving God to pity by your cries; you, but will hate and curse and torment you. And ~us ~Ight; you are ten thousand times so abommable
without any possibility of hiding yourself from him; you yourselvs will be like devils; you will be like ~n ~Is eyes as the most hateful at1d _ven?m.o~s serpe~t
without any possibility of diverting your thoughts devils to yourselvs, and will be your own tormentors" IS m ours. You hav offen~ed . him_ mlimtly mor_e
from your pain; without any possibility of obtaining (page 295). ·
~han e~er a stub?orn rebel did his pnnce.; and ye~ It
any manner of mitigation, or help; or change for the
"When you shall stand before the tribunal at the ~s nothmg but his hand th·:t .f-?lds y~HI from fall~ng
better any way.
111
left hand, among devils, trembling and astonished, mto the fire ev~ry moment, I" IS ascnbed t? nothmg
"Do but consider how dreadful despair will be in and shall hav the dreadful sentence passed upon else that you did not go to he~I t~w las_t mght; t~at
such torment. How dismal will it be when you are you, you ·will at the same time see the blessed com- you was suffere~ to awake a~am m thJS .world after
under these racking torments to know assuredly that pany of saints and angels at the right hand rejoicing, you closed yom _eyes to ~Jeep, and there .Is no o~her
you never, never shall be delivered from them; to hav and shall hear them shout forth praises of God, while reaso~ to be g1ven .why you ha~ not dropped mt,o
no hope! When you shall wish that you might be they hear your sentence pronounced. You will then hell smce you arose. m t~e .mornmg, ~ut that Gods
turned into nothing, but shall hav no hope of it; see those godly people with whom you shall hav h~nd held you up, there IS no otltei ~eason to be
when you shall wish that you might be turned into a been acquainted and who shall hav been your g1ven w~y you hav not gone to bel~ sm~e you hav
toad or a serpent, but shall hav no hope of it; when neighbors, and with whom you now often converse, sat here I_n. the h.ouse of God, provokmf:? Ius pure eyes
you would rejoice if you might but hav any relief, rejoicing at the pronunciation and execution of your by yo~r smful, Wicke~ man~er of attendiJ?-g his sol~mn
after you shall hav endured these torments millions sentence.
worship; yea, there IS nothmg el~e that IS to be gwen
of ages, but shall hav no hope of it; when, after you
"You that hav godly parents, who in this world as a r~ason wh;r, you do not at this very moment drop
shall hav worn out the age of the sun, moon, and hav tenderly loved you, who were wont to look do:n mto .hell (.page 318) · .
stars in your dolorous groans and lameatations, with- upon your welfare as their own, and were wont
The misery of tb~ damned m hell can be ~etter
out any rest day or night, or one minute's ease, yet to be grieved when anything calamitous befell you in rep~esented by no~hmg than. by a_ deluge of misery,
you shall hav no hope of ever being delivered; when, this word, and especially were greatly concerned for a. mighty deluge of wrath which wlll_b~ te.n t~onsand
after you shall hav worn out a thousand more such the good of your souls, industriously sought and times wors~ th!ln a.delu~e of wate~s, f~r I~ ~Ill be a
ages, yet you shall hav no hope, but shall know that earnestly prayed for their salvation; how will you deluge of hqmd fi1e, a~ m the scnptutes It IS c~lled
you are not one whit nearer to the end of your tor- bear to see them in the kingdom of God crowned a lake of fire ~nd bnmstone. At the en~ of the
ments; but that still there are the same groans, the with glory? .
'
world all the WIC~ed shall be swallowed up m ~vast
same shrieks,-the same doleful cries, incessantly to
"You will then see them praising God for execut- deluge ~f fire which shall be as great and as mighty
be made by you, and that the smoke of your torment ing just vengeance on you for setting so light by as Noah s deluge of _water. .
.
.
"After th_at the Wicked Will ha:' mighty b1l~ows of
shall still ascend up forever and ever; and that your their councils and reproofs. However here they
souls which shall hav been agitated with the wrath of loved you and were concerned for you, now they will fire and brm:~stoll:e eternally_ rollmg over_ their poor
God all this while yet will still exist to bear more rise up in judgment against you, and will declare s~uls, and their miserable, to~m~nied bodi~s Those
wrath; your bodies which shall hav been burning and how your sins are aggravated by the endeavors which billows. may be called vast ltqm~ moun tams of fire
roasting all this while in these glowing flames yet they to no purpose used with you to bring you to and bru:~stone. And when one billow s~all hav.gone
shall not hav been consumed, but will remain to roast forsake sin and practice virtue, and to seek and serve ov_er .their .h~ads, another shall follow, Wit~ out mterthrough an eternity yet, which will not hav been at God; but you were obstinate under all, and would miSBI?n, ,p-Ivmg them no rest day nor mght to all
all shortened by what shall hav been past.
not hearken to them. They will declare how inex- et~~mty (page ~~ 9 )·
.
''You may by considering make yourselvs more cusable you are upon this account. And when the . Men c~n artifiCially ra~se su.ch a degree, of heat
sensible than you ordinarily are; but it is a little you Judge shall execute the more terrible wrath upon you With burmng-glasses a~ ~Ill qut~kly melt tne very
can conceive of what it is -to hav no hope in such upon this account, that you harv made no better im- stones and sand.. ~nd_ It IS probaole that t_he heat of
torments" (page 278).
provement of your parents' instructions, they will that great fire which Will burn t_he world Will be such
"At the day of judgment, the saints in glory at joyfully praise God for it.
~s to m~lt the r?ck~ and very gwund, and turn them
Christ's right hand will see the wicked at the left hand
"After they shall hav seen you lie in hell thousands m_to a kmd of hqmd fire. . So that the whole -:or~d
in their amazement and horror; will hear the judge of years, and your torment shall yet continne without Will probably be converted m~o a .great. lake, or l~qmd
pronounce sentence upon them, saying, ' Depart, ye any rest, day or night, they will not begin to pity you globe of fire, a vast ocean of fir~ m which the Wicked.
cursed, into ev&rlasting fire prepared for the devil then; they will praise God that his justice appears in shall ~e ov~rwhelmed. .It Will be ~n oc~an of
and his angels,' and will see them go away into ever- the eternity of your misery.
fi~e which Will always be m a tempes~, m Which the
lasting punishment. But the scripture seems to hold
"You that hav godly husbands, or wives, or Wicke~ shall be tossed to a~d fro, havmg no r~st day
forth to us that the saints will not only see the mis- brethren. or sisters with whom you hav been wont nor. mght, vast .waves or billows of fire contmually
· k e d at th e d ay of JU
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heavenly inhabitants; that the two worlds of happi- come to part with them, when they shall be taken and qmc tshell:setWI m anth ~ bond; their_ efa ts, th e~r
ness and misery will be in view of each other.
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eyes,
eir ongues,
err an s,
etr ee '
en·
Though we know not by what means nor after what yo~ Heov:rever you may wail and lament when you see loins! and the;r vitals shall forever be full of glowing,
· will b e, ye t t he scriptures certainly lead us them parted from you, th ey bemg
· taken and you 1e ft, meltmgt fire, fierce
enough
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rect and immediate apprehension of each other's not taken with them" (pages 396, 297).
e m~ qmc an 1IVe1Y sense 0 ee1 6 ormen
state. The saints in glory will see how the damned
"If you continue not to bring forth any fruit to (page
).
are tormented; they will see God's threatenings ful- divine glory, as you hav hitherto done, hell will be the
A Trusting Girl and a Christian )Voman.
filled, and his wrath executed upon them. When only fit place for you. It is a place prepared on purA 1'RUE S'l'ORY.
they shall see it, it will be no occasion of grief to pose to be a receptacle of such persons. In hell natthem. The miseries of the damned in hell will be ure ceases to labor any more for sinners; the sun
The good Christian woman! How often we hear
inconceivably great. When they shall come to bear does not run his course to shine upon them; the earth of her virtues! A practical example of them came
the wrath of the almighty poured out upon them doth not bring forth her fruitR to be consumed upon under my view lately. She is the wife of a wealthy
without mixture, and executed upon them without them there. There they will hav no opportunity to farmer, and the mother of a handsome son. The son
pity or restraint or any mitigation, it will doubtless consume the fruits of divine goodness on their lusts. paid attentions to a neighbor's motherless llaughter.
cause anguish, and horror, and amazement vastly In hell they can prejudice or encumber nothing upon The good Christian mother learned that the girl was
beyond all the sufferings and torments that ever any which God sets any value. There the faithful ser- approaching motherhood, and he1· handsome son,
man endured in this world, yea, beyond all extent of vants and ministers of God will no longer spend their who was the father of the prospecliv child, intended
our words or thoughts. For God in executing wrath strength in vain upon them. When the barren tree in good iaith to carry out his promis, and marry the
upon ungodly men will act iike an almighty God. is in the fire, the servants of the husbandmaa are free girl before the birth of the child. 'rhereupon the
The scripture calls this wrath, God's fury, and the from any further toil in digging about it and manur- good Christian mother compelled her handsome son
fierceness of his wrath; and we are told that this is ing it.
~
to abscond without a word of warning or farewell.
to show God's wrath, and to make his power known;
"In hell they will no more hav opportunity to clog When the news was brought to the. gid, she was sewor to make known how dreadful his wrath is, and and discourage the flourishing of t•eligion, and to de- ing on her wedding clothes, and she g~t up and
how great his power.
stroy much good, as they often do in this world. In; started to a pond to drown herself, saymg not a
1
" The saints in glory will see this, and be far more hell they will no more hav opportunity to corrupt word to any one.
sensible of it than now we can possibly be. They others by their ill example.
I The matter was compromised; an')ther man mar-
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l'is~ c~c f:i-::1 :;lt1 fo''c;-:·ol Jl:e child, receiving a /lar." His plan for getting the government out of
E.urL1 ,,r l'H-i1FJ fc-;: ii:~ L)r<' lie. He was a very distant' debt was to pay off in greenbacks the bonds that
c~·lhh:' ;;l kinsman of tlle girl's, and married her be- had been issued, and to hang the first man that
C8.me he wanted to swo her from further disgrace should ever suggest the issuing of another. ·
and from sinking into hopeless ruin.
They moved
Mr. Leavitt regretted that he had left his ligures
to a distant community. H wa;l not pretended that at home, but in _default of these the best contribu1he girl y;as not pure save for her confidence in her tion he could make to the subject of money would
lover, U1r fir·st and only lover she ever had. But her be a history of the national finances from the begin" s:wittl position" lacked about one per cent of being ning of the war up to the present time. As the hour
~s ;;ood ns Lis in the imagination of his mother.
was late, this design of Mr. Leavitt's was generallv
_':.. '.:e _gil'l is broken-hearted and is dragging out a deprecated by the audience, but he proceeded, and
mJs::-o:rrd.Jle existence; her brother is drinking him- had got so far as 1873 when his time expired and
self to death; her old lover and betrayer is a prey to the chairman drove his nail in.
remr)rse; but. the good Christian woman who caused
Mr. Pomeroy, in replying, said he had made no
thE> 1uia is fl,il right-for Christ has forgiven her and statements which were not strictly accurate, and
wrtGhf'll ll'"'''·Y her crime" in his own precious blood." which could not be verified by official figures.
The
Bretlaen. let UR pray.
government should never borrow u, dollar while it
had the power of creating money. A.s well, said he,
might the Almighty borrow candles of the de,il
'l'he Liheral CJub.
. \VIl_fn ~·. ·dsitor last Friday evening trudged up the while possessing the ability to make suns and stars.
The club adjourned at the usual time under the
step" i.('fl(img to the hall where the Manhattan Liber2.! Club }_:o]og irs meGt.ings, he found Librarian belief that it had been a grand meeting, though the
Ki;jg strcm1ing nt t1Je top conversing with the Hindoo feeling engendered by the absence of Mr. Shook aspu;:rl.it wbo sets type on THE TRUTH SEEKER. In an- sumed the intensity of a poignant regret. At the
svver to a question, Mr. King said that a man they next session Mr. Cohen will reconsider the vote for
ca1Jec1 Drick Pumeroy was inside talking on the Gen. Butler in the late presidential election.
grcJcJJ huck dollar and its power to promote general
pror;pcrity. He didn't know wbo Brick Pomeroy
Canadian Notes.
was, awl he guessed he wouldn't stay. Subsequent
Last evening a lecture was delivered by Mr. J. A.
events show Ad tbat the librarian had missed a good Risser in Albert Hall, on the subject, "Freethinking
meeti!!g. WLeu the visitor gained access to the hall, a Duty." He showed the variety of ways in which
Mr. Pomeroy was well under way on his lecture, people put out their thinking to be done for them
which wns llearly identical with the one delivered by somebody else instead of doing their own thinkbefm·e tbe c\nb ;bout a yeat· ago. His proposition ~ng. Others again performed all their mental work
was to do ,1way with national bank notes and to issue m conformity to some ruie or plan or authority, or
greeD ~-rt~l;s icl ~ufficieilt quant-ities to pay the bonded sets of .c~eeds or dogmas or b~oks .. 'fbe vot~ries of
~1r bt O• t.De .~u•.twn, a~ well as to remune~ate the pres- superstiti?us the?l?gy g~t thmr pnests to tbmk _for
1dent anr1 nrner public servants. He believed that, as them. 0Gher r&hgwus bigots never venture to thmk
the alorefi:.>id bonds bad alrear1y been paid in interest, at all before they hav first consulted a book (which
it would be no injustice to the holders if they were they call sacred), and then they dare not think exceot
paid m gno,eJJ ln:wks and the debt repudiated. It was in accordance with the teachings of the book.
~
tnw th<;J'e was .::, contract that the bonds should bear
Taylor says, in contemplating the origin of Chrisintf'T''bL unbl the :year of grace 1900 and odd, but the tianity, we hav to consider that as the sources from
gc.v:on:mE:ont might repudiate tbat contract, and the which all men's ideas are derived are the same namely
iiJ(livi:!ua1 had no more right to protest than the sin- from the five senses (the only means of ~cquiring
n,p;· ''nrl. to ¥ick against the judgments of Almighty knowledge) there is nothing wonderful in the general
(l-or:. 1vh. Pome~oy w?nld bav the government put prevalence of a sameness of ideas in humanity in all
ou ,· '·i1" JmJ.:clrec: m1~lwns of greenbacks yearly for regions of the world and in all ages. The affections
i;w,, ·, '"'. ,., a:J an expenmcnt. Prof'perity would come of grief, fear, pain, hope, pleasure, gratitude, etc., are
pa.:, ;, :;· its Wtty with th0 gl'eenback dollar.
as common to man as his nature as a man, and could
;\ ~ t~e conclusion uf the address, lHr. Wakeman not fail to produce a corresponding similaritv in the
sp(;i.t u~· the persecution of Charles Conroy by An- objects of his supe1·stitious veneration. The idea of
thcG_y C't,il'stock. Tbe Defense Association had de- the atonement, of a sacrificed Christ savior of men
cic',,li tL:·" C.;nroy WfH1 innocent of the misdemeanor who offered himself to die in order to save us fro~
chnr(,' :··.1 n~: ainst him, and should be defended. The p~nishmel?-t for our sins (the savior himself being
D .. :c:.ce CL,rumiltee were competent judges in that without sm, and heaven-born by means of an immu i i er, 1'.3 the deponent w;o.s informed and believed, maculate conceptim, ), this Christ to hav lived and
and ! lwf;tl wishing to contribute to the end in view died as no other could liv and die, to hav done and
t;;L( uld c~nin' with Dr. Foote. The able and inter- suffe!'ed great things for the service of mankind, but
est;~~~ J r'l ure to wLich we had listened was now open above all to hav propitiated the wrath of the supreme
to ,li'·<:u-.:,:r:lJ.
_
being-and to hav conquered the invisible authors of
~'.- ,., ; : ,;~1 :; urg('d upon l\Ir. Sutherland, th~re pres- mischief in man's behalf--was such an overwhelming
Ell],;,, (:q;• Hl1l<· fdia<:ies of Brother Pomeroy.
Mr. draft on man's tender feelings (the excitement of
bllit:J!,,.,; W!cLf:d J'or~pacetocollect Listhouahts. whith is one of the strongest sources of pleasure in
nl:. :-il· ""\)y :,aid lha\. his good sense told hi~ to our nature) that the best hearts, and the weakest
sit ~,,;l, i;ui. Li~ 'llliJlJOr s got the best of his sense heafls, never gave place to the coolp.ess and apathy
and l·e woulr1 uffel' a few remarks. In !he first place, of skepticism.
·
1Hr. l'ul~it:•·o_y llucl informer! us that he was always in
The articles in the Toronto Daily Mail on the dedeb!. r.k Si(eJJsby dicl not think a man who was
alwcLJ-' iu ckbt W;lS tiH:l psrson most eminently qua.li- cline of Christianity and the universal and overfie(! to ircstrud tbe members of the club c•n the sub- whelming growth of Secularism hav attracted much
jed uf fiJJaJH:e. If tbe government was to break its attention in all parts of Canada. But the Toronto
eDllir,wt as to the bonds it had issued, what guaran- Daily Mail is only one among many newspapers
tee h•1d v;e tuat it would keep its word as to green- thr?ughout_ the dominion which say the same thing.
It IS pleasmg to find that many of the Canadian
b,~cl's?
Mr. B\isc,•)rt observed that l'.:Ir. Slensby's was the pl'Ovineial press are edited by no mere .ignorant
fur:;,icbt ;~1·gmuent he ever Leard in his life. He cor- Christians, but by well read, thoughtful, and cultured
reetsd i\ll'. ~lellsby's pronunciation of the word persons, which can be seen in the excellence of their
nuance, wbich that gentleman had pronounced literary work.
1 'i-naneA. i\tr. Bli8s<:rt, who is an Irishman, gave the
When the story of Jesus of Nazareth (the Christ)
auU•o!;Zc;d oriLd.ipy of tbe word as "foi-narnce."
was preached to the nations of the ancient world
:Mr. Surhedand <:!aimed that JVlr. Pomerov's method (they having already similar Christa of their own),
of gd•it•g the government out of debt by setting a they never entertained a doubt that a similar series
priL-ti;.;,_;--prH'S to i'mming alJ(1 turning out greenback of adventures was proof of one and the same hero,
muut y wus novel but impra.cticable, as a paper dollar and tha~ the Grecian A._r;ollo, Pbmnician Adonis, the
was u, mere I. 0. U. of no value unless it was subject Escl!lapms of _Athens, the Osiris of E 1ypt, the
to nr\uuptio.u. As for flh. Pomeroy's statements, Chnstna of India, and the Jesus Christ of Nazareth
tht:y wa~.-J woefully inaccurate. The speaker would were but yarious names of the self-same deity. So
like to be inforru>3d what constituted a dollar-cer- that nothmg was so easy at any time as the business
taillly l!O;, <1 pi~ce of paper baaring a promis to pay. of conversion. Not skepticism, but superstitious
Mr. 1\;r.c;o·o:, 's scheme would not do. During the
credulity, is the characteristic propensity of mankind.
rtm~, ),s d bit~ r-peuker, which lacked continuity on
ace(_,;_t,,~ of b, ing extt:mporaneous, the people in the
Mr. Moody is holding revival meetings in Toronto.
rel-lr d ii:G iluil dropped into light and versatil verbal The Toronto Daily World has an article upon him
int:acuLHW'!. OHler was reston,d, however, by a with headlines in staring black type, "Mr. Moody
tirudy suggefltion from ihe eha.ir thrtt the conversa- Makes it Pay," "The Revivalist's Mansions-his
tion be tewpur~rily snspPndud while Mr. Sutherland Wealth and his Trotters." After an account of his
was al(c:rcbr'ing the club. This happy result having snccess and _his lack of intellectual acquirements, the
been nttaw:'d, t.i.Je -orator's discourse wore on to the WoTld contmues: " How can we explain this pheend uf twenh minutes.
nomenon? Perhaps it is useless to attempt it in these
J:;h'_ Hu!:u"volunteered to tell Mr. Sutherland what days of religious surprises, of Salvation Armias and
con<tlimcrl n duli:tr.
In the first place, it was one the like. Mr. Moody has none of the graces of orabuu· :eu Cd·;~,. l11 ;Le ::;econd place, it was the unit tory, his voice is harsh and unmusical, and there is
of vd•w w ihe United SL:l.tes, as a pound was the no depth or originality in what he says. The disunit of vJJu.e iu England, and a franc in France. course is made up of the usual revivalist talk with a
"That,'' said Mr. Huhn, "is my conception of a dol- large admixture of anecdotes, comic stori~s, and
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Yankee slang uttered ·through the nose, which he
delivers himself of with astounding glibness in the
most approved New England auctioneer style.
A disposition to multiply the objects of faith-to
listen with eagerness tr, anything that is offered to
them as miraculous, to believe every pretense to a.
divine revelation, to embrace every creed-presents
itself in the history of almost every society of mankind, and is found to be nearly a universal characteristic of human nature.
Unbelief is no sin that
ignoran~e was ever capable of being guilty of. To
suspect It of the nations previous to the Christian
era is to outrage all inferences of our experience,
and to suppose the human race in former times to
hav been a different species of animal from any of
which the wonder loving and credulous vulgar of
our own day would be the descendants. Of all miracles that could possibly be imagined, the miracle of
a miracle not believed would be the most miraculous.
Probably the catching airs of Sankey hav had
quite as much to do with the remarkable success of
those evangelists as Moody's exhortations (they can
not be called sermons). The officially published
?iography of Mr. Moody shtes that the tw·, evangelIsts started their work with the determination "to
take no salaries in any form, to ask no collections, to
engage in no business, but to devote themselvs
solely to the work of God, and to rely upon him· for
all things requisit and necessary as well for the body
as for the soul," and it adds in a foot-note that in his
visit to Toronto Mr. Moody has not hinted at the
E_Iuestion of remuneration. Yet a good many people
will be surprised to learn that Mr. Moody started as
an evangelist poor, and ~now very wealthy.
The miraculous darkness which covered the whole
for the space of six h_ours, which the evangelIsts so solemnly declare to nav attended the crucifixion of Christ, labors under the fatality of an absolute and total want of evidence.. In the "History
of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire," Gibbon, in his usual strain of sarcasm and irony, keenly
asks, "How shall we excuse the supine inattention of
the pagan and philosophic world to those evidences
that were presented by the hand of omnipotent God,
of the truths Christianity presented not to their reason only but to their senses. This miraculous event
which ought to hav excited the wonder, the curios~
it.y, and the devotion of m'l.nkind, passed without the
slightest notice in an age of philoRophy of science
and of history during the golden age of Roman literature contemporary with a multitude of busy pens.
It happened during the lifetime of Seneca and the
elder Pliny, who must hav experienced the effects or
received the earliest intelligence of the prodigy..
One of these philosophers- in a laborious w0rk has:
recorded all the great phenomena of nature that had.
ever happened, so far as known or recorded-earth·
quakes, meteors, comets, etc,, all that his indefatiga-.
ble curiosity and industry could collect-but both
he and the other hav entirely omitted to mention
the greatest phenomena, the most astounding occur-·
rences in physical nature to which the mortal eye·
has ever been witness since the creation of the globe •~
(Vol. ii, chap. xv, p. 379).
~arth

Althou!:,h Mr. Moody's official biography declares
that be takes no salary in any form, he possesses a
palatial mansion at his old home at Northfield,
in Massachusetts, runs a stud of fast horses, which
he takes a great delight in driving and training to
beat the stock of his neighbor farmers, and carries
on half a dozen boarding-houses conducted on the
principle-which proves to. be a lucrativ one-of
teaching piety as well as the three r's. In addition
to all these luxuries, Mr. Moody is an extensiv owner
of real estate in his nativ town, all of which he acquired the title to since he became an evangelist.
Thus in- Mr. Moody's case has the maxim proved
true that " Godliness is Profitable for the life that
now is as well as for tha(which is to come."
The great convention of ;Freethinkers for Dec. 13th,
1884, is the absorbing topic in Toronto. The committee for getting up a musical eutertainment for
the delegates are busily at work rehearsing sweet
strains and heavenly harmony in linked sweetness
long drawn out.
R. B. Bu·rLAND.
Toronto, Dec. 6, 1884.
-------4~------

What Are Those Methods ?
F>'om Lib<rty.

Rome was not built in a day, and the sun will rise
several times more before Anarchy is fully realized.
It will be realized first where it is easiest and most
important to realize it-that is, in banking and commerce.
Through these it will gradually exercise a
remarkable influence upon the ways and tendencies,
the mental and moral habits of all the people, and
this revolution in human nature will then make it,
possible to regulate by Anarchistic methods all the
matters in which interests are most involved.
CATALOG of the Truth Seeker Company's
tions sent free upon application.
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News and Notes.
Salamanca Convention has just closed. 'l'he winds blew
and the rains came down, and altogether there seemed to be a
general ~mash-up of the elements Saturday and Sunday, and
about all we could do "'as to wait and be patient. Nevertheless we had a good time. Eloquent speeches were made.
ilrave Burnham, of Michigan, bore the brunt of the day courageously, assisted by C. B. Reynolds, and in spite of all something was e,ccomplished, and the campaign faltered not.
Wakeman made a noble address, touching the bights of our
great argument, ancl outlining the wonderful work of the future, based on an illustrious line of descent from the heroic
past. Outside the meetings we had a splendid social life, and
this we think will be continued, for Salamanca has a gracious
host of women who will certainly help develop the new work
of Liberalism in the l.ne of moral and sociable culture. A
fuller account of the convention will be given next week. See
also what our good friend, Mrs. A.M. Booth, has done by a little consecrated labor. Let others do likewise, and how soon
success will be assured to our pioneer work. It is by each
doing his or her level best in eve1-y community that will set the
tide rolling on to irr~sistible conq nest.
Let each Liberal scan the lecture engagements of Watts and
Putnam, and if they find that they will come within hailing
distance of their own home, send word at once, and if arrangements can be made they shall hav a night's campaign
work that shall giv them new enthusiasm. Broaden and multiply the fields of labor so that our best men can be put into
the very front and kept constantly pouring hot shot into the
enemy's ranks.
Don't let our Pennsylvania friends forget the grand state
convention to come off at Altoona. We purpose to make that
a shining mark in Liberalism. There are some royal souls at
Altoona, generous and devoted to the cause, and there will be
plenty of inspiration both for eloquence and action. Those
who come will enjoy a rare treat. They shall hav poetry, and
they shall haV' reality; the promis of the future, and the fruit
of to-day. Come to the feast and be prepared to join, armed
eap-a-pie, the great host of Liberals.
Some of our friends are disposed to criticise. We welcome
every frank expression of opinion. The National League is
not an invalid that it needs any favors shown to it in the
spirit of pity. It is a strong man, and will show by its life
that it is based upon the right principle. It is not for policy
or for popularity that we aim, but for a chance to do a great
work, to bring all honest Liberals together, and to establish
justice. What grander work is there than to est>J.blish justice,
to vindicate the right of free thought and free speech? To do
this in a broad and charitable spirit is the aim of the League
to-day. Its cry is consecration, and consecration to meet the
impending crisis, to do our best on the basis of the Nine Demands, and a victory won here is a victory that will be felt in
the depths of the ages. We trust to time to vindicate the wisdom of our course, and to show forth the glory and the usefulness of that unity for which we strive.

Brief Correspondence.
C. H. BETTS, North Wolcott, N. Y.: Please find inclosed $1
for the Campaign Fund. I heartily approve _of the ~ction of
the National League, and I hope tht>t every Liberal will do all
he can to promote its success and ther~by h~sten the day when
reason truth, and common sense Wlll re1gn supreme, and
ignora~ce and superstition be no more. Yours for the success
of the League,
DR. E. F. BEALS, West Winfield, N. Y.: Inclosed is one
dollar for this quarter, for Liberal League Campaign Fund.
I am ~ery mu<:h interested in the Liberal movement, a~d I
hope the time lS near when such men as Watts and Chamey
will cease to wrangle over Spiritualism and Atheism, and
work in harmony for humanity. I am glad to see THE TRUTH
SEEKER so ably conducted. I hav been a subscriber since its
commencement, when it was a seventy-five-cent paper.
NEw YoRK, Nov 14, 1884.
Mr. Geo. M. Hare, vice-president of Veterai). Liberal League,
Soldiers' Home, Milwaukee, Wis., has been discharged by the
board of managers for refusing to serve his punishment for
telling the truth about the Ho?le mismanagement. He wa_s
set adrift on the county road, w1thout money, and refused his
trunk and went to the poor house, from whence his friends
hav t~ken him home to Oshkosh, Wis. Is not this most outrageous treatment of one deserving the gratitude of this na.
tion?
JoHN P. GuiLD.

lectnre field. To show that these hymn books are worth pur!'hasing hy Liberals, I append a letter sent me by the Hon.
Wm. H. Herndon, formerly law partner of our hmiored president, Abraham Lincoln:
"MRs. BuRNZ, fff,1J Dear Madam: Some few days since Ireceived from yon, as I suppose, a speoimen copy of your Liberal (new) hymn book, revised edition. I hav read over each
hymn and find the number most excellent. I sincerely thank
you for the specimen copy. The songs 11re lifefnl, joymm, and
gladsome; and when well sung by A.larae choir they will ring
along the aisles of our nature and sea~ch every rounded or
sharp corner in the vaults of the soul. The higher the civiliZfltion the greater is the love of music._ You know what
Earth's Poet said:
·
' The man that hath not music in himself,
Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds,
. Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils.'-Shakspere.
Songs and music are necessities of our age, and all Libemlsespecially where there are enough members to form a society
-should hav A. good I..iberal hymn book of aidful and cheerfnl songs. I am happy to finil that you do not sing of grief,
sorrow, blood, gloom, bell, and the like. Of nature, justice,
l0ve, hope. home, truth, ancl the like, you sing hopeful and
sweetly. Good music is worship; it lifts up our religinus soul
to high and lofty thoughts, which burst with will and action
in practical life. I do seriously recommend your book to all
Liberals everywhere.
"Yours most respectfully,
WM. H. HERNDoN."

I that it is next to im~ossible to get them to think or rend nnything but what the minister would recommend. I h,lv tried
to get several such persons to read some J.creethonvht Looks
or papers; but they generally refuse, becanse they s'lY tlut
they do not want their faith disturbed, and that f>eilh w<ts i\r,;c
implanted in them in the Sunday-school, anll I firl)lly i>e]i,,w,
that if the Sundny-school should be discor.tinn,o<l for the
space of twenty.five years, not one in a dozen roini.c'J'i'cl
would fiud empl0yment as minister:< at any price, but dw
church will not giv up the Sunilay-schools, bnt wili coutinne
to manufacture members· for Christhtn chmclles, uud u,"t.,
too, partly out of Freethinking f,tmilies who. for the ,";;1l.:-e nl'
popularity, allow their children to attend snc:ll ,;c]wol..;. N >W.
I believe in using the most powerful weapon~ in war. a~.cl l
would suggest that Messrs. Putnam and ·watts should, wiH'rever they go, endeavor to establish Liberal Sund:1y-scllools
for the purpose of teaching the children the en·or;;, contr:tdictions, bigotry, falsehoods, cruelties, and inconsi~tenci~s of the
old book. And I firmly believe thrrt until we c10 so we will
mttke slow progress, ancl fttil to mt~ke that progress thrrt WB
might make if we had Sunchy-schools of our own. I am
more convinced of the truth of it by re tding an article in Tmc
TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 8th, headed, "The Soci;tl Fc:>ture
Necessary to Liberal Work." If every Lihcmll-miu,]ed person
would read that piece cA.refully, I believe that Snil<Lty-sdwob
would be established generally, and I hope th11t i\Ic~sc,; l'ntnam and Watts will make strong efforts 11·lwrcver they·~,-, to
establish such schools. Now, please don't think that I want
to dictate; I only want to suggest.

A. H. Sorrow, Oakland, Cal.: A lette? has come into my
hands from Chas. B. Reynolds to the Oakland Liberal League.
This League han tn suspend their meetings for !A.ck of means
and interest. We hav plenty of Liberals in Oakland, but cflnnot organize them. Col. Ingersoll had crowded houses Dr.
York lectures here now to fair houses. Inclosed find Sl for
the Lecture Fnnd. Please change the time on my TRUTH
SEEKER. Giv Mr. Chas. "\Vatts, or any other lecturer who may
cnme to this country, my address, and I will giv them what
points I can to help the cause along, and I may kill the best
Cleveland rooster I hav got. Yours for truth and mental lib-

erty.
J. ACHILLIS LAMBETH .AND LAURENA A., his wife, Leadville,
Col. : I and my wife will giv twelve dollars for the year. Inclosed are three dollars for the first quA.rter. In January, will
send twenty-five dollars for a life membership in the National
Liberal League for my wife, who is A.s ardent in the cause of
progress and Freethought A.S I am. Only for the failure of the
bank in which I had all the reA.dy money I had, woulii send
you much more, for we both think that every one of Liberal
thought should do all in their power to help yon and Mr. Watts
in your efforta to carry on the good work. MA.y you both be
helped in every way, so A.S to insure you the success that we
all wish you in breaking down the power of pries,ts and church
securing secularization of our government, and making this
rea;lly a free country and a free people.

Mr. Charles Watts's Lecture Engagement'!.
1884
Dec. 4, SalRmanca Convention.
" 14, Toronto, Canada (ConventioB)
" 21,
H
H
,, 28,
"
"
1885.
Jan. 4, Hamilton, "
" 11, Toronto,
" 18
"
"
" 22' to 25, Montreal, Canada.
During intervening week nights-various parts of C mudn.
Jan. 29, Linesville, Pa.
" 30, Altoona,
" State meeting.
Feb. 1 and 3, Pittsburgh, Pa.
" 4, Wells ville, Ohio.
"
5, Alliance,
''
"
6, Akron,
"
7 and 8, Clevehmd, Ohio.
9, ~andnsky,
"
"
" 10 and 11, Toledo,
"
" 12, AdriRn, Mich.
" 13 to 15, Detroit, Mich.
" 16 and 17, Flint, "
" 18 A.nd 19, Lansing, Mich.
" 20 to 22, Gmnd Hapids, fiiich.
'' 23, Big Rapids,
"
24, Saginaw City,
" 25, Bay City,
During the month of March Mr. Watts will he in Toronto
and vicinity.

JOHN A. JosT, OGDEN. UTAH: The Ogden Liberal League No.
95 reorganized Oct. 27th, with twenty members. We think
we can vouch for forty members at five cents per month for
the National Liberal League. We havhacl no meetings for the
past two years, but since reorgani7.a1ion (Oct. 27th) hav regular
weekly meetings, wit.h average A.ttendance of A.bout fifty. Our
officers are: president, G. A. Pnrks; secretary and treasurer,
S. P. Putnam's Lecture Euga~:;cment!'l.
John A..Jost. An olil school Materialist of the Hub of the
Dec.
14, Toronto Convention.
Kneeland school fu?nishes us with a hall, and guamntees its
" 21, Hamilton, Canada.
continuance while there is a League to meet there. It was
" 28 Alton
"
built for the purpose. and has a seating capacity of over three
Jan.
Toro~to,
''
hundred. It has an inscription in golden letters on a mnrble
"
8, D, nncl11, JVIontreal, Uanadrt.
slab prominent in front: "Agnostic Hall. Light-Let it
" 25, 'l'oronto, Canarla.
Shine " The hall also hA.s the best reed organ in the place,
" 30, Altoona, Pa , Convention; and cluring FolJl'll!try
costing $175, this and furniture and fixings furnished by the
will accompany Mr. Watts.
Kneeland Hub man.
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D. B. CoziNE, Lexington, Ky.: In my last letter I promised
a little donation to the Lectnre Fnnd, and now I mnke that
promis good by inclosing $2.00 -one for the purpose named,
the other a' a trial subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, which
please hand either to Mr. Macdonald or Mr. Soinerby. I h>w
se,en one or two copies of the paper, and like it very mnch.
It's just such 1,t paper as Liberftlism nee,'ls: the manly, open,
fearless manner in which its editor expresses his opinions, the
aptitude and ability of his arguments, the felicity of his language. and his powers of analysis are to be commended to all
liberty-loving individuals, especially those who wish the world
freed from orthoclox superstition and enslA.ving priestcraft. I
wish I had the power-the power of a Shakspere or Milton-I
would impress in letters of living fire upon the mind of A.ll
Infidels the vast importance of sustaining our live, capable,
and reliable Libeml publications. The cause of enlightener1
hnman progress. of mental liberty, the peace and security of
our homes, and the happiness of civilized communities, rest
largely on our efforts in this direction. So rfllly around the
flag, friends, and don't let it be said we allow eel a first-class Infidel publication to die for lack of appreciation and sustenA.nce.
And remember a cause without A.n organ is like a wagon without a horse-unable to move either wRy. I declare I had almost forgotten to whom I was writing; whether to you or the
editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The frrct is. however, I bad hecome so interested in the subject, I almost lost sight of the object for which the letter was intender!. So you must prtrdon
me if I hav intruded upon your valuable time. I hav talked
up your lecture you think of delivering in this city, and the
few I bav spoken to concerning it seem to think it a good
thing. 'fhe pernicious, baneful influences, and the deprivation
wrought by the priests in this city, are truly wonderful. The
Infidels are powerless, as it were. The minister has the ad.
vantage of us. He has recourse to the public through his pulpit, and under the false pretense of accomplishing great good
for society, he can slander and abuse those who differ with
him in opinion to his heart's content. We cannot reply to
him, and if we try to clo so through the public press, we are
ostracized as moral lepers, and unfit for A. decent man to
associate with. All this needs righting, and I know of no men
more capable to fill such a responsible position than Mr.
WA.tts and yourself. So if you conclude to pay us a. visit you
will receive a hearty welcome. Though by few, it will be
none the less generous.

DR. LuDWIG FRITSCH, Evan~ville, Ind.: Ingersoll will speak
H. VAN PELT, Cleveland, 0.: I hav for a long time wanted
here on the 26th of November. If I knew the time Messrs.
Watts and Putnam could speak here I would hav posted and to write a few lines on a subject that has long weighed heavy
distributed circulars in our Opera Honse at Ingersoll's lecture. on my mind, and now, as I hav contributed my mite to the
I ~hall see Col. Ingersoll and ask him to announce Messrs. League Fund, I will take the liberty to make a single suggesWatts and Putnam are coming, and thus prep,ue for their n.r- tion, and that is concerning the Sunday-schools, falsely call eel
rival. Col. Ingersoll made, on his second lecture in this city, Sabbath schools. In my opinion the Sunc1A.y-school is the
$3,000, so you may judge what immense crowds were listen- church's right bower, which the church plays for all it is
worth. and I think that we shonld nse as efficient means to
ing to his discourse.
.
,
enlighten the young and tender mind as is med by the cbmclt.
MRs. ELIZA B. BunNZ, 24 Clinton Place, New York: I trust I know, by my experience, that they take all tho children that
the Liberals at the places wherE- Messrs. Putnam, 'Vatt~, and they can induce to attenrl their schools, and tea~h th0m everyReynolds lecture Wlll not forget that the proceeds of Liberal 1thing but the truth, and hy the time that thfl children are olil
Hymn Books, ordered f!om me throngh th.os_e gentlem~n, for! enough to quit Sunday-school, they are so firmly established
three months to ;,orne, lS devoted to sustammg them m the and grounded in the dogmas ancl superstitions of the church

Uterary NoteR.
OF Remsburg's'' Bible Morals" und ''False CLtinL'," Jf.lfl.
W. H. Herndon, of Springfield, Ill., writes: " [ luw j11.;;;
finished reading' Bible Morals,' and. am highly plc a:;r·tl ,. ilh
it. It is a truly practicallectnrc; it deals in f:H:Is il.n<l li;.;nrcs,
ancl will do the Liberal canso grc•:tt goo<l, aU<l ils antl«Jl' grr·at
honor. I hope it will be publishc<l in p>ttuphlet J',,J'Ill li'w
'False Claims.' Both these lcetnres wonl<l do h"no;· l'l any
man. They are so pmctic,tl, so plain, so :-;itnplu, ,su l<:r,;e, ,;o
logical, and so truly cloq non t."
THE articles in the Poplll<U' .'!t:ienr:e JlJonllti!J lnr T!· ,.,.,ll:JI'l'
are, "The Reformation in Tirne~kr~cpiug;" " . . \nJ(•rir•;tfJ .\'- pnl'L-;
of Anthropology;" "School-Cullnre of t!Ju 0 '''J'\'iw~ !'·'·: ,,_
ties;" "Queer Flowers;" "Alcoholic Tl'anee;" .. 'J'it1· 1 L' ,l;;,.!Jl
of Universal Suffrage;" "Canuiha1is1n as ·1, Cn:·\!1)~~~ ;'' ... ;~a~·
vation; Its l\foral and Physical Effects;" "The C!:,·nli,lry ,.. f
Cookery;" "Perils of Hapid Civili;.mtiuut "Ttrdi;.;;i.nJ ~~[!,·t Llil~
Doctrin of Evolution;" "Liquefactinn of tl10 1·:: <;lJl.'Ll lui'/
Gases;" "The Oil Supply of the World;" "Oddities of /~t,i!lJai
Character;" "Biographical sketch of E•1 war<l l\. 'l'ylnr (wit!,
portrait);" awl the usnal amount of: eorn·sp<Hl<l•:.,c:r·, Iii'"'"'',\'
notices, popular miscellany, mJil n0tes. Tl:•: s,·i<·ntifi,, articles this time are very interefitiog, hut. lite H<>v. 7,[r. T•·J:Ji•i,::;
paper must hav been inserter'! in lldermH;e lo i.lw u:li ,iu·JS
views of the pulJliohGrs, It has no Jmriic,nbr illCJl·iL n!' it.-; '''-''il
to recommend it.
1

THE danger of incitlent:tl bA.rm to tho e0!JIIllllJJii~·, or io r;c,;·tain classes of pP-ople, from tlle ioeren~;ell n;;r; .d~ :;n,tt:Liu ·J'.\".
the extension of public works, ote., i...; grundy \ brliHi··;\Jc~ I
when those who 1nahe the la·ws, anr1 r;:..;p(:ci Jly t:I(J:J(; v;{;();-:c
duty ~tis to interpret thc!OI, re~r-cf::i::~ 11 ' 1 •: is a J·m~ressi'r
science; that it is a means, not an end; illilt whca " ,·t:tte "f
things arises for which there is 110 prccel/en(, >c E'.'\',' f!l •:co0df:llt
must be made. How the most enlightcnorl jmists hr:lt! this
principle constantly in view, aml how tl1o coiuuum :•.s ·,,-( 11 ~es
the statute law is thus made to keep }Jltee \'.'illt tlJ•c gcnr·ml
advance of civilization, is aclmirably set forth in tL<· J,,,,ii'<g
article in the Nm·lh American Review for Dr;ecuil·c·l', "L;cbor
and Capital before the Law,'' hy Judge'!'. :II. Co,•l<·y, ,,J· ;,[i•·':igan. To the name nurnbcr 'VHlian1 I(. Ackerut,t!l eont11 i . ult·~
some suggestiv "Notes on Hailll'ay :IIan:tgdLH·rd," Dr c;,;, liemann tells what he found in his oxeav:Liions n£ il1<· JT,ins of
Tiryns, in Southern Gre:eef-J, ana Pl'ineil)}() S11<:i1·p ;-;npp1.·nwnts
LiH schol:trly article on "l<'ri.mtls!tip iu ,\.uci,.a:. l'ouLry" with
one Oil '"Friendship iu :i~ng!ish Pod.r~-. '' The ot!H'r Hl'~i(:l(::-5
in the number are, ,,rl.'ho British 1f.onSt: oi Lor;l:-;.:' hy <:t~nr.~;<~
Ticknor Curtis, and "ltcsponsibility for SLtlc· J :•,gun·y," 1·::
John F. Hume.
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mate purpose of conduct. Respecting the problem of Secularism, which alone recognizes the supreme
of conscious life after death, I am perfectly ignorant, importance of removing the evils of life. And the
but should that ignorance be a justifiable excuse for only possible good that may exist in Spiritual faiths
disregarding the right and setting at na.ught the feel- is borrowed from the intense antipathy of the human
Agnosticism.
ings and interests of others? Must I make this life mind to all forms of evil. Co-extensiv with human
The most serious objection to the use of the word miserable for both myself and others, because I am existence, both actual and prospectiv, is the desire to
Agnosticism in reference to the attitude of any class not sure of life being eternal? The right is the best hav all evils and every encumbrance removed; and
of thinkers is that it is purely negativ, it refers, not in this world as well as elsewhere, and I need no no form. of faith can offer any additional motiv to
to any principle or belief, but is a word whose meaning higher sanction than the welfare of others to prompt the persistent prosecution of duty than ·is afforded
is perfect ignorance. The objection to the use of the me to do right." The Agnostic could say this and by Agnosticism. I seriously doubt the honor, integword as justly representing any mode of thought is much more to the person who wonders at good con- rity, and virtue of any one who would act contrary
further increased because it does not specify on what duct coming from any other motiv than fear of pun- to those principles if there was no prospect of ansubjects it disclaims any knowledge, or its possibility. ishment or hope of reward.
other life. Instead of Agnosticism being a system of
The truth is that all men are Agnostics; and to desigThe ethical difference between Agnosticism and despair, it is otherwise; for contemporaneous with
nate one particular mode of thought as Agnosticism Spiritualism (I here use the word Spiritualism to life itself is the possibility of both pleasure and misery.
is a tacit assumption that others do know. It is not include all those whose considerations for conduct Because life may and must end, that is no reason for
convenient to find a name to adequately represent here are derived fro1n the prospect of another life) not deriving the most pleasure therefrom.
any mode of philosophy; but if a name were to be lies in the fact· that the one believes in working for
The frivolous idea that Agnostics hate, the doctrin
used, it would, of necessity, be exclusiv in its appli- the improvement of mankind in this life, whereas the of a future life is not warranted by facts. But they
cation, and, like t.he distinguishing names of relig- other makes the future life the pole-star of life and of decidedly object to hav life and its conduct deterious sects, would necessarily imply that those who conduct. It should not be overlooked that the means mined by extremely doubtful issues. As with all ·
were not of such a persuasion could not rightly as- adopted by these antagonistic parties must in the other questions we are called on to decide, our persume the name. ·whether a man believes or disbe- main differ. The history of Liberalism within the sonal preferences, our likes or ·dislikes, should hav
lieves in a certain doctrin does not affect the certain- last few years furnishes proof sufficient that with few no necessary relation to our conduct or belief. That
ty of his knowledge or ignorance. A proposition is exceptions, parties with such antipodal views do not a continued life is desirable-if that life affords the
or is not capable of proof. If it is not, then· candor work in harmony. This is to be regretted, but can possibility and certainty of progress~is true; but
would compel us to confess our ignorance. If it is, not be prevented. I see no reason to disparage what if it is the reverse? What if misery is the lot
but has not been proven, even then we must with- those who, acting under the influence of a belief in a of all? Is not universal death preferable to universal
hold our asssent until it is proven. Religious fanat- future life, aim to improve the condition of mankind woe? Is it not better to be assured that our little
icism has taken the advantage of the word Agnos- in this world. Neither do I see the consistency of life is circumscribed by birth and death, than to be
ticism, and has made it to mean (to the religious such persons casting reflections on us (Agnostics) for informed that we must suffer as long as thought, or
world) a total ignorance of everything-a universal honestly striving in the best manner known to us to life, or being lasts ? It is better tb.at the universe be
skepticism. Nothing is more unjust; and yet noth- meet the same end. Methods will differ in the same draped with everlasting mourning over the destrucing else could be expected when any class of re- ratio that individual minds differ. It is, therefore, tion of sentient life, than that the wails and woes of
formers, or of radical thinkers, used it to distinguish far from creditable to cast. insinuations or reflect on suffering continually harass and disturb the desired
themselvs from others. In relation to the doctrin of the motivs of others simply because of proposed dif- rest of the mind.
a personal God, and the immortality of the human ferences in the aocomplishment of.any needed reform.
To do right because it is right; to suffer for the
soul, however strong may be one's faith, honesty
Practically, then, the superiority of Agnosticism benefit of others without the prospect of compencompels every one to admit his total ignorance con- may easily be seen by observing the fact that all its sation, other thantbat afforded by the invariable accerning them. Accepting the hypothesis of modern proposed reforms hav an exclusiv reference to this tion of law; to maintain honor, integrity, and virtue
thought that the anthropomorphic idea of God is life in its totality, and is not in the least bewildered in spite of the brevity of life, are principles 0f conthe last relic of savage superstition-and feeling for by any reference to a supposed condition of existence duct that are incapable of improvement.
its advocates the same commiseration that is felt for of which nothing is definitly known. That considerFort Scott, Kan.
J. L. ANDREW.
more barbarous conceptions of the. gods-and recog- ations for the future hav interfered with the present
Magian Myths.
nizing the utter absurdity of man attempting to ar- life is inseparably connected with the historic develrive at exact knowledge of the infinit, or of changing opment of all religions. Prayers and fastings, depre- A REPLY TO WRITERS IN THE TRUTH SEEKER OF AUG. 30TH.
its (or his) purposes,.we all must admit that of the ciation of the body and its passions; the celibacy of
Allow me to thank Mr. Lincoln and Coravar
infinit power that produces all phenomena, we are both sexes; penance in its varied forms; disparage- Amerig for their answers to my question about Mithtotally ignorant. The most devout Christian is also ment of reason and the exaltation of credulm1s faith; ras. The Druid lore of the latter seems to open a
compelled to admit that whatever may be his belief, these and all other monstrosities of religion hav been rich field, but to my ignorance the allusions are
he knows nothing of God. In point of fact, then, the produced either by a strict obedience to gods, or simply tantalizing. I could wish to see a more elabChristian is necessarily an Agnostic. His belief in a with the expectation of improving the future by mak- orate article from the same pen. I was aware that
personal God counts for not.hing. Since his hypoth- ing this life· the more miserable. Christianity no baptism and the communion were old Magian rites,
esis cannot be proven, it cannot be believed. So, less than other religions makes this life worthless by but there is irreconcilable discrepancy between Mr.
too, respecting the immortality of the soul. Even if contrasting its brevity with eternal life, and by draw- Amerig's account of Ormuzd, and that of writers
it were true, as Spiritualists claim, that the physical ing our attention to endless felicity, thereby throwing hitherto known to me; they all agree with Anquetil
principle of man survives the death of the body and a greater disparagement on the happiness of this life. Du Perron, who made Zend lore the chief object of
remains intact in the preservation of consciousness, So effectually has it succeeded that with the prospect his life, and obtained from the Parsees of India Jibe
volition, and intellige .we, even then that could not of heaven, with the hope of securing eternal joy, perusal of their sacred books. All speak of Ormuzd
be a proof of its immortality. Because no proof is there has been a total disregard (among the poor and and Ahriman aq the good and evil principles born of
possible in such a case. And the utmost that it can oppressed) for the sufferings of this life. The growth " no woman," but of boundless time, and correspondprove is that death does not destroy the primal char- of doubt and the strengthening of the moral sense ing to nature's summer bounties, as Ahriman to the
acteristics of individual human life.
were the principal causes of arresting the pending evils of the cold season, physical and moral. The
Agnosticism is negativ, because it not only with- destruction of the race. Whatever may hav been its morality, as well as the ritual deduced from this conholds assent from the two cardinal doctrins of the re- attitude to other questions, it fundamentally agreed ception, is essentially agricultural, it relates virtue
ligion of the past-a personal God and the immor- with the most advanced forms of Secularism. It is with prosperity and vice with misery.
tality of man-but it declares it impossible for us to useless, men said, to impose suffering, or deprive ourMithras, the solar force, modified by the earth's
arrive at any knowledge on these questions.
selva of the best gifts of nature with the hope of bet- attitudes in alternate seasons, and corresponding to
But it is impossible for any belief or course of tering our condition after death. It is the growth of their whole annual career, may, rather than Ormuzd, ·
thought to be purely negativ in its practical results. this spirit that has led all reforms, and that in spite whom the arch-druid identifies with Plennydh, corThe activity of the mind necessitates something posi- of religious conservatism has wandered from the old respond to Hu.
tiv, definit. This seems to be overlooked by the op- paths. Not only so, the good that bas come from
As the Amschaspands or good genii presiding over
ponents of Agnosticism, when they charge it with the improvement of the arts, the advantages of the elements are explained as beneficent aspects of
being the greatest enemy to human morality and mechanical inventkns for the economy of human Ormuzd, while earthquakes, pestilential fevers, and
happiness by denying the existence of a personal labor, the benefits to mankind accruing from the dis- other maleficences, are regarded either as the works
God and the immortality of the soul. The Christian coveries of scientific investigation, and all the great of Ahriman's assistant genii, or as so many aspects of
affirms that if there is no personal God to make and reforms of the past hav bee.n produced by an exclusiv Ahriman; so the same idiom of thought renders
enforce his laws and the penalties for disobedience consideration for the improvement of mankind in this Ormuzd himself as the summer aspect of Mithras,
thereto, then there is no sanction to any right course world (although so-called religious reforms may not and Ahriman as his winter aspect. As to the human
of conduct, no reason why one should forego the most be recognized in the category of true reform, yet form of Mithras, it is clearly a poet's or painter's
sensual pleasures of life. Greater force is supposed they all hav been produced by the consciousness of image by analogy of youth with the spring-tide.
to lie in this familiar argument when it is announced evil in this world coming from ecclesiastical sources).
The chief value of these mythologic studies is to
that if this life is all there is for mankind, then we The more powerful the feeling of the principles of restore religious sentiment where it is due, viz, to
may as well giv vent to our passions, reap the greatest Secularism, the greater the disposition to make this useful and beautiful cultures, and those secondary
possible amount of happiness from the unlimited grat- life more agreeable. Instead of the belief of the Ag- creations which ally our human with the solar power.
ification of our lowest propensities; and in all things nostic causing him to act without reason or princi- Here the mysteries and miracles are those of science,
make self-aggrandizement the all-absorbing purpose ple, facts testify to the contrary. And, by the way, I in conspiring with art. Such practical religion
of life. It is difficult to find any other reason than would suggest that our opponents consider the weans us from sterillogomachies about the unknowmoral and intellectual insanity for such expressions. cause of such (to them) an anomaly. Every depart- able. Terra-solar physics will giv "the happy dis" What is the purpose of life ? Why should we suf- ure from the asceticism of Christianity and other patch " to metaphysics and activism to theology.
fer and toil if, after all, the grave is the absolute ter- forms of Paganism carries with it a corresponding
Mr. Lincoln justly reproves "the inconsequential
mination of human hope and consciousness?" are growth of "worldliness," or Secularism; of making speculations and useless wranglings of Liberals and
questions incessantly put to the Agnostic. What can this life worth living, irrespectiv of another life.
Spiritualists on subjects they can never settle," but
he say in reply? Simply this: "I know not whether
It will naturally be said by Spiritualists that in- as to the " grand old science and true key to the
death is the end of individual life or not; as far as I stead of their methods and practices conflicting with bottomless pit of all theological bedevilment," I look
do know, I think it is. But whether it is or is not, temporal success and happiness, they promote them; for that key, not in any mythologi~al allegories, but
of one thing I am sure: that it is better to do good, and by such means prepare mankind for a higher, in observation and experiment, industry and art.
to be right, to exercise self-control under every cir- though in essential respects similar, existence to this. The grand science, the science of sciences, to which
cumstance in life; to be generous and just, and faith- This is the supposed stronghold of that system of astronomy itself is indebted for its culture by the
ful in the discharge of duty, whether there is another faith. But to be logically supported it must assume earlier astrologists, is the science of social destiny, to
life or not. And even if the mere consideration of that the future differs in no essential particular from which attraction at once, sidereal and passional, affords
personal happiness is concerned, I do not believe the present. An opposit supposition would inval- the clew. To enlightened posterity, our wildest
that that end is reached by defying every known idate all efforts in that direction that would be war- theological delusions will appear less astounding
principle of morality; by setting at naught the lof- ranted by our present knowledge of things. Giving than the economic delusions of our democratic plutiest aspiratio~s and sublimest feelings of the human Spiritualists, then, the advantage of such a position, tocracy. Mr. Lincoln magnifies the importance of
mind, and by making supreme selfishness the ulti- it is only just to say that it is derived from the spirit the old Bible medley. I leave that to the priests

fiommunicationn.
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who make their dishonorable livelihood by glozing
on its texts. Astronomers hav always been, as they
are now, too much in earnest, to go maundering in
silly figures of speech, writing their observations and
calculations so exact as to ~mable them to predict
eclipses, as a series of conundrums in civil history,
that of Israel doing common duty for the stars, or to
translate the precession of the equinoxes by Ephraim's
being joined to his idols. Such figures outrage analogy and common sense, and to write~whole books
like the Old Testament in this wise is at once incompatible with the exigencies of science, and inexplicable by any such motive as diplomacy or warfare
afford to the secret languages called ciphers. These,
moreover, are not allegorical, but generally readable
by a mechanical key. The conception of a disguise
so grotesque, for a science not persecuted, is too extravagant for scientific sanity, and its elaborate execution, under the ·obvious narrativ of Judaism, as a
blind to the uninitiated, seems to me no less absurd
than . the mysteries and miracles themselvs. The
personification of "Time " in our old gentleman,
Abraham, is about as far fetched as the pun, half
Latin and half English, that draws him from the
ram, "Ab-ram-ic." On the other hand, there is no
question about the solar features of the Magian doctrins, nor that they were freely employed in the construction of Christianity. The man Jesus, divested
of all astronomical trappings, has important moral
suggestions, the value of which experiment only can
decide. Whether borrowed, like much of the doctrin
ascribed to him, i.e., Jesuism, and"' more of what the
church has added, i. e., Christianity, from the majestic Magian allegories, the astronomical myth common
to Jesus with Osiris, Mithras, .and that group of
solar youths, including, perhaps, Manco Copac, of
Peru, is a loose overcoat easily drawn off without
prejudice to the personality of the wearer, unless for
the spurious sanctities of superstitious ritualism. I
esteem that in view of such superstition, and of the
popular taste for stories, you -learned antiquarians
and cosmopolite linguists would dq a useful and
agreeable and a lucrativ piece of work, if, instead of
cracking your ab-ram-ic jokes on an old soldier like
me, you would narrate the solar myths in a popular
but artistic style, such as the original documents permit, but which they do not exemplify.
Diagrams may assist in explaining their scientific
element, and dissecting the "old astronomical man"
Dupuis, as a classical and encyclopedia authority. I
do not remember in him the peculiar bias mentioned
by Mr. Lincoln toward Egyptology; if, however, that
is so, it accords very well with the recent studies of
another writer, who makes Egyptian civilization the
matrix of all. As to climate, that depends on the
ear_t~'s axial inclinations, which do not appear to hav
been· the same as they are now when elephants
browsed-in tl• e forests of Siberia. Egypt may then
hav been more temperate.
Bacon, in his, "Wisdom of the Ancients," affords
a fine model of the analogic view applied to Greek
myths. His studies of the air-powers in Jupiter, and
soil-powers in Proserpine, are delightful prose poems
which natural philosophy rejoices in. Since his time,
Sa.nskrit literature has made precious contributions
·to this little explored field of legitimate romance,
which may very advant!J,geously supersede our common-place personalities of vulgar slang novels.
_M. E. LAZARUS, M.D.
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which had an individual existence a century ago, will all the slate writi;ug, visitations, inspirations, laying
still exist a hundred, a thousand, a million, yes, even on of hands when in half slumber, like the lonely and
millions of billions of years hence-in fact, during (probably) longing Chainey, seeing (supposed) visall eternity! Now, I demand analogical proof for ions, cabinet and dark circle wonders, materializathe assertion. What other thing, object, or phenom- tions, all together-the great sum total of all these
enon in nature which at one time was not, which at mysteries are not as the figure one in comparison to
one time began, will continue to exist forever in the a million when compared to that one grand, startling,
future? What besides roan-as it is claimed-has and ·overwhelming mystery how it can be possible
one end, and no other end? What else has a com- that when a man is dead-when all and every particle
mencement, then eternal continuation and statu quo? which made him a man has assumed other forms,
What other object in nature which has had an eter- when his whole being is annihilated and he has vannity of time preceding ils existence will not hav an ished-the identical man can still liv! Any darketernity of time succeeding its e1:istence? Is not circle "proof," any locked-slate message, no matter
this order of nature universal and arbitrary? Ods how startling, is therefore not only not explained by
man indeed an exception to the rule, and destined to attributing the ph(momena to spirits, but the mystery
enjoy a miraculous and supernatural existence for- is infinitly enlarged by the question arising, How do
ever?
spirits do it? How can they exist?
I therefore insist that spirit existence-if a reality
If one thing is positiv, and which must be conceded
by all, it is the fact that a hundred years ago-bar- -is absolutely unthinkable, and beyond the reach of
ring centenarians-not a vestige of the individuality, scientific investigation, and contrary to all else in
intelligence, consciousness, minds, or spirits of the nature not resolvable into component parts, nor
present generation was in existence, and also that possessing outline, weight, or tangibility, and thereto-day not a vestige of the spirits of future genera- fore must ever be consigned to realms of ghosts and
tions is manifest. What, then, does this overwhelm- spooks.
ing, absolute fact demonstrate? That mind or spirit
And here again occurs to me-if this doctrin were
begins and ends with the physical body; that it is true-the startling absurdity and worthlessness of
not a separate entity, capable of independent exist- physical existence: If man after death can exist durence, but simply a function, process, mode, or attri- ing all eternity without the wonderful and subtle orbute of the living animal organism, which latter is a ganism which now makes him a man, what a waste
purely physical result, or growth of purely physical of n~tural energy is it that this splendid form was
causes, and consequently subject to the laws of life produced at all? For surely if we can exist during
and decay, like all other physical bodies. It proves all eternity without flesh, bone, and organs, physical
that organic life (which is not to be confounded with existence here for a few paltry years is a lamentable
the physical life, vitality, or immortal potencies of failure, and the sooner we can get rid of it the better.
But the proposition, as I said in a previous letter,
matter) and individual consciousness necessitate
physical organism; that thought necessitates brain; is all idle speculation, and the cunning device of
sight, eyes; sound, ears; and all other fanctions their avaricious priests and cranky visionaries, not at all
respectiv organs. It proves that mind and life are to including in the latter the many intelligent believers
the physical organism what force, motion, and action in Spiritualism, but only applying these sweeping
are to a·clock or to a locomotiv, and we might as well terms to the organizers and inventors of the giant
expect nothing to indicate the time, or nothing, or the delusion. From a paper published in the Popular
ghost of a locomotiv, to pull a train of cars, when Science Jfonthly, and republished in the Radical Reevery particle of iron and steel which compose the view, entitled "Where and How vVe Remember," by
clock or locomotiv has been smashed, melted, and M. Allen Starr, M.D., I quote: "It thus becomes eviremodeled into ten-penny nails, as to expect to see dent, from the study of brain disease, that our visual
the identical inteHi.gence or spirits of John Jones or memories, our auditory memories, our memories of
Peter Smith when every particle which composed the motion, and our memories of speech, may each be
organisms of these good fellows bas been transformed lost, while other memories are unaffected ; and,
into grass, trees, flowers, cabbages, cows, and even further, that a loss of any one of these memories is
always due to disease in its own appropriate part of
into portions of many other human beings.
Let us suppose the case of a person who will be the brain." Thus showing the entire dependence
born in the year 5000-a very short period when of every function of man's intellect upon the brain.
compared with the vast cycles of ages of beginningless I urge all your readers to read this splendid and inOT'ro VVE'rTS'l'EIN.
and endless time. Does the mind or spirit of this structiv essay.
person exist to-day? Has it abstract existence; does
it act and think now? No! no one so bold as to aEsMaterialism or Atheism.
sert the activity or consciousness now of non-existNo doubt many innocent and lovely people are
ence or of the coming man. Yet it would be no seriously affiicted with the apprehension that this
greater absurdity than to affirm the existence now of beautiful world is growing godless, or "Godless," by
the dead. But, in course of time, as generation fol- which they mean that men and women are multiplylows generation into oblivion-about the year 5000- ing who hav too much respect for material things,
involuntarily, by purely animal or physical process, a and either dany or do not believe that there ever
child is evolved and born. It has a living body of existed a spiritual being or person who created all
flesh and blood, which givs J.t outline, form, sex, and things out of nothing; or that a vacuum, whether
individuality. It has eyes to see, a stomach to dige>t infinit or finite, can think. If asked how matter
food, a nervous system and brain to taste, perceive, came to be, they will perhaps say, "We don't know,"
and enjoy what conforms to its involuntary thought or, "It always was." Strength, beauty, and brain, of
and sensation. Soon it is hungry; it cries, and taking which some are too proud to be vain, and with
the food into its ctomach is the first pleasurable sen- which some are as cruel as Cain, ·whence do they
sation. It opens its bright eyes and, for the first come? They'll answer, "From sun, lightning, and
Can Spirits 1Vho Were Not Before Birth Exist time, meets the sympathetic smile of its happy rain, their natural home," making mere matter and
After Death 1
mother. It is telegraphed over a bundle of nerve motion the first causes of whatever we see, hear, feel,
The present condition-so to speak-of the vast cells to the brain, and it remembers what it has tasted smell, taste, or think of, the origin not only of men,
millions of human beings not yet born, but destined and seen. This is the dawn of mind-of intellect. women, and children, but of a practically infinit
to liv in the future, and the present condition of the Who can say that without eyes, without a stomach series of living organisms from the biggest sea-monvast masses of humanity which hav lived and died in and brain, any creature could ever evolve intelligence? ster down to the invisible and indivisible individual
the past, are identical. The condition of each individ- It cannot be done. A noted case in proof was Kasper atom of matter. It is only to postulate sex and moual before birth and after death is the same. When Hauser-supposed to hav been a prince-who, though bility to ultimate atoms, and the .how of things is
the spirits of the unborn hover around us, and we a perfecLchild, from infancy was incarcerated in a much 'simplified without assuming a beginning. This
can commune with our children's children not yet dark dungeon for twenty years, coming in contact is about what an Athiest did who was born nearly a
born, with the sages and thinkers, the poets and com- with no one. When finally released, he was but a century before Jesus of Nazareth. His name was
posers, of the future; when the spirits of the presi- living, breathing idiot, without mind or language.
Titus Lucretius Carus, a precious good name whedential candidates of 2884 can orate to us about the
Conception-a process virtually alike in all animals ther the man was precious or not. He wrote about
great issues of a thousand years hence, then, and not -causes the physical body, which in time aquires in- the "Nature of Things," by far the grandest poem
till then, will we possess analogous proof and circum- telligence. The former is the cause, the latter the in the Latin language. Priests of the pagan theolstantial evidence that the spirits of the dead liv long effect. The former alone makes the latter possible. ogy pooh-poohed it. Those of the Christian theolafter their physical bodies hav vanished.
It is as essential to its existence or continuance as ogy never, so far as I know, recommend boys to
It seems to be an axiom of science that that which oil is to a burning lamp, fuel to a locomotiv, or a read it in college. But, wonderful to say, in 176G
has a beginning must havan end, so it seems logical main-spring to a watch. Who can prove that when was born a Quaker, by the name of John D<1lton,
that the spirits or minds of those now living, and the cause is removed which originated it and which who became famous as the Ldber of tl-H1 "atomic thewhich had their beginning, say twenty, forty, or is essential i~o its continuance, the effect can continue ory" in chemistq. Beyond the presumption, from
eighty years ago, must end. And all objects of nat- during all eternity? Who can prove that when the the fact of his having been born in a Quakf'r family,
ure seem subject to this imperativ law. Every flesh and bone are gone, the outline of personality still I can find no evidence of his entertaining any theaflower, tree, creature, no ma.iter how endowed with remains? When all organs are annihilated their logical theory whatever. Guided by the abstract, unbeauty and loveliness; every rock, world, sun, and functions continue? That invisible and transparent created, eternal verities of mathematics, he started a
system, at one time was not, and it is considered organs and bodies are miraculously created and per- series· of experiments by which modern chemistry,
equally certain that at some time in the future they form identical functions as those of the glowing and almost wholly within this century, has established
will cease to be. All hav a beginning, are evolved warm flesh and blood? That breathing, speaking, the doctrin of dear old Lucretius, by which he
from the eternal potencies of infinit matter, grow for circulation, digestion, respiration, embracing, kissing, nobly aimed to free this world from superstition
a few moments, or for a few millions of years, then walking, etc., can be performed by these invisible, and establish the brotherhood of the human race.
decay, disintegrate, and again mingle with other inconceivable, miraculous organs, just as well as with Since the death of Dalton, in 1837, Materialists and
forces, only to resume again, a link in the perpetual the physical ? Who can prove it ? No one I And I Atheists hav multiplied in the scientific world with
chain of growth and decay. The perpetuity of nat- now affirm that all the combined so-called "proofs" exceeding rapidity, so that theology may well shake
ure is dependent upon this law.
ever supplied by so-called" mediums," no matter how in all its shoes, but why should theologians do so?
It is claimed by Spiritists that the life and intelli-, astounding and mysterious and unexplainable at j Is not nature, in'lluding the human, wide enough to
gence of the present generation, hardly a member of present by any other hypothesis than that of spirits; giv them pleasant work to do?
Euzun WmGH'l'.
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them being uninspired or as having a less "divine "
nature than the rest. And then to claim for the
Vedas and the Koran, for Socrates and Plato, for
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
Columbus and Galileo, for all the great minds of all
the
ages, an inspiration from the same God that is by
E. M. MA.ODONALD,
Editor.
Christians supposed to hav written the Bible that
0. P. SoMERBY,
Business Manage:.
consigns them all to an eternal hell, is as much a vioPUBLISHED BY
lation of Christian doctrin and as far from orthodox
THE TRUTH SEEKER OOMPANY. as the writings of Voltaire or the orations of Inger33 Vllnton Plaee, New York.
soll.
We wonder if another attempt will not be made to
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from Rome, hav abundant evidence of the rottenness
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the shop-keepers. For the first few Sundays the arrests were very numerous. The magistrates had
their time taken up in disposing of these cases. The
work of the "League" got to be a nuisance. The
Society's agents received some pretty hard raps from
unsympathetic judges on the inconsistency of their
arresting people for violating a law which they themselves broke when they went about on Sundays as
detectivs collecting evidence against other people.
Now, hardly an arrest a month is made, and the
magistrates discharge nearly every such case brought
before them; and for the year ending October, 1884-r
only fifty persons were taken up for such violation,.
and their persecution ended with the arrest. The
occupation of the" Sunday-Closing League" is gone.
This result is owing to the enmity of public sentiment to the law. .A. policeman hesitates to make an
arrest for an offense neither he nor the public regards as in any way criminal; the magistrates, still
more intelligent, will not punish a person for doing
that which is in nowise wrong, and in which public
sentiment is so unmistakably· with the man at the
bar. Even the churches, with the exception of the
Methodist and Presbyterian bodies, are outgrowing
the traditions of a Puritan Sunday. People now
move about as freely, and amuse themselvs as unrestrictedly, as before the reviving of the law. The
pious are free to go to church; the worldly to the
concert; the studious to the reading-rooms. So
much practical advance has now been made, that it.
is safe to predict that within the next five years Newr
York will hav a "continental Sunday;" not by per-·
mission of the priests, but because the people hav-·
grown to the rational enjoyment of a day at one time·
the season of unrestrained secret dissipation and
untrammeled pu~lic piety.

of the church of Rome in the numerous priestly scandals which hav recently come to light. Scarcely a
SATURDAY,
- DECEMBER 13, 1884. day passes which does not expose the details of some
shocking occurrence in which a priest is concerned,
Newton to the Front .Again.
and the idea is prevalent that an epidemic of priestly
Last Sunday Heber Newton recurred to the sub- crime has set in.
·
ject which obtained for him his notmiety as a heretThe crimes so far given are all against women.
ical Episcopalian. The inspiration of the scriptures At Marcellina, a small village in the north of Italy,
was his subject. The view he now takes is that not near Rivoli and Turin, a sacristan named Progetti
only is there one inspired Bible, but that there are fatally stabbed a priest with a dagger for eloping
many Bibles all equally " inspired " in parts. Plen- with his wife, and on appeal refusing to surrender
ary inspiration he considered to be a full-sized mis- her. At Pozzone, near Caserta, seventeen miles from
take. He thinks "God " speaks in the Bible, but Naples, the mayor of the village stabbed a cure for
with limitations. All the men who wrote in it were seducing his sister. At Marinella, near Civita Veenot inspired, and neither was all that they wrote. chis, a captain in the navy named Gelli discovered
The recognition of this was the first step in the doc- that criminal relations existed between his wife and
trin of inspiration. "The second step in the doc- daughter and the village priest. Gelli killed his
trin of divine inspiration is the recognition of it in wife with a stiletto, but did not molest her betrayer.
other sacred books than ours. Other people hav had He was tried for murder and was sentenced to five
bibles which were revered by them with a devoutness years' imprisonment. In the Via Lungara, at Rome,
not surpassed by our reverence for our Bible. In a priest named Angelo Lardi, seventy years of age,
Liberal Divorce Laws:
the absence of any first-hand knowledge of these has been arrested for stabbing a maiden who resisted
books, it was easy for our fathers to deny to them his advances.
The Italian ministry hav recommended to Parliathe claim of inspiration. The fathers also classed
These are the more prominent of the many crimes ment a divorce law more sweeping even than the
the wonderful people of China and India with the which ha.v occurred, and the feeling of abhorrence and French bill recently passed. It provides that couples
Hottentots as heathens. But, tried by whatever test disgust has latterly become so pronoun ~Jed, and threats without children who may hav been separated three
we apply to our own Bible, we find in these bibles of popular vengeance so loud, that even the walls of years shall upon proof being presented be entitled to
tokens of inspiration. Those of us who hav read the Vatican were not proof against them. As a mat- absolute divorce. In case the union shall hav been
these bibles in private know how they inspired us, ter of policy, the pope has been obliged to take cog- productiv of children, a separation of :five years, with
and caused us to regret that we could not bring into nizance of the immoral and murderous conduct of satisfactory guarantees as to the provision for their
our public services the noble words of these Eastern his .priests, and, it is stated, has authorized an inves- offspring, is demanded.
saints. The time will come, and come soon, when, tigation with the intent of restraining the brutal
This is about as common sense a law as legislators
instead of reading a dry bit of Jewish history because violence of his minions.
are in the habit of conceiving, and if it shall pass the
it is in our Bible, we shall wisely choose some lofty
It will be wise for the pope to do this. Though a Italian Parliament that country is likely to be
strain of ethical teaching from those other bibles, whitewashing of some and excommunication of other troubled with fewer wife murders and husband poiwhich are profitable for reproof and for correction, priests will not change the fact that the whole church sonings, not to mention habitual domestic infelicities,
and for edification in righteousness, and therefore, of Rome is saturated with immorality in its various than it is now. Of course the pope denounces the
according to St. Paul, are inspired.''
forms, yet the very life of the institution in Italy is bill vigorously, but his opposition weighs little in the
Mr. Newton read passages from Socrates, Plato, dependent upon the good behavior of its leaders. consideration of moral questions.
and other Greek philosophers, and said: " If we Probably in no country does the pope command so
.A Very Encouraging Vote.
deny the inspiration of this we must deny the in- little personal respect from the masses of the people
In
Washington
territory, in addition, it seems, to
spiration of the Bible. The fathers say that God as in Italy. He has repeatedly been hissed when in
does not now speak to man as of old, the true faith ceremonial procession, and it is on this account that Wyoming, unless the two hav got confounded in the
having been taught. They even giv the date when he rarely shows himself in public, preferring to pose press dispatches, a vote was taken at the last election
inspiration ceased. The spirit of God cannot hav before the Catholic world as the prisoner of the upon the question of church taxation. The Seattle
ceased to speak eighteen centuries ago, unless, in- Vatican. It only needs a few outrages of the kind Daily Post-Intelligencer givs a partial ·resume of the
deed, he exhausted himself in making the book of chronicled above to rouse the populace to acts of vote by counties as follows:
Revelation. Has he nothing more to say to his chil- reprisal, and to breed in their hearts a still more bitCounties.
Yes.
No~
Columbia,
822
701
dren since then? Has he been thinking no thoughts ter hatred of the pope and his church.
Lincoln,
501
1,23{)1
new to men and doing no new deeds of creation of
Mason,
150
38
which he might well speak to his children since then?
.A Growth in Public Sentiment.
Island,
152
43
Hav there been no new phases of truth calling for
As an illustration of how rapidly the peoE_le are Lewis,
489
431
635
fresh explanations from the great teacher? Has God outgrowing the notions of the Puritans who once Spokane,
950
2,756
1,375
seen his children groping in the darkness and put dominated the country, the great change in regard King,
579
547
out no helping hand? What is the work of God for to Sunday keeping in this city has been cited. A Skagit,
Snohomish,
530
238
man if it be not the improvement of man materially, comparison of the day as now spent with the day the Walla Walla,
- 1,080
903
physically, mentally, and spiritually? Were not the church fanatics endeavored to fasten upon the city Whatcom,
489
316
489
302
haunting thoughts of Columbus the voice of God? immediately after the adoption of the new code, Kittitas,
1,048
1,552
Does not the cunning of the inventor come with the shows not only how futil such legislation must be, Whitman,
Clarke,
- 1,369
354
breath of God? Is not each great discovery in but a great unanimity of public sentinent against Chehalis, .
454
335
science an inspiration from God? We assert man's the New England Sabbath. Like many another legal Thurston,
883
426
consciousness of inspiration through the inspiration statute, the Sunday law is now much more honored Klickitat 460
284
of the men who wrote our Bible, the inspiration of in the breach than in the observance. It is not so
Total,
12,886
10,025
the men who wrote other bibles, the inspiration of very many months ago that the "Sunday-Closing
If this result shall be sustained by the o:ffit'lial rethe saints of all times, and the inspiration of the men League" had its spies all over the city, attempting
who in every sphere of life seek the truth that they to imprison or fine about every one who dared to do turns, it will be a glorious victory for justice. In the
may do their fellows service."
anything except eat and go to church on Sunday. city of Seattle alone over $80,000 worth of church
Now, all of this is the rankest heresy, and the ad- Sunday cars were to be stopped, Sunday newspapers property will contribute to the revenues of the state.
mission of its truth would be as fatal to the funda- should not be published, ferry-boats were to be tied
.A.n Inquiry from Mr. Mitchell.
mental claims of Christianity as the discovery of the up, and Now Yorkers were not to be allowed off the
"The Man versus the State."
rotundity of the globe was to Biblical cosmology. It island. Then, all varieties of stores were to be
"Mr. Spencer against All England."
is also in direct opposition in teaching to the doc- closed, and even the boot-blacks and flower girls
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir : My
trins of his church. The sixth of the Thirty-Nine were to be prevented from earning the customary
feelings are that there may be an important meaning
Articles to which Mr. Newton subscribed at his ordi- five-pences. The courts were filled with tradesmen in the words Mr. Harrison has quoted from Mr.
nation lists the canonical and authoritativ books of caught violating the law, and many thousands of Spencer, but what can we know about it simply by
the Bible, and nothing is said about any portion of dollars in fines were extracted from the profits of the few words Mr. Harrison has quoted? As an
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ear Jest, practical reformer, I want to know what Mr.
Spencer meant by " The Man versus the Atate.'' If
he means that man has rights and " the State " has
none, then it is a statement of vast importance. Man
has rights; states hav none. Is that what Mr. Spencer
means? For one I am deeply interested to know.
Again, What is the meaning of "Mr. Spencer against
All England?" Mr. Spencer as a man, and all other
men, hav rights. England, nor any other nation,
never had any rights. I earnestly want to know the
meaning of what I hope may hav a meaning of vast
importance to all those who wish to free mankind
from the despotic power of all governments of force.
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W. A. 0RoFFuT is full of reminiscences of stenographers.
In Sunday's World he givs the genesis of phonography in
this country. "I suppose," he says, "that Stephen Pearl
Andrews is entitled to more credit for it than anybody else.
In 1840 the independence of Texas was acknowledged by England and France, and some slaves were introduced. This
excited the Abolitionists of the North, ~tnd, among the projects
"AN English traveler" calls attention in the columns of an for preventing it, some wealthy men, like Gerrit Smith, Lewis
English religious paper to the energetic propaganda of Free- Tappan, Brisbane, and others, held a meeting about 1843, in
thought now being carried on in Italy. He finds large quan- New York, where a project was matured to sell Texas to G1·eat
tities of Freethought tracts on the tables of hotels, and says: Britain. Mr. Andrews, a Southerner, who had been an Aboli"I hav seen not only the scholarly though dangerous pam- tionist lawyer in New Orleans and ·knew Texas, had a more
phlets published by the late Thomas Scott, but also the more feasible scheme: to induce England to advance the money
blasphemous tracts of the National Secular Society and jour- with which to buy and emancipate all of the slaves then in
SEWARD MITCHELL.
nals like the National Riformer and Freethinlcm- selling openly Texas, on condition of the passage of a law declaring Texas
fMr. Spencer's "Man versus the State " is a con- in
the streets of Florence. Let it not be supposed that these thenceforth free. He sought and obtained the co-operation of
sideration by that great p'hilosopher of the respectiv soul-endangering publications are all printed in the English the Tappans and others, and went to Great Britain, filled with
rights of the individual and of society. Mr. Harrison tongue, and therefore unintelligible for the mass of Italian enthusiasm for a project for freeing the slaves of a state from
which he had been expelled by a mob. He was cordittlly
said the title might better be "Mr. Spencer against readers; "many are translations of the works above mentioned, received by Lord John Russell and Palmerston, and the offer
or original works, written in Italian by the same person-apAll England," because Mr. Spencer's views are not parently an Englishman-who is occupied in a translation of was considered with much favor for a time. But England
those generally accepted by society, and are certainly this Infidel literature, and who, it must be owned, displays a was tardy; she temporized; and while she held the tempting
at wide variance with the socialistic theories. While zeal and intelligence in the prosecution of his unholy task morsel on her fork, wondering whether she had better swallow it, the 'Slavocrats' grabbed Texas and made it their own
Mr. Spencer is not such an extreme anarchist as our worthy of a l:;etter cause."
in 1845. After the Abolitionists' project had failed and AnAusTRALASIA is in luck. Our old friend Dr. J. L, York sails drews had made one of his last speeches in England and was
friend Mitchell, his positions are considered favorafor that land on the 20th inst., intending to spend a few leaving the platform, a stranger pressed into his hand a roll
ble to that "philosophy."-ED. T. S. J
months there lecturing on the principles of Freethought. of printed matter, merely saying, 'Look it over carefully.'
Australia has already many splendid advocates of reason and He jammed the parcel into his pocket, found it when he had
Editorial Notes.
justice, but in Dr. York they will find a co-worker who will
THE Methodist preachers of Philadelphia hav already shown put them on their mettle to excel. His labors on the Paeific got on the ship, studied it on the way home, and prepared
their bigotry by adopting a resolution asking the authorities of slope during the past seventeen years hav resulted in largely the text-books printed that same year-the first phonographic
the New Orleans ExpositioiJ. to keep the gates closed on Sun- Liberalizing the country west of the Rockies. In whatever manual in America. Ttat's how it all happened." That phodays. Probably they wish to junket through the grounds town·he has gone into for lecturing he has left some Liberals nography is conduciv to longevity he thinks is shown by the
lingering on the stage of the old-time reporters, the names
themselvs on Sundays and do not want a crowd.
behind, to make his second visit easier, and if he works as of some of whom he cites; and among them our readers will
BESIDES Sir John A. Macdonald, premier of Can.tda, and hard in Australia, our contemporaries there are bound to hav recognize some of the best of Freethought writers. Beginning
John W. Foster, American minister to Spain, the steamer occasion for rejoicing. Upon his return the doctor intends to with Mr. Andrews, he comes along to T. C Leland, the exOregon brought to our shores last Sunday Mrs. Watts, wife of come East, where he will receive the warmest kind of welcome. secretary of the League; W. H. Burr, of Washington, well
the first vice-president of th~ National Liberal League, who In the mean til:ne, though we can but regret his absence, we known for his extensiv antiquarian research; D. L Scotthas come over to giv aid and comfort to her husband while he must giv him our goodspeeds. Our loss is Australasia's gain. Browne,not known to fame, but who neglects the means of grace;
Into thy hands, therefore, 0 Secularists of Australia and New Ned Underhill, who is in the same boat with Scott-Browne;
is helping fight our battle.
Zealand, we commend our friend. Keep him busy, giv him and Henry M. Parkhurst, a radical of the most pronounced
THE Salamanca Convention was opened Thursday evening
audiences meet for his eloquence, and return him to us safe type. Whether the practice of phonography givs long life or
by a spee'ch from Charles Watts. Friday afternoon Mr. and sound. We hav use for him for several years yet.
not, it certainly produces a good crop of heretics.
Reynolds lectured. Mr. Wakeman spoke on Sunday night.
THE Catholic Union and Times in commenting upon the reJ. H. Burnham and S. P. Putnam were also there. Messrs.
Remsburg and Bell were unable to attend. On the opening cent assault upon the ex-priest Chiniquy in Montreal; likens
Lectures and Meetings.
night a good audience was on hand. The rest of the time a him to the "notorious Edith O'Gorman," and says:
"Now, whether in their early harmful days, or in their castdrenching rain kept the people away. Only a few attended
W.
S.
BELL
lectures
in Menomonie, Wis., Dec. 14th, 1r.th,
from abroad, and the convention was a failure. We shall hav away decay, there is but one course for Catholics to pursue to- and 18th, at Concert Hall.
war.d those unfortunate creatures; and that is to giv them no
a report next week.
notwe whatever. The very thing they crave is notoriety. The
W. F. JAMIESON commenced his course of lectures in MitchTo an unprejudiced person it would seem that a minister more of that they can obtain, the better for them. It is a
who knew of theaters only from the show bills was hardly the needed advertisment; and all the more valuable if it be illus- ell, Dakota, Sunday evening, Nov. 30th. .A preacher spoke at
trat.e~ with cuts and _bruises. So when they meet with no opproper individual to criticise the drama. Yet the Rev. A. B. posltlon from Catholics who seem altogether oblivious of their the close of the dddres8, and said that, although he could not
Rossiter boldly attempted such criticism last Sunday. "I existence, they are like breezeless barks that can descry no agree with the speaker in his views of religion, good would he
done by such lectures in making people think.
know theaters," he said, "only through the play bill which I port for their decayed cargoes.
"We therefore regard the action of those who recently insee displayed about in the shop window! and by the comTHE second course of the Westbrook Free Lectureship bements of the newspapers, and I judge that they are given up terfere!'l with Chin!quy, while lec~uring in Montreal, not only
as foohsh, but as h1ghlyreprehens1ble. The day has long since
entirely to displays of seduction, adultery, murder, false mar- gone when men of the Chiniquy stamp could work mischief. '• gan on Sunday evening, Dec. 7th, at City Institute, Chestnut
and Eighteenth streets, Philadelphia. 'l'he general object of
riage vows, and blasphemy; and while New. York spends
The inference to be drawn from this last paragraph is that
$7,000,000 each year to spread such knowledge, she spends but if Chiniquy could work mischief to the church, then the Catho- these lectures, it is announced, is to "check Infidelity and to
$3,000,000 on the gospel." If Mr. Rossiter's figures are cor- lics would be justified in closing his month by violent means. promote true religion nnd sound morality." The general sn hrect the people of this city are more sensible than we thought This is in keeping with Capel's definition of toleration, and ject is "Christianity: What and Whence?" The topics for
particular evenings can be learned from the Saturday papers
them. But three million dollars, even, is a big sum to waste. may be taken as the real sentiment of the church.
of the city. Mr. Westbrook is a Ration11listic Theist. He is
THE following from the World of this city will be of interest also a joker, if we may judge of hi8 public announcements as
REMEMBER the poor ! Father Hacker's crop of grapes and
berries came very short this year, and he will receive no profit to our reaaers who remember the quaint little verses signed compared with his public actions. His lectures are to " check
from his bees until next summer. Meanwhile he must suffer Charles Bradley which used to appear in our poet's column. Infidelity,'' but when Messrs. Watts and Putnam visited his
during the cold weather if aid oe not extended. In acknowl- We had lost sight of Mr. Bradley for several years: "Charles city he handed in ten dollars to help the League, which may
edging the receipt of sums sent through THE TRUTH SEEKER a Bradley, a well-known and eccentric character, fell dead yes- be a very good way to check infillelity to truth, but not Infifew days ago, Mr. Hacker said that he was out of. coal, nearly terday in a barber shop at No. 351 Bowery. He was seventy- delity to Christianity. An1l if Mr. Westbrook's lectmes on
out of food, and slightly in debt. This is a bad condition to four years old. But little could be learned of his history be- "Christianity: What and Whence?" bear any resemblance to
be in in Christian New Jersey, and we hope the generous- yond that he was a nativ of Massachusetts and a graduate of his "Bible: Whence and What?" Christianity is not likely to
hearted will bear it in mind. The advanced age of Mr. Harvard. During the gold excitement of 1849 he went to Cali- get mueh good out of them, for his book is a knock-down arguHacker and his wife, and their chronic invalidism, make it fornia, where he resided long enough to become a judge of ment against the claims of the Bible. .Judge Westbrook h;
extremely hard for them to help themselvs, Let us, there- one of the civil courts. Sometimes he wrote poetry of con- fully as much an Infidel as ever 'l'hom•ts Paine was; and,
fore, all turn to and help them. Address J. Hacker, Berlin, siderable merit, which was published in a paper called THE when not endeavoring to establish Theism, is af\ mueh 1\
TRUTH SEEKER. His tall, bent figure, pale, thoughtful face, Liberal as Col. Ingersoll himfle.lf. He is a genial, courteous,
New Jersey.
and white beard were familiar along the Bowery and the ad- scholarly gentleman, and so no one can h~ar or read him and
THE St. Louis Globe-Democrat is responsible for this story jacent streets. In cold weather he wore a soft black hat and a
about Col. Ingersoll: "While ex-Senator Dorsey was here in threadbare, faded cape of a semi-military cut. With the chil- fail to learn something.
attendance on the Cattle Convention, he was asked one day dren he was extremely popular, as he was always ready to part
THE Stewartsville Investigator, a religious paper pnbliRhcd
how much he paid Bob Ingersoll for his defense in the Star with his small change. Lately, it is said, an elder sister died,
in the town in which Mr. Remsburg debated the New Testaroute trials. 'Well,' said he, 'it was very curious how that was and left him a legacy upon which he lived. He was in the ment with a Rev. Mr. Rowley, is publishing the discussion in
done. From the beginning to the end of the trial Ingersoll habit of visiting the barber shop where he died, every day, to full. In announcing the report, it takes occasion to say that
never asked me for a dollar. One day, after I had been ac- look at the papers. He was playing with the barber's child "while we are fully persuaded that no force of argument will
quitted on the second trial, I met Ingersoll, and I asked him when he fell dead."
avail to open the eyes of any to the grandeur and the simplichow much I owed him. He at first declined to talk about it,
IN printing Col<mel Ingersoll's lecture on "What Must We ity of the truths that hav been vindicaterl in this interesting
saying he had no charge to make, and !J.e didn't care if he
Do to Be Saved?" the Can ier Dove, a Spirit1~al paper of Oak- discussion, and well knowing that this is part of that knowlnever got a cent. I asked him to walk a few squares with me,
land, Cal., takes occasion to say: "Some a( our readers may edge which no man can commnnicate to hts neighbor, we yot
and we went to the safe-deposit building. I unlocked my box
ask why we publish an 'Infidel lecture ' instead of a purely believe that it will at once be seen that the questions which
and took out a four per cent government bond for $100,000
spiritual one, such as Mrs. E. L. Watson's. Our reply is this: hav been discussed between Messrs. Rowley and Hemsburg
and gave it to him. He put it in his pocket and we walked
We regard Col. Ingersoll as a John the Baptist who is prepar- served not only as a • recreation for many,' anrrwere not only
away, and have not referred to t~e subject since.'"
ing the way for the true Christ-Spiritualism. And before 'a pleasing break in the usual monotony,' but really possr.ss
SPEAKING of the prominent part the clergy hav played in this new spiritual temple can be erected, the old, mosa-grown, an interest of no local or passing character. And we thereour late "presidential scuffle," the San Franciscan says: tumble-down structure of superstition must be removed, and fore hope that this remarkable discussion will be read atten"There is a prejudice in the minds of most American citizens the angel world has selected the right man to do it, but we tivly, and with some profit, at least, by every reader of the
against the interference of clergymen in the politics of the must all help according to our abilities. If, by the perusal Investigator. The discussion throughout has been very fairly
country. The world had a long and wearing fight ere it suc- of this lecture, one ray of light shall dawn upon the creed- condncted by both the disputants, and it must generally Le
ceeded in making the church understand that the state could darkened consciousness of a single individual, or the scales acknowledged that each of them has represented his sicle of
manage to struggle along without the church's direction, be removed from any eyes now blinded by superstitious fears, the question in an able, earnest, and most gentlemanly manThis prejudice is offended when clergymen, as clergymen, preparing them for the reception of higher truths and the in- ner, which had a very pleasing effect upon the audience." In
push themselvs to the front in politics, and speak in an oracu- flux of the clear light of heaven, we shall feel repaid." Put- a card to the public, in which he explains that he was unabl,,
lar tone about matters of which they necessarily know no more ting him in the light of a new John the Baptist preparing the to meet some points raised by J\Ir. ltemsburg, the Rev. Mr.
than other people. We dislike to see them do it. The church way for a new Christ-and that Christ Spiritualism-will, we Rowley bears testimony to the good qualities of our champion.
has a load to carry in these unbelieving days that is heavy think, strike the colonel as a good joke. Of all the criticisms "I wilt here state," he says, "that Mr. Hem sburg treate(l me
enough already. When the vanity of her commissioned ser- and eulogiums that hav been passed upon him, this is the in the most gentlemanly manner throughout the discussion,
vants leads them into presumptuous conduct that excites un- most novel. However, as the Carrier Dove is evidently no and that he acquitted himself in a manly way." Although
necessarily the resentment of the masses of the people who sacrificial pigeon intended for the altar of a Jewish God, the the debate is published iu a slightly imperfect manner in the
are not of the household of faith, in self-defense she should editoress may be forgiven for her rather infelicitiou8 figure of Stewartsville paper, the substance of the points brought ont
issue an order that her ministers mind their.own proper busi- speech. She is doing a good work in spreading such litera- by both men can be obtaine(l by writing, inclosing, we shonl!l
judge, about a quarter, to the Investigator, Stewartsville, J\Io.
ture. Long may the Carrier Dove bear missivs so potent!
ness.'
THE vote in Washington territory on taxing church property
shows a large majority in favor of such taxation. At the recent election the women of the territory cast about 11,000
votes. This settles the current idea that women will not vote
when they hav the right to vote. It is also a straw to 8how
that they favor the demand of Secularism that church property pay its share of the taxes.
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THE LAND QUESTION.
BERLIN, N. J., Nov. 25, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Forty years ago, after having lectured more or
less in the Liberal cause for twenty years, the writer of this
started a reform paper in Portland, Me., which he published
.seventeen years.
Maine at that time had large tracts of wild land that she was
giving away to churches, schools, and colleges, while thou·sands of her families had not an acre on which to raise food.
Without the aid of any other paper than my own, I put a stop
to all that, and got a law enacted to giv every landless man
who would cultivate it a farm lot for only fifty cents an acre,
all to be paid in labor, making their own roads-the same as
free.
I am told that hundreds of families now own good farms
there, scores of whom never would hav owned an acre if I had
not got that law. When Henry Evans started his paper, Young
America, in New York, which was wholly devoted to land reform, I did what I could to help him, Lewis Masqnerier, and
a few others to get enacted the national homestead law, under
which thousands more hav good farms. And now, after all
this benefit from these laws that I labored so hard to obtain,
while living on but one or two meals a day, along comes an
Englishman, styling himself G. W. Chapman, M.D., of Kansas, telling the world, through THE TRUTH SEEKER, that Hacker
knows no more about the land question than a horse does
about astronomy.
His first article against free lana for all appeared in THE
TRUTH SEEKER some months ago. In that he confesses that,
though a foreigner, he had taken all the advantages of the very
law that I holped to secure, but says if he had to go over the
ground again he would buy an improved farm instead of taking wild land. Very childish for a learned doctor t In the
first place, not one in a thousand who wants land and a home
has anything to buy an improved farm, and in the next place,
there are not improved f~rms enough for sale to supply one in
a thousand of those who need them. Every man has just the
sf\me right to land enough to raise his food on that he has to
sunlight, air, water, or to life itself, and it is a mystery to me
how anyone can oppose this right unless he is actuated by
selfish motivs. Is Dr. Chapman an agent for the English
lords who are buying ten, twenty, and fifty thousand acre lots
here, on which to establish the same system of landlordism
thA.t has pauperized Ireland? He is not satisfiell with his English brethren owning a million acres of land here, on which to
sustA.in those from whom the land was stolen, but in one of
his later letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER he has started the question whether it would not be better to abolish all taxes on
property and tax the· person. He seems to want the laborer
who livs in a hired mt-hole and works for a dollar a clay to pay
as much tax as the English lord with his million acres. In
one of his letters he offers to giv me as much land as I can cultivate if I will go to Kansas. Very childish again for a doctor.
As though giving a man eighty-three years old as much land as
be could cultivate would restore to the homeless millions the
land they hav been robbed of ! There are many other things
in the doctor'~ letters that I would like to notice, were it not
for trespassing too much on your space, but one thing more
and I will close.
Some months ago, one of my friends, without my knowledge, appealeJ to some of his and my friends to purchase bees
for me, thinking that, if I should liv a year or two longer, I
might receive some support from them. He received a part,
but not the whole, of the sum he asked for, whereupon Dr.
Chapman came out in THE TRUTH SEEKER, giving the Liberals
a real thrashing for their '' stinginess " toward me, when the
fact:is they hav been generous and kind, and I should be ungrateful if I let the doctor's charge go unnoticed. Since my
heA.lth failed, three or four years since, more than half our
fuel, and food, and what clothing we hav had, has been bought
with money sent us by Infidels, a few Spiritualists, and other
Liberals, many of whom we never heard of before, and THE
'l'nuTH SEEKER, Investigator, and several other Liberal papers
hav kindly noticed our case, for all of which favors we are
truly grateful; and we hope the doctor will not scold the Liberals again till he knows what he is writing about. He undoubtedly means well, but does not appeA.r to understand any
of the subjects on which he has written.
J. llicKEn.
EL!HINA TO HANNAH, PINNEY, AND OTHERS.
SNowviLLE, VA., Dec. 1, 1884.
DEAR FRIENDS: To answer all the kindly criticisms on what
I hav written concerning my trip North to see something of
Spiritualism, would fill THE TRUTH SEEKER full, and leave no
space for other and, perhaps, more important matter. So you
will please accept this as my excuse for omitting to notice
many points I would like to reply to. To friend Hannah, I
would say that her letter is very interesting, giving, as it does,
a phase of hallucination that is so nearly like reality as to deceive the most critical investigator. I know the phantom
child was as actual a presence to her as if it had been flesh
and blood instead of a mere mental delusion (as I believe it to
hav been). Reason and common sense tell us that if one child
could thus be restored to its mother's arms, thousands would
be so. Other mothers hav suffered as keenly, and felt liS
desolately bereft as Hannah, but no little form came back to
fill the void and soothe the pain.
I well remember how I felt during the war, when my little
Lillian took the croup and died. I missed her day and night
even as Hannah did her baby. And added to the loss came
the news that the regiment my husband was in was all cut to
pieces, and I had no news from him for long dreary waiting
weeks. My father just then died of consumption, and his
only sister of dropsy, and my sole remaining child had chronic
croup for six weeks straight ahead. But out of all this void
nothing from the beyond ever came to giv me peace or hope.
Only time, with its gentle healing, brought relief.

As to slate-writing, she says, "Only the owners of those
slates knew there was no fraud." That may be true. I know
of several instances where slates hav been taken by the owners
who wrote on them before hand, and then covered the side
with pasteboard, or in other ways, and the medium would go
through the performance; the scratching of the pencil be heard
and finally the medium would say the message was complete,
and the slates would be opened and read, and the whole
would go into history as a gennin spirit test. Yon may ask,
"Bntwhydothis?" It has been done as a test by persons
who felt a distrust of a certain medium, and by others out of
a pure spirit of mischief, and others still did it to get at bedrock facts.
When I know of prepared pencils that make writing which
does not become visible till after a certain time, and know of
numerous ways by which the writing can be done by trick, is
it a wonder if I question spirit-power in any of it?
You will say, "The c0unterfeit proves there is a genuin."
But I say these shams are not counterfeits, but are real frauds
and tricks.
Chinese and other heathen gods are not counterfeits, proving
a real God; they are nothing but images of a fiction and a
myth, just as the devil is, as fairies are, and as dragons are.
Where there is no genuin there can be no counterfeit, and if
there is no real medium or real spirit, those you denounce as
counterfdts are not such.
I do not pretend to explain the strange event that Hannah
relates, nor do I think anyone will win the mineral claim any
more than they will win Truesdell's five hundred dollars by
producing spirit-writing in his presence. As the man said in
court, "You hav brought three witnesses who saw the crime
committed. Well, I can bring three hundred who did· not
see it."
Anderson's "facts," to say the least, are curious and interesting. There is a peculiar sympathy between certain persons
that may, in rare cases, be so perfect as to produce the effects
there narrated. But if this be true, it does not prove spirit
existence.
Friend Pinney is somewhat hard. I went with as little
prejudice as possible. I was really disappointed that I found
so little. I expected marvels, and saw mere nothings. He
complains that Truesdell was allowed to handle the slates.
Could a man do his sleight-of-hand tricks at any show, and not
handle his materials? Truesdell told us all plainly that it was
a trick. When I asked Joe Caffray if I might mark my slates,
he said, "No." When I asked if I might keep them in sight
all the time, he said, "No." He said he might hav to put
them on top of my head, under my feet, on my shoulder, or
under the table, and sharply exclaimed, "What makes you so.
suspicious?'! I knew then I should hav no fair test. I knew
his maneuvering meant a chance to exchange the slates,
which he did do, for I did mark them when he was not ,looking. Now Caffray's advertisment was sent me by the Banner
of Light, and by several prominent Spiritualists, as one of their
best mediums. Since then I hav learned his true history,
which I will sometime giv you.
Why do I believe Truesdell? because I hav never caught
him telling me an untruth or the shadow of one. Because his
neighbors and all his business associates giv him the highest
recommendation there just where he has lived ever since the
advent of Spiritualism as a new religion.
Why did I go to Syracuse? Because I found nothing worth
noticing anywhere else; and Truesdell offered to pay my way
there, and giv me a home, and introduce me to mediums there
and giv me a true history of his twenty-five years' inYestigation
in which he has spent over two thousand dollars getting at
"Bottom Facts." While I was there I saw a letter written him
by a prominent medium asking him to develop him further.
In plain words, saying the old tricks failed to draw well and
he wanted Truesdell to giv him some new ones. I hav the
broadest charity for those who really believe, who hav had experiences such as Hannah relates, but if she will read Dr.
Hallock's "Nerves and the Nervous," she will find things just
as wonderful resulting from deranged and diseased nerves.
I do not expect to kill Spiritualism by exposing a few frauds.
Just see the millions of dollars, the ages of time, the mass of
brain work that has. been expended in trying to kill the old
Bible and prove Christianity a myth, and yet there are even
now myriads of real believers in these frauds, and will be for
ages to come.
We hav nailed no end of pious lies against Paine, Voltaire,
and Ingersoll, and yet again and again they crop up as fresh
as ever. Just so with spirits of the dead. We may lay them
over and over and show up the inconsistencies, but all cannot
see alike and some will be compelled to believe while others
cannot, however hard they try.
I hope friends will not doubt my honesty and my desire for
truth, however we may differ as to what is fact and what is
not, or as to the causes of what is. If any one who has furnished money for my trip feels that I hav fA.iled to use it satisfactorily, I am ready to refund it at call. But thus far every response from donators has been that they were "well satisfied."
Earnestly and truly,
ELMINA.
SAN FRAN Cisco, CaL.
MR. EDITon: In your issue of August 2d appeared an article
entitled, "Prohibitory and Sumptuary," signed by E. C.
Walker, to which I hope you may find room for this brief reply.
At the January term, 1847, of the Supreme Court of the
United States, the following cases came up for argument on
appeal: Samuel Thurlow, plaintiff in errox:, against the Commonwealth of Mass.; Jacob Fletcher, plaintiff in error, against
the State of Rhode Island; Andrew Pierce, Jr., and Thomas
Pierce, plaintiffs in error, against the State of New Hampshire.
Each of the plaintiffs in error was indicted for selling
liquor without a license. The cases were brought up from
the state courts. The points raised in each case were substantially the same, and the arguments and decisions in each
case were substantially the same The justices sitting, all

of whom rendered opinions, were Chief Justice Taney, Justice McLean, Catron, Daniel Woodbury and Grier. A majority of those were Democrats; and Chief Justice Taney, who
wrote the leading opinion, was a Jacksonian Democrat of the
strictest sort.
The counsel who appeared for the plaintiffs were distinguished all over the world for their great learning and el6quence. It is to be presumed that no argument or precedent
would escape the observation of such men as Rufus Choate
aud Daniel Webster. Such men as these were not men for
quibbles. They assumed .the broad ground that a state had
no constitutional rlght to "prohibit, restrain, control, or prevent" the sale, by retail or otherwise, of imported spirituous
liquors. It seemed to be conceded by these distinguished
counsel that if the spirituous liquors were manufactured within
the state, or had not paid an import duty to the government,
then there was no doubt the state had a right to prohibit, etc.
But if, on the other hand, the importer paid a duty to the government, then such payment carried with it the right to sell,
and any law preventing the exercise of such right was unconstitutional. That these distinguished counsel presented every
argument with all possible force cannot be doubted. Never
before or since in this country hav lawyers of greater ability
appeared to represent any case, and the decision of the court
then rendered has stood unquestioned as the supreme law of
the land from that day, thirty-seven years ago, till the present.
The following extracts from the opinions of these jn.dges, it
will be observed, emphatically settles the question then at
issue. Chief J•lstice Taney says: "If any state deems theretail and traffic in ardent spirits injurious to its citizens, and
calculated to produce idleness, vice, or debauchery, I see
nothing in the Constitution of the United States to prevent it
from regulating or restraining the traffic, or from prohibiting
it altogether."
Justice McLean said: "A license .to sell is a matter of police
and revenue within the power of the state. If the foreign
article be injurious to the health and morals of the community,
a state may prohibit the sale of it. No one can claim a license
to retA.il spirits as a matter of right~"
Justice Catron said: "If the state has the power of restraint
by license to any extent, she may go to the extent of prohibiting the sales altogether."
Justice Grier said: "It is not necessary to array the appalling statistics of misery, pauperism, and crime which hav
their origin in the use and abuse of ardent spirits. The police
power, which is exclusivly in the state, is competent to the
correction of these great evils, and all measures of restraint or
prohibition necessary to effect that purpose are within that
authority. And if a loss of revenue should accrue to the United
States from a diminished consumption of ardent spirits, she
will be the gainer a thousand-fold in the health, wealth, and
happiness of the people."
Such is the law of the United States, and such has been declared the law of every state where the questi0n of the constitutionality of prohibition has ever been submitted.
It did not occur to these distinauished counsel, or to the
court, that laws restricting or prohibiting the sale of in toxicating liquors were sumptuary, and, therefore, unconstitutional.
.The very idea of government excludes the idea that any man
has the right of "personal liberty" to engage in any business
which produces misery, pauperism, and crime. It is absurd to
say that government may not prevent the sale of bad meat or
opium, because the personal liberty of the citizen to buy and
eat would be interfered with. The right to prohibit the sale of
intoxicating liquors is based upon the fact that such sale produces appalling evil results, which must be suffered by those
who neither sell nor drink. It is absurd to say that any state
may not put a stop to any business which produces threefourths of its crime and pauperism. If this article of Mr.
Walker represents the drift of the truth seekers now, the
sooner they are put in strait-jackets the better for the
rational liberties of the American people.
GEo. BADCOCK.
CENTERVILLE, UTAH, Nov. 20, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I am at home again from the mountains and I
see by the tab that the time is drawing near for me to remit,
so I inclose $2 on my subscription. Well, I must tell you I
received the lithograph of D. M. Bennett's monument all right
and in good condition, but hav not got it framed yet. I must
say it is a nice picture, and the likeness of Mr. Bennett is good,
as I hav his photograph card, i. e. "Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost." I will tell you a little incident. I wrote at that time to
Mr. Bennett to send me the carte de visite of "Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost." Well, it came by return mail, and I was sorry
to see the glaze of the card got cracked a little, and I wrote to
Mr. Bennett and told him I had received it all right, but was
sorry to see the glaze cracked a little. 'Veil, to my surprise,
the next mail broug'tit me another card of the same and in
good condition, and, "bet yei life," I'm going to keep it.
Well, Mr. Editor, I think yon will hav to scare up Jo Cook
and Talmage, and other noted divines, and put Tony Comstock at their head, and send them of to New South Wales,
forthwith, for the clergy of that place are having an awful
time there with the ung0dly heretics, what with Mr. Charles
Bright and his intelligent wife, and Mr. Gerald Massey,
Thomas Walker; and now they hav another awful fellow from
England, Mr. ,Joseph Symes, he has scared the holy clergy of
Melbourne almost out of their wits. Charles Bright calls it
the Melbourne scare. In the Sydney Liberal here, this Mr.
Symes has got out this advertisment, "Lost, the Christian
Heaven, and any person that can discover it will be handsomely rewarded," and he offers to go lecturing through the
world and take up subscriptions at each lecture to reward the
discovery of the Christian heaven; and he wants the real facts,
and if they can be produced he thinks he would not lecture
two weeks before he would hav more money than he would
know what to do with. So yon see there is a chance for Jo
Cook and witty Talmage, or any other theological priestly cuss.
I hav not the time at present to say much about this Utah
bomination and its infernal beastly outfit, but Uncle Sam has
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convicted two filthy scoundrels of late, one for four years with
a fine of $800; and the other for. three years and six months,
with a fine of $500, and I hope they will convict more of the
lecherous rascals. I am glad we hav a true and loyal governor
in the person of Mr. Murray, also a true and loyal judge in
the person of Mr. Lane; and I hope the United States laws
will be put in full force here as elsewhere, and let justice hav
its true and proper demands by giving this Mormon outfit a
lesson they will not be apt to forget.
I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER that Mr. Chainey is wriggling
out at the small end of the horn, and that his Secularism is
not of much account. I cannot see why Materialists all.d
Spiritualists should be out of sorts with each other; if we, the
family of humanity, will continue to exist in the great hereafter, it will be in accordance with nature's immutable laws
and her divine forces, and if there is no hereafter for us, theri
it appears to me that nature is a fa~ure. I could say a little
more on this, but I hav not the time and space.
Please send me the pamphlet, "The Gods of Superstition,
and the God of the Universe," by D. M. Bennett.
Y()urs for the truth,
WILLIAM WILLIA~s.
PRoVIDENCE, R. I., Nov. 26, 284.
MR. EDIToR: Having changed my place of business, and
playing ten performances per week in a theater, I hav not
had the time I would like to devote to our great cause, but
what there is is utilized in trying to stir up thought. I go the
rounds of the churches, and when I think I hav discovered an
intellectual light, then comes the desire for "close communion"
of thought, 'then the endeavor to "press home" some of the
fruits of Freethought.
To be fair with the Christians, I wish to giv them credit for
any progress made. One Episcopal shepherd adqts to his
flock that he can't think God is omnipotent while evil is in
existence. He says, " God is go 0 d, and don't want sin in the
world, but the presence of evil shows obstacles over which he
has n.o {lontrol "-one step.
I send inclosed a report of a sermon delivered by a Unitarian minister, which speaks him far in advance of most of the
pulpiteers. -You may think it worth publishing in THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
.
.
As soon as I can spare something I shall send Brother Putnam my mite toward the campaign fund. The Spiritualists
are progressing finely here, and, though not one myself, I am
in sympathy with their Liberal tendencies. I heard George
Chainey last Sunday, twice, "Why and how I became a Spirituali!lt," and, "The Ideal Man and Woman." I think he is
eloquent and honest.
W. P. BLYTHE.
READING, KAN., Nov. 25, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I write to tell yon that we hav been fortunate
enough in the little town of Reading to hav a series of Liberal
lectures, and to tell you under what adversa circumstances.
In the first place the consent of two of the school board was
obtained for the use of the school-house, and Mr. 0. A. Phelps,
of Col()rado, was engaged to lecture. He came and delivered
a splendid lecture. All went well until the appearance of the
other member of the board, one of those wonderfully pious
fellows that always appear to be bursting with piety. This
one was so full of it that, after listening a few minutes to the
lecture, he fairly frothed at the mouth. Well, to cnt a long
story short, he insisted that the house should not be used for
such a purpose, and persuaded one of the board whose consent had been obtained to say we should not hav the house
again. Well, the result was, there was a store building nearly
finished that belonged to a Liberal, and they soon rented it,
obtained an organ, and the lectures were continued with suecess, notwithstanding there was a revival in the Methodist
church, and there were many people" coming to Christ." If
you know what that is or see any sense in it, all right-I am
only giving you-their words. I attended several nights, and
all I could see was that. a few weak-minded people, and some
that had got so untrustworthy that no one hardly respected
them, would get up and say they were determined to "liv for
Christ." As far as I am concerned, I propose to liv for myself
and friends. But, lo! what a change in the manner of the
church people toward one of them after thus signifying their
wish to be led around by the nose, as it were, by older sinners
-excuse the expression, but they themselvs say they are sinners. .As soon as they signify their willingness to be one of
them, they are taken right into their hypocritical arms and
feasted and cajoled, and asked, "Now, don't you know something about some of those outsiders that .you can be witness to?
This is one of your first duties as a Christian to help pull down
one of these Liberals. Never mind if he has befriended you
in your poverty. In fact, it was not him really that did it, it
was 'providence.'" The result is that t!tey set what little mind
they hav got to work to think of some way they can injure
some of their old friends. In spite of the church people saying what Mr. Phelps said was an insult to Christianity, I am
satisfied it saved at least two or three of the young people that
were getting into their clutches from the bondage of orthodoxy. And even that was worth all the trouble and expense
of securing the lectures. Mr. Phelps is an eloquent speaker,
of pleasing manner, and a great thinker. No one, it would
seem to me, could listen to his reasonin~ without being impressed with his true statement of facts and the reasonableness of his views. I hav been a natuptl Freethinker and
Materialist all my life, but hav not been very outspoken until
since reading the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. I am only sorry
I did not become acquainted with it sooner. It is a perfect
mine of reason-and speaking of reason reminds me of what
the revivalist here insisted on every night through his meetings. He says, "Now, my dear friends, some of you say you
can't believe and come to Christ; you are not constituted so
that you can bring your reason to think that yon can be a
Christian. Now, my dear hearers, let me impress it upon you
that you don't need to use your reason. But just say, 'I'll come
to Christ.'" Now, isn't it a fact that if he really believed what
he preached himself, he would hav insisted that they rea~on
the matter themselvs. But no, they don't believe it them-

selva, and reason is their greatest enemy. Well, after seeing
the number that rose to their feet, I made up my mind that
they either heeded him and did not use their reason, or else
did not hav any to use. I will just say that he did not labor
with me long to come to Christ. He came to where a Liberal
friend and myself sat, a'!ld said, "Now, my dear ladies "-they
always say "dear ladies," you know-" if there is anything we
can do for you, we would be very happy to do it." I replied,
"If there is, I'll certainly let you know." He says, "Don't
you feel as though you needed Christ?" "No, sir," we both
replied. " God help yon," he groaned, and passed on. My
husband says it was a polite way he had of telling us to go to
hell. HowevAr, I would advise him to make one before sending anyone there.
MRs. MARY E. PENFIELD.

f"l1
OcoNoMowoc, Nov., 17, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I thank you for the information I· got by your
answer to Mr. J. Anthony, referring to phallicism. Certainly
your knowledge o:€ it seems to be superior to that or Mr. Anthony. The simplest mind must admit that a rite tending to
irritate our sensual passions, which we hav in common with
the beast, must be harmful and degrading.
I also read with great pleasure Mr. Harrison's defense of
his Positivism. I prefer it to Agnosticism, and most certainly
to the orthodox Positivism of a personal God, his heaven, and.
hell, and the devil. In my consideration, mankind is the true
representativ of goodness and badness, or God and Satan,
Mr Harrison's controversy with Spencer is similar to that of
Haeckel versu.~ Virchow. I am more and more pleased with
the contents of your paper, and feel satisfied that Man, the
organ of the League, fell into such good hands. I will certainly continue to read your paper and pay for it.
T. H. MAuRER.
STEWARTSVThLE, Mo., Dec. 1, 1884.
MR. EDITOR : Our priest-ridden and godly town of Stewartsville has just been waked out of a deep sleep by J. E. Remsburg, who came here to meet Rev. Rowley in a debate on the
New Testament. These people hav had it all their own way
so long, and hav put so much confidence in their sky pilots,
the preachers, that they hav become so bigoted )1nd unreasonable that they would do as they did in old times-kill and
burn at the stake all who do not believe as they do. To say
that Mr. Remsburg's arguments astonished the nativs would
hardly express it. Some of God's people are very much excited, and say I had better quit getting those blasphemers to
come here to demoralize the people; but I tell them I am no
quitter. I am on the war-path, fighting against all that is
wrong and unreasonable and unjust in any way. If that kind
of doctrin is bad, I am a bad man, and must remain so to the
end ..
Inclosed please find the In~estigator, one of our city papers,
with the arguments of both sides.
S. N. BRADFORD.
---GALESBURG, ILrJ., Nov. 29, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: After some delay I send you $3 to apply on
THE TRUTH SEEKER. No apology for neglect only the want of
funds and pressure of business.
I see heavy charges against the Ex-Rev. George Chainey for
leaving the peaceable ranks of the Materialists, who are at war
and on fighting terms with the rest of mankind. It is claimed
Mr. Chainey did wrong in giving his reasons publicly for his
change of mind; also in challenging some of his 1\ccusers to
meet him face to face, so as to defend his expressed reasons
which caused the change. As to the first charge, no one having common sense is expected to change their mind without
cause and reason, and Liberalism givs him and all others the
right not only to change their minds, but to giv the cause and
reasons, both public and private, as was done by W. F. Jamieson when he left the Spiritualists' ranks, and fell into the
ranks of the Materialists. He gave his reasons publicly, and
?hal!enged the Spiritual world to meet him in debate, insinuatmg that they were deluded dupes and dishonest tricksters,
and when his challenge was accepted, and conditions proposed, he replied (these are his words), "The Spiritualists are
like Henry Ward Beecher's friends-a pack of damn fools, and
more intolerant than Christians were." In all this no fault
was found by a l\{aterialist against Mr. Jamieson's personal
charges, and his reply was suppressed and refused publication, and the matter was passed over under the friendly advice
of D. M. Bennett. In this case the other man's ox was gored.
But in Mr. Chainey's case, Mr. Jamieson has fully redeemed
himself by granting Mr. Chainey the same privilege he himself
exercised when he withdrew from the Spiritual ranks. Let us
balance our books. This is honorable in Mr. Jamieson, and
fully atones for the wound he made the Spiritualists. Therefore I throw no personal reflections, and only name the case
to show the difference it makes whose ox is gored.
I would advise Brother Chainey and Brother Watts, if possible, to take each other by the hand and say, "We will drop
this matter so far as personality is concerned." As Freethinkers, no man should belittle another, or speak disrespectfully of
his brother man's person for difference of opinion, yet hold
sacred the right to combat error though it may be in himself.
As a community of Liberals, we are bound to tolerate-that is,
bear with each other's opinions-but we are not bound to acquiesce in them.
L!lt the power that rules the universe forbid a division :n
'the Liberal ranks such as took place in the once peaceable
society of Friends, or Quakers; which had its origin in a personal dispute between Ann Bearthwait and Elias Hicks. Each
held their friends and followers at the expense of sociability,
and the harmony that once gave honor and respect to the
Quakers was destroyed.
Referring to the departure of Rev. Collins of the Methodist
Episcopal order under unfavorable charges (since seen in
Canada), our Democratic press says that so many bank presidents, defaulters, and preachers going to Canada was the
cause of Blaine losing his election. Others claim it was an especial act of Providence, and that God has rejected the ItepubIlcan party and has given the ruling power of the nation to
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their enemies as a rebuke; therefore the will of the Lord was
carried out in the result of the election. The same was
claimed in the assassination of Garfield-an act of Providence,
a rebuke from God; therefore the will of the Lord was carried
out in each case. Yet Guiteau was hanged as a murderer, and
the election in New York was carried by fraud. Who is able
to reconcile such ideas, or who can tell what the Republicans
had to thank God for on Thanksgiving Day ?
IsAAc PADEN.
MILWAUKEE, On., Nov. 24, 1883.
MR. EDIToR: You will please notice within another greenback, which is intended to apply on our TRUTH SEEKEll account.
Now about the gods that are spoken of so frequently in the
papers. It seems as though they had been from Dan to Beersheba, and as yet not one track of any god except the old god
Phallus has been discovered. Now the living God of the
Israelites (not the house of Judah) was a oneness in spirit-so
saith the book-that is, the spirits of all the universoleum of
worlds as a oneness constituted this living God, and this is
how that even an individual spirit was styled a gcd, and this
is how he spoke through the mouths of his prophets.
Now the three-headed god seems to be leading people too
far away from the truth. Pan! calls it the godhead, and says
we may all know the whole plan of the godhead. Then if we
can all know it, it must be very simple-the father, son, and
Holy Ghost. Paul did not hav reference to this soft-air holy
ghost, for he says, "Ye are all the sons of God through which
the spirit manifestetb." The word "ghost" is taken from
guest, and meant a visiting spil"it. This oneness in spil"it-god
-also the oneness in the sonR of God, constituted the son of
God. The same with Christ, for they were all individual
Christa, and as a oneness they constituted the body of Christ.
It was the mediumistic portion of humanity that it all has
reference to. Christ is the church, saith Paul, showing that
there was nothing belonged to the church but those that had
a spiritual gift of some phase. God Phallus is the very foundation, bed-rock, and father of the living God.
E. w. CRESSEY.
CARTHAGE, Mo., Nov. 26, 28,1.
MR. EDITOR: I thought I would be able to renew promplly
my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, but I hav been sick for
three months and am "busted" flatter than Pharaoh wus after
Moses borrowed all his jewelry and "fixin's." During the
long, tedious hours of my illness TnE TRUTH SEEKER has been
my chief mental food 11nd consolation, and I don't want to be
without it; but I cannot ask for trust unless you seo fit. Stop
it if you think best, yet you shall not lose one cent if you Eend
it on, except I should pass up the "golden stairs," then you
would hav to charge it up to the Lord in part payment of a
harp when you join the angelic ministrels. Fifteen cents in
cash would be a bonanza to me just now, and, alas! to-morrow
is Thanksgiving and I hav no turkey-no, not even so mnch
as a poor old frozen-toed rooster-to offer up as a burnt offering! Come to think of it, I believe the Lord is mud at me, or
has an old grudge at me about something, from the way bA
neglects me. Yet we never had any "fuss" thnt I remember
of. Really I am sorely puzzled to know what to return thanks
for, 11nd shall postpone it until God shows me more favors
than he has of late. Oh, for a cyclone of manna! or, if it is
all the same to him, I'll take mine in "flapjacks," with butter
on.
My illness has, I fear, left me permanently disabled physically; yet I shall ask no aid from either Christians o1· Chriotianity, if I die in the gutter. I stand a poor chance to get a
situation here, for I hav never pandered to party, plrwo, or
creed, and never will.
" No servil struin I'll teach my tongue
To win the ear of mighty ones;
Whate'er within my spirit burns,
High up is flung.
'' Ay! though the power of e11rthly woe
, 1;.· Should crush my frame in agony,
My soul unbent, proud, stern, and free,
Would scorn the blow!"
Fraternally yours,
'VATSON HERTOK.
PALliiYnA, N. Y., Nov. 2!!, 1884..
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2 to continue your pnper to the nndersigned.
Friend Macdonald, I hav taken TnE 'l'nuTH SEEKER sillcfl
its commencement, and it seems to me to improve with each
issue. I feel that yon deserve thus much from one who fully
appreciates your efforts to continue the arduous labors of the
lamented Bennett.
H. M. NonTIT.
M,\:1!1\IOTH HoT SPRINGS, '\Vv. T., Nov. 1, lHIH.
Mn. EDITOR: 'l'here are so few people in the park now that
the season for visitors is over, it would be best not to sen<lmrro
than one copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Tho one addressed to
me, an old subscription, will be enough.
The champions of two opposing systems, Ingersoll and
Cook, hav visited the Yellowstone National Park, and if
their systems are to be judged by the estimates made of the
men by those who came in <Jontact with them while making
thE tour of the park, theology would be condemne<l on rlccount of the fruit it bears, while Infidelity would be blessed
on account of the fruit it bears.
·Ingersoll was welcomed everywhere. A beautiful boiling
s~ing and terrace were named for him in honor of his visit. A
beautiful geyser was christened "The Ingersoll," in the Upper
Geyser basin.
Cook quarreled with one of tho most quiet and peaceable of
men, Justice M. E. Metcalf. He is most thoroughly detested
for his insolence, selfishness, ancl rpmrrelsome disposition. He
threatens to assail the park and all whom he encounterecl in it.
If he does there are ten men whom he insulted and abused
who will publish a statement of facts in regard to him that will
effectually squelch the blatant demagog. I was the only one
who had no :'lifficnlty with him, and I merely speak for the.
following gentlemen: George Graham, G. W. Marshal, l\I. E.
Metcalf, Theoron Moran, T. II'IcGuire, and others whom I
could name.
Yours truly,
H. L. G.
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I came in. He had been to town, and he had after the ceremony and congratuiations wete
e-vidently been drinking, by his boisterous
manner and coarse l11nguage, when, as he noticed the little girl eating, he said "he didn't
.EdUed by Miss SusaN H. WIXoN, Fall River, propose to feed all the paupers of the land,''
Mass., to whom aU Communications for this with several vile epithets added, when the
Corner should be sent.
little pale-faced child stepped tremblingly to
he table and laid Up her bread and cheese,
"Between the dark and the dayllgh t,
and hurried out of the house, refusing to take
When the night begins to lower,
it again when urged by the woman to do so,
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
saying, "No, ma'am, I don't want to eat it
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
iloW.n

Eyes.
··rnoughtful eyes, penslv eyes,
Sort and fair and calm as :M:ay;
Eyee as clear as summer sktes,
Long-lashed, dreamy eyes are they.
'l"e&rfui eyes, pleading eyes,
Who, ob, who could say them nay?
Merry eyes, laughing eyes,
Changeful as an April day.
li!a.ppy eyes, smiling 'eyes,
Filled with pleasure, flashing blue;
!Dancing eyes, sparkling eyes,
Eyes eo pure, so deep In hue.
'Ob, the d-earest., bonniest eyes!
'Of saoh eyes r know but two,
Wond'Elrlng eyes, ·questioning eyes,
1'ender, brave, steadfast, and true.
l:arnast eyes, eager eyes,
Eloquent and deep and bright;
'Starry-eyes, darkling eyes,
Clear and radiant as moon-light.
'WiH'l.t Is sweeter than their glan,ce?
'What Is mightier than their might ?
Oh I bewildering, witching eyes!
My soul Ia lllled with their blue light I
b•win. lowa.
M. LOUISE BAKER.

Tu her poverty was added th·e bread of bitterness. Let all beware how they blot with
sadness the pictures on the tablets of memory
since these are to form the happy or sorrowful
reflections of after-life, filling the mind with
pleasure and high resolve, or darken and
deaden its hopes and aspirations.
MRs. LuNA. HuTCHINSoN.

Two Marthas.

Martha Dandridge was a bright, handsome,
wide awake girl, and li-ved in Virginia more
than a hundred and fifty years ago. She did
not hav the advantages of a good education,
for, in her time, there were no free schools in
the state in which she li-ved. It has been said
that she could hardly write her name. But
she learned to do all kinds of honsework, and
was taught, also, to spin yarn and to weave
cloth. By and by she married, but was early
left a widow with three children.
After awhile she met, at the house of a
friend, a young military man, who was
attracted by her bright, vi-vacious manners, her
handsome face, and cheery con-versation. It
was a case of "love at first sight," and not
The Gentle Mule.
long afterward she married this gentleman,
He was tour teet high and seven teet long,
who was none other than George Washington.
His hide was tbl•k and his legs were strong;
Her life was quite e-ventful after this, as she
He u·qed on hay and oats and grass,
took
a deep interest in public affair~ with
And he sampled at times tbe garden "sass."
which her new husband was identified. She
X rode him once like a knight of old,
witnessed the siege and e-vacuation of Boston
11. saddle and bit ablaze with gold,
by the Brritish in the time of the Re-volution.
•11. cane for " lance-and what beside,
During this war she made frequent visits to
1: remember not; since I took that ride.
camp, and her arrival there was always con:rt IR, perhaps, but a childish dream,
sidered a great e-vent. The soldiers liked to
In which things are not but rather seem,
see her among them, for her cheerfulness was
-For the air did whirl and seem to go round,
And I was pleased when I touched the ground.
inspmng. She said she heard the first cannon
at the opening and the closing of the war.
r hav ridden since then on a railroad car,
And sailed In a !Yoat through the harbor bar;
She was at Valley Forge in 1777-8, that fearful
I hav been to court and church and school,
winter of distress and pri-vation, when the outAnd yet I remember that gentle mule.
look was dreary and direful. She was like an
D. R. SHERIDAN.
angel of mercy there, seeking out the poor
and distressed ones, and relie-ving their needs
Children's Tears.
as only the bene-volent and kind can do.
'The tears and griefs of children are looked
L11dy Washington she was called, and everynpon by many as of no moment and worthy of body respected her highly. But she lived,
little consideration, yet these are all the young while in camp, in a log cabin. This was the
heart well can bear, which a kind word or a headquarters of General Washington, and
gentle hand might ha-v soothed and wiped that hard winter above mentioned, they had
.away.
little to eat or drink-salt herrings and potaSome years ago, I was stopping a few days toes, and these not plentiful, no tea, no coffee,
with a lady who prided herself on her neat- only water, drank from tin cups. Their
ness and strict government of her children, dishes were mostly of pewter, and the spoons
-even estimating all her lady friends and they used were of horn. Those were troublous
011cquaintances by this one qualification, saying times, as you may believe-" the times that
«she did not belie-ve anyone was doing their tried men's soul's," as they were ne-ver tried
duty by their children by letting them romp before.
and play around in the dirt," glancing with
Lady Washington dressed -very plainly.
pride towards her two children, a boy and girl, Once when she visited her husband in New
of eight and six years old, sitting demurely by Jersey she came clad in a russet gown, and a
her side, looking wistfully out of the windows, wl-:lte handkerchief pinned over her bosom,
much like caged birds, wishing to be free.
and the people who did not know her took
A day or two after, as I was sitting by the her to be a servant girl.
window overlooking the sanded tennis-lawn, I
Of course she was very glad when the war
beheld the two children busily playing in the was over, and she could retire to the quiet of
sand. The boy had piled up ridges of the her own home, but there she was always busy.
J·ielding sand, and was sticking into them All the cloth then worn was homespun, and
small twigs of cedar, as he called out to his Lady Washington kept sixteen spinning wheels
sister: ;, Come and see my mountains."
in constant motion. She and the general, her
She looked up for a moment from her flower husband, had a large number of sla-ves to progarden, where she had been putting some vide for, and consequently she used a great
roses and pinks in little beds of sand, and deal of domestic cloth, and she herself supersaid, "You must not put your trees on the intended everything that was done just like any
tops of your mountains; you must leave them farmer's wife.
bare-don't you see?" pointing to some bald
The people ate plain food in those days,
peaks in the distance.
and Lady Washington's table was no exception
Just at that moment was heard the shrill to the general rule. It is said that the last
voice of their mother, calling out, "There you course at dinner usually consisted of pancakes
are, playing in the dirt again!" and down came and molasses, or sugar if preferred.
her hea-vy hand upon their innocent heads, so
As the wife of the president of the United
full of ideal beauty, their joy turned to grief States, she was not spoiled by honors and disand they made to think they had done a wrong tinction. She was not haughty and supercilby obeying the laws of life and health. I will ious, but was always gentle and agreeable, a
not repeat the base epithets she used as she good wife, a tender mother, and a valued
drove the children into the house, and told friend.
them not to leave it again that day. Did that
When but nineteen years of age, Martha
mother know she was tarnishing the moral Skelton was left a widow, and quite wealthy,
nature of her children, that neither time nor as was the Martha of whom we hav written
tears could ever obliterate?
above. She was a very beautiful woman, with
That children hav fine sensibilities will be large, dark eyes, and a lovely complexion.
seen in the following incident: Being one day
She was quite well educated for the time in
at a neighbor's house when I was quite young, which she lived.
there came in a little girl, belonging to some
She had many lovers, and among them was
very poor people in the place, and asked for one named Thomas Jefferson. He played the
a quart of milk to take home with her. The violin, and Martha played the harpsichord,
. h
h
h
·
bl
1
lady of the house ga-ve her the milk, and also
wh rc ~as t en t e fas~waa e musica instru'0D1e bread and cheese to eat, as she knew her ment, mstead of the prano.
L,ruily were destitute. Just then her husband
In due time the twain were married, and

o-ver they started for their new home-Monticello. A snow-storm was in progress, or had
fallen prenously to quite a depth, and as they
went on, it was in places so deep they were
obliged to leave their carriage and proceed on
their journey on horseback. When the sun
went down they were still eight miles from
Monticello, and the road was rough, snowy, and
mountainous, and, of course, it was very late
when they reached their home, and then they
fohnd the house all dark and closed up, for
the servants, which were colored slaves, not
expecting them, had all gone to their little
cabins for the night.
It was not a very cheerful home-coming, you
may be sure, with no fire, and shivering with
cold, and nothing in the house to eat. But
they laughed and made the best of the situa·
tion.
Mr. Jefferson had a large estate, and shortly
after his marriage to Mrs. Skelton, her father
died and left to her forty thousand acres of
land and a hundred and thirty-five slaves.
These sla-ves, and those belonging to her husband, all came under her immediate super-vision, so that her cares and anxieties were unceasing. She was a noble woman, as good and
kind as she was lovely and attractiv, and all
her large household was much attached to her.
During the war of the Re-volntion, she was
forced to fly from the enemy on two occasions.
At one time, when Mr. Jefferson was goverhor
of Virginia, the British, under Lord Cornwallis,
determined to capture him in his own home at
Monticello, and, in furtherance of that object,
made a raid npon the place.
They destroyed all the growing crops, carried
off the cattle, and burnt the barns. In addition to this they carried away thirty or more
slaves, who afterwards died with small-pox,
nearly all of them. But they did not get the
go-vernor, nor any of his family.
All these sad trials wore deeply upon Mrs.
Jefferson and her health began rapidly to fail,
She was 'the mother of seven children 1 but
only two li-ved to grow up.
Many times she hoped, many times she sor.
rowed, and, at length, long before o-vertaken
by old age, she sickened and died.
I:i:er death was a terrible blow to Thomas
Jefferson, from which he never fully reco-vered,
although he lived forty-four years afterward,
and lived to be president of the United States.
He was one of the greatest and noblest men
that ever lived in this country, modest, unostentations, yet bra-ve, outspoken, and generous.
He disliked all titles, and would not be addressed as "His Excellency," "Honorable,"
etc., and e-ven deprecated the title of Mr. The
brightest jewel of his life _was his love for. his
wife, and the greatest prruse that can be gr-ven
her is that she deserved and was worthy of the
love of such a man as Jefferson.
Thus these two Marthas were each connected
by clJsest ties with t'wo of the grandest and
most notable men of our couutry, yet were
gentle, true, and womanly, noble, lovable,
honorable women, of whom we may well be
proud, and whose memory is as fre~h and
sweet to-day as the fragrant rosebud JUst unfolded in its queenly beauty.

4.
TRANSPOSITION.
Come. yo11 solvers, show your wit;
And solve this puzzle here.
I know you all are able to,; ·
Of that I hav no fear.
My little word, two syllables1 .
Take WebSter's and you will.
1 dare not tell you any more,
But this 'it does mean-skill.
Re-versed my word, a noted isle
In one of the Eastern seas,
From whence came a hero brave,
And distnrbed Europe's peace.
Newburgh, N. Y.
RoBERT BERNHEIM.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN'S CORNER
Nov. 29, 1884.
1. Tree toad.
2. C-offer-D-am-Coffer-dam.
3. M-us-t.
4. Cares.
Solvers: R. Bernheim, Jessie Downs, J. K.
P. Baker.
Mr. Juergens's double acrostic in Puzzle
Box, Nov. 22d, has been solved in part, first,
by J. K. P. ilaker; second, Robert Ilerhheim;
third, F. E. Fairchild. They are correct in
primals and finals, but wrong in some of the
words, though those named are equally as good
as Mr. JuergPns's.-ED. C. C.
MARIE L. BA.KER.-Please accept thanks for
photogi·aph, and for poetic contribution. You
shoulil culti-vate your poetic talent.-ED. C. C.

Correspondence.

A. LETTER FROM A TEACHER.
BEAR LAKE, MICH., Nov. 24, 1884.
DEAR Miss WIXoN:
.
.
_ .
E-very two weeks we hav
rhetoricals at school. My children are marched
into the grammar-room, at the commencement
of the afternoon session, and the time is divided between the two departments. Singing,
reading, declamations, and dialogs fill the
hours with a pleasing and varied program.
The parents are very much interested, and always come in, and that encourages the children. ! don't think I was ever in a coniniiinity
where so much attention was gi-ven to public
speaking and singing; There is none of that
diffidence in facing an audience which you
often find among boys and girls. If you request a girl to recite a selection it is done as
well as if it was a lesson in arithmetic or geography.
You ask me if I enjoy teaching here as well
as I did in the East. On some accounts I prefer the West. As my school is not graded, it
is m'?re difficult to keep all the chil~ren b_usy1
bnt rt makes a teacher keen and qmck-Wltted
to hav a district school under her care. 'fhe
parents are very sensible, and while they wish
their children to progress as rapidly as possible, we hav no terrible examinations at the
end of the term to look forward to, and from
my conversations with the parents I know that
no one desires any cramming or. pushing.
When a child is ready for promotion he is pat
into a higher class. I hav introduced some of
my kindergarten work, and the children are
fascinated with it. The boys are just as enthusiastic over the sewing. cards as the girls. The
boys hav some ttouble in threading· their
needles, and it is cunning sometimes to see a
large boy go to a little fairy of a girl to get
her to thread his needle. I did uot expect
they would care for it, but it will be of some
Our Puzzle Box.
service to them in sewing on buttons in the
1.
future should any of them be doomed to single
iL FA.UT ATTENDRE LE BO!TEAUX.
All your readers love me, especially when I'm life,
One of the best things that can be said confat·
cerning the people here is that they dress comStill, I hav but one leg-only think of that.
fortably. You can wear a hood to church if
I run to many parties-I might run to you;
You would ne-ver leave me, till death came too. you want to without losing caste. Arctic overshoes, good warm leggins, and mittens so thick
Almost in my middle an article I wear,
that the wind carmot penetrate them form the
A -very useful article, I freely declare.
regular costume of the people. No one minds
My other extremity, reckoning from my leg,
Is sometimes called "holy "-the spelling I the weather. Rehearsals, sings, and society
meetings are always well attended in spite of
beg.
By changing the spelling, still spelling wrong, rain or snow, To-night I attended a missionary concert. The children recited their recita•
A body of water, deep, wide, and long.
tions in leggins, and formed a great contrast to
Grand Rapids, Mich.
EsPRIT FoRT.
many tastily-dressed children you and I hav
seen. It seems to me that this life must be an
2.
education in itself.
A. LOGOGRAMIC LETTER CHARADE.
I am very glad that you. are to publish your
My first, as reckoned by the sound,
story. I know I shall enjoy it. I will send
A useft1llegume may be found;
for a copy soon, and after I read it will do all
My second, reader, is yourself,
I can to help its circulation. They hav a town
T.hongh poor, or blessed with boundless pelf, library here, and hav a copy of your "Apples
My third, if used to measure years,
of Gold." Did you write a play for one of
As half a century appears.
the societies in Fall River? Was it published,
My fourth repeats my primal o'er,
and can I get a copy from you? We shall hav
With sound and meaning 1\S before.
some amateur theatricals here, and want some
My fifth is just myBelf, I think.
good plays. I see from the Detroit News that
Jlily last, a beverage fit to drink.
a woman suffrage association haB been formed
And now, my whole, by halves as reckoned,
in Fall River. Did you join? The Good TemPretends to first you from a second
p lara are quite an activ society. They will
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. P. BAKER.
hav a basket and night-cap sociable W ednesday e-vening. The young people are mak3.
ing fancy caps, which are really beautiful.
CHANGING HER NAME.
Did you see that Miss Blanche Willis Howard
I'-ve paid a puzzler's compliment
has dramatized her last novel, " Gwenn ?" I
To men of every continent;
should think it would take well, it is so full of
A woman now my care shall claim,
thrilling scenes. I take the Boston Transcript
Well to be won by "change of name."
to keep up with many Eastern e-vents. I was
If I could only "take her eye"
glad to see that it was the intention of the
'Twould giv my looking-glass the lie;
state board of lunacy and charity to establish
And could I "steal her he tri" away,
an institu1ion for the care of inebriates. We
She should be won that very wa.y.
hav a bird here who sings e-very evening. I
Like Robin Gray, I'd steal her cow,
ne-ver saw such a restless birdie. He cannot
But she has none, I do IJ.VOW.
get to sleep until the house is still. He is said
to inherit this trait from his grandmother.
Alas, alas, I gi-v it up !
But hold, she has a lillle pupExcuse blunders. I hav written this while
I'll take the last of her ca·mite.
others hav been reading. Love to your mother
She's won! \Ve're one! She's mine, she's and yourself. I rem11in,
l mine.
BILLY Doux.
Your friend,
MARIA B. lliRRIS,
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Old Adam.
Old Adam was the first man,
As everybody knows;
He never paid no tanors bills,
Because he wore no clothes.
No white kid gloves upon his hands,
As you may well suppose;
No standing collar round his neck,
No shoes to hide his toes.
His wife his dinner cooked each day,
A good rat roast, or bolled,
But oftentimes ror want or fire
Hls dinner, it got spolled.
He would hav had it cooked with gas,
But th!tt he couldn't afford,
From Youngstown would hav had his coals,
But the pits were not then bored.
His time passed happlly away,
He led a frugal ll!e,
And never quarreled with any one
Unless It was his wife.
He neither rent nor taxes paid,
No duns came to his door;
He had enough or meat and drink,
And some left tor the poor.
But the poor hadn't been born then,
Neither were the great;
No thieves or robbers called on himHe never locked his-gate.
Old Adam no example toOk
From other people's ways;
He never went to balls or routs,
•ro concerts, nor to plays;
For concert rooms and theaters
Old Adam had not seen;
Anrl Eve was never once accused
or kissing other men.
He Jived on to a good old age,
Was never putTed with pride;
And when his days had run their course,
Alas! poor Adam died.
A MILD LUNATIC.

manner, showing everywhere the woman of
exuberant good nature, the reader is captivated
at the start. One :finds himself newly interested in things that he deemed famili!tr; reads
about men and women of whom he has frequently heard, but set in new lights and
phases. Sketches of conversation occur all
through the book, most of them with wellknown people, all of whom cordially aided.
Miss Faithfull toward the attainment of her
mrsswn. It is pleasant to read her lively comments on such persons as Charles Sumner,
Julia Ward Howe, Professors Colt Tyler and
Maria Mitchell, George W. Childs, Charlotte
Cushman, John Taylor the Mormon president,
Thurlow Weed, and the hundred others she
met. But what will most interest the American reader are the chatty comparisons made of
our sc>cial mannerisms with those of old England, and the tendencies that she thinks are
clearly to be seen in popular sentiment as concerns trade, government, labor, the woman
question, art, and so on. The eminent utility
of what Miss Faithfull says here and there
makes the book valuable, and therefore desirable. While it will entertain everyone who
takes it up, it will be sure to instruct those who
are thoughtful."

THE EvoLUTION OF A LIFE, Described in the
Memoirs of Major Seth Eyland.
In this volume, as we are informed, "Major
Eyland, who commanded the First New York
Mounted Rifles, describes his personal experiences in field and camp during the Civil War,
as captain, provost-marshal, and judge-advocate, and givs scores of interesting and
amusing anecdotes (never before published)
of Lincoln, Grant, McClellan, St:ott, Butler,
Joe Johnston, Stonewall Jackson, Martin Van
Buren, Horatio Seymour, President Arthur,
Col. Fisk, and other noted men. Major Eyland's life in Europe as an art student and
traveler also brought him in contact with many
distinguished artists and scientists, and he relates in entertaining fashion curious and
laughable episodes of travel and adventure,
New Books.
with personal reminiscences and bits of critiAr.L IN A LIFETIME: A Romance. By Susan cism." ::;. W. Green's Sons, of New York, are
H. Wixon. 12mo, 400 pp. Price, $1.50. the publishers of this book. It is well written,
For sale at the TRUTH SEEKER office.
well printed, and well bound. 12mo. $1.50.
This is, we believe, the result of Miss Wixon's first essay as a novelist. Her reputation THE AMERICAN LESSON OF THE FREE TRADE
STRUGGLE IN ENGLAND. By Gen. M. M.
as a writer of short stories was established with
Trumbull. 12mo; 290 pages. Published
the first issue of "Apples of Gold," and has
by Schumm & Simpson, Chicago. Price,
been perpetuated by her little sketches in the
75 cents.
Children's Corner of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The cause of the protectiv tariff in this
"All in a Lifetime" is a story that will wear
country is well and ably presented; that of
well, because, like the works of Bulwer Lytton,
free trade has not as yet called to its support
it mingles philosophy with romance. Fiction
serves its highest purpose when it conveys a an overwhelming number of adherents, but
useful lesson through the medium of the emo- in the person of Gen. M. M. Trumbull it has
at least one stanch defender. This book comes
tions. Failing in this, it is merely fictitious
indorsed as "useful and instructiv" by John
history of imaginary persons and events. A
Bright, the eminent and popular free .trade
great many novels are even worse; while teachadvocate of England, and contains arguments
ing little that is worth knowing, they inculcate
that are well worth considering, whether one
the grossest superstition. "The Swiss Family
reaches the same conclusions as the writer or
Robinson," for example, which has had a wide
not. We hav writers enough on the other side
circulation, is one of this latter sort; " All in
of this question; Gen. Trumbull is heartily
a Lifetime," we are glad to observe, is not.
welcomed as an expounder of free trade prin'£his book tells, in an engaging manner, a most
ciples.
interesting story, with a lovely grl'l for a heroin. The plot is deep and well worked out.
The list of contributors to the "Agnostic
The characters, who are numerous, are distinct Annual for 1885" (Charles A. Watts, editor;
creations that do great credit to the genius Of H. Cattell & Co.) is exclusivly English, but
the author. It would be unfair to the writer comprises the best of the heterodox thinkers
of the story, as well as to the thousands who of that island. The editor opens with a short
will read it, if we were to giv even an outline paper on "Agnosticism and Atheism," in
of the plot. The uncertainty as to how a story which he states what to him appears the difis to end, and the complications through which ference between the two isms: "Briefly put,
that end is brought about, constitute one of Atheism conc()rns itself with the God-idea, one
the principal charms of romance. Therefore of many phases of the phenomena of being;
wiLh our best words as to its merits, and our while Agnosticism pertains to the great probbest wishes as to its success, we recommend lem of existence in its grand totality. Its conMiss Wixon's "All in a Lifetime '·' to the story- flict with Theism is purely accidental, wholly
reading public. May it be profitable to the subsidiary. It assails Christianity and all rewriter, as it is sure to b~ to the readd. The vealed religion, because their pretensions are
<1uality of this work, we may say, is not strained; opposed to the cardinal truth, that ' we know
it droppeth like the gentle dew from heaven nothing of what may be beyond phenomena;'
upon the place ·beneath. It is twice blessed; but disbelief in orthodox assumptions in no
it blesseth him that givs and him that takes.
sense constitutes Agnosticism. Atheism, on
the contrary, is simply and solely a negation of
THREE VISITS To AMERICA. By Emily Faith- Theism; and with the popular rejection of a
full. 12mo, pp. xii, 400. Cloth, price,
$1.50. Published by Fowler & Wells Co. personal God and of revealed religion the
raison d'etre of Atheism would be clearly nonSold at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
existent." Mr. Pharles Watts, father of the
We copy the publishers' announcement:
editor, and first vice-president of the National
"The author of this volume needs no introduction to an American public; her work in Liberal League, has a six-page article on "Agbehalf of struggling women during the past nosticism and Theology," in which the contwenty years has been attended with so much tentions of both are sharply defined. He
success that she has acquired widespread celeb- treats of the origin of the universe, its nature,
rity in spite of herself. Her three visits in this the existence of God, and immortality, from an
country were made for the purpose of studying
our society, our industrial methods and organ- Agnostic standpoint. His paper is to our
izations, in behalf of poor and unfortunate thinking the ablest of the collection. "Mars
English women, and the record of these three Hill in London," by Moncure D. Conway, is a
visits is not a rush into print to gratify personal slight interposition in the philosophic enmotivs merely, or to let the world know 'my counter between the Messrs. Harrison,
impressions of America,' after the style of so
many foreign tourists, but the notes of a warm- Spencer, and Stephen. Mr. Conway sees that
hearted, practical observer who is in earnest Agnosticism is, after all, only a milder form of
for the improvement of the condition of her expressing Atheism. "The scientific sisterfellow-women, and givs her best experience in hood are tender-hearted; they hate to banish
the tracings of her pen. Few writers on Theologia suddenly from their company, and
America hav seen so much of our country,
talked with so many of our best people, and compassionately delude their dying sister. Oh,
looked so deeply into our social habits and in- of course, we cannot say but what you may turn
stitutioml; and as she relates the notable inci- out right; nobody can prove there isn't a god
dent~> of her journeys in a lively, agreeable somewhere, and a heaven of bliss;' adding,

sotto voce, 'and nobody can prove there isn't
a skyblue peacock with a hundl:ed heads and
a million eyes on the other side of the moon?""
The value of Agnosticism, Mr. Conway thinks,
is temporary; it is a notice given to Theology,
final albeit tender, to quit the region of actualities. "Exit Theology, and one more is added
to the Seven Sleepers. Enter Religion, and a
leader appears among the Seven Champions."
This religion which is to lead is not Christianity more than it may be Buddhism. It must
be a religion which will abide in the known
world, and invest with its consecration the
actual life and daily duties of man. "It must
now restore the union of believe and belove.
There is faith, which accepts a basis on trust
without knowledge; and hope, which raises
personal desire into proximate harmony with
universal law; but by these man knows only
in part, as Paul says, or sees as in a mirror,
obscurely; when that which is perfect is come,
that which is in part is done away. This
'perfect' J.esus and John and Paul called
love. And who can giv us a better name for
the soul of religion? The greatest of all is
love, for that alone is beyond dispute, free
from doubt, casts out fear, is the supreme joy
of life," Though this is a very shadowy kind
of religion, it marks the present abiding-place
of a number of able heretical preachers who
will sooner or later join the Secular party.
The other contributors to the "Annual"
are those best known to the English public as
contributors to the Secular Review. One noticeable poem is a t.ranslation from Victor
Hugo, by Thomas Mead, called, "The Council
of Ten." Hugo loses nothing of his fire and
force from being run through the translation
mill, as too often happens, for Mr. Mead in
poetry of his own has shown almost equal
ability with the man whose glowing lines he
places before English reading people. Another
writer ~for the "Annual" is Dr. Edward
B. Aveling, who has utilized this publication to excoriate his fellow-scientists who,
seeing the light of science, are yet blind to the
necessity of making their positions clearly
known. Dr. Aveling calls them" the Messrs.
Facing-Both-Ways of Science." With his feeling of impatience at their temporizing attitude
we heartily sympathize.
There are many other articles in the "Annual" equally worth extended notice, but the
limits of space] are fast being reached. We
hope that this "Annual" will be a permament
publication, for while Agnosticism is being attacked on all hands, such expositions of its
true meaning as are here given are urgently
needed. The editor announces his intention
to found a monthly journal of Liberal thought
to be called The Agnostic, and this will also be
devoted to the exposition and defense of the
new philosophy. Altogether, Mr. Charles A.
Watts deserves great commendation for so
ably performing a duty which but for himbetween those scientists who seem afraid of
running counter to " respectability,'' and the
Radicals who see in Agnosticism something in
advance of pre-conceived ideas-would be left
undone. For the price (25 cents) it would be
difficult, too, to obtain better reading. We
shall hav a supply in a week or te:ii days.

"Scott-I\rowne's Text Book of Phonography, Part II.," which has been announced as
forthcoming for a considerable length of time,
has appeared. To begin with, it is a handsome publication, and must hav involved an
immense amount of work in its mechanical
make-up, besides the research and experiment
necessary in deciding finally what are the best
forms for phonographic writing. The system
of llhorthand taught by Mr. Scott-Browne is
called the American Standard. Unlike most
other systems, it has shown itself to be progressiv. The author did not stereotype his
first conceptions and put them before the
world as the last word on the subject. Where
he has seen opportunities for improvements,
those improvements hav been unhesitatingly
made. These are not, however, in the direction of arbitrary signs and intricate phrases,
but in the way of consistency and legibility,
and involve a theory of analogy which, proceeding from an established principle, carries
a word through all its forms, both as to affixes
and suffixes, without changing the form of the
primitiv. The gain by this method in legibility
must be apparent to all stenographers, and
there is no apparent reason for fearing any
sacrifice of speed. The system of syllabication observed in the American Standard would
appear to be a great help also to legibility.
For instance, when only mprtnr is given for
"importuner,'' it is more legible thus, m-prtn-r, as written by Scott-Browne, than mp-rt-nr,
as by another shorthand teacher. The author
of this text-book beHaves that the systematizing work which he has performed on phonographic forms, together with the discovery
that analogy may be generally applied to them,

marks an era almost as important in the his
tory of shorthand writing as did the invent~oli
of the art itself.
Phonography is cert!f,inly a study concern•
ing which there is a growing interest. Perhaps it is not going too far to predict that
sooner or later it will in a measure take the
place of the present clumsy longhand, which
is altogether too slow for the age. Some lucky
man will undoubtedly discover a system
adapted to every-day use. When that discov•
ery is made there will be a revolution in chirography that cannot be other than beneficial.
There is a system of phonetic writing connected with !\_nd growing out of Mr. Andrews's universal science, which exists in the
Nature of 'fhings. Little of it is known, however. Maybe Alwato is to bring the coming
emancipation to both writers and printers
from the slavery to a system of longhand
writing which few comparativly hav been able
to write with splled either gracefully or legibly,
The price of Scott-Browne's "Text-Book of
Phonography, Part II.,'' is $2.00;
The Young Secularist and Family JJ1reethought
Paper is the title of a new monthly magazine
for children published in Melbourne, Australia,
It owes its existence to the untiring efforts for
Freethought of Joseph Symes, who settled in
Australia some months a,go. It is an unpretentious little monthly, selling at 3d., but,
teaching the laws of evolution, will no doubt
soon exemplify them by blossoming forth in as
fine garments as any juvenile paper-for somehow we think books for children should be
made the most attractiv of all works. Older
folks care for the matter; with children the
manner is at least of equal importance. The
contents of the first number are a biographical
sketch of Thomas Paine; What is Secularism?
the story of An Outcast, by Winwood Reade,
Thomas Burt, by Jo~eph Symes; instructions
how to be strong and healthy, Gems of Free·
thought, with riddles, poetry, and anecdotes.
One of the stories is "Lazy Dick,'' the first
story that Miss Wixon wrote for THE TRUTH
SEEKER's Children's Corner. So much of it as
appears is without credit to author or papera bad example to set for young Secularists.
The purpose of the magazine is about the
highest 1!o which printer's ink can contribute,
and we sincerely hope the Liberals of Australia
will giv it the generous support that its purpose merits.

Professor Augustin Knoflack, 35 Tribune
Building, New York, is publishing a series of
pamphlets entitled "German Simplified,'' designed for those who wish to learn the German language and hav not the advantage of a
teacher. Three numbers hav been issued;
twelve will complete the series. Price, per
number, 10 cents.
No.2, Vol. I., of The Mind Cure and Science of
Life, A. J. Swarts, chief editor, has reached
this office. It is a monthly, of Spiritualistic
proclivities, devoted to the cause and cure of
disease only. Published at 18 Tribune Building, Chicago, ill. Terms, $1 per year; sample copies sent free by Mr. Swarts on receipt
of four cents in stamps.
The Freidenker Publishing Company of Milwaukee, Wis., hav issued their sixth annual
"Amerikanischer Turner-Kalendar" for the
year. 1885. It is printed in German, and contains a calendar and blank space in each month
for memoranda, besides articles and poems on
various subjects. Price 25 cents.
"The Decay of Institutions; or, An Argument
Proving that Progress is a Fundamental and
Universal Law-that Paradise is Ahead, not in
the Past," is the title of a 42-page pamphlet by
Moses Hull, at Maquoketa, Iowa. This hall the
right sound. The price is not given, but may
be learned of Mr. Hull at the above address.
J. M. Wheeler, London, Eng., has printed a
leaflet entitled "Gospel Lies." As it contains
but eight 12mo pages, it is probably not exhaustiv. Price 5 cents. "Letters from Hell"
is the name of a second publication by the same
author, 28 Stonecutter st., London, E. C.
5
cents.
J. M. Peebles, M.D., has undertaken to tell,
through a pamphlet of 99 pages, published by
M. L. Holbrook & Co., "How to Liv a Century.
and Grow Old Gracefully." His major premis
is that human life is a gift of God, but that we
hav a duty to perform in prolonging it. Price
50 cents.
A ;:-ricultural.
A gentleman aged 29 year£', wishing to learn either
rarming, stock·ralslng, or fruit culture, deelree to
correspond with some reliable man engaged in any
or the above in any Western state or territory.
WM. J. BURNS,
Address.
4t48
1323 Eighth ave., Altoona, Blair Co, Pa.
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BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
BY SCRIPTURE.
Falsehood and Deception-Cheating- , heft and Hobbery-Adultery and Prostitution-Mul der-Wars of Conqu"st and ExterJ.nination-Despotism-Intolerance and
Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Children-Cruelty to A nhnals--Human Sacrifices-Cannibalism- Witchcraft- >::;lavery -Polygamy- IntemperancePoverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy- Obscenity.
1

BY .JOliN E. REMSBURG.
Price,

Sin~le

Copies, 25

6 Copies, $1.00

~ents;

Special Discount on Larger

(luantitie~.

PAINE'S -AGE OF REASON.

THE

or all Anti·theolog·
'' PREIDENK:ER " The Greatest
lcal Works.
Freedom, Culture, aud

Pro~})erity

Cor all!

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
(Organ of the Freethinkers of North America, of the Prr"ce, Sr"ngle 0 · 8 20
t
Eight copies
Union of Radicals, and the !llorth-A.merlcan
c pre '
cen s.
"Turnerbund.")
for $1.00. ·

Ed.itor: C. Hm·mann Boppe,
TERMS, PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE:
UNITED STATES AND CANADA:
With Supplement (Turnzeltung)
$3.00
Without Supplement (Turnzeitung)
2.50
EUROPE:
With Supplement (Turnzeltung) $3.50
Without Supplement (Turnzeltung)
3 00
Sample copies sent, on appllcatlon, free of charge.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work In connection with the proposed Independence of America from Great Britain,
washington wrote: "A few more such flaming
arguments . . • wlll not leave numbers at a loss
to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Pt•ice, 35 cents.

For either of these works, or any of Paine's
In this Weekly, which Is now in the 13th year or writings, Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER,
its existence, poll tical, social, and re!lgious matters
33 Clinton Place, New York.
are discussed with a view to general enlightenment
and· progress. The "Turnzeltung," lssued as a supplement to the "Freldenker," Is especially devoted
to the discussion. of topic" pertaining to physical
~~\~f:j !:\,~ matters of Interest to lovers of the gym-

1857. } GR!Jtc ~~fuAL} 1885.

From January 1, 1885, the "Freidenker " w111 be
enlarged, thUB furnishing CONSIDERABLY MORE
READING MATTER, whlle the PRICE WILL REMAIN
THE SAME AS BEFORE.
•
For the convenience of those of our readers who
are chiefly Interested In matters relating to gymnastics, the "F.reidenke.r ''-and "Turnzeltung" will be
consolldated Into one paper, to be called "Amerikanlsche Turnzeltung,'' with the sub-heading "Turnerische Ausgabe des 'Freidenker,' ••
Th!B paper wlll contain more reading matter than
furnished by both the "Freldenker" and the "Turnzeitung" heretofore. In making these changes, the
publlshers have incurred great expense, and we
therefore sollclt the hearty co-operation of all friends
of the cause in securing for the " Freidenker " and
~~~:· Amerlkanlsche Turnzeitung" a wider circulaWe also publish:

'' .Erziehungsblatter"
fuer Schule uud Haus.
A Liberal German Educational Monthly.
Organ of the German-American •.reachers' Association.
Editor: MAXIMILIAN GROSSllfA.NN, l\111 waukee, Wis.
Associate Editors: {H. H. FICK. Chicago, 111.
H. SCHURICHT, Chicago, Ill.
16 large quarto pages, with four-page cover.
Terrns: $2.12 per annurn, in advance.

H

Freidenker-A.lmanach "

FOR THE YEAR 1885.
The Almanac, which Is now in the 8th year or Its
existence, Is devotecl. to the propagation of F reathought principles. frice, 25 Uen<s.

"Amerilcanisher

Turnerkalender"

FOR THE YEAR 1885.
This Annual, which Is now published for the 6th
time, is principally intended to pr.omote the culture
of gymnastics, and Is pervaded by a thoroughly llberal spirit. PRIOE, 2t; CENTS.
Orders for all kinds of books promptly filled.
Radical and Freethought Publ!catlons a specialty.
Address all orders to
FREIDENKER PUBLISHING CO.,
470 East Water Street,
3t50
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

New Years Gift Presentation,
IN

COMMEMORATION OF THE 28TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE

ROCHELLE J£W£LRY STORE.

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History of£hristianity
A VINDICATION
of some passages in the "Hi£tory of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Gmzot, Milman, Wenck,
an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
x·vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
This ·book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and wl~~t were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and cond1hon of the
primitive Christians.
"1 know of no book that contains more real and valuable information upon the origin of Christianity."-

R·}t~~:~f~~e0~~·st learned and interesting books ever
written and published. "-Boston Investi'gator.
'

F"OR. SALE: AT TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,

"ANT I C H R IS T ."
l'rovtng concluslvly that
THE 8TOBY OF JB8U8 CHRIST
Hla birth, life, trllll, execution, etc.-11 a myth
TBUTH SBBKBB omce.
P\'lae. 12.00.
BS Cllnton Plane. New Yor•-

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY$1.
BY MAIL POS'I'•PAID.

January 1, ISS5,
At 2 P.M.,
ROCHELLE, ILL.
Last year on· New Year's day Wettstein presented
to his patrons assembled In Armory Hall, a valuable
collection of beautiful presents, comprising 10 Gold
.watches and Gold Chains; hal! a dozen genuln Diamond Pins, Rings, and Eardrops; over a dozen fine
Sliver Watches, solld Gold Jewelry, elegant Sliverware, Fancy Goods, etc., ranging In price from $1.00
to $100.00.
This I propose to do this year and to gtv my Liberal friends abroad an opportunity to receive a nice
present.
The aggregate of goods presented wlll not be Jess
than $1,500, and probably $2,000, a<".cording to amount
of goods sold.
To all my customers sending $1.00 or more for
goods or work, I shall present, for each and every
dollar, a certificate entitling the owner to one or
more shares in these glt&s.
Th!sis the fairest and most liberal otrer ever made
by any merchant in America My stock Is complete
in everything pertaining to a first-class jewelry
store; prices now averaging 25 per cent below thOse
of largest cities; goods sent by mall or express to
all parts ot the world accompanied by one certificate
for every dollar rem! tted, and cash refunded If not
satisfactory, and returned same day received.
Prices on watches again reduced since last price
lis& in this paper. The presents wlll be presented
In a public hall of Rochelle, directly to my customers, or to a committee selected by them at that
time, in ooe entire Jot, and the mode of distribution
wm be optional with them.
Everybooly pleased last year, and all must be
pleased this year.
Circulars giving all particulars and describing
style and value of each gift, malled free on application.
OTTO WET'.rST.EIN.
10t43

THE

INSTITUTION OF .MARRIAGE IN
THE UNITED KINGDOM.

KNOW THYSELF
AGreat Medical Work on Man~ood!
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Deblllty
Premature Decllne In Man, Errors of Youth, and the
untold mlse~les resulting from Indiscretions or excesses. A book for every man, young, middle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all acute
and chronic diseases, each one of which is Invaluable. So found by the author, whose experience for
23 years is such as probably never before fell to the
lot of any physician. SOO pages, bound In beautiful
French muslln, embossed covers, full gllt, guaran
teed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical,
llterary, and professional-than any other work sold
In this country for $2.50, or the money wlll be re·
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Bend now,
Gold medal awarded the author by the National Med·lcal Association, to the otficers of which he refers.
This Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the atfilcted for rellef. It
wlll be"ef!t all.-London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom this book
wlll not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No <l Bulflnch st., Boston, Mass., who rna~
be consulted on all diseases requiring sklll and ex·
perience. uhronlc ana obstinate diseases that hav
baf!!ed the sklll of all other physicians
a
specialty. Such treated successfully
without an lnAtJIDCA of fallure.
lyri8
Mention this paper.

HEAL
THYSElf

DR. F.t.LLOWS
is a regularly educat-

'\\"ill Cure all Form.s ef .Diaease Without
llledic1ne.
CONSULTING ROOMS,
471 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Som.•tblng f<>r Invalids io read and study
ov.,r.-StOJ> Dru1.1ging and try
Na.•ure'• lC.entedy,
lliAGNE'llSlll.
For years past 1t baa been known to the profession that Magnetism and Electricity were powerful
agents for Imparting vital force aud ene1 gy to the
worn-out Blltrercr from disease. Many humanitarians In the profession, thinking more of the alleviation of surrerlng than they did of the coae o!
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resort and found 1bernselves astonl8hed at the errect upon their t-atlents.
'.rhey had bePn taught that mtalclne was an absolut~ essentlatln all cases, ana that that falllng, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and tnBie an aavanced thinker has !lung aside
the tle which bound him to his dogm atlc b ethren
ana baa rEsorted to other and more sclentlf!c mel boas of treatment. As a result many, having bioken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous as It was unsclentlf!c, have used their best energies to devise means for the alleviation of human
surrerlng. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNE'l'IBM was establlshed, and many dlse~es
hllherto classed as Incurable readily submit tea 10
its mlld but potent lnf! uence. 'l'hls agent to the
intelllgent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as it is, the very essential of all life, it was found
that the human bo y when in a diseased condlt!on
was almost bereft of this vital prlnclpl". If we can
snpply this vital force to the wo1n-out body the
patient Wlll get Well.
An I but now Is It to be done, says the physician.
Science, howevtr, cume to the rescue, and solved
tne problem. Here and there throughout the world
are !l<idd or what ar., known as mHgnetlc vre. It
was ohseJVed that 1he ore, when c•rJ i~d upon 1he
person, was found to be a safeguard agalm.t disease,
and to this circumstance we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing avparel, !or !twas uneasy transl>lon from carry>ng magnetic ore to covering the
body wlrh permanently charged magne1s, placed In
garments f!ttea to every part of the body. blLce
the first lmroduction of magnetic appllances as a
curat•ve, tbere has been a number of these so-called
magneclc garments foisted uvon the rmbllc by men
whose sole object was gain. Unsclentlf!c lu construction, and having llttle If any magnetism in
them, their life was of short duration; It was loiJg
enough, however, to demonstrate that when ctnstructed upon sclentlf!c prln..tples there was•carcely
an aliment that human flesh ts nelr to that would
no• submIt to their heallng ln!luence.
THE EUREKA. MAG.NE1'IC AP.i'LlANCES are suverlor 10 everything of a slmllar cha• acLer be> e1ofore otrered to the publlc, being the only sclen>lfically ccnstructed appllance In <he mar&et: It Is now
two and a half years since they were first ofrered
to the publlc, and during that time we hav tre!iLed
thousands of pa&!ents, ·and not a single case of rallure to receive benefit reported to us, whlle we are
In dally receipt of testlmonlals of cures from all
parts of the country. We know that dfsea.Be cannot
exist where these garments are worn In quamitles
a.s advised by us.
To all who may be a!lllcted with any of the following complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments wlll cure you :-raralysls,
Rheumatism, Nervous Deblllty, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal DlseaE-e, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion or the Kidneys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss of Entrgy, Heart Dl>eu;e,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolavsus
Ul erl,
Chronic Peritonitis, Cancer, Ovarian 'l'umols ,
Byphllls, Epllepsy, St. Vitus' Dance, and !l.IJ form ,
or chronic lnvalldlsm.
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I, saidA MAN
who •aw an npparltlon of his deceaRed wife
he was not scared, but fort of surprised, becauM
: he didn't ex-specter.

FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.

AREN'T you in a good deal of a ll.urry aboutgettlug
your storm-doors up?" "Not an :tlour too soon.
My wire's mother will arrive at noon."

The Leading Freethought Journal of the 'World.

PROFESSOR In moral philosophy: Mrs. R., What
end has a mother In view when she punishes her·
child? Mrs. R. blu~hed and sat down.
WHY Is It that the man who whangs an old copper
cent Into the contribution box generally leans back
with a twenty-dollar look of benevolence?

LARGEST, CHEA.PEST, BEST.

THERE are In New York three survivors of the gallant six hundred who charged at Balaklava. The
Balaklava charge was nothing compared with some
of the charges made during the last presldentl!l.l
PUBLISHED EVERY S.ATURD.AY, .AT $3.00 PER YEAR; $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS.
campaign.
"WHAT is the matter?" asked Briggs, the plumber,
SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
of his partner. "I've made the greatest mistake or
my life. Did you know Simpson has just !allen
helrtoa.Iarge!ortune?" "Yes; didn't you?" "No;
and I hav sent him a bill !or only $5,000 tor last
year's work."
The political aim of THE TRUTH SEEKER is to enforce the Nine Demands of Liberalism, which are as follows:
Now that the campaign Is over, the papers hav
given up polltlca!Iylng, and hav settled down to
1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical property shall no longer be exempt from just taxation.
.
promiscuous mendacity. A San Francisco paper re2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Congress, in State Legislatures, in the navy and militia, and in pr1sons, marks that a Ohlnaman has succeeded In teaching a
asylums, and all other institutions supported by public money, shall be discontinued.
bug to play Beethoven's Immortal symphonies on a
3. We demand that all public appropriations for educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian character shall cease.
tlute. As a starter that Is a very good one.
4. We demH.nd that all religious services now sustained by the government shall be abolished; and especially that the use of
IT Is rather humiliating, says Peck's Sun, to be
the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as a text-book or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall be prohibited.
5. We demand that the appointment, by the President of the United States or by the governors of the various states, of all obllged to carry the legend, "Entered at the postoffice as second-class matter " at the head of a newsreligious festivals and fasts shall wholly cease.
"-- ~,
·
6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in all other departments of the government shall be abolished, and that paper, but they all do It, so there's no advantage
had one over another.· By the way, who Is the hairsimple affirmation under the pums and penalties of perjury shall be established in its stead.
.
pin that decides American papers are all second·
7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing the observance of Sunday as the Sabbat.h shall be repealed.
8. We dam,md that all laws looking to the enforcement of "Christian" morality shall be abrogated, and that all laws shall be class?
HUSBAND (reading from Scott): Not one woman In
conformed to the requirements of natural morality, equal rights, and impartial liberty.
9. We demand that not only in thA Constitutions of the United States and of the several states, but also in the practical twenty marries the tlrst love. How was It In your
administration of the same, no privilege or advantage shall be conceded to Christianity or any other special religion; that our entire ca:;e, my dear? Wire: How was It In your case?
political system shall be founded ancl administered on a purely secular basis; and that whatever changes shall prove necessary to this Husband : You must make the tlrst confession-don't
answer llke a parrot by asking me the same quesend shall be consistently, unflinchingly, and promptly made.
tion. Wire: Wen, here's the honest truth. I! f'OU
In philosophy, THE TRUTH SEEKER advocates the upbuiltling of a rational system that shall lead to better lives on married your tlrst love, I married my llrst; If you
the part of the people, and that shall yield to its adherents .all the social and emotional enjoyments of the churches, with- didn't, I didn't.

NEW YORK.

33 Clinton·Place,

out any mixture of superstition, or the use of rites and cerem.onies degrading to manhood and womanhoGd. This
philosophy must be a growth, an evolution from lower forms, and this growtb. THE TRUTH SEEKER hopefully fosters.
It is, therefore, both destructive and constructive.
.Among the contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER are the most eminent men and brilliant writers in the Liberal
ranks of the United States, including Courtlandt Palmer, Charles Watts, T. B. Wakeman, S. P • .Andrews, T. C. Leland,
C. B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, J. E. Remsburg, W. S. Bush, Elliott Preston, John Peck, J. L. York, Susan H. Wixon,
Helen Gardener, Mrs. Slenker, and many other able men and women. THE TRuTH SEEKER also makes a feature of reprinting the ablest English essayists and philosophers, and during 1884 has given its readers several papers from the
pens of Frederic Harrison and Herbert Spencer. The home contributors are legion, and the communications embrace the widest possible range of subjects-religious, philosophic, .Anarchistic, Socialistic, land reform, tariff and
political reform.

EVERY LIBERAL IN THE COUNTRY WANTS THE TRUTH SEEKER.
DEPARTMENTS:
In the League Department is recorded the news of the National Liberal League, furnished to our columna
by the secretary, and other officers of the National and auxiliary Leagues.
We also have an able correspondent in Canada, who 'furnishes weekly news of the Freeth ought movement in
that dominion.
Our Children's Department is edited by one of the best and most successful writers for children in the
United States.
Miss Susan H. Wixon is widely known, not only in the Freethought ranks, but as a writer for
popular papers and magazines. We have from all sides the strongest testimonials to the efficiency of her work in
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
She will continue the Department through 1885.
Through the department of" Letters from Friends" hundreds of subscribers have made pleasant acquaintances and
lasting friendships. Its two pages are a place for exchange of thoughts, relation of experiences, and whatever the
friends of Freethought find occasion to say. This department is a "talk together" of great and varied interest.·

A. FEW PRESS OPINlONS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER MAY BE GIVEN:
If any of our readers desire to read one of the best Freethonght and reform journals published, we should unhesitatingly recommend
to them THE TRUTH SEEKER, published by the Truth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York, at $3 per annum. THE 'rnuTH SEE;'~R is
a large, sixteen-page paper, and is filled each week with the choicest literature pertaining to Freethought and the overthrow- of superstitiOns.
It also ably discuss;~s reforms politically and socially, and iR really one of the best papers we have eve.r read. It is bold and fearless in its
denunciations of kingcraft, pnestcraft, and all other ways and means by which the people are held in bondage and ignorance, and no one
can rea~ THE T~UTH SEEKER a year _withou.t becoming nobler aml better. You can get. the paper three months on trial for fifty cents, and ;1
you try It you Will not want to be without It thereafter.-Rochester, N. H., Anti-Monopnll.st.
One of the finest monuments ever seen in this country has recently been erected to the memory of D. M. Bennett, founder of that
able advocate of Freethought, THE TRUTH SEEKER, in Greenwood Cemetery, New York. One thousand friends of the dead journalist, admirers of his sterling qualities and the beauty of thought, goodness of heart, and the self-abnegation which distingui8hed his life, contributed to
the fund by which this magnificent memorial was erected. A colored lithograph of this beautiful memorial has just reached us In reality
it is a present that is appreciated more than cold words can express. Besides a view of the monument there is a fine likeness of Mr. Bennett. On the monument are engraved many of the famous utterances of the departed Liberal as well as the record of his life and the work
to which many years of his activ manhood were devoted. THE TRuTH SEEKER perpetuates the fame of its founder by this truly generous
act, and while aceepting its generosity with thanks it is but just and proper that we should add our testimony to that of thousands of
others who have many times declared that as an advocate o H>free thought, free speech, and all that is ennobling in nature THE TRUTH SEEKER
has no superior in the universe.- Lackawanna Democrat.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is an iconoclastic journal. The sworn foe of superstition and error in all its forms, its motto might appropriately be, War, war to the knife, and the knife to the hilt-for it never lets a chance go by to hit superstition a resounding blow. It is a
first-class exponent of what we call fighting Liberalism.
.
.
.
Under the direction of Mr. E. M. Macdonald, it still
flourishes. Besides numerous articles of a polemic character, it contains a department for children, "Notes," "News," " Gems of Thought,"
"Odds and Ends," and numerous letters from correspondents. Besides THE TRUTH SEEKER, the firm publishes also Liberal books, one of
the best Specimens of which is their last publication, the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND F.REETHINKERS' ALMANAC, a perfect gem, both in
contents and finish, and which we would recommend to be sent for by those who are not yet acquainted with THE TRUTH SEEKER
publications-:he Sociologi.st.
'I'ER~S
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A HAPPY old Democrat In a town near Boston,
tlushed with his party's victory, sought out his old
church last Sunday, and was greeted with surprise
by acquaintances who had missed him trom the
services !or years. "Why, how does this happen?"
asked one. "Well," answered the Democrat, "the
Lord has got around onto 'the right aide again, and I
thought best to glv him my encouragement."
MRs. JACKSON: Yes, since dem mls'ble Chlnezers
hez come In, we poo' whites hez to scratch fur a
llvln'. An' do yo' know, Mlssus Mu!y, my boy e:.
goes to school was tellln' me all the people In Chanee
walked with th' heads down an' er feet up? Mrs.
Murphy: Laws, yer down say. 01 knowed th' Cholnees menz war bad una, but shure Ol thought th'
ladles was mohr genteel 'n ter do that.
"WELL," he said to the minister at the conclusion
of the marriage ceremony, "how much do I owe
you?" "Oh, I'l!Ieave that to you," was the reply.
"You can better estimate the value of the services
rendered." "Suppose we postpone settlement then,
say !or a year. By that time I woald know whether
I ought to glv you a hundred dollars or nothing."
"No, no," said the clergyman, who Is a married
man himself, "make It three dollars now."
THE salary of the Baptist paster at Grantville,
Neb., Is $100 a year. The recipient does not try to
llv on It, but works at his old trade of sh 1emaklng.
Hls congregation do not object to this way of providing cheap ministry to them, but they hav made
a tremendous row because on several Sundays In
making announcements from the pulpit, he Includes a notice that he would mend shoes better an<l
cheaper than the opposition cobbler. Now, we
think that is real mean, remarks the Omaha Her<lld,
The man saw that he could be ueetulln both channels and his congregation should not Interfere.
LOVE WILL COME BACK.-RONDEAU.
Love will come back across the waste of years
With smile-so mocking in the long agoA• weary of his wall<lerlng to and fro,
Where tender teet left crimson prints In snow,
And tender eyes grew dim; a· thrill with tears
H round his neck fond arms again may grow.
Love will come back.
The poet paused, then suddenly cried," Blow
The rhyming dictionary and the jeers
Of critics at my chestnuts; now I know
Where I can work them oti; hlp, hip, three
cheers,
Love will come back !"

Wanted: A Sicuation.
I am willing to go to any part of the United Statee
If anyone wtll giv me employment. WUI anybody
glv me advice what to do, or how to start beekeeping, or anything else?
Address
PAUL FRANKENBERG,
2t50
13g4 Washington ave., New York.

PHONOGRAPHY &llPEWRITIHG.

Many a bright young man or woman would !Ike to
come to New York to commence a business career.
The best way Is to learn these arts. They are new
It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate ($3), will get his own for proresslons that are Increasing In demand, and not
yet
full. I Instruct young persons thoroughly, and
$~; by getting two new subscribers he will get his own paper for $1; by getting three new subscribers he will not only get his own .free, but
get them positions. It takes tlve months to gain the
w1ll have fifty cents left to pay cost of money order; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own free and gain $2.
This makes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper. If anyone chooses, or if by requlslt phonegraphlc speed, 100 words a minute.
Terms, $50 tor the course, payable $10 monthly in
110 doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share with them the advantages of the club rates.
advance.
Typewriting requires about two months practice,
and can be learned along with phonography-onlY
$10 extra. send !or circular. Address,
33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
49t!
T. C. LELAND, 744 Broadway, N. Y,
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ceremonies according to the books, and drone
through the sermons according t0 tradition,
it shall be well with them; but let them raise
a finger of interference against the right of
Two new colleges are being erected in Paris. capital to do any wrong it pleases, and probThey are to be· called after the names of the ably the bishop himself will fire the fagots to
Voltaire and D'Alembert.
consume them.-John Swinton's Paper.
IT is stated that many Atlanta churches are
THE vane for the tower of the new Board of
paying more attention to music than ever be- Trade building in Chicago will represent a
fore. It seems to be a bad year for religion all
schooner in full sail, .not cut out of a sheet of
around.
metal, but made in every respect like a model.
THE Rev. Heber Newton says that tadpoles It is nine feet long, eight feet high, and is
and frogs were made as "jests of creation." built of sheet copper throughout. It weighs
If that is so, Talmage must be a five-act com- close to 200 pounds, and about 100 pounds of
edy of creation, says Puck.
ballast will hav to be stored in its forward hold
THE French Chamber of Deputies has to balance it, as the support passes np into the
rejected Bishop Freppel's amendment to re- forward mast. The schooner will always hav
store the credits for scholarship in religious "her tacks aboard," for, of course, the bowseminaries. Also, his amendment to restore sprit is the pointer.
the state pay of the superior clergy.
A STEREOPTICON exhibition was recently ad-

Jjlotts and lilippings.

presc~ibe a general policy for each bureau, and

Jftws olf lht fleth.

suggest that it be composed of the president
of the National Academy of Sciences, the secretary of the Smithsonian Institute, the superBosTON went Democratic by 8,000 in its eleeintendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, tion of mayor.
the director of the Geological Survey, the
THERE were twenty-one deaths from cholera
officer in charge of the Meterological Service,
in
Paris last week.
an engineer officer of the army, a professor of
mathematics in the navy skilled in astronomy,
THE present membership of Beecher's church
and .two scientists not otherwise in the govern- in Brooklyn is 2,569.
ment service.
THE Methodists are holding centenary celeSoME little trouble has been caused by the brations iu Baltimore.
heterodox teaching of one of the professors of
CHICAGO reports the business outlook to be
the University of Edinburgh. It has not for hopeful in that locality.
many years been deemed a necessity that nonA BRICK factory worth $30,000 was burnt at
theological chairs in the Scottish universities
Petersburg,
Va., last week.
should be filled by men who were in any way
PARsON DoWNs, of Northville, L D., whose
bound .to the national church. Among the
occupants of these chairs are to be found mem- wife ran away with Deacon Terry, will aue for
bers of the church of England, Nonconform- a divorce.
ists, arid Presbyterian dissenters. It has alJuDGE McCAY, of Georgia, is insane. One
THE qualification to vote in Rhode Island is vertised to take place in the Methodist church ways been understood, however, that whatever
ail follows: Actual tax-paying citizens, who in Norfolk. The stated preacher was indig- might be the private opinions of these men, phase of his lunacy ta.kes the form of a desire
possess property to the value of $137, can vote nant when he read the posters, and he caused they should conform their teaching to the re- to preach.
THE workingmen of New York talk of having
after a residence of one year in the state and a notice to be placed over each one to this ef. ligious requirements of the generul situation,
l!ix months in the towns. Registration is re- feet: "This exhibition will not be given in the and do nothing fitted to hav the effect of up- an idle men's parade. Material will not be
quired.
Methodist church," signing his name. One of setting the faith of the young men attending found wanting.
Two Jewish converts to Christianity were
M. CAHILL, MD., of New York, who has the trustees, who had rented the· building for their classes. In the University of Edinburgh
been recently deluging the aldermen with prop- the purpose, put another notice over that of Dr. Cossart ;Ewart fills the chair of natural baptized publicly in this city last Sunday.
ositions to supply the city with water drawn the dominie's in these words, "This exhibition history. Dr. Ewart has been charged with Both were young men.
from the clouds, sent in another letter to the will take place as advertised," signing his violating this honorable understanding, and
THE strike among the hatters at South Norboard last waek. He said: "It is demonstrated name. It did take place, but the audience was with using contemptuous language regarding walk, Conn., is not yet ended. The strikers
that the lightning flash and electric light are small on account of the confusion produced by design in creation. According to him the doc- talk of going into business for themselvs.
the same. Will yon, then, suffer the almighty the various notices.
trin of evolution has deprived of all force the
A REVOLU'l'ION bas occurred in Corea, a kingto be hired out by the year at from $5 to $8
THE Keene Observer tells this story: "In the argument from nature in favor of the existence
dom tributary to China. ·The king fled to the
per week?"
virtuous little state of Vermont, in the town of of a God. Among the young men who attend
hills, and his BOn and six ministers were masHEBE is a portion of an interview with a Fairhaven, the pastor of the Congregational the natural history class are many who are sacred.
church
visited
the
polls
on
election
day
and
lookin{l
forward
to
the
Christian
ministry,
and
Queensland nativ, as reported in a Sydney
WHILE Mr. Dawson, of Newark, N.J., was
newspaper: "Missionary very good fellow. asked for a St. John ticket. His request was such teaching, it is felt, is like poisoning the
at
dinner one evening last week, thieves enstream
at
its
s011roe.
Protests
hav
been
made
met
with
the
remark
by
one
of
his
parishioners
Missionary he come along an' see Kanaka boy
with .banana .leaf .around him. Missionary he (we believe a deacon of his church) that since from several of the Edinburgh pulpits, and tered his house and carried away $6,000 worth
·J3ay, 'White man God no like banana leaf; his pastorate he had contributued yearly the Professor Ewart is likely to find himself in a of jewelry.
white man God like calico.' ' Oh ! and who sum of forty dolllars for the support of preach- hot seat.
A BELGIAN horse-trader has just landed at
'sold the calico?' 'Oh, missionary, he sell cal- ing, but that if he voted the prohibition ticket
ROBERT COLLYER talked sense frcm his pul- New York four stallions the average weight of
his subscription would cease. The pastor left
.ico.' "-Philadelphia Rec<Yrd.
pit last Sunday. The first thing that he said which is 1,800 pounds. The largeftt weighs
the polls without voting, and it is presumed
EARLY exhibition visitors to New Orleans are
when he began his sermon on "Children's 2,200 pounds.
•astonished, on disembarking from a steamer, that the sainLly church-goer who prevented Rights," was that he had the worst cold he had
TALMAGE is on a tour through the South, and
•to find that the sewers are open streams of him went home and prayed diligently for the had in ten years. Then he said it was one of excites considerable curiosity. He will do the
-water at the sides of the streets, and running southern blacks who were denied the rights of the chiefest rights of children that their health opening prayer act at the World's Exposition
•away from the river instead of toward it; to see suffrage by the 'chivalrous' race of that sec- should be guarded by their parents, so that in New Orleans.
-wells built up from the ground, not dug into tion."
they should grow up strong and proof against
ALL the incoming steamers report severe
FELIX ADLER continued last Sunday his colds. It was a cause for perpetual thanksit; and to learn that the cemeteries are veritastorms on the Atlantic from the 7th to the 13th
ble "cities of the dead," the tombs being little addresses on "Tenement House Reform " be- giving on his own part that his parents had inst, and heavy head winds. Many vessels are
houses with gables and roofs, and arranged in fore the Society for Ethical Culture in Chick- bequeathed to him a vigorous body, which four or flve days overdue.
ering Hall.
He spoke of model tenement was able to throw off the effects of a cold when
avenues and squares.
houses which hav been built in Hicks street, he imprudently caught one, and which gave
MARTIN R. MELHT, assistant postmaster at
THE scientists are always knocking out the
in Brooklyn, and in Water st~eet, in this city.
Grand Rapids, Mich., was arrested last week
poets, somehow. Professor Swindhnrst has The cheapest apartment in the Brooklyn house him a good digestion and a contented mind.
What the Declaration of Iadependence says for soliciting contributions for campaign purjust discovered that the lark, so far from being
rents for $6.50 a month and the dearest for about the rights of men was designed, Mr. poses, contrary to civil service rules.
the typical early bird, is the very latest to rise
about $11, and the house pays 6 per cent on
HENRY WALKER was mate of a schooner,
in the morning, and that the crow and the the investment of its owner. The cheapest Collyer went on to say, to apply equally to the
quail are real early birds detailed to start the and dearest apartments in the Water street rights of women and children. Under it chil- and, the captain dying, he sold the cargo, He
kitchen fire and take in the early worm. These house rent for about $3.50 and $8 respectivly, dren had rights that the home and the church was tried for piracy and sentenced to six years
are on deck before anything except the owls, and the investment returns 6 1-2 per cent. were bound to. respect. The first of these imprisonment in the Albany Penitentiary.
who do not deserve any credit, however, as Women, he said, are the best agents for tene· rights was the birthright claim to the wisest
WILLIAM WANNEMACHER, the young temperand very best training the parent could giv.
they stay up all the night.
ment house reform. He proposed that the The young who are approaching manhood and ance orator who personated J esns Christ in
THE daughter of Judge Kelley, of Washing- owners of tenement houses should content womanhood should see to it that their own Salmi Morse's Passion Play, died recently at
ton, has gone and married a Russian Nihilist, themselvs with a return of 4 per cent on their lives are pure and righteous before they dare Norriston, Pa., of hemorrhage of the lungs.
to the excessiv grief of her doting father. If investment, and tLat 2 per cent should be put to assume those duties of manhood and woman- He was 28 years of age.
she had married a title, or even an average away as a fund for old tenants who should hood which inc! ude the sacred duty of training
AN attempt was made last week to blow up
society young man, peace would hav dwelt in become disabled. It was necessary, he said, the child.
They must recognize the great the bridge across the Thames river ut London,
the parental bosom; but a Nihilist-one of that the legislature should limit the profits of value of a sound body as a primal element in Eng., known as the London Bridge. The exthose wretched creatures who risk life and lib- landlords, in order that suitable tenements insuring to their children that sound health plosion was terrific, but the bridge was uninerty in their desperate efforts to wrest their might be provided. As it is now, the worst which will form a sound basis upon which to jured. The police are unable to discover the
country from the clutches of despotism-the houses pay the best. He proposed the exten- train up a useful and activ existence. It is a criminals.
poor girl is indeed to be pitied.-Puck.
sion and joining of Leonard and Pell streets right of the child to hav its natural tendency
CAPT. HowGATE, the absconding Signal SerTHIS is strange news from the Episcopal in order that the squa,lid bend in Baxter and to run counter to the laws of diet corrected by vice chief, has revealed his continued existence
Bishop Potter of New York. fie has sent out Mulberry streets may be broken up.
the parent, and to hav the lesson enforced that by writing Lieut. Greely for a loan of money.
a circular letter to all his clergy, in and near
THE report of the committee from the Na- it has no right to make an invalid of itself by He does not giv his post-office address, rethis city, asking them to hold conferences as tiona! Academy of Sciences upon the organi- such disregard of the rules of health. Another questing that the loan be sent to his daughter
to "what can be done against the gigantic zation of the Signal Service, the Geological right that children hav is to enjoy proper rest in Cleveland, Ohio.
evils of our society," of which he enumerates. Survey, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and and recreation, and still another and allA DELEGATION of the Salvation Army from
eighteen, one of them being the "wrongs in- the Hydrographic office of the Navy Depart- important right is to hav the parent answer,
:fiicted by employers upon those whom circum- ment has been made to the joint commission tenderly and conscientiously, and with the Toronto, Can., was recently sent to Montreal.
stances hav placed at their mercy." Why, of Congress. The committee are of the opin- best knowledge, those questions which the The delegates, five in number, commenced the
what does Bishop Potter mean? If his clergy Iion that all those organizations, and such other young ask when their awakened minds begin campaign against l:latan by parading through
should take hold of practical business of this scientific bureaus as Congress may wish to in- to grapple with the questions of life and eter- the streets singing popular tunes. They were
When the child reveals a deep and promptly taken in by the police.
kind, and do anything beside hawking and elude in the scheme, should be united in a De- nity.
hemming over it, they would soon raise a storm 1 partment of Science, whose ·head should be a clearly defined predilection for any life work
AMONG the sermons pr~ached from New York
about their heads that would bring down their 1 man familiar with scientific affairs. Should whatsoever it should be allowed to follow that pulpits last Sunday were one on the "messiFor the parent to restrain any Gonic superstition," one on the rights of chilpulpits. If they should preach even a few ' the establishment of such a department be now preference.
sentences of cold truth about it, they would impracticable, the committee suggest as the such aspiration for usefulness, because it ap- dren to a healthy generation instead of regennot· need to wait long for the pillars of the next best measnre the transfer of those bureaus pears original and far away from the track the eration, and one on the tenement house syschurch to fall upon them and grind their sal- to some existing department.
They also father has followed, is to commit a very foolish tern. If the pulpit goes on in this direction it
~ea to powder. As Ion" as they perform the recomn;~end the creation of a c9mmission to blnnqer.
I xnay become useful.
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the Frankish kingdoms, founded many abbeys, and berland,* who had been in exile at the court of Ethdied at the great monastery of Bobbio, Italy, one of elbert, was made king by the death of his rival,
his own organization. His disciple, St. Ga1l, estab- Ethefrida. Taking advantage of Edroni's friendship
and gave his name to an equally famous insti- for Ethelbert, Rome hastened to attempt his conver•
The Saxon, the Irishman, and the Roman. lished
tution in Switzerland. St. Columba, or Colum-cille, sion. He married the daughter of the new Kentish
FrtYm 0. L. Jame•'• HiBtory of the Darlc .Ageo.
somewhat younger, may be said to hav converted king (Ethelbert having died in 616), and this ChrisWe come now to a country lying outside the Ro- Scotland beyond the Grampians. His disciples were tian princess brought to his court Paulinus, a follower
man Empire, and which in modern times is known among the chief evangelists of England, as those of of Austin, whose meager Italian face, surrounded
best as the Island of Sorrow, but which in the first Columban were the stoatest barriers aga.inst Frank- with black hair, made a strong impression on the
part of the Dark Ages was not less important than ish paganism in Gaul. Yet had they only spread one "blue-eyed, snub-nosed Saxons." Edwin soon beGaul or Spain, England, or even Italy. Previous to religion at the expense of another, I, at least, should came a Christian, and on consulting his Witenthe fourth century, indeed, Ireland had almost no not hav esteemed them worthy of high praise. Their agemot,t found them not averse to a general change,
authentic history. The material collected from na- glory is that ln an age of universal ignorance they so that in a few years Christianity had superficially
tiv tradition and from the allusions of foreign writers were persevering cultivators of knowledge, and that overspread the principal kingdoms of the Saxons.
is either legendary or inconsequential; and to show amidst increasing servility they were ·steady cham- But their nativ gods were not to fall without a
how little is known of Irish antiquities, we need only pions of freedom. From the sixth cen~ury to the struggle. These savage people had two principal
mention the celebrated round towers. These unique English conquest in the twelfth, the Ir1sh sc~ools, deities, Woain, to whom they looked for help in war,
structures can hardly be designed for fortifications, chiefly at the monasteries of Armagh and Darrow, and Thor (thunder), probably the only power of
as they are not large enough to contain any consid- were the best in any Christian country. This period which they were afraid. Hope and Fear, embodied
erable number of men; they cannot hav been used exactly measures the independence of the Irish in these terrific idols, were not e_asily dethroned.
as observatories, for they are frequently in valleys, church. Wherever the Irish missionaries penetrated After the death of Ethelbert, Essex relapsed into
so that nothing could be seen from the top but hills, we find them busily engaged in compiling and copy- paganism. East Anglia adopted a mixture of Chrisand also because there is no apparent way of ascend- ing books, and re-inventing the instruments of liter- tian and pagan absurdities very common among baring. By whom, or when, the round towers were ature, whose use had almost been forgotten in the barous converts. Penda, king of Mercia, took up the
built, is just as great a mystery as for what object. barbarous West. For this purpose; e. g., St. Columba cause of the old gods in the name of Saxon indeEvery writer on Ireland has a theory of this subject, and his followers used waxen tablets, like those of pendence, and, in order to gain an ally, promisid
and the sum of the theories is that we know nothing the Romans. At the same time the Romish monks Cadwallon of Wales to assist him in subduing certain
about it. The island, however, was known to the were chiefly employed in eliminating the thoughts of settlements from Wessex upon the river Severn,t if
Romans; and the Irish, who were then seaiarers, Plato or Homer from parchments which, _thus puri- he in turn would help Penda to break down Northmerchants, pirates, and conquerors, occasionally en- fied of pagan trash, might be devoted· to pious umberlarid. At the battle· of Hatfield, Edwin was
countered the legions in battle on the shores of Brit- legends of how St. Anthony was tempted by the devil defeated and slain (A D. 633): Paulin us fled, the
ain. Accounts of some of these wars may be found in the form of a beautiful woman, or how St. Denys heretical Welsh overran NorthumberlaBd, and Penda,
in the Encyclopedia Britannica. St. Patrick, accord- walked about with his head in his hands after martyr- having thus got them off his hands, appropriated the
ing to general tra:Etion,· was a captiv from Britain,* dom St. Columban informed the Roman priests he disputed territory on the Severn to himself.
and it is probable those Saxons whom Gregory the met in Gaul that the reason he did not keep Easter
The war, however, continued; religion being the
Great saw in the slave market of Rome were also at the same time with themselvs was that the Irish avowed issue. Oswald, the new king of Northumbrought over by Irishmen. Never did vessel bear a were better astronomerfi!.
berland, a devout Catholic, defeated Cad wall on,
more unlucky freight!
The Irish of a later period than the sixth century who was slain in the battle, somewhere near the Rowere long equally remarkable both for learning and man wall across the island from Forth to Clyde.
" Ill speed that fatal, that perfidious bark,
Built i' th' eclipse and rigged with curses dark."
for spirit. The Roman writers do not distinguish Meanwhife, Penda conquered East Anglia. Oswald
them carefully from the Scotch*, but the anecdotes was sagacious enough to see that priests could do
The conversion of England to Christianity was the preserved of them denote a very different national more for him than soldiers, if they had courage
beginning of a revolution which affected all Europe, character. The greatest of them all, John Scotus enough to risk a martyr's death. He accordingly
and ruined Ireland.
Erigena, studied Greek, translated Diophantes the procured from the Irish-Scotch monastery of Iona, a
Ireland is commonly said to hav been converted Areopagite, aud three centuries before the scholastic missionary, St. Aidan, who founded the famous church
by St. Patrick during the fifth century. There are, philosophy arose, applied Plato to the solution of the of Lindisfarne, whence cohorts of preachers soon
overspread Mercia itself. In 639, the Gallic missionhowever, reasons for doubting the tradition. It problem of the will.
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great interest in the holy missionaries w om regory
b an, b om ab ont 54.5. A.D., wh o travel e d all th rough the
Great sent out.t Their way was also prepared by the policy, severity, and subordination of Romanism,
the marriage of Ethelbert, king of Kent, to a Chris- little of the frenzies of the Eastern monks. Good* Some writers say Boulogne. 'rhe original accounts men- tian princess, Bertha, daughter of King Charibert of natured, wit.ty, dreamy, contemplativ, unwordly; now
tioned two places as near the scene of his birth.
Paris, who renewed the worship of Jesus at Canter- hearing the songs of angels; now jesting and arguing
tPelagius (more properly Morgan) was a Welshman, and his bury, in a ruined and deserted church which ber with half-savage peasants; now lost in the snow, but
doctrin, as anti-Roman, was popular in Britain.
husband had given her for the purpose. This mon*I think that the "kingdom" may quite as properly be destThe Celtic churches differed from the Roman about the arch, who seems to hav been remarkably goodignated by its English name as by the Latin form, Northummode of administering baptism, the time of keeping Easter,
and the question of jurisdiction, the Welsh and Irish acknowl- natured, gave a courteous reception to the Roman bria. Of course it did not at all correspond to the modern
edging only their own metropolitan, and not the head of the abbot Augustin, or Austin, and at their first meeting county, but included an indefinit territory between t~e Hu?J-·
Roman church, whose authority previous to the dissolution of had patience enough to hear a long Latin sermon ber and the Grampians. It is among the most m1sleadmg
the empire had been a part of the imperial system which was translated word by word. After about a year, he errors of those historians who are content to copy their predecessors to speak of the Saxon Heptarchy, the kingdoms of
highly u:gpopular in the far West.
consented to be baptized, as did also many of his Kent, Austrasia, Neustria, etc. These names correspond to no
§Cannibalism was openly practiced by the Franks during people, including the subordinate kings of Essex and definit geographical divisions, for political geography was an
·their invasion of Italy under Lothaire. The laws of the Mero- East Anglia. In 617, Edwin, prince of Northum- unknown science when the kingdoms, confederations, etc., are
vingian kings provide a hundred lashes as the penalty for pa-
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gan worship. The influx of Germans which went on steadily
till Chademugne's time of cours,!3 depressed Christianity.

*It is the prevailing theory that Ireland was the original
liThe Saxons are said to hav landed in Kent in 449. A very Scotia from which western Scotland was settled, and that the
imperfect British chronicle follows till about 520, when we Picts_inhabited eastern Scotland. I see no proof.
reach the absolutely fabulous Arthur. The Saxons wrote
tCatholic writers assert that the condemnation was on a thenothing till they learned Latin, about 597, from Roman misological point, wholly unconnected with geography. An ansionaries.
cient epigram says of this Virgil that "Ireland brought him
~rShe was called the Isle of Saints. The praetice of canoni- forth, informed, taught, cherished, and loved him."
zation by the pope, it must be remembered, was not instituted
till much later. The saints of the sixth century were protThe story about Angli and Angeli is too old to be repeated
claimed such by their bishops.
here.

said to hav existed.
tThe assembly of prin.cipal landlords (thanes) which performed the function of a parliament.
tThe actual number of the Saxon states was not seven, but
is indefinit and unknown. Those most marked by opposing
geographical policies were Kent (southeast), Mercia (central,
and contiguous at once to the Thames,' the Humber, and the
Avon), Wessex (southwestern, and always pushing north and
west into the territory of the nativ Britons), and Northumbria
-i. e., North-Humber-Land-(the country beyond the great
river whence it takes its name).
§lle reasserted and recovered his independence in 685.
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remarking plitcidly that the way to heaven is easily party of McMurragh would .establish an indepen- 'evidence that can be found in the intervening chaos confirms
_,'
k
· 1
th
h the thesis that during the interval the pope's authority over
found-such is the character given them by the d en~ govern men t ' un.uertoo a roy a. p~ogress roug: the western church was not acknowledged either aR it had
Chronicles. Toward the end of the struggle, Wil- the Island, and received the submiSSIOn of the nahv been before, or as it came to be afterward, but that the way
frith of York, and Benedict Biscop, became known chiefs. It is well known that the English conquest for its f~ture estab~ishment was being prepare.d by encroachas activ Catholic clergymen, opposed to the scbis- at this time was very imperfect., and that war con- ments hkethat whwh was.consummatedat Whitby, where~ar
matics who had saved the country. Both acted in tinned off and on until the Protestant Reformation. barians were made Romamst by arguments only fit for babies.
comt<tnt communicat.ion with Rome. The latter es- After the battle of Bannockburn (A D. 1314), the Ultablished the great monastery at Wearmouth, and ster Irisb, then the most purely nativ branch, allied
Brother Walker's Dilemma.
filled England with relics for the superstitious multi- themselvs with Bruce, the hero-king of Scotland.
The blunt ani practical question I put to our
tudes, and popish books for those who could read.* The pope excommunicated Bruce and them. ThAy mutual friend, Mr. E. C. Walker, has placed him in a
At last, in 664, a council "'_Vas held for the purpose achieved, however, a very considerable success. Io position where he can neither advance, retreat, nor
of deciding the future allegiance of the English 1367 the (Norman) parliament of Kilkenny decreed stand still, and so, as in his last article, he tries to
church, at the famous convent of Whitby, founded the excommunication of any baron who should form an dodge. If he says squarely that there is no limit to
by St. Hilda, a woman of royal Saxon race. Colman, alliance with the nativ race, or adopt their customs, the number of murdf:rous as 1aults through rum,
of Lindisfarne, appeared for Ireland, Wilfrith as the as many of the invading people had by this time done. which a community must suffer before a Freethinker
champion of R0me. "You admit," said the king to The statute, however, could not be enforced, and the would hav a moral right to vote "no" concerning
Colman, after. hearing the discussion, "that Christ result of this revolution was to reduce the English to the further sale of intoxicating liquors as a beverage,
gave to Peter the keys of the kingdom of heaven. some coast places and the small region termed the he at once writes himself down as a monster of bad
Did he ever giv them to your master, Columba?" Pale. Since the Reformation the Catholic clergy hav reasoning.
·Colman acknowledged .the contrary. ''Then," said naturally excited the passions of the Irish against the
On the other hand, if he declarrs explicitly that
:Oswy, "I would rather obey the porter of heaven, English, as they did formerly, those of the English there is a limit somewhere, he thereby givs to the
:·lest, when I reach the gates, he should turn his back against the Irish.
winds the "complete" liberty theory he so dilates
·On me, and there be none to let me in." The Irish
[The concluding words were written about two upon, and becomes the enemy of his own teachings.
·Churchmen generally left the cou:t;ttry upon this de- years ago. They require modification now. No If r..e stands still, I shall, of course, keep "prodding"
·ClSIOn. Cuthbert alone remained, till his death in sooner has Ireland shown hopeful signs of indepen- bim, for although his sad predicament appeals
168i. Four years after the council at Whitby, Theo- dent national life, than the kaleidoscope has taken strongly to my sympathy, I feel that having asked a
·dore of Tarsus, a monk of Grecian origin, was another turn, and, presto, change! the pope's tiara plain, straightforward question, all justice demands
·,brought over to reorganize the English church on once more appears beside the English crown, and .that I insist "till death do us part " upon having an
JRomish principles. He subordinated all the l:"ees Rome institutes a new series of measures hostil to equally plain and straightforward answer from him.
ito that of Canterbury, the most papal in the conn try, Ireland; first remonstrating against that dangerous When this, my just due, is granted, I shall be onlj"'too
:and established the parochial system; which had not spirit exhibited by the National party; then p· sitivly happy to reply to his last article.
_
The question I asked him was this: "If the
·;previously existed in the island, the bishop being prohibiting the clergy to assist the movement; and
:hitherto only a sort of "re~:~ident embassador" at the now bf'ginning to require that they shall activly op- drunken stabbing of three innocent people upon the
rcourt of a Christian king. During the ensuing cen- pose it. Rome is sagacious; but she has sometimes public street, as recent.ly happened in this city, does
tury, the eighth, the benedictine role was established made mistakes. She evidently much prefers Ireland not giv a just cause for legal protection against the
by the Carlovingian emperors throughout Gaul, thus divided, distracted, and enslaved, t<3 Ireland free and rum-beverage traffic,· what would?"
·giving R0mfl the monasteries of the continent, which, united, without distinction of race or creed.
Would twice three, or twenty times three, or one
like those of England before, were founded by the Whether she can keep the former remaiils·to be seen. hundre(f times three, justifya Freethinker in appealIrish, and had probably preserved Christianity from It is the function of the historian to narrate, not to ing to law against the hell-broth that was the direct
the inroads of German p·aganism. England was prophesy. I hav shown that Rome has always been cause of these dastardly outrages? If Brother
henceforth one of the most popish of countries. Ireland's enemy, except when she could use_Jreland Walker thinks that thousands even of such murderFrom England proceeded those theologians, such as for a cat's-paw. Why this is, and what comes of it, is ous assaults upon innocent people would not be
Alcuin, who enabled Charlemagne to make. Gaul so. submitted to the consideration of the once great Irish sufficient, will he please say so plainly, in order that
An Englishman, St. Boniface, assisted by the sword nation.]
Tm: Tnu·rH SEEKER readers may be enabled to judge
of Charles Martel, .established Christianity and NoTE.-That the Irish during the Dark Ages were at variance which of us is making the best use of his reason?
Romanism to.~ ether thrnU 0D"hout Germany. The with Rome is as plain as anything in history. But since it has
If he has a limit at all, however wide it may be
been denied by Catholic writers, I here giv a synopsis of the
· t
pffect of the council of Whitby was to sweep the evidence on the other side, taken chiefly from Milner's "End from mine, then I can truthfully welcome him m o
Irish from all countries but their own, with a stroke of Controversy," a work which has received unbounded praise the ra.nks of the opponents of" personal liberty," nnd
of Peter's fabled keys. Thus did Rome deal with from Romish authorities generally, and which, being written will do my best to make him as tyrannical as the perthose Christians whose merit was at least no less than for Irishmen, and published in reply to some unpleasant re- sonal safety of the public demands.
· • · th minders of this sort, may be considered to put the Homan
h
this, that they had saved English Cbristlamty, m
e argument with its very best foot foremost. The significance
Dare Brother Walker assert that no amount, owhour of its mortal crisis, from the sword of Penda.
of the original authorities will be found indispensable to the ever large, of rum-murders would justify the "no"
Six hundred years went by, during which Ireland argument.
.
vote I always throw~ the question of allowing saremained neglected in the vast solitude of th. e Atlan- 1. The British bishops· were represented in the councils of loons in this city ?
GEoRGE N. HrLL.
Aries and Nice, which acknowledged the pope's authority,
tic Ocean, then supposed the limit of the world. A t and at that of Sardica, A.D. 347, where the right of appeal to
Boston, Mass.
last the combined ambition of Rome and Normandy the pope in all ecclesiastical cases from every part of the world
effected the subjugation of the island itself. The was confirmed (Can. III.). In the fifth century also, St. GerJ{nocJdng Evolution Out.
manus was sent by the pope into Britttin as legate (vice sua)
rr
hi. story of thi's eve.nt is so curious and interesting, (Cbron.
St. Prosper), and appointed St. Dubritius archbishop TALMAGE S'rANDS UP TO I'l' FOrt FOUU ROUNDS, ]I[AllQ IS OF
and bas been the subject of so much misrepresenta- of Wales (?) (Antiq. Eccl. Landao).
QUEENSBERRY RULES.
tion, that some digression may be allowed for the
Answer.-A.ll this is probable enough, except the last stateJ?rom the Ni~w rorlc Svn.
purpose of setting it in the true ligH.. Adrian IV. ment, for which the authority is questionable. But it proves
The
Rev.
T.
De
Witt Talmage, in the Baptist min1
B
k
)
th
l
E
I
h
nothing,
for
all
this
was
before
the
fall
of
the
Homan
empire.
.
h
(N IC o as ra espeare
e on Y og IS pope, as- The pope's metropolitan authority derived from the emperors ister's weekly meet,ing of Murray street, yesterday,
sumed the_.tiara in 1154. In the same year (October has nothing to do with his alleged spiritual sovereignty as
25th) died Stephen, the last and least successful of the Peter's successor. Let us bav proof that the British bishops answered the question, "Is there such ft thing as
evolution?" in a lecture an hour long. The lecturer
Norman kings of England, to be succeeded imme- acknowledged that.
· 1 b th
t t d fi t 0 f th Pl t
t
2. St. Austin, the pope's legate and first bishop of Canter- and the ministers' applause made so much noise that
diate Y Y e grea es an
rs
e . an agene s, bury, was willing to unite with the British bishops in convert- business men in that neighborhood came to tbe
Henry II. Wi~hin one year the Enghsh pope had ing the English to Christianity, providing they would keep doors and windows to listen aufl enjoy.
issued a bull authorizing the English king to take Easter at the Romish time, and adopt the Romish ritual. It
RouND I.-All the best instruments used by scienpossession of Ireland. The grounds of his right to follows they must hav acknowledged the pope's universal
tific men, Mr. Talmage said, beloPg to Christian instido so are curious. With the usual babyishness of a authority.
·
f th
Answer.-Where is the proof that Austin himself acknowl- tutions.
Morse, inventor of the telegraph, was a
popet he applies to St Peter the prom1s o. " e edged it, or that, understood in the modern ultramontane Christian; Cyrus W. Field, who swung a cable under
isles," and gravely asserts that the successor of Peter sense, it was as much as heard of in England before the Connthe Atlantic, was a Christian; James Y. Simpson of
has power to dispose of any island ! It was, as Mr. cil of Whitby ?
Hallam remarks, an especially curious argument to 3. Two years after this conference, the bishop of Landaff, Edinburgh, discoverer of amcsthesia, was a Christi~>n.
Audoceus, went to Canterbury to receive consecration from
RouND 2.-Mr. Talmage set side by side the Bible
address to a prince who took his highest title f~om St. Austin (Bede Eccl. Hist. L. II, c. :!). Ever after this the account and the scientific hypothesis of the origin cf
the possession of an island; but Henry was conspiCu- bishops of Landaff acknowledged the see of Canterbury for
ous for the happy faculty of .appreciating ~he com- metropolitan, without disapprobation from the Welsh (Antiq. the human race, and derived so much amusement
from the contrast that the walls shook with laug:1ter
.
1
f
d
d th
Eccl. Landao).
para t IV va ue o wor san
I.ngs.
Answer.-We know so little about the conditions of conse- and applause.
How would it sound, he asked, if,
The Catholic writers of the time apparently thought cration in the Welsh church during the Dark Ages that the instead of the genealogy of man in the Bible, we
it necessary to giv some better reason than Adrian's facts (so far as they are positiv, which is a very important resshould read that a mushroom begat a tadpole, a tadfor the transaction, and found it in the alleged dis- ervation) prove nothing.
pole begat a pollywog, a pollywog begat a fish, a fi;;;h
·
h
h
h
St
B
d
4.
The
Welsh
bishops
were
in
communion
with
the
Irish,
organize d state 0 f th e I ns c nrc ·
'· ernar therefore the Irish must hav been in communion with Rome, begat a reptil, a reptil begat a_quadruped, a quadsays that throughout Ir~la~d ge;ne~al~y there was a and therefore hav acknowledged the pope's supremacy as sue- ruped begat a baboon, and a baboon begat man?
total dissolution of ecclesiastiCal dismphn; and savage cessor of Peter and vicar of Christ.
barbarism had succeeded Christian customs. Of eviAnswer.-The first term in the syllogism having fallen to the Herbert Spencer, however, was not present at the
deuce to sustain this charge against the Irish, there ground, the rest falls with it. We hav shown that the Irish made creation, and as the Lord was present, Dr. 'l'almage
no such submission to Rome, and that there IS no satisfactory preferred the Lord's account of it. [Great applause. J
is not an iota. They were then, as they always h a d evidence that even any part of the Welsh ever did, while it is
RouND 3.-As for the widely aoceptetl thAory of
been on bad terms with Rome; they had also suf- admitted by lVIilner himself, and all others, that they, like the
fered greatly, like other nations, from the inroads of Irish, commonly and openly disobeyed the pope in sundry the survival of the fittest, it was not true. Garfield
the piratical Scandinavians; but they had beaten off manifest particulars. But if it is not proved that the Welsh died in September, and Guiteau survived him until
were in communion with Horne, nothing follows from the fact the next J nne !
the latter,i and their disagree~ent ~ith the former that they were in communion with the Irish.
RouND 4.-Finally, there has been no natural progwas nothing new. The actual mvas10n of Ireland by 5. But there are also direct arguments to prove that the Irish
the pope's cohorts was, however, delayed until t~at between the days of St. Patrick and those of Adrian IV. ac- ress. Where can wo find such horses nowadays as
w.ell-known quarrel among the Irish themselvs, whiCh knowledged the authority of the pope. A number of such in- Job describes? Men once grew .10 feet high; now
they reach to 6 1-2 feet. Once they lived to be from
·
th t stances are cited by Milner.
facilitated it in 1166. In 1172 H enry, f earmg a
Answer.-Unfortunately every one of them rests o_n. the tes- 200 to 900 years old; now 30 years.
The trut.h is,
the mercenary troops who went over to help the timony of the uncritical Usher, that is, on mere tmditwn, and natural evolution is downward in tendency. The
not on contemporary evidence. 'fhe truth in this, as in a hun*He is said to hav introduced the first glass window into dred similar cases is, that the pope's authority before the disso- Tombs of New York, l\'Ioyamensing prison in Philalution of the empire cannot in the least be identified with that delphia, Seven Dials in London, and the Cowgate in
England.
asserted by Gregory VII. and other pontiff" about the end of Edinburgh, are festering carbuncles on the f11ce and
tNothing can be a more curious psychological study than the Dark Ages. The former WfiS a part of the constituti<?n of
the papal bulls. 'fhe driveling weak~ess of the arguments, Constantine, and professed no higher origin; the other Is al- neck of evolution. When you can evolve an oratorio
tbe puerility of the rhetoric, the sagacity and th~ sternnes~ of legecl to rest on ~he alleged authority of Peter three centur~es out of a buzz saw, you can evolve something good
the policy, render those famous documents umque readmg, before Constantme. The former was the place of a chwf out of the natural tendencies in humrtn life. Evoluindeed.
among equals, the latteriH that of an absolute sovereign. Tho tion is an old heathen corpse set up in a morgue,
:j:The clecisiv battle of Clontarf was fought in 1014. Occa- f~rmer is bound up with the an_cient arrangemen.t~ of the em- and Spencer ~_ll_d Hu~~ey_ ~re tr~-~g_alvanize it.
sional inroads occurred afterward, but, considering the posi- pu·e; the lat!er began by assnmmg that the empne had long
tion of Britain, I think they. must hav virtually ceased by 11 ceased to ex1st. The former IS sepr:rated from the l~tter by a
l155.
clean-cut interval of full six centnnes, and every glimmer of
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Later.-To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
preacher and Moody-an Atheist convention is now
I am in receipt of the foUowing card from Professor
in
order.
Every
Freethinker
who
wants
a
Toronto
J. Ick Evans lectured in Albert Hall last Sunday
Vaughan, of Virginia. To hav one's motivs misconevening on the " History of Christianity and Other daily paper should take the World.
strued in the way he seems to misconstrue mine is
Toronto,
Dec.
13,
1884.
R.
B.
BuTLAND.
Religions." He traced the growth of the religious
one of the saddest trials incident to a Christian life.
ide~ from its origin in animism and fetichism on
It is all on a postal card:
The Liberal Club.
through polytheism and culminating in monotheism.
F. R. Co-OPERATIY Ass.
Out of the early forms of monotheism proceeded the
Estab. , 876. Dec. 8, 1884.
Last Friday was a rainy and dismal day, and when
This F. R. Co-operativ Ass. is now printillg 5,000 copies
Jewish religion as pictured in the Bible. Out of the evening came the rain and dism visibly increased.
Professor Vaughan's stinging answer to the scurrilous noJewish religion, Buddhism, Brahmanism, and Par- The bright anticipation of hearing Mr. Isaac Cohen of
tice of his lecture--printed in a DIBTY SHEET missnamed "THE
seeism, proceeded Christianity. Moses borrowed discourse on the Butler vote in the late presidential TRuTH SEEKER." It is hard for a person with the instincts of
from the Egyptian, Chaldean, Babylonian, and As- election, brought about one hundred people to the a gentl•man to $loop to the low blackguard and liar who
syrian religions, and out of them he formulated the ball in spite of the weather. Many members of the assaults him in print, who is too cowardly to meet. him
to face,* knowing that his foul carcass would repent
Jewish system of the Bible. When the Jews re- club believed in the existence of a People's party race
the jOb. So far, among all decent Liberals, such as Rosenbourgh,
turned from captivity in Babylon, they bron?ht with previous to November 4th, and were desirous to know Deane, and C. Palmer, the verdict is that such an article is a
them the religious ideas of the Parsees, Buddhists, what became of it on that great day. But Mr. Cohen disgrace to Liberali,;m. I know that it is proof thnt I thrutBrahmans, and other religions and philosophies of the did not come. The chairman apologized for him, fully struck home. The braggart Watts was well whipped. As ta
statement about so-called prominent men only knowing
eastern world of that day. The conquests of Alexander and likened him to the People'lil party on election the
me through the dirty TRUTH SEEKER, Mr. Godwin would not
and the Romans made the religious ideas of the East day; that is, he did not Jpake himself protuberant. hav it in his house. Mr. Swinton has written me as to his acfamiliar to the ,Tews of the time of Christ. And in Mr. Wakeman believed there were a few survivors of quaintance with me, and I was a visitor years ago at their
this manner we get the sources and origin of Chris- the People's party· in the hall. If so, it would be houses, where the scab who assails me cannot enter. Thatjact
stinr~s him.
As to being half way to the penitentiary, I know
tianity.
appropriate, in the absence of Mr. Cohen, for such to better men in it than the .~pawn alluded to. Oh how bitter a
assert themselvs. He suggested Mr. Huhn, or Mr. son, presumably of a gentleman, can be when Jealous. By
As illustrating the religious superstition of the Palmer.
the time I get through with this he will be heartily sick of it.
time of Christ, Taylor says Paul of Tarsus found in
GEORGE VAUGHAN.
Mr. Palmer, whose name was on the electoral P.S.-I hav. a letter~another lie--written
by t h e · - the city of Athens an altar erected to the unknown ticket of the People's party, here arose to say that he
God, and, taking what Leclerc considers a justifiable was a great admirer of Mr. Huhn, and Mr. Cohen, and spawn, to publish. WHAT J.. BET OF COWARDLY LYING TRASH.
liberty with the inscription, compliments the citiz_§ns himself, and all the Greenback orators, but he had
Now, I regard the foregoing as unkind. I don't
on such a proof of their predisposition to receive the grown weary of the subject. He suggested instead know much about Professor Vaughan, of Virginia,
God which he propounded to them, or any other god, that Mr. Wakeman, who had just returned from Sala- except that .he is the author of a volume of poems
as well without evidence as with it, and to be con- manca, might giv some account of the meeting, and bound in something like stove-lids and printed with
verted without putting him to the trouble of working a brief synopsis of his own speech at that place. the title page bottom-side up at the end of the book;
a miracle (Acts xvii, 22). The inhabitants of Lystra, This suggestion was put in the form of a motion, and and then sometimes I see him at the Liberal Club.
on only hearing of the most equivocal and suspicious carried unanimously. But the chairman was inexor- He writes as though something I hav said has
case of wonderment that could well be imagined, able. We haq come there to discuss the Butler vote, offended him, and as if he meant to jump upon my
even that a lame beggar (who might hav been hired and the Butler vote must be discussed.
person the next time he sees it. To add injury to
for the purpose, or probably had never been lame at
Mr. Huhn thereupon removed his coat, went at insult, be also will print 5,000 copies of his "stinging
all) had been cured, or imagined himself cured, by the subject in a business-like manner, and made a answer." This might be reckoned as the unkindest
two entire strangers, itinerant therapeutro, or tramp- good speech. He was disappointed at the number of cut of all. Mr. Godwin, he remarks, will not hav
ing quack doctors, or medicin men, without either votes polled by Butler, but not disheartened. He THE TRUTH SEEKER in his house. That is because Mr.
inquiry or doubt, they set up the cry, Jupiter and should vote the People's party ticket for the re- Godwin is not a subscriber. Terms, $3 per year;
Mercury are come down from heaven in the shape of mainder of his natural-life. He was, first of all, a three months' trial subscription for fifty cents; saq~.
these tramping quack doctors, and with all these Greenbacker. It had been denied that· the fiat of ple copies free. Now is the time to get up clubs.
REPORTER.
medicin men could do to check the intensity of their government could create a legal tender. How was
devotion, "scarce restrained they the --people that it, then, that eleven cents' worth of copper, manufac*The words in full-face type are underscored with red, presumably blood.
they had not done sacririce" (Acts xiv, 18).
tured into one hundred cents by the government,
Row in a Colored Church.
The great Convention of Freethinkers from all were worth one dollar? Mr. Huhn prophesied that
Dr. Newman's church, in New Y.1rk, is not the
parts of Canada, Dec. 13, 1884, is almost upon us. the election of Cleveland would disrupt the solid
Tickets will be issued by all the railways at one and South, because the solid South expected much from only sacred edifice in which there are internal dissensions. The black sheep belonging to the colored ·
one-third fare from all parts of the dominion. The the Democratic party and would get nothing.
Mr. Palmer believed that the cause of the small- flock of Parson Jackson hav been lifting up rebellcommittee for decorating Albert Hall are busily at
work. All the other committees work all day and ne·ss of Butler's vote could be found in the fact that ious hoofs against their . shepherd, whacking each
monopolists bull-dozed the voters, and in the general other over the pate with cotton umbrellas, and samsleep at night with one eye "'open.
belief that Butler had betrayed his party into the pling each other's wool.
The immoral and mischievous tendency of the doc- hands of the Republicans. He hoped that accusation
It seems the -deacons wanted Parson Jackson to
trin of atonement for sin (so acceptable to guilty was only a scandal; nevertheless, true or false, it had hunt up a fresh flock, but he thought his own floak
minds, and so eagerly embraced by the greatest its effect. Again, many who believed in the People's was fresh enough to suit him, and refused to be
monsters of iniquity) had been preached by self- party failed to support its candidate at the polls. counted out. The deacons, however, insisted that
interested priests and reprobated by all who wished The speaker, previous ta election, addressed some he was elected to j:to away, and Parson Jackson
well to mankind long before those scriptures are pre- eight hundred citizens of Port Chester on the neces- agreed to quit, provided his back salary was paid.
tended to hav been written. Before the period sity of a new party, and his most radical sentiments A dispute arose about the amount, and Parson Jackassigned to the birth of Christ, the poet Ovid had were enthusiastically applauded. Yet that great au- son announced officially that he would continue to
assailed the demoralizing delusion with the most dience gave Butler scarcely twenty votes.
occupy the pulpit until he got the shekels. The dt'laMr. Sutherland said he had heard Greenbackers cons announced, also officially, that if the rector
powerful shafts of philosophic scorn-" When thou
thyself art guilty, why should a victim die for thee? and members of the People's party talking about ap- made any such attempt, they would "bust" him
What folly it is to expect salvation for the death of pealing to the cartridge box if the ballot box failed wide open. Jackson was not afraid. He intimated
to work. He would like to know who would carry in language that was plain, that he had been aching
another!"
the guns. It behooved so insignificant a party to for some time to lay out a few niggers, as he called
There is trouble in the Cook's. church Presbyterian display greater modesty until they could muster the precious souls entrusted to li,is care. He would
congregation, Toronto, between the pastor and his more than a corporal's guard of followers. Mr. be grateful if they furnished him with the long
flock. A perfect flood of hard feelings, accompanied Huhn's definition of a dollar was not the correct one. coveted opportunity of sending them to Hades, so
by showers of hard words, hav resulted from this A dollar must represent so many grains of gold or he said.
fracas among the saints. "Let brotherly love con· silver. Copper pennies were not a legal tender.
The next Sunday arrived, as is usual with all next
Dr. Weeks made a remarkably able speech touch- Sundays. T.be deacons were on the inside. Parson
tinue."
ing the alleged morality of political parties. These Jackson with a few stalwart· friends, was on the outWhen the apostolic therapeut, healer of the sick, were moved by a selfishness directed to ends a little side. _ The insiders conversed with the outsiders.
wonder worker, and medicin man, Paul, attempted higher than those previously attained. Men who Parson Jackson said he was coming in to hold divine
to preach the doctrin of Jesus Christ and him cruci- marched to the South singing'' John Brown's body service in the sanctuary.
fied, at Athens, he found the Athenians were already lies moldering in the grave, his soul goes marching
The deacons renewed their promis to mutilate
in possession of all he had to communicate, and that on," would hav hanged that gentleman a short time the pastor if he attempted to appeal t? the throne ?f
what he was endeavoring to set forth as a doctrin previously, and so the byword of one day became the grace from that pulpit. Jackson did not come m
newly revealed, was with them a very old ~tory. "He rallying-cry of the next.
through the door of the sheep fold. He climbed in
brought to their ears no new thing" (Act xvii, 18).
Mr. Freeland maintained that the People's party by some other way. A new green cotton umbrella,
The Epicurean and Stoical philosophers were more never existed save in the imagination of its leaders. worth at least 50 cents, was shattered over his head.
at home than himself upon that subject, and they The people were ignorant, unappreciativ, and were There was a sudden and violent laying on of hands.
called him a "babbler," the very term that most ex- the enemies of their best friends. They were not Tufts of wool floated in the air, and a little saddlepresivly designates the character of a doting igno- equal to an understanding of the issues presented by colored lamb took a generous bite out of the pastor's
ramus, who, in the arrogance of his own conceit, will the People's party. They were not prepared for leg, the only instance in natural histor_y of a lamb
be for ever foisting up old stories, and swearing that them, could not rise to meet them, and consequently biting a calf. A venerable black ewe tned to gouge
they had occurred in his own experience, and had until the masses were educated there could be no out the pastor's eye, but he ~anaged to giv e~ch
happened to nobody else but to some particular ac- party embodying high principles.
one of them something by whiCh to remember him.
quaintance of his. The majority, however, carried
At the conclusion of Mr. Freeland's remarks Dr. The speeches made were appropriate to the occasion.
the vot1, that he should hav a fair hearing, and Paul Kinget arose to speak, whereupon this writer went
After there was not a member of the congregalion
was allowed to preach on the Areopagus. But the home. The secretary's minutes show that several but had at least one s~re place on his or her
previous rebuke he had received had completely sub- other speakers followed, among them Mr. W eaton, body, the police interfered, and b_oth great political
d ned his impertinence. He no more presumed to lay who said that Butler's vote was dissipated by his parties agreed to wait for the offimal count. Accordclaim to originality in the crucifying-story business. own act, in that he repudiated his party, the Nation- ing to the latest returns, Parson Jackson has been
He preached pure Deism; quoted their own facts; als, -went to the Democratic Convention at Chicago defeated by a small plurality, but he feels sore over
and never once ventured so much as to name his cru- as a delegate, and finally sold out to Blaine after ly- the result. _Tile place on his calf where the color~d
cified Christ, or to make an allusion that could be ing indiscriminately all around. This meeting lacked lamb bit him is a particularly sore spot.-Texas Siftconstrued as referring to him any more than to any the enjoyable qualities that it would hav had if Mr.
ings.
other of t:l:e god-men, or men-gods who had arisen Cohen could hav fulfilled his engagement. It was,
from the dead as well as he (Acts xviii).
notwithstanding, very instructiv and interesting.
THE sabbatarians of England are wroth with John Bright
Next Friday Professor A. L. Rawson will speak on because, on being asked to make a speech against the delivery
The Toronto Dmly World, in a leading article on " The True Inwardness of Mythology, especially the of the mails on Sundays by carrier service, as on week-days,
Monday last, remarked that after the revival frenzy Hebrew and Christian." The lecture will be illum- he rose up and made a rousing plea for the maintenance of the
which has been going on in Toronto-after the boy- inated by Dr. Foote's polyopticon.
metho~.
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Bl'ief Corrf'spondence.
GEORGE T. HoGLE, Walnut Grove, Arizona: Does the League
still giv certificates of membership on receipt of one dollar, as
before the last convention at Cassadaga? I was a member
How to Organize a Local League.
last year, and think of remaining this year. Two of my
The National Liberal League is formed by the friends also wish to join.
union of Local_ Auxiliary Liberal Leagues. To orReply.-The League still accepts members on the same
ganize a Local Auxiliary League, any person (man or terms. It encourages annual memberships.

woman) may place the following Call at the head of F. F. FoLLETT (the earnest worker and secretary of illinois
a sheet of paper and solicit signatures:
State League): "I hav read with interest your articles, and
those of Putnam, Watts, and others in the Liberal papers, and
CALL.
WE, the undersigned citizens of [here introduce name of hope you will be able to work up a more lively interest in the
town or city], agree to organize an Auxiliary Liberal League, cause."
to work in connection with the National Liberal League, and
to pay the sums set opposit our names for that purpose.
Constructiv Work in the League.
Names.

RMidences. -

f-05

1884.

OF W. S. BELL's lecture at Muskegon, Mich., the Worlcingman's Journal said: "Professor W. S. Bell delivered a very
extraordinary lecture last evening, before a large audience in
the Maccabee's Hall at Lakeside, entitled, 'Common Sense
from a Religious Standpoint.' Professor Bell is pronounced
by everyone who has attended his lectures to be one of the
finest speakers that has visited this city for a long time. His
theme is not only a fascinating one, but is grounded upon
those eternal truths which modern civilization has just commenced to realize are most pertinent to its advancement and
the well-being of good society. Everyone of his lectures is
argumentativ in the extreme, and made up of the most, scholarly thought. He will lecture at the Opera House next Sunday at 2 o'clock. Everyone desiring to be highly entertained
should go and hear him."

From the Missouri Liberal.

Amounts.

When we consider the unnatural demands of the churcl4s
The Son of David.
creeds, and the ridiculous inconsistencies of their authority,
we wonder how the structure could stand in the face of rap"Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will ra.i!lEl
idly developing reason and research. But when we consider unto David a righteous branch."-Jer. xxiii, 5.
the absorbing social desirPs of mankind, it becomes apparent
AU the prophecies of the Old Testament on which
that to this the church owes its vitality as a living institution,
in spite of all that in common sense is against it. Here men, the Jews built their expectations of a Messiah, speak
women, and children can meet and enjoy each other's pres- of a descendant in the direct line from David. When
ence, after the services indulge in short chats, compliments, the followers of Jesus clained for their master that
and such other recognition as is common and pleasant in congregated humanity. Here also is furnished a stage upon which those prophecies were fulfilled in his person, it beeach one can act his or her ideal part as a member of society; came therefore of the utmost importance to prove,
whether it is as moralist, teacher, example in rleportment, if possible, that he was possessed of that necessary
fashion or the various other reasons for which people appear qualification.
He was known as the son of Joseph,
in public. In the popular church-going mind, the creed and
authority that it is based on are lost sight of entirely. This an- a village carpenter, and it is not probable that the
swers every practical purpose; as they pay their share of the genealogy of so humble an individual would be very
expenses required, and help to swell the throng which makes accurately preserved. No proofs existing, they had
up the church in what is termed its strength.
to be invented. The authors of the gospels according
The League, in its scope, could greatly outilo the church if
it would only supply in its operations this social opportunity to Matthew and Luke perceived this necessity, and
permanently, by organizing constructive work that would in- each attempted to construct a pedigree in his own
terest, and occupy part of the Sundays and other days of rec- way.
Whichever was written first, it is obvio_us
reation for Liberals and their children. This would not only that the compiler of the second was unaware of Its
entertain them," but with its intellectual and progressiv features added to the social, and absence of orthodox conformity, existence. The two witnesses present such hopeless
would attract in addition that element of society which is never contradictions as would totally invalidate their testifound in the church and does not support it. When society in monies in any court of justice in the world. BelievBeginning of the Toronto Freethought Con- gene~al would see the a?va~tage of natural socia:bility and en- ers in scripture are, in the majority. of cases, so little
tertamment over that mstrtuted and fostered m the creedventl·on •
bound church, it would soon fall in and giv Liberalism such given to eompare one passage with another, that
On Thursday, Dec. 11th, Mr. and Mrs. Watts and myself a boom as it can never receiye hy the logic of a few speakers they read both statements without perceiving how
left New York city for the field-work of Liberalism beginning and Liberal papers with no local imi?etus to excite a dema!ld utterly irreconcilable they are. They hav forgotten
at Toronto, Canada. A night's ride brought us to Suspension ~or theiil:.. The lead.ers ?on!~, by havmg a pr?per manual grv- Matthew before they arrive at Luke.
Let the two
Bridge the Great Falls and the verge of Canada. Without mg .ex~hmt and pla1!1 drrectwns for conductmg the w?rk, or- tables be placed together, and the dullest compregamze m every locality where there are even a few Liberals.
much Circumlocutwn, we passe~ the good-natu~ed officmls Sur.h work, which would be carried on by the few till its ad- hension must perceive their contradiction~'!. Not only
of the Customs, and went speedmg along the fau lake and vantages becoming apparent, would induce the many, who do the names disagree, but the number of families
through a well-cultivated country that seemed to hav a quiet know nothing of Liberalism, to unite their social and material is hopelessly at variance. Thus:
spirit hovering over it, not quite so impetuous and busy as that s~e'!-gth. This auxiliar~ effort wit~ its proselyting and n;tateACCORDING TO LUKE.
ACCORDING TO MA.TTHEW.
which pervades the atmosphere of the statAs. About 10 A.M. we rial mt~rest, would furmsh the natiOnal movement a~d JOUr.
.
.
.
.
nals Wlth a support that would, through preparatiOn for
1. Joseph was the son of
a_rriv~d at Ham~lton, Ca~ada--:a City of 40,000 mha~rtants, th~t progression, unloosen every shackle of the less experienced 1. Joseph was the son of
2. Heli, who was the son of
Ires m stragglmg fashiOn wrth all sorts of curiOusly built past from present advancement, and do it in a complete and 2. Jacob, who was the son of
3. Matthat,
"
houses along the hill-sides and the shores of Ontario. We rapid manner. Example or practice is the most potPnt motor 3. Matthan,
4. Levi,
"
were met at the station, and heartily welcomed, by Mr. and t~at can be brought .to bear; especially when it is in harmony 4. Eleazar,
5. Melchi,
5. Eliud,
Mrs. Littlehales and taken to their hospitable mansion whose wrth the natural destres and ?ommon sen~e of the masses.
6. Janna,
"
Such text books for the children of variOus ages, as well as 6. Achim,
'
.
.
.
'
7. Joseph,
"
large room~ seemed to grv a royal English greetmg. An hour older people, as we hav tried here and found satisfactory can 7. Sadoc,
"
8.
Mattathiaa,
8.
Azor,
"
was spent m happy talk, and I must confess that my first be had, and would no doubt prove desirable in any commun"
9. Amos,
"
impression of the Canada Secularists was most delightful ancl ity or neighborhood, and the same success be attained. We 9. Eliakim,
10. Naum,
10.
Abiud,
"
"
inspiring. I felt at home at once in their large liberality and hav: many people here .w~o hav been broug~t from orthodoxy
11. Esli,
11. Zorobabel,
"
"
broad spirit. Mr. Littlehales is doing great sm·vice to our ent.rrely by the superiOrity of our ~ntertamment over that 12. Salathiel,
12. Nagge,
"
.
.
.
.
whwh they had been accustomed to m the church, and they
13. Maath,
"
cause m Hamrlton and the ne~gbbormg c~untr!. Throt:gh are among the most activ workers of our society. This can be 13. Jechonias,
"
14. Mattathias,
"
many struggles, the Secular Socrety of Hamrlton Is advancmg the case everywhere if the workers can be started iu the right 14. Josias,
"
15. Semei,
"
to assured triumph,
direction, and hav a tried guide to construct their work by. In 15. Amon,
16.
Joseph,
"
"
At one o'clock we resumed our journey, and arrived at To- th~ "Sunda~ lnstru.otion," bo~h. old an~ youl?-g hav courses 16.- Manassas,
17.
Juda,
17. Ezekias,
"
ronto. Mr. and Mrs. Watts were enthusiastically greeted at smted to thmr c_apac1ty of recervmg. or drscussmg, so that all 18. Achnz,
18. Joanna,
"
.
.
.
come away havmg learned somethmg and bad an exMllent
19. Rbesa,
"
the statiOn by a large company ?f ladres and gentleme~, whwh social time. In the evening a general meeting is held for the 19. Joathan,
20.
l!:orobabel,
"
to all of us was both a surprise and pleasure, showmg how entertainment of old and young Liberals and that of strangers, 20. Ozias,
"
21.
Salathiel
"
deeply Mr. Watts had impressed himself upon the social life of whic~ great numbe~s are to be se~n at every me~ting, al- 21. Joram,
"
22.
Neri,
"
of the place, and how ready those who had listened to his ~ays fillmg the hall. torts ful~est. capacrty. The exercrses. con- 22. Josaphat,
23. Melchi,
23. Asa,
"
"
tt
t 0 res ond to his efforts in their behalf. It srst of select readmgs, recrtatwns, songs, and five-mmute 24.
24. Addi,
Abie.,
"
u erances w~re
P
speeches by any who are called upon or volunteer a few re.
Cosam;
25.
Roboam,
25.
",,
was a beautiful welcome also to Mrs. Watts, and no doubt marks. In the morning a'! hav an opportunity to express
26. Elmodam,
26.
Solomon,
made her think that Toronto was almost as good, if not quite their opinion on the question for discussion (which is selected
27. Er,
"
as large, as London, and that there would be no want of vivac- ~y the group), and the pleas1~re of changing it often by hav· 27. David.
28. Jose,
"
't
·
h
·
1
relations
and
her
own
ardent
and
J"oyous
wg
other
phases
of
the
que~twn
presented
tha~
they
had
not
29. Eliezer,
1 Y. 1.n
er .socm
. '.
heard before. These questiOns generally per tam to matters of
30. Jorim,
"
spmt and mtellectual brilliancy would find a happy response interest either in every-day affairs about us or abstract theories
31. Matthat,
from cheerful fellow-laborers.
or philosophies and their probable effect on the human race
32. Levi,
"
In the evening there was an informal reception at the rooms and its happines_s. . In the evening the many are entert~ined
33. Simeon,
"
of Mr. Evans, president of the Freethought Association, and by a few, n~cess1tatmg no effort on th~ part of the audrence
34. Juda,
"
't
n
table
atherin
of
congenial
workers.
Remsburg
but
to
hear.
Th~s
~e
hav
every
soCial
advantage
ef
the
35.
Joseph,
0
1 was a
g
~ .
church, and superiOr mtellectual and natural ones, supplant36.
Jonan,
was there, fresh from hrs Western campargn, and brou~ht ing it completely in every sense. This is what the League
37. Eliakim,
"
good news of progress. We met there some of the leadmg should and could do if it would pursue a similar course. It
38. Melea,
"
members of the Toronto society-Mr. Strange, Mr. Harrison, has able workers in attracting public notice, and if this con39. Menan,
"
Hicks, Bntland, and others, who, together with Mr. Evans structiv W?rk established by them to giv it permanency and
40. Mattatha,
"
d M Risser hav kept the banner of Freethought afloat create an mteres~ that would supplant .the church, a work
41. Nathan,
"
an
r..
'
.
' could be accomplished that can be done m no other way nor
142. David.
and rallied a goodly company ?eneath rts folds, and hav by any other organization. Our people would be happy to
made victory only a question of trme.
render any help in the way of our experience here in conThis is not all. If the two gospels agreed, they
Saturday morning the Liberals and delegates from various structiv work, if the workers in the League see fit to giv. the would furnish no evidence of the descent of Jesus
parts of the province came in, Mr. Sisson, of Port Hope; Mr. matter attention. A manual could easi~y be gotten :UP that
They only trace that of Joseph, and
of would co.ver the gro~nd completely, and m such a plam man- from David.
Young, 0 f R amr"!ton.• Mr. Algie ' of Alton.'. Mr. Chantler
. '
ner that 1t would of rtself be all that would be needed to con- both assert that Jesus was not his son.
This was
Willard, and others. The utmost enthusra~m prevails, a~d duct the work, after the lecturer had awakened an interest and evidently an afterthought, and was introduced at a
there is no doubt of a most successful meetmg. All are m started it.
subsequent period when a further claim was made
favor of the unity of Liberalism between Canada and the
for
the divine origin of the son of Mary. It could
states, thus making a vast American organization that shall be
RELIGIOUs toleration is now partially established in Cuba.
a persistent and wonderful power for freedom and growth. Sen. Pedro Duarte having commenced Protestant teaching in not be of the slightest conseq11ene~ whether Joseph
Everywhere I find evidences of the noble work acccomplished by Matanzas, complaint was made against him by the Roman was of the line from David or not if he was not the
Mr, Watts. In Hamilton and Toronto especially he has created Catholic vicar, and the case was carried up to the Madrid gov- father of Jesus. But we do not stop even here. The
the utmost interest, and even Christians are beginning to re- ernment. The royal decree, while declaring the Roman Cath- author of Luke's gospel denies that Jesus was of the
alize that something is going on, and that the world moves in olio religion to be "official," proclaims permission for "the house of David at all. Having no human father, the
spite of them, and they are really anxious to know what Seen- exercise of any other worship not opposed to Christian mor- blood of the lecherous old king could reach his veins
larism is and what it purposes to do. Moody and the boy- als." The significant conclusion reached is thus set forth: "It only through those of his mother. David was of the
preacher, Harrison, hav been here for the past few weeks, and iS therefore plain that the state protects the Catholic religion tribe of Judah, but Mary was the cousin of Elizahav stirred things up in their way, and reasonable minds are as its own; but at the same time it establishes the toleration of beth, who, we are told, (Luke, i, 5,) "was of the
ready for food of a mo1:e substantial sort, and no doubt ~hey other forms of worship, guaranteeing the right to exercise daughters of Aaron," and therefore of the tribe of
will compare Secularism favorably with this morbid and mod- those forms of worship against all kinds of aggression what- Levi. The argument, therefore, stands thus: .
ern form of Christianity which must draw its life entirely from ever." By these official declarations " the free exercise of
The Messiah was to be of the house of David, of
emotion and good story telling.
religious worship is permitted in Spain to all its inhabitants, the tribe of Judah;
Enough for this week. Next week the readers of THE whether they be nationals or foreigners." The open teaching
Jesus was of the house of Aaron, of the tribe of
TRU'l'H SEEKER shall hav a full account of this con-vention, of Freeihougbt, however, would probably bring upon the Levi;
which will be in its results the most fruitful ever held in teacher physicill punishment and social ostracism. THE TRUTH
Therefore, J es1,1s v:"as not the Messiah.
Canada, and will mark an epoch in the advance of Secularism. SEEKER subscribers in that country hav to keep quiet, yet that
New York.
E. J. BowrELL.
Fraternally yours,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. · is called religious liberty by Christians l

As soon as ten persons have subscribed to this Call,
and five dollars have been paiJ in, make out an application for a Charter, inclosing the application, together with a money order or postal note for five
dollars (or the' amount may be inclosed in a registered
letter) to the socretary of theN ational Liberal League.
The iee ior a Charter is ten dollars, and the Board of
Directors have voted to allow the organizer of the
Auxiliary Liberal League to retain five dollars as
compensation for his or her services in effecting the
organization.
.
Any Liberal society can by a vote qualify itself an
Auxiliary Liberal League, and take out a charter.
On receipt of the five dollars and application signed
by the President and Secretary (or the temporary
Secretary) of the new League (and as many others
as may choose), the Secretary will forward to the applicant a Charter signed by the proper officers of the
National Liberal League.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
Secretary of the National Liberal League.
55 East. 9th street, New York.
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their own loss, for Mr. Burnham gave an admirable rendered by the choir. Where all did so well ·it
lecture, full of good points. He held that there is an were invidious to particularize; but why so exquisit
essential and irreversible distinction between the true a singer, so accomplished a musician, as Mrs. H. 0.
and the untrue; that of contradictions only one can Wait should bury her grand, glorious gift of voice
The Meeting at Salamanca.
be true, and hence that among the contradictory between the dark, dismal hills of this dull, smoky,
The actual value of conventions of Liberals to the sects. all but one must be wrong; that the theory wretched little village, when there is demand in our
cause of Freethought depends on the amount of pub- of a supernatural revelatiun of positiv doctrin cannot own great cities, as well as the capitals of Europe, for
lic interest excited, and the consequent reports of possibly admit of the least diversity of opinion as to such singers as prima donnas in opera, whore bright
the press. And this fact should never be lost sight what that qoctrin is, among the people to whom it is fame and ample fortune are showered on artists that
of when deciding on time and place of holding meet- addressed; that the work of establishing a religious are far her inferior in richness of tone and compass
ings.
system on earth for the instruction and salvation of of voice, is a mystery unfathomable.
Salamanca is not a suitable place for yearly, meet- man, if God's work, cannot hav been so bunglingly
In numbers this meeting was a failure, some of
ings. Last year the meeting was held during holiday done that they for whom it is intended may honestly the speakers, in lieu of payment for services, paying
novelty, and the be at fault as to where and what it is; that either God their own hotel bills. But in unexcelled excellence
week, and had the advantage
prestige of the great, successful convention at Roch- did or. did not giv a dogmatic Christianity. If there of every appointment it was a grand success. Hereester-due to the enterprise and energy of Elias H. is positiv doctrin in the case, then it must be as after we trust better counsels will prevail in selection
Gault, who secured subscriptions from the business binding now as when given. Yet we find the doc- of time and place, so that so much of great ability
men and aroused to enthusiasm the best Liberal trine of the church changed, altered, or forsaken to shall not again be so lavishly squandered.
element of the city. This year the novelty no longer suit the genius of the age.
existed, and the Cassadaga meeting was adverse,
Mr. Burnham declared religion was neither more
The Social Revolution
rather than favorable, to a large attendance at the or less than a disease, and he hated, loathed the very
next meeting, wherever held.
word, and all that pertained to it.
Consists in substituting the industrial or economic
There was really no demand, local or otherwise,
This called out from Mrs. Stearns the declaration order for the governmental, feudal, or military, even
for the meeting at this time. Brother H. L. Green's that Mr. Burnham had swallowed a little Freethought, as this by a previous revolution had been substituted
serious sickness incapacitated him for that vigorous and it had acted on him as an emetic; made him spe~ for the theocratic or sacerdotal.
and energetic work by which he has sometimes up all the little religion he ever had, and when he
By industrial order we understand, not a form of
secured success in the past, and possibly clouded his looked at it, 80 foul and disgusting, no wonder he government in which men concerned in farming and
judgment, making "the wish the father to the thought everybody who had anything like it must mechanic arts, cont.ractors, proprietors of the soil, and
thought" in regard to people attending.
necessarily be horribly diseased. This called out a workmen, would be the ruling class, as were formerly
From the commencement to the close of the meet- rousing defense of his position from the gentle chair- the nobility and clergy, but a constitution of society
having for its base, instead of the hierarchy of politing the weather was unfavorable; from Friday even- man in the evening.
ing until Sunday night there were incessant heavy
Saturday morning, a conference meeting was held. ical powers, the organization of economic forces.
rains, with scarce a half-holir of intermission.
The political principle lately reproduced under the
Mr. H. L. Green proposed to hav a Freethought
Under these circumstances it is not to be wondered school in Salamanca; he claimed a suitable site for name of direct legislation is a false application of the
at that the attendance was meager. Yet all present a Liberal college would be donated, and proposed to principle of authority, the true seat of which is in the
expressed themselvs as having enjoyed a most in- solicit by letter every Liberal whose address he could family, and which cannot consistently extend to the
or to the nation.
structiv and interesting time. The brilliant poet.ic obtain, to write him how many shares at $25 per commune
S .
description of "The Church of the Future" by Mr. share they would take in the enterprise. No money
~mety has un~er~one a change. of tendenc~ by
S. P. Putnam, and the intensely interesting and ele- to be paid until the full amount of $25,000 was first the ,Idea of. s~bstitutmg _gr~dually m _the ~orkmg
vating masterpiece of logic and eloquence by that subscribed and he hoped by the annual meetin of men s assomatwns the pri~mple of rempromty, as at
· 't·
t h
th
t'
g
once a law and an economic force.
very able and deservedly honored and beloved leader th
e assoma wn o av
e en Ire amount pledged.
I n our po l't'
1 1cal t ra d't'
1 wns we h av ever foun d opin the school of Positiv philosophy, Mr. T. B. WakeSaturday afternoon, Mr_. J. H. Burnham and Mrs. posed to each other the idea of government and that
man, well repaid the longest journey, and no expense
of mutual contract., the only moral tie that free and
could be considered in view of the priceless instruc- Stearns, of Buffal_o, occupied the rostrum.
Saturday evemng, Mr. C. B. Reynolds explained equal beings can accept.
tion, hop9, courage, and incentiv to higher, better,
the needs, advantages, and mode of operation of tent
The essentials of the revolution are:
and more useful life inculcated.
Its cause: The economic disorder which the 1·evo. The Opera House, really a dismal, gloomy, and meetings for summer work, and, awaiting the arrival
uninviting place, was transformed into a fairy bower of Mr. S. P. Putnam (train delayed), spoke on the lution of 1789 left after it.
Its motiv: A progressiv and systematic misery,.
by the tasteful decorations made by the ladies' com- justice of the Nine Demands, and the need that all
mittee. Beautiful pictures adorned the walls of the true Liberals should heartly co-operate in working which government, whether willingly or unwillingly,,
auditorium; Some of the choicest gems were from for the Secularization of our government. His sug- promotes and maintains.
Its organic principle: Reciprocity, or the contract.
the pencil of that fair, energetic devotee to liberty, gestions were original, unique, but thoroughly pracIts aim: Guarantee of labor and wages, with the
art, and melody, Mrs. Mina Seymour. The stage tical, and gave evidence not alone of his natural
was festooned with national flags, rare and beautiful ability as an organizer, but that he ha,d given deep progressiv incr~ase pf wealth and liberty.
Its parties: The associativ schools, and the demoferns, and bright flowers. To the right and left, on thot;tght, and thoroughly mastered this most difficult
.
cratic factions still attached to centralization of the.
parlor easels, were life-sized portraits-to the left, subJect.
Mr. Putnam arrived at 9:15, very weary, wet, and state.
that of the noble and heroic champion of liberty in
Its adversaries: Partisans of the statu quo, capitalthe past, Thomas Paine; to the right, the noble and muddy on account of a mile and a half tramp over
heroic champion of liberty in the present, Colonel the track from the Bradford depot through the pour- ist, theologic, stock-jobbing governmental-in a word,.
ing rain, so as not to disappoint the meeting. He those who liv by prejudice and privilege. The in telRobert G. Ingersoll.
The music was under the direction of that deserv- gave a glowing, cheery speech of fifteen minutes, lectual history of the !'evolution consists in deducing
edly popular maest1·o and prince of jolly good fel- portraying the ~lorious results that most follow har· the idea, at once economic and juridical, of reciproclows, A. D. Lane, of Olean, N. Y., assisted by Mrs. monious effort in sustaining the National Liberal ity in contract, defining the difficulties and opposit,ions which this deduction must meet from sects and
H. 0. Wait, Mrs. M. C. Fitts, Mrs. Dr. Colgrove, of League.
Sunday, the last fond hope to which all had clung, parties, either revolutionary or reactionary, and exSalamanca, and Miss Emma Smith, of Titusville, Pa.
Pianist, Mrs. Min a Seymour, assisted by. James V. if not fine weather, at least cessation of the constant plaining the whole system of reforms or new instidownpouring of rain, was drowned-dark, cold, dis- tutions, in which work finds its security, property its
Schmitz.
The meeting opened on Thursday evening, Dec. mal, drenching rain from morn till night, only get- measure, commerce its balance, and government its
4th, with a concert by the choir, followed by a lecture ting each time a little more violent just about time leave of absence.
We must arrest the disorganizing tendency left by
by Mr. Charles Watts, of England. Admission free. for the meetings.
In the afternoon Mr. S. P. Putnam delivered his the former revolution, and proceed with the principle
About three hundred were present.
Mr. Watts delivered a most able exposition of grand poetical picture of" The Church of the Fu- of reciprocity to the liquidation of established interFreethought, what it is, its aims and objects. The tore." That he entranced the audience with the ests of the social revolution, which summons both to
earnest eloquence of his delivery aroused and riveted beautiful scenes he brought so vividly before them abdicate. But if the church, lacking political sanethe attention, while his clear, logical presentation of by the genius of his poetic thought so earnestly ex- tion, fails to preserve the direction of ideas; if the
facts and arguments carried conviction even to the pressed goes without saying. He wove the most state, shorn of the aureole of "right divine," can no
lllOBt devout Christians present, and could not but lovely garlands of the beautiful flowers of poesy, and longer master private interests (the baronies of captend to uproot their prejudice and incite them to with rare artistic skill wreathed and festooned them ital), then true fusion is still more chimerical than
around the solid iron columns of fact and logic in a that of constitutional governments with· absolutism.
thought and investigation.
Friday morning at 10, although the attendance was manner that at once fascinated and bewildered with What liberty has sundered, authority will not reunify.
By virtue of what right does the state, indifferent
very small, all heartily enjoyed the excellent confer- delight. He was rapturously applauded, and many
ence meeting and mutual interchange of views and declared if they had only heard that one speech it to ideas and worships, the state Atheist, like the law,
.
experiences, after which Ml·. J. H. Burnham, of Mich- would hav repaid them for all-aye, ten times over, pretend to administer interests ?
It is answered, that the citizens and the communes
igan-who presided as chairman of the meeting, his for all the outlay of time and money incurred by at(townships) being unable to agree about general incharacteristic suavity and dignity, so admirably blend- tending the meeting.
In the evening, Mr. T. B. Wakeman gave one of terests, need an atbiter superior in power.
. .
ing, enabling him to fill the arduous position to the
satisfaction of all--delivered an impressiv appeal that the best and grandest efforts conceivable. No words No reasoning out of this circle; antagonism of inall do their best each and every day, so that we might of scribe can do jnstice to the matter; no description terests, fatal, inevitable, the motiv; centralization, orenjoy the precious boon of peaceful, sweet sleep, that convey anything like an idea of the manner. If one dinating and hierarchical, the conclusion.
could hav heard such a being as goc.d Christians supBy its fruits ye shall know it.
surely follows a day well spent..
(In France, for example, about '52) the number of
Friday afternoon, Mr. Charles B. Reynolds deliv- pose their Christ to hav been, giving instruction to
ered a very able and interesting lecture on "Secular- his disciples, just such were the simple, earnest, loving officers under government was 568,365, not comprisization through Organization." Despite the depress- words of wisdom and truth that fell from Mr. Wake- ing the army and navy. Such is the civil army of
ing influence of so slim an attendance, Mr. Reynolds man's lips, and just such the wrapt attention of the. agents, guardians, overseers, holding the people in
aroused all pre~ent to enthusiasm as he unfolded listeners. It was instructiv, ennobling, filling the heart the net of power, maintained at their expense to dethe plans of the National Liberal League for insuring with intense desire to attain to that perfection of fend itself against the malcontents, and the assaults
efficient organization of Liberals of all shades of character that should adorn the high profession of of thought still more formidable than arms. Such
opinion on the platform of Secularization and Nine Liberalism, and inciting all to firm resolves to liv bet- is the arbiter imposed on us by centralization. Think
demands. Mr. Reynolds gained glowing encomiums ter, ·purer, and more useful lives. It is earnestly you that complete anarchy would not be kindlier to
from all present, and much regret was expressed that hoped the lecture will be published in full, although our peace, our labor, and our prosperity, than a millall the Liberals of the state could not hav heard, and even then half its wonderful thrilling effect and pow- ion of parasites armed against our liberties and in·
thus been aroused to activ co-operation in the good erful influence for good will be lost by the lack of terests?
the presence and magnetism of the speaker.
The double army of the state is not all. By the
work.·
No words of praise can exceed the deservings of very fact the existence of this ferce at the orders of
Friday evening, Mr. J. H. Burnham lectured on
t.he "Changes in Christianity." The rain descended the choir. The gloom of the weather and discour- the state, the opposition, whether dynastic or repubm torrents, and effectually dampened the ardor of the agement of slim at.tendauce could not counteract the lican, has on its side an army still more numerous,
townspeople, so that they failed to attend, much to genial influence of the beautiful music so admirably consisting of all individuals without employment,

9lommnnications.
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malcontents, coveting the offices of the state and Jacobin club, it is Robespierre. Sixty years' experi-l getting access to these things. Neither the king upon
working against-the pe.rty in power. Thus, civic war ~nc~ .~a~ ~aught us what to think ot the unity and his throne, nor the president of a republic, nor par-·
in permanence-on the one side, between the officials mdrvrstbihty of their republic.
liament, nor Congress, nor a majority of the people,
and the industrial population; on the other, between
.A.s to the constitution of '93, if it marked the move- nor any power on earth, can justly deprive any one
the government and the opposition. What think you ment toward a different order of things, if it may be citizen of his equal share of these natural things.
of this order? . . . .In Great Britain and the useful now to recall its dispositions and tendencies, it The humblest citizen has as good a claim to them as
United States, reckon in this warfare, the expenses can no longer serve as an exemplar. The revolution the proudest emperor, for the existence of these
of election, a tribute indirectly levied upon labor by has marched on.·· We are indeed (1851) in the line things depends as much upon one as the other. They
political parties.
of this constitution, but we are sixty years ahead were in existence before the creation of man, and will
.A.s the religion of the state is the violation of con- of it:
P. J. PROUDHON, by ·EDGEWORTH.
remain when nlan has left nothing but traces in the
science, administrativ centralization is the castration
I n t h is extract I hav sacrified pages very impres- stratified rocks.
o.f liberty. The form~r has engendered the Inquisi- siv as addressed in '51, by a Frenchman to FrenchThe proper functions of a just government in retiOn; the latter, the pohce. . . . That government men, but which hav now less pertinence to the United spect to these natural things is to see that they are
treating the people as a minor, !J_hould pretend, at it~ States. In the condensation necessary for a news- forever evenly, fairly, and justly distributed among
expense, and under prE)text of disaccord between its paper article, I hav had regard only to useful effect, all the people. Because one man is richer, wiser,
~acuities and ten_de~cie~, to administer its property, referring the student of history to the original. E.
stronger, more cunning, or more industrious than
Judge of what smts Its mterests, measure its moveanother, is no reason why he should receive a larger
share of these things, because they do not depend
ment, liberty, and life-this would be inconceivable,
The Revenue Question Again.
and would betray infernal machination, did we not
upon any quality which he possesses, or upon anything
know by the history of all governments that the peoI had nearly completed a reply to" N. G. W.'s" which he has done. Therefore, a government which
ple, ever ignorant of the laws of order, has been the article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 22d, but on read- devises any means of distributing these things so
accomplice of power.
ing it over I felt that it would be a waste of space in that all do not share alike in them is not a just govGovernment, of which it has made a directing the paper, and that I could do better by writing an ernment.
principle, is, the people confesses, but the supplement an article on the original question without confining
Nor is it possible to make a division of these
thingR that will remain just to all eternity, or even
of its own reason. .A.s between the inspiration of his myself to a reply to him.
I am not afraid of "N. G. W." deceiving the read- for one century. What would we think of a sailor
conscience and the tyranny of his instincts, man has
given himself a mystical moderator in the priest, so, ers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Most of them are ac- who should pretend to set the rudder of a ship so
between his liberty and that of his neighbor, he has customed to handling sophismP, and are pretty com- exact at New York that it would not need changing
imposed upon himself an arbiter in the judge; thus petent judges of truth. One of them writes to me: until it arrived at Liverpool? Yet even this would
between his private and the general interest, sup- "Your article on landlordism is pretty severely criti- be easier than to make a just division of the natural
posed as irreconcilable as his instinct and reason, he cised; still the force of the criticism is more in a things of the country which would not need changhas sought another reconciler in the government. certain style than in argument." I presume this writer ing in less than a century. Every hour some are
Ma.n has thus alienated his moral character and his expresses the opinion of nine-tenths of the readers dying, and need their share no more, and others are
being born crying for room and fair play. The govjudicial dignity; he has abdicated his. initiativ, and of the discussion.
made himself the slave of impostors and tyrants.
My statements about the lands in Michigan were ernment should therefore only grant privileges for
But since Jesus, Isaiah, David, and even farther taken from a pamphlet, "Michigan and Its Re- brief periods, probably for not longer than one year.
Governments hav no right to giv privileges to any
back, it has been admitted that the just needs neither sources," by the State Commissioner of Immigration,
sacrifice nor priest. Will it be more difficult for us, 1882. He ~eports 36,755,200 acres of land in the one, and if they do giv privileges to any one citizen
in the accomplishment of our civic and social duties, state; 6,374,385 acres improved, 1,717,246 acres be- for less than the privilege is worth, they do so at the
to dispense with the state's intervention?
longing. to the United States, 861,185 acres belong- expense and to the detriment of all other citizens.
Let us suppose Mr. A. to be the father of ten sons,
We hav exhibited the indmotrial economy as the ing to the state, 3,430,115 acres belonging to railaccord of interests resulting from the liquidation of road and canal companies. In only 12 counties, out and the owner of one thousand acres of land. Seven
debts and mortgages, consequent on the reduction of the 79 in the state, is one half of the land im- of the sons hav married and are doing for themselvs,
of rent and interest by the People's Real Estate and proved, and in none of them is it much more than and three of them remain at home with the father.
Labor Exchange banks, or legislativ acts renderiJlg half improved. There is very little wast\l or useless The old man finally calls them all to his side, and
every payment of interest a mortgage on the princi- land in Michigan, and I see no reason Why private tells them that he may not liv much longer, and he
wants to divide his estate among them. Now, suppal, in favor of the payer; from the abolition of the individuals should seek to own it.
I presume I committed an oversight in stating pose that one of the three who had remained at home
tariffs on money,. the representation of all values in
the circulating medium, the facility of credit to all what I regard as il. fundamental law in political aeon- should say that he thought his brothers who had left
honest industry, the organization of economic forces, omy. I will now state it as I intended to do in my should not get any of the father's estate, that they
the creation of workingmen's companies, and the previous article, and "N. G. W." is welcome to all the had entered professions and engaged in business,
true constitution of property.
advantage the change givs him: Whatever wealth and that they did not need any land, and would not
any person acquires without earning it, or getting it liv on it if they had it, and advise the father to divide
In this state of things what is the use of govern- as a gift from some. person who has an exclusiv right the thousand acres of land equally among the three
ment? The contract resolves every social problem. to it, gP.ts wealth which some other person or persons who had remained at home. What would the father
The producer treats with the consumer, the associate must hav earned but did not get; and this is what say to sucha proposal? Would he not say that he
with his company, the farmer with his township, the is vulgarly called theft.
would divide his estate equally among all his s )DB ?
township with the county, the county with the disMuch confusion of thought exists in consequence
Now this might be a somewhat difficult thing to do,
trict, the district with the state, etc., i. e., the prin- of people failing to perceive the difference between since some portions of the land might be much more
ciple of mutual contracts once established, it is main- two very different kind of things-natural things and valuable than others. Let us suppose now that the
tained through any desirable combination of local things which are the product of human labor. The father should say to them that he wished the farm
autonomies for purposes commercial or defepsiv. man who makes anything, whether it be a suit of never to be divided, and he wished to leave the estate
The secret of this equation between the ·citizen and clothes some article of furniture, some labor-saving so they could not sell it, as some of the sons might
the state, i. e., between the individual and the collec- machine or any improvement on land, as the erection spend his share and then be reduced to want; and
tiv sovereignties, lies in the economic equation made of a house, barn, mill, or factory, or the planting of for that reason he would leave it so that it should be
previously (by abolishing capitalist interest) between an orchard, or the raising of any kind of grain, or rented every year to the highest bidder, and that he
the workingman and the contractor, the farmer and fruit, or horses, cattle, sheep, or hogs, has acquired a wished them all to meet on the farm every Christmas
the landlord. Banish, by reciprocal obligations, the very different kind of title to thoss things to any and hav a good time, at the end of which the rent of
old-time servitude to its last vestige; then citizens which can be acquired to any· of the ntttural things the farm would be divided equally among ali. What
and communes no longer need the government to of the earth, as land, mines, natural timber, game, or objections could the sons hav to this proposition ?
administer their property, to construct harbors and fish. The title to the former class of things depends
Now, this is about how I think the grand old estate
bridges, wharves, canals, roads, and markets, to arbi- upon the fact of their existence. They would not called the United States should be divided among all
trate their differences, to instruct, direct, control, hav existed but for tb.e labor, skill, or care of the pro- citizens. But it would not be necessary to rent the
and censure their agents; for all acts of guardian- ducer. It is, therefore, evident that the producer land every year to the highest bidder. It would only
ship, vigilance, preservation, and police; for the judg- should be allowed to do with this kind of property be necessary to hav the assessors do as they do now
ment of criminals and prevention of crime (supposing as be pleases. His title to this kind of property -appraise the value of each man's estate, assessing
evil tendencies to survive government), which either should be absolute, and this is why I insist that it only the land, and not the improvements, and collect
encourages or provokes them by its privileges and should not even be taxed.
say six per cent of such value as rent, for public purBut the title to the other kind of things does not poses. In this way every person would be asked to
oppressions.
To conclude: .A.dministrativ centralization was in- depend upon. any person's labor, but upon a deed pay to the public oaly the value of the privilege obtelligible under the old-time monarchy, when the which the owner, or some of his ancestors, or some tained from them.
J. G. MALCOLM.
king, chief of the barons, had become, by virtue of assigner, has bought or received of the government,
Anno Scientire 284:.
his right divine, the sole ju~iciary, sole exe~utiv, _and and which the possessor regards as a fetich, and conTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will
general proprietor. _But s~nce _the revolutiOn, ~mce eeives that it justly entitles him, his heirs, and assigns
the people hav reclaimed Its nght through divers forever, to hav and to hold the exclusiv possession you please allow me a little space to reply to friend
constitutional instruments and repre~ent~tions; to of a certain portion of this planet. The deed may be Kozly in regard to the above era?
He says that it would now be 285, instead of 284.
pretend that the county, or every locahty m matters signed by George Washington, the first president of
concerning it, has n<_>t the right to rule, administrate, the United States; but George Washington was only I am very, very sorry that he has not the advantage
judge, and govern Itself, and under pretext of the president for eight years, and are we going to be of" any schoolboy who has passed arithmetic," for if
unity and indivisibility .of t~e. repub.lic, to confiscate ruled by an ex-president, and by a dead presideat, he had, he would then know that it will not be 285
from the people the dispositwn of ~ts mea?s of ac- to all eternity? Just think of people a thousand until this year is completeJ. It Wall not the year 1
tion; a.fter having overthrown despot1sm by msurrec- years from now claiming certain privileges on this until the twelve months of the first year had actually
tion, to re-establish by metaphysics, to ostracize those planet because their ancestors served in the Revolu- passed away; and it will not be the year 285 untii
who reclaim in behalf of liberty and ~ocal ?o!ereignty, tionary war l Just think of some one claiming the the twelve months of this year hav passed· away.
Also, if he had only stopped to think, he would reis to lie to the spirit of the revolutwn; It IS to deny exclusiv privilege of a million dollars' worth of this
progress.
planet lying in the city of New York, because his ~lized that there are many sects and nations that do
Centralization, which prevailed in '93, over the con- ancestors paid one hundred and twenty-five dollars not use the Christian era. .A.s far as one counting
stitution-thanks to Robespierre and the Jacobina- to Thomas Jefferson. Why, anyone who can swallow from the earliest time is r,oncerned, it would not be
is only feudalism under another form; it is the appli- this can surely swallow the story of Jonah being practicable, for it is impossible to decide what that
cation of algebra to tyranny. Napoleon, who put the swallowed by the whale, or even that of Jonah swM- date is. Therefore, I say, for one, that as we must
last stroke to it, attested this.
lowing the whale. .A.ny one can believe this should hav a date that should be universal, let us hav one
]VI. Ledru-Rollin's last declaration for direct gov- easily believe the story of Peter having the keys of starting from a real epoch, and one that has common
sense to back it up-not one that dates from a hurnernment is a return toward the true revolutionary heaven and hell.
tradition, just as Louis Blanc's protest against what
Natural things are a f~ee gift to ~ll alike, .and no bug era.
With best wishes to friend Kozly, who, evidently,
he calls Gtrondisrn, is the first cry of governmental person can be any more Justly depnved of his equal
reaction. The constitution of '93, it is the Gironde, &hare in them than he can of his freedom or his life. is not very well posted in "figgers," I am,
Yours fraternally,
REMLY S. SmELINGEn.
it is Danton; the representativ system-it is the Indeed, his life and liberty both depend upon his
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Evolution and Christianity.
The writer of the following letter is a fair representativ of a large num her of people whose hearts
are too kind to accept Christianity in its sterner as·
spects, but who, without troubling themselvs too
much about definitions of words, or the logic of facts,
still think they are Christians:
"To THE EDITOR OF THE TlluTR SEEKER, Sir: In your edi·
torial of Dec. 6th, on the statistics of Christianity rendered by
the Plenary Council at Baltimore, I find an assertion to which
I take exception.
"You say 'to put it broadly, and yet accurately, no one can
be a Christian who is an Evolutionist.'
"Do you think, really, that this assertion has a very firm
foundation? If so, would you be so kind as to be a little more
explicit on that point? You must be aware of the evolution
and development of the times-you must certainly know, too,
that Christianity is fast assimilating itself to the mental development of the times. For example, I myself, as well as a
great many others, claim to be Christians, but we do not believe in the 'fall of Adam,' and therefore deny the 'substitutional theory' of the atonement. We also disbelieve the 'six
days' creation' in its generally accepted sense, and adopt in
its stead the theory of evolution. This phase of Christianity
looks on Christ as a reformer-as a moral man, around whom
a group of mad enthusiasts hav thrown a veil of obscurity
which is but just oeginning to fall away from him, If Christian simply means a man who acknowledges human rights
and liberty, and a man who in all things tries to do his duty,
would you think it so bad a thing?
"Again, in your attacks on Christianity (some of which, I
must admit, are well founded), you must concede that you aim
at 'Orthodoxy' in all its old·time fulness and inconsistency.
Do you not think, to be up to the spirit in which you claim to
move, it would be well for you to join hands with, or at least
acknowledge, the natural drift and tendency of the new Christianity? Because a name in the past has been one deserving
of reproach, is this a reason for still heaping reproach upon it
after it has divested itself of that which was reproachful? Not
only do we believe in evolution and reject vicarious atonement, but we reject the doctrin of the 'infallibility of the
Bible.'
" Of course the remaining fragment, or the remaining body,
of orthodoxy, is as yet a formidable barrier to progressiv
thought, and will need time to fade away. No great and wellestablished system or doctrin can be eradicated in a day or
week. 'Rome was not built in a day; neither can she be
taken in a day.' Yet we hav every reason to believe that the
old-time Christianity is fading away, and that at a rapid rate.
Now, in conclusion, do you not think that your attacks should
hav specified objects? that is, distinctly specified. So long as
you aim your endeavors toward the obliteration and extinction
of the old theologies, and so long as you attack the existing
errors and inconsistencies of orthodoxy in its accepted sense,
you are engaged in a laudable work; but you should consider
the fact that a large body of respectable, honest people
throughout this country call themselvs Christians in view of
that name representing the followers of a Christ who taught
human rights, love, sympathy, and in all things peace and
righteousness among men. You claim, as also do I, to be liberal, ever seeking after truth, and rejecting nothing that is
demonstrated to be truth; and in this spirit may all work on
for that better future.
Yours for the right,
" Pooghkupsie, N. Y.
R. D. ToWN."

Our friend wants to know if our remark that an
evolutionist is not a Christian has a very firm foundation. We think it. has, and will giv our reasons for
so thinking.
In the first place, what is Christianity? that is, what
are its fundamental postulates?-for it is fairer to our
friend in this case to take the general principles than
the creed of any one sect? It is, briefly, that only
some six thousand years ago the original human parents of the race fell from a state of purity through
disobeying a command of an alleged God. This
transgression involved all races of men throughout all
time. This is the very first and fundamental assumption of Christianity. The next essential step, the
tragedy without which Christianity is null and void,
an empty and meaningless jargon of phrases, is that,
in consequence of this trangression; fallen humanity

~u.

should be saved by this alleged God offering up a
sacrifice of his" only begotten son." These are the
two all-important assumptions of Christianity. It
makes no difference in this argument whether the
idea of the Calvinists be taken, that " God," foreseeing that Adam would fall and .that posterity would
thereby be damned, therefore selected a few to be
saved and called them the elect; or whether it is
asserted, with the Augustinian school of theologian's,
that, while mankind were doomed to hell thro"Qgh
Adam's fall, Christ's death canceled all sin and thus
saved the race from being utterly lost. The bald
facts remain that unless Adam had sinned, the services of an atoner would not hav been needed, and
that Christ need not hav come on earth without this
early disobedience of the parent of the race. That
is the scheme of Christianity as found in the Bible
and elaborated by thousands of theological authorities. That no one can be saved except through an
acceptance of it, we hav Christ's own words (if there
ever was a Christ, and if he ever said anything recorded in the New Testament): "He that believeth not
shall be damned."
Secondly, what does evolution teach? It is not
necessary to argue the probabilities of evolution, nor
to prove its positions and theories, in this brief discussion. The proposition is that an evolutionist can
not logically be a Christian. Evolution teaches that
the universe came into the form we now see it (so far
as we can see it) through a series of changes the im.,.
mensity of which we can scarcely comprehend. These
changes hav occupied enormous periods of time, to
which six thousand years are as nothing. Evolution
teaches that instead of a pair of first parents, created
perfect beings by a fiat of "God," the human race descended from what we call the animal kingdom; that
the animal kingdom evolved from the vegetable, and
the vegetable from still lower forms of organic life,
which life is traced back to protoplasm, "mere specks
of albumen :floating on the oceans of antiquity." As
Beecher says, instead of man falling, he began at
zero, and has been ascending ever since. But as
our friend is an evolutionist, of course he has studied
these theories, and our concern is chiefly to point the
impossibility of harmonizing the two systems. Now
he believes that man originated as evolution teaches.
He must, therefore, disbelieve the plan of creation as
related in the Bible. But without the events related
in Genesis, there is no need of Christ. It would, in
fact, hav been impossible for Christ to hav performed
his mission had not Adam by his «sin " created that
m1sswn. The teaching of evolution makes the existence of Adam, as the first man, a myth, and consequently by that teaching asserts that the first and
major premis of Christianity (Adam's fall) is false.
As the affirmation of the Atheist that the. universe
is all that exists negative the existence of a " God,"
so does the affirmations of evolution that man descended from the animal kingdom, and has existed on
the earth more than six thousand years, negativ the
most essential position of Christianity. No man
can believe two diametrically opposit statements. He
may think he does-but he does not. However hard
our friend might try to believe that London is
three thousand miles away, and at the same time that
it is also four thousand, he could not deceive even himself. If he compromises (as he is trying to do with
Christianity and evolution), and thinks that perhaps
it is thirty-five hundred miles, he by this process denies both of the previous statements. To harmonize
such conflicting theories as are found in Genesis and
in the doctrine of evolution would be a task too stupendous for even S. P. Andrews, the Great Reconciler. If there be any difference whatsoever between
things, if ideas are in any way distinct from each
other, and if words hav the slightest value in expressing those differences and distinctions, for accuracy's
sake let such men as our friend, and millions more
like him in this country, straighten out this confused
jumble of ideas, and cease mixing speculativ notions
with ascertained facts, as well as trying to reconcile
what is with what they thought was but is not.
But that is a slight digression, and we return to
the point at issue. We hav found that Adam's fall
is the major premis in the Christian scheme. Without it all the rest of the structure is a house without
a foundation, and not worth living in. With no fulcrum on which to rest his lever, Christ could not lift
mankind into heaven. He would simply be like every
other man-one in a worldful. We hav seen, too,
that a belief in this is essential to being a Christian.
We hav a.lao found that evolution denies this alleged
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fall of Adam. A moment's dwelling on the subject
also shows that a person cannot believe two entirely
contradictory stories. We think, therefore, that we
are fully justified in saying that an evolutionist can
not really be a Christian. And were the argument of
great names worth a cent, we could cite columns of
corroborating opinions of eminent men of both
parties. We know the attempt is made by certain
"Liberal " Christians to harmonize science and theology, and it was but a Sunday or two ago that a very
popular pulpiteer announced that it was only "unin..:
'structed Infidels " who said reconciliation was impossible, but we also know·ihat no amount of metaphysical quibbling, no number of "glittering generalities," can make two a.nd two ont to be five. As between such·" philosophers," we are like the old man
_whose son had just returned from college, and was
anxious to show off his acquirements. Seated at the
dinner table, upon which wera two chickens, the boy
said,· "Father, you would nc.t believe that I can
prove there are three chickens on this table, would
you?" The father acknowledged his skepticism.
" Well," said the youth, pointing to a chicken, " that's
one, isn't it?" 'The old" man admitted it. Pointing
to the other, the metaphysician said, "That's two."
Yes, that made two. "Well," triumphantly exclaimed
the boy, " don't one and two make three?" Taking
one of the fowls, the abashed father put it on the
mother's plate, and transferring the remaining one
to his own dish, quietly said, " Well, mother, you eat
that one, and I'll eat this, and Dick may hav the
third."
The Christian evolutionist is the third
chicken-he does not exist.
A belief in the Bible used to be a sine qua non of
Christianity. Logically, it is so yet. A comparison,
therefore, of a few of the differences between the beliefs of Christianity and the facts of evolution may
help our friend to see that an evolutionist can never
be a true Christian. He may call himself a Christian, but he is not one, and assumes the name at the
expense of his love of accuracy, not to say truth.
In early times it was believed that all existing
forms of nature were made out of nothing, at the word
of a creator, during six days of morning and evening.
Evolution teaches that the matter composing the universe has always existed, and that, instead of being
creations, all forms of nature are growths, even to the
planets that whirl through space. Christianity believes that all forms of life were OI·iginally made in
their existing form complete~ Evolution teaches that
all these existing forms of life hav been produced
from simpler forms by a gradual process of change.
Christianity bdieves that God placed all animals in
just the right place for them to flourish. Evolution
teaches that only such animals hav survived as proved
themselvs fit, and that in the struggle many .species
hav become extinct. Christianity believes that all
species are permanent. Evolution, on the contrary,
shows the variation of species, and how those existing to-day did not always exist. Naturalists and
botanists are ever finding new species. Christianity
believes that the plants, and fish, and animals are·
each distinct lives. Evolution has traced the unity of
life, and similarity of organs, from the plant up to
man. Christianity believes that every animal is suddenly produced in the form of its parent. Evolution
tells how each embryo auccessivly takes on the forms
of each species lower than itself in the scale of life.
Christianity believes ·that mind is an entity per se,
given to man by God, breathed into him with
the breath of life, and that animals hav only "instinct," likewise given them by God. Evolution
teaches that mind is the result of organization, that
where organization is not, mind does not exist, and
that animals' instinct is only less developed mind, because their organization is coarser and less complex.
Christianity believes that speech is a faculty suddenly
given by God to man, when evolution shows it to be
only a developed faculty common to all animals.
Christianity believes that morals are only an authoritativ utterance from on high, but evolution says our
moral sense is the resblt of generations of experience.
So we might go on for pages contrasting the two, in
every phase of science-physical, mental, sociological
-all branches. Christianity is an authoritativ, "I
said it," and" so mote it be "-a spoken-into-existence thing, like Aladdin's palace-while evolution is
a record of growth, of successiv and never-ending
changes and variations. There is no sympathy nor
harmony between the two, and a believer in one can
never accept the other until two objects can occupy
the same place at the same time.
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Perhaps in considering this subject we may be
allowed, as a point in our favor, to note the action of
a body of Christians-the friends of our friend. A
. dispatch from Columbia, S. C., dated Dec. 11, 1884,
reports that Dr. Woodrow has been expelled from
the Presbyterian Theological Seminary by a vote of
the directors of eight to four for teaching evolution.
The doctrins of this science, the synods of Georgia
and Louisiana hold, are antichristian and Materialistic, and strongly tend toward Infidelity. This
opinion of the synods is exactly ours. And we also
contend that just so far as a Christian accepts evolution as an explanation of the scientific. and philosophical problems ever confronting him, j•1st so far
does he cease to be a Christian. And when he accepts the doctrin in its entirety, he ceases to be in
any way a Christian for reasons previously pointed
out. And we contend, too, that just so fast as Christianity assimilates itself to the mental development
of the times, it ceases to be Christianity. It is itself
subject to the law of evolution, and cannot resist the
trend of the ages. But when it evolutes into a kind,
honest, reasonable religion, it will no more be Christianity than the speck of albumen on the ocean of
antiquity was the man whose beginning of life it may
hav been.
Worshiping Christ as a reformer is about the
most absurd thing in the world. What did he reform ? He drove the money changers out of the
temple in the interests of what? A pure religion, it
is claimed. What else did he do; Stole corn in the
interests of a pure religion. Anything else? Stole
donkeys in the interests of a pure religion. What
else ? He gave the world the most gigantic and cruel
superstition which egotism and fanaticism hav ever
conceived. But if we accept him as a reformer,
what then? Why, then he was no Christ, and no
extraordinary things can be obtained by a belief in
him. His alleg:ed divinity and ambassadorship from
God was his stock-in-trade, and without it any fanatical reformer is as good as he. Mohammed, Joe
Smith, or even John Wesley (for Methodism started
as a reform witnin a reform) has as good a claim to
be worshiped. As an example of reform, Christ was
a failure, as hav been nearly all the alleged saviors of
the world. Buddha is about the only one of note
among them who did net make worse conditions than
he found existing. Christ did not teach " human
rights, love, sympathy, and in all things peace and
righteousness among men." He taught that poverty
of spirit is chief among virtues; that poverty in
property is the surest passport to heaven; that the
hungry and the grief-stricken are the blessed, and
much more stuff utterly foreign to the truth, and in
no wise conduciv to the winning of equal human
rights. He taught the narrowest of sectarianism,
such as, "If any man come unto me, and hate not his
father, and mother, and 1"ife, and children, and
brethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he
cannot be my disciple." Instead of peace and
righteousness he taught that he came "not to send
peace on earth but a sword. For I am come to set
man at variance against his father, and the daughter
against her mother, and the daughter-in-law against
her mother-in-law, and a man's foe shall be they of
his own household." For his sake he told people to
forsake relativs and friends, and promised them a
reward for so doing of "an hundredfold." Surely
Mr. Town cannot be ignorant of all these teachings,
yet he thinks Christ taught love, peace, and righteousness 1 It is evident he reads the scriptures as carelessly as he does the literature of evolution.
.
Another paragraph, and we must close. "Do you
not think," Mr. Town asks, " to be up to the spirit in
which you claim to move, it would be well for you to
join hands with, or at least acknowledge, the natural
drift and tendency of the new Christianity?" If Mr.
Town had read THE TRUTH SEEKER often, he would
know that we hav recognized, not the new Christianity, but the new reformatio~ in Protestantism, in
which the natural drift and tendency is toward
Rationalism, and which is sweeping away every vestige of real Christianity, but leaving a hollow shell
with no kernel and no vitalit.y. High sounding
phrases with no meaning, flowery rhetoric with no
substance, soft sawder for God and the rich pewholders, are rapidly taking the place of the stern
theology of the past. So far as the cruelty of Christianity is repudiated, so far as superstition is dethroned, so far as myth and fable are laughed down
the aisles, we heartily join hands with the new
reformers. But what we want to see, what we are

laboring to bring about, is the total abolition of a
supernatural religion, and the substitution of· a
rational philosophy that shall concern itself with the
here and now, with making the earth a more habitable place, and the men and women who dwell on it
happier beings. This can· never, we are convinced,
be brought about by half-hearted efforts. The
quicker men see that the idol to which they hav so
long been bound is nothing but a creation of human
brains, that the whole Christian fabric is a gilt-edged
fraud, the quicker will they apply themselvs to the
herculean task of . righting human wrongs and
relieving human misery. It is easier to build on
ground free from rubbish than it is when the cornerstones must be laid amid weeds and briers; or on a
quicksand which falls away at a touch. That is why
we oppose Christianity with might and main.
Though the church oft shifts her ground, she is at
heart the same enslaver of minds. In the complete
extinction of supernaturalism is man's only sure
safety.

Cerisorship in .Art.
Brute· Comstock's most recent case is drawing
from religious and semi-religious papers long editorials on the necessity of a censorship of the press
and pallet. Among the items enumerateJ as demanding a supervision are the photographs sold on
the streets, the show-bills of theaters, illustrated
weekly journals, and story papers for. the youths and
shop girls of the city. "We will not say," says one
paper, "that the world belongs to the saints, and
that they hav a commission to rule it. But we respond to as much of that opinion as is involved in the
proposition that the moralities and decencies are
sovereign things, and that, in their name, and by
their authority, decent peo.12le ought to insist on ruling society."
Precisely. Morality and decency are sovereign
things-there is no kind of question about that.
But, pray tell us, ye saintly hypocrits who urge
the Bible on the people, who shall construe the two
things? All things are said to be relativ, and " indecency" is, therefore, like blasphemy, a question of
geography. And, further, it is a question of taste.
Still further, no two persons' tastes are alike. For
instance: the nude pictures adorning the gallery
walls of the Vanderbilt and Stewart mansions; those
which were exhibited at the Philadelphia Exhibition;
others on every artist's easel, and in almost every
home of wealth in all the cities of the country, are, in
the opinion of some, in questionable taste. In literature, too, one book, which is hawked and peddled
about everywhere; which is translated into scores of
languages, and given away by thousands of missionaries at an expense of millions of dollars, is, in large
part, a beastly production of the printing-press. Yet
every one would consider it an outrage to deprive
the people of these things, and any government
which should attempt it would be quickly overturned.
But shall wealthy people hav what best pleases
them, and the poorar people be deprived of such enjoyments? Shall the artist who sold Vanderbilt a
thousand-dollar painting of a modern Eve be protected, and the poor vendor of a photograph ten
times more decent (in so far as clothes make decency) be prosecuted? So the "saints" seem to think.
The practical working of this censorship would be intolerable. New York city has one now in the person
of Comstock, backed by the wealth and political
power of a few men. In the "suppression " of literature his exploits are well known. He prosecutes
the publishers of journals inimical to his church,
classical works which are the models of scholars, and
suffers a wealthy Bible Society and a powerful politcal sport to circulate indecency without hindrance.
In art his efforts are equally one-sided. The greatest work of one of Europe's greatest artists is by
him ordered from a shop window, while he permits,
in public academies, canvas glowing with precisely
the same sort of beauty. There is no more justice
in this than there is sense in having such a censorship at all.
That scoundrels hav made books unfit for human
eye to see is true. But society has also made laws
to punish them, and pays officers to enkrce these
laws. A public officer. not performing his sworn
duty is liable to impeachment. Private societies for
the prosecution of criminals always conduce to
tyranny and monstrous injustice. They speedily degenerate into weapons for the satisfying of private
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grudges. All of the ecclesiastical societies of this
city are instances. Especially is this true of Comstock's society, and his latest case is a glaring exhibition of official power prostituted to personal spite.
The poor victim is the man who once, while being
dragged to prison, assaulted with a penknife the unscrupulous agent. Since that time Comstock has
pursued him relentlessly, and the present arrest is
plainly the merest pretext in the world. The photograph is muca less " indecent , than thousands exposed by all the leading dealers in the city, which
can be seen by any one walking Broadway from the
City Hall to the P11.rk. Dozens of artists, photographers, reporters, and lawyers examined it last week
in the court room, and not one could see in it any
violation of decency. It has been shown to the most
fastidious ladies, who failed to find in it a solitary
reason for imprisoning the seller. Yet the agent
demands that Conroy be sent to prison for exposing
it for sale. Leaving aside for a moment the religion,
the poverty of the vendor, the fact that he is a cripple
unable to perform manual labor, admitting, if need
be for the sake of the argument, that a censorship
of art is desirable, there is nothing in the picture
which calls for its special condemnation over similar
works. The arrest is purely a gratification of the
spite which Comstock bolJs against Conroy. We
would not say the spite is aggravated by the fact that
Conroy is a Catholic while Comstock is a bigoted
Protestant, for the assault committed ·years ago is as
far as it is necessary to seek fm· tb.e motiv. But we
do hold that this case is one of the strongest possible reasons why a censorship of art is impossiblA
in a democratic country in which the poorest and
weakest is supposed to be protected in his rights as
fully as the richest and most powerful. And we are
glad to know that the victim of Comstock's animosity
is not to be l'uthlessly offered up without a vigorous
protest by the leading artists of the city.

The Churches of Washington Territory lllust
Pay. 'l'axes.
WALLA WALLA, WAsH. TER., Dec. 5, 284.
To THE EmTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, ·sir: At our
late general election the matter of taxing church
property was submitted to the popular vote, which
resulted in a very decided majority in favor of such
taxation. Score one for Freethought. I will send
:you the official vote as soon as I can procure it.
Yours for truth,
W. S. GrLLIAM.
P.S.-As you are perhapR aware, our laws hav for
several years past taxed church preperty. Through
church influence an act was passed by our last legislature submitting the question of taxing church
property to a popular vote of the territory, with the
above result. We hope, after such a defeat, that they
will be satisfied for a season.
W. S. G.
THE recent death of Mr. Justice Watkins Williams in a house
of ill-fame while on circuit in Nottingham, recalls the fact
that he was one of the most brutal denouncers of Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant. He was extraoruinarily pious. His
death has created a profound sensation in England. The
greatest efforts were made to hush the unsavory affair up.
The coroner received an intimation from" a very high quarter '
that his duty only required him to inquire into the cause of
death, and not into the attendant cil"Cumstances. 'l'his, however, only served to make him more minute in hiH researches
into every detail of the untoward catastrophe. This stand
he maintained, despite the protest of the jury, who on three
separate occasions declared themselvs fully satisfied with tho
facts already placed before them. The coroner, however, insisted on going into the caso just as he would, he asserted,
into that of" a common sweep or stocking maker." The
daily press of London did not apparently share in the coroner'>!
belief in the merits of publicity, as they each and all, whilst
recording the judge"s death, suppressetl the attendant circumstances. That default has, however, been rectified to the full
by the issue of a complete resume of the revolting details in
pamphlet form. This has been hawked at every street corner
in London during the last month, the cries of the vendor~
and the huge posters which they carry having aroused an immense demand for the prurient brochure.
THE Christians of Melbourne, Australia, are endeavming,
like God, to devise a device against their enemies the Freethinkers. They seem determined to close th.o Hall of Science
and prevent the publication of Joseph Symee's Liberator,
Their plan is to force the government to prosecute, and if the
present laws are not sufficient for the purpose, to get Parliament to enact new ones. The Sydney police hav seizetl and
destroyed a lot of" Fruits of Philosophy," and the" Elements
of Social Science." Both books circulate in England without
restraint since the Bradlaugh and Besant trial, as they also do
in this country.
As will be seen by an advertisment in another place, we hav
received a supply of the "Agnostic Annual." Orders for it
accompanied by 25 cents promptly filled. THE TRUTH SEEKER
ANNUAL A.ND FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC Will be ready shortly.
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EuREKA, CAL., Nov. 28, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just read Mr. Putnam's letter to Mr.
Chainey, and I indorse every word of it. It shows a true appreciation of 'the case, and cool, sound judgment. I am sorry
for Mr. Chainey. He is exactly what Mr. Watts describes him
to be-a man highly cultured, highly giftea, well meaning,
with strong emotions, but without reason or judgment. I am
-glad that Mr. Watts refuses to accept Mr. Chainey's challenge.
Not that I think Mr. Watts would not bE equal to the task; on
the contrary, I am confident Mr. Watts could annihilate Mr.
•Chainey in debat9, even on even ground; but in this case the
·ground on which Mr. Chainey stands is worse than no ground
at all, since it is of such a nature as to prevent him from making a defense. Yet a debate between Mr. Watts and Mr.
·Chainey would cause a good dpal of ill-feeling between Materialists and Spiritualists, an event which for the sake of the
prosperity of ooth parties ought to be avoided. I pity Mr.
Chainey. He finds himself thrown into a world in which he
is unfit to liv. He is ideal, aerial, and emotional, while the
world around him is cool, calculating, and practical. His mind
takes fancy flights far above the clouds, and would remain
there if physical wants did not remind him, to his disgust, that
he belongs to this earth. He is like a well-dressed doll in the
hands of children-loved and admired, but of no practical
value. Mr. Chainey did not comprehend Mr. Putnam's meaning when the latter told him that he acted exactly like Moody,
and took the part of a converted Christian. This fact shows
that Mr. Chainey's mind has no clear, practical turn. He, unlike the butterfly who goes from flower to flower to extract the
honey, flies from ism to ism to extract ideas, which his unpractical mind converts into gall. I cannot see what could hav
caused that unprovoked attack upon Materialism by Mr.
Cbainey unless it was that ht> had absorbed more gall from that
ism than he could digest, and was forced to vomit some.
If Mr. Chainey was a true Liberal he would not declaim
against any ism. He would know that our ideas and beliefs
are not made to order for us, but that they force themRelvs
upon us independent of our volition. Why, then, should one
person or sect denounce another person or sect when all of us
are forced to believe according to the evidence we hav before
us, 11nd we cannot help ourselvs?
On the whole, I think Mr. Chainey would not be so anxious
to debate if he had any idea that Mr. Watts would accept the
challenge, for, let him be ever so egotistic, he must feel his inferiority, aside from the fact that he has no ground to stand
upon.
I am glad that Mr. Watts has come among us. While in oratorical talent the great Ingersoll is ahead of'him, in sound
sense and judgment he has no superior, in my opinion.
I hav read with profit 11nd satisfaction the articles of Herbert Spencer in THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER, but the ideas of his
•critics are to me as clear as mud.
Inclosed you will find $5, my mite toward defraying the expenses of our missionaries, Messrs. Watts and Putnam. I hope
their labors may be crowned with success. They hav a great
advantage over the Christian missionaries. The world has
arrived at a stage where everybody is more or less inclined to
think, yet the Christian missionary tells his proselytes, "If
you think, you will be damned," while our missionaries will
tell their proselytes that they will be damned if they don't
think.
"Bible Morals," by John E. Remsburg, ought to be printed
in pamphlet form. To one like me, who is alwsys ready for
an argument in regard to Bible morals, without having the
time to turn that pile of rubbish over, it would be of great
value. I intended to cut it out of THE TRUTH SEEKER, but my
usual luck, somebody carried off the paper containing the
first part. If you hav a copy of that number left, please send
it to me.
RoBERT GUNTHER.
[Brother Gunther will find bv referring to our advertising
columns that his desire ha~ ~oen anticipated, and that" Bible
Morals" is published in a substantial pamphlet.-ED. T. S.]

atrocious oppressions, from the expectations of being rewarded hereafter.
The God idea, wherever existing, has produced similar effects. The Jupiter and Neptune of the Greeks, the Brahma
and Vishnu of the Hindoos, the Osiris and Typhon of the
Egyptians, the Mithras and Ormuzd of the Persians, or the
Jehovah and Satan of the Jews and Christians, hav alike
crushed man's intellect, warped his judgment, and made the
earth a perfect hell. Men of America, how much longer will
you suffer such contemptible mummery to curse and enslave
you? MankiRd are a long-enduring race, or the whole owlish
sky-pilots fattening on the Jew God and his whola heavenly
hosts would long ere this hav been swept from the earth by
the fury and scorn of an oppressed people. But I hope it is
not too late. Let the people inquire into everything, diffuse
what is true, overthrow what is false. It is high time for men
to think for themselvs, for they hav been duped and plundered
long enough by priestly, legal, titled, and moneyed rulers,
who, by the staff, the Jew Bible, and the bayonet manage to
get them down, and when down to keep them down. Let the
religious and political swindlers be once exposed, and then
honest producers will get their own, and in order to do this
honest people must make good sense catching, then there
will be no occasion for men to rail at churches and priests.
But the way things are, the working slaves are the fools who
invite the knaves to blindfold them, whilst they pick their
pockets. Hav the intelligence and good sense .to destroy the
cause, and the effect will cease.
I am the well-wisher of the whole human race,
J. PETTEY.

stition $1,500 worth of property or money free from taxation.
And there are those hundreds of drones, or hangers-on, as it
were, living off the labor of the hard-working and honest people. What a shame ! 'Tis a stain upon any state government.
Now, brothers, let us throw the mantle of protection around
the Liberal lecturers that are in the field-Watts, Putnam,
Reynolds, and others. The noble pioneers, they are doing
a great work, of which the coming millions will be proud.
Only think for a moment what has already been accomplished.
I can remember a few years back, when, had I expressed
myself as I do now, every day, I would hav been imprisoned;
and only a few years back of that I would hav been burnt
at the stake for blasphemy. But, thanks to the Infidels of
'76, who, by keeping God out of the Constitution and inserting
instead, "We, the people," did us a lasting good, a good for
which we cannot be too grateful.
I find in every community in which I hav lived many Liberals who, for policy's sake, keep quiet, and would not acknowledge themselvs Liberals for fear of being called Infidels.
Many hav said to me, "How dare you be so outspoken?
Doesn't it hurt you in your business?" I answer, "It would
hurt me worse to be a hypocrit." l was reared by very strict
orthodox Methodist parents, and what education I got was
in a Methodist college. Every means was resorted to to get
Methodism into me, but they utterly failed. In this way I
lost several years of my mental liberty. But I tell you, now,
brothers, I am making up for lost time. I am the open enemy
of Christology and superstition. I denounce the old Jew book
of myths, mystery, and Mormonism when and wherever opportunity presents itself. It is a mass of obscene literature
for which I hav very little use. It is my candid opinion that
very few really intelligent people of to-day believe in the
divine origin of the Bible, and scieli.c" entirely upsets the
theory of the divinity of Christ, immaculate conception being
contrary to the unalterable laws of nature. And as to the
great plan of salvation, it shows fraud upon the face of it.
If God foreknew all things before the foundation of the
world, how was it that it took him four thousand years to work
out this plan of salvation? Quien sabe? But I fear I hav
strung this letter out too long already, so for this time, with a
Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will bid you adieu.
J. C. BuRGE.

FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA, Dec. 2, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: After a long silence, I will again try to contribute my mite for your worthy readers. THE TRUTH SEEKER
is a regular and ever-welcome visitor in my house. In fact,
I cannot do without it. I enjoy reading the letters from
Liberals in other and more favored portions of the land, and
perhaps they W()Uld like to hear something from a Freethinker
away out here in this isolated country, where, until recently,
the dread Apache and the border ruffians held supreme control. When the red devils were not on the warpath, the cowboy element kept the country terrorized, for it is a well·known
fact that here in our territory there hav been as bold a lot
of riders as ever swung a rietta on the border. But now a new
WENTWORTH, DAK., Dec. 8, 1884.
order of things has taken ·place. -Two of the great trans-conMR. EDITOR: I must ask your kind indulgence again for a
tinental railways, the Atlantic and Pacific and the Southern ~hort time. I wish to relate to you a storf' with a result.
Pacific, traverse this territory from east to west. These are, Friend Jamieson has been here and given us another rousing
indeed, the great civilizers.
old course of lectures, consisting of five, to well-filled houses.
Ours is a lumbering village on the Atlantic and Pacific It is estimated that at the last lecture Sunday evening there
Railroad, where are situated the immense mills of the Ayer were from 175 to 200 listeners, which for this sparsely-settled
Lumber Company of Chicago. Here we hav one of the finest country is a good showing. The poor follower of Christ feels
grazing countries, and as beautiful a climate as there is on lonely in this burg just now, I can tell you, as one lady said
the face of the earth. Here, too, Freethought can hav full after the close of the last lecture, which, by the way, was,
sway, and we that love nature can worship at her shrine to our " Has Jesus Christ any Followers on Earth at the Present
hearts' content.
Time?" Well, that lecture has completely knocked the foun•
We are not over-troubled here with sky-pilots, and Method- dation out under my religion. It is a fact that the professor
ist circuses, there being but one embassador of the meek and actually struck terror to the hearts of some by the clear-cut
lowly in this part of the country, and fortunately he attends sentences, the preacher-proof arguments, and the bed-rock
pretty strictly to his own affairs, and would be, withal, a pretty reasonings as he showed up the true cussedness of some of
good fellow, if he was only on the other track.
Christ's chosen. I tried my level best to get some of the keepI take the only TRUTH SEEKER that comes to this place, and ers of flocks of the meek and lowly Jesus to come and cross
I take great pride in loaning numbers wherever I can where I swords with the professor, but not one could I find. I went
think they will be read. Then I get them again, and loan them seventeen miles to try and find a man to stand up for the cause
again and again, until they are worn out. I also hav luger- of Christ, but no, sir, they dare not come to the front and desoli's "Genis of Thought," and his "Christian Religion," and fend their case. I hav come to the conclusion that they are a
they, too, are loaned out all the time. I am proud to say that bigger set of cowards than were some of the child-butchers of
they are doing good work. In my quiet way, I do all I can to old. But we stand on our feet at last. Sunday evening beadvance the cause of Freethought. I work untiringly in the fore the lecture we made a call for names for a Liberal League,
noble and glorious cause which I hav espoused, striving to let and sooner than it takes me to write it we had thirty-six, and
my light so .shine that I may be an honor, and not a disgrace, about twenty-five m0re that were not out will join, making a
to the cause of mental freedom for which we are fighting.
membership of about sixty. The matters pertaining to the
I am the only open and avowed Infidel in this place. Only cause of Liberalism were discussed some, after which the
a short time ago, a young man said to me, " And you are an officers of the League for the ensuing year were elected, as
-Infidel, are you?" "Yes, sir, I am proud to be one of the follows: President, W. L. Horton; vice-president, I. R. Zimgrand army of progress." "Well," said he, "I don't like to mermann; secretary, R. Claudet; corresponding secretary,
talk to a man who does not believe in a God." "But," said I R. R. Wentworth; treasurer, Chas. Koehne. Saturday, Dec.
"does Webster say an Infidel denies the existence of a supreme 13th, was set for our first meeting, to take steps to regularly
being? I say not." And I gave him Webster's definition of organize and take such other steps as we thought best. We shall
THE cURSE OF THE GOD IDEA.
"Infidel," which rather opened his eyes, after which we had probably unite at once with the National Liberal League. We
LACRossE, Wrs., Dec. 1, 1884.
a long, pleasant chat. And now he stops me and asks me to hav named ours the " Banner League."
MR. EDIToR: The God idea has produced the most extrava- talk with him upon the subject of Freethought, and wants to
Allow me one more word, and then I am done. Brother
gant speculation, the most visionary fraud, the most ignorant read THE TRUTH SEEKER and my Liberal books.
Jamieson; we thank you for your labors in our behalf, and we
ideas, and most unnatural chimeras ever foisted on an undisNow, brother-Liberals, if we expect to succeed in this great sincerely hope that the small shoot you hav planted here will
earning and credulous world. It has by its frightful phantoms reformation that has been so nobly begun, we must work- s.oon grow to be a mighty oak. And we think with the excelforced the mind to vegetate in primitiv stupidity, entangled work early and late. Let our daily walk be such that it will lent home talent we hav we are bound to succeed. Again I
man's reason in a labyrinth, from which he cannot extricate cast no reproach upon us, as a class. The world looks on in say, we thank you.
himself; it has subjugated the many for the benefit of the amazement. And the church, once all-powerful, stands
Yours for truth and justice, not for Christ's sake, but for
few; it has manacled the limbs and torporized the mind. The aghast and with wonder watches the rapid progress that Lib- humanity's sake,
W. L. HORTON.
God idea has robbed man of every noble thought, feeling, im- eralism is making. Keep the ball rolling. A wave of light is
pulse, and made him the prey of the most savage passions, passing all over the world, and we are becoming more civilized.
LYON, RAN., Dec. 5, 1884.
Only a few years ago, in my boyhood days, it was almost
while the supposed deity is described as exulting with fiendMR. EDITOR: After reading Mr. Frederic Harrison's paper
ish delight over the horrid desolation. If Christians want impossible to get hold of a copy of Paine's "Age of Reason." in THE TRUTH SEEKER concerning "Agnostic Metaphysics," I
proofs, let them turn to the Bible; its pages will furnish tore- Now it can be had almost anywhere. The great and glorious will confess, with a sense of humility, that it has left nothing
flectiv minds an illustration of the fruits of God's worship. words he wrote hav come ringing down the aisles of time for definit in my mind concerning the Knowable which he would
'rhey will find there the bloodiest rites, the most incestuous more than a century, and it will be the same with the writings place as a basis of religion in the place of the Unknowable,
orgies, sensual ceremonies, obscene representations, scandal- of Col. Ingersoll, D. M. Bennett, Col. Kelso, and others that the Eternal Energy, of Mr. Herbert Spencer. The first part
ous prostitutions, gorging feasts, vindictiv murders, heartrend- hav done so much for us. Their works will be tre~tsured and of Mr. Harrison's essay is a mixture of wit and wisdom directed
ing immolations, and every curse and crime in the calendar of read by the millions yet unborn.
with skill and zeal against the Unknowable as a basis of relighuman depravity, as the actions of the peculiar favorits of a
I hope to liv to help elect a Liberal president of the United ion; the second part is, I believe, a good definition of the
god, and that god is the God of the Christians.
States-some noble, whole-souled Freethought worker like Positiv Philosophy of Auguste Comte.
All tyrannies are based upon the God idea. Nothing but Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. It is not beyond our reach. It will
Mr. Harrison cam10t see the possibility of building a rethe fear of an infinitly powerful and vindictiv being would in- be but a few years more, at the rate Liberalism is progressing, ligion upon something inscrutable and unknowable, and he
duce men to submit to the countless villainies practiced upon until we can put our own candidate into the :field, and, too, insists that it must rest "upon something that can be known
them by their fellow-mortals, called priests, who hav treacher- with hopes of success. I want to liv to see all property equally and conceived of." If he would tell us what can be known
ously infused the idea that they are of a superior order, born taxed all over our union-every dolldr's worth of church prop- and conceived apart from physical nature, and from a base
to power and wealth. Man has become a mere machine in the erty taxed at its full value. In California, where I spent of religion, and also giv us his definition of the word "relighands of the political and theological tyrants who hav treated twenty years of the best of my life, church property is taxed, ion," we could compare his Knowable basis to the Unknowhim as a slave; he has contracted the vices of one. The God showing unmistakably how Liberal the people are. And I able of Mr. Spencer, and see which is the more solid of the
idea ever was, and ever will be, the cause and curse of man's believe it is the only state in the union where church property two.
clepravity, of his social and political inequality, continually is taxed. New York not only exempts all church property
I believe what Mr. Spencer means by the Unknowable is
teaching and instilling into him forbearance under the most, from taxation, but allows each minister of the gospel of super- that men cannot giv it forrn, although they may recognize its
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force at every step, and also feel it through their sensitiv organizations. No one can demonstrate that it is black, white,
short, long, solid, or liquid, man, woman, or elephant. It is
like electricity-although we can see the effects which it produces, we cannot giv form to the energy which produces them.
Vf e can see the apples fall to the ground, but who will be
able to giv a picture to our consciousness of what gravitation
looks like? After deducting the effects which belong to the
realm of our consciousness, gravitation and electricity remain
unknowable to our consciousness.
It seems immaterial to me whether the Unknowable is called
the primary substratum, the Eternal Energy, or God, or even
if we call it, a property belonging to matter. We are forbidden
by our finite consciousness to describe the Infinit Eternal Energy, and we might just as well shut the d~r to our curiosity
in that line and draw the latch in.
Mr. Harrison may be correct when he says that Mr. Spencer
stands nearly alone with his religion of the Unknowable, if
by "re'Wgion" he means the building of rites, the teaching of
rules of conduct, and the chanting of praises to the Unknowable Eternal Energy. But people who believe in that Energy,
and who hav seen the childishness of giving form to it, can
be counted by the thousands.
JosEPH LE CLERC.
ST. CATHARINE's, ONT., Dec. I, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Please accept the pittance I send you this time
and use fifty cents of it for a copy of the Bennett monument
and copy of J. E. Remsberg's valuable missionary pamphlet,
"Bible Morals," with it if you can afford it; and apply the
balance on my subscription.
I presume your excitement of the election has nearly or
quite cooled off by this time. I think it unfortunate for your
country and its business that your presidential elections occur
so often, for it frustrates all kinds of business for a time, and
is more or less injurious to the morals of your people.
Having once on a time been directly interested in your elections, it has often occurred to me that your presidential term
is too short, that if it was extended to sire years it would be an
improvement, and to confine each president-elect to that time
and no more would be another improvement, and thus do
away with the second and third terms which now and again
are the causa of much discussion. As to parties, I think it quite
desirable that there should be two, one to watch the other, and
quite as desirable that neither party should be in power more
than two terms, were it possible to arrange it thus; for one
party, whatever its nama or pretensions to honesty in the wellfare of the country, will become more or less corrupt if its
term of office is unduly prolonged. The opportunities for
speculation are numerous and tempting, and few there are
who can withstand them. Notwithstanding, each party make
every exertion to convince the citizens of the country that they
are perfect in their principles, yet I don't apprehend that there
is any essential difference in their fundamental principles.
Their political differences are more in name than in reality,
and hav no particular effect one way or the other in the various manipulations of the government.
A few weeks since in preparing some matter for the Children's Corn!)r in THE TRUTH SEEKER, which proves to be interesting to both young and old, the thought flashed upon me
that Miss Wixon's duties in that department as editor might
be rather arduous when compared with the remuneration she
may receive, judging from what is realized for labor in other
departments of our cause. Now, I would propose that every
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER prepare some matter appropriate for that department, either original or selected, and send
it to her now and again, and thereby keep her supplied. It
would req~ire but a slight amount of time from each one to
fulfil the adage that every little helps. Write it down, dear
friends, in smne conspicuous place that you may not forget to
do so.
In conclusion, I will relate a farcial matter which was produced by an attempt to make a witness of a boy about five
years of age in one of our courts a few weeks since. In order
to fulfil the law requiring an oath in giving testimony, which
is yet in vogue here, the judge turned to the boy and asked
him if he knew what an oath was? "No, sir," he said. "Did
you ever attend a Sunday-school?" "Yes, sir." "How long
hav you attended a Sunday-school?" "I don't know." "Who
sent you to Sunday-school?" "My mother." "What did your
teacher teach you?" "I don't know." "Did she teach you
to be a good boy, and always tell the truth? that it was wicked
to lie, and that if you did lie you would go to a bad place and
be punished for it?" "Yes, sir." "Then you wouldn't tell a
lie if you knew it?" "No, sir." "But you don't know what
an oath is?" "No, sir." The judge then shook his head.
Tbe lawyer then questioned the boy and asked him if he knew
what the Bible was, holding one up to him.
He said, "No,
sir." "Did you ever read the Bible?" "No, sir." "Did any
one ever read it to you?" "No, sir." "Did your teacher tell
you about heaven?" "Yes, sir." "Did she tell about God?"
"Yes,sir." "DoyouknowwhoGodis?" "No,sir." Such
presumption! to ask a child a question that he could not
answer himself, I'll be bound to say. The court refused his
evidence. Thus ended the farce with the boy. When will
mankind cease to be dupes?
C. B. THoMPSoN.
GoLDSBERRY, Mo., Nov. 22, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I ordered from your house a few weeks ago the
"Faraday Pamphlets," hoping to find in them (judging from
the titles) something upon which to found a belief in spirit existence. I hav but recently lost a darling child. Oh! how
hard to giv the greatest joy of my life to the cold and unresponsiv tomb! I am searching for grounds upon which to
base a hope and belief in immortality. But what a mockery
to one in earnest are the "Faraday Pamphlets."
And now, Mr. Editor, I wish to ask you if any of the leading thinkers, philosophers, and scientists of to-day are avowed
advocates or believers in Spiritualism? Is it not, after all, a
gross superstition? The old "End or" and "Salem" witchcraft in modern dress?
In conclusion, I wish to say a word in regard to politics. I

do not believe THE TRUTH SEEKER can be made a political organ without endangering its success. While I believe in free
thought and free speech, I do not believe in abusing one's privileges. Already one or two communications hav appeared in
THE TRUTH SEEKER which, if I knew were indorsed by the
editor, I should refuse to read it any longer. Going back to
Spiritualism, I do not say any hard things of its advocates; I
only fear that there is nothing in it. It looks too much like
the practice of the "Black Art."
Hoping to see Liberalism and Freethought grow, spread, and
sweep this country in the near future, I remain truly one of
the earnest advoca.tes thereof.
P. J. BuRToN.
[THE TRUTH SEEKER is a free paper so far as the expression
of opinion is concerned. With about two-thirds of the communications the editor disagrees, but that is no reason why
the opinions should not be printed. And it would hardly be
Liberal for Mr. Burton to stop his paper because he finds
opinions in it contrary to his own. Perhaps his views would
be as distateful to others. Bear and forbear, is a charitable
way.-ED. T. S.]
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thought of so good a friend as I going to the awful hell which
he had described, for eternity. I did not attempt to reply to
his foolish but candid speech. It was too evident that diamonds would not there be appreciatEM, and were liable to
choke the gray-headed baby, so I only made a short retort as
follows: "Friend Israel, you are very kind, but your chagrin
has no real cause; there is not fire enough in hell to light your
pipe with," as he was searching his pockets for a match. I
had at least the pleasure of seeing my reply take a happy effect on my poor old father._ The hearty laugh he enjoyed over
it was a plain indication that he more than half believed it to·
be correct, and my friend left the house 'promising to pray for
me, but from the jocose way in which he said it I believe he,
was feeling a little ashamed of his tears.
Yours as ever, and for ever, I hope,
CHAS. LArERCHE.
LocusT BAYou, ARK., Dec. 1, 284.
MR. EDIToR: By some means our friend, D. M. Bennett,
got my address, and sent me the first number of his paper
from Illinois, and I forwarded him the amount, and hav been
a subscriber since. You will find inclosed a post-office order
for five dollars for the glorious old TRUTH SEEKER, and please
hand over the balance to our friend Courtlandt Palmm·,
treasurer of the National Liberal League, and I shall endeavor
to do more. Well, Friend Eugene, please excuse me, but yon
would never know, did not I tell you, that that inestimable
lady, Fanny Wri~ht, remained in my father's house some ten
days when in Baltimore; she delivered a course of lectures;
that was in 1829, and they talked of mobbing her. The house
was thronged with visitors while she remained. It was after
that Robert Dale Owen and she published the Fl"ee Inquirer
in your city. One morning she came in the sitting-room and
said, "Mr. Haslam, I must tell you what a compliment 'rhomas
Jefferson paid me. One day he came in the libra1·y, and said,
'I hav a small work in my library, but I prize it above any
work in my house.' I asked him if I c.ould get one? How could
I procure it? what was the title? Then he said 'It's "A :Few
Days in Athens."'" In that day it was said she was one of
the most intellectual women that ever lived.
Fraternally yours,
JoHN H. HASLAM.

CHESTER, PA., Dec. 10, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Please credit $1 to my subscription. I am in
receipt of a letter from Charles B. Reynolds in reference to a
course of lectures in this place. I hav done my best to get a
hall, but it is next to impossible, as there are but two halls here,
and they are owned or controled by Christians, who positivly
refuse to rent them for Liberal lectures. At one time I
offered to bear the largest portion of the expense of getting
R. G. Ingersoll here myself, and some friends got together and
tried our best to get a hall, but we were refused.
I hav also tried to raise a League here. There are pl~nty of
Liberals, but only a few who are bold enough to speak their
honest thoughts, but I do not see why they need be afraid as
long as they act honestly in their business transactious. I am
generally known as an unbeliever in the holy scripture (socalled), but I do a pretty good business. I deal "fair, square,
and honest," with all whom I hav dealings with, and that accounts for it. Christians, like all others, will go where they
can get .the most and the best for their money, and I would
say to my Liberal friends to deal honestly in all their business
CINCINNA'ri, OHIO, Dec. 7, 188•1.
transactions, and they need not be afraid of Christian persecuMn. EDIToR: Your paper devotes one or two pages weekly
tion. Christians will and do like to deal with honest people,
regardless of belief. Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER success, to "Letters from Friends," and judging from the total neglect
or indifference to articles which I hav sent to your oflice, I am
I am, Yours for universal mental liberty, EDw. DICKERSON.
inclined to think I cannot be so regardEld. Whether such inNEWPoRT, ME., Dec. S, 1884.
difference is intentional or not is best known to yourself. But,
To THE EDITOR AND READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: It is a I would inquire, are my principles, as a Materinlist, distasteful
little over a quarter of a century since the first and only Free to your publication and objectionable to your readers? If so,
Convention ever held in this country took place; is it not time the sooner I know the t1·uth the better. I h11V no vanity or
to call another? In 1857-I think it was-a Free. Convention ambition to serve by seeing my name or my articles in print.
was held in Rutland, Vermont. It was not an Infidel, or a I hav but one motiv, which I firmly believe to be sound and
Spiritualist, or a Christian convention, but "A Free Conven- good, and that is the strongest opposition to, or extinction of,
tion," and the only one ever held on this continent on a cor- all supernatural and dogmatic superstitions, and I hesitate not
rect principle.
to include that insidious system known by the name of modTo call a meeting or convention, and agree beforehand what ern Spiritualism, which stands on a par with all other systems
to talk about, is false in principle. I, therefore, move that a of religious deceits. I claim that Materialism is founded on
Free Convention be held, commencing on the fourth of July natural law, and no kind of religion is so founded. Heason
next, in Princeton, Mass., to c!lntinue as long as may seem alone is the guide of the Materialist. But religion ever begins
needful at the time. And I furthermore suggest that said when reason is impaired or extinct.
convention shall not be governed by an arbitrary despot
Sir, yours fraternally,
THos. WrN'l'Ett, Materialist.
called a "president," but that each speaker be .his or her own
president. Those who hav outgrown childhood need no pope,
CI,EOPATRA, Mo., Dec. 1, 1884.
king, or president to govern them, but are a law unto themMR. EDIToR: I hav just at present to ask you to not let my
selva. Another important matter. Let no one in particular paper stop, as that would leave us a family almost entirely
be invited to attend, for all truly redeemed souls, men and alone. Inclosed find $1. 50. Send us 50 cents' worth of the
women, will be present without invitation. Also let there be Iron Clad series. Select such as you think most suitable to
no paid speakers, for truth is free without money or price.
hand to such folks as will look at what they call an Infitlel, ILH
Editors of papers whose souls are imbuded with a deep love though they were trying to decitle in their own mind thnt ho
for humanity will print the above.
SEWARD MITCHELL.
is surely crazy. I am satisfied that if Mr. Watts, Mr. Putnam,
P.S.-We are having a grand time by a visit from a dear Uol. Ingersoll, or any of our live talk1 rs would come this way
little fourteen-year-old Infidel-Clara Louisa Lewis, of Ban- these slaves to tradition would swarm out and pay their money,
gor, Me., daughter of William and Julia Lewis, and niece of too, for I hear them speak of these men in a way us much as
Albert Lewis and wife, all Infidels, and, of course, subscribers .to say, "We hav got to take a good look to find out if they are
to the ever grand TRUTH SEEKER. She is the little-in stature, really men."
,J. W. DAY.
but not in soul-philanthropist who has collected money for
our friend J. Hacker, and a correspondent of Mrs. Slenker.
Dwn'l'ON, MICH., Dec. 1, 281..
The good father and mother of Clara will never allow a traiMR. EDIToR: I write to inform you of the death of Geo. Neltorous Christian priest to poison her young mind with their
blasphemous lies. A diviner soul I never met than Clara son Marvin, Nov. 27, 284, aged 22 years. George N. Mnrvin
has been an exemplary young man nnd a good Liberal; he
Louisa Lewis.
S. M.
died without a fear of death. His mother was an A!lventist
and she kept trying to convert him until he would not talk
ALEXANDRIA, ONT., Nov. 25, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $5, out of it pay for my TRUTH to her any more. He knew he was dying about throe hours
SEEKER for 1885, and the balance please apply to the Cam- before his death, but still he was calm, and diecl us he hatl
paign Fund. This campaign is not likely to ever do me any lived, a noble man. He llill not wish any sermon over his repersonal good, as circumstances hav placed me, and are likely mains, but his mother had a preacher to s1ieak over him.
Yours in universal mentalliborty, Mrss MARTHA HooT.
to retain me, where I nevAr will again hav the pleasure of hearing the rational discouriJes of those lecturers, or in any way
derive any benefit from the good they are doing, as I liv in a
community that never has and never will be less than a hundred years behind the civilization of any given period; nevertheless it does me good to do what little I can to help a good
cause, and I am only sorry that I cannot do more. Six years
ago I got strapped the worst way. Now I am doing well
enough, but cannot do very much for the public, owing to
an accident that befell my aged father. Five years ago,
through some crooks of our Christian laws, and by the rapacity
of a Christian notary, he lost an annual rent which was his
only means of subsistence the rest of his life, and shortly after
his house burnt up with everything in it, leaving the old
couple, father and step-mother, entirely destitute, and both
of them about eighty years of age. This explains why I am
not giving more to help carry on the good work <if civilizing
the people, but my disposition is there, and my mite I shall
offer as long as I liv, to help spread the gospel of humanity.
I visited my father a month ago. While there, a neighbor of
my age, and a schoolmate of mine, called on me in the evening. He had heard years ago that I was a Freemason, and
still worse, subsequently, an Infidel. He gave me a long sar. mon which he ended in tears, as he said he could not bear the

HuDsoN, Wrs., Dec. 6, 1881.
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed find the petition with fifteen names,
-not all from this town, though, us I hav four subscriptions
from Moorhead, Minn. I hav introlluced THE TRUTH SEEKER
to some friends in Moorhead, ana you will probably hav a subscriber from that place. In this town it is very hard to workfor THE TRUTH SEEKER, for most every imlividual is a slave
to priestcraft (here are about seven ch urche~ and no less than
twenty saloons), and my Scandinavian countrymen, like myself, are not all able masters of the English language.
Yours for universal mental liberty,
CHAS. HANSON,
ToLEDo, OHIO, Dec. 7, 1884.
MR. EDIToR: I see a good deal of commentary pro and con
on the "Georgia Wonder." Now, what I wish to say is this,
that she is a fraucl, and I will take pleasure in explaini !lg
evm-y trick she does to any of our Liberal friends that wish a
practical explanation. If such a fraud can be imposed upon
the people at this late day, how easy it must hav been for that
man Jesus to hav played his miracle game 1,884 years ago !
Address me at Cleveland, Ohio.
JoHN DEsMoND.
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might hav ! I'd hav nice shoes, instead of ping excursion, and aroused Nelly from her
these great clumsy ones, and a soft garnet sleep, for she had fallen asleep there on her
cashmere dress-yes, and a pretty pink velve~ low stool, and had been dreaming.
hat, and a long, white, fleecy plume on it, just
Rubbing her eyes, she said, "I thought I
Jruited by MISs SusAN
WIXoN, Jihll River, like Miss Della's. And nice, warm furs I would saw a fairy."
Mass., to whom all Communications for this ltav, too, like Della's-and books, and some
" Pooh !" said Della; "you wouldn't see a
Cbrner shmdd be sent.
muRic. Oh, it would be so nice to hav a piano, fairy if one should come in the house, which is
and to be able to get tunes out of it! But I do not at all likely. Santa Claus may be here,
"Between the dark and the daylight,
not suppose there are any fairies now-not though; it's Christmas eve, and oh, such lovely
When the night. begins to lower,
any for a poor little hard-working chore-girl dolls and things as there are down town ! such
Comes a pause In the day's occupations
like me, anyway," and Nelly sighed wearily.
dear little sets of dishes and doll chairs, and
That Is known as the Children's Hour."
"There a• e fairies," sounded a voice, very everything !"
shrilly, almost at her feet.
Nelly thought how glad she would be to see
A Simple Tale, in Two Acts.
"Where ?-who ?-what?" stammered Nelly, all the pretty things in the shop windows, but,
swallowing, and dropping he.r hands from her alas ! how could she?
ACT FIRST.
Dear grand mamma, I write to say
chin.
"0 Nelly, here is a pair of yarn mittens
(And you'll be glad, I know,)
"I am one !". exclaimed the voice, very mamma bought for your Christmas present.
That I am coming, Baturqay,
decidedly.
She believes in useful presents for servantsTo spend a week or so.
"You won't hurt me?" pleaded Nelly, in- mamma does," and Della tossed a pair of red
I'm coming, too, without mamma;
quiringly. "I am a good girl-at least, I try mittens in Nelly's lap.
You know I'm eight years old I
to be, though I forget sometimes," she added.
"Thank you!" said Nelly. "My hands are
Anoi you will see how good I'll be,
"Behold nie ! I will do you good," spoke the cold sometimes." But Della was gone, and
To do as I am told l
voice, encouragingly.
Nelly was alone again with her reflections.
I'll help you lots about you workThere's so much I can dnNelly looked all about, but observed nothing
"It is ha.rd to be a poor little lonely orphan
1'11 weed the garden, hunt tor eggs,
that resembled a fairy.
girl, and a servant, but then I guess there are
And feed the chiCkens, too.
'' Look again !" said the voice.
a good many ·much worse off than I," she
And maybe I will be eo good
Nelly looked, but saw no fairy.
mused, as she took her candle and went up to
You'll keep me there till fall;
"You should look in the unlikely places, as the attic to her little bed.
or, better still, perhaps you 'II say,
well as the likely ones, when searching for
"What a funny dream it was !" she said;
1 can't go borne at all!
fairies," and the voice sounded sharp and "inspired, I suppose, by thfl cocoon Cousin
Now, grandmamma, please don't forget
shrill again.
Jerome sent me. I will write him about it toTo meet me at the train!
This time she followed the sound, and lo- morrow."
IF or I'll be sure to com a-unless
ilt should cloud up and rain.
cated it on the mantelpiece, over the range.
And so she wrote a long letter on the morThere lay, snugly coiled up, a simple-looking row, and told her dream to her cousin Jerome.
ACT SECOND.
worm in a cream-white bed. It had been sent
"A bright idea!" said that young man, when
Dear mamma, please put on your things,
to Nelly,.and she had received it that day, from he read her letter. ;(A fairy, indeed! I'll act
And take the next express;
1I want to go back home agalnher cousin Jerome in the far West.
upon the fairy's suggestion." '
I'm very siCk, I guess!
"You are a worm-at least, I thought you
~'he following spring, he sent little Nelly
My grandma's very good to me,
were," gasped Nelly, in astonishment.
two or three cocoons of the silk-worm, and
But grandma Isn't you;
"And did you not know before that a worm some written instructions. In her sunny little
And I forgo•, when I came here,
might
be a fairy, also?" said the voice, gently. room in the attic, Nelly proceeded to business,
I'd got to sleep h•re, tool
":No, sir-no, ma'am-no, Mr. Worm!" said viz, the raising and hatching of silk-worms,
Last nlllht I cried myself to sleep,
Nelly, catching her breath.
and the making of silk. In the garden of the
I wanted you •o bad l
" Ah, you must liv and leam-liv and learn. Hadley's there were two immense mulberry
To-day I cannot play or eat,
I feel so very sad.
Miss Nelly," and the worm spoke slowly and trees, and with the leaves of these she fed her
calmly.
worms.
Please mamma, come, for I don't see
How I can bear to walt!
Nelly thought it very funny that a worm
In course of time Nelly >!Old the· silk her
You'llllnd me with my hat and sack,
should talk, and, wishing to hear it speak worms had made, and it was woven into fabric.
Out by the garden gate.
again, she gently stirred it with the end of the By and by they increased so rapidly, and reAnd grandma will not care a bit
poker.
quired so much time, that she was obliged to
If you should come, I know;
"Ugh!" squealed the worm, as he turned giv up her situation as "chore-girl •· for the
Because I'm your own little girl,
over in his cream-white bed. "What do you Hadley's, and engage a small tenement for
And I do Jove you sol
punch me for like that? Do you think I'm a herself. The family thought she had gone
-Sarah E. Etutman, in Gold.,. D<Jyl,
car- ticket ?"
crazy, and event went so far as to speak to a
"Oh, no," said Nelly, "but I wanted to hear policement about her. That official investiPeace at Home.
you talk a little more-that's all."
gated the case and reported to the Hadley's:
However brawls disturb the street,
"I never talk, little girl, except to some "Let her alone; .the girl is all right."
There should be peace at home;
purpose, and, if you will giv me your aitention'
They thought so, when; one day, she called
Where sisters dwell and brothers meet,
I will speak a few more words that may result on them, dressed all in beautiful silks. They
Quarrels should never come.
to your advantage, if you will ouly pay heed did not know her, she was so finely attired.
:Birds In their little nests agree,
to them·."
"I am N elly-once your little 'chore-girl,'"
And 'tis a ehamAful sight
"I will, indeed !" and Nelly spoke very ear- she said.
Whl'>n children of one family
nestly.
" What has w~:ought this great change?" they
Fall out and chide and llght.
" If I rightly remember, you were just now hast.ly inquired.
Hard names, at llrst, and threatening wordswishing for handsome shoes, cashmere dresses,
"A fairy!" was her reply, "although Miss
They are but noisy breathMay grow to clubs and naked swords,
books, and pink velvet hats."
Della thought I could never see a fairy, because
To murder and to death.
Nelly hung down her head.
I was a servant."
The wise will make their anger cool,
"Oh, you need not feel ashamed. Good
The Hadley's paid her much attention when
At least before 'tis night;
shoes and stockings, books, and pretty clothes they learned how smart and industrious she
But In the bosom of a fool
are not to be despised .. I like to see a girl had been, and all she had done with the aid of
It burns till morning light.
dress well, if her mind is clothed handsomely, her fairies, as she called her silk-worm moths.
Oh, pardon, then, our childish rage,
too. But if she is dressed elegantly, and her
Nelly is very comfortably located now, and
Our little brawls remove,
mind is in rags and tatters, as is the case with employs assistants, but does not humiliate
And as we grow to riper age,
Our hearts will all be love.
some well-dressed people, believe me, she is them by calling them servants. " They are
-&ltot.d.
not of much account, for all her fine clothes. my helps," she says. Her leisure moments are
--------~--------I would not open my eyes to look upon her. employed in studying, and she is becoming a
Nelly's Fairy.
Now, my little girl, I can not only show you thorough scholar as well as a silk maker.
A CHRISTMAS sTORY.
how to dress yourself nicely-not alone in
Kind, gentle, considerate, everyone respects
There she sat on a cricket, her elbows rest- cashmeres, but in silks-but I can tell you how her, and many visit her now large establishment to see her busy little fairies, herself as
ing on her knees, and her two hands meeting to dress others, as well."
at the wrists under her chin-little Nelly.
Nelly opened her large gray eyes inquiringly. busy as any of them.
" Had it not been for the visit a fairy paid
She was dish-washer and chore-girl at the
"I perceive you harJ.ly can believe that I do
Hadley mansion. The Hadleys were rich and not like my word to be doubted," and the me in a dream, I suppose I should still be a
Nelly was poor.
worm twisted and wriggled and stirred his ' chore-girl' for the Hadley's, hut now I am
It was Christmas eve, and the family was cream-white coverlet. After a pause the voice above want, and all has turned out just as the
out, threading the gay streets, stopping, now sounded thin and weak, and as Nelly looked good fairy told me," she said one day. "Of
here, now there, buying knick-knacks of all she saw a beautiful little winged creature sit- course, I had to work for it," she continued,
descriptions, their eyes brilliant and cheeks ting on the edge of thO' cream-white bed. It "and I work now, too, and it is right I should,
flushed with pleasure and excitement. The was of a pale yellow color, and had lovely for we are not entitled to any good thing unless
shops were brightly illuminated, and the elec- wings, delicately striped and spotted.
willing to work ·for it."
tric light made the evening like noonday, while
" Oh, this is a fairy, sure enough !" exclaimed
Our Puzzle Box.
the footfalls of the people as they passed and Nelly, clapping her hands.
1.
repassed were soft and muffied in the light
"Yes, but a dying one," said the lovely
ENIGMA.
snow that had fallen, like the tread of dainty creature. "I shall starve to death, for in this
In a clock, but not in a pail;
children.
house there is nothing for me to eat. I am the
In a ship, but not in the sail;
Nelly was ordered to stay in and keep the same worm that has been talking to you from
Not in a dam, but in the race;
house till some of the inmates returned, and the cream-white bed, only I hav changed my
In a watch, also in the case;
so she sat in the big kitchen, like another Cin- shape a little. I am very faint, and know as
In the tire, but not in the hub;
derelln, while the fire burnt low, and at length well as can be that I am passing away; but beIn a mill, but not in the mud.
Progress without me would end in tears,
only two or three faintly-glowing coals glim- fore I die I wish to tell you a secret, and you
With the world set back a thousand years.
merecl amid the gray ashes of the range.
must be sure and obey every word I say, and
Grand Rapids, Mich.
EsPRIT FonT.
"I've read so much about fairy godmothers!" thus you will become very· useful, talented,
sairl Rhe, yawning sleepily. "I wonder if I rich, and happy."
3.
ever had one."
The dying creature spoke very faintly, and
NUMERICAL ENIGMA.
Ancl then she laughed softly at the idea. Nelly could ouly catch his whispered words by
The whole, CJmposed of 15 letters, is forty
Her own mother was dead and buried since inclining her ear close to his mouth; but she years old.
.
.
The 1, 14, 8, 3, 9, IS a gul;
her babyhood, and her father had disappeared listened with dilated ·eyes while he told a fairy
The 7, 6, 11 is a fish;
ani! left her to the tender mercies of the Had- tale, as it seemed to her. However, she promThe 15, 13, 2, is a coin;
leyR.
ised to obey instructions, and heed every word
The 12, 4, 10, is a female name;
"But if I only had a fairy godmother, now," . that had been spoken.
The 5 makes Pat part.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
H. E. JUERGENS.
y, biRpereil Nelly, "what a lot of good things I· Soon the Hadleys returned from their shop-

JJ.·

3.
DIVINE INTER-POSITION.
The mystic Hamadryades
Were said to liv and die in trees;
Each fabled nymph had given her
An oak for house and sepulcher.
Whether some long-imprisoned toad
First bore the honors of a go<l,
Or chippering squirrel or singing-bird,
Securely hid, distinctly heard;
Or whether vegetativ power
Was thus embodied in each bower,
I do not now pretend tO>knowA stranger puzzle I must show:
. A canine 'twixt two ens we see
Ingrowing in a plant or tree;
Yet en passrmt, I must remark,
Both are alike devoid of bark.
UNCLE JAMES.

4.
A GHOST OF A. NAME.
My Pegasus is in a canter;
Here we go like Tam O'Shanter,
For a ghost is after
With a head of laughter,
Palindromic, somewhat comic,_
Reading extremes and center.
It carries a flag of strange design,
Emblazoned with a latin line,
Similia similibus curantur.
Snickers the ghost-head in a banter;
Snickers Pegasus in a canter;
And the ghostly body,
"0 Lordy, my Goddy !"
It's palindromic, but not comic,
Read outward from the center;
Singular one way, plural the other;
When in the flesh each i~;~ a brother.
Consider the ghostly legs-My muse your pardon begsShe means bifurcate pegsThe plural is single,
The singular doubleSimilia similibus curantur.
Irwin, Iowa.
J. K. B. BAKER.
ANSWER TO MR. BAKER'S CHARADE.
Jay, kay, pea, bee, the Western sphinx,
A rhyme involves with various links,
Digs a deep crypt, our ideas mix,
See TRUTH SEEKER December six.
Hoc signo vinces; by that sign
He conquers all the muses nine.
" Noc signn " tells n? men
That his sign is a good omen;
That very soon mankind will nail
All such lies as Jonah's whale,
And in future truth be so sent
As to crush them in a moment.
Grand Rapids.
EsPRIT FonT.
ANSWER TO H. E. JUERGENS's DOUBLE ACROSTIC.
The city old, Jerusalem,
And artichoke the plant,
And if together we join them,
We hav the plant we want.
" Jerusalem" from girasole,
It gyrates to old Sol, the sun;
But Christians are so very holy
They slipped into this wretched pun.
Quite the reverse of "Jimsonweed,"
Which comes, you know, from Jamestown,
But let us now, at once, proceed
To read the other names down:
1. 'Tis Jerboa I hav found,
A beast that burrows in the ground;
2. Easter, first a pagan feast,
Stolen by the Christian priest;
3. A Redout, I comprehend,
.
Its" many angles outward tend;
4. The biographic name must be
The German critic Ulrici;
5. The shumac plant we next approach;
6. Now, tres entendre, see, "A coach;"
7. The L ·ligo, we next remark;
8. Engage, enlist, invest, embark;
9. Macule, to strain, make somewhat dark.
1. Jerboa; 2. Easter; 3. Redout; 4. Ulrici;
5. Shumac; 6. A coach; 7. Loligo; 8. Embark;
9. Macule; primal.~, Jerusalem; finr~ls, a,rtichoke; combined, Jerusalem artichoke.
UNGLE JAMES.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
DEC. 6, 1884.
1. Bird cage full.-1. heron; 2. eagle; 3.
swan; 4. dodo; 5. crow; 6 kingfisher; 7.
hawk; 8. pa!Tot; 9. wren; 10. plover; 11.
dove; 12. sandpiper.
2. Patella.
3. M-omen-t.
Solvers: H. E. Juergens, Rosa B. Larkin,
John D. Pickford, E. B. Doane, AntilonyWest.
THE

AGNOSTIG ANNUAL FOR 1885.
Agnost!CIRm and Atheism, ·charles A. Watts.-Pess!mlsm and Physiology, C. N.-The Rationale Of
Agnosticism, (l;. M. McC.-Islam; or, The Unlverl!lal
Hymn, Albert J. EJ.munds.-Agnostlclsm and Theology, Charles Watts.-Bruno of Nola: A poem, Lara.Ma.rs Hill In London, Moncure D. Conway {Review
of Harrison-Spencer Controversy).-Tb.e Philosophy
or AgnostiCism, Ignotus -AgnostiCism and Theism,
w. B, Carpenter, M.D.-Reply to Dr. carpenter, w. B.
McTaggart.-The Cvuncll ot Ten, Tb.omas Mead.The Messrs. Facing-Both-Ways of Science, Edward
Avellng.-Agnostlclsm and Christianity, F. Sydney
Morrls.-Darwln a ad TheologY, Charles C. Cattell.Tb.e Antiquity o! Man, W. W. Colllns.-Bcrapl!l, A.M.
PriCe, 25 cents,
D., etc
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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BY RICHARD B. WESTBROOK, D,D., LL,B,
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerning the literature contained in the Old and
New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Addrese
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hour. We only know that he died as he had
lived, free from superstition, a stranger, a wanderer from home and friends, in a strange land,
with no kindred near to sooth his sorrow and
TWENTY CRIMES AND VICES SANCTIONED
I Climb to Rest.
wipe away the death-frost from his brow; and
Still must I climb, 1r I would rest;
BY SCRIPTURE.
when
the
sad
news
of
his
death
shall
reach
The blrd soars upward to hls nest;
across the sea to his early home, a kind mother
'!'he young leaf on the tree-top high
Cradles Itself within the sky.
and tender sister will mourn his sad loss.
Falsehood and Deceptiqn-Cheating- heft and HobThe streams that seem to hasten down,
His virtues let us cherish in our hearts. His bery-Adultery and Prostitution-Murder-Wars ofConnet urn In cloucle, the hills to crown;
faults and frailties, common to us all, let us quPst and Extermination-Despotism-Intolerance an,d
The plant arises rrom her root,
'l'o rock aloft her flower and rrult.
bury with his hotly in the grave. Let him rest
:Persecution-Injustice to Woman-Unkindness to Chilin the bosom of nature beneath the green sod,
I cannot In the valley stay;
'l'he great horizons stretch away I
dren-Cruelty
to Animals-Human Sacri:fi.ces-Cannio~l
while the great world of activ life above his
'l'he very clirrs that wall me round
ism- Witchcraft- :::;lavery -Polygamy- IntemperanceAre ladders unto higher ground.
head will move on as before.
The summer sun, and springtime's opening Poverty and Vagrancy- Ignorance and Idiocy- ObTo work-to rest-for each a time;
I toll, but I must also climb.
flower; the singing bird, and murmuring brook; scenity.
Wlilat soul was ever qutte at ease
the wintry snow, and stormy blast, are one to
Shut in by earthly boundaries!
BY .TORN E. REMSBURG.
his poor body we bury to-day. But let us hope
\
I am not glad till I hav known
Lire that can lilt me !rom my own;
6 Copies, $1.00
Price,
Sin~;;"le
Copies,
2ii cents;
that his spirit, freed from the contingencies
A loftier lovellf1UBt be won,
and misfortunes of earth-life, will rise into a
A mightier strength to Jean upon.
Special Discount on Larger quantities.
higher, broader, sweeter life beyond the grave,
And heaven draws near as I escend;
where the evolution of mental and moral life
The breeze Invites, the stars be!rlenrl,
THE
THE
All things are beckoning to the best;
shall still go on, relieved from the temptations
I climb to thee, my Gud, !or rest I
of
this
physical
existence,
which
mar
both
-Lucy La·rcom in the Cottage lfea1'lh.
body and mind, and ever progressing toward
Why must you climb, I! you would rest?
Its Rise, Progress, and Triumph.
the sunlight of a more perfect day. For
You're not a bird-why build your nest
Freedorn, Culture, and Pro11perity Cor all!
whether. in adversity or prosperity, in life· or
Among the leaves In tree-top high?
BY CHARLES WATTS.
Why cradled be in yonder sky ?
in death, we are in the hand of eternal, inexCoNTENTs-Sec.
I.: Definition of Freeth ought
(Organ ot the Freethinkers of North America, of the
{)h, the green earth is sweeter rar;
orable law, and nature is good to her children
and its Early Struggles for Life. Section II.:
Union of Radicals, and the :Sorth-American
'!'he flowers are bright-why seek a star ?
"Turnerbund. ")
What it "Owes to Mohammedanism. Secand doeth all things well.
'!'he lear upon the tree-top high,
·
tion III.: Freethought Martyrs andConWhen It needs rest, down here must lie.
fessors. Section· IV.: Freeth ought in
Editor:
Hermann Hoppe.
'"All
in
a
Lifetime."
Conflict during the Sixteenth, Sev'!'he plants may rise with joy to work,
MISS WIXON'S NOVEL.
TERMS, PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE:
enteenth, and Eighteenth CenWhich flowers or rrult may never 3hlrk,
UNITED STATES AND CANADA:
The great charm of this novel is its absolute
turies.
Section V.: FreeBut when at last they seek for rest,
With
Supplement
(Turnzeltung)
- $3.00
thought Triumph in the
fidelity to nature. Its personages are those one Without Supplement (Turnzeitung) They lie upon the green earth's breast.
2.50
Nineteenth Century.
meets with in common life, and are portrayed
EUROPE:
So I, though now on mountain top,
$3.50 Price,
$1.2ii
with vividness and perspicuity I was scarcely With Supplement (Turnzeltung) - • Now In the valley find my lot;
- 3 00
For Sale at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
'!'hen counting stars on giddy steev;
prepared to expect to find, in such a marked Without Supplement (Turnzeitung)
application,
free
of
charge.
33
Clinton
Place,
New
York.
Sample
copies
sent,
on
Anon through waters wading deep;
degree, even from so gifted a pen as that of
thls Weekly, whiCh Is now in the 13th year of
But am not glad till I hav known
Miss Wixon, whose brilliant and lucid style is ItsInexistence,
political, social, and religious matters
No life can lift mB !rom my own,
familiar to most readers in the Freethought are discussed with a view to general enlightenment
But in the depths or my own soul
and
progress.
The "Turnzeltung," Issued as a supranks.
Find there alone the final goaL
plement to the " Freldenker ," is especially devoted
The character of Philip, the weak-but loving to the discussion of topics pertaining to physical The Greatest o:f all Anti-tiieolo;{
teal Works.
Whatever climbs goes up to work.
culture, and matters of Interest to lovers of the gymhusband, is, in particular, admirably drawn, nasttcal
art.
No task too hard, no will to shlrk;
By
THOMAS PAINE,
From
January
1,
1885,
the
"Freldenker
"
will
be
whilst the feminin wiles of the "woman doc'!'he day Is short, our tasks are done,
thus furnishing CONSIDERABLY MORE
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
tor," beautiful as unscrupulous, "hold the enlarged,
We bid good-bye to earth and sun,
READING MATTER, While the PRICE W!LL REMAIN
'l'hen on the earth's dear bosom lie,
mirror up to nature" with a truthfulness of THE SAME AS BEFORE.
Price, Single copies, 20 cents. Eight copies
For the convenience of those Of our readers who
And sink to rest tor aye and aye.
for $1.00.
analytic detail I do not remember to hav seen are
Chiefly interested In matters relating to gymnasMARY A, LELAND.
Oct. 20th, 1884.
tics, the "Freidenker "and "Turnzei&ung "will be
surpassed.
consolidateg into one paper, to be called "AmeriBut what pleases me most in this charming kanlsche·Turnzeitung," with the sub-heading" TurTHE CRISIS.
story was the unflinching honesty with whieh nerlsche Ausgabe des •Freldenker,'"
By
Thomas Paine.
A Stranger in a Strange Land.
- This paper will contain more reading matter than
its author holds up to the derision of the world furnished by both the "Freldenker" and the "TurnSpeaking or this work in connection with the pro
The following words were spoken at the the rottenness of average ministerial character, zeltung"
heretofore. In making these changes, the posed independence of America from Great Britain,
publishers have incurred great expense, and we Washington wrote: "A few more such tlamlng
graveside of a poor unfortunate stranger, far particularly that of revivalist type.
therefore solicit the hearty co-operation of all friends arguments . , . will not.leave numbers at a lossfrom home and friends, buried at Helena,
I hav not space here to treat, in detail, of of the cause in securing for the "Freidenker" and to decide on the propriety of a separation."
the " Amerlkanische Turnzeitung " a wider circulaMont., by Dr. J. L. York:
the characters of this truly absorbing novel; tion.
Price, 3ii cents.
The occasion which calls us together. to- suffice it to say that it is safe to predict that
:For either of these works, or any of Paine's.
day is one of sadness and sorrow, and, philos- anyone who reads its first chapters will be loth
We alSO publish:
writings, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ophize upon it as we may, the event of death to lay it down till the denouement is reached.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
always falls upon the heart with suddenness
Miss Wixon has long been doing a noble
fuer Schule und Hans.
and sorrow. And whether death enters our work in educating our children into the ranks
A Liberal German Educational Monthly.
own family circle and bears our loved ones of true Liberalism, thereby robbing the church
away, or whether it be the lonely sta:anger in a of hundreds of those who, in after years, Organ of the German-AmeriCan Teachers• Assocla. tlon.
strange land, it comes alike to rich and poor, might hav b~ceme its willing dupes and serto peasant and king, falling with crushing vil tools, and she certainly deserves the gener_ Editor: MAXIMILIAN GROfiSMA.'!N, Milwaukee, Wis.
BY
weight upon the hearts of the bereaved. We ous and substantial recognition of all FreeAssociate Editors. {H. H. FICK, ChiCago, Ill.
.Tohn R. Iielso, A.M.
" H. SCHURIOHT, Chicago, Ill,
are here to-day, dear friends, to render the thinkers. Let everyone send for a copy of
16 large quarto pages, with four-page cover.
last act of kindness to the departed, and to "All in a Lifetime." It will yield a liberal reCONTENTS:
Terms : $2.12 per annum, in ad1Jance.
offer our words of sympathy, and, if may be, turn for the outlay.
The Old Testament.-The New Testament.-Th&
ELLIOTT PRESTON.
Creation.-The
Deluge.-The
Exodus.-The Mirashare the sorrow of those who mourn his loss.
6 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
cles of the Bible.-The Errors of the Blble.-The
'I' he event of death has its lesson for us all;
Prophecles.-The Devl! or Satan or the Blble.-The
Heaven and the Hell of the Blble.-The Sabbath of
n0t as taught by the various religions of the
the Bible.-The God or the Blble.-The Messiah or
FOR THE YEAR 1885,
world, "Prepare to die "--no, this open grave,
The Almanac, whiCh is now in the 8th year of Its BaJig~n octavo, 833 pp. Splendidly executed. l!lent
and these emblems of death, say to each of us,
existence, is devoted to the propagation of Free- by mall, post paid, Price, $8.00.
thought principles. Price, 25 Vents.
"Prepare to liv, here and now, better and
AddreBB
THE TRUTH SEEXEll,
Many a bright young man or woman would like to
33 Clinton Pl., New York.
purer lives."
come to New York to commence a business career.
To my mind, death is not a significant fact, The best way Is to learn these arts. 'l'h'ey are new " .Amerikanisher Turnerkalender ''
and is only a welcome rest to the poor, worn- proresslons that are Increasing In demand, and not
FOR THE YEAR 1885.
yet lull. !instruct young persons thoroughly, and
out body from suffering and human misery. get them positions. It takes five months to gain the
This Annual, which Is now published for the 6th
Is principally Intended to promote the culture
But life is the central idea, and full of signifi- requlslt phonegraphle speed, 100 words a minute. time,
Terms, $50 tor the course, payable $10 month•y In or gymnastics, and is pervaded by a thoroughly libBY
cance. And at such an hour as this, in the advance.
eral spirit. PRIOE, 2S CENTS.
Typewrlt.lng requires about two months practice,
presence of death, our minds may be led to and
Orders
ror
all
kinds
of
books
promptly
filled.
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
can be learned along with phonography-only
Radical and Freethought Publica.tions a specialty
grasp, as it were, some of the great and high $10 extt'a. Bend ror circular. Addrsss,
This new book is a gem. It is a model in
49tf
T.
C.
LELA.ND,
744
Broadway,
N.
Y.
Address all orders to
purposes of life, and in such an hour of quickev11ry respect. In fact, one of the richest,
FREIDENKER PUBLISHING CO.,
·ened thought and feeling we may see a higher
brightest, best ever issued.
470 East Water Street,
purpose in our being than mere sensuous gratIt contains, besides the celebrated "Deco3t50
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
ration Day Oration," never before published,
CALLING CARD!i.
ification, and feel a deeper and truer sense of
our real needs and wants in this life.
WAN'I'ED -liiee THE SUN. and all the famous " tributes" heretofore
Written or Printedj Stamped U. M. L. L ECTURERS
printed in varions shapes, but never brought
Copy tree. SUN, Box 2483, Kalamazoo, Mich.
That our life may be a success, we need a
3~
.
Visiting Cards.
New Year Cards.
together till now, many other gems selected
knowledge of this world and of ourselvs. We No. 1, 25 cents per doz.
25 cents per doz.
from the speeches, arguments, lectures, let2, 35
35
"
"
need moral power and a love of truth, that we
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A;-ricultural.
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45
" 4,. 50
of the author.
may get the best out of this life. We need
50
"
A
gentleman
aged
29
year•,
wishing
to
Jearn
either
5, 60
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The work is designed for, and will be ac•
!arming, stock-raising, or rruit culture, desires to
good resolutions, and zeal to hold us faithful
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75
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90
to every good purpose, word, and work. We
90
"
or the above in any Western state or territory.
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$1.00
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Address,
need a hope in the possibilities of immortality,
a fine steel portrait, with autograph facsimile,.
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ave.,
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GEO.
KRAMER,
to cheer us under the clouds of disappointment
has been prepared especially for it.
2t51
175 E. I 25th st., New York city.
In the more elegant styles of binding, this
and affiiction. We need a love for the good,
volume is eminently suited for presentation
true, and beautiful, to inspire us with good
purposes, for any season or occasion.
desires and pure emotions, which shall perTHE
PUBLISHED WEEKLY.
In workmanship the volume is a master~
meate our whole being and round us out into
Containing lectures or George Chalney delivered INSTITUTION OF MARRIAGE IN, piece. The type ~s larg~ and beautiful; thea beautiful and perfect manhood and woman- In ChiCkering Hall, Boston, Mass. First number
' paper heavy and rrchly tmted; the presswork
hood. We nl'led patience to bear the ills of ready Jan. 1, 1885. Terms $1 per lecture season or
THE UNITED KINGDOM.
'faultless; a!ld the bin~ing, as perfect as the8 months, no lectures being delivered durlug the
best materrals and skrll can produce. 'Ihelife nobly and bravely; patience to suffer its tour summer months.
BEING
1 book is quarto in size, and contains 248 pages.
SINGLE COPIES, FIVE CENTS.
sorrows, and bear its burdens.
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LAW,
FACTS,
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RE- No item of expense has been spared to make
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Let us then welcome all of life-and death is
1151
310 Shawmut ave., Boston, Mass.
the work worthy of author and public.
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but a part of life-a soul set free from sorrow
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price.
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A Few Days in Athens. BY FRANCEs
WRIGHT. Embellished with the portrait
of Epicurus, the Greek philosopher, and
the author. Price, 75 cents.
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A NEW AMERICAN STORY,
By
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SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

AUTllOR OF
"GOLDEN THRONE," "PROMETHEUS," "UlGERA Legacy to the Friends of Free
BOLL AND JESUS," lllTO.
Discussioq. By BENJAMIN OFFEN,
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50 Cts.
formerly Lecturer of the Society of
:)Y.foral Philanthropists; at Tammany Hall,
"A prose epic ot the war, rich with !nc!dent and
New York. Price, $1.
dramatic power; breezy !rom firit page to laat with
the
l!vlng spirit o! to-day.-JoAn Swintcm'• Paptli".
A Mo(lern Symposimn.
Subjects ~
The Soul and a Future Life. By FrederAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ick Harrison, R. H. Hutton, Prof. Huxley,
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Lord Blackford, Hon. Roden Noel, Lor·.:
Selborne, Canon Barry, Rev. Baldwiu
Brown, Dr. W. G. Ward. The Infiuencu
upon Morality of a Decline in Religious
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Belief. By Sir James Stephen, Lord Sel.
borne,. Frederick Harrison, The Dean of MEN OF BusiNESs WRo Dm SOMETHING BESt. Paul's, The Duke of Argyle, Prof.
. SIDES MAKING MoNEY.
Clifford, Dr. W. G. Ward, Prof. Huxley,
A BOOK FOR YOUNG AMERICANS.
R. H. Hutton. Utterances never surThe Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.
passed by writers and all important subjects. Noted for their terse originality.
BY .JA.MES PARTON.
Price, $1.25.
This book contains ~0. pages, plainly printed,
An Eye-Opener. "Citateur. Par Pig- treating
ot forty-six characters In history who have
ault." LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. By helped the world; together with eight portraits.
ZEPA.
Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. Mr. Parton's works need no commendation. They
are standard.
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World ? By G. TouLMAN. 20 cents.
EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
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With a Life of Gibbon, preface and note~ by the editor,
.Apocryphal New Testament. Being
including critical notes by Guizot, Mtlman, Wenck,
:an
"English Churchman," and other scholars.
all the gospels, epistles, a:nd other pieces
1 vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $2 oo
now extant attributed in the first four
centuries to Jesus Christ, his _apostles,
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and wl;3:t were the
SHOWING THE
and their companions, and pot incl:nded
sentiments, manners, numbers, and €Ondthon of the
in the New Testament 'by 1ts compliers.
FOLLY OF .A RELIGIOUS QUACK primitive Christians.
Price, $1.25.
" I know of no book that contains more real and vat•
In Ministering a Nauseous Antidote to Those 11able information upon the origin of Chnstianity."Apples of Gold.
A story book for
Who Hav Imbibed Nothing PoisonR ...<t;:~lfhe0:;,~st learned and interesting books evet
boys and girls. By Miss SusAN H. WuoN.
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Price, $1. 25.
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lila birth, llte, trial, execution, etc.-la a myth
factured by the ohurch and ecclesiastics.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Otllce,
TBUTH SEEKER Omce.
Limp clotlil., 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
33 Clinton Place, New York.
I'Ttft8.12.00.
SS CUnton Place. New YOrlr·
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A VINDICATION

An Antidote Analyzed,

Astronomy and Worship of the
Ancients. By GILBERT VALE. 20 cts.
Astro-Theological Lectures.
RoBT. TAYLOR. Price, cloth, $2.
Autobiography of Robert
Price, 15 cents.

Rev.

--By- --J·.--

Ooc:ru>UBN

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY·$1.
BY MAIL POST·PA.ID.

By Robert c. Adams.
Cooper.

Bh~avad-Gita; or, A Discourse on
Di:vine Matters between Krishna and
--:-~A:rj'tlnn; ·

EVOLUTION:
A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.

THoMPSON.

Price, $1. 75.

Paper, 25 cents.

For Sale at this Office.
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New Years Gift Presentation,

KNOW THYSELF

AGreat Medical Wor~ on Manhood!

Bible in India.
Hindoo Origin of
Hebrew and Christian Revelation. Trans- IN COMMEMORATION OF THE 28TH ANExhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Deb111ty
lated from "Le Bible dans Inde." By
Premature Decl!ne In Man, Errors of Youth, and the
NIVERSARY OF THE
untold miseries resulting !rom !nd!scret!ons or ex·
Louis JA.COLLIOT. Price, $2.
'l
cesses. A book for every man, young, m!ddle-aged,
and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all acute
Bible in the Balance. A text-book
and chronic diseases, each one or which Is Invaluafor investigators. By Rev. J. G. FisH.
ble. So round by the author, whose experience for
23 years Is such as probably never before !ell to the
Price, $1. 50.
Januat-y 1,
Jot of any physician. SOO pages, bound In beautiful
ROCHELLE, ILL. French musl!n, embossed covers, full gllt, guaran
Bible Inquirer; or, Key to Bible _In· At 2 P. M.,
teed to be a finer work In every sense-mechanical
vestigation.
Containing one hundred
l!terary, and professional-than any other work sold
and forty-eight propositions; with referLast year on New Year's day Wettstein presented ln this country for $2.50, or the money w!ll be re·
ences to the most plain and striking self- to hls patrons assembled In Armory Hall, a valuable runded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
or beautiful presents. comprising 10 Gold postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now,
. contradictions of the so-called Inspireu collection
Watches and ~ld Chains; halt a dozen genu!n Dia- ~ld medal awarded the author by the National MedScriptures. Also one hundred and fifty- mond Pins, Rings, and Eardrops; over a dozen fine Ical Assoc!at!on, to the otllcers or which he refers.
This Science of Life should be read by the young
two references to the most marvelous oc- S!lver Watches, so!ld Gold Jewelry, elegant S!lvercurrences. Each quotation has a short ware, Fancy Goods, etc., ranging In price from $1.00 !or Instruction, and by the atlllcted !or rel!e!. It
to $100.00.
w!ll
be.aefit all.-LondonLancet.
description of its contents. By A. JAcoBThis I propose to do this year and to g!v my LibThere Is no member or society to whom this book
SON. Price, 15 cents.
eral friends abroad an opportunity to receive a nice w!ll not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
present.
Instructor, or clergyman.-.Argonaut.
The aggregate or goods presented vl.!l not be less
Addrell8 the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
Bible Myths, and then· Parallels in
than $1,500, and probably $2,000, accord:lng to amount H. Parker, No ~ Bulfinchst., Boston, Mass., who may
Other Religions ~ Being a com- or goods sold. .
be consulted on all diseases requiring sk!ll and ex·
To all my customers sending $1.00 or more for per!ence. Ohron!c and obstinate diseases that hav
parison of the Old and New Testament
a
Myths and Miracles with those of Heath- goods or work, I shall present, for ea..~h and every batlled the sk!ll or all other phys!c!ans
dollar,
a certificate ent!tl!ng the owmer to one or specialty. Such treated successfully
en Nations of Antiquity, considering al5o more shares
in these g!tts.
without
an
lnAtance
or
!allure.
their Origin and Meaning. With uumerThis ls the fairest and most l!beral of!.&r ever made lyr.S
Mention th!s paper.
onR illustrations. 1 vol.
Royal 8vo. by any merchant tn America. My stock Is complete
In
everything
pertaining
to
a
first-claBB
Jewelry
567 pages. Cloth, $4.00.
store; prices now averaging 25 per cent below those
The object or this work Is to point out the myths or largest cities; goods sent by mall or express to
with which the Old and New Testaments abound; to all parts ot the world accompanied by one certificate
Is a regularly educatshow that they were neld In common with other for every dollar remitted, and cash refunded 1f not
ed and legally quall·
nations; and then to trace them to their evident sat!sfactory, and returned same day received.
fied physician, and
origt'n awl explafn their meanmg. It containsquotatlono
the most successful
Prices on watches again reduced since last price
!rom nearly all the sacred books or heathen nations, l!st In this paper. The presente w!ll be presented
aa h!s practice w!ll
and from other rare and valuable works which are In a .publ!c hall ot Rochelle, directly to my cuspr<~>ve.
He has for
not accessible to people In general. The chapters tomers, or to a committee selected by them at that
twenty years treated
are so arranged that it is a perfect cyclopedia or ref- time, In one entire Jot, and the mor1e ot d!str!butlon
exclus!vly all diseases
erence. Years or research would be necessary to w!ll be optional with them.
ot the Sexual Or·
discover all the ln!ormat!on It contains. It is a most
gans, In which he
Everybody pleased last year, aa<J. all must be
searching investigation Into the origin or Christian- pleased th!s year.
stands pre-eminent.
Ity. Every fact is verified by copious notes and
S PER MATORRH<EA
Circulars glv!ng an particulars a.n<l describing
authorities, so that It may be trusted as a thor- style and value ot eacn glft, ma!ledl tree Qn appl!ca.and IMPOTENCY
oughly rel!able work. It contains information which t!on.
as the result or self·
OTTO WIE'l'TBTEIN.
will!Jd startlmg to many.
abuse In youth and
10t43
sexual excesses in mar
turer years, causing
Bible of Humanity. By JuLEs MwHn 1 g h t em!sstons by
ELE-r. Translate([ from the French by V.
dreams, loss ot sexual
CA.LFA. 8vo. cloth, $3. This is a larg<
power,render!ng marepic in prose. The artist historian sing,
riage Improper and unhappy, etc., are cured per·
By SAMUEL P. PUTN.ill,
tue evolution of mankind. He throw,
manently by an outside appl!ca~on In sixty days.
brilliant glimpses of light on the long Author of •• Prometheus." "Gottlieb,'" and •• fa.gersoU NO STOMACH MEDWIN USED. It Is one of Dr.
andJeetuL"
Fellows' valuable dtscover!es, whtch Is entirely un·
course of events and works which he un
A Badlce.l romance of Pioneer Ute. deUaea.ttng -tile v1r· known to the medical profession. Send three 2·cent
folds.
tnes of natural hnman!ty 88 opposed to tile h]' poollley of .. stamps for h!s "Private Counselor," giving full Information. Address Dr. R. P. Fellows, Vineland, N
Bible of ·Rational Mind all(l Relig· onpernatnral religion; ctowded with Incident and· fell of J.,and say Where you saw th!s adverttsment.
~rol!l"eBSIV Ideas and the paetry of the :future.
ion. Rational Religion and Morab
PRICE Sl.OO
4.-"'DREfiS TRJR OFFICE
From the Ironclad Age.
By THoMAS J. VADIEN, M.D., of 8t. Loui,,
"Dr.Fel!o:ws Is an outspoken Infidel, therefore no
Mo. Price, $3.
cheat or humoug. The Freethinkers of the land
should g!v the doctor their patronage."
tyB
Bible of To-Day. By JoHN W. CHADwiCK. This is a condensed result of thE A Magazine Devoted 'to lite State.
scientific criticisms of the separate. book~
ments of Mental aud Sp>l.rltual
of the Bible. Price, $1.50.
·
·
mYIUedieal Compound and lmJ•royed
Phenomena.

ROflHELLE J£WELRY STORE.
tss:;,

HEAL
THYSELf

DR. F.t;LLOWS

GOLDEN

FACTS.

RUPTURES. GU RED"Y

Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Do'
w~iP.s. By Kii:RSillY GaAVEs. 35 cents.
I .

••

Single Copies 10 centS'.
39tf

Address THE ~RUTH. ~E.i,KER.

Elastic Supporter rrruHS in/rom 30 to
90 dayl!. Reliable references g~ven. Send
stamp tor circular, and 6M/ w what paper
vou 8UW my advert1sement.

Address Capt.

W. A. Colllllis,SmlthT111t,3t!!triOI Co. M. T,

CONSULTING ROOliiS,

471

WE~T

IIIADlSON ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Sont~tblng

:for Invalids •o read and study
ov .. r.-Stoi• Drupging and try
Na.•ur~'"
ll..,utetly,
l!IAGNE'I IS!II.

For years past It has been known to the profession that Magnetism and Electrlc!ty were powerful
agents tor Imparting vital force and ene1 gy to the
worn-out snf!ertr from disease. Many humanlta·
r!ans In the proress!on, thinking more of the aile·
v!at!on of suf!er!ng than they did of the code or
ethics by which they were bound, have resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last xesort and round them·
selves aston!~hed at the e!Iect upon their patients.
They had bePn taught that mealclne was an absoJu t@ essential In all cases, ana that that falling, the
patient must die, as nothing more could be done.
Here and thexe an aavanced thinker has nung a•lde
the tie which bound him to hls dogma tic b• elhren
and h&!l resorted to other and more scientific methods of treatment. As a result many, havlngbioken
the bonds which bound them to a system as barbarous as It was unsc!ent!llc, bave used their best en·
ergles to devise means !or the alleviation or human
su!Ierlng. Here and there the wondrous power of
MAGNE'l'ISM was establ!shed, and many dlseaees
hllherto classed as Incurable readily submit tea to
Its m!ld but potent lull uence. '!'his ogent to the
Intelligent ob~erver was round everywhere. Being,
as It ts, the very essential or all ll!e, It was found
that the human bo·• y when ln a diseased condition
was almost bereft of this vital principle. 1! we can
a up ply this vital force to the woxn-out body the
patient w!ll get wen.
Ah 1 but how !a lt to be done, says the physician.
Science, however, came to lhe xescue, and solved
the problem. Here and til ere throughout the world
are l!tlds ox what are known as magnetic ore. It
was observed that 1he ore, when car1t.d upon 1he
person, waa round to be a safeguard agalllht disease,
and to th!s circumstance we are largely Indebted for
magnetic wearing avpaxel, !or !twaa Hn easy trans!·
tlon from carrying magnetic ore to covering the
body with permanently charged magnets, placed lu
garments llttea to every part of tbe body. blnce
the first lntrod uctlon or magnetic appl!ances as a
curat•ve, there has been a number or these so-called.
magne,!c garments rotated upon the public by men.
whose sole object was galn. Unscientific In con,
atruction, and having llttle If any magnetism ln
them, their ll!e wus or short duration; It was loiJg,
enough, however, to demonstrate that when CGnstructed upon scientific pr!ndples there waseoarcely
an aliment that human llesh Is heir to that wouldJ
no1 submit to their healing lnfiuence.
THE EUREKA MAGNE'l'IC APPLIANCES are wper!or to ever)' thing or a similar chaJ acter he1 eto,
fore orrered to the public, being the only scientifically ccnstructed appliance In the market; lt Is now
two and a hal! years since they were first orrered
to the publlc, and during that time we hav treated
thousands or patients, and not a sJngle case of failure to receive benefit reported to us, while we are
In dally receipt of testimonials or cures from all
parts or the country. We know that dlse!Ule canniJt
exist where these garments are worn ln quantlt.!es
~s advised by us.
To all who may be aOitcted with any of the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Eureka
Magnetic Garments will cure you :-raraiyBlB,
Rheumatism, Nervous Deb!l!ty, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding at the Lungs, Spinal Disea•e, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion of tbe Kldnoys,
Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Loss or Energy, Heart DleeuHe,
Constipation, Consumption, Prolapsus Uteri,
Chronic Perltonltls, Cancer, Ovarian 'l'umore,
Syph!l!s, Ep!lepsy, St. VItus' Dance, and ulJ forms
of chronic lnval!dlsm.
PRICE LIST.
Lung In-vigorators,
•
Gentlemen's Body Bt'lts,
:Sciatic Applhmct>s,
Knee Caps,
Ltg Brits,
Ank ets, •
•
Shoulder .Appliance!'",
Wris lets, each,
Hat Bandt!,
Hf'ad Caps,

~Ieeping c.~ps,

·

·

$ 6
6
5
3
4

4
4
1
1
4
4

6
Abdominal ..Belts (ladies),
15
Gent&' Vests,
Ladies' Jacket and Corset
(combined),
18
Superfine Insoles (all leather), 1

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

While these garments can be procured at the
above low prices no one can atrord to be 111. Our
ladies' supporters are Just what every lady In the
land needs, as It will be found a great assistance at
certain periods; all these garments are made to
measure, and ant guaranteed. To ladles who are
all dragged out a combination Jacket and corset
will restore you to new l!!e and energy, and pay for
Itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. This
garment Is only made from actual measure, and a
!Jerrect llt assured.
All communications answered free of charge.
Address, DR. L. TENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
Chicago, Ill. Q" Agents wunted for Boston, New
York Brooklyn, and Ph!Iadelphis.
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WHILE we do ,;otlllng to' injure another, It Is the
highest ard h~!le"t lncentlv to Increase the hapr>lness ot those around us, to make &uushine and joy 1
take the place or gloom and sorrow, and to make
sadness and trouble glv way to cheerrulness and
peace.- D. !.f. Bennett.
'l'HE ract that Oi;,'l't lived In Palestine does not
tend to show that he was In any way related to the
Holy Ghost; nor does the existence or the Christian
religion substantiate the ascension or Jesus Christ.
We all admit that Socrates lived In Athens, but we
do not admit that be had a ramlllar spirit. I am
satisfied that John Wesley was an Englishman, but
I hardly believe that God postponed a rain because
Mr. We•ley wanted to preach. All the natural
things In the world are not su tllcl8nt to establish the
supernatu~al. Mr. Black reasons In this way: There
was a hydra-headed monster. We know this, b •c&use Hercules killed him. There must hav been
such a woman as Proserpine, otherwise Pluto could
not hav carried her away. Christ must hav been dl·
vine, because the Holy Ghost was his rather. And
there must hav been such a being as t11e Holy Ghost,
because without a rather Christ could not hav exIsted. Those who are disposed to deny everything

!
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They Insist that becanse there was no hydra-headed
The political aim of THE TRUTH SEEKER is to enforce the Nine Demands of Liberalism, which are as follows:
monster, Hercules did not exist. The true position,
In tuy judgment, ls that the natural Is not to be dis1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical property shall no longer be exempt from just taxation.
carded because rounrl in the company or the mirac2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Congress, in State Legislatures, in the navy and militia, and in prisons,
ulous, ne!t.hor should the miraculous be believed
·
because associated with the probable. There was asylums, and all other institutions supported by public money, shall be discontinued.
3. We demand that all public appropriations for educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian character shall cease.
In all probability such a man as Jesus Christ. He
4. We demand that all religious services now sustained by the government shall be abolished; and especially that the use of
may hav lived In Jerusalem. He may hav been
crucified, but that he was the son or God, or that he the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as a text-book or av .• wedly as a book of religious worship, shall be prohibited.
5. We demand that the appointment, by the President of the United States or by the governors of the various states, of all
was raised rrorn tbe dearJ, and ascended bodily to
heaven, has never been, and, in the nature of thlngs, religious festivtlls and fasts shall wholly cease.
6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in all other departments of the government shall be abolished, and that
can nevar be, substantlated.-R. G. Ingersoll in the
s1mple affirmation under the pains and penalties of perjury shall be established in its stead.
O!tnstian Religion.
7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing the observance of Sunday as the Sabbat.h shall be repealed.
IN the obscurity or retirement, amid the squalid
8. We damand that all laws looking to the enforcement of ''Christian " morality shall be abrogated, and that all laws shall be
poverty and rev.)Jting privations or a cottage, IC has conformed to the requirements of natural morality, equal rights, and impartial liberty.
orten been my lot to witness· scenes or magnanimity
9. We demand that not only in the Constitutions of the United States and of the several states, but also in the practical
and selt-denlal, as much beyond the belle! as the administration of the same, no privilege or advantage shall be conceded to Christianity or any other special religion; that our entire
J>ractlce or the great; a heroism borrowing no sup- political system shall be founded and administered on a purely secular basis; and that whatever changes shall prove necessary to this
port either from the gaze or the many or the ad- end shall be consistently, unflinchingly, and promptly made.
miration or the rew, yet !lourlshlng amid ruins, and
on the confines or the grave-a spectacle as stupenIn philosophy, THE TRUTH SEEKER advocates the upbuilding of a rational system that shall lead to better lives on
dous In the moral world as the ralls or Niagara In
the part of the people, and that shall yield to its adherents all the social and emotional enjoyments of the churches, withthe natural world.- Colton'• Lacon.
out any mixture of superstition, or the use of rites and ceremonies degrading to manhood and womanhocd. This
DR. JOHNSON has something In common with the philosophy must be a growth, an evolution from lower forms, and this growth THE TRUTH SEEKER hopefully fosters.
fashionable pessimism or modern times. No senti- It is, therefore, both destructive and constructive.
mentalist or to·day could be more couvlnce<l that
Among the contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER are the most eminent men and brilliant writers in the Liberal
life Is, In the main, miserable, It was his ravorlt
tbeory, according to Mrs. Thrale, that all human ranks of the United States, including Courtlandt Palmer, Charles Watts, T. B. Wakeman, S. P. Andrews, T. C. Leland,
action was prompted by " the vacuity or life." Men C. B. Reynolds, S. P. Putnam, J. E. Remsburg, W. S. Bush, Elliott Preston, John Peck, J. L. York, Susan H. Wixon,
act solely In tt1e hope or escaping rrom themselvs.
Evil, a; a follower or Schopenhauer would assert, Is Helen Garden6lr, Mrs. Slenker, and many other able men and women. THE TRUTH SEEKER also makes a feature of re,posltlv, antl good merely the negatlv or evil. All de- printing the ablest English essayists and philosophers, and during 1884 has given its readers several papers from the
sire ts at bottom an attempt to escape rrom pain. pens ~f Frederic Harrison and Herbert Spencer. The home contributors are legion, and the communications em'l'he doctrin neither resulted. from, nor 5Anerated, a brace the widest possible range of subjects-religious, philosophic, Anarchistic, Socialistic, land reform, tariff and
.Philosophical theory In Johnson's case, and was, In·
·the m>tin, a generalization or his ~xperlence. Not political reform.
·tile Jess the aim or most or his writing Is to express
·this sentiment In one rorm or another. . . . We
EVERY LIBERAL IN THE COUNTRY WANTS THE TRUTH SEEKER.
,are In a sad world, run or pain, but we hav to make
the bost or it. ~tub born patience and hard work
DEPARTMENTS:
are the

fi.Ol~

remedies, or rather the sole means, of

temporary escape.- Leslie Stephen's Johnson.
THE Characteristic peculiarity or Dr. Johnson's Intellect was the union of great powers with low preju·
dices. H we judged him by the best parts or his
mind, we should place him almost as high as he was
plaoed by the Idolatry or Boswell; H by the worst
parts or his mind, we should place him even below
Boswell hl :nself. When he Is not under the lnfiuence of sotne strange s11ru ple, or some domineering

passion, which prevented him rrom boldly and ralrly
investigating a subject, he was a wary and acute

reasoner, a little too much Inclined to skepticism,
and a little too rond or paradox. No man was less
likely to be Imposed upon by fallacies In argument
or by exaggerated statements or ract. But If, while
he was beating down sophisms and exposing raise
testimony, eome childish prejudices, such as would
excJt.e laughter In a well-managed nursery, came
act'OHS hlm. he was smitten asH by enchantment.
Hts mind dwindled away under the shell rrom gl·
g!l.ntlc eleva• ion to dwar!lsh llttleness.-Macau!ay.
'l'JIE following letter was written by Charles Darwin, so late as June, 1879, to a young student at
.Jena, whose religious sensibilities ha•l been Infringed on by the smdy or the English naturalist's
works, and as, at this time, prlesLs of various creeds

are trying to persuade the world that Darwin, like
,Emerson, was "almost a Ohrlstian," it is worth

while to read his own account or the matter:
"Science and Christ hav nothing to do with each
otber, except In as rar as the habit or scientific Investigation makes a man cautious about accepting
a.uy proofs. .As jar as I am concerned. I do not be1iw~
that any rev~lalion has evtr been made. With regard to

a future lire, every one must draw his own conclusions rrom vagueanri contradictory probabllltles."Pall Mall Gazette.

In the League Department is recorded the news of'the National Liberal League, furnished to our columns
by the secretary, and other officers of the National and auxiliary Leagues.
We also have an able correspondent in Canada, who furnishes weekly news of the Freethought movement in
that dominion.
Our Children's Department is edited by one of the best and most successful writers for children in the
United States.
Miss Susan H. Wixon is widely known, not only in the Freethought ranks, but as a writer for
popular papers and magazines. We have from all sides the strongest testimonials to the efficiency of her work in
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
She will continue the Department through 1885.
Through the department of" Letters from Friends" hundreds of subscribers have made pleasant acquaintances and
lasting friendships. Its two pages are a place for exchange of thoughts, relation of experiences, and whatever the
friends of Freethought find occasion to say. This department is a "talk together" of great and varied interest.

A. FEW PRESS OPINlONS OF THE TRUTH SEEI{ER MAY BE GIVEN:
If any of our readers desire to read one of the best Freethought and reform journals published, we should unhesitatingly recommenJ
to them THE TRUTH SEEKER, published by the 'fruth Seeker Company, 33 Clinton Place, New York, at $3 per annum. THE 'fRUTH SEEKER is
a large, sixteen-page paper, and is filled each week with the choicest literature pertaining to Freethought aud the overthrow of superetitions.
It also ably discusses reforms politically and socially, and iR really one of tlie best papers we have ever read. It is bold and fearless in its
denunciations of kingcraft, pnestcraft, and all other ways and means by which the people are held in bondage anu ignorance, and no one
can read THE TRUTH SEEKER a year without becoming nobler an.l better. You can get the paper three months on trittl for fifty ceuts, and .r
you try it you will not want to be wit.hout it thereafter.-Rochester, N H., Anti-Monopolist.
One of the finest monuments ever seen in this country has recently been erected to the memory of D. M. Bennett, founder of that
able advocate of Freethought, THE TRUTH SEEKER, in Greenwood Cemetery, New York. One thousand friends of the dead journalist, admirers of his sterling qualities and the beauty of thought, goodness of heart, and the self-abneg.ttiou which distingtli~hed his life, contributed to
the fund by which this magnificent memorial was erected. A colored lithograph of this beautiful memorial has just reached us In reality
it is a present that is appreciated more than cold words can express. Besides a view of the monument there is a fine likeness of Mr. Bennett. On the monument are engraved many of the famous utterances of the departed Liberal as well as the record of his life anci the work
to which many years of his activ manhood were devoted. 'faE TRU'l~H SEEKER perpetuates the fame of its founder by this truly generous
act, and while accepting its generosity with thanks it is but just and proper that we should add our testimony to that of thousands of
others who have many times declared that as an advocate o ""free thought, free speech, and all that is ennobling in nature THE TRUTH SEEKER
has no superior in the universe.- Lackawanna De:mocrat.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is an iconoclastic journal. The sworn foe of superstition and error in all its forms, its motto might appropriately be, War, war to the knife, and the knife to the hilt-for it never lets a chance go by to hit superstition a resounding blow. It is a
first-class exponent of what we call fighting Liberalism.
.
.
.
Under the direction of Mr. E. M. Macdonald, it still
flourishes. Besides numerous articles of a polemic character, it contains a department for children, "Notes," "News," " Gems of Thought,"
"Odds and Ends," and numerous letters from correspondents. Besides THE TRUTH SEEKER, the firm publishes also Liberal books, one of
the best specimens of which is their last publication, the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FBEE1'HINKERS' ALMANAC, a perfect gem, both in
contents and finish, and which we would recommend to be sent for by those who are not yet acquainted with THE TRUTH SEEKER
publications- The Sociologist.
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fell, and fighting our battles wert so marred. For In $2_; by gettmg two new subscribers he will get his own paper for $1; by getting three new subscribers he will not only get his own {1·ee, but
thee, too, lay a god-created rorm, but It was not to be Will have fifty cents left to pay cost of money order; by getting four new subscribers he will have bis own free and gain $2.
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Jlofts and Uklippings.
THE majority vote in favor of taxation of
church property in Washington territory was
2,937.
·
A PAPER called The Overshadowing Power of
God is published at Vineland, N. J. Its editor
insists that God still retains this peculiar power.
As Mr. Herndon would say, "She who reads
may run and run quickly."

RoBERT BURDE:CTE reports a backward state
of things in Arkankas. He says that a literary
society there recently discussed the question:
"Resolved, That a circus is superior to a district school as a civilizing agent." The circus
packed the convention from the start. Only
one o;rator got .up to speak for the district
schooL He was the teacher, and the president
fined him twice and then made him sit down.
The fines were for calling Pompeyeye Pompayee, and saying there were more schools in
Boston tb an in Little Rock, and he was made
to sit ·down for uttering Atheistic sentiments
when he denied that "Root, hog, or die," was
to be found in the Bible. To crown his disgrace, the president, in summing up, referred
to his remarks as indicating to what a low state
-of knowledge. and morals the habit of attending district school would bring a man. He
then decided the question in favor of the cirens, collecting the fines from the unhappy
pedagog, and the society went out and spent
tho money for bread.

losses are too severe to be borne long, and .unless his subscription list is largely extended it
will be impossible f<;>r him to go on with the
publication. The loss of that paper will be
irreparable to the labor cause. It deserves
support. The working man, however, will not
support it. It is probably doomed. Mr. Swinton, it may be added, has pretty carefully ignored the Freethinkers, though they hav done
their best to co-operate with him. He would
not extend to THE TRUTH SEEKER the COurtesy
of exchanging with it. Nevertheless, three
copies of his paper come to this office weekly,
subscribed and paid for. He has taken the
wrong course. The laboring man will never
rise ftom his degraded condition until he
throws of the incubus of the church. Let
John Swinton help him to do that, and though
he fails he will fail in a more glorious cause
than any which he has as yet espoused.

THE I-tev. Spurgeon, London's great preacher, has been floored by one of his female parishioners, who gratefully thanked him for the
expression of his firm belief in the bottomless
pit, since if the pit was bottomless she co1l]Q.
go through and come out high and dry on the
other side.
IT is supposed, says the Waterbury AmeriBETHANY church, in Baltimore, was built and
can, that the ·first_ description of a cigaret is
is sustained by Mr. Charies J. Baker, a wealthy
the following, writt()n by Christopher Columbanker of the city, who, on account of "the
bus of the Cuban Islanders, who, he said; had
MARK TwAIN, in the Century, relates a story border" troubles in 1860, withdrew from the
a "filthy habit of rolling up the leaf of a noxious weed, setting fire to one end, and inhaling of a colored citizen who was at one time Methodist Episcopal church. It is said that
wealthy to the extent of possessing fourteen it is difficult for Mr. Baker to get a pastor to
-the pungent and nauseating fumes from the
dollars. This he reduced by unfortunate spec- his liking. As he supports the church mainly,
.other, which they called tobaccos."
ulation until he was down to ten cents. Then he claims to dictate the pastor's policy, and no
Lucy STONE congratulates her sex on the he tells how that went the way of all the man of high character or talent will submit to
past year's gains for their cause. Full suffrage earth: "Well, I 'uz gwine to spen' it, but I such an arrangement. The present incumbent
for women has been established in Washington had a dream,. en de dream tole me to giv it to -it is an abuse of the term to call him pastor
territory, arid municipal s-uffrage has been a nigger name' Balum-Balum's Ass dey call -is an ecclesiastical fop and mountebank. On
granted to unmarried women and widows of him, for short; he's one er dem chuckle-heads, Friday evening he was dressed in light-colOntario and Nova Scotia. Municipal suffrage you know. But he's lucky, dey Bay, en I see ored, almost white, pantaloons, and brown
has worked so well in England that the British I warn't lucky. De dream say let Balum in- coat a Ia dude, with cravat and collar to match.
Parliament has extended it to Scotland.
ves' de ten cents, en he'd make a raise for me. His mustache and imperial arE in the tip of the
THE Rev. John J. Kean, pastor of St. James's Well, Balum he tuck de money, en when he style, and his voice sounds like it had been put
Roman Catholic church, has founded an or- wuz in church he hear de preacher say dat up in curling-papers. At the close of the exganization called the Holy Name Society. The whoever giv to de po' len' to de Lord, en boun' ercises he ran up into the pulpit, and posing
object of the society is to rebuke blasphemers to git his money back a hund'd times. So Ba- in a most theatrical style said: "It is my opuand utterers of obscenity. The Rev. Mr. Kean lum he tuck en giv de ten cents to de po', en lent good fortune to hav the best two preach~.;1.1 --hn.A: __ hia---G~Cl--M-:utca."l!.k_nAR:r__ bomA:.. __H-A laid low to see what was__g..yy_ne to_g_ome_QfiL _e:rsJ.xLa.tt.Anilrulruu>Dnntl>A-l'.<>.nt.<>n.n.io.l Conf•n·should begin with the publishers of the Bible, 'Nlffifn~nevercomeoflt~-- TcoUJ.ifn't manage to ence to preach for me on Sunday next. Not
and those who claim that it is the word. of God. k'leck dat money no way; en Balum he couldn'. that I deserve more, but God (and he rolled
Jo CooK has lately lectured all the way from I ain' gwyne to len' no mo' money 'clout I see his eyes upward and pronounced it Gaad) has
Vancouver's Island through California, and so de security. Boun' to git yo' money back a sent me the best." He then launched out into
hun'd times, de preacher says! :<:f I could git a fulsome and disgusting laudation of the
downward, till now he has reached New
de ten cents back, I'd eall it squah, en be glad preachers who had been appointed to preach
Orleans in time for the exposition crowds. The
there on Sunday. As we came out of the
New York ·world guesses that he is not so er de chanst."
THE historical preposterousness of carrying church a lady expressed surprise that such a
anxious to disseminate information as he is to
gather in shekels enough to build a summer of coals toN ewcastle, according to the Commer- man should draw the crowd that she underhouse at Ticonderoga next to his respected cia! Advertiser, has been fairly rivaled, if not stood he drew. A gentleman with her ·said:
surpassed, by the carrying of beans to Boston. "It isn't at all wonderful. People go to see
father's residence.
The consignment, the largest ever known in and hear him for the same reason they will
THE Red Bluff Sentinel made this startling the bean industry, consisted of four thousand stop to see a monkey dodge balls thrown at
announcement one day last week: "The bags, and was taken from this city by a Nor- him or cut amusing antics."-Charleston News.
prayer-meeting at the M. E Church will be
TROURLE is reported in the Catholic church
hell to-night." This typographical error made wich steamboat. In this simple fact is found
a
tale
and
its
accompanying
moraL
The
apat
Fall River, Mass. The eastern part of the
a good many people believe that something
remarkable was to take place· at the meeting, petite for beans, nourished by what it has so city, known as Flint Village, is inhabited
so the church was crowded. The officiating long fed on, has become simply inordinate. chiefly by French Canadians, and this is where
brethren, greatly encouraged by the large audi- Time was when Massachusetts could meet the the trouble is. The Rev. P. J. B. Bedard, who
, once, were inspired to eloquence, and the re- demands of its •capital for this commodity; died a short while ago, was pastor of Notre
' suit was that people went away convinced that now the Old Bay State, plus Maine, New Dame parish. Besides attending tQ his duties
Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, and Con- as priest, he was extensivly engaged in busi·.the prediction ha'd been fulfilled.
necticut, fail to fill the rapacious stomachs that ness enterprises, and aided his countrymen in
MR. RoscoE CONKLING, when at Utica, at- nothing but beans can satisfy. New York has every way possible. Since his death the Rev.
'tsnds Trinity Episcopal church. Just across been held up to scorn and derision by the H. J. Magee, an Irishman, has acted as pastor.
, the aisle from him, it is related, sits an old Brahmans of Beacon Hill for its lack of those The French Canadians objected to him, as
.gentleman named Sherman, for years a prom- qualities which are the special glory of the they prefer a pastor of their own race. He,
inent politician. He and Mr. Conkling are not "Hub;" but now that the national metropolis however, endeavored to hold his position in
·on speaking terms. One Sunday, during the has philanthropically undertaken to furnish spite of the insults and abuse of his parishionrecital of the ·Apostle's Creed, Mr. Sherman brain-food and the essential element of that ers, but hiR efforts were of no avaiL On Sunpaid particular attention to see whether Ros- brand of "culchaw" peculiar to the Modern day, the 14th, the church was closed against
coe bowed his head at the customary place. Athens-if Edinburgh will stand the appro- him. Although he effected an entrance by
Mr. Sherman said: "Well, sir, he stood there priation-it is not exceeding the bounds of forcing the door, he was surrounded by sevwith his head erect and an expression on his reasonable expectation modestly to hope _that, era! men and for a while kept prisoner in the
frtee which said louder than words, 'If the if our beans do not gain us admission to the church vestry. In the mean time, women and
Almighty wants me to bow to him, he must inner circle of the Bnnker Hill coterie, we may others who entered the church wer~ grossly
bow first!' "
at least receive that measure of patronizing insulted and ejected from the building. ProTHE church looks after the morals of Ger- toleration that it is .not unseemly to bestow fanity was freely indulged in, and many somany, Austria, and Denmark with a vengeance. upon the humblest who cater for a favorit ap- called sacrilegious acts were perpetrated. The
In those countries they hav among persons of petite.
police rescu"d the clergyman and escorted him
·"rank" what is called a morganatic marriage.
SOMETHING more than a year ago John Swin- to his home. An attempt at night to kidnap
It is ecclesiastically legal, but not so as regards ton, of this city, gave up a lucrativ position on him was frustrated by the police, who guarded
the civil law. No rank is conveyed to the wife the editorial staff of the New York Sun and his house. The conduct of the French aroused
from her husband, and no honor nor heredi- started a journal which he called John Swinton's the English-speaking Catholics and there is
:tary possessions to the children. They take Paper, to be devoted to the interest of labor. every indication of trouble. The bishop re•on the rank of their II);Other, and any property He brought to the .task a long experience as a fuses to recall the pastor. The French hav
it may be in the power of either parent to giv journalist and an ability as a writer on labor subscribed $750 to send a delegation to Rome
or leave them. The marriage thus described topics that is probably unexcelled. His paper to lay the matter before the pope. These
between persons of royal blood and those of has been all that the laboring man could rea- Kanucks are strangely inconsistent. While
lower positions, when forbidden· by the state, sonably ask for as an advocate of his cause. they object to an Irish pastor becaus'e of his
is a sort of unacknowledged and ba:J;ren union, Yet it has not been supported and it has been a nationality, they still, by their action in upalthough perfectly moral and sanctioned by losing venture from the start, and Mr. Swinton . pealing the case, acknowledge the authority of
1
the rites of the church.
in his. 63d issue announces that his weekly Pope Leo, the Italian clown.

J/Jtws of tht fltth.
THE condition of Germany is said to be crit·
ical, owing to the Socialistic element of society.
PRATT's oil works in Brooklyn were destroyed
by fire last Sunday. The loss is placed at
$500,000.
OFFICIAL advices hav been received at Rome
of the massacre of the Catholic missionaries at
Bianchi in Central Africa.
A TREATY between Spain and the United
States is pending. The treaty provides for a
reciprocal reduction of duties.
SENATOR MAHONE, of Virginia, in a Suit
against the Southern Telegraph Company, has
retained Gen. Butler as counsel.
ANoTHER scheme to kill the czar of Russia
has been unearthed. This time the scene of
the contemplated slaughter was on the Gats•
china railway.
PRESIDENT AusTIN CORBIN, of the Long
Island Railroad, presents each of his employees
with a turkey on Christmas day. It takes ten
tons to go around•
THE town of Traverse, in Dakota, is the scene
of a riot arising from ballot-box stuffing and
intimidation at the polls on election day.
State troops are to be ordered to the sc&ue.
TwENTY-FOUR lives were lost by the burn·
ing of the St. John's orphan asylum in Brook·
lyn last week. Many children are still miss•
ing, and it is thought a thorough sea1 ~h of the
ruins may result in the discovery of more
bodies.
PASTOR THOMPSON, of the Grace }f. E. ~hnrch
in Brooklyn, is missing, and his c~n~tegation
do not know where to look to find him. It is
thought that he has wandered away to foreign
parts in a fit of mental aberration. His repu•
tation is good.
THE Brooklyn New England Society cele·
brated last Saturday evening the 2G4th anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrim F11thers.
'l'he Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, on account of
his position in the recent presidential election,
was not in vi ted.
LAsT week's cold snap wound up with a
snow storm on Saturday night, which turned
to rain on Sunday. During the cold weather
the thermometer ranged below ·zero from eight
to thirty-eight, several persons were frozen to
death, cattle and poultry were killed, and peach
trees destroyed.
THE New Orleans Exposition opened on
Tuesday of last week in the presence of 15,000
persons. Things were so arranged that by
touching an electric button in Washington
President Arthur set the machinery of the Exposition in motion. The doors were open on
Sunday and the attendance was very good.
THE Rev. Charles B. Smith and the Rev.
Dr. Gawn Campl::!ell both desired to preach in
the United Presbyterian church in this city last
Sunday. The Rev. Mr. Smith prevailed by
en~aging a big policeman to restrain the Rev.
Dr. Campbell while he (the Rev. Mr. Smith)
ascended the pulpit and got in his work. The
United Presbyterian church is not as united
as it was.
THE services at Christ Episcopal church in
Brooklyn were interrupted by a fire last Sunday, and the congregation had to get out of
the building to prevent being scorched.
would seem that those who are so anxious to
save God's children from fire in the next world
might reasonably expect to be protected from
it in this, at least while engttged in prosecuting their great work.
THE inhalation of an irrespirable gas, produced by burning coal, in the Methodist Sunday-school at Fayetteville, N. C., last Sunday,
produced among the teachers and children a
condition of partial suffocation. Some fifteen
children and a few of the instructors fell from
their seats prostrate and fainting. But for the
immediate admission of fresh air, fatal results
must hav ensued. The school librarian may
not recover.
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a bad God-one who gets mad and "swears in his wolf's paw that is ill concealed by the sheep's coverwrath," and kills little children, and "rips up women ing. What would these Christians say if the Moralive," and "puts lying spirits into the mouths of his mons should attempt to get a clause in the Constituprophets."
tion upholding polygamy, under the pretense that
I am not particularly proud of those nations which they never would take advantage of it?
tess God and More Sense.
Because . I cannot believe that God ever spoke
'!'he following article was written for the steuben get· too much God and Bible into their laws-Spain,
Portugal,
and
Russia,
for
instance.
Hundreds
of
through
a jackass, or because I do not believe a thouSignal, but after mature deliberation I became convinced that it would never be given a place in a grand men hav had the pride and courage of man- sand other holy absurdities, I do not want to be deChristian newspaper, .and thought I would let it go hood tortured out of them in the mining prisons of prived of the privileg9 of testifying in a ·court of
as still-born. Finally I concluded to send this to Russia, where the head of the government rules by justice. Because I do not believe that a son can beTHE TRUTH SEEKER, and wrote a shorter article, in divine right. Only to-day I was reading how these get a father as well as a father can beget a son, I do
which I drew it mild but firm, with a faint hope that Christian cannibals drink the hot blood of a dying not want to lie in prison. And yet, within my
child, stabbed to the heart with a silver spoon in re- remembrance, a man in this country lay in jail three
it might be published, and here is the_ result:
months for saying that very thing.
membrance of him who died on Mount Calv·ary.
"We hav received a well written article from the pen of
Rome is one of the most Christian cities in the
Whenever a man honestly believes that he can do
Mr. John Peck, of Naples, a reader of the Signal from its first world, and yet for drunkenness, debauchery, and someth1ng for the glory of God, he becomes a danpublication. 'fhe article sets forth Mr. Peck's theological
h f
f th gerous man if power is placed in hi"s hands. He at
and humanitari"n views in terse terms, and shows him to be a "pure cussedness," it has no equal on t e ace o
e
man of decided convictions. The theological part of the com- globe. These are terrible lessons for those who are. once assumes that he ought .to "obey God rather
munication is a little out of our line, but his humanitarian "hell bent" on having God in the Constitution, and than man," and, no matter how inhuman an act may
views include the prohibition of the rum traffic; and that is making the "Bible the foundation of law."
be, if he imagins that it would be pleasing to God,
·where we agree with him. He sa;~s: 'Heaven will be here on
Th p h"b"t"
t
d b t
e ro I I IOn par Y may succee , u woe, woe he would do it, no matter how much human interests
e ·rth if each strives to promote tlae other's u appiness. Hell
might suffer. Heretics hav been burnt and. Infidels
will be enlarged in proportion as we are neglectful of the wei- to the day if this dreadful object is accomplished.
fare of our fellows. T?e r~m ~raffic is wicke<'llY: cruel. in its . During the "Dark Ages" every one prayed to tortured because it was believed that they were hateconsequences. My obJect rs to mduce men to grv therr best God and worked for God and lived for God and ful in the sight of God.
energies to relieve human suffering.' Would that there were f
'ht f G d Th
'
b "ld"
Moody ia one of his sermons represented a girl
more men who entertained these sentiments."
oug
or o .
e cross was upon .ever UI ml?,
and banner, and garment. The wisdom of this sixteen years old as kneeling down on her bare knees
Here you see he has published just enough of my world was folly compared to the teaching of the on the red-hot bottom of hell and praying God for
article to mislead his readers and misrepresent me. Bible as the priests interpreted it.
just one moment's respit.
After blowing his heaven and hell clear out of sight,
Anybody who believes in such a savage God, and
Ignorance hung like a pall over Europe for a thouit was perfectly proper to say that "heaven will be sand years. All institutions of learning, except for that such punishment is merited, would roast or flay
here on earth if each strives to promote the other's the priesthood, were discouraged. Ninety per cent of an innocent girl alive if he believed that her conduct
happiness," etc. But the way he has quoted me he the people could not write their own names. This was such as to" provoke God to wrath."
has misrepresented 'me entirely. Worse than all, he was a great day for the church and ecclesiasticism,
Here lies the danger with the Christian. God is
says, "Would that there were more men who enter- but was it a happy period in the world's history? everything; humanity is nothing. The most cruel
tained these sentiments," and still this putty-headed Surely such lessons ought to satisfiy all right-minded monsters of earth hav been those who sought to
Christian had not the courage to let his readers know men for all coming time, and damn the man to eter- exterminate people or sects who, they believed, were
what "these sentiments" were. Is there one Christian· nal infamy who would attempt to lead this nation living in violation of God's commands ..
who is not a bigot? "The theological part of the back to the darkness of ignorance to hear again the
Whenever there is power to put God into the Concommunication is a little out of our lime" -so is true wail of ecclesiastical oppression.
stitution, or make the Bible· the foundation of law,
courage and lofty manhood. Christianity invariably
God in the Constitution ! The Bible the founda- that power will be the sole judge of what God
robs a man of both.
tion of law, and Christ the acknowledged ruler! requires. If that time ever comes, every Christian
To THE EDITOR OF THE STEUBEN SIGNAL, Sir: In many Must the hands move backward on the dial? will be fumbling through the old Jew book to find a.
respects you publish the best paper I ever read. Its Never, never, never! Ponder this seriously, my "Thus saith the Lord."
selections of articles and topics are such as deeply in- countrymen, or the time may come when you may be
Now, my Christian friend, before you make up
terest me, and it is all the time telling me just what arraigned before the courts, as they were in New your mind that any man can be trusted who takes
I most want to know.
England, to show cause why you absented yourself the Bible for his guide, I want to call your attention
Indeed, if I had the privilege of asking questions, from church on Sunday.
to just a few passages of scripture, which, if they are
and having them answered each week, the paper
Nearly all the gunpowder that has been murder- the word of God, would show that he has no business
would not be more satisfactory. And then. it is one ously wasted has been used by one Christian nation in the Constitution, and which, if they were made the
of the most consistent and aggressiv temperance to blow out the brains of some other Christian nation. law of the land, would sink us into a state of barbapapers with which I am acquainted.
And if there was a lull in war, the time was filled up rism. I might select hundreds of passages which
I object to your paper only because you get too by roasting and gibbeting Infidels and heretics.
would disgrace a barbarian on account of their brumuch God and Christianity into it. Not too much
The very refinement of cruelty was reached during tality and obscenity, but shall content myself with
humanity, but too much Christianity. For years I the days of the Inquisition. Cropping the ear, slit- only a few specimen bricks, imbedded in untempered
havbeen a stanch temperance man. I hav even been ting the nose, branding the letter "B '' in the fore- mortar which no decent God ever spread. My Chriscalled rabid.
head. and borin!! the tongue with a hot iron, were tian friend.!. you will hav to excuse me, for. I nevder had
I did not vote for Mr. St. John, because I dare not considered slight penalties to be in:liicted upon those a very mg11·notwn or your liou smce he 1orce good
trust your " divine master " for a ruler, nor the Bible who exposed the gull-traps of superstition, and laid old Zeke to take the homeopathic pill.
A man who is noted for truthfulness commauds
as the foundation of all law. As terrible as the rum bare the tricks of the priesthood.
the
respect of all, while a noted liar and deceiver is
traffic and the liquor dealer hav seemed to me, I fear
In some states a man's dearest friend might be murthem less than I do the power of the church and dered before his eyes, and his oath would not be al- the most despised among men. Now, if the Bible
ecclesiasticism.
lowed to bring the murderer to justice, because he is sanctions lies and deception, should it be made the
foundation of law? Let us see.
The landlord has starved the children, brought not considered sound· on the theological goose.
"Being crafty, I caught you with guile." "For if
disgrace upon the family by laying the father in the
What would you think, Mr. Editor, if you were in
gutter, but I never heard of one applying the lash a court of justice, and such a man as Ethan Allen or the truth of God hath more abounded through my lie
with a strong arm to the naked back of a defenseless Thomas Jefferson was brought upon the witness unto his glory, why yet am I also judged as a sinner?"
woman in public, as has been done in New England stand and not allowed to testify? I was told only a (Rom. iii, 7). "Now, therefore, behold the Lord hath
put a lying spirit into the mouth of all these thy
at the behest of the church.
short time ago that no jury ought to pay any atten- prophets" (1 Kings xxii, 23). "If the prophet hath
The early history of New England reveals many
tion .to the oath of an InfideL And yet men are voting been deceived when he hath spoken a thmg, I, the
imtances of women being publicly whipped, and
by the thousands to place more power in the hands Lord, hav deceived that prophet" (Ezek. xiv, 9).
then dragged at the tail-end of Christian carts
of the priesthood, and make the Bible, and not the
Is God the author of that language? If so, do we
through the public streets.
Constitution, the ".supreme law of the land." God want such a God in the" Constitution? Now,. my
Not because they had committed any offense
in the Constitution is the death-knell of freedom. It pious friend, suppose a man should te~tify falsely
against morality, but because they had committed an
would literally giv the church power over the state, against you, and wrong you deeply both m purse and
offense against the church. And this among a peowhich would be a subversion of the government.
character and you should call him to account, and
ple so full of Christianity that they knocked the horns
Thousands who voted with the Prohibition party he should tell you that the Lord had put a lying
off of cows for having calves on Sunday, and flogged
thought only of promoting the cause of temperance. spirit into his mouth, how could you di~prove it if
barrels of beer for working on the same day.
Everything was made to conform to the teaching But should that party succeed, they will get, when you believe the scriptures to be th6l word of God?
of the BiblE', and a more tyrannical and inhuman too late to be undone, vastly more than they bar"Ye shall not eat of anything that dieth of itself;
people I hav scarcely read of than these Christian gained for. The moment any system of religion is thou shalt giv it to the stranger that is in thy gates
bigots. The place is still pointed out to-day on recognized by the Constitution, the government is that he may eat it, or thou may6lst sell it unto an
Boston Common where these Christian people changed. The government must grant no special alien" (Dent. xiv, 21).
whipped women and hung witches. Helpless old privileges either to the Christian religion, the MoWhat kind of government would this be if every
women were bound in sacks and thrown into ponds, hammedan, the Buddhist, the Mormon, or any other nativ-born citizen had the privilege of selling stinkand otherwise tormented until life was extinct, be- system of religion. Neither must any God be recog- ing meat to every English, Irish, French, Dutch, and
Muse it was written in an old book, "Thou shalt not mezd in the Constitution, whether Allah, Christ, "Je- Scotchman, to every German, Swed~, Italian, Spanhovah, Jove, or Lord." All are to be. tolerated, all
suffer a witch to liv."
iard, etc., and every hotel and boardmg-house could
These people made the Bible the "foundation of are to be protected, but all must remam on a level feed their guestfl and boarders on tainted ~eat ? If
so
far
as
the
favor
of
the
government
is
concerned.
law," just what you propose to do. The same causes
this is the language of God, I hope he won t start a
No pet Gods. No system of religion upheld by law.
produce the same effects.
meat marke~ in our town very soon.
No
taxes
to
pay
ministers
or
chaplains,
or
to
sustain
"We, the people [not God], do ordain and estab" Slay both man and woman, infant and suckling "
lish this Constitution." And "this Constitution [not churches contrary to the wishes of men. Nobody is (1 Sam. xv, 3). "~lay ut,~erly ol~ and young, both
the Bible J shall be the supreme law of the land." to be" cram'd," in this country, either with Bibles maids and little children ~Ezek. IX, 6).
·
No room for holy ghosts, or talking asses, or snakes or Gods.
These passages would be ~ar more appropriate
If no undue power is put into the hands of the
that beguile women.
pasted
on the bludgeon of a highwuyman than they
Christians,
they
certainly
will
not
abuse
it.
All
Don't try to do too much for your God. Suffering
humanity needs all the help you can reasonably through the long centuries the peaceful teachings of would as a rule of action for the American people.
" A.nd the children of Israel took all the women of
render. If God is just such a being as you represent the meek a.nd lowly Jesus hav been inculcated by fire
him to be, he needs none of you assistance. ~esides, and sword, whenever there has been power to do so. Midian captiva and their little. ones, and took t~e
" you could not help him if you would, and he would The thumb-screw has been made to "touch the spoil of their cattle, and all. their flocks and all their
not hav you if you could." More than all, he never heart" when the mind refused assent to the dogmas goods. And they burnt all their cities wherein they
dwelt, and all their goodly castles with fire" (Num.
did and never can help us. Whenever we most need of the church.
xxxi
10). "And we utterly destroyed the men and
The claim that the church and the priesthood put
his help he is sure to hav some other business. on
up, that they are only anxious to hav the government the ~omen and the little ones of every city '' (Dent.
hand, and does not put in an appearance.
Furthermore, our Constituti;.. n has served a very recognize the fact that there is a God, and that no ii, 34).
Such language would be very proper to adorn the
good turn, and it is not best to spoil a good thing with advantage would e-ver lle taken of it, is only the
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walls of a cave of a band of robbers, but let us be
slow to weave it into the laws of our country.
" He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved,
but he that believeth not shall be damned.'' (Mark
xvi, 16).
0 my Liberal friends, beware of the day when
the Christians are clothed with power to deal with us
as unbelievers, believing that We are the enemies of
-God and heli-deserving. I would as soon be under
-the paw of a tiger as in the hands of Christians who
:hav power over me, and who believe that God spoke
-.those words.
"Their houses shall be spoiled, and their wives rav:ished " (Isa. xiii, 16). " The city shall be taken and
-.the houses rifled, and the women ravished " (Zech.
:xiv, 2). · "Let their wives be bereaved of their children and be widows" (Jer. xviii, 21).
0 woman, how can we expect that you can expect
that we can respect you, when you hav no more reapect for yourself than to respect a book that never
showed any respect for woman? How long will you
glory in being outraged and degraded by such a
book? For your sake "I will die in the last ditch,"
"shouting the battle cry of freedom," before such a
book shall be made the foundation of law in this
country.
"Their children also shall be dashed to pieces before their eyes " (Isa. xiii, 16). "And there came
forth two she-bears out of the wood, and tare forty
•and two children of them " (2 Kings ii, 24). "They
,shall fall by the sword, and their infants shall be
·dashed in pieces" (Hosea xiii, 16).
Here is protection for the innocent little cottonbeads. When the Christians get this God into
the Con1stitution, they had better put in the "other
feller," too.
"The father shall eat the sons in the midst of thee,
:and the sons shall eat their father ' (Ezek. v, 10).
This beats any fiend that in hell ever trod;
Hooraw, Christian friends, for the cannibal God.

"And ye shall eat the flesh of your sons, and the
flesh of your daugllters shall ye eat" (Lev. xxvi, 29).
"And I will cause them to eat the flesh of their sons
and the-flesh of their daughters, and they shall eat
every one the flesh of his friend" (J er. xix, 9). "And
thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own body, the flesh
of thy sons and of thy daughters" (Deut. xxviii, 53).
0 ye Christian cannibals, when you get this God
into the Constitution, and these beautiful scripture
quotations woven into the law of the land, invite in
the Battas of Sumatra, the Brazilian aborigines, the
Tasmanian nomads, the Fans from Africa, and all the
blood-sucking, man-eating monsters wherever found,
--L-
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they are dancing around the roasting infants smeared
with human blood, with strings of skulls around their
necks, shaking the death rattle, you will begin to realize that " there is an eternal fitness of things," that
if God is the author of the above quotations he would
fairly squeal with delight at the scene, and the attending smoke would enter his nostrils as a sweet savor.
"And ye shall take them as an inheritance for
your children after you, to inherit them for a possession; they shall be your bondn!en forever" (Lev.
xxiv 46).
My Christian friends, do you realize that those who
fought for slavery fought for the Bible, and those
who fought to put down slavery fought against the
Bible? The hearts of millions of slaves would die in
them if they knew that this scripture was to be made
the law of the land.
Then think of Solomon, and David, and Gideon,
and Jacob, and Abraham, all special pets of this God
of the Constitution, surrounded with fancy wonien
ranging in numbers from two to a thousand each;
lustful old patriarchs every one, fit subjects for the
youth of both sexes to imitate! Why, if the Bible
should be made the law of the land, a shout _would go
up from all Mormondom.
"Thou shalt bestow that money for whatsoever thy
soullusteth after [could anything be more despicable ?] , for oxen or for sheep, or for wine or strong
drink" (Deut. xiv, 26). " Giv strong drink unto him
that is ready to perish, and wine unto those that be
l)f heavy hearts. Let him drink and forget his poverty, and remember his misery no more" (Prov. xxxi,
6, 7). " Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, and
drink thy wine with a merry heart " (Eccles. ix, 7).
" Bring them into the house of the Lord, into one of
the chambers, and giv them wine to drink" (Jer.
xxxv, 2).
If I were a rum-seller I would hav my saloon decorated with just such passages of scripture. Make
.the Bible the "foundation of law," and every rum-seller would shout himself hoarse, and every drunkard would be singing, "Praise God from whom all
'blessings flow." I would think that St. John, and
particularly the Woman's Christian Temperance
·union, would be greatly interested in having these
last passages, relating to wine and strong drink, in. corpora ted into the law of this land. There must be
. a terrible curse resting upon Maine, for the prohib: itory law is contrary to scripture, and the people
<never could hav passed it without forgetting what
•God bas said about wine and strong drink, and he
has declared that " all the nations that forget God

, numb r 0 l
ow, I defy any man tactics of M Ed
shall be cast J ·
e
passages from any book the h
r.
geworth, Tucker & Co Till
quote an equal ;>t:~ ~~=: thonsequences than those ha!do~: ~t~e vter~ activ in play~ng upon .the will,~u~
more diabolica 1 word
e so-~alled word of God, they said mu h 0 mcrease the mtelligence, nor hav
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which I hav qu1 <law, . {h _God Is to be made the tion of the st ct about the means except the destrucAnd yet this :8 t' I? Is country. God is to be
Mr W
a e.
" foundation of
Itutwn, and Christ is to be made auth~rit ard tells . us-and he ought to be ood
put into the Con. "lll~r.h What the church and the upou an~;that an mcrease of intelligence is b~sed
the acknowledged~
IS openly they seek to accom- knowledge crea~e of knowledge, and an increase of
clergy cannot accomp. zassesh~ink they are working nature's lawss If~h ~ . a thlearer understanding of
plish by stealth. The
-~ e the church and the popular kno~led
~ Is e ca~e, w~atever increases
and voting for temperar ampt;~l.~t~? the platform as cor-ling to Mr T g~ mc;eases Intelligence, and acclergy hav so cunning!) .
..,,,...., " vote Also to
Now Mr T · kuc :r, a~ors anarchy.
'
to make every vote cast for prohwu;,v.... , -: . ___
_
' :+:.,·rr ~:v:~in as,t~I~l no~, ca~efully abstained
put God into the Constitution, and to make the from wrhu... b ... ~ .
_g
t e_Igh_t Increase popular~
Bible the foundation of law.
intelligence, and I call upoiili1~~~e name of' his
Every Liberal-minded man should be detailed to new declaration of faith, to go to work alf' once 8-lld
stand on guard. Every prohibition vote was a vote make up for lost time; and not only do I call upon
for God in the Constitution. The church always him to do so, but I will point out to him two quesworks with an eye single to its power. Had it not tions of popular int· rest, upon which, according to
been for allegiance to the old parties, the prohibition his own statements, the people's knowledge is very
vote would hav been doubled.
deficient, and upon which he is perfectly competent
For a ltmg time I gave my nickels and quarters to teach them.
(far more than I was able to spare) to help on
The first is, how we shall secure mortgages under
the cause of temperance; but when I came to see anarchy. The common people is so ignorant that
clearly that every dime thus expended was indirectly his short answer on this question, as given in your
given to the church, I ordered a halt all along the paper some time ago, and commented upon in an
line. I would no sooner giv money to build up editorial entitled, " Ord!3rly Anarchy," has nnt satchurch tyranny than I would forge prison bars for isfied them that the thing could be done. A clear
the innocent.
explanation, showing conclusivly to the most ordiIt is said by the church and the clergy that the nary mind, how voluntary associations can replace
prohibition movement must be carried forward, that government, and do the work in a satisfactory manit must be made a success in 1888. If the Bible is ner, would greatly increase the popular understandmade the foundation of law, the Comstocks will be ing, and be a great argument in favor of anarchy.
multiplied, the bolts will not be allowed to rust in
The next is the question of free banking. Those
the locks of Christian prisons. For writing such an of us who remem.ber what. we;nt und~r th~t name in
article as this an old man like me would be put be- the past hav qmte a preJudiCe agamst It, but Mr.
hind the bars to learn the ways of God in the Con- Tucker says that our objections do not apply to
stitution. Rather a thousand times all the demons Green's mutual banking. I am so ignorant as to beof rum should be let loose than such a hellish scheme lieve that they do, and I am willing to try to prove it,
consummated.
JoHN PECK.
and I hav offered to discuss the question at length
with Mr. Tucker in the Radical Review, but Mr.
Free Will and Anarchy.
Tucker declines for reasons that seem satisfactory to
him. Now, considering that anarchy is based upon
One of your late numbers contains a letter from the understanding, and not on the will, and that the
"Edgeworth," in which he quotes some statements of understanding, or intelliJence, is based upon knowlmine published in the R tdical Review in regard to edge, and that the common mind is so ignorant as to
free will and anarchy.
believe that a greenback currency is cheaper, safer,
Mr. Tucker has answered these statements in the more difficult to counterfeit, more convenient, and of
Radical Review, and so does "Edgeworth" in his let- wider circulation than any currency they might hav
ter. It is with pleasure that I note these answers, under any system the anarcnistfl propose, would it
and I will quote them here for the benefit of your not be well for Mr. Tucker or" Edgeworth" to dereaders.
vote some of their valuable time to enlighten the
Mr. Tucker says: "Mr. Chavannes can know this popular mind, and thus increase its intelligence?
[that Mr. Tucker believes in free will] only from my
ALBERT CHAVANNEiil.
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that the realization of anarchy is not a matter of the
will, but of the understanding, and that there is nothing more absurd than the position of these miscalled
anarchists, who fondly fancy that if they can only get
the people angry enough, and lead them on to bloody
revolution under a banner bearing the word 'anarchy' inscribed on its folds, a perfect state o_f freedom
will arise from the ruin. I hav stated this repeatedly, and as plainly as I know how; if Mr. Chavannes
so utterly misconceives my meaning in this particular, he certainly will in others. The fact is, that beyond certain limits he has not a discriminating mind.
He gets out of his element and flounders. Do you
suppose I am going to enter into a discussion with
such a person? Not much!"
Edgeworth answers it in this manner: "Mr. Chavannes is perfectly well aware that the earnest soldiers of liberty, to whom he refers, are conscious of
the difficulties and delays incident to a profound and
radical change in public opinion on the subject of
government and the substitution of free contract for
the ballot or majority representation. He knows
that we anticipate no sudden revolution, and need no
metaphysical commentaries on the human will. To
turn the tables on him, we need only remark that he
who wills the end wills the means," etc.
Now, I must confess that all this is new to me.
From reading the editorials of Liberty, and from all
I hav read from anarchist writers, I had come to the
conclusion that all that was wanted was the " will "
to put down all forms of governments, and that out
of the ruins a perfect social state would arise; that
nothing but the power and tyranny of organized governments prevented a society founded upon equal
rights, and where much better condition would obtain. Mr. Tucker, or one of-his co-editors, has compared the reBtraints of government to the mud and
quagmires upon a highway, and liberty to the solid
road underneath, upon which individuals would
travel to happiness, and all that was needed was to
thi·ow overboard the government encumbrances, and
a perfect social state would be found underneath.
Besides that, all the examples of anarchist societies
they giv are of tribes in Greenland, or Alaska, or
some such countries, and never any mention is made
of these peoples being able to maintain that form of
Rociety because of their superior intelligence. But
now I know better; we cannot hav anarchy without
using certain means, says "Edgeworth," and Mr.
Tucker proclaims that it is a matter of the understanding, and not of the will. If this is the case, I
suppose we shall soon hav a new departure in the

Mrs. Tillotson's Annual Protest.
Nearly two thousand years of penal rule fail to
commend Anno Domini. They hav been successions
and degrees of tyrannic sway and barbaric customs,
which enlightening Progress moved slowly against.,
and only obtained the aid of unmartyred Science less
than three hundred years ago. Present knowledge
of moral darkness, so long sacrificing the suffering
millions to the crowned and mitered few, diffused
light that should now bring justice and r~o>joicing,
demand a Science Calendar, and awaken effort for
equity. Nations beset by adverse policy hav constant struggle for freedom after they hav won by
blood, treasure, and honorable triumph, the acknowledged title of Democracy. This nation, constituted
on the plan of equality and freedom of conscience,
finds its functions warped to despotic uAes, to the
danger and detriment of citizens. This evil falls on
both sexes alike; but the subjection of woman to
man's mastery, which forces_ obedience to laws she is
refused a voice and choice in, makes a sex caste farther degrading to all, and lays the cruelty on her.
If woman with unmolested right to toil, though
against the odds of unequal wages and vicious sentiment, earns a home, it is taxed to support a government that insults her intelligence and genius. If
she refuses to deliver the demanded sum, though it
violates her conscience and the country's constitu~
tion, which bases taxation on representation, her
home is confiscated. While this exaction goes on,
laws are made exempting from taxation men who
fought to preserve the laws. My townsmen know my
conscience, reason, and their laws too, forbid using
public money and public schools for sectarian purposes; yet nearly half the sum robbed from me this
year consists of a special amount for the graded
school, where sectarian reading and praying are
parts of the daily culture.
Against these and other usurpations thwarting the
design of the founders of the nation, who aimed at
a veritable republic, I protest. Against discriminations of sex, dooming woman to manifold slaveries, I
protest. Against all these indignities, in my own
behalf I invite all who know they are compelled to
ignoble submission, to join with me to protest-to
scorn sham usage and venal suasion that cause inefficiency; to take rights the law cannot wrest, and
by them gain bodily health, which yields strength of
purpose and practical power.
Herewith I reccrd my inherent, human demand
for justice, in this year of Science 284.
Vineland, N. J.
MARY E. TrLLOTSoN,
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Stru gles and A.chleved ctrin of the tnmty 1·
.e house by the district telegraph boy, who carried messages for
Jupiter, besides being an orator; Aphrodite, or Ve"Freethought: Its Natydharle~ W ~tts, last night,
Taylor say~ t~e ;etheus. A.gain, Pre
roents," was t~e theme on overflowing house, many the legend o. r~o the Christi~n p~rS' s taken from nus, a very attractiv lady, whose :first name, run in
with that of Hermes in a Universological way, made
. Albert Hall befor.e a
He showed that ob- actly answe~lllh th t persomficatlD
f·ling to gain admJtta~c~. fl c'rion are the rocks on providence, lS,
e w~th the suprero
Jmetheus, ex- Hermaphrodite, after the fashion of unism, duism,
s~~·vation, experience, an ~~u~a;ism and freedom of elJithet synony~~u~ Thank Prorol:''
..:mification of and trinism; Bacchus, a bibulous sinner; and others
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t" n meant exactly,
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To these deities, and the legends connected with
t~eological:~k:~:a:~they are t~e rel~~sno: o?-;rie~t ~~~~~e~y:n to Chron.os (Sat,, ... o~idende ;" its literal them,
Professor Rawson traced the origin of the HetiOD;S are fqprimitiv roan, and the mven ~~ The Tor- limA Rdilr~"" -~"' _tl-, ~hank God." In the brew and Jewish myths and fables. Egypt, he held
barlsm o slave the minds of _the J>60P . Christ.i<>";+, -~·n), we hav this sub- was the birthplace of the gods. The .Greeks o;
craft toe: either do not b,ell.eve~~n t~e.__ ..... · .. ·--~··
. ------v"'" "" ulle ~upreme ~ei~y under his name Romans copied from them, but did not create new
onto clher'='yreach or are a,P:o":l
W tt --. · - J Prometheus: "IIlustrwus chenshmg father, both of deities. They merely i~proved upon the old ones.
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Mr. ·z
. e 1mmort a1 god s an d of men,· varwus
of counse1·, They mixed history with mythology to such an extent
qmsh etm ci
e.d
ef . oro~ bat y fu ~~ e~- spotless, powerful, mighty Titan, who consumest all that it was difficult to separate the gods from the
ddP'nvtL:Ijs °F ·uth reehtom 0t. mqu~tr~ tyh re lsmTg 0 things, and again thyself repairest them; who hold- men. The Hebrews did the same thing, as will be
a ver 1 e ree oug mee mgs-1 IS e on y ort. th · .ec bl b d t.h
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umversa
varwus
o f d eThe exhibition of pictures, and the subsequent
a lectu r e On th e S a bba-th ques t wn was g1ven y o n ·
f th e ear th an d of th e st arry h eavens;
t
,
t· h" Sign; fr uct"fi
1 er o
E . R e msbul.b.,. of I7~nsa
-"-"' , s, grea app1ause gree mg IS d d p
th
h d 11 t ·
11
t f th remarks of the professor, occupied the time usually
numerous telling;poiuts. At 12: 30 the sub. ect of the rea
rome ens, w o . v.:e es m a p_ar s o
e devoted to discussion, and there were no other speak"N w '"'ork of -.,e 1 · "
t t d J.
h" world; author of generatwn, tortuous m counsel, ers except Mr. Wakeman, who explained that the
.1: e
n
o cu ansm
was rea e m a p It
ll t h
1· t ·
d
d t
losophlcal manner by S. P. Putnam of New York mos _exce en ; ear our supp mn VOlce,an sen o subjectiv portion of mythology, in which the forces
city, secretary of the }~ ational Liberal League.
our hfe a happy, blameless end. Amen.
of nature were recognized and invested with beneficence, was beautiful and commendable. Its objectiv
Monday night last witnessed the debut in Toronto aspect, however, when these forces wer~ represented
Mr. Charles Watts made his bow before a Toronto
audience for the first time as an actor both of tragedy of Mrs. Charles Watts as an actress. The play se- in wood and stone and worshiped in an idolatrous
and comedy, in both of which he appears to excel. lected for her first appearance was Charles Dance's manner, turned a beautiful idea into a gross superPerhaps he showed to greatest advantage in comedy. comedietta, "A Morning Call," in which she displayed stition. That part of it we should reject, while reShakspere's Othello tested bis capacity as a tragedian, the. ~oat cons.ummat~ ability.. It was a graceful, taining all the:e was of the lovable and worshipful.
and he was not found wanting, albeit, trying as was art1stw, and fimshed piece of actmg. Mrs. Watts has · The club adJourned rather· earlier than usual and
the orden.l through which he had to pass. His sup- a commanding and fascinating stage presence. the audience went out into the frosty night. N~ither
port by Mr. Harrison, in the part of Iago, was ex- Bounteous nature has been peculiarly lavish in her Mr. Shook nor Professor Vaughan was present. They
cellent. AR a comodian, Mr. Watts's acting in the gi_fts ~o this "_fortune's ~a':orit." She is simply be- were, however, though lost to sight, to memory dear.
part of Sir Edward Ardent, the hero of" A Warning w1tchmg, and If Mrs. Chllhngbone at all resembled The next lecture will be delivered by Mrs. E. M.
her lovely·impersonator of the evening, we pity the King on "Rational Dress Realized."
Call," was satisfacto:ry in the extreme.
aching heart of poor Sir Edward.
==·===================
T.he preceding lectures and dramatic performances
Toronto; Dec. 20, 1884.
R. B. Bu·.rLAND.
formed part of the program ot the Convention.
These, ·together with the concert and ball, and recep'I.'he Liberal Club.
tion and concert, were attended by delegates from
It
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a
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cold night when the Manhattan LibFreethought societies b. all parts of Canada. RecepThe Campaign Fund.·
tion and concert on Saturday evening, ball and sup- eral Club held its 358th meeting. The ultimate des- Already acknowledged,
- $2,451.38.
per on Monday evening, three lectures, concert, and tination of the popular sinner must hav been a good W. H. Stevens,
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recitations all day on Sunday. Crowded houses.
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1.00
along the streets, holding on to their ears at the ex- John Corbet,
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1.00
The Toronto World gave daily reports of the meet- pense of comfort to their hands, or pocketing their E. N. Ogden, . Wm. Eaton,
1.00
ings of the Convention of Freethinkers from all parts hands at the risk of freezing their ears. The holiday Jonas
Pearson,
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of Canada. On Monday its report of Saturday's things displayed in shop windows were hidden and Elmina Slenker, 1.00
eclipsed
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beauty
by
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Convention was headed with black lines, "FreeA. F. Neunert,
2.00
.75
thought Convention," "Delegates of Secularism in which took on forms and designs that for general Chas. Pdegnitz,
Black,
3.00
Town,"" Thl'ee Meetings in Albert Hall." "The Free- attractiviJ.ess will take and hold the cake until the Wm.
Wm. Gray, Sr.,
1.00
thinkers htw adopted the convention as a mode of illustrations in "The Story Hour " meet the public Mrs. Pauline Van Hoeter,
r.oo
holding counsel together, and for the purpose of de- gaze. Nevertheless, between half-past sev€n and Jacob Cretors,
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vising pl::tns for the dissomiuation of their tenets.
ueorge L;ui'a,
On Saturday the initial meeting w::ts held, at which entered the German Masonic Temple, turned down Alton Friends,
20.00
50.00
some routine business was transacted in the wav of their coat collars, and seated themseivs to hear Toronto Friends, receiving delegates and striking committees. In·the Professor Rawson lect.ure on the true inwardness of
$2,545.63
evening tht-> members of the convention assembled mythology, especially the Hebrew and Christian.
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Dr.
Foote,
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in the rooms of the Toronto Secular Society, and beW. JL Stevens, $3.50; Herman Berls, 1.00; John Corbet,
came better acquainted with each other. Crowded polyopticon, .Mr. Chamberlain and Deacon Deane 1.00;
E. N. Ogden, 1.00; Wm. Eaton, 1.00; Jonas Pearson,
took
up
a
cqntribution
of
about
$15
toward
the
deaudiences attended the Sunday meetings, scores were
1.00; E\mina Blenker, 1.00; A. F. Neunert, 2.00; Chas. Priegunable to obtain admission to hear Mr. W at.ts. Quite fense of the man Conroy, whom Anthony Comstock nitz, 0. 75; Wm. Black, 3.00 (one of these for annual membera number or lad~s werE> in attendance. An appeal is prosecuting for selling a photograph of unexcep- ship); Mrs. P. Lillebridge, 5.00 (previously pledged); Wm.
Gray, Sr., 1.00; Mrs. Pa~line Van Hoeter, 1.00; Jacob Cretors,
was also made for funds to carry on the activ propa- tionable chastity. The lights were turned off after 1.00;
Peter Clark, 1.00.
. gandist efforts which t.he Secularists intend to make this, and the polyopticon was turned on. The pictures
exhibited
a
large
and
assorted
variety
of
in all pads of Canada. About seventyofive delegates
The Toronto Convention.
arrived on Satmday morning, and they continue to almighty gods, each of which had a,t one time or A GREAT SUCCESS-THE UNION WITH THE NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE
another,
iu
an
idle
moment,
created
the
universe.
arrive all the time. Among them are representativs
CONSUMATED-THE AMERICAN SECULAR ·u::noN NOW AND, FOR•
of Lindsay, Port Hope, Penetanguishene, Colling- Most of them were queer-looking fellows. They are
EVER!
wood, Aylmer, Napanee. Orwell, Simcoe, Ottawa, now no more. One of the first was the Egyptian
'rhe Convention of the Freethought Association of Canada
Montreal, Owen Sound, l\feaford, Bradford, Pem- deity Osiris. He had a hawk's head, upon which he has just closed, and it has been, in many respects, a remarkbroke, Chatham, Belleville, and many other localities carried the sun set up edgewise. Osiris was a mug- able Convention. The best minds of Canada hav come toin all parts of Canada. vV e noticed among the wump, and had ·great political influence. He is dead. gether and set in motion influences that will in time create
veterans of Freethought W. McDonnell, of Lindsay; Isis, whose photograph was also displayed, was- an vast changes. Under the able and arduous labors of Mr.
James Brown~ of Galt; W. Sisson, of Port Hope; interesting young lady, both the sister and wife oi Watts, a new impulse has been given to the Secular movement,
John Groom, of l\feaford; Albert White, of Orwell, Oairis. She had thE. symbol of continued life in her and a union of forces has been brought about which redounds
and many other pillars and landmarks of Froethought hand, and a youngster in her lap. Her funeral was not only to his own credit, but to that of his co-adjutors in
during the Jast twenty or tbirtJ' years." The follow- largely attended. Horus, another god, was little bet- Toronto and elsewhere. Seven years ago, the first Convention
ing officers were elected: J. I. Evans, president; H. ter than a dude. He was bom on Christmas. The of the Freethinkers of Canada was held, and an organization
B. Butland, secretary; J. A. Hisser, corresponding Egyptians were, for this r61ason, thoughtless enough begun. Since .then, from various causes, there has been no
secretary; John Taylor, treasurer; committee, J. to celebrate this day a good many hundred years be- annual meeting; and while Freethought and Secularism hav
Harrison, George Piddington, A. Earsman, Charles fore Christmas was celebrated by Christians. De silently grown in many quarters, there has been apparently
Hicks, G. JYic]'edries, T. Strange, Charles Peters. In mortuis nil nisi bonum. Apis appeared as a bull fat no public advancement. Nevertheless, many devoted spirits
the evening an entertainment was given at which enough for beef. His worshipers spoke highly of hav preserved the impetus until, in good time, a new moveMessrs. Piddinton, Hicks, Edwards, Harrison, and him. He went down the dark valley cet. 25. Thoth ment has been made which to-day is full of the most glorious
Watts, and the Misses Strange, Verral, Miller, and was the official stenographer in the court of Osiris, promis.
I can only giv a bird's-eye view of the Convention and its
l\<Irs. Marton, 1virs. Miller, and Mrs. Watts assisted. and belonged to the literati. His head was that of general results. A more elaborate and particular account will
The musical and literary contributions were followed the ibis. He has laid aside his pen for good. Anu- be given in next week's 'l'RUl'H SEEKER, and the work of the
by a supper and ball; music by a first-class orches- bis was the son o~ Osiris, and acted as conductor for Convention will be presented to the Liberals of the country,
tra, and the ball room decorated with innumerable the soul on its passage to the unseen world. He has who are, no doubt, thoroughly interested in this combination
flags, banners, and mottoes, blended in festoons, and gone where the good darkies go. Cerberus was a of American ideas and forces.
Stars and Sb·ipes, British ensigns, union jacks, and dangerous-looking so-called dog. He had the bodily
On Saturday afternoon, Dec. 13th, the sessions of the ConCanadian ban11ers, interspersed with silk bannerets characteristics of a hippopotamus and the open coun- vention began, and Mr. Evans, the able and popular president
inscribed, Democritus, Lucretius, Bruno, Darwin, tenance of a crocodile.. He has faded away.
of the Freethought Association, was chosen chairman of the
The gods of Greece and Rome were next resur- Convention, and Mr. Risser, a worker in the field, of rare
Tyndall, Comte, Kant, Buckle, Spencer, Huxley,
Haeckel, and other lights of modern scientific lVIa- rected-Uranos, the sky, husband of the earth; the ability and earnestness, was chosen secretary. Committees
Titans, who were strong men; Zeus, or Jupiter, who were then appointed to report business, and the Convention
terialism.
was the king-pin among the deities; Juno, his con- adjourned its formal proceedings until Monday. On Saturday
Mrs. Charles Watts made her first appearance on sort; Neptune, the ancient mariner; Pluto, the over- evening there was an informal reception at the rooms of the
the platform in Toronto on Sunday night last, as a seer of the infernal regions, whose tropical home 'foronto Society, No. 9 Opera House Building. There were
public reader and reciter. The subject she selected makes him an object of envy during the present cold greetings and a general talk and understanding of the plans of
partook of the character of light comedy. The fair snap; Ceres, a female grain- monopolist; ·vesta, who the future. An address of welcome was made by President
elocutionist displayed dash and vivacity which in- builds the fire in the morning that warms the earthly Evans, who pointed out the brilliant opportunities of the hour.
fused the audienee witb her ('Wll sprightliness and household; M:ars, secretary of war and commander Mr. Putnam, as representativ of the National League, voiced
ovm flowillg animal Gpirita. l\h.uy passages she de- of all the military forces of heaven; Vulcan, like the common sentiment of all the delegates present by delivered with "glances :Jhy" and an archness that were Brother John Peck1 a learned blacksmith; Hermes, claring that in the almalgamation of all the Liberals of
~
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America, in Canada, and the United States, under the leader- I feel as if I had dropped into a paradise of noble spirits, and gave his impressions of the Freethinl,ers of Canada, which,
ship of Robert G. Ingersoll, could be evolved the grandest I want all Liberals to hav a taste of this heaven on earth, 11nd I think, by this time most of the readers of this paper kno-w.
Freethought organization in the world. After his address, to realize that we are bound, after all our many struggles, to One thing he said, which was pre-eminently true,!namely,.that
the Freethinkers of Canada, as our good friend D. A. Blodgett,
there were songs and short speeches, and a friendly hand- enjoy the golden hours of"success.
of Michigan, says, hav a certain steadiness of character wrought
Dec. 16, 1884.
shake all round.
out of the disciplin and difficulties through which they hav
On Sunday morning a large audience gathered in Albert
passed that will be of incalculable benefit to our more volatil
Hall, and listened to one of ~emsl:mrg's masterly lectures.
A NOTABLE GATHERING.-CONSECRAT!ON OF THE FREETHOUGI!T Yankee spirit. There is a depth and intensity of purpose in
It was a concatenation of solid facts and unanswerable arguHALL IN CANADA, TO LIBERTY, SCIENCE, AND HUMANITY.-AD- the Canadian movement that to me was a surprising pleasure.
ments against the position ·held by the church in regard to
DRESSES BY WILLIA..'\1 ALGIE, PUTNAM, EVANS, M'DONNELL, I feel that the whole movement throughout America will rethe Sabbath. He showed that it was not of divine origin, and
BOAS, WATTS, AND OTHERS.
ceive from our friends over the line an impulse and strength
if it was, then every Christian .was bound to observe Saturday
William Algie is one of the remarkable men of Canada; a that will muke our work much more effectual.
and not Sunday.
Mr. Malcolm, of Innerkip, followed-one of those very
He demonstrated that the Sabbath and Sabbath laws were captain of industry, who h-as achieved wonderful results in a
the last entrenchment of ecclesiastical tyranny, and· right here short time; a true leader be is in the great army of nature, stanch Freethinkers who, plunging into the forests, made
we must deal our heaviest blows in the work of destruction. knowing how to master her forces, and develop her wealth. for himself a home, and, wrestling _with nature, not only
The discourse was delivered in Mr. Remsburg's usually calm A Scottish lad, at the age of seventeen years he left home with reaped her harvests, but found mental independence. He
but intensely interesting manner, holding the closest attention five dollars in his pocket, and now at thirty-four he is one of congratulated the Secular Society of Alton that it had built
of his audience and eliciting repeated applause. No man is a the prominent mill-owners of Canada, with a proper-ty of su- this edifice, not to fulfil the scripture text th11t man should
more complet~ master of his subject than Remsburg. He perior value, the accumulation of his own energy and shrewd- walk in the old ways, but to meet the wants of to-day, that
handles it with masterly skill. His array of learning is some- ness. He is a capitalist, but not a monopolist, for he recog- man should find out and walk in new ways that should make
what astounding, showing the highest class of scholarship and nizes the rights of labor, and he treats his employees with the world happier.
After i\fr. Malcolm came our writer and singer, Mr. Wm.
the most arduous research, and the results of his dry study of sympathy, respect, and absolute justice. A few years ago the
dusty annals are presented with a rhetorical polish and bright- site where his house now stands was a barren hill, and the McDonnell, author of" Exeter Hall." He was no orator, he
stream where the music of his mill is now heard was an un- said, but in a few words he voiced the promis of the hour,
ness that charm the unwearled listener.
Mr. Remsburg should be kept constantly at work. He is developed water-course. Now it is crowned with a noble resi- and the kindling hope of every heart.
After him came one of Canada's notable leaders, Mr.
accomplishing a 'peculiar and most important mission, as dence-two in fact, his father's and his own-and on the banks
shown by his "False Claims" and "Bible Morals," which are of the stream, whose power has been utilized, is one of the Evans, presid()nt of _the Canadian Secular Union, who added
among the mo~t popular-and deservedly so-of our Liberal best woollen mills in the Dominion, where manufactures of the his generous word and presence to the auspicious proceedbooks. His sustained and noble eloquence gave a vigorous first order are made ready for the market. Such is William ings. Then Mr. McFedries gave us many a good laugh, mixed
Algie; a genuin son of the soil, thrifty, independent, progres- with stirring appeals, and prepared us for the beautiful adtone to the thought and spirit of the Convention.
I_n the afternoon, to an audience equally numerous and ap- siv; a soldier of humanity, a pioneer, not simply of the phi- dress of Mr. Boas, who touched upon the deeper meanings of
preciativ, Mr. Putnam gave his lecture, "The New American losophy of Secularism, but of its tremendous practical power. the hour. the far influences of ancestry, and fine processes of
Church;" in which he.outlined the varied work of Secularism - But the wonder of it is that there is not one Algie, but sev- evolution,- by which this crowning hour was produced.
Finally Mr. Watts gtlthered up tbe chain of all these seven
in the future, as it brings men together for greater and more eral. There is a band of brothers and sisters congregated in
this mountain land of Canada, all gifted with the best that speeches, and declared the true aims of Secularism with his
consecrated effort.
I_n the evening the hall was simply overflowing.
Every seat Scottish blood can confer from a noble ancestry. Besides powerful oratory which, as one of his listeners afterwanl said,
was occupied, and many stood up, and, the Toronto (}lobe said, William, there is Robert and the Doctor and Miss Aggie Algie, was "like a tempest." It was a brilliant defense and exposi"scores were turned away, having no chance for admission." who will make a famous company in the mighty army of the tion of those principles of which this building was to be a perMr. Watts has impressed himself deeply upon the community, Secular Union. But the laws of heredity are vindicated when petual vindication.
So closed the afternoon's exercises, a feast of reason and
as was witnessed by this imposing audience. -He lectured we look at the source of this admirable array of talent. The
upon "Freethought: Its Nature, Struggles, .and Triumphs." father and the mother, Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Algie, two flow of soul.
What shall I say of the evening-a concert, a play, and a
It was received with marked approval, and in its vigorous per- heroic specimens of manhood and womanhood, who, in humoration depicted the victories which are yet to be won in our ble circumstances, hav made worth victorious. Mr. Matthew dance? The hall was crowded, and everybody was_ happy.
Algie has been a workingman, and has never received over The Beaver band gave the orchestral nmsic, which was quite
great lllovement.
Mrs. Watts, with her usual vivacity arid charming skill, gave $1.25 per day for his labor, and yet he has raised a large fam- exhilarating, so much so that I felt like dancing myself, but a
a recitation, which was received with unbounded applause. ily, given his children a good education, fitted some of them for serious sense of responsibility preventell-!tt least, until the
Mr. Watts has indeed a noble co-laborer in his wife, who most the professions, and t.o-day enjoys an honorable competence. chairs were taken away. 'l'he good friends of Toronto did
thoroughly sympathizes with his ideas, and, while having a His wife is one of those grand women who, in the character their level best to grace the occa,;ion. 'l'here was the vivacious
wonderful talent for the stage, has also intellectual gifts of no and success of her offspring, wears a crown more to be rever- Charles Hicks, a real genius in the musical line; a Mr. ;r. Harrison and Professor Strange, who evoked repeated applause
common order, and has a keen interest, not only in the tri- enced than that of any.queen.
So we see, as Mr. Boas in his address declared, that this and encores by t!Jeir skill in rendering both comedy and senumphs of art, but in the advancement of truth and humanity.
On Monday the real business of the Convention was accom- Freethought Hall was not the creation of to-day, but had the timent; and Mr. Edwards added to the pleasure of the occasion;
plished. Without entering into details, which will be given roots of its life away back in the past. In distant years, and and James Ward created uproarious lmrghter by his wonderful
next week by another and more capable hand, I will say that on another oontinent, the streams of thought were started impersonation of "Simple Simon," and woman completed the
the great work of amalgamation of the Canadian societies with that hav crystallized in this firm structure. When Matthew triumph in the recitations of i\lm. Charles Watts, who, after
those of the United States was accomplished without a dissent- Algie was a youth in Scotland, a devout member of a Presby- giving "The Gauntlet to Men," was compelled by long-contining voice. Thus a noble undertaking, begun and carried on terian church, the minister told his congregation one Sunday ued applause to giv "'fhe Brhlgo of Sighs," which showed
__ _ _ __ b__y__O!J.Mles_:Watts, seconded _!Jy the leading Liberals_ of Canada, that Combe's "Constitution~_:_Wl\sJ;he..most_danf!er.ous that, .sparkling as she is in comedy, she can voice with musical
enemyof-om-Istrnnfcy:--This aroused the curiosity of one of eloquence the deepest pathos of lnunan lifo and move to tear3
lias oeenorough't--w--a·sumressrrr:nssue;·ann<t--vasnmpu sew
thus be given the American movement, and the power of Free- his listeners, and he read that book, and by rending it became as well as smiles. And then we had Miss Jessie Harrison, a
thought, both in Canada and the United States, be doubled. a Freethinker, gave to his children the benefits of a cultivated bright New England lass, whose magnificent playing upon the
The consummation of this wise and generous plan shows that reason, and from that sprang this instrumentality of science piano was a glorious and entrancing display of the union of
the American Secular Union has struck the common heart of and progress. So each deed has its fruit, and each thought soul between Canada and the states. It did my heart good to
know that even Canada, with all its wealth of talent, must
the Liberals of this country; that from this time henceforwHrd its outcome in all the tides of human advancement.
On Tuesday morning, after the great Toronto Convention, blend with it the graces of onr own Yankee girls.
it will be the representativ body; that those who really desire
However, the drama was rendered 11ltogether by home talany organization for freedom and humanity must unite with we came with William Algie to this mountain hight, whereon
it, as the central working force of advanced thought, which we think a New Zion is to be established much more beautiful ent, and we must say that the little village of Alton is by no
means lacking in histrionic genius. Mr. Hobert Algie was esputs into practical shape the best culture and highest hopes than th() old.
We came to Alton in thi.1 midst of a blinding snow-storm, pecially successful, andl\'Ir. Charles Hill in the role of comedy,
and aspirations of every true-hearted reformer. The American
Secular Union has vindicated its universality-that it is not a and old Boreas made our ears ache, but good cheer and a few and William Algie as Captain, and "Frisky," were exceeedsection, but the whole Liberal element of the continent, so far sparkling jokes made our way bright, and none the worse for ingly amusing, and Miss Aggie was. quite striking, and Fred
as organized action is concerned. Those who wish to work in wear, we at last found ourselvs at Liberty Hall-a stately Hill was by no means" backward. All went merry as a maran isolated fashion can do so, and no doubt accomplish good; residence on the very highest eminence in the neighborhood- ri11ge-bell. Indeed, there were two weddings, and of course
and there will be. some independent societies of value and im- where liberty indeed reigns, fur therein is a happy home, no lack of happiness. The villain was killed, there was a big
portance; but the comprehensiv American organization that whose law is love and whose authority is simple justice. We explosion, and then blue sky and flowers.
Then came the dance, and the spirit of joy anll swift music
shall combine the East and West, the North and South, in were introduced to Mrs. William Algie, n royal co-laborer
practical unity, is the American Secular Union. The Cassa- with her husband-a Yankee girl, too-and so Canada can't closed the eventful day, and in bright and happy memory, as
daga Convention and the Toronto . Convention hav joined claim all the credit of this charming paradise. We felt at well as with glowing thoughts of the future, stands the Freehands, and the rainbow of p;romis shines over all departing home at once-and why shouldn't we, in the midst of so much thought Hall of Alton, or Hall of Science, as it is named over
the entrance, where tho artistic skill of .James Ward, of Galt,
discords, and hereafter we shall keep step to the music of the generosity and unconventional civilization.
Wednesday was the eventful day, and from many miles old has put into blue and gold its unfading emblazonry.
Union; and the "accidents of birth," as Mr. Watts in his adSo it stands, the beautiful hall, on th<:J banks of tho busy
mirable speech on the aj}option of the resolutions said, " will friends came, and leading Secularists of Canada.
The hall stands on the banks of the river, built of stone and stream, built by the sacrifice of nolJlo men and women. 'l'here
be forgotten in the grandeur and all-embracing glory of that
truth which is so dear to all our hearts." Thousands and sand from neighboring quarries, in possession of Mr. Algie- it shall stand, in stmm and sunshine, in the bosom of these
thousands of Liberals will say Amen, and Amen, to this gen- a pretty structure, capable of holding four hundred people, mighty hills, speaking the gospel of nature, proclaiming the
with a foundation as lasting as the hills, and the winds and dignity of humanity. It shall stand covered with the prornis
erous sentiment.
A greater, grander, more effectiv work for Liberalism has the storms cannot prevail against it. It has come frc;m the of heaven, not for the skies, but for this world, and amid its
not yet been done. All honor to our Canadian brethren for heart of nature, and has the strength of nature, and is a sym- accumulating associations in the flow of years shall shine the
bol of the power of humanity over nature-of the new provi- memory of him, the brightest dream of whose life was the
their swift response to our cordial greeting.
completion of this temple of humanity, but whose life passed
The decisiv business of the Convention was wound up on dence that shall make from the rude material the brilliant
.,.,......
to death ere it was fulfilled; ]Jut his labors hav helped to make
Monday evening by a brilliant entertainment, both musical and cosmos.
The opening exercises were held in the afternoon consisting this monument, and in the glowing words of Charles Watts,
dramatic, in which Mr. and Mrs. Watts shone with undiminished luster, while Toronto displayed its really remarkable of music and addresses. The first speech was made by Mr. his epitaph shall be:" He did his worll-, and he did it well." In
home talent, and showed how gloriously the genius of Free- William Algie himself, who stated what the hall was built for: memoriam it shall be to J\Iatthew Algie, brother of 'William
thought can touch the heart and make life a beauty as well as first, for freedom to hav a• place where anything that could Algie. The living and the cloa<l sh:dl Lc ~>lcssed in this reward
conduce to the welfare of humanity would hav an opportunity. of their unselfish labors.
Yours fraternally,
a duty.
Dec. 18, 1884.
SA:.mEL P. PuTxA:.r.
Among the delights of the occasion was the rendition of The ball was open to such merely by paying the cost. Then
some parts of an exquisit opera, words and music by one of there were to be held in the ball regular meetings of the Alton
Brief Corresponuence.
our noble Freethought writers, Wm. McDonnell. It shows Secular Society, and from time to time there would be lectures
that even now we can begin to write some of the songs of the on various subjects. Also there would be debating societies,
A. ADLER, Lancaster, Pa., to the chairman of Executiv
night-schools, and evening classes, and in connection with Committee, C. B. Ueynolds: On reading your announcement
future.
After the entertainment there was a dance and a supper, and hall a gymnasium and bathing house. The address of ""lr. in 'fnE 'fnuTH SEErmn, I fed reviving within me intense desire
to hav lectures here to animate the scattered and dormant
then happy dreams for those who, like myself, did not par- Algie showed what a matter-of-fact individual he is, and though forces
of Liberulis111 in our goodly city of Lancaster, gain adtake too freely of the luscious things set before them. I hav as enthusiastic as a poet, be knows what kind of a world he ditional strength, and finally c,rganize a League. I hav relivs in and what its needs are, and he does not purpose to peatedly trie(l to accomplish this, but failed, and hav come to
learned much by experience.
I want to say more about my Canada friends, but cannot waste any time in glittering shams; and thoroughly believing the conclusion that nothing can be dono here without outside
just now, for it is almost time for the mail to close. I am now thltt cleanliness is not only next to godliness, but a little ahead; assistance. 'l'his assistance, I think, you can render us. I
would: therefore suggest you \Hite me, namipg days-say three
with my good friend Algie, at Alton, and to-morrow there is he means to make this Hall of Science a baptism of humanity, -in
which it, will be convenient for you to" be here, and name
that
through
the
body
shall
make
both
head
and
heart
nobler
to be a dedication of the first Freethought Hall in Canada, and
subject of each lecture, and I will go among the friends and
next week I shall tell the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER about and better.
solicit their co-operation, and will then immediately acquaint
Mr. Putnam, as secretary of the American Secular Union, you with the result.
lt ~ccd t:n t 'II e fbsll bav, and the good folks I shall meet.
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f!ommnnications.
Bacon and Sbakspere.
A OHRONOGRA.PHIO PARALLEL.
A. D. 1590.
Bacon at 29 has become the bosom friend of the
accomplished and rising Earl of Essex, aged 22.
Secretary Walsingham dies April 6th, and some time
during the year Essex marries his only daughter,
Lady Sidney. Bacon's ardent attachment to Essex
continues unabated until the earl's final overt act of
treason in 1601. To Essex and his betrothed the
"Sonnets" of Shakspere, first published in 1609,
eight years after the earl's death, are evidently addressed, in the year 1590.
Shaksp~re at 26 is still unknown, either as an actor
or an author. By this time four or five theaters are
in existence in London, and several of the Shakspere
plays hav been performed.
A. D. 1591.
Bacon at 30 pursues his studies at Gray's Inn,
makes an occasional visit to his mother's country
seat at Gorham bury, and spends· part of his time in
retirement on his half-brother Edward's estate, delightfully situated on the Thames, near Twickenham.

Shakspere at 27 is an under-actor. The " Comedy
of Errors," "Love's Labor Lost," and other plays hav
been performed, but the only notice of Shakspere up
to this time is by Spenser:
" Our pleasant Willie, ah, is dead of late."

Mr. White argues that this could not mean Shakspere. He says the name Willie was not uncommonly
used merely to mean a poet, and that "the ' Teares
of the Muses' had certainly been written before
1590, when Shakspere could not hav risen to the
position assigned by the first poet of the age to the
subject of this passage, and probably in 1580, when
Shakspere was a boy of 16, in Stratford.'' But
Spenser's poem was first published in 1591, soon
after his return from a four years' residence in Ireland, and it is unlikely that his description of "the
painted theaters " applied to any earlier time. Furthermore, we hav in the " Sonnets" (135, 136, and
143) a most certain recognition of the poet Will in
1590. The name is thus italicized in the first edition,
1609.
A. D. 1592.
Bacon at 31 has been a member of Parliament
seven years, a Bencher five, and a reader three. Yet
he is without practice at the bar, and so straitened
for money that he bas to get help from the Shylocks.
His hope of obtaining some remunerativ employment
from the state has been deferred Rix years, and he
grows despondent. To his uncle, Lord Treasurer
Burleigh, he writes as follows:
"With as much confidence as mine own honest and faithful
devotion unto your senice and your honorable correspondence
unto me and my poor estate [see Sonnet 29] can breed in a
man, do I commend myself unto your lordship.
"I wax now somewhat ancient; one and thirty years is a
great deal of sand in the hour-glass [Sonnets 2 and 138, Passionate Pilgrim, 1]. My health, I thank God, I find confirmed, aud l do not fear that action shall impair it, because I
account my ordinary course of study and meditation to be
more painful than most parts of action are [Sonnets 27 and
28]. I ever bare a mind (in some middle place that I could
discharge) to serve her majesty, not as a man born under Sol,
that loveth honor, nor under Jupiter, that loveth business (for
the contemplativ planet carrieth me away wholly), but as a
man born under an excellent sovereign, that deserveth the
dedication of all men's abilities. Besides, I do not find in myself so much self love, but that the greater parts of my
thoughts are to deserve well (if I were able) of my friends, and
namely of your lordship, who, being the Atlas of this commonwealth, the honor of my house, and the second founder of my
poor estate, I am tied by all duties, both of a good patriot and
of an unworthy kinsman, and of an obliged servant, to employ
·
whatsoever I am to do you service.
"Again, the meanness of my estate doth somewhat move
me [Sonnets 25, 29, and 37], for though I cannot accuse myself that I am either prodigal or slothful [Sonnets 110 and 111 ],
yet my health is not to spend, nor my course to get.
"Lastly, I confess that I hav as vast contemplativ ends as I
hav moderate civil ends; for I hav taken all knowledge to be
my province, and if I could purge it of two sorts of rovers,
whereof the one with frivolous disputations, confutations, and
verbosities, the other with blind experiments and auricular
traditions and impostures, hath committed so many spoils. I
hope I should bring in industrious observations, grounded
conclusions, and profitable inventions and discoveries, the
best state of that province.
"This, whether it be curiosity, or vain glory, or nature, or
(if one take it favorably) philanthropia, is so fixed in my mind
as it cannot be removed. . . . And if your lordship will
not carry me on, I will not do as Anaxagoras did, who reduced
himself with contemplation unto voluntary poverty, but this
I will do: I will sell the inheritance that I hav, and purchase
some lease of quick revenue, or some ·office of gain that shall
be executed by a deputy, and so giv over all care of service,
and become a sorry book-maker or a true pioneer in that mine
of truth which (he said) lay so deep.
"This which I hav writ unto your lordship is rather thoughts
than words, being set down without all art, disguising, or reservation. . • • From my lodging at Gray's Inn.

Early in this year Bacon's elder brother Anthony
returns from France after an absence of ten years,
crippled with the gout. The two brothers liv together at Gray's Inn on the most affectionate and
confidential footing. Numerous letters from their
m9t.b~r ~t

tbi!l tim~ m:e f9uP.d ~UDoPg Antl.J-9Jlt~

papers. She writes Latin and Greek like a college
professor, and is an adept in Puritan theology. She
can hardly say whether her son's gout, or his association with a suspected Catholic, "were the worse tidings." She trusts that Anthony uses "prayer twice
a day," and fears that Francis "is too negligent
herein."
Essex is aspiring to distinction and Bacon is stlidying to help him. Fanciful pageants, or so-called
"Devices," are the fashion of the times, gotten up
for the entertainment of the queen on festiv occasions. One of Bacon's most notable smaller works
composed for such an occasion during- th.is year is a
"Discourse in Praise of his Sovereign." Though a
rhetorical essay, it has a double purpose. An anonymous attack has been made upon the queen and her
advisers, written by a Catholic, and the "Discourse"
meets and answers the principal allegations. Later
in the same year Bacon embodies the substance of
the same oration in a paper entitled " Observation
on a Libel published this present year 1592," which
is extensivly circulated in manuscript.
As early as 1592, through the interest of Essex,
Bacon has the honor of a visit from the queen at his
retired lodge near Twickenham, on his half-brother
Edward's estate, and he presents her with a sonnet
in compliment to that" generous nobleman." Here,
also, in after years, the queen honors him with her
presence on various occasions, and frequent opportunities occ~r of addressing other sonnets to his
sovereign mistress's eyebrow, though professing "not
to be a poet" (Nicl•o]s's Prog. of Q. Eliz. iii, 190;
Holmes's Auth. of Shak., 85).
In the beginning of the next reign the examination
of Thomas Phillips discloses the fact that in this
year, 1592, there was some important secret correspondence between Spain, Scotland, and the pope, and
that with this correspondence" there were acquainted
the queen's majesty, the Earl of Essex, Mr. Francis
Bacon, Sir William Waad, and Mr. Phillips; the
three last being acquainted with it, every man in his
turn, as the queen and the earl would employ them"
(Spedding's Bacon, 1878, i, 65).

knowing that Francis is an over-trustful and overindulgent master (which, indeed, was one of his principal weaknesses), she says, "I will not hav his
cormorant seducers and instruments of Satan to him
committing foul sin by his countenance to the displeasing of God and his true godly fear." She will
consent to the arrangement only on condition that
she is made manager of her son's finances. Such a
condition of relief cannot, of course, be accepted by
one who aspires to be the queen's attorney.
Essex would naturally dissuade him from the resolution to retire and become a sorry book-maker, and
probably did dissuade him, for straightway we find
Bacon seekivg the favorable influence of Lord Burleigh through his two sons, Sir Thomas and Sir -Rob-.
ert Cecil. The latter advises him that his best
chance of regaining accass at court is through Essex,
and as early as April 16th Essex has twice earnestly
besought the queen on Bacon's beh"alf. A month
later Bacon ventures to write to the queen, hoping
to remove her displeasure; on the 2d of J nne Essex
informs him that she is " thoroughly appeased " and
he hopes soon to overcome· her sole (?) objection to
his preferment, namely, his years. The .earl " had
every motiv," says Mr. Spedding, " for wishing his
friend in the higher office. He really believed him
to be the fitter man, and he knew hjm to be affectionately attached to himself."
Essex is now privy councilor, and has correspondents in France and Scotland. Anthony serves him
in the capacity of an under-secretary of state, receiving all letters, which are mostly in cipher, and forwarding tbem (generally through his brother Francis)
to the earl, deciphered, and accompanied with their
joint suggestions. The three th~s Jorm a· kind of
small Foreign Office, and before the end of the year
"all matters of intelligence " are reported to be
"wholly in the earl's hands" (Spedding's "Bacon,"
I., 113).
But by the 24th of August Essex finds that the
queen is not "thoroughly appeased " toward Bacon,
who, she says, is more in fault than any of Parliament, and for a much less offense would hav been
banished forever by her father. Her humor is to
Shakspere at 28 is noticed by the dissipated Robert delay his near access to her, and yet she would not
Green in a pamphlet written shortly before his "lose the use of the ablest gentleman to do her serdeath:
vice of any quality whatsoever " (Ibid, 115).
"There is an upstart crow beautified with our feathers that
Sha.kspere at 29 is only an under-actor, nor does
with his Tygres heart, wrapt in player's hide, supposes hee is
as well able to bombast out a blank verse as the best of you; he ever, so far as we know, take any higher part than
and being an absolute Johannes factotum, is, in his owne such as old Adam in "As You 1..ike It," and the
conceyt, the only Shake-scene in a countrey."

ghost in "Hamlet."

At least nine of the Shakspere

It does not appear that Green recognized Shak- plays hav been performed up to 1593, but with no
spere as a writer of plays; he does not say "write out one appearing to claim their authorship. But now
blank verse," as Mr. White infers, but "bombast" it appears a published poem, "Venus and Adonis," with

out; o.n<l ho !u.rthor do.,<>-MhAA him as one of " those
puppets that speak from our mouths those Antics
garnished in our colors."
The "Tygres heart wrapt in a player~s hide," is a
parody on a line in the "Third part of Henry VI."
(Act 1, so. iT).

"0 tiger's heart, wrapp'd in a woman's hide!"

a dedication by " William Shakespeare" to the earl
of Southampton, aged ::.lU. ana: soon atter n; IS saHl
that the wealthy earl has given to the actor £1,000 to
enable him to purchase a share in the Globe Theater,
which is built in the following year.
Mr. White has no doubt that there was a genuin
friendship between the earl and the actor, in spite of
their difference of rank. What evidence of it is
there, aside from the dedication of this and a subsequent poem ? Is not the style of the two dedications
truly Baconian, ana are not the relations between
Bacon and Southampton truly expressed in both?
As to the first poem, the writer, doubtless truthfully,
said, "It is the first heir of my invention." It was
perhaps a very early composition; but he had written
a more creditable poem three years before, and covertly • addressed it to another more precious and
beloved friend.
ANTIQUARY.

This is one of the earliest plays; Malone believes
it was written before 1590, but not by Shakspere,
who nevertheless, he thinks, adopted, retouched, and
amplified it. But it is not pretended that he changed
that line.
John Spha.kspere is presented as a recusant " for
not coming to church for feare of process for debt.''
A.D. 1593.
Bacon at 32 is the legal adviser of Essex, who also
employs Anthony as secretary. Essex, Southampton,
and other young lords and courtiers, frequent the
theaters. Lady Bacon would hav been horrified to
Colonel Ingersoll IntHviewed.
know that her sons went to such ungodly places.
FrMn the Pittsburgh Post.
Bacon makes his celebrated speech on the Subsidy,
Col.
Robert
G.
Ingersoll took breakfast at the
March 7th, which defeats Lord Burleigh and offends
the queen. He writes .a letter in his own defense to Union Depot yesterday morning, on his way to WashBurleigh. It is more of a justification than an apol- ington from the West. When approached by a Post
ogy, and. the queen forbids him to come into her representativ, he said:
" Hav you your conundrums written out?"
presence. He then writes a most desponaent letter
The colonel believes that reporters are as liable to
to .Essex, March 30th, in which he says:
make mistakes as he alleges Moses was when he wrote
"I cannot but conclude with myself that no man ever re- the Pentateuch. To avoid errors he compelR the interceived [or read] a more exquisit disgrace. And therefore
truly, my lord, I was determined and am determined, if her viewer to write out the questions, and he answers in
liiWojesty reject me, this to do. My nature can take no evil writing underneath. The reporter wrote on the back
ply; but I will by God's assistance, with this disgrace of my of an envelope:
·
fortune, and yet with th~tt comfort of the good opinion of so ·'" What changes will Cleve] and make in the departmany honorable and worthy persons, retire myself with a
couple of men to Cambridge, and there spend my life in my mental positions?"
studies and contemplations, wi4hout looking back. I humbly
The colonel read it, and wrote the following in
pray your lordship to pardon me for tr<YUbling y<YU with my mel- Paysonian script on the back of a bill of fare: ·
~y."
" He will investigate the national edifice from t h e
Compare the above with the " Sonnets," in which peak of the ridge pole to the floor of the coal cellar.
the writer describes, in the very words we hav itali- He will rout the army of sinecures that hav been
cized, his despondent state three years before. For holding the parlor floors, and letting the actual workexample: " When in disgrace with fortune." " Trouhle ers roost in the attic. Whether he finds the former
"Oppressed with melancholy"- few or many, that will be the extent of the change.''
deaf heaven."
(" Sonnets," 29, 45).
"Do you think Blaine will be a candidate in 1888?"
Bacon's creditors become importunate, and he wrote the reporter on what was ]eft of the envelope.
despairs of preferment. Not liking the profession of
The bill of fare again came back adorned as folthe law, he resolves, it possible, to convert his patri- lows:
mony into an annuity. This cannot be done without
"It looks as though he was trimming his sails for
the surrender of his mother's interest. Anthony, who anv favorable breeze that might spring up about that
is always ready to further his brother's wishes and period. Time enough has not elapsed since the
plans, urges his mother to consent. Lady Bacon election to determin whether Blaine, when crushed
!Qves l:te~ aons1 p.pq is willing to a\~ ~q(!m. l}qt , to earth, cau riee agaiu. He wUluot ehow hie hllud
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until
the new administration assumes a line of definit spire
· d agamst
·
action."
Josephus, who wa.S then keeping
order for the Romans. He was, however, betrayed
t~ Josephus and forsaken by his men. Josephus let
him go, but kept 70 of his men as hostages. These
The_ Ancient Tunnel in Samos.
men were p
1
d.fi h
,F G
. oor peop e, an
s ermen 0 alilee. This
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In an
tned to carry out by the sword the tenets of
item recently copied by THE TRUTH SEEKER from a Jesus
Judas_ of Galilee, who had· appeared in the· time of
"Sunbeam," it was stated that a tunnel measuring Cyremus.
about 5,000 feet long, and constructed at least nine
About the same time (A.D. 63) a man appeared at
centuries B.c., had just been discovered by the gov- ~~e. f_east of ~abernacles who was possessed by a
er:aor of the island of Samos; that the tunnel was
d1vme fury.
He wandered about crying "Woe
mentioned by Herodotus; and that it served for the
,
d
u nt o J erural em, an continued his wail for seven
supply of drinking water.
years and five months. The Sanhedrim arrested him
'When I !ead the it~m in the Sun I immediately as a public nuisance, and scourged him to make him
wrote a bnef note saymg that the aforesaid tunnel leave off, but he would not do so.
was discovered some time ago by a Frenchman
68
named 0-ner\n, who cleared out the sand and stones
68.• GALBA.
OTHO. 68._
to the distance of about 1,600 feet. This is stated in
69. VITELLIUs. 68 .
a note to Ra'_'l'linson's _Herodotus, 1872, vol. ii, p. 377.
69. VESPASIAN. 69
79.
The Sun d1d not prmt my communication.
At last, at the seige of Jerusalem. this " meek and
Washington, D. 0., Dec. 14, 1884.
W. H. B.
lowly J
"
k'll d b
'
esus was 1 e
y a stone. Jnst before the
Historic Christianity.
stone hit him (perhaps when he saw it coming) he
called out, " And woe unto me also."
From the National Rej'orme:r.

I al? glad to see that Mr. Forder is taking up the
qu~stwn as to whether Jesus " the Christ" is a histo:ICal personage. Some time since, I examined the
evidence as fully as I was able, and was thoroughly
can~inced, against my will, that John the Baptist,
Ch~1~t, and the twelve Apostles, were entirely
fictttlo~s characters; they never existed, even as simpie rerormers. I do not expect others to accept this
on my w..>rd, even though I am, like the gospel writf r~, wholly unk_n~~n, ~or, un!,ike them, I am putting
J?Y n~D?-~ to this scnpture, and so disproving my
mfalhbihty. Perhaps the following items of Jewish
history, tak~n chiefly from Josephus, may enable your
readers to Judge for themselvs. For convenience of
reference, I hav placed the name of the reigning
emperor over the incidents which occurred under his
rule, and hav added the dates of accession and death.
AUGUSTUS. FROM 19 B.c. TO A.D. 14.
Herod the Great died in March, 4 B.c. (soon after
the birth of Christ, according to Matthew i and ii)
and was succeeded by his sons Archelaus and Herod
Anti pas.
.
Archelaus was soon reduced to ethnarch or nativ
magistr~te, of half the kingdom. .Ten year~ later he
bamshed to Gaul by the emperor, and his dis1net w_as handed over (A.D. 7) t? Oyrenius, g<?vernor
?f Syna. Then came the taxatwn of all Syna. (It
~s not true that all the world was taxed, as Luke has
1t.) Judas of ~alilee, alias Juda_s the Gaulonite, with
Sadoc,_ a Phansee~ rebelled agamst the taxation and
~roclaimedthe kin.f4.om__()_f_ Go<!, refusin~. to se ve
. ny eartJ~ty KI'!lg:
nlill'e was grear~tmg:-~( .~s
IS the t~me Cnr1st was born, accordmg to L 1_1ke 11,
some thirteen years after he was born accordmg to
Matthew.)
14. TIBERIUS. 33.
Pilate, procurator of Judea. A man l~d people to
~ount G:erism, saying that Moses had ]eft the holy
dishes hidden there. Pilate, thinking they were up
to some mischief, attacked the crowd and killed the
prophet and many of his followets. The Samaritans
complained to Vitellus, who put Marcellus in Pilate's
place and sent him to Rome. When he arrived there
Tiberius was dead.
Herod Antipas, who had been in power since 4
B.c., about this time married Herodias, and Aretas
the father of his other wife, not liking to hav hi~
daughter turned out, sent an army against Herod
and dispersed his force. Herod wrote to the Em:
p~ror Tiberius, giving his version of the affair.
T1berius then sent orders to Vitellus to attack Aretas
and kill him. Before he could do this, he heard at
Jerusalem that Tiberius was dead.
[If Pilate was sent out of the country. at the same
time that Herod married Herodias (and killed the
. Baptist for complaining of the marriage, according
to the gospels), how could he (Pilate) crucify Christ
three years after, according to Henry Ward Beecher
and others?]
33. CALIGULA. 41. ·
38. Josephus was born. Herod Antipas was banished to Gaul.
41. CAIUS OR CLAUDIUS. 54.
Cuspius Fadus, procurator of Judea. In his time
another impostor, called Theudas, appeared. (Acts
v, 36, blunders by putting his messianic disturbance
befor~ that of Judas of Galilee, A.D. 7 !)
Fehx, procurator. Impostors lured people into
the wilderness. One of them came out of Egypt
("out of Egypt hav I called my son "), and said he
would call from the Mount of Olives, and the
walls of Jerusalem would fall down. Felix killed
man:y of his follower~, a_nd the pretender d~sappeared.
Still there was notmg and incendiarism by the
followers of the impostors.
54. NERO. 6S.
Festus, procurator of Judea. An impostor lured
people into the wilderness. He was killad with
many of his followers. (Ant. xx, 8-10.)
Albinus, procurator. About the year 63 Jesus the
son of Sapphias,
was a leader of robbers ~bout Ti''beb
n3e,
Jtb t~ two friends, J obu aud Simon, he cou~

w~s

.
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The subject of " Liberal Funerals " is oc~asionally
discussed through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER
and al~o ~thers of our Liberal papers, and I hope
the amtatwn will continue until there 1's a revolut1'on
,.
in the manner of conducting funerals. To me there
is nothing more inconsistent th~n to see a Liberal
one who is of us, who, no sooner than death steals
loved one from the family circle, will send right off
for an" orthodox" minister to come and perform the
last sad duties over the ..remains, and, as is so often
th
e case, disgrace the living and 'insult the memory
of the dead. Such Liberals only help to hold back
the cause we love, and it is a mistake for them to
suppose that their Christian friends love and respect
them more for such action. If our Freethought
~rinciples are worth living for, and good. enough to
hv by, they are good enough to die by, is my motto
and shall be until reason is dethroned. I know what
it is to. mourn (as_you do, Mr. Editor,) and if there is
thi
t
any ng hat will take the sunshine from a young
and happy manhood, beauty and frn.grance from the
flowers, and change the whole aspect of nature and
79. TITUS. 81.
and of life, 'tis when love's golden chain is severed
81. DOMITIAN. 96.
by the hand of death. Our Christian friends tell us
~3. Josephus wrote his" Antiquities of the Jews." that" God's ways are not our ways," and that" he
[His parents and other relations lived at Jerusalem has robbed my home of its treasure" th11t I may
thro~gh the cru~ifixion period, yet he, in his long "comet~ Jesus and be saved." I tell them that may
and mvaluable history, never mentions either John be God:hke, that may be Christianity, but it is not
the Baptist or Christ. Indeed he denies their exist- !=£nmam~y; and if there be a God, he can punish me
ence by saying "these,"'/,. e., the Pharisees Saducees If he Will, but he cannot, on such conditions make
Essenes, and the followers of Judas of G~lilee "ar~ me love him. More than this, I tell the~ their
the sects of Jewish philosophy." It is true that short heaven would hav no joy for me, when, according to
p_aragraphs ~re now to be found in his history, refer- their plan, she whom I hav loved has been sent the
rmg to Chnst and John the Baptist, as well as to other ":aJ:, f~r goodness I ~onsider a_s no essential part
James,_ the brother of the Lord, but those referring of Chnstiamty. "SalvatiOn by faith," "Believe in
t? Chnst a~e acknowledged by Christians to be Chris- the Lor~ Jesus Christ," is their great panacea. They
tian forgenes, though they are left in to deceive the place faith above reason. I cannot accept it; it misunwru:y; whilst those referring to the Baptist etc. leads and deludes, and Jesus of whom they preach
are e9.ually f~rg~ries inserted by men who could not as I believe, eludes them in the end. "He has bee~
do ":1thout his history, yet were horrified to find that too long dead." No flowers bloom there for nie.
he, hke all other historians of the period was silent From out his cold and pulseless heart no love-lit fires
regarding their myths. J
'
do I see ascending, like those glowing in Humanity's
96. NERVA.
breast.
98. TRAJAN associated.
I hav said, "It is a mistake for Liberals to sup117. HADRIAN. 138.
pose that Christians will think more of them for
Bar Coceb was the last of the messiahs, and was burying their dead after the orthodox rule." Now
by the Jews ,as a deliverer. The result of so.
as my observation and knowledge extend:
his en?eavors to throw off the Roman yoke was that this IS the case, as there has been a number of LibP~lestme became a wilderness, and remains so until eral ~~nerals. ab<_mt here, an_d our C~ristian f~iends
this day.
~ay: We Will g~v you credit for bemg consistent;
Thus we see that Cnrist, who had two sets of an- 1f you rea~Iy l;>ehev~, what you pr~fess t?, we like to
cestors on the male side (for Joseph had two fathers, see ~on carr~ It out. I tell you, t_he t1mes that try
Jacob and Heli see Matt. i.~(Land. .Lnlu.Uii.,-22..)-r=> m~~E! so_u}s_ are not yet over. Liberals must riee
-wffo had _no fiff'her, was not only as old as his father ~ove tbe fear of orthodox Christians, or their man(Athanasms), but was born without a mother before 1sh god; a~d dare t<_> be themselvs.
th~ w?rlds we~e made (Arius), and was also born Some L1~e~als giv as an excuse for employing an
twiCe m Palestme, with an interval of about thirteen orthodox m1mster at funerals that the Liberal speak~ears. ("~e must be born again.") He was cruci- ers. are out of reach and cannot be procured in time.
lied four t1mes, one~ when he was very young (see Th1s may be_ true; yet ~venture to affi~m there is
Clement of Alexandna), once when about thirty-one sc~rc~ly a village or neighborhood of mtelligent,
years of _age (Justin Martyr, Henry Ward Beecher, thmkmg peopl~ but wh~t contains some frieDd and
etc.), agrun when he was thirty-three (according to lover of humamty who, If requested to, would offer
the orthodox of to-day), and yet again when he was a few words of sympathy, drop a few tears and a few
over ~fty years of age (lremeus). Perhaps this was flowers over a departed friend,. and in this way help
the time he was crucified in Egypt (Rev. xi, -8). make respectab!e the cause whiCh needs the support
Then we are told that he was slain and hung on a ?f _every true ~lend of_progre~s and reform. I know
tree (Acts v, 30). Yet at the time he is generally It IS hard makmg an mnovatwn on old-established
supposed to hav suffered at Jerusalem Pontius Pi- customs, but when once started in the right, we will
late was not in that part of the world' at all
The fi:ad, as has been said before, that "the clergy are the
~ospe! of ~arnabas says that Judas Iscariot ~as ern- most useless class of ~eople in this country," and
c.1fied m h1s stead, but Justin says Judas was crushed th~t .we can get along without them.
to ~eath by a chariot. Will this last account for his
Tis not that I am anxious t? hav funerals take
falhng head!ong and his bowels gushing out (Acts i, place, by an;y means, that I wnte th~se lines; but
18), or fo~ h1s hanging himself (Matt. xxvii., 5)? AI- w~en such times c_ome, as c<_>me_ they Will, I want the
together It would be difficult to find anywhere a fairy Liberals to see to 1t that their friends are represented
tale more difficult to swallow. Yet we are told that in sentiment. Do not, I implore you, be frightened
"he that believeth not shall be damned."
by the false plea of" respect _for ~thers." Let us reS~veral of the ancient Christian sects believed that spect ourselvs, and by so domg, It seems to me, we
Chnst had no real body, and I think they were not cannot better respect others.
~~r wrong,,fo~, if he had been anything more than _Of course the c!ergy w~ll cry_ out against us, and
pneuma, h1s contemporaries would hav told us of wlll ~o, and are domg, all m the~r po_wer to hold back
the great deeds which "were noised abroad throuU'h the tide of knowledge and free mqmry.
all the land of Judrea." As Mrs. Besant says, ~11
"But they cannot dam the current,
these marvelous events "left no ripple on the current
It is sweeping on to-day,
of contemporary history." Why? Because they
Carrying truth and reason onward,
never took place. Between Judas the Gaulonite and
Letting creed and dogma stay."
Bar Cuceb appeared some fifty "False Christs" most
A. H. THURSTON.
of them about the. time of the siege of Je~salem.
Burr Oalc, Mich., Nov. 23, 1884.
Yet non_e of them tned to pass themselvs off as Jesus
THE Christian Socialist for December givs the fol~he Chnst come back again, as they would hav done
If a reformer of that name had promised to return lowing extract from "Onida,'' which may serve as a
commentary on the fetes and bazars at which princes
before the last day.
We see, then, t~at there was no lack of germs and princesses disport themselvs: "You profess to
ready t? swell out mto full-grown fairy tales like the follow Christ. How hav you the poor with you? The
one whiCh has come down to us from an age perhaps back of their garret, the roof of their hovel, touches
~ore full of credulity, miraculous ignorance, and the wall of your palace, and the wall is thick. Y~u
hav dissipations that you call charitieA; you hav a
pwus fraud, than even our own.
.I~ ~en, there was no crucifixion, it is surely a great tom bola for a famin, you hav a dramatic performance
for a flood, you hav a fancy fair for a leprosy. Do
mi~ a e.1 for Freethinkers to admit the myth as his- you never think how terrible it is, that mockery of
t?ncal; ~ only helps to bolster up what Harriet Mar- woe ? Do you ever wonder at revolutions? Why do
tmeau nghtly named "the last of the mythologies." you not say honestly, that you care nothing? You
·
EDWARD IRviNG.
do care nothing, The poor might forgiv the avowal
C
f
. ATALOG 0 the Truth Seeker Qompany's ~ubl~G~~ of indifferenc~; the;Y wtn :nevel' forgi.v the insult of
tiOUB sent free upon application..
· ·
· ~~oft'ected pity.'1 '

a~cepted

~

f~r

·
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A Methodist Squints toward a New Inquisition.

There is a bigotry about this writer that would be
amusing were he not in deadly earnest, and were not
the·Methodist church a powerful body and so very
likely in its conservatism to ally itself with the
Catholic church, once its most hated enemy, but now
spoken of by it with respect. The feeling "that it is
a matter of indifference ·to what church one belongs,"
he says, is Succeeded by the feeling that "it is of no
consequence if one is out of the church altogether.''
He wants to see the denominational ties tightened,
and the members instructed in the history of the
"worthies " of the sect, and with "their sectarian
achievements.'' And he further desires the trinitarians to imitate the positivness of Dr. Priestley, when
he exclaimed: "I do not wonder that you Calvinists
entertain and express a strongly unfavorable opinion
of us Unitarians. The truth is, there neither can nor
ought to be any compromise between us. If you are
right, we are not Christians at all; and if we are
right, you are gross idolaters.''
There is a moral to all this. Its writing at this
time is significant; its publication in the official
organ is a sign that there are those high in the
church who agree with the writer. In the coming
smash-up of Protestantism will these retrogressionists
be able to take the Methodist body back to the "good
old days " when the W esleyans asserted that those
who disbelieved in witchcraft discredited the scriptures; when Quakers were whipped at carts' endsthe ministers standing by the while, and then preaching a series of sermons beginning with the goodness
of God, and closing, as this writer says, " in the one
hundred and seventy-first discourse," with the happiness of the saved in heaven ? It certainly looks as
though they would try.

ideal that the human life and its relationships drop
out of sight.
" The authenticity of the writings ascribed to Peter
James, and John are very doubiful. From their contents it is more than probable that they were written
at least seventy-five years after the death of Jesus.
The whole mass of epistolary writings are wonderfully bare of a historic Jesus. What exists is meager
and only of the idealistic kind that has driven the
man out of sight, as has been the case for the following eighteen centuries
" We cannot accept the gospel as historic proof. No
anonymous writings can be accepted as such. They
are the work of men probably two centuries later·
than Christ's time. Ecclesiastical tradition is not
historic certainty. There is no certain historic prooft
of their existence in the present shape until the
middle or the second century. The internal proofs,
of the gospels themselvs also point strongly to that.
period.''
'Yet there was a historic Jesus! And still the
wonder grows that a man balancing the pros and
cons, and finding the scales sink down in this way,
can yet assert that the heavenward-going scale contains the weightier matter. Such a man could even
find.in Mr. Irving's article further reason for believing in a. historic Jesus;

There was a time in the life of Christianity when
unity of belief was enforced by fire and rack. That
was when Rome ruled supreme. The Reformation
did not wholly do away with this Christian custom.
The Reformers also used fire and sword to impress
their creed upon doubters. But the tendency of
Protestantism is toward larger individual liberty of
Mr. Heber ~ewton, Infidel.
opinion, because the heretics hav been busily en"I
suppose
you hav heard that Heber Newton has begun
gaged in pushing the pendulum from the verge of
again with those shameful assaults of his on the Pentateuch?"
the popish arc to the other extreme. A writer in the
"Yes, and I suppose the poor dear bishop will hav to let
official organ of the Methodist church now rises to
him go on and daren't ~ay a word or do anything to stop him.
I tell you, my dear Mr. Loosely, there is no such thing as true
deplore this, and urges that the pendulum has been
religious liberty in thi's country while a bishop's hands are .
swung too far. Imperious Rome, he says, must now
tied up in such a perfectly absurd way !"
allow liberty. Religious toleration prevails, and, he
The foregoing imaginary conversation from Puck
alleges, good-will abounds between Protestant sects.
In proof of this he cites that at the close of the
Was there a Historical J esns t
exhibits the "state of mind" of the preachers of .this
city over Mr. Newton's most recent onset upon the
Christian Workers' Convention, held some years
We
reprint
from
the
National
Reformer
an
able
aralleged holy books.
Mr. Newton's sermon, two
since in Brooklyn, there was general hand-clasping
ticle
on
their
question
of
Jesus's
historic
appearance
weeks
ago,
was
upo~
the
"Messianic Superstition/'
as " Say, brothers, will you meet me ?" was sung.
Dr. Cuyler says he saw one of Dr. Storrs's deacons in this vale of tears. ·Mr. Irving, the writer, con- in which he took the Rationalistic ground that the
and a Quaker and a Methodist standing with clasped eludes that while there were almost innumerable Jewish idea of a Messiah was but a dream of polithands, and :flanked by a Baptist and a Presbyterian. false messiahs, there could hav been no real Christ. ical power-the looked-for coming of a man who·
To further show how the most demoralizing tol- We are inoved to print this at this time by receiving should redeem the Jews from the thraldom of the
eration prevails, the writer instances six more occur- a paper· containing a portion of a sermon by the Rev. Romans. A political, and not a religious, reformer
rences. The first is that when Dr. Rexford, "a Uni- T. B. Furbish, of Detroit. Mr. Furbish presents was expected. "The traditional doctrin of Christ's
versalist, was to be installed in San Francisco, some what evidence he knows of for and against his savior, second advent was in the air, waiting to crystallize
years since, prayers were o:ll'ered by a Unitarian and ..na aonalud.oa, o.a ovA>'Y eood minister is bound to around· Jesus. He was received at first by his folPresbyterian; scripture was read by a Jewish rabbi; do, that there was a historic Jesus. But the evidence lowers as the Hebrew Messiah. They were ever exthe sermon was preached by a Congregationalist. he give makes the conclusion arrived at so ridiculous pecting him to set up the throne of a political Meathat it is at once apparent that it is a bread-and-but- siah. His death, which for a while broke the spell
2d. A Methodist bishop was lately invited to be present at the dedication of a synagog, or at least to ter decision and not a judicial one. This reason is, of his power, was thought by them to be the carrying out of the popular belief of Israel. He would
telegraph congratulations. 3d. The trustees of a " I believe," and his reasons for believing are:
Methodist Episcopal church hav repeatedly allowed "The gospel history must somehow hav had an origin. It then come shortly. He might come any day, at any
a Unitarian conference to occupy their auditorium. is not possible to suppose Paul was deceived. No deceiver hour. This -was the inspiring ·belief of the early
4th. On a recent Easter, an Episcopalian congrega- ever wrote such tremendously earnest letters, or died for lies. Christians. But it was essentially the Jewish dream
Paul was the most egregious humbug unless there was a Jesus of Utopia.''
tion, temporarily worshiping in a synagog in New behind. It has been said that it would take a Jesus to imagin
About a year ago Mr. Newton preached sermons
York city, celebrated there the Lord's resurrection. a Jesus. Be that as it may, Jesus is a historic person, and his
5th. We cannot but mention incidentally a curious teachings hav echoed down the centuries and changed half the in which were sentiments similar to these, and the
analogy. In Japan the leaders of two opposit hea- world. A man who could so influence the world must be one Rev.· Dr. Buel, the Rev. Dr. DeCosta, and the Rev. Dr.
in whose ears rang the celestial music. There was a historic Randolph lt:IcKim, fellow Episcopalians, made a forthen faiths hav clubbed together to publish a periodJesus."
mal complaint to Bishop Potter that the sermons
ical which they call The Two Religion Magazine. 6th.
were hereticru according to the faith of the church
What
reasons!
The
gospel
must
somehow
hav
an
But the ultimn, Thule was reached by the Unitarian
to which they all belonged. Bishop Potter asked
conference in New York city in 1868, when, by formal origin I no deceiver (not even Joe Smith?) could hav
Mr.
Newton to keep his heresy a little quiet. The
and unanimous vote, it swept away ' all creeds and written such earnest letters as Paul ; ergo, Paul was
bishop
thought he could disciplin Mr. Newton if he
forms of doctrin, and welcomed all forms of unbelief no deceiver; and, because he was not a deceiver,
would,
but he did not want to raise hard feelings,
Jesus existed! What reasons, and what reasoning I
as well as belief to their fellowship and work.' "
because the church would suffer, and wouldn't Mr.
And
this
after
he
had
given
the
per
contra
view.
The tendency indicated by these circumstances is,
Newton be so kind as to spare the bishop the
the writer thinks, alarming. This loosening of de- What a set of babes and dolts he must hav taken
trouble? Asked in this gentle manner, Mr. Newton
nominational ties he is afraid will convert Christianity hav taken his congregation to be! Such drivel after
would and did. Now that he has resumed his heretinto what Emerson calls " a mush of concession.'' It this evidential epitome :
ical
lectures, his orthodox brethren are again grieved
"What," he asks, " do we know of the man Jesus?"
will also fulfil the prophecy of Hawthorne, and put
in
spirit,
but their experience of last winter makes
" Protestantism in need of a new apostle to convert it And he answers: "'Very little, indeed. We hav some
them
hopeless
of getting Mr. Newton tried by his
into something positiv.'' It is a "latitudinarian ten- sketches. These cannot be relied on a.~ correct. Hischurch. When Dr. Buel was asked the other day if
tory,
as
history,
knows
next
to
nothing
of
Jesus.
dency " which is expressed in the sentiment, " It
he had read the published abstract of Mr. Newton's
matters not what a man believes so he is sincere." There is no image, no picture, no trace of him outSunday sermon on the "Messianic Superstition," he
This sentiment he denounces, and declares that it side the -New Testament. Josephus is supposed to
replied
that he had. "Is there anything in it to call
" ought to hav a quick and :flat denial. It has done make mention of him on two different occasions.
for
action
by the church?" "You had better ask the
harm enough already. Evangelical pulpits, plat- One of these mentions attributed to Josephus has
bishop
about
that. I won't do anything more about
forms, Sunday-schools, literature, conversation, ought long since been proven spurious. Of the other there
it. Mr. Newton is evidently going off into broad Inare
grave
doubts
entertained
of
its
authenticity.
to ring out a sharp disavowal. The fallacy is easily
fidelity. He is becoming an Infidel, according to the
exposed. It is the substitution of sincerity for truth. Tacitus and other writers of that period make merest
teachings of our church, but it is not now my duty
It would make Saul of Tarsus as good as Paul the mention of him. How marvelous that those who
to take any steps." The Rev. Mr. McKim said he
Apostle in spite of his protest. It esteems faith an were wont to write of everything of importance
had read the abstract of the sermon, but he had
unimportant matter, while the Bible pictures it as the should fail to record this prodigious event! In the
heard of the proposition to prosecute Mr. Newton.
New
Testament
there
is
nothing
of
historic
value
with
sublimest act of the soul, and the want of it a crime.
He thought such a step was not likely to be taken
Again, the vaunted 'rightness of life,' which is a the exceptions of the writing of Saul of Tarsus. He
under the circumstances.
substitute for a. Mrrect 'mode of faith,' is on:ly mo- is the chief of Christian writers, yet what does he
So much, at least, has been gained in the Episcorality. It is on:ly part of what is 'required of man.' tell us of Jesus? What he tells ought to be relied
pal
church of this· city. A man can speak his honest
Spirituality is greater than morality, for it includes on, but it is very little. Of the human life t>f Jesus
thoughts
and not be burnt, or even tried, for
it, and to the spiritually-minded alone life and peace he barely speaks, but his ideal of Jesus was of a
heresy. Who shall say the world is not moving?
grander
and
more
sublime
type.
It
was
so
much
an
are promised.''
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Immorality of Catholic Priests in Canada.
The Canadian priests are following the bad example set by the Italian clerics. The province of Quebec is known as the paradise of priests, and some
startling revelations are being made as to what that
paradise consists of. .A. dispatch from Montreal
itemizes a few particulars.
.A. short time ago the preacher at the bishop's cathedral was removed from the pulpit in a helpless
state of intoxication, and a few days later made a
further exhibition of himself in the most fashionable
street in the city. This young priest, who is a son
of one of the most respected judges in the country,
has since been banished to a monastery in France.
No sooner had the scandal in this case abated
than the parish priest of Varennes, a pretty little
village on the St.Lawrence a short distance from Montreal, was brought into court by a prominent citizen
of the place, who charged his father confessor with
estranging the affections of his wife, and with other
sins considered by the church as mortal. .A. criminal
action was instituted, but political influence was
brought to bear upon the magistrate, and he refused
to issue the warrant, and the husband is therefore
·
compelled to seek redress before the civil courts. .A.
little later the Catholics of the province were scandalized by the arrest of Father Toupin, the parish
priest of Antoine Abbey, who is charged with desecrating the confessional and with other offenses unfit for publication. In addition to these cases several
instances hav recently occurred which are opening
the eyes of the educated Catholics of the province to
the fact that the management of the asylums and.
other institutions conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
is not just what it should lie. The startling fact that
a sane woman can be confined in a lunatic aSylum
for three years to gratify the vengeance of an unfaithful husband, as proved by the recent trial of
Mrs. Lyman, has also had the effect of arousing the
public mind to the dangers attending institutions
conducted by nuns, with no proper syst~m of government or medical inspection; Further astounding
.·revelations are promised concerning the management of the now famous Longue Pointe Asylum.
While condemning the men who are guilty of
these crimes, the people should not forget to cond
th
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k
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e sys em ? re Igwn w lC rna es sue ong

become an asylum for the respectable criminal class; the gam- ions matters maintained, and church and state kept entirely
blers in grain and stcgks, the extorters of usury, the oppressors separate and distinct; as the fathers of the republic so wisely
of the poor."
intended they should be, will look upon all schemes to bring
about church unity with distrust."
AT present the Index is living upon the vinegar of quoted
criticism, which it mixes to the consistency of mud with its own
Literary Notes.
innuendoes. Why in the name of common sense can it not
ST. P A.UL-MrNNEAPoLIS has an illustrated weekly of the style
buckle down to its own peculiar task of never saying anything
to displease the preachers, and let other people alone tc do of Puck called The Portrayer. It is bright with cartoons, sharp
their work? The world is wide, and no one would ever with wit, and independent in its editorials. The two cities
stumble upon the Index if it did not obtrude itself upon their that it joins will perhaps reap as much benefit from the publication of The Portrayer as The Portrayer will from the inhabnotice.
itants of the two cities.
THE pope is losing his grip on Western Europe. He has
OF one of our recently published pamphlets Lucifer says:
published 'B. pontifical letter against divorce, hoping to stem
"An Antidote Analyzed, showing the folly of a religions
the current of opinion which is setting in favor of divorce in
quack, by H. ClayLuse, of Waynesburg, Pa., comes to us from
Italy, but the press and people ridicule his efforts. France
the prolific press of the Truth Seeker Company, and· is well
has established liberal divorce laws, and the Italian parliaworth its cost, ten cents, as an eye-opener for the people who
ment is considering a most sensible bill of the same nature.
usually depend upon the religions and political press for their
The pope is too late with his semi-bull. He is living in the information concerning Freethought and Freethinkers."
nineteenth, not the fifteenth, century.
THE Missouri Liberal appreciates THE TRUTH SEEKER's efforts
THE breaking-up process in Protestant theology is still going to help the young Liberals of the country to attractiv and valon. At a Baptist ministers' weekly conference in this city, a uable literature: "THE TRUTH SEEKER will hav ready for New
few days since, one of them contended that "it was not a per- Years a new book for children and youths, by Miss Susan H.
son's belief in all the dogmas of any system of theology which Wixon, editor of the Children's Corner in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
should be made the test of his fitness for church-membership entitled the 'Story Hour.' It contains nearly 300 pages, and
_or for the ordinance of baptism, but his belief in the great is SxlO inches in size, with 66 full page ill nstrations, and 25
truths given in the scriptures." "Great truths given in the smaller ones, and 34 stories in large type. Liberals everyscriptures " sounds well, and there is no particularity to the where should encourage this new departure with their patronstatement to come back and embarrass the orator.
age. This will be a beautiful and appropriate present for the
DR. JosEPH SIMMS has returned from Australia, and is now children. Price, $1.25 each, or $2.00 for two. Address, TIIE
lecturing on the Pacific coast. The San Franciscan of recent TRUTH SEEKER, 33 Clinton Place, N.Y."
date contains evidence of his continued stndy.of the human
features, in the shape of a long illustrated article on the physiognomy of the eyes. Mr. Simms is a very entertaining writer
and speaker, and his "Natnre's Revelations of Character " has
become a standard work among physiognomists. He is a good
Freethinker withal, and does some good work in a quiet way
at opening the eyes of the superstitiously blind, as well as d ascribing the eyes that accompany peculiar character.
Gov. ABBETT, of New Jersey, with the balance of the riparian commission of that state, were investigating thEl oyster
business last week with a view to recommending to· the legislature such laws as should protect the oystermen in the possession of beds planted by themselvs. After absorbing the
information imparted gy the dozen nativs, the governor said:
"The present law as to the ownership of oysters seems to be
that the fellow that gets 'em has 'em.'' "Yes," broke in an
old veteran, "up here on the coast a ways there ain't a churchmember but what steals oysters. It's like the congregation
here once that heard the gun of a ship in distress during sermon time. They all started for the door. ' Hold on!' cried
the preacher, 'Let's all hav a fair start.' "

The publishers say that the January number of the Norlh
American Review is an excellent one. It presents no very famous names among its contributors, but it ofl'ers a wide vari.
ety of unusually readable articles. We are now so safely over
the crisis of the presidential election that men of all parties
can consider calmly Bishop Huntington's essay on "Vituperation in Politics," and it is to he hoped that what they learn
from it will not be forgotten four years hence. Under the
title, "The Reunited South," Henry Watterson presents with
great clearness the Southern and Democratic view of the polititical situation as it now stands. This also is extremely interesting to every citizen, whether he agrees with Mr. Watterson
or not. Another question of universal concern, which some
think will soon make itself a national issue, is that of labor and
its compensation; and Col. Hinton, in "American Labor Organizations," shows with what equipment it will take the field.
But the article that the literary reader will first tnrn to is
Frederick Harrison's brilliant and incisiv discussion of Fronde's
"Life of Carlyle:" while the religions or philosophical reader
will find in Courtney's " Socrates, Buddha, and Christ," specific statements and quotations of those parallel doctrins that
are so often vaguely alluded to. For the scientific reader,
Mr. Proctor discusses learnedly "Herschel's Star Surveys,"
and Professor Le Conte presents and explains some curious
facts in relation to "The Evidence of the Senses." Mr. Mnlhu\l's paper on·" Tho Inereo.ge of Wealth " is a successful endeavor to render large masses of figures popularly intelligible.

WHEN Moody was in Milwaukee, he preached a sermon on
Sabbath observance. One of the first things to be done, he
declared, in securing the desired regard for the Sabbath was
""u""''"l-~~.,.-~.-~-p~P='Io-1~·--~~--wh...,.__o<>n.o<>-~gly.--....l:a.h- -,;u-pm-a-m;op--to-m·e--punrrcatronorl5nn:aay-- n:ews{Htpers s ns::lished in a country, Catholicism resolves itself into pend the running of street cars and railway trains on that day,
license for its leaders, and their nunneries and asy- prevent business men from attending to office work, induce
MRs. ~LENKER's opinion of Miss Wrxlln·s new nove rs exlums are cloaks that hide the grossest licentiousness bookkeepers to select some other day for" posting np," etc., pressed in the last Investigator: " 'All in a Lifetime,' by l\'Iis s
and the most cruel erimes. The confessional is a etc. One reason ~or there being so many dishonest cler~s an~ Susan H. Wixon, is just the thing for the coming holiclays.
•
•
defaulters, he believed, was that the class of workmen rmpliwill suit both old and young. It is a genuin love story, and
scheme that makes the rum of women easy, besides cated were permitted to work on Sunday. If they would rob It
yet full of the best kind of essays on temperance, morality,
giving the priest a hold on h.is superstitious victim the Lord of his day, they would steal from their employers honor, industry, theology, and all that interests and instructs
that generally shields him from punishment. The He pitied the minister who had to preach to a congregation the average man and woman, boy or girl. It is real life, and
true remedy for all this beastliness is the education ~hich had but a short time previously been engaged in. digest- .just as charming as a fairy tale. The joys and sorrows, loves
of the people above their religion. Then ther~ will mg a Sunday paper; for a man who. had bee~ ~ernsmg the and hates, and clouds and sunshine of many lifetimeA are all
news from all parts of the world was m no condition to appre- set before us like a vivid panorama, charming our att.eution
be no meat for the bloated vultures to feed upon.
ciate a sermon. But the evangelist forgot to excoriate the
clear to the end, where we draw J1 deep sigh ancllong for more,
preachers who earn their salaries by working on Sunday.
which, nllt being found, we go back and once more review the
Is This True 1
Quo~NG from the North American Review, "that the think- fascinating and favorit passages. While you find no clirect
The New York Sun says that a movement is on ing minds of to-day are drifting away from the religious be- attack upon the Christian religion aA a whole, you are pleased
foot in Chicago to prosecute for blasphemy the liefs and dogmatic theology of the past, that the wave of skep- at the deft way in which the theological teachings of creecllings
.
T
ticism affects the orthodox church itself, and that the great are contrasted with the practical philosophy of real thinkers and
speakers at a recent F reeth ough t meet mg.
he test body of orthodox religious doctrins known as systematic the- d oers. y on fi n d mrsswnarres
· ·
·
d . .
an mmrsters weak and wicked,
case, it says, is likely to be made of the orator who ology are about to go to wreck with the mythology of Greece while' this world's' workers prove strong, sterling, and true.
called in question the goodness of "God." The and the. belief in witchcraft," Zion's Day Star sayR: "Truer The one preaches love, charity, and godliness, and practices
words are given: "When I was a boy," he said, "my words could not be uttered. There seems to be but little faith selfishness, meanness, and actual crime; while the other teaches
mother. taught me to say, 'Our Father who art in in most of the teachings of to-day, or in the creeds of ortho- every moral virtue, and livs them out in daily deeds. 'All in
dox bodies. The professed church at large seems to be losing a Lifetime' shows us that a man or woman may be a llincere
heaven·,' and, so far as I know, he has never left there." her hold upon the people to a great extent, and many of her b e1rever
d h 11 b 1
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We can hardly believe that Christians stupid enough members are now dropping off, while the truth of many asser- in good standing among the brethren and sisters, and yet be
to lay a prosecution on that charge can be found in tions previously admitted are now seriously questioned. So cruel as the grave, and wicked as a demon. Ancl, on the other
any city. Unless they get one of .their own num her unpopular has become the hideou.~ doctrin of the eternal tor- hand, it proves that a good, moral life, with the motto, ' One
world at a time,' leads to the highest, best, and truest moralupon the bench, the case would be thrown out of court, ment of countless millions in hell, that it is seldom mentioned.
The time was when people were frightened into the nominal . ity, and the purest happiness. The sublime teachings of ConBut what a multitude of blasphemers a conviction church by fear, but that time is past, for people no longer be- fncius are quoted, proving him to hav been a far bettor
upon such an indictment would make!
· lieve that God is a tyrant who delights in the destruction of preacher of practical truths than Moses or his Gocl, or than
nine-tenths of all creatures he made."
was this God's only begotten son. In fine, this book giv'l u~
the cream of all reforms, embracing heredity, woman's eq nality,
Editorial Notes.
THE Dennison Sunday Gazefie is a pretty good Infidel journal. and right generation. I hope thousands of copies of this book
IN Chicago, every Thursday, in the county court, people In the last issue we find in addition to THE TRUTH SEEKER ed- will be b0ught as Christmas gifts, and I am !lure no prettier
alleged to be insane are brought for trial before a jury of six, itorial on "Figures that Lie," the following good hit at the or ~ore useful book will be hung on a Christmas tree or put
as required by law. Of six examined recently, three proved church: "The history of the Christian church has pretty thor- into a stocking in the old chimney corner." We hav a full
to hav been crazed by religious excitement.
oughly demonstrated that in proportion as the church has supply of" All in a Lifetime," and will mail them promptly
A YoUNG MEN's CHRISTIA.N AssoCIATION paper, the Watch- increased in UJ?.ity, wealth, and power, the progress of the upon receipt of the price, $1.50.
man, records that "one town in illinois, with a population con- masses, intellectually and morally, has been retarded. The
taining three thousand young men, on a recent Sunday had, 'Reformation' liberated in a great measure the great mass
ONLY women will be employed by the clerk of the
by actual count, one hundred and forty young men in attend- fo the people in Germany and England from a grinding eccleGeorgia legislature to perform clerical work hereafter,
ence at the Protestant churches in the morning, and one hun- siastical despotism, but it was done at the expense of church
a resolution to that effect having been adopted by an
dred and sixty-one in the evening. On the previous evening, unity, and the work of disintegration has been going on ever
" overwhelming vote." The Montgomery Advertiser
one hundred and five young men entered a single saloon in this since. Protestants are ready enough tc acknowledge the corcity in only one hour, and there were thirty-six more saloons rectness of this proposition when applied to the Catholic says: "In the debate on the resolution it was conopen at the same time." This state of affairs moves the Chi- church, but many of them, singular as it may seem, cannot tended that all avenues of employment should be
ago ExprM-~ to remark that "we hav said before. and we say realize that the Methodist church, or any other religious organ- open to women, who had no voice in the government,
again, that if the church was what it professes to be, such a izatlon which makes 'belief' a requisit to salvation, would be yet obeyed its laws and paid its taxes. The vote
condition of society as is indicated by the above could not be. as intolerant if given the opportunity that venerable church was ove:rwhelming. Maybe the Alabama legislature
The church has lost the respect and confidence of the youth possessed so many centuries. The thoughtful Christian, who will progress up to this point in the sweet time to
of the country, because it deserves to lose it; because it has sincerely wishes to see the right of private judgment in relig- come."
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"He took t~ blood of calves, and of goats, and sprinkled
Nature's order forever! Nature's order and laws in the
both the book, ~'nd the people, saying, This is the blood of the whole of things ! A living, self-controling, and progressiv
testament, which God hath ordained unto you" (Heb. ix, 19) . humanity is not now so green as when, in youth, the Jews
"And Hilkiah said, I hav found the book of the law in the "saw the sun stand still." And science now shines more
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., Dec. 1, 1884.
house of the Lord" (2 Chron. xxxiv, 15). "Wherefore it is clearly upon those old barbarian theories. Hence the star of
M:a. EDITOR: Much has been said in regard to prohibition
said in the book of the wars of the Lord what he did in the humahity's hope is now a living reality, in every hearty organboth pro and con, and we think much remains to be said beRed Sea and in the brooks of A.rnon" (Num. xxi, 14). "The ism, of future gocd-a complete success, ever and forever,
fore the matter 'is settled, if it ever is. Therefore I wish to
revelation of Jesus Christ unto him that washed us from our more and more.
LARoy SuNDERLAND.
giv my opimon. When the question first began to be agitated
sins in his own blood" (Rev. i, 5).
in this state, I was rather inclined to favor it, knowing there
FRESNO CITY, CAL., Dec. 1, 1884.
A BLOODTHIRSTY GOD.
was a great evil in the rum traffic, and was desirous of having
MR. EDITOR: I am opposed to the paying of twenty-five dolFor God's gusto rivers of blood hav flowed;
it controled or stopped altogether, but wishing to see both
lars to a chaplain for prayers for the legislators. In my lastIn human blood he takes delight.
sides, I climbed upon the fence to look into the opposit camp.
Thus his grace and calamity bestowed,
letter that was published in a city paper, I asked the following
On so doing I found as many good people there as in the proBoth show his providence all right.
question: "Is there a Bible God, or a Christian God, or any
hibition ranks, and by inquiring of them why they opposed
"The Lord is a man of war. The Lord is his name" (Ex. divine being that hears and answers prayer?" This called out
prohibition, I found they had many good reasons for so doing. xv, 3). "Hear, 0 Israel! ye approach this day unto battle a long letter from B. R. 'furner, which I replied to. I think
But being loth to giv up my first opinion, and surely not wish- against your enemies. Let not your heart faint: fear not, and there is good evidence that there is no prayer-answering God.
ing to do so if right, I hav sat on the fence nearly ever since, do not tremble, neither be ye terrified. For the Lord your The within letter was held for several weeks by the editor, and
getting all the information possible on the subject, but finally God is he that goeth with you to fight for you to save you. then returned. Probably he was afraid to publish it, or was
being convinced that the prohibitionists, though perhaps well And when the Lord thy God hath delivered thine enemies persuaded not to. I know of but one besides myself in this
meaning, were pulling at the wrong enrl of the string to un· into thine hands, thou shalt smite every male thereof with the city who is willing to let himself be known as a Liberal.
tangle the knot, and so were drawing it tighter and making it edge of the sword. But the women, and the spoils thereof,
GEORGE PADDINGTON.
worse, I got down on the opposit side into the anti-prohibition shalt thou take unto thyself, and thou shalt eat the spoil of
FRESNO CITY, CAL., Nov, 8, 1884.
camp, but still claim to be a temperance man, believing tem- thine enemies, which the Lord thy God giveth thee" (Deut.
To THE EDITOR OF THE REPUBLICAN: Please giv me a small
perance to be a moderate use of a thing, and not the abuse of xx:, 2). "And the children of Israel fled before Judah, and place in your paper to reply to a letter published in your issue
it. As to controling a man's conscience, or prohibiting his God delivered tllem into their hand. And Abijah and his peo- of July 5th, on the subject of prayer, by B. R Turner. I do
vices by law, it becomes more absurd to me the more I look at ple slew them with a great slaughter, so there fell· down slain not object to praying, but I do object to paying taxpayers'
it. Statute laws are made (or should be) to protect people in of Israel five hundred thousand chosen men" (2 Chron. xiii, money for such an uncertain thing as prayer. As this is not
a Christian nation, no public money should be devoted to the
their natural rights. For this governments are founded-that 17). "And the children of Benjamin destroyed down to the propagation of any religion. Mr. Turner says my views about
each and every one may act in unison for the mutual protec- ground of the Israelites that day twenty and two thousand God and prayer are crude. I do not know that there is. any
tion of all against invasion of natural rights, property, etc., men. And the children of Israel came near the chrldren of God, or any use in praying. If that is crudeness, be it so.
among those natural rights being freedom to act according to Benjamin the second day: and Benjamin went forth and de- He says if God had so ordained it, good men could hav saved
the dictates of conscience. I believe a man has a ri~ht to eat, stroyed, down to the grouud, of the children of Israel, eighteen the world to Christ. Did God prevent good me~ from saving
the world? If so, who is to blame that the world is not saved
drink, wear, or worship anything he chooses, and in any way thousand men; all these drew the sword" (Judges xx, 25). -God
or good men? Either God could not or would not
he likes, or refuse to eat, drink, wear, or worship anything, so "And the Lord discomfited them before Israel, and slew them ordain that good men might s1we all mankind. He claims
long as he infringes on no other person's natural rights, let his with a great slaughter; and chased them and smote them unto that God arranged matters. Did God do it for the best? Does
manners be ever so absurd to others. He commits no crime Mekadah. .And it came to pass, as they fled before Israel, that Mr. Turner pray that God shall change his arrangement for
against the state, and statute law has no business to meddle. the Lord cast down great stones from heaven upon them, and the worse? Or does he intend to instruct God what he ought
and what he ought not to do? He inquires where I obtained
Webster defines crime as a violation of law, but like the young they died. There were more that died from hailstones than the evidence that there is no prayer answered by God, and
law student that differed with Blackst.one, we differ with Web- they whom the children of Israel· slew by the sword. Then asks me to giv that evidence. It would be superfl.uou~ to deny
ster, and claim that many laws may be violated without com- spake Joshua, and: said,, Sun! stand thou still upon Gibeon ! what no man has claimed to see or can see, and is past findmitting crime, of which the sumptnary law is one. 'fhat stat- Ana· thou, nioon, in the valley of Ajalon ! And the sun stood ing out. Can you, Mr. Turner, prove that there is a God that
ute laws should hav no jurisdiction over conscience or appe- still, and the moon stayed, until the people had avenged them- does answer prayer? I think there is good evidence that
there is no prayer ever answered by God. You think I am
tite I think will not be disputed by Liberals, at least, but selva upon their enemies. And there was no day like that be- Atheistic. I do not say that there is no God, but I do say that
rather to protect us in freedom to act in accordance to its best fore it, nor after it, when the Lord hearkened to the voice of a I do not know there is a God. Sir, do you know that there is?
dictation. Therefore it behooves all citizens to say to the man: for the Lord fought for Israel" (Josh. x, 11).
If you. do, will you please giv the proof.? . Yon say God is see'!by the mental eye. Are you sure that 1t rs not the eye of the
state, "'l'hus far, and no farther, shalt thou come." If a perCHRISTIANITY SOAKED IN HUMAN BLOOD.
imagination? 'fo prevent you making any further mistakes,
son commits a crime against the state, such as incendiarism,
please find the Bible description of the Christian God: Fire in
The church, redeemed by blo~d, prayers made,
larceny, assault, or murder, then the state has a right to punhis mouth, smoke from his nostrils; water and clouds all
And failed, for Garfield, when he died.
ioh for the crime, not the cause. If a man gets rl.runk and
around (see Psalms xvii); his hair white, eyes :flaming fire, his
Thus, in saving faith, all the churches prayed,
feet like fine brass (Rev. i); horns on his hettd, fire at his feet
abuses his family, or commits any other crime, the law should
And now they know some one has lied.
(Hab. iii); clothed in white, wearing a girdle (Rev. i); a twopunish him for the act, not the appetite. I hav been a mod"The Lord said that thy foot may be dipped in the blood of edged sword in his mouth. Please read these texts. You say
erate drinker all my life, but hav never been drunk, neglected thine enemies; and the tongue of thy dog in the same " (Ps.
I think praying people are not honest. On the contrary, I
my business, or interfered with any body else's business on ac- lxviii, 23). "The righteous shall wash his feet in the blood think a great many are sincere, but hav been deceived by the
count of drinking, and I hold it to be absurd and an insult to of the wicked" (Ps. !viii, 10). "For this is my blood of the clergy, who preach that which they know nothing about, and
my manhood for my neighbor (or his wife) to say that I shall new testament, which is shed for the remission of sins" (Matt. claim to be stating facts which must· be believed and obeyed
not drink or make wine because he gets drunk Socially we xxvi, 28). "Whom God has set forth to be a propitiation, on pain of endless torture. You offer to pray for me, and say
are responsible for intemperance, but not politically, and so through faith in his blood" (Rom. iii, 25). "Being now justi- you will do so. Thanks.
Even if I were a Christian I should not know: whi"h "hnrrh
long as we depend on law and legiRlR.tioo. to pNp =en up to fied by nrs blood, we snall be saved from wratn tnrougn mm ·· to go to as the true cnurcn, provrd~ng ~liere 1s on~. If tne
do right, just so long will they b~ morally weak; but when we (Rom. v, 9). "The covenant of blood" (Heb/x, 29). "For Catholics hav the truth, Protestantism IS false; or If S~cond
see to it that men are rightly born and properly educated, quit it is the blood that maketh atonement for the soul" (Lev. xvii, Adventism is true, which teaches that the seventh day Is the
making matrimonial matches in heaven, and laws to bind them 11). "And cursed be he that keepeth his sword from blood •· Sabbath, then Sunday-worshipers are mistaken. All claim to
be true, and all may be, and probably are, false.
on earth, regardless of temperaments or fitness, and substi- (J er. xlviii, 10). "They build up Zion with blood" (Mic. iii,
GEORGE PADDINGTON.
tuting a vicarious atonement for their shortcomings, then may 10). "Thou Rhalt not suffer a witch to liv" (Ex. xxii, 18).
we hope for a decrease in crime.
"N. G. W. ~· ON LANDLORDISM.
"The great wine-press of the wrath of God. And it was trodFrank Martin, in his letter in a recent issue, in reply to Mr. den without the city, and blood came out of the wine-press,
MR. EDITOR: Without taking any issue with the criticism in
Walker, says: "Suppose I charge any business, such as the even to the horses' bridles, by the space of a thousand and six THE TRUTH SEEKER of November, I would suggest a complemaking of shoes, clothing, and food, with being a crime, or in- hundred furlongs" (Rev. xiv, 20).
mental fact bearing against the social expediency of allowmg
juring people, would not these makers protect their business
to any party the cor~trol over a greater area of soil than correAnd such is the pure gospel idea,
from scandal by proving immediately their good work, their
sponds to the uses and forces of a family without reckoning
For which the lowly Jesus swooned.
important and necessary part of society? But suppose I
It makes you sick, by faith and your fear,
upon hired labor. This is my fact, that the excessiv pressure
And then by faith it heals the wound.
arraign the liquor traffic as injuring people, will they attempt
of capitalists upon preletaries leaves the latter often no other
to prove their good intentions?" etc. We answer, Yes, and
And now, surely I need not quote half of this bloody book resource for subsistence than the soil, where this is free to
succeed, too, equally as well as the butcher, shoemaker, or to show how much the God-idea and Christianity hav soaked squatters, and though this can be but a temporary resource,
any other useful tradesman, by proving that alcohol is useful this planet with human blood.
Judaism was a system of yet it actually makes the difference between life and death, or
in many things, and that they force none to be intemperate bloodshed, and this is the germ that eliminated Christianity, worse than death, to many thousands. These destitute perwith it or abuse it, and by proving that as many are injured as the account of Jesus abundantly proves. And this barba- sons cannot travel in quest of unoccupied government lands.
by intemperance in eating and dressing as in drinking, and we rian idea of bloodshed permeates the Bible and the Christian In view of the security of property, as well as the abatement
are quite sure that corsets and high-heeled shoes are as injuri- church. It was this condition of things in Christendom that of misery, so long as there island anywhere not in ac.tual use,
ous as wine and beer, and that state laws hav no business to culminated in the hell-born murders under the false suspicion it oug , t to be opened to the destitute. The trades uriions
prevent the manufacture of either more than they hav to pre- of witchcraft that hav sodden this earth with the blood of nine might, under such considerate legislation, more easily and
vent the manufacture of medicin because they make poison, millions slain by Christians of their own kith and kin, of men, economically provide change of occupation for surplus labor
for fear some injudicious person may take an overdose of it, women, and children put to a sudden and violent death. And at crises like the present, when so many operativs are turned
as the drunkard does of alcohol. It is .an admitted fact that but for the brevity I study, I would here enumerate some of adrift. The soil ought to be managed as a compensation balsome take too much medicin; shall we therefore prohibit the the methods of torture invented by Christian ingenuity, that ance t) the oscillations of manufacturing production.
manufacture and sale of it, and close up all drug stores, or were never practiced by the wild savages. Tortures by the
EDGEWORTH.
shall we attend to our own business and let others do the thumbscrew and pouring red-hot lead into the ears giv to
same? If we persist in prohibiting all that has evil in it, we Uhristians the palm for cruelty. And of this I was forcibly
NoRTH BENTON, 0., Dec. :i5, 1884.
will hav to dry up the ocean and stop navigation on account reminded recently, in attending the fair of the American InstiMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 to apply on my subscription
of piracy, and railroads on account of accidents,
tute, in Boston. In the Mexican exhibit I saw a most horrible to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours for liberty of-conscience,
H. H. HuTCHESON.
picture of a popish victim doomed to crucifix. It was painted
The cause of Freethought is advancing in Ohio. Gov. J'!:oadly
between 1612 and 1630, and represents a man about forty was known to be a Liberal before he was elected governor.
QUINCY, MAss., Dec. 1, 1884.
years of age, denuded and tied to a tree. Both arms were ex- The Republicans made that charge against him, and they were
THE BLOODY llELIGION.
tended, like Jesus on the cross, and tied to the limbs of the defeated. I hope Cleveland will remember the clergy as they
An old theological idea,
tree. The priest, or executioner, was engaged with a knife, remembered him.
There is not a Democratic Methodist
Heviewed with the whole of things,
cutting and stripping each muscle separately from his bones, clergyman in the Methodist conference in northern Ohio, but
Barbarian, and odd, and very queer,
while he was alive to endure the torture. He had cut around that will no doubt ask him to put God in his proclamation.
And of which the good Christian sings.
one wrist, and stripped the muscles down to his shoulder, The worship of the unknowable is as much idolatry to-day
" This is the law of the trespass offering. It is most holy.
where they hung, drippingwith blood. Nor would it be pos- with a certain class as it was a thousand years ago. They
Iu the place where they kill the burnt offering, shall they
sible for me to describe the ghastly horror depicted in that pray to the unknowable and the unknown the same as do the
kill the trespass offering, and the blood thereof shall be sprinvictim's face, and the contortions of his body, still to be flayed so-called heathen who get down on their knees and pr<~.y to
kleJ around about upon the altar" (Lev. vii, 1). "And Aaron
by his Christian murderer.
their gods made of stone. In so doing they only represent
~tmll make an atonement upon the horns of the altar, once a
And from the persecutions I hav myself endured from Chris- the idea they entertain of their god. I heard a clergyman say
ye.tr. With the blood of the sin offering of atonement he shall
tianity for half a century past, it is my opinion that if the in his sermon last Sunday that God directed the affairs of man,
make atonement. It is most holy unto the Lord " (Ex. xxx,
ignorance and the credulity-which always go together-of and to prove that fact he said that some time ago he was mak10). ''Jesus said, This is the blood of the new testament that
the people were to-day what they were in the days of witch- ing preparation to take a trip West. In going to the railroad
ts shell for the remission of sins" (Matt. xxvi, 28).
craft, Christianity would now cause human blood to flow as it he missed the train by being a few minutes late. He said he
A BLOODY BIBLE.
clid three hundred years ago. The Bible is the same now as it was worried about being late, but the still small voice told
A myth, a' legend, a Jewish story,
was then, and its bloodthirsty God is "the same to.day, yes- him God directed all things for the best, and he would subOf that first mistake ever UJade,
terday, and forever" (Hel), ;Uii1 8.). And BO file superstition mit patiently to God's order. The train had not gone far till
A blnnder for God's eternal glory,
BWl pre~clled ~s t}l.e pulpit tm!le,
~lld credulity thll same,
the 1!\lWfl Q!llll\l b!J.C~ th!J.t there WI\S a WfeCl>l find roanrliV{ll:l
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lost~ which proved conclusivly to his mind that there was a
special providence. I spoke to a deacon sitting by my side,
and asked him where the special providence was to those who
were killed in the wreck.
The orthodox Quakers are now holding a meeting near here.
I heard a ·preacher of the Quaker faith make this remark in
reference to the obedience God demanded of his followers.
He said he knew a lady who was called to do some missionary
work. She prayed to the Lord to relieve her from the work,
for she had two small children to support, and had to support
them with the needle. The Lord said, "No, yon must go and
do the work."- She made up her mind she could not go and
leave her children. The Lord took away one of her children.
It was not long after the burial of her child that the Lord
called her again to the missionary work. She brought forth
the same excuse, that she could not leave ·her child. The
Lord caused sickness to take away the other child, so as to
leave no excuse for the lady to do missionary work. I said to
a Quaker, "Deliver me from the worship of such a God as
that." A clergyman said the other day that he hoped the government would send the army and exterminate the Mormons.
I asked him why they didn't send missionaries among the
Mormons instead of sending them to the isles of the sea. Mormonism has grown up in our midst in this generation.
CHESTER BED~LL.

REYNOLDs, NEB., Dec. 10, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I must say I like THE TRUTH SEEKER better
than any other Free thought paper I ever read, and grieve that
I must stop it, as I hav not got the money, and don't ·know
when I will hav. It is hard times for me, at least, as I am an
old man past sixty-five years, a cripple since my youth, with a
broken constitution, and unable to earn my living.
I would
like to. write a few lines for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but am so uneducated I cannot write suitable for publication. I hav read
many pieces in your paper that I would reply to had I been
able.
I will ~ay something in regard to the controversy going on
frequently in the papers between brother Spiritualists and
Materialists. I am sorry to see this. Spiritualists do not believe in the orthodox God or Bible God, but in the powers of
nature. I believe that we come from nature, are a part of
nature, and as we, the human family, are the highest type of
animal life-intellectually-who knows but the life of man,
when leaving the body at death, goes back to nature and natnre retains its life-powers, or properties, and. is able to giv
back something called spirit in some form? I hav had the
same experience that Elmina has been having, and good a deal
more, to no effect but to confirm iny positivism. I was, for
many years, as strong set against Spiritualism as Elmina or T.
Winter could be, and could or would not believe.
Some years ago I buried a son; ten days after I laid his
mother beside him. About ten years later, in open daylight,
I saw a boy coming toward me; he was, to all appearances,
twenty rods away, and coming very straight, and I watched him
closely as he came within four or five rods of me. He stopped,
threw up his face toward me, and smiled 'very pleasantly at
me; apparently rising on tip-toe, he started sideways on a
·-nguu....up-,.nu-p""s"u:""':uu<F..--pu"v£-=n.w;---r-,:rn;u-supp-Olnm

it was a neighbor's boy that I could place somewhere, until he
looked up at me; then I knew it was no neighbor's boy, but my
own. What next? Like Elmina, I wanted proof of what I
believed contrary to what I saw and knew. I sent another
son around the straw to see who was there, but no one could
be found. I went in and was looking through the window
over the same ground, and a hand was laid care~ully on my
shoulder, and these words were spoken: "It is curious you
did not know Benny." That was my wife's hand on my
shoulder and ~oice in my ear, as plain as in her life. Benjamin was my son's name. I hav any quantity of personal and
positiv knowledge on the above subject, but cannot put it on
paper.
D. N. DoPP.

SoLDIERs' HoME, MILWAUKEE, Wrs., Dec. 15, 284.
MR. EDITOR: Having sent nothing in the form of excuses or
otherwise, for a long time; and for want of something more
sabstantial, I thought it best to send more excuses, and plead
for a little more time. As soon as snow fell it seemed impossible to get work that I could see to do at any price, though I
see to read and write through a powerful glass, which is useless
for other purposes. Nevertheless my prospecta are growing
brighter as time advances; Congress cannot much longer withstand the urgent demands of twenty-eight state legislatures
who hav long since instructed their servants there to pass the
Mexican pension bill. And now, since that most damnable
of all publie scourges, the Republican party, with their vicegerent of the devil, Jim Blaine, hav received severe chastisment froi)J. an outraged people, I think our hirelings in Congress
will not dare to resist their employers' demands much longer.
It is amusing to note the many causes given by different individuals for the downfall of Blaine and his party. Jn my estimation it was not Burchard, it was not the foul weather, it
was not the great dinner party, nor any of the thousands of
causes advanced by the "wise ones." But the fact is in "a
nutshell." The wickedness of that party had become so
great that it had become the unfittest in the race for existence
in this enlightened republic.
Without regard to what Congress may or may not do for the
few survivors of. the Mexican war, I feel confident that I can
catch up with my subscription, and will soon remit. "Where
-there is a will there is a way."
NELsON: HUNT.
PAYSON, UTA.H, Dec. 10, 284.
MR. EDITOR: To me tke "Letters from Friends" is an interesting part of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and especially the letters
from Utah. If there is any one pll\ce in the union more than
another that needs Frtlethought literature and lecturers it is
here in Utah to fight this modern mother of harlots, Mormonism. A great many when they get disgusted with her pull up
~ud le~vll the territorr1l?u.t 5ome of us m~&t 11top &Q.d wv her

PA.ssA.Ic, N. J., Dec. 13, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I am an English Freethinker, who has been in.
this country scal'cely one year, and has taken your esteemed
paper about six months. You will excuse me if I ask you why
you don't remind your readers that Mgr. Capel, referred to in
past issues, came to this country to hide the shame of a bankruptcy brought about by eating more beef, drinking more
wine, living in a bigger house, and keeping more servants than
he could pay for. Yon may hav done so, and that is why I
ask you to excuse me. When living near London, I went to a
few of his religious plays. I am a workingman.
Very truly yours,
T. D. HA-TFIELD.

a deal. I am anxious to see a territorial League organized
here, and things put in good fighting shape.
I hav traveled over a hundred miles to get the few names to
the petition I sent you. I find but few who are willing to be
known as Freethinkers. They will read my tracts, but not
allow anything in the shape of Freethought literature to be
sent to them through the mail. I can hardly blame them. To
men in business it is almost financial ruin for them to do so.
But a few are getting a little more bold. I would like to correspond with some of the Freethonght friends in the north
and south of this territory in regard to organizin'g so that we
can make a more complete fight. There is still a great prejudice against apostates here, but the saints are very civil to an
apostate as long as he will hold his tongue, but the moment
he asserts his rights, especially if those rights should conflict
with thei.r superstitious religion, look out for squalls. I am
seven miles from a town, and my means are small, but I intend to do what little I can to break down superstition, and to
build up the cause of humanity. It is amusing to hear some
of my neighbors tell their children that I am a good man in
some respects, but that they must not take any of my tracts,
nor take n'ltice of anything I say in regard to religion.
Please let us know through THE TRUTH SEEKER when Messrs.
Watts and Putnam will be in Utah.
With best wishes for the future of the National Liberal
League, I remain,
Yours for truth,
H. S. BROOKS.

MoLINE, ILL., Dee. 11, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I am once more at home, and am delighted at
the brightening prospects of the Liberal cause. The star has
indeed risen in the east; its beams are penetrating the west-bright harbinger of final success of truth and the downfall of
superstition. Only think of it-I hav already received $0.75
for a trial subscriber "to the best paper for all that the sun ever
shone upon. If you will send me a few extra numbers of
Dec. 6th, and so on, I will try and make them available.
Fraternally yours,
0. CHILD.

ORWELL, VT., Dec. 4, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: As the new departure of the Rev. Heber Newton has so stirred the quiet pool of orthodoxy, and the· Rev.
H. W. Beecher having said more radical things to shock the
church, I thought that a few words from the, Edinburgh Review, No. 121, as to Luther's faith in the Bible, would perhaps
be of some interest to ·the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Luther cast serious doubts upon the inspiration of some books,
and rejected others. Thus he writes:
"The books of Kings are more worthy of credit than the
books of Chronicles."
"Job spoke not as it stands written in his book, but had
only such cogitations. It is merely the argument of a fable.
It is probable that Solomon made and wrote this book."
"The book entitled_ Ecclesiastes ought to hav been more
full. There is too much incoherent matter in it. Solomon
has not, therefore, written this book, which wa"S made in the
days of the Maccabees, by Sirach. It is like a Talmud, compiled from many books, perhaps in Egypt, at the desire of
King Evergetes. So hav also the Proverbs of Solomon been
collected by others."
"The book of Esther I toss into the Elbe. I am such an
enemy to the book of Esther that I wish it did not exist; for
it Judaizes too much, and has in it a great deal of heathenish
naughtiness."
"Isaiah the prophe.t has borrowed his knowledge and his
art from the Psalter."
"The history of Jonah is so monstrous that it is absolutelyincredible."
"That the Epistle to the Hebrews is not by St. Paul, nor by
any other apostle at all, is shown by chapter ii, verse 3. It is
by an excellent, a learned, man, a disciple of the apostles. It
should be no stumbling-block if there be found in it a mixture
of wood, straw, and hay."
. He called the Epistle oiSt_Jar;ne_s ~~n__ Epi~_t_le_o.!_~~~w! ...~tll<!.
-..a-<tb7"~L1:nrTtevelmiun-or i5t. <ronn too muon IS wanting to
hav me deem it apostolical. I can discern no trace in it that
it is established by.the spirit."
May we not add that to be true disciples of Luther, we are
to condemn that theological assumption of infallibility which
would separate the Bible from all other books and demand a
prostration of our rea~on in the very act of examination? May
we not say that Martin Luther was the great founder of that
scientific examination of the Bible which originated in Germany, and is now dawning upon England and America?
C. S. C.
FoRT SULLY, D. T., Dec. 9, 1885.

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $11 , for which send me "A Truth

a

Seeker Around the World," and THE TRUTH SEEKER to trial
subscriber as directed below. I hav received some printed or
lithographed letters from one Livezey, who claims having
brought to grief and silenced all Infidel writers in the country.
He certainly has more time then good common sense, for I hav
seen several in your paper asking the Rame question, what he
is up to; he had better be barking at the moon like the Indian's
dog.
Election is over; Spiritualism and Materialism are going it
hot and heavy, and the-- knows what next. In this place
orthodox Christianity is too shallow for the brethren to get up
an excitement; at-least, it seems so to me. That horrid paper
is getting there for good, as you will see before long.
I am
thinking some good lecturer would make a stir among the
boys in blue; if any should come to Pierre, I agree to take
him to Fort Sully and back, free of charge. Come! don't all
speak at once.
Yours,
FRED. GARING.
TURNERS FALLS, MA.ss., Dec. 15, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: I humbly beg pardon for so neglecting my .luty
as to compel you to write me for your honest dues. I inclose
five dollars to go to my credit on THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hope
I may never be so poor or so negligent as to hav my copy of
the dear old TRUTH SEEKER stopped. The only excuse I hav
to offer is that I expected to be in New York before this, and
hav the pleasure of paying you in person.
There is a large Liberal element here which should be organized. I think if one of our good speakers would come here
they would help the cause very much. I once offered Mr.
Charles Watts thirty dollars for a Sunday lecture, and will
now furnish a good hnll and pay that sum to him or some
other speaker for a Sunday lecture. We once had C. B .. Lynn,
and he did us good and went away satisfied and happy. I
wanted to be at Salamanca, but business prevented it. I was
pleased to see in the Boston Globe that Anthony Comstock
was in trouble. I hope he will at least hav as much sorrow a~
he caused our friend and worthy leader, D. M. Bennett. With
P\Jijt wishes for your prosperity, l &m ~s ever your friend,
o-~o- E, ~Th¥
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313 BIENVILLE sT., NEw ORLEANS, LA.., Dec. 5, 1884.
MR. EDITOR: Never a child longed for its dear mamma as
does your humble servant for sight and possession of the
stanch and loyal TRUTH SEEKER. The weeks were never so
long before. I want to ask our friends through your columns
if there are any Liberal-minded men and women in this Godful-l mean this word in the same sense as "soul-ful "-city.
My one Liberal friend here informs me there are none. Is it
possible? The very thought puts me in sympathy with the
oft-misinterpreted Hamlet, and I am ready at once " to fly to
ills I know not of" that I may escape those of the present, occasioned by the close atmosphere of a priest-ridden and superstition-bound people.
Never in my life hav I so hungered for mental food in the
way of Freethought argument, though it come from the most
ignorant and uncultured Freethinking barbarian of only average reading capacity, as since my arrival in New Orleans.
On the 30th of November I craved with all the enthusiasm of
childhood to be in my old seat at om hall in Philadelphia and
hearken to the clarion notes of wit and wisdom from the king
of orators, Mr. Watts, and the great-souled secretary, JIIIr. Putnam.
I hope none of our Liberal friends will pass through New
Orleans without at least a call.
If by your help I may be able to find congenial spirits in the
flesh, ·1 shall be glad. If they are so disposed, we can htw our
social gatherings and meetings in my parlors. My intention
is to remain here through the winter, till the close of the Exposition.
I wish I were able to send a handsome sum toward the Campaign Fund-but wishes do not take the place of money.
Cordially,
EL. D. L.
OBITUARY NOTICE.

__ A_n_o.ther_lifelonll:_LibeJ"alh!tB_c_rossed the great divide. On

the morning of Nov. 23d Mr. P. C. Johnson died, after a pain
ful illness, from double pneumonia of four weeks' duration
aged sixty-one years and one month.
'
Mr. Johnson was a nativ of Prussia, coming t'l America
thirty years ago, and having resided in Central City since 1860.
From early boyhood he thought for himself, and no man or
church ever kept his conscience. He never bartered his Libera! principles for popularity or made merchandise of his
integrity for gold.
He was interested in all Liberal and humanitarian movements. For many years he took THE TROTH SEEKER and other
Liberal papers. During Mr. Bennett's imprisonment he was
with him heart and soul, forwarding to·him several times generous sums of money from himself, hill son, and from the
large-hearted men of Central and Black Hawk.
Always a reverent student of natUI"e, he saw the infinit in
the humblest flower and insect. Peculiarly retic~nt, he was
understood and appreciated only by intimate friends.

Hi~~~!~~::gi:~~a~!~~rh~e ~':et-IU~e~~!os~~~t, ~~~dg;~:~ ·;
his death, that of a calm philosopher. He left all directions
for the conducting of his funeral. During his illness, I asked
him what he thought of the beyond. His answer was: "That
takes care of itself. A right life is the only needed preparation for death."
Messrs. John Jenkins and Austin Smith, two prominent Liberals, came from Denver, and we had a Liberal funeral
-the first, I think, ever held here.
An undaunted Liberal, a good man, has gone; but his tender words, his kind deeds, his pure life, linger with us to
sweeten our sorrow.
MRs. H. L. BucKNER-JOHNSON, M.D.
EARLVILLE, ILL., Dec. 8, 1884.
MR. EDITOR : I now find myself in illinois. I arrived home
the 26th of November, just in time for a Thanksgiving dinner,
and were all very thankful to dir;.e together once more. My
journey wa& long, and riding over the hills and valleys of
Maine was a little rough on me, but I hav llurvived it. When
I wrote you last, I was sitting where I could view the old Kennebec, but not stopping but a day or two in a place, and so
many friends to talk with, I had but little time for w1iting only
to friends at home. I ha'v had no time for reading even, and
feel as though I am a whole year behind I he times. I hav such
a pile of TRUTH SEEKERS waiting to be read, and then I hope
I shall be better posted; but I hav been looking them over,
and see that Elmina has visiled Boston to investigate Spiritualism. I also had the pleasure of attending a Spiritual campmeeting in hopes to see or hear something that would convince
me of a spirit life. Mr. Chase, of California, and Dr. Webster,
of Portland, and a Mr. Fairfield from Boston, were all on the
stand, and one lady speaker. Mr. :!<'airfield, under spirit influence, said he could see departed Rpirits all around him, but
as my eyes were so dim, I could not see them myself, so I will
hav to depend on his word for what he saw, but their lectures
were all very good; think they are doing a grand work in reform from old orthodoxy. The meeting was held on the banks
of the beautiful Hayden Lake ~adjson. My letter is getting
loPSi
!IJ!me; more ~Bon,
SM\Mj: ful:,l'QN,

wm

o.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. W:a:oN, Fall River,
Mass., to whom all Communications for this
Corner slumld be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night begins to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Hang up the Baby's Stocking.
Hang up the baby's stocking,
Be sure you don't rorget- ·
The dear little dimpled darling I
She ne·e~ faw Christmas yet;
But I've told her all about it,
And she opened her big blue eyes,
And I'm auoo she understands It,
She looks so tunny and wise.
Dear I what a tiny stocking I
It doesn't take much to hold
Such little pin toea as baby's
Away from the rroat and cold.
But then, tor the baby's Christmas
It will neverdo at an;
Why Banta wouldn't be looking
For anything halt so small!
I know what we will do tor the ba.byI've thought of the very beat planl'll borrow a stocking of grandma.,
The longest that ever I can;
And you'll hang It by mine dear mother,
Right here in the corner, so,
And write a letter to Banta,
And fasten it on the toe.
Write: "This la the baby's stocking
That hangs In the corner here;
You never"ha.v seen her, Banta,
For she only came this year;
But she's just the blessed eat babyAnd now bef0re you go
Just cram her stocking with goodies,
From the top clean down to the toe."
-Little Corpo>·al.

A Christmas Letter for You.

response ever came, and one day, quite a while
afterward, Uncle Zebulon and Aunt Chloe
talked the matter over, and concluded that
they would go "Nor£" and see if they could
find " de chile's folks."
"Mebbe as how dey's pinin' for de young
'un all dis time," said Uncle Zebulon.
"But why didn' dey write an' fine out about
her? An' why didn' dey sen' de money for t'
fetch her to dem ?" and Aunt Chloe shook her
head doubtfully.
"I dunno, Chloe. White folks is deep, an'
mebbe dey was 'spectin' dere might be some
cheatin' goin' on, or sumfin."
Well, after a good deal of talking and taking
leave of friends, Uncle Zebulon and Aunt
Chlo.e, and little Winifred Lewis, with all her
worldly goods-papers, and documents, and
all she had, did not fill one small trunkstarted on their journey. Christmas time
found them in the big city, as mentioned in
the beginning of this story.
Aunt Chloe had been sick on coming into
the cold Northern climate, and had not b_een
able to look about much for Winnie's grandparents, and Uncle Zebulon had the rheumatism, and besides, when he thought that he
would certainly hav to part with Winnie, he
felt sorry and sad, and perhaps did not bestir
himself in her behalf a great deal. But the
money he had was nearly all gone, Winnie's
shoes were all out at the toes, and Uncle Zebulon and Aunt Chloe were nearly uiscouraged.
One afternoon there was not a morsel in the
house for Winnie to eat, and she was very
hungry. It was the day before Christmas, too.
"I mustn't starve," said Winnie, softly, to
herself; and then, clapping her hands, as a
new thought came into her head, she hastily
snatched her ragged shawl, and throwing it
over her head, she opened the door and went
out ·in the cold, whispering, "Uncle Zeb and
Aunt Chloe are hungry, too."
What did she do but run along to a fashionable street where was a row of handsome brick
houses. She knocked faintly at the door of
one, and when the maid appeared she timidly
inquired, "Please, ma'am, hav you any cold
piec!)s for a poor little girl who is almost
starved?"
"No, I haint!" was the reply, and the door
wasslamme£1 in her face; but, nothing daunted
by this rebuff, she went to the next house and
asked the same question.
She finally obtained two or three crusts of
bread and a bit of meat, but she tlt'ought it
was not enough for them all, and so she resolved to call at one or two more places.

Her heart beat audibly when the door opened, red ribbon that usually held her own pretty
and an old gentleman, with hair as white as curls in place.
that of the Santa Claus she had seen in the
Our Pnzzle Box.
shop window, looked down upon her. But he
1.
was stern and cold and icy. Nevertheless, she
CHARADE,
did as the good Irish woman told her and
My whole is a property, you will find,
reached up her hands to be taken. The man
Of matter or atoms, uncombined,
looked in her face and shivered visibly as his
The weary traveler, when passing by,
head sank on his breast. He wrung his hands
Views my first with beaming eye.
and said, "What is this ?-Oh, what is this?"
Winnie looked up and smiled, as ·she said, in
The storm-tossed woman, mitn, or boy,
Greets my second, too, with joy.
her sweet voice, the words that Margaret had
bidden her to say:
My third sheds light from sea to sea,
''If you please, I'm a Christmas letter for you,
With power great; what can it be?
--------~._

grandpa!"

1

If you could hav looked into the room a few

minutes later, you would hav seen little Winnie sitting on the old gentleman's knee, her
curly head nestled close to his breast, and he
bending over her and crying like a baby.
It was a good while before he rang the bell
anq summoned Margaret and Patrick, who approached him in fear and trembling. But they
went away smiling and happy.
Perhaps you hav guessed by this time that
the old gentleman was Winnie's real grandfather.
Winnie's mother was his only child, and
when she had grown up to be a young lady she
married a man, very much against her papa's
wishes, and without his consent. He was so
enraged at her conduct that he forbade her
to come home any more, and would not allow
her name to be mentioned in his house, or in
his presence, by any one. She went away to
a Southern city with her husband, who, although a worthy young man, was not well off
in this world's goods and had a har~ struggle
to get along. After his death; Winnie's mother
wrote many letters to her father, but he never
wot~ld read one of them.
"Did he get the letter that Uncle Zebulon
wrote?" you ask.
Why, yes, he did, but he would take no notice of it, thinking it was an effort to extort
money from him.
Winnie's grandmother had died shortly before, and after that Mr. Damon, for that was
his name, was more moody and reserved than
ever.
When Winnie appeared at the door begging
for something to eat, Margaret and Patrick,
who were a long t~me in. the family, observed
the resemblance of the child to the other Winifred, Mr. Damon's daughter, and, questioning
her, they thought they discovered the relationship she bore to their employer. An inter-view with the old colored couple confirmed

_______

The sailor thinks.of home again,
As he heaves my fourth upon the main.
My fifth, when right denomination,
Meets my fifth; saves degradation.
Sixth: The writer, heretofore, concealed,
Stands pl~in before you, self-revealed.
So, ladies, when in Grand Rapids, make
A call on" Esprit Fort," and seventh take.

2.
WORD IN A WORD.
Y e sweet-singing birds,
In your midst I hav found her;
With the sweetest of words,
And the shamrock we've crowned her.
UNCLE JAMES.
A

3.
RIDDLE.1.-I am one and three,
But not Trinity;
..
I hav the strength and the power.
Without my aid nor church or tower could ye
erect.
Strong and perfect,
I am not God.
II.-I hav wings and sail through the air;
Not imaginary, but truly and fair.
My garment is white, I am no host;
Neither a dove or Holy Ghost.
III.-I giv the wine, the symbol of blood,
Superstitious believe, shed for their good.
I am neither father, ghost, nor son;
Three different objects, my name is but one.
Newburgh, N. Y.
RoBERT BERNHEIM.

Everything is so pretty at Christmas time !
Little Winifred Lewis thought all the worldand her world just then was bounded by the
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN CHILDREN's CORNER,
city in which she lived-was one big fairy gar.
DEC. 13, 1884.
den.
1. Leg-a-cy-Leg-a-see-Leg-a-sea.
2. 1st, p (pea); 2d, u (you); 3d, L (50); 4th,
She wrapped her ragged shawl closer around
p-same as first; 5th, I; 6th (tea); 'whole, Pulher and danced along the street, enjoying the
pit.
prettily-dressed store windows filled with toys,
3. W-ix-on.
candies, oranges, and all sorts of fanciful
4. Able.
.
things designed to attract the attention of both
Solvers, H. E. Juergens, and others.
big and little folks.
Below we giv correct answer to Mr. Juergens's
She paused before one broad, gaily-decdouble acrostic in Puzzle Box, Nov. 22d. No
orated, and brightly-lighted window, and
one has solved it correctly, but Mr. Juergens
The D.03b hou-oo ho..d. olosl»l1V "Tf"L.itlo .J.:Q.~l;..lo tnett optntun.
••:r---'1-..:1.-- .:._- 1t"-"'-1...:-1L,•• .. _
clasped her liLLie h~ml~>, blue with cold, in de:ru:t~rrgu.r~" c.;lJ.r;,u uuut.rL·1 T ~~
t..'L'-' :Lo...to...o..11J
lighted wonder. In one end was a miniature steps, and was a handsome and imposing struct- scene related above, judging rightly that the the first three who came nearest to correct anhome-scene-a cunning little table, chairs, a ure. Winnie crept around to the back door appearance of the child would melt the heart swer, viz: J. K. P. Baker, Robert Bernheim,
and F. E. Fairchild.
little crib, with a doll-baby lying, apparently and rapped. Nobody came. Then she pulled of her aged grandpa.
fast asleep, in it; a fireplace, and baby's stock- the bell, and a nice-looking Irish woman came
He was not slow to note the close resemDOUBLE ACROSTIC, NOV. 22, 1884.
ng hanging in the corner, waiting for Christ- to the door.
blance of the child to his own daughter, and
J ERBO A
"She's almost as old as Aunt Chloe," thought was greatly affected by it. All the hardness
EASTER
mas goodies.
R EDUI T
Opposit was a reindeer, harnessed to a dar- Winnie, as she asked for a: few "cold pieces." and sternness of his nature melted before the
U BERT I
Instead of answering her, the woman stood sweet little face that looked up to him with his
ling little red sleigh, and in it was seated a
SHUMAC
funny old Santa Claus man, with a jolly, and gazed at the wan little object before her, dead daughter's eyes and expression in every
A BIJA H
round, red face, long, white whiskers and hair, and did not speak a word. When she did feature.
L OLIG 0
EMBARK
and great blue eyes that seemed to look all speak she called to some one within;
The next morning when Winifred awoke you
MARBLE
"Pathrick!"
ways and to see all things. His fur overcoat
can imagin that her eyes grew round and
"Wot is it?"
[In response to many inquiries regarding our
had many deep pockets, and every pocket was
large as she surveyed the pretty room in which
"Come here, to onct!"
stuffed with dolls, tops, wagons, horses, carts,
she had slept~ It was her own dear mamma's new book, "The Story Hour," I will say that
engins-everything in the toy line that you . Patrick came, and the two looked at Winnie, room, and had never been opened until that ere you read this, it will probably be finished
and then at each other, and nodded.
could need or mention.
Christmas eve since the day she left it. No- and ready for delivery. The Truth Seeker
"Who does she remoind ye of, Pathrick ?"
Winifred looked and looked, feasting her
body had slept in the bed since she slept Company will make it a very handsome and at"But ye know we musn't shpake her name; there, and was it not romantic that her own tractiv volume, and I am sure you will all want
eyes upon the lovely vision. She knew this
was only fixed up for the occasion, and she 'whist Margret, for the life ov ye don't shpake little girl should be the next one to occupy a copy.-ED. C. C.]
wondered if there was indeed a real Santa the name."
that lovely room ?
[J. K. P. Baker writes that the story of
"What is your name, little gurl ?" inquired
Claus anywhere in the world. She did not reMargaret was on hand to dress her, and from
"Montagew and His Yacht,"is like the initials
member that he had ever looked after her if Margaret..
somewhere there had come, oh, such beautiful
"Winifred Damon Lewis!" answered Winnie. new clothes, and when Winnie went down of the author-a "G. E .M." And we all cothere was one, and it puzzled her dear little
Margaret uttered a scream, and Patrick stairs her white-haired grandpa kissed her incide with that opinion.-ED. C. C.1
brain to understand why. She tried to be a
good girl, and if he brought gifts to good girls, shrieked, "Saints forbid!" and raised his again and again, and cried over her, too,
Correspondence.
why did he not sometimes bring something to hands.
though he tried not to let anyone see the tears
NEWARK.t..N. J., Nov. 8, 1884.
They pulled Winnie into the house, however, that fell from his eyes.
her?
DEAR M:rss WrxoN: .t'lease pardon me for
She did want a dolly so much, for she had and, with closed doors, they whispered toShe had a lot of pretty little presents, a big writing this letter, but as my father takes THE
gether, and asked Winnie many questions. dolly and a little one, and a great many more TRUTH SEEKER, I hav made ou~ one of your
never owned a real doll in all ber life.
Winnie lived with an old couple, who in the When she returned to the place she called things besides. But she was not happy, some- puzzles-M. Bernheim's, It is "patella." I
long-ago time had been slaves, and they were home, she carried a big basket filled with bread, how, away from Uncle Zebulon and Aunt hav never made one out before, and I am very
black, and they called Winnie their little snow- meat, cake, pie, and fruit, and Margaret went Chloe, and would giv her newly-found grandpa much pleased. It is fun; but it takes an awful
with her, and Uncle Zebulon and Aunt Chloe no peace until he took her in his great car- lot of trouble. If I had not looked in the dicdrop, she was so white and fair.
tionary for a word beginning with "pat," I
The way it happened that the little girl be- were made the recipients of a mysterious con- riage to where they lived. They were made don't think I could hav made it out. I am
fidence.
came an inmate of their humble home was
comfortable and happy, as was right they twelve years old-uo you think I shall be
Margaret went home with a determined air, should be, ana when Aunt Chloe recovered her smart? Hoping you willliv long and see many
this: When her papa died first, and then her
mamma, Uncle Zebulon and Aunt Chloe, as and she and Patrick had a consultation.
health, Mr. Damon paid their expenses back to TRUTH SEEKERS published, I am
Yours truly,
JoHN D. PICKFORD.
" We shall lose our places and be turned their Southern home, as they wished to rethe aged couple were called, had pity on the
[We feel very sure that John is a bright, inpoor little orphan and took her into their own out in the cowld.world, shure," said he.
turn there, and gave them a handsome sum
"I doon't care," replied Margaret. "I'll do besides for all their trouble in bringing him telligent boy already, and if he continues to
home, seeing as there was nobody else to take
her in. They had worked for her mamma in phat's right, place or no place. Lave ivery so precious a grandchild all the way from read THE TRUTH SEEKER, and will profit by its
teachings and principles, he will develop into
brighter and happier days, before sickness and .blissid thing to me, and it '11 be jist right."
Georgia.
In the evening, Margaret went to Uncle Zebpoverty came, and when dying the poor
Winnie's grandpapa just doats upon her, and a noble, upright, honorable man, whom every
mother placed Winnie in Aunt Chloe's care, ulon's abode, and brought Winnie back with both are very happy together. She is his lit- one will admire and respect. We shall be
and gave her instructions to write to the child's her, and also sevet;,al papers that had belonged tle companion, and together they clo a great pleased to hear from him again.-ED. C. C.]
grandparents away in a Northern state, and to her dead mamma. Then she gave Winnie deal of good to the poor and unfortunate.
state that she was all alone in the world, her instructions of what to do and what to say later
"I do not know what I should hav done,"
papa and mamma both gone, and then, she on, when in the presence of a certain person he said one day, "I was so very lonely, if you,
BY RICHARD B, WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.B,
saiu, "Somebody will come, or send money, that she had not yet seen. When the right my dear little girl, had not brought-"
A Book of Hints and Suggestions Concerntime came, she was stationed in the library.
to bring Winnie to her own kindred.
"A Christmas letter to you, grandpa," said ing the liherature contained in the Old and
Uncle Zebulon hired a lawyer to write to the She was nearly seven years old, but she had Winnie, as she sat and braided his long white New Testaments. 12mo. 232 pages. Price, $1.
Address
THE ~EJ::~~~c!~N y
people named by Winnie's mamma, but no never before been in such a beautiful room. whiskers, and finished by tying them with the
.:a,....,....,.....,~,_~
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The New Christmas.
was thought the proper thing
Soon a• the C •rl"tmas bells should ring
To tell each man he was a sinner I
11

Hav you a dinnerP"

I"m very glad tll'lt fashions change,
For, to my mind, it seemed most strange
To hear of how through Adam's fall
We had been provBn sinners, alri
And that In manger Christ was born,
To help us fro.m that pit forlorn,
In which we t•li, when one bad man
Spoiled all the wise creator's plan 1
And very much I used to fret
Tnat Innocence must pay the debt
Contracted by our father Ad.,
For I had dol ways lh011ght it bad
When Eohoolboy, for the love of tun,
Ruff<~red a wholly guiltless one
To take the thrashing In his place,
And suffer all the hot dlegrace
He m~rited. And now I wonder
How tho.se who sat snch preaching under
Could possibly learn to be just,
While such false thoughts were on them thrust.

But now I can no longer fret,
I know each soul pays its own debt!
Then take oare, you who rob the poor,
The bill will come to your own door I
No Christ's blood saves you from the hell
Which conscience kindles, when the mel·
Lowing llghl of wisdom falls
Upon vour thefts-your" puts and calls."
o.

F. T.

The Honest Clergyman.
'rhe other day some jolly young fellows in
Bloomington got hold of an old pocketbook,
and stuffed it full of paper, and managed to
lose it in front of a large clothing store. Then
they went inside to see what people would do.
Four or five persons walked over it without
noticing it, and then a prominent citizen, formerly engaged in the newspaper • usiness,
c.tme along and stepped on the pocket-book,
and stood their innocently stroking his beard
ancl waiting a chance to pick it up without being observed. At last the supposed opportunity >trrived, and he Atooped down and was just
picking it 11 p, when one of the jolly fellows
·C>tlled out:
"0 boys! I've lost my pocket-book," and
·ran to the door uear where the retired business man w>ts picking up the book. He put
his foot on it again, and would hav stood
there till tlark, if the young man had not rem>trked:·
"Excuse me, sir, but you are standing on
my pocket-book."
"Oh, I gueBs not," said the man drawing his
foot along a little, but keeping the book under
it.
"Yes, you are. I saw you put your foot on
it."
"How much is there in it?"
" Ninety dollars.'"
" Well, I wish I could find it and chim the
reward."
'" Don't you know it is under your foot?"
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God were gu llty the disgrace
or doing wrong to save the race,
I"m sure all honest men would pray
To find some less repulsiv way
or paying debts they hall contracted,
Aad settling wrongs they had enacted I
H

The St. James Gazette says life was never so
unsafe in London as at the present time. Remember, London is the great religious empo·
rium of "Christian England." This proves
the more Christianity the more crime. .And
yet our Christian opponents boast that Christianity is an antidote for all crime, and tha
only Infidels and Agnostics are vicious. Well
brag a way church fanatics, prison statistics and
figures elsewhere won't lie.
S11id Senator Hoar, of Massachusetts, in his
famous speech before the Norfolk Club, Boston,
Nov. 22d: "The American Missionary Society
in which there is scarcely a Democrat
contributes more in a year to build up and
benefit the people in the Southern states than
all the Democrats in the co~ntry." In view of
the fact that "Christian England," after many
centuries of Christian rule, was never so un
safe in its metropolis as now, ·givs us sinners
and heretics the right to doubt whether thi.s
Missionary Society does "benefit the Southern
people" by planting this same Christian religion there that has so signally failed in making
life safe in this noted " Christian kingdom on
whose dominions the sun never sets."
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our literature. Set them to thinking, and it 120 Tho New Age. w. s. Bell ..................•.•.•.
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for them eveLI to catch the babies in their Sun~f~?~1 ~~~~i~te~e.Ji~~~:.s.~I~-~~~-~~~~~~~'::'~::.
day-school gospel-net, however heavily laden ~ g;{~e".n ~~~er~~~:;Jtie~la~t ~~li~'i:uif;:··:icir:
with Christmas Santa Claus presents, and other
Underwood .............•..................•.....
bait on other great occasions. The learned ~ t?Ii'~~~~~~!~~~~ii~?··c~iciillau::::::::::::::::
professors and divines are very shrewd, but
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tellmg tales out of school.
134 Talks with the Evangelists ................••••....
.
135 Is There a Future Life~ Bennett•....... ·····• •
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th? _following: Resolved, That the irreligious
spn1t ana the non-church goiug habits of our
American people are a greatersource?f danger
to religious progress in this country than the
evil of the foreign population and Roman
Catholicism." Roman Catholicism ! " The
•
.,
dangers of Romamsm · has been the cry of the
Protestent clergy up to the very hour when the
Rev. Dr. Burchard associated Romanism with
Rum and Rebellion as the elements of the
Democratic party in his speech of welcome to
M. Bl ·
t
F"f A
1.
ame a the <t th venue Hotel, Oct. 29,
1884. And the poor wretch (the reverend doctor) was forced. to write
an apologetical letter
.
to the Repnbhcan N>ttwnal Hettdqnarters, and
confess he did not mean j nst what he did mean.
And wherefore? Why, of the offense to the
C•t·iwlic voter! But it seems the apology did
not heal the wound, for it is generally eonc~cled by the leaders of the party that the
"ill-timed alliteration lost Blaine 10,000 votes."
So much for Uzzah putting forth his hand to
save the ark when it jostled (see 2 Samuel vi,
6-12).
ELLA.E. GIBSON.

5 cents.
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Hi• tory of the Devil. Isaac Pa~n... .• . . .•. . . . •. .
Thc.JewsandtheirGod............................

0

professor specify along side of proverbs that
other chaste book to "cultivate the moral faculties," "The Songs of Solomon?" All through
his advice the professor attributes to fiction
ancl infamous books the crimes of the present
da.v, especially the irreligion of youth, to reading irreliaious
books. Now, that is encourago-

Watts.

tion. Cllu.rles '\Vutts. 5 ccut1:1.
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Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts. Scents.
The Christian neity. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
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.
1
"th "D" d ·
1!8 Davlll, Uc•d's Peculiar ~avorite. E. D. Blenker...
on rea d mg, c oses Wl ,
IS am th!l writings bY Logic of Prayer. Ch.,rles Stephenson...•..•••.••.
0
of the modern skeptic and Infidel. Spend ;your t{ ~~~·it~~~h~ G~J~ ~~~~'l\'i."cierwooci::::::::::::::
time on such books as will, not only interest ~ ze~afdf~:~,i:r~f}~if:;~~~bt.nslii~a~n~':it{l·e~~~~:
the mind, but improve the Intellect ana cu1- •• •no••~- ·----· ~.,. ~--~---···--···
tivate the moral faculties. Read the •Book of :~ yg,~~~~h~~.!~e ~,.~':,~~~·:::.::·.:·.:::::·::::::::::::::
Proverbs,' and the scriptures generally. B e- :~ ~~~i~~-P';!l,~!~ll:~'fi'~·si:;;k~·r~~~:::::::::::::::::::
come useful members of society, :espected in ~~:fo~~eA~~r;:r~~~?r:fio~::~.S~~~~If~\i~
life and die with the.sereno peace of a Chris·
Beuucttet als .................••..........•.•••••
tian." Now, that is fine! Why did not the iffi t~~.(n~It'i~fi"1'!-e~~a~~~;'!·K:;;;,B?B~~iinett

"No."
" Well it is,'' and the jolly young fellow
puohed hiru away and picked up the waliet.
" It is cuB tO "ary to pay ten per cent reward
on money found and returned to its owner,"
said the man.
" Yes, lmt you said you did not know it was
un.ler your foot, and I found it myself;" and
ttw retired bnsiness man went off, kicking himself every third step, and wishing he hac!
picked it up when he first saw it; ancl when he
got home, he told his wife she would hav to
wash without soap that week, because he had
lost ninety dollars.
The boys took turns walking up and down
before tho store and losing the pocket-book,
and nearly everybody would pick it up and return it to the fellow that lost it, and mentally
Rwear when he saw no disposition to pay areward that if he ever found another pocketbtJok he would keep it, and finally one of them
loht iL by the side c•f a preacher, and a htdy
wtllking behind picked it up and told the
preucher she hml seen him drop his pockethook, antl he took it and thanked her, and pul
it in hiR pocket, and took out his purse an'l
pairl her a reward of two dollars, and then,
after telling he1 how much better it is to be
honest, und that honesty is the best policy,
ancl so on, he hurried aw>ty toward his home
The next Sunday he preached a long sermon
on delusions and snares, and such things, and
asserted that a man who would giv another n
pocket-book with nothing in it, was no bettc,r
than he should be, and that a woman who
would cut that kine! of a caper is as lmll as a
thief.-Through MaU.
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theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been as fully and trtily ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; MA.IB denies. This is
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VlSlTING AND NEW YEAH
tJALLING CARD'.

Written or Printed; Stamped U. M. L.

In this Weekly, which Is now In the 18th year of
Ita existence, political, social, and religious matters
are discussed with a View to general enlightenment
and progress. The" Turnzeltung," Issued as a supplement to the" Fre!denker," Is especially devoted
to the discussion of topics pertaining to physical
culturP, and matters of Interest to lovers of the gymnastlcal art.
From January 1, 1885, the "Freldenker" will be
enlarged, thus furnishing CONSIDERABLY MOBE
BEADING MATTER, While the PBIOE WILL REMAIN
THE SAJilE AS BEFORE.
For the convenience or those or our readers who
are chle!ly In 1erested In matters relating to gymnastics, the "Freidenker "and "Turnzeltung "will be
consoll<la:.ed Into one paper, to b<> ca.iled "Amer!
kanlsche Turnzeltung," with thesnb-head!ng "Tur·
nerlsclle A usgabe des 'Freldenker.'"
This paper wlll contain more reading matter than
furnished by both the "Freldenker" and the "Turnzdtuug" heretofor"· In making thesechauges, the
pubi!ShArs have Incurred great expense, and we
there:ore solicit the hearty co-operation of.all friends
of the cause In seo:urlng for the "Freldenker '' ~tnd
the" Amerlkanl.e.che '.rurnz ... llung" a. wider circula.
tlon.

--Erzwli'
ZleWe_llJU_!;lllOpgubslib8h1; aafe-r·--,-,-

-il.._.o. _ril....-..oL.-- _:o.,..._ ---·· - ~

New Year Cards.
25 cents per doz.

VIsiting Cards.
No. 1, 25 oente•per doz.
2 35
3:45
II
4, 50
II
5, 60
.. 6, 75
II
7, 90
II

JoHN R. KELSo, A.M. 'fhese are among (Organ of the Freethinkers of North America, of the
Union of Radicals, and the North-American
the ablest lectures ever delivered, and
u Turnerbund. ")
should be read by everybody. $1.50.

Nature's Revelations of Character;
or Physiognomy Illustrated. The

6 Copies, $1.00

Spef'ial Discount on L-4rr;er quantities.

Crimes of Preachers

in jjj_e United
States. By l\1. ·K Brr,LINGS. :Shows how
thick ancl fast the godly huv fallen from
grace. Price, 25 centH.

85

U

Price, 15 cents.

75

00

.. 8,$1,00
$1.00
Samples free,
GEO. KRAMER,
175 E. 125th st., New York eLy.
2t51
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New Years Gift Presentation,
IN C O MMEMORATION OF< THE 28TH AN NIVERSARY OF THE

ROCHELLE J£WELRY STORE.
January 1, 1SS:i,

BOCHELLE, ILL.

Last year on New Year's day Wettstein presented
to his patrons a.ssembled In Armory Hall, a valuable
collectlori or beautiful presents, comprising 10 Gold
Watches and Gold Chains; halt a dozen genuln Die.mond Pins, Rings, and Eardrops; oTer a dozen fine
Sliver Watches, solid Gold Jewelry, elegant Sliver·
ware, Fancy Goods, etc., ranging In price from $1.00
to $100.00.
This l propose to do this year and to glv my Libera! friends abroad an opportunity to receive a nice
present.
The aggregate of goods presented will not be less
than $1,500, and probably $2,000, according to amount
of goods sold.

A Business Man's Social and Religious Views.
.Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.

" Freidenker-.A.lmanach ~'

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY

.iil.

Career of Religious Ideas;

KNOW THYSELF•

AGreat Medical Wor~ on Manhood!

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of
Yahveh or Jehovah

L

Eight Scientific Tracts.
Gottlh'h: His Life.

PHONOGRAPHY &TYPfWRITIHG.

Hereafter.

Issues of the Age.

L>i::AL

THY"El

Jesus Christ.

His life, miracles, teachings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELL.
25 cents.

John's Way.
Radical story.

15 <.1ent1.

A

pleasing domestic
By MRs. E. D. i:!LJJ:NUB.

fUUt!

un& ~

f\f~~t~

MILLIONCOPIESwlll

1

OF CONGRESS·-Bv Jam<'8 G. JUaine. The
only hlstorv ot' onr GrwPrnment from lB!il to 1881.
Hoa. Jolm S.W!sc, M. C. from Va., say<> wr oc1·rrtalce&
it 'ltp, no matter 1rhc· her he b~ :Dfr. l.:Uain ·s J r r>Hd or

en-:m.1j, will n"1·er 1Jilt it down 1wfil be I a

r nd. tr.e

who!e." $2UO pPr month to good ~~ents. Applv at
once, Tne Henry Billl'ub. Co., .l'Oorwich, Ct. A

Something for Invalids • o rea•• and stu<~ Y
ov .. r -stop Druf!ging and try
NA•ur.,'w Ren1edy,
lliAGNF:'J li9lll.
For yean past It has been known to the profes-

sion that Magnetism and Electricity were JIOW~r!ul
agents for lm parting vital force aud tner gy to the
woru.out surrert.T from dlse.ase. Many humanltarl,.ns In the profession, thluklng more or the alleviation of surrerlng than they did of the cooe of
ethics by which they were bound, bav~ resorted to
magnetic treatment as a last resnrt and found themselves astonl>hed at the e!Iect upou tbetr 1 atlents.
They had be~n Laught that meulctr•e was an auwlute essential in all cases, anu tiHJ.t that !a!ll~;g, tloe
patient muet die as nothing ruore c< uld be dOD<'.
Here and there
auvanced thluker has llu~;g a"Jt:e
the tie which bound him to hls dogn a tic lJ et!Jn n
and has rfsorted to other aud more bCientl!lc ml•thods of treatment. As aresultmauy, having b10ken
the bonds which bound them 10 a system as barbarous as It was unsclentl!lc, lla~e used their bt·st energies to devise means ror the alleviation of hUILIIn
eurrerlng Here and there the wondrous powtr of
MAGNE'riSM Wa.:! established, and many dlseafes
hitherto classed as Incurable readily submlt.teu to
Ita mild but potent ln!luence. 'rhis agent to the
Intelligent observer was found everywhere. Being,
as It Is, the very essential c.r all life, It v.as louud
that the human bo y when In a dlseused c••ndltlt•n
was almost bereft of thls vltalJ,rlnciJ•lc;. If we can
supply this vital for.:e to the ·wot n.out body the
patient will get "'ell.
Ah 1 but now Is lt to be done, says the J_hyslclnn.
8clence, bowever, cume to the rescue, ar>d solved
,r,e !Jroblem. Here aud there tllronglwut the world
are fie !do or what arc; known as mogn~tlc or·"· It
was observe•J thHt •he ore, when cHrt h d u!J< 11 111e
11 erson, was round to b~ a sateguard again. t dloeaoe,
and to this circumstance; we are Jargdy lndebteu •or

an

To ~!_:!~ ~ustomers aen~gn~:~A.R~1:!v~!- --?;s-&~J~tJ~~~-fg?n~~t~~:~~~~~ 1~i"~tJ.~Hne<e~:lJ~:~tl~
-fimfa't, a. ceJ:!fn{~~g tf!e owner to one or body wi•h permanently eba.reed magpets, J•lactd In

The Philosophy of Spiritualism,

Beyond the Veil.

(JQNSULTING ..ROOMS,
s•r., CHICAGO, ILL.

471 WJiliiT MADISON

60

At 2 P. M.,

Will C'1a:re all Forms •f Dioease Without
llledict>te.

I(

45
60

If

more shares In these gifts.
This is the fairest and most liberal otrer ever made
by any merchant In America My stock Is complete
and
fuer Schule und Haus.
In
everything pertaining to a first-class jewelry
the Philosophy and Treatment of MediaA Liberal German Educational Monthly.
store; prices nowaveraglng25 per cent below those
mania.
By FrtEDERIC R. MARVIN, M.D.
of
largest
cities; goods sent by mall or expreos to
Organ of tll.e German-American Teachers' AssociaCloth, 50 cents.
all parte of the world accompanied by one certificate
tion.
for every dollar remitted, and cash refunded If not
eatlsfactory, and returned same day received.
Prices on watches again reducell since last price
Bold and trenchant Editor: MAXIMILIAN G:aossML~N, MUwaukee, Wis.
list In this paper. The presents will be presented
blows against theology and inhumanity.
Associate Editors: {H. H. FroK, Chicago, Ill.
In
a public hall of Rochelle, directly to my cusH. SORUBIOHT, Chicago, Ill.
tomers, or to a committee selected by them at that
Price, $1.
16 large quarto pages, with four-page cover.
time, In one entire lot, and the mode of distribution
wlll be optional with them.
Terms : $2.12 per annum, in advance.
TransEverybody pleased laat year, and all must be
- lated from the German of Zschokke by
pleased this year.
Olrculars
giving all partf.cula.rs and describing
IRA G. MoSHER, LL.B. A deeply philostyle and value of each gift, mailed free on applicasophical na: rativ, intensely interesting.
tlon.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
FOR THE YEAR 1885.
10U3
The
Alm!llac,
which
1•
now
In
the
8th
yea,r
of
Its
Claimed to be dic$1.
Is devoted to the propaga.tlun of Freetated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly existence,
thought principles. P•ice, 25 Ut!ni.So
BY MAIL POST·PAID.
Randolph, aided by Emanuel SweclPnborg, thNugh the mediumship of Mrs ..
"Amerikanisher Turnerkalender"
FRANCES H. McDouGALL and Mrs. LuNA
HuTCHINSON, with a steel engraving of
FOR THE YEAR 1885.
Randolph. Price, $1.50.
This Annual, which Is now published for the 6th
Their Ul- tim!', Is principally Intended to promote the culture
of gymnastics, and Is pervaded by a thoroughly libtimate the Religion of Science. By Hun- erQJ. spirit. PRIOE, 25 CENTS.
SON 'fuTTLE. Pap.er, 50 eents; cloth, 75
Orders for all kinds or books promptly filled,
cents.
Radical and Freethought Publications a specialty
Address all orders to
FREIDENKER PUBLISHING CO.,
Shmvn to be
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debll1ty
470 li1ast Water Street,
the Worship of the Devil, with observaPremature Decline In Man, Errors of Youth, !illd the
St50
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
untold miseries resulting from lndtecretlons or ex·
tions on the horrible and cruel ordinance
cesees. A book .for every man, young, middle-aged,
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bloody Sacriand old. It contains 12/i prescriptions for all acu w
fices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
ECTURERS WANTED -tlilee THE SUN. and chronic diseases, each one or which Is InvaluaRev. EvAN DAVIES (Myfyr Morg,mwg), D.
ble. So found by the author, whose experience for
Copy free. SUN, Box 2483, Kalamazoo, Mich.
23 years Is such as probably never before fell to the
3tW
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Gred Ilritain.
lot
or any physician. soo pages, bound In beautiful
T1·ansl•ttecl from the WelHh by MomoN, B.
French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaran
C. Prlce, 25 cents.
teed to be a. finer work In every sense-mechanical,
literary, and professional-than any other work sold
20 cents.
In this country for $2.60, or the money will be re·
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.00, by mall
A Romance of Many a bright young man or woman would like to postpaid. Illustrated sample, 6 cts. Send now.
Gold medal awarded theauthorbytheNatlonal Med·
Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
Beautifully
come to New York to commence a bnslnese career. leal Association, to the otllcers of Which he refers.
written. By S. P. Pt'TNAM. · 25 cents.
Science or Life should be read by the young
The best way Is to' learn these arts. They are new forThte
Instruction, and by the atll!cted for relief. I•
professions th&t are Increasing In demand, and not will beaeflt an.-L<mdon Lanut.
A Scientific, Phenomenal, yet
full. I Instruct young persons thoroughly, and
There Is no member or society liO w1lom this book
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future get them
positions. It takes five months to gain the will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian
Life. By D. W. HuLL. Paper, 50 cents; requlslt phonegraphlc speed, 100 words a. minute. Instructor,
or clergyman.-.A.rgonaut.
Terms, $50 for the course, payable $10 monthly In
cloth, 75 cents.
Address the Peabody Medica.! Institute, or Dr. W
advance.
H. Parker, No 4 Bulflnch st., Boston, Mass., who me.1
Typewr!t~ng requires about two months Pra.otfce, be consulted on all diseases requiring sklll and ex·
Consequences Inand can be learned alan« with phonography-only perlence. Ohronlc and obstlna.te diseases that hav
volved. in :Modern 'fhought.
A work $10 extra. Send for olrcular. Addre•s,
batlled the skill of all other physicians
a
showing much study and great familiar- 49tf
T. C. LELAND, 744. Broadway, N.Y.
specialty. Such treated successfully n&;.
ity with oth-er writers and thinkers. By
without an Instance or rallur&.
I
1yr4R
Mention this paper.
~
HENRY C. FEDDER. Price, $1.
BABCOCK.

83L

RUPTURES GUREDby
mYllledicnl (:ompour.d nud lm&~ro"Ved
Elastic ~IIJJj)orrcr ~l'rtt!IIH infrmfl 30 to

90 du,;.• Rctinhle rclercne<>s given. Send
atani.p !ot circtliar, 1111d sau in whnt prn er
..
vou BI!W mv udVPI(·f;f•merJt
A.rldress Cept.

W. J.. CollllliD,Smithvillc,Je~el'IOll Co. N.Y.

garments fltteu to every part or the body bh.ce
oh~ first lmro<l uctlun ol n.agnetlc at Jlllancea as a
curat ve tl.ert> n.as been a nun; ber ol tbe•e 8<•-called
magneLI~ garments foisted upon the vnblic by men
whose sole object was gain. unscl~lltltlc In c~n
structlon and having little If any magnetlam In
them, th~lr life Wb.B of short duration; It was Jo~;g
enough, however, to demonstrate til at when C< nstructed upon sclentl!lc principles there was tcarcely
an aliment that human fiesh Is heir to that wuuld
not submit to t.helr healing lnfiu~nce.
THE EUREKA MAGNETIO APt LIANCES are •uperl<ir 1o everything of a similar cha• acter be' f'to.
fore orrered to thf> public, being the only sclentlllcally C< nstructed appliance In •.he manet: lt le now
two and a half years since they were llrst orrered
to the public and during that time we bav treated
thousands of 'patients, and not a single caee of !allure to receive benefit reported to us while we aJ e
In dally receipt or testimonials of ~nres from all
parts Of the country. We knOW that d!Be!IEe CIIDIJot
:!t:J;I~eeJeb;?~: garmente are worn tn quantities
To all who may be affilcted with any or the followIng complaints, we say unhesitatingly, the Fureka
Magnetic Garments will cure you :-raraJyels,
RheumatiEm, Nervous Debility, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Bleeding a~ the Lungs, Spmal Dtseat-e, Gout,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Congestion o1 the KidiJeys,
Cata.rrh, Dyspepata, Loss of Energy, Heart Dlfease,
Oonstlpatlon, Consumption, Prolapsus
U1er1,
Chronic Periton1t1s, CaiJcer, Ovarlau rrun101 a,
Syphilis, Epilepsy, E<t. Vitus' Dane,, and 11.11 forme
or chronl<: 1nvalidlam.

P M.HJJ4'1 LIST.
Lun~

Invigorators.
$ 6 00
Body Belts,
6 00
f., 00
~ciatic Appliancl:'s,
KneA (Japs,
a oo
4 00
L"g Bdts,
.<\nk ets, 4: 00
Nboulder Appliance~>',
'*- 00
Wris lets, each,
I 50
Hat Band~, •
I 00
Hr-ad Clips,
4: 00
4: 00
"'let>ping C•ps,
Abdominal .Belts (ladieE<),
6 00
G.. nts' Vests,
I5 00
Ladits' Jacket and Corset
(combined),
18 00
~uperfltie Insoles (all leather), 1 00
G~ntlemen's

While these g~.rments can be procured at the
above low ['rices no on A can a!Inrd to bf' Ill. 0 IJr
ladles' supporters are just what ev.·ry lady In the
land needs, as It will be fouud a great asslstaoco at
certain periods; all these garments are made to
measure, an<! a !lt guaranteed. To ladles who are
all dragged out a combination jacket and corsflt
will restore you to new life and <~nergy, and pay f<•r
Itself an hundred fold In a few weeks' wear. Tbls
garment Is only made from actual measure, and a
perfect fit assured.
All oommuult'atlons answered free or charge.
Ad<lres3, VR L •rENNEY, 471 West Madison Street,
Chicago, lll . u- Agents wan•ed for Boston, New
York Brook).yn, and li'hlladelphla,
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TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY.

FREETHOUGHT WORKS,

FREETHOUGHT WORKS,

PUBLISHED AT THE ."r.RUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
,.,he World's Sages, Thinkers? and Published at THE TRUTH' SEEKER Office.·
Sepher
Toldoth
J
eshu;
or,
the.
Book
Resurrection
of Jesus. Showing the
Reformers. The Biographies oi
throe hundred of the most distinguished
teachers and philosophers (who >~-ere not
Christians), from the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages,
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church; Their
C1imes and Persecutions. Biographical sketches of prominent Christians. A companion book to "The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs
a full account of all the gods the nations
of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
the religious systems of the world, including Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
AlbaE.y. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Supernatural Religion.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, •Examination of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole .r e ~eded by the Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
Qloth, $3.00; leather; $4.00; morocco;
gilt edges, $4.50.

Analysis of Religions Belief.

An

examination of the Creeds, Rites, and
Sacred Writings of the world. By VmcouNT AMBERLEY, son of the· late Lord
.,. ohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
Jomplete from the London edition. 745
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The foregoing volumes are called "The
i'ruth Seeker Library." If all are ordered tosothor !lnd !Hmt hy AXIJreSB. one ilnlln.l" will hA
deducted from the price of each.

F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOR BALE AT

THE

Sixteen Saviors of None. By KERSEY

GRAVEs, author of the World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors; The Bibles of Bibles,
and Biography of Satan. Paper; 75 cents.
cloth, $1.

Six Lectures on .Astronomy.
PRoF. R. A. PROCTOR.

By

20 cents.

Socialism: Reply to Prof. Roswell
D. Hitchcock. The Professor's
sophistries fully expos0d.
cents; Cloth, 50 c'ln ts.

Paper, 25

TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,

or be Damned, an Open Letter to the St.
- John's School Board. By M. BABCOCK.
25 cents.

The Adventures of Elder Triptolemus Tub. Containing startling
and interesting disclosures about hell, its
locality, magnitude, climate, employments, etc. By the Rev. GEO. RoGERS
15 cents.

BESANT and Rev. A. HATCHARD on ·Thr
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character,
and the Influence of Christianity on the
World. Held at the Hall of Science,
London, December, 1880. 25 cents.

An

EDGAR
0. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G.
ING.ERSOLL, who says of it· "This book,
written by a brave and honest man, is
filled with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the theologians in the
world." .Price·reduced to $1.

C~.·eed of Christendom.
Its
foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By W. RATHBONE GREG. Orie
of the clearest an l ablest wm:ks ever
written. $1. 50.

The

The Essence of Religion. From the
German of L. FEUERBAOI{. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 cents.

Godly Women of the Bible. A
The ClQI'gyman's Vjctims. A Rad· TheHistory
of all the women who figure in the
ical story vividly portraying the wrongs
committed by the professed men of God.
By Mrs. J. E. BALL. 25 cents.

Bible. Sharp and telling iu style. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

MosEs HuLL.

Creeds, Day of Rest, etc.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25

Heathens of the Heath. A finely
The Contrast : Evangelicalism and Thewritten
Radical romance. By WM. McBy
Spiritualism Compared.
DoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
P_aper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

The Darwins.

A domestic Radical

story. By Mrs. ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER,
. author of John's Way, Studying. the Bible,
and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

500 pages.
.

The Holy Bible Abridged. Contain-

. ing the choice pe.sse.aes and lovely morceaus padicularly pfeasing to COMSTOCK.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Ghost of St. Johns. By M. BAB- The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.
cocK.

25 cents.

The N-ew Dispensation~ or, The Heav·
enly Kingdom.
\!5 C'lll:·.s.

By D. 'N. HULL.

Price,

Proceedings and Addresse$ at the
Watkins Convention. 400 pages
of excellent Speeches and Essays.
reduce~.00. .• •···

Price

Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation of
' Ancient E:;,'Yptian Civilization to the
Hebrew Narrativ in. Genesis and Exodus,
and the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. By
VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. 25 cents ..

Not History. An able exEssays and Lectures. Embracing In· Religion
amination of the Morals and Theology of
fiuence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib..
eralism offers in Place of Christianity;
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma-.
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60
cents; cloth, $1.

"You want to aim very low when you are hunt·contradictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Re- Ing the bison," said an old hunter. "How low?''
asked a tenderfoot. "Butralo," repl!ed the hunter,
vised edition. 25 cents.
without a struggle.
Revelations of ~nticbrist.
ex7 "YEs," said Oiara's dear friend, when Clara, the
haustiv work proving conclusivly that no theatrical star, showed her photograph; "yes,
such person as Jesus Christ existed in the Clara. I think It's a lovely picture, By the way. wb.o
reign of Tiberi us, but that a Jesus, the did you get to sit tor you?"
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
A GENTLEMAN who was dining with a young marabout a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the ried couple In Kansas asked rather abruptly: "Ever
apostle Paul, both lived aiid died before had a cyclone here?" The young couple looked
guiltily at each other, blushed, and changed the
the Christian era. 446 pages and full in- subject.
dex. Price, $2.
PEDESTRIAN (who ha.s lost his way): " Why don't
The Anonymous Hypothesis of Cre- you hav guide-boards round here, so that a stranger
ation. A Brief Review of the so- can tell where he Is going? Now, In the city we hav
called Mosaic Account. By JAMES F .. plenty or gu!de·lloards-one on evecy corner.''
Farmer : "Why didn't you bring a rew along with
FURNISS. Cloth, 50 cents.

Superstition; The Religion of Believe The Brain and the Bible. By

Besant- Hatchard Debate. A
An inquiry Thetwo-nights'
Debate between Mrs. ANNIE

into the reality of d1vine revelation. DecidecUy the most thorough and exhaustiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus
Professor of the London University. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leather, $5.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

B.

of the Generation of Jesus. First translation into English of a remarkable Hebrew document, giving the original from
which the story of Jesus was made up.
20 cents.

the New Testament. By Prof. F. W.
. Newman, of the London University. 25
cents.

Outline of the French ltevolution:
· Its Causes and Results. A clear
and comprehensiv portray~! of this interesting portion of human h1story. By W.
S. BELL. 25 cents.

Outlines of Phrenology.

By F. E.

AsPINWALL M.D. Most acceptable to
Liberals of anything of the kind pub·
lished. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christianity, and Liberalism. Between
W. F. JAMIESON and Rev. JACOB DITZLER,
D.D. Pa.Der. 50 cents: cloth, 75 aenta.
The Leg~nds of the Patriarchs. By
S. BARING-GoULD. .$1.50. The Congregationalist, in speaking of it, says: " There
are few Bible readers who hav ''\Ot at some
time wished for just sut;h e. volumffi It is

tt~~~nrn\P#.ffi}fj~i hP'lltuiH'hil'il~

the Bible.

·

·

The Martyrdom of .Man. Embracinro

the four divisions of War, Religion, Liberty, and Intellect A ~vork of rare merit,
and written in a superior style. By Wm
wooD READE. New edition. 544 pages.
Price reduced from $3 to $1. 75.

~t\. Confession. By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAu~s,
author of the "New Life of Jesus," etc.
Authorized translation from the sixth
·German edition. :By MATHILDE BLIND.
Two volumes ·in one. The translation
revised and partly rewritten, and preceded by an American version of the authors "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss
is too well known by the readers of America to reqnire a single word to be said in
his praise. Price, $1. 50.

The Old Faith and the New.

Influence of Christianity upon Civilrhe Outcast. .A deep, finely-written
ization. 25 cents.
Radical story. From the London edition.
Blakeman's
200 Poetical Riddles.
By WmwooD READE, author of "MartyrChristianity and Materialism. 15
Price, 20 cents.
dom of Man."

cents.

30 cents.

The Pro arid Con of Supernatural
What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Religion. Both sides fairly and
Christianity. 10 cents.
PAINE'S WORKS.
ably presented. By E. E. GUILD, exUniversalist clergyman. Paper, 30 cents;
Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning Paine's 'l'heological Works,. in_cludcloth, 50 cents.
and 'l'endency. 10 cents.
ing The Age of Reason, E:camme.tw~ ol
Prophecies Letter to the Brshop of Lmn' The Radical Pulpit. Comprising disSpiritualism from a Materialistic
courses of advanced thought. By 0. B.
daff, Reply to Mr, Erskine,_Letter ~o Ca.
Standpoint. 10 cents.
FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER, two Of
mille 1-:>rdan, ett-., etc., w1th. a hfe of
America's clearest thinkers. By 0. B.
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
Paine the Po. :.deal and Religious
FROTHINGHAM: The New Song of ChristIn pape;· covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. _
mas,
The Departed Years, Life as a Test
Reformer. 10 cents.
Paine's Great Works (complete)
of Creed, Apocryphal Books of the New.
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
Testament, The Sectarian Spirit, The
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her
$4.00; morocco, $4.50.
American Gentleman, The Language of
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
the Old Testament, The Dogma of Hell,
Paine's Political Works, including
The Value of the Higher Sentiments, The
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Common Sense, The Crisis, and'Rights of
American Lady, The Consolations of RaMan. Cloth, $1.50.
tionalism. By FELIX ADLER: The Ethics
Will the Coming Man Worship God 1
of the Social Question, Em'lmcipation,
10 cents.
The Age of Reason. An investigaLecture at the Second Anniversary of the
tion· of true and fabulous theology.
Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
Society for Ethical Culture, Our Leaders,
Whhout a peer in the world. Paper, 211
10 cents.

cents, or 5 for $1.

Cloth, 50 cents.

Hav We Still e. Religion? Conscience.
Price, in cloth, $1.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo- The Age of Reason and An Exam- The Real Blasphemers. By Col. J.
logical. 20 cents.
ination of the Prophecies. PaR. KELSO, A.M. Price, 50 cents.
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Burgess-Underwood Debate. .A four
Truth
Seeker Collection of Forms,
Jiiys' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD Common Sense. Paine's first work.
Hy:ni.ns aml Recitations. Conand Prof. 0. A. BURGESs, President of the
Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

Underwood-Marples Debate. .A four

nights' debate 15etween B. F. UNDERwooD
and Rev. JoHN :MARPLES. Fully reported.
Pa;pe:r, 35 cents; c~otb, 60 cents~

15 cents.

The Crisis. Containing numbers from
I. to XVI. inclnsiv.
cloth, 75 cents.

The Rights of Man.
pressed of humanity.
oloth, 7G centa.

l'aper, 40 cents;

For the opPaper, 40 cents;

taining forms for organizing societies,
marriage, funeral services, naming of infants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc.
Also 525 Liberal and Spiritualistic hymns
for public meetings, funerals, so<;ial gatherings, etc. To which ftre added beautiful recitations for vt~rious public occn·
•ionl. 650 pp. Cloth, 75 cent!!,

you,

t~en?''

I· HELD her tiny. h&nd in -mine, a;,_d clasped har
!airY form, and blid my tale or ardent love, in language sweet and warm. And when I paused for
want or breath, she raised her dimpled chin, and
whispered low, "I don't catch on, please sing your
song ag!n."
A CLERGYMAN" had a call" the other day to a new
parish. To his church officers he said, "Brethren,
this seems a providential call, and I must follow the
Iead!ngs of Providence. and go where I can do the
most good." And then he added, "The salary is a
good deal larger, and I must look out !or my famUy."
"UNCLE JOSH," I said, "don't you bel!eve in the
efficacy of special prayer?" "What do you mean by
special prayer?" asked Uncle Josh, picking a turkey
feather otrhistrousers. ".Byspeclal prayer I mean
where you pray tor an especial thing.'' "Wa'al, now,
Mister Perkins, dat depend!;l. It depends a good
deal on what yo' pray for." "How is that, Uncle
Josh?" "Wa'al, I allays nqtice dat when I pray de
Lord to send one o' Massa Shelby's turkeys to de ole
man It don't come, but when I prays dat he'll send
de·oie man atter de turkey, my prayer Is allays an-·
swered."
COL. YERGER, meeting the Rev. Whangdoodle
Baxter on Austin avenue, asked him, "How Is your
congregation coming on?" "We am goln' right
ahead, sah. Since we has quit passln' de hat we has
taken In lots ob money. De ker!eckshurls has Increased wonderfully, sah, wonderfully." "I don't·
understand how you can take up .collections It you
don't pass the hat." "We pass de plate now."·
"Well, that's the same as passing the hat, Isn't It?"
"No, sah, hit a!n'.t desame.th!ng. Deacon Webster·
pa~sed de hat tor moah dan a year, and de kerleckshuns was mighty small; but now I passes de plate·
myse•r, an' de money just rolls in. De plate am
much more reliable dan de hat." "How Is that?"
"Deacon Webster put tar in de top ob his hat."
IN the wee.sma' and dark hours or Saturday mornIng Mr. Blank's front door bell rang vigorously. The
worthy c!tlz3n went at once to the door, where he
round his man M!Cb'ael !Jl. a troubled state of mind.
with an addition -to-'h!;"fu;ti;~·th~tw~h~ w~=
called In attendance had demanded.!mmed!ate pay·
ment tor his services. Having no money In the·
house,he had called upon Mr. Blank to borrow some.
Michael Immediately received what he wanted and
with profuse apologies tor calllng at such a~ un~
seasonable hour, departed. The next morning Mr.
Blank's daughters, who had heard the bell ring,
asked who It was t]lat called so late, and they were
Informed of the circumstances. "Poor little thing I"
sympathetically exclaimed a bright l!ttle nilss or.
twelve summers; "came C. 0. D, didn't It?"'
.·
A GOOD old Methodist lady, very particular and
very pious, once kept a boarding-house In New
York. Stanch to her pr!nc!ples, she would take no
one to ·board who did not hold to the eternal punIshment or a large portion ot the race. But the people were more Intent on carnal comforts than spiritual health, so that In time her house became empty,
much to her. grief and alarm. After some time a
blutr old sea captain knocked at the door, and the
old lady answered the call. • Good morning, ma'am.
Can you g!v me board ror two or three days? Got my
ship here, and shall be otr soon as I load." "Wa'al,
I don't know," said the old lady. "Oh, house full,

.

eh ?" .. No, but-'' . "But what, ma'am?" "I don't

take any unclean or carnal people In my house.
What do you bel!eve?" "About what?" " Why, do
you belleve that anyone wlll be condemned?" Oh,
thunder I yes." "Do you?" said the good woman,
brightening up "Well, how many souls do you
think wlll lle on fire eternally?" "Don't know,.
ma'am, really-nevercalculated that." "Can'.t you
guess?" "C>n't say-perhaps fifty thousand."
"Wa'al, hemr• mused the old woman; "I guess I'll
take you; fifty thousand burning souls Is better
than nothing. "
MISS TOOTSEY MITE (Variety actress): "0 professor, I am so glad I met you. I've just got an engage-·
ment, and I want you to compose me a first-class,
A lsong and dance-something real jlggy and jolly,
you know." Musical composer: "With pleasure,.
my dear young lady. You want something that wlll'.
set all the gallery boys to beating time with their·
teet, and make the parquet reel l!ke jumping up·
and joining In the breakdown. Something in sall-·
or's hornpipe time, I suppose?'' Miss Tootsey Mite::
"Just the thing. I hav the words ready; all I want.
Is the music; must b3 a full orchestra accompaniment, you know, and must be done by six o'clock,
so that there will be time to rehearse it." Musical·
composer: "Goodness gracious I I can't get up anything In that time; it Is impossible. The idea I
Why, It's tour o'clock now." Miss Tootsey Mite:
"But I must hav !t. It Is my first appearance at the·
new vaudeville. Havn't you something already
written that wlll do?'' Musical composer: "So I
hav.. Never thought or it. Here ~sa piece just flu-·
!shed. ,All It wants Is the words." Miss Tootsey·
Mite: "Oh, that wm do splendidly. So bright an<l.
dashing I Did you compose this !or a song anrf
dance?" Musical composer: " Well, no. It was !of'
a Cincinnati sacred concert."

